The Index to the Scarsdale Inquirer is an alphabetical listing by subject of articles appearing in the weekly Scarsdale Inquirer. Under each subject headlines appear chronologically (except for OBITUARIES, which are listed alphabetically). Volume I of the Index covers newspapers for Oct 10, 1901 to Jun 27, 1907, and Jan-Dec, 1909. (Newspapers for Jul-Dec, 1907 and Jan-Dec, 1908, 1910, and 1911 are missing.) Volume II covers newspapers for Jan, 1912 to Dec, 1918. (Newspapers for Jan-Nov 8, 1919 are missing.) Volume III covers newspapers for Nov 15, 1919-Dec, 1924. Thereafter, index volumes generally cover a five-year span of newspapers. Great care has been taken to assure that the index will provide easy access to articles detailing local history, including people, places and events. As a general rule, headlines that are concise and informative are used as is. Those that need clarification may be embellished with the addition of personal names or a parenthetical phrase to provide a more complete description of the article. Thus, the index may be used in two ways: as a primary source of information; or as a guide to the location of a particular newspaper article, letter, editorial or photograph.

Subject headings generally follow 'Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature' and Library of Congress. The particular geographical area covered is chiefly Scarsdale, although the earliest newspapers cover all of Westchester County, and those articles are indexed. General headings may have the subdivision -SCS for Scarsdale, EMT for Edgemont, -GBH for Greenburgh, or -HTS for Hartsdale, as there may also be references to these municipalities. When an organization uses Scarsdale as an inherent part of its name, articles referring to that organization are listed under SCS; for example, SCS HISTORICAL SOCIETY. Banks and businesses are listed under general categories; for example, BANKS AND BANKING or REAL ESTATE AGENCIES AND AGENTS. When such a broad heading is used, every effort is made to name the individual business or bank in the headline.

Because a local newspaper is a rich source of data for genealogical research, most personal names that appear in the Inquirer are indexed. Names have been verified as much as possible, but where there is a question, a name is listed exactly as it appears in the Inquirer. In the early days of the newspaper, people are often referred to simply as MR, MRS, or MISS (LAST NAME), with no first name. This is such a frequent occurrence in these early newspapers that special care has been taken to determine the full name indicated. In some cases, the sense of the article gives an important clue to the full name. Sometimes, however, it is impossible to be certain that similar names truly refer to the same person. For example, H W PICCOT may refer to HAROLD PICCOT or HENRY PICCOT, so there appear in the index listings for all three. In the same way, MRS GOLDSMITH may mean MRS MAX GOLDSMITH, MRS MORTON GOLDSMITH, and/or MRS M GOLDSMITH. All appear in the index unless it can be determined without a doubt which name refers to which person. Occasionally, it is obvious that the name listed in the newspaper is a typographical error, for example MRS FREDERICK ACKERMANN is MRS FREDERICK ACKERMAN. Sometimes a clarifying word or two in parentheses after a last name helps to particularize an entry, for example THEALL, (POSTMASTER, HTS) or NILES (COMMISSIONER). It would be wise for the researcher to check under all headings for a particular last name to assure that no references have been overlooked.
There are several types of information that have not been indexed, either because of the ephemeral quality of that information or because the information can be found with ease through official county, town, or village records. These include births, engagements, marriages, legal notices, police and fire blotters except when warranted by full-article coverage, club and league meetings, movie and book reviews, gardening and cooking columns, and sports, except for announcements of the appointment of coaches or coverage of important championships. Notices of upcoming events are not indexed unless particular biographical information not found elsewhere is included.

The following abbreviations have been used:

- advt - advertisement (usually political)
- AU - author
- DR - doctor (physician or PhD)
- edit - editorial
- EMT - Edgemont
- GBH - Greenburgh
- HTS - Hartsdale
- illus/ILLUS - illustration, or after a personal name, illustrator
- ltr - letter (to the editor)
- photo - photograph(s)
- SCS - Scarsdale
- trans - translator

Mary Buchanan
ACTORS AND ACTRESSES continued

SHS graduate J Gardner) on Broadway (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.16
(K M Shapiro:) From stage to (real estate) sales (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.4
SEE ALSO COMEDIANS

ACTORS' SHAKESPEARE CO

Vox populi! Rockin' with the Bard in Albany (photo), Aug 16, 1989, p.6

AD-HOC COMMITTEE ON AFFORDABLE HOUSING-SCS

Housing survey (prepared by Ad Hoc Affordable Housing Sub-Committee polls SCS employees), Sep 29, 1989, p.1

ADAMS, AUDREY STIEF

Hail to the champions (Inquirer holds second children's photo contest) Kids (B-p Supp) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.2

ADAMS, BILL

SVAC is busy and needs staff (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.4
(SCS Volunteer) Fire Company (no 11) wins muster events, Jul 14, 1989, p.5

ADAMS, BILLY

Arthur Manor (Assn) celebrates (July 4th) in (Davis) Park (photo; list), Jul 14, 1989, p.2

ADAMS, GREG

Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16

ADDCI, PATRICIA

Another safe year: (A Blitz, D Ferraro accept American Automobile Assn safety award) (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.2

ADELAAR, ROBYN

93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

ADELMAN, LAUREN

8th graders heading for the big school (photo; list) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.8

ADLER, HERB

Mormon (church landscaping) application approved; (Planning Bd discusses Winston, Montgomery plans), Aug 25, 1989, p.1

ADLER, HERBERT

Charges fly in dispute over Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.1

ADLER, HERBERT (AU)

(Mormon) Church found in contempt (ltr), Jun 23, 1989, p.6

ADLER, RACHEL

Y-M-YWHA of Mid-Westchester) cites local teens for achievements (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.11

ADLER, SUSAN

Charges fly in dispute over Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.1
Planning board tells (Mormon) Church, neighbors to work out a solution, May 5, 1989, p.1
(SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8
Mormon (church landscaping) application approved; (Planning Bd discusses Winston, Montgomery plans), Aug 25, 1989, p.1
Critics contend zoning plan is too restrictive, Dec 1, 1989, p.1

ADLER, SUSAN (AU)

(Mormon) Church found in contempt (ltr), Jun 23, 1989, p.6

ADLERSTEIN, MICHAEL

Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
Federal post for architect M Adlerstein (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.3
No architect on BAR? (Amendment proposed to change requirement for architect-member), Nov 24, 1989, p.1
11 new houses proposed to Board of A(rchitectural) R(eview); L Schan sworn in, Dec 15, 1989, p.3

ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEE-SCS

Time running out for school (Bd Nominating Committee) nominations; (Administrative Committee named), Nov 17, 1989, p.3
29 in running for (School Board) nominating group, Dec 8, 1989, p.3

ADOLESCENT PSYCHIATRY

Be alert to teenage mood disorders (edit), Jan 20, 1989, p.7
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ADVENT
(Stuart family lights) Advent candles (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.24

ADVERTISING
(SCS Taxpayer Alert uses) Unauthorized names (in ads against proposed indoor pool), Oct 27, 1989, p.1
(M Haladay) "disturbed" to see her name in (SCS Taxpayer Alert) ad (ltr), Oct 27, 1989, p.6
Vote for SCS's kids, seniors, families, swim teams AND housing values (advt; photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.18

ADVERTISING AGENCIES
(B J Bloom) Ad executive (photo), May 26, 1989, p.4
S McDonald (promoted to account supervisor) (Awards, Appointments & Promotions), Jul 28, 1989, p.2

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON LEGISLATIVE ISSUES-SCS
Gisolfi outlines his vision of SCS (High School), Sep 8, 1989, p.1

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON SCHOOL FACILITIES-SCS
Crucial bond issue coming up in 89-90 (photo; addl photo p 15) (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.3

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON CABLE TELEVISION-SCS

Village appoints J Foley cable (TV) coordinator, Mar 17, 1989, p.2

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON CABLE TV-SCS
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION-SCS
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON HISTORIC PRESERVATION-WASH,DC
Metro North plans call for removal of tiled canopy at SCS station (photo), Jan 20, 1989, p.1

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON HUMAN RELATIONS-SCS
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON PARKS AND RECREATION-SCS
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
(Drake) Park (to) close at 9PM, votes Village Board, Apr 28, 1989, p.1
New member named to Park and Recreation Advisory Council; M Kutner, Oct 6, 1989, p.3
Planks and Recreation Council to consider shortened camp season; (Council member named), Nov 17, 1989, p.3

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON SENIOR CITIZENS-SCS
(Senior citizens) Looking forward to the van (ltr), Feb 3, 1989, p.6
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
Still active at 91, John Thies epitomizes volunteer spirit (Senior Lifestyles Supp) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.21
Housing, health and isolation are concerns for seniors (Senior Lifestyles Supp), May 12, 1989, p.23

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON THE DISABLED-SCS
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
Wheelchair access (to be provided for Rutherford Hall, courtroom, municipal assembly room), Jun 23, 1989, p.1

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON YOUTH-SCS
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
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AERY, SUE
- SCS Natl Bank salutes 60 Seasons of Platform Tennis (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.30

AESTHETIC REALISM
- A personal journey to heterosexuality (edit), Feb 3, 1989, p.7
- (Aesthetic realism is) Bigoted bunk (ltr), Feb 17, 1989, p.6

AFFELT, CHARLIE
- It was just 20 years ago today that the (Westchester) summer band began to play (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.5

AFFORDABLE HOUSING
- SEE HOUSING

AFS
- SEE AMERICAN FIELD SERVICE

AIDS (DISEASE)
- Board of Education, Sobol at odds over AIDS regulation, Aug 4, 1989, p.1
- We are all at risk (edit), Oct 13, 1989, p.7

AINSWORTH, LILA
- Keep child care in schools, parents urge Board of Ed, Sep 22, 1989, p.1
- Music friends welcome faculty; (5 names inadvertently omitted from fall bulletin), Nov 17, 1989, p.14

AIR POLLUTION
- Experts assess local environmental risks from lead, radon and asbestos (at Greenacres Assn meeting), Nov 10, 1989, p.3
- SEE ALSO ASBESTOS, RADON POLLUTION

AIRPORTS
- (W F Richardson Jr) favors (Westchester County) airport expansion (ltr), Dec 8, 1989, p.6

AKST, GEORGE
- (Beck) Family victims of misdirected (child) abuse probe, Feb 17, 1989, p.1
- Board (of Ed) expresses regret to Becks (regarding child abuse misunderstanding); Meeting set, Mar 10, 1989, p.1
- Need to protect children raises tough questions, Apr 21, 1989, p.1
- Planning board tells (Mormon) Church, neighbors to work out a solution, May 5, 1989, p.1

AKST, LESLIE
- Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21
- New officers (installed at Jewish Community Center of White Plains) (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.15

ALBANESE, ANDREW
- O'Rourke protests budget cuts that lower tax hike here to 33¢, Dec 29, 1989, p.1

ALBERT, FLOYD
- SCS Natl Bank salutes Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens' 40th anniversary (photo), May 12, 1989, p.32

ALBERT, HENRIETTA
- White Plains Hospital elects (SCS resident L Marx board member; 4 other) board members (named), May 5, 1989, p.4

ALBERT, JOYCE
- (J Albert, B Lowey complete training as) Master gardeners, Jun 23, 1989, p.8

ALBERT, SAM
- Computer exec S O Albert joins INPUT, Jan 27, 1989, p.12

ALBRIGHT, MRS JOSEPH
- It was just 20 years ago today that the (Westchester) summer band began to play (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.5

ALBRIGHT, JOSEPH (DR)
- It was just 20 years ago today that the (Westchester) summer band began to play (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.5
- Families celebrate the Fourth (of July) all over SCS (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.2
- Arthur Manor (Assn) celebrates (July 4th) in (Davis) Park (photo; list), Jul 14, 1989, p.2
- A big week for 200-year-old (James Fenimore Cooper) (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.5
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ALCOHOLICS AND ALCOHOLISM

SEE SUBSTANCE ABUSE, TASK FORCE ON DRUGS AND ALCOHOL-SCS

ALDERSTEIN, MICHAEL
Store signs get BAR okay (at first meeting chaired by R Gilbert), Apr 28, 1989, p.5

ALESIO, JOAN
At final (Board of Education) session, S Older receives high praise, Jun 23, 1989, p.1

ALFANO, MARISA
STEP supporters (meet) (photo), Feb 3, 1989, p.16
(SNS) Volunteers honored (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.14
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 2, 1989, p.30

ALBERTO, LILLIAN
Lillian Aliberto (dies), Apr 7, 1969, p.16

ALLEN, JEFFREY (DR)
Personal crisis inspires (Angel) family to aid other parents who share their plight (photo), Aug 4, 1989, p.3

ALLEN, LEE
(4 Allen pursues) Comic career (photo), May 19, 1989, p.5

ALLENSON, LINDA
New (SCS) School Board head B Lopez announces opener format (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1

ALLERGIES
Achoo! Allergy season off to a curious start (illus), Sep 8, 1989, p.6

ALLISON, ERIN
Sidewalk sale was not for shoppers only (photo; addl photo p 5), Aug 11, 1989, p.1

ALLISON, JESSE
Sidewalk sale was not for shoppers only (photo; addl photo p 5), Aug 11, 1989, p.1

ALLISON, KATHY
Sidewalk sale was not for shoppers only (photo; addl photo p 5), Aug 11, 1989, p.1

ALLO, FRANK (AU)
Spring is here! (edit), Apr 7, 1989, p.7

ALOFISIN, HERMAN (DR)
Dr Herman Alofsin (dies), Jun 23, 1989, p.20

ALPERIN, LISA
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute Kidswalk '89 (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.30

ALTERMAN, ALAN
New (SCS) School Board head B Lopez announces opener format (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1
(Board of Education) President's report on the SCS schools (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.1

ALTERMAN, DEBBY
29 (SHS students) attend Presidential Classroom, Mar 17, 1989, p.14

ALTERMAN, KAREN
Friends (of Music and Arts in SCS Schools) nominate officers, Apr 7, 1989, p.17
Gisolfi outlines his vision of (SCS) High School, Sep 8, 1989, p.1

ALTERMAN, LOIS
(4 Alterman, B Julien new American) Cancer (Society) support leaders (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.2

ALTERMAN, MARTIN
Making reading fun is goal of school programs, Jan 20, 1989, p.1

ALTERMAN, NORMAN
(School Board) Nominating Committee election is on Jan 31, Jan 27, 1989, p.1
ALTIERI, GENO
Geno Altieri dies; Was popular business and community leader (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.1
(SCS Family Counseling Service expresses) Deepest sympathy (on death of G Altieri) (ltr), Feb 17, 1989, p.6
(Untimely death of) Geno Altieri (leaves a void in many areas) (edit), Feb 17, 1989, p.6
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

ALTIERI, STEPHEN
Geno Altieri dies; Was popular business and community leader (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.1

ALTIZIO, THOMAS
(SCS) Police get training in handling of bias crime, Mar 10, 1989, p.5
(F Ryan, M Thomas, J Miccoli are) New faces in (SCS) police department (illus), Aug 25, 1989, p.2

ALTZMAN, LAWRENCE (DR)
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.32

ALTZMAN, S MORTON (DR)

AMABLE, CHRISTINA
(Village Board votes) Raises for firemen, management, Jun 30, 1989, p.1

AMARTUFIO, ANGELA
African king (Nii Amugi II Ga Mantse) bears message of welcome to investors, tourists (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1

AMARTUFIO, NIK
African king (Nii Amugi II Ga Mantse) bears message of welcome to investors, tourists (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1

AMATO, ANGELA
Graduates sing farewell to IHM (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.22

AMBROSINO, JENNIFER
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30

AMBROSINO, LUCILLE
Honors for (retiring village) employee (A Novak), Jan 27, 1989, p.3

AMDU, SHIRLEY
(School Board) Nominating Committee election is on Jan 31, Jan 27, 1989, p.1
Tie vote forces runoff for School Nominating Committee, Feb 3, 1989, p.1
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10

AMERICAN AUTOMOBILE ASSN
Another safe year: (A Blitz, D Ferraro accept American Automobile Assn safety award) (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.2

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
(L Alterman, B Julien new American) Cancer (Society) support leaders (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.2
(R Rothstein) Honored by (American) Cancer Society (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.2

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS
Surgeon Dr F Newman honored, Jan 20, 1989, p.2

AMERICAN DIABETES ASSN
Directors (of Westchester-Putnam Chapter, American Diabetes Assn) named, Jul 28, 1989, p.15

AMERICAN FIELD SERVICE
Greetings from Thailand (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.14
Ready to roam: (Members of SHS AFS Club to spend summer with foreign families) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.19
AFS students R Soon, R Gomez seek host families here, May 19, 1989, p.14
AFS is a two-way street (edit), Jun 16, 1989, p.6
Swiss AFS student (L Moser) coming here; (Will live with Mansan family), Jul 21, 1989, p.3
AFS says goodbye, hello (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.15
Global perspectives: (AFS students discuss travel plans, welcome new arrivals) (photo), Sep 15, 1989, p.5
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AMERICAN FIELD SERVICE continued
Pumpkin time (SHS AFS holds pumpkin sale) (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.1

AMERICAN HEART ASSN Awards, Promotions & Appointments: T Quirk (honored as American Heart Assn volunteer of the year), Nov 3, 1989, p.24

AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE
Farewell honors for the Szabads (from American Jewish Committee) (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.2
Szabads announce surprise gift (of seed money for training day care providers) at farewell dinner, Jun 30, 1989, p.2

AMERICAN JEWISH CONGRESS
I Sloan gets American (Jewish) Congress award, Nov 3, 1989, p.8

AMERICAN LEGION
(SCS American Legion Post holds) Double celebration (for St Patrick's Day, 70th Anniversary) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.2
A solemn moment: (American Legion members end Memorial Day with ceremonial burning of flags) (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.1

AMERICAN RED CROSS
Red Cross is ready when emergency strikes, Jan 20, 1989, p.2
Red Cross honors its top volunteers, Jun 2, 1989, p.11
Red Cross honors SCS residents (F Drotman, N Du Bois, A Miller; Officers, board members listed), Jun 30, 1989, p.4
A matter of perspective (edit), Oct 20, 1989, p.6

AMERICAN RED CROSS-FUND RAISING
R Gerloff appointed chairman of upcoming Red Cross ball (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.11

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

AMERICANS-JAPAN
(J Durrani) Teaching in Japan (photo), Aug 25, 1989, p.2

AMES, SUSAN
Fairy tale village (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.16

AMODIO, MICHAEL
GOP won't challenge for Hochberg's county seat, Jul 14, 1989, p.1

AMUGI, NII (KING OF SOUTHERN GHANA)
African king (Nii Amugi II Ga Mantse) bears message of welcome to investors, tourists (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1

ANASTAS, MICHAEL
One more time, public debates downtown plan, Feb 3, 1989, p.1
(School) Board to unveil renovation plan, Nov 24, 1989, p.1
29 in running for (School Board) nominating group, Dec 8, 1989, p.3

ANDERS, ELLEN
Making reading fun is goal of school programs, Jan 20, 1989, p.1
(E Anders) makes first grade fun (ltr), Feb 3, 1989, p.6

ANDERS, JAMIE
Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16

ANDERS, MARJORIE
No growth here (in number of Metro North riders), Aug 25, 1989, p.1

ANDERSEN, GLEN
Idaho town brings writer M Lewis' book to life (photo; addl photo p 21), Apr 28, 1989, p.1

ANDERSON, BROR
At the Scout House, seniors are playing a whole new ball game (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.3
(M Wittner)'s the queen of croquet (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.3

ANDERSON, DOUGLAS
Village approves purchase of disputed Greendale Road lot, Aug 18, 1989, p.5
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ANDERSON, JOHN
Land transaction: (Penn Central buys L Fenton's part of Depot Place site), Jan 20, 1989, p.1
Developers unveil ideas for downtown (illus; addl illus p 3), Aug 18, 1989, p.1
In downtown development derby, late entry Limpro is challenging Penn Central Corp), Oct 13, 1989, p.1

ANDERSON, VIRGINIA
Resident V Anderson cited (for contributions to community), Mar 3, 1989, p.9
Idaho town brings writer M Lewis’ book to life (photo; addl photo p 21), Apr 28, 1989, p.1

ANDREJCZUK, AGATHA
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
D Owens cited as Coach of the Year, Mar 24, 1989, p.14

ANDREUZZI, CATHY
(YES) puts SCS young people to work (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.8

ANDREUZZI, DENIS
Promotion (of D Andreuzzi announced) (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.22

ANDREWS, JEAN
Jean Bell Andrews (dies), Feb 17, 1989, p.14

ANGEEL, DENNIS
Personal crisis inspires (Angel) family to aid other parents who share their plight (photo), Aug 4, 1989, p.3

ANGEEL, ILANA
Personal crisis inspires (Angel) family to aid other parents who share their plight (photo), Aug 4, 1989, p.3
Ilana Angel (dies), Sep 1, 1989, p.12

ANGEEL, LINDA
Personal crisis inspires (Angel) family to aid other parents who share their plight (photo), Aug 4, 1989, p.3

ANGEEL, MICHELE
Personal crisis inspires (Angel) family to aid other parents who share their plight (photo), Aug 4, 1989, p.3

ANGEEL, STEPHANIE
Personal crisis inspires (Angel) family to aid other parents who share their plight (photo), Aug 4, 1989, p.3

ANGEELILLI, JOANNA
(Photo: J Angelilli) (Kids: B-p Supp), Mar 31, 1989, p.8

ANGEELL, HELEN
Renamed freeze group to hold workshop, (elect officers, vote on new name), Jan 6, 1989, p.5

ANGEELL, STEPHEN
Paul Field realty closing at year-end, Dec 22, 1989, p.1

ANIMALS-PROTECTION
SEE WILDLIFE CONSERVATION

ANIMALS-TREATMENT
Summer warning to pet owners (ltr), Jul 14, 1989, p.6

ANKER, ABBY
(Small Wonders) Jump ropers show skills (to Fox Meadow students) (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.16

ANNES, ELISE
Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16

ANNES, LARRY
Maroon and White elects leaders for 1989-90, May 12, 1989, p.19

ANTHONY, SEVA

ANTI-SEMITISM
New (SCS) School Board head B Lopez announces opener format (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1
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ANTIARES, DEMETRIO
Building projects okayed for construction (by BAR), Sep 15, 1989, p.3

ANTIQUES
Art and Antiques (12-p supp), Oct 13, 1989, p.0

ANTOMUCCI, PETER
So, who needs sand and sea at a clambake? (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.6

ANZALONE, ANN
Embem Club installs new slate of officers, Jul 14, 1989, p.9

AOKAYAMA, KAORI
Teen leaders (from SCS participate in WNET-sponsored Teen Leadership Day) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.19

APARTMENT BUILDINGS, CONDOMINIUMS, ETC-SCS
(Village Board's attempt to vote down Town Club report on downtown a) Mistaken judgment (ltr), Feb 17, 1989, p.6
Rent cap proposed (for 45 Popham Rd), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
Rent settlement (reached) at 45 Popham, Apr 7, 1989, p.1
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

APESOS, JOANNE CLARY
SUNY chancellor's award (presented to) SCS librarian R Kalick (photo), May 26, 1989, p.9

APPEL, GERARD (DR)
SCS MD & Appel receives (Albert H Douglas) Award (, May 12, 1989, p.11

APPEL, JACOB
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30

APPEL, VIVIAN
Sidewalk sale was not for shoppers only (photo; addl photo p 5), Aug 11, 1989, p.1

APPLEBY, JOSEPH (DR)
Volunteers nominated (for Volunteer of the Year Award), Mar 10, 1989, p.4

APPROPOS HOUSING OPPORTUNITIES AND MANAGEMENT ENT
Senior housing supporters told shared residence can work here, May 26, 1989, p.3

ARBEIT, STUART
Dispute over Special Police is issue at accreditation hearing, Dec 15, 1989, p.1

ARBESMAN, ANDREW
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

ARBESMAN, JANET
(School Board) Nominating Committee election is on Jan 31, Jan 27, 1989, p.1
Tie vote forces runoff for School Nominating Committee, Feb 3, 1989, p.1
United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3
(SCS) Bowl selectors appointed, Sep 29, 1989, p.3

ARBOR DAY
Heavy duty: (A Blitz, L Tooley plant Washington sycamore for Arbor Day) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.1

ARCERI, JOHN (AU)
Developers have rights too (ltr), Oct 6, 1989, p.6

ARCHITECTS
Hibschman defends staff in 'abuse' case; (Dr E Machnits to retire) (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
(SCS) Schools moving slowly toward restoration plan, Jun 23, 1989, p.1
Federal post for architect M Adlerstein (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.3
Gisolfi outlines his vision of S(SCS) H(igh) S(hool), Sep 8, 1989, p.1
No architect on BAR? (Amendment proposed to change requirement for architect-member), Nov 24, 1989, p.1
Changes at the BAR; (L Schan appointed), Dec 1, 1989, p.1
SCS architect H Juster joins (Taylor Clark Architects) as a senior consultant (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.4
ARCHITECTURE

What happened to our (architectural) style? (ltr), May 5, 1989, p.6

ARENELLA, ANTHONY

(SCS) Schools moving slowly toward restoration plan, Jun 23, 1989, p.1

AREY, ELIZABETH ANN

(SCS Rotarians have) Fence-painting party (at Cudner-Hyatt House) (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.1

(F Ryan, M Thomas, J Miccoli are) New faces in (SCS) police department (illus), Aug 25, 1989, p.2

ARHIDOV, KYA

Vote for SCS's kids, seniors, families, swim teams AND housing values (advt; photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.18

ARIE, ZOHAR

It's Monday, so this must be SCS: (10 disabled Israeli war veterans visit America) (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.3

ARKIN, STANLEY (AU)

A prosecutor's 'awesome' power (ltr), Nov 3, 1989, p.11

ARMEDO, FRANK

(F Armento III) admits to armed robbery here, May 12, 1989, p.3

ARMETTA, ROSEMARIE

Awards, Appointments & Promotions: R T Armetta (chosen administrator, NYS Reading Assn), Dec 8, 1989, p.20

ARMIENTO, MICHAEL

Dispute over Special Police is issue at accreditation hearing, Dec 15, 1989, p.1

ARMSTRONG, ANDY

United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3

ARNOFF, ELLY

Friends seek a place in the sun for SCS's nature sanctuary, (Weinberg Nature Center) (photo), Jul 28, 1989, p.3

ARNON, DORON

SHS senior, cellist-composer D Arnon wins 2 top music prizes (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.21

(SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8

Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22

ARNOW, RANDI

(Recreation Dept gives) Honors for creative flake painters, Feb 17, 1989, p.5

ARNOW, DAVID

Honor for David Arnow: (David Arnow Fund for Pluralism to be established by New Israel Fund) (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.4

ARNOW, MADELINE

Neighbors blast SCS Manor subdivision plan, Jul 7, 1989, p.1

ARNOW, NOAH

93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

ARNOW, JUDY

Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

ARNOW, RANDI

(Recreation Dept gives) Honors for creative flake painters, Feb 17, 1989, p.5

ARNOW, SCOTT

Prizes awarded to best safety posters (list), Mar 31, 1989, p.15

(R Neben's Heathcote classroom transformed into a Colonial Village (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.12

ARSHAH, ANDY

Scenes from (SHS) sports award dinner (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.15

ARSHAH, MARGERY


Asbestos study finds no cause for alarm (Dr R Hibschaan tells Board of Education), Apr 14, 1989, p.1
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ARSHAH, MARGERY continued
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10

ARSHAH, MARJORIE
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3

ART
SEE POSTERS, PRINTS, SCULPTURE

ART
Art and Antiques (12-p supp), Oct 13, 1989, p.0
SEE ALSO POSTERS, PRINTS, SCULPTURE

ART CONSULTANTS
Apple (Computer's Norwalk offices) select Windmueller (Fine Arts of SCS as art consultant), Feb 10, 1989, p.2

ART-EXHIBITIONS
Student artists displayed and rewarded (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.14
(SCS Public) Library exhibit(s) works of Anna Richards Brewster, SCS artist (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.5
(Artist M Ries' painting) In Silvermine (Gallery) Festival (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.8
Elementary (school students') art to be exhibited (at SCS Library) (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.15
(S Schaps') paintings on exhibit (at White Plains Hospital Art Show) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.23
(Elementary school) Art show a success (ltr), May 19, 1989, p.6
Edgewood kids find art in the kitchen (photo), May 19, 1989, p.14
(A Yerian, J Linker, V Marx) At the opening (of 'Women of the Regent Hotel' at library) (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.5
Who says money doesn't grow on trees? (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.4
Early SCS scene, ('The Popham Barnyard', on plate, part of SCS Historical Society exhibit) (photo), Aug 4, 1989, p.8
SCS artists (A Valenstein, H Kline) featured (in Katonah Gallery exhibit) (photo), Aug 11, 1989, p.2
New York show for local artist, Vacha, Sep 1, 1989, p.2
A lifetime of art takes shape in an afternoon (photo), Oct 13, 1989, p.6
(N Raizen has) Portrait exhibit (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.2

ART-REWARDS, PRIZES, ETC

SHS art students B Wong, Y Chang win state awards, Feb 3, 1989, p.14
Local artist S Bernstein wins (Audubon Artists) award, May 19, 1989, p.4
Local artist R Scholle is prizewinner, Aug 4, 1989, p.5
Local students (N J Maree, N Johnson)’s art honored, Dec 22, 1989, p.14

ART-STUDY AND TEACHING
Old masterpiece comes to life (in Quaker Ridge art appreciation course) (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.14

ARTHUR MANOR ASSN
Families celebrate the Fourth (of July) all over SCS (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.2
Arthur Manor (Assn) celebrates (July 4th) in (Davis) Park (photo; list), Jul 14, 1989, p.2

ARTISTS
Student artists displayed and rewarded (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.14
(Artist M Ries' painting) In Silvermine (Gallery) Festival (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.8
Artist (M Ries to embark on lecture) trip down under, Jul 14, 1989, p.5
Trompe l'oeil, or, the artist as entertainer (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.6
On art and Haemon (ltr), Jul 21, 1989, p.6
Local artist R Scholle is prizewinner, Aug 4, 1989, p.5
A lifetime of art takes shape in an afternoon (photo), Oct 13, 1989, p.6

ARTISTS-REWARDS, PRIZES, ETC

The artist as thinker: (6 Bobritzky wins blue ribbon at SCS Art Assn artist-member show) (photo), Nov 17, 1989, p.4

ASBESTOS
(SCS school) District developing plan for asbestos, Feb 10, 1989, p.1
Asbestos study finds no cause for alarm (Dr R Hibsman tells Board of Education), Apr 14, 1989, p.1
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ASBESTOS continued
(SCS School district upgrades to) A better (telephone) system, Jul 14, 1989, p.1
Experts assess local environmental risks from lead, radon and asbestos (at Greenacres Assn meeting), Nov 10, 1989, p.3

ASHER, HEATHER
SHS girls' soccer team wins section, eyes state title (photo; addl photo p 15), Jun 9, 1989, p.1
Raiders do it! Win 1st state soccer title (photo; addl photo p 17), Jun 16, 1989, p.1
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

ASHER, JAYNE
It's that book fair time of year (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.18

ASHER, PAUL
Lineup named for mystery musical ("Edwin Drood", to be presented by SSMT), Jul 7, 1989, p.2

ASHIDA, MICHIKO
(R Neben's Heathcote classroom transformed into a) Colonial Village (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.12
Heathcote sings musical adieu (photo; list) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.21

ASHIDA, YUKO
Heathcote children broaden horizons (with international fair) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.20

ASIANS IN THE US
School population now a sixth Asian; (Comprehensive Assessment Report discussed at Bd of Ed meeting), Dec 15, 1989, p.1

ASPIS, HAROLD (AU)
Against attached housing (ltr), Jan 6, 1989, p.6
Irresponsible budget (proposed by county) (ltr), Nov 24, 1989, p.6

ASSAULT RIFLES
SEE FIREARMS

ASSESSMENT
Suit (brought by Con Edison against NY State Board of Equalization and Assessment) settled, Feb 17, 1989, p.1
Assessments lowered (for a dozen local homeowners), Dec 8, 1989, p.1

ASSUR, ANNE MARIE
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26

ASSUR, AMZAT
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26

ASTON, MARGARET
SCS National Bank--the final day (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.1

ATKINSON, ROBERT
Student artists displayed and rewarded (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.14

ATTALIENTI, GREG
SC/SVS (Volunteer) A(mulance) C(orps) elects leaders for '90, Dec 15, 1989, p.2

ATTALIENTI, GREGORY
SVAC is busy and needs staff (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.4
Red Cross honors its top volunteers, Jun 2, 1989, p.11

AUCTIONS
Everything must go (at SCS Highway Dept auction), Oct 13, 1989, p.1

AUDIA, JOHN
Canines cum laude (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.3

AUDL, CAROL
(Parents of Greenacres first graders go) Back to school (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.16
Bank of New York salutes The SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.34

AUSTENBERG, NINA (AU)
Summer warning to pet owners (ltr), Jul 14, 1989, p.6
AUTHORS

(G Plotnick) Author (of new book, 'Sales Artillery') (photo), Jan 20, 1989, p.4
Feldshuh's making their mark (in theatrical world), Apr 21, 1989, p.2
(SCS Historical Society) Museum show chronicles local author J F Cooper (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.5
Idaho town brings writer W Lewis' book to life (photo; addl photo p 21), Apr 28, 1989, p.1
Teacher (A Levin contributes) book chapter, May 19, 1989, p.14
SCS graduate (D D Hall) has book on (religious) history, Jun 2, 1989, p.4
Resident R M Posey's play to be broadcast (on WFAS radio), Jun 9, 1989, p.11
Fox Meadow premiere: historical play (by R K Rybak, C Rybak), Jun 9, 1989, p.21
MD L Meister from SCS writes new book, Jun 16, 1989, p.2
When it comes to crime, Bill Kelly knows what he's writing about, Jul 7, 1989, p.3
(M Hendricks') Novel limns female sleuth, Aug 4, 1989, p.2
Publicist C Schneider turns author with 'Fresh' cookbook (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.10
Local resident J C Fine wins book award, Oct 27, 1989, p.2
Local authors B Most, D Linowes, B Buchholz, S Goldbloom being published, Dec 15, 1989, p.16

AUTOMOBILE DRIVING

...Boniface Circle expansion test (cartoon), Aug 4, 1989, p.6

AUTOMOBILE DRIVING-STUDY AND TEACHING

Driving lesson, SCS style (ltr), Jun 30, 1989, p.6

AUTOMOBILE PARKING

Village seeks (matching funds from Metro North) for parking, Jan 13, 1989, p.1
Parking (lawsuit) (brought against Planning Board by Chase Landing Realty Corp), Jan 27, 1989, p.1
Save Robison (property) (for parking (ltr), Feb 10, 1989, p.6
After the rezoning: What's next for the downtown?, Mar 10, 1989, p.1
More parking (in Beatty lot)?, Mar 17, 1989, p.1
(A few) More parking (spaces eked out of downtown area), Jun 30, 1989, p.1
Corrections: (Metered spaces always available to public; Coach pictured was A Brennan), Jul 7, 1989, p.2
Village may get $1M to expand Freightway (parking garage), Jul 21, 1989, p.1
Changes ahead for SCS Avenue, Aug 11, 1989, p.1
Keep child care in schools, parents urge Board of Ed, Sep 22, 1989, p.1
Retailers hope holiday promotion will chase away business doldrums, Oct 20, 1989, p.1
B Lopez estimates bond issue for schools at $20 million or more (in address to Town Club), Oct 27, 1989, p.1
(Village offers) Free parking (in Freightway garage during holiday shopping season), Dec 1, 1989, p.1

AUTOMOBILE THEFT

See Crime and Criminals

AVDOULOS, DEMETRA

Survival was (Kokkoris) family's Christmas gift; (Fire destroys $1M home) (photo; addl photo p 2), Dec 29, 1989, p.1

AWARDS

See Rewards, Prizes, etc, Subdivision -Rewards, Prizes, etc
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AITELL, JOHN
Renamed freeze group to hold workshop, (elect officers, vote on new name), Jan 6, 1989, p.5
(Town Club) Report critical of (downtown) rezoning plan, Jan 20, 1989, p.1
One more time, public debates downtown plan, Feb 3, 1989, p.1
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
Former mayor B Jensen seeks Town Club support for affordable housing, Apr 21, 1989, p.3
Neighbors blast SCS Manor subdivision plan, Jul 7, 1989, p.1
While village surplus ebbs, water fund flows, Aug 11, 1989, p.1
(SCS) Bowl selectors appointed, Sep 29, 1989, p.3
Bank of New York salutes The SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.34

AITELL, JOHN (AU)
On plan for downtown (ltr), Jan 20, 1989, p.6

AITELL, JULIA (AU)
Chautauqua (Conference) goes to Georgia, USSR (edit), Aug 4, 1989, p.7

AYUGAI, MAKOTO
Fox Meadow (School) turning back the clock (with history project) (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.14

BABYSITTERS
Have certificate, will babysit: (23 youngsters graduate from Fire Dept Babysitting Course) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.8

BACHELOR, KENNETH
No early verdict expected on (indoor) pool, Jul 14, 1989, p.1

BACKACHE
Low back pain—diagnose, then treat (edit), Jan 20, 1989, p.7

BACKMAN, GRACE
Grace S Backman (dies), Jul 7, 1989, p.14
(New) York University scholarship fund to honor the Backmans, Aug 18, 1989, p.2

BACKMAN, JULES (DR)
(New) York University scholarship fund to honor the Backmans, Aug 18, 1989, p.2

BACOT, J CARTER
Bank of NY to absorb SCS National (photo: L Richey Jr p 20), May 12, 1989, p.1

BADGER, LINDSAY
(Recreation Dept gives) Honors for creative flakemakers, Feb 17, 1989, p.5

BAE, NANCY
Foreign language and women's history highlighted at junior high (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.14
Record turnout for (Junior High) speech contest (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.12
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30
Junior High girls J Keane, L Chua, N Bae win writing contest (photo), May 26, 1989, p.14

BAE, NANCY (AU)
The bittersweet of life (poem), Dec 15, 1989, p.7

BAER, ARNOLD
Forget the Evian, turn on the tap (photo), Aug 18, 1989, p.1

BAER, DAVID
United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3
Lineup named for mystery musical ('Edwin Drood', to be presented by SSMT), Jul 7, 1989, p.2
Ta-DAM! (SSMT dancers practice show-stopping routine) (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.5
Arts in our Lives: Of plays and pickles, Oct 27, 1989, p.15

BAER, RICHARD
(School) Board unveils plan to revamp schools, Dec 8, 1989, p.1
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BAER, STEPHEN
The Bank of New York salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.30

BAEGDON, JED
Packing woes? Head for the ship captains (D Emmer, A Mushkin) (photo), Sep 1, 1989, p.6

BAILEY, ELEANOR
Mitten-knitting workshop: (Girl Scouts take a lesson from their elders) (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.3

BAILIEBTER, DANIEL
The Bank of New York salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.30

BAILIEBTER, MICHAEL
The Bank of New York salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.30

BAHNSON, STAN
(Glenn Tobias) Cavort(s) with Yankee greats on fantasy diamond (photo), Apr 26, 1989, p.6

BAILEY, C LLOYD (AU)
(UNICEF cards represent) Forty years of love in action (edit), Nov 24, 1989, p.7

BAILEY, RAYMOND
Candy fund yields Yule treat for all: (Fire Co tree now 20 years old) (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.3

BAILEY, MARY MARGARET
(SCS-HTS Women's Interfaith) Council marks 60 years of ecumenical spirit (photo), Jan 6, 1989, p.6

BAIRD, STEVE
SCS Natl Bank salutes 60 Seasons of Platform Tennis (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.30

BAJAK, DOROTHY
Proposition on (school budget) ballot (to decide on registration for school district elections), May 12, 1989, p.1
How many people (has SCS? County says 16,850; School census says 18,775), Jun 23, 1989, p.1
New (SCS) School Board head B Lopez announces opener format (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1
School population now a sixth Asian; (Comprehensive Assessment Report discussed at Bd of Ed meeting), Dec 15, 1989, p.1

BAK, HYUN6
(SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8
Lineup named for mystery musical ('Edwin Drood', to be presented by SSHT), Jul 7, 1989, p.2
Ta-DA!!! (SSHT dancers practice show-stopping routine) (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.5

BAKER, MATTHEW
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15

BAKER, PETER
Dispute over Special Police is issue at accreditation hearing, Dec 15, 1989, p.1

BALDAEUS, GARY
(Center for Preventive Psychiatry) elects 4 from (SCS), Feb 3, 1989, p.16
(Center for Preventive Psychiatry) elects G Baldaeus head, Oct 6, 1989, p.2

BALDASARO, P MICHAEL
(P M Baldasaro named) Partner (at Arthur Andersen & Co) (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.4

BALL, CHRISTIE
Have certificate, will babysit: (23 youngsters graduate from Fire Dept Babysitting Course) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.8

BALL, LINDA
(School Board) Nominating Committee election is on Jan 31, Jan 27, 1989, p.1
With a huff and a puff (Women's Club performs 'Three Little Pigs' for nursery schools) (photo), May 26, 1989, p.11
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10
Keep child care in schools, parents urge Board of Ed, Sep 22, 1989, p.1
Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairmen named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20
29 in running for (School Board) nominating group, Dec 8, 1989, p.3
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BALLINGER, ESTELLE

BALLINGER, ESTELLE (AU)
Village officials, take heed (of B Finney's Feb 3rd ltr) (ltr), Feb 10, 1989, p.6

BALSAM, JEN
8th graders heading for the big school (photo; list) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.8

BANK ROBBERIES
SEE CRIME AND CRIMINALS

BANKERS
Bank executive (T F Quirk promoted to senior vice president at Eastchester Savings Bank), Feb 17, 1989, p.8
R L Gerloff resigns from SCS Natl Bank; C Taylor is new president (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.1
R Gerloff named Exec VP of (American) Savings Bank (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.1
R Gerloff named Exec VP of (American) Savings Bank; 6 leave SCS Natl (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.1
(J H Nadler named) Bank officer (at Community Mutual Savings Bank of Mt Vernon) (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.3
(J T O'Connor named) Bank executive, Jun 9, 1989, p.11

BANKS AND BANKING
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Girls' Basketball (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.28
R L Gerloff resigns from SCS Natl Bank; C Taylor is new president (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.1
(SCS Natl Bank a) Community institution (edit), Mar 10, 1989, p.6
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Boys' Basketball (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.32
Masked men rob Heathcote (branch of SCS Natl) Bank, Mar 17, 1989, p.1
(Manhattan Savings Bank gives) Support for (SHS PTA) Scholarship Fund, Mar 17, 1989, p.3
(Heathcote Branch, SCS Natl) Bank hold-up was a fraud, police say (photo (p 8), Mar 24, 1989, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes Bette A Landes, 1989 Bowl winner (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.24
R Gerloff named Exec VP of (American) Savings Bank; 6 leave SCS Natl (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.1
(J Lichtenthal displays) Winning ticket (in Chemical Bank sweepstakes) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.15
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year Jean DeCarlo (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.28
(J H Nadler named) Bank officer (at Community Mutual Savings Bank of Mt Vernon) (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.3
Tribute to Clark Williams (ltr), Apr 7, 1989, p.6
SCS Natl Bank salutes 60 Seasons of Platform Tennis (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.30
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26
Landmark for sale (Former service station at 34 Popham Rd on the market), Apr 28, 1989, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS (photo), May 5, 1989, p.34
SCS Natl Bank salutes Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens' 40th anniversary (photo), May 12, 1989, p.32
SCS Natl Bank salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photo), May 26, 1989, p.30
SCS Natl Bank salutes Our Veterans--Memorial Day 1989 (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.28
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute Kidswalk '89 (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.30
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.32
It was just 20 years ago today that the (Westchester) summer band began to play (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.5
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.30
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute The SCS High School Class of 89 (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.14
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22
Bank American? (Village Board postpones decision on designating banks for village funds), Jul 21, 1989, p.1
Sidewalk sale was not for shoppers only (photo; addl photo p 5), Aug 11, 1989, p.1
(SCS Natl Bank) Building (at 130 Earth Rd) for sale, Aug 18, 1989, p.1
E Graves delivers hard-hitting talk to United Way (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.1
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BANKS AND BANKING continued

The Bank of New York salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.30
Bank of New York denies racism charge (made by E E Graves) (cont p 4), Sep 29, 1989, p.1
Lydia Klein to retire after 41 years at (SCS National-now Bank of New York-) bank, Sep 29, 1989, p.2
Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26
(W Lieb named Bank executive (photo), Oct 6, 1989, p.5
Bank (of New York) called unconcerned (ltr), Oct 6, 1989, p.6
Bank of New York salutes The SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.34
Barclays (Bank) appoints local lawyer G Markuson (to Westchester Advisory Board), Nov 10, 1989, p.16
National Westminster Bank picks R D Tunic as high exec (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.4
Bank of New York salutes the Junior League of Central Westchester (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.32
Bank of New York names B J Seisenburg district manager (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.5
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30
Awards, Appointments & Promotions: E Kravits (named assistant treasurer, Bank of NY) (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.4
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

BANKS AND BANKING-AQUISITIONS AND Mergers

(SCS Natl) Bank's involvement (in community) continuing (ltr), Mar 17, 1989, p.6
R Gerloff named Exec VP of (American) Savings Bank; 6 leave SCS Natl (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.1
Bank of NY to absorb SCS National (photo: L Richey Jr p 20), May 12, 1989, p.1
Employee exodus: (28 SCS Natl Bank employees have resigned since Bank of NY takeover), June 2, 1989, p.1
BAR okays signs of S(CS) Natl B(ank) takeover, Jul 21, 1989, p.3
Final week for S(CS) Natl (Blank), Aug 25, 1989, p.1
Message of thanks from S(CS) Natl (Blank) president C Taylor (ltr), Sep 1, 1989, p.6
SCS National Bank--the final day (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.1

Banks, Gayle
Asbestos study finds no cause for alarm (Dr R Hibschaan tells Board of Education), Apr 14, 1989, p.1

Banks, Karen

Banks, Alice
It's a dog's life in SCS (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.6

Banks, Archie
SCS Natl Bank salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photo), May 26, 1989, p.30
Lawyer A M Bankston named Con Ed officer (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.3

Banks, Emma
SCS Natl Bank salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photo), May 26, 1989, p.30

Barbaro, Nancy
8th year starting at Child Care (Assn of SCS) (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.13

Barbero, Nancy
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS (photo), May 5, 1989, p.34
Keep child care in schools, parents urge Board of Ed, Sep 22, 1989, p.1

Barile, Andrew
29 in running for (School Board) nominating group, Dec 8, 1989, p.3

Barlaam, Brian
SCS Natl Bank salutes Bette A Landes, 1989 Bowl winner (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.24

Barlaam, Linda
On an evening of warm affection, Bette Landes receives (SCS) Bowl (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.2
SCS Natl Bank salutes Bette A Landes, 1989 Bowl winner (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.24

Barlaam, Milton
SCS Natl Bank salutes Bette A Landes, 1989 Bowl winner (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.24
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BARNARD, NEAL (DR)  
SHS students press High School Effort for Love and Protection of animals drive, Mar 10, 1989, p.14

BARNES, ELZERIA  
YWCA of White Plains and Central Westchester elects leaders, Oct 13, 1989, p.9

BARNES, NOELLE  

BARNETT, HARRIET  
School board lists bond issue priorities, Oct 20, 1989, p.1

BARON, HAL  
(SCS Teachers Institute) Honor(s retiring) teachers (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.19  
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22

BARON, HERMAN  
New principal (J Farren) appointed at Quaker Ridge (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1

BARREIRA, ANTHONY  
Drinking blamed in automobile crash (involving T McGovern) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.3

BARTHELSON, JOYCE  
Happy anniversary! (B Bennett, C Ziegler present check to Hoff-Barthelson) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.19

BARTHOLOMEW, DANIEL  
(D H Bartholomew appointed) Missionary to Guatemala (photo), Dec 29, 1989, p.12

BARTHOLOMEW, HELEN (AU)  
More good works by the (SCS) Woman's Club (ltr), Nov 17, 1989, p.6

BARTHOLOMEW, LAURA  
Hay ride (Members of SCS Woman's Club participate in winter youth conference), Mar 17, 1989, p.20

BARTOL, CARL  
(C Bartol is) in the (New York Army National) Guard, Jun 16, 1989, p.8
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BARTOLIN, ALANNA
Mitten-knitting workshop: (Girl Scouts take a lesson from their elders) (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.3

BARTOLONE, MIKE
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

BARTOLONE, PAULINE
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

BARTOLONE, SUE

BARTON, BOB
(B P Barton) New executive, Jan 6, 1989, p.2

BASEBALL
(Glen Tobias) Cavort(s) with Yankee greats on fantasy diamond (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.6
Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16
Alice in Yankeeland (cartoon), Aug 25, 1989, p.6

BASEBALL PLAYERS
(Glen Tobias) Cavort(s) with Yankee greats on fantasy diamond (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.6
This sports buff (B Mazzer) leads league in amazing recall (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.6

BASKETBALL
6th grader L Gottlieb wins state (basketball) title (photo), Jan 13, 1989, p.22
Girls' (basketball team's) dream dies (photo), Feb 24, 1989, p.1
Boys' (basketball team) go for title tonight, Feb 24, 1989, p.1
(Coach D DiBenedetto has) Words to win by (for SHS Girls' Basketball team) (photo), Feb 24, 1989, p.5
Raiders beaten in (basketball) finals (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Girls' Basketball (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.28
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Boys' Basketball (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.32
Scenes from (SHS) sports award dinner (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.15
Thank you, Jets (for basketball game at SHS) (ltr), Mar 24, 1989, p.6
Jets touch down in SCS (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.15
Rousing start for Raiders (basketball team) (photo; story p 19), Dec 15, 1989, p.1

BASON, DIANA
SCS Natl Bank salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photo), May 26, 1989, p.30

BASON, ERNEST
SCS Natl Bank salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photo), May 26, 1989, p.30

BASSETT, NANCY
County League of Women Voters elects Scarsdalian B Strauss president, May 26, 1989, p.3

BASSIN, DOREEN
Elementary (school students') art to be exhibited (at SCS Library) (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.15

BASSIN, DOREEN (AU)
(Elementary school) Art show a success (ltr), May 19, 1989, p.6

BATCHelor, KENNETH
Concerns emerge over (indoor) pool plan (at Village Club meeting), Jan 13, 1989, p.1
More (money) for (village) managers: (Village top management officials awarded raises), Jan 13, 1989, p.1
United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3
Vandals strike pool complex (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1
(Indoor) Pool campaign at critical stage, May 26, 1989, p.1
Big splash expected (with opening of SCS pool), May 26, 1989, p.3
Indoor swimming pool drive lagging, Jun 9, 1989, p.1
Pool pledge deadline is now July 10, Jun 16, 1989, p.1
(Village Board votes) Raises for firemen, management, Jun 30, 1989, p.1
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BATCHELOR, KENNETH continued
Friends seek a place in the sun for SCS's nature sanctuary, (Weinberg Nature Center) (photo), Jul 20, 1989, p.3
Foggy pool nights (for teens), Aug 18, 1989, p.1
(Hyatt Field) Almost ready (photo), Aug 25, 1989, p.4
Indoor pool's fate rests with the voters, Nov 3, 1989, p.1
Paddle players rally to save their courts, Nov 3, 1989, p.1
A/B team approach debated at (PTT) Council (meeting), Nov 17, 1989, p.5

BATCHELOR, KENNETH (AU)
Playing fields not ready (ltr), Mar 17, 1989, p.6

BATON TWIRLING
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

BATTISTA, ANTHONY
SCS Natl Bank salutes Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens' 40th anniversary (photo), May 12, 1989, p.32

BATTISTA, DANA
SCS Natl Bank salutes Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens' 40th anniversary (photo), May 12, 1989, p.32

BAUER, ELIZABETH
New principal (J. Farren) appointed at Quaker Ridge (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1
'Ve love you, Miss Bauer' (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.19
(SCS Teachers Institute) Honor(s) retiring teachers (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.19
Bank of N.Y and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22

BAUER, HANK
(Glen Tobias) Cavort(s) with Yankee greats on fantasy diamond (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.6

BAUER, JOEL
Planning Board criticizes Ferndale Park development, Oct 6, 1989, p.1

BAUER, MARTIN
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15

BAUER, STEVE
Giabel's Riders, 75 strong, hail their SCS mentor Q Eisele (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.3

BAUM, BARBARA (AU)
Tree preservation is not a luxury (ltr), Oct 27, 1989, p.6

BAUMAN, JOHN
SCS Natl Bank salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photo), May 26, 1989, p.30

BAYER, KARI
(K Bayer is US Figure Skating Assn's) Gold medalist (photo), Oct 13, 1989, p.15

BAYLOR, RENEE
League (of Women Voters) re-elect A Janiak president; (Other officers, directors listed) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.5
Bank of New York salutes The SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.34

BEECH, JEAN
Youth Employment (Service) looking for higher profile, May 26, 1989, p.9
(YES) put(s) SCS young people to work (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.8

BEALS, ALAN (DR)
Townhouses win initial approval (from Planning Board), Mar 3, 1989, p.1

BEALS, ALLEN (DR)
Townhouse foes null legal action, Mar 31, 1989, p.1

BEALS, HANNAH
Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21
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BEALS, JEFF
Foreign language and women's history highlighted at junior high (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.14
R Kennedy talk highlights JHS' environmental awareness week (photo), Nov 17, 1989, p.1

BEAUCHAMP, MARGARET
Margaret Beauchamp (dies), Apr 21, 1989, p.20

BEAUVIN, FLORENCE
Reading, stories mark (National) Library Week (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.2
The dean of children's books, F Beaujean, shares her joys (photo), May 19, 1989, p.6

BEAUREGARD, CAROLE
From quaint to sublime, houses on tour (for benefit of Young Adult Institute) dazzle (photo; addl pl7, Dec 15, 1989, p.6

BEAUTIFICATION
(Edgewood kids and parents join in fall) Clean-up campaign (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.3

BEAVEN, FLORENCE
Florence Beaven (dies), Sep 15, 1989, p.14

BECK, DAVID
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

BECK, DAVID (JR)
(Beck) Family victims of misdirected (child) abuse probe, Feb 17, 1989, p.1
Board of Ed expresses regret to Becks (regarding child abuse misunderstanding); Meeting set, Mar 10, 1989, p.1
Need to protect children raises tough questions, Apr 21, 1989, p.1
Whither in loco parentis?, Apr 21, 1989, p.16
School board considering changes in district's child-abuse policy, Sep 22, 1989, p.1

BECK, JEN
Vote for SCS's kids, seniors, families, swim teams AND housing values (adv); photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.18

BECK, JENNIFER
(Beck) Family victims of misdirected (child) abuse probe, Feb 17, 1989, p.1
10 Hoff-Barthelson students in all-state (concert), Feb 24, 1989, p.8
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

BECK, MADGE
( (J) Jefferis, M Beck) Uncover treasures (for St James the Less sale) (photo), May 19, 1989, p.9

BECK, ROBERT (AU)
Poll pool backers about site (ltr), Jan 20, 1989, p.6
Indoor pool would relieve crowding (ltr), Sep 22, 1989, p.6
Readers give their views on the pool bond referendum (ltrs), Nov 3, 1989, p.6

BECKER, GISETA
Understanding the Holocaust (ltr), Feb 3, 1989, p.6
Greetings from Thailand (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.14

BECKER, GISETA (AU)
No explanation of Holocaust (ltr), Jan 27, 1989, p.6
BECKER, GISELLA
Lesson of the Holocaust (ltr), Feb 24, 1989, p.6

BECKER, MIRA
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15

BECKMAN, SUSAN
Associates (S Beckman, C Pantelides) join Centennial (Realty) (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.15

BEDICH, JANE (AU)
Gardening evokes fond memories (edit), Jun 16, 1989, p.7
That sound in the trees is the lonely-hearted cicada, Aug 11, 1989, p.2

BEDIN, MARIANNE
Olympics, fair end Edgewood year (photo; list) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.19

BEHR, RICHARD
(Town Club) Report critical of (downtown) rezoning plan, Jan 20, 1989, p.1
One more time, public debates downtown plan, Feb 3, 1989, p.1
After the rezoning: What's next for the downtown?, Mar 10, 1989, p.1
'Low-density' downtown proposal in the offing, Mar 24, 1989, p.1
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
Planning board tells (Mormon) Church, neighbors to work out a solution, May 5, 1989, p.1
(Nine companies) interested (in developing village-owned land in downtown area), May 19, 1989, p.1
Defects found in (Edgewood, Fox Meadow, Greenacres) school windows, Nov 10, 1989, p.1

BEHR, SUZANNE
It's a dog's life in SCS (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.6

BEHR, SUZANNE (AU)
Why neighbors are upset (with Mormon Church addition) (ltr), May 5, 1989, p.6

BELKIN, SUSAN
Lawyer J R Ruderian named president of Mid-Westchester Y (Other officers listed), Sep 1, 1989, p.2

BELL, EMILY
(E Valiando's) guess is a prize winner, Aug 18, 1989, p.2

BELL, JANET
29 in running for (School Board) nominating group, Dec 8, 1989, p.3

BELL, JENNIFER
(Recreation Dept gives) Honors for creative flake makers, Feb 17, 1989, p.5
Great flakes! (Snowflake artists display winning creations) (photo), Feb 24, 1989, p.3

BELL, JOHN
AFS says goodbye, hello (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.15

BELL, JON
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18

BELL, JONATHAN
Ready to roam: (Members of SHS AFS Club to spend summer with foreign families) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.19
Global perspectives: (AFS students discuss travel plans, welcome new arrivals) (photo), Sep 15, 1989, p.5

BELL, SARAH
(Recreation Dept gives) Honors for creative flake makers, Feb 17, 1989, p.5
Great flakes! (Snowflake artists display winning creations) (photo), Feb 24, 1989, p.3

BELLISI, LISA
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15

BELLO, BIANCA
(F Ryan, M Thomas, J Miccoli are) New faces in (SCS) police department (illus), Aug 25, 1989, p.2
Police fire at pack of marauding dogs, Dec 1, 1989, p.3
Dog pack still at large, Dec 8, 1989, p.2
BELLS
Bells are ringing: (Edgewood students try bell-playing) (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.15

BELLSEY, EDWIN (AU)
Consider zero coupons (edit), Apr 21, 1989, p.7

BENCH, DOROTHY
Mormon youth in songfest (photo), Jan 13, 1989, p.14
On an evening of warm affection, Bette Landes receives (SCS) Bowl (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.2
Asbestos study finds no cause for alarm (Dr R Hibschman tells Board of Education), Apr 14, 1989, p.1
(Village Voices) Sing songs of SCS (at Village Club's annual luncheon) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.2

BENCH, E MARKHAM
Non-Partisans start long road toward nomination of candidates; (Procedure Committee members named), Sep 1, 1989, p.3

BENCH, EMILY
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Girls' Basketball (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.28
Hay ride (Members of Mormom Church participate in winter youth conference), Mar 17, 1989, p.20
SHS girls' soccer team wins section, eyes state title (photo; addl photo p 15), Jun 9, 1989, p.1
Raiders do it! Win 1st state soccer title (photo; addl photo p 17), Jun 16, 1989, p.1
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

BENCH, ERIC
A tough 2 years in Spain for Mormon missionary D Garff (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.16
(E Bench) Home from mission (photo), Sep 1, 1989, p.12

BENDHEIM, JOHN
United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3
Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26

BENDHEIM, MAXINE
Lawyer J R Ruderma named president of Mid-Westchester Y; (Other officers listed), Sep 1, 1989, p.2

BENEDETTO, VINCENT
SCS Natl Bank salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photo), May 26, 1989, p.30

BENEVENTO, LOIS
(E Kroenlein is) SCS's top (Girl) Scout (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.5

BENNETT, BETSY
Happy anniversary! (B Bennett, C Ziegler present check to Hoff-Barthelson) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.19

BENNETT, CHRIS
Metro North plans call for removal of tiled canopy at SCS station (photo), Jan 20, 1989, p.1
(Metro North's) Plan preserves old look at (SCS railroad) station (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.1

BENNETT, SANDIE

BERDON, ALISON
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 24, 1989, p.30

BERDON, ROSEMARY
Berdons to be honored by UJA (photo), May 26, 1989, p.21

BERDON, WALTER (DR)
Berdons to be honored by UJA (photo), May 26, 1989, p.21

BERENSON, BETTY
Media seen as anti-Israeli (ltr), Sep 22, 1989, p.6
Give the peace process time (ltr), Dec 1, 1989, p.6

BERENSON, BETTY (AU)
Israel is threatened (ltr), Jun 2, 1989, p.6
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BERG, CHERYL
Purim is carnival time (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.17

BERG, CHRISITE
Raiders do it! Win 1st state soccer title (photo; addl photo p 17), Jun 16, 1989, p.1

BERG, CHRISTIE

BERG, CHRISTY
In the back-to-school fashion roundup, jodhpurs, vests, fringe... (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.8

BERG, CYNTHIA
Local volunteers (C Berg, E Honigsberg, Rev L Sullivan) new graduates, (Volunteer Training Program), Dec 29, 1989, p.9

BERG, JORDAN
Purim is carnival time (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.17

BERG, PAUL
Concerns emerge over (indoor) pool plan (at Village Club meeting), Jan 13, 1989, p.1
Pool report (on schedule), Feb 3, 1989, p.1
(Indoor) Pool study called 'closed' (ltr), Feb 24, 1989, p.6
Report (of Ad Hoc Indoor Pool Committee) proposes $5.5M indoor pool, Mar 3, 1989, p.1
(Advocates of Butler Field for indoor) Pool site (not giving up easily), Mar 24, 1989, p.1
(Preliminary results of indoor) Pool survey (made public), Mar 31, 1989, p.1
Comments on (indoor) pool urged (ltr), Mar 31, 1989, p.6
(Indoor) Pool site debated; Poll asked, Apr 7, 1989, p.1
(Indoor) Pool backers told to send $, May 12, 1989, p.1
Stuffing (envelopes) for S(CS) I(ndoor) P(ool) C(ommittee) (photo), May 19, 1989, p.3
(Indoor) Pool campaign at critical stage, May 26, 1989, p.1
(Indoor) Pool poll probable, Jul 21, 1989, p.1
Indoor pool backers race Sept 8 deadline (photo), Sep 1, 1989, p.1
(Village) Board backs (indoor) pool; Asks voters to agree; (Referendum set for Nov 7) (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.1
School board says: SHS isn't the place for an indoor pool, Oct 6, 1989, p.1
Village releases analysis of indoor pool tax impact (chart p.22), Oct 20, 1989, p.1
Indoor pool's fate rests with the voters, Nov 3, 1989, p.1
Vote with 1500 other supporters; ...Vote yes for an indoor pool (photo; list), Nov 3, 1989, p.32
Voters scuttle indoor pool proposal (photo; table p 30), Nov 10, 1989, p.1
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

BERG, PAUL (AU)
Time to be counted (on indoor pool issue) (ltr), May 19, 1989, p.6
'Stick to the facts' on the indoor pool (ltr), Oct 20, 1989, p.6
Readers give their views on the pool bond referendum (ltrs), Nov 3, 1989, p.6

BERGEN, BARRY
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Boys' Basketball (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.32

BERGER, BRAD
Directors (of Westchester-Putnam Chapter, American Diabetes Assn) named, Jul 28, 1989, p.15

BERGER, LILA
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10

BERGREN, ERIK
Top county jobs at stake on Nov 7, Nov 3, 1989, p.1
Democrats sweep (county election) in SCS (table p 30), Nov 10, 1989, p.1

BERGLAS, LAWRENCE
Rent cap proposed (for 45 Popham Rd), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
Rent settlement (reached) at 45 Popham, Apr 7, 1989, p.1
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BERK, EDWARD

93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

(SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8

BERK, MOLLY

Keep child care in schools, parents urge Board of Ed, Sep 22, 1989, p.1

BERK, TED

29 (SHS students) attend Presidential Classroom, Mar 17, 1989, p.14

(Educational Testing Service) launches cheating probe, Jun 11, 1989, p.1

Lineup named for mystery musical ('Edwin Drood', to be presented by SSMIT), Jul 7, 1989, p.2

BERKELHAHHER, PHYLLIS

(SCS-HTS Women's Interfaith) Council marks 60 years of ecumenical spirit (photo), Jan 6, 1989, p.6

BERKLEY-IN-SCS

(Village embarks on plan for) Saving the ponds (in Berkley-in-SCS), Jul 28, 1989, p.1

(Putrefaction the) Wrong process; (Eutrophication is damaging Berkley-in-SCS ponds), Aug 4, 1989, p.1

BERKOWITZ, ANN

Local women to be cited (by National Council of Jewish Women), May 26, 1989, p.10

BERKOWITZ, MELISSA

Old masterpiece comes to life (in Quaker Ridge art appreciation course) (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.14

BERLIN, ANNE

Fall 1989-1989

Breach in (Berlin) wall brings local aan D Lehnardt closer to kin, Nov 24, 1989, p.3

BERLIN, JOSHUA

4 high school students (E Kaufmann, E Warfield, J Berlin, S Fu) sample college at Cornell, Aug 18, 1989, p.20

BERLIN, MARTIN

Big splash expected (with opening of SCS pool), May 26, 1989, p.3

30 in contention for Citizens' Committee, Oct 13, 1989, p.1

Unit elections slated for (Nov 15), Nov 10, 1989, p.1

BERMAN, HARVEY (DR)

(White Plains) Hospital appoints 10, Mar 24, 1989, p.2

BERMAN, MARIlyn

Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.30

BERMINGHAM, BETH (AU)

Village (employees) rate high on scale (1tr), Jun 30, 1989, p.6

BERMINGHAM, JACK (AU)

Village (employees) rate high on scale (1tr), Jun 30, 1989, p.6

BERNACCHIA, ARTHUR

Bank of NY to absorb SCS National (photo: L Richey Jr p 20), May 12, 1989, p.1

BERNAUDucci, RICH

Forget the Evian, turn on the tap (photo), Aug 18, 1989, p.1

BERNE, MICHAEL

(Center for Preventive Psychiatry) elects 4 from (SCS), Feb 3, 1989, p.16

BERNARDI, TED

This means war! (Skydivers at Junior High signal color war at Camp Patthunke) (photo), Aug 4, 1989, p.1

BERNSTEIN, BARRIE

SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Girls' Basketball (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.28

SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
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BERNSTEIN, BARRIE continued
   Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
   Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

BERNSTEIN, MARC (AU)
   Moral preaching vs social action (edit), Feb 24, 1989, p.7
   At the Dept of Motor Vehicles, turn the other check (edit), Sep 22, 1989, p.7

BERNSTEIN, SYLVIA
   Local artist S Bernstein wins (Audubon Artists) award, May 19, 1989, p.4

BERRY, DAVE
   Hibschman defends staff in 'abuse' case; (Dr E Machnits to retire) (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.1

BERTOLACCI, LORRAINE
   (SCS) Merchants report a happy holiday, Jan 6, 1989, p.1

BERTOLO, CHARLES (DR)
   (Golfers) Raising money for St Agnes Hospital (photo), Aug 25, 1989, p.16

BESBRODA, CHITRA
   (Dog) Toby gives the slip to would-be friends (illus), Apr 28, 1989, p.3

BESLOW, EVELYN
   Benefit (for Hoff-Barthelson Music School) raises $26,000 (photo), Nov 24, 1989, p.16

BEY, JORDANA
   SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS (photo), May 5, 1989, p.34

BEY, VICKY
   Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

BEYERSDORF, JOHN
   (J Beyersdorf) investment brings hope to the homeless (photo), May 12, 1989, p.6
   Affordable housing is SCS: an impossible dream?, Aug 11, 1989, p.1
   The man in the white hat: (P Kim awarded SCS Volunteer Fire Co No 3's White Hat Award) (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.3

BEYERSDORF, MARGARIE
   Sweet sounds and soul food (at SCS Congregational Church) (photo), Oct 6, 1989, p.17
   At group home (at 1241 Post Rd), women 'growing up together' (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.6

BEZANSON, JAMIE
   (Small Wonders) Jump ropers show skills (to Fox Meadow students) (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.16

BICKNELL, CHARLES
   Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18

BICKNELL, JUDY
   (School Board) Nominating Committee election is on Jan 31, Jan 27, 1989, p.1

BICKNELL, KATIE
   12-year old K Bicknell wins Halloween (Window Painting Contest) grand prize (photo; list), Nov 3, 1989, p.5

BICKNELL, NEIL
   Non-Partisans start long road toward nomination of candidates; (Procedure Committee members named), Sep 1, 1989, p.3
   Unit elections held here, Nov 17, 1989, p.1

BICKNELL, NEIL (AU)
   Good government doesn't just happen (ltr), Nov 10, 1989, p.6

BICYCLE HELMETS
   They are protected (with bicycle helmets) (photo), May 19, 1989, p.14

BICYCLING
   SEE CYCLING

BIERS, ELIZABETH
   Paperbacks galore (at Library Book Fair) (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.5
   The Bank of New York salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.30
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BIERS, ELIZABETH (AU)
Many contributed to book fair (ltr), Oct 13, 1989, p.6

BIERS, JOHN
Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16

BIEZIKIAN, SARA
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

BILSKY, TRACY
Developers unveil ideas for downtown (illus; addl illus p 3), Aug 18, 1989, p.1

BINDER, DANIEL
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS (photo), May 5, 1989, p.34

BINDER, REBECCA
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS (photo), May 5, 1989, p.34

BIOLOGY-STUDY AND TEACHING
(Testing Service) launches cheating probe, Jun 16, 1989, p.1

BIONDI, OLGA
With a huff and a puff (Women’s Club performs ‘Three Little Pigs’ for nursery schools) (photo), May 26, 1989, p.11

BIONDI, PIETRO
(Recreation Dept gives) Honors for creative flakemakers, Feb 17, 1989, p.5
(Edgewood kids and parents join in fall) Clean-up campaign (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.3

BIONDI, RICHARD
SCS Natl Bank salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photo), May 26, 1989, p.20

BIRNBAUM, IRA
(C E Hindels) wants stock ticker back (ltr), May 26, 1989, p.6
They want their F(iscal) N(ews) N(etwork), Jul 7, 1989, p.1

BIRNBAUM, IRWIN
Maimonides (Medical Center) names I M Birnbaum trustee, May 26, 1989, p.9

BIRTHDAYS
Resident R I Teperman feted on 90th (birthday) (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.9

BIRTHS
A special delivery: (K Hambas born on the way to the birthing center) (photo), Aug 25, 1989, p.1

BISHOP, JONATHAN
Vote for SCS’s kids, seniors, families, swim teams AND housing values (advt; photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.10

BISHOP, PATRICIA
Red Cross honors its top volunteers, Jun 2, 1989, p.11
Red Cross honors SCS residents (F Drotman, N Du Bois, A Miller; Officers, board members listed), Jun 30, 1989, p.4

BLACK ENTREPRENEURS
Black entrepreneurs must take risks (edit), Feb 3, 1989, p.7

BLACK EXECUTIVES
Black executives--how are they faring? (edit), Jan 20, 1989, p.7

BLACK, BARBARA
Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairman named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20

BLACKS
Don’t compare blacks, immigrants (edit), Jun 2, 1989, p.7

BLACKS-ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
It’s not healthy to be poor (edit), May 12, 1989, p.7
E Graves delivers hard-hitting talk to United Way (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.1

BLACKS-HOUSING
Housing in America--still segregated (edit), Mar 3, 1989, p.7
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BLAKE, TIM
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Boys' Basketball (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.32

BLANCHARD, FESSENDEN
SCS Natl Bank salutes 60 Seasons of Platform Tennis (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.30

BLANCHARD, JOHNNY
(Glen Tobias) Cavort(s) with Yankee greats on fantasy diamond (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.6

BLANCHARD, MARY
SCS Natl Bank salutes 60 Seasons of Platform Tennis (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.30
Mary B Blanchard (dies), Nov 24, 1989, p.17

BLANFORD, FRANCES HONTEITH
Frances Monteith Blanford (dies), Feb 3, 1989, p.20

BLANK, BILLY
Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16

BLAU, DANNY
Lotsa matzos! (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.20

BLAU, MICHAEL
Crucial bond issue coming up in 89-90 (photo; addl photo p 15) (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.3

BLEIBERG, ROBERT
R A Paradise appointed Barron's publisher (photo), Jan 13, 1989, p.3

BLEICHERT, WILLIAM
(M F Vitt) First woman to head board of governors, New Rochelle Hospital (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.2

BLESSING, GEORGE
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15

BLIND
Blind marathoner D Coster is running (in Fall Foliage Run) for a cause, Oct 6, 1989, p.24
Surgery offers new hope for blind (edit), Dec 15, 1989, p.7

BLITMAN, HOWARD
Blitz for mayor heads Non-Partisan slate (photo), Jan 13, 1989, p.1
Noaime H Blitman knocked (ltr), Jan 27, 1989, p.6
Village election: (A Blitz, R Greenes, E Shay, H Blitman running unopposed), Mar 17, 1989, p.1
Protest (vote by members of Committee to Preserve SCS) marks local election (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.1
New trustee H Blitman adds engineer's skills to (Village) Board (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.6
(A Blitz) likes the (mayor's) job already (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.1
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
Bank American? (Village Board postpones decision on designating banks for village funds), Jul 21, 1989, p.1
Plowing of (11 private SCS streets) to continue, Sep 29, 1989, p.1
Unit elections held here, Nov 17, 1989, p.1
Changes at the BAR; (L Schan appointed), Dec 1, 1989, p.1
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

BLITMAN, HOWARD (AU)
'(R M Block's) Letter does a disservice (to BAR)' (ltr), Jan 27, 1989, p.6

BLITZ, ALAN
Blitz for mayor heads Non-Partisan slate (photo), Jan 13, 1989, p.1
Farewell to (J Shaw), a good skate (photo), Jan 13, 1989, p.2
(A Blitz an) Enlightened man of the people (ltr), Jan 20, 1989, p.6
Courtroom battle begins in Winston suit (photo), Jan 27, 1989, p.1
Winston trial ends; Now it's up to the judge, Feb 24, 1989, p.1
Report (of Ad Hoc Indoor Pool Committee) proposes $5.5M indoor pool, Mar 3, 1989, p.1
Village election: (A Blitz, R Greenes, E Shay, H Blitman running unopposed), Mar 17, 1989, p.1
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BLITZ, ALAN continued
Protest (vote by members of Committee to Preserve SCS) marks local election (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.1
'Low-density' downtown proposal in the offing, Mar 24, 1989, p.1
(Advocates of Butler Field for indoor) Pool site (not giving up easily), Mar 24, 1989, p.1
At last (Village Board) meeting, nothing but praise (for mayor E Seidman), Mar 31, 1989, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year Jean DeCarlo (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.28
(A Blitz) likes the (mayor's) job already (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.1
Winston: parties weigh options, Apr 14, 1989, p.1
(A Blitz gets benefit of predecessors J Stone's, E Seidman's experience at reception) (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26
Village opts for self-insurance; (Approves budget), Apr 28, 1989, p.1
Heavy duty: (A Blitz, L Tooley plant Washington sycamore for Arbor Day) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.1
(Indoor) Pool backers told to send $, May 12, 1989, p.1
3 years after the fire, Hitchcock (Church) lays new sanctuary cornerstone (photo; addl photo p 22), May 26, 1989, p.1
(Indoor) Pool campaign at critical stage, May 26, 1989, p.1
Village won't pursue rest of Winston (property), Jun 9, 1989, p.1
Indoor swimming pool drive lagging; Jun 9, 1989, p.1
(SCS receives Local Government) Achievement Award (at NY State Conference of Mayors), Jun 9, 1989, p.1
Six from (Boy Scout) Troop 99 reach Eagle rank (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.4
Pool pledge deadline is now July 10, Jun 16, 1989, p.1
No early verdict expected on (indoor) pool, Jul 14, 1989, p.1
Arthur Manor (Assn) celebrates (July 4th) in (Davis) Park (photo; list), Jul 14, 1989, p.2
(Greenacres) Neighbors run, toss and gallop on the 4th (photo; list), Jul 14, 1989, p.12
(Downtown) Project aims at safer (pedestrian) crossings (photo), Jul 28, 1989, p.1
While village surplus ebbs, water fund flows, Aug 11, 1989, p.1
Indoor pool backers race Sept 8 deadline (photo), Sep 1, 1989, p.1
Pool referendum likely, village says, Sep 15, 1989, p.1
Village may pay (Wilmot, Mamaroneck, Popham Rd) bridge bill, Sep 15, 1989, p.1
'A' School lease 15 years, not 40 (as reported in Sept 15 Inquirer), Sep 22, 1989, p.23
(Village) Board backs (indoor) pool; Asks voters to agree; (Referendum set for Nov 7) (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.1
Another safe year: (A Blitz, D Ferraro accept American Automobile Assn safety award) (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.2
(Quaker Ridge) 4th graders rap for their rights (photo p 1), Oct 6, 1989, p.5
In downtown development derby, late entry Limpro is challenging Penn Central Corp, Oct 13, 1989, p.1
Trees, indoor pool are topics at Village (Board meeting), Oct 13, 1989, p.5
Village releases analysis of indoor pool tax impact (chart p 22), Oct 20, 1989, p.1
B Lopez estimates bond issue for schools at $20 million or more (in address to Town Club), Oct 27, 1989, p.1
Neighbors ask (Village) board's help on the Hutch, Oct 27, 1989, p.1
Indoor pool's fate rests with the voters, Nov 3, 1989, p.1
Vote with 1500 other supporters...Vote yes for an indoor pool (photo; list), Nov 3, 1989, p.32
Voters scuttle indoor pool proposal (photo; table p 30), Nov 10, 1989, p.1
Critics contend zoning plan is too restrictive, Dec 1, 1989, p.1
(Village Board to take no action on) Zoning revisions (at next meeting), Dec 15, 1989, p.1
Who's to judge? (Forms available to nominate village judges), Dec 15, 1989, p.1
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

BLITZ, JOHN
Former mayor B Jensen seeks Town Club support for affordable housing, Apr 21, 1989, p.3
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BLITZ, ZACHARY
Lotsa matzos! (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.20

BLITZER, GLORIA
SCS Natl Bank salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photo), May 26, 1989, p.30

BLITZER, JEROME
Aid from Albany (approved for county road work), May 26, 1989, p.1

BLOCK, NANCY (AU)
In defense of choice (ltr), Aug 18, 1989, p.6

BLOCK, RICHARD
‘(R M Block’s) Letter does a disservice (to BAR)’ (ltr), Jan 27, 1989, p.6

BLOCK, RICHARD (AU)
Nominate H Blitman knocked (ltr), Jan 27, 1989, p.6
(SCS water) tastes good, but is it safe? (ltr), Sep 8, 1989, p.6

BLOEMINK, BARBARA
(B J Bloemink appointed Hudson River) Museum head (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.9

Few protest at first (county) budget hearing, Dec 1, 1989, p.3

BLOOM, BRUCE
(B J Bloom) Ad executive (photo), May 26, 1989, p.4

BLOOM, MIMI
(B Weiss, M Bloom appear) On TV (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.15

BLOOM, SARA
(In praise of S Bloom’s) Excellent article (on Hawthorne Cedar Knoll) (ltr), Jan 6, 1989, p.6

On art and Mammon (ltr), Jul 21, 1989, p.6

BLOOM, SARA (AU)
But he’s not my dog (edit), Mar 10, 1989, p.7

BLOOM, SUSAN
Geno Altieri dies; Was popular business and community leader (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.1

BLOOM, SYLVIA (AU)
Abortion reform began at home (edit), Jun 2, 1989, p.7

BLOOMGARDEN, DAVID (DR)
Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

BLOOMGARDEN, DAVID (DR-AU)
Dispelling the myths about diabetes (edit), Apr 28, 1989, p.7

BLOOMGARDEN, JANE
Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

BLOOMGARDEN, NOAH
8th year starting at Child Care (Assn of SCS) (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.13

BLOOMINGDALE, IRMA
Irma A Bloomingdale (dies), Oct 27, 1989, p.22

School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in ’89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

BLOOMINGDALE, LEWIS (OR)
SCS Natl Bank salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photo), May 26, 1989, p.30

BLOOMQUIST, ERIC
Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16

Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

BLOOMQUIST, MIKE
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18

BLUMENFELD, JAY
Too Much Joy on the rockin’ road to top 40’s (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.6

Too Much Joy’s newest song is (WDRF radio station’s) shriek of the week, Apr 14, 1989, p.2
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BLUMNER, LESTER
Lester A Blumer (dies), Mar 10, 1989, p.16

BLUMSTEIN, ANY
United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3

BLUMSTEIN, ANY (AU)
Help prevent child abuse (ltr), Feb 3, 1989, p.6

BLUMSTEIN, ELLEN
(School Board) Nominating Committee election is on Jan 31, Jan 27, 1989, p.1
Tie vote forces runoff for School Nominating Committee, Feb 3, 1989, p.1

BLUMSTEIN, RACHEL
Purim is carnival time (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.17

BLUMSTEIN, SARA
United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3
Vote with 1500 other supporters;...Vote yes for an indoor pool (photo; list), Nov 3, 1989, p.32

BOARD OF APPEALS-SCS
Board (of Appeals) denies new building lot (at 30 Ferncliff), Mar 17, 1989, p.3
Local laws offer trees scant protection (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.1
Board (of Appeals) considers variance requests; (Denies variance for Fendelman garage), Jul 21, 1989, p.5
Changes ahead for SCS Avenue, Aug 11, 1989, p.1
Village approves purchase of disputed Greendale Road lot, Aug 18, 1989, p.5
(SCS) Medical Center denied variance, Sep 22, 1989, p.5
Zachy's gets a variance, Oct 20, 1989, p.1
Board (of Appeals) grants variances, Nov 17, 1989, p.4
Board (of Appeals) tightens (swimming) pool rules, Dec 22, 1989, p.5

BOARD OF ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW-SCS
Changes at the BAR; (L Schan appointed), Dec 1, 1989, p.1

BOARD OF ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW-SCS
(Village's) Radio shack going up (on top of Boniface Water tower), Jan 13, 1989, p.2
Nominee M. Blitman knocked (ltr), Jan 27, 1989, p.6
"(R. M. Block's) Letter does a disservice to BAR" (ltr), Jan 27, 1989, p.6
New houses, shop signs, (portable school bus dispatching office) receive BAR scrutiny, Mar 3, 1989, p.2
BAR’s policy (on fence construction) questioned (ltr), Mar 3, 1989, p.6
Lament for lost trees (ltr), Mar 10, 1989, p.6
BAR okays 2 new houses, rejects 1, Mar 17, 1989, p.3
Townhouses reviewed by BAR, Mar 31, 1989, p.3
New homes proposed on Marx Estate; (V. Pagliaro unveils plans for railroad platform), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
Local laws offer trees scant protection (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.1
Store signs get BAR okay (at first meeting chaired by R. Gilbert), Apr 28, 1989, p.5
Law suit filed to block attached housing plan, May 5, 1989, p.1
BAR rejects 2 circular driveways (proposed by C. Demetriades), May 12, 1989, p.2
Clarifications (of May 12 BAR story), May 19, 1989, p.3
(BAR provides) No protection from excess (ltr), Jul 7, 1989, p.6
BAR okays signs of SCS (Nat'l) Blank) takeover, Jul 21, 1989, p.3
Resident decries desecration of Hutchinson Avenue (photo; ltr), Aug 25, 1989, p.6
Trees felled despite new laws, Sep 15, 1989, p.1
Building projects okayed for construction (by BAR), Sep 15, 1989, p.3
Three houses, highway garage get Board of A(rchitectural) R(eview)'s preliminary approval, Oct 6, 1989, p.5
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BOARD OF ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW-SCS continued

House next to downtown nearing approval, Oct 20, 1989, p.3

Board of (architectural) Review approves new house next to downtown, Nov 17, 1989, p.9

No architect on BAR? (Amendment proposed to change requirement for architect-member), Nov 24, 1989, p.1

11 new houses proposed to Board of (architectural) Review; L Schan sworn in, Dec 15, 1989, p.3

BOARD OF ASSESSMENT REVIEW-SCS


BOARD OF EDUCATION-EMT-BUDGET

EMT passes bond referendum (for capital improvements in district schools), May 5, 1989, p.1

BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS

Making reading fun is goal of school programs, Jan 20, 1989, p.1

Mixed message (Board of Education approves sign for all seven schools), Jan 20, 1989, p.1


Hibschman defends staff in 'abuse' case (Dr E Machnits to retire) (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.1

Board (of Ed) expresses regret to Becks (regarding child abuse misunderstanding); Meeting set, Mar 10, 1989, p.1

Asbestos study finds no cause for alarm (Dr R Hibschman tells Board of Education), Apr 14, 1989, p.1

Whither in loco parentis?, Apr 21, 1989, p.16

New principal (J Farren) appointed at Quaker Ridge (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1

Special ed teaches skills while instilling confidence (says report to Bd of Ed), Jun 2, 1989, p.1

(SCS) Schools moving slowly toward restoration plan, Jun 23, 1989, p.1

At final (Board of Education) session, S Older receives high praise, Jun 23, 1989, p.1

It was just 20 years ago today that the (Westchester) summer band began to play (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.5

(They were) Interesting times (for S Older, retiring Board of Education president); (edit), Jun 23, 1989, p.6

Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22

New (SCS) School Board head B Lopez announces opener format (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1

(SCS School district upgrades to) A better (telephone) system, Jul 14, 1989, p.1

(Public meetings are) the public's business (edit), Jul 14, 1989, p.6

(SCS) Board (of Education) discusses $17.8M plan for schools, Jul 28, 1989, p.1

Board of Education, Sobol at odds over AIDS regulation, Aug 4, 1989, p.1

The politics of AIDS education (edit), Aug 4, 1989, p.6

B Jaffe brings scientist's perspective to school issues (photo), Aug 25, 1989, p.1

(Boad of Education) President's report on the SCS schools (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.1

Bisolfi outlines his vision of SCS (High School), Sep 8, 1989, p.1

(SCS Board of Ed changes to) 40-year lease (on Boy Scout House for A School), Sep 15, 1989, p.1

Keep child care in schools, parents urge Board of Ed, Sep 22, 1989, p.1

School board considering changes in district's child-abuse policy, Sep 22, 1989, p.1

'A' School lease 15 years, not 40 (as reported in Sept 15 Inquirer), Sep 22, 1989, p.23

School board says: SHS isn't the place for an indoor pool, Oct 6, 1989, p.1

(SCS) Junior High is really a middle school, says P Telfer (at Bd of Ed meeting), Oct 6, 1989, p.16

And now (comes) the pruning (of the budget for schools' capital improvements), Oct 13, 1989, p.1

School board lists bond issue priorities, Oct 20, 1989, p.1

Joint venture: (Village, school district cooperating in renovation of A-School), Oct 20, 1989, p.1

(Boad of Education, Village Board) Working together (edit), Oct 20, 1989, p.6

(C L Swersky) supports Bob Harrison's position (ltr), Oct 20, 1989, p.6

Defects found in (Edgewood, Fox Meadow, Greenacres) school windows, Nov 10, 1989, p.1

Defects found in (Edgewood, Fox Meadow, Greenacres) school windows, Nov 10, 1989, p.1

(School) Board to unveil renovation plan, Nov 24, 1989, p.1

School bond issue cut to $21.5 million, Dec 1, 1989, p.1

(School) Board unveils plan to revamp schools, Dec 8, 1989, p.1

(SCS School Board) deserve(s) your trust (regarding bond issue), Lopez tells skeptics, Dec 8, 1989, p.1
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BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS continued
School population now a sixth Asian; (Comprehensive Assessment Report discussed at Bd of Ed meeting), Dec 15, 1989, p.1
Teaching values; (Board of Education gives approval to schools for values education program), Dec 15, 1989, p.1
V Dempsey retiring from Edgewood; (Bd of Ed to appoint advisory committee on capital improvements), Dec 22, 1989, p.1

BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS-BUDGET
6% school tax hike seen, Jan 20, 1989, p.1
School tax hike down 50% from last year, Mar 24, 1989, p.1
(This year's school budget a) Welcome change (edit), Mar 24, 1989, p.6
Asbestos study finds no cause for alarm (Dr R Hibschman tells Board of Education), Apr 14, 1989, p.1
Former mayor G Jensen seeks Town Club support for affordable housing, Apr 21, 1989, p.3
School tax trimmed; groups OK budget, May 5, 1989, p.1
(School) District votes May 17 on $39.4 million budget, (Board of Ed candidates), May 12, 1989, p.1
(Yes vote on school budget will also be) Vote of confidence (in Bd of Ed’s fiscal management) (edit), May 12, 1989, p.6
Voters urged to pass (school) budget (ltr), May 12, 1989, p.6
(School) District votes May 17 on $39.4 million budget, (Board of Ed candidates), May 12, 1989, p.1
Proposition on (school budget) ballot (to decide on registration for school district elections), May 12, 1989, p.1
(SCS School) Budget passes by 3-1 margin; (Bd of Ed members B Jaffe, R Paradise, E Stock elected), May 19, 1989, p.1
(School) Board to unveil renovation plan, Nov 24, 1989, p.1
(School Board urged to) Choose the true economy (edit), Nov 24, 1989, p.6
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS-ELECTIONS
(B Jaffe, R Paradise, E Stock) nominated for school board (photo p 28), Mar 17, 1989, p.1
(School) District votes May 17 on $39.4 million budget, (Board of Ed candidates), May 12, 1989, p.1
Proposition on (school budget) ballot (to decide on registration for school district elections), May 12, 1989, p.1
(SCS School) Budget passes by 3-1 margin; (Bd of Ed members B Jaffe, R Paradise, E Stock elected), May 19, 1989, p.1
(School Board) to unveil renovation plan, Nov 24, 1989, p.1
(Yes vote on school budget will also be) Vote of confidence (in Bd of Ed’s fiscal management) (edit), May 12, 1989, p.6
Voters urged to pass (school) budget (ltr), May 12, 1989, p.6
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

SEE ALSO ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEE-SCS, SCHOOL BOARD NOMINATING COMMITTEE-SCS

BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS-FACILITIES COMMITTEE
(SCS) Schools moving slowly toward restoration plan, Jun 23, 1989, p.1
School bond issue cut to $21.5 million, Dec 1, 1989, p.1

BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS-FACILITIES COMMITTEE
(School) Board to unveil renovation plan, Nov 24, 1989, p.1

BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS-BUDGET
Other Voices: (Indoor pool issue could muddy waters of School Board bond issue debate) (edit), Nov 24, 1989, p.6

BOARD OF ETHICS-SCS
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
Ethics questions (raised for deliberation by SCS Board of Ethics), Apr 21, 1989, p.1

BOARD OF REGISTRATION-SCS
Gisolfi outlines his vision of S(CS) H(igh) School, Sep 8, 1989, p.1

BOARDMAN, JOSEPH

BOARDMAN, LOUISE
(L Boardman) re-elected (president of RP Foundation Fighting Blindness) (photo), Jul 28, 1989, p.5

BOARDS AND COUNCILS-SCS
Village Hall lists 41 job openings, Jan 6, 1989, p.1
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BOBER, NATALIE
  Historian N Bober at Heathcote (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.12

BOBRITZKY, GEORGE
  The artist as thinker: (6 Bobritzky wins blue ribbon at SCS Art Assn artist-member show) (photo), Nov 17, 1989, p.4

BOBROW, HENRY
  Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
  Zachy's gets a variance, Oct 20, 1989, p.1

BOBROW, PHYLLIS
  Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
  Wheelchair access (to be provided for Rutherford Hall, courtroom, municipal assembly room), Jun 23, 1989, p.1

BOCCE
  At the Scout House, seniors are playing a whole new ball game (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.3

BOCCINI, JEANETTE
  New (SCS) School Board head B Lopez announces opener format (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1

BOCIAN, PHYLLIS
  (High School PTA) Scholarship drive on, Feb 3, 1989, p.1
  (Manhattan Savings Bank gives) Support for (SHS PTA) Scholarship Fund, Mar 17, 1989, p.3
  (SHS PTA) Scholarship fund hoping for a revival, Nov 17, 1989, p.1

BOCIAN, PHYLLIS (AU)
  Congratulations to the seniors (ltr), Jun 30, 1989, p.6

BOCK, JOHN
  It was just 20 years ago today that the (Westchester) summer band began to play (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.5

BOCKNER, MIKE
  Vote for SCS's kids, seniors, families, swim teams AND housing values (adv); photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.18

BODEHEIM, SUSAN (AU)
  (Newton) Letter seen as creating fears (re housing for mentally ill) (ltr), Jan 6, 1989, p.6

BOGEN, ARTHUR
  Arthur E Bogen (dies), Apr 14, 1989, p.18

BOGGI, JENNIFER
  (M Hall is) 83 and 'a part of the show' at Child Care Assn of SCS (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.6
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS (photo), May 5, 1989, p.34

BOLEN, GEORGE
  E R Keeler gets a $25 fine, Dec 22, 1989, p.5

BOLES, ALAN
  Alan Edgar Boles (dies), Jun 2, 1989, p.16

BONA, HELEN
  Emblee Club installs new slate of officers, Jul 14, 1989, p.9

BONARRIGO, MICHAEL
  (M Samuelson, M Bonarrigo) Enjoying a windfall (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.3

BONDEROFF, GLENNNA

BONDEROFF, RACHEL
  Lineup named for mystery musical ('Edwin Drood', to be presented by SSM), Jul 7, 1989, p.2
  Whodunnit? (Curtain goes up for 'Mystery of Edwin Drood') (photo), Aug 4, 1989, p.5
  Arts in our Lives: Of plays and pickles, Oct 27, 1989, p.15

BONDEROFF, SAM
  Record turnout for (Junior High) speech contest (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.12
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30
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BONDJE, MICHAEL
Neighbors blast SCS Manor subdivision plan, Jul 7, 1989, p.1

BONDS
Hibschman expects bond issue in 89-90, Feb 3, 1989, p.1
Consider zero coupons (edit), Apr 21, 1989, p.7
EMT passes bond referendum (for capital improvements in district schools), May 5, 1989, p.1
(SCS) Board of Education) discusses $17.8M plan for schools, Jul 28, 1989, p.1
Crucial bond issue coming up in 89-90 (photo; add photo p 15) (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.3
(Village) Board backs (indoor) pool; asks voters to agree (Referendum set for Nov 7) (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.1
School board lists bond issue priorities, Oct 20, 1989, p.1
Lopez estimates bond issue for schools at $20 million or more (in address to Town Club), Oct 27, 1989, p.1
Indoor pool's fate rests with the voters, Nov 3, 1989, p.1
Not the first time (for indoor pool referendum), Nov 3, 1989, p.1
Readers give their views on the pool bond referendum (Itrs), Nov 3, 1989, p.6
More views on the indoor pool bond referendum (Itrs), Nov 3, 1989, p.11
Vote with 1500 other supporters...Vote yes for an indoor pool (photo; list), Nov 3, 1989, p.32
Voters scuttle indoor pool proposal (photo; table p 30), Nov 10, 1989, p.1
Other Voices: (Indoor pool issue could muddy waters of School Board bond issue debate) (edit), Nov 24, 1989, p.6
School bond issue cut to $21.5 million, Dec 1, 1989, p.1
(SCS School Board) deserves your trust (regarding bond issue), Lopez tells skeptics, Dec 8, 1989, p.1
(School) Board unveils plan to revamp schools, Dec 8, 1989, p.1

BONIFACE CIRCLE (SCS)
(Downtown) Project aims at safer (pedestrian) crossings (photo), Jul 28, 1989, p.1

BONIFACE WATER TOWER (SCS)
(Village's) Radio shack going up (on top of Boniface Water) tower, Jan 13, 1989, p.2
A brief lesson in (water) conservation: turn off the tap (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.6

BONOMINI, LAURA
Red Cross honors its top volunteers, Jun 2, 1989, p.11

BONONATO, DIANA
Mime time at (SCS Historical Society's) 'Festival '89' (photo), May 26, 1989, p.5

BONSIGNORE, STEPHEN
Have certificate, will babysit: (23 youngsters graduate from Fire Dept Babysitting Course) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.8

BONVENTSUO, JESSICA
Mime time at (SCS Historical Society's) 'Festival '89' (photo), May 26, 1989, p.5

BOOK FAIRS
Paperback fair was first for Friends (of SCS Library) (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.16
Paperbacks galore (at Library Book Fair) (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.5
Many contributed to book fair (Itrs), Oct 13, 1989, p.6
It's that book fair time of year (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.18

BOOK SALES
Literature anyone? (Friends of SCS Library prepare for book sale) (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.1

BOOKER, DEBORAH
Forget the Evian, turn on the tap (photo), Aug 18, 1989, p.1

BOOKER, RACHEL
STEP supporters (meet) (photo), Feb 3, 1989, p.16
Scouts' turn at Village Hall (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.5
Moving on, (SHS) graduates take a look back (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.13
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BOOKER, RACHEL (AU)
STEP—an unforgettable experience (ltr), Jun 23, 1989, p.6

BOOKMAN, TODD
SHS hosts Playground Olympics (photo; list), Aug 11, 1989, p.3

BOOKS
(G Plotnick) Author (of new book, 'Sales Artillery') (photo), Jan 20, 1989, p.4
(S Rushdie's 'Satanic Verses' a) Hot seller, Feb 24, 1989, p.1
(L Singer) helps the bereaved to find life after death (photo), Feb 24, 1989, p.6
Kowtowing to Khomeini (edit), Feb 24, 1989, p.6
(Mt) Holyoke women (hear A C Edmonds speak) (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.9
Idaho town brings writer M Lewis' book to life (photo; addl photo p 21), Apr 28, 1989, p.1
Teacher (A Levin contributes) book chapter, May 19, 1989, p.14
SCS graduate (D D Hall) has book on religion, Jun 2, 1989, p.4
MD L Meister from SCS writes new book, Jun 16, 1989, p.2
Local authors B Most, D Linowes, B Buchholz, S Goldblum being published, Dec 15, 1989, p.16
SEE ALSO: CHILDREN'S LITERATURE, CHRISTIAN LITERATURE, COOKBOOKS, DETECTIVE AND MYSTERY STORIES, DICTIONARIES

BOOKS AND READING
(Bombing of Riverdale Press headquarters) A failed attack (on freedom of the press) (edit), Mar 3, 1989, p.6
Response to Khomeini's death threat 'shamefully slow' (ltr), Mar 3, 1989, p.6
Irrationalism on the rampage (ltr), Mar 3, 1989, p.6
Reading, stories mark (National) Library Week (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.2

BOOKS, CHILDREN'S
SEE CHILDREN'S LITERATURE

BOOKS-AWARDS

Local resident J C Fine wins book award, Oct 27, 1989, p.2

BOOKS-CARE
SEE BOOKS-CONSERVATION AND RESTORATION

BOOKS-CONSERVATION AND RESTORATION
A suggestion for book defacers (ltr), Jul 28, 1989, p.6

BOOKS-EXCERPTS
High tech is now for everyone (edit), Jan 13, 1989, p.7
'...the queasy feeling did not go away...' (edit), Jan 13, 1989, p.7
History, Holocaust and German identity (edit), Jan 20, 1989, p.7
Left to carry on (edit), Mar 31, 1989, p.7
Demystifying high blood pressure (edit), May 19, 1989, p.7
Howes and why's of writing centers (edit), Jun 23, 1989, p.7
How teenagers cope with cancer (edit), Aug 18, 1989, p.7
Beware the fruits of agribusiness (edit), Dec 1, 1989, p.7
Reflections of a cop on retirement (edit), Dec 22, 1989, p.7

BOOKS EXHIBITIONS
Library exhibition features) cookbooks, Jan 27, 1989, p.3

BOOKSELLERS AND BOOKSELLING
(S Rushdie's 'Satanic Verses' a) Hot seller, Feb 24, 1989, p.1
Kowtowing to Khomeini (edit), Feb 24, 1989, p.6
The tyrant and his chains (reprint of Riverdale Press Feb 23 edit), Mar 24, 1989, p.7
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BORODIN, DAVID
Jets touch down in SCS (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.15

BORONKAY, DANA
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.32

BORONKAY, SERENA
League of Women Voters re-elect A Janiak president; (Other officers, directors listed) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.5
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10
Bank of New York salutes The SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.34

BORTECK, JAMIE
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

BORTEK, JAMIE
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18

BOUCHIER, RON
Tribute to SHS football coaches (ltr), Aug 25, 1989, p.6
Will new SHS athletic code work? Staff, students, parents disagree, Sep 29, 1989, p.1

BOUCHIER, RONALD
SHS honored for Westchester's outstanding sports program, Dec 22, 1989, p.15

BOUHERT, JOHN
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15

BOVE, ROBERT
Graduates sing farewell to IHM (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.22

BOWEN, JOHANNA
New Adult School officers: N Rosensweig, B L Crowder, M Matsuo (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.3
(Platform Tennis Assn) Coming home to Fox Meadow (for 60th Anniversary celebration) (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.22
SCS Natl Bank salutes 60 Seasons of Platform Tennis (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.30
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26

BOWEN, MARTIN
At last (Village Board) meeting, nothing but praise (for mayor E Seidman), Mar 31, 1989, p.1
Cooper family members (portrait in SCS Historical Society exhibit) (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.5

BOWEN, MARTIN (AU)
After the (pool) referendum, some thoughts, Nov 17, 1989, p.6

BOWMAN, DAVID
United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3

BOWMAN, EMILY
It's that book fair time of year (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.18

BOWMAN, MATT (AU)
Economic arguments for the (indoor) pool (ltr), Oct 27, 1989, p.6

BOWMAN, MATTHIAS
29 in running for (School Board) nominating group, Dec 8, 1989, p.3

BOWMAN, PENNY
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10
Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairmen named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20
Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairmen named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20

BOY SCOUT HOUSE (SCS)
(SCS Board of Ed changes to) 40-year lease (on Boy Scout House for A School), Sep 15, 1989, p.1

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA
Scouts' turn at Village Hall (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.5
(Edgewood kids and parents join in fall) Clean-up campaign (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.3
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BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA-REWARDS, PRIZES, ETC

Reaching the heights of Boy Scouting (A Jones becomes Eagle Scout) (photo), Jan 13, 1989, p.5
8 soar to Eagle Scout rank in Memorial Day ceremonies (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.3
Six from Boy Scout Troop 99 reach Eagle rank (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.4
(E Greebel's) Eagle project is a history maker (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.3

BOYAR, STEVEN

Defects found in (Edgewood, Fox Meadow, Greenacres) school windows, Nov 10, 1989, p.1

BOYER, CLETE

(Glen Tobias) Cavort(s) with Yankee greats on fantasy diamond (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.6

BOYLE, JAMES (AU)

Arguments against the death penalty (ltr), Jun 2, 1989, p.6

BOYLE, JUDE

Non-Partisans start long road toward nomination of candidates; (Procedure Committee members named), Sep 1, 1989, p.3

BOYLE, SUSAN

(Juniorettes of SCS Woman's Club are) Santa's ghost writers, Dec 29, 1989, p.3

BOZORTH, SQUIRE

Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3

BRACKBILL, ELEANOR

Bank of New York salutes the Junior League of Central Westchester (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.32

BRACKEN, GARY


SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year Jean DeCarlo (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.20

Bank of NY to absorb SCS National (photo: L Richey Jr p 20), May 12, 1989, p.1

Richard Gerloff dies; Was business, civic leader here (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.1

Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26

BRACKEN, MARY

SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year Jean DeCarlo (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.28

BRADFORD, CATHY

Planning Board criticizes Ferndale Park development, Oct 6, 1989, p.1

BRADWORTHY-CONSTRUCTION COMPANIES

(Hyatt Field) Almost ready (photo), Aug 25, 1989, p.4

BRADY, EDWARD

Celebrity waiters (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.5

(HTS) Plumbing Company may have obtained permits (to work in SCS) fraudulently, Sep 29, 1989, p.1

E Brady sees no problem (in work being done in SCS by HTS Plumbing Co), Oct 6, 1989, p.1

(E Brady) Giving plumbers a bad name (edit), Oct 6, 1989, p.6

(County) Legislators urge Brady inquiry, Oct 20, 1989, p.3

Few protest at first (county) budget hearing, Dec 1, 1989, p.3

O'Rourke protests budget cuts that lower tax hike here to 33%, Dec 29, 1989, p.1

BRADY, EDWARD JR

(HTS) Plumbing Company may have obtained permits (to work in SCS) fraudulently, Sep 29, 1989, p.1

BRADY, ELENA

The artist as thinker: (S Bobritzky wins blue ribbon at SCS Art Assn artist-member show) (photo), Nov 17, 1989, p.4

BRADY, KENNETH

(HTS) Plumbing Company may have obtained permits (to work in SCS) fraudulently, Sep 29, 1989, p.1

E Brady sees no problem (in work being done in SCS by HTS Plumbing Co), Oct 6, 1989, p.1

BRADY, KEVIN

(HTS) Plumbing Company may have obtained permits (to work in SCS) fraudulently, Sep 29, 1989, p.1

E Brady sees no problem (in work being done in SCS by HTS Plumbing Co), Oct 6, 1989, p.1
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BRADY, OWEN
R L Gerloff resigns from S(CS) N(atl) B(ank); C Taylor is new president (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.1
Bank of New York denies racism charge (made by E G Graves) (cont p 4), Sep 29, 1989, p.1

BRAIN-CANCER
Personal crisis inspires (Angel) family to aid other parents who share their plight (photo), Aug 4, 1989, p.3

BRAINSON, ARTHUR
The shofar sounds (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.1

BRAND, MATTHEW
8 soar to Eagle Scout rank (in Memorial Day ceremonies) (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.3
Six from (Boy Scout) Troop 99 reach Eagle rank (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.4

BRAND, MISHAL
It's Monday, so this must be SCS: (10 disabled Israeli war veterans visit America) (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.3

BRANDT, MARC
SCS Natl Bank salutes Westchester A(ssn for) R(etarded) C(itizens)' 40th anniversary (photo), May 12, 1989, p.32

BRANSCOMBE, VIRGINIA
Virginia Branscombe (dies), Feb 10, 1989, p.20

BREAD
Bringing home the bread (edit), Mar 24, 1989, p.7

BREINES, SIMON
(Town Club) Report critical of (downtown) rezoning plan, Jan 20, 1989, p.1

BREINES, SIMON (AU)
Save Robison (property) for parking (ltr), Feb 10, 1989, p.6
Winston: a second opinion (edit), May 26, 1989, p.7

BRENNAN, ANDREW
Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16
Corrections: (Metered spaces always available to public; Coach pictured was A Brennan), Jul 7, 1989, p.2
Will new SMS athletic code work? Staff, students, parents disagree, Sep 29, 1989, p.1
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
Raider back A Brennan wins Con Ed (Scholar Athlete) Award (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

BRENNAN, ARTHUR
J H Neale recalled as man of intellect, integrity, Feb 10, 1989, p.1

BRENNAN, BERNARD
8 soar to Eagle Scout rank (in Memorial Day ceremonies) (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.3
The logo of Choice (unveiled) (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.16

BRENNAN, DEBBIE
S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) elects leaders for '90, Dec 15, 1989, p.2

BRENNAN, DENNIS
Maroon and White elects leaders for 1989-90, May 12, 1989, p.19

BRENNAN, EILEEN
Maroon and White elects leaders for 1989-90, May 12, 1989, p.19

BRENNAN, ELFRIEDE
The logo of Choice (unveiled) (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.16

BRENNAN, KASARA
(SHS Animal Rescue Club holds fund-raising bake sale) (photo), Nov 3, 1989, p.5
The logo of Choice (unveiled) (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.16

BRENNAN, MARTIN
Martin Brennan, former trustee, dies (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.20
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BRENNAN, SYBIL
YWCA of White Plains and Central Westchester elects leaders, Oct 13, 1989, p.9

BRECIA, KATHI
Maroon and White elects leaders for 1989-90, May 12, 1989, p.19

BRECIA, LIZ
(Juniorettes of SCS Woman's Club are) Santa's ghost writers, Dec 29, 1989, p.3

BRECIA, RICHARD
Maroon and White elects leaders for 1989-90, May 12, 1989, p.19

BRESCIA, ARLINE
Local women to be cited (by National Council of Jewish Women), May 26, 1989, p.10

BRESCIA, ERICA
Lineup named for mystery musical ('Edwin Drood', to be presented by SSMT), Jul 7, 1989, p.2
Ta-DA!!! (SSMT dancers practice show-stopping routine) (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.5

BRESCIA, JUDITH

BRESLOW, DORIS (AU)
S(CS) T(eachers) I(nstitute)--How it came to be (edit), May 12, 1989, p.7

BRESLOW, LAUREN
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

BREWSTER, ANNA
(SCS Public) Library exhibit(s) works of Anna Richards Brewster, SCS artist (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.5

BREWSTER, EVANS
White Plains Hospital elects (SCS resident L Marx board member; 4 other) board members (named), May 5, 1989, p.4

BREWTQN, SAM
Student artists displayed and rewarded (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.14

BREWTQN, SAMUEL

BRIBERY
At the Dept of Motor Vehicles, turn the other check (edit), Sep 22, 1989, p.7

BRIDGE (GAME)-REWARDS, PRIZES, ETC
SHS graduate D Rowntree is bridge champ, Jul 14, 1989, p.2

BRIDGES
Village seeks (matching funds from Metro North) for parking, Jan 13, 1989, p.1
(Heathcote Rd bridge) Project in jeopardy, Mar 10, 1989, p.1
Repairs (to Heathcote and Wilmot Rd bridges) on hold, May 12, 1989, p.1
Aid from Albany approved for county road work, May 26, 1989, p.1
Wilmot bridge getting weaker; Heathcote bridge set for rehabilitation, Jul 28, 1989, p.1
Are SCS's bridges falling down? (Itr), Aug 4, 1989, p.6
Heathcote bridge bids come in under budget, Aug 18, 1989, p.1
Heathcote bridge work postponed; Wilmot restrictions relaxed, Aug 25, 1989, p.1
Contract awarded (Cimino Contracting to rebuild Heathcote Bridge), Sep 8, 1989, p.1
Village may pay (Wilmot, Mamaroneck, Popham Rd) bridge bill, Sep 15, 1989, p.1
Another red flag (on another SCS bridge: Heathcote Rd bridge weight limit lowered), Sep 22, 1989, p.1
Temporary repair (to be done on Heathcote Rd Bridge), Sep 29, 1989, p.1
Neighbors ask (Village) board's help on the Hutch, Oct 27, 1989, p.1
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5
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BRIEANT, CHARLES
(M Calvi,) Contractor for Dario's (Restaurant) sentenced for tax evasion, Mar 3, 1989, p.13
(R Gualtini) sentenced to three years in drug case, Mar 3, 1989, p.13

BRILLIANT, ELEANOR
E Brilliant (elected treasurer of Natl Assn of Social Workers) (Appointments & Promotions), Jul 21, 1989, p.3

BRINKMAN, RICHARD
White Plains Hospital elects (SCS resident L Marx board member; 4 other) board members (named), May 5, 1989, p.4

Britten, ALAN
Paul Field realty closing at year-end, Dec 22, 1989, p.1

BROCCOLI, PETER
Flower power: (Highway Dept plants flower garden at base of Metro North tower) (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.2

BRODEN, EDWARD
(SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8

BRODEN, SARITA (AU)
In Japan, eating disorders on rise (edit), Apr 14, 1989, p.7

BRODERICK, VINCENT
(J Chotin) pleads guilty to cocaine conspiracy, Sep 29, 1989, p.2

BRODSKY, RICHARD
Brodsky told to clean up (his) act (ltr), Feb 17, 1989, p.6
Szabads announce surprise gift (of seed money for training day care providers) at farewell dinner, Jun 30, 1989, p.2
Democrats launch campaign (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.3
Brodsky, O'Rourke turn on the sarcasm (at debate), Oct 13, 1989, p.1
County executive race (between A O'Rourke, R Brodsky) is tale of two counties (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.1
Westchester needs a change (in government administration) (edit), Oct 27, 1989, p.6
Top county jobs at stake on Nov 7, Nov 3, 1989, p.1
(Westchester County) Candidates cover familiar ground in debate at SCS Library, Nov 3, 1989, p.1
Democrats sweep (county election) in SCS (table p 30), Nov 10, 1989, p.1
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

BRODSKY, VALERIE
Bank of New York salutes the Junior League of Central Westchester (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.32

BRODY, HELEN
(New York) Hospital honors leading volunteers E Schweickert, E Tempkin) (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.2

BROGAN, JOHN
Police fire at pack of marauding dogs, Dec 1, 1989, p.3
Dog pack still at large, Dec 8, 1989, p.2

BRONNER, PATRICK
Correction: (P Bronner receives MS in civil engineering from Columbia Univ), Jul 7, 1989, p.4

BRONX RIVER PARKWAY
Fire protection (for area west of Bronx River Parkway finally being provided), May 12, 1989, p.1
Aid from Albany (approved for county road work), May 26, 1989, p.1
Ann's Way dedicated (to memory of A H L Jacobs) (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.8

BROOKMAN, NANCY
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.32
Local athletes N Brookman, D Potter, A Werblow look forward to friendly competition in Israel, Jun 30, 1989, p.3

BROOKS, CREEKS, ETC
Planning Board criticizes Ferndale Park development, Oct 6, 1989, p.1

BROOKS, GEORGE
George A Brooks (dies), Jan 20, 1989, p.8
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BROOKS, LORRAINE
(L Brooks, S Rambone, SCS Junior High students deliver holiday gifts to WP Children's Center (photo), Jan 27, 1989, p.16

BROWN, ALYSSA
School population now a sixth Asian; (Comprehensive Assessment Report discussed at Bd of Ed meeting), Dec 15, 1989, p.1

BROWN, ANN
(Platform Tennis Assn) Coming home to Fox Meadow (for 60th Anniversary celebration) (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.22
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year Jean DeCarlo (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.28
SCS Natl Bank salutes 60 Seasons of Platform Tennis (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.30

BROWN, BETTY

BROWN, BETTY (AU)
Readers give their views on the pool bond referendum (ltrs), Nov 3, 1989, p.6

BROWN, BOB
(Platform Tennis Assn) Coming home to Fox Meadow (for 60th Anniversary celebration) (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.22
SCS Natl Bank salutes 60 Seasons of Platform Tennis (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.30

BROWN, DAN
SHS athletes honored at end of championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Boys' Basketball (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.32

BROWN, DEREK
For many, summer jobs are a testing ground for the future, Aug 11, 1989, p.3

BROWN, DOUGLAS
(Greenacres) D(illo) P(urchasing) C(onsortium) elects officers, Sep 15, 1989, p.5

BROWN, FREDERICK
Frederick W Brown (dies), May 26, 1989, p.21

BROWN, GERTRUDE
Beverly Cunningham chosen to receive SCS Bowl (photo), Nov 24, 1989, p.1

BROWN, HERBERT

BROWN, KEVIN
(SCS's Uniformed Firefighters Assn names) Firefighters of the year (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.8

BROWN, LISA
In the back-to-school fashion roundup, jodhpurs, vests, fringe...(photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.8

BROWN, PAUL
SCS's business leadership (Chamber of Commerce officers named) (photo), Jan 20, 1989, p.3
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year Jean DeCarlo (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.28

BROWN, RAY (AU)
Vote (for School Board Nominating Committee) on Jan 31 (ltr), Jan 20, 1989, p.6
Readers give their views on the pool bond referendum (ltrs), Nov 3, 1989, p.6

BROWN, SHARON
Lineup named for mystery musical ('Edwin Drood', to be presented by SSMT), Jul 7, 1989, p.2

BROWN, WILFRED
Beverly Cunningham chosen to receive SCS Bowl (photo), Nov 24, 1989, p.1

BROWNE, SHARON
The artist as thinker: (6 Bobritzky wins blue ribbon at SCS Art Assn artist-member show) (photo), Nov 17, 1989, p.4

BROWNS
SEE GIRL SCOUTS OF AMERICA

BROWNING, JACKSON
Parking (law)suit (brought against Planning Board by Chase Landing Realty Corp), Jan 27, 1989, p.1
R L Gerloff resigns from S-CS Natl Bank; C Taylor is new president (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.1
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BROWNING, JACKSON continued
Julia B Fee to open office in Larchmont, Apr 28, 1989, p.4
Bank of NY to absorb SCS National (photo: L Richey Jr p 20), May 12, 1989, p.1
(Century 21) Wolff & Son to close SCS office, Jul 14, 1989, p.3
(SCS) Bowl selectors appointed, Sep 29, 1989, p.3

BROYD, BETSY
Bank of New York salutes the Junior League of Central Westchester (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.32

BRUCKER, DAN
Metro North plans call for removal of tiled canopy at SCS station (photo), Jan 20, 1989, p.1
(Metro North) Kiosk in commuters' way (ltr), Mar 17, 1989, p.6

BRUCKER, DONA
Lawyer J R Ruderman named president of Mid-Westchester Y; (Other officers listed), Sep 1, 1989, p.2

BRUMBAUGH, ALLYNE
Fairy tale village (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.16

BRUNELLE, TIMOTHY
Defects found in (Edgewood, Fox Meadow, Greenacres) school windows, Nov 10, 1989, p.1

BRUNINGS, HELEN
United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3

BRUNO, DIANE
Bank of New York salutes the Junior League of Central Westchester (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.32

BRUNO, MARGE
Local women to be cited (by National Council of Jewish Women), May 26, 1989, p.10

BRUNO, MARGERY
(SCS-HTS Women's Interfaith) Council marks 60 years of ecumenical spirit (photo), Jan 6, 1989, p.6

BRUNWASSER, JUSTIN
(Small Wonders) Jump ropers show skills (to Fox Meadow students) (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.16

BRYAN, PAMELA
Bank of New York salutes the Junior League of Central Westchester (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.32

BUCCI, MARGE
R Gerloff named Exec VP of (American) Savings Bank; 6 leave SCS Natl (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.1
Bank of NY to absorb SCS National (photo: L Richey Jr p 20), May 12, 1989, p.1

BUCHEN, ELINOR
Have certificate, will babysit: (23 youngsters graduate from Fire Dept Babysitting Course) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.8

BUCHEN, H V (AU)
Don't worry, it's a Stegosaurus (edit), Jun 16, 1989, p.7

BUCHEN, H VERHAEGEN (AU)
Bringing home the bread (edit), Mar 24, 1989, p.7

BUCHEN, HELENE
Fox Meadow (School) turning back the clock (with history project) (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.14

BUCHHOLZ, BARBARA
Local authors B Most, D Linowes, B Buchholz, S Goldblum being published, Dec 15, 1989, p.16

BUCHSBAUM, ALICE
Keep child care in schools, parents urge Board of Ed, Sep 22, 1989, p.1

BUCK, HEATHER
10 Hoff-Barthelson students in all-state (concert), Feb 24, 1989, p.8
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

BUCK, MARY BETH
Happy anniversary! (B Bennett, C Ziegler present check to Hoff-Barthelson) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.19
Elementary (school students') art to be exhibited (at SCS Library) (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.15
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BUCK, MICHAEL
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

BUDGET-SCS
(L Tooley gives) Budget preview, Feb 24, 1989, p.1
4.8% village tax hike sought, Mar 17, 1989, p.1
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
Former mayor G Jensen seeks Town Club support for affordable housing, Apr 21, 1989, p.3
Village opts for self-insurance; (Approves budget), Apr 28, 1989, p.1
While village surplus ebbs, water fund flows, Aug 11, 1989, p.1
(SCS's) Investment strategy, Aug 18, 1989, p.1
No architect on BAR? (Amendment proposed to change requirement for architect-member), Nov 24, 1989, p.1
($200,000) Revenue shortfall (in income other than property tax payments projected), Dec 29, 1989, p.1
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

BUDGET-US
Balanced budget comes first (before raises for Congressmen) (ltr), Feb 17, 1989, p.6
(US) Budget priorities must be revised (edit), Dec 8, 1989, p.7

BUDGET-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
County budget threatens 52% hike in tax rate, Nov 17, 1989, p.1
This (county budget) is efficiency? (edit), Nov 17, 1989, p.6
Irresponsible budget (proposed by county) (ltr), Nov 24, 1989, p.6
There'll be no Thanksgiving for THIS turkey (cartoon), Nov 24, 1989, p.6
Few protest at first (county) budget hearing, Dec 1, 1989, p.3
(A O'Rourke) A lame duck county executive? (edit), Dec 8, 1989, p.6
Hochberg blasts county budget, but few here protest, Dec 15, 1989, p.1
Is everybody happy (with county budget)? (edit), Dec 15, 1989, p.6
O'Rourke protests budget cuts that lower tax hike here to 33%, Dec 29, 1989, p.1
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

BUECHLER, PAUL
Paul J Buechler (dies), Mar 17, 1989, p.20

BUFF, BARBARA
A big week for 200-year-old (James Fenimore Cooper) (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.5

BUFF, BARBARA BALL
Cooper family members (portrait in SCS Historical Society exhibit) (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.5

BUILDING
New homes proposed on Marx Estate; (V Pagliaro unveils plans for railroad platform), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
Building projects okayed for construction (by BAR), Sep 15, 1989, p.3
House next to downtown hearing approval, Oct 20, 1989, p.3
(B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) approves new house next to downtown, Nov 17, 1989, p.9
11 new houses proposed to B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview; L Schan sworn in), Dec 15, 1989, p.3

BUILDING-CONTRACTS AND SPECIFICATIONS
Contract awarded (Cimino Contracting to rebuild Heathcote Bridge), Sep 8, 1989, p.1
(E Brady) Giving plumbers a bad name (edit), Oct 6, 1989, p.6
(County) Legislators urge Brady inquiry, Oct 20, 1989, p.3
Public hearings (to be held on law authorizing village to reject purchase contract bids), Nov 10, 1989, p.1
(Historic) Preservation law proposed, again, Nov 17, 1989, p.1

BUILDING-REPAIR AND RECONSTRUCTION
Changes ahead for SCS Avenue, Aug 11, 1989, p.1
Caveat emptor: (Homeowners warned to be sure contractors are licensed; Smoke alarms required), Aug 11, 1989, p.1
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BUILDINGS

Landmark for sale (Former service station at 34 Popham Rd on the market), Apr 26, 1989, p.1
Wine variance? (D Zacharia applies for variance for storing wine in SCS Ave warehouse), Oct 6, 1989, p.1
Zachy's gets a variance, Oct 20, 1989, p.1

BUMBY, DOUGLAS (DR)

Defects found in (Edgewood, Fox Meadow, Greenacres) school windows, Nov 10, 1989, p.1

BUMBY, LAUREN

Moving on, (SHS) graduates take a look back (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.13
Lineup naaed for a mystery musical ('Edwin Drood', to be presented by SSMT), Jul 7, 1989, p.2
(Mystery of Edwin Drood) Opening next Thursday (photo), Jul 28, 1989, p.1
Whodunnit? (Curtain goes up for 'Mystery of Edwin Drood') (photo), Aug 4, 1989, p.5

BUNSAWAT, THEEKHAWUT

Greetings from Thailand (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.14

BURDEN, CAROL

Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairmen named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20

BURG, SUE

Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.32

BURGDORFF, WILLIAM

William Burgdorff (dies), Dec 1, 1989, p.24

BURGHART, NANCY

Gimbels Riders, 75 strong, hail their SCS mentor O Eisele (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.3

BURGALRAS

SEE CRIME AND CRIMINALS

BURKAT, HOWARD

SCS's TV station on the rise (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.21
29 in running for (School Board) nominating group, Dec 8, 1989, p.3

BURKAT, HOWARD (AU)

Another reason for the (indoor) pool (ltr), Jun 30, 1989, p.6
Pool committee 'alive and well' (ltr), Aug 18, 1989, p.6

BURKELY, ROBERT

(SCS) Adult School--50 and up to the age of (SCS), Feb 3, 1989, p.16
Student artists displayed and rewarded (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.14

BURN, SETH

Youngster (D Milaan) wasting no time in becoming a magazine publisher (photo), Jun 30, 1989, p.5

BURRIS, RUTH

Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.32

BURROWS, JOHN


BURSON, BETTE

(Center for Preventive Psychiatry) elects 4 from (SCS), Feb 3, 1989, p.16

BURT, MAZIE

Mazie B Burt (dies), Oct 13, 1989, p.16

BURTON, DOROTHY

(Center for Preventive Psychiatry) elects G H Baldaeus head, Oct 6, 1989, p.2

BUSCH, MARCY

(Quaker Ridge, Edgewood) schools aid quake-stricken (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.15
A tuneful tribute (to retiring Quaker Ridge principal Dr E Machnits) (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.1
(Quaker Ridge School celebrates) Bill of Rights Day (photo; story p 5), Oct 6, 1989, p.1
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BUSCH, TOBEY
(Quaker Ridge, Edgewood) schools aid quake-stricken (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.15

BUSES
Senior (citizen) van ready to roll, Mar 3, 1989, p.3
Maiden run for village's senior citizen van (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.1
Senior (citizen) van is off and running (photo p 1), Mar 10, 1989, p.2
Free rides available on new senior van (edit), Jun 30, 1989, p.6
Heathcote bridge work postponed; Wilmet restrictions relaxed, Aug 25, 1989, p.1
SEE ALSO SCHOOL BUSES

BUSH, BARBARA
(B Weiss, M Bloom appear) On TV (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.15

BUSH, GEORGE
Freeze group petitioning Bush, May 12, 1989, p.5
A Walinsky champions police corps as counter to national crime emergency, Aug 25, 1989, p.3

BUSINESS DISTRICT-SCS
SEE DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS

BUSINESS ETHICS
Good ethics can be good business (Part I) (edit), Jun 30, 1989, p.7
Corporate ethics can turn ugly (Part II) (edit), Jul 7, 1989, p.7

BUTCHER, WILLIAM
On an evening of warm affection, Bette Landes receives (SCS) Bowl (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.2

BUTLER FIELD (SCS) SC Schools-SCS - High School - Butler Field
Why the SCS indoor swimming pool should be located at the Butler Field site (advertising insert), Feb 17, 1989, p.0
(Advocates of Butler Field for indoor) Pool site (not giving up easily), Mar 24, 1989, p.1
(Indoor) Pool site debated; Poll asked, Apr 7, 1989, p.1
Ground swell for Butler Field (for indoor pool site) (ltr), May 5, 1989, p.6
(Indoor) Pool backers told to send $, May 12, 1989, p.1
(Indoor) Pool campaign at critical stage, May 26, 1989, p.1
Indoor swimming pool drive lagging, Jun 9, 1989, p.1
For a modest pool at Butler Field (ltr), Sep 1, 1989, p.6
Show your support now for indoor pool at Butler Field (advt flyer), Sep 1, 1989, p.0

BYERLY, PRISCILLA
Asbestos study finds no cause for alarm (Dr R Hibschman tells Board of Education), Apr 14, 1989, p.1

BYERS, JAMES
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

BYRNE, MICHAEL
(SCS) Firemen trained at courses at National Fire Academy, Mar 10, 1989, p.5
(SCS firefighter M Byrne completes course on) Fire suppression, Dec 1, 1989, p.15

BYRNES, BETH
Glorious Easter (B Byrnes takes her mother to church at St Pius X) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.14

BYRNES, MEAGHAN
Glorious Easter (B Byrnes takes her mother to church at St Pius X) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.14

BYUN, JULIE
(SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8

CABLE TELEVISION
Cable TV coordinator F Pollack leaves for new position, Jan 6, 1989, p.2
SCS's TV station on the rise (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.21
Village appoints J Foley cable (TV) coordinator, Mar 17, 1989, p.2
(C E Hindels) wants stock ticker back (ltr), May 26, 1989, p.6
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CABLE TELEVISION—continued
Cable show on (indoor) pool recommended (ltr), Jun 23, 1989, p.6
They want their (financial) News Network, Jul 7, 1989, p.1
W Root named sports anchor-host for FNN (Awards, Appointments & Promotions), Jul 28, 1989, p.2
SEE ALSO ADVISORY COUNCIL ON CABLE TELEVISION-SCS

CABLE TELEVISION—REWARDS, PRIZES, ETC
Channel 35 cited for show on (Lyme Disease), Nov 24, 1989, p.2

CACCIATO, JOE
Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16

CACCIATO, JOEY
Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16

CACCIATO, PIP
(YES) puts SCS young people to work (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.9

CAFA, CHRISTINA
Ta-DA!!! (SSHT dancers practice show-stopping routine) (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.5

CAHALY, GLENN
Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16

CAIN, EILEEN
Housing, health and isolation are concerns for seniors (Senior Lifestyles Supp), May 12, 1989, p.23

CAIRO, MICHAEL
(SCS) Merchants report a happy holiday, Jan 6, 1989, p.1
SCS's business leadership (Chamber of Commerce officers named) (photo), Jan 20, 1989, p.3
SCS National Bank—the final day (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.1
Retailers hope holiday promotion will chase away business doldrums, Oct 20, 1989, p.1

CALAGNA, TRINA
Teen leaders (from SCS participate in WNET-sponsored Teen Leadership Day) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.19
(SHS art students go) Behind the scenes at (Museum) O(f) M(odern) A(rt) (photo, Nov 10, 1989, p.18

CALLAHAN, CAROL (AU)
For your feet, TLC (edit), Oct 20, 1989, p.7

CALLEGARI, CATHY
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute Kidswalk '89 (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.30
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10
Retailers hope holiday promotion will chase away business doldrums, Oct 20, 1989, p.1
A/B team approach debated at (PT) Council (meeting), Nov 17, 1989, p.5
Downtown to become 'Winter Wonderland', Dec 1, 1989, p.1
Junior high school mourns loss of one of its favorites, H Harrison (photo p 14), Dec 22, 1989, p.1

CALLEGARI, JESSICA
Good eggs: (Winners of Recreation Dept's Easter Eggstravaganza contest) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.3

CALLEGARI, JON
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

CALLIMANIS, BASIL
Trees felled despite new laws, Sep 15, 1989, p.1

CALLIMANIS, DIANA
Arthur Manor (Assn) celebrates (July 4th) in (Davis) Park (photo; list), Jul 14, 1989, p.2
Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairmen named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20

CALO, MURIEL
Have certificate, will babysit: (23 youngsters graduate from Fire Dept Babysitting Course) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.8
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CALORIES, FOOD
If you counted blessings, but not calories... (illus), Nov 24, 1989, p.6

CALVI, MICHAEL
(M Calvi) Contractor for Dario's (Restaurant) sentenced for tax evasion, Mar 3, 1989, p.13

CALZI, FRANK (DR)
Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-ENT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26

CAMMARATA, DEANA
SHS girls' soccer team wins section, eyes state title (photo; addl photo p 15), Jun 9, 1989, p.1
Raiders do it! Win 1st state soccer title (photo; addl photo p 17), Jun 16, 1989, p.1
Maroon and White honors SCS high spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16

CAMPBELL, JOHN
Neighbors blast SCS Manor subdivision plan, Jul 7, 1989, p.1
Morion (church landscaping) application approved; (Planning Bd discusses Winston, Montgomery plans), Aug 25, 1989, p.1

CAMPS AND CAMPING
Higher fees (to be charged for day camp, other village programs), Feb 24, 1989, p.1
(Camp) Wapetuck goes Hawaiian (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.1
It was a wacky day at (Camp) Wapetuck (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.3
This means war! (Skydivers at Junior High signal color war at Camp Pathunke) (photo), Aug 4, 1989, p.1
(A Pastures) A city girl in SCS country (photo p 21), Aug 4, 1989, p.1
Summer's last hurrah: (Counselors demonstrate synchronized swimming for day campers) (photo), Aug 18, 1989, p.5
(Parks and Recreation) Council to consider shortened camp season; (Council members named), Nov 17, 1989, p.3
Shorter camp (season for SCS Day Camp), Dec 22, 1989, p.1
Correction: (Shortening of SCS Day Camp to result in 6-week, not 7-week, program), Dec 29, 1989, p.3

CANBY, COURTLAN
Junior High girls J Keane, L Chua, N Bae win writing contest (photo), May 26, 1989, p.14

CANCER
SEE ALSO BRAIN-CANCER, SKIN-CANCER

CANCER-Psychological Aspects
How teenagers cope with cancer (edit), Aug 18, 1989, p.7

CANNELL, DINA
Maroon and White honors SCS high spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16

CANNELL, ELAINE
Two local realtors (S A Kusinitz, E Canell) cited, Apr 21, 1989, p.4

CANELLOS, DAMIAN
Are (School windows) safe?, Nov 3, 1989, p.1

CANCES, DAVID
Foreign language and women's history highlighted at junior high (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.14

CANNELL, ELAINE

CANNES AND CANOEING
SCS girl, A Jaffe, wins the gold (in canoeing in 1989 Canadian Nationals), Sep 1, 1989, p.22

CANTOR, DELIA
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.30

CANTOR, MIKE
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.30

CAPECA, FRANCES
First day of school (photo), Sep 15, 1989, p.1
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CAPITAL PUNISHMENT
Arguments against the death penalty (ltr), Jun 2, 1989, p.6
Speak out against (the) death (penalty) (edit), Jun 23, 1989, p.6

CAPLIN, NOAH
(Metro North) Kiosk in commuters' way (ltr), Mar 17, 1989, p.6
Place the (Metro North) kiosk challenge (ltr), Apr 7, 1989, p.6

CAPONE, MATTHEW
Master (football) strategists (photo), Oct 13, 1989, p.1

CAPPA, JOHN (DR)
(White Plains) Hospital appoints nine, Aug 18, 1989, p.4

CARAFIELLO, CHARLES
Restaurant meals, delivered to the door (by new service, Chefs' Express), Sep 15, 1989, p.18

CARAS, EMANUEL
Arthur Manor (Assn) celebrates (July 4th) in (Davis) Park (photo; list), Jul 14, 1989, p.2
Changes at the BAR; (L Schan appointed), Dec 1, 1989, p.1

CARAS, ROSE
Arthur Manor (Assn) celebrates (July 4th) in (Davis) Park (photo; list), Jul 14, 1989, p.2
Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairmen named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20

CARDEN, DIAS
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3

CARDIA, VICTOR
Kids boutique (His & Herlooms opens in Chappaqua), Jul 7, 1989, p.2

CARDILLO, SUSAN
Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairmen named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20

CARDOZO, SHERYL (AU)
Women have lost their liberty (ltr), Jul 14, 1989, p.6

CAREY, JOHN
Board of Appeals upheld (in E Kreuter case), Dec 8, 1989, p.1

CAREY, TIMOTHY
Celebrity waiters (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.5
O'Rourke protests budget cuts that lower tax hike here to 33%, Dec 29, 1989, p.1

CARLISLE, JAMES
(Village) Code being streamlined, Feb 24, 1989, p.16
Revised (village) law code adopted (by Village Board), Mar 17, 1989, p.1

CARLISLE, JIM
SCS Natl Bank salutes 60 Seasons of Platform Tennis (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.30

CARNICELLI, A J
Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16

CARNICELLI, EVELYN
(J Ruderman) Re-elected (chairman of SCS Republican Town Committee; Other officers elected) (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.3

CARO, DANIELLE
Mickey's pals: (Edgewood School to be magical kingdom for annual fair) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.19
Olympics, fair end Edgewood year (photo; list) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.19

CARO, DONNA MARIE
Scouts' turn at Village Hall (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.5

CARO, PHYLLIS
Gisolfi outlines his vision of S(CS) H(igh) S(chool), Sep 8, 1989, p.1
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CARRETT, PHILIP

SCS Natl Bank salutes Bette A Landes, 1989 Bowl winner (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.24
(SCS's) Investment strategy, Aug 10, 1989, p.1

CARROLL, THOMAS

(SCS) P(olice) officer T Carroll earns (master's) degree, May 26, 1989, p.8

CARRUTH, CLARENCE

(Weaver St) Subdivision plans come under fire, Jan 27, 1989, p.1
On the holidays, volunteers put faith into action (photo; addl photo p 12), Dec 29, 1989, p.6

CARRUTH, LUCY

On the holidays, volunteers put faith into action (photo; addl photo p 12), Dec 29, 1989, p.6

CARRUTH, VIRGINIA

On the holidays, volunteers put faith into action (photo; addl photo p 12), Dec 29, 1989, p.6

CARSKY, KATHERINE

But (A Hochberg, K Carsky, P Feiner) deserve re-election (edit), Oct 27, 1989, p.6
Few protest at first (county) budget hearing, Dec 1, 1989, p.3
O'Rourke protests budget cuts that lower tax hike here to 33%, Dec 29, 1989, p.1

CARSWELL, BRUCE

(B Carswell named) Director (of GTE Corp) (photo), Jan 20, 1989, p.3

CARTELONE, LISA

(Quaker Ridge School is) Bearish on books: (L Cartelone reads to fifth graders) (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.15

CARTER, JIMMY

Habitat for Humanity tackling housing crisis in Westchester (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.4

CARTER, ROSALYNN

Habitat for Humanity tackling housing crisis in Westchester (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.4

CARTER, STEPHANIE

93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

CARTOONS AND CARICATURES

Cartoon, May 5, 1989, p.6
Our town (cartoon), Jun 2, 1989, p.6
Our Town (cartoon), Jun 30, 1989, p.6
A Constitutional Display (cartoon), Jul 21, 1989, p.6
Metro North takes a weird idea and runs with it (cartoon), Jul 28, 1989, p.6
...Boniface Circle expansion test (cartoon), Aug 4, 1989, p.6
Cartoon: (SCS water: $4.50), Aug 18, 1989, p.6
Alice in Yankeeland (cartoon), Aug 25, 1989, p.6
Existential crisis of the early post-summer period (cartoon), Sep 8, 1989, p.6
Cartoon, Sep 22, 1989, p.6
Other voices: Sodom, Gomorrah and SCS (edit), Oct 6, 1989, p.6
(Cartoon), Oct 6, 1989, p.6
The shrinking generation (cartoon), Oct 13, 1989, p.6
Cartoon, Oct 20, 1989, p.6
(Cartoon), Oct 27, 1989, p.6
There'll be no Thanksgiving for THIS turkey (cartoon), Nov 24, 1989, p.6

CARUSO, RONALD

(Small Wonders) Jump ropers show skills (to Fox Meadow students) (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.16

CARVER, LAUREN

SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Girls' Basketball (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.28
SHS girls' soccer team wins section, eyes state title (photo; addl photo p 15), Jun 9, 1989, p.1
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CARVER, LAUREN continued

Raiders do it! Win 1st state soccer title (photo; addl photo p 17), Jun 16, 1989, p.1

CASA, CHRISTINA

Lineup named for mystery musical ("Edwin Drood", to be presented by SSMT), Jul 7, 1989, p.2

CASE, MARICA

(M Case a) New realtor (with D D Doernberg) (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.2

CASE, SID

93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

CASEY, HONORIA

Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22

CASEY, KEVIN

(Weaver St) Subdivision plans close under fire, Jan 27, 1989, p.1
Townhouses win initial approval (from Planning Board), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
Townhouse foes sue; legal action, Mar 31, 1989, p.1

CASEY, MARY

(Weaver St) Subdivision plans close under fire, Jan 27, 1989, p.1
Townhouses win initial approval (from Planning Board), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
Townhouse foes sue; legal action, Mar 31, 1989, p.1

CASLIN, BILL

6th grade and junior high: a good match (Part I), Jun 23, 1989, p.1

CASPti DEVELOPMENT CORP. Land development

(Nine companies) interested in developing village-owned land in downtown area, May 19, 1989, p.1

CASTELLANO, TERRY

Bank of New York salutes the Junior League of Central Westchester (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.32

CASTELLO, DOM

Defects found in (Edgewood, Fox Meadow, Greenacres) school windows, Nov 10, 1989, p.1

CASTELLO, JEANNE-MARIE

Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.32

CASTIELLO, JEANNE-MARIE

Scouts' turn at Village Hall (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.5

CASTIELLO, MICHELLE

The Bank of New York salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.30

CASTLE, SCOTT

New principal (J Farren) appointed at Quaker Ridge (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1
SHS Class of '89 to graduate early; (Commencement scheduled for 11 Am), Jun 16, 1989, p.1

CATERERS AND CATERING

So, who needs sand and sea at a clambake? (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.6

CATHERALL, PAUL

(F Ryan, M Thomas, J Miccoli are) New faces in (SCS) police department (illus), Aug 25, 1989, p.2

CATHERWOOD, MARGOT

Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairman named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20
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CATHOLICS
  Include Israel in negotiations (regarding Auschwitz convent controversy) (ltr), Sep 15, 1989, p.6

CATTANI, PHILIP (AU)
  Developers can afford to conserve (trees) (ltr), Oct 20, 1989, p.6

CATTANI, ROBYN DENTON (AU)
  Developers can afford to conserve (trees) (ltr), Oct 20, 1989, p.6

CATTANI, SACHA
  (SHS art students go) Behind the scenes at Museum of Modern Art (photo, Nov 10, 1989, p.18

CAVERLY, JOSEPH
  Ann's Way dedicated (to memory of A H L Jacobs) (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.8

CEDARBAUH, BERNARD
  (School Board) Nominating Committee election is on Jan 31, Jan 27, 1989, p.1
  (SCS) Foundation dedicated to good of community (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.4
  Tie vote forces runoff for School Nominating Committee, Feb 3, 1989, p.1
  (SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8
  (SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8
  W J Handelman will head (SCS) Bowl panel (photo), Sep 15, 1989, p.5
  (SCS) Bowl selectors appointed, Sep 29, 1989, p.3
  B Cedarbaum, S P Rubin honored at Mvaksh Derekh service, Nov 3, 1989, p.15
  Torah dedicated to Rabbi L Nadelmann at Congregation M'vaksh Derekh (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.18

CELENTANO, DAVID
  SHS girls' soccer team wins section, eyes state title (photo; addl photo p 15), Jun 9, 1989, p.1
  Raiders do it! Win 1st state soccer title (photo; addl photo p 17), Jun 16, 1989, p.1

CELENTANO, DIANE
  New principal (J Farren) appointed at Quaker Ridge (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1
  PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10

CELENTANO, PAUL
  Raiders do it! Win 1st state soccer title (photo; addl photo p 17), Jun 16, 1989, p.1

CENTER FOR PREVENTIVE PSYCHIATRY
  (Center for Preventive Psychiatry) elects 4 from (SCS), Feb 3, 1989, p.16
  (Center for Preventive Psychiatry) elects 6 H Baldaeus head, Oct 6, 1989, p.2
  (Center for Preventive Psychiatry) aims at prevention, Nov 10, 1989, p.8

CENTRAL WESTCHESTER HUMANE SOCIETY-FUND RAISING
  Contributions needed (for Central Westchester Humane Society) (ltr), Feb 24, 1989, p.6

CENTRELLO, LAWRENCE
  SCS Natl Bank salutes Westchester Aissn for R(etrarded) C(itizens)' 40th anniversary (photo), May 12, 1989, p.32

CENUNZIO, INGA
  School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

CERING, JOHN
  It was a wacky day at (Camp) Wapetuck (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.3
  (Edgewood kids and parents join in fall) Clean-up campaign (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.3

CERNIGLIA, ANN
  From quaint to sublime, houses on tour (for benefit of Young Adult Institute) dazzle (photo; addl p 17, Dec 15, 1989, p.6

CERRETTA, ELLEN
  Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

CERRETTA, PATRICIA
  New principal (J Farren) appointed at Quaker Ridge (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1

CERTILMAN, ALI
  (Small Wonders) Jump ropers show skills (to Fox Meadow students) (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.16
CERTILMAN, NANCY
Time running out for school (Bd Nominating Committee) nominations; (Administrative Committee named), Nov 17, 1989, p.3

CESARANO, JOSEPH
(SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8

CESARANO, PAULA
Friends (of Music and Arts in SCS Schools) nominate officers, Apr 7, 1989, p.17

CHA, MYOUNG
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

CHAPATRY, KRISTIN
(SCS art students go) Behind the scenes at (Museua) (of) (Modern) Art (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.1B

CHALPIN, MARC
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE-SCS
SCS's business leadership (Chamber of Commerce officers named) (photo), Jan 20, 1989, p.3
(SCS Chamber (of Commerce) looks inward in picking (J DeCarlo) Citizen of (the) Year (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.1
Scouts' turn at Village Hall (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.5
(J DeCarlo's) night to shine (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year Jean DeCarlo (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.28
A clown-to-clown call; (Chamber of Commerce Sidewalk sale begins) (photo), Aug 4, 1989, p.1
Sidewalk sale was not for shoppers only (photo; addl photo p 5), Aug 11, 1989, p.1
Retailers hope holiday promotion will chase away business doldrums, Oct 20, 1989, p.1
Downtown to become 'Winter Wonderland'; Dec 1, 1989, p.1
The gang's all here ('Winter Wonderland' underway in downtown SCS) (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.3

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE-SCS-REWARDS, PRIZES, ETC
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89; Dec 29, 1989, p.5

CHAN, MERRY JEAN
Record turnout for (Junior High) speech contest (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.12
Students gain perspective, skills at Choice World Conference (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.15
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30

CHAN, ALICE
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

CHAN, DIANA
(SCS) Music students win top prizes, May 19, 1989, p.14

CHAN, JON
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

CHAN, KEVIN
29 (SHS students) attend Presidential Classroom, Mar 17, 1989, p.14

CHAN, LISA
(SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8

CHAN, YAHLIN
SHS art students B Wong, Y Chang win state awards; Feb 3, 1989, p.14
29 (SHS students) attend Presidential Classroom, Mar 17, 1989, p.14
Teen leaders (from SCS participate in WNET-sponsored Teen Leadership Day) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.19
(SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8

CHANON-GRUEN, KAREN (DR)
6th grade and junior high: a good match (Part I), Jun 23, 1989, p.1
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CHANUKAH
Chanukah starts tonight (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.1
On the holidays, volunteers put faith into action (photo; addl photo p 12), Dec 29, 1989, p.6

CHAPNICK, DOUG
(Recreation Dept gives) Honors for creative flake makers, Feb 17, 1989, p.5

CHAPNICK, JULIE
(Recreation Dept gives) Honors for creative flake makers, Feb 17, 1989, p.5

CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS
& Gifts, Legacies, etc
(Mitten Tree a Girl Scout) Christmas tradition (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.16

CHASE PARK (SCS)
So it's winter after all (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.3
(Westchester Band concerts) A special SCS pleasure (ltr), Aug 4, 1989, p.6

CHASE, CAROL
Renamed freeze group to hold workshop, (elect officers, vote on new name), Jan 6, 1989, p.5
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10
Le's make a deal: (Sports Swap organized by PT Council) (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.5
30 in contention for Citizens' Committee, Oct 13, 1989, p.1
Unit elections slated for (Nov 15), Nov 10, 1989, p.1
Unit elections held here, Nov 17, 1989, p.1

CHASE, CAROL (AU)
Thanks to Sports Swap volunteers (ltr), Sep 15, 1989, p.6

CHASE, JENNY
Le's make a deal: (Sports Swap organized by PT Council) (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.5

CHASE, STEVE
A/B team approach debated at (PT) Council (meeting), Nov 17, 1989, p.5

CHAUNER, DAVE
Gibbel's Riders, 75 strong, hail their SCS mentor O Eisele (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.3

CHEATING IN SCHOOL WORK
Educational Testing Service launches cheating probe, Jun 16, 1989, p.1

CHEE, WILLIAM
Cocaine case (apparently close to disposition), Jan 6, 1989, p.1
(R Guilemartin) sentenced to three years in drug case, Mar 3, 1989, p.13
Trial date set (for J Choten, W Chee, B Rivera), Mar 31, 1989, p.1
(D Wright, ) Figure in SCS drug case, nabbed, Aug 4, 1989, p.3
(J Choten) pleads guilty to cocaine conspiracy, Sep 29, 1989, p.2
Chee, Rivera sentenced, Oct 27, 1989, p.2
D Wright pleads guilty to armed robbery, Nov 10, 1989, p.3

CHEMISTRY-STUDY AND TEACHING
(C Seife, student at Horace Mann School,) Near the top; (Chosen for Chemistry Olympiad), Jun 23, 1989, p.14

CHEN, AMY
Greetings from Thailand (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.14
(SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8

CHEN, AMY (AU)

CHEN, VIVIAN
Bells are ringing: (Edgewood students try bell-playing) (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.15

CHEN, YUMI
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14
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CHERKIS, DANIEL
   Lotsa aatzos! (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.20

CHERNELA, RICHARD
   Zachy's (Wine & Liquor) seen violating new zoning ordinance, Sep 1, 1989, p.1

CHERNIS, IRENE
   R Kennedy talk highlights JHS' environmental awareness week (photo), Nov 17, 1989, p.1

CHESKIN, SUSAN
   Westchester R(efort) T(eaple) bids farewell to Rabbi Zecher; greets replacement B Singer (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.20

CHESLER, DIANE
   SVAC is busy and needs staff (1989 Progress Edition Suppl), Jan 27, 1989, p.4
   (SCS) Volunteer Ambulance Corps elects leaders for '90, Dec 15, 1989, p.2

CHESN, ERIC
   Vote for SCS's kids, seniors, families, swim teams AND housing values (advt; photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.18

CHETNER, CHARLES
   Directors (of Westchester-Putnam Chapter, American Diabetes Assn) named, Jul 28, 1989, p.15

CHICATELLI, LOUIS (DR)
   SUNY chancellor's award (presented to) SCS librarian R Kalick (photo), May 26, 1989, p.9

CHILD ABUSE
   Help prevent child abuse (ltr), Feb 3, 1989, p.6
   (Beck) Family victims of misdirected (child) abuse probe, Feb 17, 1989, p.1
   (Social agencies must) Proceed with caution (in suspected child abuse cases) (edit), Feb 17, 1989, p.6
   Hibschman defends staff in 'abuse' case (Dr E Machnits to retire) (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
   (Beck family subjected to) Orwellian nightmare (ltr), Mar 3, 1989, p.6
   Board (of Ed) expresses regret to Becks (regarding child abuse misunderstanding); Meeting set, Mar 10, 1989, p.1
   Need to protect children raises tough questions, Apr 21, 1989, p.1
   Whither in loco parentis?, Apr 21, 1989, p.16
   School board considering changes in district's child-abuse policy, Sep 22, 1989, p.1
   School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5
   SEE ALSO SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-ANTI-CHILD ABUSE CLUB

CHILD CARE ASSN OF SCS
   (M Hall is) 83 and 'a part of the show' at Child Care (Assn of SCS) (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.6
   SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS (photo), May 5, 1989, p.34
   8th year starting at Child Care (Assn of SCS) (photo) (Back to School Suppl), Aug 25, 1989, p.13
   Keep child in schools, parents urge Board of Ed, Sep 22, 1989, p.1
   Sweatshirt sale (to benefit SCS Child Care Assn) (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.2

CHILD PROTECTION SERVICES OFFICE (WHITE PLAINS)
   SEE WESTCHESTER COUNTY, CHILD PROTECTIVE SERVICES

CHILDREN
   Kids (B-p Suppl) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.0

CHILDREN'S BOOKS
   SEE CHILDREN'S LITERATURE

CHILDREN'S BRAIN TUMOR FOUNDATION
   Personal crisis inspires (Angel) family to aid other parents who share their plight (photo), Aug 4, 1989, p.3

CHILDREN'S LITERATURE
   Idaho town brings writer M Lewis' book to life (photo; addl photo p 21), Apr 28, 1989, p.1
   The dean of children's books, F Beaujean, shares her joys (photo), May 19, 1989, p.6
   Local authors B Most, D Linowes, B Buchholz, S Goldblom being published, Dec 15, 1989, p.16
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CHILDREN-CARE AND HYGIENE

We can save the children (ltr), Dec 22, 1989, p.6

CHILDREN-CIVIL RIGHTS

Whither in loco parentis?, Apr 21, 1989, p.16

CHILDREN-HEALTH AND SAFETY

Whither in loco parentis?, Apr 21, 1989, p.16

They're protected (with bicycle helmets) (photo), May 19, 1989, p.14

CHILDREN-MANAGEMENT AND TRAINING

Spare the bottle, spoil the child? (edit), Apr 7, 1989, p.7

CHIN, JAMES

SHS graduates praised as a caring class (photo; addl photo pp 2 & 4, Grad Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.1

(A Pastures) A city girl in SCS country (photo p 2), Aug 4, 1989, p.1

CHIN, JAMES (SR-AU)

(Back family subjected to) Orwellian nightmare (ltr), Mar 3, 1989, p.6

CHIN, JIM

The man in the white hat: (P Kim awarded SCS Volunteer Fire Co No 3's White Hat Award) (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.3

CHIN, JULIE

Record turnout for (Junior High) speech contest (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.12

SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30

CHIOLU, MELINDA

(SCS) Music students win top prizes, May 19, 1989, p.14

CHO, CECILIA

Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22

CHO, NICOLE

Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16

Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18

Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

CHO, YOUNG SUO

Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16

CHOI, HAKYUNG

Musicians H Choi, J Stern, Z Yu study at (Boston University) Tanglewood (Institute), Aug 25, 1989, p.10

CHOIRS (MUSIC)

Sweet sounds and soul food (at SCS Congregational Church) (photo), Oct 6, 1989, p.17

CHORLIAN, ISABELLE

Isabelle J Chorlian (dies), Feb 24, 1989, p.12

CHOTIN, JULIE

Cocaine case (apparently close to disposition), Jan 6, 1989, p.1

(R Guilmartin) sentenced to three years in drug case, Mar 3, 1989, p.13

Trial date set (for J Choten, W Chee, B Rivera), Mar 31, 1989, p.1

(D Wright,) Figure in SCS drug case, nabbed, Aug 4, 1989, p.3

(J Choten) pleads guilty to cocaine conspiracy, Sep 29, 1989, p.2

Chee, Rivera sentenced, Oct 27, 1989, p.2

D Wright pleads guilty to armed robbery, Nov 10, 1989, p.3

CHOW, J P (AU)


CHOW, JASON

Students gain perspective, skills at Choice World Conference (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.15

CHOW, LINDA

Asbestos study finds no cause for alarm (Dr R Hibschan tells Board of Education), Apr 14, 1989, p.1

Board of Education, Sobol at odds over AIDS regulation, Aug 4, 1989, p.1
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CHRIST HOUSE (BRONX, NY)
  On the holidays, volunteers put faith into action (photo; addl photo p 12), Dec 29, 1989, p.6

CHRISTIAN ETHICS
  Other voices: Sodom, Gomorrah and SCS (edit), Oct 6, 1989, p.6

CHRISTIAN LITERATURE
  Early Christian writings are misinterpreted (part I) (edit), Jul 7, 1989, p.7
  Early church texts misunderstood (Part II) (edit), Jul 14, 1989, p.7

CHRISTIANITY AND OTHER RELIGIONS
  Include Israel in negotiations (regarding Auschwitz convent controversy) (ltr), Sep 15, 1989, p.6

CHRISTIANS AND JEWS
  SEE CHRISTIANITY AND OTHER RELIGIONS

CHRISTIE PLACE (ROBISON) PROPERTY (SCS)
  Latest zoning plan (for downtown area) unveiled (map), Jan 6, 1989, p.1
  Save Robison (property) for parking (ltr), Feb 10, 1989, p.6
  New downtown zoning code passed (map p 16), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
  After the rezoning: What's next for the downtown?, Mar 10, 1989, p.1

CHRISTIE, ISABEL
  Face to, furry, face with Santa (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.1

CHRISTIE, NEIL
  Local man N Christie joins (Greenwich Partners, Inc) financial concern, Mar 10, 1989, p.9

CHRISTIE, ROBERT
  Face to, furry, face with Santa (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.1

CHRISTMAS
  There was Christmas all through the house (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.13
  Joyous bells (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.19
  On the holidays, volunteers put faith into action (photo; addl photo p 12), Dec 29, 1989, p.6

CHRISTMAS CARDS
  (UNICEF cards represent) Forty years of love in action (edit), Nov 24, 1989, p.7

CHRISTMAS CAROLLING
  Troll the ancient Yuletide carol (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.5

CHRISTMAS CAROLS
  Sacred music called out of place (at realtor's luncheon) (ltr), Dec 22, 1989, p.6

CHRISTMAS SHOPPING
  SEE SHOPPING

CHRISTMAS TREES
  (City hall the) Wrong place for a menorah or a creche (ltr), Sep 1, 1989, p.6
  Candy fund yields Yule treat for all: (Fire Co tree now 20 years old) (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.3

CHRISTMAS-PERSONAL NARRATIVES
  Merry Christmas, and mangia (edit), Dec 15, 1989, p.7

CHU, JUNGIL
  93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

CHUA, LU-SAN
  Junior High girls J Keane, L Chua, N Bae win writing contest (photo), May 26, 1989, p.14

CHUA, LU-SAN (AU)
  Where is Rachel? (edit), Sep 29, 1989, p.7

CHUNG, MINA
  SVAC is busy and needs staff (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.4

CHURCH WORK WITH YOUTH
  (Rev B Leach,) New assistant at St James seeking to involve youth in church program (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.12
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CHURCHES

Morton youth in songfest (photo), Jan 13, 1989, p.14
Asbury (Methodist Church) reaches out in many ways (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.18
(Society of) Friends nurture(s) sense of community (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.18
A gift fit for organist (R N Roth) (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.5
Hay ride (Members of Morton Church participate in winter youth conference), Mar 17, 1989, p.20
Hosanna! (Sunday School children at SCS Congregational Church mark Palm Sunday) (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.1
(SHS) Seniors (B Inouye, J Jackson) honored (upon graduation from seminary program), Jun 16, 1989, p.12
Symbolic quilt (created for Asbury United Methodist Church) (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.14
(Rev B Leach,) New assistant at St James seeking to involve youth in church program (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.12
Swing your pardner, pardner (photo), Sep 15, 1989, p.14
(SCS Friends are) Friends indeed (ltr), Sep 29, 1989, p.6
Sweet sounds and soul food (at SCS Congregational Church) (photo), Oct 6, 1989, p.17
All Hallow's Eve (photo), Nov 3, 1989, p.15
Breach in (Berlin) wall brings local man D Lehnardt closer to kin, Nov 24, 1989, p.3
Hitchcock (Weekday School) gives course in Nanny Ed, Dec 15, 1989, p.3
"Gloria!" (Nativity musical presented at SCS Congregational Church) (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.1
Joyous bells (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.19
On the holidays, volunteers put faith into action (photo; addl photo p 12), Dec 29, 1989, p.6

SEE ALSO MISSIONARIES

CHURCHES (BUILDINGS)

Charges fly in dispute over Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.1
(Planning) Board asked to reconsider (Mormon Church application) (ltr), Apr 14, 1989, p.6
(Mormon Church) Trying to be a good neighbor (ltr), Apr 14, 1989, p.6
Reasons for anger (of neighbors of Mormon Church) (edit), Apr 21, 1989, p.6
(Planning Board displayed) 'Incomprehensible behavior' (regarding Mormon Church expansion) (ltr), Apr 21, 1989, p.6
Planning (Board) Chairman (J Richman) replies (to P Schneider) (ltr), Apr 21, 1989, p.6
No 'neighborliness' seen (on part of Mormon church) (ltr), Apr 21, 1989, p.6
Hitchcock (Church) rises again (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.1
Planning board tells (Mormon) Church, neighbors to work out a solution, May 5, 1989, p.1
Why neighbors are upset (with Mormon Church addition) (ltr), May 5, 1989, p.6
3 years after the fire, Hitchcock (Church) lays new sanctuary cornerstone (photo; addl photo p 22), May 26, 1989, p.1
(Mormon) Church found in contempt (ltr), Jun 23, 1989, p.6
Mormon (church landscaping) application approved; (Planning Bd discusses Winston, Montgomery plans), Aug 25, 1989, p.1
Presbyterians' Progress: (Hitchcock Church members tour unfinished church interior) (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.1
Correction: (Couple talking with Rev R MacLennan in Oct 20 photo are C and J Evans), Oct 27, 1989, p.22
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

CHURCHES-FUND RAISING

(J Jefferis, M Beck) Uncover treasures (for St James the Less sale) (photo), May 19, 1989, p.9
St James exceeds fundraising goal, Jun 16, 1989, p.12

CHURCHES-REWARDS, PRIZES, ETC

Award (to be presented to) S(CS) C(ongregational) C(hurch for accessibility for disabled), May 26, 1989, p.22
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CIAMARRA, MARGARET
  County budget threatens 52% hike in tax rate, Nov 17, 1989, p.1

CICADA
  That sound in the trees is the lonely-hearted cicada, Aug 11, 1989, p.2

CICERO, MIKE
  SHS athletes honored at end of state championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
  SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Boys' Basketball (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.32
  Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16

CILETTI, JAMES
  James P Ciletti (dies), Sep 22, 1989, p.22

CIOFFI, SUSAN
  Executive: (S W Cioffi named vice president, regional sales manager, Amos Hosiery Co) (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.16

CIOFI, DARIO
  (M Calvi) Contractor for Dario's (Restaurant) sentenced for tax evasion, Mar 3, 1989, p.13
  Ciotis sentenced for tax evasion, Jul 7, 1989, p.1
  D Cioti to serve (prison) term at home, Nov 10, 1989, p.3
  School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

CIOFI, MARIE
  Ciotis sentenced for tax evasion, Jul 7, 1989, p.1
  School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

CIPRIANO, GUY
  Raiders do it! Win 1st state soccer title (photo; addl photo p 17), Jun 16, 1989, p.1

CIPRIANO, JOE
  SHS girls' soccer team wins section, eyes state title (photo; addl photo p 15), Jun 9, 1989, p.1
  Raiders do it! Win 1st state soccer title (photo; addl photo p 17), Jun 16, 1989, p.1

CIPRIANO, NICOLA
  Man charged in store break-in; Village Hall is burglarized, Jun 16, 1989, p.5

CIPRIANO, ROCCO
  Flower power: (Highway Dept plants flower garden at base of Metro North tower) (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.2

CIRINO, NICOLE
  The Bank of New York salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.30

CITIZEN'S COMMITTEE-SCS
  SEE NON-PARTISAN CITIZEN'S COMMITTEE-SCS

CITIZEN'S NOMINATING COMMITTEE-SCS
  SEE NON-PARTISAN CITIZEN'S COMMITTEE-SCS

CITIZENS FOR SENIOR HOUSING-SCS
  SEE SCS CITIZENS FOR SENIOR HOUSING

CITIZENS' COMMITTEE-SCS
  30 in contention for Citizens' Committee, Oct 13, 1989, p.1
  Unit elections slated for (Nov 15), Nov 10, 1989, p.1

CITIZENS' COMMITTEE-SCS-ELECTIONS
  Report from Albany: C Singer gives Town Club a bleak outlook, Jun 2, 1989, p.1
  Unit meetings are the) Voters' chance to choose (edit), Nov 10, 1989, p.6
  Good government doesn't just happen (ltr), Nov 10, 1989, p.6
  Unit elections held here, Nov 17, 1989, p.1

CITRON, ELLEN
  (Parents of Greenacres first graders go) Back to school (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.16

CIVETTA, CLAIRE
  Junior League plans a coffee, elects officers and cites volunteers (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.4
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CIVIL RIGHTS

CLAMBAKES
So, who needs sand and sea at a clambake? (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.6

CLAPMAN, BARBARA
SCS's TV station on the rise (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.21
Village appoints J Foley cable (TV) coordinator, Mar 17, 1989, p.2
(YES) puts SCS young people to work (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.8

CLAPMAN, LEAH
(SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8

CLARK, DIANE
(New York) Hospital honors leading volunteers E Schweickert, E Tempkin (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.2

CLARK, LYNNE
Magic moment (B Landes receives SCS Bowl) (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.1
On an evening of warm affection, Bette Landes receives SCS Bowl (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.2
SCS Natl Bank salutes Bette A Landes, 1989 Bowl winner (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.24
Local laws offer trees scant protection (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.1
An indoor pool—good for SCS (1st); Jul 7, 1989, p.6
(Scarsnres) Q(pl) P(urchasing) C(onsortium) elects officers, Sep 15, 1989, p.5

CLARK, MERRELL
On an evening of warm affection, Bette Landes receives SCS Bowl (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.2
SCS Natl Bank salutes Bette A Landes, 1989 Bowl winner (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.24
United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3
Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EHT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26

CLARK, MERRILL
To this marriage—a blessed event! (edit), Nov 17, 1989, p.7

CLARK, RICHARD
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
SHS honored for Westchester's outstanding sports program, Dec 22, 1989, p.15

CLAYBURN, JILL
Democrats launch campaign (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.3

CLAYTON, MATT
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Boys' Basketball (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.32

CLAYTON, STEVE
Scouts' turn at Village Hall (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.5

CLAYTON, WES
SHS hosts Playground Olympics (photo; list), Aug 11, 1989, p.3

CLEAN-UP
SEE BEAUTIFICATION

CLERGY
Msgr P Shannon dies; was pastor of IHM (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.1
(Or W Muehl) retiring (photo), May 19, 1989, p.17
Local rabbis' sons (B E Stern, S I Glaser) to be ordained (photo), May 26, 1989, p.21
Westchester R(refora) (Temple) bids farewell to Rabbi Zecher; greets replacement B Singer (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.20
Rector (of St Andrew's Episcopal Church, Rev R W Hesse Jr) earns (masters) degree, Jul 7, 1989, p.14
Rabbi S Grossman is first woman to head a congregation in (Westchester) county, Sep 1, 1989, p.12

CLEAN-UP
SEE BEAUTIFICATION
CLERGY continued
(Rev B Leach) New assistant at St James seeking to involve youth in church program (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.12
(Hebrew) Institute (of White Plains) names (Rabbi E Weinbach) aide, Sep 8, 1989, p.12
Assistant rabbi B Singer installed at Westchester (Reform) Temple (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.22
Other voices: Sodom, Gomorrah and SCS (edit), Oct 6, 1989, p.6
CLERKIN, MARY JANE
SCS woman M J Clerkin honored as Berkeley School's teacher of the year, Jan 6, 1989, p.5
CLEVENGER, SUE
(SCS Woman's Club names) Life members (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.11
CLOS, CHARLES
SCS Natl Bank salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photo), May 26, 1989, p.30
(C Clos named) Newest trustee (of Mercy College), Dec 1, 1989, p.15
CLOWNS
A clown-to-clown call; (Chamber of Commerce Sidewalk sale begins) (photo), Aug 4, 1989, p.1
Sidewalk sale was not for shoppers only (photo; addl photo p 5), Aug 11, 1989, p.1
CLUBS
Emblem Club installs new slate of officers, Jul 14, 1989, p.9
COACHING (ATHLETICS)
Farewell to (J Shaw) a good skate (photo), Jan 13, 1989, p.2
A Resnick honored (by National Soccer Coaches Assn), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
D Owens cited as Coach of the Year, Mar 24, 1989, p.14
Gimbel's Riders, 75 strong, hail their SCS mentor O Eisele (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.3
Corrections: Metered spaces always available to public; Coach pictured was A Brennan), Jul 7, 1989, p.2
SCS graduate J Kantor hired by (Denison) University, Aug 18, 1989, p.20
Tribute to SHS football coaches (ltr), Aug 25, 1989, p.6
COAPE-ARNOLD, DOUGLAS
United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3
Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26
COAPE-ARNOLD, KAREN
Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairmen named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20
Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26
COATS, VI
(Beck) Family victims of misdirected (child) abuse probe, Feb 17, 1989, p.1
COBELLi, JANET
Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21
COBELLi, JENNIFER
By order of the mayor: (E Seidman one of the first to buy Girl Scout cookies) (photo), Feb 24, 1989, p.1
(Heathcote fifth graders learn) Gingerbread architecture (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.9
COBELLi, KATHERINE
By order of the mayor: (E Seidman one of the first to buy Girl Scout cookies) (photo), Feb 24, 1989, p.1
COCAINE
SEE NARCOTICS TRADE
COCHRANE, GEOFF
Raiders beaten in (basketball) finals (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Boys' Basketball (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.32
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30
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COCHRANE, JEFF
When it comes to investing, SHS is number 1, Dec 1, 1989, p.19

COFFEE, KRISTIN
Joyous bells (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.19

COGAN, HIRSH
The shofar sounds (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.1

COGSWELL, JAMES
SCS Natl Bank salutes 60 Seasons of Platform Tennis (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.30

COHEN, ALISON
(Small Wonders) Jump ropers show skills (to Fox Meadow students) (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.16

COHEN, ALLISON
A glorious Fourth on the 3rd (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.1

COHEN, ARI
(SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8

COHEN, BARRIE
Vote for SCS’s kids, seniors, families, swim teams AND housing values (advt; photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.18

COHEN, DANIEL
(Small Wonders) Jump ropers show skills (to Fox Meadow students) (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.16
Vote for SCS’s kids, seniors, families, swim teams AND housing values (advt; photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.18

COHEN, DAVID
Special ed teaches skills while instilling confidence (says report to Bd of Ed), Jun 2, 1989, p.1

COHEN, ELIZABETH
Hay ride (Members of Mormon Church participate in winter youth conference), Mar 17, 1989, p.20

COHEN, ELLEN
Vote for SCS’s kids, seniors, families, swim teams AND housing values (advt; photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.18

COHEN, EVAN
(Quaker Ridge School celebrates) Bill of Rights Day (photo; story p 5), Oct 6, 1989, p.1

COHEN, HARRY
(Town Club) Report critical of (downtown) rezoning plan, Jan 20, 1989, p.1

COHEN, HENRY
Vote for SCS’s kids, seniors, families, swim teams AND housing values (advt; photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.18

COHEN, JANICE
SCS Natl Bank salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photo), May 26, 1989, p.30

COHEN, JOSH
Arts in our Lives: Of plays and pickles, Oct 27, 1989, p.15

COHEN, MICHAEL
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30
3 local football players (M Cohen, Y Koh, T Toal) selected for Golden Dozen team, Dec 29, 1989, p.8

COHEN, MIKE
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18

COHEN, MURIEL
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26

COHEN, STEPHEN (DR)
Speaker Dr S Cohen urges cut in US military budget in response to Gorbachev, Oct 27, 1989, p.5

COHEN, SUSAN
League (of Women Voters) re-elect A Janiak president; (Other officers, directors listed) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.5
(New York) Hospital honors leading volunteers E Schweickert, E Temkin) (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.2
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10
Time running out for school (Bd Nominating Committee) nominations; (Administrative Committee named), Nov 17, 1989, p.3
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COHN, MICHAEL
The Bank of New York salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.30

COHN, MITCHELL
Farewell, Seely Place (photo; list) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.16

COHN, RENA
United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3

COHN, SUZANNE
Paperbacks galore (at Library Book Fair) (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.5

COLAVITA, ANTHONY
(Westchester County) GOP appoints Scarsdalians P Parameswaran, A Moss (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.13
A Mosca says he did nothing wrong, Dec 1, 1989, p.1

COLDRICK, DAVID
More money for (village) managers: (Village top management officials awarded raises), Jan 13, 1989, p.1
4.8% village tax hike sought, Mar 17, 1989, p.1
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
(State Comptroller's Office) Report raps local fiscal practices, Apr 21, 1989, p.1
(Village Board votes) Raises for firemen, management, Jun 30, 1989, p.1
Bank American? (Village Board postpones decision on designating banks for village funds), Jul 21, 1989, p.1
While village surplus ebbs, water fund flows, Aug 11, 1989, p.1
(SCS's) Investment strategy, Aug 18, 1989, p.1
Indoor pool's fate rests with the voters, Nov 3, 1989, p.1
($200,000) Revenue shortfall (in income other than property tax payments projected), Dec 29, 1989, p.1

COLE, GLENN
(NY Dept of Environmental Conservation) Ruling will take Winston estate off wetlands map, Apr 28, 1989, p.1

COLIN, LARRY
Directors (of Westchester-Putnam Chapter, American Diabetes Assn) named, Jul 28, 1989, p.15

COLLABELLA, NICHOLAS
Village approves purchase of disputed Greendale Road lot, Aug 18, 1989, p.5

COLLABOLLETTA, ERNEST
New principal (J Farren) appointed at Quaker Ridge (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1

COLLABOLLETTA, ERNEST
Will new SHS athletic code work? Staff, students, parents disagree, Sep 29, 1989, p.1

COLLAZO, DENICE
Bank of New York salutes the Junior League of Central Westchester (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.32

COLLAZO, DENISE
Junior League plans a coffee, elects officers and cites volunteers (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.4

COLLECTORS AND COLLECTING
What's in, what's out in collectibles? (edit), Feb 10, 1989, p.7
N C Myers' collection of photo oddities gains respect (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.6

COLLEGE LOANS
SEE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-FEDERAL AID

COLLEGE TEACHERS
(Prof F Newman named assistant professor, New York Medical College) (Awards, Appointments, Promotions), Jul 28, 1989, p.2
P Gumport (appointed to Stanford Univ faculty (Awards, Appointments & Promotions), Aug 11, 1989, p.2
Awards, Appointments & Promotions: Dr G J Whinston appointed professor, NYU), Nov 3, 1989, p.24
Awards, Appointments & Promotions: Dr H Sussman appointed professor, NYU), Nov 3, 1989, p.24
Alma mater (Central Ct State Univ) honors educator Dr D E Griffiths, Nov 10, 1989, p.16
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COLLEGE TEACHERS-REWARDS, PRIZES, ETC

(Edward H. Feldman) Honored (with John Moss Award) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.11
SUNY chancellor's award (presented to) SCS librarian R. Kalick (photo), May 26, 1989, p.9

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

Koch names Scarsdalian (A Galvani to Private Sector Survey Commission) (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.4

Pace promotes resident J. G. Mark (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.5

Resident F. P. Rose elected Yale (University) trustee, Apr 21, 1989, p.8

(Lehman) College to honor J. T. Fishman (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.8

Local fitness instructor N. Gavrin appointed by Simmons College (photo), May 26, 1989, p.9

Resident B. McKinney inducted (into Half Century Club, Hendrix College), Jun 16, 1989, p.3

D. Stern honored (for work as chairman of Rutgers University Foundation's annual fund), Jun 23, 1989, p.2

B. M. Lopez appointed senior vice president (photo), Jun 30, 1989, p.3

(A. L. Stillman reelected trustee of Union College (Awards, Appointments, Promotions), Jun 30, 1989, p.4

Yeshiva's friends: (Dr. N. B. Kardon, Dr. S. B. Kardon to be honored) (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.14

SCS graduate J. Kantor hired by (Denison) University, Aug 18, 1989, p.20

4 high school students (E. Kaufmann, E. Warfield, J. Berlin, S. Ful) sample college at Cornell, Aug 18, 1989, p.20

SCS scholar M. Tushaam awarded new Columbia business chair (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.4

(R. J. Hunter) Elected (to Wake Forest University board of trustees (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.4

Awards, Appointments & Promotions: M. E. Messenger (elected to Board of University of Rochester), Nov 3, 1989, p.24


Clos named) Newest trustee (of Mercy College), Dec 1, 1989, p.15

Awards, Appointments & Promotions: D. Perilla (appointed sr associate, Center for Policy, Research), Dec 15, 1989, p.4

(Dr. P. D. Ewers elected) New president, (Pace University) (photo), Dec 29, 1989, p.9

SEE ALSO LAW SCHOOLS, SCHOLARSHIPS AND FELLOWSHIPS

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-ADMISSIONS

Open admissions, golden opportunity (edit), Jul 7, 1989, p.7

Open admissions, closed options (edit), Jul 28, 1989, p.7

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-ALUMNI

(Dr. R. C. Redhead elected Howard University) Alumni head (photo), Feb 24, 1989, p.2

(Mt. Holyoke women (hear A. C. Edmonds speak) (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.9

SCS cyclist S. M. Carter devotes summer to reading, riding and fundraising (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.3

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-ALUMNI-REWARDS, PRIZES

(David F. Linowes) Honored (photo), Feb 3, 1989, p.2

Alma mater (Central CT State Univ) honors educator Dr. D. E. Griffiths, Nov 10, 1989, p.16

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-FEDERAL AID

A Walinsky sponsors police corps as counter to national crime emergency, Aug 25, 1989, p.3

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-FUND RAISING

'Storytellers' A. Cooke, J. Mortimer, E. O'Brien work their craft (photo), Nov 24, 1989, p.9

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-GRADUATION

Local students earn college degrees (photo; list) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.23

Colleges list local graduates (list), Jul 7, 1989, p.4

Correction: (P Bronner receives MS in civil engineering from Columbia Univ), Jul 7, 1989, p.4

More SCS (college) graduates listed (list), Jul 14, 1989, p.2

More (SCS college) graduates listed (list), Jul 21, 1989, p.5

More local students graduate (from college) (list), Jul 28, 1989, p.5

Local students earn (college) degrees (list), Aug 4, 1989, p.5

SEE ALSO DEGREES, ACADEMIC, DEGREES, HONORARY
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-SPORTS-FUND RAISING

SCS cyclist S McCarthy devotes summer to reading, riding and fundraising (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.3

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

Dedication ceremonies (held at Iona College for new Mazzella Field) (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.5

COLLETT, WALTER

Landmark for sale (former service station at 34 Popham Rd on the market), Apr 28, 1989, p.1

COLONIAL ACRES

Neighbors blast SCS Manor subdivision plan, Jul 7, 1989, p.1

COLONIAL ACRES ASSN

Neighbors blast SCS Manor subdivision plan, Jul 7, 1989, p.1

COLONIAL PARK (SCS)

Neighbors blast SCS Manor subdivision plan, Jul 7, 1989, p.1

COLTON, MEREDITH

There was Christmas all through the house (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.13

COLTON, ROBERT

There was Christmas all through the house (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.13

COLUMBUS, CHRISTOPHER-QUINCENTENARY CELEBRATION

Dr T Sobol appointed to (New York State Columbus) Quincentenary (Commission), Mar 24, 1989, p.9

COLVIN, RUTH

SCS cyclist S McCarthy devotes summer to reading, riding and fundraising (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.3

COMINS, MARTINE (AU)

(M Combal) sorry for the window painters (ltr), Nov 10, 1989, p.6

COMBE, IVAN

White Plains Hospital elects (SCS resident L Marx board member; 4 other) board members (named), May 5, 1989, p.4

COMEDIANS

(L Allen pursues) Comic career (photo), May 19, 1989, p.5

A comedian's hurtful words (edit), Nov 3, 1989, p.7

COMERFORD, PAT

Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

COMMISSION ON ACCREDITATION FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT

(SCS Police Dept ahead of schedule in achieving) Accreditation, Mar 24, 1989, p.1

Dress rehearsal: (SCS Police Dept campaign to win formal accreditation nears home stretch), Sep 15, 1989, p.1

Police department nearing a long-term goal (of national accreditation), Dec 1, 1989, p.25

Accreditation prospects looking good for police, Dec 22, 1989, p.2

COMMITTEE ON AFFORDABLE HOUSING-SCS

Affordable housing is SCS: an impossible dream?, Aug 11, 1989, p.1

Affordable housing advocates receive a skeptical response (from Village Club), Oct 6, 1989, p.1

COMMITTEE ON SPECIAL EDUCATION-SCS

Special ed teaches skills while instilling confidence (says report to Bd of Ed), Jun 2, 1989, p.1

COMMITTEE TO PRESERVE SCS

(SCS is) A park, not a developers' playground (ltr), Oct 27, 1989, p.6

School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5
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COMMON GROUND COUNCIL-SCS

COMMUTERS AND COMMUTING
If it's not one thing it's another (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.1
(Metro North) Kiosk in commuters' way (ltr), Mar 17, 1989, p.6
Place the (Metro North) kiosk challenge (ltr), Apr 7, 1989, p.6
No growth here (in number of Metro North riders), Aug 25, 1989, p.1

COMPE, VICTOR
Bank of NY to absorb SCS National (photo: L. Richey Jr p 20), May 12, 1989, p.1

COMPOSERS
(R. Holmes) wrote 'Drood' and lots more things you know (photo), Jul 28, 1989, p.6

COMPOST
(New equipment to produce) Finer compost, Jun 9, 1989, p.1

COMPREHENSIVE ASSESSMENT REPORT
SEE NEW YORK STATE, COMPREHENSIVE ASSESSMENT REPORT

COMPUTER ADVISORY COMMITTEE-SCS
(G. O'Brien appointed village) Computer 'coach', Nov 17, 1989, p.1

COMPUTER INDUSTRY
Computer experts S. Grossman, P. Spindel return from USSR, Feb 3, 1989, p.2
Apple (Computer's Norwalk offices) select Windmueller (Fine Arts of SCS as art consultant), Feb 10, 1989, p.2

COMPUTERS
Cartoon, May 5, 1989, p.6
(G. O'Brien appointed village) Computer 'coach', Nov 17, 1989, p.1
Computers found library-friendly (photo), Dec 9, 1989, p.1
Awards, Appointments & Promotions: Steven J. Ross (named director, Intersoft Systems), Dec 8, 1989, p.20
School population now a sixth Asian; (Comprehensive Assessment Report discussed at Bd of Ed meeting), Dec 15, 1989, p.1

COMPUTERS-PUBLISHING USE
To our readers: (With this issue, Inquirer is computerized), May 5, 1989, p.1

CON EDISON
Suit (brought by Con Edison against NY State Board of Equalization and Assessment) settled, Feb 17, 1989, p.1
Con Ed at work (replacing steel gas mains with polyethylene in SCS), May 5, 1989, p.1
Lawyer A. M. Bankston named Con Ed officer (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.3
Con Ed scolded for wasting energy (ltr), Sep 8, 1989, p.6

CON EDISON-RATES
Hochberg calls for hearing (on Con Edison's gas rate increase request), Mar 3, 1989, p.13
Hochberg says Con Ed asks too much (in rate hike), May 12, 1989, p.3

CONASON, ELLIE
(J. Lichtenthal displays) Winning ticket (in Chemical Bank sweepstakes) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.15

CONCENTRATION CAMPS
Include Israel in negotiations (regarding Auschwitz convent controversy) (ltr), Sep 15, 1989, p.6

CONCERTS
It was just 20 years ago today that the (Westchester) summer band began to play (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.5
Songs of a summer night (photo), Jun 30, 1989, p.13
Families celebrate the Fourth (of July) all over SCS (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.2
(Westchester Band concerts) A special SCS pleasure (ltr), Aug 4, 1989, p.6
Benefit (for Hoff-Barthelson Music School) raises $26,000 (photo), Nov 24, 1989, p.16
SEE ALSO SUBDIVISION -CONCERTS AFTER SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, ETC

CONDUCTORS (MUSIC)
A new maestro (R. Muti) has appeared (edit), Dec 22, 1989, p.7
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CONE, DIANA
  A white Thanksgiving (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.5

CONE, TIM
  A white Thanksgiving (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.5

CONFERENCES
  Chautauqua (Conference) goes to Georgia, USSR (edit), Aug 4, 1989, p.7
  (SHS teacher S Sepe) At chemistry forum, Sep 1, 1989, p.22

CONGER, EDWARD
  3 years after the fire, Hitchcock (Church) lays new sanctuary cornerstone (photo; addl photo p 22), May 26, 1989, p.1

CONGRESSMEN-SALARIES, ALLOWANCES, ETC
  Balanced budget comes first (before raises for Congressmen) (ltr), Feb 17, 1989, p.6

CONNOLLY, CHRIS
  Foreign language and women's history highlighted at junior high (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.14

CONNOLLY, MATT
  They eat you-know-whatties! (SCS winners of physical fitness awards) (photo), May 19, 1989, p.13

CONNOR, KATHLEEN
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30
  New principal (J Farrell) appointed at Quaker Ridge (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1
  PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10

CONNORS, EDWARD (MSGR)
  (Mass of Christian Burial for Msgr P Shannon) A solemn occasion (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.1

CONNORS, EDWARD (REV-AU)
  Abortion not a private matter (ltr), Dec 1, 1989, p.6

CONNORS, JAMES
  (SCS) Firemen trained (at courses at National Fire Academy), Mar 10, 1989, p.5

CONRAD, TOM
  Alternative School interns learn by doing (edit), Mar 10, 1989, p.7

CONSERVATION OF ENERGY
  Con Ed scolded for wasting energy (ltr), Sep 8, 1989, p.6

CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES
  SEE WATER CONSERVATION

CONSOLIDATED EDISON Co
  (Gas main) Break sends gas fumes into downtown buildings, Dec 29, 1989, p.1

CONSTANTINO, OLGA
  Emblem Club installs new slate of officers, Jul 14, 1989, p.9

CONSTRUCTION COMPANIES
  Owner (S C Freidfertig Builders) blames fire dept for destruction of home (at 32 Cushman Rd), Jan 20, 1989, p.1
  SEE ALSO CONTRACTORS

CONSULTING FIRMS
  Executive B B Wasserman joins consulting firm, May 19, 1989, p.8

CONTE, CHERYL
  DAR cites essay champions C Conte, N Minchillo, M Getz (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.13

CONTRACTORS
  Heathcote bridge bids come in under budget, Aug 18, 1989, p.1
  Heathcote bridge work postponed; Wilmot restrictions relaxed, Aug 25, 1989, p.1
  Ask (home improvement) contractors for licenses (ltr), Aug 25, 1989, p.6
  Contract awarded (Cimino Contracting to rebuild Heathcote Bridge), Sep 8, 1989, p.1

CONVENTIONS
  SEE CONFERENCES
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CONVENTS
Include Israel in negotiations (regarding Auschwitz convent controversy) (ltr), Sep 15, 1989, p.6

COOK, JANET
Janet Cook (dies), Dec 29, 1989, p.12

COOK, KAREN
New principal (J Farren) appointed at Quaker Ridge (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1

COOKBOOKS
Library exhibition featur(es) cookbooks, Jan 27, 1989, p.3
Publicist C Schneider turns author with ‘Fresh’ cookbook (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.10

COOKE, ALISTAIR
‘Storytellers’ A Cooke, J Mortimer, E O’Brien work their craft (photo), Nov 24, 1989, p.9

COOKING
Beware the fruits of agribusiness (edit), Dec 1, 1989, p.7
Merry Christmas, and mangia (edit), Dec 15, 1989, p.7

COOKING, ORNAMENTAL
(Heathcote fifth graders learn) Gingerbread architecture (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.9

COOMBS, KAREN

COOPER, BILL
SCS Natl Bank salutes 60 Seasons of Platform Tennis (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.30

COOPER, HENRY
All in the family (H S F Cooper attends opening of SCS Historical Society Cooper exhibit) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.8

COOPER, JAMES FENIMORE
(SCS Historical Society) Museum show chronicles local author J F Cooper (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.5
All in the family (H S F Cooper attends opening of SCS Historical Society Cooper exhibit) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.8
A big week for 200-year-old (James Fenimore Cooper) (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.5
Following in Harvey Birch’s footsteps (edit), Oct 20, 1989, p.7

COOPER, PAUL
Cooper family members (portrait in SCS Historical Society exhibit) (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.5

COOPER, STEPHEN
Rousing start for Raiders (basketball team) (photo; story p 19), Dec 15, 1989, p.1

COOPER, SUSAN FENIMORE
Cooper family members (portrait in SCS Historical Society exhibit) (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.5

COOPERMAN, KAREN
Moving on, (SHS) graduates take a look back (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.13
Lineup named for mystery musical (‘Edwin Drood’, to be presented by SSMT), Jul 7, 1989, p.2

COPPOLA, MATTHEW
(One) Last flag lot (may be allowed by Planning Board), Mar 10, 1989, p.1

CORBIN, STEFAN
Board of Ed expresses regret to Becks (regarding child abuse misunderstanding); Meeting set, Mar 10, 1989, p.1
Need to protect children raises tough questions, Apr 21, 1989, p.1
Special ed teaches skills while instilling confidence (says report to Bd of Ed), Jun 2, 1989, p.1
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22
Defects found in (Edgewood, Fox Meadow, Greenacres) school windows, Nov 10, 1989, p.1
School population now a sixth Asian; (Comprehensive Assessment Report discussed at Bd of Ed meeting), Dec 15, 1989, p.1

COREY, MARSHALL
Bank of NY to absorb SCS National (photo: L Richey Jr p 20), May 12, 1989, p.1
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CORPINA, NANCY
Renamed freeze group to hold workshop, (elect officers, vote on new name), Jan 6, 1989, p.5
Correction: (N Corpina misidentified as S Hersch in Mar 17 photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.5

CORPORATIONS
Happy anniversary! (B Bennett, C Ziegler present check to Hoff-Barthelson) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.19
SCS attorney L R Ricciardi appointed (general counsel at Nabisco) (photo), Aug 18, 1989, p.4

CORRAID, JOE-BECKMAN, JASON
R Kennedy talk highlights JHS' environmental awareness week (photo), Nov 17, 1989, p.1

CORRADO, MATTHEW
Foreign language and women's history highlighted at junior high (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.14

CORRUPTION (IN POLITICS)
Propheteering (edit), Jul 28, 1989, p.6
A Mosca says he did nothing wrong, Dec 1, 1989, p.1
E R Keeler gets a $25 fine, Dec 22, 1989, p.5

CORY, LOUISE
Passing the gavel (to incoming SCS-HTS Newcomers Club president L Corry) (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.11

COSGROVE, FRANCES
Frances Cosgrove (dies), Oct 6, 1999, p.17

COSSE, JAMES (DR)
Dispute over Special Police is issue at accreditation hearing, Dec 15, 1989, p.1

COSSE, JIM
(SCS) Police complete management course, May 19, 1989, p.5

COSTAIN, HAL

COSTANZA, ELIZABETH
GOP won't challenge for Hochberg's county seat, Jul 14, 1989, p.1

COSTER, DANIEL
Blind marathener D Coster is running (in Fall Foliage Run) for a cause, Oct 6, 1989, p.24

COTTON, BETTY
Renamed freeze group to hold workshop, (elect officers, vote on new name), Jan 6, 1989, p.5
Non-Partisans start long road toward nomination of candidates; (Procedure Committee members named), Sep 1, 1989, p.3

COTUGNO, JOHN
Critics contend zoning plan is too restrictive, Dec 1, 1989, p.1
(Village Board to hold special) Zoning meeting, Dec 22, 1989, p.1

COTUGNO, MICHELLE
Vote for SCS's kids, seniors, families, swim teams AND housing values (advt; photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.18

COULTER, KENNETH
SCS Matt Bank salutes SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year Jean DeCarlo (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.20
Retailers hope holiday promotion will chase away business doldrums, Oct 20, 1989, p.1

COUNCIL FOR THE ARTS IN WESTCHESTER
It was just 20 years ago today that the (Westchester) summer band began to play (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.5
Arts Council announces grants, Jul 7, 1989, p.4
$38,000 (from NY Council on the Arts) aids cultural groups, Aug 18, 1989, p.2
(SCS) Recreation Dept, S(CS) Summer Music) (Theatre) get (Council for the Arts) grants, Dec 29, 1989, p.9

COUNCIL ON ACCREDITATION, SERVICES FOR FAMILIES...
S(CS) Family Counseling Service) wins national accreditation), Dec 29, 1989, p.3
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COUNSELING
These counselors (at SCS Family Counseling Service) try a change of behavior on 70th (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.6

COUNTRY CLUBS
Two subdivisions, wells approved (by Planning Board), Jun 2, 1989, p.3
Neighbors blast SCS Manor subdivision plan, Jul 7, 1989, p.1
(Some Griffen Ave neighbors of Quaker Ridge Golf Club victims of) Golfing hazards, Jul 21, 1989, p.1
E Graves delivers hard-hitting talk to United Way (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.1
Bank of New York denies racism charge (made by E E Graves) (cont p 4), Sep 29, 1989, p.1
(SCS) Golf Club bids its (golf) pro, R Nicol, fond adieu (photo), Oct 6, 1989, p.4
Member has praise for (SCS) Golf Club (ltr), Oct 6, 1989, p.6

COURTS-NEW YORK STATE
A prosecutor's 'awesome' power (ltr), Nov 3, 1989, p.11
Board (of Appeals) upheld (in E Kreuter case), Dec 8, 1989, p.1

COURTS-US
America's undemocratic way (ltr), May 5, 1989, p.6

COUSENS, GEORGE
Hibschman defends staff in 'abuse' case; (Dr E Machnits to retire) (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.1

COUSINGS, EDGAR
(SCS Teachers Institute) Honor(s retiring) teachers (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.19
At final (Board of Education) session, S Oldoer receives high praise, Jun 23, 1989, p.1
(SCS) (Junior) High School's progress from 'zoo' to middle school (Part II), Jun 30, 1989, p.1
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22

COUSINS, KATIE
(Alternative) School interns learn by doing (edit), Mar 10, 1989, p.7

COVELLI, KATHERINE
Heathcote kids aid (Hurricane) Hugo's victims (photo), Oct 13, 1989, p.17

COVENANT HOUSE (NEW YORK, NY)
On the holidays, volunteers put faith into action (photo; addl photo p 12), Dec 29, 1989, p.6

COWAN, BERYL (AU)
Questions for the 'pro-lifers' (edit), Jul 14, 1989, p.7

COWAN, LOIS
SCS Natl Bank salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photo), May 26, 1989, p.30

COX, HAZEL
Maiden run (for village's senior citizen van) (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.1

CRACK (COCAINE)
SEE NARCOTICS TRADE

CRANE POND (SCS)
Who needs an indoor pool? (photo), Jan 13, 1989, p.1

CRARY, JOHN
More (money) for (village) managers: (Village top management officials awarded raises), Jan 13, 1989, p.1
Rent cap proposed (for 45 Popham Rd), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
After the rezoning: What's next for the downtown?, Mar 10, 1989, p.1
Rent settlement (reached) at 45 Popham, Apr 7, 1989, p.1
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
(Nine companies) interested (in developing village-owned land in downtown area), May 19, 1989, p.1
Downtown (moratorium) deadline put off, Jun 30, 1989, p.1
(Village Board votes) Raises for firemen, management, Jun 30, 1989, p.1
False alarm charges (to distinguish between answered and unanswered alarms), Jul 7, 1989, p.1
Village may get $1M to expand Freightway (parking garage), Jul 21, 1989, p.1
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CRAZY, JOHN continued
(Downtown) Project aims at safer (pedestrian) crossings (photo), Jul 28, 1989, p.1
Another extension (granted would-be developers of Freightway, Depot Place), Aug 4, 1989, p.1
Evaluation period (under way of proposals for downtown), Sep 1, 1989, p.1
(HTS) Plumbing Company may have obtained permits (to work in SCS) fraudulently, Sep 29, 1989, p.1
In downtown development derby, late entry Limpro is challenging Penn Central Corp., Oct 13, 1989, p.1
Public hearings (to be held on law authorizing village to reject purchase contract bids), Nov 10, 1989, p.1
CRAVEN, JOHN
Accreditation prospects looking good for police, Dec 22, 1989, p.2
CRAVEN, JOHN
Police department nearing a long-term goal (of national accreditation), Dec 1, 1989, p.25
Dispute over Special Police is issue at accreditation hearing, Dec 15, 1989, p.1
CREAMER, THOMAS
White Plains Hospital elects (SCS resident L Marx board member; 4 other) board members (named), May 5, 1989, p.4
CREAMER, TOM
3 years after the fire, Hitchcock (Church) lays new sanctuary cornerstone (photo; addl photo p 22), May 26, 1989, p.1
CRECHES
(City hall the) Wrong place for a menorah or a creche (ltr), Sep 1, 1989, p.6
Creche approved, Nov 17, 1989, p.1
CREMINS, ROBERT
SCS Natl Bank salutes Westchester A(ssn for) R(etarded) C(itizens)' 40th anniversary (photo), May 12, 1989, p.32
CRESAP, MAY
May H Cresap (dies), Feb 10, 1989, p.20
CRIME AND CRIMINALS
EMT woman, B J Solomon, slain in her home, Jan 20, 1989, p.1
(SCS) Police get training in handling of bias crime, Mar 10, 1989, p.5
Masked (men rob) Heathcote (branch of SCS Natl) Bank, Mar 17, 1989, p.1
(Heathcote Branch, SCS Natl) Bank hold-up was a fraud, police say (photo p 8), Mar 24, 1989, p.1
(F Arento III) admits to armed robbery here, May 12, 1989, p.3
Man charged in store break-in; Village Hall is burglarized, Jun 16, 1989, p.5
Burglaries off (in SCS in 1989), Sep 22, 1989, p.1
D Wright pleads guilty to armed robbery, Nov 10, 1989, p.3
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5
SEE ALSO BRIEBRY, CORRUPTION (IN POLITICS), NARCOTICS TRADE, TAX EVASION, VANDALISM
CRIME NOVELS
SEE DETECTIVE AND MYSTERY STORIES
CRISCI, PATRICK
Patrick J Crisci (dies), Apr 7, 1989, p.16
CROEN, LAURENCE
Non-Partisans start long road toward nomination of candidates; (Procedure Committee members named), Sep 1, 1989, p.3
Time running out for school (Bd Nominating Committee) nominations; (Administrative Committee named), Nov 17, 1989, p.3
CROIN, JOHN
John D Cronin (dies), Oct 20, 1989, p.20
CROQUET
(M Wittner's) the queen of croquet (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.3
CROSSWORD PUZZLE CONSTRUCTORS- CHECK
Doyenne of the diagramless Alice Kaufman pays tribute to (Arthur) Ashe (photo), Jan 27, 1989, p.6
CROUCH, WOODROW
(SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8
(SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8
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CROUCH, WOODROW continued

Awards, Appointments & Promotions: W Crouch (receives Outstanding Professional Achievement Award), Dec 15, 1989, p.4

CROWDER, BARBARA LEE

New Adult School officers: N Rosensweig, B L Crowder, M Matsuo (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.3
(Platform Tennis Assn) Coming home to Fox Meadow (for 60th Anniversary celebration) (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.22
SCS Natl Bank salutes 60 Seasons of Platform Tennis (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.30
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.30

CROWDER, PERRY

Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.30

CRYER, CALEB

Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

CRYSTAL, LISA

(Juniorettes of SCS Woman's Club are) Santa's ghost writers, Dec 29, 1989, p.3

CUB SCOUTS

SEE BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA

CUBA-HISTORY-PERSONAL NARRATIVES

The sweet taste of freedom (edit), Jul 21, 1989, p.7

CUDNER-HYATT HOUSE (SCS)

(SCS Rotarians have) Fence-painting party (at Cudner-Hyatt House) (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.1

CUKRAS, CATHY

93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

CUNEO, ALVIN

Couples share love-ly stories of wedded bliss (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.6

CUNEO, LUCY

Couples share love-ly stories of wedded bliss (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.6

CUNNINGHAM, BEVERLY

On an evening of warm affection, Bette Landes receives (SCS) Bowl (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.2
SCS Natl Bank salutes Bette A Landes, 1989 Bowl winner (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.24
League (of Women Voters) re-elect A Janiak president; (Other officers, directors listed) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.5
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.30
Affordable housing is SCS: an impossible dream?, Aug 11, 1989, p.1
Bank of New York salutes The SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.34
Beverly Cunningham chosen to receive SCS Bowl (photo), Nov 24, 1989, p.1
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

CUNNINGHAM, EILEEN

Record turnout for (Junior High) speech contest (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.12
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30

CUNNINGHAM, JAMIE

Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

CUNNINGHAM, VIVIAN

With a huff and a puff (Women's Club performs 'Three Little Pigs' for nursery schools) (photo), May 26, 1989, p.11

CUOMO, MARIO

Other Voices: Governor (Cuomo), you're no Thomas Moore (edit), Nov 10, 1989, p.7

CUOMO, MATILDA

(R Rothstein) Honored by (American) Cancer Society (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.2
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CURCIO, ALEXIS
A tough 2 years in Spain for Mormon missionary D Sarff (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.16

CURFEW
(Drake) Park (to) close at 9PM, votes Village Board, Apr 28, 1989, p.1

CURRAN, BARBARA
Joshua's ghost and other tales of old homes (photo; addl photo p 8), Nov 17, 1989, p.6

CURRAN, BARBARA SHAY
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26

CURRAN, PATRICK
Mousketeer? (photo), Nov 3, 1989, p.4

CURTIN, TIMOTHY
Benefit (for Hoff-Barthelson Music School) raises $26,000 (photo), Nov 24, 1989, p.16

CURZIO, JOHN
John C Curzio (dies), Sep 22, 1989, p.22

CUSHMAN, ANDREW
(Heathcote Branch, SCS Natl) Bank hold-up was a fraud, police say (photo p 8), Mar 24, 1989, p.1

CUSTODIANS*
Gisolfi outlines his vision of S(CS) H(igh) S(hool), Sep 8, 1989, p.1

CYCLING
They're protected (with bicycle helmets) (photo), May 19, 1989, p.14
(E Kropp) In the (Cycling) Nationals (photo), May 26, 1989, p.15
Gimbels Riders, 75 strong, hail their SCS mentor O Eisele (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.3
SCS cyclist S McCarter devotes summer to reading, riding and fundraising (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.3

D'AGOSTINO, NICHOLAS
(Restaurants a) Risky business, Oct 20, 1989, p.1

D'AGOSTINO, PAT
Bank of New York salutes the Junior League of Central Westchester (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.32

D'AGOSTINO, PATRICIA
Junior League plans a coffee, elects officers and cites volunteers (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.4

D'ALOISE, LAWRENCE
Courtroom battle begins in Winston suit (photo), Jan 27, 1989, p.1

D'AMATO, ALPHONSE
(Writer) Dismayed by senators silence (re Rushdie affair) (ltr), Mar 3, 1989, p.6

D'ANCONA, CAROL
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year Jean DeCarlo (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.28

D'ANCONA, PHILLIP
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year Jean DeCarlo (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.28

D'ANDRIA, ANTOINETTE
School board lists bond issue priorities, Oct 20, 1989, p.1

D'ARCY, MARARET
United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3

D'ARCY, MARGARET

D'ARCY, MARGE
Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26

D'ELIA, ANNE
(Anne and Morris D'Elia) Feted on 60th (wedding anniversary) (photo), Jul 28, 1989, p.11

D'ELIA, MORRIS
(Anne and Morris D'Elia) Feted on 60th (wedding anniversary) (photo), Jul 28, 1989, p.11
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D'ERIZANS, GRACE

D'ERIZANS, RICHARD
Prizes awarded (R d'Erizans, L Shapiro, A Wintergeist), Jan 13, 1989, p.2
29 (SHS students) attend Presidential Classroom, Mar 17, 1989, p.14

D'ORTONA, CHRISTINE
Factotuas (of SCS Woman's Club) name new officers, May 19, 1989, p.9
The Bank of New York salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.30

D'ORTONA, JEFFREY
The Bank of New York salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.30

DABZYNISKI, DIANE
Mormon youth in songfest (photo), Jan 13, 1989, p.14

DACHENHAUSEN, THEODORE
Winston trial due to begin Tuesday, Jan 13, 1989, p.1

DADAKIS, THOMAS
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3

DAHLBERG, ARTHUR
Arthur Dahlberg (dies), Oct 6, 1989, p.17

DAIKOS, MARGARET
Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26

DAIKOS, TOMMY
Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26

DAILY, DON
'Gloria!' (Nativity musical presented at SCS Congregational Church) (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.1

DAILY, LINDA
United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3
The Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26

DAILY, MELANIE
Greenvillers move up to EMT High (photo; list) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.16

DALE, KAARE
Tribute to teacher K Dale (ltr), Feb 10, 1989, p.6

DALTON, JOHN
(SCS's Uniformed Firefighters Assn names) Firefighters of the year (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.8

DALTON, SUSAN
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
(Indoor) Pool backers told to send $, May 12, 1989, p.1
Time to be counted (on indoor pool issue) (ltr), May 19, 1989, p.6

DALTON, SUSAN (AU)
Pool referendum favored by Village Club (ltr), May 12, 1989, p.6

DALY, JOHN
(SCS's Uniformed Firefighters Assn names) Firefighters of the year (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.8

DALY, Vinnie
(Lang's) Deli changes hands; (Dolan family purchasers), Jul 14, 1989, p.3

DAMEN, ESTHER (AU)
The sweet taste of freedom (edit), Jul 21, 1989, p.7

DAMSKY, MARY
Board of Ed expresses regret to Becks (regarding child abuse misunderstanding); Meeting set, Mar 10, 1989, p.1
DAMSON, BETHANY (AU)
SVAC was a lifesaver (ltr), Dec 1, 1989, p.6

DAMSON, BLAIR (AU)
SVAC was a lifesaver (ltr), Dec 1, 1989, p.6

DAMSON, LAURA (AU)
SVAC was a lifesaver (ltr), Dec 1, 1989, p.6

DANCE
Ta-DA!!! (SSMT Dancers practice show-stopping routine) (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.5

DANCE SCHOOLS
Learning the social graces (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.6

DANCES
Move over, teens: (Adults-only dance at SCS pool) (photo), Sep 15, 1989, p.2

DANCING
SEE FOLK DANCING

DANIEL EQUITIES
Townhouses win initial approval (from Planning Board), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
Townhouses reviewed by BAR, Mar 31, 1989, p.3
Law suit filed to block attached housing plan, May 5, 1989, p.1

DANNETT, EMMANUEL
Awards, Appointments, Promotions: E Dannett, A G Davis (among 5 new members of Alzheimer's Assn), Sep 22, 1989, p.16

DANZIG, CHRISTOPHER
(Small Wonders) Jump ropers show skills (to Fox Meadow students) (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.16

DARROW, NELDA
(SCS Woman's Club names) Life members (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.11

DATTARO, GUIDO
Townhouses reviewed by BAR, Mar 31, 1989, p.3
Local laws offer trees scant protection (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.1
Zachy's (Wine & Liquor) seen violating new zoning ordinance, Sep 1, 1989, p.1
Businesses (SCS Improvement Corp, Zachy's) told they're violating (downtown) zoning, Sep 8, 1989, p.1
(SCS) Medical Center denied variance, Sep 22, 1989, p.5
(HTS) Plumbing Company may have obtained permits (to work in SCS) fraudulently, Sep 29, 1989, p.1
E Brady sees no problem (in work being done in SCS by HTS Plumbing Co), Oct 6, 1989, p.1
Zachy's gets a variance, Oct 20, 1989, p.1

DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
Harvey Birch (Chapter of DAR) promotes patriotism (photo) (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.16
DAR cites essay champions C Conte, N Minchillo, M Getz (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.13
Following in Harvey Birch's footsteps (edit), Oct 20, 1989, p.7

DAUGHTON, REBECCA
Gimbels' Riders, 75 strong, hail their SCS mentor O Eisele (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.3

DAVENPORT, RICHARD
Making reading fun is goal of school programs, Jan 20, 1989, p.1
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22

DAVID, AMELIA
Actresses (A David, J Lloyd) form repertory group (photo: A David), Jun 16, 1989, p.18

DAVID, ARIANA
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

DAVID, CAROL
(SCS Rotarians have) Fence-painting party (at Cudner-Hyatt House) (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.1
Retailers hope holiday promotion will chase away business doldrums, Oct 20, 1989, p.1
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DAVID, CAROL  
continued  
Downtown to become ‘Winter Wonderland’, Dec 1, 1989, p.1

DAVID, CAROLINE  
(Mt) Holyoke women (hear A C Edmonds speak) (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.9

DAVID, FLORENCE  
Youth Employment Service looking for higher profile, May 26, 1989, p.9
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.30
E Graves delivers hard-hitting talk to United Way (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.1

DAVID, MILES  
Cable TV coordinator F Pollack leaves for new position, Jan 6, 1989, p.2
Village appoints J Foley cable (TV) coordinator, Mar 17, 1989, p.2
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.30
30 in contention for Citizens’ Committee, Oct 13, 1989, p.1
Unit elections slated for (Nov 15), Nov 10, 1989, p.1
Unit elections held here, Nov 17, 1989, p.1

DAVID, MILES (AU)  
SCS’s TV station on the rise (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.21

DAVIDSON, CLARE  
Stuffing (envelopes) for S(CS) (indoor) Pool Committee (photo), May 19, 1989, p.3
Vote with 1500 other supporters...Vote yes for an indoor pool (photo; list), Nov 3, 1989, p.32
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

DAVIDSON, EMIL  
Retired executive E Davidson does volunteer work (with International Executive Service Corps), Dec 15, 1989, p.30

DAVIDSON, MILDRED  
Retired executive E Davidson does volunteer work (with International Executive Service Corps), Dec 15, 1989, p.30

DAVIDSON, VICKI  
(YES) put(s) SCS young people to work (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.8

DAVIS, ANNE GRABOIS  
Awards, Appointments, Promotions: E Dannett, A G Davis (among 5 new members of Alzheimer’s Assn), Sep 22, 1989, p.16

DAVIS, BARRBARA  
History unit (Westchester County Historical Society) names M Soter, K Winkler trustees, Dec 1, 1989, p.2

DAVIS, CHRIS  
EMT High School Class of 1989 (photo; list) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.11

DAVIS, ERNEST  
O’Rourke protests budget cuts that lower tax hike here to 33%, Dec 29, 1989, p.1

DAVIS, EVAN  
Why Johnny can’t vote; Speaker (E Davis) at (LWV) luncheon says it’s the system, Oct 20, 1989, p.4
Bank of New York salutes The SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.34

DAVIS, GLENN  
(White Plains) Hospital appoints 10, Mar 24, 1989, p.2

DAVIS, LARRY  
(SCS Teachers Institute) Honor(s retiring) teachers (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.19
At final (Board of Education) session; S Older receives high praise, Jun 23, 1989, p.1
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22

DAVIS, STEPHEN  
(J Ruderman) Re-elected (chairman of SCS Republican Town Committee; Other officers elected) (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.3
Assessments lowered (for a dozen local homeowners), Dec 8, 1989, p.1
DAVIS, STEVE

DAVIS, WILLIAM

DAY CARE
Few protest at first (county) budget hearing, Dec 1, 1989, p.3

DAY CARE CENTERS
SEE CHILD CARE ASSN OF SCS

DAYTOP OUTREACH CENTER

DE MARCO, NICOLAS
(Quaker Ridge, Edgewood) schools aid quake-stricken (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.15

DE MONZEPAT, ANDRE
(S Schechter) Welcoming (d) to the Confrerie (du Vin de Cahors) (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.8

DE SOUSA, GREGORY
(SHS) Volunteers honored (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.14
Resident R M Posey’s play to be broadcast (on WFAS radio), Jun 9, 1989, p.11

DEAK, ROBIN
Cindy Johnson re-elected (president of SCS Auxiliary, White Plains Hospital; Other officers listed), Jun 9, 1989, p.5
Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.32

DEAN, JOHN
School board lists bond issue priorities, Oct 20, 1989, p.1

DEANGELIS, MARIA
Edgewood kids find art in the kitchen (photo), May 19, 1989, p.14
(SHS art students go) Behind the scenes at M(useum) D(ol) M(odern) A(rt) (photo, Nov 10, 1989, p.18)

DEARCY, PAT

DEATH PENALTY
SEE CAPITAL PUNISHMENT

DEBELLYS, LOUIS
(SCS American Legion Post holds) Double celebration (for St Patrick's Day, 70th Anniversary) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.2

DECAMINADA, JOSEPH
(J P Decaminada named) New chairman (of American Arbitration Assn's Board of Directors (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.9
Awards, Appointments & Promotions: J Decaminada (receives Distinguished Service Award), Dec 15, 1989, p.4

DECARLO, JEAN
SCS's business leadership (Chamber of Commerce officers named) (photo), Jan 20, 1989, p.3
(SCS) Chamber (of Commerce) looks inward in picking (J DeCarlo) Citizen of the Year (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.1
(Congratulations to J DeCarlo,) Citizen of the Year (ltr), Mar 17, 1989, p.6
(J DeCarlo's) night to shine (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year Jean DeCarlo (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.28
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

DECARLO, JEAN (AU)
A message of thanks (from Citizen of Year J DeCarlo) (ltr), Mar 31, 1989, p.6

DECARLO, PATRICK
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year Jean DeCarlo (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.28

DECKER, ANNA
The Bank of New York salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.30
(Parents of Greenacres first graders go) Back to school (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.16
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DEGEORGE, SANDI

DEGEORGE, SANDY
Lineup named for mystery musical ('Edwin Drood', to be presented by SSMT), Jul 7, 1989, p.2

DEGREES, ACADEMIC
Rector of St Andrew's Episcopal Church, Rev R W Hesse Jr earns (masters) degree, Jul 7, 1989, p.14

DEGREES, HONORARY
Honorary degree awarded (C I Petschek from Stevens Institute of Technology), Jun 16, 1989, p.3

DEGROOT, PAUL
(SHS art students go) Behind the scenes at M(useum) O(f) M(odern) A(rt) (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.18

DEKOVEN, ELIZABETH
Lineup named for mystery musical ('Edwin Drood', to be presented by SSHT), Jul 7, 1989, p.2

DELAND, DO COWELL
SCS Natl Bank salutes 60 Seasons of Platform Tennis (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.30

DELAND, LOIS
(Platform Tennis Assn) Coming home to Fox Meadow (for 60th Anniversary celebration) (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.22

DELAND, RAWLE
SCS Natl Bank salutes 60 Seasons of Platform Tennis (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.30

DELANEY, GEORGE
SCS Natl Bank salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photo), May 26, 1989, p.30

DELAZZERO, GIOACCHINO
(SCS) Lions (Club) hit(s) half-century mark (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.2

DELIFUS, GAIL
At group home (at 1241 Post Rd), women 'growing up together' (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.6

DELUCA, DINO
GOP won't challenge for Hochberg's county seat, Jul 14, 1989, p.1

DELUCA, DOMINICK
(F Armento III) admits to armed robbery here, May 12, 1989, p.3

DELUCA, GRACE
(F Armento III) admits to armed robbery here, May 12, 1989, p.3

DELUCA, NEIL
Yonkers picks J R Herold to succeed P Pickelle (as corporation counsel), May 26, 1989, p.1

DEMAIO, ANTHONY
Local athletes to compete in Empire Games, Jul 28, 1989, p.10

DEMARCO, MICHELE
They eat you-know-whatties! (SCS winners of physical fitness awards) (photo), May 19, 1989, p.13

DEMAREE, HEATH
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15

DEMTRIASIDES, CHRIS
BAR rejects 2 circular driveways (proposed by C Demetriades), May 12, 1989, p.2

DEMETRIEUS, LYNN
29 in running for (School Board) nominating group, Dec 8, 1989, p.3
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DEMTRIEUS, LYNN
Bank of New York salutes the Junior League of Central Westchester (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.32

DEMOCRATIC CLUB-SCS
With deepest sympathy (SCS Democratic Town Committee mourns death of L Seiden) (ltr), May 19, 1989, p.6

DEMOCRATIC PARTY-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
Democrats back Pickelle for (Westchester) district attorney, May 19, 1989, p.1

DEMOCRATIC TOWN COMMITTEE-SCS
With deepest sympathy (SCS Democratic Town Committee mourns death of L Seiden) (ltr), May 19, 1989, p.6
Democrats launch campaign (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.3
J H Neale Jr elected Democratic leader (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.1

DEMPSEY, GEORGIENNE
Asbestos study finds no cause for alarm (Dr R Hibschaan tells Board of Education), Apr 11, 1989, p.1

DEMPSEY, PATRICIA
Teacher P M Dempsey chosen for Ovid forum, May 12, 1989, p.10

DEMPSEY, VINCENT
V Dempsey retiring from Edgewood; (Bd of Ed to appoint advisory committee on capital improvements), Dec 22, 1989, p.1
DEMPSEY, VINCENT (DR)
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10

DEMPSTER, DON
Idaho town brings writer M Lewis’ book to life (photo; addl photo p 21), Apr 28, 1989, p.1

DENNIS-MATTS, BARBARA
Special ed teaches skills while instilling confidence (says report to Bd of Ed), Jun 2, 1989, p.1
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22

DENTISTS
Dentist Dr H Rubin (re-elected (governor of Dental Society of NY), Mar 31, 1989, p.4
(Dr P Furnari) New fellow (in American College of Dentists) (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.2
White Plains Hospital names (Dr B Gordon, Dr H Shapiro) new chiefs of department(s) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.4
Dr G P Seinfeld (receives fellowship award of Academy of Genl Dentistry) (Awards, Appts & Promotions, Aug 11, 1989, p.2
(White Plains) Hospital appoints nine, Aug 18, 1989, p.4

DENUNZIO, INGA
V Lambert wins sectional race; 4 Raiders qualify for state meet (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.14
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
(I DeNunzio) State (shot-putting) champion from SCS (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.1
SHS athlete I DeNunzio wins state (shot put) title, Mar 17, 1989, p.15
I DeNunzio best in state (shot put at New York State Intersectional Track and Field Championships), Jun 16, 1989, p.1
Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16
Local athletes to compete in Empire Games, Jul 28, 1989, p.10
Athletes capture Empire State gold (photo), Aug 11, 1989, p.20
Rossi leads SCS girls to county swimming championship (photo), Aug 18, 1989, p.20
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30
(I DeNunzio, A Jaffe, J Keane) Named (to) all-county (sports teams selected by Gannet Westchester), Dec 22, 1989, p.15

DENUNZIO, PETER
Bank of New York denies racism charge (made by E G Graves) (cont p 4), Sep 29, 1989, p.1

DEPASO, DELORES
Passing the gavel (to incoming SCS-HTS Newcomers Club president L Corry) (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.11

DEPOT PLACE PROPERTY (SCS)
Land transaction: (Penn Central buys L Fenton’s part of Depot Place site), Jan 20, 1989, p.1
New downtown zoning code passed (map p 16), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
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DEPOT PLACE PROPERTY (SCS) continued
After the rezoning: What’s next for the downtown?, Mar 10, 1989, p.1
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
(Nine companies) interested (in developing village-owned land in downtown area), May 19, 1989, p.1
Village may get $1M to expand Freightway (parking garage), Jul 21, 1989, p.1
Developers unveil ideas for downtown (illus; addl illus p 3), Aug 18, 1989, p.1
Evaluation period (under way of proposals for downtown), Sep 1, 1989, p.1

DERIGHT, KATE
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14
Glasnost comes to Greenacres, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

DERIGHT, MARILYN
Friends (of Music and Arts in SCS Schools) nominate officers, Apr 7, 1989, p.17
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10
Bank of New York salutes The SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.34
A/B team approach debated at (PT) Council (meeting), Nov 17, 1989, p.5

DERIZANS, GRACE
(YES) puts SCS young people to work (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.8

DES BOIS, ANNIE
Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairmen named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20

DESHAMPS, MATT
Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16

DESHAMPS, MATTHEW
SCS interns M DesChamps, L Deutsch in Albany (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.12

DESOE, CAROL
Evaluators give SHS high marks, Feb 24, 1989, p.1
Symbolic quilt (created for Asbury United Methodist Church) (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.14

DETECTIVE AND MYSTERY STORIES
When it comes to crime, Bill Kelly knows what he's writing about, Jul 7, 1989, p.3
(M Hendricks') Novel lians female sleuth, Aug 4, 1989, p.2

DEUELLO,
(C E Hindels) wants stock ticker back (ltr), May 26, 1989, p.6

DEUTSCH, LISA
SCS interns M DesChamps, L Deutsch in Albany (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.12

DEVELOPERS
SEE LAND DEVELOPMENT

DIABETES
Dispelling the myths about diabetes (edit), Apr 28, 1989, p.7

DIARO, DOMINICK
Ciotis sentenced for tax evasion, Jul 7, 1989, p.1

DIAMOND, MANUEL
Intergenerational encounter: (SCS JHS students, senior citizens share lunch) (photo), Nov 17, 1989, p.5

DIBBLE, EARL
Couples share love-ly stories of wedded bliss (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.6

DIBBLE, ELOISE
Couples share love-ly stories of wedded bliss (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.6
(SCS Woman's Club names) Life members (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.11
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DIBENEDETTO, DON
  (Coach D DiBenedetto has) Words to win by (for SHS Girls' Basketball team) (photo), Feb 24, 1989, p.5
  SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Girls' Basketball (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.28
  SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
  Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16

DICKENS, CHARLES
  (R Holmes) wrote 'Drood' and lots more things you know (photo), Jul 28, 1989, p.6

DICKENSON, KAREN
  United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3

DICKINSON, CHARLES
  A gift fit for organist (R N Roth) (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.5

DICTIONARIES
  New Oxford English Dictionary offers some heavy reading (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.3

DIET
  What are RDA and what do they mean? (chart; edit), Feb 10, 1989, p.7

DIETZ, ANNIE
  Troll the ancient Yuletide carol (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.5

DIETZ, DON
  Troll the ancient Yuletide carol (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.5

DIETZ, DONNY
  Troll the ancient Yuletide carol (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.5

DIEUDONNE, ISABELLE (DR)
  (White Plains) Hospital appoints nine, Aug 18, 1989, p.4

DIFALCO, LINDA
  With a huff and a puff (Women's Club performs 'Three Little Pigs' for nursery schools) (photo), May 26, 1989, p.11
  Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairmen named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20

DIFRANCESCO, LOUIS
  (SCS's Uniformed Firefighters Assn names) Firefighters of the year (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.8

DILLE, BARBARA
  Canines cum laude (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.3

DILLON, BOB
  Maroon and White elects leaders for 1989-90, May 12, 1989, p.19

DILLON, ROBERTA
  Maroon and White elects leaders for 1989-90, May 12, 1989, p.19

DILORENZO, BOB
  Maroon and White elects leaders for 1989-90, May 12, 1989, p.19

DILORENZO, KATE
  For many, summer jobs are a testing ground for the future, Aug 11, 1989, p.3

DILORENZO, LORETTA
  Maroon and White elects leaders for 1989-90, May 12, 1989, p.19

DILSIZIAN, NUVART
  Nuvart K Dilsizian (dies), Jul 14, 1989, p.15

DIMOPOULOUS, THEO
  PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10

DINGOTT, DORIS
  New officers (installed at Jewish Community Center of White Plains) (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.15

DINNERS AND DINING
  A modern hostess's health hassles (edit), Aug 11, 1989, p.7
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DINOSAURS
  Don't worry, it's a Stegosaurus (edit), Jun 16, 1989, p.7

DISANTO, RITA
  SCS National Bank--the final day (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.1

DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT
  It's time to integrate the news media (edit), Mar 10, 1989, p.7

DISCRIMINATION IN HOUSING
  Housing in America--still segregated (edit), Mar 3, 1989, p.7

DISICK, ELLIS (DR)
  (White Plains) Hospital appoints nine, Aug 18, 1989, p.4

DIVEN, CARMELA
  Emblem Club installs new slate of officers, Jul 14, 1989, p.9

DIVNEY, J MICHAEL
  Evaluation period (under way of proposals for downtown), Sep 1, 1989, p.1
  In downtown development derby, late entry Limpro is challenging Penn Central Corp, Oct 13, 1989, p.1

DIVNEY, MICHAEL
  'Low-density' downtown proposal in the offing, Mar 24, 1989, p.1

DIXON, JANICE
  Ready to roam: (Members of SHS AFS Club to spend summer with foreign families) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.19
  SHS girls' soccer team wins section, eyes state title (photo; addl photo p 15), Jun 9, 1989, p.1
  Raiders do it! Win 1st state soccer title (photo; addl photo p 17), Jun 16, 1989, p.1
  AFS says goodbye, hello (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.15
  Global perspectives: (AFS students discuss travel plans, welcome new arrivals) (photo), Sep 15, 1989, p.5
  Pumpkin time (SHS AFS holds pumpkin sale) (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.1

DIXON, RICHARD
  Richard C Dixon (dies), Dec 15, 1989, p.24
  V Dempsey retiring from Edgewood; (Bd of Ed to appoint advisory committee on capital improvements), Dec 22, 1989, p.1

DOCTOROW, ELLY
  (M F Vitt) First woman to head board of governors, New Rochelle Hospital) (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.2

DOODG, BENJAMIN (DR)
  African king (Nii Amugi II Ga Mantse) bears message of welcome to investors, tourists (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1

DOODG, JANIE
  African king (Nii Amugi II Ga Mantse) bears message of welcome to investors, tourists (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1

DOERNBERG, DUDLEY
  (Century 21) Wolff & Son) to close SCS office, Jul 14, 1989, p.3

DOGS
  But he's not my dog (edit), Mar 10, 1989, p.7
  (Dog) Toby gives the slip to would-be friends (illus), Apr 28, 1989, p.3
  Missing dog sighted, May 5, 1989, p.5
  It's a dog's life in SCS (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.6
  Police fire at pack of marauding dogs, Dec 1, 1989, p.3
  Dog pack still at large, Dec 8, 1989, p.2

DOGS-LICENSES
  Higher dog (licensing) fees (proposed), Jul 7, 1989, p.1
  Amplification (of Publisher's Notebook item regarding dog licensing fees), Jul 14, 1989, p.3
  (It will cost) More (to register) Rover, Jul 21, 1989, p.1
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DOGS-TRAINING
   Canines cui laude (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.3

DOHRENWEND, OTTO
   Otto Dohrenwend, anti-Communist crusader (dies) (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.22
   School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

DOKKO, ANDREW
   United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3

DOLAN, CATHY
   (Lang's) Deli changes hands; (Dolan family purchasers), Jul 14, 1989, p.3

DOLAN, CHARLES
   (Lang's) Deli changes hands; (Dolan family purchasers), Jul 14, 1989, p.3

DOLAN, PAUL
   (Lang's) Deli changes hands; (Dolan family purchasers), Jul 14, 1989, p.3

DOLGER, HARRY
   SCS Natl Bank salutes Bette A Landes, 1989 Bowl winner (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.24

DOLGER, LAURA
   SCS Natl Bank salutes Bette A Landes, 1989 Bowl winner (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.24

DOLLS-COLLECTORS AND COLLECTING
   Girls' Day preview (photo), Feb 24, 1989, p.8

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC-DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
   Report from Hato de Hana (edit), Jun 16, 1989, p.7

DOMMERMUTH, CAROL
   (Restaurants a) Risky business, Oct 20, 1989, p.1

DOMMERMUTH, EDWARD
   (Restaurants a) Risky business, Oct 20, 1989, p.1

DONATI, ROBERT
   30 in contention for Citizens' Committee, Oct 13, 1989, p.1
   Unit elections slated for (Nov 15), Nov 10, 1989, p.1
   Unit elections held here, Nov 17, 1989, p.1

DONATIONS
   SEE CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS, GIFTS, LEGACIES, ETC

DONATO, ADAM
   Purim is carnival time (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.17

DONATO, SARAH
   Purim is carnival time (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.17

DONATO, SHELLEY
   Bank of New York salutes the Junior League of Central Westchester (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.32

DONIGER, MICHAEL
   Record turnout for (Junior High) speech contest (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.12
   SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30

DONNELL, BILLY
   Mickey's pals: (Edgewood School to be magical kingdom for annual fair) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.19

DONNELL, GLORIA
   Factotum (of SCS Woman's Club) name new officers, May 19, 1989, p.9
   Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairmen named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20

DONNELL, JILL
   Mickey's pals: (Edgewood School to be magical kingdom for annual fair) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.19

DONNER, MICHELLE
   (SCS) Merchants report a happy holiday, Jan 6, 1989, p.1
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DONOHUE, NOREEN  
Top county jobs at stake on Nov 7, Nov 3, 1989, p.1  
Democrats sweep (county election) in SCS (table p 30), Nov 10, 1989, p.1

DONOVAN, ANN  
For many, summer jobs are a testing ground for the future, Aug 11, 1989, p.3

DONOVAN, DAWN  
Emergency forces came through (ltr), Aug 25, 1989, p.6

DONOVAN, JAMES  
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Boys’ Basketball (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.32  
Rousing start for Raiders (basketball team) (photo; story p 19), Dec 15, 1989, p.1

DONOVAN, JILL (AU)  
Emergency forces came through (ltr), Aug 25, 1989, p.6

DONOVAN, Loretta  
Girl Scouts name L J Donovan program aide, May 19, 1989, p.5  
Junior League plans a coffee, elects officers and cites volunteers (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.4  
(L Donovan delegate to Girl Scouts of USA Conference), Aug 18, 1989, p.9

DONOVAN, Loretta (AU)  
Profound changes (seen) in voluntarism (edit), Apr 21, 1989, p.7

DORF, LAUREN  
Girls’ (basketball team’s) dream dies (photo), Feb 24, 1989, p.1  
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Girls’ Basketball (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.28  
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15  
Scenes from (SHS) sports award dinner (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.15  
Jets touch down in SCS (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.15  
SHS girls’ soccer team wins section, eyes state title (photo; addl photo p 15), Jun 9, 1989, p.1  
Raiders do it! Win 1st state soccer title (photo; addl photo p 17), Jun 16, 1989, p.1  
Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16  
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White Fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18  
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

DORF, ROBERT  
Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16  
Moving on, (SHS) graduates take a look back (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.13

DORFMAN, BRIGITTE  
Honors for realtors (announced), Jul 7, 1989, p.4  
Sidewalk sale was not for shoppers only (photo; addl photo p 5), Aug 11, 1989, p.1

DORAN, ROBERT  
A Walinsky champions police corps as counter to national crime emergency, Aug 25, 1989, p.3

DOUGHTY, TARA  
(Juniorettes of SCS Woman’s Club are) Santa’s ghost writers, Dec 29, 1989, p.3

DOW, HECTOR  
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3  
SCS Natl Bank salutes Westchester Acssn for R(etrated) C(itizens)’ 40th anniversary (photo), May 12, 1989, p.32

DOWNS, MEAGAN  
Graduates sing farewell to IHM (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.22

DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS  
Village seeks (matching funds from Metro North) for parking, Jan 13, 1989, p.1  
Reader A Hartzell Jr asks, why build anything downtown? (ltr), Jan 13, 1989, p.6  
Land transaction: (Penn Central buys L Fenton’s part of Depot Place site), Jan 20, 1989, p.1  
Where’s that pioneer spirit? (edit), Jan 20, 1989, p.6
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DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS continued

(New zoning) Law would mandate senior housing; (Village Bd discusses sanitation laws), Feb 17, 1989, p.1
(Village Board's attempt to vote down Town Club report on downtown a) Mistaken judgment (ltr), Feb 17, 1989, p.6
After the rezoning: What's next for the downtown?, Mar 10, 1989, p.1
Grass-roots effort needed (to preserve SCS) (ltr), Mar 10, 1989, p.6
Bronx, Manhattan and SCS (ltr), Mar 17, 1989, p.6
'Low-density' downtown proposal in the offing, Mar 24, 1989, p.1
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
(Nine companies) interested (in developing village-owned land in downtown area), May 19, 1989, p.1
Downtown (moratorium) deadline put off, Jun 30, 1989, p.1
(A few) More parking (spaces eeked out of downtown area), Jun 30, 1989, p.1
Downtown zoning is facing first test (photo p 5), Jul 7, 1989, p.1
Another extension (granted would-be developers of Freightway, Depot Place), Aug 4, 1989, p.1
Changes ahead for SCS Avenue, Aug 11, 1989, p.1
Developers unveil ideas for downtown (illus; addl illus p 3), Aug 18, 1989, p.1
(Downtown development proposals offer) An affordable (housing) alternative (edit), Aug 18, 1989, p.6
Evaluation period (under way of proposals for downtown), Sep 1, 1989, p.1
In downtown development derby, late entry Lienpro is challenging Penn Central Corp, Oct 13, 1989, p.1
House next to downtown nearing approval, Oct 20, 1989, p.3
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS-ZONING
SEE ZONING-SCS

DOYLE, JOAN
(Platform Tennis Assn) Coming home to Fox Meadow (for 60th Anniversary celebration) (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.22
SCS Natl Bank salutes 60 Seasons of Platform Tennis (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.30

DOYLE, LOUISE
(SCS water awarded) Water of the year, May 26, 1989, p.1

DOYLE, PAUL
(Platform Tennis Assn) Coming home to Fox Meadow (for 60th Anniversary celebration) (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.22
SCS Natl Bank salutes 60 Seasons of Platform Tennis (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.30

DRABKIN, MARK
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

DRAKE PARK (SCS)
(Drake) Park (to) close at 9(PM, votes Village Board), Apr 28, 1989, p.1

DRAKE-EDGEWOOD ASSN
(Drake) Park (to) close at 9(PM, votes Village Board), Apr 28, 1989, p.1

DRAINY, THOMAS (BROTHER)
On the holidays, volunteers put faith into action (photo; addl photo p 12), Dec 29, 1989, p.6

DRAFTER, CONSTANCE
SCS cyclist S McCarter devotes summer to reading, riding and fundraising (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.3

DRESCHER, MARY
Mary C Drescher (dies), Sep 15, 1989, p.14

DREW, ROBERT
(NY Dept of Environmental Conservation) Ruling will take Winston estate off wetlands map, Apr 28, 1989, p.1

DREYFUSS, TERRY
Healthcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute Kidswalk '89 (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.30

DRISCOLL, JOHN (BROTHER)
B M Lopez appointed senior V(ice) P(resident) at Iona (photo), Jun 30, 1989, p.3
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DRISCOLL, MAURINE

Idaho town brings writer M Lewis' book to life (photo; add photo p 21), Apr 28, 1989, p.1

DRIVING WHILE INTOXICATED

See ALCOHOL AND AUTOMOBILE DRIVING

Drinking blamed in (automobile) crash (involving T McGovern) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.3

DRIVING, AUTOMOBILE

See AUTOMOBILE DRIVING

DROTTMAN, FLORENCE

Red Cross honors SCS residents (F Drottman, N Du Bois, A Miller; Officers, board members listed), Jun 30, 1989, p.4

DROUGHT

A brief lesson in (water) conservation: turn off the tap (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.6

Drought rules still in effect, May 5, 1989, p.5

DRUCKER, JERI

Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute Kidswalk '89 (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.30

PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10

DRUG ABUSE

State surveys illegal drug use, Jan 6, 1989, p.15

'...the queasy feeling did not go away...' (edit), Jan 13, 1989, p.7

N Lowey: Drugs and education in state of national emergency, May 12, 1989, p.3

Other Voices: (Legalization of drugs not the answer) (edit), Dec 29, 1989, p.6

See also ALCOHOLIC AND ALCOHOLISM, NARCOTICS TRADE, TASK FORCE ON DRUGS AND ALCOHOL-SCS, WESTCHESTER COUNTY DRUG TASK FORCE

DRUG TRAFFIC

See NARCOTICS TRADE

DRUGS

Elderly P(harmaeaceutical) I(insurance) Cloverage can cut seniors' drug costs (edit), Apr 28, 1989, p.7

DRYER, JOE

The man in the white hat: (P Kim awarded SCS Volunteer Fire Co No 3's White Hat Award) (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.3

DRYSDALE, ROBERT

Learning the social graces (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.6

DRYSDALE, WAYNE

(SCS Rotarians have) Fence-painting party (at Cudner-Hyatt House) (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.1

DU BOIS, NELSON JR

Red Cross honors SCS residents (F Drottman, N Du Bois, A Miller; Officers, board members listed), Jun 30, 1989, p.4

DUBBS, BERNARD

(Town Club) Report critical of (downtown) rezoning plan, Jan 20, 1989, p.1

(SCS) Lions (Club) hit(s) half-century mark (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.2

DUBERSTEIN, DONALD

(L Kramer) elected (president of board of United Hebrew Geriatric Center of New Rochelle) (photo), Aug 25, 1989, p.3

DUBIN, RICHARD (AU)

Elephant electioneering? (ltr), Nov 17, 1989, p.6

DUCKS

Who needs an indoor pool? (photo), Jan 13, 1989, p.1

Duckling drama (photo), May 12, 1989, p.1

DUDLEY, BILL

Ecuenehical event: (160 realtors assemble for holiday party at SCS Golf Club) (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.5

DUDLEY, WILLIAM

Harry Winston's lawyer on the stand (in Winston v SCS), Feb 10, 1989, p.1

DUFFIELD, GORDON

Non-Partisans start long road toward nomination of candidates; (Procedure Committee members named), Sep 1, 1989, p.3
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DUFFIELD, SANDI
With a huff and a puff (Women's Club performs 'Three Little Pigs' for nursery schools) (photo), May 26, 1989, p.11
Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairman named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20

DUFQUR, JAMES

OUFTLER, MELISSA
SVAC is busy and needs staff (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.4

DULHARTE, JUAN
Graduates sing farewell to IHM (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.22

DULIT, EVERETT (DR-AU)
Does one go along or just say no? (edit), Jun 2, 1989, p.7

DUNE, MATT
Vote for SCS's kids, seniors, families, swim teams AND housing values (advt; photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.18

DUNKEL, BARBARA (AU)
Arguments against the death penalty (ltr), Jun 2, 1989, p.6

DUNKEL, PAUL
Songs of a summer night (photo), Jun 30, 1989, p.13

DUNN, JAMES (AU)
How to mix religion and politics? (edit), May 19, 1989, p.7

DUNSMORE, FRANK

DURLAND, DAN
California or bust (for '89 college graduates D Otto, P Flax, D Durland)! (photo), Sep 1, 1989, p.3

DURLAND, LYN
Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

DURLAND, LYN (AU)
An indoor pool for rain or sun (ltr), Aug 18, 1989, p.6

DURRANI, JAIME
(J Durran) Teaching in Japan (photo), Aug 25, 1989, p.2

EAGLE, BRUCE
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
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EAR-DISEASES
SEE TINNITUS

EARTHQUAKES
A matter of perspective (edit), Oct 20, 1989, p.6

EARTHQUAKES-RELIEF?
(Quaker Ridge, Edgewood) schools aid quake-stricken (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.15

EASTER
Getting to nose you (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.1
Good eggs: Winners of Recreation Dept's Easter Eggstravaganza contest) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.3
Glorious Easter (B Byrnes takes her mother to church at St Pius X) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.14

EASTERN EUROPE-POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
A brighter outlook (for the New Year) (edit), Dec 29, 1989, p.6

EASTY, LORRAINE
(SCS Community Baptist Church) Nursery school director appointed: L Easty (photo), Aug 11, 1989, p.6

EATING DISORDERS
In Japan, eating disorders on rise (edit), Apr 14, 1989, p.7

EBAN, ABBA
Abba Eban to give Baeck Lecture here (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.1
Abba Eban calls for a Middle East confederacy, Nov 24, 1989, p.1
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

ECKER, DAN
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Boys' Basketball (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.32

ECLIPSES, LUNAR
(A photo of the lunar eclipse, In case you missed it (photo), Aug 18, 1989, p.2

EDELMAN, CHARLOTTE
SHS graduates praised as a caring class (photo; addl photo pp 2 & 4, Grad Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.1
Lineup named for mystery musical ('Edwin Drood', to be presented by SSMT), Jul 7, 1989, p.2
Ta-DA!!! (SSMT dancers practice show-stopping routine) (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.5

EDelman, JESSICA
(Small Wonders) Jump ropers show skills (to Fox Meadow students) (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.16

EDELSTEIN, PATRICIA
Westchester (H)ssn for R(etrarded) (Citizens) honors Scarsdalians J Israel, S Feer), Jun 23, 1989, p.8

EDGEOOOD
(Edgewood kids and parents join in fall) Clean-up campaign (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.3

EDITORS AND EDITING
Editor D Barret naaed (for Hartford Courant), Jan 20, 1989, p.2

ESMONDS, ANNE CAREY
'Mt) Holyoke women (hear A C Edmonds speak) (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.9

EDSON, ARNOLD
New Adult School officers: N Rosensweig, B L Crowder, M Matsuo (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.3

EDSON, MARIAN
New Adult School officers: N Rosensweig, B L Crowder, M Matsuo (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.3
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22

EDUCATION
Education looks to the future (edit), Sep 15, 1989, p.7
SEE ALSO MORAL EDUCATION
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

EDUCATIONAL TESTING SERVICE

Educational Testing Service launches cheating probe, Jun 16, 1989, p.1

EDUCATIONAL TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS

Educational Testing Service launches cheating probe, Jun 16, 1989, p.1

Leak of Regents (chemistry) exam faced schools with tough decision, Jun 23, 1989, p.1

EDWARDS, ANN

White Plains Hospital elects (A Edwards) new director, Aug 11, 1989, p.3

A big night for the (White Plains) hospital (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.2

EDWARDS, JAMES

AFS says goodbye, hello (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.15

EDWARDS, JIM

(Town Club) Report critical of (downtown) rezoning plan, Jan 20, 1989, p.1

(School Board) Nominating Committee election is on Jan 31, Jan 27, 1989, p.1

Tie vote forces runoff for School Nominating Committee, Feb 3, 1989, p.1

EDWARDS, LINDA

(High School PTA) Scholarship drive on, Feb 3, 1989, p.1

EDWARDS, LINDA (AU)

Down or up for unions? (edit), Feb 10, 1989, p.7

EDWARDS, LINDS (AU)

Don't forget PTA's Scholarship Fund (edit), Dec 29, 1989, p.7

EDWARDS, NICH


EDWARDS, NICK

Lineup named for mystery musical ("Edwin Drood", to be presented by SSMT), Jul 7, 1989, p.2

EDWARDS, PRISCILLA

AFS says goodbye, hello (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.15

EDWARDS, SIDNEY


United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3

Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26

EFFINGER, DEBORAH

Honors for realtors (announced), Jul 7, 1989, p.4

EGAN, KARIN

Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairman named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20

EGE, ANDREW

Cocaine case (apparently close to disposition), Jan 6, 1989, p.1

(K Wright) Figure in SCS drug case, nabbed, Aug 4, 1989, p.3

(I Chotin) pleads guilty to cocaine conspiracy, Sep 29, 1989, p.2

EGYPT-STUDY AND TEACHING

Pyramid power: (Teacher K Ziavras examines junior high students' Egyptian models) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.25

EHRET, BEVERLY

(SCS) Music students win top prizes, May 19, 1989, p.14

EMRICH, ELFRIEDA

(SCS Woman's Club names) Life members (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.11

EIDELBERG, MELVA


(SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8

EISELE, OTTO

Giabel's Riders, 75 strong, hail their SCS mentor O Eisele (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.3
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EISENBERG, GAIL
- PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10

EISENKRAFT, GAIL
- Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

EISENMANN, KATHERINE

EISENMAN, NICOLE
- Trompe l’oeil, or, the artist as entertainer (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.6
- On art and Mammon (ltr), Jul 21, 1989, p.6

EISERT, ED
- 29 in running for (School Board) nominating group, Dec 8, 1989, p.3

EISERT, STEVEN
- (Small Wonders) Jump ropers show skills (to Fox Meadow students) (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.16

EINHORN, HEIDI
- Joyous bells (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.19

ELBE, MYRA
- White Plains Hospital elects (SCS resident L Marx board member; 4 other) board members (named), May 5, 1989, p.4

ELECTION INSPECTORS
- Hungry inspectors: (No dinner for SCS poll watchers), Nov 10, 1989, p.1

ELECTION INSPECTORS—WAGES AND SALARIES
- More (money offered) for watching (polls), Oct 13, 1989, p.1

ELECTION LAW
- Why Johnny can't vote; Speaker (E Davis) at (LWV) luncheon says it's the system, Oct 20, 1989, p.4

ELECTIONEERING
- Elephant electioneering? (ltr), Nov 17, 1989, p.6

ELECTIONS—NEW YORK, NY
- Other voices: Whether it’s Dave (Dinkins) or Rudy (Giuliani), SCS wins (edit), Nov 3, 1989, p.7

ELECTIONS—SCS
- Blitz for mayor heads Non-Partisan slate (photo), Jan 13, 1989, p.1
- Village election: (A Blitz, R Greenes, E Shay, H Blitman running unopposed), Mar 17, 1989, p.1
- Support urged for (Non-Partisan) candidates (ltr), Mar 17, 1989, p.6
- Protest vote by members of Committee to Preserve SCS marks local election (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.1
- (Indoor) Pool poll probable, Jul 21, 1989, p.1
- Non-Partisans start long road toward nomination of candidates; (Procedure Committee members named), Sep 1, 1989, p.3
- Pool referendum likely, village says, Sep 15, 1989, p.1
- (Village) Board backs (indoor) pool; Asks voters to agree; (Referendum set for Nov 7) (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.1
- The (indoor) pool referendum (now in the hands of the voters) (edit), Sep 29, 1989, p.6
- B Lopez estimates bond issue for schools at $20 million or more (in address to Town Club), Oct 27, 1989, p.1
- Indoor pool’s fate rests with the voters, Nov 3, 1989, p.1
- Not the first time (for indoor pool referendum), Nov 3, 1989, p.1
- Readers give their views on the pool bond referendum (ltrs), Nov 3, 1989, p.6
- More views on the indoor pool bond referendum (ltrs), Nov 3, 1989, p.11
- Vote with 1500 other supporters;...Vote yes for an indoor pool (photo; list), Nov 3, 1989, p.32
- Voters scuttle indoor pool proposal (photo; table p 30), Nov 10, 1989, p.1
- Unit Elections slated for (Nov 15), Nov 10, 1989, p.1
- The people have spoken (on the indoor pool issue) (edit), Nov 10, 1989, p.6
- After the (pool) referendum, some thoughts, Nov 17, 1989, p.6
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ELECTIONS-SCS  continued
  Don't blame Bob Harrison (for defeat of indoor pool proposition) (ltr), Nov 24, 1989, p.6
  School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5
  SEE ALSO CITIZENS' COMMITTEE-SCS-ELECTIONS

ELECTIONS-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
  P W Pickelle enters race for district attorney (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.1
  (A Hochberg)’s running (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.5
  Democrats back Pickelle for (Westchester) district attorney, May 19, 1989, p.1
  GOP won’t challenge for Hochberg’s county seat, Jul 14, 1989, p.1
  District Attorney contest foes P Pickelle, C Vergari trade sharp blows in return match (photo), Oct 13, 1989, p.1
  Brodsky, O’Rourke turn on the sarcasm (at debate), Oct 13, 1989, p.1
  County executive race (between A O’Rourke, R Brodsky) is tale of two counties (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.1
  Westchester needs a change (in government administration) (edit), Oct 27, 1989, p.6
  But (A Hochberg, K Carsky, P Feiner) deserve re-election (edit), Oct 27, 1989, p.6
  Top county jobs at stake on Nov 7, Nov 3, 1989, p.1
  (Westchester County) Candidates cover familiar ground in debate at SCS Library, Nov 3, 1989, p.1
  Democrats sweep (county election) in SCS (table p 30), Nov 10, 1989, p.1
  School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

ELEPHANT POACHING
  SEE POACHING

ELEPHANTS
  Don’t buy ivory (ltr), Jun 30, 1989, p.6

ELEVATORS
  Elevator going in (at Town Hall to provide handicapped access to Rutherford Hall), Dec 15, 1989, p.1

ELIAS, ALBERT (AU)
  We can make a difference (in reducing urban stress caused by overpopulation) (ltr), Feb 17, 1989, p.6

ELIAVA, SHALVA (DR)
  In the spirit of ‘glasnost’; (Soviet scientists among those at annual Stonwin Medical mtg) (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.5

ELLIOT, MICHAEL
  (Center for Preventive Psychiatry) elects 4 from (SCS), Feb 3, 1989, p.16

ELLIS, ANDREW
  Old masterpiece comes to life (in Quaker Ridge art appreciation course) (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.14

ELLIS, MARY
  Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

ELWELL, JOHN
  (SCS) Lions (Club) hits(s) half-century mark (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.2

EMANUELLI, ALBERT
  Top county jobs at stake on Nov 7, Nov 3, 1989, p.1

EMANUELLI, ALBERT
  Democrats sweep (county election) in SCS (table p 30), Nov 10, 1989, p.1

EMERGENCY SERVICES
  Neighbors ask (Village) board’s help on the Hutch, Oct 27, 1989, p.1

EMERGENCY TENANT PROTECTION ACT
  Rent cap proposed (for 45 Pophas Rd), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
  Rent settlement (reached) at 45 Pophas, Apr 7, 1989, p.1

EMERSON, EDWARD
  Village approves purchase of disputed Greendale Road lot, Aug 18, 1989, p.5

EMERSON, JIRINA
  Village approves purchase of disputedGreendale Road lot, Aug 18, 1989, p.5
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EMMER, DAVID
(SCS) Wrapping & Shipping Center) opening at 1 Chase, Apr 7, 1989, p.3
Packing woes? Head for the ship captains (D Emmer, A Mushkin) (photo), Sep 1, 1989, p.6

EMPER STATE GAMES (1989)
Local athletes to compete in Empire Games, Jul 28, 1989, p.10
Athletes capture Empire State Gold (photo), Aug 11, 1989, p.20

EMPLOYEES-NEW YORK STATE-RETIREMENT
No architect on BAR? (Amendment proposed to change requirement for architect-member), Nov 24, 1989, p.1

EMPLOYEES-SCS
Village (employees) rate high on scale (letters), Jun 30, 1989, p.6

EMPLOYEES-SCS-ATTENDANCE
(Village employees get) A for attendance, Feb 10, 1989, p.1

EMPLOYEES-SCS-HOUSING
Affordable housing is SCS: an impossible dream?, Aug 11, 1989, p.1
Housing survey (prepared by Ad Hoc Affordable Housing Sub-Committee polls SCS employees), Sep 29, 1989, p.1
Affordable housing advocates receive a skeptical response (from Village Club), Oct 6, 1989, p.1

EMPLOYEES-SCS-INSURANCE
(Village, Teamsters Local 456 hope state) Fact-finder’s report (will lead to settlement), Jul 14, 1989, p.1
Village, Teamsters come to terms, Jul 21, 1989, p.1

EMPLOYEES-SCS-RETIREMENT
Honors for (retiring village) employee (A Novak), Jan 27, 1989, p.3

EMPLOYEES-SCS-WAGES AND SALARIES
More money for (village) managers: (Village top management officials awarded raises), Jan 13, 1989, p.1
(Village Board votes) Raises for firemen, management, Jun 30, 1989, p.1
(Village, Teamsters Local 456 hope state) Fact-finder’s report (will lead to settlement), Jul 14, 1989, p.1
Village, Teamsters come to terms, Jul 21, 1989, p.1
(State says reimbursement of travel expenses should be for SCS) Employees only, (not spouses), Aug 18, 1989, p.1
Affordable housing advocates receive a skeptical response (from Village Club), Oct 6, 1989, p.1

EMPLOYEES-WESTCHESTER COUNTY-WAGES AND SALARIES
Few protest at first (county) budget hearing, Dec 1, 1989, p.3

EMT TEEN CENTER

ENDRES, JEAN
SHS graduates praised as a caring class (photo; addl photo pp 2 & 4, Grad Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.1

ENGINEERS
New trustee H Blitman adds engineer’s skills to (Village) Board (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.6

ENGLANDER, SIMONE
(SCS Taxpayer Alert uses) Unauthorized names (in ads against proposed indoor pool), Oct 27, 1989, p.1

ENGLISH LANGUAGE-COMPOSITION-STUDY AND TEACHING
Hows and whys of writing centers (edit), Jun 23, 1989, p.7

ENSLEY, JOANNE
Elementary (school students’) art to be exhibited (at SCS Library) (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.15

ENTERTAINING
SEE DINNERS AND DINING

ENVIRONMENT
A Kennedy talk highlights JHS’ environmental awareness week (photo), Nov 17, 1989, p.1
Perhaps children can lead us (edit), Nov 17, 1989, p.7
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EPSTEIN, JAMIE
East meets West at SHS gym: (16 Ukrainian boys play soccer with SHS varsity girls (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.3
(SHS) Volunteers honored (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.14
SHS girls' soccer team wins section, eyes state title (photo; addl photo p 15), Jun 9, 1989, p.1
Raiders do it! Win 1st state soccer title (photo; addl photo p 17), Jun 16, 1989, p.1
Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 19, 1989, p.16
Local athletes to compete in Empire Games, Jul 28, 1989, p.10
For many, summer jobs are a testing ground for the future, Aug 11, 1989, p.3
Athletes capture Empire State gold (photo), Aug 11, 1989, p.20

EPSTEIN, ROBIN
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3

EPSTEIN, SYLVIA (DR-AU)
Parents, have patience (edit), Nov 17, 1989, p.7

ERAS, DANIEL
Swing your pardner, pardner (photo), Sep 15, 1989, p.14

ERBSEN, ALLAN
29 (SHS Students) attend Presidential Classroom, Mar 17, 1989, p.14

ERNST, BONNIE
(SCS) Merchants report a happy holiday, Jan 6, 1989, p.1
Retailers hope holiday proaction will chase away business doldrums, Oct 20, 1989, p.1
Downtown to become 'Winter Wonderland', Dec 1, 1989, p.1

ERWICH, MELISSA
SHS graduates praised as a caring class (photo; addl photo pp 2 & 4, Grad Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.1

ESANNAGON, WAYNE
Courtroom battle begins in Winston suit (photo), Jan 27, 1989, p.1
Scouts' turn at Village Hall (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.5
Gas and drug money: (Village reimbursed by Exxon, joint federal-county drug task force), Oct 6, 1989, p.1

ESCHWEILER, PETER
Critics contend zoning plan is too restrictive, Dec 1, 1989, p.1

ESPOSITO, LAUREN
Few protest at first (county) budget hearing, Dec 1, 1989, p.3

ESPOSITO, ROCCO
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year Jean DeCarlo (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.28

ESPOSITO, VIRGINIA
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year Jean DeCarlo (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.28
Bank of NY to absorb SCS National (photo: L Richey Jr p 20), May 12, 1989, p.1

ESTATE PLANNING
Estate planning—less is more (edit), Mar 3, 1989, p.7

ESTRIDGE, LAWRENCE
Smoke tests (of SCS sewers expected to end around Aug 20), Aug 11, 1989, p.1

ETHICAL CULTURE SOCIETY OF WESTCHESTER
(Westchester) Ethical Society elects officers (photo: J A Young), Aug 18, 1989, p.12

ETHICAL HUMANISM* (OR CULTURE-DECIDE)
Ethical Culture (or Humanism) defined (edit), Apr 7, 1989, p.7

ETHICS
In county, housing is key issue (01989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.1
See also Schools-SCS-High School-Sports-Code of Conduct
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EURIE, DEBBIE
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

EURIE, DEBORAH
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
SHS honored for Westchester’s outstanding sports program, Dec 22, 1989, p.15

EUROPE-DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
Europe—a voyage of discovery (edit), Apr 14, 1989, p.7

EVANS, CHARLES
Correction: (Couple talking with Rev R Holmennan in Oct 20 photo are C and J Evans), Oct 27, 1989, p.22

EVANS, JACQUELINE
Correction: (Couple talking with Rev R Holmennan in Oct 20 photo are C and J Evans), Oct 27, 1989, p.22

Ewers, Patricia (Dr)
(John P. O. Ewers elected) New president, (Pace University) (photo), Dec 29, 1989, p.9

EWING, JON
Educational Testing Service launches cheating probe, Jun 16, 1989, p.1

EXAMINATIONS
SEE EDUCATIONAL TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS

EXECUTIVES
(B P Barton) New executive, Jan 6, 1989, p.2
(B Carswell named) Director of GTE Corp (photo), Jan 20, 1989, p.3
Two executives (R A Schubert, J F Valliades) promoted, Apr 28, 1989, p.8
Executive B B Wasserman joins consulting firm, May 19, 1989, p.8
(B J Bloom) Ad executive (photo), May 26, 1989, p.4
Executive: (P A Guercio elected vice president of Ametek Inc) (photo), May 26, 1989, p.19
Merck (Sharp & Dohme Research Laboratories) names Scarsdalian Dr L Sherwood exec VP (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.3
New position for SCS executive R S November (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.5
Promotion (of D Andreuzzi announced) (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.22
SEE ALSO BLACK EXECUTIVES

FABEL, ALISON
Forget the Evian, turn on the tap (photo), Aug 18, 1989, p.1

FACILITIES ADVISORY COMMITTEE-SCS Board of Education—SCS Facilities Committee
Citizens’ group calls for $11M in school repairs (photo p.2), Sep 1, 1989, p.1

FACILITIES COMMITTEE-SCS
SEE BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS-FACILITIES COMMITTEE

FACTO, LEE
United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3

FAGA, ALDO (DR)
Dr Aldo R Faga (dies), Jun 2, 1989, p.16

FAILURE (PSYCHOLOGY)
Are we overprotecting our children? (edit), Jan 6, 1989, p.7

FAIR, HARLAN
Are school windows safe?, Nov 3, 1989, p.1
Defects found in (Edgewood, Fox Meadow, Greenacres) school windows, Nov 10, 1989, p.1
(School) Board to unveil renovation plan, Nov 24, 1989, p.1
School bond issue cut to $21.5 million, Dec 1, 1989, p.1
(School) Board unveils plan to revamp schools, Dec 8, 1989, p.1

FAIRBAIRN, MARY
Student artists displayed and rewarded (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.14
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FAIRS
Mickey's pals: (Edgewood School to be magical kingdom for annual fair) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.19
Mice at (SCS Historical Society's) 'Festival '89' (photo), May 26, 1989, p.5
Hundreds helped make (Historical Society's Country) fair a hit (ltr), Sep 22, 1989, p.6
SEE ALSO BOOK FAIRS, NEW YORK STATE FAIR (1989: SYRACUSE)

FAIRSTEIN, GUY
(School Board) Nominating Committee election is on Jan 31, Jan 27, 1989, p.1
Non-Partisans start long road toward nomination of candidates; (Procedure Committee members named), Sep 1, 1989, p.3
(SCS) Bowl selectors appointed, Sep 29, 1989, p.3

FAIRSTEIN, GUY (AU)
'Biting' editorial (re T Ruderian)? (ltr), Jan 20, 1989, p.6

FAIRSTEIN, MARC
'We love you, Miss Bauer' (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.19

FALKENBERG, EDWARD
Defense goes on the attack in Winston trial, Feb 3, 1989, p.1
Who's being 'strident' (regarding indoor pool)? (ltr), Apr 28, 1989, p.6

FALKENBERG, EDWARD (AU)
Time to close ranks, (get on with decision regarding indoor pool (ltr), Apr 21, 1989, p.6
(Village) Board should take a stand first (on indoor pool) (ltr), Jun 16, 1989, p.6

FALKENBERG, MERRILL
SHS graduates praised as a caring class (photo; addl photo pp 2 & 4, Grad Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.1

FALKENBURY, MATTHEW
(Photograph: H Falkenbury) (Kids: 8-p Supp), Mar 31, 1989, p.8

FALKOWITZ, STEVEN
SHS graduates praised as a caring class (photo; addl photo pp 2 & 4, Grad Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.1

FALSE ALARMS
SEE SECURITY SYSTEMS

FAMILY SERVICE OF WESTCHESTER
Family Service (of Westchester) elects leaders, Jul 7, 1989, p.4

FANE, SHEILA
Two delegates (S Fane, S Howey) named (to represent Junior League at 6th Annual Conference), Apr 28, 1989, p.10
Junior League plans a coffee, elects officers and cites volunteers (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.4
Bank of New York salutes the Junior League of Central Westchester (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.32

FANUCCHI, LAURA
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14
They eat you-know-whatties! (SCS winners of physical fitness awards) (photo), May 19, 1989, p.13

FANUCCHI, SARAH
(Recreation Dept gives) Honors for creative flakemakers, Feb 17, 1989, p.5

FANUCCHI, SARAH
Great flakes! (Snowflake artists display winning creations) (photo), Feb 24, 1989, p.3

FARKAS, SUSAN (AU)
(Metro North) Railroad's 'report cards' (available for riders) (ltr), Dec 8, 1989, p.6

FARHAN, CONNIE
Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26

FARHAN, CONSTANCE
SCS Natl Bank salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photo), May 26, 1989, p.30

FARHAN, GEORGE
SCS Natl Bank salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photo), May 26, 1989, p.30
Red Cross honors SCS residents (F Drotaan, N Du Bois, A Miller; Officers, board members listed), Jun 30, 1989, p.4
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FARNHAM, RAYMOND
Raymond Farnham (dies), Nov 17, 1989, p.20

FARNHAM, VIRGINIA
Virginia Farnham (dies), Mar 17, 1989, p.20

FARREN, JERILYN
New principal (J Farren) appointed at Quaker Ridge (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

FASHION
Spring Fashion (12-p Supp), Mar 10, 1989, p.0
In the back-to-school fashion roundup, jodhpurs, vests, fringe... (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.8
Fall Fashion (12-p Supp), Sep 15, 1989, p.0
Hey, rich kids! These duds’re for you, gurus L Graham and L Haaman say (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.6

FATAIO, ANTHONY
Foreign language and women's history highlighted at junior high (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.14

FATEN, MARY
There was Christmas all through the house (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.13

FAUDE, ANN
(Heathcote) Fifth graders tour Wall Street, Jan 27, 1989, p.16
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22
(Heathcote fifth graders learn) Gingerbread architecture (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.9

FAUSTY, LEN
SCS's Paul Harris Fellows: H Krieger, L Fausty (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.8
(Scarsdale Rotarians have) Fence-painting party (at Cudner-Hyatt House) (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.1
Rotary Club names (D Metz, R Mascali) Paul Harris fellows (photo), Nov 24, 1989, p.5

FAVRETTI, MARGARET
(N C Myers') collection of photo oddities gains respect (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.6

FBI
SEE US. FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

FEDER, MIKE
Oh, happy day! (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.21

FEDER, SAMANTHA
All Hallow's Eve (photo), Nov 3, 1989, p.15

FEE, MICHAEL
Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16
SHS graduates praised as a caring class (photo; addl photo pp 2 & 4, Grad Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.1
(Emotions run high as class of 89 takes its place in the graduation courtyard) (photo), Jun 30, 1989, p.6

FEE, ROY
Roy Fee (dies), Oct 6, 1989, p.17

FEER, MARK
Westchester Association for Retarded Citizens honors Scarsdalians J Israel, S Feeer), Jun 23, 1989, p.8

FEER, SUE
Westchester Association for Retarded Citizens honors Scarsdalians J Israel, S Feeer), Jun 23, 1989, p.8

FEERICK, JOHN

FEIG, WERNER
Reading, stories mark (National) Library Week (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.2
Teen leaders (from SCS participate in WNET-sponsored Teen Leadership Day) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.19
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FEINBERG, JERRY
Neighbors blast SCS Manor subdivision plan, Jul 7, 1989, p.1

FEINER, PAUL
Feiner 'gets the job done' (ltr), Mar 24, 1989, p.6
(County) Legislators urge Brady inquiry, Oct 20, 1989, p.3
But (A Hochberg, K Carsky, P Feiner) deserve re-election (edit), Oct 27, 1989, p.6
County budget threatens 52% hike in tax rate, Nov 17, 1989, p.1
Few protest at first (county) budget hearing, Dec 1, 1989, p.3
O'Rourke protests budget cuts that lower tax hike here to 33%, Dec 29, 1989, p.1

FEINER, PAUL (AU)
Introducing reverse mortgages (ltr), Mar 3, 1989, p.6
(Elderly) Pharmaceutical Insurance Coverage can cut seniors' drug costs (edit), Apr 28, 1989, p.7
Hospital patients have rights too (edit), Aug 4, 1989, p.7

FEINSTEIN, MARGARET
(SCS) Music students win top prizes, May 19, 1989, p.14

FEIST, SUSAN
Kids boutique (His & Herlooms opens in Chappaqua), Jul 7, 1989, p.2

FELDMAN, ALEX
It's Monday, so this must be SCS: (10 disabled Israeli war veterans visit America) (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.3

FELDMAN, DARRAH
Local athletes to compete in Empire Games, Jul 28, 1989, p.10
Athletes capture Empire State gold (photo), Aug 11, 1989, p.20

FELDMAN, DEBORAH
SHS graduates praised as a caring class (photo; addl photo pp 2 & 4, Brad Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.1

FELDMAN, HOWARD (DR)
(Dr H R Feldman) Honored (with John Moss Award) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.11

FELDMAN, LOUISE
SCS National Bank--the final day (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.1

FELDMAN, MARNI
8th year starting at Child Care (Assn of SCS) (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.13

FELDSKUH, DAVID (DR)
Feldshuhs making their mark (in theatrical world), Apr 21, 1989, p.2

FELDSKUH, TOVAH
Feldshuhs making their mark (in theatrical world), Apr 21, 1989, p.2
Family fun at the pool (photo; T Feldshuh; list), Sep 8, 1989, p.14

FELICE, WALTER
Survival was (Kokkoris) family's Christmas gift; (Fire destroys $1M home) (photo; addl photo p 2), Dec 29, 1989, p.1
(Gas main) Break sends gas fumes into downtown buildings, Dec 29, 1989, p.1

FELLER, BOB
This sports buff (B Mazer) leads league in amazing recall (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.6

FELLNER, GEORGE
Townhouses win initial approval (from Planning Board), Mar 3, 1989, p.1

FELLNER, MATT
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15

FELLNER, SALLY
Townhouses win initial approval (from Planning Board), Mar 3, 1989, p.1

FENCES
BAR's policy (on fence construction) questioned (ltr), Mar 3, 1989, p.6
(SCS Rotarians have) Fence-painting party (at Cudner-Hyatt House) (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.1
Building projects okayed for construction (by BAR), Sep 15, 1989, p.3
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FENDELMAN, BURTON
Board of Appeals considers variance requests; (Denies variance for Fendelman garage), Jul 21, 1989, p.5
30 in contention for Citizens' Committee, Oct 13, 1989, p.1
Unit elections slated for (Nov 15), Nov 10, 1989, p.1

FENDELMAN, HELAINE
Board of Appeals considers variance requests; (Denies variance for Fendelman garage), Jul 21, 1989, p.5

FENDELMAN, JONATHAN
(SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8

FENDELMAN, JONATHON (AU)
Don't buy ivory (ltr), Jun 30, 1989, p.6

FENNEL, KEVIN
(Aesthetic realism is) Bigoted bunk (ltr), Feb 17, 1989, p.6

FENNEL, KEVIN (AU)
A personal journey to heterosexuality (edit), Feb 3, 1989, p.7

FENNESSEY, THOMAS
Ticket alert: (Police Dept to start cracking down on parking violations), Dec 1, 1989, p.1

FENTON, LEO
Latest zoning plan (for downtown area) unveiled (map), Jan 6, 1989, p.1
Land transaction: (Penn Central buys L Fenton's part of Depot Place site), Jan 20, 1989, p.1
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3

FERGUSON, CLINT MURRAY
Clint Murray Ferguson (dies), Feb 3, 1989, p.20

FERGUSON, DOUGLAS
SCS Natl Bank salutes Westchester Assn for R(Citizens)' 40th anniversary (photo), May 12, 1989, p.32

FERGUSON, SERENA (DR)
(White Plains) Hospital appoints 10, Mar 24, 1989, p.2

FERNANDEZ, ANN
(Youth Employment Service) looking for higher profile, May 26, 1989, p.9

FERENDALE PARK (SCS)
Planning Board criticizes Ferndale Park development, Oct 6, 1989, p.1
Ferndale Park houses approved (by Planning Board), Nov 3, 1989, p.3

FERON, JEANNE CLARE
New Adult School officers: N Rosensweig, B. L Crcwder, M Matsuo (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.3

FERONE, JENNIE
SCS Natl Bank salutes Westchester Assn for R(Citizens)' 40th anniversary (photo), May 12, 1989, p.32

FERRARO, DONALD
Medical Examiner Dr D Jeanty reports V Matturro's death probably suicide), Jan 6, 1989, p.1
More money for (village) managers; (Village top management officials awarded raises), Jan 13, 1989, p.1
(Village employees get) A for attendance, Feb 10, 1989, p.1
(SCS) Police get new electronic equipment (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.5
(SCS) Police get training in handling of bias crime, Mar 10, 1989, p.5
(Heathcote Branch, SCS Natl) Bank hold-up was a fraud, police say (photo p 8), Mar 24, 1989, p.1
(SCS Police Dept ahead of schedule in achieving) Accreditation, Mar 24, 1989, p.1
Need to protect children raises tough questions, Apr 21, 1989, p.1
Former mayor E Jensen seeks Town Club support for affordable housing, Apr 21, 1989, p.3
Vandals strike pool complex (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1
(SCS) Police complete management course, May 19, 1989, p.5
House (at 32 Stonewall Lane) put under police protection, Jun 9, 1989, p.3
(Village Board votes) Raises for firemen, management, Jun 30, 1989, p.1
How are (SCS police) doing? (Response to survey), Aug 4, 1989, p.1
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FERRARO, DONALD continued
Affordable housing is SCS: an impossible dream?, Aug 11, 1989, p.1
(F Ryan, M Thomas, J Miccoli are) New faces in (SCS) police department (illus), Aug 25, 1989, p.2
Dress rehearsal: (SCS Police Dept campaign to win formal accreditation nears home stretch), Sep 15, 1989, p.1
Another safe year: (A Blitz, D Ferraro accept American Automobile Assn safety award) (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.2
Affordable housing advocates receive a skeptical response (from Village Club), Oct 6, 1989, p.1
Police department nearing a long-term goal (of national accreditation), Dec 1, 1989, p.25
Dispute over Special Police is issue at accreditation hearing, Dec 15, 1989, p.1
Accreditation prospects looking good for police, Dec 22, 1989, p.2

FERRARO, MIKE
(Glen Tobias) Cavort(s) with Yankee greats on fantasy diamond (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.6

FERREN, JERILYN
New principal M Ferren sets cheerful tone at Quaker Ridge (photo), Sep 15, 1989, p.1
(Quaker Ridge School is) Bearish on books: (L Cartelone reads to fifth graders) (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.15

FERRONE, CASEY
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14
Reading, stories mark (National) Library Week (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.2
They eat you-know-whatties! (SCS winners of physical fitness awards) (photo), May 19, 1989, p.13

FERRONE, CRISTINA
V Lambert wins sectional race; 4 Raiders qualify for state meet (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.14
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
I DeNunzio best in state (shot put at New York State Intersectional Track and Field Championships), Jun 16, 1989, p.1
Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16
Local athletes to compete in Empire Games, Jul 28, 1989, p.10
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

FERRONE, DANIEL
(Village Board awards) Commendation (to police officer D Ferrone), Jun 20, 1989, p.1
(D Wright, Figure in SCS drug case, nabbed, Aug 4, 1989, p.3
S (SCS) Volunteer) Ambulance Corps, police are lifesavers again, Dec 22, 1989, p.2

FERTITTA, ROBERT
Asbury (Methodist Church) reaches out in many ways (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.18

FEI, ANNIE
United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3

FEUCHTWANGER, PETER

FEUERSTEIN, BERNARD
(Center for Preventive Psychiatry) elects 4 from (SCS), Feb 3, 1989, p.16

FEUERSTEIN, DAVID
Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16
Will new SHS athletic code work? Staff, students, parents disagree, Sep 29, 1989, p.1
Rousing start for Raiders (basketball team) (photo; story p 19), Dec 15, 1989, p.1

FIDERER, ADELE
Making reading fun is goal of school programs, Jan 20, 1989, p.1

FIDERER, ADELE (DR-AU)
Making reading fun is goal of school programs, Jan 20, 1989, p.1

FIDERER, ADELE (DR)
School population now a sixth Asian; (Comprehensive Assessment Report discussed at Bd of Ed meeting), Dec 15, 1989, p.1

FIDERER, ADELE (OR-AU)
How does learning take place? (edit), Jul 21, 1989, p.7
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FIEBIGER, BALINDA
Hats on to storyteller B Fiebiger (photo), Feb 3, 1989, p.3

FIEBIGER, BETH
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

FIEDLER, JESSIE
New zoning law would mandate senior housing; (Village Bd discusses sanitation laws), Feb 17, 1989, p.1

FIEDLER, KAY

FIELD HOCKEY
See Field Hockey

FIELD, PAUL
Paul Field realty closing at year-end, Dec 22, 1989, p.1

FIELDS, HARRY
(Center for Preventive Psychiatry) elects 4 from (SCS), Feb 3, 1989, p.16

FILANCIA, ANTHONY
(Original) V(A) C(ommittee), police are lifesavers again, Dec 22, 1989, p.2

FINANCE, PERSONAL
Don't wait—plan now for retirement (edit), Mar 24, 1989, p.7
Consider zero coupons (edit), Apr 21, 1989, p.7
Financial planning for a (Learning) D(iseased) child (edit), Jul 7, 1989, p.7

FINANCE-SCS
(State Controller's Office) Report raps local fiscal practices, Apr 21, 1989, p.1
While village surplus ebbs, water fund flows, Aug 11, 1989, p.1
(SCS's) Investment strategy, Aug 18, 1989, p.1

FINE, LEAH
(Golden) Horseshoe (Shopping Center) all rented, Apr 14, 1989, p.1

FINGER, DOROTHY
Pool report (on schedule), Feb 3, 1989, p.1
Report of Ad Hoc Indoor Pool Committee proposes $5.5M indoor pool, Mar 3, 1989, p.1
(Indoor) Pool site debated; Poll asked, Apr 7, 1989, p.1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Article</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Finger, Karl</td>
<td>Heathcote kids give folk dancing a whirl</td>
<td>Apr 21, 1989</td>
<td>p. 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finger, Kenneth</td>
<td>Courtroom battle begins in Winston suit (photo)</td>
<td>Jan 27, 1989</td>
<td>p. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Winston trial ends; Now it's up to the judge</td>
<td>Feb 24, 1989</td>
<td>p. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed)</td>
<td>Apr 14, 1989</td>
<td>p. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parks and Recreation Council to consider shortened camp season; (Council members named)</td>
<td>Nov 17, 1989</td>
<td>p. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finigan, Nancy</td>
<td>Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute KيدsWalk '89 (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 9, 1989</td>
<td>p. 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fink, Jean</td>
<td>(SCS-HTS Women's Interfaith) Council marks 60 years of ecumenical spirit (photo)</td>
<td>Jan 6, 1989</td>
<td>p. 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>On an evening of warm affection, Bette Landes receives (SCS) Bowl (photo)</td>
<td>Mar 24, 1989</td>
<td>p. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-Partisans start long road toward nomination of candidates; (Procedure Committee members named)</td>
<td>Sep 1, 1989</td>
<td>p. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Quaker Ridge) 4th graders rap for their rights (photo p 1)</td>
<td>Oct 6, 1989</td>
<td>p. 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Beverly Cunningham chosen to receive SCS Bowl (photo)</td>
<td>Nov 24, 1989</td>
<td>p. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fink, Jean (AU)</td>
<td>Arguments against the death penalty (ltr)</td>
<td>Jun 2, 1989</td>
<td>p. 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fink, Marjorie</td>
<td>Need to protect children raises tough questions</td>
<td>Apr 21, 1989</td>
<td>p. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fink, Marvin</td>
<td>Suit (brought by Con Edison against NY State Board of Equalization and Assessment) settled</td>
<td>Feb 17, 1989</td>
<td>p. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finkelstein, Carol</td>
<td>Local (Congregational) church unites many faiths (photo)</td>
<td>Jan 27, 1989</td>
<td>p. 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finkelstein, Daniel</td>
<td>Record turnout for (Junior High) speech contest (photo)</td>
<td>Apr 14, 1989</td>
<td>p. 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo)</td>
<td>Apr 28, 1989</td>
<td>p. 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finkelstein, Frank (DR)</td>
<td>Disrupted by 5K (run) (ltr)</td>
<td>Apr 7, 1989</td>
<td>p. 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finley, John</td>
<td>St James exceeds fundraising goal</td>
<td>Jun 16, 1989</td>
<td>p. 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finnegan, John</td>
<td>African king (Nii Amugi II Ga Mantse) bears message of welcome to investors, tourists (photo)</td>
<td>Jul 14, 1989</td>
<td>p. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finney, Beth</td>
<td>SCS cyclist S McCarter devotes summer to reading, riding and fundraising (photo)</td>
<td>Sep 22, 1989</td>
<td>p. 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finney, Burnham</td>
<td>Ad hoc committee (to examine changes in Village Code) idea backed (ltr)</td>
<td>Feb 10, 1989</td>
<td>p. 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Finneys observe 65th (wedding) anniversary</td>
<td>Jul 28, 1989</td>
<td>p. 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finney, Burnham (AU)</td>
<td>(SCS should) Form group on downtown (ltr)</td>
<td>Feb 3, 1989</td>
<td>p. 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Village officials, take heed (of B Finney's Feb 3rd ltr) (ltr)</td>
<td>Feb 10, 1989</td>
<td>p. 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Readers give their views on the pool bond referendum (ltrs)</td>
<td>Nov 3, 1989</td>
<td>p. 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finney, Eleanor</td>
<td>Finneys observe 65th (wedding) anniversary</td>
<td>Jul 28, 1989</td>
<td>p. 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Beverly Cunningham chosen to receive SCS Bowl (photo)</td>
<td>Nov 24, 1989</td>
<td>p. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiorello, Joey</td>
<td>93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo)</td>
<td>Mar 24, 1989</td>
<td>p. 14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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FIORIELLO, JON
Record turnout for (Junior High) speech contest (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.12
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30
Intergenerational encounter: (SCS JHS students, senior citizens share lunch) (photo), Nov 17, 1989, p.5

FIORIELLO, JOSEPH
(SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8

FIRE DEPT-SCS
Owner (S C Freidfurt Builders) blames fire dept for destruction of home (at 32 Cushman Rd), Jan 20, 1989, p.1
Fire alarm saves sleeping (Stein) couple, Feb 24, 1989, p.3
(SCS) Firemen trained (at courses at National Fire Academy), Mar 10, 1989, p.5
Fire protection (for area west of Bronx River Parkway finally being provided), May 12, 1989, p.1
Have certificate, will babysit: (23 youngsters graduate from Fire Dept Babysitting Course) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.8
Three cheers for the (SCS) fire department (ltr), Jun 2, 1989, p.6
(SCS Volunteer) Fire Company (no 1) wins muster events, Jul 14, 1989, p.5
Volunteer (firemen given additional insurance) benefit(s), Aug 25, 1989, p.1
Winners all at firefighters' muster (photo), Sep 15, 1989, p.6
(Current telephone solicitation campaign) Not for SCS (Fire Dept), Oct 20, 1989, p.1
(SCS firefighter M Byrne completes course on) Fire suppression, Dec 1, 1989, p.15
Candy fund yields Yule treat for all: (Fire Co tree now 20 years old) (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.3
Survival was (Kokkoris) family's Christmas gift; (Fire destroys $1M home) (photo; addl photo p 2), Dec 29, 1989, p.1
(Gas main) Break sends gas fumes into downtown buildings, Dec 29, 1989, p.1
Cold reception (for firemen when firehouse furnace runs out of fuel oil), Dec 29, 1989, p.1

FIRE DEPT-SCS AWARDS, REWARDS, PRIZES, ETC
(SCS's Uniformed Firefighters Assn names) Firefighters of the year (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.8

FIRE DEPT-SCS WAGES AND SALARIES
(Village Board votes) Raises for firemen, management, Jun 30, 1989, p.1

FIRE DETECTORS
Caveat emptor: (Homeowners warned to be sure contractors are licensed; Smoke alarms required), Aug 11, 1989, p.1

FIRE HYDRANTS
Village opts for self-insurance; (Approves budget), Apr 28, 1989, p.1
Fire protection (for area west of Bronx River Parkway finally being provided), May 12, 1989, p.1

FIREARMS
Assault rifles: are they sporting? (edit), Apr 28, 1989, p.7

FIRES
Fire alarm saves sleeping (Stein) couple, Feb 24, 1989, p.3
Three cheers for the (SCS) fire department (ltr), Jun 2, 1989, p.6
Gisolfi outlines his vision of S(CS) H(high) S(school), Sep 8, 1989, p.1
Survival was (Kokkoris) family's Christmas gift; (Fire destroys $1M home) (photo; addl photo p 2), Dec 29, 1989, p.1
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

FISCHER, RHODA
Cindy Johnson re-elected (president of SCS Auxiliary, White Plains Hospital; Other officers listed), Jun 9, 1989, p.5
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.32

FISCHMAN, SARA
Defects found in (Edgewood, Fox Meadow, Greenacres) school windows, Nov 10, 1989, p.1

FISHER, FRANK
Frank E Fisher (dies), Jun 23, 1989, p.20
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FISHER, GRETA
Scout leaders (G Fisher, A Litt), local (Girl Scout) Council cited by Westchester-Putnam, Jun 2, 1989, p.2

FISHER, JACKSON
Glasnost comes to Greenacres, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

FISHER, JACKSON
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute Kidswalk '89 (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.30

FISHER, GIL
United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3

FISHER, JOEL
(Lehman) College to honor J T Fishman (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.8

FIZZGERALD, F SCOTT
Joshua's ghost and other tales of old homes (photo; addl photo p 8), Nov 17, 1989, p.6

FIZZGERALD, JAMES (AU)
(J Fitzgerald) says (SCS Inquirer) is really local (ltr), Feb 17, 1989, p.6
No new zoning law needed (ltr), Dec 22, 1989, p.6

FIZZGERALD, JIM
(Indoor) Pool site debated; Poll asked, Apr 7, 1989, p.1

FIZZGERALD, KATE
Lineup named for mystery musical (Edwin Drood', to be presented by SSMT), Jul 7, 1989, p.2
Ta-DA!!! (SSMT dancer's practice show-stopping routine) (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.5

FIZZGERALD, LYNN
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

FIZZHugh, BARBARA
(School Board) Nominating Committee election is on Jan 31, Jan 27, 1989, p.1

FIVE, CORA
Making reading fun is goal of school programs, Jan 20, 1989, p.1
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22

FIX, AMANDA
(Recreation Dept gives) Honors for creative flakeakers, Feb 17, 1989, p.5

FLAG LOTS
(One) Last flag lot (may be allowed by Planning Board), Mar 10, 1989, p.1
Charges fly in dispute over Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.1
Questions for Planning Board (ltr), Apr 7, 1989, p.6
Village opts for self-insurance; (Approves budget), Apr 28, 1989, p.1

FLAG, DESECRATION OF

FLAG, DESECRATION OF?
Strange priorities in Washington (ltr), Jul 7, 1989, p.6
Confusing symbol with essence (edit), Aug 18, 1989, p.7

FLAGLER CONSTRUCTION CO
see Construction, Company

FLEMING (church landscaping) application approved; (Planning Bd discusses Winston, Montgomery plans), Aug 25, 1989, p.1

FLAGS
O say can you see? (J Thies points out Post Office failed to fly flag on Labor Day), Sep 8, 1989, p.1
Having your flag and eating it too (edit), Dec 8, 1989, p.7

FLAG, MICHAEL
At final (Board of Education) session, 5 Older receives high praise, Jun 23, 1989, p.1

FLAX, DORIS (AU)
Through the morass of Medicare (edit), Oct 6, 1989, p.7
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FLAX, PETER
  California or bust (for '89 college graduates D Otto, P Flax, D Durland)! (photo), Sep 1, 1989, p.3

FLEDER, ANNA
  (Small Wonders) Jump ropers show skills (to Fox Meadow students) (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.16

FLEDER, DANIEL
  93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

FLEISHAKER, DONAL
  Super Sunday: (UJA Federation volunteer efforts gain $548,000 in pledges for Y) (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.10

FLEISHMAN, SANDRA
  Planning Board criticizes Ferndale Park development, Oct 6, 1989, p.1

FLEISIG, LOUIS
  L R Fleisig (appointed vice president at Kendall/Amalie) (Awards, Appointments & Promotions), Aug 11, 1989, p.2

FLETCHER, COURTNEY
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30

FLINN, ROSEMARY
  Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3

FLISHER, ADAM
  SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
  (SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8
  Lineup named for mystery musical (‘Edwin Drood’, to be presented by SSMT), Jul 7, 1989, p.2
  (Mystery of Edwin Drood) Opening next Thursday (photo), Jul 28, 1989, p.1
  Whodunnit? (Curtain goes up for ‘Mystery of Edwin Drood’) (photo), Aug 4, 1989, p.5

FLISHER, BIFFY
  Lineup named for mystery musical (‘Edwin Drood’, to be presented by SSMT), Jul 7, 1989, p.2

FLISHER, ERIC
  SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15

FLISHER, HARVEY
  New principal (J Farren) appointed at Quaker Ridge (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1

FLOODS
  Drought ends with a big splash (photo), May 19, 1989, p.8

FLYNN, TRICIA
  SV'AC is busy and needs staff (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.4

FOGEL, BARBARA
  Hibschman defends staff in ‘abuse’ case; (Dr E Machnits to retire) (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
  School tax hike down 50% from last year, Mar 24, 1989, p.1
  Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22
  (SCS) Board (of Education) discusses $17.8M plan for schools, Jul 28, 1989, p.1
  Keep child care in schools, parents urge Board of Ed, Sep 22, 1989, p.1
  (SCS) Junior High is really a middle school, says P Telfer (at Bd of Ed meeting), Oct 6, 1989, p.16
  (School) Board unveils plan to revamp schools, Dec 8, 1989, p.1

FOLEY, JOHN
  Village appoints J Foley cable (TV) coordinator, Mar 17, 1989, p.2

FOLK DANCING
  Heathcote kids give folk dancing a whirl, Apr 21, 1989, p.15

FOLTMAN, BARNEY
  SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
  Tribute to SHS football coaches (ltr), Aug 25, 1989, p.6
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FONTANA, LUCILLE
  AFS says goodbye, hello (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.15

FONTANA, PAUL
  Lineup named for mystery musical ('Edwin Drood', to be presented by SSMT), Jul 7, 1989, p.2
  Ta-DA!!! (SSMT dancers practice show-stopping routine) (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.5

FONTANA, RICHARD
  AFS says goodbye, hello (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.15
  29 in running for (School Board) nominating group, Dec 8, 1989, p.3

FONTANA, THOMAS
  93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

FOOD
  Beware the fruits of agribusiness (edit), Dec 1, 1989, p.7

FOOD STORES
  Wright & Irish sale called off; to stay open, Dec 1, 1989, p.1

FOOT-CARE AND HYGIENE
  For your feet, TLC (edit), Oct 20, 1989, p.7

FOOTBALL
  Tribute to SHS football coaches (ltr), Aug 25, 1989, p.6
  Master (football) strategists (photo), Oct 13, 1989, p.1
  They did it! (SHS football team wins its bowl game (photo; story p 24), Nov 24, 1989, p.1
  Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
  Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30
  School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5
  3 local football players (H Cohen, Y Koh, T Toal) selected for Golden Dozen team, Dec 29, 1989, p.8

FOOTBALL PLAYERS
  Thank you, Jets (for basketball game at SHS) (ltr), Mar 24, 1989, p.6
  Jets touch down in SCS (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.15
  SHS grad R Moser is (Univ of Rhode Island) hall of famer, Sep 22, 1989, p.21
  Raider back A Brennan wins Con Ed (Scholar Athlete) Award (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18

FOOTPATHS, BICYCLE PATHS, ETC
  A safer way to school (for Greenacres students), Jun 23, 1989, p.1

FORCHHEIMER, IDO
  Red Cross honors its top volunteers, Jun 2, 1989, p.11

FORD, WHITEY
  (Glen Tobias) Cavort(s) with Yankee greats on fantasy diamond (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.6

FOREMAN, ANDREA
  Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16

FORTINO, DENISE
  Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22

FORTUNA, DOMINICK
  Ticket alert: (Police Dept to start cracking down on parking violations), Dec 1, 1989, p.1

FOSTER, BILLY
  Have certificate, will babysit: (23 youngsters graduate from Fire Dept Babysitting Course) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.8

FOSTER, DIANE

FOSTER, FRANK
  It was just 20 years ago today that the (Westchester) summer band began to play (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.5

FOULKE, RENI
  History unit (Westchester County Historical Society) names M Soter, K Winkler trustees, Dec 1, 1989, p.2
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FOX, JUDITH
Making reading fun is goal of school programs, Jan 20, 1989, p.1
Hibbschaan defends staff in 'abuse' case; (Dr E Machnits to retire) (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
Reading, stories mark (National) Library Week (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.2
Educational (Testing) Service launches cheating probe, Jun 16, 1989, p.1
SHS Class of '89 to graduate early; (Commencement scheduled for 11 AM), Jun 16, 1989, p.1
(SCS) Schools moving slowly toward restoration plan, Jun 23, 1989, p.1
SHS graduates praised as a caring class (photo; add photo pp 2 & 4, Grad Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.1
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute The SCS High School Class of 89 (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.14
New (SCS) School Board head B Lopez announces opener format (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10
Will new SHS athletic code work? Staff, students, parents disagree, Sep 29, 1989, p.1
School population now a sixth Asian; (Comprehensive Assessment Report discussed at Bd of Ed meeting), Dec 15, 1989, p.1

FOX, LISA
29 (SHS students) attend Presidential Classroom, Mar 17, 1989, p.14
Teen leaders (from SCS participate in WNET-sponsored Teen Leadership Day) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.19
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

FOX, SYLVIA
(Tinnitus) can be an earful (edit), Sep 15, 1989, p.7
(ESSENCE Band concerts) A special SCS pleasure (ltr), Aug 4, 1989, p.6

FRADKIN, PETER
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

FRADKIN, SUSAN
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10

FRAIOLI, CELESTE
Computers found library-friendly (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.1

FRANCE, AMBER
(SHS Animal Rescue Club holds fund-raising bake sale) (photo), Nov 3, 1989, p.5

FRANCO, ANTONIO (PSEUD-AU)
What's in a (nick)name? (edit), May 26, 1989, p.7

FRANK, BARNEY
A Walinsky champions police corps as counter to national crime emergency, Aug 25, 1989, p.3

FRANK, BRUCE
(School Board) Nominating Committee election is on Jan 31, Jan 27, 1989, p.1

FRANK, JENNIFER
(Quaker Ridge, Edgewood) schools aid quake-stricken (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.15

FRANK, KAY
Learning the social graces (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.6

FRANK, NANCY
League (of Women Voters) re-elect A Janiak president; (Other officers, directors listed) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.5
Organization is the key: (Incoming PT Council officers inducted) (photo), May 26, 1989, p.14
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10
Bank of New York salutes The SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.34
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FRANK, NANCY continued
29 in running for (School Board) nominating group, Dec 8, 1989, p.3
FRANK, SHELDON
FRANK, SHELDON (DR)
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
FRANKEI, EDWARD (AU)
The orange and where it came from (edit), Apr 21, 1989, p.7
We must act now to save our trees (ltr), Sep 29, 1989, p.6
FRANKEI, STANLEY (AU)
Open admissions, golden opportunity (edit), Jul 7, 1989, p.7
Having your flag and eating it too (edit), Dec 8, 1989, p.7
FRANKLIN, SIGI
FRASCA, ADAM
Foreign language and women's history highlighted at junior high (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.14
FREDERICK, BOB
Father (B Frederick) is a hero on Mother’s Day, May 19, 1989, p.4
FREDERICK, CAROLYN
Father (B Frederick) is a hero on Mother’s Day, May 19, 1989, p.4
FREDERICK, HALLIE
Father (B Frederick) is a hero on Mother’s Day, May 19, 1989, p.4
FREDERICK, JOAN
Father (B Frederick) is a hero on Mother’s Day, May 19, 1989, p.4
FREDERICK, ROBERT
Two subdivisions, wells approved (by Planning Board), Jun 2, 1989, p.3
FREEDMAN, SAMUEL
Top county jobs at stake on Nov 7, Nov 3, 1989, p.1
Democrats sweep (county election) in SCS (table p 30), Nov 10, 1989, p.1
FREEDMAN, BILLY
A tough 2 years in Spain for Mormon missionary D Garff (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.16
FREEDMAN, EUGENE (BISHOP)
Planning board tells (Mormon) Church, neighbors to work out a solution, May 5, 1989, p.1
FREEDMAN, EUGENE (BISHOP-AU)
(Mormon Church) Trying to be a good neighbor (ltr), Apr 14, 1989, p.6
(Mormon) Church found in contempt (ltr), Jun 23, 1989, p.6
FREEDMAN, JONATHAN
8 soar to Eagle Scout rank (in Memorial Day ceremonies) (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.3
Six from (Boy Scout) Troop 99 reach Eagle rank (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.4
FREEDMAN, JONATHON
Hay ride (Members of Mormon Church participate in winter youth conference), Mar 17, 1989, p.20
FREEDMAN, MAURICE
(National Library Week) Breakfast (meeting held) at Philipsburg (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.2
FREEDMAN, SOLOMON
(L Kraeber) elected (president of board of United Hebrew Geriatric Center of New Rochelle) (photo), Aug 25, 1989, p.3
FREEDMAN, WILLIAM
Mormon W Freedman completes Uruguay mission (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.20
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FREEDOM OF SPEECH

FREEDOM OF THE PRESS
(Bombing of Riverdale Press headquarters: A failed attack (on freedom of the press) (edit), Mar 3, 1989, p.6
Irrationalism on the rampage (ltr), Mar 3, 1989, p.6
Response (to Khomeini's death threat) 'shamefully slow' (ltr), Mar 3, 1989, p.6
(Writer) Dismayed by senators silence (re Rushdie affair) (ltr), Mar 3, 1989, p.6
The tyrant and his chains (reprint of Riverdale Press Feb 23 edit), Mar 24, 1989, p.7

FREEMAN, HAROLD (DR)
Harlem Hospital will honor surgeon Dr H P Freeman (photo), Oct 13, 1989, p.4

FREIDFERTIG, SCHLOMO
New houses, shop signs, (portable school bus dispatching office) receive BAR scrutiny, Mar 3, 1989, p.2

BAR okays 2 new houses, rejects 1, Mar 17, 1989, p.3
Townhouses reviewed by BAR, Mar 31, 1989, p.3

FREIGHTWAY GARAGE (SCS)
Village may get $1M to expand Freightway (parking garage), Jul 21, 1989, p.1

FREIGHTWAY PROPERTY (SCS)
Latest zoning plan (for downtown area) unveiled (map), Jan 6, 1989, p.1
Land transaction: (Penn Central buys L Fenton's part of Depot Place site), Jan 20, 1989, p.1
New downtown zoning code passed (map p 16), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
After the rezoning: What's next for the downtown?, Mar 10, 1989, p.1
'Low-density' downtown proposal in the offing, Mar 24, 1989, p.1
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
(Nine companies) interested (in developing village-owned land in downtown area), May 19, 1989, p.1
Village may get $1M to expand Freightway (parking garage), Jul 21, 1989, p.1
Developers unveil ideas for downtown (illus; addl illus p 3), Aug 18, 1989, p.1
Evaluation period (under way of proposals for downtown), Sep 1, 1989, p.1

FRENCHMAN, CINDY
SVAC is busy and needs staff (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.4
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.32
S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) elects leaders for '90, Dec 15, 1989, p.2

FRESH AIR CHILDREN??
(A Pastures) A city girl in SCS country (photo p 2), Aug 4, 1989, p.1

FRETTERD, GEORGE
SCS's business leadership (Chamber of Commerce officers named) (photo), Jan 20, 1989, p.3
A clown-to-clown call: (Chamber of Commerce Sidewalk sale begins) (photo), Aug 4, 1989, p.1

FRETTERD, GEORGE CHARLES
Downtown to become 'Winter Wonderland', Dec 1, 1989, p.1

FRETTERD, PHYLLIS
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year Jean DeCarlo (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.28
A clown-to-clown call: (Chamber of Commerce Sidewalk sale begins) (photo), Aug 4, 1989, p.1

FREUND, BERNARD
Bernard I Freund (dies), Apr 21, 1989, p.20
Bernard I Freund (dies), Apr 28, 1989, p.20

FREUNDLICH, DAVID
United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3

Freyer, joel
Police fire at pack of marauding dogs, Dec 1, 1989, p.3
Dog pack still at large, Dec 8, 1989, p.2
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FREYER, JOEL continued

FREYER, TYANA
SHS athletes honored at end of championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

FRIEDEL, JIM
A lifetime of art takes shape in an afternoon (photo), Oct 13, 1989, p.6

FRIEDEL, RUTH
A lifetime of art takes shape in an afternoon (photo), Oct 13, 1989, p.6

FRIEDFERTIG, SHLOMO
BAR rejects 2 circular driveways (proposed by C Demetriades), May 12, 1989, p.2

FRIEDHEIM, ANNIE
Volunteer 'grandparents' cited (by Hawthorne Cedar Knolls), Jun 30, 1989, p.2

FRIEDLAND, RITA
Bank of New York salutes The SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.34

FRIEDMAN, BARBARA
(Center for Preventive Psychiatry) elects 4 from (SCS), Feb 3, 1989, p.16
FRIEDMAN, HARVEY
FRIEDMAN, HERBERT
Volunteer 'grandparents' cited (by Hawthorne Cedar Knolls), Jun 30, 1989, p.2
At group home (at 1241 Post Rd), women 'growing up together' (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.6
FRIEDMAN, JAMI
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30
FRIEDMAN, JAMIE
United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3

FRIEDMAN, JOEL
After the rezoning: What's next for the downtown?, Mar 10, 1989, p.1

FRIEDMAN, LISA
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

FRIEDMAN, MELISSA
A tuneful tribute (to retiring Quaker Ridge principal Dr. E Machnits) (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.1

FRIEDMAN, MICHAEL
SCS Natl Bank salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photo), May 26, 1989, p.30

FRIEDMAN, NEIL
Local athletes N Brookman, D Potter, A Werblow look forward to friendly competition in Israel, Jun 30, 1989, p.3

FRIEDMAN, SETH
Record turnout for (Junior High) speech contest (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.12
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30

FRIEDMAN, WENDY
(SCSH art students go) Behind the scenes at Museum D(l) M(odern) A(rt) (photo, Nov 10, 1989, p.18

FRIEDWALD, DOROTHY
At the Scout House, seniors are playing a whole new ball game (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.3

FRIENDS OF MUSIC AND ARTS IN SCS SCHOOLS
Student artists displayed and rewarded (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.14

FRIENDS OF MUSIC AND ARTS IN THE SCS SCHOOLS
Friends (of Music and Arts in SCS Schools) nominate officers, Apr 7, 1989, p.17
Elementary (school students') art to be exhibited (at SCS Library) (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.15
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FRIENDS OF MUSIC AND THE ARTS IN SCS SCHOOLS

School tax trimmed; groups OK budget, May 5, 1989, p.1

FRIENDS OF SCS FINE ARTS MUSEUM

SEE WESTCHESTER PUBLIC ART INC (AFTER ???)

FRIENDS OF SCS LIBRARY

Paperback fair was first for Friends (of SCS Library) (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.16
Paperbacks galore (at Library Book Fair) (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.5
Literature anyone? (Friends of SCS Library prepare for book sale) (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.1
The Bank of New York salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.30
Many contributed to book fair (ltr), Oct 13, 1989, p.6

FRIENDS OF WEINBERG NATURE CENTER

Friends seek a place in the sun for SCS's nature sanctuary, (Weinberg Nature Center) (photo), Jul 26, 1989, p.3

FRISCH, ROBERT

Winston trial ends; Now it's up to the judge, Feb 24, 1989, p.1

FRISHMAN, SHERYL

93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

FRISHMAN, WILLIAM (DR)

(Dr W Frishman elected) First president, (NYS chapter, American College of Cardiology) (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.5

FRISHMAN, WILLIAM (DR-AU)

Physicians must speak out (edit), Jun 23, 1989, p.7

FROELICH, SALLY

Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3

FROHLICH, LORI

(SHS junior L Frohlich) Gold medalist (in figure skating) (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.2

FROMME, IRWIN

It's a dog's life in SCS (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.6

FU, SCARLET

4 high school students (E Kaufmann, E Warfield, J Berlin, S Fu) sample college at Cornell, Aug 18, 1989, p.20

FULLER, MILLARD

Habitat for Humanity tackling housing crisis in Westchester (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.4

FURNARI, SUE

Bank of New York salutes the Junior League of Central Westchester (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.32

FUND RAISING

Jets touch down in SCS (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.15

Celebrity waiters (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.5

(Current telephone solicitation campaign) Not for SCS (Fire Dept), Oct 20, 1989, p.1

FUR COATS, WRAPS, ETC

(Furs) A symbol of human selfishness (ltr), Dec 15, 1989, p.6

Animals look better in fur (ltr), Dec 29, 1989, p.6

FURNARI, PETER (DR)

(Dr P Furnari) New fellow (in American College of Dentists) (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.2

FURNIS, HALEY

(Alternative) School interns learn by doing (edit), Mar 10, 1989, p.7

FURUYA, SAKIKO

Two SHS musicians (S Furuya, M Kang) win in county (concerto competition) (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.15

GABAY, SHAUL

It's Monday, so this must be SCS: (10 disabled Israeli war veterans visit America) (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.3

GADSDEN, DOROTHY

It's a dog's life in SCS (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.6
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GAFF, ROBERT
Robert W Gaff (dies), Nov 24, 1989, p.17

GAFFER, DOLLY
(Village Voices) Sing songs of SCS (at Village Club's annual luncheon) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.2

GANON, NATHAN
(Edgewood kids and parents join in fall) Clean-up campaign (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.3

GALTAS, JOSEPH
SCS's business leadership (Chamber of Commerce officers named) (photo), Jan 20, 1989, p.3
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year Jean DeCarlo (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.28

GALANTE, MYRTIS
Eagle Club installs new slate of officers, Jul 14, 1989, p.9

GALCHUS, JOHN
R Gerloff named Exec VP of (American) Savings Bank; 6 leave SCS Natl (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.1
Bank of NY to absorb SCS National (photo: L Richey Jr p 20), May 12, 1989, p.1

GALEF, BERNICE
(Art) Print sleuth B Galef says business is 'intriguing' (photo), Jan 13, 1989, p.6

GALEF, SANDRA
(County) Legislators urge Brady inquiry, Oct 20, 1989, p.3
O'Rourke protests budget cuts that lower tax hike here to 33%, Dec 29, 1989, p.1

GALIZIA, IRENE
These counselors (at SCS Family Counseling Service) try a change of behavior on 70th (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.6

GALLASHER, JOHN
Few protest at first (county) budget hearing, Dec 1, 1989, p.3

GALLASHER, JOHN (DR)
B M Lopez appointed senior V(ice) P(resident) at Iona (photo), Jun 30, 1989, p.3

GALLOWAY, FRANCES
Fund drive for (SCS) Family Counseling (Service underway), Feb 10, 1989, p.3
(SCS Rotarians have) Fence-painting party (at Cudner-Hyatt House) (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.1
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.30
These counselors (at SCS Family Counseling Service) try a change of behavior on 70th (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.6

GALLOWAY, FRANCES (AU)
(SCS Family Counseling Service expresses) Deepest sympathy (on death of G Altieri) (ltr), Feb 17, 1989, p.6
(SCS Family Counseling Service sends thanks for) 'Generous support' (ltr), Jun 23, 1989, p.6

GALLOWAY, JOHN
(A Hochberg proposes) Housing committee (for SCS), Jan 27, 1989, p.1
(Nascent movement for) Affordable housing (in SCS has begun to pick up steam), Apr 14, 1989, p.1
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
Former mayor B Jensen seeks Town Club support for affordable housing, Apr 21, 1989, p.3
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.30
Affordable housing is SCS: an impossible dream?, Aug 11, 1989, p.1
Zachy's (Wine & Liquor) seen violating new zoning ordinance, Sep 1, 1989, p.1
Non-Partisans start long road toward nomination of candidates; (Procedure Committee members named), Sep 1, 1989, p.3
Businesses (SCS Improvement Corp, Zachy's) told they're violating (downtown) zoning, Sep 8, 1989, p.1
Housing survey (prepared by Ad Hoc Affordable Housing Sub-Committee polls SCS employees), Sep 29, 1989, p.1
E Brady sees no problem (in work being done in SCS by HTS Plumbing Co), Oct 6, 1989, p.1
Bank of New York salutes The SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.34
Hochberg blasts county budget, but few here protest, Dec 15, 1989, p.1
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GALLOWAY, PETER
Rent settlement (reached) at 45 Popham, Apr 7, 1989, p.1

GALLOWAY, SARAH
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14
Lineup named for mystery musical (‘Edwin Drood’, to be presented by SSMT), Jul 7, 1989, p.2

GALLOWITZ, LEE
R Gerloff named Exec VP of (American) Savings Bank; & leave SCS Natl (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.1

GALST, SANDY
Neighbors ask (Village) board’s help on the Hutch, Oct 27, 1989, p.1

GALU, PATRICIA
V Deapsey retiring from Edgewood; (Bd of Ed to appoint advisory committee on capital improvements), Dec 22, 1989, p.1

GALVANI, ANN
Preservation plan (for SCS’s historic houses outlined by A Galvani), Feb 17, 1989, p.1
Joshua’s ghost and other tales of old homes (photo; addl photo p 8), Nov 17, 1989, p.6

GAMACHE, PAULA
Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

GAMIELLO, CHRISTOPHER
Old masterpiece comes to life (in Quaker Ridge art appreciation course) (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.14

GAMSON, ARNOLD

GANEN, AMANDA
(HSH Animal Rescue Club holds fund-raising bake sale) (photo), Nov 3, 1989, p.5

GANNON, LYNN
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

GANNON, LYNNE
Vote for SCS’s kids, seniors, families, swim teams AND housing values (advt; photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.18
Vote with 1500 other supporters...Vote yes for an indoor pool (photo; list), Nov 3, 1989, p.32
Voters scuttle indoor pool proposal (photo; table p 30), Nov 10, 1989, p.1

GANNON, PAT
T Guigley qualifies for states in swimming, Mar 10, 1989, p.15
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
Vote for SCS’s kids, seniors, families, swim teams AND housing values (advt; photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.18

GARAGES
New (vehicle maintenance facility and) garage (being built on Ramsey Rd by village), Jun 16, 1989, p.1
Downtown zoning is facing first test (photo p 5), Jul 7, 1989, p.1

GARCIA, DIANA
Graduates sing farewell to IHM (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.22

GARDELLA (ILLUS)
Cartoon: (SCS water: $4.50), Aug 18, 1989, p.6
Existential crisis of the early post-summer period (cartoon), Sep 8, 1989, p.6
GARDELLA JR (ILLUS)
There’ll be no Thanksgiving for THIS turkey (cartoon), Nov 24, 1989, p.6
(Cartoon), Dec 15, 1989, p.6

GARDELLA, R (ILLUS)
Cartoon, Oct 20, 1989, p.6

GARDELLA, RICHARD
Owner (S C Freidfertig Builders) blames fire dept for destruction of home (at 32 Cushman Rd), Jan 20, 1989, p.1
(One) Last flag lot may be allowed by Planning Board, Mar 10, 1989, p.1
Revised (village) law code adopted (by Village Board), Mar 17, 1989, p.1
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GARDELLA, RICHARD continued
Village seeks downtown proposals: (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
(State Comptroller's Office) Report raps local fiscal practices, Apr 21, 1989, p.1
Law suit filed to block attached housing plan, May 5, 1989, p.1
Zack's (Wine & Liquor) seen violating zoning ordinance, Sep 1, 1989, p.1
Plowing of 111 private SCS streets to continue, Sep 29, 1989, p.1
Assessments lowered (for a dozen local homeowners), Dec 8, 1989, p.1
Dispute over Special Police is issue at accreditation hearing, Dec 15, 1989, p.1

GARDENERS
(J Albert, B Lowey complete training as) Master gardeners, Jun 23, 1989, p.8

GARDENS AND GARDENING
Spring is here! (edit), Apr 7, 1989, p.7
Gardening evokes fond memories (edit), Jun 16, 1989, p.7
Flower power: (Highway Dept plants flower garden at base of Metro North tower) (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.2

GARDNER, JEFF
SHS graduate J Gardner) on Broadway (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.16

GARDNER, JIM (AU)
(I Sloan's column) A substitute for comic strips? (ltr), Oct 6, 1989, p.6

GARDNER, JOSEPH
(National Library Week) Breakfast (meeting held) at Philipsburg (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.2

GARDNER, JUSTIN
(SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8

GARDNER-EWEN, CAROL
Cindy Johnson re-elected (president of SCS Auxiliary, White Plains Hospital; Other officers listed), Jun 9, 1989, p.5
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.32

GARFF, ADAM
Six from (Boy Scout) Troop 99 reach Eagle rank (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.4

GARFF, BRIAN
(Mormon) Missionaries (B Garff, A Varley) come and go (photo: B Garff), Aug 4, 1989, p.14

GARFF, DAVID
A tough 2 years in Spain for Mormon missionary D Garff (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.16

GARFF, ELIZABETH
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14
Weeds make way for children in re-opened Fox Meadow park (photo), May 5, 1989, p.19
They eat you-know-whatties! (SCS winners of physical fitness awards) (photo), May 19, 1989, p.13

GARFF, J ADAM
8 soar to Eagle Scout rank (in Memorial Day ceremonies) (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.3

GARFF, SUE
SVAC is busy and needs staff (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.4
Weeds make way for children in re-opened Fox Meadow park (photo), May 5, 1989, p.19

GARLAND, JOAN
Report from Albany: C Singer gives Town Club a bleak outlook, Jun 2, 1989, p.1

GARLAND, PAUL
Report from Albany: C Singer gives Town Club a bleak outlook, Jun 2, 1989, p.1

GAROFALO, GARY
Big splash expected (with opening of SCS pool), May 26, 1989, p.3

GARRI, RICHARD
SVAC is busy and needs staff (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.4
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Article Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Garrido, Chennell</td>
<td>Mickey’s pals: (Edgewood School to be magical kingdom for annual fair)</td>
<td>May 5, 1989</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garrido, Diana</td>
<td>Mickey’s pals: (Edgewood School to be magical kingdom for annual fair)</td>
<td>May 5, 1989</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garrido, Doreen</td>
<td>Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairmen named)</td>
<td>Sep 22, 1989</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garrido, Michael</td>
<td>Mickey’s pals: (Edgewood School to be magical kingdom for annual fair)</td>
<td>May 5, 1989</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garson, Milly</td>
<td>United Way applauds volunteers</td>
<td>Apr 21, 1989</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E G Graves to address United Way dinner</td>
<td>Sep 8, 1989</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo)</td>
<td>Sep 29, 1989</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garvey, Karen</td>
<td>Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders</td>
<td>Jun 16, 1989</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner</td>
<td>Dec 1, 1989</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garvey, Karen</td>
<td>Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders</td>
<td>Jun 16, 1989</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Raiders do it! Win 1st state soccer title</td>
<td>Jun 16, 1989</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>For many, summer jobs are a testing ground for the future</td>
<td>Aug 11, 1989</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In the carnival spirit (photo)</td>
<td>Oct 27, 1989</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garvin, Richard</td>
<td>Nuclear deterrence is our security</td>
<td>Sep 8, 1989</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas, Natural</td>
<td>Con Ed at work (replacing steel gas mains with polyethylene in SCS)</td>
<td>May 5, 1989</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaskin, Alice</td>
<td>Break sends gas fumes into downtown buildings</td>
<td>Dec 29, 1989</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaskin, Jeff</td>
<td>SCS's Uniformed Firefighters Assn names) Firefighters of the year</td>
<td>Oct 27, 1989</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaskin, Jeffrey</td>
<td>Firemen trained (at courses at National Fire Academy)</td>
<td>Mar 10, 1989</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gasoline Service Stations</td>
<td>Landmark for sale (former service station at 34 Popham Rd on the market)</td>
<td>Apr 28, 1989</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gast, Dick</td>
<td>Arthur Manor (Assn) celebrates (July 4th) in (Davis) Park</td>
<td>Jul 14, 1989</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gatchell, Earle</td>
<td>SCS Natl Bank salutes 60 Seasons of Platform Tennis</td>
<td>Apr 7, 1989</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gatti, Anne</td>
<td>Make recycling mandatory (1tr)</td>
<td>May 5, 1989</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaudioso, Gary</td>
<td>Man charged in store break-in; Village Hall is burglarized</td>
<td>Jun 16, 1989</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gavrin, David</td>
<td>(SCS) Foundation elects D M Gavrin to Board</td>
<td>Jan 20, 1989</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(School Board) Nominating Committee election is on Jan 31</td>
<td>Jan 27, 1989</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tie vote forces runoff for School Nominating Committee</td>
<td>Feb 3, 1989</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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GAVERIN, DAVID continued
(SCS School) Budget passes by 3-1 margin; (Ed of Ed members B Jaffe, R Paradise, E Stock elected), May 19, 1989, p.1
(SCS) Bowl selectors appointed, Sep 29, 1989, p.3

GAVERIN, NANCY
Local fitness instructor N Gavrin appointed by Simmons College (photo), May 26, 1989, p.9

GAYLIN, WILLARD (DR)
SCS Natl Bank salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photo), May 26, 1989, p.30

GAYLORD, LYNN
(Edgewood) Tale tellers (visit Temple Israel Nursery School) (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.12

GBEHO, ADOLPH
African king (Nii Amugi II Ga Mante) bears message of welcome to investors, tourists (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1

GBEHO, VICTOR
African king (Nii Amugi II Ga Mante) bears message of welcome to investors, tourists (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1

GBH NATURE CENTER
GBH Nature Center-kids love it! (edit), Mar 17, 1989, p.7

GEARY, MAURICE
EMT woman, B J Solomon, slain in her home, Jan 20, 1989, p.1

GEIGER, GRANT
Grant G Geiger (dies), Aug 25, 1989, p.14

GEISENBURG, BARBARA
Bank of New York names B J Geisenburg district manager (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.5

GEIST, BARBARA
SCS Natl Bank salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photo), May 26, 1989, p.30

GEIST, HERMAN
Ann's Hay dedicated (to memory of A H L Jacobs) (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.8

GELB, HAROLD
Courtroom battle begins in Winston suit (photo), Jan 27, 1989, p.1

GELBER, CAROL
Friends (of Music and Arts in SCS Schools) nominate officers, Apr 7, 1989, p.17

GELBER, SHARI
SVAC is busy and needs staff (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.4

GELFAND, JAMIE
Bank of NY to absorb SCS National (photo: L Richey Jr p 20), May 12, 1989, p.1

GEMUNDER, HELEN
Local woman to be cited (by National Council of Jewish Women), May 26, 1989, p.10

GENDLER, ROCHELLE
(SCS Teachers Institute) Honors retiring teachers (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.19
At final (Board of Education) session, S Older receives high praise, Jun 23, 1989, p.1
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22

GENSEL, HEDY
Bank of New York salutes the Junior League of Central Westchester (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.32

GEORGE FIELD PARK (SCS)
Village approves purchase of disputed Greendale Road lot, Aug 18, 1989, p.5
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GERARDI, MIKE
Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16

GERBER, TAMAR
(SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8

GEREMIA, CHRISTIA
The Bank of New York salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.30

GERLOFF, RICHARD
R Gerloff appointed chairman of upcoming Red Cross ball (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.11
R L Gerloff resigns from SCS National Bank; C Taylor is new president (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.1
R Gerloff named Exec VP of (American) Savings Bank; 6 leave SCS National (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.1
Bank of NY to absorb SCS National (photo: L Richey Jr p 20), May 12, 1989, p.1
Red Cross honors SCS residents (F Drotman, N Du Bois, A Miller; Officers, board members listed), Jun 30, 1989, p.4
Richard Gerloff dies; Was business, civic leader here (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.1
(R Gerloff was) From the old school (edit), Jul 21, 1989, p.
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

GERMAN, DONNA
Junior high school mourns loss of one of its favorites, H Harrison (photo p 14), Dec 22, 1989, p.1

GERMANY-HISTORY
History, Holocaust and German identity (edit), Jan 20, 1989, p.7
No explanation of Holocaust (ltr), Jan 27, 1989, p.6

GERSHUNY, HOLLY
Bank of NY and SCS National Bank salute Kidswalk '89 (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.30
Neighbors blast SCS Manor subdivision plan, Jul 7, 1989, p.1

GERWIRTZ, BARBARA

GESOFF, ALISON
It was a wacky day at (Camp) Wapetuck (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.3

GETZ, MARGARET
Margaret M Getz (dies), Aug 11, 1989, p.8

GETZ, MELISSA
DAR cites essay champions C Conte, N Minchillo, M Getz (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.13

GHARI, DIANE
(D Ghari) Joins Van Wert (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.4

GIODDIZI, GEORGIA
Gisolfi outlines his vision of SCS (High) School, Sep 8, 1989, p.1

GHOSTS
Joshua's ghost and other tales of old homes (photo; addl photo p 8), Nov 17, 1989, p.6

GIANFREDI, ANTONIA
Bank of NY and SCS National Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22

GIAPPO, JOAN
(A Blitz) likes the (mayor's) job already (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.1
Village seeks downtown proposals; Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
More (money offered) for watching (polis), Oct 13, 1989, p.1
Expensive votes: (Cost of registering few SCS voters totaled $616), Nov 10, 1989, p.1

GIANGRANDE, ANTONIO
Bank of NY and SCS National Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22

GIBBS, BEREK
Rent settlement (reached) at 45 Popham, Apr 7, 1989, p.1

GIBBS, DERRICK
Rent cap proposed (for 45 Popham Rd), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
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GIBBS, MICHAEL
(Back) Family victims of misdirected (child) abuse probe, Feb 17, 1989, p.1
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10
Defects found in (Edgewood, Fox Meadow, Greenacres) school windows, Nov 10, 1989, p.1
Raider back A Brennan wins Con Ed (Scholar Athlete) Award (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18

GIFTS,
Grubbs announce surprise gift (of seed money for training day care providers) at farewell dinner, Jun 30, 1989, p.2

GIGANTE, NICOLA
Friends, Romans, countrymen: (SCS residents participate in Windward School's 'Julius Caesar')(photo), May 12, 1989, p.18

GILBERT, JENNIFER
Defects found in (Edgewood, Fox Meadow, Greenacres) school windows, Nov 10, 1989, p.1

GILBERT, ROBERT
Village seeks downtown proposals; Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed, Apr 14, 1989, p.3
Store signs get BAR okay (at first meeting chaired by R Gilbert), Apr 28, 1989, p.5
Clarifications (of May 12 BAR story), May 19, 1989, p.3
Critics contend zoning plan is too restrictive, Dec 1, 1989, p.1

GILDEN, LORRAINE
Junior League plans a coffee, elects officers and cites volunteers (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.4
Bank of New York salutes the Junior League of Central Westchester (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.32

GILLESPIE, MARIE
Marie K Gillespie (dies), Sep 8, 1989, p.13

GILLET, KATHY
Bank of New York salutes the Junior League of Central Westchester (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.32

GILMORE, MATT
Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16

GILMOUR, ROSEANNE
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.32

GINARIO, VIVIAN
Swing your pardner, pardner (photo), Sep 15, 1989, p.14

GINICK, LISA
(SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8

GINNARD, MARY
SCS Natl Bank salutes 60 Seasons of Platform Tennis (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.30

GINSBERG, BARBARA
Maroon and White elects leaders for 1989-90, May 12, 1989, p.19

GINSBERG, CINDY
29 (SHS students) attend Presidential Classroom, Mar 17, 1989, p.14

GINSBERG, CLAUDIA
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18

GINSBERG, CYNTHIA
Teen leaders (from SCS participate in WNET-sponsored Teen Leadership Day) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.19

GINSBERG, DAVID
Planning Board criticizes Ferndale Park development, Oct 6, 1989, p.1

GINSBERG, HANK
Maroon and White elects leaders for 1989-90, May 12, 1989, p.19

GINSBERG, MICHAEL
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30
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GINSBERG, MIKE
V Lambert wins sectional race; 4 Raiders qualify for state meet (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.14

GINSBERG, CLAUDIA
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

GINZIG, CAROL
Bank of New York salutes the Junior League of Central Westchester (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.32

GIOFFRE, FRED
Top county jobs at stake on Nov 7, Nov 3, 1989, p.1
Democrats sweep (county election) in SCS (table p 30), Nov 10, 1989, p.1

GIORDANO, GAIL
Factotumus (of SCS Women's Club) name new officers, May 19, 1989, p.9
Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairmen named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20
Planning Board criticizes Ferndale Park development, Oct 6, 1989, p.1

GIORDANO, JOSEPH
New (SCS) School Board head B Lopez announces opener format (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1

GIORDANO, THOMAS
Maroon (church landscaping) application approved; (Planning Bd discusses Winston, Montgomery plans), Aug 25, 1989, p.1
Planning Board criticizes Ferndale Park development, Oct 6, 1989, p.1

GIPS, BILL
It's Monday, so this must be SCS: (10 disabled Israeli war veterans visit America) (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.3

GIRL SCOUTS OF AMERICA
By order of the mayor: (E Seidman one of the first to buy Girl Scout cookies) (photo), Feb 24, 1989, p.1

GIRL SCOUTS HOUSE-SCS
At the Scout House, seniors are playing a whole new ball game (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.3

GIRL SCOUTS OF AMERICA
Scouts' turn at Village Hall (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.5
(Girl Scout) Troop 1943 learns about religion, Mar 10, 1989, p.9
Brownie (Troop 1970) sings for senior citizens (at S Neuman Nursing Home), Mar 17, 1989, p.5
(SCS Girl Scouts hold annual) Community cookout (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.5
Happy May Day: (Brownies deliver plants to the fortunate) (edit), May 5, 1989, p.6
Girl Scouts name L J Donovan program aide, May 19, 1989, p.5
Mitten-knitting workshop: (Girl Scouts take a lesson from their elders) (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.3
(Girl Scout program) Helping girls today, women of tomorrow, Dec 29, 1989, p.18

GIRL SCOUTS OF AMERICA-CONFERENCES
(L Donovan delegate to Girl Scouts of USA Conference), Aug 18, 1989, p.9

GIRL SCOUTS OF AMERICA-REWARDS, PRIZES, ETC
Scout leaders (G Fisher, A Litt), local (Girl Scout) Council cited by Westchester-Putnam, Jun 2, 1989, p.2
(E Kroenlein is) SCS's top (Girl) Scout (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.5
(Math can be fun! (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.9

GIRLS' DAY
Girls' Day preview (photo), Feb 24, 1989, p.8

GISOLFI, PETER
(SCS) Schools moving slowly toward restoration plan, Jun 23, 1989, p.1
(SCS) Board (of Education) discusses $17.8M plan for schools, Jul 28, 1989, p.1
(Gisolfi outlines his vision of S(CS) High School), Sep 8, 1989, p.1
School board lists bond issue priorities, Oct 20, 1989, p.1
Are (school windows) safe?, Nov 3, 1989, p.1
(SCS School Board) deserve(s) your trust (regarding bond issue), Lopez tells skeptics, Dec 8, 1989, p.1
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GLASER, SIMEON
Local rabbis' sons (D E Stern, S I Glaser) to be ordained (photo), May 26, 1989, p.21

GLASSMAN, CHARLES (DR)
St Agnes) Hospital names (V DuVigneaud, C Glassman, R Rudy) directors, Jul 14, 1989, p.2

GLASSMAN, JEREMY
Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26

GLASSNER, ROCHELLE
Asbestos study finds no cause for alarm (Dr R Hibschtan tells Board of Education), Apr 14, 1989, p.1

GLEINER, JUDIE
Housing, health and isolation are concerns for seniors (Senior Lifestyles Supp), May 12, 1989, p.23

GLENDON, WILLIAM
A big week for 200-year-old (James Fenimore Cooper) (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.5

GLENDON, SUSAN
(Town Club) Report critical of (downtown) rezoning plan, Jan 20, 1989, p.1
Defense goes on the attack in Winston trial, Feb 3, 1989, p.1
(A Blitz gets benefit of predecessors J Stone's, E Seidman's experience at reception) (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.3

GLENDON, WILLIAM (AU)
Resignation (of Citizens' Committee member who divulged deliberations) suggested (ltr), Jan 27, 1989, p.6

GLICKHAUS-JUDELSON REAL ESTATE PARTNERSHIP
Hearing set on Winston development, Jun 23, 1989, p.3

GLICKHAUS-JUDELSON REAL ESTATE PARTNERSHIP
Winston trial ends: Now it's up to the judge, Feb 24, 1989, p.1
NY Dept of Environmental Conservation) Ruling will take Winston estate off wetlands map, Apr 28, 1989, p.1
Wetlands ruling: (Winston Property should never have been added to state wetlands map), May 5, 1989, p.1
Impact statement (on Winston Property submitted), May 19, 1989, p.1
Subdivision of Winston (property) moves one step closer (Subdivision site plan p 10), Jun 2, 1989, p.1
Village won't pursue rest of Winston (property), Jun 9, 1989, p.1
Neighbors blast SCS Manor subdivision plan, Jul 7, 1989, p.1

GLICKMAN, ELLEN
(Juniorettes of SCS Woman's Club are) Santa's ghost writers, Dec 29, 1989, p.3

GLICKMAN, HEATHER
(SHS art students go) Behind the scenes at Mluseum) Off) Modern (art) (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.18
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

GLIFORT, HERBERT
(SCS's Uniformed Firefighters Assn names) Firefighters of the year (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.8

GLORIEUX, ROBERT
Robert G Glorieux (dies), Apr 7, 1989, p.16

GLUCK, JOSH
Foreign language and women's history highlighted at junior high (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.14

GLUCKMAN, NEIL
Vox populi! Rockin' with the Bard in Albany (photo), Aug 18, 1989, p.6

GODFREY, HENRY (DR)
Local scientist Dr H P Godfrey uses grant for Cambridge research, Feb 3, 1989, p.2

GODSHALL, PETER
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
Scenes from (SHS) sports award dinner (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.15
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GOERLICH, LEANNA
(Society of) Friends nurture(s) sense of community (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.18

GOETTEL, GERARD
Cioti sentenced for tax evasion, Jul 7, 1989, p.1
D Cioti to serve (prison) term at home, Nov 10, 1989, p.3
D Wright pleads guilty to armed robbery, Nov 10, 1989, p.3
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

GOIRICELAYA, ELIZABETH
(Mitten tree a Girl Scout) Christmas tradition (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.16

GOJKOVICH, KATIE
Buy this, Mommy! (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.24

GOJKOVICH, MATTHEW
Buy this, Mommy! (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.24

GOLD, ALISON
Old masterpiece comes to life (in Quaker Ridge art appreciation course) (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.14

GOLD, BOB
(SCS) Merchants report a happy holiday, Jan 6, 1989, p.1
(Rushdie's 'Satanic Verses' a) Hot seller, Feb 24, 1989, p.1

GOLD, JASON
Heathcote kids aid (Hurricane) Hugo's victims (photo), Oct 13, 1989, p.17

GOLD, MONIQUE
At group home (at 1241 Post Rd), women 'growing up together' (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.6

GOLDBERG, HARRIET
Blitz for mayor heads Non-Partisan slate (photo), Jan 13, 1989, p.1
(C L Kahn, D Scheer, E Stock) named to (Westchester County) Women's (Advisory) Board, Feb 3, 1989, p.2
Protest (vote by members of Committee to Preserve SCS) marks local election (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.1
At last (Village Board) meeting, nothing but praise (for mayor E Seidman), Mar 31, 1989, p.1
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
Awards, Appointments & Promotions: H Goldberg (named director, Westchester Residential Opportunities, Dec 15, 1989, p.4

GOLDBERGER, EARL

GOLDBERGER, LILLIAN (AU)
SVAC—something to boast about (ltr), Jul 28, 1989, p.6

GOLDEN, BENJAMIN
Families celebrate the Fourth (of July) all over SCS (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.2

GOLDEN, DOROTHY
Special ed teaches skills while instilling confidence (says report to Bd of Ed), Jun 2, 1989, p.1

GOLDEN, RITA
(School Board) Nominating Committee election is on Jan 31, Jan 27, 1989, p.1
School tax trimmed; groups OK budget, May 5, 1989, p.1
League (of Women Voters) re-elect A Janiak president; (Other officers, directors listed) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.5
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10
Bank of New York salutes The SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.34
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GOLDEN, RITA (AU)
Voters urged to pass (school) budget (ltr), May 12, 1989, p.6

GOLDEN, STEPHI
Record turnout for (Junior High) speech contest (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.12
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30

GOLDFINGER, BETTY
Maiden run (for village's senior citizen van) (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.1
At the Scout House, seniors are playing a whole new ball game (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.3

GOLDFINGER, LOU
At the Scout House, seniors are playing a whole new ball game (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.3

GOLDMAN, HEATHER
SHS girls' soccer team wins section, eyes state title (photo; addl photo p 15), Jun 9, 1989, p.1
Raiders do it! Win 1st state soccer title (photo; addl photo p 17), Jun 16, 1989, p.1

GOLDMAN, NANCY
(YES) puts SCS young people to work (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.8

GOLDMAN, RICHARD
8 soar to Eagle Scout rank (in Memorial Day ceremonies) (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.3

GOLDMAN, SAMANTHA
Fox Meadow hits historical jack pot (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.18

GOLDMAN, SUSAN
The logo of Choice (unveiled) (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.16

GOLDMAN, SUZY
Defects found in (Edgewood, Fox Meadow, Greenacres) school windows, Nov 10, 1989, p.1

GOLDSHOLLE, JUDITH
Judith L Goldsholle (dies), Oct 6, 1989, p.17

GOLDSMITH, DAVID
Mousketeer? (photo), Nov 3, 1989, p.4

GOLDSMITH, ALAN (DR)
(F Ryan, M Thomas, J Miccoli are) New faces in (SCS) police department (illus), Aug 25, 1989, p.2

GOLDSMITH, AMANDA
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

GOLDSMITH, BERNICE
Hail to the champions (Inquirer holds second children's photo contest) Kids (B-p Supp) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.2

GOLDSMITH, BOB
AFS says goodbye, hello (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.15

GOLDSMITH, BUD
SCS Natl Bank salutes Bette A Landes, 1989 Bowl winner (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.24

GOLDSMITH, JENNIE

GOLDSMITH, JOAN
Literature anyone? (Friends of SCS Library prepare for book sale) (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.1

GOLDSMITH, MERVYN (DR)

GOLDSMITH, RUTH
SCS's TV station on the rise (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.21
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GOLDSTEIN, RUTH continued
SCS Natl Bank salutes Bette A Landes, 1989 Bowl winner (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.24
(School Board Nominating Committee decides) No interviews (of prospective Bd of Ed candidates), Apr 21, 1989, p.1
(SCS) Bowl selectors appointed, Sep 29, 1989, p.3
(Quaker Ridge) 4th graders rap for their rights (photo p 1), Oct 6, 1989, p.5

GOLDSTEIN, SANDY
AFS says goodbye, hello (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.15

GOLDWATER, ROBERT
Ex-Scarsdalian R D Goldwater in (Madison Square) Garden post, Jan 20, 1989, p.5

GOLENBOCK, SCOTT
A tuneful tribute (to retiring Quaker Ridge principal Dr E Machnits) (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.1

GOLF
(Some Griffen Ave neighbors of Quaker Ridge Golf Club victims of) Golfing hazards, Jul 21, 1989, p.1
(Golfers) Raising money for St Agnes (Hospital) (photo), Aug 25, 1989, p.16
(SCS) Golf Club bids its (golf) pro, R Nicol, fond adieu (photo), Oct 6, 1989, p.4

GOLF CLUBS
SEE COUNTRY CLUBS

GOLLIN, STUART
(S Gollin) In health post, Jun 23, 1989, p.9

GOLDBERG, DOROTHY
Dorothy F Golob (dies), Mar 3, 1989, p.12

GOLDBERG, KIM
(Greenacres) Q (il) P (urchasing) C (onsortium) elects officers, Sep 15, 1989, p.5

GOLSTEIN, MATT
Lineup named for mystery musical ('Edwin Drood', to be presented by SSMT), Jul 7, 1989, p.2

GOLUB, A RICHARD
Winston trial due to begin Tuesday, Jan 13, 1989, p.1
Courtroom battle begins in Winston suit (photo), Jan 27, 1989, p.1
Defense goes on the attack in Winston trial, Feb 3, 1989, p.1
Harry Winston’s lawyer on the stand (in Winston v SCS), Feb 10, 1989, p.1
Opposing attorneys (in Winston suit) are a study in contrasts (photo p 28), Feb 10, 1989, p.1
(Winston) Trial nears end, Feb 17, 1989, p.1
Winston trial ends: Now it’s up to the judge, Feb 24, 1989, p.1
Sanctions sought (against SCS for allegedly withholding documents from plaintiffs in Winston trial), Apr 7, 1989, p.1
Winston: parties weigh options, Apr 14, 1989, p.1
(NY Dept of Environmental Conservation) Ruling will take Winston estate off wetlands map, Apr 28, 1989, p.1
Village won’t pursue rest of Winston (property), Jun 9, 1989, p.1
Stay granted (Winston sons pending ruling by Appellate Division on village’s sale of Winston), Jun 16, 1989, p.1
Round two: (Winston v SCS appeal begins), Sep 15, 1989, p.1

GOLUB, AYRUN (DR)
It was just 20 years ago today that the (Westchester) summer band began to play (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.5

GOMEZ, RAMINDO
AFS students R Soon, R Gomez seek host families here, May 19, 1989, p.14

GONZALES, MALULA
(Small Wonders) Jump ropers show skills (to Fox Meadow students) (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.16

GONZALEZ, PAUL
Fox Meadow hits historical jock pot (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.18
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GOODMAN, ALEXIS
Record turnout for (Junior High) speech contest (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.12
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30

GOODMAN, CHRIS
Local athletes to compete in Empire Games, Jul 28, 1989, p.10

GOODMAN, DANA
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14
Blasnost comes to Greenacres, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

GOODMAN, JOYCE
Friends (of Music and Arts in SCS Schools) nominate officers, Apr 7, 1989, p.17

GOODMAN, LORI
Sidewalk sale was not for shoppers only (photo; addl photo p 5), Aug 11, 1989, p.1

GOODMAN, LOWELL
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30

GOODMAN, LUCILLE
(E Valiando's) guess is a prize winner, Aug 18, 1989, p.2

GOODMAN, PAM
Sidewalk sale was not for shoppers only (photo; addl photo p 5), Aug 11, 1989, p.1

GOODMAN, STANLEY
New officers (installed at Jewish Community Center of White Plains) (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.15

GOODSTEIN, ALBERT
Albert Goodstein (dies), Oct 27, 1989, p.22

GOODWIN, MARY
Local woman M Goodman honored for service to Hadassah, Oct 27, 1989, p.9

GOODWlt, JOSH
Record turnout for (Junior High) speech contest (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.12
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30

GOODBLATT, MINDY
Alternative School interns learn by doing (edit), Mar 10, 1989, p.7
SHS girls' soccer team wins section, eyes state title (photo; addl photo p 15), Jun 9, 1989, p.1
Raiders do it! Win 1st state soccer title (photo; addl photo p 17), Jun 16, 1989, p.1

GORBAChEw, MIKhAIL
Speaker Dr S Cohen urges cut in US military budget in response to Gorbachev, Oct 27, 1989, p.5

GORDON, ALAN (AU)
Open admissions, closed options (edit), Jul 28, 1989, p.7

GORDON, BRUCE (DR)
White Plains Hospital names (Dr B Gordon, Dr H Shapiro) new chiefs of department(s) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.4

GORDON, DAVID (REV)
Family Service (of Westchester) elects leaders, Jul 7, 1989, p.4

GORDON, ERIK
Educational Testing Service launches cheating probe, Jun 16, 1989, p.1

GORDON, FRANK
(Village) Code being streamlined, Feb 24, 1989, p.16
Revised (village) law code adopted (by Village Board), Mar 17, 1989, p.1

GORDON, GEORGE
Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16
These counselors (at SCS Family Counseling Service) try a change of behavior on 70th (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.6
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GORDON, JANET
Will new SHS athletic code work? Staff, students, parents disagree, Sep 29, 1989, p.1
These counselors (at SCS Family Counseling Service) try a change of behavior on 70th (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.6

GORDON, JIM
SCS Natl Bank salutes 60 Seasons of Platform Tennis (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.30

GORDON, LIZ
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10

GORDON, NADINE
New (SCS) School Board head B Lopez announces opener format (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1

GORDON, OLGA
(S Rushdie's 'Satanic Verses' a) Hot seller, Feb 24, 1989, p.1

GORDON, RICHARD
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
Plarks and) Recreation) Council to consider shortened camp season (Council members named), Nov 17, 1989, p.3

GORDON, SALLY
V Dempsey retiring from Edgewood; (Bd of Ed to appoint advisory committee on capital improvements), Dec 22, 1989, p.1

GORDON, TROY
Will new SHS athletic code work? Staff, students, parents disagree, Sep 29, 1989, p.1

GORMAN, ROSEMARY
Embalm Club installs new slate of officers, Jul 14, 1989, p.9

GOTTLEIB, LINDSAY
6th grader L Gottlieb wins state (basketball) title (photo), Jan 13, 1989, p.22

GOTTLEIB, SANDRA
While recalling a dark past, sculpture bears message of hope (photo), Feb 3, 1989, p.1

GOTTLEIB, STACEY
29 (SHS students) attend Presidential Classroom, Mar 17, 1989, p.14

GOULD, BONNIE
30 in contention for Citizens' Committee, Oct 13, 1989, p.1
Unit elections slated for (Nov 15), Nov 10, 1989, p.1

GOULD, MARK
It was just 20 years ago today that the (Westchester) summer band began to play (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.5

GOULD, MATTHEW
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.32

GOULD, RICHARD
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
(Quaker Ridge School celebrates) Bill of Rights Day (photo; story p 5), Oct 6, 1989, p.1
(Quaker Ridge) 4th graders rap for their rights (photo p 1), Oct 6, 1989, p.5
Who's to judge? (Forms available to nominate village judges), Dec 15, 1989, p.1

GOURS, PETER (DR-AU)
Surgery offers new hope for blind (edit), Dec 15, 1989, p.7

GOYKOVIICH, MARY
Healthcote children broaden horizons (with international fair) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.20

GRAFT (IN POLITICS)
SEE CORRUPTION (IN POLITICS)

GRAHAM, CLAUDIA (AU)
Driving lesson, SCS style (ltr), Jun 30, 1989, p.6
Graham, Iris (AU)

Weather we are or not (edit), Oct 27, 1989, p.7

Graham, Lawrence

Hey, rich kids! These duds’re for you, gurus L Graham and L Haman say (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.6

Graham, Malcolm (Dr)

White Plains Hospital names (Dr B Gordon, Dr H Shapiro) new chiefs of departmen(s) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.4

Graham, Natasha

Bank of New York salutes the Junior League of Central Westchester (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.32

Graham, Russell

10 H(hoff)-B(arthelson) students in all-state (concert), Feb 24, 1989, p.32

Grafisman, Gary

Neighbors blast SCS Manor subdivision plan, Jul 7, 1989, p.1

Moroon (church landscaping) application approved; (Planning Bd discusses Winston, Montgomery plans), Aug 25, 1989, p.1

Granato, Tony

(Golfers) Raising money for St Agnes (Hospital) (photo), Aug 25, 1989, p.16

Grant, Merrill

(M Grant newly elected) UNICEF aide, May 26, 1989, p.10

Grant, Pat


(Indoor ) Pool site debated; Poll asked, Apr 7, 1989, p.1

Maroon and White elects leaders for 1989-90, May 12, 1989, p.19

PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10

Grant, Rita (AU)

Lament for lost trees (ltr), Mar 10, 1989, p.6

Grant, Stacy (AU)

Strong tree law urged (ltr), Mar 24, 1989, p.6

Too late to measure those trees (ltr), Sep 1, 1989, p.6

Grants

Local scientist Dr H P Godfrey uses grant for Cambridge research, Feb 3, 1989, p.2

United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3

Arts Council announces grants, Jul 7, 1989, p.4

Village may get $1M to expand Freightway (parking garage), Jul 21, 1989, p.1

Correction: (44M the cost of all RR projects; Metro North to grant $12M), Jul 28, 1989, p.2

$38,000 (from NY Council on the Arts) aids cultural groups, Aug 18, 1989, p.2

Weinberg (Nature) Center gets (Museum Assessment Program grant), Oct 6, 1989, p.4


(SCS Recreation) Dept, SCS Summer Music Theatre) get (Council for the Arts) grants, Dec 29, 1989, p.9

Grasso, Mario

Volunteers nominated (for Volunteer of the Year Award), Mar 10, 1989, p.4

Grauer, Murray (Rabbi)

(Hebrew) Institute (of White Plains) names (Rabbi E Weinbach) aide, Sep 8, 1989, p.12

Graves, Aaron

Aaron Graves to be missionary (photo), Feb 3, 1989, p.20

A tough 2 years in Spain for Mormon missionary D Garff (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.16

Graves, Earl

School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

Graves, Earl

E G Graves to address United Way dinner (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.1

E Graves delivers hard-hitting talk to United Way (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.1

Bank of New York denies racism charge (made by E G Graves) (cont p 4), Sep 29, 1989, p.1
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GRAVES, EARL continued
Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26
Member has praise for (SCS) Golf Club (ltr), Oct 6, 1989, p.6

GRAVES, JAMES
A tough 2 years in Spain for Mormon missionary D Sarff (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.16

GRAVES, LINDA
Holyoke women hear A C Edmonds speak (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.9

GREEBEL, BARBARA

GREEBEL, EVAN
Soar to Eagle Scout rank (in Memorial Day ceremonies) (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.3
Six from (Boy Scout) Troop 99 reach Eagle rank (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.4
(E Greebel's) Eagle project is a history maker (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.3

GREEBEL, JENNIFER

GREEN, BETH
SCS National Bank—the final day (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.1

GREEN, JENNIFER (AU)
A comedian's hurtful words (edit), Nov 3, 1989, p.7

GREEN, MONICA
Hitchcock (Weekday School) gives course in Nanny Ed, Dec 15, 1989, p.3

GREENACRES
(Weaver St) Subdivision plans come under fire, Jan 27, 1989, p.1
A safer way to school (for Greenacres students), Jun 23, 1989, p.1

GREENACRES ASSN
A safer way to school (for Greenacres students), Jun 23, 1989, p.1
(Greenacres) Neighbors run, toss and gallop on the 4th (photo; list), Jul 14, 1989, p.12
Neighbors ask (Village) board's help on the Hutch, Oct 27, 1989, p.1
Experts assess local environmental risks from lead, radon and asbestos (at Greenacres Assn meeting), Nov 10, 1989, p.3

GREENACRES OIL PURCHASING CONSORTIUM
(Greenacres) Oil buying group has new contract, Jun 2, 1989, p.2
Greenacres Oil (purchasing) Consortium elects officers, Sep 15, 1989, p.5

GREENBAUM, GREGORY
(Beck) Family victims of misdirected (child) abuse probe, Feb 17, 1989, p.1
(SCS) Police get new electronic equipment (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.5
(Heathcote Branch, SCS Natl) Bank hold-up was a fraud, police say (photo p B), Mar 24, 1989, p.1
Man charged in store break-in; Village Hall is burglarized, Jun 16, 1989, p.5
(SCS) Volunteer Ambulance Corps, police are lifesavers again, Dec 22, 1989, p.2

GREENBERG, LORNA

GREENBERG, LORNA (AU)
Bravo, SCS Adult School! (edit), Feb 24, 1989, p.7

GREENBERG, MARTIN
(M L Greenberg) New partner in accounting firm of Martin Rosen & Co (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.10

GREENBERG, PETER
Vox populi! Rockin' with the Bard in Albany (photo), Aug 18, 1989, p.6

GREENE, ABLE
Art advocate A Greene gives up effort to bring sculpture to SCS, Sep 22, 1989, p.3
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GREENE, GERALDINE
Fund drive for (SCS) Family Counseling (Service underway), Feb 10, 1989, p.3
Need to protect children raises tough questions, Apr 21, 1989, p.1
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.30
(Stepfamily Assn of America,) New organization for stepfamilies, (formed), Sep 15, 1989, p.5
These counselors (at SCS Family Counseling Service) try a change of behavior on 70th (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.6
SCS Family Counseling Service wins national accreditation), Dec 29, 1989, p.3
GREENE, GERALDINE (AU)
(SCS Family Counseling Service expresses) Deepest sympathy (on death of S Altieri) (ltr), Feb 17, 1989, p.6
(SCS Family Counseling Service sends thanks for) 'Generous support' (ltr), Jun 23, 1989, p.6

GREENE, JOHN
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

GREENE, JON
Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16

GREENE, LEONARD
L Greene's goal is cleaner harbors (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.4

GREENES, ROBERT
Blitz for mayor heads Non-Partisan slate (photo), Jan 13, 1989, p.1
Concerns emerge over (indoor) pool plan (at Village Club meeting), Jan 13, 1989, p.1
New downtown zoning code passed (map p 16), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
Report of Ad Hoc Indoor Pool Committee proposes $5.5M indoor pool, Mar 3, 1989, p.1
Village election: (A Blitz, R Greenes, E Shay, H Blitman running unopposed), Mar 17, 1989, p.1
Protest (vote by members of Committee to Preserve SCS) marks local election (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.1
(Advocates of Butler Field for indoor) Pool site (not giving up easily), Mar 24, 1989, p.1
At last (Village Board) meeting, nothing but praise (for mayor E Seidman), Mar 31, 1989, p.1
(A Blitz) likes the (mayor's) job already (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.1
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26
Village opts for self-insurance; (Approves budget), Apr 28, 1989, p.1
(Village Board votes) Raises for firemen, management, Jun 30, 1989, p.1
Art advocate A Greene gives up effort to bring sculpture to SCS, Sep 22, 1989, p.3
Gas and drug money: (Village reimbursed by Exxon, jnt federal-county drug task force), Oct 6, 1989, p.1
(Quaker Ridge) 4th graders rap for their rights (photo p 1), Oct 6, 1989, p.5
Indoor pool's fate rests with the voters, Nov 3, 1989, p.1
Public hearings (to be held on law authorizing village to reject purchase contract bids), Nov 10, 1989, p.1
($200,000) Revenue shortfall (in income other than property tax payments projected), Dec 29, 1989, p.1
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

GREENFIELD, ANNE
(A Greenfield) Joins Van Wert (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.9

GREENHOUSE, CHARLES (DR)
Friends recall W H White's quest for excellence, Apr 14, 1989, p.1
White Plains Hospital elects (SCS resident L Marx board member; 4 other) board members (named), May 5, 1989, p.4

GREENHOUSE, JOY
Szabads announce surprise gift (of seed money for training day care providers) at farewell dinner, Jun 30, 1989, p.2
Chanukah starts tonight (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.1
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GREENHOUSE, JOY (AU)
(City hall the) Wrong place for a menorah or a creche (ltr), Sep 1, 1989, p.6

GREENLEAF, JOSEPH
Honor for J W Greenleaf (to be presented by Congregation M'vakshe Derekh) (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.19

GREENSPAN, JAY
Torah dedicated to Rabbi L Nadelmann at Congregation M'vakshe Derekh) (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.18

GREENSPAN, JOEL (DR)
(St Agnes) Hospital names (Dr J Greenspan) VP (photo), Sep 1, 1989, p.2

GREENVILLE REAL ESTATE CORP
Nine companies interested in developing village-owned land in downtown area, May 19, 1989, p.1

GREENWALD, MICHELLE
Honored: (M K Greenwald inducted into Academy of Women Achievers of NY YMCA) (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.10

GREENWALD, MARTHA
(C L Kahn, D Scheier, E Stock) named to (Westchester County) Women's (Advisory) Board, Feb 3, 1989, p.2

GREENWOOD, CATHLEEN
New principal (J Farren) appointed at Quaker Ridge (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1
At final (Board of Education) session, S Older receives high praise, Jun 23, 1989, p.1
New (SCS) School Board head B Lopez announces opener format (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1

GREENWOOD, LEWIS
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3

GREENE, WILLIAM
White Plains Hospital elects (SCS resident L Marx board member; 4 other) board members (named), May 5, 1989, p.4

GREENLEY, ELLEN
The Bank of New York salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.30
(Small Wonders) Jump ropers show skills (to Fox Meadow students) (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.16

GREENLEY, FRAN
The Bank of New York salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.30

GREENLEY, JANE
(E Kroenlein is) SCS's top (Girl) Scout (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.5

GREY, KIMBERLY
Hats on to storyteller B Fiebiger (photo), Feb 3, 1989, p.3

GRIEF
(L Singer) helps the bereaved to find life after death (photo), Feb 24, 1989, p.6
Left to carry on (edit), Mar 31, 1989, p.7

GRIFFERTY, JOHN
Graduates sing farewell to IIM (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.22

GRIFFITHS, DANIEL (BR)
Alma mater (Central CT State Univ) honors educator Dr D E Griffiths, Nov 10, 1989, p.16

GRIMLER, RUTHE
Passing the gavel (to incoming SCS-HTS Newcomers Club president L Corry) (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.11

GRIN, ROBERT
New houses, shop signs, (portable school bus dispatching office) receive BAR scrutiny, Mar 3, 1989, p.2
BAR okays 2 new houses, rejects 1, Mar 17, 1989, p.3

GRIPPO, CHARLES
A Mosca says he did nothing wrong, Dec 1, 1989, p.1

GRIPPO, ROBERT (REV)
SHS graduates praised as a caring class (photo; addl photo pp 2 & 4, Grad Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.1
Arthur Manor (Assn) celebrates (July 4th) in (Davis) Park (photo; list), Jul 14, 1989, p.2
All Hallow's Eve (photo), Nov 3, 1989, p.15
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GROBAN, ELI
Master (football) strategists (photo), Oct 13, 1989, p.1

GROBAN, MATTHEW
Master (football) strategists (photo), Oct 13, 1989, p.1
It's that book fair time of year (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.18

GROBAN, NORA
Indoor pool backers race Sept 8 deadline (photo), Sep 1, 1989, p.1
Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairmen named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20
It's that book fair time of year (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.18

GROBAN, ROBERT
(SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8

GRODEN, WALTER
(W L Groden appointed account engineer at Arkwright Mutual) (Awards, Appointments, Promotions), Jun 30, 1989, p.4

GROSS, KATE
Local gymnast K Gross trying out for Maccabiah team (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.18

GROSS, KATE (AU)
(Halloween Window Painting Contest) Vandals should repay society (ltr), Nov 10, 1989, p.6

GROSS, MARJORIE
(School Board Nominating Committee decides) No interviews (of prospective Bd of Ed candidates), Apr 21, 1989, p.1
Non-Partisans start long road toward nomination of candidates; (Procedure Committee members named), Sep 1, 1989, p.3
30 in contention for Citizens' Committee, Oct 13, 1989, p.1
Unit elections slated for (Nov 15), Nov 10, 1989, p.1

GROSSMAN, ED
Glasnecst coaes to Greenacres, Jun 9, 1989, p.21
Correction: (Selaa, not Ed, Grossman who took Us Info Agency trip to USSR), Jun 16, 1989, p.19

GROSSMAN, FRANCES (AU)
Lesson of the Holocaust (ltr), Feb 24, 1989, p.6

GROSSMAN, JACOB (DR-AU)
Irrational 15a on the rampage (ltr), Mar 3, 1989, p.6
Bank (of New York) called unconcerned (ltr), Oct 6, 1989, p.6

GROSSMAN, LESLIE
Planning board tells (Moreon) Church, neighbors to work out a solution, May 5, 1989, p.1
Cindy Johnson re-elected (president of SCS Auxiliary, White Plains Hospital; Other officers listed), Jun 9, 1989, p.5
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.32

GROSSMAN, MARC (DR)
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.32

GROSSMAN, RUTH
Local women to be cited (by National Council of Jewish Women), May 26, 1989, p.10

GROSSMAN, SELMA
Computer experts S Grossman, P Spindel return from USSR, Feb 3, 1989, p.2
Correction: (Selma, not Ed, Grossman who took Us Info Agency trip to USSR), Jun 16, 1989, p.19

GROSSMAN, SUSAN (RABBI)
Rabbi S Grossman is first woman to head a congregation in (Westchester) county, Sep 1, 1989, p.12
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GROSSMAN, WARREN
Protest (vote by members of Committee to Preserve SCS) marks local election (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.1

GROSZ, JUDITH
Making reading fun is goal of school programs, Jan 20, 1989, p.1
(Manhattan Savings Bank gives) Support for (SHS PTA) Scholarship Fund, Mar 17, 1989, p.3
Help for the college bound: (E Levine, J Schwartz present $1000 to SHS Scholarship Fund) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.18
Defects found in (Edgewood, Fox Meadow, Greenacres) school windows, Nov 10, 1989, p.1

GROSZ, JUDITH (AU)
Congratulations to the seniors (ltr), Jun 30, 1989, p.6

GROSZ, JUDY
(High School PTA) Scholarship drive on, Feb 3, 1989, p.1
6th grade and junior high: a good match (Part I), Jun 23, 1989, p.1

GROSZ, PETER
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30

GRUBER, MATHEW
(M Gruber) Honored (at Sabbath service at Jewish Community Center, White Plains) (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.20

GRUENBERG, JENNIFER
(High School PTA) Scholarship drive on, Feb 3, 1989, p.1

GRUENET, LOUIS
Board of Education, Sobol at odds over AIDS regulation, Aug 4, 1989, p.1

GRUNBERG, MICHELLE
Retailers hope holiday promotion will chase away business doldrums, Oct 20, 1989, p.1

GRUNWELS, RISE
SVAC is busy and needs staff (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.4

GRUNFELD, JASON
Record turnout for (Junior High) speech contest (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.12
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30

GRUNFELD, SHELLY

GUERRERO, DAVE
(Hyatt Field) Almost ready (photo), Aug 25, 1989, p.4

GUERRERO, JERRY
(Hyatt Field) Almost ready (photo), Aug 25, 1989, p.4

GUJARATI, RUTH
(Carol Gill Associates) Placement firm adds (counseling) service; (R Gujarati joins firm) (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.8
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GULDNER, BOB
Few protest at first (county) budget hearing, Dec 1, 1989, p.3

GULICK, AGNES
Eagle Club installs new slate of officers, Jul 14, 1989, p.9

GULLA, CHRISTINA
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30

GUMPORT, PATRICIA
P Gumport (appointed to Stamford Univ faculty (Awards, Appointments & Promotions), Aug 11, 1989, p.2

GURIAN, JANE
SVAC is busy and needs stuff (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.4
SCS (Volunteer) Ambulance Corps elects leaders for '90, Dec 15, 1989, p.2

GUSICK, ROBERT
EMT grad R Gusick is bond fire vp, Jan 27, 1989, p.12

GUSTAFSON, ART
(SCS American Legion Post holds) Double celebration (for St Patrick's Day, 70th Anniversary) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.2

GUTSTEIN, RONALD
Memories (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.10

GUTWILLIG, LISA
Hey, rich kids! These duds're for you, gurus L Graham and L Hamdan say (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.6

GYMNASTICS
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
D Owens cited as Coach of the Year, Mar 24, 1989, p.14
Local gymnast K Gross trying out for Maccabiah team (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.18

HABS, ERNEST
SCS Natl Bank salutes Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens' 40th anniversary (photo), May 12, 1989, p.32

HABS, MYRNA
SCS Natl Bank salutes Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens' 40th anniversary (photo), May 12, 1989, p.32

HABER, JOEL (DR)
(White Plains) Hospital appoints nine, Aug 18, 1989, p.4

HABICH, ELIZABETH
Elizabeth Habich (dies), Feb 17, 1989, p.14

HABINSKY, JASON
Memories (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.10

HABITAT FOR HUMANITY OF WESTCHESTER
Habitat for Humanity tackling housing crisis in Westchester (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.4

HACKLISH, BRIAN
Bells are ringing: (Edgewood students try bell-playing) (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.15

HAFT, BEN
Learning the social graces (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.6

HAFT, SUE
Elementary (school students') art to be exhibited (at SCS Library) (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.15

HAGANS, GEORGE
Leadership transition (for T H Slater Center) (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.8

HAGERTY, JOHN
Good eggs: (Winners of Recreation Dept's Easter Eggstravaganza contest) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.3

HAGERTY, MARY KAY

HAGERTY, PATRICK
(Edgewood kids and parents join in fall) Clean-up campaign (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.3
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HAGGADIAO, RICHARD
More (money) for (village) managers: (Village top management officials awarded raises), Jan 13, 1989, p.1
Metro North plans call for removal of tiled canopy at SCS station (photo), Jan 20, 1989, p.1
Scouts’ turn at Village Hall (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.5
Local laws offer trees scant protection (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.1
(Village Board votes) Raises for firemen, management, Jun 30, 1989, p.1
(Village embarks on plan for) Saving the ponds (in Berkley-in-SCS), Jul 28, 1989, p.1
Trees felled despite new laws, Sep 15, 1989, p.1
Another red flag (on another SCS bridge: Heathcote Rd bridge weight limit lowered), Sep 22, 1989, p.1
E Brady sees no problem (in work being done in SCS by HTS Plumbing Co), Oct 6, 1989, p.1

HAGGERT, DAVID
SHS girls’ soccer team wins section, eyes state title (photo; addl photo p.15), Jun 9, 1989, p.1

HAGGERTY, DAVID
Raiders do it! Win 1st state soccer title (photo; addl photo p.17), Jun 16, 1989, p.1

HAGGSTROM, BRITTA
AFS says goodbye, hello (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.15
HAGGSTROM, BRITTA (AU)

HAGGSTROM, BRITTA
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

HAGUE-RAYMEY, JOY
Sweet sounds and soul food (at SCS Congregational Church) (photo), Oct 6, 1989, p.17

HAHMIOTZ, RAPHAELLE
(School Board) Nominating Committee election is on Jan 31, Jan 27, 1989, p.1

HAHMOTZ, RAPHA
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10

HAHMOTZ, SARAH
Teen leaders (from SCS participate in WNET-sponsored Teen Leadership Day) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.19

HALADAY, MARGUERITE (AU)
(M Haladay) ‘disturbed’ to see her name in (SCS Taxpayer Alert) ad (ltr), Oct 27, 1989, p.6

HALADEY, MARGUERITE
(SCS Taxpayer Alert uses) Unauthorized names (in ads against proposed indoor pool), Oct 27, 1989, p.1

HALETZKY, GEORGE
(Lang’s) Deli changes hands; (Dolan family purchasers), Jul 14, 1989, p.3

HALL, DAVID
SCS graduate (D D Hall) has book on (religious) history, Jun 2, 1989, p.4

HALL, MARVIN
(M Hall is) 83 and ‘a part of the show’ at Child Care (Assn of SCS) (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.6

HALLOWEEN
The faces of Halloween: (S Juarez, V O’Rourke among the best-dressed) (photo), Nov 3, 1989, p.1
Mousketeer? (photo), Nov 3, 1989, p.4
All Hallow’s Eve (photo), Nov 3, 1989, p.15

HALLOWEEN WINDOW PAINTING CONTEST
12-year old K Bicknell wins Halloween (Window Painting Contest) grand prize (photo; list), Nov 3, 1989, p.5
‘Shock and disbelief’ about (Halloween) vandalism (expressed) (ltr), Nov 10, 1989, p.6
(Christmas Window Painting Contest) Vandals should repay society (ltr), Nov 10, 1989, p.6
(M Coabal) sorry for the window painters (ltr), Nov 10, 1989, p.6
HALPERN ENTERPRISES

(Nine companies) interested (in developing village-owned land in downtown area), May 19, 1989, p.1
HALPERN, EDITH
(E Halpern, M Schroeger, S Schroeger) honored (by Hudson Valley Blood Services), May 26, 1989, p.10
HALPERN, SETH
(Inquirer) Introduction of new column, 'Other Voices' (edit), Sep 29, 1989, p.6
HALPERN, SETH (AU)
(Spit) On the grass, not the turf (ltr), Jan 6, 1989, p.6
Understanding the Holocaust (ltr), Feb 3, 1989, p.6
Response (to Khomeini's death threat) 'shamefully slow' (ltr), Mar 3, 1989, p.6
(This region needs) More reservoir space (ltr), Mar 24, 1989, p.6
America's undemocratic way (ltr), May 5, 1989, p.6
The bar's moralizing fling (edit), Jul 14, 1989, p.7
Postscript on pro bono requirement (ltr), Jul 21, 1989, p.6
Include Israel in negotiations (regarding Auschwitz convent controversy) (ltr), Sep 15, 1989, p.6
Other voices: Just what is racism? (edit), Oct 13, 1989, p.6
Other voices: Whether it's Dave (Dinkins) or Rudy (Giuliani), SCS wins (edit), Nov 3, 1989, p.7
Other Voices: (Legalization of drugs not the answer) (edit), Dec 29, 1989, p.6

HAMAS, CHIP
A special delivery: (K Hambas born on the way to the birthing center) (photo), Aug 25, 1989, p.1
HAMAS, KRISTIN
A special delivery: (K Hambas born on the way to the birthing center) (photo), Aug 25, 1989, p.1
HAMAS, KRISTOPHER
A special delivery: (K Hambas born on the way to the birthing center) (photo), Aug 25, 1989, p.1
HAMAS, KYLE
A special delivery: (K Hambas born on the way to the birthing center) (photo), Aug 25, 1989, p.1
HAMAS, MARTIE
A special delivery: (K Hambas born on the way to the birthing center) (photo), Aug 25, 1989, p.1
HAMAS, NICK
A special delivery: (K Hambas born on the way to the birthing center) (photo), Aug 25, 1989, p.1
HAMAN, LAWRENCE
Hey, rich kids! These duds're for you, gurus L Graham and L Hamdan say (elect), Sep 22, 1989, p.6
HAMILTON, ALEXANDER
Joshua's ghost and other tales of old homes (photo; add1 photo p 8), Nov 17, 1989, p.6
HAMILTON, DICK
(SCS) Golf Club bids its (golf) pro, R Nicol, fond adieu (photo), Oct 6, 1989, p.4
HAMILTON, MARION
(SCS) Golf Club bids its (golf) pro, R Nicol, fond adieu (photo), Oct 6, 1989, p.4
HAMILTON, PENNY
New principal (J Farren) appointed at Quaker Ridge (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1
HAM, KELLEY
Evaluators give SHS high marks, Feb 24, 1989, p.1
Economics teacher K Ham honored, Nov 10, 1989, p.18
When it comes to investing, SHS is number 1, Dec 1, 1989, p.19
HAMMER, BARRI
(School Board) Nominating Committee election is on Jan 31, Jan 27, 1989, p.1
HAMMER, PAT
(Platform Tennis Assn) Coming home to Fox Meadow (for 60th Anniversary celebration) (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.22
SCS Natl Bank salutes 60 Seasons of Platform Tennis (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.30
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HAND, EDWARD
Defense goes on the attack in Winston trial, Feb 3, 1989, p.1
Revised (village) law code adopted (by Village Board), Mar 17, 1989, p.1
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
Ethics questions (raised for deliberation by SCS Board of Ethics), Apr 21, 1989, p.1
(Quaker Ridge) 4th graders rap for their rights (photo p 1), Oct 6, 1989, p.5

HAND, JOHN
O'Rourke protests budget cuts that lower tax hike here to 33%, Dec 29, 1989, p.1

HANDELHAN, BLANCHE
Blanche Handelian (dies), Sep 15, 1989, p.14

HANDELHAN, DAN
Vox populi! Rockin' with the Bard in Albany (photo), Aug 11, 1989, p.6

HANDELHAN, JUDITH
One more time, public debates downtown plan, Feb 3, 1989, p.1
Senior housing supporters told shared residence can work here, May 26, 1989, p.3
Affordable housing is SCS: an impossible dream?, Aug 11, 1989, p.1
Affordable housing advocates receive a skeptical response (from Village Club), Oct 6, 1989, p.1
B Lopez estimates bond issue for schools at $20 million or more (in address to Town Club), Oct 27, 1989, p.1

HANDELHAN, JUDITH (AU)
What about shared housing (for senior citizens)? (edit), May 5, 1989, p.7
Pool users are grateful (ltr), Oct 13, 1989, p.6

HANDELHAN, JUDY
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26

HANDELHAN, JUDY (AU)
(Senior citizens) Interested in sharing (housing)? (ltr), Dec 1, 1989, p.6

HANDELHAN, WALTER
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26
Report from Albany: C Singer gives Town Club a bleak outlook, Jun 2, 1989, p.1
W J Handelman will head (SCS) Bowl panel (photo), Sep 15, 1989, p.5
(SCS) Bowl selectors appointed, Sep 29, 1989, p.3
Beverly Cunningham chosen to receive SCS Bowl (photo), Nov 24, 1989, p.1

HANDELHAN, WALTER (AU)
Pool users are grateful (ltr), Oct 13, 1989, p.6

HANDELSHAN, JOHN (DR)
(Drs J Handelman, C Raggio, R Laskin) Helping child patients (with orthopedic problems) (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.3

HANDELSHAN, RITA
(Recreation Dept gives) Honors for creative flakers (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.5

HANDELSHAN, SARAH
(Recreation Dept gives) Honors for creative flakers (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.5

HANDICAPPED
Wheelchair access (to be provided for Rutherford Hall, courtroom, municipal assembly room), Jun 23, 1989, p.1
Elevator going in (at Town Hall to provide handicapped access to Rutherford Hall), Dec 15, 1989, p.1
SEE ALSO ADVISORY COUNCIL ON THE DISABLED-SCS, HEARING IMPAIRED.

HANDICAPPED-AUTOHOBBLE PARKING
Too little handicapped parking (in SCS) (ltr), Jun 23, 1989, p.6
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HANDLER, JEN
  29 (SHS students) attend Presidential Classroom, Mar 17, 1989, p.14

HANDELEY, ROBERT
  Robert Handley (dies), Nov 17, 1989, p.20

HANLEY, JANET
  (SCS) Girl Scouts win (President’s) award (photo) (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.16

HANLEY, JOHN
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS (photo), May 5, 1989, p.34

HANNON, GERARD (DR)
  (White Plains) Hospital appoints 10, Mar 24, 1989, p.2

HANSEN, CORWIN
  Evaluators give SHS high marks, Feb 24, 1989, p.1
  Hibschaan defends staff in ‘abuse’ case; (Dr E Machnis to retire) (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
  Educational Testing Service launches cheating probe, Jun 16, 1989, p.1

HANSEN-STURM, DAVID
  SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
  (Emotions run high as class of 89 takes its place in the graduation courtyard) (photo), Jun 30, 1989, p.6

HANSEN-STURM, LESLIE
  30 in contention for Citizens’ Committee, Oct 13, 1989, p.1
  Unit elections slated for (Nov 15), Nov 10, 1989, p.1

HANSEN-STURM, MICHAEL
  Foreign language and women’s history highlighted at junior high (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.14
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30

HANSON, ANN

HARA, HIRO
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS (photo), May 5, 1989, p.34

HARBORS
  L Greene’s goal is cleaner harbors (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.4

HARDY, ED (AU)
  Support urged for (Non-Partisan) candidates (ltr), Mar 17, 1989, p.6

HARDY, EDWARD
  SCS’s TV station on the rise (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.21
  Former mayor G Jensen seeks Town Club support for affordable housing, Apr 21, 1989, p.3
  Report from Albany: C Singer gives Town Club a bleak outlook, Jun 2, 1989, p.1
  Delicate balance (in amount of salt to use for snow removal), Dec 22, 1989, p.1

HARDY, EDWARD JR
  Affordable housing is SCS: an impossible dream?, Aug 11, 1989, p.1

HARDY, HELEN
  (Real estate) Broker(s) breakfast (with Dr R Hibschaan), Feb 3, 1989, p.1

HARDY, MIKE
  It was just 20 years ago today that the (Westchester) summer band began to play (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.5

HARDY, TOM
  It was just 20 years ago today that the (Westchester) summer band began to play (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.5

HARELL, WANDA
  Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairmen named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20

HARKNESS, LINDA
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HARLEY, MARIE
Heathcote kids aid (Hurricane) Hugo's victims (photo), Oct 13, 1989, p.17

HARLING, STEPHANIE
Alternative School interns learn by doing (edit), Mar 10, 1989, p.7

HARMON, ANNE
Mitten-knitting workshop: (Girl Scouts take a lesson from their elders) (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.3

HARMON, FREDRICK
Harvest time: (F Harmon reaps succulent produce of his tomato patch) (photo), Aug 25, 1989, p.3

HARRARI, JACK
(Small Wonders) Jump ropers show skills (to Fox Meadow students) (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.16

HARRINGTON, BRIAN
Police fire at pack of marauding dogs, Dec 1, 1989, p.3

HARRIS, BARBARA
Leak of Regents (chemistry) exam faced schools with tough decision, Jun 23, 1989, p.1

HARRIS, EMMA
New (SCS) School Board head B Lopez announces opener format (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1

HARRIS, JOSEPH
Hirschman defends staff in 'abuse' case; (Dr E Machnits to retire) (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.1

HARRIS, KIM
For many, summer jobs are a testing ground for the future, Aug 11, 1989, p.3

HARRIS, NAHAM
(Recreation Dept gives) Honors for creative flakemakers, Feb 17, 1989, p.5

HARRIS, NIKKI
Bank of New York salutes the Junior League of Central Westchester (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.32

HARRISON, HOWARD
SCS J(high) S(chool)'s progress from 'zoo' to middle school (Part II), Jun 30, 1989, p.1
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22
Junior high school mourns loss of one of its favorites, H Harrison (photo p 14), Dec 22, 1989, p.1
Tribute to colleague (H Harrison), Dec 22, 1989, p.14
V Dempsey retiring from Edgewood; (Bd of Ed to appoint advisory committee on capital improvements), Dec 22, 1989, p.1
(H Harrison, H Ughetta left) Lasting legacies (edit), Dec 22, 1989, p.6
This extraordinary educator: (H Harrison) (lttr), Dec 22, 1989, p.6
A tribute to Howard Harrison (edit), Dec 22, 1989, p.7
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5
(H Harrison's death) 'A loss beyond repair' for the JHS (lttr), Dec 29, 1989, p.6

HARRISON, JOE
Candy fund yields Yule treat for all: (Fire Co tree now 20 years old) (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.3

HARRISON, ROBERT
Muddying the waters (edit), Jan 6, 1989, p.6
Concerns emerge over (indoor) pool plan (at Village Club meeting), Jan 13, 1989, p.1
Bob Harrison's efforts praised (lttr), Jan 13, 1989, p.6
(Heathcote) Fifth graders tour Wall Street, Jan 27, 1989, p.16
(Advocates of Butler Field for indoor) Pool site (not giving up easily), Mar 24, 1989, p.1
(Indoor) Pool site debated; Poll asked, Apr 7, 1989, p.1
(Indoor) Pool backers told to send $, May 12, 1989, p.1
Time to be counted (on indoor pool issue) (lttr), May 19, 1989, p.6
(Indoor) Pool campaign at critical stage, May 26, 1989, p.1
Report from Albany: C Singer gives Town Club a bleak outlook, Jun 2, 1989, p.1
Indoor swimming pool drive lagging, Jun 9, 1989, p.1
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HARRISON, ROBERT continued

Pool pledge deadline is now July 10, Jun 16, 1989, p.1
No early verdict expected on (indoor) pool, Jul 14, 1989, p.1
(Indoor) Pool poll probable, Jul 21, 1989, p.1
Indoor pool backers race Sept 8 deadline (photo), Sep 1, 1989, p.1
Pool referendum likely, village says, Sep 15, 1989, p.1
Other Voices: (R Harrison and his crusade for indoor pool at SHS) (edit), Sep 29, 1989, p.6
School board says: SHS isn't the place for an indoor pool, Oct 6, 1989, p.1
Trees, indoor pool are topics at Village (Board meeting), Oct 13, 1989, p.5
Village releases analysis of indoor pool tax impact (chart p.22), Oct 20, 1989, p.1
(C. L Swersky) supports Bob Harrison's position (ltr), Oct 20, 1989, p.6
(SCS Taxpayer Alert uses) Unauthorized names (in ads against proposed indoor pool), Oct 27, 1989, p.1
Indoor pool's fate rests with the voters, Nov 3, 1989, p.1
Voters scuttle indoor pool proposal (photo; table p.30), Nov 10, 1989, p.1
(School) Board to unveil renovation plan, Nov 24, 1989, p.1
Don't blame Bob Harrison (for defeat of indoor pool proposition) (ltr), Nov 24, 1989, p.6
Other Voices: (Indoor pool issue could muddy waters of School Board bond issue debate) (edit), Nov 24, 1989, p.6
Critics contend zoning plan is too restrictive, Dec 1, 1989, p.1
Few protest at first (county) budget hearing, Dec 1, 1989, p.3
(Village Board to hold special) Zoning meeting, Dec 22, 1989, p.1
Delicate balance (in amount of salt to use for snow removal), Dec 22, 1989, p.1
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

HARRISON, ROBERT (AU)

Ask the people what they want (ltr), Jan 20, 1989, p.6
Comments on (indoor) pool urged (ltr), Mar 31, 1989, p.6
Respond to pool survey (ltr), Apr 21, 1989, p.6
Readers express opinions on pool proposal (ltrs), May 26, 1989, p.6
Pool goal called unattainable (ltr), Jun 16, 1989, p.6
For a 'modest' pool at Butler field (ltr), Sep 1, 1989, p.6
(Indoor) Pool's cost to taxpayers seen too high (ltr), Oct 6, 1989, p.6
More views on the indoor pool bond referendum (ltrs), Nov 3, 1989, p.11
We feel now is the time (to build on base of support for indoor pool) (ltr), Nov 17, 1989, p.6

HARRISON, TERRI

Swiss AFS student (L Moser) coming here! (Will live with Hanson family), Jul 21, 1989, p.3
Global perspectives: (AFS students discuss travel plans, welcome new arrivals) (photo), Sep 15, 1989, p.5

HARTE, HELEN

(SCS Teachers Institute) Honor(s retiring) teachers (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.19

HARTZELL, ANDREW JR

HARTZELL, ANDREW JR (AU)

Reader A Hartzell Jr asks, why build anything downtown? (ltr), Jan 13, 1989, p.6

HASDAY, JILL

29 (SHS students) attend Presidential Classroom, Mar 17, 1989, p.14

HASDAY, LISA

Foreign language and women's history highlighted at junior high (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.14

HASKEL, JILL

Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.32

HATA, FRAN

Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26
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HATA, HIDETADA
SHS hosts Playground Olympics (photo; list), Aug 11, 1989, p.3

HATCHER, BARBARA
At final (Board of Education) session, S Older receives high praise, Jun 23, 1989, p.1

HAUPTMAN, ANN
The Bank of New York salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.30

HAUPTMAN, ANNE (AU)
Many contributed to book fair (ltr), Oct 13, 1989, p.6

Hayashi, Takuma
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

HAYTER, MARY
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22

Headley, Frank
J H Neale recalled as man of intellect, integrity, Feb 10, 1989, p.1
Bank of NY to absorb SCS National (photo: L Richey Jr p 20), May 12, 1989, p.1
Richard Gerloff dies; Was business, civic leader here (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.1

Healing Community/ The Caring Congregation
Award (to be presented to) S(CS) C(ongregational) C(hurch for accessibility for disabled), May 26, 1989, p.22

Health Care Facilities
(SCS) Medical Center denied variance, Sep 22, 1989, p.5

Health Education Advisory Council-SCS
Board of Education, Sobol at odds over AIDS regulation, Aug 4, 1989, p.1

Heaphy, Anne
Getting to nose you (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.1

Hearing Impaired
Infrared (listening) system (installed in Rutherford Hall of Village Hall), Mar 17, 1989, p.1
Did you say 'Mice Tower'? (edit), Aug 25, 1989, p.7

Heathcote Manor (SCS)
Townhouses win initial approval (from Planning Board), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
Townhouse foes mull legal action, Mar 31, 1989, p.1
Townhouses reviewed by BAR, Mar 31, 1989, p.3

Heating
Cold reception (for firemen when firehouse furnace runs out of fuel oil), Dec 29, 1989, p.1

Hebard, Dick
SCS Natl Bank salutes 60 Seasons of Platform Tennis (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.30

Hebrew Institute (White Plains)
(Hebrew) Institute (of White Plains) names (Rabbi E Weinbach) aide, Sep 8, 1989, p.12

Hedge, Arthur
(White Plains Hospital) Celebrate(s) volunteers (photo), May 26, 1989, p.18
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.32

Hedge, Arthur Jr
Friends recall W H White's quest for excellence, Apr 14, 1989, p.1

White Plains Hospital elects (SCS resident L Marx board member; 4 other) board members (named), May 5, 1989, p.4

Hehl, Margaret
Margaret V Hehl (dies), Sep 29, 1989, p.18

Heideman, Patricia
Foreign language and women's history highlighted at junior high (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.14
HEIDENBERG, LARRY
SVAC is busy and needs staff (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.4

HEIDKES, AGNES
Presbyterians' Progress: (Hitchcock Church members tour unfinished church interior) (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.1

HEINEMANN, LINDA
(Mt) Holyoke women (hear A C Edmonds speak) (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.9
(YES) put(s) SCS young people to work (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.8

HELGESEN, MICHAEL
Red Cross honors SCS residents (F Drotman, N Du Bois, A Miller; Officers, board members listed), Jun 30, 1989, p.4

HELMAN, NINA
Nina M Helmam (dies), Oct 13, 1989, p.16

HELTON, MARY
Happy anniversary! (B Bennett, C Ziegler present check to Hoff-Barthelson) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.19

Heming, CHARLES
Winston trial ends; Now it's up to the judge, Feb 24, 1989, p.1

Heming, ELIZABETH
Lineup named for mystery musical (Edwin Drood', to be presented by SSMT), Jul 7, 1989, p.2

HENDLER, MELISSA
A big week for 200-year-old (James Fenimore Cooper) (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.5

HENDRICKS, MICHAEL
(Hendricks') Novel limns female sleuth, Aug 4, 1989, p.2

HENNESSY, MARTHA
Small Wonders: Jump ropers show skills (to Fox Meadow students) (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.16

HENRICH, SUZANNE
SVAC is busy and needs staff (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.4

HENDRICKS, JEFFREY
Report from Kato de Mana (edit), Jun 16, 1989, p.7

HENRY, BRIDGET
R Kennedy talk highlights JHS' environmental awareness week (photo), Nov 17, 1989, p.1

HENRY, SID
IHM (School) holds health fair; plans meeting, Apr 14, 1989, p.12

HENSHEL, (MRS HARRY)
(One) Last flag lot (may be allowed by Planning Board), Mar 10, 1989, p.1
Charges fly in dispute over Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.1
Two subdivisions, wells approved (by Planning Board), Jun 2, 1989, p.3

HENSHEL, (MRS MURRAY)
Planning board tells (Mormon) Church, neighbors to work out a solution, May 5, 1989, p.1

HENSHEL, HARRY
(One) Last flag lot (may be allowed by Planning Board), Mar 10, 1989, p.1
Charges fly in dispute over Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.1
Two subdivisions, wells approved (by Planning Board), Jun 2, 1989, p.3

HENSHEL, MURRAY
Planning board tells (Mormon) Church, neighbors to work out a solution, May 5, 1989, p.1

HERITAGE CORPORATE DEVELOPMENT
Nine companies interested (in developing village-owned land in downtown area), May 19, 1989, p.1

HERMAN, JUDY
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute Kidswalk '89 (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.30
HERMAN, MICHAEL (DR)
(Westchester County Medical Center) ball to honor physician M V Herman, A P O'Rourke, May 19, 1989, p.5

HERNER, DON
AFS says goodbye, hello (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.15

HERNER, DONALD
D A Herner (named partner in Cummings & Lockwood) (photo) (Awards, Appointments, Promotions), Jul 7, 1989, p.4

HERNER, MEGAN
AFS says goodbye, hello (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.15

HERNER, SUE
AFS says goodbye, hello (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.15

HEROLD, J RADLEY
Yonkers picks J R Herold to succeed P Pickelle (as corporation counsel), May 26, 1989, p.1

HEROLD, MARGE
Gisolfi outlines his vision of S(CS) H(igh) S(chool), Sep 8, 1989, p.1

HEROLD, RAD
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15

HEROLD, WARREN
93 local musicians (perfori) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

HERR, EVELYN
Japanese holiday fete (held for Heathcote's international families), Feb 3, 1989, p.14
Heathcote children broaden horizons (with international fair) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.20
Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

HERSCH, MATTHEW
Speaking of peace (N Milstein reads winning essay by M Hersch) (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.4
29 (SHS students) attend Presidential Classroom, Mar 17, 1989, p.14
Teen leaders (from SCS participate in WNET-sponsored Teen Leadership Day) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.19
(SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8

HERSCH, MATTHEW (AU)
Nuclear weapons are valueless (edit), Mar 17, 1989, p.7

HERSCH, MEROUGHT
(SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8

HERSCH, SHEILA
Speaking of peace (N Milstein reads winning essay by M Hersch) (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.4
Correction: (N Corpina asidentified as S Hersch in Mar 17 photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.5

HERSCHENSON, ROBERTA
It's a dog's life in SCS (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.6

HERSHEY, JANET
League (of Women Voters) re-elect A Janiak president; (Other officers, directors listed) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.5
Bank of New York salutes The SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.34

HERZOG, ALLISON
(New York) Hospital honors leading volunteers E Schweickert, E Tempkin) (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.2

HERZ, CAROL
Cindy Johnson re-elected (president of SCS Auxiliary, White Plains Hospital; Other officers listed), Jun 9, 1989, p.5
Bank of NY and SCS Matt Bank salute SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.32

HERZOG, JEFF

HESSE, RAYNER JR (REV)
Rector (of St Andrew's Episcopal Church, Rev R W Hesse Jr) earns (masters) degree, Jul 7, 1989, p.14
HESSE, RAYNER JR (REV-AU)
(Aesthetic realism is) Bigoted bunk (ltr), Feb 17, 1989, p.6

HESTER, E
(Back) Family victims of misdirected (child) abuse probe, Feb 17, 1989, p.1
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

HEWETT, ROBERT
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3

HEWITT, SALLIE
Ex-teachers' paper, (Post Roads, edited by S Hewitt,) a winner (in NY Teachers' Journalism Contest), Apr 7, 1989, p.17

HEYEL, HOWIE
(SCS American Legion Post holds) Double celebration (for St Patrick's Day, 70th Anniversary) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.2

HEYER, MINDY
Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

HEYN, MILLICENT
Mildicent Heyn (dies), Aug 4, 1989, p.14

HIBSCHMAN, CINDA
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.30

HIBSCHMAN, RICHARD (DR)
6% school tax hike seen, Jan 20, 1989, p.1
Making reading fun is goal of school programs, Jan 20, 1989, p.1
Mixed message (Board of Education approves sign for all seven schools), Jan 20, 1989, p.1
Hibschaan expects bond issue in 89-90, Feb 3, 1989, p.1
(Real estate) Broker(s) breakfast (with Dr R Hibschaan), Feb 3, 1989, p.1
(SCS school) District developing plan for asbestos, Feb 10, 1989, p.1
(Back) Family victims of misdirected (child) abuse probe, Feb 17, 1989, p.1
Evaluators give SHS high marks, Feb 24, 1989, p.1
Hibschaan defends staff in 'abuse' case; (Dr E Machnits to retire) (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
Board (of Ed) expresses regret to Becks (regarding child abuse misunderstanding); Meeting set, Mar 10, 1989, p.1
School tax hike down 50% from last year, Mar 24, 1989, p.1
Asbestos study finds no cause for alarm (Dr R Hibschaan tells Board of Education), Apr 14, 1989, p.1
Reading, stories mark (National) Library Week (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.2
Need to protect children raises tough questions, Apr 21, 1989, p.1
Former mayor B Jensen seeks Town Club support for affordable housing, Apr 21, 1989, p.3
Weeds make way for children in re-opened Fox Meadow park (photo), May 5, 1989, p.19
(SCS) District votes May 17 on $39.4 million budget, (Board of Ed candidates), May 12, 1989, p.1
Heathcote children broaden horizons (with international fair) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.20
New principal (J Farren) appointed at Quaker Ridge (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1
(SCS Teachers Institute) Honor(s retiring) teachers (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.19
(SCS) Schools moving slowly toward restoration plan, Jun 23, 1989, p.1
At final (Board of Education) session, S Older receives high praise, Jun 23, 1989, p.1
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.30
SHS graduates praised as a caring class (photo; addl photo pp 2 & 4, Grad Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.1
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute The SCS High School Class of 89 (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.14
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22
New (SCS) School Board head B Lopez announces opener format (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1
(SCS) Board of Education discusses $17.8M plan for schools, Jul 26, 1989, p.1
Board of Education, Sobol at odds over AIDS regulation, Aug 4, 1989, p.1
Citizens' group calls for $11M in school repairs (photo p 2), Sep 1, 1989, p.1
Gisolfi outlines his vision of S(CS) High (School), Sep 8, 1989, p.1
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HIBSCHMAN, RICHARD (DR) continued
keep child care in schools, parents urge Board of Ed, Sep 22, 1989, p.1
Will new SHS athletic code work? Staff, students, parents disagree, Sep 29, 1989, p.1
And now (comes) the pruning (of the budget for schools' capital improvements), Oct 13, 1989, p.1
School board lists bond issue priorities, Oct 20, 1989, p.1
Are (school windows) safe?, Nov 3, 1989, p.1
Defects found in (Edgewood, Fox Meadow, Greenacres) school windows, Nov 10, 1989, p.1
(School) Board to unveil renovation plan, Nov 24, 1989, p.1
School bond issue cut to $21.5 million, Dec 1, 1989, p.1
(SCS School Board) deserve(s) your trust (regarding bond issue), Lopez tells skeptics, Dec 8, 1989, p.1
V Dempsey retiring from Edgewood; Bd of Ed to appoint advisory committee on capital improvements, Dec 22, 1989, p.1

HIBSCHMAN, RICHARD (DR-AU)
Crucial bond issue coming up in 89-90 (photo) (add photo p 15) (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.3
Education looks to the future (edit), Sep 15, 1989, p.7

HIGBINS, TARA
Graduates sing farewell to IHM (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.22

HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE
SEE HYPERTENSION

HIGH SCHOOL EFFORT FOR LOVE, PROTECTION OF ANIMALS
SHS students press H(School) E(ffort for) L(ove and) P(rotection of animals) drive, Mar 10, 1989, p.14

HIGH TECH
SEE TECHNOLOGY

HIGHWAY DEPT-SCS
Flower power: (Highway Dept plants flower garden at base of Metro North tower) (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.2
Everything must go (at SCS Highway Dept auction), Oct 13, 1989, p.1
(Highway Dept is) Overkilling with salt (ltr), Dec 22, 1989, p.6

HILL, GLORIA
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26

HILL, OWEN
A tuneful tribute (to retiring Quaker Ridge principal Dr E Machnits) (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.1

HILL, PHILIP
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26

HILLMAN, DEBBIE
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Girls' Basketball (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.28

HILLMAN, SARAH JANE
SCS Natl Bank salutes Westchester A(ssn for) R(etarded) C(itizens)' 40th anniversary (photo), May 12, 1989, p.32

HINDELS, CONSTANCE (AU)
(C E Hindels) wants stock ticker back (ltr), May 26, 1989, p.6

HINMAN, BARBARA
Bank of New York salutes the Junior League of Central Westchester (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.32

HIRA, GUL
Gul Hira (dies), Jul 14, 1989, p.15

HIROHITO,_______
Reflections on Emperor (Hirohito's) death (edit), Jan 13, 1989, p.7

HIRSCH, ALISON
Reading, stories mark (National) Library Week (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.2

HIRSCH, ETHEL
(SCS) Merchants report a happy holiday, Jan 6, 1989, p.1
HIRSCH, JEROME
New Adult School officers: M Rosensweig, B L Crowder, M Matsuo (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.3

HIRSCH, JERRY
Reading, stories mark (National) Library Week (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.2

HIRSCH, JOYCE
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10

HIRSCH, LAURIE
Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16

HIRSCH, PAUL
Record turnout for (Junior High) speech contest (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.12
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30

HIRSCHBURG, ARTHUR
SCS Natl Bank salutes Bette A Landes, 1989 Bowl winner (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.24

HIRSCHBURG, SYLVIA
SCS Natl Bank salutes Bette A Landes, 1989 Bowl winner (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.24

HISTORIC HOUSES, SITES, ETC-SCS
Joshua’s ghost and other tales of old homes (photo; addl photo p 8), Nov 17, 1989, p.6

HISTORIC HOUSES, SITES, ETC-SCS-LAWS, REGULATIONS
Preservation plan (for SCS’s historic houses outlined by A Galvani), Feb 17, 1989, p.1

HISTORIC HOUSES, SITES, ETC-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
Metro North plans call for removal of tiled canopy at SCS station (photo), Jan 20, 1989, p.1
E Greebel’s Eagle project is a history maker (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.3

HISTORIC PRESERVATION LAW, REGULATIONS
Preservation law proposed, again, Nov 17, 1989, p.1

HITCHCOCK, SUSAN

HODGART, TOM
(SCS Teachers Institute) Honors retiring teachers (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.19

HOCHEBB, ALAN
Dispute over Special Police is issue at accreditation hearing, Dec 15, 1989, p.1

HOCHEBE, AUDREY
Non-Not (m) (m) (y) (black) (y) (ard)’s, speak out (edit), Jan 6, 1989, p.6
(A Hochberg proposes) Housing committee (for SCS), Jan 27, 1989, p.1
A Hochberg named to (Westchester Health Planning Council of Hudson Valley Health Systems Agency), Feb 3, 1989, p.3
Rent cap proposed (for 45 Popham Rd), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
Hochberg calls for hearing (on Con Edison’s gas rate increase request), Mar 3, 1989, p.13
Celebrity waiters (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.5
Rent settlement (reached) at 45 Popham, Apr 7, 1989, p.1
(A Hochberg)’s running (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.5
Hochberg says Con Ed asks too much (in rate hike), May 12, 1989, p.3
Szabads announce surprise gift (of seed money for training day care providers) at farewell dinner, Jun 30, 1989, p.2
Democrats launch campaign (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.3
GOP won’t challenge for Hochberg’s county seat, Jul 14, 1989, p.1
(Metro North’s) Plan preserves old look at (SCS railroad) station (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.1
Affordable housing is SCS: an impossible dream?, Aug 11, 1989, p.1
Raphael Scobey dies; Was lawyer and social activist (photo), Aug 11, 1989, p.1
(HTS) Plumbing Company may have obtained permits (to work in SCS) fraudulently, Sep 29, 1989, p.1
Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-ENT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26
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HOCHBERG, AUDREY

Continued

(County) Legislators urge Brady inquiry, Oct 20, 1989, p.3
But (A Hochberg, K Carsky, P Feiner) deserve re-election (edit), Oct 27, 1989, p.6
Top county jobs at stake on Nov 7, Nov 3, 1989, p.1
(Westchester County) Candidates cover familiar ground in debate at SCS Library, Nov 3, 1989, p.1
Democrats sweep (county election) in SCS (table p 30), Nov 10, 1989, p.1
County budget threatens 52% hike in tax rate, Nov 17, 1989, p.1
A Mosca says he did nothing wrong, Dec 1, 1989, p.1
Few protest at first (county) budget hearing, Dec 1, 1989, p.3
Hochberg blasts county budget, but few here protest, Dec 15, 1989, p.1
O'Rourke protests budget cuts that lower tax hike here to 33%, Dec 29, 1989, p.1
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

HOCHBERG, AUDREY (AU)

In county, housing is key issue (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.1
Ask (home improvement) contractors for licenses (letter), Aug 25, 1989, p.6

HOCHBERG, HERBERT

Report from Albany: C Singer gives Town Club a bleak outlook, Jun 2, 1989, p.1
(Westchester County) Candidates cover familiar ground in debate at SCS Library, Nov 3, 1989, p.1

HOCHMAN, JUDITH

(Windward School has) New campus, Oct 13, 1989, p.17

HOCKEY

Farewell to (J Shaw,) a good skate (photo), Jan 13, 1989, p.2
(K Monahan) In (Amateur Hockey Assn) nationals (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.13
Athletes capture Empire State gold (photo), Aug 11, 1989, p.20
See also FIELD HOCKEY

HODGES, JACK

(Village embarks on plan for) Saving the ponds (in Berkley-in-SCS), Jul 28, 1989, p.1

HOEVENAARS, GERRIE

[YES] put(s) SCS young people to work (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.8

HOFF, VIRGINIA

Happy anniversary! (B Bennett, C Ziegler present check to Hoff-Barthelson) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.19

HOFF-BARThELSON MUSIC SCHOOL

See MUSIC SCHOOLS

HOFFMAN, BURTON (DR)

Local orthopedist Dr B Hoffman to be honored (by hawthorne Cedar Knolls and Linden Hill) (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.4

HOFFMAN, GAIL

New Oxfords E(english) Dictionary offers some heavy reading (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.3

HOFFMAN, MARK

Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

HOFFMAN, MATTHEW


HOFFMAN, MILT

Brodsky, O'Rourke turn on the sarcasm (at debate), Oct 13, 1989, p.19

HOFHEIMER, GERTRUDE

Maiden run (for village's senior citizen van) (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.1
Senior (citizen) van is off and running (photo p 1), Mar 10, 1989, p.2
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
Still active at 91, John Thies epitomizes volunteer spirit (Senior Lifestyles Supp) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.21
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HOFHEIMER, GERTRUDE continued
Housing, health and isolation are concerns for seniors (Senior Lifestyles Supp), May 12, 1989, p.23
Cookies (to be sold) for (SCS) Counseling (Service) (photo), May 19, 1989, p.2
Senior housing supporters told shared residence can work here, May 26, 1989, p.3
(SCS) Bowl selectors appointed, Sep 29, 1989, p.3

HOFHEIMER, JOSEPH
(SCS) Bowl selectors appointed, Sep 29, 1989, p.3

HOFHEIMER, NATHALIE
(White Plains Hospital) Celebrat(es) volunteers (photo), May 26, 1989, p.18

HOGAN, MARY
Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21
Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21
29 in running for (School Board) nominating group, Dec 8, 1989, p.3

HOGAN, PHIL
Heathcote kids aid (Hurricane) Hugo’s victims (photo), Oct 13, 1989, p.17

HOLDEN, DAVID

HOLDIP, RUSSEL
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.32

HOLLEY, DAVID
Bisolfi outlines his vision of S(CS) H(igh) S(chool), Sep 8, 1989, p.1

HOLLIS, PHILIP
Employee exodus: (28 SCS Natl Bank employees have resigned since Bank of NY takeover), Jun 2, 1989, p.1

HOLMAN, DON
By the grace of God (poem), Aug 18, 1989, p.7

HOLMES, DON
Senior housing supporters told shared residence can work here, May 26, 1989, p.3

HOLMES, RUPERT
‘Drood’ is choice of S(CS) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heater) for ‘89, Mar 31, 1989, p.2
(R Holmes) wrote ‘Drood’ and lots more things you know (photo), Jul 20, 1989, p.6

HOLMES, SYLVESTER
Directors (of Westchester-Putnam Chapter, American Diabetes Assn) named, Jul 28, 1989, p.15

HOLSTEN, GARY
(SCS) Merchants report a happy holiday, Jan 6, 1989, p.1

HOLT, ALEX
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

HOLT, PATRA
Student artists displayed and rewarded (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.14
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22
(Board of Education) President’s report on the SCS schools (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HOLTZMAN, ROBERT (DR)</td>
<td>In the spirit of 'glasnost' (Soviet scientists among those at annual Stonwin Medical mtg) (photo)</td>
<td>Jul 14</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOMAN, WILLIAM (DR)</td>
<td>Mail to the champions (Inquirer holds second children's photo contest) Kids (B-p Supp) (photo)</td>
<td>Mar 31</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOMELESS</td>
<td>Non-N(ot) I(n) My(Back) Yard's, speak out (edit), Jan 6, 1989, p.6</td>
<td>Jan 6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In county, housing is key issue (01989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.1</td>
<td>Jan 27</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(The homeless are) The shadow image of our opulence (edit), Mar 3, 1989, p.7</td>
<td>Mar 3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Feier 'gets the job done' (ltr), Mar 24, 1989, p.6</td>
<td>Mar 24</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Why not house homeless here? (edit), Mar 31, 1989, p.7</td>
<td>Mar 31</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(J Beyersdorf)'s investment brings hope to the homeless (photo), May 12, 1989, p.6</td>
<td>May 12</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Report from Albany: C Singer gives Town Club a bleak outlook, Jun 2, 1989, p.1</td>
<td>Jun 2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>On the holidays, volunteers put faith into action (photo: addl photo p 12), Dec 29, 1989, p.6</td>
<td>Dec 29</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOMELESS-FUND RAISING</td>
<td>Off to a walking start (for Kidswalk) (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1</td>
<td>May 19</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Kidswalk '89) Good fun for a good cause (photo), May 26, 1989, p.1</td>
<td>May 26</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kidswalk a success (ltr), May 26, 1989, p.6</td>
<td>May 26</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOMES, INSTITUTIONAL</td>
<td>(In praise of S Bloom's) Excellent article (on Hawthorne Cedar Knoll) (ltr), Jan 6, 1989, p.6</td>
<td>Jan 6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOMOSEXUALITY</td>
<td>A personal journey to heterosexuality (edit), Feb 3, 1989, p.7</td>
<td>Feb 3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Aesthetic realism is) Bigoted bunk (ltr), Feb 17, 1989, p.6</td>
<td>Feb 17</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HONIGSBERG, ELEANOR</td>
<td>Local volunteers (C Berg, E Honigsberg, Rev L Sullivan) new graduates, (Volunteer Training Program), Dec 29, 1989, p.9</td>
<td>Dec 29</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horley, MARGARET</td>
<td>Margaret Hooley (dies), Feb 3, 1989, p.20</td>
<td>Feb 3</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HORN, HUBERT</td>
<td>J H Neale recalled as man of intellect, integrity, Feb 10, 1989, p.1</td>
<td>Feb 10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Manhattan Savings Bank gives) Support for (SHS PTA) Scholarship Fund, Mar 17, 1989, p.3</td>
<td>Mar 17</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Landmark for sale (Former service station at 34 Pophas Rd on the market), Apr 28, 1989, p.1</td>
<td>Apr 28</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>White Plains Hospital elects (SCS resident L Marx board member; 4 other) board members (named), May 5, 1989, p.4</td>
<td>May 5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bank of NY to absorb SCS National (photo: L Richey Jr p 20), May 12, 1989, p.1</td>
<td>May 12</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(STEP) Welcome(s) back Treva Hohn (photo), Oct 6, 1989, p.5</td>
<td>Oct 6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30</td>
<td>Dec 8</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HORIZONT, HAYLEY</td>
<td>It was a wacky day at (Camp) Wapetuck (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.3</td>
<td>Jul 21</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HORIZONT, JORDAN</td>
<td>(Quaker Ridge) 4th graders rap for their rights (photo p 1), Oct 6, 1989, p.5</td>
<td>Oct 6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HORIZONT, LUCIE</td>
<td>Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute Kidswalk '89 (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.30</td>
<td>Jun 9</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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HOSMER, DORIS
SCS Natl Bank salutes Westchester A(ssn for) R(etarded) Citizens' 40th anniversary (photo), May 12, 1989, p.32

HOSMER, JAMES
SCS Natl Bank salutes Westchester A(ssn for) R(etarded) Citizens' 40th anniversary (photo), May 12, 1989, p.32

HOSPITAL PATIENTS-CIVIL RIGHTS
Hospital patients have rights too (edit), Aug 4, 1989, p.7

HOSPITALS
Fundraising, patient services, education are (WP Hospital) Auxiliary's goals (1989 Progress Ed Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.4
(White Plains) Hospital announces new leadership (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.4
C Singer named to hospital task force, Apr 28, 1989, p.2

White Plains Hospital announces new chiefs of department(s) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.4
White Plains Hospital announces new chiefs of department(s) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.4

Scarsdalian Dr P R Weiss to head staff at Montefiore (Medical Center) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.5
(Westchester County Medical Center) ball to honor physician M V Herman, A P O'Rourke, May 19, 1989, p.5

(Macomrides Medical Center) names I M Birnbaum trustee, May 26, 1989, p.9

Cindy Johnson re-elected (president of SCS Auxiliary, White Plains Hospital; Other officers listed), Jun 9, 1989, p.5

Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 26, 1989, p.32

(St Agnes) Hospital announces new chiefs of department(s) (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.2

(Macomrides Medical Center) names I M Birnbaum trustee, May 26, 1989, p.9

White Plains Hospital elects (A Edwards) new director, Aug 11, 1989, p.3

(St Agnes) Hospital announces new chiefs of department(s) (photo), Sep 1, 1989, p.2

(Harlem Hospital) will honor surgeon Dr H P Freeaan (photo), Oct 13, 1989, p.4

(Harlem Hospital) will honor surgeon Dr H P Freeaan (photo), Oct 13, 1989, p.4

HLSB, RALPH
(Glen Tobias) Cavort(s) with Yankee greats on fantasy diamond (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.6

HOUSE NUMBERS
Residents should number houses more clearly (ltr), Dec 29, 1989, p.6

HOUSEHOLD EMPLOYEES
(I S Rogers appointed placement manager for Ascot Nanny service, Jan 27, 1989, p.2

HOUSES-SCS
House (at 32 Stonewall Lane) put under police protection, Jun 9, 1989, p.3

HOUSING
Affordable housing in SCS? (edit), Dec 8, 1989, p.9

PRICE, PATRICIA
(Count) Legislators urge Brady inquiry, Oct 20, 1989, p.3

O'Rourke protests budget cuts that lower tax hike here to 33%, Dec 29, 1989, p.1

HOUSING
A new social cause (ltr), Jan 13, 1989, p.6

Affordable housing in SCS? (edit), Dec 8, 1989, p.7
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HOUSING, ATTACHED
For alternative housing (ltr), Jan 6, 1989, p.6
Against attached housing (ltr), Jan 6, 1989, p.6
(Weaver St) Subdivision plans come under fire, Jan 27, 1989, p.1
Townhouses win initial approval (from Planning Board), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
'The Monsters' coming to town (ltr), Mar 3, 1989, p.6
Townhouse foes sue legal action, Mar 31, 1989, p.1
Townhouses reviewed by BAR, Mar 31, 1989, p.3
Where should seniors live? (ltr), Apr 7, 1989, p.6
Questions for Planning Board (ltr), Apr 7, 1989, p.6
Former mayor E Jensen seeks Town Club support for affordable housing, Apr 21, 1989, p.3
Law suit filed to block attached housing plan, May 5, 1989, p.1

HOUSING-DESEGREGATION
Why not house homeless here? (edit), Mar 31, 1989, p.7

HOUSING-SCS AD HOC COMMITTEE ON AFFORDABLE HOUSING
Housing diversity favored (ltr), Jan 20, 1989, p.6
(A Hochberg proposes) Housing committee (for SCS), Jan 27, 1989, p.1
(Nascent movement for) Affordable housing (in SCS has begun to pick up steam), Apr 14, 1989, p.1
Former mayor E Jensen seeks Town Club support for affordable housing, Apr 21, 1989, p.3
Affordable housing is SCS: an impossible dream? Aug 11, 1989, p.1
(Downtown development proposals offer) An affordable (housing) alternative (edit), Aug 18, 1989, p.6
Affordable housing advocates receive a skeptical response (from Village Club), Oct 6, 1989, p.1

HOUSING-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
County legislative committee calls for housing needs study, Dec 29, 1989, p.12

HOWARD, ALICE
(YES) puts SCS young people to work (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.8
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10
Le's make a deal: (Sports Swap organized by PT Council) (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.5

HOWARD, ALICE (AU)
Thanks to Sports Swap volunteers (ltr), Sep 15, 1989, p.6

HOWARD, HILARY
Have certificate will babysit: (23 youngsters graduate from Fire Dept Babysitting Course) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.8

HOWARD, LEONARD
(SSS) Foundation dedicated to good of community (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes Bette A Landes, 1989 Bowl winner (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.24

HOWE, BILL
Maroon and White elects leaders for 1989-90, May 12, 1989, p.19

HOWE, DAR
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15

HOWE, JOHN
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30

HOWE, JOY
Maroon and White elects leaders for 1989-90, May 12, 1989, p.19
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10
(PT Council establishing an) Advisory panel on sports, Dec 15, 1989, p.18

HOWER, COURTNEY
A big week for 200-year-old (James Fenimore Cooper) (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.5
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HOWEY, SHERRIE
Two delegates (S Fane, S Howey) named (to represent Junior League at 6th Annual Conference), Apr 28, 1989, p.10
Junior League plans a coffee, elects officers and cites volunteers (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.4

HOWIE, SHERRIE
Bank of New York salutes the Junior League of Central Westchester (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.32

HSIA, RAY
United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3

HSIU, JEFFREY
(Quaker Ridge) 4th graders rap for their rights (photo p.1), Oct 6, 1989, p.5

HU, RAYMOND
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
(SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8

HUANG, DANNY
Record turnout for (Junior High) speech contest (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.12
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30

HUANG, DOROTHY
(SCS) Music students win top prizes, May 19, 1989, p.14

HUANG, ELAINE
(SCS) Music students win top prizes, May 19, 1989, p.14

HUANG, KATHLEEN
(SCS) Music students win top prizes, May 19, 1989, p.14

HUBERT, RICHARD (AU)
(Metro North) Kiosk in commuters' way (ltr), Mar 17, 1989, p.6
Place the (Metro North) kiosk challenge (ltr), Apr 7, 1989, p.6
Take that, bureaucrats (ltr), Apr 21, 1989, p.6

HUDGINS, BETTY
New (SCS) School Board head B Lopez announces opener format (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1

HUDSON RIVER (NY AND NJ)
R Kennedy talk highlights JHS' environmental awareness week (photo), Nov 17, 1989, p.1

HUGHES, CHARLES EVANS
Memorial Day 80 years ago: How Westchester celebrated (photo), May 26, 1989, p.2

HULSEBOSCH, DANIEL
Red Cross honors its top volunteers, Jun 2, 1989, p.11

HUMAN RELATIONS
People can be difficult (edit), Jun 2, 1989, p.7

HUMAN RELATIONS ADVISORY COMMITTEE-989
Human Relations Advisory Committee (supports leasing 2 Drake to homeless) (1989 Progress Ed Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.20

HUMOR
What if... (edit), May 26, 1989, p.7
A comedian's hurtful words (edit), Nov 3, 1989, p.7

HUNGER
Perhaps children can lead us (edit), Nov 17, 1989, p.7
We can save the children (ltr), Dec 22, 1989, p.6
On the holidays, volunteers put faith into action (photo; add photo p.12), Dec 29, 1989, p.6

HUNT, ROB
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
HUNT, THOMAS
Thomas J Hunt (dies; Sep 8, 1989, p.13

HUNTER, ROBERTO
(Greenacres) Neighbors run, toss and gallop on the 4th (photo; list), Jul 14, 1989, p.12
Neighbors ask (Village) board's help on the Hutch, Oct 27, 1989, p.1
(SCS Taxpayer Alert uses) Unauthorized names (in ads against proposed indoor pool), Oct 27, 1989, p.1
(R J Hunter) Elected (to Wake Forest University board of trustees (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.4
(SCS School Board) deserves your trust (regarding bond issue), Lopez tells skeptics, Dec 8, 1989, p.1

HURRICANES
(M Samuelson, M Bonarrigo) Enjoying a windfall (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.3
Heathcote kids aid (Hurricane) Hugo's victims (photo), Oct 13, 1989, p.17
A matter of perspective (edit), Oct 20, 1989, p.6

HURWITZ, AMY
Toe test (of the pool for eighth grade party) (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.2

HURWITZ, DAVID
(Recreation Dept gives) Honors for creative flakers, Feb 17, 1989, p.5

HURWITZ, JENNIFER
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

HURWITZ, KATHLEEN
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10

HURWITZ, KATHY
(Edgewood, Greenacres) Schools celebrate cultural diversity (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.5
Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairmen named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20

HURWITZ, MARC
Have certificate, will babysit: (23 youngsters graduate from Fire Dept Babysitting Course) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.8

HUSBYS, ANDREA
Elementary (school students') art to be exhibited (at SCS Library) (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.15

HUTCHINSON RIVER PARKWAY
Friends seek a place in the sun for SCS's nature sanctuary, (Weinberg Nature Center) (photo), Jul 28, 1989, p.3
Neighbors ask (Village) board's help on the Hutch, Oct 27, 1989, p.1

HUTCHISON, NANCY (REV)
3 years after the fire, Hitchcock (Church) lays new sanctuary cornerstone (photo; addl photo p 22), May 26, 1989, p.1

HUTTAR, ETHEL
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22

HUYTEN, STEVE
Raiders beaten in (basketball) finals (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Boys' Basketball (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.32

HWAN, MICHAEL
Fairy tale village (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.16

HYATT FIELD (SCS)
(Hyatt Field) Almost ready (photo), Aug 25, 1989, p.4

HYPERTENSION
Demystifying high blood pressure (edit), May 19, 1989, p.7

IACHETTA, STEPHANIE (AU)
Eugopé—a voyage of discovery (edit), Apr 14, 1989, p.7

IANELLO, DOM
Tribute to SHS football coaches (ltr), Aug 25, 1989, p.6
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IANELLO, JULIEANNE (AU)
- Tribute to SHS football coaches (ltr), Aug 25, 1989, p.6

IANELLO, NICK
- Tribute to SHS football coaches (ltr), Aug 25, 1989, p.6

IMMIGRANTS
- Another kind of immigrant (edit), Feb 17, 1989, p.7
- Don't compare blacks, immigrants (edit), Jun 2, 1989, p.7
- Let's nip bigotry in the bud (edit), Sep 1, 1989, p.7

INAMDAIR, SUBHASH (DR-AU)
- Be alert to teenage mood disorders (edit), Jan 20, 1989, p.7

INAUGURATION (1989)-CHECK
- SHS senior B Murphy attending inauguration, Jan 20, 1989, p.28

INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA
- Give thanks to the 'Indians' (edit), Jan 6, 1989, p.7

INDOOR POOL COMMITTEE-SCS
- Muddying the waters (edit), Jan 6, 1989, p.6
- Concerns emerge over indoor pool plan (at Village Club meeting), Jan 13, 1989, p.1
- Pool report (on schedule), Feb 3, 1989, p.1
- Why the SCS indoor swimming pool should be located at the Butler Field site (advertising insert), Feb 17, 1989, p.0
- (Indoor) Pool study called 'closed' (ltr), Feb 24, 1989, p.6
- Report (of Ad Hoc Indoor Pool Committee) proposes $5.5M indoor pool, Mar 3, 1989, p.1
- (Ad Hoc Indoor Pool Committee submitted) An outstanding report (edit), Mar 3, 1989, p.6
- (Advocates of Butler Field for indoor Pool site) not giving up easily), Mar 24, 1989, p.1
- Survey (regarding indoor swimming pool) too narrow (edit), Mar 24, 1989, p.6
- (Preliminary results of indoor Pool survey) made public, Mar 31, 1989, p.1
- Comments on (indoor) pool urged (ltr), Mar 31, 1989, p.6
- (Indoor) Pool site debated; Poll asked, Apr 7, 1989, p.1
- (Indoor) Pool backers told to send $, May 12, 1989, p.1
- Time to be counted (on indoor pool issue) (ltr), May 19, 1989, p.6
- (Indoor) Pool campaign at critical stage, May 26, 1989, p.1
- Indoor swimming pool drive lagging, Jun 9, 1989, p.1
- Pool pledge deadline is now July 10, Jun 16, 1989, p.1
- No early verdict expected on (indoor) pool, Jul 14, 1989, p.1
- (Indoor) Pool poll probable, Jul 21, 1989, p.1
- Pledge count (on indoor pool released), Aug 11, 1989, p.1
- Pool committee 'alive and well' (ltr), Aug 18, 1989, p.6
- Ten reasons to support the indoor pool (photo; advt), Aug 25, 1989, p.22
- Indoor pool backers race Sept B deadline (photo), Sep 1, 1989, p.1
- For a 'modest' pool at Butler field (ltr), Sep 1, 1989, p.6
- Pool referendum likely, village says, Sep 15, 1989, p.1
- (Village) Board backs (indoor) pool; Asks voters to agree; (Referendum set for Nov 7) (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.1
- Trees, indoor pool are topics at Village (Board meeting), Oct 13, 1989, p.5
- (SCS Taxpayer Alert uses) Unauthorized names (in ads against proposed indoor pool), Oct 27, 1989, p.1
- Vote for SCS's kids, seniors, families, swim teams AND housing values (advt; photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.18
- Indoor pool's fate rests with the voters, Nov 3, 1989, p.1
- School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

INDOOR POOL COMMITTEE-SCS-FUND RAISING
- Stuffing (envelopes) for S-CS (Indoor) Pool Committee (photo), May 19, 1989, p.3
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INDOOR POOL EDUCATION FUND-SCS

(Indoor) Pool study called 'closed' (ltr), Feb 24, 1989, p.6
(Indoor) Pool campaign at critical stage, May 26, 1989, p.1
Indoor swimming pool drive lagging, Jun 9, 1989, p.1
Pool pledge deadline is now July 10, Jun 16, 1989, p.1
Show your support now for indoor pool at Butler Field (advt flyer), Sep 1, 1989, p.0

INDOOR POOL-BUTLER FIELD SUPPORT COMMITTEE-SCS

SEE INDOOR POOL EDUCATION FUND-SCS

INDOOR SWIMMING POOLS

INFANTINO, VINCENT


INGRASSIA, ANGELO

E R Keeler gets a $25 fine, Dec 22, 1989, p.5

INGRISELLI, FRANK

Greeneacres 0(1l) P(urchasing) C(onsortium) elects officers, Sep 15, 1989, p.5

INNES, EILEEN

Concerns emerge over (indoor) pool plan (at Village Club meeting), Jan 13, 1989, p.1
League (of Women Voters) re-elect A Janiak president; (Other officers, directors listed) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.5

INNES, IRMA (DR)

Maroon and White elects leaders for 1989-90, May 12, 1989, p.19

INOUYE, ALANA

Hay ride (Members of Mormon Church participate in winter youth conference), Mar 17, 1989, p.20

INOUYE, BRYCE

Hay ride (Members of Mormon Church participate in winter youth conference), Mar 17, 1989, p.20
79 (SHS) seniors are Regents winners (list), Apr 21, 1989, p.15
(B Inouye, R Rajapaksa, L Rosensweig, T Wallach, E Murphy) win Merit scholarships, May 5, 1989, p.19
(SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8
(SHS) Seniors (B Inouye, J Jackson) honored (upon graduation from seminary program), Jun 16, 1989, p.12

INOUYE, LINDA


INOUYE, R BRYCE

(R B Inouye Brigham Young University) Scholarship winner: one of 24 (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.21

INOUYE, RON

Six from (Boy Scout) Troop 99 reach Eagle rank (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.4

INSURANCE

Village opts for self-insurance; (Approves budget), Apr 28, 1989, p.1
(Village approves contract with Lawrence Healthcare Administrative Services for) Self-insurance), May 12, 1989, p.1
Volunteer (firemen given additional insurance) benefit(s), Aug 25, 1989, p.1
SEE ALSO EMPLOYEES-SCS-INSURANCE

INSURANCE COMPANIES


INSURANCE, HEALTH

All about nursing home insurance (edit), Aug 25, 1989, p.7

INTERIOR DECORATORS

(S Venokur) Named principal (of NPV Interiors, Mt Kisco) (photo), Aug 11, 1989, p.5

INTERNATIONAL EXECUTIVE SERVICE CORPS

Retired executive E Davidson does volunteer work (with International Executive Service Corps), Dec 15, 1989, p.30
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INTERNS (BUSINESS)
(Alternative) School interns learn by doing (edit), Mar 10, 1989, p.7

INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS
SEE HUMAN RELATIONS

INVESTMENT ADVISERS
Finding financial help (edit), Feb 17, 1989, p.7
(W W Whipple) Foras (investment management) firm (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.2

INVESTMENT TRUSTS
SHS alumnus (H Utsch)'s (stock mutual) fund rated number 1 (by Lipper Analytical Services, Inc), Apr 14, 1989, p.4

INVESTMENTS
(J Beyersdorf)'s investment brings hope to the homeless (photo), May 12, 1989, p.6
(SCS's) investment strategy, Aug 15, 1989, p.1

IRISH, K MICHAEL
Former resident K M Irish gets promotion (at Philip Morris USA), Mar 10, 1989, p.9

IRISH, THOMAS A
Wright & Irish sale called off; to stay open, Dec 1, 1989, p.1

IRISH, THOMAS G
Wright & Irish sale called off; to stay open, Dec 1, 1989, p.1

IRISH, WILLIAM
J H Neale recalled as man of intellect, integrity, Feb 10, 1989, p.1
William J Irish (dies), Jul 14, 1989, p.15

IRVING, KENNETH
(Weaver St) Subdivision plans come under fire, Jan 27, 1989, p.1
Townhouse foes file legal action, Mar 31, 1989, p.1
Townhouses reviewed by BAR, Mar 31, 1989, p.3

IRWIN, AGNES
Agnes C Irwin (dies), Mar 3, 1989, p.12
(M Hall is) 83 and 'a part of the show' at Child Care (Assn of SCS) (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.6

IRWIN, JACQUELINE
30 in contention for Citizens' Committee, Oct 13, 1989, p.1
Zachy's gets a variance, Oct 20, 1989, p.1
Unit elections slated for (Nov 15), Nov 10, 1989, p.1
Unit elections held here, Nov 17, 1989, p.1

ISHASHOFF, LISA
(Shs Animal Rescue Club holds fund-raising bake sale) (photo), Nov 3, 1989, p.5

ISOKANE, HARRY
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
They eat you-know-whatties! (SCS winners of physical fitness awards) (photo), May 19, 1989, p.13
SHS girls' soccer team wins section, eyes state title (photo; add! photo p 15), Jun 9, 1989, p.1

ISRAEL
Israel is threatened (ltr), Jun 2, 1989, p.6
Include Israel in negotiations (regarding Auschwitz convent controversy) (ltr), Sep 15, 1989, p.6
Media seen as anti-Israeli (ltr), Sep 22, 1989, p.6
Abba Eban calls for a Middle East confederacy, Nov 24, 1989, p.1
Give the peace process time (ltr), Dec 1, 1989, p.6

ISRAEL, JOAN

ISRAEL, JUSTIN
SCS Natl Bank salutes Westchester A(ssn for) R(etrarded) C(itizens)' 40th anniversary (photo), May 12, 1989, p.32
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ISRAEL-FOREIGN RELATIONS-ARAB COUNTRIES

Arab-Jewish Relations see Jewish-Arab Relations

ISRAELIS IN THE US

It's Monday, so this must be SCS: (10 disabled Israeli war veterans visit America) (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.3

JACOB, BILL

Townhouse foes all legal action, Mar 31, 1989, p.1

JACOB, JOHN

Don't compare blacks, immigrants (edit), Jun 2, 1989, p.7

JACOB, JOHN (AU)

Black entrepreneurs must take risks (edit), Feb 3, 1989, p.7

Housing in America—still segregated (edit), Mar 3, 1989, p.7

It's time to integrate the news media (edit), Mar 10, 1989, p.7

It's not healthy to be poor (edit), May 12, 1989, p.7

Are the white media racist? (edit), Jul 14, 1989, p.7

(Supreme) Court is rolling back the clock (edit), Aug 11, 1989, p.7

Hate groups on the rise (edit), Sep 1, 1989, p.7

We are all at risk (edit), Oct 13, 1989, p.7

(US) Budget priorities must be revised (edit), Dec 8, 1989, p.7

1989—now, that was a year! (edit), Dec 29, 1989, p.7
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JACOBS, ADAM
Alternative School interns learn by doing (edit), Mar 10, 1989, p.7
(SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8

JACOBS, ANN
Ann's Way dedicated (to memory of A H L Jacobs) (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.8

JACOBS, BILL
(Weaver St) Subdivision plans come under fire, Jan 27, 1989, p.1
Townhouses win initial approval (from Planning Board), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
Former mayor G Jensen seeks Town Club support for affordable housing, Apr 21, 1989, p.3

JACOBS, JOHN (AU)
Black executives-how are they faring? (edit), Jan 20, 1989, p.7

JACOBS, LYNN
It's that book fair time of year (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.18

JACOBS, LYNN (AU)
'Pet Monsters' coming to town (litr), Mar 3, 1989, p.6

JACOBS, MARJORIE
New principal (J Farren) appointed at Quaker Ridge (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1
Educational Testing Service launches cheating probe, Jun 16, 1989, p.1

JACOBS, RAYMOND
Ann's Way dedicated (to memory of A H L Jacobs) (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.8

JACOBSON, BELLA
Educational Testing Service launches cheating probe, Jun 16, 1989, p.1
Leak of Regents Chemistry exam faced schools with tough decision, Jun 23, 1989, p.1

JACOBSON, JORDAN
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Boys' Basketball (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.32

JACOBSON, MARCIE
Foreign language and women's history highlighted at junior high (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.14

JACOBSON, SANDRA
(S Jacobson elected NY Women's) Bar (Assn) president (photo), May 5, 1989, p.4

JAFFE, ALAN (AU)
Special thanks for a special time (at PTA senior class breakfast) (litr), Jul 7, 1989, p.6

JAFFE, ALISON
SCS girl, A Jaffe, wins the gold (in canoeing in 1989 Canadian Nationals), Sep 1, 1989, p.22
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White Fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.1B
(I DeNunzio, A Jaffe, J Keane) Named (to) all-county (sports teams selected by Gannet Westchester), Dec 22, 1989, p.15

JAFFE, BARBARA
(B Jaffe, R Paradise, E Stock) nominated for school board (photo p.28), Mar 17, 1989, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes Bette A Landes, 1989 Bowl winner (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.24
School tax trimmed; groups OK budget, May 5, 1989, p.1
League (of Women Voters) re-elect A Janiak president; (Other officers, directors listed) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.5
(School) District votes May 17 on $39.4 million budget (Board of Ed candidates), May 12, 1989, p.1
(SCS School) Budget passes by 3-1 margin; (8 of Ed members B Jaffe, R Paradise, E Stock elected), May 19, 1989, p.1
New (SCS School) Board head B Lopez announces opener format (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1
B Jaffe brings scientist's perspective to school issues (photo), Aug 25, 1989, p.1
Keep child care in schools, parents urge Board of Ed, Sep 22, 1989, p.1
School board says: SHS isn't the place for an indoor pool, Oct 6, 1989, p.1
And now (comes) the pruning (of the budget for schools' capital improvements), Oct 13, 1989, p.1

Juffs and Recreation Council to consider shortened camp season; (Council members named), Nov 17, 1989, p.3
School bond issue cut to $21.5 million, Dec 1, 1989, p.1
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JAFFE, BARBARA continued
(School) Board unveils plan to revamp schools, Dec 8, 1989, p.1
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

JAFFE, DAVE
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Boys' Basketball (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.32

JAFFE, LIZ
(School Board Nominating Committee decides) No interviews (of prospective Bd of Ed candidates), Apr 21, 1989, p.1
Board of Education, Sobol at odds over AIDS regulation, Aug 4, 1989, p.1

JAFFE, LIZ (AU)
Special thanks for a special time (at PTA senior class breakfast) (ltr), Jul 7, 1989, p.6

JAFFE, PHYLLIS
Need to protect children raises tough questions, Apr 21, 1989, p.1

JAKES, MARTHA GREENEBAUM
SCS Natl Bank salutes Westchester A(ssn for) R(etarded) C(itizens)' 40th anniversary (photo), May 12, 1989, p.32

JAKES, WALTER
Walter Jakes (dies), Jun 16, 1989, p.12

JAM, ELAN
(SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8

JAMISON, GEORGE
George E Janison (dies), Feb 17, 1989, p.14

JAMISON, SHANA
Bank of New York salutes the Junior League of Central Westchester (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.32

JANIAK, ANN
SCS Natl Bank salutes Bette A Landes, 1989 Bowl winner (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.24

JANIAK, ANNE
At last (Village Board) meeting, nothing but praise (for mayor E Seidman), Mar 31, 1989, p.1
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
Pool referendum (may not be needed, but LWV feels vote necessary), Apr 28, 1989, p.1
League of Women Voters re-elect A Janiak president; (Other officers, directors listed) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.5
Affordable housing is SCS: an impossible dream?, Aug 11, 1989, p.1
Neighbors ask (Village) board's help on the Hutch, Oct 27, 1989, p.1
Bank of New York salutes The SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.34
Critics contend zoning plan is too restrictive, Dec 1, 1989, p.1

JANIAK, ANNE (AU)
For alternative housing (ltr), Jan 6, 1989, p.6
League of Women Voters looking for support (ltr), Sep 22, 1989, p.6

JANIAK, BRIAN
Raiders beaten in (basketball) finals (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Boys' Basketball (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.32

JANIAK, CAROLYN
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14
Have certificate, will babysit: (23 youngsters graduate from Fire Dept Babysitting Course) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.8

JANIS, GREG
It's a dog's life in SCS (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.6

JANSEN, PEGGY
Bank of New York salutes the Junior League of Central Westchester (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.32

JAPAN-DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
SHS teacher B A Larson visits Japan, Jul 14, 1989, p.12
JAPAN-SOCIAL CONDITIONS
In Japan, eating disorders on rise (edit), Apr 14, 1989, p.7

JAPANESE IN THE US
Girls' Day preview (photo), Feb 24, 1989, p.8

JASON, PAUL
Owner of C Freidfertig Builders blames fire dept for destruction of home (at 32 Cushman Rd), Jan 20, 1989, p.1
SCS's business leadership (Chamber of Commerce officers named) (photo), Jan 20, 1989, p.3
After the rezoning: What's next for the downtown? (Mar 10, 1989, p.1
Downtown zoning is facing first test (photo p 5), Jul 7, 1989, p.1
Changes ahead for SCS Avenue, Aug 11, 1989, p.1

JASSY, MARGERY
Benefit (for Hoff-Barthelson Music School) raises $26,000 (photo), Nov 24, 1989, p.16

JAY PROPERTY (RYE CITY)
In county, housing is key issue (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.1

JAY, JOHN
Joshua's ghost and other tales of old homes (photo; add photo p 8), Nov 17, 1989, p.6

JEANTY, DARLY (DR)
Medical Examiner Dr D Jeanty reports V Matturro's death probably suicide, Jan 6, 1989, p.1

JEFFERIS, JENNY
(J J efferis, M Beck) Uncover treasures (for St James the Less sale) (photo), May 19, 1989, p.9

JENKINS, PENNI
Bank of New York salutes the Junior League of Central Westchester (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.32

JENSEN, GRADY
(Nascent movement for Affordable housing in SCS has begun to pick up steam), Apr 14, 1989, p.1
(A Blitz gets benefit of predecessors J Stone's, E Seidman's experience at reception) (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
Former mayor G Jensen seeks Town Club support for affordable housing, Apr 21, 1989, p.3
Affordable housing is SCS: an impossible dream?, Aug 11, 1989, p.1
Housing survey (prepared by Ad Hoc Affordable Housing Sub-Committee polls SCS employees), Sep 29, 1989, p.1
Affordable housing advocates receive a skeptical response (from Village Club), Oct 6, 1989, p.1

JENSEN, GRADY (AU)
Affordable housing in SCS? (edit), Dec 1, 1989, p.7

JENSEN, JOHN
(SCS American Legion Post holds) Double celebration (for St Patrick's Day, 70th Anniversary) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.2

JENTZ, BARRY
V Deapsey retiring from Edgewood; (Bd of Ed to appoint advisory committee on capital improvements), Dec 22, 1989, p.1

JEROME, LOUIS (REV)
Other voices: Sodom, Gomorrah and SCS (edit), Oct 6, 1989, p.6

JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER (WHITE PLAINS)
S SIn (Jewish) Community) (Center) director (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.14
New officers (installed at Jewish Community Center of White Plains) (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.15

JEWISH-ARAB RELATIONS
Abba Eban calls for a Middle East confederacy, Nov 24, 1989, p.1
Give the peace process time (ltr), Dec 1, 1989, p.6

JEWISH AND CHRISTIANS
Include Israel in negotiations (regarding Auschwitz convent controversy) (ltr), Sep 15, 1989, p.6

SEE CHRISTIANITY AND OTHER RELIGIONS
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JEWS-PERSECUTIONS

- History, Holocaust and German identity (edit), Jan 20, 1989, p.7
- No explanation of Holocaust (ltr), Jan 27, 1989, p.6
- Understanding the Holocaust (ltr), Feb 3, 1989, p.6
- Lesson of the Holocaust (ltr), Feb 24, 1989, p.6

JIUDICE, JOSEPH

- Top county jobs at stake on Nov 7, Nov 3, 1989, p.1
- Democrats sweep (county election) in SCS (table p 30), Nov 10, 1989, p.1

JOB APPLICATIONS

- (Carol Gill Associates) Placement firm adds (counseling) service; (R Gujarati joins firm) (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.8

JOHNSON, ARVID

- Candy fund yields Yule treat for all: (Fire Co tree now 20 years old) (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.3

JOHNSMeyer, CHARLES

- (Photo: C Johnsmeier) Kids (8-p Supp) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.1
- Hail to the champions (Inquirer holds second children's photo contest) Kids (8-p Supp) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.2

JOHNSON, BOINE

- One more time, public debates downtown plan, Feb 3, 1989, p.1
- Winston trial ends; Now it's up to the judge, Feb 24, 1989, p.1

JOHNSON, BOINE (AU)

- Readers express opinions on pool proposal (ltrs), May 26, 1989, p.6
- More views on the indoor pool bond referendum (ltrs), Nov 3, 1989, p.11

JOHNSON, CARL

- Citizens' group calls for $11M in school repairs (photo p 2), Sep 1, 1989, p.1

JOHNSON, CAROLINE

- United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3

JOHNSON, CAROLYN

- (Manhattan Savings Bank gives) Support for (SHS PTA) Scholarship Fund, Mar 17, 1989, p.3

JOHNSON, CINDY

- Cindy Johnon re-elected (president of SCS Auxiliary, White Plains Hospital; Other officers listed), Jun 9, 1989, p.5
- Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.32
- Bank of New York salutes The SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.34

JOHNSON, DON

- Graduates sing farewell to IHM (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.22

JOHNSON, EVAN


JOHNSON, FRANK (OR)

- SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26

JOHNSON, JANET

- (C L Kahn, D Schear, E Stock) named to (Westchester County) Women's (Advisory) Board, Feb 3, 1989, p.2

JOHNSON, JEANETTE

- Old masterpiece comes to life (in Quaker Ridge art appreciation course) (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.14

JOHNSON, JOAN

- (Mt) Holyoke women (hear A C Edmonds speak) (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.9

JOHNSON, JOHN

- Bank of NY to absorb SCS National (photo: L Richey Jr p 20), May 12, 1989, p.1

JOHNSON, KATHY

- Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairmen named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20
JOHNSON, LYNN
(YES) put(s) SCS young people to work (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.8

JOHNSON, NERISSA
Local students (M J Mare, M Johnson)'s art honored, Dec 22, 1989, p.14

JOHNSON, PEGGY
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26
29 in running for (School Board) nominating group, Dec 8, 1989, p.3

JOHNSON, RODNEY
Hay ride (Members of Mormon Church participate in winter youth conference), Mar 17, 1989, p.20

JOHNSON, STEVE
6th grade and junior high: a good aatch (Part I), Jun 23, 1989, p.1

JOHNSTONE, BRUCE
SUNY chancellor's award (presented to) SCS librarian R Kalick (photo), May 26, 1989, p.9

JOINT PASSOVER ASSN
(I Schuam) Appointed (president of Joint Passover Assn) (photo), Jan 27, 1989, p.5

JONES, ALLISON
(Recreation Dept gives) Honors for creative flakeakers, Feb 17, 1989, p.5
Great flakes! (Snowflake artists display winning creations) (photo), Feb 24, 1989, p.3

JONES, ARCHER
Reaching the heights of Boy Scouting (A Jones becomes Eagle Scout) (photo), Jan 13, 1989, p.5
8 soar to Eagle Scout rank (in Memorial Day ceremonies) (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.3

JONES, BECKY
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute Kidswalk '89 (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.30

JONES, BETH
Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairmen named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20

JONES, CAITLIN
(Recreation Dept gives) Honors for creative flakeakers, Feb 17, 1989, p.5

JONES, FLORENCE
Florence R Jones (dies), Sep 8, 1989, p.13

JONES, GEORGE
Reaching the heights of Boy Scouting (A Jones becomes Eagle Scout) (photo), Jan 13, 1989, p.5

JONES, GILLIAN
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14
Learning the social graces (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.6
Glasnost comes to Greencrest, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

JONES, JOAN
Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairmen named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20

JONES, KRISTIN
Reaching the heights of Boy Scouting (A Jones becomes Eagle Scout) (photo), Jan 13, 1989, p.5

JORDAN, GAIL
29 in running for (School Board) nominating group, Dec 8, 1989, p.3

JORDAN, JOANNA
Girls' (basketball team's) dream dies (photo), Feb 24, 1989, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Girls' Basketball (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.28
SHS athletes honored at end of championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
Scenes from (SHS) sports award dinner (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.15
Math can be fun! (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.9
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Information</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JORDAN, LOUISE</td>
<td>On an evening of warm affection, Bette Landes receives (SCS) Bowl (photo),</td>
<td>Mar 24, 1989</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCS Natl Bank salutes Bette A Landes, 1989 Bowl winner (photo),</td>
<td>Mar 24, 1989</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JORDAN, SALLY</td>
<td>30 in contention for Citizens' Committee,</td>
<td>Oct 13, 1989</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unit elections slated for (Nov 15),</td>
<td>Nov 10, 1989</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unit elections held here,</td>
<td>Nov 17, 1989</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JORDAN, MADELYN</td>
<td>Heathcote PTA names new officers,</td>
<td>Jun 9, 1989</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JORLING, THOMAS</td>
<td>(NY Dept of Environmental Conservation) Ruling will take Winston estate off wetlands map,</td>
<td>Apr 28, 1989</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wetlands ruling: (Winston Property should never have been added to state wetlands map),</td>
<td>May 5, 1989</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOURNALISM</td>
<td>It's time to integrate the news media (edit),</td>
<td>Mar 10, 1989</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Inquirer) Introduces new column, 'Other Voices' (edit),</td>
<td>Sep 29, 1989</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOURNALISM-REWARDS, PRIZES, ETC</td>
<td>Ex-teachers' paper, (Post Roads, edited by S Hewett,) a winner (in NY Teachers' Journalisim Contest),</td>
<td>Apr 7, 1989</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOYNT, MARY KAY</td>
<td>Directors (of Westchester-Putnam Chapter, American Diabetes Assn) named,</td>
<td>Jul 28, 1989</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUAREX, SOPHIA</td>
<td>The faces of Halloween: (S Juarez, V O'Rourke among the best-dressed) (photo),</td>
<td>Nov 3, 1989</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUAREX, ELBA</td>
<td>The faces of Halloween: (S Juarez, V O'Rourke among the best-dressed) (photo),</td>
<td>Nov 3, 1989</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUDELSON, NORMAN</td>
<td>Winston: parties weigh options,</td>
<td>Apr 14, 1989</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Village won't pursue rest of Winston (property),</td>
<td>Jun 9, 1989</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neighbors blast SCS Manor subdivision plan,</td>
<td>Jul 7, 1989</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUDGES</td>
<td>Who's to judge? (Forms available to nominate village judges),</td>
<td>Dec 15, 1989</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUDGMENT (ETHICS)</td>
<td>Does one go along or just say no? (edit),</td>
<td>Jun 2, 1989</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUDICIAL QUALIFICATIONS ADVISORY COMMITTEE-SCS</td>
<td>Report from Albany: C Singer gives Town Club a bleak outlook,</td>
<td>Jun 2, 1989</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Who's to judge? (Forms available to nominate village judges),</td>
<td>Dec 15, 1989</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUDY, FREDERICK</td>
<td>Fred Judy dead at 55,</td>
<td>May 19, 1989</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JULIEN, BETSY</td>
<td>(L Altermann, B Julien new American Cancer Society support leaders (photo),</td>
<td>Mar 3, 1989</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JULIER, ALLEN</td>
<td>New principal (J Farren) appointed at Quaker Ridge (photo),</td>
<td>May 19, 1989</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JULIUS, TOM</td>
<td>History unit (Westchester County Historical Society) names M Soter,</td>
<td>Dec 1, 1989</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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JULY 4TH

A glorious Fourth on the 3rd (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.1
Families celebrate the Fourth (of July) all over SCS (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.2
(Greenacres) Neighbors run, toss and gallop on the 4th (photo; list), Jul 14, 1989, p.12
Swimmers win prizes on the Fourth (list), Jul 14, 1989, p.12

JUNG, CHRISTINE

10 Hoff-Barthelson students in all-state (concert), Feb 24, 1989, p.8
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14
Student C Jung selected (to participate in Encore School for Strings, Cleveland Institute of Music), Jun 23, 1989, p.13

JUNIOR LEAGUE OF CENTRAL WESTCHESTER

Two delegates (S Fane, S Howey) named (to represent Junior League at 6th Annual Conference), Apr 28, 1989, p.10
Junior League plans a coffee, elects officers and cites volunteers (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.4
Bank of New York salutes the Junior League of Central Westchester (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.32

JUNIORETtes (SCS WOMAN’S CLUB)

SEE SCS WOMAN’S CLUB

JUSTER, HOWARD

(H H Juster) Heads (joint architecture) panel (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.9
SCS architect H Juster joins (Taylor Clark Architects) as a senior consultant (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.4

JUSTER, Muriel

New principal (J Farren) appointed at Quaker Ridge (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1
(SCS Teachers Institute) Honors retiring teachers (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.19
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22

KADINOFF, Carol

(Small Wonders) Jump ropers show skills (to Fox Meadow students) (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.16

Kadish, Anna (DR)

Passover preparations (made by Drs Larry and Anna Kadish) (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.1

Kadish, Larry (DR)

Passover preparations (made by Drs Larry and Anna Kadish) (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.1

KAGAYUMA, ATSUSHI

(Recreation Dept gives) Honors for creative flake makers, Feb 17, 1989, p.5

Kagle, Rose

Renamed freeze group to hold workshop, (elect officers, vote on new name), Jan 6, 1989, p.5

Kahl, Jane

PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10
Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairman named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20

Kahl, John

Arthur Manor (Assn) celebrates (July 4th) in (Davis) Park (photo; list), Jul 14, 1989, p.2

Kahn, Carol

(C L Kahn, D Schear, E Stock) named to (Westchester County) Women's (Advisory) Board, Feb 3, 1989, p.2

Kahn, Jeffrey (DR)

(White Plains) Hospital appoints nine, Aug 18, 1989, p.4

Kaisfr, Joe

The Bank of New York salutes Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.30

Kaiser, Lynne

Benefit (for Hoff-Barthelson Music School) raises $26,000 (photo), Nov 24, 1989, p.16

Kalb, Lore

(L Kalb) Joins Doernberg (photo), Nov 24, 1989, p.8
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KALEY, PATRICK
  Have certificate, will babysit: (23 youngsters graduate from Fire Dept Babysitting Course) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.8

KALICK, ROSANNE
  SUNY chancellor's award (presented to) SCS librarian R Kalick (photo), May 26, 1989, p.9

KALICK, BENA
  (School) Board to unveil renovation plan, Nov 24, 1989, p.1

KALT, LEE
  Scouts' turn at Village Hall (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.5

KANE, MARGUERITE
  (SCS) Adult School—50 and up to the loent (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.8

KANG, MICHELLE
  Two SHS musicians (S Furuya, M Kang) win in county (concerto competition) (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.15
  SCS girl M Kang wins Juilliard piano competition (photo), May 26, 1989, p.14
  (SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8
  M Kang wins (first place in Karlfried Nordmann Memorial Scholarship Competition at Juilliard) (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.19

KANNEY, NATHAN
  It's that book fair time of year (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.16

KANER, AARON
  29 (SHS students) attend Presidential Classroom, Mar 17, 1989, p.14
  (Parks and Recreation) Council to consider shortened camp season; (Council members named), Nov 17, 1989, p.3

KANTOR, BRIAN
  R Kennedy talk highlights JHS' environmental awareness week (photo), Nov 17, 1989, p.1

KANTOR, EVAN
  SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Boys' Basketball (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.32

KANTOR, JAMES
  SCS graduate J Kantor hired by (Denison) University, Aug 18, 1989, p.20
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KANTOR, JOSEPH (AU)
Picketers (of Teachers' Union Local 1169) thank (SCS) police (ltr), Mar 31, 1989, p.6

KAPEL, SAUL (DR)
Asbestos study finds no cause for alarm (Dr R Hibschman tells Board of Education), Apr 14, 1989, p.1

KAPLAN, BETSY
Music friends welcome faculty; (3 names inadvertently omitted from fall bulletin), Nov 17, 1989, p.14

KAPLAN, HEIDI
The logo of Choice (unveiled) (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.16

KAPLAN, JUDITH
(J Kaplan, V Pilla) On (Cleveland E Van Wert) staff (photo), Sep 15, 1989, p.3
Ecuaneical event: (160 realtors assemble for holiday party at SCS Golf Club) (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.5

KAPLAN, REBECCA
New (SCS) School Board head B Lopez announces opener (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1

KAPLAN, TERRIE
Ecuaneical event: (160 realtors assemble for holiday party at SCS Golf Club) (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.5

Realtors say they're doing fine (ltr), Aug 4, 1989, p.6

KAPP, BARBARA
Hoff-Barthelson appoints B A Kapp new publicity director, Jun 30, 1989, p.4
(Scs) Recreation Dept, SCS SUSAer MUSIC T(heatre) get (Council for the Arts) grants, Dec 29, 1989, p.9
KAPPEL, YASMIN
At group home (at 1241 Post Rd), women 'growing up together' (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.6

KARDON, NATALINE (DR)
Yeshiva's friends: (Dr N B Kardon, Dr S B Kardon to be honored) (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.14
Yeshiva's friends: (Dr N B Kardon, Dr S B Kardon to be honored) (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.14

KARDON, STEPHEN (DR)
Yeshiva's friends: (Dr N B Kardon, Dr S B Kardon to be honored) (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.14

KARESH, LINDA

KARP, DALE

KARP, PETER
(Alternative) School interns learn by doing (edit), Mar 10, 1989, p.7

KARPF, BEVERLY
(State Comptroller's Office) Report raps local fiscal practices, Apr 21, 1989, p.1

KASE, NANCY
New principal (J Farren) appointed at Quaker Ridge (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1

KASHIHATA, KIYOKO
Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairmen named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20

KASOV, CHARLIE
(Edgewood kids and parents join in fall) Clean-up campaign (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.3

KASOV, JANE
(Edgewood kids and parents join in fall) Clean-up campaign (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.3

KATHIRITHAMBI, RAVI
Correction: (R Kathirithambi among musicians in all-county orchestra), Mar 31, 1989, p.13

KATHIRITHAMBI, MAHENDRAN
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

KATO, RYO
It was a wacky day at (Camp) Wapetuck (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.3
KATZ, ABBY
Lineup named for mystery musical ('Edwin Drood', to be presented by SSMT), Jul 7, 1989, p.2

KATZ, ABIGAIL
Whodunnit? (Curtain goes up for 'Mystery of Edwin Drood') (photo), Aug 4, 1989, p.5

KATZ, DANNY
Le's make a deal: (Sports Swap organized by PT Council) (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.5

KATZ, DEBBIE
In the back-to-school fashion roundup, jodhpurs, vests, fringe...(photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.8

KATZ, DEBBY
Le's take a deal: (Sports Swap organized by PT Council) (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.5

KATZ, ELAINE
Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

KATZ, JEFF
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10
Le's make a deal: (Sports Swap organized by PT Council) (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.5

KATZ, JEFF (AU)
Thanks to Sports Swap volunteers (ltr), Sep 15, 1989, p.6

KATZ, KUNIKO
(Edgewood, Greenacres) Schools celebrate cultural diversity (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.5
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10
Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairman named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20

KATZBERG, LESLIE
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute Kidswalk '89 (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.30
29 in running for (School Board) nominating group, Dec 8, 1989, p.3

KATZENBERG, HERBERT
SCS Natl Bank salutes Westchester A(ssn for) R(etarded) Citizens)' 40th anniversary (photo), May 12, 1989, p.32

KAUFMAN, ALICE
Doyenne of the diagnosis Alice Kaufman pays tribute to (Arthur) Ashe (photo), Jan 27, 1989, p.6

KAUFMAN, ANITA
It's complicated: (A Kaufman named chairwoman of study group), Jun 9, 1989, p.5

KAUFMAN, ANN

KAUFMAN, GABE
Ready to roam: (Members of SHS AFS Club to spend summer with foreign families) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.19
Global perspectives: (AFS students discuss travel plans, welcome new arrivals) (photo), Sep 15, 1989, p.5
KAUFMAN, GABRIEL
AFS says goodbye, hello (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.15

KAUFMAN, GAIL
Foreign language and women’s history highlighted at junior high (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.14
New principal (J Farren) appointed at Quaker Ridge (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1

KAUFMAN, JEN

KAUFMAN, JOHN (AU)
Another safe year (thanks to Safe Rides) (ltr), Jun 9, 1989, p.6

KAUFMAN, LIZ
SHS girls’ soccer team wins section, eyes state title (photo; addl photo p 15), Jun 9, 1989, p.1
Raiders do it! Win 1st state soccer title (photo; addl photo p 17), Jun 16, 1989, p.1

KAUFMAN, MARTIN
(Weaver St) Subdivision plans come under fire, Jan 27, 1989, p.1
Townhouse foes null legal action, Mar 31, 1989, p.1
Law suit filed to block attached housing plan, May 5, 1989, p.1
Trees felled despite new laws, Sep 15, 1989, p.1
Critics contend zoning plan is too restrictive, Dec 1, 1989, p.1

KAUFMAN, MARTIN (AU)
(SCS is) A park, not a developers’ playground (ltr), Oct 27, 1989, p.6

KAUFMAN, MILLICENT
Townhouse foes null legal action, Mar 31, 1989, p.1

KAUFMANN, ELIZABETH
4 high school students (E Kaufmann, E Warfield, J Berlin, S Fu) sample college at Cornell, Aug 18, 1989, p.20

KAWAGUCHI, MIHIO
Japanese holiday fete (held for Heathcote’s international families), Feb 3, 1989, p.14
Heathcote children broaden horizons (with international fair) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.20

KAWAMOTO, SHAMBALLA
Doin’ the chicken (photo), Nov 24, 1989, p.10

KAWASHIMA, MICHIKO
Girls’ Day preview (photo), Feb 24, 1989, p.8

KAY, MARTIN
United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3

KAY, MARTY
United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3

KAYE, ADAM (AU)
(Alternative) School interns learn by doing (edit), Mar 10, 1989, p.7

KAYE, AVRIL
(YES) puts SCS young people to work (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.8

KAZI, GORDON
Awards, Appointments, Promotions: G A Kazi (completes requirements for underwriter), Sep 22, 1989, p.16

KEANE, DIANE
O’Rourke protests budget cuts that lower tax hike here to 33%, Dec 29, 1989, p.1

KEANE, FRANK
(SCS School Board) deserve(s) your trust (regarding bond issue), Lopez tells skeptics, Dec 8, 1989, p.1

KEANE, HILDABGARD
29 in running for (School Board) nominating group, Dec 8, 1989, p.3
KEANE, JENNY
Junior High girls J Keane, L Chua, N Bae win writing contest (photo), May 26, 1989, p.14
Rossi leads SCS girls to county swimming championship (photo), Aug 18, 1989, p.20
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
(I DeNunzio, A Jaffe, J Keane) Named (to) all-county (sports teams selected by Banuet Westchester), Dec 22, 1989, p.15

KEANE, KATE
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

KEANE, KATIE
Rossi leads SCS girls to county swimming championship (photo), Aug 18, 1989, p.20

KEARNEY, FRANK
Aid from Albany (approved for county road work), May 26, 1989, p.1
Healthcote bridge work postponed; Wilmot restrictions relaxed, Aug 25, 1989, p.1
Contract awarded (Cimino Contracting to rebuild Heathcote Bridge), Sep 8, 1989, p.1

KEATING, ED (Mrs Linus)
(SCS-HTS Women's Interfaith) Council marks 60 years of ecumenical spirit (photo), Jan 6, 1989, p.6

KEATING, LILA (Platform Tennis Assn) Coming home to Fox Meadow (for 60th Anniversary celebration) (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.22
SCS Natl Bank salutes 60 Seasons of Platform Tennis (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.30

KEATING, MARY

KEEFE, LARRY
Experts assess local environmental risks from lead, radon and asbestos (at Greenacres Assn meeting), Nov 10, 1989, p.3

KEEFE, NANCY
Brodsky, O'Rourke turn on the sarcasm (at debate), Oct 13, 1989, p.1

KEEFE, VIRGINIA

KEELER, E RICHARD
R Keeler convicted, but not on felony charges, Oct 13, 1989, p.3
A Mosca says he did nothing wrong, Dec 1, 1989, p.1
R Keeler gets a $25 fine, Dec 22, 1989, p.5

KEENAN, ALEX
Foreign language and women's history highlighted at junior high (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.14

KEENE, HELEN
Renamed freeze group to hold workshop, (elect officers, vote on new name), Jan 6, 1989, p.5

KELLER, DON
Cable TV coordinator F Pollack leaves for new position, Jan 6, 1989, p.2
Village appoints J Foley cable (TV) coordinator, Mar 17, 1989, p.2

KELLER, DONALD
SCS's TV station on the rise (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.21
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
Delicate balance (in amount of salt to use for snow removal), Dec 22, 1989, p.1

KELLEY, JANE
League of (Women) Voters raising money for a new home, Dec 15, 1989, p.2

KELLY, BILL
When it comes to crime, Bill Kelly knows what he's writing about, Jul 7, 1989, p.3
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KELLY, BILL (AU)
Reflections of a cop on retirement (edit), Dec 22, 1989, p.7

KELLY, CHERYL
Weeds make way for children in re-opened Fox Meadow park (photo), May 5, 1989, p.19
Defects found in (Edgewood, Fox Meadow, Greenacres) school windows, Nov 10, 1989, p.1

KELLY, JIM
(Beck) Family victims of misdirected (child) abuse probe, Feb 17, 1989, p.1
Board of Ed expresses regret to Becks (regarding child abuse misunderstanding); Meeting set, Mar 10, 1989, p.1
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22

KELLY, THOMAS
Resident T M Kelly presents conference papers, Nov 10, 1989, p.22

KELLY, TOM
United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3

KEMP, GILES
Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26

KEMP, REBECCA
(R Kemp performs egg) Balancing act (at Fox Meadow picnic) (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.13

KEMPER, CARIN
Toe test (of the pool for 8th grade party) (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.2

KEMPER, MARY
(YES) put(s) SCS young people to work (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.8

KENDRICK, JAMES

KENNEDY, KAREN
Metro North plans call for removal of tiled canopy at SCS station (photo), Jan 20, 1989, p.1

KENNEDY, ROBERT JR
(SCS) Junior High is really a middle school, says P Telfer (at Bd of Ed meeting), Oct 6, 1989, p.16
R Kennedy talk highlights JHS' environmental awareness week (photo), Nov 17, 1989, p.1

KENNEY, KAREN
(SCS PBA) Going to arbitration, Oct 13, 1989, p.1

KERN, (MRS RALPH)
Charges fly in dispute over Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.1

KERN, BILL
6th grade and junior high: a good match (Part 1), Jun 23, 1989, p.1

KERN, DAVID
Communication called key in curbing substance abuse: (Dr P Read speaks to parents), Nov 10, 1989, p.2
Junior high school mourns loss of one of its favorites, H Harrison (photo p 14), Dec 22, 1989, p.1

KERN, RALPH
Charges fly in dispute over Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.1

KERN, RALPH (AU)
Zoning amendment should be amended (ltr), Dec 22, 1989, p.6

KERNERTS, OTTO (DR)
(New York) Hospital honors leading volunteers (E Schweickert, E Tempkin) (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.2

KEERSON, LEONARD
Defects found in (Edgewood, Fox Meadow, Greenacres) school windows, Nov 10, 1989, p.1

KESSEL, SARIT
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS (photo), May 5, 1989, p.34
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KESSLER, ALAN (AU)
What happened to our (architectural) style? (ltr), May 5, 1989, p.6

KESSLER, CAROLE (AU)
Special thanks for a special time (at PTA senior class breakfast) (ltr), Jul 7, 1989, p.6

KESSLER, DAVID
(School Board) Nominating Committee election is on Jan 31, Jan 27, 1989, p.1

KESSLER, ELISE
By order of the mayor: (E Seidman one of the first to buy Girl Scout cookies) (photo), Feb 24, 1989, p.1

KESSLER, ELIZABETH (AU)
'Excellent' Kidswalk (ltr), Jun 2, 1989, p.6

KESSLER, JASON
(M Miller, J Kessler) On their way to (LWV Conference in) Albany (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.4
Soft-sell approach: (J Kessler mans bake sale table for YOUTH-ARC) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.3

KESSLER, JASON (AU)
SHS students (J Kessler, M Miller) report from (LWV Legislative Conference in) Albany (edit), Jun 9, 1989, p.7

KESSLER, LAUREN
Friends seek a place in the sun for SCS's nature sanctuary, (Weinberg Nature Center) (photo), Jul 28, 1989, p.3

KESSLER, MORTON (AU)
Special thanks for a special time (at PTA senior class breakfast) (ltr), Jul 7, 1989, p.6

KESSLER, PAULETTE
Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21
30 in contention for Citizens' Committee, Oct 13, 1989, p.1
Unit elections slated for (Nov 15), Nov 10, 1989, p.1
Unit elections held here, Nov 17, 1989, p.1

KHANSI, BHITA
A tough 2 years in Spain for Mormon missionary D Garff (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.16

KHANSI, BITA
Missioner B Khanssi going to Honolulu (photo), Jan 27, 1989, p.12

KHERNOVA-SALZMAN, MARIANNA

KHOLDANI, ARESH
8th year starting at Child Care (Assn of SCS) (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.13

KHOLDANI, MIRIAM
Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

KHOMINPA, RUHOLLAH
Kowtowing to Khomeini (edit), Feb 24, 1989, p.6
(Bombing of Riverdale Press headquarters) A failed attack (on freedom of the press) (edit), Mar 3, 1989, p.6
Response (to Khomeini's death threat) 'shamefully slow' (ltr), Mar 3, 1989, p.6
Irrationalism on the rampage (ltr), Mar 3, 1989, p.6
(Writer) Dismayed by senators silence (re Rushdie affair) (ltr), Mar 3, 1989, p.6
The tyrant and his chains (reprint of Riverdale Press Feb 23 edit), Mar 24, 1989, p.7

KIDSWALK
Off to a walking start (for Kidswalk) (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1
(Kidswalk '89) Good fun for a good cause (photo), May 26, 1989, p.1
Kidswalk a success (ltr), May 26, 1989, p.6
(Kidswalk) A new tradition (edit), May 26, 1989, p.6
'Excellent' Kidswalk (ltr), Jun 2, 1989, p.6
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute Kidswalk '89 (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.30
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KIERNAN, JEANNE MARIE
(Center for Preventive Psychiatry) elects 4 from (SCS), Feb 3, 1989, p.16

KILCUP, CORA
Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26
Intergenerational encounter: (SCS JHS students, senior citizens share lunch) (photo), Nov 17, 1989, p.5

KILLOURHY, ANDREW
(Recreation Dept gives) Honors for creative flakemakers, Feb 17, 1989, p.5

KILLOURHY, DANIEL (AU)
Public should pick pool site (ltr), Jan 20, 1989, p.6
Ground swell for Butler Field (for indoor pool site) (ltr), May 5, 1989, p.6
(Indoor) Pool plan seen as too costly (ltr), Oct 13, 1989, p.6

KIM, JAE
(SHS art students go) Behind the scenes at (Museum) D(f) M(odern) A(rt) (photo, Nov 10, 1989, p.18

KIM, JIN
Foreign language and women's history highlighted at junior high (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.14

KIM, JUNG
Record turnout for (Junior High) speech contest (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.12
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30

KIM, MAUREEN
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

KIM, NUNA
10 Hoff-Barthelson students in all-state (concert), Feb 24, 1989, p.8

KIM, PETER
The man in the white hat: (P Kim awarded SCS Volunteer Fire Co No 3's White Hat Award) (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.3

KIM, SHARON
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

KIM, YOUNG

KIM, YOUNG UCK
Benefit (for Hoff-Barthelson Music School) raises $26,000 (photo), Nov 24, 1989, p.16

KIMBLE, CONNIE (AU)
What if...? (edit), May 26, 1989, p.7

KINDRED, BROOK
(Platform Tennis Assn) Coming home to Fox Meadow (for 60th Anniversary celebration) (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.22
SCS Natl Bank salutes 60 Seasons of Platform Tennis (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.30

KINDRED, G E (AU)
(Platoon (ownership) Deciding to Fox Meadow (for 60th Anniversary celebration) (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.22
SCS Natl Bank salutes 60 Seasons of Platform Tennis (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.30

KING, GEORGE
(SCS Recreation Dept, S(CS) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre) get (Council for the Arts) grants, Dec 29, 1989, p.9

KING, SHERRY
On the holidays, volunteers put faith into action (photo; addl photo p 12), Dec 29, 1989, p.6

KING, WALTER
Walter S King (dies), Jun 23, 1989, p.20

KINGSLEY, CHARLES
SCS Natl Bank salutes Westchester A(sso for) R(etrained) C(itizens)' 40th anniversary (photo), May 12, 1989, p.32
Richard Gerloff dies: Was business, civic leader here (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.1
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KIDSKS
(Metro North) Kiosk in commuters' way (ltr), Mar 17, 1989, p.6
Place the (Metro North) kiosk challenge (ltr), Apr 7, 1989, p.6
New homes proposed on Marx Estate; (V Pagliaro unveils plans for railroad platform), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
Take that, bureaucrats (ltr), Apr 21, 1989, p.6

KIRKWOOD, DAVID (AU)
(In memoriam: Bill White (edit), Apr 14, 1989, p.6

KLATH, ROBERT
White Plains Hospital elects (SCS resident L Marx board member; 4 other) board members (named), May 5, 1989, p.4

KLAUSNER, JENNIFER
(Quaker Ridge) 4th graders rap for their rights (photo p 1), Oct 6, 1989, p.5

KLAVINS, FILIP
SHS grad F Klavins (completes trade mission) to Latvia, Jun 16, 1989, p.2

KLEBANOFF, JENNIFER
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

KLEIN, LESLIE
History unit (Westchester County Historical Society) names M Soter, K Winkler trustees, Dec 1, 1989, p.2

KLEIN, LUCILLE
(L Klein, S S Penkin are) New Centennial Realty associates (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.8

KLEIN, LYDIA
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year Jean DeCarlo (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.28
(Youth Employment Service) looking for higher profile, May 26, 1989, p.9
(YES) puts SCS kids to work (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.8
Lydia Klein to retire after 41 years at (SCS National-now Bank of New York-) bank, Sep 29, 1989, p.2

KLEIN, MADELINE
M Klein (receives awards in sales, service from Carlson Learning Co) (Awards, Appts, Promotions), Jul 28, 1989, p.2
Lawyer J R Ruderman named president of Mid-Westchester Y; (Other officers listed), Sep 1, 1989, p.2

KLEIN, MICHAEL
SHS graduate D Rowntree is bridge champ, Jul 14, 1989, p.2

KLEIN, MIMI
Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute Kidswalk '89 (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.30

KLEIN, MIMI (AU)
Kidswalk a success (ltr), May 26, 1989, p.6

KLEIN, MIMI (AU)
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10

KLEIN, STEPHEN (RABBI)
While recalling a dark past, sculpture bears message of hope (photo), Feb 3, 1989, p.1

KLEIN, STEVEN (RABBI)
'For these do I weep...' (Holocaust memorial dedicated at SCS Synagogue) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.24

KLEINERT, BOB
SCS Natl Bank salutes 60 Seasons of Platform Tennis (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.30

KLEINERT, JACK
SCS Natl Bank salutes 60 Seasons of Platform Tennis (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.30

KLEISNER, CATHERINE
Catherine Kleisner dies), Nov 24, 1989, p.17
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Kligler, Jack
(A Pastures) A city girl in SCS country (photo p 2), Aug 4, 1989, p.1

Kligler, Jan
(A Pastures) A city girl in SCS country (photo p 2), Aug 4, 1989, p.1

Kligler, Joanna
(A Pastures) A city girl in SCS country (photo p 2), Aug 4, 1989, p.1

Kline, Harriet
Who says money doesn’t grow on trees? (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.4
SCS artists (A Valenstein, H Kline) featured (in Katonah Gallery exhibit) (photo), Aug 11, 1989, p.2

Kline, Melissa
The Bank of New York salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.30

Kline, Tom
Mr Kline goes to Washington (photo), May 12, 1989, p.9

Knapplund, Paul
Bank of NY to absorb SCS National (photo: L Richey Jr p 20), May 12, 1989, p.1
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

Knapplund, Virginia
(Quaker Ridge School celebrates) Bill of Rights Day (photo; story p 5), Oct 6, 1989, p.1
(Quaker Ridge) 4th graders rap for their rights (photo p 1), Oct 6, 1989, p.5

Knapp, Jessica
Local athletes to compete in Empire Games, Jul 28, 1989, p.10

Knight, Jason
Hay ride (Members of Mormon Church participate in winter youth conference), Mar 17, 1989, p.20

Knitting
Idaho town brings writer M Lewis’ book to life (photo; addl photo p 21), Apr 28, 1989, p.1

Knopp, Alfred
Trees felled despite new laws, Sep 15, 1989, p.1
Planning Board criticizes Ferndale Park development, Oct 6, 1989, p.1
Critics contend zoning plan is too restrictive, Dec 1, 1989, p.1

Knopp, Doug
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Boys’ Basketball (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.22
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

Kobayashi, Hifumi
Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairmen named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20

Kobelt, Nora
(Indoor) Pool site debated; Poll asked, Apr 7, 1989, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26
Indoor pool backers race Sept 8 deadline (photo), Sep 1, 1989, p.1
(Village) Board backs indoor pool; Asks voters to agree; (Referendum set for Nov 7) (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.1
Vote with 1500 other supporters...Vote yes for an indoor pool (photo; list), Nov 3, 1989, p.32
Voters scuttle indoor pool proposal (photo; table p 30), Nov 10, 1989, p.1

Kobelt, Werner
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26

Koch, Edward
Koch names Scarsdalian (A Galvani to Private Sector Survey Commission) (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.4
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KOCH, JEROME
Jerome A Koch (dies), Mar 17, 1989, p.20

KOCH, JUDY
J Koch (named to executive committee, System 1 Real Estate Network) (Awards, Appts & Promotions), Jul 28, 1989, p.2
Realtor J Koch elected (director, District 11, Westchester County Board of Realtors), Oct 27, 1989, p.22

KOEBEL, WILLIAM
Harry Winston's lawyer on the stand (in Winston v SCS), Feb 10, 1989, p.1
Winston trial ends; Now it's up to the judge, Feb 24, 1989, p.1

KOELE, VERONIKA
Honors for realtors (announced), Jul 7, 1989, p.4

KOENIG, MARVIN
Sreenacres Qil P(urchasing) C(onsortium) elects officers, Sep 15, 1989, p.5

KOH, YUSUKE
3 local football players (M Cohen, Y Koh, T Toal) selected for Golden Dozen team, Dec 29, 1989, p.8

KOHL, BLOSSOM
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.30

KOHL, SCHUYLER
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.30

KOHN, LOIS
Teacher L M Kohn to attend Constitution forum, Jun 16, 1989, p.19

KOKKORIS, HELEN
Survival was (Kokkoris) family's Christmas gift; (Fire destroys $1M home) (photo; addl photo p 2), Dec 29, 1989, p.1

KOKKORIS, MICHAEL
Survival was (Kokkoris) family's Christmas gift; (Fire destroys $1M home) (photo; addl photo p 2), Dec 29, 1989, p.1

KOKKORIS, THEODORE
Survival was (Kokkoris) family's Christmas gift; (Fire destroys $1M home) (photo; addl photo p 2), Dec 29, 1989, p.1

KOKOT, AMY
(Recreation Dept gives) Honors for creative flake makers, Feb 17, 1989, p.5
Heathcote children broaden horizons (with international fair) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.20

KOKOT, BOBBI
Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

KOLB, HELEN
Maiden run (for village's senior citizen van) (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.1

KOLEVZON, BARRY
(School Board Nominating Committee decides) No interviews (of prospective Bd of Ed candidates), Apr 21, 1989, p.1
School tax trimmed; groups OK budget, May 5, 1989, p.1

KONVALOV, A N (DR)
In the spirit of 'glasnost'; (Soviet scientists among those at annual Stonwin Medical mtg) (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.5

KOPPLE, HILARY
Have certificate, will babysit; (23 youngsters graduate from Fire Dept Babysitting Course) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.8

KORDA, TRUDY (AU)
Readers' views on the pool and where to put it (ltrs), Jun 9, 1989, p.6

KORN, (MRS H)
Red Cross honors its top volunteers, Jun 2, 1989, p.11

KORNBLUH, EDWARD (AU)
(E Kornbluh) urges pro-choice votes (ltr), Nov 3, 1989, p.11

KORNSTEIN, LESLIE
Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21
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KORZENIK, EMILY (RABBI)
It's Monday, so this must be SCS: (10 disabled Israeli war veterans visit America) (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.3

KOSH, DAVID
(Center for Preventive Psychiatry) elects 4 from (SCS), Feb 3, 1989, p.16

KOSTNIK, FRANCES
R Gerloff named Exec VP of (American) Savings Bank; 6 leave SCS Natl (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.1
Bank of NY to absorb SCS National (photo: L Richey Jr p 20), May 12, 1989, p.1

KOSTYA, STAZIKOV
East meets West at SHS gym: (16 Ukrainian boys play soccer with SHS varsity girls (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.3

KOTEY
African king (Nii Aaugi Il Ga Mante) bears message of welcome to investors, tourists (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1

KOTLER, JOANNA
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30

KOULIANS, PETER
Asbestos study finds no cause for alarm (Dr R Hibschsan tells Board of Education), Apr 14, 1989, p.1
Elementary (school students') art to be exhibited (at SCS Library) (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.15
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22

KOWICKI, VICTOR
Hochberg blasts county budget, but few here protest, Dec 15, 1989, p.1

KRAFT, NANCY
SCS cyclist S McCarter devotes summer to reading, riding and fundraising (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.3

KRAMER, LEROY
(L Kraaer) elected (president of board of United Hebrew Geriatric Center of New Rochelle) (photo), Aug 25, 1989, p.3

KRAMER, MIKE
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18

KRANTZ, HARRIETTE
Beverly Cunningham chosen to receive SCS Bowl (photo), Nov 24, 1989, p.1

KRANTZ, JOANNE
Bank of New York salutes the Junior League of Central Westchester (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.32

KRAUS, YEHEZ
It's Monday, so this must be SCS: (10 disabled Israeli war veterans visit America) (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.3

KRAUSE, MARGIE
League of Women Voters raising money for a new home, Dec 15, 1989, p.2

KRAVITZ, ELLIOT
Awards, Appointments & Promotions: E Kravits (named assistant treasurer, Bank of NY) (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.4

KREIGER, DOC
Sidewalk sale was not for shoppers only (photo; addl photo p 5), Aug 11, 1989, p.1

KRESSNER, MICHAEL (AU)
Where are our (playing) fields? (ltr), Apr 7, 1989, p.6

KREUTER, EDWARD
Board (of Appeals) denies new building lot (at 30 Ferncliff), Mar 17, 1989, p.3
Board (of Appeals) upheld (in E Kreuter case), Dec 8, 1989, p.1

KREY, JODY
Small Wonders) Jump ropers show skills (to Fox Meadow students) (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.16

KRIEBER, HAROLD
SCS's Paul Harris Fellows: H Krieger, L Fausty (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.8
(SCS Rotarians have) Fence-painting party (at Cudner-Hyatt House) (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.1

KRIEGER, SARAH
SCS Natl Bank salutes 60 Seasons of Platform Tennis (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.30
KRAM, NANCY

SHS graduates praised as a caring class (photo; addl photo pp 2 & 4, Grad Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.1

Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute The SCS High School Class of 89 (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.14

KRAFT, PAMELY GWYN (AU)

A time, a place, and a sheriff (edit), Sep 22, 1989, p.7

KRISANDA, DEBORAH

New principal (J Farren) appointed at Quaker Ridge (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1

KRISHNAMURTI, AVITH

(Greenacres PTA gives international families) A taste of Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 17, 1989, p.14

KRISHNAMURTI, TAILA

Almost comes to Greenacres, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

KRIS, GARY

(HTS) Plumbing Company may have obtained permits (to work in SCS) fraudulently, Sep 29, 1989, p.1

E Brady sees no problem (in work being done in SCS by HTS Plumbing Co), Oct 6, 1989, p.1

KROENLEIN, DOROTHY


Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3

KROENLEIN, EMILY

Scouts' turn at Village Hall (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.5

SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Girls' Basketball (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.28

Scenes from (SHS) sports award dinner (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.15

(SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8

KROHN, ARTHUR

Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.32

KROHN, ESTHER

Super Sunday: (UJA Federation volunteer efforts gain $548,000 in pledges for Y) (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.10

Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.32

KROHN, LOREN

(SCS Animal Rescue Club holds fund-raising bake sale) (photo), Nov 3, 1989, p.5

KROIN, AMY (AU)

Reader A Kroin says, right-to-lifers shouldn't impose morality (ltr), Jul 14, 1989, p.6

KROINLEIN, DAVID

(E Kroenlein is) SCS's top (Girl) Scout (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.5

KROINLEIN, DOROTHY

(E Kroenlein is) SCS's top (Girl) Scout (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.5

KROINLEIN, EMILY

SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15

(E Kroenlein is) SCS's top (Girl) Scout (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.5

SHS graduates praised as a caring class (photo; addl photo pp 2 & 4, Grad Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.1

KROINLEIN, EVELYN

(E Kroenlein is) SCS's top (Girl) Scout (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.5

KROONQUIST, WAYNE

Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22

KROPP, ERIC

(E Kropp) In the (Cycling) Nationals (photo), May 26, 1989, p.15
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KRUMLAND, CAROL
It's that book fair time of year (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.18

KUDISCH, LEONARD
Leonard Kudisch (dies), Jun 9, 1989, p.20

KUHLMANN, ELIZABETH
Elizabeth Kuhlmann dies at 103, Apr 7, 1989, p.16

KULICK, PEG
Maiden run (for village's senior citizen van) (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.1
Senior (citizen) van is off and running (photo p.1), Mar 10, 1989, p.2
Housing, health and isolation are concerns for seniors (Senior Lifestyles Supp), May 12, 1989, p.23

KULICK, PEGGY
At the Scout House, seniors are playing a whole new ball game (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.3

KUMAR, DEPOK
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.32

KUNTZ, GEORGE
(SCS school) District developing plan for asbestos, Feb 10, 1989, p.1

KUO, RITA
(SCS) Music students win top prizes, May 19, 1989, p.14

KUPPER, BILL

KURASHINA, YUKIKO
Girls' Day preview (photo), Feb 24, 1989, p.8

KURTZ, HONEY
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.30

KURTZ, NORMAN
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.30

KUSINITZ, SANDY
Two local realtors (S A Kusinitz, E Canell) cited, Apr 21, 1989, p.4

KUTNER, MARJORIE
League of Women Voters) re-elect A Janiak president; (Other officers, directors listed) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.5
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10
New member named to (park and) Recreation Advisory Council; M Kutner, Oct 6, 1989, p.3
Bank of New York salutes The SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.34
(Parks and) Recreation Council to consider shortened camp season; (Council members named), Nov 17, 1989, p.3

KUTNER, STEPHEN
Critics contend zoning plan is too restrictive, Dec 1, 1989, p.1

KWITMAN, ANN (AU)
Readers’ views on the pool and where to put it (Itrs), Jun 9, 1989, p.6

LABOR DAY
0 say can you see? (J Thies points out Post Office failed to fly flag on Labor Day), Sep 8, 1989, p.1
Family fun at the pool (photo: T Feldshuh; list), Sep 8, 1989, p.14

LABOR UNIONS
Down or up for unions? (edit), Feb 10, 1989, p.7
(New zoning) Law would mandate senior housing; (Village Bd discusses sanitation laws), Feb 17, 1989, p.1
Picketers (of Teachers' Union Local 1169) thank (SCS) police (Itr), Mar 31, 1989, p.6
(Village, Teamsters Local 456 hope state) Fact-finder's report (will lead to settlement), Jul 14, 1989, p.1
Village, Teamsters come to terms, Jul 21, 1989, p.1
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LABREGLIO, ANGELA

LABRIOLA, LAWRENCE
Candy fund yields Yule treat for all: (Fire Co tree now 20 years old) (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.3

LACALAMITA, MICHAEL
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.32

LACROSSE
Sorry, lacrosse players (ltr), Jun 16, 1989, p.6
Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16

LADENSACK, CARL (AU)
Tribute to teacher K Dale (ltr), Feb 10, 1989, p.6

LAEMLE, JOHN
New officers (installed at Jewish Community Center of White Plains) (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.15

LAKE, BENJAMIN
Swiss AFS student (L Moser) coming here; (Will live with Manson family), Jul 21, 1989, p.3

LAKON, PHYLLIS (AU)
What's in, what's out in collectibles? (edit), Feb 10, 1989, p.7

LAMARCA, GREG
Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16

LAMARCA, JENNIFER
SHS hosts Playground Olympics (photo; list), Aug 11, 1989, p.3

LAMARCA, PAT

LAM, DIANA
Bells are ringing: (Edgewood students try bell-playing) (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.15

LAMB, JAN
(E Kroeniein is) SCS's top (Girl) Scout (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.5
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10
Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairmen named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20

LAMBERT, MAUREEN
Non-Partisans start long road toward nomination of candidates (Procedure Committee members named), Sep 1, 1989, p.3

LAMBERT, VINCENT
V Lambert wins sectional race; 4 Raiders qualify for state meet (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.14
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

LAMBERT, WINCENT
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

LAMONT, EILEEN
Bank of New York salutes the Junior League of Central Westchester (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.32

LAND DEVELOPMENT-SCS
Latest zoning plan (for downtown area) unveiled (map), Jan 6, 1989, p.1
Where's that pioneer spirit? (edit), Jan 20, 1989, p.6
(Weaver St) Subdivision plans come under fire, Jan 27, 1989, p.5
Harry Winston's lawyer on the stand (in Winston v SCS), Feb 10, 1989, p.1
(R Wolff) Surprised by private meeting (between Planning Board, developer, consultant) (ltr), Feb 10, 1989, p.6
Developers: A plague on our house, says this long-time local resident (edit), Feb 17, 1989, p.7
New downtown zoning code passed (map p 16), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
Townhouses win initial approval (from Planning Board), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
'Pet Monsters' coming to town (ltr), Mar 3, 1989, p.6
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LAND DEVELOPMENT-SCS continued

After the rezoning: What's next for the downtown?, Mar 10, 1989, p.1
Grass-roots effort needed (to preserve SCS) (ltr), Mar 10, 1989, p.6
Board of Appeals denies new building lot (at 30 Ferncliff), Mar 17, 1989, p.3
BAR okays 2 new houses, rejects 1, Mar 17, 1989, p.3
Bronx, Manhattan and SCS (ltr), Mar 17, 1989, p.6
'Low-density' downtown proposal in the offing, Mar 24, 1989, p.1
Townhouses reviewed by BAR, Mar 31, 1989, p.3
Judge S Miller rejects Winston suit, but favors park, Apr 7, 1989, p.1
Questions for Planning Board (ltr), Apr 7, 1989, p.6
Winston: parties weigh options, Apr 14, 1989, p.1
New houses proposed on Marx Estate; (V Pagliaro unveils plans for railroad platform), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
Reasons for anger (of neighbors of Mormon Church) (edit), Apr 21, 1989, p.6
(Planning Board displayed) 'Incomprehensible behavior' (regarding Mormon Church expansion) (ltr), Apr 21, 1989, p.6
Planning (Board) Chairman (J Richman) replies (to P Schneider) (ltr), Apr 21, 1989, p.6
(NY Dept of Environmental Conservation) Ruling will take Winston estate off wetlands map, Apr 28, 1989, p.1
Law suit filed to block attached housing plan, May 5, 1989, p.1
Wetlands ruling: (Winston Property should never have been added to state wetlands map), May 5, 1989, p.1
Planning board tells (Mormon) Church, neighbors to work out a solution, May 5, 1989, p.1
(Nine companies) interested (in developing village-owned land in downtown area), May 19, 1989, p.1
Impact statement (on Winston Property submitted), May 19, 1989, p.1
Subdivision of Winston (property) moves one step closer (Subdivision site plan p 10), Jun 2, 1989, p.1
Hearing set on Winston development, Jun 23, 1989, p.3
Downtown (moratorium) deadline put off, Jun 30, 1989, p.1
Neighbors blast SCS Manor subdivision plan, Jul 7, 1989, p.1
(BAR provides) No protection from excess (ltr), Jul 7, 1989, p.6
Correction: (L Weiss raised possibility of tax grievance, not tax boycott re Winston subdivision), Jul 21, 1989, p.3
'Tyranical conduct' charged (village officials regarding construction) (ltr), Jul 28, 1989, p.6
Another extension (granted would-be developers of Freightway, Depot Place), Aug 4, 1989, p.1
Changes ahead for SCS Avenue, Aug 11, 1989, p.1
Developers unveil ideas for downtown (illus; add illus p 3), Aug 18, 1989, p.1
(Downtown development proposals offer) An affordable (housing) alternative (edit), Aug 18, 1989, p.6
Evaluation period (under way of proposals for downtown), Sep 1, 1989, p.1
Trees felled despite new laws, Sep 15, 1989, p.1
Planning Board criticizes Ferndale Park development, Oct 6, 1989, p.1
Developers have rights too (ltr), Oct 6, 1989, p.6
In downtown development derby, late entry Liaapro is challenging Penn Central Corp, Oct 13, 1989, p.1
Developers can afford to conserve (trees) (ltr), Oct 20, 1989, p.6
Zoning proposals aimed at curbing overdevelopment, Oct 27, 1989, p.1
Ferndale Park houses approved (by Planning Board), Nov 3, 1989, p.3
Board of (Architecture) Review approves new house next to downtown, Nov 17, 1989, p.9
Planning Board rejects (Michelson) subdivision application, Nov 24, 1989, p.2
Critics contend zoning plan is too restrictive, Dec 1, 1989, p.1
Board of Appeals upheld (in E Kreuter case), Dec 8, 1989, p.1
11 new houses proposed to Board of (Architecture) Review; L Schan sworn in), Dec 15, 1989, p.3
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

LAND-SCS

Village approves purchase of disputed Greendale Road lot, Aug 18, 1989, p.5
LANDAU, DEBBIE
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

LANDAU, EVE
Report (of Ad Hoc Indoor Pool Committee) proposes $5.5M indoor pool, Mar 3, 1989, p.1
(Indoor) Pool site debated; Poll asked, Apr 7, 1989, p.1
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
Non-Partisans start long road toward nomination of candidates; (Procedure Committee members named), Sep 1, 1989, p.3
(SCS) Bowl selectors appointed, Sep 29, 1989, p.3
Dispute over Special Police is issue at accreditation hearing, Dec 15, 1989, p.1

LANDAU, HARVEY
Democrats launch campaign (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.3
Ultimately, it's up to parents (to teach tolerance) (ltr), Aug 4, 1989, p.6
Hungry inspectors: (No dinner for SCS poll watchers), Nov 10, 1989, p.1
J H Neale Jr elected Democratic leader (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.1

LANDAU, JAN
Alternative) School interns learn by doing (edit), Mar 10, 1989, p.7

LANDAU, JOCELYN
(Recreation Dept gives) Honors for creative flakemakers, Feb 17, 1989, p.5

LANDAU, SHANA
Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

LANDAU, WILLIAM
Israel Bonds to honor W M Landau (photo), Jan 6, 1989, p.4

LANDES, BETTE
(SCS-HTS Women's Interfaith) Council marks 60 years of ecumenical spirit (photo), Jan 6, 1989, p.6
SCS's TV station on the rise (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.21
Magic moment (B Landes receives SCS Bowl) (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.1
On an evening of warm affection, Bette Landes receives (SCS) Bowl (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.2
SCS Natl Bank salutes Bette A Landes, 1989 Bowl winner (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.24
United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3
(Village Voices) Sing songs of SCS (at Village Club's annual luncheon) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.2
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.32
Affordable housing is SCS: an impossible dream?, Aug 11, 1989, p.1
E G Graves to address United Way dinner (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.1
Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26
Bank of New York salutes The SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.34
Beverly Cunningham chosen to receive SCS Bowl (photo), Nov 24, 1989, p.1
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

LANDES, DAVID
SCS Natl Bank salutes Bette A Landes, 1989 Bowl winner (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.24
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LANDES, JILL
SCS Natl Bank salutes Bette A Landes, 1989 Bowl winner (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.24

LANDES, LINDA
SEE BARTLAAM, LINDA

LANDSCAPE GARDENING
Mormon (church landscaping) application approved; (Planning Bd discusses Winston, Montgomery plans), Aug 25, 1989, p.1

LANDY, DOUGLAS
(D Landy appointed New Rochelle) Hospital officer (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.20

LANE, SUSAN
Lineup named for mystery musical ('Edwin Drood', to be presented by SSMT), Jul 7, 1989, p.2
Ta-DA!!! (SSMT dancers practice show-stopping routine) (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.5

LANG, ANN MARIE
IHM (School) holds health fair; plans meeting, Apr 14, 1989, p.12

LANG, JEREMY
Fox Meadow hits historical jack pot (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.18

LANG, RICHARD
(Lang's) Deli changes hands; (Dolan family purchasers), Jul 14, 1989, p.3

LANGDON, FAY
Fay Ford Langdon (dies), May 12, 1989, p.14

LANGER, JUSTIN
Master (football) strategists (photo), Oct 13, 1989, p.1

LANGER, JOEL
(L Kramer) elected (president of board of United Hebrew Geriatric Center of New Rochelle) (photo), Aug 25, 1989, p.3

LANGFORD, DANIELLE
IHM (School) holds health fair; plans meeting, Apr 14, 1989, p.12

LANGSAM, JENNIFER
Vox populi! Rockin' with the Bard in Albany (photo), Aug 18, 1989, p.6

LANGUS, ESTER
Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26

LANTOS, BEN
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS (photo), May 5, 1989, p.34

LANTOS, PHYLLIS
Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21
Keep child care in schools, parents urge Board of Ed, Sep 22, 1989, p.1

LAPIDUS, HEATHER
Super Sunday: (UJA Federation volunteer efforts gain $548,000 in pledges for Y) (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.10

LAPIDUS, MARTIN
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.30

LAPIDUS, MERRY
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
League (of Women Voters) re-elect A Janiak president; (Other officers, directors listed) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.5
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.30
Non-Partisans start long road toward nomination of candidates; (Procedure Committee members named), Sep 1, 1989, p.3
Bank of New York salutes The SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.34
Planks and Recreation) Council to consider shortened camp season; (Council members named), Nov 17, 1989, p.3

LAPIDUS, RICKY
Record turnout for (Junior High) speech contest (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.12
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30
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LAPointe, Karl
(State Comptroller's Office) Report raps local fiscal practices, Apr 21, 1989, p.1

Larkin, Erin
Sweatshirt sale (to benefit SCS Child Care Assn) (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.2
Mousketeer (photo), Nov 3, 1989, p.4

Larkin, James
(School Board) Nominating Committee election is on Jan 31, Jan 27, 1989, p.1
(SCS School Board) deserve(s) your trust (regarding bond issue), Lopez tells skeptics, Dec 8, 1989, p.1

Larkin, Mary
(SCS School Board) deserve(s) your trust (regarding bond issue), Lopez tells skeptics, Dec 8, 1989, p.1

Larkin, Mary (all)
Readers give their views on the pool bond referendum (ltrs), Nov 3, 1989, p.6

Laron, Peter (REV-AU)
(The homeless are) The shadow image of our opulence (edit), Mar 3, 1989, p.7

Larson, Gerald
SHS teacher G A Larson visits Japan, Jul 14, 1989, p.12

Larson, Janet
Janet F Larson (dies), Sep 15, 1989, p.14

Larson, Lyle (REV)

Larussa, Tom
It was just 20 years ago today that the (Westchester) summer band began to play (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.5

Lascher, David
YM-YWHA of Mid-Westchester) cites local teens for achievements (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.11

Larkin, Richard (DR)
(Drs J Handelsman, C Raggio, R Laskin) Helping child patients (with orthopedic problems) (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.3

Lasser, Emily
It's Monday, so this must be SCS: 10 disabled Israeli war veterans visit America) (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.3

Laseter, Karl
(New zoning) Law would mandate senior housing; (Village Bd discusses sanitation laws), Feb 17, 1989, p.1

Lattimore, Elisabeth
Elisabeth Lattimore (dies), Dec 1, 1989, p.24

Latvia-Commercial Policy
SHS grad F Klavins (completes trade) mission to Latvia, Jun 16, 1989, p.2

Laufersweiler, Shawn
Crucial bond issue coming up in 89-90 (photo; addl photo p 15) (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.3

Laughlin, Anne
Lineup named for mystery musical ('Edwin Drood', to be presented by SSMT), Jul 7, 1989, p.2

Laughlin, Robert
Robert N Laughlin (dies), Mar 3, 1989, p.12

Lauten, Edith (AU)
(BAR provides) No protection from excess (ltr), Jul 7, 1989, p.6

Lauth, Kevin
Cable TV coordinator F Pollack leaves for new position, Jan 6, 1989, p.2
Village appoints J Foley cable (TV) coordinator, Mar 17, 1989, p.2

Laws Schools
The bar's moralizing fling (edit), Jul 14, 1989, p.7
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LAW SCHOOLS-ALUMNI

Pace Law (School) alumni re-elect local man J Vorperian (treasurer), Jun 23, 1989, p.2

LAWRENCE, WILLIAM VAN DZER

Memorial Day 80 years ago: How Westchester celebrated (photo), May 26, 1989, p.2

LAWSUITS

SEE ACTIONS AND DEFENSES

LAWTON, ELLEN

Landmark for sale (Former service station at 34 Popham Rd on the market), Apr 28, 1989, p.1

LAWYERS

Ousted lawyer T Ruderman starts new job with county, Jan 6, 1989, p.1

Opposing attorneys (in Winston suit) are a study in contrasts (photo p 28), Feb 10, 1989, p.1

P W Pickelle enters race for district attorney (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.1

Local lawyer G C Markuson heads (Westchester County Bar Assn), Mar 10, 1989, p.5

(Westchester County Bar Assn) Lawyers to induct SCS woman, G C Markuson (as president), Apr 28, 1989, p.4

Adviser picked: (D F Williamson Jr chosen to advise village on claim to Winston property), May 5, 1989, p.1

(S Jacobson elected NY Women's) Bar (Assn) president (photo), May 5, 1989, p.4

Yonkers picks J R Herold to succeed P Pickelle (as corporation counsel), May 26, 1989, p.1

Lawyer A M Bankston named Con Ed officer (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.3

D A Herner (named partner in Cummings & Lockwood) (photo) (Awards, Appointments, Promotions), Jul 7, 1989, p.4

The bar's moralizing fling (edit), Jul 14, 1989, p.7

Postscript on pro bono requirement (ltr), Jul 21, 1989, p.6

Local law enforcer R Nicolaie to become lawyer, Jul 28, 1989, p.5

SCS attorney L R Ricciardi appointed (general counsel at Nabisco) (photo), Aug 18, 1989, p.4

Lawyer J R Ruderman named president of Mid-Westchester Y; (Other officers listed), Sep 1, 1989, p.2

Local lawyers W R Miller, J P O'Connor merge offices, Sep 15, 1989, p.3

Barclays (Bank) appoints local lawyer G Markuson (to Westchester Advisory Board), Nov 10, 1989, p.16

Barry Slotnick to be honored (by Ohel Children's Home and Family Services), Dec 29, 1989, p.18

LAYTHIN, ANDREA

Red Cross honors its top volunteers, Jun 2, 1989, p.11

LAZARUS, MALCOLM

(L Krauer) elected (president of board of United Hebrew Geriatric Center of New Rochelle) (photo), Aug 25, 1989, p.3

LE BRUN, CECI

SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Girls' Basketball (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.28

LEACH, BEVAN (REV)

(Rev B Leach,) New assistant at St James seeking to involve youth in church program (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.12

LEACH, LINDA

(Rev B Leach,) New assistant at St James seeking to involve youth in church program (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.12

LEACH, ROSALYN

(Rev B Leach,) New assistant at St James seeking to involve youth in church program (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.12

LEACH, WILLIAM

(Rev B Leach,) New assistant at St James seeking to involve youth in church program (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.12

LEAD

SEE WATER SUPPLY-LEAD CONTENT

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS


(M Miller, J Kessler) On their way to (LWV Conference in) Albany (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.4

Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3

Pool referendum (may not be needed, but LWV feels vote necessary), Apr 28, 1989, p.1
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LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS continued
School tax trimmed, groups OK budget, May 5, 1989, p.1
League (of Women Voters) re-elect A Janiak president; (Other officers, directors listed) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.5
County League (of Women Voters) elects Scarsdalian B Strauss president, May 26, 1989, p.3
Affordable housing is SCS: an impossible dream?, Aug 11, 1989, p.1
A hand for the League (of Women Voters) (edit), Sep 22, 1989, p.6
Why Johnny can't vote, Speaker (E Davis) at (LHV) luncheon says it's the system, Oct 20, 1989, p.4
Speaker Dr S Cohen urges cut in US military budget in response to Gorbachev, Oct 27, 1989, p.5
Bank of New York salutes The SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.34

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS-CONFERENCES
SHS students (J Kessler, M Miller) report from (LWV Legislative Conference in) Albany (edit), Jun 9, 1989, p.7

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS-FUND RAISING
League (of Women Voters) looking for support (ltr), Sep 22, 1989, p.6
League (of Women Voters) raising money for a new home, Dec 15, 1989, p.2

LEARNING DISABILITIES

LEARNING DISABLED
Special ed teaches skills while instilling confidence (says report to Bd of Ed), Jun 2, 1989, p.1

LEARNING, PSYCHOLOGY OF
How does learning take place? (edit), Jul 21, 1989, p.7

LEBRUN, ASHER, HEATHER
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18

LEBRUN, CECI
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

LECKIE, ELIZABETH BETTS
Cooper family members (portrait in SCS Historical Society exhibit) (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.5
A big week for 200-year-old (James Fenimore Cooper) (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.5

LECLAIR, MARY ELLEN (DR)
SUNY chancellor's award (presented to) SCS librarian R Kalick (photo), May 26, 1989, p.9

LEDERER, RICHARD
(Metro North's) Plan preserves old look at (SCS railroad) station (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.1
Changes ahead for SCS Avenue, Aug 11, 1989, p.1

LEDERER, RICHARD JR
Metro North plans call for removal of tiled canopy at SCS station (photo), Jan 20, 1989, p.1
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
Too late to measure those trees (ltr), Sep 1, 1989, p.6
B Lopez estimates bond issue for schools at $20 million or more (in address to Town Club), Oct 27, 1989, p.1
(R Lederer Jr) looking for specimen trees (ltr), Dec 8, 1989, p.6

LEDERER, RICHARD JR (AU)
Where are SCS's biggest trees? (ltr), Aug 18, 1989, p.6

LEDERMAN, MARTIN
New Adult School officers: N Rosensweig, B L Crowder, M Matsuo (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.3

LEE, ANDREA
A tuneful tribute (to retiring Quaker Ridge principal Dr E Machnits) (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.1

LEE, EDWARD
(Recreation Dept gives) Honors for creative flakemakers, Feb 17, 1989, p.5
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LEE, ELSIE ALDEN
Harvey Birch (Chapter of DAR) promotes patriotism (photo) (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.16
DAR cites essay champions C Conte, N Minchillo, M Getz (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.13
Cooper family members (portrait in SCS Historical Society exhibit) (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.5
A big week for 200-year-old (James Fenimore Cooper) (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.5

LEE, ELSIE ALDEN (AU)
Following in Harvey Birch's footsteps (edit), Oct 20, 1989, p.7

LEE, JANE
(Small Wonders) Jump ropers show skills (to Fox Meadow students) (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.16

LEE, JANET
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
D Owens cited as Coach of the Year, Mar 24, 1989, p.14
Lineup named for mystery musical ("Edwin Drood", to be presented by SSMT), Jul 7, 1989, p.2
A big week for 200-year-old (James Fenimore Cooper) (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.5

LEE, JANICE
Harvey Birch (Chapter of DAR) promotes patriotism (photo) (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.16

LEE, LINDA
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

LEE, ROBERT (DR)
St James exceeds fundraising goal, Jun 16, 1989, p.12

LEE, SUIJIN
(Recreation Dept gives) Honors for creative flakemakers, Feb 17, 1989, p.5
Bells are ringing: (Edgewood students try bell-playing) (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.15

LEEDS, CAROL
New Adult School officers: N Rosensweig, B L Crowder, M Matsuo (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.3

LEEPER, ROBERT
Awards, Appointments, Promotions: R D Leeper (named vice president at Grey Advertising), Sep 22, 1989, p.16

LEERBURGER, BENEDICT
Senior housing supporters told shared residence can work here, May 26, 1989, p.3

LEERY, DAVID
Reaching the heights of Boy Scouting (A Jones becomes Eagle Scout) (photo), Jan 13, 1989, p.5

LEFKOWITZ, HENRY
(School Board) Nominating Committee election is on Jan 31, Jan 27, 1989, p.1
Tie vote forces runoff for School Nominating Committee, Feb 3, 1989, p.1

LEFKOWITZ, BOBBIE
(YES) put(s) SCS young people to work (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.8

LEFKOWITZ, STACY
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

LEHNARDT, DETLEF
Breach in (Berlin) wall brings local man D Lehnardt closer to kin, Nov 24, 1989, p.3

LEHNARDT, KURT
Breach in (Berlin) wall brings local man D Lehnardt closer to kin, Nov 24, 1989, p.3

LEHNARDT, ROSLYN
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

LEHNARDT, SEILA
Breach in (Berlin) wall brings local man D Lehnardt closer to kin, Nov 24, 1989, p.3
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LEHNARDT, STEPHEN
A tough 2 years in Spain for Mormon missionary D Garff (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.16

LEHR, MARY
Awards, Appointments & Promotions: M Lehr (promoted at IBM) (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.20

LEIBERT, MARC
Youngster (D Milman) wasting no time in becoming a magazine publisher (photo), Jun 30, 1989, p.5

LEIBERT, RUTH
Time running out for school (Bd Nominating Committee) nominations; (Administrative Committee named), Nov 17, 1989, p.3

LEIBOWITZ, KAREN
Soviet (Bat Mitzvah) 'twin' M Meytina meets her American family (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.3

LEIBOWITZ, RONI
Soviet (Bat Mitzvah) 'twin' M Meytina meets her American family (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.3

LEINWAND, PAUL
On the holidays, volunteers put faith into action (photo; addl photo p 12), Dec 29, 1989, p.6

LEISURE
Here's to unplanned weekends (edit), Sep 1, 1989, p.7

LEMIE, TRACY
They're protected (with bicycle helmets) (photo), May 19, 1989, p.14

LEMLE, AMY
29 in running for (School Board) nominating group, Dec 8, 1989, p.3

LEMOULT, DOLPH
When it comes to crime, Bill Kelly knows what he's writing about, Jul 7, 1989, p.3

LEMOULT, DOLPH (AU)
Reflections of a cop on retirement (edit), Dec 22, 1989, p.7

LEMPERT, STACY
Hey, rich kids! These duds're for you, gurus L Graham and L Hamdan say (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.5

LENOBEL, JESSICA
(Recreation Dept gives) Honors for creative flake-makers, Feb 17, 1989, p.5

LEONE, CLAIRE
SCS realtor C D Leone wins (Women's Council of Realtors' Leadership Training Graduate designation), Mar 3, 1989, p.4

LEONE, DOUG
SHS graduates praised as a caring class (photo; addl photo pp 2 & 4, Grad Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.1

LEONE, JAMES SR
Jame E Lento Sr (dies), Dec 22, 1989, p.19

LEON, GUSTAVO
3 years after the fire, Hitchcock (Church) lays new sanctuary cornerstone (photo; addl photo p 22), May 26, 1989, p.1

LEORNE, CLAIRE
Top county jobs at stake on Nov 7, Nov 3, 1989, p.1

LEORNE, DOUG
Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16

LEORNE, YOLANDA
Yolanda M Leone (dies), Sep 22, 1989, p.22

LEWIS, ANN
Healthcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21
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LERNER, ARTHUR (DR)
White Plains Hospital elects (SCS resident L Marx board member; 4 other) board members (named), May 5, 1989, p.4

LERNER, CAREN
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS (photo), May 5, 1989, p.34

LERNER, JOSH
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS (photo), May 5, 1989, p.34

LERNER, LINDA
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10
29 in running for (School Board) nominating group, Dec 8, 1989, p.3

LERNER, RALPH

LESNICK, HELAINE
Planning Board criticizes Ferndale Park development, Oct 6, 1989, p.1

LESNICK, JOEL
(SCS) Bowl selectors appointed, Sep 29, 1989, p.3
Beverly Cunningham chosen to receive SCS Bowl (photo), Nov 24, 1989, p.1

LEVIN, AMY
Teacher (A Levin contributes) book chapter, May 19, 1989, p.14
New (SCS) School Board head B Lopez announces opener format (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1

LEVIN, AMY (AU)
Hows and whys of writing centers (edit), Jun 23, 1989, p.7

LEVIN, ANNE
At the Scout House, seniors are playing a whole new ball game (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.3

LEVIN, DINA
Big splash expected (with opening of SCS pool), May 26, 1989, p.3

LEVIN, LES (AU)
(Senior citizens) Interested in sharing (housing)? (ltr), Dec 1, 1989, p.6

LEVIN, LESTER
Senior housing supporters told shared residence can work here, May 26, 1989, p.3
Affordable housing advocates receive a skeptical response (from Village Club), Oct 6, 1989, p.1

LEVIN, MIRIAM

LEVIN, NAT
At the Scout House, seniors are playing a whole new ball game (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.3

LEVINE, ELEANOR
Help for the college bound: (E Levine, J Schwartz present $1000 to SHS Scholarship Fund) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.18
(SCS Teachers Institute) Honor(s retiring) teachers (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.19
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22

LEVINE, INEZ
County League of Women (Women) Votors) elects Scarsdalian B Strauss president, May 26, 1989, p.3

LEVINE, IRVING
New (SCS) School Board head B Lopez announces opener format (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1

LEVINE, JOE
Thank you, Jets (for basketball game at SHS) (ltr), Mar 24, 1989, p.6

LEVINE, JOSEPH
Reading, stories mark (National) Library Week (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.2
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LEVINE, NATE
   The artist as thinker: (G Bobritzky wins blue ribbon at SCS Art Assn artist-member show) (photo), Nov 17, 1989, p.4

LEVINGER, ILSE
   Ilse Haas Levinger (dies), Aug 4, 1989, p.14

LEVITT, DAVID
   Local athletes M Brookman, D Potter, A Werblow look forward to friendly competition in Israel, Jun 30, 1989, p.3

LEVITT, RENEE (AU)
   BAR's policy on fence construction questioned (ltr), Mar 3, 1989, p.6

LEVITZ, BARBARA
   SCS Natl Bank salutes Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens' 40th anniversary (photo), May 12, 1989, p.32

LEVITZ, JACK
   SCS Natl Bank salutes Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens' 40th anniversary (photo), May 12, 1989, p.32

LEVY, AMANDA
   Family fun at the pool (photo: T Feldshuh; list), Sep 8, 1989, p.14

LEVY, ANDREW
   Feldshuh making their mark in theatrical world, Apr 21, 1989, p.2

LEVY, BRADON
   Family fun at the pool (photo: T Feldshuh; list), Sep 8, 1989, p.14

LEVY, ERIC
   Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26

LEWIS, CARL
   SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS (photo), May 5, 1989, p.34

LEWIS, JENNIFER
   SVAC is busy and needs staff (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.4
   S(CS) V(olunteer) A(ululance) C(orps) elects leaders for '90, Dec 15, 1989, p.2

LEWIS, JOHN
   Flower power: (Highway Dept plants flower garden at base of Metro North tower) (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.2

LEWIS, MARJORIE
   Hibschman defends staff in 'abuse' case: (Dr E Machnits to retire) (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
   Foreign language and women's history highlighted at junior high (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.14
   Idaho town brings writer M Lewis' book to life (photo; addl photo p 21), Apr 28, 1989, p.1

LEWIS, PHILIP
   Idaho town brings writer M Lewis' book to life (photo; addl photo p 21), Apr 28, 1989, p.1

LEWIT, WILLIAM (DR)
   Junior high school mourns loss of one of its favorites, H Harrison (photo p 14), Dec 22, 1989, p.1

LEYDENBERG, (MRS HARRY)
   (SCS-HTS Women's Interfaith) Council marks 60 years of ecumenical spirit (photo), Jan 6, 1989, p.6

LEYDENBERG, (MRS HARRY)
   (SCS-HTS Women's Interfaith) Council marks 60 years of ecumenical spirit (photo), Jan 6, 1989, p.6

LEVY, AMANDA
   Family fun at the pool (photo: T Feldshuh; list), Sep 8, 1989, p.14

LIBRARIANS
   Help wanted (Librarians needed at SCS Public Library), Mar 17, 1989, p.1
   Reading, stories mark (National) Library Week (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.2
   Idaho town brings writer M Lewis' book to life (photo; addl photo p 21), Apr 28, 1989, p.1

LIBRARIANS-REWARDS, PRIZES, ETC
   SUNY chancellor's award (presented to) SCS librarian R Kalick (photo), May 26, 1989, p.9
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LIBRARIES
  Few protest at first (county) budget hearing, Dec 1, 1989, p.3

LIBRARY-SCS
  Library exhibition features cookbooks, Jan 27, 1989, p.3
  Hats on to storyteller B Fiebiger (photo), Feb 3, 1989, p.3
  Help wanted (Librarians needed at SCS Public Library), Mar 17, 1989, p.1
  Elementary (school students') art to be exhibited at SCS Library (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.15
  At the opening of 'Women of the Regent Hotel' at library (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.5
  A suggestion for book defacers (ltr), Jul 28, 1989, p.6
  The Bank of New York salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.30
  Computers found library-friendly (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.1

SEE ALSO FRIENDS OF SCS LIBRARY

LIBRARY-SCS-BRACK OF TRUSTEES
  Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3

LIBRARY-SCS-GIFTS
  New Oxford English Dictionary offers some heavy reading (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.3

LICHTSTEIN, DANIAL
  (SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8

LICHTSTEIN, HENRY
  Reason for confidentiality (in Citizens' Nominating Committee deliberations) (ltr), Jan 20, 1989, p.6
  Former mayor G Jensen seeks Town Club support for affordable housing, Apr 21, 1989, p.3
  Report from Albany: C Singer gives Town Club a bleak outlook, Jun 2, 1989, p.1

LICHTSTEIN, JANINE
  United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3
  Junior League plans a coffee, elects officers and cites volunteers (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.4
  Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26

LICHENTHAL, JESSICA
  (J Lichtenthal displays) Winning ticket (in Chemical Bank sweepstakes) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.15

LICHENTHAL, ROMA
  (J Lichtenthal displays) Winning ticket (in Chemical Bank sweepstakes) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.15

LIEB, LILLY (AU)
  Questions for Planning Board (ltr), Apr 7, 1989, p.6

LIEB, WALTER
  (W Lieb named) Bank executive (photo), Oct 6, 1989, p.5

LILIENFIELD, BARBARA
  Renamed freeze group to hold workshop, (elect officers, vote on new name), Jan 6, 1989, p.5
  (Center for Preventive Psychiatry) elects 4 from (SCS), Feb 3, 1989, p.16
  United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3

LIN, GLORIA
  (G Lin chosen piano) Soloist (with Interlochen Arts Academy Orchestra) (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.14

LIN, PANSY
  (SCS) Music students win top prizes, May 19, 1989, p.14

LIND, DAVE
  Experts assess local environmental risks from lead, radon and asbestos (at Greenacres Assn meeting), Nov 10, 1989, p.3
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LIND, MARY (AU)
More good works by the (SCS) Woman's Club (ltr), Nov 17, 1989, p.6

LINDEN, FABIAN
(SCS) Merchants report a happy holiday, Jan 6, 1989, p.1

LINDEN, BENJAMIN
Hats on to storyteller B Fiebiger (photo), Feb 3, 1989, p.3

LINDEN, JESSICA
Hats on to storyteller B Fiebiger (photo), Feb 3, 1989, p.3
(Small Wonders) Jump ropers show skills (to Fox Meadow students) (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.16

LINDER, JOAN
It's that book fair time of year (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.18

LINDNER, CARL
Developers unveil ideas for downtown (illus; addl illus p 3), Aug 18, 1989, p.1

LINDQVIST, BARBARA WRIGHT

LINDQVIST, ERIC

LINKE, JANE
(A Yearn, J Linker, V Marx) At the opening (of 'Women of the Regent Hotel' at library) (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.5

LINOWES, DAVID
(David F Linowes) Honored (photo), Feb 3, 1989, p.2
Local authors B Most, D Linowes, B Buchholz, S Goldbloom being published, Dec 15, 1989, p.16

LINPRO CORP
Developers unveil ideas for downtown (illus; addl illus p 3), Aug 18, 1989, p.1
Evaluation period (under way of proposals for downtown), Sep 1, 1989, p.1
In downtown development derby, late entry Linpro is challenging (Penn) Central (Corp), Oct 13, 1989, p.1

LINVILLE, C EDWIN
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26

LINVILLE, ED C
A big week for 200-year-old (James Fenimore Cooper) (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.5

LINZ, ELIZABETH
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22

LIONS CLUB-SCS
(SCS) Lions Club hit(s) half-century mark (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.2

LIOY, FEDELA
Foreign language and women's history highlighted at junior high (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.14

LIPMAN, MARVIN
SCS Natl Bank salutes Bette A Landes, 1989 Bowl winner (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.24

LIPNER, DIANE
Girls' (basketball team's) dream dies (photo), Feb 24, 1989, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Girls' Basketball (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.28
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
Scenes from (SHS) sports award dinner (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.15

LIPPMAN, ELAINE
(YES) puts(s) SCS young people to work (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.8

LIPPMAN, JANE
(SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8
AFS says goodbye, hello (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.15
Global perspectives: (AFS students discuss travel plans; welcome new arrivals) (photo), Sep 15, 1989, p.5
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LIPPMAN, SUSAN (AU)
Abortion issue should be left up to women (ltr), Aug 18, 1989, p.6

LIPPMAN, JANE
Ready to roam: (Members of SHS AFS Club to spend summer with foreign families) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.19

LIPSKY, CAROL
Ecuangloan event: (160 realtors assemble for holiday party at SCS Golf Club) (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.5

LIPWORTH, JARED
29 (SHS students) attend Presidential Classroom, Mar 17, 1989, p.14
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

LISS, SUSAN
New (SCS) School Board head B Lopez announces opener format (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1
Keep child care in schools, parents urge Board of Ed, Sep 22, 1989, p.1

LITERACY VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA-FUND RAISING
SCS cyclist S McCarter devotes summer to reading, riding and fundraising (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.3

LITWITZ, PAT GRANT
Let's make a deal: (Sports Swap organized by PT Council) (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.5
Thanks to Sports Swap volunteers (ltr), Sep 15, 1989, p.6

LITWITZ, RON
Maroon and White elects leaders for 1989-90, May 12, 1989, p.19

LITWITZ, RONALD
50 in contention for Citizens' Committee, Oct 13, 1989, p.1
Unit elections slated for (Nov 15), Nov 10, 1989, p.1

LITT, ABBY
Scout leaders (G Fisher, A Litt), local (Girl Scout) Council cited by Westchester-Putnam, Jun 2, 1989, p.2

LITT, SARAH
For many, summer jobs are a testing ground for the future, Aug 11, 1989, p.3

LITTERING
(Village) Not so neat (edit), Jun 2, 1989, p.6

LITTMAN, PAUL
(SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8

LIVINGSTON, JOHN
Another extension (granted would-be developers of Freightway, Depot Place), Aug 4, 1989, p.1
Developers unveil ideas for downtown (illus; addl illus p 3), Aug 18, 1989, p.1
In downtown development derby, late entry Limpro is challenging P(enn) C(entral) C(orp), Oct 13, 1989, p.1

LIVOTI, CRAIG
(Edgewood kids and parents join in fall) Clean-up campaign (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.3

LIVOTI, JEANETTE
Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairman named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20

LJOSTAD, RODNEY
New principal (J Farren) appointed at Quaker Ridge (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1
(SCS Teachers Institute) Honors retiring) teachers (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.19
Bank of NY and SCS Nati Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22

LLOYD, JULIE
Actresses (A David, J Lloyd) form repertory group (photo: A David), Jun 16, 1989, p.18

LO CICERO, DOUGLAS
Fairy tale village (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.16
LBER, ALMA
Alma T Lober (dies), Oct 13, 1989, p.16

LOEB, LAWRENCE (DR)
Need to protect children raises tough questions, Apr 21, 1989, p.1

LOEB, MICHAEL
The gang's all here ('Winter Wonderland' underway in downtown SCS) (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.3

LOEBL, ROSE
Red Cross honors its top volunteers, Jun 2, 1989, p.11

LOFTUS, BETH
(STEP) Welcome(s) back Treva Horn (photo), Oct 6, 1989, p.5

LOFTUS, CLARE
(STEP) Welcome(s) back Treva Horn (photo), Oct 6, 1989, p.5

LOFTUS, JACK
East meets West at SHS gym: (16 Ukrainian boys play soccer with SHS varsity girls (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.3
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
(Greenacres) Neighbors run, toss and gallop on the 4th (photo; list), Jul 14, 1989, p.12
(STEP) Welcome(s) back Treva Horn (photo), Oct 6, 1989, p.5
Flarks and) Recreation) Council to consider shortened camp season; (Council members named), Nov 17, 1989, p.3

LOFTUS, RACHEL
SVAC is busy and needs staff (1989 Progress Edition Suppl), Jan 27, 1989, p.4

LOGOS
SEE TRADE MARKS AND TRADE NAMES

LOSUERCI0, PAUL
They eat you-know-whatties! (SCS winners of physical fitness awards) (photo), May 19, 1989, p.13

LOMBARDI, KAREN
Bank of New York salutes the Junior League of Central Westchester (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.32

LOMBARDI, LAUREN
Bank of New York salutes the Junior League of Central Westchester (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.32

LONG ISLAND SOUND (NY AND CONN)
Smoke signals (County using smoke test to ferret out improper sewer connections), Jun 9, 1989, p.1
In the (Long Island) Sound, H2O=stench (edit), Aug 4, 1989, p.7

LONG ISLAND SOUND (NY AND CONN)

LONG, SAM
SHS hosts Playground Olympics (photo; list), Aug 11, 1989, p.3

LOPEZ, BENITO
Board (of Ed) expresses regret to Becks (regarding child abuse misunderstanding); Meeting set, Mar 10, 1989, p.1
School tax hike down 50% from last year, Mar 24, 1989, p.1
At final (Board of Education) session, S Older receives high praise, Jun 23, 1989, p.1
SHS graduates praised as a caring class (photo; add photo pp 2 & 4, Grad Suppl), Jun 30, 1989, p.1
B M Lopez appointed senior Vice (President) at Iona (photo;), Jun 30, 1989, p.3
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute The SCS High School Class of 89 (photo) (Graduation Suppl), Jun 30, 1989, p.14
New (SCS) School Board head B Lopez announces opener format (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1
Board of Education, Sobol at odds over AIDS regulation, Aug 4, 1989, p.1
(STEP) Welcome(s) back Treva Horn (photo), Oct 6, 1989, p.5
School board lists bond issue priorities, Oct 20, 1989, p.1
B Lopez estimates bond issue for schools at $20 million or more (in address to Town Club), Oct 27, 1989, p.1
Defects found in (Edgewood, Fox Meadow, Greenacres) school windows, Nov 10, 1989, p.1
(School) Board to unveil renovation plan, Nov 24, 1989, p.1
School bond issue cut to $21.5 million, Dec 1, 1989, p.1
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LOPEZ, BENITO continued
(School) Board unveils plan to revamp schools, Dec 8, 1989, p.1
(SCS School Board) deserves your trust (regarding bond issue), Lopez tells skeptics, Dec 8, 1989, p.1
Teaching values: (Board of Education gives approval to schools for values education program), Dec 15, 1989, p.1
V Dempsey retiring from Edgewood; (Ed of Ed to appoint advisory committee on capital improvements), Dec 22, 1989, p.1

LOPEZ, BENITO JR
Gisolfi outlines his vision of S(CS) H(igh) S(chool), Sep 8, 1989, p.1
(SCS Board of Ed changes to) 40-year lease (on Boy Scout House for A School), Sep 15, 1989, p.1
Keep child care in schools, parents urge Board of Ed, Sep 22, 1989, p.1
‘A’ School lease 15 years, not 40 (as reported in Sept 15 Inquirer), Sep 22, 1989, p.23
School board says: SHS isn’t the place for an indoor pool, Oct 6, 1989, p.1
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in ’89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

LOPEZ, BENITO JR (AU)
(Board of Education) President’s report on the SCS schools (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.1

LOPEZ, CHRIS
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18

LOPEZ, ROSALIE
(STEP) Welcome(s) back Treva Horhn (photo), Oct 6, 1989, p.5
(STEP) --Mutually beneficial (ltr), Apr 7, 1989, p.6

LORD, LESLIE
Historical (Society fund-raising) campaign (underway) (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.2

LORY, MARC
(Center for Preventive Psychiatry) elects 4 from (SCS), Feb 3, 1989, p.16

LOTROKA, JAMES
(Indoor Pool site debated; Poll asked, Apr 7, 1989, p.1

LOTARIA, MARY (ALIAS)
SEE CIDIO, MARIE

LOTTO, ROMEO
Flower power: (Highway Dept plants flower garden at base of Metro North tower) (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.2

LOUCKS, ELEANOR
White Plains Hospital elects (SCS resident L Marx board member; 4 other) board members (named), May 5, 1989, p.4

LOWEY, JENNIFER
There was Christmas all through the house (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.13

LOWENTHAL, DARYL
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15

LOWEY, ALISON
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Girls’ Basketball (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.28

LOWEY, BETTE
(J Albert, B Lowey complete training as) Master gardeners, Jun 23, 1989, p.8

LOWEY, NITA
R Gerloff appointed chairman of upcoming Red Cross ball (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.11
N Lowey discusses role of United Nations (in speech to SCS/HTS chapter of UN Assn), May 5, 1989, p.4
N Lowey: Drugs and education in state of national emergency, May 12, 1989, p.3
A Malinsky champions police corps as counter to national crime emergency, Aug 25, 1989, p.3

LOWRY, KENT
New (SCS) School Board head B Lopez announces opener format (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1

LOZIS, LINDA (REV)
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LUBARSKY, NEIL (AU)
Estate planning—less is more (edit), Mar 3, 1989, p.7

LUBY, JOHN
Santa’s getting ready to sing (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.1

LUBY, KEVIN
Santa’s getting ready to sing (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.1

LUBY, MEGHAN
Santa’s getting ready to sing (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.1

LUBY, SHARON
Heathcote children broaden horizons (with international fair) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.20
Factotum (of SCS Woman’s Club) names new officers, May 19, 1989, p.9
With a huff and a puff (Women’s Club performs ‘Three Little Pigs’ for nursery schools) (photo), May 26, 1989, p.11
Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21
Santa’s getting ready to sing (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.1

LUBY, VICTORIA
(Photos: V Luby) (Kids: 8-p Supp), Mar 31, 1989, p.8
Santa’s getting ready to sing (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.1

LUCA, TERRY
Volunteers nominated (for Volunteer of the Year Award), Mar 10, 1989, p.4

LUCAS, DEBBIE
Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairmen named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20

LUCIDO, JOHN (AU)
Feiner ‘gets the job done’ (ltr), Mar 24, 1989, p.6

LUCKHARDT, ROBERT
(SCS American Legion Post holds) Double celebration (for St Patrick’s Day, 70th Anniversary) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.2
A solemn moment: (American Legion members end Memorial Day with ceremonial burning of flags) (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.1

LUDWIG, ARTHUR
(Heathcote Rd bridge) Project in jeopardy, Mar 10, 1989, p.1

LUIS, PHYLLIS
SCS (Junior) High School’s progress from ‘zoo’ to middle school (Part II), Jun 30, 1989, p.1
Junior high school mourns loss of one of its favorites, H Harrison (photo p 14), Dec 22, 1989, p.1

LUKE, DONALD
30 in contention for Citizens’ Committee, Oct 13, 1989, p.1
Unit elections slated for (Nov 15), Nov 10, 1989, p.1
Unit elections held here, Nov 17, 1989, p.1

LUKE, JEAN

LUNAR ECLIPSES
SEE ECLIPSES, LUNAR

LUTMAN, RALPH JR
R G Lutman Jr (dies), Oct 20, 1989, p.20

LUK, THOMAS
Junior High girls J Keane, L Chua, N Bae win writing contest (photo), May 26, 1989, p.14

LYME DISEASE FOUNDATION
Brodsky told to clean up (his) act (ltr), Feb 17, 1989, p.6

LYNCH, BRIAN
Brian C Lynch (dies), Oct 20, 1989, p.20

LYNCH, EILEEN
Maroon and White elects leaders for 1989-90, May 12, 1989, p.19
LYNCH, EVELYN
Maroon and White elects leaders for 1989-90, May 12, 1989, p.19

LYNCH, IRENE
Irene M Lynch (dies), Oct 13, 1989, p.16

LYNCH, JOHN
Maroon and White elects leaders for 1989-90, May 12, 1989, p.19

LYNCH, RUSSELL
Maroon and White elects leaders for 1989-90, May 12, 1989, p.19

LYNCH, TOM
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

LYONS, HARRY
Harry Lyons (dies), Sep 1, 1989, p.12

LYONS, LELAND
(SCS) Golf Club bids its (golf) pro, R Nicol, fond adieu (photo), Oct 6, 1989, p.4

LYONS, NANCY
Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairmen named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20

LYNS, NORA
Families celebrate the Fourth (of July) all over SCS (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.2

LYRAS, NICH
Thank you, Jets (for basketball game at SHS) (ltr), Mar 24, 1989, p.6

LYTLE, CAROL (SR)
Carol Lyttle Sr (dies), Jan 13, 1989, p.14

MA, EDWARD
(SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8

MAASS, DOLLY

MAASS, RICHARD
History unit (Westchester County Historical Society) names M Soter, K Winkler trustees, Dec 1, 1989, p.2

MACCABIAH GAMES (1989)
Local gymnast K Gross trying out for Maccabiah team (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.18
Local athletes N Brookman, D Potter, A Werblow look forward to friendly competition in Israel, Jun 30, 1989, p.3

MACHNITS, ERNEST (DR)
(Quaker Ridge, Edgewood) schools aid quake-stricken (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.15
Hibschaan defends staff in 'abuse' case; (Dr E Machnits to retire) (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
Dr Machnits will be missed (ltr), Mar 10, 1989, p.6
Staff (of Quaker Ridge School) will miss Dr Machnits (ltr), Mar 24, 1989, p.6
New principal (J Farren) appointed at Quaker Ridge (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1
A tuneful tribute (to retiring Quaker Ridge principal Dr E Machnits) (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.1
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22

MACISCO, EMMA
Maiden run (for village's senior citizen van) (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.1
Seniors find recreation, friendship in SCS's weekly program (Senior Lifestyles Supp) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.21

MACK, NORMA
White Plains Hospital elects (SCS resident L Marx board member; 4 other) board members (named), May 5, 1989, p.4
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MACLAINE, DUNCAN
Japanese (restaurant) next (to try Heathcote Five Corners building), Sep 8, 1989, p.1
Restaurant meals, delivered to the door (by new service, Chefs' Express), Sep 15, 1989, p.18
(Restaurants a) Risky business, Oct 20, 1989, p.1

MACLENNAN, ROBERT (REV)
Other voices: Sodom, Gomorrah and SCS (edit), Oct 6, 1989, p.6
Presbyterian's Progress: Hitchcock Church members tour unfinished church interior (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.1

MACLENNAN, ROBERT (REV-AL)
Early Christian writings are misinterpreted (part I) (edit), Jul 7, 1989, p.7
Early church texts misunderstood (Part II) (edit), Jul 14, 1989, p.7

MACRI, JAMES
More money for (village) managers: (Village top management officials awarded raises), Jan 13, 1989, p.1
A brief lesson in (water) conservation: turn off the tap (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.6
(Village Board votes) Raises for firemen, management, Jun 30, 1989, p.1
When it comes to water, we're #2 (photo), Sep 1, 1989, p.1
Village may pay (Wilmot, Mamaroneck, Popham Rd) bridge bill, Sep 15, 1989, p.1
E Brady sees no problem (in work being done in SCS by HTS Plumbing Co), Oct 6, 1989, p.1
Joint venture: (Village, school district cooperating in renovation of A-School), Oct 20, 1989, p.1
Experts assess local environmental risks from lead, radon and asbestos (at Greenacres Assn meeting), Nov 10, 1989, p.3

MACY, JUDITH

MACY, JUDY
(Platform Tennis Assn) Coming home to Fox Meadow (for 60th Anniversary celebration) (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.22
SCS Natl Bank salutes 60 Seasons of Platform Tennis (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.30
SCS Natl Bank salutes 60 Seasons of Platform Tennis (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.30
Esther Weil dies: Was walker, philanthropist, Aug 4, 1989, p.1

MADDEN, MICHAEL (DR)
(White Plains) Hospital appoints 10, Mar 24, 1989, p.2

MADISON, KATE

MADON, MICHAEL
29 (SHS students) attend Presidential Classroom, Mar 17, 1989, p.14

MAEROV, JEFF
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Boys' Basketball (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.32

MAGALDI, PAULA
Defects found in (Edgewood, Fox Meadow, Greenacres) school windows, Nov 10, 1989, p.1

MAGDELAIN, CHRIS
V Lambert wins sectional race; 4 Raiders qualify for state meet (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.14
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16
Honors gala for athletes at Maroon and White Fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

MAGDELAIN, RENEE
(YES) puts (s) SCS young people to work (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.8

MAGEE, TONY
Retailers hope holiday promotion will chase away business doldrums, Oct 20, 1989, p.1
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MAGLIO, GERARD (DR)
Dr Gerard Maglio (dies), Feb 17, 1989, p.14

MAFFONE, DARA
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.19
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

MAHUIRE, THOMAS
(School) Board to unveil renovation plan, Nov 24, 1989, p.1

MAHLER, LOUIS
SCS's Paul Harris Fellows: H Krieger, L Fausty (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.8

MAIER, CHARLES (AU)
History, Holocaust and German identity (edit), Jan 20, 1989, p.7

MAIER, RICH
SCS Natl Bank salutes 60 Seasons of Platform Tennis (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.30

MAJMON, ITZHAK
It's Monday, so this must be SCS: (10 disabled Israeli war veterans visit America) (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.3

MALLANDO, TOM
SVAC is busy and needs staff (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.4

MALERA, NANCY
New (SCS) School Board head B Lopez announces opener format (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1

MALICK, MARISSA
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS (photo), May 5, 1989, p.34

MALIN, CLEMENT
White Plains Hospital elects (SCS resident L Marx board member; 4 other) board members (named), May 5, 1989, p.4

MALINA, ANITA
(SCS) Foundation dedicated to good of community (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.4
SCS's TV station on the rise (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.21
Village appoints J Foley cable (TV) coordinator, Mar 17, 1989, p.2
SCS Natl Bank salutes Bette A Landes, 1989 Bowl winner (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.24
(SCS) Bowl selectors appointed, Sep 29, 1989, p.3

MALIKI, EDNA
Edna Malkin (dies), Nov 17, 1989, p.20

MALLEY, BARBARA
SCS National Bank--the final day (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.1

MALLA, JOHN
Leak of Regents (chemistry) exam faced schools with tough decision, Jun 23, 1989, p.1

MALLORY, ARMAND
Symbolic quilt (created for Asbury United Methodist Church) (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.14

MALONEY, NEIL
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22

MALTZ, SUZIE

MANBER, MARGERY
New principal (J Farren) appointed at Quaker Ridge (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1

MANCHER, CAROL (AU)
What's in, what's out in collectibles? (edit), Feb 10, 1989, p.7

MANCHESTER, DANIELLE
(Recreation Dept gives) Honors for creative flakers, Feb 17, 1989, p.5
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Mancini, Lou
Arthur Manor (Assn) celebrates (July 4th) in (Davis) Park (photo; list), Jul 14, 1989, p.2

Mancuso, Jean
Arthur Manor (Assn) celebrates (July 4th) in (Davis) Park (photo; list), Jul 14, 1989, p.2
Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairmen named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20
It's that book fair time of year (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.18

Mancuso, Jim
Arthur Manor (Assn) celebrates (July 4th) in (Davis) Park (photo; list), Jul 14, 1989, p.2

Manda, Yoshiyuki
Doin' the chicken (photo), Nov 24, 1989, p.10

Mandelbaum, Ian
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30

Manelli, Richard
(Indoor) Pool site debated; Poll asked, Apr 7, 1989, p.1

Manfredi, Cesar
Forget the Evian, turn on the tap (photo), Aug 18, 1989, p.1

Mangn, 'Bobby'
SCS Natl Bank salutes 60 Seasons of Platform Tennis (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.30

Manix, Richard
Critics contend zoning plan is too restrictive, Dec 1, 1989, p.1
Manix, Richard (AU)
Zoning should allow adaptation (ltr), Dec 8, 1989, p.6

Manley, Otto
Otto Manley (dies), Jun 30, 1989, p.16

Mannix, Thomas
Heathcote bridge bids come in under budget, Aug 18, 1989, p.1
Contract awarded (Cimino Contracting to rebuild Heathcote Bridge), Sep 8, 1989, p.1

Mannix, Tom
Wilmett bridge getting weaker; Heathcote bridge set for rehabilitation), Jul 28, 1989, p.1

Mannor, Adi
29 (SHS students) attend Presidential Classroom, Mar 17, 1989, p.14

Mansell, Raymond
Charges fly in dispute over Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.1

Mansikka, Marja
AFS says goodbye, hello (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.15

Manson, Brian
Swiss AFS student (L Moser) coming here; (Will live with Manson family), Jul 21, 1989, p.3
AFS says goodbye, hello (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.15

Manson, Karen
Swiss AFS student (L Moser) coming here; (Will live with Manson family), Jul 21, 1989, p.3
AFS says goodbye, hello (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.15

Manson, Kate
Swiss AFS student (L Moser) coming here; (Will live with Manson family), Jul 21, 1989, p.3
AFS says goodbye, hello (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.15

Mantell, Nancy
Friends (of Music and Arts in SCS Schools) nominate officers, Apr 7, 1989, p.1?
Time running out for school (Bd Nominating Committee) nominations; (Administrative Committee named), Nov 17, 1989, p.3
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MANTLE, MICKEY
(Glen Tobias) Cavort(s) with Yankee greats on fantasy diamond (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.6

MARACHE, CAROLYN
Carolyn J Marache (dies), Nov 3, 1989, p.15

MARAFQTI, ANDELQ
This means war! (Skydivers at Junior High signal color war at Camp Patthunke) (photo), Aug 4, 1989, p.1

MARAIA, TIM
SCS National Bank—the final day (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.1

MARCUS, ADAM
8th graders heading for the big school (photo; list) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.8

MARCUS, BILL (AU)
Local (voter) registration seen as obsolete (ltr), Dec 22, 1989, p.6

MARCUS, LLOYD (AU)
Ethical Culture (or Humanism) defined (edit), Apr 7, 1989, p.7

MARDER, JOANNE
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26
(Village) Board backs (indoor) pool; Asks voters to agree; (Referendum set for Nov 7) (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.1
Vote with 1500 other supporters...Vote yes for an indoor pool (photo; list), Nov 3, 1989, p.32
Voters scuttle indoor pool proposal (photo; table p 30), Nov 10, 1989, p.1

MARDER, JOANN
Readers express opinions on pool proposal (ltrs), May 26, 1989, p.6

MARDER, STEVEN (AU)
Corrupted by power? (ltr), Oct 27, 1989, p.6

MARE, MATTHEW
Local students (M J Mare, N Johnson)’s art honored, Dec 22, 1989, p.14

MARESCO, ERNEST
Ernest R Maresco (dies), Oct 13, 1989, p.16

MARGARITOV, DEBBIE
Lineup named for mystery musical (‘Edwin Drood’, to be presented by SSMT), Jul 7, 1989, p.2

MARGARITOV, DEBBY
(SSM) Volunteers honored (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.14
Ta-DA!!! (SSMT dancers practice show-stopping routine) (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.5

MARGOLINES, JUDITH
Lawyer J R Ruderman named president of Mid-Westchester Y; (Other officers listed), Sep 1, 1989, p.2

MARK, ELIZABETH
(C L Kahn, D Scheer, E Stock) named to (Westchester County) Women’s (Advisory) Board, Feb 3, 1989, p.2

MARK, JOAN GEVERTZ
Face promotes resident J & Mark (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.5

MARK, RICHARD
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.30
(SCS) Bowl selectors appointed, Sep 29, 1989, p.3

MARKETING
Hey, rich kids! These duds’re for you, 3irus L Graham and L Hamdan say (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.6
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| MARKS, FLETCHER | (Photo: F Marks) (Kids: 8-p Supp), Mar 31, 1989, p.3 |
| MARKUSON, GLORIA | Local lawyer G C Markuson heads (Westchester County Bar Assn), Mar 10, 1989, p.5 |
| | (Westchester County Bar Assn) Lawyers to induct SCS woman, G C Markuson (as president), Apr 28, 1989, p.4 |
| | Barclays (Bank) appoints local lawyer G Markuson (to Westchester Advisory Board), Nov 10, 1989, p.16 |
| | HS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15 |
| | Scenes from (SHS) sports award dinner (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.15 |
| | Maroon and White elects leaders for 1989-90, May 12, 1989, p.19 |
| | Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16 |
| | Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18 |
| | Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30 |
| MARR, MARYLIN | PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10 |
| MARRA, JOHANNA | (SCS) Merchants report a happy holiday, Jan 6, 1989, p.1 |
| MARRIAGE | To this marriage--a blessed event! (edit), Nov 17, 1989, p.7 |
| MARRIED COUPLES | Couples share love-ly stories of wedded bliss (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.6 |
| MARSHALL, BRUCE | Hibschaan defends staff in 'abuse' case; (Dr E Machnits to retire) (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.1 |
| MARSHALL, LORRAINE | (L Marshall) elected vp (of New York State Council on Divorce Mediation), Jun 2, 1989, p.16 |
| MARTIN, DOUG | Bells are ringing: (Edgewood students try bell-playing) (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.15 |
| MARTIN, JEN | Record turnout for (Junior High) speech contest (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.12 |
| MARTIN, MARTHA | Bells are ringing: (Edgewood students try bell-playing) (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.15 |
| MARTIN, OLIVER | Gimbel's Riders, 75 strong, hail their SCS mentor O Eisele (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.3 |
| MARTIN-COLLABOLETTA, FAY | New (SCS) School Board head B Lopez announces opener format (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1 |
| MARTINO, DOROTHY | Defects found in (Edgewood, Fox Meadow, Greenacres) school windows, Nov 10, 1989, p.1 |
| | R Kennedy talk highlights JHS' environmental awareness week (photo), Nov 17, 1989, p.1 |
| MARITO CONSTRUCTION CORP | (Nine companies) interested (in developing village-owned land in downtown area), May 19, 1989, p.1 |
| MARWELL, PAT | Reading, stories mark (National) Library Week (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.2 |
| MARX ESTATE (SCS) | New homes proposed on Marx Estate; (V Pagliaro unveils plans for railroad platform), Apr 14, 1989, p.3 |
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MARI, LEONARD
White Plains Hospital elects (SCS resident L Marx board member; 4 other) board members (named), May 5, 1989, p.4

MARI, TOM
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18

MARI, VIRGINIA
SCS Natl Bank salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photo), May 26, 1989, p.30
(A Yerman, J Linker, V Marx) At the opening (of ‘Women of the Regent Hotel’ at library) (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.5
These counselors (at SCS Family Counseling Service) try a change of behavior on 70th (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.6

MASCALI, ROBERT
Parking lawsuit (brought against Planning Board by Chase Landing Realty Corp), Jan 27, 1989, p.1
Townhouses win initial approval (from Planning Board), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
After the rezoning: What's next for the downtown?, Mar 10, 1989, p.1
Board (of Appeals) denies new building lot (at 30 Ferncliff), Mar 17, 1989, p.3
Downtown zoning is facing first test (photo p 5), Jul 7, 1989, p.1
Changes ahead for SCS Avenue, Aug 11, 1989, p.1
Morton (church landscaping) application approved; (Planning Bd discusses Winston, Montgomery plans), Aug 25, 1989, p.1
Rotary Club names (D Metz, R Mascali) Paul Harris fellows (photo), Nov 24, 1989, p.5
Critics contend zoning plan is too restrictive, Dec 1, 1989, p.1

MASER, ANNA
Anna V Maser (dies), Sep 8, 1989, p.13

MASS MEDIA
It's time to integrate the news media (edit), Mar 10, 1989, p.7
Are the white media racist? (edit), Jul 14, 1989, p.7
Media seen as anti-Israeli (ltr), Sep 22, 1989, p.6

MASSEL, TRACY
Lotsa matzos! (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.20

MASTBACK, CASEY
Friends, Romans, countrymen: (SCS residents participate in Windward School's 'Julius Caesar')(photo), May 12, 1989, p.18

MATHEMATICS
Math can be fun! (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.9
MATHEMATICS-STUDY AND TEACHING
Help for math/science teaching (edit), Jun 9, 1989, p.7

MATHEWSON, JULIANA
Fairy tale village (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.16

MATHEWSON, OLIVIA
(Greenacres PTA gives international families) A taste of Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 17, 1989, p.14

MATSUO, MASATO
(SCS) Adult School—50 and up to the present (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.8
New Adult School officers: N Rosensweig, B L Crowder, M Matsuo (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.3

MATSURO, TETSU
Scenes from (SHS) sports award dinner (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.15

MATSURO, TETSU
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15

MATSUURA, ASAKO
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

MATSUYA, RENATE (AU)
Why won't police help? (ltr), Apr 7, 1989, p.6

MATTHEWS, JOANN
Have certificate, will babysit: (23 youngsters graduate from Fire Dept Babysitting Course) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.8
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MATTIOLI, ELI
30 in contention for Citizens' Committee, Oct 13, 1989, p.1
Unit elections slated for (Nov 15), Nov 10, 1989, p.1
Unit elections held here, Nov 17, 1989, p.1

MATTURO, ANDREW
(F Ryan, M Thomas, J Miccoli are) New faces in (SCS) police department (illus), Aug 25, 1989, p.2

MATTURO, VINCENT
Medical Examiner Dr D Jeanty reports V Matturo's death probably suicide, Jan 6, 1989, p.1
(F Aronto III) admits to armed robbery here, May 12, 1989, p.3

MATUSON, NAOMI
(HTS) Plumbing Company may have obtained permits (to work in SCS) fraudulently, Sep 29, 1989, p.1

MAXWELL, MARTIN
Content right here (ltr), Jul 21, 1989, p.6
Other Voices: Right to Lifers deny rights (edit), Nov 17, 1989, p.6
MAXWELL, MARTIN (PSEUD-AU)
Other voices: Some elderly are asking too much (edit), Oct 20, 1989, p.6
Other Voices: Revere the raccoon and other creatures (photo; edit), Dec 15, 1989, p.6

MAY DAY
Happy May Day: (Brownies deliver plants to the fortunate) (edit), May 5, 1989, p.6

MAY, LENORE
Village seeks downtown proposals; Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed, Apr 14, 1989, p.3

MAYER, JEAN (DR)
Friends recall W H White's quest for excellence, Apr 14, 1989, p.1

MAYER, JUDITH
Red Cross honors its top volunteers, Jun 2, 1989, p.11

MAYETTA, MARILOU
Ecumenical event: (160 realtors assemble for holiday party at SCS Golf Club) (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.5

MAZER, BILL
This sports buff (B Mazer) leads league in amazing recall (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.6

MAZZELLA, CONCETTA
Dedication ceremonies (held at Iona College for new Mazzella Field) (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.5

MCCABE, EDWARD
Heathcote bridge bids come in under budget, Aug 18, 1989, p.1
Heathcote bridge work postponed; Wilmot restrictions relaxed, Aug 25, 1989, p.1

MCCAFFREY, THOMAS (REV)
Other voices: Sodom, Gomorrah and SCS (edit), Oct 6, 1989, p.6

MCCANN, JOAN
Fox Meadow hits historical jack pot (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.18
(Small Wonders) Jump ropers show skills (to Fox Meadow students) (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.16
MCCANN, JOAN (DR)
Weeds make way for children in re-opened Fox Meadow park (photo), May 5, 1989, p.19
Fox Meadow (School) turning back the clock (with history project) (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.14
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10
MCCARREN, NELL
Bank of New York salutes the Junior League of Central Westchester (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.32

MCCARTER, SUSAN
SCS cyclist S McCarter devotes summer to reading, riding and fundraising (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.3
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MCARTHUR, DAVID
V Lambert wins sectional race; 4 Raiders qualify for state meet (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.14
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15

MCARTHUR, MICHAEL
Bank of New York salutes the Junior League of Central Westchester (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.32

MCARTHUR, MIKE
Gimbel's Riders, 75 strong, hail their SCS mentor D Eisele (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.3

MCARTHUR, TOM
Dispute over Special Police is issue at accreditation hearing, Dec 15, 1989, p.1

MCCAULEY, ADAM
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS (photo), May 5, 1989, p.34

MCLEAN, GEORGE
Memorial Day 80 years ago: How Westchester celebrated (photo), May 26, 1989, p.2

MCLENN, DAVE
It was a wacky day at (Camp) Wapetuck (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.3

MCLENN, DILLI
Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairman named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20

MCCLURE, ED
Idaho town brings writer M Lewis' book to life (photo; addl photo p 21), Apr 28, 1989, p.1

MCDEAUR, ANNE (AU)
'These' Kidswalk (ltr), Jun 2, 1989, p.6

MCDEAUR, BARBARA
Factotum's of SCS Woman's Club name new officers, May 19, 1989, p.9
With a huff and a puff (Women's Club performs 'Three Little Pigs' for nursery schools) (photo), May 26, 1989, p.11
Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairman named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20

MCDEAUR, EMILY
Miae time at (SCS Historical Society's) 'Festival '89' (photo), May 26, 1989, p.5

MCDEAUR, MAURA
Miae time at (SCS Historical Society's) 'Festival '89' (photo), May 26, 1989, p.5

MCDEAUR, KATHLEEN
(School Board) Nominating Committee election is on Jan 31, Jan 27, 1989, p.1
Tie vote forces runoff for School Nominating Committee, Feb 3, 1989, p.1

MCDEAUR, KELTHEEN (AU)
'These' Kidswalk (ltr), Oct 6, 1989, p.6

MCDEAUR, WILLIAM
Blitz for mayor heads Non-Partisan slate (photo), Jan 13, 1989, p.1
Preservation plan (for SCS's historic houses outlined by A Galvani), Feb 17, 1989, p.1
At last (Village Board) meeting, nothing but praise (for mayor E Seidman), Mar 31, 1989, p.1
Winston: parties weigh options, Apr 14, 1989, p.1
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
(Ord Dept of Environmental Conservation) Ruling will take Winston estate off wetlands map, Apr 28, 1989, p.1
Advisor picked: (D F Williamson Jr chosen to advise village on claim to Winston property), May 5, 1989, p.1
Subdivision of Winston (property) moves one step closer (Subdivision site plan p 10), Jun 2, 1989, p.1
False alarm charges (to distinguish between answered and unanswered alarms), Jul 7, 1989, p.1
Village approves purchase of disputed Greendale Road lot, Aug 18, 1989, p.5
Flowing of (11 private SCS streets) to continue, Sep 29, 1989, p.1
Unit elections slated for (Nov 15), Nov 10, 1989, p.1
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MCCREERY, WILLIAM continued
(Historic) Preservation law proposed, again, Nov 17, 1989, p.1

MCCUE, BARBARA
Asbestos study finds no cause for alarm (Dr R Hibschaan tells Board of Education), Apr 14, 1989, p.1

MCDERMOTT, MICHAEL
(Beck) Family victims of misdirected (child) abuse probe, Feb 17, 1989, p.1
Hibschaan defends staff in 'abuse' case; (Dr E Machnits to retire) (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
Youth Employment Service looking for higher profile, May 26, 1989, p.9
New (SCS) School Board head B Lopez announces open format (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1
Will new SHS athletic code work? Staff, students, parents disagree, Sep 29, 1989, p.1
School population now a sixth Asian; (Comprehensive Assessment Report discussed at Bd of Ed meeting), Dec 15, 1989, p.1

MCDONALD, EDWIN (AU)
Where should seniors live? (ltr), Apr 7, 1989, p.6

MCDONALD, PETE
Have certificate, will babysit: (23 youngsters graduate from Fire Dept Babysitting Course) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.8

MCDONALD, PETER
(SCS's Uniformed Firefighters Assn names) Firefighters of the year (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.8

MCDONALD, SUSAN
S McDonald (promoted to account supervisor) (Awards, Appointments & Promotions), Jul 28, 1989, p.2

MCDONNELL, ANN
SCS Natl Bank salutes Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens' 40th anniversary (photo), May 12, 1989, p.32

MCNIRY, MURRAY
3 years after the fire, Hitchcock (Church) lays new sanctuary cornerstone (photo; addl photo p 22), May 26, 1989, p.1

MCDEVDY, SUZANNE
SVAC is busy and needs staff (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.4

MCGINN, AUDREY
Reading, stories mark (National) Library Week (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.2

MCGINN, ROBERT
More good works by the (SCS) Woman's Club (ltr), Nov 17, 1989, p.6

MCGINNIS, VIRGINIA
Asbestos study finds no cause for alarm (Dr R Hibschaan tells Board of Education), Apr 14, 1989, p.1
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute The SCS High School Class of 89 (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.14

MCGINNESS, CHERYL
Factotums (of SCS Woman's Club) name new officers, May 19, 1989, p.9
Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairmen named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20

MCGINNESS, CHERYL (AU)
More good works by the (SCS) Woman's Club (ltr), Nov 17, 1989, p.6

MCGINNIS, ROBERT
E R Keefer convicted, but not on felony charges, Oct 13, 1989, p.3

MCGOVERN, CATHERINE
(White Plains) Hospital appoints nine, Aug 18, 1989, p.4

MCGOVERN, JOAN
Elementary (school students') art to be exhibited (at SCS Library) (photo), Apr 26, 1989, p.15

MCGOVERN, THOMAS
Drinking blamed in (automobile) crash (involving T McGovern) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.3

MCGRATH, FRANK
Frank J McGrath (dies), Jun 9, 1989, p.20
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MCGUINESS, TREVOR
   Bells are ringing: (Edgewood students try bell-playing) (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.15

MCILVAIN, GERARD
   (SCS) Firemen trained (at courses at National Fire Academy), Mar 10, 1989, p.3

MCKECHNIE, WILLIAM
   A Walinsky champions police corps as counter to national crime emergency, Aug 25, 1989, p.3

MCKEEVER, ROBERT
   (SCS's Uniformed Firefighters Assn names) Firefighters of the year (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.8

MCKENNA, JOSEPH
   Joseph McKenna (dies), May 26, 1989, p.21

MCKINNEY, BYRON
   Resident B McKinney inducted (into Half Century Club, Hendrix College), Jun 16, 1989, p.3

MCKNIGHT, CORNELIA
   Volunteer 'grandparents' cited (by Hawthorne Cedar Knolls), Jun 30, 1989, p.2
   Esther Neel dies: Was walker, philanthropist, Aug 4, 1989, p.1

MCLOED, LAUREN
   L W McLeon (appointed manager of Temps & Co) (Appointments & Promotions), Jul 21, 1989, p.3

MCMANUS, CAROL
   New principal (J Farren) appointed at Quaker Ridge (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1

MCMANUS, CAROL
   At final (Board of Education) session, J Olden receives high praise, Jun 23, 1989, p.1
   Keep child care in schools, parents urge Board of Ed, Sep 22, 1989, p.1
   School board lists bond issue priorities, Oct 20, 1989, p.1
   Defects found in (Edgewood, Fox Meadow, Greenacres) school windows, Nov 10, 1989, p.1

MCMILLAN, PETER
   (SCS) Rec(reation Dept) supervisor P McMillan is a graduate (of School of Sports Management), Mar 3, 1989, p.15
   Vandals strike pool complex (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1
   Big splash expected (with opening of SCS pool), May 26, 1989, p.3
   Vote for SCS's kids, seniors, families, swim teams AND housing values (advt; photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.18

MCMILLAN, PETER (AU)
   Thanks to the ambulance corps (ltr), Dec 22, 1989, p.6

MCMILLEN, ERIC
   Jets touch down in SCS (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.15

MCQUADE, MARCIA
   Defects found in (Edgewood, Fox Meadow, Greenacres) school windows, Nov 10, 1989, p.1

MEAD, RACHEL
   Mitten-knitting workshop: (Girl Scouts take a lesson from their elders) (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.3

MEALS ON WHEELS

MECCA, CAROLE
   Passing the gavel (to incoming SCS-HTS Newcomers Club president J A Corry) (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.11

MECS, HELEN
   (Westchester) Ethical Society elects officers (photo: J A Young), Aug 18, 1989, p.12

MEDIA
   SEE MASS MEDIA

MEDICAL INSURANCE
   SEE INSURANCE, HEALTH

MEDICARE
   Through the morass of Medicare (edit), Oct 6, 1989, p.7
   Other voices: Some elderly are asking too much (edit), Oct 20, 1989, p.6
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MEDICINES
SEE DRUGS

MEEHAN, BRIAN
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS (photo), May 5, 1989, p.34

MEEHAN, CHRIS
SHS athletes honored at end of championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15

MEEHAN, DOROTHY
On the holidays, volunteers put faith into action (photo; addl photo p 12), Dec 29, 1989, p.6

MEER, ARTHUR
At the Scout House, seniors are playing a whole new ball game (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.3
Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-ENT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26

MEHLER, RICK
SHS girls' soccer team wins section, eyes state title (photo; addl photo p 15), Jun 9, 1989, p.1
Raiders do it! Win 1st state soccer title (photo; addl photo p 17), Jun 16, 1989, p.1

MEHLER, RICKY
Moving on, (SHS) graduates take a look back (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.13

MEHLICH, ANN
Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairmen named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20

MEILMAN, FRED
Rent settlement (reached) at 45 Popham, Apr 7, 1989, p.1

MEISSNER, SARA
Sara S Meissner (dies), Aug 18, 1989, p.12

MEHTA, BAJU
(B Mehta, H Y Sung) New associates at Centennial (Realty) (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.16

MEIER, EDWARD
New (SCS) School Board head B Lopez announces opener format (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1
Keep child care in schools, parents urge Board of Ed, Sep 22, 1989, p.1
(SCS marching) Band to return, Oct 27, 1989, p.1

MEIKELMAN, DEREK
8th graders heading for the big school (photo; list) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.8

MEISTER, LYNN (DR)
MD L Meister from SCS writes new book, Jun 16, 1989, p.2

MEISTER, LYNN (DR-AU)
How teenagers cope with cancer (edit), Aug 18, 1989, p.7

MEIZLIK, ALAN
8th year starting at Child Care (Assn of SCS) (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.13

MELINETTE, GEORGE
George N Melinette (dies), Aug 25, 1989, p.14

MELONI, ROBERT
(F Armento III) admits to armed robbery here, May 12, 1989, p.3

MELZER, ROBERT
SCS Natl Bank salutes Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens' 40th anniversary (photo), May 12, 1989, p.32

MEMORIAL DAY
Memorial Day 80 years ago: How Westchester celebrated (photo), May 26, 1989, p.2
A solemn moment: (American Legion members end Memorial Day with ceremonial burning of flags) (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.1
8 soar to Eagle Scout rank (in Memorial Day ceremonies) (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.3
SCS Natl Bank salutes Our Veterans--Memorial Day 1989 (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.28
MEMORIALS

'For these do I weep...' (Holocaust memorial dedicated at SCS Synagogue) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.24
(D O Tompkins) Gone, but not forgotten (photo), Jun 30, 1989, p.3
Ann's Way dedicated (to memory of A H L Jacobs) (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.8
Dedication ceremonies (held at Iona College for new Mazzella Field) (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.5
Torah dedication will honor Rabbi L Nadelmann (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.24
Torah dedicated to Rabbi L Nadelmann at Congregation M'vakhe Derekh) (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.18
League of Women Voters raising money for a new home, Dec 15, 1989, p.2

MENDEL, AMY
Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26

MENDELMAN, STEPHANIE
SVAC is busy and needs staff (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.4

MENDELSON, ALI
(SHS) Volunteers honored (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.14

MENDELSON, GIDEON
Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16

MENDELSON, SHARA
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

MENDELSON, SHARON
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18

MENDESHOW, ALI
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.32

MENHEIM, ROBERT
Village opts for self-insurance; (Approves budget), Apr 28, 1989, p.1

MENKE, BETTY
SCS Natl Bank salutes Bette A Landes, 1989 Bowl winner (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.24
Bank of NY to absorb SCS National (photo: L Richey Jr p 20), May 12, 1989, p.1
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.30

MENNA, MIKE
Tribute to SHS football coaches (ltr), Aug 25, 1989, p.6

MENORAHs
(City hall the) Wrong place for a menorah or a creche (ltr), Sep 1, 1989, p.6

MENSI, DEANA
Y(M-YWHA of Mid-Westchester) cites local teens for achievements (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.11

MENTAL HEALTH ASSN OF WESTCHESTER
SCS Natl Bank salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photo), May 26, 1989, p.30

MENTALLY HANDICAPPED CHILDREN-CARE AND TREATMENT
Local orthopedist Dr B Hoffman to be honored (by hawthorne Cedar Knolls and Linden Hill) (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.4

MENTALLY HANDICAPPED CHILDREN-EDUCATION-CONFERENCE
Resident T M Kelly presents conference papers, Nov 10, 1989, p.22

MENTALLY ILL-HOUSING
(Newton) Letter seen as creating fears (re housing for mentally ill) (ltr), Jan 6, 1989, p.6
At group home (at 1241 Post Rd), women 'growing up together' (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.6

MENTALLY RETARDED
SEE MENTALLY HANDICAPPED

MERCEIN, JENNIFER
Vote with 1500 other supporters...Vote yes for an indoor pool (photo; list), Nov 3, 1989, p.32
(Juniorettes of SCS Woman's Club are) Santa's ghost writers, Dec 29, 1989, p.3
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MERCEIN, JENNY
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18

MERCEIN, LYNNE
(High School PTA) Scholarship drive on, Feb 3, 1989, p.1

MERCEIN, SUZI
(SUZI) Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
Sorry, lacrosse players (ltr), Jun 16, 1989, p.6

MERCENTES, ALEX
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1989, p.30

MERCHANTS-SCS
(SCS) Merchants report a happy holiday, Jan 6, 1989, p.1
Retailers hope holiday promotion will chase away business doldrums, Oct 20, 1989, p.1
Downtown to become 'Winter Wonderland', Dec 1, 1989, p.1
It's begun—the last big shopping season of the '80's (photo; addl photo p 12), Dec 1, 1989, p.8
The gang's all here ('Winter Wonderland' underway in downtown SCS) (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.3
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

MERKEL, STEPHEN
Tradition in changing world is adult education there at WRT (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.18

MERKER, MARILYN
Time running out for school (Bd Nominating Committee) nominations; (Administrative Committee named), Nov 17, 1989, p.3

MERKAMER, GREGG

MERRELL, LESSIE
(SCS Woman's Club names) Life members (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.11

MESSINGER, ANGEL
One more time, public debates downtown plan, Feb 3, 1989, p.1
Ecumenical event: (160 realtors assemble for holiday party at SCS Golf Club) (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.5

MESSER, SHARON
Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

MESSINGER, MARTIN
Awards, Appointments & Promotions: M E Messinger (elected to Board of University of Rochester), Nov 3, 1989, p.24

METRO NORTH COMMUTER RAILROAD CO
Village seeks (matching funds from Metro North) for parking, Jan 13, 1989, p.1
Metro North plans call for removal of tiled canopy at SCS station (photo), Jan 20, 1989, p.1
(Metro North) Kiosk in commuters' way (ltr), Mar 17, 1989, p.6
Place the (Metro North) kiosk challenge (ltr), Apr 7, 1989, p.6
New homes proposed on Marx Estate; (V Pagliaro unveils plans for railroad platform), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
Take that, bureaucrats (ltr), Apr 21, 1989, p.6
(Metro North's) Plan preserves old look at (SCS railroad) station (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.1
Village may get $1M to expand Freighthway (parking garage), Jul 21, 1989, p.1
Correction: ($44M the cost of all RR projects; Metro North to grant $12M), Jul 28, 1989, p.2
Metro North takes a weird idea and runs with it (cartoon), Jul 28, 1989, p.6
No growth here (in number of Metro North riders), Aug 25, 1989, p.1
Flower power: (Highway Dept plants flower garden at base of Metro North tower) (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.2
(Village offers) Free parking (in Freighthway garage during holiday shopping season), Dec 1, 1989, p.1
(Metro North) Railroad's 'report cards' (available for riders) (ltr), Dec 8, 1989, p.6
(Gas main) Break sends gas fumes into downtown buildings, Dec 29, 1989, p.1
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METRO NORTH COMMUTER RAILROAD CO-FARES
(Metro North) fare hikes take effect New Year's (day), Dec 29, 1989, p.3

METROPOLITAN TRANSIT AUTHORITY
Village may get $1M to expand Freightway (parking garage), Jul 21, 1989, p.1

METZ, DOUG
SCS's business leadership (Chamber of Commerce officers named) (photo), Jan 20, 1989, p.3
Changes ahead for SCS Avenue, Aug 11, 1989, p.1
Retailers hope holiday promotion will chase away business doldrums, Oct 20, 1989, p.1

METZ, DOUGLAS
Geno Altieri dies; was popular business and community leader (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.1
(SCS) Chamber (of Commerce) looks inward in picking (J DeCarlo) Citizen of (the) Year (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.1
After the rezoning: What's next for the downtown?, Mar 10, 1989, p.1
(J DeCarlo's) night to shine (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year Jean DeCarlo (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.28
Moron (church landscaping) application approved; (Planning Bd discusses Winston, Montgomery plans), Aug 25, 1989, p.1
Rotary Club names (D Metz, R Mascali) Paul Harris fellows (photo), Nov 24, 1989, p.5

MEURLING, SUSAN
Asbestos study finds no cause for alarm (Dr R Hibschaan tells Board of Education), Apr 14, 1989, p.1

MEYER, CLAUDE
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

MEYER, M C (REV)
Sidewalk sale was not for shoppers only (photo; addl photo p 5), Aug 11, 1989, p.1
Rotary Club names (D Metz, R Mascali) Paul Harris fellows (photo), Nov 24, 1989, p.5

MEYER, MARION
Scarsdalian at temple, M Meyer, to be honored (photo), Feb 3, 1989, p.3

MEYER, PETER

MEYER, PHILIP

MEYER, RUTH

MEYERS, DARREN
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30

MEYERS, LYNN
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10

MEYTINA, MASHA
Soviet (Bar Mitzvah) "twin" M Meytina meets her American family (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.3

MEZZACAPPA, SHANA
Have certificate, will babysit: (23 youngsters graduate from Fire Dept Babysitting Course) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.8

MIALI, SHINNOSHI
It's Monday, so this must be SCS: (10 disabled Israeli war veterans visit America) (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.3

MICCOLI, JOSEPH
(F Ryan, M Thomas, J Miccoli are) New faces in (SCS) police department (illus), Aug 25, 1989, p.2

MICHEL, JAMES
(SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8

MICHELSON, HAROLD
Planning Board rejects (Michelson) subdivision application, Nov 24, 1989, p.2
MICHELSIN, THELMA
Planning Board rejects (Michelson) subdivision application, Nov 24, 1989, p.2

MIDEA, MADELINE
A clown-to-clown call; (Chamber of Commerce Sidewalk sale begins) (photo), Aug 4, 1989, p.1
Sidewalk sale was not for shoppers only (photo; addl photo p 5), Aug 11, 1989, p.1

MIDTBO, ELLA
(Scs-Hts Women's Interfaith) Council marks 60 years of ecumenical spirit (photo), Jan 6, 1989, p.6

MIGLIACCI, LUCIA
SVAC is busy and needs staff (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.4

MIHARA, YOSHI
It was a wacky day at (Camp) Wapetuck (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.3

MIJOSA, SEKA
(Small Wonders) Jump ropers show skills to Fox Meadow students) (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.16

MIKOVITS, THOMAS
Graduates sing farewell to IHM (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.22

MILANO, ANDREW (DR)
Preservation plan (for SCS's historic houses outlined by A Galvani), Feb 17, 1989, p.1

MILANO, DAN
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

MILANO, DANIEL
(SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8

MILDE, PAULINE
Healthcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

MILL, JANE
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.32

MILLER, ALISON
Foreign language and women's history highlighted at junior high (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.14

MILLER, ANN
(Quaker Ridge, Edgewood) schools aid quake-stricken (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.15
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
Red Cross honors SCS residents IF Drotaan, H Du Bois, A Miller I Officers, board members listed), Jun 30, 1989, p.4

MILLER, ARNOLD
(L Kraer) elected (president of board of United Hebrew Geriatric Center of New Rochelle) (photo), Aug 25, 1989, p.3

MILLER, BERNICE
Scs(Volunteer) A( mbulance) Corps) elects leaders for '90, Dec 15, 1989, p.2

MILLER, CATHERINE
Hibschman defends staff in 'abuse' case; (Dr E Machnits to retire) (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
Defects found in (Edgewood, Fox Meadow, Greenacres) school windows, Nov 10, 1989, p.1

MILLER, CLAYTON (REV)
Asbury (Methodist Church) reaches out in many ways (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.18

MILLER, EDITH
The artist as thinker; (6 Bobritzky wins blue ribbon at SCS Art Assn artist-member show) (photo), Nov 17, 1989, p.4

MILLER, HENRY
Winston trial due to begin Tuesday, Jan 13, 1989, p.1
(Winston) Trial postponed, Jan 20, 1989, p.1
Courtroom battle begins in Winston suit (photo), Jan 27, 1989, p.1
Defense goes on the attack in Winston trial, Feb 3, 1989, p.1
Harry Winston's lawyer on the stand in Winston v SCS), Feb 10, 1989, p.1
Opposing attorneys (in Winston suit) are a study in contrasts (photo p 20), Feb 10, 1989, p.1
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MILLER, HENRY continued
(Winston) Trial nears end, Feb 17, 1989, p.1
Winston trial ends; Now it's up to the judge, Feb 24, 1989, p.1
Judge S Miller rejects Winston suit, but favors park, Apr 7, 1989, p.1
Sanctions sought (against SCS for allegedly withholding documents from plaintiffs in Winston trial), Apr 7, 1989, p.1
Winston: parties weigh options, Apr 14, 1989, p.1
Village won't pursue rest of Winston (property), Jun 9, 1989, p.1
Round two: (Winston v SCS appeal begins), Sep 15, 1989, p.1
(H S Miller, A Veteran) appointed by governor (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.2

MILLER, JACKIE
Ecclesiastical event: (160 realtors assemble for holiday party at SCS Golf Club) (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.5

MILLER, JAMES
Critics contend zoning plan is too restrictive, Dec 1, 1989, p.1
Changes at the BAR; (L Schan appointed), Dec 1, 1989, p.1

MILLER, JOHN
(Advocates of Butler Field for indoor) Pool site (not giving up easily), Mar 24, 1989, p.1
(Indoor) Pool site debated; Poll asked, Apr 7, 1989, p.1

MILLER, JOHN (AU)
Where do the people want the (indoor) pool? (edit), Mar 31, 1989, p.7
Who's being 'strident' (regarding indoor pool)? (ltr), Apr 28, 1989, p.6
Broad support needed (for indoor pool) (ltr), May 19, 1989, p.6
Readers' views on the pool and where to put it (ltrs), Jun 9, 1989, p.6
Site of (indoor) pool is 'a primary issue' (ltr), Sep 29, 1989, p.6
Let's reorganize (past committees, individuals to bring indoor pool to SCS) (ltr), Nov 24, 1989, p.6

MILLER, LEONORA
Volunteer 'grandparents' cited (by Hawthorne Cedar Knolls), Jun 30, 1989, p.2

MILLER, LEONORA (AU)
(In praise of S Bloom's) Excellent article (on Hawthorne Cedar Knoll) (ltr), Jan 6, 1989, p.6

MILLER, MEG
(M Miller, J Kessler) On their way to (LWV Conference in) Albany (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.4
Bank of New York salutes The SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.34

MILLER, MEG (AU)
SHS students (J Kessler, M Miller) report from (LWV Legislative Conference in) Albany (edit), Jun 9, 1989, p.7

MILLER, MORGAN (AU)
Con Ed scolded for wasting energy (ltr), Sep 8, 1989, p.6

MILLER, SONDRA
Winston trial due to begin Tuesday, Jan 13, 1989, p.1
Courtroom battle begins in Winston suit (photo), Jan 27, 1989, p.1
Defense goes on the attack in Winston trial, Feb 3, 1989, p.1
Opposing attorneys (in Winston suit) are a study in contrasts (photo p.28), Feb 10, 1989, p.1
(Winston) Trial nears end, Feb 17, 1989, p.1
Winston trial ends; Now it's up to the judge, Feb 24, 1989, p.1
Judge S Miller rejects Winston suit, but favors park, Apr 7, 1989, p.1
Winston: parties weigh options, Apr 14, 1989, p.1
(NY Dept of Environmental Conservation) Ruling will take Winston estate off wetlands map, Apr 28, 1989, p.1
Adviser picked: (D F Williamson Jr chosen to advise village on claim to Winston property), May 5, 1989, p.1
Planning board tells (Moorcon) Church, neighbors to work out a solution, May 5, 1989, p.1
Subdivision of Winston (property) moves one step closer (Subdivision site plan p.10), Jun 2, 1989, p.1
Village won't pursue rest of Winston (property), Jun 9, 1989, p.1
Stay granted (Winston sons pending ruling by Appellate Division on village's sale of Winston), Jun 16, 1989, p.1
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MILLER, SONDRA
  Hearing set on Winston development, Jun 23, 1989, p.3
  Neighbors blast SCS Manor subdivision plan, Jul 7, 1989, p.1
  Round two: (Winston v SCS appeal begins), Sep 15, 1989, p.1
  School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

MILLER, STEVE
  R Kennedy talk highlights JHS' environmental awareness week (photo), Nov 17, 1989, p.1

MILLER, THEA
  Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

MILLER, W ROWLAND
  Local lawyers W R Miller, J P O'Connor merge offices, Sep 15, 1989, p.3

MILLER, WILLIAM
  (School Board Nominating Committee decides) No interviews (of prospective Bd of Ed candidates), Apr 21, 1989, p.1

MILLER, WYNN
  At group home (at 1241 Post Rd), women 'growing up together' (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.6

MILMAN, DEREK
  Youngster (D Milman) wasting no time in becoming a magazine publisher (photo), Jun 30, 1989, p.5

MILMAN, HARVEY
  Youngster (D Milman) wasting no time in becoming a magazine publisher (photo), Jun 30, 1989, p.5

MILMAN, HARVEY (AU)
  Don't blame Bob Harrison (for defeat of indoor pool proposition) (ltr), Nov 24, 1989, p.6

MILMOE, SUSAN
  Planning Board criticizes Ferndale Park development, Oct 6, 1989, p.1

MILSTEIN, AMANDA
  Lotsa aatzos! (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.20

MILSTEIN, ANDREW (AU)
  Where do the people want the (indoor) pool? (edit), Mar 31, 1989, p.7

MILSTEIN, DAVID
  (School Board) Nominating Committee election is on Jan 31, Jan 27, 1989, p.1
  Tie vote forces runoff for School Nominating Committee, Feb 3, 1989, p.1

MILSTEIN, NANCY
  Renamed freeze group to hold workshop, (elect officers, vote on new name), Jan 6, 1989, p.5
  Speaking of peace (N Milstein reads winning essay by M Hersch) (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.4
  Non-Partisans start long road toward nomination of candidates; (Procedure Committee members named), Sep 1, 1989, p.3
  Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26

MINAMI, HIROKO
  H Minami receives Glamour (Magazine) award, Jan 27, 1989, p.12

MINCHILLO, NICOLA
  DAR cites essay champions C Conte, N Minchillo, M Getz (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.13
  Graduates sing farewell to IHM (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.22

MINORITY BUSINESS ENTERPRISES
  Scarsdalian P Duncanson leading caucus on minority business, May 5, 1989, p.16

MINTON, ALISON (AU)
  (Furs) A symbol of human selfishness (ltr), Dec 15, 1989, p.6

MIRABELLI, ROB
  T Quigley qualifies for states in swimming, Mar 10, 1989, p.15
  SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15

MIRABELLI, ROBERT
  Local athletes to compete in Empire Games, Jul 28, 1989, p.10
  Athletes capture Empire State gold (photo), Aug 11, 1989, p.20
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MIRVILLE, CAROL
- School tax hike down 50% from last year, Mar 24, 1989, p.1

MIRVILLE, CAROLE
- New principal (J Farren) appointed at Quaker Ridge (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1

MISCHSEL, JAMIE
- A tuneful tribute (to retiring Quaker Ridge principal Dr E Machnits) (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.1

MISSING PERSONS
- Where is Rachel? (edit), Sep 29, 1989, p.7

MISSIONARIES
- Missioner B Khaasi going to Honolulu (photo), Jan 27, 1989, p.12
- Aaron Graves to be missionary (photo), Feb 3, 1989, p.20
- A tough 2 years in Spain for Mormon missionary D Garff (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.16
- Siblings (Richard and Stephanie Stone) to serve on missions (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.12
- Mormon W Freedman completes Uruguay mission (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.20
- Siblings (Richard and Stephanie Stone) to serve on Mormon missions, Jun 30, 1989, p.16
- Mormon Missionaries (B Garff, A Varley) come and go (photo: B Garff), Aug 4, 1989, p.14
- (E Bench) Home from mission (photo), Sep 1, 1989, p.12
- (D H Bartholomew appointed) Missionary to Guatemala (photo), Dec 29, 1989, p.12

MISSISSIPPI-DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
- A time, a place, and a sheriff (edit), Sep 22, 1989, p.7

MITCHELL, BONNIE
- Democrats launch campaign (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.3

MITRAKOS, JEAN
- EMT woman, B J Solomon, slain in her home, Jan 20, 1989, p.1

MITTELMAN, ELLEN
- Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

MIURA, MICHIKO
- (SHS art students go) Behind the scenes at Miuseum) Q(iff) M(odern) A(rt) (photo, Nov 10, 1989, p.18
- Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

MIYABE, WIN
- The Bank of New York salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.30

MOBIL OIL CORP

MOCUZLASKI, CARA
- Bank of New York salutes the Junior League of Central Westchester (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.32

MOGAN, CLAIRE

MOGAVERO, ANNE
- Foreign language and women's history highlighted at junior high (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.14

MOGLIA, TINA
- Lineup named for mystery musical ('Edwin Drood', to be presented by SSMT), Jul 7, 1989, p.2

MOH, VICTOR
- Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18

MOLEN, ELLA
- (Newton) Letter seen as creating fears (re housing for mentally ill) (ltr), Jan 6, 1989, p.6

MONAGHAN, JOSEPH
- Joseph F Monaghan (dies), Jun 9, 1989, p.20
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MONAHAN, KEVIN
- SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
- (K Monahan) In (Amateur Hockey Assn) nationals (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.13
- Local athletes to compete in Empire Games, Jul 28, 1989, p.10
- Athletes capture Empire State gold (photo), Aug 11, 1989, p.20

MONAHAN, SUSAN
- Bank of New York salutes the Junior League of Central Westchester (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.32

MONDELLO, AL
- Crucial bond issue coming up in 89-90 (photo; addl photo p 15) (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.3

MONEY
- Who says money doesn't grow on trees? (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.4

MONK, ELLEN
- Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

MONTAGUE, ANGELA
- STEP supporters (meet) (photo), Feb 3, 1989, p.16

MONTALBANO, JOANNE
- Cold reception (for firemen when firehouse furnace runs out of fuel oil), Dec 29, 1989, p.1

MONTER, ANNA
- Hitchcock (Weekday School) gives course in Nanny Ed, Dec 15, 1989, p.3

MOONEY, ALICE
- SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Girls' Basketball (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.28
- SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
- Scenes from (SHS) sports award dinner (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.15
- East meets West at SHS gym: 16 Ukrainian boys play soccer with SHS varsity girls (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.3
- SHS girls' soccer team wins section, eyes state title (photo; addl photo p 15), Jun 9, 1989, p.1
- Raiders do it! Win 1st state soccer title (photo; addl photo p 17), Jun 16, 1989, p.1
- Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16
- Local athletes to compete in Empire Games, Jul 28, 1989, p.10
- Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
- Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

MOONEY, NINA
- East meets West at SHS gym: 16 Ukrainian boys play soccer with SHS varsity girls (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.3

MOONIE, LIANA
- The artist as thinker: (S Bobritzky wins blue ribbon at SCS Art Assn artist-member show) (photo), Nov 17, 1989, p.4

MOORE, JENE
- Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

MOORES, HERB
- Repairs (to Heathcote and Willet Rd bridges) on hold, May 12, 1989, p.1

MORAL EDUCATION
- Teaching values: (Board of Education gives approval to schools for values education program), Dec 15, 1989, p.1

MORALISM
- Moral preaching vs social action (edit), Feb 24, 1989, p.7

MORALITY AND RELIGION
- SEE CHRISTIAN ETHICS

MOREIRA, ANTONIO
- Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
- Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30
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MORGAN, BRIAN (DR-AU)
What are RDA and what do they mean? (chart; edit), Feb 10, 1989, p.7

MORGAN, EDWARD
Former mayor G Jensen seeks Town Club support for affordable housing, Apr 21, 1989, p.3
Who's to judge? (Forms available to nominate village judges), Dec 15, 1989, p.1

MORGAN, JOHN
R Gerloff named Exec VP of (American) Savings Bank; 6 leave SCS Natl (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.1

MORGAN, COREY
(SCS) Merchants report a happy holiday, Jan 6, 1989, p.1

MOORE, PAULA
30 in contention for Citizens' Committee, Oct 13, 1989, p.1
Unit elections slated for (Nov 15), Nov 10, 1989, p.1

MORISON, JIM
(Platform Tennis Assn) Coming home to Fox Meadow (for 60th Anniversary celebration) (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.22
SCS Natl Bank salutes 60 Seasons of Platform Tennis (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.30

MORMONS AND MORMONISM
SEE CHURCHES

MORRILL, MICHELLE
SHS girls' soccer team wins section, eyes state title (photo; addl photo p 15), Jun 9, 1989, p.1
Raiders do it! Win 1st state soccer title (photo; addl photo p 17), Jun 16, 1989, p.1
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

MORRIS, DANIEL
Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26

MORRIS, MARLENE
Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairmen named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20

MORRIS, NORMAN
White Plains Hospital elects (SCS resident L Marx board member; 4 other) board members (named), May 5, 1989, p.4

MORRIS, THOMAS
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3

MORRISON, CLARK
Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26

MORRISON, JIM (REV)
Other voices: Sodom, Gomorrah and SCS (edit), Oct 6, 1989, p.6
On the holidays, volunteers put faith into action (photo; addl photo p 12), Dec 29, 1989, p.6

MORRISON, JOAN
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year Jean DeCarlo (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.28

MORRISON, REBECCA
(Recreation Dept gives) Honors for creative flakemakers, Feb 17, 1989, p.5
Great flakes! (Snowflake artists display winning creations) (photo), Feb 24, 1989, p.3

MORRISON, SAMUEL
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year Jean DeCarlo (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.28
Weeds make way for children in re-opened Fox Meadow park (photo), May 5, 1989, p.19
Changes (to be made at SCS Post Office), Jul 28, 1989, p.1
O say can you see? (J Thies points out Post Office failed to fly flag on Labor Day), Sep 8, 1989, p.1
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MOSKOWITZ, CAROLE
- (J Ruderman) Re-elected (chairman of SCS Republican Town Committee; Other officers elected) (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.3

MOSKOWITZ, DAVID
- Another red flag (on another SCS bridge: Heathcote Rd bridge weight limit lowered), Sep 22, 1989, p.1

MOSKOWITZ, PHILIP
- Neighbors ask (Village) board’s help on the Hutch, Oct 27, 1989, p.1

MOSNER, CAROLINE
- Volunteer 'grandparents' cited (by Hawthorne Cedar Knolls), Jun 30, 1989, p.2

MOSS, ANDREW
- (Westchester County) GOP appoints Scarsdalians P Parasaaran, A Moss (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.13

MOSS, FLORENCE
- Florence P Moss (dies), Jun 30, 1989, p.16

MOSS, PAT
- Honors for realtors (announced), Jul 7, 1989, p.4

MOST, AMY
- (YES) puts (s) SCS young people to work (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.8

MOST, BERNARD
- Local authors B Most, D Linowes, B Buchholz, S Goldblom being published, Dec 15, 1989, p.16

MOTHER TERESA
- (Mother Teresa and) The power of love (edit), Jan 6, 1989, p.7

MOTHERS
- Some thoughts on motherhood (edit), May 12, 1989, p.7
- 'Conscious mothering': (Correction of May 12 edit), Jun 2, 1989, p.6

MOTION PICTURE THEATERS
- SEE THEATER BUILDINGS

MOTKO, RICHARD
- (New zoning) Law would mandate senior housing; (Village Bd discusses sanitation laws), Feb 17, 1989, p.1

MOTL, MARY JANE
- 6th grade and junior high: a good match (Part I), Jun 23, 1989, p.1

MOTORCycles-LAWS AND LEGISLATION Regulation
- Thanks to Singer law, C W Pachner has a legal toy (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.1

MOITARELLA, GEORGE
- Neighbors blast SCS Manor subdivision plan, Jul 7, 1989, p.1

MOTT, MARJORIE
- Volunteer 'grandparents' cited (by Hawthorne Cedar Knolls), Jun 30, 1989, p.2

MOULDOVAN, ANDREW
- Lineup named for mystery musical ('Edwin Drood', to be presented by SSM), Jul 7, 1989, p.2

MOWERY, BRENT
- Awards, Appointments, Promotions: B Mowery (named partner in Coopers & Lybrand's NY actuarial firm), Sep 22, 1989, p.16

MOYLE, POLLY

MOYNIHAN, DANIEL PATRICK
- (Writer) Disappointed by senators silence (re Rushdie affair) (ltr), Mar 3, 1989, p.6

MUCARO, DEANNA
- The Bank of New York salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.30
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MUEHL, WILLIAM (DR)
  (Dr W Muehl) retiring (photo), May 19, 1989, p.17

MUELLER, LILLI
  Lilli Mueller (dies), May 19, 1989, p.17

MUELLER, MATHIAS
  93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

MUGNO, KAREN
  Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairmen named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20

MUHLIN, JESSICA
  Bells are ringing: (Edgewood students try bell-playing) (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.15

MULLEN, GERRY
  (Village Voices) Sing songs of SCS (at Village Club's annual luncheon) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.2

MULLEN, JAMES

MUNSON, ANN
  Six from (Boy Scout) Troop 99 reach Eagle rank (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.4

MUNSON, ANNALIESE

MUNSON, ANNE
  (SCS American Legion Post holds) Double celebration (for St Patrick's Day, 70th Anniversary) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.2

MURPHY, BETH
  SHS senior B Murphy attending inauguration, Jan 20, 1989, p.20

MURPHY, ELIZABETH
  (B Inouye, R Rajapaksa, L Rosensweig, T Wallach, E Murphy) win Merit scholarships, May 5, 1989, p.19

MURPHY, JEN
  SHS girls' soccer team wins section, eyes state title (photo; addl photo p 15), Jun 9, 1989, p.1
  Raiders do it! Win 1st state soccer title (photo; addl photo p 17), Jun 16, 1989, p.1

MURPHY, JENNIFER
  Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16

MURPHY, JO ANN
  New name (Prudential Ellinghouse Real Estate) for an old firm (Ellinghouse & Stacy), Dec 22, 1989, p.2

MURPHY, JOANNE
  Dedication ceremonies (held at Iona College for new Mazzella Field) (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.5

MURPHY, JOANNE
  Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.30

MURPHY, JOE
  Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.30
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MURPHY, JOSEPH
Dedication ceremonies (held at Iona College for new Mazzella Field) (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.5

MURPHY, WILLIAM
(Gas main) Break sends gas fumes into downtown buildings, Dec 29, 1989, p.1

MURRAY, BROOKE
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14
Reading, stories mark (National) Library Week (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.2
Glasnost comes to Greenacres, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

MURRAY, COURTNEY
(Juniorettes of SCS Woman's Club are) Santa's ghost writers, Dec 29, 1989, p.3

MURRAY, JEANNE
Jeanne A Murray (dies), Mar 10, 1989, p.16
A friend's last message (In memory of J. Murphy) (ltr), Mar 24, 1989, p.6

MURSTEIN, MARJORIE
Cookies (to be sold) for (SCS) Counseling (Service) (photo), May 19, 1989, p.2

MURTZA, FRANCIS III (AU)
No right to destroy life (ltr), Aug 4, 1989, p.6

MUSEUMS
(J. Lichtenthal displays) Winning ticket (in Chemical Bank sweepstakes) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.15
(SCS Historical Society) Museum show chronicles local author J F Cooper (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.5
(B J Bloemink appointed Hudson River) Museum head (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.9

MUSHKIN, ALAN
Packing woes? Head for the ship captains (B Emmer, A Mushkin) (photo), Sep 1, 1989, p.6

MUSIC SCHOOLS
10 Hoff-Barthelson students in all-state (concert), Feb 24, 1989, p.8
Happy anniversary! (B Bennett, C Ziegler present check to Hoff-Barthelson) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.19
Hoff-Barthelson appoints B A Kapp new publicity director, Jun 30, 1989, p.4

MUSIC SCHOOLS-FUND RAISING
Benefit (for Hoff-Barthelson Music School) raises $26,000 (photo), Nov 24, 1989, p.16

MUSIC TEACHERS
(SCS) Music students win top prizes, May 19, 1989, p.14
Music friends welcome faculty; (3 names inadvertently omitted from fall bulletin), Nov 17, 1989, p.14

MUSIC-STUDY AND TEACHING
Musicians H Choi, J Stern, Z Yu study at (Boston University) Tanglewood (Institute), Aug 25, 1989, p.10

MUSICIANS
A gift fit for organist (R N Roth) (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.5
10 Hoff-Barthelson students in all-state (concert), Feb 24, 1989, p.8
(S Lin chosen piano) Soloist (with Interlochen Arts Academy Orchestra) (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.14
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14
Correction: (R Kathirithambi among musicians in all-county orchestra), Mar 31, 1989, p.13
It was just 20 years ago today that the (Westchester) symphony band began to play (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.5
Student C Jung selected (to participate in Encore School for Strings, Cleveland Institute of Music), Jun 23, 1989, p.13
SEE ALSO ROCK MUSICIANS

MUSICIANS-REWARDS, PRIZES, ETC
Violinist C Sohn is (Presidential Scholar in the Arts) award candidate, Mar 31, 1989, p.12
Two SHS musicians (S Furuya, M Kang) win in county (concerto competition) (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.15
(SCS) Music students win top prizes, May 19, 1989, p.14
SCS girl M I Kang wins Juilliard piano competition (photo), May 26, 1989, p.14
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MUSICIANS—REWARDS, PRIZES, ETC continued

SHS senior, cellist-composer D Arnon wins 2 top music prizes (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.21
M Kang wins (first place in Karlfried Nordmann Memorial Scholarship Competition at Juilliard)(photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.19

MUTI, RICCARDO
A new maestro (R Muti) has appeared (edit), Dec 22, 1989, p.7

MUTUAL FUNDS
SEE INVESTMENT TRUSTS

MYERS, FRAN
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26

MYERS, FRANCES
(N C Myers') collection of photo oddities gains respect (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.6

MYERS, KENNETH
(N C Myers') collection of photo oddities gains respect (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.6

MYERS, NAT
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26
(N C Myers') collection of photo oddities gains respect (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.6

MYERS, NATHANIEL III
(N C Myers') collection of photo oddities gains respect (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.6

MYERS, NORMA
Cookies (to be sold) for (SCS) Counseling Service (photo), May 19, 1989, p.i
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.30

MYERS, PAMELA
(N C Myers') collection of photo oddities gains respect (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.6

MYSTERY STORIES
SEE DETECTIVE AND MYSTERY STORIES

NACHUMI, BEN
Lineup named for mystery musical ('Edwin Drood', to be presented by SSMT), Jul 7, 1989, p.2

NACHUMI, GIDEON (DR)
(F Ryan, M Thomas, J Miccoli are) New faces in (SCS) police department (illus), Aug 25, 1989, p.2

NADBORNY, ADAM
(Recreation Dept gives) Honors for creative flakemakers, Feb 17, 1989, p.5

NADBORNY, FELICIA
(Recreation Dept gives) Honors for creative flakemakers, Feb 17, 1989, p.5

NADEL, EDWIN
Family Service (of Westchester) elects leaders, Jul 7, 1989, p.4

NADEL, EDWIN (AU)
Don't wait—plan now for retirement (edit), Mar 24, 1989, p.7
Financial planning for a (Learning) D(iseased) child (edit), Jul 7, 1989, p.7
All about nursing home insurance (edit), Aug 25, 1989, p.7

NADELMANN, LUDWIG (RABBI)
Torah dedication will honor Rabbi L Nadelmann (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.24
Torah dedicated to Rabbi L Nadelmann at Congregation M'vakshe Derekh) (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.10

NADLER, FLORENCCE
(L Klein, S S Penkin are) New Centennial (Realty) associates (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.8

NADLER, JAMES
(J H Nadler named) Bank officer (at Community Mutual Savings Bank of Mt Vernon) (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.3

NAGANG, IKUKO
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30
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NAGLE, EDMUND (AU)
   Today's standards (re sexual behavior) may be wrong (ltr), Dec 29, 1989, p.6

NASDOSHI, YUKI
   93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

NAIK, SANJAY
   Stuffing (envelopes) for S(CS) I(Indoor) P(pool) C(ommittee) (photo), May 19, 1989, p.3
   Vote with 1500 other supporters...Vote yes for an indoor pool (photo; list), Nov 3, 1989, p.32

NAKI, SHINOBA
   93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

NAMES, PERSONAL
   SEE NICKNAMES

NANNIES
   SEE HOUSEHOLD EMPLOYEES

NAPOLITANO, MICHAEL (DR)
   Dr M J Napolitano (dies), Jan 13, 1989, p.14

NAPULI, ROBERT
   Keep child care in schools, parents urge Board of Ed, Sep 22, 1989, p.1

NARCOTICS TRADE
   Cocaine case (apparently close to disposition), Jan 6, 1989, p.1
   (R. GuiUartin) sentenced to three years in drug case, Mar 3, 1989, p.13
   Trial date set (for J Choten, W Chee, B Rivera), Mar 31, 1989, p.1
   (D Wright,) Figure in SCS drug case, nabbed, Aug 4, 1989, p.3
   (J Chotin) pleads guilty to cocaine conspiracy, Sep 29, 1989, p.2
   Gas and drug money: (Village reimbursed by Exxon, joint federal-county drug task force), Oct 6, 1989, p.1
   D Wright pleads guilty to armed robbery, Nov 10, 1989, p.3
   A Mosca says he did nothing wrong, Dec 1, 1989, p.1
   Other Voices: (Legalization of drugs not the answer) (edit), Dec 29, 1989, p.6

NARINS, RHODA (DR)
   Doctor (R S Narins) lectures (at American Academy of Dermatology), Jan 13, 1989, p.8
   To bare or not to bare: Never on sun days! (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.6

NASSAU, JUNE
   Seniors find recreation, friendship in SCS's weekly programs (Senior Lifestyles Supp) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.21

NAST, THOMAS
   White Plains Hospital elects (SCS resident L Marx board member; 4 other) board members (named), May 5, 1989, p.4

NATHAN, JESSICA
   (Photo: J Nathan) (Kids: 8-p Supp), Mar 31, 1989, p.6

NATHAN, SHAI
   It's Monday, so this must be SCS: (10 disabled Israeli war veterans visit America) (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.3

NATHAN-LAVINE, JUDITH
   Realtor J Nathan-Lavine appointed (associate realtor at Merritt Associates), Apr 26, 1989, p.9

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF JEWISH WOMEN
   Local women to be cited (by National Council of Jewish Women), May 26, 1989, p.10

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF TEACHERS OF ENGLISH
   Teacher (A Levin contributes) book chapter, May 19, 1989, p.14

NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY
   (National) Honor Society inducts 48 (SHS students) (list), Oct 27, 1989, p.16

NATIVITY PLAYS
   SEE THEATER
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NAUGHTON, CAROL
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22

NAUGHTON, GARY
After the rezoning: What's next for the downtown?, Mar 10, 1989, p.1

NAUGHTON, KATE
(Juniorettes of SCS Woman's Club are) Santa's ghost writers, Dec 29, 1989, p.3

NAUSS, WENDOLIN JOHN
Wendolin John Nauss (dies), Oct 13, 1989, p.16

NEALE, J HENRY
J Henry Neale dies; Was SCS Natl Bank president, won SCS Bowl (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.1
J H Neale recalled as man of intellect, integrity, Feb 10, 1989, p.1
(J H Neale) One of a kind (edit), Feb 10, 1989, p.6
Two subdivisions, wells approved (by Planning Board), Jun 2, 1989, p.3
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

NEALE, J HENRY JR
J H Neale Jr elected Democratic leader (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.1
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

NEALE, SUE
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10

NEBEN, ROBERT
(R Neben's Heathcote classroom transformed into a) Colonial Village (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.12

NEBENS, ROBERT
(Heathcote) Fifth graders tour Wall Street, Jan 27, 1989, p.16
At final (Board of Education) session, S Older receives high praise, Jun 23, 1989, p.1
Defects found in (Edgewood, Fox Meadow, Greenacres) school windows, Nov 10, 1989, p.1

NEIBART, LEE
Directors (of Westchester-Putnam Chapter, American Diabetes Assn) named, Jul 28, 1989, p.15

NELSON, ROY
Idaho town brings writer M Lewis' book to life (photo; addl photo p 21), Apr 28, 1989, p.1

NESI, DANIELLE
Hail to the champions (Inquirer holds second children's photo contest) Kids (8-p Supp) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.2

NESOFF, ELIZABETH
The Bank of New York salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.30

NEW ISRAEL FUND
Honor for David Arnow: (David Arnow Fund for Pluralism to be established by New Israel Fund) (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.4

NEW ORCHESTRA OF WESTCHESTER
Songs of a summer night (photo), Jun 30, 1989, p.13

NEW ORCHESTRA OF WESTCHESTER
(New Orchestra of Westchester's L Willson) Bring(s) Carmen to Fox Meadow, Feb 17, 1989, p.2

NEW YEAR'S DAY
New Year's poem, Dec 29, 1989, p.7

NEW YORK POST (NEWSPAPER)
Leak of Regents (chemistry) exam faced schools with tough decision, Jun 23, 1989, p.1

NEW YORK STATE COUNCIL ON THE ARTS
$38,000 (from NY Council on the Arts) aids cultural groups, Aug 18, 1989, p.2

NEW YORK STATE FAIR (1989: SYRACUSE)
When it comes to water, we're #2 (photo), Sep 1, 1989, p.1
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NEW YORK STATE MUSIC TEACHERS ASSN
(SCS) Music students win top prizes, May 19, 1989, p.14

NEW YORK STATE READING ASSN
Awards, Appointments & Promotions: R T Areeta (chosen administrator, NYS Reading Assn), Dec 8, 1989, p.20

NEW YORK STATE SCHOOL BOARDS ASSN
Board of Education; Sobel at odds over AIDS regulation, Aug 4, 1989, p.1
The politics of AIDS education (edit), Aug 4, 1989, p.6
(NYS School Boards Assn passes resolutions) On (state) aid, seat belts (on buses), Nov 17, 1989, p.1

NEW YORK STATE ASSEMBLY
(C D Singer sworn in as) SCS's new representative (photo), Jan 13, 1989, p.3

NEW YORK STATE-POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
SHS students (J Kessler, M Miller) report from (LWV Legislative Conference in) Albany (edit), Jun 9, 1989, p.7

NEW YORK STATE. ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE CONTROL BOARD
Zachy's (Wine & Liquor) seen violating new zoning ordinance, Sep 1, 1989, p.1

NEW YORK STATE. ASSEMBLY
C Singer named to Albany panels, Mar 3, 1989, p.13

NEW YORK STATE BOARD OF EQUALIZATION, ASSESSMENT
suit (brought by Con Edison against NY State Board of Equalization and Assessment) settled, Feb 17, 1989, p.1

NEW YORK STATE BOARD OF REGENTS
79 (SHS) seniors are Regents winners (list), Apr 21, 1989, p.15
Board of Education; Sobel at odds over AIDS regulation, Aug 4, 1989, p.1
The politics of AIDS education (edit), Aug 4, 1989, p.6

NEW YORK STATE. BOARD OF REGENTS EXAMINATIONS
Leak of Regents (chemistry) exam faced schools with tough decision, Jun 23, 1989, p.1

NEW YORK STATE. COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENT INTEGRITY

NEW YORK STATE. COMPREHENSIVE ASSESSMENT REPORT
School population now a sixth Asian; (Comprehensive Assessment Report discussed at Bd of Ed meeting), Dec 15, 1989, p.1

NEW YORK STATE. CONSTITUTION
Top county jobs at stake on Nov 7, Nov 3, 1989, p.1

NEW YORK STATE DEPT OF EDUCATION
Leak of Regents (chemistry) exam faced schools with tough decision, Jun 23, 1989, p.1

NEW YORK STATE. DEPT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION
(NY Dept of Environmental Conservation) Ruling will take Winston estate off wetlands map, Apr 28, 1989, p.1
Wetlands ruling: (Winston Property should never have been added to state wetlands map), May 5, 1989, p.1
Forget the Evian, turn on the tap (photo), Aug 18, 1989, p.1
When it comes to water, we're #2 (photo), Sep 1, 1989, p.1

NEW YORK STATE. DEPT OF HEALTH
Forget the Evian, turn on the tap (photo), Aug 18, 1989, p.1

NEW YORK STATE. DEPT OF MOTOR VEHICLES
At the Dept of Motor Vehicles, turn the other check (edit), Sep 22, 1989, p.7

NEW YORK STATE. DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION
Vergilius left out (of new asphalt paving on Heathcote and Drake Roads), Jan 13, 1989, p.1
Repairs (to Heathcote and Wilmot Rd bridges) on hold, May 12, 1989, p.1
Aid from Albany (approved for county road work), May 26, 1989, p.1
Wilmot bridge getting weaker; Heathcote bridge set for rehabilitation, Jul 28, 1989, p.1
Heathcote bridge bids come in under budget, Aug 18, 1989, p.1
Heathcote bridge work postponed; Wilmot restrictions relaxed, Aug 25, 1989, p.1
Village may pay (Wilmot, Mamaroneck, Popham Rd) bridge bill, Sep 15, 1989, p.1
NEW YORK STATE. DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION continued
Another red flag (on another SCS bridge; Heathcote Rd bridge weight limit lowered), Sep 22, 1989, p.1
Neighbors ask (Village) board's help on the Hutch, Oct 27, 1989, p.1

NEW YORK STATE. DIVISION OF ALCOHOLISM AND ALCOHOL
State surveys illegal drug use, Jan 6, 1989, p.15

NEW YORK STATE. DIVISION OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE
State surveys illegal drug use, Jan 6, 1989, p.15

NEW YORK STATE. HISTORIC PRESERVATION BOARD
Metro North plans call for removal of tiled canopy at SCS station (photo), Jan 20, 1989, p.1
(Metro North's) Plan preserves old look at (SCS railroad) station (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.1

NEW YORK STATE. INVESTIGATION COMMISSION
A Mosca says he did nothing wrong, Dec 1, 1989, p.1

NEW YORK STATE. LEGISLATURE

NEW YORK STATE. NATIONAL GUARD
(C Bartol is) in the (New York Army National) Guard, Jun 16, 1989, p.8

NEW YORK WOMEN'S BAR ASSN
(S Jacobson elected NY Women's) Bar (Assn) president (photo), May 5, 1989, p.4

NEWBAUER, GEORGE
Arthur Manor (Assn) celebrates (July 4th) in (Davis) Park (photo; list), Jul 14, 1989, p.2

NEWBAUER, NANCY
Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairmen named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20

NEWBURGER, AMY (DR)
To bare or not to bare: Never on sun days! (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.6

NEWHOUSE, EDA
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26
Still active at 91, John Thies epitomizes volunteer spirit (Senior Lifestyles Supp) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.21

NEWHOUSE, EDA (AU)
Hundreds helped make (Historical Society's Country) fair a hit (ltr), Sep 22, 1989, p.6

NEWHOUSE, STANLEY
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26

NEWHOUSE, STANLEY (AU)
(Indoor pool) A wonderful opportunity (ltr), Sep 15, 1989, p.6

NEWLIN, IRA
Ira G Newlin (dies), Sep 1, 1989, p.12

NEWMAN, ANDREW
BHS graduate A H Newman treads off-Broadway boards, May 19, 1989, p.15

NEWMAN, ANITA
Time running out for school (Bd Nominating Committee) nominations; (Administrative Committee named), Nov 17, 1989, p.3

NEWMAN, CANOISS
New principal (J Farren) appointed at Quaker Ridge (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1
SHS graduates praised as a caring class (photo; addl photo pp 2 & 4, Grad Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.1
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute The SCS High School Class of 89 (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.14

NEWMAN, DAVID
SVAC is busy and needs staff (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.4

NEWMAN, DONALD
Revised (village) law code adopted (by Village Board), Mar 17, 1989, p.1

NEWMAN, FREDERIC (DR)
Surgeon (Dr F Newman) named (vice regent of International College of Surgeons), Apr 21, 1989, p.2
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NEWMAN, FREDRIC (DR)
- Surgeon Dr F Newman honored, Jan 20, 1989, p.2
- (American Cleft Palate Assn) appoints SCS MD F Newman, Apr 28, 1989, p.4
- (Dr F Newman named assistant professor, New York Medical College) (Awards, Appointments, Promotions), Jul 28, 1989, p.2

NEWMAN, JENNIFER
- (SHS art students go) Behind the scenes at Museum of Modern Art (photo, Nov 10, 1989, p.18)

NEWMAN, RANDI
- (YES) puts SCS young people to work (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.8

NEWMAN, REBECCA
- Learning the social graces (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.6
- Glasnost comes to Greenacres, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

NEQUIST, LESTER
- Lester J Newquist (dies), Nov 24, 1989, p.17

NEWSPAPERS
- Ex-teachers' paper, (Post Roads, edited by S Hewett,) a winner (in NY Teachers' Journalism Contest), Apr 7, 1989, p.17
- (I DeNunzio, A Jaffe, J Keane) Named (to) all-county (sports teams selected by Gannett Westchester), Dec 22, 1989, p.15

NEWTON, JEAN
- (Newton) Letter seen as creating fears (re housing for mentally ill) (ltr), Jan 6, 1989, p.6

NEWTON, MICHAEL (DR)
- (Newton) Letter seen as creating fears (re housing for mentally ill) (ltr), Jan 6, 1989, p.6

NICHOLS, JOYCE
- Library exhibition features cookbooks, Jan 27, 1989, p.3
- Wedding bells (ring for Library Directors Joyce Nichols and Robert J Trudell) (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.3
- Help wanted (Librarians needed at SCS Public Library), Mar 17, 1989, p.1
- (National Library Week) Breakfast (meeting held) at Philipsburg (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.2
- Computers found library-friendly (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.1

NICKNAMES
- What's in a (nick)name? (edit), May 26, 1989, p.7

NICOL, RON
- (SCS) Golf Club bids its (golf) pro, R Nicol, fond adieu (photo), Oct 6, 1989, p.4

NICOLAIS, ROBERT
- (Beck) Family victims of misdirected (child) abuse probe, Feb 17, 1989, p.1
- (SCS) Police get new electronic equipment (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.5
- (SCS) Police get training in handling of bias crime, Mar 10, 1989, p.5
- Masked men rob Heathcote (branch of SCS Natl) Bank, Mar 17, 1989, p.1
- (Heathcote Branch, SCS Natl) Bank hold-up was a fraud, police say (photo p 8), Mar 24, 1989, p.1
- Local law enforcer R Nicolaïs to become lawyer, Jul 28, 1989, p.5
- Burglaries off (in SCS in 1989), Sep 22, 1989, p.1
- Police raid teen open house party, Sep 29, 1989, p.3

NIGHTINGALE, STEPHEN
- (Quaker Ridge, Edgewood) schools aid quake-stricken (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.15
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NILSEN, ELIZABETH
10 Hoffman-Barrantson students in all-state (concert), Feb 24, 1989, p.8

NILSSON, DAN
Small Wonders) Jump ropers show skills (to Fox Meadow students) (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.16

NILSSON, ULF
Off to a walking start (for Kidswalk) (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1
(Kidswalk '89) Good fun for a good cause (photo), May 26, 1989, p.1
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute Kidswalk '89 (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.30

NIMPHIUS, AUGUST
Top county jobs at stake on Nov 7, Nov 3, 1989, p.1

NISBER, JOANNA
Graduates sing farewell to IHM (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.22

NISSEN, J HAROLD
Awards, Appointments, Promotions: J Nissen (elected first VP, Federation Jewish Men's Clubs) (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.16

NISSEN, SYLVIA

NISTA, JOSEPH
New (SCS) School Board head B Lopez announces opener format (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1

NOBATA, KOICHIRO
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

NOBILE, CAITLIN
STEP supporters (meet) (photo), Feb 3, 1989, p.16

NOBILE, MAEVE
SHS girls' soccer team wins section, eyes state title (photo; addl photo p 15), Jun 9, 1989, p.1
Raiders do it! Win 1st state soccer title (photo; addl photo p 17), Jun 16, 1989, p.1
Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16
Local athletes to compete in Empire Games, Jul 28, 1989, p.10
Athletes capture Empire State gold (photo), Aug 11, 1989, p.20
Will new SHS athletic code work? Staff, students, parents disagree, Sep 29, 1989, p.1
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

NOBILE, MAEVE
East meets West at SHS gym: (16 Ukrainian boys play soccer with SHS varsity girls (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.3

NOBILE, PHILIP
Will new SHS athletic code work? Staff, students, parents disagree, Sep 29, 1989, p.1
(Inquirer) Introduces new column, 'Other Voices' (edit), Sep 29, 1989, p.6
SCS has many Good Samaritans (ltr), Oct 20, 1989, p.6

NOBILE, PHILIP (AU)
Other voices: Sodom, Gomorrah and SCS (edit), Oct 6, 1989, p.6
Other Voices: Governor (Cuomo), you're no Thomas More (edit), Nov 10, 1989, p.7
Other Voices: (On Mikhail Gorbachev and Pope John Paul II) (edit), Dec 8, 1989, p.6

NOFELT, ELSA
Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairman named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20

NOGUEIRA, ANNA
Toe test (of the pool for eighth grade party) (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.2

NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS PARTY
Blitz for mayor heads Non-Partisan slate (photo), Jan 13, 1989, p.1

NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS' COMMITTEE-SCS
Blitz for mayor heads Non-Partisan slate (photo), Jan 13, 1989, p.1
Reason for confidentiality (in Citizens' Nominating Committee deliberations) (ltr), Jan 20, 1989, p.6
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NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS' COMMITTEE-SCS continued
Resignation (of Citizens' Committee member who divulged deliberations) suggested (ltr), Jan 27, 1989, p.6
B Lopez estimates bond issue for schools at $20 million or more (in address to Town Club), Oct 27, 1989, p.1

NON-PARTISAN RESOLUTION — SC S
Report from Albany: C Singer gives Town Club a bleak outlook, Jun 2, 1989, p.1
B Lopez estimates bond issue for schools at $20 million or more (in address to Town Club), Oct 27, 1989, p.1

NON-PARTISAN SYSTEM — SC S
(School) District votes May 17 on $39.4 million budget, (Board of Ed candidates), May 12, 1989, p.1
(Unit meetings are the) Voters' chance to choose (edit), Nov 10, 1989, p.6

NON-PARTISAN SYSTEM-SCS
Non-Partisans start long road toward nomination of candidates; (Procedure Committee members named), Sep 1, 1989, p.3
SEE ALSO NON-PARTISAN CITIZEN'S COMMITTEE-SCS

NORIYASHI, TOMGE
Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairmen named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20

NORMANN, PEG
Senior housing supporters told shared residence can work here, May 26, 1989, p.3

NORTH, JOHN
(J Ruderman) Re-elected (chairman of SCS Republican Town Committee; Other officers elected) (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.3

OSHINANO, NARGuess
Fox Meadow (School) turning back the clock (with history project) (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.14

NOVACK, LAUREN
Greenvillers move up to EMT High (photo); list) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.16

NOVAK, ANNE
Honors for (retiring village) employee (A Novak), Jan 27, 1989, p.3

NOVEK, SIMON (RABBI)
Torah dedicated to Rabbi L Nadelmann at Congregation M'vakshe Derekh) (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.18

NOVEMBER, ELEANOR
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.30
Will new SHS athletic code work? Staff, students, parents disagree, Sep 29, 1989, p.1
Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26
(ShS PTA) Scholarship fund hoping for a revival, Nov 17, 1989, p.1

NOVEMBER, PETER
STEP supporters (meet) (photo), Feb 3, 1989, p.16
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
(SHS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8
Moving on, (SHS) graduates take a look back (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.13

NOVEMBER, ROBERT
School tax hike down 50% from last year, Mar 24, 1989, p.1
New position for SCS executive R S November (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.5
(SCS) Schools moving slowly toward restoration plan, Jun 23, 1989, p.1
At final (Board of Education) session, S Older receives high praise, Jun 23, 1989, p.1
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.30
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22
New (SCS) School Board head B Lopez announces opener format (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1
Keep child care in schools; parents urge Board of Ed, Sep 22, 1989, p.1
Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26
(School) Board unveils plan to revamp schools, Dec 8, 1989, p.1
V Dempsey retiring from Edgewood; (Ed of Ed to appoint advisory committee on capital improvements), Dec 22, 1989, p.1
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NOWAKOWSKI, GLORIA
Embilee Club installs new slate of officers, Jul 14, 1989, p.9

NOWICK, ARTHUR

NOWICK, JAMES

NOYES, LESLEY (REV)

NOZAKI, SHOKO
Fox Meadow (School) turning back the clock (with history project) (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.14

NUCLEAR WARFARE-PREVENTION
Nuclear deterrence is our security (edit), Sep 8, 1989, p.7

NUCLEAR WEAPONS
Nuclear weapons are valueless (edit), Mar 17, 1989, p.7

NURSERY SCHOOLS
Buy this, Mama! (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.24

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
SEE INSURANCE, HEALTH

NURSING HOMES
Brownie (Troop 1970) sings for senior citizens (at S Neuman Nursing Home), Mar 17, 1989, p.5

NUSSBAUM, JACK
Henry Ughetta dies; Was Citizen of the Year, Dec 22, 1989, p.1

NUSSBAUM, JANE
(School Board) Nominating Committee election is on Jan 31, Jan 27, 1989, p.1
Tie vote forces runoff for School Nominating Committee, Feb 3, 1989, p.1

NUSSBAUM, BERNIE
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.30

NUSSBAUM, MICHAEL
A prosecutor's 'awesome' power (ltr), Nov 3, 1989, p.11

NUSSBAUM, TOBY
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.30
(Toby Nussbaum, Harry Phillips III) named to Westchester Community College board (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.4

NUTRITION
What are RDA and what do they mean? (chart; edit), Feb 10, 1989, p.7

NUZZI, LILLIAN
Lillian C Nuzzi (dies), Apr 7, 1989, p.16

NYGAARD, KAARE (DR)
Dr K K Nygaard, surgeon and sculptor, dead at 85, Apr 28, 1989, p.1
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

NYGREEN, GLEN
United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3
Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26
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O'BRIEN, EDNA
 'Storytellers' A Cooke, J Mortimer, E O'Brien work their craft (photo), Nov 24, 1989, p.9

O'BRIEN, GERALD
 (G O'Brien appointed village) Computer 'coach', Nov 17, 1989, p.1

O'BRIEN, KATHY
 Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairmen named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20

O'BRIEN, SHELagh
 Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26

O'CONNOR, CHRIS
 SHS girls soccer team wins section, eyes state title (photo; addl photo p 15), Jun 9, 1989, p.1

O'CONNOR, CANDICE
 Cindy Johnson re-elected (president of SCS Auxiliary, White Plains Hospital; Other officers listed), Jun 9, 1989, p.5
 Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.22

O'CONNOR, CHRIS
 Raiders do it! Win 1st state soccer title (photo; addl photo p 17), Jun 16, 1989, p.1

O'CONNOR, JAMES
 Local lawyers W R Miller, J P O'Connor merge offices, Sep 15, 1989, p.3

O'CONNOR, JOHN
 (J T O'Connor named) Bank executive, Jun 9, 1989, p.11

O'CONNOR, JOHN (CARDINAL)
 (Mass of Christian Burial for Msgr P Shannon) A solemn occasion (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.1

O'CONNOR, JUSTINE
 High-flying finish (to Fall Foliage Run for J O'Connor) (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.1

O'CONNOR, THOMAS
 Thomas O'Connor (dies), Dec 22, 1989, p.19

O'CONOR, JUSTIN
 (Recreation Dept gives) Honors for creative flakeakers, Feb 17, 1989, p.5

O'DONNELL, RAYMOND
 New principal (J Farren) appointed at Quaker Ridge (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1

O'FARRELL, MARGARET
 New principal (J Farren) appointed at Quaker Ridge (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1
 Edgewood kids find art in the kitchen (photo), May 19, 1989, p.14
 Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairmen named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20

O'KEEFE, ARTHUR
 Arthur S O'Keefe (dies), Jun 9, 1989, p.20

O'KUN, BARBARA
 Joshua's ghost and other tales of old homes (photo; addl photo p 8), Nov 17, 1989, p.6

O'KUN, LAN
 Joshua's ghost and other tales of old homes (photo; addl photo p 8), Nov 17, 1989, p.6

O'LEARY, CAROL
 Housing, health and isolation are concerns for seniors (Senior Lifestyles Supp), May 12, 1989, p.23

O'LOUGHLIN, PEGGY
 Housing, health and isolation are concerns for seniors (Senior Lifestyles Supp), May 12, 1989, p.23

O'NEILL, MARCELLA
 Marcella L O'Neil (dies), Jul 21, 1989, p.14

O'NEILL, MICHAEL
 William White, owner of The Inquirer, dead at 64 (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.1
 Big splash expected (with opening of SCS pool), May 26, 1989, p.3
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O'ROURKE, ANDREW
Ousted lawyer T Ruderan starts new job with county, Jan 6, 1989, p.1

O'ROURKE, ANDREW (AU)
Who are today's patriots? (litr), Feb 3, 1989, p.7

O'ROURKE, ELLEN
Ellen O'Rourke (dies), Apr 14, 1989, p.18

O'ROURKE, NANCY
Keep child care in schools, parents urge Board of Ed, Sep 22, 1989, p.1

O'ROURKE, VICTOR
The faces of Halloween: (S Juarez, V O'Rourke among the best-dressed) (photo), Nov 3, 1989, p.1

OAKLEY, VIOLET
Memorial Day 80 years ago: How Westchester celebrated (photo), May 26, 1989, p.2

OBER, HAROLD
Joshua's ghost and other tales of old homes (photo; addl photo p 8), Nov 17, 1989, p.6

OBERSTEIN, ENID
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26

OBERSTEIN, JENNIFER
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26

OBITUARIES
Aliverto, Lillian, Apr 7, 1989, p.16
Alofsin, Dr Herman, Jun 23, 1989, p.20
Altieri, Geno J: Geno Altieri dies: Was popular business and community leader (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.1
Andrews, Jean Bell, Feb 17, 1989, p.14
Angel, Ilana, Sep 1, 1989, p.12
Backman, Grace S, Jul 7, 1989, p.14
Beauchamp, Margaret Forsyth, Apr 21, 1989, p.20
OBITUARIES continued

Beaven, Florence Griffin, Sep 15, 1989, p.14
Blanchard, Mary S, Nov 24, 1989, p.17
Blanford, Frances Monteith, Feb 3, 1989, p.20
Bloomingdale, Irama A, Oct 27, 1989, p.22
Blumer, Lester A, Mar 10, 1989, p.16
Bogen, Arthur E, Apr 14, 1989, p.18
Boles, Alan Edgar, Jun 2, 1989, p.16
Branscom, Virginia, Feb 10, 1989, p.20
Brennan, Martin: Martin Brennan, former trustee, dies (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.20
Brooks, George A, Jan 20, 1989, p.8
Brown, Frederick U, May 26, 1989, p.14
Buechler, Paul J, Mar 17, 1989, p.20
Burgdorf, William, Dec 1, 1989, p.24
Burt, Maggie Brooker, Oct 13, 1989, p.16
Chorlian, Isabelle Jones, Feb 24, 1989, p.12
Ciletti, James P, Sep 22, 1989, p.22
Cook, Janet, Dec 29, 1989, p.12
Crosby, Frances, Oct 6, 1989, p.17
Cresap May H, Feb 10, 1989, p.20
Crisco, Patrick John, Apr 7, 1989, p.16
Cronin, John Daniel, Oct 20, 1989, p.20
Curzio, John C, Sep 22, 1989, p.22
Dahlberg, Arthur, Oct 6, 1989, p.17
Dilsizian, Nuvart Kurdistan, Jul 14, 1989, p.15
Douglas C Weiss (dies), Dec 29, 1989, p.12
Drescher, Mary Catherine, Sep 15, 1989, p.14
Faga, Aldo Rocco (Dr), Jun 2, 1989, p.16
Farnham, Raymond, Nov 17, 1989, p.20
Farnham, Virginia, Mar 17, 1989, p.20
Fay, Roy, Oct 6, 1989, p.17
Ferguson, Clint Murray, Feb 3, 1989, p.20
Finck, Evelyn Marie, Nov 24, 1989, p.17
Fisher, Frank E, Jun 23, 1989, p.20
Fried, Bernard L, Apr 21, 1989, p.20
Fried, Bernard L, Apr 28, 1989, p.20
Gaff, Robert W, Nov 24, 1989, p.17
Geiger, Grant G, Aug 25, 1989, p.14
Gerloff, Richard: Richard Gerloff dies; Was business, civic leader here (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.1
Getz, Margaret M, Aug 11, 1989, p.8
Gillespie, Marie K, Sep 3, 1989, p.13
Glorieux, Robert G, Apr 7, 1989, p.16
Goldsholle, Judith L, Oct 6, 1989, p.17
Goodstein, Albert, Oct 27, 1989, p.22
OBITUARIES continued

Habich, Elizabeth, Feb 17, 1989, p.14
Handelman, Blanche Berman, Sep 15, 1989, p.14
Handley, Robert, Nov 17, 1989, p.20
Harrison, Howard: Junior high school mourns loss of one of its favorites, H Harrison (photo p 14), Dec 22, 1989, p.1
Hehl, Margaret Uhde, Sep 29, 1989, p.18
Helfman, Nina Maxwell, Oct 13, 1989, p.16
Heyn, Willicent, Aug 4, 1989, p.14
Hira, Guli Revandh, Jul 14, 1989, p.15
Hooley, Margaret, Feb 3, 1989, p.20
Hunt, Thomas J, Sep 8, 1989, p.13
Irwin, William J, Jul 14, 1989, p.15
Jamison, George E, Feb 17, 1989, p.14
Judy, Frederick A: Fred Judy dead at 55, May 19, 1989, p.17
King, Walter S, Jun 23, 1989, p.20
Kleinsner, Catherine, Nov 24, 1989, p.17
Koch, Jerome A, Mar 17, 1989, p.20
Kudisch, Leonard, Jun 9, 1989, p.20
Kuhlmann, Elizabeth: Elizabeth Kuhlmann dies at 103, Apr 7, 1989, p.16
Langdon, Fay Ford, May 12, 1989, p.14
Larson, Janet Fleming, Sep 15, 1989, p.14
Lattimore, Elisabeth, Dec 1, 1989, p.24
Lento, James E Sr, Dec 22, 1989, p.19
Leone, Yolanda M, Sep 22, 1989, p.22
Levinger, Ilse Haas, Aug 4, 1989, p.14
Lober, Alma Toch, Oct 13, 1989, p.16
Luttman, Ralph Jr, Oct 20, 1989, p.20
Lynch, Brian Charles, Oct 20, 1989, p.20
Lynch, Irene Moore, Oct 13, 1989, p.16
Lyons, Harry, Sep 1, 1989, p.12
Lytle, Carol Sr, Jan 13, 1989, p.14
Maglio, Gerard (Dr), Feb 17, 1989, p.14
Malik, Edna, Nov 17, 1989, p.20
Manley, Otto, Jun 30, 1989, p.16
Marache, Carolyn J, Nov 3, 1989, p.15
Maresco, Ernest Robert, Oct 13, 1989, p.16
Maser, Anna V, Sep 8, 1989, p.13
McGrath, Frank J, Jun 9, 1989, p.20
McKenna, Joseph, May 26, 1989, p.21
Mehrer, Sara S, Aug 18, 1989, p.12
Melinette, George N, Aug 25, 1989, p.14
Moss, Florence P, Jun 30, 1989, p.16
Mueller, Lili, May 19, 1989, p.17
Murray, Jeanne A, Mar 10, 1989, p.16
Napolitano, Michael J (Dr), Jan 13, 1989, p.14
OBITUARIES continued

Nauss, Wendolin John, Oct 13, 1989, p.16
Neale, J Henry: J Henry Neale dies; was S(CS) N(atl) B(ank) president, won S(CS) Bowl (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.1
Newlin, Ira G, Sep 1, 1989, p.12
Newquist, Lester J, Nov 24, 1989, p.17
Nuzzi, Lillian C, Apr 7, 1989, p.16
Nygaard, Kaare K (Dr): Dr K K Nygaard, surgeon and sculptor, dead at 85, Apr 28, 1989, p.1
O'Connor, Thomas, Dec 22, 1989, p.19
O'Keefe, Arthur S, Jun 9, 1989, p.20
O'Neil, Marcella Lynch, Jul 11, 1989, p.14
O'Rourke, Ellen, Apr 14, 1989, p.18
Oraiston, Thelma, Sep 22, 1989, p.22
Pernice, Victor, Mar 10, 1989, p.16
Pitt, Leon: Leon Pitt, noted riding teacher, dies, Jun 30, 1989, p.16
Flume, David S, Feb 17, 1989, p.14
Porpora, Barney, Jun 23, 1989, p.20
Price, Margaret, May 12, 1989, p.14
Puff, Walter, Apr 14, 1989, p.18
Raab, Jon Timothy, Sep 22, 1989, p.22
Ribnick, Alfred I, May 26, 1989, p.21
Rice, Mary Elizabeth, Aug 18, 1989, p.12
Riso, Erna A, Jan 13, 1989, p.14
Robb, Eleanor Sullivan, Sep 29, 1989, p.18
Roberts, Alvin V, Oct 20, 1989, p.20
Robinson, Thomas (Dr), Jan 20, 1989, p.8
Rossi, John F, Apr 21, 1989, p.20
Rostov, Charles I, Oct 6, 1989, p.17
Rowland, Carolyn Adams, Aug 4, 1989, p.14
Rusk, Howard (Dr): Dr Howard A Rusk, pioneer in rehabilitation of disabled, is dead (photo p 1), Nov 10, 1989, p.22
Salter, Roy L, Mar 31, 1989, p.14
Sanford, Anne Miller, Apr 21, 1989, p.20
Schadt, Charles H, Aug 18, 1989, p.12
Schrade, Dorothy, Dec 15, 1989, p.24
Scobey, Raphael: Raphael Scobey dies; was lawyer and social activist (photo), Aug 11, 1989, p.1
Scott, Joan A, Mar 31, 1989, p.14
Seibert, Ruth, Aug 4, 1989, p.14
Seiffer, Dulcy, Aug 4, 1989, p.14
Sellman, May Duke, Feb 17, 1989, p.14
Senior, Howard G, Apr 28, 1989, p.20
Shannon, Philip (Msgr): Msgr P Shannon dies; was pastor of IHM (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.1
Sheridan, Marie G, Aug 18, 1989, p.12
Simons, Henry A, Dec 8, 1989, p.18
Smith, Percy L: Percy L Smith, SCS builder, dies (photo), Jan 6, 1989, p.14
Smith, Ruth B, Dec 8, 1989, p.18
Spence, Kathryn Austin, Apr 7, 1989, p.16
Sprague, Robert, Jul 21, 1989, p.14
Stanley, Frances Gatto, Apr 7, 1989, p.16
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OBITUARIES continued
Steteraan, Judith, Dec 15, 1989, p.24
Stewart, Ann Roberts, Oct 13, 1989, p.16
Sudaka, Martha E, Nov 3, 1989, p.15
Sullivan, Eileen H, Jun 2, 1989, p.16
Telsonis, Desetri, Feb 24, 1989, p.12
Townsend, Howard, Oct 27, 1989, p.22
Tucker, Dorothy: Dorothy Tucker, active in Girl Scouts and Woman's Club, is dead at 82 (photo), Jan 13, 1989, p.14
Ughetta, Henry L II: Henry Ughetta dies; Was Citizen of the Year, Dec 22, 1989, p.1
Viscomi, Anna L, Jan 20, 1989, p.8
Wagner, Betty D, Mar 31, 1989, p.14
Wagner, Edmund F, Apr 14, 1989, p.18
Wales, Mary Primrose Reeves, Aug 4, 1989, p.14
Walsh, Edward T, Jun 2, 1989, p.16
Waters, Harry F, Jan 20, 1989, p.8
Weidner, John F, May 12, 1989, p.14
Weil, Esther: Esther Weil dies; Was walker, philanthropist, Aug 4, 1989, p.1
Weiss, Barbara K, Mar 10, 1989, p.16
West, Donald B, Dec 15, 1989, p.24
White, William Henry: William White, owner of The Inquirer, dead at 64 (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.1
Wilbert, Elsie L, Mar 10, 1989, p.16
Willette, Clarence T, Apr 21, 1989, p.20
Willoughby, Geoffrey, Nov 10, 1989, p.22
Wilson, Thomas A, Jun 9, 1989, p.20
Yavelow, Issacher, Jul 21, 1989, p.14
Zampieri, Sylvia, May 12, 1989, p.14
Zimmerman, Martin, Nov 24, 1989, p.17

OCCHIUTO, ANITA
Defects found in (Edgewood, Fox Meadow, Greenacres) school windows, Nov 10, 1989, p.1

ODESSER, ROCHELLE
Lawyer J R Ruderinan named president of Mid-Westchester Y; (Other officers listed), Sep 1, 1989, p.2

OESTREICH, JUDY

OFFEN, DANIELLE
SHS athletes honored at end of a champion ship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15

OFFENHARTZ, COLIN
Brodsky told to clean up (his) act (ltr), Feb 17, 1989, p.6

OGDEN, ALWYN
Arthur Manor (Assn) celebrates (July 4th) in (Davis) Park (photo; list), Jul 14, 1989, p.2

OGDEN, AMY
Special ed teaches skills while instilling confidence (says report to Bd of Ed), Jun 2, 1989, p.1

OGDEN, DOROTHEA

OHARA, SUSUMU
United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3
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OHASHI, (MRS KOSUKE)
Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26

OHASHI, KOSUKE
Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26

OIL COMPANIES
SEE PETROLEUM INDUSTRY

OIL COMPANIES-PETROLEUM INDUSTRY
Cold reception (for firemen when firehouse furnace runs out of fuel oil), Dec 29, 1989, p.1

SEE ALSO PETROLEUM INDUSTRY

OKUMOTO, MIYAKO
Girls' Day preview (photo), Feb 24, 1989, p.8

OLDER, SONdra
6% school tax hike seen, Jan 20, 1989, p.1
Making reading fun is goal of school programs, Jan 20, 1989, p.1
Hibschaan defends staff in 'abuse' case (Dr E Machnits to retire) (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
Board of Ed expresses regret to Becks (regarding child abuse misunderstanding); Meeting set, Mar 10, 1989, p.1
(B Jaffe, R Paradise, E Stock) nominated for school board (photo p 28); Mar 17, 1989, p.1
School tax hike down 50% from last year; Mar 24, 1989, p.1
Asbestos study finds no cause for alarm (Dr R Hibschaan tells Board of Education), Apr 14, 1989, p.1
Forer mayor G Jensen seeks Town Club support for affordable housing, Apr 21, 1989, p.3
(SCS School) Budget passes by 3-1 margin; (Bd of Ed members B Jaffe, R Paradise, E Stock elected), May 19, 1989, p.1
Report from Albany: C Singer gives Town Club a bleak outlook, Jun 2, 1989, p.1
(SCS Teachers Institute) Honor(s retiring) teachers (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.19
At final (Board of Education) session, S Older receives high praise, Jun 23, 1989, p.1
(They were) Interesting times (for S Older, retiring Board of Education president) (edit), Jun 23, 1989, p.6
SHS graduates praised as a caring class (photo; addl photo pp 2 & 4, Grad Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.1
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22
Indoor pool backers race Sept B deadline (photo), Sep 1, 1989, p.1

OLDER, SONdra (AU)

OLEG, HVova
East meets West at SHS gym: (16 Ukrainian boys play soccer with SHS varsity girls (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.3

OLIVARI, CAROL
Big splash expected (with opening of SCS pool), May 26, 1989, p.3
Vote for SCS's kids, seniors, families, swim teams AND housing values (advt; photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.18

OLNEY, LAURA
Memories (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.10

OMANSKY, NICKI
6th grade and junior high: a good match (Part 1), Jun 23, 1989, p.1
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.30

OMI, YUKIKO
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

ONDRICEK, ANNE MARIE
Learning the social graces (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.6
They eat you-know-whatties! (SCS winners of physical fitness awards) (photo), May 19, 1989, p.13

ONISH, ALISON
SHS graduates praised as a caring class (photo; addl photo pp 2 & 4, Grad Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.1
Vote for SCS's kids, seniors, families, swim teams AND housing values (advt; photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.18
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ONDORATO, TILLIE
Harry Winston's lawyer on the stand (in Winston v SCS), Feb 10, 1989, p.1

OPERA
(New Orchestra of Westchester's L Willson) Bring(s) Carmen to Fox Meadow, Feb 17, 1989, p.2

OPPENHEIMER, MARGARET
Factotums (of SCS Woman's Club) name new officers, May 19, 1989, p.9
With a huff and a puff (Women's Club performs 'Three Little Pigs' for nursery schools) (photo), May 26, 1989, p.11

OPPENHEIMER, SUZI
Six from (Boy Scout) Troop 99 reach Eagle rank (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.4
Szabads announce surprise gift (of seed money for training day care providers) at farewell dinner, Jun 30, 1989, p.2

ORNATOS, BART

OPPENHEIMER, SUZI
Six from (Boy Scout) Troop 99 reach Eagle rank (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.4

ORANGES
The orange and where it came from (edit), Apr 21, 1989, p.7

ORDER, IRENE
Local women to be cited (by National Council of Jewish Women), May 26, 1989, p.10

ORENSTEIN, DAN
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18

ORESKOVIC, ALEXEI
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15

ORESKOVIC, CAROL
Ready to roam (Members of SHS AFS Club to spend summer with foreign families) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.19

ORKAN, AMOS (DR)
It's Monday, so this must be SCS: (10 disabled Israeli war veterans visit America) (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.3

ORMISTON, THELMA
Thelma Ormiston (dies), Sep 22, 1989, p.22

ORMISTON, DANIEL
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

ORSOS, MARIANNE
History unit (Westchester County Historical Society) names M Soter, K Winkler trustees, Dec 1, 1989, p.2

ORTHOPEDIC SURGEONS
Local orthopedist Dr B Hoffman to be honored (by Hawthorne Cedar Knolls and Linden Hill) (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.4

ORTNER, JANE
New principal (J Farren) appointed at Quaker Ridge (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1

OSBORN, DANNY
White Plains Hospital elects (SCS resident L Marx board member; 4 other) board members (named), May 5, 1989, p.4

OSGOOD, ROBERT
Habitat for Humanity tackling housing crisis in Westchester (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.4

OSHATZ, DEBBIE
SVAC is busy and needs staff (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.4

OSMAN, BETTY (DR)
(White Plains) Hospital appoints 10, Mar 24, 1989, p.2

OTTAWAY, JAMES JR
R A Paradise appointed Barron's publisher (photo), Jan 13, 1989, p.3

OTTEN, MICHAEL
Making reading fun is goal of school programs, Jan 20, 1989, p.1
Keep child care in schools, parents urge Board of Ed, Sep 22, 1989, p.1
Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26
School board says: SHS isn't the place for an indoor pool, Oct 6, 1989, p.1
School bond issue cut to $21.5 million, Dec 1, 1989, p.1
(School) Board unveils plan to revamp schools, Dec 8, 1989, p.1
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OTTEN, MICHAEL (DR)
School tax hike down 50% from last year, Mar 24, 1989, p.1
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salutes (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22

OTTO, DAVID
California or bust (for ’89 college graduates D Otto, P Flax, D Durland) (photo), Sep 1, 1989, p.3

OTTO, HENRY
SCS Natl Bank salutes 60 Seasons of Platform Tennis (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.30

OTTO, MARY

Owen, A WALLACE (AU)
SVAC is 'always ready' (ltr), Dec 1, 1989, p.6

Owen, DICK
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15

OWENS, DICK
D Owens cited as Coach of the Year, Mar 24, 1989, p.14

OXNAM, DEBORAH
(School Board) Nominating Committee election is on Jan 31, Jan 27, 1989, p.1

OXNAM, ANNA
20 (SHS students) attend Presidential Classroom, Mar 17, 1989, p.14
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

PACE, MARILYN
V Lambert wins sectional race; 4 Raiders qualify for state meet (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.14
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15

PACHNER, CHARLES
Thanks to Singer law, C W Pachner has a legal toy (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.1

PADDLE TENNIS
SEE PLATFORM TENNIS
PADDLE-TENNIS COMMITTEE-SCS
Paddle players rally to save their courts, Nov 3, 1989, p.1

PADELLA, BEN
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26

PADELLA, LYNN
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26

PAGANO, AL
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year Jean DeCarlo (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.28

PAGANO, JOSEPH (AU)
(J Pagano) on the mend (after triple bypass heart surgery) (ltr), Jun 23, 1989, p.6

PAGANO, MARTIN
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year Jean DeCarlo (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.28

PAGANO, PAULA
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year Jean DeCarlo (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.28

PAGE, ROBERT (DR-AU)
People can be difficult (edit), Jun 2, 1989, p.7

PAGEANTS
Memorial Day 80 years ago: How Westchester celebrated (photo), May 26, 1989, p.2
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PAGLIARO, MICHAEL (DR-AU)
A new maestro (R Kuti) has appeared (edit), Dec 22, 1989, p.7

PAGLIARO, VINCENT
Townhouses win initial approval (from Planning Board), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
BAR's policy on fence construction questioned (ltrl), Mar 3, 1989, p.6

New homes proposed on Marx Estate; (V Pagliaro unveils plans for railroad platform), Apr 14, 1989, p.3

House next to downtown nearing approval, Oct 14, 1989, p.3
Assessments lowered (for a dozen local homeowners), Dec 8, 1989, p.1

PASLIARO, MICHAEL (DR-AU)
A new maestro (R Kuti) has appeared (edit), Dec 22, 1989, p.7

PASLIARO, VINCENT
Tollhouses win initial approval (from Planning Board), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
BAR's policy on fence construction questioned (ltrl), Mar 3, 1989, p.6

New homes proposed on Marx Estate; (V Pagliaro unveils plans for railroad platform), Apr 14, 1989, p.3

House next to downtown nearing approval, Oct 14, 1989, p.3
Assessments lowered (for a dozen local homeowners), Dec 8, 1989, p.1

PAINE, SEAN
Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16

PAIVA, CARLYLE WALSH
E R Keeler convicted, but not on felony charges, Oct 13, 1989, p.3

PALADINO, DICK
Tribute to SHS football coaches (lltr), Aug 25, 1989, p.6

Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White Fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
Raider back A Brennan wins Con Ed (Scholar Athlete) Award (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18

SHS honored for Westchester's outstanding sports program, Dec 12, 1989, p.15

School and pool bond issues, zoning make headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

PALEY, JENNIFER
(SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8

PALM SUNDAY
Hosanna! (Sunday School children at SCS Congregational Church mark Palm Sunday) (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.1

PALMER, CLAUDIA
Volunteers nominated (for Volunteer of the Year Award), Mar 10, 1989, p.4
(Village Voices) Sing songs of SCS (at Village Club's annual luncheon) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.2


PALMER, JOHN
'Thoughtful' A Cooke, J Mortimer, E O'Brien work their craft (photo), Nov 24, 1989, p.9

PALMER, MARK
Police fire at pack of marauding dogs, Dec 1, 1989, p.3
Dispute over Special Police is issue at accreditation hearing, Dec 15, 1989, p.1

PAN, JOANNA
At group home (at 1241 Post Rd), women 'growing up together' (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.6

PANCOST, MARGARET
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26

PANESSA, LIZ
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30

PANTELIDES, CONNIE
Associates IS Beckman, C Pantelides) join Centennial (Realty) (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.15

PAPACHARALAMBOUS, ARCHIE
Crucial bond issue coming up in 89-90 (photo; addl photo p 15) (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.3
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PAPANTONIO, BRIAN
(Recreation Dept gives) Honors for creative flakemakers, Feb 17, 1989, p.5

PAPANTONIO, GLEN
Lineup named for mystery musical ('Edwin Drood', to be presented by SSMT), Jul 7, 1989, p.2

PAPANTONIO, MIMI
Japanese holiday fete (held for Heathcote's international families), Feb 3, 1989, p.14
Heathcote children broaden horizons (with international fair) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.20

PAPPALARDO, STEVE
SCS's TV station on the rise (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.21
Village appoints J Foley cable (TV) coordinator, Mar 17, 1989, p.2

PAPPALLARDO, STEVE
Scouts' turn at Village Hall (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.5

PARADES
Idaho town brings writer M Lewis' book to life (photo; addl photo p 21), Apr 28, 1989, p.1

PARADISE, BOBBY
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15

PARADISE, CAMILLE
(Drake) Park (to) close at 9PM, votes Village Board), Apr 28, 1989, p.1

PARADISE, ROBERT
R A Paradise appointed Barron's publisher (photo), Jan 13, 1989, p.3
(B Jaffe, R Paradise, E Stock) nominated for school board (photo p 28), Mar 17, 1989, p.1
School tax hike down 50% from last year, Mar 24, 1989, p.1
(School) District votes May 17 on $39.4 million budget, (Board of Ed candidates), May 12, 1989, p.1
(SCS School) Budget passes by 3-1 margin; (Ed of Ed members B Jaffe, R Paradise, E Stock elected), May 19, 1989, p.1
At final (Board of Education) session, S Olds receives high praise, Jun 23, 1989, p.1
(SCS) Board of Education discusses $17.8M plan for schools, Jul 28, 1989, p.1
School board says: SHS isn't the place for an indoor pool, Oct 6, 1989, p.1
School board lists bond issue priorities, Oct 20, 1989, p.1
(School) Board unveils plan to revamp schools, Dec 8, 1989, p.1
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

PARASESWARAN, PRISCILLA (DR)
(Westchester County) GOP appoints Scarsdalians P Paraseswaran, A Moss (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.13

PARENT-CHILD RELATIONSHIP
Are we overprotecting our children? (edit), Jan 6, 1989, p.7
Be alert to teenage mood disorders (edit), Jan 20, 1989, p.7
Some thoughts on motherhood (edit), May 12, 1989, p.7
'Conscious mothering': (Correction of May 12 edit), Jun 2, 1989, p.6
Don't worry, it's a Stegosaurus (edit), Jun 16, 1989, p.7
Parents, have patience (edit), Nov 17, 1989, p.7

PARENT-TEACHER COOPERATION
SEE SCHOOL AND THE HOME

PARIKKA, NICHOLAS
Farewell, Seely Place (photo; list) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.16

PARK, DANIEL
Bells are ringing: (Edgewood students try bell-playing) (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.15

PARKER, ETTA
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.30
(E Parker) New broker at Doernberg (photo), Aug 4, 1989, p.4
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PARKS
Judge S. Miller rejects Winston suit, but favors park, Apr 7, 1989, p.1
(NY Dept of Environmental Conservation) Ruling will take Winston estate off wetlands map, Apr 28, 1989, p.1
Weeds make way for children in re-opened Fox Meadow park (photo), May 5, 1989, p.19

PARTIES
Toe test (of the pool for eighth grade party! (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.2
Police raid teen open house party, Sep 29, 1989, p.3
(Open house parties are) 'Invitations to trouble' (ltr), Sep 29, 1989, p.6

PASALIC, MIRSADA
Have certificate, will babysit: (23 youngsters graduate from Fire Dept Babysitting Course) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.8
Mitten-knitting workshop: (Girl Scouts take a lesson from their elders) (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.3

PASKALIDES, JOHNNY
SHS graduates praised as a caring class (photo; addl photo pp 2 & 4, Grad Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.1

PASS, DORY
Sidewalk sale was not for shoppers only (photo; addl photo p 5), Aug 11, 1989, p.1

PASSEY, KAREN
Have certificate, will babysit: (23 youngsters graduate from Fire Dept Babysitting Course) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.8

PASSOVER
Passover preparations (made by Drs Larry and Anna Kadish) (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.1
Lotsa aatzos! (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.20

PASTERNACK, HELEN
Elementary (school students') art to be exhibited (at SCS Library) (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.15

PASTURES, ATHENA
(A Pastures) A city girl in SCS country (photo p 2), Aug 4, 1989, p.1

PATEL, BANSARI
Families celebrate the Fourth (of July) all over SCS (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.2

PATEL, SHIVAT
Families celebrate the Fourth (of July) all over SCS (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.2

PATEL, PAYAL
Families celebrate the Fourth (of July) all over SCS (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.2

PATEL, SHARDA
Families celebrate the Fourth (of July) all over SCS (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.2

PATEL, YASHUANT (DR)
Families celebrate the Fourth (of July) all over SCS (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.2

PATENT, PATTY
Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

PATTERSON, JOHN JR
SCS Natl Bank salutes Bette A Landes, 1989 Bowl winner (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.24

PAULDINE-MURILLQ, MARY
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22

PAULIN, AMY
(M Miller, J Kessler) On their way to (LWV Conference in) Albany (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.4
League (of Women Voters) re-elect A Janiak president; (Other officers, directors listed) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.5
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PAULIN, AMY continued
County League of Women Voters elects Scarsdalian B Strauss president, May 26, 1989, p.3
Bank of New York salutes The SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.34

PAVIA, NANCY
New (SCS) School Board head B Lopez announces opener format (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1

PAWLYSHYN, MAUDE
Embica Club installs new slate of officers, Jul 14, 1989, p.9

PEACE
Defense expert Dr J F Tierney to discuss peace prospects in new administration (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.3

PEACE CORPS (US)-PERSONAL NARRATIVES
Report from Hato de Mana (edit), Jun 16, 1989, p.7

PEALE, JEAN
Keep child care in schools, parents urge Board of Ed, Sep 22, 1989, p.1
Music friends welcome faculty; 3 names inadvertently omitted from fall bulletin), Nov 17, 1989, p.14

PEASE, MARY ELIZABETH
(SCS Woman's Club names) Life members (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.11

PECHIONI, JOHN
8 soar to Eagle Scout rank (in Memorial Day ceremonies) (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.3
Six fros (Boy Scout) Troop 99 reach Eagle rank (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.4

PECHMAN, KAREN (DR)
Fundraising, patient services, education are (WP Hospital) Auxiliary's goals (1989 Progress Ed Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.4

PECHMAN, KAREN (DR-AU)
Low back pain—diagnose, then treat (edit), Jan 20, 1989, p.7

PEDESTRIANS-SAFETY
(Downtown) Project aims at safer (pedestrian) crossings (photo), Jul 28, 1989, p.1

PEDONE, MARIO
Lament for lost trees (ltr), Mar 10, 1989, p.6
Flower power: (Highway Dept plants flower garden at base of Metro North tower) (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.2

PELACCIO, LINDA
United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10
(SCS) Bowl selectors appointed, Sep 29, 1989, p.3
Parents urged to take Safe Homes Pledge, Dec 8, 1989, p.5

PELACCIO, LINDA (AU)
(SCS Task Force on Drugs, Alcohol applauds) Smoking ban at Junior High (ltr), Feb 17, 1989, p.6
(SCS Task Force on Drugs and Alcohol presented) Lifesaving message (at SHS) (ltr), May 26, 1989, p.6
(Task Force on Drugs, Alcohol, SHS PTA urge) a festive and safe graduation (ltr), Jun 23, 1989, p.6

PELLACIO, JACQ (DR)
A/B team approach debated at (PT) Council (meeting), Nov 17, 1989, p.5

PELLACIO, LINDA
Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26

PELUSO, CATHERINE
Lament for lost trees (ltr), Mar 10, 1989, p.6

PEN PALS
Glasnost comes to Greenacres, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

PENKIN, SUSANNE
(I L Klein, S S Penkin are) New Centennial (Realty) associates (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.8
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PENN CENTRAL CORP
Land transaction: (Penn Central buys L Fenton's part of Depot Place site), Jan 20, 1989, p.1
New downtown zoning code passed (map p 16), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
After the rezoning: What's next for the downtown?, Mar 10, 1989, p.1
'Low-density' downtown proposal in the offing, Mar 24, 1989, p.1
(Nine companies) interested in developing village-owned land in downtown area, May 19, 1989, p.1
Downtown (moratorium) deadline put off, Jun 30, 1989, p.1
Developers unveil ideas for downtown (illus; addl illus p 3), Aug 18, 1989, p.1
Evaluation period (under way of proposals for downtown), Sep 1, 1989, p.1
In downtown development derby, late entry Liapro is challenging Penn Central Corp, Oct 13, 1989, p.1

Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
Another extension (granted would-be developers of Freightway, Depot Place), Aug 4, 1989, p.1
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

PEPHERS, AMY
(Recreation Dept gives) Honors for creative flake makers, Feb 17, 1989, p.5
A big week for 200-year-old (James Fenimore Cooper) (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.5

PEPHERS, CHRISTINA
(Recreation Dept gives) Honors for creative flake makers, Feb 17, 1989, p.5

PEPHERS, SUE
Defects found in (Edgewood, Fox Meadow, Greenacres) school windows, Nov 10, 1989, p.1

PERICKS, ALICE
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.30

PERICKS, BRADFORD
New downtown zoning code passed (map p 16), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
After the rezoning: What's next for the downtown?, Mar 10, 1989, p.1
Charges fly in dispute over Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.1
Planning board tells (Mormon) Church, neighbors to work out a solution, May 5, 1989, p.1
Developers unveil ideas for downtown (illus; addl illus p 3), Aug 18, 1989, p.1
(School) Board unveils plan to revamp schools, Dec 8, 1989, p.1
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PERKINS, BRADFORD (AU)
   Why the school windows are unsafe (ltr), Dec 15, 1989, p.6
PERKINS, FRED
   Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.30
PERKINS, BRADFORD
   (School Board) Nominating Committee election is on Jan 31, Jan 27, 1989, p.1
   Tie vote forces runoff for School Nominating Committee, Feb 3, 1989, p.1
PERKINS, PHYLLIS
   (SCS School Board) deserves your trust (regarding bond issue), Lopez tells skeptics, Dec 8, 1989, p.1
PERKINS, REBECCA
   SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30
   In the back-to-school fashion roundup, jodhpurs, vests, fringe...(photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.8
   Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
   Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30
PERKO, SUSAN
   The artist as thinker: (G Bobritzky wins blue ribbon at SCS Art Assn artist-member show) (photo), Nov 17, 1989, p.4
PERL (FAMILY)
   STEP—an unforgettable experience (ltr), Jun 23, 1989, p.6
PERNICE, THOMAS
   SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year Jean DeCarlo (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.28
PERNICE, TOM
   Sidewalk sale was not for shoppers only (photo; addl photo p 5), Aug 11, 1989, p.1
PERNICE, VICTOR
   Victor Pernice (dies), Mar 10, 1989, p.16
PERRIN, ALAIN DOMINIQUE
   (S Schechter) Welcome(d) to the Confrerie (du Vin de Cahors) (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.8
PERRONE, LIZ
PEST CONTROL
   Just say no--to exterminators (ltr), Jun 23, 1989, p.6
PESTICIDES-ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS
   Just say no--to exterminators (ltr), Jun 23, 1989, p.6
PET RESCUE
   (Dog) Toby gives the slip to would-be friends (illus), Apr 28, 1989, p.3
   Missing dog sighted, May 5, 1989, p.5
PETER, ALEC
   Local athletes to compete in Empire Games, Jul 28, 1989, p.10
PETERS, DAWN
   (SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8
PETERS, ELSIE
   R Gerloff named Exec VP of (American) Savings Bank; 6 leave SCS Natl (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.1
   Bank of NY to absorb SCS National (photo: L Richey Jr p 20), May 12, 1989, p.1
   Ebble Club installs new slate of officers, Jul 14, 1989, p.9
PETERS, ROBERTA
   Celebrity waiters (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.5
PETIERRA, ADRIEN
   Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16
PETITIONS
   Freeze group petitioning Bush, May 12, 1989, p.5
PETROLEUM
   (Greenacres) Oil buying group has new contract, Jun 2, 1989, p.2

PETROLEUM INDUSTRY
   Gas and drug money: (Village reimbursed by Exxon, joint federal-county drug task force), Oct 6, 1989, p.1

PETROVICH, MARY
   United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3
   Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26

PETSCHER FAMILY
   New Oxford English Dictionary offers some heavy reading (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.3

PETSCHER, CHARLES
   Honorary degree awarded (C I Petschek from Stevens Institute of Technology), Jun 16, 1989, p.3

PEYTON, DONALD (AU)
   Too little handicapped parking (in SCS) (ltr), Jun 23, 1989, p.6

PEYTON, JANE
   Cindy Johnson re-elected (president of SCS Auxiliary, White Plains Hospital; Other officers listed), Jun 9, 1989, p.5
   Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.32

PFORZHEIMER, CARL
   SCS Natl Bank salutes Bette A Landes, 1989 Bowl winner (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.24

PFORZHEIMER, CAROL

PHILLIPS, HARRY III
   (Toby Nussbaum, Harry Phillips III) named to Westchester Community College board (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.4

PHILLIPS, LAURA
   Hail to the champions (Inquirer holds second children's photo contest) Kids (8-p Supp) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.2
   Doin' the chicken (photo), Nov 2, 1989, p.10

PHYSICAL FITNESS
   Health and fitness (photo) (6-p supp), Jan 20, 1989, p.15

PHYSICAL FITNESS INSTRUCTORS
   Local fitness instructor N Gavrin appointed by Simmons College (photo), May 26, 1989, p.9

PHYSICAL FITNESS-REWARDS, PRIZES, ETC
   They eat you-know-whatties! (SCS winners of physical fitness awards) (photo), May 19, 1989, p.13

PHYSICIANS
   Doctor (R S Narins) lectures (at American Academy of Dermatology), Jan 13, 1989, p.8
   (Dr P L Whitman appointed Podiatry) Division head (at Beth Israel Medical Center) (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.4
   (Drs J Handelsman, C Raggio, R Laskin) Helping child patients (with orthopedic problems) (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.3
   (White Plains) Hospital appoints 10? Mar 24, 1989, p.2
   Surgeon (Dr F Newman) named (vice regent of International College of Surgeons), Apr 21, 1989, p.2
PHYSICIANS continued

Dr K K Nygaard, surgeon and sculptor, dead at 85, Apr 28, 1989, p,1
(American Cleft Palate Assn) appoints SCS MD F Newman, Apr 28, 1989, p.4
White Plains Hospital names (Dr B Gordon, Dr H Shapiro) new chiefs of department(s) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.4
Scarsdalian Dr P R Weiss to head staff at Montefiore (Medical Center) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.5
(Dr P B Berkey named to St Joseph's) Hospital post (photo), May 26, 1989, p.3
Merck (Sharp & Dohme Research Laboratories) names Scarsdalian Dr L Sherwood exec VP (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.3
MD L Meister from SCS writes new book, Jun 16, 1989, p.2
Physicians must speak out (edit), Jun 23, 1989, p.7
(Gr M Sendar opens) New family practice, Jun 30, 1989, p.5
In the spirit of 'glasnost'; (Soviet scientists among those at annual Stonwin Medical mtg) (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.5
(White Plains) Hospital appoints nine, Aug 18, 1989, p.4
(St Agnes) Hospital names (Dr J Greenspan) VP (photo), Sep 1, 1989, p.2
(Gr W Frishman elected) First president, (NYS chapter, American College of Cardiology) (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.5
MD G D Resnick joins research concern, Dec 15, 1989, p.4
SEE ALSO ORTHOPEDIC SURGEONS, SURGEONS

PHYSICIANS—REWARDS, PRIZES, ETC

SCS MD G Appel receives (Albert H Douglas) Award, May 12, 1989, p.11
(Westchester County Medical Center) ball to honor physician M V Herman, A P O'Rourke, May 19, 1989, p.5
Harleia Hospital will honor surgeon Dr H P Freeman (photo), Oct 13, 1989, p.4
Local orthopedist Dr B Hoffman to be honored (by Hawthorne Cedar Knolls and Linden Mill) (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.4

PICARD, JASON

SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Boys' Basketball (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.32
29 (SHS students) attend Presidential Classroom, Mar 17, 1989, p.14

PICCORELLI, GEORGE (DR)

(White Plains) Hospital appoints 10, Mar 24, 1989, p.2

PICKELLE, PAUL

P W Pickelle enters race for district attorney (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.1
Democrats back Pickelle for (Westchester) district attorney, May 19, 1989, p.1
Yonkers picks J R Herold to succeed P Pickelle (as corporation counsel), May 26, 1989, p.1
Democrats launch campaign (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.3
District Attorneys contest foes P Pickelle, C Vergari trade sharp blows in return match (photo), Oct 13, 1989, p.1
Top county jobs at stake on Nov 7, Nov 3, 1989, p.1
(Westchester County) Candidates cover familiar ground in debate at SCS Library, Nov 3, 1989, p.1
A prosecutor's 'awesome' power (ltr), Nov 3, 1989, p.11
Democrats sweep (county election) in SCS (table p 30), Oct 10, 1989, p.1
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '39, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

PIEKARSKI, JULIE

Eagle Club installs new slate of officers, Jul 14, 1989, p.9

PIEKARSKI, MOLLY

Eagle Club installs new slate of officers, Jul 14, 1989, p.9

PIEKARSKI, TED

Arthur Manor (Assn) celebrates (July 4th) in (Davis) Park (photo; list), Jul 14, 1989, p.2

PIERCE, CONSTANCE

DAR cites essay champions C Conte, N Minchillo, M Getz (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.13

PIETROBURGO, JOSEPH

Graduates sing farewell to IHM (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.22

PILEGGI, PHILIP (DR)

There was Christmas all through the house (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.13
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PILLA, VIRGINIA
(J Kaplan, V Pilla) On (Cleveland E Van Wert) staff (photo), Sep 15, 1989, p.3

PINCHBECK, ROBERT
Fire alarm saves sleeping (Stein) couple, Feb 24, 1989, p.3

PINHAS, MENAHEM
It's Monday, so this must be SCS: (10 disabled Israeli war veterans visit America) (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.3

PINSLEY, DAANE
SCS Natl Bank salutes Westchester A(ssn for) R(etarded) C(itizens)' 40th anniversary (photo), May 12, 1989, p.32

PINSLEY, HERBERT (DR)
SCS Natl Bank salutes Westchester A(ssn for) R(etarded) C(itizens)' 40th anniversary (photo), May 12, 1989, p.32

PINTO, LORRAINE
Passing the gavel (to incoming SCS-HTS Newcomers Club president L Corry) (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.1

PISTANI, EUGENE (DR)
Special ed teaches skills while instilling confidence (says report to Bd of Ed), Jun 2, 1989, p.1

PISTANI, GENE
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22

PISTANO, BONNIE
Arthur Manor (Assn) celebrates (July 4th) in (Davis) Park (photo; list), Jul 14, 1989, p.2
Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairman named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20
It's that book fair time of year (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.18

PISTANO, KRISTIN
'We love you, Miss Bauer' (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.19

PISTANO, LAURA
'We love you, Miss Bauer' (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.19
It's that book fair time of year (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.18

PITASSY, CAESAR
Defense goes on the attack in Winston trial, Feb 3, 1989, p.1

PITI, LEON
Leon Pitt, noted riding teacher, dies, Jun 30, 1989, p.16

PIZZANO, SAM
CE Hindels) wants stock ticker back (ltr), May 26, 1989, p.6

PIZZITOLA, BRIAN
All Hallow's Eve (photo), Nov 3, 1989, p.15

PIZZITOLA, KARI
All Hallow's Eve (photo), Nov 3, 1989, p.15

PKATUM KYCUKKE
(E Kroenlein is) SCS's top (Girl) Scout (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.5

PLACEK, EVELYN (DR)
(White Plains) Hospital appoints nine, Aug 18, 1989, p.4

PLANNING BOARD-SCS
(Weaver St) Subdivision plans come under fire, Jan 27, 1989, p.1
Parking (law)suit (brought against Planning Board by Chase Landing Realty Corp), Jan 27, 1989, p.1
(R Wolff) Surprised by private meeting (between Planning Board, developer, consultant) (ltr), Feb 10, 1989, p.6
Townhouses win initial approval (from Planning Board), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
(One) Last flag lot (may be allowed by Planning Board), Mar 10, 1989, p.1
Charges fly in dispute over Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.1
Townhouse foes null legal action, Mar 31, 1989, p.1
Questions for Planning Board (ltr), Apr 7, 1989, p.6
PLANNING BOARD-SCS continued

Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
(Planning) Board asked to reconsider (Mormon Church application) (ltr), Apr 14, 1989, p.6
Local laws offer trees scant protection (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.1
Reasons for anger (of neighbors of Mormon Church) (edit), Apr 21, 1989, p.6
(Planning Board displayed) ‘Incomprehensible behavior’ (regarding Mormon Church expansion) (ltr), Apr 21, 1989, p.6
Planning Board Chair (J Richan) replies (to P Schneider) (ltr), Apr 21, 1989, p.6
Law suit filed to block attached housing plan, May 5, 1989, p.1
Planning board tells (Mormon) Church, neighbors to work out a solution, May 5, 1989, p.1
Subdivision of Winston (property) moves one step closer (Subdivision site plan p 10), Jun 2, 1989, p.1
Two subdivisions, wells approved (by Planning Board), Jun 2, 1989, p.3
Hearing set on Winston development, Jun 23, 1989, p.3
(Mormon) Church found in contempt (ltr), Jun 23, 1989, p.6
Neighbors blast SCS Manor subdivision plan, Jul 7, 1989, p.1
Downtown zoning is facing first test (photo p 5), Jul 7, 1989, p.1
Changes ahead for SCS Avenue, Aug 11, 1989, p.1
Village approves purchase of disputed Greendale Road lot, Aug 18, 1989, p.5
Mormon (church landscaping) application approved (by Planning Bd discusses Winston, Montgomery plans), Aug 25, 1989, p.1
Trees felled despite new laws, Sep 15, 1989, p.1
Planning Board criticizes Ferndale Park development, Oct 6, 1989, p.1
(Public hearings to be held on) Code changes (dealing with powers, duties of Planning Bd), Oct 6, 1989, p.1
Trees, indoor pool are topics at Village (Board meeting), Oct 13, 1989, p.5
Developers can afford to conserve (trees) (ltr), Oct 20, 1989, p.6
Ferndale Park houses approved (by Planning Board), Nov 3, 1989, p.3
(Historic) Preservation law proposed, again, Nov 17, 1989, p.1
Planning Board rejects (Michelson) subdivision application, Nov 24, 1989, p.2
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

PLATFORM TENNIS 62 Platform Tennis Committee-SCS
(Platform Tennis Assn) Coming home to Fox Meadow (for 60th Anniversary celebration) (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.22
SCS Natl Bank salutes 60 Seasons of Platform Tennis (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.30
Paddle players rally to save their courts, Nov 3, 1989, p.1

PLATSI, CHRISTINA
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14
Have certificate, will babysit: (23 youngsters graduate from Fire Dept Babysitting Course) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.8

PLATTO, CAREY
Scenes from (SHS) sports award dinner (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.15
Ready to roam: (Members of SHS AFS Club to spend summer with foreign families) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.19
AFS says goodbye, hello (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.15
Global perspectives: (AFS students discuss travel plans, welcome new arrivals) (photo), Sep 15, 1989, p.5

PLATZNER, HERBERT
(L Kramer) elected (president of board of United Hebrew Geriatric Center of New Rochelle) (photo), Aug 25, 1989, p.3

PLAYGROUND OLYMPICS (1989)
SHS hosts Playground Olympics (photo; list), Aug 11, 1989, p.3

PLAYING FIELDS
Playing fields not ready (ltr), Mar 17, 1989, p.6
Where are our (playing) fields? (ltr), Apr 7, 1989, p.6
(Hyatt Field) Almost ready (photo), Aug 25, 1989, p.4
Crucial bond issue coming up in 89-90 (photo; add1 photo p 15) (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.3
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PLAYWRIGHTS
SEE AUTHORS
PLEDDER, JEFF
Blind marathoner D Coster is running (in Fall Foliage Run) for a cause, Oct 6, 1989, p.24
PLITNICK, DONALD
Arthur Manor (Assn) celebrates (July 4th) in (Davis) Park (photo; list), Jul 14, 1989, p.2
PLOTKIN, EILEEN
Emblem Club installs new slate of officers, Jul 14, 1989, p.9
PLOTNICK, GENE
(G Plotnick) Author of new book, 'Sales Artillery' (photo), Jan 20, 1989, p.4
PLUMBING INDUSTRY
(HTS) Plumbing Company may have obtained permits (to work in SCS) fraudulently, Sep 29, 1989, p.1
E Brady sees no problem (in work being done in SCS by HTS Plumbing Co), Oct 6, 1989, p.1
(E Brady) Giving plumbers a bad name (edit), Oct 6, 1989, p.6
(Country) Legislators urge Brady inquiry, Oct 20, 1989, p.3
PLUME, DAVID
David S Plume (dies), Feb 17, 1989, p.14
PLUMMER, JOHN
Vox populi! Rockin' with the Bard in Albany (photo), Aug 18, 1989, p.6
POACHING
Don't buy ivory (ltr), Jun 30, 1989, p.6
POEMS-SINGLE WORKS
Goin' to the top (poem), Mar 10, 1989, p.7
By the grace of God (poem), Aug 18, 1989, p.7
The bittersweet of life (poem), Dec 15, 1989, p.7
New Year's poem, Dec 29, 1989, p.7
POETRY
'76 SHS grad M Shulman's poems honored, Jan 20, 1989, p.2
POIXIK, JON
They eat you-know-whatties! (SCS winners of physical fitness awards) (photo), May 19, 1989, p.13
POLICE
SEE ALSO SCHOOL CROSSING GUARDS
POLICE CORPS PROGRAM
A Walinsky champions police corps as counter to national crime emergency, Aug 25, 1989, p.3
POLICE-FICTION
Reflections of a cop on retirement (edit), Dec 22, 1989, p.7
POLICE-MAMARONECK
House (at 32 Stonewall Lane) put under police protection, Jun 9, 1989, p.3
POLICE-SCTS
Board (of Ed) expresses regret to Becks (regarding child abuse misunderstanding); Meeting set, Mar 10, 1989, p.1
(SCS) Police get new electronic equipment (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.5
(SCS) Police get training in handling of bias crime, Mar 10, 1989, p.5
Masked men rob Heathcote (branch of SCS Natl) Bank, Mar 17, 1989, p.1
False alarm fees (for security systems set by Village Board), Mar 17, 1989, p.1
(Heathcote Branch, SCS Natl) Bank hold-up was a fraud, police say (photo p 8), Mar 24, 1989, p.1
(SCS Police Dept ahead of schedule in achieving) Accreditation, Mar 24, 1989, p.1
Picketers (of Teachers' Union Local 1169) thank (SCS) police (ltr), Mar 31, 1989, p.6
Why won't police help? (ltr), Apr 7, 1989, p.6
(Drake) Park (to) close at 9(PM, votes Village Board), Apr 28, 1989, p.1
(SCS) Police complete management course, May 19, 1989, p.5
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POLICE-SCS continued

StSC) P(olice) officer T Carroll earns (master's) degree, May 26, 1989, p.8
A special effort by the men in blue (photo), May 26, 1989, p.8
House at 32 Stonewall Lane put under police protection, Jun 9, 1989, p.3
Man charged in store break-in; Village Hall is burglarized, Jun 16, 1989, p.5
How are (SCS police) doing? (Response to survey), Aug 4, 1989, p.1
(D Wright) Figure in SCS drug case, nabbed, Aug 4, 1989, p.3
(SCS) Police making home improvements, Aug 11, 1989, p.5
(F Ryan, M Thomas, J Miccoli are) New faces in (SCS) police department (illus), Aug 25, 1989, p.2
Emergency forces come through (ltr), Aug 25, 1989, p.6
Dress rehearsal: (SCS Police Dept campaign to win formal accreditation nears home stretch), Sep 15, 1989, p.1
Burglaries off (in SCS in 1989), Sep 22, 1989, p.1
Police raid teen open house party, Sep 29, 1989, p.3
Gas and drug money: (Village reimbursed by Exxon, jnt federal-county drug task force), Oct 6, 1989, p.1
Ticket alert: (Police Dept to start cracking down on parking violations), Dec 1, 1989, p.1
Police fire at pack of marauding dogs, Dec 1, 1989, p.3
Police department nearing a long-term goal (of national accreditation), Dec 1, 1989, p.25
Dog pack still at large, Dec 8, 1989, p.2
Accreditation prospects looking good for police, Dec 22, 1989, p.2
S(SCS) V(olunteer) A(ibulance) C(orps), police are lifesavers again, Dec 22, 1989, p.2

POLICE-SCS-HOUSING

Affordable housing is SCS: an impossible dream?, Aug 11, 1989, p.1

POLICE-SCS-REWARDS, PRIZES, ETC

(New zoning) Law would mandate senior housing; (Village Bd discusses sanitation laws), Feb 17, 1989, p.1

POLICE-SCS-WAGES AND SALARIES

More (money) for (village) managers: (Village top management officials awarded raises), Jan 13, 1989, p.1
(SCS PBA) Going to arbitration, Oct 13, 1989, p.1
Police get 2-year contract, Dec 22, 1989, p.3

POLICE-YORKTOWN-AUXILIARY POLICE

SHS nurse R Margolin named (first woman president, Yorktown) Auxiliary (Police Assn) (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.15

POLITICAL ETHICS

Muckrakers needed (to root out unethical politicians) (edit), Jun 9, 1989, p.6

POLITICS AND RELIGION

SEE RELIGION AND POLITICS

POLLACK, FENWAY

Cable TV coordinator F Pollack leaves for new position, Jan 6, 1989, p.2

POLLACK, LINDA

Time running out for school (Bd Nominating Committee) nominations; (Administrative Committee named), Nov 17, 1989, p.3

POLLACK, MARJORIE (AU)

'Tyrannical conduct' charged (village officials regarding construction) (ltr), Jul 28, 1989, p.6

POLLAK, HENRY

William White, owner of The Inquirer, dead at 64 (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.1
Friends recall W H White's quest for excellence, Apr 14, 1989, p.1

POLLUTION

SEE AIR POLLUTION, WATER POLLUTION

POLOWITZ, A M (AU)

Content right here (ltr), Jul 21, 1989, p.6
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POLSKY, MARION
New principal (J Farren) appointed at Quaker Ridge (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1

POMERANTZ, NICOLE
United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.32

POMERANTZ, SHARON
Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

POMEROY, JULIA
County League of Women Voters elects Scarsdalian B Strauss president, May 26, 1989, p.3

POMPONI, ROBERT
County names SCS man R Pomponi as its Employee of the Month, Dec 15, 1989, p.17

PONDS
(Village embarks on plan for) Saving the ponds (in Berkley-in-SCS), Jul 28, 1989, p.1
(Putrefaction the) Wrong process? (Eutrophication is damaging Berkley-in-SCS ponds), Aug 4, 1989, p.1

PONTLOCK, LAUREN
'We love you, Miss Bauer' (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.19

POOL-SCS
Vandals strike pool complex (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1
Big splash expected (with opening of SCS pool), May 26, 1989, p.3
Toe test (of the pool for eighth grade party) (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.2
Swimmers win prizes on the Fourth (list), Jul 14, 1989, p.12
Foggy pool nights (for teens), Aug 18, 1989, p.1
Family fun at the pool (photo: T Feldshuh; list), Sep 8, 1989, p.14
Move over, teens: (Adults-only dance at SCS Pool) (photo), Sep 15, 1989, p.2
Pool users are grateful (ltr), Oct 13, 1989, p.6
Vote for SCS's kids, seniors, families, swim teams AND housing values (adv; photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.18
Out of the past....(22 years ago SCS voters approved outdoor pool complex) (edit), Nov 3, 1989, p.6

POPHAM, WILLIAM
Joshua's ghost and other tales of old homes (photo; addl photo p 8), Nov 17, 1989, p.6

POPPING, PATTI
Hitchcock (Weekday School) gives course in Nanny Ed, Dec 15, 1989, p.3

PORODY, DELORES (AU)
(Harrison's death) 'A loss beyond repair' for the JHS (ltr), Dec 29, 1989, p.6

Porerpa, BARNEY
Barney Porpora (dies), Jun 23, 1989, p.20

PORTMAN, DAVID
Latest zoning plan (for downtown area) unveiled (map), Jan 6, 1989, p.1
(Town Club) Report critical of (downtown) rezoning plan, Jan 20, 1989, p.1
(Weaver St) Subdivision plans come under fire, Jan 27, 1989, p.1
(Downtown) Rezoning proposal subject of hearing, Jan 27, 1989, p.1
One more time, public debates downtown plan, Feb 3, 1989, p.1
New downtown zoning code passed (map p 16), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
4.8X village tax hike sought, Mar 17, 1989, p.1
Downtown zoning is facing first test (photo p 5), Jul 7, 1989, p.1
Changes ahead for SCS Avenue, Aug 11, 1989, p.1
Critics contend zoning plan is too restrictive, Dec 1, 1989, p.1
(Village Board to hold special) Zoning meeting, Dec 22, 1989, p.1

PORTRAITS
Cooper family members (portrait in SCS Historical Society exhibit) (photo), Apr 26, 1989, p.5
**INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER**

**POSEY, MARIA**
(SCS-HTS Women's Interfaith) Council marks 60 years of ecumenical spirit (photo), Jan 6, 1989, p.6
Resident R M Posey's play to be broadcast (on WFAS radio), Jun 9, 1989, p.11

**POSEY, R MICHAEL**
Resident R M Posey's play to be broadcast (on WFAS radio), Jun 9, 1989, p.11

**POST OFFICE BUILDING-SCS**
Changes (to be made at SCS) P(ost) O(ffice), Jul 28, 1989, p.1
0 say can you see? (J Thies points out Post Office failed to fly flag on Labor Day), Sep 8, 1989, p.1

**POSTERS**
(Art) Print sleuth B Galef says business is 'intriguing' (photo), Jan 13, 1989, p.6

**POTTER, DAVID**
(School Board) Nominating Committee election is on Jan 31, Jan 27, 1989, p.1
Tie vote forces runoff for School Nominating Committee, Feb 3, 1989, p.1
The Bank of New York salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.30

**POWELL, DAWN**
(E Kroenlein is) SCS's top (Girl) Scout (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.5
Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairmen named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20

**POZZOULI, MARIEMMI**
New principal (J Farren) appointed at Quaker Ridge (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1

**PRICE, MARGARET**
Margaret Price (dies). May 12, 1989, p.14

**PRICE, NAT**
T Quigley qualifies for states in swimming, Mar 10, 1989, p.15
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15

**PRICE, NATSHIEL**
Local athletes to compete in Empire Games, Jul 28, 1989, p.10

**PRINTS**
(Art) Print sleuth B Galef says business is 'intriguing' (photo), Jan 13, 1989, p.6

**PRIOLEAU, BOB**
R Kennedy talk highlights JHS' environmental awareness week (photo), Nov 17, 1989, p.1

**PRISONS**
In county, housing is key issue (01989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.1

**PRIVATE SCHOOLS-GRADUATION**
Local graduates of private schools (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.13
PRIZE CONTESTS
Making reading fun is goal of school programs, Jan 20, 1989, p.1
(Recreation Dept gives) Honors for creative flakers, Feb 17, 1989, p.5
Great flakes! (Snowflake artists display winning creations) (photo), Feb 24, 1989, p.3
Speaking of peace (N Milstein reads winning essay by M Hersch) (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.4
Good eggs: (Winners of Recreation Dept's Easter Eggstravaganza contest) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.3
DAR cites essay champions C Conte, N Minchillo, M Getz (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.13
Prizes awarded to best safety posters (list), Mar 31, 1989, p.15
(J Lichtenthal displays) Winning ticket (in Chemical Bank sweepstakes) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.15
(6 Rusciano) Prize winner (in Marine Midland Bank sweepstakes), May 5, 1989, p.25
It was a wacky day at (Camp) Wapetuck (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.3
Forget the Evian, turn on the tap (photo), Aug 18, 1989, p.1
(E Valiando’s) guess is a prize winner, Aug 18, 1989, p.2
When it comes to water, we’re #2 (photo), Sep 1, 1989, p.1

PRO LIFE MOVEMENT
Reader A Kroin says, right-to-lifers shouldn’t impose morality (ltr), Jul 14, 1989, p.6
Questions for the ‘pro-lifers’ (edit), Jul 14, 1989, p.7
(E Kornbluh) urges pro-choice votes (ltr), Nov 3, 1989, p.11
Other Voices: Right to Lifers deny rights (edit), Nov 17, 1989, p.6
Abortion not a private matter (ltr), Dec 1, 1989, p.6

PROCEDURE COMMITTEE-SCS
Report from Albany: C Singer gives Town Club a bleak outlook, Jun 2, 1989, p.1
Non-Partisans start long road toward nomination of candidates; (Procedure Committee members named), Sep 1, 1989, p.3
B Lopez estimates bond issue for schools at $20 million or more (in address to Town Club), Oct 27, 1989, p.1

PROTESTS, DEMONSTRATIONS, ETC
House (at 32 Stonewall Lane) put under police protection, Jun 9, 1989, p.3

PRUNIER, DAVID
SVAC is busy and needs staff (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.4

PT COUNCIL-SCS
School tax trimmed; groups OK budget, May 5, 1989, p.1
Organization is the key: (Incoming PT Council officers inducted) (photo), May 26, 1989, p.14
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10
A/B team approach debated at (PT) Council (meeting), Nov 17, 1989, p.5
(PT Council establishing an) Advisory panel on sports), Dec 15, 1989, p.18

PUBLIC DISPLAYS ON PRIVATE PROPERTY
Menorah ruling called ‘wrong-headed’ (ltr), Jul 21, 1989, p.6

PUBLIC OPINION POLLS
Survey (regarding indoor swimming pool) too narrow (edit), Mar 24, 1989, p.6
(Preliminary results of indoor Pool survey (made public), Mar 31, 1989, p.1
SCS Indoor Pool Opinion Survey (1-p insert), Mar 31, 1989, p.0
(Indoor ) Pool site debated; Poll asked, Apr 7, 1989, p.1

PSYCHIATRISTS
(Dr W E Sorrel elected) President (of Pan American Medical Assn (photo), May 5, 1989, p.4
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PUBLIC OPINION POLLS continued
- Respond to pool survey (ltr), Apr 21, 1989, p.6
- Pool referendum (may not be needed, but LWV feels vote necessary), Apr 28, 1989, p.1
- Let people speak for themselves (regarding indoor pool) (ltr), Jun 2, 1989, p.6
- (Indoor) pool poll probable, Jul 21, 1989, p.1
- How are (SCS police) doing? (Response to survey), Aug 4, 1989, p.1
- Housing survey (prepared by Ad Hoc Affordable Housing Sub-Committee polls SCS employees), Sep 29, 1989, p.1

PUBLIC SPEAKING-PRIZE CONTESTS
- Record turnout for (Junior High) speech contest (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.12
- SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30

PUBLIC UTILITIES
- See GEN EDISON

PUBLISHERS AND PUBLISHING
- R A Paradise appointed Barron's publisher (photo), Jan 13, 1989, p.3
- William White, owner of The Inquirer, dead at 64 (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.1
- Youngster (D Milano) wasting no time in becoming a magazine publisher (photo), Jun 30, 1989, p.5
- Awards, Appointments & Promotions: B Rittenhouse (named acquisition dir, Publishers Central Bureau), Dec 8, 1989, p.20

PUFF, WALTER
- Walter Puff (dies), Apr 14, 1989, p.18

PUGSLEY, PHILIP
- Defense goes on the attack in Winston trial, Feb 3, 1989, p.1

PUMPKINS
- Pumpkin time (SHS AFS holds pumpkin sale) (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.1

PURCELL, DANIEL
- Candy fund yields Yule treat for all: (Fire Co tree now 20 years old) (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.3

PURCELL, JOHN
- It was just 20 years ago today that the (Westchester) summer band began to play (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.5

PURCELL, RICHARD
- It was just 20 years ago today that the (Westchester) summer band began to play (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.5

PURIM
- Purim is carnival time (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.17

PUTNAM, LAURIE
- Friends seek a place in the sun for SCS's nature sanctuary, (Weinberg Nature Center) (photo), Jul 28, 1989, p.3

PYO, LINDA
- SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30
- Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
- Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

QUIGLEY, BETTY
- Maiden run (for village's senior citizen van) (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.1

QUIGLEY, MICHAEL
- Local athletes to compete in Empire Games, Jul 28, 1989, p.10

QUIGLEY, TRAVIS
- T Quigley qualifies for states in swimming, Mar 10, 1989, p.15
- SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
- Stuffing (envelopes) for S(CS) l(Indoor) P(ool) C(ommittee) (photo), May 19, 1989, p.3
- Athletes capture Empire State gold (photo), Aug 11, 1989, p.20
- Rossi leads SCS girls to county swimming championship (photo), Aug 18, 1989, p.20
- Vote with 1500 other supporters; ...Vote yes for an indoor pool (photo; list), Nov 3, 1989, p.32
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QUILTS
- Symbolic quilt (created for Asbury United Methodist Church) (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.14

QUINTANA, ANDREA
- (Recreation Dept gives) Honors for creative flakemakers, Feb 17, 1989, p.5

QUIRK, THOMAS
- Bank executive (T F Quirk promoted to senior vice president at Eastchester Savings Bank), Feb 17, 1989, p.8

QUIRK, TIM
- Too Much Joy on the rockin' road to top 40's (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.6
- Too Much Joy's newest song is (WDRF radio station's) shriek of the week, Apr 14, 1989, p.2

QURESHI, RAMEZ
- (SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8

RAAB, CAROLYN
- A down-to-down call; (Chamber of Commerce Sidewalk sale begins) (photo), Aug 4, 1989, p.1
- Sidewalk sale was not for shoppers only (photo; addl photo p 5), Aug 11, 1989, p.1

RAAB, JON T
- Jon T Raab (dies), Sep 22, 1989, p.22

RABBAN, ELANA
- Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22
- Reading, stories mark (National) Library Week (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.2

RABINA, ELLEN
- Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

RACCOONS
- Other Voices: Revere the raccoon and other creatures (photo; edit), Dec 15, 1989, p.6

RACE DISCRIMINATION
- New (SCS) School Board head B Lopez announces opener format (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1
- Are the white media racist? (edit); Jul 14, 1989, p.7
- They've got to be carefully taught (edit), Jul 28, 1989, p.7
- Ultimately, it's up to parents (to teach tolerance) (ltr), Aug 4, 1989, p.6
- (Supreme) Court is rolling back the clock (edit), Aug 11, 1989, p.7
- Hate groups on the rise (edit), Sep 1, 1989, p.7
- Let's nip bigotry in the bud (edit), Sep 1, 1989, p.7
- E Graves delivers hard-hitting talk to United Way (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.1
- We CAN make a difference (edit), Sep 22, 1989, p.6
- Bank of New York denies racism charge (made by E G Graves) (cont p 4), Sep 29, 1989, p.1
- Needed: a cure for racism (edit), Sep 29, 1989, p.7
- Bank (of New York) called unconcerned (ltr), Oct 6, 1989, p.6
- Member has praise for (SCS) Golf Club (ltr), Oct 6, 1989, p.6
- Other voices: Just what is racism? (edit), Oct 13, 1989, p.6
- A comedian's hurtful words (edit), Nov 3, 1989, p.7
- SEE ALSO DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT, DISCRIMINATION IN HOUSING

RACISM
- SEE RACE DISCRIMINATION

RADANO, CHRISTIANE
- On the holidays, volunteers put faith into action (photo; addl photo p 12), Dec 29, 1989, p.6

RADIO BROADCASTING-RELIGIOUS PROGRAMS
- Resident R M Posey's play to be broadcast (on WFAS radio), Jun 9, 1989, p.11
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RADIO BROADCASTING-SPORTS
  This sports buff (B Mazer) leads league in amazing recall (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.6

RADIO EQUIPMENT
  (Village's) Radio shack going up (on top of Boniface Water tower), Jan 13, 1989, p.2

RADIO STATIONS
  Too Much Joy's newest song is (WDORE radio station's) shriek of the week, Apr 14, 1989, p.2

RADON POLLUTION
  Experts assess local environmental risks from lead, radon and asbestos (at Greenacres Assn meeting), Nov 10, 1989, p.3

RAFF, XEN
  Lineup named for mystery musical ('Edwin Drood', to be presented by SSM), Jul 7, 1989, p.2

RAGGIO, CATHLEEN (DR)
  (Drs J Handelsman, C Raggio, R Laskin) Helping child patients (with orthopedic problems) (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.3

RAILROAD STATION-HTS
  Metro North plans call for removal of tiled canopy at SCS station (photo), Jan 20, 1989, p.1

RAILROAD STATION-SCS
  Metro North Plans call for removal of tiled canopy at SCS station (photo), Jan 20, 1989, p.1
  If it's not one thing it's another (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.6
  (Metro North) Kiosk in commuters' way (ltr), Mar 17, 1989, p.6
  Place the (Metro North) kiosk challenge (ltr), Apr 7, 1989, p.6
  New homes proposed on Marx Estate; (V Pagliaro unveils plans for railroad platform), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
  Take that, bureaucrats (ltr), Apr 21, 1989, p.6
  (Metro North's) Plan preserves old look at (SCS railroad) station (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.1
  Metro North takes a weird idea and runs with it (cartoon), Jul 28, 1989, p.6

RAILROADS
  (Metro North) Railroad's 'report cards' (available for riders) (ltr), Dec 8, 1989, p.6

RAIN AND RAINFALL
  Drought ends with a big splash (photo), May 19, 1989, p.6
  See also drought

RAISLER, CAROLINE
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS (photo), May 5, 1989, p.34

RAIZEN, DAVID
  Revised waste collection law passed (by Village Board), Mar 3, 1989, p.5
  SVAC was a lifesaver (ltr), Dec 1, 1989, p.6
  S(CS) Volunteer (Ambulance) Corps elects leaders for '90, Dec 15, 1989, p.2

RAIZEN, NANCY
  (N Raizen has) Portrait exhibit) (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.2

RAIZEN, ROY
  Lawyer J R Ruderman named president of Mid-Westchester Y; (Other officers listed), Sep 1, 1989, p.2

RAIZES, DEBBIE
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 26, 1989, p.30
  They're protected (with bicycle helmets) (photo), May 19, 1989, p.14
  Organization is the key: (Incoming PT Council officers inducted) (photo), May 26, 1989, p.14
  At final (Board of Education) session, S Older receives high praise, Jun 23, 1989, p.1
  PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10
  Time running out for school (Bd Nominating Committee) nominations; (Administrative Committee named), Nov 17, 1989, p.3

RAIZES, DEBBIE (AU)
  Voters urged to pass (school) budget (ltr), May 12, 1989, p.6
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RAIZES, ELIZABETH
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14
Fox Meadow hits historical jack pot (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.18

RAJAPAKSA, ROSHINI
(B Inouye, R Rajapaksa, L Rosensweig, T Wallach, E Murphy) win Merit scholarships, May 5, 1989, p.19
(SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8

RAKOV, YELENA
Soviet (Bat Mitzvah) 'twin' M Meytina meets her American family (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.3

RAHIB, STEVE
(L Brooks, S Rambone, SCS Junior High students deliver holiday gifts to WP Children's Center (photo), Jan 27, 1989, p.16

RAMBUSCH, GUARDIEN
Budrun Raabusch (dies), Feb 24, 1989, p.12

RAMOS, PEDRO
(Glen Tobias) Cavort(s) with Yankee greats on fantasy diamond (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.6

RAMPULLA, LAURA
AFS says goodbye, hello (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.15
RAMPULLA, LAURA (AU)

RANDOLPH, JOHN (OR)
White Plains Hospital elects (SCS resident L Marx board member; 4 other) board members (named), May 5, 1989, p.4

RAPER, DOUGLAS
Member has praise for (SCS) Golf Club (ltr), Oct 6, 1989, p.6

RATNER, DAVID
8th graders heading for the big school (photo; list) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.8

RAUSCH, JOHN
Graduates sing farewell to IHM (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.22

RAVEN, HADJA
Have certificate, will babysit: (23 youngsters graduate from Fire Dept Babysitting Course) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.8

RAVISHANKAR, NALINI
Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

READ, PETER
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.30
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READ, PETER (DR)
Communication called key in curbing substance abuse: (Dr P Read speaks to parents), Nov 10, 1989, p.2

READING
Making reading fun is goal of school programs, Jan 20, 1989, p.1
Learning to read better by writing (edit), Oct 13, 1989, p.7
(Quaker Ridge School is) Bearish on books: (L Cartelone reads to fifth graders) (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.15

REAL ESTATE AGENCIES AND AGENTS
Parking lawsuit (brought against Planning Board by Chase Landing Realty Corp), Jan 27, 1989, p.1
Julia B Fee has banner year (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.16
(R)eatl estate) Broker(s) breakfast (with Dr R Hibschman), Feb 3, 1989, p.1
N Wolff elected (for second term as president, Century 21 Brokers Council, Westchester County), Feb 10, 1989, p.16
Realtor (Ellinghouse & Stacy) joins worldwide network, Feb 10, 1989, p.16
(A Greenfield) Joins Van Wert (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.9
Leone (Associates Ltd Real Estate) moving to new location, Feb 17, 1989, p.9
SCS realtor C D Leone wins (Women's Council of Realtors' Leadership Training Graduate designation), Mar 3, 1989, p.4
(L Klein, S S Penkin are) New Centennial (Realty) associates (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.8
(B Mehta, H Y Sung) New associates at Centennial (Realty) (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.16
(J Steckler elected) Realty leader (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.4
(M Case a) New realtor (with D D Doemberg) (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.2
Associates (S Beckman, C Pantelides) join Centennial (Realty) (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.15
Local laws offer trees scant protection (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.1
Two local realtors (S A Kusinitz, E Canell) cited, Apr 21, 1989, p.4
Landmark for sale (former service station at 34 Popham Rd on the market), Apr 28, 1989, p.1
Julia B Fee to open office in Larchmont, Apr 28, 1989, p.4
Realtor J Nathan-Lavine appointed (associate realtor at Merritt Associates), Apr 28, 1989, p.9
It was just 20 years ago today that the (Westchester) summer band began to play (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.5
(D Ghari) Joins Van Wert (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.4
Leadership transition (for T H Slater Center) (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.8
(Century 21) Wolff & Son to close SCS office, Jul 14, 1989, p.3
S Tauber (joins Grubb & Ellis Real Estate) (Awards, Appointments & Promotions), Jul 28, 1989, p.2
(E Parker) New broker at Doemberg (photo), Aug 4, 1989, p.4
Realtors say they're doing fine (ltr), Aug 4, 1989, p.6
(J Wei joins Houlihan/Lawrence as) Realty agent, Aug 4, 1989, p.7
(SCS Natl Bank) Building (at 130 Garth Rd) for sale, Aug 18, 1989, p.1
Doemberg joins All Points (Relocation Service), Sep 1, 1989, p.4
(J Kaplan, V Pilla) On (Cleveland E Van Wert) staff (photo), Sep 15, 1989, p.3
(K M Shapiro) From stage to (real estate) sales (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.4
Donna Slotnick joins (Houlihan/Lawrence) realtor, Sep 29, 1989, p.4
Vote for SCS's kids, seniors, families, swim teams AND housing values (advt; photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.18
Realtor J Koch elected (director, District 11, Westchester County Board of Realtors), Oct 27, 1989, p.22
(L Kalb) Joins Doemberg (photo), Nov 24, 1989, p.8
(D Spitz, B Muroff) New at Steinkamp & Britton (photo), Nov 24, 1989, p.8
Ecuencinal event: (160 realtors assemble for holiday party at SCS Golf Club) (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.5
Paul Field realty closing at year-end, Dec 22, 1989, p.1
New name (Prudential Ellinghouse Real Estate) for an old firm (Ellinghouse & Stacy), Dec 22, 1989, p.2
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

REAL ESTATE AGENCIES AND AGENTS—REWARDS, PRIZES
Honors for realtors (announced), Jul 7, 1989, p.4
REAL ESTATE BUSINESS
Land transaction: (Penn Central buys L Fenton’s part of Depot Place site), Jan 20, 1989, p.1

REAL PROPERTY-TAXATION
Hochberg blasts county budget, but few here protest, Dec 15, 1989, p.1

REAL PROPERTY-VALUATION
Affordable housing advocates receive a skeptical response (from Village Club), Oct 6, 1989, p.1

RECHES, MICHAEL
It’s Monday, so this must be SCS: (10 disabled Israeli war veterans visit America) (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.3

RECHTSCHAFFEN, CANDI
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30
Lineup named for mystery musical (‘Edwin Drood’, to be presented by SSMT), Jul 7, 1989, p.2
Ta-DA!!! (SSMT dancers practice show-stopping routine) (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.5

RECHTSCHAFFEN, TOM
SVAC is busy and needs staff (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.4
Lineup named for mystery musical (‘Edwin Drood’, to be presented by SSMT), Jul 7, 1989, p.2

RECREATION DEPT-SCS
(Recreation Dept gives) Honors for creative flakeakers, Feb 17, 1989, p.5
(SCS) Recreation Dept supervisor P McMillan is a graduate (of School of Sports Management), Mar 3, 1989, p.15
Playing fields not ready (ltr), Mar 17, 1989, p.6
Good eggs: (Winners of Recreation Dept’s Easter Eggstravaganza contest) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.3
Prizes awarded to best safety posters (list), Mar 31, 1989, p.15
Disrupted by 15K (run) (ltr), Apr 7, 1989, p.6
It was just 20 years ago today that the (Westchester) summer band began to play (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.5
Pool referendum likely, village says, Sep 3, 1989, p.1
Paddle players rally to save their courts, Nov 3, 1989, p.1
12-year old K Bicknell wins Halloween (Window Painting Contest) grand prize (photo; list), Nov 3, 1989, p.5
A/B team approach debated at (FT) Council (meeting), Nov 17, 1989, p.5
(FT Council establishing an) Advisory panel on sports, Dec 15, 1989, p.18
(SCS) Recreation Dept, SCS Summer Music Theatre get (Council for the Arts) grants, Dec 29, 1989, p.9

RECREATION DEPT-SCS-FEES
Higher fees (to be charged for day camp, other village programs), Feb 24, 1989, p.1

RECYCLING OF WASTE
Why waste waste paper? (edit), Feb 3, 1989, p.6
(J Rice says) Paper bags okay (for newspapers left out for recycling pickup), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
(SCS receives $9100) Recycling grant, Apr 7, 1989, p.1
Make recycling mandatory (ltr), May 5, 1989, p.6
R Kennedy talk highlights JHS’ environmental awareness week (photo), Nov 17, 1989, p.1

RECYCLING OF WASTE/REWARDS, PRIZES, ETC

REDFIELD, R CHESTER
(Doctor R C Redfield elected Howard University) Alumni head (photo), Feb 24, 1989, p.2

REDLICH, CATHERINE
Ciotics sentenced for tax evasion, Jul 7, 1989, p.1

REDNISS, RICHARD
Neighbors blast SCS Manor subdivision plan, Jul 7, 1989, p.1

REED, JEREMY
Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26
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REESE, GOMER
(SCS American Legion Post holds) Double celebration (for St Patrick's Day, 70th Anniversary) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.2
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year Jean DeCarlo (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.28

REETZ, GAY
The dean of children's books, F. Beaujean, shares her joys (photo), May 19, 1989, p.6
Glasnost comes to Greenacres, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

REEVE, CHRISTOPHER
(SCS) Merchants report a happy holiday, Jan 6, 1989, p.1

REFERENDA
SEE ELECTIONS

REFUGEES, POLISH
'Clout' here, 'blatt' there (edit), Oct 6, 1989, p.7

REFUGEES, RUSSIAN
'Clout' here, 'blatt' there (edit), Oct 6, 1989, p.7

REICH, ELSA
Esther Weil dies; Was walker, philanthropist, Aug 4, 1989, p.1

REID, MARY LOUISE
White Plains Hospital elects (SCS resident L Marx board member; 4 other) board members (named), May 5, 1989, p.4

REID, PATTY
Bank of New York salutes the Junior League of Central Westchester (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.32

REIDEL, EMILY
29 in running for (School Board) nominating group, Dec 8, 1989, p.3

REIDEL, JONATHAN
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.32

REIDER, CORINNE

REIFFEL, BONNIE (AU)
(White Plains PTA) Scholarship drive on, Feb 3, 1989, p.1

REIFFEL, BONNIE (AU)
(Task Force on Drugs, Alcohol, SHS PTA urge) a festive and safe graduation (ltr), Jun 23, 1989, p.6

REIFFEL, JAMIE
29 (SHS students) attend Presidential Classroom, Mar 17, 1989, p.14
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

REIFFEL, ROBERT (DR)
Two subdivisions, wells approved (by Planning Board), Jun 2, 1989, p.3

REILLY, KATHLEEN (AU)
Learning to read better by writing (edit), Oct 13, 1989, p.7
If you want to change things, teach (edit), Dec 1, 1989, p.7

REILLY, SALLY
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS (photo), May 5, 1989, p.34

REIMERS, REBECCA
New (SCS) School Board head B Lopez announces opener format (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1
When it comes to investing, SHS is number 1. Dec 1, 1989, p.19

REIN, ALAN
SCS's TV station on the rise (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.21
(J Ruderman) Re-elected (chairman of SCS Republican Town Committee; Other officers elected) (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.3
Dispute over Special Police is issue at accreditation hearing, Dec 15, 1989, p.1
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REIN, VALERIE
New principal (J Farren) appointed at Quaker Ridge (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1

REINERSMAN, ANNA
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14
(SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8
SHS graduates praised as a caring class (photo; addl photo pp 2 & 4, Grad Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.1
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22

REINERSMAN, TERESA
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15

REINSBERG, KURT
Lawyer J R Ruderman named president of Mid-Westchester Y; (Other officers listed), Sep 1, 1989, p.2

REINTZ, CATHY
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10

REISER, ROBERT (AU)
Needed: a cure for racism (edit), Sep 29, 1989, p.7

REISS, STELLA
Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

RELIGION AND POLITICS
How to mix religion and politics? (edit), May 19, 1989, p.7

RELIGION-STUDY AND TEACHING
(Girl) Scout (Troop 1943) learns about religion, Mar 10, 1989, p.9

REMY, JANE
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22

RENCK, ELLEN
Affordable housing advocates receive a skeptical response (from Village Club), Oct 6, 1989, p.1

RENING, CHRIS
Ready to roam: (Members of SHS AFS Club to spend summer with foreign families) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.19

RENSCHTE, PAUL
SCS National Bank—the final day (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.1

RENT
Rent settlement (reached) at 45 Popham, Apr 7, 1989, p.1

REPUBLICAN PARTY-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
(Westchester County) GOP appoints Scarsdalians P Parameswaran, A Moss (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.13
M Soter steps down from GOP county position (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.5
E R Keeler convicted, but not on felony charges, Oct 13, 1989, p.3

REPUBLICAN TOWN COMMITTEE-SCS
GOP won’t challenge for Hochberg’s county seat, Jul 14, 1989, p.1
(J Ruderman) Re-elected (chairman of SCS Republican Town Committee; Other officers elected) (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.3

RESCUE WORK
S(CS) V(osunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps), police are lifesavers again, Dec 22, 1989, p.2

RESENZEI6, RYA
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10

RESERVOIRS
(This region needs) More reservoir space (ltr), Mar 24, 1989, p.6

RESNICK, ALISON
Let’s make a deal: (Sports Swap organized by PT Council) (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.5
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RESNICK, ARTHUR

East meets West at SHS gym: (16 Ukrainian boys play soccer with SHS varsity girls (photo)), Apr 7, 1989, p.3

RESNICK, ARTHUR

A Resnick honored (by National Soccer Coaches Assn), Mar 10, 1989, p.15

SHS girls' soccer team wins section, eyes state title (photo; addl photo p 15), Jun 9, 1989, p.1

Raiders do it: Win 1st state soccer title (photo; addl photo p 17), Jun 16, 1989, p.1

Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16


A wonderful summer of soccer (ltr), Sep 1, 1989, p.6

RESNICK, ARTHUR (AU)

Thank you, SCS, says (soccer) coach A Resnik (ltr), Jun 16, 1989, p.6

RESNICK, GENE (DR)

MD G D Resnick joins research concern, Dec 15, 1989, p.4

RESNICK, SUSAN

Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

RESNICK, TERRY

Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

RESTAURANTS

Japanese (restaurant) next (to try Heathcote Five Corners building), Sep 8, 1989, p.1

Restaurant seal, delivered to the door (by new service, Chefs' Express), Sep 15, 1989, p.18

(Restaurants a) Risky business, Oct 20, 1989, p.1

RETAIL STORES

SEE STORES

RETIRED SCS TEACHERS ASSN

Ex-teachers' paper, (Post Roads, edited by S Hewett,) a winner (in NY Teachers' Journalism Contest), Apr 7, 1989, p.17

RETIRED INCOME

Don't wait—plan now for retirement (edit), Mar 24, 1989, p.7

REUTER, BEANIE

Vote with 1500 other supporters;...Vote yes for an indoor pool (photo; list), Nov 3, 1989, p.32

Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18

Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

REUTER, CAROLINE

(Village) Board backs (indoor) pool; Asks voters to agree; (Referendum set for Nov 7) (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.1

REUTER, GRETCHEN

(R Neben's Heathcote classroom transformed into a) Colonial Village (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.12

They eat you-know-whatties! (SCS winners of physical fitness awards) (photo), May 19, 1989, p.13

REUTER, RICHARD

(Greenacre's O(ii) P(urchasing) C(onsortium) elects officers, Sep 15, 1989, p.5

REVERSE MORTGAGES

SEE MORTGAGES

REWARDS, PRIZES, ETC

Israel Bonds to honor W M Landau (photo), Jan 6, 1989, p.4

Making reading fun is goal of school programs, Jan 20, 1989, p.1

H Minami receives Glamour (Magazine) award, Jan 27, 1989, p.12

Harvey Birch (Chapter of DAR) promotes patriotism (photo) (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.16

Honor for rabbi A Wohl, Feb 2, 1989, p.20

(SCS) Chamber (of Commerce) looks inward in picking (J DeCarlo) Citizen of (the) Year (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.1

SCS realtor C D Leone wins (Women's Council of Realtors' Leadership Training Graduate designation), Mar 3, 1989, p.4

Resident V Anderson cited (for contributions to community), Mar 3, 1989, p.9

Volunteers nominated (for Volunteer of the Year Award), Mar 10, 1989, p.4
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RICCI, MARIE

R Kennedy talk highlights JHS' environmental awareness week (photo), Nov 17, 1989, p.1

RICCIARELLI, ELOISE

(SHS art students go) Behind the scenes at M(useum) Q(f) M(odern) A(rt) (photo, Nov 10, 1989, p.18

RICCIARDI, LAWRENCE

SCS attorney L R Ricciardi appointed (general counsel at Nabisco) (photo), Aug 18, 1989, p.4

RICCI, AUDREY

Renamed freeze group to hold workshop, (elect officers, vote on new name), Jan 6, 1989, p.5


6th grade and junior high: a good match (Part I), Jun 23, 1989, p.1

PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10

RICCI, DARREN

Record turnout for (Junior High) speech contest (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.12

SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30

RICCI, KRISTEN

93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

RICCOBONO, MARIA

93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

RICE, JAMES


(SCS receives $9100) Recycling grant, Apr 7, 1989, p.1


Elevator going in (at Town Hall to provide handicapped access to Rutherford Hall), Dec 15, 1989, p.1

Cold reception (for firemen when firehouse furnace runs out of fuel oil), Dec 29, 1989, p.1

RICE, MARGARET

Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22

RICE, MARY

Mary Elizabeth Rice (dies), Aug 18, 1989, p.12

RICH, CHARLES

Planning board tells (Morman) Church, neighbors to work out a solution, May 5, 1989, p.1

RICH, LEONARD

Awards, Appointments & Promotions: L Rich (awarded top sales honors at Advest, Inc), Dec 15, 1989, p.4

RICH, LINDA

Defects found in (Edgewood, Fox Meadow, Greenacres) school windows, Nov 10, 1989, p.1

RICHARD, PAUL

(Restaurants a) Risky business, Oct 20, 1989, p.1

RICHARDS, DAVID ALAN (AU)


RICHARDSON, BETTE

(Westchester) Ethical Society elects officers (photo: J A Young), Aug 18, 1989, p.12

RICHARDSON, W F JR (AU)

(W F Richardson Jr) favors (Westchester County) airport expansion (ltr), Dec 8, 1989, p.6

RICHELSON, HILDA

(Weaver St) Subdivision plans come under fire, Jan 27, 1989, p.1

Townhouses win initial approval (from Planning Board), Mar 3, 1989, p.1

RICHELSON, STANLEY

(Weaver St) Subdivision plans come under fire, Jan 27, 1989, p.1

Townhouses win initial approval (from Planning Board), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
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RICHEY, LEROY JR
Bank of NY to absorb SCS National (photo: L Richey Jr p 20), May 12, 1989, p.1

RICHMAN, ELISE
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10

RICHMAN, JEANNE
(Weaver St) Subdivision plans come under fire, Jan 27, 1989, p.1
Parking (lawsuit) against Planning Board by Chase Landing Realty Corp, Jan 27, 1989, p.1
One more tie; public debates downtown plan, Feb 3, 1989, p.1
Townhouses win initial approval (from Planning Board), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
Charges fly in dispute over Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.1
Townhouse foes stall legal action, Mar 31, 1989, p.1
At last (Village Board) meeting, nothing but praise (for mayor E Seidman), Mar 31, 1989, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year Jean DeCarlo (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.28
Village seeks downtown proposals; Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed, Apr 14, 1989, p.3
Local laws offer trees scant protection (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.1
Law suit filed to block attached housing plan, May 5, 1989, p.1
Planning board tells (Mormon) Church, neighbors to work out a solution, May 5, 1989, p.1
Subdivision of Winston property moves one step closer (Subdivision site plan p 10), Jun 2, 1989, p.1
Two subdivisions, well approved (by Planning Board), Jun 2, 1989, p.3
Neighbors blast SCS Manor subdivision plan, Jul 7, 1989, p.1
Downtown zoning is facing first test (photo p 5), Jul 7, 1989, p.1
Changes ahead for SCS Avenue, Aug 11, 1989, p.1
Mormon (church landscaping) application approved; (Planning Bd discusses Winston, Montgomery plans), Aug 25, 1989, p.1
Planning Board criticizes Ferndale Park development, Oct 6, 1989, p.1
(Proposed hearings to be held on) Code changes (dealing with powers, duties of Planning Bd), Oct 6, 1989, p.1
Trees, indoor pool are topics at Village (Board meeting), Oct 13, 1989, p.5
Developers can afford to conserve (trees) (ltr), Oct 20, 1989, p.6
Ferndale Park houses approved (by Planning Board), Nov 3, 1989, p.3
Planning Board rejects (Michelson) subdivision application, Nov 24, 1989, p.2
Critics contend zoning plan is too restrictive, Dec 1, 1989, p.1

RICHMAN, JEANNE (AU)
Planning (Board) Chairman (J Richman) replies (to P Schneider) (ltr), Apr 21, 1989, p.6

RICHMAN, JESSICA
Old masterpiece comes to life (in Quaker Ridge art appreciation course) (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.14

RICHMAN, TIMOTHY
Weeds make way for children in re-opened Fox Meadow park (photo), May 5, 1989, p.19

RICKS, CELESTE
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

RIEDER, MELANIE
Record turnout for (Junior High) speech contest (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.12
Students gain perspective, skills at Choice World Conference (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.15
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30

RIEMER, JOSEPH
Tie vote forces runoff for School Nominating Committee, Feb 3, 1989, p.1
J Rieger wins runoff vote (for seat on SCS School Board Nominating Committee), Feb 10, 1989, p.1

RIEMER, JOSEPH III
(School Board) Nominating Committee election is on Jan 31, Jan 27, 1989, p.1
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RIES, MARTIN
(Artist M Ries' painting) In Silvermine (Gallery) Festival (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.8
Artist (M Ries to embark on lecture) trip down under, Jul 14, 1989, p.5

RIFLEinery
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15

RIGHT TO LIFE MOVEMENT
SEE PRO LIFE MOVEMENT

RILANDER, NANCY
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10
(Small Wonders) Jump ropers show skills (to Fox Meadow students) (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.16

RISO, ERNA
Erna A Riso (dies), Jan 13, 1989, p.14

RITHOLZ, JULES
Ciotis sentenced for tax evasion, Jul 7, 1989, p.1

RITTENHOUSE, BARBARA
Awards, Appointments & Promotions: B Rittenhouse (named acquisition dir, Publishers Central Bureau), Dec 8, 1989, p.20

RITTER, BRUCE (REV)
On the holidays, volunteers put faith into action (photo; addl photo p 12), Dec 29, 1989, p.6

RIVELLINI, DAWN
Defects found in (Edgewood, Fox Meadow, Greenacres) school windows, Nov 10, 1989, p.1

RIVERA, BARRY
Cocaine case (apparently close to disposition), Jan 6, 1989, p.1
(R Guilaart) sentenced to three years in drug case, Mar 3, 1989, p.13
(Trial date set for J Choten, W Chee, B Rivera), Mar 31, 1989, p.1
(D Wright,) Figure in SCS drug case, nabbed, Aug 4, 1989, p.2
(J Chotin) pleads guilty to cocaine conspiracy, Sep 29, 1989, p.2
Chee, Rivera sentenced, Oct 27, 1989, p.2

RIVERDALE PRESS (NEWSPAPER)
(Bombing of Riverdale Press headquarters) A failed attack (on freedom of the press) (edit), Mar 3, 1989, p.6
(The tyrant and his chains (reprint of Riverdale Press Feb 23 edit), Mar 24, 1989, p.7

RIVKIN, KATIE
Friends seek a place in the sun for SCS's nature sanctuary, (Weinberg Nature Center) (photo), Jul 28, 1989, p.3

RIVKIN, MARILYN
Bank of New York salutes the Junior League of Central Westchester (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.32

RO, ANGELA
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

RO, MICHELLE
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

ROADS
Aid from Albany (approved for county road work), May 26, 1989, p.1

ROBB, ELEANORE
Eleanor S Robb (dies), Sep 29, 1989, p.18

ROBBIES AND ASSAULTS
SEE CRIME AND CRIMINALS

ROBBINS, MARC
SVAC is busy and needs staff (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.4

ROBBINS, RISE
S(SCS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps), police are lifesavers again, Dec 22, 1989, p.2
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ROBERTS, ALVIN
(Town Club) Report critical of (downtown) rezoning plan, Jan 20, 1989, p.1
One more time, public debates downtown plan, Feb 3, 1989, p.1
Alvin V Roberts (dies), Oct 20, 1989, p.20

ROBERTS, ALVIN (AU)
Ad hoc committee (to examine changes in Village Code) idea backed (ltr), Feb 10, 1989, p.6

ROBERTS, EDGAR
'Gloria!' (Nativity musical presented at SCS Congregational Church) (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.1

ROBERTS, NORMA
(School Board Nominating Committee decides) No interviews (of prospective Bd of Ed candidates), Apr 21, 1989, p.1
Esther Weil dies; Was walker, philanthropist, Aug 4, 1989, p.1

ROBINS, KEN
(SCS) Merchants report a happy holiday, Jan 6, 1989, p.1

ROBINSON, CAROL

ROBINSON, DANIEL
(Photo: D Robinson) (Kids: 8-p Supp), Mar 31, 1989, p.5

ROBINSON, GINGER
(Restaurants a) Risky business, Oct 20, 1989, p.1

ROBINSON, HOWARD
Hitchcock (Weekday School) gives course in Nanny Ed, Dec 15, 1989, p.3

ROBINSON, NATALIE
(Edgewood) Tale tellers (visit Temple Israel Nursery School) (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.12
Literature anyone? (Friends of SCS Library prepare for book sale) (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.1

ROBINSON, NICHOLAS
(NY Dept of Environmental Conservation) Ruling will take Winston estate off wetlands map, Apr 28, 1989, p.1

ROBINSON, THOMAS (DR)
Dr Thomas Robinson (dies), Jan 20, 1989, p.8

ROBISON PROPERTY (SCS)
SEE CHRISTIE PLACE (ROBISON) PROPERTY (SCS)

ROBISON, CHRIS
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS (photo), May 5, 1989, p.34

ROBY, VIC (AU)
Balanced budget comes first (before raises for Congressmen) (ltr), Feb 17, 1989, p.6
Bronx, Manhattan and SCS (ltr), Mar 17, 1989, p.6

ROCK MUSIC
Too Much Joy's newest song is (WDRE radio station's) shriek of the week, Apr 14, 1989, p.2

ROCK MUSICIANS
Too Much Joy on the rockin' road to top 40's (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.6

RODD, SUSAN (AU)
Left to carry on (edit), Mar 31, 1989, p.7

RODE, FRANCIS
Employee exodus: (28 SCS Natl Bank employees have resigned since Bank of NY takeover), Jun 2, 1989, p.1

RODGERS, NANCY
Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21
Keep child care in schools, parents urge Board of Ed, Sep 22, 1989, p.1

RODMAN, LUCILLE
Affordable housing advocates receive a skeptical response (from Village Club), Oct 6, 1989, p.1
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ROEDER, JENNIFER
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18

ROFF, BYRON
The Bank of New York salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.30

ROGALSKI, LOIS
United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3

ROGALSKI, STEVE
United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3

ROGERS, IRIS
(I S Rogers appointed placement manager for Ascot) Nanny service, Jan 27, 1989, p.2

ROGERS, JODI
(Heathcote fifth graders learn) Gingerbread architecture (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.9

ROGERS, JODIE
Math can be fun! (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.9

ROGERS, LISA
Student artists displayed and rewarded (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.14

ROGERS, SIGNE
SCS Volunteer A(mergency) C(orps) elects leaders for '90, Dec 15, 1989, p.2

ROGEMANN, REBECCA
Local athletes N Brockenbrough, D Potter, A Werblow look forward to friendly competition in Israel, Jun 30, 1989, p.3

ROGLIANO, BRUCE
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year Jean DeCarlo (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.28

ROGLIANO, EUGENE
(SCS American Legion Post holds) Double celebration (for St Patrick's Day, 70th Anniversary) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.2

ROGLIANO, MARIE
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year Jean DeCarlo (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.28

ROH, JENNIFER
SHS athletes honored at end of championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15

ROHAN, RICHARD
More money for village managers: (Village top management officials awarded raises), Jan 13, 1989, p.1

ROMANO, ANGELA
Emblem Club installs new slate of officers, Jul 14, 1989, p.9

ROMANO, BENITO
Cioti sentenced for tax evasion, Jul 7, 1989, p.1
Cioti to serve (prison) term at home, Nov 10, 1989, p.3

ROMAS, SERENE
Organization is the key: (Incoming PT Council officers inducted) (photo), May 26, 1989, p.14
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10
ROMAS, STAVRA
SVAC is busy and needs staff (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.4

ROMBERG, (MRS FREDERICK)
(SCS-HTS Women's Interfaith) Council marks 60 years of ecumenical spirit (photo), Jan 6, 1989, p.6

ROOT, STELLA
GOP won't challenge for Hochberg's county seat, Jul 14, 1989, p.1

ROOT, WAYNE
W Root (named sports anchor-host for FNN) (Awards, Appointments & Promotions), Jul 28, 1989, p.2

ROSE, ALISON
(Small Wonders) Jump ropers show skills (to Fox Meadow students) (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.16

ROSE, BARBARA
Keep child care in schools, parents urge Board of Ed, Sep 22, 1989, p.1

ROSE, CECILY
Mitten-knitting workshop: (Girl Scouts take a lesson from their elders) (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.3

ROSE, DOUG
Record turnout for (Junior High) speech contest (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.12
Big splash expected (with opening of SCS pool), May 26, 1989, p.3
Vote for SCS's kids, seniors, families, swim teams AND housing values (advt; photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.18
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
SHS honored for Westchester's outstanding sports program, Dec 22, 1989, p.15

ROSE, DOUGLAS
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
(SCS) Junior High is really a middle school, says P Telfer (at Bd of Ed meeting), Oct 8, 1989, p.16

ROSE, DOUGLAS (AU)
Readers give their views on the pool bond referendum (ltrs), Nov 3, 1989, p.6

ROSE, EVE
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

ROSE, FREDERICK
Resident F P Rose elected Yale (University) trustee, Apr 21, 1989, p.8

ROSEN, ARIEL
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
D Owens cited as Coach of the Year, Mar 24, 1989, p.14
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18

ROSEN, BERNARD
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS (photo), May 5, 1989, p.34

ROSEN, JANE
(School) Board to unveil renovation plan, Nov 24, 1989, p.1
When it comes to investing, SHS is number 1, Dec 1, 1989, p.19

ROSEN, JAY
SCS's business leadership (Chamber of Commerce officers named) (photo), Jan 20, 1989, p.3

ROSEN, JUDY
Oh, happy day! (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.21

ROSEN, MARTHA
Reading, stories mark (National) Library Week (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.2
(Edgewood) Tale tellers (visit Temple Israel Nursery School) (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.12
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10
Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairmen named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20
It's that book fair time of year (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.18
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ROSEN, RICHARD
(Restaurants a) Risky business, Oct 20, 1989, p.1

ROSEN, SUSAN
(Restaurants a) Risky business, Oct 20, 1989, p.1

ROSENBERG, GAIL
Lineup named for mystery musical (‘Edwin Drood’, to be presented by SSMT), Jul 7, 1989, p.2
Ta-DA!!! (SSMT dancers practice show-stopping routine) (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.5

ROSENBLATT, ALBERT
(Westchester County Bar Assn) Lawyers to induct SCS woman, 6 C Markuson (as president), Apr 28, 1989, p.4

ROSENBLATT, ROBERT
(SCS American Legion Post holds) Double celebration (for St Patrick’s Day, 70th Anniversary) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.2

ROSENBLUTH, ALBERT
29 (SHS students) attend Presidential Classroom, Mar 17, 1989, p.14

ROSENFELD, ASHLEY
(Recreation Dept gives) Honors for creative flakemakers, Feb 17, 1989, p.5

ROSENGARTEN, JAY
Bank of NY to absorb SCS National (photo: L Richey Jr p 20), May 12, 1989, p.1

ROSENSTEIN, PEARL
Animals look better in fur (ltr), Dec 29, 1989, p.6

ROSENSWEIG, LAURIE
(B Inouye, R Rajapaksa, L Rosenweig, T Wallach, E Murphy) win Merit scholarships, May 5, 1989, p.19
(SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8
SHS graduates praised as a caring class (photo; add photo pp 2 & 4, Grad Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.1

ROSENSWEIG, LINDA
Paddle players rally to save their courts, Nov 3, 1989, p.1

ROSENSWEIG, NORTON
New Adult School officers: N Rosenweig, B L Crowder, M Matsuo (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.3

ROSENSWEIG, RYA

ROSENTHAL, ALISA
29 (SHS students) attend Presidential Classroom, Mar 17, 1989, p.14
Lineup named for mystery musical (‘Edwin Drood’, to be presented by SSMT), Jul 7, 1989, p.2

ROSENTHAL, ROBERT
(Center for Preventive Psychiatry) elects 4 from (SCS), Feb 3, 1989, p.16

ROSENSWEIG, RYA
Elementary (school students’) art to be exhibited (at SCS Library) (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.15

ROSH HASHANAH
The shofar sounds (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.1
Examination of values is common New Year thread (illus), Sep 29, 1989, p.6

ROSHANDEL, KHALED
AFS says goodbye, hello (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.15
Global perspectives: (AFS students discuss travel plans, welcome new arrivals) (photo), Sep 15, 1989, p.5
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

ROSOFF, ERIC
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS (photo), May 5, 1989, p.34

ROSOFF, FRED
(Indoor) Pool site debated; Poll asked, Apr 7, 1989, p.1
(Greenacres) 0 (ilt) Purchasing (Consortium) elects officers, Sep 15, 1989, p.5
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ROSOFF, FREDERICK (AU)  
More views on the indoor pool bond referendum (ltrs), Nov 3, 1989, p.11

ROSW, JEROME (AU)  
High tech is now for everyone (edit), Jan 13, 1989, p.7

ROSS, ADAM ZECHER  

ROSS, ANTHONY  
Lineup naaed for mystery musical ('Edwin Drood', to be presented by SSMT), Jul 7, 1989, p.2  
(Mystery of Edwin Drood) Opening next Thursday (photo), Jul 28, 1989, p.1  

ROSSI, ELIZABETH  
Local girl E Rossi wins US title (for 100-meter freestyle), Apr 21, 1989, p.14  
Local athletes to compete in Empire Games, Jul 28, 1989, p.10  
Athletes capture Empire State gold (photo), Aug 11, 1989, p.20  
Rossi leads SCS girls to county swimming championship (photo), Aug 18, 1989, p.20

ROSS, JOHN  
Signs with SCS, Apr 21, 1989, p.20

ROTH, FRAUKE  
Youth Employment Service looking for higher profile, May 26, 1989, p.9

ROTH, ROBERT  
A gift fit for organist (R N Roth) (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.5

ROTHBERG, PATTI  
(SHS art students go) Behind the scenes at M(useum) D(f) M(odern) A(rt) (photo, Nov 10, 1989, p.18

ROTHENBERG, ANDREW  
30 in contention for Citizens' Committee, Oct 13, 1989, p.1  
Unit elections slated for (Nov 15), Nov 10, 1989, p.1
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ROTHENBERG, ELLEN
  30 in contention for Citizens' Committee, Oct 13, 1989, p.1
  Unit elections slated for (Nov 15), Nov 10, 1989, p.1

ROTHENBERG, JANET
  Non-Partisans start long road toward nomination of candidates; (Procedure Committee members named), Sep 1, 1989, p.3

ROTHENBERG, JANET
  Non-Partisans start long road toward nomination of candidates; (Procedure Committee members named), Sep 1, 1989, p.3

ROTHMAN, LOU
  (SCS) Merchants report a happy holiday, Jan 6, 1989, p.1
  Retailers hope holiday promotion will chase away business doldrums, Oct 20, 1989, p.1

ROTHMAN, RODNEY
  (Alternative) School interns learn by doing (edit), Mar 10, 1989, p.7

ROTHSCHILD, ALAN
  Rent cap proposed (for 45 Pophas Rd), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
  Rent settlement (reached) at 45 Pophas, Apr 7, 1989, p.1

ROTHSCHILD, ERIC
  Making reading fun is goal of school programs, Jan 20, 1989, p.1
  Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22
  When it comes to investing, SHS is number 1, Dec 1, 1989, p.19

ROTHSTEIN, MARLEEN
  New principal (J Farren) appointed at Quaker Ridge (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1

ROTHSTEIN, RUTH
  (R Rothstein) Honored by (American) Cancer Society (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.2

ROTKER, STEVE
  Youngster (D Milman) wasting no time in becoming a magazine publisher (photo), Jun 30, 1989, p.5

ROWIN, BARBARA
  Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

ROWLAND, CAROLYN
  Carolyn A Rowland (dies), Aug 4, 1989, p.14

ROWNTREE, DAVID
  SHS graduate D Rowntree is bridge champ, Jul 14, 1989, p.2

ROWNTREE, ELLEN
  Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3

ROWLAND, IRA
  Ciotis sentenced for tax evasion, Jul 7, 1989, p.1

RIVES, EDOARDO
  All Hallow's Eve (photo), Nov 3, 1989, p.15

ROZZI, STACEY
  Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16

RUBENSTEIN, JONATHAN
  A Walinsky champions police corps as counter to national crime emergency, Aug 25, 1989, p.3

RUBENSTEIN, KENNETH
  Law suit filed to block attached housing plan, May 5, 1989, p.1

RUBIN, HERMAN (DR)
  Dentist Dr H Rubin (re-elected) governor of Dental Society of NY, Mar 31, 1989, p.4

RUBIN, HOWARD (DR)
  (Westchester) Jewish Conference names Dr H Rubin new director, Aug 25, 1989, p.4

RUBIN, SYLVIA
  B Cedarbaum, S P Rubin honored at M'vakshe Derekh service, Nov 3, 1989, p.15
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RUBINS, SCOTT
SVAC was a lifesaver (ltr). Dec 1, 1989, p.6

RUBINSTEIN, CARRI

RUBINSTEIN, DEBORAH
Deborah's 'At Your Service' offers help for busy people. Mar 17, 1989, p.16

RUBINSTEIN, JACOB (RABBI)
The shofar sounds (photo). Sep 29, 1989, p.1

RUBINSTEIN, KENNETH
(Weaver St) Subdivision plans come under fire. Jan 27, 1989, p.1
Townhouse foes sue legal action. Mar 31, 1989, p.1

RUCCOLO, FRANK
(HTS) Plumbing Company may have obtained permits to work in SCS fraudulently. Sep 29, 1989, p.1

RUDY, RICHARD (DR)
(St Agnes) Hospital names (V DuVigneaud, C Glassman, R Ruddy) directors. Jul 14, 1989, p.2

RUDERMAN, JEROLD
BOP won't challenge for Hochberg's county seat. Jul 14, 1989, p.1
Lawyer J R Ruderan named president of Mid-Westchester Y; (Other officers listed). Sep 1, 1989, p.2
(J R Ruderan) Re-elected (chairman of SCS Republican Town Committee; Other officers elected) (photo). Sep 22, 1989, p.3

RUDERMAN, TERRY
Ousted lawyer T Ruderan starts new job with county. Jan 6, 1989, p.1
'Breaking editorial (re T Ruderan)? (ltr). Jan 20, 1989, p.6

RUNNING
Disrupted by 15K (run) (ltr). Apr 7, 1989, p.6
A special effort by the men in blue (photo). May 26, 1989, p.8
Blind marathioner D Coster is running (in Fall Foliage Run) for a cause. Oct 6, 1989, p.24
High-flying finish (to Fall Foliage Run for J O'Connor) (photo). Oct 20, 1989, p.1

RUSCIANO, ANTHONY
Planning board tells (Mormon) Church, neighbors to work out a solution. May 5, 1989, p.1

RUSCIANO, ANTHONY (AU)
No 'neighborliness' seen (on part of Mormon church) (ltr). Apr 21, 1989, p.6

RUSCIANO, GRACE
(S Rusciano) Prize winner (in Marine Midland Bank sweepstakes). May 5, 1989, p.25

RUSCIANO, JOYCE (AU)
No 'neighborliness' seen (on part of Mormon church) (ltr). Apr 21, 1989, p.6

RUSHDIE, SALMAN
(S Rushdie's 'Satanic Verses' a Hot seller, Feb 24, 1989, p.1
Kowtowing to Khomini (edit). Feb 24, 1989, p.6
Response (to Khomini's death threat) 'shamefully slow' (ltr). Mar 3, 1989, p.6
Irrationalism on the rampage (ltr). Mar 3, 1989, p.6

RUSI, TANJA
Heathcote sings musical adieu (photo; list) (Graduation Supp). Jun 30, 1989, p.21

RUSK, HOWARD (DR)
Howard Rusk dies (photo; obit p 22). Nov 10, 1989, p.1
Dr Howard A Rusk, pioneer in rehabilitation of disabled, is dead (photo p 1). Nov 10, 1989, p.22
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5
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RUSSO, JOSEPH
Sidewalk sale was not for shoppers only (photo; addl photo p 5), Aug 11, 1989, p.1

RUSSO, MARTHA
SCS cyclist S McCarter devotes summer to reading, riding and fundraising (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.3

RUSSO, PAT
Sidewalk sale was not for shoppers only (photo; addl photo p 5), Aug 11, 1989, p.1

RUSSO, THOMAS JR
Breodsky told to clean up (his) act (ltr), Feb 17, 1989, p.6

RYAN, FRED
(F Ryan, M Thomas, J Miccoli are) New faces in (SCS) police department (illus), Aug 25, 1989, p.2

RYAN, JENNIFER
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Girls’ Basketball (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.28

RYAN, SHAWN
Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16

RYBAK, CONNIE

RYBAK, CONSTANCE
Weeds make way for children in re-opened Fox Meadow park (photo), May 5, 1989, p.19
Fox Meadow premiere: historical play (by R K Rybak, C Rybak), Jun 9, 1989, p.21
Fox Meadow hits historical jack pot (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.18

RYBAK, ROSE
Fox Meadow premiere: historical play (by R K Rybak, C Rybak), Jun 9, 1989, p.21

SAALFRANK, EDNA
Seniors find recreation, friendship in SCS’s weekly programs (Senior Lifestyles Supp) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.21

SABELLI, LOUISE
Volunteers nominated (for Volunteer of the Year Award), Mar 10, 1989, p.4

SACCO, FRANK
(SCS American Legion Post holds) Double celebration (for St Patrick’s Day, 70th Anniversary) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.2
(F Armento III) admits to armed robbery here, May 12, 1989, p.3

SACHER, ESTHER
Esther T Sacher (dies), Mar 3, 1989, p.12

SACHS, JOEL
Neighbors blast SCS Manor subdivision plan, Jul 7, 1989, p.1

SAFE HOMES (SCS)
Parents urged to take Safe Homes Pledge, Dec 8, 1989, p.5

SAFE RIDES BOARD (AU)
(Safe Rides exist) For safety’s sake (ltr), Jan 20, 1989, p.6

SAFE RIDES PROGRAM (SCS)
(Safe Rides exist) For safety’s sake (ltr), Jan 20, 1989, p.6
A hand for Safe Rides (edit), Feb 3, 1989, p.6
Another safe year (thanks to Safe Rides) (ltr), Jun 9, 1989, p.6

SAFETY DEVICES AND MEASURES
SEE ACCIDENTS-PREVENTION

SAFIN, KENNETH
(SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8

SAFIRSTEIN, MARCIA
(School Board) Nominating Committee election is on Jan 31, Jan 27, 1989, p.1
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10
SAFIRSTEIN, MARCIA continued
29 in running for (School Board) nominating group, Dec 8, 1989, p.3

SAGER, SUSAN
(Mt) Holyoke women hear A C Edmonds speak (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.9

SAHLIN, GUNNAR
United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3

SAIDEMAN, MARA
93 local musicians perform in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14
(SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8

SAITO, MRS SHICHIRO
Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26

SAITO, SHICHIRO
Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26

SAKNOVSKI, A (DR)
(School) Board unveils plan to revamp schools, Dec 8, 1989, p.1

SALA, JEROME
It was just 20 years ago today that the (Westchester) summer band began to play (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.5

SALAVERRY, JOANNE
29 in running for (School Board) nominating group, Dec 8, 1989, p.3

SALAZAR, DANIEL
(D Salazar qualifies as) Deck officer on USS Dwight D Eisenhower (photo), Jun 30, 1989, p.4

SALERNO, MATHEW
Vote for SCS's kids, seniors, families, swim teams AND housing values (advt; photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.18

SALESE, JERRY
(Lang's) Deli changes hands; (Dolan family purchasers), Jul 14, 1989, p.3

SALLES, RICHARD
(SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8

SALLINGER, PENNY
Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
SHS honored for Westchester's outstanding sports program, Dec 22, 1989, p.15

SALT
(Highway Dept is) Overkilling with salt (ltr), Dec 22, 1989, p.6
Delicate balance (in amount of salt to use for snow removal), Dec 22, 1989, p.1

SALTER, ROY
Roy L Salter (dies), Mar 31, 1989, p.14

SALVATERA, RICHARD
They eat you-know-whatties! (SCS winners of physical fitness awards) (photo), May 19, 1989, p.13

SALVATERRA, RICHARD
(Small Wonders) Jump ropers show skills (to Fox Meadow students) (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.16

SALZER, RICHARD
White Plains Hospital elects (SCS resident L Marx board member; 4 other) board members (named), May 5, 1989, p.4

SALZMAN, MARIANNA KHAZANOVA-
SEE KHAZANOVA-SALZMAN, MARIANNA

SAMOT, JOSHUA
Lotsa matzos! (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.20

SAMPINO, JOSEPH
SAMTON, MARGOT (AU)
Housing diversity favored (ltr), Jan 20, 1989, p.6

SAMTUR, ADAM
First day of school (photo), Sep 15, 1989, p.1

SAMTUR, SUSAN
Neighbors ask (Village) board's help on the Hutch, Oct 27, 1989, p.1

SAMUELS, FRAN
Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

SAMUELS, FRANCES (AU)
(E Anders) makes first grade fun (ltr), Feb 3, 1989, p.6

SAMUELS, JEFFREY (AU)
(E Anders) makes first grade fun (ltr), Feb 3, 1989, p.6

SAMUELS, SETH
Heathcote kids aid (Hurricane) Hugo's victims (photo), Oct 13, 1989, p.17

SAMUELSON, L JEFFREY
30 in contention for Citizens' Committee, Oct 13, 1989, p.1
Unit elections slated for (Nov 15), Nov 10, 1989, p.1
Unit elections held here, Nov 17, 1989, p.1
Time running out for school (Ed Nominating Committee) nominations; (Administrative Committee named), Nov 17, 1989, p.3
(SCS School Board) deserves your trust (regarding bond issue), Lopez tells skeptics, Dec 8, 1989, p.1

SAMUELSON, MATT
Have certificate, will babysit: (23 youngsters graduate from Fire Dept Babysitting Course) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.8

SAMUELSON, MICHAEL
(M Samuelson, M Bonarrigo) Enjoying a windfall (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.3

SAMUELSON, RALPH
(SCS) Recreation Dept, (SCS) Summer Music Theatre get (Council for the Arts) grants, Dec 29, 1989, p.9

SAMUELSON, WENDY

SAMUELSON, WENDY
SCS's TV Station on the rise (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.21
Board of Ed expresses regret to Becks (regarding child abuse misunderstanding); Meeting set, Mar 10, 1989, p.1
(Indoor Pool site debated; Poll asked, Apr 7, 1989, p.1
Asbestos study finds no cause for alarm (Dr R Hibschaan tells Board of Education), Apr 14, 1989, p.1
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10
(Greenacres PTA gives international families) A taste of Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 17, 1989, p.14
29 in running for (School Board) nominating group, Dec 8, 1989, p.3

SANDBERG, EBBA
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22

SANDBERG, STUART (REV)
Other voices: Sodom, Gomorrah and SCS (edit), Oct 6, 1989, p.6

SANDEN, LESTER

SANDER, HEIDE
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26

SANDERS, SHERI
Lineup named for mystery musical ('Edwin Drood', to be presented by SSMT), Jul 7, 1989, p.2
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SANDLEITNER, NAN
YWCA of White Plains and Central Westchester elects leaders, Oct 13, 1989, p.9

SANDLER, FLORENCE
Volunteer 'grandparents' cited (by Hawthorne Cedar Knolls), Jun 30, 1989, p.2

SANFORD, ANNE
Anne M Sanford (dies), Apr 21, 1989, p.20

SANITATION DEPT-SCS
Garbage in, garbage out (Writer objects to Sanitation Dept rules, pickup schedule) (ltr), Feb 17, 1989, p.6
SANITATION DEPT-SCS-LAWS AND REGULATIONS
(New zoning) Law would mandate senior housing; (Village Bd discusses sanitation laws), Feb 17, 1989, p.1
Revised waste collection law passed (by Village Board), Mar 3, 1989, p.5

SANDSONE, CYNTILIA
New principal (J Farren) appointed at Quaker Ridge (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1

SANTA CLAUS
Face to, furry, face with Santa (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.1
Santa's getting ready to sing (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.1
(Juniorettes of SCS Woman's Club are) Santa's ghost writers, Dec 29, 1989, p.3

SANTANGELO, BARBARA
Japanese (restaurant) next (to try Heathcote Five Corners building), Sep 8, 1989, p.1

SANTANGELO, FRANCIS
Japanese (restaurant) next (to try Heathcote Five Corners building), Sep 8, 1989, p.1

SANTOS, PEGGY
(Real estate) Broker(s) breakfast (with Dr R Hibschaan), Feb 3, 1989, p.1

SAPARETO, SUSAN
Keep child care in schools, parents urge Board of Ed, Sep 22, 1989, p.1

SAPERSTEIN, DAVID (RABBI)
Assistant rabbi B Singer installed at Westchester Reform Temple (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.22

SARLIN, PETER
For many, summer jobs are a testing ground for the future, Aug 11, 1989, p.3

SARULLO, BARBARA
School population now a sixth Asian; (Comprehensive Assessment Report discussed at Bd of Ed meeting), Dec 15, 1989, p.1

SASSER, JAMES
A Walinsky champions police corps as counter to national crime emergency, Aug 25, 1989, p.3

SATULA, DEBORAH
History unit (Westchester County Historical Society) names M Soter, K Winkler trustees, Dec 1, 1989, p.2

SAVARSE, JEN
East meets West at SHS gym: (16 Ukrainian boys play soccer with SHS varsity girls (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.3
SHS girls' soccer team wins section, eyes state title (photo; addl photo p 15), Jun 9, 1989, p.1
Raiders do it! Win 1st state soccer title (photo; addl photo p 17), Jun 16, 1989, p.1
Local athletes to compete in Empire Games, Jul 28, 1989, p.10
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

SAVARSE, JENNIFER
Athletes capture Empire State gold (photo), Aug 11, 1989, p.20

SAVARSE, LARRY
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15

SAVARSE, WILDA
New (SCS) School Board head B Lopez announces opener format (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAVIN, ROBERT</td>
<td>Elected (president of board of United Hebrew Geriatric Center of New Rochelle)</td>
<td>Aug 25, 1989</td>
<td>p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAWYER, CAROLINE</td>
<td>Time at (SCS Historical Society's) 'Festival '89' (photo)</td>
<td>May 26, 1989</td>
<td>p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAWYER, CHRISTINA</td>
<td>Time at (SCS Historical Society's) 'Festival '89' (photo)</td>
<td>May 26, 1989</td>
<td>p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAWYER, SUSAN</td>
<td>Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairman named)</td>
<td>Sep 22, 1989</td>
<td>p.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAVIN, ROBERT</td>
<td>Elected (president of board of United Hebrew Geriatric Center of New Rochelle)</td>
<td>Aug 25, 1989</td>
<td>p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAWYER, CHRISTINA</td>
<td>Time at (SCS Historical Society's) 'Festival '89' (photo)</td>
<td>May 26, 1989</td>
<td>p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAWYER, SUSAN</td>
<td>Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairman named)</td>
<td>Sep 22, 1989</td>
<td>p.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SABBRA, JANE</td>
<td>'Gloria!' (Nativity musical presented at SCS Congregational Church) (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 22, 1989</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCALABRINI, JOANNA</td>
<td>SUNY chancellor's award (presented to) SCS librarian R Kalick (photo)</td>
<td>May 26, 1989</td>
<td>p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCARCELLA, ANTHONY</td>
<td>New homes proposed on Marx Estate, Apr 14, 1989</td>
<td>Apr 14, 1989</td>
<td>p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHAEFER, KARINE</td>
<td>Math can be fun! (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 2, 1989</td>
<td>p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHAEFER, ANNE</td>
<td>Defects found in (Edgewood, Fox Meadow, Greenacres) school windows, Nov 10, 1989</td>
<td>Nov 10, 1989</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHAFER, STEVEN</td>
<td>Foreign language and women's history highlighted at junior high (photo)</td>
<td>Mar 17, 1989</td>
<td>p.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The table may contain errors due to the nature of the text.
SCHEAR, DORIS
(C L Kahn, D Schear, E Stock) named to (Westchester County) Women's (Advisory) Board, Feb 3, 1989, p.2
Housing, health and isolation are concerns for seniors (Senior Lifestyles Supp), May 12, 1989, p.23

SCHEAR, STANLEY

SCHECHTER, SHERRY
(S Schechter) Welcome(d) to the Confrerie (du Vin de Cahors) (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.8

SCHECHTER, STEPHEN
(S Schechter) Welcome(d) to the Confrerie (du Vin de Cahors) (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.8

SCHENK, NANCY
The Bank of New York salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.30

SCHERTZ, ADAM
Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26

SCHER, PRESTON
(P S Scher) New president at Temple Israel, Feb 3, 1989, p.20

SCHERF, SUSAN

SCHLECHTER, BEN
Friends, Romans, countrymen: (SCS residents participate in Windward School’s ‘Julius Caesar’) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.10

SCHLEITER, RICHARD (DR)
New houses, shop signs, (portable school bus dispatching office) receive BAR scrutiny, Mar 3, 1989, p.2
(SCS) Schools moving slowly toward restoration plan, Jun 23, 1989, p.1
New (SCS) School Board head B Lopez announces open school format (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1
(SCS School district upgrades to) A better (telephone) system, Jul 14, 1989, p.1
End of the line (for three diseased maple trees near the SHS gym), Sep 1, 1989, p.1
Gisolfi outlines his vision of SICS (High) School, Sep 8, 1989, p.1
Joint venture: (Village, school district cooperating in renovation of A-School), Oct 20, 1989, p.1
Defects found in (Edgewood, Fox Meadow, Greenacres) school windows, Nov 10, 1989, p.1
(School) Board to unveil renovation plan, Nov 24, 1989, p.1

SCHLESINGER, DAVID
United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3

SCHLESINGER, LAURIE
(YES) put(s) SCS young people to work (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.8
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SCHLESINGER, LAURIE continued

(Greenacres PTA gives international families) A taste of Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 17, 1989, p.14

SCHLOSSBERG, MARJORIE

Reading, stories mark (National) Library Week (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.2

SCHLOSSBERG, MARJORIE

Historian N Bober at Heathcote (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.12

SCHMIDT, CHARLES

Charles H Schmidt (dies), Aug 18, 1989, p.12

SCHMIDT, DAVID (AU)

Good ethics can be good business (Part I) (edit), Jun 30, 1989, p.7

Corporate ethics can turn ugly (Part II) (edit), Jul 7, 1989, p.7

SCHMIDT, JUDITH (DR-AU)

Give thanks to the ‘Indians’ (edit), Jan 6, 1989, p.7

SCHMITT, EDYTHE

(SCS Woman’s Club names) Life members (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.11

SCHMOLKA, GREG

STEP supporters (meet) (photo), Feb 3, 1989, p.16

(Camp) Wapetuck goes Hawaiian (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.1

SCHMOLKA, GREGORY

(SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8

SHS graduates praised as a caring class (photo; addl photo pp 2 & 4, Grad Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.1

Moving on, (SHS) graduates take a look back (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.13

Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute The SCS High School Class of 89 (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.14

SCHMOLKA, LUCY

SCS Natl Bank salutes Bette A Landes, 1989 Bowl winner (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.24

SCHNAPER, GINGER


SCHNEIDER, AMY

(YM-YMHA of Mid-Westchester) cites local teens for achievements (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.11

Lineup named for mystery musical (‘Edwin Drood’, to be presented by SSMT), Jul 7, 1989, p.2

Ta-DA!!! (SSMT dancers practice show-stopping routine) (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.5

SCHNEIDER, CAROL

Publicist C Schneider turns author with 'Fresh' cookbook (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.10

SCHNEIDER, CAROL (AU)

Beware the fruits of agribusiness (edit), Dec 1, 1989, p.7

SCHNEIDER, ERIC

Record turnout for (Junior High) speech contest (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.12

SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30

R Kennedy talk highlights JHS' environmental awareness week (photo), Nov 17, 1989, p.1

SCHNEIDER, JANE (AU)


SCHNEIDER, MAUREEN

30 in contention for Citizens' Committee, Oct 13, 1989, p.1

Unit elections slated for (Nov 15), Nov 10, 1989, p.1

Unit elections held here, Nov 17, 1989, p.1

SCHNEIDER, PETER

Planning (Board) Chairman (J Richman) replies (to P Schneider) (ltr), Apr 21, 1989, p.6

SCHNEIDER, PETER (AU)

(Planning Board displayed) 'Incomprehensible behavior' (regarding Mormon Church expansion) (ltr), Apr 21, 1989, p.6
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SCHNEIDERMAN, EDWARD
- Preservation plan (for SCS's historic houses outlined by A. Galvani), Feb 17, 1989, p.1
- Unit elections slated for (Nov 15), Nov 10, 1989, p.1
- Joshua's ghost and other tales of old homes (photo; addl photo p B), Nov 17, 1989, p.6

SCHNEIDERMAN, EDWARD (AU)
- Bob Harrison's efforts praised (ltr), Jan 13, 1989, p.6
- (A Blitz an Enlightened Ban of the people (ltr), Jan 20, 1989, p.6

SCHNEIDERMAN, JASON
- SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS (photo), May 5, 1989, p.34

SCHNITZLER, MATT
- SHS athletes honored at end of a championshiop winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15

SCHNUR, STEPHEN
- (Deaver St) Subdivision plans come under fire, Jan 27, 1989, p.1

SCHNUR, STEVEN (AU)
- Developers! A plague on our house, says this long-time local resident (edit), Feb 17, 1989, p.7

SCHOEN, HEATHER
- (SCS Girl Scouts hold annual) Community cookout (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.5

SCHOEN, JEANINE
- Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

SCHOEN, MARIAN
- (YES) puit(s) SCS young people to work (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.8

SCHOEN, MARION

SCHOENBRUN, REGGIE
- Honors for realtors (announced), Jul 7, 1989, p.4

SCHOENFELD, MYRON
- SCS's business leadership (Chamber of Commerce officers named) (photo), Jan 20, 1989, p.3

SCHOENFELD, MYRON (DR)
- (J DeCarlo's) night to shine (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.1
- SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year Jean DeCarlo (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.28

SCHOLARSHIPS AND FELLOWSHIPS
- (High School PTA) Scholarship drive on, Feb 3, 1989, p.1
- (Dr V Sullivan Saint Peter's College) Fellowship winner, Feb 24, 1989, p.8
- (Manhattan Savings Bank gives) Support for (SHS PTA) Scholarship Fund, Mar 17, 1989, p.3
- (Mt Holyoke women (hear A C Edmonds speak) (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.9
- 79 (SHS) seniors are Regents winners (list), Apr 21, 1989, p.15
- (B Inouye, R Rajapaksa, L Rosensweig, T Wallach, E Murphy) win Merit scholarships, May 5, 1989, p.19
- Help for the college bound: (E Levine, J Schwartz present $1000 to SHS Scholarship Fund) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.18
- (R B Inouye Brigham Young University) Scholarship winner: one of 24 (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.21
- (SC High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8
- SHS graduates praised as a caring class (photo; add1 photo pp 2 & 4, Grad Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.1
- Congratulations to the seniors (ltr), Jun 30, 1989, p.6
- Dr G F Seinfeld (receives fellowship award of Academy of Beni Dentistry) (Awards, Appoints & Promotions, Aug 11, 1989, p.2
- (New York University) scholarship fund to honor the Backmans, Aug 18, 1989, p.2
- 24 SHSers (are) Merit semifinalists (list), Sep 15, 1989, p.15
- Economics teacher K Haas honored, Nov 10, 1989, p.18
- White House fellow named: K Yuracko (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.2
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SCHOLARSHIPS AND FELLOWSHIPS continued
SEE ALSO SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PTA SCHOLARSHIP FUND

SCHOLLE, ROGER continued
Local artist R Scholle is prizewinner, Aug 4, 1989, p.5

SCHONBERGER, ELI
SCS Natl Bank salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photo), May 26, 1989, p.30

SCHOOL AND THE HOME
Some 'how-to's' for teachers conferences (edit), Nov 24, 1989, p.7

SCHOOL BOARD NOMINATING COMMITTEE-ELECTIONS
29 in running for (School Board) nominating group, Dec 8, 1989, p.3

SCHOOL BOARD NOMINATING COMMITTEE-SCS
(School Board Nominating Committee decides) No interviews (of prospective Bd of Ed candidates), Apr 21, 1989, p.1

SCHOOL BOARD NOMINATING COMMITTEE-SCS-ELECTIONS
Vote (for School Board Nominating Committee) on Jan 31 (ltr), Jan 20, 1989, p.6
(School Board) Nominating Committee election is on Jan 31, Jan 27, 1989, p.1
Tie vote forces runoff for School Nominating Committee, Feb 3, 1989, p.1
J Rieser wins runoff vote (for seat on SCS School Board Nominating Committee), Feb 10, 1989, p.1
Time running out for school (Bd Nominating Committee) nominations; (Administrative Committee named), Nov 17, 1989, p.3
29 in running for (School Board) nominating group, Dec 8, 1989, p.3

SCHOOL BUSES
New houses, shop signs, (portable school bus dispatching office) receive BAR scrutiny, Mar 3, 1989, p.2

SCHOOL CROSSING GUARDS
(New zoning) Law would mandate senior housing; (Village Bd discusses sanitation laws), Feb 17, 1989, p.1
First day of school (photo), Sep 15, 1989, p.1

SCHOOL NURSES
SHS nurse R Margolin named (first woman president, Yorktown) Auxiliary (Police Assn) (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.15

SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS AND PRINCIPALS
New principal M Ferren sets cheerful tone at Q(uaker) R(idge) (photo), Sep 15, 1989, p.1

SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS AND PRINCIPALS
Hirschman defends staff in 'abuse' case; (Dr E Machnits to retire) (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
Dr Machnits will be missed (ltr), Mar 10, 1989, p.6
New principal (J Farren) appointed at Quaker Ridge (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1
A tuneful tribute (to retiring Quaker Ridge principal Dr E Machnits) (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.1
V Dempsey retiring from Edgewood; (Bd of Ed to appoint advisory committee on capital improvements), Dec 22, 1989, p.1

SCHOOLS
Existential crisis of the early post-summer period (cartoon), Sep 8, 1989, p.6
No school district is an island (edit), Nov 10, 1989, p.7
SEE ALSO DANCE SCHOOLS, MUSIC SCHOOLS

SCHOOLS, CHINESE
Enter the dragon (Chinese School of Southern Westchester celebrates 4687th Chinese new year) (photo), Jan 27, 1989, p.3

SCHOOLS-EMT-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
EMT passes bond referendum (for capital improvements in district schools), May 5, 1989, p.1

SCHOOLS-EMT-GREENVILLE-GRADUATION
Greenvillers move up to EMT High (photo; list) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.16
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SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL
  Educational Testing Service launches cheating probe, Jun 16, 1989, p.1

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-EXAMINATIONS
  Leak of Regents (chemistry) exam faced schools with tough decision, Jun 23, 1989, p.1

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-GRADUATION
  Memories (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.10
  EMT High School Class of 1989 (photo; list) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.11

SCHOOLS-EMT-SEELY PLACE-GRADUATION
  Farewell, Seely Place (photo; list) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.16

SCHOOLS-NEW YORK STATE-AIDS EDUCATION
  Board of Education, Sobol at odds over AIDS regulation, Aug 4, 1989, p.1
  The politics of AIDS education (edit), Aug 4, 1989, p.6

SCHOOLS-NEW YORK STATE-STATE AID
  (NYS School Boards Assn passes resolutions) On (state) aid, seat belts (on buses), Nov 17, 1989, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS
  Mixed message (Board of Education approves sign for all seven schools), Jan 20, 1989, p.1
  Hibschaan expects bond issue in 89-90, Feb 3, 1989, p.1
  (Real estate) Broker(s) breakfast (with Dr R Hibschaan), Feb 3, 1989, p.1
  (SCS school) District developing plan for asbestos, Feb 10, 1989, p.1
  (Board of Education) President’s report on the SCS schools (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.1
  Historical Society joins forces with local schools (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.11
  First day of school (photo), Sep 15, 1989, p.1
  Education looks to the future (edit), Sep 15, 1989, p.7

SCHOOLS-SCS-ALCOTT MONTESSORI SCHOOL
  (Alcott Montessori) School wins accreditation, Jul 7, 1989, p.14

SCHOOLS-SCS-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL
  Making reading fun is goal of school programs, Jan 20, 1989, p.1
  Alternative School interns learn by doing (edit), Mar 10, 1989, p.7
  (Alternative School commencement exercises) An experience to cherish (ltr), Jun 30, 1989, p.6
  (SCS Board of Ed changes to) 40-year lease (on Boy Scout House for A School), Sep 15, 1989, p.1
  ‘A’ School lease 15 years, not 40 (as reported in Sept 15 Inquirer), Sep 22, 1989, p.23

SCHOOLS-SCS-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT
  (SCS) Board (of Education) discusses $17.8M plan for schools, Jul 28, 1989, p.1
  Joint venture: (Village, school district cooperating in renovation of A-School), Oct 20, 1989, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL-GRADUATION
  (SCS) Schools moving slowly toward restoration plan, Jun 23, 1989, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL-GRADUATION
  (Well-placed tree limbs) A perfect perch (to view A-School graduation ceremonies) (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-ART PROGRAM
  (Board of Education) President’s report on the SCS schools (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-BIAS REDUCTION PROGRAMS
  New (SCS) School Board head B Lopez announces opener format (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
  School tax hike down 50% from last year, Mar 24, 1989, p.1
  Asbestos study finds no cause for alarm (Dr R Hibschaan tells Board of Education), Apr 14, 1989, p.1
  (SCS) Schools moving slowly toward restoration plan, Jun 23, 1989, p.1
  (SCS) Board (of Education) discusses $17.8M plan for schools, Jul 28, 1989, p.1
  (Board of Education) President’s report on the SCS schools (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.1
  Crucial bond issue coming up in 89-90 (photo; addl photo p 15) (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.3
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SCHOOLS-SCS-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS continued
Citizens' group calls for $11M in school repairs (photo p 2), Sep 1, 1989, p.1
Keep child care in schools; parents urge Board of Ed, Sep 22, 1989, p.1
And now (comes) the pruning (of the budget for schools' capital improvements), Oct 13, 1989, p.1
School board lists bond issue priorities, Oct 20, 1989, p.1
B Lopez estimates bond issue for schools at $20 million or more (in address to Town Club), Oct 27, 1989, p.1
(School) Board to unveil renovation plan, Nov 24, 1989, p.1
(School Board urged to) Choose the true economy (edit), Nov 24, 1989, p.6
School bond issue cut to $21.5 million, Dec 1, 1989, p.1
(School Board unveils plan to revamp schools, Dec 8, 1989, p.1
(SCS School Board) deserve(s) your trust (regarding bond issue), Lopez tells skeptics, Dec 9, 1989, p.1
V Despsey retiring from Edgewood; Bd of Ed to appoint advisory committee on capital improvements), Dec 22, 1989, p.1
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

SCHOOLS-SCS-CENSUS
How many people has SCS? County says 16,850; School census says 18,775, Jun 23, 1989, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-CLASS SIZE
Hibschian defends staff in 'abuse' case; (Dr E Macknits to retire) (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-CURRICULUM
School tax trimmed; groups OK budget, May 5, 1989, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-EDGWOOD
(Quaker Ridge, Edgewood) schools aid quake-stricken (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.15
(Edgewood, Greenacres) Schools celebrate cultural diversity (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.5
Reading, stories mark (National) Library Week (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.2
(Edgewood) Tale tellers (visit Temple Israel Nursery School) (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.12
Mickey's pals: (Edgewood School to be magical kingdom for annual fair) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.19
Edgewood kids find art in the kitchen (photo), May 19, 1989, p.14
Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairman named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20
It's that book fair time of year (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.18
Bells are ringing: (Edgewood students try bell-playing) (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.15

SCHOOLS-SCS-EDGEWOOD-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
(SCS) Schools moving slowly toward restoration plan, Jun 23, 1989, p.1
(SCS) Board of Education discusses $17.8M plan for schools, Jul 28, 1989, p.1
Citizens' group calls for $11M in school repairs (photo p 2), Sep 1, 1989, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-EDGWOOD-GRADUATION
Olympics, fair end Edgewood year (photo; list) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.19

SCHOOLS-SCS-ENROLLMENT
Keep child care in schools, parents urge Board of Ed, Sep 22, 1989, p.1
School population now a sixth Asian; (Comprehensive Assessment Report discussed at Bd of Ed meeting), Dec 15, 1989, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROGRAM
New principal (J Farren) appointed at Quaker Ridge (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-FOX MEADOW
(New Orchestra of Westchester's L Willson) Brings Carmen to Fox Meadow, Feb 17, 1989, p.2
Weeds make way for children in re-opened Fox Meadow park (photo), May 5, 1989, p.19
Fox Meadow (School) turning back the clock (with history project) (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.14
(R Keep performs egg) Balancing act (at Fox Meadow picnic) (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.13
(Small Wonders) Jump ropers show skills to Fox Meadow students) (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.16
It's that book fair time of year (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.18
Doin' the chicken (photo), Nov 24, 1989, p.10
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SCHOOLS-SCS-FOX MEADOW-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
(SCS) Schools moving slowly toward restoration plan, Jun 23, 1989, p.1
(SCS) Board (of Education) discusses $17.8M plan for schools, Jul 28, 1989, p.1
Citizens' group calls for $11M in school repairs (photo p 2), Sep 1, 1989, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-FOX MEADOW-GRADUATION
Fox Meadow hits historical jack pot (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.18
Fox Meadow fifth graders (list) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.19

SCHOOLS-SCS-FRIENDS OF MUSIC AND THE ARTS
Music friends welcome faculty; (3 names inadvertently omitted from fall bulletin), Nov 17, 1989, p.14

SCHOOLS-SCS-GREENACRES
(Edgewood, Greenacres) Schools celebrate cultural diversity (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.5
Reading, stories mark (National) Library Week (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.2
The dean of children's books, F Beaujean, shares her joys (photo), May 19, 1989, p.6
 Glasnost comes to Greenacres, Jun 9, 1989, p.21
A safer way to school (for Greenacres students), Jun 23, 1989, p.1
(Parents of Greenacres first graders go) Back to school (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.16
Fairy tale village (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.16

SCHOOLS-SCS-GREENACRES-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
(SCS) Schools moving slowly toward restoration plan, Jun 23, 1989, p.1
(SCS) Board (of Education) discusses $17.8M plan for schools, Jul 28, 1989, p.1
Citizens' group calls for $11M in school repairs (photo p 2), Sep 1, 1989, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-GREENACRES-GRADUATION
Greenacres (School) play recalls America's roots (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.18
Greenacres fifth graders focus on US history (list) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.19

SCHOOLS-SCS-GREENACRES-PTA
A safer way to school (for Greenacres students), Jun 23, 1989, p.1
(Greenacres PTA gives international families) A taste of Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 17, 1989, p.14

SCHOOLS-SCS-GREENACRES-THEATER
Greenacres fifth graders focus on US history (list) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.19
Greenacres (School) play recalls America's roots (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.18

SCHOOLS-SCS-HEATHCOTE
(Heathcote) Fifth graders tour Wall Street, Jan 27, 1989, p.16
Japanese holiday fete (held for Heathcote's international families), Feb 3, 1989, p.14
Asbestos study finds no cause for alarm (Dr R Hibschaan tells Board of Education), Apr 14, 1989, p.1
Reading, stories mark (National) Library Week (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.2
Historian N Bober at Heathcote (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.12
(R Neben's Heathcote classroom transformed into a Colonial Village (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.12
Heathcote kids give folk dancing a whirl, Apr 21, 1989, p.15
Heathcote children broaden horizons (with international fair) (photo), May 19, 1989, p.20
Praise for Heathcote School (ltr), Jun 30, 1989, p.6
It's that book fair time of year (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.18
(Heathcote fifth graders learn) Gingerbread architecture (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-HEATHCOTE-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
(SCS) Schools moving slowly toward restoration plan, Jun 23, 1989, p.1
(SCS) Board (of Education) discusses $17.8M plan for schools, Jul 28, 1989, p.1
Citizens' group calls for $11M in school repairs (photo p 2), Sep 1, 1989, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HEATHCOTE-COMMUNITY SERVICE
Heathcote kids aid (Hurricane) Hugo's victims (photo), Oct 13, 1989, p.17
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HEATHCOTE-GRADUATION  
Heathcote sings musical adieu (photo; list) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.21

SCHOOLS-SCS-HEATHCOTE-LUNCH PROGRAM  
New (SCS) School Board head B Lopez announces opener format (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HEATHCOTE-PTA  
Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

SCHOOLS-SCS-HEATHCOTE-THEATER  
(Heathcote fifth graders present) A patriotic production (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.21
Fox Meadow premiere: historical play (by R K Rybak, C Rybak), Jun 9, 1989, p.21

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL  
Evaluators give SHS high marks, Feb 24, 1989, p.1
SHS students press High School Effort for L(ove and) P(rotection of animals) drive, Mar 10, 1989, p.14
29 (SHS students) attend Presidential Classroom, Mar 17, 1989, p.14
(SHS) Volunteers honored (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.14
(Educational) Testing (Service) launches cheating probe, Jun 16, 1989, p.1
End of the line (for three diseased maple trees near the SHS gym), Sep 1, 1989, p.1
The pipes are there for a pool at SHS (ltr), Sep 8, 1989, p.6
24 SHSers (are) Merit semifinalists (list), Sep 15, 1989, p.15
(National) Honor Society inducts 48 (SHS students) (list), Oct 27, 1989, p.16
When it comes to investing, SHS is number 1, Dec 1, 1989, p.19

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL PTA SCHOLARSHIP FUND  
Don't forget PTA's Scholarship Fund (edit), Dec 29, 1989, p.7

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-ANIMAL RESCUE CLUB  
(SHS Animal Rescue Club holds fund-raising bake sale) (photo), Nov 3, 1989, p.5

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-ANTI-CHILD ABUSE CLUB  
Help prevent child abuse (ltr), Feb 3, 1989, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-ART PROGRAM  
(SHS art students go) Behind the scenes at Museum of Modern Art (photo, Nov 10, 1989, p.18

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-ARTS  

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-BAND  
(SHS marching) Band to return, Oct 27, 1989, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-BASKETBALL  
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Girls' Basketball (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.28

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS  
Evaluators give SHS high marks, Feb 24, 1989, p.1
(SCS) Schools moving slowly toward restoration plan, Jun 23, 1989, p.1
(SCS) Board (of Education) discusses $17.8M plan for schools, Jul 26, 1989, p.1
Bisolfi outlines his vision of S(CS) H(igh) S(chool), Sep 8, 1989, p.1
Enough pie: (Question wisdom of major renovation of SCS High School) (edit), Sep 15, 1989, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-CHERLEADERS  
Happy Homecoming (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.5
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-CURRICULUM  
V Dempsey retiring from Edgewood; (Bd of Ed to appoint advisory committee on capital improvements), Dec 22, 1989, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-DRAMA CLUB  
Arts in our Lives: Of plays and pickles, Oct 27, 1989, p.15

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-EXAMINATIONS  
New York State Board of Regents - Examinations

Leak of Regents (chemistry) exam faced schools with tough decision, Jun 23, 1989, p.1
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-FUND RAISING
(M Shalit, E Strauss, K Garvey) In the carnival spirit (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.3

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-GRADUATION
SHS Class of ’89 to graduate early! (Commencement scheduled for 11 AM), Jun 16, 1989, p.1
(Task Force on Drugs, Alcohol, SHS PTA urge) a festive and safe graduation (ltr), Jun 23, 1989, p.6
Oh, happy day! (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.21
SHS graduates praised as a caring class (photo; addl photo pp 2 & 4, Grad Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.1
Congratulations to the seniors (ltr), Jun 30, 1989, p.6
(Emotions run high as class of 89 takes its place in the graduation courtyard) (photo), Jun 30, 1989, p.6
SCS High School Class of 1989 (list) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.6
Moving on, (SHS) graduates take a look back (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.13
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute The SCS High School Class of 89 (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.14
(SCS) Remembrance(s) golden rule (in K Rosenberg award) (ltr), Jul 7, 1989, p.6
Special thanks for a special time (at PTA senior class breakfast) (ltr), Jul 7, 1989, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-KITCHEN GALLERY
Edgewood kids find art in the kitchen (photo), May 19, 1989, p.14

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PTA
(Task Force on Drugs, Alcohol, SHS PTA urge) a festive and safe graduation (ltr), Jun 23, 1989, p.6
Communication called key in curbing substance abuse: (Dr P Read speaks to parents), Nov 10, 1989, p.2

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PTA SCHOLARSHIP FUND
(High School PTA) Scholarship drive on, Feb 3, 1989, p.1
(SHS PTA) Scholarship fund hoping for a revival, Nov 17, 1989, p.1
(A gift to SHS PTA Scholarship fund is) A gift to education (edit), Nov 17, 1989, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-REWARDS, PRIZES, ETC
(SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-SPORTS
Farewell to (J Shaw,) a good skate (photo), Jan 13, 1989, p.2
Girls’ (basketball team’s) dream dies (photo), Feb 24, 1989, p.1
Boys’ (basketball team) go for title tonight, Feb 24, 1989, p.1
(Coach D DiBenedetto has) Words to win by (for SHS Girls’ Basketball team) (photo), Feb 24, 1989, p.5
Raiders beaten in (basketball) finals (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
T Quigley qualifies for states in swimming, Mar 10, 1989, p.15
V Lambert wins sectional race; 4 Raiders qualify for state meet (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.14
Sue, tea, sue! (edit), Mar 31, 1989, p.6
SMS girls’ soccer team wins section, eyes state title (photo; addl photo p 15), Jun 9, 1989, p.1
Raiders do it! Win 1st state soccer title (photo; addl photo p 17), Jun 16, 1989, p.1
Congratulations to the SHS girls’ soccer team (edit), Jun 16, 1989, p.6
Thank you, SCS, says (soccer) coach A Resnik (ltr), Jun 16, 1989, p.6
Sorry, lacrosse players (ltr), Jun 16, 1989, p.6
They did it! (SHS football team wins its bowl game (photo; story p 24), Nov 24, 1989, p.1
Rousing start for Raiders (basketball team) (photo; story p 19), Dec 15, 1989, p.1
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in ’89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in ’89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-SPORTS-CODE OF CONDUCT
Will new SHS athletic code work? Staff, students, parents disagree, Sep 29, 1989, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-REWARDS, PRIZES
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
Scenes from (SHS) sports award dinner (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.15
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-SPORTS-REWARDS, PRIZES, ET

Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18

SCHOOLS-SCS-IHM
Evoke Eire: (IHM school celebrates St Patrick's Day) (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.4

SCHOOLS-SCS-IHM-GRADUATION
Graduates sing farewell to IHM (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.22

SCHOOLS-SCS-IHM-HEALTH PROGRAM
IHM (School) holds health fair; plans meeting, Apr 14, 1989, p.12

SCHOOLS-SCS-INSURANCE
At final (Board of Education) session, S Older receives high praise, Jun 23, 1989, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH
(L Brooks, S Raabone, SCS Junior High students deliver holiday gifts to WP Children's Center (photo). Jan 27, 1989, p.16
(SCS Task Force on Drugs, Alcohol applauds) Smoking ban at Junior High (ltr), Feb 17, 1989, p.6
(Inquirer praises P Telfer for) Smoke-free Junior High (edit), Feb 17, 1989, p.6
Foreign language and women's history highlighted at junior high (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.14
Asbestos study finds no cause for alarm (Dr R Hibschaan tells Board of Education), Apr 14, 1989, p.1
Record turnout for (Junior High) speech contest (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.12
Pyramid power: (Teacher K Ziavras examines junior high students' Egyptian models) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.25
6th grade and junior high: a good match (Part I), Jun 23, 1989, p.1
(SCS) Junior High's progress from 'zoo' to middle school (Part II), Jun 30, 1989, p.1
(SCS) Junior High is really a middle school, says P Telfer (at Bd of Ed meeting), Oct 6, 1989, p.16
It's that book fair time of year (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.18

SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL-CHOICE PROGRAM
Students gain perspective, skills at Choice World Conference (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.15

SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
(SCS) Schools moving slowly toward restoration plan, Jun 23, 1989, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH-CHOICE PROGRAM
The logo of Choice (unveiled) (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.16

SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH-CURRICULUM
(SCS) Junior High is really a middle school, says P Telfer (at Bd of Ed meeting), Oct 6, 1989, p.16

SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH-FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROGRAM
Foreign language and women's history highlighted at junior high (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.14

SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH-GRADUATION
8th graders heading for the big school (photo; list) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.8

SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH-HISTORY PROGRAM
Foreign language and women's history highlighted at junior high (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.14

SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH-PTA (AU)
This extraordinary educator: (H Harrison) (ltr), Dec 22, 1989, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-LIBRARIES
Reading, stories mark (National) Library Week (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.2

SCHOOLS-SCS-LUNCH PROGRAM
Keep child care in schools, parents urge Board of Ed, Sep 22, 1989, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-MATHEMATICS PROGRAM
Defects found in (Edgewood, Fox Meadow, Greenacres) school windows, Nov 10, 1989, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-MUSIC PROGRAM
(Board of Education) President's report on the SCS schools (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.1
School population now a sixth Asian; (Comprehensive Assessment Report discussed at Bd of Ed meeting), Dec 15, 1989, p.1
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SCHOOLS-SCS-QUAKER RIDGE

Quaker Ridge, Edgewood) schools aid quake-stricken (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.15
Hibschman defends staff in 'abuse' case; (Dr E Machnits to retire) (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
Staff of Quaker Ridge School) will miss Dr Machnits (ltr), Mar 21, 1989, p.6
Asbestos study finds no cause for alarm (Dr R Hibschman tells Board of Education), Apr 14, 1989, p.1
Reading, stories mark (National) Library Week (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.2
New principal (J Farren) appointed at Quaker Ridge (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1
Old masterpiece comes to life (in Quaker Ridge art appreciation course) (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.14
New principal M Ferren sets cheerful tone at Quaker Ridge (photo), Sep 15, 1989, p.1
(Quaker Ridge School celebrates) Bill of Rights Day (photo; story p 5), Oct 6, 1989, p.1
(Quaker Ridge) 4th graders rap for their rights (photo p 1), Oct 6, 1989, p.5
(Quaker Ridge School is) Bearish on books; (I Cartelone reads to fifth graders) (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.15
It's that book fair time of year (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.18

SCHOOLS-SCS-QUAKER RIDGE-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS

(SCS) Schools moving slowly toward restoration plan, Jun 23, 1989, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-QUAKER RIDGE-FAIRS

A-maze-ing feat! (photo), May 19, 1989, p.14

SCHOOLS-SCS-QUAKER RIDGE-GRADUATION

Quaker Ridge moves up to song (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.20
Quaker Ridge fifth graders (list) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.22

SCHOOLS-SCS-READING PROGRAM

Making reading fun is goal of school programs, Jan 20, 1989, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAM

Special ed teaches skills while instilling confidence (says report to Bd of Ed), Jun 2, 1989, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-STATE AID

End of the battle (for the save-harmless provision), Jan 20, 1989, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-VALUES EDUCATION PROGRAM

Teaching values; (Board of Education gives approval to schools for values education program), Dec 15, 1989, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-WINDOWS

Are (school windows) safe?, Nov 3, 1989, p.1
Defects found in (Edgewood, Fox Meadow, Greenacres) school windows, Nov 10, 1989, p.1
(School) Board to unveil renovation plan, Nov 24, 1989, p.1
School bond issue cut to $21.5 million, Dec 1, 1989, p.1
(School) Board unveils plan to revamp schools, Dec 8, 1989, p.1
(SCS School Board) deserve(s) your trust (regarding bond issue), Lopez tells skeptics, Dec 8, 1989, p.1
(Cartoon), Dec 15, 1989, p.6
Why the school windows are unsafe (ltr), Dec 15, 1989, p.6
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

SCHOOLS-WHITE PLAINS-WINDWARD SCHOOL

(Windward School has) New campus, Oct 13, 1989, p.17

SCHOOLS-WHITE PLAINS-WINDWARD SCHOOL-TEACHER

Friends, Romans, countrymen: (SCS residents participate in Windward School's 'Julius Caesar') (photo), May 12, 1989, p.18

SCHRADE, DOROTHY

Dorothy Schrade (dies), Dec 15, 1989, p.24

SCHREIBER, RHONDA

Big wind in SCS (fells willow trees at Schreiber home) (photo), Nov 24, 1989, p.4

SCHREIBER, SEYMOUR

Big wind in SCS (fells willow trees at Schreiber home) (photo), Nov 24, 1989, p.4
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SCHREIBMAN, DAVID
- Lotsa matzos! (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.20

SCHREIBER, ALISON
- Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

SCHRIEBER, RHONDA
- Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

SCHRIER, ALISON
- It's that book fair time of year (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.18

SCHROEDER, EDMUND

SCHROEDER, ELAINE

SCHROEDER, EDMUND
- (SCS) Bowl selectors appointed, Sep 29, 1989, p.3
- Benefit (for Hoff-Barthelson Music School) raises $26,000 (photo), Nov 24, 1989, p.16

SCHROEDER, ELAINE
- Village Hall lists 41 job openings, Jan 6, 1989, p.1
- At last (Village Board) meeting, nothing but praise (for Mayor E Seidman), Mar 31, 1989, p.1
- Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
- Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
- Ethics questions (raised for deliberation by SCS Board of Ethics), Apr 21, 1989, p.1
- Downtown (moratorium) deadline put off, Jun 30, 1989, p.1
- Developers unveil ideas for downtown (illus; addl illus p 3), Aug 18, 1989, p.1
- Zoning proposals aimed at curbing overdevelopment, Oct 27, 1989, p.1
- Unit elections slated for (Nov 15), Nov 10, 1989, p.1
- Critics contend zoning plan is too restrictive, Dec 1, 1989, p.1
- Changes at the BAR; (L Schan appointed), Dec 1, 1989, p.1
- (Village Board to take no action on) Zoning revisions (at next meeting), Dec 15, 1989, p.1
- (Village Board to hold special) Zoning meeting, Dec 22, 1989, p.1

SCHROEGER, MARGARET
- (E Halpern, M Schroeger, S Schroeger) honored (by Hudson Valley Blood Services), May 26, 1989, p.10

SCHROEDER, SIDNEY
- (E Halpern, M Schroeger, S Schroeger) honored (by Hudson Valley Blood Services), May 26, 1989, p.10

SCHROEDER, DEBORAH
- Factotums (of SCS Woman's Club) name new officers, May 19, 1989, p.9
- Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairmen named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20
- Time running out for school (Ed Nominating Committee) nominations; (Administrative Committee named), Nov 17, 1989, p.3

SCHROEDER-SHEPARD, BRYCE
- Have certificate, will babysit: (23 youngsters graduate from Fire Dept Babysitting Course) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.8

SCHUBERT, ROBERT
- Two executives (R A Schubert, J F Vanniades) promoted, Apr 28, 1989, p.8

SCHUDER, JOHN (DR)

SCHULMAN, JERRY
- EMT woman, B J Solomon, slain in her home, Jan 20, 1989, p.1

SCHULMAN, SY
- Affordable housing is SCS: an impossible dream?, Aug 11, 1989, p.1
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SCHUMAN, IRA
(I Schuman) Appointed (president of Joint Passover Assn) (photo), Jan 27, 1989, p.5
29 in running for (School Board) nominating group, Dec 8, 1989, p.3

SCHUUR, JACK
School bond issue cut to $21.5 million, Dec 1, 1989, p.1

SCHUTZER, PAM
(Parks and Recreation) Council to consider shortened camp season; (Council members named), Nov 17, 1989, p.3

SCHUTZER, PAMELA
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

SCHWABB, BETTY
Y(M)-YH(A) of Mid-Westchester) cites local teens for achievements (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.11
Lawyer J R Ruderman named president of Mid-Westchester Y; (Other officers listed), Sep 1, 1989, p.2

SCHWALBE, ILANNA
Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

SCHWARTZ, ALYCE
Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

SCHWARTZ, ANDREW
Hats on to storyteller B Fiebiger (photo), Feb 3, 1989, p.3

SCHWARTZ, DANIELLE
(Quaker Ridge School celebrates) Bill of Rights Day (photo; story p 5), Oct 6, 1989, p.1

SCHWARTZ, EUGENE
Educational Testing Service launches cheating probe, Jun 16, 1989, p.1

SCHWARTZ, JUDITH
Help for the college bound: (E Levine, J Schwartz present $1000 to SHS Scholarship Fund) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.18
(SCS Teachers Institute) Honor(s retiring) teachers (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.19
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22

SCHWARTZ, JUDITH (AU)
No school district is an island (edit), Nov 10, 1989, p.7

SCHWARTZ, JUDY
At final (Board of Education) session, S Older receives high praise, Jun 23, 1989, p.1

SCHWARTZ, KATHY
Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21
Junior League plans a coffee, elects officers and cites volunteers (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.4

SCHWARTZ, KENNETH (OR)
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.32

SCHWARTZ, LESLIE
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.32
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.32

SCHWARTZ, MARTIN
(SCS PBA) Going to arbitration, Oct 13, 1989, p.1

SCHWARTZ, MATTHEW
(Small Wonders) Jump ropers show skills (to Fox Meadow students) (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.16

SCHWARTZ, PAUL
Big splash expected (with opening of SCS pool), May 26, 1989, p.3
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SCHWARTZ, SUEANNE
New principal (J Farren) appointed at Quaker Ridge (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1

SCHWARTZMAN, GIGI
Arthur Manor (Assn) celebrates (July 4th) in (Davis) Park (photo; list), Jul 14, 1989, p.2

SCHWARZ, JAMES
A tuneful tribute (to retiring Quaker Ridge principal Dr E Machnitz) (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.1

SCHWARZ, PAUL
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30

SCHWEBEL, ALYCE
Need to protect children raises tough questions, Apr 21, 1989, p.1

SCHWEICKERT, ELEANOR
(New York) Hospital honors leading volunteers E Schweickert, E Tempkin) (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.2

SCHWERM, PAM
(Rev B Leach,) New assistant at St James seeking to involve youth in church program (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.12

SCIENCE-STUDY AND TEACHING
Help for math/science teaching (edit), Jun 9, 1989, p.7

SCIENTISTS
In the spirit of 'glasnost'; (Soviet scientists among those at annual Stonwin Medical mtg) (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.5

SCOBIE, RAPHAEL
Raphael Scobey dies; Was lawyer and social activist (photo), Aug 11, 1989, p.1

Rafe Scobey's legacy (1tr), Aug 18, 1989, p.6

School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

SCOTT, JOAN
Joan A Scott (dies), Mar 31, 1989, p.14

SCOTT, LEEAN
SVAC is busy and needs staff (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.4

SCS (Volunteer) (Ambulance) (Corps) elects leaders for '90, Dec 15, 1989, p.2

SCOUT HOUSE (SCS)
'A' School lease 15 years, not 40 (as reported in Sept 15 Inquirer), Sep 22, 1989, p.23

SCOUT HOUSE-SCS
Joint venture: (Village, school district cooperating in renovation of A-School), Oct 20, 1989, p.1

SC给出, PATRICIA (DR)
New principal (J Farren) appointed at Quaker Ridge (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1

SCS
Other voices: Sodom, Gomorrah and SCS (edit), Oct 6, 1989, p.6

(Cartoon), Oct 6, 1989, p.6

SCS ADULT SCHOOL

New Adult School officers: N Rosensweig, B L Crowder, M Matsuo (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.3

Bravo, SCS Adult School! (edit), Feb 24, 1989, p.7

80 courses scheduled by (SCS) Adult School (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.7

Keep child care in schools, parents urge Board of Ed, Sep 22, 1989, p.1

SCS ART ASSN

The artist as thinker; (G Bobritzky wins blue ribbon at SCS Art Assn artist-member show) (photo), Nov 17, 1989, p.4

SCS AVENUE EQUITY
Downtown zoning is facing first test (photo p 5), Jul 7, 1989, p.1

SCS BOWL
Magic moment (B Landes receives SCS Bowl) (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.1

On an evening of warm affection, Bette Landes receives (SCS) Bowl (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.2
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SCS BOWL continued
SCS Natl Bank salutes Bette A Landes, 1989 Bowl winner (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.24
W J Handelaan will head (SCS) Bowl panel (photo), Sep 15, 1989, p.5
(SCS) Bowl selectors appointed, Sep 29, 1989, p.3
Beverly Cunningham chosen to receive SCS Bowl (photo), Nov 24, 1989, p.1
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

SCS BUSINESS DISTRICT
SEE DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS

SCS CAMPAIGN FOR A NUCLEAR WEAPONS FREEZE
Renamed freeze group to hold workshop, (elect officers, vote on new name), Jan 6, 1989, p.5
SEE ALSO SCS CAMPAIGN FOR PEACE THROUGH COMMON SECURITY

SCS CAMPAIGN FOR PEACE THROUGH COMMON SECURITY
Renamed freeze group to hold workshop, (elect officers, vote on new name), Jan 6, 1989, p.5
Defense expert Dr J F Tierney to discuss peace prospects in new administration (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.3
Speaking of peace (N Milstein reads winning essay by M Hersch) (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.4
Freeze group petitioning Bush, May 12, 1989, p.5
Speaker Dr S Cohen urges cut in US military budget in response to Gorbachev, Oct 27, 1989, p.5
SEE ALSO SCS CAMPAIGN FOR A NUCLEAR WEAPONS FREEZE

SCS CITIZENS FOR SENIOR HOUSING
Senior housing supporters told shared residence can work here, May 26, 1989, p.3
Affordable housing advocates receive a skeptical response (from Village Club), Oct 6, 1989, p.1

SCS CAMPAIGN FOR PEACE THROUGH COMMON SECURITY
Renamed freeze group to hold workshop, (elect officers, vote on new name), Jan 6, 1989, p.5
Defense expert Dr J F Tierney to discuss peace prospects in new administration (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.3
Speaking of peace (N Milstein reads winning essay by M Hersch) (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.4
Freeze group petitioning Bush, May 12, 1989, p.5
Speaker Dr S Cohen urges cut in US military budget in response to Gorbachev, Oct 27, 1989, p.5
SEE ALSO SCS CAMPAIGN FOR A NUCLEAR WEAPONS FREEZE

SCS COMMONS
Developers unveil ideas for downtown (illus; addl illus p 3), Aug 18, 1989, p.1

SCS FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE
(SCSF) Family Counseling Service expresses) Deepest sympathy (on death of G Altieri) (ltr), Feb 17, 1989, p.6
People helping people at (SCS Family Counseling Service), Mar 10, 1989, p.2
Need to protect children raises tough questions, Apr 21, 1989, p.1
What about shared housing (for senior citizens)? (edit), May 5, 1989, p.7
(SCSF) Family Counseling Service sends thanks for 'Generous support' (ltr), Jun 23, 1989, p.6
Intergenerational encounter: (SCS JHS students & senior citizens share lunch) (photo), Nov 17, 1989, p.5
These counselors (at SCS Family Counseling Service) try a change of behavior on 70th (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.6
(SCS) Family Counseling Service wins national accreditation), Dec 29, 1989, p.3 — Accreditation
On the holidays, volunteers put faith into action (photo; addl photo p 12), Dec 29, 1989, p.6

SCS FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE-FUND RAISING
Fund drive for (SCSF) Family Counseling (Service underway), Feb 10, 1989, p.3
Cookies (to be sold) for (SCSF) Counseling (Service) (photo), May 19, 1989, p.2

SCS FOUNDATION
(SCSF) Foundation elects D M Gavrin to Board (photo), Jan 20, 1989, p.5
On an evening of warm affection, Bette Landes receives (SCS) Bowl (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.2
SCS Natl Bank salutes Bette A Landes, 1989 Bowl winner (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.24
W J Handelaan will head (SCS) Bowl panel (photo), Sep 15, 1989, p.5

SCS HISTORICAL SOCIETY
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26
(SCSF) Historical Society) Museum show chronicles local author J F Cooper (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.5
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SCS HISTORICAL SOCIETY continued
Cooper family members (portrait in SCS Historical Society exhibit) (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.5
All in the family (H S F Cooper attends opening of SCS Historical Society Cooper exhibit) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.8
Still active at 91, John Thies epitomizes volunteer spirit (Senior Lifestyles Supp) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.21
Fox Meadow (School) turning back the clock (with history project) (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.14
Early SCS scene, ('The Popham Barnyard', on plate, part of SCS Historical Society exhibit) (photo), Aug 4, 1989, p.8
Historical Society joins forces with local schools (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.11
A big week for 200-year-old (James Fenimore Cooper) (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.5
Hundreds helped make (Historical Society's Country) fair a hit (ltr), Sep 22, 1989, p.6

SCS HISTORICAL SOCIETY-FUND RAISING
Historical (Society fund-raising) campaign (underway) (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.2

SCS IMPROVEMENT CORP
After the rezoning: What's next for the downtown?, Mar 10, 1989, p.1
Zachy's (Wine & Liquor) seen violating new zoning ordinance, Sep 1, 1989, p.1

SCS IMPROVEMENT CORP
Businesses (SCS Improvement Corp, Zachy's) told they're violating (downtown) zoning, Sep 8, 1989, p.1
Wine variance? (Zacharia applies for variance for storing wine in SCS Ave warehouse), Oct 6, 1989, p.1
Zachy's gets a variance, Oct 20, 1989, p.1

SCS INDOOR POOL EDUCATION FUND
SCS Indoor Pool Opinion Survey (1-p insert), Mar 31, 1989, p.6

SCS INQUIRER (NEWSPAPER)
(J Fitzgerald) says (SCS Inquirer) is really local (ltr), Feb 17, 1989, p.6
A message of thanks (from Citizen of Year J DeCarlo) (ltr), Mar 31, 1989, p.6
Hail to the champions (Inquirer holds second children's photo contest) Kids (8-p Supp) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.2
William White, owner of The Inquirer, dead at 64 (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.1
(SCS Inquirer) will continue (under ownership of W White's heirs), Apr 14, 1989, p.1
Take that, bureaucrats (ltr), Apr 21, 1989, p.6
To our readers: (With this issue, Inquirer is computerized), May 5, 1989, p.1
What if...? (edit), May 26, 1989, p.7
(SCS Inquirer) introduces new column, 'Other Voices' (edit), Sep 26, 1989, p.6
(I Sloan's column) A substitute for comic strips? (ltr), Oct 6, 1989, p.6

SCS MANOR
Subdivision of Winston (property) moves one step closer (Subdivision site plan p 10), Jun 2, 1989, p.1
Neighbors blast SCS Manor subdivision plan, Jul 7, 1989, p.1
Mormon (church landscaping) application approved; (Planning Bd discusses Winston, Montgomery plans), Aug 25, 1989, p.1

SCS NEIGHBORHOOD ASSN PRESIDENTS
(Nascent movement for) Affordable housing (in SCS has begun to pick up steam), Apr 14, 1989, p.1
Former mayor G Jensen seeks Town Club support for affordable housing, Apr 21, 1989, p.3
Affordable housing is SCS: an impossible dream?, Aug 11, 1989, p.1

SCS SUMMER MUSIC THEATRE
'Drood' is choice of SCS (Summer) Music Theatre for '89, Mar 31, 1989, p.2
Lineup named for mystery musical ('Edwin Drood', to be presented by SSMT), Jul 7, 1989, p.2
'Ta-DA!!!' (SSMT dancers practice show-stopping routine) (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.5
(Mystery of Edwin Drood) Opening next Thursday (photo), Jul 28, 1989, p.1
(R Holmes) wrote 'Drood' and lots more things you know (photo), Jul 28, 1989, p.6

Whodunnit? (Curtain goes up for 'Mystery of Edwin Drood') (photo), Aug 4, 1989, p.5
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SCS SUMMER MUSIC THEATRE continued
(SCS) Recreation Dept, (SCS) Summer Music Theatre get (Council for the Arts) grants, Dec 29, 1989, p.9

SCS TAXPAYER ALERT STEERING AND SUPPORT COMMITTEE
Village releases analysis of indoor pool tax impact (chart p 22), Oct 20, 1989, p.1
(SCS Taxpayer Alert uses) Unauthorized names (in ads against proposed indoor pool), Oct 27, 1989, p.1
(M Haladay) 'disturbed' to see her name in (SCS Taxpayer Alert) ad (ltr), Oct 27, 1989, p.6
SCS Taxpayer alert (advt; insert), Oct 27, 1989, p.0

SCS TEACHERS ASSN
Help for the college bound: (E Levine, J Schwartz present $1000 to SMS Scholarship Fund) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.18

SCS TEACHERS INSTITUTE
(SCS) Teachers Institute—How it came to be (edit), May 12, 1989, p.7
(SCS Teachers Institute) Honor(s retiring) teachers (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.19

SCS VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE CORPS
SVAC is busy and needs staff (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.4
SVAC—something to boast about (ltr), Jul 26, 1989, p.6
SVAC—a 'wonderful organization' (ltr), Aug 4, 1989, p.6
Sidewalk sale was not for shoppers only (photo; addl photo p 5), Aug 11, 1989, p.1
Praise for (SCS) ambulance corps (ltr), Sep 22, 1989, p.6
Police raid teen open house party, Sep 29, 1989, p.3
Praise for SVAC (ltr), Sep 29, 1989, p.6
SVAC was a lifesaver (ltr), Dec 1, 1989, p.6
(SCS) Volunteer Ambulance Corps elects leaders for '90, Dec 15, 1989, p.2
(SCS) Volunteer Ambulance Corps, police are lifesavers again, Dec 22, 1989, p.2
Thanks to the ambulance corps (ltr), Dec 22, 1989, p.6

SCS VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE CORPS-FUND RAISING
SVAC is 'always ready' (ltr), Dec 1, 1989, p.6

SCS WOMAN'S CLUB
(SCS Woman's Club names) Life members (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.11
Factotum's (of SCS Woman's Club) name new officers, May 19, 1989, p.9
With a huff and a puff (Women's Club performs 'Three Little Pigs' for nursery schools) (photo), May 26, 1989, p.11
More good works by the (SCS) Woman's Club (ltr), Nov 17, 1989, p.6
There was Christmas all through the house (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.13
Chanukah starts tonight (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.1
(Juniorettes of SCS Woman's Club are) Santa's ghost writers, Dec 29, 1989, p.3

SCS WOMAN'S CLUB-SOCIAL SERVICE COMMITTEE
These counselors (at SCS Family Counseling Service) try a change of behavior on 70th (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.6

SCS-BICENTENNIAL CELEBRATION (1988)

SCS-GROWTH
Where's that pioneer spirit? (edit), Jan 20, 1989, p.6

SCS-HISTORY
Where's that pioneer spirit? (edit), Jan 20, 1989, p.6
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

SCS-HISTORY-EXHIBITIONS
Early SCS scene, ('The Popham Barnyard', on plate, part of SCS Historical Society exhibit) (photo), Aug 4, 1989, p.8
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SCS-HTS NEWCOMERS CLUB
  Passing the gavel (to incoming SCS-HTS Newcomers Club president L Corry) (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.11

SCS-HTS WOMEN'S INTERFAITH COUNCIL
  (SCS-HTS Women's Interfaith) Council marks 60 years of ecumenical spirit (photo), Jan 6, 1989, p.6

SCS-POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
  Scouts' turn at Village Hall (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.5
  Other Voices: It's time to form a Town and Village Club (edit), Oct 27, 1989, p.7

SCS-POPULATION
  How many people (has SCS? County says 16,850; School census says 18,775), Jun 23, 1989, p.1

SCS
  SEE SCS CITIZENS FOR SENIOR HOUSING INC.

SCULPTORS
  Dr K K Nygaard, surgeon and sculptor, dead at 85, Apr 28, 1989, p.1

SCULPTURE
  While recalling a dark past, sculpture bears message of hope (photo), Feb 3, 1989, p.1
  Art advocate A Greene gives up effort to bring sculpture to SCS, Sep 22, 1989, p.3

SEADER, BARBARA
  Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute Kidswalk '89 (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.30

SEADER, ERICA
  (Recreation Dept gives) Honors for creative flakers, Feb 17, 1989, p.5

SEAL, HEATHER
  29 (SHS students) attend Presidential Classroom, Mar 17, 1989, p.14

SEAL, SUSAN

SEASONAL AFFECTIVE DISORDER
  SAD? Shed light on the problem (edit), Mar 17, 1989, p.7

SEASONS
  Weather we are or not (edit), Oct 27, 1989, p.7

SEAT BELTS
  (NYS School Boards Assn passes resolutions) On (state) aid, seat belts (on buses), Nov 17, 1989, p.1

SECKULAR, EVAN
  SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS (photo), May 5, 1989, p.34

SECURITY SYSTEMS
  Revised waste collection law passed (by Village Board), Mar 3, 1989, p.5
  (SCS) Police get new electronic equipment (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.5
  False alarm fees (for security systems set by Village Board), Mar 17, 1989, p.1
  (SCS) Schools moving slowly toward restoration plan, Jun 23, 1989, p.1
  False alarm charges (to distinguish between answered and unanswered alarms), Jul 7, 1989, p.1
  (Village Board's public safety committee proposes) 12 free false alarms, Jul 21, 1989, p.1
  Gisolfi outlines his vision of S(CS) H(igh) S(chool), Sep 8, 1989, p.1
  Village may pay (Wilton, Mamaroneck, Pophae Rd) bridge bill, Sep 15, 1989, p.1

SECURITY SYSTEMS-LAWS AND REGULATIONS
  Changes proposed in local (burglar/ fire) alarm law, Feb 24, 1989, p.1

SEDGWICK, HARRIET
  (SCS) has many Good Samaritans (ltr), Oct 20, 1989, p.6

SEGGALL, MICHAEL
  Vote for SCS's kids, seniors, families, swim teams AND housing values (adv; photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.18

SEGGALL, STEVEN
  Vote for SCS's kids, seniors, families, swim teams AND housing values (adv; photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.18
SEIBERT, RUTH
Ruth Seibert (dies), Aug 4, 1989, p.14

SEIDELMAN, PHYLLIS
(Inquirer) Introduces new column, 'Other Voices' (edit), Sep 29, 1989, p.6

SEIDEN, CHARLOTTE
It's that book fair time of year (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.18

SEIDEN, LENNY
With deepest sympathy (SCS Democratic Town Committee mourns death of L Seiden) (ltr), May 19, 1989, p.6

SEIDMAN, EVELYN
(Town Club) Report critical of (downtown) rezoning plan, Jan 20, 1989, p.1
Courtroom battle begins in Winston suit (photo), Jan 27, 1989, p.1
(A Hochberg proposes) Housing committee (for SCS), Jan 27, 1989, p.1
Honors for (retiring village) employee (A Novak), Jan 27, 1989, p.3
Defense goes on the attack in Winston trial, Feb 3, 1989, p.1
One more time, public debates downtown plan, Feb 3, 1989, p.1
Preservation plan (for SCS's historic houses outlined by A Galvani), Feb 17, 1989, p.1
(Village Board's attempt to vote down Town Club report on downtown a) Mistaken judgment (ltr), Feb 17, 1989, p.6
Winston trial ends: Now it's up to the judge, Feb 24, 1989, p.1
By order of the mayor: (E Seidman one of the first to buy Girl Scout cookies) (photo), Feb 24, 1989, p.1
New downtown zoning code passed (map p 16), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
Rent cap proposed (for 45 Pophasa Rd), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
After the rezoning: What's next for the downtown?, Mar 10, 1989, p.1
Revised (village) law code adopted (by Village Board), Mar 17, 1989, p.1
At last (Village Board) meeting, nothing but praise (for mayor E Seidman), Mar 31, 1989, p.1
(E Seidman) A mayor who cared (edit), Mar 31, 1989, p.6
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year Jean DeCarlo (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.28
(A Blitz gets benefit of predecessors J Stone's, E Seidman's experience at reception) (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
League (of Women Voters) re-elect A Janiak president; (Other officers, directors listed) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.5
Report from Albany: C Singer gives Town Club a bleak outlook, Jun 2, 1989, p.1

SEIDMAN, EVELYN (AU)

SEIFE, CHARLES
(C Seife, student at Horace Mann School,) Near the top; (Chosen for Chemistry Olympiad), Jun 23, 1989, p.14

SEIFE, TAMA
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3

SEIFFER, DULCY
Dulcy Seiffer (dies), Aug 4, 1989, p.14

SEILER, LEONARD
Village, Teamsters come to terms, Jul 21, 1989, p.1

SEINFELD, GREG (OK)
Dr G P Seinfeld (receives fellowship award of Academy of Genl Dentistry) (Awards, Appts & Promotions, Aug 11, 1989, p.2

SEKHU, ABOU (AU)
A wonderful summer of soccer (ltr), Sep 1, 1989, p.6

SELBST, BARBARA
New officers (installed at Jewish Community Center of White Plains) (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.15

SELGEMAN, DORI
It was a wacky day at (Camp) Wapetuck (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.3
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SELLMAN, MAY
May Duke Selleman (dies), Feb 17, 1989, p.14

SALERZ, DORRIE
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3

SALTER, DORYCE

SENDAR, MARK (DR)
(White Plains) Hospital appoints nine, Aug 18, 1989,

SENIOR CITIZENS

(M Hall is) 83 and 'a part of the show' at Child Care (Assn of SCS) (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.6
Brownie (Troop 1970) sings for senior citizens (at S Neuman Nursing Home), Mar 17, 1989, p.5
Still active at 91, John Thies epitomizes volunteer spirit (Senior Lifestyles Supp) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.21
Seniors find recreation, friendship in SCS's weekly programs (Senior Lifestyles Supp) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.21
At the Scout House, seniors are playing a whole new ball game (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.3
Intergenerational encounter: (SCS JHS students, senior citizens share lunch) (photo), Nov 17, 1989, p.5
Mitten-knitting workshop: (Girl Scouts take a lesson from their elders) (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.3

SENIOR CITIZENS-HEALTH CARE

Housing, health and isolation are concerns for seniors (Senior Lifestyles Supp), May 12, 1989, p.23

SENIOR CITIZENS-HOUSING

(New zoning) Law would mandate senior housing; (Village Bd discusses sanitation laws), Feb 17, 1989, p.1
Where should seniors live? (ltr), Apr 7, 1989, p.6
What about shared housing (for senior citizens)? (edit), May 5, 1989, p.7
Housing, health and isolation are concerns for seniors (Senior Lifestyles Supp), May 12, 1989, p.23
Senior housing supporters told shared residence can work here, May 26, 1989, p.3
Report from Albany: C Singer gives Town Club a bleak outlook, Jun 2, 1989, p.1
Affordable housing is SCS: an impossible dream?, Aug 11, 1989, p.1
B Lopez estimates bond issue for schools at $60 million or more (in address to Town Club), Oct 27, 1989, p.1
(Senior citizens) Interested in sharing (housing)? (ltr), Dec 1, 1989, p.6

SENIOR CITIZENS-INSURANCE

(Elderly) Pharmaceutical Insurance Coverage can cut seniors' drug costs (edit), Apr 28, 1989, p.7

SENIOR CITIZENS-MEDICARE

Other voices: Some elderly are asking too much (edit), Oct 20, 1989, p.6

SENIOR CITIZENS-TRANSPORTATION

Village seeks (matching funds from Metro North) for parking, Jan 13, 1989, p.1
(Senior citizens) Looking forward to the van (ltr), Feb 3, 1989, p.6
Senior (citizen) van ready to roll, Mar 3, 1989, p.3
Maiden run (for village's senior citizen van) (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.1
Senior (citizen) van is off and running (photo p 1), Mar 10, 1989, p.2
Housing, health and isolation are concerns for seniors (Senior Lifestyles Supp), May 12, 1989, p.23
Free rides available (on new senior van) (edit), Jun 30, 1989, p.6

SENIOR OUTREACH PROGRAM

Reach out to neighbors (through Senior Outreach) (edit), Jul 28, 1989, p.6

SENIOR, HOWARD
Howard 6 Senior (dies), Apr 28, 1989, p.20

SENIOR, GABRIEL
Changes ahead for SCS Avenue, Aug 11, 1989, p.1
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SEPE, STEPHEN
(SHS teacher S Sepe) At chemistry forum, Sep 1, 1989, p.22
Defects found in (Edgewood, Fox Meadow, Greenacres) school windows, Nov 10, 1989, p.1

SERAFIN, GADA (DR)
(White Plains) Hospital appoints 10, Mar 24, 1989, p.2

SERAFIN, PATRICIA
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30
(SCS) Junior High is really a middle school, says P Telfer (at Bd of Ed meeting), Oct 6, 1989, p.16

SERAFIN, TRISH
R Kennedy talk highlights JHS' environmental awareness week (photo), Nov 17, 1989, p.1

SERAFIN, TRISH
Benefit (for Hoff-Barthelson Music School) raises $26,000 (photo), Nov 24, 1989, p.16

SERVICE INDUSTRIES
Deborah's 'At Your Service' offers help for busy people, Mar 17, 1989, p.16
(SCS) Wrapping & Shipping Center opening at 1 Chase, Apr 7, 1989, p.3
Restaurant meals, delivered to the door (by new service, Chefs' Express), Sep 15, 1989, p.18

SEVCIK, BEATRICE
(SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8
SHS graduates praised as a caring class (photo; addl photo pp 2 & 4; Grad Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.1
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute The SCS High School Class of 89 (photo; Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.14

SEVERINO, LAWRENCE (DR)
(Golfers) Raising money for St Agnes (Hospital) (photo), Aug 25, 1989, p.16

SEWELL, VICTORIA
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

SEWERS
Smoke signals (County using smoke test to ferret out improper sewer connections), Jun 9, 1989, p.1
Smoke tests (of SCS sewers expected to end around Aug 20), Aug 11, 1989, p.1

SEXTON, LINDA GRAY (AU)
'...the queasy feeling did not go away...' (edit), Jan 13, 1989, p.7

SEXUAL BEHAVIOR
Today's standards (re sexual behavior) may be wrong (ltr), Dec 29, 1989, p.6

SEYMOUR, ARCH
SCS National Bank—the final day (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.1

SEYMOUR, ARCHIBALD
White Plains Hospital elects (SCS resident L Marx board member; 4 other) board members (named), May 5, 1989, p.4

SHEALATTA, TOM
(Hyatt Field) Almost ready (photo), Aug 25, 1989, p.4

SHAH, DEENA (DR)
(White Plains) Hospital appoints 10, Mar 24, 1989, p.2

SHAINES, MAT
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

SHAKESPEARE, WILLIAM
Vox populi! Rockin' with the Bard in Albany (photo), Aug 18, 1989, p.6

SHALIT, MICHELLE
(M Shalit, E Strauss, K Garvey) In the carnival spirit (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.3

SHAMES, EVELYN (AU)
Spare the bottle, spoil the child? (edit), Apr 7, 1989, p.7

SHAMOON, MARK
(Recreation Dept gives) Honors for creative flakesmachers, Feb 17, 1989, p.5
Great flakes! (Snowflake artists display winning creations) (photo), Feb 24, 1989, p.3
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SHAMISS, MARK continued
Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26

SHAMISS, MICHAEL
First day of school (photo), Sep 15, 1989, p.1

SHAMISS, MIKE
(Recreation Dept gives) Honors for creative flakeakers, Feb 17, 1989, p.5

SHAMISS, RONA
Organization is the key: (Incoming PT Council officers inducted) (photo), May 26, 1989, p.14
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10
Keep child care in schools, parents urge Board of Ed, Sep 22, 1989, p.1
Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairmen named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20

SHANAHAN, BARBARA
Santa's getting ready to sing (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.1

SHANAHAN, MARTHA
Factotums (of SCS Woman's Club) name new officers, May 19, 1989, p.9
Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairmen named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20
30 in contention for Citizens' Committee, Oct 13, 1989, p.1
Unit elections slated for (Nov 15), Nov 10, 1989, p.1

SHANAHAN, MERRICK
Santa's getting ready to sing (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.1

SHANAHAN, MICHAEL
They eat you-know-whatties! (SCS winners of physical fitness awards) (photo), May 19, 1989, p.13

SHANAHAN, SARA
Santa's getting ready to sing (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.1

SHANE, EVELYN (AU)
Goin' to the top (poem), Mar 10, 1989, p.7
The first 97 years are the hardest (edit), Sep 29, 1989, p.7

SHANKLIN, J FRANK
History unit (Westchester County Historical Society) names M Soter, K Winkler trustees, Dec 1, 1989, p.2

SHANNON, DANIEL (REV)
(Mass of Christian Burial for Msgr P Shannon) A solemn occasion (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.1

SHANNON, PHILIP (MSGR)
Msgr P Shannon dies; Was pastor of IHM (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.1
(Mass of Christian Burial for Msgr P Shannon) A solemn occasion (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.1

SHANNON, PHILIP (REV)
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

SHAPIRO, ALAN
White Plains Hospital elects (SCS resident L Marx board member; 4 other) board members (named), May 5, 1989, p.4

SHAPIRO, ALLAN
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26

SHAPIRO, EDITH (AU)
Did you say 'Mice Tower'? (edit), Aug 25, 1989, p.7

SHAPIRO, HERBERT (DR)
White Plains Hospital names (Dr B Gordon, Dr H Shapiro) new chiefs of department(s) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.4

SHAPIRO, KITT MCDONALD
(K M Shapiro:) From stage to (real estate) sales (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.4

SHAPIRO, LISA
Prizes awarded (R d'Erizans, L Shapiro, A Wintergeist), Jan 13, 1989, p.2
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SHAPIRO, MARY

SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26
What about shared housing (for senior citizens)? (edit), May 5, 1989, p.7
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.30
Intergenerational encounter: (SCS JHS students, senior citizens share lunch) (photo), Nov 17, 1989, p.5

SHARIAT, ALI

Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salutes (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22

SHATZKIN, ELLEN

SVAC is busy and needs staff (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.4

SHAW, ADELAIDE (AU)

Merry Christmas, and mangia (edit), Dec 15, 1989, p.7

SHAW, JOE

Farewell to (J Shaw,) a good skate (photo), Jan 13, 1989, p.2

SHAW, MARTY

Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
SHS honored for Westchester's outstanding sports program, Dec 22, 1989, p.15

SHAW, NORMAN

(Reck) Family victims of misdirected (child) abuse probe, Feb 17, 1989, p.1

SHAY, BOB

SCS Natl Bank salutes Bette A Landes, 1989 Bowl winner (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.24

SHAY, ESTHER

Blitz for mayor heads Non-Partisan slate (photo), Jan 13, 1989, p.1
Village seeks (matching funds from Metro North) for parking, Jan 13, 1989, p.1
(New zoning) Law would mandate senior housing; (Village Bd discusses sanitation laws), Feb 17, 1989, p.1
New downtown zoning code passed (map p 16), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
Village election: (A Blitz, R Greens, E Shay, H Blitzman running unopposed), Mar 17, 1989, p.1
Protest (vote by members of Committee to Preserve SCS) marks local election (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes Bette A Landes, 1989 Bowl winner (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.24
At last (Village Board) meeting, nothing but praise (for mayor E Seidman), Mar 31, 1989, p.1
(A Blitz) likes the (mayor's) job already (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.1
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
A safer way to school (for Greenacres students), Jun 23, 1989, p.1
Plowing of (11 private SCS streets) to continue, Sep 29, 1989, p.1
Bank of New York salutes The SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.34
Parking and Recreation) Council to consider shortened camp season; (Council members named), Nov 17, 1989, p.3
These counselors (at SCS Family Counseling Service) try a change of behavior on 7th (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.6
Shorter camp (season for SCS Day Camp), Dec 22, 1989, p.1
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

SHCHEGLOV, VICTOR (DR)

In the spirit of 'glasnost': (Soviet scientists among those at annual Stonwin Medical mtg) (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.5

SHEA, CHRIS

SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15

SHEA, PAM

SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
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SHEAHAN, GREG
29 (SHS students) attend Presidential Classroom, Mar 17, 1989, p.14
Lineup named for mystery musical (Edwin Drood'), to be presented by SSMT), Jul 7, 1989, p.2
SHEAHAN, GREGORY
Whodunnit? (Curtain goes up for Mystery of Edwin Drood') (photo), Aug 4, 1989, p.5
Arts in our Lives: Of plays and pickles, Oct 27, 1989, p.15
SHEAHAN, PETER
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30
SHEARLIN, LAUREN
SCS Natl Bank salutes the Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 8, 1989, p.30
SHEEHY, SUZANNE
Woodlands High Class of 1989 (list; photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.10
SHEIB, STELLA
SCS Natl Bank salutes Westchester Access for Retarded Citizens' 40th anniversary (photo), May 12, 1989, p.32
SHELLOV, ERIC
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14
Learning the social graces (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.6
SHELLOV, JOSH
STEP supporters (meet) (photo), Feb 3, 1989, p.16
SHELLOV, JOSHUA
SHS graduates praised as a caring class (photo; addl photo p 2 & 4, Grad Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.1
SHELLOV, MARSHA
Renamed freeze group to hold workshop, (elect officers, vote on new name), Jan 6, 1989, p.5
SHELLOV, STEVEN
New Adult School officers: N Rosensweig, B L Crowder, M Matsuo (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.3
(STEP) Welcome(s) back Treva Hornn (photo), Oct 6, 1989, p.5
SHELLOV, STEVEN (AU)
STEP--Mutually beneficial (ltr), Apr 7, 1989, p.6
SHELTERS
On the holidays, volunteers put faith into action (photo; addl photo p 12), Dec 29, 1989, p.6
SHEMTOB, JACK
(Town Club) Report critical of (downtown) rezoning plan, Jan 20, 1989, p.1
SHEPARD, LAURA
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10
SHEPARD, LORA
Japanese holiday fete (held for Heathcote's international families), Feb 3, 1989, p.14
(R Neben's Heathcote classroom transformed into a) Colonial Village (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.12
Heathcote children broaden horizons (with international fair) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.20
SHEPARD, LORRAINE
Heathcote kids aid (Hurricane) Hugo's victims (photo), Oct 13, 1989, p.17
SHEPERD, SARA ANN
(Westchester) Ethical Society elects officers (photo: J A Young), Aug 18, 1989, p.12
SHEPHARD, EMILY
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute Kidswalk '89 (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.30
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SHEPHERD, DOUGLAS
- Unit elections slated for (Nov 15), Nov 10, 1989, p.1

SHER, ALLAN
- (SCS's) Investment strategy, Aug 18, 1989, p.1

SHERIDAN, MARIE
- Marie G Sheridan (dies), Aug 18, 1989, p.12

SHERIFF, NANSA
- SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS (photo), May 5, 1989, p.34

SHERMAN, CRAIG
- Keep child care in schools, parents urge Board of Ed, Sep 22, 1989, p.1
- (SHS Marching) Band to return, Oct 27, 1989, p.1
- Santa's getting ready to sing (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.1

SHERMAN, HEIDI
- Bank of New York salutes the Junior League of Central Westchester (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.32

SHERMAN, HOWARD (AU)
- (Planning) Board asked to reconsider (Mormon Church application) (ltr), Apr 14, 1989, p.6

SHERRELL, ROBERT
- (SCS American Legion Post holds) Double celebration (for St Patrick's Day, 70th Anniversary) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.2

SHERWOOD, EMILY
- Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21
- Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21
- Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute Kidswalk '89 (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.30
- The Bank of New York salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.30

SHERWOOD, LOUIS (DR)
- Merck (Sharp & Dohme Research Laboratories) names Scarsdalian Dr L Sherwood exec VP (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.3

SHERWOOD, RICHARD
- Heathcote kids aid (Hurricane) Hugo's victims (photo), Oct 13, 1989, p.17

SHEETH, (MRS NAYANA)
- Planning Board criticizes Ferndale Park development, Oct 6, 1989, p.1

SHEETH, NAYANA (DR)
- Planning Board criticizes Ferndale Park development, Oct 6, 1989, p.1

SHIEH, KEN
- Stuffing (envelopes) for S(CS) (Indoor) (Pool) Committee (photo), May 19, 1989, p.3
- Vote with 1500 other supporters:...Vote yes for an indoor pool (photo; list), Nov 3, 1989, p.32

SHIFREL, PAULA
- (P Shifrel) On US (tennis) team (photo), Jan 13, 1989, p.22

SHIMIZUNABA, TAKAHIRO
- (Edgewood kids and parents join in fall) Clean-up campaign (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.3

SHIMIZUNABA, HARUKO
- Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairmen named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20

SHIPPING
- Packing woes? Head for the ship captains (D Emsler, A Mushkin) (photo), Sep 1, 1989, p.6

SHIRE, SUSAN
- Non-Partisans start long road toward nomination of candidates; (Procedure Committee members named), Sep 1, 1989, p.3

SHOEMAKER, ELIZABETH
- (SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8

SHOEMAKER, GEORGE
- Love is in the air: (George and Liz Shoemaker celebrate Valentine's Day wedding anniversary) (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.1
- Couples share love-ly stories of wedded bliss (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.6
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SHOE MAKER, LIZ
Love is in the air: (George and Liz Shoemaker celebrate Valentine's Day wedding anniversary) (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.1
Couples share love-ly stories of wedded bliss (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.6

SHOPPING
It's begun—the last big shopping season of the '80's (photo; addl photo p 12), Dec 1, 1989, p.8
SCS area merchants offer a cornucopia of holiday gift ideas (photo; addl photo p 9), Dec 8, 1989, p.8
With time growing short, here are some shopping solutions (photo; addl photo p 9), Dec 15, 1989, p.8
Last-minute ideas for shoppers (photo; addl photo p 10), Dec 22, 1989, p.9

SHOPPING CENTERS
New houses, shop signs, (portable school bus dispatching office) receive BAR scrutiny, Mar 3, 1989, p.2
(Golden) Horseshoe (Shopping Center) all rented, Apr 11, 1989, p.1
Store signs get BAR okay (at first meeting chaired by R Gilbert), Apr 28, 1989, p.5
BAR rejects 2 circular driveways (proposed by C Demetriades), May 12, 1989, p.2

SHORT STORIES
When push comes to shove (short story), Aug 18, 1989, p.7

SHOVER, DAVID
SCS Family Counseling Service wins national accreditation), Dec 29, 1989, p.3

SHULLER, STEPHEN
New principal (J Farren) appointed at Quaker Ridge (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1

SHULMAN, DAVID
SCS's TV station on the rise (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.21
False alarms fees (for security systems set by Village Board), Mar 17, 1989, p.1
At last (Village Board) meeting, nothing but praise (for mayor E Seidman), Mar 31, 1989, p.1
(Indoor) Pool site debated; Poll asked, Apr 7, 1989, p.1
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26
Pool referendum (may not be needed, but LWV feels vote necessary), Apr 28, 1989, p.1
Village opts for self-insurance; (Approves budget), Apr 28, 1989, p.1
Indoor swimming pool drive lagging, Jun 9, 1989, p.1
(Indoor) Pool poll probable, Jul 21, 1989, p.1
Indoor pool backers race Sept 8 deadline (photo), Sep 1, 1989, p.1
Village may pay (Wilmot, Mamaroneck, Popham Rd) bridge bill, Sep 15, 1989, p.1
Pool referendum likely, village says, Sep 15, 1989, p.1
Art advocate A Greene gives up effort to bring sculpture to SCS, Sep 22, 1989, p.3
Village releases analysis of indoor pool tax impact (chart p 22), Oct 20, 1989, p.1
Neighbors ask (Village) board's help on the Hutch, Oct 27, 1989, p.1
Vote with 1500 other supporters;...Vote yes for an indoor pool (photo; list), Nov 3, 1989, p.32
Unit elections slated for (Nov 15), Nov 10, 1989, p.1
Parks and Recreation Council to consider shortened camp season; (Council members named), Nov 17, 1989, p.3

SHULMAN, JACQUELINE
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3

SHULMAN, LOUISE
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26

SHULMAN, MIKE
'76 SHS grad M Shulman's poems honored, Jan 20, 1989, p.2

SHULMAN, S J
Bank of NY to absorb SCS National (photo: L Richey Jr p 20), May 12, 1989, p.1
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SIANO, ANTHONY
(J Chotin) pleads guilty to cocaine conspiracy, Sep 29, 1989, p.2

SIDEN, NANCY
Hibschein defends staff in 'abuse' case; (Dr E Machnits to retire) (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.1

SIDWALKS
What happened to our (architectural) style? (ltr), May 5, 1989, p.6

SIEGEL, ALAN
Neighbors ask (Village) board's help on the Hutch, Oct 27, 1989, p.1

SIEGEL, ALAN (AU)
Resident denounces desecration of Hutchinson Avenue (photo; ltr), Aug 25, 1989, p.6

SIEGEL, ELI
A personal journey to heterosexuality (edit), Feb 3, 1989, p.7

SIEGEL, HOWARD
A/B team approach debated at (PT) Council (meeting), Nov 17, 1989, p.5

SIEGELAUB, DAVID
Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16

SIEGELAUB, DAVID
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Boys' Basketball (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.32

SIEGELAUB, HAROLD
Friends seek a place in the sun for SCS's nature sanctuary, (Weinberg Nature Center) (photo), Jul 28, 1989, p.3

SIGNORI, BETH
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18

SIGNORI, JOHN
Maroon and White elects leaders for 1989-90, May 12, 1989, p.19

SIGNORI, PETER
Maroon and White elects leaders for 1989-90, May 12, 1989, p.19

SIGNS AND SIGNBOARDS
Mixed message (Board of Education approves sign for all seven schools), Jan 20, 1989, p.1

Store signs get BAR okay (at first meeting chaired by R Gilbert), Apr 28, 1989, p.5

BAR rejects 2 circular driveways (proposed by C Demetriades), May 12, 1989, p.2

BAR okays signs of SCS Natl (photo) Bank takeover, Jul 21, 1989, p.3

SCS National Bank—the final day (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.1

Building projects okayed for construction (by BAR), Sep 15, 1989, p.3

(Architectural) Review approves new house next to downtown, Nov 17, 1989, p.9

SILBER, ELLEN (DR-AU)
Lifting women's veil of silence (edit), Sep 8, 1989, p.7

SILBERSTEIN, CAROL
Survival was (Kokkoris) family's Christmas gift; (Fire destroys $1M home) (photo; addl photo p 2), Dec 29, 1989, p.1

SILCOTT, BRIAN
Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16

SILKOWITZ, JEREMY
(Edgewood kids and parents join in fall) Clean-up campaign (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.3

SILVA, FILomenA
(Parents of Greenacres first graders go) Back to school (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.16

SILVA, JOSE (DR)
(Parents of Greenacres first graders go) Back to school (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.16
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SILVER, DANIEL
- J Rieer wins runoff vote (for seat on SCS School Board Nominating Committee), Feb 10, 1989, p.1
- Non-Partisans start long road toward nomination of candidates; (Procedure Committee members named), Sep 1, 1989, p.3

SILVER, ELIZABETH (AU)
- SVAC--a 'wonderful organization' (ltr), Aug 4, 1989, p.6

SILVER, LAURIE
- Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

SILVER, MICHAEL
- (Town Club) Report critical of (downtown) rezoning plan, Jan 20, 1989, p.1

SILVERMAN, ARNOLD (AU)

SILVERMAN, ARNOLD (DR-AU)
- Confusing symbol with essence (edit), Aug 18, 1989, p.7

SILVERMAN, BARBARA

SILVERMAN, ELLIOT
- New Adult School officers: N Rosensweig, B L Crowder, M Matsuo (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.3

SILVERMAN, JASON
- Scenes from (SHS) sports award dinner (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.15
- Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
- Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

SILVERMAN, JESSICA
- (Recreation Dept gives) Honors for creative flakemakers, Feb 17, 1989, p.5

SILVERMAN, LISA
- Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16

SILVERMAN, RUTH
- (High School PTA) Scholarship drive on, Feb 3, 1989, p.1
- (Indoor) Pool site debated; Poll asked, Apr 7, 1989, p.1
- League (of Women Voters) re-elect A Janiak president; (Other officers, directors listed) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.5

SILVERMAN, RUTH (AU)
- For alternative housing (ltr), Jan 6, 1989, p.6

SILVERSTEIN, JED
- Record turnout for (Junior High) speech contest (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.12
- SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30
- 8th graders heading for the big school (photo; list) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.8

SILVERSTEIN, JOAN
- Few protest at first (county) budget hearing, Dec 1, 1989, p.3

SILVERSTEIN, JUDITH
- (Heathcote fifth graders learn) Gingerbread architecture (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.9

SILVESTRI, MARY (AU)
- A friend's last message (In memory of J Murphy) (ltr), Mar 24, 1989, p.6

SILWINSKI, ALANA
- Still active at 91, John Thies epitomizes volunteer spirit (Senior Lifestyles Supp) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.21

SIMKIN, ALEXANDER
- (Quaker Ridge, Edgewood) schools aid quake-stricken (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.15

SIMMERMACHER, ABBEY
- (Mitten tree a Girl Scout) Christmas tradition (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.16
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SIMMERMACHER, PAT
Cookies (to be sold) for (SCS) Counseling (Service) (photo), May 19, 1989, p.2

SIMMONS, ANDREW
(Indoor ) Pool site debated; Poll asked, Apr 7, 1989, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26

SIMMONS, ANDREW (AU)
Assault rifles: are they sporting? (edit), Apr 28, 1989, p.7

SIMMONS, JEN
United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3

SIMMONS, JENNIFER
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26

SIMMONS, ROSALIE
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26

SIMMONS, CHARLES
(J Ruderan) Re-elected (chairman of SCS Republican Town Committee; Other officers elected) (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.3

SIMMONS, FAITH
Y'W-YWHA of Mid-Westchester) cites local teens for achievements (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.11
(School) Board to unveil renovation plan, Nov 24, 1989, p.1

SIMON, ANN ROSE
Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21
Bank of New York salutes The SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.34

SIMON, ZACH
Heathcote kids aid (Hurricane) Hugo's victims (photo), Oct 13, 1989, p.17

SIMONS, HENRY
Henry A Simons (dies), Dec 8, 1989, p.18

SIMS, MIMI
Concerns emerge over (indoor) pool plan (at Village Club meeting), Jan 13, 1989, p.1

SIMS, SEYMOUR
One more time, public debates downtown plan, Feb 3, 1989, p.1
S Sims (Jewish) Community) Center) director (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.14
A Blitz gets benefit of predecessors J Stone's, E Seidam's experience at reception) (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.3

SINCLAIR, HUGH
Landmark for sale (Former service station at 34 Popham Rd on the market), Apr 28, 1989, p.1

SINGER, BETH (RAISI)
Westchester Reform Temple) bids farewell to Rabbi Zecher; greets replacement B Singer (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.20
Assistant rabbi B Singer installed at Westchester Reform Temple (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.22

SINGER, CECILE
(C D Singer sworn in as) SCS's new representative (photo), Jan 13, 1989, p.3
C Singer named to Albany panels, Mar 3, 1989, p.13
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26
C Singer named to hospital task force, Apr 28, 1989, p.5
They're protected (with bicycle helmets) (photo), May 19, 1989, p.14
Thanks to Singer law, C W Pachner has a legal toy (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.1
Report from Albany: C Singer gives Town Club a bleak outlook, Jun 2, 1989, p.1
Szabads announce surprise gift (of seed money for training day care providers) at farewell dinner, Jun 30, 1989, p.2
SCS interns M DesChamps, L Deutsch in Albany (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.12
(Metro North's) Plan preserves old look at (SCS railroad) station (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.1

SINGRIS, JEN
United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3

SIRKHONDS, ANDREW
Indoor Pool site debated; Poll asked, Apr 7, 1989, p.1

SIRKHONDS, JEN
United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3

SIRKHONDS, JENNIFER
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26

SIRKHONDS, ROSALIE
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26

SIRKHONDS, HENRY
Henry A Sisons (dies), Dec 6, 1989, p.18

SIMS, HIHI
Concerns emerge over (indoor) pool plan (at Village Club meeting), Jan 13, 1989, p.1

SIMS, SEYMOOR
One more time, public debates downtown plan, Feb 3, 1989, p.1
S Sims (Jewish) Community) Center) director (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.14
A Blitz gets benefit of predecessors J Stone's, E Seidam's experience at reception) (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.3

SINCLAIR, HUGH
Landmark for sale (Former service station at 34 Popham Rd on the market), Apr 28, 1989, p.1

SINGER, BETH (RAVIS)
Westchester Reform Temple) bids farewell to Rabbi Zecher; greets replacement B Singer (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.20
Assistant rabbi B Singer installed at Westchester Reform Temple (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.22

SINGER, CECILE
(C D Singer sworn in as) SCS's new representative (photo), Jan 13, 1989, p.3
C Singer named to Albany panels, Mar 3, 1989, p.13
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26
C Singer named to hospital task force, Apr 28, 1989, p.5
They're protected (with bicycle helmets) (photo), May 19, 1989, p.14
Thanks to Singer law, C W Pachner has a legal toy (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.1
Report from Albany: C Singer gives Town Club a bleak outlook, Jun 2, 1989, p.1
Szabads announce surprise gift (of seed money for training day care providers) at farewell dinner, Jun 30, 1989, p.2
SCS interns M DesChamps, L Deutsch in Albany (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.12
(Metro North's) Plan preserves old look at (SCS railroad) station (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.1
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SINGER, CECILE (AU)

SINGER, DAVID
(C D Singer sworn in as) SCS's new representative (photo), Jan 13, 1989, p.3

SINGER, LILLY
(L Singer) helps the bereaved to find life after death (photo), Feb 24, 1989, p.6

SINGER, LILLY (AU)
Left to carry on (edit), Mar 31, 1989, p.7

SINGER, STEPHANIE
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3

SINGERS
10 H(off)-B(arthelson) students in all-state (concert), Feb 24, 1989, p.8

SINGSEN, MARY ELLEN
Renamed freeze group to hold workshop, (elect officers, vote on new name), Jan 6, 1989, p.5
One more time, public debates downtown plan, Feb 3, 1989, p.1
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
Family Service (of Westchester) elects leaders, Jul 7, 1989, p.4
Affordable housing is SCS: an impossible dream?, Aug 11, 1989, p.1
30 in contention for Citizens' Committee, Oct 13, 1989, p.1
Unit elections slated for (Nov 15), Nov 10, 1989, p.1

SINGSEN, MICKEY
Bank of New York salutes The SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.34

SINGSEN, MICKEY
Senior housing supporters told shared residence can work here, May 26, 1989, p.3

SINSHEIMER, FLORENCE
SCS Natl Bank salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photo), May 26, 1989, p.30

SINSHEIMER, WARREN
(One) Last flag lot (may be allowed by Planning Board), Mar 10, 1989, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photo), May 26, 1989, p.30

SIROT, MARGARET (AU)
Left to carry on (edit), Mar 31, 1989, p.7

SIROTA, SVIATOSLAV
East meets West at SHS gym: 16 Ukrainian boys play soccer with SHS varsity girls (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.3

SKATING
(SCS junior L Frohlich) Gold medalist (in figure skating) (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.2
It happens every winter (photo), Dec 29, 1989, p.18

SKATING-REWARDS, PRIZES, ETC
(K Bayer is US Figure Skating Assn's) Gold medalist (photo), Oct 13, 1989, p.15

SKIN-CANCER-PREVENTION
To bare or not to bare: Never on sun days! (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.6

SKIS AND SKIING
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15

SKOWRON, BILL
(Glen Tobias) Cavort(s) with Yankee greats on fantasy diamond (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.6

SKYDIVING
This means war! (Skydivers at Junior High signal color war at Camp Pat-hunka) (photo), Aug 4, 1989, p.1

SLAATEN, MARILYN
(County) Legislators urge Brady inquiry, Oct 20, 1989, p.3
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SLANER, LUella
Concerns emerge over (indoor) pool plan (at Village Club meeting), Jan 13, 1989, p.1
Non-Partisans start long road toward nomination of candidates; (Procedure Committee members named), Sep 1, 1989, p.3

SLANER, LUELLA (AU)
Put first things first (ltr), Oct 27, 1989, p.6

SLAUGHTER, ENDS
(Glen Tobias) Cavort(s) with Yankee greats on fantasy diamond (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.6

SLAVIN, DICK
A big week for 200-year-old (James Fenimore Cooper) (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.5

SLAVIN, MARJORIE

SLAVINQKI, CARLY
(Kitten tree a Girl Scout) Christmas tradition (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.16

SLOAN, EDITH
Red Cross honors its top volunteers, Jun 2, 1989, p.11

SLOAN, IRVING
Townhouse foes null legal action, Mar 31, 1989, p.1
S(CS) (Junior) (High) School's progress from "zoo" to middle school (Part II), Jun 30, 1989, p.1
Eisolfi outlines his vision of S(CS) High School, Sep 8, 1989, p.1
(Inquirer) Introduces new column, 'Other Voices' (edit), Sep 29, 1989, p.6
(I Sloan's column) A substitute for comic strips? (ltr), Oct 6, 1989, p.6
30 in contention for Citizens' Committee, Oct 13, 1989, p.1
(C L Swersky) supports Bob Harrison's position (ltr), Oct 20, 1989, p.6
I Sloan gets American Jewish Congress award, Nov 3, 1989, p.8
Unit elections slated for (Nov 15), Nov 10, 1989, p.1
Unit elections held here, Nov 17, 1989, p.1
A higher priority than profit (edit), Dec 22, 1989, p.6

SLOAN, IRVING (AU)
('Affordable' housing) A new social cause (ltr), Jan 13, 1989, p.6
(Village Board's attempt to vote down Town Club report on downtown a) Mistaken judgment (ltr), Feb 17, 1989, p.6
Grass-roots effort needed (to preserve SCS) (ltr), Mar 10, 1989, p.6
Readers express opinions on pool proposal (ltrs), May 26, 1989, p.6
(Alternative School commencement exercises) An experience to cherish (ltr), Jun 30, 1989, p.6
Menorah ruling called 'wrong-headed' (ltr), Jul 21, 1989, p.6
Let's nip bigotry in the bud (edit), Sep 1, 1989, p.7
Other Voices: (R Harrison and his crusade for indoor pool at SHS) (edit), Sep 29, 1989, p.6
Other Voices: It's time to fora a Town and Village Club (edit), Oct 27, 1989, p.7
Other Voices: (Indoor pool issue could muddy waters of School Board bond issue debate) (edit), Nov 24, 1989, p.6

SLOTNICK, BARRY
Barry Slotnick to be honored (by Ohel Children's Home and Family Services), Dec 29, 1989, p.18

SLOTNICK, DONNA
Donna Slotnick joins (Houlihan/Lawrence) realtor, Sep 29, 1989, p.4

SLYWKA, OKSANA
School board lists bond issue priorities, Oct 20, 1989, p.1

SMALLENS, SANDY
Too Much Joy on the rockin' road to top 40's (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.6
Too Much Joy's newest song is (WORC radio station's) shriek of the week, Apr 14, 1989, p.2
SMALLENS, TIMMI
The Bank of New York salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.30

SMART, BILL
Will new SHS athletic code work? Staff, students, parents disagree, Sep 29, 1989, p.1

SMITH, ABBY

SMITH, BARBARA
Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairmen named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20

SMITH, BRAM
Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26

SMITH, BRENDAN
Stuffing (envelopes) for S(CS) I(ndoor) P(ool) C(ommittee) (photo), May 19, 1989, p.3
Vote with 1500 other supporters;...Vote yes for an indoor pool (photo; list), Nov 3, 1989, p.32

SMITH, DAVE
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22
(Greenacres) Neighbors run, toss and gallop on the 4th (photo; list), Jul 14, 1989, p.12

SMITH, DERRILL
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Girls' Basketball (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.28

SMITH, DIERDRE
Arthur Manor (Assn) celebrates (July 4th) in (Davis) Park (photo; list), Jul 14, 1989, p.2

SMITH, FRANK
Joshua's ghost and other tales of old homes (photo; addl photo p 8), Nov 17, 1989, p.6

SMITH, GAIL
With a huff and a puff (Women's Club performs 'Three Little Pigs' for nursery schools) (photo), May 26, 1989, p.11

SMITH, ISALINE
DAR cites essay champions C Conte, N Minchillo, M Getz (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.13

SMITH, JAROD
Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16

SMITH, JOEL
(SCS Rotarians have) Fence-painting party (at Cudner-Hyatt House) (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.1

SMITH, LARKIN
A time, a place, and a sheriff (edit), Sep 22, 1989, p.7

SMITH, LOUIS
Police get 2-year contract, Dec 22, 1989, p.3

SMITH, MATT
(Edgewood) Tale tellers (visit Temple Israel Nursery School) (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.12

SMITH, NATALIE
The Bank of New York salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.30

SMITH, PERCY
Percy L Smith, SCS builder, dies (photo), Jan 6, 1989, p.14

SMITH, R BRAM
United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3

SMITH, REBECCA
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Girls' Basketball (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.28
East meets West at SHS gym: (16 Ukrainian boys play soccer with SHS varsity girls (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.3
SCS girls' soccer team wins section, eyes state title (photo; addl photo p 15), Jun 9, 1989, p.1
Raiders do it! Win 1st state soccer title (photo; addl photo p 17), Jun 16, 1989, p.1
Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
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SMITH, REBECCA continued
   Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

SMITH, RICHARD
   Greenacres (ill) Purchasing (consortium) elects officers, Sep 15, 1989, p.5

SMITH, RUTH
   Ruth B Smith (dies), Dec 8, 1989, p.18

SMITH, SEAN

SMITH, TORY
   SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26

SMITH, VICTORIA
   Fox Meadow (School) turning back the clock (with history project) (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.14

SMITTLE, BILL
   (SCS) Golf Club bids its (golf) pro, R Nicol, fond adieu (photo), Oct 6, 1989, p.4

SMOLDER, ELSIE
   Indoor pool backers race Sept 8 deadline (photo), Sep 1, 1989, p.1

SMULLEN, CAROL
   E Kroenlein is SCS's top (Girl) Scout (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.5

SMULLEN, KYLE
   Scouts' turn at Village Hall (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.5

SNEIDER, AMANDA
   (Recreation Dept gives) Honors for creative flakeaakers, Feb 17, 1989, p.5

SNOW
   A white Thanksgiving (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.5

SNOW REMOVAL
   (Private SCS streets) Going public?, Jun 2, 1989, p.1
   Plowing of (11 private SCS streets) to continue, Sep 29, 1989, p.1
   Delicate balance (in amount of salt to use for snow removal), Dec 22, 1989, p.1
   (Highway Dept is) Overkilling with salt (ltr), Dec 22, 1989, p.6

SNOWSTORMS
   If it's not one thing it's another (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.1
   So it's winter after all (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.3

SNYDER, WILLIAM
   (SCS's Uniformed Firefighters Assn names) Firefighters of the year (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.8

SO, RAYMOND
   (SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8

SO, YVONNE
   Good eggs: (Winners of Recreation Dept's Easter Eggstravaganza contest) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.3

SOBEL, FRONDA (AU)
   (Mid-Westchester Y) Not for members only (ltr), Feb 3, 1989, p.6

SOBEL, BETH
   Trope l'oeil, or, the artist as entertainer (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.6
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SOBOL, HARRIET

> Renamed freeze group to hold workshop, (elect officers, vote on new name), Jan 6, 1989, p.5
> Vox populi! Rockin' with the Bard in Albany (photo), Aug 18, 1989, p.6

SOBOL, MICHAEL

> Fox Meadow (School) turning back the clock (with history project) (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.14

SOBOL, PENNY

> Trope l'oeil, or, the artist as entertainer (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.6

SOBOL, THOMAS (DR)

> Dr T Sobol appointed to (New York State Columbus) Quincentenary (Commission), Mar 24, 1989, p.9
> Proposition on (school budget) ballot (to decide on registration for school district elections), May 12, 1989, p.1
> Leak of Regents (chemistry) exam faced schools with tough decision, Jun 23, 1989, p.1
> SICS(Junior High) School's progress from 'zoo' to middle school (Part II), Jun 30, 1989, p.1
> Board of Education, Sobol at odds over AIDS regulation, Aug 4, 1989, p.1
> The politics of AIDS education (edit), Aug 4, 1989, p.6
> Vox populi! Rockin' with the Bard in Albany (photo), Aug 18, 1989, p.6
> Keep child care in schools, parents urge Board of Ed, Sep 22, 1989, p.1
> Junior high school mourns loss of one of its favorites, H Harrison (photo, p 14), Dec 22, 1989, p.1
> A tribute to Howard Harrison (edit), Dec 22, 1989, p.7

SOCCER

> East meets West at SHS gym: (16 Ukrainian boys play soccer with SHS varsity girls (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.3
> SHS girls' soccer team wins section, eyes state title (photo; add photo p 15), Jun 9, 1989, p.1
> Raiders do it! Win 1st state soccer title (photo; add photo p 17), Jun 16, 1989, p.1
> Congratulations (to SHS girls' soccer team) (edit), Jun 16, 1989, p.6
> Thank you, SCS, says (soccer) coach A Resnik (litr), Jun 16, 1989, p.6
> Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16
> A wonderful summer of soccer (litr), Sep 1, 1989, p.6
> Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
> Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30
> School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

SOCIAL ACTION

> Moral preaching vs social action (edit), Feb 24, 1989, p.7

SOCIAL WORKERS

> E Brilliant (elected treasurer of Nati Assn of Social Workers) (Appointments & Promotions), Jul 21, 1989, p.3
> (Rev B Leach,) New assistant at St Jases seeking to involve youth in church program (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.12

SOE, YVONNE

> (Recreation Dept gives) Honors for creative flake-makers, Feb 17, 1989, p.5

SOFIA, AMY

> Bells are ringing: (Edgewood students try bell-playing) (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.15

SOFIA, CARA

> SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30

SOHEN, SUSAN

> Bank of New York salutes The SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.34

SOHN, CHRISTINE

> Violinist C Sohn is (Presidential Scholar in the Arts) award candidate, Mar 31, 1989, p.12
> (SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8

SOIFER, CARA

> Vote with 1500 other supporters:...Vote yes for an indoor pool (photo; list), Nov 3, 1989, p.32
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SOKOL, STACY
                        SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30

SOLOMON, BETTY JEANNE
                        EMT woman, B J Solomon, slain in her home, Jan 20, 1989, p.1
                        School and pool bond issues, zoning make headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

SOLOMON, MARK
                        Red Cross honors its top volunteers, Jun 2, 1989, p.11

SOLOMON, PAUL
                        EMT woman, B J Solomon, slain in her home, Jan 20, 1989, p.1

SOLTZER, RONALD (DR)
                        (White Plains) Hospital appoints 10, Mar 24, 1989, p.2

SONG, GI-YOUNG
                        Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16

SONGWRITEERS
                        SEE COMPOSERS

SOON, RODNEY
                        AFS students R Soon, R Gomez seek host families here, May 19, 1989, p.14

SORKIN, JOAN
                        Friends (of Music and Arts in SCS Schools) nominate officers, Apr 7, 1989, p.17
                        Weeds make way for children in re-opened Fox Meadow park (photo), May 5, 1989, p.19

SORKIN, LARRY
                        SCS Natl Bank salutes Bette A Landes, 1989 Bowl winner (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.24

SORREL, WILLIAM (DR)
                        (Dr W E Sorrel elected) President (of Pan American Medical Assn (photo), May 5, 1989, p.4

SOTER, MARGARET
                        SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26
                        M Soter steps down from GOP county position (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.5
                        History unit (Westchester County Historical Society) names M Soter, K Winkler trustees, Dec 1, 1989, p.2

SOVIET UNION-DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
                        Chautauqua (Conference) goes to Georgia, USSR (edit), Aug 4, 1989, p.7

SOVIETS IN THE US
                        Soviet (Bat Mitzvah) 'twin' M Meytina meets her American family (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.3
                        East meets West at SMS gym: 16 Ukrainian boys play soccer with SMS varsity girls (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.3

SPADACCA, VIRGIL
                        Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22

SPAEIT, MONA
                        League (of Women Voters) re-elect A Janiak president; (Other officers, directors listed) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.5
                        County (League of) Women) Voters) elects Scarsdalian S Strauss president, May 26, 1989, p.3
                        Bank of New York salutes The SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.34
                        (Village Board to hold special) Zoning meeting, Dec 22, 1989, p.1

SPAEIT, MONA (AU)
                        Strange priorities in Washington (ltr), Jul 7, 1989, p.6

SPANO, ANDREW
                        Szabads announce surprise gift (of seed money for training day care providers) at farewell dinner, Jun 30, 1989, p.2
                        Top county jobs at stake on Nov 7, Nov 3, 1989, p.1
                        Democrats sweep (county election) in SCS (table p 30), Nov 10, 1989, p.1
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SPANO, LEONARD
- Few protest at first (county) budget hearing, Dec 1, 1989, p.3

SPARROW, MARK
- 29 in running for (School Board) nominating group, Dec 8, 1989, p.3

SPARROW, WENDY
- They eat you-know-whatties! (SCS winners of physical fitness awards) (photo), May 19, 1989, p.13

SPECIAL OLYMPICS
- A special effort by the men in blue (photo), May 26, 1989, p.8

SPECIAL PATROLMEN-SCS
- Dispute over Special Police is issue at accreditation hearing, Dec 15, 1989, p.1

SPECK, CARYL (AU)
- Contributions needed (for Central Westchester Humane Society) (ltr), Feb 24, 1989, p.6

SPECTER, ARLEN
- A Malinsky champions police corps as counter to national crime emergency, Aug 25, 1989, p.3

SPECTOR, HENRY (DR)
- (White Plains) Hospital appoints 10, Mar 24, 1989, p.2
- (White Plains) Hospital appoints nine, Aug 18, 1989, p.4

SPEIER, JILL
- PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10

SPELLMAN, HAROLD
- (Mitten tree a Girl Scout) Christmas tradition (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.16

SPENCE, JANET

SPENCE, KATHRYN
- Kathryn Austin Spence (dies), Apr 7, 1989, p.16

SPENCER-CHRISTIE CORP

SPENCER-CHRISTIE PLACE PROPERTY (SCS)

SPIEGEL, DONNA
- Defects found in (Edgewood, Fox Meadow, Greenacres) school windows, Nov 10, 1989, p.1

SPIEGEL, JONATHAN
- 93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

SPIEGER, JILL
- United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3
- SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS (photo), May 5, 1989, p.34
- Keep child care in schools, parents urge Board of Ed, Sep 22, 1989, p.1

SPINDEL, ANN
- Local woman A L Spindel speaks at Columbia, Feb 17, 1989, p.4

SPINDEL, ANN (AU)
- Help for math/science teaching (edit), Jun 9, 1989, p.7

SPINDEL, PAUL
- Computer experts S Grossman, P Spindel return from USSR, Feb 3, 1989, p.2

SPIRO, MARJORIE
- IHM (School) holds health fair; plans meeting, Apr 14, 1989, p.12

SPITTING?
- (Spit) On the grass, not the turf (ltr), Jan 6, 1989, p.6
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SPITZ, DAHN
(D Spitz, B Muroff) New at Steinkaep & Britton (photo), Nov 24, 1989, p.8
Ecumenical event: (160 realtors assemble for holiday party at SCS Golf Club) (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.5

SPITZ, DAHN (AU)
Sacred music called out of place (at realtors' luncheon) (1ltr), Dec 22, 1989, p.6

SPOKES, JUDY
10 Hoff-Barthelson students in all-state (concert), Feb 24, 1989, p.8

SPORTING GOODS
Le's make a deal: (Sports Swap organized by PT Council) (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.5
Thanks to Sports Swap volunteers (1ltr), Sep 15, 1989, p.6

SPORTS
A/B team approach debated at (PT) Council (meeting), Nov 17, 1989, p.5

SPORTS EQUIPMENT
SEE SPORTING GOODS

SPORTS-REWARDS, PRIZES, ETC
SHS athlete I DeNunzio wins state (shot put) title, Mar 17, 1989, p.15
SHS athlete I DeNunzio wins state (shot put) title, Mar 17, 1989, p.15
(SHS junior L Frohlich) Gold medalist (in figure skating) (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.2
Athletes capture Empire State gold (photo), Aug 11, 1989, p.20
Rossi leads SCS girls to county swimming championship (photo), Aug 18, 1989, p.20
SCS girl, A Jaffe, wins the gold (in canoeing in 1989 Canadian Nationals), Sep 1, 1989, p.22
SHS honored for Westchester's outstanding sports program, Dec 22, 1989, p.15
(I DeNunzio, A Jaffe, J Keane) Named (to) all-county (sports teams selected by Gannet Westchester), Dec 22, 1989, p.15
3 local football players (M Cohen, Y Koh, T Toai) selected for Golden Dozen team, Dec 29, 1989, p.8

SPRAGUE, JENNIFER
Lineup named for mystery musical ('Edwin Drood', to be presented by SSMT), Jul 7, 1989, p.2

SPRAGUE, RICHARD (DR)
Hibschaan defends staff in 'abuse' case; (Dr E Machnits to retire) (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
(SCS) Schools moving slowly toward restoration plan, Jun 23, 1989, p.1
New (SCS) School Board head B Lopez announces opener format (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1
(SCS) Junior High is really a middle school, says P Telfer (at Bd of Ed meeting), Oct 6, 1989, p.16
Defects found in (Edgewood, Fox Meadow, Greenacres) school windows, Nov 10, 1989, p.1
School population now a sixth Asian; (Comprehensive Assessment Report discussed at Bd of Ed meeting), Dec 15, 1989, p.1
Teaching values: (Board of Education gives approval to schools for values education program), Dec 15, 1989, p.1

SPRAGUE, ROBERT
Robert Sprague (dies), Jul 21, 1989, p.14

SPRING
Spring is here! (edit), Apr 7, 1989, p.7

SQUARE DANCING
Swing your pardner, pardner (photo), Sep 15, 1989, p.14

ST BERNARD'S CENTER FOR LEARNING

ST PATRICK'S DAY
(AGS American Legion Post holds) Double celebration (for St Patrick's Day, 70th Anniversary) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.2

ST PATRICK'S DAY
Evoking Eire: (IHM school celebrates St Patrick's Day) (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.4

STAGER, GARY
(School) Board to unveil renovation plan, Nov 24, 1989, p.1
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STAMER, JANE
They eat you-know-whatties! (SCS winners of physical fitness awards) (photo), May 19, 1989, p.13

STAMER, BILL
A/B team approach debated at (PT) Council meeting, Nov 17, 1989, p.5

STAMER, JAN
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

STAMER, JANE
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14
Learning the social graces (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.6

STAMER, PAULETTE

STAMMER, BILL
A/B team approach debated at (PT) Council meeting, Nov 17, 1989, p.5

STAMMER, JAN
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

STAMMER, JAN
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14
Learning the social graces (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.6

STAN, BILLY
Village may get $1M to expand Freightway (parking garage), Jul 21, 1989, p.1

STAN, RUDY
Owner (S C Freidertig Builders) blames fire dept for destruction of home (at 32 Cushman Rd), Jan 20, 1989, p.1

STANLEY, FRANCES
Frances S Stanley (dies), Apr 7, 1989, p.16

STANLEY, RICHARD
Cocaine case (apparently close to disposition), Jan 6, 1989, p.1
(M Calvi) Contractor for Dario's (Restaurant) sentenced for tax evasion, Mar 3, 1989, p.13
Trial date set (for J Choten, W Chee, B Rivera), Mar 31, 1989, p.1
(D Wright,) Figure in SCS drug case, nabbed, Aug 4, 1989, p.3

STANTON, MORMAN (REV)

STANTON, NORMAN (REV)
3 years after the fire, Hitchcock (Church) lays new sanctuary cornerstone (photo; addl photo p 22), May 26, 1989, p.1

STANTON, SUSAN
New Adult School officers: N Rosensweig, B L Crowder, M Matsuo (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.3

STAPEN, CARL
(Camp) Wapetuck goes Hawaiian (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.1

STARPOLEI, DOMINICK
Sisolfi outlines his vision of S(CS) H(igh) S(chool), Sep 8, 1989, p.1

STARRETT CORP
'Low-density' downtown proposal in the offing, Mar 24, 1989, p.1

STARRETT HOUSING CORP
(Nine companies) interested in developing village-owned land in downtown area, May 19, 1989, p.1

STARRS, LAURA
(Mt) Holyoke women (hear A C Edmonds speak) (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.9

STAUDT, JAMES
(Weaver St) Subdivision plans come under fire, Jan 27, 1989, p.1

STAUFFER, BEN
(Small Wonders) Jump ropers show skills (to Fox Meadow students) (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.16

STAUFFER, ELENA
Record turnout for (Junior High) speech contest (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.12
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30
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STAUFFER, STEPHANIE
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10
Keep child care in schools, parents urge Board of Ed, Sep 22, 1989, p.1
29 in running for (School Board) nominating group, Dec 8, 1989, p.3

STEALING
SEE CRIME AND CRIMINALS

STECKLER, JON
(J Steckler elected) Realty leader (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.4
Ecumenical event: (160 realtors assemble for holiday party at SCS Golf Club) (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.5

STECKOWSKI, KEN
So, who needs sand and sea at a clambake? (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.6

STEGER, JOHN
(Parks and Recreation) Council to consider shortened camp season; (Council members named), Nov 17, 1989, p.3

STEGER, KATE
29 (SHS students) attend Presidential Classroom, Mar 17, 1989, p.14
Lineup named for mystery musical ('Edwin Drood', to be presented by SSMT), Jul 7, 1989, p.2
Ta-DA!!! (SSMT dancers practice show-stopping routine) (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.5

STEGER, NANCY
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3

STEIN, MRS RICHARD
Fire alarm saves sleeping (Stein) couple, Feb 24, 1989, p.3

STEIN, ANN (AU)
Member has praise for (SCS) Golf Club (ltr), Oct 6, 1989, p.6

STEIN, BENOIT (DR)
In the spirit of 'glasnost'; (Soviet scientists among those at annual Stonwin Medical atg) (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.5

STEIN, HARRIET
It's that book fair time of year (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.18

STEIN, JEFF
SCS's TV station on the rise (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.21

STEIN, JEFFREY
Time running out for school (Bd Nominating Committee) nominations; (Administrative Committee named), Nov 17, 1989, p.3

STEIN, RICHARD
Fire alarm saves sleeping (Stein) couple, Feb 24, 1989, p.3

STEINBECK, ELAINE
'Storytellers' A Cooke, J Mortimer, E O'Brien work their craft (photo), Nov 24, 1989, p.9

STEINBRENNER, JEFFREY
Paul Field realty closing at year-end, Dec 22, 1989, p.1

STEINFELD, ADAM
29 (SHS students) attend Presidential Classroom, Mar 17, 1989, p.14

STEINFELD, ALAN
30 in contention for Citizens' Committee, Oct 13, 1989, p.1
Unit elections slated for (Nov 15), Nov 10, 1989, p.1

STEINTHAL, KENNETH
So, who needs sand and sea at a clambake? (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.6

STEINTHAL, SUSAN
Hitchcock (Weekday School) gives course in Nanny Ed, Dec 15, 1989, p.3
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STEINTHAL, WENDY
So, who needs sand and sea at a clambake? (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.6

STEMERMAN, JUDITH

STEMPLER, RANDI
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec S, 1989, p.30

STEMPLER, SHEILA (AU)
Readers' views on the pool and where to put it (ltrs), Jun 9, 1989, p.6

STEPFAMILY ASSN OF AMERICA
(Stepfamily Assn of America,) New organization for stepfamilies, (formed), Sep 15, 1989, p.5

STEPHENS, DRYDEE
Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairmen named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20
It's that book fair time of year (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.18

STEPHENS, WILLIAM
It's that book fair time of year (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.18

STEPFAMILY AND STEPCHILDREN
(Stepfamily Assn of America,) New organization for stepfamilies, (formed), Sep 15, 1989, p.5

STERLING, LEON
(Edgewood kids and parents join in fall) Clean-up campaign (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.3

STERLING, MARK
(Edgewood kids and parents join in fall) Clean-up campaign (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.3

STERN, BETSY
United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.30
Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26

STERN, CORKY
Record turnout for (Junior High) speech contest (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.12
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30

STERN, DAVID
Local rabbis' sons (D E Stern, S I Glaser) to be ordained (photo), May 26, 1989, p.21
D Stern honored (for work as chairman of Rutgers University Foundation's annual fund), Jun 23, 1989, p.2

STERN, DIANNE (AU)
With deepest sympathy (SCS Democratic Town Committee mourns death of L Seiden) (ltr), May 19, 1989, p.6
Rafe Sceby's legacy (ltr), Aug 18, 1989, p.6

STERN, JACK (RABBI)
3 years after the fire, Hitchcock (Church) lays new sanctuary cornerstone (photo; addl photo p 22), May 26, 1989, p.1
Assistant rabbi B Singer installed at Westchester) Reform Temple (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.22
Other voices: Sodom, Gomorrah and SCS (edit), Oct 6, 1989, p.6
On the holidays, volunteers put faith into action (photo; addl photo p 12), Dec 29, 1989, p.6

STERN, JACK JR (RABBI)

STERN, JONATHAN
Musicians H Choi, J Stern, Z Yu study at (Boston University) Tanglewood (Institute), Aug 25, 1989, p.10

STERN, LEA
Honors for realtors (announced), Jul 7, 1989, p.4

STERN, MARCIA
Friends (of Music and Arts in SCS Schools) nominate officers, Apr 7, 1989, p.17
(SCS) Bowl selectors appointed, Sep 29, 1989, p.3
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STERN, MICHAEL
They're protected (with bicycle helmets) (photo), May 19, 1989, p.14

STERN, PETER
(Small Wonders) Jump ropers show skills (to Fox Meadow students) (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.16

STERN, PRISCILLA
Priscilla Stern receives Brotherhood Award (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.19

STERNBERG, HARRY
SCS CPA H Sternberg plans seminars, Sep 15, 1989, p.5

STERNBERG, PAULA
Hibschaen defends staff in 'abuse' case; (Dr E Machnitski to retire) (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
Asbestos study finds no cause for alarm (Dr R Hibschaen tells Board of Education), Apr 14, 1989, p.1
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10

STEINER, AUDREY
30 in contention for Citizens' Committee, Oct 13, 1989, p.1
Unit elections slated for (Nov 15), Nov 10, 1989, p.1
Unit elections held here, Nov 17, 1989, p.1

STEWART, ANN
Ann Stewart (dies), Oct 13, 1989, p.16

STEWART, KATIE
Math can be fun! (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.9

STEYER, (FORMER MAYOR)
Defense goes on the attack in Winston trial, Feb 3, 1989, p.1

STILLMAN, ABBOTT
BAR's policy (on fence construction) questioned (ltr), Mar 3, 1989, p.6
(Board of Architectural Review members A Stillman, J Burrows) Working overtime, Apr 7, 1989, p.1
Local laws offer trees scant protection (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.1
(A L, Stillman reelected trustee of Union College (Awards, Appointments, Promotions), Jun 30, 1989, p.4
Planning Board rejects (Michelson) subdivision application, Nov 24, 1989, p.2

STILLMAN, LILA
Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.32
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10
Planning Board rejects (Michelson) subdivision application, Nov 24, 1989, p.2

STIX, CAROL
One more time, public debates downtown plan, Feb 3, 1989, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes Bette A Landes, 1989 Bowl winner (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.24
Bank of NY to absorb SCS National (photo: L Richey Jr p 201), May 12, 1989, p.1

STIX, CAROL (AU)
A suggestion for book defacers (ltr), Jul 28, 1989, p.6

STOCK, ANDREA
Y(M-YWHA of Mid-Westchester) cites local teens for achievements (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.11

STOCK, EVELYN
(C L Kahn, D Schear, E Stock) named to (Westchester County) Women's (Advisory) Board, Feb 3, 1989, p.2
(New zoning) Law would mandate senior housing; (Village Bd discusses sanitation laws), Feb 17, 1989, p.1
(B Jaffe, R Paradise, E Stock) nominated for school board (photo p 28), Mar 17, 1989, p.1
School tax hike down 50% from last year, Mar 24, 1989, p.1
At last (Village Board) meeting, nothing but praise (for mayor E Seidman), Mar 31, 1989, p.1
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STOCK, EVELYN continued
Reading, stories mark (National) Library Week (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.2
(School) District votes May 17 on $39.4 million budget, (Board of Ed candidates), May 12, 1989, p.1
(SCS School) Budget passes by 3-1 margin; (Ed of Ed members B Jaffe, R Paradise, E Stock elected), May 19, 1989, p.1
Youth (Employment) Service looking for higher profile, May 26, 1989, p.9
At final (Board of Education) session, S Olden receives high praise, Jun 23, 1989, p.1
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22
New (SCS) School Board head B Lopez announces opener foramt (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1
Keep child care in schools, parents urge Board of Ed, Sep 22, 1989, p.1
(NYS School Boards Assn passes resolutions) On (state) aid, seat belts (on buses), Nov 17, 1989, p.1
School bond issue cut to $21.5 million, Dec 1, 1989, p.1
(School) Board unveils plan to revamp schools, Dec 8, 1989, p.1
Teaching values: (Board of Education gives approval to schools for values education program), Dec 15, 1989, p.1
V Dempsey retiring from Edgewood; (Ed of Ed to appoint advisory committee on capital improvements), Dec 22, 1989, p.1
Library bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 24, 1989, p.5

STOCKS
When it comes to investing, SHS is number 1, Dec 1, 1989, p.19

STOLFI, MARY ELLEN
Passing the gavel (to incoming SCS-HTS Newcomers Club president L Corry) (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.11

STONE, DONALD
(A Blitz gets benefit of predecessors J Stone's, E Seidman's experience at reception) (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
(SCS's) Investment strategy, Aug 18, 1989, p.1

STONE, HELEN
Maroon and White elects leaders for 1989-90, May 12, 1989, p.19
(YES) puts SCS young people to work (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.8

STONE, JEAN
SCS Natl Bank salutes Bette A Landes, 1989 Bowl winner (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.24
(A Blitz gets benefit of predecessors J Stone's, E Seidman's experience at reception) (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
SCS Natl Bank salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photo), May 26, 1989, p.20

STONE, JEFFREY
Hay ride (Members of Mormon Church participate in winter youth conference), Mar 17, 1989, p.20
8 soar to Eagle Scout rank (in Memorial Day ceremonies) (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.3
Six from (Boy Scout) Troop 99 reach Eagle rank (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.4

STONE, JOHN
Maroon and White elects leaders for 1989-90, May 12, 1989, p.19

STONE, MEGAN
Ready to roam: (Members of SHS AFS Club to spend summer with foreign families) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.19
AFS says goodbye, hello (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.15
Global perspectives: (AFS students discuss travel plans, welcome new arrivals) (photo), Sep 15, 1989, p.5
Pumpkin time (SHS AFS holds pumpkin sale) (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.1

STONE, MIKE
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.30

STONE, NATALIE
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.30

STONE, RICHARD
siblings (Richard and Stephanie Stone) to serve on (Mormon) missions (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.12
siblings (Richard and Stephanie Stone) to serve on (Mormon) missions, Jun 30, 1989, p.16
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STONE, STEPHANIE
Siblings (Richard and Stephanie Stone) to serve on missions (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.12
Siblings (Richard and Stephanie Stone) to serve on (Moraen) missions, Jun 30, 1989, p.16

STONWIN (SCS)
SEE WINSTON ESTATE (SCS)

STONWIN MEDICAL CONFERENCE (1989)
In the spirit of 'glasnost'; (Soviet scientists among those at annual Stonwin Medical mtg) (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.5

STORES
(SCS) Wrapping (& Shipping Center) opening at 1 Chase, Apr 7, 1989, p.3
(Golden) Horseshoe (Shopping Center) all rented, Apr 14, 1989, p.1
Store signs get BAR ok (at first meeting chaired by R Gilbert), Apr 28, 1989, p.5
New name for (Corham) flower shop (is Corham/ Petals Silk Flowers), Jun 16, 1989, p.2
New (Best Plumbing Supply and Simon's Hardware) stores open, Jun 30, 1989, p.8
Kids boutique (His & Herlocos opens in Chappaqua), Jul 7, 1989, p.2
(Lang's) Deli changes hands; (Dolan family purchasers), Jul 14, 1989, p.3
Sidewalk sale was not for shoppers only (photo; addl photo p 5), Aug 11, 1989, p.1
Changes ahead for SCS Avenue, Aug 11, 1989, p.1
New (Summerfield Street) store opens on Summerfield, Aug 18, 1989, p.4
Zachy's (Wine & Liquor) seen violating new zoning ordinance, Sep 1, 1989, p.1
Businesses (SCS Improvement Corp, Zachy's) told they're violating (downtown) zoning, Sep 8, 1989, p.1
Wine variance? (D Zacharia applies for variance for storing wine in SCS Ave warehouse), Oct 6, 1989, p.1
Zachy's gets a variance, Oct 20, 1989, p.1
Lady Budd closing after 39 years here, Nov 17, 1989, p.3
It's begun—the last big shopping season of the '80's (photo; addl photo p 12), Dec 1, 1989, p.8
SCS area merchants offer a cornucopia of holiday gift ideas (photo; addl photo p 9), Dec 8, 1989, p.8
With time growing short, here are some shopping solutions (photo; addil photo p 9), Dec 15, 1989, p.8
Last-minute ideas for shoppers (photo; addl photo p 10), Dec 22, 1989, p.9
SEE ALSO FOOD STORES

STORYTELLING
Hats on to storyteller B Fiebiger (photo), Feb 3, 1989, p.3

STORYTELLING
Reading, stories mark (National) Library Week (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.2
(Edgewood) Tale tellers (visit Temple Israel Nursery School) (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.12
'To tellers' A Cooke, J Mortimer, E O'Brien work their craft (photo), Nov 24, 1989, p.9

STRAH, SCOTT
V Lambert wins sectional race; 4 Raiders qualify for state meet (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.14
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
Local athletes to compete in Empire Games, Jul 28, 1989, p.10
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

STRAUSS, BARBARA
League (of Women Voters) re-elect A Janiak president; (Other officers, directors listed) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.5
County League of Women Voters' elects Scarsdalian B Strauss president, May 26, 1989, p.3
Bank of New York salutes The SCS League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.34

STRAUSS, EILEEN
(M Shalit, E Strauss, K Sarvey) In the carnival spirit (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.3

STRAUSS, ILENE
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

STRAUSS, LAURA
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.30
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>STRAUSS, LOU</strong></td>
<td>(Weaver St) Subdivision plans come under fire, Jan 27, 1989, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STRAUSS, PETER</strong></td>
<td>Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STRAUSS, MARIAN</strong></td>
<td>(SCS) Recreation Dept, (SCS) Summer Music Theatre, get (Council for the Arts) grants, Dec 29, 1989, p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STRAW, MARIAN</strong></td>
<td>(SCS) Recreation Dept, S(CS) S(ummer) M(usical) T(heatre) get (Council for the Arts) grants, Dec 29, 1989, p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STREAMS</strong></td>
<td>SEE BROOKS, CREEKS, ETC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STREETS-SCS</strong></td>
<td>Vergilius left out (of new asphalt paving on Heathcote and Drake Roads), Jan 13, 1989, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(H Kanarek puts) Village on notice (that Saxon Woods Rd is dangerous), Jan 13, 1989, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Private SCS streets) Going public?, Jun 2, 1989, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Village, Teamsters come to terms, Jul 21, 1989, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Downtown) Project aims at safer (pedestrian) crossings (photo), Jul 28, 1989, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resident decrees desecration of Hutchinson Avenue (photo; ltr), Aug 25, 1989, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flowing of (11 private SCS streets) to continue, Sep 29, 1989, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Road markings on Spencer Pl and Chase Rd show) The shape of things to come (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STREICHER, DAVID</strong></td>
<td>SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scenes from (SHS) sports award dinner (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STRIKES-TEACHERS</strong></td>
<td>Picketers (of Teachers’ Union Local 1169) thank (SCS) police (ltr), Mar 31, 1989, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STROM, BARBARA</strong></td>
<td>Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STRUMWASSER, LISA</strong></td>
<td>(SCS Girl Scouts hold annual) Community cookout (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A tuneful tribute (to retiring Quaker Ridge principal Dr E Machnits) (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STUART, ELIZABETH</strong></td>
<td>(Stuart family lights) Advent candles (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STUART, MATTHEW</strong></td>
<td>(Stuart family lights) Advent candles (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STUART, TERRY</strong></td>
<td>Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairmen named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Stuart family lights) Advent candles (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STUBEK, SANDRA</strong></td>
<td>R Kennedy talk highlights JHS’ environmental awareness week (photo), Nov 17, 1989, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STUDENT TRANSFER EDUCATION PLAN</strong></td>
<td>SCS STEP keeping dream alive (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STEP supporters (meet) (photo), Feb 3, 1989, p.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STEP—Mutually beneficial (ltr), Apr 7, 1989, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STEP—an unforgettable experience (ltr), Jun 23, 1989, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(STEP) Welcome(s) back Treva Hornn (photo), Oct 6, 1989, p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SUBSTANCE ABUSE</strong></td>
<td>(SCS Task Force on Drugs and Alcohol presented) Lifesaving message (at SHS) (ltr), May 26, 1989, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Report from Albany: C Singer gives Town Club a bleak outlook, Jun 2, 1989, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Communication called key in curbing substance abuse; (Dr P Read speaks to parents), Nov 10, 1989, p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SEE ALSO ALCOHOLICS AND ALCOHOLISM, DRUG ABUSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SUDAKA, MARTHA</strong></td>
<td>Martha E Sudaka (dies), Nov 3, 1989, p.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

SUICIDE
Medical Examiner Dr D Jeanty reports V Matturro’s death possibly suicide, Jan 6, 1989, p.1
Are we overprotecting our children? (edit), Jan 6, 1989, p.7

SULLIVAN, CORNELIUS
EMT woman, B J Soloam, slain in her home, Jan 20, 1989, p.1

SULLIVAN, EILEEN
Eileen H Sullivan (dies), Jun 2, 1989, p.16

SULLIVAN, JOHN
(SCS) Fireman trained at courses at National Fire Academy, Mar 10, 1989, p.5
John G Sullivan (dies), Sep 15, 1989, p.14
(Current telephone solicitation campaign) Not for SCS (Fire Dept), Oct 20, 1989, p.1

SULLIVAN, LEE (REV)
Local volunteers (C Berg, E Honigsberg, Rev L Sullivan) new graduates, (Volunteer Training Program), Dec 29, 1989, p.9

SULLIVAN, LIZ
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30

SULLIVAN, PAUL
Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16
Local athletes to compete in Empire Games, Jul 28, 1989, p.10

SULLIVAN, RITA
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22

SULLIVAN, VICTORIA (DR)
(Rev V Sullivan Saint Peter’s College Fellowship winner, Feb 24, 1989, p.8

SUMERGRADE, JANE
United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3
Raiders do it! Win 1st state soccer title (photo; addl photo p 17), Jun 16, 1989, p.1

SUMERGRADE, JENNIFER
United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3

SUMMER
Summer Living (3-p Supp), Jun 16, 1989, p.21
Weather we are or not (edit), Oct 27, 1989, p.7

SUMMER JOBS
SEE YOUTH-EMPLOYMENT

SUMERGRADE, JANE

SUN, I-HSING
United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3

SUN, SUSAN
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

SUNG, H Y
(B Mehta, H Y Sung) New associates at Centennial (Realty) (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.16

SUNNESS, ELLEN
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10

SUNSHINE, BENJAMIN

SURGEONS see also ORTHOPEDIC SURGEONS
Surgeon Dr F Newman honored, Jan 20, 1989, p.2
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SUSSMAN, BRAD
Student artists displayed and rewarded (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.14

SUSSMAN, BRADLEY
Alternative School interns learn by doing (edit), Mar 10, 1989, p.7

SUSSMAN, HAROLD
YM-YWHA of Mid-Westchester cites local teens for achievements (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.11

SUSSMAN, HAROLD (DR)
Awards, Appointments & Promotions: Dr H Susstan (appointed professor, NYU), Nov 3, 1989, p.24
Corrections: (Dr H Sussman has private practice limited to periodontics; office in Manhattan), Nov 17, 1989, p.5

SUSSMAN, HAROLD (DR-AU)
Still no pool (ltr), Jan 6, 1989, p.6

SUSSMAN, MICHAEL (AU)
Why not house homeless here? (edit), Mar 31, 1989, p.7

SUSSMAN, ROBYNN
Healthcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

SUTTON, JAMES
Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.28

SUZUKI, HIROKO
(SCS) Music students win top prizes, May 19, 1989, p.14

SUZUKI, MAYUMI
93 local musicians (perform in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

SUZUKI, MIYUKI (AU)
New Year's poem, Dec 29, 1989, p.7

SVETCOV, MINDY
Healthcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

SWEENEY, VIRGINIA
Awards, Appointments & Promotions: V Sweeney (appointed to board, Eye-Bank for Sight Restoration), Dec 15, 1989, p.4

SWEENIE, ALLISON
93 local musicians (perform in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14
Fox Meadow hits historical jack pot (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.18

SWENSON, CRAIG
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS (photo), May 5, 1989, p.34

SWENSON, JEN
It was a wacky day at (Camp) Wapetuck (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.3

SWENSON, KEN
(SCS) Golf Club bids its (golf) pro, R Nicol, fond adieu (photo), Oct 6, 1989, p.4

SWENSON, KENNETH
Bank of New York denies racism charge (made by E G Graves) (cont p 4), Sep 29, 1989, p.1

SWERSKY, CAROLE LANDAU (AU)
(C L Swersky) supports Bob Harrison's position (ltr), Oct 20, 1989, p.6

SWIERAT, RIC
SCS Natl Bank salutes Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens' 40th anniversary (photo), May 12, 1989, p.32

SWILLER, WILLA
School tax trimmed; groups OK budget, May 5, 1989, p.1
Critics contend zoning plan is too restrictive, Dec 1, 1989, p.1

SWILLER, ZEV
Scenes from (SHS) sports award dinner (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.15

SWIMMING
T Quigley qualifies for states in swimming, Mar 10, 1989, p.15
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
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SWIMMING continued
Local girl E Rossi wins US title (for 100-meter freestyle), Apr 21, 1989, p.14
Athletes capture Empire State gold (photo), Aug 11, 1989, p.20
Summer’s last hurrah: (Counselors demonstrate synchronized swimming for day campers) (photo), Aug 18, 1989, p.5
Rossi leads SCS girls to county swimming championship (photo), Aug 18, 1989, p.20
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1989, p.30

SWIMMING POOLS
Muddying the waters (edit), Jan 6, 1989, p.6
Still no pool (ltr), Jan 6, 1989, p.6
Concerns emerge over indoor pool plan (at Village Club meeting), Jan 13, 1989, p.1
Ask the people what they want (ltr), Jan 20, 1989, p.6
Pool pool backers about site (ltr), Jan 20, 1989, p.6
Where’s that pioneer spirit? (edit), Jan 20, 1989, p.6
Public should pick pool site (ltr), Jan 20, 1989, p.6
Pool report (on schedule), Feb 3, 1989, p.1
Is ocean pool the right site (for indoor pool)? (ltr), Feb 3, 1989, p.6
Why the SCS indoor swimming pool should be located at the Butler Field site (advertisement insert), Feb 17, 1989, p.0
(Indoor) Pool study called “closed” (ltr), Feb 24, 1989, p.6
Report of Ad Hoc Indoor Pool Committee proposes $5.5M indoor pool, Mar 3, 1989, p.1
(Ad Hoc Indoor Pool Committee submitted) An outstanding report (edit), Mar 3, 1989, p.6
(Advocates of Butler Field for indoor) Pool site (not giving up easily), Mar 24, 1989, p.1
Survey (regarding indoor swimming pool) too narrow (edit), Mar 24, 1989, p.6
(Preliminary results of indoor) Pool survey (made public), Mar 31, 1989, p.1
Comments on (indoor) pool urged (ltr), Mar 31, 1989, p.6
Where do the people want the (indoor) pool? (edit), Mar 31, 1989, p.7
SCS Indoor Pool Opinion Survey (1-p insert), Mar 31, 1989, p.0
(Indoor) Pool site debated; Pool asked, Apr 7, 1989, p.1
Time to close ranks, (get on with decision regarding indoor pool (ltr), Apr 21, 1989, p.6
Respond to pool survey (ltr), Apr 21, 1989, p.6
Pool referendum (may not be needed, but LWV feels vote necessary), Apr 28, 1989, p.1
Who’s being “strident” (regarding indoor pool)? (ltr), Apr 28, 1989, p.6
Ground swell for Butler Field (for indoor pool site) (ltr), May 5, 1989, p.6
(Indoor) Pool backers told to send $, May 12, 1989, p.1
Is it about time (for indoor pool)? (edit), May 12, 1989, p.6
Pool referendum favored (by Village Club) (ltr), May 12, 1989, p.6
Stuffing (envelopes) for S(SCS) I(ndoor) P(ool) C(onmittee) (photo), May 19, 1989, p.3
Broad support needed (for indoor pool) (ltr), May 19, 1989, p.6
Time to be counted (on indoor pool issue) (ltr), May 19, 1989, p.6
(Indoor) Pool campaign at critical stage, May 26, 1989, p.1
A time for unity (on indoor pool issue) (edit), May 26, 1989, p.6
Readers express opinions on pool proposal (ltrs), May 26, 1989, p.6
Report from Albany: C Singer gives Town Club a bleak outlook, Jun 2, 1989, p.1
Let people speak for themselves (regarding indoor pool) (ltr), Jun 2, 1989, p.6
Indoor swimming pool drive lagging, Jun 9, 1989, p.1
Readers’ views on the pool and where to put it (ltrs), Jun 9, 1989, p.6
Pool pledge deadline is now July 10, Jun 16, 1989, p.1
Pool goal called unattainable (ltr), Jun 16, 1989, p.6
(Village) Board should take a stand first (on indoor pool) (ltr), Jun 16, 1989, p.6
Cable show on (indoor) pool recommended (ltr), Jun 23, 1989, p.6
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SWIMMING POOLS continued

Pledge count (for indoor pool reveals response well short of necessary 800), Jun 30, 1989, p.1
Only 10 more days until target date to determine interest in indoor pool (edit), Jun 30, 1989, p.6
Another reason for the (indoor) pool (ltr), Jun 30, 1989, p.6
Maybe (US Dept of) Housing and Urban Development can help (SCS get indoor pool) (edit), Jul 7, 1989, p.6
An indoor pool—good for SCS (ltr), Jul 7, 1989, p.6
No early verdict expected on (indoor) pool, Jul 14, 1989, p.1
(Indoor) Pool poll probable, Jul 21, 1989, p.1
Pledge count (on indoor pool released), Aug 11, 1989, p.1
Pool committee 'alive and well' (ltr), Aug 18, 1989, p.6
An indoor pool for rain or sun (ltr), Aug 19, 1989, p.6
Ten reasons to support the indoor pool (photo; advt), Aug 25, 1989, p.22
Indoor pool backers race Sept 8 deadline (photo), Sep 1, 1989, p.1
For a 'modest' pool at Butler field (ltr), Sep 1, 1989, p.6
Show your support now for indoor pool at Butler Field (advt flyer), Sep 1, 1989, p.6
It's about time—for a decision (on the indoor pool) (edit), Sep 6, 1989, p.6
The pipes are there for a pool at SHS (ltr), Sep 8, 1989, p.6
Pool referendum likely, village says; Sep 15, 1989, p.1
(Indoor pool) A wonderful opportunity (ltr), Sep 15, 1989, p.6
Indoor pool would relieve crowding (ltr), Sep 22, 1989, p.6
(Village) Board backs (indoor) pool; Asks voters to agree; (Referendum set for Nov 7) (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.1
The (indoor) pool referendum (now in the hands of the voters) (edit), Sep 29, 1989, p.6
Other Voices: (R Harrison and his crusade for indoor pool at SHS) (edit), Sep 29, 1989, p.6
Site of (indoor) pool is 'a primary issue' (ltr), Sep 29, 1989, p.6
School board says: SHS isn't the place for an indoor pool, Oct 6, 1989, p.1
Planning Board criticizes Ferndale Park development, Oct 6, 1989, p.1
(Indoor) Pool's cost to taxpayers seen too high (ltr), Oct 6, 1989, p.6
'Time to pull together' for an indoor pool (ltr), Oct 6, 1989, p.6
Trees, indoor pool are topics at Village (Board meeting), Oct 13, 1989, p.5
(Indoor) Pool plan seen as too costly (ltr), Oct 22, 1989, p.6
Village releases analysis of indoor pool tax impact (chart p 22), Oct 20, 1989, p.1
Zachy's gets a variance, Oct 20, 1989, p.1
'Stick to the facts' on the indoor pool (ltr), Oct 20, 1989, p.6
Not voting (on indoor pool referendum) would prove costly (ltr), Oct 20, 1989, p.6
(C L Swersky) supports Bob Harrison's position (ltr), Oct 20, 1989, p.6
B Lopez estimates bond issue for schools at $20 million or more (in address to Town Club), Oct 27, 1989, p.1
(SCS Taxpayer Alert uses) Unauthorized names (in ads against proposed indoor pool), Oct 27, 1989, p.1
Corrupted by power? (ltr), Oct 27, 1989, p.6
(M Haladay) 'disturbed' to see her name in (SCS Taxpayer Alert) ad (ltr), Oct 27, 1989, p.6
SCS Taxpayer alert (advt; insert), Oct 27, 1989, p.0
Put first things first (ltr), Oct 27, 1989, p.6
Economic arguments for the (indoor) pool (ltr), Oct 27, 1989, p.6
Vote for SCS's kids, seniors, families, swim teams AND housing values (advt; photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.18
Indoor pool's fate rests with the voters, Nov 3, 1989, p.1
Not the first time (for indoor pool referendum), Nov 3, 1989, p.1
Readers give their views on the pool bond referendum (ltrs), Nov 3, 1989, p.6
...a lesson for today: (Inquirer urges 'Yes' vote on indoor pool referendum) (edit), Nov 3, 1989, p.6
More views on the indoor pool bond referendum (ltrs), Nov 3, 1989, p.11
Vote with 1500 other supporters...Vote yes for an indoor pool (photo; list), Nov 3, 1989, p.32
Voters scuttle indoor pool proposal (photo; table p 30), Nov 10, 1989, p.1
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SWIMMING POOLS continued

The people have spoken (on the indoor pool issue) (edit), Nov 10, 1989, p.6
We feel now is the time (to build on base of support for indoor pool) (ltr), Nov 17, 1989, p.6
After the (pool) referendum, some thoughts, Nov 17, 1989, p.6
(School) Board to unveil renovation plan, Nov 24, 1989, p.1
Other Voices: (Indoor pool issue could muddy waters of School Board bond issue debate) (edit), Nov 24, 1989, p.6
Let's reorganize (past committees, individuals to bring indoor pool to SCS) (ltr), Nov 24, 1989, p.6
Don't blame Bob Harrison (for defeat of indoor pool proposition) (ltr), Nov 24, 1989, p.6
Board of Appeals tightens (swimming) pool rules, Dec 22, 1989, p.5
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5
SEE ALSO POOL-SCS

SY, FABIAN
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

SY, HEDRICK
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

SYNAGOGUES

While recalling a dark past, sculpture bears message of hope (photo), Feb 3, 1989, p.1
Scarsdalian at temple, M Meyer, to be honored (photo), Feb 3, 1989, p.3
(P S Scher) New president at Temple Israel, Feb 3, 1989, p.20
'For these do I weep...' (Holocaust memorial dedicated at SCS Synagogue) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.24
Westchester R(efora) T(emple) bids farewell to Rabbi Zecher; greets replacement B Singer (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.20
Rabbi S Grossman is first woman to head a congregation in (Westchester) county, Sep 1, 1989, p.12
(Temple Israel) Brotherhood (of New Rochelle) wins (Baum) award, Sep 8, 1989, p.12
Torah dedication will honor Rabbi L Nadelmann (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.24
Torah dedicated to Rabbi L Nadelmann at Congregation M'vakshe Derekh (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.18
Honor for J W Greenleaf (to be presented by Congregation M'vakshe Derekh) (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.19
On the holidays, volunteers put faith into action (photo; addl photo p 12), Dec 29, 1989, p.6

SZABAD, GEORGE
SCS Natl Bank salutes Bette A Landes, 1989 Bowl winner (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.24
Farewell honors for the Szabads (from American Jewish Committee) (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.2
Szabads announce surprise gift (of seed money for training day care providers) at farewell dinner, Jun 30, 1989, p.2

SZABAD, SHIRLEY
Farewell honors for the Szabads (from American Jewish Committee) (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.2
Szabads announce surprise gift (of seed money for training day care providers) at farewell dinner, Jun 30, 1989, p.2

SZAMBORSKY, EDMUND
Planning Board criticizes Ferndale Park development, Oct 6, 1989, p.1

SZKOLAR, IHOR
New principal (J Farren) appointed at Quaker Ridge (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1

TABAK, MICHAEL
(F Armento III) admits to armed robbery here, May 12, 1989, p.3
Cirotis sentenced for tax evasion, Jul 7, 1989, p.1

TABBADOR, KAMRAN (DR)
(White Plains) Hospital appoints nine, Aug 18, 1989, p.4

TADDIKEN, NANCY
Educational Testing Service launches cheating probe, Jun 16, 1989, p.1
Leak of Regents (chemistry) exam faced schools with tough decision, Jun 23, 1989, p.1
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TAFFET, SANFORD
(Indoor) Pool site debated; Poll asked, Apr 7, 1989, p.1

TAGES, FELIPE
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30

TAKAGI, KOJI
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

TAKAMASHI, YOKO
Foreign language and women's history highlighted at junior high (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.14

TAKAYI, EIKO

TAKEDA, NORIKO
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

TAKEDA, YOSHIHIKO
Fox Meadow (School) turning back the clock (with history project) (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.14

TAKEMURA, YOSHIHIKO
Fox Meadow (School) turning back the clock (with history project) (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.14

TALLEY, JENNIFER
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Girls' Basketball (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.28

TALLEY, LIZ
Stuffing (envelopes) for S(CS) I(ndoor) P(ool) C(ommittee) (photo), May 19, 1989, p.3

TALLEY, PAULETTE
On an evening of warm affection, Bette Landes receives (SCS) Bowl (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.2
SCS Natl Bank salutes Bette A Landes, 1989 Bowl winner (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.24
(Village Voices) Sing songs of SCS (at Village Club's annual luncheon) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.2
Maroon and White elects leaders for 1989-90, May 12, 1989, p.19

TALLEY, PAULETTE (AU)
Support urged for (Non-Partisan) candidates (ltr), Mar 17, 1989, p.6
Cable show on (indoor) pool recommended (ltr), Jun 23, 1989, p.6

TALLEY, THOMAS
Indoor swimming pool drive lagging, Jun 9, 1989, p.1
No early verdict expected on (indoor) pool, Jul 14, 1989, p.1
Indoor pool backers race Sept 8 deadline (photo), Sep 1, 1989, p.1
Pool referendum likely, village says, Sep 15, 1989, p.1
Voters scuttle indoor pool proposal (photo; table p 30), Nov 10, 1989, p.1

TALLEY, THOMAS (AU)
Readers' views on the pool and where to put it (ltrs), Jun 9, 1989, p.6

TAPPOREN, JUDITH
New (SCS) School Board head B Lopez announces opener format (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1
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TAPHORN, JUDITH
Keep child care in schools, parents urge Board of Ed, Sep 22, 1989, p.1

TAPPER, ELANA
Good eggs: (Winners of Recreation Dept's Easter Eggstravaganza contest) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.3

TASK FORCE ON DRUGS AND ALCOHOL-SCS
Parents urged to take Safe Homes Pledge, Dec 8, 1989, p.5

TASK FORCE ON DRUGS AND ALCOHOL-SCS
(SCS Task Force on Drugs, Alcohol applauds) Smoking ban at Junior High (ltr), Feb 17, 1989, p.6
(SCS Task Force on Drugs and Alcohol presented) Lifesaving message (at SHS) (ltr), May 26, 1989, p.6
(Task Force on Drugs, Alcohol, SHS PTA urge) a festive and safe graduation (ltr), Jun 23, 1989, p.6
Communication called key in curbing substance abuse: (Dr P Read speaks to parents), Nov 10, 1989, p.2

TASK FORCE ON DRUGS AND ALCOHOL-SCS (AU)
(Open house parties are) 'Invitations to trouble' (ltr), Sep 29, 1989, p.6

TAUBER, SHARON
S Tauber (joins Grubb & Ellis Real Estate) (Awards, Appointments & Promotions), Jul 28, 1989, p.2

TAUBERT, BETTY
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year Jean DeCarlo (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.28
(E Kroenlein is) SCS's top (Girl) Scout (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.5

TAUBIN, GREG
Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16

TAUS, DAN
Making reading fun is goal of school programs, Jan 20, 1989, p.1

TAX ASSESSMENT
SEE ASSESSMENT

TAX EVASION
(M Calvi?) Contractor for Dario's (Restaurant) sentenced for tax evasion, Mar 3, 1989, p.13
Ciotis sentenced for tax evasion, Jul 7, 1989, p.1
D Cioti to serve (prison) term at home, Nov 10, 1989, p.3
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

TAXATION-SCS
6% school tax hike seen, Jan 20, 1989, p.1
(L Tooley gives) Budget preview, Feb 24, 1989, p.1
4.8% village tax hike sought, Mar 17, 1989, p.1
School tax hike down 50% from last year, Mar 24, 1989, p.1
Asbestos study finds no cause for alarm (Dr R Hibschman tells Board of Education), Apr 14, 1989, p.1
Village seeks downtown proposals: (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
Former mayor G Jensen seeks Town Club support for affordable housing, Apr 21, 1989, p.3
Village opts for self-insurance (Approves budget), Apr 28, 1989, p.1
School tax trimmed; groups OK budget, May 5, 1989, p.1
(School) District votes May 17 on $39.4 million budget, (Board of Ed candidates), May 12, 1989, p.1
(SCS School) Budget passes by 3-1 margin; (Bd of Ed members B Jaffe, R Paradise, E Stock elected), May 19, 1989, p.1
Neighbors blast SCS Manor subdivision plan, Jul 7, 1989, p.1
Correction: (L Weiss raised possibility of tax grievance, not tax boycott, re Winston subdivision), Jul 21, 1989, p.3
(Indoor) Pool's cost to taxpayers seen too high (ltr), Oct 6, 1989, p.6
Village releases analysis of indoor pool tax impact (chart p 22), Oct 20, 1989, p.1
Not voting (on indoor pool referendum) would prove costly (ltr), Oct 20, 1989, p.6
County budget threatens 52% hike in tax rate, Nov 17, 1989, p.1
O'Rourke protests budget cuts that lower tax hike here to 33%, Dec 29, 1989, p.1
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TAXATION-SCS continued
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5
SEE ALSO ASSESSMENT, SCS Taxpayer Alert Steering and Support Committee

TAXATION-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
County taxes going down here, Mar 17, 1989, p.28
County budget threatens 52% hike in tax rate, Nov 17, 1989, p.1
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

TAXICABS-FARES
(Village Board to hold hearing on new) Taxi cab law, Feb 10, 1989, p.1
(Village Board to hold special) Zoning meeting, Dec 22, 1989, p.1

TAYLOR, CHRISTOPHER
Pool report (on schedule), Feb 3, 1989, p.1
Report (of Ad Hoc Indoor Pool Committee) proposes $5.5M indoor pool, Mar 3, 1989, p.1
R L Gerloff resigns from SCS Natl Bank; C Taylor is new president (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.1
R Gerloff named Exec VP of (American) Savings Bank; 6 leave SCS Natl (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year Jean DeCarlo (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.28
(Indoor) Pool site debated; Poll asked, Apr 7, 1989, p.1
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
Bank of NY to absorb SCS National (photo: L Richey Jr p 20), May 12, 1989, p.1
Youth (Employment) Service) looking for higher profile; May 26, 1989, p.9
Employee exodus: (28 SCS Natl Bank employees have resigned since Bank of NY takeover), Jun 2, 1989, p.1
(SCS Natl Bank) Building (at 130 Garth Rd) for sale; Aug 18, 1989, p.1
Final week for SCS Natl Bank; Aug 25, 1989, p.1
SCS National Bank—the final day (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.1
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

TAYLOR, CHRISTOPHER (AU)
(SCS Natl) Bank's involvement (in community) continuing (ltr), Mar 17, 1989, p.6
Message of thanks from SCS Natl Bank president C Taylor (ltr), Sep 1, 1989, p.6

TAYLOR, DANIELLE
When it comes to investing, SHS is number 1, Dec 1, 1989, p.19

TAYLOR, DENISE
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year Jean DeCarlo (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.28
Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairmen named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20
Time running out for school (Bd Nominating Committee) nominations; (Administrative Committee named), Nov 17, 1989, p.3

TAYLOR, GINNY

TAYLOR, M C
Historical (Society fund-raising) campaign (underway) (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.2

TAYLOR, SUSAN
Students gain perspective, skills at Choice World Conference (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.15
The Bank of New York salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.30
The logo of Choice (unveiled) (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.16

TEACHER AIDES, ASSISTANTS-SCS-WAGES AND SALARIES
V Dempsey retiring from Edgewood; (Bd of Ed to appoint advisory committee on capital improvements), Dec 22, 1989, p.1
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

TEACHERS
Tribute to teacher K Dale (ltr), Feb 10, 1989, p.6
(SCS Community Baptist Church) Nursery school director appointed: L Easty (photo), Aug 11, 1989, p.8
(J Durrani) Teaching in Japan (photo), Aug 25, 1989, p.2
SEE ALSO COLLEGE TEACHERS

TEACHERS-AWARDS Rewards, Prizes, Etc.
SCS woman M J Clerkin honored as Berkeley (School's) teacher of the year, Jan 6, 1989, p.5

TEACHERS-SCS
Making reading fun is goal of school program, Jan 20, 1989, p.1
(E Anders) makes first grade fun (ltr), Feb 3, 1989, p.6
Hibschian defends staff in 'abuse' case; (Dr E Machmts to retire) (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
School tax hike down 50% from last year, Mar 24, 1989, p.1
Asbestos study finds no cause for alarm (Dr R Hibschian tells Board of Education), Apr 14, 1989, p.1
Teacher P M Deapsey chosen for Ovid forum, May 12, 1989, p.18
New principal (J Farren) appointed at Quaker Ridge (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1
Teacher A Levin contributes book chapter, May 19, 1989, p.14
Teacher L M Kohn to attend Constitution forum, Jun 16, 1989, p.19
At final (Board of Education) session, S Older receives high praise, Jun 23, 1989, p.1
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22
New (SCS) School Board head B Lopez announces opener format (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1

TEACHERS-SCS-HOUSING
Affordable housing is SCS: an impossible dream?, Aug 11, 1989, p.1
Affordable housing advocates receive a skeptical response (from Village Club), Oct 6, 1989, p.1

TEACHERS-SCS-RETIREMENT
'We love you, Miss Bauer' (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.19
(SCS Teachers Institute) Honors (retiring) teachers (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.19
At final (Board of Education) session, S Older receives high praise, Jun 23, 1989, p.1
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22

TEACHERS-SCS-WAGES AND SALARIES
Affordable housing advocates receive a skeptical response (from Village Club), Oct 6, 1989, p.1

TEACHING
If you want to change things, teach (edit), Dec 1, 1989, p.7

TECHNOLOGY
High tech is now for everyone (edit), Jan 13, 1989, p.7

TEEN LEADERSHIP DAY
Teen leaders (from SCS participate in WNET-sponsored Teen Leadership Day) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.19
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TESTMEIER, MARY ELLEN
Westchester Atssn for Retarded Citizens honors Scarsdalians J Israel, S Feer, Jun 23, 1989, p.8

TELEPHONE
(SCS School district upgrades to) A better telephone system, Jul 14, 1989, p.1
Neighbors ask (Village) board's help on the Hutch, Oct 27, 1989, p.1

TELEVISION BROADCASTING
Cartoon, Oct 20, 1989, p.6
(B Weiss, M Bloom appear) On TV (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.15

TELEVISION BROADCASTING-SPORTS
This sports buff (B Mazer) leads league in amazing recall (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.6

TELEVISION IN EDUCATION
'More calculus after this message' (edit), Apr 28, 1989, p.7

TELEVISION PROGRAMS
Bonnie meets Alice (B Weiss appears on Sesame Street television program) (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.9

TELEVISION STATIONS
Teen leaders (from SCS participate in WNET-sponsored Teen Leadership Day) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.19

TELFER, PETER
(Beck) Family victims of misdirected (child) abuse probe, Feb 17, 1989, p.1
(Inquirer praises P Telfer for) Smoke-free Junior High (edit), Feb 17, 1989, p.6
6th grade and junior high: a good match (Part I), Jun 23, 1989, p.1
SCS (Junior High School's) progress from 'zoo' to middle school (Part II), Jun 30, 1989, p.1
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10
(SCS) Junior High is really a middle school, says P Telfer (at Bd of Ed meeting), Oct 6, 1989, p.16
Junior high school mourns loss of one of its favorites, H Harrison (photo p.14), Dec 22, 1989, p.1

TELLEVI, LEN
6th grade and junior high: a good match (Part I), Jun 23, 1989, p.1

TELONIS, DEMETRI
Demetri Telonis (dies), Feb 24, 1989, p.12

TEMENOS, CHRISTINA
(Recreation Dept gives) Honors for creative flake makers, Feb 17, 1989, p.5

TEMPKIN, EDWARD
(New York) Hospital honors leading volunteers E Schweickert, E Tempkin (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.2

TEMPLES
(SCS Friends are) Friends indeed (ltr), Sep 29, 1989, p.6

TENENBAUM, DAVID
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30

TENNIS
(P Shifrel) On US (tennis) team (photo), Jan 13, 1989, p.22
Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

TENNIS CLUBS
SCS Natl Bank salutes 60 Seasons of Platform Tennis (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.30

TENORE, STEPHEN
O'Rourke protests budget cuts that lower tax hike here to 33%, Dec 29, 1989, p.1

TEPERMAN, ROSELLE
Resident R I Teperman feted on 90th (birthday) (ltr), Mar 31, 1989, p.6

TERODIN, JO ANN
A message of thanks (from Citizen of Year J DeCarlo) (ltr), Mar 31, 1989, p.6
TERDIMAN, JO ANN (AU)
(Congratulations to J DeCarlo,) Citizen of the Year (ltr), Mar 17, 1989, p.6

TERRELL, WALTER
Weeds make way for children in re-opened Fox Meadow park (photo), May 5, 1989, p.19
Friends seek a place in the sun for SCS's nature sanctuary, (Weinberg Nature Center! (photo), Jul 28, 1989, p.3
Weinberg (Nature) Center gets (Museum Assessment Program grant), Oct 6, 1989, p.4

TERRISS, SAMANTHA
29 (SHS students) attend Presidential Classroom, Mar 17, 1989, p.14
(SHS art students go) Behind the scenes at Museum! (f) Movement! (art) (photo, Nov 10, 1989, p.18

TERRORISM
Irrationalism on the rampage (ltr), Mar 3, 1989, p.6
(Bombing of Riverdale Press headquarters) A failed attack on freedom of the press) (edit), Mar 3, 1989, p.6
Response to Khomeini's death threat) 'shamefully slow' (ltr, Mar 3, 1989, p.6
(Writer) Dismayed by senators silence (re Rushdie affair) (ltr), Mar 3, 1989, p.6
The tyrant and his chains (reprint of Riverdale Press Feb 23 edit), Mar 24, 1989, p.7

TESTA, BARBARA
Ecumenical event: (160 realtors assemble for holiday party at SCS Golf Club) (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.5

TESTING
SEE EDUCATIONAL TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS

THANKSGIVING
(Greenacres PTA gives international families) A taste of Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 17, 1989, p.14
If you counted blessings, but not calories... (illus), Nov 24, 1989, p.6
Doin' the chicken (photo), Nov 24, 1989, p.10
A white Thanksgiving (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.5

THEATER
Actresses (A David, J Lloyd) form rep(ertory) group (photo: A David), Jun 16, 1989, p.18
(R Holmes) wrote 'Drood' and lots more things you know (photo), Jul 28, 1989, p.6
SHS graduate J Gardner) on Broadway (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.16
What I did this summer (edit), Sep 22, 1989, p.7
'Gloria!' (Nativity musical presented at SCS Congregational Church) (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.1

THEATER BUILDINGS
Last picture show (for Plaza Theater?), Nov 17, 1989, p.1

THEATER-PRODUCTION AND DIRECTION
Vox populi! Rockin' with the Bard in Albany (photo), Aug 18, 1989, p.6

THEOBALD, JOHN
Literature anyone? (Friends of SCS Library prepare for book sale) (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.1

THIEL, KAROL
Duckling drama (photo), May 12, 1989, p.1

THIES, JOHN
SCS Natl Bank salutes Bette A Landes, 1989 Bowl winner (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.24
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year Jean DeCarlo (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.28
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26
Cooper family members (portrait in SCS Historical Society exhibit) (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.5
Still active at 91, John Thies epitomizes volunteer spirit (Senior Lifestyles Supp) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.21
(D D Toapkins) Gone, but not forgotten (photo), Jun 30, 1989, p.3
0 say can you see? (J Thies points out Post Office failed to fly flag on Labor Day), Sep 8, 1989, p.1
A big week for 200-year-old (James Fenimore Cooper) (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.5
The Bank of New York salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.30
(Quaker Ridge) 4th graders rap for their rights (photo p 1), Oct 6, 1989, p.5
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THIES, LILLIAN
Beverly Cunningham chosen to receive SCS Bowl (photo), Nov 24, 1989, p.1

THIES, LILLIAN DRAKE
Still active at 91, John Thies epitomizes volunteer spirit (Senior Lifestyles Supp) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.21

THINKY, PEM
Old masterpiece comes to life (in Quaker Ridge art appreciation course) (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.14

THIO, WARREN
(SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8

THOMAS, FRED
Defects found in (Edgewood, Fox Meadow, Greenacres) school windows, Nov 10, 1989, p.1

THOMAS, JESSE
(Heathcote Branch, SCS Natl) Bank hold-up was a fraud, police say (photo p 8), Mar 24, 1989, p.1
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

THOMAS, MARK
(F Ryan, M Thomas, J Miccoli are) New faces in (SCS) police department (illus), Aug 25, 1989, p.2

THOMAS, YOLANDA
(Heathcote Branch, SCS Natl) Bank hold-up was a fraud, police say (photo p 8), Mar 24, 1989, p.1
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

THOMAS-PERKINS, JANET
Fairy tale village (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.16

THOMPSON, CORKY
(SCS High School PTA) Scholarship drive on, Feb 3, 1989, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26
Parks and Recreation Council to consider shortened camp season; (Council members named), Nov 17, 1989, p.3

THOMPSON, JOE
Local athletes N Brookman, D Potter, A Werblow look forward to friendly competition in Israel, Jun 30, 1989, p.3

THOMPSON, KENNETH (DR-AU)
Is America in decline? (edit), Oct 13, 1989, p.7

THOMPSON, MARY
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3

THORNBURGH, GINNY
Award (to be presented to) S(CS) C(ongregational) C(hurch for accessibility for disabled), May 26, 1989, p.22

THROOP, ALLEN
Allen E Throop (dies), Mar 3, 1989, p.12

TIERNEY, JAMES
Speaking of peace (N Milstein reads winning essay by M Herschi) (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.4

TIERNEY, JAMES (DR)
Defense expert Dr J F Tierney to discuss peace prospects in new administration (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.3

TIERNEY, JIM
Renamed freeze group to hold workshop, (elect officers, vote on new name), Jan 6, 1989, p.5

TIEFGEN, BETSY

TILLIS, MITZI
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year Jean DeCarlo (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.28

TILLIS, SIDNEY
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year Jean DeCarlo (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.28
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TIMBERGER, DAVID
- Soar to Eagle Scout rank (in Memorial Day ceremonies) (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.3
- Six from (Boy Scout) Troop 99 reach Eagle rank (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.4

TIMBERGER, ELIZABETH
- (High School PTA) Scholarship drive on, Feb 3, 1989, p.1
- Maroon and White elects leaders for 1989-90, May 12, 1989, p.19

TIMBERGER, ROBERT
- (School Board) Nominating Committee election is on Jan 31, Jan 27, 1989, p.1
- Tie vote forces runoff for School Nominating Committee, Feb 3, 1989, p.1
- (High School PTA) Scholarship drive on, Feb 3, 1989, p.1
- (School Board Nominating Committee decides) No interviews (of prospective Bd of Ed candidates), Apr 21, 1989, p.1
- Maroon and White elects leaders for 1989-90, May 12, 1989, p.19

TIMBERGER, ROBERT (Dr)
- Asbestos study finds no cause for alarm (Dr R Hibsman tells Board of Education), Apr 14, 1989, p.1

TIN-AUNG, ISABELLE
- Memories (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.10

TINNITUS
- (Tinnitus) can be an earful (edit), Sep 15, 1989, p.7

TISCH, BONNIE
- Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.32

TJEUH, MICHAEL
- 93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14
- They eat you-know-whatties! (SCS winners of physical fitness awards) (photo), May 19, 1989, p.13

TJEUH, MICHELE
- 93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

TOAL, TERRANCE
- 3 local football players (M Cohen, Y Koh, T Toal) selected for Golden Dozen team, Dec 29, 1989, p.8

TOBACK, ALLEGRA

TOBACK, ALLEGRA
- Lineup named for mystery musical ("Edwin Drood", to be presented by SSMT), Jul 7, 1989, p.2

TOBIAS, GLEN
- (Glen Tobias) Cavort(s) with Yankee greats on fantasy diamond (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.6

TOBIAS, GREG
- SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Boys' Basketball (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.32

TOBIAS, LYNN
- Youth Employment (Service) looking for higher profile, May 26, 1989, p.9
- Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.32
- (YES) put(s) SCS young people to work (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.8
- A big night for the (White Plains) hospital (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.2

TOCCO, DEBRA

TOCCO, JOSEPHINE
- Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

TODER, RICHARD
- Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
- Zachy's gets a variance, Oct 20, 1989, p.1
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TOLAN, MISSY
- Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
- Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

TOLAND, MISSY
- Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18

TOLCHIN, ROBERT
- Last picture show (for Plaza Theater?), Nov 17, 1989, p.1

TOLEDO, BARBARA
- Bank of New York and SCS Nail Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22
- Red Cross honors its top volunteers, Jun 2, 1989, p.11

TOLLES, MICHAEL

TOMANELLI, JOE
- Foreign language and women's history highlighted at junior high (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.14

TOMANELLI, LISA
- Vote for SCS's kids, seniors, families, swim teams AND housing values (advt; photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.18

TOMPKINS, DANIEL
- Charges fly in dispute over Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.1
- (D D Tompkins) Gone, but not forgotten (photo), Jun 30, 1989, p.3

TOMELLO, MARCO
- SHS girls' soccer team wins section, eyes state title (photo; addl photo p 15), Jun 9, 1989, p.1
- Raiders do it! Win 1st state soccer title (photo; addl photo p 17), Jun 18, 1989, p.1

TONEK, KAY
- Bank of NY and SCS Nail Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22

TOOLEY, LOWELL
- Village seeks (matching funds from Metro North) for parking, Jan 13, 1989, p.1
- More (money) for (village) managers; (Village top management officials awarded raises), Jan 13, 1989, p.1
- Vergil left out of new asphalt paving on Heathcote and Drake Roads), Jan 13, 1989, p.1
- (H Kanarek puts) Village on notice (that Saxon Woods Rd is dangerous), Jan 13, 1989, p.1
- Metro North plans call for removal of tiled canopy at SCS station (photo), Jan 20, 1989, p.1
- Harry Winston's lawyer on the stand (in Winston v SCS), Feb 10, 1989, p.1
- New garbage law (prohibits putting out garbage prior to sundown of day before collection), Feb 10, 1989, p.1
- (Village Board to hold hearing on new) Taxi cab law, Feb 10, 1989, p.1
- Gene Altieri dies; Was popular business and community leader (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.1
- (New zoning) Law would mandate senior housing; (Village Bd discusses sanitation laws), Feb 17, 1989, p.1
- Winston trial ends; Now it's up to the judge, Feb 24, 1989, p.1
- Changes proposed in local (burglar/ fire) alarm law, Feb 24, 1989, p.1
- (L Tooley gives) Budget preview, Feb 24, 1989, p.1
- (Village) Code being streamlined, Feb 24, 1989, p.16
- Rent cap proposed (for 45 Popham Rd), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
- 4.8X village tax hike sought, Mar 17, 1989, p.1
- Revised (village) law code adopted (by Village Board), Mar 17, 1989, p.1
- At last (Village Board) meeting, nothing but praise (for mayor E Seidman), Mar 21, 1989, p.1
- (SCS joins White Plains in writing) Letter of complaint (regarding obsolete compacting equipment), Apr 14, 1989, p.1
- Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed) , Apr 14, 1989, p.3
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TOOLEY, LOWELL continued
(State Comptroller's Office) Report raps local fiscal practices, Apr 21, 1989, p.1
(Drake) Park (to) close at 9(PM, votes Village Board), Apr 28, 1989, p.1
Heavy duty: (A Blitz, L Tooley plant Washington sycamore for Arbor Day) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.1
Planning board tells (Mormon) Church, neighbors to work out a solution, May 5, 1989, p.1
(Private SCS streets) Going public?, Jun 2, 1989, p.1
(New equipment to produce) Finer compost, Jun 9, 1989, p.1
(Village Board votes) Raises for firemen, management, Jun 30, 1989, p.1
Village (employees) rate high on scale (ltr), Jun 30, 1989, p.6
Richard Gerloff dies; Was business, civic leader here (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.1
(Metro North's) Plan preserves old look at (SCS railroad) station (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.1
Heathcote bridge bids come in under budget, Aug 18, 1989, p.1
(H F Ryan, M Thomas, J Miccoli are) New faces in (SCS) police department (illus), Aug 25, 1989, p.2
Indoor pool backers race Sept 8 deadline (photo), Sep 1, 1989, p.1
Village may pay (Hilmut, Maaronoeck, Pofham Rd) bridge bill, Sep 15, 1989, p.1
Another red flag (on another SCS bridge; Heathcote Rd bridge weight limit lowered), Sep 22, 1989, p.1
'A' School lease 15 years, not 40 (as reported in Sept 15 Inquirer), Sep 22, 1989, p.23
Vote with 1500 other supporters;...Vote yes for an indoor pool (photo; list), Nov 3, 1989, p.32
Dispute over Special Police is issue at accreditation hearing, Dec 15, 1989, p.1
Dedicate balance (in amount of salt to use for snow removal), Dec 22, 1989, p.1
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

TOPPING, AUDREY
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26

TOPPING, SEYMOUR
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26

TORKE, RALF
(SCS) Schools moving slowly toward restoration plan, Jun 23, 1989, p.1
(SCS) Board of Education) discusses $17.8M plan for schools, Jul 28, 1989, p.1

TOROP, BEN
At the Scout House, seniors are playing a whole new ball game (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.3

TORTORELLO, JAMIE

TORTORELLO, MICHAEL
29 (SHS students) attend Presidential Classroom, Mar 17, 1989, p.14
Arts in our Lives: Of plays and pickles, Oct 27, 1989, p.15

TOSKANER, KATIE (AU)
Are SCS's bridges falling down? (ltr), Aug 4, 1989, p.6

TOURK, ANN
(C L Kahn, D Scheir, E Stock) named to (Westchester County) Women's (Advisory) Board, Feb 3, 1989, p.2

TOWBER, BARBARA
At final (Board of Education) session, 5 Older receives high praise, Jun 23, 1989, p.1
Defects found in (Edgewood, Fox Meadow, Greenacres) school windows, Nov 10, 1989, p.1

TOWN CLUB-SCS
(Town Club) Report critical of (downtown) rezoning plan, Jan 20, 1989, p.1
On plan for downtown (ltr), Jan 20, 1989, p.6
Hibschman expects bond issue in 89-90, Feb 3, 1989, p.1
(Village Board's attempt to vote down Town Club report on downtown a) Mistaken judgement (ltr), Feb 17, 1989, p.6
Former mayor G Jensen seeks Town Club support for affordable housing, Apr 21, 1989, p.3
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TOWN CLUB-SCS continued
School tax trimmed; groups OK budget; May 5, 1989, p.1
Report from Albany: C Singer gives Town Club a bleak outlook, Jun 2, 1989, p.1
Affordable housing is SCS: an impossible dream?; Aug 11, 1989, p.1
B Lopez estimates bond issue for schools at $20 million or more (in address to Town Club); Oct 27, 1989, p.1
(Cartoon), Oct 27, 1989, p.6
Other Voices: It’s time to form a Town and Village Club (edit), Oct 27, 1989, p.7
TOWN HALL (at the Village Hall (SCS) - Handicapped access
Elevator going up (at Town Hall to provide handicapped access to Rutherford Hall), Dec 15, 1989, p.1
TOWNSEND, HOWARD
Howard Townsend (dies), Oct 27, 1989, p.22
TRABAKINO, BILL
Will new SHS athletic code work? Staff, students, parents disagree, Sep 29, 1989, p.1
TRABAKINO, WILLIAM
School board lists bond issue priorities, Oct 20, 1989, p.1
TRACHTENBERG, MARJORIE
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26
TRACK ATHLETICS
V Lambert wins sectional race; 4 Raiders qualify for state meet (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.14
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
SHS athlete I DeNunzio wins state (shot put) title, Mar 17, 1989, p.15
I DeNunzio best in state (shot put at New York State Intersectional Track and Field Championships), Jun 16, 1989, p.1
Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16
Athletes capture Empire State gold (photo), Aug 11, 1989, p.20
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30
TRACY, SOPHIE (AU)
A modern hostess’s health hassles (edit), Aug 11, 1989, p.7
TRADE MARKS AND TRADE NAMES
The logo of Choice (unveiled) (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.16
TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
Drinking blamed in (automobile) crash (involving T McGovern) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.3
Emergency forces came through (1tr), Aug 25, 1989, p.6
Someone didn’t get the message: (Stop sign at Chase Rd, Spencer Pl mowed down) (photo), Oct 6, 1989, p.1
TRAFFIC REGULATIONS
...Boniface Circle expansion test (cartoon), Aug 4, 1989, p.6
TRAFFIC SAFETY
(Downtown) Project aims at safer (pedestrian) crossings (photo), Jul 28, 1989, p.1
TRAFFIC SIGNS AND SIGNALS
Someone didn’t get the message: (Stop sign at Chase Rd, Spencer Pl mowed down) (photo), Oct 6, 1989, p.1
B Lopez estimates bond issue for schools at $20 million or more (in address to Town Club), Oct 27, 1989, p.1
Neighbors ask (Village) board’s help on the Hutch, Oct 27, 1989, p.1
(Road markings on Spencer Pl and Chase Rd show) The shape of things to come (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.8
TRAMONTINE, NANCY
There was Christmas all through the house (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.13
TRAPARILLA, ALBERT
(SCS American Legion Post holds) Double celebration (for St Patrick’s Day, 70th Anniversary) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.2
TRAUGOTT, GERTRUDE
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TRAVEL
The best journey never begins (edit), Jun 30, 1989, p.7
Content right here (ltr), Jul 21, 1989, p.6

TRAVEL GUIDES
(E Greetal’s) Eagle project is a history maker (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.3

TREADWAY, JOE
Heathcote sings musical adieu (photo; list) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.21

TRAVEL GUIDES
(E Greetal’s) Eagle project is a history maker (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.3

TREADWAY, JOE
Heathcote sings musical adieu (photo; list) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.21

TRAVEL GUIDES
(E Greetal’s) Eagle project is a history maker (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.3

TREADWAY, JOE
Heathcote sings musical adieu (photo; list) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.21

TREES
Lament for lost trees (ltr), Mar 10, 1989, p.6
Charges fly in dispute over Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.1
(NY Dept of Environmental Conservation) Ruling will take Winston estate off wetlands map, Apr 28, 1989, p.1
Heavy duty: (A Blitz, L Tooley plant Washington sycamore for Arbor Day) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.1
Planning board tells (Mormon) Church, neighbors to work out a solution, May 5, 1989, p.1
Neighbors blast SCS Manor subdivision plan, Jul 7, 1989, p.1
Where are SCS’s biggest trees? (ltr), Aug 18, 1989, p.6
End of the line (for three diseased maple trees near the SHS gym), Sep 1, 1989, p.1
Too late to measure those trees (ltr), Sep 1, 1989, p.6
(M Samuelson, M Bonarrigo) Enjoying a windsfall (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.3
We must act now to save our trees (ltr), Sep 29, 1989, p.6
Planning Board criticizes Ferndale Park development, Oct 6, 1989, p.1
Developers have rights too (ltr), Oct 6, 1989, p.6
Trees, indoor pool are topics at Village (Board meeting), Oct 13, 1989, p.5
(SCS should) Do more to preserve trees (edit), Oct 13, 1989, p.6
Tree preservation is not a luxury (ltr), Oct 27, 1989, p.6
(SCS is) A park, not a developers’ playground (ltr), Oct 27, 1989, p.6
Planning Board rejects (Michelson) subdivision application, Nov 24, 1989, p.2
Big wind in SCS (falls willow trees at Schreiber home) (photo), Nov 24, 1989, p.4
(R Leder Jr) looking for specimen trees (ltr), Dec 8, 1989, p.6

TREES-LAWS AND REGULATIONS
Strong tree law urged (ltr), Mar 24, 1989, p.6
Local laws offer trees scant protection (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.1
Trees felled despite new laws, Sep 15, 1989, p.1
Public hearings to be held on) Code changes (dealing with powers, duties of Planning Bd), Oct 6, 1989, p.1
Developers can afford to conserve (trees) (ltr), Oct 20, 1989, p.6

TREGLIA, DANA
(SHC art students go) Behind the scenes at (Museum) D(f) M(odern) A(rt) (photo, Nov 10, 1989, p.18

TRESSLER, CLYDE
Making reading fun is goal of school programs, Jan 20, 1989, p.1
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30
6th grade and junior high: a good match (Part I), Jun 23, 1989, p.1
SCS (Junior High) School’s progress from ‘zoo’ to middle school (Part II), Jun 30, 1989, p.1

TREZZA, ANN
Embly Club installs new slate of officers, Jul 14, 1989, p.9

TRIANGLE DEVELOPMENT CORP
See Land Development - SCS
Townhouse foes sue legal action, Mar 31, 1989, p.1

TRIPODI, PAULINE
Embly Club installs new slate of officers, Jul 14, 1989, p.9

TRITLE, KENT
3 years after the fire, Hitchcock (Church) lays new sanctuary cornerstone (photo; addl photo p 22), May 26, 1989, p.1
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TROMPE-L'OŒIL
  Trompe l'oeil, or, the artist as entertainer (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.6
TROY, BERNARD
  SCS Natl Bank salutes Bette A Landes, 1989 Bowl winner (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.24
TROY, JANE
  SCS Natl Bank salutes Bette A Landes, 1989 Bowl winner (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.24
TRUDELL, ROBERT
  Wedding bells (ring for Library Directors Joyce Nichols and Robert J Trudell) (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.3
  Few protest at first (county) budget hearing, Dec 1, 1989, p.3
TRUST FOR PUBLIC LAND
  After the rezoning: What's next for the downtown?, Mar 10, 1989, p.1
TSUKADA, MIEKO
  Girls' Day preview (photo), Feb 24, 1989, p.8
TUBMAN, SHAD
  African king (Nii Aogui II Ga Mantse) bears message of welcome to investors, tourists (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1
TUCKER, AMANDA
  Math can be fun! (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.9
TUCKER, DOROTHY
  Dorothy Tucker, active in Girl Scouts and Woman's Club, is dead at 82 (photo), Jan 13, 1989, p.14
TUCKER, JANET
  (E Kroenlein is) SCS's top Girl Scout (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.5
  Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute Kidswalk '89 (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.20
  Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairmen named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20
TUNICK, CAROLE
  30 in contention for Citizens' Committee, Oct 13, 1989, p.1
  Unit elections slated for (Nov 15), Nov 10, 1989, p.1
TUNICK, RICHARD
  National Westminster Bank) picks R D Tunick as high exec (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.4
TURNER, RITA (DR)
  Ex-teachers' paper, (Post Roads, edited by S Hewett,) a winner (in NY Teachers' Journalism Contest), Apr 7, 1989, p.17
  Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
TUSHMAN, MARILYN
  29 in running for (School Board) nominating group, Dec 8, 1989, p.3
TUSHMAN, MICHAEL
  SCS scholar M Tushman awarded new Columbia business chair (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.4
TWIRLING
  SEE BATON TWIRLING
TYLER, JOEL
  (D Wright,) Figure in SCS drug case, nabbed, Aug 4, 1989, p.3
TYRELL, PATRICK
  Woodlands High Class of 1989 (list; photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.10
UCHIDA, TOMOKO
  SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Girls' Basketball (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.28
UCHITELLE, JOAN
  New Adult School officers: N Rosensweig, B L Crowder, M Matsuo (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.3
  (Greenacres) P (urchasing) C (onsortium) elects officers, Sep 15, 1989, p.5
UGHETTA, HENRY
  Henry Ughetta dies; Was Citizen of the Year, Dec 22, 1989, p.1
  (H Harrison, H Ughetta left) Lasting legacies (edit), Dec 22, 1989, p.6
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UGHETTA, HENRY II
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

UGHETTA, MARY ALICE
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.32
From quaint to sublime, houses on tour (for benefit of Young Adult Institute) dazzle (photo; add! p.17, Dec 15, 1989, p.6
Henry Ughetta dies; Was Citizen of the Year, Dec 22, 1989, p.1

USHIKI, HANNA
With a huff and a puff (Women's Club performs 'Three Little Pigs' for nursery schools) (photo), May 26, 1989, p.11
Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairmen named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20

UNGER, ROBERT
O'Rourke protests budget cuts that lower tax hike here to 33%, Dec 29, 1989, p.1

ULLMAN, JOSEPH
(Town Club) Report critical of (downtown) rezoning plan, Jan 20, 1989, p.1
(SCS) Foundation dedicated to good of community (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.4
SCS Natl Bank salutes Bette A Landes, 1989 Bowl winner (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.24
Non-Partisans start long road toward nomination of candidates; (Procedure Committee members named), Sep 1, 1989, p.3

UMEZAWA, HARUKI
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

UNDERHILL, BENJAMIN
Joshua's ghost and other tales of old houses (photo; add! photo p 8), Nov 17, 1989, p.6

UNDERHILL, JOSHUA
Joshua's ghost and other tales of old houses (photo; add! photo p 8), Nov 17, 1989, p.6

UNDERHILL, ROBERT (AU)
Not voting (on indoor pool referendum) would prove costly (ltr), Oct 20, 1989, p.6

UNDER, LOIS
SVAC is busy and needs staff (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.4

UNICEF
(UNICEF cards represent) Forty years of love in action (edit), Nov 24, 1989, p.7

UNIFORMED FIREFIGHTERS' ASSN-SCS
(SCS's Uniformed Firefighters Assn names) Firefighters of the year (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.8

UNIS, CHRIS
Olympics, fair end Edgewood year (photo; list) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.19

UNIS, MARINA
Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairmen named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20

UNIT MEETINGS
(See Citizens' Committee-SCS-Elections)

UNITED JEWISH APPEAL
Super Sunday: (UJA Federation volunteer efforts gain $548,000 in pledges for Y) (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.10
Berdons to be honored by UJA (photo), May 26, 1989, p.21

UNITED NATIONS
N Lowey discusses role of United Nations (in speech to SCS/HTS chapter of UN Assn), May 5, 1989, p.4

UNITED NATIONS ASSN
N Lowey discusses role of United Nations (in speech to SCS/HTS chapter of UN Assn), May 5, 1989, p.4

UNITED NATIONS ASSN-SCS/HTS CHAPTER

UNITED WAY
People helping people at (SCS Family Counseling Service), Mar 10, 1989, p.2
United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3
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UNITED WAY continued
E G Graves to address United Way dinner (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.1
E Graves delivers hard-hitting talk to United Way (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.1
Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26
(Center for Preventive Psychiatry) aims at prevention, Nov 10, 1989, p.8
(Westchester) Jewish (Community) Services lends a hand in health care, Dec 15, 1989, p.4
(Girl Scout program) Helping girls today, women of tomorrow, Dec 29, 1989, p.18

UNITED WAY-FUND RAISING

Red Cross is ready when emergency strikes, Jan 20, 1989, p.2
New United Way (fund-raising) program (initiated), Dec 1, 1989, p.4

UNSORTH, ROBERT

Foreign language and women's history highlighted at junior high (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.14
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30

URBAHN ASSOCIATES
Report (of Ad Hoc Indoor Pool Committee) proposes $5.5M indoor pool, Mar 3, 1989, p.1
Village releases analysis of indoor pool tax impact (chart p 22), Oct 20, 1989, p.1

US FLAG

SEE FLAGS

US POSTAL SERVICE

Changes (to be made at SCS) Post Office, Jul 28, 1989, p.1
0 say can you see? (J Thies points out Post Office failed to fly flag on Labor Day), Sep 8, 1989, p.1

US-CULTURAL RELATIONS-SoviET UNION

Computer experts S Grossman, P Spindel return from USSR, Feb 3, 1989, p.2

US-FOREIGN RELATIONS

Is America in decline? (edit), Oct 13, 1989, p.7
US-FOREIGN RELATIONS-SoviET UNION

Speaker Dr S Cohen urges cut in US military budget in response to Gorbachev, Oct 27, 1989, p.5

US-HISTORY

1989—now, that was a year! (edit), Dec 29, 1989, p.7

US-POPULATION

We can make a difference (in reducing urban stress caused by overpopulation) (ltr), Feb 17, 1989, p.6

US-ADVISORY COUNCIL ON HISTORIC PRESERVATION

(Metro North's) Plan preserves old look at (SCS railroad) station (photo), Jul 21, 1989, p.1

US. CONGRESS

SEE CONGRESSMEN

US. CONGRESS-SALARIES

Why not a living wage (for Congressmen)? (edit), Feb 10, 1989, p.6

US. CONSTITUTION

A Constitutional Display (cartoon), Jul 21, 1989, p.6

US. CONSTITUTION. 1ST-10TH AMENDMENTS

(City hall the) Wrong place for a menorah or a creche (ltr), Sep 1, 1989, p.6
(Quaker Ridge School celebrates) Bill of Rights Day (photo; story p 5), Oct 6, 1989, p.1
(Quaker Ridge) 4th graders rap for their rights (photo p 1), Oct 6, 1989, p.5

US. DEPT OF DEFENSE-BUDGET

Speaker Dr S Cohen urges cut in US military budget in response to Gorbachev, Oct 27, 1989, p.5

US. DEPT OF ENERGY

Gas and drug money: (Village reimbursed by Exxon, iant federal-county drug task force), Oct 6, 1989, p.1
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US. DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

Maybe (US Dept of Housing and Urban Development) can help (SCS get indoor pool) (edit), Jul 7, 1989, p.6
Propheteering (edit), Jul 28, 1989, p.6

US. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

Judge S Miller rejects Winston suit, but favors park, Apr 7, 1989, p.1

US. FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Masked men rob Heathcote (branch of SCS Natl) Bank, Mar 17, 1989, p.1
(Heathcote Branch, SCS Natl) Bank hold-up was a fraud, police say (photo p 8), Mar 24, 1989, p.1

US. NAVY

(O Salazar qualifies as) Deck officer (on USS Dwight D Eisenhower) (photo), Jun 30, 1989, p.4

US. STATE DEPT

House (at 32 Stonewall Lane) put under police protection, Jun 9, 1989, p.3

US. SUPREME COURT

(Supreme Court sending) Muddled messages (edit), Jul 7, 1989, p.6

US. SUPREME COURT-DECISIONS

Women have lost their liberty (ltr), Jul 14, 1989, p.6
Reader A Kroin says, right-to-lifers shouldn't impose morality (ltr), Jul 14, 1989, p.6
Menorah ruling called 'wrong-headed' (ltr), Jul 21, 1989, p.6
(Supreme) Court is rolling back the clock (edit), Aug 11, 1989, p.7
(City hall the) Wrong place for a menorah or a creche (ltr), Sep 1, 1989, p.6

USUKI, KENNETH

Have certificate, will babysit: (23 youngsters graduate from Fire Dept Babysitting Course) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.8
Farewell, Seely Place (photo; list) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.16

UTSCH, HANS

SMS alumnus (H Utschi's (stock mutual) fund rated number 1 (by Lipper Analytical Services, Inc), Apr 14, 1989, p.4

VACCARI, FRANK

A tuneful tribute (to retiring Quaker Ridge principal Dr E Machnits) (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.1

VACHA

New York show for local artist, Vacha, Sep 1, 1989, p.2

VAELS, NELSON

Gibai's Riders, 75 strong, hail their SCS mentor O Eisele (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.3

VALENSTEIN, ALICE

SCS artists (A Valenstein, H Kline) featured (in Katonah Gallery exhibit) (photo), Aug 11, 1989, p.2

VALENTINE'S DAY

Love is in the air: (George and Liz Shoemaker celebrate Valentine's Day wedding anniversary) (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.1
Couples share love-ly stories of wedded bliss (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.6
Be my valentine, Teddy (SCS Congregational Nursery School has Teddy Bear Picnic) (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.1

VALENTINO, ROBERT

Forget the Evian, turn on the tap (photo), Aug 18, 1989, p.1

VALLADES, JOHN

Two executives (R A Schubert, J F Valliades) promoted, Apr 26, 1989, p.8

VAN DE BERG, JAMES (REV)

3 years after the fire, Hitchcock (Church) lays new sanctuary cornerstone (photo; addl photo p 22), May 26, 1989, p.1

VAN DE WATER, PETER

(Weaver St) Subdivision plans come under fire, Jan 27, 1989, p.1
Local laws offer trees scant protection (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.1
Subdivision of Winston (property) moves one step closer (Subdivision site plan p 10), Jun 2, 1989, p.1
(SCS) Medical Center denied variance, Sep 22, 1989, p.5
Ferndale Park houses approved (by Planning Board), Nov 3, 1989, p.3
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VAN DEN HOUT, TARA (AU)
  Praise for Heathcote School (ltr), Jun 30, 1989, p.6

VAN DER WALL, LUCY
  Have certificate, will babysit: (23 youngsters graduate from Fire Dept Babysitting Course) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.8

VAN DER WALL, MARGARET
  Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute Kidswalk '89 (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.30

VAN DER HALL, TANYA
  Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16
  SHS graduates praised as a caring class (photo; addl photo pp 2 & 4, Grad Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.1

VAN HONNE, GINNY

VAN HONNE, ROBERT
  (SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8

VANBOXHORST, LILIA
  It's that book fair time of year (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.18

VANDALISM
  Why won't police help? (ltr), Apr 7, 1989, p.6
  Vandalism strike pool complex (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1
  (Vandalism the) Plague of spring (edit), May 19, 1989, p.6
  'Shock and disbelief' about (Halloween) vandalism (expressed) (ltr), Nov 10, 1989, p.6

VARLEY, ADRIENNE
  A tough 2 years in Spain for Mormon missionary B Garff (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.16
  (Mormon) Missionaries (B Garff, A Varley) come and go (photo: B Garff), Aug 4, 1989, p.14

VARLEY, NOEL
  Lineup named for mystery musical ("Edwin Drood", to be presented by SSMT), Jul 7, 1989, p.2

VASOLL, CHARLES
  SCS Natl Bank salutes 60 Seasons of Platform Tennis (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.30

VAUGHAN, BETSY
  (B Vaughan named) Sales director (for Westfield Westemp Personnel Inc) (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.8

VEGETABLE GARDENS AND GARDENING
  Harvest time: (F Harmon reaps succulent produce of his tomato patch) (photo), Aug 25, 1989, p.3

VEGETABLES

VENOKUR, SHERRY
  (S Venokur) Named principal (of NPV Interiors, Mt Kisco) (photo), Aug 11, 1989, p.5

VENTURA, JESSICA
  Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

VENTURA, JOHN
  Tribute to SHS football coaches (ltr), Aug 25, 1989, p.6

VERGARI, CARL
  P W Pickelle enters race for district attorney (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.1
  Democrats back Pickelle for (Westchester) district attorney, May 19, 1989, p.1
  (District) (Attorney) contest foes P Pickelle, C Vergari trade sharp blows in return match (photo), Oct 13, 1989, p.1
  E R Keeler convicted, but not on felony charges, Oct 13, 1989, p.3
  Top county jobs at stake on Nov 7, Nov 3, 1989, p.1
  (Westchester County) Candidates cover familiar ground in debate at SCS Library, Nov 3, 1989, p.1
  Democrats sweep (county election) in SCS (table p 30), Nov 10, 1989, p.1
VERGARI, CARL continued
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

VERBILIGHT
Verbiglit left out (of new asphalt paving on Heathcote and Drake Roads), Jan 13, 1989, p.1

VERNA, THERESA
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year Jean DeCarlo (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.28

VETERAN, ANTHONY
(H G Miller, A Veteran) appointed by governor (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.2

VETERANS
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year Jean DeCarlo (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.28
It's Monday, so this must be SCS: (10 disabled Israeli war veterans visit America) (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.3

VERTRANO, FRANCES
New (SCS) School Board head B Lopez announces opener forat (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1

VICTIMS OF CRIME

VILLAGE BOARD-SCS
Latest zoning plan (for downtown area) unveiled (map), Jan 6, 1989, p.1
Village seeks (matching funds from Metro North) for parking, Jan 13, 1989, p.1
(Downtown) Rezoning proposal subject of hearing, Jan 27, 1989, p.1
(Village Board to hold hearing on new) Taxi cab law, Feb 10, 1989, p.1
(New zoning) Law would mandate senior housing; (Village Bd discusses sanitation laws), Feb 17, 1989, p.1
(Village Board's attempt to vote down Town Club report on downtown a) Mistaken judgment (ltr), Feb 17, 1989, p.6
New downtown zoning code passed (map p 16), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
Revised waste collection law passed (by Village Board), Mar 3, 1989, p.5
Revised (village) law code adopted (by Village Board), Mar 17, 1989, p.1
False alarm fees (for security systems set by Village Board), Mar 17, 1989, p.1
New trustee H Blitman adds engineer's skills to (Village) Board (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.6
At last (Village Board) meeting, nothing but praise (for mayor E Seidman), Mar 31, 1989, p.1
Comments on (indoor ) pool urged (ltr), Mar 31, 1989, p.6
(Indoor ) Pool site debated; Poll asked, Apr 7, 1989, p.1
Winston: parties weigh options, Apr 14, 1989, p.1
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
(Planning Board displayed) 'Incomprehensible behavior' (regarding Mormon Church expansion) (ltr), Apr 21, 1989, p.6
Planning (Board) Chairman (J Richman) replies (to F Schneider) (ltr), Apr 21, 1989, p.6
(Drake) Park (to) close at 9PM, votes Village Board), Apr 28, 1989, p.1
(NY Dept of Environmental Conservation) Ruling will take Winston estate off wetlands map, Apr 28, 1989, p.1
Village opts for self-insurance; (Approves budget), Apr 28, 1989, p.1
Law suit filed to block attached housing plan, May 5, 1989, p.1
(Indoor) Pool backers told to send $, May 12, 1989, p.1
(Village approves contract with Lawrence Healthcare Administrative Services for) Self-insurance, May 12, 1989, p.1
Subdivision of Winston (property) moves one step closer (Subdivision site plan p 19), Jun 2, 1989, p.1
(Private SCS streets) Going public?, Jun 2, 1989, p.1
Village won't pursue rest of Winston (property), Jun 9, 1989, p.1
Pool pledge deadline is now July 10, Jun 16, 1989, p.1
(Village Board) should take a stand first (on indoor pool) (ltr), Jun 16, 1989, p.6
A safer way to school (for Greenacres students), Jun 23, 1989, p.1
Downtown (moratorium) deadline put off, Jun 30, 1989, p.1
(Village Board votes) Raises for firemen, management, Jun 30, 1989, p.1
(Village Board awards) Commendation (to police officer D Ferrone), Jun 30, 1989, p.1
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VILLAGE BOARD-SCS continued

Village (employees) rate high on scale (ltr), Jun 30, 1989, p.6
False alarm charges (to distinguish between answered and unanswered alarms), Jul 7, 1989, p.1
(Public meetings are the public's business (edit), Jul 14, 1989, p.6
(Indoor) Pool poll probable, Jul 21, 1989, p.1
Village, Teamsters come to terms, Jul 21, 1989, p.1
Bank American? (Village Board postpones decision on designating banks for village funds), Jul 21, 1989, p.1
Developers unveil ideas for downtown (Illus, add 1 Illus p 3), Aug 18, 1989, p.1
(State says reimbursement of travel expenses should be for SCS) Employees only, (not spouses), Aug 18, 1989, p.1
Village approves purchase of disputed Greendale Road lot, Aug 18, 1989, p.5
Indoor pool backers race Sept 8 deadline (photo), Sep 1, 1989, p.1
Pool referendum likely, village says, Sep 15, 1989, p.1
Village may pay (William, Mamaroneck, Poppas Rd) bridge bill, Sep 15, 1989, p.1
(Village) Board backs (indoor) pool; Asks voters to agree; (Referendum set for Nov 7) (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.1
Flowing of (11 private SCS streets) to continue, Sep 29, 1989, p.1
Trees, indoor pool are topics at Village (Board meeting), Oct 13, 1989, p.5
Village releases analysis of indoor pool tax impact (chart p 22), Oct 20, 1989, p.1
Zoning proposals aimed at curbing overdevelopment, Oct 27, 1989, p.1
B Lopez estimates bond issue for schools at $20 million or more (in address to Town Club), Oct 27, 1989, p.1
Neighbors ask (Village) board's help on the Hutch, Oct 27, 1989, p.1
Indoor pool's fate rests with the voters, Nov 3, 1989, p.1
Public hearings (to be held on law authorizing village to reject purchase contract bids), Nov 10, 1989, p.1
(Historic) Preservation law proposed, again, Nov 17, 1989, p.1
(G O'Brien appointed village) Computer 'coach', Nov 17, 1989, p.1
(Village Board to hold public hearings on two) New zoning rules, Nov 24, 1989, p.1
Critics contend zoning plan is too restrictive, Dec 1, 1989, p.1
(Village Board to hold special) Zoning meeting, Dec 22, 1989, p.1
Police get 2-year contract, Dec 22, 1989, p.3
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

VILLAGE BOARD-SCS-PUBLIC SAFETY COMMITTEE

(Village Board's public safety committee proposes) 12 free false alarms, Jul 21, 1989, p.1

VILLAGE CENTER AREA DISTRICT (SCS)

SEE DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS

VILLAGE CLUB-SCS

Concerns emerge over (indoor) pool plan (at Village Club meeting), Jan 13, 1989, p.1
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
School tax trimmed; groups OK budget, May 5, 1989, p.1
(Village Voices) Sing songs of SCS (at Village Club's annual luncheon) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.2
(Indoor) Pool backers told to send $, May 12, 1989, p.1
Pool referendum favored (by Village Club) (ltr), May 12, 1989, p.6
Time to be counted (on indoor pool issue) (ltr), May 19, 1989, p.6
Affordable housing advocates receive a skeptical response (from Village Club), Oct 6, 1989, p.1
Other Voices: It's time to form a Town and Village Club (edit), Oct 27, 1989, p.7

VILLAGE CLUB-SCS (AU)

Readers give their views on the pool bond referendum (ltrs), Nov 3, 1989, p.6

VILLAGE CODE-SCS

Ad hoc committee (to examine changes in Village Code) idea backed (ltr), Feb 10, 1989, p.6
Village officials, take heed (of B Finney's Feb 3rd ltr) (ltr), Feb 10, 1989, p.6
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VILLAGE CODE-SCS continued
(Village) Code being streamlined, Feb 24, 1989, p.16
Revised waste collection law passed (by Village Board), Mar 3, 1989, p.5
Revised (village) law code adopted (by Village Board), Mar 17, 1989, p.1
(Public hearings to be held on) Code changes (dealing with powers, duties of Planning Bd), Oct 6, 1989, p.1
Trees, indoor pool are topics at Village (Board meeting), Oct 13, 1989, p.5

VILLAGE HALL-SCS
Man charged in store break-in; Village Hall is burglarized, Jun 16, 1989, p.5
VILLAGE HALL-SCS HANDICAPPED ACCESS
Wheelchair access (to be provided for Rutherford Hall, courtroom, municipal assembly room), Jun 23, 1989, p.1

VILLAGE LAW OF NEW YORK STATE-SECTION 2-738 VILLAGE—NEW YORK STATE—LAWS AND REGULATIONS
See CONTRACT—CONSERVATION

VILLAGE VOCIRES
(Village Voices) Sing songs of SCS (at Village Club's annual luncheon) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.2

VINTON, TOMMY
Too Much Joy on the rockin' road to top 40's (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.6

VITT, MARIE
(M M Vitt) First woman to head board of governors, New Rochelle Hospital) (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.2

VIOTON, TOMMY
Too Much Joy's newest song is (WDRE radio station's) shriek of the week, Apr 14, 1989, p.2

VIVIANO, CATHY
Edgewood Heritage Week wins (George Washington Honor Medal; PTA committee chairman named), Sep 22, 1989, p.20

VOGEL, JO
Intergenerational encounter: (SCS JHS students, senior citizens share lunch) (photo), Nov 17, 1989, p.5

VOGEL, BECKY
Hats on to storyteller B Fiebiger (photo), Feb 3, 1989, p.3

VOGEL, CHESTER
Citizens' group calls for $11M in school repairs (photo p 2), Sep 1, 1989, p.1

VOSL, DAN
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

VOSL, TOM
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Child Care Assn of SCS (photo), May 5, 1989, p.34

VOLLEYBALL
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

VOLUNTEER WORKERS
(M Hall is) 83 and 'a part of the show' at Child Care (Assn of SCS) (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.6
Profound changes (seen) in voluntarism (edit), Apr 21, 1989, p.7
Still active at 91, John Thies epitomizes volunteer spirit (Senior Lifestyles Supp) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.21
Thanks to Sports Swap volunteers (ltr), Sep 15, 1989, p.6
SCS has many Good Samaritans (ltr), Oct 20, 1989, p.6
Retired executive E Davidson does volunteer work (with International Executive Service Corps), Dec 15, 1989, p.30
On the holidays, volunteers put faith into action (photo; addl photo p 12), Dec 29, 1989, p.6
Local volunteers (C Berg, E Honigsberg, Rev L Sullivan) new graduates, (Volunteer Training Program), Dec 29, 1989, p.9

VOLUNTEER WORKERS—REWARDS, PRIZES, ETC
Volunteers nominated for Volunteer of the Year Award), Mar 10, 1989, p.4
United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3
(E Halpern, M Schroeger, S Schroeger) honored (by Hudson Valley Blood Services), May 26, 1989, p.10
Local women to be cited (by National Council of Jewish Women), May 26, 1989, p.10
(White Plains Hospital) Celebrates (es) volunteers (photo), May 26, 1989, p.10
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VOLUNTEER WORKERS-REWARDS, PRIZES, ETC continued

Y.W.H.A of Mid-Northchester) cites local teens for achievements (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.11
Red Cross honors its top volunteers, Jun 2, 1989, p.11
(SHS) Volunteers honored (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.14
(New York) Hospital honors leading volunteers (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.2
Junior League plans a coffee, elects officers and cites volunteers (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.4
Volunteer 'grandparents' cited (photo), Jun 30, 1989, p.2
Red Cross honors SCS residents (photo), Jun 30, 1989, p.4

VON ANCKEN, EEVA-LISA
Joyous bells (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.19

VON ANCKEN, ERIK
Joyous bells (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.19

VON ANCKEN, HANS
Dispute over Special Police is issue at accreditation hearing, Dec 15, 1989, p.1

VON ANCKEN, JOHAN
Learning the social graces (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.6
Joyous bells (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.19

WORPERIAN, JOHN
Pace Law (School) alumni re-elect local man (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.2

VOSCOMI, ANNA
Anna L Viscomi (dies), Jan 20, 1989, p.8

VOSS, JOHN
Friends (of Music and Arts in SCS Schools) nominate officers, Apr 7, 1989, p.17
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22

VOTER REGISTRATION
Proposition on (school budget) ballot (to decide on registration for school district elections), May 12, 1989, p.1
(SCS School) Budget passes by 3-1 margin; (82 of Ed members & 1 Jaffe, R Paradise, E Stock elected), May 19, 1989, p.1
New (SCS) School Board head B Lopez announces opener format (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1
Expensive votes: (Cost of registering few SCS voters totaled $616), Nov 10, 1989, p.1
Local (voter) registration seen as obsolete (1tr), Dec 22, 1989, p.6

VOTING
Why Johnny can't vote; Speaker (E Davis) at (LHV) luncheon says it's the system, Oct 20, 1989, p.4

WACHTLER, SOL
(C D Singer sworn in as) SCS's new representative (photo), Jan 13, 1989, p.3

WAGNER, BETTY
Betty O Wagner (dies), Mar 31, 1989, p.14

WAGNER, EDMUND
Edmund F Wagner (dies), Apr 14, 1989, p.18

WAGNER, GARY
(S T Wagner) Promoted (at Robert Martin Co) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.8

WAGNER, HELEN
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10

WAGNER, ISABEL
At the Scout House, seniors are playing a whole new ball game (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.3
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WAGNER, JULES
At the Scout House, seniors are playing a whole new ball game (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.3

WALES, MARY
Mary R Wales (dies), Aug 4, 1989, p.14

WALINSKY, ADAM
A Walinsky champions police corps as counter to national crime emergency, Aug 25, 1989, p.3

WALKING
Mr Kline goes to Washington (photo), May 12, 1989, p.9
Off to a walking start (for Kidswalk) (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1
(Kidswalk '89) Good fun for a good cause (photo), May 26, 1989, p.1
Kidswalk a success (ltr), May 26, 1989, p.6
The first 97 years are the hardest (edit), Sep 29, 1989, p.7

WALL, ROBERT
S (CS) Volunteer A (mbulance) C (orps) elects leaders for '90, Dec 15, 1989, p.2

WALLACH, BARBARA
Paddle players rally to save their courts, Nov 3, 1989, p.1

WALLACH, TY
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Boys' Basketball (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.32
(B Inouye, R Rajapaksa, L Rosensweig, T Wallach, E Murphy) win Merit scholarships, May 5, 1989, p.19
(SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8

WALS, AVIS

WALS, JANE
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

WALS, KEN
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

WALSH, EDWARD
White Plains Hospital elects (SCS resident L Marx board member; 4 other) board members (named), May 5, 1989, p.4
Edward T Walsh (dies), Jun 2, 1989, p.16

WALSH, ERIN
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
D Owens cited as Coach of the Year, Mar 24, 1989, p.14

WALSH, KEVIN
Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

WALSH, MEGAN
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

WALSH, PATRICIA
A safer way to school (for Greenacres students), Jun 23, 1989, p.1

WALSH, ROGER
Arthur Manor (Assn) celebrates (July 4th) in (Davis) Park (photo; list), Jul 14, 1989, p.2

WALSH, RYAN
Learning the social graces (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.6
Glasnost comes to Greenacres, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

WALTZER, ADRIAN
(Westchester) Ethical Society elects officers (photo: J A Young), Aug 19, 1989, p.12

WAMPFLER, CRAIG
Idaho town brings writer M Lewis' book to life (photo; addl photo p.21), Apr 28, 1989, p.1
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WANG, KUNG-HSUAN (AU)
- When push comes to shove (short story), Aug 18, 1989, p.7

WARAGER, DAVID
- E R Keefer convicted, but not on felony charges, Oct 13, 1989, p.3

WARD, DOROTHY
- Factotums (of SCS Woman's Club) name new officers, May 19, 1989, p.9

WARD, MONA
- (SCS-HTS Women's Interfaith) Council marks 60 years of ecumenical spirit (photo), Jan 6, 1989, p.6

WARD, VICTORIA
- School board lists bond issue priorities, Oct 20, 1989, p.1

WARE, CATHERINE

WARE, JOHN
- (Platform Tennis Assn) Coming home to Fox Meadow (for 60th Anniversary celebration) (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.22
- SCS Natl Bank salutes 60 Seasons of Platform Tennis (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.30

WARE, MARY LEE
- Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22

WARE, MOLLY BLANCHARD
- SCS Natl Bank salutes 60 Seasons of Platform Tennis (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.30

WARFIELD, ELIZABETH
- 4 high school students (E Kaufmann, E Warfield, J Berlin, S Fu) sample college at Cornell, Aug 18, 1989, p.20

WARFIELD, JAMES
- One more time, public debates downtown plan, Feb 3, 1989, p.1

WARFIELD, LIX
- Teen leaders (from SCS participate in WNET-sponsored Teen Leadership Day) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.19

WARNKEN, PAT
- SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26
- Cindy Johnson re-elected (president of SCS Auxiliary, White Plains Hospital; Other officers listed), Jun 9, 1989, p.5
- Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.32
- Affordable housing advocates receive a skeptical response (from Village Club), Oct 6, 1989, p.1

WARNKEN, WAYNE
- Time running out for school (Bd Nominating Committee) nominations; (Administrative Committee named), Nov 17, 1989, p.3

WARNKEN, WAYNE (AU)
- Vote (for School Board Nominating Committee) on Jan 31 (ltrl), Jan 20, 1989, p.6

WASHBURN, ESTHER
- 93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

WASHBURN, NANCY
- Friends (of Music and Arts in SCS Schools) nominate officers, Apr 7, 1989, p.17
- School tax trimmed; groups OK budget, May 5, 1989, p.1

WASHBURN, PHILIP
- United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3

WASHBURN, PHILIP (REV)
- New Adult School officers: N Rosensweig, B L Crowder, M Matsuo (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.3
- Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
- Award (to be presented to) S(CS) Congregational) Church for accessibility for disabled, May 26, 1989, p.22

WASHBURN, PHILLIP (REV)
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WASHBURN, SUSAN
For many, summer jobs are a testing ground for the future, Aug 11, 1989, p.3

WASICKO, NICHOLAS
Yonkers picks J R Herold to succeed P Pickelle (as corporation counsel), May 26, 1989, p.1

WASLEY, JOSEPH
(L Kramer) elected (president of board of United Hebrew Geriatric Center of New Rochelle) (photo), Aug 25, 1989, p.3

WASSERMAN, GEORGE
Executive G B Wasserman joins consulting firm, May 19, 1989, p.8

WASSERMAN, RENATE
Apple (Computer's Norwalk offices) select Windmueller (Fine Arts of SCS as art consultant), Feb 10, 1989, p.2

WASTE DISPOSAL
In county, housing is key issue (01989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.1
No bulky waste (Peekskill resource recovery plant undergoing maintenance), Feb 3, 1989, p.1
New garbage law (prohibits putting out garbage prior to sundown of day before collection), Feb 10, 1989, p.1
(SCS joins White Plains in writing) Letter of complaint (regarding obsolete compacting equipment), Apr 14, 1989, p.1

WASTING TIME (PERIODICAL)
Youngster (D Milam) wasting no time in becoming a magazine publisher (photo), Jun 30, 1989, p.5

WATER
(SCS water awarded) Water of the year, May 26, 1989, p.1
Forget the Evian, turn on the tap (photo), Aug 18, 1989, p.1
Cleaning up on water (edit), Aug 18, 1989, p.6
When it comes to water, we're #2 (photo), Sep 1, 1989, p.1
(SCS water) tastes good, but is it safe? (ltr), Sep 8, 1989, p.6
Village may pay (Wilmet, Mamaroneck, Pophame Rd) bridge bill, Sep 15, 1989, p.1
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

WATER CONSERVATION
A brief lesson in (water) conservation: turn off the tap (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.6
L Greene's goal is cleaner harbors (photo), Nov 10, 1989, p.4

WATER DEPT-SCS
A brief lesson in (water) conservation: turn off the tap (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.6

WATER FUND-SCS
While village surplus ebbs, water fund flows, Aug 11, 1989, p.1
Cleaning up on water (edit), Aug 18, 1989, p.6

WATER POLLUTION
In the (Long Island) Sound, H2O-O=stench (edit), Aug 4, 1989, p.7
Experts assess local environmental risks from lead, radon and asbestos (at Greenacres Assn meeting), Nov 10, 1989, p.3
R Kennedy talk highlights JHS' environmental awareness week (photo), Nov 17, 1989, p.1

WATER POLO
Athletes capture Empire State gold (photo), Aug 11, 1989, p.20

WATER SUPPLY
The (water) shortage has begun (edit), Mar 17, 1989, p.6
(This region needs) More reservoir space (ltr), Mar 24, 1989, p.6
A brief lesson in (water) conservation: turn off the tap (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.6
Village opts for self-insurance; (Approves budget), Apr 28, 1989, p.1
Planning board tells (Moron) Church, neighbors to work out a solution, May 5, 1989, p.1
Drought rules still in effect, May 5, 1989, p.5
While village surplus ebbs, water fund flows, Aug 11, 1989, p.1

WATER SUPPLY-LEAD CONTENT
Experts assess local environmental risks from lead, radon and asbestos (at Greenacres Assn meeting), Nov 10, 1989, p.3
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WATER TOWERS
   SEE BONIFACE WATER TOWER (SCS)

WATERS, HARRY
   Harry F Waters (dies), Jan 20, 1989, p.8

WATERS, TRACY
   Special ed teaches skills while instilling confidence (says report to Bd of Ed), Jun 2, 1989, p.1
   Defects found in (Edgewood, Fox Meadow, Greenacres) school windows, Nov 10, 1989, p.1

WATSON, KIM
   10 H(off)-B(arthelson) students in all-state (concert), Feb 24, 1989, p.8

WATTS, JENNIFER
   Presbyterians' Progress: (Hitchcock Church members tour unfinished church interior) (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.1

WATTS, RALPH
   Presbyterians' Progress: (Hitchcock Church members tour unfinished church interior) (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.1

WAXENBERG, SUZANNE
   (Center for Preventive Psychiatry) elects 4 from (SCS), Feb 3, 1989, p.16

WAXMAN, GEFFREY

WATERS, HARRY
   Special ed teaches skills while instilling confidence (says report to Bd of Ed), Jun 2, 1989, p.1
   Defects found in (Edgewood, Fox Meadow, Greenacres) school windows, Nov 10, 1989, p.1

WEATHERS, ANN
   Renamed freeze group to hold workshop, (elect officers, vote on new name), Jan 6, 1989, p.5

WEBBER, DICK (AU)
   The pipes are there for a pool at SHS (ltr), Sep 8, 1989, p.6

WEBBER, JEANNE (AU)
   The pipes are there for a pool at SHS (ltr), Sep 8, 1989, p.6

WEBER, GARRET
   Lotsa matzos! (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.20

WEBER, JOAN
   New principal (J Farren) appointed at Quaker Ridge (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1
   Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22

WEBER, JOAN (DR)
   At final (Board of Education) session, S Older receives high praise, Jun 23, 1989, p.1
   Affordable housing is SCS: an impossible dream?, Aug 11, 1989, p.1
   Affordable housing advocates receive a skeptical response (from Village Club), Oct 6, 1989, p.1

WEBER, JOANNE
   It was just 20 years ago today that the (Westchester) summer band began to play (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.5

WEBER, RICHARD
   SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
   It was just 20 years ago today that the (Westchester) summer band began to play (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.5

WEDDING ANNIVERSARIES
   Love is in the air: (George and Liz Shoemaker celebrate Valentine's Day wedding anniversary) (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.1
   (Anne and Morris D'Elia) Feted on 60th (wedding anniversary) (photo), Jul 28, 1989, p.11
   Finneys observe 65th (wedding) anniversary, Jul 28, 1989, p.11

WEDDINGS
   Wedding Showcase (16-p Supp), Feb 10, 1989, p.0
   Wedding bells (ring for Library Directors Joyce Nichols and Robert J Trudell) (photo), Mar 3, 1989, p.3

WEI, JANE
   (J Wei joins Houlihan/Lawrence as) Realty agent, Aug 4, 1989, p.7

WEIDNER, JOHN
   John F Weidner (dies), May 12, 1989, p.14
WEIL, ESTHER
Esther Weil dies: Was walker, philanthropist, Aug 4, 1989, p.1
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

WEIL, JUDY
Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10

WEINBACH, ELCHANAN (RABBI)
(Hebrew) Institute (of White Plains) names (Rabbi E. Weinbach) aide, Sep 8, 1989, p.12

WEINBERG, ALLISON
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
Shs athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15

WEINBERG, HAL
(F. Ryan, M. Thomas, J. Miccoli are) New faces in (SCS) police department (illus), Aug 25, 1989, p.2

WEINBERG, WILHELM
Friends seek a place in the sun for SCS's nature sanctuary, (Weinberg Nature Center) (photo), Jul 28, 1989, p.3
Weinberg (Nature) Center gets (Museum Assessment Program grant), Oct 6, 1989, p.4

WEINBERG, ALLISON
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
Weinberg (Nature) Center gets (Museum Assessment Program grant), Oct 6, 1989, p.4

WEINBERG, ALLISON
Friends seek a place in the sun for SCS's nature sanctuary, (Weinberg Nature Center) (photo), Jul 28, 1989, p.3

WEINER, LYNNE
SCS Natl Bank salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photo), May 26, 1989, p.30

WEINER, MARC
New officers (installed at Jewish Community Center of White Plains) (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.15

WEINSTEIN, BILLY
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15

WEINSTEIN, BRIAN
Lineup named for mystery musical ("Edwin Drood", to be presented by SSMT), Jul 7, 1989, p.2
Lineup named for mystery musical ("Edwin Drood", to be presented by SSMT), Jul 7, 1989, p.2

WEINSTEIN, IRA (AU)
'More calculus after this message' (edit), Apr 28, 1989, p.7

WEINSTEIN, IRA (AU)
'93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

WEINSTEIN, WILLIAM
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

WEINTRAUB, PETER (RABBI)
SHS graduates praised as a caring class (photo; addl photo pp 2 & 4, Grad Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.1

WEINTRAUB, TARA
Record turnout for (Junior High) speech contest (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.12
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30
WEISKOPF, JOANN
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

WEISKOPF, LESLIE
(SCS) Bowl selectors appointed, Sep 29, 1989, p.3
(SCS) Volunteer Ambulance Corps, police are lifesavers again, Dec 22, 1989, p.2

WEISMAN, HUGH
Charges fly in dispute over Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints addition (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.1

WEISS, BARBARA
Barbara K Weiss (dies), Mar 10, 1989, p.16

WEISS, BONNIE
(Recreation Dept gives) Honors for creative flakers, Feb 17, 1989, p.5
Bonnie meets Alice B Weiss appears on Sesame Street television program (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.9
(B Weiss, M Bloom appear) On TV (photo), Oct 27, 1989, p.15

WEISS, DOUGLAS
Douglas C Weiss (dies), Dec 29, 1989, p.12

WEISS, ELIZABETH
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

WEISS, ERIC (AU)
Praise for SVAC (ltr), Sep 29, 1989, p.6

WEISS, JILL
It was just 20 years ago today that the (Westchester) summer band began to play (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.5

WEISS, JOELLE
New principal (J Farren) appointed at Quaker Ridge (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1

WEISS, LINDA
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute Kidswalk '89 (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.30

WEISS, LINDA (AU)
Kidswalk a success (ltr), May 26, 1989, p.6

WEISS, LIZZIE
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
East meets West at SHS gym: (16 Ukrainian boys play soccer with SHS varsity girls (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.3
SHS girls' soccer team wins section, eyes state title (photo; addl photo p 15), Jun 9, 1989, p.1
Raiders do it! Win 1st state soccer title (photo; addl photo p 17), Jun 16, 1989, p.1
Maroon and White honors SCS High spring sports leaders (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.16

WEISS, LOIS
Neighbors blast SCS Manor subdivision plan, Jul 7, 1989, p.1
Correction: (L Weiss raised possibility of tax grievance, not tax boycott, re Winston subdivision), Jul 21, 1989, p.3
Friends seek a place in the sun for SCS's nature sanctuary, (Weinberg Nature Center) (photo), Jul 28, 1989, p.3

WEISS, LOIS (AU)
Garbage in, garbage out (Writer objects to Sanitation Dept rules, pickup schedule) (ltr), Feb 17, 1989, p.6
Praise for SVAC (ltr), Sep 29, 1989, p.6

WEISS, PAUL (DR)
Scarsdalian Dr P R Weiss to head staff at Montefiore (Medical Center) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.5

WEISS, SUZANNE

WEISS, TODD
Alternative School interns learn by doing (edit), Mar 10, 1989, p.7
WEISSMAN, BELLE
(SCS) Merchants report a happy holiday, Jan 6, 1989, p.1

WEISSMAN, RON (DR)
(Golfers) Raising money for St Agnes (Hospital) (photo), Aug 25, 1989, p.16

WELLS
Planning board tells (Mormon) Church, neighbors to work out a solution, May 5, 1989, p.1
Two subdivisions, wells approved (by Planning Board), Jun 2, 1989, p.3
Neighbors blast SCS Manor subdivision plan, Jul 7, 1989, p.1
Mormon (church landscaping) application approved, (Planning Bd discusses Winston, Montgomery plans), Aug 25, 1989, p.1

WELLS, JAY
White Plains Hospital elects (SCS resident L Marx board member; 4 other) board members (named), May 5, 1989, p.4

WENZEL, BUD
Lady Budd closing after 39 years here, Nov 17, 1989, p.3

WENZEL, CAROL
Lady Budd closing after 39 years here, Nov 17, 1989, p.3

WERBLOW, ADAM
Local athletes N Brookman, D Potter, A Werblow look forward to friendly competition in Israel, Jun 30, 1989, p.3

WERBLOW, FRED
Local athletes N Brookman, D Potter, A Werblow look forward to friendly competition in Israel, Jun 30, 1989, p.3

WERBLOW, TONI
Local athletes N Brookman, D Potter, A Werblow look forward to friendly competition in Israel, Jun 30, 1989, p.3

WERNER, JONATHAN
Lineup named for mystery musical ('Edwin Drood', to be presented by SSMT), Jul 7, 1989, p.2
Whodunnit? (Curtain goes up for 'Mystery of Edwin Drood') (photo), Aug 4, 1989, p.5

WERNER, JONATHON
United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3

WERNER, LUCY
United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3

WERTHMAN, MARTIN (DR)
29 in running for (School Board) nominating group, Dec 8, 1989, p.3

WESSEL, DAVID
SCS Natl Bank salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.26

WEST, CHRISTIAN
SCS National Bank—the final day (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.1

WEST, DONALD
Donald B West (dies), Dec 15, 1989, p.24

WESTCHESTER ASSN FOR RETARDED CITIZENS
Soft-sell approach: (J Kessler mans bake sale table for YOUTH-ARC) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.3
SCS Natl Bank salutes Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens' 40th anniversary (photo), May 12, 1989, p.32
Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens honors Scarsdalians J Israel, S Feer (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.9

WESTCHESTER BAND
It was just 20 years ago today that the (Westchester) summer band began to play (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.5
Families celebrate the Fourth (of July) all over SCS (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.2
(Westchester Band concerts) A special SCS pleasure (ltr), Aug 4, 1989, p.6

WESTCHESTER BOARD OF REALTORS
(J Steckler elected) Realty leader (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.4
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WESTCHESTER COUNTY BAR ASSN

Local lawyer G C Markuson heads (Westchester County Bar Assn), Mar 10, 1989, p.5
(Westchester County Bar Assn) Lawyers to induct SCS woman, G C Markuson (as president), Apr 28, 1989, p.4

WESTCHESTER COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS

O'Rourke protests budget cuts that lower tax hike here to 33%, Dec 29, 1989, p.1
County legislative committee calls for housing needs study, Dec 29, 1989, p.12

WESTCHESTER COUNTY BOARD OF REALTORS

Realtor J Koch elected (director, District 11, Westchester County Board of Realtors), Oct 27, 1989, p.22

WESTCHESTER COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

Ousted lawyer T Ruderman starts new job with county, Jan 6, 1989, p.1

WESTCHESTER COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY

History unit (Westchester County Historical Society) names M Soter, K Winkler trustees, Dec 1, 1989, p.2

WESTCHESTER COUNTY-HISTORY

Memorial Day 80 years ago: How Westchester celebrated (photo), May 26, 1989, p.2

WESTCHESTER COUNTY. CHILD PROTECTIVE SERVICES

(Beck) Family victims of misdirected (child) abuse probe, Feb 17, 1989, p.1
(Beck family subjected to) Orwellian nightmare (ltr), Mar 3, 1989, p.6
Board (of Ed) expresses regret to Becks (regarding child abuse misunderstanding; Meeting set, Mar 10, 1989, p.1
Need to protect children raises tough questions, Apr 21, 1989, p.1

WESTCHESTER COUNTY. DEPT OF HEALTH

(SCS water awarded) Water of the year, May 26, 1989, p.1

WESTCHESTER COUNTY. DEPT OF PUBLIC WORKS

Heathcote bridge bids come in under budget, Aug 10, 1989, p.1

WESTCHESTER COUNTY. DEPT OF SOCIAL SERVICES

(Beck) Family victims of misdirected (child) abuse probe, Feb 17, 1989, p.1
(Beck family subjected to) Orwellian nightmare (ltr), Mar 3, 1989, p.6
Board (of Ed) expresses regret to Becks (regarding child abuse misunderstanding; Meeting set, Mar 10, 1989, p.1
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

WESTCHESTER COUNTY. OFFICE OF TOURISM

(E Sreebel's) Eagle project is a history maker (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.3

WESTCHESTER FRIENDLY TOWN COMMITTEE PROGRAM

(A Pastures) A city girl in SCS country (photo p 2), Aug 4, 1989, p.1

WESTCHESTER JEWISH COMMUNITY SERVICES

Westchester (Jewish) Community Services lends a hand in health care, Dec 15, 1989, p.4

WESTCHESTER JEWISH CONFERENCE

(Westchester) Jewish Conference names Dr H Rubin new director, Aug 25, 1989, p.4

WESTCHESTER LIBRARY ASSN

(National Library Week) Breakfast (meeting held) at Philipsburg (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.2

WESTCHESTER LIBRARY SYSTEM

Few protest at first (county) budget hearing, Dec 1, 1989, p.3

WESTCHESTER PUBLIC ART INC

Art advocate A Greene gives up effort to bring sculpture to SCS, Sep 22, 1989, p.3

WESTCHESTER-PUTNAM SCHOOL BOARD ASSN

Board of Education, Sobol at odds over AIDS regulation, Aug 4, 1989, p.1

WESTLYNX CIRCULATION AND CATALOGUE NETWORK

SEE COMPUTERS

WESTON, LOUISE

SCS Natl Bank salutes Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens' 40th anniversary (photo), May 12, 1989, p.32
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WETLANDS

Judge S Miller rejects Winston suit, but favors park, Apr 7, 1989, p.1
(NY Dept of Environmental Conservation) Ruling will take Winston estate off wetlands map, Apr 29, 1989, p.1
Wetlands ruling: (Winston Property should never have been added to state wetlands map), May 5, 1989, p.1
Neighbors blast SCS Manor subdivision plan, Jul 7, 1989, p.1
Downtown zoning is facing first test (photo p 5), Jul 7, 1989, p.1
Village approves purchase of disputed Greendale Road lot, Aug 18, 1989, p.5
More on church landscaping) application approved; (Planning Bd discusses Winston, Montgomery plans), Aug 25, 1989, p.1
Planning Board criticizes Ferndale Park development, Oct 6, 1989, p.1

WHEELIS, GILBERT

Charges fly in dispute over Church (of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) addition (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.1

WHelan, CHARLES

Time running out for school (Bd Nominating Committee) nominations; (Administrative Committee named), Nov 17, 1989, p.3

WHelan, LIZ

Record turnout for (Junior High) speech contest (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.12
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30

WHinston, GEORGE (DR)


WHipple, W WARD

(W W Whipple) Forms (investment management) firm (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.2

WHITE PLAINS CHILDREN'S CENTER

(L Brooks, S Ranbone, SCS Junior High students deliver holiday gifts to WP Children's Center (photo), Jan 27, 1989, p.16

WHITE, (MRS RAYMOND)

(State Comptroller's Office) Report raps local fiscal practices, Apr 21, 1989, p.1

WHITE, DEBORAH

(SCS Inquirer) will continue (under ownership of W White's heirs), Apr 14, 1989, p.1

WHITE, RAYMOND

More (money) for (village) managers: (Village top management officials awarded raises). Jan 13, 1989, p.1
Owner (S C Freidfertig Builders) blases fire dept for destruction of home (at 32 Cushman Rd), Jan 20, 1989, p.1
(Village employees get) A for attendance, Feb 10, 1989, p.1
(New zoning) Law would mandate senior housing; (Village Bd discusses sanitation laws), Feb 17, 1989, p.1
(SCS) Firemen trained (at courses at National Fire Academy), Mar 10, 1989, p.5
Former mayor G Jensen seeks Town Club support for affordable housing, Apr 21, 1989, p.3
Fire protection (for area west of Bronx River Parkway finally being provided), May 12, 1989, p.1
(Village Board votes) Raises for firemen, management, Jun 30, 1989, p.1
(State says reimbursement of travel expenses should be for SCS) Employees only, (not spouses), Aug 18, 1989, p.1
Affordable housing advocates receive a skeptical response (from Village Club), Oct 6, 1989, p.1
The man in the white hat: (P Xia awarded SCS Volunteer Fire Co No 3's White Hat Award) (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.3
Candy fund yields Yule treat for all: (Fire Co tree now 20 years old) (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.3
Survival was (Kokkoris) family's Christmas gift: (Fire destroys $1M home) (photo; addl photo p 2), Dec 29, 1989, p.1

WHITE, SANDRA

(F Araento III) admits to armed robbery here, May 12, 1989, p.3

WHITE, WILLIAM

William White, owner of The Inquirer, dead at 64 (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.1
Friends recall W H White's quest for excellence, Apr 14, 1989, p.1
(SCS Inquirer) will continue (under ownership of W White's heirs), Apr 14, 1989, p.1
(In memoriam:) Bill White (edit), Apr 14, 1989, p.6
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5
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WHITEHAIR, JAY
- United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3
- Red Cross honors SCS residents (F Drotman, N Du Bois, A Miller; Officers, board members listed), Jun 30, 1989, p.4

WHITEHAIR, NORMA

WHITMAN, GABRIEL
- Recreation Dept gives Honors for creative flakeakers, Feb 17, 1989, p.5

WHITMAN, PHILIP (DR)
- Dr P L Whitman appointed Podiatry Division head (at Beth Israel Medical Center) (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.4

WHITMAN, SOPHIE
- Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

WHITTINGTON, SARAH
- Foreign language and women's history highlighted at junior high (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.14

WHOLEY, JEFFREY
- Graduates sing farewell to IHM (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.22

WIDOWS AND WIDOWERS
- (L Singer) helps the bereaved to find life after death (photo), Feb 24, 1989, p.5
- Left to carry on (edit), Mar 31, 1989, p.7

WIECZOREK, RANDA
- Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
- Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

WIECZOREK, ROBERT
- Executive: (R R Wieczorek promoted at Brooklyn Union Gas) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.4

WIEDERKEHR, ECHEL

WIEDERKEHR, PHILIP

WIEHNERMAN, LEWIS
- EMT woman, B J Solomon, slain in her home, Jan 20, 1989, p.1

WILBERT, ELSIE
- Elsie L Wilbert (dies), Mar 10, 1989, p.16

WILDE, JULIUS
- Trompe l'oeil, or, the artist as entertainer (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.6

WILKE, HAROLD
- United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3
- Award (to be presented to) SIC(S) C(ongregational) C(hurch for accessibility for disabled), May 26, 1989, p.22

WILKINSON, FREDERICK
- SCS Natl Bank salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photo), May 26, 1989, p.30

WILKINSON, JEANE
- SCS Natl Bank salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photo), May 26, 1989, p.30

WILLARD, FRED
- 'Drood' is choice of SIC(S) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heater) for '89, Mar 31, 1989, p.2

WILLARD, FREDERICK
- Lineup named for mystery musical ('Edwin Drood', to be presented by SSMT), Jul 7, 1989, p.2
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WILLETTE, CLARENCE
Clarence T Willette (dies), Apr 21, 1989, p.20

WILLIAMS, ALISON (AU)
'Shock and disbelief' about (Halloween) vandalism (expressed) (ltr), Nov 10, 1989, p.6

WILLIAMS, CHRIS
(E Kroenlein is) SCS's top (Girl) Scout (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.5

WILLIAMS, CLARK
R Berloff named Exec VP of (American) Savings Bank; leave SCS Natl (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.1
Tribute to Clark Williams (ltr), Apr 7, 1989, p.6
Bank of NY to absorb SCS National (photo: L Richey Jr p 20), May 12, 1989, p.1

WILLIAMS, MARY
SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30

WILLIAMS, MARY (AU)
More good works by the (SCS) Woman's Club (ltr), Nov 17, 1989, p.6

WILLIAMSON, DOUGLAS
Subdivision of Winston (property) moves one step closer (Subdivision site plan p 10), Jun 2, 1989, p.1
Village won't pursue rest of Winston (property), Jun 9, 1989, p.1

WILLIAMSON, DOUGLAS JR
Adviser picked: (D F Williamson Jr chosen to advise village on claim to Winston property), May 5, 1989, p.1

WILLIAMSON, JOHN
29 in running for (School Board) nominating group, Dec 8, 1989, p.3

WILLINGER, LAWRENCE
Assessments lowered (for a dozen local homeowners), Dec 8, 1989, p.1

WILLoughby, GEOFFREY
Geoffrey Willoughby (dies), Nov 10, 1989, p.22

WILLSON, LISA
(NEW Orchestra of Westchester's L Willson) Bring(s) Carmen to Fox Meadow, Feb 17, 1989, p.2

WILLSTATTER, RICHARD
SHS graduate R Willstatter opens law office, Dec 29, 1989, p.12

WILSON, ADELE
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year Jean DeCarlo (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.28

WILSON, IRA
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year Jean DeCarlo (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.28

WILSON, JAMES
After the rezoning: What's next for the downtown?, Mar 10, 1989, p.1

WILSON, JIM
Zachy's (Wine & Liquor) seen violating new zoning ordinance, Sep 1, 1989, p.1
Businesses (SCS Improvement Corp, Zachy's) told they're violating (downtown) zoning, Sep 8, 1989, p.1

WILSON, LINDA
New (SCS) School Board head B Lopez announces opener format (photo), Jul 14, 1989, p.1

WILSON, LYNNIE
SCS's business leadership (Chamber of Commerce officers named) (photo), Jan 20, 1989, p.3
SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of the Year Jean DeCarlo (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.28

WILSON, MALCOLM
J H Neale recalled as man of intellect, integrity, Feb 10, 1989, p.1

WILSON, MATT
Sidewalk sale was not for shoppers only (photo; addl photo p 5), Aug 11, 1989, p.1

WILSON, MICHAEL
Sidewalk sale was not for shoppers only (photo; addl photo p 5), Aug 11, 1989, p.1
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WILSON, PAT
PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10

WILSON, ROBERT

WILSON, RUSH
After the rezoning: What's next for the downtown?, Mar 10, 1989, p.1

WILSON, RUSH III
Bank of NY to absorb SCS National (photo: L Richey Jr p 20), May 12, 1989, p.1

WILSON, THOMAS
Thomas A Wilson (dies), Jun 9, 1989, p.20

WINDERS, PAMELA
Weeds make way for children in re-opened Fox Meadow park (photo), May 5, 1989, p.19
Fox Meadow (School) turning back the clock (with history project) (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.14

WINDOS (SCS) Schools moving slowly toward restoration plan, Jun 23, 1989, p.1

WINDS
Big wind in SCS (fells willow trees at Schreiber home) (photo), Nov 24, 1989, p.4
See also Hurricanes

WINE MAKING
(S Schechter) Welcoming to the Confrerie (du Vin de Cahors) (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.8

WINGATE, FETER (AU)

WINKLER, KATHERINE
History unit (Westchester County Historical Society) names M Soter, K Winkler trustees, Dec 1, 1989, p.2

WINSTON ESTATE (SCS)
Courtroom battle begins in Winston suit (photo), Jan 27, 1989, p.1

WINSTON PROPERTY (SCS)
Wetlands ruling: Winston Property should never have been added to state wetlands map, May 5, 1989, p.1
Adviser picked: D F Williamson Jr chosen to advise village on claim to Winston property, May 5, 1989, p.1

WINSTON PROPERTY (SCS)
Defense goes on the attack in Winston trial, Feb 3, 1989, p.1
Harry Winston's lawyer on the stand in Winston v SCS, Feb 10, 1989, p.1
(Winston) Trial nears end, Feb 17, 1989, p.1
Winston trial ends: Now it's up to the judge, Feb 24, 1989, p.1
Judge S Miller rejects Winston suit, but favors park, Apr 7, 1989, p.1
Sanctions sought (against SCS for allegedly withholding documents from plaintiffs in Winston trial), Apr 7, 1989, p.1
Winston: parties weigh options, Apr 14, 1989, p.1
(NY Dept of Environmental Conservation) Ruling will take Winston estate off wetlands map, Apr 28, 1989, p.1
Half of Winston Property is enough (edit), May 5, 1989, p.6
Impact statement (on Winston Property submitted), May 19, 1989, p.1
Winston: a second opinion (edit), May 26, 1989, p.7
Subdivision of Winston (property) moves one step closer (Subdivision site plan p 10), Jun 2, 1989, p.1
Village won't pursue rest of Winston (property), Jun 9, 1989, p.1
Stay granted (Winston sons pending ruling by Appellate Division on village's sale of Winston), Jun 16, 1989, p.1
Hearing set on Winston development, Jun 23, 1989, p.3
Neighbors blast SCS Manor subdivision plan, Jul 7, 1989, p.1
Correction: (L Weiss raised possibility of tax grievance, not tax boycott, re Winston subdivision), Jul 21, 1989, p.3
Moraon (church landscaping) application approved; (Planning Bd discusses Winston, Montgomery plans), Aug 25, 1989, p.1
Round two: (Winston v SCS appeal begins), Sep 15, 1989, p.1
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5
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WINSTON, BRUCE

Winston trial due to begin Tuesday, Jan 13, 1989, p.1
Courtroom battle begins in Winston suit (photo), Jan 27, 1989, p.1
Defense goes on the attack in Winston trial, Feb 3, 1989, p.1
Harry Winston’s lawyer on the stand (in Winston v SCS), Feb 10, 1989, p.1
Winston trial ends; Now it’s up to the judge, Feb 24, 1989, p.1
Judge S Miller rejects Winston suit, but favors park, Apr 7, 1989, p.1
Winston: parties weigh options, Apr 14, 1989, p.1
(NY Dept of Environmental Conservation) Ruling will take Winston estate off wetlands map, Apr 28, 1989, p.1
Stay granted (Winston sons pending ruling by Appellate Division on village’s sale of Winston), Jun 16, 1989, p.1
Hearing set on Winston development, Jun 23, 1989, p.3
Neighbors blast SCS Manor subdivision plan, Jul 7, 1989, p.1
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in ’89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

WINSTON, DAVID


WINSTON, EDNA

Courtroom battle begins in Winston suit (photo), Jan 27, 1989, p.1
Winston trial ends; Now it’s up to the judge, Feb 24, 1989, p.1
Judge S Miller rejects Winston suit, but favors park, Apr 7, 1989, p.1
(NY Dept of Environmental Conservation) Ruling will take Winston estate off wetlands map, Apr 28, 1989, p.1
Neighbors blast SCS Manor subdivision plan, Jul 7, 1989, p.1

WINSTON, HARRY

Winston trial due to begin Tuesday, Jan 13, 1989, p.1
Courtroom battle begins in Winston suit (photo), Jan 27, 1989, p.1
Defense goes on the attack in Winston trial, Feb 3, 1989, p.1
Harry Winston’s lawyer on the stand (in Winston v SCS), Feb 10, 1989, p.1
Winston trial ends; Now it’s up to the judge, Feb 24, 1989, p.1
Judge S Miller rejects Winston suit, but favors park, Apr 7, 1989, p.1
Winston: parties weigh options, Apr 14, 1989, p.1
(NY Dept of Environmental Conservation) Ruling will take Winston estate off wetlands map, Apr 28, 1989, p.1
Neighbors blast SCS Manor subdivision plan, Jul 7, 1989, p.1

WINSTON, RONALD

Winston trial due to begin Tuesday, Jan 13, 1989, p.1
Courtroom battle begins in Winston suit (photo), Jan 27, 1989, p.1
Defense goes on the attack in Winston trial, Feb 3, 1989, p.1
Harry Winston’s lawyer on the stand (in Winston v SCS), Feb 10, 1989, p.1
Winston trial ends; Now it’s up to the judge, Feb 24, 1989, p.1
Judge S Miller rejects Winston suit, but favors park, Apr 7, 1989, p.1
Winston: parties weigh options, Apr 14, 1989, p.1
(NY Dept of Environmental Conservation) Ruling will take Winston estate off wetlands map, Apr 28, 1989, p.1
Village won’t pursue rest of Winston (property), Jun 9, 1989, p.1
Stay granted (Winston sons pending ruling by Appellate Division on village’s sale of Winston), Jun 16, 1989, p.1
Hearing set on Winston development, Jun 23, 1989, p.3
Neighbors blast SCS Manor subdivision plan, Jul 7, 1989, p.1
Morton (church landscaping) application approved; (Planning Bd discusses Winston, Montgomery plans), Aug 25, 1989, p.1
Round two: (Winston v SCS appeal begins), Sep 15, 1989, p.1
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in ’89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

WINTER

So it’s winter after all (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.3
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WINTERGEIST, ANDREW
Prizes awarded (R d’Erizans, L Shapiro, A Wintergeist), Jan 13, 1989, p.2

WINTERROWD, JENNIFER

WINTERROWD, JERRY (REV)
Other voices: Sodoma, Gomorrah and SCS (edit), Oct 6, 1989, p.6

WINTERROWD, WILLIAM (REV)
St James exceeds fundraising goal, Jun 16, 1989, p.12
For many, summer jobs are a testing ground for the future, Aug 11, 1989, p.3
(Rev B Leach), New assistant at St James seeking to involve youth in church program (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.12

WISCHNER, MAYNARD
Szabads announce surprise gift (of seed money for training day care providers) at farewell dinner, Jun 30, 1989, p.2

WITT, LOIS
Reading, stories mark (National) Library Week (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.2
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22

WITTENS, JO

WITTNER, MARGE
(M Wittner)’s the queen of croquet (photo), Sep 6, 1989, p.3

WITTNER, MARGIE (AU)
Three cheers for the (SCS) fire department (ltr), Jun 2, 1989, p.6

WOHL, AMIEL (RABBI)
Honor for rabbi A Wohl, Feb 3, 1989, p.20

WOLF, JONATHAN
At final (Board of Education) session, S Older receives high praise, Jun 23, 1989, p.1

WOLFF, CATHERINE RICE
(Century 21) Wolff & Son to close SCS office, Jul 14, 1989, p.3

WOLFF, ELSIE KAUFMAN
(Century 21) Wolff & Son to close SCS office, Jul 14, 1989, p.3

WOLFF, F RICHARD
(Century 21) Wolff & Son to close SCS office, Jul 14, 1989, p.3

WOLFF, JOSEPH
Graduates sing farewell to IHM (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.22

WOLFF, NICHOLAS
Leadership transition (for T H Slater Center) (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.8
(Century 21) Wolff & Son to close SCS office, Jul 14, 1989, p.3
Paul Field realty closing at year-end, Dec 22, 1989, p.1

WOLFF, NICK
N Wolff elected (for second term as president, Century 21 Brokers Council, Westchester County), Feb 10, 1989, p.16

WOLFF, ROSALIE
Trees felled despite new laws, Sep 15, 1989, p.1
Planning Board criticizes Ferndale Park development, Oct 6, 1989, p.1
Critics contend zoning plan is too restrictive, Dec 1, 1989, p.1

WOLFF, ROSALIE (AU)
(R Wolff) Surprised by private meeting (between Planning Board, developer, consultant) (ltr), Feb 10, 1989, p.6

WOLINSKY, BEN
Lotsa matzos! (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.20
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WOLTERS, MEGAN
(Juniorettes of SCS Woman's Club are) Santa's ghost writers, Dec 29, 1989, p.3

WOMEN AUTHORS
Lifting women's veil of silence (edit), Sep 8, 1989, p.7

WOMEN EXECUTIVES
Goin' to the top (poem), Mar 10, 1989, p.7

WOMEN'S ADVISORY BOARD-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
(C L Kahn, D Schear, E Stock) named to (Westchester County) Women's (Advisory) Board, Feb 3, 1989, p.2

WOMEN-EQUAL RIGHTS
Abortion issue should be left up to women (1tr), Aug 18, 1989, p.6
In defense of choice (1tr), Aug 18, 1989, p.6

WON SANG SONG
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15

WONG, BYRON
SHS art students B Wong, Y Chang win state awards, Feb 3, 1989, p.14
(SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.30

WONG, DANIEL
Master (football) strategists (photo), Oct 13, 1989, p.1

WONG, JOHNNY
93 local musicians (perform) in county events (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.14

WONG, MARY

WOOD-SMITH, LEIA
After the rezoning: What's next for the downtown?, Mar 10, 1989, p.1

WOODCOCK, PETER
Lament for lost trees (1tr), Mar 10, 1989, p.6
Local laws offer trees scant protection (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.1
Achoo! Allergy season off to a curious start (illus), Sep 8, 1989, p.6
Trees felled despite new laws, Sep 15, 1989, p.1
House next to downtown nearing approval, Oct 20, 1989, p.3

WOODROW, DAVID
Awards, Appointments, Promotions: D M Woodrow (named vice president at Cox Cable Communications), Sep 22, 1989, p.16

WOOLF, BIDDY
(White Plains Hospital) Celebrate volunteers (photo), May 26, 1989, p.18
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Medical Center (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.32

WOOLF, DORRIT (AU)
Readers' views on the pool and where to put it (1trs), Jun 9, 1989, p.6

WOOLF, LEOPOLD (AU)
Praise for (SCS) ambulance corps (1tr), Sep 22, 1989, p.6

WOOLFALK, MIYA
(Kitten tree a Girl Scout) Christmas tradition (photo), Dec 15, 1989, p.16

WOOLFALK, SHIGEIKO
(Greenacres PTA gives international families) A taste of Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 17, 1989, p.14

WOOLNER, WILLIAM (DR)
White Plains Hospital elects (SCS resident L Marx board member; 4 other) board members (named), May 5, 1989, p.4

WORDEN, LILLIAN
YWICA of White Plains and Central Westchester) elects leaders, Oct 13, 1989, p.9
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WORDEN, MICHAEL
Have certificate, will babysit: (23 youngsters graduate from Fire Dept Babysitting Course) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.8

WORDON, JAY
Board of Education, Sobol at odds over AIDS regulation, Aug 4, 1989, p.1

WRESTLING
SHS athletes honored at end of a championship winter season (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.15
Scenes from (SHS) sports award dinner (photo), Mar 17, 1989, p.15

WRIGHT, DAVID
Cocaine case (apparently close to disposition), Jan 6, 1989, p.1
(D Wright: Figure in SCS drug case, nabbed, Aug 4, 1989, p.3
(I Chotin) pleads guilty to cocaine conspiracy, Sep 29, 1989, p.2
Chee, Rivera sentenced, Oct 27, 1989, p.2
D Wright pleads guilty to armed robbery, Nov 10, 1989, p.3

WRIGHT, PRISCILLA
(M Hall is) 83 and a part of the show at Child Care (Assn of SCS) (photo), Mar 10, 1989, p.6
SCS Natl Bank salutes Child Care Assn of SCS (photo), May 5, 1989, p.34
8th year starting at Child Care (Assn of SCS) (photo) (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.13
Honor for P Wright: (Child Care Assn director receives Eleanor Roosevelt Community Services Award), Sep 15, 1989, p.3

WRIGHT, TAWN
Bank of New York salutes the Junior League of Central Westchester (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.32

WRIGHT, WILLIAM
Wright & Irish sale called off; to stay open, Dec 1, 1989, p.1

WRITING
Learning to read better by writing (edit), Oct 13, 1989, p.7

WRITING (COMPOSITION)
SEE ENGLISH LANGUAGE-COMPOSITION

WRITING CONTESTS - COMPETITIONS
Junior High girls J Keane, L Chua, N Bae win writing contest (photo), May 26, 1989, p.14

WROBLESKI, DIANE
Reading, stories mark (National) Library Week (photo), Apr 14, 1989, p.2

WU, APOLLO
New Adult School officers: N Rosensweig, B L Crowder, M Matsuo (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.3

WU, LINDA
(SCS) Music students win top prizes, May 19, 1989, p.14

YAGGER, DIANE
Time running out for school (Bd Nominating Committee) nominations; (Administrative Committee named), Nov 17, 1989, p.3

YAKODA, BETTY
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.30

YAMAZAKI, LIGIA

YANG, HANNAH
Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26

YANG, JAE-HEE
(ShS art students go) Behind the scenes at (Museum) O(f) M(odern) A(rt) (photo, Nov 10, 1989, p.18

YANNANTUONO, MARY
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22

YAO, NING
(SCS High School) Students cited for excellence in academics, arts and service (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.8
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YAO, PEGGY
  (YES) puts(s) SCS young people to work (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.8

YAU, CALVIN
  Sweatshirt sale (to benefit SCS Child Care Assn) (photo), Oct 20, 1989, p.2

YAVELLOW, ISSACHER
  Issacher Yavelow (dies), Jul 21, 1989, p.14

YEAGER, DIANE
  Gisolfi outlines his vision of SCS (High School), Sep 8, 1989, p.1

YEE, VIVIAN
  (SCS) Music students win top prizes, May 19, 1989, p.14

YELLEN, ELAINE
  Apple (Computer's Norwalk offices) select Windmueller (Fine Arts of SCS as art consultant), Feb 10, 1989, p.2

YERMAN, ANN
  (A Yerman, J Liner, V Marx) At the opening (of 'Women of the Regent Hotel' at library) (photo), Jun 16, 1989, p.5
  Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.30

YM-YWHA OF MID-WESTCHESTER
  YM-YWHA of Mid-Westchester cites local teens for achievements (photo), Jun 2, 1989, p.11
  Lawyer J R Ruderman named president of Mid-Westchester YM-YWHA (Other officers listed), Sep 1, 1989, p.2

YM-YWHA OF MID-WESTCHESTER
  (Mid-Westchester YM-YWHA) Not for members only (ltr), Feb 3, 1989, p.6

YM-YWHA OF MID-WESTCHESTER-FUND RAISING
  Super Sunday: (UJA Federation volunteer efforts gain $548,000 in pledges for Y) (photo), Feb 10, 1989, p.10

YOCHOVICH, ALICE
  New principal (J Farren) appointed at Quaker Ridge (photo), May 19, 1989, p.1

YOKOYAMA,
  Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26

YOKOYAHA, (MRS)
  Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26

YOUN, GRACE
  Toe test (of the pool for eighth grade party) (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.2

YOUNG ADULT INSTITUTE (SCS)
  Young adults

  From quaint to sublime, houses on tour (for benefit of Young Adult Institute) dazzle (photo; addl p17, Dec 15, 1989, p.6

YOUNG, CAROLINE
  29 in running for (School Board) nominating group, Dec 8, 1989, p.3

YOUNG, DALE JOAN
  Habitat for Humanity tackling housing crisis in Westchester (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.4

YOUNG, DALE JOAN (AU)
  (Residents should) Number homes more clearly (ltr), Dec 29, 1989, p.6

YOUNG, JAMES
  (Westchester) Ethical Society elects officers (photo: J A Young), Aug 18, 1989, p.12

YOUNG, WILSON
  Computers found library-friendly (photo), Dec 8, 1989, p.1

YOUTH
  Teen leaders (from SCS participate in WNET-sponsored Teen Leadership Day) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.19

YOUTH EMPLOYMENT SERVICE-SCS
  (YES) puts(s) SCS young people to work (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.8
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YOUTH MARKET
Hey, rich kids! These duds're for you. gurus L Graham and L Hamdan say (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.6

YOUTH-DISEASES
How teenagers cope with cancer (edit), Aug 18, 1989, p.7

YOUTH-EMPLOYMENT
For many, summer jobs are a testing ground for the future, Aug 11, 1989, p.3

YOUTH-PSYCHIATRIC CARE
SEE ADOLESCENT PSYCHIATRY

YOUTH-RECREATION
Foggy pool nights (for teens), Aug 18, 1989, p.1

YOUTH-RELIGIOUS LIFE
SEE CHURCH WORK WITH YOUTH

YU, ZI-FAN
Musicians H Choi, J Stern, Z Yu study at (Boston University) Tanglewood (Institute), Aug 25, 1989, p.10

YU, ZI-RIN
(SCS) Music students win top prizes, May 19, 1989, p.14

YUDIN, ALANNA
Have certificate, will babysit: (23 youngsters graduate from Fire Dept Babysitting Course) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.8

YUDIN, JOELLE
Have certificate, will babysit: (23 youngsters graduate from Fire Dept Babysitting Course) (photo), May 12, 1989, p.8

YUSOVICH, ALICE
Elementary (school students') art to be exhibited (at SCS Library) (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.15

YURACKO, KATHERINE
White House fellow named: K Yuracko (photo), Dec 22, 1989, p.2

YWCA
Honored: (M K Greenwald inducted into Academy of Women Achievers of NY YWCA) (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.10

YWCA of White Plains and Central Westchester elects leaders, Oct 13, 1989, p.9

ZACHARIA, DON
Changes ahead for SCS Avenue, Aug 11, 1989, p.1

Zaeh's (Wine & Liquor) seen violating new zoning ordinance, Sep 1, 1989, p.1

Businesses (SCS Improvement Corp, Zaeh's) told they're violating (downtown) zoning, Sep 8, 1989, p.1

ZACHARIA, DONALD
Wine variance? (D Zacharia applies for variance for storing wine in SCS Ave warehouse), Oct 6, 1989, p.1

Zachy's gets a variance, Oct 20, 1989, p.1

ZACHARIA, JEFF
(SCS) Merchants report a happy holiday, Jan 6, 1989, p.1

ZACHARY, NANCY

Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute Kidswalk '89 (photo), Jun 9, 1989, p.30

PT Council relying on lots of helping hands (Back to School Supp), Aug 25, 1989, p.10

ZAGER, ROBERT (AU)
High tech is now for everyone (edit), Jan 13, 1989, p.7

ZAHN, SANDY
SCS National Bank--the final day (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.1

ZALTAS, FRED
Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute (Retiring) Staff of SCS Public Schools, 20-yr teachers (photo), Jul 7, 1989, p.22

ZAMBITT, EILEEN
Defects found in (Edgewood, Fox Meadow, Greenacres) school windows, Nov 10, 1989, p.1
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ZAMBITTI, EILEEN (DR-AU)
   Just say no—to exterminators (ltr), Jun 23, 1989, p.6

ZAMPIERI, SYLVIA
   Sylvia Zampieri (dies), May 12, 1989, p.14

ZAYAC, BOB
   Honors galore for athletes at Maroon and White fall dinner (photo), Dec 1, 1989, p.18
   SHS honored for Westchester's outstanding sports program, Dec 22, 1989, p.15

ZECHER, DEBORAH (RABBI)
   (SCS-HTS Women's Interfaith) Council marks 60 years of ecumenical spirit (photo), Jan 6, 1989, p.6
   On an evening of warm affection, Bette Landes receives (SCS) Bowl (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.2
   SCS Natl Bank salutes Bette A Landes, 1989 Bowl winner (photo), Mar 24, 1989, p.24
   Westchester R(efora) T(emple) bids farewell to Rabbi Zecher; greets replacement B Singer (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.20

ZECKER, DEBORAH (RABBI)

ZEDNIK, ANITA
   30 in contention for Citizens' Committee, Oct 13, 1989, p.1
   Unit elections slated for (Nov 15), Nov 10, 1989, p.1
   Unit elections held here, Nov 17, 1989, p.1

ZEDNIK, ANITA (AU)
   (SCS) Reember(s) golden rule (in K Rosenberg award) (ltr), Jul 7, 1989, p.6

ZEDNIK, JAY (AU)
   (SCS) Reember(s) golden rule (in K Rosenberg award) (ltr), Jul 7, 1989, p.6

ZEDNIK, RICHARD
   SHS graduates praised as a caring class (photo; addl photo pp 2 & 4, Grad Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.1
   Moving on, (SHS) graduates take a look back (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.13
   Bank of NY and SCS Natl Bank salute The SCS High School Class of 89 (photo) (Graduation Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.14

ZELLER, MICHAEL
   SVAC is busy and needs staff (1989 Progress Edition Supp), Jan 27, 1989, p.4

ZELTNER, PETER
   United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3
   Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26
   New United Way (fund-raising) program (initiated), Dec 1, 1989, p.4

ZENTALL, BETTY (AU)
   Here's to unplanned weekends (edit), Sep 1, 1989, p.7

ZERN, LINDA
   30 in contention for Citizens' Committee, Oct 13, 1989, p.1
   Unit elections slated for (Nov 15), Nov 10, 1989, p.1

ZERO POPULATION GROWTH
   We can make a difference (in reducing urban stress caused by overpopulation) (ltr), Feb 17, 1989, p.6

ZIAVRA, KATHY
   Pyramid power: (Teacher K Ziavras examines junior high students' Egyptian models) (photo), May 5, 1989, p.25

ZIEGEL, YETTA
   Local women to be cited (by National Council of Jewish Women), May 26, 1989, p.10

ZIEGLER, CHARLES
   Happy anniversary! (B Bennett, C Ziegler present check to Hoff-Bartheison) (photo), Mar 31, 1989, p.19

ZIEGLER, JACK
   Other voices: Sodom, Gomorrah and SCS (edit), Oct 6, 1989, p.6

ZIEGLER, SALLY
   Few protest at first (county) budget hearing, Dec 1, 1989, p.3
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ZILENZIGER, BONNIE

SCS Natl Bank salutes The Junior High Speech Contest (photo), Apr 28, 1989, p.30

ZILENZIGER, ROD

(Platform Tennis Assn) Coming home to Fox Meadow (for 60th Anniversary celebration) (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.22

SCS Natl Bank salutes 60 Seasons of Platform Tennis (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.30

ZILENZIGER, RONANNE

(Platform Tennis Assn) Coming home to Fox Meadow (for 60th Anniversary celebration) (photo), Feb 17, 1989, p.22

SCS Natl Bank salutes 60 Seasons of Platform Tennis (photo), Apr 7, 1989, p.30

ZIMBERG, MICHAEL

They eat you-know-whatties! (SCS winners of physical fitness awards) (photo), May 19, 1989, p.13

ZIMMERMAN, MARTIN

Lawyer J R Ruderman named president of Mid-Westchester Y; (Other officers listed), Sep 1, 1989, p.2

Martin Zimmerman (dies), Nov 24, 1989, p.17

ZIMMERMAN, SIDNEY (DR)

White Plains Hospital elects (SCS resident L Marx board member; 4 other) board members (named), May 5, 1989, p.4

ZINGARO, JOSEPH

Ciotti sentenced for tax evasion, Jul 7, 1989, p.1

ZINGARO, MARY

Ciotti sentenced for tax evasion, Jul 7, 1989, p.1

ZINGARO, PATSY

Flower power: (Highway Dept plants flower garden at base of Metro North tower) (photo), Sep 8, 1989, p.2

ZIPF, CATHERINE

SHS graduates praised as a caring class (photo; addl photo pp 2 & 4, Grad Supp), Jun 30, 1989, p.1


ZIPF, ROBERT


Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3

Former mayor G Jensen seeks Town Club support for affordable housing, Apr 21, 1989, p.3

Family Service (of Westchester) elects leaders, Jul 7, 1989, p.4

Non-Partisans start long road toward nomination of candidates; (Procedure Committee members named), Sep 1, 1989, p.3

(J Ruderman) Re-elected (chairman of SCS Republican Town Committee; Other officers elected) (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.3

ZIPLAW MANAGEMENT CORP

Rent settlement (reached) at 45 Popham, Apr 7, 1989, p.1

ZOFER, HELEN

Housing, health and isolation are concerns for seniors (Senior Lifestyles Supp), May 12, 1989, p.23

ZOLDAN, ALEX (AU)

Special thanks for a special time (at PTA senior class breakfast) (ltr), Jul 7, 1989, p.6

ZOLDAN, BARBARA

Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

ZOLDAN, BARBARA (AU)

Special thanks for a special time (at PTA senior class breakfast) (ltr), Jul 7, 1989, p.6

ZOLLINGER, JOHN


United Way applauds volunteers (photo), Apr 21, 1989, p.3

It was just 20 years ago today that the (Westchester) summer band began to play (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.5

ZOLLINGER, JOHN JR

Bank of New York salutes United Way of SCS-EMT (photo), Sep 29, 1989, p.26

ZOLLINGER, TED

It was just 20 years ago today that the (Westchester) summer band began to play (photo), Jun 23, 1989, p.5
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ZONING, CONSERVATION

Townhouses win initial approval (from Planning Board), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
Townhouse foes null legal action, Mar 31, 1989, p.1
Law suit filed to block attached housing plan, May 5, 1989, p.1
Hearing set on Winston development, Jun 23, 1989, p.3
Planning Board criticizes Ferndale Park development, Oct 6, 1989, p.1

ZONING-SCS

Latest zoning plan (for downtown area) unveiled (map), Jan 6, 1989, p.1
(Town Club) Report critical of (downtown) rezoning plan, Jan 20, 1989, p.1
On plan for downtown (ltr), Jan 20, 1989, p.6
(Weaver St) Subdivision plans come under fire, Jan 27, 1989, p.1
(Downtown) Rezoning proposal subject of hearing, Jan 27, 1989, p.1
Send (downtown rezoning) plan, then pass it (edit), Jan 27, 1989, p.6
One more time, public debates downtown plan, Feb 3, 1989, p.1
(SCS should) Form group on downtown (ltr), Feb 3, 1989, p.6
Ad hoc committee (to examine changes in Village Code) idea backed (ltr), Feb 10, 1989, p.6
Village officials, take heed (of B Finney's Feb 13th ltr) (ltr), Feb 10, 1989, p.6
(New zoning) Law would mandate senior housing; (Village Bd discusses sanitation laws), Feb 17, 1989, p.1
New downtown zoning code passed (map p.16), Mar 3, 1989, p.1
After the rezoning: What's next for the downtown?, Mar 10, 1989, p.1
Village seeks downtown proposals; (Members of 7 Advisory Boards and Councils appointed), Apr 14, 1989, p.3
Downtown zoning is facing first test (photo p.5), Jul 7, 1989, p.1
Another extension (granted would-be developers of Freightway Depot Place), Aug 4, 1989, p.1
Changes ahead for SCS Avenue, Aug 11, 1989, p.1
Zachy's (Wine & Liquor) seen violating new zoning ordinance, Sep 1, 1989, p.1
A time for vigilance (against zoning violations) (edit), Sep 1, 1989, p.6
Businesses (SCS Improvement Corp, Zachy's) told they're violating (downtown) zoning, Sep 8, 1989, p.1
Wine variance? (D Zacharia applies for variance for storing wine in SCS Ave warehouse), Oct 6, 1989, p.1
Zachy's gets a variance, Oct 20, 1989, p.1
Zoning proposals aimed at curbing overdevelopment, Oct 27, 1989, p.1
(Village Board to hold public hearings on two) New zoning rules, Nov 24, 1989, p.1
Critics contend zoning plan is too restrictive, Dec 1, 1989, p.1
More time, more facts (needed on new zoning proposals) (edit), Dec 1, 1989, p.6
Zoning should allow adaptation (ltr), Dec 8, 1989, p.6
(Village Board to take no action on) Zoning revisions (at next meeting), Dec 15, 1989, p.1
(Village Board to hold special) Zoning meeting, Dec 22, 1989, p.1
No new zoning law needed (ltr), Dec 22, 1989, p.6
Zoning amendment should be amended (ltr), Dec 22, 1989, p.6
A higher priority than profit (edit), Dec 22, 1989, p.6
School and pool bond issues, zoning made headlines in '89, Dec 29, 1989, p.5

ZORWITZ, SARA

Heathcote PTA names new officers, Jun 9, 1989, p.21

ZUCKERMAN, JEFF (AU)

We can save the children (ltr), Dec 22, 1989, p.6

ZWADLO, SUE

The Bank of New York salutes The Friends of the SCS Library (photo), Sep 22, 1989, p.30
There are several types of information that have not been indexed, either because of the ephemeral quality of that information or because the information can be found with ease through official county, town, or village records. These include births, engagements, marriages, legal notices, police and fire blotters except when warranted by full-article coverage, club and league meetings, movie and book reviews, gardening and cooking columns, and sports, except for announcements of the appointment of coaches or coverage of important championships. Notices of upcoming events are not indexed unless particular biographical information not found elsewhere is included.

The following abbreviations have been used:

- **advt** - advertisement (usually political)
- **AU** - author
- **DR** - doctor (physician or PhD)
- **edit** - editorial
- **EMT** - Edgemont
- **GBH** - Greenburgh
- **HTS** - Hartsdale
- **illus/ILLUS** - illustration, or after a personal name, illustrator
- **ltr** - letter (to the editor)
- **photo** - photograph(s)
- **SCS** - Scarsdale
- **trans** - translator

Mary Buchanan
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1990 (REVIEW)
1990—the year in review (details monthly news), Dec 28, 1990, p.18

2-LIVE CREW

AARON, GINN
Having a party? YES says give us a call (Staff listed) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.10
(Rita) Golden named YES president; growth of (job) rosters reported, May 25, 1990, p.3
They say 'YES' to job-seekers (student organization honors volunteers) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.19
Ulf Nilsson (NY Rangers) at United Way annual dinner (9/24/90; SCS residents involved), Sep 14, 1990, p.3

AARON, TODD
Soccer setback in Mamaroneck 2-0, then rallies, blasting Roosevelt 6-0 (photo), Sep 28, 1990, p.22

ABBATINE, ANTHONY
SHS Baseball coach (Anthony Abbatine) departs (after 6 years to coach Mercy College), Sep 7, 1990, p.26

ABBATINE, TONY
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26

ABBE, NANCY
Scarsdalians aid SPCA effort for elderly (in Golden Outreach Program) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.5

ABDELNOUR, RAMA
Recycling at SHS (continues paper recycling project), May 11, 1990, p.8

ABE, ENIKO
Bank of New York salutes Hitchcock Presbyterian Church (as its dedication begins) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.26

ABELOVE, JUDITH
Doing something about the weather: (I Ginsky speaks to Waukee Ridge fourth graders), Feb 2, 1990, p.19
Board of Education (tenure appointments named), May 25, 1990, p.17

ABELOVE, JUDY
Justice in action (for OR students visiting Village Justice Knaplund's court) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.2

ABELSON, MICHELLE
Voting is Tuesday for (School Board) Nominating Committee (Candidates listed), Jan 19, 1990, p.1
(SCS) Synagogue-(Tremont Temple) more active than ever (photo) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19
Old SCS Assn to hear downtown concepts (by Brad Perkins for Penn Central 9/24/90; officers noted), Sep 21, 1990, p.2

ABORN, REBECCA
Queens of the hill (Mamaroneck 4th grade girls are reigning champs), Sep 28, 1990, p.22

ABORTION
(SCS Republican Town Committee) hears P Harrison's pro-choice message, Feb 9, 1990, p.3
Brennan's abortion legacy (details Roe v Wade and public opinion) (edit), Jul 27, 1990, p.6
Heed threat to reproductive choice (uses Ireland as example where freedom is curtailed) (Itr), Aug 24, 1990, p.6

ABORTION—LAWS AND REGULATIONS
(Or Scarsdalians join) Group lobbying to keep abortion legal, Feb 2, 1990, p.16

ABRAMS, ROBERT
Tuesday's ballot crowded with candidates (for governor, state controller, Congress, State Legis.), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

ABRAMS, ROBERTA
Fox Meadow series focuses on life of Native Americans, Feb 2, 1990, p.19

ABUYAL, COMOS
African art (is on exhibit this month at Arctic Artistry Gallery) (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.14

ACARCELLA, ANTHONY
(BAR approves) House next to downtown, Jan 12, 1990, p.3

ACER, NEIL
Cutting loose! (SHS seniors get in mood for a week off with senior breakfast) (photo), Feb 23, 1990, p.3
Students learning ways to help others (is the purpose of the Peer Counselors) (photo), Mar 2, 1990, p.5
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ACER, NEIL continued
Scar(sdale) (High) School seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14

ACKERMAN, MEYER
Plaza (theater) faces a murky future, Feb 23, 1990, p.1

ACTIONS AND DEFENSES
(Village Bd to consider) Winston (property) DEIS (prepared for potential buyers Glickenhaus-Judelson, Jan 19, 1990, p.1
(SCS) Police foil Harwood building burglary, Mar 2, 1990, p.3
Final sentence is imposed in Scarsdale drug case, Mar 2, 1990, p.3
Undermining justice O'Rourke fails to dismiss Anthony Mosca (edit), Mar 2, 1990, p.6
Grand jury clears Brady (of criminal wrongdoing with son's plumbing companies), Mar 9, 1990, p.3
Panessa cleared in accident death of US ambassador (Ruth Washington), Apr 27, 1990, p.1
Neighbors (of 19A Dickel Road) sue (Alfred Knopp) to stop project on Dickel Road, May 4, 1990, p.1
District Attorney to prosecute local police officer (Joseph Miccoli, for class B misdemeanor), Jun 29, 1990, p.1
Becks seek change in county (child) abuse guidelines (after misdirected investigation), Jul 13, 1990, p.1
Brady case may go to new grand jury (as Gov. Cuomo holds request against county legislator), Jul 20, 1990, p.1
Forever soggy (presents resident who took Village to state Court, won and then sold land to (SCS), Aug 24, 1990, p.1
(Governor) Cuomo says no to (Edward) Brady probe; (Carl) Vergari still might re-present, Oct 19, 1990, p.1
Beck (family) case heard (in US District Court two years after mistaken child abuse incident), Nov 2, 1990, p.1
Appealing Winston (lawsuit is Ronald Winston who wishes to block development of property), Nov 16, 1990, p.1
Village may contest assessment decisions (in tax certiorari cases says Moreen Flood), Dec 21, 1990, p.1
Village considers suing to overturn assessment decisions (details of cases, views cont), Dec 21, 1990, p.10

ACTORS AND ACTRESSES
Scar(sdale) student ready for prime time (starring in "Regular Joe" with Robert Mitchum) (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.1
Scar(sdale) actress (Elaine Terriss) plays in "Dorian", Mar 16, 1990, p.16
Saturday premiere (of "Regular Joe" starring SHS student, David Lascher) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.19
Musical role (of Mother Superior in "Sound Of Music" to be played by SCS Elaine Terrissi (photo), May 18, 1990, p.19
Popular: musicians, actors and artists (for local productions; auditions noted), Oct 26, 1990, p.16

ADAMS, ANNIE
Bank of New York salutes Hitchcock Presbyterian Church (as its dedication begin) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.26

ADAMS, BILL
Firefighting family (Keatings of Fire Company No. 1 are awarded) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.4

ADAMS, BILL JR

ADAMS, BILLY
Volunteer firemen warn of breakdown in communications (if new radio equipment put to use), Apr 13, 1990, p.1

ADAMS, GREG
Haroon and White honors spring teams (lacrosse, tennis, soccer, and track) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.19
Haroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26

ADAMS, JEFFERSON (AU)
Can we trust Russia, Gorbachev and Glasnost? "Not really, never..." (edit), May 25, 1990, p.7

ADAMS, NARIAN
DAR elects new officers (for 1990-91 term), Jan 8, 1990, p.9

ADAMS, MARION
DAR pursues its patriotic mission (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.16

ADAMS, PETE

ADDUCI, PATRICIA B
(SCS) Village wins (Pedestrian) safety award (from State Commissioner of Motor Vehicles) (photo), Sep 28, 1990, p.3
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ADVISORY COUNCIL ON DISABLED-SCS
Volunteers (from Rotary Club) survey access to disabled (in village stores, buildings), Oct 12, 1990, p.4

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION-SCS
More recycling: (Village soon to be accepting batteries, tin cans for recycling), Feb 2, 1990, p.1
Celebrating the planet (SCS prepares for Earth Day festivities and clean up), Apr 20, 1990, p.1
Another view of Earth Day (responding to Charles Lyon ltr of 4/27/90), May 4, 1990, p.6
When nature is unesthetic: (Library)pond puzzles environmentalists (photo), Aug 31, 1990, p.1

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON HUMAN RELATIONS-SCS

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON SCS SENIOR CITIZENS-SCS

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
Why some oppose affirmative action (discusses Civil Rights Bill and viewpoints) (edit), Aug 10, 1990, p.7

AGING
Scarsdalians aid SPCA effort for elderly (in Golden Outreach Program) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.5

AHN, JENNIFER
12 little girls in 2 straight lines: (B Hudgins' 5th graders celebrate Madeline's 50th b'day (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.4

Ahn, JENNY
Summer league tennis nets pair of team firsts at NY Metro showdown (photos), Sep 7, 1990, p.26

Ahn, Michael K
(National) Merit Scholar(ship) semifinalists in (SCS are named), Sep 21, 1990, p.14

Ahn, Shelley
Kids take center stage this weekend (at SCS Junior High and at Mid-westchester Y) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.17

AHPYOUNG, COLIN
Blessed are the beasts (at "Blessing of the Pets" sermon at St. Pius X School) (photo), Oct 12, 1990, p.18

AIDS (DISEASE)
(In the case of Veronica Prego) There must be a better way (edit), Mar 16, 1990, p.6
Has Jonas Salk done it again? (details Salk's research and politics involved) (edit), Oct 26, 1990, p.7
A day without art (WHO's Aids Awareness Day will be celebrated by local art organizations), Nov 23, 1990, p.17
Foster families for AIDS kids (during holidays, contact Dept. of Social Services), Dec 14, 1990, p.25

AINSWORTH, LILA
Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees. (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26
Cellists convene (for Cello Day in SCS with Jean Peale, strings teacher), Jun 29, 1990, p.22

AIRPLANES-NOISE
(P Feiner urges residents to) Attend hearing on airplane noise (ltr), Feb 16, 1990, p.6

AIRPORTS
Restrictions on demolition (of historically significant buildings) proposed (at Village Bd hearing), Jan 12, 1990, p.1
Smaller airport plan urged (for Westchester modernized facility), Apr 13, 1990, p.5
On Tuesday's ballot (11/6/90 candidates are noted as well as environmental issue), Nov 2, 1990, p.1
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AIRPORTS continued
Yes to a real terminal (voters should ok airport plan designed by county legislators) (edit), Nov 2, 1990, p.6
League of Women Voters backs airport bond (and hopes voters will support) (ltr), Nov 2, 1990, p.6
Scarsdale yes, NY no on Environmental Quality Bond (election results reported), Nov 9, 1990, p.1

AISEN, BENJAMIN
In the handsome tradition (local children show off costumes and pumpkin carving) (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

AKITA, KUNI
Board of Architectural Review okays front skylight (notes other approvals and dismissals), Oct 19, 1990, p.3

AKITA, SHUKO
Board of Architectural Review approves additions (names noted), Dec 14, 1990, p.4

AKST AND AKS1
Becks seek change in county (child) abuse guidelines (after misdirected investigation), Jul 13, 1990, p.1
Beck (family) case heard (in US District Court two years after mistaken child abuse incident), Nov 2, 1990, p.1

AKST, DANIELLE
Poets confer (with Heathcote poet-in-residence for school-wide poetry reading) (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.12

AKST, GEORGE
Becks seek change in county (child) abuse guidelines (after misdirected investigation), Jul 13, 1990, p.1
MurrayHillMiddleHeathcote group names officers (and committee chairs), Nov 23, 1990, p.3

AKST, LESLIE
Twenty-six chosen for School Board Nominating Committee (election 1/22/90), Dec 14, 1990, p.3

ALBANO, CARMINE
(Young audience) Getting their kicks (from Monterey’s Karate Academy’s kick-a-thon) (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.4

ALBERT, BETTE

ALBERT, DANA
Awards, Appointments & Promotions: Dana Albert (named account executive, Tribune Entertainment Co), Feb 23, 1990, p.4

ALBERT, FLOYD
Retired executive (Floyd Albert) offers financial service (to organize systems for homes), Oct 26, 1990, p.4

ALBERT, JUDITH

ALBERT, MIRIAM
The Bank of New York salutes Beverly B. Cunningham (photos) (SCS Bowl 1990), Mar 30; 1990, p.26

ALBRIGHT, JOSEPH (DR)
Friends (of Music and the Arts) bolster arts in the schools (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.15

ALCOHOL AND AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS
US envoy R Washington killed in Central Avenue crash (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.1
Lawyer (G L Santangelo) criticizes (Washington/Panessa) accident story (ltr), Feb 2, 1990, p.6
‘Octesting’ suspect drivers (discusses abilities of accused) (ltr), Jun 29, 1990, p.6
Driving While Intoxicated arrests up (in SCS and police use roadblocks), Aug 3, 1990, p.1
A message needed (gift-giving, helping others and safe conduct are indicated) (edit), Dec 21, 1990, p.6

ALDERMAN, JANE
Just in case, students take self-defense (karate course at American Legion Hall) (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.5

ALECSON, LOWELL

ALEXANDER, GENE

ALEXANDER, JASON
It’s our Rupert (Holmes), not Sherlock, at work (on play, "Accomplice" on Broadway) (photo), May 4, 1990, p.20
Students learning ways to help others (is the purpose of the Peer Counselors) (photo), Mar 2, 1990, p.5

Dana Blair Allen (dies), Jul 13, 1990, p.12

Becks seek change in county (child) abuse guidelines (after misdirected investigation), Jul 13, 1990, p.1

Joan Paley installed Wed. as new Woman's Club President (Wed. April 11, 1990) (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.8

New officers at (SCS) Woman's Club, Writer (David Finn) is guest (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.11

Tenure (eligibility) time for (Judy) Fox, 13 staff (members, listed with school affiliations), Oct 26, 1990, p.13

Billed at the supermarket (recounts errors made at the check-out of a specific store) (ltr), Apr 27, 1990, p.6

A kind word for man's best friend (provides good deeds of Elmsford Animal Shelter) (edit), Mar 9, 1990, p.7

Writers offer some thoughts on Father's Day and spring (edit), Jun 15, 1990, p.7

Did you (like so many others) forget about Veterans Day? (reminds us to salute flag) (edit), Nov 16, 1990, p.7

As oil prices soar, homeowners try new alternatives (using alternative suppliers), Oct 19, 1990, p.1

Praise for a local heating-oil concern (Almeida Oil, by resident who is customer) (ltr), Oct 26, 1990, p.6

Big not beautiful (further describes industry as follow-up to article 10/19/90) (ltr), Oct 26, 1990, p.6

Bank of New York salutes Hitchcock Presbyterian Church (as its dedication begin) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.26

School Board educated in the whys of witches (as example of teaching techniques), Apr 6, 1990, p.16 (Heathcote) Fifth graders on the right circuit (with annual science fair) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.18

Scarsdale (High) School seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14

At A-school graduation, warmth (and personal reflections about graduates) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.13

Friends of (Hoff)-Barthelson make record donation; Watson given community service award (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.12

Census reveals fewer people in more houses (as 1990 U.S. Census is explained), Sep 7, 1990, p.1

Actors learn hairdos and don'ts (at Greenville Community Theater for "Steel Magnolias") (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.15

ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL-SCS

What "student as worker" means (edit), Feb 16, 1990, p.7

Scarsdale's finest celebrate one of their finest hours (at accreditation ceremony) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.6

White Plains Hospital names department heads (including two Scarsdale residents), Mar 2, 1990, p.2

Robert M Altman, serving as intern in Denis Dillon's office, Jul 27, 1990, p.4
ALTMAN, S. NORTON (DR)
Jewish Community Centers' month proclaimed (and local Y is honored) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.18

ALZHEIMER'S ASSN OF WESTCHESTER
Local United Way makes grants (to several local agencies, noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.4

ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE
Some questions about Alzheimer's (are addressed by Dr. Jay E. Selman) (edit), Jul 20, 1990, p.7
Coping with Alzheimer's disease (details disease and resources) (edit), Jul 27, 1990, p.7
Alzheimer's Awareness Day Tuesday (Oct.2, 1990 in SCS schools and agencies), Sep 28, 1990, p.5
Alzheimer's awareness at Quaker Ridge (school presented by Betsey Douglas MacDonald), Oct 5, 1990, p.17
Alzheimer's Association volunteer (Mary Alice Ughetta) to be honored (at dinner) (photo), Oct 26, 1990, p.9
Two women (Natalie Hofheimer and Mary Alice Ughetta) get just deserts at benefit dinners) (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.9
Mary Ann Frusciante (named by West. Alzheimer's Assoc. to chair administrative committee), Dec 14, 1990, p.10

AMARILE, CHRISTINA
Village votes $775,000 for updated computers (purchase of hardware, software), May 11, 1990, p.1
Village to enter the computer age (with purchase of software for police and fire depts), Jul 20, 1990, p.1
Village Board Meeting (cont. housing discussion and notes salaries for village dept. heads), Aug 17, 1990, p.5
Byte-ing the bullet (means the phasing out of old computers and the purchase of new), Aug 24, 1990, p.1
Computer trainers (New World Systems) present (Village Board) trustees with a big bill, Aug 31, 1990, p.1

AMARILE, NANCY
Summer league tennis nets pair of team firsts at NY Metro showdown (photos), Sep 7, 1990, p.26

AMARILE, WALTER
(Heathcote) Fifth graders on the right circuit (with annual science fair) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.18
Summer league tennis nets pair of team firsts at NY Metro showdown (photos), Sep 7, 1990, p.26

AMBROSOLO, LUCILLE

AMERICAN BAPTIST CHURCHES OF METROPOLITAN NY
Local Baptists find their faith burgeoning in the Soviet Union (while traveling on mission), Apr 20, 1990, p.1

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY, WESTCHESTER DIVISION
(American) Cancer Society (westchester division) and (Cancer) fund (of America) not the same (ltr), Mar 9, 1990, p.6

AMERICAN CHIMNEY EXPERTS
Homeowners say they were burned by chimney sweeps (ACME and ACE), Aug 24, 1990, p.1
Clean sweep (American Chimney Experts (ACE) has been given home improvement license), Sep 21, 1990, p.1

AMERICAN COLLEGES OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS
Awards, Appointments & Promotions: Dr. N Weintraub (initiated into American College of Surgeons), Jan 19, 1990, p.8

AMERICAN CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE EXPERTS
Homeowners say they were burned by chimney sweeps (ACME and ACE), Aug 24, 1990, p.1
Clean sweep (American Chimney Experts (ACE) has been given home improvement license), Sep 21, 1990, p.1

AMERICAN FIELD SERVICE
American Field Service fosters international understanding (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.13
AFS needs homes for international students (for 1990-91 school year), Apr 20, 1990, p.4
Three from American Field Service to go abroad soon (E.Bench, R. Collins, D. Fessler) (photo), Jul 6, 1990, p.2
American Field Service students to describe adventures (program info noted) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.3
Pumpkins in the rain (sale for AFS will take place 10/27/90 rain or shine) (photo), Oct 26, 1990, p.5

AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE
Jewish Committee salutes Mandela (on tour of U.S.) (ltr), Jul 13, 1990, p.6
Honorees (Henry and Edith Graff to receive 1990 Human Relations Award from AJC) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.10

AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE-WESTCHESTER CHAPTER
Four elected here (to American Jewish Committee-Westchester chapter), Jun 15, 1990, p.13
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AMERICAN JEWISH CONGRESS-WESTCHESTER CHAPTER
American Jewish Congress group elects board (including Scarsdalians) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.4
Candidates back Israel; oppose abortion consent law (local candidates come to SCS to speak), Oct 19, 1990, p.1
Candidates (voice views; Glenn Bellitto, Paul Noto, Cecile Singer) (cont) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.9

AMERICAN LEGION
(SCS American Legion) Post 52 stands up for Old Glory (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.5

AMERICAN RED CROSS
Awards, Appointments & Promotions: F Deschaps (joins Westchester Chapter, American Red Cross), Jan 19, 1990, p.8
Never too soon to learn (First Aid); (Girl Scouts complete Red Cross Aid Training Course (photo), Feb 2, 1990, p.3
Red Cross names banker (James Sutton, Bank of New York officer to Westchester Chapter Board), Jul 20, 1990, p.4

AMERICAN RED CROSS-FUNDRAISING
Benefit bike-a-thon (to be held for Westchester Red Cross 6/10/90) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.8
Winners both (Nancy Lasher and family for benefit bike-a-thon for West. chapter Red Cross) (photo), Aug 24, 1990, p.4

AMERICAN RED CROSS-WESTCHESTER CHAPTER
Good neighbors' reward (presented to Sinno-en, Japanese community) (photo), Jul 6, 1990, p.4

AMICUCCI, JOHN
3 more Defoe executives plead guilty to tax evasion (including Scarsdale resident), Apr 13, 1990, p.5
(John)Amicucci sentenced in tax case (associated with Defoe Corp.), Aug 8, 1990, p.5

AMICUCCI, MICHAEL
Hot shop, cool customers (Pencilmania, the 4th graders supply store is success) (photo), Oct 26, 1990, p.13

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
Never underestimate a teenager (views the concept of apathetic youth & Amnesty chapter EMU (edit), Aug 10, 1990, p.7

ANDERSON, BROR
Croquet champ (Ruth Ruth won Lillian Drake Thies trophy by SCS Seniors) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.2

ANDERSON, DOUGLAS
Covenants: void but still visible (and causing distress to home buyers who want to abolish), Sep 21, 1990, p.1

ANDERSON, JOEY
Jooley proud (of niece, Joey Anderson, member of Misco. city council at 18 years) (photo), Aug 24, 1990, p.3
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ANDERSON, JOHN
Penn Central is chosen developer (for Freightway and Depot Place sites) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.1
Penn Central seeks partner (to provide expertise and financial resources for SCS project), Nov 2, 1990, p.1
Penn Central Corporation looking for partner in building downtown (cont), Nov 2, 1990, p.13

ANDERSON, MICHELLE BARAI
Downtown, a new crop of shops (Duck Duck Goose, Blooming Nails, La Dentelliere, Reading Writing), Jul 27, 1990, p.1

ANDERSON, TERRI (AU)
Heart disease—no. 1 killer of US women (statistics and preventive measures noted) (edit), Dec 7, 1990, p.7

ANDERSON, WALDORON
Waldron Anderson (dies), Oct 26, 1990, p.17

ANDREJCIUK, AGAHA
Maroon and White's tribute to the SNS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

ANDRESKI, JAMES
Bank of New York Salutes Junior High Speech Contest (photos), Apr 20, 1990, p.26

ANDRESKY, LORI
Lori Andresky (dies), Dec 7, 1990, p.15

ANDREUZZI, DENIS
Fortune 500 firm (Witco Corp) names Scarsdale man (Denis Andreuzzi) president (photo), Mar 16, 1990, p.5

ANDREWS, LUKE
Bank of New York salutes Hitchcock Presbyterian Church (as its dedication begins) (photo), Aug 19, 1990, p.26

ANGELL, GARDINER (AU)
War is not the answer (states SCS Friends Meeting 11/18/90 regarding Middle East) (ltr), Nov 30, 1990, p.6

ANIMAL SHELTER
A kind word for man's best friend (provides good deeds of Elmsford Animal Shelter) (edit), Mar 9, 1990, p.7
Animals need new shelter (and compromise reached at July 5 Board of Health isn't enough) (ltr), Aug 3, 1990, p.6

ANIMALS-TREATMENT
Wearing fur not a value (notes emotions, issues in treatment of animals used for fur) (ltr), Nov 30, 1990, p.6
See also HIGH SCHOOL EFFORT FOR LOVE, PROTECTION OF ANIMALS

ANIMALS-TREATMENT-LAWS AND REGULATIONS
Moratorium for (Elmsford Animal) shelter is advocated (by resolution in County) (ltr), Mar 2, 1990, p.6

ANKER, LAURA
(FOX Meadow School is) teepee territory: (tipi led demonstrates native American tepee) (photo), Feb 16, 1990, p.12

ANNUNI, SUSAN
Tuesday's ballot crowded with candidates (for governor, state controller, Congress, State Legis.), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

ANNESS, IRMA
Maroon & White) boosters tap 90-91 officers (and describe purpose and functions) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.13
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

ANNESS, JUSTIN
Tennis (SCS High) finishes 11-0 (a perfect record) (photos), May 25, 1990, p.14
Maroon and White honors spring teams (lacrosse, tennis, soccer, and track) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.19
Maroon and White's tribute to the SNS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26

ANNESS, LARRY
Maroon & White) boosters tap 90-91 officers (and describe purpose and functions) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.13

ANNESS, LAWRENCE
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

ANTI-COMMUNIST MOVEMENTS-HISTORY
Poetry lover or red hater? (edit), Feb 2, 1990, p.7
Other Voices: Tolerance—a prized SCS tradition (edit), Feb 23, 1990, p.6
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ANTI-SEMITISM

Japan-bashing breeds anti-Semitism, Feb 9, 1990, p.7
Fearful memories aroused (by Feb 9 article, Japan-bashing breeds anti-Semitism) (ltr), Feb 16, 1990, p.6
(Japanese, Jewish-Americans can) Dry up the pens of bigotry (by reaching out to each other) (ltr), Feb 16, 1990, p.6
Black-Jewish alliance is at risk (edit), Mar 23, 1990, p.7
He's not forgiving the unindicted anti-Semite (in book discussion of Richard Nixon) (edit), Apr 6, 1990, p.6

ANTIJOIII, REBECCA

Buon Natale, Felice Navidad! (Christians pageant celebrated at IHM) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.19

ANTIQUES-COLLECTORS AND COLLECTING

Home (Suppl. 35 pp), Apr 20, 1990, p.6
Art and Antiques (Suppl. 4 p.) (photos), Oct 12, 1990, p.19
Expert (Leopold Wooll) to discuss old jewelry (for group Tuesdays at Ten, 10/30/90), Oct 26, 1990, p.2

APOTLE, BASIL

Fortunate choices in Edgemont (and SCS Inquirer endorses Davis and Stone) (edit), Apr 27, 1990, p.6
Candidate's 'shibboleth' rejected (in report of Basil Apostle's comments) (ltr), Apr 27, 1990, p.6

APPEL, JACOB

Scarsdale (High) School honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.9

APPELBAUM, ALEC

Musical extravaganzas fill the summer stage (as SSMF performs Pajama Game), Jul 26, 1990, p.13
Pajama Game opens Thursday (at Heathcote School for a 10-performance run) (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.1

ARDEEN, KENNETH

Covenants: void but still visible (and causing distress to home buyers who want to abolish), Sep 21, 1990, p.1

ARBOR DAY

All in a day's work (Mayor Blitz takes shovel in planting Bradford pear tree) (photo), May 4, 1990, p.4

ARCADE STATIONERS

Expansion (noted for Arcade Stationers as they take space formerly occupied by Harwood Wallpaper), Oct 19, 1990, p.3

ARCHITECTS

Castle gallery honors Scarsdale architect (Bradford Perkins) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.8
(Michael) Adlerstein to head urban projects (for National Park Service's North Atlantic region), Dec 21, 1990, p.11

ARCHITECTURE, DOMESTIC DESIGN AND PLANS

Plans on file (ongoing project to microfilm existing house plans on file with Dept. of Public Works), Nov 25, 1990, p.1

ARENELLA, ANTHONY (AU)

What 'student as worker' means (edit), Feb 16, 1990, p.7

ARNOLD, ANDREW

Award winner (Andrew Armstrong, piano student, won Westminster Choir College competition) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.19

ARNOS, DON

Winners every one (Fast Feats team in final lap of Veryfine Save the Children relay) (photo), Apr 27, 1990, p.7

ARON, DAVID (AI)

Don't judge a book by its cover (defends Weintraub family noting Jewish traditions) (ltr), Oct 12, 1990, p.6

ARON, SCOTT

Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

ARONSON, HUBERT

(Shs)Class of 40 turns back the clock (to celebrate reunion) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.9
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ARROTT, JENNIFER
A tree of warmth (Fifth Grade troop 1951 makes accessories for Salvation Army trees) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.17

ARSHAM, ANDY
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24
(National) Merit Scholarship semifinalists in (SCS are named), Sep 21, 1990, p.14

ARSHAM, JAMES
Candidate nominated (for seats on Citizens Committee) (names noted), Oct 12, 1990, p.1
Citizens Committee has new members (after election, individuals noted), Nov 16, 1990, p.1

ARSHAM, MARGERY
Plan would open SHS teams to 'elite' junior high athletes (discussion at Board of Ed. meeting), May 11, 1990, p.8
Louden noise law (Village Board told (by residents regarding construction and gardening), May 25, 1990, p.2

ARSHAM, MARGERY (AU)
Another view of Earth Day (responder to Charles Lyon ltr of 4/27/90), May 4, 1990, p.6

ART
Home (Suppl. 35 pp), Apr 20, 1990, p.0

ART EXHIBITIONS
Lush European landscapes populate (Hudson River)museum (at Exhibit by Dr. Joy Moser) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.17

ART STUDENT LEAGUE
Pillar of bronze ('Lot's Wife' is early sculpture of Isabel Shaw showing at League) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.16

ART, CHINESE
One of a kind: (A Harari displays Dalian Pagoda in his collectors-oriented NY shop) (photo), Jan 5, 1990, p.2

ART-EXHIBITIONS
A Southwestern look: (P Sobol exhibits wall hanging at Eclat), Feb 9, 1990, p.4
African art (is on exhibit this mont at Arctic Artistry Gallery) (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.14
Two-woman (Vacha and Hilda Green Dennis) show to open (at Larchmont Art) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.4
Mapplethorpe (exhibition) and the (rights expressed in the)Constitution (are explored) (edit), May 11, 1990, p.7
Art show is Father's Day dividend (for Basil Barwell and Lynn Padwe) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.15
Art's many palettes offer something for every taste (various exhibitions are noted), Oct 5, 1990, p.16
The Japanese influence (in art exhibitions appearing in the area; info noted) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.15
Pillar of bronze ('Lot's Wife' is early sculpture of Isabel Shaw showing at League) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.16
There's talent next door—check it out! (local artists exhibits noted) (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.19
A nostalgic look at a bohemian world (reviews exhibit at Museum of City of NY) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.7
Getting to the art of the matter (identifies local exhibits, hours) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.17
Experiencing art and the great indoors (notes winter exhibits at local galleries) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.19

ART-STUDY AND TEACHING
Putting a funny face on it (are Edgewood fifth graders who created dolls in character study) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.14
Looking to the masters (group admires interpretation of Gustav Klimt portrait) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.15
Edgewood kids draw on trip to SHS (sketching artwork of their choice: (photo), May 18, 1990, p.15
Isn't it time you learned to paint? (local schools and courses are noted), Dec 21, 1990, p.15

ARTHUR MANOR ASSOCIATION
Celebrating Independence (fireworks light up the sky at the Scarsdale Pool) (photo), Jul 6, 1990, p.1
Celebrating the Fourth of July (at Greenacres, Arthur Manor and the SCS Pool) (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.3
Vandalism in Edgewood: reality or a public relations problem? (meeting reported on and issues noted), Nov 16, 1990, p.1

ARTISITIS
Metro North bringing art to local commuters; (Artist T Nussbaun designs steel sculptures) (photo), Feb 23, 1990, p.1
When Michelangelo worked backward (describes the life of artist) (edit), Mar 23, 1990, p.7
Scarsdale artist (Mary La Brecia) to have show (at Harrison Library may 29-June 29, 1990), May 25, 1990, p.16
Lush European landscapes populate (Hudson River)museum (at Exhibit by Dr. Joy Moser) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.17
Art show is Father's Day dividend (for Basil Barwell and Lynn Padwe) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.15
ARTISTS continued
Wanted: musicians, actors and artists (for local productions; auditions noted), Oct 26, 1990, p.16

ARTISTS-EXHIBITIONS
Father-daughter art show (for Basil B. Barwell and Lynn Padwe at Larchmont Art Gallery June 23-30, 1990), Jun 1, 1990, p.16

ARTS IN TRANSIT
Metro North bringing art to local commuters; (Artist T. Nussbaum designs steel sculptures) (photo), Feb 23, 1990, p.1

ASHIKAWA, YOSHIKO
Friends of Hoff-Barthelson make record donation; Watson given community service award (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.12

ASHINO, YASUHIRO
Grace (Lutheran Church) celebrates 40th anniversary (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.18

ASHER, HEATHER
Almost... (Raiders girls soccer 1990 opener ended in a 0-0 tie against Arlington) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.15
Art Resnick gets 200th career victory (for his girls high school soccer team), May 4, 1990, p.17
Raiders soccer team defends sectional title with 1-0 victory (advancing team to state championships), Jun 8, 1990, p.1
Raiders win section (for girls' soccer) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.16
Raiders repeat (for second year) as (New York) state champs (for girls high school team) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.1
Maroon and White honors spring teams (lacrosse, tennis, soccer, and track) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.19
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26
State champions all (Raiders' girls varsity team takes state champs for 2nd year) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.14

ASHER, ROBERT
The (story behind the Town Club's dissolving report (on the school bond issue) is explained, Apr 6, 1990, p.1
Mock trial of (non-partisan) system arouses real feelings (conducted by Town Club), Apr 6, 1990, p.1
The (non-partisan) system goes on (mock) trial, Apr 6, 1990, p.21
Speakers criticize school budget (1990-91), but recommend voter approval, May 4, 1990, p.1

ASSELTA, JOHN J
John J. Asselta (dies), Mar 30, 1990, p.18

ASSESSMENT
Trustees expected to replace (tax) assessor (V. Pagliaro with M. Flood), Jan 5, 1990, p.1
Equalization rate spells double trouble for village (as local tax hikes take effect), Mar 9, 1990, p.1
Future trustees agree, downtown is key issue, Mar 9, 1990, p.8
Equalization rate spells double trouble for village, Mar 9, 1990, p.8
Let's make real estate taxes equitable (details tax and assessment procedures in SCS) (edit), Aug 17, 1990, p.7

ASTRONAUTICS
Other Voices (describes the Hubble telescope and author's concerns for universe) (edit), Apr 27, 1990, p.7

ASTRONAUTS
(Dr. J. Hoffman taking second trip) Back into space (on Shuttle Columbia May 9), Feb 23, 1990, p.1
Five days to lift-off (for Scarsdalian Jeffrey Hoffman scheduled for second space flight), May 11, 1990, p.1
Shuttle off (Columbia to include Scarsdalian Jeffrey Hoffman), Jun 1, 1990, p.1
Shuttle scuttled (Columbia's launching with Dr. Jeffrey Hoffman postponed again), Sep 7, 1990, p.1

ATSUKO
Award-winning exhibit (February) (photo), Feb 9, 1990, p.3

ATIALIENI, GREG
S(CS) volunteer) A(ambulance) C(orps)--always ready to help (Officers listed) (Progress Ed Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.12
New, blue, bright and beautiful (diesel ambulance purchased by SWAC from 1989 funds drive) (photo), Oct 26, 1990, p.1

AUCHTERLONIE, IOM
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24

AUCTIONS
Auction/sale at Lyndhurst next weekend (10/13-14/90; donated items), Oct 5, 1990, p.9
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AULD, BRIAN
Undefeated Greenacres hardballers (are seventh grade A-team) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.22

AULD, CAROL
The Bank of New York salutes The League of Women Voters (SCS) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.28

AULD, ROBERT
Parents urge earlier start for foreign language instruction; (Problems cited), Feb 9, 1990, p.1
Foreign language (cost coverage of Board of Education meeting with Dr John Hassias) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.16
Twenty-six chosen for School Board Nominating Committee (election 1/22/90), Dec 14, 1990, p.3

AUSLIN, ANNE
Joan Paley installed Wed. as new Women's Club President (Wed. April 11, 1990) (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.8
New officers at (SCS) Women's Club, Writer (David Finn) is guest (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.11

AUTHORS
(Rupert)Holmes: more twists for your buck (when "Accomplice" opens on Broadway) (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.15
Author (Richard Stengel) is Library Week speaker (at SPL Apr.25, 1990) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.5
It's our Rupert (Holmes), not Sherlock, at work (on play, "Accomplice" on Broadway) (photo), May 4, 1990, p.20
Lawyers try their hands at show biz (local authors detail entertainment law) (photos), Aug 31, 1990, p.13
Ex-Scarsdalian's crime story (Alan Selb writes Most Likely to Succeed: Multiple Murder...), Oct 19, 1990, p.19
Robert W Miller (included in Who's Who in South), Dec 14, 1990, p.10

AUTOMOBILE CLUB OF AMERICA
Making it safe for kids (AAA mount annual auto safety campaign with poster) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.3
(SCS) Village wins (Pedestrian) safety award (from State Commissioner of Motor Vehicles) (photo), Sep 28, 1990, p.3

AUTOMOBILE PARKING
(SCS Chateaux Associates,) Owners, propose retail building for Robison lot, Jan 26, 1990, p.1
Parking fee protest (by village manager's office as unpopular tax was imposed), Jun 15, 1990, p.1
Parking permits go on sale (for 1991 spaces, prices noted), Dec 7, 1990, p.2
Parking permits on sale (for 1991), Dec 28, 1990, p.18

AUTOMOBILES-SAFETY DEVICES AND MEASURES
Lighting the way (NY State law will require motorists to use lights when wipers are in use), Dec 28, 1990, p.1

AUTOMOBILES-TAXATION
Car tax passed (for Westchester auto owners to be paid when registering auto annually), Dec 28, 1990, p.1

AUTUMN
Before the fall winds blow (are suggestions for Westchester outings), Sep 21, 1990, p.19
Leaves of absence (autumn leaves have stayed on trees longer this season, highway crews now at work), Nov 9, 1990, p.1
That's why they call it 'fall' (SCS Dept of Public Works hard at work to collect) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.1

AUFORD, SALLY
Ghosts of Scarsdale past at St. James (the Less, will be presented for Halloween) (photo), Oct 26, 1990, p.17

AVIATION-ACCIDENTS
Man (Andiello "Neil" Sepe) killed in plane crash (in Harrison's Rye Lake 6/14/90) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.3

AXELRAD, HEAL
Clean sweep (American Chimney Experts (ACE) has been given home improvement license), Sep 21, 1990, p.1

AXTELL, JOHN
Restrictions on demolition (of historically significant buildings) proposed (at Village Bd hearing), Jan 12, 1990, p.1
(Ten Scarsdalians join) Group lobbying to keep abortion legal, Feb 2, 1990, p.16
Silent vigil here (8/4/90) will mark the first atomic blasts, Jul 27, 1990, p.2
Panel named to choose bowl winner (W. McCreery, chairman, names members), Sep 21, 1990, p.4

AXTELL, JOHN P (AU)
Why not a Crane-Depot bridge? (for relief of Popham Road-East Pkwy traffic) (ltr), Dec 14, 1990, p.16

BABYSITTERS
Masters of babysitting (are graduates of SCS Fire Dept. Babysitting Seminar) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.10
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Article</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BAER, JOHN</td>
<td>American Jewish Congress group elects board (including Scarsdalians) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.4; Candidates (voice views; Glenn Bellitto, Paul Noto, Cecile Singer) (cont) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAER, SUE</td>
<td>American Jewish Congress group elects board (including Scarsdalians) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAHAR, MICHAEL</td>
<td>Pajama Game opens Thursday (at Heathcote School for a 10-performance run) (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAIK, DOROTHY</td>
<td>Retiring principal Dr V Dempsey, district clerk D Bajak hailed (at Board of Education meeting), Jan 26, 1990, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAKER, MATTHEW</td>
<td>Maroon and White’s tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAILEY, JOHN</td>
<td>Four probationary firefighters (M. Mann, S. Damon, C. Paroubek, J. Bailey) selected (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAIRO, CHUCK</td>
<td>Childs brothers win paddle title (national men’s senior tournament) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BALL, CHRISTINE</td>
<td>Scarsdale students featured in dance recital Sat. (6/9/90 by Nancy MacArthur School) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BALL, JACKIE</td>
<td>Celebrating Independence (fireworks light up the sky at the Scarsdale Pool) (photo), Jul 6, 1990, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BALL, JUSTIN</td>
<td>Putting a funny face on it (are Edgewood fifth graders who created dolls in character study) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BALL, LINDA</td>
<td>Voting is Tuesday for (School Board) Nominating Committee (Candidates listed), Jan 19, 1990, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BADGER, ASHLEY</td>
<td>State champions all (Raiders girls varsity team takes state champs for 2nd year) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BADGER, LINDSAY</td>
<td>Swimmers finish with win (in dual-meet season with 1-5 record) (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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BALLANTINE, JIM JR

BALLETTA, VINCENT (JUDGE)
Panel of judges bears Winston appeal (cont. details of lawyers comments), Nov 23, 1990, p.18

BALLINGTON, ESTELLE
Civic Club nates officers (of first slate since joining of Town and Village clubs, 6/90), Aug 10, 1990, p.3

BALLOR, BARBARA
Teacher C Warms indicted in EMT murder (of BJ Solomon) (photo), Feb 9, 1990, p.1

BALSAM, ANTONIO
American Field Service students to describe adventures (program info noted) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.3

BANN, NEVILLE
Summer league tennis nets pair of team firsts at NY Metro showdown (photos), Sep 7, 1990, p.26

BANDUKRA, USMAN
Metro-North repair work derails local businesses (Depot Place coffee shop and newsstand), Dec 7, 1990, p.1

BANK OF NEW YORK
Bank of New York salutes Eda and Stanley Newhouse and the SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.28
Bank of New York Salutes Charles Cunningham, SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of Year 1990 (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.22
Bank of New York Salutes Junior High Speech Contest (photos), Apr 20, 1990, p.26
Bank of New York Salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photos), May 18, 1990, p.24
Bank of New York to consolidate 2 Hartsdale branches (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.1
Bank of New York salutes our Veterans Memorial Day 1990 (photos), Jun 1, 1990, p.24
Blank of New York to consolidate 2 Hartsdale branches (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.1
Bank of New York salutes SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photos), Jun 8, 1990, p.28
Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees... (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26
Blank of New York names (Christopher J) Taylor to head (Westchester/Putnam) division (photo), Aug 31, 1990, p.1
Community calendar (1990-91, delivered to every residence, 8000 copies, joint project) (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.4

BANKS AND BANKINS
(C R Kincade) Bank of New York executive (photo), Jan 19, 1990, p.4
(SHS PTA Scholarship) Fund gets a ($500) boost (from Manhattan Savings Bank) (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.2
New owner (Republic NY Corp.) for (Manhattan) savings bank (keeping same name, employees), May 4, 1990, p.3
(Gary V Bracken named president of Westchester lending division of American Savings Bank) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.22
Blank of New York to consolidate 2 Hartsdale branches, Jun 1, 1990, p.1
Red Cross names banker (James Sutton, Bank of New York officer to Westchester Chapter Board), Jul 20, 1990, p.4
Carolyn Johnson (named vice-pres. of Savings Bank Women of New York) (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.4
Blank of New York names (Christopher J) Taylor to head (Westchester/Putnam) division (photo), Aug 31, 1990, p.1
Gloria A Gates (named manager of Bank of New York's Hartsdale branch), Sep 21, 1990, p.8
Christopher J Taylor (named to Board of Westchester County Association), Oct 5, 1990, p.8

BANKS, SUSAN
Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photos), Sep 14, 1990, p.26

BANKSTON, ARCHIE H
Bank of New York salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photos), May 18, 1990, p.24

BANNISTER, HOLLY
Summer league tennis nets pair of team firsts at NY Metro showdown (photos), Sep 7, 1990, p.26

BAPTIST
Local Baptists find their faith burgeoning in the Soviet Union (while traveling on mission), Apr 20, 1990, p.1
BARBERS AND BARBERSHOPS
  His legacy: a good man and a good haircut (Joseph Pagano retires from Henry's Barber Shop) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.6
  The view from chair No.3 (cont. Joseph Pagano's history at Henry's Barber Shop), Dec 7, 1990, p.15

BARCLAY CLASSES OF SCARSDALE
  Students of the social graces (from Barclay Classes held final parties at SCS Golf Club) (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.1
  Waltzing up a storm (are Barclay Class fifth graders at final dance at SCS Golf Club) (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.5

BARILE, ANDREW
  Voting is Tuesday for (School Board) Nominating Committee (Candidates listed), Jan 19, 1990, p.1

BARILE, CHRISTINA
  Historic houses modeled (at Wayside Cottage for Fox Meadow students) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.19
  Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30
  Fab foxes (4th grade Fox Meadow girls in 6-0 championship season) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19

BARNES, INEKA
  Bank of New York salutes Hitchcock Presbyterian Church (as its dedication begin) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.26

BARNES, VINNETH (AU)
  Recycle (phew!) to inherit the earth (details a personal account of recycling) (edit), Jul 13, 1990, p.7

BARNETT, VIRGINIA
  After 32 years, time to read, librarian (Virginia Barnett, assistant director) says (photo), Oct 26, 1990, p.6
  Librarian (Virginia Barnett) retires (after 32 years at SCS Public Library) (cont), Oct 26, 1990, p.14

BARNUM MUSEUM
  What to do till the school bell rings (notes places to visit with telephone #s, hours, addresses), Aug 17, 1990, p.13

BARNON, BARBARA
  (SCS) Synagogue-(Fremont Temple) more active than ever (photo) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19

BARRINGTON, DOROTHY
  Dorothy Barrington (dies), Sep 14, 1990, p.19

BARRY, MARION
  What about Mrs. Barry? (details attitudes and actions of Mrs. Marion Barry) (edit), Nov 2, 1990, p.7

BARTHELSON, JOYCE

BARTHOLOMEE, HELEN
  Joan Paley installed Wed. as new Woman's Club President (Wed. April 11, 1990) (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.8
  New officers at (SCS) Woman's Club, Writer (David Finn) is guest (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.11

BARTHOLOMEE, SAMUEL
  Dickel Road (development) plan comes under fire from neighbors (photo), Jan 5, 1990, p.1

BARTOL, DAVID
  Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees...(photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26
  More than just my (violin) teacher (Mrs. Kawanoto was special to me) (ltr), Apr 6, 1990, p.6

BARTOLONE, ALISON
  Scarsdale) High School honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.9
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BARTOLONE, MICHAEL
Friends (of Music and the Arts) bolster arts in the schools (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.15
Student (Michael S Bartolone) wins full scholarship (to attend Cooper Union) (photo), Apr 27, 1990, p.8
Scarsdale (High) School seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14
Up and away (SCS High School class of 1990 celebrates traditional ceremony) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.1

BARTOLONE, SUE
Friends (of Music and the Arts) bolster arts in the schools (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.15

BARTON, DANIELLE
Summer league tennis nets pair of team firsts at NY Metro showdown (photos), Sep 7, 1990, p.26

BARTON, GABRIELLA
Earth Day celebrated (in George Field Park and Butler Woods) (photos), Apr 27, 1990, p.5

BARTON, JOY
Earth Day celebrated (in George Field Park and Butler Woods) (photos), Apr 27, 1990, p.5

BARTON, LAUREN
State champions all (Raiders' girls varsity team takes state champs for 2nd year) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.14

BARTON, RENEE (AU)
Which way to the 'right' meeting? (to present corrections on Dickel Rd. report) (ltr), Sep 28, 1990, p.6
Sewer suspicions (discusses 11/30/90 article and consequences of local sewers) (ltr), Dec 14, 1990, p.16
Ginsberg (David) challenged on denial (of knowledge that WP sewer hook-up will be permanent) (ltr), Dec 28, 1990, p.6

BARTON, ROBERT (AU)
Which way to the 'right' meeting? (to present corrections on Dickel Rd. report) (ltr), Sep 28, 1990, p.6

BARTON, STEPHEN
Earth Day celebrated (in George Field Park and Butler Woods) (photos), Apr 27, 1990, p.5

BARTON, WESLEY
Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

BARMELL, BASIL
Father-daughter art show (for Basil B Barwell and Lynn Padwe at Larchmont Art Gallery June 2-30, 1990), Jun 1, 1990, p.16
Art show is Father's Day dividend (for Basil Barwell and Lynn Padwe) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.15

BASEBALL
(Baseball card) Diamond dealer has a gem of an investment plan (photo), May 11, 1990, p.5
Correction to story about baseball cards (details proper ending to 5/11/90 story), May 18, 1990, p.5
Congratulations and thanks (to Raiders baseball team) (ltr), Jun 15, 1990, p.6
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26
Undefeated Greenacres hardballers (are seventh grade A-team) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.22
(Dave) Feuerstein and (John) Madden to play ball in Empire State Games, Jul 13, 1990, p.15
Minor league baseball is here (for third and fourth graders; first season having six teams), Aug 3, 1990, p.14
'3-peat' champs (winners of PRC's American League Men's softball title for third year) (photo), Aug 31, 1990, p.8
SHS Baseball coach (Anthony Abbatine) departs (after 6 years to coach Mercy College), Sep 7, 1990, p.26
If at first... (Correction states that Wilson & Son won 1990 PRC National Softball League) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.26
Summer minor leagues: a home run! (thanks Rec. Dept. and coaches for participation) (ltr), Sep 21, 1990, p.6
PRC Champs (Quaker Ridge girls softball 7th grade finishes with 5-1 record) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.24
Queens of the hill (Heathcote 4th grade girls are reigning champs), Sep 28, 1990, p.22

BASKETBALL
Raiders upset Knights (in basketball) (photo; story, addl photo p 22), Jan 12, 1990, p.1
(New York Knicks' T) Tucker's shot shines spotlight on JHM principal's other job, Jan 26, 1990, p.5
Raiders (basketball team) of '79 and '88 to play (benefit game) for the homeless, Feb 2, 1990, p.1
Playing down under: (P Grosz selected member of Sport for Understanding Basketball team), Feb 16, 1990, p.17
On to round two: (SHS basketball team defeats Saunders in Sec 1 tournament) (photo; story, photo p201, Feb 23, 1990, p.1
Another winning season (for Scarsdale High's boys and girls basketball teams), Mar 9, 1990, p.12
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BASKETBALL continued

Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24
Return of the Raiders (brings the SCS High teams of 1979, 1988 together for homeless benefit) (photo), Mar 16, 1990, p.5
Award winner (Andrew Aramstrong, piano student, won Westminster Choir College competition) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.19
Champion again (Brian Janiaik returns for Hope for the Homeless benefit) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.19
A Scarsdale all-star (Mike Ciceró, scores for 10th Annual Super Seniors Classics) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.20
Celebrity for a day (Michael Zucker signs autographs following Hope for Homeless game) (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.1
Raider oldtimers (basketball teams 1979, 1988) win one for the homeless (photos), Mar 30, 1990, p.13
A perfect season (for Heathcote fourth grade girls who had 10-0 record) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.14
Most valuable player is Wendy Sparrow for SCS all-star team, with Coach Stephen Elkins (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.15
(Hostchester County) champions (all-star eight grade boys basketball) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.14
(Hostchester) County champions (all-star eight grade boys basketball) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.14
(Hostchester) County champions (all-star eight grade boys basketball) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.14
Raiders (High school team) take Scarsdale for roop in the (Madison Square) Garden (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.1
Raider cagers take (Madison Square) Garden fay stort (in Raiders 3rd appearance there) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.25

BASS, ALESSANDRO

Million dollar garage (authorized for joint village/school district equipment maintenance facility), Aug 17, 1990, p.1
BASS, MELINDA

(ten Scarsdilians join) Group lobbying to keep abortion legal, Feb 2, 1990, p.16
Democratic (party) caucus (held; M Bass elected vice chair'man), Feb 9, 1990, p.3
BASSUK, MAITHEM

Up and away (SCS High School class of 1990 celebrates traditional ceremony) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.1
Captain Wapetuck to the rescue! (at Superheroes Day at Camp Wapetuck) (photo), Aug 3, 1990, p.1

BATCHelor, KENNETH

These students belie learning-disabled label, Jan 19, 1990, p.6
Friends protest village plan (to create second employee residence at) Weinberg (Nature) Center, Feb 16, 1990, p.1
(SCS employees are) always there: (Absenteesea lowest in five years), Feb 16, 1990, p.1
Providing a better (Weinberg) nature center (should be community goal) (ltr), Mar 9, 1990, p.6
Fee hike questioned (regarding pool memberships and other recreational fees), Mar 16, 1990, p.1
(SCS) Pool opens tomorrow (5/26/90 for its 22nd season; staff and hours described), May 25, 1990, p.2
Crossway play (field expecting new playground equipment for 3 yr to 5 yr set by year's end), Jun 15, 1990, p.1
Pool vigilante (wants Rec. Dept. to tighten up permit-issuing procedures for Pool), Jul 20, 1990, p.1
Village Board Meeting (cont. housing discussion and notes salaries for village dept. heads), Aug 17, 1990, p.5

BATES, J. A. AL

(2.) Bates (elected vice president of James E. Fitzgerald) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.11

BATTALY, TRUDY

Bird of the night (program called "Owl Prowl" will be held at Weinberg Nature Center) (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.2

BATTERIES

BAUER, ROSS

Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24

BAUM, GILBERT (DR)

Sewer line dispute: (Residents fear White Plains will use emergency sewer line routinely), Jan 26, 1990, p.1
FEIS approved for Winston estate; (Dickel Rd project criticized again), Feb 2, 1990, p.1

BAUM, GILBERT (DR) (AU)

Alice in Wonderland (is charged at SCS Planning Board regarding A.Knopp & Dickel Rd) (ltr), May 18, 1990, p.6

BAUMLER, BIANCA

Scarsdale students featured in dance recital Sat. (6/9/90 by Nancy MacArthur School) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.18
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BAYER, ILENE
(Hebrew) School (of Temple Israel Center, WP) meets varied needs (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.18

BAYER, JEN
Get ready, Piccadilly, here come the SCS Devils (8th-grade soccer team) (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.5
Off to England (are SCS Devils, 8th grade girls on spring tour and playing trip) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.15

BAYER, KARI
Up and away (SCS High School class of 1990 celebrates traditional ceremony) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.1

BAYLOR, RENEE
LMV favors yes vote on (school renovations) bond issue (ltr), Mar 16, 1990, p.6
LMV elects Amy Paulin as president (for 1990-91) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.3
The Bank of New York salutes the League of Women Voters (SCS) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.28

BEACH, JEAN
They say YES to job-seekers (student organization honors volunteers) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.19

BEALS, JEFFREY
Window painters outdo ghosts (again?) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

BEALS, JESSIE TARBOX
A nostalgic look at a bohemian world (reviews exhibit at Museum of City of NY) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.7

BEARD, WILLIAM K.
William K. Beard (dies), Mar 30, 1990, p.18

BEAUREGARD, CAROLE
Christmas on their minds (arranging the 2nd annual SCS Holiday House Tour) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.11

BECK, DAVID
Becks seek change in county (child) abuse guidelines (after misdirected investigation), Jul 13, 1990, p.1
Beck (family) case heard (in US District Court two years after mistaken child abuse incident), Nov 2, 1990, p.1

BECK, JEANNE
Becks seek change in county (child) abuse guidelines (after misdirected investigation), Jul 13, 1990, p.1
Friends of Hoff-Barthelson make record donation; Watson given community service award (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.12
Beck (family) case heard (in US District Court two years after mistaken child abuse incident), Nov 2, 1990, p.1

BECK, JENNIFER
Maroon and White's tribute to the SBS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26
White Plains Hospital Center lauds (junior) volunteers (for hours; names noted), Sep 28, 1990, p.5
Beck (family) case heard (in US District Court two years after mistaken child abuse incident), Nov 2, 1990, p.1

BECKER, DAVID
Up and away (SCS High School class of 1990 celebrates traditional ceremony) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.1

BECKMAN, JASON
(Westchester) County champions (all-star eight grade boys basketball) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.14

BECKWITH, FRANCES
DAR elects new officers (for 1990-91 term), Jun 8, 1990, p.9

BEGICHEK, JANE
Friends protest village plan (to create second employee residence at) Weinberg (Nature Center, Feb 16, 1990, p.1
All invited to celebrate nature (as community prepares for 20th annual event), Apr 13, 1990, p.1
Let's each do our bit on Earth Day (and visit sites and pitch in to help community) (ltr), Apr 20, 1990, p.6
King of the trees (is a giant white oak as it is wrapped in ribbon for Earth Day) (photo), Apr 27, 1990, p.1
Hutchinson River Parkway) neighbors seek relief (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.4
Benedichek, Jane continued

When nature is unesthetic: (Library)pond puzzles environmentalists (photo), Aug 31, 1990, p.1

Benedichek, Jane (AU)

What do you mean 'a bust'? (responds to Charles Lyons ltr 4/27/90) (ltr), May 4, 1990, p.6
A pretty pondside pest (details Mexican bamboo and Japanese knotweed in our locale) (edit), Sep 14, 1990, p.7

Beer

Local entrepreneur E Rittenband heading to Russia with Budweiser beer (photo), Feb 23, 1990, p.1

Behar, Michael

Musical extravaganzas fill the summer stage (as SSMT performers Pajama Game), Jul 20, 1990, p.13

Behr, Richard

The superintendent replies (to architect Behr's comments on A-school design) (ltr), Apr 27, 1990, p.6
Bulk law to get more revisions (as different groups confer on changes), Nov 16, 1990, p.1
Critics: bulk law violates rights, will inspire cube-shaped houses (floor area ratio noted), Nov 30, 1990, p.1
Village responds to bulk law critics (as zoning law nears vote, next Board meeting 12/18/90), Dec 14, 1990, p.1
Village answers housing law critics (as Board prepares bulk housing law changes), Dec 14, 1990, p.17
Bulk law criticized at Village Board meeting (as date nears for vote) (cont), Dec 21, 1990, p.2
More than tolerance (and response to residents queries are asked of trustees) (edit), Dec 28, 1990, p.6

Behr, Richard (AU)

Invitation to (Planning Bd to view) disaster (created by church expansion) (ltr), Jan 12, 1990, p.6
School project called ill-conceived (by architect who criticizes design process) (ltr), Apr 27, 1990, p.6
Mistaken impression on housing (ltr to John Crary addresses affordable housing issue) (ltr), Aug 10, 1990, p.6

Behmann, William

Carrying a torch for special kids (SCS Police run in Special Olympics torch Run) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.3

Beinstein, David

Raiders oldtimers (basketball teams 1979, 1988) win one for the homeless (photos), Mar 30, 1990, p.13

Beitch, Andrea

SCS Antiques return to running -fort for luckahoe Classic 2- and 5- mile events, Sep 14, 1990, p.15

Beldenssteen, Alicia

Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

Belkin, Beth

Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photos), Sep 14, 1990, p.26

Belkin, Danny

Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photos), Sep 14, 1990, p.26

Belkin, Sammy

Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photos), Sep 14, 1990, p.26

Bell Power Systems, Inc.

Village will issue (refurbishment) bonds for fire truck overhaul (of first line fire pumpers), Oct 12, 1990, p.1

Bell, Emily

Bank of New York salutes Hitchcock Presbyterian Church (as its dedication begin) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.26

Bell, Fiona

Fab foxes (4th grade Fox Meadow girls in 6-0 championship season) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19

Bell, Janet

Voting is Tuesday for (School Board) Nominating Committee (Candidates listed), Jan 19, 1990, p.1
Slip-up costs candidate S Stauffer spot on (School Board Nominating Committee; Fourteen elected), Jan 26, 1990, p.1

Bell, Jon

American Field Service fosters international understanding (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.13

Bell, Laura

Student target furrier for protest (High school group pickets outside SCS merchant) (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.3
Protest infringed on furrier's livelihood (resident is dismayed with protest) (ltr), Nov 10, 1990, p.6
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BELL, PETER (AU)
No white hats in El Salvador (edit), Jan 26, 1990, p.7

BELL, PETER D
Peter D Bell (named Chairman of Board of CARE), Dec 14, 1990, p.10

BELL, RUTH
(SCS) Synagogue-(Tremont Temple) more active than ever (photo) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19

BELL, SARAH
Postcards to the edge (Girl Scout troop 1943 sends messages to US troops in Saudi Arabia) (photo), Oct 12, 1990, p.1

BELLAMY, CAROL
Democrats and Conservatives to vote in primaries Tuesday (9/11/90), Sep 7, 1990, p.1
(Carol)Bellamy, (John) Schafer win primaries in low turnout (9/11/90), Sep 14, 1990, p.1
Candidates back Israel; oppose abortion consent law (local candidates come to SCS to speak), Oct 19, 1990, p.1
Tuesday's ballot crowded with candidates (for governor, state controller, Congress, State Legis.), Nov 2, 1990, p.30
Scarsdale yes, NY no on Environmental Bond Act (election results reported), Nov 9, 1990, p.1

BELLATTIO, GLENN
GOP picks Glenn Bellitto to challenge (Nita)Lowey (for 20th Congressional District seat), Jun 8, 1990, p.1
(Carol)Bellamy, (John) Schafer win primaries in low turnout (9/11/90), Sep 14, 1990, p.1
Candidates back Israel; oppose abortion consent law (local candidates come to SCS to speak), Oct 19, 1990, p.1
Candidates voice views; Glenn Bellitto, Paul Nota, Cecile Singer (cont) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.9
Candidates keep 3-way race for 20th Congressional District clean and quiet (photo), Oct 26, 1990, p.1
League of Women Voters debate Monday (10/29/90 for annual candidates meeting), Oct 26, 1990, p.1
Lively exchanges at League of Women Voters debate (as Congressional candidates meet at SPL), Nov 2, 1990, p.1
Tuesday's ballot crowded with candidates (for governor, state controller, Congress, State Legis.), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

BILLSLEY, EDWIN (AU)
Is the dollar going up or down? Yes, but not soon (edit), Feb 2, 1990, p.7

BEN-DAVID, ADAM
A record class (is 15 member confirmation class, the largest group in years) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.14

BEN-DAVID, KERRY (CANTOR)
A record class (is 15 member confirmation class, the largest group in years) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.14
Festival of Lights (Chanukah 1990 begins as Brunwasser family lights menorah) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.1

BENAISSA, SENDA (AU)
These athletes don't hear the applause (describes 1991 World Winter Games for the Deaf) (ltr), Nov 23, 1990, p.6

BENCH, DOROTHY
Village Club no more? (as members voted to consolidate with Town Club), May 18, 1990, p.1
Panel named to choose bowl winner (W. McCrerey, chairman, names members), Sep 21, 1990, p.4
Twenty-six chosen for School Board Nominating Committee (election 1/22/90), Dec 14, 1990, p.3
School Board election process in need of contributions (village mailing sent), Dec 28, 1990, p.5

BENCH, E MARKHAM
Citizens Committee petition (for candidates' nominations) deadline nears (committee noted), Sep 21, 1990, p.3

BENCH, E MARKHAM
Civic Club names officers (of first slate since joining of Town and Village clubs, 6/90), Aug 10, 1990, p.3
Welcome to SCS (a well-attended reception for newcomers to hear about village activities) (photo), Oct 5, 1990, p.1

BENCH, EMILY
Students learning ways to help others (is the purpose of the Peer Counselors) (photo), Mar 2, 1990, p.5
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.24
State champions all (Raiders' girls varsity team takes state champs for 2nd year) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.14
Three from American Field Service to go abroad soon (E.Bench, R. Collins, D. Tessler) (photo), Jul 6, 1990, p.2
American Field Service students to describe adventures (program info noted) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.3
Tennis: 3 up 3 down-Undefeated again? (as SCS HS girls team opens 1990 season), Oct 5, 1990, p.18
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BENACK, EMILY continued
   Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30
BENEDIOT, FRANCIS
   Scarsdale's finest celebrate one of their finest hours (at accreditation ceremony) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.6
BENEVENTO, KRISTIN
   Summer league tennis nets pair of team firsts at NY Metro showdown (photos), Sep 7, 1990, p.26
BENEDK, JEFFREY
   Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9
BENJENK, EROL
   Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9
BENJENK, JEFFREY
   Conservative crazy (Caan Mapetuck celebrates Crazy Hat Day) (photo), Jul 20, 1990, p.2
BENNET, CHRIS
   Platform switch (as Metro-North finishes work on northern track and will switch to southbound), Jul 27, 1990, p.1
BENNET, JEAN HOFHEIMER (AU)
   30 years later, (J H Bennett) remembers teacher H Harrison (ltr), Jan 19, 1990, p.6
BENNET, JOAN
   Joan Bennett dead at 80 (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.3
   Joan Bennett (dies), Dec 14, 1990, p.22
BENNET, WILLIAM
   Other Voices: What WON'T happen in '90 (edit), Jan 5, 1990, p.6
BERDON, BARBARA
   S(CS) H(igh) S(chool) 60 plans 30th reunion, Sep 28, 1990, p.12
BERDON, SHARON
   Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30
BERG, HENRY
   Senior Lifestyles (examine programs and important senior issues) (photos), May 4, 1990, p.15
BERG, JONATHAN
   Scarsdale High School honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.9
BERG, PAUL
   (Paul Berg) Merges firm (into Rogers Casey & Associates of Darien, CI) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.22
   Civic Club names officers (of first slate since joining of Town and Village clubs, 6/90), Aug 10, 1990, p.3
BERG, RICHARD
   Bloody history is fun, business for the local gamer (details Berg's games, where to buy) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.6
BERG, SPENCER
   Hitchcock kids go south (McClellanville, S.C.) to aid (Hurricane) Hugo's victims (photo) (edit), Jul 20, 1990, p.6
   Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30
BERGER, LJLA
   Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees...(photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26
BERGER, RAOUL
   Mapplethorpe (exhibition) and the (rights expressed in the) Constitution (are explored) (edit), May 11, 1990, p.7
BERGMAN, EDWARD F (AU)
   What do Duke Ellington, Herman Melville, Nellie Bly, and Bat Masterson have in common? (edit), Dec 21, 1990, p.7
BERK, EDWARD
   Scarsdale High School seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14
BERK, MIKE
   Raider cagers take (Madison Square) Garden by storm (in Raiders 3rd appearance there) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.25
BERK, MOLLY
   "Wheels (a musical, was presented by Fox Meadow's fifth grade chorus for Seniors and parents) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.14
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BERK, TONY
District Attorney (Carl Vergari) criticized (in handling of Brady grand jury), May 18, 1990, p.1

BERKE, NANCY
Volunteers in the making (1991 class of provisional members who will be trained) (photo), Sep 28, 1990, p.8

BERKLEY, POND
No time for swanning around (as cygnets approach bird feeder at Berkley) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.2
Well, I'm swan! (corrects 5/25/90 Inquirer photo and describes wildlife) (edit), Jun 8, 1990, p.6

BERKLEY, ELAINE
I'll take that one! (says Samantha Keane as she admires Elaine Berkley's work outdoors) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.1

BERKOVITS, ANDREW
Counsel (Brown & Hood) named (by Village Board) for (advice on) downtown development, Feb 16, 1990, p.1

BERKOVITS, ANDREW (D)
Grandparent's Day (celebrated in SCS Library's Children's Room) (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.8

BERKOVITS, DANIEL
Grandparent's Day (celebrated in SCS Library's Children's Room) (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.8

BERKOVITS, LENORE
Grandparent's Day (celebrated in SCS Library's Children's Room) (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.8

BERLIN, ANNE LOUISE
A grad's gratitude (for SCS High School) (ltr), Jul 13, 1990, p.6

BERLIN, ANNE LOUISE (AU)
...We must preserve the world (and our future environment) (ltr), Mar 30, 1990, p.6

BERLIN, MARTIN
(SCS) Pool opens tomorrow (5/26/90 for its 22nd season; staff and hours described), May 25, 1990, p.2

BERLINER, SAUL
Experiencing art and the great indoors (notes winter exhibits at local galleries) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.19

BERLINER, RON
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

BERLOWITZ, CHARLES
Old SCS Assn to hear downtown concepts (by Brad Perkins for Penn Central 9/24/90; officers noted), Sep 21, 1990, p.2

BERNARD, CARLOS H JR (AU)
Not enough Daves (compliments Dave's Shell Station, Scarsdale Road for honesty) (ltr), Dec 7, 1990, p.6

BERNARD, ELEE
King of the trees (is a giant white oak it is wrapped in ribbon for Earth Day) (photo), Apr 27, 1990, p.1

BERNSTEIN, BARRIE
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26

BERNSTEIN, BARRIE (AU)
Compton Tennis draws 80 juniors (at Fox Meadow Club Jun18-23, 1990) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.22
Tennis: 3 up 3 down-Undefeated again? (as SCS HS girls team opens 1990 season), Oct 5, 1990, p.18
Bernstein (Barrie) gains finals berth in state (results of girls team matches also) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.20
One and All-Section selections (honored at Maroon & White's awards dinner) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30
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BERNSTEIN, BRAD
(Westchester) County champions (all-star eight grade boys basketball) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.14

BERNSTEIN, EVE
SHS alumna (Eve Bernstein) is murdered (in burglary attempt in LA suburban apartment), Apr 27, 1990, p.1

BERNSTEIN, MURIEL
(SCS) Synagogue—(Freemont Temple) more active than ever (photo) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19

BERNSTEIN, NANCY
(SCS) Synagogue—(Freemont Temple) more active than ever (photo) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19

BERNSTEIN, RANDEE
Murray Hill—Middle Heathcote group names officers (and committee chairs), Nov 23, 1990, p.3

BEROL, KENNETH R

BERRY, DAVID
(Outlook) Center has new Outlook on TV (supervised by George Cousins, work on Channel 36), Dec 7, 1990, p.20

BERTOLONE, PAULINE
Summer league tennis nets pair of team firsts at Mr Metro showdown (photos), Sep 7, 1990, p.26

BESLOW, JONATHAN
Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.3

BESLOW, LAUREN
(Junior High news of dance in physical education program, letters to soldiers) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.18

BEY, ALAN
Child Care (Assn of SCS) will relocate to Quaker Ridge School), Jan 19, 1990, p.1

BEY, VICKI
Child Care (Assn of SCS) will relocate to Quaker Ridge School), Jan 19, 1990, p.1

BEYERSDORF, JOHN
Raiders (basketball teams) of 79 and 88 to play (benefit game) for the homeless, Feb 2, 1990, p.1
Volunteers try to fill the gap by helping house homeless (describing various shelters), Aug 17, 1990, p.2
Future roommates? (as open meeting is held at 7 Overhill Road for SCS Citizens) (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.3
Shared housing project put off (due to lack of funds but continuing community involvement), Dec 7, 1990, p.1

BEZANSO, THOMAS
(Thomas Bezanson) On orchestra board (of New Orchestra of Westchester), Nov 2, 1990, p.20

BIEHL, ROGER
Agreement (to allocate an additional $14.5 M) would end county budget battle, Feb 9, 1990, p.1

BIANCO, CHRIS
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24

BICKNELL, JUDY
Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photos), Sep 14, 1990, p.26

BICKNELL, KATE
Bank of New York salutes Hitchcock Presbyterian Church (as its dedication begins) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.26

BICKNELL, KATIE
Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.3

BICKNELL, NEIL
Only 22 (of village residents) vote in Village (Board) election (of Non-Partisans) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.1
(Town and Village)Civic Club may give up Non-Partisan veto (limiting powers of club), Aug 3, 1990, p.1
Amendments may go to public (cont. Town and Village Civic Club veto issue), Aug 3, 1990, p.2
Civic Club names officers (of first slate since joining of Town and Village clubs, 6/90), Aug 10, 1990, p.3
Citizens' Committee petition (for candidates' nominations) deadline nears (committee noted), Sep 21, 1990, p.3
Citizens Committee has new members (after election, individuals noted), Nov 16, 1990, p.1
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BICKNELL, NEIL (AU)
In praise of Non-Partisan System (defines and explains process) (ltr), Mar 2, 1990, p.6
It's nomination time (and Committee is looking for village participation) (ltr), Sep 28, 1990, p.6

BICYCLE SUNDAYS
Bakery's gift saves Bicycle Sundays (Freihofer's donates funds Westchester County), Mar 9, 1990, p.3

BIERS, ELIZABETH (AU)
Hydrologist's study requested (before development on Dickel Rd progresses) (ltr), Feb 16, 1990, p.6
A day in the city (describes crime and conditions seen in NY) (edit), Jun 8, 1990, p.7

BIKOFSKY, STEVEN
Spring brings (store) changes to downtown (SCS), Apr 27, 1990, p.5

BILBAO, JOE
A dry run (for Weinberg Nature Center's cross-country skiing class) (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.3

BILEZIKIAN, SARA
Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

BILLINGS, ROBERT
(New York Knicks' 1) Tucker's shot shines spotlight on IHM principal's other job, Jan 26, 1990, p.5
IHM involves members in many ways (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19

BILLS, NARYAN
Milk and honey day at Weinberg (5/20/90 will be spring fling with Audubon Society) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.20

BINDAY, GLENN

BINDAY, RONALD

BINDAY, ROSALYN
Insurance firm (Advocate Brokerage Corp) here expands (its staff), Jul 20, 1990, p.4

BINDER, CAROL & LEONARD (AU)
Play the game, clean up the field (residents criticize Heathcote Field's condition) (ltr), Nov 16, 1990, p.6

BINDER, DANIEL
Conservative crazy (Camp Wapetuck celebrates Crazy Hat Day) (photo), Jul 20, 1990, p.2

BINDER, STEVE
Raiders (basketball teams) of '79 and '88 to play (benefit game) for the homeless, Feb 2, 1990, p.1

BIRDS
Watching is for the birds (in discussion of workshops on birds) (edit), Apr 6, 1990, p.7

BIRTH
These parents bear pro-home-birth message (as they report individual story) (photo), Jul 6, 1990, p.6
Having a baby at home (cont. Schuman-Paulin story), Jul 6, 1990, p.15

BIRTH CONTROL
Lowey joins call to end curbs on family planning (in brief filed with Supreme Court), Aug 10, 1990, p.3

BIRTHDAYS
See you at the centennial: (Children of P Carret give preview of his 100th birthday party) (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.3

BISHOP, PATRICIA
Good neighbors reward (presented to Sinno-yen, Japanese community) (photo), Jul 6, 1990, p.4

BLACK BEAR, ROY
Fox Meadow series focuses on life of Native Americans, Feb 2, 1990, p.19

BLACK EXECUTIVES
Earl Graves named to Chrysler (Corporation) Board of Directors) (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.2
(Earl Graves) Picked by (Mayor) DiIkins (to become member of Council Of Economic Advisors) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.4
A conversation with Earl Graves (details political activities and Black Enterprise) (photo), Nov 23, 1990, p.9
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Article Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sobol replies (sharply) to (Irving J) Sloan regarding his analysis of Sobol's views (ltr)</td>
<td>Dec 14, 1990, p.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Scarsdale) Golf club elects new leadership, Feb 9, 1990, p.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank of New York Salutes Junior High Speech Contest (photos)</td>
<td>Apr 20, 1990, p.26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced)</td>
<td>Nov 2, 1990, p.30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees... (photos)</td>
<td>Jun 22, 1990, p.26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorothy Blackmar (dies)</td>
<td>Oct 5, 1990, p.14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Glory' celebrates a history long neglected (edit)</td>
<td>Mar 9, 1990, p.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>too many compromises? (in NY State Education Commissioner Thomas Sobol's viewpoints) (edit)</td>
<td>Dec 7, 1990, p.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Another winning season (for Scarsdale High's boys and girls basketball teams)</td>
<td>Mar 9, 1990, p.12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developers present plans (to Planning Board) for former Winston estate</td>
<td>Dec 28, 1990, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A case for contested elections (criticizes prior school boards' priorities) (ltr)</td>
<td>Apr 27, 1990, p.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scarsdalian (William Bleichert) named hospital treasurer (at New Rochelle Medical Center)</td>
<td>Apr 20, 1990, p.14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics</td>
<td>Mar 9, 1990, p.24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holiday party (for Vision/Services for Blind and Visually Impaired) (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 21, 1990, p.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frances R Blinn (dies)</td>
<td>Jul 13, 1990, p.12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wanted: Would-be public servants; (H Blitman puts out a call for board, council nominees)</td>
<td>Jan 5, 1990, p.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Million dollar garage (authorized for joint village/school district equipment maintenance facility)</td>
<td>Aug 17, 1990, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer trainers (New World Systems) present (Village Board) trustees with a big bill</td>
<td>Aug 31, 1990, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizens Committee has new members (after election, individuals noted)</td>
<td>Nov 16, 1990, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Village Board to vote on bulk law 1/8/91 (opposition continues to voice concerns)</td>
<td>Dec 21, 1990, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bad timing? (LWV accuses Village Board of taking 'hurried approach' to community issues)</td>
<td>Jan 5, 1990, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restrictions on demolition (of historically significant buildings) proposed (at Village Bd hearing)</td>
<td>Jan 12, 1990, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Village postpones action on disputed zoning law</td>
<td>Jan 19, 1990, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(CSU Chateaux Associates,) Owners, propose retail building for Robison lot</td>
<td>Jan 26, 1990, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sewer line dispute: (Residents fear White Plains will use emergency sewer line routinely)</td>
<td>Jan 26, 1990, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raiders (basketball teams) of '79 and '88 to play (benefit game) for the homeless</td>
<td>Feb 2, 1990, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends protest village plan (to create second employee residence at) Weinberg (Nature) Center</td>
<td>Feb 16, 1990, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historic preservation-it's the law! (five years of planning is unanimously voted on)</td>
<td>Mar 2, 1990, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(CSU Police) Off to Albuquerque (to be formally certified by Commission on Accreditation)</td>
<td>Mar 16, 1990, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Village asking for 5.52 tax increase (in proposed Village budget)</td>
<td>Mar 16, 1990, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It's official: (CSU) police win accreditation (after two years of preparatory work)</td>
<td>Mar 30, 1990, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some words about the Newhouses (by several local figures on occasion of Historical Society award)</td>
<td>Apr 6, 1990, p.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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BLITZ, ALAN continued

Off to England (are SCS Devils, 8th grade girls on spring tour and playing trip) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.15
The (non-partisan) system goes on (mock) trial, Apr 6, 1990, p.21
Celebrating the planet (SCS prepares for Earth Day festivities and clean up), Apr 20, 1990, p.1
Let's each do our bit on Earth Day (and visit sites and pitch in to help community) (ltr), Apr 20, 1990, p.6
All in a day's work (Mayor Blitz takes shovel in planting Bradford pear tree) (photo), May 4, 1990, p.4
Lease renewed (at 2 Drake Road for emergency shelter for homeless family), May 11, 1990, p.1
Village votes $775,000 for updated computers (purchase of hardware, software), May 11, 1990, p.1
Some final thoughts (from David Kirkwood, on Scarsdale as he's known it, 1975-1990) (edit), May 11, 1990, p.6
Village Club no more? (as members voted to consolidate with Town Club), May 18, 1990, p.1
Praise, poetry, proclamations mark (David)Kirkwood's departure (photo), May 18, 1990, p.6
She's still baffled (by destruction of wetland landscape in Dickel Road site) (ltr), May 18, 1990, p.6
Ready to act (Village Board is ready to select developer for downtown), May 25, 1990, p.1
Scarsdale's finest celebrate one of their finest hours (at accreditation ceremony) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.6
Penn Central is chosen developer (for Freightway and Depot Place sites) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.1
Developer picked (Penn Central for Depot Place and Freightway) (cont), Jun 15, 1990, p.3
Board lauds Lopez at last meeting (as fellow members spoke of him), Jun 22, 1990, p.1
IHM, Dickel neighbors protest; LWV urges affordable housing (at Village Board meeting), Jul 20, 1990, p.1
Computer trainers (New World Systems) present (Village Board) trustees with a big bill, Aug 31, 1990, p.1
Joint school, village efforts unique (as open exchange of ideas among educators and village), Aug 31, 1990, p.1
Newcomer's reception (to greet new SCS residents and alert them to local activities), Sep 7, 1990, p.1
Corell (Road) Bridge deemed unsafe; residents request speedy repair (closed as of 9/10/90), Sep 14, 1990, p.1
Treasury surplus on the decline (SCS government spent more than it took in for 3rd year), Sep 21, 1990, p.1
Reception for newcomers to be held 9/30/90 to inform residents of village activities, Sep 28, 1990, p.1
Welcome to SCS (a well-attended reception for newcomers to hear about village activities) (photo), Oct 5, 1990, p.1
Town and Village Civic Club housing report (cont. discussion of presentation of report), Oct 5, 1990, p.16
(Town and Village) Civic Club to meet 10/25/90 for first annual membership meeting; housing noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.1
New, blue, bright and beautiful (diesel ambulance purchased by SVAC from 1990 funds drive) (photo), Oct 26, 1990, p.1
Penn Central seeks partner (to provide expertise and financial resources for SCS project), Nov 2, 1990, p.1
Citizens Committee has new members (after election, individuals noted), Nov 16, 1990, p.1
Firefighting family (Keatings of Fire Company No. 1 are awarded) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.4
Bulk law criticized at Village Board meeting (as date nears for vote) (cont), Dec 21, 1990, p.2
(Westchester) Reform Temple Men's Club taps Scarsdale Mayor (Alan) Blitz (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.14
More than tolerance (and response to residents queries are asked of Trustees) (edit), Dec 28, 1990, p.6
County budget finalized, sales tax in limbo (cont information about new budget), Dec 28, 1990, p.12

BLITZ, ALAN (AU)
Mayor A Blitz report(s) on the state of the village (illus) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.1
Best wishes from the mayor (to David Kirkwood as he leaves SCS) (ltr), May 11, 1990, p.6

BLITZER, GLORIA
Bank of New York salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photos), May 18, 1990, p.24

BLOOMGARDEN, DAVID (DR)
You can help prevent osteoporosis (details statistics, screening and prevention) (edit), Jul 27, 1990, p.7

BLOOMING NAILS
Downtown, a new crop of shops (Duck Duck Goose, Blooming Nails, La Dentelliere, Reading Writing), Jul 27, 1990, p.1

BLOOMQUIST, ERIC
Raider gridders savor fruits of a championship season (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.15
Students learning ways to help others (is the purpose of the Peer Counselors) (photo), Mar 2, 1990, p.5
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BLOMQUIST, ERIC continued
Daan Yankees with SHS touch (senior class production on 5/31, 6/1, 6/2/90) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.15

BLOMQUIST, SHIRLEY (AU)
Scarsdale Family Counseling Service, an enriching agency (and group of professionals) (ltr), Jul 20, 1990, p.6

BLUM, DONALD
SHS 41ers seek all classmates for 50th reunion (their first) (missing classmates noted), Aug 10, 1990, p.8

BLUM, JOSH
(P Weiss makes a clown out of J Blum at eighth grade carnival) (photo), Feb 2, 1990, p.19

BLUM, BETTY
Board of Architectural Review approves requests (for merchant signs, decks, renovations), Sep 28, 1990, p.3

BLUMENFIELD, JAY
Locals (Too Much Joy) jailed in Florida after censorship protest (over 2 Live Crew rap band) (photo), Aug 17, 1990, p.1

BLUMENFIELD, MICHAEL (DR)
(Dr. Michael Blumenfield named president elect of Psychiatric Society of Westchester), May 18, 1990, p.22

BLUMENFIELD, SUSAN
Three women who make a difference (Robyn Roller, Doris Iulcin, Susan Blumenfield) (photos), Oct 5, 1990, p.15

BLUNNER, GINETTE
(S Blunner) Joins Doernberg (Real Estate Firm) (photo), Feb 2, 1990, p.5

BLUNSTEIN, RACHEL
Doing something about the weather: (1 Sifosky speaks to Quaker Ridge fourth graders), Feb 2, 1990, p.19

BLUNSTEIN, WILLIAM
Citizens' Committee petition (for candidates' nominations) deadline nears (committee noted), Sep 21, 1990, p.3

BOARD OF APPEALS-SCS
Village postpones action on disputed zoning law, Jan 19, 1990, p.1
Ratsey Farm given variance to expand (by Board of Appeals), Feb 23, 1990, p.5
Board of Appeals grants 3 variances (Dr. S Erfani Zomorodian, Mr. H. Wroclawski, R. Harrison), Sep 21, 1990, p.4
Lawyers (Robert Nascali and Paul Jason) to seek variances for non-conforming office building, Oct 5, 1990, p.5
Appeals board makes non-conformities legal (by granting variances; pool applications noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.3
Appeals board denies house variance; postpones decision on office building (names noted), Nov 23, 1990, p.2
Board of Appeals tables Scarsdale Ave office plan one more time (other applications noted), Dec 21, 1990, p.5

BOARD OF ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW-SCS
Restrictions on demolition of historically significant buildings proposed (at Village Bd hearing), Jan 12, 1990, p.1
(EAR approves) House next to downtown, Jan 12, 1990, p.3
(Zoning) Law meant to preserve quality of life (ltr), Jan 12, 1990, p.6
Village postpones action on disputed zoning law, Jan 19, 1990, p.1
Board of Architectural Review wishes Vincent Pagliaro well (ltr), Jan 19, 1990, p.6
Board of Architectural Review okays (several residents') revised plans; M Flood joins Board, Feb 2, 1990, p.5
Friends protest village plan (to create second employee residence at Weinberg Nature Center, Feb 16, 1990, p.1
(Historic) Preservation law (ready for action by Village Board), Feb 16, 1990, p.1
Historic preservation-it's the law (as five years of planning is unanimously voted on), Mar 2, 1990, p.1
Board of Architectural Review 2nd straight meeting called off (due to lack of quorum), Mar 2, 1990, p.5
Board of Architectural Review approves requests (for merchant signs, decks, renovations), Sep 28, 1990, p.3
Simplify the bulk (housing) law (considering residents' rights and various Boards) (edit), Sep 28, 1990, p.6
Which way to the right? (to present corrections on Dickel Rd. report) (ltr), Sep 28, 1990, p.6
Board of Architectural Review okays front skylight (notes other approvals and dismissals), Oct 19, 1990, p.3
Board of Architectural Review leans in favor of Heathcote Manor plan (townhouses), Nov 2, 1990, p.4
Bulk law changes up for discussion (as village trustees await residents' comments), Nov 9, 1990, p.1
Bulk law to get more revisions (as different groups confer on changes), Nov 16, 1990, p.1
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BOARD OF ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW-SCS continued

Board of Architectural Review takes a look at school windows (and many applications), Nov 23, 1990, p.3

Village responds to bulk law critics (as zoning law nears vote, next Board meeting 12/18/90), Dec 14, 1990, p.1

Board of Architectural Review approves additions (names noted), Dec 14, 1990, p.4

BOARD OF ASSESSMENT REVIEW-SCS

Village considers suing to overturn assessment decisions (details of cases, views cont), Dec 21, 1990, p.10

BOARD OF ASSESSORS-SCS

Trustees expected to replace (tax) assessor (V Pagliaro with N Flood), Jan 5, 1990, p.1

BOARD OF EDUCATION-EMT-ELECTIONS

Candidate's shibboleth rejected (in report of Basil Apostle's comments) (ltr), Apr 27, 1990, p.6

BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS

Hearing to give public last chance to comment on school bond issue (illus), Jan 26, 1990, p.1

Retiring principal Dr V Dempsey, district clerk D Bajak hailed (at Board of Education meeting), Jan 26, 1990, p.1

Schools to replace disputed windows; (Project now at 25.1% Proposed SHS wing discussed) (photo), Feb 2, 1990, p.1

Board of Education's decision to replace windows) A courageous step forward (edit), Feb 2, 1990, p.6

Parents urge earlier start for foreign language instruction; (Proposal cited) Feb 9, 1990, p.1

Board of Education finalizes plans for renovating schools, Feb 9, 1990, p.1

(SCS) School trying drug-prevention plans (DARE pilot program to debut next fall) (photo), Feb 16, 1990, p.5

Smoke-free schools is goal of SCS Board of Education), Mar 9, 1990, p.1

Letter: Start language study early (outlines needs for language instruction to begin earlier), Mar 9, 1990, p.1

No pool, no way, says board (as it considers future activities), Apr 27, 1990, p.1

A case for contested elections (criticizes prior school boards' priorities) (ltr), Apr 27, 1990, p.6

Board says no to pool (and to indoor pool committee), Apr 27, 1990, p.19

Letters say women's place is on the board (of education) (ltr), May 11, 1990, p.6

Plan would open SHS teams to 'elite' junior high athletes (Discussion at Board of Ed. meeting), May 11, 1990, p.8

33% increase in state aid to schools may be illusory (it is too soon to tell), May 25, 1990, p.1

Board of Education (new base for Kid's BASE as Child Care changes name and location), May 25, 1990, p.17

Board of Education (Public relations specialist appointed to serve district and community), May 25, 1990, p.17

Advisory committee (on school facilities projects appoints new 5 members), Jun 8, 1990, p.1

Board lauds Lopez at last meeting (as fellow members spoke of him), Jun 22, 1990, p.1

A classy president (Benito Lopez is praised and his term is described) (edit), Jun 22, 1990, p.6

Board of Education (meeting notes new teachers) (cont.), Jun 22, 1990, p.19

Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees... (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26

School Board elects (Robert November, Evelyn Stock) (At annual reorganization) (photo), Jul 6, 1990, p.1

New school board member (Richard Toder) ready for challenges ahead (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.1

Toder (cont. of Richard Toder's views on education and biography), Jul 13, 1990, p.8

Hot bids (will be put out again to contractors for heating systems at OR and FM), Jul 20, 1990, p.1

Blessed to receive ($300 to Greenacres Library by Higuchi family as they leave) (edit), Jul 20, 1990, p.6

Board appoints new teachers (1990 school year), Jul 27, 1990, p.4

Joint school, village efforts unique (as open exchange of ideas among educators and village), Aug 31, 1990, p.1

Syntropic savings (for continued efforts of school and village bond of cooperation), Aug 31, 1990, p.6

School Board shifts policy on cash gifts (and votes not to accept cash gifts), Oct 12, 1990, p.1


Window encore (as selection process for schools' window replacement will begin), Oct 26, 1990, p.1

Filthy lucre? (SCS schools cash gift policy is being decided by Board of Educ.), Oct 26, 1990, p.1

Board urged to reject K-6 foreign language program (by teachers report and Superintendent), Nov 9, 1990, p.1

No cash carries (Board of Educ formally forbids acceptance of cash gifts), Nov 23, 1990, p.1

Board of Architectural Review takes a look at school windows (and many applications), Nov 23, 1990, p.3
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BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS continued
Window shopping (Board continues search for window replacements for elementary schools), Nov 23, 1990, p.19
Final plea heard for K-6 language (at Board of Education meeting), Dec 7, 1990, p.1
Tis better to give... (Board of Education adopts final cash gifts policy 12/3/90), Dec 14, 1990, p.1
Embracing the inevitable (details School Board's evaluation of curriculum in near future) (edit), Dec 14, 1990, p.6
Embracing the inevitable (details School Board's evaluation of curriculum in near future) (edit), Dec 14, 1990, p.6
Tough adjustments (on state education's fiscal budget; district's plans noted), Dec 21, 1990, p.1
(SCS School) District wins grant (from Liz Claiborne Foundation $31,550 for cultural program), Dec 21, 1990, p.1
Board rejects k-6 language program (following year-long debate; additional recommendations), Dec 21, 1990, p.1

BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS-BUDGET
(SCS getting) More bang for the buck (in education budget) (edit), Feb 23, 1990, p.6
School Board proposes $42M budget (with a 6.82% increase over last year), Apr 6, 1990, p.1
Speakers criticize school budget (1990-91), but recommend voter approval, May 4, 1990, p.1
A responsible fiscal plan (for 1990-91 school budget is presented; misgivings noted) (edit), May 4, 1990, p.6
(School)Budget vote (scheduled for)next week (Wed. May 16, 1990), May 11, 1990, p.1
In support of the school budget (Pt Council recommend 1990-91 budget) (ltr), May 11, 1990, p.6
(SCS)School budget (1990-91) OK'ed (by voters), May 18, 1990, p.1
Expecting the worst (Board hopes budget will be insulated from increasing oil prices), Sep 14, 1990, p.1
Budget committee (being assembled, compiled of ad hoc citizens to clarify budget presentation), Sep 28, 1990, p.1

BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS-ELECTIONS
Everything you ever wanted to know about the School Non-Partisan System (edit), Jan 19, 1990, p.7
Voting is Tuesday for (School Board) Nominating Committee (Candidates listed), Jan 19, 1990, p.1

BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS-FACILITIES COMMITTEE
Forum Monday on bond issue (will present proposed renovations for voting public to understand), Mar 9, 1990, p.1

BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS-HISTORY
Other Voices: Tolerance—a prized SCS tradition (edit), Feb 23, 1990, p.6

BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS-NOMINATING COMMITTEE
Lawyer (Richard Toder), writer (Barbara Fogel) nominated for (SCS) School Board, Mar 16, 1990, p.1

BOARD OF ETHICS-SCS

BOARD, STEVEN
Stahr first in resurgent Scarsdale ISKometer annual race) (photos), Apr 6, 1990, p.5

BOARDS AND COUNCIL-SCS
Wanted: Would-be public servants; (H Blitman puts out a call for board, council nominees), Jan 5, 1990, p.5
BOBRON, PHYLLIS
Handicapped) Access for all (at Village HallMltH, Feb 9, 1990, p.6

BOBRON, PHYLLIS (AU)

BOCIAK, MICHAEL
Raider gridders savor fruits of a championship season (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.15
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.24
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BOCKNER, PHYLLIS
(SHS PTA Scholarship) Fund gets a ($500) boost (from Manhattan Savings Bank) (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.2
(SCS High School PTA) Scholarship fund faces new demands (for meeting students needs) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.3
BOCKNER, PHYLLIS (AU)
$41,000 raised to aid college students (and community is thanked for support) (ltr), Jun 29, 1990, p.6

BOCKNER, CAROL
Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photos), Jun 8, 1990, p.28

BOCKNER, MIKE
Maroon and White honors spring teams (lacrosse, tennis, soccer, and track) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.19
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26

BOGGI, MICHAEL
Michael Boggii (dies), Mar 2, 1990, p.16

BOHNEN, THEODORE G
Theodore G Bohnen (named vice-pres. of marketing for Donnelley Consumer Promotions) (photo), Oct 5, 1990, p.8

BONAIUTO, JOHN
Evidence on defendant's past discussed in pretrial hearings (as C. Warmus nears trial), Dec 21, 1990, p.1

BONDEROFF, GLENNNA
Friends of Music and the Arts bolster arts in the schools (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.15

BONDEROFF, RACHEL
Friends of Music and the Arts bolster arts in the schools (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.15
Damn Yankees with SHS touch (senior class production on 5/31, 6/1, 6/2/90) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.15
Scarsdale High School seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14
At A-school graduation, warmth (and personal reflections about graduates) (photo), Jan 22, 1990, p.13

BONEX
Hearing to give public last chance to comment on school bond issue (illus), Jan 26, 1990, p.1
Schools to replace disputed windows; (Project now at 25% done; Proposed (SHS) wing discussed) (photo), Feb 2, 1990, p.1

BONIFACE CIRCLE MEMORIAL PARK (SCS)
A bigger Boniface (Circle) Park planned; (Concept plan drafted by architect R Horsman) (illus), Feb 16, 1990, p.3

BONIFACE WATER TOWER (SCS)
Landmark (Boniface Water) tower (due for a spring face-lift), Feb 9, 1990, p.1

BONOMINI, LOUIS
3 more DeFoe executives plead guilty to tax evasion (including Scarsdale resident), Apr 13, 1990, p.5

BONSIGNORE, FRANCIS M
Francis M Bonsignore (elected vice-pres. in human resources of Marsh & McLennan), Oct 5, 1990, p.8

BOOK FAIRS
(Annual) Book fair (for Friends of SPL to be held 9/15-16/90; details noted), Sep 7, 1990, p.2

BOOKER, RACHEL

BOOKMAN, JOSEPH M (AU)
How about concern for people? (suggest students direct actions toward other social action) (ltr), Nov 23, 1990, p.6
Students could teach adults a lesson (responds to J. Bookman ltr regarding demonstration) (ltr), Dec 7, 1990, p.6

BOOKS
12 little girls in 2 straight lines: (B Hudgins' 5th graders celebrate Madeline's 50th b day) (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.4

BOOKS AS GIFTS
Blessed to receive ($300 to Greenacres Library by Higuchi family as they leave) (edit), Jul 20, 1990, p.6

BOOKS-EXCERPTS
If you want to feel better, think (edit), Jan 12, 1990, p.6
At home in America: 1750-1870 (describes family life during time period highlighting writing) (edit), Dec 21, 1990, p.7
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BORDONI, ANNE
(Real estate) Brokers admitted to million dollar club (of Westchester-Putnam First Realty Group), Mar 16, 1990, p.9

BORGE, VICTOR
In Westchester, the fall crop is culture (lists upcoming cultural events) (photo), Aug 24, 1990, p.13

BORGESON, KIM LESLIE
Kim Leslie Borgeson (received annual Achievement in Radio Award) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.10

BORKIN, BOBBI
(SCS) Synagogue-Tremont Temple more active than ever (photo) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19

BORKIN, DANI
Three Piggy Opera (performed by 1st and 2nd graders at QR) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.14

BORKNYAY, DENA
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.24
A record class is 15 member confirmation class, the largest group in years (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.14

BORKNYAY, SERENA
LWV elects Amy Paulin as president (for 1990-91) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.3
Community calendar (1990-91, delivered to every residence, 8000 copies, joint project) (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.4
The Bank of New York salutes The League of Women Voters (SCS) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.28

BORTECK, HOLLIS
Hollis Borteck (joins Houlihan/Lawrence after leaving Reid and Herrmann) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.8

BORTECK, JAMIE
One and All-Section selections (honored at Maroon & White's awards dinner) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

BORTOLIN, ROBERT (AU)
A room without windows (describes additional gymnasium, concerns for design) (ltr), Dec 21, 1990, p.6

BOWEN, JOHANNA

BOWEN, NURUN
Some words about the Newhouses (by several local figures on occasion of Historical Society award) (ltr), Dec 14, 1990, p.6

BOUDREAU, DONALD
(Scarsdale) Golf club elects new leadership, Feb 9, 1990, p.5

BOULTER BROOK
Agreement (to allocate an additional $14.5 M) would end county budget battle, Feb 9, 1990, p.1

BOVE, JOSEPH
No man is an island: (R and J Bove rescue stricken neighbor, H Demerjian), Jan 5, 1990, p.1

BOVE, ROSE
No man is an island: (R and J Bove rescue stricken neighbor, H Demerjian), Jan 5, 1990, p.1

BOUCHELLE, HELEN MCCAFFREY
Helen McCaffrey Bouchelle (dies), Feb 2, 1990, p.14

BOUCHIER, RON
Scarsdale athletics honored again as #1 in Westchester (County by Gannett Newspapers), Apr 6, 1990, p.15
Plan would open SHS teams to 'elite' junior high athletes (discussion at Board of Ed. meeting), May 11, 1990, p.8
No elite athletes (from the junior high should be allowed to play on high school teams) (edit), May 19, 1990, p.6
Archaic view on sports (defines selective classification procedure and supports it) (ltr), Jun 1, 1990, p.6
Raider cagers take Madison Square Garden by storm (in Raiders 3rd appearance there) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.25

BOURBREAU, MARTIN
Praise for The Inquirer (from SCS Citizens for Senior Housing) (ltr), Dec 14, 1990, p.6
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BOWLING
Roseanne Silmour wins (Scarsdale Golf Club bowling team) of SLS Golf Club Bowling Assoc, Apr 27, 1990, p.26

BOWMAN, DAVID
Giving voice for United Way (SHS students participate in phonathon held at Julia B Fee) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.5

BOWMAN, EMILY
Edgewood fair (Sat. May 12, 1990, rain or shine and theme will be star-spangled fairground) (photo), May 4, 1990, p.16

BOWMAN, LUKE
On the wings of Eagles (Edgewood 8th graders win sixth consecutive championship) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.17

BOWMAN, NELL
Board of (Architectural) Review okays front skylight (notes other approvals and dismissals), Oct 19, 1990, p.3

BOWMAN, MATTHEW
Voting is Tuesday for (School Board) Nominating Committee (Candidates listed), Jan 19, 1990, p.1
Slip-up costs candidate S Stauffer spot on (School Board Nominating Committee; Fourteen elected), Jan 26, 1990, p.1

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA-SCS
Life in the fast lane: (Edgewood Cub Scouts hold Pinewood Derby) (photo), Jan 19, 1990, p.3
Scouts honor (Scout Government Day) (takes place as youngsters learn about Village Hall) (photo), Mar 2, 1990, p.17
(Boy) Scouts do some woods (Butler Woods) work on a weekend cleanup project (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.3
Scouts' honor (as Eagle Scout award and Izetta Chattin Wright award are presented) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.6
On the New Mexican Trail (to Philmont Scout Ranch, Cimarron, NM is Troop 60) (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.16
Eagle Scout (Kevin N Jones will be inducted by court of honor, Troop 60), Sep 7, 1990, p.2
Eagle Scout (Kevin Jones) honored for Butler Woods clean-up effort (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.14
Scouts (Troop 99) aid (PTA) scholarship fund (by stuffing envelopes) (photo), Nov 23, 1990, p.5
'Scholar's Way' (new path created by Boy Scouts between Dean Field and library) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.3

BOYAR, STEVEN
Board of Education (tenure appointments named), May 25, 1990, p.17

BOYD, JENNIFER
SHS alumna (Jennifer Boyd) to swim for US (Goodwill Games) team (against Soviet Union), Apr 6, 1990, p.15

BOYLE, JUDITH ANN
Civic Club names officers (of first slate since joining of Town and Village clubs, 6/90), Aug 10, 1990, p.3

BOYLE, JUDY
Citizens Committee petition (for candidates' nominations) deadline nears (committee noted), Sep 21, 1990, p.3

BOYLE, PAUL

BOYLE, SUSAN
Students learning ways to help others (is the purpose of the Peer Counselors) (photo), Mar 2, 1990, p.5
Maroon and White honors spring teams (lacrosse, tennis, soccer, and track) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.19
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

BRACKEN, GARY

BRACKEN, GARY V
(Gary V Bracken named president of Westchester lending division of American Savings Bank) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.22

BRADLEY JIN

BRADLEY, CHERYL (AU)

BRADY, ED
An opener County Board (shows marked improvement in county government) (edit), Mar 2, 1990, p.6
BRADY, EDWARD
Grand jury clears Brady (of criminal wrongdoing with son's plumbing companies), Mar 9, 1990, p.3
District Attorney (Carl Vergari) criticized (in handling of Brady grand jury), May 18, 1990, p.1
Brady case may go to new grand jury (as Gov. Cuomo holds request against county legislator), Jul 20, 1990, p.1
Contempt of court (focuses on mistakes of District Attorney's office and relevant cases) (edit), Aug 10, 1990, p.6
(Governor) Cuomo says no to (Edward) Brady probe; (Carl) Vergari still might re-present, Oct 19, 1990, p.1

BRADY, KEVIN
Grand jury clears Brady (of criminal wrongdoing with son's plumbing companies), Mar 9, 1990, p.3
Grand jury clears Brady (of criminal wrongdoing with son's plumbing companies), Mar 9, 1990, p.3

BRADY, MARGARET
Twelve absent men (describes jury duty in SCS Village Court and citizen's duty to serve) (edit), Nov 30, 1990, p.6

BRAND, JEANINE

BRAND, MICHELLE
State champions all (Raiders' girls varsity team takes state champ for 2nd year) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.14

BRANN, RUNNIE
Board appoints new teachers (1990 school year), Jul 27, 1990, p.4

BRAVERMAN, HILARY
At A-school graduation, warath (and personal reflections about graduates) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.13

BRENNAN, ANDREW
Raiders gridiron savors fruits of a championship season (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.15
Students learning ways to help others (is the purpose of the Peer Counselors) (photo), Mar 2, 1990, p.5
Maroon and White honors spring teams (lacrosse, tennis, soccer, and track) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.19
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26

BRENNAN, ANDREW E
Setting the record straight (answers Mr. Falkenberg 8/17/90 ltr/ from SCS Citizens for Senior) (ltr), Aug 24, 1990, p.6
BRENNAN, AUDREY E (AU)
The school bond issue: readers have their say (about upcoming vote) (ltr), Mar 23, 1990, p.6

BRENNAN, BENJAMIN
'Scholar's Way' (new path created by Boy Scouts between Dean Field and library) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.3

BRENNAN, BERNARD
The man in the white hat (Lowell Tooley receives White Hat Award from Vol Fire Co No 3) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.5

BRENNAN, CHRIS
Swimmers finish up win (in dual-meet season with 1-5 record) (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.9

BRENNAN, DEBBIE
St(CS) Volunteer: Ambulance Corps--always ready to help (Officers listed) (Progress Ed Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.12

BRENNAN, DENNIS
Vandalism in Edgemood: reality or a public relations problem? (meeting reported on and issues noted), Nov 16, 1990, p.1

BRENNINKMEYER, GERALD
Football pieces together a 35-7 win (against Manaroneck, high school team), Oct 19, 1990, p.14

BRECIA, KAIME
Masters of babysitting (are graduates of SCS Fire Dept. Babysitting Seminar) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.10
Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30
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BRESLER, JUDITH
Lawyers try their hands at show biz (local authors detail entertainment law) (photos), Aug 31, 1990, p.13

BRESLIN, JOHN
Scarsdale's finest celebrate one of their finest hours (at accreditation ceremony) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.6

BRESLOW, NOAH
Giving voice for United Way (SHS students participate in phonathon held at Julia B Fee) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.5

BRICK, BERNARD
White Plains Hospital Center lauds (junior) volunteers (for hours; names noted), Sep 28, 1990, p.5

BRIEFLY
REWARDS, PRIZES ETC.
Joel Friedberg (wins second place in North American bridge championships), Dec 14, 1990, p.10

BRIDGES
More corrosion (on Heathcote Bridge will delay completion of repair -expected mid-September), Aug 3, 1990, p.1
Parkway problems (for Bronx River Parkway construction reroutes traffic to repair Crane Road bridge), Aug 10, 1990, p.1
Corell (Road) Bridge deemed unsafe: residents request speedy repair (closed as of 9/10/90), Sep 14, 1990, p.1
Bridge work continues (on Heathcote Road Bridge but target reopening date is put off) (photo), Oct 5, 1990, p.1
County's turn to holler (to get Heathcote Road Bridge completed faster) (edit), Oct 5, 1990, p.6
(Heathcote) Bridge update (is now rescheduled to open 12/5/90 according to West. Co.), Oct 19, 1990, p.1
Why not a Crane-Depot bridge? (for relief of Popham Road-Easy Pkwy traffic) (ltr), Dec 14, 1990, p.16
Why not a Popham (road) bypass? (connecting Crane Road with Depot Place) (ltr), Dec 21, 1990, p.6
SEE ALSO ROADS-MAINTENANCE

BRILLIANT, RICHARD (PROF)
Richard Brilliant (recipient of Great Teacher Award by Columbia University) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.8

BRINCKERHOFF, DEBORAH
Museum official (Deborah Brinckerhoff named registrar of collections by Bruce Museum) (photo), Oct 5, 1990, p.9

BRITTON, ALAN
No deal (for Steinkamp & Britton who have been looking for a buyer for agency), Aug 10, 1990, p.1
Centennial Realty poised to purchase Steinkamp & Britton (and become Centennial II), Oct 12, 1990, p.1

BRITTON, HERB
Marathon man (Herb Britton and wife Robin at NY City Marathon, 11/4/90) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.20

BROADCAST JOURNALISM
The ghost of (Edward R) Murrow (speaks on current broadcasters) (edit), May 25, 1990, p.6

BROCCADINI, LAUREN
Student essayists honored by the DAR (Daughters of the American Revolution) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.8

BRODERICK, VINCENT (JUDGE)
(J Chokin) sentenced in cocaine case, Feb 2, 1990, p.3
Becks seek change in county (child) abuse guidelines (after misdirected investigation), Jul 13, 1990, p.1
Beck (family) case heard (in US District Court two years after mistaken child abuse incident), Nov 2, 1990, p.1

BRODERSON, MARC
Cougars: top cats in 1990 (Junior High SPCR champions are noted) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19

BRODSKY, RICHARD
Hutchinson River Parkway safety project may result in protection for trees as well as drivers, Feb 16, 1990, p.1
No end seem to impasse over Special Patroolmen (in spite of proposed state law), Mar 23, 1990, p.2
State rejects tax hike (by not voting before session ends; views presented), Jul 10, 1990, p.1
In Greenburgh (SCS Inquirer endorses S. Gilman, M. Spano, R. Brodsky) (edit), Nov 2, 1990, p.6
Budget will be final next week (cont. details of County budget plans; criticisms noted), Dec 14, 1990, p.16

BROGAN, JOHN
Scarsdale's finest celebrate one of their finest hours (at accreditation ceremony) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.6
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BROGAN, JOHN
Carrying a torch for special kids (SCS Police run in Special Olympics Torch Run) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.3

BROKOW, DOTTE-LOU
Tuesday's ballot crowded with candidates (for governor, state controller, Congress, State Legis.), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

BROKOW, JOHN
Carrying a torch for special kids (SCS Police run in Special Olympics Torch Run) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.3

BROWN, BARRY
Stahr first in resurgent Scarsdale 15K(ilo*ometer annual race) (photos), Apr 6, 1990, p.5

BROWN, BETTY
Thank Breenacres it's Friday! (at dance at St. James the Less) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.3

BROWN, BOB
Childs brothers win paddle title (national men's senior tournament) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.20

BROWN, COURTNEY C
Courtney C Brown (dies), May 4, 1990, p.22

BROWN, DAM
Raiders (basketball teams) of '79 and '88 to play (benefit game) for the homeless, Feb 2, 1990, p.1

BROWN, DEREK
(Derek) Brown wins two USATourneys (2nd national amateur tennis title, in Erie, PA), Jul 27, 1990, p.12
(Derek) Brown reaches amateur semis (of U.S. Amateur tennis championship), Aug 24, 1990, p.20

BROWN, CHARLES (AU)
Distortion of facts (of R. Washington traffic accident) seen (ltr), Feb 16, 1990, p.6

BROWN, LOIS
US envoy R. Washington killed in Central Avenue crash (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.1

BROOKS, LORRAINE
Kids take center stage this weekend (at SCS Junior High and at Hid-westchester Y) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.17
Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees... (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26

BROSS, JASON
PRC Champs (Quaker Ridge girls softball 7th grade finishes with 5-1 record) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.24

BROWN (UNIVERSITY): COALITION OF ESSENTIAL SCHOOLS
What 'student as worker' means (edit), Feb 16, 1990, p.7

BROWN AND WOO
Going down with the downtown? (or will plans continue for Village development) (edit), Apr 6, 1990, p.6
Ready to act (Village Board is ready to select developer for downtown), May 25, 1990, p.1

BROWN, DAN
Raiders (basketball teams) of '79 and '88 to play (benefit game) for the homeless, Feb 2, 1990, p.1
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BROWN, DEREK continued
SHS grad (Derek Brown) in tennis events (where he reached quarterfinals, Rolex Eastern and East Coast, Nov 30, 1990, p.19

BROWN, KAREN
Senior internship program at SHS (in third year has allowed seniors work experience), Dec 21, 1990, p.19

BROWN, KAREN (AU)
The school bond issue: readers have their say (about upcoming vote) (ltr), Mar 23, 1990, p.6

BROWN, NINA J
(Nina J Brown named to president's cabinet of Security Mutual Life Ins Co), May 18, 1990, p.22

BROWN, RAY
Thank Greenacres it's Friday! (at dance at St. James the Less) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.3

BROWN, ROBERT

BROWNELL, SHIRLEE
Award-winning exhibit (February) (photo), Feb 9, 1990, p.3
Art Association presents (annual) awards (to artists at Woman’s Club) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.5

BROWNING, ARNANDE
Birthday salute to a real estate veteran (Bill Dudley on his 75th) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.28

BROWNING, ARNANDE AND JACK
Some words about the Newhouses (by several local figures on occasion of Historical Society award), Apr 6, 1990, p.7

BROWNING, JACK
Birthday salute to a real estate veteran (Bill Dudley on his 75th) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.28
Panel named to choose bowl winner (W. McCreery, chairman, names members), Sep 21, 1990, p.4

BROYD, BETSY
Roundup of holiday sales (gives information on upcoming holiday boutiques) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.12

BRUCE MUSEUM
What to do till the school bell rings (notes places to visit with telephone nos, hours, addresses), Aug 17, 1990, p.13

BRUCE, BRUCE (DR)
(Board of) Architectural (Review) approves additions (names noted), Dec 14, 1990, p.4

BRUCKER, DAN
Metro-North repair work derails local businesses (Depot Place coffee shop and newsstand), Dec 7, 1990, p.1

BRUCKER, DANIEL
(SCS) Station work to start (as Metro North renovates station platforms and canopies), May 4, 1990, p.1

BRUCKNER, ROBERT
Cougars: top cats in 1990 (Junior High SPRC champions are noted) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19

BRUNNER, MADDY
12 little girls in 2 straight lines: (B Hudgins' 5th graders celebrate Madeline's 50th b'day (photo), Jan 28, 1990, p.4
Summer league tennis nets pair of team firsts at NY Metro showdown (photos), Sep 7, 1990, p.26

BRULL, PAMELA
It's our Rupert (Holmes), not Sherlock, at work (on play, "Accomplice" on Broadway) (photo), May 4, 1990, p.20

BRUMBERGER, ERIC
Looking to the masters (group admires interpretation of Gustav Kliel portrait) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.15
Opera starlets (Pavarotti note) (Quaker Ridge first and second graders present Babar) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.13

BRUNELLE, TIM
Maroon and White’s tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24

BRUNINGS, HELENE
DAR elects new officers (for 1990-91 term), Jun 8, 1990, p.9

BRUNWASSER FAMILY
Festival of Lights (Chanukah 1990 begins as Brunwasser family lights menorah) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.1
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BRUNWASSER, MICHELLE

(SCS) Synagogue-(Fremont Temple) more active than ever (photo) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19

BUCHANAN, PATRICK

Pat Buchanan s knee (and controversy over his statements become media trial) (edit), Sep 28, 1990, p.7

BUCHEN, HELEN (AU)

This is what it s like in Saudi Arabia (details American impressions of life) (edit), Nov 2, 1990, p.7

BUCHEN, HELEN V (AU)

She likes NYC when it sizzles (and city bus handicapped access is applauded) (edit), Jul 6, 1990, p.7

BUCHMBAUH, BARBARA B (AU)

Family businesses-newly chic (defined, examples given and future noted) (edit), Sep 21, 1990, p.7

BUCHSBAUH, ALICE

In the school nurses offices: miracle cures (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.5

BUCHSBAUH, BETTY C (AU)

Understanding a child s mourning (for a parent is analyzed in terms of child s needs) (edit), Sep 14, 1990, p.7

BUCK, J P

Bank of New York salutes Hitchcock Presbyterian Church (as its dedication begin) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.26

BUCK, MARY BETH

In a quiet way, volunteers make quite a clamor (and are rewarded at 1990 Volunteer of Year), Apr 27, 1990, p.3

Friends of Hoff-Barthelson make record donation; Watson given community service award (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.12

BUCK, MICHAEL

Undefeated Greenacres hardballers (are seventh grade A-team) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.22

BUCK, STEPHEN

Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees... (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26

(National) Merit Scholarship semifinalists in SCS are named), Sep 21, 1990, p.14

BUCK, WALTER

New officers at Hoff-Barthelson (Music School) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.19

BUCKMEYER, TOM

Dickel Road (development) plan comes under fire from neighbors (photo), Jan 5, 1990, p.1

BUDGET-NEW YORK STATE

Windfall? (is question for SCS if change in state Employment Retirement System occurs), May 25, 1990, p.1

BUDGET-SCS

Village asking -for 5.5X tax increase (in proposed Village budget), Mar 16, 1990, p.1

Village bond issue (will be used for new fire pump as called for in 1989 budget), Mar 30, 1990, p.1

Trustees okay budget: taxes to rise by 5.49%, Apr 27, 1990, p.1

BUDGET-WESTCHESTER COUNTY

O Rourke (says) 'Don't defer our dreams' (in fourth inaugural address), Jan 5, 1990, p.1

(County Board of Legislators rebuffs) O'Rourke on budget, Jan 12, 1990, p.1

(County) Budget cuts aren't necessary (ltr), Jan 19, 1990, p.6

Agreement (to allocate an additional $14.5 M) would end county budget battle, Feb 9, 1990, p.1

Taxing decisions (as 1991 budget is worked out, how much will taxes be raised?), Oct 5, 1990, p.1

Cuts proposed (for 1991 budget include freezing non-essential hiring, forensic services...), Oct 12, 1990, p.1

Scarsdale hit by others' budget woes: County to hike property; State may cut local school aid!, Nov 23, 1990, p.1

County taxes likely to rise (cont. account of proposed tax increases), Nov 23, 1990, p.24

Hearing to be held next Tuesday (12/4/90) on county budget (conducted by Audrey Hochberg), Nov 30, 1990, p.1

Get involved in county budget process (by voicing opinions to legislators) (ltr), Dec 7, 1990, p.6

Budget debate continues as deadline nears; hearing Monday (12/17/90; residents welcome), Dec 14, 1990, p.1

Feiner stresses budget hearing Monday (12/17/90 and importance of voters' opinions) (ltr), Dec 14, 1990, p.6

Budget will be final next week (cont. details of County budget plans; criticisms noted), Dec 14, 1990, p.16

County budget set; (property) taxes will rise 16.53% (sales tax proposal needs approval), Dec 28, 1990, p.1

County budget finalized, sales tax in limbo (cont information about new budget), Dec 28, 1990, p.12
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BUILDING LAWS AND REGULATIONS-SCS
Bulk law hearing Tuesday (9/25/90 to discuss draft to add volume restriction & decrease lot), Sep 21, 1990, p.1
Bulk housing law still too complex, residents say (in public hearing) (photo), Sep 28, 1990, p.1
Simplify the bulk (housing) law (considering residents' rights and various Boards) (edit), Sep 28, 1990, p.6
Bulk-volume restrictions opposed (by real estate attorney who directed comments to Esther Shay) (letter), Oct 12, 1990, p.6
Village Board meeting (reports new fire pumpers, bulk law, and IHN parking lot) (cont.), Oct 12, 1990, p.16
Village proposes bulk law changes (aimed at decreasing new residential development), Oct 26, 1990, p.1
Bulk law changes up for discussion (as village trustees await residents comments), Nov 9, 1990, p.1
Bulk law to get more revisions (as different groups confer on changes), Nov 16, 1990, p.1
More revisions in store for bulk housing law (cont. recommendations made by various committees), Nov 16, 1990, p.15
Critics: bulk law violates rights, will inspire cube-shaped houses (floor area ratio noted), Nov 30, 1990, p.1
Village responds to bulk law critics (as zoning law nears vote, next Board meeting 12/18/90), Dec 14, 1990, p.1
A call for opposition to bulk law (by SCS Taxpayer Alert, meeting 12/18/90) (letter), Dec 14, 1990, p.16
Village answers housing law critics (as Board prepares bulk housing law changes), Dec 14, 1990, p.17
Village Board to vote on bulk law 1/8/91 (opposition continues to voice concerns), Dec 21, 1990, p.1
Bulk law criticized at Village Board meeting (as date nears for vote) (cont), Dec 21, 1990, p.2
SEE ALSO BULK HOUSING LAW, BULK HOUSING LAW

BUILDINGS-SCS
No tenant in sight (for Heathcote Five Corners building, former home of Piedmont Inn), Feb 23, 1990, p.1

BUNBY, LAUREN
Musical extravaganzas fill the summer stage (as SSMT performs Pajama Game), Jul 20, 1990, p.13
Pajama Game opens Thursday (at Heathcote School for a 10-performance run) (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.1
Pajama Game brings back 50s Broadway (for SCS Summer Music Theatre) (photo), Aug 19, 1990, p.13

BURGEL, ALEX
Pick o' the sixth... (Fox Meadow 1990 champions of PRC's A Soccer League) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21

BURGER, HARRIE
(SCS) Synagogue-(Tremont Temple) more active than ever (photo) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19

BURGESS, LAURA CRANE
A eulogy for the Town Club (historically reports founding and highlights) (edit), Oct 19, 1990, p.6

BURGESS, THOMAS F
A eulogy for the Town Club (historically reports founding and highlights) (edit), Oct 19, 1990, p.6

BURKAT, HOWARD
Voting is Tuesday for (School Board) Nominating Committee (Candidates listed), Jan 19, 1990, p.1
No pool, no way, says board (as it considers future activities), Apr 27, 1990, p.1
Old SCS Assn to hear downtown concepts (by Brad Perkins for Penn Central 9/24/90; officers noted), Sep 21, 1990, p.2

BURKAT, IRIS
Parents urge earlier start for foreign language instruction; (Problems cited), Feb 9, 1990, p.1

BURKAT, OLIVER
For special campers: stars and hula hoops (as disabled kids enjoy SCS Rec. Dept. programs) (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.3

BURKE, JOHN
New officers installed (by Catholic Widows and Widowers Club) (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.14

BURKE, ROSEMARY M
Appeals board makes non-conformities legal (by granting variances; pool applications noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.3

BURKLEY, ROBER
Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees...(photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26

BURLESON, DOUG
Cougars: top cats in 1990 (Junior High SPRC champions are noted) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19
BURNEI, SALLY

A joyful sound (at Hitchcock as congregation assembles to hear new carillon) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.13

BURNS, JOSEPH J (AU)

Partnerships for better health care (discusses options for the 21st century) (edit), Jul 13, 1990, p.7

BURROW, TED

SES Antiques return to running form for luckahoe Classic 2- and 5-mile events, Sep 14, 1990, p.15

BURSON, HAROLD (AU)

Did our founders have a PR agent? (discusses historical events) (edit), May 11, 1990, p.7

BUSCH, MARCY

Summer league tennis nets pair of team firsts at NY Metro showdown (photos), Sep 7, 1990, p.26

BUSCH, TOBY

Summer league tennis nets pair of team firsts at NY Metro showdown (photos), Sep 7, 1990, p.26

BUSER, MAX

Max Buser (dies), Feb 9, 1990, p.16

BUSH, GEORGE

Other Voices: What NOW I happen in '90 (edit), Jan 5, 1990, p.6
The view from a Bush watcher (discusses George Bush's foreign policy) (edit), Jun 22, 1990, p.7
Shift the burden (takes issue with proposal to limit tax deductions for state and local) (edit), Aug 3, 1990, p.6

BUSH, JONATHAN

US envoy R Washington killed in Central Avenue crash (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.1

BUSINESS

Business moving (Radio Computing Services has rented new office space), Oct 26, 1990, p.4

BUSING, JOAN

There's talent next door-check it out! (local artists' exhibits noted) (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.19

BUTLER, BRIAN

Scarsdale (High School) honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.9
Raiders (High school team) take Scarsdale for romp in the (Madison Square) Garden (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.1

BUTLER, CHRISTINE

Citizens' Committee petition (for candidates' nominations)deadline nears (committee noted), Sep 21, 1990, p.3

BUTLER, EMILY OGDEN

Earth Day celebrated (in George Field Park and Butler Woods) (photos), Apr 27, 1990, p.5

BUZBEE, ELLEN

Some final thoughts (from David Kirkwood, on Scarsdale as he's known it, 1975-1990) (edit), May 11, 1990, p.6

BYUN, JULIE

Friends (of Music and the Arts) bolster arts in the schools (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.15

C-TOWN

C-Town set to replace downtown Shopwell (this summer and provide friendly service), Jun 15, 1990, p.1
Hello C-Town (the new owners of East Pkwy Shopwell as they refurbish and reopen 9/4/90), Aug 31, 1990, p.1

CABLE TELEVISION

Awards, Appointments & Promotions: S 0 Colony (named vice president, Manhattan Cable TV (photo), Jan 19, 1990, p.9
Outlook Center has new Outlook on TV (supervised by George Cousins, work on Channel 36), Dec 7, 1990, p.20

CABLE, WESLEY

(SHS)Class of '40 turns back the clock (to celebrate reunion) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.9

CACCIAITO, FIP

Having a party? YES says give us a call (Staff listed) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.10

CACCIAITO, REBECCA

Scarsdale students featured in dance recital Sat. (6/9/90 by Nancy MacArthur School) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.18

CAFFREY, ANN MARIE

Students learning ways to help others (is the purpose of the Peer Counselors) (photo), Mar 2, 1990, p.5
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CAHALANE, ANNE
Bank of New York Salutes Charles Cunningham, SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of Year 1990 (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.22

CAHALONE, ANNE
(SCS) Chamber of Commerce has new leadership (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.5

CAIGAN, LINDA
Congregation Emanu-El reaches out (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.18

CAIRO, MICHAEL
(SCS) Chamber of Commerce has new leadership (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.5
Wright and Irish slated to be sold next month (to Michael's Cheese Shop), Mar 30, 1990, p.1
Bank of New York Salutes Charles Cunningham, SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of Year 1990 (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.22
Spring brings (store) changes to downtown (SCS), Apr 27, 1990, p.5
Michael's shop finds larger quarters (in old Wright & Irish local, as specialty store), Jun 29, 1990, p.3

CAIRO, PATTY
Bank of New York Salutes Charles Cunningham, SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of Year 1990 (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.22

CALLOWELL, ROGER
Bus safety: all drivers, all the time (suggests sound rules for safety) (photo), Sep 28, 1990, p.12

CALKINS, G. O. SR.
G. O. Calkins Sr. (dies), Nov 2, 1990, p.21

CALLAGHAN, MATHEW
Bank of New York Salutes Junior High Speech Contest (photos), Apr 20, 1990, p.26

CALLAGHAN, MIKE
Bank of New York Salutes Junior High Speech Contest (photos), Apr 20, 1990, p.26

CALLAHAN, CAROL (DFT)
SO TLC for your feet (describes training of podiatrists and reasons to choose) (edit), Dec 14, 1990, p.7

CALLAS, ELLEN
Community calendar (1990-91, delivered to every residence, 8000 copies, joint project) (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.4

CALLASARI, AL
Undefeated Greenacres hardballers (are seventh grade A-team) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.22

CALLASARI, JESSICA
12 little girls in 2 straight lines: (B Hudgins' 5th graders celebrate Madeline's 50th b'day (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.4

CALLASARI, JOHN
Undefeated Greenacres hardballers (are seventh grade A-team) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.22
Cougars: top cats in 1990 (Junior High SRC champions are noted) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19

CALLIMANIS, DIANA
Candidate nominated (for seats on Citizens Committee) (names noted), Oct 12, 1990, p.1

CALLIMANIS, THEO
No lockout in Scarsdale (as baseball players enjoy heat at Edgewood School) (photo), Mar 16, 1990, p.1

CALMAN, JONATHAN
Getting ready for the real thing (as Passover preview took place at YM-YWHA) (photo), Apr 7, 1990, p.1

CALO, LEONARDO
Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9

CALO, LISA
12 little girls in 2 straight lines: (B Hudgins' 5th graders celebrate Madeline's 50th b'day (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.4
Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9

CALO, MURIEL
Is there syrup in their future? (as Girl Scout troop 1965 plants sugar maple) (photo), Apr 27, 1990, p.3
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CALZI, FRANK (Dit)
Teacher C Marais indicted in EMI murder (of BJ Solomon) (photo), Feb 9, 1990, p.1
Fire breaks in two local schools (Grenacres gym is damaged; Seeley Place classrooms) (photos), May 18, 1990, p.1

CAMARADA, MADELINE (AU)
The school bond issue: readers have their say (about upcoming vote) (ltr), Mar 23, 1990, p.6

CAMMARATA, JOSH
If at first... (Correction states that Wilson & Son won 1990 PRC National Softball League) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.26

CAMMARATA, MARTIN
(Martin Cammarata named director of marketing for communications by Associated Press), May 18, 1990, p.22
Volunteers are resource, support for Adult School (as fall courses begin; titles noted), Sep 14, 1990, p.2

CAMPBELL, JOSEPH
Other Voices: What WON'T happen in '90 (edit), Jan 5, 1990, p.6

CAMPBELL, LYNN (AU)
A tradition of conserving land (New Yorkers should continue support by voting yes) (ltr), Oct 26, 1990, p.6

Camps and Camping
(SCS) Day camp moving to Grenacres; pool permits on sale at Village Hall, May 11, 1990, p.5
Scarsdalian (Susan Spaet) to attend camp in Soviet Union (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.10
Conservative crazy (Camp Wapetuck celebrates Crazy Hat Day) (photo), Jul 20, 1990, p.2
For special campers: stars and hula hoops (as disabled kids enjoy SCS Rec. Dept. programs) (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.3
Captain Wapetuck to the rescue! (at Superheroes Day at Camp Wapetuck) (photo), Aug 3, 1990, p.1
Bulls-eye? (as counselors at Camp Patthunke instruct campers in archery) (photo), Aug 3, 1990, p.6
Hoff-Barthelson Summer Arts (programs are explored (photo), Aug 3, 1990, p.13

CAMPUS, ALANNA
Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

CANTARE, CHRIS
The fairest is felled (in SCS Woman's Club production) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.9

Cancer
(American) Cancer Society (westchester division) and (Cancer) fund (of America) not the same (ltr), Mar 9, 1990, p.6

Cancer Fund of America
(American) Cancer Society (westchester division) and (Cancer) fund (of America) not the same (ltr), Mar 9, 1990, p.6

CANE, LYNN M.
Frederick Landis (dies), Mar 9, 1990, p.16
Lynn M. Cane (dies), Mar 9, 1990, p.16

CANELLOS, ELENI
Scarsdale (High) School honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.9

CANES, MELANIE
Dress rehearsal (for preparing Thanksgiving dinner given by Inter. Families Comm.) (photo), Nov 23, 1990, p.1

CANTARES, HUGO
3 more DeFoe executives plead guilty to tax evasion (including Scarsdale resident), Apr 13, 1990, p.5

CANTAVORE, JAN
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

CAPECE, FRANCES
Safe crossings (at Edgewood because of Frances Capece, crossing guard for 27 years) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.22
A safe friendly corner (where Frances Capece, crossing guard, has worked for 28 years) (ltr), Jul 13, 1990, p.6

CARAS, EMANUEL
(SCS) Neighborhood Assn. (presidents) urge involvement (list) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.10
SNAP hears more on Penn (Central Corp.) proposal (for SCS downtown area) (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.1

CARD SHARKS
(Baseball card)Diamond dealer has a gem of an investment plan (photo), May 11, 1990, p.5
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CARDENAS, JESSE (AU)
Children send greetings to soldiers in the (Persian) Gulf (third grade samples) (ltr), Nov 16, 1990, p.7

CASE
Peter D Bell (named Chairman of Board of CARE), Dec 14, 1990, p.10

CAREY, JOHN (JUDGE)
Teacher C Warms indicted in EMT murder (of BJ Solomon) (photo), Feb 9, 1990, p.1
Warms's lawyer seeks dismissal of murder charges (on illegal-evidence tampering charge) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.1
Warms case key witness heard (Vincent Parco is one who puts gun in defendant's hand), Jun 29, 1990, p.1
Warms case leaks probed by defense (as hearings continue), Jul 27, 1990, p.1
Warms indictment dismissed by Carey (as DA Vergari vows to continue prosecution), Aug 10, 1990, p.1
Evidence links gun to suspect (yet attorney asks to suppress telephone records, C. Warms), Aug 24, 1990, p.1
Warms reindicted for (Betty Jean) Solomon murder (as January 1989; background presented), Sep 28, 1990, p.1
Warms jury sought (as proceedings in murder trial begin), Dec 7, 1990, p.1
Evidence on defendant's past discussed in pretrial hearings (as C. Warms nears trial), Dec 21, 1990, p.1

CAREY, TIMOTHY
Hochberg to co-chair special panel on raising revenues (in County Legislature with Timothy Carey), Mar 9, 1990, p.4
Higher county sales tax proposed (for aid to localities), Apr 13, 1990, p.3

CARLSEN, JAMIE
Waiting for Dad (the women of the Carlson clan stand at IHM) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.10

CARLSEN, MATTHEW
Waiting for Dad (the women of the Carlson clan stand at IHM) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.10

CARLSEN, MELISSA
Waiting for Dad (the women of the Carlson clan stand at IHM) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.10

CARLSEN, TAMARA
Waiting for Dad (the women of the Carlson clan stand at IHM) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.10

CARMICHAEL, DAVID W
(Monchester) County to mark (New York) Archives Week (program noted), Sep 28, 1990, p.3

CARNEVALE, WENDY
Some words about the Newhouses (by several local figures on occasion of Historical Society award), Apr 6, 1990, p.7

CARNICELLI, JIM
Praise for The Inquirer (from SCS Citizens for Senior Housing) (ltr), Dec 14, 1990, p.6

CARO, DONNA MARIE
Scaradale High School honors Signifierr inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.9
A tree of narith (Fifth Grade Troop 1951 makes accessories for Salvation Army trees) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.17

CARO, PHYLLIS
Twenty-six chosen for School Board Nominating Committee (election 1/22/90), Dec 14, 1990, p.3

CAROTA, ANN
Senior Lifestyles (examines programs and important senior issues) (photos), May 4, 1990, p.15

CARDIOTHERS, F.F.
F. F. Carothers (dies), Jun 29, 1990, p.15

CARPENTER, CHRISTOPHER
Joint school, village efforts unique (as open exchange of ideas among educators and village), Aug 31, 1990, p.1

CARPENTER, CLINT (AU)
A spring walk along the Bronx River (relates nature and history) (edit), May 11, 1990, p.7
History also flows down the Bronx River (follows path of river, noting history) (edit), May 18, 1990, p.7
Ah, the sweet memories of an old-fashioned Fourth of July celebration (edit), Jul 6, 1990, p.7
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CARRET, PHILIP
See you at the centennial: (Children of P Carret give 'preview' of his 100th birthday party) (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.3
(Scs) Foundation is a community trust: (Trustees listed) Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.10
Newhouses feted at (annual) dinner gala (for SCS Historical Society) (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.3
The Bank of New York salutes Beverly B. Cunningham (photo) (SCS Bowl 1990), Mar 30, 1990, p.26
Bank of New York salutes Eda and Stanley Newhouse and the SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.28

CARROLL, THOMAS
Scarsdale’s finest celebrate one of their finest hours (at accreditation ceremony) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.6
Wisecracking police dog (Robot McGruff) debuts at (SCS Chamber of Commerce) Sidewalk Sale (photo), Aug 17, 1990, p.1
Making it safe for kids (AAA mount annual auto traffic safety campaign with poster) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.3

CARSKY, CATHERINE
Get involved in county budget process (by voicing opinions to legislators) (ltr), Dec 7, 1990, p.6

CARTOON MUSEUM
What to do till the school bell rings (notes places to visit with telephone #s, hours, addresses), Aug 17, 1990, p.13

CARTOONS AND CARICATURES
Cartoon: (Metro North fare going up), Jan 5, 1990, p.6
Read their lips...(cartoon), Feb 2, 1990, p.7
Cartoon, Feb 16, 1990, p.6
Cartoon, Feb 23, 1990, p.6
Best in the state (Richard M. Gardella Jr’s cartoon, awarded NY Press Association 1989) (photo), Apr 27, 1990, p.1
Cartoon, Nov 30, p.6, Nov 30, 1990, p.6
Cartoon, December 7, 1990, p.6, Dec 7, 1990, p.6
Cartoon, Dec 21, 1990 p.6, Dec 21, 1990, p.6
Cartoon, Dec 28, 1990 p.6, Dec 28, 1990, p.6

CARNER, LAUREN
State champions all (Raiders’ girls varsity team takes state champs for 2nd year) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.14

CASE, MARY ANNE
Doernberg (Real Estate) Agency expands staff, redesigns offices (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19

CASE, SID
(SCS) Bowl (1990) spotlight shines on a star volunteer (Beverly Cunningham) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.3

CASE, SIDNEY
Friends (of Music and the Arts) bolster arts in the schools (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.15
Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees... (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26

CASEY, EMMIT
Agreement (to allocate an additional $14.5 M) would end county budget battle, Feb 9, 1990, p.1

CASEY, HONORIA
Twenty-six chosen for School Board Nominating Committee (election 1/22/90), Dec 14, 1990, p.3

CASEY, JOHN
Executioner or defender is the question for Philip Nobile and Gov. Cuomo (ltr), Mar 30, 1990, p.6

CASEY, KEVIN AND MARY
Planning board reviews townhouse plans (for Weaver development, Heathcote Manor assn) (cont.), Oct 5, 1990, p.4
Townhouse plan has history of opposition (and review of events since 1988), Oct 5, 1990, p.4

CASEY, MARGARET M
Margaret M Casey (presented award for furthering Ursuline education by College of New Rochelle), Aug 10, 1990, p.4

CASH, JANE
(Real estate) Brokers admitted to million dollar club (of Westchester-Putnam First Realty Group), Mar 16, 1990, p.9
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CASH, NORMAN E.
Norman E. Cash (dies), Mar 9, 1990, p.16

CASTELLO, DOMINICK
Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees..(photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26

CASTLE, JOSEPHINE
A eulogy for the Town Club (historically reports founding and highlights) (edit), Oct 19, 1990, p.6

CASTRO, MICHELLE
Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

CATALFANO, JOYE
Realto (Claire D. Leone) grows (as three join), Sep 21, 1990, p.10

CATHERWOOD, LESLIE
Scarsdale students featured in dance recital Sat. (6/9/90 by Nancy MacArthur School) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.18

CATHERWOOD, MARGO
(Officers) Slate proposed for Junior High PTA (for 1990-91 school year), Apr 13, 1990, p.12

CATS
A plea for a missing cat named Remi (from residents who have returned to Japan) (ltr), Sep 14, 1990, p.6

CATTANI, ROBIN (AU)
More openness urged (regarding land development of Dickel Road property) (ltr), May 11, 1990, p.6

CATTANI, SACHA
At A-school graduation, eulogy (and personal reflections about graduates) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.13

CAUBLE, COURTENAY
Teacher (Robert Conti) leaves a resounding legacy (graduate extolls virtues of SCS teachers) (edit), Nov 23, 1990, p.7

CAVELIERE, ANNETTE
Senior Lifestyles (examines programs and important senior issues) (photos), May 4, 1990, p.15

CAVICCHI, JOAN
Opera starlets (Pavarotti note) (Quaker Ridge first and second graders present Babar) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.13

CEDARBAUM, BERNARD
(SCS) Foundation is a community trust; (Trustees listed) Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.10
Schools to replace disputed windows; (Project now at 25.1M; Proposed (SHS) wing discussed) (photo), Feb 2, 1990, p.1
Board (of Education) finalizes plan for renovating schools, Feb 9, 1990, p.1
Civic Club names officers (of first slate since joining of Town and Village clubs, 6/90), Aug 10, 1990, p.3
Panel named to choose bowl winner (W. McCreery, chairman, names members), Sep 21, 1990, p.4

CEDARBAUM, BERNARD
Scarsdale (High) School seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14

CELENTANO, DAVID

CELENTANO, PAUL
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26
State champions all (Raiders' girls varsity team takes state champs for 2nd year) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.14
Local coaches (Art Resnick and Paul Celentano) honored in White Plains (for WP boys soccer), Dec 28, 1990, p.8

CEMETERIES
What do Duke Ellington, Herman Melville, Nellie Bly, and Bat Masterson have in common? (edit), Dec 21, 1990, p.7

CENSORSHIP
Mapplethorpe (exhibition) and the (rights expressed in the) Constitution (are explored) (edit), May 11, 1990, p.7
Locals (Too Much Joy) jailed in Florida after censorship protest (over 2 Live Crew rap band) (photo), Aug 17, 1990, p.1

CENSUS
Census reveals fewer people in more houses (as 1990 U.S. Census is explained), Sep 7, 1990, p.1
The Census don't count it (questions how homeless will be included) (edit), Sep 28, 1990, p.7

CENSUS
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUISITOR

CEMUS continued
SEE ALSO HOMELESS

CENTENNIAL REALTY
Centennial Realty poised to purchase Steinkamp & Britton (and become Centennial II), Oct 12, 1990, p.1

CENTER FOR PREVENTIVE PSYCHIATRY
(St Bernard's Center for Learning) Givies homeless children a boost, Jan 19, 1990, p.5

CENTRAL WESTCHESTER HUMANE SOCIETY
Merchants thanked for generosity (to Central Westchester Humane Society) (ltr), Apr 6, 1990, p.6
Animals need new shelter (and compromise reached at July 5 Board of Health isn't enough) (ltr), Aug 3, 1990, p.6

CERINO, ELIZABETH
Celebrating Independence (fireworks light up the sky at the Scarsdale Pool) (photo), Jul 6, 1990, p.1

CERNISIA, ANN
Scarsdale foursome wins golf tournament (Nestle/March of Dimes Championship at SCS Golf Club), Aug 17, 1990, p.8
Christmas on their minds (arranging the 2nd annual SCS Holiday House Tour) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.11

CERRETA, ELLEN
Scarsdale (High) School honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.9
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

CESARANO, JOE
Across ethnic lines (AEL2 is new Popham House program attached to computer and schools) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.14

CESARANO, JOSEPH
Friends of Music and the Arts bolster arts in the schools (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.15

CESERANO, PAULA
Friends of Music and the Arts bolster arts in the schools (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.15

CHALMERS, RUTH

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE-SCS
(SCS) Chamber of Commerce has new leadership (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.5
(SCS) Chamber of Commerce sponsors events for the community (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.14
Charles Cunningham named Citizen of Year; (Complettes family sweep of SCS's highest honors) (photo), Feb 16, 1990, p.1
(Recreation Dept-Chamber of Commerce) Snowflake Contest winners (announced), Feb 23, 1990, p.2
Scouts' honor at Village Hall (Scouts Government Day brings Boy and Girl Scouts on tour) (photo), Mar 2, 1990, p.1
Citizen of the year (Charles Cunningham is awarded for 1990) (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.1
Bank of New York Salutes Charles Cunningham, SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of Year 1990 (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.22
It's time for the sidewalk sale (Aug 10-11, 1990), Aug 10, 1990, p.1
Wisecracking police dog (Robot McGruff) debuts at (SCS Chamber of Commerce) Sidewalk Sale (photo), Aug 17, 1990, p.1
Board gets Exxon refund (from lawsuit on overcharging SCS customers during 1973-78), Aug 31, 1990, p.5
Halloween artistry (on merchants' store windows sponsored by SCS Chamber of Commerce) (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.1

CHAMBER OF Commerce-Westchester County

CHAMBERS, CORI
Of sand and serpents (are features of Historical Society Spring Harvest Festival) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.6

CHANATRY, KRISTIN
Scarsdale (High) School seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14

CHANG, ALBERT
White Plains Hospital Center lauds (junior) volunteers (for hours; names noted), Sep 28, 1990, p.5

CHANG, CHRISTINE
Kids take center stage this weekend (at SCS Junior High and at Mid-westchester Y) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.17
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CHANG, DIANA
Take it, quick! (says Diana Chang in baton competition held 8/1/90) (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.1
Five area champs in playground olympics (held 8/1/90 at SCS High) (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.5
Fab foxes (4th grade Fox Meadow girls in 6-0 championship season) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19

CHANG, GEOFF
(Westchester) County champions (all-star eight grade boys basketball) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.14

CHANG, GEOFFREY
Egg-sellent! (was the word for 22 SCS children who won prizes in Eggstravaganza coloring) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.5

CHANG, JEAN
Chinese Americans name (Westchester) chapter leaders (at Spring meeting in Greenburgh), Apr 20, 1990, p.11

CHANG, YAHLIN
Scarsdale High School seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14

CHANUKAH
Festival of Lights (Chanukah 1990 begins as Brunwasser family lights menorah) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.1

CHAO, LOTUS
Chinese Americans name (Westchester) chapter leaders (at Spring meeting in Greenburgh), Apr 20, 1990, p.11

CHAPMAN, ARTIE
3-peat champs (winners of PRC's American League Men's softball title for third year) (photo), Aug 31, 1990, p.8

CHAPNICK, DOUG
(Recreation Dept-Chamber of Commerce) Snowflake Contest winners (announced), Feb 23, 1990, p.2

CHAPUK, MARY
Beck (family) case heard (in US District Court two years after mistaken child abuse incident), Nov 2, 1990, p.1

CHARBEL, PAULA
12 little girls in 2 straight lines: (B Hudgins' 5th graders celebrate Madeline's 50th b'day (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.4

CHARITIES
Three worthy causes (PIA Fund, SCS Volunteer Ambulance and SCS Senior Housing noted) (edit), Nov 23, 1990, p.6

CHASE, CAROL (AU)
(Sports)Swap a success (9/8/90, committee thanks community) (ltr), Sep 14, 1990, p.6

CHASE, JENNIFER (AU)
Junior High News: (Units include Entrepreneurship, Dance, Poetry) (poems; photo), Feb 16, 1990, p.12

CHASE, STEPHEN
Twenty-six chosen for School Board Nominating Committee (election 1/22/90), Dec 14, 1990, p.3

CHATFIELD, JOSIAH
See you at the centennial: (Children of P Carret give 'preview' of his 100th birthday party) (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.3

CHEE, WILLIAM
(J Chotin) sentenced in cocaine case, Feb 2, 1990, p.3
Final sentence (is) imposed in Scarsdale drug case, Mar 2, 1990, p.3

CHEEMA, ZACHARIA
Peanuts and crackerjacks (as Heathcote first graders sing about the seasons) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.22

CHEN, DANN
Maroon and White honors spring teams (lacrosse, tennis, soccer, and track) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.19
Maroon and White's tribute to the SMS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26

CHERUBILIEZ, SUSAN
Friends protest village plan (to create second employee residence at) Weinberg (Nature) Center, Feb 16, 1990, p.1

CHERUBILIEZ, TEDO
Milk and honey day at Weinberg (5/20/90 will be spring fling with Audobon Society) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.20

CHERTOFF, JEFF
Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9
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CHO, CECILIA
Bank of New York salutes the Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees... (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26
Scarsdale High School honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.9

CHO, DOUG
Greenacres gym burns (cont. fire incident and plans for school fair) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.20

CHU, NICOLE
Maroon and White honors spring teams (lacrosse, tennis, soccer, and track) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.19
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26

CHO, PETER
Peanuts and crackerjacks (as Heathcote first graders sing about the seasons) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.22

CHOTIN, JULIE
(J Chotin) sentenced in cocaine case, Feb 2, 1990, p.3
Final sentence is imposed in Scarsdale drug case, Mar 2, 1990, p.3

CHOW, DONNA
Volunteers in the making (1991 class of provisional members who will be trained) (photo), Sep 28, 1990, p.8

CHRISTIANSEN, FRANCINE (AU)
Latent to a mirror (poem), Jan 5, 1990, p.7

CHRISTIANSEN, VERN
Scouts (Troop 99) aid (PTA) scholarship fund (by stuffing envelopes) (photo), Nov 23, 1990, p.5

CHRISTIE PLACE (ROBISON) PROPERTY (SCS)
(SCS Chateaux Associates,) Owners, propose retail building for Robison lot, Jan 26, 1990, p.1
(SCS Commuter Service) Station in jeopardy; (Owners of Robison Lot request rezoning), Feb 9, 1990, p.1
One more year (that Christie Place will remain the Mobile service station), Apr 27, 1990, p.1

CHRISTIE SPENCER CORPORATION
C-Town set to replace downtown Shopwell (this summer and provide friendly service), Jun 15, 1990, p.1

CHRISTMAS
A message heeded (gift-giving, helping others and safe conduct are indicated) (edit), Dec 21, 1990, p.6
Buon Natale, Felice Navidad! (Christmas pageant celebrated at IHM) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.19
Seasonal sounds (as members of TVCC serenade Boniface Circle with holiday sing) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.1
Family (Robison) survives Christmas fire (in rented home on Lyons Road), Dec 28, 1990, p.1
Christmas fire (cont details of Lyons Road fire), Dec 28, 1990, p.18

CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS
Let there be lights! (volunteer makes final connections on some of village lights) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.1
Seasonally festive (residents admire SCS Woman's Club) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.12
Oh Christmas tree! (notes guidelines for trees), Dec 14, 1990, p.17

CHU, PAUL
Chinese Americans name (Westchester) chapter leaders (at Spring meeting in Greenburgh), Apr 20, 1990, p.11

CHUNG, KUK-SOO
Scarsdalian (Kuk-soo Chung) teaching at Lehman (College) in Hiroshima (social sciences) (photo), May 4, 1990, p.11

CHURCH AND STATE
Politics & morality are inseparable (yet church and state must be separated) (edit), Dec 7, 1990, p.7

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS
Mormon renovation done (at Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, Wayside Lane), Jun 15, 1990, p.13

CHURCHES
(St Bernard's Center for Learning) Gives homeless children a boost, Jan 19, 1990, p.5
New officers installed (by Catholic Widows and Widowers Club) (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.14
Church (of Christ, Scientist) provides healing message (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.16
St Pius X: A caring community (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.17
CHURCHES continued

StCS Congregational Church offers a musical feast (photo) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.17

At Church of St James the Less, Rector J W Winterrowd asks, is awakening near? (photo) (Prog Ed Supp), Jan 26, 1990, p.18

(SCS Friends) Quaker Meeting goes to Sing-Sing (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.18

Grace (Lutheran Church) celebrates 40th anniversary (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.18

(IHM) 'Church with the Water of Life' opens (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.18

Hitchcock (Presbyterian Church) sanctuary opening in '90 (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19

At Church of St James the Less, Rector W J Winterrowd asks, is awakening near? (photo) (Prog Ed Supp), Jan 26, 1990, p.18

In Saint James the Less Churchyard, 1988 (epitaphs of fugitive slaves are subject of poem) (edit), Nov 30, 1990, p.7

CHURCHES (BUILDINGS)

Invitation to (Planning Bd to view) 'disaster' (created by church expansion) (ltr), Jan 12, 1990, p.6

Hitchcock (Presbyterian Church) sanctuary opening in '90 (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19

Close call at Hitchcock: (SCS Fire Dept responds to report of smoke in building), Feb 9, 1990, p.1

A joyful sound (at Hitchcock as congregation assembled to hear new carillon) (photo), June 15, 1990, p.13

Moravian renovation done (at Church of Latter Day Saints, Wayside Lane), June 15, 1990, p.13

Hitchcock Presbyterian to dedicate rebuilt sanctuary; plans open house (photo), Sep 28, 1990, p.15

Hitchcock (Presbyterian Church) to dedicate sanctuary 10/7/90, Oct 5, 1990, p.1

Four years after Hitchcock fire, new sanctuary is dedicated (photo), Oct 12, 1990, p.1

Hitchcock celebrates Dedication Day (of new building, cont.) (photo), Oct 12, 1990, p.5

Bank of New York salutes Hitchcock Presbyterian Church (as its dedication begins) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.26

CHURCHES-IIM

Surprising treat (at IIM Summer Theatre-Music Workshop "Its Cool in the Furnace") (ltr), Jul 27, 1990, p.6

CIANARRA, MARGARET

County budget set; (property) taxes will rise 16.53% (sales tax proposal needs approval), Dec 28, 1990, p.1

CICERO, MIKE

Another winning season (for Scarsdale High's boys and girls basketball teams) (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.12

Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24

A Scarsdale all-star (Mike Cicero, scores for 10th Annual Super Seniors Classic) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.20

Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26

CILINGIRGUL, DVGYU

American Field Service students to describe adventures (program info noted) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.3

CIMINO CONTRACTING

(Heathcote) Bridge closing nears for needed repairs this spring, Mar 9, 1990, p.1

May 2's the date for scheduled Heathcote Bridge closing for repairs, Apr 13, 1990, p.1

Five days ahead, that is (the Citino Contractors in posting detours for Heathcote Bridge) (photo), May 4, 1990, p.1

(Heathcote) Bridge update (is now rescheduled to open 12/5/90 according to West. Co.), Oct 19, 1990, p.1

CIOCI, DARIO

Two gunmen rob D Cioti in his home, Feb 16, 1990, p.1

Haul in Cioti robbery reported over $500,000, mostly jewels, Feb 23, 1990, p.3

(SCS) Police foil Harwood building burglary, Mar 2, 1990, p.3

3 more Defoe executives plead guilty to tax evasion (including Scarsdale resident), Apr 13, 1990, p.5
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CIOFI, MARIE
Two gunmen rob D Cioti in his home, Feb 16, 1990, p.1

CIPRANO, GUY
Ice cream gain early edge, win 2 of 3 (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21

CIRINO, NICOLE
Eggscellent! (was the word for 22 SCS children who won prizes in Eggstravaganza coloring) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.5

CITAK, ZANA
AFS needs homes for international students (for 1990-91 school year), Apr 20, 1990, p.4

CITIZENS' NOMINATING COMMITTEE-SCS
SEE NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS COMMITTEE-SCS

CIULLO, CHRIS
3-peat' champs (winners of PRC's American League Men's softball title for third year) (photo), Aug 31, 1990, p.8

CIULLO, PETE
3-peat' champs (winners of PRC's American League Men's softball title for third year) (photo), Aug 31, 1990, p.8

CIVALE, MICHAEL
Cougars: top cats in 1990 (Junior High SPRC champions are noted) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19

CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE
"A time for civil disobedience" (author urges citizens to voice their opinions) (edit), Nov 30, 1990, p.7

CIVIL SERVICE EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION
Village Board meeting (presents Dickel Road development history; civil service employee raise), Sep 14, 1990, p.4

CIVIL WAR
Bloody history is fun, business for the local gamer (details Berg's games, where to buy) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.6

CLAIR, IRA
Village considers suing to overturn assessment decisions (details of cases, views cont), Dec 21, 1990, p.10

CLAPHAM, BARBARA
Toughen noise law, (Village)Board told (by residents regarding construction and gardening), May 25, 1990, p.2

CLAPHAM, ALICE
Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

CLARK, BRYANT
Sergeant at law (Bryant Clark receives badge and scores first in county on exam) (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.4
Scarsdale's finest celebrate one of their finest hours (at accreditation ceremony) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.6

CLARK, DICK
Maroon and White's tribute to the SMS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

CLARK, EBALIARDI AND MILLER
Ethics chair upbeat on crafting standards for local government (H. Miller speaks at LWV-SCS), Nov 16, 1990, p.5

CLARK, GEORGE
Maroon and White's tribute to the SMS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24

CLARK, LYNN
Birthday salute to a real estate veteran (Bill Dudley on his 75th) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.28
Civic Club names officers (of first slate since joining of town and Village clubs, 6/90), Aug 10, 1990, p.3
As oil prices soar, homeowners try new alternatives (using alternative suppliers), Oct 19, 1990, p.1
Praise for The Inquirer (from SCS Citizens for Senior Housing) (ltr), Dec 14, 1990, p.6
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CLARK, MERRILL</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(SCS) Foundation is a community trust; (Trustees listed) Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giving voice for United Way (SHS students participate in phonathon held at Julia B Fee) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Praise for The Inquirer (from SCS Citizens for Senior Housing) (ltr), Dec 14, 1990, p.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CLARK, MERRILL</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J A Seidman is new (SCS) Foundation trustee (photo), Feb 2, 1990, p.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CLARK, PHILIP I</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clark, Dr. Philip I (dies), May 18, 1990, p.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CLARK, RICHARD</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maroon and White’s tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CLARKIN, DR. AUDREY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Telifer: start language study early (outlines needs for language instruction to begin earlier), Mar 9, 1990, p.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CLAYTON, DANIEL</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scarsdale High School honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CLAYTON, MATTHEW</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Another winning season (for Scarsdale High’s boys and girls basketball teams) (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 SHS seniors win (National) Merit scholarships (M.Clayton, C.Goldstein, M.Hersch, M.Kang), Apr 27, 1990, p.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three SHS seniors win top awards (photo), May 11, 1990, p.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scarsdale High School seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CLEAN INDOOR AIR ACT (NEW YORK)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Smoke-free schools (is goal of SCS Board of Education), Mar 9, 1990, p.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CLERGY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Goodbye, Nancy! (Rev. W Hutchinson leaving Hitchcock Church to pursue other interests) (photo), Feb 2, 1990, p.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael J Kerin (named pastor of Holy Cross Church in Pittsburg, Texas) (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. James rector (William J Winterrowd) appointed bishop for state of Colorado (photo), Oct 5, 1990, p.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CLEVELAND E. VAN WERT</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Real estate) Brokers admitted to million dollar club (of Westchester-Putnam First Realty Group), Mar 16, 1990, p.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CLOS, CHARLES R</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bank of New York salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photos), May 18, 1990, p.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CLOSS, BECCA</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bank of New York salutes Hitchcock Presbyterian Church (as its dedication begin) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CLUBS</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New officers installed (by Catholic Widows and Widowers Club (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>COACHING (ATHLETICS)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The art of coaching soccer (belongs to Art Resnick, beloved coach and teacher) (photo), Aug 3, 1990, p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHS Baseball coach (Anthony Abbatine) departs (after 6 years to coach Mercy College), Sep 7, 1990, p.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Praising (Dick) Paladino (is sportswriter who interviewed coach and appreciates him) (ltr), Nov 16, 1990, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local coaches (Art Resnick and Paul Celentano) honored in White Plains (for WP boys soccer), Dec 28, 1990, p.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>COATS FOR KIDS CAMPAIGN</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Waning coats n’ warning skirts for kids (Danger Zones added to buses; Coats for Kids) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>COATS, VIOLEI</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In the school nurses’ offices: miracle cures (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>COBELL, JENNIFER</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Postcards to the edge (Girl Scout Troop 1943 sends messages to US troops in Saudi Arabia) (photo), Oct 12, 1990, p.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>COCHRANE, ALYSON</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Off to England (are SCS Devils, 8th grade girls onspring tour and playing trip) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>COCHRANE, ALYSON</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Get ready, Piccadilly, here come the SCS Devils (8th-grade soccer team) (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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COCHRANE, GEOFF

Raiders upset knights (basketball) (photo; story, add! photo p 22), Jan 12, 1990, p.1
Raiders gridders savor fruits of a championship season (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.15
On to round two: (SHS basketball team defeats Saunders in Sec 1 tournament) (photo; story, photo p20), Feb 23, 1990, p.1
Another winning season for Scarsdale High's boys and girls basketball teams (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.12

COCHRANE, KELLY

A tree of warmth (Fifth Grade Troop 1951 makes accessories for Salvation Army trees) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.17

COHEN, KYARA

Scarsdale students featured in dance recital Sat. (6/9/90 by Nancy MacArthur School) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.18

COHEN, ANDY

Undefeated Greenwich hardballers (are seventh grade A-team) (photo), Jun 28, 1990, p.22

COHEN, BRIAN

Child Care (Assn of SIS) will relocate to Quaker Ridge School) (photo), Jan 19, 1990, p.1

COHEN, DANIEL

Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brings races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9

COHEN, DAVID (DR)

These students belie learning-disabled label, Jan 19, 1990, p.6
(Hebrew) School (of Temple Israel Center, WP) meets varied needs (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.18
(Learning disabled in Dr. D Cohen's program are) Motivated students ready to work (ltr), Feb 2, 1990, p.6

COHEN, EILEEN

Twenty-six chosen for School Board Nominating Committee (election 1/22/90), Dec 14, 1990, p.3

COHEN, ELLA

Paperbacks, paperbacks (for SCS Public Library book sale to be held 6/9-10/90) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.2
Bookworms seek bargains at annual paperback fair held 6/9-10/90 (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.5
Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photos), Sep 14, 1990, p.26

COHEN, GABE

On the wings of Eagles (Edgewood 8th graders win sixth consecutive championship) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.17

COHEN, GREG

Pick o the sixth... (Fox Meadow 1990 champions of PRC's A Soccer League) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21

COHEN, IRENE

Friends of Music and the Arts bolster arts in the schools (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.15

COHEN, JAMES

Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photos), Sep 14, 1990, p.26

COHEN, LAURA

Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

COHEN, LOUIS (DR)

(Hebrew) School trying drug-prevention plan: (DARE pilot program to debut next fall) (photo), Feb 16, 1990, p.5

COHEN, LOUIS (DR)

Honoring a past president (Dr. Louis Cohen is presented with citation) (photo), Oct 12, 1990, p.3

COHEN, SARAH

(Recreation Dept-Chamber of Commerce) Snowflake Contest winners (announced), Feb 23, 1990, p.2
Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photos), Sep 14, 1990, p.26

COHEN, STEPHANIE

Stephanie Cohen (named director of development/fundraising committee, West Alzheimer's Assoc.), Nov 16, 1990, p.9

COHEN, SUSAN

(Officers) Slate proposed for Junior High PTA (for 1990-91 school year), Apr 13, 1990, p.12
Volunteers (from White Plains Hospital, New York Hospital and United Hospital are honored) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.8

COHN, ADAM

(National) Merit Scholar(ship) semifinalists in (SCS are named), Sep 21, 1990, p.14
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COHN, MICHAEL

It's not all fun and games in 'Toyland' (by SCS author Sydney Stern) (photo) (edit), Aug 10, 1990, p.6
Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photos), Sep 14, 1990, p.26
Candidate nominated (for seats on Citizens Committee) (names noted), Oct 12, 1990, p.1
Citizens Committee has new members (after election, individuals noted), Nov 16, 1990, p.1

COLABELLA, NICHOLAS

District Attorney (Carl Vergari criticized in handling of Brady grand jury), May 18, 1990, p.1
Brady case may go to new grand jury (as Gov. Cuomo holds request against county legislator), Jul 20, 1990, p.1
(Governor) Cuomo says no to (Edward) Brady probe (Carl) Vergari still might re-present, Oct 19, 1990, p.1

COLAVITA, ANTHONY

B Slotnick eyes run for Congress (photo), Jan 19, 1990, p.1
Slotnick declines; (Paul) Noto declares candidacy for NY State Senate (photo), May 25, 1990, p.1

COLDICK, DAVID

Equalization rate spells double trouble for village, Mar 9, 1990, p.8
Village bond issue (will be used for new fire pumper as called for in 1989 budget), Mar 30, 1990, p.1
Windfall? is question for SCS if change in state Employment Retirement System occurs, May 25, 1990, p.1
Village Board Meeting (cont. housing discussion and notes salaries for village dept. heads), Aug 17, 1990, p.5
Treasury surplus on the decline (SCS government spent more than it took in for 3rd year), Sep 21, 1990, p.1
Taxes rolling in (reported by village treasurer, as percentage figures of Sept. 30 noted), Oct 12, 1990, p.1
Village will issue (refurbishment) bonds for fire truck overhaul (of first line fire pumers), Oct 12, 1990, p.1

COLES, ANTEA

Love, ambition guide homeless mother of five (now residing in SCS) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.6

COLES, BEATRIX

Love, ambition guide homeless mother of five (now residing in SCS) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.6
Homeless family strives for success (cont.), Jun 22, 1990, p.1B

COLES, DARIUS

Love, ambition guide homeless mother of five (now residing in SCS) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.6

COLES, DAVON

Love, ambition guide homeless mother of five (now residing in SCS) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.6

COLISHAW, ANDREW

Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24

COLLABOLLETTA, ERNIE


COLLAZO, DENISE

Junior League names officers for 1990-91, bestows awards (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.9

COLLAZO, ERNEST

Ernest J Collazo (named member of executive committee seeking 1992 Democratic Convention for NY), Apr 20, 1990, p.11

COLLECTORS AND COLLECTING

(Baseball card) Diamond dealer has a get of '90 investment plan (photo), May 11, 1990, p.5
Correction to story about baseball cards (details proper ending to 5/11/90 story), May 18, 1990, p.5

COLLEGE EDUCATION-COSTS

Imagine over $100,000 for a college education (and investing strategy to plan for it) (edit), Mar 16, 1990, p.7

COLLEGE TEACHERS

Roger N Hull (named president of Union College in Schenectady, NY) (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.4
Elizabeth Gaffney (named to English dept. of Westchester Community College), Dec 14, 1990, p.10

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

Jonathan N Glickman (is one of recipients of young scholarship awards, at Washington University), Jul 20, 1990, p.4
Marxes (Leonard and Virginia) fund Teachers College professorship in child care, Aug 24, 1990, p.4
It's off to college (reminisces a personal first-time departure for college) (edit), Aug 31, 1990, p.7
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COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES continued

Westchester Community College to sponsor 6th American dream literary symposium (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.15

COLLINS, ROBERT

Three from American Field Service to go abroad soon (E. Bench, R. Collins, D. Lessler) (photo), Jul 5, 1990, p.2
American Field Service students to describe adventures (program info noted) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.3

COLLINS, STEPHEN

One of the crew (Stephen Collins spends third summer as intern with sanitation dept) (photo), Aug 17, 1990, p.4

COLLOMB, LOUIE

Bank of New York salutes the Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26

COLONY, SANDRA

Awards, Appointments & Promotions: S. D. Colony named vice president, Manhattan Cable TV (photo) (photo), Jan 19, 1990, p.8

COMBAL, MARTINE

Putting a funny face on it (are Edgewood fifth graders who created dolls in character study) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.14

COMBAL, PIERRE

Appeals board makes non-conformities legal (by granting variances; pool applications noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.3

COMBAT AUTO THEFT (CAT) PKG6RAK

Wisecracking police dog (Robot McBruff) debuts at SCS Chamber of Commerce Sidewalk Sale (photo), Aug 17, 1990, p.1

COMEDIANS

Lou Costello, American firster (reminisces about comedian's routines and outlook) (edit), Oct 12, 1990, p.6
Class discovers serious side of comedy writing (in Ira Weinstein's class) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.5

COMMITTEE OF TEN-SCS

Poetry lover or red hater? (edit), Feb 2, 1990, p.7
Other Voices: Tolerance—a prized SCS tradition (edit), Feb 23, 1990, p.6

COMMITTEE ON HISTORIC PRESERVATION-SCS

(Historic) Preservation law (ready for action by Village Board), Feb 16, 1990, p.1

COMMITTEE TO PRESERVE SCS

Weaver Street townhouses back on Planning Board agenda (for review of construction plans), Oct 5, 1990, p.1

COMMON GROUND-COMPANY

Dickel Road (development) plan comes under fire from neighbors (photo), Jan 5, 1990, p.1

COMMON GROUND-COMPANY

Local United Way makes grants (to several local agencies, noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.4

COMMUTERS AND COMMUTING

Cartoon, Feb 23, 1990, p.6
Village of SCS) aids Hartsdale commuters (by directing rush hour traffic near construction), Jun 1, 1990, p.1
Metro-North repairs (in Hartsdale are causing traffic problems for commuters), Jun 1, 1990, p.5
More parking? (Metro-North offers to fund new parking for SCS and Eastchester), Nov 30, 1990, p.1

SEE ALSO POLICE-SCS

COMPLUS DATA INNOVATIONS, INC (CDI)

Village to enter the computer age (with purchase of software for police and fire depts), Jul 20, 1990, p.1

COMPUTER ADVISORY COMMITTEE-SCS

Village votes $775,000 for updated computers (purchase of hardware, software), May 11, 1990, p.1
Village to get new computer system (cont from p.1), May 11, 1990, p.28

COMPUTERS

1989 saw the computerization of the SCS Public Library (photo) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.15
Village votes $775,000 for updated computers (purchase of hardware, software), May 11, 1990, p.1
Village to get new computer system (cont from p.1), May 11, 1990, p.28
Village to enter the computer age (with purchase of software for police and fire depts), Jul 20, 1990, p.1
Byte-ing the bullet (means the phasing out of old computers and the purchase of new), Aug 24, 1990, p.1
If it's the computer, let it in (details computer revolution and uses of a PC) (edit), Aug 24, 1990, p.7
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COMPUTERS continued
Computer trainers (New World Systems) present (Village Board) trustees with a big bill, Aug 31, 1990, p.1

CON Edison
(Heathcote) Bridge closing nears (for needed repairs this spring), Mar 9, 1990, p.1

CONLON, MARGARET
Scarsdale's finest celebrate one of their finest hours (at accreditation ceremony) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.6

CONNELLAN, THOMAS
Cause of collision disputed (photo p 1), Feb 9, 1990, p.4
Cause of collision (between B Gerloff and county police officer T Connellan) disputed (photo p 1), Feb 9, 1990, p.4

CONNOR, SCOTT
Concrete falls from aging (Wilmot Road) bridge (prompting attention to local bridge maintenance), Mar 16, 1990, p.1

CONNORS, EDWARD (NSGR)
IHM involves members in many ways (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19

CONNORS, EDWARD N (REV. NSGR.)
False and defamatory (are Mr. Lynch's comments regarding Church parking lot) (ltr), Aug 3, 1990, p.6

CONNORS, JAMES
Family (Rambisoon) survives Christmas fire (in rented home on Lyons Road), Dec 28, 1990, p.1

CONNORS, PAT
Hotline for teens (called Nineline is established by Covenant House for troubled teens), Nov 9, 1990, p.19

CONNORS, JAMES
A Warm occasion (was Alternative School graduation for students and teachers) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.1

CONNOR, SCOTT
Concrete falls from aging (Wilmot Road) bridge (prompting attention to local bridge maintenance), Mar 16, 1990, p.1

CONNORS, EDWARD (NSGR)
IHM involves members in many ways (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19

CONNORS, EDWARD N (REV. NSGR.)
False and defamatory (are Mr. Lynch's comments regarding Church parking lot) (ltr), Aug 3, 1990, p.6

CONNORS, JAMES
Family (Rambisoon) survives Christmas fire (in rented home on Lyons Road), Dec 28, 1990, p.1

CONNORS, PAT
Hotline for teens (called Nineline is established by Covenant House for troubled teens), Nov 9, 1990, p.19

CONNORS, JAMES
A Warm occasion (was Alternative School graduation for students and teachers) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.1

CONNORS, JAMES
A Warm occasion (was Alternative School graduation for students and teachers) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.1

CONSTANTINE, PETER
Cougars: top cats in 1990 (Junior High SPRC champions are noted) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19

CONSTANTINO, RICHARD
Teacher C Warus indicted in EMT murder (of B) Solomon) (photo), Feb 9, 1990, p.1

CONSUMER COMPLAINTS
Homeowners say they were burned by chimney sweeps (ACME and ACE), Aug 24, 1990, p.1
Clean sweep (American Chimney Experts (ACE) has been given home improvement license), Sep 21, 1990, p.1
SEE ALSO CHIMNEY SWEEPS

CONTE, RICHARD (DR)
Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photos), Jun 8, 1990, p.28

CONSI, ROBERT
Teacher (Robert Consi) leaves a resounding legacy (graduate extolls virtues of SCS teachers) (editt), Nov 23, 1990, p.7

CONTRACTORS
Residents J Fitzgerald, H Fitzgerald, F J Sweeney on (James Fitzgerald Inc) ' board, Feb 23, 1990, p.4

CONVIVS, JENNY
From local kitchens: food for street people (as teens gather to help hungry in our area), Aug 10, 1990, p.1

CONWAY, GERALD G
Gerald G Conway (dies), Mar 2, 1990, p.16

COOGAN, CAROL
COOGAN, JANES

COOK, CONSTANCE
(Ten Scarsdilians join) Group lobbying to keep abortion legal, Feb 2, 1990, p.16

COOK, KAREN
Spring Harvest (collects food for Westchester Coalition of Food Pantries) (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.12

COOK, MARGORIE
Senior Lifestyles (examines programs and important senior issues) (photo), May 4, 1990, p.15

COOPER, HENRY L

COOPER, JAN
Board of Architectural Review approves requests (for merchant signs, decks, renovations), Sep 28, 1990, p.3

COOPER, MARY
Edgemont man (Luis Delio Lopez) linked to record cocaine cache (and arrested in Colombia), Jul 27, 1990, p.1

COOPER, STEPHAN (PHOTO)
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24

COOPER, STEPHEN
For special campers: stars and hula hoops (as disabled kids enjoy SCS Rec. Dept. programs) (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.3
One and All-Section selections (honored at Maroon & White's awards dinner) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

COOPER, WALLIS
Downtown, a new crop of shops (Duck Duck Goose, Blooming Nails, La Dentelliere, Reading Writing), Jul 27, 1990, p.1

CORBIN, STEFAN
Retiring principal Dr V Dempsey, district clerk D Bajak hailed (at Board of Education meeting), Jan 26, 1990, p.1
School Board elects (Robert) November, (Evelyn) Stock (at annual reorganization) (photo), Jul 6, 1999, p.1

CORBIN, STEVEN
We will miss our dear Dorothy B. Bajak, the clerk of the school district on her retirement) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.13

CORELL ROAD BRIDGE
Corell (Road) Bridge deemed unsafe; residents request speedy repair (closed as of 9/10/90), Sep 14, 1990, p.1

CORLIN, RONNA
Downtown changes (continue to identify new merchants), Apr 27, 1990, p.14

CORNELIA, ANNETTE
Show and tell (time for SCS Seniors as they shared family heirlooms and memories) (photo), May 4, 1990, p.1

CORNELL, JOHN R
John R Cornell (dies), Oct 5, 1990, p.14
John R Cornell (dies), Oct 12, 1990, p.18

COSTABLE, LOUIS
Close call at Hitchcock: (SCS Fire Dept responds to report of smoke in building), Feb 9, 1990, p.1

CORSANO, C A
Christopher A Corsano (dies), Dec 28, 1990, p.12

COUNCELL, SHARON
Civic Club names officers (of first slate since joining of Town and Village clubs, 6/90), Aug 10, 1990, p.3

CORSIN, GARRISON R
Garrison R Cornell (dies), May 25, 1990, p.17

CORY, SALLY
Art Association presents (annual) awards (to artists' at Woman's Club) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.5

COSTABLE, LOUIS
Close call at Hitchcock: (SCS Fire Dept responds to report of smoke in building), Feb 9, 1990, p.1

COTTANI, NANCY
Flashlight vigil planned (inviting public participation in peace vigil 12/5/90), Nov 30, 1990, p.2
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COSTELLO, ED (PHOTO)
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24

COSTELLO, LIZ
Pajama game (for eighth grade Popham girls who dressed up for Halloween) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.21

COSTELLO, LOU
Lou Costello, American Firster (reminisces about comedian's routines and outlook) (edit), Oct 12, 1990, p.6

COILLAR, LAURA
Who's Afraid? (of Virginia Woolf production includes SCS cast members) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.19

COTTON, BETTY
(SCS's Advisory Council) is advocate for youth (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.14
Civic Club names officers (of first slate since joining of Town and Village clubs, 6/90), Aug 10, 1990, p.3
Volunteers try to fill the gap by helping house homeless (describing various shelters), Aug 17, 1990, p.2

COTUGNO, JOHN
Village postpones action on disputed zoning law, Jan 19, 1990, p.1
Bulk law to get more revisions (as different groups confer on changes), Nov 16, 1990, p.1

COULTER, ALLISON
At A-school graduation, warth (and personal reflections about graduates) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.13

COULTER, GLENOA
At A-school graduation, warth (and personal reflections about graduates) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.13

COULTER, KEN
Looking to the seasonal race (merchants and sponsors announce 10th annual race/walk) (photo), Oct 5, 1990, p.2

COUNCIL FOR THE ARTS IN WESTCHESTER
Arts access for the disabled (announced by Westchester Council for the Arts, 25% discount card), Aug 10, 1990, p.14
Hoff-Barthelson and (SCS) Historical Society receive Council for the Arts in West.) grants, Oct 12, 1990, p.17
(Rupert and Lisa Holtes with the Leiblers at 25th anniversary gala for Council for Arts) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.12
Local groups get art grants (SSMT and SCS Dept. of Parks named as well as other local agencies), Dec 14, 1990, p.20

COUNSELINS BV HAIL
Therapy by mail offered (by Dr. Daniel Rubinstein and Muriel Goldfarb), Jul 27, 1990, p.8

COUNTY TENNIS (CLUB)
Times change, but the game's the same (when County Tennis opens for 78th season) (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.12

COURTHOUSES-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
Monitors for Family Court (to be conducted by Westchester Task Force and volunteers), Sep 20, 1990, p.16

COURTS-NEW YORK STATE
District Attorney (Carl Vergari) criticized (in handling of Brady grand jury), May 18, 1990, p.1

COURTS-SCS
Justice without attorneys: a look at small claims court (in Rutherford Hall, SCS Village Court), Aug 17, 1990, p.1
Justice without attorneys in small claims court (cont. with details about Judge Knaplund) (photo), Aug 17, 1990, p.5

COUSINS, GEORGE
(Outlook) Center has new Outlook on TV (supervised by George Cousins, work on Channel 36), Dec 7, 1990, p.20

COUSINS, NANCY
Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees..(photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26

COUSINS, NORMAN
Other Voices: tolerance--a prized SCS tradition (edit), Feb 23, 1990, p.6

COUSINS, P J
Cougars: top cats in 1990 (Junior High SPRC champions are noted) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19

COWAN, LOIS L
Bank of New York salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photos), May 16, 1990, p.24

CRANBERRY LAKE PRESERVE
What to do till the school bell rings (notes places to visit with telephone #s, hours, addresses), Aug 17, 1990, p.13
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CRANE, ALEXANDER P
A eulogy for the Town Club (historically reports founding and highlights) (edit), Oct 19, 1990, p.6

CRANE, CAROL
Candidate nominated (for seats on Citizens Committee) (names noted), Oct 12, 1990, p.1
Murray Hill (Middle) Heathcote group names officers (and committee chairs), Nov 23, 1990, p.3

CRANE, LAURA (AU)
'Degrading, dangerous' (are terms used for Yom Kippur edit, 9/28/90) (ltr), Oct 5, 1990, p.6

CRANE, MARGARET (AU)
Family businesses-newly chic (defined, examples given and future noted) (edit), Sep 21, 1990, p.7

CRAY, JIM
Penn Central plan draws criticism (from local residents interested in SCS's future), Jun 29, 1990, p.1

CRAY, JOHN
(SCS Commuter Service) Station in jeopardy; (Owners of Robison Lot request rezoning), Feb 9, 1990, p.1
A bigger Boniface (Circle) Park planned; (Concept plan drafted by architect R Horsman) (illus), Feb 16, 1990, p.3
Higher fees asked (by Village Board for building permits, alarm systems), Mar 30, 1990, p.1
Hutchinson River Parkway neighbors seek relief (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.3
Sidewalk law (being considered to require owners and renters to be responsible for repair), Jun 8, 1990, p.1
Penn Central is chosen developer (for Freightway and Depot Place sites) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.1
Businesses protest sidewalk law (at Village Board meeting), Jun 15, 1990, p.3
Residents protest downtown plan (as Board and Penn Central consider future plans) (cont., Jun 29, 1990, p.15
Mistaken impression on housing (ltr to John Crary addresses affordable housing issue) (ltr), Aug 10, 1990, p.6
Village Board Meeting (cont. housing discussion and notes salaries for village dept. heads), Aug 17, 1990, p.5
Village Board meeting (presents Dickel Road development history; civil service employee raise), Sep 14, 1990, p.4
Penn Central Corporation) looking for partner in building downtown (cont), Nov 2, 1990, p.13
Plans on film (ongoing project to microfilm existing house plans on file with Dept. of Public Works), Nov 23, 1990, p.1
More parking? (Metro-North offers to fund new parking for SCS and Eastchester), Nov 30, 1990, p.1
Village responds to bulk law critics (as zoning law nears vote, next Board meeting 12/18/90), Dec 14, 1990, p.1
Village answers housing law critics (as Board prepares bulk housing law changes), Dec 14, 1990, p.17
Planning Board OKs White Plains sewer connection (amidst residents' criticisms), Dec 28, 1990, p.3

CRAY, JOHN
Scarsdale's finest celebrate one of their finest hours (at accreditation ceremony) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.6

CRAY, JOHN
Don Crawford (dies), Feb 2, 1990, p.14

CREWS, CAMERON
Bank of New York salutes Hitchcock Presbyterian Church (as its dedication begin) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.26

CRICHTON, ROB
Neighbors (of 19A Dickel Road) sue (Alfred Knopp) to stop project on Dickel Road, May 4, 1990, p.1
Dickel (Road) suit update (as hearings are cancelled and judge expected to rule), Jun 8, 1990, p.1

CRICHTON, ROBERT
Dickel neighbors null Board of Architectural Review's suit (stating long term concerns), Aug 17, 1990, p.1

CRIME AND CRIMINALS
Teacher C Waratus indicted in EMT murder (of BJ Soloman) (photo), Feb 9, 1990, p.1
Two gunmen rob D Cioti in his home, Feb 16, 1990, p.1
Haul in Cioti robbery reported over $500,000, mostly jewels, Feb 23, 1990, p.3
Too horrible to forget: Garland murder and letters should prevent parole of Herrin (edit), Apr 20, 1990, p.6
Tell state, killers should be punished (plea of Garland to Parole Board) (ltr), Apr 20, 1990, p.6
Police probe gunshot here (on Drake Road near Nelson Road, 4/20/90), Apr 27, 1990, p.1
SHS alumna (Eve Bernstein) is murdered (in burglary attempt in LA suburban apartment), Apr 27, 1990, p.1
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CRIME AND CRIMINALS continued

Local cop shot; rewards for information regarding incident, May 18, 1990, p.1
Police pursue leads in shooting (of Ptl. J. Miccoli on Griffen Avenue), May 25, 1990, p.1
Chief (Donald Ferraro) suspends shot patrolman (Joseph Miccoli) (as investigation continues), Jun 1, 1990, p.1
Shooting case (still under investigation from shooting of policeman on Griffen Ave.), Jun 8, 1990, p.3
A day in the city (describes crime and conditions seen in NY) (edit), Jun 8, 1990, p.7
Shooting inquiry continues (into alleged shooting on Griffen Ave. of Ptl. Joseph Miccoli), Jun 15, 1990, p.2
Wartus's lawyer seeks dismissal of murder charges (on illegal-evidence tampering charge) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.1
Miccoli resigns; (District) Attorney) suspects hoax (in Griffen Ave. shooting) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.1
Wartus case key witness heard (Vincent Parco is one who puts gun in defendant's hand), Jun 29, 1990, p.1
Wartus's attorney wants (Westchester District Attorney Carl) Vergari to testify on leaks, Jul 13, 1990, p.1
On naming names (newspaper policy of including names in crime reports is explained) (edit), Jul 13, 1990, p.6
Edgemont man (Luis Delia Lopez) linked to record cocaine cache (and arrested in Colombia), Jul 27, 1990, p.1
Wartus case leaks probed by defense (as hearings continue), Jul 27, 1990, p.1
Man robbed at gunpoint (at staged scene of an auto accident), Aug 3, 1990, p.1
Cop case (regarding Joseph Miccoli) adjourned (and granted adjournment in contemplation of dismissal), Aug 3, 1990, p.1
Wartus indictment dismissed by Carey (as DA Vergari vows to continue prosecution), Aug 10, 1990, p.1
Contempt of court (focuses on mistakes of District Attorney's office and relevant cases) (edit), Aug 10, 1990, p.6
DA to seek a new grand jury (cont. synopsis of Judge Carey's ruling) (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.11
Evidence links gun to suspect (yet attorney asks to suppress telephone records, C. Wartus), Aug 24, 1990, p.1
Wartus reindicted for (Betty Jean) Solomon murder (of January 1989; background presented), Sep 28, 1990, p.1
Police nab Bronx man (David Ribeiro) after armed break-in (on Post Road) (photo), Nov 23, 1990, p.1
Wartus jury sought (as proceedings in murder trial begin), Dec 7, 1990, p.1
Evidence on defendant's past discussed in pretrial hearings (as C. Wartus bears trial), Dec 21, 1990, p.1
SEE ALSO TAX EVASION

CRISCI, ROB
3-peat chaps (winners of PRC's American League Men's softball title for third year) (photo), Aug 31, 1990, p.8

CRISI, GERALD
First day for kids and 14 new teachers (describes orientation program) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.8

CROEM, LAWRENCE
Slip-up costs candidate S Stauffer spot on (School Board Nominating Committee; Fourteen elected), Jan 26, 1990, p.1
Citizens' Committee petition (for candidates' nominations) deadline nears (committee noted), Sep 21, 1990, p.3
Nomination deadline (for petitions for candidacy of School Board Nominating committee), Dec 7, 1990, p.5
School Board election process in need of contributions (village mailing sent), Dec 28, 1990, p.5

CRONE, VIRGINIA
Volunteers (from White Plains Hospital, New York Hospital and United Hospital are honored) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.8

CROMBERGER, KAREN
I'm Russian to be your valentine: (Community Baptist Church sends valentines to Soviet Union) (photo), Feb 16, 1990, p.1

CROQUET
Croquet champ (Ruth Ruth won Lillian Drake Thies trophy by SCS Seniors) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.2

CROSMAN, AILEEN
DAR pursues its patriotic mission (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.16

CROSSFIELD MEY Field (SCS)
SEE PLAYING FIELDS

CROUCH, NOODY
Cool pool days (at SCS Pool as lifeguards bundle up for 60 degree days) (photo), Aug 31, 1990, p.6

CROWDER, BARBARA LEE
Hitchcock (Presbyterian Church) sanctuary opening in '90 (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19
Volunteers are resource, support for Adult School (as fall courses begin; titles noted), Sep 14, 1990, p.2
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CRUM, CHARLES
(SHS) Class of 40 turns back the clock (to celebrate reunion) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.9

CRYSTAL, LISA
Maroon and White honors spring teams (lacrosse, tennis, soccer, and track) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.19
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26

CUFF, SUSAN
Peanuts and crackerjacks (as Heathcote first graders sing about the seasons) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.22

CUKRAS, CATHERINE
(Scarsdale) H(igh) S(hool) honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.9

CUKRAS, CATHY
Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees... (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26

CUKRAS, GRACE
Friends (of Music and the Arts) bolster arts in the schools (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.15

CUNNINGHAM MARY-LOU
Bank of New York Salutes Charles Cunningham, SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of Year 1990 (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.22

CUNNINGHAM, BEVERLY
Charles Cunningham named Citizen of Year; (Completes family sweep of SCS's highest honors) (photo), Feb 16, 1990, p.1
Other Voices: Tolerance—a prized SCS tradition (edit), Feb 23, 1990, p.6
It's Beverly's bowl (Scarsdale Bowl 1990 awards Beverly Cunningham) (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.24
It's Beverly's bowl (Scarsdale Bowl 1990 awards Beverly Cunningham) (photo), Mar 16, 1990, p.1
It's Beverly's (Cunningham Scarsdale Bowl 1990) bowl award (photo), Mar 16, 1990, p.1
(SCS) Bowl (1990) spotlight shines on a star volunteer (Beverly Cunningham) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.3
The Bank of New York salutes Beverly B. Cunningham (photos), Mar 30, 1990, p.26
Bank of New York salutes Charles Cunningham, SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of Year 1990 (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.22
LWV elects Amy Paulin as president (for 1990-91) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.3
Village Club: no more? (as members voted to consolidate with Town Club), May 18, 1990, p.1
Hats off to the Village Voices (photo), May 18, 1990, p.2
Welcome to SCS (a well-attended reception for newcomers to hear about village activities) (photo), Oct 5, 1990, p.1
The Bank of New York salutes The League of Women Voters (SCS) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.20
Jeanne Richman to receive (SCS) Bowl Award 1991 (biography and accomplishments noted) (photo), Nov 23, 1990, p.1

CUNNINGHAM, IRENE
Having a party? YES says give us a call (Staff listed) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.10
They say 'YES' to job-seekers (student organization honors volunteers) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.19

CUNNINGHAM, CHARLES
Restrictions on demolition (of historically significant buildings) proposed (at Village Bd hearing), Jan 12, 1990, p.1
Charles Cunningham named Citizen of Year; (Completes family sweep of SCS's highest honors) (photo), Feb 16, 1990, p.1
(SCS) Bowl (1990) spotlight shines on a star volunteer (Beverly Cunningham) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.3
(SCS) Bowl (1990) spotlight shines on a star volunteer (Beverly Cunningham) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.3
Citizen of the year (Charles Cunningham is awarded for 1990) (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.1
Bank of New York Salutes Charles Cunningham, SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of Year 1990 (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.22

CUNNINGHAM, JAN
Stahr first in resurgent Scarsdale 15K/kilometer annual race (photos), Apr 6, 1990, p.5

CUNNINGHAM, IRENE
Having a party? YES says give us a call (Staff listed) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.10
They say 'YES' to job-seekers (student organization honors volunteers) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.19
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CUNNINGHAM, JAMIE
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24

CUNNINGHAM, JOHN
Bank of New York Salutes Charles Cunningham, SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of Year 1990 (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.22

CUNNINGHAM, MARIE
Bank of New York Salutes Charles Cunningham, SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of Year 1990 (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.22

CUNNINGHAM, VIVIAN
The fairest is felled (in SCS Woman's Club production) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.9

CUNNINGHAM, WARREN
Charles Cunningham named Citizen of Year; (Completes family sweep of SCS's highest honors) (photo), Feb 16, 1990, p.1
Bank of New York Salutes Charles Cunningham, SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of Year 1990 (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.22

CUNNINGHAM, WILFRED

CUNNINGHAM, WILL
Bank of New York Salutes Charles Cunningham, SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of Year 1990 (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.22

CUOMO, MARIO
(Ten Scarsdalians join Group lobbying to keep abortion legal, Feb 2, 1990, p.16
District Attorney (Carl Vergari) criticized (in handling of Brady grand jury), May 18, 1990, p.1
Brady case may go to new grand jury (as Gov. Cuomo holds request against county legislator), Jul 20, 1990, p.1
Hijacket victims (looks at current figures: S. Steinbrenner, S. Hussein, M. Cuomo, C. Dewhurst) (edit), Aug 17, 1990, p.6
Candidates back Israel; oppose abortion consent law (local candidates come to SCS to speak), Oct 19, 1990, p.1
On Tuesday's ballot (11/6/90 candidates are noted as well as environmental issue), Nov 2, 1990, p.1
Tuesday's ballot crowded with candidates (for governor, state controller, Congress, State Legisl.), Nov 2, 1990, p.30
Scarsdale yes, NY no on Environmental Quality Bond Act (election results reported), Nov 9, 1990, p.1
Scarsdale hit by others' budget woes: County to hike property; State may cut local school aid), Nov 23, 1990, p.1

CUOMO, MARIO M. (AUG)
Governor Cuomo adds Another Voice (answering Nobile's letter 11/10/89) (ltr), Mar 9, 1990, p.6

CURRAM, MELISSA
Buon Natale, Felice Natale! (Christians pageant celebrated at IHM) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.19

CURRIE, FRED
3-peat champs (winners of PRC's American League Men's softball title for third year) (photo), Aug 31, 1990, p.8

CURRY, BARNARD F

CURRY, LUKE
On the wings of Eagles (Edgewood 8th graders win sixth consecutive championship) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.17

CUTTING EDGE
Student magazine is definitely The Cutting Edge' (as SCS students publish review) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.13

CYCLING
One of biking's best (Eric Kropp qualified for US Cycling Federation events) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.15
Winners both (Wendy Lasher and family for benefit bike-a-thon for West. chapter Red Cross) (photo), Aug 24, 1990, p.4
Celebrating the first day of fall (on season's last Sunday of parkway bike riding) (photo), Sep 28, 1990, p.1

CYKIERT, DAVID
Three Piggy Opera' (performed by 1st and 2nd graders at QR) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.14

CYSTIC FIBROSIS FOUNDATION
Three women who make a difference (Robyn Roller, Doris Iulcin, Susan Blumenfield) (photos), Oct 5, 1990, p.15

CZECHOSLOVAKIA-POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Thinking about Czechoslovakia (ltr), Jan 12, 1990, p.6
Big problems ahead for Czechoslovakia (are described in light of current events) (edit), May 18, 1990, p.7
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CZUFIN, ROBERI
(Scarsdale) Golf club elects new leadership, Feb 9, 1990, p.5

D'AGOSTINO, NICK
Looking to the seasonal race (merchants and sponsors announce 10th annual race/walk) (photo), Oct 5, 1990, p.2
D'Agostino (Nick) buying Pippin's (scheduling the opening of Heathcote Crossing) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.1
D'Agostino (cont. of opening of Heathcote Crossing at Five Corners), Dec 14, 1990, p.17

D'ANDRE, JUDY
Lines are drawn in language debate (teachers' committee and parents' views presented) (cont), Oct 26, 1990, p.14

D'ARCY, NARIE
Local United Way makes grants (to several local agencies, noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.4

D'ERIZANS, ALEXANDER
Scarsdale (High School) honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.7

D'ERIZANS, GRACE
Friends (of Music and the Arts) bolster arts in the schools (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.15
They say 'YES' to job-seekers (student organization honors volunteers) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.19

D'ERIZANS, RICHARD
Scarsdale (High School) seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14

D'ORTANG, CHRISTINE
The fairest is felled (in SCS Woman's Club production) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.9

D'ORTONA, CHRISTINA
Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photos), Sep 14, 1990, p.26

DA VINCI, LEONARDO

DAIGLE, LINDA
(R. R.) Raget (Inc. Realtors) honors 3 (realtors for outstanding performance), Apr 20, 1990, p.11

DAIKOS, PETER C
Civic Club names officers (of first slate since joining of Town and Village clubs, 6/90), Aug 10, 1990, p.3
DAIKOS, PETER C (AU)
Wanted: education committee members (for newly organized TVCC; volunteers please contact) (ltr), Oct 26, 1990, p.6

DAIKOS, PHILIP
Bank of New York salutes Junior High Speech Contest (photos), Apr 20, 1990, p.26

DALE, SUZANNE F
Suzanne F Dale (dies), Nov 23, 1990, p.16

DALES, GRAHAM
Volunteers try to fill the gap by helping house homeless (describing various shelters), Aug 17, 1990, p.2

DALSISH, BARBARA
Bank of New York salutes Hitchcock Presbyterian Church (as its dedication begin) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.26

DALTON, AMANDA
Scarsdale students featured in dance recital Sat. (6/9/90 by Nancy MacArthur School) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.18

DALTON, J W (JACK)
J W (Jack) Dalton (dies), Sep 7, 1990, p.10

DALTON, JOHN W
Scarsdale Fire Dept veteran (John W Dalton) mourned (by community and colleagues) (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.5

DALTON, MARK
Board of) Architectural Review) takes a look at school windows (and many applications), Nov 23, 1990, p.3

DALTON, SUSAN
Schools to replace disputed windows; (Project now at 25.4M) Proposed (SHS wing discussed) (photo), Feb 2, 1990, p.1
Town, Village Clubs discuss consolidation, Feb 2, 1990, p.1
Town and Village Clubs preparing to tie the knot (and consolidate into one; histories noted), May 4, 1990, p.1
Hats off to the Village Voices (photo), May 18, 1990, p.2
DALTON, SUSAN continued

it's official: Town, Village Clubs unite (to be named Town and Village Civic Club), Jun 8, 1990, p.1
Civic Club names officers (of first slate since joining of Town and Village clubs, 6/90), Aug 10, 1990, p.3

DAILY, SHANNON

king of the trees (is a giant white oak as it is wrapped in ribbon for Earth Day) (photo), Apr 27, 1990, p.1
Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

DAMM, JONATHAN

These grads can hang more than diplomas (as they graduate in wallpaper hanging) (Photo) (edit), Jun 29, 1990, p.6

DAMM, STUART

(scarsdale) (High) School seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14
At A-school graduation, marathand (and personal reflections about graduates) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.13

DAMON, SCOTT

Four probationary firefighters (M. Mann, S. Damon, C. Paroubek, J. Bailey) selected (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.5
Local firefighter (Charles Paroubek) takes top honors at ceremony (graduation at Academy), Nov 16, 1990, p.4

DANIS, GROSVENOR

Grovenor Dana (dies), Feb 2, 1990, p.14

DANA, WILLIAM

William Dana (honored for serving as principal for 20 years) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.11

DANCE

Dance concerts: a joyous rite of spring (from the Steffi Nossen School) (photo), Mar 16, 1990, p.14
Ballet: it's not all arabesques (local upcoming programs noted) (photo), Sep 28, 1990, p.13
Dancing with the sugar plums: fairies (local listings of holiday dance events), Nov 30, 1990, p.15

DANCE IN EDUCATION FUND

Local groups get art grants (SSMT and SCS Dept. of Parks named as well as other local agencies), Dec 14, 1990, p.20

DANCE SCHOOLS

Students of the social graces (from Barclay Classes held final parties at SCS Golf Club) (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.1
Waltzing up a storm (are Barclay Class fifth graders at final dance at SCS Golf Club) (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.15
Scarsdale students dance up a storm (at Steffi-Nossen School's spring concert) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.17
Scarsdale students featured in dance recital Sat. 6/9/90 by Nancy MacArthur School) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.18

DANIEL EQUITIES

Board of (Architectural) Review leans in favor of Heathcote Manor plan (townhouses), Nov 2, 1990, p.4

DANIELE TRISSEI JEWELERS

Spring brings (store) changes to downtown (SCS), Apr 27, 1990, p.5
Downtown changes (continue to identify new merchants), Apr 27, 1990, p.14
New jewelry store (Daniele Trissi Ltd., owned by Paza and Sally Rafael opening) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.5

DANILO EQUITIES

Townhouse plan has history of opposition (and review of events since 1988), Oct 5, 1990, p.4

DANIELSON, JEAN

Bank of New York salutes Hitchcock Presbyterian Church (as its dedication begin) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.26

DANYLUK, CHRISTIA

Native skills (Indian maskmaking program presented at Weinberg Nature Center) (photo), Nov 23, 1990, p.3

DARE

SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-DRUG ABUSE RESISTANCE EDUCATION PROGRAM

DARONCO, RICHARD

Too horrible to forget (Garland murder and letters should prevent parole of Herrin) (edit), Apr 20, 1990, p.6
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DARRON, MELDA
Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photos), Jun 8, 1990, p.28

DAUGHTERS OF AMERICAN REVOLUTION-CONFERENCES
Regent (Elsie Alden Lee) accepts three awards on behalf of local group, May 11, 1990, p.10

DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
- DAR pursues its patriotic mission (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.16
- DAR elects new officers (for 1990-91 term), Jun 8, 1990, p.9
- Inside Wayside (Cottage will be first club meeting of Harvey Birch chapter), Sep 14, 1990, p.11
- Daughters of the American Revolution observes 100th year (event notice and history noted), Nov 9, 1990, p.12
- Remembering the Gibson girl (Harvey Birch chapter salutes 100th anniversary) (photo), Nov 23, 1990, p.10

DAVE, LAURA
- Pajama game (for eighth grade Popham girls who dressed up for Halloween) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.21
- Pajama Champs (Quaker Ridge girls softball 7th grade finishes with 5-1 record) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.24

DAVID LAND DEVELOPMENT CO
- FEIS approved for Winston estate; (Dickel Rd project criticized again), Feb 2, 1990, p.1

DAVID, CAROL
- (SCS) Chamber (of Commerce has) new leadership (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.5
- Calling all SSMI alumni (for a cable TV documentary) (ltr), Feb 9, 1990, p.6

DAVIDS, ROBERT SANDERS
- Robert Sanders Davies (dies), Jul 20, 1990, p.12

DAVILLA, TITO
- Metro-North repair work derails local businesses (Depot Place coffee shop and newsstand), Dec 7, 1990, p.1

DAVIS, ANN
- Ann Davis (chosen by Alzheimer's Assoc. to chair advocacy committee). Nov 16, 1990, p.9

DAVIS, DR WILLIAM
- In a quiet way, volunteers make quite a clamor (and are rewarded at 1990 Volunteer of Year), Apr 27, 1990, p.3

DAVIS, LINDA
- Swapping skills (Junior Girl Scouts and Brownies teach each other at crafts swap) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.1

DAVIS, NANCY
- Volunteers in the making (1991 class of provisional members who will be trained) (photo), Sep 28, 1990, p.8

DAVIS, ROBERT
- Board of Architectural Review approves additions (annex noted), Dec 14, 1990, p.4
- Board of Architectural Review approves additions (annex noted), Dec 14, 1990, p.4

DAVIS, WILLIAM
- Fortunate choices in Edgemont (and SCS Inquirer endorses Davis and Stone) (edit), Apr 27, 1990, p.6

DAY CARE CENTERS
- How about downtown daycare? (suggestion made from public meeting about downtown plans) (ltr), Oct 12, 1990, p.7

DAYLIGHT SAVINGS
- Falling back to standard time (as daylight savings ends this weekend), Oct 26, 1990, p.1

DAYTOP OUTREACH CENTER FOR LEARNING
- Local United Way makes grants (to several local agencies, noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.4

DAYTOP VILLAGE OUTREACH CENTER

DE CARVALHO, JOY

DE CICCO BROTHERS
- Board of Architectural Review approves requests for merchant signs, decks, renovations, Sep 28, 1990, p.3
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DE CIUTIIS, CHARLES
In her Easter bonnet (deCiutiis family waves to camera at IHM Easter parade) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.1

DE CIUTIIS, KERRY
In her Easter bonnet (deCiutiis family waves to camera at IHM Easter parade) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.1

DE CIUTIIS, THOMAS
In her Easter bonnet (deCiutiis family waves to camera at IHM Easter parade) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.1

DE GHEN, MARILYN
The Bank of New York salutes the League of Women Voters (SCS) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.28

DE MARTI, VERA
Croquet champ (Ruth Ruth Won Lillian Drake Thies trophy by SCS Seniors) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.2

DEACUITS, BRIAN
Stahr first in resurgent Scarsdale 15K Kilometer annual race) (photos), Apr 6, 1990, p.5

DEAD OF WINTER
Bloody history is fun, business for the local gater (details Berg's games, where to buy) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.6

DEAK, ANANGA
Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

DEAK, R. LESLIE
Heathcote man (R. Leslie Deak) loses subdivision battle (on Heathcote Road property), Oct 5, 1990, p.1

DEAK subdivision lawsuit (cont. explanations of ruling and history of Heathcote Assn), Oct 5, 1990, p.15

DEAK, ROBIN
Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photos), Jun 14, 1990, p.28

DEAN, JOHN
Tenure (eligibility) time for (Judy) Fox, 13 staff (members, listed with school affiliations), Oct 26, 1990, p.13

DEANGELIS, GLORIA

DEANGELIS, MARIA
Retiring principal Dr V Dempsey, district clerk D Bajak hailed (at Board of Education meeting), Jan 26, 1990, p.1

Edgewood kids draw on trip to SCS (sketching artwork of their choice) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.15

Teacher in musee role (Maria DeAngelis will coordinate Museo del Bario show), Dec 14, 1990, p.23

DEANGELO, RICH
3-peat champs (winners of PRC's American League Men's softball title for third year) (photo), Aug 31, 1990, p.8

DEBROISE AND PLIMPTON
Co-chairman (David M. Rivkin named of international law committee of ABA's litigation section) (photo, May 11, 1990, p.2

DECARLO, JEAN
(SCS) Chamber of Commerce has new leadership (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.5

Bank of New York Salutes Charles Cunningham, SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of Year 1990 (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.22

DECICIO FAMILY
Hello C-Town (the new owners of East Pkwy Shopwell as they refurbish and reopen 9/4/90), Aug 31, 1990, p.1

DECICIO, JOHN
C-Town set to replace downtown Shopwell (this summer and provide friendly service), Jun 15, 1990, p.1

DECICIO, JULIO
Greenacres gym burns (cont. fire incident and plans for school fair) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.20

(SCS) School district's thanks (to PTA members and fire depts, security) (ltr), May 25, 1990, p.6

DECICIO, MEGAN
In her Easter bonnet (deCiutiis family waves to camera at IHM Easter parade) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.1

DECKER, ANNA
Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photos), Sep 14, 1990, p.26

DEFOE CORPORATION
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DEGENER, ROBERT
   Robert F Degener (dies), Jan 19, 1990, p.12

DELANEY, GEORGE J
   Bank of New York salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photos), May 18, 1990, p.24

DELANEY, GERALD
   Heathcote man (R. Leslie Deak) loses subdivision battle (on Heathcote Road property), Oct 5, 1990, p.1

DELGERCIO, DANN
   Maroon and White honors spring teams (lacrosse, tennis, soccer, and track) (photos), Jun 15, 1990, p.19
   Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26
   Football over Roosevelt 14-0 (with return of David Feurstein), Nov 2, 1990, p.18
   Football squashes Mt. Vernon 25-7, hopes of a Section 1A bid still alive (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.20
   One and All-Section selections (honored at Maroon & White's awards dinner) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21
   Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

DELLAROCCA, SCOTT
   New, blue, bright and beautiful (diesel ambulance purchased by SVAC from 1989 funds drive) (photo), Oct 26, 1990, p.1

DELMONACO, JOHN AND JOSEPHINE
   Raider eager take (Madison Square Garden by storm (in Raiders 3rd appearance there) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.25

DELVECCHIO, GLORIA
   Raider oldtimers (basketball teams 1979, 1980) win one for the homeless (photos), Mar 30, 1990, p.13

DEMARCO, NICHOLAS
   Opera starlets (Pavarotti note] (Quaker Ridge first and second graders present Babar) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.13

DENAREE, ALLAN
   I'm Russian to be your valentine: (Community Baptist Church sends valentines to Soviet Union) (photo), Feb 16, 1990, p.1

DENAREE, CAROL
   I'm Russian to be your valentine: (Community Baptist Church sends valentines to Soviet Union) (photo), Feb 16, 1990, p.1

DENBY, BRENDA
   (Real estate) Brokers admitted to million dollar club (of Westchester-Putnam First Realty Group), Mar 16, 1990, p.9
   Joins realtor (Brenda Denby joins staff of Dudley D Doernberg Co. Inc.) (photo), Jul 20, 1990, p.4

DEMERJIAN, HARRY
   No man is an island: (R and J Bove rescue stricken neighbor, H Demerjian), Jan 5, 1990, p.1

DEMICHIE, JAN
   Stahr first in resurgent Scarsdale 15K (kilometer annual race) (photos), Apr 6, 1990, p.5

DENIS, DON
   If at first... (Correction states that Wilson & Son won 1990 PRC National Softball League) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.26

DENTITRIEUS, LYNN
   Voting is Tuesday for (School Board) Nominating Committee (Candidates listed), Jan 19, 1990, p.1
   Slip-up costs candidate S Stauffer spot on (School Board Nominating Committee; Fourteen elected), Jan 26, 1990, p.1
   Junior League names officers for 1990-91, bestows awards (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.9

DEMOCRATIC CLUB-SCS
   (Democratic) Club honors late members (Raphael G Scobey and Leonard Seiden with contribution to SPL), Jun 1, 1990, p.2
   (Nita) Lowey and friends (host cocktail party to help launch re-election campaign) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.1
   Scarsdale Democrats' dinner to honor (Helen) Heilpern and (Irving) Sloan for community service, Oct 26, 1990, p.2

DEMOCRATIC PARTY-MESTCHESTER
   Five (Democratic) legislators urge pay freeze (for 1991 salaries of 200 top county jobs), Nov 15, 1990, p.4

DEMOCRATIC TOWN COMMITTEE-SCS
   Democratic (party) caucus (held: M Bass elected vice chairman), Feb 9, 1990, p.3
   Scarsdale Democrats' dinner to honor (Helen) Heilpern and (Irving) Sloan for community service, Oct 26, 1990, p.2

DEMOLITION (OF BUILDINGS)
   Restrictions on demolition (of historically significant buildings) proposed (at Village Bd hearing), Jan 12, 1990, p.1
DEMPSEY, DR VINCENT

Dempsey (Dr. Vincent) to be honored by Edgewood PTA on his retirement, May 25, 1990, p.13

DEMPSEY, VINCENT (DR)

Deficiencies displayed in tours of Greenacres and Edgewood (schools) (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.1
Parents urge earlier start for foreign language instruction; (Problems cited), Feb 9, 1990, p.1
(Fourth grader E Kessler writes retiring Dr V Dempsey is) A wonderful principal (ltr), Feb 23, 1990, p.6
New Edgewood principal (Scott Houseknecht) chosen (and introduced by SCS Board of Ed) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.1
Honoring the (retiring) teachers (Dr. Vin Dempsey and Ed Shea) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.18
Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees...(photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26
Dempsey's last day (retiring principal at Edgewood enjoys goodbye gift from children) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.1
Edgewood farewell to (Dr Vincent) Dempsey (who is retiring principal), Jun 29, 1990, p.22
While pupils on vacation play, Edgewood principal (Dr. Scott Houseknecht) settles in (photo), Jul 20, 1990, p.1

DENTISTS

Dr. R.Chester Redhead (named active fellow of NY Academy of Dentistry), Jun 15, 1990, p.4

DENNIS, EVANDRO

DeNunzio wins again (in girls' shot put competition in sectional indoor track), Mar 2, 1990, p.24
DeNunzio wins again (in girls' shot put competition in sectional indoor track), Mar 9, 1990, p.12
DeNunzio is a double winner in NR(New Rochelle Spiked Shoe Invitational), Apr 27, 1990, p.26

DEPOT PLACE PROPERTY (SCS)

Counsel (Brown & Wood) named (by Village Board) for (advice on) downtown development, Feb 16, 1990, p.1

DERAFFELE, FRANK

Just in case, students take self-defense (karate course at American Legion Hall) (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.5

DERKING, JACKIE

Scarsdale students featured in dance recital Sat. (6/9/90 by Nancy MacArthur School) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.18

DERSHOWITZ, ALAN

The blind endorsing the blind' (is image of letters regarding political campaign) (ltr), May 11, 1990, p.6
When guilt is hip (addresses Prof. Alan Dershowitz and his published opinions) (edit), Sep 21, 1990, p.6
On the Garlands and Barry Slotnick (several citizens comment varied views) (lttrs), May 4, 1990, p.6

DESANITIS, ANN

Retiring principal Dr V Dempsey, district clerk D Bajak hailed (at Board of Education meeting), Jan 26, 1990, p.1
Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees...(photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26

DESCHAPS, THERESA

Awards, Appointments & Promotions: T Deschaps (joins Westchester Chapter, American Red Cross), Jan 19, 1990, p.8
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DESOE, CAROL
Local teachers win excellence awards, Mar 16, 1990, p.12

DESOUZA, GREG
The real meaning of community (ltr), Jan 12, 1990, p.6
Raider gridders savor fruits of a championship season (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.15
Teens' skits focus on drug risks (photo), May 18, 1990, p.3
Sharing the spirit (SCS and EHT high school students decorate for SCS Family Counseling) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.5

DESOUZA, SYLVIA
The real meaning of community (ltr), Jan 12, 1990, p.6

DEUTSCH, NOLA
Seasonal sounds (as members of TVCC serenade Boniface Circle with holiday sing) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.1

DEUTSCH, STEPHEN
Seasonal sounds (as members of TVCC serenade Boniface Circle with holiday sing) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.1

DEVITO, HARTHA
These students belie learning-disabled label, Jan 19, 1990, p.6
1989 saw the computerization of the SCS Public Library (photo) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.15

DEWHURST, COLLEEN
Muppet victims (looks at current figures: G. Steinbrenner, S. Hussein, M. Cuomo, C. Dewhurst) (edit), Aug 17, 1990, p.6

DEXTER, BARBARA (DR)
When nature is unesthetic: (Library)pond puzzles environmentalists (photo), Aug 31, 1990, p.1

DIAMOND, BERNARD (AU)
Through a red light (darkly) (is poem by Sobol student) (edit), Apr 6, 1990, p.7

DIAMOND, SUSAN (AU)
The school bond issue: readers have their say (about upcoming vote) (ltr), Mar 23, 1990, p.6

DIBLEE, EARL
Retinitis Pigmentosa benefit by Dibblelog (covers Let's Go to New Zealand) (photo), Mar 16, 1990, p.4

DIBLEE, EARL AND ELOISE
All about Turkey (is described by Diblee Travelogue 10/31/90), Oct 26, 1990, p.8

DIBLEE, ELOISE
Retinitis Pigmentosa benefit by Dibblelog (covers Let's Go to New Zealand) (photo), Mar 16, 1990, p.4
(Garden Section of SCS Woman's Club members examine shell at annual flower show) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.10

DIBENEDETTO, DON
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26

DICKEL ROAD (19A) PROPERETY
(Planning) Board (SCS) approves plans for Winston, Dickel properties to subdivide Winston estate, Mar 2, 1990, p.1

DICKINSON, CHARLES
At Church of St James the Less, Rector W J Winterrowd asks, is awakening near? (photo) (Prog Ed Supp), Jan 26, 1990, p.18

DICKINSON, CHUCK
There's talent next door-check it out! (local artists' exhibits noted) (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.19
Art Association presents (annual) awards (to artists at Woman's Club) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.5

DIFALCO, CHRIS
Living and giving (students from Heathcote and Edgewood think of world at holidays) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.24

DIFRANCESCO, LOUIS
No man is an island: (R and J Bove rescue stricken neighbor, H Dewerjian), Jan 5, 1990, p.1

DILENSCHNEIDER, ROBERT
Public Relations executive (Robert Dilenschneider) to speak (about recent book) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.2

DILLON, ANDREW
Scaradale (High School) honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.9
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DILLON, BENJIE
Across ethnic lines (AEL2 is new Popham House program attached to computer and schools) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.14

DILLON, SARA
(Heathcote) Fifth graders on the right circuit (with annual science fair) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.18

DILLON, SARAH
Poets confer (with Heathcote poet-in-residence for school-wide poetry reading) (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.12

DILORENZO, BOB

DILORENZO, LORETIA
Maroon & White) boosters tap 90-'91 officers (and describe purpose and functions) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.13
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

DILORENZO, ROBERT
Drake-Edgewood gives $1000 (to local community organizations), Jun 8, 1990, p.2
Maroon & White) boosters tap 90-'91 officers (and describe purpose and functions) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.13
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

DINGOT, DORIS

DINOSAUR STATE PARK
What to do till the school bell rings (notes places to visit with telephone Is, hours, addresses), Aug 17, 1990, p.13

DIOGUARDI, JOSEPH
GOP picks (Glenn) Bellitto to challenge (Nita)Lowey (for 20th Congressional District seat), Jun 8, 1990, p.1

DIPERNA, ANTHONY
Tuesday’s ballot crowded with candidates (for governor, state controller, Congress, State Legis.), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

DIPPY, HELEN W
Helen W Dippy (dies), Aug 31, 1990, p.12

DISCENZA, LAUREN
Buon Natale, Felice Navidad! (Christians pageant celebrated at IHM) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.19

DISCRIMINATION IN HOUSING
Convenants: void but still visible (and causing distress to home buyers who want to abolish), Sep 21, 1990, p.1

DISICK, LAURIE
Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photos), Jun 8, 1990, p.28

DISICK, LAURIE S
On the Garlands and Barry Slotnick (several citizens comment varied views) (ltrs), May 4, 1990, p.6

DISISTO, AMY
Awards, Appointments & Promotions: A Disisto (joins JFT Furniture Rentals), Jan 19, 1990, p.8

DITZIAN, JAMIE
Pajama game (for eighth grade Popham girls who dressed up for Halloween) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.21

DIVNEY (J. MICHAEL) ASSOCIATES
Ready to act (Village Board is ready to select developer for downtown), May 25, 1990, p.1

DIVNEY, MICHAEL
SNAP hears more on Penn C(entral) C(orp.) proposal (for SCS downtown area) (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.1

DIXON, B.J. III
Bank of New York salutes Eda and Stanley Newhouse and the SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.28

DIXON, JANICE
American Field Service fosters international understanding (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.13
Almost... (Raider girls soccer 1990 opener ended in a 0-0 tie against Arlington) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.15
Raider win section (for girls’ soccer) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.16
Maroon and White honors spring teams (lacrosse, tennis, soccer, and track) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.19
Maroon and White’s tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26
State champions all (Raider girls varsity team takes state champs for 2nd year) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.14
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DOERNBERG, DUDLEY JR
Doernberg (Real Estate) Agency expands staff, redesigns offices (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19

DOGS
Marauding dogs suspected in cat killing, Feb 9, 1990, p.2
Some dog-gerel from Dixie (poem), Feb 23, 1990, p.6
(Dog care and honored place in family is described) She needed patience with this job (edit), Mar 2, 1990, p.7
Elusive canine finally caught (but two other dogs are still at large), Mar 9, 1990, p.3
Winston's (the English bulldog) alive and well and living in Scarsdale, Apr 20, 1990, p.2
Hello, Winston (dog saved by New Rochelle Humane Society - being celebrated at brunch) (photo), Apr 27, 1990, p.2
Attacked by a dog owner (of an unattended neighborhood dog) (ltr), May 4, 1990, p.6
A Dog program (using robot McGruff as police aide for Combat Auto Theft program), Jun 1, 1990, p.1
Dogs back in town (as group of strays are still followed by not caught), Jun 8, 1990, p.3
Dog pack kills cat on Meadow Road (wild dogs strike again), Oct 12, 1990, p.3
Dog days (11 week old retriever enjoys Butler Field) (photo), Oct 26, 1990, p.14
Animal control officer puts wild dogs on notice (new officer, Valentino Gandolfi will hunt), Dec 14, 1990, p.4
Animal control officer puts wild dogs on notice (new officer, Valentino Gandolfi will hunt), Dec 14, 1990, p.4

DOKKEN, M G
M G Dokken (dies), Nov 23, 1990, p.16

DOLEY, AARON
Cougars: top cats in 1990 (Junior High SPRC champions are noted) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19

DOLKART, ANDREW
It's historic (Bronx River Pkwy being declared on NY State and National Register Of Historic Places), Apr 20, 1990, p.1

DOLLAR
SEE HONEY

DONAHIE, O CLINTON
(Ten Scarsdalians join) Group lobbying to keep abortion legal, Feb 2, 1990, p.16

DOMMERMUTH, CAROL
(Trio's Cafe) Restaurant set to open in Golden Horseshoe, Feb 9, 1990, p.5

DOMMERMUTH, EDWARD
Restaurant set to open in Golden Horseshoe (2/9/90), Feb 9, 1990, p.4
(Trio's Cafe) Restaurant set to open in Golden Horseshoe, Feb 9, 1990, p.5

DONAHUE, PHIL
Other Voices: What WONT happen in '90 (edit), Jan 5, 1990, p.6

DONATH, JAMES
Scarsdale (High) School honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.9

DONATI, ELLEN
Foreign language (cont discussion of Board of Education meeting), Dec 7, 1990, p.19

DONATI, GEORGE
Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photos), Sep 14, 1990, p.26

DONELLE, JILL
Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

DONOVAN, DEIRE
Tennis: 3 up 3 down-Undefeated again? (as SCS HS girls team opens 1990 season), Oct 5, 1990, p.18

DONOVAN, JAMES (PHOTO)
Another winning season (for Scarsdale High's boys and girls basketball teams), Mar 9, 1990, p.12

DONOVAN, LISA
A tree of worth (Fifth Grade Troop 1951 makes accessories for Salvation Army trees) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.17
DOOLAN, GERARD W
Gerard W Doolan (presented technical service award by NY Telephone) (photo), Aug 31, 1990, p.9

DOOLITTLE, J (AU)
In praise of Non-Partisan System (defines and explains process) (ltr), Mar 2, 1990, p.6
Reasons seen for distrust of the system (as neighbor criticizes Alfred Knopp's plans) (ltr), Mar 2, 1990, p.6

DOOLITTLE, JACQUELINE
Bouquets and brickbats fly at final (Village Board) meeting for two trustees, Mar 30, 1990, p.3

DOOLITTLE, JACQUELINE (AU)
She says pond could be saved (in dispute with Alfred Knopp, builder) (ltr), Mar 30, 1990, p.6

DORF, LAUREN
Another winning season (for Scarsdale High's boys and girls basketball teams) (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.12
Maroon and White honors spring teams (lacrosse, tennis, soccer, and track) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.19
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26
State champions all (Raiders' girls varsity team takes state champs for 2nd year) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.14

DOFLINGER, ISABEL
Isabel Dorflinger (dies), May 4, 1990, p.26

DORSEY, EDWARD
Experiencing art and the great indoors (notes winter exhibits at local galleries) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.19

DORSEY, LOUISA
Experiencing art and the great indoors (notes winter exhibits at local galleries) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.19

DOW, JOHN
In Greenburgh (SCS Inquirer endorses B. Sitiian, H. Spano, R. Brodsky) (edit), Nov 2, 1990, p.6

DOWD, HECTOR
Hector 6 Dowd (reelected pres. of Board of Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens), Jun 8, 1990, p.10
Hector 6 Dowd (reelected president of Board of Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens), Jul 13, 1990, p.4

DOW, JOHN
Scarsdale's finest celebrate one of their finest hours (at accreditation ceremony) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.6

DOWLING, ADELE
Bakery's gift saves Bicycle Sundays (Freihofer's donates funds Westchester County), Mar 9, 1990, p.3

DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS
(SCS Chateaux Associates,) Owners, propose retail building for Robison lot, Jan 26, 1990, p.1
(At least two, possibly four shops) Coming soon (to downtown area), Feb 2, 1990, p.1
Read their lips... (cartoon), Feb 2, 1990, p.7
Counsel (Brown & Wood) named (by Village Board) for (advice on) downtown development, Feb 16, 1990, p.1
A bigger Boniface (Circle) Park planned; (Concept plan drafted by architect R Horstein) (illus), Feb 16, 1990, p.3
Penn Central is chosen developer (for Freightway and Depot Place sites) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.1
Developer picked (Penn Central for Depot Place and Freightway) (cont), Jun 15, 1990, p.3
Penn Central plan draws criticism (from local residents interested in SCS's future), Jun 29, 1990, p.1
Residents protest downtown plan (as Board and Penn Central consider future plans) (cont., Jun 29, 1990, p.15
"Errors and omissions" (alleged in reporting of Penn Central proposal by Inquirer) (ltr), Jul 6, 1990, p.6
SNAP hears more on Penn Central's (Central) Corp.) proposal (for SCS downtown area) (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.1
SNAP discusses downtown plans (cont. of meeting to discuss Penn Central's plans), Jul 13, 1990, p.9
Get started on the downtown (suggest resident approving of choice of Penn Central) (ltr), Jul 20, 1990, p.6
Downtown, a new crop of shops (Duck Duck Goose, Blooming Nails, La Dentelliere, Reading Writing), Jul 21, 1990, p.1
"Superficial, naive, easy breezy" (Writer says editorial put affordable housing at risk) (ltr), Aug 17, 1990, p.6
New island on Spencer Place (and Boniface Circle provides improved traffic safety) (photo), Aug 24, 1990, p.1
Planners seek financial proof of downtown zoning 'hardship' (SCS Avenue Equity Corp. asked), Aug 24, 1990, p.1
Development alternative needed (Overhill Association pres. discusses Penn Central) (ltr), Sep 7, 1990, p.6
"Shopworn hyperbole" (refutes J. Warfield's letter and details Penn Central's proposal) (ltr), Sep 7, 1990, p.6
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DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS continued

Just where is downtown? (is concerned with future development in village) (ltr), Sep 28, 1990, p.6
Tunnel vision? (do citizens really want a 500-ft tunnel running through village?) (ltr, Oct 5, 1990, p.6
Downtown project: some queries (about length of project and disruption involved) (ltr, Oct 19, 1990, p.6
Penn Central seeks partner (to provide expertise and financial resources for SCS project), Nov 2, 1990, p.1
Penn Central Corporation looking for partner in building downtown (cont), Nov 2, 1990, p.13
No tunnels! (is cry of Overhill Assoc. members as they view plans at table, Spencer Place) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.3
Hold referenda on Scarsdale's future (suggests student as he fears for green space) (ltr), Nov 23, 1990, p.6
A holiday hint (suggests local shopping as a pleasant alternative to malls, crowds) (edit), Dec 7, 1990, p.6

DOYLE, EDWARD

Two Scarsdailians (L. Wolf and R. Wolfe) assisting (Westchester) Holocaust memorial project, Jul 6, 1990, p.4

DRAKE-EDGEdwood ASSN

Drake-Edgewood gives $1000 (to local community organizations), Jun 6, 1990, p.2

DREYER, DORIS

Doris Dreyer (dies), Apr 27, 1990, p.18

DREYFUS, JAMES

A perfect season (for Heathcote fourth grade girls who had 10-0 record) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.14
Appeals board denies house variance; postpones decision on office building (names noted), Nov 23, 1990, p.2

DREYFUS, SARAH

A perfect season (for Heathcote fourth grade girls who had 10-0 record) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.14
Queens of the hill (Heathcote 4th grade girls are reigning champs), Sep 28, 1990, p.22
Living and giving (students from Heathcote and Edgewood think of world at holidays) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.24

DRIVER, BRAD

Summer league tennis nets pair of team firsts at NY Metro showdown (photos), Sep 7, 1990, p.26

DRIVER, JAMIE

Summer league tennis nets pair of team firsts at NY Metro showdown (photos), Sep 7, 1990, p.26

DRIVING WHILE IMPAIRED BY ALCOHOL

SEE ALCOHOL AND AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS

DRIVING WHILE INTOXICATED

SEE ALCOHOL AND AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS

DROHAN, DONALD

Paper abuse (is addressed and suggestions for reducing paper proliferation are made) (edit), Jun 1, 1990, p.6

DRUCKER, ELISA

PRC Champs (Quaker Ridge girls softball 7th grade finishes with 5-1 record) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.24

DRUG ABUSE RESISTANCE EDUCATION PROGRAM

SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-DRUG ABUSE RESISTANCE EDUCATION PROGRAM

DRUG INDUSTRY


DRUG LAWS AND REGULATIONS

Other Voices: Legalizing drugs makes sense (edit), Feb 16, 1990, p.6

DRUGS AND YOUTH

(SCS) School trying drug-prevention plan: (DARE pilot program to debut next fall) (photo), Feb 16, 1990, p.5

DRUGS-LAWS AND REGULATIONS

SEE DRUG LAWS AND REGULATIONS

DRUMM, MAURY (REV)

Grace (Lutheran Church) celebrates 40th (anniversary) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.18

DRYER, JOE

Bob Lilly honored (by SCS Volunteer Fire Co. 3 for his contributions), Jul 6, 1990, p.2
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DUBBS, IVAN
(SCS) Chamber (of Commerce has) new leadership (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.5
Bank of New York Salutes Charles Cunningham, SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of Year 1990 (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.22

DUBBS, NENNY
Bank of New York Salutes Charles Cunningham, SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of Year 1990 (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.22

DUBIN, DAVID
Who's Afraid? (of Virginia Woolf production includes SCS cast members) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.19

DUBIN, JANE
MV'akeshe Derekh (synagogue) set to honor Jane Dubin and Dr Daniel S Miller (photos), Oct 5, 1990, p.14

DUBOS, NELSON (DR)
Central Avenue watchdogs (commends Greenville residents, Lammert and loff) (ltr), Jun 8, 1990, p.6

DUBOW, MICHAEL
Board of Architectural Review approves additions (names noted), Dec 14, 1990, p.4

DUCK DUCK GOOSE
Downtown, a new crop of shops (Duck Duck Goose, Blooming Nails, La Dentelliere, Reading Writing), Jul 27, 1990, p.1

DUDLEY DOERNBERG CO. INC
Joining (Dudley) Doernberg (Co., Inc. are Denise Lefton and Susan Field) (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.4

DUDLEY, BILL
Birthday salute to a real estate veteran (Bill Dudley on his 75th) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.28

DUFFIELD, CHRIS
Iceseem gain early edge, win 2 of 3 (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21

DUFFIELD, CRAIG
Bank of New York Salutes Junior High Speech Contest (photos), Apr 20, 1990, p.26
On the wings of Eagles (Edgewood 8th graders win sixth consecutive championship) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.17

DUFFIELD, GORDON
Drake-Edgewood gives $1000 (to local community organizations), Jun 8, 1990, p.2

DUFFIELD, SANDY
The fairest is felled (in SCS Woman's Club production) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.9
Twenty-six chosen for School Board Nominating Committee (election 1/22/90), Dec 14, 1990, p.3

DUFJLL, LEE
Photographed at fund raiser (for St Agnes Hospital) and Off to the races (for St Vincent's) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.9

DUFJLL, SUE
Auxiliary (Of St. Agnes Hospital) has new president (Sue Duftler), Jun 8, 1990, p.9

DUFJLL, SUSAN COMER
Photographed at fund raiser (for St Agnes Hospital) and Off to the races (for St Vincent's) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.9

DUHIGG, JAMES
Family (Ramboisson) survives Christmas fire (in rented home on Lyons Road), Dec 28, 1990, p.1

DUHIGG, JAMES F
James F Duhigg (dies), Oct 26, 1990, p.17

DUIGNAN, RUTH
Christmas on their minds (arranging the 2nd annual SCS Holiday House tour) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.11

DUKE, DAVID
Other Voices: What WON'T happen in ('90) (edit), Jan 5, 1990, p.6

DUNKE, WILLIAM
Board of Architectural Review okays front skylight (notes other approvals and dismissals), Oct 19, 1990, p.3
Appeals board denies house variance; postpones decision on office building (names noted), Nov 23, 1990, p.2

DUNCAN, CAROL
Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees... (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26
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DUNLEAVY, JOHN
Student essayists honored by the DAR (Daughters of the American Revolution) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.8

DUNLEAVY, MICHAEL (SISTER)
St Pius X: A caring community (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.17

DUNN, CLEVELAND A
A eulogy for the Town Club (historically reports founding and highlights) (edit), Oct 19, 1990, p.6

DUNPHY, ROBERT J
Rock lyrics: revolutionary or merely revolting? (asks PI Council at business meeting program), Nov 23, 1990, p.2
Panel: Look to society to understand rock's appeal (in conclusion of PI Council meeting), Dec 7, 1990, p.5

DUNSMORE, FRANK H
Frank H Dunsmore (dies), Jul 6, 1990, p.8

DURST, ROY
White Plains Hospital elects directors (to three-year terms at annual meeting), May 4, 1990, p.4

DUYTSCHAEVER, DIRK
Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photos), Sep 14, 1990, p.26

DYBING, PETER
Volunteers (from White Plains Hospital, New York Hospital and United Hospital are honored) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.8

DYSON, JOHN
After 15 years, editor (David Kirkwood) to leave the Inquirer (May 11, 1990) (photo), May 4, 1990, p.1

DZALUK, JOSEPH
(Town and Village) Civic Club to meet 10/25/90 for first annual membership meeting; housing noted, Oct 19, 1990, p.1
Advocates outline housing alternatives for TVCC members; recommend formation of committee, Nov 2, 1990, p.1
Scarsdale should plan for its own future, affordable housing advocates tell TVCC (cont), Nov 2, 1990, p.16

EARTH DAY
All invited to celebrate nature (as community prepares for 20th annual event), Apr 13, 1990, p.1
Earth Day coming up (Sunday April 22, 1990 and community festivities are planned), Apr 13, 1990, p.8
Celebrating the planet (SCS prepares for Earth Day festivities and clean up), Apr 20, 1990, p.1
Earth Day-just a beginning (of a new commitment to the environment in SCS) (edit), Apr 20, 1990, p.6
Let's each do our bit on Earth Day (and visit sites and pitch in to help community) (litr), Apr 20, 1990, p.6
Make every day Earth Day (and proceed with our current awareness on many issues) (edit), Apr 20, 1990, p.1
King of the trees (is a giant white oak as it is wrapped in ribbon for Earth Day) (photo), Apr 27, 1990, p.1
Is there syrup in their future? (as Girl Scout Troop 165 plants sugar maple) (photo), Apr 27, 1990, p.3
In a quiet way, volunteers make quite a clamor (and are rewarded at 1990 Volunteer of Year), Apr 27, 1990, p.3
Certificate of appreciation is presented to SCS's Jim Rice and L. Tooley for recycling) (photo), Apr 27, 1990, p.4
Earth Day celebrated (in George Field Park and Butler Woods) (photos), Apr 27, 1990, p.5
Earth Day-what a bust! (describes one citizen's impressions of the day) (litr), Apr 27, 1990, p.6
Bah, humbug (to the Metro-North shuttle buses who polluted the air as they idled) (edit), Apr 27, 1990, p.6
Another view of Earth Day (responding to Charles Lyon ltr of 4/27/90), May 4, 1990, p.6
What do you mean 'a bust'? (responds to Charles Lyons ltr 4/27/90) (litr), May 4, 1990, p.6

EARTHQUAKES
A look at life near the epicenter (edit), Jan 5, 1990, p.7

EASTER
A bus for a bunny (as Easter Bunny entertains children at Eggstravaganza) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.1
In her Easter bonnet (DeCuitiis family waves to camera at IHM Easter parade) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.1
Waiting for Dad (the women of the Carlson clan stand at IHM) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.10

EASTERN EUROPE-POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
(College student from Scarsdale becomes Eyewitness to Czech history (edit), Mar 9, 1990, p.7

EASY, LORRAINE
Baptists minister to members, community (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19
EDENSIEIN, MABEL L
Mabel L Ebenstein (dies), Jun 1, 1990, p.14

ECKER, DANN
Raiders (basketball teams) of 79 and 88 to play (benefit game) for the homeless, Feb 2, 1990, p.1

ECKSTEIN, GARY
PFIChamps (Quaker Ridge girls softball 7th grade finishes with 5-1 record) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.24

ECKSTEIN, LAUREN
Kids take center stage this weekend (at SCS Junior High and at Midwestchester I) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.17
PFIChamps (Quaker Ridge girls softball 7th grade finishes with 5-1 record) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.24

EDELSTEIN, KENNETH (DR)
(Ten Scarsdalians join) Group lobbying to keep abortion legal, Feb 2, 1990, p.16
Reproductive choice defended (as Scarsdalians attend annual meeting) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.5

EDELSTEIN, GAIL

EDGE, JANES
James T Edge (dies), Dec 21, 1990, p.14

EDGEMONT ELEMENTARY PTA (AU)
Quick action after fire (at Seely Place School) (ltr), May 25, 1990, p.6

EDGEMONT TEEN CENTER
Local United Way makes grants (to several local agencies, noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.4

EDGEMOOD
Edgewood windshields smashed by vandals (police suspect teens, $1000 reward offered), Aug 24, 1990, p.1

EGIS, GLORIA (DR)
Lyme disease real in SCS (says HS nurse in reply to edit 6/15/90, local cases noted) (ltr), Jun 22, 1990, p.6

EDITH & READ NATURAL PARK AND WILDLIFE SANCTUARY
What to do till the school bell rings (notes places to visit with telephone ds, hours, addresses), Aug 17, 1990, p.13

EDITORS AND EDITING

EDSON, MARIAN
Bank of New York salutes the Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees... (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26

EDSON, MARION
Opera starlets (Pavarotti note) (Quaker Ridge first and second graders present Babar) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.13

EDUCATION
What 'student as worker' means (edit), Feb 10, 1990, p.?
What does 'student as worker' mean? (defines work and student issues) (edit), Mar 2, 1990, p.?
Few children learn by osmosis (rather routines and parents provide important roles) (edit), Apr 13, 1990, p.?
Impressions of Japan (cont. details of summer Japanese trip to view education), Aug 3, 1990, p.2
Margaret M Casey (presented award for furthering Ursuline education by College of New Rochelle), Aug 10, 1990, p.4
Reaching that 'inborn love of learning' (suggests needs of students to inquire and explore) (edit), Aug 31, 1990, p.7
Japanese delegation visits Scarsdale (cont. review of visits to school district), Nov 23, 1990, p.19
What kind of ideas remain with students when school days are over? (Thoreau considered) (edit), Dec 14, 1990, p.7

EDUCATION-CONFERENCES
Too many compromises? (in NY State Education Commissioner Thomas Sobol's viewpoints) (edit), Dec 7, 1990, p.6
Sobol replies (sharply) to (Irving J) Sloan (regarding his analysis of Sobol's views) (ltr), Dec 14, 1990, p.6

EDUCATION-FINANCE-PER PUPIL COSTS
(SCS getting) More bang for the buck (in education budget) (edit), Feb 23, 1990, p.6

EDUCATION-JAPAN
Interactive teaching impresses Japanese visitors to schools (delegation observes SCS system), Nov 23, 1990, p.1
See also Japan-Description and Travel
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EDUCATION-LAWS AND REGULATIONS
Scarsdale hit by others' budget woes: County to hike property; State may cut local school aid, Nov 23, 1990, p.1
State to half school funds (cont. account of latest news from Albany; foreign language noted), Nov 23, 1990, p.24

EDUCATION-PHILOSOPHY
Tracking in education is an insidious form of discrimination (edit), Mar 30, 1990, p.6

EDUCATION-US

EDWARDS, ANNE
Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photos), Jun 8, 1990, p.28

EDWARDS, JARETT
Junior High News: (Units include Entrepreneurship, Dance, Poetry) (poems; photos), Feb 16, 1990, p.12

EDWARDS, JIM
(Scs) Neighborhood Association Presidents urge involvement (list) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.10

EDWARDS, NICK

EDWARDS, REBECCA
Recycling at SHS (continues paper recycling project), May 11, 1990, p.8
Scarsdale High School seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14

EDWARDS, SALLY
Women's health focus of expo, race (sponsored by Citibank/Westchester Co. Women's Health Weekend), Jul 27, 1990, p.2

EEGER BEEVER 300 POWER TOOL
Noise alert (from new village power tool; village is exempt from noise ordinance), Jun 29, 1990, p.1

EFFINGER, DEBORAH ITKIN
Realty recognition (for R.R. Ragette, Inc. agents-Joanne Skeaer, Neleen Epperson) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.4

EGAN, ALISON

EGAN, KARIN
Parents urge earlier start for foreign language instruction; (Problems cited), Feb 9, 1990, p.1

EHRLICH, FRIEDA
Volunteers (from White Plains Hospital, New York Hospital and United Hospital are honored) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.8

EICHENHOLTZ, ALICE
DNB pursues its patriotic mission (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.16

EIDEBERG, MELVA
Scarsdale High School seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14

EINSTEIN, ALBERT
Where you can see around corners: (examines Einstein's theories) (edit), May 4, 1990, p.7

EIRNS, DAN
I'm Russian to be your valentine: (Community Baptist Church sends valentines to Soviet Union) (photo), Feb 16, 1990, p.1

EISEMAN, ALEX
Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9

EISEMAN, ELIZABETH
Common cents (as kids collaborate on Labor Day penny hunt at SCS pool) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.1

EISEMAN, FREDERICK
Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9
Board of Arch (Architectural) Review okays front skylight (notes other approvals and dismissals), Oct 19, 1990, p.3
Board of Arch (Architectural) Review approves additions (names noted), Dec 14, 1990, p.4

EISENBERG, MARILYN
(Officers) State prop for Junior High PTA (for 1990-91 school year), Apr 13, 1990, p.12
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EISENBERG, KAREN
Halloween artistry (on merchants store windows sponsored by SCS Chamber of Commerce) (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.1

EISENBERG, KATHERINE (AU)
Creative housing solutions (addresses Irving Sloan's column on affordable housing) (ltr), Aug 17, 1990, p.6

EISERT, EDWARD
Voting is Tuesday for (School Board) Nominating Committee (Candidates listed), Jan 19, 1990, p.1
Slip-up costs candidate S Stauffer spot on (School Board Nominating Committee; Fourteen elected), Jan 26, 1990, p.1

EL SALVADOR-CIVIL WAR, 1980-
No unite hats in El Salvador (edit), Jan 26, 1990, p.3

ELBE, MYRA
White Plains Hospital elects directors (to three-year terms at annual meeting), May 4, 1990, p.4
Volunteers (from White Plains Hospital, New York Hospital and United Hospital are honored) (photo), Jan 1, 1991, p.8

ELECTION INSPECTORS
Bargain elections: (J Giampoli recommends voting be held at single polling place at Village Hall), Jan 19, 1990, p.1

ELECTIONS-GBH
In Greenburgh (SCS Inquirer endorses B. Gilman, W. Spano, R. Brodsky) (edit), Nov 2, 1990, p.6

ELECTIONS-NEW YORK STATE
Uncontested elections called outrage (as state senators and assemblymen run unopposed) (ltr), Aug 24, 1990, p.6
On Tuesday's ballot (11/6/90 candidates are noted as well as environmental issue), Nov 2, 1990, p.1
Oppenheimer v. Noto in (New York) State Senate race (cont. views on key issues), Nov 2, 1990, p.13
Tuesday's ballot crowded with candidates (for governor, state controller, Congress, State Legis.), Nov 2, 1990, p.30
Scarsdale yes, NY no on Environmental Quality Bond Act (election results reported), Nov 9, 1990, p.1

ELECTIONS-SCS
Voting is Tuesday for (School Board) Nominating Committee (Candidates listed), Jan 19, 1990, p.1
Bargain elections: (J Giampoli recommends voting be held at single polling place at Village Hall), Jan 19, 1990, p.1
Slip-up costs candidate S Stauffer spot on (School Board Nominating Committee; Fourteen elected), Jan 26, 1990, p.1
(SCS's) Nominating system seen as out of date (ltr), Feb 2, 1990, p.6
Is democracy coming to SCS? (ltr), Feb 23, 1990, p.6
Voters say yes to renovation of schools (in large turnout village election) (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.1
Scarsdale voted its values (when it supported the school renovations bond issue) (edit), Apr 6, 1990, p.6
Help wanted (by Village Clerk for election inspectors for primaries 9/11/90), Sep 7, 1990, p.1
Democrats and Conservatives to vote in primaries Tuesday (9/11/90), Sep 7, 1990, p.1
How Scarsdale voted (cont. of election results), Nov 9, 1990, p.19

ELECTIONS-US
B Slotnick eyes run for Congress (photo), Jan 19, 1990, p.1
B Slotnick moves toward declaring candidacy for 20th Congressional District) (photo), Feb 2, 1990, p.1
A suggestion for Slotnick (ltr), Feb 2, 1990, p.6

ELECTIONS-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
GOP incumbents win countywide elections (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.5
Invest in the future (New Yorkers to vote on Environmental Quality Bond Act) (edit), Oct 26, 1990, p.6
(Suzi Oppenheimer, Paul Noto for state senate (candidates agree on key issues), Nov 2, 1990, p.1
On Tuesday's ballot (11/6/90 candidates are noted as well as environmental issue), Nov 2, 1990, p.1
Inquirer endorsements (for 1990 elections include N. Lowey, C. Singer, S. Oppenheimer) (edit), Nov 2, 1990, p.6
Scarsdale yes, NY no on Environmental Quality Bond Act (election results reported), Nov 9, 1990, p.1

ELECTRIC BATTERIES-RECYCLING
SEE RECYCLING OF WASTE
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ELIAS, ALBERT LOUIS (AU)
US must curb population (urging government to take lead in family planning programs) (ltr), Nov 2, 1990, p.6

ELICE, SARA
12 little girls in 2 straight lines: (6 Hudgins 5th graders celebrate Madeline’s 50th b day (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.4
Book lovers unite (at County Center rally asking for more state aid for MLS) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.4
Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

ELINS, JUDITH
(Murray)Hill)-Middle)-Heathcote) group names officers (and committee chairs), Nov 23, 1990, p.3

ELKINS, LISANNE (AU)
Degrading, dangerous (are terms used for 10m Kippur edit. 9/26/90) (ltr), Oct 5, 1990, p.6

ELKINS, STEPHEN
Most valuable (player is Wendy Sparrow for SCS all-star team, with Coach Stephen Elkins) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.15

ELLENBOGEN, AMY

ELMSFORD ANIMAL SHELTER
Moratorium for (Elmsford Animal) shelter is advocated (by resolution in County) (ltr), Mar 2, 1990, p.6
A kind word for man’s best friend (provides good deeds of Elmsford Animal Shelter) (edit), Mar 9, 1990, p.7
Animals need new shelter (and compromise reached at July 5 Board of Health isn’t enough) (ltr), Aug 3, 1990, p.6

ELSNER, KJ (AU)
Save Scarsdale’s green gem (the Red Maple Swamp area) (ltr), Apr 20, 1990, p.6

ELING, LEONARD
(learning disabled in Dr. O Cohen’s program are) Motivated students ready to work) (ltr), Feb 2, 1990, p.6

ELUVE, ELI
Advisory committee (on school facilities projects appoints new 5 members), Jun 8, 1990, p.1

EMANUELLI, ALBERT
Tuesday’s ballot crowded with candidates (for governor, state controller, Congress, State Legis.), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

EMERGENCY SERVICES
Don’t dial 911 (local police tell public 723-2300 is number to call), Dec 7, 1990, p.1
More 911 woes (cites example of fire at Sub Rosa store to remind residents to use 723-2300), Dec 14, 1990, p.1

EMMER, DAVID
These students belie learning-disabled label, Jan 19, 1990, p.6

EMMER, JEFFREY
Expansion (noted for Arcade Stationers as they take space formerly occupied by Harwood Wallpaper), Oct 19, 1990, p.3

EMMERICH, CLAUBE L (AU)
‘Octesting’ suspect drivers (discusses abilities of accused) (ltr), Jun 29, 1990, p.6

EMPIRE STATE GAMES
(Hi-person) Howard and (Clare) Loftus go to Empire Games (for basketball and soccer) (photo), Aug 3, 1990, p.14

EMPLOYEES-SCS

EMPLOYEES-SCS-ATTENDANCE
(SCS employees are) always there: (Absenteeism lowest in five years), Feb 16, 1990, p.1

EMPLOYEES-SCS-HOUSING
Friends protest village plan (to create second employee residence at) Weinberg (Nature) Center, Feb 16, 1990, p.1
Remember, (Weinberg) is a nature center (edit), Feb 16, 1990, p.6

EMPLOYEES-SCS-WAGES AND SALARIES
Village Board Meeting (cont. housing discussion and notes salaries for village dept. heads), Aug 17, 1990, p.5

EMPLOYEES-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
Hiring freeze (asked by Hochberg and Galef as measure for saving money), Jul 6, 1990, p.1
Peter Nugent (named Employee of Month of November by County Executive D Rourke), Dec 14, 1990, p.10
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EMPLOYEES—WESTCHESTER COUNTY—REWARDS, PRIZES, ETC
(Poppon: is December s) Honored county employee (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.2

ENDRES, JEANIE
Seasonal sounds (as members of VCC serenade Boniface Circle with holiday sing) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.1

ENG, JONATHAN
Are we being followed? (Quaker Ridge PTA sponsors Chinese New Year festival) (photo), Feb 2, 1990, p.1

ENG, LIM
Summer league tennis nets pair of team firsts at Mt. Metro showdown (photos), Sep 7, 1990, p.26

ENGLISH LANGUAGE—ANECDOTES, FACETIAE, SATIRE, ETC
(SCS womans Club) Literati cheer J. Savage's way with the Bard (photo), Feb 23, 1990, p.6

ENSLEV, JOANNE
Fox Meadow series focuses on life of Native Americans, Feb 2, 1990, p.19
Historic houses modeled at Wayside Cottage for Fox Meadow students (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.19
'Wheels' (a musical, was presented by Fox Meadow's fifth grade chorus for Seniors and parents) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.14

ENTERTAINMENTS
Dance concerts: a joyous rite of spring (from the Steffi Nossen School) (photo), Mar 16, 1990, p.14
Arts and entertainment preview events, Mar 23, 1990, p.17
(Rupert) Holmes: more twists for your buck (when "Accomplice" opens on Broadway) (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.15
April brings a shower of art shows (in Westchester) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.17
Showcase of Faculty Concerts at Hoff-Barthelson Music School and Sarah Lawrence noted), Apr 13, 1990, p.13
SUNY is laboratory for New Musicals (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.15
Hoff-Barthelson (Music School) hosts Japanese Schubert (photo), Apr 27, 1990, p.15
(Westchester) Conservatory celebrates 60th anniversary with performance (photo), May 4, 1990, p.19
Kids take center stage this weekend (at SCS Junior High and at Mid-Westchester Y) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.17
Scarsdale students dance up a storm (at Steffi-Nossen School's spring concert) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.17
Dawn ryankees with SHS touch (senior class production on 5/31, 6/1, 6/2/90) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.15
Theater and dance to mix many cultures (at Emelin Theatre 6/7-6/8/90) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.15
Lush European landscapes populate (Hudson River Museum at Exhibit by Dr. Joy Noser), Jun 8, 1990, p.17
Art show is Father's Day dividend (for Basil Barwell and Lynn Padwe) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.15
Phoenix (Theatre Company) season takes off (with production of 'Noises Off') (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.14
Student magazine is definitely 'The Cutting Edge' (as SCS students publish review) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.13
Free film series (for summer months note schedule of films), Jul 6, 1990, p.13
Kids, crafts and cows at Muscoot (Fares in Somers' Children's Day) (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.13
Phoenix (Theatre Company) rep offers three times the fun (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.13
Hoff-Barthelson Summer Arts (programs are explored (photo), Aug 3, 1990, p.13
Pajama Game brings back 50s Broadway (for SCS Summer Music Theatre) (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.13
What to do till the school bell rings (notes places to visit with telephone #s, hours, addresses), Aug 17, 1990, p.13
In Westchester, the fall crop is culture (lists upcoming cultural events) (photo), Aug 24, 1990, p.13
Lawyers try their hands at show biz (local authors detail entertainment law) (photos), Aug 31, 1990, p.13
Autumn's reel attractions (recommends this season's film series in Westchester), Sep 7, 1990, p.15
Greenville Community Church celebrates 25 years of community theater (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.17
The Learning Arts (note various music courses to be given in Westchester), Sep 21, 1990, p.15
Ballet: it's not all arabesques (local upcoming programs noted) (photo), Sep 28, 1990, p.13
Music is popping up all over (calendar of events and telephone numbers are noted) (photo), Oct 12, 1990, p.23
The Russians are coming, along with many others (concert information is provided) (photo), Oct 12, 1990, p.15
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ENTERTAINMENTS continued

Actors learn hairdos and don ts (at Greenville Community Theater for "Steel Magnolias") (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.15
Things are getting pretty spooky; (Halloween activities in the area are noted) (photo), Oct 20, 1990, p.15
There s talent next door-check it out! (local artists exhibits noted) (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.19
Adding jazz and pop to the diet (of local concerts coming to area this season) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.17
Getting to the art of the matter (identifies local exhibits, hours) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.17
Taking time out for art (local cultural programs are noted) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.18
Shop till you drop (notes local organizations fairs and bazaars), Nov 23, 1990, p.17
The arts take on a holiday (local programs noted), Nov 23, 1990, p.17
Keeping the kids amused (during the holidays, local suggestions given), Dec 21, 1990, p.15
Happy New Year (celebrations are noted), Dec 28, 1990, p.13

ENVIRONMENT

We must preserve the world (and our future environment) (ltr), Mar 30, 1990, p.6
All invited to celebrate nature (as community prepares for 20th annual event), Apr 13, 1990, p.1
Save Scarsdale s green gem (the Red Maple Swamp area) (ltr), Apr 20, 1990, p.6
Certificate of appreciation (is presented to SCS s Jim Rice and L. Tooley for recycling) (photo), Apr 27, 1990, p.4
Other Voices (describes the Hubble telescope and author s concerns for universe) (edit), Apr 27, 1990, p.7
Student environmentalists make paper recycling a reality at SHS, May 11, 1990, p.1
More openness urged (regarding land development of Dickel Road property) (ltr), May 11, 1990, p.6
Recycling at SHS (continues paper recycling project), May 11, 1990, p.8
County chemical cleanup day (set for 10/20/90 at Rye Playland; information noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.4
Local groups, legislators back environmental bond act (to be voted on 11/6/90), Oct 26, 1990, p.1
Invest in the future (New Yorkers to vote on Environmental Quality Bond Act) (edit), Oct 26, 1990, p.6
A tradition of conserving land (New Yorkers should continue support by voting yes) (ltr), Oct 26, 1990, p.6
Environmental (Quality) Bond issue on ballot 11/6/90 (and hope for passage) (cont), Oct 26, 1990, p.12
On Tuesday s ballot (11/6/90 candidates are noted as well as environmental issue), Nov 2, 1990, p.1
Support for environmental bond urged (by LMV to enable NY State to finance projects) (ltr), Nov 2, 1990, p.6
Adirondackers for environment bond (21st Century Bond Act, and will support it) (ltr), Nov 2, 1990, p.8
Scarsdale yes, NY no on Environmental (Quality) Bond Act (election results reported), Nov 9, 1990, p.1
Resident (David Paget) is the environment s booster (and represents both sides) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.6
Testing of sanitary sewers underway to eliminate storm drainage connections (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.1

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS

(Village Bd to consider) Winston (property) DEIS (prepared for potential buyers Blickenhaus-Judelson, Jan 19, 1990, p.1
FEIS approved for Winston estate; (Dickel Rd project criticized again), Feb 2, 1990, p.1

EPPESON, NERMIN

Realty recognition (for R.R. Ragette, Inc. agents Joanne Skemer, Nermin Epperson) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.4

EPSTEIN, ANDREW

Just clowning around (are kindergartners and 5th graders in circus) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.15

EPSTEIN, DEBBIE

Peace vigil (silent vigil held annually in Chase Park distributed leaflets) (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.2

EPSTEIN, JAMIE

Almost... (Raiders girls soccer 1990 opener ended in a 0-0 tie against Arlington) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.15
Two (volunteer) students cited for voluntarism (by West. Assoc. for Retarded Citizens), May 4, 1990, p.11
Art Resnick gets 200th career victory (for his girls high school soccer team), May 4, 1990, p.17
Raiders soccer team defends sectional title with 1-0 victory (advancing team to state championships), Jun 8, 1990, p.1
Maroon and White honors spring teams (lacrosse, tennis, soccer, and track) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.19
Maroon and White s tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26
State champions all (Raiders girls varsity team takes state champs for 2nd year) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.14
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EPSTEIN, RUHI
Friends of H(off)-B(arthelson) make record donation; Watson given community service award (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.12

EPSTEIN, SYLVIA
Few children learn by osmosis (rather routines and parents provide important roles) (edit), Apr 13, 1990, p.7

EPSTEIN, W. A
Dr. W. A. Epstein (dies), Dec 14, 1990, p.22

EQUALIZATION RATE - WESTCHESTER COUNTY
Equalization rate spells double trouble for village (as local tax hikes take effect), Mar 9, 1990, p.1

ERAD, STEVE
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26

ERBSEN, ALLAN
Scarsdale High School seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14

ERDahl, Mary Lou
SCS Woman's Club awards memberships (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.10

ERFANI, SENAE
Scarsdale High School honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.9

ERFANI, SENAE
White Plains Hospital Center lauds (junior) volunteers (for hours; names noted), Sep 28, 1990, p.5

ERNST, BONNIE
(SCS) Chamber (of Commerce has) new leadership (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.5

ERNICH, CRAIG
No reunion for these three (graduates who received invitations too late to plan) (ltr), Oct 5, 1990, p.6

ESKANZIson, WAYNE

ESCOVAR, RENATA
Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

ETHICAL CULTURE SOCIETY OF WESTCHESTER
Humanists to celebrate Earth Day (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.16
Hutchinson River Parkway safety project may result in protection for trees as well as drivers, Feb 16, 1990, p.1

ETHICAL HUMANIST SOCIETY
SEE ETHICAL CULTURE SOCIETY OF WESTCHESTER

ETHICS - LAWS AND REGULATIONS
Ethics chair upbeat on crafting standards for local government (H. Miller speaks at LWV-SCSI), Nov 16, 1990, p.5

EURO, DEBBIE
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

EURO, DEBORAH
Junior High News: (Units include Entrepreneurship, Dance, Poetry) (poems; photo), Feb 16, 1990, p.12

EVANS, KEN
Almost finished (Crane Road bridge will soon reopen all four lanes of Bronx Pkwy), Nov 16, 1990, p.1

EVANS, ROSEMARY K
Appeals board denies house variance; postpones decision on office building (names noted), Nov 23, 1990, p.2

EVANS, SETH
Board of Education (meeting notes new teachers) (cont.), Jun 22, 1990, p.19
First day for kids and 14 new teachers (describes orientation program) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.8

EVIATAR, ABE
Murray Hill-Middle Heathcote group names officers (and committee chairs), Nov 23, 1990, p.3

EMEN, CHARLES
The man in the white hat (Lowell Tooley receives White Hat Award from Vol Fire Co No 3) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.3
EXECUTIVES

Fortune 500 firm (Mitco Corp) names Scarsdale man (Denis Andreuzzi) president (photo), Mar 16, 1990, p.5
(Martin Camarata named director of marketing for communications by Associated Press), May 18, 1990, p.22
(Jack O'Hara named vice-president for programming for ABC Sports) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.22
Michael L. Tushman (named director of national council of Northeastern University), Jun 8, 1990, p.10
Peter A. Guerrera (named group vice-president for Ametek) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.10
Arnold A. Weinstein (received Columbia University alumni federation medal) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.10
(Elliott M. Wolf elected to term on board of overseers at Albert Einstein School of Medicine) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.4
David P. Stein (elected controller of Kreisler Borg Florman General Construction Co.), Jun 15, 1990, p.4
Norman J. Markowski (elected regional vp of Lehigh University Alumni), Jul 13, 1990, p.4
Sanford M. Schwartz (named president of Elrick and Lavidge Marketing Research) (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.4
Frank J. Fee 3d (elected secretary National Fire Protection Assn), Jul 13, 1990, p.4
Kenneth Share (elected vice-president of Fairchild fashion group and to Board of BPA), Jul 20, 1990, p.4
Gerard W. Doolan (presented technical service award by Mt. Telephone) (photo), Aug 31, 1990, p.9
John Gerom (named by Arthur Anderson & Co. as head of natural resources in audit division), Aug 31, 1990, p.9
Stuart Kleiman (named assistant to chair of ICM International Creative Management, LA), Sep 21, 1990, p.8
Theodore G. Bohnen (named vice-pres. of marketing for Donnelly Consumer Promotions) (photo), Oct 5, 1990, p.8
Vito Russo (appointed to Board of Trustees of Mt. Vernon Hospital) (photo), Oct 26, 1990, p.14
Frank J. Spitalety (elected to Board of Burke Property Management), Oct 26, 1990, p.14
Edward Falkenberg (appointed treasurer of Burke Rehabilitation Center), Oct 26, 1990, p.14
Peter Sheahan (named by MasterCard Inter. as vice-pres. to head group expanding services), Nov 16, 1990, p.9
Donald Stone (elected to board of White Plains Hospital Center) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.9
A conversation with Earl Graves (details political activities and Black Enterprise) (photo), Nov 23, 1990, p.9

F & G CONSTRUCTION

Board of Architectural Review takes a look at school windows (and many applications), Nov 23, 1990, p.3

F & G CONSTRUCTION COMPANY

Board of Architectural Review leans in favor of Heathcote Manor plan (townhouses), Nov 2, 1990, p.4

FACILITIES COMMITTEE-SCS

See Advisory Committee on School Facilities-SCS

FAGNONI, RICHARD J

Richard J. Fagnoni (dies), Dec 14, 1990, p.22

FAIR, HARLAN

Schools to replace disputed windows; (Project now at 25.1M; Proposed (SHS) wing discussed) (photo), Feb 2, 1990, p.1

FAIRBAIRN, URSULA

Senior VP (Ursula Fairbairn named for human resources by Union Pacific Corp.) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.4

FAIRBAIRN, WILLIAM T 4TH

In service: Cadet William T Fairbairn 4th (received parachutist's badge following training), Nov 16, 1990, p.9

FAIRSTEIN, GUY

Non-Partisan system faces trial by Town Club (in mock trial of Partisan vs. Non-partisan), Mar 23, 1990, p.1
The (non-partisan) system goes on (mock) trial, Apr 6, 1990, p.21
Bank of New York salutes Eda and Stanley Newhouse and the SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.28
Drake-Edgewood gives $1000 (to local community organizations), Jun 8, 1990, p.2
Civic Club names officers (of first slate since joining of Town and Village clubs, 6/90), Aug 10, 1990, p.3
Citizens' Committee petition (for candidates' nominations deadline nears (committee noted), Sep 21, 1990, p.3
League of Women Voters sets the record straight (regarding position on housing) (ltr), Oct 5, 1990, p.6

FAIRSTEIN, GUY (AU)

(Consolidating the Town Club and the Village Club would mean) one club would be stronger (ltr), Mar 2, 1990, p.6
'Superficial, naive, easy breezy' (Writer says editorial put affordable housing at risk) (ltr), Aug 17, 1990, p.6
Advisory housing panel opposed (in favor of local committee to discuss affordable housing) (ltr), Sep 28, 1990, p.6
Rejoinder to League of Women Voters on housing (answers A. Paulin's ltr 10/5/90) (ltr), Oct 19, 1990, p.6
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FAIRSTEIN, LISA
Mayor A Blitz report(s) on the state of the village (illlus) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.1
Bank of New York salutes Eda and Stanley Newhouse and the SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.28
Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

FAIRSTEIN, MARC
Summer league tennis nets pair of team firsts at NY Metro showdown (photos), Sep 7, 1990, p.26

FAIRSTEIN, MARISKA
Bank of New York salutes Eda and Stanley Newhouse and the SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.28

FALCIGNO, STACEY
Downtown, a new crop of shops (Duck Duck Goose, Blooming Nails, La Dentelliere, Reading Writing), Jul 27, 1990, p.1

FALK, ROBERT
Bank of New York salutes Eda and Stanley Newhouse and the SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.28

FALKENBERG, EDWARD
Civic Club names officers (of first slate since joining of town and Village clubs, 6/90), Aug 10, 1990, p.3
Setting the record straight (answers Mr. Falkenberg 8/17/90 ltr from SCS Citizens for Senior) (ltr), Aug 24, 1990, p.6
Edward Falkenberg (appointed treasurer of Burke Rehabilitation Center), Oct 26, 1990, p.14

FALKENBERG, EDWARD (AU)
No more unpleasant surprises (with proposed school bond issue) (edit), Feb 9, 1990, p.6
'Very veiy voice' discusses Irving Sloan's column re: Non-partisan system (ltr), Jun 8, 1990, p.6
A solution looking for a problem (addresses the concept of lower-cost housing?) (ltr), Aug 17, 1990, p.6

FALL, ELSA TUCKER
Class of '40 turns back the clock (to celebrate reunion) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.9

FAMILY BUSINESS
Family businesses—newly chic (defined, examples given and future noted) (edit), Sep 21, 1990, p.7

FAMILY HISTORY LIBRARY
Genealogical library (for Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints (Mormons); hours noted), Aug 17, 1990, p.2

FAMILY PLANNING-CONFERENCES
(Ten Scarsdalians join) Group lobbying to keep abortion legal, Feb 2, 1990, p.16

FAMILY SERVICE OF WESTCHESTER
Family-service unit honors 3 (Karen Reuter, Seymour Hayman and Robert Zipf), Jul 27, 1990, p.17

FAMILY VIOLENCE
New approaches tried to control family violence (in our community) (photo), Mar 16, 1990, p.6

FANE, SHEILA
Historic houses modeled at Wayside Cottage for Fox Meadow students (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.19
Junior League names officers for 1990-91, bestows awards (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.9

FANE, TOMMY
On the wings of Eagles (Edgewood 8th graders win sixth consecutive championship) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.17

FANUCCHI, LAURA
Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

FARBER, RABBI
Temple (Beth Abraham) observes 90th birthday (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.16

FARBER, NELSON
Becks seek change in county (child) abuse guidelines (after misdirected investigation), Jul 13, 1990, p.1
Beck (family) case heard (in US District Court two years after mistaken child abuse incident), Nov 2, 1990, p.1

FARELLA, JON ALESSIO
Tenure (eligibility) time for (Judy) Fox, 13 staff members, listed with school affiliations), Oct 26, 1990, p.13

FARKAS, SUSAN (AU)
Attacked by a dog owner (of an unattended neighborhood dog) (ltr), May 4, 1990, p.6
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FARM PRODUCE

A warning about grapes (their safety and comments about the industry) (ltr), Jun 1, 1990, p.6

FARMS

Ramsey Farm given variance to expand (by Board of Appeals), Feb 23, 1990, p.5

FARNHAM, CONNIE


FARNHAM, GEORGE


FARRELL, TIM

'3-peat' champs (winners of PRC's American League Men's softball title for third year) (photo), Aug 31, 1990, p.8

FARRELLY, THOMAS (AU)

Find a way to rearm (Special Patrolmen) (ltr), Jan 19, 1990, p.6

FARR, JERILYN

They put it on the map (5th graders won historical map contest & maps for Quaker Ridge) (photo), Jul 6, 1990, p.10


FASHION

Spring Fashion (Suppl. 12 p.), Mar 9, 1990, p.0

Fall Fashion (Suppl. 12 p.), Sep 14, 1990, p.0

FAST FEATS

Winners every one (Fast Feats team in final lap of Veryfine Save the Children relay) (photo), Apr 27, 1990, p.9

FAH, ROBERT (OR)

Dr. Robert Fath (appointed vice-pres. for medical affairs and medical director of St. Agnes), Oct 26, 1990, p.14

FATHERS

Writers offer some thoughts on Father's Day and spring (edit), Jun 15, 1990, p.7

FAURNASSER, NEFIA

Art Association presents (annual) awards (to artists' at Woman's Club) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.5

FAVA, JOHN

Earth Day celebrated (in George Field Park and Butler Woods) (photos), Apr 27, 1990, p.5

FEDER, ELYSE

Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photos), Jun 8, 1990, p.28

FEDER, MICHAEL

Memorial (service held) Sunday (3/25/90) for Howard Harrison (at Scarsdale High School), Mar 23, 1990, p.1

FEDER, MICHAEL (AU)

(H Harrison) "A very special person" (ltr), Jan 12, 1990, p.6

FEDERATED CONSERVATIONISTS OF WESTCHESTER CO

Neale heads conservation unit (as president of Federated Conservationists of Westchester Co.), Jul 6, 1990, p.3

FEDERICO, LAURA

At A-school graduation, warmth (and personal reflections about graduates) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.13

FEDERMAN, SARAH

Is there syrup in their future? (as Girl Scout troop 1965 plants sugar maple) (photo), Apr 27, 1990, p.3

FEE, BARBARA

(M J Otto, B Fee) join Van Wert (photo), Jan 19, 1990, p.2

FEE, FRANK J 3D

Frank J Fee 3d (elected secretary National Fire Protection Assn), Jul 13, 1990, p.4

FEIG, WERNER


FEIGIN, EUSENE

Eugene Feigin (appointed music school coordinator of YM-YWHA of Mid-Westchester), Sep 21, 1990, p.8
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FEIN, MURRAY H (AU)
Praise for a local heating-oil concern (Almeida Oil, by resident who is customer) (ltr), Oct 26, 1990, p.6

FEINER, PAUL
(County Board of) Legislators rebuff(s) O Rourke on budget, Jan 12, 1990, p.1
Moratorium for (Elmsford Animal) shelter is advocated (by resolution in County) (ltr), Mar 2, 1990, p.6
Mock trial of (non-partisan) system arouses real feelings (conducted by Town Club), Apr 6, 1990, p.1
Smaller airport plan urged (for Westchester modernized facility), Apr 13, 1990, p.5
County legislature has a seat for you (in open meeting 8/20/90 where citizens are invited to speak), Aug 17, 1990, p.2
Five (Democratic) legislators urge pay freeze (for 1991 salaries of 200 top county jobs), Nov 16, 1990, p.4
County budget set; (property) taxes Mill rise 16.53% (sales tax proposal needs approval), Dec 28, 1990, p.1

FEINER, PAUL (AU)
(County) Budget cuts aren't necessary (ltr), Jan 19, 1990, p.6
Feiner urges residents to Attend hearing on airplane noise (ltr), Feb 16, 1990, p.6
State legislature let (Westchester) county down (by not authorizing increased sales tax) (ltr), Jul 13, 1990, p.6
Consider long-term care at home (identifies patients' rights and problems) (edit), Aug 10, 1990, p.7
Uncontested elections called 'outrage' (as state senators and assemblymen run unopposed) (ltr), Aug 24, 1990, p.6
Spano shares blame for tax hikes (in campaign literature, questions raised) (ltr), Nov 2, 1990, p.8
Feiner stresses budget hearing Monday (12/17/90 and importance of voters' opinions) (ltr), Dec 14, 1990, p.6
Feiner stresses budget hearing Monday (12/17/90 and importance of voters' opinions) (ltr), Dec 14, 1990, p.6

FEINFELD, MICHAEL
Volunteers lend homeless kids a schooling hand (at Coachman Hotel, White Plains) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.6

FEINSTEIN, SARA
(SCS) Synagogue--(Tremont Temple) more active than ever (photo) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19

FELDINGER, PHYLILS
Art Association presents (annual) awards (to artists' at Woman s Club) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.18

FELDMAN, GARY
Muckracking environmentalists (Sierra Club continues to clean up Bronx River) (photo), Aug 17, 1990, p.3

FELDMAN, JASON
A record class (is 15 member confirmation class, the largest group in years) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.14

FELDMAN, JOE AND MARY
Holiday party (for Vision/Services for Blind and Visually Impaired) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.4

FELDMAN, SUSAN AND HOWARD (AU)
Unfortunate series of errors (in publishing of Weintraub edit. without clarification) (ltr), Oct 12, 1990, p.6

FELICE, WALTER
No man is an island: (R and J Bove rescue stricken neighbor, H Demerjian), Jan 5, 1990, p.1

FENDELMAN, BARTON
First-hand look gives local student B Fenndelman a new perspective on Middle East (photo), Jan 19, 1990, p.5
Why Israel won't talk to the PLO (ltr), Feb 2, 1990, p.6

FENDELMAN, BURTON M
Civic Club names officers (of first slate since joining of Town and Village clubs, 6/90), Aug 10, 1990, p.3

FENICHEL, ALVIN H
Alvin H Fenichel (elected senior vice-pres and controller of Equitable Life Assurance Co), Dec 14, 1990, p.10

FENTIN, EDITH
Edith Fentin (dies), Apr 20, 1990, p.10
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FENTON, LEO
SNAP hears more on Plenno Central Corp. proposal (for SCS downtown area) (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.1

FERGUSON, BOB
Associate editor (Bob Ferguson) named (for SCS Inquirer), Aug 10, 1990, p.4

FERGUSON, WALTER (CAPTAIN)
Fire breaks in two local schools (Grenacres gym is damaged; Seeley Place classrooms) (photos), May 18, 1990, p.1

FERNADES, DAVID
Peanuts and cracker jacks (as Heathcote first graders sing about the seasons) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.22

FERNADEZ, OFelia
Just clowning around (are kindergartners and 5th graders in circus) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.15

FERNADEZ-PITA, LUCIA
Just clowning around (are kindergartners and 5th graders in circus) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.15

FERON, JAY
Seniors told of housing options (presented by Older Women's League and Scarsdale Seniors), Mar 23, 1990, p.11

FERRARO, DONALD
Two gunmen rob D Cioti in his home, Feb 16, 1990, p.1
(SCS employees are) always there; (Absenteeism lowest in five years), Feb 16, 1990, p.1
(SCS) School trying drug-prevention plan (DARE pilot program to debut next fall) (photo), Feb 16, 1990, p.5
Sergeant at law (Bryant Clark receives badge and scores first in county on exam) (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.4
(SCS Police) Off to Albuquerque (to be formally certified by Commission on Accreditation), Mar 16, 1990, p.1
No end seen to impasse over Special Patrolmen (in spite of proposed state law), Mar 23, 1990, p.2
Student essayists honored by the DAR (Daughters of the American Revolution) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.8
It's official: (SCS) police win accreditation (after two years of preparatory work), Mar 30, 1990, p.1
Are volunteer police no longer needed? (asks former patrolman) (ltr), Apr 20, 1990, p.6
Some final thoughts (from David Kirkwood, on Scarsdale as he's seen it, 1975-1990) (edit), May 11, 1990, p.6
Police praised (by supervisors who led seminars in prejudice and bias related crimes), May 18, 1990, p.1
Local cop shot; rewards for information regarding incident), May 18, 1990, p.1
Scarsdale's finest celebrate one of their finest hours (at accreditation ceremony) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.6
Chief (Donald Ferraro) suspends shot patrolman (Joseph Miccoli) (as investigation continues), Jun 1, 1990, p.1
A Dog program (using robot McBruff as police aide for Combat Auto Theft program), Jun 1, 1990, p.1
A Combat Auto Theft program (is to be unveiled to the public on June 3), Jun 1, 1990, p.1
Shooting case (still under investigation from shooting of policeman on Griffen Ave.), Jun 8, 1990, p.3
Shooting inquiry continues (into alleged shooting on Griffen Ave. of Ptl. Joseph Miccoli), Jun 15, 1990, p.2
Miccoli resigns; District Attorney suspects hoax (in Griffen Ave. shooting) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.1
District Attorney to prosecute local police officer (Joseph Miccoli, for class B misdemeanor), Jun 29, 1990, p.1
The Bank of New York salutes The League of Women Voters (SCS) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.28

FERRARO, MARK
"3-peat" champs (winners of PRC's American League Men's softball title for third year) (photo), Aug 31, 1990, p.8

Ferreira, David
Looking to the seasonal race (merchants and sponsors announce 10th annual race/walk) (photo), Oct 5, 1990, p.2
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FERRIS, HELENE
(Ten Scarsdalians join) Group lobbying to keep abortion legal, Feb 2, 1990, p.16

FERRIS, MARC
(Ten Scarsdalians join) Group lobbying to keep abortion legal, Feb 2, 1990, p.16

FERRIS, STAN
If at first... (Correction states that Wilson & Son won 1990 PRC National Softball League) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.26

FERRONE, CRISTINA
Scarsdale (High) School seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14
Maroon and White honors spring teams (lacrosse, tennis, soccer, and track) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.19
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26

FERRONE, DANIEL
Four of the finest: (A Filancia, D Ferrone, R Hadden, T Heaney awarded medals by SCS Police Dept), Jan 12, 1990, p.1
Honors for the men in blue: (A Filancia, D Ferrone, R Hadden, T Heaney receive commendations) (photo), Jan 19, 1990, p.4

FERRONE, MARCO
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

FEITLER, PAUL

FEURSTEIN, DAVID
On to round two: (SHS basketball team defeats Saunders in Sec 1 tournament) (photo; story, photo p20), Feb 23, 1990, p.1
A winning season (for Scarsdale High's boys and girls basketball teams) (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.12
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26
(Dave) Feuerstein and (John) Hadden to play ball in Empire State Games, Jul 13, 1990, p.15
Scarsdale 12, White Plains 7 in first league game (action reported) (photo), Oct 12, 1990, p.14
Football over Roosevelt 14-0 (with return of David Feurstein), Nov 2, 1990, p.18
Football squashes Mt. Vernon 25-7, hopes of a Section 1A bid still alive) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.20
Plagued by 'bowl jinx' Raiders lose to Carmel in 13-10 heartbreaker (photo), Nov 23, 1990, p.19
One and All-Section selections (honored at Maroon & White's awards dinner) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21
Raider cagers take (Madison Square) Garden by storm (in Raiders 3rd appearance there) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.25
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

FIALK, MARK (DR)
White Plains Hospital names department heads (including two Scarsdale residents), Mar 2, 1990, p.2

FIEBISER, BETH
Friends (of Music and the Arts) bolster arts in the schools (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.15

FIEBISER, ELIZABETH
Theatrical circles (SCE High Drama Club performs "Miracles, Miracles" 10/12-13/90) (photo), Oct 12, 1990, p.13

FIELD, PAUL
New faces at Steinkamp & Britton: (P Field, K Flament, G Sweeney join real estate firm) (photo), Feb 16, 1990, p.4

FIELD, SUSAN
Joining (Dudley) Doernberg (Co., Inc. are Denise Lefton and Susan Field) (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.4

FILANCIA, ANTHONY
Four of the finest: (A Filancia, D Ferrone, R Hadden, T Heaney awarded medals by SCS Police Dept), Jan 12, 1990, p.1
Honors for the men in blue: (A Filancia, D Ferrone, R Hadden, T Heaney receive commendations) (photo), Jan 19, 1990, p.4
Scarsdale's finest celebrate one of their finest hours (at accreditation ceremony) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.6

FILARDO, THEO
Scarsdale (High) School honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.9

FILEDA, MICHELLE
From local kitchens: food for street people (as teens gather to help hungry in our area), Aug 10, 1990, p.1
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FINANCE, PERSONAL
Retired executive (Floyd Albert) offers financial service (to organize systems for homes), Oct 26, 1990, p.4

FINE, JOHN C. (AU)
An oasis of caring in Jordan (is the setting for SOS-Children's Village, Aman, Jordan) (edit), Oct 19, 1990, p.7

FINGER, KENNETH
Panel of judges hears Winston appeal (cont. details of lawyers comments), Nov 23, 1990, p.18

FINK, BUD
Trustees expected to replace (tax) assessor (V Pagliaro with M Flood), Jan 5, 1990, p.1

FINK, JEAN
(SCS) Bowl (1990) spotlight shines on a star volunteer (Beverly Cunningham) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.3
Joan Paley installed Wed. as new Woman's Club President (Wed. April 11, 1990) (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.8
National award to SCS League (for membership recognition at national convention), Jun 29, 1990, p.5
Civic Club names officers (of first slate since joining of Town and Village clubs, 6/90), Aug 10, 1990, p.3
New officers at (SCS) Woman's Club, Writer (David Finn) is guest (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.11
Citizens' Committee petition (for candidates' nominations) deadline nears (committee noted), Sep 21, 1990, p.3
The Bank of New York salutes The League of Women Voters (SCS) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.28
Seasonal sounds (as members of TVCC serenade Boniface Circle with holiday sing) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.1

FINK, MARVIN
Equalization rate spells double trouble for village, Mar 9, 1990, p.8

FINNE, DANIEL
Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees... (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26

FINLEY, DAVID (OR)
White Plains Hospital names department heads (including two Scarsdale residents), Mar 2, 1990, p.2

FINN, DAVID
New officers at (SCS) Woman's Club, Writer (David Finn) is guest (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.11

FINN, DAVID (AU)
Letting sculpture speak for itself (discusses viewer's appreciation of art) (edit), Dec 28, 1990, p.7

FINNEY, BURNHAM
Some words about the Newhouses (by several local figures on occasion of Historical Society award), Apr 6, 1990, p.7
After 15 years, editor (David Kirkwood) to leave the Inquirer (May 11, 1990) (photo), May 4, 1990, p.1
Some final thoughts (from David Kirkwood, on Scarsdale as he's known it, 1975-1990) (edit), May 11, 1990, p.6

FINNEY, BURNHAM (AU)
Village Board nominee W J Handelman praised (ltr), Jan 19, 1990, p.6
Library: trove of local history (Board designated repository for historical materials) (ltr), Aug 3, 1990, p.6

FINNEY, ELEANOR
Town, Village Clubs discuss consolidation, Feb 2, 1990, p.1
Other Voices: Tolerance—a prized SCS tradition (edit), Feb 23, 1990, p.6

FINNEY, ELEANOR (AU)
Poetry lover or red hater? (edit), Feb 2, 1990, p.7

FIORIELLO, JOHN
Five top finishers, 225 winners in (annual) speech meet (at junior high) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.6
Bank of New York Salutes Junior High Speech Contest (photos), Apr 20, 1990, p.26

FIRE ALARMS
Retiring principal Dr V Dempsey, district clerk D Bajak hailed (at Board of Education meeting), Jan 26, 1990, p.1

FIRE DEPT-SCS
Man is an island: (R and J Bove rescue stricken neighbor, H Demerjian), Jan 5, 1990, p.1
(SCS Volunteer fireman D Plitnick's insulted, not amused (by Jan 19 I M Grateful spoof) (ltr), Jan 26, 1990, p.6
Close call at Hitchcock: (SCS Fire Dept responds to report of smoke in building), Feb 9, 1990, p.1
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FIRE DEPT-SCS continued

Village bond issue (will be used for new fire pumper as called for in 1989 budget), Mar 30, 1990, p.1
Volunteer firemen warn of breakdown in communications (if new radio equipment put to use), Apr 13, 1990, p.1
Communication gap feared (by volunteer Fire Co. #1 over radio equipment issue), Apr 13, 1990, p.6
Communication gap feared (by volunteer Fire Co. #1 over radio equipment issue), Apr 13, 1990, p.6
(SCS) Fire Dept. seeks accord on radios (for a new radio communications system), Apr 20, 1990, p.1
Fire department radios (are continued subject of village and fire dept), Apr 20, 1990, p.18
Agreement on radios (between Volunteer Fire Co. #1 and Chief White resolved), May 4, 1990, p.1
Top achievement (in fundraising goes to Dennis Masiczko for muscular dystrophy comm.) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.4
Torrents of spring (rain) flood (local) basements (streets identified and crews working), May 25, 1990, p.2
Masters of babysitting (are graduates of SCS Fire Dept. Babysitting Seminar) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.10
School doors unchained in response to protest (of fire regulations at high school), Jun 15, 1990, p.3
Bob Lilly honored (by SCS Volunteer Fire Co. 3 for his contributions), Jul 6, 1990, p.2
Village to enter the computer age (with purchase of software for police and fire dept), Jul 20, 1990, p.1
New software for police (Village Board also approved contract for firefighters), Jul 20, 1990, p.5
Engines in the shop (as Popham Road Firehouse was back in business after 5 days), Jul 27, 1990, p.1
Time for heating check-up (Capt. McLlvain recommends cleaning of heating systems and chimneys), Aug 24, 1990, p.5
A wet time was had by all (as SCS Fire Dept. holds annual muster at Crossways Field) (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.1
SCS Fire Dept veteran (John W Dalton) mourned (by community and colleagues) (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.5
Four probationary firefighters (M. Mann, S. Damon, C. Paroubek, J. Bailey) selected (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.5
Fire captain (Gerald McLlvain) gets new skills (at state conference), Sep 28, 1990, p.3
Fire prevention week (provides opportunity to discuss preventive issues), Oct 5, 1990, p.3
Village will issue (refurbishment) bonds for fire truck overhaul (of first line fire pumper), Oct 12, 1990, p.1
Open house at (Crossway) fire station (10/13/90 for public and prospective volunteers), Oct 12, 1990, p.2
Village Board meeting (reports new fire pumper, bulk law, and IHN parking lot) (cont.), Oct 12, 1990, p.16
Fire prevention is awesome! (is the message as Heathcote students visit Truck Day) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.1
Firefighters honored at annual (SCS Uniformed Firefighters Assn) dinner-dance (honors noted), Oct 26, 1990, p.3
Local firefighter (Charles Paroubek) takes top honors at ceremony (graduation at Academy), Nov 16, 1990, p.4
Firefighting family (Keatings of Fire Company No. 1 are awarded) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.4
Beware solicitors (for Westchester Firefighters Association, not legitimate for SCS), Nov 23, 1990, p.1
The man in the white hat (Lowell Tooley receives White Hat Award from Vol Fire Co No 3) (photo), Dec 1, 1990, p.3
Family (Ramosoon) survives Christmas fire (in rented home on Lyons Road), Dec 28, 1990, p.1

FIRE PREVENTION

Anonymous benefactor thanked (by vacationing local family) (ltr), Mar 16, 1990, p.6
Fire prevention is awesome! (is the message as Heathcote students visit Truck Day) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.1

FIREFIGHTERS-ANECDOSES, FACETIAE, ETC

Never underestimate firefighters (edit), Jan 12, 1990, p.6
(SCS Volunteer fireman D. Plitnick) is insulted, not amused (by Jan 19 I M Grateful spoop) (ltr), Jan 26, 1990, p.6

FIRES

House destroyed (by fire) in EHI (photo; story, addl photo p 11), Jan 5, 1990, p.1
Close call at Hitchcock (SCS Fire Dept responds to report of smoke in building), Feb 9, 1990, p.1
Fire breaks in two local schools (Greenacres gym is damaged; Seeley Place classrooms) (photos), May 18, 1990, p.1
School Board invokes emergency step to restore Greenacres gym (quickly), May 25, 1990, p.6
Challenges, not problems (as schools adjust to crises presented by fire) (edit), May 25, 1990, p.6
(SCS) School district's thanks (to FIA members and fire dept, security) (ltr), May 25, 1990, p.6
Quick action after fire (at Seeley Place School) (ltr), May 25, 1990, p.6
'A bright light' (after Greenacres fire is displayed by community efforts) (ltr), May 25, 1990, p.6
Gym repair cost set (at $300,000; work to be completed by school's start), Jun 29, 1990, p.1
Fire damages downtown shoe store (Sub Rosa on Monday afternoon 10/29/90) (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.1
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FIRES continued
Firefighters battle a stubborn blaze (at Newmark and Lewis Central Ave location) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.1
Family (Rambisoon) survives Christmas fire (in rented home on Lyons Road), Dec 28, 1990, p.1
Christmas fire (cont details of Lyons Road fire), Dec 28, 1990, p.18

FIRST AID IN ILLNESS AND INJURY
Never too soon to learn (First Aid): (Girl Scouts complete Red Cross Aid Training Course (photo), Feb 2, 1990, p.3

FISCHER, RHODA
Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photos), Jun 8, 1990, p.28

FISCHMAN, SARA
Board of Education (tenure appointments named), May 25, 1990, p.17

FISCHMAN, SHARI
SCS Neighborhood Association (presidents) urge involvement (list) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.10

FISH, RICHARD
Bects seek change in county (child) abuse guidelines (after misdirected investigation), Jul 13, 1990, p.1

FISHER, GEORGE F JR
George F Fisher Jr (dies), Apr 13, 1990, p.16

FISHER, GRACE H
Grace H Fisher (dies), May 4, 1990, p.22

FISHER, JENNIFER
Masters of babysitting (are graduates of SCS Fire Dept. Babysitting Seminar) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.10

FISHER, ROBERT
SHS '41ers seek all classmates for 50th reunion (their first) (missing classmates noted), Aug 10, 1990, p.8

FITCH, DON

FITZGERALD, HELEN
Residents J Fitzgerald, H Fitzgerald, F J Sweeney on (James Fitzgerald Inc's) board, Feb 23, 1990, p.4

FITZGERALD, JAMES
Village postpones action on disputed zoning law, Jan 19, 1990, p.1
Residents J Fitzgerald, H Fitzgerald, F J Sweeney on (James Fitzgerald Inc's) board, Feb 23, 1990, p.4

FITZGERALD, JAMES E (AU)
Get started on the downtown (suggest resident approving of choice of Penn Central) (ltr), Jul 20, 1990, p.6

FITZGERALD, JEAN
Three SHS seniors win top awards (photo), May 11, 1990, p.14
At A-school graduation, warmth (and personal reflections about graduates) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.13

FITZHORRIS, DOUGLAS
Warus's lawyer seeks dismissal of murder charges (on illegal-evidence tampering charge) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.1

FIVE, CORA
Local (Edgewood) teacher (Cora Five) wins (professional best leadership) award, Apr 6, 1990, p.14
Edgewood teachers (Cora Lee Five and Sylvia Wissen) noted (for professional activities), Jun 15, 1990, p.18

FLAG LOIS
Variance allows new flag lot (on a two-lot subdivision on Old Orchard Lane), Apr 6, 1990, p.3
flags-DESECRATION
Protect the flag (is American Legion's position (ltr), Jun 1, 1990, p.6
Bill of Rights at risk (with flag desecration issue) (ltr), Jun 15, 1990, p.6
Trojan horse rolls again (discusses flag desecration amendment) (edit), Jun 22, 1990, p.6

FLAMEN, KIRSTEN
New faces at Steinman & Britton: (P Field, K Flament, G Sweeney join real estate firm) (photo), Feb 16, 1990, p.4

FLAUBERG, REUVIN (RABBI)
Jews observe 23-day cycle of celebrations (beginning with High Holy Days) (photo) (edit), Sep 21, 1990, p.6
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FLAH, MICHAEL
School Board educated in the whys of witches (as example of teaching techniques), Apr 6, 1990, p.16

FLANAGAN, JILL
United Cookies of America (fourth graders admire their handmade U.S. cookie map) (photo), Feb 9, 1990, p.15
Hot shop, cool customers (Pencilmania, the 4th graders supply store is success) (photo), Oct 26, 1990, p.13

FLANAGAN, PATRICK
For special campers: stars and hula hoops (as disabled kids enjoy SCS Rec. Dept. programs) (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.3

FLAID, CAREY
Three from American Field Service to go abroad soon (E. Bench, R. Collins, D. Tessler) (photo), Jul 6, 1990, p.2

FLAUM, MITCHEL (AU)
(Zoning) Law meant to preserve quality of life (ltr), Jan 12, 1990, p.6

FLAX, PETER (AU)
He stood tall (notes sorrowfully Dr. Pisani’s death) (ltr), Jun 15, 1990, p.6

FLEISCHMAN, DAVE
McKee teaching environmentalists (Sierra Club continues to clean up Bronx River) (photo), Aug 17, 1990, p.3

FLEISHAKER, DONALD
(United Jewish Appeal volunteers M. Lapidus, H. Lapidus) On their way to $1 million (photo), Feb 23, 1990, p.5

FLINT, FARRIS A
A joyful sound (at Hitchcock as congregation assembles to hear new carillon) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.13

FLINT, NARY
A joyful sound (at Hitchcock as congregation assembles to hear new carillon) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.13

FLISHER, BIFFY
Students learning ways to help others (is the purpose of the Peer Counselors) (photo), Mar 2, 1990, p.5

FLISHER, ELIZABETH
Just in case, students take self-defense (karate course at American Legion Hall) (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.5

FLISHER, ERIC
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.24

FLISHER, MICHAEL
(National Merit Scholarship) semifinalists in (SCS are named), Sep 21, 1990, p.14

FLOOD, NOREEN
Trustees expected to replace (tax) assessor (V. Pagliaro with N. Flood), Jan 5, 1990, p.1
Board of (Architectural) Review okays (several residents') revised plans; N. Flood joins Board), Feb 2, 1990, p.5
Equalization rate spells double trouble for village, Mar 9, 1990, p.8

Village Board Meeting (cont. housing discussion and notes salaries for village dept. heads), Aug 17, 1990, p.5

Board of (Architectural) Review leans in favor of Heathcote Manor plan (townhouses), Nov 2, 1990, p.4

Village may contest assessment decisions (in tax certiorari cases says Noraen Flood), Dec 21, 1990, p.1
Village considers suing to overturn assessment decisions (details of cases, views cont), Dec 21, 1990, p.10

FLOODS
Sewer line hook-up opposed (ltr), Feb 16, 1990, p.6

FLYNN, JODY
(Real estate) Brokers admitted to million dollar club (of Westchester-Putnam First Realty Group), Mar 16, 1990, p.9

FLYNN, WILLIAM F
William F Flynn (named director of otolaryngology and maxillofacial surgery) (photo), Aug 24, 1990, p.4

FOGEL, BARBARA
Voting is Tuesday for (School Board) Nominating Committee (Candidates listed), Jan 19, 1990, p.1
Slip-up costs candidate Stauffer spot on (School Board Nominating Committee; Fourteen elected), Jan 29, 1990, p.1
Letter: start language study early (outlines needs for language instruction to begin earlier), Mar 9, 1990, p.12
Letter: start language study early (outlines needs for language instruction to begin earlier), Mar 9, 1990, p.12
Lawyer (Richard Toder), writer (Barbara Fogel) nominated for (SCS School Board), Mar 16, 1990, p.1
School nominees (for School Board Nominating Committee are biographically sketched) (photo), Mar 16, 1990, p.8
(School) Budget vote (scheduled for next week (Wed. May 16, 1990)), May 11, 1990, p.1
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FOGEL, BARBARA continued
Board lauds Lopez at last meeting (as fellow members spoke of him), Jun 22, 1990, p.1
Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees... (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.2b
School Board shifts policy on cash gifts (and votes not to accept cash gifts), Oct 12, 1990, p.1
No cash carry (Board of Educ formally forbids acceptance of cash gifts), Nov 23, 1990, p.1
Foreign language (cont discussion of Board of Education meeting), Dec 7, 1990, p.19
FOGEL, BARBARA ROTHSCCHILD
*SHS) Class of '40 turns back the clock (to celebrate reunion) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.9

FOGEL, ED

FOLMAN, BARNEY
Haroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24

FONTANA, LUCILLE
SHS) Summer Music Theatre) will present Pajama Game for its 1990 musical, Mar 2, 1990, p.5

FONTANA, PHIL
Pajama Game brings back 50s Broadway (for SCS Summer Music Theatre) (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.13
Volunteers try to fill the gap by helping house homeless (describing various shelters), Aug 17, 1990, p.2

FONTANA, RICHARD
Voting is Tuesday for (School Board) Nominating Committee (Candidates listed), Jan 19, 1990, p.1

FONTANA, TOM

FONTEELLA, ROCKY
SCS finest celebrate one of their finest hours (at accreditation ceremony) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.6

FOOTCARE AND HYGIENE
Put your best feet forward (details good hygiene and foot care) (edit), May 18, 1990, p.7
Some TLC for your feet (describes training of podiatrists and reasons to choose) (edit), Dec 14, 1990, p.7

FOOTBALL
Raider gridders savor fruits of a championship season (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.15
Here come the Raiders! A Fall Preview (of sports schedules), Sep 14, 1990, p.15
Football slogs out first win over Carmel 30-13, Sep 28, 1990, p.22
Scarsdale 12, White Plains 7 in first league game (action reported) (photo), Oct 12, 1990, p.14
Football pieces together a 35-7 win (against Maharoneck, high school team), Oct 19, 1990, p.14
Football falters, falls by field goal in fumble fest (against New Rochelle) (photo), Oct 26, 1990, p.26
Football over Roosevelt 14-0 (with return of David Feurstein), Nov 2, 1990, p.18
Varsity cuts (as Raiders defeat Mt Vernon 27-5) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.1
Football squashes Mt. Vernon 25-7, hopes of a Section IA bid still alive) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.20
Football trounces Lincoln 21-0, will face Carmel in League 1 bowl game, Nov 16, 1990, p.16
Plagued by bowl jinx: Raiders lose to Carmel in 13-10 heartbreaker (photo), Nov 23, 1990, p.19
Cougars: top cats in 1990 (Junior High SPRC champions are noted) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

FORBES, ANDREW
If at first... (Correction states that Wilson & Son won 1990 PRC National Softball League) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.26

FORD, ROBERT I
Robert I Ford (dies), Dec 14, 1990, p.22

FORGE, JESSICA
Inchworms and teddy bears (at the summer program at SCS Congregational Church) (photo), Aug 17, 1990, p.2

FORECASTING
Other Voices: What WON'T happen in ('90) (edit), Jan 5, 1990, p.6
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FOREIGN LANGUAGE IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS (FLES)
Parents urge earlier start for foreign language instruction; (Problems cited), Feb 9, 1990, p.1

FOREIGN LANGUAGE STUDY
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROGRAM, SCHOOLS-SCS-FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROGRAM

FOREIGN LANGUAGE STUDY
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROGRAM, SCHOOLS-SCS-FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROGRAM

FOREIGN STUDY
First-hand look gives local student B Fendelman a new perspective on Middle East (photo), Jan 19, 1990, p.5
FOREST, JEFF
(Heathcote Road) Bridge on (schedule for closing next week), Jun 1, 1990, p.1
More corrosion (on Heathcote Bridge will delay completion of repair -expected mid-September), Aug 3, 1990, p.1
FORT, JOHN
(SCS Computer Service) Station in jeopardy; (Owners of Robison Lot request rezoning), Feb 9, 1990, p.1
One more year (that Christie Place will remain the Mobil service station), Apr 27, 1990, p.1
FORTINO, DENISE
Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees..(photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26

FOX, DONNA
Musical extravaganzas fill the summer stage (as SSMI performs Pajama Game), Jul 20, 1990, p.13
FOWLER, MICHAEL
Harius case leaks probed by defense (as hearings continue), Jul 27, 1990, p.1
FOWLER, NORMAN
Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees..(photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26
FRANCO, TIM
Volunteers lend homeless kids a schooling hand (at Coachman Hotel, White Plains) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.6

FOX, JUDITH
Hearing to give public last chance to comment on school bond issue (illus), Jan 26, 1990, p.1
(SCS's Advisory Council on Youth) is advocate for youth (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.1
Smoke-free schools (is goal of SCS Board of Education), Mar 9, 1990, p.1
Plan would open SHS teams to 'elite' junior high athletes (discussion at Board of Ed. meeting), May 11, 1990, p.8
(SCHS)Class of '40 turns back the clock (to celebrate reunion) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.9
New principal for Edgewood (prejudice reduction, foreign language and math team Board reports), Jun 8, 1990, p.10
Tenure (eligibility) time for (Judy) Fox, 13 staff (members, listed with school affiliations), Oct 26, 1990, p.13

FOX, ROBERT JR.
Residents sought for shared housing (in SCS), May 25, 1990, p.5

FOX, SYLVIA (AU)
Proud of youth (and interested to see future plans of SCS graduates) (ltr), Jul 6, 1990, p.6
Please signal! (resident notes that drivers seem to have forgotten use of signals) (ltr), Oct 19, 1990, p.6
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FRAOKIN, PETER
- Maroon and White honors spring teams (lacrosse, tennis, soccer, and track) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.19
- Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26
- Scarsdale 12, White Plains 7 in first league game (action reported) (photo), Oct 12, 1990, p.14
- Football pieces together a 35-7 win (against Mamaroneck, high school team), Oct 19, 1990, p.14
- Football over Roosevelt: 14-0 (with return of David Feurstein), Nov 2, 1990, p.18
- Varsity cuts (as Raiders defeat Mt Vernon 27-5) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.1
- Plagued by 'bowl jinx' Raiders lose to Carmel in 13-10 heartbreaker (photo), Nov 23, 1990, p.19
- One and All-Section selections (honored at Maroon & White's awards dinner) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21
- Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

FRAIOLE, CELESTE
- Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photos), Sep 14, 1990, p.26

FRANCO, ANTONIO
- A nostalgic look at a bohemian world (reviews exhibit at Museum of City of NY) (photo), Oct 16, 1990, p.7

FRANCIS, LINDA
- Junior League (of Central Westchester) helping teens in need, Feb 16, 1990, p.9

FRANCO, ANTONIO (AU)
- A nostalgic look at a bohemian world (reviews exhibit at Museum of City of NY) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.7

FRANK, CHARLES (AU)
- There's life after termination (describes the loss of job security and starting over) (edit), Apr 13, 1990, p.7

FRANK, NANCY
- Voting is Tuesday for (School Board) Nominating Committee (Candidates listed), Jan 19, 1990, p.1
- Slip-up costs candidate & Stauffer spot on (School Board Nominating Committee; Fourteen elected), Jan 26, 1990, p.1
- New officers for PT Council (are elected for 1990-91 school year) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.13

FRANK, SHELDON
- (SCS's Advisory) Council (on youth) is advocate for youth (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.14

FRANKE, HARRIEE
- Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photos), Jun 8, 1990, p.28

FRANKEL, ED
- Celebrating the planet (SCS prepares for Earth Day festivities and clean up), Apr 20, 1990, p.1

FRANKEL, STANLEY (AU)
- One man's Memorial Day (describes an incident from World War II) (edit), Jun 1, 1990, p.7
- The enemy?...he is us (details the "Grand Plan" after the OPEC oil crisis) (edit), Sep 7, 1990, p.7

FRAZER, BILL

FREDERICK, CAROLYN
- Limbering up (All-Star Soccer girls Fox Meadow members get ready for practice) (photo), Sep 28, 1990, p.16
- Fab foxes (4th grade Fox Meadow girls in 6-0 championship season) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19

FREDERICK, JOAN
- Fab foxes (4th grade Fox Meadow girls in 6-0 championship season) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19

FREDERICK, KATHLEEN
- Kathleen Frederick (named director of development at Kingswood-Oxford School), Jul 13, 1990, p.4

FREDERICKS, DAHLIA
- Tennis: 3 up 3 down-Undefeated again? (as SCS HS girls team opens 1990 season), Oct 5, 1990, p.18

FREDERICKS, STEVEN
- Sewer line dispute: (Residents fear White Plains will use emergency sewer line routinely), Jan 26, 1990, p.1
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FREEDMAN, CLAIRE
Murray/Hi(Middle) Heathcote group names officers (and committee chairs), Nov 23, 1990, p.3

FREEDMAN, CRAIG (AU)
The real meaning of community (ltr), Jan 12, 1990, p.6

FREEDMAN, DAVID
Getting ready for the real thing (as Passover preview took place at YM-YWHA) (photo), Apr 3, 1990, p.1

FREEDMAN, DOBRAH
The real meaning of community (ltr), Jan 12, 1990, p.6

FREEDMAN, EUGENE I (BISHOP)
Masonic renovation done (at Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, Wysides Lane), Jun 15, 1990, p.13

FREEDMAN, JOEY
Getting ready for the real thing (as Passover preview took place at YM-YWHA) (photo), Apr 3, 1990, p.1

FREEDMAN, MAURICE
Staying afloat (state library aid will benefit WLS and not have much effect here in SCS), Jul 13, 1990, p.1

FREEDMAN, MICHAEL (AU)
The real meaning of community (ltr), Jan 12, 1990, p.6

FREEDMAN, ROBERT
Candidate nominated (for seats on Citizens Committee) (names noted), Oct 12, 1990, p.1

FREEDOM OF SPEECH
Free speech flourishes at SCS (High School) (notes recent student articles and history) (edit), Dec 14, 1990, p.6
Freedom of the Press (cont. of edit by Irving J Sloan on freedom of speech), Dec 14, 1990, p.16

FREEMAN, MARY JANE
Board appoints new teachers (1990 school year), Jul 27, 1990, p.4
First day for kids and 14 new teachers (describes orientation program) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.8
Welcome Mary Jane Freeman (new house counselor for Popham Junior High) (photo), Sep 28, 1990, p.12

FREEMAN, RICHARD (DR)
White Plains Hospital names department heads (including two Scarsdale residents), Mar 2, 1990, p.2

FREIGHTWAY GARAGE
More parking? (Metro-North offers to fund new parking for SCS and Eastchester), Nov 30, 1990, p.1

FREIGHTWAY PROPERTY (SCS)
Counsel (Brown & Wood) named (by Village Board) for (advice on) downtown development, Feb 16, 1990, p.1

FREIGHTWAY BAKING COMPANY
Bakery’s gift saves Bicycle Sundays (Freihofer’s donates funds; Westchester County), Mar 9, 1990, p.3

FRENCHMAN, CINDY
Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photos), Jun 8, 1990, p.28

FRENKEL, ALLISON
Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

FREITZIR, GEORGE
(SCS) Chamber (of Commerce has) new leadership (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.5

FREUND, MARIAN
DAR elects new officers (for 1990-91 term), Jun 8, 1990, p.9

FREUNDLICH, DAVID
Maroon and White’s tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26

FREUNDLICH, JILL
Local potters (J. Freundlich, L. Unger, D. Berman) in Hudson (River Potters 13th annual) show (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.16

FREYER, JOEL
Marauding dogs suspected in cat killing, Feb 9, 1990, p.2
Elusive canine finally caught (but two other dogs are still at large), Mar 9, 1990, p.3
Scarsdale’s finest celebrate one of their finest hours (at accreditation ceremony) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.6
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FREYER, JOEL continued
Village (of SCS) aids Hartsdale commuters (by directing rush hour traffic near construction), Jun 1, 1990, p.1
Dogs back in town (as group of strays are still followed by not caught), Jun 8, 1990, p.3
Animal control officer puts wild dogs on notice (new officer, Valentino Gandolfi will hunt), Dec 14, 1990, p.4
Animal control officer puts wild dogs on notice (new officer, Valentino Gandolfi will hunt), Dec 14, 1990, p.4

FREYER, TYANNA
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.24

FRIEDBERG, JOEL
Joel Friedberg (wins second place in North American bridge championships), Dec 14, 1990, p.10

FRIEDEL, RUTH
Art Association presents (annual) awards (to artists' at Woman's Club) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.5

FRIEDLANDER, BORIS (AU)
Why can't SCS Special (Patrolmen) be armed? (ltr), Jan 5, 1990, p.6

FRIEDLANDER, LINDA OSILY (AU)
Adirondackers for environment bond (21st Century Bond Act, and will support it) (ltr), Nov 2, 1990, p.8

FRIEDMAN, ANDREW
A record class (is IS member confirmation class, the largest group in years) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.14
Scarsdale High School honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.9

FRIEDMAN, BARRY (OR)
Teacher C Warmus indicted in EMT murder (of BJ Solomon) (photo), Feb 9, 1990, p.1

FRIEDMAN, DONALD
Board of Architectural Review) okays front skylight (notes other approvals and dismissals), Oct 19, 1990, p.3
Board of Architectural Review) leans in favor of Heathcote Manor plan (townhouses), Nov 2, 1990, p.5

FRIEDMAN, JAMI
Tennis: 3 up 3 down-Undefeated again? (as SCS HS girls team opens 1990 season), Oct 5, 1990, p.18
Scarsdale High School honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.9
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

FRIEDMAN, JOEL
(SCS Chateaux Associates,) Owners, propose retail building for Robison lot, Jan 26, 1990, p.1
(SCS Commuter Service) Station in jeopardy; (Owners of Robison Lot request rezoning), Feb 9, 1990, p.1
One more year (that Christie Place will remain the Mobil service station), Apr 27, 1990, p.1

FRIEDMAN, LISA
Compton Tennis draws 80 juniors (at Fox Meadow Club June 18-23, 1990) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.22

FRIENDLY, FRED
Working IV against itself (provides history and suggests uses in classroom) (edit), Sep 14, 1990, p.6

FRIENDS OF MUSIC AND THE ARTS
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-FRIENDS OF MUSIC AND THE ARTS

FRIENDS OF SCS PARKS
Let's each do our bit on Earth Day (and visit sites and pitch in to help community) (ltr), Apr 20, 1990, p.6
King of the trees (is a giant white oak as it is wrapped in ribbon for Earth Day) (photo), Apr 27, 1990, p.1
Earth Day celebrated (in George Field Park and Butler Woods) (photos), Apr 27, 1990, p.5
What do you mean 'a bust'? (responds to Charles Lyons ltr 4/27/90) (ltr), May 4, 1990, p.6
When nature is unesthetic: (Library) pond puzzles environmentalists (photo), Aug 31, 1990, p.1

FRIENDS OF SCS PUBLIC LIBRARY
Paperbacks, paperbacks (for SCS Public Library book sale to be held 6/9-10/90) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.2
Bookworms seek bargains at annual paperback fair held 6/9-10/90) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.5
Free film series (for summer months notes schedule of films), Jul 6, 1990, p.13
Annual)Book fair (for Friends of SPL to be held 9/15-16/90; details noted), Sep 7, 1990, p.2
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FRIENDS OF THE SCARSDALE PUBLIC LIBRARY

Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photos), Sep 14, 1990, p.26

Public Relations executive (Robert Dilenschneider) to speak (about recent book) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.2

FRIENDS OF THE SCARSDALE SUMMER MUSIC THEATRE

SCS Summer Music Theatre will present 'Pajama Game' for its 1990 musical, Mar 2, 1990, p.5

Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre needs help (from community) (letter), Jun 1, 1990, p.7

FRIENDS OF THE WEINBERG NATURE CENTER

Friends protest village plan (to create second employee residence at) Weinberg (Nature) Center, Feb 16, 1990, p.1

Remember, (Weinberg) is a nature center (edit), Feb 16, 1990, p.6

FRIES, MARGARET

Tuesday's ballot crowded with candidates (for governor, state controller, Congress, State Legis.), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

FRIIS, CANDACE (AU)

Ginsberg (David) challenged on denial (of knowledge that WP sewer hook-up will be permanent) (letter), Dec 28, 1990, p.6

FRIIS, NILS (AU)

Ginsberg (David) challenged on denial (of knowledge that WP sewer hook-up will be permanent) (letter), Dec 28, 1990, p.6

FRISHMAN, AMY

Bank of New York Salutes Junior High Speech Contest (photos), Apr 20, 1990, p.26

Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9

Sharing the spirit (SCS and EMI high school students decorate for SCS Family Counseling) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.5

FRISHMAN, WILLIAM

Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9

FRISHMAN, WILLIAM (OR)

Dr William Frishman (received national 1990 McKeen Cattell award for nitroglycerin research), Oct 5, 1990, p.8

FROMMER, ALAN

Getting ready for the real thing (as Passover preview took place at YM-YHHA) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.1

FROMMER, BRIAN

Getting ready for the real thing (as Passover preview took place at YM-YHHA) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.1

FROMMER, SANDY

Getting ready for the real thing (as Passover preview took place at YM-YHHA) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.1

FROMMER, SCOTT

Getting ready for the real thing (as Passover preview took place at YM-YHHA) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.1

FRUSCIONE, BOB

Hams discuss disaster aid (at Westchester Amateur Radio Association), Nov 2, 1990, p.2

FRUSCIANTE, MARY ANN

Mary Ann Frusciante (named by West Alzheimers Assoc. to chair administrative committee), Dec 14, 1990, p.10

FUCHS, MARIAN

(Hospitality Center of SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital has 50th anniv.) (photo), Feb 9, 1990, p.9

FUJIMORI, SOIA

Mayor A. Blitz report(s) on the state of the village (illus) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.1

FULANI, LENORA

Tuesday's ballot crowded with candidates (for governor, state controller, Congress, State Legis.), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

FULLER, MARDI

Book lovers unite (at County Center rally asking for more state aid for MLS) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.4

FUNICELLO, ROBERT

Local groups, legislators back environmental bond act (to be voted on 11/6/90), Oct 26, 1990, p.1

FUNSTON, SIDNEY

Roundup of holiday sales (gives information on upcoming holiday boutiques) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.12
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GALLOWAY, JOHN continued
Scarsdale (High) School) seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14
SNAP discusses downtown plans (cont. of meeting to discuss Penn Central's plans), Jul 13, 1990, p.9
Citizens Committee petition (for candidates nominations) deadline nears (committee noted), Sep 21, 1990, p.3
Honor a past president (Dr. Louis Cohen is presented with citation) (photo), Oct 12, 1990, p.3

GALLOWAY, JOHN III
Bank of New York Salutes Charles Cunningham, SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of year 1990 (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.22

GALLOWAY, PETER
Bank of New York Salutes Charles Cunningham, SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of year 1990 (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.22

GALLOWAY, SARAH
The Bank of New York Salutes SCS Summer Music Theatre 1990 (the Pajama Game, 8/90) (photos), Jul 21, 1990, p.11

GANCHE, PAULA (AU)
Parents must say no too (addresses the open house party phenomenon and parents duties) (ltr), Jun 1, 1990, p.7
Animals suffer for human vanity (details trapping and killing of animals used to make coats) (ltr), Nov 16, 1990, p.6

GANDOLFI, VALENTINO
Animal control officer puts wild dogs on notice (new officer, Valentino Gandolfi will hunt), Dec 14, 1990, p.4
Animal control officer puts wild dogs on notice (new officer, Valentino Gandolfi will hunt), Dec 14, 1990, p.4

GANDOLFI, JAMES
in Greenburgh (SCS Inquirer endorses B. Gilman, N. Spano, R. Brodsky) (edit), Nov 2, 1990, p.6

GANNEM, AMANDA
A record class (is 15 member confirmation class, the largest group in years) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.14
Scarsdale (High) School) honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.9

GANEV, N (DR)
Board of Architectural Review approves requests (for merchant signs, decks, renovations), Sep 28, 1990, p.3

GANEV, MAX (DR)
Board of Architectural Review) okays front skylight (notes other approvals and dismissals), Oct 19, 1990, p.3

GANNON, CRAIG
Tuesday's ballot crowded with candidates (for governor, state controller, Congress, State Legis.), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

GANNON, PAUL
Harston and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.24

GANTICHER, KIM
The art of coaching soccer (belongs to Art Resnick, beloved coach and teacher) (photo), Aug 3, 1990, p.3

GARDELLA, RICHARD
Dickel Road (development) plan comes under fire from neighbors (photo), Jan 5, 1990, p.1
Friends protest village plan (to create second employee residence at) Weinberg (Nature) Center, Feb 18, 1990, p.1
Best in the state (Richard M. Gardella Jr's cartoon, awarded NY Press Association 1988) (photo), Apr 27, 1990, p.1
(SCS)Inquirer honored (with six prizes) by NY Press Association (at spring convention), Apr 27, 1990, p.2
Neighbors (of 19A Dickel Road) sue (Alfred Knopp) to stop project on Dickel Road, May 4, 1990, p.1
Dickel (Road) suit update (as hearings are cancelled and judge expected to rule), Jun 8, 1990, p.1
Dickel neighbors join Board of Architectural Review suit (stating long term concerns), Aug 17, 1990, p.1
Village Board Meeting (cont. housing discussion and notes salaries for village dept. heads), Aug 17, 1990, p.5
Weaver Street townhouses back on Planning Board agenda (for review of construction plans), Oct 5, 1990, p.1
Village may contest assessment decisions (in tax certiorari cases says Noreen Flood), Dec 21, 1990, p.1

GARDINIERI, SUZANNE
Poets confer (with Heathcote poet-in-residence for school-wide poetry reading) (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.12
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GARDNER, JOSEPH

GARDNER-ENEN, CAROL
Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photos), Jun 8, 1990, p.28

GARLAND, BONNIE
Garlands oppose Slotnick bid for House; cite trial tactics (as reason for public outcry), Apr 20, 1990, p.1
Too horrible to forget (Garland murder and letters should prevent parole of Herrin) (edit), Apr 20, 1990, p.6
Tell state, killers should be punished (plea of Garlands to Parole Board) (ltr), Apr 20, 1990, p.6
On the Garlands and Barry Slotnick (several citizens comment varied views) (ltrs), May 4, 1990, p.6

GARLAND, JOAN
Garlands oppose Slotnick bid for House; cite trial tactics (as reason for public outcry), Apr 20, 1990, p.1
Garlands oppose Slotnick (in bid for US Congress, Justice for All is cited), Apr 20, 1990, p.18
On the Garlands and Barry Slotnick (several citizens comment varied views) (ltrs), May 4, 1990, p.6

GARLAND, JOAN B (AU)
Tell state, killers should be punished (plea of Garlands to Parole Board) (ltr), Apr 20, 1990, p.6
(Justice for All is described and reasons for opposing B. Slotnick are noted) (ltr), May 18, 1990, p.6

GARLAND, PAUL
Garlands oppose Slotnick bid for House; cite trial tactics (as reason for public outcry), Apr 20, 1990, p.1
Garlands oppose Slotnick (in bid for US Congress, Justice for All is cited), Apr 20, 1990, p.18
On the Garlands and Barry Slotnick (several citizens comment varied views) (ltrs), May 4, 1990, p.6
Support for victims (of crime is presented in legislative resolution in Albany) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.4

GARRARD, ELIZABETH
Sotheby's exec (Elizabeth Garrett) to lecture here on Family 1750-1870, 10/24/90 (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.4

GARRETT, ELIZABETH D (AU)
At home in America: 1750-1870 (describes family life during time period highlighting writing) (edit), Dec 21, 1990, p.7

GARRIDO, DIANA
Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

GARRITY, NOREEN
New officers installed (by Catholic Widows and Widowers Club) (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.14

GARSON, HILLY
Troll the ancient yuletide carol (Hilly Garson leads chorus at Woman's Club) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.13

GARSON, MILLIE
Ulf Nilsson (NY Rangers) at United Way annual dinner (9/24/90; SCS residents involved), Sep 14, 1990, p.3

GARVEY, KARIN
2 from SMS (Karin Garvey and Jennifer Handler) win Merit Scholarships, Apr 13, 1990, p.12
Scarsdale (Hi) School seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14
Maroon and White honors spring teams (lacrosse, tennis, soccer, and track) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.19
Maroon and White's tribute to the SMS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26
State champions all (Raiders' girls varsity team takes state champs for 2nd year) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.14

GASKIN, TED
Bob Lilly honored (by SCS Volunteer Fire Co. 3 for his contributions), Jul 6, 1990, p.2

GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
(SCS Computer Service) Station in jeopardy; (Owners of Robison Lot request rezoning), Feb 9, 1990, p.1
(SCS) Shell (service) station (being renovated to celebrate 30th anniversary), Feb 16, 1990, p.2
Shell (service station) reopening (after renovations), Feb 23, 1990, p.4
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GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS continued

Planners seek financial proof of downtown zoning 'hardship' (SCS Avenue Equity Corp. asked) (photo), Aug 24, 1990, p.1
Board gets Exxon refund (from lawsuit on overcharging SCS customers during 1973-78), Aug 31, 1990, p.5
Gas goes up when plastic goes down (outlines pricing of gas in area and views of local owners) (chart), Oct 19, 1990, p.17
Not enough Daves (compliments Dave's Shell Station, Scarsdale Road for honesty) (letter), Dec 7, 1990, p.6

GASSON, ANTHONY
Board of (Architectural) Review leans in favor of Heathcote Manor plan (townhouses), Nov 2, 1990, p.4

GATEHOUSE ROAD
Street accepted (by Village Board is Gatehouse Road in Marx estate development), Apr 13, 1990, p.1

GATTO, MILDRED
Mildred Gatto (dies), Nov 9, 1990, p.22

GAUDIOSO, GARY
Scarsdale's finest celebrate one of their finest hours (at accreditation ceremony) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.6
Edgewood windshields smashed by vandals (police suspect teens, $1000 reward offered), Aug 24, 1990, p.1

GAVIN, DAVID
(SCS) Foundation is a community trust; (trustees listed) Progress Edition Supp 1990, Jan 26, 1990, p.10
Toughen noise law, (Village)Board told (by residents regarding construction and gardening), May 25, 1990, p.2

GAY, EMILIE
Tuesday's ballot crowded with candidates (for governor, state controller, Congress, State Legis.), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

GAYNOR, HELEN
New florist (Floral Interiors, with Helene Gaynor as president opens here) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.10

GEERHART, MARGARET
Volunteers (from White Plains Hospital, New York Hospital and United Hospital are honored) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.8

GEIST, BARBARA
Bank of New York salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photos), May 18, 1990, p.24

GELB, ALAN
Ex-Scarsdalian's crime story (Alan Gelb writes Most Likely to Succeed: Multiple Murder...) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.19

GELB, IRA (OR)
Oppenheimer recovering from heart surgery (and making appearance in campaign for state senator), Sep 28, 1990, p.1

GELBER, CAROL
Friends (of Music and the Arts) bolster arts in the schools (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.15

GELLER, BARBARA
Friends of Hoff-Harthelson make record donation; Watson given community service award (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.12

GELLER, ANDREW
(Heathcote) Fifth graders on the right circuit (with annual science fair) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.18

GELLER, MICHAEL
Cougars: top cats in 1990 (Junior High SPRC champions are noted) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19

GENAO, BELEN
For the Plaza Cinema, off into the sunset (theater will not reopen), Jun 22, 1990, p.3
Plaza (Cinema) may reopen (following renovations as early as this spring, says spokesperson), Oct 19, 1990, p.1

GENTILE, MIKE
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26

GEORGE FIELD PARK
Earth Day—what a bust! (describes one citizen's impressions of the day) (letter), Apr 27, 1990, p.6
Forever soggy (presents resident who took Village to state Court, won and then sold land to SCS), Aug 24, 1990, p.1

GERCHICK, ELIAS H
Elias H Gerchick (dies), May 4, 1990, p.22

GERLOFF, BARBARA
Unhappy encounter: (Police car hits car driven by B Gerloff) (photo; story p 4), Feb 9, 1990, p.1
Cause of collision (between B Gerloff and county police officer T Connellan) disputed (photo p 11), Feb 9, 1990, p.4
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#### GERMANY—POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT

**What military power hath not wrought** (details political events in modern East Germany) (edit), Aug 24, 1990, p.7

**GERSON, JOHN**

John Gerson (named by Arthur Anderson & Co. as head of natural resources in audit division), Aug 31, 1990, p.9

If at first... (Correction states that Wilson & Son won 1990 PRC National Softball League) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.26

**GERSHON, DEBORAH**

Deborah Gershon (CSW, joined Mt Vernon Family Service of Westchester) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.11

**GERSON, JOSEPH**

Speaker (Joseph Gerson) says success of sanctions depends on 'stubborn vision', Oct 26, 1990, p.5

**GERSON, JOSEPH (AU)**

"A time for civil disobedience" (author urges citizens to voice their opinions) (edit), Nov 30, 1990, p.7

**GERSHUN, DORIS**

(SCS Congregational Church to hold used clothing sale, 10/6/90) (photo), Sep 28, 1990, p.9

**GERTLER, HOWARD**

Scarsdale H(igh) S(chool) honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.9

**GESOFF, JEFF**

Giving voice for United Way (SHS students participate in phonathon held at Julia B Fee) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.5

**GESOFF, LINDA**

Fox Meadow series focuses on life of Native Americans, Feb 2, 1990, p.19

**GEWIRZ, EDWARD M (AU)**

The blind endorsing the blind: (is image of letters regarding political campaign) (ltr), May 11, 1990, p.6

**GEWIRZ, LISA**

Off to England (are SCS Devils, 8th grade girls on spring tour and playing trip) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.15

**GHAR, DIANE**

(Real estate) Brokers admitted to million dollar club (of Westchester-Putnam First Realty Group), Mar 16, 1990, p.9

**GIROZZI, GREG**

Five area champs in playground Olympics (held 8/1/90 at SCS High) (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.5

**GIAMPIECOLI, LOU**

In Greenburgh (SCS Inquirer endorses B. Gilman, W. Spano, R. Brodsky) (edit), Nov 2, 1990, p.6

**GIAMPOLI, JOAN**

Bargain elections: (J Giampoli recommends voting be held at single polling place at Village Hall), Jan 19, 1990, p.1

Scouts' honor at Village Hall (as Scout Government Day brings Boy and Girl Scouts on tour) (photo), Mar 2, 1990, p.1


Help wanted (by Village Clerk for election inspectors for primaries 9/11/90), Sep 7, 1990, p.1

Democrats and Conservatives to vote in primaries Tuesday (9/11/90), Sep 7, 1990, p.1

The high cost of voting (comments on low turnout for primaries 9/11/90) (edit), Sep 14, 1990, p.6

Critics: bulk law violates rights, will inspire cube-shaped houses (floor area ratio noted), Nov 30, 1990, p.1

**GIBBS, MICHAEL**

Board of Education (tenure appointments named), May 25, 1990, p.17

**GIFOSKY, IRV**

Doing something about the weather: (I GIFOSKY speaks to Quaker Ridge fourth graders), Feb 2, 1990, p.19

**GIFTS, LEGACIES, ETC.**

Blessed to receive ($300 to Greenacres Library by Higuchi family as they leave) (edit), Jul 20, 1990, p.6

Only the best for SCS birds (pair of antique garden ornaments given to SCS by Silverstones), Sep 28, 1990, p.2

School Board shifts policy on cash gifts (and votes not to accept cash gifts), Oct 12, 1990, p.1

Filthy lucre? (SCS schools cash gift policy is being decided by Board of Educ.), Oct 26, 1990, p.1

No cash carries (Board of Educ formally forbids acceptance of cash gifts), Nov 23, 1990, p.1

'Tis better to give... (Board of Education adopts final cash gifts policy 12/3/90), Dec 14, 1990, p.1

**SEE ALSO BIRDS**
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GILIOLE, PAOLA
AFS needs homes for international students (for 1990-91 school year), Apr 20, 1990, p.4

GILBERT, JENNIFER
Board of Education (tenure appointments named), May 25, 1990, p.17

GILBERT, ROBERT
Restrictions on demolition (of historically significant buildings) proposed (at Village Bd hearing), Jan 12, 1990, p.1
Board of Architectural Review 2nd straight meeting called off (due to lack of quorum), Mar 2, 1990, p.5
Bank approves Knopp's project to build at 19A Dickel Road; neighbors' suit dismissed, Aug 10, 1990, p.1
Heathcote schism (as two groups call meetings for same neighborhood, 9/23 and 9/24/90), Sep 21, 1990, p.1
Board of Architectural Review okay front skylight (notes other approvals and dismissals), Oct 19, 1990, p.3
Board of Architectural Review leans in favor of Heathcote Manor plan (townhouses), Nov 2, 1990, p.4
More revisions in store for bulk housing law (cont. recommendations made by various committees), Nov 16, 1990, p.15
Board of Architectural Review takes a look at school windows (and many applications), Nov 23, 1990, p.3

GILBERT, ROBERT (AU)
Zoning Law meant to preserve quality of life (ltr), Jan 12, 1990, p.1
Board of Architectural Review wishes Vincent Faglia rose (ltr), Jan 19, 1990, p.1

GILBERT, RONNIE
Adding jazz and pop to the diet (of local concerts coming to area this season) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.17

GILDEH, LORRAINE
Junior League names officers for 1990-91, bestows awards (photo), Jun 21, 1990, p.9

GILMABLEY, PETER
Police praised (by supervisors who led seminars in prejudice and bias related crimes), May 18, 1990, p.1

GILMAN, BENJAMIN
In Greenwich (SCS Inquirer endorses B. Gilman, W. Spano, R. Brodsky) (edit), Nov 2, 1990, p.6

GILMAN, TED
Batama (led Gilman to speak on "Creatures of the Night" at annual meeting) (photo), Oct 26, 1990, p.2

GILMORE, TONY
Kids take center stage this weekend (at SCS Junior High and at Mid-westchester Y) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.17

GILMORE, ROSEANNE
Roseanne Gilmore wins (Scarsdale Golf Club bowling tourney (of SCS Golf Club Bowling Assoc), Apr 27, 1990, p.26
Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.28

GINDICK, BEKKI
One and All Section selections (honored at Maroon & White's awards dinner) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.1
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

GINSBERG, CLAUDIA
Just in case, students take self-defense (karate course at American Legion Hall) (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.5
Maroon and White honors spring teams (lacrosse, tennis, soccer an track) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.2
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.12
Stickers tie one, win two (in girls SCS high school field hockey games), Oct 12, 1990, p.4
Stickers tie one, win two (in girls SCS high school field hockey games), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

GINSBERG, DAVID
Dickel Road (development) plan comes under fire from neighbors (photo), Jan 5, 1990, p.1
Signori is Heptagonal track and Field Championships champ, Mar 9, 1990, p.12
Architect (David Gipsberg) to chair Village Planning Board, Apr 13, 1990, p.1
Planning vacation (April meeting cancelled because no applications had been filed), Apr 27, 1990, p.1
Scarsdale High School alumni runners travel to England and Ireland for meets, Jun 22, 1990, p.14
Office plan needs work; Scarsdale Manor OK'd (as Board meets to discuss Scarsdale Ave. Equity), Jul 6, 1990, p.1
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GINSBERG, DAVID continued

Scarsdale Manor moves forward (as discussed by Planning Board), Jul 6, 1990, p.5
Planners seek financial proof of downtown zoning hardship (SCS Avenue Equity Corp. asked), Aug 24, 1990, p.1
(David) Ginsberg applauded (for requesting financial analysis from developers) (ltr), Aug 31, 1990, p.6
Simplify the bulk (housing) law (considering residents' rights and various Boards) (edit), Sep 28, 1990, p.6
Lawyers (Robert Mascali and Paul Jason) to seek variances for non-conforming office building, Oct 5, 1990, p.5
Planning Board (cont. details several applications), Nov 9, 1990, p.19
(Planning) Board approves attached houses on Weaver Street (Heathcote Manor; nine homes), Nov 30, 1990, p.1
Ginsberg (David) challenged on denial (of knowledge that WP sewer hook-up will be permanent) (ltr), Dec 28, 1990, p.6

GINSBERG, HANK

SCS Antiques return to running for Tuckahoe Classic 2- and 5-mile events, Sep 14, 1990, p.15

GINSBERG, LAURA

(National) Merit Scholar(ship) semifinalists in (SCS are named), Sep 21, 1990, p.14

GINSBERG, MICHAEL

Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.24

GIORDANO, CHRIS

Scouts (Troop 99) aid (PIA) scholarship fund (by stuffing envelopes) (photo), Nov 23, 1990, p.5

GIORDANO, CHRISTIAN

Waltzing up a storm (are Barclay Class fifth graders at final dance at SCS Golf Club) (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.5

GIORDANO, EAIL

Voting is Tuesday for (School Board) Nominating Committee (Candidates listed), Jan 19, 1990, p.1
Joan Paley installed Wed. as new Woman's Club President (Wed. April 11, 1990) (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.8
New officers at (SCS) Woman's Club, Writer (David Finn) is guest (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.11

GIORDANO, JOSEPH

New principal for Edgewood (prejudice reduction, foreign language and math team Board reports), Jun 8, 1990, p.10

GIRL SCOUT HOUSE

Award-winning exhibit (February) (photo), Feb 9, 1990, p.3

GIRL SCOUTS OF AMERICA

Never too soon to learn (First Aid) (Girl Scouts complete Red Cross Aid Training Course (photo), Feb 2, 1990, p.3
Scouts' honor at Village Hall (as Scout Government Day brings Boy and Girl Scouts on tour) (photo), Mar 2, 1990, p.1
(Scout) Government Day (takes place as youngsters learn about Village Hall) (photo), Mar 2, 1990, p.17
At ease! (for the Girl Scouts of Troop 1950 as they await marching in parade) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.1
Scouts' honor (as Eagle Scout award and Izetta Chaitin Wright award are presented) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.6

GIRL SCOUTS OF AMERICA-FUND RAISING

It's cookie time again (as Greenacres Brownies begin annual door-to-door cookie sale) (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.11

GIRL SCOUTS OF AMERICA-REWARDS, PRIZES, ETC


GIRL SCOUTS OF AMERICA-SCS

Honored by the Cardinal (are Edgewood Girl Scouts for "I Live My Faith" award) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.11
Is there syrup in their future? (as Girl Scout Troop 1965 plants sugar maple) (photo), Apr 27, 1990, p.3
Brownie (Troop 1577)Art (displayed proudly at Heathcote School) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.5
Girl Scout call (for local chapters, girls in first through 12th grades; contact Betty Taubert), Sept 7, 1990, p.2
Postcards to the edge (Girl Scout Troop 1943 sends messages to US troops in Saudi Arabia) (photo), Oct 12, 1990, p.1
Swapping skills (Junior Girl Scouts and Brownies teach each other at crafts swap) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.1
A tree of warmth (Fifth Grade Troop 1951 makes accessories for Salvation Army trees) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.17
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GISOLFI ASSOCIATES
Playground violates privacy, Greenacres neighbors (on Putnam Road and Sage Terrace) say, Aug 10, 1990, p.1

GISOLFI, PETER
Board (of Education) finalizes plan for renovating schools, Feb 9, 1990, p.1
Voters say yes to renovation of schools (in large turnout village election) (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.1
Hiring of (construction firm) manager to oversee school construction is imminent, Sep 14, 1990, p.1
Window shopping (Board continues search for window replacements for elementary schools), Nov 23, 1990, p.19
School renovation update (by P. Bisolfi indicates work proceeding on budget), Dec 28, 1990, p.1

GISER, MICHAEL V
Michael V Gisser (named partner in Los Angeles office of Skadden, Arps), Jul 13, 1990, p.4

GLASER, AGATHE (AU)
A safe friendly corner (where Frances Capece, crossing guard, has worked for 28 years) (ltr), Jul 13, 1990, p.6

GLASS, LESLIE
Surviving teenage suicide is subject of "The Survivors", play by Leslie Glass (photo), May 4, 1990, p.3

GLENDON, SUSAN
DAR pursues its patriotic mission (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.16
Regent (Elsie Alden Lee) accepts three awards on behalf of local group, May 11, 1990, p.10
DAR elects new officers (for 1990-91 term), Jun 8, 1990, p.9

GLENDON, WILLIAM
Rock lyrics: revolutionary or merely revolting? (asks PT Council at business meeting program), Nov 23, 1990, p.2
Panel: Look to society to understand rock's appeal (is conclusion of PT Council meeting), Dec 7, 1990, p.5

GLENDON, WILLIAM R
Civic Club names officers (of first slate since joining of Town and Village clubs, 6/90), Aug 10, 1990, p.3

GLENN, LESLIE
Sharing the spirit (SCS and EMT high school students decorate for SCS Family Counseling) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.5

GLENN, MARTIN
Four elected here (to American Jewish Committee-Westchester chapter), Jun 15, 1990, p.13

GLICKENHAUS-JUDELSOHN REAL ESTATE
FEIS approved for Winston estate; (Dickel Rd project criticized again), Feb 2, 1990, p.1
(Planning) Board (SCS) approves plans for Winston, Dickel properties to subdivide Winston estate, Mar 2, 1990, p.1
Office plan needs work; Scarsdale Manor OK'd (as Board meets to discuss Scarsdale Ave. Equity), Jul 6, 1990, p.1
Scarsdale Manor moves forward (as discussed by Planning Board), Jul 6, 1990, p.5
Appealing Winston (lawsuit is Ronald Winston who wishes to block development of property), Nov 16, 1990, p.1
Judges give lawyers a 'workout' in appeal of Winston decision (State Supreme Court, Appellate Div.), Nov 23, 1990, p.1
Developers present plans (to Planning Board) for former Winston estate, Dec 28, 1990, p.1

GLICKMAN, HEATHER
Stahr first in resurgent Scarsdale 15K (kilometer annual race) (photos), Apr 6, 1990, p.5

GLICKMAN, JONATHAN N
Jonathan N Glickman (is one of recipients of young scholarship awards, at Washington University), Jul 20, 1990, p.4

GLOBAL COOPERATION
SEE INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

GEINER, HERRMANN
An oasis of caring in Jordan (is the setting for SOS-Children's Village, Amman, Jordan) (edit), Oct 19, 1990, p.7

GÖBRECHT, LAWRENCE
It's historic (Bronx River Pkwy being declared on NY State and National Register Of Historic Places), Apr 20, 1990, p.1

GODFREY, MICHAEL
Scarsdale (High) School honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.9
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

GOERKE, MARY LOU
(Hospitality Center of SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital has 50th anniv.) (photo), Feb 9, 1990, p.9

GOETTEL, GERARD
Two gunmen rob D Cioti in his home, Feb 16, 1990, p.1
Final sentence is imposed in Scarsdale drug case, Mar 2, 1990, p.3

GOLD, BARBARA (AU)
Why no reception? (is asked of SPL regarding annual school art show) (ltr), May 18, 1990, p.6

GOLD, JASON
Hot shop, cool customers (Pencilmania, the 4th graders supply store is success) (photo), Oct 26, 1990, p.13
Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

GOLD, LUCIA
Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps officers (elected at annual meeting, names noted), Dec 28, 1990, p.3

GOLD, MARTIN
Counsel (Brown & Wood) named (by Village Board) for (advice on) downtown development, Feb 16, 1990, p.1

GOLD, NELLIE
Art Association presents (annual) awards (to artists at Woman's Club) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.5

GOLD, ZBYNEK
The real meaning of community (ltr), Jan 12, 1990, p.6

GOLDENBERG, ANDY
Doing something about the weather: (I Gifosky speaks to Quaker Ridge fourth graders), Feb 2, 1990, p.19

GOLDENBERG, BARBARA
Volunteers in the making (1991 class of provisional members who will be trained) (photo), Sep 28, 1990, p.8

GOLDENBERG, DAVID (OR)
Tick talk from experts here: don't panic (advises Dr. Eve Rosmarin with proper caution) (edit), Jun 15, 1990, p.6

GOLDENBERG, EMILY
Junior High News: (Units include Entrepreneurship, Dance, Poetry) (poems; photo), Feb 16, 1990, p.12
Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

GOLDENBERG, HARRIET
Higher county sales tax proposed (for aid to localities), Apr 13, 1990, p.3
Bank of New York salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photos), May 18, 1990, p.24
Guest(s) of honor (for NY Hospital-Cornell Medical benefit are Scarsdilians) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.2
Bulk housing law still too complex, residents say (in public hearing) (photo), Sep 28, 1990, p.1

GOLDENBERG, ROBERT
Robert Goldberg (honored by life insurance division of Israel Bonds) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.10

GOLDENBERG, VICTOR
SCS resident V Goldberg to chair fundraiser for Mental Health (Assn), Feb 2, 1990, p.4
Bank of New York salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photos), May 18, 1990, p.24

GOLDENBERG, VICTORIA B
Victoria B Goldberg (dies), Sep 28, 1990, p.15

GOLDEN, ALYSSA
Halloween artistry (on merchants' store windows sponsored by SCS Chamber of Commerce) (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.1

GOLDEN, BECKY
Summer league tennis nets pair of team firsts at NY Metro showdown (photos), Sep 7, 1990, p.26

GOLDEN, JASON
White Plains Hospital Center lauds (junior) volunteers (for hours; names noted), Sep 28, 1990, p.5

GOLDEN, MICHELLE
Scarsdale High School) honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.9

GOLDEN, MITCHELL
Scarsdale High School seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14
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GOLDEN, REBECCA
Reading unites, delights these parents, kids (who have continued Book Club for years) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.6

GOLDEN, RITA
LWV elects Amy Paulin as president (for 1990-91) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.3
(SCS) School budget (1990-91) OK'ed (by voters), May 18, 1990, p.1
(Rita) Golden named YES president; growth of (job) rosters reported, May 25, 1990, p.3
Advisory committee (on school facilities projects appoints new 5 members), Jun 8, 1990, p.1
They say YES to job-seekers (student organization honors volunteers) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.19
The Bank of New York salutes The League of Women Voters (SCS) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.28

GOLDEN, RITA (AU)
The school bond issue: readers have their say (about upcoming vote) (ltr), Mar 23, 1990, p.6
In support of the school budget (PT Council recommends 1990-91 budget) (ltr), May 11, 1990, p.6

GOLDFARB, HURIEL
Therapy by mail offered (by Dr. Daniel Rubinstein and Muriel Goldfarb), Jul 27, 1990, p.8

GOLDIN, EDNA
Old SCS Assn to hear downtown concepts (by Brad Perkins for Penn Central 9/24/90; officers noted), Sep 21, 1990, p.2

GOLDBERG, BILL
Renate gain early edge, win 2 of 3 (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21

GOLDBERG, ELIZABETH
Scarsdale High School seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14

GOLDSHITH, CHERI
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.24

GOLDSMITH, LORI
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.24

GOLDSMITH, MARY LEE
Keep calm about Lyme Disease (cont. from edit.), Jun 15, 1990, p.13

GOLDSMITH, AMANDA
Masters of babysitting (are graduates of SCS Fire Dept. Babysitting Seminar) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.10
Reading unites, delights these parents, kids (who have continued Book Club for years) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.6

GOLSTEIN, BUD
National award to SCS League (for membership recognition at national convention), Jun 29, 1990, p.5
GOLDSTEIN, CHERI
Scarsdale (High) School seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14

GOLDSTEIN, CHERI S
4 SHS seniors win National Merit scholarships (M. Clayton, C. Goldstein, M. Hersch, M. Kang), Apr 27, 1990, p.8

GOLDSTEIN, DANIEL
Brothers (Doug and Dan Goldstein) help to found academy (in Israel, IALA; details noted) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.5
SEE ALSO IALA

GOLDSTEIN, DOUGLAS
Brothers (Doug and Dan Goldstein) help to found academy (in Israel, IALA; details noted) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.5

GOLDSTEIN, JENNIE
Queens of the hill (Heathcote 4th grade girls are reigning champs), Sep 28, 1990, p.22

GOLDSTEIN, JERRY
Football over Roosevelt 14-0 (with return of David Feurstein), Nov 2, 1990, p.18

GOLDSTEIN, LINDSAY
Masters of babysitting (are graduates of SCS Fire Dept. Babysitting Seminar) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.10
Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

GOLDSTEIN, MATTHEW
Pajama Game opens Thursday (at Heathcote School for a 10-performance run) (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.1

GOLDSTEIN, MARYAN (DR) (AU)
Letters say women's place is on the board (of education) (ltr), May 11, 1990, p.6

GOLDSTEIN, ROBERT
Scarsdale (Volunteer) Ambulance Corps officers (elected at annual meeting, names noted), Dec 28, 1990, p.3

GOLDSTEIN, RUTH
Reading unites, delights these parents, kids (who have continued Book Club for years) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.6

GOLDMAN, JOANNE
Awards, Appointments & Promotions: Joanne Goldwater (awarded Ann Webster New Professional Award), Feb 23, 1990, p.4

GOLDBOCH, JOHN
Elementary rhythms (2nd graders read aloud and kinderg. celebrate "Festival Percussion") (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.12

GOLDBOCH, WENDY
Elementary rhythms (2nd graders read aloud and kinderg. celebrate "Festival Percussion") (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.12

GOLF
A cup to be proud of (Wilson Cup winners at SCS Golf Club) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.11
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26
Scarsdale foursome wins golf tournament (Nestle/March of Dimes Championship at SCS Golf Club), Aug 17, 1990, p.8
Perennial champ (Johanna Smithers wins 8th consecutive SCS Golf Club championship) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.26

GOLIO, AGNES
Scouts' honor (as Eagle Scout award and Izetta Chattin Wright award are presented) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.6

GOLIO, DON
Scouts' honor (as Eagle Scout award and Izetta Chattin Wright award are presented) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.6

GOLLIN, ADAM
At A-school graduation, warmth (and personal reflections about graduates) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.13
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GOLLIN, HARRIET

SCS woman goes for the gold (1990 Transplant Games, one year after liver transplant) (photo), Oct 5, 1990, p.18

GOLUB, RICHARD

Judges give lawyers 'workout' in appeal of Winston decision (State Supreme Court, Appellate Div.), Nov 23, 1990, p.1
Panel of judges hears Winston appeal (cont. details of lawyers comments) (photo), Nov 23, 1990, p.18

GOLZE, SANDRA R

Sandra Rovit Golze (becomes partner in California firm of McCutchen Doyle), Jul 13, 1990, p.4

GONZALEZ, ALEJANDRO

Libering up (All-Star Soccer girls Fox Meadow members get ready for practice) (photo), Sep 28, 1990, p.16
Fab foxes (4th grade Fox Meadow girls in 6-0 championship season) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19
Reading unites, delights these parents, kids (who have continued Book Club for years) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.6

GONZALEZ, PAUL

In seventh heaven (Fox Meadow seventh grade boys' soccer won Recreation Dept. championship) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21
Reading unites, delights these parents, kids (who have continued Book Club for years) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.6

GOODMAN, ALAN R.

Alan R. Goodman (dies), Apr 6, 1990, p.20

GOODMAN, ALEXIS

Kids take center stage this weekend (at SCS Junior High and at Mid-westchester Y) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.17

GOODMAN, HARRIET

SCS Neighborhood (Association) (Presidents) urge involvement (list) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.10

GOODMAN, JOYCE

Friends (of Music and the Arts) bolster arts in the schools (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.15

GOODMAN, LORI

Summer league tennis nets pair of team firsts at NY Metro showdown (photos), Sep 7, 1990, p.26

GOODMAN, LOWELL

Student magazine is definitely 'The Cutting Edge' (as SCS students publish review) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.13
(National) Merit Scholar (ship) semifinalists in (SCS are named), Sep 21, 1990, p.14

GOODMAN, MELISSA

Tennis: 3 up 3 down-Undefeated again? (as SCS HS girls team opens 1990 season), Oct 5, 1990, p.18

GOODMAN, NAOMI

Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9

GOODMAN, PAMELA

Summer league tennis nets pair of team firsts at NY Metro showdown (photos), Sep 7, 1990, p.26

GOODMAN, STALEY


GOODWIN, CAROL

The Bank of New York salutes the League of Women Voters (SCS) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.28

GOODBLATT, MINDY

Pajama Game brings back 50s Broadway (for SCS Summer Music Theatre) (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.13

GOODWIN, HAIK

Haiq Gopolain (dies), Oct 19, 1990, p.18

GOODNOW, ALAN S

Thanks to SCS Police Dept (for control of teenagers on Halloween in Greenacres) (lur), Nov 16, 1990, p.6

GOODWIN, ANY

Bank of New York Salutes Junior High Speech Contest (photos), Apr 20, 1990, p.26
PRC Champs (Quaker Ridge girls softball 7th grade finishes with 5-1 record) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.24
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GORDON, ANY (AU)
Thinking about Czechoslovakia (ltr), Jan 12, 1990, p.6

GORDON, DAVID
Doing something about the weather: (U Gifsky speaks to Quaker Ridge fourth graders), Feb 2, 1990, p.19

GORDON, ERIK
Scarsdale H(igh) S(chool) seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14
(National) Merit Scholarship semifinalists in (SCS are named), Sep 21, 1990, p.14

GORDON, GEORGE
Board of Appeals tables Scarsdale Ave office plan one more time (other applications noted), Dec 21, 1990, p.5

GORDON, JAMES (AU)
Children send greetings to soldiers in Persian Gulf (third grade samples) (ltr), NDV 16, 1990, p.7

GORDON, LIZ
Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photos), Sep 14, 1990, p.26

GORDON, MADDY AND BRUCE (AU)
An even bigger mistake (condemns the SCS Inquirer and reports values of Weintraub family) (ltr), Oct 12, 1990, p.6

GORDON, SALLY
Board appoints new teachers (1990 school year), Jul 27, 1990, p.4
First day for kids and 14 new teachers (describes orientation program) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.8

GORDON, TROY
For special campers: stars and hula hoops (as disabled kids enjoy SCS Rec. Dept. program) (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.3

GORMSEN, DOROTHY
Dorothy Gormsen (dies), Feb 2, 1990, p.14

GOTTLEB, JAY L(AND)
Hit and run-too serious to ignore (details EMT accident and follow-up by police) (ltr), May 11, 1990, p.6

GOTTLEB, SANDRA
(SCS) Synagogue-(Fremont Temple) more active than ever (photo) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19

GOTTLEB, SUZY
Get ready, Piccadilly, here come the SCS Devils (8th-grade soccer team) (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.5
Off to England (are SCS Devils, 8th grade girls on spring tour and playing trip) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.15

GOULD, JASON
Bank of New York Salutes Junior High Speech Contest (photos), Apr 20, 1990, p.26

GOULD, JOHN
(Scarsdale) Golf club elects new leadership, Feb 9, 1990, p.5

GOULD, KENNETH
Other Voices: Tolerance—a prized SCS tradition (edit), Feb 23, 1990, p.6

GOULD, MARGARET
No tunnels! (is cry of Overhill Assoc. members as they view plans at table, Spencer Place) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.3

GOULD, MARGARET (AU)
Just where is ‘downtown’? (is concerned with future development in village) (ltr), Sep 28, 1990, p.6

GOULD, MATTHEW
White Plains Hospital Center lauds junior volunteers (for hours; names noted), Sep 28, 1990, p.5

GOULD, RICHARD

GOVERNORS
Governor Cuomo adds Another Voice (answering Noble’s letter 11/10/89) (ltr), Mar 5, 1990, p.6
Candidates back Israel; oppose abortion consent law (local candidates come to SCS to speak), Oct 19, 1990, p.1
(Governor) Cuomo says no to (Edward) Brady probe; (Carl) Vergari still might re-present, Oct 19, 1990, p.1

GRABE, MARGARET S
Margaret S Grabe (dies), May 4, 1990, p.22
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GRABEL, DAN (AU)
Any other 10-year improvements (in school renovation budget besides windows)? (ltr), Feb 16, 1990, p.6
'Let's keep Nita (Lowey) in Washington' (as our congresswoman) (ltr), May 11, 1990, p.6
Life in Scarsdale (viewed from Inquirer headlines) (ltr), May 25, 1990, p.6
Summer special: the ski column, May 25, 1990, p.8
Apples and oranges (is the comparison when LWV says they've canvassed SCS' neighbors) (ltr), Oct 12, 1990, p.7

GRACE CHURCH COMMUNITY CENTER
Volunteers try to fill the gap by helping house homeless (describing various shelters), Aug 17, 1990, p.2

GRAFF, HENRY AND EDITH
Honorees (Henry and Edith Graff to receive 1990 Human Relations Award from AJC) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.10

GRANT, ERIC
Captain Mapetuck to the rescue! (at Superheroes Day at Camp Mapetuck) (photo), Aug 3, 1990, p.1

GRANT, DENNIS (Westchester)County champions (all-star eight grade boys basketball) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.14

GRANT, PAT
New officers for PI Council (are elected for 1990-91 school year) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.13

GRANT, SIDNEY (AU)
Protest infringed on furrier's livelihood (resident is dismayed with protest) (ltr), Nov 16, 1990, p.6

GRANTS
SHS students C Lopez, D Potack get energy grant, Jan 12, 1990, p.22
Ut(biff-Blarthelsen) and (SCS) Historical Society receive Council for the Arts in West. grants, Oct 12, 1990, p.17
Local United Way makes grants (to several local agencies, noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.4
(SCS School) District wins grant (from Liz Claiborne Foundation $31,550 for cultural program), Dec 21, 1990, p.1
School awarded grant (further details grant proposal process and Sloan's assistance), Dec 21, 1990, p.17
Neighborhood aid (applications for Chase Manhattan Bank will be available 1/2/91), Dec 28, 1990, p.5
Four SCS teachers awarded grants (to gain understanding of adult development and students) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.8

GRASSO, ROBERT
(SCS) Chamber (of Commerce has) new leadership (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.5

GRATEFUL, I M (PSEUD)
SEE LANE, DON

GRAVES, BUTCH
Raiders (basketball teams) of '79 and '88 to play (benefit game) for the homeless, Feb 2, 1990, p.1
Return of the Raiders (brings the SCS High teams of 1979, 1988 together for homeless benefit) (photo), Mar 16, 1990, p.5
Raiders oldtimers (basketball teams 1979, 1988) win one for the homeless (photos), Mar 30, 1990, p.13

GRAVES, EARL
Earl Graves named to Chrysler (Corporation) Board (of Directors) (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.2
(Earl Graves)Picked by (Mayor)Dinkins (to become member of Council of Economic Advisors) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.4
A conversation with Earl Graves (details political activities and Black Enterprise) (photo), Nov 23, 1990, p.9

GREAT BOOKS FOUNDATION
Great Books training course (to be held by national group for those wishing to lead), Oct 5, 1990, p.6

GREAT BRITAIN-DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
Get ready, Piccadilly, here come the SCS Devils (8th-grade soccer team) (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.5

GRENNAIERE, HASSELTINE C
Hasseltine C Greneaire (dies), May 18, 1990, p.14

GRECO, MARYBETH
In the Greek tradition (and Mild Video Dance party are JHS activities) (photos), Jun 8, 1990, p.11

GREEBEL, BARBARA
A perfect season (for Heathcote fourth grade girls who had 10-0 record) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.14
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Article Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GREEBEL, CHUCK</td>
<td>A perfect season (for Heathcote fourth grade girls who had 10-0 record) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREEBEL, JENNIFER</td>
<td>United Cookies of America (fourth graders admire their handmade U.S. cookie map) (photo), Feb 9, 1990, p.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A perfect season (for Heathcote fourth grade girls who had 10-0 record) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photos), Sep 14, 1990, p.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Queens of the hill (Heathcote 4th grade girls are reigning champs), Sep 28, 1990, p.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Postcards to the edge (Girl Scout Troop 1943 sends messages to US troops in Saudi Arabia) (photo), Oct 12, 1990, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREENELEY, FRAN</td>
<td>Twenty-six chosen for School Board Nominating Committee (election 1/22/90), Dec 14, 1990, p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREEN, DAVID</td>
<td>Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREEN, JENNIFER (AU)</td>
<td>Minorities make an easy target (edit), Feb 23, 1990, p.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Census-don't count on it (questions how homeless will be included) (edit), Sep 28, 1990, p.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What about Mrs. Barry? (details attitudes and actions of Mrs. Marion Barry) (edit), Nov 2, 1990, p.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREENACRES ASSN</td>
<td>(Village Board approves $1000 to secure federal funding for possible) Light on Brite (Ave), Jan 26, 1990, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREENACRES ASSOCIATION</td>
<td>Thank Greenacres it's Friday! (at dance at St. James the Less) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Happy (July) 4th! (as pool festivities are recorded) (photo), Jul 6, 1990, p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bulk housing law opposed (by ad hoc committee of Greenacres Association; Village Board 9/25/90), Sep 14, 1990, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bulk housing law still too complex, residents say (in public hearing) (photo), Sep 28, 1990, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Village Board to vote on bulk law 1/8/91 (opposition continues to voice concerns), Dec 21, 1990, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREENACRES OIL PURCHASING CONSORTIUM</td>
<td>Cheaper heat: (Greenacres Oil Purchasing Consortium deluged by new members), Jan 12, 1990, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>As oil prices soar, homeowners try new alternatives (using alternative suppliers), Oct 19, 1990, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREENBAUM, GREGORY</td>
<td>Haul in Cioti robbery reported over $500,000, mostly jewels, Feb 23, 1990, p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scarsdale's finest celebrate one of their finest hours (at accreditation ceremony) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wisecracking police dog (Robot McRuff) debuts at (SCS Chamber of Commerce) Sidewalk Sale (photo), Aug 17, 1990, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Police anxious to scratch up (Combat) Auto Theft volunteers (program described) (edit), Sep 28, 1990, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vandalism in Edgewood: reality or a public relations problem? (meeting reported on and issues noted), Nov 16, 1990, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Meeting on vandalism (cont. statistics and proposes avenues of change), Nov 16, 1990, p.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREENBERG, ANDREW</td>
<td>(Baseball card) Diamond dealer has a gem of an investment plan (photo), May 11, 1990, p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Correction to story about baseball cards (details proper ending to 5/11/90 story), May 18, 1990, p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREENBURGH NATURE CENTER</td>
<td>What to do till the school bell rings (notes places to visit with telephone #s, hours, addresses), Aug 17, 1990, p.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREENBURGH PUBLIC LIBRARY</td>
<td>What to do till the school bell rings (notes places to visit with telephone #s, hours, addresses), Aug 17, 1990, p.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREENE, DAVID</td>
<td>Board of Education (meeting notes new teachers) (cont.), Jun 22, 1990, p.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>First day for kids and 14 new teachers (describes orientation program) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREENE, GERALDINE</td>
<td>(SCS) Family Counseling (Service) gains accreditation (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New approaches tried to control family violence (in our community) (photo) (edit), Mar 16, 1990, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scarsdale Family Counseling Service, an enriching agency (and group of professionals) (litr), Jul 20, 1990, p.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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GREENE, GERALDINE continued

Family Counseling Service conference enlightens parents on teenage attitudes, Nov 23, 1990, p.8
Gratitude to SFCS (from SCS Citizens for Senior Housing for use of resources) (ltr), Dec 21, 1990, p.6

GREENE, JOHN

Tennis (SCS High) finishes 11-0 (a perfect record) (photos), May 25, 1990, p.14
Maroon and White honors spring teams (lacrosse, tennis, soccer, and track) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.19
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26
At A-school graduation, warmth and personal reflections about graduates (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.13
Homeowners say they were burned by chimney sweeps (ACME and ACE), Aug 24, 1990, p.1
Clean sweep (American Chimney Experts (ACE) has been given home improvement license), Sep 21, 1990, p.1

GREENES, ROBERT

Village postpones action on disputed zoning law, Jan 19, 1990, p.1
Bad check charge (of $15. is imposed by Village Board to cover administrative burden), Mar 2, 1990, p.1
Bank of New York salutes Eda and Stanley Newhouse and the SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.28
Scarsdale's finest celebrate one of their finest hours (at accreditation ceremony) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.6
IHM, Dickel neighbors protest; LWV urges affordable housing (at Village Board meeting), Jul 20, 1990, p.1
Heathcote schiss (as two groups call meetings for same neighborhood, 9/23 and 9/24/90), Sep 21, 1990, p.1
Citizens Committee has new members (after election, individuals noted), Nov 16, 1990, p.1
Village responds to bulk law critics (as zoning law nears vote, next Board meeting 12/18/90), Dec 14, 1990, p.1
Bulk law criticized at Village Board meeting (as date nears for vote) (cont), Dec 21, 1990, p.2

GREENFIELD, JANET

(United Jewish Appeal volunteers H Lapidus, H Lapidus) On their way to $1 million (photo), Feb 23, 1990, p.5

GREENHOUSE, JOY

(Garden Section of SCS Woman's Club members examine shell at annual flower show) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.10

GREENHOUSE, JOY (AU)

Jewish Committee salutes Mandela (on tour of U.S.) (ltr), Jul 13, 1990, p.6
'Israel-our most stable ally...' (discusses Israel's relations with U.S.) (edit), Oct 19, 1990, p.7

GREENLAND, ALEX

Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26

GREENLEAF, RUSSELL

(Recreation Dept-Chamber of Commerce) Snowflake Contest winners (announced), Feb 23, 1990, p.2

GREENVILLE COMMUNITY CHURCH

Greenville Community Church celebrates 25 years of community theater (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.17

GREENVILLE COMMUNITY COUNCIL

Central Avenue watchdogs (complains Greenville residents, Lamert and Toffi) (ltr), Jun 8, 1990, p.6

GREENVILLE COMMUNITY THEATER

Actors learn hairdos and don'ts (at Greenville Community Theater for 'Steel Magnolias') (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.15
Local theater groups take center stage (performance times and actors are noted) (photo), Oct 26, 1990, p.16

GREENWALD, DAN

Summer league tennis nets pair of team firsts at NY Metro showdown (photos), Sep 7, 1990, p.26

GREEN, GEORGE

George Greer 2d (dies), Mar 30, 1990, p.18

GREGG, ALISON

(Scarsdale) High School honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.9

GREGORY, MARY ANNE


GREGORY, RALPH

County net for human-services data (new information and referral service system), Jul 27, 1990, p.5

...
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GREENLEY, ELIZABETH
Scarlsdale students dance up a storm (at Steffi-Nossen School's spring concert) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.17
Bookworms seek bargains (at annual paperback fair held 6/9-10/90) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.5

GREENLEY, FRANCES
Bookworms seek bargains (at annual paperback fair held 6/9-10/90) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.5
Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photos), Sep 14, 1990, p.26

GREENLEY, JAME
Swapping skills (Junior Girl Scouts and Brownies teach each other at crafts swap) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.1
Fab foxes (4th grade Fox Meadow girls in 6-0 championship season) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19

GRIEF
Understanding a child's mourning (for a parent is analyzed in terms of child's needs) (edit), Sep 14, 1990, p.7

GRIMM, JACK
(SHS) Class of '40 turns back the clock (to celebrate reunion) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.9

GRIPPO, CHARLES
0 Route says Mosca will stay as Westchester's Public Safety Commissioner, May 2, 1990, p.1

GRIPPO, ROBERT (REV)
IHM involves members in many ways (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19

GROBAN, ELI
Edgewood farewell to (Dr Vincent) Dempsey (who is retiring principal), Jun 29, 1990, p.22

GROBAN, ROBERT
Scarlsdale (High) School seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14

GROBAN, ROBERT S., JR.
Civic Club names officers (of first slate since joining of Town and Village clubs, 6/90), Aug 10, 1990, p.3

GROENEMEYER, EARL
Cellists convene (for Cello Day in SCS with Jean Peale, strings teacher), Jun 29, 1990, p.22
Music is popping up all over (calendar of events and telephone numbers are noted) (photo), Oct 12, 1990, p.23
Elementary rhythms (2nd graders read aloud and kindergarten celebrate "Festival Percussion") (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.12

GROSS, BETTY
Lyme disease real in SCS (says HS nurse in reply to edit 6/15/90, local cases noted) (ltr), Jun 22, 1990, p.6

GROSS, KATE
Pajama game (for eighth grade Popham girls who dressed up for Halloween) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.21

GROSS, KATIE
Gold medal gymnast is Katie Gross who won NY State 1990 level 7 champ-vaulting) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.19

GROSS, MARION
Marion Gross, former editor (SCS Inquirer) (dies), Oct 26, 1990, p.17

GROSS, MARJORIE
Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photos), Jun 8, 1990, p.28
Citizens' Committee petition (for candidates' nominations) deadline nears (committee noted), Sep 21, 1990, p.3

GROSS, MARVIN
S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps)--always ready to help (Officers listed) (Progress Ed Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.12

GROSSMAN, AUDI
Set ready, Piccadilly, here come the SCS Devils (8th-grade soccer team) (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.5
Off to England (are SCS Devils, 8th grade girls on spring tour and playing trip) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.15

GROSSMAN, DR. JACOB (AU)
On the Garlands and Barry Slotnick (several citizens comment varied views) (ltrs), May 4, 1990, p.6

GROSSMAN, EDWARD
Bank of New York salutes the Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees. (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GROSSMAN, FRANCES</td>
<td>Frances Grossman (dies)</td>
<td>Nov 23, 1990</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROSSMAN, JACOB (AU)</td>
<td>A suggestion for Slotnick (ltr)</td>
<td>Feb 2, 1990</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROSSMAN, JULIE</td>
<td>(Heathcote) Fifth graders on the right circuit (with annual science fair)</td>
<td>Jun 15, 1990</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROSSMAN, LESLIE</td>
<td>Get ready, Piccadilly, here come the SCS Devils (8th-grade soccer team)</td>
<td>Jan 12, 1990</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center</td>
<td>Jun 8, 1990</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROSSMAN, MARK</td>
<td>Bulls-eye? (as counselors at Camp Patlunka instruct campers in archery)</td>
<td>Aug 3, 1990</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROSSMAN, MICHELLE</td>
<td>Peace vigil (silent vigil held annually in Chase Park distributed leaflets)</td>
<td>Aug 10, 1990</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROSSMAN, SUSAN</td>
<td>Bank of New York Salutes Charles Cunningham, SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of Year 1990</td>
<td>Apr 13, 1990</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROSSMAN, THOMAS</td>
<td>Bank of New York Salutes Charles Cunningham, SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of Year 1990</td>
<td>Apr 13, 1990</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROSZ, JUDITH</td>
<td>(Officers) Slate proposed for Junior High PTA (for 1990-91 school year)</td>
<td>Apr 13, 1990</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Board of Education (tenure appointments named)</td>
<td>May 25, 1990</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROSZ, JUDY</td>
<td>Junior High News: (Units include Entrepreneurship, Dance, Poetry) (poems)</td>
<td>Feb 16, 1990</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROSZ, PETER</td>
<td>Playing down under: (P Grosz selected member of Sport for Understanding basketball team)</td>
<td>Feb 16, 1990</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Scarsdale) High School honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted)</td>
<td>Oct 19, 1990</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROSZ, SUSAN</td>
<td>Susan Grosz (received Pace University educational administration and supervision award)</td>
<td>Jul 13, 1990</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New EHS administrator (Susan Grosz) named (assistant principal, local resident)</td>
<td>Sep 14, 1990</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROSZ, SUSAN (AU)</td>
<td>Letters say women's place is on the board (of education) (ltr)</td>
<td>May 11, 1990</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROUP HOMES</td>
<td>A happy ending (for Futura House group home that is blending into Edgemont neighborhood)</td>
<td>Nov 16, 1990</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROVES, GEORGE</td>
<td>Realtors (Ralph Ragette and George Groves) chosen by area group (County Board of Realtors)</td>
<td>Nov 2, 1990</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROUNBERG, JON</td>
<td>Maroon and White honors spring teams (lacrosse, tennis, soccer, and track)</td>
<td>Jun 15, 1990</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 15, 1990</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>White Plains Hospital Center lauds (junior) volunteers (for hours; names noted)</td>
<td>Sep 28, 1990</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROUNBERG, MICHELLE</td>
<td>Downtown, a new crop of shops (Duck Duck Goose, Blooming Nails, La Dentelliere, Reading Writing)</td>
<td>Jul 27, 1990</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRUNFELD, SHELLY</td>
<td>They say 'YES' to job-seekers (student organization honors volunteers)</td>
<td>Jun 22, 1990</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUARENTE, CHRIS</td>
<td>On the wings of Eagles (Edgewood 8th graders win sixth consecutive championship)</td>
<td>Dec 21, 1990</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUATEMALA-POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT</td>
<td>Let nations decide their own destiny (edit)</td>
<td>Feb 23, 1990</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUERCIO, PEIER A</td>
<td>Peter A Guercio (named group vice-resident for Ametek) (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 8, 1990</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GUILMARTIN, ROBERT

(3) Chotini sentenced in cocaine case, Feb 2, 1990, p.3
Final sentence (is) imposed in Scarsdale drug case, Mar 2, 1990, p.3

GULLA, MARY

(1) (CS) Neighborhood Assn (presidents) urge involvement (list), (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.10
Drake-Edgewood gives $1000 (to local community organizations), Jan 8, 1990, p.2

GULLA, SAL

IHM involves members in many ways (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19

GULLA, SALVATORE

Candidate nominated (for seats on Citizens Committee) (names noted), Oct 12, 1990, p.1

GURISIGNO, VINCENTI

Animal control officer puts wild dogs on notice (new officer, Valentino Gandolfi will hunt), Dec 14, 1990, p.4
Animal control officer puts wild dogs on notice (new officer, Valentino Gandolfi will hunt), Dec 14, 1990, p.4

GURIAN, JANE

Researching voluntarism (as researcher from Japan Local Government Center at SVAC) (photo), Jul 20, 1990, p.1
Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps (officers elected at annual meeting, names noted), Dec 28, 1990, p.3

GURKIN, BEA

12 little girls in 2 straight lines: (8 Hudgins 5th graders celebrate Madeline's 50th b day (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.4

GUSTAFSON, ARTHUR

Arthur Gustafson (dies), Mar 23, 1990, p.14

GUTIERREZ, ANGELA

Greenacres gym burns (cont. fire incident and plans for school fair) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.20
(1CS) School district's thanks to PTA members and fire depts, security (ltr), May 25, 1990, p.6

GUTMAN, JANE

Better Public Relations needed (for future to assist understanding of decision-making) (edit), Aug 24, 1990, p.6

GUTMAN, JANE (AU)

Which way to the right meeting? (to present corrections on Dickel Rd. report) (ltr), Sep 28, 1990, p.6

GYMNASTICS

Haroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24
(Jane Stammer) State qualifier for US Gymnastics Federation NY State finals (photo), Mar 16, 1990, p.13
Gold medal gymnast is Katie Gross who won NY State 1990 level 7 champ-vaulting (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.19

HAAS, WILLARD (AU)


HAAS, WILLARD C (AU)

United Nations antinarcotics policy going into force (11/90 to counter trafficking) (ltr), Nov 16, 1990, p.6

HABER, GARY

Board of Architectural Review takes a look at school windows (and many applications), Nov 23, 1990, p.3

HADDEN, RICHARD

Four of the finest: (A Filancia, D Ferrone, R Hadden, T Heaney awarded medals by SCS Police Dept), Jan 12, 1990, p.1
Honors for the men in blue: (A Filancia, D Ferrone, R Hadden, T Meaney receive commendations) (photo), Jan 19, 1990, p.4
Scarsdale's finest celebrate one of their finest hours (at accreditation ceremony) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.6

HAFT, BEN

Scouts honor at Village Hall (Scout Government Day brings Boy and Girl Scouts on tour) (photo), Mar 2, 1990, p.1
(Boy) Scouts do some woods (Butler Woods) work on a weekend cleanup project (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.3

HAGERTY, KATIE

Honored by the Cardinal (are Edgewood Girl Scouts for "I Live My Faith" award) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.11

HAGGBLAD, RICHARD

Dickel Road (development) plan comes under fire from neighbors (photo), Jan 5, 1990, p.1
FEIS approved for Winston estate; (Dickel Rd project criticized again), Feb 2, 1990, p.1
Car struck by shower of concrete (from Wilmot Road Bridge), Mar 16, 1990, p.3
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HAGGBLAD, RICHARD continued
Street accepted (by Village Board is Gatehouse Road in Marx estate development), Apr 13, 1990, p.1
May 2's the date (for scheduled Heathcote Bridge closing for repairs), Apr 13, 1990, p.1
The Dickel Road development: two perspectives (on judgements by Planning Bd) (ltr), Apr 13, 1990, p.6
Cracking down (village highway dept. takes down illegal commercial signs), May 11, 1990, p.1
She's still bailied (by destruction of wetland landscape in Dickel Road site) (ltr), May 18, 1990, p.6
Plugging holes (of two manholes that were blown out of ground after rainstorms), Jun 22, 1990, p.1
IHN, Dickel neighbors protest; LWV urges affordable housing (at Village Board meeting), Jul 20, 1990, p.1
A new left lane (at Maaroneck Road-Palmer Ave intersection, as village tries to ease traffic), Jul 27, 1990, p.1
Corell (Road) Bridge deemed unsafe; residents request speedy repair (closed as of 9/10/90), Sep 14, 1990, p.1

HAHN, FRED (AU)
Some dog-gerel from Dixie (poem), Feb 23, 1990, p.6

HAHN, KIM
Students learning ways to help others (is the purpose of the Peer Counselors) (photo), Mar 2, 1990, p.5
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24

HAHN, MARY I
Mary I Hahn (dies), Sep 21, 1990, p.18

HAHN, NICKIE W CRANFORD
Class of '40 turns back the clock (to celebrate reunion) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.9

HAHN, MURIEL
Murray H(ill)-H(iddle> H(eathcote) group names officers and committee chairs), Nov 23, 1990, p.3

HAHN, TRUBY (AU)
Some dog-gerel from Dixie (poem), Feb 23, 1990, p.6

HAIMOVITZ, MAX
In Westchester, the fall crop is culture (lists upcoming cultural events) (photo), Aug 24, 1990, p.13

HAJDOX, NOLLIE
Devil may care (National Circus Project visits Greenacres in newly renovated gyt) (photo), Oct 26, 1990, p.13

HALBESCH, BRIAN
Summer league tennis nets pair of team firsts at NY Metro showdown (photos), Sep 7, 1990, p.26
Scouts (Troop 99) aid (PTA) scholarship fund (by stuffing envelopes) (photo), Nov 23, 1990, p.5

HALBISCH, CARMELA
Friends of Hoff-Barthelson make record donation; Watson given community service award (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.12

HALSEY, THOMAS P
Thomas P Haladey, (chosen by Birmingham ALA. News for sports internship), Aug 24, 1990, p.4

HALE, JONATHAN
School daze (Jonathan Hale teaches children to identify trees and basics of climbing) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.14

HALEY, LAUREN
Heavens to Mozart' by fifth graders (at Fox Meadow school) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.20

HALL, AMITA A
Anita A Hall (dies), Aug 17, 1990, p.12

HALL, ANNE
Anne Hall (teacher's aide at OR, received Pace University elementary education award), Jul 13, 1990, p.4

HALLOCK, RICARDO
(Heathcote) Fifth graders on the right circuit (with annual science fair) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.18

HALLETT, DUDLEY W
Dudley W Hallett (dies), Jul 20, 1990, p.12

HALLMAN, VIRGINIA
Virginia Hallman (dies), Feb 9, 1990, p.16
HALLOWEEN

Thrills and chills of Halloween (at New Rochelle's Haunted House at Ward Acres Barn), Oct 19, 1990, p.16
Bewitched, bothered and bewildered (meaning of Halloween today is discussed) (edit), Oct 26, 1990, p.6
Things are getting pretty spooky! (Halloween activities in the area are noted) (photo), Oct 26, 1990, p.15
Ghosts of Scarsdale past at St. James (the Less, will be presented for Halloween) (photo), Oct 26, 1990, p.17
Police keep Halloween hoodlums under control (as minor damage is reported), Nov 2, 1990, p.5
In the handsome tradition (local children show off costumes and pumpkin carving) (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.30
Pajama game (for eighth grade Popham girls who dressed up for Halloween) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.21
Thanks to SCS Police Dept (for control of teenagers on Halloween in Greenacres) (ltr), Nov 16, 1990, p.6

HALLOWEEN WINDOW PAINTING CONTEST

Window painting contest slated (for 10/27/90, judging to be held 10/28/90 by SCS Rec. Dept), Oct 5, 1990, p.17
Bewitched, bothered and bewildered (meaning of Halloween today is discussed) (edit), Oct 26, 1990, p.6
Things are getting pretty spooky! (Halloween activities in the area are noted) (photo), Oct 26, 1990, p.15
Halloween artistry (on merchants' store windows sponsored by SCS Chamber of Commerce) (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.1
Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30
How about concern for people? (suggest students direct actions toward other social action) (ltr), Nov 23, 1990, p.6

HALSEY, DOROTHY

Croquet champ (Ruth Ruth won Lillian Drake Thies trophy by SCS Seniors) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.2

HAMILTON, GORDON

(Boy)Scouts do some woods (Butler Woods) work on a weekend cleanup project (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.3
On the New Mexican Trail (to Philmont Scout Ranch, Cimarron, NM is Troop 60) (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.16

HANMER, ROSS

Unmasking student art (at elementary and junior high art show held at library) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.13

HAMMERLING, MEG

Volunteers try to fill the gap by helping house homeless (describing various shelters), Aug 17, 1990, p.2

HARD, EDWARD

Panel named to choose bowl winner (W. McCreery, chairman, names members), Sep 21, 1990, p.4

HARD, JOHN

An opener County Board (shows marked improvement in county government) (edit), Mar 2, 1990, p.6
Hochberg to co-chair special panel on raising revenues (in County Legislature with Timothy Carey), Mar 9, 1990, p.4
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HAND, JOHN continued

Higher county sales tax proposed (for aid to localities), Apr 13, 1990, p.3
Get involved in county budget process (by voicing opinions to legislators) (ltr), Dec 7, 1990, p.6

HANDELMAN, JUDITH

Housing group seeking seniors who want to share, May 11, 1990, p.1
Editor's (David Kirkwood) farewell (cont. as tributes are recorded) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.16
Senior group buying downtown house (to be used as shared residence), Jun 29, 1990, p.4
Senior housing fund drive opening (to assist purchase of group home), Oct 26, 1990, p.5
Shared housing project put off (due to lack of funds but continuing community involvement), Dec 7, 1990, p.1

HANDELMAN, JUDITH (AU)

Shared home visit (is being arranged by Peg Kulick for those interested) (ltr), Jun 1, 1990, p.6

HANDELMAN, WALTER

(W Handelman, E Schroeder, R Wieczorek) nominated for Village Board (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.1
Restrictions on demolition (of historically significant buildings) proposed (at Village Bd hearing), Jan 12, 1990, p.1
Village Board nominee W J Handelman praised (ltr), Jan 19, 1990, p.6
Future trustees agree, downtown is key issue (in Scarsdale's future planning), Mar 9, 1990, p.1
Future trustees agree, downtown is key issue (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.8
It's Beverly's bowl (Scarsdale Bowl 1990 awards Beverly Cunningham (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.24
It's Beverly's bowl (Scarsdale Bowl 1990 awards Beverly Cunningham (photo), Mar 16, 1990, p.1
It's Beverly's (Cunningham Scarsdale Bowl 1990) bowl award (photo), Mar 16, 1990, p.1
Upcoming (Scarsdale village) election merely a formality (as candidates run unopposed), Mar 16, 1990, p.1
Only 2% of village residents vote in Village (Board) election (of Non-Partisans) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.1
(SCS) Bowl (1990) spotlight shines on a star volunteer (Beverly Cunningham) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.3
Bouquets and brickbats fly at final (Village Board) meeting for two trustees, Mar 30, 1990, p.3
Some words about the Newhouses (by several local figures on occasion of Historical Society award), Apr 6, 1990, p.7
Bank of New York salutes Eda and Stanley Newhouse and the SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.28
Noise alert (from new village power tool; village is exempt from noise ordinance), Jun 29, 1990, p.1
Residents protest downtown plan (as Board and Penn Central consider future plans) (cont.), Jun 29, 1990, p.15
Praise for The Inquirer (from SCS Citizens for Senior Housing) (ltr), Dec 14, 1990, p.6

HANDELSMAN, LEANN

(Recreation Dept-Chamber of Commerce) Snowflake Contest winners (announced), Feb 23, 1990, p.2

HANDELSMAN, SARAH

(Recreation Dept-Chamber of Commerce) Snowflake Contest winners (announced), Feb 23, 1990, p.2

HANDICAPPED

(Handicapped) Access at last: (Wheelchair lift installed at Village Hall) (photo), Jan 19, 1990, p.1
She likes NYC when it sizzles (and city bus handicapped access is applauded) (edit), Jul 6, 1990, p.7
Special medalist (Elizabeth Lewis celebrates bronze performance in 1500 meter run) (photo), Jul 6, 1990, p.10
Awards for disabled and their employers (at National Disability Employment Awareness Month), Jul 27, 1990, p.3
Volunteers (from Rotary Club) survey access to disabled (in village stores, buildings), Oct 12, 1990, p.4
These athletes don't hear the applause (describes 1991 World Winter Games for the Deaf) (ltr), Nov 23, 1990, p.6

HANDLER, JENNIFER

2 from SHS (Karin Garvey and Jennifer Handler) win Merit Scholarships, Apr 13, 1990, p.12
Scarsdale (High) School seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14

HANLEY, JANET

Never too soon to learn (First Aid): (Girl Scouts complete Red Cross Aid training Course (photo), Feb 2, 1990, p.3

HANLEY, PAT

Child Care (Assn of SCS) to leave Greenacres (School) (photo p 17), Feb 16, 1990, p.1
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HAROLD, R.D.
Haroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.24

HARPER, RON
Fox Meadow series focuses on life of Native Americans, Feb 2, 1990, p.19

HARRIGAN, LAWRENCE
Retiring principal Dr. V. Dempsey, district clerk D. Bajak hailed (at Board of Education meeting), Jan 26, 1990, p.1
Bank of New York salutes the Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees... (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26

HARRINGTON, BRIAN
(Scarisde) School trying drug-prevention plan (DARE pilot program to debut next fall) (photo), Feb 16, 1990, p.5
Scarsdale's finest celebrate one of their finest hours (at accreditation ceremony) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.6
Poice are DAREing to be different (Rotary Club funds school program at Heathcote), Oct 12, 1990, p.1

HARRIS, HARRIE!
Phoenix (theatre Company) rep offers three times the fun (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.13

HARRIS, JAMES
Tuesday's ballot crowded with candidates (for governor, state controller, Congress, State Legis.), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

HARRISON, ALEX
Cougars: top cats in 1990 (Junior High S.P.R.C. champions are noted) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19

HARRISON, HOWARD
(H Harrison) 'A very special person' (ltr), Jan 12, 1990, p.6
30 years later, (J H. Bennett) remembers teacher H Harrison (ltr), Jan 19, 1990, p.6
Howard Harrison Memorial Service (is scheduled for March 25, 1990 at The High School), Mar 2, 1990, p.24
Memorial (service held) Sunday (3/25/90) for Howard Harrison (at Scarsdale High School), Mar 23, 1990, p.1

HARRISON, JOHN J
Family (Rambissoon) survives Christmas fire (in rented home on Lyons Road), Dec 28, 1990, p.1

HARRISON, PAULINE
(SCS Republican Town Committee) hears P Harrison's pro-choice message, Feb 9, 1990, p.3

HARRISON, ROBERT
Protect your homeowners' property rights: Voice your objection to (proposed zoning law) (insert), Jan 5, 1990, p.0
(Zoning) Law meant to preserve quality of life (ltr), Jan 12, 1990, p.6
Retiring principal Dr. V. Dempsey, district clerk D. Bajak hailed (at Board of Education meeting), Jan 26, 1990, p.1
(S.C.S. Neighborhood A ssn) (P residents) urge involvement (list) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.10
(SCS Board of Education) finalizes plan for renovating schools, Feb 9, 1990, p.1
Friends protest village plan (to create second employee residence at) Weinberg (Nature Center), Feb 16, 1990, p.1
What about a high school pool? (Harrison asks S.C.S. Board of Ed to consider in 1990), Mar 2, 1990, p.1
He's glad to see the pool plan back (for indoor high school swimming pool) (ltr), Mar 9, 1990, p.6
No pool, no way, says board (as it considers future activities), Apr 27, 1990, p.1
(SNAP) discusses downtown plans (cont. of meeting to discuss Penn Central's plans), Jul 13, 1990, p.9
Summer league tennis nets pair of team firsts at Mt. Metro showdown (photos), Sep 7, 1990, p.26
(Heathcote schism) (as two groups call meetings for same neighborhood, 9/23 and 9/24/90), Sep 21, 1990, p.1
(American Field Service) students to describe adventures (program info noted) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.3
Board of Appeals grants 3 variances (Dr. S. Erfani Zomorrodian, Mr. H. Wroclawski, R. Harrison), Sep 21, 1990, p.4
United they stand (two factions of neighborhood assoc reorganized), Sep 28, 1990, p.1
(Village Board meeting) (reports new fire pumper, bulk law, and IHM parking lot (cont.), Oct 12, 1990, p.16
More revisions in store for bulk housing law (cont. recommendations made by various committees), Nov 16, 1990, p.15
(Critics: bulk law violates rights, will inspire cube-shaped houses (floor area ratio noted), Nov 30, 1990, p.1

HARRISON, ROBERT (II)
(New zoning amendment proposes) 'Unacceptable restrictions' (ltr), Jan 5, 1990, p.6
Proposed (bulk housing) law unfair to homeowners (says local resident) (ltr), Sep 14, 1990, p.8
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HARRISON, ROBERT H
Civic Club names officers (of first slate since joining of town and Village clubs, 6/90), Aug 10, 1990, p.3

HARRISON, ROBERT H (AU)
A call for opposition to bulk law (by SCS Taxpayer Alert, meeting 12/18/90) (ltr), Dec 14, 1990, p.16

HARRISON, TERRI
American Field Service students to describe adventures (program info noted) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.3

HARRISON, ZACH
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics (photo), Mar 5, 1990, p.24

HART, EDITH
DAR pursues its patriotic mission (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.16
DAR elects new officers (for 1990-91 term), Jun 8, 1990, p.9

HART, RUTH
Junior League (of Central Westchester) helping teens in need, Feb 16, 1990, p.9

HART, DAM
If at first... (Correction states that Wilson & Son won 1990 PRC National Softball League) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.26

HARTMAN, DAVID
Stahr first in resurgent Scarsdale 15K (kilometer annual race) (photos), Apr 6, 1990, p.5

HARTSDALE
Village (of SCS) aids Hartsdale commuters (by directing rush hour traffic near construction), Jun 1, 1990, p.1
Metro-North repairs (in Hartsdale are causing traffic problems for commuters), Jun 1, 1990, p.5

HARTSDALE PLAYERS
Local theater groups take center stage (performance times and actors are noted) (photo), Oct 26, 1990, p.16

HARTSDALE PUBLIC PARKING DISTRICT
Village (of SCS) aids Hartsdale commuters (by directing rush hour traffic near construction), Jun 1, 1990, p.1

HARVEY, MARY LEE
IIHM involves members in many ways (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19

HARWOOD BUILDING (SCS)
New look, new name: (Publisher's Notebook now Editor's Notebook; illustration of Harwood cupola), Feb 23, 1990, p.1

HASCAL, JILL
Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photos), Jun 8, 1990, p.28

HASDAY, JILL
Scholar (Jill E Hasday) wins national grant (from National Endowment for Humanities), Apr 27, 1990, p.8
Scarsdale High School seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 13, 1990, p.14

HASHIMOTO, CHISATO
Fab fours (4th grade Fox Meadow girls in 6-0 championship season) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19

HASHIMOTO, SHINOBU
Pick o' the sixth... (Fox Meadow 1990 champions of PRC's A Soccer League) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21

HASSELKAN, BILL
Volunteer firemen warn of breakdown in communications (if new radio equipment put to use), Apr 13, 1990, p.1

HASSON, JULIE
Tennis: 3 up 3 down—Undefeated again? (as SCS HS girls team opens 1990 season), Oct 5, 1990, p.18
Scarsdale High School honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.9
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HATCHER, BARBARA
Tenure (eligibility) time for (Judy) Fox, 13 staff (members, listed with school affiliations), Oct 26, 1990, p.13

HAUPT, PETER
Fox Meadow series focuses on life of Native Americans, Feb 2, 1990, p.19
'Wheels' (a musical, was presented by Fox Meadow's fifth grade chorus for Seniors and parents) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.14

HAUSEL, GEORGE W
A eulogy for the Town Club (historically reports founding and highlights) (edit), Oct 19, 1990, p.6

HAUSKOE, WILLIAM
Car struck by shower of concrete (from Wilco Road Bridge), Mar 16, 1990, p.3
(Bronx River) Parkway closing (of 6/15/90 surprised motorists; maintenance work), Jun 22, 1990, p.1
It's still 4 corners (as delayed Heathcote Bridge repairs keep postponing reopening), Nov 30, 1990, p.4

HAYMAN, SEYMOUR
Family-service unit honors 3 (Karen Reuter, Seymour Hayman and Robert Zipf), Jul 27, 1990, p.17

HAYTER, MARY (AU)
Children learn to teach reading: fostering early enthusiasm (reflects classroom research) (edit), Jun 22, 1990, p.7

HAZELMOO, PETER
(SHS)Class of 40 turns back the clock (to celebrate reunion) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.9

HAZONY, YURAN
Brothers (Doug and Dan Goldstein) help to found academy (in Israel, IALA; details noted) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.5

HEAD START PROJECT (US)
SEE PROJECT HEAD START (US)

HEALTH
Health and fitness (2 p. section details and outlines current issues), May 18, 1990, p.8
Women's health focus of expo, race (sponsored by Citibank/Westchester Co. Women's Health weekend), Jul 27, 1990, p.2
Health programs in the area (are noted with details), Sep 7, 1990, p.4
Health programs in the area (noted), Sep 14, 1990, p.4
Health information available (Sjogren's syndrome, eye screenings, Ostomy assoc), Nov 16, 1990, p.15

HEALTH CARE
SEE MEDICAL CARE

HEALY, KEVIN
Winsome miss meets jolly old elf (Kevin Healy plays Santa for Arthur Manor Assn) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.1

HEALY, RICHARD
On the New Mexican Trail (to Philmount Scout Ranch, Cimarron, NM is troop 60) (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.16

HEANEY, BARBARA (SISTER)
Blessed are the beasts (at "Blessing of the Pets" sermon at St. Pius X School) (photo), Oct 12, 1990, p.18

HEAPHY, EDNA
Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9

HEAPHY, JIM
Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9

HEAPHY, MARGARET
The science of bubbleology (as Edgewood first graders demonstrate principles) (photo), Oct 5, 1990, p.17

HEART DISEASE
Heart disease-no. 1 killer of US women (statistics and preventive measures noted) (edit), Dec 7, 1990, p.7

HEATHCOTE ASSOCIATION
Deak subdivision lawsuit (cont. explanations of ruling and history of Heathcote Assn), Oct 5, 1990, p.15

HEATHCOTE FIVE CORNERS
No tenant in sight (for Heathcote Five Corners building, former home of Piedmont Inn), Feb 23, 1990, p.1

HEATHCOTE MANOR
Weaver Street townhouses back on Planning Board agenda (for review of construction plans), Oct 5, 1990, p.1
Hold referenda on Scarsdale's future (suggests student as he fears for green space) (ltr), Nov 23, 1990, p.6
HEATHCOTE ROAD BRIDGE

(Heathcote)Bridge closing nears (for needed repairs this spring), Mar 9, 1990, p.1
May 2's the date (for scheduled Heathcote Bridge closing for repairs), Apr 13, 1990, p.1
Five days ahead, that is (the Ciancio Contractors in posting detours for Heathcote Bridge) (photo), May 4, 1990, p.1
Postponed again (is upcoming closing of Heathcote Bridge), May 11, 1990, p.1
(Heathcote)Bridge still on hold (for closing date for repairs), May 18, 1990, p.1
(Heathcote Road)Bridge on schedule for closing next week, Jun 1, 1990, p.1
This means you! (as truck attempts to cross closed Heathcote Road Bridge 6/5/90) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.1
Bridge to go (over old railway on Secor Road, work starting in 1992), Jun 29, 1990, p.1
Bridge work continues (on Heathcote Road Bridge but target reopening date is put off) (photo), Oct 5, 1990, p.1
County's turn to holler (to get Heathcote Road Bridge completed faster) (edit), Oct 5, 1990, p.6
It's still 4 corners (as delayed Heathcote Bridge repairs keep postponing reopening), Nov 30, 1990, p.1

HEATHCOTE ROAD BYPASS

Concrete falls from aging (Milton Road) bridge (prompting attention to local bridge maintenance), Mar 16, 1990, p.1

HEATING

As oil prices soar, homeowners try new alternatives (using alternative suppliers), Oct 19, 1990, p.1
Heat service alternatives (cont. discussion of suppliers and SCS home heating), Oct 19, 1990, p.17
Praise for a local heating-oil concern (Almeida Oil, by resident who is customer) (ltr), Oct 26, 1990, p.6
Big not beautiful (further describes industry as follow-up to article 10/19/90) (ltr), Oct 26, 1990, p.6

HEBREW INSTITUTE OF WHITE PLAINS

New rabbi (Steve Schlaa was named assistant to Rabbi Grauer at Hebrew Institute, WP), Aug 10, 1990, p.12

HEBREW SCHOOLS

(Hebrew) School (of Temple Israel Center, WP) meets varied needs (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.18

HECHT, BAR1

Spring brings (store) changes to downtown (SCS), Apr 27, 1990, p.5

HEGG, ARTHUR JR

Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photos), Jun 8, 1990, p.28

HEGARLY, J P

Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.24

HEGARLY, J P (AU)

Mixed feelings on the (Non-Partisan) system (ltr), Dec 7, 1990, p.6

HEGARLY, JOHN

No lockout in Scarsdale (as baseball players enjoy heat at Edgewood School) (photo), Mar 16, 1990, p.1

HEHL, JOSEPH H

Joseph E Hehl (dies), May 4, 1990, p.26

HEILINAN, BETTY

Having a party? YES says give us a call (Staff listed) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.10

HEILINAN, KATHRYN

In the school nurses' offices: miracle cures (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.6
Citizens Committee petition (for candidates nominations) deadline nears (committee noted), Sep 21, 1990, p.3

HEILINAN, HELEN

Scarsdale Democrats' dinner to honor (Helen) Heilpern and (Irvings) Sloan for community service, Oct 26, 1990, p.2

HEINEMAN, LINDA

Having a party? YES says give us a call (Staff listed) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.10
They say 'YES' to job-seekers (student organization honors volunteers) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.19

HELD, JANET M

Janet M Held (dies), Jun 22, 1990, p.18

HELFAND, DANIELLE

Bank of New York Salutes Junior High Speech Contest (photos), Apr 20, 1990, p.26
PRC Champs (Quaker Ridge girls softball 7th grade finishes with 5-1 record) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.24
HELFRAND, GARY
Minor league baseball is here (for third and fourth graders; first season having six teams), Aug 3, 1990, p.14

HELGESEN, MICHAEL
Good neighbors' reward (presented to Sinnyo-en, Japanese community) (photo), Jul 6, 1990, p.4
HELGESEN, MICHAEL J
Benefit bike-a-thon (to be held for Westchester Red Cross 6/10/90) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.8
HELP ANIMALS CLUB (AU)
Animals are not a crop (defines high school club's perspective on fur breeding) (ltr), Nov 16, 1990, p.6
HELTON, MARY
New officers at Hoff-Barthelson (Music School) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.19
Friends of Hoff-Barthelson make record donation; Watson given community service award (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.12
HENDRICK, DEBORAH
Edgewood kids draw on trip to SHS (sketching artwork of their choice) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.15
HENDRICK, BARBARA
HENDRICK, CHARLES
HENDRICKS, EUGENE (AU)
Is democracy coming to SCS? (ltr), Feb 23, 1990, p.6
HENDRICKS, DOROTHY SPOERL
(HHS) Class of '40 turns back the clock (to celebrate reunion) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.9
HENDRICKS, MARK
Recycling at SHS (continues paper recycling project), May 11, 1990, p.8
HENDEL, MELISSA
Wheels--a musical, was presented by Fox Meadow's fifth grade chorus for Seniors and parents (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.14
HENDEL, SCOTT
Cougars: top cats in 1990 (Junior High SPRC champions are noted) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19
HENRY LUCE FOUNDATION
(Henry) Luce Scholar (chosen, Mark Miller, one of 16 college graduates, Asian internship) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.14
HENDRICKS, BRIDGET
Kids take center stage this weekend (at SCS Junior High and at Mid-Westchester I) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.17
HENDRICKS, BRUCE
Raider oldtimers (basketball teams 1979, 1988) win one for the homeless (photos), Mar 30, 1990, p.13
HENDRICKS, GAIL
Gail Henry (begins training to become general manager, Leon Henry Inc.), Aug 31, 1990, p.9
HENDRICKS, JOY
Four elected here (to American Jewish Committee-Westchester chapter), Jun 15, 1990, p.13
HENZE, MARY ADELE (SISTER)
IHM involves members in many ways (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19
HERBERGER, ROBERT
All in a day's work (Mayor Blitz takes shovel in plantimg Bradford pear tree) (photo), May 4, 1990, p.4
HERBERT, TONY (AU)
New symphony (Fine Arts Symphony), a fine addition to county culture (Louis Simon, conductor) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.17
HERMAN, JUDY
Advisory committee (on school facilities projects appoints new 5 members), Jun 8, 1990, p.1
HENDRICKS, ALMA C
Alma C Hendrick (dies), Nov 23, 1990, p.16
HEROLD, VIOLA
Viola Herold (dies), Jan 5, 1990, p.12
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HERRIN, RICHARD
Garlands oppose Slotnick bid for House; cite trial tactics (as reason for public outcry), Apr 20, 1990, p.1
Too horrible to forget (Garland murder and letters should prevent parole of Herrin) (edit), Apr 20, 1990, p.6
Tell state, killers should be punished (plea of Garlands' to Parole Board) (ltr), Apr 20, 1990, p.6
Support for victims (of crime is presented in legislative resolution in Albany) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.4

HERSCH, MATTHEW
(M Hersch named) Semifinalist (in 1990 Presidential Scholars Program) (photo), Feb 23, 1990, p.20
Senior (Matthew Hersch) Honored (by CIBA-GEIGY Corp.), May 18, 1990, p.15
(Scarsdale) Right School) seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14

HERSCH, MATTHEW H
4 SHS seniors win (National) Merit scholarships (M.Clayton, C.Goldstein, H.Hersch, M.Kang), Apr 27, 1990, p.8

HERSHENSON, ROBERT (AU)
Surprising treat (at IHN Summer Theatre-Music Workshop "It's Cool in the Furnace") (ltr), Jul 27, 1990, p.6

HERZ, CAROL
(Real estate) Brokers admitted to million dollar club (of Westchester-Putnam First Realty Group), Mar 16, 1990, p.9

HERZ, JOHN H (AU)
Begin foreign language early (resident describes personal experience and advantages) (ltr), Oct 19, 1990, p.6

HESTON, EVELYN
Becks seek change in county (child) abuse guidelines (after misdirected investigation), Jul 13, 1990, p.1

HEWER, PAUL (AU)
Hatching is for the birds (in discussion of workshops on birds) (edit), Apr 6, 1990, p.7

HEWITT, ROBERT (AU)
(Zoning) Law meant to preserve quality of life (ltr), Jan 12, 1990, p.6

HEWITT, ROBERT
Praise for The Inquirer (from SCS Citizens for Senior Housing) (ltr), Dec 14, 1990, p.6

HEWITZ, P.O.
Fire prevention is awesome! (is the message as Heathcote students visit trunk Day) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.1

HEYER, THOMAS N
(Thomas N Heyer named partner in Washington firm of Howrey & Simon), May 18, 1990, p.22

HEYESCHMANN, RICHARD (OR)
Deficiencies displayed in tours of Greenacres and Edgewood (schools) (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.1
Hearing to give public last chance to comment on school bond issue (illus), Jan 26, 1990, p.1
Retiring principal Dr V Dempsey, district clerk D Bajak hailed (at Board of Education meeting), Jan 26, 1990, p.1
Schools to replace disputed windows; (Project now at 25.1M; Proposed (SHS) wing discussed) (photo), Feb 2, 1990, p.1
(Freedom Foundation George Washington) Honor (Medal presented to) Edgewood PTA (photo), Feb 2, 1990, p.19
Parents urge earlier start for foreign language instruction; (Problems cited), Feb 9, 1990, p.1
Board (of Education) finalizes plan for renovating schools, Feb 9, 1990, p.1
What about a high school pool? (Harrison asks SCS Board of Ed to consider in 1990), Mar 2, 1990, p.1
One more time, voters ask about school renovation bond issue (to take place 3/27/90), Mar 16, 1990, p.1
Voters to decide on $25M school rehab plan (when vote takes place 3/27/90) (tables), Mar 23, 1990, p.1
A-School renovations (have kept historical look to old Boy Scout House) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.19
Voters say yes to renovation of schools (in large turnout village election) (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.1
Raider oldtimers (basketball teams 1979, 1988) win one for the homeless (photos), Mar 30, 1990, p.13
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HIBSCHNAN, RICHARD (DR) continued
School Board proposes $42M budget (with a 6.82% increase over last year), Apr 6, 1990, p.1
(County) Sales tax looks good to local leaders (to raise money for localities), Apr 13, 1990, p.1
Speakers criticize school budget (1990-91), but recommend voter approval, May 4, 1990, p.1
Student environmentalists make paper recycling a reality at SHS, May 11, 1990, p.1
Some final thoughts (from David Kirkwood, on Scarsdale as he's known it, 1975-1990 (edit)), May 11, 1990, p.6
Plan would open SHS teams to "elite" junior high athletes (discussion at Board of Ed. meeting), May 11, 1990, p.8
(SHS) Class of '90 turns back the clock (to celebrate reunion) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.9
Fire breaks in two local schools (Greenacres gym is damaged; Seeley Place classrooms; (photos), May 18, 1990, p.1
Village Club no more? (as members voted to consolidate with Town Club), May 18, 1990, p.1
(SHS) School budget (1990-91) OK'd (by voters), May 25, 1990, p.1
33% increase in state aid to schools may be illusory (it is too soon to tell), May 25, 1990, p.1
New Edgewood principal (Scott Houseknecht) chosen (and introduced by SCS Board of Ed) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.1
School doors unlocked in response to protest (of fire regulations at high school), Jun 15, 1990, p.3
Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees.. (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26
In Japan (Scarsdale educators; Dr. Hibschtan, Dr. McCann and Phyllis Luisi as guests), Jul 6, 1990, p.1
School Board elects (Robert) November, (Evelyn) Stock (at annual reorganization) (photos), Jul 6, 1990, p.1
Hot bids will be put out again to contractors for heating systems at OR and FH, Jul 20, 1990, p.1
While pupils on vacation play, Edgewood principal (Dr. Scott Houseknecht) settles in (photo), Jul 20, 1990, p.1
Blessed to receive ($500 to Greenacres Library by Hayuchi family as they leave) (edit), Jul 20, 1990, p.6
Three educators (R. Hibschtan, J.McCann, P. Luisi) explore Japan (on 13-day summer trip), Aug 3, 1990, p.1
Impressions of Japan (cont. details of summer Japanese trip to view education), Aug 3, 1990, p.2
Playground violates privacy, Greenacres neighbors (on Putnam Road and Sage Terrace) say, Aug 10, 1990, p.1
First day for kids and 14 new teachers (describes orientation program) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.8
Hiring of (construction firm) manager to oversee school construction is imminent, Sep 14, 1990, p.1
Foreign language on school agenda (as community and teachers consider adding to curriculum), Sep 14, 1990, p.1
Expecting the worst (Board hopes budget will be insulated from increasing oil prices), Sep 14, 1990, p.1
School taps construction manager (noting that Greenacres gym is nearly renovated), Sep 14, 1990, p.10
Quaker Ridge boilers off, but heat is on in the school district, Sep 28, 1990, p.1
Budget committee (being assembled, compiled of ad hoc citizens to clarify budget presentation), Sep 28, 1990, p.1
Lines are drawn in language debate (teachers' committee and parents' views presented) (cont), Oct 26, 1990, p.14
Board urged to reject K-6 foreign language program (by teachers report and Superintendent), Nov 9, 1990, p.1
Foreign language (cont. discussion of results of Board committee to study foreign language), Nov 9, 1990, p.19
Hibschtan's Statement (excerpts from recommendation to School Board on foreign language), Nov 9, 1990, p.19
Scarsdale hit by others' budget woes: County to hike property; State may cut local school aid, Nov 23, 1990, p.1
Fast action urged on language study (by resident who participated on Committee) (litr), Nov 30, 1990, p.7
Final plea heard for K-6 language (at Board of Education meeting), Dec 7, 1990, p.1
Foreign language (cont. coverage of Board of Education meeting with Dr John Rassias) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.16
Foreign language (cont. discussion of Board of Education meeting), Dec 7, 1990, p.19
Tough adjustments (on state education's fiscal budget; district's plans noted), Dec 21, 1990, p.1
Board rejects K-6 language program (following year-long debate; additional recommendations), Dec 21, 1990, p.1
School board sides K-6 language (program, citing reasons) (cont), Dec 21, 1990, p.16
Four SCS teachers awarded grants (to gain understanding of adult development and students) (photos), Dec 28, 1990, p.8
HIBSCHNAN, RICHARD (DR) (AU)
(School) Facilities problems must be faced—now (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.1
The superintendent replies to architect Behr's comments on A-school design (litr), Apr 27, 1990, p.6
(SCS) School district's thanks (to PTA members and fire depts, security) (litr), May 25, 1990, p.6
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HIRSCHMAN, RICHARD (DR)</td>
<td>Gym repair cost set (at $300,000; work to be completed by school's start), Jun 29, 1990, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HICKET, MATTHEW (AU)</td>
<td>Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre needs help (from community) (ltr), Jun 1, 1990, p.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGGINS, EDWARD</td>
<td>Some final thoughts (from David Kirkwood, on Scarsdale as he's known it, 1975-1990) (edit), May 11, 1990, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Editor's (David Kirkwood) farewell (cont. as tributes are recorded) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGGINS, JIM (SHS)</td>
<td>Class of '40 turns back the clock (to celebrate reunion) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHOOL EFFORT FOR LOVE, PROTECTION OF ANIMALS</td>
<td>Student target furrier for protest (High school group pickets outside SCS merchant) (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Protest infringed on furrier's livelihood (resident is dismayed with protest) (ltr), Nov 16, 1990, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Animals suffer for human vanity (details trapping and killing of animals used to make coats) (ltr), Nov 16, 1990, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Animals are not a crop (defines high school club's perspective on fur breeding) (ltr), Nov 16, 1990, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>How about concern for people? (suggest students direct actions toward other social action) (ltr), Nov 23, 1990, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Students turned guide to adults (responds to J. Bookan letter 11/23/90 about fur protest) (ltr), Nov 30, 1990, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Students could teach adults a lesson (responds to J. Bookan letter regarding demonstration) (ltr), Dec 7, 1990, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGHWAY DEPT-SCS</td>
<td>Nature does heavy pruning here (as wind whips through area 11/11/90 causing tree damage), Nov 16, 1990, p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGUCHI, TUKATRO</td>
<td>Blessed to receive ($300 to Greenacres Library by Higuchi family as they leave) (edit), Jul 20, 1990, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILL AND KNOWLTON</td>
<td>Public Relations executive (Robert Dilenschneider) to speak (about recent book) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HILL, KELVIN</td>
<td>No lockout in Scarsdale (as baseball players enjoy heat at Edgewood School) (photo), Mar 16, 1990, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HINCKLEY, AUSTIN</td>
<td>Life in the fast lane: (Edgewood Cub Scouts hold Pinewood Derby) (photo), Jan 19, 1990, p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HINDELS, CONSTANCE</td>
<td>Embattled Hutch neighbors seek relief from (NY State) Dept of Transportation, Jun 1, 1990, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hutch (Hutchinson River Parkway) neighbors seek relief (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HINKLE, BRENT</td>
<td>First day for kids and 14 new teachers (describes orientation program) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HINKLEY, BRENT</td>
<td>Board of Education (meeting notes new teachers) (cont.), Jun 22, 1990, p.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HINKLEY, ROBERT</td>
<td>Citizens Committee petition (for candidates' nominations) deadline nears (committee noted), Sep 21, 1990, p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIRA, MOHAN</td>
<td>Scarsdale High School honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIRSCH, ALISON</td>
<td>Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIRSCH, JAYCEE</td>
<td>Class discovers serious side of comedy writing (in Ira Weinstein's class) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIRSCH, JOYCE</td>
<td>Schools to replace disputed windows; (Project now at 25.1M; proposed (SHS) wing discussed) (photo), Feb 2, 1990, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Speakers criticize school budget (1990-91), but recommend voter approval, May 4, 1990, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIRSCH, JOYCE (AU)</td>
<td>In support of the school budget (PT Council recommends 1990-91 budget) (ltr), May 11, 1990, p.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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HIRSCH, KATHRYN
  Kathryn Hirsch (named to Board of Philharmonia Virtuosi), Oct 26, 1990, p.14

HIRSCH, RUSSELL
  Mayor A Blizz report(s) on the state of the village (illus) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.1

HIRSCHBERG, STACY
  Now, the best frozen yogurt! The winner is... (chosen from ten stores) (edit) (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.6

HISTORIC HOUSES, SITES, ETC-NEW YORK STATE
  It's historic (Bronx River Pkwy being declared on NY State and National Register Of Historic Places), Apr 20, 1990, p.1

HISTORIC HOUSES, SITES, ETC-SCS
  Landmark (Boniface Water) tower (due for a spring face-lift), Feb 9, 1990, p.1
  Historic houses modeled (at Wayside Cottage for Fox Meadow students) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.19
  'Don't throw it out' (pass it on to Village Historian when it is a SCS appraisal or memorabilia), Apr 20, 1990, p.4

HISTORIC PRESERVATION
  Bad timing? (LWV accuses Village Board of taking 'hurried approach' to community issues), Jan 5, 1990, p.1
  Restrictions on demolition (of historically significant buildings) proposed (at Village Bd hearing), Jan 12, 1990, p.1
  Protect SCS's heritage (edit), Jan 12, 1990, p.6
  SEE ALSO HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMITTEE-SCS

HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMITTEE-SCS
  SEE COMMITTEE ON HISTORIC PRESERVATION-SCS

HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMITTEE-SCS
  Restrictions on demolition (of historically significant buildings) proposed (at Village Bd hearing), Jan 12, 1990, p.1
  Historic preservation-it's the law (as five years of planning is unanimously voted on), Mar 2, 1990, p.1
  SEE ALSO COMMITTEE ON HISTORIC PRESERVATION-SCS

HISTORIC PRESERVATION LEAGUE-NEW YORK STATE
  Historic Preservation law (ready for action by Village Board), Feb 16, 1990, p.1

HISTORIC PRESERVATION-LAWS AND REGULATIONS
  Historic Preservation law (ready for action by Village Board), Feb 16, 1990, p.1
  (SCS employees are) always there: (Absenteeism lowest in five years), Feb 16, 1990, p.1
  SEE ALSO COMMITTEE ON HISTORIC PRESERVATION-SCS

HISTORY
  Did our founders have a PR agent? (discusses historical events) (edit), May 11, 1990, p.7
  A spring walk along the Bronx River (relates nature and history) (edit), May 11, 1990, p.7
  History also flows down the Bronx River (follows path of river, noting history) (edit), May 18, 1990, p.7
  At home in America: 1750-1870 (describes family life during time period highlighting writing) (edit), Dec 21, 1990, p.7

HITCHCOCK PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
  A joyful sound (at Hitchcock as congregation assembles to hear new carillon) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.13
  Hitchcock kids go south (McClellanville, S.C.) to aid (Hurricane) Hugo's victims (photo) (edit), Jul 20, 1990, p.6
  Volunteers try to fill the gap by helping house homeless (describing various shelters), Aug 17, 1990, p.2
  Hitchcock Church slates opening of rebuilt sanctuary; 1990 calendar (photo), Aug 31, 1990, p.12
  Bank of New York salutes Hitchcock Presbyterian Church (as its dedication begin) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.26

HOCHEBERG, AUDREY
  (County Board of) Legislators rebuff(s) O'Rourke on budget, Jan 12, 1990, p.1
  Restrictions on demolition (of historically significant buildings) proposed (at Village Bd hearing), Jan 12, 1990, p.1
  Agreement (to allocate an additional $14.5 M) would end county budget battle, Feb 9, 1990, p.1
  O'Rourke says Mosca will stay as Westchester's Public Safety Commissioner!, Mar 2, 1990, p.1
  Hochberg urges plans to counter health cuts (proposed by Westchester Health Department), Mar 2, 1990, p.8
  Grand jury clears Brady (of criminal wrongdoing with son's plumbing companies), Mar 9, 1990, p.5
  Hochberg to co-chair special panel on raising revenues (in County Legislature with Timothy Carey), Mar 9, 1990, p.4
  Newhouses feted at (annual) dinner gala (for SCS Historical Society) (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.5
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HOCHBERG, AUDREY continued

Bank of New York salutes Eda and Stanley Newhouse and the SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.28
Higher county sales tax proposed (for aid to localities), Apr 13, 1990, p.3
Smaller airport plan urged (for Westchester modernized facility), Apr 13, 1990, p.5
Certificate of appreciation (is presented to SCS's Jim Rice and L. Tooley for recycling) (photo), Apr 27, 1990, p.4
Some final thoughts (from David Kirkwood, on Scarsdale as he's known it, 1975-1990) (edit), May 11, 1990, p.6
Editor's (David Kirkwood) farewell (cont. as tributes are recorded) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.16
Passing the tax buck (supports increased sales tax proposal in Albany) (edit), Jun 15, 1990, p.6
Reproductive choice defended (as Scarsdalians attend annual meeting) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.5
Hiring freeze (asked by Hochberg and Sae! as measure for saving money), Jul 6, 1990, p.1
No sales tax hike (cont. county revenue discussion), Jul 6, 1990, p.2
SNAP discusses downtown plans (cont. of meeting to discuss Penn Central's plans), Jul 13, 1990, p.9
Superficial, naive, easy breezy (Writer says editorial puts affordable housing at risk) (ltr), Aug 17, 1990, p.6
Hochberg: budget cutters alive and well (addresses how budget is being scrutinized) (ltr), Sep 21, 1990, p.6
Future roommates? (as open meeting is held at 7 Overhill Road for SCS Citizens) (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.1
Cuts proposed (for 1991 budget include freezing non-essential hiring, forensic services...), Oct 12, 1990, p.1
5NAF discusses downtown plans (cont. of meeting to discuss Penn Central's plans), Oct 13, 1990, p.9
League Of Women Voters splits with Civic Club, backs housing study (urged by village trustees), Oct 17, 1990, p.1
Shared housing project put off (due to lack of funds but continuing community involvement), Dec 7, 1990, p.1

HOCHBERG, AUDREY (AU)

County Bd trimmed 1/3 off proposed 1990 tax increase (photo; cont p 19) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.1
Hochberg favors housing panel (as recommended by LWV and Town Club) (ltr), Aug 3, 1990, p.6

HOCKEY

Stickers tie one, win two (in girls SCS high school field hockey games), Oct 12, 1990, p.14
Field hockey: a win and a loss (for girls high school team) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.14
Field Hockey's busy week 2-0-2 (girls high school team reports games), Oct 26, 1990, p.26
Ice men gain early edge, win 2 of 3 (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21

Hoffman, Burton (DR)

Shuttle scuttled (Columbia's launching with Dr. Jeffrey Hoffman postponed again), Sep 7, 1990, p.1
HOFFMAN, BETTY
Shuttle scuttled (Columbia's launching with Dr. Jeffrey Hoffman postponed again), Sep 7, 1990, p.1
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HOFFMAN, JEFFREY (DR)
(Or J Hoffian taking second trip) Back into space (on Shuttle Columbia May 9), Feb 23, 1990, p.1
Five days to lift-off (for Scarsdalian Jeffrey Hoffman scheduled for second space flight), May 11, 1990, p.1
Shuttle off (Columbia to include Scarsdalian Jeffrey Hoffman), Jun 1, 1990, p.1
Shuttle scrubbed (Columbia's launching with Dr. Jeffrey Hoffman postponed again), Sep 7, 1990, p.1
Aloft at last (space shuttle Columbia took off with Dr. Jeffrey Hoffman aboard), Dec 7, 1990, p.1

HOFFMAN, JOYCE
In the school nurses' offices: miracle cures (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.6

HOFFMAN, ROSE R
Rose R Hoffian (dies), Nov 9, 1990, p.22

HOFHEIMER, GERTRUDE
Residents sought for shared housing (in SCS), May 25, 1990, p.5
Senior group buying downtown house (to be used as shared residence), Jun 29, 1990, p.4
Seniors to share Overhill (Road) house (as SCS Citizens sign to purchase residence) (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.1
Questions and answers on shared housing (defines the program for SCS Citizens) (photo) (edit), Sep 7, 1990, p.7
Panel named to choose bowl winner (W. McCreery, chairman, names members), Sep 21, 1990, p.4
Touring Scarsdale (with leaflet "A Tour of Scarsdale" by R. Lederer and G. Hofheimer), Oct 19, 1990, p.1
Senior housing fund drive opening (to assist purchase of group home), Oct 26, 1990, p.5
Shared housing project put off (due to lack of funds but continuing community involvement), Dec 7, 1990, p.1

HOFHEIMER, JOSEPH
Bank of New York Salutes Charles Cunningham, SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of Year 1990 (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.22
Some final thoughts (from David Kirkwood, on Scarsdale as he's known it, 1975-1990) (edit), May 11, 1990, p.6

HOFHEIMER, JOSEPH (AU)
The school bond issue: readers have their say (about upcoming vote) (ltr), Mar 23, 1990, p.6

HOFHEIMER, NATALIE
Bank of New York Salutes Charles Cunningham, SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of Year 1990 (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.22
White Plains Hospital elects directors (to three-year terms at annual meeting), May 4, 1990, p.4
Volunteers (from White Plains Hospital, New York Hospital and United Hospital are honored) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.8
Two women (Natalie Hofheimer and Mary Alice Ughetta) get just deserts at benefit dinners) (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.9

HOFHEIMER, NATALIE DORNBERG
(SHS)Class of 40 turns back the clock (to celebrate reunion) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.9

HOHN, MARY
Voting is Tuesday for (School Board) Nominating Committee (Candidates listed), Jan 19, 1990, p.1
Slip-up costs candidate S Stauffer spot on (School Board Nominating Committee; Fourteen elected), Jan 26, 1990, p.1

HOHN, MATTHEW
Hot shop, cool customers (Pencilmania, the 4th graders supply store is success) (photo), Oct 26, 1990, p.13

HOHN, HARRY
Scarsdalian K Hohn to head New York Life (Insurance Co) (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.3
Harry Hohn (assumed chair and CEO of NY Life Insurance Company), Sep 21, 1990, p.8

HOHN, KEVIN
A STEP up for Treva (Hohn, from Mississippi, who celebrates graduation from SHS) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.4

HOHN, SANDRA
A STEP up for Treva (Hohn, from Mississippi, who celebrates graduation from SHS) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.4

HOHN, TREVA
STEP grad R Booker: Thanks for believing in me (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.13
A STEP up for Treva (Hohn, from Mississippi, who celebrates graduation from SHS) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.4
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HOHN, MILLY
A STEP up for Treva (Hohn, from Mississippi, who celebrates graduation from SHS) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.4

HOLBERTON, TOBBIE
Hitchcock (Presbyterian Church) sanctuary opening in 90 (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19

HOLBERTON, TOBBIE W
Bank of New York salutes Hitchcock Presbyterian Church (as its dedication begin) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.26

HOLDEN, DON
Art Association presents (annual) awards (to artists' at Woman's Club) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.5

HOLIDAY ENTERTAINING
Holiday Entertaining (Suppl.) (2 p) (includes recipes, info on parties and ads from merchants), Nov 9, 1990, p.10
Holiday music (listings are noted for local events), Nov 30, 1990, p.18
Holiday music lights up winter's darkest days (local music programs are noted), Dec 7, 1990, p.17

HOLIDAYS
Roundup of holiday sales (gives information on upcoming holiday boutiques) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.12

HOLLAND, DENNIS
(Justice for All is described and reasons for opposing R. Slotnick are noted) (ltr), May 16, 1990, p.6

HOLLAND, JAMES
Two cancer researchers (Holland, Miller) win 'distinguished service' awards (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.3

HOLLAND, JEROME
Temple (Beth Abraham) observes 90th birthday (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.16

HOLMES, RUPERT
(Rupert) Holmes: more twists for your buck (when "Accomplice" opens on Broadway) (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.15
It's our Rupert (Holmes), not Sherlock, at work (in play, "Accomplice" on Broadway) (photo), May 4, 1990, p.20
Scarssdale) Summer Music Theatre needs help (from community) (ltr), Jun 1, 1990, p.7
New officers at Hoff-Barthelson (Music School) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.19
Show business (Rupert Holmes to speak at Woman's Club monthly meeting/10/10/90) (photo), Oct 5, 1990, p.11
(Rupert and Lisa Holmes with the Leibers at 25th anniversary gala for Council for Arts) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.12

HOLOCAUST COMMITTEE-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
Two Scarssdalians (L. Wolf and R. Wolfe) assisting (Westchester) Holocaust memorial project, Jul 6, 1990, p.4

HOLSTEN JEWELERS
Board of Architectural Review approves additions (names noted), Dec 14, 1990, p.4

HOLT, BARBARA
Twenty-six chosen for School Board Nominating Committee (election 1/22/90), Dec 14, 1990, p.3

HOLT, RICHARD
Old SCS Assn to hear downtown concepts (by Brad Perkins for Penn Central 9/24/90; officers noted), Sep 21, 1990, p.2

HOLTER, PATRA
School Board educated in the whys of witches (as example of teaching techniques), Apr 6, 1990, p.16

HOLVIG, KENNETH
Board of Education (meeting notes new teachers) (cont.), Jun 22, 1990, p.19
First day for kids and 14 new teachers (describes orientation program) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.8

HOMECARE SERVICES
Hochberg urges plans to counter health cuts (proposed by Westchester Health Department), Mar 2, 1990, p.8
Consider long-term care at home (identifies patients' rights and problems) (edit), Aug 10, 1990, p.7

HOMELESS
Time for a decision (to build housing for homeless in Greenburgh) (edit), Mar 9, 1990, p.6
Lease renewed (at 2 Drake Road for emergency shelter for homeless family), May 11, 1990, p.1
Love, ambition guide homeless mother of five (now residing in SCS) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.6
Homeless family strives for success (cont.), Jun 22, 1990, p.18
Volunteers try to fill the gap by helping house homeless (describing various shelters), Aug 17, 1990, p.2
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HOMELESS continued
Advocate (Elizabeth Jaffe) for homeless (named Advocate of the Year by Student Advocacy Inc.), Nov 2, 1990, p.4
"Have a nice day" (details writer's experiences of sharing with homeless person) (edit), Dec 28, 1990, p.7

HOMELESS-EDUCATION
(St Bernard's Center for Learning) Gives homeless children a boost, Jan 19, 1990, p.5
Volunteers lend homeless kids a schooling hand (at Coachman Hotel, White Plains) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.6
Helping the homeless (cont details of volunteers at Coachman Hotel), Dec 28, 1990, p.18

HOMELESS-FUNDRAISING
Raiders (basketball teams) of '79 and '88 to play (benefit game) for the homeless, Feb 2, 1990, p.1

HOPE FOR THE HOMELESS
Return of the Raiders (brings the SCS High teams of 1979, 1988 together for homeless benefit) (photo), Mar 10, 1990, p.5
Celebrity for a day (Michael Zucker signs autographs following Hope for Homeless game) (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.1
Raiders oldtimers (basketball teams 1979, 1988) win one for the homeless (photos), Mar 30, 1990, p.13

HORIGONSBERG, ELIZABETH (AU)
Samuel Morse was no ordinary man! (outlines biographical achievements) (edit), Jun 8, 1990, p.7

HORIGONSBERG, ELIZABETH
Student essayists honored by the DAR (Daughters of the American Revolution) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.8

HOPE FOR THE HOMELESS
Return of the Raiders (brings the SCS High teams of 1979, 1988 together for homeless benefit) (photo), Mar 16, 1990, p.5
Raiders oldtimers (basketball teams 1979, 1988) win one for the homeless (photos), Mar 30, 1990, p.13

HOPE FOR THE HOMELESS (WHITE PLAINS)
Raiders (basketball teams) of '79 and '88 to play (benefit game) for the homeless, Feb 2, 1990, p.1

HOPKINS, JANICE
Joan Paley installed Med. as new Woman's Club President (Wed. April 11, 1990) (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.8

HOPPENFELD, NORMA
Twenty-six chosen for School Board Nominating Committee (election 1/22/90), Dec 14, 1990, p.3

HORAN, HUBERT
(SHS PTA Scholarship) Fund gets a ($500) boost (from Manhattan Savings Bank) (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.2
New owner (Republic Ny Corp.) for (Manhattan) savings bank (keeping same name, employees), May 4, 1990, p.3

HORI, SHUNRO
Researching voluntarism (is researcher from Japan Local Government Center at SVACJ) (photo), Jul 20, 1990, p.1

HORIKAWA, AZUZA
Bank of New York Salutes Junior High Speech Contest (photos), Apr 20, 1990, p.26

HORNCastle, CourI
In service (Court Horncastle, a former SCS resident is with First Cavalry, Saudi Arabia) (photo), Oct 12, 1990, p.12

HOROWITZ, DAVID AND DIANE (AU)
(We will be voting) Against the bond issue (1itr), Mar 9, 1990, p.6

HOROWITZ, DEBORAH
(At least two, possibly four shops) Coming soon (to downtown area), Feb 2, 1990, p.1
Downtown changes (continue to identify new merchants), Apr 27, 1990, p.14

HOROWITZ, HAYLEY
Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

HOROWITZ, JULIE
(Recreation Dept-Chamber of Commerce) Snowflake Contest winners (announced), Feb 23, 1990, p.2
Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9
Swapping skills (Junior Girl Scouts and Brownies teach each other at crafts swap) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.1

HOROWITZ, MARK
Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9
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HORSEMANSHIP

A correction: (D Jones incorrectly identified in Feb 9 Inquirer: Owner, trainer at Eastside Farm), Feb 23, 1990, p.3

HORSMAN, RICHARD

A bigger Boniface (Circle) Park planned; (Concept plan drafted by architect R Horstan) (illus), Feb 16, 1990, p.3

HOSPITALS

(White Plains Hospital president) J Schandler blames regulations for state’s health-care crisis, Jan 26, 1990, p.3
Education, service and fundraising are SCS Auxiliary’s goals (photo) (Progress Ed Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.12
(Hospitality Center of SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital has 50th anniv.) (photo), Feb 9, 1990, p.9
(White Plains Hospital Medical Center) gets top accreditation, Feb 16, 1990, p.8
White Plains Hospital names department heads (including two Scarsdale residents), Mar 2, 1990, p.2
A comfort for Scarsdale residents (that White Plains Hospital is near) (ltr), Apr 6, 1990, p.6
A comfort for Scarsdale residents (that White Plains Hospital is near) (ltr), Apr 6, 1990, p.6
White Plains Hospital elects directors (to three-year terms at annual meeting), May 4, 1990, p.4
(White Plains Hospital acquires new surgical laser, May 11, 1990, p.9
Auxiliary (Of St. Agnes Hospital) has new president (Sue Duftler), Jun 8, 1990, p.9
Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.28
Guests of honor (for My Hospital-Cornell Medical Center benefit are Scarsdaiians) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.2
The right decorative touch (by Marias Sevcik at St. Agnes Hospital’s new lobby) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.4
New patient monitors at White Plains Hospital Center (provided by Auxiliaries), July 27, 1990, p.17
Alzheimer’s Awareness Day (Oct 2, 1990 in SCS schools and agencies), Sep 28, 1990, p.5
Two women (Natalie Hofheinzer and Mary Alice Ughetta) get just deserts at benefit dinners) (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.9
Dinner-dance (SCS and White Plains Auxiliaries of WPHC) nets $235,000 for (White Plains Hospital, Nov 30, 1990, p.10
Photographed at fund raiser (for St Agnes Hospital) and Off to the races (for St Vincen’s) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.9

HOSPITALS, PSYCHIATRIC

Time to stop playing games (with funding for County Medical Center Psychiatric Institute) (edit), Jan 26, 1990, p.6

HOSTETTER, DOUG (AU)

What military power hath not wrought (details political events in modern East Germany) (edit), Aug 24, 1990, p.7

HOT WEATHER

No lockout in Scarsdale (as baseball players enjoy heat at Edgewood School) (photo), Mar 16, 1990, p.1
Too hot for tots (recent afternoon temperatures at Chase Park) (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.5

HOTCHKISS, PATRICIA

Five (Democratic) legislators urge pay freeze (for 1991 salaries of 200 top county jobs), Nov 16, 1990, p.4

HOTCHKISS, PATRICIA V.

Smaller airport plan urged (for Westchester modernized facility), Apr 13, 1990, p.5

HOUSLINES

Hotline for teens (called Mineline is established by Covenant House for troubled teens), Nov 9, 1990, p.19

HOTZ, ROBERT

Joint school, village efforts unique (as open exchange of ideas among educators and village), Aug 31, 1990, p.1

HOULIHAN/LAWRENCE REAL ESTATE

Realtor (Carol Martin joined Houlihan/Lawrence Real Estate Office in SCS) (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.4
Top producers (of Houlihan/Lawrence office honored at annual awards) (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.4

HOUSEKNECHT, SCOTT

Board of Education (meeting notes new teachers) (cont.), Jun 22, 1990, p.19

HOUSEKNECHT, SCOTT (DR)

New Edgewood principal (Scott Houseknecht) chosen (and introduced by SCS Board of Ed) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.1
While pupils on vacation play, Edgewood principal (Dr. Scott Houseknecht) settles in (photo), Jul 20, 1990, p.1
Edgewood principal (Dr. Scott Houseknecht settles in to new position) (cont), Jul 20, 1990, p.5
Vandalism in Edgewood: reality or a public relations problem? (meeting reported on and issues noted), Nov 16, 1990, p.1
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HOSPITALS continued
Alzheimer's Awareness Day Tuesday (Oct.2, 1990 in SCS schools and agencies), Sep 28, 1990, p.5
Two women (Natalie Hofheimer and Mary Alice Ughetta) get just desserts at benefit dinners (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.9
Dinner-dance (SCS and White Plains Auxiliaries of WPMC) nets $285,000 for (White Plains) hospital, Nov 30, 1990, p.10

HOSPITALS, PSYCHIATRIC
Time to stop playing games (with funding for County Medical Center Psychiatric Institute) (edit), Jan 26, 1990, p.6

HOSTETTER, DOUG (AU)
What military power hath not wrought (details political events in modern East Germany) (edit), Aug 24, 1990, p.7

HOT WEATHER
No lockout in Scarsdale (as baseball players enjoy heat at Edgewood School) (photo), Mar 16, 1990, p.1
Too hot for tots (recent afternoon temperatures at Chase Park) (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.5

HOTCHKISS, PATRICIA
Five (Democratic) legislators urge pay freeze (for 1991 salaries of 200 top county jobs), Nov 16, 1990, p.4

HOTCHKISS, PATRICIA V.
Smaller airport plan urged (for Westchester modernized facility), Apr 13, 1990, p.5

HOTLINES
Hotline for teens (called Nineline is established by Covenant House for troubled teens), Nov 9, 1990, p.19

HOTZ, ROBERT
Joint school, village efforts unique (as open exchange of ideas among educators and village), Aug 31, 1990, p.1

HOUHIAN/LAWRENCE REAL ESTATE
Realtor (Carol Hartin joined Houlihan/Lawrence Real Estate Office in SCS) (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.4
Top producers (of Houlihan/Lawrence office honored at annual awards) (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.4

HOUSEKNECHT, SCOTT
Board of Education (meeting notes new teachers) (cont.), Jun 22, 1990, p.19

HOUSEKNECHT, SCOTT (DR)
New Edgewood principal (Scott Houseknecht) chosen (and introduced by SCS Board of Ed) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.1
While pupils on vacation play, Edgewood principal (Dr. Scott Houseknecht) settles in (photo), Jul 20, 1990, p.1
Edgewood principal (Dr. Scott Houseknecht settles in to new position) (cont.), Jul 20, 1990, p.5

HOUSING, ATTACHED-SCS
Planning board reviews townhouse plans (for Weaver development, Heathcote Manor assn) (cont.), Oct 5, 1990, p.4
Townhouse plan has history of opposition (and review of events since 1988), Oct 5, 1990, p.4
Hold referenda on Scarsdale's future (suggests student as he fears for green space) (ltr), Nov 23, 1990, p.6
(Painting) Board approves attached houses on Weaver Street (Heathcote Manor; nine homes), Nov 30, 1990, p.1
SEE ALSO TOWNHOUSES, TOWNHOUSES

HOUSING-EDGEMONT
A happy ending (for Futura House group home that is blending into Edgemont neighborhood) (edit), Nov 16, 1990, p.6

HOUSING-HOMELESS
Time for a decision (to build housing for homeless in Greenburgh) (edit), Mar 9, 1990, p.6

HOUSING-SCS
Act now on affordable housing (is recommended by LWV as SCS considers downtown) (edit), Jul 27, 1990, p.6
Affordable housing-not here! (describes the community aspects of SCS life) (edit), Aug 3, 1990, p.6
Hochberg favors housing panel (as recommended by LWV and Town Club) (ltr), Aug 3, 1990, p.6
Stereotypes obscure housing issue (rebuts Sloan column of 8/3/90) (ltr), Aug 10, 1990, p.6
Mistaken impression on housing (ltr to John Crary addresses affordable housing issue) (ltr), Aug 10, 1990, p.6
League (Of Women Voters) splits with Civic Club, backs housing study (urged by village trustees), Aug 17, 1990, p.1
Village Board Meeting (cont. housing discussion and notes salaries for village dept. heads), Aug 17, 1990, p.5
Creative housing solutions (addresses Irving Sloan's column on affordable housing) (ltr), Aug 17, 1990, p.6
'Superficial, naive, easy breezy' (Writer says editorial put affordable housing at risk) (ltr), Aug 17, 1990, p.6
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HOUSING-SCS continued

A solution looking for a problem (addresses the concept of lower-cost housing) (ltr), Aug 17, 1990, p.6

Setting the record straight (answers Mr. Falkenberg 8/17/90 ltr/ from SCS Citizens for Senior) (ltr), Aug 24, 1990, p.6

'Down and out in Scarsdale' (addresses 'affordable housing') (ltr), Aug 24, 1990, p.6

Chickens come home to roost (refutes housing arguments previously noted) (edit), Aug 24, 1990, p.6

For a complex issue, a full inquiry (League of Women Voters asks for citizens committee) (ltr), Aug 31, 1990, p.6

Questions and answers on shared housing (defines the program for SCS Citizens) (photo) (edit), Sep 7, 1990, p.7

Bulk housing law opposed (by ad hoc committee of Greenacres Association; Village Board 9/25/90), Sep 14, 1990, p.1

Proposed (bulk housing) law unfair to homeowners (says local resident) (ltr), Sep 14, 1990, p.6

Bulk housing law still too complex, residents say (in public hearing) (photo), Sep 28, 1990, p.1

Simplify the bulk (housing) law (considering residents' rights and various Boards) (edit), Sep 28, 1990, p.6

Advisory housing panel opposed (in favor of local committee to discuss affordable housing) (ltr), Sep 28, 1990, p.6

Town and Village Civic Club board rejects report on housing (and looks for revision), Oct 5, 1990, p.1

League of Women Voters sets the record straight (regarding position on housing) (ltr), Oct 5, 1990, p.6

Town and Village Civic Club housing report (cont. discussion of presentation of report), Oct 5, 1990, p.16

Bulk-volume restrictions opposed (by real estate attorney who directed comments to Esther Shay) (ltr), Oct 12, 1990, p.6

Apples and oranges (is the comparison when LWV says they've canvassed SCS' neighbors) (ltr), Oct 12, 1990, p.6

Rejoinder to Keague of Women Voters on housing (answers A. Paulin's ltr 10/5/90) (ltr), Oct 19, 1990, p.6

Village proposes bulk law changes (aimed at decreasing new residential development), Oct 26, 1990, p.1

Advocates outline housing alternatives (for TVCC members; recommend formation of committee), Nov 2, 1990, p.1

Scarsdale should plan for its own future, affordable housing advocates tell TVCC (cont), Nov 2, 1990, p.16

Critics: bulk law violates rights, will inspire cube-shaped houses (floor area ratio noted), Nov 30, 1990, p.1

Shared housing project put off (due to lack of funds but continuing community involvement), Dec 7, 1990, p.1

HOUSING-SENIORS

Priority deadline for senior house (applications received before Sept.6, 1990), Aug 10, 1990, p.2

HOUSING-WESTCHESTER COUNTY

Time for a decision (to build housing for homeless in Greenburgh) (edit), Mar 9, 1990, p.6

HARD, ED


HOWARD, HILLARY

(Hillary) Howard and (Clare) Loftus go to Empire Games (for basketball and soccer) (photo), Aug 3, 1990, p.14

HOWARD, LEONARD

(SCS) Foundation is a community trust; (Trustees listed) Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.10

HOGAN, DANI

Students learning ways to help others (is the purpose of the Peer Counselors) (photo), Mar 2, 1990, p.5

DAN Howe wins a medal in slalom at Lake Placid, Mar 2, 1990, p.24

Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.24

HOGAN, DANNIEL

(Scarsdale) (School) seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14

At A-school graduation, warmth (and personal reflections about graduates) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.13

HOGAN, JOY

Maroon & White boosters tap '90-'91 officers (and describe purpose and functions) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.13

Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

HOGAN, WILLIAM

Maroon & White boosters tap '90-'91 officers (and describe purpose and functions) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.13

Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

HODGKIN, COURTNEY

Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30
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HOWARD, HILLARY
(Hillary) Howard and (Clare) Loftus go to Empire Games (for basketball and soccer) (photo), Aug 3, 1990, p.14
HOWARD, LEONARD
(SCS) Foundation is a community trust; (Trustees listed) Progress Edition Supp 1990, Jan 26, 1990, p.10
HOME, DAN
Students learning ways to help others (is the purpose of the Peer Counselors) (photo), Mar 2, 1990, p.5
   Dan Howe wins a medal in slalom at Lake Placid, Mar 2, 1990, p.24
   Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.24
HOME, DANIEL
Scarsdale High School seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14
   At A-school graduation, marathons (and personal reflections about graduates) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.13
HOME, JOY
   Maroon & White) boosters tape '90-'91 officers (and describe purpose and functions) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.13
   Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30
HOME, WILLIAM
   Maroon & White) boosters tape '90-'91 officers (and describe purpose and functions) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.13
   Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30
HONEL, COURTNEY
   Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30
HUNEL, TERI
   Bank of New York salutes Hitchcock Presbyterian Church (as its dedication begins) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.26
HUNEY, SHERRIE
   Junior League names officers for 1990-91, bestows awards (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.9
HUBBAR, BETTY
   Betty Hribar (dies), Apr 6, 1990, p.20
HSEIH, ELAINE
   Fab foxes (4th grade Fox Meadow girls in 6-0 championship season) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19
HSEEU, ELAINE
   Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30
HSU, ALICE
   Halloween artistry (on merchants store windows sponsored by SCS Chamber of Commerce) (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.1
   Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30
HSU, LISA
   Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30
HUANG, JACK
   Chinese Americans name (Westchester) chapter leaders (at Spring meeting in Greenburgh), Apr 20, 1990, p.11
HUBAK, AMOY
   Mackracking environmentalists (Sierra Club continues to clean up Bronx River) (photo), Aug 17, 1990, p.3
HUGGINS, BETTY
   12 little girls in 2 straight lines: (B Hugdins 5th graders celebrate Madeline's 50th b'day (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.4
HUDSON RIVER MUSEUM
   What to do till the school bell rings (notes places to visit with telephone nos, hours, addresses), Aug 17, 1990, p.13
HUDSON VALLEY POISON CENTER
   Tips for a happy-and safe-holiday (from Hudson Valley Poison Center 353-1000), Dec 21, 1990, p.5
HUFJAY, ROBERT A
   District) Attorney to prosecute local police officer (Joseph Miccoli, for class B misdemeanor), Jun 29, 1990, p.1
   Cop case (regarding Joseph Miccoli) adjourned (and granted adjournment in contemplation of dismissal, Aug 3, 1990, p.1
HUGHES, DOROTHY
   New officers installed (by Catholic Widows and Widowers Club (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.14
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HULL, MAGDA
Volunteers lend homeless kids a schooling hand (at Coachman Hotel, White Plains) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.6

HULL, ROGER H
Roger H Hull (named president of Union College in Schenectady, NY) (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.4

HUMAN RELATIONS
People still care (about fellow man as woman is alerted to tire problem) (ltr), Mar 2, 1990, p.6

HUMANISTS
SEE ETHICAL CULTURE SOCIETY OF WESTCHESTER

HUMES, ROBERT I
Robert I Hume (dies), Oct 26, 1990, p.17

HUMOR
Never underestimate firefighters (edit), Jan 12, 1990, p.6

HUMPHREYS, BILL
3-peat champs (winners of PRC's American League Men's softball title for third year) (photo), Aug 31, 1990, p.8

HUNGER
Spring food drive (throughout Westchester) begins Monday (to be distributed by Food-Patch), Mar 16, 1990, p.5
Spring Harvest (collects food for Westchester Coalition of Food Pantries) (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.12
From local kitchens: food for street people (as teens gather to help hungry in our area), Aug 10, 1990, p.1

HUNT, ROB
Students learning ways to help others (is the purpose of the Peer Counselors) (photo), Mar 2, 1990, p.5
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.24

HUNTER, ROBERTO
Village postpones action on disputed zoning law, Jan 19, 1990, p.1
Columnist I Sloan called off the mark (ltr), Jan 26, 1990, p.6
SCS Neighborhood) A(ssn) Presidents) urge involvement (list) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.10

HURWITZ, AMY
Stickers tie one, win two (in girls SCS high school field hockey games), Oct 12, 1990, p.14
Field hockey: a win and a loss (for girls high school team) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.14

HURWITZ, JENNIFER
Scarsdale High School seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14

HURWITZ, KATHY
(Freedom Foundation George Washington) Honor (Medal presented to) Edgewood PTA (photo), Feb 2, 1990, p.19

HURWITZ, LINA
At A-school graduation, warmth (and personal reflections about graduates) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.13

HURWITZ, RAOUL
Board urged to reject K-6 foreign language program (by teachers report and Superintendent), Nov 9, 1990, p.1
Foreign language (cont. discussion of results of Board committee to study foreign language), Nov 9, 1990, p.19

HUSSEIN, SADDAM
Muppet victims (looks at current figures: S. Steinbrenner, S. Hussein, M. Cuomo, C. Dewhurst) (edit), Aug 17, 1990, p.6
Heaven must not wait (Catholic bishops voice concern over war doctrine & Hussein) (edit), Nov 10, 1990, p.6

HUTCHINSON RIVER PARKWAY
Hutchinson River Parkway safety project may result in protection for trees as well as drivers, Feb 16, 1990, p.1
(Tree-preservation efforts on Hutchinson River Parkway route) A wise safeguard (edit), Feb 16, 1990, p.6
Closing on the Hutchinson River Parkway are noted so travellers will be alerted), May 4, 1990, p.1
Embattled Hutch neighbors still seeking relief from (NY State) Dept Off Transportation), Jun 1, 1990, p.1
The wet look (for the wooden barriers on Hutch will make it graffiti-resistant for future), Aug 17, 1990, p.1

HUTCHINSON, ALEXIS
Dress rehearsal (for preparing Thanksgiving dinner given by Inter. Families Com.) (photo), Nov 23, 1990, p.1
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HUTCHINSON, SENTA
Recycling at SHS (continues paper recycling project), May 11, 1990, p.8

HUTCHISON, NANCY (REV)
Hitchcock (Presbyterian Church) sanctuary opening in '90 (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19
Goodbye, Nancy! (Rev N Hutchison leaving Hitchcock Church to pursue other interests) (photo), Feb 2, 1990, p.14

HUTCHISON, NANCY (REV)
At A-school graduation, warmth (and personal reflections about graduates) (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.13

HUTCHISON, NANCY (REV)
Raiders oldtimers (basketball teams 1979, 1988) win one for the homeless (photos), Mar 30, 1990, p.13

HUTCHISON, NANCY (REV)
Raiders oldtimers (basketball teams 1979, 1988) win one for the homeless (photos), Mar 30, 1990, p.13

HUYTER, SETH
Raider oldtimers (basketball teams 1979, 1988) win one for the homeless (photos), Apr 2, 1990, p.1

HUYTER, STEVEN
Raiders oldtimers (basketball teams 1979, 1988) win one for the homeless (photos), Apr 2, 1990, p.1

HUYTER, STEVEN
Raiders oldtimers (basketball teams 1979, 1988) win one for the homeless (photos), Apr 2, 1990, p.1

HUYTER, STEVEN
Raiders oldtimers (basketball teams 1979, 1988) win one for the homeless (photos), Apr 2, 1990, p.1

HYDE, DON
Children's brothers win paddle title (national men's senior tournament) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.20

HYSD, MARK
Brrrrrr! (is water temperature as SCS pool prepares to open for 1990 season) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.1
(SCS) Pool opens tomorrow (5/26/90 for its 22nd season; staff and hours described), May 25, 1990, p.2
Rec-sportise (staff adds three new members, T. Leguire, M. Hyson, S. Senk) (photo), Oct 5, 1990, p.18

IACHETTA, MICHAEL (AU)
Emelin's 'Cocktail Party' is memorable (production, cast and plot detailed) (photo), Oct 26, 1990, p.16

IANNU, FLORENCE
Volunteers (from White Plains Hospital, New York Hospital and United Hospital are honored) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.8
Honored volunteers (receive Spirit of Westchester awards) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.21

IANNUCCI, LISA (AU)
"Have a nice day" (details writer's experiences of sharing with homeless person) (edit), Dec 28, 1990, p.7

IAROPOLI, VINCENT

ICE HOCKEY
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24

ICHIKAWA, KAIZUMI
Asian tones (professional Japanese musician visits third grade class focusing on Japan) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.19

IGUCHI, ATSUKO
Kids take center stage this weekend (at SCS Junior High and at Mid-westchester Y) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.17

IGUCHI, HIROKO
Kids take center stage this weekend (at SCS Junior High and at Mid-westchester Y) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.17

ILANY, TAL
It's cookie time again (as Greenacres Brownies begin annual door-to-door cookie sale) (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.1

INERMAN, MORGAN
Seasonal sounds (as members of TVCC serenade Boniface Circle with holiday sing) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.1

INERMAN, TYLER
Seasonal sounds (as members of TVCC serenade Boniface Circle with holiday sing) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.1

INAMURAR, NINA
Scarsdale High School seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14

INCOME TAX
Why not a county income tax? (reasons choosing between tax choices) (edit), Apr 13, 1990, p.6
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INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA
Fox Meadow series focuses on life of Native Americans, Feb 2, 1990, p.19

INDICTMENTS
Teacher C Warus indicted in EMF murder (of BJ Solomon) (photo), Feb 9, 1990, p.1

INDOOR POOL COMMITTEE-SCS
There might have been a pool (if SCS village trustees had given site choice) (ltr), Jun 1, 1990, p.6

INGLEBY, THOMAS
Thomas Ingleby (dies), May 25, 1990, p.17

INNES, EILEEN
LNV elects Amy Paulin as president (for 1990-91) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.3
Amendments may go to public (cont. Town and Village Civic Club veto issue), Aug 3, 1990, p.2
The Bank of New York salutes The League of Women Voters (SCS) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.28

INOUYE, KARA
White Plains Hospital Center lauds (junior) volunteers (for hours; names noted), Sep 28, 1990, p.5

INOUYE, SCOTT
Life in the fast lane: (Edgewood Cub Scouts hold Pinewood Derby) (photo), Jan 19, 1990, p.3

INSURANCE
Harry Hohn (assumed chair and CEO of NY Life Insurance Co), Sep 21, 1990, p.8
Francis N Bonsignore (elected vice-pres. in human resources of Marsh & McLennan), Oct 5, 1990, p.8

INSURANCE AGENCIES
Insurance firm (Advocate Brokerage Corp) here expands (its staff), Jul 20, 1990, p.4
Alvin H Fenichel (elected senior vice-pres and controller of Equitable Life Assurance Co), Dec 14, 1990, p.10
Robert Goldberg (honored by life insurance division of Israel Bonds) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.10

INSURANCE COMPANIES
Scarsdalian H Hohn to head New York Life (Insurance Co) (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.3

INSURANCE-HEALTH
Insurance savings (are noted since Village changed to self-funded plan), Jun 8, 1990, p.1

INTEGRATED COMPUTER CONCEPTS
Village to enter the computer age (with purchase of software for police and fire depts), Jul 20, 1990, p.1

INTERIOR DECORATION
Home (Suppl. 35 pp), Apr 20, 1990, p.0

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
Global goals need feasibility first (edit), Jan 5, 1990, p.7

INTERNSHIP PROGRAMS
Intern (Amy Simmons) in Albany (with Cecile D. Singer at State Legislature) (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.4

INVESTMENT ADVISORS
Analyst (Edwin Mihallos is) certified (as a chartered financial analyst), Mar 16, 1990, p.4
There’s life after termination (describes the loss of job security and starting over) (edit), Apr 13, 1990, p.7
(Paul Berg)Herges firm into Rogers Casey Associates of Darien, CT (photo), May 10, 1990, p.22
David R Rubinowitz (joins John Hancock Financial Services) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.10
(Carl) Pforzheimer is (elected) Pace University’s chairman (of Board of Trustees) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.11

INZERILLO, ANTHONY
Anthony Inzerillo (dies), Jun 22, 1990, p.18

IONESCU, MACRINE S (DR)
Marine S Ionescu (appointed assistant attending in Dept of Pediatrics, White Plains Hospital), Dec 14, 1990, p.10

IRAQ
Tale of ex-hostage (S. Veerabahu) captivates audience (at Quaker Ridge school) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.1
Quaker Ridge held captive to ex-hostage’s tale (of months in Iraq) (photo) (cont from p 11), Dec 28, 1990, p.2
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IRAQ continued
SEE ALSO MIDDLE EAST

IRISH, THOMAS A
Thomas A. Irish (dies), Dec 26, 1990, p.12

IRISH, TOM
Wright and Irish slated to be sold next month (to Michael's Cheese Shop), Mar 30, 1990, p.1

IRWIN, DAVID
Twenty-six chosen for School Board Nominating Committee (election 1/22/90), Dec 14, 1990, p.3

IRWIN, JACKIE
(Officers) Slate proposed for Junior High PTA (for 1990-91 school year), Apr 13, 1990, p.12

IRWIN, JACQUELINE
Village postpones action on disputed zoning law, Jan 19, 1990, p.1

IRWIN, JACQUELINE (AU)
Letters say women's place is on the board (of education) (ltr), May 11, 1990, p.6

IRWIN, PAMELA
Masters of babysitting (are graduates of SCS Fire Dept. Babysitting Seminar) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.10

ISHAGHOFF, LINDA
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.24
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

ISHAGHOFF, LIZA
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.24

ISHII, TAKAMASA
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26

ISHIKANE, HARRY
Stahr first in resurgent Scarsdale 10K (kilometer annual race) (photos), Apr 6, 1990, p.5
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26

ISRAEL
Israel-a country to be visited (is advocated by returning tourist) (ltr), Mar 9, 1990, p.6
Secure Israel poses new questions (for Soviet Jews, Americans and world) (edit), Apr 13, 1990, p.6
'Israel-our most stable ally...' (discusses Israel's relations with U.S.) (edit), Oct 19, 1990, p.7
Lowey depletes (United Nations) stand on Israel (and rally was held at Young Israel), Oct 26, 1990, p.18

ISRAEL ACADEMY OF LIBERAL ARTS
Brothers (Doug and Dan Goldstein) help to found academy (in Israel, JALA; details noted) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.5

ISRAEL-ARAB WARS, 1967
Speaker (Joseph Gerson) says success of sanctions depends on 'stubborn vision', Oct 26, 1990, p.5

IREY, JOOY
Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9

IWAMURA, MIKI
Alternative faces (are face painters from annual benefit fair held by A-school) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.1

IWASHI, EMILY
Fab foxes (4th grade Fox Meadow girls in 6-0 championship season) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19

IZARD, ANNE
Anne R. Izard (dies), Jan 19, 1990, p.12

J MICHAEL DIVNEY ASSOCIATES
Counsel (Brown & Wood) named (by Village Board) for (advice on) downtown development, Feb 16, 1990, p.1

JABLONOWSKI, PATRICIA
Local teachers win excellence awards, Mar 16, 1990, p.12

JACKSON, CHRISTINE
Wheels' (a musical, was presented by Fox Meadow fifth grade chorus for Seniors and parents) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.14
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JACKSON, JEFF
No lockout in Scarsdale (as baseball players enjoy heat at Edgewood School) (photo), Mar 16, 1990, p.1
Scouts (Troop 99) aid (FIA) scholarship fund (by stuffing envelopes) (photo), Nov 23, 1990, p.5
Cougars: top cats in 1990 (Junior High SPRC champions are noted) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19

JACKSON, JOAN
Friends of Hoff-Barthelson make record donation; Watson given community service award (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.12

JACKSON, MAITLAND
Maitland Jackson (dies), Jul 13, 1990, p.12

JACKSON, ROGENE
DAR pursues its patriotic mission (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.16
DAR elects new officers (for 1990-91 term), Jun 8, 1990, p.9

JACOB, GEORGE
(SCS employees are) always there: (Absenteeism lowest in five years), Feb 16, 1990, p.1
Torrents of spring (rain) flood (local) basements; streets identified and crews working), May 25, 1990, p.2
Village unveils major project (of three Public Works buildings) at (7/09/90) Monday's Bar meeting, Jul 13, 1990, p.5
Village Board Meeting (cont. housing discussion and notes salaries for village dept. heads), Aug 17, 1990, p.5

JACOB, JOHN (AU)
Vietnam not lost on the field (ltr), Feb 16, 1990, p.6

JACOB, JOHN E (AU)
Is the United States really child-centered? (edit), Jan 12, 1990, p.6

JACOB, JOHN (AU)
(Medicare Coverage Act will illustrate greed in) How's this for greed? (edit), Mar 2, 1990, p.7
'Glory' celebrates a history long neglected (edit), Mar 9, 1990, p.7
Imports costs US workers' jobs (describes international trade imbalance (edit), Jun 8, 1990, p.7
Why some oppose affirmative action (discusses Civil Rights Bill and viewpoints) (edit), Aug 10, 1990, p.7
Japan's 'black-bashing' (recent examples of comments and proposals for American leaders) (edit), Dec 7, 1990, p.7

JACOBS, DIANA
Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9

JACOBS, JENNY
Alternative faces (are face painters from annual benefit fair held by A-school) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.1

JACOBS, JOSH
Native skills (Indian maskmaking program presented at Weinberg Nature Center) (photo), Nov 23, 1990, p.3

JACOBS, MARJORIE
Scarsdale Family Counseling Service, an enriching agency (and group of professionals) (ltr), Jul 20, 1990, p.6

JACOBS, MARJORIE (AU)
The school bond issue: readers have their say (about upcoming vote) (ltr), Mar 23, 1990, p.6

JACOBS, MATTHEW
Elementary rhythms (2nd graders read aloud and kinderg. celebrate "Festival Percussion") (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.12

JACOBS, MICKEY
(Ten Scarsdalians join) Group lobbying (to keep abortion legal, Feb 2, 1990, p.16

JACOBS, MIRIAM
Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9

JACOBS-FALKOMITZ, DAVID
Now, what a race! (at SCS Pool's July 4th celebration) (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.1

JACOBSON, NORMAN
Norman Jacobson (named senior vice-pres. of Silverstein Properties), Oct 5, 1990, p.8
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JACOBSON, SANDRA W
Sandra W Jacobson (elected to fellowship of International Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers), Jun 15, 1990, p.4

JADATZ, MARY
Tenure (eligibility) time for (Judy) Fox, 13 staff members, listed with school affiliations, Oct 26, 1990, p.13

JAFFE, ALISON
One and All-Section selections honored at Maroon & White's awards dinner (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

JAFFE, BARBARA
Retiring principal Dr V Dempsey, district clerk D Bajak hailed at Board of Education meeting, Jan 26, 1990, p.1
No pool, no way, says board as it considers future activities, Apr 27, 1990, p.1
Plan would open SHS teams to 'elite' junior high athletes (discussion at Board of Ed. meeting), May 11, 1990, p.8
League of Women Voters re-elects Strauss; Janiak new VP (at annual convention), Jun 8, 1990, p.4
Bank of New York salutes Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees... (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26
Blessed to receive $500 to Greenacres Library by Higuchi family as they leave (edit), Jul 20, 1990, p.6
School Board shifts policy on cash gifts (and votes not to accept cash gifts), Oct 12, 1990, p.1
Filthy lucre? (SCS schools cash gift policy is being decided by Board of Educ.), Oct 28, 1990, p.1
No cash carries (Board of Educ formally forbids acceptance of cash gifts), Nov 23, 1990, p.1

JAFFE, DAVID (AU)
A look at life near the epicenter (edit), Jan 5, 1990, p.7

JAFFE, ELIZABETH
Advocate (Elizabeth Jaffe) for homeless (named Advocate of the Year by Student Advocacy Inc.), Nov 2, 1990, p.4

JAFFE, ERIC A
Civic Club names officers (of first slate since joining of Town and Village clubs, 8/90), Aug 10, 1990, p.3

JAFFE, MATT
Jaffe's a double winner in sectional swimming (photo), Mar 2, 1990, p.24
(Matt) Jaffe is double-winner at state swim meet (photo), Mar 16, 1990, p.13
Matt Jaffe named Athlete of the Week (photo, Apr 20, 1990, p.14
Matt Jaffe named All-American (by National Interscholastic Swimming Coaches Association), Aug 10, 1990, p.9

JAFFE, MATTHEW
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.24
Raider swimmer (Matt Jaffe) is section's best (at Westchester County Association), Apr 6, 1990, p.15

JAFFE, MIRANDA
Chinese Americans name (Westchester) chapter leaders (at Spring meeting in Greenburgh), Apr 20, 1990, p.11

JAIN, VINISH
Scarsdale High School honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.9

JAMES, RICH
Football pieces together a 35-7 win (against Mahopac, high school team), Oct 19, 1990, p.14

JAMES, RICK
Plagued by bowl jinx: Raiders lose to Carmel in 13-10 heartbreaker (photo), Nov 23, 1990, p.19

JANIAK, HANN
Bad timing? (LWM accuses Village Board of taking 'hurried approach' to community issues), Jan 5, 1990, p.1
Restrictions on demolition of historically significant buildings proposed at Village Bd hearing, Jan 12, 1990, p.1
Schools to replace disputed windows; (Project now at 25.1M; Proposed (SHS) wing discussed) (photo), Feb 2, 1990, p.1
Raider basketball teams of '79 and '88 to play (benefit game) for the homeless, Feb 2, 1990, p.1
Fee hike questioned (regarding pool memberships and other recreational fees), Mar 16, 1990, p.1
LWM favors 'yes' vote on (school renovations) bond issue (ltr), Mar 16, 1990, p.6
Raider oldtimers (basketball teams 1979, 1988) win one for the homeless (photos), Mar 31, 1990, p.13
Bank of New York Salutes Charles Cunningham, SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of Year 1990 (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.22
Speakers criticize school budget (1990-91), but recommend voter approval, May 4, 1990, p.1
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JANIAK, ANNE continued
- LWV elects Mary Paulin as president (for 1990-91) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.3
- Future lawmakers? (are briefed to attend annual LWV Legislative Conference in Albany) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.4
- League of Women Voters takes seniors (high school students) to Albany (to examine state process), May 25, 1990, p.13
- League of Women Voters re-elects Strauss; Janiak new VP (at annual convention), Jun 8, 1990, p.4
- Issues Facing County (at Sept. 13 session, highlighting program and speakers), Sep 7, 1990, p.3
- The Bank of New York salutes The League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.28

JANIAK, BRIAN
- Raiders (basketball teams) of '79 and '88 to play (benefit game) for the homeless, Feb 2, 1990, p.1
- Champion again (Brian Janiak returns for Hope for the Homeless benefit) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.19
- Raider oldtimers (basketball teams 1979, 1988) win one for the homeless (photos), Mar 30, 1990, p.13

JANIAK, RICH
- Bank of New York Salutes Charles Cunningham, SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of Year 1990 (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.22

JANUARY
- Who needs January? (edit), Jan 26, 1990, p.1

JANUARY SUN
- In South Africa, a day, three lives (January Sun by Richard Stengel is reviewed) (edit), Jul 20, 1990, p.6

JAPAN-DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
- In Japan (Scarssdale educators; Dr. Hibschman, Dr. McCann and Phyllis Luissi as guests), Jul 6, 1990, p.1
- Three educators (R. Hibschman, J. McCann, P. Luissi) explore Japan (on 13-day summer trip), Aug 3, 1990, p.1
- Impressions of Japan (cont. details of summer Japanese trip to view education), Aug 3, 1990, p.2

JAPAN-SOCIAL CONDITIONS
- Japan-bashing breeds anti-Semitism, Feb 9, 1990, p.7
- Dragging down Japan won't help US (as two countries' futures are inextricably linked), Mar 2, 1990, p.6

JAPAN-US
- The Japanese influence (in art exhibitions appearing in the area; info noted) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.15
- Interactive teaching impresses Japanese visitors to schools (delegation observes SCS system), Nov 23, 1990, p.1
- Japan-bashing: just racism (notes historical context and condemns residents' openness) (edit), Nov 23, 1990, p.6
- Japanese delegation visits Scarsdale (cont. review of visits to school district), Nov 23, 1990, p.19
- Asian population up (says Comprehensive Assessment Report in statistics from each school district), Dec 14, 1990, p.23

JAPANESE-POLITICAL ATTITUDES
- (Japanese, Jewish-Americans can) Dry up the pens of bigotry (by reaching out to each other) (ltr), Feb 16, 1990, p.6
- Fearful memories aroused (by Feb 9 article, Japan-bashing breeds anti-Semitism) (ltr), Feb 16, 1990, p.6

JARKOVSKY, ZELDA
- (Real estate) Brokers admitted to million dollar club (of Westchester-Putnam First Realty Group), Mar 16, 1990, p.9

JARMAN, JIMMY
- Bank of New York salutes Hitchcock Presbyterian Church (as its dedication begin) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.26

JASKOT, JOHN
- Metro-North repairs in Hartsdale are causing traffic problems for commuters), Jun 1, 1990, p.5

JASON, PAUL
- (SCS) Chamber of Commerce has) new leadership (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.5
- Citizen of the year (Charles Cunningham is awarded for 1990) (photo), Apr 15, 1990, p.1
- Bank of New York Salutes Charles Cunningham, SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of Year 1990 (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.22
- Businesses protest sidewalk law (at Village Board meeting), Jun 15, 1990, p.3
- Office plan needs work; Scarsdale Manor OK'd (as Board meets to discuss Scarsdale Ave. Equity), Jul 6, 1990, p.1
- Planners seek financial proof of downtown zoning 'hardship' (SCS Avenue Equity Corp. asked), Aug 24, 1990, p.1
- Lawyers (Robert Mascal and Paul Jason) to seek variances for non-conforming office building, Oct 5, 1990, p.5
- Planning Board (cont. details several applications), Nov 9, 1990, p.19
- Appeals board denies house variance; postpones decision on office building (names noted), Nov 23, 1990, p.2
JASON, PAUL continued
Board of appeals tables Scarsdale Ave office plan one more time (other applications noted), Dec 21, 1990, p.5

JENKINS, PENN
Historic houses modeled (at Wayside Cottage for for Meadow students) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.19

JENSEN, GRACE
Historic preservation-it's the law (as five years of planning is unanimously voted on), Mar 7, 1990, p.1
Seniors told of housing options (presented by Older Women's League and Scarsdale Seniors), Mar 23, 1990, p.11
Civic club names officers (of first slate since joining of town and Village clubs, 6/90), Aug 10, 1990, p.3
Town and Village Civic Club board rejects report on housing (and looks for revision), Oct 5, 1990, p.1
Town (and Village Civic) Club housing report (cont. discussion of presentation of report), Oct 5, 1990, p.16

JEROME, LOUIS (REV)
IHH involves many members in many ways (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19

JESSEL, MATTHEW
(Snowflake Contest winners announced), Feb 23, 1990, p.2

JESSEL, REBECCA
Fire prevention is awesome! (is the message as Heathcote students visit Truck Day) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.1

JETER-CARLSEN, BILLIE ANN
Waiting for Dad (the women of the Carlson clan stand at IHH) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.10

JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER (WHITE PLAINS)
(Jewish Community Center involves all ages (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.18
Sounds of a new year (as Rabbi Shira Milgram welcomes year 5751 at JCC White Plains) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.1

JEWISH BLDG FOR THE BLIND
Three women who make a difference (Robyn Roller, Doris Tulcin, Susan Blumenfield) (photos), Oct 5, 1990, p.15

JEWISH-ARAB RELATIONS
Why Israel won't talk to the PLO (litr), Feb 2, 1990, p.6

JEWISH-MIDDLE EAST
First-hand look gives local student & Fendelman a new perspective on Middle East (photo), Jan 19, 1990, p.5

JEWISH RITES AND CEREMONIES
Temple is the setting for a Thanksgiving (as Soviet twin of Bat Kitzvah shares day) (photo) (edit), Nov 23, 1990, p.6
Bat mitzvah service (cont. details of Soviet twinning service), Nov 23, 1990, p.20

JEWISH-US
Why is the Y open on the Sabbath? (presents religious viewpoint) (litr), Mar 16, 1990, p.6

JEZIER, BLANCHE
(Hospitality Center of SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital has 50th anniv.) (photo), Feb 9, 1990, p.9

JOEL, BILL
They didn't start the fire either (is Choice's version of Billy Joel song), May 25, 1990, p.13

JOHN JAY HOMESTEAD
What to do till the school bell rings (notes places to visit with telephone #s, hours, addresses), Aug 17, 1990, p.13

JOHNSON, BOONE
It's official: Town, Village Clubs unite (to be named town and Village Civic Club), Jun 8, 1990, p.1

JOHNSON, CAROLYN
Carolyn Johnson (named vice-pres. of Savings Bank Women of New York) (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.4
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JOHNSON, CINDY
Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photos), Jun 8, 1990, p.28
Dinner-dance (SCS and White Plains Auxiliaries of WPHC) nets $235,000 for White Plains Hospital, Nov 30, 1990, p.10

JOHNSON, EVAH
Earth Day celebrated (in George Field Park and Butler Woods) (photos), Apr 27, 1990, p.5

JOHNSON, GARY
Tuesday's ballot crowded with candidates (for governor, state controller, Congress, State Legis.), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

JOHNSON, HEATHER
Buon Natale, Felice Navidad! (Christmans pageant celebrated at IHM) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.19

JOHNSON, JEANNETTE
Cubbie scouts (kindergartners locate cubbie with help of teacher, J. Johnson) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.14

JOHNSON, JOHN W "BUD"
Bank of New York salutes Eda and Stanley Henhouse and the SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.28

JOHNSON, JOHN W "BUD"
Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photos), Jun 8, 1990, p.28

JOHNSON, KATHARIN
It's cookie time again (as Greenacres Brownies begin annual door-to-door cookie sale) (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.1

JOHNSON, LAWRENCE
Lawrence Johnson (dies), Dec 28, 1990, p.12

JOHNSON, NERISSA
St Pius X: A caring community (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.17

JOHNSON, PEGGY
Voting is Tuesday for (School Board) Nominating Committee (Candidates listed), Jan 19, 1990, p.1
Slip-up costs candidate S Stauffer spot on (School Board Nominating Committee; Fourteen elected), Jan 26, 1990, p.1
Lines are drawn in language debate (teachers' committee and parents' views presented) (cont), Oct 26, 1990, p.14

JOHNSON, SCOTT
White Plains Hospital Center lauds (junior) volunteers (for hours; names noted), Sep 28, 1990, p.5

JOHNSON, SHANNA
Buon Natale, Felice Navidad! (Christmans pageant celebrated at IHM) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.19

JOHNSON, STEVE
Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees.. (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26

JONAS, DANIEL
Doing something about the weather: (1 Gifosky speaks to Quaker Ridge fourth graders), Feb 2, 1990, p.19

JONES, ALLISON

JONES, BERNARD
Love, ambition guide homeless mother of five (now residing in SCS) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.6

JONES, CHRIS
Buon Natale, Felice Navidad! (Christmans pageant celebrated at IHM) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.19

JONES, DOLORES
A correction: (O Jones incorrectly identified in Feb 9 Inquirer: Owner, trainer at Eastside Farm), Feb 23, 1990, p.3

JONES, DOLORES HOUSON
Local riders take strides in just 10 lessons (at Boulder Brook), Feb 9, 1990, p.6

JONES, GEORGE
Thank Greenacres it's Friday! (at dance at St. James the Less) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.3

JONES, GILLIAN
Masters of babysitting (are graduates of SCS Fire Dept. Babysitting Seminar) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.10
Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30
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JONES, JOAN
Eagle Scout (Kevin Jones) honored for Butler Woods clean-up effort (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.14

JONES, KEVIN
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24
(Boy)Scouts do some woods (Butler Woodswor) on a weekend cleanup project (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.3
All invited to celebrate nature (as community prepares for 20th annual event), Apr 13, 1990, p.1
Earth Day celebrated (in George Field Park and Butler Woods) (photos), Apr 27, 1990, p.5
Eagle Scout (Kevin M Jones will be inducted by court of honor, froom 60), Sep 7, 1990, p.2
Eagle Scout (Kevin Jones) honored for Butler Woods clean-up effort (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.14

JONES, MELVIN
Love, ambition guide homeless mother of five (now residing in SCS) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.6

JONES, STEVEN
On the wings of Eagles (Edgewood 8th graders win sixth consecutive championship) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.17

JOPLIN, SCOTT
Multimedia Joplin show (photo) commemorates Black History Month at SPL, Feb 9, 1990, p.5

JORDAN
An oasis of caring in Jordan (is the setting for SOS-Children's Village, Amman, Jordan) (edit), Oct 19, 1990, p.7

JORDAN, BRIAN
Raiders (High school team) take Scarsdale for romp in the (Madison Square) Garden (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.1

JORDAN, BRUCE
Hitchcock kids go south (McClellanville, S.C.) to aid Hurricane Hugo's victims (photo) (edit), Jul 20, 1990, p.6

JORDAN, CHRISTOPHER
Scouts' honor (as Eagle Scout award and Izetta Chattin Wright award are presented) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.6

JORDAN, DONALD
Scouts' honor (as Eagle Scout award and Izetta Chattin Wright award are presented) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.6

JORDAN, JOANNA
Another winning season (for Scarsdale High's boys and girls basketball teams) (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.12
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24
Scouts' honor (as Eagle Scout award and Izetta Chattin Wright award are presented) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.6

JORDAN, LOUISE
(SCS) Bowl (1990) spotlight shines on a star volunteer (Beverly Cunningham) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.3
Village Club no more? (as members voted to consolidate with town Club), May 18, 1990, p.1

JORDAN, SALLY (DR)
Scouts' honor (as Eagle Scout award and Izetta Chattin Wright award are presented) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.6

JORDIS, GRACE
Grace N Jordis (dies), Feb 16, 1990, p.16

JORDON, HALY
Brownie (Troop 157)art (displayed proudly at Heathcote School) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.5

JOSEPHSON, ANDREA
SHS 10th reunion set (for 1980 class 6/8-9/90) (includes names of missing classmates), May 25, 1990, p.18

JOURNALISM-REWARDS, PRIZES, ETC
N Loeb receives (Business News) Luminary Reward, Jan 19, 1990, p.4

JOURNALISTS
Thomas P Haladey (chosen by Birmingham ALA. News for sports internship), Aug 24, 1990, p.4

JUDELSON, NORMAN
FIES approved for Winston estate; (Dickel Rd project criticized again), Feb 2, 1990, p.1
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JUDGES-SCS

New approaches tried to control family violence (in our community) (photo), Mar 16, 1990, p.6
Justice in action (for UK students visiting Village Justice Kaplun's court) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.2

JURY, MEREDITH

Bank of New York salutes Hitchcock Presbyterian Church (as its dedication begins) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.26

JULIEN J STIBBLEY INC.

LMY elects Amy Paulin as president (for 1990-91) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.3

JULY 4TH

Celebrating independence (fireworks light up the sky at the Scarsdale Pool) (photo), Jul 6, 1990, p.1
Happy (July) 4th! (as pool festivities are recorded) (photo), Jul 6, 1990, p.5
A special Fourth (describes year, decade and ideals of freedom) (edit), Jul 6, 1990, p.6
Ah, the sweet memories of an old-fashioned Fourth of July celebration (edit), Jul 6, 1990, p.7
Now, what a race! (at SCS Pool's July 4th celebration) (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.1
Celebrating the Fourth of July (at Greenacres, Arthur Manor and the SCS Pool) (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.3
Old Glory and the Elks (SCS Elks celebrate July 4th at Webb Field in Hartsdale) (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.3
Please pick up after yourselves (pleads pool staff after holiday celebration) (ltr), Jul 20, 1990, p.6

JUNG, ERIC

Just clowning around (are kindergartners and 5th graders in circus) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.15

JUNIOR LEAGUE OF CENTRAL WESTCHESTER

Homelessness, hospice program among Junior League concerns (photo) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.2
Junior League of Central Westchester helping teens in need, Feb 16, 1990, p.9
In a quiet way, volunteers make quite a clamor (and are rewarded at 1990 Volunteer of Year), Apr 27, 1990, p.3
Junior League names officers for 1990-91, bestows awards (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.9
Volunteers in the making (1991 class of provisional members who will be trained) (photo), Sep 28, 1990, p.8
Roundup of holiday sales (gives information on upcoming holiday boutiques) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.12

JURY

Twelve absent men (describes jury duty in SCS Village Court and citizen's duty to serve) (edit), Nov 30, 1990, p.6
Jurors: Extras in courtroom drama? (describes personal experience as member of jury) (ltr), Dec 14, 1990, p.6

JUSTICE FOR ALL

Garlands oppose Slotnick bid for House; cite trial tactics (as reason for public outcry), Apr 20, 1990, p.1
(Justice for All is described and reasons for opposing B. Slotnick are noted) (ltr), May 18, 1990, p.6

KAGANOFF, PAULA

Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

KAGAN, SARAH

Volunteers in the making (1991 class of provisional members who will be trained) (photo), Sep 28, 1990, p.8

KAHL, REBECCA

Bank of New York Salutes Junior High Speech Contest (photos), Apr 20, 1990, p.26

KAHL, ANNE

(Recreation Dept-Chamber of Commerce) Snowflake Contest winners (announced), Feb 23, 1990, p.2

KAHL, JOHN

Drake-Edgewood gives $1000 (to local community organizations), Jun 8, 1990, p.2

KAHL, LAURA

Dempsey's last day (retiring principal at Edgewood enjoys goodbye gift from children) (photo), Jun 28, 1990, p.1

KAIL, NORTON

SCS Antiques return to running form for Luckahoe Classic 2- and 5-mile events, Sep 14, 1990, p.15

KAINAN, LAURA

Volunteers in the making (1991 class of provisional members who will be trained) (photo), Sep 28, 1990, p.8
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KALISCH, BETH
- Of sand and serpents (are features of Historical Society Spring Harvest Festival) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.6
- Who said kids tie you down? (not Marcia Kalisch who walks HS track with Jessica) (photo), Oct 5, 1990, p.5

KALISCH, JESSICA
- Who said kids tie you down? (not Marcia Kalisch who walks HS track with Jessica) (photo), Oct 5, 1990, p.5

KALISCH, MARCIA
- Who said kids tie you down? (not Marcia Kalisch who walks HS track with Jessica) (photo), Oct 5, 1990, p.5

KALLEY, PATRICK
- Masters of babysitting (are graduates of SCS Fire Dept. Babysitting Seminar) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.10

KALO, STEVEN
- Board of Architectural Review approves additions (names noted), Dec 14, 1990, p.4

KAMMER, IRVING W
- Irving W Kaminer (dies), Apr 20, 1990, p.10

KAMNER, JACK
- Raiders (basketball teams) of 79 and 88 to play (benefit game) for the homeless, Feb 2, 1990, p.1

KAPNER, MARC
- Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.12

KAPNER, MEL (OR)
- White Plains Hospital names department heads (including two Scarsdale residents), Mar 2, 1990, p.2

KAPNER, MARC
- Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24
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KAPP, BARBARA A
Barbara A Kapp (elected pres. of Westchester chapter of Women in Communications; 1991-92 year), Jul 27, 1990, p.4

KARASIK, SHELDON
Seniors to share Overhill (Road) house (as SCS Citizens sign to purchase residence) (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.1

KARATE
Sensei training (Frank DeRaffele of Montroy’s Karate Academy returned from Japan training) (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.18

KARESH, LINDA
Linda Karesh (elected secretary of YMCA), Oct 26, 1990, p.14

KARLIN, MALCOLM I
Malcolm I Karlin (named senior vice-pres and executive creative director of NY office, Kobs & Draft), Dec 14, 1990, p.10

KASSIKIN, SAM
A conversation with Binger (the horse for joint Earth Day/Flag Day celebration) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.18

KARP, DALE
Friends (of Music and the Arts) bolster arts in the schools (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.15

KARP, ROBERTA
Scholarship fund (PFA High School) launches annual village-wide appeal, Nov 16, 1990, p.9

KASHIMA, DAISHIN
Kids take center stage this weekend (at SCS Junior High and at Mid-westchester *) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.17

KASUGI, JANE
Having a party? YES says give us a call (Staff listed) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.10

KASSMEL, EDWARD G
Edward G Kassmel (dies), Sep 7, 1990, p.10

KAY, HARRY
Birthday salute to a real estate veteran (Bill Dudley on his 75th) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.28

KAYER, JOYCE
DAR pursues its patriotic mission (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.16

KATO, CHU
12 little girls in 2 straight lines: (B Hudgins' 5th graders celebrate Madeline's 50th b'day (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.4

KATO, YUICHIRO
In seventh heaven (Fox Meadow seventh grade boys' soccer won Recreation Dept. championship) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21

KAZ, DIANA
Insurance firm (Advocate Brokerage Corp) here expands (its staff), Jul 20, 1990, p.13

KAZ, JEFFREY
(sports)Swap a success (9/8/90, committee thanks community) (lttr), Sep 14, 1990, p.6

KAZ, DANNY
Bargains galore (as annual fundraising Sports Swap takes place 9/8/90) (photo), Aug 31, 1990, p.2

KAZ, DEBBY
Bargains galore (as annual fundraising Sports Swap takes place 9/8/90) (photo), Aug 31, 1990, p.2

KAZ, DIANA
Insurance firm (Advocate Brokerage Corp) here expands its staff), Jul 20, 1990, p.4

KIZ, JEFF (AU)
(Sports)Swap a success (9/8/90, committee thanks community) (lttr), Sep 14, 1990, p.6

KIZ, JEFFREY
(SCS) Synagogue-(Irvington temple) more active than ever (photo) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19

Twenty-six chosen for School Board Nominating Committee (election 1/22/90), Dec 14, 1990, p.3
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KAIZ, KUNIKO
(Freedom Foundation George Washington) Honor (Medal presented to) Edgewood PTA (photo), Feb 2, 1990, p.19
Parents urge earlier start for foreign language instruction; (Problems cited), Feb 9, 1990, p.1

KAIZ, KUNIKO (AU)
(Japanese, Jewish-Americans can) Dry up the pens of bigotry (by reaching out to each other) (ltr), Feb 16, 1990, p.6

KAIZBERG, DAVID
(SCS) Synagogue-(Tremont Temple) more active than ever (photo) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19

KAIZBERG, LAUREN
The Indians were hungry (Fox Meadow youngsters prepare thanksgiving feast) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.1

KAIZBERG, LESLIE ANSTER
Voting is tuesday for (School Board) Nominating Committee (Candidates listed), Jan 19, 1990, p.1

KAIZBERG, TODD
In seventh heaven (Fox Meadow seventh grade boys soccer won Recreation Dept. championship) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21

KATZMAN, SUE
Volunteers (from White Plains Hospital, New York Hospital and United Hospital are honored) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.8

KAUFMAN, ALICE
DAR pursues its patriotic mission (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.16
DAR elects new officers (for 1990-91 term), Jun 8, 1990, p.9

KAUFMAN, ANDREW (AU)
Please pick up after yourselves (pleads pool staff after holiday celebration) (ltr), Jul 20, 1990, p.6

KAUFMAN, BRIAN
Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

KAUFMAN, CAROLYN
Board appoints new teachers (1990 school year), Jul 27, 1990, p.4
First day for kids and 14 new teachers (describes orientation program) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.8

KAUFMAN, CHARLES
B Slotnick eyes run for Congress (photo), Jan 19, 1990, p.1

KAUFMAN, DAVID
(SCS) Pool opens tomorrow (5/26/90 for its 22nd season; staff and hours described), May 25, 1990, p.2

KAUFMAN, DAVID (AU)
Please pick up after yourselves (pleads pool staff after holiday celebration) (ltr), Jul 20, 1990, p.6

KAUFMAN, BAYE
Maroon and White s tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24

KAUFMAN, GABRIEL
American Field Service) fosters international understanding (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.13

KAUFMAN, JOHN
Covenants: void but still visible (and causing distress to home buyers who want to abolish), Sep 21, 1990, p.1

KAUFMAN, JULIE
Off to England (are SCS Devils, 8th grade girls onspring tour and playing trip) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.15

KAUFMAN, LIL
Maroon and White honors spring teams (lacrosse, tennis, soccer, and track) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.19
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26
State champions all (Raiders' girls varsity team takes state champs for 2nd year) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.14

KAUFMAN, HARTIN
American Field Service) students to describe adventures (program info noted) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.3
Planning board reviews townhouse plans (for Weaver development, Heathcote Manor assn) (cont.), Oct 5, 1990, p.4
(Planning) Board approves attached houses on Weaver Street (Heathcote Manor; nine homes), Nov 30, 1990, p.1
KAUFMAN, MILLICENT
American Field Service students to describe adventures (program info noted) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.3

KAUFMAN, MILLICENT (AU)
Ginsberg (David) challenged on denial of knowledge that WP sewer hook-up will be permanent (ltr), Dec 28, 1990, p.6

KAUFMAN, MITCHELL
Why is the Y open on the Sabbath? (presents religious viewpoint) (ltr), Mar 16, 1990, p.6

KAUFMAN, NICK
Off to England (are SCS Devils, 8th grade girls on spring tour and playing trip) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.15

KAUFMAN, SANDY
Wheels (a musical, was presented by Fox Meadow fifth grade chorus for Seniors and parents) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.14

KAUFMANN, JULIE
Get ready, Piccadilly, here come the SCS Devils (8th-grade soccer team) (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.5

KAUFMANN, NICK
Get ready, Piccadilly, here come the SCS Devils (8th-grade soccer team) (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.5

KAVACH, BARIE
Fox Meadow series focuses on life of Native Americans, Feb 2, 1990, p.19

KAWAI O, KAIZU
Kazuko Kawamoto (dies), Mar 23, 1990, p.14
More than just my (violin) teacher (Mrs. Kawamoto was special to me) (ltr), Apr 6, 1990, p.6

KAWASHIMA, LORNA
Student target furrier for protest (High school group pickets outside SCS merchant) (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.3

KAWASHIMA, YOSHITUKI

KAY, BONNIE
Metro-North repair work derails local businesses (Depot Place coffee shop and newsstand), Dec 7, 1990, p.1

KAYE, AVRIL
Dress rehearsal (for preparing Thanksgiving dinner given by Inter. Families Comm.) (photo), Nov 23, 1990, p.1

KEANE, DIANE
An opener County Board (shows marked improvement in county government) (edit), Mar 2, 1990, p.6

KEANE, DICK

KEANE, HILDA
Voting is Tuesday for (School Board) Nominating Committee (Candidates listed), Jan 19, 1990, p.1
(Officers) Slate proposed for Junior High PTA (for 1990-91 school year), Apr 13, 1990, p.12
Twenty-six chosen for School Board Nominating Committee (election 1/22/90), Dec 14, 1990, p.3

KEANE, JENNY
Girls swimming wins one, (over Spring Valley/Paramus) loses one (to John Jay) (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.18
One and All-Section selections (honored at Maroon & White’s awards dinner) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

KEANE, SAMANTHA
I’ll take that one! (says Samantha Keane as she admires Elaine Berkley’s work outdoors) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.1

KEARNER, DONNA MARIE
Tuesday’s ballot crowded with candidates (for governor, state controller, Congress, State Legis.), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

KEATING, JOHN
Firefighting family (Keatings of Fire Company No. 1 are awarded) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.4

KEATING, MARY McCORMICK
Mary McCormick Keating (dies), May 4, 1990, p.22

KEATING, MICHAEL
Residents J Fitzgerald, H Fitzgerald, F J Sweeney on (James Fitzgerald Inc’s) board, Feb 23, 1990, p.3
Firefighting family (Keatings of Fire Company No. 1 are awarded) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.4
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KEATING, MICHAEL continued
Let there be lights! (volunteer makes final connections on some of village lights) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.1

KEATING, PAI
Firefighting family (Keatings of Fire Company No. 1 are awarded) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.4

KEAVENY, JOHN
On the wings of Eagles (Edgewood 8th graders win sixth consecutive championship) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.17

KEEFE, DIANE
Environmental (Quality) Bond issue on ballot 11/6/90 (and hopes for passage) (cont), Oct 26, 1990, p.12

KEENE, HELEN
Peace vigil (silent vigil held annually in Chase Park distributed leaflets) (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.2

KEENE, HELEN H (AU)
Jo avoid war in the Middle East (identifies US goals and stresses peace and justice) (ltr), Sep 21, 1990, p.6

KEENE, JOHN
On the wings of Eagles (Edgewood 8th graders win sixth consecutive championship) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.17

KEENE, SHARON
Peace vigil (silent vigil held annually in Chase Park distributed leaflets) (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.2

KEITH, HERMAN
Smaller airport plan urged (for Westchester modernized facility), Apr 13, 1990, p.5

KELLEY, NANCY
SCS Antiques return to running form for Luckahoe Classic 2- and 5-mile events, Sep 14, 1990, p.15

KELLY, CHERYL
Lines are drawn in language debate (teachers' committee and parents' views presented) (cont), Oct 26, 1990, p.14

KELLY, JIM
Letter: start language study early (outlines needs for language instruction to begin earlier), Mar 9, 1990, p.15

KELLY, JOHN
Counsel (Brown & Mood) named (by Village Board) for (advice on) downtown development, Feb 16, 1990, p.1

KELLY, SISIE AILEEN
Photographed at fund raiser (for St Agnes Hospital) and Off to the races (for St Vincent's) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.9

KELLY, STEPHANIE
Bank of New York salutes Eda and Stanley Newhouse and the SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.28

KELLI, FRANCIS (SHS) Class of 40 turns back the clock (to celebrate reunion) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.9

KEMP, DAVID
A pet shop 'opens' in SCS (to assist Elmsford Animal Shelter) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.8

KEMP, GILES
Giving voice for United Way (SHS students participate in phonathon held at Julia B Fee) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.5

KEMPER, CASEY
Bulk law criticized at Village Board meeting (as date nears for vote) (cont), Dec 21, 1990, p.2

KEMPER, CASEY (AU)
Columnist I Sloan called off the mark (ltr), Jan 26, 1990, p.6

KEMPER, COURTNEY
Child Care (Assn of SCS) to leave Greenacres (School) (photo p.17), Feb 16, 1990, p.1

KEMPER, MARY
They say 'YES' to job-seekers (student organization honors volunteers) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.19

KENNEDY, EDWARD (OR)
Fire breaks in two local schools (Greenacres gym is damaged; Seeley Place classrooms) (photos), May 18, 1990, p.1

KENNEDY, KEVIN
Warbus case key witness heard (Vincent Farco is one who puts gun in defendant's hand), Jun 29, 1990, p.1

KENNEDY, MARY
Warbus reindicted for (Betty Jean) Solomon murder (of January 1989; background presented), Sep 28, 1990, p.1

KENNEDY, NRALL
Living and giving (students from Heathcote and Edgewood think of world at holidays) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.24
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KENNEDY, THEODORE  
Accuracy at Chappaquiddick (is questioned regarding "Senatorial Privilege") (edit), May 4, 1990, p.?

KENNEDY, CHRIS  

KENNEDY, GEOFFREY  
The Bank of New york salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photos), May 18, 1990, p.24

KENNEDY, HILARY  
The Bank of New york salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photos), May 18, 1990, p.24

KERN, MICHAEL J (REV)  
Michael J Kerin (named pastor of Holy Cross Church in Pittsburgh, Texas) (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.4

KERN, ROY  

KERN, DAVID  
Students learning ways to help others (is the purpose of the Peer Counselors) (photo), Mar 2, 1990, p.5

KERN, RALPH  
Planning Board (cont. details several applications), Nov 9, 1990, p.19

KERSON, LEONARD  
Board of Education (tenure appointments named), May 25, 1990, p.17

KESLER, MARC  
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.24

KESLER, DAVID (DR)  
Kessler (Dr. David) named (U.S.) Flood and Drug Administration) chief (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.1

KESLER, ELIZABETH (AU)  
(Fourth grader E Kessler writes retiring Or V Dempsey is) 'A wonderful principal' (ltr), Feb 23, 1990, p.6

KESLER, LAUREN  
Wild about books (local children participate in Library Safari Reading program) (photo), Jul 20, 1990, p.3

KESLER, PAULETTE  
The Bank of New york salutes the League of Women Voters (SCS) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.28

KESLER, STUART  
(Stuart Kessler received James P Kelly award from NY State Society of CPAs), May 18, 1990, p.22

KESNER, MICHAEL  
In seventh heaven (Fox Meadow seventh grade boys' soccer won Recreation Dept. championship) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21

KESSLACK, ANN  
The Bank of New york salutes Hitchcock Presbyterian Church (as its dedication begin) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.26

KHO, MELISSA  
Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

KID'S BASE  
Board of Education (new base for Kid's BASE as Child Care changes name and location, May 25, 1990, p.17

KIIDD, WALTER L  

KIDO, TAKUMIDE  
Pick o' the sixth... (Fox Meadow 1990 champions of PRC's A Soccer League) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21
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KIEZ, LINDA
Old SCS Assn to hear downtown concepts (by Brad Perkins for Penn Central 9/24/90; officers noted), Sep 21, 1990, p.2

KILDANL, JOHN (DR-AU)
If you want to feel better, think (edit), Jan 12, 1990, p.6

KIM, ELEONORE
Scarsdale violinist (Eleanore Kim) 13, wins national (Music teachers Association) contest (photo), May 4, 1990, p.9

KIM, EWONICE
(Recreation Dept-Chamber of Commerce) Snowflake Contest winners (announced), Feb 23, 1990, p.2

KIM, JAE-HONG
Scarsdale (High) School seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14

KIM, YOUNG
Friends (of Music and the Arts) bolster arts in the schools (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.15

KIMBALL, DORIS
SCS Woman's Club awards memberships (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.10

KINBLE, CONNIE

KIN, JIN
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

KINCADE, CRAIG
(C R Kincaide) Bank (of New York) executive (photo), Jan 19, 1990, p.4

KINDEE, BROOK

KING, JOHN 1 (DR)
Hitchcock (Presbyterian Church) sanctuary opening in '90 (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19
Bank of New York salutes Hitchcock Presbyterian Church (as its dedication begin) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.26

KING, PAT
Raiders (basketball teams) of '79 and '88 to play (benefit game) for the homeless, Feb 2, 1990, p.1

KIRKLAND, VICKI
Tuesday's ballot crowded with candidates (for governor, state controller, Congress, State Legis.), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

KIRKWOOD, DAVID
After 15 years, editor (David Kirkwood) to leave the Inquirer (May 11, 1990) (photo), May 4, 1990, p.1
Editor of SCS Inquirer, newspaper leaving (cont), May 4, 1990, p.14
Some final thoughts (from David Kirkwood, on Scarsdale as he's known it, 1975-1990) (edit), May 11, 1990, p.6
Best wishes from the mayor (to David Kirkwood as he leaves SES) (ltr), May 11, 1990, p.6
Praise, poetry, proclamations mark (David)Kirkwood's departure (photo), May 18, 1990, p.1
A lasting legacy (will be left by David Kirkwood's outstanding achievements) (edit), May 18, 1990, p.6
(David)Kirkwood appreciated (as SCS Inquirer's editor by PTAs and Pt Council) (ltr), May 18, 1990, p.6
(David)Kirkwood appreciated (by SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corp) (ltr), May 18, 1990, p.6
(David Kirkwood appreciated by columnist) (ltr), May 18, 1990, p.6
Editor's (David Kirkwood) farewell (cont. as tributes are recorded) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.16
Linda Leavitt named inquirer editor (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.1
Praise for The Inquirer (from SCS Citizens for Senior Housing) (ltr), Dec 14, 1990, p.6
Praise for The Inquirer (from SCS Citizens for Senior Housing) (ltr), Dec 14, 1990, p.6

KITAJIMA, EKI
ES(noe)l (High school students celebrate holidays at ESL party), Dec 21, 1990, p.18

KITT, MICHAEL T (AU)
Where you can see around corners' (examines Einstein's theories) (edit), May 4, 1990, p.7
KLAUSNER, BURT
Burt Klausner (dies), Jul 27, 1990, p.16

KLEIN, BEN
Labor Day at the (SLS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9

KLEIN, EASY (AU)
What role will women play in the future of Russia under Gorbachev? (edit), Jul 13, 1990, p.7

KLEIN, HARVEY
Bulls-eye? (as counselors at Camp Patthunke instruct campers in archery) (photo), Aug 3, 1990, p.6

KLEIN, JANE
Labor Day at the (SLS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9

KLEIN, LYDIA
Having a party? YES says give us a call (Staff listed) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.10
(Rita) Golden named YES president; growth of (job) rosters reported, May 25, 1990, p.3
They say YES to job-seekers (student organization honors volunteers) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.19

KLEIN, ROBERT (AU)
Correction to story about baseball cards (details proper ending to 5/11/90 story), May 18, 1990, p.5

KLEIN, STEPHEN (RABBI)
(SCS) Synagogue-Tremont Temple) more active than ever (photo) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19
A record class (is/is member confirmation class, the largest group in years) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.14

KLEINMAN, STUART
Stuart Kleinman (named assistant to chair of ICM International Creative Management, LA), Sep 21, 1990, p.8

KLIEGER, JOANNA
Swapping skills (Junior Girl Scouts and Brownies teach each other at crafts swap) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.1

KLINE, ROBERT A
Robert A Kline (named senior vice-pres. for Studio Three Film Corp. in Los Angeles) (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.4

KLINE, VANESSA
Student essayists honored by the DAR (Daughters of the American Revolution) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.8

KLING, ROGER
Childs brothers win paddle title (national mens senior tournament) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.20

KLINGSBERG, MATT
Maroon and White honors spring teams (lacrosse, tennis, soccer, and track) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.19
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26

KLINKUSOCH, SKANDA
Board of (Architectural) Review) approves additions (names noted), Dec 14, 1990, p.4

KLIPSTEIN, HAROLD
Harold Klipstein (dies), Nov 9, 1990, p.22

KLIPSTEIN, HAROLD D (AU)
A comfort for Scarsdale residents (that White Plains Hospital is near) (ltr), Apr 6, 1990, p.6

KNAPLUND, VIRGINIA (JUDGE)
(SCS) Police foil Harwood building burglary, Mar 2, 1990, p.3
New approaches tried to control family violence (in our community) (photo) (edit), Mar 16, 1990, p.6
Justice in action (for GR students visiting Village Justice Knaplund's court) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.2
District Attorney) to prosecute local police officer (Joseph Miccoli, for class B misdemeanor), Jun 29, 1990, p.1
Cop case (regarding Joseph Miccoli) adjourned (and granted adjournment in contemplation of dismissal, Aug 3, 1990, p.1
Justice without attorneys in small claims court (cont. with details about Judge Knaplund) (photo), Aug 17, 1990, p.5

KNOPP, AL AND NONIE
Maroon and White sponsors hoops tourney; SHS awards dinner slated, Nov 16, 1990, p.16
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KNOPP, ALFRED
Dickel Road (development) plan comes under fire from neighbors (photo), Jan 5, 1990, p.1
Village postpones action on disputed zoning law, Jan 19, 1990, p.1
(Trouble on) Dickel Road again: IA Knopp tries for approval of landscape plan, Jan 19, 1990, p.1
FEIS approved for Winston estates (Dickel Rd project criticized again), Feb 2, 1990, p.1
(Planning) Board (SCS) approves plans for Winston, Dickel properties to subdivide Winston estate, Mar 2, 1990, p.1
Reasons seen for 'distrust of the system' as neighbor criticizes Alfred Knopp's plans (ltr), Mar 2, 1990, p.6
Bouquets and brickbats fly at final (Village Board) meeting for two trustees, Mar 30, 1990, p.3
The Dickel Road development: two perspectives ion judgements by Planning Bd (ltr), Apr 13, 1990, p.6
Neighbors of 19A Dickel Road sue (Alfred Knopp) to stop project on Dickel Road, May 4, 1990, p.1
More openness urged (regarding land development of Dickel Road property) (ltr), May 11, 1990, p.6
Alice in Wonderland (is charged at SCS Planning Board regarding A.Knopp's Dickel Rd (ltr), May 18, 1990, p.6
She's still baffled (by destruction of wetland landscape in Dickel Road site) (ltr), May 18, 1990, p.6
Dickel (Road) suit update (as hearings are cancelled and judge expected to rule), Jun 8, 1990, p.1
HNM, Dickel neighbors protest; LWV urges affordable housing (at Village Board meeting), Jul 20, 1990, p.1
BAR approves Knopp's project to build at 19A Dickel Road; neighbors' suit dismissed, Aug 10, 1990, p.1
Dickel neighbors null Board of Architectural Review suit (stating long term concerns), Aug 17, 1990, p.1
Heathcote Manor plan (cont. description of proposed townhouses) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.5

KNOPP, DOUGLAS
Raider gridders savour fruits of a championship season (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.15
On to round two: (SHS basketball team defeats Saunders in Sec 1 tournament) (photo; story, photo p.20), Feb 23, 1990, p.1
Another winning season (for Scarsdale High's boys and girls basketball teams) (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.12
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26
Sharpshooter (Doug Knopp received trophy in New Rochelle Summer Basketball League) (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.9
Scarsdale 12, White Plains 7 in first league game (action reported) (photo), Oct 12, 1990, p.14
Football pieces together a 35-7 win (against Mahoneet, high school team), Oct 19, 1990, p.14
Football over Roosevelt 14-0 (with return of David Feurstein), Nov 2, 1990, p.18
Plagued by 'bowl jinx' Raiders lose to Carmel in 13-10 heartbreaker (photo), Nov 23, 1990, p.19
One and All-Section selections (honored at Maroon & White's awards dinner) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21
Raiders take (Madison Square) Garden by storm (in Raiders 3rd appearance there) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.25
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

KNOPP, GREG
Raiders (basketball teams) of '79 and '88 to play (benefit game) for the homeless, Feb 2, 1990, p.1

KOBAY, DENNIS
Multimedia Joplin show (photo) commemorates Black History Month at SPL, Feb 9, 1990, p.5

KOEHLER, JUSTIN
Cougars: top cats in 1990 (Junior High SPRC champions are noted) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19

KOELLE, ALEXANDRA
Scarsdale (High) School seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14

KOELLE, SANDRA
Student environmentalists make paper recycling a reality at SHS, May 11, 1990, p.1
KOEVARY, DANIEL

Wheels (a musical, was presented by Fox Meadow fifth grade chorus for Seniors and parents) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.14

KOFMAN, REGINA

Temple is the setting for a thanksgiving (as Soviet twin of Bat Mitzvah shares day) (photo) (edit), Nov 23, 1990, p.6

KOFSKY, AMY

(10 Scarsdalian join Group lobbying to keep abortion legal, Feb 2, 1990, p.16

KOGA, ATSUKO

Good neighbors' reward (presented to Sinnyo-en, Japanese community) (photo), Jul 6, 1990, p.4

KOH, AUGUST (OR)

For the Plaza Cinema, off into the sunset (theater will not reopen), Jun 22, 1990, p.3

KOH, SCHUYLER (OR)

Reproductive choice defended (as Scarsdalian attend annual meeting) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.5

KOH, SCHUYLER G (OR)

Dr. Schuyler G Kohl (appointed distinguished service professor by State University Board SUNY Bklyn), Jul 13, 1990, p.4

KOHN, LOIS

Tenure (eligibility) time for (Judy) Fox, 13 staff members, listed with school affiliations), Oct 26, 1990, p.13

KOHON, AUGUST (OR)

Plaza Cinema may reopen (following renovations as early as this spring, says spokesperson), Oct 19, 1990, p.1

KOKORIS, MICHAEL

Family (Ramboosoon) survives Christmas fire (in rented home on Lyons Road), Dec 28, 1990, p.1

KOKO, AMY

(Recreation Dept-Chamber of Commerce) Snowflake Contest winners (announced), Feb 23, 1990, p.2

Getting ready for the real thing (as Passover preview took place at YM-YMHA) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.1

KOKO, EUGENE

Getting ready for the real thing (as Passover preview took place at YM-YMHA) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.1

KOKO, MATTHEW

Getting ready for the real thing (as Passover preview took place at YM-YMHA) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.1

KOLGIOZU, BARRY

Civic Club names officers (of first slate since joining of Town and Village clubs, 6/90), Aug 10, 1990, p.3

KOMAREK, CELIA

Scarsdale's finest celebrate one of their finest hours (at accreditation ceremony) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.6

KOPF, ZIG, SASHA

Alternative faces (are face painters from annual benefit fair held by A-school) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.1

KOPPLE, HILARY

Bank of New York Salutes Junior High Speech Contest (photos), Apr 20, 1990, p.26

KOPPLE, SUSAN

(Officers) Slate proposed for Junior High PTA (for 1990-91 school year), Apr 13, 1990, p.12

KORDA, NANCY OSWAN

Nancy Osman Korda (promoted to senior vice-pres. at Geer, Dubois Inc. advertising agency), Jul 27, 1990, p.4

KORINS, RUSS (AU)

The school bond issue: readers have their say (about upcoming vote) (litr), Mar 23, 1990, p.6

Pisani will be missed (by students and community) (litr), Jun 8, 1990, p.6

KORINS, RUSSELL

Scarsdale High School seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14

KORSCH, EDWARD (OR-AU)

Panama invasion condemned (litr), Jan 12, 1990, p.6

KORSCH, EDWARD C (AU)

Greenburgh sales tax stand backed (by Paul Feiner and resident objects) (litr), Dec 7, 1990, p.6
KORDNER, RAY
Bank of New York salutes Hitchcock Presbyterian Church (as its dedication begins) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.26

KOREN, BARBARA
Candidate nominated (for seats on Citizens Committee) (names noted), Oct 12, 1990, p.1
Citizens Committee has new members (after election, individuals noted), Nov 16, 1990, p.1
Runoff (election) slated (for Unit E between James Levinson and William Moore), Nov 23, 1990, p.1

KORSH, MYRNA
Two join Ellinghouse staff (Myrna Korsh and Bay Seuss join Prudential Ellinghouse Real Estate) (photo), Mar 2, 1990, p.4

KORZENIK, EMILY
A eulogy for the Town Club (historically reports founding and highlights) (edit), Oct 19, 1990, p.6

KOSARJ, BAHAREH
Fab foxes (4th grade Fox Meadow girls in 6-0 championship season) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19

KOSTER, DOROTHY

KOSTER, HARRY

KO, KAM-HSEIN
White Plains Hospital Center lauds (junior) volunteers (for hours; names noted), Sep 28, 1990, p.5

KRAKHER, DOUGLAS
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.24
Scarsdale High School honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.9

KRAMER, MICHAEL
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

KRAMER, JOED
Cougars: Top cats in 1990 (Junior High SPRC champions are noted) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19

KRAMER, HARRY
A eulogy for the Town Club (historically reports founding and highlights) (edit), Oct 19, 1990, p.6

KRAMER FOODS, INC
C-Town set to replace downtown Shopwell this summer and provide friendly service), Jun 15, 1990, p.1

KRAUSS, JAMIE
Local riders make strides in just 10 lessons (at Boulder Brook), Feb 9, 1990, p.6

KRAUSS, JAMIE
Local riders make strides in just 10 lessons (at Boulder Brook), Feb 9, 1990, p.6

KRAUSS, LINDSAY
Local riders make strides in just 10 lessons (at Boulder Brook), Feb 9, 1990, p.6

KRAUSS, SARAH
Local riders make strides in just 10 lessons (at Boulder Brook), Feb 9, 1990, p.6

KRAUTHAMMER, CHARLES
(Other Voices discusses the SCS non-partisan system and trial by Town Club) (edit), May 18, 1990, p.6

KRAVITZ, RACHEL
Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photos), Sep 14, 1990, p.26

KRENTS, HILTON
Hilton Krents (presented with Lifetime Achievement in Broadcasting Award), Apr 20, 1990, p.11

KRENTS, MILTON
Milton Krents (presented with Lifetime Achievement in Broadcasting Award), Apr 20, 1990, p.11

KRESSNER, ARON
In the handsome tradition (local children show off costumes and pumpkin carving) (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

KRESSNER, MICHAEL
Twenty-six chosen for School Board Nominating Committee (election 1/22/90), Dec 14, 1990, p.3
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KANIA, VIRGINIA
DAR pursues its patriotic mission (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.16

KRISIOL, TODD
Scarsdale High School seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14

KROENLEIN, DOROTHY
All invited to celebrate nature as community prepares for 20th annual event, Apr 13, 1990, p.1
Joan Paley installed Wed. as new Woman's Club President (Wed. April 11, 1990) (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.8
New officers at (SCS) Woman's Club, Writer (David Finn) is guest (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.11

KROENLEIN, DOROTHY (AU)
Another view of Earth Day (responding to Charles Lyon ltr of 4/27/90), May 4, 1990, p.6

KROENLEIN, EVELYN
It's cookie time again (as Greenacres Brownies begin annual door-to-door cookie sale) (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.1
Bank of New York salutes Hitchcock Presbyterian Church (as its dedication begin) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.26

KROENLEIN, JOHANNA
Hitchcock kids go south (McClennen, S.C.) to aid (Hugo's victims) (photo) (edit), Jul 20, 1990, p.6
Scarsdale High School honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.9

KROENLEIN, JOANNA
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24

KROHN, ESTHER
Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photos), Jun 8, 1990, p.28

KROHN, LAUREN
Student target furrier for protest (High school group pickets outside SCS merchant) (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.3

KROLL, DOUGLAS (AU)
Praising (Dick) Paladino (is sportswriter who interviewed coach and appreciates him) (Itr), Nov 16, 1990, p.6

KRONLEIN, DAVID
Eggcellent! (was the word for 22 SCS children who won prizes in Eggstravaganza coloring) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.5

KRONLEIN, JOHANNA
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

KROPP, ERIC
One of biking's best (Eric Kropp qualified for US Cycling Federation events) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.15

KROUSE, DAVID S
Correction to story about baseball cards (details proper ending to 5/11/90 story), May 18, 1990, p.5

KUKANAMA, KYAKO
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

KULICK, PEG
On the road again (with the village's senior van on a scaled-down schedule), Apr 6, 1990, p.1
Senior Lifestyles (examines programs and important senior issues) (photos), May 4, 1990, p.15
Shared home visit (is being arranged by Peg Kulick for those interested) (Itr), Jun 1, 1990, p.6
Senior group buying downtown house (to be used as shared residence), Jun 29, 1990, p.4

KULICK, PEG (AU)
Readers say 'thanks' (to SCS Pool staff on behalf of Seniors) (Itr), Aug 31, 1990, p.6

KUNITZ, GEORGE
Plugging holes (of two manholes that were blown out of ground after rainstorms), Jun 22, 1990, p.1

KUPPER, JACQUELINE
Greenacres gym burns (cont. fire incident and plans for school fair) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.20
(SCS) School district's thanks (to PTA members and fire depts, security) (Itr), May 25, 1990, p.6

KUPPER, JENNY
Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30
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KURZ, HONEY  
(SCS Family Counseling Service) Benefit's benefactor (is Prudential Ellinghouse) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.5

KUTNER, MARIJKE  
LMV elects Ray Paulin as president (for 1990-91) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.3

Playground violates privacy, Greenacres neighbors (on Putnam Road and Sage Terrace) say (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.1

The Bank of New York salutes The League of Women Voters (SCS) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.28

Bulk law to get more revisions (as different groups confer on changes), Nov 16, 1990, p.1

KNOW, DAVID  
Haroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24

LA DENTELLIERE  
Downtown, a new crop of shops (Duck Duck Goose, Blooming Nails, La Dentelliere, Reading Writing), Jul 27, 1990, p.1

LA GREA, MARY  
Scarsdale artist (Mary La Greca) to have show (at Harrison Library may 29-June 29, 1990), May 25, 1990, p.16

LABOR DAY  
Races, games at pool Monday (Labor Day); offices closed (Village Hall and SCS Inquirer), Aug 31, 1990, p.1

Common cents (as kids collaborate on Labor Day penny hunt at SCS pool) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.1

Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9

LABOR UNIONS  
Retiring principal Dr V Dempsey, district clerk D Bajak hailed (at Board of Education meeting), Jan 26, 1990, p.1

LACAVA, JOHN  
Neighbors (of 19A Dickel Road) sue (Alfred Knopp) to stop project on Dickel Road, May 4, 1990, p.1

Dickel (Road) suit update (as hearings are cancelled and judge expected to rule), Jun 8, 1990, p.1

LACAVA, JOHN (JUDGE)  
Dickel neighbors null Board of Architectural Review suit (stating long term concerns), Aug 17, 1990, p.1

LACROSSE  
Haroon and White honors spring teams (lacrosse, tennis, soccer, and track) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.19

Haroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26

LADD, JANE  
Board of Education (Public relations specialist appointed to serve district and community), May 25, 1990, p.17

In the handsome tradition (local children show off costumes and pumpkin carving) (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

LAEMLE, JOHN  

LAGONIA, GENE  
Haroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24

LATIMAN, MICHAEL (AU)  
No reunion for these three (graduates who received invitations too late to plan) (ltr), Oct 5, 1990, p.6

LAKE, SABRINA  
Scarsdale students featured in dance recital Sat. (6/9/90 by Nancy MacArthur School) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.18

LAMARCA, ANTHONY  
Queens of the hill (Heathcote 4th grade girls are reigning champs), Sep 28, 1990, p.22

LAMARCA, JENNIFER  
A perfect season (for Heathcote fourth grade girls who had 10-0 record) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.14

Queens of the hill (Heathcote 4th grade girls are reigning champs), Sep 28, 1990, p.22

LAMU, MICHAEL  
On the wings of Eagles (Edgewood 8th graders win sixth consecutive championship) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.17

LAMBERT, MAUREEN  
Citizens' Committee petition (for candidates' nominations) deadline nears (committee noted), Sep 21, 1990, p.3

Reception for newcomers (to be held 9/30/90 to inform residents of village activities), Sep 28, 1990, p.1
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LAMBERT, THOMAS K (DR)
Central Avenue watchdogs (commends Greenville residents, Lambert andloff) (ltr), Jun B, 1990, p.6

LAMOTTA, STEPHANIE
King of the trees (is a giant white oak as it is wrapped in ribbon for Earth Day) (photo), Apr 27, 1990, p.1

LAND DEVELOPMENT-SCS
Dickel Road (development) plan comes under fire from neighbors (photo), Jan 5, 1990, p.1
(BAR approves) House next to downtown, Jan 12, 1990, p.3
Village postpones action on disputed zoning law, Jan 19, 1990, p.1
(Village Bd to consider) Winston (property) DEIS (prepared for potential buyers Glickenhau-Judeelson, Jan 19, 1990, p.1
(SCS Chateau Associates, Owners, propose retail building for Robison lot, Jan 26, 1990, p.1
FEIS approved for Winston estate; (Dickel Rd project criticized again), Feb 2, 1990, p.1
(SCS Commuter Service) Station in jeopardy; (Owners of Robison Lot request rezoning), Feb 9, 1990, p.1
Friends protest village plan (to create second employee residence at) Weinberg (Nature) Center, Feb 16, 1990, p.1
Counsel (Brown & Hood) named (by Village Board) for (advice on) downtown development, Feb 16, 1990, p.1
Hydrologist’s study requested (before development on Dickel Rd progresses); (ltr), Feb 16, 1990, p.6
(Planning) Board (SCS) approves plans for Winston, Dickel properties to subdivide Winston estate, Mar 2, 1990, p.1
Reasons seen for distrust of the system (as neighbor criticizes Alfred Knopp’s plans) (ltr), Mar 2, 1990, p.6
Development will worsen flooding (in 19A Dickel Road land development) (ltr), Mar 9, 1990, p.6
Bouquets and brickbats fly at final (Village Board) meeting for two trustees, Mar 30, 1990, p.3
She says pond could be saved (in dispute with Alfred Knopp, bidder) (ltr), Mar 30, 1990, p.6
Going down with the downtown? (or will plans continue for Village development) (edit), Apr 6, 1990, p.6
The Dickel Road development: two perspectives (on judgements by Planning Bd) (ltr), Apr 13, 1990, p.6
Neighbors (of 19A Dickel Road) sue (Alfred Knopp) to stop project on Dickel Road, May 4, 1990, p.1
Developer (Linpro Co.) agrees: it’s time to act on developer selection for downtown (ltr), May 4, 1990, p.6
More openness urged (regarding land development of Dickel Road property) (ltr), May 11, 1990, p.6
‘Alice in Wonderland’ is charged at SCS Planning Board regarding A.Knopp’s Dickel Rd) (ltr), May 18, 1990, p.6
She’s still baffled (by destruction of wetland landscape in Dickel Road site) (ltr), May 18, 1990, p.6
Dickel (Road) suit update (as hearings are cancelled and judge expected to rule), Jun 8, 1990, p.1
Penn Central plan draws criticism (from local residents interested in SCS’s future), Jun 29, 1990, p.1
Development at a glance (charts plans presented at Village Board meeting), Jun 29, 1990, p.1
Work in progress (new houses are up on Mercer Court in Ferndale development) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.6
Residents protest downtown plan (as Board and Penn Central consider future plans) (cont., Jun 29, 1990, p.15
‘Errors and omissions’ alleged in reporting of Penn Central proposal by Inquirer) (ltr), Jul 8, 1990, p.6
SNAP hears more on Penn (Central) Corp. (proposed zoning law for downtown area) (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.1
IHNN, Dickel neighbors protest; LWV urges affordable housing (at Village Board meeting), Jul 20, 1990, p.1
BAR approves Knopp’s project to build at 19A Dickel Road; neighbors’ suit dismissed, Aug 10, 1990, p.1
Dickel neighbors (Board of Architectural Review) (suit stated long term concerns), Aug 17, 1990, p.1
Planners seek financial proof of downtown zoning ‘hardship’ (SCS Avenue Equity Corp. asked), Aug 24, 1990, p.1
Better Public Relations needed (for future to assist understanding of decision-making) (edit), Aug 24, 1990, p.6
Village Board meeting (presents Dickel Road development history; civil service employee raise), Sep 14, 1990, p.4
Which way to the right? (to present corrections on Dickel Rd. report) (ltr), Sep 28, 1990, p.6
Testing of sanitary sewers underway to eliminate storm drainage connections (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.1

LAND TENURE
(New zoning amendment proposes) Unacceptable’ restrictions (ltr), Jan 5, 1990, p.6
Protect your homeowners’ property rights: Voice your objection to (proposed zoning law) (insert), Jan 5, 1990, p.6

LAND UTILIZATION
Village postpones action on disputed zoning law, Jan 19, 1990, p.1

LANDAU, ELAINE
These students believe learning-disabled label, Jan 19, 1990, p.6
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LANE, HERMAN
   Herman Lane (dies), Jan 12, 1990, p.14

LANG, JEREMY
   In seventh heaven (Fox Meadow seventh grade boys soccer won Recreation Dept. championship) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21

LANG, SAMANTHA
   Five area champs in playground olympics (held 8/1/90 at SCS High) (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.5
   Postcards to the edge (Girl Scout Troop 1943 sends messages to US troops in Saudi Arabia) (photo), Oct 12, 1990, p.1

LANGE, KENNETH
   Weaver Street townhouses back on Planning Board agenda (for review of construction plans), Oct 5, 1990, p.1
   Planning board reviews townhouse plans (for Weaver development, Heathcote Manor assn) (cont.), Oct 5, 1990, p.4
   Board of Architeclural Review leans in favor of Heathcote Manor plan (townhouses), Nov 2, 1990, p.4

LANIOS, BEN
   A banner year for (Child Care Assn of SCS) (photo) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.8
   Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9

LANIOS, GEORGE
   Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9

LANIOS, JOSHUA
   Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9

LANZIA, CINDY
   How about toilet seats? (at SCS Pool now that monies have been approved for schools) (ltr), Aug 10, 1990, p.6

LAPI DUS, HEATHER
   (United Jewish Appeal volunteers H Lapidus, H Lapidus) On their way to $1 million (photo), Feb 23, 1990, p.5
   Scarsdale High School honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.9

LAPIDUS, MERRY
   (United Jewish Appeal volunteers M Lapidus, H Lapidus) On their way to $1 million (photo), Feb 23, 1990, p.5
   Child Care (Assn of SCS) opens first fund-raising drive (to obtain local support) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.5
   LWV elects Amy Paulin as president (for 1990-91) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.3
   Community calendar (1990-91, delivered to every residence, 8000 copies, joint project) (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.4
   Support the league... (of Women Voters who provide important service through volunteers) (edit), Sep 21, 1990, p.6

LAPIDUS, RICKY
   Sharing the spirit (SCS and EMI high school students decorate for SCS Family Counseling) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.5

LARKIN, AIMEE (DR)
   White Plains Hospital names department heads (including two Scarsdale residents), Mar 2, 1990, p.2

LARKIN, JAMES
   Dickel Road (development) plan comes under fire from neighbors (photo), Jan 5, 1990, p.1
   Schools to replace disputed windows; (Project now at 25.1K; Proposed (SHS) wing discussed) (photo), Feb 2, 1990, p.1

LARKIN, JIM (AU)
   The school bond issue: readers have their say (about upcoming vote) (ltr), Mar 23, 1990, p.6

LARKIN, MARY
   In praise of Non-Partisan System (defines and explains process) (ltr), Mar 2, 1990, p.6
   Mock trial of (non-partisan) system arouses real feelings (conducted by Town Club), Apr 6, 1990, p.1
   The (non-partisan) system goes on (mock) trial, Apr 6, 1990, p.21
   (SCS) School budget (1990-91) OK'ed (by voters), May 18, 1990, p.1
   Amendments may go to public (cont. Town and Village Civic Club veto issue), Aug 3, 1990, p.2

LARKIN, MARY (AU)
   (SCS) 's Nominating system seen as out of date (ltr), Feb 2, 1990, p.6
   The school bond issue: readers have their say (about upcoming vote) (ltr), Mar 23, 1990, p.6
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LARON, PETER (REV)
Raiders (basketball teams) of '79 and '88 to play (benefit game) for the homeless, Feb 2, 1990, p.1
Raiders old timers (basketball teams '79, '88) win one for the homeless (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.1

LASERSON, LYLE (REV)
Grace (Lutheran Church) celebrates 40th anniversary (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.18

LASHER, DAVID
Scarsdale student ready for prime time (starring in "Regular Joe" with Robert Mitchum) (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.1
Saturday premiere of "Regular Joe" starring SHS student, David Lascher (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.19

LASHERSON, IRENE

LASHER, DEREK
Winners both (Wendy Lascher and family for benefit bike-a-thon for West chapter Red Cross) (photo), Aug 24, 1990, p.4

LASHER, MARLY
Winners both (Wendy Lascher and family for benefit bike-a-thon for West chapter Red Cross) (photo), Aug 24, 1990, p.4

LASHER, WENDY
Winners both (Wendy Lascher and family for benefit bike-a-thon for West chapter Red Cross) (photo), Aug 24, 1990, p.4

LAW-SCHOOLS
Schreier elected to lestuva (University of Benj at in N. Cafdozo School of Law) (photo), Feb 23, 1990, p.4

LAWSON, VICKIE
US envoy R Washington killed in Central Avenue crash (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.1

LAWTON, HILTON
Milton B Lawton (dies), Jul 27, 1990, p.16

LAWYERS
Awards, Appointments & Promotions: D E Sonnenborn (named partner in Moses & Singer law firm), Jan 19, 1990, p.8
Lawyer & L Santangelo) criticizes (Washington/Panessa) accident story (ltr), Feb 2, 1990, p.6
Counsel (Brown & Wood) named by Village Board for (advice on) downtown development, Feb 16, 1990, p.1
(Westchester County) Bar unit re-elects Scarsdale an (Gloria C. Markson), Mar 16, 1990, p.4
Lawyer (Daniel P Levitt) on new yeshiva (College) board, Apr 27, 1990, p.8
Co-chairman (David W. Rivkin named of international law committee of ABA's litigation section) (Photo, May 11, 1990, p.2
(Stuart Kessler received James P Kelly award from NY State Society of CPAs), May 18, 1990, p.22
(Thomas M Heyer named partner in Washington firm of Howrey & Simons), May 18, 1990, p.22
From whence cometh legal aid? (discusses Judge Sol Wachtler's views and system) (edit), Jun 8, 1990, p.6
Norton & Dowd (re-elected pres. of Board of Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens), Jun 8, 1990, p.10
Jeffrey N Rejain (named partner in firm Kroll & Tract), Jun 8, 1990, p.10
Sandra M Jacobson (elected to fellowship of International Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers), Jun 13, 1990, p.4
Michael G Bisser (named partner in Los Angeles office of Skadden, Arps), Jul 13, 1990, p.4
Sandra Rovit Solze (becomes partner in California firm of McCutchen Doyle), Jul 13, 1990, p.4
Nassau DA's intern (Richard M Altman, serving as intern in Dennis Dillon's office), Jul 27, 1990, p.4
Jennifer D Port (named senior attorney in Trusts at Summit Rovins and Feldesman), Jul 27, 1990, p.4
Robert A Kline (named senior vice-pres. for Studio Three Film Corp. in Los Angeles) (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.4
John M Vorperian (re-elected treasurer of alumni association of Pace University School of Law), Aug 10, 1990, p.4
John M Vorperian (named to chapter development committee of Amer. Society Public Administration), Aug 24, 1990, p.4
Lawyers try their hands at show biz (local authors detail entertainment law) (photo), Aug 31, 1990, p.13
Wayne L Hanken (named trusts and estates partner at Hughes Hubbard & Reid) (photo), Oct 5, 1990, p.8
Resident (David Pagel) is the environment's booster (and represents both sides) (photo), Nov 18, 1990, p.6
Among lawyer's kudos: first in smoked salmon (importing business complimented by Connoisseur) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.5
Lawyer (Sydney Mertheimer) ventures into salmon business (cont. of importing salmon story), Dec 14, 1990, p.17

LAZAR, LAURENCE L
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LAZZARA, A. E.
  Editorial seen as off base (ltr), Feb 9, 1990, p.7
  Distortion of facts (of R Washington traffic accident) seen (ltr), Feb 16, 1990, p.6
LAZZARA, A. E. (AU)
  Editorial seen as off base (ltr), Feb 9, 1990, p.7
LAZZARA, ANTHONY
  Henhouses feted at annual dinner gala (for SCS Historical Society) (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.3
  Bank of New York salutes Eda and Stanley Henhouse and the SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.28

LEACH, BEVAN (REV)
  At Church of St James the Less, Rector N J Hintetrowd asks, is awakening near? (photo) (Prog Ed Supp), Jan 26, 1990, p.16
  Leaves of absence (autumn leaves have stayed on trees longer this season, highway crews now at work), Nov 9, 1990, p.1
  Nature does heavy pruning here (as wind whips through area 11/11/90 causing tree damage), Nov 16, 1990, p.3

LEAF COLLECTION
  That's why they call it 'fall' (SCS Dept of Public Works hard at work to collect) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.1

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS
  Bad timing? (LWV accuses Village Board of taking hurried approach to community issues), Jan 5, 1990, p.1
  Restrictions on demolition (of historically significant buildings) proposed (at Village Bd hearing), Jan 12, 1990, p.1
  Everything you ever wanted to know about the School Non-Partisan System (edit), Jan 19, 1990, p.7
  (White Plains Hospital president) J Schandler blames regulations for state's health-care crisis, Jan 26, 1990, p.3
  League of Women Voters informs voters, studies issues, works for change (Progress Ed Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.2
  Schools to replace disputed windows; (Project now at 25.1%) Proposed (SHS wing discussed) (photo), Feb 2, 1990, p.1
  Raiders (basketball teams) of '79 and '88 to play (benefit game) for the homeless, Feb 2, 1990, p.1
  Fee hike questioned (regarding pool memberships and other recreational fees), Mar 16, 1990, p.1
  Future lawmakers? (are briefed to attend annual LWV Legislative Conference in Albany) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.4

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS-SCS
  League of Women Voters takes seniors (high school students) to Albany (to examine state process), May 25, 1990, p.13
  League of Women Voters re-elects Strauss; Janiak new VP (at annual convention), Jun 8, 1990, p.4
  LWV favors yes vote on (school renovations) bond issue (ltr), Mar 16, 1990, p.6
  Speakers criticize school budget (1990-91) but recommend voter approval, May 4, 1990, p.1
  Richard Ravitch to speak at (LWV-SCS) League of Women Voters) lunch (May 11, 1990) (photo), May 4, 1990, p.5
  LWV favors yes vote on (school renovations) bond issue (ltr), Mar 16, 1990, p.6
  Richard Ravitch to speak at (LWV-SCS) League of Women Voters) lunch (May 11, 1990) (photo), May 4, 1990, p.5
  LWV favors yes vote on (school renovations) bond issue (ltr), Mar 16, 1990, p.6
  Richard Ravitch urges League members to participate in the political process (at luncheon), May 18, 1990, p.2
  National award to SCS League (for membership recognition at national convention), Jun 29, 1990, p.5
  Act now on affordable housing (is recommended by LWV as SCS considers downtown) (edit), Jul 27, 1990, p.6
  Hochberg favors housing project (as recommended by LWV and Town Club) (ltr), Aug 3, 1990, p.6
  League (of Women Voters) splits with Civic Club, backs housing study urged by village trustees), Aug 17, 1990, p.1
  Superficial, naive, easy breezy (Writer says editorial put affordable housing at risk) (ltr), Aug 17, 1990, p.6
  For a complex issue, a full inquiry (League of Women Voters asks for citizens committee) (ltr), Aug 31, 1990, p.6
  SCS League of Women Voters (meeting 9/14/90), Sep 7, 1990, p.3
  Built law hearing Tuesday (9/25/90 to discuss draft to add volume restriction & decrease lot), Sep 21, 1990, p.1
  Support the league... (of Women Voters who provide important service through volunteers) (edit), Sep 21, 1990, p.6
  Bonus committee (being assembled, compiled of ad hoc citizens to clarify budget presentation), Sep 28, 1990, p.1
  Town and Village Civic Club board rejects report on housing (and looks for revision), Oct 5, 1990, p.1
  League of Women Voters, noting efforts, appeals for support (from community) (ltr), Oct 12, 1990, p.7
  League of Women Voters) debate Monday (10/29/90 for annual candidates meeting), Oct 26, 1990, p.1
  Lively exchanges at League of Women Voters) debate (as Congressional candidates meet at SPL), Nov 2, 1990, p.1
  Candidates at League of Women Voters) debate (present views on key issues) (cont.), Nov 2, 1990, p.4
  The Bank of New York salutes The League of Women Voters (SCS) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.28
  Ethics chair upbeat on crafting standards for local government (H. Miller speaks at LWV-SCS), Nov 16, 1990, p.5
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS-SCS continued

More revisions in store for bulk housing law (cont. recommendations made by various committees), Nov 16, 1990, p.15

Hearing to be held next Tuesday (12/4/90) on county budget (conducted by Audrey Hochberg), Nov 30, 1990, p.1

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS-OWN CLUB JOINT COMMITTEE

Act now on affordable housing (is recommended by LWV as SCS considers downtown) (edit), Jul 27, 1990, p.6

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS-WESTCHESTER

Issues Facing County (at Sept. 13 session, highlighting program and speakers), Sep 7, 1990, p.3

Budget will be final next week (cont. details of County budget plans; criticisms noted), Dec 14, 1990, p.16

LEARNING CENTER

Helping the homeless (cont details of volunteers at Coachman Hotel), Dec 28, 1990, p.18

LEARNING DISABLED

Learning-disabled aren't retarded: (6 C Parente disputes Jan 19 Inquirer article) (edit), Feb 16, 1990, p.7

LEARNING DISABLED-EMPLOYMENT

These students belie learning-disabled label, Jan 19, 1990, p.6

(Learning disabled in Dr D Cohen's program are) Motivated students ready to work (ltr), Feb 2, 1990, p.6

LEARNING, PSYCHOLOGY OF

Getting in the habit of learning (edit), Jan 19, 1990, p.7

LEAVITT, LINDA

Quaker Ridge the Best site for Child Care (Assn) (ltr), Jan 26, 1990, p.6

(SCS)Inquirer honored (with six prizes) by NYPress Association (at spring convention), Apr 27, 1990, p.2

Editor's (David Kirkwood) farewell (cont. as tributes are recorded) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.16

Linda Leavitt named Inquirer editor (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.1

New editor appointed (to Inquirer, Linda Leavitt) (cont), Jun 15, 1990, p.4

Praise for The Inquirer (from SCS Citizens for Senior Housing) (ltr), Dec 14, 1990, p.6

LEDERER, RICHARD M JR

Bank of New York Salutes Charles Cunningham, SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of Year 1990 (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.22

It's historic (Bronx River Pkwy being declared on NY State and National Register Of Historic Places), Apr 20, 1990, p.1

History also flows down the Bronx River (follows path of river, noting history) (edit), May 18, 1990, p.7

(SCS) Village turns 75 (and celebrates by showing a film prepared by R. Lederer), May 25, 1990, p.1

Scarsdale Manor moves forward (as discussed by Planning Board), Jul 6, 1990, p.5


Library: trove of local history (Board designated repository for historical materials) (ltr), Aug 3, 1990, p.6

Newcomer's reception (to greet new SCS residents and alert them to local activities), Sep 7, 1990, p.1

Touring Scarsdale (with leaflet "A Tour of Scarsdale" by R. Lederer and G. Hotheiser), Oct 19, 1990, p.1

Healthcote Manor plan (cont. description of proposed townhouses) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.5

LEDERER, RICHARD M JR (AU)

Don't throw it out; give it to historian R M Lederer Jr (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.10

'Don't throw it out' (pass it on to Village Historian when it is a SCS appraisal or memorabilia), Apr 20, 1990, p.4

The etymology of Post Road (details "Post" and "mail routes" from 1792) (edit), Oct 5, 1990, p.7

A eulogy for the Town Club (historically reports founding and highlights) (edit), Oct 19, 1990, p.6

LEE, ANY

Summer league tennis nets pair of team firsts at NY Metro showdown (photos), Sep 7, 1990, p.26

LEE, ELSIE ALDEN

DAR pursues its patriotic mission (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.16

Student essayists honored by the DAR (Daughters of the American Revolution) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.8

Regent (Elsie Alden Lee) accepts three awards on behalf of local group, May 11, 1990, p.10

DAR elects new officers (for 1990-91 term), Jun 8, 1990, p.9

Remembering the Gibson girl (Harvey Birch chapter salutes 100th anniversary) (photo), Nov 23, 1990, p.10
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LEE, JAE-WOOK
Scarlsdale) High (School) honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.9

LEE, JAE-WOOK
Scarlsdale) High (School) seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14

LEE, JANET
Haroon and White s tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.24

LEE, JAYSON
Bank of New York Salutes Junior High Speech Contest (photos), Apr 20, 1990, p.26

LEE, JENNY
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

LEE, LINDA
Scarlsdale students featured in dance recital Sat. 16/9/90 by Nancy MacArthur School (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.18

LEE, MARSHA
B Slotnick eyes run for Congress (photo), Jan 19, 1990, p.1

LEE, MICHAEL
Scarlsdale) High (School) seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14

LEEPER, DR. ROBERT 0 JR
Robert D Leeper Jr (Dr) (dies), Sep 14, 1990, p.19

LEEBURGER, JULIE
Students protest college survey (which probes their personal futures) (cont.), Jun 22, 1990, p.13

LEEBURGER, JULIE
Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees.. (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26

LEEF, RODA
Volunteers (from White Plains Hospital, New York Hospital and United Hospital are honored) (photo), Jun 19, 1990, p.8

LEFKOWITZ, BOBBIE
They say 'YES' to job-seekers (student organization honors volunteers) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.19

LEFKOWITZ, JOAN
How Scarsdale voted (cont. of election results), Nov 9, 1990, p.19

LEFEEVER, JEAN
(Boy)Scouts do some woods (Butler Woods) work on a weekend cleanup project (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.3

LEFF, RHODA
Undefeated Greenwich hardballers (are seventh grade A-team) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.22

LEGBUIRE, TERESA
Rec-spertise (staff adds three new members, T. Leguire, M. Hyson, S. Senk) (photo), Oct 5, 1990, p.18

LEGBUIRE, THERESA
Looking to the seasonal race (merchants and sponsors announce 10th annual race/walk) (photo), Oct 5, 1990, p.2

LEHMAN, ORIN
It s historic (Bronx River Pkwy being declared on NY State and National Register Of Historic Places), Apr 20, 1990, p.1

LEHARDI, DELLEF
Scouts honor (as Eagle Scout award and Izetta Chattin Wright award are presented) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.6

LEHR, ALEX
Swimmers finish with win (in dual-meet season with 1-5 record) (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.9

LEHR, KERR
Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30
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LEIBER, BLAIR
Peanuts and crackerjacks (as Heathcote first graders sing about the seasons) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.22

LEIBLER, G&U
(Rupert and Lisa Holmes with the Leiblers at 25th anniversary gala for Council for Arts) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.12

LEIGHTON, LEON (AU)
Inflation, not assessments, is to blame (for Edgemont School Board issue) (ltr), Apr 13, 1990, p.6
Candidate's 'shibboleth' rejected (in report of Basil Apostle's comments) (ltr), Apr 27, 1990, p.6

LEINWAND, AMY
Residents sought for shared housing (in SCS), May 25, 1990, p.5
Questions and answers on shared housing (defines the program for SCS Citizens) (photo) (edit), Sep 7, 1990, p.7
Future roommates? (as open meeting is held at 7 Overhill Road for SCS Citizens) (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.3
Shared housing project put off (due to lack of funds but continuing community involvement), Dec 7, 1990, p.1

LEINWAND, AMY (AU)
Setting the record straight (answers Mr. Falkenberg 8/17/90 ltr. from SCS Citizens for Senior) (ltr), Aug 24, 1990, p.6
Praise for The Inquirer (from SCS Citizens for Senior Housing) (ltr), Dec 14, 1990, p.6
Praise for The Inquirer (from SCS Citizens for Senior Housing) (ltr), Dec 14, 1990, p.6
Gratitude to SFCS (from SCS Citizens for Senior Housing for use of resources) (ltr), Dec 21, 1990, p.6

LEINWAND, LEVIN
Residents sought for shared housing (in SCS), May 25, 1990, p.5

LEITNER, BRET
Student magazine is definitely 'The Cutting Edge' (as SCS students publish review) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.13

LEITNER, PHYLLIS
ESL students learn far more than a language (photo), Jan 5, 1990, p.6

LEMLE, AL
Voting is Tuesday for (School Board) Nominating Committee (Candidates listed), Jan 19, 1990, p.1
Slip-up costs candidate S Stauffer spot on (School Board Nominating Committee; Fourteen elected), Jan 26, 1990, p.1

LENIHAN, LAWRENCE
How Scarsdale voted (cont. of election results), Nov 9, 1990, p.19

LENOBEL, JESSICA
(Recreation Dept-Chamber of Commerce) Snowflake Contest winners (announced), Feb 23, 1990, p.2
Eggssellent! (was the word for 22 SCS children who won prizes in Eggstravaganza coloring) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.5

LENOIRE PRESERVE
Before the fall winds blow (are suggestions for Westchester outings), Sep 21, 1990, p.19

LENSETH, ROBERT
Good neighbors' reward (presented to Sinnyo-en, Japanese community) (photo), Jul 6, 1990, p.4

LEONZIO, JULIE
Edgewood farewell to (Dr. Vincent) Dempsey (who is retiring principal), Jun 29, 1990, p.22

LERMAN, NARRIE
Stickers tie one, win two (in girls SCS high school field hockey games), Oct 12, 1990, p.14

LERMAN, JERI
Field hockey: a win and a loss (for girls high school team) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.14

LERNER, BROOK
(Recreation Dept-Chamber of Commerce) Snowflake Contest winners (announced), Feb 23, 1990, p.2

LERNER, CAREN
Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

LERNER, LINDA
Voting is Tuesday for (School Board) Nominating Committee (Candidates listed), Jan 19, 1990, p.1
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LENER, RALPH
Lawyers try their hands at show biz (local authors detail entertainment law) (photos), Aug 31, 1990, p.13

LESLIE, KIM
Kim Leslie Borgeson (received annual Achievement in Radio Award) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.10

LESLIE, WILLIAM JR

LESNICK, HELENE
Only 2% of village residents vote in Village (Board) election of Non-Partisans (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.1

LESNICK, HELENE
Office plan needs work; Scarsdale Manor OK'd (as Board meets to discuss Scarsdale Ave. Equity), Jul 6, 1990, p.1

LESNICK, JOEL
(SCS) Bowl (1990) spotlight shines on a star volunteer (Beverly Cunninghan) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.3
Village votes $775,000 for updated computers (purchase of hardware, software), May 11, 1990, p.1

LESSING, FRED
Fred W. Lessing (dies), May 18, 1990, p.14

LESTER, JIM
(SHS) Class of '40 turns back the clock (to celebrate reunion) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.9

LEIZIZA, DANIEL
Life in the fast lane: Edgewood Cub Scouts hold Pinewood Derby (photo), Jan 19, 1990, p.3

LETTERS
Children send greetings to soldiers in the (Persian) Gulf (third grade samples) (ltr), Nov 16, 1990, p.7

LEVETTE, LARRY
Firefighting family (Keatings of Fire Company No. 1 are awarded) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.4

LEVIN, DIANA
Brrrrrr! (is water temperature as SCS pool prepares to open for 1990 season) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.1
(SCS) Pool opens tomorrow (5/26/90 for its 22nd season; staff and hours described), May 25, 1990, p.2

LEVIN, ELLEN (AU)
(Justice for All is described and reasons for opposing B. Slotnick are noted) (ltr), May 18, 1990, p.6

LEVIN, JARED
Friends of Music and the Arts bolster arts in the schools (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.15

LEVIN, JOSH
Giving voice for United Way (SHS students participate in phonathon held at Julia B Fee) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.5

LEVIN, LES
Housing group seeking seniors who want to share, May 11, 1990, p.1
Senior group buying downtown house (to be used as shared residence), Jun 29, 1990, p.4
Seniors to share Overhill (Road) house (as SCS Citizens sign to purchase residence) (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.1
Questions and answers on shared housing (defines the program for SCS Citizens) (photo) (edit), Sep 7, 1990, p.7

LEVIN, LES (AU)
Setting the record straight (answers Mr. Falkenberg 8/17/90 ltr/ from SCS Citizens for Senior) (ltr), Aug 24, 1990, p.1
Praise for The Inquirer (from SCS Citizens for Senior Housing) (ltr), Dec 14, 1990, p.6
Praise for The Inquirer (from SCS Citizens for Senior Housing) (ltr), Aug 24, 1990, p.6
Gratitude to SPCS (from SCS Citizens for Senior Housing for use of resources) (ltr), Dec 21, 1990, p.6

LEVIN, LESTER
Seniors told of housing options (presented by Older Women's League and Scarsdale Seniors), Mar 23, 1990, p.11
Senior housing fund drive opening (to assist purchase of group home), Oct 26, 1990, p.5
Shared housing project put off (due to lack of funds but continuing community involvement), Dec 7, 1990, p.1

LEVIN, LESTER (AU)
Downtown project: some queries (about length of project and disruption involved) (ltr), Oct 19, 1990, p.6
LEWIS, JENNIFER
S(eosc) Volunteer Ambulance Corps—always ready to help (Officers listed) (Progress Ed Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.12
Scaardsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps officers elected at annual meeting, names noted, Dec 28, 1990, p.3

LEWIS, MARJORIE
Bank of New York Salutes Junior High Speech Contest (photos), Apr 20, 1990, p.26

LEWIS, MARK
Child Care (Assn of SCS) to leave Greenacres (School) (photo p 17), Feb 16, 1990, p.1

LEWIT, GLORIA
(Ten Scarborough join) Group lobbying to keep abortion legal, Feb 2, 1990, p.16
Reproductive choice defended (as Scarsdalians attend annual meeting) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.5

LEWIT, WILLIAM
Memorial (service held) Sunday (3/25/90) for Howard Harrison (at Scarborough High School), Mar 25, 1990, p.1

LEWITTES, BEN
Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

LEWITTES, PAUL
Cougars: top cats in 1990 (Junior High SPRC champions are noted) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19

LIBRARIANS
After 32 years, 'time to read,' librarian (Virginia Barnett, assistant director) says (photo), Oct 26, 1990, p.6
Reading unites, delights these parents, kids (who have continued Book Club for years) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.6

LIBRARY-SCS
1989 saw the computerization of the SCS Public Library (photo) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.15
Earth Day—what a bust! (describes one citizen's impressions of the day) (ltr), Apr 27, 1990, p.6
Summer schedule at the library (are noted), Jun 15, 1990, p.2
Staying afloat (state library aid will benefit MLS and not have much effect here in SCS), Jul 13, 1990, p.1
Library: trove of local history (Board designated repository for historical materials) (ltr), Aug 3, 1990, p.6
Parents, readers (Parents as Reading Partners is a monthlong program sponsored by Children's Room), Sep 7, 1990, p.4
Grandparent's Day (celebrated in SCS Library's Children's Room) (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.8
Librarian (Virginia Barnett) retires (after 32 years at SCS Public Library) (cont), Oct 26, 1990, p.14

LIBRARY-SCS-BRD OF TRUSTEES
Smoking policy (in compliance with new state restrictions takes place 4/1/90 at Library-SCS), Mar 23, 1990, p.1

LIBRARY-SCS-GIFTS, LEGACIES
(Democratic) Club honors late members (Raphael G Scobey and Leonard Seiden with contribution to SPL), Jun 1, 1990, p.2

LIBRARY-SCS-SUMMER READING PROGRAM
Events for kids at the (SCS) Library (are noted), Jun 15, 1990, p.5
Wild about books (local children participate in Library Safari Reading program) (photo), Jul 20, 1990, p.3

LIBRIZZI, LYNN
These grads can hang more than diplomas (as they graduate in wallpaper hanging) (Photo) (edit), Jun 29, 1990, p.6

LIEBERMAN, M (AU)
Sewer line hook-up opposed (ltr), Feb 16, 1990, p.6
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LIEBERMAN, STEFANIE
Scarssdale H(igh) School honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.9

LIEBONITZ, ADAM
Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

LIEBONITZ, DAVID
Cougars: top cats in 1990 (Junior High SPRC champions are noted) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19

LIEBONITZ, RICHARD
Recycling at SHS (continues paper recycling project), May 11, 1990, p.8

LIFE GUARDS
Lifeguard and first-aid training (offered by SCS Pool; times and prices noted), Jun 22, 1990, p.3

LIQUORI, J.C.
Wheels (a musical, was presented by Fox Meadow's fifth grade chorus for Seniors and parents) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.14

LILLER, PETER
No man is an island: (R and J Bove rescue stricken neighbor, H Demerjian), Jan 5, 1990, p.1

LILLY, BOB
Bob Lilly honored by SCS Volunteer Fire Co. 3 for his contributions), Jul 6, 1990, p.2

LIM, CHRIS
(Heathcote) Fifth graders on the right circuit (with annual science fair) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.18

LIM, JENNIFER
Scarssdale H(igh) School seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14

LIM, KENNY
Scarssdale H(igh) School seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14

LIM, KUNCHIN
(National) Merit Scholarship semifinalists in (SCS are named), Sep 21, 1990, p.14

LIND, MARY
Joan Paley installed Wed. as new Woman's Club President (Wed. April 11, 1990) (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.8
New officers at (SCS) Woman's Club, Writer (David Finn) is guest (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.11

LIND, THOMAS
Teacher C Wartus indicted in EMT murder (of BJ Solomon) (photo), Feb 9, 1990, p.1

LINDEN, BARBARA
(SCS) Congregational C(hurch) offers a musical feast (photo) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.17

LINDSAY, SHARON
Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photos), Sep 14, 1990, p.28

LINKER, JANE
(SCS) Synagogue-(Tremont Temple) more active than ever (photo) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19

LINPRO COMPANY
Counsel (Brown & Wood) named (by Village Board) for (advice on) downtown development, Feb 16, 1990, p.1
Ready to act (Village Board is ready to select developer for downtown), May 25, 1990, p.1
Penn Central is chosen developer (for Freightway and Depot Place sites) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.1

LINVILLE, C EDWIN
Some words about the Newhouses (by several local figures on occasion of Historical Society award), Apr 6, 1990, p.7

LIOY, FEDELA
Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees... (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26

LIPMAN, SARA
A buss for a bunny (as Easter Bunny entertains children at Eggstravaganza) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.1

LIPMAN, SAMUEL
Mappletherpe (exhibition) and the (rights expressed in the) Constitution (are explored) (edit), May 11, 1990, p.7

LIPNER, EITIE
At A-school graduation, warmth (and personal reflections about graduates) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.13
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LIPPMAN, ELAINE
  Having a party? YES says give us a call (Staff listed) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.10
  They say 'YES' to job-seekers (student organization honors volunteers) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.19

LIPPMAN, JANE
  Scarsdale (High) School seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14

LIPPMAN, JODIE
  Get ready, Piccadilly, here come the SCS Devils (8th-grade soccer team) (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.5
  Off to England (are SCS Devils, 8th grade girls onspring tour and playing trip) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.15

LIPPMAN, LISA
  Scarsdale (High) School seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14

LIPPMAN, ROBERT
  Get ready, Piccadilly, here come the SCS Devils (8th-grade soccer team) (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.5
  Off to England (are SCS Devils, 8th grade girls onspring tour and playing trip) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.15

LIPTON, NORM
  School daze (WESTHELP given 1500 lbs. of clothing by Heathcote, N. Lipton & U. Weiser) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.14

LISCIO, LAURA
  Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, May 9, 1990, p.24
  Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

LISCIO, MARTY
  Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, May 9, 1990, p.24
  Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

LIS, BARRY
  If at first... (Correction states that Wilson & Son won 1990 PRC National Softball League) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.26

LITERACY VOLUNTEERS OF WESTCHESTER COUNTY
  Tutor training workshops (scheduled in Westchester for Literacy Volunteers), Oct 5, 1990, p.17

LIU, JENNIFER
  White Plains Hospital Center lauds (junior) volunteers (for hours; names noted), Sep 28, 1990, p.5

LIVANOS, KATIE
  Eggsellent! (was the word for 22 SCS children who won prizes in Eggstravaganza coloring) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.5

LIVANOS, PETER
  Eggsellent! (was the word for 22 SCS children who won prizes in Eggstravaganza coloring) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.5

LIVINGTON, JOHN T (AU)
  Developer (Linpro Co.) agrees; it's time to act (on developer selection for downtown) (ltr), May 4, 1990, p.6

LIVOLSI, ANNIE
  United Cookies of America (fourth graders admire their handmade U.S. cookie map) (photo), Feb 9, 1990, p.15
  A perfect season (for Heathcote fourth grade girls who had 10-0 record) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.14
  Queens of the hill (Heathcote 4th grade girls are reigning champs), Sep 28, 1990, p.22

LIVOLSI, JULIE
  Queens of the hill (Heathcote 4th grade girls are reigning champs), Sep 28, 1990, p.22

LIVOTI, MEREDITH
  Putting a funny face on it (are Edgewood fifth graders who created dolls in character study) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.14

LIZ CLAIBORNE FOUNDATION
  School awarded grant (further details grant proposal process and Sloan's assistance), Dec 21, 1990, p.17

LOCK, ALEX
  Scarsdale (High) School seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14

LOCKWOOD, HERBERT
  Herbert Lockwood (dies), May 4, 1990, p.26
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LOEB, FRANCES
Hospitality Center of SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital has 50th anniv. (photo), Feb 9, 1990, p.9

LOEB, MARSHALL
M Loeb receives (Business News) Luminary Reward, Jan 19, 1990, p.4

LOEBL, FRANZ

LOFTUS, BETH
A STEP up for Treva (Hohrm, from Mississippi, who celebrates graduation from SHS) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.4

LOFTUS, CLAIRE
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.24
Raiders repeat (for second year) as (New York) state champs (for girls high school team) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.1
State champions all (Raiders' girls varsity team takes state champs for 2nd year) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.14
(Hillary) Howard and (Claire) Loftus go to Empire Games (for basketball and soccer) (photo), Aug 3, 1990, p.14

LOFTUS, JACK
A STEP up for Treva (Hohrm, from Mississippi, who celebrates graduation from SHS) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.4

LOFTUS, RACHEL
The art of coaching soccer (belongs to Art Resnick, beloved coach and teacher) (photo), Aug 3, 1990, p.3

LONGMUIR, KAREN
Junior League names officers for 1990-91, bestows awards (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.9

LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS
When class was cheap (reviews personal experiences at the London School of Economics) (edit), Aug 31, 1990, p.6

LONDON, HERBERT
Tuesday's ballot crowded with candidates (for governor, state controller, Congress, State Legis.), Nov 2, 1990, p.30
Scarsdale yes, NY no on Environmental Quality Act (election results reported), Nov 9, 1990, p.1

LONG TERM CARE OMBUDSMAN PROGRAM
Volunteers needed as ombudsmen (in Long Term Care Ombudsman Program), Mar 9, 1990, p.9

LONG, CHARLES
Bank of New York Salutes Charles Cunningham, SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of Year 1990 (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.22

LONGHITANO, FRANK
(Scarsdale) Riding Academy for sale (known as Boulder Brook, history noted) (photo), Jul 6, 1990, p.1

LOONEY, THOMAS B (AU)
Politics & morality are inseparable (yet church and state must be separated) (edit), Dec 7, 1990, p.7

LOPEZ, BENITO
Voting is Tuesday for (School Board) Nominating Committee (Candidates listed), Jan 19, 1990, p.1
Retiring principal Dr V Dempsey, district clerk D Bajak hailed (at Board of Education meeting), Jan 26, 1990, p.1
Slip-up costs candidate S Stauffer spot on (School Board Nominating Committee; Fourteen elected), Jan 26, 1990, p.1
Schools to replace disputed windows; (Project now at 25.1M; Proposed (SHS) wing discussed) (photo), Feb 2, 1990, p.1
Parents urge earlier start for foreign language instruction; (Problems cited), Feb 9, 1990, p.1
Lawyer (Richard Toder), writer (Barbara Fogel) nominated for (SCS) School Board, Mar 16, 1990, p.1
Voters to decide on $25M school rehab plan (when vote takes place 3/27/90) (tables), Mar 23, 1990, p.1
Voters say yes to renovation of schools (in large turnout village election) (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.1
School Board proposes $42M budget (with a 6.82% increase over last year), Apr 6, 1990, p.1
Board says no to pool (and to indoor pool committee), Apr 27, 1990, p.19
(School) Budget vote (scheduled for) next week (Wed. May 16, 1990), May 11, 1990, p.1
Plan would open SHS teams to elite junior high athletes (discussion at Board of Ed. meeting), May 11, 1990, p.8
Historic Town Club vote to consolidate club with Village Club 5/31/90, May 25, 1990, p.1
New principal for Edgewood (prejudice reduction, foreign language and math team Board reports), Jun 8, 1990, p.10
Board lauds Lopez at last meeting (as fellow members spoke of him), Jun 22, 1990, p.1
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LOPEZ, BENITO continued

A classy president (Benito Lopez is praised and his term is described) (edit), Jun 22, 1990, p.6
Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees... (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26

LOPEZ, BENITO (AU)

In the year of the bond issue, learning still comes first (photo) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.1

LOPEZ, CHRIS

Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

LOPEZ, CHRISTOPHER

SHS students C Lopez, D Potack get energy grant, Jan 12, 1990, p.22
SHS students (David Potack and Christopher Lopez) win science prize (Student Energy Research Comp.), Jun 1, 1990, p.10

LOPEZ, LUIS DELIO

Edgemont man (Luis Delio Lopez) linked to record cocaine cache (and arrested in Colombia), Jul 27, 1990, p.1

LOPEZ, MARGARET

Anonymous benefactor thanked (by vacationing local family) (ltr), Mar 16, 1990, p.6

LOPEZ, RAYMOND

Anonymous benefactor thanked (by vacationing local family) (ltr), Mar 16, 1990, p.6

LOPEZ, ROSMIE

Panel named to choose bowl winner (W. McCreery, chairman, names members), Sep 21, 1990, p.4

LORCH, LINDA (AU)

Central Avenue watchdogs (coutes 6reenville residents, Lammert and Toft) (ltr), Jun 8, 1990, p.6

LORENZ, CANOE

Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9

LOVE, NAT

Scholar (Jill E Hasday) wins national grant (from National Endowment for Humanities), Apr 27, 1990, p.8

LOVECCHIO, ROBERT

Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

LOW, FRIEDA

(Nita) Lowey and friends (host cocktail party to help launch re-election campaign) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.1

LOW, ROBERT

(Nita) Lowey and friends (host cocktail party to help launch re-election campaign) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.1

LOWEMFHAL, CAROL

(Ten Scarsdalians join) Group lobbying to keep abortion legal, Feb 2, 1990, p.16

LOWENTHAL, CAROL

Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photos), Jun 8, 1990, p.28

LOWEY, NITA

B Slotnick eyes run for Congress (photo), Jan 19, 1990, p.1
B Slotnick moves toward declaring (candidacy for 20th Congressional District), Feb 2, 1990, p.1

GOP hears pro-choice message, Feb 9, 1990, p.3

(SCS Republican Town Committee) hears P Harrison's pro-choice message, Feb 9, 1990, p.3

Book lovers unite (at County Center rally asking for more state aid for WLS) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.4

Garlands oppose Slotnick's bid for House; cite trial tactics (as reason for public outcry), Apr 20, 1990, p.1

'Let's keep Nita (Lowey) in Washington' (as our congresswoman) (ltr), May 11, 1990, p.6

More openness urged (regarding land development of Dickel Road property) (ltr), May 11, 1990, p.6

'Negative campaign tactics' (charged to Garlands' by B. Slotnick re: lawyers for accused) (ltr), May 18, 1990, p.6

Editor's (David Kirkwood) farewell (cont. as tributes are recorded) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.16

(Nita) Lowey and friends (host cocktail party to help launch re-election campaign) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.1

GOP picks (Glenn) Bellitto to challenge (Nita)Lowey (for 20th Congressional District seat), Jun 8, 1990, p.1

Lowey joins call to end curbs on family planning (in brief filed with Supreme Court), Aug 10, 1990, p.3

(Carol) Bellamy, (John) Schafer win primaries in low turnout (9/11/90), Sep 14, 1990, p.1
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LOWEY, NITA continued
Candidates back Israel; oppose abortion consent law (local candidates come to SCS to speak), Oct 19, 1990, p.1
Candidates keep 3-way race for 20th Congressional District clean and quiet (photo), Oct 26, 1990, p.1
League of Women Voters debate Monday (10/29/90 for annual candidates meeting), Oct 26, 1990, p.1
Lowey decries United Nations stand on Israel (and rally was held at Young Israel), Oct 26, 1990, p.18
Lively exchanges at League of Women Voters debate (as Congressional candidates meet at SPL), Nov 2, 1990, p.1
Inquirer endorsements (for 1990 elections include H. Lowey, C. Singer, S. Oppenheimer (edit)), Nov 2, 1990, p.6
Tuesday’s ballot crowded with candidates (for governor, state controller, Congress, State Legis.), Nov 2, 1990, p.30
Lowey voted (cont. of election results), Nov 9, 1990, p.19

LOWEY, NITA (AU)
Make every day Earth Day (and proceed with our current awareness on many issues) (edit), Apr 20, 1990, p.7

LU, MICHAEL
In seventh heaven (Fox Meadow seventh grade boys’ soccer win Recreation Dept. championship) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21

LUBELL, NANCY
Clinic director (Nancy Lubell named senior director of New Rochelle mental health clinic), Aug 24, 1990, p.4

LUBELL, SAM
First day for kids and 14 new teachers (describes orientation program) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.8

LUBELL, SAMUEL
Board of Education (meeting notes new teachers) (cont.), Jun 22, 1990, p.19

LUBY, SHARON
The fairest is felled (in SCS Woman’s Club production) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.9

LUBY, VICTORIA
Inchworms and teddy bears (at the summer program at SCS Congregational Church) (photo), Aug 17, 1990, p.2

LUCAS, ROGER
Scarlsdale High School honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.9

LUCAS, WILLIAM D
William D Lucas (dies), May 25, 1990, p.17

LUCIA, LUCY
Top producers of Houlihan/Lawrence office honored at annual awards) (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.4

LUDLUM, VALERIE
District Attorney to prosecute local police officer (Joseph Miccoli, for class B misdemeanor), Jun 29, 1990, p.1

LUIISI, PHYLLIS
In Japan (Scarsdale educators; Dr. Hibschtan, Dr. McCann and Phyllis Luisi as guests), Jul 6, 1990, p.1
Three educators (R. Hibschtan, J. McCann, P. Luisi) explore Japan on 13-day summer trip, Aug 3, 1990, p.1
Impressions of Japan (cont. details of summer Japanese trip to view education), Aug 3, 1990, p.2
Tenure (eligibility) time for (Judy) Fox, 13 staff (members, listed with school affiliations), Oct 26, 1990, p.13

LUIISI, PHYLLIS (AU)
Junior High News (Units include Entrepreneurship, Dance, Poetry) (poems; photo), Feb 16, 1990, p.12

LUKE, DONALD
SCS Neighborhood Association urge involvement (list) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.10

LUKE, JEAN
Joan Paley installed Wed. as new Woman’s Club President (Wed. April 11, 1990) (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.8
New officers at (SCS) Woman’s Club, Writer (David Finn) is guest (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.11

LUKE, MIKE

LUND, RENE
Tenure (eligibility) time for (Judy) Fox, 13 staff (members, listed with school affiliations), Oct 26, 1990, p.13
LUNDINE, STANLEY
On Tuesday's ballot (11/6/90) candidates are noted as well as environmental issues, Nov 2, 1990, p.1

LUTZKE, JESSICA
Get ready, Piccadilly, here come the SCS Devils (8th-grade soccer team) (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.5
Off to England (are SCS Devils, 8th grade girls on spring tour and playing trip) (photo), Apr 8, 1990, p.15

LUTZKER, RACHEL
Bank of New York Salutes Junior High Speech Contest (photos), Apr 20, 1990, p.26
Masters of babysitting (are graduates of SCS Fire Dept. Babysitting Seminar) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.10
PRC Champs (Quaker Ridge girls softball 7th grade finishes with 5-1 record) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.24

LYDON, BILL

LYFORD, NANCY
(Shs) Class of '40 turns back the clock (to celebrate reunion) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.9

LYME DISEASE
Tick talk from experts here: don't panic (advises Dr. Eve Rosemarin with proper caution) (edit), Jun 15, 1990, p.6
Keep calm about Lyme Disease (cont. from edit.), Jun 15, 1990, p.13
Lyme disease real in SCS (says HS nurse in reply to edit 6/15/90, local cases noted) (ltr), Jun 22, 1990, p.6

LYNCH, EVELYN
(Maroon) & White) boosters tap '90-'91 officers (and describe purpose and functions) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.13
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

LYNCH, EWENDOLYN
US envoy R. Washington killed in Central Avenue crash (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.1

LYNCH, JOHN
(Maroon) & White) boosters tap '90-'91 officers (and describe purpose and functions) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.13
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

LYNCH, PETER
IHN, Dickel neighbors protest; LWV urges affordable housing (at Village Board meeting), Jul 20, 1990, p.1
'False and defamatory' (are Mr. Lynch's comments regarding Church parking lot) (ltr), Aug 3, 1990, p.6
Village Board meeting (reports new fire pumper, bulk law, and IHN parking lot) (cont.), Oct 12, 1990, p.16

LYNCH, PETER (AU)
He wants to protect his property (addresses Msg. Connor and IHN parking lot) (ltr), Aug 24, 1990, p.6

LYNCH, TOM
Raider gridders savor fruits of a championship season (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.15
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24
Maroon and White honors spring teams (lacrosse, tennis, soccer, and track) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.19
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26

LYNNE, ERIC
Bank of New York Salutes Junior High Speech Contest (photos), Apr 20, 1990, p.26

LYNNE, JOANNA
School daze (double dutch roping exhibition at QR with J. Lynne attempting to jump) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.14

LYON, GEORGE R.
George R. Lyon (dies), Mar 18, 1990, p.14

LYONS, CHARLES (AU)
Earth Day—what a bust! (describes one citizen's impressions of the day) (ltr), Apr 27, 1990, p.6

LYONS, JAMES M
James M Lyons (dies), Jun 22, 1990, p.18

LYON, MEG
Stake first in resurgent Scarsdale 15K (kilometer annual race) (photos), Apr 6, 1990, p.5
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LYONS, NANCY
Honored by the Cardinal (are Edgewood Girl Scouts for "I Live My Faith" award) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.11

LYONS, SUSIE
Honored by the Cardinal (are Edgewood Girl Scouts for "I Live My Faith" award) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.11

LYTTON, LAURENCE
Awards, Appointments, & Promotions: L W Lytton (named managing director, Drexel Burnham Lambert), Jan 19, 1990, p.8

MABIE, BLORIA
Bank of New York salutes Eda and Stanley Newhouse and the SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.28

MACAIN, KENNETH
Kenneth MacBain (joins staff of art school of YM-YWHA of Mid-Westchester), Sep 21, 1990, p.8

MACDONALD, BARBARA
Newhouses feted at (annual) dinner gala (for SCS Historical Society) (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.3
Bank of New York salutes Eda and Stanley Newhouse and the SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.28

MACDONALD, BARBARA SHAY
Some words about the Newhouses (by several local figures on occasion of Historical Society award), Apr 6, 1990, p.7

MACDONALD, NORMAN
Newhouses feted at (annual) dinner gala (for SCS Historical Society) (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.3

MACK, JOSEPH
Tuesday's ballot crowded with candidates (for governor, state controller, Congress, State Legis.), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

MACNAIR, DUNCAN
No tenant in sight (for Heathcote Five Corners building, former home of Piedmont Inn), Feb 23, 1990, p.1

MACNANN, ROBERT (DR)
A joyful sound (at Hitchcock as congregation assembles to hear new carillon) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.13
Four years after Hitchcock fire, new sanctuary is dedicated (photo), Oct 12, 1990, p.1
Hitchcock celebrates Dedication Day (of new building, cont.) (photo), Oct 12, 1990, p.5

MACNANN, ROBERT (REV)
Hitchcock (Presbyterian Church) sanctuary opening in '90 (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19
Bank of New York salutes Hitchcock Presbyterian Church (as its dedication begins) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.20

MACPHERSON, BRYAN
Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

MACPHERSON, LUCY
Looking to the masters (group adores interpretation of Gustav Klimt portrait) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.15
They put it on the map (5th graders win historical map contest & maps for Quaker Ridge) (photo), Jul 6, 1990, p.10

MACRI, JAMES
(SCS employees are) always there: (Absenteeism lowest in five years), Feb 16, 1990, p.1

MACRI, JIM
Landmark (Boniface Mater) tower (due for a spring face-lift), Feb 9, 1990, p.1

MACK, JUDY
Volunteers (from White Plains Hospital, New York Hospital and United Hospital are honored) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.8

MADDEN, JOHN
(Dave) Feuerstein and (John) Madden to play ball in Empire State Games, Jul 13, 1990, p.15

MADIAS, VIKTI
Scarsdale (High) School honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.9

MADISON, KATE
Students learning ways to help others (is the purpose of the Peer Counselors) (photo), Mar 2, 1990, p.5

MADON, MEREDITH
PRC Champs (Quaker Ridge girls softball 7th grade finishes with 5-1 record) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.24
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MAEDA, MASAHIRO
A pet shop opens in SCS (to assist Elmsford Animal Shelter) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.8

MAGALETTI, JERRY
Minor league baseball is here (for third and fourth graders; first season having six teams), Aug 3, 1990, p.14

MAGALETTI, JERRY (AU)
Summer minor leagues: a home run! (thanks Rec. Dept. and coaches for participation) (ltr), Sep 21, 1990, p.6

MAGALETTI, JOHN
Three Piggy Opera (performed by 1st and 2nd graders at OR) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.14

MAGALETTI, PAULA
Board of Education (tenure appointments named), May 25, 1990, p.17

MAGALEY, CHRIS
Maroon and White honors spring teams (lacrosse, tennis, soccer, and track) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.19
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26

MAIDEN, HELEN
Helen D Maiden (dies), Feb 2, 1990, p.14

MAIER, RICHARD

MAIER, SUSAN
Volunteers in the making (1991 class of provisional members who will be trained) (photo), Sep 28, 1990, p.8

MAKIHARA, YUMIKO
Good neighbors' reward (presented to Sinnyo-en, Japanese community) (photo), Jul 6, 1990, p.4

MALARA, NANCY
At Greenacres, pop-up artists (design for Imagination Celebration) (photo), Apr 27, 1990, p.8

MALINA, ANITA
(SCS) Foundation is a community trust; (Trustees listed) Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.10
Schools to replace disputed windows; (Project now at 25.1M; Proposed (SHS) wing discussed) (photo), Feb 2, 1990, p.1
(SCS) Foundation offers college aid (to Scarsdale college students), Mar 9, 1990, p.5
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MANIAS, PAULA
Downtown, a new crop of shops (Duck Duck Goose, Blooming Nails, La Dentelliere, Reading Writing), Jul 27, 1990, p.1

MANLEY, MARGUERITE
Volunteers (from White Plains Hospital, New York Hospital and United Hospital are honored) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.8
Bank of New York salutes Hitchcock Presbyterian Church (as its dedication begin) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.26

MANLY, MARGUERITE
Honored volunteers (receive Spirit of Westchester awards) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.21

MANN, MATTHEW
Four probationary firefighters (M. Mann, S. Damon, C. Paroubek, J. Bailey) selected (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.4
Four probationary firefighters (M. Mann, S. Damon, C. Paroubek, J. Bailey) selected (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.5
Local firefighter (Charles Paroubek) takes top honors at ceremony (graduation at Academy), Nov 16, 1990, p.4

MANNING, GERTRUDE
Tuesday's ballot crowded with candidates (for governor, state controller, Congress, State Legisl.), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

MANNING, JOHN
New officers installed (by Catholic Widows and Widowers Club) (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.14

MANSON, KAREN
American Field Service students to describe adventures (program info noted) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.3

MANTEL, NANCY
Friends (of Music and the Arts) bolster arts in the schools (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.15

MAPPLETHORPE, ROBERT
Mapplethorpe (exhibition) and the (rights expressed in the) Constitution (are explored) (edit), May 11, 1990, p.7

MARA, ANN
Photographed at fund raiser (for St Agnes Hospital) and Off to the races (for St Vincent's) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.9

MARA, WELLINGTON
Photographed at fund raiser (for St Agnes Hospital) and Off to the races (for St Vincent's) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.9

MARCELINO, VOLANDA
Yolanda Marcelino (dies), May 18, 1990, p.14

MARCHIONY, BRIAN
Undefeated Greenacres hardballers (are seventh grade A-team) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.22

MARCHIONY, STEPHEN
Twenty-six chosen for School Board Nominating Committee (election 1/22/90), Dec 14, 1990, p.3

MARCUS, BILL (AU)
Executioner or defender (is the question for Philip Mobile and Gov. Cuomo) (ltr), Mar 30, 1990, p.6
Sir Thomas More's mistake (compared to Philip Mobile and Gov. Cuomo dialogue) (ltr), Mar 30, 1990, p.6

MARCUS, JANE
Mock trial of (non-partisan) system arouses real feelings (conducted by Iown Club), Apr 6, 1990, p.1

MARCUS, JANE K
Civic Club names officers (of first slate since joining of town and Village clubs, 6/90), Aug 10, 1990, p.3

MARCUS, JERRY
Board of Architectural Review approves additions (names noted), Dec 14, 1990, p.4
Board of Architectural Review approves additions (names noted), Dec 14, 1990, p.4

MARE, MATTHEW
St Pius X: A caring community (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.17

MARGARITOV, DEBBY
Pajama Game brings back 50s Broadway (for SCS Summer Music Theatre) (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.13
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

MARGOLIN, RITA
In the school nurses offices: miracle cures (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.6
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MARGOLIN, RITA (AU)
Lyme disease real in SCS (says HS nurse in reply to edit 6/15/90, local cases noted) (ltr), Jun 22, 1990, p.6

MARGROVE, DARA
One and All-Section selections (honored at Maroon & White's awards dinner) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21

MARINI, PASQUALE
Man (Aniello "Neil" Sepe) killed in plane crash (in Harrison's Rye Lake 6/14/90) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.3

MARINI, ROSETTA
Realtor (Claire D. Leone) grows (as three join), Sep 21, 1990, p.10

MARINO, LISSETTE
St Pius X: A caring community (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.17

MARINO, RALPH (SENATOR)
Board gets Exxon refund (from lawsuit on overcharging SCS customers during 1973-78), Aug 31, 1990, p.5

MARINO, ROSEMARIE
St Pius X: A caring community (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.17

MARK, JOAN

MARK, RICHARD
Panel named to choose bowl winner (W. McCreery, chairman, names members), Sep 21, 1990, p.4

MARK, RICHARD (AU)
Get involved in county budget process (by voting opinions to legislators) (ltr), Dec 7, 1990, p.6

MARKETING CONSULTANTS
Local entrepreneur E Rittenband heading to Russia with Bud(weiser beer) (photo), Feb 23, 1990, p.1

MARKETING-SOVIEF UNION
Local entrepreneur E Rittenband heading to Russia with Bud(weiser beer) (photo), Feb 23, 1990, p.1

MARKHAM CO.
(Scarsdale) Riding Academy for sale (known as Boulder Brook, history noted) (photo), Jul 6, 1990, p.1

MARKS, ELIZABETH
County children's group elects 2 Scarsdalians (Elizabeth Marks and Ruth Silverman), Sep 28, 1990, p.5

MARKUSFELD, LIONEL
(Scarsdale) Riding Academy for sale (known as Boulder Brook, history noted) (photo), Jul 6, 1990, p.1

SEE ALSO BOULDER BROOK RIDING ACADEMY

MAROON (NEWSPAPER)
Free speech flour for School Board Nominating Committee (election 1/22/90), Dec 14, 1990, p.3
Free speech flourishes at SCS (High) School) (notes recent student articles and history) (edit), Dec 14, 1990, p.6

MAROON AND WHITE
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24
Maroon and White honors spring teams (lacrosse, tennis, soccer, and track) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.19
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26
Maroon & White) boosters tap '90-91 officers (and describe purpose and functions) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.13
Maroon and Whitesponsors hoops tourney: SHS awards dinner slated, Nov 16, 1990, p.16
One and All-Section selections (honored at Maroon & White's awards dinner) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

MARR, MARYLIN
Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees.. (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26
Hot shop, cool customers (Penciltania, the 4th graders supply store is success) (photo), Oct 26, 1990, p.13

MARRA, JOANNA
Bank of New York salutes Eda and Stanley Newhouse and the SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.28
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MARRA, SAM
Bank of New York salutes Eda and Stanley Newhouse and the SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.28

MARSCHLANDS CONSERVANCY
What to do till the school bell rings (notes places to visit with telephone #s, hours, addresses), Aug 17, 1990, p.13

MARTIAL ARTS
Just in case, students take self-defense (karate course at American Legion Hall) (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.5

MARTIN, BRYAN KEWAAN
For special campers: stars and hula hoops (as disabled kids enjoy SCS Rec. Dept. programs) (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.3

MARTIN, CARR
Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

MARTIN, CAROL
Realtor (Carol Martin joined Houlihan/Lawrence Real Estate Office in SCS) (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.4
Carol Martin (awarded certified residential specialist CRS; member of Houlihan Lawrence), Jul 27, 1990, p.4

MARTIN, JEN
Get ready, Piccadilly, here come the SCS Devils (8th-grade soccer team) (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.5
Off to England (are SCS Devils, 8th grade girls on spring tour and playing trip) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.15

MARTIN, MICHAEL
Carrying a torch for special kids (SCS Police run in Special Olympics Torch Run) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.3

MARTIN, MILICENI
Phoenix (Theatre Company) season takes off (with production of 'Noises Off') (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.14

MARTIN, ROBERT
New cop on block (Robert Martin); Officer (Kerry Merkel) stricken (with severe chest pains), Aug 31, 1990, p.2

MARTINEZ, ANA
Queens of the hill (Heathcote 4th grade girls are reigning champs), Sep 28, 1990, p.22

MARTIN, ROBERT
New cop on block (Robert Martin); Officer (Kerry Merkel) stricken (with severe chest pains), Aug 31, 1990, p.2

MARX, LEONARD
Marxes (Leonard and Virginia) fund Teachers College professorship in child care, Aug 24, 1990, p.4

MARX, THOMAS
Scarsdale High School honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.9

MARX, VIRGINIA
Marxes (Leonard and Virginia) fund Teachers College professorship in child care, Aug 24, 1990, p.4

MASABUCHI, MAMI
Bank of New York salutes the Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26

MASAROF, JULIE
12 little girls in 2 straight lines: (B HUDGINS 5th graders celebrate Madeline's 50th b'day (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.4
Masters of babysitting (are graduates of SCS Fire Dept. Babysitting Seminar) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.10

MASCALI, ROBERT
Office plan needs work; Scarsdale Manor OK'd (as Board meets to discuss Scarsdale Ave. Equity), Jul 8, 1990, p.1
Planners seek financial proof of downtown zoning 'hardship' (SCS Avenue Equity Corp. asked), Aug 24, 1990, p.1
Lawyers (Robert Mascalii and Paul Jason) to seek variances for non-conforming office building, Oct 5, 1990, p.5
Deak subdivision lawsuit (cont. explanations of ruling and history of Heathcote Assn), Oct 5, 1990, p.15
Planning Board (cont. details several applications), Nov 9, 1990, p.19
Appeals board denies house variance; postpones decision on office building (names noted), Nov 23, 1990, p.2
Three (Paul Harris) fellows (name recipient, Larry Johnson, by SCS Rotary Club) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.4
Board of Appeals table Scarsdale Ave office plan one more time (other applications noted), Dec 21, 1990, p.5
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MASON, BABA
   Pajama game (for eighth grade Popham girls who dressed up for Halloween) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.21

MASS MEDIA INDUSTRY
   Andrew F Paul (named senior vice-pres. for government at Satellite Broadcasting), Oct 5, 1990, p.8

MASTERS REMODELING

MASHOLONI, IRMA
   Senior Lifestyles (examines programs and important senior issues) (photos), May 4, 1990, p.15

MASUNAGA, YOKO
   Bank of New York salutes Hitchcock Presbyterian Church (as its dedication begin) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.26

MATHEMATICS-STUDY AND TEACHING
   Direct involvement=better students (addresses the use of computers and conceptual learning) (edit), Sep 7, 1990, p.7

MATHEWSON, JAY
   (SCS) School district's thanks (to PTA members and fire depts, security) (ltr), May 25, 1990, p.6

MATHEWSON, MATTHEW
   Greenacres gym burns (cont. fire incident and plans for school fair) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.20

MATHEWSON, OLIVIA
   (SCS) School district's thanks (to PTA members and fire depts, security) (ltr), May 25, 1990, p.6

MATHEWSON, STEFANIE
   Book lovers unite (at County Center rally asking for more state aid for MLS) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.4

MATILICK, LAURENCE
   Board of (Architectural) Review leans in favor of Heathcote Manor plan (townhouses), Nov 2, 1990, p.4

MAKISO, MASATO
   Volunteers are resource, support for Adult School (as fall courses begin; titles noted), Sep 14, 1990, p.2

MAKISO, KESU
   Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24
   Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.24
   (Scarlsdale) High School seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14

MASURRA, RYOTA
   Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

MATSUSHITA
   'Three Piggy Opera' (performed by 1st and 2nd graders at QR) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.14

MATHEWS, JOANNE
   Guest(s) of honor (for Mt Hospital-Cornell Medical Center benefit are Scarsdalians) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.2

MATTOK, ELLI
   Drake-Edgewood gives $1000 (to local community organizations), Jun 8, 1990, p.2

MATUSON, NAOKI
   Grand jury clears Brady (of criminal wrongdoing with son's plumbing companies), Mar 9, 1990, p.3
   (Governor) Cuomo says no to (Edward) Brady probe; (Carl) Vergari still might re-present, Oct 19, 1990, p.1

MAXWELL, MARTIN
   Other Voices (discusses the theories of population control and overpopulation) (edit), Mar 16, 1990, p.6

MAXWELL, MARTIN (AU)
   Other Voices: Legalizing drugs makes sense (edit), Feb 16, 1990, p.6
   Other Voices (describes the Hubble telescope and author's concerns for universe) (edit), Apr 27, 1990, p.7

MAY, LEMORE
   When nature is unesthetic: (Library)pond puzzles environmentalists (photo), Aug 31, 1990, p.1

MAY, LEMORE (AU)
   Another view of Earth Day (responding to Charles Lyon ltr of 4/27/90), May 4, 1990, p.6
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MAYER, LOTTHAR

Board of Architectural Review takes a look at school windows (and many applications), Nov 23, 1990, p. 3
Board of Architectural Review approves additions (names noted), Dec 14, 1990, p. 4

MAYOOLE, LYNN S (AU)

When Michelangelo worked backward (describes the life of artist) (edit), Mar 23, 1990, p. 7

MAYONE, JANE

Senior Lifestyles examines programs and important senior issues) (photos), May 4, 1990, p. 15

MAYOR-SCS

Wanted: Candidates (for mayor and village trustees; W. Moore elected to Unit E), Dec 7, 1990, p. 1

MAZER, BILL


MAZUR, BOB

In seventh heaven (Fox Meadow seventh grade boys soccer won Recreation Dept. championship) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p. 21

MAZUR, ZACHARY

In seventh heaven (Fox Meadow seventh grade boys soccer won Recreation Dept. championship) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p. 21

MAZONI, JULIE

Local riders make strides in just 10 lessons (at Boulder Brook), Feb 9, 1990, p. 6

MCADEN, MARI ALLEN

Reading unites, delights these parents, kids (who have continued Book Club for years) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p. 6

MACAVOY, CAROL

Opera starlets (Pavarotti note) (Quaker Ridge first and second graders present Babor) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p. 13

MCABE, EDWARD

County’s turn to holler (to get Heathcote Road Bridge completed faster) (edit), Oct 5, 1990, p. 6

MCANN, JOAN

Retiring principal Dr V. Dempsey, district clerk D. Bajak hailed (at Board of Education meeting), Jan 26, 1990, p. 1

MCANN, JOAN (DR)

Daniel D. (Tomkis) remembered (by Fox Meadow students in assembly) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p. 22
In Japan (Scarsdale educators; Dr. Hibscha, Dr. McCann and Phyllis Luisi as guests), Jul 6, 1990, p. 1
Three educators (R. Hibscha, J. McCann, P. Luisi) explore Japan (on 13-day summer trip), Aug 3, 1990, p. 1
Impressions of Japan (cont. details of summer Japanese trip to view education), Aug 3, 1990, p. 2
A pet shop ‘opens’ in SCS (to assist Elmsford Animal Shelter) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p. 8

MCARThY, JOSEPH

Other Voices: Tolerance—a prized SCS tradition (edit), Feb 23, 1990, p. 6

MCARThY, PATRICK

Stahr first in resurgent Scarsdale 15K (kilometer annual race) (photos), Apr 6, 1990, p. 5

MCARTHYSIM

MCARThY, JAMES

Mareus’ attorney wants Westchester District Attorney Carl Vergari to testify on leaks, Jul 13, 1990, p. 1

MCANN, JOHN

Board of Architectural Review approves requests (for merchant signs, decks, renovations), Sep 28, 1990, p. 3

MCCLINIOCK, DANA

Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p. 30

MCCLURE, SARA

New Orchestra’s new chief (Sara McClure) plans 90-91 season (telephone noted) (photo), Aug 17, 1990, p. 14

MCORMACK, KIM

At Greenacres, pop-up artists (design for Imagination Celebration) (photo), Apr 27, 1990, p. 8
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>McCurmak, Kil</td>
<td>SCS Woman's Club awards memberships (photo)</td>
<td>Mar 23, 1990</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCourt, Anne</td>
<td>Honored by the Cardinal (are Edgewood Girl Scouts for &quot;I Live My Faith&quot; award) (photo)</td>
<td>Apr 20, 1990</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCready, Kathleen</td>
<td>Planned Parenthood display criticized (at Healthworks Pt Council sponsored program) (photo)</td>
<td>Apr 27, 1990</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCready, Margaret</td>
<td>Drake-Edgewood gives $1000 to local community organizations (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 8, 1990</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCready, Margaret</td>
<td>Get ready, Piccadilly, here come the SCS Devils (8th-grade soccer team) (photo)</td>
<td>Jan 12, 1990</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCready, Margaret</td>
<td>Off to England (are SCS Devils, 8th grade girls on spring tour and playing trip) (photo)</td>
<td>Apr 6, 1990</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCready, William</td>
<td>(Handelman, E Schroeder, R Witeczorek) nominated for Village Board (photo)</td>
<td>Jan 12, 1990</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCready, William</td>
<td>Restrictions on demolition (of historically significant buildings) proposed (at Village Bd hearing) (photo)</td>
<td>Jan 12, 1990</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCready, William</td>
<td>(SCS's Advisory) Council (on Youth) is advocate for youth (Progress Edition Supp 1990) (photo)</td>
<td>Jan 26, 1990</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCready, William</td>
<td>Counsel (Brown &amp; Wood) named (by Village Board) for advice on downtown development (photo)</td>
<td>Feb 16, 1990</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCready, William</td>
<td>Historic Preservation law (ready for action by Village Board)</td>
<td>Feb 16, 1990</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCready, William</td>
<td>Historic preservation—it's the law (as five years of planning is unanimously voted on) (photo)</td>
<td>Mar 2, 1990</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCready, William</td>
<td>New houses feted at (annual) dinner gala (for SCS Historical Society) (photo)</td>
<td>Mar 30, 1990</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCready, William</td>
<td>Bouquets and brickbats fly at final (Village Board) meeting for two trustees (photo)</td>
<td>Mar 30, 1990</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCready, William</td>
<td>Historic Town Club vote (to consolidate club with Village Club 5/31/90) (photo)</td>
<td>May 25, 1990</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCready, William</td>
<td>Panel named to choose bowl winner (W. McCready, chairman, names members) (photo)</td>
<td>Sep 21, 1990</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCready, William</td>
<td>Jeanne Richman to receive (SCS) Bowl Award 1991 (biography and accomplishments noted) (photo)</td>
<td>Nov 23, 1990</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCron, Curinne</td>
<td>Joan Paley installed Wed. as new Woman's Club President (Wed. April 11, 1990) (photo)</td>
<td>Apr 13, 1990</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCron, Raymond</td>
<td>New officers at (SCS) Woman's Club (photo)</td>
<td>Sep 14, 1990</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCron, Raymond</td>
<td>Raymond McCron (dies) (photo)</td>
<td>Mar 16, 1990</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCDERMOTT, Michael</td>
<td>Tenure (eligibility) time for (Judy) Fox, 13 staff members (listed with school affiliations) (photo)</td>
<td>Oct 26, 1990</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCDONALD, Brian</td>
<td>Raiders (basketball teams) of '79 and '88 to play (benefit game) for the homeless (photo)</td>
<td>Feb 2, 1990</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCDONALD, Norma</td>
<td>Return of the Raiders (brings the SCS High teams of 1979, 1988 together for homeless benefit) (photo)</td>
<td>Mar 16, 1990</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCDONALD, William</td>
<td>William J McDonald (dies) (photo)</td>
<td>Feb 23, 1990</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCGINNESS, Cheryl</td>
<td>Joan Paley installed Wed. as new Woman's Club President (Wed. April 11, 1990) (photo)</td>
<td>Apr 13, 1990</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCGINNESS, Elizabeth</td>
<td>New officers at (SCS) Woman's Club, Writer (David Finn) is guest (photo)</td>
<td>Sep 14, 1990</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCGINNESS, Elizabeth</td>
<td>Ignored by the Cardinal (are Edgewood Girl Scouts for &quot;I Live My Faith&quot; award) (photo)</td>
<td>Apr 20, 1990</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCGINNIS, Hollee</td>
<td>Scarsdale students featured in dance recital Sat. (6/9/90 by Nancy MacArthur School) (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 8, 1990</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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MCGOVERN, KATIE
Stahr first in resurgent Scarsdale 15-kilometer annual race (photos), Apr 6, 1990, p.5

MCGOVERN, PETER
Peter McGovern dies), Jan 12, 1990, p.14

MCGOVERN, PHILIP
Trustees expected to replace (tax) assessor (V Pagliaro with N Flood), Jan 5, 1990, p.1

MCGRATH, CHRIS
Cougars: top cats in 1990 (Junior High SPRC champions are noted) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19

MCGRATH, MICHAEL
Buon Natale, Feliz Navidad! (Christmans pageant celebrated at IHM) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.19

MCGRUFF
A Dog program (using robot McRuff as police aide for Combat Auto Theft program), Jun 1, 1990, p.1

MCGUIRAN, TARA
Sharing the spirit (SCS and EK high school students decorate for SCS Family Counseling) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.5

MCILVAIN, GERALD
Fire captain (Gerald McIvain) gets new skills (at state conference), Sep 28, 1990, p.3
Fire prevention week (provides opportunity to discuss preventive issues), Oct 5, 1990, p.3
Open house at (Crossway) fire station (for public and prospective volunteers), Oct 12, 1990, p.2
Fire damages downtown shoe store (Sub Rosa on Monday afternoon 10/29/90) (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.1

MCILVAIN, GERALD (CAPT)
Time for heating check-up (Capt. McIvain recommends cleaning of heating systems and chimneys), Aug 24, 1990, p.5

MCILVAIN, CLAUDIA
1989 saw the computerization of the SCS Public Library (photo) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.15

MCKAY, EVERETTE
Everette McKay dies), Feb 2, 1990, p.14

MCKEAN, MICHAEL
It's our Rupert (Holmes), not Sherlock, at work (on play, "Accomplice" on Broadway) (photo), May 4, 1990, p.20

MCKEEVER, ROBERT
Fire damages downtown shoe store (Sub Rosa on Monday afternoon 10/29/90) (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.1

MCKENNA, WILLIAM
Maraus's attorney wants (Westchester District Attorney Carl) Vergari to testify on leaks, Jul 13, 1990, p.1

MCKINNON, FLOYD
(SCS) Golf Club elects new leadership: (F McKinnon, president) (photo), Feb 9, 1990, p.5

MCKINNON, WINK
A cup to be proud of (Wilson Cup winners at SCS Golf Club) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.11

MCKRORY, BETTY
Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photos), Jun 8, 1990, p.28

MCKNIGHT, CORNELIA
Show and tell (time for SCS Seniors as they shared family heirlooms and memories) (photo), May 4, 1990, p.1
Senior Lifestyles (examines programs and important senior issues) (photos), May 4, 1990, p.15
Drake-Edgewood gives $1000 to local community organizations, Jun 8, 1990, p.2
Croquet champ (Ruth Ruth won Lillian Drake Thies trophy by SCS Seniors) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.2

MCMAHON, BARBARA
Just clowning around (are kindergartners and 5th graders in circus) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.15

MCNAMUS, CAROL
Board of Education (tenure appointments named), May 25, 1990, p.17

MCNILLAM, ROBERT
Lawyers (Robert Mascali and Paul Jason) to seek variances for non-conforming office building, Oct 5, 1990, p.5
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HCHULLAN, ROSE HARRIET
New officers installed (by Catholic Widows and Widowers Club (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.14

MCPELLIPS, IDON

MCQUADE, DARREN
For special campers: stars and hula hoops (as disabled kids enjoy SCS Rec. Dept. programs) (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.3

MCQUADE, MARGARITA
Board of Education (tenure appointees named), May 25, 1990, p.17

MEALS ON WHEELS
Praise for Meals on Wheels (letter), Jan 12, 1990, p.6
(Meals on Wheels: Volunteers bring meals to shut-ins (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.14
(Meals on Wheels: glad to be noticed (letter), Feb 23, 1990, p.6
Local United Way makes grants (to several local agencies, noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.4
Meals on Wheels explains how it works (information and telephone provided), Nov 23, 1990, p.4

MEANEY, THOMAS
Four of the finest: (A Filancia, D Ferrone, R Hadden, T Meaney awarded medals by SCS Police Dept), Jan 12, 1990, p.1
Honors for the men in blue: (A Filancia, D Ferrone, R Hadden, T Meaney receive commendations) (photo), Jan 19, 1990, p.4
(SCS) School trying drug-prevention plan: (DARE pilot program to debut next fall) (photo), Feb 16, 1990, p.5
Carrying a torch for special kids (SCS Police run in Special Olympics Torch Run) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.3

MEDEIROS, KENNETH
Scarsdale’s finest celebrate one of their finest hours (at accreditation ceremony) (photos), May 25, 1990, p.6

MEDICAL CARE
(White Plains Hospital president) J Schandler laments regulations for state’s health-care crisis, Jan 26, 1990, p.3
(Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.6
Medical gridlock threatens us all (so we need the State Legislature to intervene) (edit), Apr 13, 1990, p.7
Partnerships for better health care (discusses options for the 21st century) (edit), Jul 13, 1990, p.7

MEDICAL EXAMINER
Bones, bodies and clues, it’s all in a day’s work (for Dr. Louis Roh, medical examiner) (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.6
Bones, bodies and clues (cont. to describe medical examiner’s profession), Sep 14, 1990, p.9

MEDICARE
(Medicare Coverage Act will illustrate greed in) How’s this for greed? (edit), Mar 2, 1990, p.7
Don’t foment intergenerational conflict (regarding the Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act) (letter), Mar 9, 1990, p.6

MEEHAN, BERNADINE
Never too soon to learn (First Aid): (Girl Scouts complete Red Cross Aid Training Course (photo), Feb 2, 1990, p.3

MEEHAN, CHRISS
Haroon and White’s tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.24

MEEHAN, DOROTHY
IHM involves members in many ways (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19

MEEHAN, JULIE
Swimmers finish with win (in dual-meet season with 1-5 record) (photos), Aug 10, 1990, p.9

MEEHAN, TOM
3-peat champs (winners of PRC’s American League Men’s softball title for third year) (photo), Aug 31, 1990, p.8

MEER, ARTHUR
Senior Lifestyles (examines programs and important senior issues) (photos), May 4, 1990, p.15

MEHLICH, ANN
Roseanne Gilmer wins (Scarssdale Golf) club bowling tournament (of SCS Golf Club Bowling Assoc), Apr 27, 1990, p.28

MEINERTZ, MARY
Wheels’ ja musical, was presented by Fox Meadow’s fifth grade chorus for Seniors and parents) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.14
Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees..(photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.28
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MECIGAN, FRANCIS (REV)
New officers installed (by Catholic Widows and Widowers Club (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.14
St Pius I: A caring community (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.17
Blessed are the beasts (at "Blessing of the Pets" sermon at St. Pius I School) (photo), Oct 12, 1990, p.18

MELLER, DANIEL
Scarsdale H(School) honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.9

MEMORIAL DAY
Memorial Day parade Monday (5/28/90 and Eugene Rogliano will lead for 35th year), May 25, 1990, p.1
At ease! (for the Girl Scouts of Troop 1950 as they await marching in parade) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.1
One man's Memorial Day (describes an incident from World War II) (edit), Jun 1, 1990, p.7
Bank of New York salutes our Veterans Memorial Day 1990 (photos), Jun 1, 1990, p.24

MENASHI, BETTY (AU)
Why Israel won't talk to the PLO (ltr), Feb 2, 1990, p.6

MENASHI, DAVID (AU)
Why Israel won't talk to the PLO (ltr), Feb 2, 1990, p.6

MENCHEL, JOYCE KAY JACKSON
Joyce Kay Jackson Menchel (dies), Jun 29, 1990, p.15

MENCHEL, KAY
A special person (Kay Mencel is remembered for devotion to people and SVAC) (ltr), Jul 6, 1990, p.6

MENDELSON, GIDEON
Tennis (Scarsdale HS) finishes 11-0 (a perfect record) (photos), May 25, 1990, p.14
Maroon and White honors spring teams (lacrosse, tennis, soccer, and track) (photos), Jun 15, 1990, p.19
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26
Compton Tennis draws 80 juniors (at Fox Meadow Club June 18-23, 1990) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.22

MENDELSON, LISA
Edgewood PTA appoints committees (officers noted), Sep 21, 1990, p.14

MENDELSON, SHARON
Tennis: 3 up 3 down-Undefeated again? (as Scarsdale HS girls team opens 1990 season), Oct 5, 1990, p.18
In the handsome tradition (local children show off costumes and pumpkin carving) (photos), Nov 2, 1990, p.30
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

MENKE, BETTY
The Bank of New York salutes Beverly B. Cunningham (photos) (Scarsdale Bowl 1990), Mar 30, 1990, p.26
White Plains Hospital elects directors (to three-year terms at annual meeting), May 4, 1990, p.4

MENNA, MICHAEL
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.24

MENNA, MIKE
Raider oldtimers (basketball teams 1979, 1988) win one for the homeless (photos), Mar 30, 1990, p.13
'3-peat' champs (winners of PRC's American League Men's softball title for third year) (photo), Aug 31, 1990, p.8

MENNIN, DOUG (AU)

MENTAL HEALTH ASSN OF WESTCHESTER
Volunteers needed as ombudsman (in Long Term Care Ombudsman Program), Mar 9, 1990, p.9
Bank of New York salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photos), May 18, 1990, p.24

MENTAL HEALTH ASSN OF WESTCHESTER-FUND RAISING
SCS resident V Goldberg to chair fundraiser for Mental Health (Assn), Feb 2, 1990, p.4

MENRAH, SHANE
Two (volunteer) students cited for volunteerism (by West. Assoc. for Retarded Citizens), May 4, 1990, p.11

MERCEN, JENNY
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30
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MERCENTES, ALEXI
Scarsdale 12, White) Plaids) 7 in first league game (action reported) (photo), Oct 12, 1990, p.14
One and All-Section selections (honored at Maroon & White's awards dinner) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21

MERCHANTS-SCS
(Learning disabled in Dr D Cohen's program are) Motivated students ready to work (ltr), Feb 2, 1990, p.6
Wright and Irish slated to be sold next month (to Michael's Cheese Shop), Mar 30, 1990, p.1
Merchants thanked for generosity to Central Westchester Humane Society (ltr), Apr 6, 1990, p.6
Spring brings changes (store) bring to downtown (SCS), Apr 27, 1990, p.5
Billed at the supermarket (recounts error made at the check-out of a specific store) (ltr), Apr 27, 1990, p.6
Downtown changes (continue to identify new merchants), Apr 27, 1990, p.14
Downtown changes (continue to identify new merchants) (Andre Etao's Depot Cleaners), Apr 27, 1990, p.14
New jewelry store (Daniele Trissi Ltd., owned by Paza and Solly Refael opening) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.5
C-Town set to replace downtown Shopwell (this summer and provide friendly service), Jun 15, 1990, p.1
Businesses protest sidewalk law (at Village Board meeting), Jun 15, 1990, p.3
For the Plaza Cinema, off into the sunset (theater will not reopen), Jun 22, 1990, p.3
Michael's shop finds larger quarters in old Wright & Irish local, as specialty store), Jun 29, 1990, p.3
Downtown, a new crop of shops (Duck Duck Goose, Blooming Nails, La Dentelliere, Reading Writing), Jul 27, 1990, p.1
Focal Points criticized (when residents were asked what stores would you like in SCS?) (ltr), Jul 27, 1990, p.6
(SCS Bagel Shop on Garth Road experienced explosion Aug 6/90, breaking glass window) (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.3
Hello C-Town (the new owners of East Pkwy Shopwell as they refurbish and reopen 9/4/90), Aug 31, 1990, p.1
Fee and the furrier (Julia B Fee relocating condo sales and SCS Furs will open), Sep 7, 1990, p.1
Expansion (noted for Arcade Stationers as they take space formerly occupied by Harwood Wallpaper), Oct 19, 1990, p.3
Fire damages downtown shoe store (Sub Rosa on Monday afternoon 10/29/90) (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.1
Dressed up for the holidays (SCS Woman's Exchange is ready for holiday week) (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.11
Holiday Entertaining (Suppl.)(2 p) (includes recipes, info on parties and ads from merchants), Nov 9, 1990, p.10
It's still 4 corners (as delayed Heathcote Bridge repairs keep postponing reopening), Nov 30, 1990, p.1
Here we go! Local merchants entice holiday shoppers with gifts exotic and practical, silly & sweet, Nov 30, 1990, p.8
Metro-North repair work derails local businesses (Depot Place coffee shop and newsstand), Dec 7, 1990, p.1
His legacy: a good man and a good haircut (Joseph Pagano retires from Henry's Barber Shop) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.6
A holiday hint (suggests local shopping as a pleasant alternative to malls, crowds) (ext), Dec 7, 1990, p.6
Tracking down the perfect present? Start here! (local merchants note gift items, store hours), Dec 7, 1990, p.8
Work derails local businesses (cont details by local merchants regarding train platforms), Dec 7, 1990, p.19
More 911 woes (cites example of fire at Sub Rosa store to remind residents to use 723-2300), Dec 14, 1990, p.1
Firefighters battle a stubborn blaze (at Newtark and Lewis Central Ave location) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.1
There are lots of treasures left for last-minute shoppers (stores, hours noted) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.8

Merkel, KERRY
Scarsdale's finest celebrate one of their finest hours (at accreditation ceremony) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.6
New cop on block (Robert Martin; Officer (Kerry Merkel) stricken (with severe chest pains), Aug 31, 1990, p.2

Merkler, LARRY
Future lawmakers? (are briefed to attend annual LWV Legislative Conference in Albany) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.4
Maroon and White honors spring teams (lacrosse, tennis, soccer, and track) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.19
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26
The Bank of New York salutes The League of Women Voters (SCS) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.28
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MERKER, LARRY (AU)
League of Women Voters takes seniors (high school students) to Albany (to examine state process), May 25, 1990, p.15

MERKER, MARILYN
Friends of Music and the Arts bolster arts in the schools (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.15
Scarsdale High School seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14

MERKSAMER, GERALDINE (AU)
She's glad to have company (and support from village regarding noise from gardeners) (letter), Mar 30, 1990, p.6

MERKSAMER, GREGG

MERKSAMER, NORMAN J
Norman J Merksamer (elected regional vp of Lehigh University Alumni), Jul 13, 1990, p.4

MERSENTES, ALEX
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

MERSENTES, ALEX
Raiders gridders savor fruits of a championship season (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.15
Football pieces together a 35-7 win against Manhasset, high school team, Oct 19, 1990, p.14

HERTZ, HARRY
New owner (Republic NY Corp.) for (Manhattan) savings bank (keeping same name, employees), May 4, 1990, p.3

HEWITT, MARGARET
Margaret Hewitt (dies), Jun 1, 1990, p.14

HESCHI, MARY
Among lawyer's kudos: first in smoked salmon (importing business complimented by Connoisseur) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.5
Among lawyer's kudos: first in smoked salmon (importing business complimented by Connoisseur) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.5

Messer, MERRIT
Scarsdale students dance up a storm (at Steffi-Nossen School's spring concert) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.17

MESSINGER, ADAM
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletes (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26

METRO-NORTH COMMUTER RAILROAD CD
Metro North bringing art to local commuters; (artist T. Mussbaum designs steel sculptures) (photo), Feb 23, 1990, p.1
Track work (will begin this Spring, weekends, to replace switch and signal systems), Mar 23, 1990, p.1
Bah, humbug (to the Metro-North shuttle buses who polluted the air as they idled) (ed), Apr 27, 1990, p.6
(SCS) Station work to start (as Metro North renovates station platforms and canopies), May 4, 1990, p.1
Village of (SCS) aids Hartsdale commuters (by directing rush hour traffic near construction), Jun 1, 1990, p.1

Metro-North repairs (in Hartsdale are causing traffic problems for commuters), Jun 1, 1990, p.5
Working at the (Metro-North) railroad (are crews at SCS station) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.5
Platform switch (as Metro-North finishes work on northern track and will switch to southbound), Jul 27, 1990, p.1

Metro-North repair work derails local businesses (Depot Place coffee shop and newsstand), Dec 7, 1990, p.1
Scarsdale (train station) and (Hartsdale (train) station platforms (under construction) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.1

Work derails local businesses (cont details by local merchants regarding train platforms), Dec 7, 1990, p.19

METRO-NORTH COMMUTER RAILROAD CO-FARES
Cartoon, Jan 5, 1990, p.6

METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
Penn Central seeks partner (to provide expertise and financial resources for SCS project), Nov 2, 1990, p.1

METSELAR, BARBARA
Marcella Rappoport (named exec. vice-pres. of World Travel Specialists), Aug 10, 1990, p.4

METZ, DOUG
These students belie learning-disabled label, Jan 19, 1990, p.6
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METZ, DOUGLAS

(SCS) Chamber of Commerce has new leadership (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.5

Three (Paul Harris) fellows (name recipient, Larry Johnson, by SCS Rotary Club) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.4

METZGER, THEODORE

Residents J Fitzgerald, H Fitzgerald, F J Sweeney on (James Fitzgerald Inc's board, Feb 23, 1990, p.4

MEYER, CLAUDE

A record class (is 15 member confirmation class, the largest group in years) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.14

MEYERS, LYNN

New officers for PI Council (are elected for 1990-91 school year) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.13

Dirty lucre? (SCS schools cash gift policy is being decided by Board of Educ.), Oct 26, 1990, p.1

Foreign language (cont coverage of Board of Education meeting with Dr John Rassias) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.16

MEYERS, LYNN (AU)

Community effort (complimented for annual task of coordinating Calendar) (ltr), Aug 31, 1990, p.6

MIANOITO, ATA

(Fox Meadow School is) Teepee territory: (Tipi Ted demonstrates native American tepee) (photo), Feb 16, 1990, p.12

MICCOLI, JOSEPH

Police pursue leads in shooting (of Ptl. J. Miccoli on Grifffen Avenue), May 25, 1990, p.1

Chief (Donald Ferraro) suspends shot patrolman (Joseph Miccoli) (as investigation continues), Jun 1, 1990, p.1

Shooting case (still under investigation from shooting of policeman on Grifffen Ave.), Jun 8, 1990, p.3

Shooting inquiry continues (into alleged shooting on Grifffen Ave. of Ptl. Joseph Miccoli), Jun 15, 1990, p.2

Miccoli resigns; District Attorney suspects hoax (in Grifffen Ave. shooting) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.1

District Attorney to prosecute local police officer (Joseph Miccoli, for class B misdemeanor), Jun 29, 1990, p.1

Cop case (regarding Joseph Miccoli) adjourned (and granted adjournment in contemplation of dismissal, Aug 3, 1990, p.1

MICCOLI, JOSEPH (PTL)

Local cop shot; rewards for information regarding incident), May 18, 1990, p.1

MICHAEL'S CHEESE SHOP

Spring brings (store) changes to downtown (SCS), Apr 27, 1990, p.5

Michael's shop finds larger quarters (in old Wright & Irish local, as specialty store), Jun 29, 1990, p.5

MICHELS, ROBERT (DR)

Courses in parenting at Adult School this fall (details of courses noted) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.9

MICHELSON, HAROLD

Variance allows new flag lot (on a two-lot subdivision on Old Orchard Lane), Apr 6, 1990, p.3

Harold Michelson (dies), Nov 16, 1990, p.20

MICHELSON, THELMA

Realtors convene (for second national convention of Prudential Real Estate Affiliates), Feb 16, 1990, p.2

MICHLIN, JESSICA

Putting a funny face on it (are Edgewood fifth graders who created dolls in character study) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.14

MIDDLE EAST

To avoid war in the Mideast (identifies US goals and stresses peace and justice) (ltr), Sep 21, 1990, p.6

Speaker (Joseph Gerson) says success of sanctions depends on 'stubborn vision', Oct 26, 1990, p.5

Heaven must not wait (Catholic bishops voice concern over war doctrine & Hussein) (edit), Nov 16, 1990, p.6

Children send greetings to soldiers in the (Persian) Gulf (third grade samples) (ltr), Nov 16, 1990, p.7

War is not the answer (states SCS Friends Meeting 11/18/90 regarding Middle East) (ltr), Nov 30, 1990, p.6

"A time for civil disobedience" (author urges citizens to voice their opinions) (edit), Nov 30, 1990, p.7

Herry C, Happy H (discusses religious views of Islam in light of holiday season, conflict) (edit), Dec 21, 1990, p.6

Tale of ex-hostage (S. Veerabahu) captivates audience (at Quaker Ridge school) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.1

Quaker Ridge holds captive to ex-hostage's tale (of months in Iraq) (photo) (cont from p 1), Dec 28, 1990, p.2

Are we lighting the fuse for World War III? (presents resident's views on negotiations) (ltr), Dec 28, 1990, p.6
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MIDDLE EAST-DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL

- First-hand look gives local student B Fendelman a new perspective on Middle East (photo), Jan 19, 1990, p.5
- Grace (Lutheran Church) celebrates 40th anniversary (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.18

MIDTBQ, ELLA
- Grace (Lutheran Church) celebrates 40th anniversary (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.18

MIDTBQ, HAROLD
- Grace (Lutheran Church) celebrates 40th anniversary (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.18

MIDTBQ, AUGIE

MIDTBQ, ANALYST (Edwin Hihallo is certified as a chartered financial analyst, Mar 16, 1990, p.4
- Living and giving (students from Heathcote and Edgewood think of world at holidays) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.24

MIHALLO, EDWIN
- Analyst (Edwin Hihallo is certified as a chartered financial analyst, Mar 16, 1990, p.4

MIHALLO, RYAN
- Living and giving (students from Heathcote and Edgewood think of world at holidays) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.24

MIHALLO, JULIA
- The real meaning of community (ltr), Jan 12, 1990, p.6

MIHALLO, RYAN
- Living and giving (students from Heathcote and Edgewood think of world at holidays) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.24

MIHALLO, SHIRA (RABBI)
- O'Rourke (says) Don't defer our dreams (in fourth inaugural address), Jan 5, 1990, p.1
- J(eewish) C(ommunity) CENTER involves all ages (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.18
- Sounds of a new year (as Rabbi Shira Milgrom welcomes year 5751 at JCC White Plains) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.1

MILANO, AMY
- Heavens to Mozart by fifth graders (at Fox Meadow School) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.20

MILDE, CHLOE
- Brownie Troop 1577!Art (displayed proudly at Heathcote School) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.5

MILGRAM, SHIRA (RABBI)
- tRourke (says) 'Don't defer our dreams' (in fourth inaugural address), Jan 5, 1990, p.1
- J(eewish) C(ommunity) C(enter) involves all ages (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.18
- Sounds of a new year (as Rabbi Shira Milgrom welcomes year 5751 at JCC White Plains) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.1

MILL, JANE
- Volunteers (from White Plains Hospital, New York Hospital and United Hospital are honored) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.8

MILLER, ANDREW
- In the handsome tradition (local children show off costumes and pumpkin carving) (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

MILLER, ANN
- Good neighbors' reward (presented to Sinnyo-en, Japanese community) (photo), Jul 6, 1990, p.4

MILLER, ANN R
- Twenty-six chosen for School Board Nominating Committee (election 1/22/90), Dec 14, 1990, p.3

MILLER, AUDREY K (AU)
- Moratorium for (Elmsford Animal) shelter is advocated (by resolution in County) (ltr), Mar 2, 1990, p.6
- Animals need new shelter (and compromise reached at July 5 Board of Health isn't enough) (ltr), Aug 3, 1990, p.6

MILLER, BERNICE
- SCS) Volunteer Ambulance Corps--always ready to help (Officers listed) (Progress Ed Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.12

MILLER, CATHY
- Junior High News: (Units include Entrepreneurship, Dance, Poetry) (poems; photo), Feb 16, 1990, p.12

MILLER, CLAIRE
- Poets confer (with Heathcote poet-in-residence for school-wide poetry reading) (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.12
- Making it safe for kids (AAA mount annual auto traffic safety campaign with poster) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.3

MILLER, DANIEL
- Two cancer researchers (Holland, Miller) win distinguished service award (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.3

MILLER, DANIEL (BR)
- M'vakshe Derekh (synagogue) set to honor Jane Dubin and Dr Daniel S Miller (photos), Oct 5, 1990, p.14

MILLER, DEBBIE
- The Bank of New York salutes The League of Women Voters (SCS) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.28
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MILLER, DEBRA (AU)
Noise ordinance should be obeyed (by local gardening services) (ltr), Dec 14, 1990, p.16

MILLER, DOUG
Making it safe for kids (AAA mount annual auto traffic safety campaign with poster) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.3

MILLER, DOUGLAS
Just clowning around (are kindergartners and 5th graders in circus) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.15

MILLER, EDITH
Art Association presents (annual) awards (to artists at Woman’s Club) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.5

MILLER, ELAINE (AU)
The school bond issue: readers have their say (about upcoming vote) (ltr), Mar 23, 1990, p.6

MILLER, EDITH
Hiking it safe for kids (AAA mount annual auto traffic safety campaign with poster) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.3

MILLER, ELAINE
Just clowning around (are kindergartners and 5th graders in circus) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.15

MILLER, JOHN
How Scarsdale voted (cont. of election results), Nov 9, 1990, p.19

MILLER, JOHN (AU)
He’s glad to see the pool plan back (for indoor high school swimming pool) (ltr), Jun 9, 1990, p.6

MILLER, JAY
There might have been a pool (if SCS village trustees had given site choice) (ltr), Jun 1, 1990, p.6

MILLER, KAREN
Recycling at SHS (continues paper recycling project), May 11, 1990, p.8

MILLER, KATHY (Officers) Slate proposed for Junior High PTA (for 1990-91 school year), Apr 13, 1990, p.12

MILLER, MARK (Henry) Luce Scholar (chosen, Mark Miller, one of 16 college graduates, Asian internship) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.14

MILLER, MEL
Windfall? (is question for SCS if change in state Employment Retirement System occurs), May 25, 1990, p.1
33% increase in state aid to schools may be illusory (it is too soon to tell), May 25, 1990, p.1

MILLER, ROBERT W
Robert W Miller (included in Who’s Who in South), Dec 14, 1990, p.10

MILLER, SONDRA (JUDGE)
(Village Bd to consider) Winston (property) DEIS (prepared for potential buyers Glickhaus-Judelson, Jan 19, 1990, p.1
Appealing Winston (lawsuit is Ronald Winston who wishes to block development of property), Nov 16, 1990, p.1
Judges give lawyers a ‘workout’ in appeal of Winston decision (State Supreme Court, Appellate Div.), Nov 23, 1990, p.1

MILLMAN, SANDI
First day of the first season (at SCS pool) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.2

MILLMAN, STEPHANIE
First day of the first season (at SCS pool) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.2
MILMAN, JORDAN
- Cougars: top cats in 1990 (Junior High SPRC champions are noted) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19

MINORITY
- Minorities make an easy target (edit), Feb 23, 1990, p.7

MINISTRATION
- Who's Afraid? (of Virginia Woolf production includes SCS cast members) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.19

MIR, FARHAAN

MIRABELLI, ROBERT
- Scarsdale (High) School honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.9

MIRACLE, MIRACLES, MIRACLES
- Theatrical circles (SCS High Drama Club performs "Miracles, Miracles" 10/12-13/90) (photo), Oct 12, 1990, p.13

MISOMALI, BLESSINGS
- Fab foxxes (4th grade Fox Meadow girls in 6-0 championship season) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19

MISOMALI, DAN
- Pick o the sixth... (Fox Meadow 1990 champions of PRC's A Soccer League) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21

MISOMALI, RAYMOND
- Pick o the sixth... (Fox Meadow 1990 champions of PRC's A Soccer League) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21

MISSIONARIES
- Mormon missionary (Bita Khamis) home after Hawaiian duty tour (of 18 months) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.18

MITCHELL, ARLENE
- Board of Architectural Review approves requests (for merchant signs, decks, renovations), Sep 28, 1990, p.3

MITCHELL, BONNIE
- Some words about the Newhouses (by several local figures on occasion of Historical Society award), Apr 6, 1990, p.7

MITCHELL, J.A.
- J. A. Mitchell (Houlihan/Lawrence pres., assumed office of chair), Sep 21, 1990, p.8

MITCHELL, JACQUES III
- Top producers (of Houlihan/Lawrence office honored at annual awards) (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.4

MITCHELL, JACQUES III
- Houlihan-Lawrence sold (to Seaman Equity Group but not expected to change SCS operation), Jun 9, 1990, p.1

MITCHELL, REUBEN
- Paperbacks, paperbacks (for SCS Public Library book sale to be held 6/9-10/90) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.2

MITCHELSON, THELMA

MITCHELM, ROBERT
- Scarsdale student ready for prime time (starring in "Regular Joe" with Robert Mitchum) (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.1

MITCHELM, RACHEL
- Deak subdivision lawsuit (cont. explanations of ruling and history of Heathcote Assn), Oct 5, 1990, p.15

MITTELMAN, RACHEL
- Brownie (Troop 1577)Art (displayed proudly at Heathcote School) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.5

MIZRAHI, WIN
- Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photos), Sep 14, 1990, p.26

MIZUNO, YU
- Making new friends (in cultural exchange between Alcott and Kodomo Kuni schools) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.10
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MOGLIA, CHRISTINA
  Pajama Same brings back 50s Broadway (for SCS Summer Music Theatre) (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.13

MOIR, VICTOR
  Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

MOLLEY, ANTHONY
  Teacher C. W. Musso indicted in EMT murder (of BJ Solomon) (photo), Feb 9, 1990, p.1

MONEY
  Is the dollar going up or down? Yes, but not soon (edit), Feb 2, 1990, p.7
  The lure and lore of money are topics for Scarsdale Women's Club speaker, Mar 9, 1990, p.9

MONK, ELLEN
  School board sites K-6 language (program, citing reasons) (cont), Dec 21, 1990, p.16
  Fast action urged on language study (by resident who participated on Committee) (ltr), Nov 30, 1990, p.7

MONK, JOANNA
  Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

MONTROSE KARATE ACADEMY
  Just in case, students take self-defense (karate course at American Legion Hall) (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.5
  Young audience getting their kicks (from Montroy's Karate Academy's kick-a-thon) (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.4

MOODY, ANNABEL
  Children send greetings to soldiers in the (Persian) Gulf (third grade samples) (ltr), Nov 16, 1990, p.7

MOONEY, ALICE
  Students learning ways to help others (is the purpose of the Peer Counselors) (photo), Mar 2, 1990, p.5
  Another winning season (for Scarsdale High's boys and girls basketball teams) (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.12
  Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24
  Almost... (Raiders girls soccer 1990 opener ended in a 0-0 tie against Arlington) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.15
  Raiders soccer team defeats sectional title with 1-0 victory (advancing team to state championships), Jun 8, 1990, p.1
  Raiders repeat (for second year) as (New York) state champs (for girls high school team) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.1
  Maroon and White honors spring teams (lacrosse, tennis, soccer, and track) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.19
  Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26
  State champions all (Raiders' girls varsity team takes state champs for 2nd year) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.14
  The art of coaching soccer (belongs to Art Resnick, beloved coach and teacher) (photo), Aug 3, 1990, p.3

MOONIE, LIANA (AU)
  Equality in art is too long past due (discusses women in art shows) (edit), Jul 20, 1990, p.7

MOORE, GERALDINE
  Bank of New York Salutes Charles Cunningham, SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of Year 1990 (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.22

MOORE, MONIQUE
  A perfect season (for Heathcote fourth grade girls who had 10-0 record) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.14
  Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9
  Queens of the hill (Heathcote 4th grade girls are reigning champs), Sep 28, 1990, p.22

MOORE, WILLIAM
  Civic Club names officers (of first slate since joining of Town and Village clubs, 6/90), Aug 10, 1990, p.3
  Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9
  Candidate nominated (for seats on Citizens Committee) (names noted), Oct 12, 1990, p.1
  (Town and Village) Civic Club to meet 10/25/90 for first annual membership meeting; housing noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.1
  Advocates outline housing alternatives (for TVCC members; recommend formation of committee), Nov 2, 1990, p.1
  Citizens Committee has new members (after election, individuals noted), Nov 16, 1990, p.1
  Runoff (election) slated (for Unit E between Janes Levinson and William Moore), Nov 23, 1990, p.1
  Nominated; Candidates (for mayor and village trustees; W. Moore elected to Unit E), Dec 7, 1990, p.1
MOORE-PARK, CARLTON

A nostalgic look at a bohemian world (reviews exhibit at Museum of City of NY) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.7

MOODABAR, NAVID

S(carsdale) High School honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.9

MORGAN, EDWARD

Schools to replace disputed windows; (Project now at 25.1M; Proposed (SHS) wing discussed) (photo), Feb 2, 1990, p.1

Historic Town Club vote (to consolidate club with Village Club 5/31/90), May 25, 1990, p.1

It's official: Town, Village Clubs unite (to be named Town and Village Civic Club), Jun 8, 1990, p.1

Amendments may go to public (cont. Town and Village Civic Club veto issue), Aug 3, 1990, p.2

Civic-Club names officers (of first slate since joining of town and Village clubs, 6/90), Aug 10, 1990, p.3

League (Of Women Voters) splits with Civic Club, backs housing study (urged by village trustees), Aug 17, 1990, p.1

Welcome to SCV (a well-attended reception for newcomers to hear about village activities) (photo), Oct 5, 1990, p.1

The best of both clubs (as Town and Village Clubs merge and head forward, history is presented) (edit, Oct 19, 1990, p.6

Seasonal sounds (as members of TVCC serenade Boniface Circle with holiday sing) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.1

MORGAN, JENNIFER

S(carsdale) High School honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.9

MORGAN, MARGARET

Seasonal sounds (as members of TVCC serenade Boniface Circle with holiday sing) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.1

MORIARTY, JANE

Teacher (Jane Moriarty) sent back to school (to National Geographic Society), Jul 27, 1990, p.4

MORISON, GAY


MORISON, JANES


MORISON, JIM


MORLAN, REV. DONALD

Local Baptists find their faith burgeoning in the Soviet Union (while traveling on mission), Apr 20, 1990, p.1

MORRILL, MICHELLE

S(carsdale) High School seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14

MORRIS, DANIEL

Life in the fast lane: (Edgewood Cub Scouts hold Pinewood Derby (photo), Jan 19, 1990, p.3

MORRISON COHEN SINGER AND WEINSTEIN

Schreier elected to Yeshiva (University's Benjamin M. Cardozo School of Law) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.4

MORRISON, CLARK

Life in the fast lane: (Edgewood Cub Scouts hold Pinewood Derby (photo), Jan 19, 1990, p.3

MORRISON, JAMES (REV)

Baptists minister to members, community (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19

I'm Russian to be your valentine: (Community Baptist Church sends valentines to Soviet Union) (photo), Feb 16, 1990, p.1

(SCS) Fire Dept. seeks accord on radios (for a new radio communications system), Apr 20, 1990, p.1

Local Baptists find their faith burgeoning in the Soviet Union (while traveling on mission), Apr 20, 1990, p.1

MORRISON, JENNIFER

A conversation with Ginger (the horse for joint Earth Day/Flag Day celebration) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.18

MORRISON, SAMUEL

Mail menace (dog owners are asked to curb their pets as letter carriers deliver), Jul 13, 1990, p.1

MORRISSEY, AMIE

Junior League names officers for 1990-91, bestows awards (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.9

MORRO, JOAN

Elusive bubble (Joan Morro demonstrates art of bubble-making at County Fair) (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.1
MORSE, SAMUEL
Samuel Morse was no ordinary man! (outlines biographical achievements) (edit), Jun 8, 1990, p.7

MORTENSEN, MARSHA (AU)
Columnist in 'Dark Ages' (I. Sloan angers resident by comments "good women of PTA") (ltr), Nov 16, 1990, p.6

MOSBECH, ANDY
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.24

MOSCA, ANTHONY
O'Rourke says Mosca will stay (as Westchester's Public Safety Commissioner), Mar 2, 1990, p.1

MOSER, JAMIE
Looking to the masters (group admires interpretation of Gustav Klink portrait) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.15

MOSER, JOY (DR)
Lush European landscapes populate (Hudson River)useum (Exhibit by Dr. Joy Moser) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.17

MOSER, LAUREN
Algerian Field Service fosters international understanding (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.13

MOSER, LINDA
Child Care (Assn of SCS) will relocate to Quaker Ridge School, Jan 19, 1990, p.1

MOSES, CAROL ANN
Junior League names officers for 1990-91, bestows awards (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.9

MOSES, TROY
12 little girls in 2 straight lines: (B Hudgins 5th graders celebrate Madeline's 50th b'day) (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.4
Friends of Music and the Arts bolster arts in the schools (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.15

MOSS, SAMUEL J (DR)
Dr Samuel J Moss (dies), Dec 21, 1990, p.14

MOTHERS
Former Scarsdalian (Dorothy Litman Silverstone) cited as a mother of the year (by American Mothers), Apr 20, 1990, p.4

MOTL, MARY JANE
Four SCS teachers awarded grants (to gain understanding of adult development and students) (photo), Dec 26, 1990, p.8

MOTION PICTURE THEATERS
Plaza (Theater) faces a murky future, Feb 23, 1990, p.1

MOTION PICTURES
Autumn's reel attractions (recommends this season's film series in Westchester), Sep 7, 1990, p.15

MUTSCH, FREDERICK
Frederick Mutsch (dies), Aug 17, 1990, p.12

MOUNT SINAI MEDICAL CENTER
Three women who make a difference (Robyn Roller, Doris Fulcin, Susan Blumenfield) (photos), Oct 5, 1990, p.15
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MÖMER, LYNDA
Advice from SCS fitness expert (Lynda Mower of Body Images and Lifestyles), Dec 14, 1990, p.16

MUCARO, DANIELLE
World book day (local children participate in Library Safari Reading program) (photo), Jul 20, 1990, p.3

MUCARO, DEANNA
Paperbacks, paperbacks (for SCS Public Library book sale to be held 6/9-10/90) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.2

MUDDEN, SACHIN
Summer league tennis nets pair of team firsts at NY Metro showdown (photos), Sep 7, 1990, p.26

MUDHO, CHRIS
Pick o’ the sixth... (Fox Meadow 1990 champions of PRC’s A Soccer League) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21

MUDHO, SARA
Is there syrup in their future? (Boy Scout Troop 1965 plants sugar maple) (photo), Apr 27, 1990, p.3

MUELLER, MATTHIAS
Undefeated Greenacres hardballers (are seventh grade A-teams) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.22

MUELLER, RUTH HAZEL
Maroon and White’s tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24

MUELLER-MAERKI, RUTH (AU)
People still care (about fellow man as woman is alerted to tire problem) (ltr), Mar 2, 1990, p.6

MUSNO, KAREN
Friends of Hoff (Barthelson) make record donation; Watson given community service award (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.12

MUHLING, JESSICA
Masters of babysitting (are graduates of SCS Fire Dept. Babysitting Seminar) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.10

Edgewood farewell to (Dr. Vincent) Dempsey (who is retiring principal), Jun 29, 1990, p.22

Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

MUHLING, KAREN
Masters of babysitting (are graduates of SCS Fire Dept. Babysitting Seminar) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.10

Dempsey’s last day (retiring principal at Edgewood enjoys goodbye gift from children) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.1

Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

MULCHAY, MICHAEL
On the wings of Eagles (Edgewood 8th graders win sixth consecutive championship) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.17

MULCHAY, ROBERT P
Robert P. Mulchay (dies), May 11, 1990, p.20

MULLEN, JIM
Pick o’ the sixth... (Fox Meadow 1990 champions of PRC’s A Soccer League) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21

MULLEN, KATIE
Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9

MULLER, BARBARA
No tunnels! (is cry of Overhill Assoc. members as they view plans at table, Spencer Place) (photos), Nov 16, 1990, p.3

MULLIGAN, GERRY
Adding jazz and pop to the diet (of local concerts coming to area this season) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.17

MULVEY, ANN
Bank of New York salutes the Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees... (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26

MUNSON, ANNALIESE (AU)
Protect the flag (is American Legion’s position (ltr), Jun 1, 1990, p.6

MURAKAMI, NEG
Too hot for tots (recent afternoon temperatures at Chase Park) (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.5

MURATA, YUJI
On the wings of Eagles (Edgewood 8th graders win sixth consecutive championship) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.17
MURRAY HILL-MIDDLE HEATHCOTE ASSN

Heathcote schism (as two groups call meetings for same neighborhood, 9/23 and 9/24/90), Sep 21, 1990, p.1

Murray(Hill-Middle) Heathcote group names officers (and committee chairs), Nov 23, 1990, p.3

MURRAY HILL-MIDDLE HEATHCOTE ASSOCIATION

United they stand (two factions of neighborhood assn reorganized), Sep 28, 1990, p.1

MURRAY, BLAKE

Bulk housing law still too complex, residents say (in public hearing) (photo), Sep 28, 1990, p.1

MURRAY, BROOKE

Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

MURRAY, COURTNEY

Natural Science (in High School's annual earth science field trip) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.13

MURRAY, MAURINE

Reception for newcomers (to be held 9/30/90 to inform residents of village activities), Sep 28, 1990, p.1

MURRAY, ROSEMARIE

New dean (Rosemarie Murray appointed dean of student affairs at Mercy College) (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.5

MURROW, EDWARD R

The ghost of (Edward R)Murrow (speaks to current broadcasters) (edit), May 25, 1990, p.6

MURSTEIN, MARGORIE


MUSCOOT FARM

Kids, crafts and cows at Muscoot (Farms in Somers Children's Day) (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.13

What to do till the school bell rings (notes places to visit with telephone #s, hours, addresses), Aug 17, 1990, p.13

MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY ASSOCIATION

Top achievement (in fundraising goes to Dennis Wasiczko for muscular dystrophy camp) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.4

MUSEUM OF ART SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY

What to do till the school bell rings (notes places to visit with telephone #s, hours, addresses), Aug 17, 1990, p.13

MUSEUM VILLAGE

What to do till the school bell rings (notes places to visit with telephone #s, hours, addresses), Aug 17, 1990, p.13

MUSEUMS

Museum official (Deborah Brinckerhoff named registrar of collections by Bruce Museum) (photo), Oct 5, 1990, p.9

Neuberger (Museum) benefit (set for 11/3/90 to support education and exhibition programs), Oct 26, 1990, p.9

MUSIC

Adding jazz and pop to the diet (of local concerts coming to area this season) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.17

Candlelight concerts ring in the holidays (lists holiday concerts), Dec 14, 1990, p.19

MUSIC SCHOOLS

(Hoff Barthelson) Music School has made it (photo) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.14

Arts and entertainment preview events, Mar 23, 1990, p.17

Award winner (Andrew Armstrong, piano student, won Westminster Choir College competition) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.19

Showcase (of Faculty Concerts at Hoff-Barthelson Music School and Sarah Lawrence noted), Apr 13, 1990, p.13

New officers at Hoff-Barthelson (Music School) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.19

Friends of Hoff-Barthelson make record donation; Watson given community service award (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.12

Hoff-Barthelson Summer Arts programs are explored (photo), Aug 3, 1990, p.13

The Learning Arts (note various music courses to be given in Westchester), Sep 21, 1990, p.15

MUSIC TEACHERS

More than just my (violin) teacher (Mrs. Kawamoto was special to me) (ltr), Apr 6, 1990, p.6

MUSIC-COMPETITION

Symphony (New York Youth Symphony) seeks young composers (for First Music 8), Nov 9, 1990, p.18

MUSIC-STUDY AND TEACHING

Music lessons for young and old (are noted for this area) (photo), Oct 26, 1990, p.15
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MUSICAL PERFORMANCES
Local (SCS) kids at county (All-County Music) festival (4/28/90), May 18, 1990, p.15

MUSICIANS
Scarsdale violinist (Eleanor Kim) 13, wins national (Music Teachers Association) contest (photo), May 4, 1990, p.9
On the podium (Stuart Malina will conduct Norwalk Youth Symphony) (photo), May 4, 1990, p.16
Wanted: musicians, actors and artists (for local productions; auditions noted), Oct 26, 1990, p.16
Rock lyrics: revolutionary or merely revolting? tasks PI Council at business meeting program, Nov 23, 1990, p.2

MUTTERPERL, JEFFREY (AU)
Hold referenda on Scarsdale's future (suggests student as he fears for green space) (ltr), Nov 23, 1990, p.6

MYERS, LEWIS
Bank of New York salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photos), May 18, 1990, p.24

MYERS, NORMA
(SCS Family Counseling Service)beneficiary's benefactor (is Prudential Ellinghouse) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.5
Bank of New York salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photos), May 18, 1990, p.24

MYERS, NORMA (AU)
SC(S) Family Counseling Service: community resource (needs local support) (ltr), Dec 14, 1990, p.6

NYLES, JOHN L
John L. Myles (dies), Jun 1, 1990, p.14

NADAI, AGI
Village Board meeting (presents Dickel Road development history; civil service employee raise), Sep 14, 1990, p.4
Planning Board OKs (White Plains) sewer connection (among residents' criticism), Dec 28, 1990, p.3

NADAI, AGI (AU)
Sewer suspicions (discusses 11/30/90 article and consequences of local sewers) (ltr), Dec 14, 1990, p.16
Ginsberg (David) challenged on denial of knowledge that NP sewer hook-up will be permanent (ltr), Dec 28, 1990, p.6

NADBORNY, ADAM
Summer league tennis nets pair of team firsts at NY Metro showdown (photos), Sep 7, 1990, p.28

NADBOURN, FELICIA
Summer league tennis nets pair of team firsts at NY Metro showdown (photos), Sep 7, 1990, p.28

NADEL, EDWIN (AU)
Imagine over $100,000 for a college education (and investing strategy to plan for it) (edit), Mar 16, 1990, p.7

NADEL, LARRY
3-peat' champs (winners of PRC's American League Men's softball title for third year) (photo), Aug 31, 1990, p.8

NADEL, FLORENCE
Centennial Realty poised to purchase Steinkamp & Britton (and become Centennial II), Oct 12, 1990, p.1

NADEL, MARK
Centennial Realty poised to purchase Steinkamp & Britton (and become Centennial II), Oct 12, 1990, p.1

NAKANO, IKUKO
SC(S) High School honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.9
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

NAHLE, RUTH
Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees... (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26

NAIT, ANITA
PRC Champs (Quaker Ridge girls softball 7th grade finishes with 5-1 record) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.24

NAIT, DAYAN
Scarsdale doctor (Dayan Nait) opens new office in Bronxville, Mar 30, 1990, p.2

NAIT, GEETHA
Scarsdale doctor (Dayan Nait) opens new office in Bronxville, Mar 30, 1990, p.2
NAKAMURA, AKIRA
In seventh heaven (Fox Meadow seventh grade boys' soccer won Recreation Dept. championship) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21

NAKAMURA, SOICHIRO
ESL students learn far more than a language (photo), Jan 5, 1990, p.6

NAKASATO, AKIRA

NAKASATO, AKIRA

NAKATA, SO ICHIRO
ESL students learn far more than a language (photo), Jan 5, 1990, p.6

NAKANAKA, AKIRA

NAPOLITANO, T. E (AU)
Maroon survey: barometer of a bourgeois community (disagrees with Maroon survey 6/22/90) (ltr), Jun 29, 1990, p.6

NAPULLI, ROBERT
(Heathcote) Fifth graders on the right circuit (with annual science fair) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.18

NARCOTICS TRADE
(J Chotin) sentenced in cocaine case, Feb 2, 1990, p.3
Edgemont man (Luis Delio Lopez) linked to record cocaine cache (and arrested in Colombia), Jul 27, 1990, p.1
Pot smokers! Beware Vermont! (advise against any inter-state drug trafficking) (ltr), Sep 28, 1990, p.6
(Untied) M(ations) antinarcotics policy going into force (11/90 to counter trafficking) (ltr), Nov 16, 1990, p.6

NATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT SCHOLARSHIP
S(CS) H(igh) School) senior (Dwayne A Wallace) tapped as NAS semifinalist, Sep 28, 1990, p.12

NATIONAL ARBOR DAY FOUNDATION
Free saplings (are offered with membership as part of Trees for America campaign), Sep 7, 1990, p.3

NATIONAL KIDNEY FOUNDATION
SCS woman goes for the gold (1990 Transplant Games, one year after liver transplant) (photo), Oct 5, 1990, p.18

NATIONAL MERIT SCHOLARSHIP CORP.
4 SHS seniors win (National) Merit scholarships (M.Clayton, C.Goldstein, M.Hersch, M.Kang), Apr 27, 1990, p.8

NAUGHTON, CAROL
In the school nurses' offices: miracle cures (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.6
Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees... (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26

NAUGHTON, JERRY
(SCS Chateaux Associates,) Owners, propose retail building for Robison lot, Jan 26, 1990, p.1
(SCS Cotmittee Service: Station in jeopardy; (Owners of Robison Lot request rezoning), Feb 9, 1990, p.1

NAUGHTON, JIMMY

NAUGHTON, KEVIN

RAIDERS (basketball teams) of '79 and '88 to play (benefit game) for the homeless, Feb 2, 1990, p.1
Raiders oldtimers (basketball teams 1979, 1988) win one for the homeless (photos), Mar 30, 1990, p.13

NEALE, J. HENRY JR
(Nita) Lowey and friends (host cocktail party to help launch re-election campaign) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.1
Reproductive choice defended (as Scarsdalians attend annual meeting) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.5
Neale heads conservation unit (as president of Federated Conservationists of Westchester Co.), Jul 6, 1990, p.3
Environmental (Quality) Bond issue on ballot 11/6/90 (and hope for passage) (cont), Oct 26, 1990, p.12

NEALE, LAURA BUTTON
Laura Button Neale (dies), Nov 30, 1990, p.18

NEALE, SUSAN
Candidate nominated (for seats on Citizens Committee) (names noted), Oct 12, 1990, p.1
NEBENS, KEVIN
Cougars: top cats in 1990 (Junior High SPRC champions are noted) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19

NEBENS, ROBERI
Just clowning around (are kindergartners and 5th graders in circus) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.15
Board of Education (tenure appointments named), May 25, 1990, p.17

NELSON, HANNAH
Playground violates privacy, Greenacres neighbors (on Putnam Road and Sage Terrace) say (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.1

NELSON, SOPHIA
Sophia J Nelson (dies), Apr 20, 1990, p.10

NEHLICH, NANCY
Retiring principal Dr V Detpsey, district clerk D Bajak hailed (at Board of Education meeting), Jan 26, 1990, p.1

NERENBERG, MIKE
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.24

NESSOFF, MARC
(SICS) Neighborhood Assn) P(residents) urge involvement (list) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.10

NEETER, RICHARD
Friends protest village plan (to create second employee residence at) Weinberg (Nature) Center, Feb 16, 1990, p.1

NEUBERGER MUSEUM
Neuberger (Museum) benefit (set for 11/3/90 to support education and exhibition programs), Oct 26, 1990, p.9

NEUSTEIN, DAVID
Soccer setback in Mamaroneck 2-0, then rallies, blasting Roosevelt 6-0 (photo), Sep 28, 1990, p.22

NEW DIRECTIONS FOR NEWS
(Seymour) Topping heads news think tank (New Directions for News), Aug 10, 1990, p.4

NEW ORCHESTRA OF WESTCHESTER
New Orchestra's new chief (Sara McClure) plans '90-91 season (telephone # noted) (photo), Aug 17, 1990, p.14

NEW ROCHELLE HUMANE SOCIETY
Marauding dogs suspected in cat killing, Feb 9, 1990, p.2
Elusive canine finally caught (but two other dogs are still at large), Mar 9, 1990, p.3
Winston's (the English bulldog) alive and well and living in Scarsdale, Apr 20, 1990, p.2
Hello, Winston (dog saved by New Rochelle Humane Society - being celebrated at brunch) (photo), Apr 27, 1990, p.2
Dogs back in town (as group of strays are still followed by not caught), Jun 8, 1990, p.5

NEW YEAR'S EVE
Happy New Year (celebrations are noted), Dec 20, 1990, p.13

NEW YORK RENAISSANCE FESTIVAL
What to do till the school bell rings (notes places to visit with telephone #s, hours, addresses), Aug 17, 1990, p.13

NEW YORK SOCIETY OF WOMEN ARTISTS
Pillar of bronze ("Lot's Wife" is early sculpture of Isabel Shaw showing at League) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.16

NEW YORK STATE BAR ASSOCIATION
Covenants: void but still visible (and causing distress to home buyers who want to abolish), Sep 21, 1990, p.1

NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
The wet look (for the wooden barriers on Hutch will make it graffiti-resistant for future), Aug 17, 1990, p.1
NEW YORK STATE DEPT OF MOTOR VEHICLES
Phoney registration sticker spotted here (as latest scam blankets N.Y., Westchester), Sep 21, 1990, p.5

NEW YORK STATE DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION
Embellished Hutch neighbors still seeking relief from (NY State) (dept) (Transportation), Jun 1, 1990, p.1
Hutchinson River Parkway) neighbors seek relief, Jun 1, 1990, p.4

NEW YORK STATE SENATE
(Suzi Oppenheimer, (Paul) Noto for (state) senate (candidates agree on key issues), Nov 2, 1990, p.1
INDEX TO THE ScarSDALE enquirer

NEW YORK STATE-COMPREHENSIVE ASSESSMENT REPORT
Asian population up (says Comprehensive Assessment Report in statistics from each school district), Dec 14, 1990, p.23

NEW YORK STATE. ASSEMBLY
Issues of the elderly are focus of C Singer, district's freshman legislator, Jan 5, 1990, p.5

NEW YORK STATE. BOARD OF EQUALIZATION, ASSESSMENT
Equalization rate spells double trouble for village (as local tax hikes take effect), Mar 9, 1990, p.1
Equalization rate spells double trouble for village (as local tax hikes take effect), Mar 9, 1990, p.1

NEW YORK STATE. DEPT OF EDUCATION
(SCS getting) More bang for the buck (in education budget) (edit), Feb 23, 1990, p.6

NEW YORK STATE. DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION
Hutchinson River Parkway) safety project may result in protection for trees as well as drivers, Feb 16, 1990, p.1
Bridge to go (over old railway on Secor Road, work starting in 1992), Jun 29, 1990, p.1

NEW ZEALAND
The leap of faith (describes writer's adventures in bungy jumping) (photo) (edit), Oct 5, 1990, p.7

NEW ZEALAND-DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
Reticinalis P(igmentosa) benefit by Dibbllog (covers Let's Go to New Zealand) (photo), Mar 16, 1990, p.4

NEW, RICHARD
Teacher (Robert Conti) leaves a resounding legacy (graduate extolls virtues of SCS teachers) (edit), Nov 23, 1990, p.7

NEWBAUER, ALISON
Dempsey's last day (retiring principal at Edgewood enjoys goodbye gift from children) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.1

NEWBAUER, GEORGE
Candidate nominated (for seats on Citizens Committee) (names noted), Oct 12, 1990, p.1
Citizens Committee has new members (after election, individuals noted), Nov 16, 1990, p.1

NEWELL, ABBY
Sharing the spirit (SCS and EMT high school students decorate for SCS Family Counseling) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.5

NEWELL, THOMAS
Masters of babysitting (are graduates of SCS Fire Dept. Babysitting Seminar) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.10

NEWHOUSE, DOUGLAS
Newhouses feted at (annual) dinner gala (for SCS Historical Society) (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.3
Bank of New York salutes E ada and Stanley Newhouse and the SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.28

NEWHOUSE, EDA
(Historical Society will be) Honoring the founding (Newhouse) family (at annual dinner) (photo), Mar 2, 1990, p.2
Newhouses feted at (annual) dinner gala (for SCS Historical Society) (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.3
Some words about the Newhouses (by several local figures on occasion of Historical Society award), Apr 6, 1990, p.7
Bank of New York salutes E ada and Stanley Newhouse and the SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.28
Historical Society, hit by cutbacks, launches 1990-91 fund drive, Nov 30, 1990, p.4

NEWHOUSE, EDA L (AU)
Thanks to (SCS Historical Society) Country Fair volunteers (9/8/90) (ltr), Sep 21, 1990, p.6

NEWHOUSE, EDA L (AU)
Thanks for insuring successful event (10th annual Fall Foliage Walk/Run) (ltr), Oct 19, 1990, p.6

NEWHOUSE, JIM
Bank of New York salutes E ada and Stanley Newhouse and the SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.28

NEWHOUSE, STANLEY
(Historical Society will be) Honoring the founding (Newhouse) family (at annual dinner) (photo), Mar 2, 1990, p.2
Newhouses feted at (annual) dinner gala (for SCS Historical Society) (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.3
Stahr first in resurgent Scarsdale 15K (kilometer annual race) (photos), Apr 6, 1990, p.5
Some words about the Newhouses (by several local figures on occasion of Historical Society award), Apr 6, 1990, p.7
Bank of New York salutes E ada and Stanley Newhouse and the SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.28
Earth Day celebrated (in George Field Park and Butler Woods) (photos), Apr 27, 1990, p.5
NICOLAIS, ROBERT continued
Police anxious to scratch up (combat Auto theft) volunteers (program described) (edit), Sep 28, 1990, p.6
Police nab Bronx aan (David Ribeiro) after armed break-in on Post Road) (photo), Nov 23, 1990, p.1

NIELSEN, SIGNE
She's still baffled (by destruction of wetland landscape in Dickel Road site) (ltr), May 18, 1990, p.6

NIEMOLLER, MARTIN (PASTOR)
Setting the record straight (describes historical perspective on Pastor Niemoller) (edit), Jun 1, 1990, p.7

NIKKAH, JOHN

NILES, ROGER
SHS alumna (Eve Bernstein) is murdered (in burglary attempt in Larchmont apartment), Apr 27, 1990, p.1

NILSSON, Ulf
Ulf Nilsson (NY Rangers) at United Way annual dinner (9/24/90; SCS residents involved), Sep 14, 1990, p.3
(Ulf) Nilsson (of New York Rangers) addresses United Way (at annual dinner) (photo), Sep 28, 1990, p.5

Nielsen, Edna (AU)
Bold and savvy (was Philip Mobile's countercommencement column) (ltr), Jul 20, 1990, p.6

NISBEET, JAMIE
Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9

NISBEET, JOANNA
Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9

NISHIHARA, JUNICHIRO
Scarsdale High School seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14

NISSEN, SYLVIA
ESL students learn far more than a language (photo), Jan 5, 1990, p.6
(S Nissen) Named chairman (of nominating committee, NY State Teachers of English...), Feb 23, 1990, p.20
Edgewood teachers (Cora Lee Five and Sylvia Nissen) noted (for professional activities), Jun 15, 1990, p.18

NITCHIE, FREDERIK
With new site (Quaker Ridge) comes new money and new name (Kid's BASE) for Child Care (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.2

NITCHIE, MARY
With new site (Quaker Ridge) comes new money and new name (Kid's BASE) for Child Care (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.2

NITCHIE, MICHAEL
With new site (Quaker Ridge) comes new money and new name (Kid's BASE) for Child Care (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.2

NIWA, YURIKO
ESL students learn far more than a language (photo), Jan 5, 1990, p.6

NIWAH, RICHARD
He's not forgiving the unindicted anti-Semite (in book discussion of Richard Nixon) (edit), Apr 6, 1990, p.6

NOBILE, MAEVE
Students learning ways to help others (is the purpose of the Peer Counselors) (photo), Mar 2, 1990, p.5
Teens' skits focus on drug risks (photo), May 18, 1990, p.3
Raiders soccer team defends sectional title with 1-0 victory (advancing team to state championships), Jun 8, 1990, p.1
Raiders repeat (for second year) as (New York) state champs (for girls high school team) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.1
Maroon and White honors spring teams (lacrosse, tennis, soccer, and track) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.19
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26
At A-school graduation, words (and personal reflections about graduates) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.13
State champions all (Raiders' girls varsity team takes state champs for 2nd year) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.14
The art of coaching soccer (belongs to Art Resnick, beloved coach and teacher) (photo), Aug 3, 1990, p.3

NOBILE, PHILIP
Vietnam not lost on the field (ltr), Feb 16, 1990, p.6
Plaza (Theater) faces a murky future, Feb 23, 1990, p.1
MOBILE, PHILIP continued

Governor Cuomo adds Another Voice answering Mobile’s letter 11/16/89 (litr), Mar 9, 1990, p.6

MOBILE, PHILIP (AU)

Other Voices: What won’t happen in ’90 (edit), Jan 5, 1990, p.6
Other Voices: The shame of TV news (edit), Feb 2, 1990, p.6
He’s not forgiving the unindicted anti-Semite (in book discussion of Richard Nixon) (edit), Apr 6, 1990, p.6
Accuracy at Chappaquiddick (is questioned regarding “Senatorial Privilege”) (edit), May 4, 1990, p.7
The ghost of (Edward R.) Murrow (speaks on current broadcasters) (edit), May 25, 1990, p.6
Counter-commencement (narrative about good life and personal contentment) (edit), Jun 15, 1990, p.6
The unemployed spin doctor (discusses public relations and current events) (edit), Jul 13, 1990, p.6
What if (Judge David) Souter were gay? (analyzes current thought on homophobia) (edit), Aug 10, 1990, p.6
Good and bad war criminals (reviews political figures and morality) (edit), Sep 7, 1990, p.6
Fat Buchanan’s knee (and controversy over his statements become media trial) (edit), Sep 28, 1990, p.7
Religion: just another idea (and Weintrob deserves apology from those who criticized) (litr), Oct 12, 1990, p.6
Rough sex on Phil Donahue (details P. Nobile’s visit to Donahue show with sexologist) (edit), Dec 28, 1990, p.6

NOBELFELT, PETER

Window painters outdo ghosts (again!)(as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

NOGULICH, NATALIA

It’s our Rupert (Holmes), not Sherlock, at work (on play, “Accomplice” on Broadway)(photo), May 4, 1990, p.20

NOISE POLLUTION

A quieter summer? (ahead as village officials work to limit noise pollution from gardening), Mar 23, 1990, p.1
She’s glad to have company (and support from village regarding noise from gardeners) (litr), Mar 30, 1990, p.6
Song of summer (in SCS is lawn machine so Village Board is considering change in noise ordinance), Apr 27, 1990, p.1
Toughen noise law, (Village)Board told (by residents regarding construction and gardening), May 25, 1990, p.2
Noise alert (from new village power tool; village is exempt from noise ordinance), Jun 29, 1990, p.1
Noise ordinance should be obeyed (by local gardening services), Aug 14, 1990, p.16

NOLAN, JOHN

Advocates outline housing alternatives (for TVCC members; recommend formation of committee), Nov 2, 1990, p.1
Scarsdale should plan for its own future, affordable housing advocates tell TVCC (cont), Nov 2, 1990, p.16

NOLAN, KAY

Volunteers (from White Plains Hospital, New York Hospital and United Hospital are honored)(photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.8

NOLAN, ROBER

Tuesday’s ballot crowded with candidates (for governor, state controller, Congress, State Legis.), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

NOLAN, JOHN

(Town and Village) Civic Club to meet 10/25/90 for firstannual membership meeting; housing noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.1

NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS COMMITTEE-SCS

(N Handelman, E Schroeder, R Wieczorek) nominated for Village Board (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.1
The (story behind the Town Club’s missing report (on the school bond issue) is explained, Apr 6, 1990, p.1
The story behind the Town Club’s missing report (on the school bond issue) is explained, Apr 6, 1990, p.1
Mock trial of (non-partisan) system arouses real feelings (conducted by Town Club), Apr 6, 1990, p.1
Deadline Sept. 30 for nominations to Non-Partisan citizens’ committee (members noted), Aug 24, 1990, p.3
Newcomer’s reception (to greet new SCS residents and alert them to local activities), Sep 7, 1990, p.1
Citizens’ Committee petition (for candidates’ nominations) (deadline nears (committee noted), Sep 21, 1990, p.3
... and local democracy (nominations for board of Non-Partisan Citizens committee are due) (edit), Sep 21, 1990, p.6
It’s nomination time (and Committee is looking for village participation) (litr), Sep 28, 1990, p.6
Candidate nominated (for seats on Citizens Committee) (names noted), Oct 12, 1990, p.1
Bios sent on 25 candidates for Citizens’ Committee (notices of 1990 elections 11/14/90), Nov 2, 1990, p.5

NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS COMMITTEE-SCS-ELECTIONS

Upcoming (Scarsdale village) election merely a formality (as candidates run unopposed), Mar 16, 1990, p.1
Only 21 (of village residents) vote in Village (Board) election (of Non-Partisans) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.1
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS COMMITTEE-SCS-ELECTIONS continued

Murky voice (discusses Irving Sloan’s column re: Non-partisan system) (ltr), Jun 8, 1990, p.6
Citizens Committee has new members (after election, individuals noted), Nov 16, 1990, p.1
Runoff (election) slated (for Unit E between James Levinson and William Moore), Nov 23, 1990, p.1
Wanted: Cndidates (for mayor and village trustees; W. Moore elected to Unit E), Dec 7, 1990, p.1

NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS NOMINATING COMMITTEE-SCS
(School) Budget vote is scheduled for next week (Wed. May 16, 1990), May 11, 1990, p.1

NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS’ NOMINATING COMMITTEE-SCS
Village Board nominee W. J. Handelman praised (ltr), Jan 19, 1990, p.6

NON-PARTISAN RESOLUTION
Everything you ever wanted to know about the School Non-Partisan System (edit), Jan 19, 1990, p.7
Town, Village Clubs discuss consolidation, Feb 2, 1990, p.1

NON-PARTISAN SYSTEM-SCS
Everything you ever wanted to know about the School Non-Partisan System (edit), Jan 19, 1990, p.7
(SCS’s) Nominating system seen as out of date (ltr), Feb 2, 1990, p.6
Is democracy coming to SCS? (ltr), Feb 23, 1990, p.6
In praise of Non-Partisan System (defines and explains process) (ltr), Mar 2, 1990, p.6
Non-Partisan system faces trial by Town Club in mock trial of Partisan vs. Non-partisan), Mar 23, 1990, p.1
Distinguished service on Village Board of W. McCreery and D. Shulman (edit), Mar 30, 1990, p.6
Can Non-Partisan system be opened up? (ltr), Mar 30, 1990, p.6
The (non-partisan) system goes on (mock) trial, Apr 6, 1990, p.21
(Other Voices discusses the SCS non-partisan system and trial by Town Club) (edit), May 18, 1990, p.6
A new era (as we celebrate birth of town and Village Civic Club) (edit), Jun 8, 1990, p.6
Murky voice (discusses Irving Sloan’s column re: Non-partisan system) (ltr), Jun 8, 1990, p.6
(Town and Village) Civic Club may give up (non-)Partisan veto (limiting powers of club), Aug 3, 1990, p.1
Amendments may go to public (cont. Town and Village Civic Club veto issue), Aug 3, 1990, p.2
What makes SCS run? (community organizations, volunteers and Non-Partisan system) (edit), Sep 7, 1990, p.6
Mixed feelings on the (Non-Partisan) system (ltr), Dec 7, 1990, p.6

NORTH, JOHN
Murray (Hill-Middle) Heathcote) group names officers (and committee chairs), Nov 23, 1990, p.3

NOHSHIRVANI, MAROUSS
Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

NOSSEL, SUZANNE
Lowey names three as summer interns (for U.S. Representative’s Washington office), Jun 15, 1990, p.5

NOT-IN-NY-BACKYARD-SYNDROME
Better Public Relations needed (for future to assist understanding of decision-making) (edit), Aug 24, 1990, p.6

NOTO, PAUL
B Slotnick eyes run for Congress (photo), Jan 19, 1990, p.1
GOP hears pro-choice message, Feb 9, 1990, p.3
(SCS Republican Town Committee) hears P Harrison’s pro-choice message, Feb 9, 1990, p.3
Slotnick declines; (Paul) Noto declares (candidacy for NY State Senate) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.1
Candidates (voice views; Glenn Bellitto, Paul Noto, Cecile Singer) (cont) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.9
League of Women Voters debate Monday (10/29/90 for annual candidates meeting), Oct 26, 1990, p.1
Lively exchanges at League of Women Voters debate (as Congressional candidates meet at SPL), Nov 2, 1990, p.1
(Suzi) Oppenheimer, (Paul) Noto for (state) senate (candidates agree on key issues), Nov 2, 1990, p.1
Oppenheimer v. Noto in (New York) State Senate race (cont. views on key issues), Nov 2, 1990, p.13
Tuesday’s ballot crowded with candidates (for governor, state controller, Congress, State Legis.), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

NOVEMBER, DAVID
Maroon and White’s tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24
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NOVEMBER, ELEANOR

(ShS PTA Scholarship) Fund gets a ($500) boost (from Manhattan Savings Bank) (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.2
(SCS's Advisory Council on Youth) is advocate for youth (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.14
(SCS High School PTA Scholarship fund faces new demands (for meeting students needs) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.3
A STEP up for Treva (Hohrn, from Mississippi, who celebrates graduation from SHS) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.4
Scholarship fund (PTA High School) launches (annual village-wide) appeal, Nov 18, 1990, p.9

NOVEMBER, ELEANOR (AU)

STEP brings mutual benefits (to community and students who study here; hosts needed) (litr.), Apr 27, 1990, p.6
$41,000 raised to aid college students (and community is thanked for support) (litr.), Jun 29, 1990, p.6

NOVEMBER, ROBERT

Retiring principal Dr. V Dempsey, district clerk 0 Bajak hailed (at Board of Education meeting), Jan 26, 1990, p.1
Parents urge earlier start for foreign language instruction; (Problems cited), Feb 9, 1990, p.1
Smoke-free schools (is goal of SCS Board of Education), Mar 9, 1990, p.1
Voters say yes to renovation of schools in large turnout village election (photo), May 30, 1990, p.1
Plan would open SHS teams to 'elite' junior high athletes (discussion at Board meeting), May 11, 1990, p.8
Editor's (David Kirkwood) farewell (cont. as tributes are recorded) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.16
New principal for Edgewood (prejudice reduction, foreign language and math team Board reports), Jun 8, 1990, p.10
Board lauds Lopez at last meeting (as fellow members spoke of him), Jun 22, 1990, p.1
School Board elects (Robert) November, (Evelyn) Stock (at annual reorganization (photo), Jul 6, 1990, p.1

Welcome to SCS (a well-attended reception for newcomers to hear about village activities) (photo), Oct 5, 1990, p.1
School Board shifts policy on cash gifts (and votes not to accept cash gifts), Oct 12, 1990, p.1
(Town and Village) Civic Club to meet 10/25/90 for first annual membership meeting; housing noted), Oct 26, 1990, p.1
Window encore (as selection process for schools' window replacements will begin), Oct 26, 1990, p.1
Board urges to reject K-6 foreign language program (by teachers report and Superintendent), Nov 9, 1990, p.1
No cash carries (Board of Educ formally forbids acceptance of cash gifts), Nov 23, 1990, p.1
Window shopping (Board continues search for window replacements for elementary schools), Nov 23, 1990, p.19
Board rejects K-6 language program (following year-long debate; additional recommendations), Dec 21, 1990, p.1
School board votes K-6 language (program, citing reasons) (cont.), Dec 21, 1990, p.16
School renovation update (by P. Sisolfi indicates work proceeding on budget), Dec 28, 1990, p.1

NOVITA, LAUREN

Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

NOYES, LESLIE (REV)

SCS Congregational Church) offers a musical feast (photo) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.17

NUGENT, PETER

Peter Nugent (named Employee of Month of November by County Executive O Rourke), Dec 14, 1990, p.10

NUGUEIRA, ANA

Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

NURSES AND NURSING

Rita R Wieczorek (dean of College of Nursing, as member of YMCA Academy of Achievers) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.9
Ann Davis (chosen by Alzheimer's Assoc. to chair advocacy committee), Nov 16, 1990, p.9

NUSSBAUM, SAM

Christmas on their minds (arranging the 2nd annual SCS Holiday House Tour) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.11
NUSSBAUH, TOBY
Slip-up costs candidate Stauffer spot on (School Board Nominating Committee; Fourteen elected), Jan 26, 1990, p.1

NUSSBAUH, IAN
Metro North bringing art to local commuters; (Artist I Nussbaum designs steel sculptures) (photo), Feb 23, 1990, p.1

NUSSBAUH, IAN
Up-to-date diet information in schools (suggests purchase of Dietary Guidelines) (ltr), Dec 7, 1990, p.6

O BRIEN, BARBARA
Scarsdale foursome wins golf tournament (Nestle/March of Dimes Championship at SCS Golf Club), Aug 17, 1990, p.8

O BRIEN, BRENDA
Cougars: top cats in 1990 (Junior High SPRC champions are noted) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19

O BRIEN, CARRIE
(Recreation Dept-Chamber of Commerce) Snowflake Contest winners (announced), Feb 23, 1990, p.2
A tree of warmth (Fifth Grade Troop 1951 makesa accessories for Salvation Army trees) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.17

O BRIEN, DANN
Raiders (basketball teams) of '79 and '88 to play (benefit game) for the homeless, Feb 2, 1990, p.1
Raiders oldtimers (basketball teams 1979, 1988) win one for the homeless (photos), Mar 30, 1990, p.13

O BRIEN, GERALD
Village votes $775,000 for updated computers (purchase of hardware, software), May 11, 1990, p.1

O BRIEN, MAUREEN B (AU)
HMM defended (regarding vandalism problem and parking lot issue of 7/90) (ltr), Jul 27, 1990, p.6

O BRIEN, MARY
Sharing the spirit (SCS and EMT high school students decorate for SCS Family Counseling) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.5

O BRIEN, TIM
(Recreation Dept-Chamber of Commerce) Snowflake Contest winners (announced), Feb 23, 1990, p.2

O'CONNOR, JAMES J
James O'Connell (dies), Nov 9, 1990, p.22

O'CONNOR, CANDACE
Twenty-six chosen for School Board Nominating Committee (election 1/22/90), Dec 14, 1990, p.3

O'CONNOR, CANDICE
Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photos), Jun 8, 1990, p.28

O'CONNOR, CAROL
Other Voices: Tolerance—a prized SCS tradition (edit), Feb 23, 1990, p.6

O'CONNOR, JAMES
Candidate nominated (for seats on Citizens Committee) (names noted), Oct 12, 1990, p.1
Citizens Committee has new members (after election, individuals noted), Nov 16, 1990, p.1

O'CONNOR, JUSTINE
Waltzing up a storm (are Barclay Class fifth graders at final dance at SCS Golf Club) (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.5

O'FARRELL, MARGARET
Edgewood kids draw on trip to SHS (sketching artwork of their choice) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.15
Edgewood farewell to (Dr Vincent) Dempsey (who is retiring principal), Jun 29, 1990, p.22
Edgewood PTA appoints committees (officers noted), Sep 21, 1990, p.14

O'HARA, JACK
(Jack O'Hara named vice-president for programming for ABC Sports) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.22

O'NEIL, THOMAS P (TIP)
(Mita Lowey and friends (host cocktail party to help launch re-election campaign) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.1

O'NEILL, BRIAN
3-peat champs (winners of PRC's American League Men's softball title for third year) (photo), Aug 31, 1990, p.8

O'ROURKE, ANDREW
O'Rourke (says) Don't defer our dreams (in fourth inaugural address), Jan 5, 1990, p.1
O'Rourke (says) 'Don't defer our dreams' (in fourth inaugural address), Jan 5, 1990, p.1
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O'ROURKE, ANDREW continued

(County Board of) Legislators rebuff O'Rourke on budget, Jan 12, 1990, p.1

(Poaponi is December si Honored county employee (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.2

More recycling: Village soon to be accepting batteries, tin cans for recycling), Feb 2, 1990, p.1

Agreement to allocate an additional $14.5 M would end county budget battle, Feb 9, 1990, p.1

O'Rourke says Nosca Mill stay (as Westchester's Public Safety Commissioner), Mar 2, 1990, p.1

Undermining justice: O'Rourke fails to dismiss Anthony Mosca (edit), Mar 2, 1990, p.6

Equalization rate spells double trouble for village (as local tax hikes take effect), Mar 9, 1990, p.1

Bakery's gift saves Bicycle Sundays (Freihofer's donates funds Westchester County), Mar 9, 1990, p.3

No end seen to impasse over Special Patrolmen (in spite of proposed state law), Mar 23, 1990, p.2

Newhouses feted at (annual) dinner gala (for SCS Historical Society (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.3

Bank of New York salutes Eda and Stanley Newhouse and the SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.28

(County) Sales tax looks good to local leaders (to raise money for localities), Apr 13, 1990, p.1

It's historic (Bronx River Pkwy being declared on NY State and National Register Of Historic Places), Apr 20, 1990, p.1

Certificate of appreciation (is presented to SCS's Jia Rice and L. Rooley for recycling) (photo), Apr 27, 1990, p.4

Lease renewed (at 2 Drake Road for emergency shelter for homeless family), May 11, 1990, p.1

(Westchester) County seeks sales tax hike (and needs state approval to enact), Jun 15, 1990, p.1

Passing the tax buck (increases sales tax proposal in Albany) (edit), Jun 15, 1990, p.6

Hiring freeze (asked by Hochberg and Galef as measure for saving money), Jul 6, 1990, p.1

State rejects tax hike (by not voting before session ends; views presented), Jul 6, 1990, p.1

Volunteers try to fill the gap by helping house homeless (describing various shelters), Aug 17, 1990, p.2

Cuts proposed for 1991 budget include freezing non-essential hiring, forensic services...), Oct 12, 1990, p.1

The high cost of apathy (may cost homeowners a double digit tax hike; support budget cuts) (edit), Oct 12, 1990, p.6

Jewish Community Centers month proclaimed (and local Y is honored) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.18

Yes to a real terminal (voters ok airport plan by county legislators) (edit), Nov 2, 1990, p.6

Scarsdale hit by others' budget woes: County to hike property; State may cut local school aid), Nov 23, 1990, p.1

Budget debate continues as deadline nears; hearing Monday (12/17/90; residents welcoae), Dec 14, 1990, p.1

Thies will be honored by county (in Senior Citizens Hall of Fame, reception noted) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.2

Budget will be final next week (cont. details of County budget plans; criticisms noted), Dec 14, 1990, p.16

County budget set; (property) taxes will rise 16.53% (sales tax proposal needs approval), Dec 28, 1990, p.1

O'SHEA, BRIAN

(SCS) Police foil Harwood building burglary, Mar 2, 1990, p.3

(Boy) Scouts do some woods (Butler Woods) work on a weekend cleanup project (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.3

On the New Mexican Trail (to Philmount Scout Ranch, Cimarron, NM is Troop 60) (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.16

O'SHEA, DAN

(SCS) Neighborhood Assn) P(residents) urge involvement (list) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.10

O'SHEA, MICHAEL

On the New Mexican Trail (to Philmount Scout Ranch, Cimarron, NM is Troop 60) (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.16

OAKES, CECILIA L

Cecilia L Oakes (dies), Apr 20, 1990, p.10

OAKES, GLORIA A

Gloria A Oakes (named manager of Bank of New York's Hartsdale branch), Sep 21, 1990, p.8

OAKER, ELEANOR

(R. R.) Ragette (Inc. Realtors) honors 3 (realtors for outstanding performance), Apr 20, 1990, p.11

OBERHELMAN, JAMES

Candidate nominated (for seats on Citizens Committee) (names noted), Oct 12, 1990, p.1

OBERSTEIN, JENNIFER

Bank of New York salutes Eda and Stanley Newhouse and the SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.28
OBITUARIES

Adelman, Sylvia M (dies), Jun 29, 1990, p.15
Allen, Dana Blair (dies), Jul 13, 1990, p.12
Anderson, Waldron (dies), Oct 26, 1990, p.17
Andresky, Lori (dies), Dec 7, 1990, p.15
Asselta, John J (dies), Mar 30, 1990, p.18
Barrington, Dorothy (dies), Sep 14, 1990, p.19
Beard, William K (dies), Mar 30, 1990, p.18
Bennett, Joan (dies), Dec 14, 1990, p.22
Bernstein (Eve) SHS alumna is murdered (in burglary attempt in LA suburban apartment), Apr 27, 1990, p.1
Blackmar, Dorothy (dies), Oct 5, 1990, p.14
Blinn, Frances R (dies), Jul 13, 1990, p.12
Boggi, Michael, Mar 2, 1990, p.16
Bouchelle, Helen McCaffrey, Feb 2, 1990, p.14
Brown, Courtney C (dies), May 4, 1990, p.22
Buser, Max, Feb 9, 1990, p.16
Calkins, B. O. Sr. (dies), Nov 2, 1990, p.21
Cane, Lynn M., Mar 9, 1990, p.16
Carothers, F F (dies), Jun 29, 1990, p.15
Cash, Norma E., Mar 9, 1990, p.16
Clark, Dr. Philip I (dies), May 18, 1990, p.14
Conway, Gerald G, Mar 2, 1990, p.16
Cornell, John R (dies), Oct 5, 1990, p.14
Cornell, John R (dies), Oct 12, 1990, p.18
Corso, C A (dies), Dec 28, 1990, p.12
Corwin, Garrison R (dies), May 25, 1990, p.17
Crawford, Don, Feb 2, 1990, p.14
Dale, Suzanne F (dies), Nov 23, 1990, p.16
Dalton, J. W. (Jack) (dies), Sep 7, 1990, p.10
Dana, Grosvenor, Feb 2, 1990, p.14
Davies, Robert Sanders, Jul 20, 1990, p.12
Degener, Robert F, Jan 19, 1990, p.12
Dippy, Helen M (dies), Aug 31, 1990, p.12
Dokken, H G (dies), Nov 23, 1990, p.16
Dorflinger, Isabel (dies), May 4, 1990, p.26
Dreyer, Doris (dies), Apr 27, 1990, p.18
Duhigg, James F (dies), Oct 26, 1990, p.17
Dunsmore, Frank H (dies), Jul 6, 1990, p.8
Ebenstein, Mabel L (dies), Jun 1, 1990, p.14
Edge, James T (dies), Dec 21, 1990, p.14
Epstein, W A (Or) (dies), Dec 14, 1990, p.22
Fagnoni, Richard J (dies), Dec 14, 1990, p.22
Fentie, Edith (dies), Apr 20, 1990, p.10
Fisher, George F Jr (dies), Apr 13, 1990, p.16
Fisher, Grace H (dies), May 4, 1990, p.22
Ford, Robert T (dies), Dec 14, 1990, p.22
Gaffney, Sister Ellen, Feb 9, 1990, p.16
Gatto, Mildred (dies), Nov 9, 1990, p.22
OBITUARIES continued

Berchick, Elias H (dies), May 4, 1990, p.22
Goldberg, Victoria B (dies), Sep 28, 1990, p.15
Goodman, Alan R (dies), Apr 6, 1990, p.20
Gopalan, Haig (dies), Oct 19, 1990, p.18
Gorsen, Dorothy, Feb 2, 1990, p.14
Grabe, Margaret S (dies), May 4, 1990, p.22
Grebeaire, Hasseltine C (dies), May 16, 1990, p.14
Greer, George 2nd (dies), Mar 30, 1990, p.18
Gross, Marion, former editor (SCS Inquirer) (dies), Oct 26, 1990, p.17
Grossman, Frances (dies), Nov 23, 1990, p.16
Gustafson, Arthur (dies), Mar 23, 1990, p.14
Hahn, Mary L (dies), Sep 21, 1990, p.18
Hall, Anita A (dies), Aug 17, 1990, p.12
Hallinan, Virginia, Feb 9, 1990, p.16
Hansen, Richard E (dies), Nov 23, 1990, p.16
Hasselman, Helen Chelovsky, Jan 26, 1990, p.14
Helm, Joseph H (dies), May 4, 1990, p.26
Held, Janet M (dies), Jun 22, 1990, p.18
Hernstadt, Alma (dies), Nov 23, 1990, p.16
Herold, Viola, Jan 5, 1990, p.12
Hoffman, Rose R (dies), Nov 9, 1990, p.22
Hobbar, Betty (dies), Apr 6, 1990, p.20
Hume, Robert I (dies), Oct 26, 1990, p.17
Inglesby, Thomas (dies), May 25, 1990, p.17
Inzerillo, Anthony (dies), Jun 22, 1990, p.18
Irish, Thomas A (dies), Dec 28, 1990, p.12
Izard, Anne Rebecca, Jan 19, 1990, p.12
Jackson, Maitland (dies), Jul 13, 1990, p.12
Johnson, Lawrence (dies), Dec 28, 1990, p.12
Jordis, Grace W Nieweyer, Feb 16, 1990, p.16
Kaminer, Irving W (dies), Apr 20, 1990, p.10
Kassamel, Edward B (dies), Sep 7, 1990, p.10
Kawamoto, Kazuko (dies), Mar 23, 1990, p.14
Keating, Mary McCormick (dies), May 4, 1990, p.22
Klausner, Burt (dies), Jul 27, 1990, p.16
Klipstein, Harold (dies), Nov 9, 1990, p.22
Landis, Frederick, Mar 9, 1990, p.16
Lane, Herman, Jan 12, 1990, p.14
Lawton, Milton B (dies), Jul 27, 1990, p.16
Leeper, Dr Robert D Jr. (dies), Sep 14, 1990, p.19
Lessing, Fred W (dies), May 18, 1990, p.14
Lockwood, Herbert (dies), May 4, 1990, p.26
Lucas, William D (dies), May 25, 1990, p.17
Lyon, George R (dies), Mar 16, 1990, p.14
Lyon, James L (dies), Jun 22, 1990, p.10
OBITUARIES continued

Maiden, Helen Devery, Feb 2, 1990, p.14
Marcelino, Yolanda (dies), May 18, 1990, p.14
McCrory, Raymond (dies), Mar 16, 1990, p.14
McGovern, William James, Feb 23, 1990, p.14
McGovern, Peter, Jan 12, 1990, p.14
McKay, Everette, Feb 2, 1990, p.14
Mencher, Joyce Kay Jackson (dies), Jun 29, 1990, p.15
Merwin, Margaret (dies), Jan 1, 1990, p.14
Michel, Harold (dies), Nov 16, 1990, p.20
Moss, Samuel J (Br) (dies), Dec 21, 1990, p.14
Motesch, Frederick (dies), Aug 17, 1990, p.12
Mulgrew, Robert P (dies), May 11, 1990, p.20
Myles, John L (dies), Jun 1, 1990, p.14
Neale, Laura Button (dies), Nov 30, 1990, p.18
Nelson, Sophia T (dies), Apr 20, 1990, p.10
Newsom, Katherine Keene, Jan 26, 1990, p.14
O’Connell, James J (dies), Nov 9, 1990, p.22
Oakes, Cecilia L (dies), Apr 20, 1990, p.10
Oehrlein, Antoinette (dies), Jul 27, 1990, p.16
Oswald, Annette B (dies), May 11, 1990, p.20
Pearson, Sylvia (dies), Apr 13, 1990, p.16
Peets, Doris Kelly (dies), Nov 2, 1990, p.21
Pepp, Dagny Anderson, Jan 19, 1990, p.12
Pike, Kenneth L (dies), Aug 10, 1990, p.12
Pisani, Eugene / School District mourns 2 (and Stephen Shuller), Jun 1, 1990, p.1
Pisani, Eugene (dies), Jun 1, 1990, p.14
Porter, Elizabeth (dies), Jun 8, 1990, p.20
Renard, Alfred (dies), Nov 16, 1990, p.20
Rous, Richard (dies), Apr 27, 1990, p.18
Saemstag, Gordon (dies), Mar 23, 1990, p.14
Schneider, Dr A D (dies), Dec 7, 1990, p.15
Schuck, Walter D (dies), May 25, 1990, p.17
Schutz, Prescott D (dies), Sep 28, 1990, p.15
Sears, Nelle, Feb 23, 1990, p.14
Sedgwick, Sister Marion (dies), Apr 13, 1990, p.16
Seidel, Alice Merrick, Feb 23, 1990, p.14
Seifman, Gertrude (dies), Sep 14, 1990, p.19
Shoemaker, Elizabeth Smith (dies), Jun 15, 1990, p.13
Shuller, Stephen M (dies), Jun 1, 1990, p.14
Shuller, Stephen / School District mourns 2 (and Eugene Pisani), Jun 1, 1990, p.1
Sinkinson, Esther H (dies), Jul 13, 1990, p.12
Slagle, Mary M (dies), Apr 27, 1990, p.18
Smiler, Bernard A (dies), Oct 12, 1990, p.18
Smith, Gladys, Feb 16, 1990, p.16
Smiler, Matthew S (dies), Jun 1, 1990, p.14
Stein, Samuel (dies), Dec 24, 1990, p.14
Stein, Vicky S (dies), Jul 13, 1990, p.12
Stevens, Alfred, Mar 30, 1990, p.18
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OBITUARIES continued

Sussman, Hilda M (dies), Jul 27, 1990, p.16
Talmaege, Archibald (dies), Sep 28, 1990, p.15
Trier, Eleanor Ruth, Feb 23, 1990, p.14
Towey, Connie, Jan 12, 1990, p.14
Vallet, Muriel V (dies), Jul 6, 1990, p.8
Verrilli, Clare Loftus, Jan 19, 1990, p.12
Wacht, Jules (dies), Jun 8, 1990, p.20
Walsh, Delon (dies), Oct 26, 1990, p.17
Walsh, Graham (dies), Mar 16, 1990, p.14
Walters, Theodore, Feb 9, 1990, p.16
Watkins, Bernard: Local man is slain by gunmen in Bronx, Jun 8, 1990, p.16
Weiss, Murray (dies), Nov 30, 1990, p.18
Wells, Jay, Jan 5, 1990, p.12
Werner, Robert M (dies), Apr 20, 1990, p.10
Wood, Robert J, Mar 2, 1990, p.16
Wright, Olve C (dies), Sep 14, 1990, p.19
Wright, William Pelton Jr (dies), Jun 29, 1990, p.15
Young, Ruth A (dies), Aug 5, 1990, p.12

OCCHIUTO, ANITA
Board of Education (tenure appointments named), May 25, 1990, p.17

OEHRLIN, ANTOINETTE
Antoinette Oehrlein (dies), Jul 27, 1990, p.16

OESTREICHER, DAVID
Fox Meadow series focuses on life of Native Americans, Feb 2, 1990, p.19

OFFEN, DANIELLE
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.24
Girls' swimming wins one, (over Spring Valley/Ramapo) loses one (to John Jay) (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.18
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

OGDEN, DOROTHEA
Baptist minister to members, community (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19

OHASHI, AKIKO

OHASHI, KOSUKE

OIL COMPANIES
Cheaper heat: (Greenacres Oil Purchasing Consortium deluged by new members), Jan 12, 1990, p.1

OJA, TOMIS

OJURO, JOHN
Scarsdale High School seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14
One and All-Section selections (honored at Maroon & White's awards dinner) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

OLANDER, PAUL
Earth Day celebrated (in George Field Park and Butler Woods) (photos), Apr 27, 1990, p.5

OLD SCS NEIGHBORHOOD ASSN
Old SCS Assn to hear downtown concepts (by Brad Perkins for Penn Central 9/24/90; officers noted), Sep 21, 1990, p.2
OLIVER, KATHY
Insurance firm (Advocate Brokerage Corp) here expands (its staff), Jul 20, 1990, p.4

OLSON, DENNIS (AU)
Who needs the ten Commandments? (edit), Jan 5, 1990, p.7

OLYMPIC GAMES 1992
Local sailor (Adam Werblow) sets course for 1992 Olympics (edit) (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.6

OMANSKY, NICKI
Scarsdale Family Counseling Service, an enriching agency (and group of professionals) (litr), Jul 20, 1990, p.6

OMANSKY-BAYLEY, NICKI

OMMERMUTH, CAROL
Restaurant set to open in Golden Horseshoe (2/9/90), Feb 9, 1990, p.4

OMOYENY, LIV
Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

ONGSENG, MARIE
Summer league tennis nets pair of team firsts at NY Metro showdown (photos), Sep 7, 1990, p.26

ONISH, BARBARA
(Real estate) Brokers admitted to million dollar club (of Westchester-Putnam First Realty Group), Mar 16, 1990, p.9

OPEN ARMS SHELTER
Volunteers try to fill the gap by helping house homeless (describing various shelters), Aug 17, 1990, p.2

OPERA SINGERS
Soprano (Renata Scotto) headlines (Lawrence) Hospital benefit (11/10/90) (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.11

OPERATION EXODUS COMMITTEE
Exodus committee formed (to make Jewish community more aware of exodus of Soviets to Israel); Aug 17, 1990, p.12

OPPENHEIM, JOAN
Birthday salute to a real estate veteran (Bill Dudley on his 75th) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.28

OPPENHEIMER, SUZI
(Ten Scarsdalians join) Group lobbying to keep abortion legal, Feb 2, 1990, p.16
Windfall? (is question for SCS if change in state Employment Retirement System occurs), May 25, 1990, p.1
Slotnick declines; (Paul)Noto declares (candidacy for NY State Senate) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.1
League of Women Voters takes seniors (high school students) to Albany (to examine state processes), May 25, 1990, p.13
Parking fee protest (by village manager's office as unpopular tax was imposed), Jun 15, 1990, p.1
Oppenheimer recovering from heart surgery (and making appearance in campaign for state senator), Sep 28, 1990, p.1
League of (Women) Voters debate Monday (10/29/90 for annual candidates meeting), Oct 26, 1990, p.11
Lively exchanges at (League of) (Women) Voters) debate (as Congressional candidates meet at SPL), Nov 2, 1990, p.1
(Suzi) Oppenheimer, (Paul) Noto for (state) senate (candidates agree on key issues), Nov 2, 1990, p.1
Inquirer endorsements (for 1990 elections include N. Lowey, C. Singer, S. Oppenheimer) (edit), Nov 2, 1990, p.6
Oppenheimer v. Noto in (New York) State Senate race (cont. views on key issues), Nov 2, 1990, p.13
Tuesday's ballot crowded with candidates (for governor, state controller, Congress, State Legis.), Nov 2, 1990, p.30
How Scarsdale voted (cont. of election results), Nov 9, 1990, p.19
The Bank of New York salutes the League of Women Voters (SCS) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.28

ORCHESTRAS
Kids can hear classics free (at Philharmonia Virtuosi if accompanied by ticketed adult), Sep 7, 1990, p.16
The Russians are coming, along with many others (concert information is provided) (photo), Oct 12, 1990, p.15
Kathryn Hirsch (nominated to Board of Philharmonia Virtuosi), Oct 26, 1990, p.14
(Thomas Bezanson) On orchestra board (of New Orchestra of Westchester), Nov 2, 1990, p.20
New symphony (Fine Arts Symphony), a fine addition to county culture (Louis Simon, conductor) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.17
Schools here in music program (funded by Ciba-Geigy presenting New Orchestra in Mozart), Nov 30, 1990, p.24
ORGANIZATION OF CHINESE AMERICANS

Chinese Americans name (Westchester) chapter leaders (at Spring meeting in Greenburgh), Apr 20, 1990, p.11

ORINGER, RICHARD H (AU)

Tracking in education is)An insidious form of discrimination (edit), Mar 30, 1990, p.5

ORJURU, JOHN

Soccer setback in Mamaroneck 2-0, then rallies, blasting Roosevelt 6-0 (photo), Sep 28, 1990, p.22

ORLANDO, JOSEPH

Scarsdale's finest celebrate one of their finest hours (at accreditation ceremony) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.6

ORTENBERG, ART

School awarded grant (further details grant proposal process and Sloan's assistance), Dec 21, 1990, p.17

ORTIZ, JAIIME

He wants more (journalistic) enterprise in locating Mr. Asher's Town Club report (ltr), Apr 20, 1990, p.6

ORTNER, AMY

Damn Yankees with SHS touch (senior class production on 5/31, 6/1, 6/2/90) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.15

Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26

ORTNER, ERIC

Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24

OSMAN, BETTY B

Betty B Osman (named to President's Committee on Mental Retardation), Sep 21, 1990, p.8

OSSERMAN, NANCY

Two cancer researchers (Holland, Miller) win distinguished service awards (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.3

OSTBERG, BARBARA

(SHS) Class of 40 turns back the clock (to celebrate reunion) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.9

OSTBERG, NILS

Experiencing art and the great outdoors (notes winter exhibits at local galleries) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.19

OSTBERG, RICHARD

(SHS) Class of 40 turns back the clock (to celebrate reunion) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.9

OSTEOPOROSIS

You can help prevent osteoporosis (details statistics, screening and prevention) (edit), Jul 27, 1990, p.1

OSTERMAN, SAN

Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9

OSTERMAN, TON

Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9

OSWALD, ANNETE B

Annette B Oswald (dies), May 11, 1990, p.20

OTIS, STEVE

Oppenheimer recovering from heart surgery (and making appearance in campaign for state senator), Sep 28, 1990, p.1

OTSUKA, ERI

A pet shop opens in SCS (to assist Elmsford Animal Shelter) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.8

OTEN, EVELYN

Civic Club names officers (of first slate since joining of Town and Village clubs, 6/90), Aug 10, 1990, p.3

Old SCS Assn to hear downtown concepts (by Brad Perkins for Penn Central 9/24/90; officers noted), Sep 21, 1990, p.2

OTEN, MICHAEL

Parents urge earlier start for foreign language instruction; (Problems cited), Feb 9, 1990, p.1

Telfer: start language study early (outlines needs for language instruction to begin earlier), Mar 9, 1990, p.15

Telfer: start language study early (outlines needs for language instruction to begin earlier), Mar 9, 1990, p.15

Board says no to pool (and to indoor pool committee), Apr 27, 1990, p.19

Plan would open SHS teams to 'elite' junior high athletes (discussion at Board of Ed. meeting), May 11, 1990, p.8

Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees... (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26

School Board shifts policy on cash gifts (and votes not to accept cash gifts), Oct 12, 1990, p.1
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O'TOOLE, MICHAEL
To cash carries (Board of Ed formally forbids acceptance of cash gifts), Nov 23, 1990, p.1
Board rejects K-6 language program (following year-long debate; additional recommendations), Dec 21, 1990, p.1
School board sidles K-6 language (program, citing reasons) (cont.), Dec 21, 1990, p.16

OTTO, ANN
Some words about the Newhouse (by several local figures on occasion of Historical Society award), Apr 6, 1990, p.7

OTTO, HENRY S
Appeals board denies house variance; postpones decision on office building (names noted), Nov 23, 1990, p.2
Board of Architectural Review takes a look at school windows (and many applications), Nov 23, 1990, p.3

OTTO, MARY
In J Otto, B Fee join Van Wert (photo), Jan 19, 1990, p.2

OVERHILL ASSN
SNAP hears more on Fenn Central Corp. proposal (for SCS downtown area) (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.1

OVERHILL ASSOCIATION
Development alternative needed (Overhill Association pres. discusses Penn Central) (ltr), Sep 7, 1990, p.6
No tunnels! (is cry of Overhill Assoc. members as they view plans at table, Spencer Place) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.3
Appeals board denies house variance; postpones decision on office building (names noted), Nov 23, 1990, p.2

OVERPOPULATION
Other Voices (discusses the theories of population control and overpopulation) (edit), Mar 16, 1990, p.6

OWEN, A. WALLACE
Bank of New York Salutes Charles Cunningham, SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of Year 1990 (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.22
Ghosts of Scarsdale past at St. James (the Less, will be presented for Halloween) (photo), Oct 26, 1990, p.17

OWEN, ALICE (AU)
SVAC says thanks (to editorial about annual fund drive; objective to serve community) (ltr), Dec 14, 1990, p.16

OWEN, DICK
Maroon and White's tribute to the SMS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24

OWEN, WALLACE (AU)
(David) Kirkwood appreciated (by SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corp) (ltr), May 18, 1990, p.6
A special person (Kay Mencher is remembered for devotion to people and SVAC) (ltr), Jul 6, 1990, p.6

OXNAHA, DEBORAH
Hitchcock kids go south (McClellanvill, S.C.) to aid Hurricane Hugo's victims (photo) (edit), Jul 20, 1990, p.6

PACE, ALISON
Bank of New York Salutes Junior High Speech Contest (photos), Apr 20, 1990, p.26

PACE, ALLISON
PRC Champs (Quaker Ridge girls softball 7th grade finishes with 5-1 record) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.24
PACK, DOROTHY
Local woman (Dorothy Pack) cited for voluntarism (by Hudson River Museum), Sep 14, 1990, p.11

PADDLE TENNIS
Child's brothers win paddle title (national men's senior tournament) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.20

PADDOCK, JOAN
Realtors convene (for second national convention of Prudential Real Estate Affiliates), Feb 16, 1990, p.2

PADWE, LYNN
Father-daughter art show (for Basil B Barwell and Lynn Padwe at Larchmont Art Gallery June 2-30, 1990), Jun 1, 1990, p.16
Art show is Father's Day dividend (for Basil Barwell and Lynn Padwe) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.15

PAGANO, JOSEPH
His legacy: a good man and a good haircut (Joseph Pagano retires from Henry's Barber Shop) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.6
The view from chair No.3 (cont. Joseph Pagano's history at Henry's Barber Shop), Dec 7, 1990, p.15

PASEN, CHRISSEY
Another winning season (for Scarsdale High's boys and girls basketball teams) (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.12
PALESTINE LIBERATION ORGANIZATION
Why Israel won't talk to the PLO (ltr), Feb 2, 1990, p.6

PALEY, JENNIFER
Lowey names three as summer interns (for U.S. Representative's Washington office), Jun 15, 1990, p.5

PALEY, JOAN
SCS Woman's Club awards memberships (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.10
Joan Paley installed Wed. as new Woman's Club President (Wed. April 11, 1990) (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.8
New officers at (SCS) Woman's Club, Writer (David Finn) is guest (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.11

PANAMA (US INVASION-CHECK READERS' GUIDE)
Panama invasion condemned (ltr), Jan 12, 1990, p.6

PANCELLI, JOHN
New owner (Republic NY Corp.) for (Manhattan) savings bank (keeping same name, employees), May 4, 1990, p.3

PANESSA, ANGELA
US envoy R Washington killed in Central Avenue crash (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.1
Lawyer (G L Santangelo) criticizes (Washington/Panessa) accident story (ltr), Feb 2, 1990, p.6
Editorial seen as off base (ltr), Feb 9, 1990, p.7
Panessa cleared in accident death of US ambassador (Ruth Washington), Apr 27, 1990, p.1
Tragedy, but not injustice (in Ambassador Ruth Washington's fatal accident) (edit), May 4, 1990, p.6

PANESSA, JOSEPH
US envoy R Washington killed in Central Avenue crash (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.1

PANTOLESIDES, JENNIFER
Scarsdale (High) School honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.12
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PANTELIDES, KAREN
Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), No. 2, 1990, p.30

PAPANTONIO, NINI
Realators convene (for second national convention of Prudential Real Estate Affiliates), Feb 16, 1990, p.2

PAPPALARDO, STEVE
A quieter summer? (ahead as village officials work to limit noise pollution from gardening), Mar 23, 1990, p.l
Parking fee protest (by village manager's office as unpopular tax was imposed), Jun 15, 1990, p.l
Free parking (in designated areas and extended meter time during holiday shopping hours), Dec 14, 1990, p.l

PAPPAS, JAMES
Corell (Road) Bridge deemed unsafe; residents request speedy repair (closed as of 9/10/90), Sep 14, 1990, p.l

PARADISE, CAMILLE
Citizens Committee petition (for candidates' nominations) deadline nears (committee noted), Sep 21, 1990, p.3
PARADISE, CAMILLE
PARADISE, STEVE
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.24

PARCO, VINCENT
Teacher C Marus indicted in EHT murder (of BJ Solomon) (photo), Feb 9, 1990, p.1
Marchus reindicted for (Betty Jean) Solomon murder (of January 1989; background presented), Sep 26, 1990, p.1

PARENT-CHILD RELATIONSHIP
Parents must 'say no' too (addresses the open house party phenomenon and parents' duties) (ltr), Jun 1, 1990, p.7

PARENTE, GAETA (AU)
Learning-disabled aren't retarded? (G C Parente disputes Jan 19 Inquirer article) (edit), Feb 16, 1990, p.7

PARK, JOHN
Firefighting fatily (Keatings of Fire Company No. 1 are awarded) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.4

PARK, SO YOUNG
Bank of New York salutes Hitchcock Presbyterian Church (as its dedication begins) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.26

PARDOBEK, CHARLES
Four probationary firefighters (H.Mann, S.Damon, C.Paoubeck, J.Bailey) selected (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.5
Local firefighter (Charles Paroubek) takes top honors at ceremony (graduation at Academy), Nov 16, 1990, p.4

PASHALIC, MIRASDA
Is there syrup in their future? (As Girl Scout Troop 1965 plants sugar maple) (photo), Apr 27, 1990, p.3

PASHALIC, PAT
Is there syrup in their future? (As Girl Scout Troop 1965 plants sugar maple) (photo), Apr 27, 1990, p.3

PASLEY, KAREN
Is there syrup in their future? (As Girl Scout Troop 1965 plants sugar maple) (photo), Apr 27, 1990, p.3

PASOVE
Getting ready for the real thing (as Passover preview took place at YM-YWHA) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.1
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PASTERNAK, HELEN
Putting a funny face on it (are Edgewood fifth graders who created dolls in character study) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.14
Dempsey's last day (retiring principal at Edgewood enjoys goodbye gift from children) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.1
Tenure (eligibility) time for (Judy) Fox, 13 staff (members, listed with school affiliations), Oct 26, 1990, p.13

PASTERNAK, MATT
Looking to the masters (group admires interpretation of Gustav Klimt portrait) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.15

PATAN, PAYAL
Postcards to the edge (Girl Scout troop 1943 sends messages to US troops in Saudi Arabia) (photo), Oct 12, 1990, p.1

PATENTS
A dentist's (Dr. Harold Sussman) toothsome patent (for special brush for cleaning around implants), Jul 27, 1990, p.8

PATRIOTISM
Did you (like so many others) forget about Veterans Day? (reminds us to salute flag) (edit), Nov 16, 1990, p.7

PATROLMAN'S BENEVOLENT ASSN-WESTCHESTER CO
Carrying a torch for special kids (SCS Police run in Special Olympics Torch Run) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.3
SEE ALSO POLICE-SCS

PATTERSON, JAY
Phoenix (Theatre Company) rep offers three times the fun (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.13

PAUL, ANDREW R
Andrew R. Paul (named senior vice-pres. for government at Satellite Broadcasting), Oct 5, 1990, p.8

PAULIN, ANY
Bank of New York Salutes Charles Cunningham, SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of Year 1990 (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.22
LW elects Amy Paulin as president (for 1990-91) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.3
Future lawmakers? (are briefed to attend annual LWV Legislative Conference in Albany) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.4
These parents bear pro-home-birth message (as they report individual story) (photo), Jul 6, 1990, p.6
League (Of Women Voters) splits with Civic Club, backs housing study (urged by village trustees), Aug 17, 1990, p.1
Town (and) Village Civic Club board rejects report on housing (and looks for revision), Oct 5, 1990, p.1
The Bank of New York salutes The League of Women Voters (SCS) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.28
More revisions in store for bulk housing law (cont. recommendations made by various committees), Nov 16, 1990, p.15
Hearing to be held next Tuesday (12/4/90) on county budget (conducted by Audrey Hochberg), Nov 30, 1990, p.1

PAULIN, ANY (AU)
For a complex issue, a full inquiry (League of Women Voters asks for citizens committee) (ltr), Aug 31, 1990, p.6
League of Women Voters sets the record straight (regarding position on housing) (ltr), Oct 5, 1990, p.6
League of Women Voters, noting efforts, appeals for support (from community) (ltr), Oct 12, 1990, p.7
Support for environmental bond urged (by LWV to enable NY State to finance projects) (ltr), Nov 2, 1990, p.6

PEALE, JEAN
Cellists convene (for Cello Day in SES with Jean Peale, strings teacher), Jun 29, 1990, p.22

PEALE, NORMAN VINCENT
See you at the centennial: (Children of P. Carret give preview of his 100th birthday party) (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.3

PEARSON, SYLVIA
Sylvia Pearson (dies), Apr 13, 1990, p.16

PEDESTRIANS-SAFETY
Pedestrians, take care (ltr), Jan 12, 1990, p.6

PEDIATRIC CANCER FOUNDATION
Cancer benefit (raised $10,000 for research at Babies Hospital of Columbia), Oct 26, 1990, p.9

PEDONE, MARIO
Plugging holes (of two manholes that were blown out of ground after rainstorms), Jun 22, 1990, p.1
Natural does heavy pruning here (as wind whips through area 11/11/90 causing tree damage), Nov 16, 1990, p.3
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PEETS, DORIS KELLY
Doris Kelly Peets (dies), Nov 2, 1990, p.21

PEGG, DAGNY
Dagny A Pegg (dies), Jan 19, 1990, p.12

PELACCIO, JACK

PELACCIO, LINDA
Child Care (Assn of SCS) will relocate to (Quaker) Ridge School), Jan 19, 1990, p.1
Child Care (Assn of SCS) to leave Greenacres (School) (photo p 17), Feb 16, 1990, p.1
United Way ends best year yet (for 1989-90 with a 10.81 increase, and elects officers) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.3

PELACCIO, LINDA (AU)
(Signing) The Safe Homes Pledge (one step in an effective awareness program) (ltr), Jan 26, 1990, p.6

FELTIER, KIZZY
Postcards to the edge (Girl Scout Troop 1943 sends messages to US troops in Saudi Arabia) (photo), Oct 12, 1990, p.1

PENN CENTRAL CORPORATION
Counsel (Brown & Wood) named (by Village Board) for (advice on) downtown development, Feb 16, 1990, p.1
Ready to act (Village Board is ready to select developer for downtown), May 25, 1990, p.1
Penn Central is chosen developer (for Freighway and Depot Place sites) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.1
Developer picked (Penn Central for Depot Place and Freighway) (cont), Jun 15, 1990, p.3
Penn Central plan draws criticism (from local residents interested in SCS’s future), Jun 29, 1990, p.1
‘Errors and omissions’ (alleged in reporting of Penn Central proposal by Inquirer) (ltr), Jul 6, 1990, p.6
SNAP hears more on (Penn) Central (Corp.) proposal (for SCS downtown area) (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.1
Act now on affordable housing (is recommended by LWV as SCS considers downtown) (edit), Jul 27, 1990, p.6
‘Superficial, naive, easy breezy’ (Writer says editorial put affordable housing at risk) (ltr), Aug 17, 1990, p.6
Development alternative needed (Overhill Association pres. discusses Penn Central) (ltr), Sep 7, 1990, p.6
‘Shopworn hyperbole’ (refutes J. Warfield’s letter and details Penn Central’s proposal) (ltr), Sep 7, 1990, p.6
Penn Central seeks partner (to provide expertise and financial resources for SCS project), Nov 2, 1990, p.1
(Penn Centra Corporation) looking for partner in building downtown (cont), Nov 2, 1990, p.13
‘No tunnels!’ (is cry of Overhill Assoc. members as they view plans at table, Spencer Place) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.3

PEPPERS, ERICA
(Recreation Dept-Chamber of Commerce) Snowflake Contest winners (announced), Feb 23, 1990, p.2
Fab foxes (4th grade Fox Meadow girls in 6-0 championship season) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19

PEPPERS, MICHELLE
(Recreation Dept-Chamber of Commerce) Snowflake Contest winners (announced), Feb 23, 1990, p.2

PEPPERS, SUE
Board of Education (tenure appointments named), May 25, 1990, p.17
Fab foxes (4th grade Fox Meadow girls in 6-0 championship season) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19
Twenty-six chosen for School Board Nominating Committee (election 1/22/91), Dec 14, 1990, p.3

PEPPERS, SUE (AU)
The school bond issue: readers have their say (about upcoming vote) (ltr), Mar 23, 1990, p.6

PER PUPIL COSTS
SEE EDUCATION-FINANCE-PER PUPIL COSTS, SCHOOLS-SCS-PER PUPIL COSTS

PEREZ, GONZALO
Summer league tennis nets pair of team firsts at NY Metro showdown (photos), Sep 7, 1990, p.26

PERIODONTISTS
A dentist’s (Dr. Harold Susman) toothsome patent (for special brush for cleaning around implants), Jul 27, 1990, p.8

PERKINS, BRADFORD
Advisory committee (on school facilities projects appoints new 5 members), Jun 8, 1990, p.1
Castle gallery honors Scarsdale architect (Bradford Perkins) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.8
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PERKINS, BRADFORD  continued

Penn Central is chosen developer (for Freightway and Depot Place sites) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.1
Developer picked (Penn Central for Depot Place and Freightway) (cont.), Jun 15, 1990, p.3
Residents protest downtown plan (as Board and Penn Central consider future plans) (cont., Jun 29, 1990, p.15
SNAP to (hold annual) meet (electing officers and hearing Brad Perkins on Penn Central), Jul 6, 1990, p.1
SNAP hears more on Penn Central Corp. proposal (for SCS downtown area) (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.1
No tunnels! (is cry of Overfull Assoc. members as they view plans at table, Spencer Place) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.1

PERKINS, BRADFORD (AU)
The school bond issue: readers have their say (about upcoming vote) (ltr), Mar 23, 1990, p.6
Errors and omissions' (alleged in reporting of Penn Central proposal by Inquirer) (ltr), Jul 6, 1990, p.6
Shopworn hyperbole (refutes J. Warfield's letter and details Penn Central's proposal) (ltr), Sep 7, 1990, p.6

PERKINS, GEOFF, EASTMAN
Castle gallery honors Scarsdale architect (Bradford Perkins) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.8
Penn Central is chosen developer (for Freightway and Depot Place sites) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.1

PERKINS, PHYLLIS (AU)
The school bond issue: readers have their say (about upcoming vote) (ltr), Mar 23, 1990, p.6

PERKINS, RACHEL
The art of coaching soccer (belongs to Art Resnick, beloved coach and teacher) (photo), Aug 3, 1990, p.3

PERKINS, REBECCA
Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9
Scarsdale High School honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.12
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

PERL, LEX
A STEP up for Treva (Hohrn, from Mississippi, who celebrates graduation from SHS) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.4

PERL, LINNA
Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

PERL, TERRY
A STEP up for Treva (Hohrn, from Mississippi, who celebrates graduation from SHS) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.4

PERL, THERESA
Twenty-six chosen for School Board Nominating Committee (election 1/22/90), Dec 14, 1990, p.3

PERNICE, THOMAS
Bank of New York Salutes Charles Cunningham, SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of Year 1990 (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.22

PERRE, JOHN
Masters of babysitting (are graduates of SCS Fire Dept. Babysitting Seminar) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.10

PERRON, BILL
Milk and honey day at Weinberg (5/20/90 will be spring fling with Audobon Society) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.20

PERRONE, LIZ
LMV elects Amy Paulin as president (for 1990-91) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.3
The Bank of New York salutes The League of Women Voters (SCS) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.28

PERRONE, MATT
Bank of New York salutes Hitchcock Presbyterian Church (as its dedication begins) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.26

PERROT, CONSTANCE
At Greenacres, pop-up artists (design for Imagination Celebration) (photo), Apr 27, 1990, p.8

PERRY, MIKE
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26

PERSKY, ADAM
Pick o' the sixth... (Fox Meadow 1990 champions of PRC's A Soccer League) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21

PERSKY, JENNA
Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9
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PERSKY, MARK
Pick o the sixth... (Fox Meadow 1990 champions of PRC's A Soccer League) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21

PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATOR-SCS

PERTIERRA, ADRIAN
Maroon and White honors spring teams (lacrosse, tennis, soccer, and track) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.19
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26

PERUMAL, GEOFFREY
Tale of ex-hostage (S. Veerabahu) captivates audience (at Quaker Ridge school) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.1

PERUMAL, DENNIS
3-peat' champs (winners of PRC's American League Men's softball title for third year) (photo), Aug 31, 1990, p.8

PERUMAL, JENNIFER
Tale of ex-hostage (S. Veerabahu) captivates audience (at Quaker Ridge school) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.1

PERUMAL, KEVIN
Tale of ex-hostage (S. Veerabahu) captivates audience (at Quaker Ridge school) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.1

FERTIG, GENARQ
Appeals board takes non-conformities legal (by granting variances; pool applications noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.3

PETROLEUM-PRICES
Cheaper beat: (Greenacres Oil Purchasing Consortium deluged by new members), Jan 12, 1990, p.1

PETRONIA, BETHSY
Bank of New York salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photos), May 18, 1990, p.24

PFIZER, CARL
Dickel Road (development) plan comes under fire from neighbors (photo), Jan 5, 1990, p.1
Restrictions on demolition (of historically significant buildings) proposed (at Village Bd hearing), Jan 12, 1990, p.1
FEIS approved for Winston estate; (Dickel Rd project criticized again), Feb 2, 1990, p.1
Bank of New York salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photos), May 18, 1990, p.24
Townhouse plan has history of opposition (and review of events since 1988), Oct 5, 1990, p.4
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PFORZHEIMER, CARL continued
Developers present plans (to Planning Board) for former Winston estate, Dec 28, 1990, p.1

PFORZHEIMER, CARL H
(Carl) Pforzheiter is (elected) Pace (University's) chairman (of Board of Trustees) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.11

PFORZHEIMER, CARL III
(SCS) Foundation is a community trust; (Trustee listed) Progress Edition Supp (1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.10

PFORZHEIMER, ELIZABETH
In a quiet way, volunteers make quite a clamor (and are rewarded at 1990 Volunteer of Year), Apr 27, 1990, p.3

PELPS, NANCY
Senior Lifestyles (examines programs and important senior issues) (photos), May 4, 1990, p.15
Candidate nominated (for seats on Citizens Committee) (names noted), Oct 12, 1990, p.1
Citizens Committee has new members (after election, individuals noted), Nov 16, 1990, p.1

PELPS, PHYLIS
SCS Woman's Club awards memberships (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.10

PHILBRICK, LEE
Roseanne Gilmore wins (Scarsdale Golf Club bowling tourney (of SCS Golf Club Bowling Association), Apr 27, 1990, p.26

PHILHARMONIA VIRTUOSI
Kids can hear classics free (at Philharmonia Virtuosi if accompanied by ticketed adult), Sep 7, 1990, p.16

PHILLIPSBURG MANOR
What to do till the school bell rings (notes places to visit with telephone #s, hours, addresses), Aug 17, 1990, p.13

PHILLIPS, IAN
Appeals board denies house variance; postpones decision on office building (names noted), Nov 23, 1990, p.2
Board of Architectural Review approves additions (names noted), Dec 14, 1990, p.4
Board of Architectural Review approves additions (names noted), Dec 14, 1990, p.4

PHOENIX THEATRE COMPANY
Phoenix (Theatre Company) season takes off with production of 'Noises Off' (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.14
Phoenix (Theatre Company) rep offers three times the fun (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.13

PHOTO CENTER, INC.
Spring brings (store) changes to downtown (SCS), Apr 27, 1990, p.5

PHYSICAL FITNESS
Health & Fitness (4-p Supp; photo), Jan 19, 1990, p.13
Congratulations Greenburgh (on opening municipal fitness center at East Rambrook Park) (ltr), May 18, 1990, p.8
Heavy hands make me taller! (details author's use of hand weights in walking regimen) (edit), Nov 30, 1990, p.6
Advice from SCS fitness expert (Lynda Hoder of Body Images and Lifestyles), Dec 14, 1990, p.16

PHYSICIANS
Scarsdale doctor (Dayan Naik) opens new office (in Bronxville), Mar 30, 1990, p.2
(Dr. Michael Blutenfield named president elect of Psychiatric Society of Westchester), May 18, 1990, p.22
Dr. Schuyler S Kohl (appointed distinguished service professor by State University Board SUNY Brooklyn), Jul 13, 1990, p.4
Ronald J Reiss (has been appointed to medical staff of United Hospital Medical Center), Jul 20, 1990, p.4
Doctors will be more commercial (describes future of medical decision-making) (edit), Jul 27, 1990, p.7
William F Flynn (named director of otolaryngology and maxillofacial surgery) (photo), Aug 24, 1990, p.4
Beth Schorr-Lesnick (appointed by Laser Medical Associates as gastroenterology specialist), Aug 31, 1990, p.9
Dr. Harry Shaoon (appointed professor of medicine by Albert Einstein College) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.8
Dr. Alan D Steinfield (named fellow of American College of Radiology), Oct 5, 1990, p.8
Dr. William Frishman (received national 1990 McKee Cattell award for nitroglycerin research), Oct 5, 1990, p.8
Dr. Robert Fath (appointed vice-pres. for medical affairs and medical director of St. Agnes), Oct 26, 1990, p.14
Kessler (Dr. David) named (U.S.) Food and Drug Administration chief (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.1
Marlene S Ionescu (appointed assistant attending in Dept of Pediatrics, White Plains Hospital), Dec 14, 1990, p.10
Lawrence E Posner (promoted to senior vice-pres. of Miles, Inc., a Bayer co.), Dec 14, 1990, p.10
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PHYSICIANS-REWARDS, PRIZES

Two cancer researchers (Holland, Miller) win distinguished service awards (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.3

PICARD, IRVING

Citizens Committee petition (for candidates nominations) deadline nears (committee noted), Sep 21, 1990, p.3

PICARD, IRVING H

Civic Club names officers (of first slate since joining of Town and Village clubs, 6/90), Aug 10, 1990, p.3

PICKELLE, ABBE

Maroon and White’s tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26

PICKER, BEVERLY

(SCS) Synagogue-(Tremont Temple) more active than ever (photo) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19

FRIED, CONSTANCE


FRIED, CONSTANCE

DAR elects new officers (for 1990-91 term), Jun 8, 1990, p.9

PIETROBURGO, CHRIS

Buon Natale, Felice Navidad! (Christmans pageant celebrated at IHIH) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.19

PIGGY BANK

Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photos), Jun 8, 1990, p.28

PIKE, KENNETH L


PINECK, MARGE

In the school nurses’ offices: miracle cures (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.6

PING, ALBERT

Welcome to SCS (a well-attended reception for newcomers to hear about village activities) (photo), Oct 5, 1990, p.1

PING, Ling

Welcome to SCS (a well-attended reception for newcomers to hear about village activities) (photo), Oct 5, 1990, p.1

PING, MARY

Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

PINK, AUDREY

Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9

PINE, MALCOLM

The Dickel Road development: two perspectives (on judgments by Planning Bd) (ltr), Apr 13, 1990, p.6

PIERIE, SUEBIE

Roseanne Gilmour wins (Scarsdale Golf)club bowling tourny (of SCS Golf Club Bowling Assoc), Apr 27, 1990, p.26

PIAZZI, EMMY

Volunteers (from White Plains Hospital, New York Hospital and United Hospital are honored) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.8

PIRRO, ALBERT

(SCS Chateaux Associates,) Owners, propose retail building for Robison lot, Jan 26, 1990, p.1

(SCS Commuter Service) Station in jeopardy; (Owners of Robison Lot request rezoning), Feb 9, 1990, p.1

PIRRO, JEANNE

GDP picks (Glenn)Bellitto to challenge (Nita)Lowey (for 20th Congressional District seat), Jun 8, 1990, p.1

PIERO, JEANNE

New approaches tried to control family violence (in our community) (photo) (edit), Mar 16, 1990, p.6

PISANI, EUGENE

School District mourns 2 (Eugene Pisani and Stephen Shuller), Jun 1, 1990, p.1

Farewell to a beloved teacher (memorializes Eugene Pisani) (edit), Jun 1, 1990, p.6

Eugene Pisani (dies), Jun 1, 1990, p.14

PISANI, EUGENE (DR)

Pisani will be missed (by students and community) (ltr), Jun 8, 1990, p.6

He stood tall (notes sorrowfully Dr. Pisani’s death) (ltr), Jun 15, 1990, p.6
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PISANO, KRISTIN
Honored by the Cardinal (are Edgewood Girl Scouts for "I live My Faith" award) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.11

FISCITELLI, JOSEPH
(Spring session) At Adult School, Big Bang, books, etc. (beginning in March lists courses) (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.4

PIFOFSKY, LYNN
Lynn Pitosky (inducted into R. R. Ragette Inc.'s $3 million club), Jun 8, 1990, p.10

PIFOFSKY, LYNNIE
Two (Lynne Pitosky and Sandy Adler-Kusinitz) join Julia B Fee, Jul 27, 1990, p.4

PIZZITOLA, BRIAN
Elementary rhythms (2nd graders read aloud and kinderg. celebrate "Festival Percussion") (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.12

PIZZUTO, LISA
Cool pool days (at SCS Pool as lifeguards bundle up for 60 degree days) (photo), Aug 31, 1990, p.6

PLANNED PARENTHOOD OF WESTCHESTER
Planned Parenthood display criticized (at Healthworks Pt Council sponsored program), Apr 27, 1990, p.19
Reproductive choice defended (as Scarsdalians attend annual meeting) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.5

PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT
SEE ZONING

PLANNING AND ZONING COMMITTEE-SCS
Bulk law changes up for discussion (as village trustees await residents' comments), Nov 9, 1990, p.1

PLANNING BOARD-SCS
Dickel Road (development) plan comes under fire from neighbors (photo), Jan 5, 1990, p.1
Invitation to (Planning Bd to view) 'disaster' (created by church expansion) (ltr), Jan 12, 1990, p.6
Village postpones action on disputed zoning law, Jan 19, 1990, p.1
(Trouble on) Dickel Road again: (A Knopp tries for approval of landscape plan), Jan 19, 1990, p.1
(SCS Chateau Associates,) Owners, propose retail building for Robison lot, Jan 26, 1990, p.1
Jeanne Richtan reflects on a decade of Scarsdale planning (photo p.14), Mar 30, 1990, p.1
Jeanne Richtan finishes term on SCS Planning Board with honors) (edit), Mar 30, 1990, p.6
Jeanne Richtan reflects on a decade of Scarsdale planning (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.14
Variance allows new flag lot (on a two-lot subdivision on Old Orchard Lane), Apr 6, 1990, p.3
Architect (David Ginsberg) to chair Village Planning Board, Apr 13, 1990, p.1
Planning vacation (April meeting cancelled because no applications had been filed), Apr 27, 1990, p.1
(Village Board) Trustees consider new law to limit bulk of houses (in accord with Planning Board), May 11, 1990, p.1
'Alice in Wonderland' his charged at SCS Planning Board regarding A. Knopp's Dickel Rd (ltr), May 18, 1990, p.6
She's still baffled (by destruction of wetland landscape in Dickel Road site) (ltr), May 18, 1990, p.6
Work in progress (new houses are up on Mercer Court in Ferndale development) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.2
Office plan needs work; Scarsdale Manor OK'd (as Board meets to discuss Scarsdale Ave. Equity), Jul 6, 1990, p.1
Scarsdale Manor moves forward (as discussed by Planning Board), Jul 6, 1990, p.5
Forever soggy (president resident who took Village to state Court, won and then sold land to SCS), Aug 24, 1990, p.1
Better Public Relations needed (for future to assist understanding of decision-making) (edit), Aug 24, 1990, p.6
(David) Ginsberg applauded (for requesting financial analysis from developers) (ltr), Aug 31, 1990, p.6
Planning reviews, notification adequate (comments on 8/24/90 edit.) (ltr), Aug 31, 1990, p.6
Bulk law hearing Tuesday (9/25/90 to discuss draft to add volume restriction & decrease lot), Sep 21, 1990, p.1
Bulk housing law still too complex, residents say (in public hearing) (photo), Sep 28, 1990, p.1
Simplify the bulk (housing) law (considering residents' rights and various Boards) (edit), Sep 28, 1990, p.6
Weaver Street townhouses back on Planning Board agenda (for review of construction plans), Oct 5, 1990, p.1
Planning board reviews townhouses plans (for Weaver development, Heathcote Manor assn) (cont.), Oct 5, 1990, p.4
Lawyers (Robert Nascili and Paul Jason) to seek variances for non-conforming office building, Oct 5, 1990, p.5
Bulk law changes up for discussion (as village trustees await residents' comments), Nov 9, 1990, p.1
Planning Board (cont. details several applications), Nov 9, 1990, p.19
PLANNING BOARD-SCS continued

Bulk law to get more revisions (as different groups confer on changes), Nov 16, 1990, p.1
Jeanne Richman to receive (SCS) Bowl Award 1991 (biography and accomplishments noted) (photo), Nov 23, 1990, p.1
(Planning) Board approves attached houses on Weaver Street (Heathcote Manor; nine homes), Nov 30, 1990, p.1
Planners (SCS Planning Board) endorse county group (West. Co. Soil and Water Conservation District), Nov 30, 1990, p.2
Heathcote Manor plan (cont. description of proposed townhouses) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.5
Village responds to bulk law critics (as zoning law nears vote, next Board meeting 12/18/90), Dec 14, 1990, p.1
Developers present plans (to Planning Board) for former Winston estate, Dec 28, 1990, p.1
Planning Board OKs West (White Plains) sewer connection (amidst residents' criticisms), Dec 28, 1990, p.3

SEE ALSO TOWNHOUSES

PLANNING COMMISSION-WESTCHESTER CO

Jeanne Richman reflects on a decade of Scarsdale planning (photo p.14), Mar 30, 1990, p.1

PLATFORM TENNIS


PLATI, CHRISTIIVA

Local United Nations holds annual conference (for Choice program) (photo), May 4, 1990, p.16

PLATI, CONSTANCE (SISTER)

IHH involves members in many ways (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19

PLATTI, JANE

12 little girls in 2 straight lines: (6 Hudgins 5th graders celebrate Madeline's 50th b'day) (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.4

PLATIO, CAREY

American Field Service fosters international understanding (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.13
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24
American Field Service students to describe adventures (program info noted) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.3

PLAYGROUND OLYMPICS (1990)

Take it, quick! (says Diana Chang in baton competition held 8/1/90) (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.1
Five area champs in playground Olympics (held 8/1/90 at SCS High) (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.5

PLAYING FIELDS

Don't play ball (on Crossway Field before season starts), Feb 9, 1990, p.1
Why aren't fields open year-round? (Itr), Mar 30, 1990, p.6
Crossway play (field expecting new playground equipment for 3 yr to 5 yr set by year's end), Jun 15, 1990, p.1
Play the game, clean up the field (residents criticize Heathcote Field's condition) (Itr), Nov 16, 1990, p.6

PLAYS FOR LIVING

Surviving teenage suicide is subject of "The Survivors", play by Leslie Glass) (photo), May 4, 1990, p.3

PLAZA CINEMA

Plaza (Cinema) may reopen (following renovations as early as this spring, says spokesperson), Oct 19, 1990, p.1

PLITNICK, DON


PLITNICK, DONALD

Agreement on radios (between Volunteer Fire Co. I and Chief White resolved), May 4, 1990, p.1

PLOIKIN, EDWARD

(Heathcote) Bridge update (is now rescheduled to open 12/5/90 according to West. Co.), Oct 19, 1990, p.1

POCKL, REGINA

New officers installed (by Catholic Widows and Widowers Club (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.14

PODIATRISTS

Some TLC for your feet (describes training of podiatrists and reasons to choose) (edit), Dec 14, 1990, p.7

POEMS-SINGLE WORKS

Lament to a mirror (poem), Jan 5, 1990, p.7
Junior High News: Units include Entrepreneurship, Dance, Poetry) (poems; photo), Feb 16, 1990, p.12
Some dog-gerel from Dixie (poem), Feb 23, 1990, p.6
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POEMS-SINGLE WORKS continued

Through a red light (darkly) (is poem by Sobol student) (edit), Apr 6, 1990, p.7
Love, ambition guide homeless mother of five (now residing in SCS) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.6

POET CELEBRATION DAY

Poets confer (with Heathcote poet-in-residence for school-wide poetry reading) (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.12

POETRY

In Saint James the Less Churchyard, 1988 (epitaphs of fugitive slaves are subject of poem) (edit), Nov 30, 1990, p.7

POETRY-STUDY AND TEACHING

Poets confer (with Heathcote poet-in-residence for school-wide poetry reading) (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.0
Poets confer (with Heathcote poet-in-residence for school-wide poetry reading) (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.12

POGUE, MARIE

Downtown, a new crop of shops (Duck Duck Goose, Blooming Nails, La Dentelliere, Reading Writing) (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.1

POISONS AND POISONING

Tips for a happy-and safe-holiday (from Hudson Valley Poison Center 353-1000), Dec 21, 1990, p.5

POLLERBA, JOHN

Brady case may go to new grand jury (as Gov. Cuomo holds request against county legislator), Jul 20, 1990, p.1

POKORNY, HEIDI

Heidi Pokorny (named publicity manager for Sports Illustrated) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.8

POLICE-EASTCHESTER

Marauding dogs suspected in cat killing, Feb 9, 1990, p.2

POLICE-GBH

Lawyer (G L Santangelo) criticizes (Washington/Panessa) accident story (Itr), Feb 2, 1990, p.6
Hit and run-too serious to ignore (details EMT accident and follow-up by police) (Itr), May 2, 1990, p.6

POLICE-SCS

Marauding dogs suspected in cat killing, Feb 9, 1990, p.2
Two gunmen rob D Cioci in his home, Feb 16, 1990, p.1
(SCS) School trying drug-prevention plan: (DARE pilot program to debut next fall) (photo), Feb 16, 1990, p.5
Haul in Cioci robbery reported over $500,000, mostly jewels, Feb 23, 1990, p.3
Some dog-gerel from Dixie (poem), Feb 23, 1990, p.6
Crime down (in police statistics as Chief Ferraro presents 1989 annual report), Mar 2, 1990, p.1
Police probe gunshot here (on Drake Road near Nelson Road, 4/20/90), Apr 27, 1990, p.1
Police praised (by supervisors who led seminars in prejudice and bias related crises), May 18, 1990, p.1
Police pursuit leads in shooting (of Ptl. J. Miccoli on Griffen Avenue), May 25, 1990, p.1
Chief (Donald Ferraro) suspends shot patrolman (Joseph Miccoli) (as investigation continues), Jun 1, 1990, p.1
A Dog program (using robot McGruff as police aide for Combat Auto Theft program) (Itr), Jun 1, 1990, p.1
A (Combat Auto Theft) program (is to be unveiled this summer with decals) (Itr), Jun 1, 1990, p.1
Shooting inquiry continues (into alleged shooting on Griffen Ave. of Ptl. Joseph Miccoli), Jun 15, 1990, p.2
Village to enter the computer age (with purchase of software for police and fire depts), Jul 20, 1990, p.1
New software for police (Village Board also approved contract for firefighters), Jul 20, 1990, p.5
Driving While Intoxicated arrests up (in SCS and police use roadblocks), Aug 3, 1990, p.1
High marks for SPD (SCS Police Dept. on recent survey in village), Aug 10, 1990, p.1
Zodiac free zone (as local police check in on woman who revealed Leo sign to stranger), Aug 10, 1990, p.1
Wisecracking police dog (Robot McGruff) debuts at (SCS Chamber of Commerce) Sidewalk Sale (photo), Aug 17, 1990, p.1
It's worth a try (for motorists to enroll in Combat Auto Theft (Cal) program) (edit), Aug 17, 1990, p.6
Edgewood windshields smashed by vandals (police suspect teens, $1000 reward offered), Aug 24, 1990, p.1
New test for S(CS) (Police) O(Dept) (NY State will perform on-site inspections), Aug 31, 1990, p.1
New cop on block (Robert Martin); Officer (Kerry Mortel) stricken (with severe chest pains), Aug 31, 1990, p.2
Making it safe for kids (AAA mount annual auto traffic safety campaign with poster) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.3
Phony registration sticker spotted here (as latest scam blankets NY, Westchester), Sep 21, 1990, p.5
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POLICE-SCS continued

A plus for Scarsdale Police Dept. (following a two day assessment by NYS State Law Enforce.), Sep 28, 1990, p.1
(SCS) Village wins (Pedestrian) safety award from State Commissioner of Motor Vehicles (photo), Sep 28, 1990, p.3
Police anxious to scratch up (Criminal) Auto theft (heft) volunteers (program described) (edit), Sep 28, 1990, p.6
Police are DARING to be different (Rotary Club funds school program at Heathcote), Oct 12, 1990, p.1
Dog pack kills cat on Meadow Road (wild dogs strike again), Oct 12, 1990, p.3
Police keep Halloween hoodlums under control (no minor damage is reported), Nov 2, 1990, p.5
Thanks to (SCS Police) Dept for control of teenagers on Halloween in Greenacres (ltr), Nov 16, 1990, p.6
Police nab Bronx man (David Ribeiro) after armed break-in (on Post Road) (photo), Nov 23, 1990, p.1
Don't dial 911 (local police tell public 723-2300 is number to call), Dec 7, 1990, p.1
More 911 woes (cites example of fire at Sub Rosa store to remind residents to use 723-2300), Dec 14, 1990, p.1
Animal control officer puts wild dogs on notice (new officer, Valentino Bandolfo will hunt), Dec 14, 1990, p.4
Animal control officer puts wild dogs on notice (new officer, Valentino Bandolfo will hunt), Dec 14, 1990, p.4

POLICE-SCS-ACCREDITATION

(SCS Police) Off to Albuquerque to be formally certified by Commission on Accreditation, Mar 16, 1990, p.1
It's official: (SCS Police) win accreditation (after two years of preparatory work), Mar 30, 1990, p.1
Scarsdale's finest celebrate one of their finest hours (at accreditation ceremony) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.6

POLICE-SCS-SHREDS, PRIZES, ETC

Four of the finest: (A Filancia, D Ferrone, R Hadden, T Heaney) awarded medals by SCS Police Dept, Jan 12, 1990, p.1
Honors for the men in blue: (A Filancia, D Ferrone, R Hadden, T Heaney) receive commendations (photo), Jan 19, 1990, p.4
Sergeant at law (Bryant Clark) receives badge and scores first in county on exam (photo), May 9, 1990, p.4

POLICE-WESTCHESTER COUNTY

Cause of collision between (B) Gerloff and county police officer (T Connellan) disputed (photo p.1), Feb 9, 1990, p.4

POLICE-WHITE PLAINS

Marauding dogs suspected in cat killing, Feb 9, 1990, p.2

POLITICAL CAMPAIGNS

Garlands oppose Slotnick bid for House; cite trial tactics (as reason for public outcry), Apr 20, 1990, p.1
Garlands oppose Slotnick (in bid for US Congress, Justice for All is cited), Apr 20, 1990, p.18
On the Garlands and Barry Slotnick (several citizens comment varied views) (ltrs), May 4, 1990, p.6
'The blind endorsing the blind' (is image of letters regarding political campaign) (ltr), May 11, 1990, p.6
Negative campaign tactics' (charged to Garlands by B. Slotnick re: lawyers for accused) (ltr), May 18, 1990, p.6
(Justice for All is described and reasons for opposing B. Slotnick are noted) (ltr), May 18, 1990, p.6
Slotnick declines; (Paul) Noto declares candidacy for NYS (State Senate) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.1
(Nita) Lowey and friends (host cocktail party to help launch re-election campaign) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.1
Oppenheimer recovering from heart surgery (and making appearance in campaign for state senator), Sep 28, 1990, p.1
Candidates back Israel; oppose abortion consent law (local candidates come to SCS to speak), Oct 19, 1990, p.1
Candidates (voice views; Glenn Bellitto, Paul Noto, Cecile Singer) (cont) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.9
Candidates keep 3-way race for 20th Congressional District clean and quiet (photo), Oct 26, 1990, p.1
Three candidates for Congress (E. Bellitto, N. Lowey, J. Schecker) (cont.), Oct 26, 1990, p.18
Lively exchanges at League of Women Voters debate (as Congressional candidates meet at SPL), Nov 2, 1990, p.1
Candidates at League of Women Voters debate (present views on key issues) (cont.), Nov 2, 1990, p.4
Spano shares blame for tax hikes (in campaign literature, questions raised) (ltr), Nov 2, 1990, p.8
Oppenheimer v. Noto in (New York) State Senate race (cont. views on key issues), Nov 2, 1990, p.13
(Benjamin) Gillan challenged by (John) Dow (cont), Nov 2, 1990, p.13

POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT

American politics—who's in charge? (addresses President and opposing Congress) (edit), Apr 20, 1990, p.7
The unemployed spin doctor (discusses public relations and current events) (edit), Jul 13, 1990, p.6
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POLLACK, LINDA

POLLACK, LINDA BILLUP
(Linda Billup) Pollack honored by (Westchester) county (at Women of Achievement Day), Sep 28, 1990, p.5

POLLACK, RENEE
Alzheimer’s Association volunteer (Mary Alice Ughetta) to be honored (at dinner) (photo), Oct 26, 1990, p.9
Two women (Natalie Hofheimer and Mary Alice Ughetta) get just deserts at benefit dinners (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.9

POMERANTZ, NICOLE
Scarsdale High School honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.12

POPPONI, ROBERT
(R Popponi is December’s) Honored county employee (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.2

POOLS
Dickel Road (development) plan comes under fire from neighbors (photo), Jan 5, 1990, p.1
Hydrologist’s study requested (before development) on Dickel Rd progresses (ltr), Feb 16, 1990, p.6
When nature is unesthetic: (Library) pond puzzles environmentalists (photo), Aug 31, 1990, p.1
Library pond stagnating (conf. explanation of problem and possible solutions), Aug 31, 1990, p.5
A pretty pondside pest (details bamboo and Japanese knotweed in our locale) (edit), Sep 14, 1990, p.7
See also LIBRARY POND-SCS

POOL-SCS
What about a high school pool? (Harrison asks SCS Board of Ed to consider in 1990), Mar 2, 1990, p.1
Fee hike questioned (regarding pool memberships and other recreational fees), Mar 16, 1990, p.1
No pool, no way, says board (as it considers future activities), Apr 27, 1990, p.1
Board says no to pool (and to indoor pool committee), Apr 27, 1990, p.19
Now no one wins (over indoor pool issue) (ltr), May 4, 1990, p.6
Brrrrrr! (is water temperature as SCS pool prepares to open for 1990 season?) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.1
(SCS) Pool opens tomorrow (5/26/90 for its 22nd season; staff and hours described), May 25, 1990, p.2
First day of the first season (at SCS pool) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.2
Happy (July) 4th! (as pool festivities are recorded) (photo), Jul 6, 1990, p.5
Celebrating the Fourth of July (at Greenacres, Arthur Manor and the SCS Pool) (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.3
Pool vigilante (wants Rec. Dept. to tighten up permit-issuing procedures for Pool), Jul 20, 1990, p.1
How about toilet seats? (at SCS Pool now that monies have been approved for schools) (ltr), Aug 10, 1990, p.6
Races, games at pool Monday (Labor Day); offices closed (Village Hall and SCS Inquirer), Aug 31, 1990, p.1
Cool pool days (at SCS Pool as lifeguards bundle up for 60 degree days) (photo), Aug 31, 1990, p.6
Readers say ‘thanks’ (to SCS Pool staff on behalf of Seniors) (ltr), Aug 31, 1990, p.6
Common cents (as kids collaborate on Labor Day penny hunt at SCS pool) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.1
Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9

POOR
Is the United States really child-centered? (edit), Jan 12, 1990, p.6

POOR CHILDREN
See POOR

POPHAM ROAD-EAST PARKWAY INTERSECTION
Penn Central is chosen developer (for Freightway and Depot Place sites) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.1

POPULATION
US must curb population (urging government to take lead in family planning programs) (ltr), Nov 2, 1990, p.8

POPULATION CONTROL
Other Voices (discusses the theories of population control and overpopulation) (edit), Mar 16, 1990, p.6

PORT, JENNIFER O
Jennifer O Port (named senior attorney in trusts at Summit Rovins and Feldesman) (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.4
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PORTER, ELIZABETH
  Elizabeth Porter (dies), Jun 8, 1990, p.20

PORTER, DOTSY
  Dotsy (Potter) does it again (ranking no.2 in USTA women 60 plus division) (photo), Aug 24, 1990, p.20

POWELL, JUDY
  Masters of babysitting (are graduates of SCS Fire Dept. Babysitting Seminar) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.10

POWELL, JACQUELINE
  League of Women Voters takes seniors (high school students) to Albany (to examine state process), May 25, 1990, p.13

POWELL, JACQUELINE
  The Bank of New York salutes The League of Women Voters (SCS) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.28

PREDICTIONS
  SEE FORECASTING

PREGO, VERONICA
  (In the case of Veronica Prego) There must be a better way (edit), Mar 16, 1990, p.6

PREISS, PATTI
PRENDERGAST, JOHN
Winners every one (Fast Feats team in final lap of Veryfine Save the Children relay) (photo), Apr 27, 1990, p.9

PRENDERGAST, LINDA
Winners every one (Fast Feats team in final lap of Veryfine Save the Children relay) (photo), Apr 27, 1990, p.9
Board of Education (tenure appointments named), May 25, 1990, p.17

PRENDERGAST, LINDA (AU)
The school bond issue: readers have their say (about upcoming vote) (ltr), Mar 23, 1990, p.6

PRESSER, MIKAL
Maroon and White honors spring teams (lacrosse, tennis, soccer, and track) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.19
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26

PRIMARIES
Democrats and Conservatives to vote in primaries Tuesday (9/11/90), Sep 7, 1990, p.1
(Carol) Bellamy, (John) Schafer win primaries in low turnout (9/11/90), Sep 14, 1990, p.1
The high cost of voting (comments on low turnout for primaries 9/11/90) (edit), Sep 14, 1990, p.6

PRINCE, EDWARD
(Hebrew) School (of Temple Israel Center, WPC) meets varied needs (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.18

PRINCE, REBECCA
(Recreation Dept-Chamber of Commerce) Snowflake Contest winners (announced), Feb 23, 1990, p.2
Three Piggy Opera (performed by 1st and 2nd graders at OR) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.14
Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9
Snapping skills (Junior Girl Scouts and Brownies teach each other at crafts swap) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.1

PRINCE, STEPHEN
Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9

PRINCE, STEVEN
Appeals board makes non-conformities legal (by granting variances) pool applications noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.3

PRIZE CONTESTS
(Recreation Dept-Chamber of Commerce) Snowflake Contest winners (announced), Feb 23, 1990, p.2

PROJECT HEAD START (US)
(St Bernard's Center for Learning) Sivies homeless children a boost, Jan 19, 1990, p.5

PROPERTY RIGHTS
SEE LAND TENURE

PROUDIAN, TON
Football falters, falls by field goal in fumble fest (against New Rochelle) (photo), Oct 26, 1990, p.26

PRUDENTIAL ELLINGHOUSE REAL ESTATE
(SCS Family Counseling Service) Benefit's benefactor (is Prudential Ellinghouse) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.5
(Linda Billup) Pollack honored by (Westchester) county (at Women of Achievement Day), Sep 28, 1990, p.5

PRYCES, HARRY C (AU)
Put your best feet forward (details good hygiene and foot care) (edit), May 18, 1990, p.7

PRYCES, ROBIN (AU)
They'll be sorry when (Child Care Assn s Greenacres location) is gone (ltr), Feb 2, 1990, p.6

PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITALS
SEE HOSPITALS, PSYCHIATRIC

PSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
SEE HOSPITALS, PSYCHIATRIC

PSYCHOLOGISTS
Betty B Osmar (named to President's Committee on Mental Retardation), Sep 21, 1990, p.8

PSYCHOTHERAPY
If you want to feel better, think (edit), Jan 12, 1990, p.6
Therapy by mail offered (by Dr. Daniel Rubinstein and Muriel Goldfarb), Jul 27, 1990, p.8
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PT COUNCIL BUDGET STUDY COMMITTEE
Speakers criticize school budget (1990-91), but recommend voter approval, May 4, 1990, p.1

PT COUNCIL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE (AU)
PT Council: priorities and goals (advocates ongoing evaluation of the school day) (ltr), Dec 14, 1990, p.6
PT Council: priorities and goals (advocates ongoing evaluation of the school day) (ltr), Dec 14, 1990, p.6

PT COUNCIL-SCS
PT Council makes parents partners in education here (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.8
Schools to replace disputed windows; (Project now at 25.1M; Proposed (SHS) wing discussed) (photo), Feb 2, 1990, p.1
Planned Parenthood display criticized (at Healthworks Pt Council sponsored program), Apr 27, 1990, p.19
(David) Kirkwood appreciated (as SCS Inquirer's editor by PTAs and Pt Council) (ltr), May 18, 1990, p.6
New officers for Pt Council (are elected for 1990-91 school year) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.13
Bargains galore (as annual fundraising Sports Swap takes place 9/8/90) (photo), Aug 31, 1990, p.2
Community effort (complimented for annual task of coordinating Calendar) (ltr), Aug 31, 1990, p.6
Community calendar (1990-91, delivered to every residence, 8000 copies, joint project) (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.4
(Sports) Swap a success (9/8/90, committee thanks community) (ltr), Sep 14, 1990, p.6
Budget committee (being assembled, compiled of ad hoc citizens to clarify budget presentation), Sep 28, 1990, p.1
Foreign language consensus elusive (as schools and residents try to evaluate research), Oct 5, 1990, p.1
Rock lyrics: revolutionary or merely revolting? (asks Pt Council at business meeting program), Nov 23, 1990, p.2
Panel: Look to society to understand rock's appeal (in conclusion of Pt Council meeting), Dec 7, 1990, p.5
Foreign language (cont coverage of Board of Education meeting with Dr John Rassias) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.16
PT Council: priorities and goals (advocates ongoing evaluation of the school day) (ltr), Dec 14, 1990, p.6
PT Council: priorities and goals (advocates ongoing evaluation of the school day) (ltr), Dec 14, 1990, p.6

SEE ALSO SPORTS SWAP-SCS

PUBLIC RELATIONS
Did our founders have a PR agent? (discusses historical events) (edit), May 11, 1990, p.7
The unemployed spin doctor (discusses public relations and current events) (edit), Jul 13, 1990, p.6
Barbara A Kapp (elected pres. of Westchester chapter of Women in Communications; 1991-92 year), Jul 27, 1990, p.4
Heidi Pokorny (named publicity manager for Sports Illustrated) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.8

PUBLIC RELATIONS FIRMS
Mark C Rutman (named managing director of LH&H Public Relations), Aug 24, 1990, p.4

PUBLIC WORKS-SCS
Torrents of spring (rain) flood (local) basements (streets identified and crews working), May 25, 1990, p.2
Village unveils major project (of three Public Works buildings) at (7/09/90) Monday's Bar meeting, Jul 13, 1990, p.5
Million dollar garage (authorized for joint village/school district equipment maintenance facility), Aug 17, 1990, p.1

PUCINO, MICHAEL
Hutchinson River Parkway safety project may result in protection for trees as well as drivers, Feb 16, 1990, p.1

PUGSLEY, PHILIP E (AU)
Teachers' raise challenged (in ltr sent to EMT School Board; citing concerns) (ltr), Oct 19, 1990, p.6

PURCELL, GAIL
Planning Board (cont. details several applications), Nov 9, 1990, p.19
Board of Architectural Review approves additions (annexes noted), Dec 14, 1990, p.4
Board of Architectural Review approves additions (annexes noted), Dec 14, 1990, p.4

PURCELL, GAIL A
Board of Architectural Review takes a look at school windows (and many applications), Nov 23, 1990, p.3

PUSATERI, ANTHONY AND THERESA (AU)
For the bond issue (parents support so that Greenacres School can improve heating) (ltr), Mar 9, 1990, p.6

PUSATERI, MICHELE
Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9
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RABIES
Protect cats from rabies (says Friends of Weinberg Nature Center) (ltr), Jun 22, 1990, p.6

RABINA, JOSH
Scarsdale High School honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.12

RABUSE, TRACY
Bank of New York Salutes Junior High Speech Contest (photos), Apr 20, 1990, p.26

RACE DISCRIMINATION
Japan-bashing breeds anti-Semitism, Feb 9, 1990, p.7
Minorities make an easy target (edit), Feb 23, 1990, p.7
Black-Jewish alliance is at risk (edit), Mar 23, 1990, p.7
Covenants: void but still visible (and causing distress to home buyers who want to abolish), Sep 21, 1990, p.1
Japan-bashing: just racism (notes historical context and contends residents’ openness) (edit), Nov 23, 1990, p.6
Japan’s ‘black-bashing’ (recent examples of comments and proposals for American leaders) (edit), Dec 7, 1990, p.7

RADANDT, DOUG
A dry run (for Weinberg Nature Center’s cross-country skiing class) (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.3

RADER, ELA
(R. R.) Ragette (Inc. Realtors) honors 3 (realtors for outstanding performance), Apr 20, 1990, p.11

RADER, LEE (PASTOR)
Community Baptist and Hitchcock Presbyterian to install associate pastors (L. Rader, S. White), Oct 5, 1990, p.14

RADETSKY, IRENE
Hitchcock kids go south (McClellanville, S.C.) to aid (Hurricane) Hugo’s victims (photo) (edit), Jul 20, 1990, p.6

RADETSKY, OLGA
Bank of New York salutes Hitchcock Presbyterian Church (as its dedication begins) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.26

RADIO BROADCASTING
Kim Leslie Borgeson (received annual Achievement in Radio Award) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.10

RADIO COMPUTING SERVICE
Business moving (Radio Computing Services has rented new office space), Oct 26, 1990, p.4

RADIO, AMATEUR
Hams discuss disaster aid (at Westchester Amateur Radio Association), Nov 2, 1990, p.2

RAFF, KEN
Pajama Game brings back 50s Broadway (for SCS Summer Music Theatre) (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.13

RAFFNER, DAVID
Natural Science (in High School’s annual earth science field trip) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.13

RAFTERY, DANIEL (CHIEF)
Fire breaks in two local schools (Grenacres gym is damaged; Seeley Place classrooms) (photos), May 16, 1990, p.1

RAGETTE, RALPH R
Realtors (Ralph Ragette and George Groves) chosen by area group (County Board of Realtors), Nov 2, 1990, p.12

RAILROAD STATION-HTS
Metro North bringing art to local commuters; (Artist I Nussbaum designs steel sculptures) (photo), Feb 23, 1990, p.1

RAILROAD STATION-SCS
Metro North bringing art to local commuters; (Artist I Nussbaum designs steel sculptures) (photo), Feb 23, 1990, p.1

RAILROADS-FARES
Cartoon, Feb 23, 1990, p.6

RAIN AND RAINFALL
Torrents of spring (rain) flood (local) basements (streets identified and crews working), May 25, 1990, p.2

RAIZEN, DAVID
Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps—always ready to help (Officers listed) (Progress Ed Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.12
(SCS) School district’s thanks (to PTA members and fire dept., security) (ltr), May 25, 1990, p.6
Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps officers (elected at annual meeting, names noted), Dec 28, 1990, p.3
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RAIEN, NANCY
Candidate nominated (for seats on Citizens Committee) (names noted), Oct 12, 1990, p.1

RAIEN, DEBBIE
The school bond issue: readers have their say (about upcoming vote) (ltr), Mar 23, 1990, p.6
Planned Parenthood display criticized (at Healthworks' Pt Council sponsored program), Apr 27, 1990, p.19
LWU elects Amy Paulin as president (for 1990-91) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.3
New officers for Pt Council (are elected for 1990-91 school year) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.13

RAIEN, DEBBIE (AU)
(David)Kirkwood appreciated (as SCS Inquirer's editor by PTAs and Pt Council) (ltr), May 18, 1990, p.6

RAMSIBOON, HABIBI
Family (Ramziboon) survives Christmas fire (in rented home on Lyons Road), Dec 28, 1990, p.1

RAMBONE, STEVEN
Something really useful (backboards for injured were made by Junior High students) (photo), Jul 6, 1990, p.3

RAMPICK, DEBBIE
Volunteers in the making (1991 class of provisional members who will be trained) (photo), Sep 28, 1990, p.8

RAMSEY, INGRID
Ramsey Farm given variance to expand (by Board of Appeals), Feb 23, 1990, p.5

RAMSEY, JOHN
Ramsey Farm given variance to expand (by Board of Appeals), Feb 23, 1990, p.5

RANDALL, FRANCIS B (AU)
Can we trust Russia, Gorbachev and Glasnot? "We have to try..." (edit), May 25, 1990, p.7

RAO, REKHA
Recycling at SMS (continues paper recycling project), May 11, 1990, p.8
(White) Plains Hospital Center) lauds (junior) volunteers (for hours; names noted), Sep 28, 1990, p.5

RAPHAEL, ALAN
Child Care (Assn of SCS) opens first fundraising drive (to obtain local support) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.5

RAPPAPORT, MIRIAM
Village postpones action on disputed zoning law, Jan 19, 1990, p.1

RAPPAPORT, MARCELLA
Marcella Rappoport (named exec. vice-pres. of World Travel Specialists), Aug 10, 1990, p.4

RASSIAS, JOHN (DR)
Fast action urged on language study (by resident who participated on Committee) (ltr), Nov 30, 1990, p.7
Foreign language (cont coverage of Board of Education meeting with Br John Rassias) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.16

RAU, BARBARA
Scarsdale foursome wins golf tournament (Mastle/March of Dimes Championship at SCS Golf Club), Aug 17, 1990, p.8

RAVER, NADJA
Kids take center stage this weekend (at SCS Junior High and at Mid-westchester Y) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.17

RAVITCH, RICHARD
Richard Ravitch to speak at (SCS League of Women Voters) lunch (May 11, 1990) (photo), May 4, 1990, p.5
(Richard)Ravitch urges League members to participate in the political process (at luncheon), May 18, 1990, p.2

RAYMOND, ED

RAYMOND, LOUISE

READ, PETER
(Scarsdale) Family Counseling Service) conference enlightens parents on teenage attitudes, Nov 23, 1990, p.8

READING
Children learn/ teach reading: fostering early enthusiasm (reflects classroom research) (edit), Jun 22, 1990, p.7
Reading unites, delights these parents, kids (who have continued book Club for years) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.6
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READING continued
Reading group unites parents, kids (cont of Book Club's activities), Dec 21, 1990, p.10

REAL ESTATE AGENCIES AND AGENTS
(B Blumen) Joins Doernberg (Real Estate Firm) (photo), Feb 2, 1990, p.5.
New associate (Ellen Rose has joined Scarsdale office of Houlihan/Lawrence) (photo), Mar 2, 1990, p.4.
Two join Ellinghouse staff (Myrna Korsh and Gav Seuss join Prudential Ellinghouse Real Estate)(photo, Mar 2, 1990, p.4.
Birthday salute to a real estate veteran (Bill Dudley on his 75th) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.28.
(SCS Family Counseling Service)Benefit's benefactor (is Prudential Ellinghouse) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.5.
Houlihan-Lawrence sold (to Seaman Equity Group but not expected to change SCS operation), Jun 8, 1990, p.1.
Lynn Pitosky (induced into R. R. Ragette Inc.'s $3 million club), Jun 8, 1990, p.10.
Realtor (Carol Martin joined Houlihan/Lawrence Real Estate Office in SCS) (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.4.
Two (Lynne Pitosky and Sandy Adler-Kusinitz) join Julia B Fee, Jul 27, 1990, p.4.
Realty firm (Houlihan/Lawrence) moves (headquarters to White Plains), Jul 27, 1990, p.4.
Birthday salute to a real estate veteran (Bill Dudley on his 75th) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.28.
(SCS Family Counseling Service)Benefit's benefactor (is Prudential Ellinghouse) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.5.
Houlihan-Lawrence sold (to Seaman Equity Group but not expected to change SCS operation), Jun 8, 1990, p.1.
Lynn Pitosky (induced into R. R. Ragette Inc.'s $3 million club), Jun 8, 1990, p.10.
Realtor (Carol Martin joined Houlihan/Lawrence Real Estate Office in SCS) (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.4.
Two (Lynne Pitosky and Sandy Adler-Kusinitz) join Julia B Fee, Jul 27, 1990, p.4.
Realty firm (Houlihan/Lawrence) moves (headquarters to White Plains), Jul 27, 1990, p.4.
Birthday salute to a real estate veteran (Bill Dudley on his 75th) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.28.
(SCS Family Counseling Service)Benefit's benefactor (is Prudential Ellinghouse) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.5.
Houlihan-Lawrence sold (to Seaman Equity Group but not expected to change SCS operation), Jun 8, 1990, p.1.
Lynn Pitosky (induced into R. R. Ragette Inc.'s $3 million club), Jun 8, 1990, p.10.
Realtor (Carol Martin joined Houlihan/Lawrence Real Estate Office in SCS) (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.4.
Two (Lynne Pitosky and Sandy Adler-Kusinitz) join Julia B Fee, Jul 27, 1990, p.4.
Realty firm (Houlihan/Lawrence) moves (headquarters to White Plains), Jul 27, 1990, p.4.
Birthday salute to a real estate veteran (Bill Dudley on his 75th) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.28.
(SCS Family Counseling Service)Benefit's benefactor (is Prudential Ellinghouse) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.5.
Houlihan-Lawrence sold (to Seaman Equity Group but not expected to change SCS operation), Jun 8, 1990, p.1.
Lynn Pitosky (induced into R. R. Ragette Inc.'s $3 million club), Jun 8, 1990, p.10.
Realtor (Carol Martin joined Houlihan/Lawrence Real Estate Office in SCS) (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.4.
Two (Lynne Pitosky and Sandy Adler-Kusinitz) join Julia B Fee, Jul 27, 1990, p.4.
Realty firm (Houlihan/Lawrence) moves (headquarters to White Plains), Jul 27, 1990, p.4.
Birthday salute to a real estate veteran (Bill Dudley on his 75th) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.28.
(SCS Family Counseling Service)Benefit's benefactor (is Prudential Ellinghouse) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.5.
Houlihan-Lawrence sold (to Seaman Equity Group but not expected to change SCS operation), Jun 8, 1990, p.1.
Lynn Pitosky (induced into R. R. Ragette Inc.'s $3 million club), Jun 8, 1990, p.10.
Realtor (Carol Martin joined Houlihan/Lawrence Real Estate Office in SCS) (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.4.
Two (Lynne Pitosky and Sandy Adler-Kusinitz) join Julia B Fee, Jul 27, 1990, p.4.
Realty firm (Houlihan/Lawrence) moves (headquarters to White Plains), Jul 27, 1990, p.4.
Birthday salute to a real estate veteran (Bill Dudley on his 75th) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.28.
(SCS Family Counseling Service)Benefit's benefactor (is Prudential Ellinghouse) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.5.
Houlihan-Lawrence sold (to Seaman Equity Group but not expected to change SCS operation), Jun 8, 1990, p.1.
Lynn Pitosky (induced into R. R. Ragette Inc.'s $3 million club), Jun 8, 1990, p.10.
Realtor (Carol Martin joined Houlihan/Lawrence Real Estate Office in SCS) (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.4.
Two (Lynne Pitosky and Sandy Adler-Kusinitz) join Julia B Fee, Jul 27, 1990, p.4.
Realty firm (Houlihan/Lawrence) moves (headquarters to White Plains), Jul 27, 1990, p.4.
Birthday salute to a real estate veteran (Bill Dudley on his 75th) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.28.
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REAL ESTATE BUSINESS
(Real estate) Brokers hopeful despite decline in home sales; statistics noted, Sep 21, 1990, p.1

REAL PROPERTY
Praise for preservation law (ltr), Feb 9, 1990, p.7
'Don't throw it out' (pass it on to Village Historian when it is a SCS appraisal or memorabilia), Apr 20, 1990, p.4

REAL PROPERTY, TAXATION
Let's make real estate taxes equitable (details tax and assessment procedures in SCS) (edit), Aug 17, 1990, p.7

RECHTSCHAFFEN, CANDI

RECKSON, ABRAHAM
US envoy R Washington killed in Central Avenue crash (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.1
Lawyer G L Santangelo criticizes (Washington/Parisena) accident story (ltr), Feb 2, 1990, p.6
Parisena cleared in accident death of US ambassador (Ruth Washington), Apr 27, 1990, p.1

RECORDS-SCS
Don't throw it out (pass it on to Village Historian when it is a SCS appraisal or memorabilia), Apr 20, 1990, p.4

RECORDS-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
(Westchester) County to mark (New York) Archives Week (program noted), Sep 28, 1990, p.3

RECREATION DEPT-SCS
Local riders make strides in just 10 lessons (at Boulder Brook), Feb 9, 1990, p.6
(Recreation Dept-Chamber of Commerce) Snowflake Contest winners announced, Feb 23, 1990, p.2
Just in case, students take self-defense (karate course at American Legion Hall) (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.5
Stahr first in resurgent Scarsdale 15k (mile) annual race (photos), Apr 6, 1990, p.5
A bus for a bunny (as Easter Bunny entertains children at Eggstravaganza) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.1
Eggscellent! (was the word for 22 SCS children who won prizes in Eggstravaganza coloring) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.5
(SCS) Day camp moving to Greenacres; pool permits on sale at Village Hall, May 11, 1990, p.5
Crossway play (field, expecting new playground equipment for 3 yr to 5 yr set by year's end), Jun 15, 1990, p.1
Fall parks and recreation schedules to feature 'series IV' tennis lessons.. aerobics.. soccer.. parent, Sep 7, 1990, p.26
Fall rec program: Rx for summer time blues (notes new fall programs), Sep 14, 1990, p.15
Village/county chess program (to be held Sat. mornings 9-12pm at Girl Scout House), Sep 21, 1990, p.24
Rec-sportise (staff adds three new members, I. Leguire, M. Hyson, S. Senk) (photo), Oct 5, 1990, p.18
Holiday hoops (registration for 1990 Christmas vacation Basketball Camp begins), Dec 7, 1990, p.20
Karate classes for teens, adults (to begin Jan 1991), Dec 28, 1990, p.8

RECYCLE MATERIALS INC.
Recycling at SHS (continues paper recycling project), May 11, 1990, p.8

RECYCLING OF WASTE
More recycling: (Village soon to be accepting batteries, tin cans for recycling), Feb 2, 1990, p.1
(Recycling) More than a good idea (edit), Feb 2, 1990, p.6
Paper abuse (is addressed and suggestions for reducing paper proliferation are made) (edit), Jun 1, 1990, p.6
Recycle (phew!) to inherit the earth (details a personal account of recycling) (edit), Jul 13, 1990, p.7

RED MAPLE SWAMP
Earth Day - what a bust! (describes one citizen's impressions of the day) (ltr), Apr 27, 1990, p.6

REDHEAD, R CHESTER
Dr. R. Chester Redhead (named active fellow of NY Academy of Dentistry), Jun 15, 1990, p.4

REED, WARD
Newhouse feted at (annual) dinner gala (for SCS Historical Society) (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.3
Some words about the Newhouses (by several local figures on occasion of Historical Society award), Apr 6, 1990, p.7
Bank of New York salutes Eda and Stanley Newhouse and the SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.28

REEDY, MARIE
(Hospitality Center of SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital has 50th anniv.) (photo), Feb 9, 1990, p.9
Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photos), Jun 8, 1990, p.28
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REETZ, GAY
Bank of New York salutes the Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26
Lines are drawn in language debate (teachers' committee and parents' views presented) (cont), Oct 26, 1990, p.14

REFEEL, PAZA
New jewelry store (Daniele Trissi Ltd., owned by Paza and Solly Refael opening) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.5

REFEEL, SOLLY
(At least two, possibly four shops) Coming soon (to downtown area), Feb 2, 1990, p.1
New jewelry store (Daniele Trissi Ltd., owned by Paza and Solly Refael opening) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.5

REFORESTATION
Hutchinson River Parkway safety project may result in protection for trees as well as drivers, Feb 16, 1990, p.1

REGAN, BONNIE
Stahr first in resurgent Scarsdale 15K (kilometer annual race) (photos), Apr 6, 1990, p.5

REGAN, EDWARD
Democrats and Conservatives to vote in primaries Tuesday (9/11/90), Sep 7, 1990, p.1
(Carol) Bel Iany, (John) Schafer win primaries in low turnout (9/11/90), Sep 14, 1990, p.1
Candidates back Israel; oppose abortion consent law (local candidates come to SCS to speak), Oct 19, 1990, p.1
Tuesday's ballot crowded with candidates (for governor, state controller, Congress, State Legis.), Nov 2, 1990, p.30
Scarsdale yes, NY no on Environmental Quality Act (election results reported), Nov 9, 1990, p.1

REHM, LOIS
(SCS) Bowl (1990) spotlight shines on a star volunteer (Beverly Cunningham) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.3

REICHENBACH, NICOLE
Swapping skills (Junior Girl Scouts and Brownies teach each other at crafts swap) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.1

REID AND HERMANN
Houlihan-Lawrence sold (to Seaman Equity Group but not expected to change SCS operation), Jun 8, 1990, p.1

REID AND PRIEST
Lawyer (Daniel P. Levitt) on new yeshiva (College) board, Apr 27, 1990, p.8

REIDEL, EMILY
Candidate nominated (for seats on Citizens Committee) (names noted), Oct 12, 1990, p.1

REIDEL, JESSICA
Tennis: 3 up 3 down—Undefeated again? (as SCS HS girls team opens 1990 season), Oct 5, 1990, p.18

REIDER, CORinne
Citizens Committee has new members (after election, individuals noted), Nov 16, 1990, p.1

REIFFEL, ALYSSA
Scarsdale students dance up a storm (at Steffi-Mossen School's spring concert) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.17

REIFFEL, BONNIE

REIFFEL, LAUREN
Scarsdale students dance up a storm (at Steffi-Mossen School's spring concert) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.17
Masters of babysitting (are graduates of SCS Fire Dept. Babysitting Seminar) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.10

REILLY, KATHLEEN C (AU)
What kind of ideas remain with students when school days are over? (Thoreau considered) (edit), Dec 14, 1990, p.7

REILLY, PEGGY
Hot shop, cool customers (Pencilmania, the 4th graders supply store is success) (photo), Oct 26, 1990, p.13

REILLY, TOM
Raiders (basketball teams) of 79 and 88 to play (benefit game) for the homeless, Feb 2, 1990, p.1

REIN, ALAN
No end seen to impasse over Special Patrolmen (in spite of proposed state law), Mar 23, 1990, p.2
Panel named to choose bowl winner (W. McCreery, chairman, names members), Sep 21, 1990, p.4
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REINERSMAN, ANNA
Friends (of Music and the Arts) bolster arts in the schools (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.15

REINERSMAN, TERESA
Maroon and White’s tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.24
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

REINGOLD, PAULA
Volunteers in the making (1991 class of provisional members who will be trained) (photo), Sep 28, 1990, p.8

REIPANO, STEPHEN
County net for human-services data (new information and referral service system), Jul 27, 1990, p.5

REISS, RONALD J
Ronald J Reiss (has been appointed to medical staff of United Hospital Medical Center), Jul 20, 1990, p.4

REITER, SUZANNE (AU)
Consider long-term care at home (identifies patients’ rights and problems) (edit), Aug 10, 1990, p.7

REJAN, JEFFREY N
Jeffrey N Rejan (partner in firm Kroll & Tract), Jun 8, 1990, p.10

RELIGION AND POLITICS
Executioner or defender (is the question for Philip Mobile and Gov. Cuomo) (ltr), Mar 30, 1990, p.6
Sir Thomas More’s mistake (compared to Philip Mobile and Gov. Cuomo dialogue) (ltr), Mar 30, 1990, p.6
Heaven must not wait (Catholic bishops voice concern over war doctrine & Hussein) (edit), Nov 16, 1990, p.6
Politics & morality are inseparable (yet church and state must be separated) (edit), Dec 7, 1990, p.7

RENAUD, ALFRED
Alfred Renard (dies), Nov 16, 1990, p.20

RENDA, ANITA (AU)
Fearful stories aroused (by Feb 9 article, Japan-bashing breeds anti-Semitism) (ltr), Feb 16, 1990, p.6

RESCUE WORK
No man is an island: (R and J Bove rescue stricken neighbor, H Demerjian), Jan 5, 1990, p.1
The real meaning of community (ltr), Jan 12, 1990, p.6

RESNICK, ALAN
Cougars: top cats in 1990 (Junior High SPRC champions are noted) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19

RESNICK, ANITA (AU)
Fearful memories aroused (by Feb 9 article, Japan-bashing breeds anti-Semitism) (ltr), Feb 16, 1990, p.6
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RESNICK, ART
Almost... (Raiders girls soccer 1990 opener ended in a 0-0 tie against Arlington) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.15
Art Resnick gets 200th career victory (for his girls high school soccer team), May 4, 1990, p.17
Raiders soccer team defends sectional title with 1-0 victory (advancing team to state championships), Jun 8, 1990, p.1
Raiders repeat (for second year) as (New York) state champs (for girls high school team) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.1
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26
State champions all (Raiders' girls varsity team takes state champs for 2nd year) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.14
The art of coaching soccer (belongs to Art Resnick, beloved coach and teacher) (photo), Aug 3, 1990, p.3
Local coaches (Art Resnick and Paul Celentanu honored in White Plains (for MP boys soccer), Dec 28, 1990, p.8
RESNICK, MICHAEL
Just clowning around (are kindergartners and 5th graders in circus) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.15
RESNICK, ROBERT
Cougars: top cats in 1990 (Junior High SPRC champions are noted) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19

RESTAURANTS
(Trio's Cafe) Restaurant set to open in Golden Horseshoe, Feb 9, 1990, p.5
No tenant in sight (for Heathcote Five Corners building, former home of Piedmont Inn), Feb 23, 1990, p.1
D'Agostino (Nick) buying Pippin's (scheduling the opening of Heathcote Crossing) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.1
D'Agostino (cont. of opening of Heathcote Crossing at Five Corners), Dec 14, 1990, p.17

RETNITIS PIGMENTOSA FOUNDATION
Holiday cards to aid research (for Retinitis Pigmentosa Foundation are being sold), Sep 14, 1990, p.3

RETIRED SCS TEACHERS ASSN
(SCS High School PTA) Scholarship fund faces new demands (for meeting students needs) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.3

RETIRED SENIOR VOLUNTEER PROGRAM OF WESTCHESTER
Seniors needed as volunteers (for RSVP), Jul 6, 1990, p.2

RETIREE
Dinner to honor district clerk (Dorothy Bajak-to be held March 28,1990), Mar 9, 1990, p.1
We will miss our dear Dorothy B. Bajak, the clerk of the school district on her retirement! (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.13
Dempsey (Dr. Vincent) to be honored by Edgewood PTA on his retirement), May 25, 1990, p.13
A safe friendly corner (where Frances Capece, crossing guard, has worked for 28 years) (ltr), Jul 13, 1990, p.6

REUBEN, CLAUDIA
Swapping skills (Junior Girl Scouts and Brownies teach each other at crafts swap) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.1

REUTER, BEANIE
Cutting loose! (SHS seniors get in mood for a week off with senior breakfast) (photo), Feb 23, 1990, p.3

REUTER, KAREN
Family service unit honors 3 (Karen Reuter, Seymour Hayman and Robert Zipf), Jul 27, 1990, p.17

REUTER, RICHARD
Citizens Committee petition (for candidates' nominations) deadline nears (committee noted), Sep 21, 1990, p.3

REVELI, JOHN
Raiders (basketball teams) of '79 and BB to play (benefit game) for the homeless, Feb 2, 1990, p.1
Return of the Raiders (brings the SCS High teams of 1979, 1988 together for homeless benefit) (photo), Mar 16, 1990, p.5
Raiders oldtimers (basketball teams 1979, 1988) win one for the homeless (photos), Mar 30, 1990, p.13

REWARDS, PRIZES
Awards, Appointments & Promotions: E Yuracko (receives YMCA Female Achievement Award), Jan 19, 1990, p.8
Charles Cunningham named Citizen of year; (Completes family sweep of SCS's highest honors) (photo), Feb 16, 1990, p.1
Awards, Appointments & Promotions: Joanne Goldwater (awarded Ann Webster New Professional Award), Feb 23, 1990, p.4
(M Hersch named Semifinalist in 1990 Presidential Scholars Program) (photo), Feb 23, 1990, p.20
Three new books expand (Reverend Nancy Roth's) ministry (published over four months) (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.5
Al (J.A.) Bates (elected vice-president of James E. Fitzgerald, Inc. (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.11
J. (J. A.) Bates (elected vice-president of James E. Fitzgerald) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.11
William Dana (honored for serving as principal for 20 years) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.11
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REWARDS, PRIZES continued

Deborah Gershon (CSW, joined Mt Vernon Family Service of Westchester) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.11
David Hamberg (named vice president of marketing by Freeman Cosmetic Corp., California), Apr 20, 1990, p.11
Milton Krents (presented with Lifetime Achievement in Broadcasting Award), Apr 20, 1990, p.11
Ernest J Collazo (named member of executive committee seeking 1992 Democratic Convention for NY), Apr 20, 1990, p.11
Beth Treadway (inducted into society of fellows of Dyson College at Pace University), Apr 20, 1990, p.11
Charles T Zahn (inducted into society of fellows of Dyson College at Pace University), Apr 20, 1990, p.11
Scarsdalian William Bleichert named hospital treasurer (at New Rochelle Medical Center), Apr 20, 1990, p.14
Best in the state (Richard K. Gardella Or s cartoon, awarded N Press Association 1989) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.1

REYNOLDS, HAROLD

Setting the record straight (describes historical perspective on Pastor Niemoller) (edit), Jun 1, 1990, p.7

RHEE, ELIZA

Scarsdale High School honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.12

RIBEIRO, DAVID JOHN

Police nab Bronx man (David Ribeiro) after armed break-in (on Post Road) (photo), Nov 23, 1990, p.1
Don t dial 911 (local police tell public 723-2300 is number to call), Dec 7, 1990, p.1

RICCI, PAT

Fox Meadow series focuses on life of Native Americans, Feb 2, 1990, p.19

RICCIO, AUDREY

Vandalism in Edgewood: reality or a public relations problem? (meeting reported on and issues noted), Nov 16, 1990, p.1

RICE, CHRISTOPHER

Eggsellent! (was the word for 22 SCS children who won prizes in Eggstravaganza coloring) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.5

RICE, JIM

More recycling: (Village soon to be accepting batteries, tin cans for recycling), Feb 2, 1990, p.1
All invited to celebrate nature (as community prepares for 20th annual event), Apr 13, 1990, p.1
Let s each do our bit on Earth Day (and visit sites and pitch in to help community) (ltr), Apr 20, 1990, p.6
Certificate of appreciation (is presented to SCS s Jim Rice and L. Tooley for recycling) (photo), Apr 27, 1990, p.4
Recycling at SHS (continues paper recycling project), May 11, 1990, p.8
When nature is unesthetic: (Library)pond puzzles environmentalists (photo), Aug 31, 1990, p.1

RICH, INA


RICH, JUN

(Westchester)County champions (all-star eight grade boys basketball) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.14

RICH, LEN

(Westchester)County champions (all-star eight grade boys basketball) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.14

RICHARDS, CHRIS

Raider cagers take (Madison Square) Garden by storm (in Raiders 3rd appearance there) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.25

RICHARDS, JAMES

Football falters, falls by field goal in fumble fest (against New Rochelle) (photo), Oct 26, 1990, p.26

RICHEY, MARINA

Volunteers in the making (1991 class of provisional members who will be trained) (photo), Sep 28, 1990, p.8

RICHMAN, JEANNE

Dickel Road (development) plan comes under fire from neighbors (photo), Jan 5, 1990, p.1
FEIS approved for Winston estate; (Dickel Rd project criticized again), Feb 2, 1990, p.1
(Planning) Board (SCS) approves plans for Winston, Dickel properties to subdivide Winston estate, Mar 2, 1990, p.1
Jeanne Richman reflects on a decade of Scarsdale planning (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.1
Bouquets and brickbats fly at final (Village Board) meeting for two trustees, Mar 30, 1990, p.3
RICHMAN, JEANNE continued

A master planner (Jeanne Richman finishes term on SCS Planning Board with honors) (edit), Mar 30, 1990, p.6
Planning vacation (April meeting cancelled because no applications had been filed), Apr 27, 1990, p.1
Neighbors (of 19A Dickel Road) sue Alfred Knopp to stop project on Dickel Road, May 4, 1990, p.1
Some final thoughts (from David Kirkwood, on Scarsdale as he's known it, 1975-1990) (edit), May 11, 1990, p.6
Alice in Wonderland is charged at SCS Planning Board regarding A. Knopp's Dickel Rd (ltr), May 18, 1990, p.6
She's still baffled (by destruction of wetland landscape in Dickel Road site) (lrtr), May 18, 1990, p.6
Heathcote schism (as two groups call meetings for same neighborhood, 9/23 and 9/24/90), Sep 21, 1990, p.1
United they stand (two factions of neighborhood assn reorganized), Sep 28, 1990, p.1
Townhouse plan has history of opposition (and review of events since 1988), Oct 5, 1990, p.4
Candidate nominated (for seats on Citizens Committee) (names noted), Oct 12, 1990, p.1
Citizens Committee has new members (after election, individuals noted), Nov 16, 1990, p.1
More revisions in store for bulk housing law (cont. recommendations made by various committees), Nov 16, 1990, p.15
Jeanne Richman to receive (SCS) Bowl Award 1991 (biography and accomplishments noted) (photo), Nov 23, 1990, p.1
Jeanne Richman to receive (SCS) Bowl (1991) (cont. details of biography), Nov 23, 1990, p.4

RICHMAN, JEANNE (AU)
The Dickel Road development: two perspectives (on judgements by Planning Bd) (ltr), Apr 13, 1990, p.6
Stereotypes obscure housing issue (rebuts Sloan column of 8/3/90) (ltr), Aug 10, 1990, p.6

RICHMAN, LIZ
Looking to the masters (group admires interpretation of Gustav Klimt portrait) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.15

RICHMAN, PEARL
Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photos), Jun 8, 1990, p.28

RICHMAN, IDOD
A conversation with Ginger (the horse for joint Earth Day/Flag Day celebration) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.18

RICKARD, CAROL
S(CS) High School 30 plans 30th reunion, Sep 28, 1990, p.12

RICKS, ELIZABETH
12 little girls in 2 straight lines: (6 Hudgins' 5th graders celebrate Madeline's 50th b'day) (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.4
Book lovers unite (at County Center rally asking for more state aid for WLS) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.4
(Junior High news of dance in physical education program, letters to soldiers) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.18

RIDING SCHOOLS
Local riders make strides in just 10 lessons (at Boulder Brook), Feb 9, 1990, p.6
(Scarsdale) Riding Academy for sale (known as Boulder Brook, history noted) (photo), Jul 6, 1990, p.1

RILEY, KATHY
(Historic) Preservation law (ready for action by Village Board), Feb 16, 1990, p.1

RIEDER, CORINNE
Friends of Hoff-Barthelson make record donation; Watson given community service award (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.12
Candidate nominated (for seats on Citizens Committee) (names noted), Oct 12, 1990, p.1

RIEMER, ANDY
Cougars: top cats in 1990 (Junior High SPRC champions are noted) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19

RIEMER, JOE
Cougars: top cats in 1990 (Junior High SPRC champions are noted) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19

RINFRET, PIERRE
Candidates back Israel; oppose abortion consent law (local candidates come to SCS to speak), Oct 19, 1990, p.1
Environmental (Quality) Bond issue on ballot 11/6/90 (and hope for passage) (cont), Oct 26, 1990, p.12
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RINFRET, PIERRE continued
On Tuesday's ballot (11/6/90 candidates are noted as well as environmental issue), Nov 2, 1990, p.1
Tuesday's ballot crowded with candidates (for governor, state controller, Congress, State Legis.), Nov 2, 1990, p.3
Scarsdale yes, NY no on Environmental Quality Bond Act (election results reported), Nov 9, 1990, p.1

RISQ, EDITH
Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees... (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.2

RITTENBAND, ELLIOT
Local entrepreneur E Rittenband heading to Russia Kith Budweiser beer) (photo), Feb 23, 1990, p.1

RIVELLINI, DAMIANI
Junior High News: (Units include Entrepreneurship, Dance, Poetry) (poems; photo), Feb 16, 1990, p.12
Board of Education (tenure appointments named), May 25, 1990, p.17

RIVERA, BARRIO
(J Chotin) sentenced in cocaine case, Feb 2, 1990, p.3

RIVKIN, DAVID M
Co-chairman (David W. Rivkin named of international law committee of ABA's litigation section) (Photo, May 11, 1990, p.2

RIZZO, JOHN
(young audience) Getting their kicks (from Monroy's Karate Academy's kick-a-thon) (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.4

ROADS
Street accepted (by Village Board is Gatehouse Road in Marx estate development), Apr 13, 1990, p.1
See also Streets

ROADS - LAWS AND REGULATIONS
Sidewalk law (being considered to require owners and renters to be responsible for repair), Jun 8, 1990, p.1
Businesses protest sidewalk law (at Village Board meeting), Jun 15, 1990, p.3

ROADS - MAINTENANCE
Cracking down (village highway dept. takes down illegal commercial signs), May 11, 1990, p.1

ROADS - MAINTENANCE
(Heathcote) Bridge closing nears (for needed repairs this spring), Mar 9, 1990, p.1
Concrete falls from aging (Wilmot Road) bridge (prompting attention to local bridge maintenance), Mar 16, 1990, p.1
Car struck by shower of concrete (from Wilmot Road Bridge), Mar 16, 1990, p.3
May 2's the date (for scheduled Heathcote Bridge closing for repairs), Apr 13, 1990, p.1
(Heathcote) Bridge closing put off a week (because needed valves have not arrived), Apr 27, 1990, p.1
Closing on the Hutchinson River Parkway are noted so travellers will be alerted), May 4, 1990, p.1
Five days ahead, that is (the Cimino Contractors in posting detours for Heathcote Bridge) (photo), May 4, 1990, p.1
Postponed again (in upcoming closing of Heathcote Bridge), May 11, 1990, p.1
(Heathcote) Bridge still on hold (for closing date for repairs), May 18, 1990, p.1
(Heathcote Road) Bridge on (schedule for closing next week), Jun 1, 1990, p.1
This means you! (as truck attempts to cross closed Heathcote Road Bridge 6/5/90) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.1
More corrosion (on Heathcote Bridge will delay completion of repair -expected mid-September), Aug 3, 1990, p.1
Road work ahead (for mid-September as annual resurfacing effort begins on 4 miles of local roads), Aug 17, 1990, p.1
Surprised again (as road maintenance schedule interferes with local traffic), Aug 31, 1990, p.1
Parkway closing (due to Crane Road bridge construction project may cause delays), Sep 14, 1990, p.1
Bridge work continues (on Heathcote Road Bridge but target reopening date is put off) (photo), Oct 5, 1990, p.1
(Bronx River) Parkway closing (at Crane Road in SCS for repairs-traffic alert), Oct 5, 1990, p.1
Almost finished (Crane Road bridge will soon reopen all four lanes of Bronx Pkwy), Nov 16, 1990, p.1
It's still 4 corners (as delayed Heathcote Bridge repairs keep postponing reopening), Nov 30, 1990, p.1

ROADSIDE IMPROVEMENT
Embattled Hutch neighbors still seeking relief from (NY State Dept) (Dept) (Transportation), Jun 1, 1990, p.1
Hutchinson River Parkway neighbors seek relief (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.4
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ROBBINS, TARA
Real estate (Claire D. Leone) grows (as three join), Sep 21, 1990, p.10

ROBERT, TARELL
Bank of New York salutes Hitchcock Presbyterian Church (as its dedication begins) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.26

ROBERT, NORMA
Norma Roberts joins (Cleveland) Van Wert (to sell residential property) (photo), Oct 5, 1990, p.8

ROBERTSON, DONNA
Murdering environmentalists (Sierra Club continues to clean up Bronx River) (photo), Aug 17, 1990, p.3

ROBINSON, GINGER
(Trio's Cafe) Restaurant set to open in Golden Horseshoe, Feb 9, 1990, p.5

ROBINSON, JOSEPH
SCS (annual outdoor) art show (to be held 9/15-16/90, Chase Park) (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.2

ROBINSON, MARIAN
Children send greetings to soldiers in the (Persian) Gulf (third grade samples) (ltr), Nov 16, 1990, p.7

ROBINSON, NATALIE
Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photos), Sep 14, 1990, p.26

ROCCO, AMANDA
Just clowning around (are kindergartners and 5th graders in circus) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.15

ROCK MUSICIANS
Locals (too much joy) jailed in Florida after censorship protest (over 2 Live Crew rap band) (photo), Aug 17, 1990, p.1

RODGERS, JODI
Postcards to the edge (Girl Scout Troop 1943 sends messages to US troops in Saudi Arabia) (photo), Oct 12, 1990, p.1

RODSTEIN, HOWARD
Students protest college survey (which probes their personal futures) (cont.), Jun 22, 1990, p.13

RODUIT, ELIZABETH (SISTER)
St Pius X: A caring community (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.17

ROEDER, JENNIFER
Girls swimming wins one, (over Spring Valley/Ramapo) loses one (to John Jay) (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.18

ROFOFSKI, SCOTT
3-peat champs (Winners of PRC's American League Men's softball title for third year) (photo), Aug 31, 1990, p.8

ROGALSKI, CHRISTOPHER
Skrat first in resurgent Scarsdale 15K kilometer annual race) (photos), Apr 6, 1990, p.5

ROGERS, JODI
(Healthcote) Fifth graders on the right circuit (with annual science fair) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.18

ROGERS, JOSEPH P. JR.
(Scarsdale) Golf club elects new leadership, Feb 9, 1990, p.5

ROGERS, SIGNE
SCS (Volunteer) ambulance) Corps--always ready to help (Officers listed) (Progress Ed Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.12

ROGLIANO, ANGELA
A tree of health (Fifth Grade Troop 1951 makesa accessories for Salvation Army tree) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.17

ROGLIANO, EUGENE
Memorial Day parade Monday (5/28/90 and Eugene Rogliano will lead for 35th year), May 25, 1990, p.1

ROBOWSKY, MARTIN
Five (Democratic) legislators urge pay freeze (for 1991 salaries of 200 top county jobs), Nov 16, 1990, p.4
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ROGOWSKY, MARTIN L
Smaller airport plan urged (for Westchester modernized facility), Apr 13, 1990, p.5

ROH, JENNIFER
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.24
Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees... (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26
(National) Merit Scholarship semifinalists in SCS are named, Sep 21, 1990, p.14

ROH, LOUIS (DR)
Panessa cleared in accident death of US ambassador (Ruth Washington), Apr 27, 1990, p.1
Man (Aniello "Neil" Sepel) killed in plane crash (in Harrison's Rye Lake 6/14/90) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.3
Bones, bodies and clues, it's all in a day's work (for Dr. Louis Roh, medical examiner) (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.6
Bones, bodies and clues (cont. to describe medical examiner's profession), Sep 14, 1990, p.9

ROHAN, RICHARD
(SCS employees are) always there: (Absenteeism lowest in five years), Feb 16, 1990, p.1
Village Board Meeting (cont. housing discussion and notes salaries for village dept. heads), Aug 17, 1990, p.5

ROHLE, PETE
3-peat champs (winners of PRC's American League Men's softball title for third year) (photo), Aug 31, 1990, p.8

ROHRER, JUVELYN
Who's Afraid? (of Virginia Woolf production includes SCS cast members) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.19

ROHR, ROBERT
Bank of New York Salutes Junior High Speech Contest (photos), Apr 20, 1990, p.26

ROLLER, ROBYN
Three women who make a difference (Robyn Roller, Doris Tulcin, Susan Blumenfield) (photos), Oct 5, 1990, p.15
Dress rehearsal (for preparing Thanksgiving dinner given by Inter. Families Comm.) (photo), Nov 23, 1990, p.1

ROHANOFF, MICHAEL
Board of Appeals tables Scarsdale Ave office plan one more time (other applications noted), Dec 21, 1990, p.5

ROHNAS, SERENE
New officers for PT Council (are elected for 1990-91 school year) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.13
Twenty-six chosen for School Board Nominating Committee (election 1/22/90), Dec 14, 1990, p.3

ROONEY, ANDY
Minorities make an easy target (edit), Feb 23, 1990, p.7

ROONEY, JUNE
Photographed at fund raiser (for St Agnes Hospital) and Off to the races (for St Vincnet's) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.9

ROONEY, TIMOTHY
Photographed at fund raiser (for St Agnes Hospital) and Off to the races (for St Vincnet's) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.9

ROUSE, MEGHAN
12 little girls in 2 straight lines: (B. Hudgins' 5th graders celebrate Madeline's 50th b'day (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.4

ROUSE, ROBBIE
Poets confer (with Heathcote poet-in-residence for school-wide poetry reading) (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.12

ROUSEVELT, ELEANOR
A lesson about language from Eleanor Roosevelt (reflects on the crucial importance of language) (ltr, Apr 20, 1990, p.6

ROPSEN, DEREK
United Cookies of America (fourth graders admire their handmade U.S. cookie map) (photo), Feb 9, 1990, p.15

ROSE, ALISON
Fab foxes (4th grade Fox Meadow girls in 6-0 championship season) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19
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ROSE, DOUG
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

ROSE, DOUGLAS
Five top finishers, 225 winners in (annual) speech meet (at junior high) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.6
Bank of New York Salutes Junior High Speech Contest (photos), Apr 20, 1990, p.26

ROSE, ELLEN
New associate (has joined the Scarsdale real estate office of Houlihan/Lawrence) (photo), Mar 2, 1990, p.4

ROSE, EVE
(National) Merit Scholarship semifinalists in (SCS are named), Sep 21, 1990, p.14
One and All-Section selections (honored at Maroon & White's awards dinner) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

ROSE, NATASHA
The Bank of New York salutes The League of Women Voters (SCS) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.28

ROSELL, JAN
New employee at SCS Security Systems Inc (photo), Jan 19, 1990, p.4

ROSEMANN, ALISSA
At Greenacres, pop-up artists (design for Imagination Celebration) (photo), Apr 27, 1990, p.8

ROSEMANN, EVE (DR)
Tick talk from experts here: don't panic (advises Dr. Eve Rosemann with proper caution) (edit), Jun 15, 1990, p.6
Lyme disease real in SCS (says HS nurse in reply to ed 6/15/90, local cases noted) (ltr), Jun 22, 1990, p.6

ROSEN, ANN
Students learning ways to help others (is the purpose of the Peer Counselors) (photo), Mar 2, 1990, p.5
Scarsdale Family Counseling Service conference enlightens parents on teenage attitudes, Nov 23, 1990, p.8

ROSEN, ARIEL (PHOTO)
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24

ROSEN, JAY (DR)
(SCS) Chamber of Commerce has new leadership (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.5

ROSEN, MARTHA
Putting a funny face on it (are Edgewood fifth graders who created dolls in character study) (photo), Apr 5, 1990, p.14

ROSEN, MICHAEL
Damn Yankees with SHS touch (senior class production on 5/31, 6/1, 6/2/90) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.15

ROSEN, SHARI
Tennis: 3 up 3 down—Undefeated again? (as SCS HS girls team opens 1990 season), Oct 5, 1990, p.18

ROSENBACH, RUTH
Women cited (for work through Hadassah include local resident, Ruth Rosenbaum), Nov 2, 1990, p.11

ROSENSWEIG, DAVID Z
Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photos), Sep 14, 1990, p.26

ROSENTHAL, SHARON
State champions all (Raiders' girls varsity team takes state champs for 2nd year) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.14
One and All-Section selections (honored at Maroon & White's awards dinner) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

ROSENTHAL, TODD
Raiders (basketball teams) of '79 and '88 to play (benefit game) for the homeless, Feb 2, 1990, p.1
Raiders oldtimers (basketball teams 1979, 1988) win one for the homeless (photos), Mar 30, 1990, p.13

ROSENZWEIG, JESSICA
Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30
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ROSENZWEIG, RYFT
Friends (of Music and the Arts) bolster arts in the schools (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.15

ROSH HASHANAH
Sounds of a new year (as Rabbi Shira Milgram welcomes year 5751 at JCC White Plains) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.1
Jews observe 23-day cycle of celebrations (beginning with High Holy Days) (photo) (edit), Sep 21, 1990, p.6
Rosh Hashanah is only the beginning (of 23 day holiday celebration for Jews) (cont.) (edit), Sep 21, 1990, p.11

ROSHANDEL, KHALED
American Field Service fosters international understanding (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.13
Three from American Field Service to go abroad soon (E. Bench, R. Collins, D. Tessler) (photo), Jul 8, 1990, p.2

ROSSOFF, FRED
Parents urge earlier start for foreign language instruction; (Problems cited), Feb 9, 1990, p.1
Volunteers are resource, support for Adult School (as fall courses begin; titles noted), Sep 14, 1990, p.2
Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photos), Sep 14, 1990, p.26
Lines are drawn in language debate (teachers' committee and parents' views presented) (cont.), Oct 26, 1990, p.14

ROSSOFF, FRED (AU)
Why delay foreign language for K-6? (details reasons why some residents favor implementation) (ltr), Oct 26, 1990, p.6

ROSS, BRENDAN
Elementary rhythms (2nd graders read aloud and kinderg. celebrate "Festival Percussion") (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.12

ROSS, BAIL
Reading unites, delights these parents, kids (who have continued Book Club for years) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.6

ROSS, H V (AU)
Focal Points criticized (when residents were asked what stores would you like in SCS?) (ltr), Jul 27, 1990, p.6

ROSS, JENNIFER
At A~school graduation, warmth (and personal reflections about graduates) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.13

ROSS, JOHN R
A eulogy for the Town Club (historically reports founding and highlights) (edit), Oct 19, 1990, p.6

ROSS, TONY
S(CS) Summer Music Theatre will present Pajama Game for its 1990 musical, Mar 2, 1990, p.5
Musical extravaganzas fill the summer stage (as SSMT performs Pajama Game), Jul 20, 1990, p.13

ROSSI, ELIZABETH
Two swimming records for (Elizabeth) Rossi (at Westchester County Swimming Conference), Aug 3, 1990, p.14
Swimmers finish with win (in dual-meet season with 1-5 record) (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.9
(Elizabeth) Rossi paces SCS swim team in top county finish (photo), Aug 24, 1990, p.20
Girls' swimming wins one, (over Spring Valley/Ramapo) loses one (to John Jay) (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.18
One and All-Section selections (honored at Maroon & White's awards dinner) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

ROSSI, LAUREN
Swimmers finish with win (in dual-meet season with 1-5 record) (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.9

ROSSI, THOMAS (AU)
Archaic view on sports (defines selective classification procedure and supports it) (ltr), Jun 1, 1990, p.6

ROTARY CLUB-SCS
(SCS) Rotary (Club) serves in SCS and beyond (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.14
In the Easter spirit (the Rotary Club held egg-dyeing party for Children's Village) (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.3
Police are DARING to be different (Rotary Club funds school program at Heathcote), Oct 12, 1990, p.1
Honoring a past president (Dr. Louis Cohen is presented with citation) (photo), Oct 12, 1990, p.3
Volunteers (from Rotary Club) survey access to disabled (in village stores, buildings), Oct 12, 1990, p.4
Three (Paul Harris) fellows (name recipient, Larry Johnson, by SCS Rotary Club) (photo), Oct 12, 1990, p.4

ROTH, NANCY (REV)
At Church of St James the Less, Rector W J Winterrowd asks, is awakening near? (photo) (Prog Ed Supp), Jan 26, 1990, p.18
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ROTH, REVEREND NANCY
Three new books expand (Reverend Nancy Roth's) ministry (published over four months) (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.5

ROTH, ROBERT
At Church of St James the Less, Rector M J Winterrowd asks, is awakening near? (photo)(Prog Ed Supp), Jan 26, 1990, p.18

ROTHBERGER, FAITH
At A-school graduation, warmth and personal reflections about graduates (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.13

ROTHBERGER, SUSIE
To improve, teachers must learn to change (in their teaching methods) (edit), Mar 23, 1990, p.7
Reaching that 'inborn love of learning' (suggests needs of students to inquire and explore) (edit), Aug 31, 1990, p.7

ROTHBERGER, DANA
PRC Champs (Quaker Ridge girls softball 7th grade finishes with 5-1 record) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.24

ROTHBERGER, JANET
Hats off to the Village Voices (photo), May 18, 1990, p.2
Civic Club names officers (of first slate since joining of Town and Village clubs, 6/90), Aug 10, 1990, p.3
Citizens' Committee petition (for candidates' nominations) deadline nears (committee noted), Sep 21, 1990, p.3

ROTHCHILD, ELLEN
Bank of New York Salutes Charles Cunningham, SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of Year 1990 (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.22

ROTHCHILD, LOU
(SCS) Chamber (of Commerce has) new leadership (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.5
Bank of New York Salutes Charles Cunningham, SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of Year 1990 (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.22

ROTHCHILD, AMELIA
Other Voices: Tolerance—a prized SCS tradition (edit), Feb 23, 1990, p.6

ROTHCHILD, ERIC
School Board educated in the whys of Witches (as example of teaching techniques), Apr 6, 1990, p.16
(Shs) Class of '40 turns back the clock (to celebrate reunion) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.9
Farewell to a beloved teacher (memorializes Eugene Pisani) (edit), Jun 1, 1990, p.6
Teacher (Robert Conti) leaves a resounding legacy (graduate extols virtues of SCS teachers) (edit), Nov 23, 1990, p.7

ROTHCHILD, ERIC
The school bond issue: readers have their say (about upcoming vote) (ltr), Mar 23, 1990, p.6

ROUS, RICHARD
Richard Rous (dies), Apr 27, 1990, p.18

ROVIT, HUGH
Coming at you, the Scarsdale 15K crowd (in 21st annual 15 kilometer race) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.1

RUBENS, BEITH
Tunnel vision? (do citizens really want a 500-ft tunnel running through village?) (ltr), Oct 5, 1990, p.6

RUBENS, RACHEL
Get ready, Piccadilly, here come the SCS Devils (8th-grade soccer team) (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.5
Off to England (are SCS Devils, 8th grade girls onspring tour and playing trip) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.15

RUBIN, BENJAMIN
At A-school graduation, warmth and personal reflections about graduates (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.13

RUBIN, JON
Giving voice for United Way (SHS students participate in phonathon held at Julia B Fee) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.5

RUBIN, RACHEL
Kids take center stage this weekend (at SCS Junior High and at Mid-westchester Y) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.17

RUBINOWITZ, DAVID R
David R Rubinowitz (joins John Hancock Financial Services) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.10

RUBINOWITZ, SUSIE
State champions all (Raiders' girls varsity team takes state champs for 2nd year) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.14
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RUBINS, SCOTT
The real meaning of community (ltr), Jan 12, 1990, p.6

RUBINS, ZEL
SCS Neighborhood Assn. Residents urge involvement (list) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.10

RUBINSON, ADAM
GOP picks (Glenn)Bellitto to challenge (Nita)Lowey (for 20th Congressional District seat), Jun 8, 1990, p.1

RUBINSTEIN, DANIEL (DR)
Therapy by mail offered (by Dr. Daniel Rubinstein and Mariel Goldfarb), Jul 27, 1990, p.8

RUBINSTEIN, KENNETH
Weaver Street townhouses back on Planning Board agenda (for review of construction plans), Oct 5, 1990, p.1
Planning board reviews townhouse plans (for Weaver development, Heathcote Manor assn) (cont.), Oct 5, 1990, p.4
Townhouse plan has history of opposition (and review of events since 1988), Oct 5, 1990, p.4
Board of (Architectural) Review leans in favor of Heathcote Manor plan (townhouses), Nov 2, 1990, p.4
(Planning) Board approves attached houses on Weaver Street (Heathcote Manor; nine homes), Nov 30, 1990, p.1

RUBY, AARON
Tuesday’s ballot crowded with candidates (for governor, state controller, Congress, State Legis.), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

RUDERMAN, JEROLD
8 Slotnick eyes run for Congress (photo), Jan 19, 1990, p.1
8 Slotnick moves toward declaring (candidacy for 20th Congressional District), Feb 2, 1990, p.1
GOP hears pro-choice message, Feb 9, 1990, p.3
(SCS Republican Town Committee) hears P. Harrison’s pro-choice message, Feb 9, 1990, p.3
GOP picks (Glenn)Bellitto to challenge (Nita)Lowey (for 20th Congressional District seat), Jun 8, 1990, p.1
Panel named to choose bowl winner (W. McCreery, chairman, names members), Sep 21, 1990, p.4
Jewish Community Centers month proclaimed (and local Y is honored) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.10

RUDERMAN, JEROLD (AU)
The Y serves the entire community (edit), Mar 30, 1990, p.7

RUDERMAN, TERRY JANE
Civic Club names officers (of first slate since joining of Town and Village clubs, 6/90), Aug 10, 1990, p.3

RUGGIERO, VICTOR
Warren’s lawyer seeks dismissal of murder charges (on illegal-evidence tampering charge) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.1

RUIZ, MARIA
(Junior High news of dance in physical education program, letters to soldiers) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.18

RUNNING
Coming at you, the Scarsdale 15K crowd (in 21st annual 15 kilometer race) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.1
Stahr first in resurgent Scarsdale 15K (15 kilometer annual race) (photos), Apr 6, 1990, p.5
Winners every one (Fast Feats team in final lap of Veryfine Save the Children relay) (photo), Apr 27, 1990, p.9
Great day for a great race (as Fall Foliage Run heads down Boulevard) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.1
Turnout a record (of 350) for (10th annual Fall) Foliage run/walk; names and times noted) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.13

RUSCO, ADAM
(Westchester) County champions (all-star eight grade boys basketball) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.14

RUSCO, GREGORY

RUSCO, VITO
Vito Russo (appointed to Board of Trustees of Mt. Vernon Hospital) (photo), Oct 26, 1990, p.14

RUTH, RUTH
Croquet champ (Ruth Ruth won Lillian Drake Thies trophy by SCS Seniors) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.2

RUTHERFORD HALL
Justice without attorneys: a look at small claims court (in Rutherford Hall, SCS Village Court), Aug 17, 1990, p.1
RUTMAN, MARK C
Mark C Rutman (named managing director of LH&H Public Relations), Aug 24, 1990, p.4

RUTTENBERG, JULIE
Just in case, students take self-defense (karate course at American Legion Hall) (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.5

RYAN, F.C. (AU)
Don t raise sales tax (enumerates reasons for opinion) (ltr), Jul 6, 1990, p.6

RYAN, JENN
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.24
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26

RYBACK, CONSTANCE
Fox Meadow series focuses on life of Native Americans, Feb 2, 1990, p.19

SABATO, FRANK
Candidate nominated (for seats on Citizens Committee) (names noted), Oct 12, 1990, p.1

SACHS, BETH
A record class (is 15 member confirmation class, the largest group in years) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.14

SACHS, JOEL
FEIS approved for Winston estate; (Dickel Rd project criticized again), Feb 2, 1990, p.1

SACK, JERRY
On the wings of Eagles (Edgewood 8th graders win sixth consecutive championship) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.17

SAFE HOMES PROGRAM (SCS)
(Signing) The Safe Homes Pledge (one step in an effective awareness program) (ltr), Jan 26, 1990, p.6

SAFE RIDES PROGRAM-SCS
 Teens skits focus on drug risks (photo), May 18, 1990, p.3

SAFIER, JAIR
Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9

SAFIER, JOSHUA
Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9

SAFIAIN, KENNETH (AU)
What answer to violence? (details tragic homicide and offers societal commentary) (edit), Mar 16, 1990, p.7

SAFIAIN, ROBERT
Scarsdale (High) School) seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14

SAFISTEIN, MARCIA
Voting is Tuesday for (School Board) Nominating Committee (Candidates listed), Jan 19, 1990, p.1

SAGARIN, SARAH
Bank of New York salutes Eda and Stanley Newhouse and the SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.28

SAGINARIO, DANIEL
SCS resident V Goldberg to chair fundraiser for Mental Health (Assn), Feb 2, 1990, p.4

SAKOR, SUSAN (AU)
Recalling the Holocaust (condemns SCS Inquirer's choice of edit) (photo), Oct 5, 1990, p.6

SALEIN, JULIE
For special campers: stars and hula hoops (as disabled kids enjoy SCS Rec. Dept. programs) (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.3

SAIDMAN, LEMIS
(National) Merit Scholarship semifinalists in (SCS are named), Sep 21, 1990, p.14

SAIDMAN, SEITH
Undefeated Greenacres hardballers (are seventh grade A-team) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.22
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SAIGAL, ARJUN
(Heathcote) Fifth graders on the right circuit (with annual science fair) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.18

SAIHARA, JUNICHIRO
In seventh heaven (Fox Meadow seventh grade boys soccer won Recreation Dept. championship) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21

SAIHARA, TEDDY
Cougars: top cats in 1990 (Junior High SPRC champions are noted) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19

SAILBOAT RACING
Local sailor (Adam Merblow) sets course for 1992 Olympics (edit) (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.6

SAITO, MICHIO

SAITO, SHICHIRO

SALAVERRY, DANIELA
Swimmers finish with win (in dual-meet season with 1-5 record) (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.9

SALAVERRY, JOANNE
Voting is Tuesday for (School Board) Nominating Committee (Candidates listed), Jan 19, 1990, p.1

SLLES TAX
(County) Sales tax looks good to local leaders (to raise money for localities), Apr 13, 1990, p.1

SALK, JONAS
Has Jonas Salk done it again? (details Salk’s research and politics involved) (edit), Oct 26, 1990, p.7

SALLES, RICHARD
Friends (of Music and the Arts) bolster arts in the schools (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.15

SALLINGER, PENNY
Maroon and White’s tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26

SALOMONE, ERNEST (DEACON)
IHM involves members in many ways (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19

SALTZSTEIN, DAN
(Dan Saltzstein, junior at Alternative School was) Awarded fellowship by (Nat. Endow. for Humanities), Mar 16, 1990, p.12

SALVATERRA, POLLY KINSEBURY
Scarsdale students dance up a storm (at Steffi-Nossen School’s spring concert) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.17

SALVATERRA, RICHARD
Friends (of Music and the Arts) teacher (Richard Salvaterra) honored (to be included in Who’s Who), Nov 2, 1990, p.17
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SALVATION ARMY

The Bank of New York Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photos), Oct 12, 1990, p.32

SALZ, LINDSAY

Get ready, Piccadilly, here come the SCS Devils (8th-grade soccer team) (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.5

Off to England (are SCS Devils, 8th grade girls on spring tour and playing trip) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.15

Samaritan House

Volunteers try to fill the gap by helping house homeless (describing various shelters), Aug 17, 1990, p.2

Samstag, GORDON

Gordon Samstag (dies), Mar 23, 1990, p.14

Samuels, Vivian

The school bond issue: readers have their say (about upcoming vote) (ltr), Mar 23, 1990, p.6

Samuelson, WENDY

Voting is Tuesday for (School Board) Nominating Committee (Candidates listed) Jan 19, 1990, p.1

Slip-up costs candidate S Stauffer spot on (School Board Nominating Committee; Fourteen elected) Jan 26, 1990, p.1

Lines are drawn in language debate (teachers' committee and parents' views presented) (cont), Oct 26, 1990, p.14

Samuelson, WENDY (AU)

The school bond issue: readers have their say (about upcoming vote) (ltr), Mar 23, 1990, p.6

'A bright light' (after Greenacres fire is displayed by community efforts) (ltr; May 25, 1990, p.6

How about downtown daycare? (suggestion made from public meeting about downtown plans) (ltr; Oct 12, 1990, p.7

SANCHEZ, VANESSA

SHS student (Vanessa Sanchez) wins art scholarship (Art Portfolio Competition), Apr 13, 1990, p.12

Sansberg, Shana

FRC Champs (Quaker Ridge girls softball 7th grade finishes with 5-1 record) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.24

Sangberg, Stuart (REV)

IHN involves members in many ways (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19

Sandeman, Sanford

Appeals board makes non-conformities legal (by granting variances; pool applications noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.3

Sander, Wolfgang


SCS Antiques return to running form for Tuckahoe Classic 2- and 5-mile events, Sep 14, 1990, p.15

Sandleitner, Chris

One and All-Section selections (honored at Maroon & White's awards dinner) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21

Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

Sanitation Dept-SCS

One of the crew (Stephen Collins spends third summer as intern with sanitation dept) (photo), Aug 17, 1990, p.4

Sangone, Joseph

Scarsdale High School honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted) Oct 19, 1990, p.12

Santa Claus

Letters to you Know who (mailbox set up by various merchants for letters to Santa) Dec 7, 1990, p.5

Winsome miss meets jolly old elf (Kevin Healy plays Santa for Arthur Manor Assn) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.1

Santangelo, Francis

D Agostino (Nick) buying Pippin's (scheduling the opening of Heathcote Crossing) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.1

Santangelo, George

US envoy R Washington killed in Central Avenue crash (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.1

Santangelo, George (AU)

Lawyer (G L Santangelo) criticizes (Washington/Panessa) accident story (ltr), Feb 2, 1990, p.6
SCARSDALE DEVILS
Oft to England tare SCS Devils, 8th grade girls onspring and playing trip) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.15

SCARSDALE REALTY CORPORATION
Penn Central is chosen developer (for Freightway and Depot Place sites) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.1

SCARSDALE'S PLAZA THEATRE
Back then, when movie houses were paradise (nostalgically describes old movie houses) (edit), Aug 3, 1990, p.7

SCHAEFER, ERIC
On the wings of Eagles (Edgewood 8th graders win sixth consecutive championship) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.17

SCHAEFER, KARINE
(National) Merit Scholarship) semifinalists in (SCS are named), Sep 21, 1990, p.14

SCHAEFFER, JOHN
Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9

SCHAEFFER, KARENE

SCHAEFFER, STEVE
Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9

SCHAFER, JOHN
GOP picks (Glenn) Biltito to challenge (Nita) Lowey (for 20th Congressional District seat), Jun 8, 1990, p.1
( Carol) Bellamy, (John) Schafer win primaries in low turnout (9/11/90), Sep 14, 1990, p.1
Candidates keep 3-way race for 20th Congressional District clean and quiet (photo), Oct 26, 1990, p.1
League of Women Voters debate Monday (10/29/90 for annual candidates' meeting), Oct 26, 1990, p.1
Lively exchanges at League of Women Voters debate (as Congressional candidates meet at SPL), Nov. 2, 1990, p.1
Tuesday's ballot crowded with candidates (for governor, state controller, Congress, State Legis.), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

SCHAN, LAURENCE (AU)
(Zoning) Law meant to preserve quality of life (itrl), Jan 12, 1990, p.6

SCHAN, MICHAEL
In seventh heaven (For Meadow seventh grade boys' soccer won Recreation Dept. championship) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21

SCHANDLER, JOHN
(White Plains Hospital president) J Schandler blames regulations for state's health-care crisis, Jan 26, 1990, p.3
Volunteers (from White Plains Hospital, New York Hospital and United Hospital are honored) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.8

SCHANDLER, JOHN B (AU)
Medical gridlock threatens us all (so we need the State Legislature to intervene) (edit), Apr 13, 1990, p.7

SCAPPS, STEPHANIE
Local United Nations holds annual conference (for Choice program) (photo), May 4, 1990, p.16

SCAPPS, SUZANNE
Parents urge earlier start for foreign language instruction; (Problems cited), Feb 9, 1990, p.1

SCHERF, DORIS
Seniors told of housing options (presented by Older Women's League and Scarsdale Seniors), Mar 23, 1990, p.11

SCHERF, SCOTT
Cougars: top cats in 1990 (Junior High SPRC champions are noted) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19

SCHETTER, SHIRLEY
Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees. (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26

SCHETTER FAMILY
Celebrating the first day of fall (on season's last Sunday of parkway bike riding) (photo), Sep 28, 1990, p.1

SCHETTER, JOHN
School doors unchained in response to protest (of fire regulations at high school), Jun 15, 1990, p.3
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SCHERF, JOHN (AU)
Well, I'll swear! (corrects 5/25/90 Inquirer photo and describes wildlife) (edit), Jun 8, 1990, p.6

SCHERING, AYLDSON
Greener April burns (cont. fire incident and plans for school fair) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.20

SCHILLER, HELEN
Art Association presents (annual) awards to artists' at Woman's Club (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.5

SCHILLERSTROM, TOM
A cup to be proud of (Wilson Cup winners at SCS Golf Club) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.11

SCHLAM, STEVE (RAV)
New rabbi (Steve Schlam was named assistant to Rabbi Grauer at Hebrew Institute, WP), Aug 10, 1990, p.12

SCHLEGEL, I.A.L. (AU)
Cup may be hazardous to the health (in 19A Dickel Road land development) (letter), Mar 9, 1990, p.6

SCHLEHEIN, THOMAS
Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees... (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26

SCHLEITER, RICHARD
Board of Education (tenure appointments named), May 25, 1990, p.17

SCHLEITER, RICHARD (DR)
Dial Scarsdale-1 for schools: (Fourth new telephone exchange installed at schools; Numbers listed), Jan 12, 1990, p.1
33% increase in state aid to schools may be illusory (it is too soon to tell), May 25, 1990, p.1
School Board elects (Robert) November, (Evelyn) Stock (at annual reorganization) (photo), Jul 6, 1990, p.1

SCHLENKER, PHILIP
Schools to replace disputed windows; (Project now at 25.IH; Proposed (SHS) wing discussed) (photo), Feb 2, 1990, p.1
Praise for preservation law (letter), Feb 9, 1990, p.7

SCHNEIDER, AMY
Pajama Game brings back 50s Broadway (for SCS Summer Music Theatre) (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.13
Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

SCHNEIDER, OR A D
Dr A D Schneider (dies), Dec 7, 1990, p.15

SCHNEIDERMAN, AMY
Local riders make strides in just 10 lessons (at Boulder Brook) (photo), Feb 9, 1990, p.6
Heavens to Mozart by fifth graders (at Fox Meadow school) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.20

SCHNEIDERMAN, EDWARD
Restrictions on demolition (of historically significant buildings) proposed (at Village Bd hearing), Jan 12, 1990, p.1

SCHNEIDERMAN, EDWARD (AU)
Praise for preservation law (letter), Feb 9, 1990, p.7

SCHNEIDERMAN, JASON
A conversation with Ginger (the horse for joint Earth Day/Flag Day celebration) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.18
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SCHNUFF, STEVEN (AU)
It's off to college (reminisces a personal first-time departure for college) (edit), Aug 31, 1990, p.7

SCHOEN, HEATHER
Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9

SCHOEN, HERB
Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9

SCHOEN, JEANINE
Scarsdale High School honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.12

SCHOEN, MARIAN
Having a party? YES says give us a call (Staff listed) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.10

SCHENHAUS, TED
It's not all fun and games in 'Toyland' (by SCS author Sydney Stern) (photo) (edit), Aug 10, 1990, p.6

SCHENTHALER, ROBERT
Scarsdale Golf club elects new leadership, Feb 9, 1990, p.5

SCHOFETZ, CATHERINE
Fab foxes (4th grade Fox Meadow girls in 6-0 championship season) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19

SCHOLAR'S WAY
Scholar's Way (new path created by Boy Scouts between Dean Field and library) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.3

SCHOLARSHIPS AND FELLOWSHIPS
(SCS) Foundation offers college aid (to Scarsdale college students), Mar 9, 1990, p.5
(Dan Saltzstein, junior at Alternative School was awarded fellowship by Nat. Endow. for Humanities), Mar 16, 1990, p.12
Hitchcock kids go south (McClellanville, S.C.) to aid Hurricane Hugo's victims (photo) (edit), Jul 20, 1990, p.6

SCHOOL BOARD ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEE-SCS
School Board election process in need of contributions (village mailing sent), Dec 28, 1990, p.5

SCHOOL BOARD NOMINATING COMMITTEE-SCS
Voting is Tuesday for (School Board) Nominating Committee (Candidates listed), Jan 19, 1990, p.1

SCHULLE, ROGER
FEIS approved for Winston estate; (Dickel Rd project criticized again), Feb 2, 1990, p.1
Art Association presents (annual) awards (to artists at Woman's Club) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.5
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SCHOOL BOARD NOMINATING COMMITTEE-SCS continued

School nominees (for School Board Nominating Committee are biographically sketched) (photo), Mar 16, 1990, p.8
Unit boundaries criticized (ltr), Jun 15, 1990, p.6
Keep the public informed of amendment votes and schedules (edit), Jun 22, 1990, p.6
Committee petitions due (deadline for candidacy petitions is 12/08/90), Oct 26, 1990, p.3
Nomination deadline (for petitions for candidacy of School Board Nominating Committee), Dec 7, 1990, p.5
Twenty-six chosen for School Board Nominating Committee (election 1/22/90), Dec 14, 1990, p.3

SCHOOL BUILDINGS

School renovation update (by P. Girolfo indicates work proceeding on budget), Dec 28, 1990, p.1

SCHOOL BUILDINGS-SCS

Hiring of (construction firm) manager to oversee school construction is imminent, Sep 14, 1990, p.1

SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS

Retiring principal Dr V Dempsey, district clerk D Bajak hailed (at Board of Education meeting), Jan 26, 1990, p.1

SCHOOL BUSES

Bus safety: all drivers, all the time (suggests sound rules for safety) (photo), Sep 28, 1990, p.12
Warming coats n' warning skirts for kids (Danger Zones added to buses; Coats for Kids) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.23

SCHOOL NURSES

In the school nurses' offices: miracle cures (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.6

SEE ALSO NURSES AND NURSING

SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS AND PRINCIPALS

Retiring principal Dr V Dempsey, district clerk D Bajak hailed (at Board of Education meeting), Jan 26, 1990, p.1
(New York Knicks' T Tucker's shot shines spotlight on IHM principal's other job, Jan 26, 1990, p.5
(Fourth grader E Kessler writes retiring Dr V Dempsey is) 'A wonderful principal' (ltr), Feb 25, 1990, p.6
School Board elects (Robert) November, (Evelyn) Stock (at annual reorganization) (photo), Jul 6, 1990, p.1
Three educators (R. Hibschatz, J. McCance, P. Luisi) explore Japan (on 13-day summer trip), Aug 3, 1990, p.1
Impressions of Japan (cont. details of summer Japanese trip to view education), Aug 3, 1990, p.2
New EHS administrator (Susan Grotz) named (assistant principal, local resident) (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.13

SEE ALSO INDIVIDUAL NAMES

SCHOOL-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PTA SCHOLARSHIP FUND

Drake-Edgewood gives $1000 (to local community organizations), Jun 8, 1990, p.2

SCHOOLS-EMT

New EHS administrator (Susan Grotz) named (assistant principal, local resident) (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.13

SCHOOLS-EMT-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS

A room without windows (describes additional gymnasium, concerns for design) (ltr), Dec 21, 1990, p.6

SCHOOLS-EMT-SEELY PLACE

Fire breaks in two local schools (Grenacres gym is damaged; Seeley Place classrooms) (photos), May 18, 1990, p.1
Challenges, not problems (as schools' adjust to crises presented by fire) (edit), May 25, 1990, p.6

SCHOOLS-MAINTENANCE

Quaker Ridge boilers off, but heat is on in school district, Sep 28, 1990, p.1
Boiler woes (cont. description of Quaker Ridge boiler project), Sep 28, 1990, p.16
Quaker Ridge) work re-bid, contract awarded (to A.K. &S Contractors Inc.; Honors English noted), Oct 12, 1990, p.13

SCHOOLS-SCARSDALE-HEALTHCOTE

United Cookies of America!fourth graders admire their handmade U.S. cookie map) (photo), Feb 9, 1990, p.15

SCHOOLS-SCS

Dial Scarsdale-I for schools: (Fourth new telephone exchange installed at schools; Numbers listed), Jan 12, 1990, p.1
In the year of the bond issue, learning still comes first (photo) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.1
Welcome back! (to new school term 1990-91) (edit), Aug 31, 1990, p.6
Back to School (Suppl. 24 p.) (photos), Aug 31, 1990, p.9
Fox Meadow mirrors first day of school in SCS (as teachers and students greet and prepare) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.1
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SCHOOLS-SCS-ALCOTT MONTESSORI
Making new friends in cultural exchange between Alcott and Kodomo Kuni schools (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.16

SCHOOLS-SCS-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL
A-School renovations (have kept historical look to old Boy Scout House) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.19
School project called 'ill-conceived' (by architect who criticizes design process) (ltr), Apr 27, 1990, p.6
The superintendent replies (to architect Behr's comments on A-school design) (ltr), Apr 27, 1990, p.6
Student environmentalists make paper recycling a reality at SHS, May 11, 1990, p.1
Alternative faces (are face painters from annual benefit fair held by A-school) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.1
A Wara occasion (was Alternative School graduation for students and teachers) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.1
A-School graduation, warmth (and personal reflections about graduates) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.13
Joint school, village efforts unique (as open exchange of ideas among educators and village), Aug 31, 1990, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-ALUMNI
SHS '41ers seek all classmates for 50th reunion (their first) (missing classmates noted), Aug 10, 1990, p.8

SCHOOLS-SCS-ART EXHIBITIONS
Unmasking student art (at elementary and junior high art show held at library) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.13

SCHOOLS-SCS-CALENDAR
Community effort (complimented for annual task of coordinating Calendar) (ltr), Aug 31, 1990, p.6
Community calendar (1990-91, delivered to every residence, 8000 copies, joint project) (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.4
SEE ALSO CALENDARS

SCHOOLS-SCS-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
Deficiencies displayed in tours of Greenacres and Edgewood (schools) (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.1
Hearing to give public last chance to comment on school bond issue (illus), Jan 26, 1990, p.1
(School) Facilities problems must be faced—now (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.1
Board of Education finalizes plan for renovating schools, Feb 9, 1990, p.1
No more unpleasant surprises (with proposed school bond issue) (edit), Feb 9, 1990, p.6
Any other 10-year improvements (in school renovation budget besides windows)? (ltr), Feb 16, 1990, p.6
Forum Monday on bond issue (will present proposed renovations for voting public to understand), Mar 9, 1990, p.1
For the bond issue (parents support so that Greenacres School can improve heating) (ltr), Mar 9, 1990, p.6
We will be voting Against the bond issue (ltr), Mar 9, 1990, p.6
One more time, voters ask about (school renovation) bond issue (to take place 3/27/90), Mar 16, 1990, p.1
Voters to decide on $25M school rehab plan (when vote takes place 3/27/90) (tables), Mar 23, 1990, p.1
The school bond issue: readers have their say (about upcoming vote) (ltr), Mar 23, 1990, p.6
School plan makes sense (for upcoming bond issue that will allow renovations) (edit), Mar 23, 1990, p.6
These are our schools. They need our help. (Full page ad for bond vote), Mar 23, 1990, p.26
Voters say yes to renovation of schools (in large turnout village election) (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.1
Scarsdale voted its values (when it supported the school renovations bond issue) (edit), Apr 6, 1990, p.6
A case for contested elections (criticizes prior school boards' priorities) (ltr), Apr 27, 1990, p.6
School renovation update (by P. Gisolfi indicates work proceeding on budget), Dec 28, 1990, p.1
School renovations (are reported to be proceeding) (cont from p 1), Dec 28, 1990, p.18

SCHOOLS-SCS-CHOICE
They didn't start the fire either (is Choice's version of Billy Joel song), May 25, 1990, p.13

SCHOOLS-SCS-CURRICULUM
What about a high school pool? (Harrison asks SCS Board of Ed to consider in 1990), Mar 2, 1990, p.1
Telfer: start language study early (outlines needs for language instruction to begin earlier), Mar 9, 1990, p.1
School Board educated in the whys of witches (as example of teaching techniques), Apr 6, 1990, p.16
A lesson about language from Eleanor Roosevelt (reflects on the crucial importance of language) (ltr, Apr 20, 1990, p.6
Curriculum... (cont. from Board of Education meeting includes "bias reduction imperative"), Sep 14, 1990, p.10
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SCHOOLS-SCS-DRUG ABUSE RESISTANCE EDUCATION PROGRAM
(SCS) School trying drug-prevention plan: (DARE pilot program to debut next fall) (photo), Feb 16, 1990, p.5
Police are DAREing to be different: (Rotary Club funds school program at Heathcote), Oct 12, 1990, p.1
Honoring a past president: (Dr. Louis Cohen is presented with citation) (photo), Oct 12, 1990, p.3

SCHOOLS-SCS-EDGECOOD
ESL students learn far more than a language: (photo), Jan 5, 1990, p.6
Deficiencies displayed in tours of Greenacres and Edgewood (schools) (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.1
Parents urge earlier start for foreign language instruction; (Problems cited), Feb 9, 1990, p.1
No lockout in Scarsdale as baseball players enjoy heat at Edgewood School: (photo), Mar 16, 1990, p.1
Local (Edgewood) teacher (Cora Five) wins (professional best leadership) award, Apr 6, 1990, p.14
Putting a funny face on it: (are Edgewood fifth graders who created dolls in character study) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.14
Edgewood fair: (Sat. May 12, 1990, rain or shine and theme will be star-spangled fairground) (photo), May 4, 1990, p.16
Edgewood kids draw on trip to SHS (sketching artwork of their choice) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.15
Dempsey (Dr. Vincent) to be honored by Edgewood PTA on his retirement), May 25, 1990, p.15
New Edgewood principal (Scott Houseknecht) chosen (and introduced by SCS Board of Ed) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.1
Edgewood teachers (Cora Lee Five and Sylvia Nissen) noted (for professional activities), Jun 15, 1990, p.18
Dempsey's last day: (retiring principal at Edgewood enjoys goodbye gift from children) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.1
Edgewood farewell to (Dr Vincent) Dempsey (who is retiring principal), Jun 29, 1990, p.22
Safe crossings: (at Edgewood because of Frances Capece, crossing guard for 27 years) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.22
While pupils on vacation play, Edgewood principal (Dr. Scott Houseknecht) settles in (photo), Jul 20, 1990, p.1
Edgewood principal (Dr. Scott Houseknecht settles in to new position) (cont), Jul 20, 1990, p.5
Edgewood PTA appoints committees (officers noted), Sep 21, 1990, p.14
The science of bubbleology: (as Edgewood first graders demonstrate principles) (photo), Oct 5, 1990, p.17
Vandalism in Edgewood: reality or a public relations problem? (meeting reported on and issues noted), Nov 16, 1990, p.1
School daze (Jonathan Hale teaches children to identify trees and basics of climbing) (photo), Nov 18, 1990, p.14
Living and giving (students from Heathcote and Edgewood think of world at holidays) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.24
Musical for kids at Edgewood: (Pushcart Players to perform 12/14/90) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.20
Warning coats n' warning skirts for kids (Danger Zones added to buses; Coats for Kids) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.23
Players play: (Pushcart Players perform for Edgewood students and PTA) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.18
Asian tones (professional Japanese musician visits third grade class focusing on Japan) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.19

SCHOOLS-SCS-EDGECOOD-PTA-REWARDS, PRIZES, ETC
(Freedom Foundation George Washington) Honor Medal presented to Edgewood PTA (photo), Feb 2, 1990, p.19

SCHOOLS-SCS-EMPLOYEES
School Board elects (Robert) November, (Evelyn) Stock (at annual reorganization) (photo), Jul 6, 1990, p.1
Dempsey (Dr. Vincent) to be honored by Edgewood PTA on his retirement), May 25, 1990, p.13

SCHOOLS-SCS-ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE PROGRAM
ESL students learn far more than a language (photo), Jan 5, 1990, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-FOREIGN LANGUAGE
Foreign language on school agenda (as community and teachers consider adding to curriculum), Sep 14, 1990, p.1
Foreign language consensus elusive (as schools and residents try to evaluate research), Oct 5, 1990, p.1
Begin foreign language early (resident describes personal experience and advantages) (ltr), Oct 19, 1990, p.6
Teachers oppose foreign language (to be brought in to curriculum on elementary levels), Oct 26, 1990, p.1
My delay foreign language for K-6? (details reasons why some residents favor implementation) (ltr), Oct 26, 1990, p.6
Lines are drawn in language debate (teachers' committee and parents' views presented) (cont), Oct 26, 1990, p.14
Take experts' advice: delay foreign language (for reasons outlined by committee) (edit), Nov 2, 1990, p.6
Board urges to reject K-6 foreign language program (by teachers report and Superintendent), Nov 9, 1990, p.1
Hibsch's Statement (excerpts from recommendation to School Board on foreign language), Nov 9, 1990, p.19
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SCHOOLS-SCS-FOREIGN LANGUAGE continued
Columnist in the Dark Ages (I. Sloan angers resident by comments "good women of PI") (litr), Nov 16, 1990, p.6
State to half school funds (cont. account of latest news from Albany; foreign language noted), Nov 23, 1990, p.24
Fast action urged on language study (by resident who participated on Committee) (litr), Nov 30, 1990, p.7
Final plea heard for K-6 language (at Board of Education meeting), Dec 7, 1990, p.1
Foreign language (cont coverage of Board of Education meeting with Dr John Rassias) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.16
Embracing the inevitable (details School Board's evaluation of curriculum in near future) (edit), Dec 14, 1990, p.6
PT Council: priorities and goals (advocates ongoing evaluation of the school day) (litr), Dec 14, 1990, p.6
Board rejects K-6 language program (following year-long debate; additional recommendations), Dec 21, 1990, p.1
School board sikes K-6 language (program, citing reasons) (cont), Dec 21, 1990, p.16

SCHOOLS-SCS-FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROGRAM
Parents urge earlier start for foreign language instruction; (Problems cited), Feb 9, 1990, p.1
Telfer: start language study early (outlines needs for language instruction to begin earlier), Mar 9, 1990, p.1
New principal for Edgewood (prejudice reduction, foreign language and math team Board reports), Jun 8, 1990, p.10
For 21st century, foreign languages (should be included in curriculum) (litr), Nov 2, 1990, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-FOX MEADOW
(Wooster) Ridge the) Best site for Child Care (Assn) (litr), Jan 26, 1990, p.6
Fox Meadow series focuses on life of Native Americans, Feb 2, 1990, p.19
(Fox Meadow School) is teepee territory; (Tipi led demonstrates native American teepee) (photo), Feb 16, 1990, p.12
Historic houses modeled (at Wayside Cottage for Fox Meadow students) (photo), Mar 3, 1990, p.19
Wheels (a musical, was presented by Fox Meadow fifth grade chorus for Seniors and parents) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.14
Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photos), Jun 8, 1990, p.20
A conversation with Singer (the horse for joint Earth Day/Flag Day celebration) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.18
Daniel D (Tomkins) remembered (by Fox Meadow students in assembly) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.22
Hot bids (will be put out again to contractors for heating systems at QR and FH), Jul 20, 1990, p.1
Fox Meadow mirrors first day of school in SCS (as teachers and students greet and prepare) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.1
The Indians were hungry (Fox Meadow youngsters prepare Thanksgiving feast) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.1
Schools here in music program (funded by Ciba-Geigy presenting New Orchestra in Mozart), Nov 30, 1990, p.24
Heavens to Mozart' by fifth graders at Fox Meadow school (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.20
'Heavens to Mozart' by fifth graders (at Fox Meadow school) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.20
Reading unites, delights these parents, kids who have continued Book Club for years) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.6
School renovation update (by P. Giolfiti indicates work proceeding on budget), Dec 28, 1990, p.1
A pet shop opens in SCS (to assist Elmsford Animal Shelter) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.8

SCHOOLS-SCS-FOX MEADOW-ARTIST IN RESIDENCE PROGRAM
Fox Meadow series focuses on life of Native Americans, Feb 2, 1990, p.19

SCHOOLS-SCS-FOX MEADOW-PTA
Fox Meadow series focuses on life of Native Americans, Feb 2, 1990, p.19

SCHOOLS-SCS-FRIENDS OF MUSIC AND THE ARTS
Friends of Music and the Arts) bolster arts in the schools (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.15

SCHOOLS-SCS-GRADUATION
Counter-commencement (narrative about good life and personal contentment) (edit), Jun 15, 1990, p.6
Students protest college survey (which probes their personal futures) (cont.), Jun 22, 1990, p.13
Graduation 1990 (Suppl. 28 p) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.0
Up and away (SCS High School class of 1990 celebrates traditional ceremony) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.1
Maroon survey; barometer of a bourgeois community (disagrees with Maroon survey 6/22/90) (litr), Jun 29, 1990, p.6
Some thoughts on the graduation season (edit), Jun 29, 1990, p.7
Proud of youth (and interested to see future plans of SCS graduates) (litr), Jul 6, 1990, p.6
SCHOOLS-SCS-GRADUATION continued

A grad's gratitude (for SIS High School) (ltr), Jul 13, 1990, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-GREENACRES

Deficiencies displayed in tours of Greenacres and Edgewood (schools) (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.1
Child Care (Assn of SCS) will relocate to Quaker Ridge School, Jan 19, 1990, p.1
12 little girls in 2 straight lines: (B Hudgins' 5th graders celebrate Madeline's 50th b day (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.4
(Quaker Ridge the) Best site for Child Care (Assn) (ltr), Jan 26, 1990, p.6
They'll be sorry when (Child Care Assn's Greenacres location) is gone (ltr), Feb 2, 1990, p.6
Child Care (Assn of SCS) to leave Greenacres (School) (photo p 17), Feb 16, 1990, p.1
For the bond issue (parents support so that Greenacres School can improve heating) (ltr), Mar 9, 1990, p.6
At Greenacres, pop-up artists (design for Imagination Celebration) (photo), Apr 27, 1990, p.8
Fire breaks in two local schools (Greenacres gym is damaged; Seeley Place classrooms) (photos), May 18, 1990, p.1
Greenacres gym burns (cont. fire incident and plans for school fair) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.20
School Board invokes emergency step to restore Greenacres gym (quickly), May 25, 1990, p.1
Challenges, not problems (as schools adjust to crises presented by fire) (edit), May 25, 1990, p.6
' A bright light' (after Greenacres fire is displayed by community efforts) (ltr), May 25, 1990, p.6
(David Smith leaving Greenacres (post of head custodian after 24 years) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.18
Gym repair cost set at $300,000; work to be completed by school's start), Jun 29, 1990, p.1
Celebrating the Fourth of July (at Greenacres, Arthur Manor and the SCS Pool) (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.3
Blessed to receive ($300 to Greenacres Library by Ishjichi family as they leave) (edit), Jul 20, 1990, p.6
Playground violates privacy, Greenacres neighbors (on Putnam Road and Sage Terrace) say (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.1
School taps construction manager (noting that Greenacres gym is nearly renovated), Sep 14, 1990, p.10
Greenacres gig (PTA holds annual fundraiser 10/27/90; funds for after-school clubs, cultural arts), Oct 26, 1990, p.13
School daze (National Geographic Awareness Week leads third graders to create version of SCS map), Nov 16, 1990, p.14
Greenacres is the (1st) place to be (for fifth grade boys and sixth grade girls) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.24

SCHOOLS-SCS-GREENACRES-GIFTS, LEGACIES, ETC

Retiring principal Dr V Dempsey, district clerk D Bajak hailed (at Board of Education meeting), Jan 26, 1990, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HEATHCOTE

Child Care (Assn of SCS) will relocate to Quaker Ridge School), Jan 19, 1990, p.1
Child Care (Assn of SCS) to leave Greenacres (School) (photo p 17), Feb 16, 1990, p.1
Poets confer (with Heathcote poet-in-residence for school-wide poetry reading) (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.12
A perfect season (for Heathcote fourth grade girls who had 10-0 record) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.14
Just clamoring around (are kindergartners and 5th graders in circus) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.15
(Heathcote) Fifth graders on the right circuit (with annual science fair) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.18
Peanuts and crackerjacks (as Heathcote first graders sing about the seasons) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.22
Cellists convene (for Cello Day in SCS with Jean Peale, strings teacher), Jun 29, 1990, p.22
Fox Meadow mirrors first day of school in SCS (as teachers and students greet and prepare) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.1
Police are DAREing to be different (Rotary Club funds school program at Heathcote), Oct 12, 1990, p.1
Fire prevention is awesome! (is the message as Heathcote students visit Truck Day) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.1
Elementary rhythms (2nd graders read aloud and kinderg. celebrate "Festival Percussion") (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.12
Hot shop, cool customers (Pencilmania, the 4th graders supply store is success) (photo), Oct 26, 1990, p.13
Play the game, clean up the field (residents criticize Heathcote Field's condition) (ltr), Nov 16, 1990, p.6
School daze (WESTHELP given 1500 lbs. of clothing by Heathcote, N. Lipton & D. Weiser) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.14
Living and giving (students from Heathcote and Edgewood think of world at holidays) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.24

SCHOOLS-SCS-HEATHCOTE-HIGH SCHOOL

Cutting loose! (SHS seniors get in mood for a week off with senior breakfast) (photo), Feb 23, 1990, p.3
What about a high school pool? (Harrison asks SCS Board of Ed to consider in 1990), Mar 2, 1990, p.1
A-School renovations (have kept historical look to old Boy Scout House) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.19
Juniors-what to do before next September (outlines upcoming college choice process) (edit), Apr 20, 1990, p.7
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL continued

Natural Science (in High School's annual earth science field trip) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.13
League of Women Voters takes seniors (high school students) to Albany (to examine state process), May 25, 1990, p.13
School doors unchained in response to protest (of fire regulations at high school), Jun 15, 1990, p.3
Dress rehearsal (for preparing Thanksgiving dinner given by Inter. Families Comm.) (photo), Nov 23, 1990, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-ALUMNI

Raiders (basketball teams) of '79 and '88 to play (benefit game) for the homeless, Feb 2, 1990, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS

Hearing to give public last chance to comment on school bond issue (illus), Jan 26, 1990, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-CHEERLEADERS

Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-CLASS OF '68

Scholar's Way (new path created by Boy Scouts between Dean Field and library) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.3

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-CONCLUSION

Plan would open SHS to elite junior high athletes (discussion at Board of Ed. meeting), May 11, 1990, p.8

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-DRAMA CLUB

Theatrical circles (SCS High Drama Club performs "Miracles, Miracles" 10/12-13/90) (photo), Oct 12, 1990, p.13

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-ESL

ES(noe)l (High school students celebrate holidays at ESL party), Dec 21, 1990, p.18

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-EXAMINATIONS

Counter-commencement (narrative about good life and personal contentment) (edit), Jun 15, 1990, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-GRADE 12

"What are your college plans?" None of your business, say some (to annual survey by Maroon), Jun 22, 1990, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-INTERNSHIP

Bold and savvy (was Philip Noble's countercommencement column) (ltr), Jul 20, 1990, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-LIBRARY

Senior internship program at SHS (in third year has allowed seniors work experience), Dec 21, 1990, p.19

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-REUNIONS

Hearing to give public last chance to comment on school bond issue (illus), Jan 26, 1990, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-ROTC

Schools to replace disputed windows; (Project now at 25.1M; Proposed (SHS) wing discussed) (photo), Feb 2, 1990, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-ORCHESTRA


SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-OUTLOOK CENTER

(Outlook) Center has new Outlook on TV (supervised by George Cousins, work on Channel 36), Dec 7, 1990, p.20

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PTA

$41,000 raised to aid college students (and community is thanked for support) (ltr), Jun 29, 1990, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PTA SCHOLARSHIP FUND

(SHS PTA Scholarship) Fund gets a ($500) boost (from Manhattan Savings Bank) (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.2
(SCS High School PTA) Scholarship fund faces new demands (for meeting students needs) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.3
Scholarship fund (PTA High School) launches (annual village-wide) appeal, Nov 16, 1990, p.9
Scouts (Troop 99) aid (PTA) scholarship fund (by stuffing envelopes) (photo), Nov 23, 1990, p.5
Three worthy causes (PTA Fund, SCS Volunteer Ambulance and SCS Senior Housing noted) (edit), Nov 23, 1990, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-CLASS OF '40

Way we were ... and are (reflects on values and achievements of class of 1968) (edit), Oct 19, 1990, p.7

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-CLASS OF '68

No reunion for these three (graduates who received invitations too late to plan) (ltr), Oct 5, 1990, p.6
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-REWARDS, PRIZES

SCH00LS-SCS-HI6H SCHOOL-REWARDS, PRIZES
S(Harsdale) H(igh) S(chool) seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14
High school Who's Who (Among American High School Students 1989-90 includes 72 SCS students), Dec 14, 1990, p.23

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-SPORTS

SCH00LS-SCS-HI6H SCHOOL-SPORTS-Rewards, Prizes, ET
Raiders upset Knights (in basketball) (photo; story, addl photo p 22), Jan 12, 1990, p.1
Raiders (basketball teams) of '79 and '88 to play (benefit game) for the homeless, Feb 2, 1990, p.1
On to round two: (SHS basketball team defeats Saunders in Sec 1 tournament) (photo; story, photo p 20), Feb 23, 1990, p.1
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24
Plan would open SHS teams to 'elite' junior high athletes (discussion at Board of Ed. meeting), May 11, 1990, p.8
No elite athletes (from the junior high should be allowed to play on high school teams) (edit), May 18, 1990, p.6
Archaic view on sports (defines selective classification procedure and supports it) (ltr), Jun 1, 1990, p.6
Raiders soccer team defeats sectional title with 1-0 victory (advancing team to state championships), Jun 8, 1990, p.1
Maroon and White honors spring teams (lacrosse, tennis, soccer, and track) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.19
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-TheATER

SCH00LS-SCS-HI6H SCHOOL-THEATER
Mill fankees with SHS touch (senior class production on 5/31, 6/1, 6/2/90) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.15

SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH

SCH00LS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH
Junior High News: (Units include Entrepreneurship, Dance, Poetry) (poems; photo), Feb 16, 1990, p.12
Local United Nations holds annual conference (for Choice program) (photo), May 4, 1990, p.16
Kids take center stage this weekend (at SCS Junior High and at Mid-westchester Y) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.17
In the Greek tradition (and Wild Video Dance party are JHS activities) (photos), Jun 8, 1990, p.11
Thanks to the junior high (for caring attitude and guidance) (ltr), Jun 15, 1990, p.6
Plugging holes (of two manholes that were blown out of ground after rainstorms), Jun 22, 1990, p.11
Welcome MaryJane Freeman (new house counselor for Popham in Junior High) (photo), Sep 28, 1990, p.12
From Junior (High) School, a big team of runners (for Fall Foliage Run; names and times noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.13
Across ethnic lines (AEL2 is new Popham House program attached to computer and schools) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.14
(Junior High news of dance in physical education program, letters to soldiers) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.18

SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH
Student essayists honored by the DAR (Daughters of the American Revolution) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.8
Remember Lisa 'Pizza'? (recalls alumni memories from former IHN student) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.16
IHN, Dickel neighbors protest; LWV urges affordable housing (at Village Board meeting), Jul 20, 1990, p.1
Surprising treat (at IHN Summer Theatre-Music Workshop "Its Cool in the Furnace") (ltr), Jul 27, 1990, p.6
IHN defended (regarding vandalism problem and parking lot issue of 7/90) (ltr), Jul 27, 1990, p.6
'False and defamatory' (are Mr. Lynch's comments regarding parking lot) (ltr), Aug 3, 1990, p.6
He wants to protect his property (addresses Msg. Connor, Mr. Lynch and IHN parking lot) (ltr), Aug 24, 1990, p.6
Village Board meeting (reports new fire pump, bulk law, and IHN parking lot) (cont.), Oct 12, 1990, p.16
Buon Natale, Felice Navidad! (Christmans pageant celebrated at IHN) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.19

SCHOOLS-SCS-IHN

SCH00LS-SCS-IHN
Student essayists honored by the DAR (Daughters of the American Revolution) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.8
Remember Lisa 'Pizza'? (recalls alumni memories from former IHN student) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.16
IHN, Dickel neighbors protest; LWV urges affordable housing (at Village Board meeting), Jul 20, 1990, p.1
Surprising treat (at IHN Summer Theatre-Music Workshop "Its Cool in the Furnace") (ltr), Jul 27, 1990, p.6
IHN defended (regarding vandalism problem and parking lot issue of 7/90) (ltr), Jul 27, 1990, p.6
'False and defamatory' (are Mr. Lynch's comments regarding parking lot) (ltr), Aug 3, 1990, p.6
He wants to protect his property (addresses Msg. Connor, Mr. Lynch and IHN parking lot) (ltr), Aug 24, 1990, p.6
Village Board meeting (reports new fire pump, bulk law, and IHN parking lot) (cont.), Oct 12, 1990, p.16
Buon Natale, Felice Navidad! (Christmans pageant celebrated at IHN) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.19

SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH

SCH00LS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

SCHOOLS-SCS-IHN

Student essayists honored by the DAR (Daughters of the American Revolution) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.8
Remember Lisa 'Pizza'? (recalls alumni memories from former IHN student) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.16
IHN, Dickel neighbors protest; LWV urges affordable housing (at Village Board meeting), Jul 20, 1990, p.1
Surprising treat (at IHN Summer Theatre-Music Workshop "Its Cool in the Furnace") (ltr), Jul 27, 1990, p.6
IHN defended (regarding vandalism problem and parking lot issue of 7/90) (ltr), Jul 27, 1990, p.6
'False and defamatory' (are Mr. Lynch's comments regarding parking lot) (ltr), Aug 3, 1990, p.6
He wants to protect his property (addresses Msg. Connor, Mr. Lynch and IHN parking lot) (ltr), Aug 24, 1990, p.6
Village Board meeting (reports new fire pump, bulk law, and IHN parking lot) (cont.), Oct 12, 1990, p.16
Buon Natale, Felice Navidad! (Christmans pageant celebrated at IHN) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.19

SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH

Junior High News: (Units include Entrepreneurship, Dance, Poetry) (poems; photo), Feb 16, 1990, p.12
Bank of New York Salutes Junior High Speech Contest (photos), Apr 20, 1990, p.26
Local United Nations holds annual conference (for Choice program) (photo), May 4, 1990, p.16
Kids take center stage this weekend (at SCS Junior High and at Mid-westchester Y) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.17
In the Greek tradition (and Wild Video Dance party are JHS activities) (photos), Jun 8, 1990, p.11
Thanks to the junior high (for caring attitude and guidance) (ltr), Jun 15, 1990, p.6
Plugging holes (of two manholes that were blown out of ground after rainstorms), Jun 22, 1990, p.11
Welcome MaryJane Freeman (new house counselor for Popham in Junior High) (photo), Sep 28, 1990, p.12
From Junior (High) School, a big team of runners (for Fall Foliage Run; names and times noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.13
Across ethnic lines (AEL2 is new Popham House program attached to computer and schools) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.14
(Junior High news of dance in physical education program, letters to soldiers) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.18
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SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH-CURRICULUM
Teher: start language study early (outlines needs for language instruction to begin earlier), Mar 9, 1990, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH-FAIRS
(P. Weiss makes a clown out of J. Blum at eighth grade carnival) (photo), Feb 2, 1990, p.19

SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH-PERSONAL NARRATIVES
Five top finishers, 225 winners in (annual) speech meet (at junior high) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH-PTA
(Officers) Slate proposed for Junior High PTA (for 1990-91 school year), Apr 13, 1990, p.12

SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH-SPORTS
No elite athletes (from the junior high should be allowed to play on high school teams) (edit), May 18, 1990, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-KODOMONO KUNI
Making new friends (in cultural exchange between Alcott and Kodomonon Kuni schools (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.10

SCHOOLS-SCS-MUSIC PROGRAM
Elementary rhythms (2nd graders read aloud and kinderg. celebrate "Festival Percussion") (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.12

SCHOOLS-SCS-PER PUPIL COSTS
(SCS getting) More bang for the buck (in education budget) (edit), Feb 23, 1990, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-QUAKER RIDGE
Child Care (Assn of SCS) to leave Greenacres (School) (photo p 17), Feb 16, 1990, p.1
PTA and Child Care cooperate (ltr), Feb 23, 1990, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-QUAKER RIDGE-PTA
Child Care (Assn of SCS) will relocate to Quaker Ridge School), Jan 19, 1990, p.1
(Quaker Ridge the) Best site for Child Care (Assn) (ltr), Jan 26, 1990, p.6
Doing something about the weather: (L. Gifsoky speaks to Quaker Ridge fourth graders), Feb 2, 1990, p.19
Child Care (Assn of SCS) to leave Greenacres (School) (photo p 17), Feb 16, 1990, p.1
Spring Harvest (collects food for Westchester Coalition of Food Pantries) (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.12
'Three Piggy Opera' (performed for 1st and 2nd graders at QR) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.14
Looking to the masters (group admires interpretation of Gustav Klimt portrait) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.15
Justice in action (for QR students visiting Village Justice Knaplund's court) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.2
Opera starlets (Pavarotti note) (Quaker Ridge first and second graders present Babar) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.13
They put it on the map (5th graders won historical map contest & maps for Quaker Ridge) (photo), Jul 6, 1990, p.10
Hot bids (will be put out again to contractors for heating systems at QR and FM), Jul 20, 1990, p.1
Teacher (Jane Moriarty) sent back to school (to National Geographic Society), Jul 27, 1990, p.4
Cubbie scouts (kindergartners locate cubbie with help of teacher, J.Johnson) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.14
Quaker Ridge boilers off, but heat is on in the school district, Sep 28, 1990, p.1
Boiler woes (cont. description of Quaker Ridge boiler project), Sep 28, 1990, p.16
Alzheimer's awareness at Quaker Ridge) (school presented by Betsy Douglas MacDonald), Oct 5, 1990, p.17
Elementary rhythms (2nd graders read aloud and kinderg. celebrate "Festival Percussion") (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.12
School daze (double dutch roping exhibition at QR with J. Lynne attempting to jump) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.14
Softball, a curtain call (4th grade Quaker Ridge girls finish in first place) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.24

SCHOOLS-SCS-QUAKER RIDGE-PTA
Are we being followed? (Quaker Ridge PTA sponsors Chinese New Year festival) (photo), Feb 2, 1990, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-READING PROGRAM
Children learn/ teach reading: fostering early enthusiasm (reflects classroom research) (edit), Jun 22, 1990, p.7

SCHOOLS-SCS-REUNIONS
SHS 10th reunion set (for 1980 class 6/8-9/90) (includes names of missing classmates), May 25, 1990, p.18

SCHOOLS-SCS-REWARDS, PRIZES
SHS students (David Potack and Christopher Lopez) win science prize (Student Energy Research Comp.), Jun 1, 1990, p.10
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SCHOOLS-SCS-STATE AID

33% increase in state aid to schools may be illusory (it is too soon to tell), May 25, 1990, p.1
Tough adjustments (on state education's fiscal budget; district's plans noted), Dec 21, 1990, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-WINDOWS

Schools to replace disputed windows; (Project now at 25.1M; Proposed (SHS wing discussed) (photo), Feb 2, 1990, p.1
(Board of Education's decision to replace windows) A courageous step forward (edit), Feb 2, 1990, p.6
Board (of Education) finalizes plan for renovating schools, Feb 9, 1990, p.1
Any other 10-year improvements (in school renovation budget besides windows)? (ltr), Feb 16, 1990, p.6

SCHOOLS-TARRYTOWN

Deanne Treadway (elected to Board of Soundview Preparatory School), Aug 24, 1990, p.4

SCHORN-LESNICK, BETH
Beth Schorr-Lesnick (appointed by Laser Medical Associates as gastroenterology specialist), Aug 31, 1990, p.9

SCHREIER, ANDREW M
Schreier elected to Yeshiva (University's Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.4

SCHREIER, NICOLE
Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

SCHROEDER, EDMUND

(SCS) Bowl (1990) spotlight shines on a star volunteer (Beverly Cunningham) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.3
New officers at Hoff-Barthelson (Music School) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.19
Panel named to choose bowl winner (W. McCrea, chairman, names members), Sep 21, 1990, p.4

SCHROEDER, ELAINE

(Handelman, E Schroeder, G Weisz) nominated for Village Board (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.1
Village postpones action on disputed zoning law, Jan 19, 1990, p.1
Future trustees agree, downtown is key issue (in Scarsdale's future planning, Mar 9, 1990, p.1
Upcoming (Scarsdale village) election merely a formality (as candidates run unopposed), Mar 16, 1990, p.1
Only 2% of village residents vote in Village (Board) election (if Non-Partisans) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.1
The (non-partisan) system goes on (mock) trial, Apr 6, 1990, p.21
(Village Board) Trustees consider new law to limit bulk of houses (in accord with Planning Board), May 11, 1990, p.1
Village Board to vote on bulk law 1/8/91 (opposition continues to voice concerns), Dec 21, 1990, p.1

SCHUCK, WALTER D
Walter D Schuck (dies), May 25, 1990, p.17

SCHUDER, JOHN (DR)
SCS Congregational (Church) offers a musical feast (photo) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.17

SCHULMAN, JAN
Flashlight vigil planned (inviting public participation in peace vigil 12/5/90), Nov 30, 1990, p.2

SCHULTZ, BILL
Open house at (Crossway) fire station (10/13/90 for public and prospective volunteers), Oct 12, 1990, p.2

SCHUMAN, IRA
Voting is Tuesday for (School Board) Nominating Committee (Candidates listed), Jan 19, 1990, p.1
Bank of New York salutes Charles Cunningham, SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of Year 1990 (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.22
LWV elects Amy Paulin as president (for 1990-91) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.3
These parents bear pro-home-birth message (as they report individual story) (photo), Jul 6, 1990, p.6

SCHUTZE, PAMELA

Haroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.24

SCHWAB, BETTY B
Bank of New York salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photos), May 18, 1990, p.24
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SCHNABEL, LAURA
Just clowning around (are kindergartners and 5th graders in circus) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.15
Peanuts and crackerjacks (as Heathcote first graders sing about the seasons) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.22

SCHWARTZ, ADAM
Peanuts and crackerjacks (as Heathcote first graders sing about the seasons) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.22

SCHWARTZ, BETH
Never too soon to learn (First Aid): (Girl Scouts complete Red Cross Aid Training Course (photo), Feb 2, 1990, p.3

SCHWARTZ, BILLIE
Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photos), Jun 8, 1990, p.28

SCHWARTZ, JEAN
Joan Paley installed Wed. as new Woman's Club President (Wed. April 11, 1990) (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.8
New officers at (SCS) Woman's Club, Writer (David Finn) is guest (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.11

SCHWARTZ, JUDITH
Retiring principal Dr V Dempsey, district clerk D Bajak hailed (at Board of Education meeting), Jan 26, 1990, p.1
Smoke-free schools (is goal of SCS Board of Education), Mar 9, 1990, p.1
(SCS High School PTA)Scholarship fund faces new demands (for meeting students needs) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.3
Honoring the (retiring) teachers (Dr. Vin Dempsey and Ed Sheal) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.18
Board lauds Lopez at last meeting (as fellow members spoke of him), Jun 22, 1990, p.1
(SCS) Teachers) Ation leader (Judith Schwartz) on talks planning panel (Manhattanville College), Oct 5, 1990, p.17
(SCS School) District wins grant (from Liz Claiborne Foundation $31,550 for cultural program), Dec 21, 1990, p.1

SCHWARTZ, JUDY
Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees.. (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26
Four SCS teachers awarded grants (to gain understanding of adult development and students) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.8

SCHWARTZ, KENNETH (DR)
Photographed at fund raiser (for St Agnes Hospital) and off to the races (for St Vincent's) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.9

SCHWARTZ, LEONARD (DR)
Heavy hands made me taller! (details author's use of hand weights in walking regimen) (edit), Nov 30, 1990, p.6

SCHWARTZ, LESLIE
Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photos), Jun 8, 1990, p.28

SCHWARTZ, MATTHEW
Reading unites, delights these parents, kids (who have continued Book Club for years) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.6

SCHWARTZ, PAUL
(SCS) Pool opens tomorrow (5/26/90 for its 22nd season; staff and hours described), May 25, 1990, p.2

SCHWARTZ, SANFORD N
Sanford N Schwartz (named president of Elrick and Lavidge Marketing Research) (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.4

SCHWARTZ, STEFANIE
A record class ( is 15 member confirmation class, the largest group in years) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.14

SCHWARTZMAN, MICHAEL
(Baseball card)Diamond dealer has a gem of an investment plan (photo), May 11, 1990, p.5

SCHWARTZ, ALAN (AU)
Teacher (Robert Conti) leaves a resounding legacy (graduate extolls virtues of SCS teachers) (edit), Nov 23, 1990, p.7

SCHWARTZ, MATTHEW
(Outlook) Center has new Outlook on TV (supervised by George Cousins, work on Channel 36), Dec 1, 1990, p.20

SCHWARTZ, PAUL
Five top finishers, 225 winners in (annual) speech meet at junior high) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.6
Kids take center stage this weekend (at SCS Junior High and at Mid-westchester Y) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.17
Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees.. (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26

SCHWARTZ, STEPHEN
Student target furrier for protest (High school group pickets outside SCS merchant) (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.3
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SCHMWZ, SUSIE
A perfect season (for Heathcote fourth grade girls who had 10-0 record) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.14
Queens of the hill (Heathcote 4th grade girls are reigning champs), Sep 28, 1990, p.22

SCHNEICKERT, ELEANOR
Bank of New York salutes Hitchcock Presbyterian Church (as its dedication begins) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.26

SCHWEITZER, ANDREW
With new site (Quaker Ridge) comes new money and new name (Kid's BASE) for Child Care (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.2

SCHWEITZER, KATHLEEN
On the wings of Eagles (Edgewood 8th graders win sixth consecutive championship) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.17

SCHWER, WALTER

SCIARPELTITI, EMELIE
Board appoints new teachers (1990 school year), Jul 27, 1990, p.4

SCIENCE-STUDY AND TEACHING
(Heathcote) Fifth graders on the right circuit (with annual science fair) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.18
The science of bubbleology (as Edgewood first graders demonstrate principles) (photo), Oct 5, 1990, p.17

SCINTO, LAWRENCE
Board of Architectural Review okays front skylight (notes other approvals and dismissals), Oct 19, 1990, p.3

SCROBEY, RAFAEL 6
(Democratic) Club honors late members (Raphael G Scobey and Leonard Seiden with contribution to SPL), Jun 1, 1990, p.2

SCOLARI, BREVIETTI GOLDSMITH AND WEISS
O'Rourke says Mosca will stay (as Westchester's Public Safety Commissioner), Mar 2, 1990, p.1
Underscoring justice (as O'Rourke fails to dismiss Anthony Mosca) (edit), Mar 2, 1990, p.6

SCOPPA, NICOLE
Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

SCOTT, ADAM
Inchworms and teddy bears (at the summer program at SCS Congregational Church) (photo), Aug 17, 1990, p.2

SCOTT, LEE ANN
(SCS Volunteer) Ambulance Corps--always ready to help (Officers listed) (Progress Ed Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.12
Bank of New York Salutes Charles Cunningham, SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of Year 1990 (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.22
Something really useful (backboards for injured were made by Junior High students) (photo), Jul 6, 1990, p.3
New, blue, bright and beautiful (diesel ambulance purchased by SVAC from 1989 funds drive) (photo), Oct 26, 1990, p.1
SC (carsdale) Volunteer Ambulance Corps officers (elected at annual meeting, names noted), Dec 28, 1990, p.3

SCOTT, MICHAEL
Bank of New York Salutes Charles Cunningham, SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of Year 1990 (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.22

SCOTTO, RENATA
Soprano (Renata Scotto) headlines (Lawrence) Hospital benefit (11/10/90) (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.11

SCS
What makes SCS run? (community organizations, volunteerism and Non-Partisan system) (edit), Sep 7, 1990, p.6

SCS ADULT SCHOOL
(SCS) Adult School is for all seasons (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.10
Adult school classes begin March 12 (as final in-person registration takes place), Mar 2, 1990, p.5
(Spring session) Adult School, Big Bang, books, etc. (beginning in March lists courses) (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.4
Adult School (Spring 1990) debate on Soviet changes (is one of multitude of new courses), Mar 16, 1990, p.3
Snarsdale doctor (Dayan Naik) opens new office in Bronxville, Mar 30, 1990, p.2
SCS ADULT SCHOOL continued

Scarsdale Adult School (Spring 1990) schedules classes, trips, Mar 30, 1990, p.2
At Adult School, creative process (in more than 80 day and evening classes; noted), Sep 7, 1990, p.2
Volunteers are resource, support for Adult School (as fall courses begin; titles noted), Sep 14, 1990, p.2
Courses in parenting at Adult School this fall (details of courses noted) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.9
(AC) Adult School (fall) semester opens Tuesday (and several courses are noted), Sep 28, 1990, p.2
Adult school to explore creativity (courses are noted with registration dates), Oct 5, 1990, p.2
Erotic art is (AC) Adult School topic (other courses are also noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.2
Class discovers serious side of comedy writing (in Ira Weinstein's class) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.5
Computer analyst (John Levinson) at Adult School (discussing computer industry) (photo), Oct 26, 1990, p.2
At (AC) Adult School, inside view of investing (and quality day care are among topics) (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.12

SCS ANTIQUES

Stehr first in resurgent Scarsdale 15K (kilometer annual race) (photos), Apr 6, 1990, p.5
(AC) Antiques return to running form for Luckahoe Classic 2- and 5-mile events, Sep 14, 1990, p.15
Marathon man (Herb Britton and wife Robin at NY City Marathon, 11/4/90) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.20
(AC) Antiques in NYC Marathon (individuals noted with running times), Nov 16, 1990, p.16

SCS ART ASSOCIATION

Award-winning exhibit (February) (photo), Feb 9, 1990, p.3
SCS (annual outdoor) art show (to be held 9/15-16/90, Chase Park) (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.2
I'll take that one! (says Samantha Keane as she adores Elaine Berkley's work outdoors) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.1
There's talent next door - check it out! (local artists' exhibits noted) (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.19
Art Association presents (annual) awards (to artists' at Woman's Club) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.5

SCS AUDUBON SOCIETY

Milky and honey day at Weinberg (5/20/90 will be spring fling with Audubon Society) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.20
A conversation with Ginger (the horse for joint Earth Day/Flag Day celebration) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.18
When nature is unesthetic: (Library) pond puzzles environmentalists (photo), Aug 31, 1990, p.1

SCS AUDUBON SOCIETY

Batsman (Ted Gilman to speak on "Creatures of the Night" at annual meeting) (photo), Oct 26, 1990, p.2

SCS AUXILIARY OF WHITE PLAINS HOSPITAL

SEE HOSPITALS

SCS BAGEL SHOP

(SCS Bagel Shop on Garth Road experienced explosion 8/6/90, breaking glass window) (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.3

SCS BAGELS

(Board) of Architectural) Review approves requests (for merchant signs, decks, renovations), Sep 28, 1990, p.3

SCS BOWL

Charles Cunningham named Citizen of Year; (Complete family sweep of SCS's highest honors) (photo), Feb 16, 1990, p.1
It's Beverly's bowl (Scarsdale Bowl 1990 awards Beverly Cunningham) (photo), Mar 16, 1990, p.1
It's Beverly's (Cunningham) Scarsdale Bowl 1990) bowl award (photo), Mar 16, 1990, p.1
Beverly Cunningham (Beverly Cunningham) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.3
The Bank of New York salutes Beverly B. Cunningham (photos), Mar 30, 1990, p.26

SCS BOWL (1991)

Jeanne Richman to receive (SCS) Bowl (1991) (cont. details of biography), Nov 23, 1990, p.4

SCS BOWL 1991

Jeanne Richman to receive (SCS) Bowl Award 1991 (biography and accomplishments noted) (photo), Nov 23, 1990, p.1

SCS BOWL COMMITTEE

(William B) McCreeery to chair (S)Bowl panel (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.5
Panel named to choose bowl winner (William McCreeery, chairman, names members), Sep 21, 1990, p.4
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SCS CAMPAIGN FOR PEACE THROUGH COMMON SECURITY
Silent vigil here (8/4/90) will mark the first atomic blasts, Jul 27, 1990, p.2
Peace vigil (silent vigil held annually in Chase Park distributed leaflets) (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.2
Speaker (Joseph Gerson) says success of sanctions depends on "stubborn vision", Oct 26, 1990, p.5
'Flashlight vigil' planned (inviting public participation in peace vigil 12/5/90), Nov 30, 1990, p.2
Vigil for peace (SCS Campaign for Peace through Common Security and STAND 12/5/90) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.3

SCS CHATEAUX ASSOCIATES
(SCS Chateaux Associates,) Owners, propose retail building for Robison lot, Jan 26, 1990, p.1

SCS CITIZENS FOR SENIOR HOUSING
Housing group seeking seniors who want to share, May 11, 1990, p.1
Residents sought for shared housing (in SCS), May 25, 1990, p.5
Shared home visit (is being arranged by Peg Kulick for those interested) (ltr), Jun 1, 1990, p.6
Senior group buying downtown house (to be used as shared residence), Jun 29, 1990, p.4
A milestone for seniors (as SCS Citizens for Senior Housing negotiates to purchase house) (edit), Jun 29, 1990, p.6
Seniors to share Overhill (Road) house (as SCS Citizens sign to purchase residence) (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.1
Priority deadline for senior housing (applications received before Sept.6, 1990), Aug 10, 1990, p.2
Setting the record straight (answers Mr. Falkenberg B I7/90 ltr/ from SCS Citizens for Senior) (ltr), Aug 24, 1990, p.6
Questions and answers on shared housing (defines the program for SCS Citizens) (photo) (edit), Sep 7, 1990, p.7
Future roommates? (as open meeting is held at 7 Overhill Road for SCS Citizens) (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.3
Senior housing fund drive opening (to assist purchase of group home), Oct 26, 1990, p.5
Three worthy causes (PTA Fund, SCS Volunteer Ambulance and SCS Senior Housing noted) (edit), Nov 23, 1990, p.6
Shared housing project put off (due to lack of funds but continuing community involvement), Dec 7, 1990, p.1
Praise for The Inquirer (from SCS Citizens for Senior Housing) (ltr), Dec 14, 1990, p.6
Gratitude to SFCS (from SCS Citizens for Senior Housing for use of resources) (ltr), Dec 21, 1990, p.6

SCS COMMUNITY CALENDAR
Community calendar (1990-91, delivered to every residence, 8000 copies, joint project) (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.4

SCS CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
(SCS Congregational Church to hold used clothing sale, 10/6/90) (photo), Sep 26, 1990, p.9

SCS COUNCIL ON THE DISABLED
These students belie learning-disabled label, Jan 19, 1990, p.6

SCS DEPT OF PARKS, RECREATIONS AND CONSERVATION
Local groups get art grants (SSMT and SCS Dept. of Parks named as well as other local agencies), Dec 14, 1990, p.20

SCS ECOLOGICAL SOCIETY
Boquet's and brickbats fly at final (Village Board) meeting for two trustees, Mar 30, 1990, p.3
Neighbors (of 19A Dickel Road) sue (Alfred Knopp) to stop project on Dickel Road, May 4, 1990, p.1
'Alice in Wonderland' is charged at SCS Planning Board regarding A.Knopp's Dickel Rd (ltr), May 18, 1990, p.6
(David) Ginsberg applauded (for requesting financial analysis from developers) (ltr), Aug 31, 1990, p.6
Which way to the 'right' meeting? (to present corrections on Dickel Rd. report) (ltr), Sept 28, 1990, p.6

SCS ELKS
Old Glory and the Elks (SCS Elks celebrate July 4th at Webb Field in Hartsdale) (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.3

SCS FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE
(SCS) Family Counseling (Service) gains accreditation (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.14
Surviving teenage (suicide is subject of 'The Survivors', play by Leslie Glass) (photo), May 4, 1990, p.3
(SCS Family Counseling Service)Benefit's benefactor (is Prudential Ellinghamouse) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.5
Drake-Edgewood gives $1000 (to local community organizations), Jun 8, 1990, p.2
Seminars planned for teens' parents (over summer to discuss issues), Jun 29, 1990, p.5
Scarsdale Family Counseling Service, an enriching agency (and group of professionals) (ltr), Jul 20, 1990, p.6
Two (Jeanne Nickerson and Bonni K. Stanley) join staff of SCS Family Counseling Service (p'st), Sep 28, 1990, p.5
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SCS FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE

SCS Family Counseling Service conference enlightens parents on teenage attitudes, Nov 23, 1990, p.8
SCS Family Counseling Service: community resource (needs local support) (ltr), Dec 14, 1990, p.6
Sharing the spirit (SCS and EMT high school students decorate for SCS Family Counseling) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.5
Gratitude to SFCS (from SCS Citizens for Senior Housing for use of resources) (ltr), Dec 21, 1990, p.6

SCS FOUNDATION

(SCS) Foundation is a community trust; (trustees listed) Progress Edition Supp 1990, Jan 26, 1990, p.10
J A Seidman is new (SCS) Foundation trustee (photo), Feb 2, 1990, p.3
(SCS) Foundation offers college aid (to Scarsdale college students), Mar 9, 1990, p.5
College aid available from local (SCS) Foundation, May 11, 1990, p.3
Panel named to choose bowl winner (M. McCreery, chairman, names members), Sep 21, 1990, p.4
Senior housing fund drive opening (to assist purchase of group home), Oct 26, 1990, p.5

SCS FRIENDS OF MUSIC AND ART

Why no reception? (is asked of SPL regarding annual school art show) (ltr), May 18, 1990, p.6
Unmasking student art (at elementary and junior high art show held at library) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.13

SCS HIGH SCHOOL CHAMBER ENSEMBLE

Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees..(photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26

SCS HISTORICAL SOCIETY

(SCS) Historical (Society) programs, collection, membership increased (photo) Progress Ed Supp 1990, Jan 26, 1990, p.10
(SCS) Historical Society will be Honoring the founding (Newhouse) family at annual dinner (photo), Mar 2, 1990, p.2
Newhouses feted at annual dinner gala (for SCS Historical Society) (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.3
Some words about the Newhouses (by several local figures on occasion of Historical Society award), Apr 6, 1990, p.7
Bank of New York salutes Eda and Stanley Newhouse and the SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.28
(SCS) Historical Society fair to feature craft sale (6/2/90), May 25, 1990, p.5
Of sand and serpents (are features of Historical Society Spring Harvest Festival) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.6
(SCS) Historical Society sets spring raffle (events and sponsors are noted), Jun 15, 1990, p.5
Old stuff (19th and 20th c. household objects are featured in summer exhibition) (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.2
Country fair (scheduled by Historical Society to be) here on Sept 8'90, Aug 31, 1990, p.2
A magical fair (to be held 9/8/90; details noted), Sep 1, 1990, p.2
Elusive bubble (Joan Horro demonstrates art of bubble-making at County Fair) (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.1
Fall foliage walk and run (to be held 10/14/90), Sep 21, 1990, p.2
(SCS) Historical society plans reception (for new members 9/23/90), Sep 21, 1990, p.3
Thanks to (SCS Historical Society) Country Fair volunteers (9/8/90) (ltr), Sep 21, 1990, p.6
Looking to the seasonal race (merchants and sponsors announce 10th annual race/walk) (photo), Oct 5, 1990, p.2
Hiuff-Burthelen and (SCS) Historical Society receive Council for the Arts in West grants, Oct 12, 1990, p.17
Great day for a great race (as Fall Foliage Run heads down Boulevard) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.1
Sotheby's exec (Eliabeth Barrett) to lecture here on Family 1750-1870, 10/24/90) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.4
Thanks for insuring successful event (10th annual Fall Foliage Walk/Run) (ltr), Oct 19, 1990, p.6
A turnout a record (of 350) for (10th annual Fall Foliage Run/walk; names and times noted) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.13
From Junior High School, a big team of runners (for Fall Foliage Run; names and times noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.13
Annual grapefruit sale is on (of Ruby Red grapefruits for delivery before holidays), Nov 2, 1990, p.12
Grapefruit sale in full swing, Nov 16, 1990, p.8
Historical Society, hit by cutbacks, launches 1990-91 fund drive, Nov 30, 1990, p.4
Using animals to introduce the arts (SCS Historical Society's exhibit of farm animals) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.2
Thies will be honored by county (in Senior Citizens Hall of Fame, reception noted) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.2

SCS INDOOR POOL EDUCATION FUND

What about a high school pool? (Harrison asks SCS Board of Ed to consider in 1990), Mar 2, 1990, p.1
SCS INQUIRER (NEWSPAPER)

Learning-disabled aren't retarded: (C Parente disputes Jan 19 Inquirer article) (edit), Feb 16, 1990, p.7
New look, new name: (Publisher's Notebook now Editor's Notebook; illustration of Harwood cupola), Feb 23, 1990, p.1
After 15 years, editor (David Kirkwood) to leave the Inquirer (May 11, 1990) (photo), May 14, 1990, p.1
Praise, poetry, proclamations mark (David) Kirkwood's departure (photo), May 18, 1990, p.1
A lasting legacy (will be left by David Kirkwood's outstanding achievements) (edit), May 18, 1990, p.6
(David) Kirkwood appreciated (as SCS Inquirer's editor by PTAs and P & T Council) (ltr), May 18, 1990, p.6
(David) Kirkwood appreciated (by SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corp) (ltr), May 18, 1990, p.6
(David Kirkwood appreciated by columnist) (ltr), May 18, 1990, p.6
Editor's (David Kirkwood) farewell (cont. as tributes are recorded) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.6
Linda Leavitt named Inquirer editor (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.1
New editor appointed (to Inquirer, Linda Leavitt) (cont), Jun 15, 1990, p.4
On naming names (newspaper policy of including names in crime reports is explained) (edit), Jul 13, 1990, p.6
Associate editor (Bob Ferguson) named (for SCS Inquirer), Aug 10, 1990, p.4
Going home (SCS Inquirer will return offices to Harwood Building in downtown SCS after 5 years), Nov 16, 1990, p.1
Praise for The Inquirer (from SCS Citizens for Senior Housing) (ltr), Dec 14, 1990, p.6
Praise for The Inquirer (from SCS Citizens for Senior Housing) (ltr), Dec 14, 1990, p.6
1990—the year in review (details monthly news), Dec 28, 1990, p.18
SCS INQUIRER (NEWSPAPER) REWARDS, PRIZES

(SCS) Inquirer honored (with six prizes) by (NY) Press Association (at spring convention), Apr 27, 1990, p.2

SCS INQUIRER (NEWSPAPER)—PERSONAL NARRATIVES

Some final thoughts (from David Kirkwood, on Scarsdale as he's known it, 1975-1990) (edit), May 11, 1990, p.6
Age as a boon, not a burden (as middle years teachers contemplate retirement) (edit), Jun 29, 1990, p.6
These parents bear pro-home-birth message (as they report individual story) (photo), Jul 6, 1990, p.6

SCS MANOR

Office plan needs work; Scarsdale Manor OK'd (as Board meets to discuss Scarsdale Ave. Equity), Jul 6, 1990, p.1

SCS NEIGHBORHOOD ASSN PRESIDENTS

Everything you ever wanted to know about the School Non-Partisan System (edit), Jan 19, 1990, p.7
SCS (Neighborhood) Assn (Presidents) urge involvement (list) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.10
SNAP to (hold annual) meet (electing officers and hearing Brad Perkins on Penn Central), Jul 6, 1990, p.1
SNAP hears more on Penn Central (Corp.) proposal (for SCS downtown area) (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.1
SNAP discusses downtown plans (cont. of meeting to discuss Penn Central's plans), Jul 13, 1990, p.9
SNAP officers are elected; Camille Paradise, pres.; Jia Levinson, vice-chair., Jul 27, 1990, p.4
Heathcote schism (as two groups call meetings for same neighborhood, 9/23 and 9/24/90), Sep 21, 1990, p.1
Bulk law hearing Tuesday (9/25/90 to discuss draft to add volume restriction & decrease lot), Sep 21, 1990, p.1
Bulk law criticized at Village Board meeting (as date nears for vote) (cont), Dec 21, 1990, p.2

SCS PRINCIPALS ASSN

Retiring principal Dr V Dempsey, district clerk D Bajak hailed (at Board of Education meeting), Jan 26, 1990, p.1

SCS REALTY CORPORATION

Penn Central seeks partner (to provide expertise and financial resources for SCS project), Nov 2, 1990, p.1

SCS RIDING ACADEMY

Local riders make strides in just 10 lessons at Boulder Brook, Feb 9, 1990, p.6

SCS SENIOR CITIZENS

Show and tell (time for SCS Seniors as they shared family heirlooms and memories) (photo), May 4, 1990, p.1
Senior Lifestyles (examines programs and important senior issues) (photos), May 4, 1990, p.15
Readers say 'thanks' (to SCS Pool staff on behalf of Seniors) (ltr), Aug 31, 1990, p.6
C-Town runs bus for seniors (who live in Eastchester and Scarsdale on Thursdays; schedule noted), Dec 14, 1990, p.2
Thies will be honored by county (in Senior Citizens Hall of Fame, reception noted) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.2
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SCS SUMMER MINOR LEAGUE BASEBALL (SSMLB)
Minor league baseball is here (for third and fourth graders; first season having six teams), Aug 5, 1990, p.14

SCS SUMMER MUSIC THEATRE
Calling all SSMT alumni (for a cable TV documentary) (ltr), Feb 9, 1990, p.6
SCS (Summer) Music (Theatre) will present 'Pajama Game' for its 1990 musical, Mar 2, 1990, p.5
(Scarsdale) Summer Music (Theatre) needs help from community (ltr), Jun 1, 1990, p.7
Musical extravaganzas fill the summer stage (as SSMT performs Pajama Game), Jul 20, 1990, p.13
Pajama Game opens Thursday at Heathcote School for a 10-performance run (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.1
Pajama Game brings back 50s Broadway (for SCS Summer Music Theatre) (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.13
Local groups get art grants (SSNT and SCS Dept. of Parks named as well as other local agencies), Dec 14, 1990, p.20

SCS SUMMER MINOR LEAGUE BASEBALL (SSMLB)
Minor league baseball is here (for third and fourth graders; first season having six teams), Aug 5, 1990, p.14

SCS SUMMER MUSIC THEATRE
Calling all SSMT alumni (for a cable TV documentary) (ltr), Feb 9, 1990, p.6
SCS (Summer) Music (Theatre) will present 'Pajama Game' for its 1990 musical, Mar 2, 1990, p.5
(Scarsdale) Summer Music (Theatre) needs help from community (ltr), Jun 1, 1990, p.7
Musical extravaganzas fill the summer stage (as SSMT performs Pajama Game), Jul 20, 1990, p.13
Pajama Game opens Thursday at Heathcote School for a 10-performance run (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.1
Pajama Game brings back 50s Broadway (for SCS Summer Music Theatre) (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.13
Local groups get art grants (SSNT and SCS Dept. of Parks named as well as other local agencies), Dec 14, 1990, p.20

SCS TAXPAYERS FOR HOMEOWNERS' PROPERTY RIGHTS
(New zoning amendment proposes) 'Unacceptable' restrictions (ltr), Jan 5, 1990, p.6
Protect your homeowners' property rights: Voice your objection to proposed zoning law (insert), Jan 5, 1990, p.6
(Zoning) Law meant to preserve quality of life (ltr), Jan 12, 1990, p.6
Friends protest village plan to create second employee residence at Weinberg (Nature) Center, Feb 16, 1990, p.1

SCS TEACHERS ASSN
(SCS High School PTA) Scholarship fund faces new demands (for meeting students needs) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.3
(SCS) Teachers Assn leader (Judith Schwartz) on talks planning panel (Manhattanville College), Oct 5, 1990, p.17

SCS TEACHERS INSTITUTE
Retiring principal Dr V Depsey, district clerk D Fajak hailed at Board of Education meeting, Jan 26, 1990, p.1
Working TV against itself (provides history and suggests uses in classroom) (edit), Sep 14, 1990, p.6

SCS VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE CORPS
Four of the finest: (A Filancia, D Ferrone, R Hadden, T Meaney awarded medals by SCS Police Dept), Jan 12, 1990, p.1
The real meaning of community (ltr), Jan 12, 1990, p.6
SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps--always ready to help (Officers listed) (Progress Ed Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.12
(David) Kirkwood appreciated by SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corp (ltr), May 18, 1990, p.6
Something really useful (backboards for injured were made by Junior High students) (photo), Jul 6, 1990, p.3
Researching voluntarism is researcher from Japan Local Government Center at SVAC (photo), Jul 20, 1990, p.1
Local United Way makes grants to several local agencies, noted, Oct 19, 1990, p.4
New, blue, bright and beautiful (diesel ambulance purchased by SVAC from 1989 funds drive) (photo), Oct 26, 1990, p.1
Three worthy causes (PTA Fund, SCS Volunteer Ambulance and SCS Senior Housing noted) (edit), Nov 23, 1990, p.6
SVAC says thanks (to editorial about annual fund drive; objective to serve community) (ltr), Dec 14, 1990, p.16

SCS WOMAN'S CLUB
Everything you ever wanted to know about the School Non-Partisan System (edit), Jan 19, 1990, p.7
Philanthropy is focus at SCS Woman's Club (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.2
SCS Woman's Club awards memberships (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.10
Joan Paley installed Wed. as new Woman's Club President (Wed. April 11, 1990) (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.5
The fairest is filled in SCS Woman's Club production (photo), May 25, 1990, p.9
Newcomer's reception (to greet new SCS residents and alert them to local activities), Sep 7, 1990, p.1
What makes SCS run? (community organizations, voluntarism and Non-Partisan system) (edit), Sep 7, 1990, p.6
New officers at (SCS) Woman's Club, Writer (David Finn) is guest (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.11
Reception for newcomers to be held 9/30/90 to inform residents of village activities, Sep 28, 1990, p.1
Welcome to SCS (a well-attended reception for newcomers to hear about village activities) (photo), Oct 5, 1990, p.1
Show business (Rupert Holmes to speak at Woman's Club monthly meeting10/10/90) (photo), Oct 5, 1990, p.11
Bank of New York salutes Hitchcock Presbyterian Church as its dedication begin (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.28
Troll the ancient yuletide carol (Millie Barson leads chorus at Woman's Club) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.15
SCS WOMAN’S CLUB-GARDEN SECTION
Garden Section of SCS Woman’s Club members examine shell at annual flower show (photo), May 11, 1990, p.10

SCS WOMAN’S CLUB-LITERATURE SECTION
(SCS Woman’s Club) Literati cheer J. Savage’s way with the Bard (photo), Feb 23, 1990, p.6

SCS WOMEN’S AUXILIARY-WHITE PLAINS HOSPITAL
SEE HOSPITALS

SCS-HISTORY
Mayor A. Blitz report(s) on the state of the village (illus) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.1
Village turns 75 (and celebrates by showing a film prepared by R. Lederer), May 25, 1990, p.1
The etymology of Post Road (details “Post” and “mail routes” from 1792) (edit), Oct 5, 1990, p.7
Touring Scarsdale (with leaflet “A tour of Scarsdale” by R. Lederer and G. Hofheimer), Oct 19, 1990, p.1
The best of both clubs (as Town and Village Clubs merge and head forward, history is presented) (edit), Oct 19, 1990, p.6
A eulogy for the Town Club (historically reports founding and highlights) (edit), Oct 19, 1990, p.6
1990—the year in review (details monthly news), Dec 28, 1990, p.18

SCS-HTS NEWCOMERS CLUB
(SCS-HTS Newcomers) Club is not for newcomers only (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.10

SCULPTURE
Metro North bringing art to local commuters; (Artist T. Mussbauer designs steel sculptures) (photo), Feb 23, 1990, p.1
Letting sculpture speak for itself (discusses viewer’s appreciation of art) (edit), Dec 28, 1990, p.7

SEADER, JENNIFER
(Recreation Dept-Chamber of Commerce) Snowflake Contest winners (announced), Feb 23, 1990, p.2

SEAL, DAVID
Board of (Architectural) Review approves requests (for merchant signs, decks, renovations), Sep 28, 1990, p.3

SEAMAN, PETER
Houlihan-Lawrence sold (to Seaman Equity Group but not expected to change SCS operation), Jun 8, 1990, p.1

SEARS, NELLE
Nelle Sears (dies), Feb 23, 1990, p.14

SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO
SEE STORES

SEDGWICK, SISTER MARY
Sister Marion Sedgwick (dies), Apr 13, 1990, p.16

SEERY, FRANK
Community calendar (1990-91; delivered to every residence, 8000 copies, joint project) (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.4

SEIDEL, ALICE
Alice M. Seidel (dies), Feb 23, 1990, p.14

SEIDEN, LEONARD
(Democratic) Club honors late members (Raphael & Scobey and Leonard Seiden with contribution to SPL), Jun 1, 1990, p.2

SEIDEN, MELANIE
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its fall athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

SEIDMAN, EVELYN
Some words about the Newhouses (by several local figures on occasion of Historical Society award), Apr 6, 1990, p.7
LWV elects Mary Paulin as president (for 1990-91) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.3

SEIDMAN, JEROME
J. A. Seidman is new (SCS) Foundation trustee (photo), Feb 2, 1990, p.3

SEIFE, BURION
(SCS) School budget (1990-91) OK’ed (by voters), May 18, 1990, p.1
Toughen noise law, (Village) Board told (by residents regarding construction and gardening), May 25, 1990, p.2
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SEIFMAN, GERTRUDE
Gertrude Seifman (dies), Sep 14, 1990, p.19

SELBST, BARBARA

SELF-DEFENSE
Just in case, students take self-defense (karate course at American Legion Hall) (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.5

SELIGMAN, DORI
Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

SELIGMAN, JOHN
Four elected here (to American Jewish Committee-Westchester chapter), Jun 15, 1990, p.13

SELIGSOHN, SANDRA
Board of Architectural Review) okays front skylight (notes other approvals and dismissals), Oct 19, 1990, p.3

SELWIN, JAY E (DR)
Some questions about Alzheimer's (are addressed by Dr. Jay E. Selwin) (edit), Jul 20, 1990, p.7

SELWIN, JAY E (DR) (AU)
Coping with Alzheimer's disease (details disease and resources) (edit), Jul 27, 1990, p.7

SELTZER, OORCE (AU)
Another view of Earth Day (responding to Charles Lyon ltr of 4/27/90), May 4, 1990, p.6

SENIOR CITIZENS
Issues of the elderly are focus of C Singer, district's freshman legislator, Jan 5, 1990, p.5
Senior tax break (is given by a change in state law permitting property tax exemption), Mar 16, 1990, p.1
Writers offer some thoughts on Father's Day and spring (edit), Jun 15, 1990, p.7

SENIOR CITIZENS-HOUSING
Seniors told of housing options (presented by Older Women's League and Scarsdale Seniors), Mar 23, 1990, p.11
Housing group seeking seniors who want to share, May 11, 1990, p.1
Residents sought for shared housing (in SCS), May 25, 1990, p.5
Drake-Edgewood gives $1000 (to local community organizations), Jun 8, 1990, p.2
Senior group buying downtown house (to be used as shared residence), Jun 29, 1990, p.4
A milestone for seniors (as SCS Citizens for Senior Housing negotiates to purchase house) (edit), Jun 29, 1990, p.6
Seniors to share Overhill (Road) house (as SCS Citizens sign to purchase residence) (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.1
Act now on affordable housing (is recommended by LWV as SCS considers downtown) (edit), Jul 27, 1990, p.6
Seniors to share house (cont. SCSH board's fundraising effort), Jul 27, 1990, p.14
Shared housing project put off (due to lack of funds but continuing community involvement), Dec 7, 1990, p.1

SENIOR CITIZENS-RECREATION
Croquet champ (Ruth Ruth won Lillian Drake Thies trophy by SCS Seniors) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.2

SENIOR CITIZENS-TRANSPORTATION
On the road again (with the village's senior van on a scaled-down schedule), Apr 6, 1990, p.1

SENIORS
Seniors needed as volunteers (for RSVP), Jul 6, 1990, p.2

SENK, SUZANNE
Rec-spertise (staff adds three new members, T. Leguine, M. Hyson, S. Senk) (photo), Oct 5, 1990, p.18

SEPE, ANIELLO "NEIL"
Man (Aniello "Neil" Sepe) killed in plane crash (in Harrison's Rye Lake 6/14/90) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.3

SEPE, STEPHEN
Local teachers win excellence awards, Mar 16, 1990, p.12
Board of Education (tenure appointments named), May 25, 1990, p.17

SERAFIN, PATRICIA
Four SCS teachers awarded grants (to gain understanding of adult development and students) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.8
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SEROOTO, JOHN
In seventh heaven (Fox Meadow seventh grade boys' soccer won Recreation Dept. championship) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21

SERICII, JOHN
First day for kids and 14 new teachers (describes orientation program) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.8

SEITMACHUKUL, LINNIA
(Real estate) Brokers admitted to million dollar club (of Westchester-Putnam First Realty Group), Mar 16, 1990, p.9

SEITTA, JOHN
Pick o' the sixth... (Fox Meadow 1990 champions of PRC's A Soccer League) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21

SEISS, GAY
Two join Ellinghouse staff (Myrna Korsh and Gay Seuss join Prudential Ellinghouse Real Estate) (photo), Mar 2, 1990, p.4

SEISS, JOHN
In seventh heaven (Fox Meadow seventh grade boys' soccer won Recreation Dept. championship) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21

SEVCIK, BEATRICE (AU)
Big problems ahead for Czechoslovakia (are described in light of current events) (edit), May 18, 1990, p.7

SEVCIK, MARIA
The right decorative touch (by Marias Sevcik at St. Agnes Hospital's new lobby) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.4

SEVERANCE, JOHN (AU)
In Saint Janes the Less Churchyard, 1988 (epitaphs of fugitive slaves are subject of poem) (edit), Nov 30, 1990, p.7

SEVERINGHAUS, HELEN
Bank of New York salutes Eda and Stanley Newhouse and the SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.28

SEWAGE DISPOSAL
Testing of sanitary sewers underway to eliminate storm drainage connections (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.1

SEWELL, DIANE
Friends (of Music and the Arts) bolster arts in the schools (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.15

SEWELL, MATT
Scarsdale High School seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14

SEWERS
Dickel Road (development) plan comes under fire from neighbors (photo), Jan 5, 1990, p.1
Restrictions on demolition (of historically significant buildings) proposed (at Village Bd hearing), Jan 12, 1990, p.1
Sewer line dispute: (Residents fear White Plains will use emergency sewer line routinely), Jan 26, 1990, p.1
Friends protest village plan (to create second employee residence at) Weinberg (Nature) Center, Feb 16, 1990, p.1
Sewer line hook-up opposed (ltr), Feb 16, 1990, p.6
Cartoon, Feb 16, 1990, p.6
Hydrologist's study requested (before development on Dickel Rd progresses) (ltr), Feb 16, 1990, p.6
Plugging holes (of two manholes that were blown out of ground after rainstorms), Jun 22, 1990, p.1
Sewer suspicions (discusses 11/30/90 article and consequences of local sewers) (ltr), Dec 14, 1990, p.16
Planning Board Ok's Whitel Sewer (White Plains) sewer connection (amidst residents' criticisms), Dec 28, 1990, p.3
Ginsberg (David) challenged on denial (of knowledge that WP sewer hook-up will be permanent) (ltr), Dec 28, 1990, p.6

SEYMOUR, ARCHIBALD
White Plains Hospital elects directors (to three-year terms at annual meeting), May 4, 1990, p.4

SHAFFER, DEREK
A record class (is 15 member confirmation class, the largest group in years) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.14

SHAGER, NICK
Westchester County champions (all-star eight grade boys basketball) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.14

SHAKESPEARE, WILLIAM
(SCS Woman's Club) Literati cheer J Savage's way with the Bard (photo), Feb 23, 1990, p.6
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SHALIT, MICHELLE (PHOTO)
Think spring (as frigid temperatures accompany Raider girls' lacrosse spring practice) (photo), Mar 20, 1990, p.0

SHAFER, ROBERT
Corell (Road) Bridge deemed unsafe; residents request speedy repair (closed as of 9/10/90), Sep 14, 1990, p.17

SHAMON, EVAN
On the wings of Eagles (Edgewood 8th graders win sixth consecutive championship) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.17

SHAMON, HARRY (DR)
Dr. Harry Shamon (appointed professor of medicine by Albert Einstein College) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.8

SHAMON, MARK
Five area champs in playground Olympics (held 6/1/90 at SCS High) (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.5

SHAMON, MICHAEL
Safe crossings (at Edgewood because of Frances Capece, crossing guard for 27 years) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.22

SHAMON, RONA

New officers for PT Council (are elected for 1990-91 school year) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.13

Board lauds Lopez at last meeting (as fellow members spoke of him), Jun 22, 1990, p.1

While pupils on vacation play, Edgewood principal (Dr. Scott Houseknecht) settles in (photo), Jul 20, 1990, p.1

SHANAHAN, MERRICK
Honored by the Cardinal (are Edgewood Girl Scouts for "I Live My Faith " award) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.11

SHANAHAN, MIKE
No lockout in Scarsdale (as baseball players enjoy heat at Edgewood School) (photo), May 16, 1990, p.1

SHADON, HARRY (OR) (MSR)
HIM involves members in many ways (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19

SHAPIRO, DANIEL
Guest of honor (Kenneth D Weiser is chair of UJA distribution committee) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.16

SHAPIRO, MARY
Students learning ways to help others (is the purpose of the Peer Counselors) (photo), Mar 2, 1990, p.5

Seniors told of housing options (presented by Older Woman's League and Scarsdale Seniors), Mar 23, 1990, p.11


Gratitude to SFCS (from SCS Citizens for Senior Housing for use of resources) (ltr), Dec 21, 1990, p.6

SHAPIRO, MELVIN
Board of Architectural Review takes a look at school windows (and many applications), Nov 23, 1990, p.3

SHAPIRO, MICHAEL (AU)
On the Garlands and Barry Slotnick (several citizens comment varied views) (lttrs), May 4, 1990, p.6

Response to essay was vicious (and finding humor in sacred rituals is a gift) (ltr), Oct 12, 1990, p.6

SHAPIRO, RICHARD
Board of Architectural Review takes a look at school windows (and many applications), Nov 23, 1990, p.3

SHARE, KEN
Winners every one (Fast Feats team in final lap of Veryfine Save the Children relay) (photo), Apr 27, 1990, p.9

SHARE, KENNETH
Kenneth Share (elected vice president of Fairchild fashion group and to Board of BF&A), Jul 20, 1990, p.4

SHARE, MARI
Hitchcock (Presbyterian Church) sanctuary opening in '90 (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19

SHARIAT, ALI
Scarsdale (High) School seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14

Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees... (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26

SHARMA, NANCE
Postcards to the edge (Girl Scout Troop 1943 sends messages to US troops in Saudi Arabia) (photo), Oct 12, 1990, p.1
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SHASHA, ALFRED
Four elected here (to American Jewish Committee-Westchester chapter), Jun 15, 1990, p.13

SHATZ, DAVID
Board of Architectural Review okays front skylight (notes other approvals and dismissals), Oct 19, 1990, p.3

SHATZKIN, ELLEN
StCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps--always ready to help (Officers listed); (Progress Ed Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.12
Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photos), Jun 8, 1990, p.28

SHAW, ADELAIDE
(Dog care and honored place in family is described) She needed patience with this job (edit), Mar 2, 1990, p.6

SHAW, ADELAIDE 6 (AU)
Back then, when movie houses were paradise (nostalgically describes old movie houses) (edit), Aug 3, 1990, p.7

SHAH, ADELAIDE
Pillar of bronze ("Lot's Wife" is early sculpture of Isabel Shaw showing at League) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.16

SHAY, ESTHER
(Village Board approves $1000 to secure federal funding for possible) Light on Brite (Ave), Jan 26, 1990, p.1
Friends protest village plan to create second employee residence at Weinberg (Nature) Center, Feb 16, 1990, p.1
Charles Cunningham named Citizen of Year; (Completes family sweep of SCS's highest honors) (photos), Feb 16, 1990, p.1
Bank of New York salutes Charles Cunningham, SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of Year 1990 (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.22
(Village Board) Trustees consider new law to limit bulk of houses (in accord with Planning Board), May 11, 1990, p.1
Bulk law hearing Tuesday (9/25/90 to discuss draft to add volume restriction & decrease lot), Sep 21, 1990, p.1
Bulk law changes (aimed at decreasing new residential development), Oct 26, 1990, p.1
Bulk law changes up for discussion (as village trustees await residents' comments), Nov 9, 1990, p.1
Citizens Committee has new members (after election, individuals noted), Nov 16, 1990, p.1
More revisions in store for bulk housing law (cont. recommendations made by various committees), Nov 16, 1990, p.15
Village responds to bulk law critics (as zoning law nears vote, next Board meeting 12/18/90), Dec 14, 1990, p.1
Bulk Board to vote on bulk law 1/8/91 (opposition continues to voice concerns), Dec 21, 1990, p.1
More than tolerance (and response to residents queries are asked of trustees) (edit), Dec 28, 1990, p.6

SHAW, JOHN
Birthday salute to a real estate veteran (Bill Dudley on his 75th) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.28

SHAW, NORM
Becks seek change in county (child) abuse guidelines (after misdirected investigation), Jul 13, 1990, p.1

SHAY, ROBERT
Bank of New York Salutes Charles Cunningham, SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of Year 1990 (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.22

SHEA, EDWARD
Honoring the (retiring) teachers (Dr. Vin Dempsey and Ed Shea) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.18
Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees... (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26
Appeals board denies house variance; postpones decision on office building (names noted), Nov 23, 1990, p.2

SHEEHAN, GREGORY
Dawn Yankees with SNS touch (senior class production on 5/31, 6/1, 6/2/90) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.15
Musical extravaganzas fill the summer stage (as SNSH performs Pajama Game), Jul 20, 1990, p.13
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SHEAHAN, GREGORY continued

Pajama Game opens Thursday (at Heathcote School for a 10-performance run) (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.1
Pajama Game brings back 50s Broadway (for SCS Summer Music Theatre) (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.13

SHEAHAN, PETER

Raider gridders savour fruits of a championship season (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.15
Peter Sheahan (named by MasterCard Inter. as vice-pres. to head group expanding services), Nov 16, 1990, p.9
One and All-Section selections (honored at Marcon & White's awards dinner) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

SHELOV, DANIELLE

Students learning ways to help others (is the purpose of the Peer Counselors) (photo), Mar 2, 1990, p.5
State champs all (Raiders' girls varsity team takes state champs for 2nd year) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.14
A STEP up for treva (Hohn, from Mississippi, who celebrates graduation from SHS) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.4

SHER, ALLAN

Awards, Appointments & Promotions: A Sher (named vice chairman, Drexel Burnham Lambert), Jan 19, 1990, p.8

SHER, STEVEN

Temple (Beth Abraham) observes 90th birthday (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.16

SHER, STEVIE

Bank of New York salutes Hitchcock Presbyterian Church (as its dedication begin) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.26

SHERICK, ADAM

(Outlook) Center has new Outlook on TV (supervised by George Cousins, work on Channel 36), Dec 7, 1990, p.20

SHERMAN, DELPHINE

Scarsdale students dance up a storm (at Steffi-Nossen School's spring concert) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.17

SHERMAN, HOWARD

(SCS) Synagogue-Emremont Temple) more active than ever (photo) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19

SHERMANAND, ARTHUR


SHER, LOIS

She's still baffled (by destruction of wetland landscape in Dickel Road site) (ltr), May 18, 1990, p.6

SHERWOOD, EMILY

Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photos), Sep 14, 1990, p.26

SHIEH, KEN

Earth Day-what a bust! (describes one citizen's impressions of the day) (ltr), Apr 27, 1990, p.6

SHIELDS, DEBORAH A

Bank of New York salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photos), May 18, 1990, p.24

SHIMBA, MYRNA

The outlook for Soviet Jews (is addressed by Myrna Shimba at (M-YWHA of Mid-Westchester), Oct 26, 1990, p.5

SHIPPER, PAUL

A record class (is 15 member confirmation class, the largest group in years) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.14

SHIRASU, ATSUSHI

Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

SHIMEBAKER, ELIZABETH SMITH

Elizabeth Smith Shoemaker (dies), Jun 15, 1990, p.13

SHOPPING

Here we go! Local merchants entice holiday shoppers with gifts exotic and practical, silly & sweet, Nov 30, 1990, p.8
A holiday hint (suggests local shopping as a pleasant alternative to malls, crowds) (edit), Dec 7, 1990, p.6
Tracking down the perfect present? Start here! (local merchants note gift items, store hours), Dec 7, 1990, p.8
Free parking (in designated areas and extended meter time during holiday shopping hours), Dec 14, 1990, p.1
Lords are leaping, ladies dancing into the 12 new stores of Christmas (names and info noted), Dec 14, 1990, p.8
Parking reminder (free hour provided during holiday shopping hours), Dec 21, 1990, p.1
SHOULMAN, AMANDA
Poets confer (with Heathcote poet-in-residence for school-wide poetry reading) (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.12

SHULMAN, DAVID
(Handelman, E Schroeder, R Wieczorek) nominated for Village Board (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.1
Four of the finest: (A Filancia, D Ferrone, R Hadden, T Heaney awarded medals by SCS Police Dept), Jan 12, 1990, p.1
Honors for the men in blue: (A Filancia, D Ferrone, R Hadden, T Heaney receive commendations) (photo), Jan 19, 1990, p.4
Fee hike questioned (regarding pool memberships and other recreational fees), Mar 16, 1990, p.1
(SCS Police) Off to Albuquerque (to be formally certified by Commission on Accreditation), Mar 16, 1990, p.1
Village asking for 5.5% tax increase (in proposed Village budget), Mar 16, 1990, p.1
It’s official: (SCS) police win accreditation (after two years of preparatory work), Mar 30, 1990, p.1
Bouquets and brickbats fly at final (Village Board) meeting for two trustees, Mar 30, 1990, p.3
Distinguished service (on Village Board of W. McCready and A Shulman) (edit), Mar 30, 1990, p.6
Historic Town Club vote (to consolidate club with Village Club 5/31/90), May 25, 1990, p.1

SHULMAN, JEN
Alternative faces (are face painters from annual benefit fair held by A-school) (photo), May 29, 1990, p.1

SHULMAN, JENNIFER
A record class (is 15 member confirmation class, the largest group in years) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.14
A Warm occasion (was Alternative School graduation for students and teachers) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.1

SIDLEY, FRANK
A eulogy for the Town Club (historically reports founding and highlights) (edit), Oct 19, 1990, p.6

SIDEROV, SHEILA
Houlihan-Lawrence sold (to Seenan Equity Group but not expected to change SCS operation), Jun 8, 1990, p.1

SIEBERT, HELEN
Awards, Appointments & Promotions: Helen F Siebert (designated certified real estate appraiser), Feb 23, 1990, p.4

SIEGEL, (RABBI)
Temple (Beth Abraham) observes 90th birthday (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.16
SIEGEL, ALAN

Hutchinson River Parkway safety project may result in protection for trees as well as drivers, Feb 16, 1990, p.1
Embattled Hutch neighbors still seeking relief from (NY State) Dept of Transportation, Jun 1, 1990, p.1
Hutchinson River Parkway neighbors seek relief (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.4

SIEGEL, HARRIE

Friends (of Music and the Arts) bolster arts in the schools (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.15
Lines are drawn in language debate (teachers' committee and parents' views presented) (cont), Oct 26, 1990, p.14

SIEGEL, LAURA

'Deeply offended' (by Tom Kippr edit 9/28/90 and SCS Inquirer choice to print) (ltr), Oct 5, 1990, p.6

SIEGEL, SMELLY

(SCS) Synagogue-Tremont Temple more active than ever (photo) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19

SIEGEL, STEVE

(Westchester) County champions (all-star eight grade boys basketball) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.14

SIEGEL, STEVEN

SCS Antiques return to running form for Tuckahoe Classic 2- and 5-mile events, Sep 14, 1990, p.15

SIEGELBAU, ANNE

Helping the homeless (cont details of volunteers at Coachman Hotel), Dec 28, 1990, p.18

SIEGELBAU, HAROLD

Friends protest village plan (to create second employee residence at) Weinberg (Nature) Center, Feb 16, 1990, p.1

SIERRA CLUB

A cleanup by the (Bronx) river (sponsored by Sierra Club, on Sun, 8/12, 19, 26/90), Aug 10, 1990, p.2
Muckracking environmentalists (Sierra Club continues to clean up Bronx River) (photo), Aug 17, 1990, p.3

SIGNORI, BETH

Students learning ways to help others (is the purpose of the Peer Counselors) (photo), Mar 2, 1990, p.5
Maroon and White honors spring teams (lacrosse, tennis, soccer, and track) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.19
Maroon and White's tribute to the SCS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26
A STEP up for Treva (Hohrn, from Mississippi, who celebrates graduation from SHS) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.4
Stickers tie one, win two (in girls SCS high school field hockey games), Oct 12, 1990, p.14
Field hockey: a win and a loss (for girls high school team) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.14
One and All-Section selections (honored at Maroon & White's awards dinner) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

SIGNORI, JENNIFER

Signori is Heptagonal Track and Field Championships' champ, Mar 9, 1990, p.12

SILAS NORTH INCORPORATED

Among lawyer's kudos: first in smoked salmon (importing business complimented by Connoisseur) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.5

SILBER, CARLA

Greenacres gym burns (cont. fire incident and plans for school fair) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.20

SILBER, REBECCA

Greenacres gym burns (cont. fire incident and plans for school fair) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.20

SILBERSTEIN, JACOB

Student magazine is definitely 'The Cutting Edge' (as SCS students publish review) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.13

SILBERI, LIZ

The art of coaching soccer (belongs to Art Resnick, beloved coach and teacher) (photo), Aug 3, 1990, p.3

SILCOTT, BRIAN

Maroon and White's tribute to the SCS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26

SILTON, ALICE

(Hospitality Center of SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital has 50th anniv.) (photo), Feb 9, 1990, p.9
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**SILVER, BARNETT (AU)**
- No reunion for these three graduates who received invitations too late to plan (ltr), Oct 5, 1990, p.6

**SILVER, DANIEL**
- Citizens' Committee petition (for candidates' nominations) deadline nears (committee noted), Sep 21, 1990, p.3

**SILVER, DANIEL X**
- Civic Club names officers (of first slate since joining of town and Village clubs, 6/90), Aug 10, 1990, p.3

**SILVER, DASHIELL**
- Citizens Committee petition (for candidates' nominations) deadline nears (committee noted), Sep 21, 1990, p.3

**SILVER, DAVID K**
- Civic Club names officers (of first slate since joining of town and Village clubs, 6/90), Aug 10, 1990, p.3

**SILVERA, NASHEED**
- Raider oldtimers (basketball teams 1979, 1988) win one for the homeless (photos), Mar 30, 1990, p.13

**SILVERMAN, ELLIOT**
- A STEP up for Treva Hohn, from Mississippi, who celebrates graduation from SHS (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.4

**SILVERMAN, ELLIOT (AU)**
- The school bond issue: readers have their say (about upcoming vote) (ltr), Mar 23, 1990, p.6
- STEP brings mutual benefits (to community and students who study here, hosts needed) (ltr), Apr 27, 1990, p.6

**SILVERMAN, JORDAN**
- Times change, but the game's the same (when County tennis opens for 78th season) (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.12

**SILVERMAN, RYAN**
- For special campers: stars and hula hoops (as disabled kids enjoy SCS Rec. Dept. programs) (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.3

**SILVERMAN, RUTH**
- Child Care (Assn of SCS) will relocate to Quaker Ridge School (photo), Jan 19, 1990, p.1
- County children's group elects 2 Scarsdalisans (Elizabeth Marks and Ruth Silverman), Sep 28, 1990, p.5

**SILVERMAN, RYAN**
- Students learning ways to help others (is the purpose of the Peer Counselors) (photo), Mar 2, 1990, p.5
- Scarsdale (High) School seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14

**SILVERSTEIN, BERNARD**
- Murray Hall Middle Heathcote group names officers (and committee chairs), Nov 23, 1990, p.3

**SILVERSTEIN, JULIE**
- A record class (is 15 member confirmation class, the largest group in years) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.14
- Pumpkins in the rain (sale for AFS Mill take place 10/27/90 rain or shine) (photo), Oct 26, 1990, p.5

**SILVERSTONE, DOROTHY**
- Only the best for SCS birds (pair of antique garden ornaments given to SCS by Silverstones), Sep 28, 1990, p.2

**SILVERSTONE, DOROTHY LITTMAN**
- Former Scarsdalian (Dorothy Littman Silverstone) cited as a mother of the year (by American Mothers), Apr 20, 1990, p.4

**SIMEX, ALEX**
- Plagued by 'bowl jinx' Raiders lose to Carmel in 13-10 heartbreaker (photo), Nov 23, 1990, p.19

**SIMES, ANN**
- Realtors convene (for second national convention of Prudential Real Estate Affiliates), Feb 16, 1990, p.2

**SINKIN, STEVEN**
- Village postpones action on disputed zoning law, Jan 19, 1990, p.1
- FEIS approved for Winston estate; (Oickel Rd project criticized again), Feb 2, 1990, p.1

**SINKIN, STEVEN (AU)**
- Bulk-volume restrictions opposed (by real estate attorney who directed comments to Esther Shay) (ltr), Oct 12, 1990, p.6

**SIMMONS, AIMEE**
- Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

**SIMMONS, AMY**
- Intern (Amy Simmons) in Albany (with Cecile D. Singer at State Legislature) (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.4

**SIMMONS, EZRA (PHOTO)**
- Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24

**SIMMONS, TED (AU)**
- (Zoning) Law meant to preserve quality of life (ltr), Jan 12, 1990, p.6
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SIMON, ANN ROSE

LNV elects Aty Paulin as president (for 1990-91) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.3
The Bank of New York salutes The League of Women Voters (SCS) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.28

SIMON, JOSHUA

Masters of babysitting (are graduates of SES fire Dept. Babysitting Seminar) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.10

SINOH, LOUIS

New symphony (Fine Arts Symphony), a fine addition to county culture (Louis Simon, conductor) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.17

SIMON, HARJ (AUI

(Heals on Hheels) glad to be noticed (lr), Feb 23, 1990, p.6

SIMON, SANDI

SCS Antiques return to running form for luchahoe Classic 2- and 5- mile events, Sep 14, 1990, p.15

SIMPSON, BRADFORD

Scarlsdale) High School seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14
Scarlsdale) High School) honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.9

SIMPSON, PEGGY

Having a party? YES says give us a call (Staff listed) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.10
They say YES to job-seekers (student organization honors volunteers) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.19

SIMS, CHARLES

Questions and answers on shared housing (defines the program for SCS Citizens) (photo) (edit), Sep 7, 1990, p.7

SIMS, SEYMOUR

Seniors told of housing options (presented by Older Women's League and Scarsdale Seniors), Mar 23, 1990, p.11
Shared housing project put off (due to lack of funds but continuing community involvement), Dec 7, 1990, p.1

SINS, SEYMOUR "CHUCK"

Seniors to share Overhill (Road) house (as SCS Citizens sign to purchase residence) (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.1

SINGER, CECILE

Issues of the elderly are focus of C Singer, district's freshman legislator, Jan 5, 1990, p.5
(Ten Scarsdalians join) Group lobbying to keep abortion legal, Feb 2, 1990, p.16
GOP hears pro-choice message, Feb 9, 1990, p.3
(SCS Republican Town Committee) hears P Harrison's pro-choice message, Feb 9, 1990, p.3
Child Care (Asso of SCS) opens first fundraising drive (to obtain local support) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.5
Some words about the Newhouses (by several local figures on occasion of Historical Society award), Apr 6, 1990, p.7
Bank of New York salutes Eda and Stanley Newhouse and the SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.28
Support for victims (of crime is presented in legislative resolution in Albany) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.4
Residents sought for shared housing (in SCS), May 25, 1990, p.5
League of Women Voters takes seniors (high school students) to Albany (to examine state process), May 25, 1990, p.13
Parking fee protest (by village manager's office as unpopular tax was imposed), Jun 15, 1990, p.1
(Westchester) County seeks sales tax hike (and needs state approval to enact), Jun 15, 1990, p.1
State rejects tax hike (by not voting before session ends; views presented), Jul 6, 1990, p.1
No sales tax hike (cont. county revenue discussion), Jul 6, 1990, p.2
Intern (Ray Simons) in Albany (with Cecile D. Singer at State Legislature) (photo), Jul 11, 1990, p.4
Candidates (voice views; Glenn Bellitto, Paul Noto, Cecile Singer) (cont) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.9
League of (Women) Voters) debate Monday (10/29/90 for annual candidates' meeting), Oct 26, 1990, p.1
Lively exchanges at League of (Women) Voters debate (as Congressional candidates meet at SPL), Nov 2, 1990, p.1
Inquirer endorsements (for 1990 elections include N. Lowey, C. Singer, S. Oppenheimer) (edit), Nov 2, 1990, p.6
Tuesday's ballot crowded with candidates (for governor, state controller, Congress, State Legis.), Nov 2, 1990, p.30
How Scarsdale voted (cont. of election results), Nov 9, 1990, p.19

...
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SINGER, CECILE (AU)
Child support, trains among C Singer’s concerns (photo) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.5

SINGH, KAMALDEEP (AU)
Children send greetings to soldiers in the (Persian) Gulf (third grade samples) (ltr), Nov 16, 1990, p.7

SINGEN, MARY ELLEN
Flashlight vigil’ planned (inviting public participation in peace vigil 12/5/90), Nov 30, 1990, p.2

SINGEN, MICKEY
National award to SCS League (for membership recognition at national convention), Jun 29, 1990, p.5
The Bank of New York salutes The League of Women Voters (SCS) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.28

SINKINSON, ESTHER H
Esther H Sinkinson (dies), Jul 13, 1990, p.12

SINSHEIMER, FLORENCE
Bank of New York salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photos), May 18, 1990, p.24
Library: trove of local history (Board designated repository for historical materials) (ltr), Aug 3, 1990, p.6

SINSHEIMER, WARREN
Bank of New York salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photos), May 18, 1990, p.24

SIVE PAGE & RIESEL
Resident (David Page) is the environment’s booster (and represents both sides) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.6

SKEKER, JOANNE
Realty recognition (for R.R. Ragette, Inc. agents-Joanne Skeker, Merain Epperson) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.4

SKIS AND SKIING
Dan Howe wins a medal in slalom at Lake Placid, Mar 2, 1990, p.24
A dry run (for Weinberg Nature Center’s cross-country skiing class) (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.3
Haroon and White’s tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24
Summer special: the ski column, May 25, 1990, p.9

SKLARIN, RONNIE (AU)
If its the computer, let it in (details computer revolution and uses of a PC) (edit), Aug 24, 1990, p.7

SKYERS, YVONNE
I’m Russian to be your valentine: (Community Baptist Church sends valentines to Soviet Union) (photo), Feb 16, 1990, p.1

SLAGLE, MARY M
Mary M Slagle (dies), Apr 27, 1990, p.18

SLANER, ALFRED
Other Voices: Tolerance—a prized SCS tradition (edit), Feb 23, 1990, p.6

SLANER, LUELLA
Town, Village Clubs discuss consolidation, Feb 2, 1990, p.1
Civic Club names officers (of first slate since joining of Town and Village clubs, 6/90), Aug 10, 1990, p.3
Citizens’ Committee petition (for candidates’ nominations) deadline nears (committee noted), Sep 21, 1990, p.3

SLATTERY, RICHARD
Scarsdale’s finest celebrate one of their finest hours (at accreditation ceremony) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.6
Carrying a torch for special kids (SCS Police run in Special Olympics Torch Run) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.5

SLAVIN, MAJORIE

SLIFKIN, DAVID M

SLOAN, IRVING J
Columnist I Sloan called off the mark (ltr), Jan 26, 1990, p.6
Time to join forces (edit) (with Village Club), Feb 9, 1990, p.6
Telfer: start language study early (outlines needs for language instruction to begin earlier), Mar 9, 1990, p.15
Non-Partisan system faces trial by Town Club (in mock trial of Partisan vs. Non-partisan), Mar 23, 1990, p.1
SLOAN, IRVING J continued

Mock trial of (non-partisan) system arouses real feelings (conducted by Town Club), Apr 6, 1990, p.1
We will miss our dear Dorothy B. Iajak, the clerk of the school district on her retirement (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.13
The (non-partisan) system goes on (mock) trial, Apr 6, 1990, p.21
A lesson about language from Eleanor Roosevelt (reflects on the crucial importance of language) (ltr, Apr 20, 1990, p.6
American Jewish Congress group elects board (including Scarsdalians) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.4
(Irving) Sloan shot with BB; two charged (in incident on South Broadway, White Plains), Aug 3, 1990, p.5
Creative housing solutions (addresses Irving Sloan's column on affordable housing) (ltr), Aug 17, 1990, p.6
School Board shifts policy on cash gifts (and votes not to accept cash gifts), Oct 12, 1990, p.1
Scarsdale Democrats' dinner to honor (Helen) Heilpern and (Irving) Sloan for community service, Oct 26, 1990, p.2
Columnist in the Dark Ages (1. Sloan angers resident by comments "good women of PTA") (ltr), Nov 15, 1990, p.6
(SCS School) District wins grant (from Liz Claiborne Foundation $31,550 for cultural program), Dec 21, 1990, p.1
School awarded grant (further details grant proposal process and Sloan's assistance), Dec 21, 1990, p.17

SLOAN, IRVING J (AU)

Other Voices: Zoning law is not an evil scheme (edit), Jan 19, 1990, p.6
Other Voices: Tolerance--a prized SCS tradition (edit), Feb 23, 1990, p.6
Black-Jewish alliance is at risk (edit), Mar 23, 1990, p.7
Other Voices discusses the SCS non-partisan system and trial by Town Club (edit), May 18, 1990, p.6
Farewell to a beloved teacher (memorializes Eugene Pisani) (edit), Jun 1, 1990, p.6
Bill of Rights at risk (with flag desecration issue) (ltr), Jun 15, 1990, p.6
Age as a boon, not a burden (as middle years teachers contemplate retirement) (edit), Jun 29, 1990, p.6
In South Africa, a day, three lives (January Sun by Richard Stengel is reviewed) (edit), Jul 20, 1990, p.6
Affordable housing—not here! (describes the community aspects of SCS life) (edit), Aug 3, 1990, p.6
Chickens come home to roost (refutes housing arguments previously noted) (edit), Aug 24, 1990, p.6
Working TV against itself (provides history and suggests uses in classroom) (edit), Sep 14, 1990, p.6
No time for ridicule (attacks Tom Kipper ed. 9/28/90 and discusses anti-Semitism) (edit), Oct 5, 1990, p.6
Take experts' advice: delay foreign language (for reasons outlined by committee) (edit), Nov 2, 1990, p.6
Japan-bashing: just racism (notes historical context and commends residents' openness) (edit), Nov 23, 1990, p.6
Too many compromises? (in NY State Education Commissioner Thomas Sobol's viewpoints) (edit), Dec 7, 1990, p.6
Free speech flourishes at SCS (High) School (notes recent student articles and history) (edit), Dec 14, 1990, p.6
Freedom of the Press (cont. of edit by Irving J Sloan on freedom of speech), Dec 14, 1990, p.16

SLOANE, DAVID

The real meaning of community (ltr), Jan 12, 1990, p.6

SLOTNICK, BARRY

Other Voices: What WOII happen in '90 (edit), Jan 5, 1990, p.6
B Slotnick eyes run for Congress (photo), Jan 19, 1990, p.1
B Slotnick moves toward declaring (candidacy for 20th Congressional District), Feb 2, 1990, p.1
A suggestion for Slotnick (ltr), Feb 2, 1990, p.6
GOP hears pre-choice message, Feb 9, 1990, p.3
(SCS Republican Town Committee) hears P Harrison's pro-choice message, Feb 9, 1990, p.3
Garlands oppose Slotnick bid for House; cite trial tactics (as reason for public outcry), Apr 20, 1990, p.1
Garlands oppose Slotnick (in bid for US Congress, Justice for All is cited), Apr 20, 1990, p.18
On the Garlands and Barry Slotnick (several citizens comment varied views) (ltrs), May 4, 1990, p.6
'Let's keep Nita (Lowey) in Washington' (as our congresswoman) (ltr), May 11, 1990, p.6
'The blind endorsing the blind' (is image of letters regarding political campaign) (ltr), May 11, 1990, p.6
Slotnick declines; (Paul) Noto declares (candidacy for NY State Senate) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.1
GOP picks (Glenn) Bellitto to challenge (Nita) Lowey for 20th Congressional District seat, Jun 8, 1990, p.1
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SLOTNICK, BARRY (AU)

Negative campaign tactics (charged to Garlands by B. Slotnick re: lawyers for accused) (ltr), May 18, 1990, p.6

SMIMKA, OKSANA

Tenure (eligibility) time for (Judy) Fox, 13 staff members, listed with school affiliations), Oct 26, 1990, p.13

SMALLENS, SANDY

Locals (Too Much Joy) jailed in Florida after censorship protest (over 2 Live Crew rap band) (photo), Aug 17, 1990, p.1

SMILER, BERNARD A

Bernard A Sailer (dies), Oct 12, 1990, p.18

SMITH, BERNARD

Tuesday's ballot crowded with candidates (for governor, state controller, Congress, State Legis.), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

SMITH, DAVID

(David) Smith leaving Greenacres (post of head custodian after 24 years) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.18

Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

SMITH, DEIRDRE

(SCS) Neighborhood Assn. Presidents urge involvement (list) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.10

SMITH, DERRILL (PHOTO)

Another winning season (for Scarsdale High's boys and girls basketball teams), Mar 9, 1990, p.12

SMITH, GAIL

The fairest is felled (in SCS Woman's Club production) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.9

SMITH, GLADYS

Gladys Smith (dies), Feb 16, 1990, p.16

SMITH, ISABLE

DAR pursues its patriotic mission (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.16

SMITH, JARROD

Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26

SMITH, KATHRYN

Bank of New York salutes the Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees... (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26

SMITH, MATTHEW

Masters of babysitting (are graduates of SCS Fire Dept. Babysitting Seminar) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.10

SMITH, MICHAEL

Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees... (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26

SMITH, PAULA

The fairest is felled (in SCS Woman's Club production) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.9

SMITH, REBECCA

Students learning ways to help others (is the purpose of the Peer Counselors) (photo), Mar 2, 1990, p.5

Raiders soccer team defends sectional title with 1-0 victory (advancing team to state championships), Jun 8, 1990, p.1

Raiders repeat (for second year) as (New York) state champs (for girls high school team) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.1

Maroon and White honors spring teams (lacrosse, tennis, soccer, and track) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.19

Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26

State champions all (Raiders' girls varsity team takes state champs for 2nd year) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.14

Compton Tennis draws 80 juniors (at Fox Meadow Club June 18-23, 1990) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.22

The art of coaching soccer (belongs to Art Resnick, beloved coach and teacher) (photo), Aug 3, 1990, p.3

SMITH, ROBERT

Scarsdale's finest celebrate one of their finest hours (at accreditation ceremony) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.6

SMITH, TIM

Cougars: top cats in 1990 (Junior High SPRC champions are noted) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19

SMITH, WILLIAM (MSR)

IHM involves members in many ways (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19
SMITH, ZAK
Bank of New York salutes Hitchcock Presbyterian Church (as its dedication begin) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.26

SMITHERS, JOHANNA
Perennial champ (Johanna Smithers wins 8th consecutive SCS Golf Club championship) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.26

SMOKING
Smoke-free schools (is goal of SCS Board of Education), Mar 9, 1990, p.1
Smoking policy (in compliance with new state restrictions takes place 4/1/90 at Library-SCSI), Mar 23, 1990, p.1

SMOLER, ELSIE
Residents sought for shared housing (in SCS), May 25, 1990, p.5
Panel named to choose bowl winner (W. McCrory, chairman, names members), Sep 21, 1990, p.4

SMOLER, MATTHEW S
Matthew S Smoler (dies), Jun 1, 1990, p.14

SMOLOVER, JESSE
Native skills (Indian maskmaking program presented at Weinberg Nature Center) (photo), Nov 23, 1990, p.3

SKULEN, JOHN
Summer league tennis nets pair of team firsts at NY Metro showdown (photos), Sep 7, 1990, p.26

SKULEN, KERRI
Summer league tennis nets pair of team firsts at NY Metro showdown (photos), Sep 7, 1990, p.26

SKULEN, KYLE
Scouts' honor at Village Hall (as Scout Government Day brings Boy and Girl Scouts on tour) (photo), Mar 2, 1990, p.1

SNITZER, VIRGINIA (AU)
Heed threat to reproductive choice (uses Ireland as example where freedom is curtailed) (ltr), Aug 24, 1990, p.6

SNYER, WILLIAM
Top achievement (in fundraising goes to Dennis Wasiczko for muscular dystrophy cam.) (photo), May 10, 1990, p.4
Fire prevention is awesome! (is the message as Heathcote students visit Truck Day) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.1

SO, MICHELLE
Five top finishers, 225 winners in (annual) speech meet (at junior high) (photos), Apr 6, 1990, p.6
Bank of New York Salutes Junior High Speech Contest (photos), Apr 20, 1990, p.26

SO, RAYMOND
Scarsdale (High) School seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14

SO, YEONHE
Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9

SOBOL, GERALD (AU)
(Zoning) Law meant to preserve quality of life (ltr), Jan 12, 1990, p.6

SOBOL, HARRIET
Bank of New York Salutes Charles Cunningham, SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of Year 1990 (photos), Apr 13, 1990, p.22
Bank of New York Salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photos), Aug 31, 1990, p.20

SOBOL, MICHAEL
In seventh heaven (Fox Meadow seventh grade boys soccer won Recreation Dept. championship) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21

SOBOL, PENNY
A Southwestern look: (P Sobol exhibits wall hanging at Eclat), Feb 9, 1990, p.4

SOBOL, THOMAS
Memorial (service held) Sunday (3/25/90) for Howard Harrison (at Scarsdale High School), Mar 23, 1990, p.1
Bank of New York Salutes Charles Cunningham, SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of Year 1990 (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.22
Some final thoughts (from David Kirkwood, on Scarsdale as he's known it, 1975-1990) (edit), May 11, 1990, p.6
Too many compromises? (in NY State Education Commissioner Thomas Sobol's viewpoints) (edit), Dec 7, 1990, p.6
Sobol replies (sharply) to (Irving J) Sloan (regarding his analysis of Sobol's views) (ltr), Dec 14, 1990, p.6
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

SOBOL, THOMAS (AU)
Sobol replies (sharply) to (Irving J) Sloan (regarding his analysis of Sobol's views) (ltr), Dec 14, 1990, p.6

SOCCER
Get ready, Piccadilly, here come the SCS Devils (8th-grade soccer team) (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.5
Almost... (Raiders girls soccer 1990 opener ended in a 0-0 tie against Arlington) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.15
Off to England (are SCS Devils, 8th grade girls on spring tour and playing trip) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.15
Art Resnick gets 200th career victory (for his girls high school soccer team), May 4, 1990, p.17
Raiders soccer team wins sectional title with 1-0 victory (advancing team to state championships), Jun 8, 1990, p.1
Raiders win Section (for girls' soccer) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.16
Raiders repeat (for second year) as (New York) state champs (for girls high school team) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.1
Maroon and White honors spring teams (lacrosse, tennis, soccer, and track) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.19
The art of coaching soccer (belongs to Art Resnick, beloved coach and teacher) (photo), Aug 3, 1990, p.3
(Raiders girls varsity team takes state champs for 2nd year) (photo), Sep 1, 1990, p.14
(Raiders' girls varsity team takes state champs for 2nd year) (photo), Sep 1, 1990, p.14
Here come the Raiders! A Fall Preview (of sports schedules), Sep 14, 1990, p.15
Limbering up (All-Star Soccer girls Fox Meadow members get ready for practice) (photo), Sep 28, 1990, p.16
Soccer setback in Hataroneck 2-0, then rallies, blasting Roosevelt 6-0 (photo), Sep 28, 1990, p.22
Fab foxes (4th grade Fox Meadow girls in 6-0 championship season) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.17
Pick o' the sixth... (Fox Meadow 1990 champions of PRC's A Soccer League) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21
In seventh heaven (Fox Meadow seventh grade boys' soccer won Recreation Dept. championship) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21
Greenacres is the (1st) place to be (for fifth grade boys and sixth grade girls) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.24
On the wings of Eagles (Edgewood 8th graders win sixth consecutive championship) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.17

SOCIAL NETWORKS
Groups help those who help themselves (identifies support groups meeting time and place), Nov 16, 1990, p.20
Health programs (groups' meetings noted), Nov 25, 1990, p.20
SEE ALSO SELF-HELP GROUPS

SOCIAL WORK
Living through personal tragedy (discusses hurt, pain and suffering through losses) (edit), Apr 27, 1990, p.7

SOCIALLY HANDICAPPED CHILDREN
SEE POOR

SOCIETY FOR THE PREVENTION OF CRUELTY TO ANIMALS
Scarsdalians aid SPCA effort for elderly (in Golden Outreach Program) (photo), Dec 20, 1990, p.5

SOFIA, AMY
Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

SOFIA, ROSEANN
Drake-Edgewood gives $1000 (to local community organizations), Jun 8, 1990, p.2

SOFTBALL
Softball, a curtain call (4th grade Quaker Ridge girls finish in first place) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.24

SOIFER, CARA
Students learning ways to help others (is the purpose of the Peer Counselors) (photo), Mar 2, 1990, p.5

SOKOL, JASON
Cougars: top cats in 1990 (Junior High SPRC champions are noted) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19

SOKOL, STACY
Kids take center stage this weekend (at SCS Junior High and at Mid-westchester Y) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.17
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SOLOMON, BETTY JEANNE
Teacher C Warmus indicted in EMI murder (of BJ Solomon) (photo), Feb 9, 1990, p.1
WARMUS's lawyer seeks dismissal of murder charges (on illegal-evidence tampering charge) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.1
Warmus case key witness heard (Vincent Parco is one who puts gun in defendant's hand), Jun 29, 1990, p.1
Warmus case leaks probed by defense (as hearings continue), Jul 27, 1990, p.1
Warmus indictment dismissed by Carey (as DA Vergari vows to continue prosecution), Aug 10, 1990, p.1
Warmus jury sought (as proceedings in murder trial begin), Dec 7, 1990, p.1
Evidence on defendant's past discussed in pretrial hearings (as C. Warmus nears trial), Dec 21, 1990, p.1

SOLOMON, KRISTAN
Teacher C Warmus indicted in EMI murder (of BJ Solomon) (photo), Feb 9, 1990, p.1

SOLOMON, PAUL
Teacher C Warmus indicted in EMI murder (of BJ Solomon) (photo), Feb 9, 1990, p.1
WARMUS reindicted for (Betty Jean) Solomon murder (of January 1989; background presented), Sep 28, 1990, p.1
Evidence on defendant's past discussed in pretrial hearings (as C. Warmus nears trial), Dec 21, 1990, p.1

SOMERVILLE, KARENA
Bank of New York salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photos), May 18, 1990, p.24

SONNERFIELD, GEORGE
Winners every one (Fast Feats team in final lap of Veryfine Save the Children relay) (photo), Apr 27, 1990, p.9
SCS Antiques return to running form for Tuckahoe Classic 2- and 5-mile events, Sep 14, 1990, p.15

SON, JIA
Scarsdale High School honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.12

SONG, GIYOUNG
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26

SONNENBORN, DONALD
Awards, Appointments & Promotions: DE Sonnenborn (named partner in Moses & Singer law firm), Jan 19, 1990, p.8
Undefeated Greenacres hardballers (are seventh grade A-team) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.22

SONNENBORN, JONAH
Undefeated Greenacres hardballers (are seventh grade A-team) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.22

SORKIN, ANDREW
Bank of New York Salutes Junior High Speech Contest (photos), Apr 20, 1990, p.26

SORKIN, JOAN
Friends (of Music and the Arts) bolster arts in the schools (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.15
The Bank of New York salutes The League of Women Voters (SCS) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.28

SORKIN, LAWRENCE
Twenty-six chosen for School Board Nominating Committee (election 1/22/90), Dec 14, 1990, p.3

SORKIN, SUZIE
Kids take center stage this weekend (at SCS Junior High and at Mid-westchester Jr) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.17
'Heavens to Mozart' by fifth graders (at Fox Meadow school) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.20

SOS-CHILDREN'S VILLAGE
An oasis of caring in Jordan (is the setting for SOS-Children's Village, Amman, Jordan) (edit), Oct 19, 1990, p.7

SOTER, MARGARET
GOP hears pro-choice message, Feb 9, 1990, p.3
(SCS Republican Town Committee) hears P Harrison's pro-choice message, Feb 9, 1990, p.3
DAR elects new officers (for 1990-91 term), Jun 8, 1990, p.9

SOTER, MARGARET S
Soter will run GOP women's forum (7/21/90) (photo), Jul 20, 1990, p.2

SOUNDVIEW PREPARATORY SCHOOL
Deanne Treadway (elected to Board of Soundview Preparatory School), Aug 24, 1990, p.4
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SOUTER, DAVID (JUDGE)
What if (Judge David) Souter were gay? (analyzes current thought on homophobia) (edit), Aug 10, 1990, p.6

SOUTH AFRICA
In South Africa, a day, three lives (January Sun by Richard Stengel is reviewed) (edit), Jul 20, 1990, p.6

SOUTH EAST CONSORTIUM FOR SPECIAL SERVICES
For special campers: stars and hula hoops (as disabled kids enjoy SCS Rec. Dept. programs) (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.3

SOVIET AND AMERICAN WOMEN'S SUMMIT
What role will women play in the future of Russia under Gorbachev? (edit), Jul 13, 1990, p.7

SOVIET UNION
Local Baptists find their faith burgeoning in the Soviet Union (while traveling on mission), Apr 20, 1990, p.1
Can we trust Russia, Gorbachev and Glasno? "Not really, never..." (edit), May 25, 1990, p.7
Can we trust Russia, Gorbachev and Glasno? "We have to try...
Scarsdalian (Susan Spaet) to attend camp in Soviet Union (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.10
What role will women play in the future of Russia under Gorbachev? (edit), Jul 13, 1990, p.7
Traveling through time in the Soviet Union (student-camper exchange program; trip details) (edit), Oct 26, 1990, p.7

SOVIET UNION-COMMERCIAL
Local entrepreneur E Rittenband heading to Russia with Budweiser beer (photo), Feb 23, 1990, p.1

SOVIET UNION-DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
I'm Russian to be your valentine: (Community Baptist Church sends valentines to Soviet Union) (photo), Feb 16, 1990, p.1

SOVIETS IN THE U.S.
The outlook for Soviet Jews (is addressed by Myrna Shinbaui at YWHA of Mid-Westchester), Oct 26, 1990, p.5

SPACE FLIGHT-MISSIONS
Aloff at last (space shuttle Columbia took off with Dr. Jeffrey Hoffman aboard), Dec 7, 1990, p.1

SPACE FLIGHT-SHUTTLE MISSIONS
Dr J Hoffman taking second trip; Back into space (on Shuttle Columbia May 9), Feb 23, 1990, p.1

SPACE LABS
New patient monitors at White Plains Hospital (provided by Auxiliaries), Jul 27, 1990, p.17

SPADACCIA, VIRGIL
Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees...(photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26

SPAET, NONA
Friends (of Music and the Arts) bolster arts in the schools (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.15
LMW elects Amy Paulin as president for 1990-91 (photo), May 11, 1990, p.3
League of Women Voters re-elects Strauss; Janiak new VP (at annual convention), Jun 8, 1990, p.4
The Bank of New York salutes The League of Women Voters (SCS) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.28

SPAET, NONA (AU)
Another view of Earth Day (responding to Charles Lyon ltr of 4/27/90), May 4, 1990, p.6
Students termed guide to adults (responds to J. Bookman letter 11/23/90 about fur protest) (ltr), Nov 30, 1990, p.6
Students could teach adults a lesson (responds to J. Bookman ltr regarding demonstration) (ltr), Dec 7, 1990, p.6

SPAET, SUSAN
Scarsdalian (Susan Spaet) to attend camp in Soviet Union (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.10
Student target furrier for protest (High school group pickets outside SCS merchant) (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.3
'Flashlight vigil' planned (inviting public participation in peace vigil 12/5/90), Nov 30, 1990, p.2

SPAET, SUSAN (AU)
Traveling through time in the Soviet Union (student-camper exchange program; trip details) (edit), Oct 26, 1990, p.7

SPANG, ANDREW
O'Rourke (says) 'Don't defer our dreams' (in fourth inaugural address), Jan 5, 1990, p.1
Democrats and Conservatives to vote in primaries Tuesday (9/11/90), Sep 7, 1990, p.1
(Carol) Bellamy, (John) Schafer win primaries in low turnout (9/11/90), Sep 14, 1990, p.1
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SPANO, NICHOLAS
Hutchinson River Parkway safety project may result in protection for trees as well as drivers, Feb 16, 1990, p.1
No end seen to impasse over Special Patrolmen (in spite of proposed state law), Mar 23, 1990, p.2
Paper abuse is addressed and suggestions for reducing paper proliferation are made (edit), Jun 1, 1990, p.6
In Greenburgh (SCS Inquirer endorses B. Gilman, N. Spano, R. Brodsky) (edit), Nov 2, 1990, p.6

SPARETTO, SUSAN
Opera starlets (Pavarotti note! Quaker Ridge first and second graders present Babar) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.13

SPARROW, KATHY
Reading unites, delites these parents, kids (who have continued Book Club for years) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.6

SPARROW, WENDY
Host valuable player is Wendy Sparrow for SCS all-star team, with Coach Stephen Elkins (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.15
Reading unites, delites these parents, kids (who have continued Book Club for years) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.6

SPECIAL COMMISSION ON ADDITIONAL REVENUES
Kochberg: budget cutters alive and well (addresses how budget is being scrutinized) (edit), Sep 21, 1990, p.6
SEE ALSO SCA RC

SPECIAL PATROLMEN-SCS
Why can't SCS Special Patrolmen be named? (lrr), Jan 5, 1990, p.6
Find a way to rearm Special Patrolmen (lrr), Jan 19, 1990, p.6
No end seen to impasse over Special Patrolmen (in spite of proposed state law), Mar 23, 1990, p.2
Are volunteer police no longer needed? (asks former patrolman) (lrr), Apr 20, 1990, p.6
SEE ALSO POLICE-SCS

SPECK, CARYL (AU)
Merchants thanked for generosity to Central Westchester Humane Society (lrr), Apr 6, 1990, p.6

SPELLMAN, PATRICIA (CAPTAIN)
A tree of warth (Fifth Grade Troop 1951 makes accessories for Salvation Army trees) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.17

SPENCE, MALCOLM
Other Voices: Tolerance—a prized SCS tradition (edit), Feb 23, 1990, p.6

SPENCER-CHRISTIE CORP
(At least two, possibly four shops) Coming soon (to downtown area), Feb 2, 1990, p.1

SPIELE R, JILL
Child Care (Assn of SCS) will relocate to Quaker Ridge School), Jan 19, 1990, p.1
Child Care (Assn of SCS) to leave Greenacres (School) (photo p 17), Feb 16, 1990, p.1
Child Care (Assn of SCS) opens first fundraising drive (to obtain local support) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.5
With new site (Quaker Ridge) comes new money and new name (Kid's BASE) for Child Care (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.2
The Bank of New York salutes The League of Women Voters (SCS) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.28

SPIELE R, JILL (AU)
PTA and Child Care cooperate (lrr), Feb 23, 1990, p.6

SPIELE R, RUSSELL
Masters of babysitting (are graduates of SCS Fire Dept. Babysitting Seminar) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.10

SPIER, EVE
Seasonal sounds (as members of TVCC serenade Boniface Circle with holiday sing) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.1

SPIER, JERRY
Seasonal sounds (as members of TVCC serenade Boniface Circle with holiday sing) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.1

SPILLMAN, RUTH
Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees... (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26
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SPIRO, MARGORIE
In the school nurses offices: miracle cures (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.6

SPITALNY, FRANK J
Frank J Spitalny (elected to Board of Burke Property Management), Oct 26, 1990, p.14

SPITZ, DAWN
Realty associates (Blanche Muroff and Dawn Spitz join Cleveland E Van Wert Inc.) (photo), Oct 26, 1990, p.4

SPORTS
State of sports reporting and broadcasting (edit), Mar 30, 1990, p.6

SPRAGUE, RICHARD (DR)
ESL students learn far more than a language (photo), Jan 5, 1990, p.6
Parents urge earlier start for foreign language instruction; (Problems cited), Feb 9, 1990, p.1
What about a high school pool? (Harrison asks SCS Board of Ed to consider in 1990), Mar 2, 1990, p.1
School Board elects (Robert) November, (Evelyn) Stock at annual reorganization (photo), Jul 6, 1990, p.1
Foreign language on school agenda (as community and teachers consider adding to curriculum), Sep 14, 1990, p.1
Foreign language consensus elusive (as schools and residents try to evaluate research), Oct 5, 1990, p.1
Foreign language (cont. report of teachers' and community findings), Oct 5, 1990, p.15
(Sunil) Ridge) work re-bid, contract awarded (to A.K. &S Contractors Inc.) (Honors English noted), Oct 12, 1990, p.13
Why delay foreign language for K-6? (details reasons why some residents favor implementation) (1tr), Oct 26, 1990, p.6
(SCS School) District wins grant (from Liz Claiborne Foundation $31,550 for cultural program), Dec 21, 1990, p.1

SPRING
Spring arrivals (include brood of goslings strolling on Berkley Pond) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.1

SPRING HARVEST FOOD DRIVE
Spring food drive (throughout Westchester) begins Monday (to be distributed by Food-Patch), Mar 16, 1990, p.5

SPYER, ANDY

ST BERNAARD'S CENTER FOR LEARNING
(St Bernard's Center for Learning) Gives homeless children a boost, Jan 19, 1990, p.5
Local United Way makes grants (to several local agencies, noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.4

STACK, HOWARD

STACKPOLE, ROBERT
The right decorative touch (by Marias Sevcik at St. Agnes Hospital's new lobby) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.4

STACKS, JOHN F
He's not forgiving the unindicted anti-Semite (in book discussion of Richard Nixon) (edit), Apr 6, 1990, p.6

STAHR, MICHAEL
Coming at you, the Scarsdale 15K crowd (in 21st annual 15 kilometer race) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.1
Stahr first in resurgent Scarsdale 15K kilometer annual race) (photos), Apr 6, 1990, p.5

STAMATIDIS, PERRY
Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees... (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26

STAMMER, JANE
(Jane Stammer) State qualifier for US Gymnastics Federation NY State finals (photo), Mar 16, 1990, p.13

STANLEY, BONNI K
Two (Jeanne Nickerson and Bonni K. Stanley) join staff of S(CS) (Family) Counseling Service), Sep 28, 1990, p.5

STANLEY, BONNIE
Vandalism in Edgewood: reality or a public relations problem? (meeting reported on and issues noted), Nov 16, 1990, p.1

STANLEY, ROBERT
The right decorative touch (by Marias Sevcik at St. Agnes Hospital's new lobby) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.4
STANTON, NORMAN (REV)
Hitchcock (Presbyterian Church) sanctuary opening in '90 (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19
Bank of New York salutes Hitchcock Presbyterian Church (as its dedication begin) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.26

STAPEN, ERIC
In seventh heaven (Fox Meadow seventh grade boys' soccer won Recreation Dept. championship) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21

STARGIOITI, CHRIS
If at first... (Correction states that Wilson & Son won 1990 PRC National Softball League) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.26

STARGIOITI, JOE
If at first... (Correction states that Wilson & Son won 1990 PRC National Softball League) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.26

STAUFFE, STEPHANIE
Planning board reviews townhouse plans (for Weaver development, Heathcote Manor assn) (cont.), Oct 5, 1990, p.4
Townhouse plan has history of opposition (and review of events since 1988), Oct 5, 1990, p.4

STAUFFER, BEN
Pick o' the sixth... (Fox Meadow 1990 champions of PRC's A Soccer League) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21

STAUFFER, ELENEA
Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

STAUFFER, KENT
Pick o' the sixth... (Fox Meadow 1990 champions of PRC's A Soccer League) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21

STAUFFER, STEPHANIE
Voting is Tuesday for (School Board) Nominating Committee (Candidates listed), Jan 19, 1990, p.1
Slip-up costs candidate S Stauffer spot on (School Board Nominating Committee; Fourteen elected), Jan 26, 1990, p.1

STAVE, BRENDAN
Realtors convene (for second national convention of Prudential Real Estate Affiliates), Feb 16, 1990, p.2

STAVE, BRENDON

STAVE, PEGGY

STEFFI NOSSEN SCHOOL OF DANCE
Dance concerts: a joyous rite of spring (from the Steffi Nossen School) (photo), Mar 16, 1990, p.14

STEGER, JOHN
(SCS) Fire Dept. seeks accord on radios (for a new radio communications system), Apr 20, 1990, p.1
Open house at (Crossway) fire station (10/13/90 for public and prospective volunteers), Oct 12, 1990, p.2
The man in the white hat (Lowell Tooley receives White Hat Award from Vol Fire Co No 3) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.3

STEGER, KATE
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.24
Daan Yankees with SHS touch (senior class production on 5/31, 6/1, 6/2/90) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.15
Sicarsdale (H)igh (School) seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14
Maroon and White honors spring teams (lacrosse, tennis, soccer, and track) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.19
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26

STEGER, NANCY
(SCS's Advisory) Council (on Youth) is advocate for youth (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.14
LWV elects Amy Paulin as president (for 1990-91) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.3

STEIN, ALISON
PRC Champs (Quaker Ridge girls softball 7th grade finishes with 5-1 record) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.24

STEIN, DAVID P
David P Stein (selected controller of Kreisler Borg Florman General Construction Co.), Jun 15, 1990, p.4
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STEIN, JON
PRC Champs (Quaker Ridge girls softball 7th grade finishes with 5-1 record) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.24

STEIN, MALCOLM
PRC Champs (Quaker Ridge girls softball 7th grade finishes with 5-1 record) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.24

STEIN, SAMUEL
Exodus committee formed (to make Jewish community more aware of Exodus of Soviets to Israel), Aug 17, 1990, p.12
Samuel Stein (dies), Dec 21, 1990, p.14

STEIN, VICKIE S
Vickie S Stein (dies), Jul 13, 1990, p.12

STEINBUCK, ANDY
Pick o' the Sixth... (Fox Meadow 1990 champions of PRC's A Soccer League) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21

STEINBRENNER, GEORGE
Muppet victims (looks at current figures: G. Steinbrenner, S. Hussein, M. Cuomo, C. Dewhurst) (edit), Aug 17, 1990, p.6

STEINOROFF, A. L.
Art Association presents (annual) awards (to artists' at Woman's Club) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.5

STEINEN, GLORIA
(1en Scarsdalians join) Group lobby-ing (to keep abortion legal), Feb 2, 1990, p.16

STEINER, ROBIN B
Robin B. Steiner (appointed director of residential marketing for Robert Martin Co.) (photo), Oct 26, 1990, p.14

STEINFELD, ADAM
Scarsdale (High School) seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14

STEINFELD, ALAN D (OR)
Dr Alan D Steinfeld (named fellow of American College of Radiology), Oct 5, 1990, p.8

STEINFELD, DAYNA
Hitchcock (Presbyterian Church) sanctuary opening in '90 (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19
Bank of New York salutes Hitchcock Presbyterian Church (as its dedication begins) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.26

STEINKAMP & BRITTON
Centennial Realty poised to purchase Steinkamp & Britton (and become Centennial II), Oct 12, 1990, p.1

STEINKAMP, JEFFREY
Centennial Realty poised to purchase Steinkamp & Britton (and become Centennial II), Oct 12, 1990, p.1
No deal (for Steinkamp & Britton who have been looking for a buyer for agency), Aug 10, 1990, p.1

STEINERMAN, LAURA
Actors learn hairdos and don'ts (at Greenville Community Theater for "Steel Magnolias") (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.15

STEINHAN, MARILYN
Bank of New York salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photos), May 18, 1990, p.24

STEINHAN, MARSHALL
Bank of New York salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photos), May 18, 1990, p.24

STEINHAN, RUTH
Reading unites, delights these parents, kids (who have continued Book Club for years) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.6

STEINHAL, KENNETH
Board of Architectural Review takes a look at school windows (and many applications), Nov 23, 1990, p.3

STEINHAL, SUSAN
Hitchcock (Presbyterian Church) sanctuary opening in '90 (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19
Bank of New York salutes Hitchcock Presbyterian Church (as its dedication begins) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.26

STELZL, NICKOLAS
Making new friends (in cultural exchange between Alcott and Kodomo Kuni schools) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.10

STERNMAN, LAURA
Actors learn hairdos and don'ts (at Greenville Community Theater for "Steel Magnolias") (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.15
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STEMPEL, JEREMY
(Outlook) Center has new Outlook on TV (supervised by George Cousins, works on Channel 36), Dec 7, 1990, p.20

STEMPEL, MADDA
Justice in action (for DA students visiting Village Justice Knaplund's court) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.2

STEMPEL, MADELINE
Doing something about the weather: (I Gifosky speaks to Quaker Ridge fourth graders), Feb 2, 1990, p.19

STEMPEL, LAURIE
Historic houses modeled (at Wayside Cottage for Fox Meadow students) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.19

STEMPEL, LORI
Fab foxes (4th grade Fox Meadow girls in 6-0 championship season) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19

STEMPEL, RANDI
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

STENGEL, RICHARD
Author (Richard Stengel) is Library Week speaker (at SPL Apr 25, 1990) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.5

In South Africa, a day, three lives (January Sun by Richard Stengel is reviewed) (edit), Jul 20, 1990, p.6

STEP
Drake-Edgwood gives $1000 (to local community organizations), Jun 8, 1990, p.2

STEPFAMILY ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
Stepfamilies group hoping to grow (in Westchester as chapter begins new year), Sep 21, 1990, p.9

STEVENS, DARYL
Edgewood PTA appoints committees (officers noted), Sep 21, 1990, p.14

STERLING, VICKY
Child Care (Asm of SCS) will relocate to Quaker Ridge School), Jan 19, 1990, p.1

STERN, JACK (RABBI)
Honoring the Sterns (were UJA and Westchester Reform Temple at dinner 5/20/90) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.17

STERN, BARB
Giving voice for United Way (SHS students participate in phonathon held at Julia B Fee) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.5

STERN, BETSY
United Way ends best year yet (for 1989-90 with a 10.82 increase, and elects officers) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.5

STERN, CORKY
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24

STERN, MARCIA
Friends (of Music and the Arts) bolster arts in the schools (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.15

Candidate nominated (for seats on Citizens Committee) (names noted), Oct 12, 1990, p.1

Citizens Committee has new members (after election, individuals noted), Nov 16, 1990, p.1

STERN, PRISCILLA
Honoring the Sterns (were UJA and Westchester Reform Temple at dinner 5/20/90) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.17

STERN, SUSAN
Honoring the Sterns (were UJA and Westchester Reform Temple at dinner 5/20/90) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.17

Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photos), Jun 8, 1990, p.28

STERN, SYDNEY
(Five Scarsdalians join) Group lobbying to keep abortion legal, Feb 2, 1990, p.16

Reproductive choice defended (as Scarsdalians attend annual meeting) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.5

It's not all fun and games in 'I'oyland' (by SCS author Sydney Stern) (photo) (edit), Aug 10, 1990, p.6

STERN, TOBY
Students of the social graces (from Barclay Classes held final parties at SCS Golf Club) (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.1

STERN, WALTER P
At (SCS) Adult School, inside view of investing (and quality day care are among topics) (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.12
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STERNBERG, ADAM
- Bulls-eye? (as counselors at Camp Palthunke instruct campers in archery) (photo), Aug 3, 1990, p.6

STERNBERG, PAULA
- Deficiencies displayed in tours of Greenacres and Edgewood (schools) (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.1
- Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees.. (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26
- Blessed to receive ($300 to Greenacres Library by Higuchi family as they leave) (edit), Jul 20, 1990, p.6

STERNMAN, MATTHEW
- Cubbie scouts (kindergartners locate cubbie with help of teacher, J. Johnson) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.14

STEVENS, ALFRED
- Alfred Stevens (dies), Mar 30, 1990, p.16

STEVES, KATHLEEN
- Roundup of holiday sales (gives information on upcoming holiday boutiques) (photos), Nov 9, 1990, p.12

STEWART, ALFRED
- King of the trees (is a giant white oak as it is wrapped in ribbon for Earth Day) (photo), Apr 27, 1990, p.1

STIEGER, NURRA
- Westchester County Bar unit re-elects Scarsdale an (Gloria C. Hartuson), Mar 16, 1990, p.4

STILLMAN, ABIGAIL
- Advisory committee (on school facilities projects appoints new 5 members), Jun 8, 1990, p.1

STILLMAN, ARIEL
- Just clowned around (are kindergartners and 5th graders in circus) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.15

STIX, CAROL
- Town, Village Clubs discuss consolidation, Feb 2, 1990, p.1

STOCK, EVELYN
- Deficiencies displayed in tours of Greenacres and Edgewood (schools) (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.1
- Retiring principal Dr V Dempsey, district clerk O Bajak hailed (at Board of Education meeting), Jan 26, 1990, p.1
- SCS's Advisory Council (on youth) is advocate for youth (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.14
- Parents urge earlier start for foreign language instruction; (Problems cited), Feb 9, 1990, p.1
- Memorial (service held) Sunday (3/25/90) for Howard Harrison (at Scarsdale High School), Mar 23, 1990, p.1
- Voters say yes to renovation of schools (in large turnout village election) (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.1
- School Board proposes $42M budget (with a 6.82% increase over last year), Apr 6, 1990, p.1
- Planned Parenthood display criticized (at Healthworks' Pt Council sponsored program), Apr 27, 1990, p.19
- Plan would open SHS teams to 'elite' junior high athletes (discussion at Board of Ed. meeting), May 11, 1990, p.8
- Board of Education (tenure appointments named), May 25, 1990, p.17
- League of Women Voters re-elects Strauss; Janiak new VP (at annual convention), Jun 8, 1990, p.4
- New principal for Edgewood (prejudice reduction, foreign language and math team Board reports), Jun 8, 1990, p.10
- School Board elects (Robert) November, (Evelyn) Stock (at annual reorganization) (photo), Jul 6, 1990, p.1
- Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees.. (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26
- School Board shifts policy on cash gifts (and votes not to accept cash gifts), Dec 21, 1990, p.16

STONE, DONALD
- Donald Stone (elected to board of White Plains Hospital Center) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.9

STONE, GREGS
- Cougars: top cats in 1990 (Junior High SPRC champions are noted) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19
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STONE, HELEN

Having a party? YES says give us a call (Staff listed) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.10
They say ‘YES’ to job-seekers (student organization honors volunteers) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.19

STONE, JEAN

Some final thoughts (from David Kirkwood, on Scarsdale as he’s known it, 1975-1990) (edit), May 11, 1990, p.6
Guest(s) of honor (for NY Hospital-Cornell Medical Center benefit are Scarsdalians) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.2

STONE, MEGAN

American Field Service fosters international understanding (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.13

STONE, NIMI

Animals need new shelter (and compromise reached at July 5 Board of Health isn’t enough) (litr), Aug 3, 1990, p.6

STONE, SALLIE

Fortunate choices in Edgemont (and SCS Inquirer endorses Davis and Stone) (edit), Apr 27, 1990, p.6

STONE, SHELIA

Birthday salute to a real estate veteran (Bill Dudley on his 75th) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.28

STORES

One of a kind: (A Harari displays Dalian Pagoda in his collectors-oriented NY shop) (photo), Jan 5, 1990, p.2
Off-Campus (retail store) opens on Post Road, Jan 19, 1990, p.2
(At least two, possibly four shops) Coming soon to downtown area, Feb 2, 1990, p.1
Local entrepreneur E. Pittenband heading to Russia with Budweiser beer (photo), Feb 23, 1990, p.1

STORM KING ART CENTER

What to do till the school bell rings (notes places to visit with telephone #s, hours, addresses), Aug 17, 1990, p.13

STORMS

Storm damage (on Glenallan Road following short but violent electrical storm) (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.5
Nature does heavy pruning here (as wind whips through area 11/11/90 causing tree damage), Nov 16, 1990, p.3

STRAK, RUSSELL

Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

STRAK, SCOTT

Scarsdale High School alumni runners travel to England and Ireland for meets, Jun 22, 1990, p.14

STRAUS, ROGER W

Westchester Community College to sponsor 6th American dream literary symposium) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.15

STRAUS, BARBARA

LNV elects Amy Paulin as president (for 1990-91) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.3
League of Women Voters re-elects Strauss; Janaki new VP (at annual convention), Jun 8, 1990, p.4
National award to SCS League (for membership recognition at national convention), Jun 29, 1990, p.5
The Bank of New York salutes the League of Women Voters (SCS) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.28

STRAUS, BARBARA (AU)

League of Women Voters backs airport bond (and hopes voters will support) (litr), Nov 2, 1990, p.6

STRAUSS, ILENE

Think spring (as frigid temperatures accompany Raider girls’ lacrosse spring practice) (photo), Mar 20, 1990, p.1
Maroon and White honors spring teams (lacrosse, tennis, soccer, and track) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.19
Maroon and White’s tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26

STRAUSS, LAURA

Bank of New York salutes SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), Aug 31, 1990, p.20

STRAUSS, LORRIE

(SCS) Synagogue (Iremont Temple) more active than ever (photo) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19

STRAUSS, STEVE

(SCS) Synagogue (Iremont Temple) more active than ever (photo) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19
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STREICHER, CAROLYN
(Ten Scarsdalians join) Group lobbying to keep abortion legal, Feb 2, 1990, p.16
STREICHER, DAVID
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.24
STROM, CAROLYN
Pajama game for eighth grade Popham girls who dressed up for Halloween (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.21
STRONG, JASON
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24
STRONG, JULIE
Get ready, Piccadilly, here come the SCS Devils (8th-grade soccer team) (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.5
Off to England are SCS Devils, 8th grade girls onspring tour and playing trip (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.15
Tennis: 3 up 3 down Undeated again? (as SCS HS girls team opens 1990 season), Oct 5, 1990, p.18
STUART, AL
SNAP discusses downtown plans (cont. of meeting to discuss Penn Central's plans), Jul 13, 1990, p.9
SNAP discusses downtown plans (cont. of meeting to discuss Penn Central's plans), Jul 13, 1990, p.9
Bulk law criticized at Village Board meeting (as date nears for vote) (cont.), Dec 21, 1990, p.2
STUART, ALAN
Vandalism in Edgewood: reality or a public relations problem? (meeting reported on and issues noted), Nov 16, 1990, p.1

STUDENT TRANSFER EDUCATION PLAN
STEP grad R Booker: Thanks for believing in me (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.13
STEP brings mutual benefits to community and students who study here; hosts needed (ltr), Apr 27, 1990, p.6
A STEP up for freva (Hohrm, from Mississippi, who celebrates graduation from SHS) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.4
Bidding for a better tomorrow (STEP Club holds annual auction to raise funds), Dec 14, 1990, p.23

STUDENTS AGAINST NUCLEAR DESTRUCTION
'Flashlight vigil' planned (inviting public participation in peace vigil 12/5/90), Nov 30, 1990, p.2
Vigil for peace (SCS Campaign for Peace through Common Security and STAND 12/5/90) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.3

SU, LILLIAN
Edgewood farewell to (Dr Vincent) Dempsey (who is retiring principal), Jun 29, 1990, p.22

SUB ROSA
Downtown changes (continue to identify new merchants), Apr 27, 1990, p.14
Fire damages downtown shoe store (Sub Rosa on Monday afternoon 10/29/90) (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.1

SUCHIN, ALVIN M
'Bank of News York salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photos), May 18, 1990, p.24

SUHAI, MARIKO
Queens of the hill (Heathcote 4th grade girls are reigning champs), Sep 28, 1990, p.22

SUBRE, JESSICA (AU)
Children send greetings to soldiers in the (Persian) Gulf (third grade samples) (ltr), Nov 16, 1990, p.7

SULLIVAN, ADELE
Regent (Elise Aiden Lee) accepts three awards on behalf of local group, May 11, 1990, p.10

SULLIVAN, CORNELIUS
Teacher C. Marus indicted in EMT murder (of BJ Solomon) (photo), Feb 9, 1990, p.1

SULLIVAN, JOHN
Beware solicitors (for Westchester Firefighters Association, not legitimate for SCS), Nov 23, 1990, p.1

SULLIVAN, LEE H (REV)
Bank of New York salutes Hitchcock Presbyterian Church (as its dedication begin) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.26

SULLIVAN, LIZ
Get ready, Piccadilly, here come the SCS Devils (8th-grade soccer team) (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.5
Off to England are SCS Devils, 8th grade girls onspring tour and playing trip (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.15
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SULLIVAN, MARY
New officers installed (by Catholic Widows and Widowers Club) (photo), Jan 20, 1990, p.14

SULLIVAN, PAUL
Maroon and White honors spring teams (lacrosse, tennis, soccer, and track) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.19
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26

SULLIVAN, SHEILA D
Bank of New York salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photos), May 18, 1990, p.24

SUN, I-FONG
Giving voice for United Way (SHS students participate in phonathon held at Julia B Fee) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.5

SUN, I-HSING
White Plains Hospital Center lauds (junior) volunteers (for hours, names noted), Sep 28, 1990, p.5
Giving voice for United Way (SHS students participate in phonathon held at Julia B Fee) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.5

SUNDERLAND, CAROLE
GDP hears pro-choice message, Feb 9, 1990, p.3

SUNDERMAN, CAROLE
(SCS Republican Town Committee) hears P Harrison's pro-choice message, Feb 9, 1990, p.3

SUNNES, LAUREN
Looking to the masters (group admires interpretation of Gustav Klimt portrait) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.15

SUNNYSIDE
What to do till the school bell rings (notes places to visit with telephone #s, hours, addresses), Aug 17, 1990, p.13
Taking time out for art (local cultural programs are noted) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.18

SUOZI, GAIL
Bank of New York salutes Mental Health Assn of Westchester (photos), May 18, 1990, p.24

SUPSAK, MATTHEW
Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9

SUSSMAN, BRADFORD
At A-school graduation, warmth (and personal reflections about graduates) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.13

SUSSMAN, HAROLD (OR)
A dentist's (Dr. Harold Suhsman) toothsome patent (for special brush for cleaning around implants), Jul 27, 1990, p.8

SUSSMAN, HAROLD (OR) (AU)
Now no one wins (over indoor pool issue) (ltr), May 4, 1990, p.6

SUSSMAN, HILDA M
Hilda M Suhsman (dies), Jul 27, 1990, p.16

SUSSMAN, HILDA MULLER

SUSSMAN, SAMARA
Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

SUTTON, JANES
Red Cross names banker (James Sutton, Bank of New York officer to Westchester Chapter Board), Jul 20, 1990, p.4

SUTTON, JANES A
Good neighbors' reward (presented to Sinnoo-en, Japanese community) (photo), Jul 6, 1990, p.4

SUVANNAVEJH, MARISA
They put it on the map (5th graders won historical map contest & maps for Quaker Ridge) (photo), Jul 6, 1990, p.10

SUZUKI, (MRS HIROAKI)
Retiring principal Dr V Dempsey, district clerk D Bajak hailed (at Board of Education meeting), Jan 26, 1990, p.1

SUZUKI, HIROAKI
Retiring principal Dr V Dempsey, district clerk D Bajak hailed (at Board of Education meeting), Jan 26, 1990, p.1

SUZUKI, NORIKO
Dress rehearsal (for preparing Thanksgiving dinner given by Inter. Families Comm.) (photo), Nov 23, 1990, p.1
SUZUKI, RUMI
Fab foxes (4th grade Fox Meadow girls in 6-0 championship season) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19

SUZUKI, YASUYUKI
Scarsdale High School honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.12

SWAN, BILL
'3-peat' champs (winners of PRC's American League Men's softball title for third year) (photo), Aug 31, 1990, p.8

SWAN-SITNBERG, TALI
Edgemood kids draw on trip to SHS (sketching artwork of their choice) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.15

SWARTZ, ROBERT
Grandparent's Day (celebrated in SCS Library's Children's Room) (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.8

SWEENEY, FRANCIS
Residents Fitzgerald, K Fitzgerald, F J Sweeney on (James Fitzgerald Inc)'s board, Feb 23, 1990, p.4

SWEENEY, JOHN
Some words about the Newhouses (by several local figures on occasion of Historical Society award), Apr 6, 1990, p.17
Winners every one (Fast Feats team in final lap of Veryline Save the Children relay) (photo), Apr 27, 1990, p.9
SCS Antiques return to running fort for Tuckahoe Classic 10k and 5k events, Sep 14, 1990, p.15
Looking to the seasonal race (merchants and sponsors announce 10th annual race/walk) (photo), Oct 5, 1990, p.2

SWEENEY, GENE
New faces at Steinkamp & Britton: (P Field, K Flamet, G Sweeney join real estate firm) (photo), Feb 16, 1990, p.4

SWEET NEEDS
Downtown changes (continue to identify new merchants), Apr 27, 1990, p.14

SWENSON, CATHIE
Scarsdale foursome wins golf tournament (Nestle/March of Dimes Championship at SCS Golf Club), Aug 17, 1990, p.8

SWENSON, CRAIG
A banner year for Child Care (Asn of SCS) (photo) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.8

SWENSON, JENNIFER
Captain Wapetuck to the rescue! (at Superheroes Day at Camp Wapetuck) (photo), Aug 3, 1990, p.1

SWILLER, WILLA
Plan would open SHS teams to 'elite' junior high athletes (discussion at Board of Ed. meeting), May 11, 1990, p.8
Board urged to reject K-6 foreign language program (by teachers report and Superintendent), Nov 9, 1990, p.1
Bulk law criticized at Village Board meeting (as date nears for vote) (cont), Dec 21, 1990, p.2

SWILLER, WILLA (AU)
Unit boundaries criticized (ltr), Jun 15, 1990, p.6

SWILLER, ZEV (PHOTO)
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24

SWIMMING
Jaffe's a double winner in sectional swimming (photo), Mar 2, 1990, p.24
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24
(Matt) Jaffe is double-winner at state swim meet (photo), Mar 16, 1990, p.13
Raider swimmer (Matt Jaffe) is section's best (at Westchester County Association), Apr 6, 1990, p.15
SHS alumna (Jennifer Boyd) to swim for US (Goodwill Games) team (against Soviet Union), Apr 6, 1990, p.15
Matt Jaffe named Athlete of the Week (from Con Edison) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.14
Two swimming records for (Elizabeth) Rossi (at Westchester County Swimming Conference), Aug 3, 1990, p.14
Swimmers finish with win (in dual-meet season with 1-5 record) (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.9
Matt Jaffe named All-American (by National Interscholastic Swimming Coaches Association), Aug 10, 1990, p.9
(Elizabeth) Rossi paces SCS swim team in top county finish (photo), Aug 24, 1990, p.20
Swimmers lose twice, sink to 2-3 (report of girls team's meets), Oct 26, 1990, p.26
Girls' swimming wins one (over Spring Valley/Ramapo) loses one (to John Jay) (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.18
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30
SWIMMING POOLS
Retiring principal Dr V Dempsey, district clerk D Bajak hailed (at board of Education meeting), Jan 26, 1990, p.1
He's glad to see the pool plan back (for indoor high school swimming pool) (ltr), Mar 9, 1990, p.6
SY, HELEN
Chinese Americans name (Westchester) chapter leaders (at Spring meeting in Greenburgh), Apr 20, 1990, p.11
SYNAGOGUES
Diversity is hallmark of Woodlands (Community Temple) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.16
Temple (Beth Abraham) observes 90th birthday (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.16
I (Bronstein) New rabbi at Bet Am Shalom (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.16
(Congregation) Emanu-El reaches out (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.18
(Hebrew School of Temple Israel Center, WP) meets varied needs (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.18
(SCS) Synagogue-(Tremont Temple) more active than ever (photo) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19
Honoring th Sterns (were UJA and Westchester Reform Temple at dinner 5/20/90) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.17
A record class (is 15 member confirmation class, the largest group in years) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.14
A record class (is 15 member confirmation class, the largest group in years) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.14
Congregation (M vakshe Derekh) taps (Dr, Emanuel) Goldsmith as new rabbi, Oct 5, 1990, p.14
M vakshe Derekh (synagogue) set to honor Jane Dubin and Dr Daniel S Miller (photos), Oct 5, 1990, p.14
Midddlester) J (ewish) Center (of Yonkers) installs new rabbi (Moshie Pomerantz), Oct 5, 1990, p.14
Temple is the setting for a Thanksgiving (as Soviet twin of Bat Mitzvah shares day) (photo) (edit), Nov 23, 1990, p.6
Festival of Lights (Chanukah 1990 begins as Brunwasser family lights menorah) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.1
Westchester) Reform Temple) Men's Club taps Scarsdale Mayor (Alan) Blitz (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.14
ZIBAD, GEORGE
Some final thoughts (from David Kirkwood, on Scarsdale as he's known it, 1975-1990) (edit), May 11, 1990, p.6
TABA, MICHAEL
3 more DeFoe executives plead guilty to tax evasion (including Scarsdale resident), Apr 13, 1990, p.5
TABA, MICHAEL L
TADDIKA, NANCY
Fortunate choices in Edgemont (and SCS Inquirer endorses Davis and Stone) (edit), Apr 27, 1990, p.6
TAFFET, ANDREW
A conversation with Ginger (the horse for joint Earth Day/Flag Day celebration) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.18
TAFFET, NANCY
Fox Meadow series focuses on life of Native Americans, Feb 2, 1990, p.19
twenty-six chosen for School Board Nominating Committee (election 1/22/90), Dec 14, 1990, p.3
TAFFET, SCOTT
Pick o' the sixth... (Fox Meadow 1990 champions of PRC's A Soccer League) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21
TAJIRI, TERUO
Bank of New York salutes Hitchcock Presbyterian Church (as its dedication begin) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.26
TAKAGI, RIE
A perfect season (for Heathcote fourth grade girls who had 10-0 record) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.14
Queens of the hill (Heathcote 4th grade girls are reigning champs), Sep 26, 1990, p.22
TAKASAKI, YUICHI
The Indians were hungry (Fox Meadow youngsters prepare Thanksgiving feast) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.1
TAKEMURA, YOSHI
In seventh heaven (Fox Meadow seventh grade boys' soccer won Recreation Dept. championship) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21
TAKAYAMA, DAISUKE
On the wings of Eagles (Edgewood 8th graders win sixth consecutive championship) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.17
TALBOT, STORB
He's not forgiving the unindicted anti-Semite (in book discussion of Richard Nixon) (edit), Apr 6, 1990, p.6
TALLEVI, LEN
Four SCS teachers awarded grants (to gain understanding of adult development and students) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.8

TALLEVI, MARIE

TALLEY, LIZ
State champions all (Raiders' girls varsity team takes state champs for 2nd year) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.14

TALLEY, PAULETTE
(P Talley) New associate (at Houlihan Lawrence real estate firm) (photo), Jan 19, 1990, p.2
(SCS) Bowl (1990) spotlight shines on a star volunteer (Beverly Cunningham) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.3
Thank Greenacres it's Friday! (at dance at St. James the Less) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.3

TALLEY, PAULETTE (AU)
Thanks to the junior high (for caring attitude and guidance) (ltr), Jun 15, 1990, p.6

TALLEY, THOMAS
Candidate nominated (for seats on Citizens Committee) (names noted), Oct 12, 1990, p.1

TALLEY, THOMAS (AU)
Thanks to the junior high (for caring attitude and guidance) (ltr), Jun 15, 1990, p.6

TALLMAGE, ARCHIBALD
Archibald (a2hage dies), Sep 28, 1990, p.15

TANG, CLARISSA
Student target furrier for protest (High school group pickets outside SCS merchant) (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.3
Giving voice for United Way (SHS students participate in phonathon held at Julia B Fee) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.5

TANG, JAMES
(Boar of of) Architectural Review) okays front skylight (notes other approvals and dismissals), Oct 19, 1990, p.3

TANGREDI, LOUISE
Bank of New York salutes the Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees... (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26

TANNENBAUM, ELENA
Eggsellent! (was the word for 22 SCS children who won prizes in Eggstravaganza coloring) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.5

TAPPER, BEN
(Westchester) County champions (all-star eight grade boys basketball) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.14

TAPPER, SUSAN
(Ten Scarsdalians join) Group lobbying to keep abortion legal, Feb 2, 1990, p.16

TARNOWER, HERMAN (OR)
Bones, bodies and clues, it's all in a day's work (for Dr. Louis Roh, medical examiner) (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.6

TARRYTOWN LIGHTHOUSE
Before the fall winds blow (are suggestions for Westchester outings), Sep 21, 1990, p.19

TASK FORCE ON DRUGS AND ALCOHOL-SCS
(SCS) Task Force (on Drugs and Alcohol) fights substance abuse (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.12
Teens' skits focus on drug risks (photo), May 18, 1990, p.3

TATELBAUM, JUDY (AU)
Living through personal tragedy (discusses hurt, pain and suffering through losses) (edit), Apr 27, 1990, p.7

TAUBERT, BETTY
It's cookie time again (as Greenacres Brownies begin annual door-to-door cookie sale) (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.1
Bank of New York Salutes Charles Cunningham, SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of Year (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.22
Girl Scout call (for local chapters, girls in first through 12th grades; contact Betty Taubert), Sep 7, 1990, p.2

TAUBIN, GREG
'The Wheel' (a musical, was presented by Fox Meadow fifth grade chorus for Seniors and parents) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.14
Tennis (SHS High) finishes 11-0 (a perfect record) (photos), May 25, 1990, p.14

Maroon and White honors spring teams (lacrosse, tennis, soccer, and track) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.19
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26
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TAUBIN, JONATHAN
Tennis (SCS High) finishes 11-0 (a perfect record) (photos), May 25, 1990, p.14

TAUSCH, DANIEL
Scarsdale (High School) seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14

TAX COLLECTION
Taxes rolling in (reported by village treasurer, as percentage figures of Sept.30 noted), Oct 12, 1990, p.1

TAX EVASION
Two gunmen rob 0 Cioti in his home, Feb 1a, 1990, p.1
3 more DeFoe executives plead guilty to tax evasion (including Scarsdale resident), Apr 13, 1990, p.5
3 more DeFoe executives plead guilty to tax evasion (including Scarsdale resident), Apr 13, 1990, p.5

TAXATION
Why not a county income tax? (reasons choosing between tax choices) (edit), Apr 13, 1990, p.6
Inflation, not assessments, is to blame (for Edgemont School Board issue) (ltr), Apr 15, 1990, p.6
Shift the burden (takes issue with proposal to limit tax deductions for state and local) (edit), Aug 3, 1990, p.6
Spano shares blame for tax hikes (in campaign literature, questions raised) (ltr), Nov 2, 1990, p.8
Village may contest assessment decisions (in tax certiorari cases says Moreen Flood), Dec 21, 1990, p.1

TAXATION—EXEMPTION FROM
Senior tax break (is given by a change in state law permitting property tax exemption), Mar 16, 1990, p.1

TAXATION—GBM
Scarsdale hit by others' budget woes: County to hike property; State may cut local school aid), Nov 23, 1990, p.1

TAXATION—SCS
Trustees expected to replace (tax) assessor (V Pagliaro with M Flood), Jan 5, 1990, p.1
Equalization rate spells double trouble for village (as local tax hikes take effect), Mar 9, 1990, p.1
Village asking for 5.5% tax increase (in proposed Village budget), Mar 16, 1990, p.1
The high cost of apathy (may cost homeowners a double digit tax hike; support budget cuts) (edit), Oct 12, 1990, p.6
Scarsdale hit by others' budget woes: County to hike property; State may cut local school aid), Nov 23, 1990, p.1

TAXATION—WESTCHESTER COUNTY
O'Rourke (says) 'Don't defer our dreams' (in fourth inaugural address), Jan 5, 1990, p.1
County Bd trimmed V/3 off proposed 1990 tax increase (photo; cont p 19) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.1
(with) Sales tax looks good to local leaders (to raise money for localities), Apr 13, 1990, p.1
Higher county sales tax proposed (for aid to localities), Apr 13, 1990, p.3
SCARCE (Special Commission on Additional Revenues and Capital Enhancements) resources (highlighted), Sep 14, 1990, p.1
Taxing decisions (as 1991 budget is worked out, how much will taxes be raised?), Oct 5, 1990, p.1
The high cost of apathy (may cost homeowners a double digit tax hike; support budget cuts) (edit), Oct 12, 1990, p.6

TAYLOR, ANITA
Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees... (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26

TAYLOR, CHRISTOPHER
Having a party? YES says give us a call (Staff listed) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.10
(SCS's Advisory Council (on Youth) is advocate for youth (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.14
(Rita) Bolden named YES president; growth of (job) rosters reported, May 25, 1990, p.3
Blank of (New) York) to consolidate 2 Hartsdale branches (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.1
Blank of (New) York) names (Christopher J Taylor to head (Westchester/Putnam) division (photo), Aug 31, 1990, p.1
Community effort (complimented for annual task of coordinating Calendar) (ltr), Aug 31, 1990, p.6
Christopher J Taylor (named to Board of Westchester County Association), Oct 5, 1990, p.8

TAYLOR, DANIELLE
Scarsdale (High School) seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14

TAYLOR, PATRICK
Life in the fast lane: (Edgewood Cub Scouts hold Pinewood Derby (photo), Jan 19, 1990, p.3
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TAYLOR, RYAN
On the wings of Eagles (Edgewood 8th graders win sixth consecutive championship) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.17

TAYLOR, SUSAN
(SCS's Advisory) Council (on Youth) is advocate for youth (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.14

TCHIN
Fox Meadow series focuses on life of Native Americans, Feb 2, 1990, p.19

TEACHERS
Scarsdalian (Kuk-soo Chung) teaching at Lehman (College) in Hiroshima (social sciences) (photo), May 4, 1990, p.11
Susan Grosz (received Pace University educational administration and supervision award), Jul 13, 1990, p.4
Kathleen Frederick (named director of development at Kingswood-Oxford School), Jul 13, 1990, p.4
New dean (Rosemarie Murray appointed dean of student affairs at Mercy College) (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.5
Kenneth MacBain (joins staff of art school of YM-YWHA of Mid-Westchester), Sep 21, 1990, p.8
Richard Brilliant (recipient of Great Teacher Award by Columbia University) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.8
Eugene Feigin (appointed music school coordinator of YM-YWHA of Mid-Westchester), Sep 21, 1990, p.8

TEACHERS-EMI
Teacher C Warmus indicted in EMT murder (of BJ Solomon) (photo), Feb 9, 1990, p.1

TEACHERS-SCS
30 years later, (J H Bennett) remembers teacher H Harrison (ltr), Jan 19, 1990, p.6
12 little girls in 2 straight lines: (B Hudgins' 5th graders celebrate Madeline's 50th b'day (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.4
Parents urge earlier start for foreign language instruction; (Problems cited), Feb 9, 1990, p.1
Parents urge earlier start for foreign language instruction; (Problems cited), Feb 9, 1990, p.1
(S Nissen) Named chairman (of nominating committee, NY State teachers of English...), Feb 23, 1990, p.20
Honoring the (retiring) teachers (Dr. Vin Dempsey and Ed Shea) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.18
Board of Education (meeting notes new teachers) (cont.), Jun 22, 1990, p.19
Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees... (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26
Dempsey's last day (retiring principal at Edgewood enjoys goodbye gift from children) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.1
Edgewood farewell to (Dr Vincent) Dempsey (who is retiring principal), Jun 29, 1990, p.22
Anne Hall (teacher's aide at DR, received Pace University elementary education award), Jul 13, 1990, p.4
Board appoints new teachers (1990 school year), Jul 27, 1990, p.4
Teacher (Jane Moriarty) sent back to school (to National Geographic Society), Jul 27, 1990, p.4
Fox Meadow mirrors first day of school in SCS (as teachers and students greet and prepare) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.1
First day for kids and 14 new teachers (describes orientation program) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.8
Cubbie scouts (kindergartners locate cubbie with help of teacher, J Johnson) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.14
Welcome Mary Jane Freeman (new house counselor for Popham in Junior High) (photo), Sep 28, 1990, p.12
Teachers raise challenged (in ltr sent to EMT School Board; citing concerns) (ltr), Oct 19, 1990, p.6
Teachers oppose foreign language (to be brought in to curriculum on elementary levels), Oct 26, 1990, p.1
Fox Meadow teacher (Richard Salvaterra) honored (to be included in Who's Who), Nov 2, 1990, p.17
Teacher (Robert Conti) leaves a resounding legacy (graduate extols virtues of SCS teachers) (edit), Nov 23, 1990, p.7
SHS teacher (Robert Burke) publishes work ("New Mexico Circles") (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.24
Teacher in museum role (Maria DeAngelis will coordinate Museo del Barrio show), Dec 14, 1990, p.23
Four SCS teachers awarded grants (to gain understanding of adult development and students) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.8

TEACHERS-SCS-Rewards, Prizes
Local teachers win excellence awards, Mar 16, 1990, p.12
Local (Edgewood) teacher (Cora Five) wins (professional best leadership) award, Apr 6, 1990, p.14
Edgewood teachers (Cora Lee Five and Sylvia Nissen) noted (for professional activities), Jun 15, 1990, p.18

TEACHERS-SCS-Tenure
Board of Education (tenure appointees named), May 25, 1990, p.17
Tenure (eligibility) time for (Judy) Fox, 13 staff (members, listed with school affiliations), Oct 26, 1990, p.13
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>TEACHING</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Getting in the habit of learning (edit), Jan 19, 1990, p.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To improve, teachers must learn to change (in their teaching methods) (edit), Mar 23, 1990, p.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age as a boon, not a burden (as middle years teachers contemplate retirement) (edit), Jun 29, 1990, p.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TEENAGERS**

**SEE YOUTH**

**TELEPHONE**

Dial Scarsdale-1 for schools: (Fourth new telephone exchange installed at schools; Numbers listed), Jan 12, 1990, p.1

**TELESCOPIC PIECE**

3-peat champs (winners of PRC's American League Men's softball title for third year) (photo), Aug 31, 1990, p.8

**TELEVISION**

Working TV against itself (provides history and suggests uses in classroom) (edit), Sep 14, 1990, p.6

**TELEVISION BROADCASTING-NEWS**

Other Voices: The shame of TV news (edit), Feb 2, 1990, p.6

**TELFER, PETER**

What about a high school pool? (Harrison asks SCS Board of Ed to consider in 1990), Mar 2, 1990, p.1

Telfer: start language study early (outlines needs for language instruction to begin earlier), Mar 9, 1990, p.1

Memorial (service held Sunday (3/25/90) for Howard Harrison (at Scarsdale High School), Mar 23, 1990, p.1

We will miss our dear Dorothy B. Jak, the clerk of the school district on her retirement) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.13

**TEN COMMANDMENTS**

Who needs the Ten Commandments? (edit), Jan 5, 1990, p.7

**TENENBAUM, JESSICA**

S(carsdale) K(igh) School) honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 12, 1990, p.12

**TENENBAUM, JESSIE**

The Bank of New York Salutes SCS Summer Music Theatre 1990 (The Pajata Game, 8/90) (photos), Jul 27, 1990, p.17

**TENG, MICHAEL**

Life in the fast lane: (Edgewood Cub Scouts hold Pinewood Derby (photo), Jan 19, 1990, p.3

**TENNIS**

Tennis (SCS High) finishes 11-0 (a perfect record)(photos), May 25, 1990, p.14

Maroon and White honors spring teams (lacrosse, tennis, soccer, and track) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.19

Maroon and White's tribute to the SCS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26

Compton Tennis draws 80 juniors at Fox Meadow Club June 18-23, 1990) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.22

(Derek) Brown wins two USTA tourneys 2nd national amateur tennis title, in Erie, PA), Jul 27, 1990, p.12

(Derek) Brown reaches semis (of U.S. Amateur Tennis championship), Aug 24, 1990, p.20

Volley, voila! (Steve Kangwa, touring pro from Zambia plays at SCS High courts) (photo), Aug 24, 1990, p.20

Dotsy (Potter) does it again (ranking no.2 in USTA women 60 plus division) (photo), Aug 24, 1990, p.20

Summer league tennis nets pair of team firsts at NY Metro showdown (photos), Sep 7, 1990, p.26

SportsTalk (describes visit to U.S. Open), Sep 14, 1990, p.15

Tennis: 3 up 3 down-Undefeated again? (as SCS HS girls team opens 1990 season), Oct 5, 1990, p.18

Tennis award (to David Weinraub, by Impact Tennis Training of Manhasset) (photo), Oct 12, 1990, p.14

Wetters' record at 9-1 (for girls high school tennis team), Oct 19, 1990, p.13

Girls tennis (high school) streaks to 12-1 (record), Oct 26, 1990, p.26

Bernstein (Barrie) gains finals berth in state (results of girls team matches also) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.20

SHS grad (Derek Brown) in tennis events (where he reached quarterfinals, Rolex Eastern and East Coast, Nov 9, 1990, p.19

Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

**TEEN CLINICS**

Times change, but the game's the same (when County Tennis opens for 78th season) (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.12

**TERDONIN, LAUREN**

Eggsellent! (was the word for 22 SCS children who won prizes in Eggstravaganza coloring) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.5
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Terenzini, Mark
Board appoints new teachers (1990 school year), Jul 27, 1990, p.4

Terrell, Walter
Fox Meadow series focuses on life of Native Americans, Feb 2, 1990, p.19
Friends protest village plan (to create second employee residence at) Weinberg (Nature) Center, Feb 16, 1990, p.1
Providing a better (Weinberg) nature center (should be community goal) (ltr), Mar 9, 1990, p.6
Of sand and serpents (are features of Historical Society Spring Harvest Festival) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.6
Tick talk from experts here: don't panic (advises Dr. Eve Rosemahn with proper caution) (edit), Jun 15, 1990, p.6
Keep calm about Lyme Disease (cont. from edit.), Jun 15, 1990, p.13
Lyme disease real in SCS (says HS nurse in reply to edit 6/15/90, local cases noted) (ltr), Jun 22, 1990, p.6

Terriss, Elaine
Scarsdale actress (Elaine Terriss) plays in Dorian, Mar 16, 1990, p.16
Musical role (of Mother Superior in "Sound Of Music") to be played by SCS Elaine Terriss (photo), May 18, 1990, p.19

Terriss, Samantha
At A-school graduation, warmth (and personal reflections about graduates) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.13

Tessere, Virginia
Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9

Tessler, David
A record class (is 15 member confirmation class, the largest group in years) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.14
Three from (American) Field Service to go abroad soon (E. Bench, R. Collins, D. Tessler) (photo), Jul 6, 1990, p.2
American Field Service students to describe adventures (program info noted) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.3
SC (Scarsdale High School) honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.12

Thanksgiving
Taking time out for art (local cultural programs are noted) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.18
Dress rehearsal (for preparing Thanksgiving dinner given by Inter. Families Comm.) (photo), Nov 23, 1990, p.1
The Indians were hungry (Fox Meadow youngsters prepare Thanksgiving feast) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.1

Theater
Surviving teenage suicide is subject of "The Survivors", play by Leslie Glass (photo), May 4, 1990, p.3
"Who's Afraid?" (of Virginia Woolf production includes SCS cast members) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.19
Surprising treat (at IHM Summer Theatre-Music Workshop "Its Cool in the Furnace") (ltr), Jul 27, 1990, p.6
Local theater groups take center stage (performance times and actors are noted) (photo), Oct 26, 1990, p.16
Exposing the kids to culture (presents upcoming shows to be held locally), Nov 9, 1990, p.17

Theater - Reviews
Ewel's "Cocktail Party" is memorable (production, cast and plot detailed) (photo), Oct 26, 1990, p.16

Theater Buildings
Back then, when movie houses were paradise (nostalgically describes old movie houses) (edit), Aug 3, 1990, p.7
Plaza Cinema may reopen (following renovations as early as this spring, says spokesperson), Oct 19, 1990, p.1

Theater - Production and Direction
Just clowning around (are Kindergartners and 5th graders in circus) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.15

Theobald, John

Theiel, Irene
Hitchcock (Presbyterian Church) sanctuary opening in '90 (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19
Bank of New York salutes Hitchcock Presbyterian Church (as its dedication begins) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.26

Thies, John
See you at the centennial: (Children of P Carret give preview of his 100th birthday party) (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.3
The lure and lore of money are topics for Scarsdale Women's Club speaker (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.9
Bank of New York salutes Eda and Stanley Newhouse and the SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.28
Bank of New York Salutes Charles Cunningham, SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of Year 1990 (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.22
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THIES, JOHN continued

Celebrating the planet (SCS prepares for Earth Day festivities and clean up), Apr 20, 1990, p.1
Let's each do our bit on Earth Day (and visit sites and pitch in to help community) (ltr), Apr 20, 1990, p.6
Earth Day celebrated (in George Field Park and Butler Woods) (photos), Apr 27, 1990, p.5
Croquet champ (Ruth Ruth won Lillian Drake Thies trophy by SCS Seniors) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.2
Using animals to introduce the arts (SCS Historical Society's exhibit of farm animals) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.2
Thies will be honored by county (in Senior Citizens Hall of Fame, reception noted) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.2

THIES, LILLIAN DRAKE

Earth Day celebrated (in George Field Park and Butler Woods) (photos), Apr 27, 1990, p.5
Croquet champ (Ruth Ruth won Lillian Drake Thies trophy by SCS Seniors) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.2

THID, WARREN

Scarsdale High School seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14

THITIWATANA, ALISSA

Masters of babysitting (are graduates of SCS Fire Dept. Babysitting Seminar) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.10

THOMAS-PERKINS, JANE

Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees... (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26

THOMPSON, ALAN

(Boy) Scouts do some woods (Butler Woods) work on a weekend cleanup project (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.3

THOMPSON, ALLYN

On the New Mexican trail (to Philmont Scout Ranch, Cimarron, NM is troop 60) (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.16

THOMPSON, CORKY

Drake-Edgewood gives $1000 to local community organizations, Jun 8, 1990, p.2
Historical Society, hit by cutbacks, launches 1990-91 fund drive, Nov 30, 1990, p.4
Seasonal sounds (as members of TVCC serenade Boniface Circle with holiday sing) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.1

THOMPSON, KENNETH (AU)

The view from a Bush watcher (discusses George Bush's foreign policy) (edit), Jun 22, 1990, p.7

THOMPSON, KENNETH (OR) (AU)

Global goals need feasibility first (edit), Jan 5, 1990, p.7

THOMPSON, KERMIS

SHS aluna (Eve Bernstein) is murdered (in burglary attempt in LA suburban apartment), Apr 27, 1990, p.1

THOMPSON, MARK (AU)

Please pick up after yourselves (pleads pool staff after holiday celebration) (ltr), Jul 20, 1990, p.6

THOMPSON, MARY T

Civic Club names officers (of first slate since joining of Town and Village clubs, 6/90), Aug 10, 1990, p.3

THOREAU, HENRY DAVID

What kind of ideas remain with students when school days are over? (Thoreau considered) (edit), Dec 14, 1990, p.7

THORPY, ANDY

Swimmers finish with win (in dual-meet season with 1-5 record) (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.9

TIAO, JESSLYN

Are we being followed? (Quaker Ridge PTA sponsors Chinese New year festival) (photo), Feb 2, 1990, p.1

TICKS

Tick talk from experts here: don't panic (advises Dr. Eve Rosemarin with proper caution) (edit), Jun 15, 1990, p.6

TIERI, ELEANOR

Eleanor Tieri (dies), Feb 23, 1990, p.14

TIKANVAAARA, JOHANNA

Fab foxes (4th grade Fox Meadow girls in 6-0 championship season) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19

TIMBERGER, ELIZABETH

Maroon & White) boosters tag '90-'91 officers (and describe purpose and functions) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.13
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30
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TIMBERGER, NAT
- Students learning ways to help others (is the purpose of the Peer Counselors) (photo), Mar 2, 1990, p.5

TIMBERGER, ROBERT
- (Maroon & White) boosters tap 90+ 91 officers (and describe purpose and functions) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.13
- Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

TIMEKEEPERS (SPORTS)
- (New York Knicks' Tucker's shot shines spotlight on IHM principal's other job, Jan 26, 1990, p.5

TIMPANE, P. MICHAEL
- Harxes (Leonard and Virginia) fund Teachers College professorship in child care, Aug 24, 1990, p.4

TIMMS-RECYCLING
- SEE RECYCLING OF WASTE

TOBIAS, LYNN
- Having a party? YES says give us a call (Staff listed) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.10
- Rita Golden named YES president; growth of (job) rosters reported, May 25, 1990, p.3
- Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photos), June 6, 1990, p.28

TOCCO, DEBBIE
- A perfect season (for Heathcote fourth grade girls who had 10-0 record) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.14

TOBER, RICHARD
- (Historic) Preservation law (ready for action by Village Board), Feb 16, 1990, p.1
- Historic preservation-it's the law (five years of planning is unanimously voted on), Mar 2, 1990, p.1
- Lawyer (Richard Toder); writer (Barbara Fogel) nominated for SCS School Board, Mar 16, 1990, p.1
- School nominees (for School Board Nominating Committee are biographically sketched) (photo), Mar 16, 1990, p.8
- School Board budget vote (scheduled for) next week (Wed. May 16, 1990), May 14, 1990, p.1
- New school board member (Richard Toder) ready for challenges ahead (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.1
- Toder (cont. of Richard Toder's views on education and biography), Jul 13, 1990, p.8
- School Board shifts policy on cash gifts (and votes not to accept cash gifts), Oct 12, 1990, p.1
- No cash carries (Board of Educ formally forbids acceptance of cash gifts), Nov 23, 1990, p.1

TOFANO, SIA
- For special campers: stars and hula hoops (as disabled kids enjoy SCS Rec. Dept. programs) (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.3

TOFF, RUTH
- Central Avenue watchdogs (commends Greenville residents, Lammert and Toff) (ltr), Jun 8, 1990, p.6

TOLCHIN, ROBERT
- Plaza (Theater) faces a murky future, Feb 23, 1990, p.1

TOMIZU, KYOKO (PHOTO)
- Maroon and White's tribute to the SCS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24

TOMPKINS, DANIEL D
- Daniel D (Tompkins) remembered (by Fox Meadow students in assembly) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.22

TONER, KAY
- Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees...(photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26

TONOOKA, SHIEGEXI

TONOOKA, TOMOKO

TOMOJOSHI, YOKO
- Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24

TOO MUCH JOY
- Locals (Too Much Joy) jailed in Florida after censorship protest (over 2 Live Crew rap band) (photo), Aug 17, 1990, p.1

TOOHER, KATIE
- Bakery's gift saves Bicycle Sundays (Freihofet's donates funds Westchester County), Mar 9, 1990, p.3
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TOOLEY, LOWELL

Dickel Road (development) plan comes under fire from neighbors (photo), Jan 5, 1990, p.1
Trustees expected to replace (tax) assessor (V Pagliaro with M Flood), Jan 5, 1990, p.1
Sewer line dispute: (Residents fear White Plains will use emergency sewer line routiney), Jan 26, 1990, p.1
More recycling: (Village soon to be accepting batteries, tin cans for recycling), Feb 2, 1990, p.1
Friends protest village plan to create second employee residence at Weinberg (Nature) Center, Feb 16, 1990, p.1
(SCS employees are) always there: (Absenteeism lowest in five years), Feb 16, 1990, p.1
Sergeant at law (Bryant Clark receives badge and scores first in county on exam) (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.4
Providing a better (Weinberg) nature center (should be community goal) (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.6
(SCS Police) Off to Albuquerque (to be formally certified by Commission on Accreditation), Mar 16, 1990, p.1
Village asking for 5.5% tax increase (in proposed Village budget), Mar 16, 1990, p.1
Car struck by shower of concrete (from Wilmot Road Bridge), Mar 16, 1990, p.3
It's official: (SCS) police win accreditation (after two years of preparatory work), Mar 30, 1990, p.1
(SCS) Police win accreditation (after two years of preparatory work), Mar 18, 1990, p.1
Village trustees slate (public) budget hearing, Apr 6, 1990, p.1
Some words about the Newhouses (by several local figures on occasion of Historical Society award), Apr 6, 1990, p.7
Higher county sales tax proposed (for aid to localities), Apr 13, 1990, p.3
Certificate of appreciation (is presented to SCS's Jim Rice and L. Tooley for recycling) (photo), Apr 27, 1990, p.4
Village votes $775,000 for updated computers (purchase of hardware, software), May 11, 1990, p.1
Some final thoughts (from David Kirkwood, on Scarsdale as he's known it, 1975-1990) (edit), May 11, 1990, p.6
Village Club: no more? (as members voted to consolidate with Town Club), May 18, 1990, p.1
Praise, poetry, proclamations mark (David Kirkwood's) departure (photo), May 18, 1990, p.1
Hats off to the Village Voices (photo), May 18, 1990, p.2
Editor's (David Kirkwood) farewell (cont. astributes are recorded) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.16
Scarsdale's finest celebrate one of their finest hours (at accreditation ceremony) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.6
Noise alert (from new village power tool; village is exempt from noise ordinance), Jun 29, 1990, p.1
Tooley proud (of niece, Joey Anderson, member of Wisc. city council at 18 years) (photo), Aug 24, 1990, p.3
Computer trainers (New World Systems) present (Village Board) trustees with a big bill, Aug 31, 1990, p.1
Corell (Road) Bridge deemed unsafe; residents request speedy repair (closed as of 9/10/90), Sep 14, 1990, p.1
Future roommates? (as open meeting is held at 7 Overfull Road for SCS Citizens) (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.3
(SCS) Village wins (Pedestrian) safety award (from State Commissioner of Motor Vehicles) (photo), Sep 28, 1990, p.3
Weaver Street townhouses back on Planning Board agenda (for review of construction plans), Oct 5, 1990, p.1
County's turn to holler (to get Heathcote Road Bridge completed faster) (edit), Oct 5, 1990, p.6
Penn (Central) Corporation looking for partner in building downtown (cont), Nov 2, 1990, p.13
It's still 4 corners (as delayed Heathcote Bridge repairs keep postponing reopening), Nov 30, 1990, p.1
More parking? (Metro-North offers to fund new parking for SCS and Eastchester), Nov 30, 1990, p.1
Village answers housing law critics (as Board prepares bulk housing law changes), Dec 14, 1990, p.17
The man in the white hat (Lowell Tooley receives White Hat Award from VOl Fire Co No 3) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.3
Planning Board OKs White Plains sewer connection (amidst residents' criticisms), Dec 28, 1990, p.3

TOPPING, SEYMOUR

(Seymour) Topping heads news think tank (New Directions for News) (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.4

TORKE, RALF

Deficiencies displayed in tours of Greenacres and Edgewood (schools) (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.1

TORTORELLO, MICHAEL

Daw Yankees with SHS touch (senior class production on 5/31, 6/1, 6/2/90) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.15
Scarsdale H(igh) School seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14
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TORRELO, MICHAEL D
Tortorella (Michael D., SHS graduate) gets (National Merit) scholarship, Jul 27, 1990, p.4

TOMBER, BARBARA
Board of Education (tenure appointments named), May 25, 1990, p.17

TOMY, CONNIE
Connie Towey (dies), Jan 12, 1990, p.14

TOWLE, ERICA
Wansome miss meets jolly old elf (Kevin Healy plays Santa for Arthur Manor Assn) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.1

TOWN AND VILLAGE CIVIC CLUB-SCS
It's official: Town, Village Clubs unite (to be named Town and Village Civic Club), Jun 6, 1990, p.1
A new era (as we celebrate birth of Town and Village Civic Club) (edit), Jun 8, 1990, p.6
It's official: Town, Village Clubs unite (to be named Town and Village Civic Club), Jun 8, 1990, p.1
(Town and Village)Civic Club may give up (non)-Partisan veto (limiting powers of club), Aug 3, 1990, p.1
Civic Club names officers (of first slate since joining of Town and Village clubs, 6/90), Aug 10, 1990, p.3
League (Of Women Voters) splits with Civic Club, backs housing study (urged by village trustees), Aug 17, 1990, p.1
'Superficial, naive, easy breezy' (Writer says editorial put affordable housing at risk) (ltr), Aug 17, 1990, p.6
Newcomer's reception (to greet new SCS residents and alert them to local activities), Sep 7, 1990, p.1
Budget committee (being assembled, compiled of ad hoc citizens to clarify budget presentation), Sep 28, 1990, p.1
(Town and Village) Civic Club board rejects report on housing (and looks for revision), Oct 5, 1990, p.1
Welcome to SCS (a well-attended reception for newcomers to hear about village activities) (photo), Oct 5, 1990, p.1
(Town and Village) Civic Club to meet 10/25/90 for firstannual membership meeting; housing noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.1
The best of both clubs (as Town and Village Clubs merge and head forward, history is presented) (edit), Oct 19, 1990, p.6
Wanted: education committee members (for newly organized TVCC) volunteers please contact) (ltr), Oct 26, 1990, p.6
Penn Central seeks partner (to provide expertise and financial resources for SCS project), Nov 2, 1990, p.1
Scarsdale should plan for its own future, affordable housing advocates tell TVCC (cont), Nov 2, 1990, p.16
Seasonal sounds (as members of TVCC serenade Boniface Circle with holiday sing) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.1

TOWN CLUB
A eulogy for the Town Club (historically reports founding and highlights) (edit), Oct 19, 1990, p.6

TOWN CLUB-SCS
Everything you ever wanted to know about the School Non-Partisan System (edit), Jan 19, 1990, p.7
Town Club: Community forum (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.2
Schools to replace disputed windows; (Project now at 25.1M Proposed (SHS) wing discussed) (photo), Feb 2, 1990, p.1
Town, Village Clubs discuss consolidation, Feb 2, 1990, p.1
Time to join forces (edit) (with Village Club), Feb 9, 1990, p.6
(Consolidating the Town Club and the Village Club would mean) one club would be stronger (ltr), Mar 2, 1990, p.6
A Non-partisan system faces trial by Town Club (in mock trial of Partisan vs. Non-partisan), Mar 23, 1990, p.1
The (story behind the Town Club's) missing report (on the school bond issue) is explained, Apr 6, 1990, p.1
Mock trial of (non-partisan) system arouses real feelings (conducted by Town Club), Apr 6, 1990, p.1
The (non-partisan) system goes on (mock) trial, Apr 6, 1990, p.21
He wants more (journalistic) enterprise (in locating Mr. Asher's Town Club report) (ltr), Apr 20, 1990, p.6
Town and Village Clubs preparing to tie the knot (and consolidate into one; histories noted), May 4, 1990, p.1
Speakers criticize school budget (1990-91), but recommend voter approval, May 4, 1990, p.1
Village Club no more? (as members voted to consolidate with Town Club), May 18, 1990, p.1
(Other Voices discusses the SCS non-partisan system and trial by Town Club) (edit), May 18, 1990, p.6
Historic Town Club vote (to consolidate club with Village Club 5/31/90), May 25, 1990, p.1
It's official: Town, Village Clubs unite (to be named Town and Village Civic Club), Jun 6, 1990, p.1
The best of both clubs (as Town and Village Clubs merge and head forward, history is presented) (edit), Oct 19, 1990, p.6
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TRACK ATHLETICS

DeNunzio wins again (in girls' shot put competition in sectional indoor track), Mar 2, 1990, p.24
DeNunzio sets new record in winning 5th state shot-put title, Mar 9, 1990, p.12
Signori is sectional (Hough Women's Track and Field Championships) champ, Mar 9, 1990, p.12
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletes, Mar 9, 1990, p.24
DeNunzio (places) 5th in Nationals (High School Championship), Mar 16, 1990, p.13
DeNunzio is a double winner in NR (New Rochelle Spiked Shoe Invitational), Apr 27, 1990, p.26
Maroon and White honors spring teams (lacrosse, tennis, soccer, and track) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.19
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletes (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26
Scarsdale High School alumni runners travel to England and Ireland for meets, Jun 22, 1990, p.14
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

TRACY, SOPHIA (AU)

Please don't malign the dandelion (describes and recalls spring flowers) (edit), Jun 15, 1990, p.7

TRACY, SOPHIA OKUN (AU)

Who needs January? (edit), Jan 26, 1990, p.7

TRAFFIC

Parkway problems (for Bronx River Parkway construction reroutes traffic), Aug 10, 1990, p.1

TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS

US envoy R. Washington killed in Central Avenue crash (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.1
Lawyer G. L. Santangelo criticizes (Washington/Panessa) accident story (ltr), Feb 2, 1990, p.6
Unhappy encounter: (Police car hits car driven by B. Gerloff) (photo; story p.4), Feb 9, 1990, p.1
Cause of collision disputed (photo p.1), Feb 9, 1990, p.4
Cause of collision (between B. Gerloff and county police officer T. Connelly) disputed (photo p.1), Feb 9, 1990, p.4
Distortion of facts (of R. Washington traffic accident) seen (ltr), Feb 16, 1990, p.6
Ponessa cleared in accident death of US ambassador (Ruth Washington), Apr 27, 1990, p.1
Tragedy, but not injustice (in Ambassador Ruth Washington's fatal accident) (edit), May 4, 1990, p.6
Hit and run-too serious to ignore (details EMH accident and follow-up by police) (ltr), May 11, 1990, p.6
Man (Allan C. Uy) killed in crash on Heathcote bypass, May 25, 1990, p.4
Obstacle ahead (as tractor-trailer snagged tree branch and brought it down on car) (photo), Aug 3, 1990, p.5

TRAFFIC ISLANDS

A bigger Boniface (Circle) Park planned; (Concept plan drafted by architect R. Horsman) (illus), Feb 16, 1990, p.3
New island on Spencer Place (and Boniface Circle provides improved traffic safety) (photo), Aug 24, 1990, p.1

TRAFFIC SAFETY

Safe crossings (at Edgewood because of Frances Capece, crossing guard for 27 years) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.22
A safe friendly corner (where Frances Capece, crossing guard, has worked for 28 years) (ltr), Jul 13, 1990, p.6
Making it safe for kids (AAA mount annual auto traffic safety campaign with poster) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.3
Please signal! (resident notes that drivers seem to have forgotten use of signals) (ltr), Oct 19, 1990, p.6

TRAFFIC SIGNS AND SIGNALS

(Village Board approves $1000 to secure federal funding for possible) Light on Brite (Ave), Jan 26, 1990, p.1
A new left lane (at Mamaroneck Road-Palmer Ave intersection, as village tries to ease traffic), Jul 27, 1990, p.1

TREGER, DAVID


TRAILSIDE NATURE MUSEUM

What to do till the school bell rings (notes places to visit with telephone #s, hours, addresses), Aug 17, 1990, p.13

TRAINA, ALGERI

Candidate nominated (for seats on Citizens Committee) (names noted), Oct 12, 1990, p.1

TRAHONTINE, NANCY

Joan Paley installed Wed. as new Woman's Club President (Wed. April 11, 1990) (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.8
New officers at (SCS) Woman's Club, Writer (David Finn) is guest (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.11
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TAN, TOJO

Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.3

TRAVEL AGENCIES AND AGENTS

Marcella Rappoport (named exec. vice-pres. of World Travel Specialists), Aug 10, 1990, p.4

TRAVERS, LAURA

Muckracking environmentalists (Sierra Club continues to clean up Bronx River) (photo), Aug 7, 1990, p.3

TREADWAY, BETH

Beth Treadway (inducted into society of fellows of Dyson College at Pace University), Apr 20, 1990, p.11

TREADWAY, DEANNE

Deanne Treadway (elected to Board of Soundview Preparatory School), Aug 24, 1990, p.4

TREADWAY, JOSEPH (AU)

Junior High News: (Units include Entrepreneurship, Dance, Poetry) (poems; photo), Feb 16, 1990, p.12

TREADWAY, PENNER

United Cookies of America (fourth graders admire their handmade U.S. cookie map) (photo), Feb 9, 1990, p.15

TREES

FEIS approved for Winston estate; (Dickel Rd project criticized again), Feb 2, 1990, p.1

Hydrologist's study requested (before development on Dickel Rd progresses) (ltr), Feb 16, 1990, p.6

TREES-LAWS AND REGULATIONS

Dickel Road (development) plan comes under fire from neighbors (photo), Jan 5, 1990, p.1

(Trouble on Dickel Road again: (A Knopp tries for approval of landscape plan), Jan 19, 1990, p.1

Hutchinson River Parkway safety project may result in protection for trees as well as drivers, Feb 16, 1990, p.1

(Tree-preservation efforts on Hutchinson River Parkway route) A wise safeguard (edit), Feb 16, 1990, p.6

TREES-PRESERVATION

SEE TREES-LAWS AND REGULATIONS

TRELEWICZ, TONY

Testing of sanitary sewers underway to eliminate storm drainage connections (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.1

TRELL, RENEE

Actors learn hairdos and don'ts (at Greenville Community Theater for "Steel Magnolias") (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.15

TRESSLER, CLYDE

Five top finishers, 225 winners in (annual) speech meet (at junior high) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.6

Bank of New York Salutes Junior High Speech Contest (photos), Apr 20, 1990, p.26

TRINIDAD, HELENA

Having a party? YES says give us a call (Staff listed) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.10

They say YES to job-seekers (student organization honors volunteers) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.19

TRIO'S CAFE

Restaurant set to open in Golden Horseshoe, Feb 9, 1990, p.5

TSAI, RUTH

Bank of New York salutes Hitchcock Presbyterian Church (as its dedication begin) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.26

TSAO, JOAN

In Westchester, the fall crop is culture (lists upcoming cultural events) (photo), Aug 24, 1990, p.13

TSIEVIS FURS

Student target furrier for protest (High school group pickets outside SCS merchant) (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.3

Animals are not a crop (defines high school club's perspective on fur breeding) (ltr), Nov 16, 1990, p.6

How about concern for people? (suggest students direct actions toward other social action) (ltr), Nov 23, 1990, p.6

TSIEVIS, CHRIS

Fee and the furrier (Julia B Fee relocating condo sales and SCS Furs will open), Sep 7, 1990, p.1

TSOKRIS, GEORGE

If at first... (Correction states that Wilson & Son won 1990 PRC National Softball League) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.26
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TSURUMI, YOSHIHIRO (AU)
Japan-bashing breeds anti-Semitism, Feb 9, 1990, p.7

TSUYUKI, JOANNA
Close call at Hitchcock: (SCS Fire Dept responds to report of smoke in building), Feb 9, 1990, p.1

TUCKER, AMANDA
Waiting up a storm (are Barclay Class fifth graders at final dance at SCS Golf Club) (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.5

TUCKER, EDWARD
Scarsdale’s finest celebrate one of their finest hours (at accreditation ceremony) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.6

TUCKER, MELISSA
Living and giving (students from Heathcote and Edgewood think of world at holidays) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.24

TUCKER, RICHARD
Get ready, Piccadilly, here come the SCS Devils (8th-grade soccer team) (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.5

TUCKER, SARAH
Living and giving (students from Heathcote and Edgewood think of world at holidays) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.24

TUCKER, TRENT
(New York Knicks) Tucker’s shot shines spotlight on JHM principal’s other job, Jan 26, 1990, p.5

TULCIN, DORIS
Three women who make a difference (Robyn Roller, Doris Tulcin, Susan Blumenfield) (photos), Oct 5, 1990, p.15

TUNG, LILLIAN
Elementary rhythms (2nd graders read aloud and kindergarten, celebrate “Festival Percussion”) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.12

TURCHIO, DINO
3-peat’ champs (winners of PRC’s American League Men’s softball title for third year) (photo), Aug 31, 1990, p.8

TURKEY-DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
All about Turkey (is described by Dibble Travelogue 10/31/90), Oct 26, 1990, p.8

TURNER, RITA
Shared housing project put off (due to lack of funds but continuing community involvement), Dec 7, 1990, p.1

TURNER, RITA F. (AU)
Don’t foment intergenerational conflict (regarding the Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act) (ltr), Mar 9, 1990, p.6

TURNESA, JIM
A cup to be proud of (Wilson Cup winners at SCS Golf Club) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.11

TURNER, ERICA
Inchworms and teddy bears (at the summer program at SCS Congregational Church) (photo), Aug 17, 1990, p.2

TURSONE, ADELE
Joan Paley installed Wed. as new Woman’s Club President (Wed. April 11, 1990) (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.8
New officers at (SCS) Woman’s Club, Writer (David Finn) is guest (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.11

TUSHMAN, MARY
Voting is Tuesday for (School Board) Nominating Committee (Candidates listed), Jan 19, 1990, p.1
Slip-up costs candidate S Stauffer spot on (School Board Nominating Committee; Fourteen elected), Jan 26, 1990, p.1

TUSHMAN, MICHAEL L
Michael L. Tushman (named director of national council of Northeastern University), Jun 8, 1990, p.10

TUSHMAN, RACHEL
Bank of New York salutes Eda and Stanley Newhouse and the SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.28

TUSSENDING, JANE
Inchworms and teddy bears (at the summer program at SCS Congregational Church) (photo), Aug 17, 1990, p.2

TUTLE, JOHN
Senior Lifestyles (examines programs and important senior issues) (photos), May 4, 1990, p.15

TWOLIVE CREW
Locals (Too Much Joy) jailed in Florida after censorship protest (over 2 Live Crew rap band) (photo), Aug 17, 1990, p.1
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UNITED NATIONS ASSN-SCS/HTS CHAPTER

UNITED WAY
    (St Bernard's Center for Learning) Gives homeless children a boost, Jan 19, 1990, p.5
    United Way giving more (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.2
    Local United Way makes grants to several local agencies, Dec 19, 1990, p.4
    A visit from the spirit (for Christmas as United Way prepares to help those in need) (edit), Dec 21, 1990, p.6

UNITED WAY-FUND RAISING
    United Way ends best year yet (for 1989-90 with a 10.6% increase, and elects officers) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.3
    Ulf Nilsson (NY Rangers) at United Way annual dinner (9/24/90; SCS residents involved), Sep 14, 1990, p.3
    (Ulf) Nilsson (of New York Rangers) addresses United Way (at annual dinner) (photo), Sep 28, 1990, p.5
    Giving voice for United Way (SHS students participate in phonathon held at Julia B Fee) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.5

US ARMY
    In service (Court Horncastle, a former SCS resident is with First Cavalry, Saudi Arabia) (photo), Oct 12, 1990, p.12
    Cadet William T Fairbairn 4th (received parachutist’s badge following training), Nov 16, 1990, p.9

US CENSUS-1990
    Being counted (in 1990 US Census, Scarsdale residents are doing better, with 73.6% return rate), Apr 20, 1990, p.1
    Were you counted? (in 1990 census; form on p.8 for residents who have not yet completed), Jul 6, 1990, p.1

US CONGRESS
    Lowey joins call to end curbs on family planning (in brief filed with Supreme Court), Aug 10, 1990, p.3

US DEPT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
    Low-income loans (to SCS residents are noted; SCSH would have received also), Dec 28, 1990, p.1

US DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION
    Edge grove man (Luis Delio Lopez) linked to record cocaine cache (and arrested in Colombia), Jul 27, 1990, p.1

US FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION
    Kessler (Dr. David) named (U.S.) Food and Drug Administration chief (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.1

US POSTAL SERVICE
    Mail menace (dogowners are asked to curb their pets as letter carriers deliver), Jul 13, 1990, p.1

US SUPREME COURT
    What if (Judge David) Souter were gay? (analyzes current thought on homophobia) (edit), Aug 10, 1990, p.6

US FOREIGN RELATIONS
    The view from a Bush watcher (discusses George Bush’s foreign policy) (edit), Jun 22, 1990, p.7

US-COMMERCIAL POLICY
    Imports costs US workers’ jobs (describes international trade imbalance (edit), Jun 8, 1990, p.7

US FOREIGN RELATIONS-EL SALVADOR
    No white hats in El Salvador (edit), Jan 26, 1990, p.7

US FOREIGN RELATIONS-GUATEMALA
    Let nations decide their own destiny (edit), Feb 23, 1990, p.7

US FOREIGN RELATIONS-JAPAN
    Dragging down Japan won’t help US (as two countries’ futures are inextricably linked), Mar 2, 1990, p.6
    Japan’s ‘black-bashing’ (recent examples of comments and proposals for American leaders) (edit), Dec 7, 1990, p.7

US FOREIGN RELATIONS-NICARAGUA
    Let nations decide their own destiny (edit), Feb 23, 1990, p.7

UY, ALLAN C
    Man (Allan C. Uy) killed in crash on Heathcote bypass, May 25, 1990, p.4

VACCARI, FRANK
    Celebrating the Fourth of July (at Greenacres, Arthur Manor and the SCS Pool) (photo), Jul 13, 1999, p.3
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VACCARO, ALEXANDER
Board of Architectural Review takes a look at school windows (and many applications), Nov 23, 1990, p.3

VACCARO, LOUIS
Learning disabled in Dr. D Cohen’s program are Motivated students ready to work (It), Feb 2, 1990, p.6

VACCARO, LUKE
‘3-peat’ champs (winners of PRC’s American League Men’s softball title for third year) (photo), Aug 31, 1990, p.8

VACHA
Iwo-woman (Vacha and Hilda Green Densky) show to open (at Larchmont Art) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.4

VALENSTEIN, ALICE
There’s talent next door-check it out! (local artists’ exhibits noted) (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.19

VALENTINE’S DAY
I • Russian to be your valentine; (Community Baptist Church sends valentines to Soviet Union) (photo), Feb 16, 1990, p.1

VALKENBURG, ELLY VAN
Scarsdalians aid SPCA effort for elderly (in Golden Outreach Program) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.5

VALLET, MURIEL V
Muriel V Vallet (dies), July 8, 1990, p.8

VAN DE WATER, P C (AU)
Planning reviews, notification adequate (comments on 8/24/90 edit.) (ltr), Aug 31, 1990, p.6

VAN DE WATER, PETER
Census reveals fewer people in more houses (as 1990 U.S. Census is explained), Sep 7, 1990, p.1
Village Board meeting (presents Dickel Road development history; civil service employee raise), Sep 14, 1990, p.4
Townhouse plan has history of opposition (and review of events since 1988), Oct 5, 1990, p.4
Planning Board OKs White Plains sewer connection (amidst residents’ criticisms), Dec 28, 1990, p.3

VAN DER HEIJDEN, LIESBETH
Downtown, a new crop of shops (Duck Duck Goose, Blooming Nails, La Dentelliere, Reading Writing), July 27, 1990, p.1

VAN HORN, GINNY
Friends (of Music and the Arts) bolster arts in the schools (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.15

VAN, GEORGE
Five area champs in playground olympics (held 8/1/90 at SCS High) (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.5

VANDALISM
IHH, Dickel neighbors protest; LWV urges affordable housing (at Village Board meeting), July 20, 1990, p.1
Edgewood windshields smashed by vandals (police suspect teens, $1000 reward offered), Aug 24, 1990, p.1
Vandalism in Edgewood: reality or a public relations problem? (meeting reported on, issues noted), Nov 16, 1990, p.1
Meeting on vandalism (cont. statistics and proposes avenues of change), Nov 16, 1990, p.16

VASJKOV, SERGEI
Local entrepreneur E Rittenband heading to Russia with Budweiser beer) (photo), Feb 23, 1990, p.1

VAUGHAN, RONALD D (AU)
Jurors: Extras in courtroom drama? (describes personal experience as member of jury) (ltr), Dec 14, 1990, p.6

VAZQUEZ, ADA
Tuesday’s ballot crowded with candidates (for governor, state controller, Congress, State Legis.), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

VEERABAHU, S
Tale of ex-hostage (S. Veerabahu) captivates audience (at Quaker Ridge school) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.1
Quaker Ridge held captive to ex-hostage’s tale of months in Iraq (photo) (cont from p.11), Dec 28, 1990, p.2

VENKUR, DANIELLE
Get ready, Piccadilly, here come the SCS Devils (8th-grade soccer team) (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.5
Off to England (are SCS Devils, 8th grade girls on spring tour and playing trip) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.15

VENKUR, DANIELLE (AU)
Junior High News: (Units include Entrepreneurship, Dance, Poetry) (poems; photo), Feb 16, 1990, p.12
VENTURA, JESSICA
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

VENTURA, JOHN
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

VERAS, DIMITRI
At Greenacres, pop-up artists (design for Imagination Celebration) (photo), Apr 27, 1990, p.8

VERBOYS, ANDREW
Board of Education (meeting notes new teachers) (cont.), Jun 22, 1990, p.19
First day for kids and 14 new teachers (describes orientation program) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.8

VERGARI, CARL
O'Rourke (says) 'Don't defer our dreams' (in fourth inaugural address), Jan 5, 1990, p.1
Panessa cleared in accident death of US ambassador (Kath Washington), Apr 27, 1990, p.1
District Attorney (Carl Vergari) criticized in handling of Brady grand jury), May 18, 1990, p.1
Miccoli resigns; District Attorney suspects hoax (in Griffen Ave. shooting) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.1
Warmus case key witness heard (Vincent Parco is one who puts gun in defendant's hand), Jun 29, 1990, p.1
District Attorney to prosecute local police officer (Joseph Miccoli, for class B misdemeanor), Jan 29, 1990, p.1
Warmus's attorney wants (Westchester District Attorney Carl Vergari to testify on leaks, Jul 13, 1990, p.1
Brady case may go to new grand jury (as Gov. Cuomo holds request against county legislator), Jul 20, 1990, p.1
Warmus case leaks probed by defense (as hearings continue), Jul 27, 1990, p.1
Cop case (regarding Joseph Miccoli) adjourned (and granted adjournment in contemplation of dismissal, Aug 3, 1990, p.1
Warmus indictment dismissed by Carey (as DA Vergari vows to continue prosecution), Aug 10, 1990, p.1
Contempt of court (focusses on mistakes of District Attorney's office and relevant cases) (edit), Aug 10, 1990, p.6
(Governor) Cuomo says no to (Edward) Brady probe; (Carl) Vergari still might re-present, Oct 19, 1990, p.1

VERMILLION, CLARE
Clare L Verrilli (dies), Jan 19, 1990, p.12

VETERAN, ANTHONY
Time for a decision (to build housing for homeless in Greenburgh) (edit), Mar 9, 1990, p.6
Candidate's 'shibboleth' rejected (in report of Basil Apostle's comments) (ltr), Apr 27, 1990, p.6

VETERANS DAY
Did you (like so many others) forget about Veterans Day? (reminds us to salute flag) (edit), Nov 16, 1990, p.7

VIANA, LINDA
Warmus's attorney wants (Westchester District Attorney Carl) Vergari to testify on leaks, Jul 13, 1990, p.1

VICTIMS OF CRIME
What answer to violence? (details tragic homicide and offers societal commentary) (edit), Mar 16, 1990, p.7
Garlands oppose Slotnick bid for House; cite trial tactics (as reason for public outcry), Apr 20, 1990, p.1
Support for victims (of crime is presented in legislative resolution in Albany) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.4
Local man (Bernard Watkins) is slain by gunmen in Bronx, Jun 8, 1990, p.16
(Irving) Sloan shot with BB; two charged (in incident on South Broadway, White Plains), Aug 3, 1990, p.5

VIETNAMESE WAR, 1957-1975
Vietnam not lost on the field (ltr), Feb 16, 1990, p.6

VILLAGE BOARD-SCS
Trustees expected to replace (tax) assessor (V Pagliaro with N Flood), Jan 5, 1990, p.1
Bad timing? (LMV accuses Village Board of taking 'hurried approach' to community issues), Jan 5, 1990, p.1
Restrictions on demolition (of historically significant buildings) proposed (at Village Bd hearing), Jan 12, 1990, p.1
(Village Bd to consider) Winston (property) DEIS (prepared for potential buyers Blickenhaus-Judelson, Jan 19, 1990, p.1
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VILLAGE BOARD-SCS continued

Honors for the men in blue: (A Filancia, D Ferrone, R Hadden, T Meany receive commendations) (photo), Jan 19, 1990, p.4

(Village Board approves $1000 to secure federal funding for possible Light on Hritte (Ave), Jan 26, 1990, p.1

(Village Board) Station in jeopardy; (Owners of Robison Lot request rezoning), Feb 9, 1990, p.1

Friends protest village plan (to create second employee residence at Weinberg (Nature) Center, Feb 16, 1990, p.1

Counsel (Brown & Hood) named (by Village Board) for advice on downtown development, Feb 16, 1990, p.1

(Historic) Preservation law (ready for action by Village Board), Feb 16, 1990, p.1

A bigger Boniface (Circle) Park planned; (Concept plan drafted by architect R Horsman) (illus), Feb 16, 1990, p.3

Future trustees agree, downtown is key issue (in Scarsdale’s future planning, Mar 9, 1990, p.1

Senior tax break (is given by a change in state law permitting property tax exemption), Mar 16, 1990, p.1

Bouquets and brickbats fly at final (Village Board) meeting for two trustees, Mar 20, 1990, p.3

Distinguished service (on Village Board of H. McCreery and D. Shulman) (edit), Mar 30, 1990, p.6

(Village) Trustees slate (public/budget hearing, Apr 6, 1990, p.1

Doing down with the downtown? (or will plans continue for Village development) (edit), Apr 6, 1990, p.6

Song of summer (in SCS is lawn machine so Village Board is considering change in noise ordinance), Apr 27, 1990, p.1

Trustees okay budget: taxes to rise by 5.49%, Apr 27, 1990, p.1

Developer (Linpro Co.) agrees: it's time to act on developer selection for downtown) (ltr), May 4, 1990, p.6

Lease renewed (at 2 Drake Road for emergency shelter for homeless family), May 11, 1990, p.1

Ready to act (Village Board is ready to select developer for downtown), May 25, 1990, p.1

Toughen noise law, (Village) Board told (by residents regarding construction and gardening), May 25, 1990, p.2

Penn Central is chosen developer (for Freighway and Depot Place sites) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.1

Penn Central plan draws criticism (from local residents interested in SCS's future), Jun 29, 1990, p.1


IHM, Dickel neighbors protest; LWV urges affordable housing at Village Board meeting, Jul 20, 1990, p.1

Village Board Meeting (cont. housing discussion and notes salaries for village dept. heads), Aug 17, 1990, p.5

Computer trainers (New World Systems) present (Village Board) trustees with a big bill, Aug 31, 1990, p.1

Joint school, village efforts unique (as open exchange of ideas among educators and village), Aug 31, 1990, p.1

Board gets Exxon refund (from lawsuit on overcharging SCS customers during 1973-78), Aug 31, 1990, p.5

Symiotic savings (for continued efforts of school and village bond of cooperation), Aug 31, 1990, p.6

For a complex issue, a full inquiry (League of Women Voters asks for citizens committee) (ltr), Aug 31, 1990, p.6

Village Board meeting (presents Dickel Road development history; civil service employee raises), Sep 14, 1990, p.4

Proposed (bulk housing) law unfair to homeowners (says local resident) (ltr), Sep 14, 1990, p.6

Bulk law hearing Tuesday 9/25/90 to discuss draft to add volume restriction & decrease lot), Sep 21, 1990, p.1

Trasury surplus on the decline (SCS government spent more than it took in for 3rd year), Sep 21, 1990, p.1

Which way to the 'right' meeting? (to present corrections on Dickel Rd. report) (ltr), Sep 28, 1990, p.6

(Village) Civic Club board rejects report on housing land looks for revisions), Oct 5, 1990, p.1

Bulk law changes up for discussion (as village trustees await residents' comments), Nov 9, 1990, p.1

A call for opposition to bulk law (by SCS Taxpayer Alert, meeting 12/18/90) (ltr), Dec 14, 1990, p.16

Village answers housing law critics (as Board prepares bulk housing law changes), Dec 14, 1990, p.17

Bulk law criticized at Village Board meeting (as date nears for vote) (edit), Dec 21, 1990, p.2

More than tolerance (and response to residents queries are asked of trustees) (edit), Dec 28, 1990, p.6

VILLAGE BOARD-SCS-ELECTIONS

(H Handelman, E Schroeder, R Wieczorek) nominated for Village Board (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.1

VILLAGE BOARD-SCS-FINANCE COMMITTEE

Pool fees up (as Trustees raise prices of programs in preparation for 1990-91 budget), Mar 2, 1990, p.1

Bad check charged $15. is imposed by Village Board to cover administrative burden), Mar 2, 1990, p.1

Fee hike questioned (regarding pool memberships and other recreational fees), Mar 16, 1990, p.1

Village asking for 5.5% tax increase (in proposed Village budget), Mar 16, 1990, p.1
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VILLAGE BOARD-SCS-FINANCE COMMITTEE continued
Higher fees asked (by Village Board for building permits, alarm systems), Mar 30, 1990, p.1

VILLAGE BOARD-SCS-LAW COMMITTEE
(SCS Chateau Associates) Owners, propose retail building for Robinson lot, Jan 26, 1990, p.1

VILLAGE BOARD-SCS-PLANNING AND ZONING COMMITTEE
Village postpones action on disputed zoning law, Jan 19, 1990, p.1
Bulk housing law still too complex, residents say (in public hearing) (photo), Sep 28, 1990, p.1
Village responds to bulk law critics (as zoning law nears vote, next Board meeting 12/18/90), Dec 14, 1990, p.1
Village Board to vote on bulk law 1/8/91 (opposition continues to voice concerns), Dec 21, 1990, p.1

VILLAGE BOARD-SCS-POLICE COMMITTEE
Crime down in police statistics as Chief Ferraro presents 1989 annual report), Mar 2, 1990, p.1

VILLAGE BOARD-SCS-RECREATION COMMITTEE
Pool fees up (as Trustees raise prices of programs in preparation for 1990-91 budget), Mar 2, 1990, p.1

VILLAGE BOARD-SCS-TREASURER'S REPORT
Treasury surplus on the decline (SCS government spent more than it took in for 3rd year), Sep 21, 1990, p.1

VILLAGE CLUB
It's official: Town, Village Clubs unite (to be named Town and Village Civic Club), Jun 8, 1990, p.1

VILLAGE CLUB-SCS
Everything you ever wanted to know about the School Non-Partisan System (edit), Jan 19, 1990, p.7
(SCS Village) Club offers a way to contribute (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.2
Schools to replace disputed windows; (Project now at 25.1M; Proposed (SRS) wing discussed) (photo), Feb 2, 1990, p.1
Town, Village Clubs discuss consolidation, Feb 2, 1990, p.1
Time to join forces (edit) (with Village Club), Feb 9, 1990, p.6
(Consolidating the Town Club and the Village Club would mean) one club would be stronger (ltr), Mar 2, 1990, p.6
Town and Village Clubs preparing to tie the knot (and consolidate into one; histories noted), May 4, 1990, p.1
(Village) Club) no more: (as members voted to consolidate with Town Club), May 18, 1990, p.1
Hats off to the Village Voices (photo), May 18, 1990, p.2
Historic Town Club vote to consolidate club with Village Club 5/31/90, May 25, 1990, p.1
The best of both clubs (as Town and Village Clubs merge and head forward, history is presented) (edit, Oct 19, 1990, p.6

VILLAGE COURT-SCS
Twelve absent men (describes jury duty in SCS Village Court and citizen's duty to serve) (edit), Nov 30, 1990, p.6

VILLAGE FARMS

VILLAGE HALL-SCS-HANDICAPPED ACCESS
(Handicapped) Access at last: (Wheelchair lift installed at Village Hall) (photo), Jan 19, 1990, p.1

VILLAGE JUSTICE-SCS

VILLAGE PROSECUTOR-SCS

VILLAGE REPORT-SCS
Report available (annual SCS village report 1989-90 may be obtained from Village Hall), Nov 2, 1990, p.2

VINNIE’S SCARSDALE PIZZERIA
Wright and Irish slated to be sold next month (to Michael's Cheese Shop), Mar 30, 1990, p.1

VINTON, TOMMY
Locals (Too Much Joy) jailed in Florida after censorship protest (over 2 Live Crew rap band) (photo), Aug 17, 1990, p.1

VIOLA, CATHERINE
Grace (Lutheran Church) celebrates 40th anniversary (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.10
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VOTER REGISTRATION

Voter registration days are listed and LWV events are noted, Oct 5, 1990, p.2

Voter registration (for general election to be held 10/13/90), Oct 12, 1990, p.1

VOTING

The high cost of voting (comments on low turnout for primaries 9/11/90) (edit), Sep 14, 1990, p.6

WABECK, BARBARA

Earth Day celebrated (in George Field Park and Butler Woods) (photos), Apr 27, 1990, p.5

WABECK, HANS

Earth Day celebrated (in George Field Park and Butler Woods) (photos), Apr 27, 1990, p.5

WACHT, JULES

Village postpones action on disputed zoning law, Jan 19, 1990, p.1

Jules Wacht (dies), Jun 8, 1990, p.20

WACHTENHEIM, FLORE

Twenty-six chosen for School Board Nominating Committee (election 1/22/90), Dec 14, 1990, p.3

WACHTLER, SOL (JUDGE)

From whence cometh legal aid? (discusses Judge Sol Wachtler's views and system) (edit), Jun 8, 1990, p.6

WAGNER, ALEX

Fab foxes (4th grade Fox Meadow girls in 6-0 championship season) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19

WAGNER, HELEN

Having a party? YES says give us a call (Staff listed) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.10

(RitalGolden named YES president; growth of (job) rosters reported, May 25, 1990, p.3

WAGNER, JULIUS

Praise for the Inquirer (from SCS Citizens for Senior Housing) (ltr), Dec 14, 1990, p.6

WAESMAN, MICHAEL

Cougars: top cats in 1990 (Junior High SPRC champions are noted) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19

WALKER, MORRISON (GINI)

(SHS) Class of 40 turns back the clock (to celebrate reunion) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.9

WALKING

Who said kids tie you down? (not Marcia Kalsch who walks HS track with Jessica) (photo), Oct 5, 1990, p.5

WALL, ROBERT

S(SCS) Volunteer Ambulance Corps--always ready to help (Officers listed) (Progress Ed Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.12

Bank of New York Salutes Charles Cunningham, SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of Year 1990 (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.22

WALLACE, CHARLES

In seventh heaven (Fox Meadow seventh grade boys' soccer won Recreation Dept. championship) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21

WALLACE, DWAYNE A

S(SCS) High School senior (Dwayne A Wallace) tapped as WAS semifinalist, Sep 26, 1990, p.12

WALLACE, PHIL (ILLUS)

Read their lips... (cartoon), Feb 2, 1990, p.7

WALLACH, ANDREW

On to round two: (SHS basketball team defeats Saunders in Sec 1 tournament) (photo; story, photo p20), Feb 23, 1990, p.1

Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.24

Maroon and White honors spring teams (lacrosse, tennis, soccer, and track) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.19

Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26

Raider (High school team) take Scarsdale for romp in the (Madison Square) Garden (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.1


WALLACH, ARLENE

Raider oldtimers (basketball teams 1979, 1988) win one for the homeless (photos), Mar 30, 1990, p.13

WALLACH, SCOTT

Waltzing up a storm (are Barclay Class fifth graders at final dance at SCS Golf Club) (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.5
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WALLACH, Ty
  Raider oldtimers (basketball teams 1979, 1988) win one for the homeless (photos), Mar 30, 1990, p.13

WALS, AVIS R (AU)
  Up-to-date diet information in schools (suggests purchase of Dietary Guidelines) (ltr), Dec 7, 1990, p.6

WALS, JANE
  Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

WALS, JANE (AU)
  Mixed feelings on the (Non-Partisan) system (ltr), Dec 7, 1990, p.6

WALSH, DELEON
  Deleon Walsh (dies), Oct 26, 1990, p.17

WALSH, ERIN (PHOTO)
  Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24

WALSH, GLEN

WALSH, GRAHAM
  Graham Walsh (dies), Mar 16, 1990, p.14

WALSH, KEVIN
  Raider gridders savor fruits of a championship season (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.15

WALSH, MAURA
  Giving voice for United Way (SHS students participate in phonathon held at Julia B Fee) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.5

WALSH, MAURICE
  Homeowners say they were burned by chimney sweeps (ACME and ACE), Aug 24, 1990, p.1

WALSH, MEGHAN
  Students of the social graces (from Barclay Classes held final parties at SCS Golf Club) (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.1

WALSH, PAT
  Keep calm about Lyme Disease (cont. from edit.), Jun 15, 1990, p.13

WALSH, ROGER
  Firefighting family (Keatings of Fire Company No. 1 are awarded) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.4

WALSH, RYAN
  Keep calm about Lyme Disease (cont. from edit.), Jun 15, 1990, p.13

WALSH, MARY LOU
  Joan Paley installed Wed. as new Woman's Club President (Wed. April 11, 1990) (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.8
  New officers at (SCS) Woman's Club, Writer (David Finn) is guest (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.11

WALTERS, THEODORE
  Theodore Walters (dies), Feb 9, 1990, p.16

WALTHER
  I'm Russian to be your valentine: (Community Baptist Church sends valentines to Soviet Union) (photo), Feb 16, 1990, p.1

WANDER, LESLIE
  First day for kids and 14 new teachers (describes orientation program) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.8

WANG, DALE
  Honoring th Sterns (were UJA and Westchester Reform Temple at dinner 5/20/90) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.17

WANG, JEFFREY
  Volunteers lend homeless kids a schooling hand (at Coachman Hotel, White Plains) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.6

WARD, STEVE

WARD, VICTORIA
  Tenure (eligibility) time for (Judy) Fox, 13 staff (members, listed with school affiliations), Oct 26, 1990, p.13

WARE, CATHERINE
  (SCS) Foundation is a community trust; (Trustees listed) Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.10
WARE, JOHN

WARE, MARY LEE
Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees..(photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26

WARFIELD, JAMES
Retiring principal Dr V Dempsey, district clerk D Hajek hailed (at Board of Education meeting), Jan 26, 1990, p.1
SNAP hears more on Penn Central (Corp.) proposal for SCS downtown area (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.1
SNAP discusses downtown plans (cont. of meeting to discuss Penn Central's plans), Jul 13, 1990, p.9

WARFIELD, JIM
SCS Neighborhood Assn. Residents urge involvement (list) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.10
Winners every one (Fast Feats team in final lap of Veryfine Save the Children relay) (photo), Apr 27, 1990, p.9
Penn Central plan draws criticism (from local residents interested in SCS's future), Jun 29, 1990, p.1
Residents protest downtown plan (as Board and Penn Central consider future plans) (cont.), Jun 29, 1990, p.15

WARMUS, CAROLYN
Teacher C Warming indicted in EMT murder (of B Solomon) (photo), Feb 9, 1990, p.1
Warming's lawyer seeks dismissal of murder charges (on illegal-evidence tampering charge) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.1
Warming case key witness heard (Vincent Parco is one who puts gun in defendant's hand), Jun 27, 1990, p.1
Warming's attorney wants (Westchester District Attorney Carl) Vergari to testify on leaks, Jul 13, 1990, p.1
Warming case leaks probed by defense (as hearings continue), Jul 27, 1990, p.1
Warming indictment dismissed by Carey (as DA Vergari vows to continue prosecution), Aug 10, 1990, p.1
Contempt of court (focuses on mistakes of District Attorney's office and relevant cases) (edit), Aug 10, 1990, p.6
DA to seek a new grand jury (cont. synopsis of Judge Carey's ruling) (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.11
Evidence links gun to suspect (yet attorney asks to suppress telephone records, C. Warming), Aug 24, 1990, p.1
Bones, bodies and clues, it's all in a day's work (for Or. Louis Ron, medical examiner) (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.6
Warming reindicted for (Betty Jean) Solomon murder (of January 1989; background presented), Sep 28, 1990, p.1
Warming jury sought (as proceedings in murder trial begin), Dec 7, 1990, p.1
Evidence on defendant's past discussed in pretrial hearings (as C. Warming nears trial), Dec 21, 1990, p.1

WARMUS, CAROLYN

WARREN, RICHARD

WARWICK, ARLENE
Art Association presents (annual) awards (to artists' at Woman's Club) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.5

WASACZ, ANTHONY
Life in the fast lane: (Edgewood Cub Scouts hold Pinewood Derby (photo), Jan 19, 1990, p.3

WASHBURN, NANCY
Friends (of Music and the Arts) bolster arts in the schools (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.15

WASHBURN, PHILIP (REV)
See you at the centennial: (Children of P Carret give 'preview' of his 100th birthday party) (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.3
SCS Congregational Church offers a musical feast (photo) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.17
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WASHBURN, SUSAN
At A-school graduation, warmth (and personal reflections about graduates) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.13

WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS
Before the fall winds blow (are suggestions for Westchester outings), Sep 21, 1990, p.19

WASHINGTON, RUTH
US envoy R Washington killed in Central Avenue crash (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.1
R Washington’s death: A senseless loss (edit), Jan 26, 1990, p.6
Lawyer (G L. Santangelo) criticizes (Washington/Panessa) accident story (ltr), Feb 2, 1990, p.6
Restaurant set to open in Golden Horseshoe, Feb 9, 1990, p.7
Editorial seen as off baseli (lr), Feb 9, 1990, p.7
Distortion of facts (of R Washington traffic accident) seen (lr), Feb 16, 1990, p.6
Panessa cleared in accident death of US ambassador (Ruth Washington), Apr 27, 1990, p.1
Tragedy, but not injustice (in Ambassador Ruth Washington’s fatal accident) (edit), May 4, 1990, p.6

WASICZKO, DENNIS
Top achievement (in fundraising goes to Dennis Wasiczko for muscular dystrophy com.) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.4

WASSERMAN, DEBORAH
Diversity is hallmark of Woodlands (Community Temple) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.16

WASSERMAN, RENATE
Volunteers lend homeless kids a schooling hand (at Coachman Hotel, White Plains) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.6

WASTE DISPOSAL

WATER
Hydrologist’s study requested (before development on Dickel Rd progresses) (ltr), Feb 16, 1990, p.6

WATER DEPT-SCS
(SCS Water Dept explains) Why the water may look funny (as water mains are given annual flush), Mar 30, 1990, p.1
Water Department is moving ahead (with its annual spring flushing of village water mains), Apr 13, 1990, p.4
Flushing continues (for SCS while Water Dept. cleans water mains for spring), Apr 20, 1990, p.3
Main work moves on (as Water Dept. continues spring flush), Apr 27, 1990, p.19
Water department is nearly finished (with annual spring flush of water mains), May 4, 1990, p.4

WATERS, TRACY
Board of Education (tenure appointments named), May 25, 1990, p.17

WATKINS, BERNARD
Local man (Bernard Watkins) is slain by gunmen in Bronx, Jun 8, 1990, p.16

WAX, FRANCELLE
Kids take center stage this weekend (at SCS Junior High and at Mid-westchester Y) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.17

WEALE, ROSS
County net for human-services data (new information and referral service system), Jul 27, 1990, p.5

WEATHER
Doing something about the weather: (I Gifosky speaks to Quaker Ridge fourth graders), Feb 2, 1990, p.19

WEBER, LISA CUCIA (AU)
Remember Lisa ‘Pizza’? (recalls alumni memories from former IHM student) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.16

WEBER, DICK
Maroon and White’s tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24

WEBER, JEANNE
Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees... (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26
WEBER, JENNIFER
At A-school graduation, warmth (and personal reflections about graduates) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.13

WEBER, JOAN
Bank of New York salutes The Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26

WEBER, JOAN (OR)
School Board elects (Robert) November, (Evelyn) Stock (at annual reorganization) (photo), Jul 6, 1990, p.1

WEDDINGS
Wedding Showcase (supplement 12 p.), Feb 9, 1990, p.00

WEI, CATHY
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

WEDDINGS
Wedding Showcase (supplement 12 p.), Feb 9, 1990, p.00

WEIL, HANDY
Just clowning around (are kindergartners and 5th graders in circus) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.15

Window painters outdo ghosts (again!) (as annual village window contest winners are announced), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

WELL, RICHARD
Marous case leaks probed by defense (as hearings continue), Jul 27, 1990, p.1

WEINBERG, ALLISON
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.24

SCS (H) School honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.12

WEINBERG, HAL
(SCS) School trying drug-prevention plan: (BARE pilot program to debut next fall) (photo), Feb 16, 1990, p.5

WEINBERG, STEFAN
Two Scarsdalians (L. Wolf and R. Wolfe) assisting (Westchester) Holocaust memorial project, Jul 6, 1990, p.4

WEINBERG, WILHELM
Friends protest village plan (to create second employee residence at) Weinberg (Nature) Center, Feb 16, 1990, p.1

Providing a better (Weinberg) nature center (should be community goal) (ltr), Mar 9, 1990, p.6

Bird of the Night (program called "Owl Prowl" will be held at Weinberg Nature Center) (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.2

All invited to celebrate nature (as community prepares for 20th annual event), Apr 13, 1990, p.1

Celebrating the planet (SCS prepares for Earth Day festivities and clean up), Apr 20, 1990, p.1

Let's each do our bit on Earth Day (and visit sites and pitch in to help community) (ltr), Apr 20, 1990, p.6

King of the trees (is a giant white oak as it is wrapped in ribbon for Earth Day) (photo), Apr 27, 1990, p.1

Milk and honey day at Weinberg (5/20/90 will be spring fling with Audubon Society) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.20

Birds of prey (are featured with Peter Capainolo in free program) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.3

Native skills (Indian maskmaking program presented at Weinberg Nature Center) (photo), Nov 23, 1990, p.3

WEINBERG, ALEXIS
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.24

S(earsdale) H(igh) S(chool) honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.12

WEINBERG, IRWIN
Two Scarsdalians (I. Wolf and R. Wolfe) assisting (Westchester) Holocaust memorial project, Jul 6, 1990, p.4

WEINER, DEBBIE
(United Jewish Appeal volunteers M Lapidus, H Lapidus) On their way to $1 million (photo), Feb 23, 1990, p.5

WEINER, IRWIN
Two Scarsdalians (L. Wolf and R. Wolfe) assisting (Westchester) Holocaust memorial project, Jul 6, 1990, p.4

WEINER, JOAN
Resident sought for shared housing (in SCS), May 25, 1990, p.5

Reproductive choice defended (as Scarsdalians attend annual meeting) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.5
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WEINER, LORRAINE
Dickel Road (development) plan comes under fire from neighbors (photo), Jan 5, 1990, p.1
Bouquets and brickbats fly at final (Village Board) meeting for two trustees, Mar 30, 1990, p.5

WEINER, MATTHEW
Local United Nations holds annual conference (for Choice program) (photo), May 4, 1990, p.16

WEINERMAN, ANN
Sharing the spirit (SCS and EMT high school students decorate for SCS Family Counseling) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.5

WEINSTEIN, ARNOLD
Arnold A Weinstein (received Columbia University alumni federation medal) (photo), Jun 9, 1990, p.2

WEINSTEIN, BARRIE
Bank of New York Salutes Junior High Speech Contest (photos), Apr 20, 1990, p.26
PRC Champs (Quaker Ridge girls softball 7th grade finishes with 5-1 record) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.24

WEINSTEIN, BRIAN
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.24
Soccer setback in Haverstrafie 2-0, then rallies, blasting Roosevelt 6-0 (photo), Sep 28, 1990, p.22
Scarsdale High School honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.12
One and All-Section selections (honored at Maroon & White's awards dinner) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

WEINSTEIN, ERICA
Looking to the masters (group adores interpretation of Gustav Klimt portrait) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.15

WEINSTEIN, IRA
Class discovers serious side of comedy writing (in Ira Weinstein's class) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.5

WEINSTEIN, JOSH
Brothers (Doug and Dan Goldstein) help to found academy (in Israel, JALA; details noted) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.5

WEINSTEIN, STEFANIE
Scarsdale High School honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.12

WEINSTEIN, STEPHANIE

WEINTRAUB, DAVID
Tennis award (to David Weintraub, by Impact Tennis Training of Manhasset) (photo), Oct 12, 1990, p.14

WEINTRAUB, ELLEN (AU)
An explanation (by mother of writer of You Kippur edit 9/28/90, that caused outcry) (ltr), Oct 5, 1990, p.6

WEINTRAUB, NEIL (DR)
Awards, Appointments & Promotions: Dr N Weintraub (initiated into American College of Surgeons), Jan 19, 1990, p.8

WEINTRAUB, RACHEL
Scarsdale High School seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14
Religion: just another idea (and Weintraub deserves apology from those who criticized) (ltr), Oct 12, 1990, p.6

WEINTRAUB, RACHEL (AU)
Surviving Yom Kippur (presents personal narrative on family holiday) (edit), Sep 28, 1990, p.7

WEIR, PAUL
A pet shop 'opens' in SCS (to assist Elmsford Animal Shelter) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.8

WEISBERG, ERICA
Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9

WEISER, DAVID
School daze (WESTHELP given 1500 lbs. of clothing by Heathcote, N. Lipton & D. Weiser) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.14
WEISER, KENNETH D

Guest of honor (Kenneth D Weiser is chair of UJA distribution committee) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.16

WEISFUSE, MARTIN

Board of Architectural Review takes a look at school windows (and many applications), Nov 23, 1990, p.3

WEISKOPF, ALYSSA

A record class (is 15 member confirmation class, the largest group in years) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.14

WEISKOPF, LESLIE

(SCS) Neighborhood Association urges involvement (list) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.10

(SCS) Synagogue-Tremont Temple more active than ever (photo) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19

Embattled Hutch neighbors still seeking relief from (NY State) DOT (Transportation) (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.1

Hutchinson River Parkway neighbors seek relief (photo), Jun 1, 1990, p.4

Panel named to choose bowl winner (M. McCreery, chairman, names members) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.4

Candidate nominated (for seats on Citizens Committee) (names noted), Oct 12, 1990, p.1

WEISHAN, CELER, SPEIT, HODLIN AND WERTHEIMER

Among lawyer's kudos: first in smoked salmon (importing business complimented by Connoisseur) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.5

WEISS, DOUG

(IES) Pool opens tomorrow (5/26/90 for its 22nd season; staff and hours described), May 25, 1990, p.2

WEISS, ADAM

Native skills (Indian mask making program presented at Weinberg Nature Center) (photo), Nov 23, 1990, p.3

WEISS, BONNIE

(Recreation Dept-Chamber of Commerce) Snowflake Contest winners (announced), Feb 23, 1990, p.2

Native skills (Indian mask making program presented at Weinberg Nature Center) (photo), Nov 23, 1990, p.3

Temple is the setting for a Thanksgiving (as Soviet twin of Bat Mitzvah shares day) (photo) (edit), Nov 23, 1990, p.6

WEISS, CAROLYN

PRC Champs (Quaker Ridge girls softball 7th grade finishes with 5-1 record) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.24

Temple is the setting for a Thanksgiving (as Soviet twin of Bat Mitzvah shares day) (photo) (edit), Nov 23, 1990, p.6

WEISS, ELIZABETH

The art of coaching soccer (belongs to Art Resnick, beloved coach and teacher) (photo), Aug 3, 1990, p.3

WEISS, GEOFFREY

Conservative crazy (Camp Wapetuck celebrates Crazy Hat Day) (photo), Jul 20, 1990, p.2

Labor Day at the (IES) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9

WEISS, JONATHAN

In seventh heaven (Fox Meadow seventh grade boys' soccer wins Recreation Dept. championship) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21

Reading unites, delights these parents, kids (who have continued Book Club for years) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.6

WEISS, KIM

Happy (July) 4th! (as pool festivities are recorded) (photo), Jul 6, 1990, p.5

WEISS, LOIS

Friends protest village plan (to create second employee residence at) Weinberg (Nature) Center, Feb 16, 1990, p.1

Crossway play (field expecting new playground equipment for 3 yr to 5 yr set by year's end) (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.1

WEISS, LOIS (AU)

Providing a better Weinberg)nature center (should be community goal) (ltr), Mar 9, 1990, p.6

Protect cats from rabies (says Friends of Weinberg Nature Center) (ltr), Jun 22, 1990, p.6

WEISS, MERRIETH

Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Spring Student Athletics (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.26

WEISS, MURRAY

Murray Weiss (dies), Nov 30, 1990, p.18

WEISS, NORMAN

Temple is the setting for a Thanksgiving (as Soviet twin of Bat Mitzvah shares day) (photo) (edit), Nov 23, 1990, p.6
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WEISS, PAUL
Get ready, Piccadilly, here come the SLS Devils (8th-grade soccer team) (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.5

WEISS, PAMELA
(P Weiss makes a clown out of BLBm at eighth grade carnival) (photo), Feb 2, 1990, p.19
Off to England (are SCS Devils, 8th grade girls' onspring tour and playing trip) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.15

WEISS, PAMELA (AU)
Junior High News (Units include Entrepreneurship, Dance, Poetry) (poems; photo), Feb 16, 1990, p.12

WEISS, TODD
At A-school graduation, warmth (and personal reflections about graduates) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.13

WEIZENBERG, IRENE
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

WEKSLER, VANESSA
American Field Service students to describe adventures (program info noted) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.3

WELLS, JAY
Jay Wells dies, Jan 5, 1990, p.12

WENDORF, ELAINE
Earth Day celebrated (in George Field Park and Butler Woods) (photos), Apr 27, 1990, p.5

WENDORF, ROBIN
Earth Day celebrated (in George Field Park and Butler Woods) (photos), Apr 27, 1990, p.5

WENTWORTH, JEAN (AU)
A warning about grapes (their safety and comments about the industry) (ltr), Jun 1, 1990, p.6

WERBE, SUSAN
The Bank of New York salutes The League of Women Voters (SCS) (photo), Nov 9, 1990, p.28

WERBLOW, ADAM
Local sailor (Adam Werblow) sets course for 1992 Olympics (edit) (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.6
Olympic sailor sets sail for (Olympic Games) 1992 (cont. details of Flying Dutchmen sail), Jul 27, 1990, p.12

WERBLOW, TOM

WERNER, ROBERT H
Robert H Werner (dies), Apr 20, 1990, p.10

WERTHEIMER, SYDNEY
Among lawyer's kudos: first in smoked salmon (importing business complimented by Connoisseur) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.5
Lawyer (Sydney Werteheimer) ventures into salmon business (cont. of importing salmon story), Dec 14, 1990, p.17

WERTKIN, JEFF
Westchester County champions (all-star eight grade boys basketball) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.14

WERTKIN, JEFFREY
Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9

WERTKIN, MARTIN
Voting is Tuesday for (School Board) Nominating Committee (Candidates listed), Jan 19, 1990, p.1

WESLEY, YOLANDA (DR-AU)
Let nations decide their own destiny (edit), Feb 23, 1990, p.7

WESLEY, YOLANDA
Old SCS Assn to hear downtown concepts (by Brad Perkins for Penn Central 9/24/90; officers noted), Sep 21, 1990, p.2

WEST, CO. SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT
Planners (SCS Planning Board) endorse county group (West. Co. Soil and Water Conservation District), Nov 30, 1990, p.2

WESTCHESTER 2000
Partnerships for better health care (discusses options for the 21st century) (edit), Jul 13, 1990, p.7

WESTCHESTER ABSTRACT CORPORATION
Covenants: void but still visible (and causing distress to home buyers who want to abolish), Sep 21, 1990, p.1
WESTCHESTER ASSN FOR RETARDED CITIZENS
Hector G Dowd (reelected president of Board of Westchester Assn for Retarded Citizens), Jul 13, 1990, p.4

WESTCHESTER BOARD OF LEGISLATORS
Hochberg to co-chair special panel on raising revenues (in County Legislature with Timothy Carey), Mar 9, 1990, p.4
Smaller airport plan urged (for Westchester modernized facility), Apr 13, 1990, p.5
Cuts proposed (for 1991 budget include freezing non-essential hiring, forensic services...), Oct 12, 1990, p.1
(Governor) Cuomo says no to (Edward) Brady probe; (Carl) Vergarri still might re-present, Oct 19, 1990, p.1

WESTCHESTER CHILDREN'S ASSOCIATION
County children's group elects 2 Scarsdalians (Elizabeth Marks and Ruth Silverman), Sep 28, 1990, p.5

WESTCHESTER CO PLANNING BOARD
Jeanne Richman reflects on a decade of Scarsdale planning (photo p.14), Mar 30, 1990, p.1

WESTCHESTER COALITION OF FOOD PANTRIES...
Spring Harvest (collects food for Westchester Coalition of Food Pantries) (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.12

WESTCHESTER COMMUNITY OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM
(St Bernard's Center for Learning) Gives homeless children a boost, Jan 19, 1990, p.5

WESTCHESTER CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
(Westchester) Conservatory celebrates 60th anniversary with performance (photo), May 4, 1990, p.19

WESTCHESTER COUNTY BAR ASSOCIATION
(Westchester County) Bar unit re-elects Scarsdalian (Gloria C. Markson), Mar 16, 1990, p.4

WESTCHESTER COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS
(County Board of Legislators rebuffs) O'Rourke on budget, Jan 12, 1990, p.1
Agreement (to allocate an additional $14.5 M) would end county budget battle, Feb 9, 1990, p.1
An opener County Board (shows marked improvement in county government) (edit), Mar 2, 1990, p.6
(Westchester) County seeks sales tax hike (and needs state approval to enact), Jun 15, 1990, p.1
County legislature has a seat for you (in open meeting 8/20/90 where citizens are invited to speak), Aug 17, 1990, p.2
SCARCE (Special Commission on Additional Revenues and Capital Enhancements) resources (highlighted), Sep 14, 1990, p.1
Hochberg; budget cutters alive and well (addresses how budget is being scrutinized) (lrtr), Sep 21, 1990, p.6
Budget debate continues as deadline nears; hearing Monday (12/17/90; residents welcome), Dec 14, 1990, p.1
Budget will be final next week (cont. details of County budget plans; criticisms noted), Dec 14, 1990, p.16

WESTCHESTER COUNTY BOARD OF REALTORS
(Real estate) Brokers hopeful despite decline in home sales; statistics noted, Sep 21, 1990, p.1

WESTCHESTER COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
County Bd trimmed 1/3 off proposed 1990 tax increase (photo; cont p 19) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.1

WESTCHESTER COUNTY DEPT. OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS
Homeowners say they were burned by chimney sweeps (ACHE and ACE), Aug 24, 1990, p.1

WESTCHESTER COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER PSYCHIATRIC INST
See HOSPITALS, PSYCHIATRIC

WESTCHESTER COUNTY OFFICE FOR THE DISABLED
Arts access for the disabled (announced by Westchester Council for the Arts, 25% discount card), Aug 10, 1990, p.14

WESTCHESTER COUNTY RECREATION COMMISSION
Bakery's gift saves Bicycle Sundays (Freihofer's donates funds Westchester County), Mar 9, 1990, p.3

WESTCHESTER COUNTY-POLICIES AND GOVERNMENT
Undermining justice (as O'Rourke fails to dismiss Anthony Mosca) (edit), Mar 2, 1990, p.6
An opener County Board (shows marked improvement in county government) (edit), Mar 2, 1990, p.6

WESTCHESTER COUNTY, DEPT OF ENVIRONMENTAL FACIL.
(Westchester) County to relocate 3 depts. (social services, parks, environmental facilities), Aug 31, 1990, p.4

WESTCHESTER COUNTY, DEPT OF HEALTH
Tick talk from experts here: don't panic (advises Dr. Eve Rosemarin with proper caution) (edit), Jun 15, 1990, p.6
County chemical cleanup day (scheduled for 6/30/90 telephone for info), Jun 22, 1990, p.5
County chemical cleanup day (set for 10/20/90 at Rye Playland; information noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.4
WESTCHESTER COUNTY, DEPT OF HEALTH continued
Health Dept is offering flu shots (to senior citizens and other at-risk populations), Oct 19, 1990, p.19

WESTCHESTER COUNTY, DEPT OF PARKS, RECREATION
(Westchester) County to relocate 3 depts. (social services, parks, environmental facilities), Aug 31, 1990, p.4

WESTCHESTER COUNTY, DEPT OF PUBLIC WORKS
(Heathcote) Bridge update (is now rescheduled to open 12/5/90 according to West. Co.), Oct 19, 1990, p.1

WESTCHESTER COUNTY, DEPT OF SOCIAL SERVICES
County net for human-services data (new information and referral service system), Jul 27, 1990, p.5
(Westchester) County to relocate 3 depts. (social services, parks, environmental facilities), Aug 31, 1990, p.4
Beck (family) case heard (in US District Court two years after mistaken child abuse incident), Nov 2, 1990, p.1
Foster families for AIDS kids (during holidays, contact Dept. of Social Services), Dec 14, 1990, p.25

WESTCHESTER COUNTY, RECYCLING ADVISORY BOARD
More recycling: (Village soon to be accepting batteries, tin cans for recycling), Feb 2, 1990, p.1

WESTCHESTER ETHICAL HUMANIST SOCIETY

WESTCHESTER HEALTH FUND
County net for human-services data (new information and referral service system), Jul 27, 1990, p.5

WESTCHESTER INTERFAITH HOUSING CORPORATION
Volunteers try to fill the gap by helping house homeless (describing various shelters), Aug 17, 1990, p.2

WESTCHESTER JEWISH COMMUNITY SERVICES
Clinic director (Nancy Lubell named senior director of New Rochelle mental health clinic), Aug 24, 1990, p.4

WESTCHESTER JEWISH CONFERENCE
Exodus committee formed (to make Jewish community more aware of exodus of Soviets to Israel), Aug 17, 1990, p.12

WESTCHESTER LIBRARY SYSTEM
Book lovers unite (at County Center rally asking for more state aid for MLS) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.4
Staying afloat (state library aid will benefit MLS and not have much effect here in SCS), Jul 13, 1990, p.1
Taxing decisions (as 1991 budget is worked out, how much will taxes be raised?), Oct 5, 1990, p.1

WESTCHESTER PUTNAM SPECIAL OLYMPICS
Special medalist (Elizabeth Lewis celebrates bronze performance in 1500 meter run) (photo), Jul 6, 1990, p.10

WESTCHESTER SELF-HELP CLEARINGHOUSE
Volunteers help newly separated (women and provide telephone network), Nov 2, 1990, p.12
Support groups (for various issues are noted), Nov 9, 1990, p.22

WESTCHESTER TASK FORCE
Monitors for Family Court (to be conducted by Westchester Task Force and volunteers), Sep 28, 1990, p.16

WESTHELP
Time for a decision (to build housing for homeless in Greenburgh) (edit), Mar 9, 1990, p.6
School daze (WESTHELP given 1500 lbs. of clothing by Heathcote, N. Lipton & D. Weiser) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.14

WESTLYNX CIRCULATION AND CATALOGUE NETWORK
SEE COMPUTERS

WESTON, MARJORIE L (AU)
Juniors-what to do before next September (outlines upcoming college choice process) (edit), Apr 20, 1990, p.1
Some thoughts on the graduation season (edits), Jun 29, 1990, p.1

WETLANDS
Dickel Road (development) plan comes under fire from neighbors (photo), Jan 5, 1990, p.1

WETMUR, TARA (PHOTO)
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24

WHelan, Barbara
Drake-Edgewood gives $1000 (to local community organizations), Jun 8, 1990, p.2
WHelan, Jodie
Honored by the Cardinal (are Edgewood Girl Scouts for "I Live My Faith" award) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.11

WHelan, Judy
In the school nurses' offices: miracle cures (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.6

WHITE PLAINS. CAPITAL PROJECTS BOARD
Sewer line dispute: (Residents fear White Plains will use emergency sewer line routinely), Jan 26, 1990, p.1

WHITE RAYMOND
(SCS)Fire Dept. seeks accord on radios (for a new radio communications system), Apr 20, 1990, p.1

WHITE, Dave
'3-peat' champs (winners of PRC's American League Men's softball title for third year) (photo), Aug 31, 1990, p.8

WHITE, DEBORAH
Some final thoughts (from David Kirkwood, on Scarsdale as he's known it, 1975-1990) (edit), May 11, 1990, p.6
Editor's (David Kirkwood) farewell (cont. as tributes are recorded) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.16
Linda Leavitt named Inquirer editor (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.1

WHITE, Maggie
Edgewood fair (Sat. May 12, 1990, rain or shine and there will be star-spangled fairground) (photo), May 4, 1990, p.16

WHITE, Raymond
Close call at Hitchcock: (SCS Fire Dept responds to report of smoke in building), Feb 9, 1990, p.1
(SCS employees are) always there: (Absenteeism lowest in five years), Feb 16, 1990, p.1
Volunteer firemen warn of breakdown in communications (if new radio equipment put to use), Apr 13, 1990, p.1
Agreement on radios: (between Volunteer Fire Co. 1 and Chief White resolved), May 4, 1990, p.1
Engines in the shop (as Popham Road Firehouse was back in business after 5 days), Jul 27, 1990, p.1
Village Board meeting (cont. housing discussion and notes salaries for village dept. heads), Aug 17, 1990, p.5
SCS Fire Dept veteran (John W Dalton) mourned (by community and colleagues) (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.5
Village will issue (refurbishment) bonds for fire truck overhaul (of first line fire pumper), Oct 12, 1990, p.1
New, blue, bright and beautiful (diesel ambulance purchased by SVAC from 1989 funds drive) (photo), Oct 26, 1990, p.1
Local firefighter (Charles Paroubek) takes top honors at ceremony (graduation at Academy), Nov 16, 1990, p.4
More 911 woes (cites example of fire at Sub Rosa store to remind residents to use 723-2300), Dec 14, 1990, p.1
The man in the white hat (Lowell Tooley receives White Hat Award from Vol Fire Co No 3) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.3

WHITE, Shannon
Hitchcock kids go south (McClellanvill, S.C.) to aid (Hurricane Hugo's victims) (photo) (edit), Jul 20, 1990, p.6

WHITE, Shannon (REV)
Goodbye, Nancy! (Rev W Hutchison leaving Hitchcock Church to pursue other interests) (photo), Feb 2, 1990, p.14
Bank of New York salutes Hitchcock Presbyterian Church (as its dedication begin) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.26

WHITE, Shannon Adele (PASTOR)
Community Baptist and Hitchcock Presbyterian to install associate pastors (L.Rader, S. White), Oct 5, 1990, p.14

WHITE, Sue
Dog days (11 week old retriever enjoys Butler Field) (photo), Oct 26, 1990, p.14

WHITE, William
Some final thoughts (from David Kirkwood, on Scarsdale as he's known it, 1975-1990) (edit), May 11, 1990, p.6

WHITEHAIR, Jay C
Good neighbors' reward (presented to Sinnyo-en, Japanese community) (photo), Jul 6, 1990, p.4

WHITING, Robert
Evidence on defendant's past discussed in pretrial hearings (as C. Hanus nears trial), Dec 21, 1990, p.1

WHITMAN, Gabriel
Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photos), Sep 14, 1990, p.26

WHITMAN, Nicole
Just clowning around (are kindergartners and 5th graders in circus) (photo), May 18, 1990, p.15
Labor Day at the (SCS) pool (brought races and tournaments) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.9
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WHITMAN, NICOLE continued
  Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photos), Sep 14, 1990, p.26

WHITMAN, SOPHIE
  Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photos), Sep 14, 1990, p.26

WHITNEY, LANCE
  Class discovers serious side of comedy writing (in Ira Weinstein’s class) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.5

WHITEMORE, GLORIA
  Metro-North repair work derails local businesses (Depot Place coffee shop and newsstand), Dec 7, 1990, p.1

WHO’S WHO AMONG AMERICAN HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
  High school Who’s Who Among American High School Students 1989-90 includes 72 SCS students, Dec 14, 1990, p.23

WIDMARK FARMS
  What to do till the school bell rings (notes places to visit with telephone #s, hours, addresses), Aug 17, 1990, p.13

WIDULSKI, ROSEMARIE
  Class discovers serious side of comedy writing (in Ira Weinstein’s class) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.5

WIECZOREK, RITA R
  Rita R Wieczorek (Dean of College of Nursing, as member of YMCA Academy of Achievers) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.9

WIECZOREK, ROBERT
  (M. Handelman, E. Schreder, R. Wieczorek) nominated for Village Board (photo), Jan 12, 1990, p.1
  Future trustees agree, downtown is key issue in Scarsdale’s future planning, Mar 9, 1990, p.1
  Future trustees agree, downtown is key issue (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.8
  Upcoming (Scarsdale village) election merely a formality (as candidates run unopposed), Mar 16, 1990, p.1
  Only 22% (of village residents) vote in Village (Board) election (of Non-Partisans) (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.1
  Bouquets and brickbats fly at final (Village Board) meeting for two trustees, Mar 30, 1990, p.3
  Bank of New York salutes Eda and Stanley Newhouse and the SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.28
  Village Board to vote on bulk law 1/8/91 (opposition continues to voice concerns), Dec 21, 1990, p.1

WIENER, JOANNA
  Sharing the spirit (SCS and EMT high school students decorate for SCS Family Counseling) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.5

WIGGINS, GRANT
  What does ‘student as worker’ mean? (defines work and student issues (edit), Mar 2, 1990, p.7

WIGGINS, GRANT (AU)
  Getting in the habit of learning (edit), Jan 19, 1990, p.7

WIGGLESWORTH, FRANK
  Symphony (New York Youth Symphony) seeks young composers (for First Music 81), Nov 9, 1990, p.18

WILDFLOWERS
  Please don’t mangle the dandelion (describes and recalls spring flowers) (edit), Jun 15, 1990, p.7

WILEY, EVE LIN
  (E. Wiley) Joins Doernberg (Real Estate) (photo), Feb 25, 1990, p.8
  (Real estate) Brokers admitted to million dollar club (of Westchester-Putnam First Realty Group), Mar 16, 1990, p.9

WILL, GEORGE

WILLARD, FRED
  SCS Summer Music Theatre will present Pajama Game for its 1990 musical, Mar 2, 1990, p.5

WILLARD, FREDERICK
  Musical extravaganzaz fill the summer stage (as SSMT performs Pajama Game), Jul 20, 1990, p.13

WILLIAMS, INGRID
  12 little girls in 2 straight lines: (B. Hudgins’ 5th graders celebrate Madeline’s 50th b’day (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.4
  Book lovers unite (at County Center rally asking for more state aid for WLS) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.4
  (Junior High news of dance in physical education program, letters to soldiers) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.18
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WILLIAMS, LOWELL
- (SCS) Synagogue-(Tremont Temple) more active than ever (photo) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19
- Foreign language (cont coverage of Board of Education meeting with Dr John Rassias) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.16

WILLIAMS, MARSHA
- (SCS) Synagogue-(Tremont Temple) more active than ever (photo) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19
- Twenty-six chosen for School Board Nominating Committee (election 1/22/90), Dec 14, 1990, p.3

WILLIAMS, MARSHA (AU)
- For 21st century, foreign languages (should be included in curriculum) (ltr), Nov 2, 1990, p.6

WILLIAMS, MARY
- SCS Woman's Club awards membership (photo), Mar 23, 1990, p.10
- Joan Foley installed Wed. as new Woman's Club President (Wed. April 11, 1990) (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.9

WILLIAMS, MICHAEL
- Police praised (by supervisors who led seminars in prejudice and bias related crimes), May 18, 1990, p.1

WILLIAMS, NANCY
- Music is popping up all over (calendar of events and telephone numbers are noted) (photo), Oct 12, 1990, p.23

WILLIAMS, ROSS
- (SHS)Class of '40 turns back the clock (to celebrate reunion) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.9

WILLIAMS, WILLIAM
- Parents urge earlier start for foreign language instruction; (Problems cited), Feb 9, 1990, p.1

WILLIAMSON, JOHN
- Voting is Tuesday for (School Board) Nominating Committee (Candidates listed), Jan 19, 1990, p.1

WILMER, ELIZABETH L
- Elizabeth L Wilson awarded scholarship for 1990-91 academic year, studying at Harvard-Radcliffe, Dec 14, 1990, p.10

WILMOT ROAD BRIDGE
- Concrete falls from aging (Wilmot Road) bridge (prompting attention to local bridge maintenance), Mar 16, 1990, p.1
- Car struck by shower of concrete (from Wilmot Road Bridge), Mar 16, 1990, p.3

WILSON, IRA
- (Learning disabled in Dr D Cohen's program are) Motivated students ready to work (ltr), Feb 2, 1990, p.6

WILSON, IRA AND LYNN
- Looking to the seasonal race (merchants and sponsors announce 10th annual race/walk) (photo), Oct 5, 1990, p.2

WILSON, JAMES
- At least two, possibly four shops) Coming soon (to downtown area), Feb 2, 1990, p.1
- Businesses protest sidewalk law (at Village Board meeting), Jun 15, 1990, p.5

WILSON, LYNN
- (SCS) Chamber (of Commerce has) new leadership (photo), Jan 26, 1990, p.5
- (Learning disabled in Dr D Cohen's program are) Motivated students ready to work (ltr), Feb 2, 1990, p.6
- Charles Cunningham named Citizen of Year; (Completes family sweep of SCS's highest honors) (photo), Feb 16, 1990, p.1
- Bank of New York Salutes Charles Cunningham, SCS Chamber of Commerce Citizen of Year 1990 (photo), Apr 15, 1990, p.22
- Businesses protest sidewalk law (at Village Board meeting), Jun 15, 1990, p.3
- Board gets Exxon refund (from lawsuit on overcharging SCS customers during 1973-78), Aug 31, 1990, p.5

WILSON, MATTHEW
- If at first... (Correction states that Wilson & Son won 1990 PRC National Softball League) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.26

WILSON, MICHAEL
- If at first... (Correction states that Wilson & Son won 1990 PRC National Softball League) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.26

WILSON, PAT
- Twenty-six chosen for School Board Nominating Committee (election 1/22/90), Dec 14, 1990, p.3

WILSON, SEAN
- Summer league tennis nets pair of team firsts at NY Metro showdown (photos), Sep 7, 1990, p.26
MINAMS, FRED
New jewelry store (Daniele Trissi Ltd., owned by Faza and Solly Refael opening) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.5

WINER, MARK (RA'BI)
Jewish (Community) Center involves all ages (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.18

WINSTEAD, DAVID (AJU)
(American) Cancer Society (Westchester division) and (Cancer) fund (of America) not the same (ltr), Mar 9, 1990, p.6

WINSTON PROPERTY-SCS
(Village Bd to consider) Winston (property) DEIS (prepared for potential buyers Glickenhaus-Judelson, Jan 19, 1990, p.1
FEIS approved for Winston estate (Dickel Rd project criticized again), Feb 2, 1990, p.1
Appealing Winston (lawsuit is Ronald Winston who wishes to block development of property), Nov 16, 1990, p.1
Judges give lawyers a 'workout' in appeal of Winston decision (State Supreme Court, Appellate Div.), Nov 23, 1990, p.1
Panel of judges hears Winston appeal (cont. details of lawyers comments), Nov 23, 1990, p.18
Developers present plans (to Planning Board) for former Winston estate, Dec 28, 1990, p.1
Plans for Winston land (are presented to Planning Board, cont. from p 1), Dec 28, 1990, p.12

WINSTON, DIANA
Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photos), Sep 14, 1990, p.26

WINSTON, HARRY
Appealing Winston (lawsuit is Ronald Winston who wishes to block development of property), Nov 16, 1990, p.1
Judges give lawyers a 'workout' in appeal of Winston decision (State Supreme Court, Appellate Div.), Nov 23, 1990, p.1

WINSTON, LOGAN
Child Care (Assn of SCS) to leave Greenacres (School) (photo p 17), Feb 16, 1990, p.1

WINSTON, RONALD
(Village Bd to consider) Winston (property) DEIS (prepared for potential buyers Glickenhaus-Judelson, Jan 19, 1990, p.1
FEIS approved for Winston estate (Dickel Rd project criticized again), Feb 2, 1990, p.1
(Planning) Board (SCS) approves plans for Winston, Dickel properties to subdivide Winston estate, Mar 2, 1990, p.1
Scarsdale Manor moves forward (as discussed by Planning Board), Jul 6, 1990, p.5
Appealing Winston (lawsuit is Ronald Winston who wishes to block development of property), Nov 16, 1990, p.1
Judges give lawyers a 'workout' in appeal of Winston decision (State Supreme Court, Appellate Div.), Nov 23, 1990, p.1
Panel of judges hears Winston appeal (cont. details of lawyers comments), Nov 23, 1990, p.18
Developers present plans (to Planning Board) for former Winston estate, Dec 28, 1990, p.1

WINTERBROD, WILLIAM (REV)
At Church of St James the Less, Rector W J Winterrowd asks, is awakening near? (photo) (Prog Ed Supp), Jan 26, 1990, p.18
St. James rector (William J Winterrowd) appointed bishop for state of Colorado (photo), Oct 5, 1990, p.14

WISE, GRACE
DAR pursues its patriotic mission (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.16

WISHART, ELENA
(Hospitality Center of SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital has 50th anniv.) (photo), Feb 9, 1990, p.9
Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photos), Jun 8, 1990, p.28

WISHNIK, JOHN
Board of (Architectural) Review approves front skylight (notes other approvals and dismissals), Oct 19, 1990, p.5
Board of (Architectural) Review approves additions (names noted), Dec 14, 1990, p.4

WISSING, STEVEN
Living and giving (students from Heathcote and Edgewood think of world at holidays) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.24

WITCO CORPORATION
Fortune 500 firm (Witco Corp) names Scarsdale man (Denis Andreuzzi) president (photo), Mar 16, 1990, p.5

WIT, LOIS
At Greenacres, pop-up artists (design for Imagination Celebration) (photo), Apr 27, 1990, p.8
Blessed to receive ($300 to Greenacres Library by Higuchi family as they leave) (edit), Jul 20, 1990, p.6
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WOMEN IN ART
  Equality in art is too long past due (discusses women in art shows) (edit), Jul 20, 1990, p.7

WOMEN IN COMBAT
  Other Voices: Women don't belong in combat (edit), Jan 26, 1990, p.6

WOMEN-HEALTH AND HYGIENE
  Heart disease — no. 1 killer of US women (statistics and preventive measures noted) (edit), Dec 7, 1990, p.7

WOMEN-SOVIET UNION
  What role will women play in the future of Russia under Gorbachev? (edit), Jul 13, 1990, p.7

WONG, TIFFANY
  Living and giving (students from Heathcote and Edgewood think of world at holidays) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.24

WONG, BYRON
  Friends (of Music and the Arts) bolster arts in the schools (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.15
  Student magazine is definitely 'The Cutting Edge' (as SCS students publish review) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.13
  (National) Merit Scholarship semifinalists in SCS are named), Sep 21, 1990, p.14

WONG, JONATHAN
  Bulls-eye? (as counselors at Camp Patthunke instruct campers in archery) (photo), Aug 3, 1990, p.6

WONG, MARY

WOOD, BARBARA

WOOD, ROBERT J
  Robert J Wood (dies), Mar 2, 1990, p.16

WOODCOCK, ADAM

WOODCOCK, PETER
  Friends protest village plan (to create second employee residence at) Weinberg (Nature) Center, Feb 16, 1990, p.1

WOODS, H. ARTHUR JR.

WOOLF, BIDY
  Education, service and fundraising are SCS Auxiliary's goals (photo) (Progress Ed Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.12
  (Hospitality Center of SCS Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital has 50th anniv.) (photo), Feb 9, 1990, p.9
  Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photos), Jun 8, 1990, p.28

WOOLF, LEOPOLO
  Expert (Leopold Woff) to discuss old jewelry (for group Tuesdays at 10, 10/30/90), Oct 26, 1990, p.2

WORDEEN, DEBBIE
  Masters of babysitting (are graduates of SCS Fire Dept. Babysitting Seminar) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.10

WORDEEN, LILLIAN
  In a quiet way, volunteers make quite a clamor (and are rewarded at 1990 Volunteer of Year), Apr 27, 1990, p.3

WORDEEN, LISA
  Harcon and White s tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics (photo), Mar 9, 1990, p.24

WORDEEN, LULU
  Joan Paley installed Wed. as new Woman's Club President (Wed. April 11, 1990) (photo), Apr 13, 1990, p.8
  New officers at (SCS) Woman's Club, Writer (David Finn) is guest (photo), Sep 14, 1990, p.11
  (SCS Congregational Church to hold used clothing sale, 10/6/90) (photo), Sep 28, 1990, p.9

WORLD POLITICS
  Good and bad war criminals (reviews political figures and morality) (edit), Sep 7, 1990, p.6

WORLD WINTER GAMES FOR THE DEAF (1991)
  These athletes don’t hear the applause (describes 1991 World Winter Games for the Deaf) (ltr), Nov 23, 1990, p.6
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WRENN, FLORENCE
(SIS Congregational Church to hold used clothing sale, 10/6/90) (photo), Sep 28, 1990, p.9

WRESILING
Maroon and White's tribute to the SHS Winter Student Athletics, Mar 9, 1990, p.24
(Young audience) Getting their kicks (from Montroy's Karate Academy's kick-a-thon) (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.4

WRIGHT AND IRISH
Spring brings (store) changes to downtown (SCS), Apr 27, 1990, p.5

WRIGHT, DAVID
(J Chotin) sentenced in cocaine case, Feb 2, 1990, p.3
Final sentence (is) imposed in Scarsdale drug case, Mar 2, 1990, p.3

WRIGHT, OLIVE C
Olive C Wright (dies), Sep 14, 1990, p.19

WRIGHT, PRISCILLA
Child Care (Assn of SCS) will relocate to Quaker Ridge School, Jan 19, 1990, p.1
With new site (Quaker Ridge) comes new money and new name (Kid's BASE) for Child Care (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.2

WRIGHT, WILLIAM FELTON JR.
William Felton Wright Jr. (dies), Jun 29, 1990, p.15

WROBLESKI, DANIELLE
Natural Science (in High School's annual earth science field trip) (photo), May 25, 1990, p.13

WROBLESKI, DIANE (AU)
The school bond issue: readers have their say (about upcoming vote) (ltr), Mar 23, 1990, p.6

WROCLAWSKI, HARRY
Board of Appeals grants 3 variances (Dr. S Erfani Zomorodian, Mr. H. Wroclaws, R. Harrison), Sep 21, 1990, p.4

WU, AMY
Scarsdale students featured in dance recital Sat. 6/9/90 by Nancy MacArthur School) (photo), Jun 8, 1990, p.18
(National Merit Scholarship) semifinalists in (SCS are named), Sep 21, 1990, p.14
In the handsome tradition (local children show off costumes and pumpkin carving) (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.30

WU, FRANCIS
Chinese Americans name (Westchester) chapter leaders (at Spring meeting in Greenburgh), Apr 20, 1990, p.11

WU, JULIA
Chinese Americans name (Westchester) chapter leaders (at Spring meeting in Greenburgh), Apr 20, 1990, p.11

WURTELL, ALAN (DR)
Rock lyrics: revolutionary or merely revolting? (asks PI Council) at business meeting program, Nov 23, 1990, p.2
Panel: Look to society to understand rock's appeal (is conclusion of PI Council meeting), Dec 7, 1990, p.5

WYNAN, AUDREY (AU)
A 'yogurt freak' speaks (and recommends SCS Cheese and Gourmet Shoppe) (ltr), Jul 27, 1990, p.6

WYNN, RICHARD
Bank of New York salutes Hitchcock Presbyterian Church (as its dedication begin) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.26

YAEGER, ANDY
Across ethnic lines (AEIL is new Popham House program attached to computer and schools) (photo), Nov 16, 1990, p.14

YAEGER, DIANE L
Civic Club names officers (of first slate since joining of Town and Village clubs, 6/90), Aug 10, 1990, p.3

YANAGOTO, TONYUKI
On the wings of Eagles (Edgewood 8th graders win sixth consecutive championship) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.17

YANAWAKA, AKIKO
Bank of New York salutes Hitchcock Presbyterian Church (as its dedication begin) (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.26

YAMANE, SHINTARO
ESL students learn far more than a language (photo), Jan 5, 1990, p.6
YAMASHITA, KAZUMI
Living and giving (students from Heathcote and Edgewood think of world at holidays) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.24

YAMAZAKI, KITA
Friends of Music and the Arts bolster arts in the schools (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.15

YAMAZAKI, TAKAYUKI
Board of Appeals grants 3 variances (Dr. S Erfani Zotorrodian, Mr. H. Wroclawski, R. Harrison), Sep 21, 1990, p.4

YANG, JAE HEE
(Scarsdale) High School) seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14

YANG, JAE HEENE
Three SHS seniors win top awards (photo), May 11, 1990, p.14

YAO, TITANIA-JEAN
(Scarsdale) High School) honors Signifier inductees (from Junior and Senior classes; names noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.12

YASUDA, CHISU
Postcards to the edge (Girl Scout Troop 1943 sends messages to US troops in Saudi Arabia) (photo), Oct 12, 1990, p.1

YAVERBAUM, PETER
Pajama Game brings back 50s Broadway (for SCS Summer Music Theatre) (photo), Aug 10, 1990, p.13

YERGER, ANDY
Undefeated Greenacres hardballers (are seventh grade A-team) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.22

YELLEN, JEFF
In seventh heaven (Fox Meadow seventh grade boys' soccer won Recreation Dept. championship) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21

YENISHI, AYAKI
Never too soon to learn (First Aid) (Girl Scouts complete Red Cross Aid Training Course (photo), Feb 2, 1990, p.3

YING, BEN
Chinese Americans name (Westchester) chapter leaders (at Spring meeting in Greenburgh), Apr 20, 1990, p.11

YM-YWHA OF MID-WESTCHESTER
Why is the Y open on the Sabbath? (presents religious viewpoint) (ltr), Mar 16, 1990, p.6
The Y serves the entire community (edit), Mar 30, 1990, p.7
Getting ready for the real thing (as Passover preview took place at YM-YWHA) (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.1
Is there syrup in their future? (as Girl Scout Troop 1965 plants sugar maple) (photo), Apr 27, 1990, p.3
In a quiet way, volunteers make quite a clamor (and are rewarded at 1990 Volunteer of Year), Apr 27, 1990, p.3
Kids take center stage this weekend (at SCS Junior High and at Mid-Westchester Y) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.17
From local kitchens: food for street people (as teens gather to help hungry in our area), Aug 10, 1990, p.1
Mid-Westchester Y to serve a broader group (as fees drop and flexible programs attract), Sep 7, 1990, p.5
Jews observe 23-day cycle of celebrations (beginning with High Holy Days) (photo) (edit), Sep 21, 1990, p.6
Jewish Community Centers month proclaimed (and local Y is honored) (photo), Oct 17, 1990, p.16
YMHA events for singers (are noted), Dec 28, 1990, p.5

YMCA
Linda Karesh (elected secretary of YMCA), Oct 26, 1990, p.14

YOGURT
Now, the best frozen yogurt! The winner is... (chosen from ten stores) (edit) (photo), Jul 13, 1990, p.6
Results of the frozen yogurt survey (cont. with details from various tastings), Jul 13, 1990, p.16
A yogurt freak' speaks (and recommends SCS Cheese and Gourmet Shoppe) (ltr), Jul 27, 1990, p.6

YOM KIPPUR (1990)
Surviving Yom Kippur (presents personal narrative on family holiday) (edit), Sep 28, 1990, p.7
Recalling the Holocaust (concerns SCS Inquirer's choice of edit, 9/28/90) (ltr), Oct 5, 1990, p.6
'Degrading, dangerous' (are terms used for Yom Kippur edit, 9/28/90) (ltr), Oct 5, 1990, p.6
'Deeply offended' (by Yom Kippur edit 9/28/90 and SCS Inquirer choice to print) (ltr), Oct 5, 1990, p.6
Ugly thoughts (presented in Yom Kippur edit 9/28/90 and SCS Inquirer's choice to print) (ltr), Oct 5, 1990, p.6
An explanation (by mother of writer of Yom Kippur edit 9/28/90, that caused outcry) (ltr), Oct 5, 1990, p.6
YOM KIPPUR (1990) continued

No time for ridicule (attacks Yom Kippur ed. 9/28/90 and discusses anti-Semitism) (edit), Oct 5, 1990, p.6

Religion: just another idea (and Weintraub deserves apology from those who criticized) (ltr), Oct 12, 1990, p.6

'Unfortunate series of errors' (in publishing of Weintraub ed. without clarification) (ltr), Oct 12, 1990, p.6

'Don't judge a book by its cover' (defends Weintraub family noting Jewish traditions) (ltr), Oct 12, 1990, p.6

Response to essay was 'vicious' (and finding humor in sacred rituals is a gift) (ltr), Oct 12, 1990, p.6

'An even bigger mistake' (condemns the SCS Inquirer and reports values of Weintraub family) (ltr), Oct 12, 1990, p.6

YONEHOTO, SATOSHI

In seventh heaven (Fox Meadow seventh grade boys' soccer won Recreation Dept. championship) (photo), Dec 7, 1990, p.21

Reading unites, delights these parents, kids (who have continued Book Club for years) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.6

YOKO, TAYLOR

Actors learn hairdos and don'ts (at Greenville Community Theater for 'Steel Magnolias') (photo), Oct 19, 1990, p.15

YOSHIDA, SHINOBU

Hoff-Barthelson student (Shinobu Yoshida) wins baby grand (piano in Young Keyboards) (photo), Sep 21, 1990, p.16

YOUNG ADULT INSTITUTE-SCS

Christmas on their minds (arranging the 2nd annual SCS Holiday House Tour) (photo), Sep 7, 1990, p.11

(Holiday House Tour taken by 6700 people to benefit Young Adult Institute) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.12

YOUNG VOGUE

Downtown, a new crop of shops (Duck Duck Goose, Blooming Nails, La Dentelliere, Reading Writing), Jul 27, 1990, p.1

YOUNG, CAROLINE

Voting is Tuesday for (School Board) Nominating Committee (Candidates listed), Jan 19, 1990, p.1

YOUNG, DALE JOAN (AU)

Let's make real estate taxes equitable (details tax and assessment procedures in SCS) (edit), Aug 17, 1990, p.7

Wearing fur not a value (notes emotions, issues in treatment of animals used for fur) (ltr), Nov 30, 1990, p.6

YOUNG, JAMES

Village postpones action on disputed zoning law, Jan 19, 1990, p.1

YOUNG, JIM

Hutchinson River Parkway safety project may result in protection for trees as well as drivers, Feb 16, 1990, p.1

YOUNG, JUDITH

(SCR) Synagogue-(Tremont Temple) more active than ever (photo) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.19

YOUNG, RUTH A

Ruth A Young (dies), Aug 3, 1990, p.12

YOUNG, VINCENZ

Chinese Americans name (Westchester) chapter leaders (at Spring meeting in Greenburgh), Apr 20, 1990, p.11

YOUNG, WILLIAM

(Scarssdale) High School seniors honored for excellence and service (photo), Jun 15, 1990, p.14

YOUTH

Parents must say no too (addresses the open house party phenomenon and parents' duties) (ltr), Jun 1, 1990, p.7

Seminars planned for teens' parents (over summer to discuss issues), Jun 29, 1990, p.5

Never underestimate a teenager (views the concept of apathetic youth & Amnesty chapter EM) (edit), Aug 10, 1990, p.7

Scarsdale Family Counseling Service conference enlightens parents on teenage attitudes, Nov 23, 1990, p.8

YOUTH COUNSELING LEAGUE

Helping the young (at Youth Counseling League benefit) (photo), Jun 29, 1990, p.8

YOUTH EMPLOYMENT

Lowey names three as summer interns (for U.S. Representative's Washington office), Jun 15, 1990, p.5

They say 'YES' to job-seekers (student organization honors volunteers) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.19
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YOUTH EMPLOYMENT SERVICE-SCS

Having a party? YES says give us a call (Staff listed) (Progress Edition Supp 1990), Jan 26, 1990, p.10
(Rita) Golden named YES president; growth of job rosters reported, May 25, 1990, p.3

YOUTH SERVICES PROJECT-SCS

(SCS) Village has summer jobs (for up to 300 young people, 18 years of age), Apr 27, 1990, p.9

YOUTH OFFICER-SCS


YOUTH SERVICES PROJECT-SCS

Surviving teenage suicide is subject of "The Survivors", play by Leslie Glass (photo), May 4, 1990, p.3
Parent networks to be widened (focusing on groups based on students' grade levels), Oct 12, 1990, p.5

YOUTH-ADULT RELATIONSHIP

Parent networks to be widened (focusing on groups based on students' grade levels), Oct 12, 1990, p.5

YU, MARY ANN

(Real estate) Brokers admitted to million dollar club (of Westchester-Putnam First Realty Group), Mar 18, 1990, p.9

Chinese Americans name (Westchester) chapter leaders (at Spring meeting in Greenburgh), Apr 20, 1990, p.11

YU, RIN-RIN

Is there syrup in their future? (as Girl Scout Troop 1985 plants sugar maple) (photo), Apr 27, 1990, p.3

YUAN, LUCY

Chinese Americans name (Westchester) chapter leaders (at Spring meeting in Greenburgh), Apr 20, 1990, p.11

YURACKO, BILL


YURACKO, ELLEN

Awards, Appointments & Promotions: E Yuracko (receives YWCA Female Achievement Award), Jan 19, 1990, p.8

YUHMAN, ALAN

Man (Amiello "Neil" Sepe) killed in plane crash (in Harrison's Rye Lake 6/14/90) (photo), Jun 22, 1990, p.3

ZACHARIAH

Poetry lover or red hater? (edit), Feb 2, 1990, p.7

ZACHARY, HAYLEY

Queens of the hill (Heathcote 4th grade girls are reigning champs), Sep 28, 1990, p.22

ZAHNER, ABBEY

(Recreation Dept-Chamber of Commerce) Snowflake Contest winners (announced), Feb 23, 1990, p.2

ZAHN, CHARLES T

Charles T Zahn (inducted into society of fellows at Dyson College at Pace University), Apr 20, 1990, p.11

ZALKIN, ROBIN AND GOODMAN

Lawyer (Richard Toder), writer (Barbara Fogel) nominated for (SCS) School Board, Mar 18, 1990, p.1
(School) Budget vote (scheduled for) next week (Wed. May 16, 1990), May 11, 1990, p.1

ZAMAN, FARHIAH

'Three Piggy Opera' (performed by 1st and 2nd graders at OR) (photo), May 11, 1990, p.14

ZAMBETTI, EILEEN F (OR) (AU)


ZAYAC, BOBBY

On the wings of Eagles (Edgewood 8th graders win sixth consecutive championship) (photo), Dec 21, 1990, p.17

ZAYAC, ROBERT

Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

ZEDNIK, JIMMY

Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its Fall Athletes (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.30

ZEDNIK, RICHARD (AU)

(College student from Scarsdale becomes Eyewitness to Czech history (edit), Mar 9, 1990, p.7
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ZELLER, JESSICA
Student targets furrier for protest (High school group pickets outside SCS merchant) (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.3

ZELLEMEYER, PETER
United Way ends best year yet (for 1989-90 with a 10.81 increase, and elects officers) (photo), Apr 20, 1990, p.3
Local United Way makes grants (to several local agencies, noted), Oct 19, 1990, p.4

ZERN, CRAIG
Cougars: top cats in 1990 (Junior High SFRC champions are noted) (photo), Nov 30, 1990, p.19

ZIAVRAS, KATHERINE
Bank of New York salutes the Board of Ed. and Staff of the SCS Schools Honor Retirees... (photos), Jun 22, 1990, p.26

ZIEGLER, LEE

ZILENZIÉER, BONNIE
Bank of New York salutes Edu and Stanley Henhouse and the SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 6, 1990, p.28

ZIMMERMAN, PHILLIS
Civic Club names officers (of first slate since joining of Town and Village clubs, 6/90), Aug 10, 1990, p.3
Citizens Committee petition (for candidates nominations deadline nears (committee noted), Sep 21, 1990, p.3
Village considers suing to overturn assessment decisions (details of cases, views cont), Dec 21, 1990, p.10

ZINGARO, JOSEPH
Two gunmen rob D Liotis in his home, Feb 16, 1990, p.1

ZIPF, DEBORAH W
Civic Club names officers (of first slate since joining of Town and Village clubs, 6/90), Aug 10, 1990, p.3

ZIPF, ROBERT
Family-service unit honors 3 (Karen Reuter, Seymour Hayman and Robert Zipf), Jul 27, 1990, p.17
Seasonal sounds (as members of TVCC serenade Boniface Circle with holiday sing) (photo), Dec 28, 1990, p.1

ZISSELHAN, MARC
Stahr first in resurgent Scarsdale 15K(kilometer annual race) (photos), Apr 6, 1990, p.5
SCS Antiques return to running for Tuckahoe Classic 2- and 5- mile events, Sep 14, 1990, p.15

ZIV, OHAD
(National) Merit Scholar(ship) semifinalists in (SCS are named), Sep 21, 1990, p.14

ZIV, OREN
Jews observe 23-day cycle of celebrations (beginning with High Holy Days) (photo) (edit), Sep 21, 1990, p.6

ZOLA, SYLVIA
Sylvia Zola (recognized for volunteer work at Hebrew Home for the Aged, in grant to Home), Dec 14, 1990, p.10

ZOLLINGER, JOAN
Friends of (Hoff)=Barthelson) make record donation; Watson given community service award (photo), Jul 27, 1990, p.12

ZOMORODIAN, S. ERFANI (DR)
Board of Appeals grants 3 variances (Dr. S Erfani Zomorodian, Mr. H. Wroclawski, R. Harrison), Sep 21, 1990, p.4

ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS-SCS
SEE BOARD OF APPEALS-SCS

ZONING-SCS
Bad timing? (LWV accuses Village Board of taking 'hurried approach' to community issues), Jan 5, 1990, p.1
(New zoning amendment proposed 'Unacceptable' restrictions (ltr), Jan 5, 1990, p.6
Protect your homeowners' property rights: Voice your objection to (proposed zoning law) (insert), Jan 5, 1990, p.0
(Zoning) Law meant to preserve quality of life (ltr), Jan 12, 1990, p.6
Village postpones action on disputed zoning law, Jan 19, 1990, p.1
(Zoning laws should be) A matter of balance (edit), Jan 19, 1990, p.6
Other Views: Zoning law is not an evil scheme (edit), Jan 19, 1990, p.6
(SCS Chateaux Associates) Owners, propose retail building for Robinson lot, Jan 26, 1990, p.1
Columnist I Sloan called off the mark (ltr), Jan 26, 1990, p.6
ZONING-SCS continued

(SCS Computer Service) Station in jeopardy; (Owners of Robison Lot request rezoning), Feb 9, 1990, p.1

Friends protest village plan (to create second employee residence at Weinberg-Nature Center) Feb 16, 1990, p.1

Variance allows new flag lot (on two-lot subdivision on Old Orchard Lane), Apr 5, 1990, p.3

Going down with the downtown? (Will plans continue for Village development) (edit), Apr 6, 1990, p.6

One more year (that Christie Place will remain the Mobil service station), Apr 27, 1990, p.1

(Village Board) Trustees consider new law to limit bulk of houses (in accord with Planning Board), May 11, 1990, p.1

Revised law would control size of houses (cont from p.1), May 11, 1990, p.16

Ready to act (Village Board is ready to select developer for downtown), May 25, 1990, p.1

BAR approves Knopp's project (to build at 19A Dickel Road); neighbors' suit dismissed, Aug 10, 1990, p.1

Dickel neighbors null Board of Architectural Review suit (stating long term concerns), Aug 17, 1990, p.1

Heathcote man (R. Leslie Deak) loses subdivision battle (on Heathcote Road property), Oct 5, 1990, p.1

Deak subdivision lawsuit (cont. explanations of ruling and history of Heathcote Assn), Oct 5, 1990, p.15

Bulk law to get more revisions (as different groups confer on changes), Nov 16, 1990, p.1

Village Board to vote on bulk law 1/8/91 (opposition continues to voice concerns), Dec 21, 1990, p.1

Developers present plans (to Planning Board) for former Winston estate, Dec 28, 1990, p.1

ZUCKER, MICHAEL

Celebrity for a day (Michael Zuckler signs autographs following Hope for Homeless game) (photo), Mar 30, 1990, p.1

ZUCKER, MIRIAM

At (SCS) Adult School, inside view of investing (and quality day care are among topics) (photo), Nov 2, 1990, p.12

ZUCKERMAN, ANDREW

Celebrating Independence (fireworks light up the sky at the Scarsdale Pool) (photo), Jul 6, 1990, p.1

ZUCKERMAN, DOUG

No lockout in Scarsdale (as baseball players enjoy heat at Edgewood School) (photo), Mar 16, 1990, p.1

ZUCKERMAN, PHILIP (OR)

White Plains Hospital names department heads (including two Scarsdale residents), Mar 2, 1990, p.2

ZULLO, PETER

Warning coats n warning skirts for kids (Danger Zones added to buses; Coats for Kids) (photo), Dec 14, 1990, p.23

ZWALDO, SUSAN

Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photos), Sep 14, 1990, p.26

ZWEITER, SHARON (OR)

Keep calm about Lyme disease (cont. from edit.), Jun 15, 1990, p.13

Lyme disease real in SCS (says HS nurse in reply to edit 6/15/90, local cases noted) (ltr), Jun 22, 1990, p.6
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1990 (REVIEW)

1991 (REVIEW)
Year in review: (looks back on month-by-month account of village activities), Dec 27, 1991, p.1
Our wishes for 1992 (detail upcoming activities as well as past year) Eeditl, Dec 27, 1991, p.6

HARKIN, STEVE
Steve Aaron (named advertising director of Hachette Magazines), May 24, 1991, p.5

HARRON, TODD
Team effort for Raiders basketball team at Madison Square Garden before finals (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22

ABBE, MARY
Honored for volunteer work are J. Flint and N. Abbe (photo), Nov 29, 1991, p.19

ABDELNOUR, ANNA
SHS artists work shown at Aldrich (names, Cl: names of artists noted), May 24, 1991, p.12

ABELE, LESLIE
Doctor (Hortense Mohit) cleared of rape faces malpractice suit (in civil case), Sep 20, 1991, p.1

ABELSON, BARRY
Sharp shooters (boys third grade all-star soccer team wins Fishkill Memorial Day Tournament) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.17

ABELSON, JUNIOR
That ll be 15 cents please at iced tea stand on Church Lane (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.10

ABERLE, MARCIA (AU)
Report on the (Paul Solomon case is excoriated (iltri), Oct 4, 1991, p.6

ADAMS, THOMAS (AU)
Candidate grateful (iltri), Nov 29, 1991, p.6

ABORTION
Conservative choice (Republican candidate outlines thoughts on abortion) (iltri), Mar 8, 1991, p.6
Abortion protesters plan demonstration (Life Chain protest part of nationwide event), Sep 27, 1991, p.6
Roadside vigil (anti-abortion demonstrators lined Route 22 in Life Chain demonstration) (photo), Oct 11, 1991, p.5

AKNOROFI, NICHOLAS AND KENNETH

ACCELERANTS
Gas tank explodes; flames shoot up 15 feet (in 6/3/91 accident at Sunoco station, Heathcote) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.3
Walker injured on high school track, Oct 18, 1991, p.1

ACCOUNTANTS
Stuart A. Gollin (named partner at David Berdon & Co.) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.4
David M. Shulman (named municipal audit partner of Bennett Keiseon.. accountants) (photo), Feb 8, 1991, p.4
Jane Sikora (named sales rep for Paychex Inc.) (Jun 19, 1991, p.5
Frank Mascari (honorary member of American Institute of Certified Public Accountants) (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.5
Lansdale Boardman (named honorary member of American Institute of CPAs) (Sep 27, 1991, p.4
Joseph A. Klausner (president of Board of Directors of SJS Seidman) (photo), Nov 29, 1991, p.18

ATTORNEYS AND DEFENSES
Trial witnesses split on cause of crash (last year fatality involving Ruth Washington) (Feb 8, 1991, p.1
Village wins again in Winston (property) suit, Mar 1, 1991, p.1
Minor damage settled in Village Court between Peter Lynch and students from IHMI, Mar 29, 1991, p.3
Taking the law into his own hands (resident shoots neighbor's dog with rifle; author outraged) (iltri), May 3, 1991, p.6
Zoldan pleads not guilty to shooting death of neighbor's (J. Weil) dog) (May 3, 1991, p.1
Dog shooter case postponed (to allow for motion filings), Jun 21, 1991, p.3
Candidate (Douglas Baugarten) pleads not guilty in false kidnap, Aug 2, 1991, p.1
State suit filed over pool planned in wetlands area (by Margo Schwartz; Goldsteins objecting), Aug 2, 1991, p.1
Doctor (Hortense Mohit) acquitted of raping patient (in local trial) Medical license in jeopardy, Aug 9, 1991, p.1
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ACtIONS AND DEFENSES continued

Dog case trial set (for Alex Zoldan in shooting of neighbor Weil’s dog), Aug 30, 1991, p.1
End in sight for (David) Beck family case of misdirected child abuse accusations), Sep 13, 1991, p.1
Trial over dog shooting to begin; lawyers change, Sep 27, 1991, p.1
County settles false (child) abuse suit: Family due $187,500; dept. to change investigation policy, Oct 4, 1991, p.1
Zoldan acquitted of dog-shooting charges: Jury finds action not unjustified (photo, Oct 11, 1991, p.1
Judge (Virginia Knaplind) sentences local teenager to jail term, Oct 18, 1991, p.3
Not guilty, and yet... (discusses verdict in Weil/Zoldan dog trial) (edit), Oct 18, 1991, p.6
County (Westchester) ordered to pay Beck family $187,500 (in misdirected child abuse suit), Oct 18, 1991, p.8
Needless lawsuits cost us all (comments on lawsuits concerning dog shooting) (edit), Oct 25, 1991, p.6
Zoldan’s lawyer asks civil suit dismissal (following non-guilty verdict in action), Nov 8, 1991, p.1

ACTORS AND ACTRESSES

Up to the Tonys? (local actress, Lisa-Maria Radano, profile), Jun 14, 1991, p.15
Came to the cabaret (to see Tovah Feldshuh, SHS graduate) (photo), Jul 5, 1991, p.11
Welcome home Terry Sue! (reviews Tovah Feldshuh’s new cabaret act), Jul 19, 1991, p.14
Movie role for SHS graduate Kentaro Matsuo, in French movie “Sushi, Sushi” (photo), Aug 23, 1991, p.2
Television actor (David Lascher) alumni visits Quaker Ridge home (photo), Sep 27, 1991, p.15

AD HOC COMMITTEE ON AFFORDABLE HOUSING

Policy excludes those who speak out (includes letter from mayor) (edit), Oct 4, 1991, p.6

ADAMS, CAROL ANN

Carol Ann Adams (dies), Apr 26, 1991, p.14

ADANGCI, PATRICIA B

They make biking safer (SHS Police receive award from NYS State for bicycle safety programs) (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.3
Cited for safety (SHS Police Chief, as there have been no pedestrian deaths in 9 yrs.) (photo), Oct 11, 1991, p.2

ADELHIMN, LAUREN

Downhill dynamite (girls high school ski team wins divisional title) (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.16

ADELSON, RACHEL (AU)

My Russian grandmother (describes relationship of 34 year old with 80 year S. Kurlander) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.7

ADES, ROGER

Team effort for Raiders basketball team at Madison Square Garden before finals (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22

AUKINS, GEORGE

George Aukins (dies), Apr 5, 1991, p.14

ADLER, DEBBIE

Student newspaper (Maroon) tackles the tough issues (cont description of editorial work) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.5

ADLER, ERIK

They’re ready to play (6th annual Lillian Drake Inies Croquet competition) (photo), Aug 30, 1991, p.2

ADLER, LESTER

Hochberg in District B, Larsky in District 17, Harra in District 12, Feiner; Adler (edit), Nov 1, 1991, p.6

ADLER, LESTER (AU)

Thank you from Lester Adler (for election), Nov 8, 1991, p.6

ADOPT A FAMILY AT CHRISTMAS

Families share the wealth at Christmas (with Adopt a Family at Christmas program) (photo), Dec 20, 1991, p.3

ADVERTISING

Rubin, A. Louis (receives Crystal Prisma Award of American Advertising Federation), Apr 12, 1991, p.9
Krain, Vick (promoted to senior vice pres. of Grey Advertising) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.9
Schorr, Denise (promoted to acct exec. of Providence RI ad agency), Apr 12, 1991, p.9

ADVISOR: COMMITTEE ON AFFORDABLE HOUSING-SECS

Affordable housing cont discussion of committee formation and issues), Sep 13, 1991, p.24
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ADVISORY COUNCIL ON CABLE TELEVISION-SCS
Needed: volunteers on village boards (criteria noted as well as board descriptions), Jan 11, 1991, p.5
New boards and council members appointed at first meeting and new term (names noted), Apr 12, 1991, p.8
Group to aid in cable talks (with United Artists), Dec 6, 1991, p.3

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION-SCS
Needed: volunteers on village boards (criteria noted as well as board descriptions), Jan 11, 1991, p.5
New boards and council members appointed at first meeting and new term (names noted), Apr 12, 1991, p.8

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON HUMAN RELATIONS-SCS
Needed: volunteers on village boards (criteria noted as well as board descriptions), Jan 11, 1991, p.5
New boards and council members appointed at first meeting and new term (names noted), Apr 12, 1991, p.8
Council (on Human Relations) seeks to involve Japanese in community, Oct 25, 1991, p.1
Article on Japanese raises more questions than it answers (ltr), Nov 1, 1991, p.6

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON PARKS AND RECREATION-SCS
Needed: volunteers on village boards (criteria noted as well as board descriptions), Jan 11, 1991, p.5
New boards and council members appointed at first meeting and new term (names noted), Apr 12, 1991, p.8

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON SCS SENIOR CITIZENS-SCS
Needed: volunteers on village boards (criteria noted as well as board descriptions), Jan 11, 1991, p.5
New boards and council members appointed at first meeting and new term (names noted), Apr 12, 1991, p.8

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON THE DISABLED-SCS
Needed: volunteers on village boards (criteria noted as well as board descriptions), Jan 11, 1991, p.5
New boards and council members appointed at first meeting and new term (names noted), Apr 12, 1991, p.8
News from the Advisory Council (that report is available for Project Access), Nov 22, 1991, p.9
Advisory Council reviews services for the homebound, Dec 27, 1991, p.10

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON YOUTH-SCS
Needed: volunteers on village boards (criteria noted as well as board descriptions), Jan 11, 1991, p.5
New goals for youth council (responding to community needs) (Progress edit 1991), Jan 25, 1991, p.6
New boards and council members appointed at first meeting and new term (names noted), Apr 12, 1991, p.8

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION IN EMPLOYMENT
Quotas: They may be the needed lesser evil (edit), Dec 13, 1991, p.7

AGLIECO, ROSE
American Cancer Society’s fundraiser enlists the help of musical cast (local residents) (photo), May 3, 1991, p.11

AGNELLO, THOMAS
SCS Audubon Society (holds first meeting) (photo), Oct 11, 1991, p.15

AHN, SHELLY
Bank of New York salutes SCS Summer Musical Theatre "Sweet Charity" (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.20

AHUJA, SAMEER
‘Classroom’ is a capital idea (for Sameer Ahuja who participated in Presidential Class ‘91), Apr 19, 1991, p.8

AIDS (DISEASE)
True and false about AIDS (argues with fallacies that are presented as statistics) (edit), Jun 21, 1991, p.7
Artist (Stacey Newam) confronts contemporary problem with classic theme (photo), Aug 9, 1991, p.9
Health-care workers and HIV testing (discusses upcoming bill HR-2708) (edit), Sep 6, 1991, p.6
Susan Chatlin (elected chair of Westchester Consortium for AIDS education) (photo), Nov 8, 1991, p.8
Is this the Twilight Zone? (discusses Magic Johnson, sexual activity and the future) (edit), Nov 22, 1991, p.6
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AIDS (DISEASE) continued

The intellectual dishonesty of the pro-abstinence cult (edit), Nov 22, 1991, p.6
We must all accept, not deny, AIDS (edit), Dec 20, 1991, p.7

AIKAWA, MARI

String fling (Heathcote and Edgewood students participate in concert) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.8

AINSWORTH, LILA

String fling (Heathcote and Edgewood students participate in concert) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.8

AIRPORTS

County legislators spur reform (airport renovations, coalitions, budget) (photo) (Progress edit), Jan 25, 1991, p.1

AKST, DANIELLE

Undivided, undefeated (Heathcote 6th grade girls maintain championship for 4 years) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.11
Heathcote hoopmeisters (6th grade girls capture Blue div. champs for third year) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.19

AKST, GEORGE

Country doin's (planning for first major social event for neighborhood assn) (photo), May 3, 1991, p.9

ALBERT, FLOYD

Six to serve on village councils (names noted), Oct 25, 1991, p.5

ALBERT, SAMUEL O


ALCOHOL AND AUTOMOBILE DRIVING

Judge (Virginia Knaplund) calls for 'shock therapy' as DWI penalty (edit), Feb 15, 1991, p.6
'Shock therapy' on DWI (cont Village Court details and comments by Judge Knaplund), Feb 15, 1991, p.10
Stay tough on Driving While Intoxicated (applauding Justice Knaplund's stand) (edit), Feb 22, 1991, p.6
A community service penalty: Does it help? (discusses positive benefits) (edit), Feb 22, 1991, p.6

ALCOHOL AND YOUTH

Teenage drinking: a shared responsibility (describes studies, parental concern and examples), Apr 12, 1991, p.3
No consensus on teen drinking (panel discussion by Task Force and PTA), May 3, 1991, p.5
Survey: alcohol use begins in 8th (grade says SCS students in health class survey), May 17, 1991, p.5
Adults have responsibility too (as parents to set standards) (edit), Dec 20, 1991, p.6

ALEXANDER, ELSIE


ALEXANDROV, MIKHAIL

From Russia with love-and talent (Mikhail Alexandrov and young Soviet musicians) (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.13

ALIBRANDI, HARRIET

Harriet Alibrandi (dies), Mar 29, 1991, p.14

ALKALAY, GREG

Making wishes (come true for children with life-threatening illnesses, SHS chapter) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18

ALLEN, DANA BLAIR

In loving memory (bench at Boniface Circle to be dedicated to Dana Blair Allen) (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.12
Two gifts accepted (by Board of Education from Allen family and Edgewood parents), Sep 13, 1991, p.16
In memoriam (family of Dana Blair Allen donates bench in Boniface Circle) (photo), Oct 25, 1991, p.2

ALLEN, RUTH

Christmas all through the house (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.12

ALLENSON, LINDA

Numbers hang: Asian assimilation at high school (as steady influx increases cultural barriers), Feb 1, 1991, p.1

ALLISON, ERIN

Believe it or not, it's the very first art gallery (photo), Oct 25, 1991, p.13

ALTERMAN, DEBBY (AU)

In defense of Choice (regarding the Zionist criticism of supporting the PLO) (ltr), Jun 7, 1991, p.6
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ALTERNAN, KAREN
Dramatic improvement (in refurbished dressing room backstage at HS-Friends contribution) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.12

ALVIENE, STEVE (AH)
Don't blame the staff, blame the bosses (31), Dec 20, 1991, p.6

ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE
A caregiver's battle: lovesvs. Alzheimer's (details Mary Alice Ughetta's work) (edit) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.6
Alzheimer's patients sought for Einstein College drug trial, Dec 6, 1991, p.19

AMABILE, CHRISTINA
Pulling the plug (on old Series 1 IBM Computer, as Village installs AS/400 system) (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.1

AMBROSINO, JEN
Bye class (Raiders girls gymnasts assembled at Maroon and White dinner) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22

AMBROSINO, LUCILLE

ANDUR, RICHARD
Student urges helmet use (at Board of Education meeting following personal accident), Jun 14, 1991, p.3

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
Dr. Martin Nertkin (named pres of Westchester div of American Cancer Society), Jul 26, 1991, p.5
Support groups forming, Sep 20, 1991, p.14

AMERICAN FIELD SERVICE
AFS seeks families to host students from Europe, Chile (school year 1991-92), Jun 14, 1991, p.4

AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE-WESTCHESTER CHAPTER
AJC unit (Westchester chapter) elects 7 Scarsdalians (names noted), Jun 28, 1991, p.4

AMERICAN LEGION-SCS
In support of the troops (in the Persian Gulf, flags have been flying downtown) (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.1

AMERICAN RED CROSS
A Red Cross Well done' (Nelson S DuBois honored for dedicated service) (photo), Apr 26, 1991, p.2
Toshio Shiohata (member of Board of Westchester chap. of American Red Cross), Jul 26, 1991, p.5

AMICUCCI, JOHN
All hail to Heathcote (4th grade boys undefeated in Green div) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

AMICUCCI, MICHAEL
Mighty widgets (SCS Sweepers, 4th graders won Rockland Invitational Tour) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28
All hail to Heathcote (4th grade boys undefeated in Green div) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

ANDERS, ELLEN
Antique finish adds luster to 15k run (notes participants and times) (photo), Mar 29, 1991, p.13

ANDERSON, BROR
They're ready to play (16th annual Lillian Drake Thies Croquet competition) (photo), Aug 30, 1991, p.2

ANDERSON, JOHN
Downtown talks continue; fate of Garth lots unknown (as negotiations cont. with Penn Central), Feb 22, 1991, p.1
Agreement with Penn Central Corporation nearly ready (for negotiating development contract), Apr 12, 1991, p.1
PCC pact close at hand (cont details of negotiations for downtown), Apr 12, 1991, p.19
Penn Central files for permit to demolish three buildings (on Popham Bridge), Aug 23, 1991, p.1
No need to save three buildings, preservation committee rules (Popham Road bridge area), Sep 6, 1991, p.1
Demolition delayed (on Popham Rd Bridge because of conflicting asbestos reports), Oct 4, 1991, p.1
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ANGLER, YURI (REV)
Harmony (cont) (photo), Nov 29, 1991, p.12

ANDREWS, JAMES
Bank of New York salutes the Junior High Speech Contest (3/21/91 with over 250 contestants) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.24

ANGEL, DENNIS
Happy New Year! (Dennis Angel sounds shofar at SCS Synagogue-Tremont Temple) (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.2

ANGEL, LINDA
Linda Angel (named pres of Children's Brain Tumor Foundation) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.4

ANGEL, STEPHANIE
At the ballet (Nancy MacArthur School prepares spring recital) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.14

ANGELL, HELEN
War hits home: local reaction to the US attack on Iraq (by organizations and individuals), Jan 18, 1991, p.1
These students take STEPs toward success (notes history of program and future plans) (edit) (photo), Feb 8, 1991, p.6

ANGELL, HELEN (AU)
To deal with postwar period in Mideast (suggests stable future’s possibilities) (ltr), Jan 25, 1991, p.6
US spends too much on weapons (questions US military budget on weapons) (ltr), Mar 15, 1991, p.6
Supporting Lowey’s peace vote (resident reports on SCS Campaign for Peace meeting) (ltr), Apr 19, 1991, p.6

ANKER, MARY
Parents learn to cope with learning disabilities (representatives of CHILD speak), Nov 8, 1991, p.3

ANNES, JUSTIN
Scarsdale players (Gideon Mendelson and Andrea Grossman) win Compton (Memorial Tennis) (photo), Jun 28, 1991, p.20

ANTI-SEMITISM
Not their finest hour (discusses minority and religious groups in military service) (edit), Apr 5, 1991, p.6
Not his finest hour either (takes issue with Seth Halpern’s edit on Jews and Middle East) (ltr), Apr 12, 1991, p.6
Seth Halpern replies: (with statistics and further notes on Jews’ position in military (edit), Apr 12, 1991, p.6
No bad intent, just a bad taste (discusses Seth Halpern’s views in edit 4/5/91 and reactions) (edit), Apr 19, 1991, p.6
Columnist replies (by noting references to objected statistics in 4/5/91 edit) (ltr), Apr 19, 1991, p.6
Emarrassed by ‘self-hating columnist’ (resident enumerates objections in 4/5/91 edit) (ltr), Apr 19, 1991, p.6
The would-be emperor? (author and Irving J Sloan continue anti-semitism debate) (edit), Apr 26, 1991, p.6
Unenlightened social commentary (argues with Seth Halpern’s analysis of Middle East) (ltr), May 10, 1991, p.6
About the college professor who teaches bigotry (Dr. Leonard Jeffries’ comments argued) (edit), Aug 16, 1991, p.6
Icean like me (discusses Dr. Leonard Jeffries’ comments in light of racism and anti-semitism) (edit), Aug 23, 1991, p.6

ANTIARIS, DEMETRIOS
Garth (Road buildings) not for sale (say owners of buildings near Popham Road Bridge), Apr 5, 1991, p.1

ANTIARIS, GEORGE
Village hopes to buy Garth (Road) lots (owned by G. Antiaris and G. Dadakis), Mar 15, 1991, p.1

ANELOWITZ, AMY
At SSMT, locals behind the scenes are drawing talent from all over the country (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.13
Bank of New York salutes SCS Summer Musical Theatre "Sweet Charity" (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.20
SSMT does it again with ‘Sweet Charity’ (Critic at Large Michael Iachetta reviews), Aug 9, 1991, p.10

APARTMENT BUILDINGS, CONDOMINIUMS, ETC.-SCS
A sale in the rain (by owner of SCS Chateaux apartment, by auction), Aug 2, 1991, p.1
No development set for Chateaux, Nov 1, 1991, p.1
Chateaux subdivision awaits legal opinion, Nov 29, 1991, p.1

APOSTLE, BASIL
In Edgemont: vote Weinerman and Steinberg (regarding local School Board) (ltr), May 31, 1991, p.7
Edgemont to vote Wednesday (on budget and school board), Jun 7, 1991, p.1
Mr. Inside and Mr. Outside (editorial support for B. Apostle and L. Weinerman) (edit), Jun 7, 1991, p.6
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APOSTLE, BASIL (AU)
  Apostle disputes Leighton's 'facts' (from 6/7 ltr)(ltr), Jun 14, 1991, p.6

APPEL, JACOB
  Top debater (Jacob Appel was rated one of top 16 Lincoln-Douglas debaters in country), Jul 19, 1991, p.5
  A fond farewell to Werner Feig (ltr), Jun 14, 1991, p.6

APPLEBOME, KAREN
  Women tennis winners (Karen Applebome, Rita Friedland, and Ellen Rothenberg), Jul 26, 1991, p.8

APPORTIONMENT (ELECTION LAW)
  A fair way to redistrict (would involve nonpartisan reapportionment as Feiner suggests) (edit), Feb 15, 1991, p.6

ARAFAT, YASIR
  Book forces another examination of (Yasir) Arafat (in John D Wallach's new book) (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.5

ARBOR DAY
  New village tree (weeping cherry tree to be planted on Library lawn for Arbor Day), May 10, 1991, p.3

ARCHITECTS
  Peter Santon (received award for redesign of Royalton Hotel), Sep 27, 1991, p.4
  David W Busing (cited for excellence by Hudson Valley Magazine) (photo), Nov 8, 1991, p.8

ARCTIC NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE
  Endangered: our Arctic heritage (edit), Sep 27, 1991, p.7

ARENA, PATRICIA
  Patricia Arena (named asst vice-pres for National Westminster Bank USA), Sep 13, 1991, p.4
  Patricia Arena (named asst vice-pres of National Westminster Bank USA), Sep 27, 1991, p.4

ARENELLA, TONY
  A-school seeks (donations of) flowers (for decorations for graduation), Jun 7, 1991, p.16

ARMSTRONG, MARY
  Antique finish adds luster to 15k run (notes participants and times) (photo), Mar 29, 1991, p.13

ARNHEIM, TOBY
  Banner year (for St. James the Less) (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.14

ARONOW, SCOTT
  Aronow (Scott) judged best Halloween artist (all winners' noted), Nov 1, 1991, p.22

ARONOWITZ, JUDI
  SFCU names (Judi) Aronowitz head of senior services (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.4

ARONSON, HERB
  His tricks are a treat (Herb Aronson's career is highlighted as a professional magician) (photo), Oct 25, 1991, p.16

ARONWALD, WILLIAM
  Marus's attorney seeks more time (for preparation of re-trial), Jul 19, 1991, p.11

ARSHAM, ANDY
  'On the Town' (senior cast musical) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.15
  Bank of New York salutes SCS Summer Musical Theatre "Sweet Charity" (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.20
  Dancing the Frug at the Pompeii Club (are actors of this summer's 'Sweet Charity') (photo), Aug 2, 1991, p.1

ARSHAM, MARGERY
  Learning the environmental Rs (from LWV's Carol Goodwin at C-Town) (photo), Feb 18, 1991, p.1
  Getting ready for mandatory recycling (residents consider steps taken) (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.5

ARSHAM
  Man (Hiroo Maruyama) accused of arson at 2 Overhill (office bldg, 1/25/91 incident), Feb 22, 1991, p.1

ART-COMPETITIONS
  Art contest for 7-12th graders (for 1992 Citibank Calendar Contest), May 17, 1991, p.13

ART-STUDY AND TEACHING
  Artistically inclined (is Sara Shanahan in Ms Pasternack's art class) (photo), Jan 18, 1991, p.5
  Describing the creative process (in an art by examining biological brain system) (edit), Mar 1, 1991, p.7
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ART-STUDY AND TEACHING continued

Art teacher interview (Joan Busing will appear on channel B 'Interviews') (photo), May 10, 1991, p.2
First graders study art at high school (for annual event with high school teacher) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.12
How about going back to art school (courses noted) (photo), Sep 6, 1991, p.15
Believe it or not, it's the very first art gallery (photo), Oct 25, 1991, p.13
Aware of endangered species (Mrs. Reilly's 4th grade at Heathcote) (photo), Dec 20, 1991, p.11

ARTHUR MANOR ASSN

A Fourth with all the trimmings in Arthur Manor (events and winners noted), Jul 12, 1991, p.2

ARTISTS

Budding artist (she's 5) wins (Andrea Tsurumi wins first prize from Cricket Mag. contest) (photo), May 3, 1991, p.8
Artist (Stacey Newman) confronts contemporary problem with classic theme (photo), Aug 9, 1991, p.9
Fore! (Howard Cross exhibits whirligigs at SCS Public Library) (photo), Aug 9, 1991, p.9

ARTISTS-EXHIBITIONS

This winter's crop is visual (local gallery and New York exhibits are noted) (photo), Jan 11, 1991, p.12
The Wall 1990 (environmental sculpture on display at SUNY Purchase) (photo), Jan 18, 1991, p.17
The county is overflowing with art (information about exhibitions noted) (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.11
SHS artists work shown at Aldrich (Museum, CT; names of artists noted), May 24, 1991, p.12
The young, the proud (SHS middle schoolers are displayed at A. B. Artists' School) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.16
The art of commuting (landscape photographs by Russell Hart will be on display at Grand Central), Jun 14, 1991, p.16
Outdoor art (Chase Park will be site for annual SCS Art Assn show 9/14-9/15/91), Sep 13, 1991, p.1
A trip to the frozen source (for Arctic Artistry Gallery) (photo), Sep 27, 1991, p.17
Homage to Santa Fe (Susan Platt will exhibit in New York) (photo), Nov 8, 1991, p.17

ASARDO, LAUREN


ASBESTOS

Spano (State Senator Nicholas) committee report on asbestos urges safety, Nov 29, 1991, p.20

ASPIES, HAROLD B (AU)

Reject the budget (resident calls it wrong budget at wrong time) (ltr), May 24, 1991, p.6

ASSESSMENT

A call for full-value assessment (addresses to Village Board regarding RAR) (ltr), Mar 22, 1991, p.6
Property tax assessment inequitable (reply to 4/5/91 article about SCS assessor) (ltr), Apr 19, 1991, p.6
League of Women Voters calls for tax reassessment, Nov 15, 1991, p.1
Clearly: reassess taxes (edit), Nov 15, 1991, p.6
Village should retain an independent attorney to oversee information requests (ltr), Nov 22, 1991, p.6
'Apply your talents elsewhere' (ltr), Dec 6, 1991, p.6
Her target is unfair taxes (ltr), Dec 13, 1991, p.6

ASSESSMENT-WESTCHESTER COUNTY

Talks begin for county revaluation (Tooley in favor), Dec 27, 1991, p.1
Countywide revaluation urged by Tooley (cont), Dec 27, 1991, p.9

ASTON, RUTH C

Ruth C Aston (dies), Jul 5, 1991, p.13

ASTRONAUTICS

John M Klineberg (awarded presidential rank award for service to NASA), Apr 19, 1991, p.4

ATAKA, FUHI

Yes, they work! (Scout Troop 170 learn about cameras) (photo), Oct 18, 1991, p.1

ATHRAYDE, LEONARDO DE

SHS students honored for academic standing, service (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18

ATTALIENTI, GREG

The SVAC pack celebrates (20th anniversary) (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.5
The SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps is proud to be celebrating 20th year of service (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.22


ATTISANI, LOIS
Leon Henry (Inc. names promotions of three employees), May 31, 1991, p.4

AUDILOGISTS
Dr. Sidney Goda (chaired sessions at American Speech-Language-Hearing Assn), Nov 29, 1991, p.18

AUDITIONS
Auditions coming up (for several local productions; information noted), Mar 1, 1991, p.14
Just looking for a little local talent (notes groups, locations and audition times), Mar 29, 1991, p.15
Pre-audition workshop by SSMT (6/13/91), Jun 7, 1991, p.17
'Dolly' auditions (for Hartsdale Players), Jun 7, 1991, p.17

AULD, CAROL
Learning the environmental Rs (from LHV's Carol Goodwin at C-Town) (photo), Feb 8, 1991, p.1
New boards and council members appointed at first meeting og new term (names noted), Apr 12, 1991, p.8
LHV elects officers (for 1991-92; names noted), May 17, 1991, p.4

AULD, DAVID
Living Lincoln (2nd graders present life of A.Lincoln) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.15

AUSTIN, ANNE B
Anne B Austin (dies), Jun 7, 1991, p.20

AUSTIN, SUSAN
A Red Cross 'Well done' (Nelson S DuBois honored for dedicated service) (photo), Apr 26, 1991, p.2

AUTHORS
Author, author (Susan Beth Pfeiffer visited with eighth graders on writing craft) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.19
Scarsdale Scribes: Sish Jen (publishes 'Typical American'; interview with author) (photo), May 3, 1991, p.4
(Ann) Caron to speak on mothers and daughters (at Mid-Westchester Y) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.2
Scarsdale Scribes (Fabienne Marsch publishes new novel 'The Moralist of the Alphabet Streets') (photo), Jul 5, 1991, p.5
On 'Today' next week (Mary Cahill, author of Carpool, spoke for Friends of SCS Library) (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.8
Local professor's book (Edward W Ryan) on Adam Smith (In the Words of Adam Smith) is published, Nov 29, 1991, p.19

AUTOMOBILE PARKING
Grant may finance parking structure on Merchant's Lot (near Freightway, for parking shortage), Mar 29, 1991, p.1
Multilevel parking plan needs discussion (says resident about Merchant Lot) (ltr), Apr 5, 1991, p.6
Gotcha! (Fred Ryan, parking enforcement officer, uses handheld computer (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.5
Opportunity knocks (reviews options for increased parking in downtown renovations) (edit), Apr 19, 1991, p.6
From $5 to $8 (price of local parking ticket is being considered for increase), Apr 26, 1991, p.1
Lot questions (about whether MTA should give SCS monies for parking lots), May 3, 1991, p.1
Village hikes ticket rates; meters peraents may rise too (costs voted by Trustees), May 17, 1991, p.1
Parking fees (throughout village to rise, in proposals to Village Board), Jun 7, 1991, p.1
Parking rates OK'd (by Village Board for two new spaces and change in rates), Jun 14, 1991, p.1
Unpopular meters (new 15-minute meters on Chase Road outside US Post Office), Jul 19, 1991, p.1
Dunkin' Donuts calls its clients 'morning people;' Defends parking waiver, Aug 16, 1991, p.1
Heading higher (village parking meters are raising prices to 25 cents per half-hour), Sep 13, 1991, p.1
A few bugs (parking meters were adjusted to change rates but few glitches are being worked out), Sep 20, 1991, p.1
Scarsdale won't take Metro-North money for lot (in attempted agreement), Sep 27, 1991, p.1
New parking lots (total of 28 spaces will be created in commercial center), Oct 4, 1991, p.1
Holiday bonus (bagging parking meters to allow for extra shopping time for holidays) (edit), Nov 29, 1991, p.6
For shoppers only (cherry red meter allows for free holiday shopping in Village), Dec 20, 1991, p.1
Overnight parking may be offered near station (Village Board suggestion), Dec 20, 1991, p.1
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AUTOMOBILE PARKING-EASTCHESTER
  More Garth Road parking planned in Eastchester (to run from SCS/East. border to Harney Bridge), Sep 27, 1991, p.1

AUTOMOBILE PARKING-HITS
  Some fees rise, some don't, at Hartsdale station lot, Dec 6, 1991, p.1
  Parking district fees (cont.), Dec 6, 1991, p.8

AUTOMOBILE PARKING-LAWS AND REGULATIONS
  15 minutes...and counting (public hearing scheduled for 15 min. meter zones), May 17, 1991, p.1
  Jumping the gun (on new parking spaces on Garth Rd before Village Board vote) (edit), May 17, 1991, p.6
  Parking increases (cont. details of recommended parking fines), May 17, 1991, p.17
  Comparison of Various Municipal parking fines (chart indicating local fines), May 17, 1991, p.17

AUTOMOBILES-LIGHTING
  Turn on your lights (as new law for lights and windshield wipers enters third month) (edit), Mar 1, 1991, p.6

AXTELL, JOHN
  Aggrieved taxpayers (1991 Tax Grievance Day is busiest in recent history), Jun 21, 1991, p.1
  Bank of New York salutes League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 8, 1991, p.28

AXTELL, JOHN (AU)
  Burdensome parking requirements (for builders reflect on zoning law) (ltr), Mar 8, 1991, p.6

BABYSITTERS
  The fine points of babysitting (demonstrated by Fire Dept to local youth) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.3

BACAL, ROSALYN S
  Rosalyn S Bacal (dies), Sep 20, 1991, p.14

BADGER, ASHLEY
  Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19

BADGER, LINDSAY
  Pet project (collecting food for homeless dogs for Elmsford Animal Shelter) (photo), Sep 27, 1991, p.15

BAER, DAVID
  SHS students honored for academic standing, service (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18

BAHAR, MICHAEL
  Bank of New York salutes SCS Summer Musical Theatre "Sweet Charity" (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.20
  Dancing the Frug at the Pompeii Club (are actors of this summer's "Sweet Charity") (photo), Aug 2, 1991, p.1

BAILEY, JOHN
  Fir for firefighting (brisk daily walks for SCS Fire Dept) (photo), Feb 15, 1991, p.3

BAKER, MATT
  Skating away (are ice hockey team at Maroon and White dinner) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22

BAKER, NICHOLAS
  Field of dreams (Chase Park fielders practice baseball) (photo), May 3, 1991, p.5

BALDWIN, TIM
  Scarsdale boy (Jim Leiken) peddles across the country (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.18

BALK, MILDRED
  Shaping up (local residents of all ages participate in fitness programs) (photo), Jan 18, 1991, p.6

BALL, LINDA
  Transfer of power (to new officers of PT Council; names noted) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.5

BALLANTYNE, JOAN (AU)
  'Deeply distressed' (by articles of 4/26/91 Inquirer re; dog shooting and clergy) (ltr), May 10, 1991, p.6

BALSAM, JEN
  Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19
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BANKRUPTCY
Businesses watch customers cut back to cope with recession (local examples), Jul 19, 1991, p.1

BANKS AND BANKING
Chase Banking Center opens here (at 2 Overhill Road) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.4
In bank post (Rush Wilson 3d, named vice-pres of Bank of New York, trust office) (photo), Mar 1, 1991, p.4
Yawar Shah (named senior vice-pres of Chemical Banking Corp), Mar 8, 1991, p.8
Scarsdale bankers (Christopher Taylor and Gary Bracken) on board (of Bankers assn), May 17, 1991, p.3
Christopher Taylor (named to Board of Westchester County Assn.), May 31, 1991, p.4
Savings bank (Peoples Westchester Savings Bank) opens Scarsdale branch (at 68 Barth Road) (photo), Jul 19, 1991, p.4
Doreen F Madonia (assistant treasurer of Central Park Ave branch of Bank of New York), Jul 19, 1991, p.5
Patricia Arena (named asst vice-pres for National Westminister Bank USA), Sep 13, 1991, p.4
Elliot S Kravitz (named manager of Port Chester office of Bank of New York), Sep 13, 1991, p.4
Patricia Arena (named asst vice-pres of National Westminister Bank USA), Sep 27, 1991, p.4
Bank (of New York, Depot Plaza branch) to lose station branch (photo), Dec 20, 1991, p.5

BANKS, KAREN
Blood drive hampered by confusion over vaccine (details noted), Dec 27, 1991, p.3

BARKIN, LAURA
Hearts & flowers (as fellow EHT students exchange valentines) (photo), Feb 15, 1991, p.1

BARNES, ETHEL S
Retired Barnes (dies), Dec 13, 1991, p.26

BARON, COLLIN
Changes in Edgemont voting urged (by School Bd Nominating Committee; names noted) (ltr), Mar 22, 1991, p.6
Don’t drag process into the gutter (refutes L. Leighton’s ltr regarding Board choices) (ltr), Jun 7, 1991, p.10

BARSHUN, ALFRED
Alfred Barshun (elected pres. of Westchester-Fairfield chapter of Tax Executives), Jul 26, 1991, p.5

BARSHUN, CYNTHIA
Creche approval shouldn’t be routine, Sloan says (at Village Board meeting), Dec 6, 1991, p.1

BARTELME, JOE (AU)
Can’t we do better? Does anyone care? (resident comments on salary of school superintendent) (ltr), Jul 5, 1991, p.6

BARTHELME, JOSEPH
Joseph Bartelme (dies), Sep 6, 1991, p.14

BARTEN, HARVEY H (DR) (AU)
When a man shoots dog, is it news? (reviews world situation in light of local dog shooting) (ltr), May 3, 1991, p.6

BARTLOWE, SUSAN
Susan Bartolone (awarded excellence in educational administration by Phi Delta Kappa), May 10, 1991, p.8

BARTLOWE, LAUREN
Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19
Making wishes (come true for children with life-threatening illnesses, SHS chapter) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18

BASEBALL
Signs of things to come (as record breaking temperatures brought boys out to baseball) (photo), Feb 8, 1991, p.3
Baseball: new and improved for ’91? (discusses high school team and upcoming season details) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28
Field of dreams (Chase Park fielders practice baseball) (photo), May 3, 1991, p.5
Yer out! (SHS plays Yonkers’ Roosevelt, losing 2-1) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.1
Baseball finishes 16-7-1 and wins 1st league title ever; loses 2-1 in semi (photo), May 31, 1991, p.19
Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19
Not for stars only (details child’s experience on local baseball team) (edit), Jun 21, 1991, p.7
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BASEBALL

Celebrity Batgirl (Julie Sontin, 2nd grader from Heathcote, becomes Yankee batgirl) (photo), Jun 28, 1991, p.20
Summer baseball bigger than ever! (SCS Summer Baseball League begins '91 season) (photo), Jul 12, 1991, p.20
The 'A' team (SCS Summer Baseball Minor League winners are the 'A's) (photo), Aug 23, 1991, p.20
Young entrepreneurs (are selling rare baseball cards at stand on Southwoods La) (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.12
Take her out to the ballgame (edit), Oct 4, 1991, p.7

BASKETBALL

Running gate (for SKS girls Raiders as they are defeated by Mt Vernon) (photo), Jan 11, 1991, p.18
Outer reaches (Andrew "Air" Tallach delivers leading points over New Rochelle) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.20
Cagers thumped in 79-50 loss to No. 1 Moutn Vernon (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.22
Cagers thumped in 79-50 loss to No. 1 Moutn Vernon (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.22
King of Scarsdale holds court (at Bucknell University, named Patriot League player) (photo), Feb 8, 1991, p.16
Raiders on a rampage, gunnin' for No. 1 (photo), Mar 1, 1991, p.22
Fast (winter) break (junior high gym available to residents) (photo), Mar 1, 1991, p.22
Runnin' Raiders (in final showdown against Mt Vernon, are six points shy of victory) (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.1
Raiders topped 59-53 in sectional showdown) (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.16
Team effort (for Raiders basketball team at Madison Square Garden before finals) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22
Heathcote hoopmeisters (4th grade girls capture Blue div. champs for third year) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.19
Quaker Ridge reigns (4th grade boys took 1991 Rec Dept title) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.19
All-star champs (6th grade boys won medal at All-County tourney) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28
The Edgewood edge (earned by undefeated 4th grade girls in Blue div) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28
All hail to Heathcote (4th grade boys undefeated in Green div) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28
PRC Trophy Case (for several basketball teams; coaches, players noted) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.14
Three basketball silvers for teens (David Siegel, Jeff Wertkin and Matt Goldman), Sep 27, 1991, p.19
Grouped athletics program expands to include 7th grade girls b'ball teams, Dec 20, 1991, p.1
Scarsdale stalls way to crown: Siegel fuels opening round tourney win (photo), Dec 20, 1991, p.19

BASS, MELINDA

Melinda A Bass (named partner in Rivkin, Radler, to focus on health-care law), Feb 8, 1991, p.4

BASSETT, CINDY (AU)

A diligent piece of reporting on a fracas (compliments Linda Roberts' investigative research) (ltr), Jun 21, 1991, p.6

BASSUK, BRIAN (DR)

For the children (at Bard House, playground dedicated by NY Hospital-Cornell) (photo), Oct 25, 1991, p.11

BATCHELOR, KENNETH

Recreation fees going up (for tennis, day camp, paddle tennis but not pool permits), Mar 8, 1991, p.1
Village plans Chase (Park) playground (Rec. Dept and Old SCS Assn plan) (photo), Aug 30, 1991, p.1
Future of Chase playground uncertain (possibilities noted), Nov 8, 1991, p.4
Village studying tennis needs (considering new courts), Nov 29, 1991, p.5
Grouped athletics program expands to include 7th grade girls b'ball teams, Dec 20, 1991, p.1
Trustees nix rec fee hikes (for 1992), Dec 20, 1991, p.1

BATKIN, ALAN R

Alan R Batkin (named chair of overseas affairs for UJA-Federation), Jul 26, 1991, p.5

BATTERSBY, ROCHELLE

SCS (High School) bids farewell to (Werner) Feig (tenured teachers also noted), Mar 1, 1991, p.12

BAUER, JUDITH

(Judith) Bauer takes bronze medal in US 7th Pan American Maccabi Team in Uruguay), Sep 13, 1991, p.17

BAUER, ROBERT F

DioSuardi's attorney says Lowey's campaign violation wasn't minor (ltr), Oct 11, 1991, p.6

BAUER, ROBERT F (AU)

Lowey reporting error a common one (defends Nita Lowey and reporting error) (ltr), Aug 23, 1991, p.6
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BAUMGARTEN, DOUGLAS
Candidate (Douglas Baumgarten) pleads 'not guilty' in false kidnap, Aug 2, 1991, p.1

BAUMLER, HELGA
Winning sculptor (Helga Baumler won first prize for sculpture, Elle Heme), Jun 14, 1991, p.16

BAYLOR, RENEE
LWV elects officers (for 1991-92; names noted), May 17, 1991, p.4

BAUCHET, MECIE
STEPing into Scarsdael (are Sherry Henderson and Mecie Bauchet) (photo), Sep 27, 1991, p.14

BEALS, JEFFREY
Student's view on security guard issue (defines bridging the student-faculty gap) (ltr), Jun 28, 1991, p.6

BEAUTIFICATION
Village honored for beautification (as winner of Beautification Award), Mar 15, 1991, p.3

BECERRA, ISABEL
Auxiliaries (of White Plains Hospital Center) plan a fundraiser (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.10
(Scarsdale and White Plains Auxiliaries held annual spring luncheon) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.10

BECK FAMILY
End in sight for (David) Beck (family) case (of misdirected child abuse accusations), Sep 13, 1991, p.1
Imbalance corrected (to Beck family for mistaken accusations) (edit), Oct 4, 1991, p.6
County (Westchester) ordered to pay Beck family $187,500 (in misdirected child abuse suit), Oct 18, 1991, p.8

BECK, DAVID & JENNIFER
County settles false (child) abuse suit: Family due $187,500; dept. to change investigation policy, Oct 4, 1991, p.1

BECK, DAVID AND JEANNE
End in sight for (David) Beck (family) case (of misdirected child abuse accusations), Sep 13, 1991, p.1

BECK, JEANNE (OR)
County settles false (child) abuse suit: Family due $187,500; dept. to change investigation policy, Oct 4, 1991, p.1

BECK, MADELINE C
Madeline C Beck (dies), Sep 20, 1991, p.14

BECKWITH, ROYAL MOORES
Beckwith, Royal Moores (dies), Nov 1, 1991, p.20

BEDICHUK, JANE (AU)
Recycling resolutions for a neat new year (suggests action for SCS residents) (edit), Jan 4, 1991, p.7

BEHR, RICHARD
More opposition to (zoning) law (cont. from p.1 where Village Board meeting was detailed), Jan 11, 1991, p.8
Questions & Answers (on residential bulk law (from the village and a critic), Jan 18, 1991, p.7
Board nulls window alternatives (at Board of Ed meeting 2/5/91), Feb 8, 1991, p.1

BEHR, RICHARD (AU)
Bulk views seen as inconsistent (with downtown project, says local resident) (ltr), Feb 15, 1991, p.6
Safety and reliability of school windows (addressed by local architect) (ltr), Apr 26, 1991, p.6

BEHR, RICHARD HENRY (AU)
Village master plan urgently needed to prevent gargantuan development (says architect) (ltr), Apr 5, 1991, p.7
'Another sad decision'(resident criticizes School Board’s decisionmaking) (ltr), May 31, 1991, p.7
Displeased with coverage (resident criticizes quality of Inquirer) (ltr), Aug 2, 1991, p.6

BEHLMANN, WILLIAM
Carrying the torch (SCS police run to raise money for Special Olympics) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.1

BELISTO, DONALD V (OR)
Belsito, Dr. Donald V (named to Cosmetic Ingredient Review expert panel), Aug 16, 1991, p.12
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BELL, JANET
Scout leaders (honored; B. Creebel, J. Bell, V. Holland), Jun 7, 1991, p.8
Committee heads, VP (Janet Marcus) appointed by civic club (names noted), Jul 19, 1991, p.2

BELL, JENNIFER
Yes, they work! (Scout Troop 170 learn about cameras) (photo), Oct 18, 1991, p.1

BELL, LAURA
Animal activists oppose PTA's raffle fur coat for fundraiser, Mar 29, 1991, p.1
Animal club opposes raffle coat prize choice (cont), Mar 29, 1991, p.2

BELLANTONI, VERA S
Vera S Bellantoni (dies), Dec 13, 1991, p.26

BELLITTO, EILEN D
Conservative choice (Republican candidate outlines thoughts on abortion) (ltr), Mar 8, 1991, p.6

BEN-DAVID, ADAH CORBETT
Adam Corbett Ben-David (one of ten composers chosen for special composition program) (photo), Jul 19, 1991, p.5

BENCH, DOROTHY
Panel to pick (SCS) Bowl nominee named (names noted), Sep 27, 1991, p.14

BENCH, EMILY
Emily Bench and Kara Inouye at Mormons youth conference (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.4
Yes! (SHS girls varsity soccer in finals victory of Section B) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.22
On the Town (senior class musical) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.15
Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19
Bank of New York salutes SCS Summer Musical Theatre "Sweet Charity" (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.20

BENJAMIN, SARAH
Some of the best things in life are FREE! (special section indicates local events) (photo), Aug 9, 1991, p.1

BENNORTH, KARA
Still no sales tax (state senate didn't vote; O'Rourke attempts to save programs), Mar 1, 1991, p.1

BENZIE, J PETER
Benzie (J. Peter) heads Chase unit (pres. of Chase Manhattan Investment Services, Jul 19, 1991, p.5

BERDON, ALLISON
Making wishes (come true for children with life-threatening illnesses, SHS chapter) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18

BERENSON, BETTY
Advocacy groups don't belong in class (World Conference described & public pressures) (edit), May 31, 1991, p.6
Irvina J Sloan should apologize (to J. Miller and B. Berenson for misquoting) (ltr), Jun 7, 1991, p.6
More on Choice and the Middle East (three more residents voice opinion) (ltr), Jun 14, 1991, p.7

BERENSON, BETTY (AU)
Do Choice teachers skew history? (accuses program of presenting misinformation) (ltr), May 31, 1991, p.6

BERG, JON
Bank of New York salutes the Junior High Speech Contest (3/21/91 with over 250 contestants) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.24
A great escape (SCS High School Magic Club performs) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.18

BERG, PAUL
Panel to pick (SCS) Bowl nominee named (names noted), Sep 27, 1991, p.14

BERGER, SOL & MARLY
Howdy, neighbor! (southwestern social event) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.8

BERGMAN, BARRY
Team effort (for Raiders basketball team at Madison Square Garden before finals) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22
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BERKE, DANIEL
Festival of Lights (Childhood Center at Westchester Reform Temple celebrates) (photo), Dec 6, 1991, p.1

BERKLEY POND
Berkley Pond is the village's problem, one resident writes (ltr), Sep 13, 1991, p.6

BERKMAN, ARLENE
Berkman (Arlene) scores hole-in-one (at Ridgeway Country Club and is entered Drambuie Annual), Jul 26, 1991, p.8

BERKOWICZ, JUSTINE (AU)
The museum taught me this: Never, ever let it happen again (edit), Oct 25, 1991, p.7

BERKOWITZ, MATT
Quaker Ridge reigns (6th grade boys took 1991 Rec Dept title) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.19

BERLIN, BRIAN
Sharp shooters (boys third grade all-star soccer team wins Fishkill Memorial Day Tourn.) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.17

BERLINGO, RON
Pre-season tips (from Coach Paladino) (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.17

BERNARD, SHANNON (REV)
We, too, have a dream... (cont. edit. about future of equal opportunity in America), Aug 23, 1991, p.8

BERNARD, SANDRA
Censorship and 'Living in America' (television special on VH-1) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.13

BERNSTEIN, BARRIE
Ex-shs tennisstar (Barrie Bernstein) continues rise (at East Coast Athletic Conf), Nov 1, 1991, p.22

BERNSTEIN, RANDEE
Country doin's (planning for first major social event for neighborhood assn) (photo), May 3, 1991, p.9

BERRY, HYMAN L
Hyman L Berry (dies), Oct 11, 1991, p.16

BERRY, MARY ANN & E. DANIEL (AU)
Some harsh words for Tony Veteran (ltr), Sep 6, 1991, p.7

BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU

BETTIGOLE, BARBARA
Emberling and Waterhouse win (in two-day Jambles tournament at Fox Meadow Tennis Club) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.22

BETTMANN, ELLEN

BETTMANN, ROBERT E (AU)
Sternberg urged to pull his weight (discusses budget votes), Jul 12, 1991, p.6

BEY, ALAN
State near final figure on school aid (cont details of proposed state cuts in budget), May 24, 1991, p.15

BEYERSDORF, MARJORIE M
They're not just for kids (The Toys We Treasured exhibit is open through March 8'92) (photo), Nov 29, 1991, p.23

BHATTACHARYA, RAHUL
Minimum exposure (as Fox Meadow child plays on school grounds in frigid temperatures) (photo), Jan 18, 1991, p.1

BIAMonte, JENNIFER
And in Hartsdale... (Daisy Troop 1936 gives Girl Scout salute) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.1

BIBLE

BICKNELL, KATE
Picture of health (group of JHS and elementary students at awards ceremony; names noted) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.22
The young, the proud (SCS middle schoolers are displayed at A. B. Artists' School) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.16
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BICKNELL, NEIL
Procedure Committee: a heavy agenda (issues noted) (Progress edit 1991), Jan 25, 1991, p.2
Zimmerman withdraws; Bicknell joins village slate (for village trustee) (photo), Feb 15, 1991, p.1
Biggest turnout at polls in seven years (indicates support for system), Mar 22, 1991, p.1
New boards and council members appointed at first meeting and new term (names noted), Apr 12, 1991, p.8
Bicknell (Neil) sees need for broader participation in government (comments on experience) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.1
(Neil) Bicknell brings technical expertise to Board (cont. biography of new trustee), May 10, 1991, p.14
No trespassing (village looks at complaints of non-residents using Pool), Nov 8, 1991, p.1
Future of Chase playground uncertain (possibilities noted), Nov 8, 1991, p.4

BICYCLE HELMETS
Student urges helmet use (at Board of Education meeting following personal accident), Jun 14, 1991, p.3

BICYCLES
Don’t put the brakes on Bike Sunday (for Bronx River Pkwy closings) (ltr), Mar 8, 1991, p.6

BICYCLES-LAWS AND REGULATIONS
They make biking safer (SCS Police receive award from NY State for bicycle safety programs) (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.3

BICYCLING
SEE CYCLING

BIDWELL, DOROTHY B
Dorothy B Bidwell (dies), May 31, 1991, p.14

BIEBER, ED
Tapping a natural resource—how sweet it is (Maple sugar process is explained) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.15

BILEZIKIAN, DIANE
Bilezikian wins progress prize (in Basic Occupational Education) (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.5

BILEZIKIAN, SARA
Local musicians tapped (for Intermediate All County Orchestra, Band and Chorus) (names noted), Mar 1, 1991, p.12

BILL OF RIGHTS
SEE US-CONSTITUTION-AMENDMENTS

BILL SLEDGE AND HIS HAMMERS

BILLINGS, ROBERT
Minor damage settled (in Village Court between Peter Lynch and students from IHM), Mar 29, 1991, p.3

BILLY SMITHLINE FOUNDATION
(Billy) Smithline (Foundation) fundraiser (will present male harmony groups), Feb 22, 1991, p.12

BINDAY, ROSALYN
Businesses watch customers cut back to cope with recession (local examples), Jul 19, 1991, p.1

BINDAY-KOSLONSKY, DENISE
Binday-Koslowsky, Denise (joins Advocate Brokerage Corp.), Dec 13, 1991, p.14

BINZEN, DOROTHY
Dorothy Binzen (dies), Feb 22, 1991, p.13

BIOLOGY-STUDY AND TEACHING
Describing the creative process (in art by examining biological brain system) (edit), Mar 1, 1991, p.7

BIONDI, OLGA
Library Week: World o’ words (school celebrations and Library speakers) (photo), Apr 26, 1991, p.13

BIONDI, PIETRO
Winning gambit (as two Edgewood teams participate in National Championship) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.15
100 lbs and still growing (Cub Scout Den 5 growing huge pumpkin to give to Blythedale) (photo), Oct 4, 1991, p.1

BIRDS
Survival of the fittest (squirrel masters stealing from the bird feeder) (photo), Apr 19, 1991, p.5
Scarsdale’s annual Audubon bird count yields two yellow-bellied sap suckers (photo), Dec 27, 1991, p.1
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BIRNBAUM, IRA
TV franchises evaluated (cont reporting of meeting with UA Columbia), Apr 12, 1991, p.19
Cable rate rise plan causes stir in towns, Nov 15, 1991, p.1

BISHOP, DAVID
Ancestral link is reward for good sleuthing (details of Family History Center at Mormon Church) (edit), Mar 1, 1991, p.6

BISHOP, JOSEPH (DR)
St. James rector (Joseph P Bishop) resigns amid sex abuse charges (from former parish 1960-82), Apr 26, 1991, p.1
"Inexcusable" display of article (objects to story of Dr. Joseph Bishop) (ltr), May 10, 1991, p.6
"Deeply distressed" (by articles of 4/26/91 Inquirer re: dog shooting and clergy) (ltr), May 10, 1991, p.6

BLACK ENTERPRISE
Paging through Black Enterprise (edit), Nov 29, 1991, p.6

BLACK, BARBARA
Edgewood exhibit is 1 in 1,000,000 (as fourth grade class describes million for school), Jun 14, 1991, p.18

BLACK, JEN
"Oliver!" (to be performed 5/10-5/11/91) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.17

BLACK, KATHERINE
Picture of health (group of JHS and elementary students at awards ceremony; names noted) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.22

BLACK, MEREDITH
Book value (youngsters are encouraged to read more by recent PTA book fair) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.1

BLACKS
African Americans are falling further behind (economically and future is predicted) (edit), Jan 10, 1991, p.7
"Willie" goes to war (details US military quotas in history and present) (edit), Feb 22, 1991, p.7

BLAIR, LINDA

BLAIR-DOESCHER, LINDA

BLANFORD, VIRGINIA (AU)
"It's time for Edgemont to take stock (after school budget defeat)" (ltr), Jun 21, 1991, p.6

BLANK, NANCY
Changes in Edgemont voting urged (by School Bd Nominating Committee; names noted) (ltr), Mar 22, 1991, p.6

BLANA, JAMES (AU)
Re-elect (Abigail) Shipper to Board (ltr), Jun 7, 1991, p.6

BLITZ, ALAN
Gazing into the crystal ball: What's ahead in the new year? (various leaders are asked), Jan 4, 1991, p.1
Survey indicates most houses not affected by bulk limits (details of meeting), Feb 15, 1991, p.1

BLITZMAN, HOWARD
(William) McCreery nominated for village mayor (village Trustees also noted) (photo), Jan 11, 1991, p.1
Zimmerman withdraws; Bicknell joins village slate (for village trustee) (photo), Feb 15, 1991, p.1
Trustees table cubic volume limits (as Village Board votes without bulk law's controversial feature), Mar 1, 1991, p.1
Biggest turnout at polls in seven years (indicates support for system), Mar 22, 1991, p.1
New boards and council members appointed at first meeting of new term (names noted), Apr 12, 1991, p.8
Walter Felice chosen as next fire chief (effective 6/1/91) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.1

The SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps is proud to be celebrating 20th year of service (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.22
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BLITZ, ALAN continued
Donut hole? (Village Board didn't mean to omit public discussions of fee increase), Mar 15, 1991, p.1
Village hopes to buy Garth (Road) lots (owned by S. Antiaris and G. Dadakis), Mar 15, 1991, p.1
Shipshape budget (for proposed 1991-92 village budget, scheduled for filing and hearing), Mar 15, 1991, p.1
Zoning law passes without bulk limits (of cubic volume or height/setback ratios), Mar 15, 1991, p.1
Triumphant crossing (of Heathcote Road Bridge as it reopened to traffic 3/12/91) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.1
(Alan) Blitz, (Robert) Greenes and (Esther) Shay lauded at last Village Board meeting, Mar 29, 1991, p.2
Hail and farewell to Alan Blitz as he leaves mayoral position) (edit), Mar 29, 1991, p.6
Hibschman's contract renewed; (Judith) Fox and (Michael) McDermott get tenure (retirees noted), Jun 21, 1991, p.1

BLITZ, ALAN (AU)
Mayor (Alan) Blitz reports on the state of the village (Progress edit 1991), Jan 25, 1991, p.1
Follow (Joe) Ullman's lead (recommends United Way) (ltr), Jul 12, 1991, p.6

BLOCK PARTIES
SEE EDENWOOD

BLOCK, NANCY
Volunteers (meet at Wayside Cottage with community advisory council; names noted) (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.10

BLOOD-DONATION
Blood drive hampered by confusion over vaccine (details noted), Dec 27, 1991, p.3

BLOOM, ADAM AND MIMI
Flower talk (at Standard Flower Show) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.10

BLOOM, SARAH
Thanks for coverage (of Garden of Remembrance) (ltr), Aug 9, 1991, p.6
For a cheap thrill, try rollerblading (SCS Inquirer reporters try new sport) (photo), Aug 23, 1991, p.1

BLOOM, SARA (AU)
Judge (Virginia Knaplund) calls for 'shock therapy' as DWI penalty (edit), Feb 15, 1991, p.6
A Thanksgiving postmortem (edit) (photo), Nov 29, 1991, p.7

BLOOM, SUSAN (AU)
No nonsense budget (former Board members urge approval) (ltr), Jun 7, 1991, p.6

BLOOMGARDEN, DAVID (DR)
(White Plains Hospital) C(enter) picks department head (Dr Barry Wenglin; Dr D. Bloomgarden), Mar 1, 1991, p.4

BLOOMGARDEN, JANE
Heathcote fundraising fun (Toon Town first carnival for school) (photo), May 3, 1991, p.15

BLOOMGARDEN, NOAH
All hail to Heathcote (4th grade boys undefeated in Green div) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

BLOOMGARDEN, ZACHARY

BLOOMQUIST, MIKE (AU)
Werner Feig—one of the great ones (details personal experience as Feig's student) (ltr), Apr 19, 1991, p.6

BLUM, DONALD
For Class of '41, first reunion (is planned for 5/3/91; unlocated names are noted), Jan 25, 1991, p.2

BLUM, KATE
Scouts' honor (for cadets and seniors who helped with younger scouts) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.8

BLUMENFIELD, JAY
Joy on Trial (Too Much Joy was back on trial in Florida and was acquitted), Jan 18, 1991, p.1

BLUMENFIELD, MICHAEL (DR)
Michael Blumenfield (named pres. of Psychiatric Society of Westchester), May 24, 1991, p.5
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BLUMENTHAL, KAREN
Changes in Edgemont voting urged (by School Bd Nominating Committee; names noted) (ltr), Mar 22, 1991, p.6

BOARD OF APPEALS-SCS
Needed: volunteers on village boards (criteria noted as well as board descriptions), Jan 11, 1991, p.5
Board (of Appeals) to hear appraiser on Scarsdale Ave plan (for Scarsdale Equities), Jan 18, 1991, p.3
Variances approved; office plan hearing set (at monthly meeting; names noted), Feb 22, 1991, p.3
Office building (SCS Ave Equities) approved by Board of Appeals (in special meeting), Mar 29, 1991, p.3
Tennis courts, pools okayed (at Board meeting; individual names noted), Mar 29, 1991, p.3
New boards and council members appointed after first meeting (names noted), Apr 12, 1991, p.8
Appeals board OKs dormer, nixes sign (in monthly review of applications (names noted), Apr 19, 1991, p.5
Japanese nursery school faces uphill battle for approval (details of parties involved), May 17, 1991, p.1
Board of Appeals (cont. details of permits and individual decisions), May 17, 1991, p.17
Appeals Board OKs pool, addition (names noted), Jun 21, 1991, p.4
State suit filed over pool planned in wetlands area (by Hargo Schwartz; Goldsteins objecting), Aug 2, 1991, p.1
Board of Appeals nixes chipping green proposal (from Quaker Ridge Club) (individuals noted), Aug 2, 1991, p.3
State suit filed over swimming pool (cont. details of Schwartz application), Aug 2, 1991, p.12
Pool suit (filed by Goldsteins against Schwartz) on hold (Rural Drive residents), Aug 16, 1991, p.1
Appeals board OKs variances (individuals noted), Aug 30, 1991, p.3
No hardship (Edward and Ann Shea denied variance for building lot in accordance with Article 78), Aug 30, 1991, p.1
Pool suit answered (Schwartz of Rural Drive vs. Goldstein and R. Gardella’s decisions), Aug 30, 1991, p.1
Board of Appeals delves into pools and pickets (names noted), Sep 27, 1991, p.8
Chairman (Henry Bobrow) resigns from Board (of Appeals) because of residence move, Sep 27, 1991, p.8
Board of Appeals: Two bow to pressure; withdraw applications (names noted), Oct 18, 1991, p.3
Judge (Peter P Rosato) upholds board ruling on office building (SCS Avenue Equities), Nov 1, 1991, p.1
No development set for Chateaux, Nov 1, 1991, p.1
Board of Appeals: Pools, satellite dish okayed (names noted), Nov 22, 1991, p.3
Appeals board nixes home dentist office (DeLa Crux, Eileen), Dec 20, 1991, p.4

BOARD OF ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW-SCS
Needed: volunteers on village boards (criteria noted as well as board descriptions), Jan 11, 1991, p.5
Renovations, additions approved (as Board hears 14 applications; names noted), Jan 11, 1991, p.5
BAR approves 15 construction applications (names noted), Jan 11, 1991, p.5
Board of (Architectural) Review okays additions (for 15 of 17 applications; names noted), Feb 15, 1991, p.5
Fences, pillars, skylights approved (at monthly meeting; names noted), Mar 1, 1991, p.3
Board of (Architectural) Review approves 10 of 12 applications (names noted), Mar 15, 1991, p.2
Board of (Architectural) Review quorunless (as 3/25/91 meeting is cancelled), Mar 22, 1991, p.1
Board of (Architectural) Review approves 19 applications (names noted), Apr 12, 1991, p.4
Board of (Architectural) Review okays fences, additions (names noted), Apr 26, 1991, p.3
Board of (Architectural) Review sees village’s plan for a new storage garage (names noted), May 10, 1991, p.4
Colonial house approved (names and applications noted), May 24, 1991, p.5
Board of (Architectural) Review sees new store plans (and individuals; names noted), Jun 7, 1991, p.3
Yogurt shop approved; office plans presented (individual names noted), Jun 28, 1991, p.5
Office gets green light from Board of (Architectural) Review (names noted), Jul 19, 1991, p.3
New eateries get signs of approval (from Board) (individual names noted), Aug 9, 1991, p.3
Signs approved for new downtown shops, Aug 30, 1991, p.5
BAR tackles long agenda (names noted), Sep 20, 1991, p.10
Board of (Architectural) Review okays six additions, one of them huge (names noted), Oct 4, 1991, p.5
Board of (Architectural) Review approves additions (names noted), Oct 25, 1991, p.5
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BOARD OF ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW-SCS continued
BAR approves 15 construction applications, Nov 8, 1991, p. 5
BAR approves sign and clock for downtown (names noted), Nov 29, 1991, p. 4
New house plans submitted to BAR (names noted), Dec 20, 1991, p. 4

BOARD OF ASSESSMENT REVIEW-SCS
Attacks on (Moreen) Flood (Village Assessor) lack legal basis (says Village Board), Apr 5, 1991, p. 1
New boards and council members appointed at first meeting of new term (names noted), Apr 12, 1991, p. 8
Aggrieved taxpayers (1991 Tax Grievance Day is busiest in recent history), Jun 21, 1991, p. 1
Counsel says former assessor violated local ethics code (Vincent Pagliaro), Oct 11, 1991, p. 1
Former assessor sees no conflict (Itr), Nov 29, 1991, p. 6

BOARD OF EDUCATION-BUDGET
School district still in the dark on state aid (as budget vote draws near, still unknown), Apr 19, 1991, p. 1
School board adopts budget, awaits vote (and news from Albany on state cuts), May 24, 1991, p. 1
Lone budget critic at budget hearing, resident objects to tax rise (Itr), May 24, 1991, p. 6
Reject the budget (resident calls it wrong budget at wrong time) (Itr), May 24, 1991, p. 6
State near final figure on school aid (cont details of proposed state cuts in budget), May 24, 1991, p. 15
Scaraldians to vote Wednesday on #44.2 M school budget (details budget package), May 31, 1991, p. 1
Say yes to budget (PT Council urges residents to support new budget) (Itr), May 31, 1991, p. 6
School budget vote Wednesday (cont), May 31, 1991, p. 10
District urges veto response (to NY State budget) (Itr), Jun 14, 1991, p. 6
Scarald School Board sets tax rate (and votes to stick to proposed budget), Jul 26, 1991, p. 1

BOARD OF EDUCATION-ENT
Edgemont school tax raise denounced (to Board of Education) (Itr), Mar 8, 1991, p. 6
Changes in Edgemont voting urged by School Bd Nominating Committee (names noted) (Itr), Mar 22, 1991, p. 6
Do the job or resign (states resident to EMT Nominating Committee) (Itr), Apr 5, 1991, p. 6
Change would discourage candidates (responds to letter signed by Nominating Committee-ENT) (Itr), Apr 5, 1991, p. 6
Apostle set precedent (Basil Apostle nomination is discussed) (Itr), May 3, 1991, p. 6
In Edgemont: vote Weiner & Sternberg for local School Board (Itr), May 31, 1991, p. 7
Edgemont to vote Wednesday (on budget and school board), Jun 7, 1991, p. 1
Mr. Inside and Mr. Outside (editorial support for B. Apostle and L. Weiner) (edit), Jun 7, 1991, p. 6
Re-elect (Abigail) Shipper to Board (Itr), Jun 7, 1991, p. 6
No nonsense budget (former Board members urge approval) (Itr), Jun 7, 1991, p. 6
Don't drag process into gutter (refutes L. Leighton's Itr regarding Board choices) (Itr), Jun 7, 1991, p. 10
Some money-saving ideas (enumerates concerns of residents to Board) (Itr), Jun 7, 1991, p. 10
Committee's choice (indicating importance of Board election) (Itr), Jun 7, 1991, p. 10
Edgemont budget narrowly defeated (school board members elected; A. Shipper, S. Sternberg), Jun 14, 1991, p. 1
Apostle disputes Leighton's 'facts' (from 6/7 Itr) (Itr), Jun 14, 1991, p. 6
Edgemont budget defeat (and school board members chosen) (cont), Jun 14, 1991, p. 8
Selective hearing? (on part of Board of Education and community will negate support) (edit), Jun 21, 1991, p. 6
Edgemont board excoriated (from rejection of budget) (Itr), Jun 21, 1991, p. 6
No impropriety in Edgemont vote (regarding Abigail Shipper and PTA support) (Itr), Jun 21, 1991, p. 6
Edgemont says yes in record turnout (for second budget vote), Jul 5, 1991, p. 1
Sternberg faults report on remarks (regarding upcoming EMT budget vote) (Itr), Jul 5, 1991, p. 6
Sternberg urged to pull his weight (discusses budget votes), Jul 12, 1991, p. 6
Givebacks urged on top Edgemont school execs (in light of budgetary discussions) (Itr), Aug 2, 1991, p. 6
School pay is the board's business (Itr), Aug 23, 1991, p. 7
Board of Education-ENT takes (Paul) Solomon out of classroom, Sep 6, 1991, p. 1
School Board made 'painful and courageous decision' (in case of P. Solomon) (Itr), Sep 13, 1991, p. 6
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BOARD OF EDUCATION-EDB
Central 7 needs 'trouble-makers' (resident differs with E. Molin 6/21 column) (ltr), Jun 28, 1991, p.6

BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS
Junior High School to become Middle School (officially this spring; programs have evolved over years), Jan 25, 1991, p.1
Renovations (cont. description of window choices and other renovations timetables), Feb 8, 1991, p.22
Educators grappling with the specter of vanishing state aid (administrators and Board meet), Feb 15, 1991, p.1
School board seeking to avoid another double-digit tax hike (cont details of SCS aid), Feb 15, 1991, p.11
It's full speed ahead on school renovations (with aggressive scheduling), Mar 15, 1991, p.1
Teen counsel role changes on the fly (youth counseling program leaders address Bd of Ed), Mar 22, 1991, p.19
School staff may be cut (schedule of meetings noted), Mar 29, 1991, p.12
After 18 years, librarian (Marjorie Schlosberg) to retire (from Heathcote), Apr 5, 1991, p.12
High expec-tations (for Board of Educ in putting out bids for windows contracts), Apr 19, 1991, p.1
Computers in class? It's up to the teacher (Board of Education watched expo of computer progress), May 3, 1991, p.1
Integrating computers into the curriculum (cont details of Board of Ed presentation), May 3, 1991, p.15
School budgets: Scarsdale okays $44.2 M plan (in 3-2 budget resolution vote), Jun 7, 1991, p.1
Students (SHS) support guards' job pleas (at Board of Education meeting), Jun 7, 1991, p.5
Student urges helmet use (at Board of Education meeting following personal accident), Jun 14, 1991, p.3
School Board puts spending on hold, ponders cuts (as state aid is reduced for 1991-92 year), Jun 21, 1991, p.1
Hibschman's contract renewed; (Judith) Fox and (Michael) McDermott get tenure (retirees noted), Jun 21, 1991, p.1
Leading by listening (Robert November retires after 6 years on Board of Education) (edit), Jun 21, 1991, p.6
A mild November (Robert November retires after 6 years on Board) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.8
School ins and outs (retirements, appointments, tenures, noted by Board of Ed) (cont), Jun 21, 1991, p.16
Few participants, clouded actions (resident hopes for community dialogue in Board's budgeting) (ltr), Jun 28, 1991, p.6
Board (of Education) elects (Evelyn) Stock (pres) and (Robert) Paradise is vice-pres (photo), Jul 5, 1991, p.1
Officers elected, committees named (cont.), Jul 5, 1991, p.10
New board member (Debbie Raizes) foresees tough year for school district (photo), Jul 19, 1991, p.1
Raizes (Debbie) talks about the year ahead (in terms of economic conditions) (cont), Jul 19, 1991, p.12
Superintendent outlines new goals for Scarsdale schools, Sep 13, 1991, p.16
Resident asks School Board for help deterring vandalism (at Halloween), Sep 27, 1991, p.3
Scarpsdale schools to update policies (may hire state agency to rewrite policy book), Oct 11, 1991, p.5
Scarpsdale schools limit gifts teachers may accept, Oct 25, 1991, p.1
Nihongo hanashi masuka? (Board of Education is considering Japanese language course) (edit), Nov 8, 1991, p.6
Board (of Education) budget to confront 'wild cards' (preliminary budget presented), Nov 15, 1991, p.1
Hibschman tackles '92-'93 budget (for schools) (cont), Nov 15, 1991, p.7
Nominations are sought for School Board vote (names noted), Nov 22, 1991, p.3
Teacher gift policy clarified by Board (of Education), Nov 22, 1991, p.13
Deborah S Raizes (elected to Board of Lesley College) (photo), Nov 29, 1991, p.18
Year in review: (looks back on month-by-month account of village activities), Dec 27, 1991, p.1

BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS-BUDGET
School budget vote postponed; state aid loss quantified (budget vote moved to 6/5/91), Mar 1, 1991, p.1
School Board postpones budget vote (cont. details of planned cuts) (photo), Mar 1, 1991, p.12
Sobel speaks out against state cuts: View from Albany (includes interview) (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.1
Budget makers holding off on tax hike forecast (but preparing new budget carefully), Mar 29, 1991, p.1

BOARD OF ETHICS-SCS
Needed: volunteers on village boards (criteria noted as well as board descriptions), Jan 11, 1991, p.5

BOARDMAN, LANSDALE
Louise Boardman (re-elected pres of RP Found.; other SCS officers noted) (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.12
Lansdale Boardman (named honorary member of American Institute of CPAs), Sep 27, 1991, p.4
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BOARDMAN, LOUISE
Louise Boardman (national volunteer for RP Found.; Fighting Blindness) (photo), Feb 8, 1991, p.4
Louise Boardman (re-elected pres of RP Found.; other SCS officers noted) (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.12

BODROW, HENRY
Chairman (Henry Bobrow) resigns from Board (of Appeals) because of residence move, Sep 27, 1991, p.8

BODROW, PHYLLIS

BODROWITZ, THELMA
New president (Rita Kuo) for musicians guild, Aug 16, 1991, p.16

BOCK, MICHAEL
Team effort (for Raiders basketball team at Madison Square Garden before finals) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22

BOCKMER, MIKE
Forecast for Saturday: Wet! (as staff prepares for opening of SCS Pool) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.1

BOLOTSKY, LAURA (AU)
Some money-saving ideas (enumerates concerns of residents to Board) (ltr), Jun 7, 1991, p.10
Rejecting intimidation, voting no on budget (argues with Board's campaign for budget approval) (ltr), Jun 20, 1991, p.6

BONAIUTO, JOHN

BONIFACE CIRCLE (SCS)
In good taste? (Robison family enjoy ice cream on new Victorian bench in village) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.1

BONSIGNORE, SUSAN
Manhattan Savings Bank honors the 60th Anniversary of the SCS Woman's Exchange (photo), Nov 15, 1991, p.28

BOOK FAIRS
At benefit sale, lots of books (as Friends of SCS Library hold annual sale 9/21-9/22/91), Sep 13, 1991, p.4
Book fair to be held this weekend (9/21-9/22/91), Sep 20, 1991, p.2
Daddy, can we go now? (Jon Leibman and daughter Kate look over books) (photo), Sep 27, 1991, p.3

BOOK REVIEWS
Book forces another examination of (Yasir) Arafat (in John D Wallach's new book) (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.5

BOOKMAN, PAM
Heathcote hoopmeisters (6th grade girls capture Blue div. champs for third year) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.19

BOOKSELLERS AND BOOKSELLING
Local book dealer (Nancy Scheck) practices the fine art of speculation (photo), May 10, 1991, p.9
Books for the taking at innovative store (Free Books of White Plains is described) (photo), Sep 6, 1991, p.3
Free Books funds homeless programs (cont), Sep 6, 1991, p.8

BORG, ROBERT F
Preserve our heritage (local groups shall attempt clean-up of wooded areas here) (edit), Aug 16, 1991, p.6

BORCAN, GERI
Changes in Edgemont voting urged (by School Bd Nominating Committee; names noted) (lrr), Mar 22, 1991, p.6

BORCKAY, DAVID

BORONKAY, GEORGE & SERENA (AU)
Supply Field is for sports, not traffic (say local concerned residents) (ltr), May 31, 1991, p.7

BORONKAY, SERENA
(Serena) Boronkay to head YOUTH EMPLOYMENT SERVICE (volunteers honored) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.8

BORTOLIN, ROBERT (AU)
Committee's choice (indicating importance of Board election) (ltr), Jun 7, 1991, p.10

BOUCHIER, RON
Athletic code draws mixed reviews (as students and faculty discuss athletic behavior code), Jan 18, 1991, p.5
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BOUDREAU, DONALD
Chase Banking Center opens here (at 2 Overhill Road) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.4

BOUDREAU, DONALD L
Donald L Boudreau (naied chairman of the Board of Marymount College) (photo), Jun 28, 1991, p.4

BOURNE, JOHN
Detectives erred, Warren defense claims (details evidence at trial), Feb 8, 1991, p.10

BOWMAN, PENNY
Library Week: World o’ words (school celebrations and Library speakers) (photo), Apr 26, 1991, p.13

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA-SCS
Scouting the scene (SCS Fire Dept presents to Boys and Girls Scouts for Government Day) (photo), Mar 1, 1991, p.1
Scout troop (No. 60) reports progress (and holds court of honor; names noted), Mar 8, 1991, p.4
Fine form (for Boy Scout Troop 99 as they approach Dean Field) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.1
Marching scouts win awards (names noted for Memorial Day awards ceremony) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.3
County Scout symbols (local scouts receive awards) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.8
Scouts (Troop 60) in Adirondacks program, Jul 26, 1991, p.4
100 lbs and still growing (Cub Scout Den 5 growing huge pumpkin to give to Blythedale) (photo), Oct 4, 1991, p.1
Deputy village clerk (Joan Giampoli) earns official initials (photo), Oct 4, 1991, p.5
These two love scouting, and it shows (Robert Gaiser and Gordon Hamilton) (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.3

BOYLAN, MARGARET R
Boylan, Margaret R (dies), Oct 25, 1991, p.14

BOYLE, SUSAY
Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19

BRACKEN, GARY
Scarsdale bankers (Christopher Taylor and Gary Bracken) on board (of Bankers assn), May 17, 1991, p.3

BRADY, FLORA
Scarsdale Art Association winners (54th annual judged exhibition) (photo), Nov 15, 1991, p.18

BRANDT, MICHELLE
Downhill dynamite (girls high school ski team wins divisional title) (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.18
Girls soccer’s unbeaten streak halted at 41-0-2 (photo), Apr 26, 1991, p.24
Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19
Making wishes (come true for children with life-threatening illnesses, SHS chapter) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18

BRASLOW, INGRID S (JUDGE)
Herold nominated for (Westchester) County Court; Braslow named to replace Lefkowitz, May 24, 1991, p.1
Herold (J. Radley) nominated (cont. biological data about Herold and Braslow) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.9
Judge (Ingrid S)Braslow confirmed (by NY State Senate, to Westchester Family Court), Jun 21, 1991, p.5
Scarsdalian endorses Braslow (ltr), Nov 1, 1991, p.6
Braslow elected Family Court judge (defeating Terry Jane Ruderman), Nov 8, 1991, p.9

BRASLOW, INGRID S (JUDGE) (AU)
What child abuse charges involve (important definitions about child abuse, allegations) (edit), Dec 6, 1991, p.7

BREEN, JOHN B
John B Breen (dies), Dec 20, 1991, p.16

BRENNAN, ANDREW E (AU)
Multilevel parking plan needs discussion (says resident about Merchant Lot) (ltr), Apr 5, 1991, p.6

BRENNAN, BENJAMIN
Marching scouts win awards (names noted for Memorial Day awards ceremony) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.3
SHS students honored for academic standing, service (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18

BRENNAN, CRISTEN
Picture of health (group of JHS and elementary students at awards ceremony; names noted) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.22
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BRENNAN, DEBBIE
SVAC honors six (for 10 years' service; names noted), Mar 1, 1991, p.4
The SVAC pack celebrates (20th anniversary) (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.5
The SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps is proud to be celebrating 20th year of service (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.22

BRENNAN, DREW
The SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps is proud to be celebrating 20th year of service (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.22

BRENNAN, ELFRIEDE
'Oliver!' (to be performed 5/10-5/11/91) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.17

BRENNAN, KASARA
Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19

BRENNAN, RAY
Steamfitters (Local 543) protest district hires (contractors' policy) (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.1

BRENNINKMEYER, THOMAS
And the contest winners are... (residents named who completed music puzzle), Oct 4, 1991, p.20

BRESCIA, LIZ
Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19

BRESCIA, PATRICK
Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19

BRESLIN, JOHN
State accreditation (certificate awarded to SCS Police dept by New York State) (photo), Jan 11, 1991, p.3
Hurricane (Bob) hits area; some damage noted (photo), Aug 23, 1991, p.5

BRETON, THOMAS E (AU)
Needless lawsuits cost us all (comments on lawsuits concerning dog shooting) (ltr), Oct 25, 1991, p.6

BRIDGES
Parkway finished (repairs at Crane Bridge in spite of being included in 1991 county budget), Jan 4, 1991, p.1
No progress (on Heathcote Road Bridge which is still closed), Feb 1, 1991, p.1
While on corell (Road bridge is in final design stages), Feb 1, 1991, p.1
Cartoon, Feb. 1, 1990, Feb 1, 1991, p.6
Concrete progress (on Heathcote Road Bridge due to winter weather break) (photo), Feb 8, 1991, p.1
Triumphant crossing (of Heathcote Road Bridge as it reopened to traffic 3/12/91) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.1
Corell (Road) bridge (will use cv compost from Secor Road site in renovating roadway), Mar 29, 1991, p.1
It's not a 'tunnel,' it's an amenity (responds to 'No Tunnels' bumper sticker) (ltr), Mar 29, 1991, p.6
Garth (Road buildings) not for sale (say owners of buildings near Poptah Road Bridge), Apr 5, 1991, p.1
Open, but unfinished (Heathcote Road Bridge maintenance work not yet complete) (photo), Apr 19, 1991, p.3
About that bridge (Heathcote Bridge will continue renovation next month), May 10, 1991, p.1
Scarsdale gears up for bridge repairs: Golden Horseshoe may get Heathcote access), May 17, 1991, p.1
Bridges (cont. details of upcoming bridge work), May 17, 1991, p.17
Thanks for access (opportunity through Golden Horseshoe during Wiltot Bridge repairs) (ltr), Jun 7, 1991, p.6
Golden Horseshoe access (to Heathcote Road) explained (by owners of center) (ltr), Jun 14, 1991, p.6
A year later, the (Heathcote) bridge is still a mess (plans for completion noted) (photo), Jul 12, 1991, p.1
A stiff price to pay (reviews circumstances of Heathcote Bridge repair) (edit), Jul 12, 1991, p.6
Heathcote Bridge (cont. renovations and problems), Jul 12, 1991, p.8
Two more bridges need attention (Wiltot Road and Saxon Road bridges will begin work), Sep 6, 1991, p.1
Bridges need repair (cont), Sep 6, 1991, p.14
Backhoe ruptures main (as work continues on Heathcote Road bridge), Sep 13, 1991, p.3
Costs set (for now) to repair bridges (Heathcote, Wiltot, Corell Road; figures noted), Sep 27, 1991, p.1
Bridges (cont), Sep 27, 1991, p.21
Demolition delayed (on Popham Rd Bridge because of conflicting asbestos reports), Oct 4, 1991, p.1
New contractor hired for work on Heathcote Bridge, Nov 15, 1991, p.1
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BRIDGES continued
Heathcote Bridge nears completion, Dec 6, 1991, p.1

BRINKERHOFF, DEBORAH
In ancient Mexico (Bruce Museum's new exhibit opens; dates and time noted) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.16

BRODERICK, VINCENT
County settles false (child) abuse suit: Family due $187,500; dept. to change investigation policy, Oct 4, 1991, p.1

BRODSKY, RICHARD
Pay lags (voluntarily chosen by local officials, to defer a week's pay in 1991), Feb 8, 1991, p.1
Sales tax likely despite opposition: Brodsky will vote no on 12, Jul 5, 1991, p.1
Brodsky bill would change school aid (discussion included), Oct 18, 1991, p.1

BROGAN, JOHN
Carrying the torch (SCS police run to raise money for Special Olympics) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.1

BRONSTEIN, MELVIN (OR)
Dr. Kelvin Bronstein (cited by American Academy of Ophthalmology for outstanding contributions) (photo, Sep 27, 1991, p.4

BRONX RIVER PARKWAY
Parkway finished (repairs at Crane Bridge in spite of being included in 1991 county budget), Jan 4, 1991, p.1
Happy median (state funds have been allotted to County to install Pkwy median in SCS), Feb 8, 1991, p.1
Don't put the brakes on Bike Sunday (for Bronx River Pkwy closings) (ltr), Mar 8, 1991, p.6
Parkway gets historic designation (through work of R. Lederer and A. Dolkart), Mar 22, 1991, p.1
Bronx Parkway wins historic designation (cont. details of Bronx Pkwy's history) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.16
Bicycle Sundays (saved by Freihofer Baking Co who will contribute costs for four days), Apr 26, 1991, p.1
The Bicycle Column (discusses Bike Sundays on the Bronx River Pkwy), May 3, 1991, p.26
Sunday drivers (first Bike Sunday on Bronx River Parkway) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.1
Avoid the parkway (Sun.6/30 because of runners and cyclists), Jun 28, 1991, p.1
Bronx River Parkway divider work meets deadline for funds, Aug 2, 1991, p.1
Preserve our heritage (local groups shall attempt clean-up of wooded areas here) (edit), Aug 16, 1991, p.6
Bicycle Sundays (schedule to resume on Bronx River Parkway for autumn), Sep 6, 1991, p.1
Needed on parkway: a median barrier (ltr), Nov 8, 1991, p.7
Parkway jammed (causing village traffic jams), Dec 20, 1991, p.1

BRONZ, CHARLES (AU)
How to exercise-beneficially (details important guidelines for starting exercise regimen) (edt), May 10, 1991, p.7

BRONZ, LOIS
Fences, yes; walls, no (for WestHELP temporary homeless housing in GBH) (edit), Mar 22, 1991, p.6
Supervisor's race (GBH Town) is heating up (with candidates and views), Jul 19, 1991, p.1
Light on primary candidates needed (discussion of individuals) (edit), Aug 30, 1991, p.6
To the races (details upcoming elections and candidates) (edit), Sep 6, 1991, p.6

BROOKHISER, RICHARD
No rubes in Scarsdale (discusses Mr. Halpern's level of writing and his audience) (edit), Jan 25, 1991, p.6

BROOKS, LORRAINE
'Oliver!' (to be performed 5/10-5/11/91) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.17

BRONSHI, MICHAEL
Picture of health (group of JHS and elementary students at awards ceremony; names noted) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.22

BRONSHI, ROBIN
At the ballet (local dancers perform at Mid-Westchester YM-YWHA) (photo), Apr 19, 1991, p.17

BROWN, BOB
Rye harvest for Fox Meadow Tennis Club (five of eight winners) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.20

BROWN, DEREK
Eye on the NCAA's (Derek Brown and team captured Ivy League title) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.24
Ex-SHS tennis player (Derek Brown offering) to teach (to local residents), Jun 7, 1991, p.18
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BROWN, ELISABETH N (AU)
   ‘Inexcusable’ display of article (objects to story of Dr. Joseph Bishop) (ltr), May 10, 1991, p.6

BROWN, NATHANIEL
   Quaint taxes (historical tax rolls were found by Joan Giampoli at Village Hall), Sep 20, 1991, p.1

BRUCE, MARGARET
   War hits home: local reaction to the US attack on Iraq (by organizations and individuals), Jan 10, 1991, p.1

BRUCK, AMY
   New student minister (Amy Bruch) at (Scarsdale) Congregational Church, Aug 16, 1991, p.21

BRUCKER, DAN
   Pitching in (recycling bins have been strategically placed on inbound RR platforms), Feb 22, 1991, p.1
   Conductor (Marcia Campbell) killed as train nears (SCS) station (during Hurricane Bob) (photo), Aug 23, 1991, p.1

BRUCKER, DANIEL
   Station stairs crumbling; Metro-North to speed repair (photo), Oct 4, 1991, p.1

BRUCKNER, ROBERT
   Fast (winter) break (junior high gym available to residents (photo), Mar 1, 1991, p.22
   Middle School relives bygone 20’s and 30’s ‘Boom to Bust’ (Poppan House 8th gr.) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.10

BRUNER, DICK

BRUININGS, HELENE
   Party planners (for annual dessert and card party) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.11

BRYANT, JOHN (AU)
   It’s time for Edgemont to take stock (after school budget defeat)(ltr), Jun 21, 1991, p.6

BUCHEN, HELENE
   Safe at home, resident (Helene Buchen) recalls life in Riyadh (during Middle East war), Feb 22, 1991, p.1
   Scarsdalians experience life in a war zone (cont. details of Middle East first hand), Feb 22, 1991, p.4

BUCK, ANDREW
   Picture of health (group of JHS and elementary students at awards ceremony; names noted)(photo), May 24, 1991, p.22

BUCK, MICHAEL
   Local musicians tapped (for Intermedeate All County Orchestra, Band and Chorus) (names noted), Mar 1, 1991, p.12

BUDGET-EMT
   Edgemont to vote Wednesday (on budget and school board), Jun 7, 1991, p.1
   Approve budget, improve process (resident urges community) (ltr), Jun 7, 1991, p.6
   Vote yes in Edgemont (says Edgemont PTA) (ltr), Jun 7, 1991, p.6
   Edgemont budget narrowly defeated (school board members elected; A. Shipper, S. Sternberg), Jun 14, 1991, p.1
   Edgemont budget defeat (and school board members chosen) (cont), Jun 14, 1991, p.8
   Selective hearing? (on part of Board of Education and community will negate support) (edit), Jun 21, 1991, p.6
   It’s time for Edgemont to take stock (after school budget defeat)(ltr), Jun 21, 1991, p.6
   Not taxes but concern for students (resident objects to points of budget) (ltr), Jun 21, 1991, p.6
   Edgemont board excoriated (from rejection of budget) (ltr), Jun 21, 1991, p.6
   Rejecting intimidation, voting no on budget (argues with Board’s campaign for budget approval) (ltr), Jun 28, 1991, p.6
   Board defended, yes vote urged (salutes Board’s action in second vote)(ltr), Jun 28, 1991, p.6
   Wonderful Edgemont lesson (argues with democracy of Board and administration to push budget) (ltr), Jun 28, 1991, p.6
   Edgemont says yes in record turnout (for second budget vote), Jul 5, 1991, p.1
   Embarrassed to live in Edgemont (because democratic process in school system questioned) (ltr), Jul 5, 1991, p.6
   Edgemont budget vote (cont), Jul 5, 1991, p.10
   A step forward, but few want to take it (NY State Senate bill S2630A) (edit), Sep 6, 1991, p.6
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BUDGET—NEW YORK STATE

Cartoon, Feb. 15, 1991, p.6
School board seeking to avoid another double-digit tax hike (cont details of SCS aid), Feb 15, 1991, p.6
Governor’s budget veto may prompt school program cuts (implications for SCS noted), Jun 14, 1991, p.1
District urges veto response (to NY State budget) (ltr), Jun 14, 1991, p.6
Governor’s veto puts the squeeze on schools (cont details of cuts and reaction), Jun 14, 1991, p.8
TVCC: restore state aid (urgings legislature to restore cut funds for schools), Jun 28, 1991, p.1
State funding cuts hamper progress in school restructuring programs (cites Thomas Sobol), Jul 12, 1991, p.8
Those bad guys aren’t all that bad (discusses the difficult task of the budget process (edit), Jul 26, 1991, p.7
LMV begins two-year state budget study, Dec 6, 1991, p.4

BUDGET—SCS

Educators grappling with the specter of vanishing state aid (administrators and Board meet), Feb 15, 1991, p.1
Shipshape budget (for proposed 1991-92 village budget, scheduled for filing and hearing), Mar 15, 1991, p.1
Budget-makers cope with hard times (as tax hike rates are detailed), Mar 22, 1991, p.1
Village budget hearing Tuesday (4/9 describes new spending plan), Apr 5, 1991, p.1
Village budget (cont. discussion of proposed budget) (chart), Apr 5, 1991, p.5
A good example (is set by village and school, adopting a long-term perspective on budget) (edit), Apr 5, 1991, p.6
Dipping into surplus could be a risky habit (says E. Eisinger of TVCC’s Fiscal Affairs Committee), Apr 19, 1991, p.3
End product—not process—counts (reviews accomplishments of A. Blitz as mayor) (ltr), Apr 19, 1991, p.6
From $5 to $8 (price of local parking ticket is being considered for increase), Apr 26, 1991, p.1
Budget OK’d; tax increase 5.7X (details noted following Village Board approval), Apr 26, 1991, p.5
On target, for now (reports of New York state budget and village’s share), Jun 7, 1991, p.1
School Board puts spending on hold, ponders cuts (as state aid is reduced for 1991-92 year), Jun 21, 1991, p.1

BUDGET—WESTCHESTER COUNTY

Parkway finished (repairs at Crane Bridge in spite of being included in 1991 county budget), Jan 4, 1991, p.1
County legislators spur reform (airport renovations, coalitions, budget) (photo) (Progress edit), Jan 25, 1991, p.1
Outside appraisal of county urging by LMV regarding 1991 budget) (ltr), Feb 15, 1991, p.6
Still no sales tax (state senate didn’t vote; O’Rourke attempts to save programs), Mar 1, 1991, p.1
Don’t put the brakes on Bike Sunday (for Bronx River Pkwy closings) (ltr), Mar 8, 1991, p.6
(Westchester) County cuts postponed (until at least Sept. depending on state funding levels), Apr 12, 1991, p.1
County cuts (cont details of proposed cuts and restorations), Apr 12, 1991, p.8

BUDGET, CASSANDRA

Scouts’ honor (for cadets and seniors who helped with younger scouts) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.8

BUILDING LAWS AND REGULATIONS—SCS

Summoned by flyer, crowd (of 140 residents) protests bulk housing law (at Village Board) (photo), Jan 11, 1991, p.1
Bulk law will help preserve Scarsdale (and SCS has always been a zoning pioneer) (ltr), Jan 11, 1991, p.6
More opposition to (zoning) law (cont. from p.1 where Village Board meeting was detailed), Jan 11, 1991, p.8
Arguments against law exploit fear (of residents as bulk law proposal is discussed) (ltr), Jan 18, 1991, p.6
Questions & Answers on residential bulk law (from the village and a critic), Jan 18, 1991, p.7
Town and Village Civic Club asks board to defer bulk vote (for comments), Jan 25, 1991, p.1
Village trustees visit Old Westbury (L.I. where similar laws have been affected) (cont), Jan 25, 1991, p.5
No town is an island (discusses SCS zoning laws and the controversy over change) (edit), Feb 8, 1991, p.6
Who’s for the bulk law? (asks residents their opinion) (ltr), Feb 8, 1991, p.6
Trustees, candidates must state position (on bulk housing law before election) (ltr), Feb 8, 1991, p.6
Survey indicates most houses not affected by bulk limits (details of meeting), Feb 15, 1991, p.1
Bulk views seen as inconsistent (with downtown project, says local resident) (ltr), Feb 15, 1991, p.6
Trustees table cubic volume limits (as Village Board votes without bulk law’s controversial feature), Mar 1, 1991, p.1
Zoning law passes without bulk limits (of cubic volume or height/setback ratios), Mar 15, 1991, p.1
Cubic volume limits called ‘reasonable’ (by William Glendon of TVCC Zoning Committee), Apr 19, 1991, p.3
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BUNGE JUMPING
SEE SKYDIVING

BURDEN, EMILY Z
Emily Z Burden (dies), Jan 4, 1991, p.8

BURG, SUE
(Scarsdale and White Plains Auxiliaries held annual spring luncheon) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.10

BURGER, TERRI
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it Celebrates its SHS athletes (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.32

BURGLAR ALARMS
Human error (at police headquarters) responsible for burglar alarm bungle (at Mamaroneck Rd home), Jun 21, 1991, p.3

BURKAT, OLIVER
Such good friends (former SCS residents, visitors from Japan see old neighbors) (photo), Aug 2, 1991, p.2
That'll be 15 cents please (at iced tea stand on Church Lane) (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.16

BURKE, RACHEL
‘Oliver!’ to be performed 5/10-5/11/91 (photo), May 10, 1991, p.17

BURY, AMANDA
Bank of New York salutes SCS Summer Musical Theatre "Sweet Charity" (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.20

BUSH, GEORGE
‘Willie’ goes to war (details US military quotas in history and present) (edit), Feb 22, 1991, p.7

BUSINESS
Nancy W Rosenberg (keynote speaker at Syracuse U. School of Management graduation) (photo), Jun 28, 1991, p.4
Kenneth Salzman (member of team that won Babson College prize for undergraduate business ventures), Jun 28, 1991, p.4
David W Smith (named pres of American Society of Corporate Secretaries), Dec 13, 1991, p.14
Three local firms among top 50 (Rich Worldwide Travel, Leon Henry, Cityscape Corp), Dec 27, 1991, p.2

BUSINESS ETHICS
Values are making a comeback (in business world) (edit), Jun 7, 1991, p.7

BUSINESS EXECUTIVES
Robert Reichenbach (named vice pres and manager of home div. of Abraham and Strauss), Feb 22, 1991, p.3

BUSH, DAVID W
David W Busing (cited for excellence by Hudson Valley Magazine) (photo), Nov 8, 1991, p.8

BUSHING, JOAN
Art teacher interview (Joan Busing will appear on channel B ‘Interviews’) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.2
How about going back to art school (courses noted) (photo), Sep 6, 1991, p.15

BUTLER, BRIAN
Team effort (for Raiders basketball team at Madison Square Garden before finals) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22

BUTLER, RALPH
Happy median (state funds have been allotted to County to install Pkwy median in SCS), Feb 8, 1991, p.1

BYERS, JAMES
Local musicians tapped (for Intermediate All County Orchestra, Band and Chorus) (names noted), Mar 1, 1991, p.12

BYRNE, KATHY
Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.20

BYRNE, MICHAEL
Fir for firefighting (brisk daily walks for SCS Fire Dept) (photo), Feb 15, 1991, p.3
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BYRNE, PETER
Fir for firefighting (brisk daily walks for SCS Fire Dept) (photo), Feb 15, 1991, p.3

CABLE TELEVISION
35 on 35' (regular show featuring Lowell Tooley's perspective on current events, village affairs), Mar 1, 1991, p.1
Conversants (Rabbi Jack Stern and Rev. Phil Mashburn to reflect on SCS changes over 30 yrs) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.16
Seeking cable TV clout, county municipalities band together (in discussion with United Artists), Apr 12, 1991, p.1
TV franchises evaluated (cont reporting of meeting with UA Columbia), Apr 12, 1991, p.19
Classroom TV (discussed with Nancy Green and George Cousens) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.19
Suzanne Rothberg (host-producer of cable Ch. B "Focus on Your Future"), Jun 28, 1991, p.4
Towns look to fight cable tv fee proposals (SCS and Greenburgh officials), Sep 27, 1991, p.5
Protesting cable change (cont), Sep 27, 1991, p.21
Nonpremium TV at premium prices (ltr), Oct 11, 1991, p.6
Cable rate rise plan causes stir in towns, Nov 15, 1991, p.1
Cable board tries again on franchise fees, Dec 6, 1991, p.3
Shortchanged by UA cable (remarks about bills) (ltr), Dec 6, 1991, p.6
Cable rate may change (again) (town meetings noted), Dec 13, 1991, p.1
Yes, cable rates to rise, Dec 20, 1991, p.5

CAHALANE, ANNE

CAHILL, MARY
On 'Today' next week (Mary Cahill, author of Carpool, spoke for Friends of SCS Library) (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.8

CALAGNA, TRINA
SHS grad chosen as intern (Trina Calagna will intern at Simon and Schuster), Jun 14, 1991, p.18

CALARCO, STEPHANIE
Scarsdale boy (Jim Leiken) peddles across the country (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.18

Caldwell, Robert
Fleet manager (Wayne Elmore has been appointed fleet services supervisor, overseeing equipment), Aug 23, 1991, p.1

Calfon, Marcella
Making wishes (come true for children with life-threatening illnesses, SHS chapter) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18

Callaghan, Georrianne
School streets need plowing too (ltr), Dec 13, 1991, p.6
Callaghan, Georrianne (AU)
'3 Stooges' wearing thin (takes issue with continuing debate amongst local columnists) (ltr), May 3, 1991, p.6

Callahan, Linda
Leon Henry (Inc. names promotions of three employees), May 31, 1991, p.4

Callegari, Cathy (AU)
Teenage drinking: a shared responsibility (describes studies, parental concern and examples), Apr 12, 1991, p.3

Callegari, Jessica
Egyptian art exhibit (for Popham 6; other news noted) (photo), Feb 15, 1991, p.8

Callaway, Cab
Hope for the Homeless (Rev. Jesse Jackson guest speaker at Rye Town Hilton) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.10

Calo, Lisa
Scarsdale teens dominate Burke (Rehabilitation) race (to raise money for center; names noted), Jun 14, 1991, p.17

Camas, Georgianne (AU)
Some tips about tipping well (edit), Oct 11, 1991, p.7

Camera, Janet
100 lbs and still growing (Cub Scout Den 5 growing huge pumpkin to give to Blythedale) (photo), Oct 4, 1991, p.1

Campbell, Lawrence & Nancy
Saturday night fire on Church Lane under investigation (Campbell family details) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.1
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CAMPBELL, LAURENCE (AU)
He resents ‘tendentious’ reporting (of fire at his home 5/11) (ltr), May 24, 1991, p.6

CAMPBELL, MARCIA
Conductor (Marcia Campbell) killed as train nears (SCS) station (during Hurricane Bob) (photo), Aug 23, 1991, p.1

CAMPBELL, STEPHEN
Saturday night fire on Church Lane under investigation (Campbell family details) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.1

CAMPS AND CAMPING
Toxic events (Village Board receives complaints about Davis Park and schools where camp is held), Jul 26, 1991, p.1
At Camp Wapetuck (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.2
Making it a happy summer for Kim (thanks camp staff for Down syndrome child’s experience) (ltr), Aug 23, 1991, p.6
A big thank you (to Fire Dept from Camp Wapetuck campers) (photo), Sep 6, 1991, p.2

CAMPUS, ALANNA
Bank of New York salutes the Junior High Speech Contest (3/21/91 with over 250 contestants) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.24

CANTORS
Raymond Smolover (cited by American Conference of Cantors) (photo), Nov 29, 1991, p.18

CAPIOBIANCO, CHRISTOPHER & NEIL
Twins triumph (five sets are among high school graduates) (photo), Jun 28, 1991, p.1

CAPIOBIANCO, CHRIS
Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19

CAPIOBIANCO, CHRIS (AU)
Safe Rides grateful (to community who supported thei this year) (ltr), Apr 19, 1991, p.6

CAPPUCCI, ROGER

CAPUTO, PHILIP
Library Week: World o’ words (school celebrations and Library speakers) (photo), Apr 26, 1991, p.13

CAPUTO, TIM
Rye harvest for Fox Meadow Tennis Club (five of eight winners) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.20

CAREY, JOHN (JUDGE)
Judge: (Paul) Solomon not police agent; talks admissible (in murder trial of Carolyn Waranus), Jan 4, 1991, p.1
Witness tells of meeting Parco (cont. details of trial of Carolyn Waranus), Apr 5, 1991, p.11
Jury still weighing evidence against (Carolyn) Waranus (in murder trial) (photo), Apr 19, 1991, p.1
Sequestered 10 days, (Carolyn) Waranus jury still out (after 10 days of deliberation)., Apr 26, 1991, p.11
Judge (John Carey) orders new (murder) trial for (Carolyn) Waranus, Jul 12, 1991, p.1
Waranus judge’s conduct found wanting by D(istrict) A(ttorney) (in C. Waranus murder trial), Sep 20, 1991, p.1
Waranus judge (John Carey) denies request he step down (decision quoted), Oct 25, 1991, p.1

CAREY, PATRICK
A good collar (year old settlement of three marauding dogs ends with capture), Apr 5, 1991, p.1

CAREY, TIMOTHY
Finding SCARCE funds (reports on bipartisan committee), Jul 26, 1991, p.1
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CARLIN, ANNE (AU)
From Saudi Arabia (former SCS resident describes life as threat of war approaches) (edit), Jan 18, 1991, p.1

CARNEGIE COUNCIL ON ADOLESCENT DEVELOPMENT
Name is more than form (as Junior High formally become Middle school, reflecting its programs) (edit, Jan 18, 1991, p.6

CARNEVALE, WENDY
Party planners (for annual dessert and card party) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.11

CARNEY, VAUGHN (AU)
'Willie' goes to war (details US military quotas in history and present) (edit), Feb 22, 1991, p.7

CARNEY, VAUGHN A (AU)
Images linger from Desert Storm (media brought such vivid pictures, hard to fade from memory) (edit), Mar 29, 1991, p.7
Pale Beach debacle—that's entertainment (details Kennedy scandal about rape) (edit), May 3, 1991, p.7
Who's applying 'meritocracy' in university admissions? (discusses various policies) (edit), May 17, 1991, p.7
He didn't advocate quotas (in 5/17 edit; refutes criticism) (ltr), Jun 14, 1991, p.6
In the aftermath of the war, Kuwait shows what we were really fighting for (edit), Jul 12, 1991, p.7
Clarence Thomas is a justice with a special talent for saying the right, right-wing thing (edit), Nov 1, 1991, p.7

CARNICELLI, EVELYN
County Scout symbols (local scouts receive awards) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.8

CARO, DONNA MARIE
Donna Marie Caro (honored by Westchester County Youth Bureau) (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.14

CARO, PHYLLIS A
Election turnout light (names of newly elected members noted), Jan 25, 1991, p.1

CARON, ANN F
(Ann) Caron to speak on mothers and daughters (at Mid-Westchester Y) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.2

CARÖZAZ, RICHARD
SCS Police D( Dept) awards (to seven officers by dept committee; names noted), Feb 22, 1991, p.1

CARPENTER, CLINTON (AU)
When everyone made house calls: perhaps the days were kinder then (edit), Sep 27, 1991, p.7

CARPENTER, RALPH D
Ralph D Carpenter (dies), May 3, 1991, p.16

CARRET, PHILIP
Historical Society fetes three (Gretchen Siebel, John Thies, Philip Carret) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.9
'Yes, of course I saw it,' resident ecliptophile said (Philip Carret) (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.3

CARROLL, MARY B
Mary B Carroll (dies), Dec 6, 1991, p.20

CARROLL, THOMAS
Parent pledges off, stalling Safe Homes (concerns mount for earlier drinking experimentation), Jan 18, 1991, p.1
Bomb scare at S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) (cont), Jan 18, 1991, p.8
No consensus on teen drinking (panel discussion by Task Force and PTA), May 3, 1991, p.5
They make biking safer (SCS Police receive award from NY State for bicycle safety programs) (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.3
Resident asks School Board for help deterring vandalism (at Halloween), Sep 27, 1991, p.3

CARSKY, KATHERINE
Redistricting plan splits Scarsdale: puts 11,000 in minority district (in new proposal), May 24, 1991, p.1
Redistricting OK'd despite protests: Democrats may sue (law becomes effective immediately), May 31, 1991, p.1
Court won't hear Democrats' appeal; League of Women Voters filing suit to block redistricting, Jul 12, 1991, p.1
Take hike closer (for 1% raise in Westchester sales tax), Jul 19, 1991, p.1
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CARSKY, KATHERINE continued
Republican incumbent running for legislature in 17th district (cont), Oct 25, 1991, p.16
Hochberg in District B, Carsky in District 17, Marra in District 12, Feiner; Adler (edit), Nov 1, 1991, p.6
Carsky wins in first Scarsdale run (photo), Nov 8, 1991, p.1
Bank of New York salutes League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 8, 1991, p.28
Results will cause ‘exciting’ changes in new Legislature, Hochberg says, Nov 8, 1991, p.9
County taxes to decrease in O’Rourke plan: Cuts would be between 50 cents and $1 on $1000 assessed, Nov 22, 1991, p.1

CARSKY, KATHERINE S (AU)
Need for an election forum (criticizes cancellation of candidates meeting (ltr), Oct 4, 1991, p.6

CARSKY, KAY
LNV cancels candidates night (because only one candidate accepted invitation to speak), Sep 27, 1991, p.3
Find a way (describes cancellation circumstances of annual candidates meeting) (edit), Sep 27, 1991, p.6

CARTER, JOHN
Pace (university) awards (to SES residents for service), Feb 8, 1991, p.4

CARTOONS AND CARICATURES
Cartoon, Jan. 4, 1991 p.6, Jan 4, 1991, p.6
Cartoon, Jan.11, 1991,p.6, Jan 11, 1991, p.6
Cartoon (Human progress in the nineties), Jan 25, 1991, p.6
Cartoon, Mar. 8,1991 p.6, Mar 8, 1991, p.6
Cartoon, Apr.12, 1991, Apr 12, 1991, p.6
Cartoon, Apr 19, 1991, Apr 19, 1991, p.6
Cartoon, Apr 26, 1991, Apr 26, 1991, p.6
Cartoon, July 12, 1991, Jul 12, 1991, p.6
Cartoon, Sept.6, 1991, Sep 6, 1991, p.6
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CARTOONS AND CARICATURES continued

Cartoon, Nov. 8, 1991, Nov 8, 1991, p.6
Cartoon, Dec. 6, 1991, Dec 6, 1991, p.6

CARTY, CRAIG
Burglary suspect goes free (because of inadmissible court evidence; details of incident noted), Jan 25, 1991, p.1
Justice for all (details local burglary and court decision) (edit), Jan 25, 1991, p.6

CARVER, DANIELLE
Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19

CARVER, LAUREN
Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19

CASA, CHRISTINA
Dancing the Frug at the Pompeii Club (are actors of this summer's "Sweet Charity") (photo), Aug 2, 1991, p.1
SSMT does it again with 'Sweet Charity' (Critic at Large Michael Iachetta reviews), Aug 9, 1991, p.10

CASE, MARY ANN
Sidewalk shopper refuels (at SCS Rotary Club's hot dog stand during Sidewalk Sale) (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.1

CASEY, KEVIN
Forecast for Saturday: Wet! (as staff prepares for opening of SCS Pool) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.1

CASTIELLO, MICHELLE
Bank of New York salutes SCS Summer Musical Theatre "Sweet Charity" (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.20

CATHEDRAL, MARGOT
Slate slated (for Junior High School PTA 1991-92 school year; individual names noted), Mar 15, 1991, p.15

CATHOLICS
Is anti-Catholicism politically correct? (questions resident following ltr of 7/5) (ltr), Jul 26, 1991, p.6
Letter reveals crisis in faith (regarding 7/5 ltr about the Catholic Church) (ltr), Jul 26, 1991, p.6

CAVELIERE, ANNETTE
Mangia, Mangia! (as residents sample at DeCicco's C-Town) (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.24

CEDARBAUM, BERNARD
Panel to pick (SCS) Bowl nominee named (names noted), Sep 27, 1991, p.14

CEDARBAUM, MIRIAM

CENSORSHIP
Joy on Trial (Too Much Joy was back on trial in Florida and was acquitted), Jan 18, 1991, p.1
Joy (Too Much Joy) cleared (of obscenity charges after 12 minute jury deliberation), Jan 25, 1991, p.1
Censorship and 'Living in America' (television special on VH-1) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.13
The shame of Gloria Steinem (and feminists for censoring American Psycho by B E Ellis) (edit), Feb 1, 1991, p.6

CENSUS-SCS
Common census (Dr. Hibschat reports to Board of Education school district figures), Jan 11, 1991, p.1

CENSUS-US
Does the US census undercount? (discusses issues of census-taking and reporting) (edit), Apr 26, 1991, p.7

CENTRAL WESTCHESTER HUMANE SOCIETY
Thanks from humane society (for merchants who donated gifts for annual luncheon) (ltr), Jun 28, 1991, p.6
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CERBONE, DOMINICK
Dominick Cerbone (dies), Oct 18, 1991, p.16

CERRITA, ELLEN
Cheering Scarsdale (Ellen Cerreta, drum majorette) (photo), Nov 15, 1991, p.1
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it Celebrates its SHS athletes (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.32

CHA, DANIEL
All hail to Heathcote (4th grade boys undefeated in Green div) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

CHA, MUNG
Local musicians tapped (for Intermediate All County Orchestra, Band and Chorus) (names noted), Mar 1, 1991, p.12

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE-SCS
Family Counseling is 'citizen of the year' (choice by SCS Chamber of Commerce), Feb 1, 1991, p.1
Family Counseling wins recognition (by SCS Chamber of Commerce) (cont), Feb 1, 1991, p.8
Proud moment (for SCS Family Counseling Service as recipients of Citizen of the Year) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.1
New leaders (are officers and directors of SCS Chamber of Commerce; names noted) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.8
Chamber of Commerce urges police to keep downtown foot patrols (ltr), Aug 2, 1991, p.6
Village merchants plan largescale Harvest Fest (sidewalk sale scheduled for 10/5-10/6/91), Aug 23, 1991, p.5
Harvest Festival (for merchant shopping to be held 10/5-10/6/91), Sep 27, 1991, p.1
Picking up a little last-minute nourishment (at local Harvest Festival) (photo), Oct 11, 1991, p.1
Geometric Harvest October '91, Boniface Circle (local merchants hold Harvest Festival) (photo), Oct 11, 1991, p.6
Japanese Festival to launch series of cultural fes, Dec 13, 1991, p.1

CHAMLIN, SUSAN
Susan Chamlin (elected chair of Westchester Consortium for AIDS education) (photo), Nov 8, 1991, p.8

CHAN, MERRIE JEAN
Essay (by MerryJean Chan) wins national contest (Organization of Chinese Americans), Jul 5, 1991, p.4

CHANG, ALICE
Local musicians tapped (for Intermediate All County Orchestra, Band and Chorus) (names noted), Mar 1, 1991, p.12

CHANG, LAUREN
UN of 'Choice' (mock week-long UN session was presented at JHS) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.13

CHANG, YEH-MIU Wu (Dr)
Chang, Yeh-Miu Wu (Dr) presented feloowship award, Aug 16, 1991, p.12

CHANTILES, VILMA L (AU)
Thanks for the pool (ltr), Sep 27, 1991, p.6

CHANUKAH
Festival of Lights (Childhood Center at Westchester Reform Temple celebrates) (photo), Dec 6, 1991, p.1

CHAPNICK, DOUGLAS
Summer baseball bigger than ever! (SCS Summer Baseball League begins '91 season) (photo), Jul 12, 1991, p.20

CHAPNICK, JOYCE
Making wishes (come true for children with life-threatening illnesses, SHS chapter) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18

CHAPUS, EDMOND E
Edmond E Chapus (dies), Mar 22, 1991, p.14

CHARITY
(Billy) Smithline (Memorial Southern Regional Tennis Championship Tournament) (honors) (photo), Jan 4, 1991, p.16

CHARTAWAN, ROBIN
A great escape (SCS High School Magic Club performs) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.18

CHASE PARK (SCS)
Where's the news about local talent? (resident criticizes coverage of 'Sweet Charity') (ltr), Aug 23, 1991, p.6
Village plans Chase (Park) playground (Rec. Dept and Old SCS Assn plan) (photo), Aug 30, 1991, p.1
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CHASE PARK (SCS) continued
  Chase playground planned by village (cont), Aug 30, 1991, p.5
  Future of Chase playground uncertain (possibilities noted), Nov 8, 1991, p.4
CHASE, CAROL
  Slate slated (for Junior High School PTA 1991-92 school year; individual names noted), Mar 15, 1991, p.15
CHASE, STEPHEN H
  Election turnout light (names of newly elected members noted), Jan 25, 1991, p.1
CHEN, DAVID
  Resident asks School Board for help deterring vandalism (at Halloween), Sep 27, 1991, p.3
CHEN, STERLING (AU)
  Goodbye Horse, hello Sheep (notes background of Chinese symbols for New Year) (edit), Feb 15, 1991, p.7
CHERBULIEZ, SUSAN
CHESLER, DIANE
  The SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps is proud to be celebrating 20th year of service (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.22
CHESS
  Winning gambit (as two Edgewood teams participate in National Championship) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.15
CHEUNG, CHARLES
  SHS students honored for academic standing, service (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18
CHILD ABUSE
  Pierre LaRouche (elected second vice chair of Exchange Club Child Abuse Prevention Center), Apr 12, 1991, p.9
  End in sight for (David) Beck (family) case (of misdirected child abuse accusations), Sep 13, 1991, p.1
  County settles false (child) abuse suit: Family due $187,500; dept. to change investigation policy, Oct 4, 1991, p.1
  Imbalance corrected (to Beck family for mistaken accusations) (edit), Oct 4, 1991, p.6
  County (Westchester) ordered to pay Beck family $187,500 (in misdirected child abuse suit), Oct 18, 1991, p.8
  What child abuse charges involve (important definitions about child abuse, allegations) (edit), Dec 6, 1991, p.7
CHILD CARE
  There is good child care available (edit), Oct 18, 1991, p.7
CHILDREN
  Turn promises to action (suggests Congressional Hall Emerson bill be supported) (lt), Jan 4, 1991, p.6
  Kids (Suppl. 20p. including photo contest winners, health, fashion) (photo), Mar 29, 1991, p.9
CHILDREN'S VILLAGE
  A community service penalty: Does it help? (discusses positive benefits) (edit), Feb 22, 1991, p.6
CHIN, JULIE
  Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19
CHO, PETER
  Does he have a permit? (wigwam instruction given by Don Cardinal, a Cree elder) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.2
CHOO, MELISSA
  'Oliver!' (to be performed 5/10-5/11/91) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.17
CHOW, LINDA
  Abortion protesters plan demonstration (Life Chain protest part of nationwide event), Sep 27, 1991, p.8
CHRISTIANSEN, PETER
  Funds for freshmen (organizations help launch drive) (photo), Nov 29, 1991, p.2
CHRISTMAS
  '10 ways to a great Christmas' (lt), Dec 13, 1991, p.6
  Families share the wealth at Christmas (with Adopt a Family at Christmas program) (photo), Dec 20, 1991, p.3
  In the spirit (JHN Christmas pageant) (photo), Dec 20, 1991, p.9
CHU, PETER
  Hearty environment (Fox Meadow students pledge to help environment) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.15
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CHUDNOVSKY, JULIA (AU)

CHURCHES
Emily Bench and Kara Inouye at Morgans youth conference (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.4
Ancestral link is reward for good sleuthing (details of Family History Center at Mormon Church) (edit, Mar 1, 1991, p.6
In Mormon post (Ted D Simmons named managing director of physical facilities, Latter-Day) (photo), Mar 1, 1991, p.15
Zoo crooners (St. James the Less junior choir performs Captain Noah and Floating Zoo) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.18
The view from the loft (Robert Roth is celebrated for 33 years at St James organ) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.15
Missionaries return (from Latin America for Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints) (photo), Jul 12, 1991, p.12
Scarsdale Congregational Church to hold fundraiser for Holocaust memorial, Sep 13, 1991, p.15
Banner year (for St. James the Less) (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.14
Missioners (Brian Garff and Gregory Davis) return from Guatemala and France (photo), Sep 27, 1991, p.16
A shrine for IHM (photo), Oct 11, 1991, p.16
Church rededication (Mormon Church) (photo), Nov 22, 1991, p.18
Dinner for 125 — to go (IHM parishioners cook for Family Life Program) (photo), Nov 29, 1991, p.1
Hitchcock Church to celebrate 'Day of Harmony' with Japanese: Reconciling differences, Nov 29, 1991, p.1

CHURCHES (BUILDINGS)
Cool welcome (electricians working on Immaculate Heart of Mary during heat wave) (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.12

CIFFONE, ED
Students protest (over loss of security guards in new budget) (Al Cooper and Ed Ciffone), May 31, 1991, p.1
Students (SHS) support guards' job pleas (at Board of Education meeting), Jun 7, 1991, p.5

CIMINO CONTRACTING CO
No progress (on Heathcote Road Bridge which is still closed), Feb 1, 1991, p.1
Open, but unfinished (Heathcote Road Bridge maintenance work not yet complete) (photo), Apr 19, 1991, p.3
About that bridge (Heathcote Bridge will continue renovation next month), May 10, 1991, p.1
A year later, the Heathcote bridge is still a mess (plans for completion noted) (photo), Jul 12, 1991, p.1
Backhoe ruptures main (as work continues on Heathcote Road bridge), Sep 13, 1991, p.3
Costs set (for now) to repair bridges (Heathcote, Wilmot, Corell Road; figures noted), Sep 27, 1991, p.1

CIPRIANO, GUY
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it Celebrates its SHS athletes (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.32

CITYSCAPE CORPORATION
Three local firms among top 50 (Rich Worldwide Travel, Leon Henry, Cityscape Corp), Dec 27, 1991, p.2

CIVALE, ANTHONY (AU)
Safe Rides grateful (to community who supported them this year) (ltr), Apr 19, 1991, p.6

CIVALE, MIKE
Middle School relives bygone 20's and 30's 'Boom to Bust' (Popham House 8th gr.) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.18

CIVALE, VANESSA
Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19

CLAPMAN, BARBARA
Getting ready for mandatory recycling (residents consider steps taken) (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.5
(Serena) Boronkay to head YOUTH EMPLOYMENT SERVICE) (volunteers honored) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.8
Bank of New York salutes League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 8, 1991, p.28

CLARK, LYNNE
Historic lunch (for TVCC's first luncheon at new Heathcote Crossing) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.4
New boards and council members appointed at first meeting of new term (names noted), Apr 12, 1991, p.8
Rabbi Stern to senior housing group: keep looking for resources, options (at annual meeting), May 17, 1991, p.5
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CLARK, MERRELL H (AU)
   The many opportunities for volunteers (applauds 6/14 edit detailing info and convenience) (ltr), Jun 21, 1991, p.6
CLARK, RICH
   Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it Celebrates its SHS athletes (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.32
CLAYTON, WES
   All-star champs (6th grade boys won medal at All-County tourny) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28
CLEMENTS, JEHAN
   County fair (9/14/91) to include many crafts (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.24
CLERGY
   Baptists to install (Lee L.) Rader (as associate pastor) (photo), Apr 19, 1991, p.14
   St. James rector (Joseph P Bishop) resigns amid sex abuse charges (from former parish 1960-82), Apr 26, 1991, p.1
   Rector (Joseph Bishop) resigns (cont from p.1), Apr 26, 1991, p.13
   'Inexcusable' display of article (objects to story of Dr. Joseph Bishop) (ltr), May 10, 1991, p.6
   New interi priest (Rev. Canon Roger Stilman Smith) arrives at St James (the Less), May 31, 1991, p.14
   New student minister (Amy Bruch) at Scarsdale Congregational Church, Aug 16, 1991, p.21
   Postulant (Eric Hinds admitted as postulant for holy orders at Episcopal Church) (photo), Sep 6, 1991, p.14
CLOSE, WALTER H
   Walter H Close (dies), Dec 13, 1991, p.26
COACHING (ATHLETICS)
   Coach (Art Resnick) honored (by Union College) (photo), Mar 1, 1991, p.12
   Locker room alchemist (Jack Kaminer, basketball coach, named Westchester Coach) (edit), Mar 15, 1991, p.6
   Coach of the year (Basketball coach, Jack Kaminer, with his team) (cont) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22
   Rookie (Mike Menna) is coach of the year (for Conference IA), Jun 21, 1991, p.15
   He enjoyed summer soccer (visitor thanks Art Resnick for valuable program) (ltr), Aug 30, 1991, p.6
   Work ethic still works (as EMT High School wins first football bowl) (edit), Nov 29, 1991, p.6
COBELL, JENNIFER
   Undivided, undefeated (Heathcote 6th grade girls maintain championship for 4 years) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.11
COCHRANE, ALY
   Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19
COCHRANE, CHRIS
   Hometown Quarterback scrambling for his life's dream (in NFL draft) (photo) (edit), Mar 15, 1991, p.6
   SHS grad (Chris Cochrane) vying for an NFL career (cont details of Football draft) (edit), Mar 15, 1991, p.12
COCHRANE, GARY
   Rye harvest for Fox Meadow Tennis Club (five of eight winners) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.20
COEN, KIARA
   At the ballet (Nancy MacArthur School prepares spring recital) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.14
COHALANE, ANNE
   New leaders (are officers and directors of SCS Chamber of Commerce; names noted) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.8
COHEN FAMILY
   Race to swift on fun day (results of Labor Day races at SCS Pool find families repeat winners), Sep 6, 1991, p.2
COHEN, ADAM
   A great escape (SCS High School Magic Club performs) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.18
   SHS students honored for academic standing, service (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18
COHEN, AMY
   Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.24
COHEN, ANDREW
   Middle School relives bygone 20's and 30's 'Boom to Bust' (Popham House 8th gr.) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.18
COHEN, BRYN
   UJA chairman (for Westchester Women's Campaign honor local women(S. Stern and B. Cohen) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.8
   Bryn Cohen (named chair of women's campaign for UJA-Federation) (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.5
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COHEN, CLAIRE
And the contest winners are... (residents named who completed music puzzle), Oct 4, 1991, p.20

COHEN, CLAIRE (AU)
She's voting for Paul Feiner (ltr), Nov 1, 1991, p.6

COHEN, DINA
It's One World Week at Quaker Ridge (photos), Mar 29, 1991, p.12

COHEN, ELLEN
Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.24

COHEN, MICHAEL (DR)
It worked! (Madelyn and Andy Cohen snip yellow ribbon as Dr. Michael Cohen is home) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.1

COHEN, ROBERT
Carthage Road man shot as he opens door: Weapon found; gunman sought (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.1
Babysitter saw suspect (cont. details of shooting of Robert Cohen, Carthage Road), Sep 20, 1991, p.5
Police continue search for unidentified gunman (in shooting of Robert Cohen), Sep 27, 1991, p.1

COHEN, SARA
Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.24

COHEN, SUSAN
Slate slated (for Junior High School PTA 1991-92 school year; individual names noted), Mar 15, 1991, p.15

COHN, MICHAEL
New boards and council members appointed at first meeting of new term (names noted), Apr 12, 1991, p.8

COHN, PETE
Bank of New York salutes SCS Summer Musical Theatre "Sweet Charity" (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.20

COLAVITA, ANTHONY
Don't carve up Scarsdale (as county legislators grapple with demographic changes) (edit), Apr 12, 1991, p.6
Terry Jane Ruderman to run for Family Court (Judge on the Republican and Conservative lines) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.1

COLD WEATHER
Minimum exposure (as Fox Meadow child plays on school grounds in frigid temperatures) (photo), Jan 18, 1991, p.1

COLDRICK, DAVID
'35 on 35' (regular show featuring Lowell Tooley's perspective on current events, village affairs), Mar 1, 1991, p.1
Shipshape budget (for proposed 1991-92 village budget, scheduled for filing and hearing), Mar 15, 1991, p.1
Village budget (cont. discussion of proposed budget) (chart), Apr 5, 1991, p.5
Revenue change (noted to be $122,250 under budget for this year), Oct 25, 1991, p.1
Full payment an advantage for village (regarding retirement funds), Dec 6, 1991, p.4

COLLABOLLETTA, ERNIE
Innovative program is 'chance to change' (for HS students not achieving full potential), Nov 8, 1991, p.1

COLLAZO, ERNEST J
Ernest J Collazo (named to Lehman College Foundation board), Mar 1, 1991, p.4

COLLEGE TEACHERS
Ehud Housinner (named adjunct professor at Columbia Business School), May 31, 1991, p.4
James S Nowick (appointed assistant prof. of chemistry at Univ of Cal at Irvine), Jun 7, 1991, p.8
Alison Hickey (named English Prof. at Wellesley College), Sep 27, 1991, p.4
Rita R Wieczorek (given honorary recognition by NY State Nursing Assn), Nov 29, 1991, p.18

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
Message of Israel (from SCS resident, Paul M Steinberg, vice pres of Hebrew Union College) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.15
Donald L Boudreau (named chairman of the Board of Marymount College) (photo), Jun 28, 1991, p.4
Ellen R Goldin elected to Board of Skidmore College (photo), Sep 27, 1991, p.4
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COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES continued
George E Martin (academic vice-pres of of St. Peter's College) (photo), Nov 8, 1991, p.8
Elizabeth Dyckman (appointed human resource associate at Lehigh University) (photo), Nov 29, 1991, p.18

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-ADMISSION
Who's applying 'meritocracy' in university admissions? (discusses various policies) (edit), May 17, 1991, p.7
Who's the bigger fool? (replies to quotes made in article by Vaughn Carney) (ltr), May 24, 1991, p.6
Colleges want diversity, talent, ethics (says educational consultant to high school seniors) (edit), Jun 7, 1991, p.7
He didn't advocate quotas (in 5/17 edit; refutes critics) (ltr), Jun 14, 1991, p.6

COLLINS FAMILY
Race to swift on fun day (results of LaborDay races at SCS Pool find families repeat winners), Sep 6, 1991, p.2

COLLINS, NICOLE

COLLINS, PHILLIP
At Camp Wapetuck (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.2

COLLINS, ROBERT
SHS artists work shown at Aldrich (Museum, CT: names of artists noted), May 24, 1991, p.12
SHS students honored for academic standing, service (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18

COLUCCI, PATRICK
Supervisor's race (GBH Town) is heating up (with candidates and views), Jul 19, 1991, p.1

COMAN, EUGENE A (DR)
Dr. Eugene A Coman (named assistant attending at White Plains), Jul 19, 1991, p.5

COMEDIANS
Tell Mama: Catch this girl (Angela LaGreca appears at "Don't Tell Mama") (photo), Nov 15, 1991, p.17

COMMITTEE FOR HISTORIC PRESERVATION-SCS
Needed: volunteers on village boards (criteria noted as well as board descriptions), Jan 11, 1991, p.5

COMMITTEE ON AFFORDABLE HOUSING-SCS
Scarsdale forms affordable housing committee (Robert Greenes to chair) (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.1
Housing committee needs broader membership base (edit), Sep 27, 1991, p.6
Group to assess housing need (reports on first meeting; chair Robert Greenes), Nov 1, 1991, p.1
Affordable housing committee to identify groups in need (cont), Nov 1, 1991, p.23

COMPOSERS
Adam Corbett Ben-David (one of ten composers chosen for special composition program) (photo), Jul 19, 1991, p.5

COMPUTERS
Pulling the plug (on old Series 1 IBM Computer, as Village installs AS/400 system) (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.1
End product-not process-counts (reviews accomplishments of A. Blitz as mayor) (ltr), Apr 19, 1991, p.6
Coming soon to an accredited police department near you, computers (details procedures) (edit), Apr 19, 1991, p.7
Computers in class? It's up to the teacher (Board of Education watched expo of computer progress), May 3, 1991, p.1
Integrating computers into the curriculum (cont details of Board of Ed presentation), May 3, 1991, p.15
P(ersonal) C(omputers): necessity or luxury? (discusses PCs in schools, governments) (edit), May 17, 1991, p.6
Halpert preys on fear (reply to edit by S. Halpert about future of computers) (ltr), May 24, 1991, p.6
Kids must be prepared (for their future with computers, reply to S. Halpert) (ltr), May 24, 1991, p.6
Times change: Run, don't walk, to your own computer resource (discusses personal computers) (edit), Aug 2, 1991, p.7

CONBOY, ROBERT
Givebacks urged on top Edgemont school execs (in light of budgetary discussions) (ltr), Aug 2, 1991, p.6

CONCERNED CITIZENS OF EDGEMONT (AU)
Givebacks urged on top Edgemont school execs (in light of budgetary discussions) (ltr), Aug 2, 1991, p.6

CONDUCTORS (MUSIC)
Conductors (Stuart Malina named first-full-time assist. conductor to Charleston Symphony) (photo), Jul 19, 1991, p.5
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CONKLIN, JOAN
Manhattan Savings Bank honors the 60th Anniversary of the SCS Woman's Exchange (photo), Nov 15, 1991, p.28

CONNELLY, BRIAN
Work ethic still works (as EMT High School wins first football bowl) (edit), Nov 29, 1991, p.6

CONNORS, EDWARD M (MSSR)
The beautiful life of Nina Mooney (details life and works of Scarsdalian) (edit) (photo), Feb 8, 1991, p.7
A shrine for IHM (photo), Oct 11, 1991, p.16

CONNORS, JANES
Detector detected (in rented Harrison house on Lyons Road but smoke alarm was not working), Jan 11, 1991, p.1

CONNOLLY, SYBIL
Presentation skills to be taught (for lawyers, including SCS resident Sybil Conrad) (photo), Feb 8, 1991, p.4

CONSTANTINE, CATHY
Innovative program is 'change to the change' (for HS students not achieving full potential), Nov 8, 1991, p.1

CONSTANTINE, KATHY
Gym class (Raiders girls gymnasts assembled at Maroon and White dinner) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22

CONSTANTINO, RICHARD J
Crucial evidence (presented at murder trial of Carolyn Warmus) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.1
Detectives erred, Warmus defense claims (details evidence at trial), Feb 8, 1991, p.10

COOK, PAT

COOPER, AL
Students protest (over loss of security guards in new budget) (Al Cooper and Ed Ciffone), May 31, 1991, p.1
Students (SHS) support guards' job pleas (at Board of Education meeting), Jun 7, 1991, p.5

COOPER, JAN F
Jan F Cooper (elected to Board of Center for Preventive Psychiatry), Nov 29, 1991, p.18

COOPER, STEPHEN
Cagers thumped in 79-50 loss to No. 1 Mount Vernon (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.22
Team effort (for Raiders basketball team at Madison Square Garden before finals) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22
Scarsdale stalls way to crown: Siegel fuels opening round tourney win (photo), Dec 20, 1991, p.19

CORASINITI, CAROLYN

CORSELL ROAD BRIDGE
Scarsdale gears up for bridge repairs: Golden Horseshoe may get Heathcote access), May 17, 1991, p.1

CORNELL, BENJAMIN
Quaint taxes (historical tax rolls were found by Joan Giapoli at Village Hall), Sep 20, 1991, p.1

CORNELL, STEPHEN
Historically Speaking: Our First Cottage Industry (storekeeper, Stephen Cornell's records) (edit), Jul 5, 1991, p.6

COTTON, BETTY
war hits home: local reaction to the US attack on Iraq (by organizations and individuals), Jan 18, 1991, p.1

COTTLELESSA, RICK
Backstage (at Greenville Community Theater, Spelvin Award is presented) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.14

COSTELLO, LIZ
Middle School relives bygone 20's and 30's 'Boom to Bust' (Popham House 8th gr.) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.18

COTTON, BETTY
AJC unit (Westchester chapter) elects 7 Scarsdalians (names noted), Jun 28, 1991, p.4
Committee heads, VP (Janet Marcus) appointed by civic club (names noted), Jul 19, 1991, p.2
Panel to pick (SCS) Bowl nominee named (names noted), Sep 27, 1991, p.14

COTTON, BETTY (AU)
Scarsdale's strongest voice (describes Non-Partisan system historically and today) (edit), Mar 15, 1991, p.7
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COTUGNO, JOHN
  Summoned by flyer, crowd (of 140 residents) protests bulk housing law (at Village Board) (photo), Jan 11, 1991, p.1
  Survey indicates most houses not affected by bulk limits (details of meeting), Feb 15, 1991, p.1

COULTER, CRAIGH S
  Craigin S Coulter (dies), Dec 13, 1991, p.26

COULTER, JOHN N JR
  John N Coulter Jr (named chief information officer of Long Island Railroad Co.), May 10, 1991, p.8

COULTER, KEN
  New leaders (are officers and directors of SCS Chamber of Commerce; names noted) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.6

COURTS-SCS
  Predictions for 1991 (from various local leaders and organizations, cont. from p.1), Jan 4, 1991, p.5

COURTS-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
  Appeals Court denies motion to vacate Hochberg's district (voting rights case for County), Aug 23, 1991, p.1

COUSENS, GEORGE
  Classroom TV (discussed with Nancy Green and George Cousens) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.19

COUSINS, KATIE
  Gym class (Raiders girls gymnasts assembled at Maroon and White dinner) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22

COWAN, LOIS
  Mental health benefit (for Mental Health Assn. attended by local residents) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.9
  No nonsense budget (former Board members urge approval) (ltr), Jun 7, 1991, p.6

CRABTREE, JOSEPH
  DioGuardi attacks Nita Lowey in radio ads (cont), Aug 9, 1991, p.2

CRANE POND (SCS)
  Crane-Berkley to Scarsdale: Let's go Dutch? (on cost of dredging Crane's man-made ponds), Sep 6, 1991, p.1
  Pond (Crane-Berkley) needs dredging; association asks help (cont) (photo), Sep 6, 1991, p.5

CRANE, CAROL
  Country doin's (planning for first major social event for neighborhood assn) (photo), May 3, 1991, p.9

CRANE, CAROL AND ED

CRANE-BERKLEY NEIGHBORHOOD ASSN
  Party hosts (are photographed at annual neighborhood dinner dance) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.8

CRAZY, JOHN
  Town and Village Civic Club asks board to defer bulk vote (for comments), Jan 25, 1991, p.1
  Crazy, Perkins discuss plans for the downtown (at Woman's Club meeting) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.8
  Survey indicates most houses not affected by bulk limits (details of meeting), Feb 15, 1991, p.1
  Brite idea? (for traffic light at Brite Ave and Fenimore Rd still under consideration), Mar 22, 1991, p.1
  Flags for peace (SCS Peace Flags Committee asked to display flags in village center), Mar 29, 1991, p.1
  Corell (Road) bridge will use compost from Secor Road site in renovating roadway), Mar 29, 1991, p.1
  Grant may finance parking structure on Merchant's Lot (near Freightway, for parking shortage), Mar 29, 1991, p.1
  Illegal dumping thought to be cause of local stream pollution (in Edgewood neighborhood), May 10, 1991, p.1
  Toxic events (Village Board receives complaints about Davis Park and schools where camp is held), Jul 26, 1991, p.1
  What's it worth? (estimates for dredging of Library pond are explained), Jul 26, 1991, p.1
  Dickel Road connection nearly provoked 'no' vote from mayor (in sewer emergency plan), Aug 2, 1991, p.2
  Scarsdale won't take Metro-North money for lot (in attempted agreement), Sep 27, 1991, p.1
  Costs set (for now) to repair bridges (Heathcote, Wilmot, Corell Road) (figures noted), Sep 27, 1991, p.1
  Merchants' Parking Lot plans change (cont), Sep 27, 1991, p.20
  Downtown demolition delayed (Farley Building and Popham Bridge), Nov 15, 1991, p.1
  Farley Building demolished within hours (as downtown development progresses) (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.1
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CRECHE COMMITTEE-SCS

CRECHES
Creche approval shouldn't be routine, Sloan says (at Village Board meeting), Dec 6, 1991, p.1
Should there be automatic creche approval? (cont), Dec 6, 1991, p.23
Time to drop divisive rhetoric (ltr), Dec 13, 1991, p.6
Sloan rebuked on creche view (ltr), Dec 13, 1991, p.6
'We were stunned' (ltr), Dec 13, 1991, p.6
The need, and right, to air the anti-creche case (ltr), Dec 20, 1991, p.6
Sloan's criticism far-fetched (ltr), Dec 20, 1991, p.7
Wrong display of religious symbols' (ltr), Dec 20, 1991, p.7
Missing the point (ltr), Dec 20, 1991, p.7
What lessons can we learn from Christmas? (ltr), Dec 27, 1991, p.6

CREECH, CHARLES
Charles Creech (dies), Jan 25, 1991, p.12

CRIME AND CRIMINALS
Greenburgh move on car theft urged (to establish prevention program) (ltr), Jan 4, 1991, p.6
Murder victim's daughter (Kristian Solomon) testifies (at Carolyn Warms trial), Jan 18, 1991, p.1
Defendant (Carolyn Warms) ill; trial postponed (until Mon. aa) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.11
Crucial evidence (presented at murder trial of Carolyn Warms) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.1
Detectives erred, Warms defense claims (details evidence at trial), Feb 8, 1991, p.10
Solomon grilled by defense (in Warms trial) (photo), Feb 15, 1991, p.1
Gunman robs Dime (Savings Bank), still at large (details reported), Feb 22, 1991, p.1
Solomon lashes out at defense attorney (in Carolyn Warms murder trial of B. Solomon), Feb 22, 1991, p.1
(Dime Savings Bank on East Pkwy is scene of armed heist) (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.3
Masked men rob residents in home (on Sprague Road), Mar 1, 1991, p.1
Phoney threats (to residents should be directed to Police Dept), Mar 1, 1991, p.1
Defense scrutinizes Parco, key Warms trial witness (as murder trial continues), Mar 8, 1991, p.1
Witness links gun to (Carolyn) Warms (see p.11), Mar 15, 1991, p.1
Sorprise witness ties weapon to (Carolyn) Warms (as trial continues) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.11
Prosecutors surprised by duplicate document (in C. Warms trial), Mar 22, 1991, p.15
Warms bill a fake, witness says (in criminal trial of Carolyn Warms), Mar 29, 1991, p.11
Defense witness tells of meeting with (Vincent) Parco (details of ongoing trial), Apr 5, 1991, p.1
Witness tells of meeting Parco (cont. details of trial of Carolyn Warms), Apr 5, 1991, p.11
Warms trial to end Monday with attorney's closing arguments (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.13
Jury still weighing evidence against (Carolyn) Warms (in murder trial) (photo), Apr 19, 1991, p.1
Jury hears closing arguments (cont details of murder trial), Apr 19, 1991, p.11
Sequestered 10 days, (Carolyn) Warms jury still out (after 10 days of deliberation), Apr 26, 1991, p.11
Hung jury ends (Carolyn) Warms trial (after 13 weeks of testimony), May 3, 1991, p.1
Jurors split 8-4 on decision in murder trial) (photo), May 3, 1991, p.13
This time, the alarm was for real (and burglars got away when signal didn't register), May 31, 1991, p.5
Driver (Angela Panessa) in fatal crash (of Ruth Washington) guilty of DWAI), Jun 7, 1991, p.1
New defense attorney to represent (Carolyn) Warms (in new murder trial) (cont), Jul 12, 1991, p.9
Armed robber caught in NYC (cont), Aug 23, 1991, p.3
Carthage Road man shot as he opens door: Weapon found; gunman sought (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.1
Warms judge's conduct found wanting by District Attorney) (in C. Warms murder trial), Sep 20, 1991, p.1
Babysitter saw suspect (cont. details of shooting of Robert Cohen, Carthage Road), Sep 20, 1991, p.5
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CRIME AND CRIMINALS continued
Police continue search for unidentified gunman (in shooting of Robert Cohen), Sep 27, 1991, p.1
Jailing alternatives work, congressman (Charles Schumer) tells League of Women Voters, Oct 11, 1991, p.1
Three arraigned on robbery charge (in incident at Hartsdale train station), Nov 22, 1991, p.1
Victim comes forward (in Hartsdale station robbery), Nov 29, 1991, p.3
Warmus (Carolyn) indicted for forgery, Dec 6, 1991, p.1
Bank robber (Armando Martinez) sentenced (in US District Court), Dec 27, 1991, p.1

CRIMES AND CRIMINALS
Judge: (Paul) Solomon not police agent; talks admissible (in murder trial of Carolyn Warmus), Jan 4, 1991, p.1
(Paul) Solomon testifies (at murder trial, coverage cont. from p.1), Jan 4, 1991, p.5
Burglary suspect goes free (because of inadmissible court evidence; details of incident noted), Jan 25, 1991, p.1
Justice for all (details local burglary and court decision) (edit), Jan 25, 1991, p.6

CRODEN, LAWRENCE
Committee heads, VP (Janet Marcus) appointed by civic club (names noted), Jul 19, 1991, p.2

CROIN, ROSEMARY
Changes in Edgemont voting urged (by School Bd Nominating Committee; names noted) (ltr), Mar 22, 1991, p.6

CROQUET
They're ready to play (16th annual Lillian Drake Thies Croquet competition) (photo), Aug 30, 1991, p.2

CROSMAN, AILEEN
Party planners (for annual dessert and card party) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.11

CROSS, HOWARD
Fore! (Howard Cross exhibits whirligigs at SCS Public Library) (photo), Aug 9, 1991, p.9

CROWDER, BARBARA LEE & PERRY

CROWER, BARBARA LEE (AU)
No nonsense budget (former Board members urge approval) (ltr), Jun 7, 1991, p.6

CRYSTAL, DANIEL & BRYAN
Twins triumph (five sets are among high school graduates) (photo), Jun 28, 1991, p.1

CRYSTAL, LESTER
(Lester) Crystal to talk at United Way campaign kickoff (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.4

CUFF, SUSAN
Special delivery (of Girl Scout cookies to Village Manager from Troop 1955) (photo), Apr 26, 1991, p.1

CUMMINGS, ALYSA (AU)
A real gift—teaching kids to think (reflects on teaching practices and what kids learn) (edit), May 17, 1991, p.7

CUNEIO, ALBERT A
Albert A Cuneio (dies), Jul 19, 1991, p.12

CUNNINGHAM, BEVERLY
Cunningham (Beverly) named (SCS) Foundation trustee (for 5-year term) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.2
Tributes and tunes for an active, outspoken volunteer (Jeanne Richman) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.3
Bowl fete lauds planner (Jeanne Richman) service to community (cont details), Mar 22, 1991, p.16
Family counseling plans benefit (annual scheduled for 6/8/91) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.8
LWV elects officers (for 1991-92; names noted), May 17, 1991, p.4

CUNNINGHAM, CHARLES
Proud moment (for SCS Family Counseling Service as recipients of Citizen of the Year) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.1
Japanese nursery school faces uphill battle for approval (details of parties involved), May 17, 1991, p.1
(Serena Boronkay to head Youth Employment Service) (volunteers honored) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.8
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CUNNINGHAM, CHARLES continued

Sidewalk shopper refuels (at SCS Rotary Club's hot dog stand during Sidewalk Sale) (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.1
Penn Central files for permit to demolish three buildings (on Popham Bridge), Aug 23, 1991, p.1
Preservation Committee given new demolition deadline (by Village Board), Aug 30, 1991, p.10

CUNNINGHAM, CHARLES (AU)

It's not a group of handpicked insiders (refutes ltr and explains nominating process) (ltr), May 3, 1991, p.6

CUNNINGHAM, VIVIAN

I now pronounce you... (performances for nursery schools of Rumpelstiltskin) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.8

CUOMO, ANDREW

Fences, yes; walls, no (for WestHELP temporary homeless housing in GBH) (edit), Mar 22, 1991, p.6

CUOMO, MARIO

Educators grappling with the specter of vanishing state aid (administrators and Board meet), Feb 15, 1991, p.1
School budget vote postponed; state aid loss quantified (budget vote moved to 6/5/91), Mar 1, 1991, p.1
Schools: No budget-cutting gimmicks (as district prepares "wait and see" attitude about aid), Mar 15, 1991, p.15
Budget calls for 8.32% tax hike (proposed 1991-92 budget is outlined), May 3, 1991, p.1
On target, for now (reports of New York state budget and village's share), Jun 7, 1991, p.1
Governor's budget may prompt school program cuts (implications for SCS noted), Jun 14, 1991, p.1
District urges veto response (to NY State budget) (ltr), Jun 14, 1991, p.6
School Board puts spending on hold, ponders cuts (as state aid is reduced for 1991-92 year), Jun 21, 1991, p.1
Take hike closer (for 12% raise in Westchester sales tax), Jul 19, 1991, p.1
Scarsdale School Board sets tax rate (and votes to stick to proposed budget), Jul 26, 1991, p.1
New law encourages recycling (New York State requires local govt to buy recyclable products), Aug 9, 1991, p.1
Mario (Cuomo) the ethnic: Threatening someone? (details bias in choice of candidates) (edit), Aug 16, 1991, p.6
What if Cuomo were the President? (Reflections) (edit), Nov 1, 1991, p.7
Cuomo just doesn't have the fire in the belly (regarding presidential election) (edit), Dec 27, 1991, p.6

CURRAN, MIKE

Painting and Parading (photo), Nov 1, 1991, p.3

CURRAN, PAT

Painting and Parading (photo), Nov 1, 1991, p.3

CURRAN, TIMOTHY J (AU)

Praising Gordie Hamilton (ltr), Dec 20, 1991, p.7
Gordie Hamilton appreciated (ltr), Dec 27, 1991, p.6

CUTTING EDGE

'Cutting Edge' wins journal award (from Gannett for achievement) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.13

CYCLING

The nuts and bolts of bike riding for fitness, Jan 18, 1991, p.13
Bicycle Sundays (saved by Freihofer Baking Co who will contribute costs for four days), Apr 26, 1991, p.1
The Bicycle Column (discusses Bike Sundays on the Bronx River Pkwy), May 3, 1991, p.26
Sunday drivers (first Bike Sunday on Bronx River Parkway) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.1
Local student wins bike race (Eric Kropp, SHS senior, U.S. Cycling Federation NY State race), Jun 7, 1991, p.18
Scarsdale boy (Jim Leiken) peddles across the country (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.18
Bicycle Sundays (schedule to resume on Bronx River Pkwy for autumn), Sep 6, 1991, p.1
Scarsdale graduate (Eric Kropp) takes a bicycling bronze (medal at National Championships) (photo), Sep 6, 1991, p.22

D'ADAMO, JOSEPH BRUCE (AU)

Feiner an energetic manager (supports his candidacy for GBH Town Supervisor) (ltr), Aug 9, 1991, p.6

D'AGOSTINO, NICK

Renovations, additions approved (as Board hears 14 applications; names noted), Jan 11, 1991, p.5
Historic lunch (for TVCC's first luncheon at new Heathcote Crossing) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.4
Entrepreneur (Marge Lovero) to address local business owners (at 5/21/91 breakfast) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.4
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D'AGOSTINO, NICK continued
Picking up a little last-minute nourishment (at local Harvest Festival) (photo), Oct 11, 1991, p.1

D'AMATO, ALFONSE
You say D'Amato (to speak on recent trip to Israel during war) (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.13

D'AMORE, JUDY
Parents advised to work with—not against—children's learning styles (edit), Oct 18, 1991, p.5

D'ERIANNI, GRACE
Dramatic improvement (in refurbished dressing room backstage at HS-Friends contribution) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.12

DADAKIS, GEORGE
Village hopes to buy Garth (Road) lots (owned by G. Antiaris and G. Dadakis), Mar 15, 1991, p.1

DADAKIS, JOHN
Garth (Road buildings) not for sale (say owners of buildings near Popham Road Bridge), Apr 5, 1991, p.1

DAIKOS FAMILY
If your price is right, you can get rid of that old hockey stick (Sports Swap '91) (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.16

DALTON, KURT
Sharp shooters (boys third grade all-star soccer team wins Fishkill Memorial Day Tourn.) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.17

DAMPF, PETER (AU)
Re-elect (Abigail) Shipper to Board (ltr), Jun 7, 1991, p.6

DANCE
Dance for the kids (notes local performances), Jan 11, 1991, p.12
Taking to the bar (dance studios note courses and related information), Jan 25, 1991, p.13
Resident (Mary Petrovich) honored (with $500 grant to Dance in Education Fund), Mar 22, 1991, p.11
At the ballet (local dancers perform at Mid-Westchester YM-YWHA) (photo), Apr 19, 1991, p.17
Learning to fly (are Edgewood students who will participate in Steffi Nossen Spring Recital) (photo), May 3, 1991, p.19
Grab your partner and dance! (highlights Roseland) (edit), Jul 5, 1991, p.7

DANCE SCHOOLS
At the ballet (Nancy MacArthur School prepares spring recital) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.14

DANZIG, CHRIS
Mighty midgets (SCS Sweepers, 4th graders won Rockland Invitational Tour) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

DARE (DRUG ABUSE RESISTANCE EDUCATION)
DARE ya (say Heathcote fifth graders who have completed program with SCS Police) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.10

DARLINGTON, ELIZABETH
Zoo crooners (St. James the Less junior choir performs Captain Noah and Floating Zoo) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.18

DARNELL, LILLIAN D
Lillian D Darnell (dies), Nov 15, 1991, p.20

DATTARO, GUIDO
Town and Village Civic Club asks board to defer bulk vote (for comments), Jan 25, 1991, p.1
No need to save three buildings, preservation committee rules (Popham Road bridge area), Sep 6, 1991, p.1
So you want to build on an addition? Here's how to do it... (chart), Nov 1, 1991, p.10

DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
DAR unit meeting national goals (Progress edit 1991), Jan 25, 1991, p.4
Daughters of the American Revolution names contest winners (individual names noted), Mar 15, 1991, p.8

DAURE, ERIC
Voter registration (by League of Women Voters registers many new voters) (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.15

DAVID, FLORENCE
New group to salute village merchants (consortium plans to encourage local shopping) (photo), Apr 19, 1991, p.4
Entrepreneur (Marge Lovero) to address local business owners (at 5/21/91 breakfast) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.4
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DAVIS, MILES & FLORENCE

DAVIS, BRANDON
  Board of Appeals to hear appraiser on Scarsdale Ave plan (for Scarsdale Equities), Jan 18, 1991, p.3

DAVIS, GREGORY
  Missioners (Brian Garff and Gregory Davis) return from Guatemala and France (photo), Sep 27, 1991, p.16

DAVIS, JACK
  Foiled again (Hitchcock Church three and four year olds recyclable silver art project) (photo), Apr 26, 1991, p.5

DAVIS, KATIE
  Savings bank (Peoples Westchester Savings Bank) opens Scarsdale branch (at 68 Garth Road) (photo), Jul 19, 1991, p.4

DAVIS, WILLIAM (DR)

DAVISON, PAUL

DARKIN, LOUISE (AU)
  (Paul) Feiner gets her vote (details fine accomplishments made personally for family) (ltr), May 31, 1991, p.6

DAY, EUGENE
  Detector detected (in rented Harrison house on Lyons Road but smoke alara was not working), Jan 11, 1991, p.1

DAYLEY, DAN
  The Bank of New York salutes SCS Family Counseling Service honored by Chamber of Commerce (photo), Mar 29, 1991, p.22

DAYLEY, NICKI
  The Bank of New York salutes SCS Family Counseling Service honored by Chamber of Commerce (photo), Mar 29, 1991, p.22

DE CARLO, JEAN
  New leaders (are officers and directors of SCS Chamber of Commerce; names noted) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.8
  Entrepreneur (Marge Lovero) to address local business owners (at 5/21/91 breakfast) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.4

DE GRIS, BARBARA
  For a cheap thrill, try roller blading (SCS Inquirer reporters try new sport) (photo), Aug 23, 1991, p.1

DE SOUSA, GREG
  Local rockers (Sky Blues, graduates of SHS, will perform) (photo), Jul 5, 1991, p.11
  Cassette to go (Sky Blues second independent record 'Dreamtown, 1931' is on sale) (photo), Aug 9, 1991, p.10

DE SOUSA, GREG (AU)
  Safe Rides grateful (to community who supported them this year) (ltr), Apr 19, 1991, p.6

DEAK, R. LESLIE
  Robert Deak, Donald Weisberg (appointed to Board of WJCS), Jun 14, 1991, p.4

DEAK, ROBIN
  Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.28

DEANGELIS, MARIA
  First graders study art at high school (for annual event with high school teacher) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.12

DECAMINADA, J P
  J P Decaminada (receives National Brotherhood Award from Council of Christians and Jews), Jul 26, 1991, p.5

DECARLO, PATRICK AND JEAN
  The Bank of New York salutes SCS Family Counseling Service honored by Chamber of Commerce (photo), Mar 29, 1991, p.22

DECICCO, JULIO

DECKER, ANNA
  Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.24

DECKER, BENJAMIN
  Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.24
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DECKER, RACHEL
Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.24

DECORATIVE ARTS
Home (Suppl. 32 p), Apr 19, 1991, p.0

DEDDO, MIRIAM
Quilters give Blythedale children hand-crafted 'pieces of home' (photo), Nov 22, 1991, p.5

DEGROOT, DANA
Gym class (Raiders girls gymnasts assembled at Maroon and White dinner) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22

DEL PILAR, LUIS
A community service penalty: Does it help? (discusses positive benefits) (edit), Feb 22, 1991, p.6

DELNAERO, MARY
A red white and blue occasion (as Fox Meadow third graders celebrate D. Tompkins (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.1

DEMIEIEUS, LYNN
A future home (of SciencePort museum is planned by Junior League officers) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.9

DEMOCRATIC PARTY
A political prescription for the Democrats (examines various future candidates) (edit), Aug 16, 1991, p.6

DEMOCRATIC PARTY-SCS
A rebel's conversion (details non-partisan system in SCS, including importance of participating (ltr, Mar 8, 1991, p.6

DEMOCRATIC PARTY-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
A fair way to redistrict (would involve nonpartisan reapportionment as Feiner suggests) (edit), Feb 15, 1991, p.6

DEPLOYMENT
Don't carve up Scarsdale (as county legislators grapple with demographic changes) (edit), Apr 12, 1991, p.6

DEMPSEY, KEVIN
After (swimming) accident, former SHS runner (Scott Johnson) begins personal challenge (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.17

DENNIS, JANINE
New experience (for new resident who moved here from Sidney, Australia) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.2

DENTISTS
Julius Tarshis DDS (received distinguished service award from Orthodontic Alumni, Columbia U.), Jun 28, 1991, p.4
Chang, Yeh-Huu (Dr) presented fellowship award, Aug 16, 1991, p.12
Drysdale, Wayne A (Dr) presented fellowship award, Aug 16, 1991, p.12

DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES
Department of Motor Vehicles (still closed) (in renovation process), Nov 22, 1991, p.1

DERRIGHT, MARILYN
Bank of New York salutes League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 8, 1991, p.28

DERSHOWITZ, ALAN

DESCAMPS, LORRAINE
Gym class (Raiders girls gymnasts assembled at Maroon and White dinner) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22

DESGOE, CAROL
2 SHS teachers get grants (Carol Desoe and Jonathan S Wolf, from West. Educ. Coalition), Feb 15, 1991, p.8

DETMER, JAMES
Picture of health (group of JHS and elementary students at awards ceremony; names noted) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.22

DEWaters, LINDA
Anti-Lowey ad (produced by DioGuardi) banned from (local radio) stations, Sep 13, 1991, p.1

DHIHAN, SUNDEEP
Whales tales—one heckuva fish story (as 5th graders study Voyage of the Miisi) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.11

DIAZ, LUCIANO
Something new at Kids' BASE (Summerset and pre-kindergarten programs) (photo), Jun 28, 1991, p.5
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DIBBLE, ELOISE
Downtown demolition delayed (Farley Building and Popham Bridge), Nov 15, 1991, p.1

DICKINSON, KAREN
Zoo crooners (St. James the Less junior choir performs Captain Noah and Floating Zoo) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.18
Banner year (for St. James the Less) (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.14

DICKSTEIN, EDITH
Auxiliary plays a key role at White Plains HC (photo) (Progress edit 1991), Jan 25, 1991, p.4
Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.28

DIETZ, DONNY
The Beautiful People (children dance to musical program at SCS Library) (photo), Mar 29, 1991, p.5

DIETZ, LINDA
Village plans Chase (Park) playground (Rec. Dept and Old SCS Assn plan) (photo), Aug 30, 1991, p.1

DIETZIAN, ERIC
All-star champs 16th grade boys won medal at All-County tourney) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

DIETZIAN, MICHAEL
All-star champs (6th grade boys won medal at All-County tourney) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

DILLON, ANDREW
Summer in the (US) Senate (for junior Andrew Dillon in Washington DC) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.19

DILLON, BENJIE
Middle School relives bygone 20's and 30's 'Boo to Rust' (Popham House 8th gr.) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.18

DILLON, SARAH
Undivided, undefeated (Heathcote 6th grade girls maintain championship for 4 years) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.11
Heathcote hoopmeisters (6th grade girls capture Blue div. champ for third year) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.19

DINKINS, DAVID A
New facility (for Strang Cancer Prevention Center's new clinic) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.4

DIOGANDI, JOSEPH
Angry Ex-Rep (Joseph DioGuardi) takes on (Nita) Lowey in radio spots (attacking the incumbent), Aug 9, 1991, p.1
DioGuardi attacks ex-rival (Nita) Lowey in radio ads (cont), Aug 9, 1991, p.2
Anti-Lowey ad (produced by DioGuardi) banned from (local radio) stations, Sep 13, 1991, p.1
DioGuardi's attorney says Lowey's campaign violation wasn't minor (ltr), Oct 11, 1991, p.6

DIPLOMATIC AND CONSULAR SERVICES
Tax roll losses give hike to school tax bills (final raise is up to 8.85% in SCS), Aug 23, 1991, p.1

DISCRIMINATION
Is anti-Catholicism politically correct? (questions resident following ltr of 7/5) (ltr), Jul 26, 1991, p.6

DISICK, LAURIE
Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.28

DISTABLE, ANN
Conductor (Marcia Campbell) killed as train nears (SCS) station (during Hurricane Bob) (photo), Aug 23, 1991, p.1

DITZIAN, ERIC
All-star champs (6th grade boys won medal at All-County tourney) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

DITZIAN, MICHAEL
All-star champs (6th grade boys won medal at All-County tourney) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

DIVORCE
How not to divorce (gives first-hand account reflecting on effects on children) (edit), Aug 2, 1991, p.6

DIXON, GEORGE J JR
Joins (Claire D) Leone (Real Estate is George J Dixon Jr) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.4
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DIXON, MARY
Manhattan Savings Bank honors the 60th Anniversary of the SCS Woman's Exchange (photo), Nov 15, 1991, p.28

DIXON, MARY (AU)
Thanks to bank (for sponsoring Inquirer page) (ltr), Nov 22, 1991, p.6

DOGS
Remembering Barney (is personal account of pet) (edit), Jan 11, 1991, p.6
A good collar (year old settlement of three marauding dogs ends with capture), Apr 5, 1991, p.1
Man (Alex Zoldan) shoots dog (Ryan Weil) dead (in incident reported by SCS Police), Apr 26, 1991, p.1
Zoldan pleads not guilty (to shooting death of neighbor's (J. Weil) dog), May 3, 1991, p.1
When a man shoots dog, is it news? (reviews world situation in light of local dog shooting) (ltr), May 3, 1991, p.6
Taking the law into his own hands (resident shoots neighbor's dog with rifle; author outraged) (ltr), May 3, 1991, p.6
More dog bites (as Postal Service increases awareness of danger to employees), May 10, 1991, p.1
Raccoon shot with arrow for menacing dog (in police report from Greenacres Ave), May 10, 1991, p.3
Scarsdale Inquirer or New York Post? (addresses treatment of dog shooting as news) (ltr), May 10, 1991, p.6
Law of the jungle comes to Scarsdale (resident is concerned about open season on pets) (ltr), May 17, 1991, p.6
Dog shooter case postponed (to allow for motion filings), Jun 21, 1991, p.3
Dog case trial set (for Alex Zoldan in shooting of neighbor Weil's dog), Aug 30, 1991, p.1
Trial over dog shooting to begin; lawyers change, Sep 27, 1991, p.1
Pet project (collecting food for homeless dogs for Elmsford Animal Shelter) (photo), Sep 27, 1991, p.15
Complaint filed in dog's death (cont), Sep 27, 1991, p.20
Zoldan acquitted of dog-shooting charges: Jury finds action 'not unjustified' (photo), Oct 11, 1991, p.1
Not guilty. And yet.. (discusses verdict in Weil/Zoldan dog trial) (edit), Oct 18, 1991, p.6
Zoldan's lawyer asks civil suit dismissal (following non-guilty verdict in action), Nov 8, 1991, p.1
Year of the dog? (photo), Dec 27, 1991, p.7

DÖHERTY, CAITLIN
Waiting for inspiration to strike (Caitlin Doherty explores SCS Art Show) (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.2

DOHERNEND, CONNIE
Party planners (for annual dessert and card party) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.11

DOLKART, ANDREW
Parkway gets historic designation (through work of R. Lederer and A. Dolkart), Mar 22, 1991, p.1

DOMAN, ALYSSA
From Pool to School (children begin Labor Day festivities at Pool and prepare for school) (photo), Sep 6, 1991, p.1

DOMAN, AMBER
From Pool to School (children begin Labor Day festivities at Pool and prepare for school) (photo), Sep 6, 1991, p.1

DONATH, JANE
In the (presidential) classroom (students chosen from SCS confer with Rep. Lowey) (photo), Mar 1, 1991, p.12

DONATH, JAMES (AU)
A fond farewell to Werner Feig (ltr), Jun 14, 1991, p.6

DONATIONS
Getting into the Christmas spirit? Here are a few places taking toy donations, Dec 13, 1991, p.19

DONELL, BILL
The Edgewood edge (earned by undefeated 4th grade girls in Blue div) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

DONELL, GLORIA
I now pronounce you... (performances for nursery schools of Rumpelstiltskin) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.8

DONELL, JILL
The Edgewood edge (earned by undefeated 4th grade girls in Blue div) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

DONHUE, NOREEN
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DONOVAN, BRIDGET AND FAMILY
Passover to Easter (local families celebrate holidays) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.1

DONOVAN, CHRISTINE
Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19

DONOVAN, COURTNEY
SHS students honored for academic standing, service (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18

DONOVAN, DEIRDRE
Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19

DONOVAN, DENIS (JUDGE)
Second suit challenges redistricting: summary judgment sought in first case), Jun 14, 1991, p.1
Arguments heard in first redistricting suit (decision to be rendered by Justice Donovan), Jun 21, 1991, p.5
Democrats win first redistricting suit; Case pending in Appellate Division, Jun 28, 1991, p.1
New districts should go to public for vote, judge says (cont), Jun 28, 1991, p.5
Back to court (Westchester's redistricting plan returns on Aug. 15 to Judge Donovan), Aug 9, 1991, p.1
Judge refuses to hear redistricting arguments (W. Denis Donovan will decide), Aug 16, 1991, p.1
Veteran appeals (Westchester) county petition ruling (will be heard by Judge Donovan), Sep 27, 1991, p.1
Judge to rule soon on redistricting cases (regarding local election districts), Oct 11, 1991, p.1
District ruling yields no decisions (on election districts), Oct 18, 1991, p.1

DONOVAN, MAUREEN (AU)
... and praise for John Crary (by Fox Meadow PTA regarding new 4-way stop signs) (ltr), Apr 26, 1991, p.6

DOOLITTLE, PAUL H
In gulf area (Lt Paul H Doolittle has been participating in Operation Desert Storm) (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.8

DOUGHERTY, EUGENE R (AU)
He's supporting (Paul) Feiner for supervisor and a change in Greenburgh (ltr), Aug 30, 1991, p.6

DOUGLIN, LEAH
At the ballet (local dancers perform at Mid-Westchester YM-YWHA) (photo), Apr 19, 1991, p.17

DOUGLASS, CHRISTOPHER
Maroon—a student newspaper grappling with thorny issues of high school life, Jun 21, 1991, p.1

DOWD, ISABEL
Party planners (for annual dessert and card party) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.11

DOWD, JOHN
S(CS) P(olice) D(ept) awards (to seven officers by dept committee; names noted), Feb 22, 1991, p.1

DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS
Crary, Perkins discuss plans for the downtown (at Woman's Club meeting) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.8
Downtown talks continue; fate of Garth lots unknown (as negotiations cont. with Penn Central), Feb 22, 1991, p.1
Burdensome parking requirements (for builders reflect on zoning law) (ltr), Mar 8, 1991, p.6
Village master plan urgently needed to prevent gargantuan development (says architect) (ltr), Apr 5, 1991, p.7
In good taste? (Robison family enjoy ice cream on new Victorian bench in village) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.1
Agreement with Penn Central Corporation nearly ready (for negotiating development contract), Apr 12, 1991, p.1
PCC pact close at hand (cont details of negotiations for downtown), Apr 12, 1991, p.19
No answer for Garth (Road) tenants (as Village considers condemning of 7-eleven bldg), Apr 12, 1991, p.19
PCC and Village agree to negotiate (cont details of future plans for downtown) (photo), Apr 26, 1991, p.3
Village signs agreement with Penn Central Corporation, Jun 21, 1991, p.1
Penn Central files for permit to demolish three buildings (on Popham Bridge), Aug 23, 1991, p.1
Pedestrian hazard (reckless disregard for pedestrians has increased in downtown area), Sep 13, 1991, p.1
What's up downtown? (discusses decision to tear down Farley & Popham Rd buildings) (edit), Sep 20, 1991, p.6
Merchants' Parking Lot plans change (cont), Sep 27, 1991, p.20
Going, going, gone (will be old Popham Road gas station says Depot Assoc.), Oct 25, 1991, p.1
Men at work, at last! (Environmental Asbestos Control removes roof from Popham gas station) (photo), Nov 8, 1991, p.22
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DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS continued

Downtown demolition delayed (Farley Building and Popham Bridge), Nov 15, 1991, p.1
What a wrecker! (Morris Park Contracting took down Popham Rd gas station) (photo), Nov 29, 1991, p.5
Holiday shopper? (Bucket brought for work on Farley Bldg) (photo), Dec 6, 1991, p.3
Men at work (improving sidewalk on Scarsdale Ave.) (photo), Dec 6, 1991, p.5
Farley Building demolished within hours (as downtown development progresses) (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.1
Seasonal highlights (as lights are strung at Boniface Circle) (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.5

DREW, KATHERINE H
Katherine H Drew (dies), Jan 25, 1991, p.12

DROUGHT
Drought warning (James Macri, water super. says about water level), Dec 6, 1991, p.1
Drought update (from James Macri who is asking for self-control in water usage), Dec 13, 1991, p.1

DRUG ABUSE
Drug crusaders sought for honors (by State Anti-Drug Abuse Council for Rita Webb-Smith Award), Dec 13, 1991, p.2

DRAWS, WAYNE A (Dr)
Drysdale, Wayne A (Dr) presented fellowship award, Aug 16, 1991, p.12

DUBBS, HEATHER
Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19

DUBBS, IVAN
New leaders (are officers and directors of SCS Chamber of Commerce; names noted) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.8

DUBBS, WENDY

DUBIN, RICHARD A (AU)
Nonpremium TV at premium prices (ltr), Oct 11, 1991, p.6
Shortchanged by UA cable (remarks about bills) (ltr), Dec 6, 1991, p.6

DUBOIS, NELSON S
A Red Cross Well done' (Nelson S DuBois honored for dedicated service) (photo), Apr 26, 1991, p.2

DUBOW, DIANE
New at Centennial (Diane Dubow and Sybil Sklar) (photo), Oct 18, 1991, p.8

DUCKS
Built-in snowshoes (for ducks at Crane Pond in Edgemont, on ice and snow) (photo), Jan 4, 1991, p.1
The rescuers (Mario Pedone, highway dept., saves ducks that have fallen in drain on Nelson Road), May 31, 1991, p.1

DUFFIELD, CHRIS
Skating away (are ice hockey team at Maroon and White dinner) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22

DUFILER, SUE
New President (of St. Agnes Auxiliary, Linda Teetz, receives gavel from Sue Duftler) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.11

DUNKEL, PAUL
Scarsdale Adult School opens with a flourish (courses noted) (photo), Oct 4, 1991, p.3

DUNN, ALLYN
Parents learn to cope with learning disabilities (representatives of CHILD speak), Nov 8, 1991, p.3

DUVAL, DOROTHY A
Dorothy A Duval (dies), Feb 22, 1991, p.13

DUYTSCHAEVER, DIRK
Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.24

DYCKMAN, ELIZABETH
Elizabeth Dyckman (appointed human resource associate at Lehigh University) (photo), Nov 29, 1991, p.18

EALES, LAUREN (AU)
Let's hear from female sports fans (Focal Points neglected females in questioning) (ltr), Aug 30, 1991, p.6
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EARTH DAY
Earth Day celebrations begin with 'black gold' and litter bags (as compost is offered free), Apr 19, 1991, p.2

EASTER
Passover to Easter (local families celebrate holidays) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.1

EASTERN EUROPE
No one knows the rules of order (edit), Oct 11, 1991, p.7

EASTMAN, LEE V
Lee V Eastman (dies), Aug 9, 1991, p.8

ECKSTEIN, GARY (AU)
Taking the law into his own hands (resident shoots neighbor's dog with rifle; author outraged) (ltr), May 3, 1991, p.6

ECKSTEIN, LAUREN
Middle School relives bygone 20's and 30's 'Boom to Bust' (Popham House 8th gr.) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.18

ECLIPSES, LUNAR
'Yes, of course I saw it,' resident ecliptophile said (Philip Carret) (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.3

EDELMAN, MICHELLE
Undivided, undefeated (Heathcote 6th grade girls maintain championship for 4 years) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.11

EDELMAN, RACHEL
That'll be 15 cents please (at iced tea stand on Church Lane) (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.16

EDELMAN, REBECCA
Bank of New York salutes SCS Summer Musical Theatre "Sweet Charity" (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.20

EDGEWOOD
And a good time was had by all... (at second annual Nelson Road block party), Aug 16, 1991, p.10

EDUCATION
Sobol speaks out against state cuts: View from Albany (includes interview) (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.1
Tom Sobol interview (cont. discussion of state aid cuts and education), Mar 8, 1991, p.12
Sobol on the impact of aid cuts to rich districts (cont. interview on state and local issues), Mar 8, 1991, p.16
Raizes (Debbie) talks about the year ahead (in terms of economic conditions) (cont), Jul 19, 1991, p.12
A teacher can change a world (reflects on teacher's experiences) (edit), Aug 2, 1991, p.6
Parents advised to work with-not against- children's learning styles (edit), Oct 18, 1991, p.5

EDUCATION-JAPAN
Japanese children carefully taught (details education system), Sep 13, 1991, p.7
In Japan, all are born equal (discusses Japanese educational system) (edit), Sep 20, 1991, p.7

EDUCATION-LAWS AND REGULATIONS
Brodsky bill would change school aid (discussion included), Oct 18, 1991, p.1

EDUCATION-NEW YORK STATE
Regent (Edward Meyer) speaks on multiculturalism in New York State school system, Nov 1, 1991, p.1
Sobol: Topic 'misunderstood' (details comments made by Commissioner), Nov 1, 1991, p.1
School boards should do their own cutting (edit), Nov 29, 1991, p.6

EDUCATIONAL TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS
We score! (reviews performance of SCS students on SATs and Advanced Placement Tests), Jan 4, 1991, p.1

EDWARDS, NICHOLAS
At SMH, locals behind the scenes are drawing talent from all over the country (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.13
Bank of New York salutes SCS Summer Musical Theatre "Sweet Charity" (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.20

EDWARDS, SIDNEY

EISENHAUSER, BARBARA
Doctor (Morteza Mohit) acquitted of raping patient (in local trial) Medical license in jeopardy, Aug 9, 1991, p.1
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ELAND, FRED
Lowey campaign fined for '88 fund violation, Aug 2, 1991, p.1

EINBENDER, ALVYN H
Alvin H Einbender (named general campaign chair-elect of UJA-Federation), Jul 26, 1991, p.5

EISENBERG, KAREN
Egyptian art exhibit (for Popham 6; other news noted) (photo), Feb 15, 1991, p.8

EISEMANN, SHELTON (OR) (AU)
Beware the madman (discusses historical leaders and defines madman/warrior) (edit), Mar 15, 1991, p.7

EISERT, EDWARD
Dipping into surplus could be a risky habit (says E. Eisert of TVCC's Fiscal Affairs Committee), Apr 19, 1991, p.3
Committee heads, VP (Janet Marcus) appointed by civic club (names noted), Jul 19, 1991, p.2

EISERT, STEVIE
Sharp shooters (boys third grade all-star soccer team wins Fishkill Memorial Day Tourney) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.17

EISLEY, RICHARD
County Scout symbols (local scouts receive awards) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.8

EISMAN, SUSAN (AU)
... and praise for John Crary (by Fox Meadow PTA regarding new 4-way stop signs) (litr), Apr 26, 1991, p.6

EISNER, GERALD
Getting ready for mandatory recycling (residents consider steps taken) (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.5

ELECTION DISTRICTS
LNV opposes splitting village district (copy of ltr sent to L. Spano) (ltr), May 10, 1991, p.6
Redistricting plan splits Scarsdale: puts 11,000 in minority district (in new proposal), May 24, 1991, p.1
Protest the plan (for new election districting) (edit) (map), May 24, 1991, p.6
Hearing on redistricting plan Tuesday (cont. details of proposed plan), May 24, 1991, p.15
Redistricting OK'd despite protests: Democrats say sue (law becomes effective immediately), May 31, 1991, p.1
Redistricting adopted (cont. amidst opposition), May 31, 1991, p.10
Democrats sue to stop GOP plan (for reshuffling of election districts), Jun 7, 1991, p.1
Second suit challenges redistricting: summary judgment sought in first case), Jun 14, 1991, p.1
Arguments heard in first redistricting suit (decision to be rendered by Justice Donovan), Jun 21, 1991, p.5
Scarsdale (town) suing to protect district (from being represented by multiple legislators, Jun 26, 1991, p.1
Democrats win first redistricting suit; Case pending in Appellate Division, Jun 29, 1991, p.1
New districts should go to public for vote, judge says (cont.), Jun 28, 1991, p.5
Appellate panel says redistricting is legal, Jul 5, 1991, p.1
Redistricting upheld (cont.), Jul 5, 1991, p.10
Court won't hear Democrats' appeal; League of Women Voters filing suit to block redistricting), Jul 12, 1991, p.1
Redistricting suit (cont. details), Jul 12, 1991, p.8
Back to court (Westchester's redistricting plan returns on Aug. 15 to Judge Donovan), Aug 9, 1991, p.1
Judge refuses to hear redistricting arguments (W. Denis Donovan will decide), Aug 16, 1991, p.1
Judge to rule soon on redistricting cases (regarding local election districts), Oct 11, 1991, p.1
District ruling yields no decisions (on election districts), Oct 18, 1991, p.1
Redistricting suits still in court (cont.), Oct 18, 1991, p.8

ELECTIONS
Republican incumbent running for legislature in 17th district (cont.), Oct 25, 1991, p.16
On the ballot: legislators and judges (notes local elections), Nov 1, 1991, p.5
Hochberg in District 8, Carsky in District 17, Marra in District 12, Feiner; Adler (edit), Nov 1, 1991, p.6
Feiner has experience (ltr), Nov 1, 1991, p.6
Scarsdalian endorses Braslow (ltr), Nov 1, 1991, p.6
Carsky wins in first Scarsdale run (photo), Nov 8, 1991, p.1
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ELECTIONS-GBH

She's voting for (Paul) Feiner (in upcoming GBH town supervisor election) (ltr), Jun 21, 1991, p.6
Veteran fires opening volley (discusses Tony Veteran's open letter 7/5/91 and elections) (edit), Jul 12, 1991, p.6
That's wool being pulled over your eyes (from state legislature and local GBH politics) (edit), Jul 12, 1991, p.6
Supervisor's race (GBH Town) is heating up (with candidates and views), Jul 19, 1991, p.1
Feiner (Paul) is supported (in record and viewpoints) (ltr), Jul 19, 1991, p.6
Plans to vote for (Paul) Feiner (details reasons) (ltr), Jul 26, 1991, p.6
He's supporting (Paul) Feiner for supervisor and a change in Greenburgh (ltr), Aug 30, 1991, p.6
Light on primary candidates needed (discussion of individuals) (edit), Aug 30, 1991, p.6
Taking a bigger role in politics and backing (Paul) Feiner for GBH supervisor (ltr), Sep 6, 1991, p.6
To the races (details upcoming elections and candidates) (edit), Sep 6, 1991, p.6
Some harsh words for Tony Veteran (ltr), Sep 6, 1991, p.7
(Tony) Veteran overlooked campaign nuts and bolts (discusses campaign race) (edit), Sep 20, 1991, p.6
At forum, candidates but no answers (discusses candidates for GBH) (edit), Sep 20, 1991, p.6
Biampiccolo faces tough opposition (cont), Sep 20, 1991, p.7
Veteran appeals (Westchester) county petition ruling (will be heard by Judge Donovan), Sep 27, 1991, p.1
Veteran cared for people first, party second (details Anthony Veteran and election results) (edit), Oct 4, 1991, p.6
Candidates offering stale political rehash (reviews GBH election) (edit), Oct 11, 1991, p.6
Thank you from Lester Adler (for election), Nov 8, 1991, p.6
Thanks from supervisor-elect (Paul Feiner for support) (ltr), Nov 15, 1991, p.6
Inappropriate religious identification (deserves comment, says resident) (ltr), Nov 22, 1991, p.6
Candidate grateful (ltr), Nov 29, 1991, p.6
Some objectivity is always nice in a politician (edit), Dec 20, 1991, p.6

ELECTIONS-NEW YORK STATE

Three amendments to state constitution put to voters, Nov 1, 1991, p.5

ELECTIONS-WESTCHESTER COUNTY

GOP sues to put black on ballot in 8th (county legislative district) (race for Hochberg's seat), Aug 16, 1991, p.1
Appeals Court nulls GOP challenge for Hochberg's district (voting rights case for County), Aug 23, 1991, p.1
Hochberg's challenger drops out of county race (Stephen Q Gray withdraws), Aug 30, 1991, p.1

ELKINS, JUDY

Country doin's (planning for first major social event for neighborhood assn) (photo), May 3, 1991, p.9
Time-honored conservation method (resident, Judy Elkins waters with can avoiding sprinkler) (photo), Aug 2, 1991, p.6

ELKINS, STEVE

Preserve our heritage (local groups shall attempt clean-up of wooded areas here) (edit), Aug 16, 1991, p.6

ELLIOT, JEFF

Learning? Sure! Look how dirty our hands are! (describes many of the Adult school offers) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.6

ELLIS, BRET EASTON

The shame of Gloria Steinem (and feminists for censoring American Psycho by B E Ellis) (edit), Feb 1, 1991, p.6

ELLIS, LINDA

For the children (at Bard House, playground dedicated by NY Hospital-Cornell) (photo), Oct 25, 1991, p.11

ELMORE, WAYNE

Fleet manager (Wayne Elmore has been appointed fleet services supervisor, overseeing equipment), Aug 23, 1991, p.1

EMMERICH, CLAUDE (AU)

It's as easy at 1 through 6 (defines options used in solving economic problems), Feb 8, 1991, p.7

EMPLOYMENT

Gaining the competitive edge (details recession, job hunting and interview process) (edit), Mar 29, 1991, p.7
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ENT
A victory in Edgemont's litter battle (Zero Litter Day is described) (ltr), May 3, 1991, p.6

ENG, GREG
Young entrepreneurs (are selling rare baseball cards at stand on Southwoods La) (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.12

ENTERTAINING
It's the dead of winter but music is blooming, Feb 1, 1991, p.15
Bringing Japan to Westchester (with cultural events) (photo), Feb 8, 1991, p.13

ENTERTAINMENT
Rod Young (receives award for puppeteers service), Oct 25, 1991, p.4

ENTERTAINMEN
Censorship and 'Living in America' (television special on VH-1) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.13
Rounding up the usual suspects (outlines cultural events for coming season locally) (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.13

ENVIRONMENT
Consumers must lead on saving energy (discusses US in Middle East and consumers' concerns) (ltr), Jan 18, 1991, p.6
Hearty environment (Fox Meadow students pledge to help environment) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.15
Learning the environmental Rs (from LWV's Carol Goodwin at C-Town) (photo), Feb 8, 1991, p.1
An environmental shopping trip (cont. details of LWV visit to C-Town), Feb 8, 1991, p.5
Pitching in (recycling bins have been strategically placed on inbound RR platforms), Feb 22, 1991, p.1
A victory in Edgemont's litter battle (Zero Litter Day is described) (ltr), May 3, 1991, p.6
Not in my backyard! (urges residents to think and act environmentally about storm drains) (edit), May 10, 1991, p.6
Preserve our heritage (local groups shall attempt clean-up of wooded areas here) (edit), Aug 16, 1991, p.6

ENVIRONMENTAL ASBESTOS CONTROL
Men at work, at last! (Environmental Asbestos Control removes roof from Popham gas station) (photo), Nov 8, 1991, p.22

ERBSEN, ALLAN (AU)
Unenlightened social commentary (argues with Seth Halpern's analysis of Middle East) (ltr), May 10, 1991, p.6

ERFANI, SEANAE
Bank of New York salutes SCS Summer Musical Theatre "Sweet Charity" (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.20

ERFANI, SEANAE (AU)
Molin's image of teenagers distorted, reader writes (responding to 8/9 edit) (ltr), Aug 16, 1991, p.6

ERNST, BONNIE
Holiday sales surprise merchants but outlook is uncertain for '91 (locals are polled), Jan 4, 1991, p.1

ERSKINE, MARGUERITE
Marguerite Erskine (dies), May 3, 1991, p.16

ESANNASON, WAYNE
Village administrator given public safety post (bridging gap between Police and Village), Sep 6, 1991, p.4
Scarsdale Police, village to try again for new agreement (in contract talks), Sep 13, 1991, p.3

ETHICS
Conflict-of-interest (with Government ethics and Vincent G. Pagliaro) (ltr), Dec 20, 1991, p.6

ETHIOPIA
Local woman flies to Israel in time to welcome home Ethiopian Jews (Susan Stern reports), May 31, 1991, p.1
Scarsdalian (Susan Stern) greets Ethiopians (cont details of trip to Israel), May 31, 1991, p.9

EURIE, DEBORAH
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it Celebrates its SHS athletes (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.32

EVANS, DONNA
Conductor (Marcia Campbell) killed as train nears (SCS) station (during Hurricane Bob) (photo), Aug 23, 1991, p.1
Scarsdale won't take Metro-North money for lot (in attempted agreement), Sep 27, 1991, p.1

EVANS, KEN
Parkway finished (repairs at Crane Bridge in spite of being included in 1991 county budget), Jan 4, 1991, p.1
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EVIATAR, DR & DR LYDIA
Howdy, neighbor! (southwestern social event) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.8

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEES, PTA/PTSA-ENT (AU)

EXECUTIVES
Thomas A Kline Jr (presented Citizen of Year by Brooklyn Philharmonic), May 10, 1991, p.8
Peter G Jessel (named senior vice-pres of information technology for EMI Music) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.5
Leon Henry (Inc. names promotions of three employees), May 31, 1991, p.4
Seymour Finkelstein (named Board of American Craft Museum), Jul 19, 1991, p.5
Conrad Harris (named chief financial officer of Consumers Union) (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.5
Alfred Barshun (elected pres. of Westchester-Fairfield chapter of Tax Executives), Jul 26, 1991, p.5
Robert M Rayner (promoted to pres. of construction materials gp of EssoCorp Corp), Nov 8, 1991, p.8

EXORCISM
Not so great Satan (discusses Satan and ABC 20/20 taping of an exorcism) (edit), Apr 12, 1991, p.6

EXPLOSION
Gas tank explodes; flames shoot up 15 feet (in 6/3/91 accident at Sunoco station, Heathcote), Jun 7, 1991, p.3

EYE BANK FOR SIGHT RESTORATION
(Mary Jane) O’Neill named to state panel (Transplant Council formed by governor), Sep 13, 1991, p.12

FAGEL, BILL
Doctor (Morteza Mohit) acquitted of raping patient (in local trial) Medical license in jeopardy, Aug 9, 1991, p.1
Mohit (Dr. Morteza) faces state medical ethics charges (following defense in patient abuse case), Oct 11, 1991, p.3

FAIRENTEIN, GUY R (AU)
It’s not a ‘tunnel,’ it’s an amenity (responds to ‘No Tunnels’ bumper sticker) (ltr), Mar 29, 1991, p.6

FALK, JANE
Honoring White Plains Hospital Center (and volunteers from SCS noted) (photo), Jul 19, 1991, p.4

FALKENBERG, EDWARD
(Alan) Blitz, (Robert) Greenes and (Esther) Shay lauded at last Village Board meeting, Mar 29, 1991, p.2

FALKENBERG, EDWARD (AU)
The Gulf War: a tough call for Congressman Lowey (details her views and others) (ltr), Feb 8, 1991, p.6
Village should not provide charity (through housing for those employed here) (ltr), Mar 8, 1991, p.6
End product—not process—counts (reviews accomplishments of A. Blaze as mayor) (ltr), Apr 19, 1991, p.6
Policy excludes those who speak out (includes letter from mayor) (ltr), Oct 4, 1991, p.6

FALLERMAN, WALTER
New firefighter (William Fallerman completes formal training), Nov 29, 1991, p.4

FALLERMAN, WILLIAM
A firefighter (William Fallerman) is appointed (to SCS Dept), Sep 13, 1991, p.5

FALLON, KARIN
Bank of New York salutes League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 8, 1991, p.28

FAMILY VIOLENCE
Increase in domestic violence noted; resources strained at counseling service, Dec 6, 1991, p.1
Domestic violence cases increase locally (cont), Dec 6, 1991, p.8

FARELLY, STEVE
Skating away (are ice hockey team at Maroon and White dinner) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22

FARGIS, ELIZABETH

FARKAS, SUSAN & GABRIEL (AU)
Edgemont board excoriated (from rejection of budget) (ltr), Jun 21, 1991, p.6
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FARLEY BUILDING (SCS)
Farley Building demolished within hours (as downtown development progresses) (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.1

FARNHAM, CONNIE
Honoring White Plains Hospital Center (and volunteers from SCS noted) (photo), Jul 19, 1991, p.4

FARNHAM, GEORGE AND CONNIE
A Red Cross 'Well done' (Nelson S DuBois honored for dedicated service) (photo), Apr 26, 1991, p.2
Mental health benefit (for Mental Health Assn. attended by local residents) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.9

FARR, ASHLEY
School spear-it (snacks reflect World Health Day and nutritional guidance) (photo), Apr 19, 1991, p.13

FARR, JASON
From Pool to School (children begin Labor Day festivities at Pool and prepare for school) (photo), Sep 6, 1991, p.1

FARRELL, JASON
From Pool to School (children begin Labor Day festivities at Pool and prepare for school) (photo), Sep 6, 1991, p.1

FARRELL, JONATHAN
From Pool to School (children begin Labor Day festivities at Pool and prepare for school) (photo), Sep 6, 1991, p.1

FARRELL, MATTHEW
From Pool to School (children begin Labor Day festivities at Pool and prepare for school) (photo), Sep 6, 1991, p.1

FARREN, JERI
Tribute to last a lifetime (for Linda Moser, pres. and Joyce Hoffman, nurse) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.15

FARROW, JOHN G
John G Farrow (dies), Sep 13, 1991, p.15

FASHION
Spring Fashion Supplement (12 p), Mar 8, 1991, p.0
Fall Fashion (Suppl) (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.0

FASHION, BARBARA
Changes in Edgemont voting urged (by School Bd Nominating Committee; names noted) (ltr), Mar 22, 1991, p.6

FATIGE, RICHARD
New police officer hired; department still short-handed, Dec 13, 1991, p.4

FEE, FRANK J 3RD
Frank J Fee 3rd (named secy of Board of National Fire Protection Agency), Jun 28, 1991, p.4

FEIG, WERNER
S(Ch) High School bids farewell to (Werner) Feig (tenured teachers also noted), Mar 1, 1991, p.12
Master teachers (Werner Feig's retirement evokes memory of Vance Stokes) (edit), May 10, 1991, p.6
A fond farewell to Werner Feig (ltr), Jun 14, 1991, p.6
Pressboard (honors Werner Feig on his retirement), Jun 14, 1991, p.19

FEIG, WERNER (AJ)
From (Werner) Feig, thanks (to community for tributes) (ltr), Jun 21, 1991, p.6

FEIN, WINIFRED W
Fein, Winifred W (dies), Nov 1, 1991, p.20

FEINER, PAUL
A fair way to redistrict (would involve nonpartisan reapportionment as Feiner suggests) (edit), Feb 15, 1991, p.6
Fences, yes; walls, no (for WestHELP temporary homeless housing in GBH) (edit), Mar 22, 1991, p.6
(Westchester) County cuts postponed (until at least Sept. depending on state funding levels), Apr 12, 1991, p.1
(Paul) Feiner gets her vote (details fine accomplishments made personally for family) (ltr), May 31, 1991, p.6
(Audrey) Hochberg may face challenger (Samuel Wilkins, within new redistricting plan), Jun 7, 1991, p.1
She's voting for (Paul) Feiner (in upcoming GBH town supervisor election) (ltr), Jun 21, 1991, p.6
Supervisor's race (GBH Town) is heating up (with candidates and views), Jul 19, 1991, p.1
Feiner (Paul) is supported (in record and viewpoints) (ltr), Jul 19, 1991, p.6
Feiner an energetic manager (supports his candidacy for GBH Town Supervisor) (ltr), Aug 9, 1991, p.6
Light on primary candidates needed (discussion of individuals) (edit), Aug 30, 1991, p.6
Taking a bigger role in politics and backing (Paul) Feiner for GBH supervisor) (ltr), Sep 6, 1991, p.6
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FEINER, PAUL continued
To the races (details upcoming elections and candidates) (edit), Sep 6, 1991, p.6
(Tony) Veteran overlooked campaign nuts and bolts (discusses campaign race) (edit), Sep 20, 1991, p.6
Hochberg in District B, Carsky in District 17, Harra in District 12, Feiner; Adler (edit), Nov 1, 1991, p.6
Feiner cares about his constituents (ltr), Nov 1, 1991, p.6
She's voting for Paul Feiner (ltr), Nov 1, 1991, p.6
Scarsdale should be proud of Paul Feiner and his commitment to local government (edit), Nov 8, 1991, p.6
FEINER, PAUL (AU)
Greenburgh move on car theft urged (to establish prevention program) (ltr), Jan 4, 1991, p.6
Kudos for Metro-North (on recycling efforts) (ltr), Feb 22, 1991, p.6
Feiner urges partisan-free redistricting (of GBH, Hastings and river towns) (ltr), Mar 29, 1991, p.6
Feiner urges garbage pickup (by Town of Greenburgh to save funds) (ltr), Jul 5, 1991, p.6
Thanks from supervisor-elect (Paul Feiner for support) (ltr), Nov 15, 1991, p.6
FEINSTEIN, EVE
Quilters give Blythedale children hand-crafted ‘pieces of home’ (photo), Nov 22, 1991, p.5
FEIRSTEIN, SACHA AND SHANE
Passover to Easter (local families celebrate holidays) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.1
FELDINGER, IRWIN
And the contest winners are... (residents named who completed music puzzle), Oct 4, 1991, p.20
FELDSHUH, TOVAH
Come to the cabaret (to see Tovah Feldshuh, SHS graduate) (photo), Jul 5, 1991, p.11
Welcome home Terry Sue! (reviews Tovah Feldshuh’s new cabaret act), Jul 19, 1991, p.14
FELICE, WALTER
Fire for firefighting (brisk daily walks for SCS Fire Dept) (photo), Feb 15, 1991, p.3
Walter Felice chosen as next fire chief (effective 6/1/91) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.1
Captain: fire starts match at home of B.S. Horodas, due to paint burning), May 24, 1991, p.1
Ringing in retirement (as Raymond White receives chrome-plated firebell) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.3
Grim aftermath (of fire at 34 Stratton Road) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.5
Gas tank explodes; flames shoot up 15 feet (in 6/3/91 accident at Sunoco station, Heathcote), Jun 7, 1991, p.3
New responsibilities ahead for police chief (as emergency services are coordinated), Jun 14, 1991, p.1
Foreign fundraisers (Harrison firefighters are soliciting SCS residents for contributions), Jun 21, 1991, p.1
Central dispatch (SCS considers a single emergency number for fire and police), Aug 16, 1991, p.1
New fire truck (refurbished ladder truck will improve service and safety for men), Aug 16, 1991, p.1
A firefighter (William Fallerman) is appointed to SCS Dept), Sep 13, 1991, p.5
Wetting down (Fire Dept launches new truck) (photo), Oct 25, 1991, p.1
FELIX, JAMES M
James M Felix (named partner in Fink Weinberger) (photo), Oct 25, 1991, p.4
FELIX, JANE
I now pronounce you... (performances for nursery schools of Ruipelstiltskin) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.8
FENDelman, BURTON
No need to save three buildings, preservation committee rules (Popham Road bridge area), Sep 6, 1991, p.1
FERRARO, DONALD
Predictions for 1991 (from various local leaders and organizations, cont. from p.1), Jan 4, 1991, p.5
State accreditation (certificare awarded to SCS Police dept by New York State) (photo), Jan 11, 1991, p.3
A Clamback (Auto Theft) plus (given to residents by Metropolitan Insurance Co. who participate), Jan 25, 1991, p.1
(Commission on Accreditation congratulates Donald Ferraro) (photo) (Progress edit 1991), Jan 25, 1991, p.1
Historic lunch (for TVCC’s first luncheon at new Heathcote Crossing) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.4
This time, the alert was for real (and burglars got away when signal didn’t register), May 31, 1991, p.1
New responsibilities ahead for police chief (as emergency services are coordinated), Jun 14, 1991, p.1
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FERRARO, DONALD continued

Police go car shopping (and SCS unveiled 1991 Chevrolet Caprice at Sidewalk Sale), Aug 9, 1991, p.3
Central dispatch (SCS considers a single emergency number for fire and police), Aug 16, 1991, p.1
They make biking safer (SCS Police receive award from NY State for bicycle safety programs) (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.3
Cited for safety (SCS Police Chief, as there have been no pedestrian deaths in 9 yrs.) (photo), Oct 11, 1991, p.21
Early warning on Halloween vandalism (from Police), Oct 25, 1991, p.1
Outbreak of car window smashing follows quiet Halloween in Scarsdale, Nov 8, 1991, p.1
Cracking down on picking up (Metro-North commuters and motorists will be ticketed at drop-off), Dec 13, 1991, p.1
New police officer hired; department still short-handed, Dec 13, 1991, p.4

FERRARO, DONALD (AU)

Coming soon to an accredited police department near you, computers (details procedures) (edit), Apr 19, 1991, p.7

FERRERO, LUCIA

Schools to honor 5 retirees (names noted), Feb 15, 1991, p.11

FERRIELO, NANCY

School spear-it (snacks reflect World Health Day and nutritional guidance) (photo), Apr 19, 1991, p.13

FERRONE, MARCO

Marching scouts win awards (names noted for Memorial Day awards ceremony) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.3

FERRY, N.H. AND CAROL

'War destroys. Peace heals' (flags in Boniface Circle will fly for peace through 5/10/91) (photo), May 3, 1991, p.1

FESSENDEN, KRISTEN

Banner year (for St. James the Less) (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.14

FEUERSTEIN, DAVID

Outer reaches (Andrew "Air" Wallach delivers leading points over New Rochelle) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.20
Cagers thumped in 79-50 loss to No. 1 Moutn Vernon (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.22
Coach of the year (Basketball coach, Jack Kaminer, with his team) (cont) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22
Team effort (for Raiders basketball team at Madison Square Garden before finals) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22
Baseball: new and improved for '91? (discusses high school team and upcoming season details) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28
Baseball finishes 16-7-1 and wins 1st league title ever; loses 2-1 in semis (photo), May 31, 1991, p.19
Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19
First Scholar Athlete honored at SHS (David Feuerstein), Jun 21, 1991, p.8

FEUERSTEIN, MARC

Mighty midgets (SCS Sweepers, 4th graders won Rockland Invitational Tour) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28
Local youngsters winners at Playground Olympics 1991 (photo), Aug 9, 1991, p.16

FEYER, DARIA

Downhill dynamo (girls high school ski team wins divisional title) (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.18

FEYER, TYANA

Downhill dynamo (girls high school ski team wins divisional title) (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.18

FIALK, JAMIE

Icing the victory (Jamie Fialk displays banner for undefeated team) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.14

FIEBISER, JAMIE

Peace doves (OR kindergartners wrote to soldiers in Persian Gulf) (photo), Feb 15, 1991, p.8

FIBURGER, ELIZABETH

Godspell truth (Stephen Schwartz visits drama members before their production) (photo), Feb 8, 1991, p.15

FIEDLER, JEFFREY

Jeffrey Fiedler (to receive Einstein Humanitarian award for philanthropic leadership), Apr 12, 1991, p.9

FIEDLER, JESSIE

Historic lunch (for TVCC's first luncheon at new Heathcote Crossing) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.4
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FILIS, JIN
Antiques meet '91 challenge in Tuckahoe summer run, Sep 13, 1991, p.17

FINANCIAL ADVISORS
Ellen T Keilly (named as consultant to National Council on the Aging, Nov 29, 1991, p.18
FINE, JULIA (AU)
Village appears stalled on recycling (resident questions SCS's involvement) (ltr), Aug 30, 1991, p.6
FINE, LEAH AND MANUEL (AU)
Golden Horseshoe access (to Heathcote Road) explained (by owners of center) (ltr), Jun 14, 1991, p.6
FINIGAN, JESSICA
Notable netters (Greenacres 5th grade girls take first place) (photo), Jul 19, 1991, p.20

FINK, JEAN
Historic lunch (for TVCC's first luncheon at new Heathcote Crossing) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.4
Committee heads, VP (Janet Marcus) appointed by civic club (names noted), Jul 19, 1991, p.2
Bank of New York salutes League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 8, 1991, p.28

FINKELSTEIN, DAVID
Brappers gain 2 wins and one season reversal (photo), Feb 15, 1991, p.22
FINKELSTEIN, NORMAN 6 (AU)
Why Palestinians cheered the Scuds, and why some still cling to illusions (edit), Nov 22, 1991, p.7
FINKELSTEIN, SEYMOUR
Seymour Finkelstein (named Board of American Craft Museum), Jul 19, 1991, p.5

FIRE DEPT-BBH
Overzealous appeal (to SCS residents in fundraising effort for GBH; will not benefit SCS Dept), Apr 12, 1991, p.1

FIRE DEPT-SCS
Fire for firefighting (brisk daily walks for SCS Fire Dept) (photo), Feb 15, 1991, p.3
Beware the low bid (for reconstruction of fire pump by co. that has since closed), Mar 8, 1991, p.1
Overzealous appeal (to SCS residents in fundraising effort for GBH; will not benefit SCS Dept), Apr 12, 1991, p.1
Fire Chief (Raymond J White) to retire after 35 years (photo), May 3, 1991, p.1
Chief (Raymond) White retiring (cont details about chief's career and beliefs), May 3, 1991, p.9
Walter Felice chosen as next fire chief (effective 6/1/91) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.1
The fine points of babysitting (demonstrated by Fire Dept to local youth) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.3
Ringing in retirement (as Raymond White receives chrome-plated firebell) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.3
New responsibilities ahead for police chief (as emergency services are coordinated), Jun 14, 1991, p.1
Foreign fundraisers (Harrison firefighters are soliciting SCS residents for contributions), Jun 21, 1991, p.1
Promoted (John Perri, to rank of captain) (photo), Jun 28, 1991, p.3

Jaws' gave sharks a bad rap... (local photographer, John Savarese explores Bahamas) (photo), Aug 2, 1991, p.5
Central dispatch (SCS considers a single emergency number for fire and police), Aug 16, 1991, p.1
New fire truck (refurbished ladder truck will improve service and safety for men), Aug 16, 1991, p.1
A big thank you (to Fire Dept from Wapetuck campers) (photo), Sep 6, 1991, p.2
Battle of the hoses (waterball competition at annual fire muster at Crossway) (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.1
A firefighter (William Fallerman) is appointed (to SCS Dept), Sep 13, 1991, p.5
Seasonal problem (of oil furnace puffback quickly taken care of by SCS Fire Dept), Sep 27, 1991, p.1
Honored for longevity (nine SCS employees; names noted) (photo), Oct 18, 1991, p.4
Wetting down (Fire Dept launches new truck) (photo), Oct 25, 1991, p.1
Firefighters chorale (photo), Nov 15, 1991, p.1
New firefighter (William Fallerman completes formal training), Nov 29, 1991, p.4
Cub Scouts to firefighters: thanks (ltr), Dec 6, 1991, p.6

FIRE PREVENTION
What to do in case of fire (Frank Field video available at SCS Library for residents), Jun 28, 1991, p.3
Frank J Fee 3rd (named secy of Board of National Fire Protection Agency), Jun 28, 1991, p.4
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FIRE PREVENTION continued

An hour well spent (Fire Prevention Week brings awareness and suggestions) (edit), Oct 4, 1991, p.6
Are your fire escape skills honed? (fire prevention education to be held at Crossway), Oct 11, 1991, p.21

FIREARMS

US spends too much on weapons (questions US military budget on weapons) (ltr), Mar 15, 1991, p.6

FIRES

Detector detected (in rented Harrison house on Lyons Road but smoke alarm was not working), Jan 11, 1991, p.1
Errors in account of (Christmas 1990) fire (at Edgewood home) (ltr), Jan 25, 1991, p.6
Police investigate fire at 2 Overhill (Road, a village office building), Feb 1, 1991, p.1
Overhill fire (cont details) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.2
Lyons (Road) fire update (as Det. Carroll revises details of fire 12/25/90), Feb 1, 1991, p.2
Man (Hiroo Maruyama) accused of arson at 2 Overhill (office bldg, 1/25/91 incident), Feb 22, 1991, p.1
Coming up (Sub) Rosa (local merchant restores after fire last fall), Mar 8, 1991, p.1
Saturday night fire on Church Lane under investigation (Campbell family details) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.1
Church Lane (cont details of fire investigation), May 17, 1991, p.17
Captain: fire starts match (at home of B.S. Horodas, due to paint burning), May 24, 1991, p.1
He resents 'tendentious' reporting (of fire at his home 5/11) (ltr), May 24, 1991, p.6
Brie after math (of fire at 34 Stratton Road) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.5
Seasonal problem (of oil furnace puffback quickly taken care of by SCS Fire Dept), Sep 27, 1991, p.1
Fire damages Colonial Road house; no injuries, Nov 15, 1991, p.3
Fire rips through Sprague Road home (Siekarski family) (photo), Dec 27, 1991, p.1

FISCHEL, SHELLEY C (AU)

There is good child care available (edit), Oct 18, 1991, p.7

FISHBERG, FRAN

Louise Boardman (re-elected pres of RP Found.; other SCS officers noted) (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.12

FISHER, GRETA


FISHER, JOSH

Mighty midgets (SCS Sweepers, 4th graders win Rockland Invitational Tour) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

FISHER, ROBERT

For Class of '41, first reunion (is planned for 5/3/91; unlocated names are noted), Jan 25, 1991, p.2

FISCHMAN, GIL

Quaker Ridge reigns (6th grade boys took 1991 Rec Dept title) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.19
All-star champs (6th grade boys won medal at All-County tourney) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

FISCHMAN, JON

Quaker Ridge reigns (6th grade boys took 1991 Rec Dept title) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.19
All-star champs (6th grade boys won medal at All-County tourney) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

FITGERALD, ANN

Hearty environment (Fox Meadow students pledge to help environment) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.15

FITGERALD, JAMES (AU)

Affordable housing: drain on funds (opinion on employee and seniors option) (ltr), Jul 19, 1991, p.6

FITGERALD, THOMAS

Defense witness tells of meeting with (Vincent) Parco (details of ongoing trial), Apr 5, 1991, p.1

FITZHugh, BARBARA

ESL teacher speaks at forums (Barbara FitzHugh, director of Language for Living), Mar 29, 1991, p.4
International Day raises the spirits at SCS High, 4/24/91) (ltr), May 3, 1991, p.6

FITZMORRIS, DOUGLAS

Murder victim's daughter (Kristan Solomon) testifies (at Carolyn Marus trial), Jan 18, 1991, p.1
Jury still weighing evidence against (Carolyn) Marus (in murder trial) (photo), Apr 19, 1991, p.1
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FIX, PAUL
Sharp shooters (boys third grade all-star soccer team wins Fishkill Memorial Day Tourn.) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.17

FLAGG, BARBARA
Families share the wealth at Christmas (with Adopt a Family at Christmas program) (photo), Dec 20, 1991, p.3

FLAGS
Flags for peace (SCS Peace Flags Committee asked to display flags in village center), Mar 29, 1991, p.1
Sign of the dove (peace flags will be flying in Bonifice Circle through May 10 '91), Apr 26, 1991, p.1
'War destroys. Peace heals' (flags in Bonifice Circle will fly for peace through 5/10/91) (photo), May 3, 1991, p.1
Olympic flag raising (ceremony held at SCS Post Office as part of national program), Nov 1, 1991, p.1

FLANAGAN, JILL
Bakin' states (J. Flanagan's 4th grade creates the US in cookie map) (photo), Apr 19, 1991, p.8

FLANAGAN, RYAN
Mighty wedges (SCS Sweepers, 4th graders won Rockland Invitational Tour) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

FLAX, MITCHELL
Board of Architectural Review okays fences, additions (names noted), Apr 26, 1991, p.3

FLAX, MITCHELL (AU)
Arguments against law exploit fear (of residents as bulk law proposal is discussed) (ltr), Jan 18, 1991, p.6
Tribute to Bob Gilbert... (for service as chair of Architectural Review Board) (ltr), Apr 26, 1991, p.6

FLEISCHER, NORMA
Norma Fleischer (certified as instructor of clinical hypnotherapy), May 10, 1991, p.8

FLETCHER, ELISE R
Holiday show (photo), Dec 20, 1991, p.1B

FLETCHER, TOMMY-LOU
Manhattan Savings Bank honors the 60th Anniversary of the SCS Woman's Exchange (photo), Nov 15, 1991, p.28

FLINT, JEANINE
Honored (for volunteer work are J. Flint and M. Abbe) (photo), Nov 29, 1991, p.19

FLISER, BIFFY & ERIC
Twins triumph (five sets are among high school graduates) (photo), Jun 28, 1991, p.1

FLISER, ELIZABETH
Dancing the Frug at the Pompeii Club (are actors of this summer's "Sweet Charity") (photo), Aug 2, 1991, p.1

FLOOD, NOREEN
Predictions from 1991 (from various local leaders and organizations, cont. from p.1), Jan 4, 1991, p.5
Attacks on (Noreen) Flood (Village Assessor) lack legal basis (says Village Board), Apr 5, 1991, p.1
State officials say assessor's procedures were okay (following hearing of complaints), Apr 5, 1991, p.4

FLOOD, NOREEN
Property tax assessment inequitable (reply to 4/5/91 article about SCS assessor) (ltr), Apr 19, 1991, p.6

FLORIO, ARMANDO
Armando Florio (dies), Oct 18, 1991, p.16

FLOWER GARDENS AND GARDENING
A rose is a rose is a rose—but not mine! (edit), Sep 13, 1991, p.7

FLOWERS
April flowers (daffodils bloom in Fox Meadow) (photo), May 3, 1991, p.3
Flower talk (at Standard Flower Show) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.10

FOGEL, BARBARA
Students (SHS) support guards' job pleas (at Board of Education meeting), Jun 7, 1991, p.5
Windows (and other business presented to School Board) (cont), Jun 7, 1991, p.8
Resident asks School Board for help deterring vandalism (at Halloween), Sep 27, 1991, p.3
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FOLEY, JOSEPH H JR
Joseph H Foley Jr (celebrated 25 years with Liberty Mutual) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.4

FOLKLORE-CHINA
Goodbye Horse, hello Sheep (notes background of Chinese symbols for New Year) (edit), Feb 15, 1991, p.7

FOLLINI, GEORGE
George A Follini (dies), Mar 1, 1991, p.15

FOLLINI, GEORGE A
George A Follini (dies), Feb 22, 1991, p.13

FONTANA, LUCILLE A (AU)
Arts budget cut opposed (by pres. of SCS Summer Music Theatre) (ltr), Apr 5, 1991, p.6

FONTANA, PAUL
Dramatic improvement (in refurbished dressing room backstage at HS-Friends contribution) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.12

FONTANA, RICHARD
Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre names producers (for 1991 Sweet Charity), Apr 26, 1991, p.16

FONTANA, RICHARD & LUCILLE A (AU)
We were stunned (ltr), Dec 13, 1991, p.6

FONTANELLA, GRAZIO 'ROCKY'
‘New hope’ for speedy police contract (following new hope for resolution), Dec 6, 1991, p.1

FONTANELLA, ROCKY
PBA accuses village of labor violation: Contract negotiations stalled, Sep 20, 1991, p.1

FOOTBALL
Hometown Quarterback scrambling for his life’s dream (in NFL draft) (photo) (edit), Mar 15, 1991, p.6
SHS grad (Chris Cochrane) vying for an NFL career (cont details of Football draft) (edit), Mar 15, 1991, p.12
Let’s hear from female sports fans (Focal Points neglected females in questioning) (ltr), Aug 30, 1991, p.6
Pre-season tips (from Coach Paladino) (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.17
Oh so close. (photo), Sep 27, 1991, p.1

FORECASTING
Gazing into the crystal ball: What’s ahead in the new year? (various leaders are asked), Jan 4, 1991, p.1
Predictions for 1991 (from various local leaders and organizations, cont. from p.1), Jan 4, 1991, p.5
Sobbing up (as we gaze back at 1990 and look forward to 1991, locally and nationally) (edit), Jan 4, 1991, p.6

FORREST, JEFF

FORREST, JEFFREY
Heathcote Bridge nears completion, Dec 6, 1991, p.1

FORTUNE-TELLING
Psychic/reader has a thriving business here (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.6
Reading the subconscious (cont. psychic claims and biographical data), Jan 25, 1991, p.16

FOSTER, DIANE
Volunteers (meet at Wayside Cottage with community advisory council; names noted) (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.10

FOSTER, RUTH A
Ruth A Foster (dies), Nov 15, 1991, p.20

FOX, DONNA
Bank of New York salutes SCS Summer Musical Theatre “Sweet Charity” (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.20
SMH does it again with ‘Sweet Charity’ (Critic at Large Michael Iachetta reviews), Aug 9, 1991, p.10

FOX, JUDITH
Gazing into the crystal ball: What’s ahead in the new year? (various leaders are asked), Jan 4, 1991, p.1
Bomb scare disrupts K-Day at Scarsdale High School 1/16/91 (photo), Jan 18, 1991, p.3
Animal club opposes raffle coat prize choice (cont), Mar 29, 1991, p.2

SHS students (Mike Henderson and Rehka Roa) hailed for recycling drive (paper program) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.12
Students protest (over loss of security guards in new budget) (Al Cooper and Ed Ciffone), May 31, 1991, p.1
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FOX, JUDITH continued

Students (SHS) support guards' job plea (at Board of Education meeting), Jun 7, 1991, p.5
Hibschan's contract renewed; (Judith) Fox and (Michael) McDermott get tenure (retirees noted), Jun 21, 1991, p.1
Maroon—a student newspaper grappling with thorny issues of high school life, Jun 21, 1991, p.1
Band members (Sky Blues) protest high school administration's action (ltr), Jul 5, 1991, p.6

FOX, ROBERT

New boards and council members appointed at first meeting of new term (names noted), Apr 12, 1991, p.8

FOX, SYLVIA (AU)

Not his finest hour either (takes issue with Seth Halpern's edit on Jews and Middle East) (ltr), Apr 12, 1991, p.6
Where's the news about local talent? (resident criticizes coverage of 'Sweet Charity') (ltr), Aug 23, 1991, p.6

FRAIDOL, CELESTE

Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.24

FRANCE, VILMA (AU)

Central 7 needs 'trouble-makers' (resident differs with E. Molin 6/21 column) (ltr), Jun 28, 1991, p.6

FRANK, JASPER (JAY)

Jasper (Jay) Frand (dies), Aug 9, 1991, p.8

FRANK, JENNIFER

Egyptian art exhibit (for Popham 65; other news noted) (photo), Feb 15, 1991, p.8

FRANK, NANCY

Civic Club to discuss elementary curriculum at May membership meeting, May 24, 1991, p.2
School day study challenges K-5 group, Dec 6, 1991, p.9

FRANKEL, STEVEN


FREDMAN, SAMUEL

Doctor (Morteza Mohit) cleared of rape faces malpractice suit (in civil case), Sep 20, 1991, p.1

FRED, ARTHUR

Bronx River Parkway divider work meets deadline for funds, Aug 2, 1991, p.1

FREEDMAN, AMANDA

Gym class (Raiders girls gymnasts assembled at Maroon and White dinner) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22

FREEDMAN, CLAIRE

Ancestral link is reward for good sleuthing (details of Family History Center at Mormon Church) (edit), Mar 1, 1991, p.6
Country doin's (planning for first major social event for neighborhood assn) (photo), May 3, 1991, p.9

FREIDFERI, GALILA

Downhill dynamite (girls high school ski team wins divisional title) (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.18

FREIHOFER BAKING COMPANY

Bicycle Sundays (saved by Freihofer Baking Co who will contribute costs for four days), Apr 26, 1991, p.1
The Bicycle Column (discusses Bike Sundays on the Bronx River Pkwy), May 3, 1991, p.26

FRENCH, HARRIET F

Harriet F French (dies), Jan 18, 1991, p.16

FRENCHMAN, CINDY

Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.28

FRENKEL, LIZ

Gym class (Raiders girls gymnasts assembled at Maroon and White dinner) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22
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FRESH AIR FRIENDLY TOWN PROGRAM
  Let's be a friendly town (details residents' experience with program, suggests participation) (edit), Jun 14, 1991, p.6

FRESH AIR FUND
  'Who put all this grass on the sidewalk?' our young visitor asks (Fresh Air Fund) (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.7

FREYER, JOEL
  State accreditation (certificate awarded to SCS Police dept by New York State) (photo), Jan 11, 1991, p.3

FREYER, TYANA (AU)
  Safe Rides grateful to community who supported them this year (1tr), Apr 19, 1991, p.6

FRIEARY, HENRY J

FRIEDENBERG, JEANNE
  Jeanne Friedenberg (dies), Jan 11, 1991, p.9

FRIEDLAND, RITA
  Women tennis winners (Karen Applebome, Rita Friedland, and Ellen Rothenberg), Jul 26, 1991, p.6

FRIEDMAN, MAXINE
  Maxine Friedman (dies), May 3, 1991, p.16

FRIENDS OF MUSIC AND ARTS-SCS
  Kids art still on display at SCS Library (from elementary school students in Scott Room), May 17, 1991, p.13

FRIENDS OF SCS PUBLIC LIBRARY
  Wanted: Books (for Library's two upcoming book fairs June 8-9 and Sept 21-22 '91), Apr 26, 1991, p.4
  Books needed (as library prepares for paperback sale 6/8-9 and 9/21 hardcover sale), May 17, 1991, p.4
  At benefit sale, lots of books (as Friends of SCS Library hold annual sale 6/21-9/22/91), Sep 13, 1991, p.4
  Book fair to be held this weekend (6/21-9/22/91), Sep 20, 1991, p.2
  On 'Today' next week (Mary Cahill, author of Carpool, spoke for Friends of SCS Library) (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.8
  Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.24
  Daddy, can we go now? (Jon Leibman and daughter Kate look over books) (photo), Sep 27, 1991, p.3
  Curmudgeon charts readers at Friends of Library lecture (Cleveland Amory) (photo), Nov 22, 1991, p.1

FROELICH, CARL
  Carl Froelich (dies), Oct 11, 1991, p.16

FROELICH, SALLY
  American Cancer Society's fundraiser enlists the help of musical cast (local residents) (photo), May 3, 1991, p.11

FROGLES
  Daydreaming, he says, is mother of all invention (Leonard M Greene & aerospace co.) (edit) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.6

FROLICH, STEVE
  Skating away (are ice hockey team at Maroon and White dinner) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22

FROMMER, SANDY & ALAN
  And a good time was had by all... (at second annual Nelson Road block party), Aug 16, 1991, p.10

FROMMER, SCOTT
  Sharp shooters (boys third grade all-star soccer team wins Fishkill Memorial Day Tourn.) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.17

FUJINARA, RYOTA & DAISUKE
  Brotherly shove (at Heathcote playground) (photo), Jul 19, 1991, p.8

FURLONG, JULIA
  Does he have a permit? (wigwam instruction given by Don Cardinal, a Cree elder) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.2

FURMAN, MARINA
  Fundraisers (for Westchester Women's Campaign for UJA raise funds at Dec. luncheon) (photo), Jan 4, 1991, p.8

FUTURA HOUSE FOUNDATION
  Hailing Futura House anniversary (1tr), Dec 27, 1991, p.6

GAFFNEY, JOHN
  About that bridge (Heathcote Bridge will continue renovation next month), May 10, 1991, p.1
  A year later, the (Heathcote) bridge is still a mess (plans for completion noted) (photo), Jul 12, 1991, p.1
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GAGNON, DAMON
Summer baseball bigger than ever! (SES Summer Baseball League begins '91 season) (photo), Jul 12, 1991, p.20

GAGNON, NATHAN
Winning gambit (as two Edgewood teams participate in National Championship) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.15

GAILLARD, HENRY E
Henry E Gaillard (dies), Sep 20, 1991, p.14

GAISER, BRADLEY
Overhill fire (cont details) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.2
Wetting down (Fire Dept launches new truck) (photo), Oct 25, 1991, p.1

GAISER, ROBERT
These two love scouting, and it shows (Robert Gaiser and Gordon Hamilton) (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.3
These two love scouting, and it shows (Robert Gaiser and Gordon Hamilton) (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.3

GALEF, SANDRA
Judge refuses to hear redistricting arguments (W. Denis Donovan will decide), Aug 16, 1991, p.1

GALLAGHER, ED
Back from the edge (former football star spoke to high school students about suicide) (photo), Apr 19, 1991, p.13

GALLAGHER, LOUIS
Pace (university) awards (to SES residents for service), Feb 8, 1991, p.4

GALLOWAY, FRAN
Sidewalk shopper refuels (at SES Rotary Club's hot dog stand during Sidewalk Sale) (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.1

GALLOWAY, JOHN
More opposition to (zoning) law (cont. from p.1 where Village Board meeting was detailed), Jan 11, 1991, p.8
School Board committee seeks nominees (for two seats that will be open June 1991), Feb 15, 1991, p.5
Sidewalk shopper refuels (at SES Rotary Club's hot dog stand during Sidewalk Sale) (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.1
Preserve our heritage (local groups shall attempt clean-up of wooded areas here) (edit), Aug 16, 1991, p.6
Village should retain an independent attorney to oversee information requests (ltr), Nov 22, 1991, p.6

GALLOWAY, SARAH
SHS students honored for academic standing, service (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18

GALLUCCIO-STEELE, FRANCESCA (AU)
A newcomer's queries on voting (describes small town democracy in Mass vs. SES system) (ltr), Mar 29, 1991, p.6

GAMACHE, PAULA (AU)
Consumers must lead on saving energy (discusses US in Middle East and consumers' concerns) (ltr), Jan 18, 1991, p.6
The power of the bottom line (denounces PTA's leadership for allowing fur to be raffled) (ltr), Apr 12, 1991, p.6

GAMBINO, TONY
Defense witness tells of meeting with (Vincent) Parco (details of ongoing trial), Apr 5, 1991, p.1

GANDOLFI, VALENTINO
Police presence (Valentino Gandolfi to foot patrol downtown area), Jun 21, 1991, p.1
Reassignment (of Donna Sylvester to SES as V. Gandolfi retires), Sep 27, 1991, p.1

GANEM, MELICENT (AU)
Lone budget critic (at budget hearing, resident objects to tax rise) (ltr), May 24, 1991, p.6

GANNON, JANES
Library Week: World o' words (school celebrations and Library speakers) (photo), Apr 26, 1991, p.13

GANNON, LYNN
Forecast for Saturday: Wet! (as staff prepares for opening of SES Pool) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.1

GANNON, MIKE
Angry Ex-Rep (Joseph DioGuardi) takes on (Nita) Lowey in radio spots (attacking the incumbent), Aug 9, 1991, p.1
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GARAGES

GrantAY finance parking structure on Merchant's Lot (near Freightway, for parking shortage), Mar 29, 1991, p.1
Multi-level parking plan needs discussion (says resident about Merchant Lot) (ltr), Apr 5, 1991, p.6
Almost open for service (new central garage at Secor and Ramsey Roads) (photo), Jul 19, 1991, p.1

GARDELLA, RICHARD

Summoned by flyer, crowd (of 140 residents) protests bulk housing law (at Village Board) (photo), Jan 11, 1991, p.1
Village wins again in Winston (property) suit, Mar 1, 1991, p.1
Redistricting OK'd despite protests: Democrats sue (law becomes effective immediately), May 31, 1991, p.1
Greenacres residents protest city sewer line (emergency route laid by White Plains), Jun 14, 1991, p.5
Aggrieved taxpayers (1991 Tax Grievance Day is busiest in recent history), Jun 21, 1991, p.1
State suit filed over pool planned in wetlands area (by Margo Schwartz; Goldsteins objecting), Aug 2, 1991, p.1
State suit filed over swimming pool (cont. details of Schwartz application), Aug 2, 1991, p.12
Back to court (Westchester's redistricting plan returns on Aug. 15 to Judge Donovan), Aug 9, 1991, p.1
Pool suit (filed by Goldsteins against Schwartz) on hold (Rural Drive residents), Aug 16, 1991, p.1
Counsel says former assessor violated local ethics code (Vincent Pagliaro), Oct 11, 1991, p.1
Chateaux subdivision awaits legal opinion, Nov 29, 1991, p.1

SEE ALSO FLOOD, NOREEN

GARFF, BRIAN

Missioners (Brian Garff and Gregory Davis) return from Guatemala and France (photo), Sep 27, 1991, p.16

GARFF, ELIZABETH

Funds for freshmen (organizations help launch drive) (photo), Nov 29, 1991, p.2

GARLAND, SONNIE

Victims' rights: progress (describes proposed legislation and Victims organizations) (edit), Apr 26, 1991, p.6

GARLAND, FAUL

Victims' rights: progress (describes proposed legislation and Victims organizations) (edit), Apr 26, 1991, p.6

GARRIDO, CHENELL

Smithline winners (from Billy Smithline Memorial tennis tournament) (photo), Jan 11, 1991, p.18

GARRIDO, DIANA

The Edgewood edge (earned by undefeated 4th grade girls in Blue div) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

GARRIDO, VIC

The Edgewood edge (earned by undefeated 4th grade girls in Blue div) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

GARTH WOODS

Preserve our heritage (local groups shall attempt clean-up of wooded areas here) (edit), Aug 16, 1991, p.6

GASKIN, JEFF

No answer for Garth (Road) tenants (as Village considers condemning of 7-eleven bldg), Apr 12, 1991, p.19

GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS

Gas tank explodes; flames shoot up 15 feet (in 6/3/91 accident at Sunoco station, Heathcote), Jun 7, 1991, p.3

GASSON, CHRIS

Bank of New York salutes SCS Summer Musical Theatre "Sweet Charity" (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.20

GAUGHAN, BEVERLY H

Beverly H. Gaughan (named to professional staff at Family Service of Westchester), Jun 14, 1991, p.4

GAUSE, GREGORY III

Experts assess US role after the war (outlines US position and historical background), Mar 8, 1991, p.1

GAVRIN, DAVID

New boards and council members appointed at first meeting and new term (names noted), Apr 12, 1991, p.8
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6BH
(Progress edit 1991), Jan 25, 1991, p.10
She's for Bronz (discusses democratic primary for supervisor) (ltr), Jun 14, 1991, p.6
'Uncomfortable facts' about 6BH comptroller (cites NY State report) (ltr), Aug 9, 1991, p.6

GEIGER, GLEN & MARY
Something new at the nature center (Walter Terrel admires rustic arbor built as memorial) (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.2

GEIGER, GRANT 6 II
First Scholar Athlete honored at SHS (David Feuerstein), Jun 21, 1991, p.9
Something new at the nature center (Walter Terrel admires rustic arbor built as memorial) (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.2

GEISENBERG, BARBARA

GEISENBERG, ROBERT

GELLES, CAROL (AU)
Thanks for access (opportunity through Golden Horseshoe during Wilmot Bridge repairs) (ltr), Jun 7, 1991, p.6

GENATO, BELEN
Where's the sequel? (plans for Plaza Theater on Garth Road are detailed), May 24, 1991, p.1

GENEALOGY
Ancestral link is reward for good sleuthing (details of Family History Center at Morcan Church) (edi, Mar 1, 1991, p.6

GERBER, ROGER A (AU)
Replete with distortions on United Nations) (argues with Steinfeld ltr 6/14) (ltr), Jul 26, 1991, p.6

GERCHICK, RUTH (AU)

GERMAIN, EMILY
A red white and blue occasion (as Fox Meadow third graders celebrate D. Tompkins (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.1

GERMANY
A Jew helps Germany grapple with the past (describes return to Freiburg) (edit), Jul 19, 1991, p.7

Eugene A Sekulow (receives Officer's Cross of Order of Merit for efforts to enhance commerce), Nov 29, 1991, p.10

GERSFACH, DORETTE M (AU)
To the thief who took our pumpkins (ltr), Oct 25, 1991, p.6

GERSTEIN, CAROL
Carol Gerstein (named director of Jewish Guild for Blind's Westchester development office), Jun 7, 1991, p.8

GERTLER, HOWARD
In the (presidential) classroom (students chosen from SCS confer with Rep. Lowey) (photo), Mar 1, 1991, p.12

Student newspaper (Maroon) tackles the tough issues (cont description of editorial work) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.5

GERTLER, JANE
New special education director looks ahead to a busy year (photo), Nov 1, 1991, p.13

GESOFF, ALISON
Painting with a purpose (annual contest) (photo), Nov 1, 1991, p.1

Painting and Parading (photo), Nov 1, 1991, p.3

GHIOZZI, BRES
Mighty midgets (SCS Sweepers, 4th graders won Rockland Invitational Tour) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

GHIOZZI, SEV
Mighty midgets (SCS Sweepers, 4th graders won Rockland Invitational Tour) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

GIAMPIECOLLO, LOU, JR
Supervisor's race (6BH Town) is heating up (with candidates and views), Jul 19, 1991, p.1
(Tony) Veteran overlooked campaign nuts and bolts (discusses campaign race) (edit), Sep 20, 1991, p.6

GIAMPIECOLLO, LOUIS
To the races (details upcoming elections and candidates) (edit), Sep 6, 1991, p.6

Veteran appeals (Westchester) county petition ruling (will be heard by Judge Donovan), Sep 27, 1991, p.1
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GIAMPIECOLO, LOUIS, JR
Light on primary candidates needed (discussion of individuals) (edit), Aug 30, 1991, p.6

GIAMPIOLI, JOAN
Clerk (Joan Giampoli) cleans up (Village Hall for grant to assist records management), Jan 18, 1991, p.1
Voter registration (for upcoming village elections to take place; dates times noted), Mar 9, 1991, p.1
Deputy village clerk (Joan Giampoli) earns official initials (photo), Oct 4, 1991, p.5
Jobs at the polls (Joan Giampoli is looking for poll watchers), Oct 25, 1991, p.1

GIAMPULIS, MICHAEL
Dunkin' Donuts calls its clients 'morning people': Defends parking waiver, Aug 16, 1991, p.1

GIARDINA, JOSEPH E
Joseph E Giardina (dies), Dec 20, 1991, p.16

GIFTS, LEGACIES, ETC
In memoriam (family of Dana Blair Allen donates bench in Boniface Circle) (photo), Oct 25, 1991, p.2
Teacher gift policy clarified by Board (of Education), Nov 22, 1991, p.13

GIFTS, LEGACIES, ETC.
Scarsdale schools limit gifts teachers may accept, Oct 25, 1991, p.1

GILBERT, JENNIFER
Jennifer Gilbert (named advertising sales acct manager for New England, Southern Accents Mag), Sep 13, 1991, p.4
Jennifer Gilbert (named advertising sales account manager for Southern Accents), Oct 25, 1991, p.4

GILBERT, JOAN
Volunteers (meet at Wayside Cottage with community advisory council; names noted), Feb 22, 1991, p.10

GILBERT, ROBERT
Board of Architectural Review quorumsless (as 3/25/91 meeting is cancelled), Mar 22, 1991, p.1
Board of Architectural Review approves 19 applications (names noted), Apr 12, 1991, p.4
Tribute to Bob Gilbert... (for service as chair of Architectural Review Board) (ltr), Apr 26, 1993, p.6

GILBERT, ROBERT (AU)
Praise for Ted Simmons (for work in community, as he prepares to leave SCS) (ltr), Feb 15, 1991, p.6

GILBERT, SHANE
Festival of Lights (Childhood Center at Westchester Reform Temple celebrates) (photo), Dec 6, 1991, p.1

GILDEN, LORRAINE
Volunteers (meet at Wayside Cottage with community advisory council; names noted) (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.10

GILL, CAROL (AU)
Colleges want diversity, talent, ethics (says educational consultant to high school seniors) (edit), Jun 7, 1991, p.7

GINZICK, BARBARA
Scarsdale ambulance volunteers win awards (from Westchester County), Sep 20, 1991, p.5

GINSBERG, CLAUDIA
Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19

GINSBERG, DAVID
Planning Board (January meeting agenda), Feb 1, 1991, p.3

GIORDANO, CHRIS
Funds for freshmen (organizations help launch drive) (photo), Nov 29, 1991, p.2

GIRL SCOUTS OF AMERICA-HTS
And in Hartsdale... (Daisy Troop 1936 gives Girl Scout salute) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.1

GIRL SCOUTS OF AMERICA-SCS
Girl Scouts reach out to troops in Mideast (with letters and packages; other activities) (Progress), Jan 25, 1991, p.6
Scouting the scene (SCS Fire Dept presents to Boys and Girl Scouts for Government Day) (photo), Mar 1, 1991, p.1
Scouting the scene (SCS Fire Dept presents to Boys and Girl Scouts for Government Day) (photo), Mar 1, 1991, p.1
It's cookie time (Girl Scout style) (and local scouts are taking orders through 3/22), Mar 8, 1991, p.3
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GIRL SCOUTS OF AMERICA-SCS continued
Special delivery (of Girl Scout cookies to Village Manager from Troop 1955) (photo), Apr 26, 1991, p.1
Marching scouts win awards (names noted for Memorial Day awards ceremony) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.3
Budding Girl Scouts (delighted with certificates from Daisy Troop 1940) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.9
Scouts' honor (for cadets and seniors who helped with younger scouts) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.8
Scout leaders (honored; B. Greebel, J. Bell, V. Holland), Jun 7, 1991, p.8
Yes, they work! (Scout Troop 170 learn about cameras) (photo), Oct 18, 1991, p.1
Treeful of mittens (for Salvation Army, presented by Girl Scout Troops) (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.1
Donna Marie Caro (honored by Westchester County Youth Bureau) (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.14

GISDOLFI, PETER
Board mulls window alternatives (at Board of Ed meeting 2/5/91), Feb 8, 1991, p.1
Windows of the future (workers install samples to help assess options) (photo), Mar 1, 1991, p.1
Board (of Ed) mulls window options: weighs esthetics, cost and new balances), May 31, 1991, p.1
SHS renovation due to begin in December (photo), Oct 18, 1991, p.1

GITTER, WINDY
At Camp Wapetuck (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.2

GIVNER, JESSICA
Prizes for recycling (Child's Play is accepting returned shopping bags for raffle entry)(photo), May 10, 1991, p.2

GIZZO, JACKIE
Leon Henry (Inc. names promotions of three employees), May 31, 1991, p.4

GLADIEUX, PERSIS S
Persis S Gladieux (dies), Aug 9, 1991, p.8

GLASER, JOSEPH (RABBI)
Rabbi (Jack) Stern lauded in speech, song (at final service before retiring) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.12

GLASER, JOSEPH B (AU)
With spring, the howl of the left blower (considers banning of gas-powered blowers) (ltr), Apr 26, 1991, p.6

GLASSMAN, CHALES N (DR) (AU)
Sexual impotence is a devasting problem for 15 million men (edit), Oct 11, 1991, p.7

GLENDON, SUSAN

GLENDON, W R (AU)
Sloan rebuked on creche view (ltr), Dec 13, 1991, p.6

GLENDON, WILLIAM R
Committee heads, VP (Janet Marcus) appointed by civic club (names noted), Jul 19, 1991, p.2

GLENN, MARTIN
AJC unit (Westchester chapter) elects 7 Scarsdalians (names noted), Jun 26, 1991, p.4

GLICKENHAUS, SETH M
Seth M Glickenhaus (named to Board of American Craft Museum), Jul 19, 1991, p.5

GLICKENHAUS-JUDELSON REAL ESTATE
Landscaping plan wins 'conceptual approval' (for SCS Manor subdiv. on Griffen Ave;others noted), Apr 5, 1991, p.5
Appeals exhausted (in NY State CT of Appeals for holding off development of Winston property), Jul 12, 1991, p.1

GLICKMAN, PHILIP
Passover to Easter (local families celebrate holidays) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.1
Winning gambit (as two Edgewood teams participate in National Championship) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.15
GODA, SIDNEY (DR)
Dr. Sidney Goda (chaired sessions at American Speech-Language-Hearing Assn), Nov 29, 1991, p.18

GOERKE, ADA T

GOFF, MEAL
Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.24

GOJJKOVICH, MATEWEN
Banner year (for St. James the Less) (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.14

GOLD, LUCIA
The SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps is proud to be celebrating 20th year of service (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.22

GOLD, ZBYNEX
Marching scouts win awards (names noted for Memorial Day awards ceremony) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.3

GOLD, JULIE
Singing along (musician Julie Gold joins Greenacre's students at Flag Day) (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.5

GOLDBERG, HARRIET
New boards and council members appointed at first meeting of new term (names noted), Apr 12, 1991, p.8
LMV to study master plan (for SCS village over two-year period), Apr 19, 1991, p.2
Three local women (H. Goldberg, R. Goldstein and M. Spaet) on LMV board, May 31, 1991, p.2
Synagogue (Scarsdale Synagogue) plans addition; three house sub-division plan for Park Rd okayed, Nov 29, 1991, p.1
Planning Board delays proposed office once again, Dec 27, 1991, p.1

GOLDBERG, HARRIET (AU)
Outside appraisal of county urged (by LMV regarding 1991 budget) (ltr), Feb 15, 1991, p.6

GOLDBERG, VICTOR AND HARRIET
Mental health benefit (for Mental Health Assn attended by local residents) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.9

GOLDEN, ALISSA
Egyptian art exhibit (for Popham 6; other news noted) (photo), Feb 15, 1991, p.8

GOLDEN, DANI
Picture of health (group of JHS and elementary school students at awards ceremony; names noted) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.22

GOLDEN, MICHELLE

GOLDEN, RITA
PT Council slate (1991-1992) named (by nominating committee; names included), Jan 25, 1991, p.15
(Serena) Boronkay to head Youth Employment Service (volunteers honored) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.8
Transfer of power to new officers of PT Council; names noted) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.5
Governor's proposed education aid cuts hit hard (contl), Nov 29, 1991, p.19

GOLDEN, RITA (AU)
Community calendar: work of many hands (PT Council thanks volunteers) (ltr), Aug 23, 1991, p.6

GOLDIN, ELLEN R
Ellen R Goldin elected to Board of Skidmore College (photo), Sep 27, 1991, p.4

GOLDIN, ELLEN REIN (AU)
Take her out to the baseball (edit), Oct 4, 1991, p.7

GOLDMAN, ALEX
Bank of New York salutes SCS Summer Musical Theatre "Sweet Charity" (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.20

GOLDMAN, BILLY
Skating away (are ice hockey team at Maroon and White dinner) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22

GOLDMAN, MATT
Three basketball silvers for teens (David Siegel, Jeff Wurtkin and Matt Goldman), Sep 27, 1991, p.19
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GOLDMAN, MATTIS
   Middle School relives bygone 20's and 30's 'Boom to Bust' (Fowhams House 8th gr.) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.18

GOLDMAN, MELISSA
   Scarsdale players (Gideon Mendelson and Andrea Grossman) win Compton (Memorial Tennis) (photo), Jun 28, 1991, p.20

GOLDMAN, NANCY
   (Serena) Boronkay to head Y(youth) E(mployment) S(ervice) (volunteers honored) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.8

GOLDMAN, PHYLLIS T
   AJC unit (Westchester chapter) elects 7 Scarsdalians (names noted), Jun 28, 1991, p.4
   Thanks for coverage (of Garden of Reieifarance) (ltr), Aug 9, 1991, p.6

GOLDRICK, JAMES
   At Camp Wapetuck (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.2

GOLDSCHOLLE, SERRY
   Gerry Goldscholle (to retire from Metropolitan Life's brokerage unit), May 31, 1991, p.4

GOLDSMITH, DAVID
   Painting and Parading (photo), Nov 1, 1991, p.3

GOLDSMITH, DOREEN
   Manhattan Savings Bank honors the 60th Anniversary of the SCS Woman's Exchange (photo), Nov 15, 1991, p.28

GOLDSMITH, FRANK M (AU)
   Recalling 'Mr. Jerome' (former resident recounts former taxi service and its owner) (ltr), Jan 25, 1991, p.6

GOLDSMITH, JEREMY
   Painting and Parading (photo), Nov 1, 1991, p.3

GOLDSMITH, LORI
   Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19

GOLDSMITH, MARC
   Painting and Parading (photo), Nov 1, 1991, p.3

GOLDSTEIN, AMANDA
   Middle School News (presidential elections), Nov 1, 1991, p.15

GOLDSTEIN, DEBBIE
   The SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps is proud to be celebrating 20th year of service (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.22

GOLDSTEIN, JENNIE
   DARE ya (say Heathcote fifth graders who have completed program with SCS Police) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.18

GOLDSTEIN, LINDSAY
   Middle School News (presidential elections), Nov 1, 1991, p.15

GOLDSTEIN, MOLLYANN
   Houlihan (Lawrence) names top producers (MollyAnn Goldstein and Peggy Santo for 1990), May 17, 1991, p.4
   State suit filed over pool planned in wetlands area (by Margo Schwartz; Goldsteins objecting), Aug 2, 1991, p.1
   State suit filed over swimming pool (cont. details of Schwartz application), Aug 2, 1991, p.12

GOLDSTEIN, MOLLYANN & JEROME
   Pool suit (filed by Goldsteins against Schwartz) on hold (Rural Drive residents), Aug 16, 1991, p.1

GOLDSTEIN, ROBERT
   The SVAC pact celebrates (20th anniversary) (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.5
   The SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps is proud to be celebrating 20th year of service (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.22

GOLDSTEIN, RUTH
   Three local women (H. Goldberg, R. Goldstein and M. Spaet) on LWV board), May 31, 1991, p.2
   Bank of New York salutes League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 8, 1991, p.28

GOLDSTEIN, SUSAN
   Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.24
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GOLENBOCK, WENDY & JEFF
David M Busing (cited for excellence by Hudson Valley Magazine) (photo), Nov 8, 1991, p.8

GOLENBOCK, SCOTT
Picture of health (group of JHS and elementary students at awards ceremony; names noted) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.22

GOLF
20th Wilson Cup golf event slated (for SCS Golf Club 5/24/91) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.24
Jersey golfers snare 20th Wilson Cup (photo), May 31, 1991, p.19
In the rough (golfer had to be pulled from mud at Saxon Woods), Jun 28, 1991, p.1
Golf champ (Steve Oh, Edgemont High School freshman, won Maxili PGA Junior Championship), Jul 12, 1991, p.20
Berkman (Arlene) scores hole-in-one (at Ridgeway Country Club and is entered Drumbeau Annual), Jul 26, 1991, p.8
A stroke of genius (Joanna Smiths wins at SCS Golf Club) (photo), Aug 23, 1991, p.20
Highschooler (Steve Oh) thoroughly hooked on golf (photo), Aug 23, 1991, p.20
To tee or not to tee (Lowell Tooley declined to play at annual fundraiser of Prof. Engineers), Sep 6, 1991, p.1

GOLLIN, HARRIET (AU)
Organ donors needed (details importance of donors in keeping transplants available) (ltr), May 10, 1991, p.6

GOLLIN, STUART A
Stuart A Gollin (named partner at David Berdon & Co.) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.4

GOLUB, A. RICHARD
Village wins again in Winston (property) suit, Mar 1, 1991, p.1
Appeals exhausted (in NY State CT of Appeals for holding off development of Winston property), Jul 12, 1991, p.1

GONDOLOFO, JANET
Doctor (Morteza Mohit) cleared of rape faces malpractice suit (in civil case), Sep 20, 1991, p.1

GONZALES, KAHILL
Field of dreams (Chase Park fielders practice baseball) (photo), May 3, 1991, p.5

GOODMAN, DANA
Gym class (Raiders girls gymnasts assembled at Maroon and White dinner) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22
"Oliver!" (to be performed 5/10-5/11/91) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.17

GOODMAN, IRENE (AU)
More on Choice and the Middle East (three more residents voice opinion) (ltr), Jun 14, 1991, p.7

GOODMAN, JOHN

GOODMAN, MELISSA —
Making wishes (come true for children with life-threatening illnesses, SHS chapter) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18

GOODWIN, CAROL
Learning the environmental Rs (from LWV's Carol Goodman at C-Town) (photo), Feb 8, 1991, p.1

GOODWIN, MICHAEL
Festival of Lights (Childhood Center at Westchester Reform Temple celebrates) (photo), Dec 6, 1991, p.1

GOOTBLATT, MINDY
Bank of New York salutes SCS Summer Musical Theatre "Sweet Charity" (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.20

GOOTBLATT, JOSH
Athletic code draws mixed reviews (as students and faculty discuss athletic behavior code), Jan 18, 1991, p.5

GORDON, DAVID
Quaker Ridge 5s talk about the weather (with Nick Gregory, TV meteorologist) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.15

GORDON, ERIK
SHS Senior (Erik Gordon) is Scarsdale's 1st Presidential Scholar (photo), May 17, 1991, p.13
SHS students honored for academic standing, service (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18

GORDON, SUE
LWV elects officers (for 1991-92; names noted), May 17, 1991, p.4
GOTTlieB, SUE
SuperSaver (Raiders goalie Sue Gottlieb defends as SCS defeats New Rochelle) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.24

GOTTlieB, SUZY
Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19

GOULD, LISA
Songs of the season (5th graders sing to Beth Israel Nursing Home) (photo), Dec 27, 1991, p.4

GOULD, MARGARET
Five elected to Non-Partisan Citizens' Committee (names noted), Dec 6, 1991, p.1

GOULD, RICHARD
Judges sought (by Village Judicial Qualifications Committee, to be elected by Non-Partisans), Feb 1, 1991, p.1
Man (Hiroo Maruyama) accused of arson at 2 Overhill office bldg, 1/25/91 incident), Feb 22, 1991, p.1
A busy day, legally speaking ( Fallout Judge Knaplund's court day in SCS) (photo), Oct 18, 1991, p.1
Richard A Gould (elected pres. of Westchester Magistrates Assn), Nov 29, 1991, p.18

GRABEL, DAN
Subsidy or contribution? (discusses D. Grebel's letter about affordable housing) (ltr), Feb 22, 1991, p.6

GRABEL, DAN (AU)
'Affordable' really means 'subsidized' (discusses TVCC report) (ltr), Feb 15, 1991, p.6
The Bicycle Column (discusses Bike Sundays on the Bronx River Pkwy), May 3, 1991, p.26
Time to tighten our belts (criticizes Village Board's pay raises to Village) (ltr), Nov 8, 1991, p.6

GRABLE, RUTH
Carsky wins in first Scarsdale run (photo), Nov 8, 1991, p.1

GRANTS
Clerk (Joan Giampoli) cleans up (Village Hall for grant to assist records management), Jan 18, 1991, p.1
2 SHS teachers get grants (Carol Desoe and Jonathan S Wolf, from West. Educ. Coalition), Feb 15, 1991, p.8
Grants for dancers (received by YM & YWHA of Mid-Westchester), Aug 16, 1991, p.16
$5000 to (New Orchestra of Westchester) Orchestra (from Westchester Community Found), Aug 16, 1991, p.16
Foundation (Mark Brent Dolinsky) invites grant requests, Oct 25, 1991, p.4
Westchester arts council offering grants and grant workshops, Dec 27, 1991, p.12

GRAVES, EARL
Hope for the Homeless (Rev. Jesse Jackson guest speaker at Rye Town Hilton) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.10
Paging through Black Enterprise (edit), Nov 29, 1991, p.6

GRAY, STEPHEN Q
GOP sues to put black on ballot in 8th (county legislative district) (race for Hochberg's seat), Aug 16, 1991, p.1
Appeals Court nulls GOP challenge for Hochberg's district (voting rights case for County), Aug 23, 1991, p.1
Hochberg's challenger drops out of county race (Stephen Q Gray withdraws), Aug 30, 1991, p.1

GREENACRES ASSN
Nearly everyone wins at Greenacres Field Day (July 4th celebration; events and names noted), Jul 12, 1991, p.2
GREENWALT, PEGGY T

GREENBAUM, GREGORY
Sergeant (Gregory Greenbaum) promoted (from detective rank, filling J. Craven's vacancy), Jan 11, 1991, p.3
S(CS) Police Dept) awards (to seven officers by dept committee; names noted), Feb 22, 1991, p.1
Three arraigned on robbery charge (in incident at Hartsdale train station), Nov 22, 1991, p.1

GREENBAUM, RUTH
LaGrassa, Linda/ Mother of three killed in pedestrian accident, Sep 13, 1991, p.1

GREENBERG, MYLES
Light on primary candidates needed (discussion of individuals) (edit), Aug 30, 1991, p.6

GREENBURG, VIRGINIA HOFF
Greenburg, Virginia Hoff dies; co-founded (Hoff-Barthelson) music school here (photo), Oct 4, 1991, p.1

GREENE, GERALDINE
Family Counseling is 'citizen of the year' (choice by SCS Chamber of Commerce), Feb 1, 1991, p.1
Proud moment (for SCS Family Counseling Service as recipients of Citizen of the Year) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.1
Unsupervised parties (could be resolved if parents took a firm stand; guidelines noted), Apr 12, 1991, p.3
(Harold Myers and Geraldine Greene congratulate Gertrude Hofheinzer on award) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.10
Adventure is lure to learning in innovative summer project (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.16
Increase in domestic violence noted; resources strained at counseling service, Dec 6, 1991, p.1

GREENE, GERALDINE (AU)
Thanks to Scarsdale merchants (for SCS Family Counseling Service) (lrr), Jan 18, 1991, p.6
Thanks, United Way (as Family Counseling is honored by Chamber of Commerce) (lrr), Feb 8, 1991, p.6

GREENE, LEONARD M
Daydreaming, he says, is mother of all invention (Leonard M Greene & aerospace co.) (edit) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.6

GREENES, ROBERT
(Town and) Village Civic Club) recommends committee study of affordable housing, Feb 8, 1991, p.1
Trustees table cubic volume limits (as Village Board votes without bulk law's controversial feature), Mar 1, 1991, p.1
Zoning law passes without bulk limits (of cubic volume or height/setback ratios), Mar 15, 1991, p.1
Tributes and tunes for an active, outspoken volunteer (Jeanne Richman) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.3
(Alan) Blitz, (Robert) Greenes and (Esther) Shay lauded at last Village Board meeting, Mar 29, 1991, p.2
They made a difference (Esther Shay and Robert Greenes are applauded as public servants) (edit), Mar 29, 1991, p.6
New boards and council members appointed at first meeting og new term (names noted), Apr 12, 1991, p.8
Scarsdale forms affordable housing committee (Robert Greenes to chair) (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.1
Group to assess housing need (reports on first meeting; chair Robert Greenes), Nov 1, 1991, p.1

GREENLUT, STEFFI
Maximum power (Raiders varsity girls softball watch Coach DeBenedetto) (photo), Apr 26, 1991, p.24

GREENLAND, RITA
Rita Greenland (dies), Sep 13, 1991, p.15

GREENLEAF, RUSSELL
Winning gambit (as two Edgewood teams participate in National Championship) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.15
Young entrepreneurs (are selling rare baseball cards at stand on Southwoods La) (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.12
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Greenwood, Lewis</td>
<td>Lewis Greenwood (dies)</td>
<td>Jun 14, 1991</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory, Alfred L</td>
<td>Alfred L Gregory (dies)</td>
<td>Feb 8, 1991</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory, Nick</td>
<td>Quaker Ridge 5s talk about the weather (with Nick Gregory, TV meteorologist)</td>
<td>Jan 25, 1991</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grenley, Janny</td>
<td>Treeful of mittens (for Salvation Army, presented by Girl Scout Troops)</td>
<td>Dec 13, 1991</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grenley, Neal F</td>
<td>Stereotypes validate prejudice (comments on Mobile edit. 7/12 re: Clarence Thomas) (ltr)</td>
<td>Jul 26, 1991</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grego, Lois</td>
<td>Entrepreneur (Marge Lovero) to address local business owners (at 5/2/91 breakfast) (photo)</td>
<td>May 17, 1991</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griffin, Olivia T</td>
<td>Conductors (Marcia Campbell) killed as train nears (SCS) station (during Hurricane Bob) (photo)</td>
<td>Aug 23, 1991</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimes, Susanah</td>
<td>The young, the proud (SCS middle schoolers are displayed at A. B. Artists' School) (photo)</td>
<td>May 31, 1991</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grinn, Edgar C</td>
<td>Edgar C Grinn (becomes realtor in Ponte Vedra Beach, FL) (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 28, 1991</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groark, Brian</td>
<td>Foiled again (Hitchcock Church three and four year olds recyclable silver art project) (photo)</td>
<td>Apr 26, 1991</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griew, Earl</td>
<td>String fling (Heathcote and Edgewood students participate in concert) (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 21, 1991</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groet, Chrissy</td>
<td>From Pool to School (children begin Labor Day festivities at Pool and prepare for school) (photo)</td>
<td>Sep 6, 1991</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross, Margie</td>
<td>Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 7, 1991</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross, Marvin</td>
<td>SVAC honors six (for 10 years' service; names noted) (photo)</td>
<td>Mar 1, 1991</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The SVAC pack celebrates 20th anniversary (photo)</td>
<td>Mar 8, 1991</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grossman, Andrea</td>
<td>Scarsdale players (Gideon Mendelson and Andrea Grossman) win Compton (Memorial Tennis) (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 28, 1991</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tennis duo (A. Grossman and J. Strongin) sweeps doubles championship, section one, Nov 8, 1991</td>
<td>Nov 8, 1991</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it Celebrates its SHS athletes (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 13, 1991</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grossman, Julie</td>
<td>Undivided, undefeated (Heathcote 6th grade girls maintain championship for 4 years) (photo)</td>
<td>Feb 1, 1991</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groes, Rebecca</td>
<td>Bank of New York salutes the Junior High Speech Contest (3/21/91 with over 250 contestants) (photo)</td>
<td>Apr 5, 1991</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guen, Alison</td>
<td>Greenburgh swimmer (Malaika Ross) takes first in Counties (championship) (photo)</td>
<td>Aug 16, 1991</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grunfield, Shelley</td>
<td>Auxiliary (of White Plains Hospital) elects new president (Lynn Tobias) (photo)</td>
<td>May 24, 1991</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gruschow, Karen</td>
<td>Learning? Sure! Look how dirty our hands are! (describes many of the Adult school offers) (photo)</td>
<td>Mar 22, 1991</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guarente, Joe</td>
<td>SHS artists work shown at Aldrich (Museum, CT: names of artists noted)</td>
<td>Mar 24, 1991</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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GUENTHER, KATHERINE
   Fa-la-la-la-la (Hoff-Barthelson's Music Festival) (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.15

GULLA, CHRISTINE
   Priority mail (Santa's helpers hard at work) (photo), Dec 20, 1991, p.1

GULLA, MARY
   Animal activists oppose PTA's raffling fur coat for fundraiser, Mar 29, 1991, p.1
   Animal club opposes raffle coat prize choice (cont), Mar 29, 1991, p.2

GUNST, NANCY LEVY
   Nancy Levy Gunst (dies), Apr 19, 1991, p.14

GURIAN, KATHRYN
   Bank of New York salutes SCS Summer Musical Theatre "Sweet Charity" (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.20

GURMAN, LIZ
   Making wishes (come true for children with life-threatening illnesses, SHS chapter) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18

GURNLEY, HELENA (DR)
   Classroom TV (discussed with Nancy Green and George Cousens) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.19

GUSSMAN, CATHERINE
   Catherine Gussman (dies), Jan 25, 1991, p.12

GUTMAN, WALTER H
   Walter H Gutman (presented silver tray by National Executive Service Corps), Mar 1, 1991, p.4

GUTTMAN, JANE R (AU)
   Please, an environmental plan! (asks resident for local ponds) (ltr), Oct 4, 1991, p.6

GYMNASTICS
   Outer reaches (gymnast Janet Lee steps to Raiders victory) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.20
   High vault-age (Janet Lee competes in NY State championship) (photo), Mar 1, 1991, p.22
   Gym class (Raiders girls gymnasts assembled at Maroon and White dinner) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22

HABER, DAVID
   Mentioning the unmentionable (skits presented at annual meeting highlight issues) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.5

HABER-DEVINE, SUSANNAH
   Village Hall show evokes past (and details historical Scarsdale), May 10, 1991, p.2

HAGERTY, JOHN
   All-star champs (6th grade boys won medal at All-County tourney) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

HAGGLAND, RICHARD
   Illegal dumping thought to be cause of local stream pollution (in Edgewood neighborhood), May 10, 1991, p.1
   Scarsdale gears up for bridge repairs; Gideon Horseshoe may get Heathcote access), May 17, 1991, p.1
   Heathcote Bridge (cont. renovations and problems), Jul 12, 1991, p.8
   Pond (Crane-Berkley) needs dredging; association asks help (cont) (photo), Sep 6, 1991, p.5
   New parking lots (total of 28 spaces will be created in commercial center), Oct 4, 1991, p.1

HAHN, KIM
   Downhill dynamite (girls high school ski team wins divisional title) (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.18

HAENANITZ, RAPHAELLE
   AJC unit (Westchester chapter) elects 7 Scarsdalians (names noted), Jun 28, 1991, p.4

HAKLISCH, BRIAN
   Scarsdale teens dominate Burke (Rehabilitation) race (to raise money for center; names noted), Jun 14, 1991, p.17

HAKLISCH, KATHERINE
   Fa-la-la-la-la (Hoff-Barthelson's Music Festival) (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.15

HALLACK, MARCEL
   Mighty midgets (SCS Sweepers, 4th graders won Rockland Invitational Tour) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28
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HALLOWEEN
Resident asks School Board for help deterring vandalism (at Halloween), Sep 27, 1991, p.3
Early warning on Halloween vandalism (from Police), Oct 25, 1991, p.1
Beware the Grinch (discusses pumpkin thefts) (edit), Oct 25, 1991, p.6
Painting and Parading (photo), Nov 1, 1991, p.3
What do M-80s have to do with Halloween? (EMT teens cause trouble on holiday) (litr), Nov 8, 1991, p.6

HALLOWEEN WINDOW PAINTING CONTEST
Painting with a purpose (annual contest) (photo), Nov 1, 1991, p.1
Aronow (Scott) judged best Halloween artist (all winners' names noted), Nov 1, 1991, p.22

HALPER, PHIL
Robert Deak, Donald Weisberg (appointed to Board of NJSB), Jun 14, 1991, p.4

HALPERN, SETH
Not his finest hour either (takes issue with Seth Halpern's edit on Jews and Middle East) (litr), Apr 12, 1991, p.6
No bad intent, just a bad taste (discusses Seth Halpern's views in edit 4/5/91 and reactions) (edit), Apr 19, 1991, p.6
'3 Stooges' wearing thin (takes issue with continuing debate amongst local columnists) (litr), May 3, 1991, p.6
Unenlightened social commentary lures with Seth Halpern's analysis of Middle East (litr), May 10, 1991, p.6
Halpern preys on fear (reply to edit by S. Halpern about future of computers) (litr), May 24, 1991, p.6
Kids must be prepared (for their future with computers, reply to S. Halpern) (litr), May 24, 1991, p.6

HALPERN, SETH (AU)
No rubes in Scarsdale (discusses Mr. Halpern's level of writing and his audience) (edit), Jan 25, 1991, p.6
Maximizing human assets in peace (details philosophy and training of soldiers) (edit), Feb 15, 1991, p.6
Help Jordan take the risk (discusses future of Palestinians in light of conflict) (edit), Mar 15, 1991, p.6
Not their finest hour (discusses minority and religious groups in military service) (edit), Apr 5, 1991, p.6
Seth Halpern replies: with statistics and further notes on Jews' position in military (edit), Apr 12, 1991, p.6
Columnist replies (by noting references to objected statistics in 4/5/91 edit) (litr), Apr 19, 1991, p.6
The would-be emperor? (author and Irving J Sloan continue anti-semitism debate) (edit), Apr 26, 1991, p.6
Is showbiz anti-business? (looks at 'Wall Street' and other views of business in movies) (edit), Jun 7, 1991, p.6
Abolish the Vice Presidency (says Halpern in a discussion of Quayle and Succession) (edit), Jun 17, 1991, p.6
Back to the future with (Judge Clarence) Thomas? (questions political positions) (edit), Jul 26, 1991, p.6
Mario (Cuomo) the ethnic: Threatening someone? (details bias in choice of candidates) (edit), Aug 16, 1991, p.6
Goodbye to the Golem (details H. Leivick, Zionism and Soviet Jews today) (edit), Sep 13, 1991, p.6
Were the pod people right? (edit), Oct 4, 1991, p.6
It's time to reconsider lifetime Court tenure (edit), Oct 25, 1991, p.6
Identification with Israel is strong among evangelicals (edit), Nov 15, 1991, p.6
Americans are mean, but are they mean enough? (edit), Dec 6, 1991, p.6
US industry defaults on its comparative advantage (edit), Dec 27, 1991, p.7

HALSEY, DOROTHY
They're ready to play (16th annual Lillian Drake Thies Croquet competition) (photo), Aug 30, 1991, p.2

HAMILTON, GORDON
These two love scouting, and it shows (Robert Gaiser and Gordon Hamilton) (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.3
Gordie Hamilton appreciated (litr), Dec 27, 1991, p.6

HAMP, KELLY
Young diplomats debate world problems by (computer) modem (in high school class), Dec 27, 1991, p.5

HAMMER, PAT
Rye harvest for Fox) Meadow) Tennis Club (five of eight winners) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.20

HAND, EDWARD
Panel to pick (SCS) Bowl nominee named (names noted), Sep 27, 1991, p.14
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HANDelman, DAN (AU)
Betrayed by (George) Bush and Congress (SCS student describes beliefs) (edit), Feb 15, 1991, p.7

HANDelman, DAVID
We’re OK, they’re OK (details New York Magazine article about Japanese in SCS) (edit), May 3, 1991, p.6
It’s chic to belabor Scarsdale (argues with D. Handelman’s NY Magazine article; stereotypes) (edit), Jul 19, 1991, p.6

HANDelman, JUDITH
ASC unit (Westchester chapter) elects 7 Scarsdalians (names noted), Jun 28, 1991, p.4

HANDelman, WALTER
Needed: volunteers on village boards (criteria noted as well as board descriptions), Jan 11, 1991, p.5
(Alan) Blitz, (Robert) Greenes and (Esther) Shays lauded at last Village Board meeting, Mar 29, 1991, p.2
Agreement with Penn Central Corporation nearly ready (for negotiating development contract), Apr 12, 1991, p.1
New boards and council members appointed at first meeting of new term (names noted), Apr 12, 1991, p.8
Rabbi Stern to senior housing group: keep looking for resources, options (at annual meeting), May 17, 1991, p.5
Six to serve on village council (names noted), Oct 25, 1991, p.5
Village to review Master Plan (drafted in 1968), Dec 20, 1991, p.1

HANDler, AMI
A great escape (SCS High School Magic Club performs) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.18

HANley, JOHN
Please pass the Cheerios (at Kids BASE Breakfast Club which opens at 7 am at OR) (photo), Jan 4, 1991, p.3
At Camp Wapetuck (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.2

HANNA, JOSEPH
Murdered man’s special qualities recalled by St James parishioners (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.12

HANSEN, ALAN
Alan C Hansen (dies), Feb 1, 1991, p.14

HARRAY, JUDY

HARLEM WIZARDS
Point guard (Tex Barnwell of Harlem Wizards and Dr. Houseknecht at assembly) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.15

HARLEY, LEO
As the world turns (students gaze at globe as 1991 approaches) (photo), Jan 4, 1991, p.1
Does he have a permit? (wigwam instruction given by Don Cardinal, a Cree elder) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.2

HARLING, CAROLINE
SHS students honored for academic standing, service (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18

HARRINGTON, BRIAN
DARE ya (say Heathcote fifth graders who have completed program with SCS Police) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.18

HARRIS, CONRAD
Conrad Harris (named chief financial officer of Consumers Union) (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.5

HARRIS, EMMA
Middle School News (presidential elections), Nov 1, 1991, p.15

HARRISON, HOWARD
Harrison plaque dedication (for Popham House counselor, presentation made) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.19

HARRISON, ROBERT
Summoned by flyer, crowd (of 140 residents) protests bulk housing law (at Village Board) (photo), Jan 11, 1991, p.1
Cubic volume limits called reasonable (by William Glenden of TVCC Zoning Committee), Apr 19, 1991, p.3
Schedules, sidewalks cause consternation (at Village Board meeting), May 31, 1991, p.3
Village studying tennis needs (considering new courts), Nov 29, 1991, p.5

HARRISON, ROBERT (AU)
Trustees, candidates must state position (on bulk housing law before election) (ltr), Feb 8, 1991, p.6
Tennis fee increases denounced (by resident who objects to fee and absence of public hearing) (ltr), Mar 29, 1991, p.6
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HARRISON, ROBERT (AU) continued
More tennis courts needed for youth (suggests attendance at Parks meeting) (ltr), Nov 15, 1991, p.6

HARRISON, ROSE
Detector detected (in rented Harrison house on Lyons Road but smoke alarm was not working), Jan 11, 1991, p.1

HARRISON, TERRI
AFS seeks families to host students from Europe, Chile (school year 1991-92), Jun 14, 1991, p.4

HART, ROBERT M
Robert M Hart (dies), Jun 14, 1991, p.20

HART, RUSSELL
The art of commuting (landscape photographs by Russell Hart will be on display at Grand Central), Jun 14, 1991, p.16

HARTSDALE PARKING AUTHORITY
Hartsdale commuters socked again (ed), Nov 8, 1991, p.6

HARWOOD BUILDING (SCS)
Fabulous monster guards the Harwood Building (photo), Dec 6, 1991, p.7

HARWOOD POND
Rx for dying pond (Village is accepting bids for dredging of Library Pond), Jun 28, 1991, p.1
What's it worth? (estimates for dredging of Library pond are explained), Jul 26, 1991, p.1
Pond finds (Harwood Pond is cleaned by Aqua Dredge) (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.24

HASSON, JULIE
In the (presidential) classroom (students chosen from SCS confer with Rep. Lowey) (photo), Mar 1, 1991, p.12

HATCHER, PAT
Abortion protesters plan demonstration (Life Chain protest part of nationwide event), Sep 27, 1991, p.8

HARTMAN, MADELINE
‘Mad Raq’ one woman’s way to improve tennis racquet (Madeline Hauptman’s invention) (photo), Aug 2, 1991, p.20

HAVILL, ROBERT K
Robert K Havill (dies), Sep 13, 1991, p.15

HAYES, HELEN
New facility (for Strang Cancer Prevention Center’s new clinic) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.4

HAYN, DANIEL
The Beautiful People (children dance to musical program at SCS Library) (photo), Mar 29, 1991, p.5

HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES
Toxic events (Village Board receives complaints about Davis Park and schools where camp is held), Jul 26, 1991, p.1

HEALTH
Health programs in the area (are noted), Mar 1, 1991, p.15
Health programs offered (times and place noted), Mar 22, 1991, p.10
Health programs in the area; Medical support groups (local information noted), Apr 12, 1991, p.17
Back from the edge (former football star spoke to high school students about suicide) (photo), Apr 19, 1991, p.13
Support groups; Area health programs (information included), May 10, 1991, p.16

HEARING IMPAIRED
Hearing impaired student (Douglas Pravda) wins achievement award (photo), May 31, 1991, p.9

HEATHCOTE ROAD BRIDGE
Scarsdale gears up for bridge repairs: Golden Horseshoe may get Heathcote access), May 17, 1991, p.1
A year later, the (Heathcote) bridge is still a mess (plans for completion noted) (photo), Jul 12, 1991, p.1

HEATON, JANET
Heaton, Janet (dies), Nov 1, 1991, p.20

HEILMAN, ERIN
Downhill dynamite (girls high school ski team wins divisional title) (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.18
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HEILMAN, KATHRYN
Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.28

HEILMAN, KATHY
A vision of health (at Health fair for school district employees) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.18
Alas, poor Yorick (missing skull from school skeleton is found along Bronx River Pkwy), Nov 1, 1991, p.1

HEIN, JOHN (AU)
A Jew helps Germany grapple with the past (describes return to Freiburg) (edit), Jul 19, 1991, p.7

HEINEMAN, LINDA
(Serena) Boronkay to head Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) (volunteers honored) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.8

HEKAL, MOHAMMAD (AU)
He enjoyed summer soccer (visitor thanks Art Resnick for valuable program) (ltr), Aug 30, 1991, p.6

HELLER, BETTY
Changes in Edgemont voting urged (by School Bd Nominating Committee; names noted) (ltr), Mar 22, 1991, p.6

HELLER, HERB (AU)
A victory in Edgemont's litter battle (Zero Litter Day is described) (ltr), May 3, 1991, p.6
Hailing Futura House anniversary (ltr), Dec 27, 1991, p.6

HELTON, MARY
Greenburg, Virginia Hoff dies; co-founded (Hoff-Barthelson) music school here (photo), Oct 4, 1991, p.1
Fa-la-la-la-la (Hoff-Barthelson's Music Festival) (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.15

HENDERSON, MARK K
'Cutting Edge' wins journal award (from Gannett for achievement) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.13

HENDERSON, MIKE
SHS students (Mike Henderson and Rehka Roa) hailed for recycling drive (paper program) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.12

HENDERSON, SHERRY
STEPing into Scarsdale (are Sherry Henderson and Mecie Beachem) (photo), Sep 27, 1991, p.14

HENDLER, JASON
Fox Meadow's GI pen pal (Jason Hendler writes to soldier in Saudi Arabia) (photo), Jan 18, 1991, p.8

HENDRICKS, ROGER (AU)
Describing the creative process (in art by examining biological brain system) (edit), Mar 1, 1991, p.7

HENSLEY, BARBARA
Party planners (for annual dessert and card party) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.11

HERITAGE, JOHN W
State accreditation (certificate awarded to SCS Police dept by New York State) (photo), Jan 11, 1991, p.3

HERNAN, SUSAN
Susan Hernan (appointed director of relocation at Prudential Ellinghouse), Oct 11, 1991, p.4

HERNANDEZ, MANUEL
Concrete progress (on Heathcote Road Bridge due to winter weather break) (photo), Feb 8, 1991, p.1

HERO, CARLA
Multicultural munching (as High school Committee hosts annual lunch) (photo), Oct 4, 1991, p.20

HEROES
Who are our heroes? (details school survey about current American heroes) (edit), Jan 4, 1991, p.6

HEROLD, J RADLEY
Herold nominated for (Westchester) County Court; Braslow named to replace Lefkowitz, May 24, 1991, p.1
Herold (J. Radley) nominated (cont. biographical data about Herold and Braslow) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.9

HEROLD, MARGARET
Party planners (for annual dessert and card party) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.11

HERRMANN, BILL
Longtime village realtor (Bill Herrmann) retiring (from Houlihan Lawrence) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.4
HERSHEY, JANET
Five elected to (Non-Partisan) Citizens' Committee (names noted), Dec 6, 1991, p.1

HERTZBERG, JOAN
Local history project expanded (to 4th graders, volunteers noted) (Progress edit 1991) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.4

HEITLER, FLORENCE
Florence Hetzler (dies), Nov 8, 1991, p.20

HEUKEROTT, PAMELA
Historical Society sets spring raffle (and Mad Hatters Tea Party) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.2

HEUKEROTT, PAMELA (AU)

On learning to love bugs (cont) (edit), Aug 25, 1991, p.8

HEWETT, SALLIE
Retired teachers meet (photo), Oct 11, 1991, p.2

HEYER, WILLIAM
Festival of Lights (Childhood Center at Westchester Reform Temple celebrates) (photo), Dec 6, 1991, p.1

HIBSCHMAN, RICHARD (DR)
Gazing into the crystal ball: What's ahead in the new year? (various leaders are asked), Jan 4, 1991, p.1

Common census (Dr. Hibschman reports to Board of Education school district figures), Jan 11, 1991, p.1

Bomb scare disrupts K-Day at (Scarsdale) High School 1/16/91 (photo), Jan 18, 1991, p.3

Moment of silence (as school administrators convened to discuss district's dealing with war news), Jan 25, 1991, p.1

Junior High School to become Middle School (officially this spring; programs have evolved over years, Jan 25, 1991, p.1

Middle school (cont description of name change), Jan 25, 1991, p.5

Hibschman describes curriculum updates (demographic changes, computers) (Progress edit 1991), Jan 25, 1991, p.1

Educators grappling with the specter of vanishing state aid (administrators and Board meet), Feb 15, 1991, p.1

Going up (garage and maintenance facility for service to equipment and offices) (photo), Feb 15, 1991, p.5

School Board postpones budget vote (cont. details of planned cuts) (photo), Mar 1, 1991, p.12

It's full speed ahead on school renovations (with aggressive scheduling), Mar 15, 1991, p.1

Schools: No budget-cutting gimmicks (as district prepares "wait and see" attitude about aid), Mar 15, 1991, p.15

Team to revise K-5 school day (41-member panel to study and recommend), Mar 22, 1991, p.1

Budget makers holding off on tax hike forecast (but preparing new budget carefully), Mar 29, 1991, p.1

Schools open door to county homeless (SCS schools will accept students from Westchester), Mar 29, 1991, p.1

School district still in the dark on state aid (as budget vote draws near, still unknown), Apr 19, 1991, p.1

Safety and reliability of school windows (addressed by local architect) (ltr), Apr 26, 1991, p.6

Schools will suffer as revenues erode (proposed 1991-92 budget is discussed), May 10, 1991, p.1

Education likely to suffer as revenues decline (cont. discussion of budget), May 10, 1991, p.5

Bids in on new school windows (as district prepares for replacement), May 24, 1991, p.1

Civic Club to discuss elementary curriculum (at May membership meeting), May 24, 1991, p.2

Bids coming in on school construction projects (as Board considers contracts), May 24, 1991, p.9

State near final figure on school aid (cont. details of proposed state cuts in budget), May 24, 1991, p.15

Scarsdalians to vote Wednesday on $44.2 M school budget (details budget package), May 31, 1991, p.1

School budget vote Wednesday (cont), May 31, 1991, p.10

Board (of Education) picks Graham (Architectural Products) windows, Jun 7, 1991, p.5

Too much to teach, too little time: TVCC panel discussion (reports on K-5 curriculum), Jun 7, 1991, p.5

Windows (and other business presented to School Board) (cont), Jun 7, 1991, p.8

Governor's veto puts the squeeze on schools (cont details of cuts and reaction), Jun 14, 1991, p.8

Hibschman's contract renewed; (Judith) Fox and (Michael) McDermott get tenure (retirees noted), Jun 21, 1991, p.1

School ins and outs (retirements, appointments, tenures, noted by Board of Ed) (cont), Jun 21, 1991, p.16


Signs of summer (middle school prepares for removal of asbestos; explains to campers), Jun 26, 1991, p.1

How to spend $1.1 million (for next year's sales tax windfall), Jul 26, 1991, p.1
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HIBSCHMAN, RICHARD (DR) continued

Scarsdale School Board sets tax rate (and votes to stick to proposed budget), Jul 26, 1991, p.1
Scarsdale schools undergo major renovations this summer (photo), Aug 2, 1991, p.4
Tax roll losses give hike to school tax bills (final raise is up to 8.5% in SCS), Aug 23, 1991, p.1
'Emergency' declared in Heathcote gym (regarding ceiling tiles and roof work), Sep 13, 1991, p.1
Superintendent outlines new goals for Scarsdale schools, Sep 13, 1991, p.16
Board (of Education) approves change orders (on original construction projects), Sep 13, 1991, p.16
Teachers Institute finds funds, but needs more (reflects current situation), Sep 27, 1991, p.15
Power authority signs on to 'energize' savings (for Middle School), Sep 27, 1991, p.15
Scarsdale schools to update policies (may hire state agency to rewrite policy book), Oct 11, 1991, p.5
Brodsky bill would change school aid (discussion included), Dec 18, 1991, p.1
Board of Education’s budget to confront 'wild cards' (preliminary budget presented), Nov 15, 1991, p.1
Hibschnan tackles '92-'93 budget (for schools) (cont), Nov 15, 1991, p.7
Teacher gift policy clarified by Board (of Education), Nov 22, 1991, p.13
Governor’s proposed education aid cuts hit hard (cont), Nov 29, 1991, p.19

HICKEY, ALISON

Alison Hickey (named English Prof, at Wellesley College), Sep 27, 1991, p.4

HIGH SCHOOL EFFORT FOR LOVE, PROTECTION OF ANIMALS

Animal activists oppose PTA’s raffling fur coat for fundraiser, Mar 29, 1991, p.1
Animal club opposes raffle coat prize choice (cont), Mar 29, 1991, p.2
Students lauded for stand on animals (by resident) (ltr), Apr 5, 1991, p.6
The power of the bottom line (denounces PTA’s leadership for allowing fur to be raffled) (ltr), Apr 12, 1991, p.6
More applause for HELP animals (from resident who agrees with stand on PTA raffle) (ltr), Apr 19, 1991, p.6

HICKING

Trail crew (at Grand Teton National Park) picks SCS resident (Catherine Sohn), Aug 23, 1991, p.20

HILLMAN, SARA JANE

Sara Jane Hillman (dies), Mar 15, 1991, p.16

HILLY, GERALD W (AU)

The value of rational discussion (discusses John E Jacob edit 6/21 on racial quotas) (ltr), Jul 12, 1991, p.6

HINCKLEY, ROBERT H III (AU)

Vote for the system (applauds non-partisan system and volunteers) (ltr), Mar 15, 1991, p.6

HINDS, ABIGAIL

Banner year (for St. James the Less) (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.14

HINDS, ERIC

Postulant (Eric Hinds admitted as postulant for holy orders at Episcopal Church) (photo), Sep 6, 1991, p.14
Banner year (for St. James the Less) (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.14

HINKLEY, ELISE

Downhill dynamite (girls high school ski team wins divisional title) (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.18

HINMAN, BARBARA

Volunteers (meet at Wayside Cottage with community advisory council; names noted) (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.10

HINSEY, PHYLLIS (AU)

No nonsense budget (former Board members urge approval) (ltr), Jun 7, 1991, p.6

HIRSCH, JERRY

More opposition to (zoning) law (cont. from p.1 where Village Board meeting was detailed), Jan 11, 1991, p.8

HIRSCH, JOYCE (AU)

Say yes to budget (PT Council urges residents to support new budget) (ltr), May 31, 1991, p.6
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HISTORICAL PRESERVATION COMMITTEE-SCS

Penn Central files for permit to demolish three buildings (on Popham Bridge), Aug 23, 1991, p.1
Preservation Committee given new demolition deadline (by Village Board), Aug 30, 1991, p.10
No need to save three buildings, preservation committee rules (Popham Road bridge area), Sep 6, 1991, p.1
What you want, and what you have (criticizes condemnation of Farley Building) (ltr), Sep 13, 1991, p.6

HISTORY

When everyone made house calls: perhaps the days were kinder then (edit), Sep 27, 1991, p.7
When everyone made house calls (cont), Sep 27, 1991, p.20

HISTORY-SCS

Recalling 'Mr. Jerome' (former resident recounts former taxi service and its owner) (ltr), Jan 25, 1991, p.6
Local history project expanded (to 4th graders, volunteers noted) (Progress edit 1991) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.4
Paycheck to village historian (at last) (publications noted) (Progress edit 1991), Jan 25, 1991, p.4
Historically Speaking (presents details about Boulder Brook's history) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.6
Wanted: early photos (of SCS community for fall exhibition) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.2
Historically Speaking: Our First Cottage Industry (storekeeper, Stephen Cornell's records) (edit), Jul 5, 1991, p.6
Famous 'Big Bill' (Tilden 2nd) slept here even if George didn't (details of Heathcote Inn) (edit), Aug 16, 1991, p.6
No need to save three buildings, preservation committee rules (Popham Road bridge area), Sep 6, 1991, p.1
What you want, and what you have (criticizes condemnation of Farley Building) (ltr), Sep 13, 1991, p.6
Quaint taxes (historical tax rolls were found by Joan Giampoli at Village Hall), Sep 20, 1991, p.1
It's coming down (Penn Central Corporation plans for demolition of Popham Rd buildings) (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.3
What's up downtown? (discusses decision to tear down Farley & Popham Rd buildings) (edit), Sep 20, 1991, p.6

HOCHBERG, AUDREY

Gazing into the crystal ball: What's ahead in the new year? (various leaders are asked), Jan 4, 1991, p.1
County legislators spur reform (airport renovations, coalitions, budget) (photo) (Progress edit), Jan 25, 1991, p.1
A fair way to redistrict (would involve nonpartisan reapportionment as Feiner suggests) (edit), Feb 15, 1991, p.6
A punch for JO-trip tickets (used in off-peak hours on Metro-North by Audrey Hochberg), Apr 26, 1991, p.4
Redistricting plan splits Scarsdale: puts 11,000 in minority district (in new proposal), May 24, 1991, p.1
Redistricting OK despite protests: Democrats may sue (law becomes effective immediately), May 31, 1991, p.1
County's new district borders change campaign trails for legislators in new election bid (map), Aug 2, 1991, p.1
GOP sues to put black on ballot in 6th (county legislative district) race for Hochberg's seat, Aug 16, 1991, p.1
Judge refuses to hear redistricting arguments (N. Denis Donovan will decide), Aug 16, 1991, p.1
Appeals Court vetoes GOP challenge for Hochberg's districts, Aug 23, 1991, p.1
Judge's challenge drops out of campaign race (Stephen & Gray withdraws), Aug 30, 1991, p.1
Republican incumbent running for legislature in 17th district (cont), Oct 25, 1991, p.16
Hochberg drops out of campaign race (or 12 raise in Westchester sales tax), Jul 19, 1991, p.1
Hochberg votes no, but sales tax pass (easily through Westchester County Board of Legislators), Jul 26, 1991, p.1
Finding SCARCE funds (reports on bipartisan committee), Jul 26, 1991, p.1
Hochberg's committee SCARCE resources (cont. details), Jul 26, 1991, p.3

Bank of New York salutes League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 8, 1991, p.28
Results will cause 'exciting' changes in new Legislature, Hochberg says, Nov 8, 1991, p.9
County taxes to decrease in O'Rourke plan: Cuts would be between 50cents and $1 on $1000 assessed, Nov 22, 1991, p.1
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HOCHBERG, AUDREY continued

Hochberg appointed to preschool committee (Standing Committee-NY state level), Nov 22, 1991, p.3

HOCHHAUSER, STEPHEN (AU)

Leighton and Waller should put away their lynching ropes (ltr), Sep 27, 1991, p.6

HOCKEY

Skating away (are ice hockey team at Maroon and White dinner) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22

Hiding the victory (Jamie Fialk displays banner for undefeated team) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.14

HODGES, JOHN (AU)

In support of troops in Persian Gulf (American Legion supporters send support notes) (ltr), Feb 22, 1991, p.6

HODORAS, B S

Captain; fire starts match (at home of B.S. Horodas, due to paint burning), May 24, 1991, p.1

HOEVENAARS, MANJA

Downhill dynamite (girls high school ski team wins divisional title) (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.18

HOFF GREENBURG, VIRGINIA

Greenburg, Virginia Hoff dies; co-founded (Hoff-Barthelson) music school here (photo), Oct 4, 1991, p.1

HOFF-BARTHELSON SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Renewed auditorium open at Hoff-Barthelson (describes history of school and new renovation), Jan 11, 1991, p.12

(Hoff concert at Hoff-Barthelson celebrates new auditorium renovation) (photo), Jan 18, 1991, p.9

H-B School ranges from here to Alice Toody (Progress edit 1991), Jan 25, 1991, p.11

Hoff-Barthelson offers a flood of music (photo), Mar 1, 1991, p.13

From Russia with love-and talent (Michael Alexandrov and young Soviet musicians) (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.13

How about spending the summer at Hoff? (details camp program) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.15

Greenburg, Virginia Hoff dies; co-founded (Hoff-Barthelson) music school here (photo), Oct 4, 1991, p.1

Hoff-Barthelson's Holiday Music Festival is a feast for the eye, ear and palate, Dec 6, 1991, p.17

Fa-la-la-la-la (Hoff-Barthelson's Music Festival) (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.15

Hoffman, Joyce

Tribute to last a lifetime (for Linda Moser, pres. and Joyce Hoffman, nurse) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.15

HOFHEIM, GERTRUDE

Stitching Seniors (prepare useful gifts for cancer patients) (photo), Mar 1, 1991, p.3

Obviously, she got along well with her mother (Gertrude Hofheimer to be awarded) (edit) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.6

Scarsdale seniors advocate (Gertrude Hofheimer) lauded by SCS Family Counseling) (cont), May 31, 1991, p.8

(Norma Myers and Geraldine Greene congratulate Gertrude Hofheimer on award) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.10


Bowl goes to Gertrude Hofheimer (cont), Nov 22, 1991, p.20

HOFHEIMER, JOSEPH


HOFHEIMER, NATALIE

Auxiliary plays a key role at White Plains HC (photo) (Progress edit 1991), Jan 25, 1991, p.4

Bank of New York salutes White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.26

HOGAN, KRISTEN

Scarsdale teens dominate Burke (Rehabilitation) race (to raise money for center; names noted), Jun 14, 1991, p.17

HOGAN, MARY

Bakin' states (J. Flanagan's 4th grade creates the US in cookie map) (photo), Apr 19, 1991, p.8

HOGAN, MATT

Mighty midgets (SCS Sweepers, 4th graders won Rockland Invitational Tour) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

HOGAN, PHIL

All-star champs (6th grade boys won medal at All-County tourney) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28
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HOHN, HARRY
Harry Hohn (appointed insurance industry chair of US Savings Bond campaign), Mar 8, 1991, p.8
Harry Hohn (named as insurance industry chair of 1991 US Savings Bond campaign), Apr 12, 1991, p.9

HOLLAND, VICTORIA
Scout leaders (honored; B. Greebel, J. Bell, V. Holland), Jun 7, 1991, p.8

HOLOCAUST, JEWISH (1939-1945)
Holocaust exhibit features local collections (at Temple Israel of New Rochelle), Apr 12, 1991, p.18
Residents spur interfaith memorial to the Holocaust (SCS Sculptor Rita Rapaport) (photo), Jul 19, 1991, p.1
Why remember? (importance of Holocaust memorial to county and residents) (edit), Jul 19, 1991, p.6
A Jew helps Germany grapple with the past (describes return to Freiburg) (edit), Jul 19, 1991, p.7
Holocaust memorial (cont), Jul 19, 1991, p.8
Visit to 'righteous Gentile' (Senpo Sugihara) in Japan yields greater understanding (edit), Jul 26, 1991, p.7
Thanks for coverage (of Garden of Remembrance) (ltr), Aug 9, 1991, p.6
Scarsdale Congregational Church to hold fundraiser for Holocaust memorial, Sep 13, 1991, p.15

HOLT, BARBARA
Election turnout light (names of newly elected members noted), Jan 25, 1991, p.1

HOLT, NICK
Picture of health (group of JHS and elementary students at awards ceremony; names noted) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.22

HOLT, RICHARD (AU)
What lessons can we learn from Christmas? (ltr), Dec 27, 1991, p.6

HOLTEN, ANNA & SUSAN
Manhattan Savings Bank honors the 60th Anniversary of the SCS Woman's Exchange (photo), Nov 15, 1991, p.28

HOLTEN, KELLY

HOLTZMAN, ELIZABETH
Holtzman: Gender gaps persist at all levels of our government (speech at LWV luncheon), May 10, 1991, p.1
Holtzman (cont. details of speaker at annual spring LWV luncheon) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.5

HOLZER, HENRY MARK
Second suit challenges redistricting; summary judgment sought in first case), Jun 14, 1991, p.1
Arguments heard in first redistricting suit (decision to be rendered by Justice Donovan), Jun 21, 1991, p.5
Back to court (Westchester's redistricting plan returns on Aug. 15 to Judge Donovan), Aug 9, 1991, p.1
Judge refuses to hear redistricting arguments (W. Denis Donovan will decide), Aug 16, 1991, p.1
Judge to rule soon on redistricting cases (regarding local election districts), Oct 11, 1991, p.1

HOME REMODELING
SEE HOUSES-MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

HOMELESS
Seventy-five at (Scarsdale Synagogue) temple cook for homeless, Jan 18, 1991, p.16
The Wall 1990 (environmental sculpture on display at SUNY Purchase) (photo), Jan 18, 1991, p.17
A community service penalty: Does it help? (discusses positive benefits) (edit), Feb 22, 1991, p.6
Fences, yes; walls, no (for WestHELP temporary homeless housing in GBH) (edit), Mar 22, 1991, p.6
'Dinner' to benefit the homeless (by Senior Youth Fellowship of Congregational Church) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.15
Schools open door to county homeless (SCS schools will accept students from Westchester), Mar 29, 1991, p.1
Hope for the Homeless (Rev. Jesse Jackson guest speaker at Rye Town Hilton) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.10
Junior League aids homeless (Project Outreach will help adult homeless, education, food), Aug 16, 1991, p.10
Books for the taking at innovative store (Free Books of White Plains is described) (photo), Sep 6, 1991, p.3
Free Books funds homeless programs (cont), Sep 6, 1991, p.8
Walk for homeless (by SCS Walkers 12/15/91), Dec 13, 1991, p.1
Miles equal money for area homeless (SCS walkers and runners staged 24-hour workout), Dec 20, 1991, p.20

REFERENCE
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HOMELESS-EDUCATION

Scarsdale in vanguard of homeless program for school districts (Homeless Student Project), Oct 11, 1991, p.1

HONNEUS, CLOYD O

Cloyd O Honneus (dies), Nov 8, 1991, p.20

HORN, ELIZABETH S

Elizabeth S Horn (dies), Apr 12, 1991, p.18

HORNCASTLE, COURT

War hits home: local reaction to the US attack on Iraq (by organizations and individuals), Jan 18, 1991, p.1

From a soldier's family, heartfelt thanks to residents who have written their son (ltr), Jan 18, 1991, p.6

Yellow ribbons (for Court Horncastle, local resident who is part of Desert Storm) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.1

At ease (resident Court Horncastle visited local schools for account of Desert Storm) (photo), May 3, 1991, p.15

HORNCASTLE, NANCY

War hits home: local reaction to the US attack on Iraq (by organizations and individuals), Jan 18, 1991, p.1

HORNCASTLE, NANCY AND RAYMOND

Yellow ribbons (for Court Horncastle, local resident who is part of Desert Storm) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.1

HORNCASTLE, NANCY AND RAYMOND (AU)

From a soldier's family, heartfelt thanks to residents who have written their son (ltr), Jan 18, 1991, p.6

HORNCASTLE, RAY

(Alan) Blitz, (Robert) Greenes and (Esther) Shay lauded at last Village Board meeting, Mar 29, 1991, p.2

HOROWITZ, DEBORAH

Coming up (Sub) Rosa (local merchant restores after fire last fall), Mar 8, 1991, p.1

HOROWITZ, LAURIE

Auxiliaries (of White Plains Hospital Center) plan a fundraiser) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.10

(Scarsdale and White Plains Auxiliaries held annual spring luncheon) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.10

Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.28

HOROWITZ, TYKLE

Quilters give Blythedale children hand-crafted 'pieces of home' (photo), Nov 22, 1991, p.5

HOROWITZ, WILLIAM (DR1 (AU)

Recalling service as Army doctor (local dr. details personal World War II experience) (ltr), Apr 26, 1991, p.6

HORSEMAN, RICHARD

In loving memory (bench at Boniface Circle to be dedicated to Dana Blair Allen) (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.12

HOSKING, RUTH S

Ruth S Hosking (dies), Nov 29, 1991, p.20

HOSPITALS

Auxiliary plays a key role at White Plains HC (photo) (Progress edit 1991), Jan 25, 1991, p.4

Auxiliaries (of White Plains Hospital Center) plan a fundraiser) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.10

(Scarsdale and White Plains Auxiliaries held annual spring luncheon) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.10

Auxiliary (of White Plains Hospital) elects new president (Lynn Tobias) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.8

A vision of health at Health fair for school district employees (photo), May 31, 1991, p.18

Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.28

New President (of St. Agnes Auxiliary, Linda Teetz, receives gavel from Sue Duftler) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.11

Honoring White Plains Hospital Center (and volunteers from SCS noted) (photo), Jul 19, 1991, p.4

Correction (regarding article B/9/91 about mural created for NY City Health and Hospitals Corp), Aug 23, 1991, p.2

The Polera sisters (Debra, Rosemarie and Diane are chairing St. Agnes Auxiliary luncheon) (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.8

Hospital auxiliaries plan fundraiser; volunteers cited (photo), Oct 25, 1991, p.10

For the children at Bard House, playground dedicated by NY Hospital-Cornell (photo), Oct 25, 1991, p.11

Quilters give Blythedale children hand-crafted 'pieces of home' (photo), Nov 22, 1991, p.5

HOT WEATHER

Refreshing, fun and free: Cooling reaction comes from soundbreeze, Jul 26, 1991, p.4
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HOSPITALS

Auxiliary plays a key role at White Plains HC (photo) (Progress edit 1991), Jan 25, 1991, p.4
Auxiliaries (of White Plains Hospital Center) plan a fundraiser (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.10
(Scarsdale and White Plains Auxiliaries held annual spring luncheon) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.10
Auxiliary (of White Plains Hospital) elects new president (Lynn Tobias) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.8
A vision of health (at Health fair for school district employees) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.18
Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.28
New President (of St. Agnes Auxiliary, Linda Teetz, receives gavel from Sue Duftler) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.11
Honoring White Plains Hospital C(enter) (and volunteers from SCS noted) (photo), Jul 19, 1991, p.4
Correction (regarding article 8/9/91 about mural created for NY City Health and Hospitals Corp), Aug 23, 1991, p.2
The Polera sisters (Debra, Rosemarie and Diane are chairing St. Agnes Auxiliary Luncheon) (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.8
Hospital auxiliaries plan fundraiser; volunteers cited (photo), Oct 25, 1991, p.10
For the children (at Bard House, playground dedicated by NY Hospital-Cornell) (photo), Oct 25, 1991, p.11

HOT WEATHER

Refreshing, fun and free: Cooling reaction comes from soundbreeze, Jul 26, 1991, p.4

HOTLINES

Phone link (for WISH Women in Self-Help, anonymous telephone service in Westchester), Mar 1, 1991, p.9

HOUMINER, EHUD

Ehud Houminer (named adjunct professor at Columbia Business School), May 31, 1991, p.4

HOUSEKNECHT, SCOTT (DR)

Point guard (Tex Barnwell of Harlem Wizards and Dr. Houseknecht at assembly) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.15

HOUSES-MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

So you want to build on an addition? Here's how to do it... (chart), Nov 1, 1991, p.10

HOUSING, ATTACHED-SCS

Of projects and ghettos (discusses NY Times article on townhouses and community needs) (edit), Feb 8, 1991, p.6

HOUSING-GBH

Fences, yes; walls, no (for WestHELP temporary homeless housing in GBH) (edit), Mar 22, 1991, p.6

HOUSING-SCS

Summoned by flyer, crowd (of 140 residents) protests bulk housing law (at Village Board) (photo), Jan 11, 1991, p.1
Bulk law will help preserve Scarsdale (and SCS has always been a zoning pioneer) (ltr), Jan 11, 1991, p.6
Town and Village Civic Club recommends committee study of affordable housing, Feb 8, 1991, p.1
Peggy Santo (Realtor with Houlihan Lawrence has closed $2.7 million home in Murray Hill), Feb 8, 1991, p.4
No town is an island (discusses SCS zoning laws and the controversy over change) (edit), Feb 8, 1991, p.6
Town and Village Civic Club debates reports (about housing; many individuals quoted) (cont), Feb 8, 1991, p.8
‘Affordable’ really means ‘subsidized’ (discusses TVCC report) (ltr), Feb 15, 1991, p.6
Subsidy or contribution? (discusses D. Grabel’s letter about affordable housing) (ltr), Feb 22, 1991, p.6
No basis to provide housing (details statistics about local housing) (ltr), Feb 22, 1991, p.6
Village should not provide charity (through housing for those employed here) (ltr), Mar 8, 1991, p.6
Mayor to appoint committee to study affordable housing, Jun 28, 1991, p.1
Affordable housing: drain on funds (opinion on employee and seniors option) (ltr), Jul 19, 1991, p.6

HOUSING-TARRYTOWN

A case study in planning well for affordable housing (explains process and study team) (edit), Aug 2, 1991, p.7

HOWARD, HILARY

Smith line winners (from Billy Smithline Memorial tennis tournament) (photo), Jan 11, 1991, p.18

HOWARD, LEONARD


HOWARTH, TONY (AU)

A teacher can change a world (reflects on teacher’s experiences) (edit), Aug 9, 1991, p.7
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HOWE, HAROLD (AU)
Johnson-the education President (was personal force in educational legislation) (edit), Mar 8, 1991, p.7

HOVEY, SHERRIE
Volunteers (meet at Wayside Cottage with community advisory council; names noted) (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.10

HOYTEN, LU
Quint taxes (historical tax rolls were found by Joan Giampoli at Village Hall), Sep 20, 1991, p.1

HRAPKO, DANIELLE
A busy day, legally speaking (Follows Judge Knaplund's court day in SCS)(photo), Oct 18, 1991, p.1

HRAPKO, JASON
A busy day, legally speaking (Follows Judge Knaplund's court day in SCS)(photo), Oct 18, 1991, p.1

HRAPKO, LYNNE
A busy day, legally speaking (Follows Judge Knaplund's court day in SCS)(photo), Oct 18, 1991, p.1

HUANG, ELAINE
At the ballet (local dancers perform at Mid-Westchester YM-YWHA) (photo), Apr 19, 1991, p.17

HUBERT, DICK (AU)
Reject the school budget (details zero-based budgeting mode and thoughts on school tax) (ltr), May 17, 1991, p.6

HUDGINS, CHRIS
Team effort (for Raiders basketball team at Madison Square Garden before finals) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22

HUNTER, CHRISTOPHER
Banner year (for St. James the Less) (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.16

HURRICANES
Conductor (Marcia Campbell) killed as train nears (SCS) station (during Hurricane Bob) (photo), Aug 23, 1991, p.1

Hurricane (Bob) hits area; some damage noted (photo), Aug 23, 1991, p.5


HUSTED, ED
Retired teachers meet (photo), Oct 11, 1991, p.2

HUTCHINSON, ALEXIS
Multicultural munching (as High school Committee hosts annual lunch) (photo), Oct 4, 1991, p.20

HYMAN, LAUREN
Yes, they work! (Scout Troop 170 learn about cameras) (photo), Oct 18, 1991, p.1

HYNES, PATRICIA
STI symposia explore options in multicultural education (photo), Jul 5, 1991, p.1

HYSON, MARK
Forecast for Saturday: Wet! (as staff prepares for opening of SCS Pool) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.1

INNES, EILEEN
LWV elects officers (for 1991-92; names noted), May 17, 1991, p.4

INNES, JUSTIN
Taking the helm (Justin Innes and Jon Taubin finish No. 1 doubles for SHS) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.17

INOUYE, ALANA
Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19

INOUYE, ALANA & KARA
Twins triumph (five sets are among high school graduates) (photo), Jun 28, 1991, p.1

INOUYE, KARA
Emily Bench and Kara Inouye at Mormons youth conference (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.4

INSECTS

On learning to love bugs (cont) (edit), Aug 23, 1991, p.8
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HUBERT, DICK (AU)
Reject the school budget (details zero-based budgeting mode and thoughts on school tax) (ltr), May 17, 1991, p.6
Wonderful Edgemont lesson (argues with democracy of Board and administration to push budget) (ltr), Jun 28, 1991, p.6

HUDGINS, CHRIS
Team effort (for Raiders basketball team at Madison Square Garden before finals) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22

HUDSON RIVER (NY AND NJ)
Students explore 'the mighty Hudson' (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.10

HUNTER, CHRISTOPHER
Banner year (for St. James the Less) (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.14

HURRICANES
Conductor (Marcia Campbell) killed as train nears (SCS) station (during Hurricane Bob) (photo), Aug 23, 1991, p.1
Hurricane (Bob) hits area; some damage noted (photo), Aug 23, 1991, p.5

HURWITZ, RAOUL (AU)
'Wrong display of religious symbols' (ltr), Dec 20, 1991, p.7

HUSTED, ED
Retired teachers meet (photo), Oct 11, 1991, p.2

HUTCHINSON, ALEXIS
Multicultural munching (as High school Committee hosts annual lunch) (photo), Oct 4, 1991, p.20

HYMAN, LAUREN
Yes, they work! (Scout Troop 170 learn about cameras) (photo), Oct 18, 1991, p.1

HYNES, PATRICIA
STI symposia explore options in multi-cultural education (photo), Jul 5, 1991, p.1

HYSON, MARK
Forecast for Saturday: Wet! (as staff prepares for opening of SCS Pool) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.1
Grouped athletics program expands to include 7th grade girls b'ball teams, Dec 20, 1991, p.1

INDUSTRY
US industry defaults on its comparative advantage (edit), Dec 27, 1991, p.7

INNES, EILEEN
LWV elects officers (for 1991-92; names noted), May 17, 1991, p.4

INNES, JUSTIN
Taking the helm (Justin Innes and Jon Taubin finish No. 1 doubles for SHS) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.17

INOUYE, ALANA
Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19

INOUYE, ALANA & KARA
Twins triumph (five sets are among high school graduates) (photo), Jun 28, 1991, p.1

INOUYE, KARA
Emily Bench and Kara Inouye at Mormons youth conference (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.4

INSECTS
On learning to love bugs (cont) (edit), Aug 23, 1991, p.8

INSURANCE
Harry Hohn (appointed insurance industry chair of US Savings Bond campaign), Mar 8, 1991, p.8
Ira Sussman (recognized by Mutual Life Insurance Co.), Mar 8, 1991, p.8
Harry Hohn (named as insurance industry chair of 1991 US Savings Bond campaign), Apr 12, 1991, p.9
Gerry Goldscholle (to retire from Metropolitan Life's brokerage unit), May 31, 1991, p.4
Joseph H Foley Jr (celebrated 25 years with Liberty Mutual) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.4
Seymour Schreiber (appointed agency vice-pres of Metropolitan Life Insurance Co), Jun 7, 1991, p.8
Douglas Shepard (named director of training and development at Madel-Stein) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.4
Seymour Schreiber (appointed agency vice-pres at Metropolitan Life), Jun 14, 1991, p.4
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INSURANCE continued

J P Decainada (receives National Brotherhood Award from Council of Christians and Jews), Jul 26, 1991, p.5
Insurance industry's fall from grace (Prudent Investor column), Aug 9, 1991, p.4
Edwin Nadel (presented with master agency award from General Agents & Managers Assn), Sep 13, 1991, p.4
Gordon a Kazi (named manager of technical services for Albany Atlas Insurance), Sep 13, 1991, p.4
Nadel, Edwin (receives master agency award), Oct 25, 1991, p.4

INTERIOR DECORATORS


INVENTORS

Daydreaming, he says, is mother of all invention (Leonard M Greene & aerospace co.) (edit) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.6
Local inventor (Leonard Greene) daydreams his way to fame and fortune (cont), Apr 12, 1991, p.14

INVESTMENT ADVISORS

Bennie (J. Peter) heads Chase unit (pres. of Chase Manhattan Investment Services, Jul 19, 1991, p.5

IRENIDIJIAN, JULIETTE

They're ready to play (16th annual Lillian Drake Thies Croquet competition) (photo), Aug 30, 1991, p.2

IRAQ

Needed: Serious talks, not war (shares views on negotiations of Middle East conflict) (edit), Jan 11, 1991, p.7
War hits home: local reaction to the US attack on Iraq (by organizations and individuals), Jan 18, 1991, p.1
Liberation is the goal (for Kuwait and the effectiveness of US policy is considered) (edit), Jan 18, 1991, p.6
Betrayed by (George) Bush and Congress (SCS student describes beliefs) (edit), Feb 15, 1991, p.7

IRWIN, CHRIS

Undivided, undefeated (Heathcote 6th grade girls maintain championship for 4 years) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.11

IRWIN, DAVID

Election turnout light (names of newly elected members noted), Jan 25, 1991, p.1

IRWIN, JACQUELINE

Slate slated (for Junior High School PTA 1991-92 school year; individual names noted), Mar 15, 1991, p.15
Six to serve on village councils (names noted), Oct 25, 1991, p.5

ISOKANE, HARRY

Picture of health (group of JHS and elementary students at awards ceremony; names noted) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.22
Scarsdale teens dominate Burke (Rehabilitation) race (to raise money for center; names noted), Jun 14, 1991, p.17

ISRAEL

As others flee, SHS grad (Brad Sussman) stays put, 40 minutes from Tel Aviv), Feb 1, 1991, p.1
Local boy in Israel (cont. details of SHS grad) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.14
Local woman flies to Israel in time to welcome home Ethiopian Jews (Susan Stern reports), May 31, 1991, p.1
Scarsdalian (Susan Stern) greets Ethiopians (cont. details of trip to Israel), May 31, 1991, p.9
'Lavender Hill mob' gets job done in Israel (through US/Israel Women and V. Smilow) (photo), Jul 12, 1991, p.5
Replete with distortions on UN (argues with Steinfeld ltr 6/14) (ltr), Jul 26, 1991, p.6
Identification with Israel is strong among evangelicals (edit), Nov 15, 1991, p.6

ISSAK/LUBIN, ROBERT (AU)

Quayle and nuclear insanity (discusses VP's stand on nuclear weapons in Persian Gulf) (edit), Feb 8, 1991, p.7

ISTOMIN, EUGENE

(Benefit concert at Hoff-Barthelson celebrates new auditorium renovation) (photo), Jan 18, 1991, p.9

ITALY-DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL

Travel Opinion: Head for Trentino (Italy) this summer (photo), Jul 12, 1991, p.7

IVES, CHARLES

George and Charles Ives: Like father, like son (details biographical information) (photo) (edit), Jan 4, 1991, p.7
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IVES, GEORGE
George and Charles Ives: Like father, like son (details biographical information) (photo) (edit), Jan 4, 1991, p.7

IWAMURA, MIKI
Multi-cultural happening (by Nexus, support group for international students) (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.1

JACKSON, CHRISTINE
Robert Deak, Donald Weisberg (appointed to Board of AJCS), Jun 14, 1991, p.4
JACKSON, EDWARD H
Edward H Jackson (dies), Mar 15, 1991, p.16
JACKSON, INA H
Ina H Jackson (dies), Mar 29, 1991, p.14
JACKSON, JESSE (REV)
Hope for the Homeless (Rev. Jesse Jackson guest speaker at Rye Town Hilton) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.10

JACOB, GEORGE
Board of Architectural Review sees village’s plan for a new storage garage (names noted), May 10, 1991, p.4
Wet paint (scheduled for next week while public works paints double yellow lines in village), Jun 14, 1991, p.1
New contractor hired for work on Heathcote Bridge, Nov 15, 1991, p.1

JACOB, JOHN E (AU)
African Americans are falling further behind (economically and future is predicted) (edit), Jan 18, 1991, p.7
Fear of the 'Q' word (discusses racial quotas and affirmative action) (edit), Jun 21, 1991, p.7

JACOBS, MARJORIE
Parents advised to work with-not against- children's learning styles (edit), Oct 18, 1991, p.5

JACOBSON, NORMAN S (AU)
She tried very hard to keep living... (details personal battle with cancer of loved one) (edit), Dec 13, 1991, p.7

JACOBSON, SIMON (AU)
Sadda Hussein 'demonized himself' (discusses Bush and Hussein and gulf war) (ltr), Mar 15, 1991, p.6

JAFFE, ALAN S
Alan S Jaffe (pres-elect og UJA-Federaion), Jul 26, 1991, p.5

JAFFE, ALISON
Swe stars win some firsts (Elizabeth Rossi and SCS team ranked in national championship) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.24

JAFFE, BARBARA
Students(SHS) support guards' job pleas (at Board of Education meeting), Jun 7, 1991, p.5


JAFFE, ERIC (DR)
Committee heads, VP (Janet Marcus) appointed by civic club (names noted), Jul 19, 1991, p.2

JAFFE, LIZ
Robert Deak, Donald Weisberg (appointed to Board of AJCS), Jun 14, 1991, p.4

JAKUBEK, GARY
Brief reflections (of reflectors on Central Ave that were not centered to be corrected), Sep 6, 1991, p.1

JAMES, RICHARD
Oh so close... (photo), Sep 27, 1991, p.1

JANIL, ARIELLE
Young leader (Arielle Jamil) will attend DC confab (of national students), Jun 21, 1991, p.15

JANIKA, ANNE
William McCreery nominated for village mayor (village Trustees also noted) (photo), Jan 11, 1991, p.1

Zimmerman withdraws; Bicknell joins village slate (for village trustee) (photo), Feb 15, 1991, p.1
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JANIAK, ANNE continued

Biggest turnout at polls in seven years (indicates support for system), Mar 22, 1991, p.1
New boards and council members appointed at first meeting and new term (names noted), Apr 12, 1991, p.8
To new trustee Anne Janiak, getting there is half the fun (details career and ideas), Apr 19, 1991, p.1
Trustee Anne Janiak (cont information about new village Trustee) (photo), Apr 19, 1991, p.8

JANKER, NADINE

Believe it or not, it's the very first art gallery (photo), Oct 25, 1991, p.13

JAPAN-SOCIAL CONDITIONS

Japanese children carefully taught (details education system), Sep 13, 1991, p.7
In Japan, all are born equal (discusses Japanese educational system) (edit), Sep 20, 1991, p.7

JAPANESE-US

Bringing Japan to Westchester (with cultural events) (photo), Feb 8, 1991, p.13
Japanese companies should help (with Asian assimilation into local schools) (ltr), Mar 1, 1991, p.6
We're OK, they're OK (details New York Magazine article about Japanese in SCS) (edit), May 3, 1991, p.6
Schools reach out to Japanese (corrects incomplete quote made by author in NY Mag, article) (ltr), May 3, 1991, p.6
Working at being good neighbors (discusses community in light of NY Mag article) (ltr), May 10, 1991, p.6
Tokyo Edgewood (parents who have returned to Japan gather for reunion) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18
A perplexity (Japanese magazine article cites Winston's property battle with SCS), Jul 12, 1991, p.1
It's chic to belabor Scarsdale (argues with D. Handelman's NY Magazine article; stereotypes) (edit), Jul 19, 1991, p.6
Visit to 'righteous Gentile' (Senpo Sugihara) in Japan yields greater understanding (edit), Jul 26, 1991, p.7
Such good friends (former SCS residents, visitors from Japan see old neighbors) (photo), Aug 2, 1991, p.2
Japanese conversation (Manhattanville College has openings for adults in conversational Japanese), Aug 16, 1991, p.2
Article on Japanese raises more questions than it answers (ltr), Nov 1, 1991, p.6
Nihongo hanashi masuka? (Board of Education is considering Japanese language course) (edit), Nov 8, 1991, p.6
For Japanese women, going to the United States is mixed blessing (edit), Nov 8, 1991, p.7
Japanese school visitors bring praise (photo), Nov 8, 1991, p.15
Publication was a surprise (Tolan article was not published with permission by author) (ltr), Nov 15, 1991, p.6
Hitchcock Church to celebrate 'Day of Harmony' with Japanese: Reconciling differences, Nov 29, 1991, p.1
Harmony (cont) (photo), Nov 29, 1991, p.12
Tazu Matsuo (named director of special activities of Japan America Learning Center), Nov 29, 1991, p.18
Japanese Festival to launch series of cultural fete, Dec 13, 1991, p.1
Japanese Festival planned for 1993, Dec 13, 1991, p.20

JARKOVSKY, ISAAC

Isaac Jarkovsky (joined firm of Pennie and Edwards), May 31, 1991, p.4

JARKOVSKY, ZELDA (AU)

'A stroke of genius' (criticizes Ella Molin's school system ideas) (ltr), Jan 11, 1991, p.6

JASON, PAUL

Board of Appeals to hear appraiser on Scarsdale Ave plan (for Scarsdale Equities), Jan 18, 1991, p.3
Office building (SCS Ave Equities) approved by Board of Appeals (in special meeting), Mar 29, 1991, p.3
Rear view from proposed office building still a problem for Overhill neighbors (Planning Board), May 3, 1991, p.3
New office building creeps through approval process (photo), Oct 4, 1991, p.1
Judge (Peter P Rosato) upholds board ruling on office building (SCS Avenue Equities), Nov 1, 1991, p.1
Planning Board delays proposed office once again, Dec 27, 1991, p.1

JAY, PHYLLIS

Manhattan Savings Bank honors the 60th Anniversary of the SCS Woman's Exchange (photo), Nov 15, 1991, p.28
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JEFFRIES, LEONARD (DR)

About the college professor who teaches bigotry (Dr. Leonard Jeffries' comments argued) (edit), Aug 16, 1991, p.6

I mean like me (discusses Dr. Leonard Jeffries' comments in light of racism and anti-semitism) (edit), Aug 23, 1991, p.6

JEN, GISH

Scarsdale Scribes: Gish Jen (publishes 'Typical American'; interview with author) (photo), May 3, 1991, p.4

JENSEN, GRADY

Town and Village Civic Club recommends committee study of affordable housing, Feb 8, 1991, p.1


(Grady) Jensen to chair Scarsdale Bowl committee (for 1992) (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.2

Panel to pick (SCS) Bowl nominee named (names noted), Sep 27, 1991, p.14

JENSEN, GRADY E (AU)

Volunteers are indispensable (to Senior Personnel Employment Council) (ltr), Jul 12, 1991, p.6

JEROME, THOMAS (AU)

When the school bus was a stage coach (prints letter by former resident about SCS) (edit), Jan 4, 1991, p.6

JESSEL, PETER B

Peter G Jessel (named senior vice-pres of information technology for EMI Music) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.5

JETTER, BILL

Redux enriched as local naval officer relives Persian Gulf saga (cont) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.12

JEW-SOViet UNION

Temple offers friendly hand to Soviet Jews (Woodlands Community Temple), Dec 13, 1991, p.21

JOEL, MARTIN JR

New boards and council members appointed at first meeting of new term (names noted), Apr 12, 1991, p.8

JOERG, ERNEST

Engineer's garden emits productive yield (Ernest Joerg describes work) (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.5

JOHNSMEYER, NORA

Budding Girl Scouts (delighted with certificates from Daisy Troop 1940) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.9

JOHNSON, A V

A V Johnson (dies), Jun 14, 1991, p.20

JOHNSON, BOINE

(Alan) Blitz, (Robert) Greenes and (Esther) Shay lauded at last Village Board meeting, Mar 29, 1991, p.2

JOHNSON, BOINE (AU)

NIMBY and the Knopp project (details history of Dickel Road property and controversy) (ltr), Jul 19, 1991, p.6

JOHNSON, CINDY

(Scarsdale and White Plains Auxiliaries held annual spring luncheon) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.10

Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital elects new president (Lynn Tobias) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.8

Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.28

Hospital auxiliaries plan fundraiser; volunteers cited (photo), Oct 25, 1991, p.10

JOHNSON, JOHN "BUD"


JOHNSON, LYNDON

Johnson-the education President (was personal force in educational legislation) (edit), Mar 8, 1991, p.7

JOHNSON, PHILIP A

Philip A Johnson (dies), Jan 11, 1991, p.9

JOHNSON, SCOTT

After swimming accident, former SHS runner (Scott Johnson) begins personal challenge (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.17

JONAS, ALISON

Yes, they work! (Scout Troop 170 learn about cameras) (photo), Oct 18, 1991, p.1

JONES, STEVEN

'Oliver!' (to be performed 5/10-5/11/91) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.17

Bank of New York salutes SCS Summer Musical Theatre "Sweet Charity" (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.20
JORDAN
- Help Jordan take the risk (discusses future of Palestinians in light of conflict) (edit), Mar 15, 1991, p.6
- Team effort (for Raiders basketball team at Madison Square Garden before finals) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22
- Scarsdale stalls way to crown: Siegel fuels opening round tourney win (photo), Dec 20, 1991, p.19

JORDAN, BRIAN
- Tributes and tunes for an active, outspoken volunteer (Jeanne Richman) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.3
- Bowl fete lauds planner (Jeanne Richman) service to community (cont details), Mar 22, 1991, p.16

JORDAN, KEITH
- Bank of New York salutes the Junior High Speech Contest (3/21/91 with over 250 contestants) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.24

JORDAN, LOUISE
- Bawl fete lauds planner (Jeanne Richman) service to community (cont details), May 22, 1991, p.16
- Tributes and tunes for an active, outspoken volunteer (Jeanne Richman) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.3

JOSEPH, EDWARD
- Dr. Edward Joseph (dies), Sep 27, 1991, p.16
- Braslow elected Fatally Court judge (defeating Terry Jane Ruderman), Nov 8, 1991, p.9

JOUJON-ROCHE, FELIX

JUDAISM
- We have met the secular... and it is we (discusses secular and sacred, kadosh and youth) (edit), May 10, 1991, p.7

JUDGES
- A good neighbor (Village Justice Virginia Knaplund volunteering in Dobbs Ferry), Feb 15, 1991, p.1
- Warms judge's conduct found wanting by District Attorney (in C. Warms murder trial), Sep 20, 1991, p.1
- A busy day, legally speaking (Follows Judge Knaplund's court day in SCS) (photo), Oct 18, 1991, p.1
- Judge (Virginia Knaplund) sentences local teenager to jail term, Oct 18, 1991, p.3
- Warms judge (John Carey) denies request he step down (decision quoted), Oct 25, 1991, p.1
- Braslow elected Family Court judge (defeating Terry Jane Ruderman), Nov 8, 1991, p.9
- Richard A Gould (elected pres. of Westchester Magistrates Assn), Nov 29, 1991, p.18

JUDGES-APPOINTMENT, QUALIFICATIONS, TENURE, ETC
- Family Court judge race in view for (Terry Jane) Ruderman (professional bio included) (photo), Apr 26, 1991, p.1
- Herold nominated for (Westchester) County Court; Braslow named to replace Lefkowitz, May 24, 1991, p.1
- Terry Jane Ruderman to run for Family Court (Judge on the Republican and Conservative lines) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.1
- Judges needed; applications in Village Hall, Nov 8, 1991, p.4

JUDGES-SCS
- Judges sought (by Village Judicial Qualifications Committee, to be elected by Non-Partisans), Feb 1, 1991, p.1

JUDSON, NANCY L
- Judson, Nancy L (receives 1991 Travel & Leisure Award for most innovative product), Apr 12, 1991, p.9

JULY 4TH
- Snap, crackle, pop! It's the 4th of July (activities at Pool noted), Jun 28, 1991, p.2
- Let's revive neighborliness (July 4th evokes sense of community, need for volunteerism) (ltr), Jul 5, 1991, p.6
- Son of Uncle Sam (Arthur Manor's Independence Day parade) (photo), Jul 12, 1991, p.1
- A Fourth with all the trimmings in Arthur Manor (events and winners noted), Jul 12, 1991, p.2
- Nearly everyone wins at Greenacres Field Day (July 4th celebration; events and names noted), Jul 12, 1991, p.2
- Pirates reign supreme at pool celebration (July 4th; events and names noted), Jul 12, 1991, p.2
- An active Independence Day (photos show various events around town) (photo), Jul 12, 1991, p.3

JUNIOR LEAGUE OF CENTRAL WESTCHESTER
- Junior League promotes voluntarism (committee and community projects noted) (Progress edit 1991), Jan 25, 1991, p.2
- Volunteers (meet at Wayside Cottage with community advisory council; names noted) (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.10
- A future home of SciencePort museum is planned by Junior League officers (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.9
- Junior League aids homeless (Project Outreach will help adult homeless, education, food), Aug 16, 1991, p.10
- Junior League promotes science (with Science-by-Mail), Oct 4, 1991, p.8
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JUSTICE FOR ALL
Victims' rights: progress (describes proposed legislation and Victims organizations) (edit), Apr 26, 1991, p.6

KADAMOFF, PAULA
'Theatre' (to be performed 5/10-5/11/91) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.17

KAGAN, ANDREW
Festival of Lights (Childhood Center at Westchester Reform Temple celebrates) (photo), Dec 6, 1991, p.1

KAGLE, RALPH
Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.24

KAHN, EMILY
Festival of Lights (Childhood Center at Westchester Reform Temple celebrates) (photo), Dec 6, 1991, p.1

KAHN, GLORIA B (DR)
Dr. Gloria B Kahn (elected pres. of Westchester County Psychological Assoc.), Jul 19, 1991, p.5

KAIEN, MICHAEL
SHS students (Claude Meyer, Michael Kaiden) jai for (contributions to) scholarships (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.4

KAIEN, STEVEN
Middle School relives bygone 20's and 30's 'Roos to Bust' (Popham House 8th gr.) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.18

KAISER, JOE
'Oiver!' (to be performed 5/10-5/11/91) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.17

KAISER, LYNNE
(Benefit concert at Hoff-Barthelson celebrates new auditorium renovation) (photo), Jan 18, 1991, p.9

KAITZ, CLAIRE
An active Independence Day (photos show various events around town) (photo), Jul 12, 1991, p.3

KAITZ, MATT

KAITZ, STUART
An active Independence Day (photos show various events around town) (photo), Jul 12, 1991, p.3

KALEY, PATRICK
The fine points of babysitting (demonstrated by Fire Dept to local youth) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.3

KALIK, BARBARA (AU)
Taking a bigger role in politics and backing (Paul) Feiner for GBH supervisor) (ltr), Sep 6, 1991, p.6

KALISCH, BETH
The Edgewood edge (earned by undefeated 4th grade girls in Blue div) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

KALLICK, BENN

KAMINER, JACK
Athletic code draws mixed reviews (as students and faculty discuss athletic behavior code), Jan 18, 1991, p.5
Raiders topped 59-53 in sectional showdown) (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.16
Locker room alchemist (Jack Kaminer, basketball coach, named Westchester Coach) (eit), Mar 15, 1991, p.6
Coach of the year (Basketball coach, Jack Kaminer, with his team) (cont) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22
Team effort (for Raiders basketball team at Madison Square Garden before finals) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22

KANE, MARGUERITE
Adult School honors its longtime registrar (Marguerite Kane) (photo), Dec 20, 1991, p.3

KANG, EDWARD
SHS students honored for academic standing, service (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18

KANNEY, DAVID A
David A Kanney (named pres of Image Bank), Jun 28, 1991, p.4

KANPP, JESSICA
Knapp (Jessica) excels in swimming at Empire Games in Albany, Aug 16, 1991, p.17
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KAPLAN, HARVEY (AU)
Letter reveals crisis in faith (regarding 7/5 itr about the Catholic Church) (itr), Jul 26, 1991, p.6

KAPLAN, JUDITH
Party planners (for annual dessert and card party) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.11

KAPLAN, LISA FAYE
Lisa Faye Kaplan (received 1991 National Headliner Award of Atlantic City Press Club) (photo), Jun 28, 1991, p.4

KAPLAN, SANFORD A (DR)
Gag rule deplored by physicians (regards Supreme Court ruling 5/23/91 on Medicare) (itr), Aug 9, 1991, p.6

KAPP, BARBARA A
Barbara A Kapp (elected pres of Women in Communication) (photo), Aug 18, 1991, p.12

KARATE
Karate kids (local children accomplish karate honors through Montroy Academy) (photo), Nov 8, 1991, p.21

KARFF, SAMUEL (RABBI)
Farewell to a popular farewell (Rabbi Jack Stern celebrates last service with MRT) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.1
Rabbi (Jack) Stern lauded in speech, song (at final service before retiring) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.12

KARP, ROBERTA
Help from the teachers (STA donates $1000 to Scholarship Fund) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.19
High school PTA scholarship fund sets record (by allocating $50,500 to 25 graduates), Jun 21, 1991, p.8

KARP, ROBERTA (AU)
Generous donations (from community to support students are thanked by committee) (itr), Jun 21, 1991, p.6

KASOV, CHARLIE
Young entrepreneurs (are selling rare baseball cards at stand on Southwoods La) (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.12
100 lbs and still growing (Cub Scout Den 5 growing huge pumpkin to give to Blythedale) (photo), Oct 4, 1991, p.1

KASOV, DANIEL M
Daniel M Kasov (high school senior receives distinguished advocate award from Syracuse U.), Oct 11, 1991, p.4

KASTEN, NANCY (RABBI)
Rabbi (Jack) Stern lauded in speech, song (at final service before retiring) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.12

KATHIRIBHMY, RAVI
Local musicians tapped (for Intermediate All County Orchestra, Band and Chorus) (names noted), Mar 1, 1991, p.12

KATO, SHUN
Hearty environment (Fox Meadow students pledge to help environment) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.15

KATZ, ABBIGAIL
Bank of New York salutes SCS Summer Musical Theatre "Sweet Charity" (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.20

KATZ, DEBBIE
Whales tales--one heckuva fish story (as 5th graders study Voyage of the Mimi) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.11

KATZ, JEFF
If your price is right, you can get rid of that old hockey stick (Sports Swap '91) (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.16

KATZ, JEFFREY M (AU)
Article on Japanese raises more questions than it answers (itr), Nov 1, 1991, p.6

KATZ, JOEL
Team effort (for Raiders basketball team at Madison Square Garden before finals) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22

KATZ, KUNIKO (AU)
Japanese companies should help (with Asian assimilation into local schools) (itr), Mar 1, 1991, p.6
Schools reach out to Japanese (corrects incomplete quote made by author in NY Mag. article) (itr), May 3, 1991, p.6
Visit to 'righteous Gentile' (Senpo Sugihara) in Japan yields greater understanding (edit), Jul 26, 1991, p.7
Japanese recognition of countryman (Senpo Sugihara) (itr), Nov 29, 1991, p.6

KATZ, LAURA
Shaping up (local residents of all ages participate in fitness programs) (photo), Jan 18, 1991, p.6
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KATZ, RALPH P (AU)
   (Irving J) Sloan should apologize (to J. Miller and B. Berenson for misquoting) (ltr), Jun 7, 1991, p.6

KAUFMAN, ANN
   Robert deak, Donald Weisberg (appointed to Board of WJCS), Jun 14, 1991, p.4

KAUFMAN, ANN (AU)
   No nonsense budget (former Board members urge approval) (ltr), Jun 7, 1991, p.6

KAUFMANN, BRIAN
   All hail to Heathcote (4th grade boys undefeated in Green div) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

KAUFMANN, JULIE
   Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19
   Making wishes (come true for children with life-threatening illnesses, SHS chapter) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18

KAWASHIMA, HARRIET
   Multicultural munching (as High school Committee hosts annual lunch) (photo), Oct 4, 1991, p.20

KI, GORDON A
   Gordon a Kazi (named manager of technical services for Albany Atlas Insurance), Sep 13, 1991, p.4

KEANE, JENNY
   Swim stars win some firsts (Elizabeth Rossi and SCS team ranked in national championship) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.24
   Greenburgh swimmer (Malaika Ross) takes first in Counties (championship) (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.18
   Swim conference champions named (Jean Keane and Malaika Ross) (photo), Aug 23, 1991, p.20
   Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it Celebrates its SHS athletes (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.32

KEATING, JOHN S
   John S Keating (dies), Nov 15, 1991, p.20

KEEFE, DANIEL W JR
   Daniel W Keefe Jr (dies), Jan 4, 1991, p.8

KEEGAN, PATRICIA
   Scarsdale's A School to serve as state model (for Partnership Schools Program), Nov 8, 1991, p.1

KEITH, HERMAN
   Redistricting plan splits Scarsdale: puts 11, 000 in minority district (in new proposal), May 24, 1991, p.1

KELBANOFF, SUSAN GAY (AU)
   Broken promises on Central Ave. (regarding deli and promises for upkeep) (ltr), Jul 19, 1991, p.6

KELLER, RICHARD
   Louise Boardman (re-elected pres of RP Found.; other SCS officers noted) (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.12

KELLY, AUDREY
   Abortion protesters plan demonstration (Life Chain protest part of nationwide event), Sep 27, 1991, p.8

KELLY, TOM
   Athletic code draws mixed reviews (as students and faculty discuss athletic behavior code), Jan 18, 1991, p.5

KEMP, JERYLLE
   These students take STEPS toward success (notes history of program and future plans) (edit) (photo), Feb 8, 1991, p.6

KEMP, CASEY
   Five elected to (Non-Partisan) Citizens' Committee (names noted), Dec 6, 1991, p.1

KEMPER, CASEY (AU)
   Challenge Non-Partisan System (calls it absolute control by hand-picked few) (ltr), Apr 26, 1991, p.6

KENNEDY FAMILY
   Palm Beach debacle—that's entertainment (details Kennedy scandal about rape) (edit), May 3, 1991, p.7

KENNEDY, EILEEN
   Abortion protesters plan demonstration (Life Chain protest part of nationwide event), Sep 27, 1991, p.8
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KENNEDY, NIAALL
DARE ya (say Heathcote fifth graders who have completed program with SCS Police) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.18

KENNEDY, TEDDY
Being politically correct about Teddy (Kennedy and Chappaquiddick) (edit), Jun 14, 1991, p.6

KERN, DAVID
Parents advised to work with—not against—children’s learning styles (edit), Oct 18, 1991, p.5

KESLOW, MARC
Local rockers (Sky Blues, graduates of SHS, will perform) (photo), Jul 5, 1991, p.11
Cassette to go (Sky Blues second independent record ‘Dreamtown, 1931’ is on sale) (photo), Aug 9, 1991, p.10

KESLOW, MARC (AU)
Band members (Sky Blues) protest high school administration’s action (ltr), Jul 5, 1991, p.6

KESSEL, TAMAR
Karate kids (local children accomplish karate honors through Montroy Academy) (photo), Nov 8, 1991, p.21

KIMM, CHRISTINA
Violinist (Christina Khimm) will perform at (SCS Woman’s) clubhouse 2/27/91) (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.10

KIMM, SUZY
Bakin’ states (J. Flanagan’s 4th grade creates the US in cookie map) (photo), Apr 19, 1991, p.8

KHO, MELISSA
Local musicians tapped (for Intermediate All County Orchestra, Band and Chorus) (names noted), Mar 1, 1991, p.12

KIDO, MASAKO
A red white and blue occasion (as Fox Meadow third graders celebrate D. Tompkins) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.1

KIDS BASE
Please pass the Cheerios (at Kids BASE Breakfast Club which opens at 7 am at GR) (photo), Jan 4, 1991, p.3
Kid’s BASE: lots of busy, uh, kids (thriving at new Quaker Ridge location) (Progress edit 1991), Jan 25, 1991, p.6
Kids BASE launches (second-annual) fund raising drive (for financial support), Mar 15, 1991, p.5
Something new at Kids’ BASE (Summerset and pre-kindergarten programs) (photo), Jun 28, 1991, p.5

KIM, CHRISTINE
Yes, they work! (Scout Troop 170 learn about cameras) (photo), Oct 18, 1991, p.1

KIM, JIN
A great escape (SCS High School Magic Club performs) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.18

KIM, JUNG
Bank of New York salutes the Junior High Speech Contest (3/21/91 with over 250 contestants) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.24

KING, LLOYD
Democrats sue to stop 60P plan (for reshuffling of election districts), Jun 7, 1991, p.1

KING, MARTIN LUTHER JR
We honor his memory (and commitment to human justice but discuss plagiarism in his work) (edit), Jan 18, 1991, p.7

KING, PAT
King of Scarsdale holds court (at Bucknell University, named Patriot League player) (photo), Feb 8, 1991, p.16

KIRSCHENBAUM, DAVID
In good taste? (Robison family enjoy ice cream on new Victorian bench in village) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.1

KISSLINGER, ROBERT

KITAKAZE, MAI
Notable netters (Greenacres 5th grade girls take first place) (photo), Jul 19, 1991, p.20

KXERN, DAVID AND KAREN
KLAUSNER, JOSEPH A
Joseph A Klausner (presiding member of Board of Directors of BDO Seidman) (photo), Nov 29, 1991, p.18

KLAUSNER, ROBERT J
Robert J Klausner (dies), Apr 5, 1991, p.14

KLEIN, EASY (AU)
Working at being good neighbors (discusses community in light of NY Mag article) (1 tr), May 10, 1991, p.6
Scarsdale Scribes (Fabienne Marsh publishes new novel 'The Moralist of the Alphabet Streets') (photo), Jul 5, 1991, p.5
Book forces another examination of (Yasir) Arafat (in John D Wallach's new book) (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.5

KLEIN, ROBERT J
Trial witnesses split on cause of crash (last year fatally involving Ruth Washington), Feb 8, 1991, p.1

KLEIN, HAROLD (JUDGE)
DWA1 driver (Angela Panessa) sentenced in Washington fatal car crash case; appeal pending (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.1

KLEIN, LONIE
Sharp shooters (boys third grade all-star soccer team wins Fishkill Memorial Day Tourn.) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.17

KLEIN, LYDIA
(Serena) Boronkay to head Y(Youth) E(Employment) S(Service) (volunteers honored) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.8

KLEIN, MARLYS
Quilters give Blythedale children hand-crafted 'pieces of home' (photo), Nov 22, 1991, p.5

KLEIN, ROBERT (AU)
Insurance industry's fall from grace (Prudent Investor column), Aug 9, 1991, p.4

KLUBANOFF, STEVEN
In loving memory (bench at Boniface Circle to be dedicated to Dana Blair Allen) (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.12

KLIEN, HAROLD (JUDGE)
Driver (Angela Panessa) in fatal crash (of Ruth Washington) guilty of DWA1), Jun 7, 1991, p.1

KLIGER, JAN
Let's be a friendly town (details residents' experience with program, suggests participation) (edit), Jun 14, 1991, p.6

KLINE, THOMAS A JR
Thomas A Kline Jr (presented Citizen of Year by Brooklyn Philharmonic), May 10, 1991, p.8

KLINE, TON (AU)
Taking a racewalk on the wild side (describes five-day running race in Hawaii) (edit), May 10, 1991, p.7

KLINEBERG, JOHN M
John M Klineberg (director at NASA received Pres. Award) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.4
John M Klineberg (awarded presidential rank award for service to NASA), Apr 19, 1991, p.4

KLIPSTEIN, FRANCES
Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.28

KLLOSS, JAMES

KNAPLUND, VIRGINIA (JUDGE)
Predictions fro 1991 (from various local leaders and organizations, cont. from p.1), Jan 4, 1991, p.5
Burglary suspect goes free (because of inadmissible court evidence; details of incident noted), Jan 25, 1991, p.1
Judges sought (by Village Judicial Qualifications Committee, to be elected by Non-Partisans), Feb 1, 1991, p.1
A good neighbor (Village Justice Virginia Knaplund volunteering in Dobbs Ferry), Feb 15, 1991, p.1
Stay tough on (Driving) While (Intoxicated) (applauding Justice Knaplund's stand) (edit.), Feb 22, 1991, p.6
A community service penalty: Does it help? (discusses positive benefits) (edit), Feb 22, 1991, p.6
From $5 to $8 (price of local parking ticket is being considered for increase), Apr 26, 1991, p.1
Village Court hearings (noted), Apr 26, 1991, p.5
No consensus on teen drinking (panel discussion by Task Force and PTA), May 3, 1991, p.5
Dog shooter case postponed (to allow for motion filings), Jun 21, 1991, p.3
Trial over dog shooting to begin; lawyers change, Sep 27, 1991, p.1
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KNAPLUND, VIRGINIA (JUDGE) continued
A busy day, legally speaking (Follows Judge Knaplund's court day in SCS) (photo), Oct 18, 1991, p.1
Judge (Virginia Knaplund) sentences local teenager to jail term, Oct 18, 1991, p.3

KNEBEL, CAROLYN G
Carolyn G Knebel (dies), Nov 8, 1991, p.20

KNIGHT, LAUREL A

KNOPF, ALFRED
Greenacres residents protest city sewer line (emergency route laid by White Plains), Jun 14, 1991, p.5
NIMBY and the Knopp project (details history of Dickei Road property and controversy) (Itr), Jul 19, 1991, p.6

KNOPF, DOUG
Cagers thumped in 79-50 loss to No. 1 Mount Vernon (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.22
Runnin' Raiders (in final showdown against Mt Vernon) (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.1
Coach of the year (Basketball coach, Jack Kaminer, with his team) (cont) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22
Tea effort (for Raiders basketball team at Madison Square Garden before finals) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22

KNOPF, ELEANOR

KNOPF, RYAN
Tea effort (for Raiders basketball team at Madison Square Garden before finals) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its SHS athletes (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.32

KODOMO KUNI INC
Japanese nursery school faces uphill battle for approval (details of parties involved), May 17, 1991, p.1

KODOMO KUNI INC.
Japanese nursery school plans face obstacles in two places, Nov 1, 1991, p.4

KOECHLER, MARGARET
Fee's tree (to be donated to Festival of Trees auction for Red Cross) (photo), Dec 6, 1991, p.15

KOHITO, AUGUST (OR)
Where's the sequel? (plans for Plaza Theater on Garth Road are detailed), May 24, 1991, p.1

KOMAROFF, STANLEY
Stanley Komaroff (named chair of Prskauer Rose Goetz and Mendelsohn), Nov 8, 1991, p.8

KOPPLE, SARA
Notable netters (Greenacres 5th grade girls take first place) (photo), Jul 19, 1991, p.20

KOPPLE, SUSAN
Slate slated (for Junior High School PTA 1991-92 school year; individual names noted), Mar 15, 1991, p.15

KORN, RHODA
Rhoda Korn (dies), Oct 11, 1991, p.16

KORNBLUH, ED (AU)
Veteran fires opening volley (discusses Tony Veteran's open letter 7/5/91 and elections) (edit), Jul 12, 1991, p.6
Those bad guys aren't all that bad (discusses the difficult task of the budget process) (edit), Jul 26, 1991, p.7
A political prescription for the Democrats (examines various future candidates) (edit), Aug 16, 1991, p.6
Health-care workers and HIV testing (discusses upcoming bill HR-2788) (edit), Sep 6, 1991, p.6
(Tony) Veteran overlooked campaign nuts and bolts (discusses campaign race) (edit), Sep 20, 1991, p.6
Gianpiccolo faces tough opposition (cont), Sep 20, 1991, p.7

KORNBLUH, EDWARD C (AU)
Columnist misses the target (Ella Molin's column is in question about recycling) (Itr), May 24, 1991, p.6

KORSEN, BARBARA

KORZENIK, EMILY (RABBI)
Tributes and tunes for an active, outspoken volunteer (Jeanne Richman) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.3
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KOTIVAL, DAULAT
Chase Banking Center opens here (at 2 Overhill Road) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.4

KRAIN, DICK
Krain, Dick (promoted to senior vice pres. of Grey Advertising) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.9

KRAKOWER, DOUGLAS
SHS students honored for academic standing, service (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18

KRAMER, JOHN
Cool welcome (electricians working on Immaculate Heart of Mary during heat wave) (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.12

KRAMER, MICHAEL
Bank of New York salutes SCS Summer Musical Theatre "Sweet Charity" (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.20

KRAVITZ, ELLIOT S
Elliot S Kravitz (named manager of Port Chester office of Bank of New York), Sep 13, 1991, p.4

KREISBERG, TRACY
Students (SHS) support guards' job pleas (at Board of Education meeting), Jun 7, 1991, p.5

KRESSNER, ARON
Mighty midgets (SCS Sweepers, 4th graders won Rockland Invitational Tour) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

KRISHNAKUMAR, ADITI
Slate slated (for Junior High School PTA 1991-92 school year; individual names noted), Mar 15, 1991, p.15

KRIS, GWENYTH
On realty staff (Gale Retacco and Gwenyth Kris join Claire D Leone Assoc) (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.8

KRUZ, OTTO
Manhattan Savings Bank honors the 60th Anniversary of the SCS Woman's Exchange (photo), Nov 15, 1991, p.28

KROEMLEIN, JOHANNA
Scarsdale teens dominate Burke (Rehabilitation) race (to raise money for center; names noted), Jun 14, 1991, p.17

KROIN, LISA
SHS artists work shown at Aldrich (Museum, CT; names of artists noted), May 24, 1991, p.12
SHS students honored for academic standing, service (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18
Art appreciation (Lisa Kroin won ZARA B Kimsey Scholarship) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.16
SHS grad wins art award (Sarah B Kimsey Award), Dec 6, 1991, p.9

KROPP, ERIC
Local student wins bike race (Eric Kropp, SHS senior, U.S. Cycling Federation NY State race), Jun 7, 1991, p.18
Scarsdale graduate (Eric Kropp) takes a bicycling bronze (medal at National Championships) (photo), Sep 6, 1991, p.22

KUBOTA, YOKO
String fling (Heathcote and Edgewood students participate in concert) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.8

KULICK, MARGARET
Mentioning the unmentionable (skits presented at annual meeting highlight issues) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.5

KULICK, PEG & LEE

KULICK, PEGGY
Stitching Seniors (prepare useful gifts for cancer patients) (photo), Mar 1, 1991, p.3

KUNKIN, LAURA
(Serena) Boronkay to head Y(youth) E(mployment) S(ervice) (volunteers honored) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.8

KUNTZ, GEORGE
Manager (George Kuntz) named to state post, Nov 8, 1991, p.15

KUO, RITA
New president (Rita Kuo) for musicians guild, Aug 16, 1991, p.16

KURLANDER, SUSIE
My Russian 'grandmother' (describes relationship of 34 year old with 86 year S. Kurlander) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.7
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KURTZ, HONEY

KURULZ, JOHN
Swim conference champions named (Jean Keane and Malaika Ross) (photo), Aug 23, 1991, p.20

KURZMAN, MARC
The SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps is proud to be celebrating 20th year of service (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.22

KUSTERBECK, WILLIAM
State may hike village's water rates (for first time in 20 years), Aug 30, 1991, p.1

KUTCHER, ROSALYN (DR)
Dr Rosalyn Kutcher (promoted to prof in radiology at Albert Einstein College of Medicine), Jun 28, 1991, p.4

KUTNER, HARJ0R1E
LMV elects officers (for 1991-92; names noted), May 17, 1991, p.4
Bank of New York salutes League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 8, 1991, p.28

KUWAIT
In the aftermath of the war, Kuwait shows what we were really fighting for (edit), Jul 12, 1991, p.7
On Kuwait border: Lots of POWs (first hand account of troop activity in Kuwait) (photo), Jul 19, 1991, p.7

LABICK, BETH ANN
Scouts' honor (for cadets and seniors who helped with younger scouts) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.8

LABOR DAY
Labor Day fun at the village pool (schedules noted), Aug 30, 1991, p.2
From Pool to School (children begin Labor Day festivities at Pool and prepare for school) (photo), Sep 6, 1991, p.1
Race to swift on fun day (results of Labor Day races at SCS Pool find families repeat winners), Sep 6, 1991, p.2

LABOR UNIONS
Taking a cue from the unions (details public employees unions) (edit), Jul 19, 1991, p.6
Steafitters (Local 543) protest district hires (contractors' policy) (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.1
Heat cutters picket non-union butcher (SCS Kosher Emporium), Nov 22, 1991, p.1
Scarsdale Kosher Emporium strike ends with settlement, Nov 29, 1991, p.1

LACROSSE
A shot with a twist (against Clarkstown) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.26
Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19

LADD, JANET
Scarsdale schools undergo major renovations this summer (photo), Aug 2, 1991, p.4

LAGRASSA, LINDA
LaGrassa, Linda/ Mother of three killed in pedestrian accident, Sep 13, 1991, p.1

LAGRECA, ANGELA
Tell Mama: Catch this girl (Angela LaGreca appears at "Don't Tell Mama") (photo), Nov 15, 1991, p.17

LAKE, SABRINA
At the ballet (Nancy MacArthur School prepares spring recital) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.14

LAMACCHI, JENNIFER
Budding Girl Scouts (delighted with certificates from Daisy Troop 1940) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.9

LAMARCA, JENNIFER
Picture of health (group of JHS and elementary students at awards ceremony; names noted) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.22

LAMB, DIANNA
Zoo crooners (St. James the Less junior choir performs Captain Noah and Floating Zoo) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.18
Banner year (for St. James the Less) (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.14

LAMONT, EILEEN (DR)
How did I get here? (Mrs. Rein's class visits Westmoreland Sanctuary) (photo), May 3, 1991, p.15
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LANG DEVELOPMENT
Developmental priority: new mails or low-cost homes for the homeless? (in light of racial issues), Jul 5, 1991, p.7

LANE DEVELOPMENT-SCS
Crany, Perkins discuss plans for the downtown (at Woman's Club meeting) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.8
NIMBY and the Knopp project (details history of Dickel Road property and controversy) (ltr), Jul 19, 1991, p.6

LANDAU, ELAINE
Six to serve on village councils (names noted), Oct 25, 1991, p.5

LANDAU, EVE

LANDAU, HARVEY
New boards and council members appointed at first meeting of new term (names noted), Apr 12, 1991, p.8

LANDAU, HARVEY (AU)
The Gulf War: a tough call for Congresswoman Lowey (details her views and others) (ltr), Feb 8, 1991, p.6

LANDAU, SHANA
Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19

LANDES, BETTE
Tributes and tunes for an active, outspoken volunteer (Jeanne Richman) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.3
Bowl fete lauds planner (Jeanne Richman) service to community (cont details), Mar 22, 1991, p.16
Bank of New York salutes League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 8, 1991, p.26

LANDES, BETTY
New bowl committee rep (Nancy Milstein appointed to be secy-treas of SCS Bowl Committee), Jul 5, 1991, p.3
Panel to pick (SCS) Bowl nominee named (names noted), Sep 27, 1991, p.14

LANDES, DAVID
New ambulance in service (photo), Nov 29, 1991, p.3

LANDRY, MARY ANN
Mary Ann Landry (dies), Jan 4, 1991, p.8

LANG, JEREMY
Bank of New York salutes the Junior High Speech Contest (3/21/91 with over 250 contestants) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.24

LANG, MELISSA
Spinning 101 (Margaret Vetare instructs students on spinning process for wool) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.5

LANGA, EUNICE & GEORGE
A beautiful village gesture (thanks SVAC) (ltr), Sep 27, 1991, p.20

LANGE, JEFF
UN of 'Choice' (mock week-long UN session was presented at JHS) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.13

LANGE, KENNETH (JUDGE)
Justice for all (details local burglary and court decision) (edit), Jan 25, 1991, p.6
Warus (Carolyn) indicted for forgery, Dec 6, 1991, p.1

LANGUAGE AND LANGUAGES
Witness the gossip: words change in meaning, use (details expressions and their changes), Sep 20, 1991, p.4
More quaint quotations from language's past: Historically Speaking (edit), Nov 15, 1991, p.4

LANGUAGE SCHOOLS
Japanese conversation (Manhattanville College has openings for adults in conversational Japanese), Aug 16, 1991, p.2

LAPAN, PAMELA
Scarsdale schools to update policies (may hire state agency to rewrite policy book), Oct 11, 1991, p.5

LAPIDUS, HEATHER
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lapidus, Martin</td>
<td>Committee heads, VP (Janet Marcus) appointed by civic club (names noted)</td>
<td>Jul 19, 1991</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lapidus, Merry</td>
<td>Panel to pick (SCS) Bowl nominee named (names noted)</td>
<td>Sep 27, 1991</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lapidus, Richard</td>
<td>Richard Lapidus (awarded certificate of achievement for contributions to quality of life) (photo)</td>
<td>Nov 29, 1991</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lark, Lenora</td>
<td>DWAI driver (Angela Panessa) sentenced in Washington fatal car crash case; appeal pending (photo)</td>
<td>Jul 26, 1991</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkin, Jan</td>
<td>Ancestral link is reward for good sleuthing (details of Family History Center at Morton Church)</td>
<td>Mar 1, 1991</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkin, Jim</td>
<td>Windows (and other business presented to School Board) (cont)</td>
<td>Jun 7, 1991</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkin, Mary</td>
<td>Schools will suffer as revenues erode (proposed 1991-92 budget is discussed)</td>
<td>May 10, 1991</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larkin, Mary (AU)</td>
<td>Offended by the get-out-vote effort ('Call to Action' card received by residents)</td>
<td>Mar 29, 1991</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaRonde, Peter (Rev)</td>
<td>Hope for the Homeless (Rev. Jesse Jackson guest speaker at Rye Town Hilton) (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 14, 1991</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laroche, Pierre</td>
<td>Pierre LaRouche (elected second vice chair of Exchange Club Child Abuse Prevention Center)</td>
<td>Apr 12, 1991</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lascher, Alexandra</td>
<td>Television actor (David Lascher) alumnus visits Quaker Ridge (photo)</td>
<td>Sep 27, 1991</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lascher, David</td>
<td>Television actor (David Lascher) alumnus visits Quaker Ridge (photo)</td>
<td>Sep 27, 1991</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lascher, Lauren</td>
<td>Gym class (Raiders girls gymnasts assembled at Maroon and White dinner) (photo)</td>
<td>Mar 15, 1991</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laudenbach, R J Jr</td>
<td>R J Laudenbach Jr (named to Legal Awareness of Westchester board)</td>
<td>Apr 12, 1991</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laughlin, Anne</td>
<td>At SMS, locals behind the scenes are drawing talent from all over the country (photo)</td>
<td>Jul 26, 1991</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bank of New York salutes SCS Summer Musical Theatre 'Sweet Charity' (photo)</td>
<td>Jul 26, 1991</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laughlin, Catherine</td>
<td>Choice leader (Susan) Taylor chosen (by Catherine Laughlin, Merrill Scholar)</td>
<td>May 31, 1991</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laughlin, Eunice</td>
<td>Party planners (for annual dessert and card party) (photo)</td>
<td>May 10, 1991</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawyers</td>
<td>Presentation skills to be taught (for lawyers, including SCS resident Sybil Conrad) (photo)</td>
<td>Feb 8, 1991</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Melinda A Bass (named partner in Rivkin, Radler, to focus on health-care law)</td>
<td>Feb 8, 1991</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ernest J Collazo (named to Lehman College Foundation board)</td>
<td>Mar 1, 1991</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eric J Lobenberg (named vice pres and chief litigation counsel to Reliance Group Holdings)</td>
<td>Apr 19, 1991</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Isaac Jarkovsky (joined firm of Pennie and Edwards)</td>
<td>May 31, 1991</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>John Vorgerian (elected national vice-pres of Ripon Society)</td>
<td>May 31, 1991</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Howard Siegel (new chair of NY State Bar Assoc entertainment section)</td>
<td>Jun 14, 1991</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Seth M Glickenhaus (named to Board of American Craft Museum)</td>
<td>Jul 19, 1991</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>James N Felix (named partner in Fink Weinberger)</td>
<td>Oct 25, 1991</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stanley Komaroff (named chair of Prskauer Rose Goetz and Mendelsohn)</td>
<td>Nov 8, 1991</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joan C Salwen (first woman pres of White Plains Bar Assn)</td>
<td>Nov 8, 1991</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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LAWYERS continued

Jerry Peppers (elected to Ohio University Foundation Board), Nov 29, 1991, p.18

LAZAR, LAURENCE

Fund (Laurence Lazar Memorial) recalls local artist (and will provide art books for SPL), Mar 22, 1991, p.2

LAZAR, ROSA AND ARTHUR

Fund (Laurence Lazar Memorial) recalls local artist (and will provide art books for SPL), Mar 22, 1991, p.2

LAZZARA, TONY (AU)

Newhouse, Stanley. Remembering Stan Newhouse, civic patron and booster (ltr), Nov 15, 1991, p.6

LAZAR, KIRSTEN

School spear-it (snacks reflect World Health Day and nutritional guidance) (photo), Apr 19, 1991, p.13

LEADERSHIP

Beware the madman (discusses historical leaders and defines madman/warrior) (edit), Mar 15, 1991, p.7

LEAF COLLECTION

Black gold in the making (as decaying leaves are tossed at Maaronneck Road site) (photo), Jan 18, 1991, p.2

LEAF, HAROLD E

Harold E Leaf (dies), Nov 8, 1991, p.20

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS

Outside appraisal of county urged (by LWV regarding 1991 budget) (ltr), Feb 15, 1991, p.6

Village board meeting (cont. discussion of bulk housing laws), Mar 1, 1991, p.8

Open minds and issues (suggests that Trustees allow for discussion before raising fees) (edit), Mar 8, 1991, p.6

Voter registration (by League of Women Voters registers many new voters) (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.15

Donut hole? (Village Board didn't mean to omit public discussions of fee increase), Mar 15, 1991, p.1


LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS-NEW YORK STATE

Evelyn Stock (named first vice pres of LWV-NY), Jun 7, 1991, p.8

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS-SCS

League of Women Voters marks 70th anniversary (with musical) (photo) (Progress edit 1991), Jan 25, 1991, p.2

Learning the environmental Rs (from LWV's Carol Goodwin at C-Town) (photo), Feb 8, 1991, p.1

To new trustee Anne Janiak, getting there is half the fun (details career and ideas), Apr 19, 1991, p.1

LWV to study master plan (for SCS village over two-year period), Apr 19, 1991, p.2

League of Women Voters still interested (in study of need for affordable housing), May 3, 1991, p.1

Hoitzman: Gender gaps persist at all levels of our government (speech at LWV luncheon), May 10, 1991, p.1

Hoitzman (cont. details of speaker at annual spring LWV luncheon) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.5

LWV elects officers (for 1991-92; names noted), May 17, 1991, p.4

Get your feet wet! Register to vote at Pool site, Jun 28, 1991, p.2

Court won't hear Democrats' appeal; League of Women Voters filing suit to block redistricting), Jul 12, 1991, p.1

Overturb the 'gag rule' (details Rust v. Sullivan)(edit), Sep 6, 1991, p.6

Scarsdale forms affordable housing committee (Robert Greenes to chair) (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.1

LWV cancels candidates night (because only one candidate accepted invitation to speak), Sep 27, 1991, p.3

Antidote to apathy (voter registration statistics are noted & League of Women Voters praised) (edit), Sep 27, 1991, p.6

Find a way (describes cancellation circumstances of annual candidates meeting) (edit), Sep 27, 1991, p.6

Housing committee needs broader membership base (edit), Sep 27, 1991, p.6

Need for an election forum (criticizes cancellation of candidates meeting (ltr), Oct 4, 1991, p.6

League of Women Voters looks for ways to provide forum (ltr), Oct 4, 1991, p.7

Jailing alternatives work, congressman (Charles Schumer) tells League of Women Voter, Oct 11, 1991, p.1

Bank of New York salutes League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 8, 1991, p.28

League of Women Voters calls for tax reassessment, Nov 15, 1991, p.1

LWV begins two-year state budget study, Dec 6, 1991, p.4
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LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS-WESTCHESTER
- Three local women (H. Goldberg, R. Goldstein and M. Spaet) on LWV board, May 31, 1991, p.2

LEAHY, JOHNNY
- Karate kids (local children accomplish karate honors through Montroy Academy) (photo), Nov 8, 1991, p.21

LEAVITT, JENNIFER (AU)
- Gaining the competitive edge (details recession, job hunting and interview process) (edit), Mar 29, 1991, p.7

LEDERER, RICHARD
- Presidential entertainment (language maven visits Woman's Club) (photo), Oct 18, 1991, p.14

LEDERER, RICHARD JR (AU)
- He's unearthed more Scarsdale curiosities, etc. (publication of "More about Scarsdale") (photo) (edit), Jan 11, 1991, p.6
- Bronx Parkway wins historic designation (cont. details of Bronx Pkwy's history) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.16
- New village historian (Irving J Sloan to replace Richard Lederer after 10 years), Apr 12, 1991, p.1
- United they thrive (local merchants meet for breakfast to discuss community efforts) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.5
- Preserve our heritage (local groups shall attempt clean-up of wooded areas here) (edit), Aug 16, 1991, p.6
- Penn Central files for permit to demolish three buildings (on Popham Bridge), Aug 23, 1991, p.1
- What's up downtown? (discusses decision to tear down Farley & Popham Rd buildings) (edit), Sep 20, 1991, p.6

LEDERER, RICHARD M JR (AU)
- When the school bus was a stage coach (prints letter by former resident about SCS) (edit), Jan 4, 1991, p.6
- Paycheck to village historian (at last) (publications noted) (Progress edit 1991), Jan 25, 1991, p.4
- Historically Speaking (presents details about Boulder Brook's history) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.6
- Witness the gossip: words change in meaning, use (details expressions and their changes), Sep 20, 1991, p.4
- More quaint quotations from language's past: Historically Speaking (edit), Nov 15, 1991, p.4
- Remembering Pearl Harbor, aftermath (edit), Dec 6, 1991, p.4

LEE, ANNE (DR)
- Dr. Anne Lee (named assistant attending physician at White Plains), Jul 19, 1991, p.5

LEE, EDDIE
- Godspell truth (Stephen Schwartz visits drama members before their production) (photo), Feb 8, 1991, p.15

LEE, EDWARD
- A great escape (SCS High School Magic Club performs) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.18

LEE, ELSIE
- Party planners (for annual dessert and card party) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.11

LEE, JANET
- Outer reaches (gymnast Janet Lee steps to Raider victory) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.20
- High vault-age (Janet Lee competes in NY State championship) (photo), Mar 1, 1991, p.22
- Gym class (Raiders girls gymnasts assembled at Maroon and White dinner) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22

LEE, JANICE
- Party planners (for annual dessert and card party) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.11

LEE, TREVDR
- Son of Uncle Sam (Arthur Manor's Independence Day parade) (photo), Jul 12, 1991, p.1

LEENER, DAVID
- New ambulance in service (photo), Nov 29, 1991, p.3

LEERBURGER, JULIE
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LEGUIRE, TERESA (AU)
Run (15K/4-mile to be held on 3/24) will affect traffic (locally) ltr, Mar 22, 1991, p.6

LEHR, WILLIAM
Two railroad station staircases to be repaired, Oct 18, 1991, p.1

LEIBER, BURTON & RUTH (AU)
Supply Field is for sports, not traffic (say local concerned residents) (ltr), May 31, 1991, p.7

LEIBERT, LOUISE
Changes in Edgemont voting urged (by School Bd Nominating Committee; names noted) (ltr), Mar 22, 1991, p.6

LEIGHTON, LEON
Apostle disputes Leighton's 'facts' (from 6/7 ltr) (ltr), Jun 14, 1991, p.6
Solomon's assignment to classroom criticized (following murder trial), Aug 30, 1991, p.1
District asked to dismiss (Paul) Solomon (cont), Aug 30, 1991, p.10
Board of Education-EMT takes (Paul) Solomon out of classroom, Sep 6, 1991, p.1
(Paul) Solomon must go (resident suggests that Paul Solomon's notoriety should be terminated) (ltr), Sep 20, 1991, p.6

LEIGHTON, LEON (AU)
In Edgemont: vote Weinerman and Steinberg (regarding local School Board) (ltr), May 31, 1991, p.7
Approve budget, improve process (resident urges community) (ltr), Jun 7, 1991, p.6

LEIKEN, JIM
Scarsdale boy (Jim Leiken) peddles across the country (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.18

LEINAND, AMY
Senior-housing group sets 1991 agenda (with committee studies), Mar 1, 1991, p.5

LEITNER, BRETT
'Cutting Edge' wins journal award (from Gannett for achievement) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.13

LEITZIA, LORRAINE
Peace doves (GR kindergartners wrote to soldiers in Persian Gulf) (photo), Feb 15, 1991, p.8

LEMLE, CLIFF
Sharp shooters (boys third grade all-star soccer team wins Fishkill Memorial Day Tour.) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.17

LEMLE, CRAIG
Sharp shooters (boys third grade all-star soccer team wins Fishkill Memorial Day Tour.) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.17

LEON HENRY INC.
Leon Henry (Inc. names promotions of three employees), May 31, 1991, p.4
Three local firms among top 50 (Rich Worldwide Travel, Leon Henry, Cityscape Corp), Dec 27, 1991, p.2

LEONARD, HENRY A
A sale in the rain (by owner of SCS Chateaux apartment, by auction), Aug 2, 1991, p.1

LEONE, FLORENCE C
Florence C Leone (dies), Dec 27, 1991, p.10

LEONE, LOUIS J
Louis J Leone (dies), Oct 18, 1991, p.16

LEPATNER, EVAN
Mighty midgets (SCS Sweepers, 4th graders won Rockland Invitational Tour) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

LERNER, ARTHUR H
Arthur H Lerner (joined Newmark Real Estate Services as vice chair and partner), Apr 19, 1991, p.4

LERNER, JOSH
Sharp shooters (boys third grade all-star soccer team wins Fishkill Memorial Day Tour.) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.17

LESNICK, HELAINE
Planning Board (January meeting agenda), Feb 1, 1991, p.3
LMV elects officers (for 1991-92; names noted), May 17, 1991, p.4
Bank of New York salutes League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 8, 1991, p.28
LMV begins two-year state budget study, Dec 6, 1991, p.4
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LESNICK, JOEL
Scarsdale forms affordable housing committee (Robert Greenes to chair) (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.1

LESEM, DON
Day of the dinosaur (for first and second graders with expert, Don Lessem) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.19

LEV, JEFFREY
Summer baseball bigger than ever! (SCS Summer Baseball League begins '91 season) (photo), Jul 12, 1991, p.20

LEV, JOSHUA
Harrison plaque dedication (for Popham House counselor, presentation made) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.19

LEVINE, ELEANOR
Help from the teachers (STA donates $1000 to Scholarship Fund) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.19

LEVINE, LESLEY
Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.24

LEVINE, RICHARD
Yes, they work! (Scout Troop 170 learn about cameras) (photo), Oct 18, 1991, p.1

LEVINGTON, ALICE
Tribute to last a lifetime (for Linda Moser, pres. and Joyce Hoffman, nurse) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.15

LEVY, CAROLE P (AU)
Scarsdalian endorses Braslow (ltr), Nov 1, 1991, p.6

LEWIS, JENNIFER
The SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps is proud to be celebrating 20th year of service (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.22

LEWIS, JUDY
New boards and council members appointed at first meeting of new term (names noted), Apr 12, 1991, p.8

LEWIS, MARGE
Noises from the library (discusses proposed budget change of Marge Lewis from JHS to Heathcote), May 10, 1991, p.15

LIBRARIANS
After 18 years, librarian (Marjorie Schlosberg) to retire (from Heathcote), Apr 5, 1991, p.12

Noises from the library (discusses proposed budget change of Marge Lewis from JHS to Heathcote), May 10, 1991, p.15

Fond farewell (to Marge Schlossberg and Liz Linz at Heathcote 6/12 for their retirement) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.18

Eva Taben (appointed to Statewide Advisory Council on Adult Learning Services), Nov 29, 1991, p.18

LIBRARY BOARD-SCS
Needed: volunteers on village boards (criteria noted as well as board descriptions), Jan 11, 1991, p.5

New boards and council members appointed at first meeting of new term (names noted), Apr 12, 1991, p.8
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LIBRARY-SCS

Library striving to hold costs (programs noted) (Progress edit 1991), Jan 25, 1991, p.15

Winter's reprise (as light snow turns into all-day snowfall) (photo), Mar 1, 1991, p.5

The Beautiful People (children dance to musical program at SCS Library) (photo), Mar 29, 1991, p.5

(Anna) Quindlen, (Philip) Caputo to speak here (in celebration of National Library Week) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.2

(Anna) Quindlen, (Philip) Caputo to mark National Library Week here, Apr 12, 1991, p.17

Library Week: World o' words (school celebrations and Library speakers) (photo), Apr 26, 1991, p.13

New village tree (weeping cherry tree to be planted on Library lawn for Arbor Day), May 10, 1991, p.3

Rx for dying pond (Village is accepting bids for dredging of Library Pond), Jun 28, 1991, p.1

Summer hours (for SCS Library are noted), Jul 5, 1991, p.3

Can't we do better? Does anyone care? (resident comments on salary of school superintendent) (ltr), Jul 5, 1991, p.6

Stalemate (between PBA and SCS in contract negotiations, also Civil Service for SCS Library), Aug 9, 1991, p.1

Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.24

An hour well spent (Fire Prevention Week brings awareness and suggestions) (edit), Oct 4, 1991, p.6

LIBRARY-SCS-GIFTS, LEGACIES, ETC

Fund (Laurence Lazar Memorial) recalls local artist (and will provide art books for SPL), Mar 22, 1991, p.2

LIBRARY-SCS-POND

Not in my backyard! (urges residents to think and act environmentally about storm drains) (edit), May 10, 1991, p.6

LIBRARY-SCS-SUMMER READING PROGRAM

Books ahoy! (Summer reading program 6/24-8/16/91), Jun 14, 1991, p.2


Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.24

LICHSTEIN, DANIEL

Daniel Lichstein (dies), Nov 22, 1991, p.18

LICHTEINSTEIN, A. B. ENGINEERING ASSOC. P.C.


LIEBER, BLAIR

Special delivery (of Girl Scout cookies to Village Manager from Troop 1955) (photo), Apr 26, 1991, p.1

LIEBMAN, JON

Daddy, can we go now? (Jon Leibman and daughter Kate look over books) (photo), Sep 27, 1991, p.3

LIEBMAN, KATE

Daddy, can we go now? (Jon Leibman and daughter Kate look over books) (photo), Sep 27, 1991, p.3

LIEBOWITZ, RICHARD


LILIENFIELD, BARBARA

New group to salute village merchants (consortium plans to encourage local shopping) (photo), Apr 19, 1991, p.4


LILLER, PETER

Overhill fire (cont details) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.2

LIN, CLARA J

Clara J Lin (recipient of Cyanamid Scientific Achievement) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.4

LIN, KUN-CHIN

SHS students honored for academic standing, service (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18

LINDGREN, BARBARA


LINDEN, JANE ELLIOTT

Jane Elliott Linell (dies), Nov 15, 1991, p.20

LINZ, ELIZABETH

Fond farewell (to Marge Schlossberg and Liz Linz at Heathcote 6/12 for their retirement) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.18
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LIOY, FEDELA
Schools to honor 5 retirees (names noted), Feb 15, 1991, p.11

LIPMAN, EUGENE (RABBI)
Rabbi (Jack) Stern lauded in speech, song (at final service before retiring) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.12

LIPPER, JEROME
Jerome Lipper (dies), Mar 15, 1991, p.16

LIPPMAN, ELAINE
(Serena) Boronkay to head Y(Employment) S(ervice) (volunteers honored) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.8

LIPPHAN, JODIE
Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19

LITCHFULT, RUSSELL
Bumna robs Dime (Savings Bank), still at large (details reported), Feb 22, 1991, p.1

LITMAN, EUGENE (RABBI)
Farewell to a popular farewell (Rabbi Jack Stern celebrates last service with WRT) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.1

LITTLE, EARLENE U (AU)
Helping to identify problems (residents applauds reporting of high school incident) (ltr), Jun 21, 1991, p.6
(Paul) Solomon must go (resident suggests that Paul Solomon's notoriety should be terminated) (ltr), Sep 20, 1991, p.6

LITTLE, JEAN
School Board puts spending on hold, ponders cuts (as state aid is reduced for 1991-92 year), Jun 21, 1991, p.1
Hibschan's contract renewed; (Judith) Fox and (Michael) McDermott get tenure (retirees noted), Jun 21, 1991, p.1

LIVANOS, PETER
Whales tales—one heckuva fish story (as 5th graders study Voyage of the Mimi) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.11

LIVOTI, CRAIG
Young entrepreneurs (are selling rare baseball cards at stand on Southwoods La) (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.12

LIZ CLAIBORNE FOUNDATION
ST1 symposia explore options in multi-cultural education (photo), Jul 5, 1991, p.1

LJOSTAD, ROD
Retired teachers meet (photo), Oct 11, 1991, p.2

LO CICERO, MINDY (AU)
Thanks to all whomade fair a success (personally thanks individuals) (ltr), May 24, 1991, p.6

LOBEL, FRANZ
Bank of New York salutes SCS Summer Musical Theatre "Sweet Charity" (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.20

LOGENFIELD, ERIC J
Eric J Lobenfeld (named vice pres and chief litigation counsel to Reliance Group Holdings), Apr 19, 1991, p.4

LOCICERO, MINDY W (AU)
Fundraiser chair has words of praise (ltr), Nov 8, 1991, p.7

LOFTUS, CLAIRE
Running game (for SHS girls Raiders as they are defeated by Mt Vernon) (photo), Jan 11, 1991, p.18
Yes! (SHS girls varsity soccer in finals victory of section B) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.22
Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19

LOFTUS, JACK
Winners named in safety poster contest (sponsored by PTAs and fire depts; names noted) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.5

LOGUERICO, PAUL
Picture of health (group of JHS and elementary students at awards ceremony; names noted) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.22

LONG, LORETTA
Singin' with Susan (actress Loretta Long from Sesame Street entertains 400 parents and kids) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.19
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LOONEY, JOHN
Stalemate (between PBA and SCS in contract negotiations, also Civil Service for SCS Library), Aug 9, 1991, p.1

LOONEY, THOMAS B (AU)
At New Year's: Keep chaos goddess at bay (edit), Dec 27, 1991, p.7

LOPEZ, BENITO
Scarsdale forms affordable housing committee (Robert Greene to chair) (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.1

LOPEZ, ROSELA
Panel to pick (SCS) Bowl nominee named (names noted), Sep 27, 1991, p.14

LOTTERIES
$10 million? Sorry, wrong number! (discusses telephone winners of sweepstakes) (edit), Sep 27, 1991, p.6

LOVERO, MARGE
Entrepreneur (Marge Lovero) to address local business owners (at 5/21/91 breakfast) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.4
United they thrive (local merchants meet for breakfast to discuss community efforts) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.5
Shop Scarsdale (says Marge Lovero to local merchants at meeting) (edit), May 24, 1991, p.6

LOWEY, JACQUELINE

LOWEY, NITA
Worried about war, locals (over 1000 people) rally (at Westchester Reform Temple), Feb 1, 1991, p.1
In the (presidential) classroom (students chosen from SCS confer with Rep. Lowey) (photo), Mar 1, 1991, p.12
To (Nita) Lowey, praise and reproof (regarding vote and voice over Persian Gulf war) (ltr), Apr 5, 1991, p.7
Its up to all of us (reports Nita Lowey to TVCC at meeting regarding Budget resolution), Apr 19, 1991, p.1
Supporting Lowey's peace vote (president reports on SCS Campaign for Peace meeting) (ltr), Apr 19, 1991, p.6
Lowey campaign fined for '88 fund violation, Aug 2, 1991, p.1
Angry Ex-Rep (Joseph DioGuardi) takes on (Nita) Lowey in radio spots (attacking the incumbent), Aug 9, 1991, p.1
DioGuardi attacksex-rival (Nita) Lowey in radio ads (cont), Aug 9, 1991, p.2
Lowey reporting error a common one (defends Nita Lowey and reporting error) (ltr), Aug 23, 1991, p.6
Anti-Lowey ad (produced by DioGuardi) banned from (local radio) stations, Sep 13, 1991, p.1
DioGuardi's attorney says Lowey's campaign violation wasn't minor (ltr), Oct 11, 1991, p.6

LOWEY, NITA (AU)
The Gulf War: a tough call for Congresswoman Lowey (details her views and others) (ltr), Feb 8, 1991, p.6

LOWEY, STEPHEN

LUBARSKY, NEIL R (AU)
Feiner has experience (ltr), Nov 1, 1991, p.6

LUBETZKIN, BARRY (OR) (AU)
Bailing out, the healthy alternative, takes courage and consideration (in relationships) (edit), Aug 16, 1991, p.7

LUBY, KEVIN
Sharp shooters (boys third grade all-star soccer team wins Fishkill Memorial Day Tourn.) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.17

LUBY, MEGHAN
Treeful of mittens (for Salvation Army, presented by Girl Scout Troops) (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.1

LUBY, SHARON
Heathcote fundraising fun (Toon Town first carnival for school) (photo), May 3, 1991, p.15
I now pronounce you... (performances for nursery schools of Rumpelstiltskin) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.8
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LUCAS, ADELAIDE R
   Adelaide R Lucas (dies), Nov 22, 1991, p.18

LUCER, AUDREY
   Audrey Lucek (named speech pathologist of the year), Jun 28, 1991, p.4

LUCEK, RICHARD & AUDREY (AU)
   Praise for Sanitation Dept (ltr), Nov 8, 1991, p.6

LUCENTE, KAREN

LUCIDO, JOHN (AU)
   Feiner (Paul) is supported (in record and viewpoints) (ltr), Jul 19, 1991, p.6

LUDWIKOWSKI, MARTY
   Heading west on Wayside (SCS 22nd annual 15K race took place 3/24/91) (photo), Mar 29, 1991, p.1
   Runners set quick pace in (22nd annual) 15K race (names, times are noted) (photo), Mar 29, 1991, p.13

LUFTMAN, SUSAN (AU)
   Not for stars only (details child's experience on local baseball team) (edit), Jun 21, 1991, p.7

LUISI, PHYLLIS
   SCS (High) School) bids farewell to (Werner) Feig (tenured teachers also noted), Mar 1, 1991, p.12

LUND, RENEE
   SCS (High) School) bids farewell to (Werner) Feig (tenured teachers also noted), Mar 1, 1991, p.12

LUSKIN, JUDY
   Notable netters (Greenacres 5th grade girls take first place) (photo), Jul 19, 1991, p.20

LUSKIN, SARAH
   Notable netters (Greenacres 5th grade girls take first place) (photo), Jul 19, 1991, p.20

LYMAN, LOUISE
   Louise Lyman (dies), Oct 4, 1991, p.21

LYNN, TERRY
   On target, for now (reports of New York state budget and village's share), Jun 7, 1991, p.1

LYNAS, AUGUSTINE
   Art, sand leisure (sculptor Augustine Lynas visits as artist in residence) (photo), Mar 29, 1991, p.12

LYNCH, PETER
   Minor damage settled (in Village Court between Peter Lynch and students from IHM), Mar 29, 1991, p.3

LYNN, JOANNA
   It's One World Week at Quaker Ridge (photos), Mar 29, 1991, p.12

LYON, WILLIAM LOUIS 5TH
   William Louis Lyon 5th (dies), Mar 15, 1991, p.16

LYONS, MARGARET
   Students collect 'Coats for Kids' (photo), Nov 29, 1991, p.9

LYONS, STEVE
   A big thank you (to Fire Dept from Camp Watetuck campers) (photo), Sep 6, 1991, p.2

MABLE, GLORIA AND BARRIE

MAGILLIVRAY, PATTI & GLENN

MACHAUGHTON, WILLIAM
   Picture of health (group of JHS and elementary students at awards ceremony; names noted) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.22

MACISCO, EMMA C (AU)

MACLENNAN, ROBERT (DR)
   Hitchcock Church to celebrate 'Day of Harmony' with Japanese: Reconciling differences, Nov 29, 1991, p.1
   Harmony (cont) (photo), Nov 29, 1991, p.12
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MACRI, JAMES
Going up (garage and maintenance facility for service to equipment and offices) (photo), Feb 15, 1991, p.5
'S3 on 35' (regular show featuring Lowell Tooley's perspective on current events, village affairs), Mar 1, 1991, p.1
State may hike village's water rates (for first time in 20 years), Aug 30, 1991, p.1
Drought warning (James Macri, water super. says about water level), Dec 6, 1991, p.1
Environmental challenge (James Macri details low water levels and how residents can help) (edit), Dec 6, 1991, p.6
Drought update (from James Macri who is asking for self-control in water usage), Dec 13, 1991, p.1

MADEN, BRIAN
Skating away (are ice hockey team at Maroon and White dinner) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22

MADEN, JOHN
Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19

MADEN, MARTIN J
Martin J Madden (dies), Dec 13, 1991, p.26

MADONIA, DOREEN F
Doreen F Madonia (assistant treasurer of Central Park Ave branch of Bank of New York), Jul 19, 1991, p.5

MAEDA, MASAHIRO
Signs of things to come (as record breaking temperatures brought boys out to baseball) (photo), Feb 8, 1991, p.3

MAGALETTI, JERRY
Summer baseball bigger than ever! (SCS Summer Baseball League begins '91 season) (photo), Jul 12, 1991, p.20

MAGALETTI, JOHN
Sharp shooters (boys third grade all-star soccer team wins Fishkill Memorial Day Tourn.) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.17

MAGELAIN, CHRIS
At Camp Wapetuck (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.2

MAGIC
His tricks are a treat (Herb Aronson's career is highlighted as a professional magician) (photo), Oct 25, 1991, p.16

MAHER, MARGO
Manhattan Savings Bank honors the 60th Anniversary of the SCS Woman's Exchange (photo), Nov 15, 1991, p.28

MAIER, RICH
Rye harvest for Fox Meadow Tennis Club (five of eight winners) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.20

MAKE-A-WISH FOUNDATION
Making wishes (come true for children with life-threatening illnesses, SHS chapter) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18

MALARA, NANCY
Tiger, tiger burning bright (Takuya Tamura among second graders who designed paper zoo) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.12

MALINA, ANITA
Scarsdale foundation offers scholarships (to college bound students), Feb 15, 1991, p.5
Adult School honors its longtime registrar (Marquerite Kane) (photo), Dec 20, 1991, p.3

MALINA, STUART
Scarsdale High School grad (Stuart Malina) in concert (at JCC, White Plains), Jan 4, 1991, p.9
Conductors (Stuart Malina named first-full-time assist. conductor to Charleston Symphony) (photo), Jul 19, 1991, p.5

MALKAMES, JUNE & D KARL (AU)
No tenure for (Paul) Solomon (ltr), Aug 23, 1991, p.6

MANAGEMENT
It's as easy as 1 through 6 (defines options used in solving economic problems), Feb 8, 1991, p.7
Today, I'm going to get organized (edit), Oct 11, 1991, p.7

MANGER, GURION
Team effort (for Raiders basketball team at Madison Square Garden before finals) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22
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HANCHER, LISA
Honors for local women (Joan Paddock of Prudential and Lisa Hancher of 52 Assn), Sep 20, 1991, p.10

MANCINI, GREG
Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19

MANCINI, LOUIS J SR.
Louis J Mancini Sr (dies), Oct 11, 1991, p.16

MARCUS FAMILY
If your price is right, you can get rid of that old hockey stick (Sports Swap ’91) (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.16

MAREL, HEATH
Does he have a permit? (wugwa instruction given by Don Cardinal, a Cree elder) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.2

MARELLI, DAVE
Learning? Sure! Look how dirty our hands are! (describes many of the Adult school offers) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.6

MARCHIONY, BRIAN
Picture of health (group of JHS and elementary students at awards ceremony; names noted) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.22

MARCHIONY, KEVIN
Mighty midgets (SCS Sweepers, 4th graders won Rockland Invitational Tour) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

MARCHIONY, STEPHEN
Election turnout light (names of newly elected members noted), Jan 25, 1991, p.1
New boards and council members appointed at first meeting (names noted), Apr 12, 1991, p.8
A ludicrous suggestion (refutes 4/5/91 letter of Stephen Marchiony about non-partisan system) (ltr), Apr 19, 1991, p.6

MARCHIONY, STEPHEN (AU)
Critics of voting system echoed (and agrees with Mary Larkin’s ltr 3/29) (ltr), Apr 5, 1991, p.6
No stigmas to A/B sports division (ltr), Dec 27, 1991, p.6

MARCHIONY, STEPHEN (OR)
Letter reveals crisis in faith (regarding 7/5 ltr about the Catholic Church) (ltr), Jul 26, 1991, p.6
Is anti-Catholicism politically correct? (questions resident following ltr of 7/5) (ltr), Jul 26, 1991, p.6

MANDE, RICHARD
Committee heads, VP (Janet Marcus) appointed by civic club (names noted), Jul 19, 1991, p.2

MANDELAWITZ, LYNDIA
Innovative program is ‘chance to change’ (for HS students not achieving full potential), Nov 8, 1991, p.1

MANGIALETTI, NADA (OR)
There’s a message in the missing photos of non-teachers (ltr), Jul 5, 1991, p.6

MANGIALETTI, NADA
Letter reveals crisis in faith (regarding 7/5 ltr about the Catholic Church) (ltr), Jul 26, 1991, p.6

MANUEL, JOSEPH A
Joseph A Manuele (dies), Oct 4, 1991, p.21

MARAFITO, MARCIA (AU)
Feiner cares about his constituents (ltr), Nov 1, 1991, p.6

MARCIANO, RICKY

MARCU, PETER
All hail to Heathcote (4th grade boys undefeated in Green Div) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

MARGARITOV, DEBBIE
Godspell truth (Stephen Schwartz visits drama members before their production) (photo), Feb 8, 1991, p.15
Bank of New York salutes SCS Summer Musical Theatre "Sweet Charity" (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.20

MARGARITOV, RICKY
Bank of New York salutes SCS Summer Musical Theatre "Sweet Charity" (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.20

MARINELLI, DAVE
Bank of New York salutes SCS Summer Musical Theatre "Sweet Charity" (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.20

HARCOCCIA, GENERICO
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MARK, LIZ (AU)

MARKETING
H. R. Miller (named vice-pres. of marketing by National Spinning Co), Feb 8, 1991, p.4

MARKOWITZ, ARIEL
The Beautiful People (children dance to musical program at SCS Library) (photo), Mar 29, 1991, p.5

MARKS, TIMOTHY
Painting and Parading (photo), Nov 1, 1991, p.3

MAROON AND WHITE
New Maroon and White efforts (noted) (Progress edit 1991), Jan 25, 1991, p.6
Gym class (Raiders girls gymnasts assembled at Maroon and White dinner) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22
Skating away (are ice hockey team at Maroon and White dinner) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22
Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19
Maroon and White rallies parents (names noted) (photo), Sep 27, 1991, p.20
Scarsdale's Athletic Elite: More Top Raider Athletes (photo), Dec 6, 1991, p.22
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it Celebrates its SHS athletes (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.32

MARRA, DONALD
Hochberg in District 8, Carsky in District 17, Marra in District 12, Feiner; Adler (edit), Nov 1, 1991, p.6

MARRIAGE
Love & Marriage (16 p Suppl) (photo), Feb 8, 1991, p.0

MARSH, FABIENNE
Scarsdale Scribes (Fabienne Marsh publishes new novel 'The Moralist of the Alphabet Streets') (photo), Jul 5, 1991, p.5

MARSH, JOEL WHITE
Joel White Marsh (dies), Nov 22, 1991, p.18

MARSHALL, LORRAINE
New boards and council members appointed at first meeting (names noted), Apr 12, 1991, p.8

MARTIN, GEORGE E
George E Martin (academic vice-pres of St. Peter's College) (photo), Nov 8, 1991, p.8

MARTIN, MIKE
Carrying the torch (SCS police run to raise money for Special Olympics) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.1

MARTINEZ, ARMANDO
Bank robber (Armando Martinez) sentenced (in US District Court), Dec 27, 1991, p.1

MARUYAMA, HIROO
Man (Hiroo Maruyama) accused of arson at 2 Overhill (office bldg, 1/25/91 incident), Feb 22, 1991, p.1

MARZANO, ANTHONY
Anthony Marzano (dies), Feb 22, 1991, p.13

MASCALI, ROBERT
Board (of Appeals) to hear appraiser on Scarsdale Ave plan (for Scarsdale Equities), Jan 18, 1991, p.3
Office building (SCS Ave Equities) approved by Board of Appeals (in special meeting), Mar 29, 1991, p.3
Rear view from proposed office building still a problem for Overhill neighbors (Planning Board), May 3, 1991, p.3
Office gets green light from Board of A(rchitectural) R(eview) (names noted), Jul 19, 1991, p.3
No hardship (Edward and Ann Shea denied variance for building lot in accordance with Article 78), Aug 30, 1991, p.1
New office building creeps through approval process (photo), Oct 4, 1991, p.1
Judge (Peter P Rosato) upholds board ruling on office building (SCS Avenue Equities), Nov 1, 1991, p.1
Planning Board delays proposed office once again, Dec 27, 1991, p.1

MASCARI, FRANK
Frank Mascari (honorary member of American Institute of Certified Public Accountants) (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.5
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MASON, DANA
Junior High News (presents Boom to Bust study of Depression) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.8

MATHEMATICS-REWARDS, PRIZES, ETC
Local students (Jean Yao) win math medals (from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute), Sep 27, 1991, p.15

MATHEMATICS-STUDY AND TEACHING
Edgewood exhibit is 1 in 1,000,000 (as fourth grade class describes million for school), Jun 14, 1991, p.18

MATHIS, ERIC
Tall tale (storyteller Jehan Clements mesmerizes children at annual fair) (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.1

MATLICK FAMILY
From Scarsdale's skiing Matlick clan (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.19

MATLICK, JESSICA
Downhill dynamite (girls high school ski team wins divisional title) (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.18

MATLICK, NICOLE
Downhill dynamite (girls high school ski team wins divisional title) (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.18

MATSON, JUDY
Volunteers (meet at Wayside Cottage with community advisory council; names noted) (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.10

MATSUO, KENTARO
Movie role (for SCS graduate Kentaro Matsuo, in French movie "Sushi, Sushi") (photo), Aug 23, 1991, p.2

MATSUO, TAZU
Tazu Matsuo (named director of special activities of Japan America Learning Center), Nov 29, 1991, p.18

MATTEINGLY, DON
Celebrity Batgirl (Julie Sonkin, 2nd grader from Heathcote, becomes Yankee batgirl) (photo), Jun 28, 1991, p.20

MATTIOLI, MATT
Funds for freshmen (organizations help launch drive) (photo), Nov 29, 1991, p.2

MATTSON, STEVE
Scarsdale schools undergo major renovations this summer (photo), Aug 2, 1991, p.4

MATTURRO, ANDREW
S(C5) P(olice) D(ept) awards (to seven officers by dept committee; names noted), Feb 22, 1991, p.1

MAXWELL, MARTIN (AU)
Remembering Barney (his personal account of pet) (edit), Jan 11, 1991, p.6

MAXWELL, ROBERT
The Maxwell connection (cont description by Irving Sloan), Mar 29, 1991, p.12

MAYER, MARY LOU
Redux enriched as local naval officer relives Persian Gulf saga (cont) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.12

MAYO, MIKE
A great escape (SCS High School Magic Club performs) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.18

MAYORS-SCS
(William) McCreery nominated for village mayor (village Trustees also noted) (photo), Jan 11, 1991, p.1
Mayor (Alan) Blitz reports on the state of the village (Progress edit 1991), Jan 25, 1991, p.1
(Alan) Blitz, (Robert) Greens and (Esther) Shay lauded at last Village Board meeting, Mar 29, 1991, p.2
Hail and farewell (to Alan Blitz as he leaves mayoral position) (edit), Mar 29, 1991, p.6
Taking the oath (new mayor, William McCreery is sworn in, 4/1/91) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.1
End product—not process—counts (reviews accomplishments of A. Blitz as mayor) (ltr), Apr 19, 1991, p.6

MAZZELLA FAMILY
A shrine for IHM (photo), Oct 11, 1991, p.16

MAZZULLO, ANTHONY
Brodsky bill would change school aid (discussion included), Oct 18, 1991, p.1
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MCCANN, ERICA
- Budding Girl Scouts (delighted with certificates from Daisy Troop 1940) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.9

MCCANN, JOAN (DR)
- Renovations continue as schools open (update of progress in various schools), Sep 6, 1991, p.1

MCCARRON, NELL
- A future home (of SciencePort museum is planned by Junior League officers) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.9

MCCART, BILL
- Retired teachers meet (photo), Oct 11, 1991, p.2

MCCARTY, JAMES
- Jury still weighing evidence against (Carolyn) Warmus (in murder trial) (photo), Apr 19, 1991, p.1
- Warmus judge’s conduct found wanting by (District) Attorney (in C. Warmus murder trial), Sep 20, 1991, p.1

MCCORMICK, MICHAEL
- No consensus on teen drinking (panel discussion by Task Force and PTA), May 3, 1991, p.5

MCCOURT, ELIZABETH
- Fa-la-la-la-la (Hoff-Barthelson’s Music Festival) (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.15

MCCREARY, G. H JR (DR)
- McCracken, G. H. Jr (MD) (receives Hoechst-Roussel award for research in chemotherapy) (photo), Oct 11, 1991, p.4

MCCREARY, ROBERT JR (AU)
- Scarsdale Inquirer or New York Post? (addresses treatment of dog shooting as news) (ltr), May 10, 1991, p.6

MCCREARY, GAY
- Historical Society fetes three (Gretchen Siebel, John Thies, Philip Carret) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.9

MCCREARY, GAY AND WILLIAM

MCCREARY, WILLIAM
- (William) McCreery nominated for village mayor (village Trustees also noted) (photo), Jan 11, 1991, p.1
- (Town and Village) Civic Club recommends committee study of affordable housing, Feb 8, 1991, p.1
- Zimmerman withdraws; Bicknell joins village slate (for village trustee) (photo), Feb 15, 1991, p.1
- Biggest turnout at polls in seven years (indicates support for system), Mar 22, 1991, p.1
- Tributes and tunes for an active, outspoken volunteer (Jeanne Richman) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.3
- Taking the oath (new mayor, William McCreery is sworn in, 4/1/91) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.1
- New boards and council members appointed at first meeting of new term (names noted), Apr 12, 1991, p.8
- LWV to study master plan (for SCS village over two-year period), Apr 19, 1991, p.2
- Walter Felice chosen as next fire chief (effective 6/1/91) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.1
- Redistricting OK’d despite protests: Democrats may sue (law becomes effective immediately), May 31, 1991, p.1
- Democrats sue to stop 60P plan (for reshuffling of election districts), Jun 7, 1991, p.1
- Greenacres residents protest city sewer line (emergency route laid by White Plains), Jun 14, 1991, p.5
- Village signs agreement with Penn Central Corporation, Jun 21, 1991, p.1
- Mayor to appoint committee to study affordable housing, Jun 28, 1991, p.1
- How to spend $1.1 million (for next year’s sales tax windfall), Jul 28, 1991, p.1
- No early retirement (for highly-paid older village employees), Jul 26, 1991, p.1
- The art of voting no (Audrey Hochberg changed her vote after two years of lobbying) (edit), Jul 26, 1991, p.6
- Dickel Road connection nearly provoked ‘no’ vote from mayor (in sewer emergency plan), Aug 2, 1991, p.2
- Mayor bows out of discussions (about Crame ponds for conflict of interest), Sep 6, 1991, p.1
- Scarsdale forms affordable housing committee (Robert Greenes to chair) (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.1
- Affordable housingcont discussion of committee formation and issues), Sep 13, 1991, p.24
- Housing committee needs broader membership base (edit), Sep 27, 1991, p.6
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MCCREERY, WILLIAM continued
  Bank of New York salutes League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 6, 1991, p.28
  Group to aid in cable talks (with United Artists), Dec 6, 1991, p.3
  Trustees mix fee hikes (for 1992), Dec 20, 1991, p.1
  Year in review: (looks back on month-by-month account of village activities), Dec 27, 1991, p.1

MCCREERY, WILLIAM AND GAY

MCCULLOCH, JOHN G
  John G McCulloch (dies), Jan 18, 1991, p.16

MCCURDY, BARBARA
  Manhattan Savings Bank honors the 60th Anniversary of the SCS Woman’s Exchange (photo), Nov 15, 1991, p.28

MCDERMID, RALPH
  Ralph McDermott (dies), Apr 5, 1991, p.14

MCDERMOTT, MICHAEL
  Athletic code draws mixed reviews (as students and faculty discuss athletic behavior code), Jan 18, 1991, p.5
  Hibschaan’s contract renewed; (Judith Fox and (Michael) McDermott get tenure (retirees noted), Jun 21, 1991, p.1
  Band members (Sky Blues) protest high school administration’s action) (ltr), Jul 5, 1991, p.6
  Innovative program is ‘chance to chnage’ (for HS students not achieving full potential), Nov 8, 1991, p.1

MCEVHY, SUSAN
  The SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps is proud to be celebrating 20th year of service (photo), Mar 6, 1991, p.22

MCGOLDRY, JOHN P (AU)
  Inappropriate religious identification (deserves comment, says resident) (ltr), Nov 22, 1991, p.6

MCGRAW, JOHN R
  John R McGraw (dies), Sep 13, 1991, p.15

MCILVAINE, GERALD
  Scouting the scene (SCS Fire Dept presents to Boys and Girl Scouts for Government Day) (photo), Mar 1, 1991, p.1

MCINTYRE, JAMES
  Of memories and whis (recalls Police officer and criticizes Junior High) (ltr), Mar 1, 1991, p.1

MCINTYRE, JAMES JR

MCKEAN, ELLY
  Scarsdale Art Association winners (54th annual judged exhibition) (photo), Nov 15, 1991, p.18

MCKEEVER, ROBERT
  Police investigate fire at 2 Overhill (Road, a village office building), Feb 1, 1991, p.1
  Saturday night fire on Church Lane under investigation (Campbell family details) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.1

MCKNIGHT, CORNELIA
  Stitching Seniors (prepare useful gifts for cancer patients) (photo), Mar 1, 1991, p.3
  Mentioning the unmentionable (skits presented at annual meeting highlight issues) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.5

MCNAB, ROBERT (AU)
  Cub Scouts to firefighters: thanks (ltr), Dec 6, 1991, p.6

MCNARIAN, ANDREW
  All-star champs (6th grade boys won medal at All-County tourney) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

MCNAIR, AMANDA
  Amanda McNair (dies), Aug 9, 1991, p.8

MCNIAL, LUCY
  Middle School News (presidential elections), Nov 1, 1991, p.15

MCSHANE, THOMAS
  Counsel says former assessor violated local ethics code (Vincent Pagliaro), Oct 11, 1991, p.1
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MCSHANE, THOMAS A(AU)
Conflict-of-interest (with Government ethics and Vincent & Pagliaro) (ltr), Dec 20, 1991, p.6

MECTIGUE, COLLEEN

MEALS ON WHEELS
Lots of Meals on Wheels (for elderly) (Progress edit 1991), Jan 25, 1991, p.11

MEDEIROS, KENNETH
Commission on Accreditation congratulates Donald Ferraro (photo) (Progress edit 1991), Jan 25, 1991, p.1

MEDICAL COLLEGES
Jeffrey Fiedler (to receive Einstein Humanitarian award for philanthropic leadership), Apr 12, 1991, p.9

MEDICARE
Gag rule deplored by physicians (regards Supreme Court ruling 5/23/91 on Medicare) (ltr), Aug 9, 1991, p.6

MEEHAN, DOROTHY
Dinner for 125 - to go (IHM parishioners cook for Family Life Program) (photo), Nov 29, 1991, p.1

MEEHAN, JULIE
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it Celebrates its SHS athletes (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.32

MEER, ARTHUR
They're ready to play (16th annual Lillian Drake Thies Croquet competition) (photo), Aug 30, 1991, p.2

MEHGAN, CONNIE
Retired teachers meet (photo), Oct 11, 1991, p.2

MEHLICH, ANN
Library Week: World o' words (school celebrations and Library speakers) (photo), Apr 26, 1991, p.13

MEISTER, BARBARA
Fellowship winner (Barbara Meister, formerly of SCS, awarded advanced study at Columbia) (photo), Mar 29, 1991, p.4

MEMORIAL DAY
Memorial Day observance (scheduling of parade and closings noted), May 17, 1991, p.1
Memorial Day parade (details of village activities to be), May 24, 1991, p.1
Memorial day (cont details of festivities), May 24, 1991, p.4
Fine form (for Boy Scout Troop 99 as they approach Dean Field) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.1
And in Hartsdale... (Daisy Troop 1936 gives Girl Scout salute) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.1
Marching scouts win awards (names noted for Memorial Day awards ceremony) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.3

MEMORIALS
Something new at the nature center (Walter Terrel admires rustic arbor built as memorial) (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.2
In loving memory (bench at Boniface Circle to be dedicated to Dana Blair Allen) (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.12

MENDELSON, ALI
SHS artists work shown at Aldrich (Museum, CT: names of artists noted), May 24, 1991, p.12
SHS students honored for academic standing, service (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18

MENDELSON, GIDEON
Scarsdale players (Gideon Mendelson and Andrea Grossman) win Compton (Memorial Tennis) (photo), Jun 28, 1991, p.20

MENDELSON, JENNA
The Edgewood edge (earned by undefeated 4th grade girls in Blue div) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

MENGLER AND MURIEL WELDING SERVICES
Steamfitters (Local 543) protest district hires (contractors' policy) (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.1

MENKE, BETTY
These students take STEPS toward success (notes history of program and future plans) (edit) (photo), Feb 8, 1991, p.6

MENNA, MIKE
Baseball: new and improved for '91? (discusses high school team and upcoming season details) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28
Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19
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MENNA, MIKE continued

   Rookie (Mike Menna) is coach of the year (for Conference 1A), Jun 21, 1991, p.15

MENNA, MIKE

   Downhill dynamite (girls high school ski team wins divisional title) (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.18

MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION

   Mental health benefit (for Mental Health Assn. attended by local residents) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.9

MERCEIN, JEN (AU)

   Safe Rides grateful (to community who supported them this year) (ltr), Apr 19, 1991, p.6

MERCEIN, JENNY

   Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19

MERCHANTS-SCS

   Holiday sales surprise merchants but outlook is uncertain for '91 (locals are polled), Jan 4, 1991, p.1
   Local merchants facing prospect of new taxes even as recession looms (cont. from p.1), Jan 4, 1991, p.4
   Toddlers to donuts (Dunkin Donuts scheduled to open on Spencer Place 3/91), Jan 18, 1991, p.1
   Thanks to Scarsdale merchants (from SCS Family Counseling Service) (ltr), Jan 18, 1991, p.6
   Health-food shop to open here (Julie J Tsai opens Fresh and Fit Inc.) (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.8
   Dry cleaners are recycling plastics (information and merchants involved are noted), Mar 22, 1991, p.2
   New group to salute village merchants (consortium plans to encourage local shopping) (photo), Apr 19, 1991, p.4
   A downtown trolling expedition (personal narrative about trendy troll dolls and local store) (edit), Apr 19, 1991, p.7
   Entrepreneur (Marge Lovero) to address local business owners (at 5/21/91 breakfast) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.4
   United they thrive (local merchants meet for breakfast to discuss community efforts) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.5
   Shop Scarsdale (says Marge Lovero to local merchants at meeting) (edit), May 24, 1991, p.6
   Parking not required for donut shop (Dunkin' Donuts scheduled to open in June, Planning Bd reports), May 31, 1991, p.3
   Charles Nedder (named Outstanding Retailer of Year 1990), May 31, 1991, p.4
   Sidewalk shopper refuels (at SCS Rotary Club's hot dog stand during Sidewalk Sale) (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.1
   Dunkin' Donuts calls its clients 'morning people': Defends parking waiver, Aug 16, 1991, p.1
   Dunkin' Donuts (argues with parking permit status) (cont), Aug 16, 1991, p.12
   Homemade sweaters, gourmet diet food... (cont. details about new merchants), Aug 16, 1991, p.20
   Village merchants plan largescale Harvest Fest (sidewalk sale scheduled for 10/5-10/6/91), Aug 23, 1991, p.5
   Signs approved for new downtown shops, Aug 30, 1991, p.5
   Harvest Festival (for merchant shopping to be held 10/5-10/6/91), Sep 27, 1991, p.1
   Nearly new clothing, (Piggy Bank Shop) a good cause and a good value, Sep 27, 1991, p.16
   Geometric Harvest October '91, Boniface Circle (local merchants hold Harvest Festival) (photo), Oct 11, 1991, p.6
   Read All About Us (Guide to Local Shops, Services and Professionals) (Suppl), Oct 25, 1991, p.0
   Meat cutters picket non-union butcher (SCS Kosher Emporium), Nov 22, 1991, p.1
   To get a head start on holiday shopping, begin with the kids (notes local stores), Nov 22, 1991, p.10
   Local business news..., Nov 22, 1991, p.14
   Stores aid toy drive, Nov 29, 1991, p.1
   Scarsdale Kosher Emporium strike ends with settlement, Nov 29, 1991, p.1
   Hints for finding just the right present (photo), Nov 29, 1991, p.8
   A cache of holiday shopping ideas... (stores noted) (photo), Dec 6, 1991, p.14
   Local business news..., Dec 6, 1991, p.15
   All around town, there are holiday gifts to be found, Dec 13, 1991, p.8
   Mangia, Mangia! (as residents sample at DeCicco's C-Town) (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.24
   How many shopping days 'til Christmas? Hurry!, Dec 20, 1991, p.8
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MERSAMER, GREGORY
Bank of New York salutes SCS Summer Musical Theatre "Sweet Charity" (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.20
SSMT does it again with 'Sweet Charity' (Critiqat Large Michael Iachetta reviews), Aug 9, 1991, p.10

MESSENGER, ADAM
Yer out! (SHS plays Yonkers' Roosevelt, losing 2-1) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.1
Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19
Coast Guard cadet (Adam J Messenger) Silver wings (Scott L Mulgrew) (photo), Jul 19, 1991, p.5

MESSINA, LEAH

METRO-NORTH COMMUTER RAILROAD CO
(Metro-North) stairs to be replaced in '94 (rather than renovated in current project), Jan 25, 1991, p.1
Pitching in (recycling bins have been strategically placed on inbound RR platforms), Feb 22, 1991, p.1
Kudos for Metro-North (on recycling efforts) (ltr), Feb 22, 1991, p.6
Station tile preserved (as renovations continue to modernize city-bound platform) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.3
A punch for 10-trip tickets (used in off-peak hours on Metro-North by Audrey Hochberg), Apr 26, 1991, p.4
No more shoving (at McCann's newsstand as residents insist on change at Hartsdale station), May 10, 1991, p.1
Conductor (Marcia Campbell) killed as train nears (SCS) station (during Hurricane Bob) (photo), Aug 23, 1991, p.1
Scarsdale won't take Metro-North money for lot (in attempted agreement), Sep 27, 1991, p.1
Stairs at Scarsdale train station (cont), Oct 4, 1991, p.20
Railroad esthetics (in form of sculpture and tile is questioned versus condition of steps) (edit), Nov 22, 1991, p.6
Rain plus crane equals no train (crane falls across Bronx tracks causing delays), Dec 6, 1991, p.1

METROPOLITAN TRANSIT AUTHORITY
Lot questions (about whether MTA should give SCS monies for parking lots), May 3, 1991, p.1

METTLER, JEANNE
Doctor (Norteza Mohit) acquitted of raping patient (in local trial) Medical license in jeopardy, Aug 9, 1991, p.1

METZ, DOUG

MEYER, ALEXA
The young, the proud (SCS middle schoolers are displayed at A. B.Artists' School) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.16

MEYER, CLAUDE
SHS students (Claude Meyer, Michael Kaiden) jam for (contributions to) scholarships (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.4

MEYER, CONNIE
(Serena) Boronkay to head Y(outh) E(iployment) S(ervice) (volunteers honored) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.8

MEYER, DONALD C (DR)
School pay is the board's business (ltr), Aug 23, 1991, p.7

MEYER, J. EDWARD
Other Voices (discusses controversy over multiculturalism in social studies curriculum) (edit), Aug 9, 1991, p.6
Regent (Edward Meyer) speaks on multiculturalism in New York State school system, Nov 1, 1991, p.1

MEYERS, EMILY
As the world turns (students gaze at globe as 1991 approaches (photo), Jan 4, 1991, p.1

MEYERS, LYNN
New boards and council members appointed atfirst meeting og new term (names noted), Apr 12, 1991, p.8
LWV elects officers (for 1991-92; names noted), May 17, 1991, p.4
Transfer of power (to new officers of PT Council; names noted) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.5
Hibschman's contract renewed; (Judith) Fox and (Michael) McDermott get tenure (retirees noted), Jun 21, 1991, p.1

MIDDLE EAST
United States in the (Persian) Gulf? (SCS High School students surveyed by Maroon) (chart), Jan 4, 1991, p.16
Forum on Middle East (by experts, sponsored by SCS Campaign forPeace through Common Security), Jan 11, 1991, p.2
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MIDDLE EAST  continued
Military families network for peace (called Military Families Support Network is detailed) (edit), Jan 11, 1991, p.7
Needed: Serious talks, not war (shares views on negotiations of Middle East conflict) (edit), Jan 11, 1991, p.7
From Saudi Arabia (former SCS resident describes life as threat of war approaches) (edit), Jan 18, 1991, p.1
War hits home: local reaction to the US attack on Iraq (by organizations and individuals), Jan 18, 1991, p.1
Liberation is the goal (for Kuwait and the effectiveness of US policy is considered) (edit), Jan 18, 1991, p.6
Consumers must lead on saving energy (discusses US in Middle East and consumers' concerns) (ltr), Jan 18, 1991, p.6
From a soldier's family, heartfelt thanks (to residents who have written their son) (ltr), Jan 18, 1991, p.6
Fox Meadow's GI pen pal (Jason Hendler writes to soldier in Saudi Arabia) (photo), Jan 18, 1991, p.8
War: Scarsdale reacts (cont opinions about impending war), Jan 18, 1991, p.8
A solemn time (in churches and synagogues as residents prayed for peace and soldiers) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.1
To deal with postwar period in Mideast (suggests stable future's possibilities) (ltr), Jan 25, 1991, p.6
Yellow ribbons (for Court Horncastle, local resident who is part of Desert Storm) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.1
As others flee, SHS grad (Brad Sussman) stays put, 40 minutes from Tel Aviv) (Feb 1, 1991, p.1
Troubled about war, locals (over 1000 people) rally (at Westchester Reform Temple), Feb 1, 1991, p.1
The Gulf War: a tough call for Congresswoman Lowey (details her views and others) (ltr), Feb 8, 1991, p.1
Betrayed by (George) Bush and Congress (SCS student describes beliefs) (edit), Feb 15, 1991, p.7
Word to your captain... (children receive return letter from captain in Middle East) (photo), Feb 15, 1991, p.8
In support of troops in Persian Gulf (American Legion supporters send support notes) (edit), Feb 22, 1991, p.6
Safe at home, resident (Helene Buchen) recalls life in Riyadh (during Middle East war), Feb 22, 1991, p.1
Would Christ bomb Baghdad? (discusses Church positions on Middle East and Desert Storm) (edit), Feb 22, 1991, p.6
In support of troops in Persian Gulf (American Legion supporters send support notes) (edit), Feb 22, 1991, p.6
Yes, Robin—this is war (discusses reasons for current Middle East war, citing history) (edit), Feb 22, 1991, p.7
'Lethal moral missiles' (criticizes P. Nobile's column about Church positions on war) (ltr), Mar 1, 1991, p.7
Experts assess US role after the war (outlines US position and historical background), Mar 8, 1991, p.8
Help Jordan take the risk (discusses future of Palestinians in light of conflict) (edit), Mar 15, 1991, p.6
Saddam Hussein 'demonized himself' (discusses Bush and Hussein and gulf war) (ltr), Mar 15, 1991, p.6
We 9 percent (details anti-war sentiment regarding Middle East war) (edit), Mar 22, 1991, p.6
Images linger from Desert Storm (media brought such vivid pictures, hard to fade from memory) (edit), Mar 29, 1991, p.7
Coming home—a Navy officer's view from the sands of Al Jabar (describes 17 week saga), Apr 5, 1991, p.1
Not their finest hour (discusses minority and religious groups in military service) (edit), Apr 5, 1991, p.6
Nobile guilty of 'America-bashing' (in his editorial on Middle East) (ltr), Apr 5, 1991, p.6
To (Nita) Lowey, praise and reproof (regarding vote and voice over Persian Gulf war) (edit), Apr 5, 1991, p.7
Redux enriched as local naval officer relives Persian Gulf saga (cont) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.12
It worked! (Madelyn and Andy Cohen snip yellow ribbon as Dr. Michael Cohen is home) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.1
Seth Halpern replies: (with statistics and further notes on Jews' position in military) (edit), Apr 12, 1991, p.6
No bad intent, just a bad taste (discusses Seth Halpern's views in edit 4/5/91 and reactions) (edit), Apr 19, 1991, p.6
Columnist replies (by noting references to objected statistics in 4/5/91 edit) (ltr), Apr 19, 1991, p.6
Embarrassed by 'self-hating columnist' (resident enumerates objections in 4/5/91 edit) (ltr), Apr 19, 1991, p.6
The would-be emperor? (author and Irving J Sloan continue anti-semitism debate) (edit), Apr 26, 1991, p.6
At ease (resident Court Horncastle visited local schools for account of Desert Storm) (photo), May 3, 1991, p.15
Gulf veterans to march in July 3 Victory Parade (list of local Gulf veterans noted), Jun 28, 1991, p.2
In the aftermath of the war, Kuwait shows what we were really fighting for (edit), Jul 12, 1991, p.7
On Kuwait border: Lots of POWs (first hand account of troop activity in Kuwait) (photo), Jul 19, 1991, p.7
Replete with distortions on UN (argues with Steinfeld ltr 6/14) (ltr), Jul 26, 1991, p.6
Why Palestinians cheered the Scuds, and why some still cling to illusions (edit), Nov 22, 1991, p.7
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MIHALLO, TRICIA
Flea market at Edgewood fair (photo), May 10, 1991, p.15
I now pronounce you... (performances for nursery schools of Rumpeistiiltskin) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.8

MILLER, ANDY
'Who put all this grass on the sidewalk?' our young visitor asks (Fresh Air Fund) (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.7

MILLER, ANN
Election turnout light (names of newly elected members noted), Jan 25, 1991, p.1

MILLER, BERENICE
SVAC honors six (for 10 years' service; names noted), Mar 1, 1991, p.4
The SVAC pack celebrates (20th anniversary) (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.5
The SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps is proud to be celebrating 20th year of service (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.22

MILLER, COURTNEY
Middle School relives bygone 20's and 30's 'Boo to Bust' (Popham House 6th gr.) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.18

MILLER, DANIEL (DR)
New facility (for Strang Cancer Prevention Center's new clinic) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.4

MILLER, DAVID
Local musicians tapped (for Intermediate All County Orchestra, Band and Chorus) (names noted), Mar 1, 1991, p.12
Bank of New York salutes the Junior High Speech Contest (3/21/91 with over 250 contestants) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.24

MILLER, DEBBIE
Bank of New York salutes League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 8, 1991, p.28

MILLER, DOUG
All-star champs (6th grade boys won medal at All-County tourney) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

MILLER, H R
H. R. Miller (named vice-pres. of marketing by National Spinning Co), Feb 8, 1991, p.4

MILLER, HENRY
Winston case settled (cont. details of judgement in favor of village), Mar 1, 1991, p.8
Appeals exhausted (in NY State CT of Appeals for holding off development of Winston property), Jul 12, 1991, p.1

MILLER, HENRY C
In the Persian Gulf (are SCS graduates Daniel Salazar and Henry C Miller) (photo), Jan 11, 1991, p.4

MILLER, HENRY C (CORPORAL) (AU)
On Kuwait border: Lots of POWs (first hand account of troop activity in Kuwait) (photo), Jul 19, 1991, p.7

MILLER, HENRY G
Conflict-of-interest (with Government ethics and Vincent G Pagliaro) (ltr), Dec 20, 1991, p.6

MILLER, HENRY B (AU)
Military families network for peace (called Military Families Support Network is detailed) (edit), Jan 11, 1991, p.7

MILLER, JAY
(Irving J) Sloan should apologize (to J. Miller and B. Berenson for misquoting) (ltr), Jun 7, 1991, p.6
More on Choice and the Middle East (three more residents voice opinion) (ltr), Jun 14, 1991, p.7

MILLER, JAY (AU)
Do Choice teachers skew history? (accuses program of presenting misinformation) (ltr), May 31, 1991, p.6

MILLER, JOHN
Winners named in safety poster contest (sponsored by PTAs and fire depts; names noted) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.5

MILLER, MARCIA & PAUL
Savings bank (Peoples Westchester Savings Bank) opens Scarsdale branch (at 68 Garth Road) (photo), Jul 19, 1991, p.4

MILLER, MATT
Mighty midgets (SCS Sweepers, 4th graders won Rockland Invitational Tour) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

MILLER, MATT
Still no sales tax (state senate didn't vote; O'Rourke attempts to save programs), Mar 1, 1991, p.1
Sales tax likely despite opposition: Brodsky will vote no on 12, Jul 5, 1991, p.1
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MILLER, NATHAN E
  Nathan E Miller (dies), Apr 26, 1991, p.14

MILLER, SONDRA (JUDGE)
  Appeals exhausted (in NY State Ct of Appeals for holding off development of Winston property), Jul 12, 1991, p.1

MILLER, WILLIAM

MILLER, WILLIAM AND ANN
  A Red Cross 'Well done' (Nelson S DuBois honored for dedicated service) (photo), Apr 26, 1991, p.2

MILMAN, JORDAN

MILSTEIN, NANCY
  New bowl committee rep (Nancy Milstein appointed to be secy-tres of SCS Bowl Committee), Jul 5, 1991, p.3
  Panel to pick (SCS) Bowl nominee named (names noted), Sep 27, 1991, p.14

MILSTEIN, NANCY (AU)
  Halpern preys on fear (reply to edit by S. Halpern about future of computers) (ltr), May 24, 1991, p.6

MINTON, BARBARA (AU)
  Students lauded for stand on animals (by resident) (ltr), Apr 5, 1991, p.6

MIRABELLI, ROB
  Greenburgh swimmer (Malaika Ross) takes first in Counties (championship) (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.18

MISHIRO, YUKO
  Undivided, undefeated (Heathcote 6th grade girls maintain championship for 4 years) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.11

MISSIONARIES
  Missioners (Brian Garff and Gregory Davis) return from Guatemala and France (photo), Sep 27, 1991, p.16

MITCHELL, BONNIE

MITCHELL, RON
  A community service penalty: Does it help? (discusses positive benefits) (edit), Feb 22, 1991, p.6

MIYAKE, YOSUKE
  Winning gambit (as two Edgewood teams participate in National Championship) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.15

MNOOKIN, WENDY MILLER

MOCZULSKI, CARR
  A future home (of SciencePort museum is planned by Junior League officers) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.9

MOHIT, DIANE
  Doctor (Morteza Mohit) acquitted of raping patient (in local trial) Medical license in jeopardy, Aug 9, 1991, p.1

MOHIT, MORTEZA (DR)
  Doctor (Morteza Mohit) acquitted of raping patient (in local trial) Medical license in jeopardy, Aug 9, 1991, p.1
  Rape (cont details of trial of Dr Mohit), Aug 9, 1991, p.11
  Doctor (Morteza Mohit) cleared of rape faces malpractice suit (in civil case), Sep 20, 1991, p.1
  Mohit (Dr. Morteza) faces state medical ethics charges (following defense in patient abuse case), Oct 11, 1991, p.3

MOLIN, ELLA
  'A stroke of genius' (criticizes Ella Molin's school system ideas) (ltr), Jan 11, 1991, p.6
  Consolidation=substandard schools (criticizes Ella Molin's ideas and discusses district) (ltr), Jan 11, 1991, p.6
  Columnist misses the target (Ella Molin's column is in question about recycling) (ltr), May 24, 1991, p.6
  No fan of Ella Molin (ltr), Sep 6, 1991, p.6
  Don't blame the staff, blame the bosses (ltr), Dec 20, 1991, p.6

MOLIN, ELLA (AU)
  (Ella) Molin columns criticized (regarding GBH town officials; reply by Molin noted) (ltr), Jan 4, 1991, p.6
  That's wool being pulled over your eyes (from state legislature and local GBH politics) (edit), Jul 12, 1991, p.6
  Taking a cue from the unions (details public employees unions), Jul 19, 1991, p.6
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MOLIN, ELLA (AU) continued
Job well done (why the nitpicking?) (discusses financial report 1990 and its review) (edit), Jul 26, 1991, p.6
Multiculturalism will just get in the way (reflects on social studies syllabus) (edit), Aug 2, 1991, p.6
The image in the mirror is far from pretty (discusses youth in suburbia in summer months) (edit), Aug 9, 1991, p.6
About the college professor who teaches bigotry (Dr. Leonard Jeffries' comments argued) (edit), Aug 16, 1991, p.6
The times are too far out of joint (edit), Aug 23, 1991, p.6
Light on primary candidates needed (discussion of individuals) (edit), Aug 30, 1991, p.6
A step forward, but few want to take it (NY State Senate bill S2650A) (edit), Sep 6, 1991, p.6
Every message deserves a hearing (edit), Sep 13, 1991, p.6
At forum, candidates but no answers (discusses candidates for 6BH) (edit), Sep 20, 1991, p.6
$10 Million? Sorry, wrong number! (discusses telephone winners of sweepstakes) (edit), Sep 27, 1991, p.6
Voters need to heed more than party line (cont), Sep 27, 1991, p.7
Veteran cared for people first, party second (details Anthony Veteran and election results) (edit), Oct 4, 1991, p.6
Candidates offering stale political rehash (reviews 6BH election) (edit), Oct 11, 1991, p.6
Thomas' trial by television (edit), Oct 18, 1991, p.6
There’s just something about an audit... (edit), Oct 25, 1991, p.6
What if Cuomo were the President? (Reflections) (edit), Nov 1, 1991, p.7
Hartsdale commuters socked again (edit), Nov 8, 1991, p.6
Don't trust those over 30, or three-termers in Congress (edit), Nov 15, 1991, p.6
Is this the Twilight Zone? (discusses Magic Johnson, sexual activity and the future) (edit), Nov 22, 1991, p.6
School boards should do their own cutting (edit), Nov 29, 1991, p.6
Civil servants are strangling Westchester County (edit), Dec 6, 1991, p.6
Celebrating good over evil (discusses different religions at Christmas) (edit), Dec 13, 1991, p.6
Some objectivity is always nice in a politician (edit), Dec 20, 1991, p.6
Cuomo just doesn’t have the fire in the belly (regarding presidential election) (edit), Dec 27, 1991, p.6

HOLLICA, NATALIE

MOLLOY, DOROTHY R
Dorothy R Molloy (dies), Dec 27, 1991, p.10

MONGARELLE, CRISTEN
Learning to fly (are Edgewood students who will participate in Steffi Nossen Spring Recital) (photo), May 3, 1991, p.19

MONK, SAMANTHA
Bank of New York salutes the Junior High Speech Contest (3/21/91 with over 250 contestants) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.24

MOONEY, NINA
The beautiful life of Nina Mooney (details life and works of Scarsdalian) (edit), Feb 8, 1991, p.7

MOONEY, JACK
The beautiful life of Nina Mooney (details life and works of Scarsdalian) (edit) (photo), Feb 8, 1991, p.7

MOONEY, KAREN (AU)
Where are the flags? (in support of our troops) (ltr), Feb 1, 1991, p.6

MOONEY, NINA
The beautiful life of Nina Mooney (details life and works of Scarsdalian) (edit) (photo), Feb 8, 1991, p.7

MOONEY, MITA
Mita F Mooney (dies), Feb 1, 1991, p.14

MOONEY, WILLIAM M
United they thrive (local merchants meet for breakfast to discuss community efforts) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.5

MOORE, BARBARA
Antique finish adds luster to 15k run (notes participants and times) (photo), Mar 29, 1991, p.13

MOORE, LORI
Illegal dumping thought to be cause of local stream pollution (in Edgewood neighborhood), May 10, 1991, p.1
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MORALISM
Every message deserves a hearing (edit), Sep 13, 1991, p.6

MORE ABOUT SCARSDALE
He’s unearthed more Scarsdale curiosities, etc. (publication of "More about Scarsdale") (photo) (edit), Jan 11, 1991, p.6

MORGAN, EDWARD
Town and Village Civic Club asks board to defer bulk vote (for comments), Jan 25, 1991, p.1
Substitution required fast action by committee (as conflict arose with candidate chosen), Feb 15, 1991, p.1
Historic lunch (for TVCC’s first luncheon at new Heathcote Crossing) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.4
Passing the gavel (to new pres. Daniel Silver of TVCC) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.1
Scarsdale forms affordable housing committee (Robert Greenes to chair) (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.1
Affordable housing cont discussion of committee formation and issues, Sep 13, 1991, p.24

MORGAN, EDWARD (AU)
Getting the record straight on TVCC procedures (following Behr letter 4/5/91) (edit), Apr 12, 1991, p.7

MORGAN, JENNIFER
In the (presidential) classroom (students chosen from SCS confer with Rep. Lowey) (photo), Mar 1, 1991, p.12

MORGAN, LAEL
Worried about war, locals (over 1000 people) rally (at Westchester Reform Temple), Feb 1, 1991, p.1

MORRER, JEFFREY
The county is overflowing with art (information about exhibitions noted) (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.11

MORII, MAYAKO
A red white and blue occasion (as Fox Meadow third graders celebrate D. Tompkins) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.1

MORITZ, ARTHUR M
Arthur M Moritz (dies), Oct 4, 1991, p.21

MORRIS, HAROLD W
Harold W Morris (dies), Jan 18, 1991, p.16

MORRIS, MARIANNE
I now pronounce you... (performances for nursery schools of Rumpelstiltskin) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.8

MORRISON, CLARK
If your price is right, you can get rid of that old hockey stick (Sports Swap'91) (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.16

MORRISON, JENNIFER
A red white and blue occasion (as Fox Meadow third graders celebrate D. Tompkins) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.1

MORRISON, SAMUEL
More dog bites (as Postal Service increases awareness of danger to employees), May 10, 1991, p.1
Mail stolen from Garth apartments (260 Garth Road; reported by Connie Kimble), Aug 9, 1991, p.1

MORRISSEY, ANNE
Changes in Edgemont voting urged (by School Bd Nominating Committee; names noted) (ltr), Mar 22, 1991, p.6

MORS, ALAN
Notable netters (Greenacres 5th grade girls take first place) (photo), Jul 19, 1991, p.20

MORS, IRIS (AU)
Vote yes in Edgemont (says Edgemont PTA) (ltr), Jun 7, 1991, p.6
No impropriety in Edgemont vote (regarding Abigail Shipper and PTA support) (ltr), Jun 21, 1991, p.6

MORS, RANDI
Notable netters (Greenacres 5th grade girls take first place) (photo), Jul 19, 1991, p.20

MORTON, PHILIP LEE
Philip Lee Morton (dies), Mar 1, 1991, p.15

MOSBLECH, ANDRE
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it Celebrates its SHS athletes (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.32
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MOBER, CARL
A shrine for IHM (photo), Oct 11, 1991, p.16

MOBER, DAVID
Sharp shooters (boys third grade all-star soccer team wins Fishkill Memorial Day Tourn.) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.17

MOBER, LINDA
Election turnout light (names of newly elected members noted), Jan 25, 1991, p.1
Tribute to last a lifetime (for Linda Moser, pres. and Joyce Hoffman, nurse) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.15
Transfer of power (to new officers of PT Council; names noted) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.5

MOBER, MARVIN (OR)
Local doctor (Dr. Marvin Moser) produces cable show on heart disease (for ch 35), Jan 4, 1991, p.2
Heart disease: facts & myths (will address SCS Adult School 4/23/91) (photo), Apr 19, 1991, p.2

MOBER, ROB
Sharp shooters (boys third grade all-star soccer team wins Fishkill Memorial Day Tourn.) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.17

MOSES, JOHN (OR)
Publicity stunt (says SCS Dr. John Moses, historian whose research of Zachary Taylor lead to query), Jul 5, 1991, p.1

MOSES, TRUDY
Singing along (musician Julie Gold joins Greenacre's students at Flag Day) (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.5

MOSKIN, DORIS
Adult School honors its longtime registrar (Marguerite Kane) (photo), Dec 20, 1991, p.3

MOSS, ELEANOR
Party planners (for annual dessert and card party) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.11

MOSSNER, CAROLINE B
Caroline B Mossner (dies), May 31, 1991, p.14

MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY
Is showbiz anti-business? (looks at 'Wall Street' and other views of business in movies) (edit), Jun 26, 1991, p.6

MOTION PICTURES
Another winner from Coppola (The Godfather III), Jan 4, 1991, p.9

MOTKO, RICHARD
New police officer hired; department still short-handed, Dec 13, 1991, p.4

MOYLE, JOHN
Edgewood budget narrowly defeated (school board members elected; A. Shipper, S. Sternberg), Jun 14, 1991, p.1
Edgewood says yes in record turnout (for second budget vote), Jul 5, 1991, p.1
Scarsdale's annual Audubon bird count yields two yellow-bellied sap suckers (photo), Dec 27, 1991, p.1

MOYNIHAN, DANIEL PATRICK
Replete with distortions on U(nited) N(ations) (argues with Steinfeld ltr 6/14) (ltr), Jul 26, 1991, p.6

MUCARD, DANIELLE
Library striving to hold costs (programs noted) (Progress edit 1991), Jan 25, 1991, p.15
Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.24

MUDHO, CHRIS
All-star champs (6th grade boys won medal at All-County Tournament) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

MUELER, ELIZABETH
Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.24

MUELER, FORTUNAT
Junior High News (presents Boom to Bust study of Depression) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.8

MUELER, MATHIAS
Local musicians tapped (for Intermediate All County Orchestra, Band and Chorus) (names noted), Mar 1, 1991, p.12

MUSNO, JOHN
Winning gambit (as two Edgewood teams participate in National Championship) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.15
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MULDOON, LAUREN
The Edgewood edge (earned by undefeated 4th grade girls in Blue div) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

MULGREW, SCOTT L
Coast Guard cadet (Adam J Messenger) Silver wings (Scott L Mulgrew) (photo), Jul 19, 1991, p.5

MULLEN, GERRY
Volunteers rewarded (by PTA Volunteer Service Awards; Elizabeth Goldman featured) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.19

MULLEN, KATIE
Painting and Parading (photo), Nov 1, 1991, p.3

MULLEN, MARY
Painting and Parading (photo), Nov 1, 1991, p.3

MULLER, DIANA

MULLER, JOHN T
John T Muller (dies), Nov 29, 1991, p.20

MULTICULTURALISM
Multiculturalism will just get in the way (reflects on social studies syllabus) (edit), Aug 2, 1991, p.6
Other Voices (discusses controversy over multiculturalism in social studies curriculum) (edit), Aug 9, 1991, p.6
Multiculturalism (cont details of edit regarding New York State social studies curriculum) (edit), Aug 9, 1991, p.11
Regent (Edward Meyer) speaks on multiculturalism in New York State school system, Nov 1, 1991, p.1
Sobol: Topic 'misunderstood' (details comments made by Commissioner), Nov 1, 1991, p.1
Regent (Edward Meyer) talks about multiculturalism (cont), Nov 1, 1991, p.16

MURAKOSHI, MASANORI
Japanese school visitors bring praise (photo), Nov 6, 1991, p.15

MURATA, HISAKO
The Edgewood edge (earned by undefeated 4th grade girls in Blue div) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

MURDER TRIALS
Judge: (Paul) Solomon not police agent; talks admissible (in murder trial of Carolyn Waraus), Jan 4, 1991, p.1
(Paul) Solomon testifies (at murder trial, coverage cont. from p.1), Jan 4, 1991, p.5
Murder victim's daughter (Kristan Solomon) testifies (at Carolyn Waraus trial), Jan 18, 1991, p.1
Murder victim's daughter testifies (cont), Jan 18, 1991, p.11
Defendant (Carolyn Waraus) ill; trial postponed (until Mon. am) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.11
Crucial evidence (presented at murder trial of Carolyn Waraus) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.1
Detectives erred, Waraus defense claims (details evidence at trial), Feb 8, 1991, p.10
Solomon grilled by defense (in Waraus trial) (photo), Feb 15, 1991, p.1
Solomon lashes out at defense attorney (in Carolyn Waraus murder trial of B. Solomon), Feb 22, 1991, p.1
Defense probes (Vincent) Parco's shady past (in Carolyn Waraus trial) (photo), Mar 1, 1991, p.1
Defense scrutinizes Parco, key Waraus trial witness (as murder trial continues), Mar 8, 1991, p.1
Witness links gun to (Carolyn) Waraus (see p.11), Mar 15, 1991, p.1
Surprise witness ties weapon to (Carolyn) Waraus (as trial continues) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.11
Waraus bill a fake, witness says (in criminal trial of Carolyn Waraus), Mar 29, 1991, p.11
Defense witness tells of meeting with (Vincent) Parco (details of ongoing trial), Apr 5, 1991, p.1
Witness tells of meeting Parco (cont. details of trial of Carolyn Waraus), Apr 5, 1991, p.11
Defendant's father (Thomas Waraus) testifies (at murder trial) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.1
Waraus trial to end Monday with attorney's closing arguments (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.13
Jury still weighing evidence against (Carolyn) Waraus (in murder trial) (photo), Apr 19, 1991, p.1
Jury hears closing arguments (cont. details of murder trial), Apr 19, 1991, p.11
Sequestered 10 days, (Carolyn) Waraus jury still out (after 10 days of deliberation), Apr 26, 1991, p.11
Hung jury ends (Carolyn) Waraus murder trial (after 13 weeks of testimony), May 3, 1991, p.1
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MURDER TRIALS continued
Jurors split B-4 on decision (in murder trial) (photo), May 3, 1991, p.13
Judge (John Carey) orders new (murder) trial for (Carolyn) Warmus, Jul 12, 1991, p.1
New defense attorney to represent (Carolyn) Warmus (in new murder trial) (cont), Jul 12, 1991, p.9
Warmus's attorney seeks more time (for preparation of re-trial), Jul 19, 1991, p.11
Warmus judge (John Carey) denies request he step down (decision quoted), Oct 25, 1991, p.1

MURDOCH, JAMES (AU)

MURPHY FAMILY
A shrine for IIM (photo), Oct 11, 1991, p.16

MURPHY, JANET
Dinner for 125 - to go (IHM parishioners cook for Family Life Program) (photo), Nov 29, 1991, p.1

MURPHY, JOANNA
Party planners (for annual dessert and card party) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.11

MURPHY, JOANNE
Family counseling plans benefit (annual scheduled for 6/8/91) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.8

MURPHY, MELISSA
Painting and Parading (photo), Nov 1, 1991, p.3

MURPHY, PATRICIA
Burglary suspect goes free (because of inadmissible court evidence; details of incident noted), Jan 25, 1991, p.1
Computers in class? It's up to the teacher (Board of Education watched expo of computer progress), May 3, 1991, p.1

MURPHY, SUZANNE
Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19

MURRAY HILL-MIDDLE HEATHCOTE ASSOCIATION
Howdy, neighbor! (southwestern social event) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.8

MURRAY, MAUREEN (AU)
Making newcomers' event a success (ltr), Oct 4, 1991, p.7

MURRAY, WILLIAM BLAKE (AU)
Moble guilty of 'America-bashing' (in his editorial on Middle East) (ltr), Apr 5, 1991, p.6

MURRAY-HILL MIDDLE HEATHCOTE ASSN
Country doin's (planning for first major social event for neighborhood assn) (photo), May 3, 1991, p.9

MUSARRA, JOHN
Find a way (describes cancellation circumstances of annual candidates meeting) (edit), Sep 27, 1991, p.6

MUSEUMS
In ancient Mexico (Bruce Museum's new exhibit opens; dates and time noted) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.16
Seymour Finkelstein (named Board of American Craft Museum), Jul 19, 1991, p.5
Seth M Glickenhaus (named to Board of American Craft Museum), Jul 19, 1991, p.5

MUSIC
Mozart's music 200 years young (photo), Feb 15, 1991, p.15

MUSIC-COMPETITIONS
And the contest winners are... (residents named who completed music puzzle), Oct 4, 1991, p.20

MUSIC-STUDY AND TEACHING
Fluent in a universal language (Alma Shapiro develops piano instruction) (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.15
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MUSICIANS
George and Charles Ives: Like father, like son (details biographical intonation) (photo) (edit), Jan 4, 1991, p.7
Scarsdale High School grad (Stuart Malina) in concert (at JCC, White Plains), Jan 4, 1991, p.9
Violinist (Christina Khiaai) will perform at (SCS Woman's) clubhouse 2/27/91 (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.10
(Billy) Smithline (Foundation) fundraiser (will present male harmony groups), Feb 22, 1991, p.12
Local musicians tapped (for Intermediate All County Orchestra, Band and Chorus) (names noted), Mar 1, 1991, p.12
SHS students (Claude Meyer, Michael Kaiden) jam for (contributions to) scholarships (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.4
The view from the loft (Robert Roth is celebrated for 33 years at St James organ) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.15

MYERS, FRANK
Retired teachers meet (photo), Oct 11, 1991, p.2

MYERS, NORMA
Senior-housing group sets 1991 agenda (with committee studies), Mar 1, 1991, p.5
The Bank of New York salutes SCS Family Counseling Service honored by Chamber of Commerce (photo), Mar 29, 1991, p.22
Family counseling plans benefit (annual scheduled for 6/8/91) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.8
(Norma Myers and Geraldine Greene congratulate Gertrude Hofheier on award) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.10

MYERS, NORMA (AU)
Thanks, United Way (as Family Counseling is honored by Chamber of Commerce) (ltr), Feb 8, 1991, p.6

NADEL, EDWIN
Edwin Nadel (presented with master agency award from General Agents & Managers Assn), Sep 13, 1991, p.4
Nadel, Edwin (receives master agency award), Oct 25, 1991, p.4

NADLER, JESSICA
Heathcote hooplaeisters (6th grade girls capture Blue div. champs for third year) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.19

NADLER, LISA
Making wishes (come true for children with life-threatening illnesses, SHS chapter) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18

NAGANO, IKUKO
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it Celebrates its SHS athletes (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.32

NAGEL, ETHEL BEHLKE

NASUI, HAMIDA
(Ena Boronkay to head Youth Employment Service (volunteers honored) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.8

NAIX, ANITA
Bank of New York salutes the Junior High Speech Contest (3/21/91 with over 250 contestants) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.24

NARCOTICS TRADE
So far the drug war is just a skirish (ltr), Oct 18, 1991, p.7

NASA
John M Klineberg (director at NASA received Pres. Award) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.4

NATIONAL ARBOR DAY FOUNDATION
Arbor no doubts (SCS named Tree City, USA, for Arbor Day), Feb 22, 1991, p.1

NATIONAL INVENTORS HALL OF FAME
Daydreaming, he says, is mother of all invention (Leonard M Greene & aerospace co.) (edit) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.6

NATIONAL LIBRARY WEEK
Library Week: World o' words (school celebrations and Library speakers) (photo), Apr 26, 1991, p.13

NATTER, ESTHER
Christmas all through the house (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.12

NAUGHTON, KATE
Godspell truth (Stephen Schwartz visits drama members before their production) (photo), Feb 8, 1991, p.15
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NEALE, J HENRY JR
War: Scarsdale reacts (cont opinions about impending war), Jan 18, 1991, p.8
State near final figure on school aid (cont details of proposed state cuts in budget), May 24, 1991, p.15
Redistricting adopted (cont. amidst opposition), May 31, 1991, p.10
Judge refuses to hear redistricting arguments (W. Denis Donovan will decide), Aug 16, 1991, p.1

NEALE, SUE

NEEDER, CHARLES
Charles Needer (named Outstanding Retailer of Year 1990), May 31, 1991, p.4

NEISSOFF, ELIZABETH
Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.24

NEW YEAR'S DAY
At New Year's: Keep chaos goddess at bay (edit), Dec 27, 1991, p.7

NEW YORK ASSOCIATION FOR NEW AMERICANS

NEW YORK BOARD OF PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL CONDUCT
Doctor (Horteza Mohit) acquitted of raping patient (in local trial) Medical license in jeopardy, Aug 9, 1991, p.1

NEW YORK STATE SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS
To tee or not to tee (Lowell Tooley declined to play at annual fundraiser of Prof. Engineers), Sep 6, 1991, p.1

NEW YORK STATE. BOARD OF EQUALIZATION, ASSESSMENT
State officials say assessor's procedures were okay (following hearing of complaints), Apr 5, 1991, p.4

NEW YORK STATE. COMPREHENSIVE ASSESSMENT REPORT
We score! (reviews performance of SCS students on SATs and Advanced Placement Tests), Jan 4, 1991, p.1
CAR report presents school district statistics (1991), Dec 6, 1991, p.10

NEW YORK STATE. COUNCIL ON THE ARTS
Arts budget cut opposed (by pres. of SCS Summer Music Theatre) (ltr), Apr 5, 1991, p.6

NEW YORK STATE. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
Down and out in Scarsdale, the recession hits home (details of unemployed resident; statistics), Jul 12, 1991, p.1

NEW, RICHARD
At school parlly (Richard New participated in Institute of Energy Education at SUNY Oswego), Sep 13, 1991, p.16

NEWHOUSE, EDA
Historical Society fetes three (Gretchen Siebel, John Thies, Philip Carret) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.9
No need to save three buildings, preservation committee rules (Popham Road bridge area), Sep 6, 1991, p.1

NEWHOUSE, EDA L (AU)
County fair was a big success; thanks (to helpers) (ltr), Sep 20, 1991, p.6

NEWHOUSE, STANLEY
Stanley Newhouse dead at age 81, Nov 8, 1991, p.20
Remembering Stan Newhouse, civic patron and booster (ltr), Nov 15, 1991, p.6

NEWMAN, STACEY
Artist (Stacey Newman) confronts contemporary problem with classic theme (photo), Aug 9, 1991, p.9

NEWMAN, WILLIAM
William Newman (receives Wall Street Transcript award), Oct 11, 1991, p.4
William Newman (chair of National Assn of Real Estate Investment Trusts), Nov 8, 1991, p.8

NEWSPAPERS
Newspapers face a growing challenge (discusses readership and editorial challenges) (edit), Feb 1, 1991, p.7
He lived his own 'Front Page' (details career as a police reporter) (edit), Feb 1, 1991, p.7
Scarsdale Inquirer or New York Post? (addresses treatment of dog shooting as news) (ltr), May 10, 1991, p.6
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NEWSPAPERS continued

'Deeply distressed' (by articles of 4/26/91 Inquirer re; dog shooting and clergy) (ltr), May 10, 1991, p.6

NICHOLS, JOYCE

Fund (Laurence Lazar Memorial) recalls local artist (and will provide art books for SPL), Mar 22, 1991, p.2
Kids art still on display at SCS Library (from elementary school students in Scott Room), May 17, 1991, p.13
Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.24

NICHOLSON, DORIS


NICHOLAS, ROBERT

State accreditation (certificate awarded to SCS Police dept by New York State) (photo), Jan 11, 1991, p.3
Gunman robs Dime (Savings Bank), still at large (details reported), Feb 22, 1991, p.1
Man (Hiroyo Maruyama) accused of arson at 2 Overhill (office bldg, 1/25/91 incident), Feb 22, 1991, p.1
Masked men rob residents in home (on Sprague Road), Mar 1, 1991, p.1
Man (Alex Zoldan) shoots dog (Ryan Weil) dead (in incident reported by SCS Police), Apr 26, 1991, p.1
Raccoon shot with arrow for menacing dog (in police report from Greenacres Ave), May 10, 1991, p.3
This time, the alarm was for real (and burglars got away when signal didn't register), May 31, 1991, p.5
Carthage Road man shot as he opens door: Weapon found; gunman sought (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.1
Police continue search for unidentified gunman (in shooting of Robert Cohen), Sep 27, 1991, p.1

NIKAI, WAKANA

Banner year (for St. James the Less) (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.14

NIKKAH, DIANA

Gym class (Raiders girls gymnasts assembled at Maroon and White dinner) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22

NITZ, STEVE

Word to your captain... (children receive return letter from captain in Middle East) (photo), Feb 15, 1991, p.8

NISBAH, JANE


NISHIMAKI, SATSUKI

Local musicians tapped (for Intermediate All County Orchestra, Band and Chorus) (names noted), Mar 1, 1991, p.12

NISSEN, SYLVIA

It's chic to belabor Scarsdale (argues with D. Handler's NY Magazine article; stereotypes) (edit), Jul 19, 1991, p.6

NISSA, JOE

A-school graduates 31 (students; names noted) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.8

NOACH, ILAN

SHS swimmer (Elizabeth Rossi) nears Olympic bid time (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.17

NOBILE, PHILIP

Nobile guilty of 'America-bashing' (in his editorial on Middle East) (ltr), Apr 5, 1991, p.6
'3 Stooges' wearing thin (takes issue with continuing debate amongst local columnists) (ltr), May 3, 1991, p.6

NOBILE, PHILIP (AU)

The shame of Gloria Steinem (and feminists for censoring American Psycho by B.E. Ellis) (edit), Feb 1, 1991, p.6
The beautiful life of Nina Mooney (details life and works of Scarsdalian) (edit) (photo), Feb 8, 1991, p.7
Would Christ bomb Baghdad? (discusses Church positions on Middle East and Desert Storm) (edit), Feb 22, 1991, p.6
'Lethal moral missiles' (criticizes P. Nobile's column about Church positions on war) (ltr), Mar 1, 1991, p.6
We 9 percent (details anti-war sentiment regarding Middle East war) (edit), Mar 22, 1991, p.6
Not so great Satan (discusses Satan and ABC 20/20 taping of an exorcism) (edit), Apr 12, 1991, p.6
Sauvez le Louvre (columnist details original screenplay idea about saving the Louvre) (edit), May 3, 1991, p.6
Being politically correct about Teddy (Kennedy and Chappaquiddick) (edit), Jun 14, 1991, p.6
Dissent: My Clarence Thomas problem (discusses Supreme Court nominee) (edit), Jul 12, 1991, p.6
How not to divorce (gives first-hand account reflecting on effects on children) (edit), Aug 2, 1991, p.6
Iceman like me (discusses Dr. Leonard Jeffries' comments in light of racism and anti-Semitism) (edit), Aug 23, 1991, p.6
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MOBILE, PHILIP (AU) continued
Nuclear truce or nuclear blackmail (discusses Soviet nuclear capacities) (edit), Sep 20, 1991, p.6
The simplest explanation of the Thomas scandal (edit), Oct 18, 1991, p.6
Boulevard of shame (details the excitement of NY City Marathon) (edit), Nov 1, 1991, p.7
The intellectual dishonesty of the pro-abstinence cult (edit), Nov 22, 1991, p.6

NOISE POLLUTION
With spring, the howl of the left blower (considers banning of gas-powered blowers) (ltr), Apr 26, 1991, p.6
Echo on blowers (notes leaf blowers to be disturbance of peace) (ltr), May 17, 1991, p.6

NOLTE, RICHARD
War hits home: local reaction to the US attack on Iraq (by organizations and individuals), Jan 18, 1991, p.1

NOLTE, RICHARD H
Forum on Middle East (by experts, sponsored by SCS Campaign for Peace through Common Security), Jan 11, 1991, p.2

NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS' COMMITTEE-SCS
Vote for the system (applauds non-partisan system and volunteers) (ltr), Mar 15, 1991, p.6
Thanks for support (to Committee and residents; show support by voting) (ltr), Mar 15, 1991, p.6
Scarsdale's strongest voice (describes Non-Partisan system historically and today) (edit), Mar 15, 1991, p.7
Citizen Committee deadline for nominations is Sept. 30, Aug 30, 1991, p.3
Wanted: 12 good citizens (discusses partisan campaign and importance to SCS) (edit), Aug 30, 1991, p.6
Thirty-one candidates chosen for Citizen's Committee (names noted), Oct 4, 1991, p.2
12 more candidates named for Citizens Committee (named noted), Oct 11, 1991, p.5
Non-Partisan elections set for Nov. 13; 15 posts open (voting information noted), Nov 8, 1991, p.3
Vote for your neighbors (importance of Non-Partisan system) (edit), Nov 8, 1991, p.6
The Nov. 13 vote is IMPORTANT! (ltr), Nov 8, 1991, p.6
Citizens Committee elects 10 (names noted), Nov 15, 1991, p.1
Special vote to resolve status of three seats (names noted), Nov 22, 1991, p.3
Election runoffs (to be held 12/4/91), Nov 29, 1991, p.1
Five elected to (Non-Partisan) Citizens' Committee (names noted), Dec 6, 1991, p.1
Nominees needed for election to key village posts (ltr), Dec 6, 1991, p.6

NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS' COMMITTEE-SCS-ELECTIONS
(William) McCreery nominated for village mayor (village Trustees also noted) (photo), Jan 11, 1991, p.1
Trustees, candidates must state position (on bulk housing law before election) (ltr), Feb 8, 1991, p.6
Zimmerman withdraws; Bicknell joins village slate (for village trustee) (photo), Feb 15, 1991, p.1
Substitution required fast action by committee (as conflict arose with candidate chosen), Feb 15, 1991, p.1

NON-PARTISAN SYSTEM
In defense of the establishment: Non-Partisan system has clearly proved its worth (edit), Apr 12, 1991, p.7
A ludicrous suggestion (refutes 4/5/91 letter of Stephen Marchiony about non-partisan system) (ltr), Apr 19, 1991, p.6
It's not a group of handpicked insiders (refutes ltr and explains nominating process) (ltr), May 3, 1991, p.6

NON-PARTISAN SYSTEM-SCS
Procedure Committee: a heavy agenda (issues noted) (Progress edit 1991), Jan 25, 1991, p.2
A rebel's conversion (details non-partisan system in SCS, including importance of participating (ltr), Mar 8, 1991, p.6
Defended by the get-out-vote effort ('Call to Action' card received by residents) (ltr), Mar 29, 1991, p.6
A newcomer's queries on voting (describes small town democracy in Mass vs. SCS system) (ltr), Mar 29, 1991, p.6
Critics of voting system echoed (and agrees with Mary Larkin's ltr 3/29) (ltr), Apr 5, 1991, p.6
Bicknell (Neil) sees need for broader participation in government (comments on experience) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.1
Urgent need: petitions for good candidates (ltr), Sep 27, 1991, p.20

NON-PARTISAN SYSTEM-SCS-ELECTIONS
Biggest turnout at polls in seven years (indicates support for system), Mar 22, 1991, p.1

NORMAN, MARIE A
Marie A Norman (dies), Jan 11, 1991, p.9
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NORTON, ELEANOR HOLMES

NOSSEL, SUZANNE
Rockefeller Fellowship (awarded to Suzanne Nossel, who plans to travel to South Africa), Jan 11, 1991, p.8

NOVEMBER, ELEANOR
We're OK, they're OK (details New York Magazine article about Japanese in SCS) (edit), May 3, 1991, p.6
Help from the teachers (STA donates $1000 to Scholarship Fund) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.19
High school PTA scholarship fund sets record (by allocating $50,500 to 25 graduates), Jun 21, 1991, p.8

NOVEMBER, ELEANOR (AU)
Generous donations (from community to support students are thanked by committee) (ltr), Jun 21, 1991, p.6

NOVEMBER, ROBERT
Election turnout light (names of newly elected members noted), Jan 25, 1991, p.1
Board mulls window alternatives (at Board of Ed meeting 2/5/91), Feb 8, 1991, p.1
Educators grappling with the specter of vanishing state aid (administrators and Board meet), Feb 15, 1991, p.1
School Board committee seeks nominees (for two seats that will be open June 1991), Feb 15, 1991, p.3
School budget vote postponed; state aid loss quantified (budget vote moved to 6/5/91), Mar 1, 1991, p.1
(Deborah Schwartz) Raizes, (Dr. Michael) Otten are chosen as School Board nominees (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.1
Hail and farewell (to Alan Blitz as he leaves mayoral position) (edit), Mar 29, 1991, p.6
New boards and council members appointed at first meeting and new term (names noted), Apr 12, 1991, p.8
High expectations for Board of Edu in putting out bids for windows contracts, Apr 19, 1991, p.1
Budget calls for 8.5% tax hike (proposed 1991-92 budget is outlined), May 3, 1991, p.1
Education likely to suffer as revenues decline (cont. discussion of budget), May 10, 1991, p.5
Civic Club to discuss elementary curriculum (at May membership meeting), May 24, 1991, p.2
Students (SHS) support guards' job pleas (at Board of Education meeting), Jun 7, 1991, p.5
Student urges helmet use (at Board of Education meeting following personal accident), Jun 14, 1991, p.3
School Board puts spending on hold, ponders cuts (as state aid is reduced for 1991-92 year), Jun 21, 1991, p.1
Hibschman's contract renewed; (Judith) Fox and (Michael) McDermott get tenure (retirees noted), Jun 21, 1991, p.1
Leading by listening (Robert November retires after 6 years on Board of Education) (edit), Jun 21, 1991, p.6
A mild November (Robert November retires after 6 years on Board) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.8

NOVEMBER, ROBERT (AU)
School renovations proceed despite loss of state aid (Photo) (Progress edit. 1991), Jan 25, 1991, p.1
District urges veto response (to NY State budget) (ltr), Jun 14, 1991, p.6

NOVEMBER, ROBERT S (AU)
Successful foreign language program (and requirements for high school are noted) (ltr), Jan 18, 1991, p.6

NOVITA, JON
A great escape (SCS High School Magic Club performs) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.18

NOWICK, ARTHUR S

NOWICK, JAMES S
James S Nowick (appointed assistant prof. of chemistry at Univ of Cal at Irvine), Jun 7, 1991, p.8

NUCLEAR WEAPONS
Quayle and nuclear insanity (discusses VP's stand on nuclear weapons in Persian Gulf) (edit), Feb 8, 1991, p.7
Nuclear truce or nuclear blackmail (discusses Soviet nuclear capacities) (edit), Sep 20, 1991, p.6

NUGENT, BARBARA
Manhattan Savings Bank honors the 60th Anniversary of the SCS Woman's Exchange (photo), Nov 15, 1991, p.28

NURSERY SCHOOLS
Foiled again (Hitchcock Church three and four year olds recyclable silver art project) (photo), Apr 26, 1991, p.5
Japanese nursery school faces uphill battle for approval (details of parties involved), May 17, 1991, p.1
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NURSERY SCHOOLS continued
Japanese nursery school plans face obstacles in two places, Nov 1, 1991, p.4
St. James Christmas fair (photo), Dec 6, 1991, p.2

NURSES AND NURSING
Nurse Day (Marge Pinchbeck, Heathcote School nurse will participate in radio broadcast), Jan 4, 1991, p.3

NURSING HOMES
William Silver and Leonard Tanzer (elected to Board of United Hebrew Geriatric Center), Feb 1, 1991, p.4

NYGREEN, GLENN
United Way elects 2 (Glenn T Nygreen and Linda Cook Pelaccio, chairs; board members noted) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.4

O'CONNOR, ALEXIS
Scarsdale teens dominate Burke (Rehabilitation) race (to raise money for center; names noted), Jun 14, 1991, p.17

O'CONNOR, JUSTINE
Scarsdale teens dominate Burke (Rehabilitation) race (to raise money for center; names noted), Jun 14, 1991, p.17

O'CONNOR, CANDICE
Election turnout light (names of newly elected members noted), Jan 25, 1991, p.1

O'CONNOR, PAULINE
Pauline O'Connor (dies), Apr 12, 1991, p.18

O'DONNELL, EILEEN

O'DONNELL, MARY
More Earth Road parking planned in Eastchester (to run from SCS/East. border to Harney Bridge), Sep 27, 1991, p.1

O'FARRELL, MARGARET
First graders study art at high school (for annual event with high school teacher) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.12

O'HARA, JACK
Jack O'Hara (named executive producer of ABC Sports) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.8

O'NEILL, MARY JANE
Mary Jane O'Neill (appointed to Governor's Council on Transplants), Mar 1, 1991, p.4
(Mary Jane) O'Neill named to state panel (Transplant Council formed by governor), Sep 13, 1991, p.12

O'ROURKE, ANDREW
Worried about war, locals (over 1000 people) rally (at Westchester Reform Temple), Feb 1, 1991, p.1
Still no sales tax (state senate didn't vote; O'Rourke attempts to save program), Mar 1, 1991, p.1
Don't put the brakes on Bike Sunday (for Bronx River Pkwy closings) (litr), Mar 8, 1991, p.6
(Westchester) County cuts postponed (until at least Sept. depending on state funding levels), Apr 12, 1991, p.1
Redistricting OK'd despite protests: Democrats may sue (law becomes effective immediately), May 31, 1991, p.1
Sales tax hike passes (to 6.75% to become effective Oct.15), Jul 12, 1991, p.1
Take hike closer (for 1% raise in Westchester sales tax), Jul 19, 1991, p.1
Hochberg votes no, but sales tax passes (easily through Westchester County Board of Legislators), Jul 26, 1991, p.1
The art of voting no (Audrey Hochberg changed her vote after two years of lobbying) (edit), Jul 26, 1991, p.6
County taxes to decrease in O'Rourke plan: Cuts would be between 50cents and $1 on $1000 assessed, Nov 22, 1991, p.1

O'ROURKE, SHARON
Police investigate fire at 2 Overhill (Road, a village office building), Feb 1, 1991, p.1

O'ROURKE, VICTOR
Winning gambit (as two Edgewood teams participate in National Championship) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.15

O'SHAUGHNESSY, WILLIAM
Anti-Lowey ad (produced by DioGuardi) banned from (local radio) stations, Sep 13, 1991, p.1

OBITUARIES
Adams, Carol Ann (dies), Apr 26, 1991, p.14
Adkins, George (dies), Apr 5, 1991, p.14
Alibrandi, Harriet (dies), Mar 29, 1991, p.14
OBITUARIES continued

Aston, Ruth C (dies), Jul 5, 1991, p.13
Austin, Anne B (dies), Jun 7, 1991, p.20
Bacal, Rosalyn G (dies), Sep 20, 1991, p.14
Barnes, Ethel P (dies), Dec 13, 1991, p.26
Bartelme, Joseph (dies), Sep 6, 1991, p.14
Beck, Madeline C (dies), Sep 20, 1991, p.14
Beckwith, Royal Mooers (dies), Nov 1, 1991, p.20
Bellantoni, Vera S (dies), Dec 13, 1991, p.26
Berry, Hyman L (dies), Oct 11, 1991, p.16
Bidwell, Dorothy B (dies), May 31, 1991, p.14
Biren, Dorothy (dies), Feb 22, 1991, p.13
Boylan, Margaret R (dies), Oct 25, 1991, p.14
Breen, John B (dies), Dec 20, 1991, p.16
Burden, Emily Z (dies), Jan 4, 1991, p.8
Carpenter, Ralph D (dies), May 3, 1991, p.16
Carroll, Mary B (dies), Dec 6, 1991, p.20
Cerbone, Dominick (dies), Oct 18, 1991, p.16
Chapus, Edmond E (dies), Mar 22, 1991, p.14
Coulter, Craig S (dies), Dec 13, 1991, p.26
Creech, Charles (dies), Jan 25, 1991, p.12
Cuneo, Albert A (dies), Jul 19, 1991, p.12
Darnell, Lillian D (dies), Nov 15, 1991, p.20
Duval, Dorothy A (dies), Feb 22, 1991, p.13
Eastman, Lee V (dies), Aug 9, 1991, p.8
Erskine, Marguerite (dies), May 3, 1991, p.16
Farrow, John G (dies), Sep 13, 1991, p.15
Fein, Minifred W (dies), Nov 1, 1991, p.20
Florio, Armando (dies), Oct 18, 1991, p.16
Follini, George A (dies), Feb 22, 1991, p.13
Follini, George A (dies), Mar 1, 1991, p.15
Foster, Ruth A (dies), Nov 15, 1991, p.20
Frand, Jasper (Jay) (dies), Aug 9, 1991, p.8
French, Harriet F (dies), Jan 18, 1991, p.16
Friedenberg, Jeanne (dies), Jan 11, 1991, p.9
Friedman, Maxine (dies), May 3, 1991, p.16
Froelich, Carl (dies), Oct 11, 1991, p.16
Gaillard, Henry E (dies), Sep 20, 1991, p.14
Giardina, Joseph E (dies), Dec 20, 1991, p.16
Gladeix, Persis S (dies), Aug 9, 1991, p.8
Greenburg, Virginia Hoff (dies; co-founded (Hoff-Barthelson) music school here (photo), Oct 4, 1991, p.1
Greenland, Rita (dies), Sep 13, 1991, p.15
Greenwood, Lewis (dies), Jun 14, 1991, p.20
Gregory, Alfred L (dies), Feb 8, 1991, p.12
Griffin, Olivia T (dies), Dec 27, 1991, p.10
Gunst, Nancy Levy (dies), Apr 19, 1991, p.14
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OBITUARIES continued

Busstan, Catherine (dies), Jan 25, 1991, p.12
Hanna, Joseph 'Murdered man's special qualities recalled by St. James parishioners (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.12
Hansen, Alan C (dies), Feb 1, 1991, p.14
Hart, Robert M (dies), Jun 14, 1991, p.20
Havill, Robert K (dies), Sep 13, 1991, p.15
Heaton, Janet (dies), Nov 1, 1991, p.20
Hetzler, Florence (dies), Nov 8, 1991, p.20
Hillman, Sara Jane (dies), Mar 15, 1991, p.16
Henneus, Cloyd Q (dies), Nov 8, 1991, p.20
Horn, Elizabeth S (dies), Apr 12, 1991, p.18
Hosking, Ruth S (dies), Nov 29, 1991, p.20
Jackson, Edward H (dies), Mar 15, 1991, p.16
Jackson, Ina H (dies), Mar 29, 1991, p.14
Johnson, A V (dies), Jun 14, 1991, p.20
Johnson, Philip A (dies), Jan 11, 1991, p.9
Joseph, Edward (Dr.) (dies), Sep 27, 1991, p.16
Keating, John S (dies), Nov 15, 1991, p.20
Keefe, Daniel W Jr (dies), Jan 4, 1991, p.4
Klausner, Robert J (dies), Apr 5, 1991, p.14
Knebel, Carolyn G (dies), Nov 8, 1991, p.20
Korn, Rhoda (dies), Oct 11, 1991, p.16
LaGrassa, Linda/ Mother of three killed in pedestrian accident, Sep 13, 1991, p.1
Landry, Mary Ann (dies), Jan 4, 1991, p.8
Leaf, Harold E (dies), Nov 8, 1991, p.20
Leone, Florence C (dies), Dec 27, 1991, p.10
Leone, Louis J (dies), Oct 18, 1991, p.16
Lichstein, Daniel (dies), Nov 22, 1991, p.18
Linell, Jane Elliott (dies), Nov 15, 1991, p.20
Lipper, Jerome (dies), Mar 15, 1991, p.16
Lucas, Adelaide R (dies), Nov 22, 1991, p.18
Lynn, Louise (dies), Oct 4, 1991, p.21
Lyon, William Louis 5th (dies), Mar 15, 1991, p.16
Madden, Martin J (dies), Dec 13, 1991, p.26
Mancini, Louis J Sr. (dies), Oct 11, 1991, p.16
Manuele, Joseph A (dies), Oct 4, 1991, p.21
Marsh, Joel White (dies), Nov 22, 1991, p.18
Marzano, Anthony (dies), Feb 22, 1991, p.13
McCulloch, John G (dies), Jan 18, 1991, p.16
McDermid, Ralph (dies), Apr 5, 1991, p.14
McGraw, John R (dies), Sep 13, 1991, p.15
McIntyre, James Jr (dies), Feb 22, 1991, p.13
McNair, Amanda (dies), Aug 9, 1991, p.8
Miller, Nathan E (dies), Apr 26, 1991, p.14
Molloy, Dorothy R (dies), Dec 27, 1991, p.10
Mooney, Nina F (dies), Feb 1, 1991, p.14
OBITUARIES continued

Moritz, Arthur M (dies), Oct 4, 1991, p.21
Morris, Harold W (dies), Jan 18, 1991, p.16
Morton, Philip Lee (dies), Mar 1, 1991, p.15
Mossner, Caroline B (dies), May 31, 1991, p.14
Muller, John T (dies), Nov 29, 1991, p.20
Nagel, Ethel Behlke (dies), Jan 25, 1991, p.12
Newhouse, Stanley (dead at age 81), Nov 8, 1991, p.14
Henhouse, Stanley. Reitering Stan Newhouse, civic patron and booster (ltr), Nov 15, 1991, p.6
Norman, Marie A (dies), Jan 11, 1991, p.9
O'Connor, Pauline (dies), Apr 12, 1991, p.18
Perrotta, Charlotte (dies in accident), Mar 22, 1991, p.1
Peters, Jack B (dies), Sep 20, 1991, p.14
Quinn, Mildred P (dies), Jul 19, 1991, p.12
Ray, Miriam K (dies), May 17, 1991, p.12
Raymond, Louise T (dies), Mar 1, 1991, p.15
Rivero, Naida E (dies), Oct 11, 1991, p.16
Roberts, James R (dies), Apr 19, 1991, p.14
Roche, Jack (dies), Mar 22, 1991, p.14
Sarno, Clementine (dies), Oct 18, 1991, p.16
Schnall, Mimi A (dies), Jul 12, 1991, p.12
Schoening, Beatrice K (dies), Oct 18, 1991, p.16
Scott, Harold M (dies), Apr 12, 1991, p.18
Seal, Harold S (dies), Jan 4, 1991, p.8
Seely, Regina S (dies), Jun 7, 1991, p.20
Seward, Carroll Frances McKay (dies) (photo), Nov 22, 1991, p.18
Spitzer, Herbert J (dies), Apr 26, 1991, p.14
Stanco, Vincent (dies), Sep 27, 1991, p.16
Starkweather, Blanche L M (dies), Nov 1, 1991, p.20
Sternberg, Harry (dies), Sep 27, 1991, p.16
Storms, Barbara G (dies), Dec 20, 1991, p.16
Suchin (Alvin), former assemblyman, dies at 72, Dec 6, 1991, p.3
Sutherland, M H (dies), May 10, 1991, p.16
Swenson, Kenneth C (dies) (photo), Mar 29, 1991, p.14
Tone, Ellen H (dies), Nov 8, 1991, p.20
Torzilli, A. P. Jr (dies), Jan 4, 1991, p.8
Trautwein, Frank (dies), Jul 26, 1991, p.12
Vincent, Dr. Harry B (dies), Nov 29, 1991, p.20
Wawrzynski, Anna (dies), Dec 13, 1991, p.26
Weisburgh, Yetra Kahn (dies), Nov 1, 1991, p.20
Wernimont, Kenneth (dies), Apr 19, 1991, p.14
Wilson, Marion (dies), Oct 18, 1991, p.16
Woolf, Howard (dies), Jul 12, 1991, p.12
Zimmerman, A L (dies), May 10, 1991, p.16
Zorn, Janet Claire (dies), Jun 21, 1991, p.12
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OESTREICHER, DAVID AND PAUL

SCS Audobon Society (holds first meeting) (photo), Oct 11, 1991, p.15

OFFEN, DANIELLE

Gym class (Raiders girls gymnasts assembled at Maroon and White dinner) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22

OH, STEVE

Golf champ (Steve Oh, Edgemont High School freshman, won Maxfli PGA Junior Championship), Jul 12, 1991, p.20

Highschooler (Steve Oh) thoroughly hooked on golf) (photo), Aug 23, 1991, p.20

OLIVA, DANNY

The young, the proud (SCS middle schoolers are displayed at A. B. Artists School) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.16

OMANSKY-DAYLEY, NICKI


ONGSENG, LISA

Scarsdale teens dominate Burke (Rehabilitation) race (to raise money for center; names noted), Jun 14, 1991, p.17

ONGSENG, MARIE

Yes, they work! (Scout Troop 170 learn about cameras) (photo), Oct 18, 1991, p.1

OPEN HOUSE PARTIES

Unsupervised parties (could be resolved if parents took a firm stand; guidelines noted), Apr 12, 1991, p.3

Open house parties are ubiquitous (students view of availability of homes and localities) (ltr), Apr 12, 1991, p.6

OPERA SINGERS

Roberta Peters to honor Rabbi (Jack) Stern (with concert as Leo Baeck Lecture) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.15

OPPENHEIMER, SUZI

Women's Press Club honors (Suzi) Oppenheimer (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.4

O'RANGER, TIM

Bank of New York salutes SCS Summer Musical Theatre "Sweet Charity" (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.20

ORCE, HELENE

Manhattan Savings Bank honors the 60th Anniversary of the SCS Woman's Exchange (photo), Nov 15, 1991, p.28

ORCE, HELENE (AU)

Apostle set no precedent (Basil Apostle nomination is discussed) (ltr), May 3, 1991, p.6

ORCE, KENNETH W (AU)

Change would discourage candidates (responds to letter signed by Nominating Committee-EMT) (ltr), Apr 5, 1991, p.6

ORCHESTRAS

$5000 to (New Orchestra of Westchester) Orchestralroa Westchester County Found), Aug 16, 1991, p.16

New Orchestra opens fall season, Sep 6, 1991, p.15

ORGANIZATION OF CHINESE AMERICANS-WESTCHESTER

Essay (by MerryJean Chan) wins national contest (Organization of Chinese Americans), Jul 5, 1991, p.4

ORON, YIFAT

Multi-cultural happening (by Nexus, support group for international students) (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.1

ORTIG, BETTY

American Cancer Society's fundraiser enlists the help of musical cast (local residents) (photo), May 3, 1991, p.11

OSMAN, BETTY (DR)

Parents learn to cope with learning disabilities (representatives of CHILD speak), Nov 8, 1991, p.3

OSTBERG, MARIE

On show (Marie Ostberg's view of Newport, RI harbor will be included in annual art show) (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.13

OTTEN, EVELYN

Auxiliary (of White Plains Hospital) elects new president (Lynn Tobias) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.8

OTTEN, MICHAEL

Election turnout light (names of newly elected members noted), Jan 25, 1991, p.1

School Board committee seeks nominees (for two seats that will be open June 1991), Feb 15, 1991, p.5

Computers in class? It's up to the teacher (Board of Education watched expo of computer progress), May 3, 1991, p.1

School budgets: Scarsdale okays $44.2 M plan (in 3-2 budget resolution vote), Jun 7, 1991, p.1
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OTTEN, MICHAEL continued
  Windows (and other business presented to School Board) (cont), Jun 7, 1991, p.8
OTTEN, MICHAEL (DR)
  (Deborah Schwartz) Raizes, (Dr. Michael) Otten are chosen as School Board nominees (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.1
OVERHILL ASSOCIATION
  Board (of Appeals) to hear appraiser on Scarsdale Ave plan (for Scarsdale Equities), Jan 18, 1991, p.3
  Trustees commit to Pienn (Central) Corporation) talks: Overhill asks for smaller plan (photo), Apr 26, 1991, p.1
  PCC and Village agree to negotiate (cont details of future plans for downtown) (photo), Apr 26, 1991, p.3
OWEN, ANNE
  Manhattan Savings Bank honors the 60th Anniversary of the SCS Woman’s Exchange (photo), Nov 15, 1991, p.26
OWEN, WALLACE
  The SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps is proud to be celebrating 20th year of service (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.22
  The Bank of New York salutes SCS Family Counseling Service honored by Chamber of Commerce (photo), Mar 29, 1991, p.22
PACE, KAREN
  Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it Celebrates its SHS athletes (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.32
PADDOCK, JOAN
  Party planners (for annual dessert and card party) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.11
  Honors for local women (Joan Paddock of Prudential and Lisa Mancher of 52 Assn), Sep 20, 1991, p.16
PAGLIARO, VINCENT
  Fomer assessor (Vincent Pagliaro)challenging tax rolls (in new consulting position) (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.3
  Aggrieved taxpayers (1991 Tax Grievance Day is busiest in recent history), Jun 21, 1991, p.1
  Counsel says former assessor violated local ethics code (Vincent Pagliaro), Oct 11, 1991, p.1
  Conflict-of-interest (with Government ethics and Vincent G Pagliaro) (ltr), Dec 20, 1991, p.6
PAGLIARO, VINCENT G (AU)
  Former assessor sees no conflict (ltr), Nov 29, 1991, p.6
PAIGE, AMANDA
  Gym class (Raiders girls gymnasts assembled at Maroon and White dinner) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22
PALADINO, DICK (COACH)
  Pre-season tips (from Coach Paladino) (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.17
PALEY, JOAN
  Presidential entertainment (language laven visits Woman’s Club) (photo), Oct 18, 1991, p.14
PANESSA, ANGELA
  Trial witnesses split on cause of crash (last year fatally involving Ruth Washington), Feb 8, 1991, p.1
  Driver (Angela Panessa) in fatal crash (of Ruth Washington) guilty of DWAI, Jun 7, 1991, p.1
  DWAI driver (Angela Panessa) sentenced in Washington fatal car crash case; appeal pending (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.1
  (Angela) Panessa sentenced; appeal pending (cont), Jul 26, 1991, p.4
PANESSA, GENE
  DWAI driver (Angela Panessa) sentenced in Washington fatal car crash case; appeal pending (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.1
PANKEN, AARON
  Westchester Reform Temple to honor (rabbinic) intern (Aaron Panken 5/10/91) (photo), May 3, 1991, p.16
PAPPALARDO, STEPHEN
  From $5 to $8 (price of local parking ticket is being considered for increase), Apr 26, 1991, p.1
  15 minutes...and counting (public hearing scheduled for 15 min. meter zones), May 17, 1991, p.1
  Jumping the gun (on new parking spaces on Garth Rd before Village Board vote) (edit), May 17, 1991, p.6
  Parking fees (throughout village to rise, in proposals to Village Board), Jun 7, 1991, p.1
  Unpopular meters (new 15-minute meters on Chase Road outside US Post Office), Jul 19, 1991, p.1
  Heading higher (village parking meters are raising prices to 25 cents per half-hour), Sep 13, 1991, p.1
  Pedestrian hazard (reckless disregard for pedestrians has increased in downtown area), Sep 13, 1991, p.1
PAPPALARDO, STEPHEN  continued
A few bugs (parking meters were adjusted to change rates but few glitches are being worked out), Sep 20, 1991, p.1
More Garth Road parking planned in Eastchester (to run from SCS/East. border to Harry Bridge), Sep 27, 1991, p.1
PARADISE, CAMILLE
Predictions for 1991 (from various local leaders and organizations, cont. from p.1), Jan 4, 1991, p.5
PARADISE, ROBERT
It's full speed ahead on school renovations (with aggressive scheduling), Mar 15, 1991, p.1
Students (SHS) support guards' job pleas (at Board of Education meeting), Jun 7, 1991, p.5
Board (of Education) elects (Evelyn) Stock (pres) and (Robert) Paradise as vice-pres (photo), Jul 5, 1991, p.1
'Emergency' declared in Heathcote gym (regarding ceiling tiles and roof work), Sep 13, 1991, p.1
PARCO, VINCENT
Defense probes (Vincent) Parco's shady past (in Carolyn Warmus trial) (photo), Mar 1, 1991, p.1
Defense scrutinizes Parco, key Warmus trial witness (at murder trial continues), Mar 8, 1991, p.1
Witness tells of meeting Parco (cont. details of trial of Carolyn Warmus), Apr 5, 1991, p.11
Defendant's father (Thomas Warmus) testifies (at murder trial) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.1
Jury still weighing evidence against (Carolyn) Warmus (in murder trial) (photo), Apr 19, 1991, p.1
PARENT-CHILD RELATIONSHIPS
Learning to give the most valuable gift (suggests self-esteem tips and LD hints), Mar 8, 1991, p.5
Parents need to help their kids (details specific suggestions for parents to encourage kids) (edit), Apr 19, 1991, p.7
Letting a child go is a parental imperative (discusses importance of peer relationships) (edit), Apr 19, 1991, p.13
Parents advised to work with—not against—children's learning styles (edit), Oct 18, 1991, p.5
PARISI, GUY
Appellate panel says redistricting is legal, Jul 5, 1991, p.1
GOP sues to put black on ballot in 8th (county legislative district) (race for Hochberg's seat), Aug 16, 1991, p.1
Appeals Court mulls GOP challenge for Hochberg's district (voting rights case for County), Aug 23, 1991, p.1
Republican candidate drops out of race (cont), Aug 30, 1991, p.5
PARKER, SHARON M
Sharon M. Parker (named co-director of Just Nannies), Sep 27, 1991, p.4
PARLIAMENTARY PROCEDURES
No one knows the rules of order (edit), Oct 11, 1991, p.7
PARKUESK, CHARLES
A big thank you (to Fire Dept from Camp Mapetuck campers) (photo), Sep 6, 1991, p.2
PASCAL, MICHAEL M (AU)
Cub Scouts to firefighters: thanks (ltr), Dec 6, 1991, p.6
PASSEOVER
Memories of seders past (describes family customs of 1937 and today) (edit), Mar 29, 1991, p.7
Passover to Easter (local families celebrate holidays) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.1
PATENT, LESLIE
Undivided, undefeated (Heathcote 6th grade girls maintain championship for 4 years) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.11
PATRIOTISM
Where are the flags? (in support of our troops) (ltr), Feb 1, 1991, p.6
PATROLMEN'S BENEVOLENT ASSN-SCS
PBA lawyer calls insurance plan 'unfair' (details current disputes over new contract), Aug 23, 1991, p.3
Scarsdale Police, village to try again for new agreement (in contract talks), Sep 13, 1991, p.3
PBA accuses village of labor violations: Contract negotiations stalled, Sep 20, 1991, p.1
Police contract negotiations (cont with mention of SCS village employees), Sep 20, 1991, p.8
PAUL, DONNA
S(CS) High School bids farewell to (Werner) Feig (tenured teachers also noted), Mar 1, 1991, p.12
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PAULIN, ANY
Village board meeting (cont. discussion of bulk housing laws), Mar 1, 1991, p.8
(Alan) Blitz, (Robert) Greenes and (Esther) Shay lauded at last Village Board meeting, Mar 29, 1991, p.2
To new trustee Anne Janiak, getting there is half the fun (details career and ideas), Apr 19, 1991, p.1
League of Women Voters still interested (in study of need for affordable housing), May 3, 1991, p.1
Holtzman: Gender gaps persist at all levels of our government (speech at LWV luncheon), May 10, 1991, p.1
League of Women Voters still interested (in study of need for affordable housing), May 10, 1991, p.5
League of Women Voters calls for earlier drinking experimentation), May 17, 1991, p.4
Redistricting adopted (cont. amidst opposition), May 31, 1991, p.10
Hibschman's contract renewed; (Judith) Fox and (Michael) McDermott get tenure (retirees noted), Jun 21, 1991, p.1
Mayor to appoint committee to study affordable housing, Jun 26, 1991, p.1
Court won't hear Democrats' appeal; League of Women Voters filing suit to block redistricting, Jun 28, 1991, p.1
Scarsdale forms affordable housing committee (Robert Greenes to chair) (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.1
Affordable housing cont discussion of committee formation and issues), Sep 13, 1991, p.24
LHV cancels candidates night (because only one candidate accepted invitation to speak), Sep 27, 1991, p.3
Bank of New York salutes League of Women Voters (photo), Oct 8, 1991, p.28
League of Women Voters calls for earlier drinking experimentation), Nov 15, 1991, p.1

PAULIN, ANY (AU)
Check off an election dollar on 1040 (notes Presidential Election Campaign Fund on tax form) (ltr), May 3, 1991, p.6
LHV opposes splitting village district (copy of ltr sent to L. Spano) (ltr), May 11, 1991, p.6
Overturn the 'gag rule' (details Rust v. Sullivan) (edit), Sep 6, 1991, p.7
League of Women Voters looks for ways to provide forum (ltr), Oct 4, 1991, p.7

FAVON, PATRICIA
Changes in Edgecombe voting urged (by School Bd Nominating Committee; names noted) (ltr), May 3, 1991, p.6

PEALE, JEAN
String fling (Heathcote and Edgewood students participate in concert) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.8

PEARL HARBOR (HAWAII), ATTACK ON, 1941
Remembering Pearl Harbor, aftermath (edit), Dec 6, 1991, p.4
Forging new bonds (details Pearl Harbor and the new efforts of Japanese and Americans to share) (edit), Dec 13, 1991, p.6

PEDESTRIANS-SAFETY
Pedestrian hazard (reckless disregard for pedestrians has increased in downtown area), Sep 13, 1991, p.1
The eighth deadly sin (discusses impatience in light of pedestrian safety) (edit), Sep 13, 1991, p.6

PEDONE, MARIO
Arbor no doubts (SCS named Tree City, USA, for Arbor Day), Feb 22, 1991, p.1
The rescuers (Mario Pedone, highway dept., saves ducks that have fallen in drain on Nelson Road), May 31, 1991, p.1

PEETS, CARL
Retired teachers meet (photo), Oct 11, 1991, p.2

PELACCIO, LINDA
Parent pledges off, stalling Safe Homes (concerns mount for earlier drinking experimentation), Jan 18, 1991, p.1
Program ends; open houses persist (cont. article about local drug and alcohol issues), Jan 18, 1991, p.5
Contributions down; United Way extends drive (experiencing first shortfall in years), Mar 22, 1991, p.4
United Way elects 2 (Glenn T. Mygaren and Linda Cook Pelaccio, chair) (board members noted) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.4

PELZ, MARY ANN
Robert Deak, Donald Weisberg (appointed to Board of NJCS), Jun 14, 1991, p.4
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PENKIN, STANLEY (AU)
Re-elect (Abigail) Shipper to Board (ltr), Jun 7, 1991, p.6

PENNY, WILLIAM
A Red Cross 'Well done' (Nelson S DuBois honored for dedicated service) (photo), Apr 26, 1991, p.2

PEPPERS, JERRY
Jerry Peppers (elected to Ohio University Foundation Board), Nov 29, 1991, p.18

PERKINS, JANET
Alas, poor Yorick (missing skull from school skeleton is found along Bronx River Pkwy), Nov 1, 1991, p.1

PERKINS, REBECCA
SMS students honored for academic standing, service (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18
Bank of New York salutes SCS Summer Musical Theatre "Sweet Charity" (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.20

PERL, THERESA
Election turnout light (names of newly elected members noted), Jan 25, 1991, p.1

PERRONE, LIZ AND GIL (AU)
Is the A-B system right for youngsters' sports? (ltr), Dec 13, 1991, p.6

PERROT, CONSTANCE
Notable netters (Greenacres 5th grade girls take first place) (photo), Jul 19, 1991, p.20
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PERROTTA, CHARLOTTE
Stitching Seniors (prepare useful gifts for cancer patients) (photo), Mar 1, 1991, p.3
Woman (Charlotte Perrotta) dies in (automobile) accident (outside home on Grand Blvd), Mar 22, 1991, p.1

PERSKY, JENNA
That'll be 15 cents please (at iced tea stand on Church Lane) (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.16

PESCATELLO, EDA
Christmas all through the house (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.12

PETER NIGRO (GNP CONTRACTORS)
New contractor hired for work on Heathcote Bridge, Nov 15, 1991, p.1

PETERS, GEORGE
Surprise witness ties weapon to (Carolyn) Harms (as trial continues) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.11

PETERS, JACK B
Jack B Peters (dies), Sep 20, 1991, p.14

PETERS, ROBERTA
Roberta Peters to honor Rabbi (Jack) Stern (with concert as Leo Baeck Lecture) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.15
Rabbi (Jack) Stern lauded in speech, song (at final service before retiring) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.12

PETERS-DURRIANE, KATHLEEN
Scarsdale in vanguard of homeless program for school districts (Homeless Student Project), Oct 11, 1991, p.1

PETROVICH, MARY
Resident (Mary Petrovich) honored (with $500 grant to Dance in Education Fund), Mar 22, 1991, p.11

PETROVNA, GALINA
Fighting for survival in the USSR (describes teen experience with youth league) (edit), Mar 8, 1991, p.7

PEYROT, JAN B
Wanted: Class of '43 members (names noted), Oct 4, 1991, p.16

PFEIFER, SUSAN BETH
Author, author (Susan Beth Pfeiffer visited with eighth graders on writing craft) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.19

PFORZHEIMER, CARL

PHILIBUS, DONALD
Country doin's (planning for first major social event for neighborhood assn) (photo), May 3, 1991, p.9

PHILIPS, JUSTIN
Bank of New York salutes SCS Summer Musical Theatre "Sweet Charity" (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.20

PHILLIBERT, CLAUDE
All hail to Heathcote (4th grade boys undefeated in Green div) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

PHIPPEN, RONALD
Tall tale (storyteller Jehan Clements mesmerizes children at annual fair) (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.1

PHOTOGRAPHERS
David A Kanney (named pres of Image Bank), Jun 28, 1991, p.4
'Jaws' gave sharks a bad rap... (local photographer, John Savarese explores Bahamas) (photo), Aug 2, 1991, p.5

PHYSICAL FITNESS
Shaping up (local residents of all ages participate in fitness programs) (photo), Jan 18, 1991, p.6
How to exercise-beneficially (details important guidelines for starting exercise regimen) (edit), May 10, 1991, p.7
The heart of the matter (edit), Sep 6, 1991, p.6

PHYSICIAN-REWARDS, PRIZES, ETC.
Picture of health (group of JHS and elementary students at awards ceremony; names noted) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.22

PHYSICIANS
Local doctor (Dr. Marvin Moser) produces cable show on heart disease (for ch 35), Jan 4, 1991, p.2
DR P E Schweitzer (elected pres. of medical staff at Union Hospital, Bronx), Feb 22, 1991, p.3
White) P(lains) H(ospital) C(enter) picks department head (Dr Barry Wenngard; Dr B.Bloomgarden), Mar 1, 1991, p.4
PHYSICIANS continued

It worked! (Madelyn and Andy Cohen snip yellow ribbon as Dr. Michael Cohen is home) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.1
Heart disease: facts & myths (will address SCS Adult School 4/25/91) (photo), Apr 19, 1991, p.2
Michael Blumenfield (named pres. of Psychiatric Society of Westchester), May 24, 1991, p.5
Retirement tribute to Dr. (Roderick) Richards (local pediatrician for many years) (ltr), May 31, 1991, p.6
New facility (for Strang Cancer Prevention Center's new clinic) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.4
Michael Steeneman (appointed chair of New York Medical College dept of experimental pathology), Jun 14, 1991, p.4
Donald E Wilson (named dean of Univ of Maryland School of Medicine, Baltimore) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.4
Dr Rosalyn Kutcher (promoted to prof in radiology at Albert Einstein College of Medicine), Jun 28, 1991, p.4
Dr. Anne Lee (named assistant attending physician at White Plains), Jul 19, 1991, p.5
Dr. Eugene A Cowan (named assistant attending at White Plains), Jul 19, 1991, p.5
Dr. Martin Wertkin (named pres of Westchester div of American Cancer Society), Jul 26, 1991, p.5
Doctor (Morteza Mohit) acquitted of raping patient (in local trial) Medical license in jeopardy, Aug 9, 1991, p.1
Bag rule deplored by physicians (regards Supreme Court ruling 5/23/91 on Medicare) (ltr), Aug 9, 1991, p.6
Belsito, Dr. Donald V (named to Cosmetic Ingredient Review expert panel), Aug 16, 1991, p.12
Doctor (Morteza Mohit) cleared of rape faces malpractice suit (in civil case), Sep 20, 1991, p.1
Dr Melvin Bronstein (cited by American Academy of Ophthalmology for outstanding contributions) (Photo, Sep 27, 1991, p.4
Mohit (Dr. Morteza) faces state medical ethics charges (following defense in patient abuse case), Oct 11, 1991, p.3
McCracken, G.H. Jr (MD) (receives Hoechst-Roussel award for research in chemotherapy) (photo), Oct 11, 1991, p.4

FICKELLE, ABBE
Making wishes (come true for children with life-threatening illnesses, SCS chapter) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18

FICKELLE, MATT
Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19

PICKER, BEVERLY
The Beautiful People (children dance to musical program at SCS Library) (photo), Mar 29, 1991, p.5

PIEKARSKI FAMILY
Fire rips through Sprague Road home (Piekarski family) (photo), Dec 27, 1991, p.1

PILLERSDOFF, GARY
Judge: (Paul) Solomon not police agent; talks admissible (in murder trial of Carolyn Warmus), Jan 4, 1991, p.1

PIPKO, SIMONA (AU)
Fighting for survival in the USSR (describes teen experience with youth league) (edit), Mar 8, 1991, p.7

PIRRO, JOE
Cool welcome (electricians working on Immaculate Heart of Mary during heat wave) (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.12

PISANO, BONNIE
A future home (of SciencePort museum is planned by Junior League officers) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.9

PLANNING BOARD-SCS
Needed: volunteers on village boards (criteria noted as well as board descriptions), Jan 11, 1991, p.5
Planning Board (January meeting agenda), Feb 1, 1991, p.5
Landscaping plan wins 'conceptual approval' (for SCS Manor subdiv. on Grifffen Ave; others noted), Apr 5, 1991, p.5
New boards and council members appointed at first meeting of new term (names noted), Apr 12, 1991, p.8
Rear view from proposed office building still a problem for Overhill neighbors (Planning Board), May 3, 1991, p.3
Parking not required for donut shop (Dunkin' Donuts scheduled to open in June, Planning Bd reports), May 31, 1991, p.3
Neighbors oppose chipping green (at Quaker Ridge; other petitions noted), Jul 5, 1991, p.3
State suit filed over pool planned in wetlands area (by Margo Schwartz; Goldsteins objecting), Aug 2, 1991, p.1
Dunkin' Donuts calls its clients 'morning people': Defends parking waiver, Aug 16, 1991, p.1
Dunkin' Donuts (argues with parking permit status) (cont), Aug 16, 1991, p.12
New parking lots (total of 28 spaces will be created in commercial center), Oct 4, 1991, p.1
New office building creeps through approval process (photo), Oct 4, 1991, p.1
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PLANNING BOARD-SCS continued
No development set for Chateau, Nov 1, 1991, p.1
Japanese nursery school plans face obstacles in two places, Nov 1, 1991, p.4
Planning Board (decisions and names noted), Nov 1, 1991, p.4
Synagogue (Scarsdale Synagogue) plans addition: Three house sub-division plan for Park Rd okayed, Nov 29, 1991, p.1
Three-house subdivision okayed by Planning Board (cont) (names noted), Nov 29, 1991, p.26
Planning Board delays proposed office once again, Dec 27, 1991, p.1

PLASTINO, STEPHEN
Does he have a permit? (wigwam instruction given by Don Cardinal, a Cree elder) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.2

PLATFORM TENNIS
Rye harvest for Fox Meadow Tennis Club (five of eight winners) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.20
Etberling and Waterhouse win (in two-day Jaibles tournament at Fox Meadow Tennis Club) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.22

PLATI, CHRISTINA
Bank of New York salutes the Junior High Speech Contest (3/21/91 with over 250 contestants) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.24

PLATT, SUSAN
Homage to Santa Fe (Susan Platt will exhibit in New York) (photo), Nov 8, 1991, p.17

PLATTO, TERRY
Picture of health (group of JHS and elementary students at awards ceremony; names noted) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.22

PLAYGROUND OLYMPICS (1991)
Concentration (Jon Treiber competes in soccer slalom at annual event) (photo), Aug 9, 1991, p.1

PLAYING FIELDS
Keep off the fields (SCS Rec Dept asks residents to wait until fields are ready for play), Mar 8, 1991, p.1
Supply Field is for sports, not traffic (say local concerned residents) (ltr), May 31, 1991, p.7

PLOTKIN, EDWARD
A year later, the (Heathcote) bridge is still a mess (plans for completion noted) (photo), Jul 12, 1991, p.1

POEMS-SINGLE WORKS
Closed Ears (by Karen Rosenberg), May 24, 1991, p.7

POETRY
Goodbye to the Golet (details H. Leivick, Zionism and Soviet Jews today) (edit), Sep 13, 1991, p.6

POETRY COMPETITIONS
Prize poems: from the Junior High (Karen Rosenberg wins first place in Westchester div.) (edit), May 24, 1991, p.7

POLERA SISTERS
The Polera sisters (Debra, Rosemarie and Diane are chairing St. Agnes Auxiliary luncheon) (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.8

POLICE-GBH
LaGrassa, Linda/ Mother of three killed in pedestrian accident, Sep 13, 1991, p.1
Praise for Greenburgh police (ltr), Dec 20, 1991, p.6

POLICE-SCS
Predictions for 1991 (from various local leaders and organizations, cont. from p.1), Jan 4, 1991, p.5
State accreditation (certificate awarded to SCS Police dept by New York State) (photo), Jan 11, 1991, p.3
Sergeant (Gregory Greenbaum) promoted (from detective rank, filling J. Craven's vacancy), Jan 11, 1991, p.3
Enforce traffic laws (suggests need for police intervention in local patterns) (ltr), Jan 18, 1991, p.6
A Combat Auto Theft (heft) plus (given to residents by Metropolitan Insurance Co. who participate), Jan 25, 1991, p.1
Burglary suspect goes free (because of inadmissible court evidence; details of incident noted), Jan 25, 1991, p.1
(Commission on Accreditation congratulates Donald Ferraro) (photo) (Progress edit 1991), Jan 25, 1991, p.1
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POLICE-SCS continued

Police investigate fire at 2 Overhill (Road, a village office building), Feb 1, 1991, p.1
SCS Police) Dept) losing 2 recent recruits, Feb 1, 1991, p.2
Police show 'ware concern at WRT rally (1/27/91 and are acknowledged) (ltr), Feb 1, 1991, p.6
SCS Police) Dept) awards to seven officers by dept committee; names noted, Feb 22, 1991, p.1
(Dime Savings Bank on East Pkwy is scene of armed heist) (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.3
DARE ya (say Heathcote fifth graders who have completed program with SCS Police) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.10
A good collar (year old settlement of three marauding dogs ends with capture), Apr 5, 1991, p.1
Coming soon to an accredited police department near you, computers (details procedures) (edit), Apr 19, 1991, p.7
Raccoon shot with arrow for menacing dog (in police report from Greenacres Ave), May 10, 1991, p.3
Raccoon update (SCS Police still evaluating incident with bow and arrow), May 17, 1991, p.1
This time, the alarm was for real (and burglars got away when signal didn't register), May 31, 1991, p.5
New responsibilities ahead for police chief (as emergency services are coordinated), Jun 14, 1991, p.1
Police presence (Vincent Gandolfi to foot patrol downtown area), Jun 21, 1991, p.1
Still short-staffed (is SCS Police Dept; note active duty or those in training), Jun 28, 1991, p.3
Chamber of Commerce urges police to keep downtown foot patrols (ltr), Aug 2, 1991, p.6
Statewide (between PBA and SCS in contract negotiations, also Civil Service for SCS Library), Aug 9, 1991, p.1
SCS Police go car shopping (and SCS unveiled 1991 Chevrolet Caprice at Sidewalk Sale), Aug 9, 1991, p.3
Central dispatch (SCS considers a single emergency number for fire and police), Aug 16, 1991, p.1
They make biking safer (SCS Police receive award from NY State for bicycle safety programs) (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.3
Village administrator given public safety post (bridging gap between Police and Village), Sep 6, 1991, p.4
Scarsdale Police, village to try again for new agreement (in contract talks), Sep 13, 1991, p.3
Carthage Road man shot as he opens door: Weapon found; gunman sought (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.1
Reassignment of Donna Sylvester to SCS as V. Gandolfi retires, Sep 27, 1991, p.1
Police continue search for unidentified gunman (in shooting of Robert Cohen), Sep 27, 1991, p.1
Resident asks School Board for help deterring vandalism (at Halloween), Sep 27, 1991, p.3
The joy of trucks (as Truck Day at Edgewood is a big success) (photo), Sep 27, 1991, p.15
Early warning on Halloween vandalism (from Police), Oct 25, 1991, p.1
Outbreak of car window smashing follows quiet Halloween in Scarsdale, Nov 8, 1991, p.1
'New hope' for speedy police contract (following new hope for resolution), Dec 6, 1991, p.1
New police officer hired; department still short-handed, Dec 13, 1991, p.4
Parking officer resigns (Fred Ryan), Dec 13, 1991, p.5

POLITICAL CAMPAIGNS

Lowey campaign fined for '88 fund violation, Aug 2, 1991, p.1
Angry Ex-Rep (Joseph DioGuardi) takes on (Nita) Lowey in radio spots (attacking the incumbent), Aug 9, 1991, p.1
DioGuardi attacksex-rival (Nita) Lowey in radio ads (cont), Aug 9, 1991, p.2
Lowey reporting error a common one (defends Nita Lowey and reporting error) (ltr), Aug 23, 1991, p.6
Hochberg's challenger drops out of county race (Stephen & Gray withdraws), Aug 30, 1991, p.1
Republican candidate drops out of race (cont), Aug 30, 1991, p.5
Anti-Lowey ad (produced by DioGuardi) banned from (local radio) stations, Sep 13, 1991, p.1
DioGuardi's attorney says Lowey's campaign violation wasn't minor (ltr), Oct 11, 1991, p.6

POLITICAL VIOLENCE

Bomb scare disrupts K-Day at Scarsdale High School 1/16/91 (photo), Jan 18, 1991, p.3
Liberation is the goal (for Kuwait and the effectiveness of US policy is considered) (edit), Jan 18, 1991, p.6
Bomb scare at Scarsdale High School (cont), Jan 18, 1991, p.8
POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT

'Classroom' is a capital idea (for Sameer Ahuja who participated in Presidential Class '91), Apr 19, 1991, p.8
That's wool being pulled over your eyes (from state legislature and local GBS politics) (edit), Jul 12, 1991, p.6

POWELL, NICOLE

In the (presidential) classroom (students chosen from SCS confer with Rep. Lowey) (photo), Mar 1, 1991, p.12

PONDS

Built-in snowshoes (for ducks at Crane Pond in Edgemont, on ice and snow) (photo), Jan 4, 1991, p.1
Rx for dying pond (Village is accepting bids for dredging of Library Pond), Jun 28, 1991, p.1
What's it worth? (estimates for dredging of Library pond are explained), Jul 26, 1991, p.1
Crane-Berkley to Scarsdale: Let's go Dutch? (on cost of dredging Crane's man-made ponds), Sep 6, 1991, p.1
Pond (Crane-Berkley) needs dredging; association asks help (cont) (photo), Sep 6, 1991, p.5
Berkley Pond is the village's problem, one resident writes (ltr), Sep 13, 1991, p.6
Pond finds (Harwood Pond is cleaned by Aqua Dredge) (photo), Jul 13, 1991, p.24
Please, an environmental plan! (asks resident for local ponds) (ltr), Oct 4, 1991, p.6

POOL-SCS

Pool preps for 23rd summer season (times, dates and staff noted), May 17, 1991, p.24
Forecast for Saturday: Wet! (as staff prepares for opening of SCS Pool) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.1
Pool prepped for post-prom toga gig (committee of senior parents noted), Jun 7, 1991, p.18
New Scarsdale pool hours set (for Sept.), Aug 16, 1991, p.17
Thanks for the pool (ltr), Sep 27, 1991, p.6
Alert pool staff commended (ltr), Sep 27, 1991, p.6
No trespassing (village looks at complaints of non-residents using Pool), Nov 8, 1991, p.1

POTACK, ROB

Quaker Ridge reigns (6th grade boys took 1991 Rec Dept title) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.19
All-star champs (6th grade boys won teadal at All-County tourney) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

PRAVDA, DAVID

Mario (Cuomo) the ethnic: Threatening someone? (details bias in choice of candidates) (edit), Aug 16, 1991, p.6

PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES

A political prescription for the Democrats (examines various future candidates) (edit), Aug 16, 1991, p.6

PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES

A political prescription for the Democrats (examines various future candidates) (edit), Aug 16, 1991, p.6

PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES

A political prescription for the Democrats (examines various future candidates) (edit), Aug 16, 1991, p.6
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PRESIDENTIAL SCHOLAR
SHS Senior (Erik Gordon) is Scarsdale's 1st Presidential Scholar (photo), May 17, 1991, p.13

PRESIDENTS
Publicity stunt (says SCS Dr. John Moses, historian whose research of Zachary Taylor lead to query), Jul 5, 1991, p.1
‘Heartbeat away’ from the Presidency (discusses the issue of president's health) (edit), Aug 30, 1991, p.7

PRESS
Lisa Faye Kaplan (received 1991 National Headliner Award of Atlantic City Press Club) (photo), Jun 28, 1991, p.4

PREZIOSI, RAY
SCS Audobon Society (holds first meeting) (photo), Oct 11, 1991, p.15

PRIZE CONTESTS
Winners named in safety poster contest (sponsored by PTAs and fire depts; names noted) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.5
Kids (Suppl. 20p.including photo contest winners, health, fashion) (photo), Mar 29, 1991, p.6
Speech contest winners at J(H)S (names noted), Mar 29, 1991, p.12
Bank of New York salutes the Junior High Speech Contest (3/21/91 with over 250 contestants) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.24

PROPERTY TAX SAVERS
Attacks on Moreen Flood (Village Assessor) lack legal basis (says Village Board), Apr 5, 1991, p.1

PROPHYLACTICS
Is this the Twilight Zone? (discusses Magic Johnson, sexual activity and the future) (edit), Nov 22, 1991, p.6

PROTESTS, DEMONSTRATIONS, ETC
Abortion protesters plan demonstration (Life Chain protest part of nationwide event), Sep 27, 1991, p.8

PSYCHOLOGISTS
Dr. Gloria B Kahn (elected pres. of Westchester County Psychological Assoc.), Jul 19, 1991, p.5

PSYCHOTHERAPISTS
Jan F Cooper (elected to Board of Center for Preventive Psychiatry), Nov 29, 1991, p.16

PSYCHOTHERAPY
Bailing out, the healthy alternative (examines marital and other living relationships) (edit), Aug 9, 1991, p.7
Bailing out, the healthy alternative, takes courage and consideration (in relationships) (edit), Aug 16, 1991, p.7

PT COUNCIL-SCS
PT Council reports on year (Progress edit 1991), Jan 25, 1991, p.6
School budget vote postponed; state aid loss quantified (budget vote moved to 6/5/91), Mar 1, 1991, p.1
Learning to give the most valuable gift (suggests self-esteem tips and LD hints), Mar 8, 1991, p.5
Transfer of power (to new officers of PT Council; names noted) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.5
If your price is right, you can get rid of that old hockey stick (Sports Swap’91) (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.16

PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS BOARD
PBA lawyer calls insurance plan ‘unfair’ (details current disputes over new contract), Aug 23, 1991, p.3

PUBLIC RELATIONS FIRMS

PUBLIC WORKS-SCS
Garage bonds (issued by SCS to pay for new central garage), May 24, 1991, p.1
Almost open for service (new central garage at Secor and Ramsey Roads) (photo), Jul 19, 1991, p.1

PUBLISHERS AND PUBLISHING
Steve Aaron (named advertising director of Hachette Magazines), May 24, 1991, p.5
Jennifer Gilbert (named advertising sales account manager for Southern Accents), Oct 25, 1991, p.4

PUGH, JAMES
Trial witnesses split on cause of crash (last year fatally involving Ruth Washington), Feb 8, 1991, p.1

PUGSLEY, LOUISE
Party planners (for annual dessert and card party) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.11
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PUIGSLEY, PHILIP (AU)
- Edgemont school tax raise denounced (to Board of Education) (ltr), Mar 8, 1991, p.6
- Tax increase over 5 percent unacceptable (reports school budget meeting, giving suggestions) (ltr), May 17, 1991, p.6

FULLANDO, JOSEPH
- Tropical fish are model subjects (for third graders) (photo), Dec 6, 1991, p.10

PUPPETS AND PUPPET PLAYS
- Rod Young (presented with trustees award by Puppeteers of America), Sep 13, 1991, p.4

PURCELL, SAIL
- Renovations, additions approved (as Board hears 14 applications; names noted), Jan 11, 1991, p.5
- Colonial house approved (names and applications noted), May 24, 1991, p.5

PURL, TERRY
- Bank of New York salutes League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 8, 1991, p.28

PUIGSATERI FAMILY (AU)
- Retirement tribute to Dr. (Roderick) Richards (local pediatrician for many years) (ltr), May 31, 1991, p.6

PYO, LINDA
- Bank of New York salutes the Junior High Speech Contest (3/21/91 with over 250 contestants) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.24

QUAYLE, DAN
- The beautiful life of Nina Mooney (details life and works of Scarsdalian) (edit) (photo), Feb 8, 1991, p.7
- Abolish the Vice Presidency (says Haerpel in a discussion of Quayle and Succession) (edit), Jun 7, 1991, p.6

QUILTS
- Quilters give Blythedale children hand-crafted 'pieces of home' (photo), Nov 22, 1991, p.5

QUINN, BARBARA (AU)
- It was a sultry summer evening when Bungalow Bars lost their charm (edit), Aug 16, 1991, p.7

QUINN, MILDRED P
- Mildred P Quinn (dies), Jul 19, 1991, p.12

QUINTALING, CATHY (AU)
- ... and praise for John Crary (by Fox Meadow PTA regarding new 4-way stop signs) (ltr), Apr 26, 1991, p.6

QUIRK, TIMOTHY
- Joy on Trial (Too Much Joy was back on trial in Florida and was acquitted), Jan 18, 1991, p.1

RABBIS
- Roberto Peters to honor Rabbi (Jack) Stern (with concert as Leo Baek Lecture) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.15
- To be honored (Rabbi Jack Stern at SCS Citizens for Senior Housing) (photo), May 3, 1991, p.16
- Westchester Reform Temple to honor (rabbinic) intern (Aaron Panken 5/10/91) (photo), May 3, 1991, p.16
- Westchester Reform Temple set to bid (Rabbi Jack) Stern farewell (6/14/91), Jun 7, 1991, p.20
- Farewell to a popular farewell (Rabbi Jack Stern celebrates last service with WRT) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.1
- Rabbi (Jack) Stern lauded in speech, song (at final service before retiring) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.12

RABIES
- Rabies watch (from county healthcomm. who sees long rabies epidemic ahead), Apr 19, 1991, p.1
- Rabies advice (given by Dr Mark S Rapaport), Jul 12, 1991, p.12

RABKA, DANIELLE
- At the ballet (local dancers perform at Mid-Westchester YM-YWHA) (photo), Apr 19, 1991, p.17

RACAMELLI, ROSE ELLEN

RACCOONS
- Raccoon shot with arrow for menacing dog (in police report from Greenacres Ave), May 10, 1991, p.3
- Raccoon update (SCS Police still evaluating incident with bow and arrow), May 17, 1991, p.1
- Law of the jungle comes to Scarsdale (resident is concerned about open season on pets) (ltr), May 17, 1991, p.6

RACE DISCRIMINATION
- Fear of the 'G' word (discusses racial quotas and affirmative action) (edit), Jun 21, 1991, p.7
- Central 7 needs 'trouble-makers' (resident differs with E. Molin 6/21 column) (ltr), Jun 28, 1991, p.6
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RACE DISCRIMINATION continued

Developmental priority: new malls or low-cost homes for the homeless? (in light of racial issues), Jul 5, 1991, p.7
The value of rational discussion (discusses John E Jacob edit 6/21 on racial quotas) (ltr), Jul 12, 1991, p.6
Why remember? (importance of Holocaust memorial to county and residents) (edit), Jul 19, 1991, p.6

RACISM

Icean like me (discusses Dr. Leonard Jeffries' comments in light of racism and anti-semitism) (edit), Aug 23, 1991, p.6
We, too, have a dream... (cont. edit. about future of equal opportunity in America), Aug 23, 1991, p.8

RACKMAN, JOSEPH
AJC unit (Westchester chapter) elects 7 Scarsdalians (names noted), Jun 28, 1991, p.4

RADANO, LISA-MARIE
Up from SMS... and on to the Tonys? (local actress, Lisa-Maria Radano, profile), Jun 14, 1991, p.15

RAIDER, LEE L
Baptists to install (Lee L.) Rader (as associate pastor) (photo), Apr 19, 1991, p.14

RADIO BROADCASTING
DioGuardi attacksex-rival (Nita) Lowey in radio ads (cont), Aug 9, 1991, p.2
Anti-Lowey ad (produced by DioGuardi) banned from (local radio) stations, Sep 13, 1991, p.1

RAFTERY, DAN
Nobody injured (in car accident on Ardsley and Old Army Roads) (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.1

RAILROAD ACCIDENTS
Conductor (Marcia Campbell) killed as train nears (SCS) station (during Hurricane Bob) (photo), Aug 23, 1991, p.1

RAILROAD STATION-SCS
(Metro)-North stairs to be replaced in '94 (rather than renovated in current project), Jan 25, 1991, p.1
Station repairs (cont. possibilities for repairs), Jan 25, 1991, p.5
Station stairs crumbling; Metro-North to speed repair (photo), Oct 4, 1991, p.1
Two railroad station staircases to be repaired, Oct 18, 1991, p.1
Wired sneakers (photo), Oct 18, 1991, p.6

RAILROADS-EMPLOYEES
John W Coulter Jr (named chief information officer of Long Island Railroad Co.), May 10, 1991, p.8

RAIVEN, DAVID
Scarsdale ambulance volunteers win awards (from Westchester County), Sep 20, 1991, p.5

RAIZES, DEBBIE
(Deborah Schwartz) Raizes, (Dr. Michael) Otten are chosen as School Board nominees) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.1
Family counseling plans benefit (annual scheduled for 6/8/91) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.8
School budgets: Scarsdale okays $44.2 M plan (in 3-2 budget resolution vote), Jun 7, 1991, p.1
New board member (Debbie Raizes) foresees tough year for school district (photo), Jul 19, 1991, p.1
Raizes (Debbie) talks about the year ahead (in terms of economic conditions) (cont), Jul 19, 1991, p.12

RAMBISSON, BABOORMON
Lyons (Road) fire update (as Det. Carroll revises details of fire 12/25/90), Feb 1, 1991, p.2

RAMBISSON, BABOORAM (AU)
Errors in account of (Christmas 1990) fire (at Edgewood home) (ltr), Jan 25, 1991, p.6

RAMBISSON, BABOURAM
Detector detected (in rented Harrison house on Lyons Road but smoke alarm was not working), Jan 11, 1991, p.1

RABONE, STEVE
The SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps is proud to be celebrating 20th year of service (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.22
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RANDOLF, TIFFANY
  Zoo crooners (St. James the Less junior choir performs Captain Noah and Floating Zoo) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.18

RAPAPORT, MARC S (DR)
  Rabies advice (given by Dr Mark S Rapaport), Jul 12, 1991, p.12

RAPAPORT, RITA
  Residents spur interfaith memorial to the Holocaust (SCS Sculptor Rita Rapaport) (photo), Jul 19, 1991, p.1

Rape
  ...and a setback (in issue of whether or not to publish names of rape victims) (edit), Apr 26, 1991, p.6
  Spano: Rape victims are entitled to privacy (details controversy over victims' rights) (edit), Apr 26, 1991, p.7
  Doctor (Horteza Mohit) acquitted of raping patient (in local trial) Medical license in jeopardy, Aug 9, 1991, p.1
  Rapase (cont details of trial of Dr Mohit), Aug 9, 1991, p.11

RAPHAEL, BRUCE (DR)
  It's not whether you win or lose... (details sports program and makes suggestions) (edit), May 31, 1991, p.7
  The winning lineup is compromise (discusses local sports program in light of 5/31 edit) (edit), Jun 21, 1991, p.7

RAPHAEL, ILYSA
  Painting with a purpose (annual contest) (photo), Nov 1, 1991, p.1
  Painting and Parading (photo), Nov 1, 1991, p.3

RAPHAEL, JUDY
  Slate slated (for Junior High School PTA 1991-92 school year; individual names noted), Mar 15, 1991, p.15

RAPPORT, MARK S (DR)
  Rabies watch (from county healthcom. who sees long rabies epidemic ahead), Apr 19, 1991, p.1

RAPPO, JOHNNY
  Signs of things to come (as record breaking temperatures brought boys out to baseball) (photo), Feb 8, 1991, p.3

RATNER, MARIKYN
  Volunteers rewarded (by PTA Volunteer Service Awards; Elizabeth Goldman featured) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.19

RAY, MIRIAM K
  Miriam K Ray (dies), May 17, 1991, p.12

RAYMOND, EDWARD (DR)
  Famous 'Big Bill' (Tilden 2nd) slept here even if George didn't (details of Heathcote Inn) (edit), Aug 16, 1991, p.6

RAYMOND, LOUISE T
  Louise T Raymond (dies), Mar 1, 1991, p.15

RAYNER, ROBERT H
  Robert H Rayner (promoted to pres of construction materials gp of Essroc Corp), Nov 8, 1991, p.8

READ, PETER
  Parent pledges off, stalling Safe Homes (concerns mount for earlier drinking experimentation), Jan 18, 1991, p.1
  Program ends; open houses persist (cont. article about local drug and alcohol issues), Jan 18, 1991, p.5
  Multi-cultural happening (by Nexus, support group for international students) (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.1
  Learning to give the most valuable gift (suggests self-esteem tips and LD hints), Mar 8, 1991, p.5
  No consensus on teen drinking (panel discussion by Task Force and PTA), May 3, 1991, p.5
  We're OK, they're OK (details New York Magazine article about Japanese in SCS) (edit), May 3, 1991, p.6
  Multicultural munching (as High School Committee hosts annual lunch) (photo), Oct 4, 1991, p.20

READ, PETER (AU)
  Survey: alcohol use begins in 8th (grade says SCS students in health class survey), May 17, 1991, p.5

REAGAN, NANCY
  New facility (for Strang Cancer Prevention Center's new clinic) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.4

REAL ESTATE AGENCIES AND AGENTS
  Joins (Claire D) Leone (Real Estate is George J Dixon Jr) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.4
  Julia B Fee is busy 'mega-broker' (one of nation's top 100) (Progress edit 1991), Jan 25, 1991, p.11
  Scarsdale office of Houlihan-Lawrence reports a banner year in 1990 (Progress edit 1991), Jan 25, 1991, p.15
REAL ESTATE AGENCIES AND AGENTS continued

Peggy Santo (Realtor with Houlihan/Lawrence has closed $2.7 million home in Murray Hill), Feb 8, 1991, p.4
On realty staff (Sale Retacco and Gwenyth Kriss join Claire D Leone Assoc) (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.8
Longtime village realtor (Bill Herrmann) retiring (from Houlihan Lawrence) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.4
New realty office (Sydney James Ltd opens in SCS), Mar 29, 1991, p.4
Arthur H Lerner (joined Newmark Real Estate Services as vice chair and partner), Apr 19, 1991, p.4
Family counseling plans benefit (annual scheduled for 6/8/91) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.8
Houlihan (Lawrence) names top producers (HollyAnn Goldstein and Peggy Santo for 1990), May 17, 1991, p.4
Patricia Warnken (has joined Centennial Realty) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.4
Frank Smith (named vice pres of David Endres Realty Group) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.4
Edgar C Grim (becomes realtor in Ponte Vedra Beach, FL) (photo), Jun 28, 1991, p.4

REAL ESTATE AGENTS AND AGENCIES

Honors for local women (Joan Paddock of Prudential and Lisa Mancher of 52 Assn), Sep 20, 1991, p.10
Susan Hernan (appointed director of relocation at Prudential Ellinghouse), Oct 11, 1991, p.4
Classic car giveaway (from Houlihan/Lawrence) (photo), Oct 18, 1991, p.8
New at Centennial (Diane Dubow and Sybil Sklar) (photo), Oct 18, 1991, p.8
Binday-Koslowsky, Denise (joins Advocate Brokerage Corp.), Dec 13, 1991, p.14

REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT

William Newman (receives Wall Street Transcript award), Oct 11, 1991, p.4
William Newman (chair of National Assn of Real Estate Investment Trusts), Nov 8, 1991, p.8

REAL PROPERTY-VALUATION

Former assessor (Vincent Pagliaroli challenging tax rolls (in new consulting position) (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.3

RECR U,: JEFF

In ancient Mexico (Bruce Museum’s new exhibit opens; dates and time noted) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.16

REC DEPT-SCS

Photo IDs, new pool fees (details of scheduling for pass photographs and summer fees), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

RECESSION

RECHTSCHAFFEN, CANDI

Bank of New York salutes SCS Summer Musical Theatre “Sweet Charity” (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.20

RECKSON, ABRAHAM

Trial witnesses split on cause of crash (last year fatally involving Ruth Washington), Feb 8, 1991, p.1

RECREATION DEPT-SCS

Snowflake winners named; get award Feb 28 (individuals noted), Feb 15, 1991, p.4
Keep off the fields (SCS Rec Dept asks residents to wait until fields are ready for play), Mar 8, 1991, p.1
Train a dog, cook a meal (course listings are noted), Mar 29, 1991, p.5
Village plans Chase (Park) playground (Rec. Dept and Old SCS Assn plan) (photo), Aug 30, 1991, p.1
Village studying tennis needs (considering new courts), Nov 29, 1991, p.5
Grouped athletics program expands to include 7th grade girls b’ball teams, Dec 20, 1991, p.1

RECREATION DEPT-SCS-FEES

Recreation fees going up (for tennis, day camp, paddle tennis but not pool permits), Mar 8, 1991, p.1
Open minds and issues (suggests that trustees allow for discussion before raising fees) (edit), Mar 8, 1991, p.6
Donut hole? (Village Board didn’t mean to omit public discussions of fee increase), Mar 15, 1991, p.1
Tennis fee increases denounced (by resident who objects to fee and absence of public hearing) (ltr), Mar 29, 1991, p.6

RECYCLING OF WASTE

Recycling resolutions for a neat new year (suggests action for SCS residents) (edit), Jan 4, 1991, p.7
Getting ready for mandatory recycling (residents consider steps taken) (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.5
Dry cleaners are recycling plastics (information and merchants involved are noted), Mar 22, 1991, p.2
Columnist misses the target (Ella Holm’s column is in question about recycling) (ltr), May 24, 1991, p.6
Hold off on recycling; TVCC report (suggests that SCS not increase curbside collection), Jun 14, 1991, p.5
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RECYCLING OF WASTE continued
Rating plastics on recyclability (classifications and info noted), Jul 12, 1991, p.4
New law encourages recycling (New York State requires local govt to buy recyclable products), Aug 9, 1991, p.1
An ounce of prevention (new state law provides purchasing preference for recyclable products) (edit), Aug 9, 1991, p.6
Village appears stalled on recycling (resident questions SCS's involvement) (ltr), Aug 30, 1991, p.6
When county defines recycling Scarsdale will be ready (ltr), Sep 6, 1991, p.6
Recycling progress (plans for Sept. 92 are being made for local waste pickup), Oct 11, 1991, p.1
Greenacres students urge green revolution (at Board of Education), Dec 6, 1991, p.10

RECYCLING OF WASTE-REWARDS, PRIZES, ETC
SHS students (Mike Henderson and Rehka Roa) hailed for recycling drive (paper program) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.12
Prizes for recycling (Child's Play is accepting returned shopping bags for raffle entry) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.2

REDD, ORIAL
Volunteers (meet at Wayside Cottage with community advisory council; names noted), Feb 22, 1991, p.10

REED, GEORGE

REFLEX
SHS students (Claude Meyer, Michael Kaiden) jam for (contributions to) scholarships (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.4

REGAN, ED
Governor's budget veto may prompt school program cuts (implications for SCS noted), Jun 14, 1991, p.1

REHM, LOIS
School budgets: Scarsdale okays $44.2 M plan (in 3-2 budget resolution vote), Jun 7, 1991, p.1

REICHENBACH, ROBERT
Robert Reichenbach (named vice pres and manager of home div. of Abraham and Strauss), Feb 22, 1991, p.3

REID, KATE
Foiled again (Hitchcock Church three and four year olds recyclable silver art project) (photo), Apr 26, 1991, p.5

REILLY, ELLEN
Ellen T Reilly (named as consultant to National Council on the Aging, Nov 29, 1991, p.10

REIMOLD, CHERYL (AU)

REIN, ALAN
Panel to pick (SCS) Bowl nominee named (names noted), Sep 27, 1991, p.14

REJNER, CHARLES
County Scout symbols (local scouts receive awards) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.8

REJNERSMAN, ANNA
At SSM, locals behind the scenes are drawing talent from all over the country (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.13
Bank of New York salutes SCS Summer Musical Theatre "Sweet Charity" (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.20
SSMT does it again with 'Sweet Charity' (Critic at Large Michael Iachetta reviews), Aug 9, 1991, p.10

REJNERSMAN, GENIE
Bank of New York salutes SCS Summer Musical Theatre "Sweet Charity" (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.20

REJNERSMAN, THERESA
Gym class (Raiders girls gymnasts assembled at Maroon and White dinner) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22

REISER, ROBERT
Flags for peace (SCS Peace Flags Committee asked to display flags in village center), Mar 29, 1991, p.1
Sign of the dove (peace flags will be flying in Boniface Circle through May 10-91), Apr 26, 1991, p.1

REISER, ROBERT (AU)
Yes, Robin—this is war (discusses reasons for current Middle East war, citing history) (edit), Feb 22, 1991, p.7

RELIGION
We have met the secular... and it is we (discusses secular and sacred, kadosh and youth) (edit), May 10, 1991, p.7
RELIGION AND POLITICS

Celebrating good over evil (discusses different religions at Christmas) (edit), Dec 13, 1991, p.6

RELIGION- STUDY AND TEACHING

There is a place for religion in the schools (edit), Dec 27, 1991, p.6

REMY, JANE

Hibschman’s contract renewed; (Judith) Fox and (Michael) McDermott get tenure (retirees noted), Jun 21, 1991, p.1

REPUBLICAN PARTY- WESTCHESTER COUNTY

A fair way to redistrict (would involve nonpartisan reapportionment as Feiner suggests) (edit), Feb 15, 1991, p.6
Terry Jane Ruderman to run for Family Court (Judge on the Republican and Conservative lines) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.1
Appeals Court nulls GOP challenge for Hochberg’s district (voting rights case for County), Aug 23, 1991, p.1
Republican candidate drops out of race (cont), Aug 30, 1991, p.5

RENSKICK, ALAN

All hail to Heathcote (4th grade boys undefeated in Green div) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

RENSKICK, ALISON

Classic car giveaway (from Houlihan/Lawrence) (photo), Oct 18, 1991, p.8

RENSKICK, ANITA (AU)

Not his finest hour either (takes issue with Seth Halpern’s edit on Jews and Middle East) (ltr), Apr 12, 1991, p.6

RENSKICK, ART

Coach (Art Resnick) honored (by Union College) (photo), Mar 1, 1991, p.12
Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19
He enjoyed summer soccer (visitor thanks Art Resnick for valuable program) (ltr), Aug 30, 1991, p.6

RENSKICK, DANNY

All hail to Heathcote (4th grade boys undefeated in Green div) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

RESTAURANTS

Historic lunch (for TVCC’s first luncheon at new Heathcote Crossing) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.4
Restaurant (Presto) expands, acquires new name (on Weaver Street), Mar 22, 1991, p.17
New eateries get signs of approval (from Board) (individual names noted), Aug 9, 1991, p.3

RETACCO, GALE

On realty staff (Gale Retacco and Gwenyth Kriss join Claire D Leone Assoc) (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.8

RETIRED SCARSDALE TEACHERS ASSOCIATION

Retired teachers meet (photo), Oct 11, 1991, p.2

RETIREMENT

Fond farewell (to Marge Schlossberg and Liz Linz at Heathcote 6/12 for their retirement) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.18
A fond farewell to Werner Feig (ltr), Jun 14, 1991, p.6
Pressboard (honors Werner Feig on his retirement), Jun 14, 1991, p.19
No early retirement (for highly-paid older village employees), Jul 26, 1991, p.1

REWARDS, PRIZES, ETC

Scholarship rewards creativity (Tenth Annual Duracell/NSTA Scholarship Competition), Dec 6, 1991, p.9
SHS grad wins art award (Sarah B Kimmey Award), Dec 6, 1991, p.9
President to honor teachers (Presidential Award asking for nominations), Dec 13, 1991, p.10

REYNOLDS, ILSE

Changes in Edgeanont voting urged (by School Bd Nominating Committee; names noted) (ltr), Mar 22, 1991, p.6

RICCI, MARIE


RICCI, MARIE AND RALPH

Schools to honor 5 retirees (names noted), Feb 15, 1991, p.11

RICCI, RALPH
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RICCIQ, AUDREY
  Parent pledges off, stalling Safe Homes (concerns mount for earlier drinking experimentation), Jan 18, 1991, p.1
  Program ends; open houses persist (cont. article about local drug and alcohol issues), Jan 18, 1991, p.5

RICCIQ, AUDREY (AU)
  'Party Scene' to be shown on (SCS Cable) TV (to further awareness of issues) (Itr), May 10, 1991, p.6

RICCIO, DARIN
  Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19

RICCIO, KRISTIN
  Priority mail (Santa's helpers hard at work) (photo), Dec 20, 1991, p.1

RICCOBONO, MARIA
  Local musicians tapped (for Intermediate All County Orchestra, Band and Chorus) (names noted), Mar 1, 1991, p.12

RICE, JIN
  Recycling resolutions for a neat new year (suggests action for SCS residents) (edit), Jan 4, 1991, p.7
  Hearty environment (Fox Meadow students pledge to help environment) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.15
  Getting ready for mandatory recycling (residents consider steps taken) (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.5
  What's it worth? (estimates for dredging of Library pond are explained), Jul 26, 1991, p.1

RICH WORLDWIDE TRAVEL INC.
  Three local firms among top 50 (Rich Worldwide Travel, Leon Henry, Cityscape Corp), Dec 27, 1991, p.2

RICH, ANDREW
  Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19

RICH, ANDY
  Baseball finishes 16-7-1 and wins 1st league title ever; loses 2-1 in semis (photo), May 31, 1991, p.19

RICH, LINDA
  A-school graduates 31 (students; names noted) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.8

RICHARDS, CHRIS
  Team effort (for Raiders basketball team at Madison Square Garden before finals) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22

RICHARDS, RODERICK (DR)
  Retirement tribute to Dr. (Roderick) Richards (local pediatrician for many years.) (Itr), May 31, 1991, p.6

RICHARDSON, W F (AU)
  Of memories and whims (recalls Police officer and criticizes Junior High) (Itr), Mar 1, 1991, p.6

RICHERNBACK, NOELLE
  At the ballet (Nancy MacArthur School prepares spring recital) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.14

RICHERMAN FAMILY

RICHERMAN, JEANNE
  Plans for (SCS) Bowl fete announced (to honor Jeanne Richman 3/13/91), Feb 15, 1991, p.3
  Celebrate community (SCS Foundation presents Bowl to Jeanne Richman) (edit), Mar 1, 1991, p.6
  'Another winner, another bowl' (SCS community paid tribute to Jeanne Richman) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.1
  Tributes and tunes for an active, outspoken volunteer (Jeanne Richman) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.3
  Bowl fete lauds planner (Jeanne Richman) service to community (cont details), Mar 22, 1991, p.16
  Future of Chase playground uncertain (possibilities noted), Nov 8, 1991, p.4

RICHERMAN, JEANNE (AU)
  Bulk law will help preserve Scarsdale (and SCS has always been a zoning pioneer) (Itr), Jan 11, 1991, p.6
  Subsidy or contribution? (discusses D. Grabel's letter about affordable housing) (Itr), Feb 22, 1991, p.6

RIEDER, MELANIE
  Bank of New York salutes the Junior High Speech Contest (3/21/91 with over 250 contestants) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.24
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RINSKY, PHYLLIS
In 'Jeopardy' (local woman, Phyllis Rinsky, scheduled to be contestant on game show), Apr 19, 1991, p.4
Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.24

RIVERSO, NADIA E
Nadia E Riverso (dies), Oct 11, 1991, p.16

ROA, REHKA
Local musicians tapped (for Intermediate All County Orchestra, Band and Chorus) (names noted), Mar 1, 1991, p.12
SHS students (Mike Henderson and Rehka Roa) hailed for recycling drive (paper program) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.12

ROADS-MAINTENANCE
Open, but unfinished (Heathcote Road Bridge maintenance work not yet complete) (photo), Apr 19, 1991, p.3
Wet paint (scheduled for next week while public works paints double yellow lines in village), Jun 14, 1991, p.1
Brief reflections (of reflectors on Central Ave that were not centered to be corrected), Sep 6, 1991, p.1
Improved flow (of traffic at Mamaroneck Rd and Sear Road), Nov 29, 1991, p.1
School streets need plowing too (ltr), Dec 13, 1991, p.6

ROBERTS, JAMES R
James R Roberts (dies), Apr 19, 1991, p.14

ROBERTSON, LEOCADIE
Five elected to (Non-Partisan) Citizens' Committee (names noted), Dec 6, 1991, p.1

ROBINSON, DAVID
Something new at the nature center (Walter Terrel admires rustic arbor built as memorial) (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.2

ROBISON, BARBARA
LWV elects officers (for 1991-92; names noted), May 17, 1991, p.4

ROBISON, FAMILY
In good taste? (Robison family enjoy ice cream on new Victorian bench in village) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.1

ROCCO, AMANDA

ROCHE, JACK
Jack Roche (dies), Mar 22, 1991, p.14

ROCISSANO, LORRAINE (DR)
Letting a child go is a parental imperative (discusses importance of peer relationships) (edit), Apr 19, 1991, p.13

ROCK MUSICIANS
Joy on Trial (Too Much Joy was back on trial in Florida and was acquitted), Jan 18, 1991, p.1
Joy (Too Much Joy) cleared (of obscenity charges after 12 minute jury deliberation), Jan 25, 1991, p.1
Band members (Sky Blues) protest high school administration's action (ltr), Jul 5, 1991, p.6
Local rockers (Sky Blues, graduates of SHS, will perform) (photo), Jul 5, 1991, p.11
Cassette to go (Sky Blues second independent record 'Dreamtown, 1931' is on sale) (photo), Aug 9, 1991, p.10

ROGERS, JODI
Undivided, undefeated (Heathcote 6th grade girls maintain championship for 4 years) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.11
Heathcote hoopmeisters (6th grade girls capture Blue div. champs for third year) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.19

ROGERS, SIGNE
The SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps is proud to be celebrating 20th year of service (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.22

RODNER, JEFFREY
Tax roll losses give hike to school tax bills (final raise is up to 8.8% in SCS), Aug 23, 1991, p.1

RODSTEIN, HOWARD
Rx for senior year slump: Senior Options program, Nov 22, 1991, p.1
Japanese class, senior options, get SHS nod, Dec 20, 1991, p.1

RODERS, JOOI
Undivided, undefeated (Heathcote 6th grade girls maintain championship for 4 years) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.11
Heathcote hoopmeisters (6th grade girls capture Blue div. champs for third year) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.19

RODNER, JEFFREY
Tax roll losses give hike to school tax bills (final raise is up to 8.8% in SCS), Aug 23, 1991, p.1

RODSTEIN, HOWARD
Rx for senior year slump: Senior Options program, Nov 22, 1991, p.1
Japanese class, senior options, get SHS nod, Dec 20, 1991, p.1

RODERS, SIGNE
The SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps is proud to be celebrating 20th year of service (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.22

Middle School relives bygone 20's and 30's 'Boom to Bust' (Popham House 8th gr.) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.18
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ROGLIANO, EUGENE
In support of the troops (in the Persian Gulf, flags have been flying downtown) (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.1
Memorial Day parade (details of village activities to be), May 24, 1991, p.1

ROH, JENNIFER
Downhill dynamite (girls high school ski team wins divisional title) (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.18
SHS students honored for academic standing, service (individual names noted) (photo), June 14, 1991, p.18

ROMAN, RICHARD
Stalemate (between PBA and SCS in contract negotiations, also Civil Service for SCS Library), Aug 9, 1991, p.1
Scarsdale Police, village to try again for new agreement (in contract talks), Sep 13, 1991, p.3
PBA accuses village of labor violation: Contract negotiations stalled, Sep 20, 1991, p.1
Police contract negotiations (cont with mention of SCS village employees), Sep 20, 1991, p.8

ROLLER BLADING
SEE ROLLER SKATING

ROLLER SKATING
For a cheap thrill, try roller blading (SCS Inquirer reporters try new sport) (photo), Aug 23, 1991, p.1
Rollerblade (cont) (photo), Aug 23, 1991, p.4

ROLLINS, DAVID B

ROMANO, MICHAEL
Burglary suspect goes free (because of inadmissible court evidence; details of incident noted), Jan 25, 1991, p.1

ROMANO, MIKE
Zoldan acquitted of dog-shooting charges: Jury finds action 'not unjustified' (photo), Oct 11, 1991, p.1

ROMANO, PETER
The Beautiful People (children dance to musical program at SCS Library) (photo), Mar 29, 1991, p.5

ROMAS, SERENE
Election turnout light (names of newly elected members noted), Jan 25, 1991, p.1

ROME-ANTIQUITIES

ROSE, MEIGHAN

ROSATO, PETER P (JUDGE)
Judge (Peter P Rosato) upholds board ruling on office building (SCS Avenue Equities), Nov 1, 1991, p.1

ROSE, DEBORAH (AU)
Does the US census undercount? (discusses issues of census-taking and reporting) (edit), Apr 26, 1991, p.7

ROSE, DOUG
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it Celebrates its SHS athletes (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.32

ROSE, EVE
Voter registration (by League of Women Voters registers many new voters) (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.15
SHS students honored for academic standing, service (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18

ROSE, JONATHAN (AU)
A case study in planning well for affordable housing (explains process and study team) (edit), Aug 2, 1991, p.7

ROSE, JORDAN
Quaker Ridge reigns (6th grade boys took 1991 Rec Dept title) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.19

ROSE, NATASHA
LMW elects officers (for 1991-92; names noted), May 17, 1991, p.4

ROSE, RANDY
Quaker Ridge reigns (6th grade boys took 1991 Rec Dept title) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.19

ROSE, SAMUEL P (PH.D)
No reason to be 'basking' America (discusses industrialized nations and their future) (edit), Mar 1, 1991, p.7
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ROSE, SANDRA PRIEST (AU)
Let's educate the teachers better (encourages education and praise Manhattanville College) (edit), Apr 26, 1991, p.7

ROSE, SUSAN
Schools to honor 5 retirees (names noted), Feb 15, 1991, p.11

ROSEN, ANN
Mentioning the unmentionable (skits presented at annual meeting highlight issues) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.5

ROSEN, ARIEL
Gym class (Raiders girls gymasts assembled at Maroon and White dinner) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22

ROSEN, MARTHA
Tokyo Edgewood (parents who have returned to Japan gather for reunion) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18

ROSEN, STEPHEN (DR)

ROSENBERG, HERBERT (AU)
(Ella) Molin columns criticized (regarding GBH town official; reply by Molin noted) (ltr), Jan 4, 1991, p.6
"Uncomfortable facts" about GBH comptroller (cites NY State report) (ltr), Aug 9, 1991, p.6

ROSENBERG, JAY (AU)
Plans to vote for (Paul) Feiner (details reasons) (ltr), Jul 26, 1991, p.6

ROSENBERG, KAREN
Prize poems: from the Junior High (Karen Rosenberg wins first place in Westchester div.) (edit), May 24, 1991, p.7
Painting and Parading (photo), Nov 1, 1991, p.3

ROSENBERG, NANCY W
Nancy W Rosenberg (keynote speaker at Syracuse U. School of Management graduation) (photo), Jun 28, 1991, p.4

ROSENSTEIN, IRIS (AU)
Embarrassed to live in Edgemont (because democratic process in school system questioned) (ltr), Jul 5, 1991, p.6

ROSENSTEIN, PEARL J (AU)
Not taxes but concern for students (resident objects to points of budget) (ltr), Jun 21, 1991, p.6

ROSENSTEIN, PEARL, BERNARD AND IRIS (AU)
Consolidation = substandard schools (criticizes Ella Molin's ideas and discusses district) (ltr), Jan 11, 1991, p.6

RSENTHAL, SHARON
Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19
Making wishes (come true for children with life-threatening illnesses, SHS chapter) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it Celebrates its SHS athletes (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.32

ROSENZWEIG, JESSICA (AU)
...and a winning essay: Remember the Bill of Rights (by Jessica Rosenzweig) (edit), May 24, 1991, p.7

ROSES
A rose is a rose is a rose—but not mine! (edit), Sep 13, 1991, p.7

ROSH HASHANAH
Happy New Year! (Dennis Angel sounds shofar at SCS Synagogue–Tremont Temple) (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.2

ROSS, ANTHONY
At SSMT, locals behind the scenes are drawing talent from all over the country (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.13
Bank of New York salutes SCS Summer Musical Theatre "Sweet Charity" (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.20
SSMT does it again with "Sweet Charity" (Critic at Large Michael Iachetta reviews), Aug 9, 1991, p.10

ROSS, JOEL
(Billy) Smithline (Memorial Southern Regional Tennis Championship Tournament honors) (photo), Jan 4, 1991, p.16

ROSS, MALAIKA
Greenburgh swimmer (Malaika Ross) takes first in Counties (championship) (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.18
Swim conference champions named (Jeany Keane and Malaika Ross) (photo), Aug 23, 1991, p.20
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ROSSI, ELIZABETH

A swimmer named (Elizabeth) Rossi, Apr 26, 1991, p.24
Swim stars win some firsts (Elizabeth Rossi and SCS team ranked in national championship) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.24
SHS swimmer (Elizabeth Rossi) nears Olympic bid time (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.17

ROSSI, MARGARET

Manhattan Savings Bank honors the 60th Anniversary of the SCS Woman's Exchange (photo), Nov 15, 1991, p.28

ROTARY CLUB-SCS

In support of the troops (in the Persian Gulf, flags have been flying downtown) (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.1
Preserve our heritage (local groups shall attempt clean-up of wooded areas here) (edit), Aug 16, 1991, p.6
Access guide for the disabled (SCS Project Access Guide) (litr), Sep 27, 1991, p.6

ROTENBERG, RACHEL

Working artist (Rachel Rotenberg, New Rochelle resident is displayed) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.14

ROTH, ROBERT

The view from the loft (Robert Roth is celebrated for 33 years at St James organ) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.15

ROTH, STEPHANIE

Numbers hamper Asian assimilation at high school (as steady influx increases cultural barriers), Feb 1, 1991, p.1
STI symposia explore options in multi-cultural education (photo), Jul 5, 1991, p.1

ROTHBERG, SUZANNE

Suzanne Rothberg (host-producer of cable Ch. B "Focus on Your Future"), Jun 28, 1991, p.4

ROTHBERG, DANA

Bank of New York salutes the Junior High Speech Contest (3/21/91 with over 250 contestants) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.24

ROTHBERG, ELLEN

Women tennis winners (Karen Applebome, Rita Friedland, and Ellen Rothenberg), Jul 26, 1991, p.8

ROTHMAN, LOU

New leaders (are officers and directors of SCS Chamber of Commerce; names noted) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.8
The Bank of New York salutes SCS Family Counseling Service honored by Chamber of Commerce (photo), Mar 29, 1991, p.22

ROTHMAN, RODNEY

Students take turns teaching, May 31, 1991, p.18

ROTHMAN, SAMANTHA & RODNEY

Twins triumph (five sets are among high school graduates) (photo), Jun 28, 1991, p.1

ROTHSCHILD, ERIC

War hits home: local reaction to the US attack on Iraq (by organizations and individuals), Jan 18, 1991, p.1

ROUSIN, LUCILLE (AU)


ROY, ARLIN (REV)

We must all accept, not deny, AIDS (edit), Dec 20, 1991, p.7

RP FOUNDATION FIGHTING BLINDNESS

Louise Boardman (re-elected pres of RP Found.; other SCS officers noted) (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.12

RUBENS, JEFF (AU)

The winning lineup is compromise (discusses local sports program in light of 5/31 edit) (edit), Jun 21, 1991, p.7

RUBIN, A LOUIS

Rubin, A. Louis (receives Crystal Prism Award of American Advertising Federation), Apr 12, 1991, p.9

RUBIN, CLIFF

Local rockers (Sky Blues, graduates of SHS, will perform) (photo), Jul 5, 1991, p.11
Cassette to go (Sky Blues second independent record 'Dreamtown, 1931' is on sale) (photo), Aug 9, 1991, p.10
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RUBIN, ELLEN

SVAC honors six (for 10 years' service; names noted), Mar 1, 1991, p.4
The SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps is proud to be celebrating 20th year of service (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.22

RUBIN, JON

Local rockers (Sky Blues, graduates of SHS, will perform) (photo), Jul 5, 1991, p.11
Cassette to go (Sky Blues second independent record 'Dreamtown, 1931' is on sale) (photo), Aug 9, 1991, p.10

RUBIN, JONATHAN (AU)

Band tethers (Sky Blues) protest high school administration's action (ltr), Jul 5, 1991, p.6

RUBIN, JOSHUA

Peace doves (UR kindergarten wrote to soldiers in Persian Gulf) (photo), Feb 15, 1991, p.8

RUBIN, LEONARD

Creche approval shouldn't be routine, Sloan says (at Village Board meeting), Dec 6, 1991, p.1

RUBIN, SANDRA

Country doin's (planning for first major social event for neighborhood assn) (photo), May 3, 1991, p.9

RUBINOWITZ, WENDI

Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19

RUBINS, LOU

The SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps is proud to be celebrating 20th year of service (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.22

RUBINS, SCOTT

The SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps is proud to be celebrating 20th year of service (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.22

RUBINS, ZEL

The SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps is proud to be celebrating 20th year of service (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.22

RUCCOLO, FRANK

A busy day, legally speaking (Follows Judge Knaplund's court day in SCS) (photo), Oct 18, 1991, p.1

RUDERMAN, JEROLD

War: Scarsdale reacts (cont opinions about impending war), Jan 18, 1991, p.8
Redistricting plan splits Scarsdale: puts 11,000 in minority district (in new proposal), May 24, 1991, p.1
Panel to pick (SCS) Bowl nominee named (names noted), Sep 27, 1991, p.14

RUDERMAN, TERRY JANE

Family Court judge race in view for (Terry Jane) Ruderman (professional bio included) (photo), Apr 26, 1991, p.1
Terry Jane Ruderman to run for Family Court (Judge on the Republican and Conservative lines) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.1
Brasilow elected Family Court judge (defeating Terry Jane Ruderman), Nov 8, 1991, p.9

RUKEYSER, PHYLLIS

Manhattan Savings Bank honors the 60th Anniversary of the SCS Woman's Exchange (photo), Nov 15, 1991, p.28

RUMACK, MANDY

Making wishes (come true for children with life-threatening illnesses, SHS chapter) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18

RUNNING

Still running after all these years (details family's commitment to running) (photo), Jan 18, 1991, p.15
Runners' roads (alert motorists to upcoming 15K race, Sunday 3/24/91), Mar 22, 1991, p.1
Run (15K/4-mile to be held on 3/24) will affect traffic (locally) ltr, Mar 22, 1991, p.6
Heading west or Wayside (SCS 22nd annual 15K race took place 3/24/91) (photo), Mar 29, 1991, p.1
Runners set quick pace in (22nd annual) 15K race (names, times are noted) (photo), Mar 29, 1991, p.13
Benefitrun (for Young Adult Institute) will start at SHS (5/19/91), May 10, 1991, p.2
Motorist advisory (for Fox Meadow residents as 5K run approaches 5/19/91), May 17, 1991, p.1
Carrying the torch (SCS police run to raise money for Special Olympics) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.1
Scarsdale teens dominate Burke (Rehabilitation) race (to raise money for center; names noted), Jun 14, 1991, p.17
Running duo (Russell & Scott Straw will compete in Empire State Games), Jul 26, 1991, p.8
After (swimming) accident, former SHS runner (Scott Johnson) begins personal challenge (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.17
Antiques meet '91 challenge in Tuckahoe summer run, Sep 13, 1991, p.17
Fall Foliage Run (to be held 10/20/91), Oct 18, 1991, p.1
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RUNNING continued
Join the (SCS Historical Society) run this Sunday (10/20/91) (ltr), Oct 18, 1991, p.7
Off and running (in SCS Historical Society's Fall Foliage Run) (photo), Oct 25, 1991, p.1
Boulevard of shame (details the excitement of NY City Marathon) (edit), Nov 1, 1991, p.7

RUTH, RUTH D (AU)
Echo on blowers (notes leaf blowers to be disturbance of peace) (ltr), May 17, 1991, p.6

RUTTENBERG, JULIE
Maximum power (Raiders varsity girls softball watch Coach DeBenedetto) (photo), Apr 26, 1991, p.24

RYAN, EDWARD W
Local professor's book (Edward W Ryan) on Adam Smith (In the Words of Adam Smith) is published, Nov 29, 1991, p.19

RYAN, FRED
Gotted! (Fred Ryan, parking enforcement officer, uses handheld computer (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.5
Parking officer resigns (Fred Ryan), Dec 13, 1991, p.5

RYAN, JENNIFER
Running game (for SHS girls Raiders as they are defeated by Mt Vernon) (photo), Jan 11, 1991, p.18

RYAN, RITA
Multicultural munching (as High school Committee hosts annual lunch) (photo), Oct 4, 1991, p.20

RYBAK, CONSTANCE
The Rainbow Connection (fourth graders perform for SCS Woman's Club) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.13

SACK, JERRY (AU)
Thanks, guys! (to groundskeepers who prepared the soccer fields for start of season) (ltr), Sep 20, 1991, p.6

SAFE HOMES PROGRAM-SCS
Parent pledges off, stalling Safe Homes (concerns mount for earlier drinking experimentation), Jan 18, 1991, p.1
Program ends; open houses persist (cont. article about local drug and alcohol issues), Jan 18, 1991, p.5

SAFE RIDES BOARD (SCS)
Safe Rides grateful (to community who supported them this year) (ltr), Apr 19, 1991, p.6

SAFAER, DAVID
Mighty midgets (SCS Sweepers, 4th graders won Rockland Invitational Tour) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

SAFETY
Cited for safety (SCS Police Chief, as there have been no pedestrian deaths in 9 yrs.) (photo), Oct 11, 1991, p.21

SAFETY COMMITTEE, FOX MEADOW SCHOOL (AU)
... and praise for John Crary (by Fox Meadow PTA regarding new 4-way stop signs) (ltr), Apr 26, 1991, p.6

SAITAHARA, TEDDY
Smithline winners (from Billy Smithline Memorial tennis tournament) (photo), Jan 11, 1991, p.18

SALAZAR, ANN AND BASTON
Redux enriched as local naval officer relives Persian Gulf saga (cont) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.12

SALAZAR, DANIEL
In the Persian Gulf (are SCS graduates Daniel Salazar and Henry C Miller) (photo), Jan 11, 1991, p.4
Coming home-a Navy officer's view from the sands of Al Jabar (describes 17 week saga), Apr 5, 1991, p.1
Redux enriched as local naval officer relives Persian Gulf saga (cont) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.12

SALES TAX
Still no sales tax (state senate didn't vote; O'Rourke attempts to save programs), Mar 1, 1991, p.1
Sales tax likely despite opposition: Brodsky will vote no on 12, Jul 5, 1991, p.1
Sales tax likely (cont), Jul 5, 1991, p.5
Sales tax hike passes (to 6.75% to become effective Oct.15), Jul 12, 1991, p.1
Take hike closer (for 1% raise in Westchester sales tax), Jul 19, 1991, p.5
Hochberg votes no, but sales tax passes (easily through Westchester County Board of Legislators), Jul 26, 1991, p.1
How to spend $1.1 million (for next year's sales tax windfall), Jul 26, 1991, p.1
The art of voting no (Audrey Hochberg changed her vote after two years of lobbying) (edit), Jul 26, 1991, p.6
SALLINGER, PENNY
  Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it Celebrates its SHS athletes (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.32

SALTSTEIN, DAN
  'Cutting Edge' wins journal award (from Gannett for achievement) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.13
  'On the Town': senior class musical (photo), May 31, 1991, p.15
  Bank of New York salutes SCS Summer Musical Theatre "Sweet Charity" (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.20

SALTSTEIN, DAN (AU)
  The A-school: a student perspective (describes philosophy of school and his experiences) (edit), Feb 15, 1991, p.8

SALVATERRA, FOLLY
  Learning to fly (are Edgewood students who will participate in Steffi Nossen Spring Recital) (photo), May 3, 1991, p.19

SALVATERRA, RICH
  Picture of health (group of JHS and elementary students at awards ceremony; names noted) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.22

SALVATERRA, RICHARD (AU)
  ... and praise for John Crary (by Fox Meadow PTA regarding new 4-way stop signs) (ltr), Apr 26, 1991, p.6

SALMEN, JOAN C
  Joan C Salmen (first woman pres of White Plains Bar Assn), Nov 8, 1991, p.8

SALZMAN, KENNETH
  Kenneth Salzman (member of team that won Babson College prize for undergraduate business ventures), Jun 28, 1991, p.4

SAMALIN, NANCY (AU)

SAMMUTAND, MIKE
  Quaker Ridge reigns (6th grade boys took 1991 Rec Dept title) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.19

SANTON, PETER
  Peter Santon (received award for redesign of Royalton Hotel), Sep 27, 1991, p.4

SAMUELS, CYNTHIA
  SHS (High School) bids farewell to (Werner) Feig (tenured teachers also noted), Mar 1, 1991, p.12

SAMUELSQN, WENDY
  Survey indicates most houses not affected by bulk limits (details of meeting), Feb 15, 1991, p.1

SANGERMANO, TOM
  New group to salute village merchants (consortium plans to encourage local shopping) (photo), Apr 19, 1991, p.4
  Entrepreneur (Marge Lovero) to address local business owners (at 5/21/91 breakfast) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.4

SANITATION DEPT-SCS
  Praise for Sanitation Dept (ltr), Nov 8, 1991, p.6

SANSONE, JOE
  Team effort (for Raiders basketball team at Madison Square Garden before finals) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22
  Teacher gift policy clarified by Board (of Education), Nov 22, 1991, p.13

SANSONE, JOE (AU)
  A fond farewell to Werner Feig (ltr), Jun 14, 1991, p.6

SANTA BARBARA, DIANE

SANTA CLAUS
  Letters to Santa (being accepted at several locations), Nov 29, 1991, p.1
  Priority mail (Santa's helpers hard at work) (photo), Dec 20, 1991, p.1
  He's coming to town (photo), Dec 20, 1991, p.2

SANTANGELO, GEORGE
  DMTI driver (Angela Panessa) sentenced in Washington fatal car crash case; appeal pending (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.1

SANTO, PEGGY
  Peggy Santo (Realtor with Houlihan/Lawrence has closed $2.7 million home in Murray Hill), Feb 8, 1991, p.4
  Houlihan (Lawrence) names top producers (MollyAnn Goldstein and Peggy Santo for 1990), May 17, 1991, p.4
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SANTO, ROD
Classic car giveaway (from Houlihan/Lawrence) (photo), Oct 18, 1991, p.8

SAFIR, JEFFREY
Businesses watch customers cut back to cope with recession (local examples), Jul 19, 1991, p.1

SARNO, CLEMENTIN
Clementine Sarno (dies), Oct 18, 1991, p.16

SASAKI, KEYBO
Sharp shooters (boys third grade all-star soccer team wins Fishkill Memorial Day Tourn.) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.17

SASAKI, YUKA
Picture of health (group of JHS and elementary students at awards ceremony; names noted) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.22

SASELU, CHRIS
Summer doldrums (as heat slowed lemonade stand business) (photo), Jul 5, 1991, p.1

SAUDI ARABIA
From Saudi Arabia (former SCS resident describes life as threat of war approaches) (edit), Jan 18, 1991, p.1
War hits home; local reaction to the US attack on Iraq (by organizations and individuals), Jan 18, 1991, p.1
Safe at home, resident (Helene Buchen) recalls life in Riyadh during Middle East war, Feb 22, 1991, p.1
Scarsdalians experience life in a war zone (cont. details of Middle East first hand), Feb 22, 1991, p.4

SAVAGE, BARBARA
A name of one's own (discusses theories about women listing their names in directories) (edit), Aug 23, 1991, p.6

SAVARESE, JOHN
'Jaws' gave sharks a bad rap... (local photographer, John Savarese explores Bahamas) (photo), Aug 2, 1991, p.5

SAVIANO, JOHN
A big thank you (to Fire Dept from Camp Wapetuck campers) (photo), Sep 6, 1991, p.2

SCHADE, THOMAS
Burglary suspect goes free (because of inadmissible court evidence; details of incident noted), Jan 25, 1991, p.1

SAWER, GERRY (AU)
Times change: Run, don’t walk, to your own computer resource (discusses personal computers) (edit), Aug 2, 1991, p.7

SAYER, SUSAN
A future home (of SciencePort museum is planned by Junior League officers) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.9

SCARPINO, ANTHONY A (AU)
So far the drug war is just a skirsh (ltr), Oct 18, 1991, p.7

SCARSDALE TEACHERS ASSOCIATION
Help from the teachers (STA donates $1000 to Scholarship Fund) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.19

SCHACTER, DANIEL (OR)
Daniel Schacter (given annual Trolland Research Award by National Academy), May 24, 1991, p.5

SCHAEFFER, HOLLY
Lowey campaign fined for '88 fund violation, Aug 2, 1991, p.1

SCHAEFFER, ANNE
Civic Club to discuss elementary curriculum (at May membership meeting), May 24, 1991, p.2

SCHAEFFER, CHARLES E (AU)
Parents need to help their kids (details specific suggestions for parents to encourage kids) (edit), Apr 19, 1991, p.7

SCHANDLER, JON B
Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.28

SCHAEER, DORIS
Rabbi Stern to senior housing group: keep looking for resources, options (at annual meeting), May 17, 1991, p.5

SCHECK, NANCY
A local book dealer (Nancy Schek) practices the fine art of speculation (photo), May 10, 1991, p.9
Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.24
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SCHEFFRIN-FALK, GLADYS

SCHERF, JOHN
Pond (Crane-Berkley) needs dredging; association asks help (cont) (photo), Sep 6, 1991, p.5
Five elected to (Non-Partisan) Citizens' Committee in names noted), Dec 6, 1991, p.1

SCHERICK, HEATHER
Local skaters go for the gold (at Westchester Open; names noted), May 24, 1991, p.22

SCHLESINGER, MICHAEL (AU)
Leighton responds to a critic (regarding Paul Solomon) (ltr), Oct 4, 1991, p.6

SCHLOSSBERG, MARJORIE
After 18 years, librarian (Marjorie Schlossberg) to retire (from Heathcote), Apr 5, 1991, p.12

SCHNALL, MIMI A
Mimi A Schnall (dies), Jul 12, 1991, p.12

SCHNEIDER, ANY
Dancing the Frug at the Pompeii Club (are actors of this summer's "Sweet Charity") (photo), Aug 2, 1991, p.1

SCHNEIDER, JANE
Scarsdale forms affordable housing committee (Robert Greenes to chair) (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.1

SCHNUR, NANCIE
'Kiddie Kabaret' coming (to SCS Historical Society as well as other noted programs) (photo), Feb 8, 1991, p.2

SCHOEN, HEATHER
Picture of health (group of JHS and elementary students at awards ceremony; names noted) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.22
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SCHOEN, JEANINE
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it Celebrates its SHS athletes (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.32

SCHOENFELD, MYRON (DR)
Family Counseling is 'citizen of the year' (choice by SCS Chamber of Commerce), Feb 1, 1991, p.1
New leaders (are officers and directors of SCS Chamber of Commerce; names noted) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.8
The Bank of New York salutes SCS Family Counseling Service honored by Chamber of Commerce (photo), Mar 29, 1991, p.22
Entrepreneur (Harge Lovero) to address local business owners (at 5/21/91 breakfast) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.4
Businesses watch customers cut back to cope with recession (local examples), Jul 19, 1991, p.1
Japanese Festival to launch series of cultural fêtes, Dec 13, 1991, p.1

SCHOENFELD, MYRON R (DR) (AU)
Chamber of Commerce urges police to keep downtown foot patrols (ltr), Aug 2, 1991, p.6

SCHOENGOLD, STEVEN
New law encourages recycling (New York State requires local govt to buy recyclable products), Aug 9, 1991, p.1

SCHOENIG, BEATRICE K
Beatrice K Schoenig (dies), Oct 18, 1991, p.16

SCHOLARSHIPS

SCHOLARSHIPS AND FELLOWSHIPS
Rockefeller Fellowship (awarded to Suzanne Nosse, who plans to travel to South Africa), Jan 11, 1991, p.8
Scarsdale foundation offers scholarships (to college bound students), Feb 15, 1991, p.5
Fellowship winner (Barbara Meister, formerly of SCS, awarded advanced study at Columbia) (photo), Mar 29, 1991, p.4
Choice leader (Susan) Taylor chosen (by Catherine Luaghlin, Merrill Scholar), May 31, 1991, p.18
Twenty-two are Merit semi-finalists (names noted), Sep 27, 1991, p.15

SCHOLASTIC APTITUDE TESTS
We score! (reviews performance of SCS students on SATs and Advanced Placement Tests), Jan 4, 1991, p.1

SCHOOL BOARD NOMINATING COMMITTEE-SCS
School Board committee seeks nominees (for two seats that will be open June 1991), Feb 15, 1991, p.5
(Deborah Schwartz) Raizes, (Dr. Michael) Otten are chosen as School Board nominees (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.1
School vote funds sought (in village mailing), Nov 29, 1991, p.3
Candidates set for school panel vote (names noted), Dec 27, 1991, p.3

SCHOOL BOARD NOMINATING COMMITTEE-SCS-ELECTIONS
Election turnout light (names of newly elected members noted), Jan 25, 1991, p.1

SCHOOL BUSES
Fleet manager (Wayne Elmore has been appointed fleet services supervisor, overseeing equipment), Aug 23, 1991, p.1

SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS AND PRINCIPALS
Moment of silence (as school administrators convened to discuss district's dealing with war news), Jan 25, 1991, p.1
Hibschaan describes curriculum updates (demographic changes, computers) (Progress edit 1991), Jan 25, 1991, p.1
Natalie Silverstein (receives certificate as outstanding educator by Phi Delta Kappa), May 10, 1991, p.8
Susan Bartolone (awarded excellence in educational administration by Phi Delta Kappa), May 10, 1991, p.8
Can't we do better? Does anyone care? (resident comments on salary of school superintendent (ltr), Jul 5, 1991, p.6
Officers elected, committees named (cont.), Jul 5, 1991, p.10

SCHOOLS-ENT
(Progress edit 1991) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.10
Hearts & flowers (as fellow EHT students exchange valentines) (photo), Feb 15, 1991, p.1
A diligent piece of reporting on a fracas (compliments Linda Roberts' investigative research) (ltr), Jun 21, 1991, p.6
Helping to identify problems (residents applauds reporting of high school incident) (ltr), Jun 21, 1991, p.6

SCHOOLS-ENT-BUDGET
Reject the school budget (details zero-based budgeting mode and thoughts on school tax) (ltr), May 17, 1991, p.6
Tax increase over 5 percent unacceptable (reports school budget meeting, giving impressions) (ltr), May 17, 1991, p.6
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SCHOOLS-EMT-GRENVILLE
   Elementary school computer project will benefit students far and wide (edit), Nov 22, 1991, p.7

SCHOOLS-EMT-SPORTS
   Not for stars only (details child's experience on local baseball team) (edit), Jun 21, 1991, p.7
   EHS Panthers win first bowl, Nov 29, 1991, p.1

SCHOOLS-GBH
   'A stroke of genius' (criticizes Ella Molin's school system ideas) (ltr), Jan 11, 1991, p.6
   Consolidation=substandard schools (criticizes Ella Molin's ideas and discusses district) (ltr), Jan 11, 1991, p.6

SCHOOLS-NEW YORK STATE-CURRICULUM
   Other Voices (discusses controversy over multiculturalism in social studies curriculum) (edit), Aug 5, 1991, p.6

SCHOOLS-NEW YORK STATE-REDISTRICTING
   Feiner urges partisan-free redistricting (of GBH, Hastings and river towns) (ltr), Mar 29, 1991, p.6
   Don't carve up Scarsdale (as county legislators grapple with demographic changes) (edit), Apr 12, 1991, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS
   Schools Round-up (notes informative articles about school activities), Apr 19, 1991, p.13
   Back to School (suppl. 24 p) (photo), Aug 30, 1991, p.0
   That'll be 15 cents please (at iced tea stand on Church Lane) (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.16

SCHOOLS-SCS- BUDGET
   Hibschman tackles '92-'93 budget (for schools) (cont), Nov 15, 1991, p.7

SCHOOLS-SCS-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL
   At SCS A-school, renovations completed over year (photo) (Progress edit 1991), Jan 25, 1991, p.6
   The A-school: a student perspective (describes philosophy of school and his experiences) (edit), Feb 15, 1991, p.8
   Splat! (Alternative School Fair) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.2
   Students take turns teaching, May 31, 1991, p.18
   A-school seeks (donations of) flowers (for decorations for graduation), Jun 7, 1991, p.18
   A-school graduates 31 (students; names noted) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.8
   Scarsdale's A School to serve as state model (for Partnership Schools Program), Nov 8, 1991, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-BIAS REDUCTION PROGRAMS
   Beyond bias reduction (emphasizes need for multicultural education curriculum) (edit), Feb 1, 1991, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-BOCES PROGRAM
   Word to your captain... (children receive return letter from captain in Middle East) (photo), Feb 15, 1991, p.8

SCHOOLS-SCS-BUDGET
   Budget calls for 8.5% tax hike (proposed 1991-92 budget is outlined), May 3, 1991, p.1
   School budget set (cont details of proposed school budget), May 3, 1991, p.14
   Schools will suffer as revenues erode (proposed 1991-92 budget is discussed), May 10, 1991, p.1
   Education likely to suffer as revenues decline (cont. discussion of budget), May 10, 1991, p.5
   School board adopts budget, awaits vote (and news from Albany re: state cuts), May 24, 1991, p.1
   State near final figure on school aid (cont details of proposed state cuts in budget), May 24, 1991, p.15
   Scarsdalians to vote Wednesday on $44.2 M school budget (details budget package), May 31, 1991, p.1
   Say yes to budget (PT Council urges residents to support new budget) (ltr), May 31, 1991, p.6
   School budget vote Wednesday (cont), May 31, 1991, p.10
   School budgets: Scarsdale okays $44.2 M plan (in 3-2 budget resolution vote), Jun 7, 1991, p.1
   Governor's budget veto may prompt school program cuts (implications for SCS noted), Jun 14, 1991, p.1
   Governor's veto puts the squeeze on schools (cont details of cuts and reaction), Jun 14, 1991, p.8
   State funding cuts hamper progress in school restructuring programs (cites Thomas Sobol), Jul 12, 1991, p.8
   Scarsdale School Board sets tax rate (and votes to stick to proposed budget), Jul 26, 1991, p.1
   Proposed aid cuts hit local schools hard (reviews Cuomo's cuts), Nov 29, 1991, p.9
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SCHOOLS-SCS-BUDGET continued
  Governor’s proposed education aid cuts hit hard (cont), Nov 29, 1991, p.19

SCHOOLS-SCS-CALENDAR
  Community calendar: work of many hands (PT Council thanks volunteers) (ltr), Aug 23, 1991, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
  School renovations proceed despite loss of state aid (Photo) (Progress edit. 1991), Jan 25, 1991, p.1
  Going up (garage and maintenance facility for service to equipment and offices) (Photo), Feb 15, 1991, p.5
  It’s full speed ahead on school renovations (with aggressive scheduling), Mar 15, 1991, p.1
  Bids coming in on school construction projects (as Board considers contracts), May 24, 1991, p.9
  Windows (and other business presented to School Board) (cont), Jun 7, 1991, p.8
  Dig we must (as workers install new drainage system) (Photo), Jul 19, 1991, p.2
  Progress report on summer renovations taking place at Fox Meadow and other schools (Photo), Aug 2, 1991, p.1
  Scarsdale schools undergo major renovations this summer (Photo), Aug 2, 1991, p.4
  Steamfitters (Local 543) protest district hires (contractors’ policy) (Photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.1
  Renovations continue as schools open (update of progress in various schools), Sep 4, 1991, p.1
  School renovations (cont), Sep 6, 1991, p.14
  ‘Emergency’ declared in Heathcote gym (regarding ceiling tiles and roof work), Sep 13, 1991, p.1
  Board (of Education) approves change orders (on original construction projects), Sep 13, 1991, p.16
  SHS renovation due to begin in December (Photo), Oct 16, 1991, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-CENSUS
  Common census (Dr. Hibschman reports to Board of Education school district figures), Jan 11, 1991, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-CHILD
  Parents learn to cope with learning disabilities (representatives of CHILD speak), Nov 8, 1991, p.3

SCHOOLS-SCS-CURRICULUM
  Team to revise K-5 school day (41-member panel to study and recommend), Mar 22, 1991, p.1
  Understanding diversity (Dr. Sobol discusses culture and its place in our education) (edit), Mar 22, 1991, p.7
  Parents, teachers study program cuts and schedule changes for grades K-5 (committee noted), Mar 22, 1991, p.10
  Computers in class? It’s up to the teacher (Board of Education watched expo of computer progress), May 3, 1991, p.1
  Integrating computers into the curriculum (cont details of Board of Ed presentation), May 3, 1991, p.15
  Too much to teach, too little time: TVCC panel discussion (reports on K-5 curriculum), Jun 7, 1991, p.5
  Too much to teach and too little time in K-5 (cont), Jun 7, 1991, p.20
  School day study challenges K-5 group, Dec 6, 1991, p.9
  Young diplomats debate world problems by (computer) modem (in high school class), Dec 27, 1991, p.5

SCHOOLS-SCS-EDGЕWОOОD
  Artistically inclined (is Sara Shanahan in Ms Pasternack’s art class) (Photo), Jan 18, 1991, p.5
  Point guard (Tex Barnwell of Harlem Wizards and Dr. Housenick at assembly) (Photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.15
  Jump for heart (American Heart Assn campaign takes place at Edgewood for second year) (Photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.10
  Whales tales—one heckuva fish story (as 5th graders study Voyage of the Mimi) (Photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.11
  Learning to fly (are Edgewood students who will participate in Steffi Nossen Spring Recital) (Photo), May 3, 1991, p.19
  Flea market at Edgewood fair (Photo), May 10, 1991, p.15
  Musket man (character actor Ron Tunison portrays Revolutionary soldier) (Photo), May 10, 1991, p.15
  Winning gambit (as two Edgewood teams participate in National Championship) (Photo), May 10, 1991, p.15
  Send in the clowns (3rd graders prepare for annual carnival with performance) (Photo), May 24, 1991, p.12
  Tokyo Edgewood (parents who have returned to Japan gather for reunion) (Photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18
  Edgewood exhibit is 1 in 1,000,000 (as fourth grade class describes million for school), Jun 14, 1991, p.18
  Two gifts accepted (by Board of Education from Allen family and Edgewood parents), Sep 13, 1991, p.16
  The joy of trucks (as Truck Day at Edgewood is a big success) (Photo), Sep 27, 1991, p.15
  Edgewood PTA told of athletic programs (in first fall meeting), Oct 11, 1991, p.10
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SCHOOLS-SCS-EDGEWOOD continued
PTA appreciates new sidewalk (ltr), Oct 18, 1991, p.7
Believe it or not, it's the very first art gallery (photo), Oct 25, 1991, p.13
Students collect 'Coats for Kids' (photo), Nov 29, 1991, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-EMPLOYEES
Student's view on security guard issue (defines bridging the student-faculty gap) (ltr), Jun 28, 1991, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE PROGRAM
Numbers hamper Asian assimilation at high school (as steady influx increases cultural barriers), Feb 1, 1991, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-ENROLLMENT
Numbers hamper Asian assimilation at high school (as steady influx increases cultural barriers), Feb 1, 1991, p.1
Japanese at SHS (cont. discussion of communication barriers), Feb 1, 1991, p.8
Schools open door to county homeless (SCS schools will accept students from Westchester), Mar 29, 1991, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-FOREIGN LANGUAGE PROGRAM
Monolingual Scarsdalians? (Resident is critical of early foreign language decision) (ltr), Jan 11, 1991, p.6
Successful foreign language program (and requirements for high school are noted) (ltr), Jan 18, 1991, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-FOX MEADOW
Minimum exposure (as Fox Meadow child plays on school grounds in frigid temperatures) (photo), Jan 18, 1991, p.1
Hearty environment (Fox Meadow students pledge to help environment) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.15
Art, sand leisure (sculptor G. Augustine Lynas visits as artist in residence) (photo), Mar 29, 1991, p.12
4-way STOP (installed at corners of Brite Ave and Butler Rd at Fox Meadow PTA's request), Apr 26, 1991, p.1
The Rainbow Connection (fourth graders perform for SCS Woman's Club) (photo), May 7, 1991, p.13
A red white and blue occasion (as Fox Meadow third graders celebrate D. Tompkins) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.1
Dig we must (as workers install new drainage system) (photo), Jul 19, 1991, p.2
Progress report on summer renovations taking place at Fox Meadow and other schools) (photo), Aug 2, 1991, p.1
Scarsdale schools undergo major renovations this summer (photo), Aug 2, 1991, p.4
Students explore 'the mighty Hudson' (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.10
Ribbon-cutting opens new room (photo), Dec 27, 1991, p.5

SCHOOLS-SCS-FRIENDS OF MUSIC AND THE ARTS
Dramatic improvement (in refurbished dressing room backstage at HS-Friends contribution) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.12

SCHOOLS-SCS-GIFTS, LEGACIES, ETC
Two gifts accepted (by Board of Education from Allen family and Edgewood parents), Sep 13, 1991, p.16

SCHOOLS-SCS-GREENACRES
Tiger, tiger burning bright (Takuya Tamura among second graders who designed paper zoo) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.12
Book value (youngerst are encouraged to read more by recent PTA book fair) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.1
Thanks to all who made fair a success (personally thanks individuals) (ltr), May 24, 1991, p.6
Living Lincoln (2nd graders present life of A. Lincoln) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.15
Singing along (musician Julie Gold joins Greenacres students at Flag Day) (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.5
Scarsdale schools undergo major renovations this summer (photo), Aug 2, 1991, p.4
Steamfitters (Local 543) protest district hires (contractors' policy) (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.1
From Pool to School (children begin Labor Day festivities at Pool and prepare for school) (photo), Sep 6, 1991, p.1
Pet project (collecting food for homeless dogs for Elmsford Animal Shelter) (photo), Sep 27, 1991, p.15
Alas, poor Yorick (missing skull from school skeleton is found along Bronx River Pkwy), Nov 1, 1991, p.1
Fund raiser chair has words of praise (ltr), Nov 8, 1991, p.7
Greenacres students urge green revolution (at Board of Education), Dec 6, 1991, p.10

SCHOOLS-SCS-HEATHCOTE
As the world turns (students gaze at globe as 1991 approaches) (photo), Jan 4, 1991, p.1
Tapping a natural resource—how sweet it is (Maple sugar process is explained) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.15
DARE ya (as Heathcote fifth graders who have completed program with SCS Police) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.18
After 10 years, librarian (Marjorie Schlosberg) to retire (from Heathcote), Apr 5, 1991, p.12
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HEATHCOTE continued

Heathcote hoopisters (6th grade girls capture Blue div. chs for third year) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.19
Bakin' states (J. Flanagan's 4th grade creates the US in cookie map) (photo), Apr 19, 1991, p.8
Heathcote fundraising fun (Toon Town first carnival for school) (photo), May 3, 1991, p.15
How did I get here? (Mrs. Rein's class visits Westmoreland Sanctuary) (photo), May 19, 1991, p.15
Musket man (character actor Ron Tunison portrays Revolutionary soldier) (photo), May 16, 1991, p.15
Fond farewell (to Marge Schlossberg and Liz Linz at Heathcote 6/12 for their retirement) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.18
String fling (Heathcote and Edgewood students participate in concert) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.8
Brotherly shave (at Heathcote playground) (photo), Jul 19, 1991, p.8
Scarsdale schools undergo major renovations this summer (photo), Aug 2, 1991, p.4
'Emergency' declared in Heathcote gym (regarding ceiling tiles and roof work), Sep 13, 1991, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL

Bomb scare disrupts K-Day at Scarsdale High School (1/16/91) (photo), Jan 18, 1991, p.3
Studying seas (Steffi Weinstein will attend summer session at Acadia Institute of Oceanography), Apr 19, 1991, p.5
'Classroom' is a capital idea (for Sameer Ahuja who participated in Presidential Class '91), Apr 19, 1991, p.8
International Day raises the spirits (at SCS High, 4/24/91) (ltr), May 3, 1991, p.6
SHS grad chosen as intern (Trina Calagna will intern at Simon and Schuster), Jun 14, 1991, p.18
Summer in the (US) Senate (for junior Andrew Dillon in Washington DC) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.19
Band members (Sky Blues) protest high school administration's action (ltr), Jul 5, 1991, p.6
SHS renovation due to begin in December (photo), Oct 18, 1991, p.1
Walker injured on high school track, Oct 18, 1991, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL, REWARDS, PRIZES, ETC

Young leader (Arielle Jami) will attend DC confab (of national students), Jun 21, 1991, p.15

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-BAND

Three band concert slated for SHS (1/16/91) (photo), Jan 11, 1991, p.8
Brassy touch (as band plays for High School football game) (photo), Nov 1, 1991, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-BIAS REDUCTION PROGRAM

'We're OK, they're OK' (details New York Magazine article about Japanese in SCS) (edit), May 3, 1991, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-CHEERLEADERS

Cheering Scarsdale (Ellen Cerreta, drum major) (photo), Nov 15, 1991, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-CLUBS

A great escape (SCS High School Magic Club performs) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.18

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-CURRICULUM

Japanese class, senior options, get SHS nod, Dec 20, 1991, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-DRAAMA CLUB

Godspell truth (Stephen Schwartz visits drama members before their production) (photo), Feb 8, 1991, p.15
'On the Town' (senior class musical) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.15

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-EMPLOYEES

Students protest (over loss of security guards in new budget) (Al Cooper and Ed Ciffone), May 31, 1991, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-GRADUATION

Graduation edition (of SCS Inquirer to be published Jun 28), May 31, 1991, p.1
Pool prepped for post-prom toga gig (committee of senior parents noted), Jun 7, 1991, p.18
Twins triumph (five sets are among high school graduates) (photo), Jun 28, 1991, p.1
Utopia revisited (reviews history in light of graduating ceremonies) (edit), Jun 28, 1991, p.6
Graduation 1991 (Additional names previously omitted are noted), Jul 5, 1991, p.4
No more courtyard graduations (in light of proposed construction), Oct 18, 1991, p.8
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-INTERNATIONAL FAMILIES
Multicultural munching (as High school Committee hosts annual lunch) (photo), Oct 4, 1991, p.20

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-JUSTICE
Innovative program is 'chance to change' (for HS students not achieving full potential), Nov 8, 1991, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-NEXUS
Multi-cultural happening (by Nexus, support group for international students) (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-ORCHESTRA
School music tuning up (as orchestra prepares for performance; program noted), Apr 26, 1991, p.12

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PTA SCHOLARSHIP FUND
SHS students (Claude Meyer, Michael Kaiden) name for (contributions to) scholarships (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.4
Animal activists oppose PTA's raffling fur coat for fundraiser, Mar 29, 1991, p.1
Scholarship fund badly needs help (identifying lag behind last year's contributions) (lrr), May 10, 1991, p.6
Help from the teachers (STA donates $1000 to Scholarship Fund) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.19
Generous donations (from community to support students are thanked by committee) (lrr), Jun 21, 1991, p.6
High school PTA scholarship fund sets record (by allocating $50,500 to 25 graduates), Jun 21, 1991, p.8
Scholarship fund (1991-92 Drive about to begin with mailing), Nov 15, 1991, p.1
Funds for freshmen (organizations help launch drive) (photo), Nov 29, 1991, p.2

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PUBLICATIONS
United States in the (Persian) Gulf? (SCS High School students surveyed by Maroon) (chart), Jan 4, 1991, p.16
'Cutting Edge' wins journal award (from Gannett for achievement) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.13
Maroon--a student newspaper grappling with thorny issues of high school life, Jun 21, 1991, p.1
Student newspaper (Maroon) tackles the tough issues (cont description of editorial work) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.5

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-SENIOR OPTIONS
Rx for senior year slump: Senior Options program, Nov 22, 1991, p.1
Program maybe cure for senior slump (cont), Nov 22, 1991, p.12
Japanese class, senior options, get SHS nod, Dec 20, 1991, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-SIGNIFIER (HONOR SOCIETY)
Signifier will induct new members, Oct 11, 1991, p.10
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-SPORTS

SHS Sports Round-Up (discusses individual sports activities; scores noted), May 3, 1991, p.26
SHS Sports Round-up (details week's activities), May 24, 1991, p.22
Fall SCS High school sports schedule, Sep 20, 1991, p.17
Scorecard: Carmel takes SCS in heartbreaker (photo), Sep 27, 1991, p.19
Scarsdale's Athletic Elite: More Top Raider Athletes (photo), Dec, 6, 1991, p.22

SCHOOLS-SCS-IMH

Minor damage settled (in Village Court between Peter Lynch and students from IHM), Mar 29, 1991, p.3
In the spirit (IHM Christmas pageant) (photo), Dec 20, 1991, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH

What's in a name? (describes SCS Junior High in light of Middle school criteria)(edit), Jan 11, 1991, p.6
Name is more than form (as Junior High formally become Middle school, reflecting its programs) (edit, Jan 18, 1991, p.6
Marked car (junior high students give toys to White Plains Children's Center) (photo), Jan 18, 1991, p.8
Junior High School to become Middle School (officially this spring; programs have evolved over years, Jan 25, 1991, p.1
Middle school (cont description of name change), Jan 25, 1991, p.5
Middle school has long history (recalling Archibald Shaw and the 1950's) (ltr), Feb 1, 1991, p.6
Egyptian art exhibit (for Popham 65 other news noted) (photo), Feb 15, 1991, p.8
Of memories and whirs (recalls Police officer and criticizes Junior High) (ltr), Mar 1, 1991, p.6
Slate slated (for Junior High School PTA 1991-92 school year; individual names noted), Mar 15, 1991, p.15
Speech contest winners at Junior High School (names noted), Mar 29, 1991, p.12
Bank of New York salutes the Junior High Speech Contest (3/21/91 with over 250 contestants) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.24
Author, author (Susan Beth Pfeiffer visited with eighth graders on writing craft) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.19
"Oliver!" (to be performed 5/10-5/11/91) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.17
Middle School relives bygone 20's and 30's 'Boom to Bust' (Popham House 8th gr.) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.18
Junior High News (presents Boom to Bust study of Depression) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.8

SEE ALSO SCHOOLS-SCS-MIDDLE SCHOOL

SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH-CHOICE

UN of 'Choice' (mock week-long UN session was presented at JHS) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.13

SCHOOLS-SCS-JUNIOR HIGH-HIGH CHOICE PROGRAM

Advocacy groups don't belong in class (World Conference described & public pressures) (edit), May 31, 1991, p.6
Do Choice teachers skew history? (accuses program of presenting misinformation) (ltr), May 31, 1991, p.6
In defense of Choice (regarding the Zionist criticism of supporting the PLO) (ltr), Jun 7, 1991, p.6
(Irving J) Sloan should apologize (to J. Miller and B. Berenson for misquoting) (ltr), Jun 7, 1991, p.6
More on Choice and the Middle East (three more residents voice opinion) (ltr), Jun 14, 1991, p.7
CHOICE gives students world view, Oct 11, 1991, p.10

SCHOOLS-SCS-MIDDLE SCHOOL

Scarsdale schools undergo major renovations this summer (photo), Aug 2, 1991, p.4
Power authority signs on to 'energize' savings (for Middle School), Sep 27, 1991, p.15
Middle School News (presidential elections), Nov 1, 1991, p.15

SCHOOLS-SCS-QUAKER RIDGE

Quaker Ridge: 5s talk about the weather (with Nick Gregory, TV meteorologist) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.15
Downturn turnaround (John Schwarz, parent, discusses economic recession with 5th grade) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.10
Peace doves (QR kindergartners wrote to soldiers in Persian Gulf) (photo), Feb 15, 1991, p.8
It's One World Week at Quaker Ridge (photos), Mar 29, 1991, p.12
Tribute to last a lifetime (for Linda Mose, pres. and Joyce Hoffman, nurse) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.15
Day of the dinosaur (for first and second graders with expert, Don Lessel) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.19
Television actor (David Lascher) alumnus visits Quaker Ridge (photo), Sep 27, 1991, p.15
A cozy spot for reading (Be Enthusiastic about Reading Day at QR school) (photo), Nov 15, 1991, p.13
Tropical fish are model subjects (for third graders) (photo), Dec 6, 1991, p.10
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SCHOOLS-SCS-QUAKER RIDGE continued

Songs of the season (5th graders sing to Beth Israel Nursing Home) (photo), Dec 27, 1991, p.4

SCHOOLS-SCS-RENOVATIONS

Signs of summer (middle school prepares for removal of asbestos; explains to campers), Jun 28, 1991, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-REUNIONS

For Class of ’41, first reunion (is planned for 5/3/91; unlocated names are noted), Jan 25, 1991, p.2

100 from near and far gather for (SCS)high school’s 25th reunion (class of 1966; individuals noted), Aug 2, 1991, p.5

SCHOOLS-SCS-SPORTS

Sports Round-up (details this week in various activities), May 10, 1991, p.26

It’s not whether you win or lose... (details sports program and makes suggestions (edit), May 31, 1991, p.7

Give equal time to all athletes (agreeing with Bruce Raphael edit 5/31) (ltr), Jun 14, 1991, p.6

The winning lineup is compromise (discusses local sports program in light of 5/31 edit) (edit), Jun 21, 1991, p.7

Is the A-B system right for youngsters’ sports? (ltr), Dec 13, 1991, p.6

A-B team system allows children to maximize success (ltr), Dec 20, 1991, p.6

No stigmas to A/B sports division (ltr), Dec 27, 1991, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-ST PIUS X

School spear-it (snacks reflect World Health Day and nutritional guidance) (photo), Apr 19, 1991, p.13

There’s a message in the missing photos of nun-teachers (ltr), Jul 5, 1991, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-STATE AID

Tot Sobol interview (cont. discussion of state aidcuts and education), Mar 8, 1991, p.12

Sobol on the impact of aid cuts to rich districts (cont. interview on state aid and local issues), Mar 8, 1991, p.16

SCHOOLS-SCS-WINDOWS

School renovations proceed despite loss of state aid (Photo) (Progress edit. 1991), Jan 25, 1991, p.1

Board mulls window alternatives (at Board of Ed meeting 2/5/91), Feb 8, 1991, p.1

Renovations (cont. description of window choices and other renovations timetables), Feb 8, 1991, p.22

Windows of the future (workers install samples to help assess options) (photo), Mar 1, 1991, p.1

High expec-tations (for Board of Educ in putting out bids for windows contracts), Apr 19, 1991, p.1

Safety and reliability of school windows (addressed by local architect) (ltr), Apr 26, 1991, p.6

Bids in on new school windows (as district prepares for replacement), May 24, 1991, p.1

Bids coming in on school construction projects (as Board considers contracts), May 24, 1991, p.9

Board (of Ed) mulls window options: weighs esthetics, cost and new balances, May 31, 1991, p.1

Another sad decision’ (resident criticizes School Board’s decisionmaking) (ltr), May 31, 1991, p.7

Board mulls aluminum windows (cont), May 31, 1991, p.18

Board (of Education) picks Graham (Architectural Products) windows, Jun 7, 1991, p.5

Windows (and other business presented to School Board) (cont), Jun 7, 1991, p.8

And the color is... (Board of Education voted on new windows for elementary schools), Jul 5, 1991, p.1

SCHURR, DENISE

Schorr, Denise (promoted to acct exec. of Providence RI ad agency), Apr 12, 1991, p.9

SCHREIBER, LAUREN

Aware of endangered species (Mrs. Reilly’s 4th grade at Heathcote) (photo), Dec 20, 1991, p.11

SCHREIBER, SEYMOUR

Seymour Schreiber (appointed agency vice-pres of Metropolitan Life Insurance Co), Jun 7, 1991, p.8

Seymour Schreiber (appointed agency vice-pres at Metropolitan Life), Jun 14, 1991, p.4

SCHROEDER, EDMUND R

(Benefit concert at Hoff-Barthelson celebrates new auditorium renovation) (photo), Jan 18, 1991, p.9

SCHROEDER, ELAINE

(Town and Village Civic Club) asks board to defer bulk vote (for comments), Jan 25, 1991, p.1

(Alan) Blitz, (Robert) Greenes and (Esther) Shay lauded at last Village Board meeting, Mar 29, 1991, p.2

New boards and council members appointed at first meeting and new term (names noted), Apr 12, 1991, p.8
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SCHROEDER, ELAINE continued
15 minutes...and counting (public hearing scheduled for 15 min. meter zones), May 17, 1991, p.1
Jumping the gun on new parking spaces on Garth Rd before Village Board vote (edit), May 17, 1991, p.6
Cited for safety (SCS Police Chief, as there have been no pedestrian deaths in 9 yrs.) (photo), Oct 11, 1991, p.21
Overnight parking may be offered near station (Village Board suggestion), Dec 20, 1991, p.1

SCHROEDER-SHEPHERD, BRYCE
Bank of New York salutes SCS Summer Musical Theatre "Sweet Charity" (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.20

SCHROEDER-SHEPHERD, KATE
The Edgwood edge (earned by undefeated 4th grade girls in Blue Div) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

SCHULMAN, JERRY M (AU)
Elementary school computer project will benefit students far and wide (edit), Nov 22, 1991, p.7

SCHUMER, CHARLES
Jailing alternatives work, congressman (Charles Schumer) tells League of Women Voters), Oct 11, 1991, p.1
Bank of New York salutes League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 8, 1991, p.28

SCHUR, STEPHANIE (AU)
Today, I'm going to get organized (edit), Oct 11, 1991, p.7

SCHURICK, NICK
Backhoe ruptures main (as work continues on Heathcote Road bridge), Sep 13, 1991, p.3

SCHWARTZ, BARBARA
Bank of New York salutes League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 8, 1991, p.28

SCHWARTZ, DAVID
Quaker Ridge reigns (6th grade boys took 1991 Rec Dept title) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.19

SCHWARTZ, JUDITH
STI proposes course schedule (for spring and summer programs), Feb 1, 1991, p.11
Help from the teachers (STI donates $1000 to Scholarship Fund) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.19
Hubschman's contract renewed; (Judith) Ford and (Michael) McDermott get tenure (retirees noted), Jun 21, 1991, p.1
STI symposia explore options in multi-cultural education (photo), Jul 5, 1991, p.1
State funding cuts hamper progress in school restructuring program (cites Thomas Sobol), Jul 12, 1991, p.8
Scarsdale Teachers Institute adopts survival tactics (cutting back on course offerings), Sep 20, 1991, p.1
Teachers Institute finds funds, but needs more (reflects current situation), Sep 27, 1991, p.15

SCHWARTZ, KATHY
Auxiliary (of White Plains Hospital) elects new president (Lynn Tobias) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.8

SCHWARTZ, LESLIE
Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.28

SCHWARTZ, MARCO
State suit filed over poolplanned in wetlands area (by Margo Schwartz; Goldsteins objecting), Aug 2, 1991, p.1
State suit filed over swimming pool (cont. details of Schwartz application), Aug 2, 1991, p.12

SCHWARTZ, MARGO & JACK
Pool suit (filed by Goldsteins against Schwartz) on hold (Rural Drive residents), Aug 16, 1991, p.1

SCHWARTZ, MARTIN
PBA lawyer calls insurance plan 'unfair' (details current disputes over new contract), Aug 23, 1991, p.3

SCHWARTZ, MEGAN
Undivided, undefeated (Heathcote 6th grade girls maintain championship for 4 years) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.11
Heathcote hoopmeisters (6th grade girls capture Blue Div. champs for third year) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.19

SCHWARTZ, MILDRED (AU)
Law of the jungle comes to Scarsdale (resident is concerned about open season on pets) (ltr), May 17, 1991, p.6
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SCHWARTZ, SANDY
Heathcote hoopisters (6th grade girls capture Blue div. chaps for third year) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.19

SCHWARZ, BARBARA
Bank of New York salutes the Junior High Speech Contest (3/21/91 with over 250 contestants) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.24

SCHWARZ, JOHN
Dowtown turnaround (John Schwartz, parent, discusses economic recession with 5th grade) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.10

SCHWEITZER, P E (DR)
DR P E Schweitzer (elected pres. of medical staff at Union Hospital, Bronx), Feb 22, 1991, p.3

SCHWEITZER, PHILIP E (DR)
Is anti-Catholicism politically correct? (questions resident following ltr of 7/5) (ltr), Jul 26, 1991, p.6

SCARPELLETTI, JENNIFER
Living Lincoln (2nd graders present life of A. Lincoln) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.15

SCARPELLETTI, JENNIFER AND AMANDA
Please pass the Cheerios (at Kids BASE Breakfast Club which opens at 7 am at OR) (photo), Jan 4, 1991, p.3

SCIENCE-STUDY AND TEACHING
Junior League promotes science (with Science-by-Mail), Oct 4, 1991, p.8

SCIENTISTS-REWARDS, PRIZES, ETC
Clara J Lin (recipient of Cyanamid Scientific Achievement) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.4
Daniel Schacter (given annual Trolland Research Award by National Academy), May 24, 1991, p.5

SCOPP, ANDY
Does he have a perm? (wig was instruction given by Don Cardinal, a Cree elder) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.2

SCOTT, HAROLD M
Harold M Scott (dies), Apr 12, 1991, p.18

SCOTT, LEEANN
Predictions for 1991 (from various local leaders and organizations, cont. from p.1), Jan 4, 1991, p.5
The SVAC pack celebrates (20th anniversary) (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.5
The SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps is proud to be celebrating 20th year of service (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.22
More headroo (at SVAC headquarters as roof is raised for 1990 ambulance), Aug 2, 1991, p.1
Conductor (Marcia Campbell) killed as train nears (SCS) station (during Hurricane Bob) (photo), Aug 23, 1991, p.1
New ambulance in service (photo), Nov 29, 1991, p.3

SCS
It's chic to belabor Scarsdale (argues with D. Handelman's NY Magazine article; stereotypes) (edit), Jul 19, 1991, p.6
Some of the best things in life are FREE! (special section indicates local events) (photo), Aug 9, 1991, p.1

SCS ADULT SCHOOL
Adult School offers classes for everyone (Progress edit 1991), Jan 25, 1991, p.11
Learning? Sure! Look how dirty our hands are! (describes many of the Adult school offers) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.6
The subject is money (in one of the course offerings for Adult School), Sep 20, 1991, p.2
Hear the bells? It's Adult School time again!, Sep 27, 1991, p.2
Scarsdale Adult School opens with a flourish (courses noted) (photo), Oct 4, 1991, p.3
Adult School honors its longtime registrar (Marguerite Kane) (photo), Dec 20, 1991, p.3

SCS ANTIQUES
Fourteen Scarsdale Antiques finish 5-mile road race (in Westchester; names included), Jan 18, 1991, p.24
Antique finish adds luster to 15k run (notes participants and times) (photo), Mar 29, 1991, p.13
Taking a racewalk on the wild side (describes five-day running race in Hawaii) (edit), May 10, 1991, p.7
Antiques meet '91 challenge in Tuckahoe summer run, Sep 13, 1991, p.17
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SCS ART ASSOCIATION

Outdoor art (Chase Park will be site for annual SCS Art Assn show 9/14-9/15/91), Sep 13, 1991, p.1
On show (Marie Ostberg's view of Newport, RI harbor will be included in annual art show) (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.13
Waiting for inspiration to strike (Caitlin Doherty explores SCS Art Show) (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.2
Scarsdale Art Association winners (54th annual judged exhibition) (photo), Nov 15, 1991, p.18
Holiday show (photo), Dec 20, 1991, p.16

SCS AUDUBON SOCIETY

SCS Audubon Society (holds first meeting) (photo), Oct 11, 1991, p.15
Scarsdale's annual Audubon bird count yields two yellow-bellied sap suckers (photo), Dec 27, 1991, p.1
Audubon count: To be a birder (cont), Dec 27, 1991, p.9

SCS AVENUE EQUITIES

Office building (SCS Ave Equities) approved by Board of Appeals (in special meeting), Mar 29, 1991, p.3
New office building creeps through approval process (photo), Oct 4, 1991, p.1

SCS BOWL

Celebrate community (SCS Foundation presents Bowl to Jeanne Richman) (edit), Mar 1, 1991, p.6
'Another winner, another bowl' (SCS community paid tribute to Jeanne Richman) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.1

SCS BOWL (1991)

Tributes and tunes for an active, outspoken volunteer (Jeanne Richman) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.3
Bowl fete lauds planner (Jeanne Richman) service to community (cont details), Mar 22, 1991, p.16

SCS BOWL (1992)

(Grady) Jensen to chair Scarsdale Bowl committee (for 1992) (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.2
Panel to pick (SCS) Bowl nominee named (names noted), Sep 27, 1991, p.14
Bowl goes to (Gertrude) Hofheimer (cont), Nov 22, 1991, p.20

SCS BOWL COMMITTEE

Plans for (SCS) Bowl fete announced (to honor Jeanne Richman 3/13/91), Feb 15, 1991, p.3
New bowl committee rep (Nancy Milstein appointed to be secy-tres of SCS Bowl Committee), Jul 5, 1991, p.3

SCS CAMPAIGN FOR PEACE THROUGH COMMON SECURITY

Forum on Middle East (by experts, sponsored by SCS Campaign for Peace through Common Security), Jan 11, 1991, p.2
War hits home: local reaction to the US attack on Iraq (by organizations and individuals), Jan 18, 1991, p.1
To deal with postwar period in Mideast (suggests stable future's possibilities) (litr), Jan 25, 1991, p.6
Supporting Lowey's peace vote (resident reports on SCS Campaign for Peace meeting) (litr), Apr 19, 1991, p.6

SCS CITIZENS FOR SENIOR HOUSING

Senior-housing group sets 1991 agenda (with committee studies), Mar 1, 1991, p.5
To be honored (Rabbi Jack Stern at SCS Citizens for Senior Housing) (photo), May 3, 1991, p.16
Rabbi Stern to senior housing group: keep looking for resources, options (at annual meeting), May 17, 1991, p.5

SCS DEPOT ASSOCIATES

Village signs agreement with Plenn C(entral) C(orporation), Jun 21, 1991, p.1

SCS FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE

Thanks to Scarsdale merchants (from SCS Family Counseling Service) (litr), Jan 18, 1991, p.6
Vital SCS work goes on (Progress edit 1991), Jan 25, 1991, p.11
Family Counseling is 'citizen of the year' (choice by SCS Chamber of Commerce), Feb 1, 1991, p.1
Family Counseling wins recognition (by SCS Chamber of Commerce) (cont), Feb 1, 1991, p.8
Thanks, United Way (as Family Counseling is honored by Chamber of Commerce) (litr), Feb 8, 1991, p.6
Proud moment (for SCS Family Counseling Service (as recipients of Citizen of the Year) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.1
Family counseling plans benefit (annually scheduled for 6/8/91) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.8
Mentioning the unmentionable (skits presented at annual meeting highlight issues) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.5
Obviously, she got along well with her mother (Gert Hofheimer to be awarded) (edit) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.6
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SCS FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE continued
Scarsdale seniors advocate (Bert Hofheimer) lauded by SCS Family Counseling Service (cont.), May 31, 1991, p.8
(Noraa New and Geraldine Grenne congratulate Gertrude Hofheimer on award) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.10
SCS names (Judi) Aronowitz head of senior services (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.4
Kudos for S(carsdale) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice)(for Understanding Aging program), Sep 20, 1991, p.1
Increase in domestic violence noted; resources strained at counseling service, Dec 6, 1991, p.1
The pressure is on, and you can help (SCS Family Counseling Service annual fund drive) (edit), Dec 6, 1991, p.6

SCS FOUNDATION
Cunningham (Beverly) named (SCS) Foundation trustee (for 5-year term) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.2
When you need aid or want to give it (Progress edit 1991), Jan 25, 1991, p.13
Plans for (SCS) Bowl fete announced (to honor Jeanne Richman 3/13/91), Feb 15, 1991, p.3
Scarsdale foundation offers scholarships (to college bound students), Feb 15, 1991, p.5
'Another winner, another bowl' (SCS community paid tribute to Jeanne Richman) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.1
New bowl committee rep (Nancy Mistein appointed to be secy-treas of SCS Bowl Committee), Jul 5, 1991, p.3
Panel to pick (SCS) Bowl nominee named (names noted), Sep 27, 1991, p.14

SCS HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Spinning 101 (Margaret Vetare instructs students on spinning process for wool) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.5
'Kiddie Kabaret' coming to (SCS Historical Society) as well as other noted programs (photo), Feb 8, 1991, p.2
Historical Society fetes three (Gretchen Siebel, John Thies, Philip Carret) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.9
Village Hall show evokes past (and details historical Scarsdale), May 10, 1991, p.2
Historical Society happenings (noted), May 24, 1991, p.4
Historical Society sets spring raffle (and Mad Hatters Tea Party) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.2
Wanted: early photos (of SCS community for fall exhibition) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.2
Historic photos and artwork entewr with the fall (notice of display) (photo), Aug 30, 1991, p.13
County fair (9/14/91) to include many crafts (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.24
Tall tale (storyteller Jehan Cleaents mesmerizes children at annual fair) (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.1
On the inside looking out (annual fair as seen from Cudner-Hyatt House) (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.6
County fair was a bigsuccess; thanks (to helpers) (ltr), Sep 20, 1991, p.6
Fall Foliage Run (to be held 10/20/91), Oct 18, 1991, p.1
Off and running (in SCS Historical Society's Fall Foliage Run) (photo), Oct 25, 1991, p.1
Toys of yesteryear (new display at Historical Society), Nov 22, 1991, p.1
They're not just for kids (The Toys We Treasured exhibit is open through March 8'92), Nov 29, 1991, p.23
Historical Society seeks $50,000 in (fund) drive, Dec 6, 1991, p.4

SCS INQUIRER (NEWSPAPER)
Homeward bound (offices move back to Harwood Building) (edit), Jan 25, 1991, p.6
No rubes in Scarsdale (discusses Mr. Halpern's level of writing and his audience) (edit), Jan 25, 1991, p.6
When a man shoots dog, is it news? (reviews world situation in light of local dog shooting) (ltr), May 3, 1991, p.6
Displeased with coverage (resident criticizes quality of Inquirer) (ltr), Aug 2, 1991, p.6
Right on target (criticizes newspaper) (ltr), Aug 23, 1991, p.7

SCS INQUIRER (NEWSPAPER)-PERSONAL NOTES
My Russian 'grandmother' (describes relationship of 34 year old with 86 year S. Kurlander) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.7
Sauvez le Louvre (columnist details original screenplay idea about saving the Louvre) (edit), May 3, 1991, p.6
'3 Stooges' wearing thin (takes issue with continuing debate amongst local columnists) (ltr), May 3, 1991, p.6
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SCS INQUIRER (NEWSPAPER)-PERSONAL NOTES continued
On having a room of her own (details personal experiences in a college coed dorm) (edit), Aug 2, 1991, p.7
It was a sultry summer evening when Bungalow Bars lost their charm (edit), Aug 16, 1991, p.7
The times are too far out of joint (edit), Aug 23, 1991, p.6
She tried very hard to keep living... (details personal battle with cancer of loved one) (edit), Dec 13, 1991, p.7

SCS LAKE
Preserve our heritage (local groups shall attempt clean-up of wooded areas here) (edit), Aug 16, 1991, p.6

SCS NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION PRESIDENTS
Predictions fro 1991 (from various local leaders and organizations, cont. from p.1), Jan 4, 1991, p.5

SCS PEACE FLAG COMMITTEE
Sign of the dove (peace flags will be flying in Boniface Circle through May 10/91), Apr 26, 1991, p.1
‘War destroys. Peace heals’ (flags in Boniface Circle will fly for peace through 5/10/91) (photo), May 3, 1991, p.1

SCS PROJECT ACCESS GUIDE

SCS RIDING ACADEMY
Historically Speaking (presents details about Boulder Brook’s history) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.6

SCS SKI CLUB
Snow skiing club takes to the seas (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.17

SCS SUMMER MUSIC THEATER
SSMT gearing up for ‘Sweet Charity’, May 31, 1991, p.16
Pre-audition workshop by SSMT (6/13/91), Jun 7, 1991, p.17
Up from SSMT... and on to the Tonys? (local actress, Lisa-Maria Radano, profile), Jun 14, 1991, p.15

SCS SUMMER MUSIC THEATRE
SSMT to do ‘Sweet Charity’ (for 1991 season), Mar 1, 1991, p.5
Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre names producers (for 1991 Sweet Charity), Apr 26, 1991, p.16
At SSMT, locals behind the scenes are drawing talent from all over the country (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.13
Bank of New York salutes SCS Summer Musical Theatre ‘Sweet Charity’ (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.20
Dancing the Frug at the Pompeii Club (are actors of this summer’s ‘Sweet Charity’) (photo), Aug 2, 1991, p.1
SSMT does it again with ‘Sweet Charity’ (Critic at Large Michael Iachetta reviews), Aug 9, 1991, p.10
Where’s the news about local talent? (resident criticizes coverage of ‘Sweet Charity’) (ltr), Aug 23, 1991, p.6

SCS TEACHERS’ INSTITUTE
STI proposes course schedule (for spring and summer programs), Feb 1, 1991, p.11
STI symposia explore options in multi-cultural education (photo), Jul 5, 1991, p.1
Teachers brainstorm on multicultural education (cont), Jul 5, 1991, p.5
State funding cuts hamper progress in school restructuring programs (cites Thomas Sobol), Jul 12, 1991, p.8
Scarsdale Teachers’ Institute adopts survival tactics (cutting back on course offerings), Sep 20, 1991, p.1
Teachers Institute finds funds, but needs more (reflects current situation), Sep 27, 1991, p.15

SCS VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE CORPS
Predictions fro 1991 (from various local leaders and organizations, cont. from p.1), Jan 4, 1991, p.5
SVAC to mark 20 years of service meeting a raft of emergency needs (Progress edit 1991), Jan 25, 1991, p.15
SVAC honors six (for 10 years’ service; names noted), Mar 1, 1991, p.4
The SVAC pack celebrates (20th anniversary) (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.5
The SVAC Volunteer Ambulance Corps is proud to be celebrating 20th year of service (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.22
More headroom (at SVAC headquarters as roof is raised for 1990 ambulance), Aug 2, 1991, p.1
Conductor (Marcia Campbell) killed as train nears (SCS) station (during Hurricane Bob) (photo), Aug 23, 1991, p.1
SVAC resuscitates swimmer at village pool, Aug 23, 1991, p.3
Scarsdale ambulance volunteers win awards (from Westchester County), Sep 20, 1991, p.5
A beautiful village gesture (thanks SVAC) (ltr), Sep 27, 1991, p.20
Fiscal emergency outlines important duties of SVAC as annual fund drive begins) (edit), Oct 11, 1991, p.6
SVAC forming junior corps (of 16-17 year olds, who will be trained), Nov 22, 1991, p.2
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SCS VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE CORPS  continued

New ambulance in service (photo), Nov 29, 1991, p.3

SCS WOMEN'S CLUB

Woman's Club aims: service (noted in 72nd year) (Progress edit 1991), Jan 25, 1991, p.4
Flower talk (at Standard Flower Show) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.10
I now pronounce you... (performances for nursery schools of Rumpelstiltskin) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.8
Christmas all through the house (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.12

SCS WOMEN'S EXCHANGE

Manhattan Savings Bank honors the 60th Anniversary of the SCS Woman's Exchange (photo), Nov 15, 1991, p.28
Thanks to bank (for sponsoring Inquirer page) (ltr), Nov 22, 1991, p.6

SCS-HISTORY

When the school bus was a stage coach (prints letter by former resident about SCS) (edit), Jan 4, 1991, p.6
He's unearthed more Scarsdale curiosities, etc. (publication of "More about Scarsdale") (photo) (edit, Jan 11, 1991, p.6

SCULPTORS

Residents spur interfaith memorial to the Holocaust (SCS Sculptor Rita Rapaport) (photo), Jul 19, 1991, p.1

SCULPTURE

Working artist (Rachel Rotenberg, New Rochelle resident is displayed) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.14
Winning sculptor (Helga Bawler won first prize for sculpture, Elie Meme), Jun 14, 1991, p.16
Residents spur interfaith memorial to the Holocaust (SCS Sculptor Rita Rapaport) (photo), Jul 19, 1991, p.1
Sophisticated lady (contemporary sculpture by Phyllis Taubin) (photo), Nov 22, 1991, p.15

SCULPTURE-EXHIBITIONS

Thanks for coverage (of Garden of Remembrance) (ltr), Aug 9, 1991, p.6

SEAL, HAROLD S

Harold S Seal (dies), Jan 4, 1991, p.8

SEAL, HEATHER (AU)

Let's hear from female sports fans (Focal Points neglected females in questioning) (ltr), Aug 30, 1991, p.6

SEAMAN, PETER B

Houlihan (Lawrence) names top producers (MollyAnn Goldstein and Peggy Santo for 1990), May 17, 1991, p.4

SEAT BELTS

For safety's sake (makes case for importance of seat belts following friend's experience) (edit), Aug 23, 1991, p.6

SEEGAL, RHONDA L


SEELY, REGINA S

Regina S Seely (dies), Jun 7, 1991, p.20

SEERY, FRANK


SEERY, JOYCE


SEFFENDEN, KRISTIN

Something new at Kids' BASE (Summerset and pre-kindergarten programs) (photo), Jun 28, 1991, p.5

SEIDELMAN, PHYLLIS AND ROBERT (AU)

Missing the point (ltr), Dec 20, 1991, p.7

SEIDMAN, EVELYN

(Alan) Blitz, (Robert) Greenes and (Esther) Shay lauded at last Village Board meeting, Mar 29, 1991, p.2

SEIDMAN, JEROME


SEIFE, TAMA

Six to serve on village councils (names noted), Oct 25, 1991, p.5
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SEIFE, TAMA K (AU)
Kids must be prepared (for their future with computers, reply to S. Halpern) (ltr), May 24, 1991, p.6

SEKULOW, EUGENE S
Eugene & Sekulow (receives Officer's Cross of Order of Merit for efforts to enhance commerce), Nov 29, 1991, p.18

SELIGMAN, JOHN
AJC unit (Westchester chapter) elects 7 Scarsdalians (names noted), Jun 28, 1991, p.4

SELMER, DIANE
Warmus judge's conduct found wanting by District Attorney (in C. Warmus murder trial), Sep 20, 1991, p.1

SENIOR CITIZENS
Stitching Seniors (prepare useful gifts for cancer patients) (photo), Mar 1, 1991, p.3
Senior exemptions (for property taxes may be going up), May 3, 1991, p.1
Obviously, she got along well with her mother (Gert Hofheimer to be awarded) (edit) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.6
Scarsdale seniors advocate (Gert Hofheimer) lauded by SCS Family Counseling) (cont), May 31, 1991, p.8
They're ready to play (16th annual Lillian Drake Thies Croquet competition) (photo), Aug 30, 1991, p.2

SENIORS-SCS
Seniors continue to grow (at 345 members and many programs) (Progress edit 1991), Jan 25, 1991, p.4

SESTIDO, LAURA JEAN

SETI, JON
All-star champs (6th grade boys won medal at All-County tourney) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

SEVERINO, SALVATIKA (DR) (AU)
Health care improvements begin to consider women's special needs (edit), Nov 15, 1991, p.7

SEWARD, CARROLL FRANCES MCKAY SEWARD
Carroll Frances McKay Seward (dies) (photo), Nov 22, 1991, p.18

SEWARD, ZACHARY
Library Week: World of words (school celebrations and Library speakers) (photo), Apr 26, 1991, p.13

SEWERS
Greenacres residents protest city sewer line (emergency route laid by White Plains), Jun 14, 1991, p.5
NIMBY and the Knopp project (details history of Dickel Road property and controversy) (ltr), Jul 19, 1991, p.6
Dickel Road connection nearly provoked 'no' vote from mayor (in sewer emergency plan), Aug 2, 1991, p.2

SEXUAL BEHAVIOR
The intellectual dishonesty of the pro-abstinence cult (edit), Nov 22, 1991, p.6
Is this the Twilight Zone? (discusses Magic Johnson, sexual activity and the future) (edit), Nov 22, 1991, p.6

SEXUAL DISORDERS
Sexual impotence is a devastating problem for 15 million men (edit), Oct 11, 1991, p.7

SEXUAL HARASSMENT

SHAH, YAWAR
Yawar Shah (named senior vice-pres of Chemical Banking Corp), Mar 8, 1991, p.8

SHANAHAN, MERRICK
Picture of health (group of JHS and elementary students at awards ceremony; names noted) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.22

SHANAHAN, SARA
Artistically inclined (is Sara Shanahan in Ms Pasternack's art class) (photo), Jan 18, 1991, p.5

SHANES, EVELYN J (AU)
On having a room of her own (details personal experiences in a college coed dorm) (edit), Aug 2, 1991, p.7

SHAPIRO, ALMA
Fluent in a universal language (Alma Shapiro develops piano instruction) (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.15

SHAPIRO, ELSA (AU)
Memories of seders past (describes family customs of 1937 and today) (edit), Mar 29, 1991, p.7
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SHAPIRO, LEONARD
The Bank of New York salutes SCS Family Counseling Service honored by Chamber of Commerce (photo), Mar 29, 1991, p.22

SHAPIRO, MARY
Senior-housing group sets 1991 agenda (with committee studies), Mar 1, 1991, p.5
The Bank of New York salutes SCS Family Counseling Service honored by Chamber of Commerce (photo), Mar 29, 1991, p.22
Mentioning the unmentionable (skits presented at annual meeting highlight issues) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.5

SHAPIRO, MARY (AU)
Thanks to Scarsdale merchants (from SCS Family Counseling Service) (ltr), Jan 18, 1991, p.6

SHARE, KENNETH
Committee heads, VP (Janet Marcus) appointed by civic club (names noted), Jul 19, 1991, p.2

SHARKS
Jaws: gave sharks a bad rap... (local photographer, John Savarese explores Bahamas) (photo), Aug 2, 1991, p.5

SHAW, ADELAIDE (AU)
Grab your partner and dance! (highlights Roseland) (edit), Jul 5, 1991, p.7

SHAW, MARTY
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it Celebrates its SHS athletes (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.32

SHAY, ESTHER
More opposition to (zoning) law (cont. from p.1 where Village Board meeting was detailed), Jan 11, 1991, p.8
Town and Village Civic Club asks board to defer bulk vote (for comments), Jan 25, 1991, p.1
Village trustees visit Old Westbury (L.I. where similar laws have been affected) (cont), Jan 25, 1991, p.5
Trustees table cubic volume limits (as Village Board votes without bulk law’s controversial feature), Mar 1, 1991, p.1
Zoning law passes without bulk limits (of cubic volume or height/setback ratios), Mar 15, 1991, p.1
(Alan) Blitz, (Robert) Greenes and (Esther) Shay lauded at last Village Board meeting, Mar 29, 1991, p.2
They made a difference (Esther Shay and Robert Greenes are applauded as public servants) (edit), Mar 29, 1991, p.6
New boards and council members appointed at first meeting of new term (names noted), Apr 12, 1991, p.8
LWV elects officers (for 1991-92; names noted), May 17, 1991, p.4
Scarsdale forms affordable housing committee (Robert Greenes to chair) (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.1
Bank of New York salutes League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 8, 1991, p.28

SHEA, EDWARD & ANN
No hardship (Edward and Ann Shea denied variance for building lot in accordance with Article 78), Aug 30, 1991, p.1

SHEEHAN, GREG
Bank of New York salutes SCS Summer Musical Theatre "Sweet Charity" (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.20

SHEEHAN, GREGORY
SSMT does it again with 'Sweet Charity' (Critic at Large Michael Iachetta reviews), Aug 9, 1991, p.10

SHEER, PHYLLIS
Volunteers (meet at Wayside Cottage with community advisory council; names noted) (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.10

SHEEHAN, KAY
Retired teachers meet (photo), Oct 11, 1991, p.2

SHEER, KAREN
SVAC honors six (for 10 years’ service; names noted), Mar 1, 1991, p.4
New ambulance in service (photo), Nov 29, 1991, p.3

SHELOV, DANIELLE
Downhill dynamite (girls high school ski team wins divisional title) (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.18
Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19
SHS student (Danielle Shelov) named a (Joseph E) Hartian fellow, Jun 21, 1991, p.8

SHELOV, JOSH
At SSMT, locals behind the scenes are drawing talent from all over the country (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.13
Bank of New York salutes SCS Summer Musical Theatre "Sweet Charity" (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.20
SSMT does it again with 'Sweet Charity' (Critic at Large Michael Iachetta reviews), Aug 9, 1991, p.10
SHELTERING THE HOMELESS IS OUR RESPONSIBILITY
A community service penalty: Does it help? (discusses positive benefits) (edit), Feb 22, 1991, p.6

SHEPARD, EMILY
A cozy spot for reading (Be Enthusiastic about Reading Day at QR school) (photo), Nov 15, 1991, p.13

SHEPARD, LORA
DARE ya (say Heathcote fifth graders who have completed program with SCS Police) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.10
After 18 years, librarian (Marjorie Schlosberg) to retire (from Heathcote), Apr 5, 1991, p.12
'Emergency' declared in Heathcote gym (regarding ceiling tiles and roof work), Sep 13, 1991, p.1

SHEPORD, DOUGLAS
Douglas Shepord (named director of training and development at Nadel-Stein) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.4

SHERMAN, AMANDA
Making wishes (come true for children with life-threatening illnesses, SHS chapter) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18

SHERWOOD, EMILY
Heathcote fundraising fun (Toon Town first carnival for school) (photo), May 3, 1991, p.15

SHIERS, JENNIFER
Festival of Lights (Childhood Center at Westchester Reform Temple celebrates) (photo), Dec 6, 1991, p.1

SHIOMAKA, TOSHIO
Toshio Shiokata (member of Board of Westchester chap. of American Red Cross), Jul 26, 1991, p.5

SHIPPER, ABIGAIL
Edgemont to vote Wednesday (on budget and school board), Jun 7, 1991, p.1
Mr. Inside and Mr. Outside (editorial support for B. Apostle and L. Weinerman) (edit), Jun 7, 1991, p.6
Edgemont budget narrowly defeated (school board members elected; A. Shipper, S. Sternberg), Jun 14, 1991, p.1

SHONER, GEORGE
Backstage (at Greenville Community Theater, Spelvin Award is presented) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.14

SHOPPING
Learning the environmental Rs (from LWV's Carol Goodwin at C-Town) (photo), Feb 8, 1991, p.1
An environmental shopping trip (cont. details of LWV visit to C-Town), Feb 8, 1991, p.5
A downtown trolling expedition (personal narrative about trendy troll dolls and local store) (edit), Apr 19, 1991, p.7

SHOUP, RICHARD

SHRIRER, JORDAN
Middle School relives bygone 20's and 30's 'Boom to Bust' (Popham House 8th gr.) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.18

SHUGAR, ADAM
Innovative program is 'chance to change' (for HS students not achieving full potential), Nov 8, 1991, p.1

SHULMAN, ADAM
All hail to Heathcote (4th grade boys undefeated in Green div) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

SHULMAN, AMANDA
Undivided, undefeated (Heathcote 6th grade girls maintain championship for 4 years) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.11
Heathcote hoopmeisters (6th grade girls capture Blue div. champs for third year) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.19

SHULMAN, DAVID
David A Shulman (named municipal audit partner of Bennett Kielson. accountants) (photo), Feb 8, 1991, p.4
Open minds and issues (suggests that Trustees allow for discussion before raising fees) (edit), Mar 8, 1991, p.6
Panel to pick (SCS) Bowl nominee named (names noted), Sep 27, 1991, p.14

SHULMAN, JAY (AU)
What you want, and what you have (criticizes condemnation of Farley Building) (ltr), Sep 13, 1991, p.6

SHULMAN, JERRY
Givebacks urged on top Edgemont school execs (in light of budgetary discussions) (ltr), Aug 2, 1991, p.6
SIDLER, JOAN
Manhattan Savings Bank honors the 60th Anniversary of the SCS Woman's Exchange (photo), Nov 15, 1991, p.28

Historical Society fetes three (Bretchen Siebel, John Thies, Philip Carret) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.9

SIEBEL, BRETT AND FAMILY

SIEBEL, BRETT HAHN

SIEGEL, DAVID
Outer reaches (Andrew "Air" Wallach delivers leading points over New Rochelle) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.20
Raiders on a rampage, gunnin' for No. 1 (photo), Mar 1, 1991, p.22
Team effort (for Raiders basketball team at Madison Square Garden before finals) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22
Three basketball silvers for teens (David Siegel, Jeff Wirtkin and Matt Goldman), Sep 27, 1991, p.19
Scarsdale stalls way to crown: Siegel fuels opening round tourney win (photo), Dec 20, 1991, p.19

SIEGEL, HARRIET
Dramatic improvement (in refurbished dressing room backstage at HS-Friends contribution) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.12

SIEGEL, HOWARD
Howard Siegel (new chair of NY State Bar Assoc entertainment section) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.4

SIGNORI, GUY
Mangia, Mangia! (as residents sample at DeCicco's C-Town) (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.24

SIGNORI, BETH
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it Celebrates its SHS athletes (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.32

SIKORA, JANE
Jane Sikora (named sales rep for Paychex Inc), Jul 19, 1991, p.5

SILBERSTEIN, JACOB
'Cutting Edge' wins journal award (from Gannett for achievement) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.13

SILKOWITZ, BARRY
Mighty midgets (SCS Sweepers, 4th graders won Rockland Invitational Tour) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

SILKOWITZ, JACLYN
Local skaters go for the gold (at Westchester Open; names noted), May 24, 1991, p.22

SILKOWITZ, JEREMY
Mighty midgets (SCS Sweepers, 4th graders won Rockland Invitational Tour) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

SILVER, DAN
Substitution required fast action by committee (as conflict arose with candidate chosen), Feb 15, 1991, p.1
Biggest turnout at polls in seven years (indicates support for system), Mar 22, 1991, p.1

SILVER, DAN (AU)
Thanks for support (to Committee and residents; show support by voting) (Itr), Mar 15, 1991, p.6

SILVER, DANIEL
Passing the gavel (to new pres. Daniel Silver of TVCC) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.1
TVCC: restore state aid (urging legislature to restore cut funds for schools), Jun 28, 1991, p.1

SILVER, DANIEL (AU)
In defense of the establishment: Non-Partisan system has clearly proved its worth (edit), Apr 12, 1991, p.7
A ludicrous suggestion (refutes 4/5/91 letter of Stephen Marchiony about non-partisan system) (Itr), Apr 19, 1991, p.6
Join TVCC for lunch, president asks (Itr), Oct 11, 1991, p.6
Nominees needed for election to key village posts (Itr), Dec 6, 1991, p.6

SILVER, WILLIAM
William Silver and Leonard Tanzer (elected to Board of United Hebrew Geriatric Center), Feb 1, 1991, p.4
SILVERMAN, DAVID
Zoldan's lawyer asks civil suit dismissal (following non-guilty verdict in action), Nov 8, 1991, p.1

SILVERMAN, ELLIOT
These students take STEPs toward success (notes history of program and future plans) (edit) (photo), Feb 8, 1991, p.6

SILVERMAN, ELLIOT H (AU)
A STEP appeal (for funds to continue community program) (ltr), May 17, 1991, p.6

SILVERMAN, JESSICA
Pet project (collecting food for homeless dogs for Elmsford Animal Shelter) (photo), Sep 27, 1991, p.15

SILVERMAN, RUTH
Scarsdale forms affordable housing committee (Robert Greenes to chair) (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.1

SILVERSTEIN, FRANK
Trial over dog shooting to begin; lawyers change, Sep 27, 1991, p.1
Zoldan acquitted of dog-shooting charges: Jury finds action 'not unjustified' (photo), Oct 11, 1991, p.1

SILVERSTEIN, JUDITH
Undivided, undefeated (Heathcote 6th grade girls maintain championship for 4 years) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.11

SILVERSTEIN, NATHALIE
Natalie Silverstein (receives certificate as outstanding educator by Phi Delta Kappa), May 10, 1991, p.8

SIMMONS, AIMEE
A-school graduates 31 (students; names noted) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.8

SIMMONS, FAITH & CHARLES (AU)
Alert pool staff commended (ltr), Sep 27, 1991, p.6

SIMMONS, TED
Praise for Ted Simmons (for work in community, as he prepares to leave SCS) (ltr), Feb 15, 1991, p.6

SIMMONS, TED D
In Mormon post (Ted D Simmons named managing director of physical facilities, Latter-Day) (photo), Mar 1, 1991, p.15

SIMON, ANN ROSE
Learning the environmental Rs (from LWV's Carol Goodwin at C-Town) (photo), Feb 8, 1991, p.1
LWV elects officers (for 1991-92; names noted), May 17, 1991, p.4
Bank of New York salutes League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 8, 1991, p.28

SIMON, BECKY
Antique finish adds luster to 15k run (notes participants and times) (photo), Mar 29, 1991, p.13

SIMON, HOWARD B (DK) (AU)
Sexual impotence is a devastating problem for 15 million men (edit), Oct 11, 1991, p.7

SIMON, MICHELLE
Pace (university) awards (to SCS residents for service), Feb 8, 1991, p.4

SIMON, SANDI (AU)
Join the (SCS Historical Society) run this Sunday (10/20/91) (ltr), Oct 18, 1991, p.7

SIMON, SANDRA AND REBECCA (AU)
Still running after all these years (details family's commitment to running) (photo), Jan 18, 1991, p.15

SINGER, CECILE
Gazing into the crystal ball: What's ahead in the new year? (various leaders are asked), Jan 4, 1991, p.1
Singer on panel (Assembly Education Committee), Feb 1, 1991, p.2
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SINGER, CECILE continued
Pay lags (voluntarily chosen by local officials, to defer a week's pay in 1991), Feb 8, 1991, p.1
Victims' rights: progress (describes proposed legislation and Victims organizations) (edit), Apr 26, 1991, p.6
Bank of New York salutes League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 8, 1991, p.28

SINGER, CECILE D
Drug crusaders sought for honors (by State Anti-Drug Abuse Council for Rita Webb-Smith Award), Dec 13, 1991, p.2

SINGER, DONALD K
Donald K Singer (recognized by Pleasantville Cottage School), Jun 28, 1991, p.4

SINGER, DONALD K (AU)
Right on target (criticizes newspaper) (ltr), Aug 23, 1991, p.7

SINGER, DOTTIE
Party planners (for annual dessert and card party) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.11

SINGER, STEPHANIE

SINGER, TERRY K
Six to serve on village councils (names noted), Oct 25, 1991, p.5

SINGSEN, MARY ELLEN
War hits home: local reaction to the US attack on Iraq (by organizations and individuals), Jan 18, 1991, p.1
Warried about war, locals (over 1000 people) rally (at Westchester Reform Temple), Feb 1, 1991, p.1
Panel to pick (SCS) Bowl nominee named (names noted), Sep 27, 1991, p.14

SINGSEN, MICKEY
Bank of New York salutes League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 8, 1991, p.28

SINGHEIMER, FLORENCE
When the school bus was a stage coach (prints letter by former resident about SCS) (edit), Jan 4, 1991, p.6

SIU, LOUISA
Winning gambit (as two Edgewood teams participate in National Championship) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.15

SKATING-REWARDS, PRIJES, ETC.
Local skaters go for the gold (at Westchester Open; names noted), May 24, 1991, p.22

SKIS AND SKIING
Downhill dynamite (girls high school ski team wins divisional title) (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.18
From Scarsdale's skiing Matlick clan (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.19

SKY BLUES
New at Centennial (Diane Dubow and Sybil Sklar) (photo), Oct 18, 1991, p.8

SKYDIVERS
Band members (Sky Blues) protest high school administration's action) (ltr), Jul 5, 1991, p.6
Local rockers (Sky Blues, graduates of SHS, will perform) (photo), Jul 5, 1991, p.11
Cassette to go (Sky Blues second independent record 'Dreamtown, 1931' is on sale) (photo), Aug 9, 1991, p.10

SKYDIVING
Bungee jumper (John Unanue) takes the plunge (and describes experience) (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.19

SLATTERY, RICHARD
SCS Police) Diept) awards (to seven officers by dept committee; names noted), Feb 22, 1991, p.1

SLAVIN, MARJ

SLIVINSKI, CARLY

SLOAN, IRVING J
Sloan completes more legal books (as editor of over 50 volumes) (photo), Feb 15, 1991, p.8
New village historian (Irving J Sloan to replace Richard Lederer after 10 years), Apr 12, 1991, p.1
The would-be emperor? (author and Irving J Sloan continue anti-semitism debate) (edit), Apr 26, 1991, p.6
'3 Stooges' wearing thin (takes issue with continuing debate amongst local columnists) (ltr), May 3, 1991, p.6
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SLOAN, IRVING J continued

(Irving J) Sloan on panel (for National Council of Social Studies), May 24, 1991, p.2
Students (SHS) support guards’ job pleas (at Board of Education meeting), Jun 7, 1991, p.5
(Irving J) Sloan should apologize (to J. Miller and B. Berenson for misquoting) (ltr), Jun 7, 1991, p.6
More on Choice and the Middle East (three more residents voice opinion) (ltr), Jun 14, 1991, p.7
Famous ‘Big Bill’ (Tilden 2nd) slept here even if George didn’t (details of Heathcote Inn) (edit), Aug 16, 1991, p.6
Historic occasion (Irving J Sloan sworn in as Village Historian) (photo), Nov 15, 1991, p.4
Creche approval shouldn’t be routine, Sloan says (at Village Board meeting), Dec 6, 1991, p.1
Sloan rebuked on creche view (ltr), Dec 13, 1991, p.6
Sloan (Irving J) on (National Council of Social Studies) panel, Dec 13, 1991, p.10

SLOAN, IRVING J (AU)

Who are our heroes? (details school survey about current American heroes) (edit), Jan 4, 1991, p.6
Name is more than form (as Junior High formally becomes Middle School, reflecting its programs) (edit), Jan 18, 1991, p.6
No rubes in Scarsdale (discusses the level of I. Sloan’s writing) (edit), Jan 25, 1991, p.6
Of projects and ghettos (discusses NY Times article on townhouses and community needs) (edit), Feb 8, 1991, p.6
A rebel’s conversion (details non-partisan system in SCS, including importance of participating (ltr), Mar 8, 1991, p.6
The Maxwell connection (cont description by Irving Sloan), Mar 29, 1991, p.12
No bad intent, just a bad taste (discusses Seth Halpern’s views in edit 4/5/91 and reactions) (edit), Apr 19, 1991, p.6
Master teachers (Werner Feig’s retirement evokes memory of Vance Stokes) (edit), May 10, 1991, p.6
Advocacy groups don’t belong in class (World Conference described & public pressures) (edit), May 31, 1991, p.6
It’s chic to belabor Scarsdale (argues with D. Haddelman’s NY Magazine article; stereotypes) (edit), Jul 19, 1991, p.6
Other Voices (discusses controversy over multiculturalism in social studies curriculum) (edit), Aug 9, 1991, p.6
Multiculturalism (cont details of edit regarding New York State social studies curriculum) (edit), Aug 9, 1991, p.11
Housing committee needs broader membership base (edit), Sep 27, 1991, p.6
Thomas hearings spotlighted a problem as old as America (edit), Oct 8, 1991, p.6
Scarsdale should be proud of Paul Feiner and his commitment to local government (edit), Nov 8, 1991, p.6
Paging through Black Enterprise (edit), Nov 29, 1991, p.6
The need, and right, to air the anti-creche case (ltr), Dec 20, 1991, p.6
There is a place for religion in the schools (edit), Dec 27, 1991, p.6

SLYWKA, OKSANA

From Pool to School (children begin Labor Day festivities at Pool and prepare for school) (photo), Sep 6, 1991, p.1

SMALLENN, TIMMY

Kids art still on display at SCS Library (from elementary school students in Scott Room), May 17, 1991, p.13

SMALLENS, SANDY

Joy on Trial (Too Much Joy was back on trial in Florida and was acquitted), Jan 18, 1991, p.1
Joy (Too Much Joy) cleared of obscenity charges after 12 minute jury deliberation), Jan 25, 1991, p.1

SMITH, FRANK

Frank Smith (named vice pres of David Endres Realty Group) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.4

SMITH, FRITZIE MACBREGOR

Manhattan Savings Bank honors the 60th Anniversary of the SCS Women’s Exchange (photo), Nov 15, 1991, p.28

SMITH, LEWIS

Stalemate (between PBA and SCS in contract negotiations, also Civil Service for SCS Library), Aug 9, 1991, p.1
PBA lawyer calls insurance plan ‘unfair’ (details current disputes over new contract) , Aug 23, 1991, p.3

SMITH, LOUIS

Scarsdale Police, village to try again for new agreement (in contract talks), Sep 13, 1991, p.3
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SMITH, REV CANON ROGER STILLMAN
New interna priest (Rev. Canon Roger Stilaan Smith) arrives at St James (the Less), May 31, 1991, p. 14

SMITH, RITA WEBB
Drug crusaders sought for honors (by State Anti-Drug Abuse Council for Rita Webb-Smith Award), Dec 13, 1991, p. 2

SMITH, ROBERT
State accreditation (certificate awarded to SCS Police dept by New York State) (photo), Jan 11, 1991, p. 3

SMITH, WILLIAM B (MSER) (AU)
'Lethal moral missiles' (criticizes P. Mobile's column about Church positions on war) (ltr), Mar 1, 1991, p. 6

SMITHERS, JOANNA
A stroke of genius (Joanna Smithers wins at SCS Golf Club) (photo), Aug 23, 1991, p. 20

SMOLER, ELSIE
Panel to pick (SCS) Bowl nominee named (names noted), Sep 27, 1991, p. 14

SMOLOVER, RAYMOND
Raymond Smoover (cited by American Conference of Cantors) (photo), Nov 29, 1991, p. 18

SNITOW, VIRGINIA
'Lavender Hill mob' gets job done in Israel (through US/Israel Women and V. Snitow) (photo), Jul 12, 1991, p. 5

SNOW
New experience (for new resident who moved here from Sidney, Australia) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p. 2

SO, EUGENE
Winning gaabbit (as two Edgewood teams participate in National Championship) (photo), May 10, 1991, p. 15

SNOW
An active Independence Day (photos show various events around town) (photo), Jul 12, 1991, p. 3

SO, MAUREEN
And the contest winners are... (residents named who completed music puzzle), Oct 4, 1991, p. 20

SOBOL, THOMAS (DR)
Sobol speaks out against state cuts: View from Albany (includes interview) (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p. 1
Sobol interview (cont. discussion of state aidcuts and education), Mar 8, 1991, p. 12
Sobol on the impact of aid cuts to rich districts (cont. interview on state and local issues), Mar 8, 1991, p. 16
Cartoon, Mar 8, 1991 p. 6, Mar 8, 1991, p. 6
Sobol at Sarah Lawrence (College for day-long conference for educators 4/13/91), Apr 12, 1991, p. 19
Farewell to a popular farewell (Rabbi Jack Stern celebrates last service with WRT) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p. 1
Rabbi (Jack) Stern lauded in speech, song (at final service before retiring) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p. 12
State funding cuts hamper progress in school restructuring programs (cites Thomas Sobol), Jul 12, 1991, p. 8
Multiculturalism will just get in the way (reflects on social studies syllabus) (edit), Aug 2, 1991, p. 6
Other Voices (discusses controversy over multiculturalism in social studies curriculum) (edit), Aug 9, 1991, p. 6
Multiculturalism (cont details of edit regarding New York State social studies curriculum) (edit), Aug 9, 1991, p. 11
Sobol: Topic 'misunderstood' (details comments made by Commissioner), Nov 1, 1991, p. 1

SOBOL, THOMAS (DR) (AU)
Understanding diversity (Dr. Sobol discusses culture and its place in our education) (edit), Mar 22, 1991, p. 7

SOCCER
Super soccer squad (are the Rangers, All Westchester Div. 1 All-Star A team, born 1980) (photo), Jan 11, 1991, p. 18
Undivided, undefeated (Heathcote 6th grade girls maintain championship for 4 years) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p. 11
Mighty midgets (SCS Sweepers, 4th graders won Rockland Invitational Tour) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p. 28
Girls soccer's unbeaten streak halted at 41-0-2 (photo), Apr 26, 1991, p. 24
SuperSaver (Raiders goalie Sue Gottlieb defends as SCS defeats New Rochelle) (photo), May 17, 1991, p. 24
Yes! (SHS girls varsity soccer in finals victory of section B) (photo), May 24, 1991, p. 22
Soccer gears up for post season play (names noted), May 31, 1991, p. 19
Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p. 19
Sharp shooters (boys third grade all-star soccer team wins Fishkill Memorial Day Tournament) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p. 17
He enjoyed summer soccer (visitor thanks Art Resnick for valuable program) (ltr), Aug 30, 1991, p. 6
Thanks, guys! (to groundkeepers who prepared the soccer fields for start of season) (ltr), Sep 20, 1991, p. 6
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SOCIAL NETWORKS
Support groups in area (are noted), Jan 4, 1991, p.5
Military families network for peace (called Military Families Support Network is detailed) (edit), Jan 11, 1991, p.7

SOCIAL SECURITY
Social security benefits to rise (1/3/92), Dec 27, 1991, p.1

SOCIAL WORK
Beverly H Gaughrhan (named to professional staff at Family Service of Westchester), Jun 14, 1991, p.4

SOCIAL WORKERS
Norma Fleischer (certified as instructor of clinical hypnotherapy), May 10, 1991, p.8
Anne Tully (pres-elect of NY Milton Erickson Society for Psychotherapy), Jun 28, 1991, p.4

SOCIETY FOR THE PREVENTION OF CRUELTY TO ANIMALS
Honored (for volunteer work are J. Flint and N. Abbe) (photo), Nov 29, 1991, p.19

SOFTBALL
Maximum power (Raiders varsity girls softball watch Coach DeBenedetto) (photo), Apr 26, 1991, p.24
Keep your eyes on the ball (Tom Walsh in championship game) (photo), Aug 30, 1991, p.1
Cavaliers win softball championship (photo), Sep 6, 1991, p.22

SOHN, CATHERINE
Trail crew (at Grand Teton National Park) picks SCS resident (Catherine Sohn), Aug 23, 1991, p.20

SOIFER, CARA
SHS students honored for academic standing, service (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18

SOIFER, CARA (AU)
Safe Rides grateful to community who supported them this year (ltr), Apr 19, 1991, p.6

SOIFER, ROBIN
Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.24

SOIFER, STACY
Bank of New York salutes SCS Summer Musical Theatre "Sweet Charity" (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.20

SOLOMON, BETTY JEAN
Hung jury ends (Carolyn Warmus trial (after 13 weeks of testimony), May 3, 1991, p.1

SOLOMON, BETTY JEANNE
Judge: (Paul) Solomon not police agent; talks admissible (in murder trial of Carolyn Warmus), Jan 4, 1991, p.1
Murder victim's daughter (Kristan Solomon) testifies (at Carolyn Warmus trial), Jan 18, 1991, p.1
Crucial evidence (presented at murder trial of Carolyn Warmus) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.1
Solomon lashes out at defense attorney (in Carolyn Warmus murder trial of B. Solomon), Feb 22, 1991, p.1
Warmus judge's conduct found wanting by District Attorney (in C. Warmus murder trial), Sep 20, 1991, p.1

SOLOMON, DANNY
Greenacres students urge green revolution (at Board of Education), Dec 6, 1991, p.10

SOLOMON, JANE (AU)
"Who put all this grass on the sidewalk?" our young visitor asks (Fresh Air Fund) (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.7

SOLOMON, KRISTAN
Murder victim's daughter (Kristan Solomon) testifies (at Carolyn Warmus trial), Jan 18, 1991, p.1

SOLOMON, PAUL
Judge: (Paul) Solomon not police agent; talks admissible (in murder trial of Carolyn Warmus), Jan 4, 1991, p.1
(Paul) Solomon testifies at murder trial, coverage cont. from p.1, Jan 4, 1991, p.5
Murder victim's daughter (Kristan Solomon) testifies (at Carolyn Warmus trial), Jan 18, 1991, p.11
Murder victim's daughter testifies (cont)(photo), Jan 18, 1991, p.11
Crucial evidence (presented at murder trial of Carolyn Warmus) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.13
Detectives erred, Warmus defense claims (details evidence at trial), Feb 8, 1991, p.10
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SOLOMON, PAUL continued

Solomon grilled by defense (in Wartus trial) (photo), Feb 15, 1991, p.1
Solomon lashes out at defense attorney (in Carolyn Wartus murder trial of B. Solomon), Feb 22, 1991, p.1
Defense probes (Vincent) Parco's shady past (in Carolyn Wartus trial) (photo), Mar 1, 1991, p.1
Jury still weighing evidence against (Carolyn) Wartus (in murder trial) (photo), Apr 19, 1991, p.1
Leaders should be held to standards (discusses Paul Solomon's position in schools) (ltr), Aug 23, 1991, p.6
No tenure for (Paul) Solomon (ltr), Aug 30, 1991, p.6
Solomon's assignment to classroom criticized (following murder trial), Aug 30, 1991, p.1
District asked to dismiss (Paul) Solomon (cont), Aug 30, 1991, p.10
Board of Education-EMT takes (Paul) Solomon out of classroom), Sep 6, 1991, p.1
School Board made 'painful and courageous decision' (in case of P. Solomon) (ltr), Sep 13, 1991, p.6
(Paul) Solomon must go (resident suggests that Paul Solomon's notoriety should be terminated) (ltr), Sep 20, 1991, p.6
Leighton and Waller should put away their lynching ropes (ltr), Sep 27, 1991, p.6
Report on the (Paul) Solomon case is excoriated (ltr), Oct 4, 1991, p.6

SON, JAMES

Fast (winter) break (junior high gym available to residents (photo), Mar 1, 1991, p.22

SONKIN, JULIE

Celebrity Batgirl (Julie Sonkin, 2nd grader from Heathcote, becomes Yankee batgirl) (photo), Jun 28, 1991, p.20

SORKIN, JOAN

Bank of New York salutes League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 8, 1991, p.28

SORKIN, LAURENCE T

Election turnout light (names of newly elected members noted), Jan 25, 1991, p.1

SOTER, MARGARET

Party planners (for annual dessert and card party) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.11

SOUTHEAST CONSORTIUM FOR SPECIAL SERVICES

Making it a happy summer for Kim (thanks camp staff for Down syndrome child's experience) (ltr), Aug 23, 1991, p.6

SOUTHEAST CONSORTIUM FOR SPECIAL SERVICES, INC

Singin' with Susan (actress Loretta Long from Sesame Street entertains 400 parents and kids) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.19

SOVIET UNION

Fighting for survival in the USSR (describes teen experience with youth league) (edit), Mar 8, 1991, p.7
Three days that shook the world (Anita & Jay Zednik were touring USSR when coup took place), Aug 30, 1991, p.1
In Russia, during the uprising (cont), Aug 30, 1991, p.10
Three days that shook the world (further details of the Zednicks trip during Russian coup) (edit), Sep 6, 1991, p.7
Eyewitness to the Russian Revolution (cont), Sep 6, 1991, p.8
Goodbye to the Golem (details H. Leivick, Zionism and Soviet Jews today) (edit), Sep 13, 1991, p.6
Nuclear truce or nuclear blackmail (discusses Soviet nuclear capacities) (edit), Sep 20, 1991, p.6

SOVIETS-US


SPADACCINI, TARA

Aware of endangered species (Mrs. Reilly's 4th grade at Heathcote) (photo), Dec 20, 1991, p.11

SPAET, NONA

UW elects officers (for 1991-92; names noted), May 17, 1991, p.4
Three local women (H. Goldberg, R. Goldstein and M. Spaet) on LWV board), May 31, 1991, p.2
Bank of New York salutes League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 8, 1991, p.28

SPAET, NONA (AU)

When county defines recycling Scarsdale will be ready) (ltr), Sep 6, 1991, p.6
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SPAET, SUSAN
SHS students honored for academic standing, service (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18

SPANO, NICHOLAS
Spano (State Senator Nicholas) committee report on asbestos urges safety, Nov 29, 1991, p.20

SPANO, NICHOLAS A (AU)
Spano: Rape victims are entitled to privacy (details controversy over victims' rights) (edit), Apr 26, 1991, p.7

SPIARE, GRACE
Psychic reader has a thriving business here (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.6

SPECIAL COMMISSION ON ADDITIONAL REVENUES (SCARCE)
Finding SCARCE funds (reports on bipartisan committee), Jul 26, 1991, p.1
Hochberg's committee SCARCE resources (cont. details), Jul 26, 1991, p.3

SPECIAL OLYMPICS
Carrying the torch (SCS police run to raise money for Special Olympics) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.1

SPECK, CARYL (AU)
More applause for HELP animals (from resident who agrees with stand on PTA raffle) (ltr), Apr 19, 1991, p.6
Thanks from humane society (for merchants who donated gifts for annual luncheon) (ltr), Jun 28, 1991, p.6

SPECTOR, DOREEN
Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.24

SPENCER, JOAN
Houlihan (Lawrence) names top producers (MollyAnn Goldstein and Peggy Santo for 1990), May 17, 1991, p.4

SPIEGER, JILL
LWV elects officers (for 1991-92; names noted), May 17, 1991, p.4
Bank of New York salutes League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 8, 1991, p.28

SPRINGER, MAROIE
Nature center (Weinberg) spruces up (withy assistance from Friends) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.2

SPITZER, HERBERT J
Herbert J Spitzer (dies), Apr 26, 1991, p.14

SPORTS
Athletic code draws mixed reviews (as students and faculty discuss athletic behavior code), Jan 18, 1991, p.5

SPRAY, RICHARD (DR)
Civic Club to discuss elementary curriculum (at May membership meeting), May 24, 1991, p.2
Too much to teach, too little time: TVCC panel discussion (reports on K-5 curriculum), Jun 7, 1991, p.5

SPRING
Blossom by blossom (spring arrives with record breaking 87 degree temperatures) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.2
Doing lunch (at Chase Park on gorgeous day) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.14

SQUIRRELS
Survival of the fittest (squirrel masters stealing from the bird feeder) (photo), Apr 19, 1991, p.5

STAL, ANDY
Sidewalk shopper refuels (at SCS Rotary Club's hot dog stand during Sidewalk Sale) (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.1

STAMATIADIS, PERRY

STAMCO, VINCENT
Vincent Stanco (dies), Sep 27, 1991, p.16

STANLEY, BONNIE
No consensus on teen drinking (panel discussion by Task Force and PTA), May 3, 1991, p.5
Adventure is lure to learning in innovative summer project (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.16

STANTON, NORMAN D (AU)
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STAR, ANNETTE R

STARKWEATHER, BLANCHE L M
   Starkweather, Blanche L M (dies), Nov 1, 1991, p.20

STARR, GARY
   DioGuardi attacksex-rival (Nita) Lowey in radio ads (cont), Aug 9, 1991, p.2

STECKER, ELIZABETH
   New boards and council members appointed atfirst meeting og new term (names noted), Apr 12, 1991, p.8

STEELE, ZACHARY
   Greenacres students urge green revolution (at Board of Education), Dec 6, 1991, p.10

STEGER, NANCY
   LW elects officers (for 1991-92; names noted), May 17, 1991, p.4

STEIN, BARBARA POLLARD (AU)
   ... and praise for John Crary (by Fox Meadow PTA regarding new 4-way stop signs) (ltr), Apr 26, 1991, p.6

STEINBERG, PAUL M
   Message of Israel (from SCS resident, Paul M Steinberg, vice pres of Hebrew Union College) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.15

STEINBERG, STANLEY R
   In Edgemont: vote Weinerman and Steinberg (regarding local School Board) (ltr), May 31, 1991, p.7

STEINER, GLORIA
   The shame of Gloria Steiner and feminists for censoring American Psycho by B E Ellis (edit), Feb 1, 1991, p.6

STEINFELD, ADAM
   Replete with distortions on United Nations (argues with Steinfeld ltr 6/14) (ltr), Jul 26, 1991, p.6

STEINFELD, ADAM (AU)
   More on Choice and the Middle East (three more residents voice opinion) (ltr), Jun 14, 1991, p.7

STEINFELD, ALAN
   Winners named in safety poster contest (sponsored by PTAs and fire depts; names noted) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.5

STERLING, MARC
   Bank of New York salutes SCS Summer Musical Theatre "Sweet Charity" (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.20

STERLING, MICHAEL (DR)
   Michael Steerman (appointed chair of New York Medical College dept of experimental pathology), Jun 14, 1991, p.4

STEWART, ERIC
   Mighty wickets (SCS Sweepers, 4th graders won Rockland Invitational Tour) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

STERLING, MARC
   Young entrepreneurs (are selling rare baseball cards at stand on Southwood La) (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.12
   100 lbs and still growing (Cub Scout Den 5 growing huge pumpkin to give to Blythedale) (photo), Oct 4, 1991, p.1

STERLING, SLIM
   Family counseling plans benefit (annual scheduled for 6/8/91) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.8

STERLING, VICTORIA
   Kids BASE launches (second annual) fund (raising) drive (for financial support), Mar 15, 1991, p.5

STERN, BETSEY (AU)
   No nonsense budget (former Board members urge approval) (ltr), Jun 7, 1991, p.6

STERN, CORKY
   Bank of New York salutes the Junior High Speech Contest (3/21/91 with over 250 contestants) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.24

STERN, DAVID (RABBI)
   Rabbi (Jack) Stern lauded in speech, song (at final service before retiring) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.12

STERN, JACK (RABBI)
   Conversants (Rabbi Jack Stern and Rev. Phil Washburn to reflect on SCS changes over 30 yrs) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.16
   Roberta Peters to honor Rabbi (Jack) Stern (with concert as Leo Baeck Lecture) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.15
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STERN, JACK (RAZBI) continued
To be honored (Rabbi Jack Stern at SES Citizens for Senior Housing) (photo), May 3, 1991, p.16
Rabbi Stern to senior housing group: keep looking for resources, options (at annual meeting), May 17, 1991, p.5
Westchester R(Rofura) Temple) set to bid (Rabbi Jack) Stern farewell (6/14/91), Jun 7, 1991, p.20
Farewell to a popular farewell (Rabbi Jack Stern celebrates last service with WRT) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.1
Rabbi (Jack) Stern lauded in speech, song (at final service before retiring) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.12
STERN, JONATHAN
Rabbi (Jack) Stern lauded in speech, song (at final service before retiring) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.12
STERN, MARCIA
Committee heads, VP (Janet Marcus) appointed by civic club (names noted), Jul 19, 1991, p.2
STERN, PRISCILLA
Recognition (by WRT Sisterhood for Priscilla Stern who will be honored 5/17) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.16
Farewell to a popular farewell (Rabbi Jack Stern celebrates last service with WRT) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.1
STERN, SUSAN
Fundraisers (for Westchester Women's Campaign for UJA raise funds at Dec. luncheon) (photo), Jan 4, 1991, p.8
UJA chairmen (for Westchester Women's Campaign honor local women(S. Stern and B. Cohen) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.8
Local woman flies to Israel in time to welcome home Ethiopian Jews (Susan Stern reports), May 31, 1991, p.1
Scarsdalian (Susan Stern) greets Ethiopians (cont details of trip to Israel), May 31, 1991, p.9
STERN, WILLIAM (AU)
'Apply your talents elsewhere' (ltr), Dec 6, 1991, p.6
STERNBERG, BEN
Rabbi (Jack) Stern lauded in speech, song (at final service before retiring) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.12
STERNBERG, HARRY
Harry Sternberg (dies), Sep 27, 1991, p.16
STERNBERG, STANLEY
Edgemont to vote Wednesday (on budget and school board), Jun 7, 1991, p.1
Mr. Inside and Mr. Outside (editorial support for B. Apostle and L. Weinerman) (edit), Jun 7, 1991, p.6
Edgemont budget narrowly defeated (school board members elected; A. Shipper, B. Sternberg), Jun 14, 1991, p.1
Sternberg urged to pull his weight (discusses budget votes), Jul 12, 1991, p.6
STERNBERG, STANLEY (AU)
Sternberg faults report on remarks (regarding upcoming EMT budget vote) (ltr), Jul 5, 1991, p.6
STERNHEIM, MICHAEL
Priority mail (Santa's helpers hard at work) (photo), Dec 20, 1991, p.1
STEER, AUDREY
(Serena) Boronkay to head Y(youth) E(mployment) S(ervice) (volunteers honored) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.8
STEVENS, ADI
Adi Stevenson: a personal memory (by resident who recalls statesman's comments) (edit) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.7
STILLMAN, ABBOTT
Undivided, undefeated (Heathcote 6th grade girls maintain championship for 4 years) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.11
STILLMAN, ARIEL
Undivided, undefeated (Heathcote 6th grade girls maintain championship for 4 years) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.11
Heathcote hoopmeisters (6th grade girls capture Blue div. champs for third year) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.19
STILLMAN, LILA
Transfer of power (to new officers of PT Council; names noted) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.5
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STIX, CAROL
A name of one's own (discusses theories about women listing their names in directories) (edit), Aug 23, 1991, p.6

STIX, CAROL (AW)
Let's revive neighborliness (July 4th evokes sense of community, need for volunteerism) (ltr), Jul 5, 1991, p.6

STOCK, EVELYN
What's in a name? (describes SCS Junior High in light of Middle school criteria) (edit), Jan 11, 1991, p.6
Schools: No budget-cutting gimmicks (as district prepares "wait and see" attitude about aid), Mar 15, 1991, p.15
Schools open door to county homeless (SCS schools will accept students from Westchester), Mar 29, 1991, p.1
After 18 years, librarian (Marjorie Schlosberg) to retire (from Heathcote), Apr 5, 1991, p.12
Budget calls for 8.5% tax hike (proposed 1991-92 budget is outlined), May 3, 1991, p.1
Schools will suffer as revenues erode (proposed 1991-92 budget is discussed), May 10, 1991, p.1
Windows (and other business presented to School Board) (cont), Jun 7, 1991, p.8
Evelyn Stock (named first vice pres of LWV-NY), Jun 7, 1991, p.8
Hibschman's contract renewed; (Judith) Fox and (Michael) McDermott get tenure (retirees noted), Jun 21, 1991, p.1
Board of Education elects (Evelyn) Stock (pres) and (Robert) Paradise as vice presidents (photo), Jul 5, 1991, p.1
Officers elected, committees named (cont.), Jul 5, 1991, p.10
Scarsdale School Board sets tax rate (and votes to stick to proposed budget), Jul 26, 1991, p.1
Scarsdale Teachers' Institute adopts survival tactics (cutting back on course offerings), Sep 20, 1991, p.1
Resident asks School Board for help deterring vandalism (at Halloween), Sep 27, 1991, p.3
Making newcomers' event a success (ltr), Oct 4, 1991, p.7
Scarsdale schools to update policies (may hire state agency to rewrite policy book), Oct 11, 1991, p.5
Bank of New York salutes League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 8, 1991, p.28

STOCK, HOWARD (DR)

STOKES, VANCE
Master teachers (Werner Feig's retirement evokes memory of Vance Stokes) (edit), May 10, 1991, p.6

STONE, JEAN

STONE, JEAN LAWSON
Jean Lawson Stone (named to Zero Population Growth's board) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.9

STONE, RICHARD P
Missionaries return (from Latin America for Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints) (photo), Jul 12, 1991, p.12

STONE, STEPHANIE
Missionaries return (from Latin America for Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints) (photo), Jul 12, 1991, p.12

STORES
Toddlers to donuts (Dunkin Donuts scheduled to open on Spencer Place 3/91), Jan 18, 1991, p.1
Coming up (Sub) Rosa (local merchant restores after fire last fall), Mar 8, 1991, p.1

STORMS
Prudent pruning (by village crews of tree branches following storm) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.2

STORMS, BARBARA 6
Barbara 6 Storms (dies), Dec 20, 1991, p.16

STOUTHON, KATE
The Beautiful People (children dance to musical program at SCS Library) (photo), Mar 29, 1991, p.5

STRAM, RUSSELL
Running duo (Russell & Scott Stram will compete in Empire State Games), Jul 26, 1991, p.8

STRAM, SCOTT
Running duo (Russell & Scott Stram will compete in Empire State Games), Jul 26, 1991, p.8
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STRASHUN, CAROLYN
At the ballet (Nancy MacArthur School prepares spring recital) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.14

STRAUBINGER, BILL
Who's on the 'most wanted' list? (details volunteers; skills, opportunities and future; (edit), Jun 14, 1991, p.7

STRAUSS, BARBARA
LWV elects officers (for 1991-92; names noted), May 17, 1991, p.4
Bank of New York salutes League of Women Voters (photo), Nov. 8, 1991, p.28

STRAUSS, BARBARA (AU)
Outside appraisal of county urged (by LWV regarding 1991 budget) (ltr), Feb 15, 1991, p.6

STRAUSS, LAURA AND PETER
The Bank of New York salutes SCS Family Counseling Service honored by Chamber of Commerce (photo), Mar 29, 1991, p.22

STREETS-SCS
He's unearthed more Scarsdale curiosities, etc. (publication of "More about Scarsdale") (photo) (edit), Jan 11, 1991, p.6

STROM, BARBARA
Auxiliary (of White Plains Hospital) elects new president (Lynn Tobias) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.8

STROM, JULIE
Downhill dynamite (girls high school ski team wins divisional title) (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.18
Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19
Tennis duo (A. Grossman and J. Strongin) sweeps doubles championship, section one, Nov 8, 1991, p.21
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its SHS athletes (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.32

STRUM, PAT
Family counseling plans benefit (annual scheduled for 6/B/91) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.8

STUART FAMILY
He's coming to town (photo), Dec 20, 1991, p.2

STUART, AL
Toxic events (Village Board receives complaints about Davis Park and schools where camp is held), Jul 26, 1991, p.1

STUART, ELIZABETH
Students collect 'Coats for Kids' (photo), Nov 29, 1991, p.9

STUART, MATTY
"Oliver!" (to be performed 5/10-5/11/91) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.17

STUDENT TRANSFER EDUCATION PLAN
STEP looking ahead (Progress edit 1991), Jan 25, 1991, p.6
These students take STEPS toward success (notes history of program and future plans) (edit) (photo), Feb 8, 1991, p.6
A STEP appeal (for funds to continue community program) (ltr), May 17, 1991, p.6
STEPing into Scarsdale (are Sherry Henderson and Mechie Beachem) (photo), Sep 27, 1991, p.14

SUCHIN, ALVIN
Suchin (Alvin), former assemblyman, dies at 72, Dec 6, 1991, p.3

SUGIHARA, SENPO
Japanese recognition of countryman (Senpo Sugihara) (ltr), Nov 29, 1991, p.6

SUGIHARA, YUKIKO & SENPO
Visit to 'righteous Gentile' (Senpo Sugihara) in Japan yields greater understanding (edit), Jul 26, 1991, p.7

SULLIVAN, CORNELIUS
Judge: (Paul) Solomon not police agent; talks admissible (in murder trial of Carolyn Warger), Jan 4, 1991, p.1

SULLIVAN, JOHN
An hour well spent (Fire Prevention Week brings awareness and suggestions) (edit), Oct 4, 1991, p.6

SULLIVAN, LAURIE
Changes in Edgemont voting urged (by School Bd Nominating Committee; names noted) (ltr), Mar 22, 1991, p.6
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SULLIVAN, LAURIE (AU)
What do H-BOs have to do with Halloween? (EMT teens cause trouble on holiday) (ltr), Nov 8, 1991, p.6

SULLIVAN, LIZ
Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19
Making wishes come true for children with life-threatening illnesses, SHS chapter (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18

SULLIVAN, NEIL
Sloan's criticism far-fetched (ltr), Dec 20, 1991, p.6

SULLIVAN, PAUL
A shot with a twist (against Clarkstown) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.26

SULLIVAN, REGAN
Shaping up (local residents of all ages participate in fitness programs) (photo), Jan 18, 1991, p.6

SULGRADE, JENNIFER
Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19
Making wishes come true for children with life-threatening illnesses, SHS chapter (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18

SUMMER
Summer doldrums (as heat slowed lemonade stand business) (photo), Jul 5, 1991, p.1
The image in the mirror is far from pretty (discusses youth in suburbia in summer months) (edit), Aug 9, 1991, p.6

SUN, SUSAN
SHS students honored for academic standing, service (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18

SUNAMI, MASAKIKO
Local musicians tapped (for Intermediate All County Orchestra, Band and Chorus) (names noted), Mar 1, 1991, p.12

SUNDERLAND, CAROL
Democrats sue to stop GOP plan (for reshuffling of election districts), Jun 7, 1991, p.1

SUPPORT GROUPS
SEE SOCIAL NETWORKS

SUSSMAN, BRAD
As others flee, SHS grad (Brad SuSSman) stays put, 40 minutes from Tel Aviv) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.1
Local boy in Israel (cont. details of SHS grad) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.14

SUSSMAN, CLIFF
A great escape (SCS High School Magic Club performs) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.18

SUSSMAN, IRA
Ira Süssman (recognized by Mutual Life Insurance Co.), Mar 8, 1991, p.8

SUSSMAN, ROSALIE

SUTHERLAND, M H
M H Sutherland (dies), May 10, 1991, p.16

SUIZUKI, TETSUYA
Believe it or not, it's the very first art gallery (photo), Oct 25, 1991, p.13

SVETCOV, MINDY
Heathcote fundraising fun (Toon Town first carnival for school) (photo), May 3, 1991, p.15

SWARZ, VICTORIA
Christmas all through the house (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.12

SWEENEY, ALLISON
Local musicians tapped (for Intermediate All County Orchestra, Band and Chorus) (names noted), Mar 1, 1991, p.12

SWEENEY, JOHN
Antiques meet '91 challenge in Tuckahoe summer run, Sep 13, 1991, p.17

SWEENEY, MEGAN
SHS artists work shown at Aldrich (Museum, CT: names of artists noted), May 24, 1991, p.12
SHS students honored for academic standing, service (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18
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SWEENIE, JENNIFER
Hearty environment (Fox Meadow students pledge to help environment) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.15

SWEET CHARITY
At SSMT, locals behind the scenes are drawing talent from all over the country (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.13

SWENSON, FAMILY
Love in a time of sorrow (Swenson family thanks local organizations for support) (ltr), Apr 5, 1991, p.6

SWENSON, KENNETH C
Kenneth C Swenson (dies) (photo), Mar 29, 1991, p.14
Love in a time of sorrow (Swenson family thanks local organizations for support) (ltr), Apr 5, 1991, p.6

SWILLER, WILLA (AU)
Few participants, clouded actions (resident hopes for community dialogue in Board's budgeting) (ltr), Jun 28, 1991, p.6

SWILLINGER, DANIEL J (AU)
DioGuardi's attorney says Lowey's campaign violation wasn't minor (ltr), Oct 11, 1991, p.6

SWIMMING
A swimmer named (Elizabeth) Rossi, Apr 26, 1991, p.24
Swim stars win some firsts (Elizabeth Rossi and SCS team ranked in national championship) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.24
Knapp (Jessica) excels (in swimming) at Empire Games (in Albany), Aug 16, 1991, p.17

SHS swimmer (Elizabeth Rossi) nears Olympic bid time (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.17

SHINNING ACCIDENTS
After (swimming) accident, former SHS runner (Scott Johnson) begins personal challenge (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.17

SHINNING POOLS
Pool suit (filed by Goldsteins against Schwartz) on hold (Rural Drive residents), Aug 16, 1991, p.1

SFINNEY, EULA (AU)
She's for Bronz (discusses democratic primary for supervisor) (ltr), Jun 14, 1991, p.6

SYLVESTER, DONNA
Reassignment (of Donna Sylvester to SCS as V. Gandolfi retires), Sep 27, 1991, p.1
Deputy village clerk (Joan Giampoli) earns official initials (photo), Oct 4, 1991, p.5

SYNAGOGUES
Seventy-five at (Scarsdale Synagogue)temple cook for homeless, Jan 18, 1991, p.16
A solemn time (in churches and synagogues as residents prayed for peace and soldiers) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.1
Synagogue (Scarsdale Synagogue) plans addition: Three house sub-division plan for Park Rd okayed, Nov 29, 1991, p.1

SZKOLOAR, IHOR
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it Celebrates its SHS athletes (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.32

TABEN, EVA
Eva Taben (appointed to Statewide Advisory Council on Adult Learning Services), Nov 29, 1991, p.18

TADIB, SHIRA
Scarsdale teens dominate Burke (Rehabilitation) race (to raise money for center; names noted), Jun 14, 1991, p.17

TACKEL, DAVID
Hearts & flowers (as fellow EHT students exchange valentines) (photo), Feb 15, 1991, p.1

TADDiken, nancy
Givebacks urged on top Edgmont school execs (in light of budgetary discussions) (ltr), Aug 2, 1991, p.6
(Paul Solomon must go (resident suggests that Paul Solomon's notoriety should be terminated) (ltr), Sep 20, 1991, p.6

TAFFET, NANCY
Election turnout light (names of newly elected members noted), Jan 25, 1991, p.1
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TAKAGI, RIE
DARE ya (say Heathcote fifth graders who have completed program with SCS Police) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.18

TAKASHASHI, RIE
Bakin' states (J. Flanagan's 4th grade creates the US in cookie map) (photo), Apr 19, 1991, p.8

TALLEY, LIZ

TALLEY, LIZ
Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it Celebrates its SHS athletes (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.32

TAMBE, YUSUKE
Picture of health (group of JHS and elementary students at awards ceremony; names noted) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.22

TAMURA, TAKUYA
Tiger, tiger burning bright (Takuya Tamura among second graders who designed paper zoo) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.12

TANG, STELLA
It's One World Week at Quaker Ridge (photos), Mar 29, 1991, p.12

TANZER, LEONARD
William Silver and Leonard Tanzer (elected to Board of United Hebrew Geriatric Center), Feb 1, 1991, p.4

TARSHIS, JULIUS (DR)
Julius Tarshis DDS (received distinguished service award from Orthodontic Alumni, Columbia U.), Jun 28, 1991, p.4

TASK FORCE ON DRUGS AND ALCOHOL
No consensus on teen drinking (panel discussion by Task Force and PTA), May 3, 1991, p.5
'Party Scene' to be shown on (SCS Cable TV) to further awareness of issues (ltr), May 10, 1991, p.6

TASK FORCE ON DRUGS AND ALCOHOL-SCS
Parent pledges off, stalling Safe Homes (concerns mount for earlier drinking experimentation), Jan 18, 1991, p.1
Teenage drinking: a shared responsibility (describes studies, parental concern and examples), Apr 12, 1991, p.3
Survey: alcohol use begins in 8th grade says SCS students in health class survey), May 17, 1991, p.5

TAUBERT, BETTY

TAUBIN, JON
Taking the helm (Justin Innes and Jon Taubin finish No. 1 doubles for SHS) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.17

TAUBIN, PHYLIS
Sophisticated lady (contemporary sculpture by Phyllis Taubin) (photo), Nov 22, 1991, p.15

TAXATION
Budget-makers cope with hard times (as tax hike rates are detailed), Mar 22, 1991, p.1
Check off an election dollar on 1040 (notes Presidential Election Campaign Fund on tax form) (ltr), Mar 22, 1991, p.6
Senior exemptions (for property taxes may be going up), May 3, 1991, p.1
Grievance Day (SCS's annual property tax day 6/18/91), Jun 14, 1991, p.1
Aggrieved taxpayers (1991 Tax Grievance Day is busiest in recent history), Jun 21, 1991, p.1
Quaint taxes (historical tax rolls were found by Joan Giampoli at Village Hall), Sep 20, 1991, p.1
Tax challengers given different procedure: reductions granted by Review Board, Sep 27, 1991, p.5
New rule for tax challenges (cont), Sep 27, 1991, p.21
Sales tax rising (as of 10/15/91, sales tax will increase to 6.75%), Oct 11, 1991, p.1
There's just something about an audit... (edit), Oct 25, 1991, p.6
League of Women Voters calls for tax reassessment, Nov 15, 1991, p.1
Clearly: reassess taxes (edit), Nov 15, 1991, p.6
County taxes to decrease in O'Rourke plan: Cuts would be between 50 cents and $1 on $1000 assessed, Nov 22, 1991, p.1
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TAYLOR GIRLS
   A busy day, legally speaking (Follows Judge Knaplund’s court day in SCS) (photo), Oct 18, 1991, p.1

TAYLOR, CHRISTOPHER
   Local merchants facing prospect of new taxes even as recession looms (cont. from p.l), Jan 4, 1991, p.4
   Scarsdale bankers (Christopher Taylor and Gary Bracken) on board of Bankers assn, May 17, 1991, p.3
   Christopher Taylor (named to Board of Westchester County Assc.), May 31, 1991, p.4
   Bank (of New York, Depot Plaza branch) to close station branch (photo), Dec 29, 1991, p.5

TAYLOR, HEIDI
   Bank of New York salutes SCS Summer Musical Theatre "Sweet Charity" (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.20

TAYLOR, SUSAN
   Advocacy groups don’t belong in class (World Conference described & public pressures) (edit), May 31, 1991, p.6
   Choice leader (Susan) Taylor chosen (by Catherine Lauglin, Merrill Scholar), May 31, 1991, p.18

TAYLOR, ZACHARY
   Publicity stunt (says SCS Dr. John Moses, historian whose research of Zachary Taylor lead to query), Jul 5, 1991, p.1

TEACHERS
   Audrey Lucek (named speech pathologist of the year), Jun 28, 1991, p.4

TEACHERS AIDES, ASSISTANTS-SCS-WAGES AND SALARIES
   Aide pact bargaining a wrap (as tentative agreement is reached), Feb 1, 1991, p.11

TEACHERS-EMT
   Givebacks urged on top Edgemont school execs (in light of budgetary discussions) (ltr), Aug 2, 1991, p.6
   A teacher can change a world (reflects on teacher’s experiences) (edit), Aug 9, 1991, p.7
   Leaders should be held to standards (discusses Paul Solomon’s position in schools) (ltr), Aug 23, 1991, p.6
   No tenure for (Paul) Solomon (ltr), Aug 23, 1991, p.6
   Solomon’s assignment to classroom criticized (following murder trial), Aug 30, 1991, p.1
   District asked to dismiss (Paul) Solomon (cont), Aug 30, 1991, p.10
   Board of Education-EMT takes (Paul) Solomon out of classroom, Sep 6, 1991, p.1
   (Paul) Solomon must go (resident suggests that Paul Solomon’s notoriety should be terminated) (ltr), Sep 20, 1991, p.6
   Leighton and Waller should put away their lynching ropes (ltr), Sep 27, 1991, p.6
   Report on the (Paul) Solomon case is excoriated (ltr), Oct 4, 1991, p.6
   Leighton responds to a critic (regarding Paul Solomon) (ltr), Oct 4, 1991, p.6
   She’s offended (by Paul Solomon situation) (ltr), Oct 18, 1991, p.7

TEACHERS-SCS
   2 SHS teachers get grants (Carol Desoe and Jonathan S Wolf, from West. Educ. Coalition), Feb 15, 1991, p.8
   It’s official—(Eric) Rothschild No. 1 in New York S’tate (honored by state council) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.19
   ESL teacher speaks at forum (Barbara Fitzhugh, director of Language for Living), Mar 29, 1991, p.4
   Let’s educate the teachers better (encourages education and praise Manhattanville College) (edit), Apr 26, 1991, p.7
   Master teachers (Werner Feig’s retirement evokes memory of Vance Stokes) (edit), May 10, 1991, p.6
   (Irving J) Sloan on panel (for National Council of Social Studies), May 24, 1991, p.2
   A fond farewell to Werner Feig (ltr), Jun 14, 1991, p.6
   Pressboard (honors Werner Feig on his retirement), Jun 14, 1991, p.19
   From (Werner) Feig, thanks (to community for tributes) (ltr), Jun 21, 1991, p.6
   New teachers (noted in Board of Education meeting report) (cont), Jul 26, 1991, p.4
   At school parley (Richard New participated in Institute of Energy Education at SUNY Oswego), Sep 13, 1991, p.16
   Retired teachers meet (photo), Oct 11, 1991, p.2
   New teachers (names noted), Oct 11, 1991, p.10
   ESL teachers attend convention (names noted), Nov 29, 1991, p.9
   Sloan (Irving J) on National Council of Social Studies panel, Dec 13, 1991, p.10
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TEACHERS-SCS-RETIREMENT

Schools to honor 5 retirees (names noted), Feb 15, 1991, p.11
Sc(S) H(igh) S(hool) bids farewell to (Werner) Feig (tenured teachers also noted), Mar 1, 1991, p.12
Werner Feig-one of the great ones (details personal experience as Feig's student) (ltr), Apr 19, 1991, p.6
Hibschman's contract renewed; (Judith) Fox and (Michael) McDermott get tenure (retirees noted), Jun 21, 1991, p.1

TEACHERS-SCS-TENURE

Sc(S) H(igh) S(hool) bids farewell to (Werner) Feig (tenured teachers also noted), Mar 1, 1991, p.12
Hibschman's contract renewed; (Judith) Fox and (Michael) McDermott get tenure (retirees noted), Jun 21, 1991, p.1
School ins and outs (retirements, appointments, tenures, noted by Board of Ed) (cont), Jun 21, 1991, p.16

TEACHING

A real gift-teaching kids to think (reflects on teaching practices and what kids learn) (edit), May 17, 1991, p.7

TELEPHONE DIRECTORIES

A name of one's own (discusses theories about women listing their names in directories) (edit), Aug 23, 1991, p.6

TELEPHONE NUMBERS

Dialing for dollars (900 number advertises prize possibilities but call costs $9.95), Apr 12, 1991, p.1
$10 million? Sorry, wrong number! (discusses telephone winners of sweepstakes) (edit), Sep 27, 1991, p.6

TELEVISION BROADCASTING-SPORTS

Jack O'Hara (named executive producer of ABC Sports) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.8

TELFER, PETER

Junior High School to become Middle School (officially this spring; programs have evolved over years, Jan 25, 1991, p.1
Student urges helmet use (at Board of Education meeting following personal accident), Jun 14, 1991, p.3
Harrison plaque dedication (for Popham House counselor, presentation made) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.19

TENEMBAUM, JESSICA

Bank of New York salutes SCS Summer Musical Theatre "Sweet Charity" (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.20

TENG, MICHAEL

Winning gambit (as two Edgewood teams participate in National Championship) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.15

TENG, WINIFRED

Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19

TENNIS

(Billy) Smithline (Memorial Southern Regional Tennis Championship) Tournament (honors) (photo), Jan 4, 1991, p.16
Smithline winners (from Billy Smithline Memorial tennis tournament) (photo), Jan 11, 1991, p.10
N-E-I-4-10-s? (County Tennis opens this week, telephone number for arrangements) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28
Tennis challenge (Westchester Challenge Tennis League begins '91 season) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28
Eye on the NCAA's (Derek Brown and team captured Ivy League title) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.24
Schedules, sidewalks cause consternation (at Village Board meeting), May 31, 1991, p.3
Ex-SHS tennis player (Derek Brown offering) to teach (to local residents), Jun 7, 1991, p.18
Taking the helm (Justin Innes and Jon Taubin finish No. 1 doubles for SHS) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.17
Scarsdale players (Gideon Mendelson and Andrea Grossman) win Compton (Memorial Tennis) (photo), Jun 28, 1991, p.20
Notable nettles (Greenacres 5th grade girls take first place) (photo), Jul 19, 1991, p.20
Women tennis winners (Karen Applebome, Rita Friedland, and Ellen Rothenberg), Jul 26, 1991, p.8
'Mad Raq' one woman's way to improve tennis racquet (Madeline Hauptman's invention) (photo), Aug 2, 1991, p.20
Unseeded SCS player (Jeffrey Weiser) wins tournament (at USTA Tennis Classic), Aug 9, 1991, p.16
Famous 'Big Bill' (Tilden 2nd) slept here even if George didn't (details of Heathcote Inn) (edit), Aug 16, 1991, p.6
Scarsdale Youth Tennis scores big at metro tourney (names noted) (photo), Aug 30, 1991, p.20
College Racquet Club scores impressive wins (names noted) (photo), Aug 30, 1991, p.20
(Judith) Bauer takes bronze (medal) in US 7th Pan American Maccabi Team in Uruguay), Sep 13, 1991, p.17
Ex-shs tennis star (Barrie Bernstein) continues rise (at East Coast Athletic Conf), Nov 1, 1991, p.22
Tennis duo (A. Grossman and J. Strongin) sweeps doubles championship, section one, Nov 8, 1991, p.21
More tennis courts needed for youth (suggests attendance at Parks meeting) (ltr), Nov 15, 1991, p.6
TENNIS continued
Tennis duo: (A. Grossman and J. Strongin) Close, but no cigar (in state finals), Nov 15, 1991, p.21
Village studying tennis needs (considering new courts), Nov 29, 1991, p.5

TENZER, MARK
No more shoving (at McCann's newsstand as residents insist on change at Hartsdale station), May 10, 1991, p.1

TEPPERMAN, ROSELE

TERDIHAN, ANDREA (AU)
A downtown trolling expedition (personal narrative about trendy troll dolls and local store) (edit), Apr 19, 1991, p.7

TERRELL, WALTER
Something new at the nature center (Walter Terrell adores rustic arbor built as memorial) (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.2
Weinberg looks to enlarge program space, Dec 13, 1991, p.1

TERRISS, SAMANTHA
Bank of New York salutes the Junior High Speech Contest (3/21/91 with over 250 contestants) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.24

TET, PAUL D

THANKSGIVING
Joint services (among faiths for Thanksgiving), Nov 22, 1991, p.1
Dinner for 125 - to go (IHM parishioners cook for Family Life Program) (photo), Nov 29, 1991, p.1
A Thanksgiving postmortem (edit) (photo), Nov 29, 1991, p.7
Schools celebrate Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 29, 1991, p.10

THEATER
Fine old wine in new bottle, Chorus Line (at Westchester Broadway Theatre) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.13
'Dinner' to benefit the homeless (by Senior Youth Fellowship of Congregational Church) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.15
American Cancer Society's fundraiser enlists the help of musical cast (local residents) (photo), May 13, 1991, p.11
Backstage (at Greenville Community Theater, Spelvin Award is presented) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.14

THEATER BUILDINGS
Where's the sequel? (plans for Plaza Theater on Garth Road are detailed), May 24, 1991, p.1

THEOBALD, JOHN
Bank of New York salutes SCS Summer Musical Theatre "Sweet Charity" (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.20

THIES, JOHN
Predictions for 1991 (from various local leaders and organizations, cont. from p.1), Jan 4, 1991, p.5
Historical Society fetes three (Gretchen Siebel, John Thies, Philip Carret) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.9
A red white and blue occasion (as Fox Meadow third graders celebrate D. Tompkins) (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.1
They're ready to play (16th annual Lillian Drake Thies Croquet competition) (photo), Aug 30, 1991, p.2
Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.24

THIES, JOHN AND FAMILY

THOMAS, CLARENCE
Dissent: My Clarence Thomas problem (discusses Supreme Court nominee) (edit), Jul 12, 1991, p.6
Stereotypes validate prejudice (comments on Nobile edit. 7/12 re: Clarence Thomas) (ltr), Jul 26, 1991, p.6
Back to the future with (Judge Clarence) Thomas? (questions political positions) (edit), Jul 26, 1991, p.6
Thomas hearings spotlighted a problem as old as America (edit), Oct 18, 1991, p.6
The simplest explanation of the Thomas scandal (edit), Oct 18, 1991, p.6
Thomas's trial by television (edit), Oct 18, 1991, p.6
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THOMAS, CLARENCE continued
Clarence Thomas is a justice with a special talent for saying the right, right-wing thing (edit), Nov 1, 1991, p.7

THOMAS, COREY
The joy of trucks (as Truck Day at Edgemood is a big success) (photo), Sep 27, 1991, p.15

THOMPSON, CORKY
Substitution required fast action by committee (as conflict arose with candidate chosen), Feb 15, 1991, p.1
Biggest turnout at polls in seven years (indicates support for system), Mar 22, 1991, p.1
Passing the gavel (to new pres. Daniel Silver of TVCC) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.1

THOMPSON, CORKY (AU)
Thanks for support (to Committee and residents; show support by voting) (ltr), Mar 15, 1991, p.6
THOMPSON, CORKY AND GREG (AU)
Scholarship fund badly needs help (identifying lag behind last year's contributions) (ltr), May 10, 1991, p.6

THOMPSON, KENNETH (AU)
Heartbeat away from the Presidency (discusses the issue of president's health) (edit), Aug 30, 1991, p.7

THOMPSON, LINDA
Manhattan Savings Bank honors the 60th Anniversary of the SCS Woman's Exchange (photo), Nov 15, 1991, p.28

THORPY, ANDREW
Karate kids (local children accomplish karate honors through Montroy Academy) (photo), Nov 8, 1991, p.21

THORPY, JACQUELINE
Karate kids (local children accomplish karate honors through Montroy Academy) (photo), Nov 8, 1991, p.21

TIERNEY, JAMES
Forum on Middle East (by experts, sponsored by SCS Campaign for Peace through Common Security), Jan 11, 1991, p.2
War hits home: local reaction to the US attack on Iraq (by organizations and individuals), Jan 18, 1991, p.1
Experts assess US role after the war (outlines US position and historical background), Mar 8, 1991, p.1
New boards and council members appointed at first meeting of new term (names noted), Apr 12, 1991, p.8

TIERNEY, JAMES F (AU)
Needed: Serious talks, not war (shares views on negotiations of Middle East conflict) (edit), Jan 11, 1991, p.7

TIERNEY, LUKE
Local youngsters winners at Playground Olympics 1991 (photo), Aug 9, 1991, p.16

TIERNEY, WILLIAM
Cable rate may change (again) (town meetings noted), Dec 13, 1991, p.1

TILDA, WILLIAM TATUM 2ND
Famous 'Big Bill' (Tilden 2nd) slept here even if George didn't (details of Heathcote Inn) (edit), Aug 16, 1991, p.6

TILLES, SID
Sidewalk shopper refuels (at SCS Rotary Club's hot dog stand during Sidewalk Sale) (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.1

TIMBERGER, ROBERT (DR)
School vote funds sought (in village mailing), Nov 29, 1991, p.3

TIPPING
Some tips about tipping well (edit), Oct 11, 1991, p.7

TOBIAS, LYNN
Auxiliary (of White Plains Hospital) elects new president (Lynn Tobias) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.8
Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.28
Panel to pick (SCS) Bowl nominee named (names noted), Sep 27, 1991, p.14

TOCCI, RONALD
Sales tax likely despite opposition: Brodsky will vote no on 11, Jul 5, 1991, p.1
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TODER, RICHARD

Students (SHS) support guards' job pleas (at Board of Education meeting), Jun 7, 1991, p.5
Chairman (Henry Bobrow) resigns from Board (of Appeals) because of residence move, Sep 27, 1991, p.8

TOFF, IRA

Almost open for service (new central garage at Secor and Ramsey Roads) (photo), Jul 19, 1991, p.1

TOLAN, TARA E (AU)

For Japanese women, going to the United States is mixed blessing (edit), Nov 8, 1991, p.7
Publication was a surprise (Tolan article was not published with permission by author) (ltr), Nov 15, 1991, p.6

TOLCHIN, ANDREW

SHS students honored for academic standing, service (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.10

TOLCHIN, SUSAN

Towns look to fight cable TV fee proposals (SCS and Greenburgh officials), Sep 27, 1991, p.5
Cable board tries again on franchise fees, Dec 6, 1991, p.3

TOLLES, MICHAEL

Winning gambit (as two Edgewood teams participate in National Championship) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.15

TOLE, ELLEN H

Ellen H Tole (dies), Nov 8, 1991, p.20

TOO MUCH JOY

Joy on Trial (Too Much Joy was back on trial in Florida and was acquitted), Jan 18, 1991, p.1
Joy (Too Much Joy) cleared of obscenity charges after 12 minute jury deliberation), Jan 25, 1991, p.1

TOOLEY, LOWELL

Bazin into the crystal ball: What's ahead in the new year? (Various leaders are asked), Jan 4, 1991, p.1
Summoned by flyer, crowd (of 140 residents) protests bulk housing law (at Village Board) (photo), Jan 11, 1991, p.1
(Commission on Accreditation congratulates Donald Ferraro) (photo) (Progress edit 1991), Jan 25, 1991, p.1
No progress (on Heathcote Road Bridge which is still closed), Feb 1, 1991, p.1
Meanwhile on Corell (Road bridge is in final design stages), Feb 1, 1991, p.1
Chase Banking Center opens here (at 2 Overhill Road) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.2
Chase Banking Center opens here (at 2 Overhill Road) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.4
35th anniversary (for Lowell Tooley as Village Manager in SCS), Feb 15, 1991, p.1
Going up (garage and maintenance facility for service to equipment and offices) (photo), Feb 15, 1991, p.5
Downtown talks continue; fate of Garth lots unknown (as negotiations cont. with Penn Central), Feb 22, 1991, p.1
'S3 on 35' (irregular show featuring Lowell Tooley's perspective on current events, village affairs), Mar 1, 1991, p.1
The SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps is proud to be celebrating 20th year of service (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.22
Village hopes to buy Garth (Road) lots (owned by G. Antiaris and G. Dadakis), Mar 15, 1991, p.1
Triumphant crossing (of Heathcote Road Bridge as it reopened to traffic 3/12/91) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.1
Budget-makers cope with hard times (as tax hike rates are detailed), Mar 22, 1991, p.1
The main task (of Water Dept to flush out system, preventing discoloration, has begun), Mar 29, 1991, p.1
Garth (Road buildings) not for sale (say owners of buildings near Popham Road Bridge), Apr 5, 1991, p.1
Taking the oath (new mayor, William McCreery is sworn in, 4/1/91) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.1
Village budget (cont. discussion of proposed budget) (chart), Apr 5, 1991, p.5
New boards and council members appointed at first meeting og new term (names noted), Apr 12, 1991, p.8
FCC pact close at hand (cont details of negotiations for downtown), Apr 12, 1991, p.19
No answer for Garth (Road) tenants (as Village considers condemning of 7-eleven bldg), Apr 12, 1991, p.19
Open, but unfinished (Heathcote Road Bridge maintenance work not yet complete) (photo), Apr 19, 1991, p.3
Special delivery (of Girl Scout cookies to Village Manager from Troop 1955) (photo), Apr 26, 1991, p.1
From $5 to $8 (price of local parking ticket is being considered for increase), Apr 26, 1991, p.1
4-way STOP (installed at corners of Brite Ave and Butler Rd at Fox Meadow PTA's request), Apr 26, 1991, p.1
Lot questions (about whether MTA should give SCS monies for parking lots), May 3, 1991, p.1
New village tree (weeping cherry tree to be planted on Library lawn for Arbor Day), May 10, 1991, p.3
15 minutes...and counting (public hearing scheduled for 15 min. meter zones), May 17, 1991, p.1
TOOLEY, LOWELL continued

Garage bonds (issued by SCS to pay for new central garage), May 24, 1991, p. 1

On target, for now (reports of New York state budget and village's share), Jun 7, 1991, p. 1

New responsibilities ahead for police chief (as emergency services are coordinated), Jun 14, 1991, p. 1

Van de Water, Tooley lobby for change (at annual meeting of municipal officers), Jun 14, 1991, p. 2

Greenacres residents protest city sewer line (emergency route laid by White Plains), Jun 14, 1991, p. 5

Village signs agreement with Penn Central Corporation, Jun 21, 1991, p. 1


A year later, the (Heathcote) bridge is still a mess (plans for completion noted) (photo), Jul 12, 1991, p. 1

How to spend $1.1 million (for next year's sales tax windfall), Jul 26, 1991, p. 1

No early retirement (for highly-paid older village employees), Jul 26, 1991, p. 1

New law encourages recycling (New York State requires local govt to buy recyclable products), Aug 9, 1991, p. 1

In loving memory (bench at Boniface Circle to be rededicated to Dana Blair Allen) (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p. 12

Fleet manager (Wayne Elmore has been appointed fleet services supervisor, overseeing equipment), Aug 23, 1991, p. 1

Tax roll losses give hike to school tax bills (final raise is up to 8.85% in SCS), Aug 23, 1991, p. 1

PBA lawyer calls insurance plan unfair (details current disputes over new contract), Aug 23, 1991, p. 3

To tee or not to tee (Lowell Tooley declined to play at annual fundraiser of Prof. Engineers), Sep 6, 1991, p. 1

Village administrator given public safety post (bridging gap between Police and Village), Sep 6, 1991, p. 4

Pond (Crane-Berkley) needs dredging; association asks help (cont) (photo), Sep 6, 1991, p. 5

Station stairs crumbling; Metro-North to speed repair (photo), Oct 4, 1991, p. 1

Deputy village clerk (Joan Giampoli) earns official initials (photo), Oct 4, 1991, p. 5

Recycling progress (plans for Sept. 92 are being made for local waste pickup), Oct 11, 1991, p. 1

Bank of New York salutes League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 8, 1991, p. 28

New contractor hired for work on Heathcote Bridge, Nov 15, 1991, p. 1

Cable rate rise plan causes stir in towns, Nov 15, 1991, p. 1

New ambulance in service (photo), Nov 29, 1991, p. 3

'TNew hope' for speedy police contract (following new hope for resolution), Dec 6, 1991, p. 1

Japanese Festival to launch series of cultural fetes, Dec 13, 1991, p. 1

Overnight parking may be offered near station (Village Board suggestion), Dec 20, 1991, p. 1

Talks begin for county revaluation (Tooley in favor), Dec 27, 1991, p. 1

TOPPING, SEYMOUR (AU)

Newspapers face a growing challenge (discusses readership and editorial challenges) (edit), Feb 1, 1991, p. 7

TORK, RALPH

Scarsdale schools undergo major renovations this summer (photo), Aug 2, 1991, p. 4

TOROP, BEN

They're ready to play (16th annual Lillian Drake Thies Croquet competition) (photo), Aug 30, 1991, p. 2

TORZILLI, A P JR

Albert Philip Torzilli Jr (dies), Jan 4, 1991, p. 8

TOSKANER, K (AU)

'T10 ways to a great Christmas' (ltr), Dec 13, 1991, p. 6

TOWN AND VILLAGE CIVIC CLUB

Historic lunch (for TVCC's first luncheon at new Heathcote Crossing) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p. 4

Setting the record straight on TVCC procedures (following Behr letter 4/5/91) (edit), Apr 12, 1991, p. 7

Civic Club to discuss elementary curriculum (at May membership meeting), May 24, 1991, p. 2

State near final figure on school aid (cont details of proposed state cuts in budget), May 24, 1991, p. 15

Passing the gavel (to new pres. Daniel Silver of TVCC) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p. 1

Too much to teach, too little time: TVCC panel discussion (reports on K-5 curriculum), Jun 7, 1991, p. 5

Hold off on recycling: TVCC report (suggests that SCS not increase curbside collection), Jun 14, 1991, p. 5

TVCC: restore state aid (urging legislature to restore cut funds for schools), Jun 28, 1991, p. 1

Committee heads, VP (Janet Marcus) appointed by civic club (names noted), Jul 19, 1991, p. 2
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TOWN AND VILLAGE CIVIC CLUB continued

Making newcomers' event a success (ltr), Oct 4, 1991, p.7

Group to assess housing need (reports on first meeting; chair Robert Greenes), Nov 1, 1991, p.1

Holiday singing (to be held in Boniface Circle 12/14/91), Dec 6, 1991, p.1

Join the chorus (holiday sing to be held in Boniface Circle) (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.6

County should extend budget process, Dec 20, 1991, p.5

TOWN AND VILLAGE CIVIC CLUB-SCS

Town and Village Civic Club asks board to defer bulk vote (for comments), Jan 25, 1991, p.1


Town and Village Civic Club recommends committee study of affordable housing, Feb 8, 1991, p.1

Town and Village Civic Club debates reports (about housing; many individuals quoted) (cont), Feb 8, 1991, p.8

'Affordable' really means 'subsidized' (discusses TVCC report) (ltr), Feb 15, 1991, p.6

Its up to all of us (reports Nita Lowey to TVCC at meeting regarding Budget resolution), Apr 19, 1991, p.1

Dipping into surplus could be a risky habit (says E. Eisert of TVCC's Fiscal Affairs Committee), Apr 19, 1991, p.3

Cubic volume limits called 'reasonable' (by William Siendol of TVCC Zoning Committee), Apr 19, 1991, p.3

Housing committee needs broader membership base (edit), Sep 27, 1991, p.6

TVCC members, looking for mail (ltr), Oct 11, 1991, p.6

Join TVCC for lunch, president asks (ltr), Oct 11, 1991, p.6

TOWN BOARD-6BH

(Ella) Molin columns criticized (regarding 6BH town officials; reply by Molin noted) (ltr), Jan 4, 1991, p.6

Job well done (why the nitpicking?) (discusses financial report 1990 and its review) (edit), Jul 26, 1991, p.6

TOYS FOR TOTS

Stores aid toy drive, Nov 29, 1991, p.1

TRACY, SOPHIA QKUN (AU)

A rose is a rose is a rose-but not mine! (edit), Sep 13, 1991, p.7

TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS

Enforce traffic laws (suggests need for police intervention in local patterns) (ltr), Jan 18, 1991, p.6

Trial witnesses split on cause of crash (last year fatally involving Ruth Washington), Feb 8, 1991, p.1

Traffic experts testify (cont details of Panessa trial regarding R.Washington accident), Feb 8, 1991, p.22

Driver (Angela Panessa) in fatal crash (of Ruth Washington) guilty of DWAI, Jun 7, 1991, p.1

DWAI driver (Angela Panessa) sentenced in Washington fatal car crash case; appeal pending (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.1

(Angela) Panessa sentenced; appeal pending (cont), Jul 26, 1991, p.4

LaGrassa, Linda/Mother of three killed in pedestrian accident, Sep 13, 1991, p.1

The eighth deadly sin (discusses impatience in light of pedestrian safety) (edit), Sep 13, 1991, p.6

Nobody injured (in car accident on Ardsley and Old Army Roads) (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.1

TRAFFIC SAFETY

Brite idea? (for traffic light at Brite Ave and Fenimore Rd still under consideration), Mar 22, 1991, p.1

Cracking down on picking up (Metro-North commuters and motorists will be ticketed at drop-off), Dec 13, 1991, p.1

TRAFFIC SIGNS AND SIGNALS

4-way STOP (installed at corners of Brite Ave and Butler Rd at Fox Meadow FTA's request), Apr 26, 1991, p.1

... and praise for John Crary (by Fox Meadow FTA regarding new 4-way stop signs) (ltr), Apr 26, 1991, p.6

TRAGER, DAVID


TRAMONTINE, NANCY

Christmas all through the house (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.12

TRANQUILLO, ALBERT AND ANN

The Bank of New York salutes SCS Family Counseling Service honored by Chamber of Commerce (photo), Mar 29, 1991, p.22

TRANSPLANTATION OF ORGANS, TISSUES, ETC

Organ donors needed (details importance of donors in keeping transplants available) (ltr), May 10, 1991, p.6
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TRASK, JAMES (AU)
No basis to provide housing (details statistics about local housing) (ltr), Feb 22, 1991, p.6

TRAUTWEIN, FRANK
Frank Trautwein (dies), Jul 26, 1991, p.12

TRAVEL AGENCIES AND AGENTS
Judson, Nancy L (receives 1991 Travel & Leisure Award for most innovative product), Apr 12, 1991, p.9

TREIBER, JON
Concentration (Jon Treiber competes in soccer slalom at annual event) (photo), Aug 9, 1991, p.1
Local youngsters winners at Playground Olympics 1991 (photo), Aug 9, 1991, p.16

TRESSLER, CLYDE
Bank of New York salutes the Junior High Speech Contest (5/21/91 with over 250 contestants) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.24

TSAI, JULIE J
Health-food shop to open here (Julie J Tsai opens Fresh and Fit Inc.) (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.8

TSUKADA, JUNKO
Local musicians tapped (for Intermediate All County Orchestra, Band and Chorus) (names noted), Mar 1, 1991, p.12

TSURUMI, ANDREA
Budding artist (she's 5) wins (Andrea Tsurumi wins first prize from Cricket Mag. contest) (photo), May 3, 1991, p.8

TULLY, ANNE
Anne Tully (pres-elect of NY Hilton Erickson Society for Psychotherapy), Jun 28, 1991, p.4

TURNER, RITA
Mentioning the unmentionable (skits presented at annual meeting highlight issues) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.5
Retired teachers meet (photo), Oct 11, 1991, p.2

TURNER, RITA F (AU)
Middle school has long history (recalling Archibald Shaw and the 1950's) (ltr), Feb 1, 1991, p.6

TUSH, WENDI FRIEDMAN
Censorship and 'Living in America' (television special on VH-1) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.13

UCHITELLE, JOAN
Adult School honors its longtime registrar (Marguerite Kane) (photo), Dec 20, 1991, p.3

UGHETTA, HENRY
A caregiver's battle: loves vs. Alzheimer's (details Mary Alice Ughetta's work) (edit) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.6

UGHETTA, MARY ALICE
A caregiver's battle: loves vs. Alzheimer's (details Mary Alice Ughetta's work) (edit) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.6

UGLIAROLI, SUSAN
I now pronounce you... (performances for nursery schools of Rumpelstiltskin) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.8

ULAN, MELISSA
Treeful of mittens (for Salvation Army, presented by Girl Scout Troops) (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.1

ULLMAN, JOE
Follow (Joe) Ullman's lead (recommends United Way) (ltr), Jul 12, 1991, p.6
Volunteers are indispensable (to Senior Personnel Employment Council) (ltr), Jul 12, 1991, p.6

ULLMAN, JOSEPH

ULLMAN, JOSEPH E (AU)
Who's on the 'most wanted' list? (details volunteers; skills, opportunities and future) (edit), Jun 14, 1991, p.7

UNANUE, JOHN
Bungee jumper (John Unanue) takes the plunge (and describes experience) (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.19

UNDERHILL, JOSHUA
Quaint taxes (historical tax rolls were found by Joan Giampoli at Village Hall), Sep 20, 1991, p.1

UNDERWEISER, BEATRICE
Committee heads, VP (Janet Marcus) appointed by civic club (names noted), Jul 19, 1991, p.2
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UNEMPLOYMENT

Down and out in Scarsdale, the recession hits home (details of unemployed resident; statistics), Jul 12, 1991, p.1
Local man gets a first hand look at the recession (cont), Jul 12, 1991, p.9

UNGER, LOIS

The SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps is proud to be celebrating 20th year of service (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.22

UNITED JEWISH APPEAL-FEDERATION

Fundraisers (for Westchester Women's Campaign for UJA raise funds at Dec. luncheon) (photo), Jan 4, 1991, p.8
Worried about war, locals (over 1000 people) rally (at Westchester Reform Temple), Feb 1, 1991, p.1
UJA chairmen (for Westchester Women's Campaign honor local womenf Susan Stern and B. Cohen) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.8
Local woman flies to Israel in time to welcome home Ethiopian Jews (Susan Stern reports), May 31, 1991, p.1
Scarsdalian (Susan Stern) greets Ethiopians (cont details of trip to Israel), May 31, 1991, p.9
Alan S Jaffe (pres-elect of UJA-Federation), Jul 26, 1991, p.5
Alvin H Einbender (named general campaign chair-elect of UJA-Federation), Jul 26, 1991, p.5
Alan R Batkin (named chair of overseas affairs for UJA-Federation), Jul 26, 1991, p.5
Bryn Cohen (named chair of women's campaign for UJA-Federation) (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.5

UNITED WAY

Volunteers needed (by local organizations), Mar 22, 1991, p.11
R J Laudenbach Jr (named to Legal Awareness of Westchester board), Apr 12, 1991, p.9
United Way elects 2 (Glenn T Nygreen and Linda Cook Pelaccio, chair; board members noted) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.4
(Lester) Crystal to talk at United Way campaign kickoff (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.4
United Way: It helps keep a legal agency afloat, Dec 6, 1991, p.15
Homeless diabetic depends on nurse and United Way (Visiting Nurse Service of Westchester), Dec 13, 1991, p.5

UNITED WAY- FUND RAISING

Contributions down; United Way extends drive (experiencing first shortfall in years), Mar 22, 1991, p.4

UNSоворTH, ROBERT

Noises from the library (discusses proposed budget change of Marge Lewis from JHS to Heathcote), May 10, 1991, p.15

URBAN LEAGUE

African Americans are falling further behind (economically and future is predicted) (edit), Jan 10, 1991, p.7

URBAN, STEVE

Redux enriched as local naval officer relives Persian Gulf saga (cont) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.12

US ARMY

Maximizing human assets in peace (details philosophy and training of soldiers) (edit), Feb 15, 1991, p.6
Betrayed by (George) Bush and Congress (SCS student describes beliefs) (edit), Feb 15, 1991, p.7
Recalling service as Army doctor (local dr. details personal World War II experience) (ltr), Apr 26, 1991, p.6
At ease (resident Court Horncastle visited local schools for account of Desert Storm) (photo), May 3, 1991, p.15

US CONGRESS

Don't trust those over 30, or three-termers in Congress (edit), Nov 15, 1991, p.6

US CONGRESS, SENATE

Scarsdale native (Harris Wofford) appointed Pennsylvania senator (succeeding John Heinz), May 24, 1991, p.5

US CONSTITUTION - 1ST-10TH AMENDMENTS

All options should be provided; doctors shouldn't be muzzled (edit), Oct 25, 1991, p.7

US POSTAL SERVICE

More dog bites (as Postal Service increases awareness of danger to employees), May 10, 1991, p.1
Mail stolen from Garth apartments (260 Garth Road; reported by Connie Kimble), Aug 9, 1991, p.1
Mail theft (cont details of 260 Garth Road), Aug 9, 1991, p.11
A lick in time (early stamp service during holidays), Nov 29, 1991, p.1
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US SENATE
Distinguished grad (Harris Wofford) wins election for US Senator from Pennsylvania, Nov 8, 1991, p.1
Elect this man, (Harris) Wofford, President: now here's an idea (edit), Dec 6, 1991, p.7

US SUPREME COURT
Dissent: My Clarence Thomas problem (discusses Supreme Court nominee) (edit), Jul 12, 1991, p.6
Stereotypes validate prejudice (comments on Mobile edit. 7/12 re: Clarence Thomas) (ltr), Jul 26, 1991, p.6
Back to the future with Judge Clarence Thomas? (questions political positions) (edit), Jul 26, 1991, p.6
Thomas hearings spotlighted a problem as old as America (edit), Oct 18, 1991, p.6
The simplest explanation of the Thomas scandal (edit), Oct 18, 1991, p.6
Thomas's trial by television (edit), Oct 18, 1991, p.6
It's time to reconsider lifetime Court tenure (edit), Oct 25, 1991, p.6
Clarence Thomas is a justice with a special talent for saying the right, right-wing thing (edit), Nov 1, 1991, p.7

US SUPREME COURT-DECISIONS
An unjust Supreme Court decision (handed down by Rust v. Sullivan) (ltr), Jul 5, 1991, p.6
Overturn the 'gag rule' (details Rust v. Sullivan) (edit), Sep 6, 1991, p.7
Scarsdale LWV opposes Rust v. Sullivan decision (cont) (edit), Sep 6, 1991, p.8

US-ARMED FORCES
In the Persian Gulf (are SES graduates Daniel Salazar and Henry C Miller) (photo), Jan 11, 1991, p.4
Military families network for peace (called Military Families Support Network is detailed) (edit), Jan 11, 1991, p.7
From a soldier's family, heartfelt thanks to residents who have written their son (ltr), Jan 16, 1991, p.6
Fox Meadow's GI pen pal (Jason Hendler writes to soldier in Saudi Arabia) (photo), Jan 18, 1991, p.8
'Willie' goes to war (details US military quotas in history and present) (edit), Feb 22, 1991, p.7
In gulf area (Lt Paul H Doolittle has been participating in Operation Desert Storm) (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.8
Coast Guard cadet (Adam J Messenger) Silver wings (Scott L Mulgrew) (photo), Jul 19, 1991, p.5
On Kuwait border: Lots of POWs (first hand account of troop activity in Kuwait) (photo), Jul 19, 1991, p.7

US-CONSTITUTION-AMENDMENTS
and a winning essay: Remember the Bill of Rights (by Jessica Rosenzweig) (edit), May 24, 1991, p.7

US-ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
Down and out in Scarsdale, the recession hits home (details of unemployed resident; statistics), Jul 12, 1991, p.1
Local man gets a first hand look at the recession (cont), Jul 12, 1991, p.9
Businesses watch customers cut back to cope with recession (local examples), Jul 19, 1991, p.1
Residents are cutting back to cope with the recession (cont. details of merchants, real estate), Jul 19, 1991, p.12

US-FOREIGN RELATIONS
Experts assess US role after the war (outlines US position and historical background), Mar 8, 1991, p.1
Middle East experts assess US role after war (cont. details of presentation), Mar 8, 1991, p.8

US-FOREIGN RELATIONS-JAPAN
No reason to be 'bashing' America (discusses industrialized nations and their future) (edit), Mar 1, 1991, p.7

US ISRAEL WOMEN TO WOMEN
' Lavender Hill mob' gets job done in Israel (through US/Israel Women and V. Snitow) (photo), Jul 12, 1991, p.5

VALENTINE'S DAY
Hearts & flowers (as fellow EMT students exchange valentines) (photo), Feb 15, 1991, p.1

VAN DE WATER, PETER
Board (of Appeals) to hear appraiser on Scarsdale Ave plan (for Scarsdale Equities), Jan 18, 1991, p.3
Parking not required for donut shop (Dunkin' Donuts scheduled to open in June, Planning Bd reports), May 31, 1991, p.3
Van de Water, Tooley lobby for change (at annual meeting of municipal officers), Jun 14, 1991, p.2
State suit filed over swimming pool (cont. details of Schwartz application), Aug 2, 1991, p.12
Dunkin' Donuts calls its clients 'morning people': Defends parking waiver, Aug 16, 1991, p.1
Appeals board OKs variances (individuals noted), Aug 16, 1991, p.3
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VAN DE WATER, PETER continued
No development set for Chateaux, Nov 1, 1991, p.1

VAN HORNE, EDWARD K

VAN HORNE, ROBERT
In support of the troops (in the Persian Gulf, flags have been flying downtown) (photo), Feb 22, 1991, p.1

VANDALISM
Resident asks School Board for help deterring vandalism (at Halloween), Sep 27, 1991, p.3
Early warning on Halloween vandalism (from Police), Oct 25, 1991, p.1
To the thief who took our pumpkins (ltr), Oct 25, 1991, p.6
Outbreak of car window slashing follows quiet Halloween in Scarsdale, Nov 8, 1991, p.1

VANHORNE, ROBERT T
Robert T VanHorne inducted to Board of Westchester County Board of Realtors, Oct 11, 1991, p.4

VATH, TERESA & JIM
Stepping into Scarsdale (are Sherry Henderson and Mecie Beachem) (photo), Sep 27, 1991, p.14

VEGETABLE GARDENS AND GARDENING
Engineer's garden emits productive yield (Ernest Joerg describes work) (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.5

VENOKUR, ROSS
SHS artists work shown at Aldrich (Museum, CT: names of artists noted), May 24, 1991, p.12

VENTURA, JESSICA
Maximum power (Raiders varsity girls softball watch Coach DeBenedetto) (photo), Apr 26, 1991, p.24

VENTURINI, SYLVIA
Undivided, undefeated (Heathcote 6th grade girls maintain championship for 4 years) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.11

VERGARI, CARL
Trial witnesses split on cause of crash (last year fatally involving Ruth Washington), Feb 8, 1991, p.1

VERMES, ELLIOT
Students (SHS) support guards' job pleas (at Board of Education meeting), Jun 7, 1991, p.5

VETARE, MARGARET
Spinning 101 (Margaret Vetare instructs students on spinning process for wool) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.5

VETERAN, ANTHONY
Candidate (Douglas Baumes) pleads 'not guilty' in false kidnap, Aug 2, 1991, p.1
Light on primary candidates needed (discussion of individuals) (edit), Aug 30, 1991, p.6
To the races (details upcoming elections and candidates) (edit), Sep 6, 1991, p.6
Some harsh words for Tony Veteran (ltr), Sep 6, 1991, p.6
Veteran appeals (Westchester county petition ruling) (will be heard by Judge Donovan), Sep 27, 1991, p.1

VETERAN, TONY
Veteran fires opening volley (discusses Tony Veteran's open letter 7/5/91 and elections) (edit), Jul 12, 1991, p.6
Supervisor's race (GBH Town) is heating up (with candidates and views), Jul 19, 1991, p.1
(Tony) Veteran overlooked campaign nuts and bolts (discusses campaign race) (edit), Sep 20, 1991, p.6

VETERANS
Gulf veterans to march in July 3 Victory Parade (list of local Gulf veterans noted), Jun 28, 1991, p.2

VICE PRESIDENTS
Abolish the Vice Presidency (says Halpern in a discussion of Quayle and Succession) (edit), Jun 7, 1991, p.6

VICTIMS OF CRIME
Victims' rights: progress (describes proposed legislation and Victims organizations) (edit), Apr 26, 1991, p.6
...and a setback (in issue of whether or not to publish names of rape victims) (edit), Apr 26, 1991, p.6
Spano: Rape victims are entitled to privacy (details controversy over victims' rights) (edit), Apr 26, 1991, p.7
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VICTIMS OF CRIME continued

Palm Beach debacle—that’s entertainment (details Kennedy scandal about rape) (edit), May 3, 1991, p.7
Carthage Road man shot as he opens door: Weapon found; gunman sought (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.1
Babysitter saw suspect (cont. details of shooting of Robert Cohen, Carthage Road), Sep 20, 1991, p.5
Police continue search for unidentified gunman (in shooting of Robert Cohen), Sep 27, 1991, p.1

VILLAGE BOARD-PLANNING AND ZONING COMMITTEE

Questions & Answers on residential bulk law (from the village and a critic), Jan 18, 1991, p.7

VILLAGE BOARD-SCS

(William) McCreery nominated for village mayor (village Trustees also noted) (photo), Jan 11, 1991, p.1
Needed: volunteers on village boards (criteria noted as well as board descriptions), Jan 11, 1991, p.5
Arguments against law exploit fear (of residents as bulk law proposal is discussed) (edit), Jan 18, 1991, p.6
Questions & Answers on residential bulk law (from the village and a critic), Jan 18, 1991, p.7
Village trustees visit Old Westbury (L.I. where similar laws have been affected) (cont), Jan 25, 1991, p.5
Trustees table cubic volume limits (as Village Board votes without bulk law’s controversial feature), Mar 1, 1991, p.1
Village board meeting (cont. discussion of bulk housing laws), Mar 1, 1991, p.8
Open minds and issues (suggests that Trustees allow for discussion before raising fees) (edit), Mar 8, 1991, p.6
Village hopes to buy Garth (Road) lots owned by S. Antiaris and S. Dadakis), Mar 15, 1991, p.1
Zoning law passes without bulk limits (of cubic volume or height/setback ratios), Mar 15, 1991, p.1
(Alan) Blitz, (Robert) Greenes and (Esther) Shay lauded at last Village Board meeting, Mar 29, 1991, p.2
They made a difference (Esther Shay and Robert Greenes are applauded as public servants) (edit), Mar 29, 1991, p.6
Garth (Road buildings) not for sale (say owners of buildings near Popham Road Bridge), Apr 5, 1991, p.1

Village budget hearing Tuesday (4/9 describes new spending plan), Apr 5, 1991, p.1
State officials say assessor’s procedures were okay (following hearing of complaints), Apr 5, 1991, p.4
Village master plan urgently needed to prevent gargantuan development (says architect) (edit), Apr 5, 1991, p.9
Agreement with P(enn) C(orporation) nearly ready (for negotiating development contract), Apr 12, 1991, p.1
New boards and council members appointed at first meeting of new term (names noted), Apr 12, 1991, p.8
To new trustee Anne Janiak, getting there is half the fun (details career and ideas), Apr 19, 1991, p.1
Trustee Anne Janiak (cont information about new village Trustee) (photo), Apr 19, 1991, p.8
Trustees commit to P(enn) C(orporation) talks: Overhill asks for smaller plan (photo), Apr 26, 1991, p.1
Budget OK’d; tax increase 5.7% (details noted following Village Board approval), Apr 26, 1991, p.3
Bicknell (Neil) sees need for broader participation in government (comments on experience) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.1
(Neil) Bicknell brings technical expertise to Board (cont. biography of new trustee), May 10, 1991, p.14
Schedules, sidewalks cause consternation (at Village Board meeting), May 31, 1991, p.3
Parking rates OK’d (by Village Board for two new spaces and change in rates), Jun 14, 1991, p.1
Mayor to appoint committee to study affordable housing, Jun 28, 1991, p.1
Dickel Road connection nearly provoked ‘no’ vote from mayor (in sewer emergency plan), Aug 2, 1991, p.2
Preservation Committee given new demolition deadline (by Village Board), Aug 30, 1991, p.10
Crane-Berkley to Scarsdale: Let’s go Dutch? (on cost of dredging Crane’s man-made ponds), Sep 6, 1991, p.1
Pond (Crane-Berkley) needs dredging; association asks help (cont) (photo), Sep 6, 1991, p.5
Scarsdale forms affordable housing committee (Robert Greenes to chair) (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.1
Village to host welcome for newcomers Sept. 29 ’91 (at SCS Woman’s Club), Sep 13, 1991, p.12
Revenue change (noted to be $122,250 under budget for this year), Oct 25, 1991, p.1
Rises approved for key managers (Village Board approves raises for key management), Oct 25, 1991, p.2
Time to tighten our belts (criticizes Village Board’s pay raises to Village) (edit), Nov 8, 1991, p.6
Full payment an advantage for village (regarding retirement funds), Dec 6, 1991, p.4
Full payment an advantage for village (regarding retirement funds), Dec 6, 1991, p.4
Village to review Master Plan (drafted in 1968), Dec 20, 1991, p.1
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VILLAGE BOARD-SCS continued

- Trustees nix rec fee hikes (for 1992), Dec 20, 1991, p.1

VILLAGE BOARD-SCS-FINANCE COMMITTEE

- Parking fees (throughout village to rise, in proposals to Village Board), Jun 7, 1991, p.1

VILLAGE BOARD-SCS-PERSONNEL COMMITTEE

- To new trustee Anne Janiak, getting there is half the fun (details career and ideas), Apr 19, 1991, p.1

VILLAGE CLERK-SCS

- Clerk (Joan Giapoli) cleans up (Village Hall for grant to assist records management), Jan 18, 1991, p.1

VILLAGE COUNCILS

- Six to serve on village councils (names noted), Oct 25, 1991, p.5

VILLAGE COURT-SCS

- Village Court hearings (noted), Apr 26, 1991, p.5

VILLAGE EMPLOYEES

- 35th anniversary (for Lowell Tooley as Village Manager in SCS), Feb 15, 1991, p.1
- Attacks on (Noreen) Flood (Village Assessor) lack legal basis (says Village Board), Apr 5, 1991, p.1
- State officials say assessor’s procedures were okay (following hearing of complaints), Apr 5, 1991, p.4
- New village historian (Irving Sloan to replace Richard Lederer after 10 years), Apr 12, 1991, p.1
- New boards and council members appointed at first meeting and new term (names noted), Apr 12, 1991, p.8
- Students protest (over loss of security guards in new budget) (Al Cooper and Ed Ciffone), May 31, 1991, p.1
- Students (SHS) support guards’ job pleas (at Board of Education meeting), Jul 17, 1991, p.5
- Van de Water, Tooley lobby for change (at annual meeting of municipal officers), Jun 14, 1991, p.2
- Fleet manager (Wayne Elmore has been appointed fleet services supervisor, overseeing equipment), Aug 23, 1991, p.1
- PBA lawyer calls insurance plan ‘unfair’ (details current disputes over new contract), Aug 23, 1991, p.3
- Cutting costs (changes in village employees insurance plan are noted), Aug 30, 1991, p.3
- Village administrator given public safety post (bridging gap between Police and Village), Sep 6, 1991, p.4
- Scarsdale Police, Village to try again for new agreement (in contract talks), Sep 13, 1991, p.3
- Police contract negotiations (cont with mention of SCS village employees), Sep 20, 1991, p.8
- Deputy village clerk (Joan Giapoli) earns official initials (photo), Oct 4, 1991, p.5
- Counsel says former assessor violated local ethics code (Vincent Pagliaro), Oct 11, 1991, p.1
- Raises approved for key managers (Village Board approves raises for key management), Oct 25, 1991, p.2
- Manager (George Kuntz) named to state post, Nov 8, 1991, p.15
- Blood drive hampered by confusion over vaccine (details noted), Dec 27, 1991, p.3

VILLAGE MANAGER-SCS

- 35th anniversary (for Lowell Tooley as Village Manager in SCS), Feb 15, 1991, p.1
- ‘35 on 35’ (regular show featuring Lowell Tooley’s perspective on current events, village affairs), Mar 1, 1991, p.1

VINCENT, BRIAN K (AU)

- Endangered: our Arctic heritage (edit), Sep 27, 1991, p.7

VINCENT, HARRY B (DR)

- Dr Harry B Vincent (dies), Nov 29, 1991, p.20

VITAGLIANO, ALDO


VOGEL, RON

- Bank of New York salutes the Junior High Speech Contest (3/21/91 with over 250 contestants) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.24
- Scarsdale teens dominate Burke (Rehabilitation) race (to raise money for center; names noted), Jun 14, 1991, p.17

VONHOUT, JOSEPH

- Where’s the sequel? (plans for Plaza Theater on Garth Road are detailed), May 24, 1991, p.1
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VOLUNTEER WORKERS

A caregiver's battle: lovev. Alzheimer's (details Mary Alice Ughetta's work) (edit) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.6
Louise Boardman (national volunteer for RP Found. Fighting Blindness) (photo), Feb 8, 1991, p.4
Pace (university) awards (to SCS residents for service), Feb 8, 1991, p.4
Praise for Ted Simmons (for work in community, as he prepares to leave SCS) (Itr), Feb 15, 1991, p.6
Walter H Gutman (presented silver tray by National Executive Service Corps), Mar 1, 1991, p.4
Volunteers needed (by local organizations), Mar 22, 1991, p.11
Volunteers (needed by Neuberg Museum who will host Museum Services Council 5/15/91), May 3, 1991, p.19
Obviously, she got along well with her mother (Gert Hofheimer to be awarded) (edit) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.6
Carol Gerstein (named director of Jewish Guild for Blind's Westchester development office), Jun 7, 1991, p.8
Linda Angel (named pres of Children's Brain Tumor Foundation) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.4
Who's on the 'most wanted' list? (details volunteers; skills, opportunities and future) (edit), Jun 14, 1991, p.7
The many opportunities for volunteers (apprauds 6/14 edit detailing info and convenience) (Itr), Jun 21, 1991, p.6
Donald K Singer (recognized by Pleasantville Cottage School), Jun 28, 1991, p.4
Let's revive neighborliness (July 4th evokes sense of community, need for volunteerism) (Itr), Jul 5, 1991, p.6
'Lavender Hill' mob gets job done in Israel (through US/Israel Women and V. Snitow) (photo), Jul 12, 1991, p.5
Follow (Joe) Ullman's lead (recommends United Way) (Itr), Jul 12, 1991, p.6
Volunteers are indispensable (to Senior Personnel Employment Council) (Itr), Jul 12, 1991, p.6
Honoring White Plains Hospital Center) (and volunteers from SCS noted) (photo), Jul 19, 1991, p.4
Hospital volunteers needed (for New York Hospital and Westchester Medical Center), Aug 16, 1991, p.4
Opportunities available for volunteers, Oct 11, 1991, p.22

VON ANCKEN, H (AU)

Needed on parkway: a median barrier (Itr), Nov 8, 1991, p.7

VON ANCKEN, HANS (AU)

Who's for the bulk law? (asks residents their opinion) (Itr), Feb 8, 1991, p.6

VORPERIAN, JOHN

John Vorperian (elected national vice-pres of Ripon Society), May 31, 1991, p.4

VOTER REGISTRATION

Voter registration (for upcoming village elections to take place; dates times noted), Mar 8, 1991, p.1
Voter registration (by League of Women Voters registers many new voters) (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.15
Antidote to apathy (voter registration statistics are noted & League of Women Voters praised) (edit), Sep 27, 1991, p.6

VOTING

Jobs at the polls (Joan Giampoli is looking for poll watchers), Oct 25, 1991, p.1
Polling places changed (SCS changes noted), Nov 1, 1991, p.5

VULANT, NICK

Grim aftermath (of fire at 34 Stratton Road) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.5

WACHMAN, SANDY (AU)

Vote yes in Edgemont (says Edgemont PTA) (Itr), Jun 7, 1991, p.6

WACHOWIAK, DAVE

Fox Meadow's 61 pen pal (Jason Hendler writes to soldier in Saudi Arabia) (photo), Jan 18, 1991, p.8

WACHENHEIM, FLORIE

Election turnout light (names of newly elected members noted), Jan 25, 1991, p.1

WAGNER, JULES

They're ready to play (16th annual Lillian Drake Thies Croquet competition) (photo), Aug 30, 1991, p.2

WAGNER, LIBBY

Presidential entertainment (language maven visits Woman's Club) (photo), Oct 18, 1991, p.14

WALKMAN, SCOTT
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WALFISH, DANIEL
Bank of New York salutes the Junior High Speech Contest (3/21/91 with over 250 contestants) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.24

WALKING
Taking a race walk on the wild side (describes five-day running race in Hawaii) (edit), May 10, 1991, p.7

WALL, ROBERT
New boards and council members appointed at first meeting of new term (names noted), Apr 12, 1991, p.8

WALLACE, DWAYNE
SHS students honored for academic standing, service (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18

WALLACE, DWAYNE A
National Achievement Scholar (Dwayne A Wallace receives award from John Georges) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.19

WALLACE, PHILLIP V B (AU)
Time to drop divisive rhetoric (ltr), Dec 13, 1991, p.6

WALLACH, ANDREW
Outer reaches (Andrew "Air" Wallach delivers leading points over New Rochelle) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.20
Cagers thumped in 79-50 loss to No. 1 Mount Vernon (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.22
Raiders on a rampage, gunnin' for No. 1 (photo), Mar 1, 1991, p.22
Raiders topped 59-53 in sectional showdown (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.16
Coach of the year (Basketball coach, Jack Kauner, with his team) (cont) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22
Team effort (for Raiders basketball team at Madison Square Garden before finals) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22

WALLACH, JOHN D
Book forces another examination of (Yasir) Arafat (in John D Wallach's new book) (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.5

WALLACH, SCOTT
All-star champs (6th grade boys won medal at All-County tourney) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.20

WALLENBERG, JACOB
Scarsdale Congregational Church to hold fundraiser for Holocaust memorial, Sep 13, 1991, p.15

WALLER, ALLEN C (AU)
Do the job or resign (states resident to EHT Nominating Committee) (ltr), Apr 5, 1991, p.6

WALLER, GLADYS (AU)
She's voting for (Paul) Feiner (in upcoming 6BH town supervisor election) (ltr), Jun 21, 1991, p.6

WALLIS, THEA

WALS, JANE
SHS students honored for academic standing, service (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18

WALS, KEN
Local musicians tapped (for Intermediate All County Orchestra, Band and Chorus) (names noted), Mar 1, 1991, p.12

WALSH, ERIN
Eye class (Raiders girls gymnasts assembled at Maroon and White dinner) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22

WALSH, MAURA
Scouts' honor (for cadets and seniors who helped with younger scouts) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.8

WALSH, MEGHAN
Counselors' award goes to SHS senior (Meghan Walsh), Jun 21, 1991, p.15

WALSH, TOM
Keep your eyes on the ball (Tom Walsh in championship game) (photo), Aug 30, 1991, p.1

WANG, DALE
Fundraisers (for Westchester Women's Campaign for UJA raise funds at Dec. luncheon) (photo), Jan 4, 1991, p.8

WARD, STEVE
Winners named in safety poster contest (sponsored by PTAs and fire depts; names noted) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.5
WARE, MOLLY

WARFIELD, JIM
Trustees commit to (Penn) (Central) (Corporation) talks: Overhill asks for smaller plan (photo), Apr 26, 1991, p.1
PCC and Village agree to negotiate (cont details of future plans for downtown) (photo), Apr 26, 1991, p.3

WARHUS, CAROLYN
(Paul) Solomon testifies (at murder trial, coverage cont. from p.1), Jan 4, 1991, p.5
Murder victim's daughter (Kristan Solomon) testifies (at Carolyn Warhus trial), Jan 18, 1991, p.1
Murder victim's daughter testifies (cont), Jan 18, 1991, p.11
Defendant (Carolyn Warhus) ill; trial postponed (until Mon. am) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.11
Crucial evidence presented at murder trial of Carolyn Warhus (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.1
Jury hears defendant's statement in Carolyn Warhus murder trial) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.13
Detectives erred, Warhus defense claims (details evidence at trial), Feb 8, 1991, p.10
Solomon grills by defense in (Warhus trial) (photo), Feb 15, 1991, p.1
Solomon lashes out at defense attorney in (Carolyn Warhus murder trial of B. Solomon), Feb 22, 1991, p.1
Defense probes (Vincent) Parco's shady past in (Carolyn Warhus trial) (photo), Mar 1, 1991, p.1
Defense scrutinizes Parco, key Warhus trial witness (as murder trial continues), Mar 8, 1991, p.1
Surprise witness ties weapon to (Carolyn Warhus as trial continues) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.11
Warhus bill a fake, witness says in criminal trial of Carolyn Warhus), Mar 29, 1991, p.11
Defense witness tells of meeting with (Vincent) Parco (details of ongoing trial), Apr 5, 1991, p.1
Witness tells of meeting Parco (cont. details of trial of Carolyn Warhus), Apr 5, 1991, p.11
Defendant's father (Thomas Warhus) testifies at murder trial (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.1
Warhus trial to end Monday with attorney's closing arguments (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.13
Jury hears closing arguments (cont details of murder trial), Apr 19, 1991, p.11
Sequestered 10 days, (Carolyn) Warhus jury still out (after 10 days of deliberation), Apr 26, 1991, p.11
Hung jury ends (Carolyn) Warhus trial (after 13 weeks of testimony), May 3, 1991, p.1
Jurors split 8-4 on decision in (murder trial) (photo), May 3, 1991, p.13
Judge (John Carey) orders new (murder) trial for (Carolyn) Warhus, Jul 12, 1991, p.1
New defense attorney to represent (Carolyn) Warhus (in new murder trial) (cont), Jul 12, 1991, p.9
Warhus's attorney seeks more time for preparation of re-trial), Jul 19, 1991, p.11
Warhus judge's conduct found wanting by (District) Attorney) in C. Warhus murder trial), Sep 20, 1991, p.1
Warhus judge (John Carey) denies request he step down (decision quoted), Oct 25, 1991, p.1
Year in review: (looks back on month-by-month account of village activities), Dec 27, 1991, p.1

WARMUS, THOMAS
Defendant's father (Thomas Warmus) testifies at murder trial (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.1

WARNER, MARY ALICE
A community service penalty: Does it help? (discusses positive benefits) (edit), Feb 22, 1991, p.6

WARNKEN, PAT
Auxiliary (of White Plains Hospital) elects new president (Lynn Tobias) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.8
Multicultural munching (as High School Committee hosts annual lunch) (photo), Oct 4, 1991, p.20

WARNKEN, PATRICIA
Patricia Warnken (has joined Centennial Realty) (photo), May 31, 1991, p.4

WASHBURN, PHIL (REV)
Conversants (Rabbi Jack Stern and Rev. Phil Washburn to reflect on SCS changes over 30 yrs) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.16

WASHBURN, PHILIP (REV)
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WASHINGTON, RUTH
- Trial witnesses split on cause of crash (last year fatally involving Ruth Washington), Feb 8, 1991, p.1
- Driver (Angela Panessa) in fatal crash (of Ruth Washington) guilty of DWAI, Jun 7, 1991, p.1
- DWAI driver (Angela Panessa) sentenced in Washington fatal car crash case; appeal pending (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.1
- (Angela) Panessa sentenced; appeal pending (cont), Jul 26, 1991, p.4

WASTE DISPOSAL
- Feiner urges garbage pickup (by Town of Greenburgh to save funds) (ltr), Jul 5, 1991, p.6

WATER
- Environmental challenge (James Macri details low water levels and how residents can help) (edit), Dec 6, 1991, p.6
- Time-honored conservation method (resident, Judy Elkins waters with can avoiding sprinkler)(photo), Aug 2, 1991, p.1

WATER DEPT-SCS
- The main task of Water Dept to flush out system, preventing discoloration, has begun, Mar 29, 1991, p.1
- Water works (periodic flushing of water mains alerts residents to discoloration), Apr 5, 1991, p.1
- Why water’s brown (Water Dept alerts neighborhoods to water main cleaning schedule), Apr 12, 1991, p.1
- More main cleanouts (Water Dept alerts residents to streets where water main flushing will occur), Apr 19, 1991, p.3

WATER POLLUTION
- Illegal dumping thought to be cause of local stream pollution (in Edgewood neighborhood), May 10, 1991, p.1
- Not in my backyard! (urges residents to think and act environmentally about storm drains) (edit), May 10, 1991, p.6

WATER SUPPLY-RATES
- State may hike village’s water rates (for first time in 20 years), Aug 30, 1991, p.1
- Water rate hike (cont), Aug 30, 1991, p.4

WAWRZYNSKI, ANNA
- Anna Wawrzynski (dies), Dec 13, 1991, p.26

WEATHER
- (Quaker) Ridge 5s talk about the weather (with Nick Gregory, TV meteorologist) (photo), Jan 25, 1991, p.15
- Refreshing, fun and free: Cooling reaction comes from soundbreeze, Jul 26, 1991, p.4
- Not so hot (compares hot temperatures of this summer to others for our area), Sep 6, 1991, p.1

WEBER, JOAN
- Bank of New York salutes Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.28

WEBER, JOAN (DR)
- New teachers (names noted), Oct 11, 1991, p.10

WEDDINGS
- Love & Marriage (16 p Suppl) (photo), Feb 8, 1991, p.0

WEERAHANTRY, SUNIL
- Winning gambit (as two Edgewood teams participate in National Championship) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.15

WEIL FAMILY
- Not guilty. And yet.. (discusses verdict in Weil/Zoldan dog trial) (edit), Oct 18, 1991, p.6

WEIL, JAMES
- Man (Alex Zoldan) shoots dog (Ryan Weil) dead (in incident reported by SCS Police), Apr 26, 1991, p.1
- Zoldan pleads not guilty (to shooting death of neighbor’s (J. Weil) dog), May 3, 1991, p.1
- Raccoon shot with arrow for menacing dog (in police report from Greenacres Ave), May 10, 1991, p.3
- Dog case trial set (for Alex Zoldan in shooting of neighbor Weil’s dog), Aug 30, 1991, p.1
- Trial over dog shooting to begin; lawyers change, Sep 27, 1991, p.1
- Zoldan’s lawyer asks civil suit dismissal (following non-guilty verdict in action), Nov 8, 1991, p.1
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WEIL, JIM
Sharp Shooters (boys third grade all-star soccer team wins Fishkill Memorial Day Tourn.) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.17

WEIL, MANDY
Undivided, undefeated (Heathcote 6th grade girls maintain championship for 4 years) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.11

WEIL, MARC
Sharp Shooters (boys third grade all-star soccer team wins Fishkill Memorial Day Tourn.) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.17
Aware of endangered species (Mrs. Reilly's 4th grade at Heathcote) (photo), Dec 20, 1991, p.11

WEIN, MICHAEL
Mighty widgets (SCS Sweepeers, 4th graders won Rockland Invitational Tour) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

WEINBERG NATURE CENTER
Nature center (Weinberg) spruces up (withy assistance from Friends) (photo), Feb 1, 1991, p.2
Does he have a permit? (wigwam instruction given by Don Cardinal, a Cree elder) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.2
Something new at the nature center (Walter Terrel adores rustic arbor built as memorial) (photo), Aug 16, 1991, p.2
Weinberg looks to enlarge program space, Dec 13, 1991, p.1
Nature center may get more space (cont), Dec 13, 1991, p.24

WEINBERG, ALLISON
Bank of New York salutes the Junior High Speech Contest (3/21/91 with over 250 contestants) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.24

WEINBERG, CAROLYN
Bank of New York salutes the Junior High Speech Contest (3/21/91 with over 250 contestants) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.24

WEINBERG, HALE
The joy of trucks (as Truck Day at Edgewood is a big success) (photo), Sep 27, 1991, p.15

WEINBERG, JASON
Students honored (by CIBA-GEIGY, including Jason Weinberg), Jun 7, 1991, p.8
SHS students honored for academic standing, service (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18

WEINBERG, STEVEN
Country doing's (planning for first major social event for neighborhood assn) (photo), May 3, 1991, p.9

WEINBERG, STUART (AU)
Enforce traffic laws (suggests need for police intervention in local patterns) (ltr), Jan 18, 1991, p.6

WEINER, JOANNA
Maroon and White spring awards picnic (for athletes in various sports) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.19

WEINER, JOHN
Books for the taking at innovative store (Free Books of White Plains is described) (photo), Sep 6, 1991, p.3

WEINER, MATTHEW
Local skaters go for the gold (at Westchester Open; names noted), May 24, 1991, p.22

WEINERMAN, LEWIS
In Edgemont: vote Weinerman and Steinberg (regarding local School Board) (ltr), May 31, 1991, p.7
Edgemont to vote Wednesday (on budget and school board), Jun 7, 1991, p.1
Mr. Inside and Mr. Outside (editorial support for E. Apostle and L. Weinnerman) (edit), Jun 7, 1991, p.6

WEINSTEIN, BRIAN
Team effort (for Raiders basketball team at Madison Square Garden before finals) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22

WEINSTEIN, MATT
All hail to Heathcote (4th grade boys undefeated in Green Div) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28
Bakin states (J. Flanagan's 4th grade creates the US in cookie map) (photo), Apr 19, 1991, p.8

WEINSTEIN, MATTHEW
Mighty widgets (SCS Sweepeers, 4th graders won Rockland Invitational Tour) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

WEINSTEIN, STEFANIE

WEINSTEIN, STEFFI
Studying seas (Steffi Weinstein will attend summer session at Acadia Institute of Oceanography), Apr 19, 1991, p.5
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WEINTRAUB, ALEXANDER
The joy of trucks (as Truck Day at Edgewood is a big success) (photo), Sep 27, 1991, p.15

WEINTRAUB, TARA

WEISBERG, DONALD
Robert Deek, Donald Weisberg (appointed to Board of WJCS), Jun 14, 1991, p.4

WEISBURG, YETRA KAHN
Weisburgh, Yetra Kahn (dies), Nov 1, 1991, p.20

WEISER, DAVID
DARE ya (say Heathcote fifth graders who have completed program with SCS Police) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.18

WEISER, JEFFREY
Unseeded SCS player (Jeffrey Weiser) wins tournament (at USTA Tennis Classic), Aug 9, 1991, p.16

WEISKOPF, ALYSSA
In Capital forum (as students from 29 states participate in Presidential Classroom), Mar 1, 1991, p.22

WEISKOPF, LESLIE

WEISKOPF, ALYSSA
Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it Celebrates its SHS athletes (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.32

WEISMANN, DOUG
SVAC honors six (for 10 years' service; names noted), Mar 1, 1991, p.4
The SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps is proud to be celebrating 20th year of service (photo), Mar 8, 1991, p.22

WEISS, ALEXIS (AU)
No fan of Ella Molin (ltr), Sep 6, 1991, p.6

WEISS, JANE & ASHLEY
From Pool to School (children begin Labor Day festivities at Pool and prepare for school) (photo), Sep 6, 1991, p.1

WEISS, JANE (AU)
Making it a happy summer for Kim (thanks camp staff for Down syndrome child's experience) (ltr), Aug 23, 1991, p.6

WEISS, LINDA (AU)
Say yes to budget (PT Council urges residents to support new budget) (ltr), May 31, 1991, p.6

WEISS, LOIS (AU)
A call for full-value assessment (addresses to Village Board regarding RAR) (ltr), Mar 22, 1991, p.6

WELLS, BRUCE (AU)
Don't put the brakes on Bike Sunday (for Bronx River Pkwy closings) (ltr), Mar 8, 1991, p.6

WENGLIN, BARRY (DR)
White Plains Hospital Center picks department head (Dr Barry Wenglin; Dr D.Bloomgarden), Mar 1, 1991, p.4

WENTWORTH, JEAN
'War destroys. Peace heals' (flags in Boniface Circle will fly for peace through 5/10/91) (photo), May 3, 1991, p.1

WENTWORTH, JEAN (AU)
To Nita Lowey, praise and reproof (regarding vote and voice over Persian Gulf war) (ltr), Apr 5, 1991, p.7

WERNER, JOHN R & LUCY FULLEN (AU)
Board defended, yes vote urged (salutes Board's action in second vote) (ltr), Jun 28, 1991, p.6

WERNER, JOHN
Dancing the Frug at the Pompeii Club (are actors of this summer's "Sweet Charity") (photo), Aug 2, 1991, p.1

WERMIMONT, KENNETH
Kenneth Wernimont (dies), Apr 19, 1991, p.14

WERTKIN, BRIAN
Quaker Ridge reigns (6th grade boys took 1991 Rec Dept title) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.19
All-star champs (6th grade boys won medal at All-County tourney) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28
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WERTKIN, JEFF
Three basketball silvers for teens (David Siegel, Jeff Wertkin and Matt Goldman), Sep 27, 1991, p.19

WERTKIN, MARTIN (DR)
Dr. Martin Wertkin (named pres of Westchester div of American Cancer Society), Jul 26, 1991, p.5

WERTKIN, STEPHANIE
Songs of the season (5th graders sing to Beth Israel Nursing Home (photo), Dec 27, 1991, p.4

WEESLY, YOLANDA T (AU)
An unjust Supreme Court decision (handed down by Rust v. Sullivan) (ltr), Jul 5, 1991, p.6

WEST, VICTORIA W (AU)
Praise for Greenburgh police (ltr), Dec 20, 1991, p.6

WESTCHESTER ARTS FUND
Westchester arts council offering grants and grant workshops, Dec 27, 1991, p.12

WESTCHESTER CHILDREN'S ASSOCIATION
Conference looks at middle school problems (Children's Assn has long history), Dec 13, 1991, p.10

WESTCHESTER COUNTY, CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION
Civil servants are strangling Westchester County (edit), Dec 6, 1991, p.6

WESTCHESTER COUNTY BOARD OF ELECTIONS
Veteran appeals (Westchester) county petition ruling (will be heard by Judge Donovan), Sep 27, 1991, p.1

WESTCHESTER COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS
Pay lags (voluntarily chosen by local officials, to defer a week's pay in 1991), Feb 8, 1991, p.1
(Audrey) Hochberg may face challenger (Samuel Wilkins, within new redistricting plan), Jun 7, 1991, p.1
Results will cause 'exciting' changes in new Legislature, Hochberg says, Nov 8, 1991, p.9
County should extend budget process, Dec 20, 1991, p.5

WESTCHESTER COUNTY BOARD OF REALTORS
Robert T VanHorne (named to Board of Westchester County Board of Realtors), Oct 11, 1991, p.4

WESTCHESTER COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS-HISTORY

WESTCHESTER COUNTY DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION
Brite idea? (for traffic light at Brite Ave and Fenimore Rd still under consideration), Mar 22, 1991, p.1

WESTCHESTER COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY
Gag rule deplored by physicians (regards Supreme Court ruling 5/23/91 on Medicare) (ltr), Aug 9, 1991, p.6

WESTCHESTER COUNTY, CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION
Don't blame the staff, blame the bosses (ltr), Dec 20, 1991, p.6

WESTCHESTER COUNTY, HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL
Residents spur interfaith memorial to the Holocaust (SCS Sculptor Rita Rapaport) (photo), Jul 19, 1991, p.1
Holocaust memorial (cont), Jul 19, 1991, p.8

WESTCHESTER JEWISH COMMUNITY SERVICES
Robert Deak, Donald Weisberg (appointed to Board of WJC5), Jun 14, 1991, p.4

WESTCHESTER MUSICIANS GUILD
New president (Rita Kuo) for musicians guild, Aug 16, 1991, p.16

WESTCO PRODUCTIONS
County fair (9/14/91) to include many crafts (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.24

WESTHELP
Fences, yes; walls, no (for WESTHELP temporary homeless housing in GBH) (edit), Mar 22, 1991, p.6

WESTON, NATHAN
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WETHUR, TARA
Bya class (Raiders girls gymnasts assembled at Maroon and White dinner) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22

WEXLER, PAM
Bank of New York salutes League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 8, 1991, p.28

WHELAN, LIZ
Scouts' honor (for cadets and seniors who helped with younger scouts) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.8

WHITE, ELIZABETH
The Edgewood edge (earned by undefeated 4th grade girls in Blue div) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

WHITE, MERRY (AU)
Japanese children carefully taught (details education system), Sep 13, 1991, p.7
In Japan, all are born equal (discusses Japanese educational system) (edit), Sep 20, 1991, p.7

WHITE, RAYMOND
Detector detected (in rented Harrison house on Lyons Road but smoke alarm was not working), Jan 11, 1991, p.1
Police investigate fire at 2 Overhill (Road, a village office building), Feb 1, 1991, p.1
Beware the low bid (for reconstruction of fire pumper by co. that has since closed), Mar 8, 1991, p.1
Ringing in retirement (as Raymond White receives chrome-plated firebell) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.3
New responsibilities ahead for police chief (as emergency services are coordinated), Jun 14, 1991, p.1

WHITE, RAYMOND J
Fire Chief (Raymond J White) to retire after 35 years (photo), May 3, 1991, p.1

WHITE, ROY
Baseball: new and improved for '91? (discusses high school team and upcoming season details) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.28

WHITEHAIR, JAY
A Red Cross 'Well done' (Nelson S DuBois honored for dedicated service) (photo), Apr 26, 1991, p.2

WHITEHAIR, NORMA
A Red Cross 'Well done' (Nelson S DuBois honored for dedicated service) (photo), Apr 26, 1991, p.2

WHITNEY, NOREEN FLOOD
Aggrieved taxpayers (1991 Tax Grievance Day is busiest in recent history), Jun 21, 1991, p.1

SEE ALSO FLOOD, NOREEN

WHITTY, NOREEN FLOOD
Tax roll losses give hike to school tax bills (final raise is up to 6.85% in SCS), Aug 23, 1991, p.1
Quaint taxes (historical tax rolls were found by Joan Giampoli at Village Hall), Sep 20, 1991, p.1
Tax challengers given different procedure: Reductions granted by Review Board, Sep 27, 1991, p.5

WIDULSKY, BRIAN
Judge (Virginia Knaplund) sentences local teenager to jail term, Oct 10, 1991, p.3

WIECZOREK, RITA R
Rita R Wieczorek (given honorary recognition by NY State Nursing Assn), Nov 29, 1991, p.18

WIECZOREK, ROBERT
Recreation fees going up (for tennis, day camp, paddle tennis but not pool permits), Mar 8, 1991, p.1
(Alan) Blitz, (Robert) Greenes and (Esther) Shay lauded at last Village Board meeting, Mar 29, 1991, p.2
New boards and council members appointed at first meeting (names noted), Apr 12, 1991, p.8
Village hikes ticket rates; meters permits may rise too (costs voted by Trustees), May 17, 1991, p.1
Full payment an advantage for village (regarding retirement funds), Dec 6, 1991, p.4

WIGGINS, HUBERT
Funds for freshmen (organizations help launch drive) (photo), Nov 29, 1991, p.2

WILKINS, SAMUEL
(Audrey) Hochberg may face challenger (Samuel Wilkins, within new redistricting plan), Jun 7, 1991, p.1

WILLIAMSON, MATTHEW
Summer doldrums (as heat slowed lemonade stand business) (photo), Jul 5, 1991, p.1
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WILLIM, ROBERTA B (AU)
She's offended (by Paul Solomon situation) (ltr), Oct 18, 1991, p.7

WILSON, CHARLES
20th Wilson Cup golf event slated (for SCS Golf Club 5/24/91) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.24

WILSON, DONALD E (DR)
Donald E Wilson (named dean of Univ of Maryland School of Medicine, Baltimore) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.4

WILSON, IRA
Family Counseling is 'citizen of the year' (choice by SCS Chamber of Commerce), Feb 1, 1991, p.1

WILSON, LYNNE
Holiday sales surprise merchants but outlook is uncertain for '91 (locals are polled), Jan 4, 1991, p.1
New leaders (are officers and directors of SCS Chamber of Commerce; names noted) (photo), Mar 22, 1991, p.8
New group to salute village merchants (consortium plans to encourage local shopping) (photo), Apr 19, 1991, p.4

WILSON, MALCOLM
Malcolm Wilson (will be presented with honor doctorate of humane letters by NY Medical College), Mar 8, 1991, p.8

WILSON, MARION
Marion Wilson (dies), Oct 18, 1991, p.16

WILSON, RUSH
In bank post (Rush Wilson 3d, named vice-pres of Bank of New York, trust office) (photo), Mar 1, 1991, p.4

WINDS
Blowin' in the wind (12/14/91 storm takes Con Ed lines down), Dec 20, 1991, p.1

WINSTON PROPERTY (SCS)
Village wins again in Winston (property) suit, Mar 1, 1991, p.1
Winston case settled (cont. details of judgement in favor of village), Mar 1, 1991, p.8
Landscaping plan wins 'conceptual approval' (for SCS Manor subdiv. on Griften Ave; others noted), Apr 5, 1991, p.5
Appeals exhausted (in NY State CT of Appeals for holding off development of Winston property), Jul 12, 1991, p.1
A perplexity (Japanese magazine article cites Winston's property battle with SCS), Jul 12, 1991, p.1

WINSTON, HARRY
Appeals exhausted (in NY State CT of Appeals for holding off development of Winston property), Jul 12, 1991, p.1

WINSTON, RONALD
Village wins again in Winston (property) suit, Mar 1, 1991, p.1
A perplexity (Japanese magazine article cites Winston's property battle with SCS), Jul 12, 1991, p.1

WIRGING, RENATE
Families share the wealth at Christmas (with Adopt a Family at Christmas program) (photo), Dec 20, 1991, p.3

WISE, GRACE
Party planners (for annual dessert and card party) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.11

WISSING, LYNDA
Flea market at Edgewood fair (photo), May 10, 1991, p.15

WISSING, LYNDA (AU)
Letting a child go is a parental imperative (discusses importance of peer relationships) (edit), Apr 19, 1991, p.13

WISSING, STEVEN
Students collect 'Coats for Kids' (photo), Nov 29, 1991, p.9

WITCHEL, SAM (AU)
Embarrassed by 'self-hating columnist' (resident enumerates objections in 4/5/91 edit) (ltr), Apr 19, 1991, p.6

WOFFORD, HARRIS
Scarsdale native (Harris Wofford) appointed Pennsylvania senator (succeeding John Heinz), May 24, 1991, p.5
Distinguished grad (Harris Wofford) wins election for US Senator from Pennsylvania, Nov 8, 1991, p.1
Elect this man, (Harris) Wofford, President: now here's an idea (edit), Dec 6, 1991, p.7

WOLF, JONATHAN
2 SHS teachers get grants (Carol Desoe and Jonathan S Wolf, from West. Educ. Coalition), Feb 15, 1991, p.8
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WOLFE, LEON
   Residents spur interfaith memorial to the Holocaust (SCS Sculptor Rita Rapaport) (photo), Jul 19, 1991, p.1
   Why remember? (importance of Holocaust memorial to county and residents) (edit), Jul 19, 1991, p.6

WOLFF, HILDE
   Honoring White Plains Hospital Center (and volunteers from SCS noted) (photo), Jul 19, 1991, p.4

WOLFF, ROSALIE
   Greenacres residents protest city sewer line (emergency route laid by White Plains), Jun 14, 1991, p.5
   NIMBY and the Knopp project (details history of Dickel Road property and controversy) (ltr), Jul 19, 1991, p.6

WOLFF, ROSALIE S (AU)
   Please, an environmental plan! (asks resident for local ponds) (ltr), Oct 4, 1991, p.6

WOOLFZAHN, HERBERT (AU)
   More on Choice and the Middle East (three more residents voice opinion) (ltr), Jun 14, 1991, p.7

WOLTERS, MEGAN
   Priority mail (Santa's helpers hard at work) (photo), Dec 20, 1991, p.1

WOMAN'S CLUB-SCS
   Village to host welcome for newcomers Sept. 29 '91 (at SCS Woman's Club), Sep 13, 1991, p.12
   Music, tea party at Woman's Club, Sep 20, 1991, p.10

WOMEN CLERGY
   Baptists to install (Lee L.) Rader (as associate pastor) (photo), Apr 19, 1991, p.14

WOMEN EXECUTIVES
   Sharon M Parker (elected co-director of Just Nannies), Sep 27, 1991, p.4

WOMEN'S REPUBLICAN CLUB-SCS
   Party planners (for annual dessert and card party) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.11

WOMEN-HEALTH
   Health care improvements begin to consider women's special needs (edit), Nov 15, 1991, p.7

WOMEN-POLITICAL ACTIVITIES
   Holtzmann: Gender gaps persist at all levels of our government (speech at LWV luncheon), May 10, 1991, p.1

WONG, BYRON
   'Cutting Edge' wins journal award (from Bannett for achievement) (photo), May 17, 1991, p.13
   SHS artists work shown at Aldrich (Museum, CT: names of artists noted), May 24, 1991, p.12
   SHS students honored for academic standing, service (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18

WONG, DANIEL
   Winning gambit (as two Edgewood teams participate in National Championship) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.15

WOOLF, HOWARD
   Howard Woolf (dies), Jul 12, 1991, p.12

WOOLFALK, HAROLD
   Scarsdale forms affordable housing committee (Robert Greemes as chair) (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.1

WOOLFALK, SAYA
   Scarsdale teens dominate Burke (Rehabilitation) race (to raise money for center; names noted), Jun 14, 1991, p.17

WORDEN, LOLLY
   A fair day in Scarsdale (as Congregational Church prepares for fair) (photo), Nov 1, 1991, p.23

WORDEN, TRISH
   New boards and council members appointed at first meeting of new term (names noted), Apr 12, 1991, p.8

WORK

REFERENCE
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WORLD POLITICS

Americans are mean, but are they mean enough? (edit), Dec 6, 1991, p.6

WORLD WAR, 1939-1945-PERSONAL NARRATIVES

Visit to 'righteous Gentle' (Senpo Suguha) in Japan yields greater understanding (edit), Jul 26, 1991, p.7

WRESTLING

Grapplers gain 2 wins and one season reversal (photo), Feb 15, 1991, p.22

WRIGHT, LOUISE

Manhattan Savings Bank honors the 60th Anniversary of the SCS Woman's Exchange (photo), Nov 15, 1991, p.28

WRIGHT, PRISCILLA

Kid's BASE: lots of busy, uh, kids (thriving at new Quaker Ridge location) (Progress edit 1991), Jan 25, 1991, p.6

Kids BASE launches second annual fund (raising) drive (for financial support), Mar 15, 1991, p.5

Something new at Kids' BASE (Summer set and pre-kindergarten program) (photo), Jun 28, 1991, p.5

Wright, Amy

SHS students honored for academic standing, service (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18

Wright, Adam

Funds for freshmen (organizations help launch drive) (photo), Nov 29, 1991, p.2

Washen, YAD

The museum taught me this: Never, ever let it happen again (edit), Oct 25, 1991, p.7

Yasasaki, Koko & Yuji

Such good friends (former SCS residents, visitors from Japan see old neighbors) (photo), Aug 2, 1991, p.2

Yang, Hannah

SHS artists work shown at Aldrich (Museum, CT: names of artists noted), May 24, 1991, p.12

Yang, Jeonghee

SHS artists work shown at Aldrich (Museum, CT: names of artists noted), May 24, 1991, p.12

Yang, Sam

It's One World Week at Quaker Ridge (photos), Mar 29, 1991, p.12

Yang, Jean

SHS students honored for academic standing, service (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18

Students (Jean Yao) win medal (from RPI in study of math and science), Sep 13, 1991, p.16

Local students (Jean Yao) win math medals (from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute), Sep 27, 1991, p.15

Yashiro, Kuri

6ya class (Raiders girls gymnasts assembled at Maroon and White dinner) (photo), Mar 15, 1991, p.22

Yaverbaum, Pete

Bank of New York salutes SCS Summer Musical Theatre "Sweet Charity" (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.20

Yaverbaum, Peter

Splat! (Alternative School Fair) (photo), May 24, 1991, p.2

YM-YWHA OF MID-WESTCHESTER

Mid-Westchester YM & YWHA offers variety of (fall) programs, Sep 13, 1991, p.12

Yoko Aikawa, Kawashima

Multicultural munching (as High school Committee hosts annual lunch) (photo), Oct 4, 1991, p.20

You, Jungmo (AU)

True and false about AIDS (argues with fallacies that are presented as statistics) (edit), Jun 21, 1991, p.7

Yorizzo, Allyn

S(CS) High School bids farewell to (Werner) Feig (tenured teachers also noted), Mar 1, 1991, p.12

YOUNG ADULT INSTITUTE

Benefit run (for Young Adult Institute) will start at SHS (5/19/91), May 10, 1991, p.2

Motorist advisory (for Fox Meadow residents as 5K run approaches 5/19/91), May 17, 1991, p.1

Young, Caroline

(Serena) Boronkay to head Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) (volunteers honored) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.8
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YOUNG, DALE JOAN
  Attacks on (Moreen) Flood (Village Assessor) lack legal basis (says Village Board), Apr 5, 1991, p.1
  State officials say assessor’s procedures were okay (following hearing of complaints), Apr 5, 1991, p.4

YOUNG, DALE JOAN (AU)
  Property tax assessment inequitable (reply to 4/5/91 article about SCS assessor) (ltr), Apr 19, 1991, p.6
  Village should retain an independent attorney to oversee information requests (ltr), Nov 22, 1991, p.6
  Her target is unfair taxes (ltr), Dec 13, 1991, p.6

YOUNG, ROD
  Rod Young (presented with trustees award by Puppeteers of America), Sep 13, 1991, p.4
  Rod Young (receives award for puppeteers service), Oct 25, 1991, p.4

YOUTH
  Teen counsel role changes on the fly (youth counseling program leaders address Bd of Ed), Mar 22, 1991, p.19
  Unsupervised parties could be resolved if parents took a firm stand; guidelines noted), Apr 12, 1991, p.3
  Open house parties are ubiquitous (student’s view of availability of homes and localities) (ltr), Apr 12, 1991, p.6
  ‘Party Scene’ to be shown on (SCS Cable) TV (to further awareness of issues) (ltr), May 10, 1991, p.6
  The image in the mirror is far from pretty (discusses youth in suburbia in summer months; edit), Aug 9, 1991, p.6
  Molin’s image of teenagers distorted, reader writes (responding to 8/9 edit) (ltr), Aug 16, 1991, p.6
  Scenes all too familiar to some at children’s conference (Westchester Children’s Association), Dec 13, 1991, p.1
  Sometimes students are cruel without knowing it (edit), Dec 13, 1991, p.7
  Conference looks at middle school problems (Children’s Assn has long history), Dec 13, 1991, p.10

YOUTH EMPLOYMENT SERVICE-SCS
  As always, it’s Y.E.S. for jobs (Progress edit 1991), Jan 25, 1991, p.6
  (Serena) Boronkay to head Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) (volunteers honored) (photo), Jun 7, 1991, p.8

YOUTH SERVICES PROJECT-SCS
  Parent pledges off, stalling Safe Homes (concerns mount for earlier drinking experimentation), Jan 18, 1991, p.1
  Adventure is lure to learning in innovative summer project (photo), Sep 13, 1991, p.16

YOUTH-EMPLOYMENT
  Teen summer jobs (are available through Village of SCS; deadline for applications, May 31), Apr 12, 1991, p.19

YUEN, ERIC
  A red white and blue occasion (as Fox Meadow third graders celebrate D. Tompkins (photo), Jun 21, 1991, p.1

YUNG, ALBERT
  Bank of New York salutes the Junior High Speech Contest (3/21/91 with over 250 contestants) (photo), Apr 5, 1991, p.24

YURACKO, BILL
  Successful foreign language program (and requirements for high school are noted) (ltr), Jan 18, 1991, p.6
  Monolingual Scarzalians? (resident is critical of early foreign language decision) (ltr), Jan 11, 1991, p.6

ZACHARIA FAMILY
  Picking up a little last-minute nourishment (at local Harvest Festival) (photo), Oct 11, 1991, p.1

ZACHARIA, DON
  Local merchants facing prospect of new taxes even as recession looms (cont. from p.1), Jan 4, 1991, p.4

ZACHARY, ROSS
  Aware of endangered species (Mrs. Reilly’s 4th grade at Heathcote) (photo), Dec 20, 1991, p.11

ZANCA, JANE
  Mail stolen from Garth apartments (260 Garth Road; reported by Connie Kimble), Aug 9, 1991, p.1

ZAYAC, BOB
  Bank of New York salutes Maroon and White as it Celebrates its SHS athletes (photo), Dec 13, 1991, p.32

ZEDNICK, ANITA & JAY (AU)
  Three days that shook the world (Anita & Jay Zednik were touring USSR when coup took place), Aug 30, 1991, p.1
  In Russia, during the uprising (cont), Aug 30, 1991, p.10
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ZEDNICK, ANITA (AU)
   Three days that shock the world (further details of the Zednicks trip during Russian coup) (edit), Sep 6, 1991, p.7
   Eyewitness to the Russian Revolution (cont), Sep 6, 1991, p.9

ZEDNICK, JAMES
   SHS students honored for academic standing, service (individual names noted)(photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.16

ZEDNICK, JIMMY
   Bank of New York salutes SCS Summer Musical Theatre "Sweet Charity" (photo), Jul 26, 1991, p.20

ZELLER, MICHAEL
   New ambulance in service (photo), Nov 29, 1991, p.3

ZERO POPULATION GROWTH
   Jean Lawson Stone (named to Zero Population Growth's board) (photo), Apr 12, 1991, p.9

ZIAVRAS, KATHERINE
   Egyptian art exhibit (for Pophaa & other news noted) (photo), Feb 15, 1991, p.8

ZIELINSKI, KAREN
   Bank of New York salutes Friends of SCS Public Library (photo), Sep 20, 1991, p.24

ZIMBARD, ALAN (DR)
   A-B team system allows children to maximize success (ltr), Dec 20, 1991, p.6

ZIMMERMAN, A L
   A L Zimmerman (dies), May 10, 1991, p.16

ZIMMERMAN, PHYLLIS
   (William) McCreery nominated for village mayor (village Trustees also noted) (photo), Jan 11, 1991, p.1
   Zimmerman withdraws; Bicknell joins village slate (for village trustee) (photo), Feb 15, 1991, p.1
   Substitution required fast action by committee (as conflict arose with candidate chosen), Feb 15, 1991, p.1

ZIPP, DEBORAH WEST (AU)
   No one knows the rules of order (edit), Oct 11, 1991, p.7

ZIV, OHAD
   SHS students honored for academic standing, service (individual names noted)(photo), Jun 14, 1991, p.18

ZOLDAN FAMILY
   Zoldan acquitted of dog-shooting charges: Jury finds action 'not unjustified' (photo), Oct 11, 1991, p.1
   Not guilty. And yet.. (discusses verdict in Weil/Zoldan dog trial) (edit), Oct 18, 1991, p.6

ZOLDAN, ALEX
   Man (Alex Zoldan) shoots dog (Ryan Weil) dead (in incident reported by SCS Police), Apr 26, 1991, p.1
   Zoldan pleads not guilty (to shooting death of neighbor's RJ. Weil) dog), May 3, 1991, p.1
   Raccoon shot with arrow for menacing dog (in police report from Greenacres Ave), May 10, 1991, p.3
   Scarsdale Inquirer or New York Post? (addresses treatment of dog shooting as news) (ltr), May 10, 1991, p.6
   Dog shooter case postponed (to allow for motion filings), Jun 21, 1991, p.3
   Dog case trial set (for Alex Zoldan in shooting of neighbor Weil's dog), Aug 30, 1991, p.1
   Trial over dog shooting to begin; lawyers change, Sep 27, 1991, p.1
   Zoldan acquitted of dog-shooting charges: Jury finds action 'not unjustified' (photo), Oct 11, 1991, p.1
   Zoldan's lawyer asks civil suit dismissal (following non-guilty verdict in action), Nov B, 1991, p.1

ZOLDAN, BEN
   Middle School News (presidential elections), Nov 1, 1991, p.15

ZOLLINGER, JOAN
   Party planners (for annual dessert and card party) (photo), May 10, 1991, p.11

ZONING-EMT
   Broken promises on Central Ave. (regarding deli and promises for upkeep) (ltr), Jul 19, 1991, p.6

ZONING-SCS
   Bulk law will help preserve Scarsdale (and SCS has always been a zoning pioneer) (ltr), Jan 11, 1991, p.6
   Arguments against law exploit fear (of residents as bulk law proposal is discussed) (ltr), Jan 18, 1991, p.6
   No town is an island (discusses SCS zoning laws and the controversy over change) (edit), Feb 8, 1991, p.6
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ZONING-SCS continued
Burdensome parking requirements (for builders reflect on zoning law) (ltr), Mar 8, 1991, p.6
Zoning law passes without bulk limits (of cubic volume or height/setback ratios), Mar 15, 1991, p.1

ZORN, JANET CLAIRE
Janet Claire Zorn (dies), Jun 21, 1991, p.12

ZUCKERMAN, JEFF (AU)
Turn promises to action (suggests Congressional Hall-Emerson bill be supported) (ltr), Jan 4, 1991, p.6
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

1991 (REVIEW)
Year in review: Part two (month-by-month account of village activities from mid-May 1992), Jan 3, 1992, p.1
1991; In review (cont) (photo), Jan 3, 1992, p.9
1991 was enough to make a strong man queasy (edit), Jan 3, 1992, p.6

1992 (REVIEW)
Year in review (month-by-month account of SCS area news for 1992) (photo), Dec 31, 1992, p.4
Year in Review (cont) (photo), Dec 31, 1992, p.5

AARON, GINNY

AARON, TODD
Prom lives up to its billing as an unforgettable evening (photo), Jul 3, 1992, p.9

ABADA, GIL
Discovery is key at Quaker Ridge (kindergarten) (photo), Sep 18, 1992, p.9

ABADA, SASSON
Native American ways taught at Weinberg Nature Center (photo), Nov 13, 1992, p.1

ABADA, SHANI
That's the spirit (Middle School sets up food and clothing drive to benefit homeless people) (photo), Jan 3, 1992, p.5

ABADE, ADAR
Ecology study and recycling action raise student awareness (in SCS schools) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.11

ABEL, JEANETTE M
Jeanette M Abel (dies), Oct 16, 1992, p.19

ABEL, STANLEY'S (AU)
If you remember history, you won't favor an apology (for World War II atrocities) (ltr), Mar 13, 1992, p.6

ABELSON, JONATHAN
Synagogue expands (Scarsdale Synagogue-Tremont Temple) (photo), May 15, 1992, p.2

ABELSON, MATT
Synagogue expands (Scarsdale Synagogue-Tremont Temple) (photo), May 15, 1992, p.2

ABORTION
Marching for choice (in Washington, D.C.) (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.1
Solidarity reigned at pro-choice march in Washington D.C. (edit) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.7
Another sign at pro-choice march (ltr), May 1, 1992, p.6
Abortion decision; Reactions here, pro and (mostly) con (Supreme Court 5-4 decision on abortion), Jul 3, 1992, p.1
Court ruling sparks reactions (Supreme Court 5-4 decision on abortion) (cont), Jul 3, 1992, p.4

ABRAHAMS, SOLOMON (AU)
'Wills are as obsolete as buggy whips' (ltr), Jul 3, 1992, p.6

ABRAMOWITZ, RACHEL
Chair delight (picture from SCS Historical Society's exhibit "The Toys We Treasured") (photo), Jan 3, 1992, p.1

ABRAMS, ROBERT
Primary nears; Democrats to choose Assembly, Senate candidates, Sep 11, 1992, p.1
Abrams wins hands down, locally, Sep 18, 1992, p.1
D'Amato - strong supporter of failed policies (response to Irving Sloan's edit of 10/2/92) (ltr), Oct 9, 1992, p.6
Battle heats for attorney gen'l, Oct 30, 1992, p.1
A Election Day guide to local candidates, Oct 30, 1992, p.5
Inquirer endorsements; For Senate: Robert Abrams (edit), Oct 30, 1992, p.6
Attorney (cont), Oct 30, 1992, p.14
Democrats take substantial wins here, too, Nov 6, 1992, p.1

ACCIDENTS
Village response to accident criticized, Jan 17, 1992, p.3
Man dies in fall (repairing a masonry chimney in downtown SCS), Sep 11, 1992, p.1
Death investigated (of construction worker Waldemar Kolodziejczyk), Sep 25, 1992, p.1
SEE ALSO FIRES, TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
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ACHIDOV, CAROL
- Marking season at Wayside (Cottage) (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.2

ACTIONS AND DEFENSES
- Christie Place landlords to sue village, Feb 14, 1992, p.1

ACTORS AND ACTRESSES
- He's fighting his way to the top (photo), Apr 3, 1992, p.15
- Resnick and Holbrook on stage (photo), May 22, 1992, p.17
- Jaywalking into Hollywood, Jul 31, 1992, p.15
- Newman (cont), Jul 31, 1992, p.16
- 'Lend Me a Tenor' hits high note for farce (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.17

AD HOC COMMITTEE ON AFFORDABLE HOUSING-SCS
- See Committee on Affordable Housing-SCS

ADA
- See Americans with Disabilities Act

ADAMS, BILL JR
- The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company No. 1 - 99 years of service, Dec 24, 1992, p.20

ADAMS, BILL SR
- The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company No. 1 - 99 years of service, Dec 24, 1992, p.20

ADAMS, LET
- Rx for beating the winter blues: Get spring to start indoors (photo), Jan 17, 1992, p.5

ADAMS, PATRICIA
- Thieves wreck five shops this week in village's downtown (photo), Feb 14, 1992, p.3

ADAMS, RACHEL
- The Bank of New York Salutes The Middle School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.30

ADELMAN, LAUREN
- Alternative-School interns gain adventure and accomplishment (cont) (photo), Feb 14, 1992, p.9

ADINORA, NNENNA
- And it's all in pennies ($1,562.56 collected by Fox Meadow school for Somalian relief effort) (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.9

ADLER, ERNA W
- And the winner is...(Dorine Perahia of the Lillian Drake Thies croquet tournament) (photo), Sep 4, 1992, p.5

ADLER, SUSAN R (AU)
- A customer says local shops merit customer loyalty (ltr), Jul 10, 1992, p.6

ADLERSTEIN, MICHAEL
- Named to Board of Architectural Review (to fill the unexpired term of Mitchel Flaum), Aug 28, 1992, p.1

ADVERTISING
- Jordan Harris (named director of fashion, beauty and retail advertising at Modern Bride), Jun 12, 1992, p.9

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON CABLE TV-SCS
- Board, council appointees sought (includes detailed descriptions of appointed boards and councils), Jan 3, 1992, p.2
- Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4
- Cable quotient (opinions wanted of village's cable television service), Apr 17, 1992, p.1
- Cable rep will be at meeting (at SCS Village Hall) (ltr), Oct 30, 1992, p.6
- Complaints surface at TCI Cable meeting, Nov 13, 1992, p.1
- See also Cable Television

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION-SCS
- Board, council appointees sought (includes detailed descriptions of appointed boards and councils), Jan 3, 1992, p.2
- Environmental issues addressed: Of lawns, trees, salted roads, Feb 14, 1992, p.1
- Council studies environmental hazards (cont), Feb 14, 1992, p.5
- We need our watchdogs (edit), Feb 14, 1992, p.6
- Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4
- Earth day celebrations, Apr 17, 1992, p.3
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ADVISORY COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION-SCS continued
A message to conscientious dog owners (ltr), Sep 25, 1992, p.6

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON HUMAN RELATIONS-SCS
Board, council appointees sought (includes detailed descriptions of appointed boards and councils), Jan 3, 1992, p.2
First Japanese picked for village council: role to help interpret cultures, Apr 10, 1992, p.1
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON PARKS AND RECREATION-SCS
Board, council appointees sought (includes detailed descriptions of appointed boards and councils), Jan 3, 1992, p.2
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4
Recreation Council plans village survey, Oct 30, 1992, p.1

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON SENIOR CITIZENS-SCS
Board, council appointees sought (includes detailed descriptions of appointed boards and councils), Jan 3, 1992, p.2
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON THE DISABLED-SCS
Board, council appointees sought (includes detailed descriptions of appointed boards and councils), Jan 3, 1992, p.2
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON YOUTH-SCS
Board, council appointees sought (includes detailed descriptions of appointed boards and councils), Jan 3, 1992, p.2
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4
Growing up (in SCS), Oct 30, 1992, p.1

AFIF, M ELIZABETH
Student artists walk off with calendar, magazine awards (photo), Dec 4, 1992, p.21

AFS
SEE AMERICAN FIELD SERVICE

AGING
No more difficulties (for couple who won zoning variance) (edit), Apr 10, 1992, p.6
Finding ‘family’ in a new home (edit), Nov 6, 1992, p.7

AHN, JENNY
Music mixed with politics (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.10

AHN, SHELLY

AIDS (DISEASE)
Parents of HIV case ask for help for AIDS Walk (ltr), May 22, 1992, p.6
A vote of support for Wentworths (ltr), May 29, 1992, p.6
Thanks for help on AIDS walk (ltr), Jun 5, 1992, p.6
Everyone at risk (edit), Oct 9, 1992, p.6

AIKAWA, MARI (AU)

AIKAWA, YOKO (AU)
Sympathy isn’t negative (response to a comment Clinton made in his speech at the convention) (ltr), Aug 14, 1992, p.6

AIKINS, MARJORIE T
Marjorie T Aikins (dies), Aug 28, 1992, p.15

AINSWORTH, LI LA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30
Award-winning orchestra (SCS Elementary All-District Orchestra), Jul 17, 1992, p.9

AISEN, DANIEL
Discovery is key at Quaker Ridge (kindergarten) (photo), Sep 18, 1992, p.9
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AKST, DANIELLE
That's the spirit (Middle School sets up food and clothing drive to benefit homeless people) (photo), Jan 3, 1992, p.5

ALBERT, SAM (AU)
Absolute praise for school board (ltr), May 1, 1992, p.6

ALCOHOL AND YOUTH
Teenager arrested for serving alcohol to minors at party, Apr 24, 1992, p.3
Ambivalence runs deep (edit), May 1, 1992, p.6
Naming of teen in drinking case is excoriated (ltr), May 1, 1992, p.6
Drinking by teens: one speaks out (ltr), May 15, 1992, p.6
Avoiding substance abuse (ltr), Jun 12, 1992, p.7
SEE ALSO DRUGS AND YOUTH

ALECSON, LOWELL
Choral director appointed to lead theater arts program, Jul 17, 1992, p.9

ALKALAY, GREG
Village volunteer ambulance corps welcomes a junior section (photo), May 22, 1992, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes SHS 75th Anniversary Celebration (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.34
Hangin' out at the high school (photo), Sep 11, 1992, p.10

ALKALAY, LESLIE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Middle School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.30

ALKALAY, PETER C
Peter C Alkalay (named to the national board of the United States Committee for Israel), Jan 31, 1992, p.8

ALLEN, HENRY
They cycled through The Netherlands (photo), Aug 21, 1992, p.5
Cycling tourists (cont) (photo), Aug 21, 1992, p.22

ALLEN, MARGIE
They cycled through The Netherlands (photo), Aug 21, 1992, p.5
Cycling tourists (cont) (photo), Aug 21, 1992, p.22

ALLENSON, LINDA
Celebrating many cultures (at the annual International Fair at Scarsdale High School) (photo), Mar 27, 1992, p.9

ALTERMAN, ERIC
SHS graduate takes on political pundits (in his new book "Sound and Fury") (photo), Sep 4, 1992, p.3

ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE
Mary Ann Frusciante (named chair of advocacy committee of the Westchester Alzheimer's Association), Apr 24, 1992, p.8

AMABILE, CHRISTINA

AMBROSINO, LUCILLE

AMDUR, VARDA
Furthering the cause (local drive of the UJA Federation raised over $894,000) (photo), Mar 6, 1992, p.3

AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
Dr Edward Kornbluh (honored for community service), Apr 24, 1992, p.8

AMERICAN FIELD SERVICE
(American) F(field) S(service) creates lasting ties (ltr), Apr 3, 1992, p.6
Into different worlds (AFS students from SCS High School going abroad this year) (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.10
(American) F(field) S(service) travelers tell of hospitality and adventure (photo), Oct 9, 1992, p.9
Students (cont), Oct 9, 1992, p.21

AMERICAN LEGION
Bernard Dubbs (elected commander of American Legion Post 52 of Scarsdale) (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.9
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**AMERICAN RED CROSS**
- Honored by Red Cross (area residents honored at annual recognition of volunteers) (photo), May 29, 1992, p.9
- Relief efforts underway (for victims of hurricane Andrew in Florida and Louisiana), Sep 4, 1992, p.5

**AMERICAN RED CROSS.WESTCHESTER**
- Helena Beatus (named vice chairman of disaster mental health support services unit of Am Red Cross), Jul 31, 1992, p.4

**AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT**
- Village staff begins to cope with Americans Disabilities Act, Feb 7, 1992, p.1
- Reacting to the Act (edit), Feb 7, 1992, p.6
- Village gears up to cope with new disabilities act (cont), Feb 7, 1992, p.14

**AMES, SUE**
- Retirees' service, contributions praised, May 22, 1992, p.9
- The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

**AMOROSO, NANCY**
- C(catholic) Y(outh) O(rganization) state victors (IHM fourth grade basketball team) (photo), May 22, 1992, p.23

**ANAVIL, KULAYA**
- Youth will lead the way (at SHS open house) (photo), Oct 23, 1992, p.1

**ANDERSON, BROR**
- And the winner is...(Dorine Perahia of the Lillian Drake Thies croquet tournament) (photo), Sep 4, 1992, p.5

**ANDERSON, JOHN**
- Penn Central 7-Eleven may be near agreement (Board negotiating Garth Road properties), Mar 13, 1992, p.1
- Freightway site: plan still unknown, May 22, 1992, p.1
- P(enn) C(orporation) talks drag on, Dec 4, 1992, p.1

**ANDERSON, LINDSEY**
- (League of) W(omen) V(oters): Registration deadline near for primaries, absentee ballots (photo), Aug 21, 1992, p.2

**ANDERSON, PAT**
- Help is there (through HelpLine) (photo), Mar 27, 1992, p.4

**ANDERSON, VIRGINIA**
- Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4

**ANDO, SHINGO**
- Japanese intern (at SCS Village Hall), Apr 10, 1992, p.1
- Intern ties up working stay in Scarsdale (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.3

**ANDO, YURI**
- Nagasaki bombing marked with vigil, prayers; Hitchcock tolls bells; silence kept, Aug 14, 1992, p.1
- Hymns in Japanese and English (cont), Aug 14, 1992, p.10

**ANDREASSI, JOHN**
- John Andreassi (gave a lecture on "Psychophysiology and the AIDS crisis" at a conference in Berlin), Oct 9, 1992, p.4

**ANDRES, WALTER S**
- Walter S Andres (dies), Feb 14, 1992, p.14

**ANDRESKI, JAMES**
- The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

**ANGELL, CARDINER**
- Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4

**ANIMALS**
- A sniff, a whiff and the orange pussycat (edit), May 22, 1992, p.7

**ANNES, IRMA AND LARRY (AU)**
- Maroon and White dinner deserved better (ltr), Mar 27, 1992, p.6
- 'Fanta-Sea'Land (thank you letter for success of the SHS Class of '92 Senior Prom Breakfast) (ltr), Jul 17, 1992, p.6
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ANTI-SEMITISM
Poles and Jews: A lesson in prejudice learned from two sources (edit), Sep 11, 1992, p.7

ANTIARAS, DEMETRIOS
Penn Central 7-Eleven may be near agreement (Board negotiating Garth Road properties), Mar 13, 1992, p.1

ANTUSH, JOHN C

ANTUSH, JOHN V
John V Antush (named director of master of arts in liberal studies program at Fordham Univ) (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.4

AOKI, MAI
E(nglish as a) S(esecond) L(anguage) graduates celebrate their success (photo), Jan 17, 1992, p.9

APARTMENT BUILDINGS, CONDOMINIUMS, ETC-SCS
Cost of lateness varies in Scarsdale, Apr 24, 1992, p.3

APPEL, JACOB
Debaters win top honors, Jan 24, 1992, p.9
Two first place trophies won by S(CS) H(igh) S(chool) debaters, Feb 7, 1992, p.10

APPLAUSE, DEMONSTRATIONS, ETC
To clap - or not to clap (edit), Dec 11, 1992, p.7

APPLEBAUM, ANN HASSELL (AU)
At birth, women and men are related, but our upbringing differs) (edit), Nov 20, 1992, p.7

ARBOR DAY
Marking Arbor Day, Apr 24, 1992, p.1

ARCIERI, ALBERT
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

ARENELLA, TONY
A(lternative)-School program cited, Oct 16, 1992, p.10

ARKANSAS
Maybe now we'll see the real Arkansas (edit) (photo), Jul 17, 1992, p.6

ARNOLD, JOHN
Karate in their hearts (students from East Asian Martial Arts Center, American Legion Hall, SCS), Aug 21, 1992, p.22

ARNOW, NOAH
The Bank of New York Salutes The Middle School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.30

ARONOV, RAND I

ARONOW, SCOTT
Determined painters (photo), Oct 30, 1992, p.1

ARONS, RUTH S
Ruth S Arons (dies), Dec 18, 1992, p.18

ARONWALD, WILLIAM
Warmus gets 25 to life in prison (photo), Jul 3, 1992, p.1
Public asked to pick up transcript tab for conviction appeal, Sep 18, 1992, p.1

ARSHAM, DOUG
Bonding through softball (at trip to Camp Jewel, Colebrook, CT) (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

ARSHAM, KAREN
Ecology study and recycling action raise student awareness (in SCS schools) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.11

ART
Art detective unearths hidden treasures (photo), Oct 16, 1992, p.5

ART-REWARDS, PRIZES, ETC
Pastel judged best in (SCS Art Assn's annual) art show (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.19
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ART-STUDY AND TEACHING
Honing sketching skills (at recent Scarsdale Historical Society exhibit) (photo), Mar 27, 1992, p.3

ARTHUR MANOR ASSN
STEPing & swinging (at fundraisers) (photo), Mar 6, 1992, p.5

ARTISTS
Scarsdale artist honored at Greenwich art show (photo), Feb 21, 1992, p.14
Student artists walk off with calendar, magazine awards (photo), Dec 4, 1992, p.21
High school picks artist of the month (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.9

ARTISTS-EXHIBITIONS
Art show creates weekend Renaissance in Scarsdale (photo), Sep 18, 1992, p.1
Art show (cont), Sep 18, 1992, p.10
Pastel judged best in (SCS Art Assn's annual) art show (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.19
Art shows abound at holiday time (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.18

ASAKAWA, CHISAKO
Friends (of Hoff-Barthelson School of Music) give $35,000 (photo), Jul 10, 1992, p.16

ASHIDA, MICHIKO
Youth will lead the way (at SHS open house) (photo), Oct 23, 1992, p.1

ASSESSMENT
Village is challenging right of non-attorneys to represent taxpayers, Jan 10, 1992, p.1
Defending tax rolls (cont), Jan 10, 1992, p.8
A short primer on assessment, reassessment, Jun 12, 1992, p.24
Support countrywide reassessment (edit), Oct 2, 1992, p.6
SEE ALSO BOARD OF ASSESSMENT REVIEW-SCS, TAXATION-SCS

ASTOR, GERALD (AU)
A Christmas past - in Bastogne, 1944 (edit), Dec 24, 1992, p.7

ASTRONAUTS
Aloft again (first attempt at a tethered space flight abandoned), Aug 7, 1992, p.1
Native son in space: Learning and observing with a sense of awe (photo), Aug 21, 1992, p.1
Astronaut: You can see the effects of humans (cont), Aug 21, 1992, p.12

ATOMIC BOMB
Two events to mark atomic bombing, Jul 31, 1992, p.1
Candid conversations about the bomb: Should America apologize? (edit), Aug 14, 1992, p.7
Nagasaki bombing marked with vigil, prayers; Japanese take part in annual vigil this year (photo), Aug 14, 1992, p.1
Revisionist history dishonours (regarding the decision to drop the atomic bombs on Japan) (ltr), Aug 28, 1992, p.6
'Harry Truman has history on his side' (response to articles by S.Frankel and P.Nobile 8/14/92)(ltr), Aug 28, 1992, p.6
Distorting history to advance one point of view (ltr), Sep 4, 1992, p.6

AUCTIONS
Art detective unearths hidden treasures (photo), Oct 16, 1992, p.5
Winston auction, Nov 6, 1992, p.1

AURNOU, JOEL
Lawyer may ask for new Harris trial, Jul 3, 1992, p.1
Harris gains clemency grant from governor (photo), Dec 31, 1992, p.1

AUSTIN, RENEE
Musical thanks (by the P.S. 26 Bronx glee club for assistance) (photo), Mar 6, 1992, p.9

AUTHORS
Patricia Cobe (will be honored by National Writers Union and White Plains Public Library), Nov 6, 1992, p.4
Steven Schnur (will conduct local creative writing workshop) (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.4
Recalling 15 minutes of fame (edit), Dec 18, 1992, p.7
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AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
SEE TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS

AUTOMOBILE DRIVING
Stop! It'll save time (edit), Feb 28, 1992, p.6
Calm down! (advocates safety, courtesy and avoiding embarrassment when driving around SCS) (edit), Nov 20, 1992, p.6
SEE ALSO TRAFFIC SAFETY

AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY
Misguided patriots (author advocates "Build American," not "Buy American") (ltr), Apr 3, 1992, p.6

AUTOMOBILE PARKING
A New Year's gift to commuters (12 parking spaces at the corner of Depot Place), Jan 10, 1992, p.1
Overnight parking okayed, Jan 17, 1992, p.3
Of doughnuts, lunch & parking requirements (edit), Jan 24, 1992, p.6
Dunkin' Donuts' parking waiver pulled, Jan 31, 1992, p.3
Guilty! (Indicates that some village parking meters have a grace period), Mar 27, 1992, p.5
Meter reader (SCS Police Dept assigns new man to village) (photo), Apr 3, 1992, p.4
Parking meters cheat drivers (ltr), Apr 17, 1992, p.6
Attaining grace, May 22, 1992, p.1
Change would preserve permit parking (on Scarsdale Avenue), Jul 17, 1992, p.1
Demapping OK'd ((permit-only parking on Scarsdale Avenue near Metro-North train station saved), Aug 14, 1992, p.1
No parking (maybe) (it is easier lately to park in the village without getting a ticket), Nov 27, 1992, p.1
Parking crack-down (when people leave their cars too long in short-term spaces), Dec 4, 1992, p.1
Bag a parking space (free holiday parking will be provided at one-hour spaces Dec 19-24), Dec 18, 1992, p.1

AUTOMOBILE PARKING-LAWS AND REGULATIONS
Idle threats (SCS could soon get a no idling law similar to the one the county passed last year), Feb 14, 1992, p.3
Idling law hearing set, May 15, 1992, p.5
Village adopts idling law, Jun 12, 1992, p.1
Idling law should be expanded to private property (ltr), Jun 19, 1992, p.6

AUTUMN
Of planned and unplanned foliage... (illus), Nov 6, 1992, p.3

AXTELL, JOHN (AU)
Ex-resident offers tips to improve the 'ideal community' (edit), Oct 16, 1992, p.7
'Force for good government' (ltr), Oct 30, 1992, p.6

BADGER, ASHLEY
Prom lives up to its billing as an unforgettable evening (photo), Jul 3, 1992, p.9

BAGLIEBTER, MICHAEL
Marking Memorial Day (Scarsdale ceremonies) (photo), May 29, 1992, p.4

BAHAR, MICHAEL
The Sistine Chapel comes to Scarsdale (Public Library in book form) (photo), Feb 28, 1992, p.1

BAI, MARIA
Dance studio organizes performing arts troupe (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.17

BAKER, ALBERT DERUSSY
Albert deR Baker (dies), Aug 7, 1992, p.10

BALANCIO, DOROTHY
Dorothy Balancio (named pres of the Verrazzano Institute at Mercy College) (photo), Mar 13, 1992, p.4

BALL, CHRISTIE

BALL, LINDA
Committee to put 'Scarsdale twist' on school compact, Dec 24, 1992, p.1
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BALTIERI, ARTIE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

BANKS AND BANKING
Philip I Sails (named district manager of the Chemical Banking Corp in New York), Feb 21, 1992, p.4
Christopher Taylor (is on the leadership panel of the Council for the Arts in Westchester), Apr 17, 1992, p.8
Christopher J Taylor (chaired awards dinner of the Foundation for Westchester Community College), Jun 12, 1992, p.9
Berdj Benlian (appointed assistant vice president of the Greater New York Savings Bank), Jul 31, 1992, p.4
Roberta Karp (appointed branch manager of Larchmont Manufacturers Hanover Trust), Oct 2, 1992, p.8
Susan Canale (appointed branch manager of Greenville Manufacturers Hanover Trust branch in Edgemont), Oct 2, 1992, p.8
Anton V Schutz (elected vice pres of Chase Lincoln First Bank's regional wholesale banking division), Nov 6, 1992, p.4

BANKS, KAREN

BANKSTON, ARCHIE M
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4

BAR MIZVAH
Bar mitzvah affirms family and religious bonds (photo), Feb 14, 1992, p.1
Shared rite of passage (cont), Feb 14, 1992, p.5

BARALAYE, EBI
And it's all in pennies ($1,562.56 collected by Fox Meadow school for Somalian relief effort)(photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.9

BARBOSA, LILLIAN
County champs (SCS's Raiders, the girls' fourth grade A soccer team) (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.22

BARILE, CRISTINA
No fairy tale (title of winning poster in the annual Safety Poster Contest) (photo), Mar 13, 1992, p.5

BARILLAS, MARGARET
Chair delight (picture from SCS Historical Society's exhibit "The Toys We Treasured") (photo), Jan 3, 1992, p.1

BARKAN, DAVID
David Barkan (has won a second tied prize for an essay on the future of software litigation), Nov 27, 1992, p.4

BARKAN, PAUL
Paul Barkan (presented with an outstanding service award by the American Chemical Society) (photo), Feb 28, 1992, p.4

BARON, COLIN
The Bank of New York Salutes SHS 75th Anniversary Celebration (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.34

BARSH, MARY
PTA presidents salute McCann (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.10

BARSON, GEORGE W (AU)
After the storm, words of praise (ltr), Oct 9, 1992, p.6

BARTO, JOHN
S (carsdale) H (igh) S (chool) grads gather to fete the school (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.3
The Bank of New York Salutes SHS 75th Anniversary Celebration (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.34

BARTOL, DAVID
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

BARTON, LAUREN
The Bank of New York Salutes SHS 75th Anniversary Celebration (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.34
Fall athletes feted at Maroon & White dinner (photo), Dec 4, 1992, p.25
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32
Scholarship fund-drive underway (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.10

BASEBALL
It's how you play the game...(edit), Jun 5, 1992, p.7
Supply Field wall raises safety questions, Jun 26, 1992, p.3
Raiders alum goes pro (Todd Rosenthal) (photo), Jul 3, 1992, p.15
The problem: there isn't enough baseball (ltr), Aug 21, 1992, p.6
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BASEBALL continued
  Summer league says they all hit out of the park (ltr), Aug 21, 1992, p.7

BASKETBALL
  Over easy (Stephen Cooper makes a lay-up during the Raiders' 42-30 pounding of Lincoln) (photo), Jan 17, 1992, p.1
  Scarsdale buries Lincoln, 42-30 (photo), Jan 17, 1992, p.17
  How sweet it is (stunning upset win by the Raiders over the Mount Vernon Tigers) (photo), Jan 31, 1992, p.1
  Raiders plunder Tigers (photo), Jan 31, 1992, p.17
  Mental toughness key to Raider basketball victory, Feb 21, 1992, p.17
  Hoopsters triumph (at sectional game against Mount Vernon) (photo), Mar 13, 1992, p.1
  Raiders win sectional title (photo), Mar 13, 1992, p.19
  C(Y(atholic) Y(outh) O(rganization) state victors (fourth grade team wins State Championship) (photo), May 22, 1992, p.23

BASOVSKY, KATHLEEN
  New in the schools (new staff members welcomed at a two-day orientation workshop) (photo), Sep 25, 1992, p.10

BASS, MELINDA
  Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4
  Cooney called uniquely qualified (ltr), Oct 30, 1992, p.6

BASSETT, NANCY
  State Senate, Assembly candidates debate at L(eague of) W(omen) V(oters) forum (cont) (photo), Oct 30, 1992, p.16

BATCHELOR, KEN
  Trustees mull rec(erration) fee hikes, Dec 18, 1992, p.1

BATTEN, ALAN R
  Alan R Batkin (re-elected chairman of the overseas affairs div of the UJA-Federation of New York), Jun 19, 1992, p.8

BATTIN, JANE
  Jane Batkin (elected to board of directors of Westchester Jewish Community Services), Oct 2, 1992, p.8

BATTLES
  Lest we forget: Battle of the Bulge (edit), Nov 6, 1992, p.7
  Battle of the Bulge (cont), Nov 6, 1992, p.12

BAUBION-MACKLER, JEANNIE
  Vive les jardins: A Scarsdale woman’s love affair with French gardens (photo), Dec 24, 1992, p.13

BAUM, DANIEL
  Holiday spirit (photo), Dec 24, 1992, p.9

BAUMER, ALICE
  Alice Baumeyer (dies), Mar 20, 1992, p.14

BAYLEY, ANOUSHKHA
  Debaters shine in first tourney (photo), Oct 16, 1992, p.10

BIZICALUPO, MELISSA
  Dramatic interpretation (of the voyages of Columbus) (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.9

BEACH, PAULA
  Honored by Red Cross (area residents honored at annual recognition of volunteers) (photo), May 29, 1992, p.9

BEACHEM, MECIE
  STEP, with two students, is having a wow of a year (photo) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.9

BEAL, JEFFREY
  Debaters win top honors, Jan 24, 1992, p.9

BEATUS, HELENA
  Helena Beatus (named vice chairman of disaster mental health support services unit of Am Red Cross), Jul 31, 1992, p.4

BEAUXJEAN, FLORENCE
  Florence Beaujean (dies), Aug 28, 1992, p.15
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BECK, ANDREW
Hangin’ out at the high school (photo), Sep 11, 1992, p.10

BECK, SARAH
Edgewood students pitch in (by adding their donations to the Thanksgiving food collection) (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.10

BECKMAN, JACOB

BECKMAN, JASON
Hangin’ out at the high school (photo), Sep 11, 1992, p.10

BEDICHEK, JANE
Ecology study and recycling action raise student awareness (in SCS schools) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.11
Now that’s a fine park! (Harwood Park) (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.8

BEDICHEK, JANE (AU)
Making recycling a happier task (ltr), Mar 6, 1992, p.6

BEERS, CHRISTINA
Into different worlds (AFS students from SCS High School going abroad this year) (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.10

BEERS, CHRISTINE
A(merican) F(ield) S(ervice) travelers tell of hospitality and adventure (photo), Oct 9, 1992, p.9

BEES
He’s caretaker of a peaceable kingdom (photo), Jan 10, 1992, p.5

BEHR, RICHARD (AU)
Further study of school windows is essential (ltr), Sep 18, 1992, p.6

BEHRER, MILDRED H
Mildred H Behrer (dies), Jun 19, 1992, p.18

BEHRMAN, AMANDA

BEILIN, IAN (AU)

BEL, IAN
Quaker Ridge Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.9

BELASCO, DANIEL (AU)
Restore A School funds in E’mont (Alternative School at Edgemont High) (ltr), Mar 27, 1992, p.6

BELFON, ANDREW J
Andrew J Belfont (dies), Apr 17, 1992, p.18

BELKIN, DANIEL
Quaker Ridge Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.9

BELKnap, HELEN T
Helen T Belknapp (dies), Jan 24, 1992, p.18
Helen T Belknapp (dies), Feb 14, 1992, p.14

BELLITTO, GLENN D
Republican announces for new Assembly seat (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.3

BELLITTO, ROBIN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of The Scarsdale Public Library, Sep 18, 1992, p.32

BENDEICH, JOHN
United Way tops fundraising goal for ’91-92 (cont)(photo), May 15, 1992, p.9

BENGEL, STELLA
Bar mitzvah affirms family and religious bonds (photo), Feb 14, 1992, p.1

BENJEMK, RACHEL
Parents provide international input (at workshops on different nations of the world) (photo), Feb 28, 1992, p.9
BENLIAN, BERDJ
Berdj Benlian (appointed assistant vice president of the Greater New York Savings Bank), Jul 31, 1992, p.6

BERDON, BARBARA
The Bank of New York Salutes SHS 75th Anniversary Celebration (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.34

BERGER, LILA
Teachers describe their own learning, Nov 13, 1992, p.12

BERGER, MORT
Bridging the commuter's time gap (cont) (photo), Aug 21, 1992, p.23

BERGER, PENI
Neighbors form synagogue to offer friendship, love (photo), Aug 28, 1992, p.1

BERK, MOLLY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

BERKMAN, MILTON (DR)
Dr. Milton Berkman (orthodontist, is co-author of new text), Mar 13, 1992, p.4

BERLIN, ANNE L (AU)
Whatever the party, voter participation vital this time (ltr), Jul 24, 1992, p.6

BERLISS, ARTHUR (AU)
10 steps toward peace dividend (edit), Jun 26, 1992, p.7

BERLINGHAM, JOHN H (AU)
Another sign at pro-choice march (ltr), May 1, 1992, p.6

Unlikely unevent unearthed now...(edit), Jun 19, 1992, p.7

BERNSTEIN, BEN
Synagogue expands (Scarsdale Synagogue-Tremont Temple) (photo), May 15, 1992, p.2

BERNSTEIN, LISA
Hangin' out at the high school (photo), Sep 11, 1992, p.10

BERNSTEIN, MATT
Synagogue expands (Scarsdale Synagogue-Tremont Temple) (photo), May 15, 1992, p.2

BERRY, DAVID
On the tube, a growing Channel 35 (photo), Nov 13, 1992, p.1

BETTMANN, BILL

BETTMANN, BOB

BETTMANN, ELLEN

BETTMANN, ELLEN H
Ellen H Bettmann (among 10 people honored for their efforts against racism in Boston), Oct 16, 1992, p.4

BEZANSON, PHIL
The Bank of New York Salutes The Middle School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.30

BHATIA, ANIL
Bridging the commuter's time gap (cont) (photo), Aug 21, 1992, p.23

BHATTACHARYA, RUPA
Helping the hungry (3270 pounds of food collected by scouts in SCS and EMT for Food Patch) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.18

BIANCO, BARBARA
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4

BICKNELL, KATIE

BICKNELL, NEIL
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4
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BICKNELL, NEIL continued
  Retirement bonus, Sep 11, 1992, p.1
BICKNELL, NEIL (AU)
  Changes if need be, but keep the successes (response to 1/10/92 editorial) (ltr), Jan 24, 1992, p.7

BICYCLING
  SEE CYCLING

BIDWELL, HARRY W
  Harry W Bidwell (dies), Jun 5, 1992, p.13

BIELER, SHIRA
  The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

BILEZIKIAN, SARA
  Speech contest winner (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.9
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Middle School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.30

BILLY SMITHLINE FOUNDATION (AU)
  Walk-a-thon is called a success (ltr), Oct 23, 1992, p.6

BINDER, DANIEL
  Dramatic interpretation (of the voyages of Columbus) (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.9

BIONDI, EVA
  Marking Memorial Day (Scarsdale ceremonies) (photo), May 29, 1992, p.4

BIRDS
  Country living (red-tailed falcon sets off burglar alarm on Cushman Road), Feb 21, 1992, p.1
  Country living near the city (mallard and her eight ducklings removed from SCS resident’s pool), Jul 10, 1992, p.1

BIRNBAUM, HOPE
  Food Stores (cont) (photo), Aug 14, 1992, p.4

BIRNBAUM, IRA
  ...But customer isn’t satisfied (in reference to SCS’s cable television system) (ltr), Jan 31, 1992, p.6
  Regulation: It’s back, Oct 9, 1992, p.1
  Complaints surface at TCI Cable meeting, Nov 13, 1992, p.1

BIRNBAUM, IRA (AU)
  Cable service details plans... (ltr), Jan 31, 1992, p.6

BLACK EXECUTIVES
  Earl G. Graves (named to the board of the Center for Communications), Mar 20, 1992, p.4
  SEE ALSO EXECUTIVES

BLACK, BARBARA
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

BLAIR, LINDA
  Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4
  Linda Blair (elected president of NY Metro Chapter of American Society of Interior Designers)(photo), Oct 2, 1992, p.8

BLAKE, ROBERT J
  Robert J Blake (dies), Mar 27, 1992, p.16

BLANCATO, LOUIS S (DR)
  Dr Louis S Blancato (named chairman of finance committee of World Federation of Anesthesiologists), Jul 17, 1992, p.4

BLANCO, RITA
  GOP runs in 88th (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.1
  Blanco, Hochberg vie for Assembly seat (photo), Oct 23, 1992, p.3
  Blanco, Hochberg (cont), Oct 23, 1992, p.14
  With days left in campaign, state candidates debate, Oct 30, 1992, p.1
  A Election Day guide to local candidates, Oct 30, 1992, p.5
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BLANN, CAROL
Local Girl Scouts & scouts win top regional awards (photo), Jul 31, 1992, p.2

BLAZIER, THELMA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

BLEICH, DAVID
Nader, Rudman, Bleich and McLaughlin get write-ins (votes), Nov 6, 1992, p.5

BLIND
Reader practices 'almost a disappearing art' (recording for the blind) (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.5

BLINDER, HENRY
Henry Blinder (designer of Thomas Cook Travel promotional campaign cited by Travel Weekly), Oct 2, 1992, p.8

BLITMAN, HOWARD
Environmental issues addressed: Of lawns, trees, salted roads, Feb 14, 1992, p.1
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4
The Bank of New York Salutes Lowell J Tooley, honored by the Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce, Apr 24, 1992, p.32
Trustees make commitment to open government (cont), May 15, 1992, p.14
Board honors finest (police officers), Jun 26, 1992, p.4

BLITMAN, MAUREEN
The Bank of New York Salutes Lowell J Tooley, honored by the Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce, Apr 24, 1992, p.32

BLITZ, ALAN I (AU)
Speaks highly of local candidates (ltr), Oct 23, 1992, p.6

BLOCK, RICHARD
Honored by Red Cross (area residents honored at annual recognition of volunteers) (photo), May 29, 1992, p.9

BLOOD-DONATION
A valuable donation (residents asked to help SCS High School in its annual blood drive) (photo), May 15, 1992, p.11

BLOOM, ARTHUR
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

BLOOM, BRUCE
'Vend Me a Tenor' hits high note for farce (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.17

BLOOM, JENNY BETH
Bookseller to address Literature Section (meeting of the SCS Woman's Club), Oct 16, 1992, p.13

BLOOM, LEE (AU)
Memo to the United Nations... from 17 Scarsdalians (and others) (edit), Jul 10, 1992, p.7

BLOOM, SARA
Bloom starts own business, Oct 9, 1992, p.5

BLOOM, SARA (AU)
A sniff, a whiff and the orange pussycat (edit), May 22, 1992, p.7

BLOSS, GEOFFREY
Geoffrey Bloss (nominated by Nita M. Lowey for appointment to the military academies), Jan 10, 1992, p.4

BLOSS, JOLAN B
Jolan B Bloss (elected to the board of Family Service of Westchester), Dec 18, 1992, p.4

BLUMSTEIN, SARA
Solidarity reigned at pro-choice march in Washington D.C. (edit) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.7

BOARD OF APPEALS-SCS
Garage must conform to law: appeals court backs zoners, Jan 3, 1992, p.1
Board, council appointees sought (includes detailed descriptions of appointed boards and councils), Jan 3, 1992, p.2
For the greater good (advocates strict enforcement of tough zoning laws) (edit), Jan 3, 1992, p.6
Appeals Board denies jurisdiction in Chateau variance dispute, Jan 24, 1992, p.1
Appeals Board ponders legal status of flag lot, Jan 24, 1992, p.5
Board of Appeals rulings (cont), Jan 24, 1992, p.8
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BOARD OF APPEALS-SCS continued

Chateaux (cont), Jan 24, 1992, p.12
Chateaux Apts. owners keep lawyer despite legal troubles, Feb 7, 1992, p.1
Christie Place landlords sue village, Feb 14, 1992, p.1
Grandfathering argument denied in flag lot case, Feb 21, 1992, p.3
Judge invalidates board ruling on special pool permit (for individuals), Feb 21, 1992, p.1
Pool ruling invalidated (cont), Feb 21, 1992, p.9
Board of Appeals (cont), Feb 21, 1992, p.15
Board of Appeals okays pool - again (for individuals), Mar 13, 1992, p.3
Court backs couple's housing plan, Apr 10, 1992, p.1
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4
Court: Family may expand home (cont), Apr 10, 1992, p.4
Paper 'groundwork' can help gain approval (individual names noted), Apr 17, 1992, p.4
Zoning board gives okay to bid for a building lot, May 22, 1992, p.5
Homeowners should have right to rebuild, resident maintains, May 29, 1992, p.3
Appeals board acts as problem solver, Jun 19, 1992, p.3
Appeals board makes two concessions, Jul 17, 1992, p.4
Parks funds expected, Jul 17, 1992, p.10
Local man helped manage convention (cont), Jul 17, 1992, p.10
Village drafts laws to clarify (village) code and provide for appeals, Aug 21, 1992, p.1
Appeals board approves 3 variances (for individuals), Aug 28, 1992, p.4
Appeals Board holds over decision on Mobil station, Sep 18, 1992, p.5
Variances approved (cont), Sep 18, 1992, p.12
Appeals board denies variance requests, Nov 20, 1992, p.5

BOARD OF ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW-SCS

Board, council appointees sought (includes detailed descriptions of appointed boards and councils), Jan 3, 1992, p.2
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) approves two Park Road houses, Jan 10, 1992, p.5
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) criticizes four house plans, Jan 31, 1992, p.4
Large projects okayed by architectural board, Feb 21, 1992, p.3
Alterations okayed (cont), Feb 21, 1992, p.15
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) approves five plans, Mar 6, 1992, p.3
Additions, alteration requests okayed (for individuals), Mar 27, 1992, p.5
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4
Should check with Board of Architectural Review (ltr), Apr 24, 1992, p.6
A spring building boom here, May 1, 1992, p.3
Architectural review (cont), May 1, 1992, p.18
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview)'s 44-item agenda reflects building boom, May 22, 1992, p.5
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) chairman leaving, resigns (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.4
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) message: Don't build without permit, Jun 12, 1992, p.5
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview): Permits needed (cont), Jun 12, 1992, p.16
Builders present plans for 2 houses, Jun 26, 1992, p.3
BAR sees four house plans, okays 28 projects, Jul 17, 1992, p.4
New house plans, building projects (cont), Jul 17, 1992, p.10
New house plans approved by B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview), Jul 31, 1992, p.3
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) approves new house, denies church's plea for fence, Aug 21, 1992, p.3
Proposed laws would change appeals process (cont), Aug 21, 1992, p.12
New house plan approved, church's fence denied (cont), Aug 21, 1992, p.12
Named to B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) (to fill the unexpired term of Mitchel Flaum), Aug 28, 1992, p.1
Hearing set on local laws, Sep 4, 1992, p.1
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) in approving mood, Sep 25, 1992, p.5
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BOARD OF ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW-SCS continued
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) makes Mobil plant 6 trees, Oct 9, 1992, p.3
Tyler Road neighbors react to building plan, Nov 13, 1992, p.5
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) approves dormer, skylight (cont), Nov 13, 1992, p.15
Compromise near on Tyler Road plan, Dec 4, 1992, p.1
New house at 9 Tyler finally gets B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview)'s okay, Dec 18, 1992, p.4

BOARD OF ASSESSMENT REVIEW-SCS
Village is challenging right of non-attorneys to represent taxpayers, Jan 10, 1992, p.1
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4
Assessment board receives 221 grievances, Jul 3, 1992, p.3
Residents file assessment grievances (cont), Jul 3, 1992, p.10
SEE ALSO ASSESSMENT, TAXATION-SCS

BOARD OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
Cooperation pays (village trustees have authorized participation in automotive parts bidding program), Feb 28, 1992, p.1
Stock named to BOCES board (photo), May 8, 1992, p.3

BOARD OF EDUCATION-EMT
Should charge for use by summer camp (ltr), Jan 10, 1992, p.6
Open meetings to cable coverage (ltr), Feb 7, 1992, p.6
Endangered junior faculty (at EMT Junior-Senior High School) (ltr), Feb 21, 1992, p.6
Excellence, not mediocrity (ltr), Mar 6, 1992, p.6
Restore A School funds in E'mont (Alternative School at Edgemont High) (ltr), Mar 27, 1992, p.6
Public cable TV forum urged for E'mont schools (ltr), Mar 27, 1992, p.7
Contested election for Board of Ed(ucation) expected in E'mont (photo), Apr 1, 1992, p.7
Give us the best education we can afford (ltr), Apr 3, 1992, p.6
Three picked for E'mont (cont), Apr 3, 1992, p.20
Superintendent's response puzzles (ltr), Apr 24, 1992, p.6
Absolute praise for school board (ltr), May 1, 1992, p.6
New Edgemont board organizes (photo), Jul 10, 1992, p.1
Some questions for Edgemont on a school panel (ltr), Dec 31, 1992, p.6

BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS
Weak economy spurs competition for S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) projects, Jan 10, 1992, p.1
Video shows variety at Heathcote (photo), Jan 10, 1992, p.9
Teacher contracts near negotiation stage (cont), Feb 7, 1992, p.4
Students featured in music and art reports by school coordinators (photo), Feb 7, 1992, p.9
Let us hear from you, S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) tells residents, Feb 7, 1992, p.9
L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) to B(oard) O(f) E(ducation): Cut spending (hold teachers salaries), Mar 13, 1992, p.1
Committee picks 3 for School Board (photo), Mar 20, 1992, p.1
Three picked for Board of Education (cont), Mar 20, 1992, p.9
Budget hearing, Apr 24, 1992, p.1
Okay, so enough. Teachers need a break. (edit), Apr 24, 1992, p.7
School Board adopts $45.5 million budget, May 8, 1992, p.1
Vote yes, with trust (edit), May 15, 1992, p.6
League presidents laud board members, Jun 5, 1992, p.9
District, teachers forge contract, Jun 19, 1992, p.1
They (Evelyn Stock and Robert Paradise) created warmth and openness (edit), Jun 19, 1992, p.6
Appointments and goodbyes mark year's last board meeting, Jun 19, 1992, p.9
Adieu to 'dynamic duo' (Evelyn Stock and Robert Paradise), Jun 19, 1992, p.9
Two-payment tax schedule rejected by School Board, Jun 19, 1992, p.10
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30
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BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS continued

School Board reorganizes (photo), Jul 3, 1992, p.1
Key posts filled by Scarsdale educators (photo), Jul 3, 1992, p.9
School Board reorganizes (cont), Jul 3, 1992, p.9
Board approves (cooperative) L(iquid) A(set) S(ecurity) S(system) as an investment option, Sep 25, 1992, p.9
For policy revision, board still taking Stock, Sep 25, 1992, p.10
Grant winners show new curriculum ideas, Oct 9, 1992, p.9
Extra building costs approved by board, Oct 30, 1992, p.9
Known and unknown factors complicate budget forecast, Nov 13, 1992, p.11
Teachers describe their own learning, Nov 13, 1992, p.12
Popham House counselor resigns, Nov 27, 1992, p.9
School policy update continues: father irked by rule on visitors, Nov 27, 1992, p.10
Administration does disservice to school system (refers to 11/27 coverage of School Bd meeting) (ltr), Dec 4, 1992, p.6
Board meeting agenda summarized, Dec 11, 1992, p.10
Step by step, school policies are revised, Dec 18, 1992, p.9
Committee to put 'Scarsdale twist' on school compact, Dec 24, 1992, p.1
Group to study compact (cont), Dec 24, 1992, p.5
SNS may end computer course requirement, Dec 24, 1992, p.9
Revenues up last month, Dec 24, 1992, p.9

BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS-BUDGET

The many elements of school budget-making, Mar 13, 1992, p.9
School budget lowest tax rate in 40 years, Mar 27, 1992, p.1
Cuts in personnel (cont), Mar 27, 1992, p.9
Teachers make spirited show for team; Crowd supports negotiators for new district contract (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.1
Federal and state grants fund local education, Sep 11, 1992, p.9
School renovations cost more than expected, Sep 18, 1992, p.1

BOARD OF ETHICS-SCS

Board, council appointees sought (includes detailed descriptions of appointed boards and councils), Jan 3, 1992, p.2
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4

BOCK, LOUIS S
Louis S Bock (dies), Dec 24, 1992, p.12

BOGGI, JOHN
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company No. 1 - 99 years of service, Dec 24, 1992, p.20

BOGGI, TONY
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company No. 1 - 99 years of service, Dec 24, 1992, p.20

BOHM, GERARD
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

BONDEROFF, SAM
Forum on growing up here had value (response to letter by Sam Bonderoff from 12/18) (ltr), Dec 31, 1992, p.7
BONDEROFF, SAM (AU)
Town meeting ('Growing up in Scarsdale') 'waste of time' (ltr), Dec 18, 1992, p.6

BONDS
Scarsdale school bond interest better than most bank rates, Jan 24, 1992, p.1
Good rate for school bonds (cont), Jan 24, 1992, p.8
Recession's low interest rates will help bond sale, Jun 26, 1992, p.3
Bonds sold, and for sale, Jul 24, 1992, p.1
Village could benefit if job act is approved, Oct 23, 1992, p.1
Jobs (cont), Oct 23, 1992, p.14
No to the jobs bond act (edit), Oct 30, 1992, p.6
BONGARD, BARBARA
Retirees' service, contributions praised, May 22, 1992, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

BONOMINI, LOUIS P
Honored by Red Cross (area residents honored at annual recognition of volunteers) (photo), May 29, 1992, p.9

BOOKMAN, JOSEPH AND ARLENE (AU)
Parents grateful to soccer coaches (ltr), Dec 4, 1992, p.6
It's not the Knicks, it's kids playing soccer (text identical to 12/4 letter) (ltr), Dec 11, 1992, p.6

BOOKMAN, PAM
The Bank of New York Salutes The Middle School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.30

BOOKMAN, JOSEPH AND ARLENE
Parents grateful to soccer coaches (ltr), Dec 4, 1992, p.6
It's not the Knicks, it's kids playing soccer (text identical to 12/4 letter) (ltr), Dec 11, 1992, p.6

BOOKMAN, PAM
The Bank of New York Salutes The Middle School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.30

BOOKS
The Sistine Chapel comes to Scarsdale (Public Library in book form) (photo), Feb 28, 1992, p.1
SHS graduate takes on political pundits (in his new book "Sound and Fury") (photo), Sep 4, 1992, p.3
A Conversation with Lee Reich, Sep 18, 1992, p.19
Vive les jardins: A Scarsdale woman's love affair with French gardens (photo), Dec 24, 1992, p.13

BOOKSELLERS AND BOOKSELLING
Books: 'New babies every day' (Bob and Ruth Gold retire from the Bodleian Book Shop) (photo), Jan 31, 1992, p.5
Bookseller to address Literature Section (meeting of the SCS Woman's Club), Oct 16, 1992, p.13

BORG, KIRI
Kiri Borg (named director of business development at Tishman Interiors Corp) (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.4

BORG, ROBERT
Walk in Garth Woods - with problems, Mar 13, 1992, p.3
Fight the good fight (to find the missing Butler Woods memorial plaque) (edit) (photo), Sep 4, 1992, p.6

BORG, ROBERT F (AU)
A walk through Garth Woods turns an engineer into a conservationist (photo) (edit), Jan 10, 1992, p.7

BORONKAY, GEORGE
Bridging the commuter's time gap (cont) (photo), Aug 21, 1992, p.23

BORONKAY, SERENA
Delighted with the donation (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.12
12 elected to committee: amendments pass, Nov 20, 1992, p.1

BORTZ, BILL
Bridging the commuter's time gap (cont) (photo), Aug 21, 1992, p.23

BOSSES, ABBYE
Maroon and White officers named (photo), Sep 25, 1992, p.22

BOSSES, GARY
A (alternative)-School interns gain adventure and accomplishment (cont) (photo), Feb 14, 1992, p.9
Bonding through softball (at trip to Camp Jewel, Colebrook, CT) (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.9

BOSSES, STEVE
Maroon and White officers named (photo), Sep 25, 1992, p.22

BOTSFORD, LISA
Theatrical wizardry (production of "Wizard of Oz") (photo), Apr 3, 1992, p.9
Holiday spirit (photo), Dec 24, 1992, p.9

BOUCHIER, RON
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

BOUTELLE, JANE
The ABC's of choosing an exercise program (photo), May 8, 1992, p.11

BOVE, PHYLLIS
E(nglish as a) S(econd) L(anguage) graduates celebrate their success (photo), Jan 17, 1992, p.9
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BOWLING
Getting the lowdown on bowling, Feb 21, 1992, p.17

BOYCE, GERARD R
Gerard R Boyce (named partner of Manhattan law firm Brown Raysman & Millstein) (photo), Oct 16, 1992, p.4

BOYNTON, HERBERT II
Herbert Boynton II (dies), Oct 9, 1992, p.14

BOZARTH, SQUIRE
Library director extraordinaire (Joyce Nichols of SCS Public Library) (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.14

BRADEN, MIMI (AU)
Once beautiful (ltr), Jan 31, 1992, p.6

BRADY, GEORGE J
George J Brady (dies), Jan 10, 1992, p.12

BRANDT, JENNY
It's 9 a.m. Do you know where most Scarsdale kids are? (photo), Jul 24, 1992, p.1

BRANDT, LAWRENCE J (DR)
Dr. Lawrence J Brandt (elected president of American College of Gastroenterology) (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.4

BRANDT, MICHELLE
Prom lives up to its billing as an unforgettable evening (photo), Jul 3, 1992, p.9

BRANKOVIC, JASMINA

BREINES, NESI
Reader practices 'almost a disappearing art'(recording for the blind) (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.5

BRENNAN, CRISTIN
Stitching their own heritage (SCS Troup 1946 present quilt to scout leader Betty Taubert) (photo), Jan 10, 1992, p.3

BRENNAN, DEBBIE
Stitching their own heritage (SCS Troup 1946 present quilt to scout leader Betty Taubert) (photo), Jan 10, 1992, p.3

BRENNAN, KASARA
Resnick's Raiders seize sectional soccer title (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.25

BRESCHIA, KATHI
Maroon and White officers named (photo), Sep 25, 1992, p.22

BRESCHIA, KATIE
Music mixed with politics (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.10

BRESCHIA, RICHARD
Maroon and White officers named (photo), Sep 25, 1992, p.22

BRESCHIA, RYAN
'Kids are the show' at Scarsdale pool (photo), Jul 24, 1992, p.13

BRESLIN, PATTY
Catholic YOUTH ORGANIZATION state victors (HLM fourth grade basketball team) (photo), May 22, 1992, p.23

BRESLOW, NOAH
Prom lives up to its billing as an unforgettable evening (photo), Jul 3, 1992, p.9
Scholarship fund-drive underway (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.10

BRETT, JAQUELINE
Star gazers (at Library's Summer Reading Game party) (photo), Aug 28, 1992, p.4

BRICE, A DONALD
A Donald Brice (dies), Dec 18, 1992, p.18

BRICK, DAVID
The Bank of New York Salutes The Middle School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.30

BRIDGE (GAME)
Ante up: It's the morning train (photo), Aug 21, 1992, p.13
Bridging the commuter's time gap (cont) (photo), Aug 21, 1992, p.23
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BRIDGES

Who's in charge? (Wilmot and Mamaroneck Road Bridges will be closed for repairs), Jan 31, 1992, p.1
'Upset by waste' (ltr), Mar 6, 1992, p.6
The price is right (for the repair of the Wilmot and Mamaroneck Road bridges), Mar 13, 1992, p.1
Mam'k Road Bridge to close to traffic for next nine months, Apr 3, 1992, p.1
Mamaroneck Road Bridge to be closed (cont), Apr 3, 1992, p.10
Detour! (Workers install fencing to keep pedestrians off the Mamaroneck Road Bridge) (photo), Apr 17, 1992, p.1
Why does it take so long to put up a wee span? (ltr), Apr 17, 1992, p.6
Uglification being carried out by village (ltr), Apr 24, 1992, p.6
More difficult span was built in 48 hours (ltr), May 1, 1992, p.6
Golden Horseshoe wants own detour (While the Wilmot Road Bridge is closed for construction), May 8, 1992, p.1
New route for water, too (Workers relocate water pipes under the Mamaroneck Road Bridge) (photo), May 15, 1992, p.1
Petitions circulate over proposed temporary access to (Golden Horseshoe) shopping center, May 22, 1992, p.3
Residents, merchants face off over shopping center access plan, Jun 5, 1992, p.1
Pros, cons of access road heard (cont), Jun 5, 1992, p.13
Golden Horseshoe access road, Crane-Berkley, on village agenda, Jul 10, 1992, p.1
Save trees and businesses (regarding access to Golden Horseshoe shopping center) (edit), Jul 10, 1992, p.6
Heathcote residents cope with detours during (Mamaroneck Road) bridge repair, Jul 17, 1992, p.5
Urges support of access road (to Golden Horseshoe shopping center) (ltr), Jul 17, 1992, p.6
Access issue solution still down the road, Jul 31, 1992, p.1
Options open for (Wilmot Road) bridge quandary, Jul 31, 1992, p.1
Option to ease hardship discussed (cont), Jul 31, 1992, p.5
Paying for Secor (Village Board will give state $23,342 toward filling in cut under Secor Rd Bridge), Aug 14, 1992, p.1
One lane of (Wilmot Road) bridge likely to stay open, Aug 21, 1992, p.1
Bridge update (progress at the Mamaroneck Road Bridge construction site), Aug 21, 1992, p.1
One lane of the bridge may stay open (cont), Aug 21, 1992, p.12
Bridge mishap (portion of the pedestrian shoulder of the Wilmot Road bridge collapses) (photo), Aug 28, 1992, p.2
Bridge progress (Mamaroneck Road Bridge reconstruction) (photo), Aug 28, 1992, p.3
Bridge bulletin (work has begun on the Wilmot Road Bridge), Sep 25, 1992, p.1
Village could benefit if job act is approved, Oct 23, 1992, p.1
Mamaroneck span behind schedule as winter approaches, Nov 20, 1992, p.1
Bridge delay (cont), Nov 20, 1992, p.13
Pickets delay (Mamaroneck Road) bridge work, Nov 27, 1992, p.1
Bridge updates (Mamaroneck Road Bridge will not open before late March), Dec 11, 1992, p.1

BRIGANTI, ANETTE

The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

BRITAIN, SARAH

Students taste Japan at W.J. shopping plaza (photo), Dec 31, 1992, p.9

BROCK, HELEN S

Helen S Brock (dies), Feb 21, 1992, p.12

BROOKS, RICHARD

Probes spur change (photo) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.6
Inquirer endorsements; In Edgemont and Hartsdale districts; for Assembly: Richard Brodsky (edit), Oct 30, 1992, p.6

BROGAN, JOHN

Moving up (Michael Martin promoted to sergeant), Dec 24, 1992, p.3

BROMLEY, JUDY

Village Court makes sure all are heard (photo), Oct 2, 1992, p.3
Actress takes on new role as Village Court clerk, Oct 2, 1992, p.8
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BRONSON, GREG
Math by design (photo), Oct 23, 1992, p.9

BRONSTEIN, MELVIN (DR)
Dr Melvin Bronstein (presented with honors award by the American Academy of Ophthalmology), Jul 31, 1992, p.4

BRONSTEIN, MOLLY
Pastel judged best in (SCS Art Assn's annual) art show (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.19

BRONX RIVER PARKWAY
Parkway for bikers (Bicycle Sundays resume May 3), May 1, 1992, p.1

BROOKS, LORRAINE
Music mixed with politics (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.10

BROPHY, DOROTHY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

BROWN, DAVE
Homes in the dark after the storm (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.13

BROWN, KAREN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

BROWN, RAYMOND D
Raymond D Brown (dies), Dec 31, 1992, p.4

BROWNING, JACKSON
Friends (of Hoff-Barthelson School of Music) give $35,000 (photo), Jul 10, 1992, p.16

BRUCKMANN, ELANA
Too much too late (Popham resident pays late charge for her school tax bill), Dec 18, 1992, p.1

BRUMBERGER, RONI
Discovery is key at Quaker Ridge (kindergarten) (photo), Sep 18, 1992, p.9

BRUNELLE, TIM
Cut class size, School Board urged as residents react to budget cuts, Apr 10, 1992, p.9

BRUNER, MADY
Youngest & oldest volunteers (photo), Dec 31, 1992, p.2

BRUNO, ELEANOR A
Eleanor A Bruno (dies), Feb 28, 1992, p.16

BUCHANAN, PAT
The Buchanan scenario: It could happen here (edit), Mar 6, 1992, p.6

BUCHEN, HELENE (AU)
Riyadh: Life for Americans back with the Saudis after the gulf war (edit), Jan 24, 1992, p.7
A letter home: How it is among the Saudis (edit), Nov 20, 1992, p.6

BUCK, J P
'West Side Story' to rumble SCS H(SS) school boards (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.17
The Bank of New York Salutes SHS 75th Anniversary Celebration (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.34

BUCK, WALTER
Scholarship aid for H(off)-B(arthelson) (from the SCS Rotary Club) (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.8
Friends (of Hoff-Barthelson School of Music) give $35,000 (photo), Jul 10, 1992, p.16

BUCKHURST, PAUL
Village master plan due for completion by summer, Dec 18, 1992, p.1

BUDGET-EMT
Voters approve Edgemont budget, May 8, 1992, p.1
Edgemont budget (cont), May 8, 1992, p.10

BUDGET-GBH
Aims for 'most open' budget process (ltr), Jul 10, 1992, p.6
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BUDGET-SCS
Public comment on budgets urged (ltr), Feb 21, 1992, p.6
Village budget tops $18 million, Mar 6, 1992, p.1
Preliminary village budget is presented to TVCC, LWV (cont), Mar 6, 1992, p.5
Village outlines two capital budgets, a multitude of means, Mar 20, 1992, p.1
Capital budget plan (cont), Mar 20, 1992, p.3
Village budget (cont), Mar 27, 1992, p.18
Village budget draws few critics, Apr 10, 1992, p.5
Reactions to budget (cont), Apr 10, 1992, p.22
Trustees okay $18.1 million budget; no service cuts made, May 1, 1992, p.1

BUDGET-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
County budget: no rise seen for area residents, Nov 27, 1992, p.3
County taxes remain stable (cont), Nov 27, 1992, p.23

BUILDING CODE-SCS
Is it too late to modernize building limits? (ltr), Nov 27, 1992, p.6

BUILDING DEPT-SCS
Kudos for building department (ltr), Sep 25, 1992, p.6

BUILDING LAWS AND REGULATIONS-SCS
Garage must conform to law: appeals court backs zoners, Jan 3, 1992, p.1
SEE ALSO ZONING-SCS

BUONGIORNO, MARY ANNE
Promenade (Hoedown at Crossway Field) (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.3
The Bank of New York Salutes Hoedown '92; The SCS Family Counseling Service Spring Benefit (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.28

BURGLARY AND BURGLARS
SEE CRIME AND CRIMINALS

BURKE, RACHEL
Summer help (cont) (photo), Jul 31, 1992, p.5

BURKHARDT, EVE LAZAR (AU)
Spare the consequences (and suffer same) (edit), May 1, 1992, p.7

BURN, SETH
Ecology study and recycling action raise student awareness (in SCS schools) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.11
Dont' dump (members of high school Paper Savers Club paint Brewster Road storm drain) (photo), May 8, 1992, p.1

BURRIS, RUTH
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.30

BURSON, BETTE F (AU)
A caring post office (ltr), Aug 7, 1992, p.6

BURSON, LINDA (DR)
Shakespeare, orchids, politics on agenda for Woman's Club (photo), Sep 18, 1992, p.15

BUSH, BARBARA
Dump Barbara, too (edit), Apr 24, 1992, p.7

BUSH, GEORGE
Bush's chickens will come home, U.S. will suffer (ltr), Sep 11, 1992, p.6
Politicians, businesspeople disagree on implications of family leave act, Sep 25, 1992, p.1
Bush coordinator assesses campaign, Nov 6, 1992, p.5

BUSHING, JOAN
Honing sketching skills (at recent SCS Historical Society exhibit) (photo), Mar 27, 1992, p.3

BUTLER WOODS (SCS)
Fight the good fight (to find the missing Butler Woods memorial plaque) (edit) (photo), Sep 4, 1992, p.6
(Rededication of Butler Woods commemorative plaque on Earth Day, 1990) (photo), Sep 4, 1992, p.6
Vandalism in Butler Woods Park (ltr), Sep 4, 1992, p.6
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BUTLER WOODS (SCS) continued

What the stolen plaque said (the text of the plaque stolen from Butler Woods) (ltr), Sep 11, 1992, p.6
Reward offered for missing plaque (in Butler Woods), Sep 25, 1992, p.1
Butler Woods plaque turns up, Oct 23, 1992, p.1
Plaque found at workshop (cont), Oct 23, 1992, p.13

BUTLER, CAROLINE

Students assist S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.13

BUTTERFIELD, KEITH

Paddle tennis: this could be my ideal... (cont) (photo), Feb 28, 1992, p.18

BUTTERWECK, PAUL

Paul Butterweck (dies), Jul 3, 1992, p.10

BYRNE, MICHAEL

'Gallant' firefighters (ltr), Aug 28, 1992, p.6

CABLE TELEVISION

Cable TV should have competition (ltr), Jan 10, 1992, p.6
Scarsdale resident begins cable talk show, Jan 17, 1992, p.16
Cable service details plans... (ltr), Jan 31, 1992, p.6
...But customer isn't satisfied (ltr), Jan 31, 1992, p.6
Senate bill could mean local cable rate reduction, Feb 7, 1992, p.1
Open meetings to cable coverage (ltr), Feb 7, 1992, p.6
Cable T.V. (cont), Feb 7, 1992, p.8
John Hagerty (named vice president for special markets at Home Box Office), Feb 21, 1992, p.4
Cable quotient (opinions wanted of village's cable television service), Apr 17, 1992, p.1
Questionnaire on cable TV misses the point (ltr), May 8, 1992, p.6
Subcommittee addressing cable issue (ltr), May 15, 1992, p.7
What's in a name? (United Artists Cable of Westchester will be renamed TCI Cable of Westchester), May 29, 1992, p.1
Cable TV company will face 'united front' (when franchise agreement comes up for renewal), Aug 28, 1992, p.1
Group discusses cable franchise (cont), Aug 28, 1992, p.4
Local effects of cable regulation still unknown, Oct 2, 1992, p.1
New cable rules pass (cont), Oct 2, 1992, p.5
Regulation: It's back, Oct 9, 1992, p.1
Cable rep will be at meeting (at SCS Village Hall) (ltr), Oct 30, 1992, p.6
Cable, taxi hearings, Nov 6, 1992, p.1
On the tube, a growing Channel 35 (photo), Nov 13, 1992, p.1
Complaints surface at TCI Cable meeting, Nov 13, 1992, p.1
Cable TV hearing (cont), Nov 13, 1992, p.26
Cable TV rates to go up 50 cents in '93, Dec 18, 1992, p.16
SEE ALSO ADVISORY COUNCIL ON CABLE TV-SCS

CACCIATO, BECKY

Hangin' out at the high school (photo), Sep 11, 1992, p.10

CAHEN, FRANCES

Frances H Cahen (dies), Mar 27, 1992, p.16
Honored by Red Cross (area residents honored at annual recognition of volunteers) (photo), May 29, 1992, p.9

CALAMARI, PETER

Contested election for Board of Education expected in E'mont (photo), Apr 3, 1992, p.1
New Edgemont board organizes (photo), Jul 10, 1992, p.1

CALENDARS

Hail to all hands on calendar project (ltr), Aug 21, 1992, p.6
In the beginning there was September (edit), Sep 4, 1992, p.7
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CALFON, MARCELLA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

CALLAGHAN, MATT
Students featured in music and art reports by school coordinators (photo), Feb 7, 1992, p.9
Prom lives up to its billing as an unforgettable evening (photo), Jul 3, 1992, p.9

CALLAGHAN, MATTHEW
12 elected to committee: amendments pass, Nov 20, 1992, p.1
Run-off election (in Non-Partisan Unit D will be held Dec 2), Nov 27, 1992, p.1
Run-off results (Matthew Callaghan is newest member of Citizens' Committee), Dec 4, 1992, p.1

CALLAGHAN, MICHAEL
Students featured in music and art reports by school coordinators (photo), Feb 7, 1992, p.9

CALLEGARI, CATHY (AU)
Second traffic light for second chance (at intersection of Secor and Mamaroneck Roads) (ltr), Jan 24, 1992, p.6

CALO, MURIEL
Trophies for language excellence (Iona College Language Competition), Jun 5, 1992, p.10

CAMBODIA
Feeling the pain of Cambodians (ltr), Dec 24, 1992, p.6

CAMPAIGN DEBATES
With days left in campaign, state candidates debate, Oct 30, 1992, p.1
State Senate, Assembly candidates debate at League of Women Voters forum (cont) (photo), Oct 30, 1992, p.16

CAMPBELL, CHERE
Young congregation attracts members (cont), Aug 28, 1992, p.15

CAMPS AND CAMPING
Yes, now's a good time to think about summer (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.17
Memories of a happy camper (edit), Jul 3, 1992, p.7
It's 9 a.m. Do you know where most Scarsdale kids are? (photo), Jul 24, 1992, p.1
Variety, individual attention are key at day camps (cont) (photo), Jul 24, 1992, p.5
Fish story; Or: A tale of children and how they see life (photo), Aug 14, 1992, p.5

CAMPUS, ALANNA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Middle School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.30

CANALE, SUSAN
Susan Canale (appointed branch manager of Greenville Manufacturers Hanover Trust branch in Edgemont), Oct 2, 1992, p.8

CANCER
Post mastectomy, May 8, 1992, p.13

CANELLAS, TED
State law prescribes drug store counseling, Dec 18, 1992, p.3

CANES, DAVID
Hangin' out at the high school (photo), Sep 11, 1992, p.10

CANTATORE, ELIZABETH
Proud to be an American (photo from traditional parade), Jul 10, 1992, p.1

CANTOR, DELIA
The Bank of New York Salutes Hoedown '92; The SCS Family Counseling Service Spring Benefit (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.28

CANTOR, MIKE
The Bank of New York Salutes Hoedown '92; The SCS Family Counseling Service Spring Benefit (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.28

CAPECE, ANTHONY J
Anthony J Capece (has received David Caplan Award from NY chapter of American Public Works Assn), Oct 30, 1992, p.4

CAPOBIANCO, GARRETT
No fairy tale (title of winning poster in the annual Safety Poster Contest) (photo), Mar 13, 1992, p.5
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CAPOBIANCO, R (AU)
- Study Japan and learn (ltr), Apr 17, 1992, p.6

CAPRIA, MARIE
- Woman wins victory in quest for firefighter job (photo), Sep 4, 1992, p.1

CARDILLO, FRANK
- Edgewood students pitch in (by adding their donations to the Thanksgiving food collection) (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.10

CARLSON, CHRISTEN
- Cath (olic) Y (outh) O (rganization) state victors (IHM fourth grade basketball team) (photo), May 22, 1992, p.23

CARNegie, AMos H
- Woman wins victory in quest for firefighter job (photo), Sep 4, 1992, p.1

CARO, DONNA MARIE

CARPENTER, CLINTON
- Clinton Carpenter (and) Chitra Shah (awarded certificates for completion of training program), Apr 24, 1992, p.8

CARPENTER, CLINTON (AU)
- A visit from Santa (edit), Dec 24, 1992, p.7

CARPENTER, JO
- Christmas Throughout the House (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.19

CARRET, PHILIP
- Lifetime of work continues: 'I'm looking toward 2000' (article on Philip L Carret), Apr 24, 1992, p.5
- Phil Carret (cont), Apr 24, 1992, p.18

CARROLL, TOM
- Youth workers honored (photo), Dec 4, 1992, p.12

CARRUTH, CLARENCE U JR
- Clarence U Carruth Jr (dies), Sep 18, 1992, p.20

CARSky, KATHERINE
- Carsky named vice chair of County Legislature, Jan 17, 1992, p.5
- Vice chair outlines goals for legislature (photo) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.6
- Town (of SCS) files suit against new districts, Jul 24, 1992, p.1
- Shakespeare, orchids, politics on agenda for Woman's Club (photo), Sep 18, 1992, p.15

CARSWELL, CATHY T
- Cathy T Carswell (elected director of chapters of women's fraternity Kappa Kappa Gamma), Sep 25, 1992, p.4

CARTOONS AND CARICATURES
- Cartoon, Jan 3, 1992, p.6
- Cartoon, Jan 10, 1992, p.6
- Cartoon, Jan 17, 1992, p.6
- Cartoon, Jan 24, 1992, p.6
- Cartoon, Feb 14, 1992, p.6
- Cartoon, Feb 21, 1992, p.6
- Cartoon, Feb 28, 1992, p.6
- Cartoon, Mar 20, 1992, p.6
- Cartoon, Apr 10, 1992, p.6
- Cartoon, Apr 17, 1992, p.6
- Cartoon, Apr 24, 1992, p.6
- Cartoon, May 29, 1992, p.6
- Cartoon, Jun 5, 1992, p.6
- Cartoon, Jun 26, 1992, p.6
- Cartoon, Jul 10, 1992, p.6
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CARTOONS AND CARICATURES continued

Cartoon, Jul 17, 1992, p.6
Cartoon, Aug 14, 1992, p.6
Cartoon, Aug 21, 1992, p.6
Cartoon, Aug 28, 1992, p.6
Cartoon, Sep 4, 1992, p.6
Cartoon, Sep 11, 1992, p.6
Cartoon, Sep 18, 1992, p.6
Cartoon, Oct 2, 1992, p.6
Cartoon, Oct 16, 1992, p.6
Cartoon, Oct 30, 1992, p.6
Cartoon, Nov 27, 1992, p.6
Cartoon, Dec 18, 1992, p.6
Cartoon, Dec 31, 1992, p.6

CARUSO, JOHN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

CASALE, TONY
Scarsdale Ave. improvements dedicated (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.5

CASE, SIDNEY
Students featured in music and art reports by school coordinators (photo), Feb 7, 1992, p.9
Cut class size. School Board urged as residents react to budget cuts, Apr 10, 1992, p.9
Schools to reschedule music, modify E(nglish as a) S(cond) L(anguage), May 1, 1992, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

CASEY, BRIDGET
Food Stores (cont) (photo), Aug 14, 1992, p.4

CASTIELLO, JEANNE-MARIE
Local Girl Scouts & scouters win top regional awards (photo), Jul 31, 1992, p.2

CATHERALL, PAUL
Board honors finest (police officers), Jun 26, 1992, p.4

CATS
A lovable cat who needs a home (ltr), Dec 4, 1992, p.6

CAVALLARO, LIDIA
American Field Service travelers tell of hospitality and adventure (photo), Oct 9, 1992, p.9

CEDARBAUM, BERNARD
The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club (photo), May 22, 1992, p.30

CEDARBAUM, MIRIAM
The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club (photo), May 22, 1992, p.30

CEMETERIES
We made a grave mistake: There are 2 cemeteries here (at the Church of St James the Less) (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.8

CENTER FOR DEFENSE INFORMATION (WASH D.C.)
10 steps toward peace dividend (edit), Jun 26, 1992, p.7

CHA, MYOUNG
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

CHAKAN, JOHN M
John M Chakan (has joined law firm of Hill, Ullman & Erwin), Oct 9, 1992, p.4
John M Chakin (should read Chakan) (has joined SCS law firm of Hill, Ullman & Erwin), Oct 30, 1992, p.4
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CHAMBER OF COMMERCE-SCS
  Putting Scarsdale on the world festival stage (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.4
  New Chamber of Commerce officers (photo), Feb 21, 1992, p.2
  The Bank of New York Salutes Lowell J. Tooley, honored by the Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce, Apr 24, 1992, p.32

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE-SCS-REWARDS, PRIZES
  Chamber names Tooley 'Citizen of the Year', Mar 20, 1992, p.1
  Tooley (named 'Citizen of the Year') (cont), Mar 20, 1992, p.8
  Two Citizens of the Year (Tom Pernice and Lowell Tooley pictured at annual dinner-dance) (photo), Apr 17, 1992, p.8

CHAN, MELODY
  County champs (SCS's Raiders, the girls' fourth grade A soccer team) (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.22

CHAN, STERLING (AU)
  Goodbye 'Sheep,' hello 'Monkey' (in reference to Chinese New Year) (edit) (photo), Feb 14, 1992, p.7

CHANG, ALICE
  Award-winning orchestra (SCS Elementary All-District Orchestra), Jul 17, 1992, p.9
  At (Westchester) Reform Temple, a new concept in gift-giving (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.8

CHANG, DIANA
  Columbus viewed many ways (cont) (photo), Oct 9, 1992, p.10

CHANG, DEBORAH

CHANG, SARA
  Happy New Year! (Welcoming the Year of the Monkey at the EMT High School Lunar Festival) (photo), Feb 7, 1992, p.1

CHANUKAH
  Festival of Lights (Ella and Alix Lerner of SCS prepare for Chanukah) (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.1

CHAPNICK, JOYCE
  Village volunteer ambulance corps welcomes a junior section (photo), May 22, 1992, p.1
  Junior Ambulance Corps in service (cont) (photo), May 22, 1992, p.14
  The Bank of New York Salutes SHS 75th Anniversary Celebration (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.34

CHARITY
  Charity begins at home (edit), Dec 11, 1992, p.6

CHEATING IN SCHOOLWORK
  Anti-cheating policy defines the crime, May 22, 1992, p.9

CHEEMA, YASMEEN

CHELNICK ROTH, ROBERTA
  S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) grads gather to fete the school (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.3

CHEN, JEFFREY
  A solemn performance (first and second grade talent show at Seely Place School) (photo), Feb 21, 1992, p.1

CHEN, XIN-HUA
  The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

CHENG, IRENE
  Happy New Year! (Welcoming the Year of the Monkey at the EMT High School Lunar Festival) (photo), Feb 7, 1992, p.1

CHERBULIEZ, THEODORE
  He's caretaker of a peaceable kingdom (photo), Jan 10, 1992, p.5

CHESLER, DAVID
  Village volunteer ambulance corps welcomes a junior section (photo), May 22, 1992, p.1
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Article</th>
<th>Date and Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chiapetta, Laurie</td>
<td>New in the schools (new staff members welcomed at a two-day orientation workshop) (photo), Sep 25, 1992, p.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child Abuse</td>
<td>Nahid Westwood (honored by Westchester Task Force on Child Abuse and Neglect), Apr 24, 1992, p.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stronger law on child porn urged by J(unior) L(league of) C(entral) W(estchester) (ltr), Jun 12, 1992, p.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chin, Julie</td>
<td>The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese New Year</td>
<td>Happy New Year! (Welcoming the Year of the Monkey at the EMT High School Lunar Festival) (photo), Feb 7, 1992, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Goodbye 'Sheep,' hello 'Monkey' (in reference to Chinese New Year) (edit) (photo), Feb 14, 1992, p.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cho, Richard</td>
<td>Happy New Year! (Welcoming the Year of the Monkey at the EMT High School Lunar Festival) (photo), Feb 7, 1992, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cho, Jung</td>
<td>Two-car collision (on Underhill Road near Clayton) (photo), Feb 28, 1992, p.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cholesterol</td>
<td>We're over emphasizing fat-intake (edit), Mar 6, 1992, p.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facts about diet are more helpful than sarcasm (ltr), Mar 20, 1992, p.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>On cholesterol: Doctors continue to disagree (ltr), Mar 27, 1992, p.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choo, Melissa</td>
<td>Ecology study and recycling action raise student awareness (in SCS schools) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chow, Jason</td>
<td>Into different worlds (AFS students from SCS High School going abroad this year) (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chow, Linda</td>
<td>Court ruling sparks reactions (Supreme Court 5-4 decision on abortion) (cont), Jul 3, 1992, p.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christmas</td>
<td>A 'noble experiment' for the holidays (ltr), Jan 24, 1992, p.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Christmas creativity (at SCS Woman's Club holiday table) (photo), Dec 4, 1992, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All I want for Christmas... (edit) (illus), Dec 18, 1992, p.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cherubim and seraphim (waiting in the wings for Immaculate Heart of Mary Christmas pageant) (photo), Dec 24, 1992, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A Christmas past - in Bastogne, 1944 (edit), Dec 24, 1992, p.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Churches</td>
<td>St. Pius parochial school thriving (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mormons report record in baptisms of converts (photo) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Offering a 'home' to diverse people (SCS Congregational Church) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>At Hitchcock, church is ritual and other things, too (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Preaching a 'Changeless Christ' (photo) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Looking for new ways to 'connect' (SCS Community Baptist Church) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A small but growing church (Grace Lutheran Church) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Twenty years of music (minister of music honored for 20 years of service) (photo), Mar 20, 1992, p.14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sharing a homemade dessert (with older adults at the Scarsdale Community Baptist Church) (photo), Apr 3, 1992, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New associate minister joining Scarsdale Congregational (Church) (photo), Jul 17, 1992, p.14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nagasaki bombing marked with vigil, prayers; Hitchcock toils bells; silence kept, Aug 14, 1992, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hymns in Japanese and English (cont), Aug 14, 1992, p.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MacLennan</td>
<td>MacLennan to resign from Hitchcock Church, Oct 30, 1992, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Changes at Hitchcock (cont) (photo), Oct 30, 1992, p.15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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CHURCHES continued

The Bank of New York Salutes The Greenville Community Reformed Church (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.28
Ministers leaving Hitchcock, Nov 20, 1992, p.1
We made a grave mistake: There are 2 cemeteries here (at the Church of St James the Less) (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.8
Ministers leaving Hitchcock Church (cont), Nov 20, 1992, p.14
MacLennan receives warm send-off at ecumenical service (photo), Dec 24, 1992, p.1

CIAMPi, ANTHONY

Chronicling the tornado damage...(photo), Sep 11, 1992, p.5

CIPRIANO, GUY

Fall athletes feted at Maroon & White dinner (photo), Dec 4, 1992, p.25
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

CISCO, SANDRA L (AU)

Who needs a supermarket in Edgemont? (ltr), Dec 18, 1992, p.6

CITIES AND TOWNS

America still hates cities (edit), May 22, 1992, p.7

CITIZENS’ COMMITTEE-SCS

SEE NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS’ COMMITTEE-SCS

CITIZENS’ NOMINATING COMMITTEE-SCS

SEE NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS’ COMMITTEE-SCS

CIVALE, VANESSA (AU)

Praise for Steger from Safe Rides (board) (ltr), Nov 6, 1992, p.6

CLAPHAM, BARBARA (AU)

Thanks from L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) (ltr), May 22, 1992, p.6

CLAPMAN, ALICE

Student artists walk off with calendar, magazine awards (photo), Dec 4, 1992, p.21

CLAPMAN, BARBARA

Environmental issues addressed: Of lawns, trees, salted roads, Feb 14, 1992, p.1
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4

CLAPMAN, BARBARA (AU)

Permanent county waste facility urged by L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) (ltr), Jul 3, 1992, p.6
Two (county) chemical clean-up days (are coming up) (ltr), Oct 23, 1992, p.6

CLAPPING

SEE APPLAUSE, DEMONSTRATIONS, ETC

CLARK, FRANCES P

Frances P Clark (dies), Oct 23, 1992, p.14

CLARK, LYNNE

The Bank of New York Salutes SHS 75th Anniversary Celebration (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.34

CLARK, MERRELL


CLARK, RICH

The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

CLARKE, WILLIAM

Marking Memorial Day (Scarsdale ceremonies) (photo), May 29, 1992, p.4

CLAYTON, DANIEL

A happy surprise (Daniel Clayton is recipient of the Kenneth Rosenberg memorial scholarship) (photo), Jul 3, 1992, p.1

CLAYTON, STEVE
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CLERGY
New rector appointed at St. James (photo), Jan 3, 1992, p.2
After a time of travail, a new rector at St. James (photo) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.16
Local clergy unite against drug abuse, Apr 17, 1992, p.18
St. James will install new rector (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.16
Mormons roast outgoing bishop (Eugene I Freedman) (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.20

CLINTON, BILL
Need airtime? Have an affair (edit), Feb 7, 1992, p.6
This might be a welcome stop for Clinton..., Jul 24, 1992, p.1
Sympathy isn't negative (response to a comment Clinton made in his speech at the convention) (ltr), Aug 14, 1992, p.6
Area joins in state Party for Dems (photo), Oct 16, 1992, p.3
Dear Bill Clinton (edit), Nov 6, 1992, p.6
A chance to vote one more time (for Toby Nussbaum, member of the Electoral College) (photo), Nov 13, 1992, p.3

CLINTON, HILLARY
Hurray for Hillary Clinton (edit), Dec 11, 1992, p.7

CLOCKS
The Trissi clock (cont), Jun 26, 1992, p.8
Clocking in a new landmark... (Trissi clock at the corner of Harwood Court and Spencer Place) (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.1

CLOSTER, NANCY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

COBE, PATRICIA
Patricia Cobe (will be honored by National Writers Union and White Plains Public Library), Nov 6, 1992, p.4

COBELL, JENNIFER
The Bank of New York Salutes The Middle School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.30

COCHRANE, MIKE
For 'grit and determination' (Mike Cochrane is presented with Bernie Olin Award) (photo), Dec 31, 1992, p.14

CODE, SHANNON
Catholic Youth Organization state victors (IHM fourth grade basketball team) (photo), May 22, 1992, p.23

COEN, KIARA

COFFEE, JONATHAN B JR
New rector appointed at St. James (photo), Jan 3, 1992, p.2
After a time of travail, a new rector at St. James (photo) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.16
St. James will install new rector (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.16

COHEN, AMY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Public Library, Sep 18, 1992, p.32

COHEN, DAVID (DR)
Key posts filled by Scarsdale educators (photo), Jul 3, 1992, p.9

COHEN, ELLEN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Public Library, Sep 18, 1992, p.32

COHEN, JESSICA
Holiday spirit (photo), Dec 24, 1992, p.9

COHEN, MARK
Mobil mystery (cause of oil spill unclear at SCS Commuter Mobil Station), Oct 23, 1992, p.1

COHEN, STEPHANIE
Stephanie Cohen (elected vice president of the Westchester chapter of the Alzheimer's Association), Jul 17, 1992, p.4

COHEN, SUSAN
New PT Council officers (photo), May 29, 1992, p.8
League of Women Voters: Registration deadline near for primaries, absentee ballots (photo), Aug 21, 1992, p.2
COHN, MICHAEL (AU)
Abstention in creche vote (by village trustee) was improper (ltr), Dec 31, 1992, p.6

COLDRICK, DAVID
C(Ontracting) L(iquid) A(ssets) S(curities) S(ystem) investing (SCS village taxes), Jul 31, 1992, p.1
Part-time pay up (pay increases for non-union library staff), Aug 28, 1992, p.1
Double trouble (computer error in Village Hall doubles school taxes for 45% of SCS taxpayers), Nov 6, 1992, p.1

COLE-MCMANUS, DIERDRE
Cut class size, School Board urged as residents react to budget cuts, Apr 10, 1992, p.9
Sixth graders want counselor to stay (and she will) (ltr), May 1, 1992, p.6

COLLAZO, GRETCHEN
Stitching their own heritage (SCS Troup 1946 present quilt to scout leader Betty Taubert) (photo), Jan 10, 1992, p.3

COLLEGES EDUCATION-COSTS
Money for college; SHS deans tell how, Nov 27, 1992, p.1
Help launch our kids (edit), Nov 27, 1992, p.6
Financial aid for college applicants (cont), Nov 27, 1992, p.10

COLLEGES TEACHERS
Catherine DeSa (promoted to professorial rank by Westchester Community College) (photo), Jan 24, 1992, p.4
Rebecca Lee Haidt (appointed assistant professor at Ohio State University) (photo), Feb 21, 1992, p.4
Paul Barkan (presented with an outstanding service award by the American Chemical Society) (photo), Feb 28, 1992, p.4
Dorothy Balancio (named pres of Verrazzano Institute at Mercy College) (photo), Mar 13, 1992, p.4
Neil Skolnick (promoted to associate professor at Yeshiva University's Ferkau School of Psychology), Oct 2, 1992, p.8
Harold M Hochman (recipient of William E Simon professorship in political economy at Lafayette Coll), Oct 9, 1992, p.4
Catherine De Sa (recipient of an award for excellence in teaching by Westchester Community College), Oct 9, 1992, p.4
Robert Isaak (given award by Middle Atlantic Assn of Colleges of Business Administration) (photo), Oct 16, 1992, p.4
John V Antush (named director of master of arts in liberal studies program at Fordham Univ) (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.4

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
Joanne A Goldwater (named vice-pres of the Mid-Atlantic Assn of College and Univ Housing Officers), Apr 17, 1992, p.8
Transition to college needn't be a hassle, new sophs report, Jun 19, 1992, p.1
Sophomores report on college (cont), Jun 19, 1992, p.14
Carol Lasser (appointed associate dean of the College of Arts and Sciences at Oberlin College), Aug 7, 1992, p.2
Let's not pork-barrel US defenses... (edit), Aug 28, 1992, p.7

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-ALUMNI
Norman J Merksamer (honored by the Lehigh University Alumni Association) (photo), Jul 3, 1992, p.4
John E Zollinger (honored by the Lehigh University Alumni Association) (photo), Jul 3, 1992, p.4

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-PERSONAL NARRATIVES
Medford memories (mixed) (edit), Jun 12, 1992, p.7

COLLINS, JOHN F (AU)
The smell of black powder brought back thoughts of Scarsdale... (edit), Sep 18, 1992, p.7
The inhibitions have stayed (continues 9/18 edit comparing social differences in SCS & Brazil)(edit), Sep 25, 1992, p.7

COLON, GILBERT

COLUMBUS, CHRISTOPHER
Ways of teaching about Columbus change: students weigh explorer's contributions, Oct 9, 1992, p.1
'Columbus was an evil man' (edit) (photo), Oct 9, 1992, p.7
Columbus viewed many ways (cont) (photo), Oct 9, 1992, p.10
(Meghan Walsh offers her interpretation of Columbus and one of his famous sailing ships) (illus), Oct 9, 1992, p.6
'Owed' proves the Earth is flat (ltr), Oct 16, 1992, p.6
Dramatic interpretation (of the voyages of Columbus) (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.9
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COMBAL, MARY SCHMID (DR)
Mary Schmid Combal (named chevalier in the Ordre des Palmes Academiques by the French Government), Jan 10, 1992, p.6

COMER, NANCY G
Nancy G Comer (dies), Feb 28, 1992, p.16

COMMITTEE ON AFFORDABLE HOUSING-SCS
'Hot potato' of affordable housing won't be dropped, committee promises TVCC, Feb 7, 1992, p.5
Proposed housing law meets support, Jun 26, 1992, p.1
Housing Committee: Elderly need village help, Oct 16, 1992, p.1
On to the next task (for the Ad Hoc Committee on Affordable Housing in SCS) (edit), Oct 16, 1992, p.6
SEE ALSO HOUSING

COMMUTERS AND COMMUTING
Metro North; Wooing the commuter home (photo), Aug 7, 1992, p.1
MTA aims to keep commuters happy (cont), Aug 7, 1992, p.4
Ante up: It's the morning train (photo) (cont), Aug 21, 1992, p.13
Bridging the commuter's time gap (cont) (photo), Aug 21, 1992, p.23

CON EDISON
SEE CONSOLIDATED EDISON CO

CONNOR, KRISTIN
(Political game Presidential Pursuit brought to SCS schools by League of Women Voters) (photo), Oct 30, 1992, p.9

CONSOLIDATED EDISON CO
Village raises Con Ed's rent, Nov 13, 1992, p.1

CONSTANTINE, KATHERINE
Village volunteer ambulance corps welcomes a junior section (photo), May 22, 1992, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

CONSUMER COMPLAINTS
Late postal service deliveries to end-of-route homes 'unfair,' group says (photo), Dec 31, 1992, p.1

CONVENTIONS
SEE NATIONAL CONVENTIONS (POLITICAL)

COOGAN, CAROL ANNE L
Coogan, Carol Anne L (dies), Nov 20, 1992, p.14

COOKING
Nanny had the cooking gene (edit), Jul 17, 1992, p.7

COONEY, JOAN
For Family Court: Ruderman, Cooney (photo), Oct 23, 1992, p.5
Change the process (the way judges are selected) (edit), Oct 23, 1992, p.6
Strong advocate for Joan Cooney (ltr), Oct 23, 1992, p.6
Cooney called uniquely qualified (ltr), Oct 30, 1992, p.6

COOPER, BERT
Late postal service deliveries to end-of-route homes 'unfair,' group says (photo), Dec 31, 1992, p.1

COOPER, STEPHEN
Over easy (Stephen Cooper makes a lay-up during the Raiders' 42-30 pounding of Lincoln) (photo), Jan 17, 1992, p.1
Hoosters triumph (at sectional game against Mount Vernon) (photo), Mar 13, 1992, p.1
Raiders win sectional title (photo), Mar 13, 1992, p.19
The Bank of New York Salutes SHS 75th Anniversary Celebration (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.34

COPPOLA, JOHN
Oh, what a beautiful 'Oklahoma!' we see (at Heathcote School) (photo), Aug 14, 1992, p.11

CORBIN, STEFAN
Assistant superintendent and coach to retire (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.13
Retirees' service, contributions praised, May 22, 1992, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes SHS 75th Anniversary Celebration (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.34
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CORBIN, STEFAN continued
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30
Scholarship fund is growing (photo), Jul 17, 1992, p.9
Corbin to work at middle school, Dec 11, 1992, p.9

CORRADO, MATTHEW
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

CORTESE, SALVATORE R SR
S R Cortese Sr (dies), Jul 3, 1992, p.10

CORWIN, BRUCE
Mention of race was irrelevant (in Bruce Corwin's article "Board Honors Finest" from 6/26/92) (ltr), Jul 3, 1992, p.6

COSTELLO, JENNIFER
Holiday spirit (photo), Dec 24, 1992, p.9

COTTON, BETTY
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4
PTA presidents salute McCann (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.10
14 join Bowl Committee, Oct 2, 1992, p.8

COTTON, BETTY (AU)
Cooney called uniquely qualified (ltr), Oct 30, 1992, p.6

COULTER, RICHARD A (AU)
Urges support of access road (to Golden Horseshoe shopping center) (ltr), Jul 17, 1992, p.6

COUNTRY CLUBS
Gould elected president of Scarsdale Golf Club (photo), Feb 7, 1992, p.2

COURTS
Garage must conform to law: appeals court backs zoners, Jan 3, 1992, p.1

COURTS-NEW YORK STATE
Judge invalidates board ruling on special pool permit (for individuals), Feb 21, 1992, p.1
Pool ruling invalidated (cont), Feb 21, 1992, p.9
Gov. names Herold for state Supreme Court judgeship (photo), Jul 10, 1992, p.3
Going to court? Say 'cheese!' (temporary law permitting cameras in NY State courts has been extended), Jul 24, 1992, p.1
A Election Day guide to local candidates, Oct 30, 1992, p.5

COURTS-SCS
Court decisions in village, county, Jul 10, 1992, p.3
A night in court (edit), Aug 21, 1992, p.6
Village Court makes sure all are heard (photo), Oct 2, 1992, p.3
Actress takes on new role as Village Court clerk, Oct 2, 1992, p.8
Kids are favorites in Knaplund's court, Nov 27, 1992, p.5

COURTS-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
For Family Court: Ruderman, Cooney (photo), Oct 23, 1992, p.5
Change the process (the way judges are selected) (edit), Oct 23, 1992, p.6
A Election Day guide to local candidates, Oct 30, 1992, p.5
Ruderman for Family Court (ltr), Oct 30, 1992, p.6
Cooney called uniquely qualified (ltr), Oct 30, 1992, p.6
Republicans face big loss (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.1
Ruderman (cont) (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.5

COWAN, RACHEL
Temple expands outreach effort (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.12

COX, MAURICE
Virginia governor visits for Scarsdale day of fun (photo), Jul 17, 1992, p.1
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CRAIG, STEVEN J
Steven J Craig (dies), Jun 19, 1992, p.18

CRAMES, MICHAEL J
Michael J Crames (presented with the 1992 Learned Hand Award by the American Jewish Comm) (photo), Feb 28, 1992, p.4

CRANE POND (SCS)
No skating, no question (a sign at Crane's Pond warns against skating) (photo), Jan 10, 1992, p.1
Crane-Berkley ponds may be dredged in fall; cost to be shared, Jun 19, 1992, p.1
Possible dredging (cont), Jun 19, 1992, p.18
Hearing set on Crane-Berkley ponds project, Jun 26, 1992, p.3
Special improvement district approved (in Crane-Berkley to dredge heavily silted ponds), Jul 17, 1992, p.1
Moving heaven and earth (Crane pond surrounded with earthen dams in preparation for dredging) (photo), Dec 4, 1992, p.1

SEE ALSO PONDS

CRANE-BERKLEY
Golden Horseshoe access road, Crane-Berkley, on village agenda, Jul 10, 1992, p.1
Special improvement district approved (in Crane-Berkley to dredge heavily silted ponds), Jul 17, 1992, p.1

CRANWELL, THOMAS
Thomas Cranwell (dies), Dec 24, 1992, p.12

CRARY, JOHN
Who's in charge? (Wilmot and Mamaroneck Road Bridges will be closed for repairs), Jan 31, 1992, p.1
Penn Central 7-Eleven may be near agreement (Board negotiating Garth Road properties), Mar 13, 1992, p.1
Trustees fund capital projects by okaying $1 million in bonds, May 15, 1992, p.1
Trustees make commitment to open government (cont), May 15, 1992, p.14
Freightway site: plan still unknown, May 22, 1992, p.1
John N Crary (elected second vice president of the Municipal Management Association of NY State), May 29, 1992, p.9
Reassessment won't cure tax inequities, Jun 12, 1992, p.1
Improvements proceed (on second phase of a landscaping project at west entrance to downtown SCS), Sep 4, 1992, p.1
Garbage woes, Sep 18, 1992, p.1
Bridge bulletin (work has begun on the Wilmot Road Bridge), Sep 25, 1992, p.1
More goods being recycled (cont), Sep 25, 1992, p.20
Village could benefit if job act is approved, Oct 23, 1992, p.1
Extended agreement (between Village Board and John Ramsey to farm two village owned lots), Oct 30, 1992, p.1
Whoops! (some SCS residents are getting recycling reminder notices), Nov 20, 1992, p.1
P(enn) C(entral) C(orporation) talks drag on, Dec 4, 1992, p.1
Penn Central plan involves 'importing' land (ltr), Dec 31, 1992, p.6

CREAMER, TOM
Late postal service deliveries to end-of-route homes 'unfair,' group says (photo), Dec 31, 1992, p.1

CREATIVE WRITING
Drowning in words (including these)? (edit), Mar 13, 1992, p.7
'My grandfather was a man of stone' (second place winning essay by SCS High School senior), Jun 19, 1992, p.7

CRECHES
When did Scarsdale secede? (ltr), Jan 3, 1992, p.6
Let's just be sensitive about the creche (ltr), Jan 3, 1992, p.7
Yes indeed, when did Scarsdale secede? (ltr), Jan 17, 1992, p.6
A pluralistic society with no particular religion (ltr), Jan 17, 1992, p.7
Religion, tolerance, discord...we need a code of morals (ltr), Jan 17, 1992, p.7
A 'noble experiment' for the holidays (ltr), Jan 24, 1992, p.6
Board OKs creche, under protest, Nov 27, 1992, p.1
Nativity scene approved for annual display (cont), Nov 27, 1992, p.13
Why disturb holiday with the same old issue? (ltr), Dec 4, 1992, p.6
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

CRECHES continued
Christmas message deserves better (edit), Dec 4, 1992, p.7
Creche shows a lack of sensitivity (ltr), Dec 18, 1992, p.6
Keeping the spirit (edit), Dec 24, 1992, p.6
Ending of creche issue requires accepting ruling (ltr), Dec 31, 1992, p.6
Creche is central and universal symbol of season (ltr), Dec 31, 1992, p.6
‘Berating and sneering at neighbors’ (response to William Wilence’s letter from 12/18/92) (ltr), Dec 31, 1992, p.6
Abstention in creche vote (by village trustee) was improper (ltr), Dec 31, 1992, p.6

CRIME AND CRIMINALS
Thieves wreck five shops this week in village’s downtown (photo), Feb 14, 1992, p.3
Burglary down, larceny up, police report, Feb 21, 1992, p.1
Police urge caution (cont), Feb 21, 1992, p.9
A drug bust goes down on Scarsdale’s border, Feb 28, 1992, p.3
Armed men hold up Bank of New York, Mar 27, 1992, p.1
Bank robbery: have leads, need more (on the robbery at the Bank of New York’s Heathcote branch), Apr 3, 1992, p.5
Scarsdale safe? Many say ‘yes’, Apr 17, 1992, p.1
Village ‘safe,’ though some feel unease (cont), Apr 17, 1992, p.20
20 car break-ins; electronics stolen, Apr 24, 1992, p.1
Car break-ins on the increase (cont), Apr 24, 1992, p.18
Is our local crime wave in some way therapeutic? (edit), May 1, 1992, p.7
Local woman mugged, May 22, 1992, p.1
Woman mugged as she returns home (cont), May 22, 1992, p.22
Car radio thief caught on Fenimore Road, May 29, 1992, p.1
Car radio thief caught on Fenimore (cont), May 29, 1992, p.8
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) boys charged with stealing car radio, Jun 5, 1992, p.1
Warmus gets 25 to life in prison (photo), Jul 3, 1992, p.1
Lawyer may ask for new Harris trial, Jul 3, 1992, p.1
Local swastika case is protest, not hate crime, judge says, Jul 3, 1992, p.3
Harris’ lawyer considers trial (cont), Jul 3, 1992, p.10
Judge gives Warmus 25 years to life (cont), Jul 3, 1992, p.5
Local physician guilty in Medicaid scam, Jul 17, 1992, p.3
Young con artists, Aug 7, 1992, p.1
Faults reporting style (with regards to the GBH police report column in the SCS Inquirer) (ltr), Aug 7, 1992, p.7
It was a real-life nightmare. Could it happen here...? (edit), Aug 28, 1992, p.7
64 village homes burglarized this year: A look at one defense, Oct 9, 1992, p.1
Area burglaries steady (cont), Oct 9, 1992, p.5
Freshman stabbed at college, Oct 9, 1992, p.5
Please bother us, police tell residents, Nov 13, 1992, p.1
Burglary rate up sharply here; 99 so far this year, 35 in ’91, Nov 20, 1992, p.1
Getting an edge on car thieves and carjackers, Dec 24, 1992, p.5
Bias crime statutes: a can of worms (edit), Dec 24, 1992, p.6
SEE ALSO MURDER TRIALS, VANDALISM

CRIME PREVENTION
What it costs to foil a thief..., Oct 9, 1992, p.1
A discussion about home alarms...(cont), Oct 9, 1992, p.5

CRISCI, GERALD
Teachers’ ideas earn foundation mini-grants (from the Reader’s Digest Foundation), Feb 7, 1992, p.10

CROATIA
Under the bombs of Dubrovnik (edit), Mar 20, 1992, p.7
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

CROEN, BELLE-JANET
   Belle-Janet Croen (dies), Apr 3, 1992, p.18

CROQUET
   And the winner is... (Dorine Perahia of the Lillian Drake Thies croquet tournament) (photo), Sep 4, 1992, p.5

CROSBY, NANCY J (AU)
   A lovable cat who needs a home (ltr), Dec 4, 1992, p.6

CROWDER, BARBARA LEE
   The Bank of New York Salutes Hoedown '92; The SCS Family Counseling Service Spring Benefit (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.28

CROWDER, PERRY
   The Bank of New York Salutes Hoedown '92; The SCS Family Counseling Service Spring Benefit (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.28

CUFF, DIANA
   Helping the hungry (3270 pounds of food collected by scouts in SCS and EMT for Food Patch) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.18

CUFF, JAMES
   (Political game Presidential Pursuit brought to SCS schools by League of Women Voters) (photo), Oct 30, 1992, p.9

CUNNINGHAM, BEVERLY
   Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4
   The Bank of New York Salutes Hoedown '92; The SCS Family Counseling Service Spring Benefit (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.28
   14 join Bowl Committee, Oct 2, 1992, p.8
   Generations mingle at community forum, Dec 11, 1992, p.1

CUNNINGHAM, BEVERLY (AU)
   Born in tragedy, the Scarsdale Foundation strives to spread joy (edit), Mar 13, 1992, p.7
   From S(CS) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice), word of thanks and renewed appeal (ltr), Dec 18, 1992, p.6

CUNNINGHAM, BEVERLY AND CHARLES (AU)
   Vote yes on (school) budget (ltr), May 15, 1992, p.7

CUNNINGHAM, CHARLES
   Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4
   12 elected to committee: amendments pass, Nov 20, 1992, p.1

CUOMO, MARIO
   Gov. slams state aid formula, Oct 16, 1992, p.1

CURRIER, ALICIA

CURRIER, MICHELLE

CURRY, PATRICK
   The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

CUSICK, ELAINE
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club (photo), May 22, 1992, p.30

CUSICK, TOM
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club (photo), May 22, 1992, p.30

CYCLING
   Daily exercise is only one of the dividends (photo), May 8, 1992, p.11
   They cycled through The Netherlands (photo), Aug 21, 1992, p.5
   Cycling tourists (cont) (photo), Aug 21, 1992, p.22
   Edgewood cyclists travel cross country (photo), Aug 28, 1992, p.5

CYCLING-LAWS AND REGULATIONS
   Laws apply to bikers in traffic, Jul 3, 1992, p.1
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D'AGOSTINO, NICK
Changes ahead for Heathcote Crossing, Oct 16, 1992, p.5

D'AMATO, ALFONSE
D'Amato - strong supporter of failed policies (response to Irving Sloan's edit of 10/2/92) (ltr), Oct 9, 1992, p.6
Battle heats for attorney gen'l, Oct 30, 1992, p.1
A Election Day guide to local candidates, Oct 30, 1992, p.5
Attorney (cont), Oct 30, 1992, p.14
Democrats take substantial wins here, too, Nov 6, 1992, p.1

D'ANJOU, HENRY G (AU)
Poles and Jews: A lesson in prejudice learned from two sources (edit), Sep 11, 1992, p.7

D'ARY, MARGE

D'ERIZANS, ALEX
'West Side Story' to rumble S(CS) H(igh) S(chool) boards (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.17

D'ORTONA, BEN
In search of the giant snapping turtle at the library pond (photo), May 22, 1992, p.6

D'ORTONA, JEFF
In search of the giant snapping turtle at the library pond, May 22, 1992, p.6

DADAKIS, JOHN
Penn Central 7-Eleven may be near agreement (Board negotiating Garth Road properties), Mar 13, 1992, p.1

DAILY, LINDA

DAMM, KEVAN
'West Side Story' to rumble S(CS) H(igh) S(chool) boards (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.17

DANCE SCHOOLS
Step, step, side together, step (season finale of the Scarsdale Dancing Class) (photo), Mar 20, 1992, p.4
Dance studio organizes performing arts troupe (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.17

DANCES
Simplify prom (ltr), Mar 20, 1992, p.6

DANIELSON, ALFRED V
Alfred V Danielson (dies), Apr 24, 1992, p.16

DANTO, HERBERT
Herbert Danto (dies), Mar 20, 1992, p.14

DARE (DRUG ABUSE RESISTANCE EDUCATION)
Edgemont fighting youth drug abuse (ltr), Nov 27, 1992, p.6

DATTARO, GUIDO
Garage must conform to law: appeals court backs zoners, Jan 3, 1992, p.1
Additions, alteration requests okayed (for individuals), Mar 27, 1992, p.5

DAVEY, JULIA
Memorial Day visit (to the grave of Charles Armitage Shaw) (photo), May 29, 1992, p.14

DAVID, FLORENCE
Don't give up on giving (edit), Mar 6, 1992, p.6

DAVIDSON, JAMIE
Dramatic interpretation (of the voyages of Columbus) (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.9

DAVIS, BRAMLEY
The Bank of New York Salutes SHS 75th Anniversary Celebration (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.34

DAVIS, HELEN M
Helen M Davis (dies), Jun 19, 1992, p.18
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DAVIS, WILLIAM (Dr)
New Edgemont board organizes (photo), Jul 10, 1992, p.1

DE ATHAYDE, ALEXANDRA
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

DE GAETANO, EDIE
Christmas creativity (at SCS Woman's Club holiday table) (photo), Dec 4, 1992, p.1

DE SA, CATHERINE
Catherine De Sa(presented with an award for excellence in teaching by Westchester Community College), Oct 9, 1992, p.4

DEANDRADE, GUSTAVO
Trophies for language excellence (Iona College Language Competition), Jun 5, 1992, p.10

DEANGELIS, STACEY

DEBATES AND DEBATING
Debaters win top honors, Jan 24, 1992, p.9
Two first place trophies won by SCS H(igh) S(chool) debaters, Feb 7, 1992, p.10
Debaters shine in first tourney (photo), Oct 16, 1992, p.10
Debaters shine in three meets, Nov 13, 1992, p.11
SEE ALSO CAMPAIGN DEBATES

DEBREE, B J
Paddle tennis: this could be my ideal... (cont) (photo), Feb 28, 1992, p.18

DECLARO, JEAN
New C(hamber of) C(ommerce) officers (photo), Feb 21, 1992, p.2
The Bank of New York Salutes Lowell J Tooley, honored by the Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce, Apr 24, 1992, p.32

DECLARO, PATRICK C
Patrick C DeCarlo (dies), Jul 17, 1992, p.14

DECICCO, FRANK
New C(hamber of) C(ommerce) officers (photo), Feb 21, 1992, p.2

DECLERK, ANNA
Library director extraordinaire (Joyce Nichols of SCS Public Library) (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.14
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of The Scarsdale Public Library, Sep 18, 1992, p.32

DECLION, BEN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of The Scarsdale Public Library, Sep 18, 1992, p.32

DEGROOT, BARBARA
Local Girl Scouts & scouters win top regional awards (photo), Jul 31, 1992, p.2

DEGROOT, DANA
Village volunteer ambulance corps welcomes a junior section (photo), May 22, 1992, p.1

DELGUIECO, JOAN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

DELUCIA, DAVID
Reward offered for missing plaque (in Butler Woods), Sep 25, 1992, p.1

DEMAIO, ANTHONY
Wrestling's DeMaio wins fourth in All-State match (photo), Mar 13, 1992, p.19

DEMIROK, FUGE

DEMOCRATIC PARTY
Dems come up short, Republicans stymied (edit), Feb 21, 1992, p.7
Local family hosts Arkansas delegation, party at (Botanic) Gardens (photo), Jul 17, 1992, p.1
Gradually, GOP domination ended in Scarsdale (chronicles SCS's voting history 1950 to present), Nov 13, 1992, p.8
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DEMOCRATIC PARTY-NEW YORK STATE
Area joins in state Party for Dems (photo), Oct 16, 1992, p.3

DEMOCRATIC TOWN COMMITTEE-SCS
This might be a welcome stop for Clinton..., Jul 24, 1992, p.1

DEMPOLOPSIS, JOHN (AU)
Pro is impressed by soccer team (ltr), Jun 19, 1992, p.6

DEMPSEY, VIN
The Bank of New York Salutes SHS 75th Anniversary Celebration (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.34

DENNIS, BRUCE
The Bank of New York Salutes SHS 75th Anniversary Celebration (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.34

DENTISTRY
Feel fine, look fine; the case for cosmetic dentistry, May 8, 1992, p.11

DENTISTS
Dr R Chester Redhead (has been conferred the 1992 alumni award by Howard University) (photo), Apr 17, 1992, p.8
See also Orthodontists

DEPASQUALE, MICHAEL
Michael DePasquale (recipient of volunteer fundraising award of the American Diabetes Association), Jul 17, 1992, p.4

DERIAFFELE, FRANK
Karate in their hearts (students from East Asian Martial Arts Center, American Legion Hall, SCS), Aug 21, 1992, p.22

DERIGHT, KATE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Middle School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.30

DERMATOLOGISTS
Dr Amy E Newberger (of Dermatology Consultants has moved her practice to Overhill Rd, SCS) (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.4
Dr Evelyn Placek (of Dermatology Consultants has moved her practice to Overhill Rd, SCS) (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.4

DERUSsy BAKER, ALBERT
Albert der(ussy) Baker (dies), Aug 7, 1992, p.10

DESA, CATHERINE
Catherine DeSa (promoted to professorial rank by Westchester Community College) (photo), Jan 24, 1992, p.4

DESOUSA, GREG
The sky's the limit for Scarsdale-based band (Sky Blues) (photo), Aug 14, 1992, p.11

DHANRAJ, ANDREW
Quaker Ridge Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.9

DI LORENZO, CLAIRE
The Bank of New York Salutes SHS 75th Anniversary Celebration (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.34

DIAMOND, SUSAN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30
School records talk draws a crowd, Oct 16, 1992, p.9

DIAZ, DANNY
Village Court makes sure all are heard (photo), Oct 2, 1992, p.3

DICKENSON, DAVID
Paddle tennis: this could be my ideal... (cont) (photo), Feb 28, 1992, p.18

DICKENSON, FRANCES
Paddle tennis: this could be my ideal... (cont) (photo), Feb 28, 1992, p.18

DILorenzo, CLAIRE
Into different worlds (AFS students from SCS High School going abroad this year) (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.10
A(mericans) F(ield) S(ervice) travelers tell of hospitality and adventure (photo), Oct 9, 1992, p.9

DIMOPoulos, Gus
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32
DIOGUARDI, JOSEPH
Hartzell tests waters for Congress bid (photo), Mar 27, 1992, p.1
3-Way race in Lowey's District 18, Jul 10, 1992, p.1
Three vie for seat in redistricted 18th (cont), Jul 10, 1992, p.16
DioGuardi counts on GOP campaign dollars, Sep 4, 1992, p.1
A Election Day guide to local candidates, Oct 30, 1992, p.5

DISCRIMINATION
Mention of race was irrelevant (in Bruce Corwin's article "Board Honors Finest" from 6/26/92) (ltr), Jul 3, 1992, p.6
Bias in the schools: subtle, but there (edit), Nov 20, 1992, p.7
SEE ALSO ANTI-SEMITISM

DOERNBERG, DUDLEY
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(school) grads gather to fete the school (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.3

DOERNBERG, NANETTE
Nanette Doernberg (dies), May 8, 1992, p.22

DOESCHER, WILLIAM F
William F Doescher (named senior vice president of division of Dun & Bradstreet Corp.) (photo), May 8, 1992, p.8

DOGS
Village offers hints for keeping dogs in check, May 8, 1992, p.5
Scarsdale tries some mediation techniques, Jun 5, 1992, p.1
New mediation techniques (cont), Jun 5, 1992, p.19
A message to conscientious dog owners (ltr), Sep 25, 1992, p.6

DOHRENWEND, CONSTANCE (AU)
When did Scarsdale secede? (ltr), Jan 3, 1992, p.6

DOLINS, ILENE L
Irene L Dolins (named vice president of Windham International), Oct 2, 1992, p.8

DONATI, ROBERT
12 elected to committee: amendments pass, Nov 20, 1992, p.1

DONNELL, BILLY
Edgewood students pitch in (by adding their donations to the Thanksgiving food collection) (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.10

DONOVAN, DEIRDRE
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

DONOVAN, W DENIS
Local redistricting appeals: It's all over but the waiting, Dec 24, 1992, p.1

DOOCIN, STEPHEN
Stephen Doocin (has completed Management program for Jewish communal service at Columbia Univ.), Feb 21, 1992, p.4

DORSEY, MARGIE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.30

DOWLING, ERIK
In search of the giant snapping turtle at the library pond (photo), May 22, 1992, p.6

DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS
A New Year's gift to commuters (12 parking spaces at the corner of Depot Place), Jan 10, 1992, p.1
We should fight against 'visual' pollution of the downtown (edit), Jan 10, 1992, p.6
Thieves wreck five shops this week in village's downtown (photo), Feb 14, 1992, p.3
Penn Central 7-Eleven may be near agreement (Board negotiating Garth Road properties), Mar 13, 1992, p.1
More blossoms for the downtown (pear tree planted between East Parkway and Crane Road) (photo), May 1, 1992, p.1
Plants planned, May 8, 1992, p.1
Committee urges more study be done before village commits to garage, May 29, 1992, p.5
Garage (cont), May 29, 1992, p.14
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DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS continued

Scarsdale Ave. improvements dedicated (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.5
Clocking in a new landmark... (Trissi clock at the corner of Harwood Court and Spencer Place) (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.1
The Trissi clock (cont), Jun 26, 1992, p.8
A beautiful west end (newly landscaped corner of Depot Place and Popham Road) (photo), Jul 3, 1992, p.3
Coming soon: Downtown sidewalk sale, Jul 31, 1992, p.1
To a more perfect village (edit), Jul 31, 1992, p.6
At Neilsen's: Tradition keeps us 'in touch' (photo), Aug 7, 1992, p.3
Family values a la Metro North (shooting of a commercial for its on-time service at the SCS station), Aug 28, 1992, p.1
But I liked the Farley Building (edit), Aug 28, 1992, p.7
Improvements proceed (on second phase of a landscaping project at west entrance to downtown SCS), Sep 4, 1992, p.1
P(enn) C(entral) C(orporation) talks drag on, Dec 4, 1992, p.1

SEE ALSO MERCHANTS-SCS

DRAFT DODGERS
SEE DRAFT RESISTERS
DRAFT RESISTERS

Bothered by Clinton/Quayle draft dodging (ltr), Sep 25, 1992, p.6

DRAPER, RON

Students and teachers discover summer school's advantages (photo), Jul 17, 1992, p.9

DREYFUS, DIANA

County champs (SCS's Raiders, the girls' fourth grade A soccer team) (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.22

DREYFUS, SARAH

Native American ways taught at Weinberg Nature Center (photo), Nov 13, 1992, p.1

DRIVING, AUTOMOBILE
SEE AUTOMOBILE DRIVING

DROWNING

Lifeguard rescues teenager at pool (photo), Aug 28, 1992, p.1

DRUG TRAFFIC
SEE NARCOTICS TRADE

DRUGS AND YOUTH

Drug-free event will take place in high school (ltr), Apr 10, 1992, p.6
Local clergy unite against drug abuse, Apr 17, 1992, p.18

DU BOIS, NELSON S JR

Honored by Red Cross (area residents honored at annual recognition of volunteers) (photo), May 29, 1992, p.9

DUBBS, BERNARD

Remembering (picture from ceremonies at Dean Field) (photo), May 29, 1992, p.1
Bernard Dubbs (elected commander of American Legion Post 52 of Scarsdale) (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.9
Late postal service deliveries to end-of-route homes 'unfair,' group says (photo), Dec 31, 1992, p.1

DUBBS, IVAN

New C(hamber of) C(ommerce) officers (photo), Feb 21, 1992, p.2

DUDLEY, KYLE

Discovery is key at Quaker Ridge (kindergarten) (photo), Sep 18, 1992, p.9

DUMONT, NICOLAS

Award-winning orchestra (SCS Elementary All-District Orchestra), Jul 17, 1992, p.9

DUNCAN, SHELDON F

Sheldon F Duncan (dies), Jun 5, 1992, p.13

DUNKEL, PAUL

At the Adult School, lots of great stuff (photo) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.9
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DUNKEL, PHILIP
Bonding through softball (at trip to Camp Jewel, Colebrook, CT) (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.9

DUNN, ALLYN
Smiles mark beginning of school (photo), Sep 11, 1992, p.9

DUNNE, JOHN T
John T Dunne (dies), Jan 17, 1992, p.18

DUONOLA, ROBERT
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

DYBING, PETER
Judy Macy (and ) Peter Dybing (honored by United Hospital Medical Center of Port Chester), Jun 12, 1992, p.9

EARTH DAY (1992)
Earth day celebrations, Apr 17, 1992, p.3
Earth Day 1992, Apr 17, 1992, p.15
Signs of Earth Day (SCS recycling consultant Jim Rice holds sticker identifying recyclables) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.1
A progress report (edit), Apr 24, 1992, p.6
Earth Day 1992: Where has all the garbage gone?, Apr 24, 1992, p.9

EASTER
Is that you, Mommy? (picture of infant with Easter Bunny) (photo), Apr 17, 1992, p.1
Of Good Friday, Easter and Passover (edit), Apr 17, 1992, p.7

EBENSTEIN, BARBARA (AU)
Legal services ad protested (ltr), Jun 26, 1992, p.6

ECKSTEIN, LAUREN
Lauren Eckstein won three silver medals in 1992 Lake Placid Figure Skating Competition (photo), Feb 28, 1992, p.18

ECONOMICS
How to reduce taxes, layoffs and the workday: one man's proposal (edit), Aug 28, 1992, p.7
Some answers for the trade deficits (edit), Oct 9, 1992, p.7

EDELMAN, DAVID
Synagogue expands (Scarsdale Synagogue-Tremont Temple) (photo), May 15, 1992, p.2

EDELMAN, JESSICA
Synagogue expands (Scarsdale Synagogue-Tremont Temple) (photo), May 15, 1992, p.2
And it's all in pennies ($1,562.56 collected by Fox Meadow school for Somalian relief effort)(photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.9

EDELSON, REBECCA

EDITORS AND EDITING
Bloom starts own business, Oct 9, 1992, p.5

EDSON, MARIAN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

EDUCATION
Stock: Education flourishes, but aid cuts threaten (cont) (photo) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.8
Dr Nanette Roberts (will attend the United Nations earth summit in Rio de Janeiro), Apr 17, 1992, p.8
Scarsdale and a global (public school) system (edit), Jul 17, 1992, p.7
(Supplement) Back to School, Aug 28, 1992, p.0
Something to be proud of - America's public schools (edit), Dec 4, 1992, p.7
Insights shared at education seminar, Dec 11, 1992, p.1
Stiffer standards urged (cont), Dec 11, 1992, p.10
Committee to put 'Scarsdale twist' on school compact, Dec 24, 1992, p.1
Group to study compact (cont), Dec 24, 1992, p.5
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EDUCATION - WESTCHESTER COUNTY

Officials ponder school consolidation, Jun 12, 1992, p.1
School consolidation - threat or promise (cont), Jun 12, 1992, p.14

EDWARDS, ELLEN S
Ellen S Edwards (dies), Jan 10, 1992, p.12

EDWARDS, FRANK
Homes in the dark after the storm (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.13

EFORD, JOHN
They've come a long way (mural will be mounted to commemorate Popham Rd Firehouse centennial) (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company No. 1 - 99 years of service, Dec 24, 1992, p.20

EICHEL, SCOTT (AU)
Praise for Steger from Safe Rides (board) (ltr), Nov 6, 1992, p.6

EINBENDER, ALVIN H
Alvin H Eibender (named general campaign chairman of the United Jewish Appeal-Federation of NY), Jun 19, 1992, p.8

EISERT, EDWARD
T(own and) V(illage) C(livics) C(lub) urges bond issue, Mar 6, 1992, p.1

ELBE, MYRA S
Myra S Elbe (dies), Apr 10, 1992, p.14

ELECTION DISTRICTS

Scarsdale may lose Singer in redistricting, Jan 31, 1992, p.1
Scarsdale loses Singer in redistricting (cont), Jan 31, 1992, p.8
Hearing set on state Senate, Assembly districts, Feb 7, 1992, p.5
Redistricting hasn't happened yet (ltr), Feb 7, 1992, p.6
Singer very much part of life in the village (ltr), Feb 7, 1992, p.6
Hochberg may try for Assembly seat, Mar 20, 1992, p.1
Hochberg eyes Assembly (cont), Mar 20, 1992, p.3
Latest state redistricting plan keeps Singer out of Scarsdale, Mar 20, 1992, p.3
Scarsdale loses redistricting suit, Apr 3, 1992, p.1
Scarsdale loses county redistricting case (cont), Apr 3, 1992, p.12
Town, League to appeal county redistricting, Apr 10, 1992, p.1
Area Congress reps would change under federal, state redistricting, Jun 5, 1992, p.1
Redistricting (cont), Jun 5, 1992, p.24
Wilkins eyes eighth LD (Westchester County Board of Legislators District 8) (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.1
Let's get on with it (in reference to redistricting) (edit), Jun 12, 1992, p.6
Wilkins to run for office (cont), Jun 12, 1992, p.24
Congressional race (cont), Jun 12, 1992, p.24
Democrat to challenge Lowey for Congress seat, Jun 12, 1992, p.1
GOP runs in 88th (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.1
Three vie for seat in redistricted 18th (cont), Jul 10, 1992, p.16
Town (of SCS) files suit against new districts, Jul 24, 1992, p.1
County League submits brief in redistrict appeal, Dec 11, 1992, p.1
Redistrict appeal (cont), Dec 11, 1992, p.8
Local redistricting appeals: It's all over but the waiting, Dec 24, 1992, p.1
Correcting record on lawsuits (ltr), Dec 31, 1992, p.7

ELECTION INSPECTORS

Help wanted (to staff a polling place in SCS on Nov 3), Sep 25, 1992, p.1

ELECTIONS

Abrams wins hands down, locally, Sep 18, 1992, p.1
Some random thoughts on the election from one who lost (ltr), Sep 25, 1992, p.6
ELECTIONS continued
A Election Day guide to local candidates, Oct 30, 1992, p.5
Our voting past shows staunch Republicanism in Scarsdale (chronicles SCS's voting history 1904-56), Nov 6, 1992, p.8
Gradually, GOP domination ended in Scarsdale (chronicles SCS's voting history 1950 to present), Nov 13, 1992, p.8

ELECTIONS-NEW YORK STATE
Hochberg victorious: Scarsdale legislator elected to Assembly (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.1
Results (cont), Nov 6, 1992, p.5

ELECTIONS-SCS
Run-off election (in Non-Partisan Unit D will be held Dec 2), Nov 27, 1992, p.1

ELECTIONS-US
Democrats take substantial wins here, too, Nov 6, 1992, p.1

ELECTIONS-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
Ruderman to run for Family Court, May 1, 1992, p.1
Ruderman (to run for Family Court) (cont), May 1, 1992, p.12
Republicans face big loss (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.1
Ruderman (cont) (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.5
Results (cont), Nov 6, 1992, p.5

ELECTORAL COLLEGE
A chance to vote one more time (for Toby Nussbaum, member of the Electoral College) (photo), Nov 13, 1992, p.3

EMERGENCY SERVICES
Pay now, call later (details on Westchester's coming 911 emergency communication system), Apr 10, 1992, p.1
Emergency crews move in...(a test) (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.1
SEE ALSO SCS VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE CORPS

EMMERICH, CLAUDE L (AU)
How to reduce taxes, layoffs and the workday: one man's proposal (edit), Aug 28, 1992, p.7
Some answers for the trade deficits (edit), Oct 9, 1992, p.7

EMORY, LINDA RODGERS
Composer's daughter provides insights on birth of 'Oklahoma!' (photo), Jul 17, 1992, p.15

EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
Employees turn on the TV for a drug-free Village Hall, Mar 6, 1992, p.5

EMPLOYEES-SCS
Village staff begins to cope with Americans Disabilities Act, Feb 7, 1992, p.1
Village gears up to cope with new disabilities act (cont), Feb 7, 1992, p.14
Village employees reach out to Japanese, Feb 14, 1992, p.1
Village employees learning Japanese (cont), Feb 14, 1992, p.14
Healthy crew (SCS Village employees get between 12 and 16 sick days a year), Feb 21, 1992, p.1
Employees turn on the TV for a drug-free Village Hall, Mar 6, 1992, p.5
Drug-testing system ready in village, Mar 27, 1992, p.3
Hyson will be missed (Mark Hyson, a village recreation supervisor) (ltr), Apr 17, 1992, p.7
John N Crary (elected second vice president of the Municipal Management Association of NY State), May 29, 1992, p.9
Intern ties up working stay in Scarsdale (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.3
Retirement bonus, Sep 11, 1992, p.1
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EMPLOYEES-SCS-RETIREMENT

Jacob retires as public works director after eight years, Nov 13, 1992, p.3

EMT

Edgemont fighting youth drug abuse (ltr), Nov 27, 1992, p.6
Superstore would disrupt adjacent Edgemont area (ltr), Dec 11, 1992, p.6

ENGINEERS

R M Monti (named one of 25 outstanding graduates of the Manhattan College School of Engineering), Jul 17, 1992, p.4

ENGLAND, SHANEEKA

A change of pace (The Treadway and O'Kane families welcome Fresh Air Fund children to SCS) (photo), Jul 17, 1992, p.3

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE

SEE ENGLISH LANGUAGE-STUDY AND TEACHING

ENGLISH LANGUAGE-STUDY AND TEACHING

E(nglish as a) S(econd) L(anguage) graduates celebrate their success (photo), Jan 17, 1992, p.9
Educators exchange ideas on teaching E(nglish as a) S(econd) L(anguage), Feb 7, 1992, p.9
The rewards of E(nglish as a) S(econd) L(anguage)...in Japan (edit), Jun 5, 1992, p.7

ENSLEY, JOANNE

Fun, inside and out (new playground at Fox Meadow School and mural) (photo), Oct 2, 1992, p.9

ENTREPRENEURS

Leon Henry Jr (finalist in the entrepreneur of the year awards program sponsored by Inc. magazine), Jun 12, 1992, p.9
SEE ALSO EXECUTIVES

ENVIRONMENT

Environmental issues addressed: Of lawns, trees, salted roads, Feb 14, 1992, p.1
Council studies environmental hazards (cont), Feb 14, 1992, p.5
We need our watchdogs (edit), Feb 14, 1992, p.6
'No one asked the small animals' (ltr), Feb 21, 1992, p.6
Must every square inch be seeded? (ltr), Feb 21, 1992, p.6
Grassroots efforts to improve environment urged by experts, Apr 24, 1992, p.1
It doesn't just disappear when it goes down the drain (edit), May 8, 1992, p.6
James Rice is an environmental treasure (ltr), May 8, 1992, p.7
Thanks from League of Women Voters (ltr), May 22, 1992, p.6
Earth savers: Alternatives to harmful chemicals, Jun 5, 1992, p.8
Global warming real threat, SHS alum(na) tells (SCS Audobon Society), Dec 11, 1992, p.3

EPSTEIN, MICHAEL H (AU)

What happened to SHS? Alum is shocked (ltr), Aug 7, 1992, p.6

EPSTEIN, RUTH

Friends (of Hoff-Barthelson School of Music) give $35,000 (photo), Jul 10, 1992, p.16

ERIKSEN BARTO, RUTH

Scarsdale High School grads gather to fete the school (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.3
The Bank of New York Salutes SHS 75th Anniversary Celebration (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.34

ETHICS


ETMAN, ANDRE

Thieves wreck five shops this week in village's downtown (photo), Feb 14, 1992, p.3

EURIE, DEBRA

The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as IT Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

EUTHANASIA

The Hippocratic oath still stands (edit), Jul 31, 1992, p.7
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EVANS, ANN K
Ann K Evans (dies), Jan 31, 1992, p.14

EXECUTIVES
Lifetime of work continues: 'I'm looking toward 2000' (article on Philip L Carret), Apr 24, 1992, p.5
Phil Carret (cont), Apr 24, 1992, p.18
SEE ALSO ENTREPRENEURS

FABBRO, REBECCA
Cherubim and seraphim (waiting in the wings for Immaculate Heart of Mary Christmas pageant) (photo), Dec 24, 1992, p.1

FADER, HALLIE (AU)
Sixth graders want counselor to stay (and she will) (ltr), May 1, 1992, p.6

FAIRS
Greenacres PTA promotes super carnival (photo), May 8, 1992, p.8
Names omitted from Quaker Ridge Carnival listing (ltr), Jun 5, 1992, p.6
Fair a success; thanks expressed (18th annual Country Fair) (ltr), Sep 18, 1992, p.6

FAIRSTEIN, GUY R (AU)
You had to note system has merit (response to 1/10/92 editorial "Make paper people real") (ltr), Jan 24, 1992, p.6

FALK, BOBBIE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.30

FALKENBERG, EDWARD
Correction (sentence omitted from letter by Falkenberg to the Inquirer 2/7/92), Feb 14, 1992, p.6
Greene explains 'strange' silence (response to statement by E Falkenberg in Inquirer 2/14/92) (ltr), Feb 28, 1992, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club (photo), May 22, 1992, p.30
Edward Falkenberg (appointed vice president at Seagram Co) (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.4

FALKENBERG, EDWARD (AU)
Not enthusiastic about topic of low cost housing (ltr), Feb 7, 1992, p.6

FAMILY AND MEDICAL LEAVE ACT
Politicians, businesspeople disagree on implications of family leave act, Sep 25, 1992, p.1
Views on family leave (cont), Sep 25, 1992, p.14

FAMILY SERVICE OF WESTCHESTER
John E Jacob (and) Barbara S Jacob (named family of the year), Apr 24, 1992, p.8
Jolan B Bloss (elected to the board of Family Service of Westchester), Dec 18, 1992, p.4

FARBER, DAVE
Edgemont wins bowl game (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.1

FARCE
'Lend Me a Tenor' hits high note for farce (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.17

FARKAS, GABRIEL (AU)
Should charge for use by summer camp (ltr), Jan 10, 1992, p.6
Teachers don't function as professionals do (ltr), Jun 26, 1992, p.6
Some questions for Edgemont on a school panel (ltr), Dec 31, 1992, p.6

FARLEY, RICHARD
Richard Farley (named executive vice president of S L Green Real Estate) (photo), Jan 24, 1992, p.4

FARM PRODUCE
Extended agreement (between Village Board and John Ramsey to farm two village owned lots), Oct 30, 1992, p.1

FARNHAM, CONNIE

FARR, ASHLEY
At (Westchester) R(eform) T(emple), a new concept in gift-giving (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.8
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FARREN, JERILYN
Ecology study and recycling action raise student awareness (in SCS schools) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.11
Students assist S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.13
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

FATHERS
A memoir of a father: He was somebody else (edit), Jan 17, 1992, p.6
First-time fathers: View from the nursery (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.5

FATIGATE, RICHARD
Homes in the dark after the storm (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.13

FAUST, LUCIE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

FEDER, ROBERT
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.30

FEE, FRANK J III
Frank J Fee III (re-elected as secretary of the National Fire Protection Association) (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.8

FEINER TRENK, JANA
Inauguration draws crowd (photo), Jan 3, 1992, p.1

FEINER, PAUL
Inauguration draws crowd (photo), Jan 3, 1992, p.1
New years for the town (edit), Jan 3, 1992, p.6
Feiner's interviews were just another dog and pony show (edit), Jan 10, 1992, p.6
Feiner backed down to political muscle (ltr), Jan 24, 1992, p.6
After the storm, words of praise (ltr), Oct 9, 1992, p.6
A Feiner example (commends Feiner for working alongside town employees) (ltr), Oct 16, 1992, p.6
Who needs a supermarket in Edgemont? (ltr), Dec 18, 1992, p.6

FEINER, PAUL (AU)
Edgemonters urged to attend town meeting (ltr), Mar 20, 1992, p.6
Free mulch in Greenburgh (ltr), Apr 24, 1992, p.6
Aims for 'most open' budget process (ltr), Jul 10, 1992, p.6
Lessons from a childhood dream (Feiner works for GBH Sanitation Dept for one day) (edit) (photo), Jul 10, 1992, p.7
Greenburgh first: outdoor meeting of Town Board (ltr), Aug 21, 1992, p.6
Supervisor praises tornado cleanup efforts (ltr), Sep 11, 1992, p.6
Free mulch again (for residents of EMT and HTS) (ltr), Oct 16, 1992, p.6

FELDMAN, DARRAH
Into different worlds (AFS students from SCS High School going abroad this year) (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.10
(American) F(ield) S(ervice) travelers tell of hospitality and adventure (photo), Oct 9, 1992, p.9

FELDSTEIN, CARLENE
Carlene Feldstein (dies), Mar 20, 1992, p.14

FELICE, WALTER
Opinions on firehouse doors go both ways (photo), May 22, 1992, p.3
New blue spruce (for SCS Fire Dept), Nov 27, 1992, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company No. 1 - 99 years of service, Dec 24, 1992, p.20

FELT, JEAN KYLE
Jean Kyle Felt (dies), May 15, 1992, p.20

FEMINISM
It's the year of woman bashing (edit), Sep 25, 1992, p.7
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FERAGO, JERI (AU)

Names omitted from Q(uaker) R(idge Carnival) listing (ltr), Jun 5, 1992, p.6

FERETICH, IVKA

Under the bombs of Dubrovnik (edit), Mar 20, 1992, p.7

FERGUSON, NANCY E

Nancy E Ferguson (dies), Oct 2, 1992, p.12

FERNANDEZ, LYDIA

The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

FERRARA, MIKE

Among things to be thankful for...(ltr), Dec 11, 1992, p.6

FERRARA, DONALD

Renovations planned for police and fire headquarters (photo), Jan 17, 1992, p.4

Drug czar (speaks to) civic club: Expand education, prevention services (photo), Mar 20, 1992, p.5

Village 'safe,' though some feel unease (cont), Apr 17, 1992, p.20

20 car break-ins; electronics stolen, Apr 24, 1992, p.1

A new sergeant (photo), May 22, 1992, p.8

The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club (photo), May 22, 1992, p.30

Rotary head (Donald Ferraro elected president of the SCS Rotary Club) (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.8


Please bother us, police tell residents, Nov 13, 1992, p.1

On a scale of 1 to 7, the police are doing a good job, survey finds, Nov 13, 1992, p.1

Moving up (Michael Martin promoted to sergeant), Dec 24, 1992, p.3

FERRARO, GERALDINE

Primary nears; Democrats to choose Assembly, Senate candidates, Sep 11, 1992, p.1

Abrams wins hands down, locally, Sep 18, 1992, p.1

FERRONE, KATIE

Prize winning posters (photo), Nov 13, 1992, p.12

FESSENDEN, KRISTEN

Helping the hungry (3270 pounds of food collected by scouts in SCS and EMT for Food Patch) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.18

Learning about democracy (from model of voting machine) (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.10

FIDERER, ADELE

Retirees’ service, contributions praised, May 22, 1992, p.9

The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

FIELD HOCKEY

SEE HOCKEY

FIGDOR, JOHN

Step, step, side together, step (season finale of the Scarsdale Dancing Class) (photo), Mar 20, 1992, p.4

And it’s all in pennies ($1,562.56 collected by Fox Meadow school for Somalian relief effort)(photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.9

FILANCIA, ANTHONY

Board honors finest (police officers), Jun 26, 1992, p.4

FILIPPINO, LOUIS

Louis Filippino (dies), Jan 10, 1992, p.12

FILLS (EARTHWORK)

Fixing a hole (rock cut between Corell Road and Reynal Crossing is filled in), Feb 14, 1992, p.1

‘No one asked the small animals’ (ltr), Feb 21, 1992, p.6

Must every square inch be seeded? (ltr), Feb 21, 1992, p.6
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Article</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FINE, JOHN C (AU)</td>
<td>Another 'last stand' at Little Big Horn? (edit)</td>
<td>Jul 10, 1992</td>
<td>p.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINGER, KENNETH</td>
<td>14 join Bowl Committee</td>
<td>Oct 2, 1992</td>
<td>p.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINGER, KENNETH J (AU)</td>
<td>Some random thoughts on the election from one who lost (ltr)</td>
<td>Sep 25, 1992</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINK, JEAN</td>
<td>Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted)</td>
<td>Apr 10, 1992</td>
<td>p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club (photo)</td>
<td>May 22, 1992</td>
<td>p.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scarsdale volunteer (Jean Fink) named woman of year (photo)</td>
<td>Sep 4, 1992</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Volunteer court reform advocate (cont)</td>
<td>Sep 4, 1992</td>
<td>p.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alternatives to jailing to be assessed (photo)</td>
<td>Nov 13, 1992</td>
<td>p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINK, MARJORIE</td>
<td>Honored by Red Cross (area residents honored at annual recognition of volunteers) (photo)</td>
<td>May 29, 1992</td>
<td>p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINK, MARVIN</td>
<td>Local redistricting appeals: It's all over but the waiting</td>
<td>Dec 24, 1992</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Correcting record on lawsuits (ltr)</td>
<td>Dec 31, 1992</td>
<td>p.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINKELSTEIN, DANIEL</td>
<td>The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 26, 1992</td>
<td>p.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINLAND</td>
<td>I'm not Finlandized (edit)</td>
<td>Feb 7, 1992</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINNERTY, KATHRYN</td>
<td>(Catholic) Y(outh) O(rganization) state victors (IHM fourth grade basketball team) (photo)</td>
<td>May 22, 1992</td>
<td>p.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINNEY, BURNHAM</td>
<td>Burnham Finney dead at 92; civic leader, former Inquirer editor (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 24, 1992</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Burnham Finney (dies) (cont)</td>
<td>Dec 24, 1992</td>
<td>p.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOIRE, MARIA</td>
<td>The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 26, 1992</td>
<td>p.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIORELLO, JONATHAN</td>
<td>The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 26, 1992</td>
<td>p.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRE DEPT-SCS</td>
<td>Renovations planned for police and fire headquarters (photo)</td>
<td>Jan 17, 1992</td>
<td>p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fire volunteers getting recruits (photo) (Progress edit 1992)</td>
<td>Jan 31, 1992</td>
<td>p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Minor incident, but major Fire Dept. help (ltr)</td>
<td>Mar 20, 1992</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Firehouse doors no sight for sore eyes (ltr)</td>
<td>Apr 17, 1992</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Bank of New York Salutes Lowell J Tooley, honored by the Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce, Apr 24, 1992, p.32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Opinions on firehouse doors go both ways (photo)</td>
<td>May 22, 1992</td>
<td>p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>It's a test (at the Freightway Garage)</td>
<td>Jun 26, 1992</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Country living near the city (mallard and her eight ducklings removed from SCS resident's pool), Jul 10, 1992, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>They've come a long way (mural will be mounted to commemorate Popham Rd Firehouse centennial) (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New blue spruce (for SCS Fire Dept), Nov 27, 1992, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company No. 1 - 99 years of service, Dec 24, 1992, p.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fire guts office (and conference room at 2 Overhill Road), Dec 31, 1992, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRE DRILLS</td>
<td>It's a test (at the Freightway Garage)</td>
<td>Jun 26, 1992</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIREIGHTERS</td>
<td>Captain will train</td>
<td>Jun 26, 1992</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fire captain takes course (at the Academy of Fire Science in Montour Falls, NY), Aug 21, 1992, p.14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'Gallant' firefighters (ltr)</td>
<td>Aug 28, 1992</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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FIREFIGHTERS continued
Woman wins victory in quest for firefighter job (photo), Sep 4, 1992, p.1
Talks stalemate for firefighters, crossing guards, Oct 2, 1992, p.1

FIRES
Compost fire threatens nearby houses; captain calls origin 'suspicious', Apr 10, 1992, p.1
Compost fire fills air with smoke (cont) (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.5
College boy cited for heroism, Oct 16, 1992, p.3
Fire guts office (and conference room at 2 Overhill Road), Dec 31, 1992, p.1
Overhill Road blaze breaks out Sunday (cont), Dec 31, 1992, p.3

FIREWORKS
Fourth was fine at the pool, Jul 10, 1992, p.1
The smell of black powder brought back thoughts of Scarsdale... (edit), Sep 18, 1992, p.7

FISCHER, ROBERT

FISCHER, CATHERINE
Historical Society honors Fisher, Ughetta (photo), Feb 21, 1992, p.2
Historical Society honorees are longtime volunteers (Mary Alice Ughetta and Greta Fisher), Mar 13, 1992, p.4
Historical Society honors Fisher, Ughetta (photo), Apr 3, 1992, p.3

FISHER, JENNIFER
The Bank of New York Salutes The Middle School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.30

FISHER, LINDA
Teacher's art livens work site (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.19

FISHER, NOREEN
Ecology study and recycling action raise student awareness (in SCS schools) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.11

FISHER, RYAN
'The West Side Story' to rumble SCSH(igh)S(school) boards (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.17

FISHMAN, GIL
Gil Fishman (named partner of Versatile Insurance Programs Corp.) (photo), May 8, 1992, p.8

FITZGERALD, ANN
(Chatholic) Y(outh) Organization state victors (IHM fourth grade basketball team) (photo), May 22, 1992, p.23

FITZGERALD, JAMES E (AU)
Scoppa article 'captured essence' (ltr), Nov 20, 1992, p.6

FITZGERALD, KATE
A summer offensive against recession (students fill in for vacationing staffers) (photo), Jul 31, 1992, p.1

FITZHugh, richard
Richard FitzHugh (honored by the Northwest Bronx Council on Aging) (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.8

FITZHugh, richard D (AU)
SHS student showed how far we have to go (reference to 12/4 letter by Carolyn Weiss) (ltr), Dec 11, 1992, p.6
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FITZPATRICK, STEPHEN
Stephen Fitzpatrick (named summer associate of law firm Shanley & Fisher), Aug 7, 1992, p.2

FIX, JOSH
Students featured in music and art reports by school coordinators (photo), Feb 7, 1992, p.9

FIX, PAUL
(Political game Presidential Pursuit brought to SCS schools by League of Women Voters) (photo), Oct 30, 1992, p.9

FLAG DAY
Tribute to a native son (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.1

FLANAGAN, JOHN
Hartzell tests waters for Congress bid (photo), Mar 27, 1992, p.1
3-Way race in Lowey’s District 18, Jul 10, 1992, p.1
Three vie for seat in redistricted 18th (cont), Jul 10, 1992, p.16

FLANAGAN, PATRICK
Fox Meadow (should read Greenacres) reaches out to southern storm victims, Nov 13, 1992, p.11

FLANNERY, MIKE
Damage (from recent tornado) (cont) (photo), Sep 11, 1992, p.18

FLAUN, MITCHEL
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eviiew) chairman leaving, resigns (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.4
Named to B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eviiew) (to fill the unexpired term of Mitchel Flaum), Aug 28, 1992, p.1

FLAUN, MITCHEL (AU)
Should check with Board of Architectural Review (ltr), Apr 24, 1992, p.6

FLAX, PETER
Edgewood cyclists travel cross country (photo), Aug 28, 1992, p.5

FLEISCHFRESSER, OLIVIA
Parents provide international input (at workshops on different nations of the world) (photo), Feb 28, 1992, p.9

FLEISHAKER, DONALD J
Donald J Fleishaker (named to lead local fundraising campaign of United Jewish Appeal-Federation), Sep 25, 1992, p.4

FLETCHER, WILLIE
Another 'last stand' at Little Big Horn? (edit), Jul 10, 1992, p.7

FLISER, ADAM

FLISER, HARVEY
Teachers describe their own learning, Nov 13, 1992, p.12

FLORISTS-SCS
Rx for beating the winter blues: Get spring to start indoors (photo), Jan 17, 1992, p.5
Local florist designs for royal family, Nov 13, 1992, p.9

FLOWER GARDENS AND GARDENING
Rx for beating the winter blues: Get spring to start indoors (photo), Jan 17, 1992, p.5
Thank you, Julia Graham (growing spring flowers in winter), Jan 31, 1992, p.13

FOGEL, BARBARA
Bright new multi-purpose room opens at Greenacres (photo), Jan 31, 1992, p.10
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30
School Board reorganizes (photo), Jul 3, 1992, p.1
School Board reorganizes (cont), Jul 3, 1992, p.9
Village, school leaders have money on their minds, Oct 2, 1992, p.5
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FOLBERTH, ELIZABETH
Folberth joins Inquirer staff, Oct 9, 1992, p.5

FOLEY, PATRICK
Patrick J Foley (named to the board of trustees of the College of Mount St. Vincent in Riverdale), Feb 28, 1992, p.4

FONTANA, LUCILLE (AU)
Student Transfer Education Plan needs public support (ltr), May 8, 1992, p.6

FOOD
Helping the hungry (3270 pounds of food collected by scouts in SCS and EMT for Food Patch) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.18
Three new food stores open on Garth Road, Aug 14, 1992, p.3
Food Stores (cont) (photo), Aug 14, 1992, p.4
To help the hungry (holiday food drive sponsored by Westchester Library System) (edit), Nov 20, 1992, p.6

FOOTBALL
Edgemont wins bowl game (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.1
For ‘grit and determination’ (Mike Cochrane is presented with Bernie Olin Award) (photo), Dec 31, 1992, p.14

FOREMAN, SPENCER (DR)
Dr Spencer Foreman (named chairman of Assn of American Medical Colleges) (photo), Nov 13, 1992, p.4

FORTINO, DENISE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

FOSTER, JODIE
Scarsdale film course launched Hollywood executive (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.21

FOWLER, OLGA W
Olga W Fowler (dies), Jul 10, 1992, p.12

FOX, JUDITH
Anti-cheating policy defines the crime, May 22, 1992, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes SHS 75th Anniversary Celebration (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.34
Georgia teacher thanks Krim, SCS H(igh) S(chool) for exchange (ltr), Jul 3, 1992, p.6
SHS junior protests locker placement (ltr), Oct 2, 1992, p.6
Census info, top scores in Comprehensive Assessment Report, Dec 11, 1992, p.9
SHS may end computer course requirement, Dec 24, 1992, p.9

FOX, SYLVIA (AU)
Kind words from a reader (ltr), Apr 24, 1992, p.6
Senior class gave a great show (“West Side Story”) (ltr), Jun 26, 1992, p.7

FRAIOLI, CELESTE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of The Scarsdale Public Library, Sep 18, 1992, p.32

FRANKEL, MICKEY
The Bank of New York Salutes SHS 75th Anniversary Celebration (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.34

FRANKEL, STANLEY
A conversation with Stanley Frankel, Nov 13, 1992, p.15

FRANKEL, STANLEY (AU)
Read Tolstoy, not Heller, on War (edit), Feb 7, 1992, p.7
‘The end justifies the means’ (response to A Goodman’s letter from 8/28) (ltr), Sep 4, 1992, p.6

FRANZ, STEVEN
The Bank of New York Salutes SHS 75th Anniversary Celebration (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.34

FRANTZ, ELLEN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

FRANTZ, STEVEN (DR)
Ecology study and recycling action raise student awareness (in SCS schools) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.11
Key posts filled by Scarsdale educators (photo), Jul 3, 1992, p.9
Fox Meadow chooses Frantz as principal (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.1
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FRANTZ, STEVEN (DR) continued
Principal's experience inspires Fox Meadow students to help (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.9
Popham House counselor resigns, Nov 27, 1992, p.9
And it's all in pennies ($1,562.56 collected by Fox Meadow school for Somalian relief effort)(photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.9

FRANZ, OPAL M
Opal M Franz (dies), Oct 16, 1992, p.19

FREDERICK, HALLIE
County champs (SCS's Raiders, the girls' fourth grade A soccer team) (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.22

FREDERICKS, JUSTIN
Music mixed with politics (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.10

FREE TRADE AND PROTECTION
A tax by any other name (response to letter "To Protect U.S. Jobs" in NY Times 10/10/92) (ltr), Oct 16, 1992, p.6
'Free trade' is now the law - but where do the jobs go? (edit), Dec 31, 1992, p.7

FREEMAN, MARY JANE
Popham House counselor resigns, Nov 27, 1992, p.9

FREEMAN, SHEILA T
Sheila T Freeman (dies), Jul 3, 1992, p.10

FRENCHMAN, CINDY
Cindy Frenchman (named volunteer representative at White Plains Hospital Center), May 29, 1992, p.9

FRENKEL, BARBARA
Barbara Frenkel (among 36 winners of Neiman Marcus' awards for outstanding service by sales people), Oct 9, 1992, p.4

FRESH AIR FUND
Open your door and let some Fresh Air in (edit), Jul 3, 1992, p.6
A change of pace (The Treadway and O'Kane families welcome Fresh Air Fund children to SCS) (photo), Jul 17, 1992, p.3

FREYER, JOEL
A new sergeant (photo), May 22, 1992, p.8
Board honors finest (police officers), Jun 26, 1992, p.4
Mention of race was irrelevant (in Bruce Corwin's article "Board Honors Finest" from 6/26/92) (ltr), Jul 3, 1992, p.6

FRIEDMAN, LEON
Lawyer may ask for new Harris trial, Jul 3, 1992, p.1

FRIEDMAN, MICHAEL
United Way to launch 1992-93 drive (photo), Sep 18, 1992, p.4
'Diverse problems require local approach' (cont) (photo), Oct 2, 1992, p.10

FRIENDS OF MUSIC AND THE ARTS-SCS
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-FRIENDS OF MUSIC AND THE ARTS

FRIENDS OF SCS PARKS
Now that's a fine park! (Harwood Park) (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.8
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FRIENDS OF SCS PUBLIC LIBRARY
   A rebuke on library event (reception for retiring library director Joyce Nichols) (ltr), Jun 26, 1992, p.6
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of The Scarsdale Public Library, Sep 18, 1992, p.32
   Kissinger biographer gives friends of library lecture to full house, Nov 13, 1992, p.3
FROST, ELIZABETH DR
   Dr Elizabeth Frost (appointed chairwoman of the dep of anesthesiology at NY Medical College) (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.9
FRUSCIANTE, MARY ANN
   Mary Ann Frusciante (named chair of advocacy committee of the Westchester Alzheimer's Association), Apr 24, 1992, p.8
FUCHS, ANN
   Determined painters (photo), Oct 30, 1992, p.1
FUCHS, JON
   Determined painters (photo), Oct 30, 1992, p.1
FUJITA, YUKO
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30
FUND RAISING
   Don't give up on giving (edit), Mar 6, 1992, p.6
GABLE, ALEXIS
   Falling into summer (photo), May 29, 1992, p.1
GALGANO, LAUREN
   County champs (SCS's Raiders, the girls' fourth grade A soccer team) (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.22
GALLAGHER, MIKE
   Two TV movies on Warmus to air this fall, Aug 7, 1992, p.1
GALLAGHER, ROBERTA
   Roberta Gallagher (recognized for her service to the Westchester County Psychological Association), May 8, 1992, p.8
GALLOWAY, JOHN
GAMES
   Historical Society exhibit takes serious look at games we played (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.17
GANDHI, MAHATMA
   One sin seems to benefit - or beget - another (edit), Feb 14, 1992, p.7
GANNON, PAT
   Despite weather, a fabulous 4th (photo), Jul 10, 1992, p.5
GARbage COLLECTION
   SEE WASTE DISPOSAL
GARDELLA, RICHARD
   Christie Place landlords to sue village, Feb 14, 1992, p.1
   Affordable housing needs assessed (cont), Apr 24, 1992, p.18
   Trustees make commitment to open government (cont), May 15, 1992, p.14
   Town (of SCS) files suit against new districts, Jul 24, 1992, p.1
   Local redistricting appeals: It's all over but the waiting, Dec 24, 1992, p.1
   Correcting record on lawsuits (ltr), Dec 31, 1992, p.7
Gardens and Gardening
   Experts offer tips on detoxifying your lawn (cont), Apr 24, 1992, p.24
   Grassroots efforts to improve environment urged by experts, Apr 24, 1992, p.1
   Her garden's no secret (edit), Jul 3, 1992, p.7
   Invitation to Holocaust garden dedication (ltr), Aug 21, 1992, p.6
   Memorial park to open (Garden of Remembrance), Oct 2, 1992, p.2
   Vive les jardins: A Scarsdale woman's love affair with French gardens (photo), Dec 24, 1992, p.13
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GARDENS AND GARDENING continued
SEE ALSO FLOWER GARDENS AND GARDENING
GAREY, W WILSON continued
W Wilson Garey (dies), Nov 20, 1992, p.14
GARFF, ADAM
The Bank of New York Salutes SHS 75th Anniversary Celebration (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.34
GARFF, ELIZABETH
The Bank of New York Salutes The Middle School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.30
GARFF, JETS ADAM
'West Side Story' to rumble S(CS) H(igh) S(chool) boards (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.17
GARRETT, WENDELL (AU)
The Victorians - perhaps like us? (edit), May 29, 1992, p.7
GARRIDO, CHENELL
Students featured in music and art reports by school coordinators (photo), Feb 7, 1992, p.9
GARTH WOODS CONSERVANCY
Garth Woods Conservancy seeks support from local nature lovers, Jan 10, 1992, p.1
A walk through Garth Woods turns an engineer into a conservationist (photo) (edit), Jan 10, 1992, p.7
Conservancy forming (cont), Jan 10, 1992, p.8
Once beautiful (ltr), Jan 31, 1992, p.6
Walk in Garth Woods - with problems, Mar 13, 1992, p.3
Cleanup heralds new life for Garth Woods (photo), May 1, 1992, p.5
GASOLINE
Hochberg: county pays more for gas, May 1, 1992, p.1
GASSON, JAIMIE
Dramatic interpretation (of the voyages of Columbus) (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.9
GASTROENTEROLOGY
Dr Lawrence J Brandt (elected president of American College of Gastroenterology) (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.4
GAVRIN, DAVID
Scholarship fund is growing (photo), Jul 17, 1992, p.9
Task force seeks to spur volunteered in village, Dec 31, 1992, p.1
GBH
Free mulch in Greenburgh (ltr), Apr 24, 1992, p.6
GBH NATURE CENTER
He's caretaker of a peaceable kingdom (photo), Jan 10, 1992, p.5
Nature center exhibit teaches conservation, Jan 24, 1992, p.3
Recycling exhibit to open at G(reenburgh) N(ature) C(enter) (photo), Jan 24, 1992, p.11
Nature Center: Goals met, participation enhanced (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.15
GEIGER, GLENN C
Glenn C Geiger (elected chairman and chief executive officer of Glenn C Geiger Company Inc), Nov 6, 1992, p.4
GELBOIM, ELLEN S (AU)
Mention of race was irrelevant (in Bruce Corwin's article "Board Honors Finest" from 6/26/92) (ltr), Jul 3, 1992, p.6
GELLEN, AGNES
Debaters shine in first tourney (photo), Oct 16, 1992, p.10
Debaters shine in three meets, Nov 13, 1992, p.11
GELLEN, KATA
Debaters shine in first tourney (photo), Oct 16, 1992, p.10
GELLER, ALEXIS
Village volunteer ambulance corps welcomes a junior section (photo), May 22, 1992, p.1
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GELLER, ANDREW
Middle School News; Butler's X-Day marks election (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.10

GERBER, JANE
Adult School includes course for men only (photo), Sep 4, 1992, p.2

GERBILS
Emergencies: All in the definition (edit), Jul 24, 1992, p.7

GERMAIN, EMILY
County champs (SCS's Raiders, the girls' fourth grade A soccer team) (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.22

GERSHUNY, ABBY
Discovery is key at Quaker Ridge (kindergarten) (photo), Sep 18, 1992, p.9

GERSTEIN, CAROL
Youngest & oldest volunteers (photo), Dec 31, 1992, p.2

GEVERTZ, MARK, JOAN
The Bank of New York Salutes SHS 75th Anniversary Celebration (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.34

GIAMPOLI, JOAN
Scarsdale voters give Clinton primary, Apr 10, 1992, p.3
Help wanted (to staff a polling place in SCS on Nov 3), Sep 25, 1992, p.1

GIANOTTI, TONY
Cooperation celebrated (at new central garage on Secor and Ramsey roads) (photo), May 1, 1992, p.1

GIBBS, MICHAEL
Money for college; SHS deans tell how, Nov 27, 1992, p.1

GIFT SHOPS
European gift shop moves to East Parkway (photo), Dec 24, 1992, p.3

GILBERT, DEBORAH
Scarsdale resident begins cable talk show, Jan 17, 1992, p.16

GILBERT, LEE
A Passover mitzvot (Nursery school children shop for traditional Passover food) (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.1

GILBERT, NANCY
A Passover mitzvot (Nursery school children shop for traditional Passover food) (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.1

GILBERT, SHANE
A Passover mitzvot (Nursery school children shop for traditional Passover food) (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.1
Making friends (instructor Barbara Orans introduces Johny of Camelot Farms to Shane Gilbert) (photo), Sep 25, 1992, p.1

GILCHRIST, JIM
Pool, with new chief, to open May 23 (photo), May 15, 1992, p.2
Diving into summer (photo), May 22, 1992, p.4
Some of the fittest are really 'all wet', May 22, 1992, p.4
Last laps near, Aug 21, 1992, p.1
Lifeguard rescues teenager at pool (photo), Aug 28, 1992, p.1
Games at the pool, Sep 4, 1992, p.1
The last swim (for the season), Sep 18, 1992, p.1

GILLET, AUSTIN
Cherubim and seraphim (waiting in the wings for Immaculate Heart of Mary Christmas pageant) (photo), Dec 24, 1992, p.1

GILMAN, BENJAMIN
No bouncers here, Apr 24, 1992, p.1
Inquirer endorsements; In Edgemont and Hartsdale districts; For Congress: Benjamin Gilman (edit), Oct 30, 1992, p.6
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GILMORE, TONY
Hangin' out at the high school (photo), Sep 11, 1992, p.10

GINSBERG, HENRY N (DR) (AU)
Facts about diet are more helpful than sarcasm (ltr), Mar 20, 1992, p.6

GINTY, JASON
Fall athletes feted at Maroon & White dinner (photo), Dec 4, 1992, p.25
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as it Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

GIORDANI, CHRIS
That's the spirit (Middle School sets up food and clothing drive to benefit homeless people) (photo), Jan 3, 1992, p.5

GIRL SCOUTS OF AMERICA-REWARDS, PRIZES, ETC
Local Girl Scouts & scouters win top regional awards (photo), Jul 31, 1992, p.2

GIRL SCOUTS OF AMERICA-SCS
Stitching their own heritage (SCS Troop 1946 present quilt to scout leader Betty Taubert) (photo), Jan 10, 1992, p.3
Girl Scouts expand learning and services (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.14
It's cookie time, Feb 21, 1992, p.1
Helping the hungry (3270 pounds of food collected by scouts in SCS and EMT for Food Patch) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.18
More cookies (Girl scouts of Scarsdale-Edgemont sold a record 44,700 boxes of cookies), May 8, 1992, p.1

GLASSMAN, DANIEL
A Passover mitzvot (Nursery school children shop for traditional Passover food) (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.1

GLASSMAN, REBECCA
Quaker Ridge Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.9

GLAUBER, LENI
Card catalogs to disappear from library (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.3

GLEICHER, JOSEPH
The Bank of New York Salutes Hoedown '92; The SCS Family Counseling Service Spring Benefit (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.28

GLEICHER, LILLIAN
The Bank of New York Salutes Hoedown '92; The SCS Family Counseling Service Spring Benefit (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.28

GLENDON, SUSAN
More blossoms for the downtown (pear tree planted between East Parkway and Crane Road) (photo), May 1, 1992, p.1

GLENDON, W R (AU)
Ending of creche issue requires accepting ruling (ltr), Dec 31, 1992, p.6

GLENDON, WILLIAM
14 join Bowl Committee, Oct 2, 1992, p.8

GLENN, DAVID
Glenn joins Inquirer staff, Jul 3, 1992, p.2

GLENN, DAVID J (AU)
Maybe now we'll see the real Arkansas (edit) (photo), Jul 17, 1992, p.6
Heralding the New Age supermarket (edit), Oct 2, 1992, p.7

GLENN, STEPHANIE
That's the spirit (Middle School sets up food and clothing drive to benefit homeless people) (photo), Jan 3, 1992, p.5

GLICKMAN, HENRY (AU)
Some runners never give up (ltr), Apr 17, 1992, p.6

GLICKMAN, MARK
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

GLOBAL WARMING
Global warming real threat, SHS alumnna tells (SCS Audobon) Society, Dec 11, 1992, p.3
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GLUCK, PETER
Neighbors form synagogue to offer friendship, love (photo), Aug 28, 1992, p.1

GODSHALL, CATHY (AU)
Pool staff wins poolful of praise (ltr), Jul 31, 1992, p.6

GOFF, NEAL
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of The Scarsdale Public Library, Sep 18, 1992, p.32

GOIRICELAYA, VERA
Friends (of Hoff-Barthelson School of Music) give $35,000 (photo), Jul 10, 1992, p.16

GOLD, BOB
Books: 'New babies every day' (Bob and Ruth Goldberg retire from the Bodleian Book Shop) (photo), Jan 31, 1992, p.5

GOLD, RUTH
Books: 'New babies every day' (Bob and Ruth Goldberg retire from the Bodleian Book Shop) (photo), Jan 31, 1992, p.5

GOLD, STEPHEN
College boy cited for heroism, Oct 16, 1992, p.3

GOLDBERG, DAVID M
David M Goldberg (elected to board of directors of Westchester Jewish Community Services), Oct 2, 1992, p.8

GOLDBERG, HARRIET
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4
The Bank of New York Salutes Hoedown '92; The SCS Family Counseling Service Spring Benefit (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.28
Access issue solution still down the road, Jul 31, 1992, p.1

GOLDBERG, HARRIET D (AU)
Vote yes on (school) budget (ltr), May 15, 1992, p.7

GOLDBERG, MARK
New in the schools (new staff members welcomed at a two-day orientation workshop) (photo), Sep 25, 1992, p.10

GOLDBERGER, BLANCHE
Remembering the 6 million (Holocaust memorial plaque by SCS artist dedicated in Vermont) (photo), Sep 4, 1992, p.16

GOLDBERGER, EMANUEL (DR)
Dr Emanuel Goldberger's "Treatment of Cardiac Emergencies" has been translated into Japanese, May 8, 1992, p.8

GOLDEN, MICHELLE
Prom lives up to its billing as an unforgettable evening (photo), Jul 3, 1992, p.9

GOLDEN, RITA
League of Women Voters: Registration deadline near for primaries, absentee ballots (photo), Aug 21, 1992, p.2
14 join Bowl Committee, Oct 2, 1992, p.8
Japan festival (cutting the cake at a holiday party preparatory to the SCS Japan Festival) (photo), Dec 31, 1992, p.3

GOLDEN, RITA (AU)
Hail to all hands on calendar project (ltr), Aug 21, 1992, p.6

GOLDEN, STEVEN
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4

GOLDFARB, MURIEL
Two write letters that make life better (photo), Dec 4, 1992, p.3

GOLDFRANK, MAX
Max Goldfrank (dies), Oct 9, 1992, p.14

GOLDSMITH, PHYLLIS
Phyllis Goldman (elected to the board of directors of the Westchester Jewish Conference), Jul 17, 1992, p.4

GOLDSMITH, PHYLLIS TEICHER (AU)
Deep sorrow at loss of Rev. Mac Lennan (ltr), Nov 13, 1992, p.6
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GOLDMAN, RICHARD L
Richard L. Goldman (elected president of the US branch of the International Fiscal Association), Mar 13, 1992, p.4

GOLDSTEIN, BUD (AU)
Call to voters on important election (ltr), Jan 17, 1992, p.6

GOLDSTEIN, BUD AND RUTH (AU)
Vote yes on (school) budget (ltr), May 15, 1992, p.7

GOLDSTEIN, CASSIDY
Discovery is key at Quaker Ridge (kindergarten) (photo), Sep 18, 1992, p.9

GOLDSTEIN, IRENE
Adult School pays tribute to Irene Goldstein (ltr), Nov 6, 1992, p.6
Irene F Goldstein (dies), Nov 6, 1992, p.12

GOLDSTEIN, LINDSAY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Middle School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.30

GOLDSTEIN, LISA
‘Don’t’ dump (members of high school Paper Savers Club paint Brewster Road storm drain) (photo), May 8, 1992, p.1
Debaters shine in three meets, Nov 13, 1992, p.11

GOLDSTEIN, REBECCA
Village volunteer ambulance corps welcomes a junior section (photo), May 22, 1992, p.1

GOLDSTEIN, RUTH
PTA presidents salute McCann (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.10

GOLDSTEIN, STANLEY
‘Ante up: It’s the morning train (photo) (cont), Aug 21, 1992, p.13

GOLDWATER, JOANNE A
Joanne A Goldwater (named vice-pres of the Mid-Atlantic Assn of College and Univ. Housing Officers), Apr 17, 1992, p.8

GOLENBOCK, JEFFREY
12 elected to committee: amendments pass, Nov 20, 1992, p.1

GOODMAN, ALEXIS
Into different worlds (AFS students from SCS High School going abroad this year) (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.10

GOODMAN, IRENE (AU)
Trash, yes, but not the whole house (ltr), Jun 19, 1992, p.6

GOODMAN, MELISSA
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32
GOODWIN, CAROL
Ecology study and recycling action raise student awareness (in SCS schools) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.11
12 elected to committee: amendments pass, Nov 20, 1992, p.1

GORDON, ALAN S (AU)
Police department does a fine job (ltr), May 29, 1992, p.6

GORDON, LIZ
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of The Scarsdale Public Library, Sep 18, 1992, p.32

GORDON, NADINE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

GORDON, SALLY
Cooper House quilt on display (photo), Sep 25, 1992, p.9

GORDON, SALLY AND MICHAEL (AU)
Strong support for access road (to Golden Horseshoe shopping center) (ltr), Jul 31, 1992, p.6

GORE, TIPPER
Tipper (really) brings the campaign home (edit), Oct 16, 1992, p.6

GORHAM, HOWARD
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4

GORHAM, SUE

GOTTLIEB, GEORGE AND SANDY (AU)
Singer very much part of life in the village (ltr), Feb 7, 1992, p.6

GOUGH, DANIEL
Senate: Oppenheimer, Weininger, Gough (photo), Oct 23, 1992, p.3
A Election Day guide to local candidates, Oct 30, 1992, p.5
State Senate, Assembly candidates debate at L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) forum (cont) (photo), Oct 30, 1992, p.16

GOULD, JOHN
Gould elected president of Scarsdale Golf Club (photo), Feb 7, 1992, p.2

GOULD, RICHARD
Court decisions in village, county, Jul 10, 1992, p.3

GRABEL, DAN (AU)
Another 'horror' in school system (ltr), Dec 4, 1992, p.6

GRAFF, HENRY
Graff muses on 'vexed' office (the presidency), Apr 17, 1992, p.3
Of Presidents: their strengths and foibles (cont) (photo), Apr 17, 1992, p.21

GRAHAM, CHRIS
Karate in their hearts (students from East Asian Martial Arts Center, American Legion Hall, SCS), Aug 21, 1992, p.22

GRAHAM, JULIA
Rx for beating the winter blues: Get spring to start indoors (photo), Jan 17, 1992, p.5
Thank you, Julia Graham (growing spring flowers in winter), Jan 31, 1992, p.13
Christmas Throughout the House (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.19

GRAHAM, RUTH
Ruth Graham (elected vice president of the Guidance Center of New Rochelle), Jul 17, 1992, p.4

GRANT, RITA
Tyler Road land sale was not a case of greed (response to 11/27 letter by Rita Grant), Dec 11, 1992, p.6

GRANT, RITA (AU)
Is it too late to modernize building limits? (ltr), Nov 27, 1992, p.6
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GRANT, STACY JO (AU)
If a tree must be removed, two should replace it (ltr), Nov 27, 1992, p.6

GRASSO, CRAIG
Celebrating many cultures (at the annual International Fair at SCS High School) (photo), Mar 27, 1992, p.9

GRAVES, EARL
Virginia governor visits for Scarsdale day of fun (photo), Jul 17, 1992, p.1

GRAY, ELWOOD
The Bank of New York Salutes SHS 75th Anniversary Celebration (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.34

GREEBEL, BARBARA WITZBERG
S(SCS) H(igh) S(school) grads gather to fete the school (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.3

GREEBEL, CHARLES
Ruderman (cont) (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.5

GREEN, ROSS
Columbus viewed many ways (cont) (photo), Oct 9, 1992, p.10

GREENBAUM, GREG
Board honors finest (police officers), Jun 26, 1992, p.4
Mention of race was irrelevant (in Bruce Corwin's article "Board Honors Finest" from 6/26/92) (ltr), Jul 3, 1992, p.6

GREENBERG, MILTON (DR)
Dr Milton Greenberg (elected to the board of directors of the Westchester Health Action Coalition), Jan 24, 1992, p.4

GREENBERG, REVA
Honored by Red Cross (area residents honored at annual recognition of volunteers) (photo), May 29, 1992, p.9

GREENBERG, STEPHANIE
Holiday spirit (photo), Dec 24, 1992, p.9

GREENBERG, SUSAN
Susan Greenberg (named real estate associate of SCS office of Houlihan/Lawrence Inc), Nov 13, 1992, p.4

GREENE, DAVID
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

GREENE, GERALDINE
The Bank of New York Salutes Hoedown '92; The SCS Family Counseling Service Spring Benefit (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.28
Charity begins at home (edit), Dec 11, 1992, p.6

GREENE, JOYCE T
Joyce T Greene (named member of the Foundation for Westchester Community College) (photo), Apr 17, 1992, p.8

GREENES, ROBERT
'Hot potato' of affordable housing won't be dropped, committee promises TVCC, Feb 7, 1992, p.5
Housing Committee: Elderly need village help, Oct 16, 1992, p.1
Greens to get Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.1
Scarsdale Bowl winner chosen (cont), Nov 27, 1992, p.23

GREENES, ROBERT (AU)
Greens explains 'strange' silence (response to statement by E Falkenberg in Inquirer 2/14/92) (ltr), Feb 28, 1992, p.6

GREENLEAF, BILL (AU)
Idling law should be expanded to private property (ltr), Jun 19, 1992, p.6

GREENSPAN, MARILYN (AU)
A rebuke on library event (ltr), Jun 26, 1992, p.6

GREENWALD, SETH
Fun and bargains: the annual (SCS) sidewalk sale (photo), Aug 14, 1992, p.1

GREENWOOD, LOTTIE
Lottie Greenwood (dies), Apr 17, 1992, p.18
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GREEETING CARDS
Mixed Blessing holiday cards play both sides of the street (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.15

GREGORY, NICK
Call for support of Nick Gregory (ltr), Dec 18, 1992, p.6

GREIF, EDWARD L
Edward L Greif (of Banner & Greif Ltd named to the new edition of Who's Who in Public Relations), Apr 17, 1992, p.8

GRENELEY, FRANCES
Local Girl Scouts & scouters win top regional awards (photo), Jul 31, 1992, p.2

GRIEF
Opening a new door for someone in grief (edit), Mar 13, 1992, p.6

GRIGIONE, JOSEPH
Homes in the dark after the storm (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.6

GROARK, TOM
Holiday spirit (photo), Dec 24, 1992, p.9

GROB, NORA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of The Scarsdale Public Library, Sep 18, 1992, p.32

GROBER, EARL
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

GROSS, MARJORIE
12 elected to committee: amendments pass, Nov 20, 1992, p.1

GROSS, MARJORIE AND MARTIN (AU)
Parents extol alternative school (ltr), Feb 14, 1992, p.6

GROSSMAN, ANDREA
Fall athletes feted at Maroon & White dinner (photo), Dec 4, 1992, p.25

GROSSMAN, ED
Smiles mark beginning of school (photo), Sep 11, 1992, p.9

GROSSMAN, JACOB (AU)
Shut up talking...(edit), May 29, 1992, p.7

GROSZ, JUDITH
Middle-schoolers' parents 'set the tone,' youth counselor tells PTA audience (photo), Oct 23, 1992, p.1

GROSZ, PETER
'West Side Story' to rumble S(CS) H(igh) S(hool) boards (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.17

GULLA, SALVATORE (AU)
Creche is central and universal symbol of season (ltr), Dec 31, 1992, p.6

GUN CONTROL
Gun control, Jan 10, 1992, p.1

GURNEY, MARTIN
Art show creates weekend Renaissance in Scarsdale (photo), Sep 18, 1992, p.1

GYMNASTICS
Reflecting on gymnastics (photo), Feb 14, 1992, p.17

HABER, TRACY
Quaker Ridge Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.9

HAGERTY, JOHN
John Hagerty (named vice president for special markets at Home Box Office), Feb 21, 1992, p.4
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HAGGBLAD, RICHARD
Proposed laws would change appeals process (cont), Aug 21, 1992, p.12

HAGGERTY, DAVE
Prom lives up to its billing as an unforgettable evening (photo), Jul 3, 1992, p.9

HAHN, KATHLEEN
Two-car collision (on Underhill Road near Clayton) (photo), Feb 28, 1992, p.5

HAHN, KIM
Bonding through softball (at trip to Camp Jewel, Colebrook, CT) (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.9

HAILT, ELAINE (AU)
'Ve know you: You're a vandal!' (ltr), Jul 31, 1992, p.6

HAIDT, REBECCA LEE
Rebecca Lee Haidt (appointed assistant professor at Ohio State University) (photo), Feb 21, 1992, p.4

HAIDT, REBECCA LEE (AU)
We know you: You're a vandal!' (ltr), Jul 31, 1992, p.6

HALPERN, DAVID
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

HALPERN, SETH
He enjoyed nostalgia (response to Seth Halpern's piece regarding his father from 1/17/92) (ltr), Feb 14, 1992, p.6

HALPERN, SETH (AU)
A memoir of a father: He was somebody else (edit), Jan 17, 1992, p.6
I'm not Finlandized (edit), Feb 7, 1992, p.6
Jonathan Pollard's life sentence is a punishment that doesn't fit the crime (edit), Feb 28, 1992, p.7
Friday's pick: Four more years of a Bush lame duck (edit), Mar 20, 1992, p.7
Our throw-away political icons (edit), Apr 17, 1992, p.7
Is our local crime wave in some way therapeutic? (edit), May 1, 1992, p.7
America still hates cities (edit), May 22, 1992, p.7
Medford memories (mixed) (edit), Jun 12, 1992, p.7
Were my father's cigars just cigars? (edit), Jul 24, 1992, p.7

HALPERNER, SETH
He enjoyed nostalgia (response to Seth Halpern's piece regarding his father from 1/17/92) (ltr), Feb 14, 1992, p.6

HALPERN, SETH (AU)
A memoir of a father: He was somebody else (edit), Jan 17, 1992, p.6
I'm not Finlandized (edit), Feb 7, 1992, p.6
Jonathan Pollard's life sentence is a punishment that doesn't fit the crime (edit), Feb 28, 1992, p.7
Friday's pick: Four more years of a Bush lame duck (edit), Mar 20, 1992, p.7
Our throw-away political icons (edit), Apr 17, 1992, p.7
Is our local crime wave in some way therapeutic? (edit), May 1, 1992, p.7
America still hates cities (edit), May 22, 1992, p.7
Medford memories (mixed) (edit), Jun 12, 1992, p.7
Were my father's cigars just cigars? (edit), Jul 24, 1992, p.7

HALPERNER, SETH
He enjoyed nostalgia (response to Seth Halpern's piece regarding his father from 1/17/92) (ltr), Feb 14, 1992, p.6

HAMLET, PENNY
Video shows variety at Heathcote (photo), Jan 10, 1992, p.9
Learning about democracy (from model of voting machine) (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.10

HAMLET, PENNY
Video shows variety at Heathcote (photo), Jan 10, 1992, p.9
Learning about democracy (from model of voting machine) (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.10
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HAND, EDWARD
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4
The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club (photo), May 22, 1992, p.30

HANDELMAN, WALTER
Citizens’ Committee nominates five; Jane Nusbaum chosen for trustee (photo), Jan 24, 1992, p.1
Candidates discuss hopes and frustrations (photo), Jan 24, 1992, p.3
Incumbents look ahead (cont), Jan 24, 1992, p.12
Village elections Tuesday (March 17, 1992), Mar 13, 1992, p.1
Citizens Party candidates elected without opposition, Mar 20, 1992, p.1
Village officials elected (photo), Mar 20, 1992, p.1
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4
Idling law hearing set, May 15, 1992, p.5
Trustees make commitment to open government (cont), May 15, 1992, p.14
Hoops spark discussion over noise, May 22, 1992, p.3
Accessory apt. law ‘loosened’, May 29, 1992, p.1
Providing a home for the homeless, May 29, 1992, p.1
Village drafts laws to clarify (village) code and provide for appeals, Aug 21, 1992, p.1
Ball’s in Village Board’s hands regarding tennis courts, Sep 11, 1992, p.3
Village master plan due for completion by summer, Dec 18, 1992, p.1

HANLEY, JANET
Honored by Red Cross (area residents honored at annual recognition of volunteers) (photo), May 29, 1992, p.9

HANNA, JAMES E
James E Hanna (dies), Oct 2, 1992, p.12

HANNON, GERARD (DR)
Dr. Gerard T. Hannon (inducted as a fellow of the American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons), Mar 13, 1992, p.4

HANSEN, CORWITH
Ecology study and recycling action raise student awareness (in SCS schools) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.11

HARDY, EDWARD
The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club (photo), May 22, 1992, p.30

HARLEY, LEO
The Bank of New York Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), May 22, 1992, p.30

HARMON, ANNE AND FRED (AU)
Praises tornado story, photos (ltr), Sep 18, 1992, p.6

HARPER, LUCILLE A
Lucille A Harper (dies), Jul 17, 1992, p.14

HARRIS, EMMA
That’s the spirit (Middle School sets up food and clothing drive to benefit homeless people) (photo), Jan 3, 1992, p.5
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30
Ways of teaching about Columbus change: students weigh explorer’s contributions, Oct 9, 1992, p.1

HARRIS, JORDAN
Jordan Harris (named director of fashion, beauty and retail advertising at Modern Bride), Jun 12, 1992, p.9

HARRIS, JEAN
Lawyer may ask for new Harris trial, Jul 3, 1992, p.1
Harris’ lawyer considers trial (cont), Jul 3, 1992, p.10
Harris gains clemency grant from governor (photo), Dec 31, 1992, p.1
Harris, entering surgery, gets clemency (cont), Dec 31, 1992, p.3

HARRIS, KATHRYN
Kathryn Harris (used to be a fashion designer).
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HARRISON, ROBERT H (AU)
The Youth Tennis League needs more courts (ltr), Feb 28, 1992, p.6
Taxpayer group seeks cutback in school rate (ltr), May 15, 1992, p.6
Cap pay rise (ltr), Jun 12, 1992, p.7
Republican Party must move to center of American thinking (edit), Oct 30, 1992, p.7

HARRISON, TERRI (AU)
(American) Field Service creates lasting ties (ltr), Apr 3, 1992, p.6

HARTE, ED
Musical thanks (by the P.S. 26 Bronx glee club for assistance) (photo), Mar 6, 1992, p.9

HARWOOD PARK (SCS)
Park returned to 'original splendor' (ltr), Jun 26, 1992, p.7
Now that's a fine park! (Harwood Park) (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.8
SEE ALSO LIBRARY-SCS-POND

HASDAY, LISA
Don't dump (members of high school Paper Savers Club paint Brewster Road storm drain) (photo), May 8, 1992, p.1

HASEGAWA, MARIKO
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.30

HASEGAWA, MICHIKO
Prize winning posters (photo), Nov 13, 1992, p.12

HASELTINE, ROBERT
Cut class size, School Board urged as residents react to budget cuts, Apr 10, 1992, p.9
Retirees' service, contributions praised, May 22, 1992, p.9
Rousing tribute to Haseltine (ltr), Jun 19, 1992, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

HASHIMOTO, CHISATA
Award-winning orchestra (SCS Elementary All-District Orchestra), Jul 17, 1992, p.9

HASSELMAN, BILL
Scarsdale High School grads gather to fete the school (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.3

HASSENMANN, JULIE
Julie Hasson (awarded a $500 scholarship by the Jewish Teachers Association), May 29, 1992, p.9

HAUPP, NICOLE
Ecology study and recycling action raise student awareness (in SCS schools) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.11

HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES-DISPOSAL
Paint dumped in Berkley Pond, Jun 19, 1992, p.1
Berkley Pond paint spill (cont), Jun 19, 1992, p.14
Local program for some hazardous wastes proposed (ltr), Jun 26, 1992, p.7
Permanent county waste facility urged by League of Women Voters (ltr), Jul 3, 1992, p.6
How about a hazardous chemical swap? (edit), Aug 7, 1992, p.6
Two (county) chemical clean-up days (are coming up) (ltr), Oct 23, 1992, p.6
SEE ALSO WASTE DISPOSAL

HEALEY, KEVIN
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company No. 1 - 99 years of service, Dec 24, 1992, p.20

HEALTH CARE
SEE MEDICAL CARE

HEALY, KEVIN
They've come a long way (mural will be mounted to commemorate Popham Rd Firehouse centennial) (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.1

HEDGE, ARTHUR J JR
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.30
HEILMAN, ERINN
A banner start for Scarsdale schools (one of many banners made by the class of '93) (photo), Sep 11, 1992, p.1
High school picks artist of the month (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.9

HEINE, JOSH
Prize winning posters (photo), Nov 13, 1992, p.12

Heller, Joseph
Read Tolstoy, not Heller, on War (edit), Feb 7, 1992, p.7

Helton, Mary
Scholarship aid for Hoff-Barthelson (from the SCS Rotary Club) (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.8
Friends (of Hoff-Barthelson School of Music) give $35,000 (photo), Jul 10, 1992, p.16
Gala kickoff to launch Hoff-Barthelson festival (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.17

Hemel, Deborah
County champs (SCS's Raiders, the girls' fourth grade A soccer team) (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.22

HENDERSON, SHERRY
STEP, with two students, is having a wow of a year (photo) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.9

HENLE, GUY
Guy Henle (dies), May 15, 1992, p.20

HENRY, BARBARA
Things that go crash in the night (big tree crashes down in River Road back yard) (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.5

HENRY, BRIDGET

HENRY, BRIDGET (AU)
A small generation gap on recycling (ltr), Sep 4, 1992, p.6

HENRY, LEON JR
Leon Henry Jr (finalist in the entrepreneur of the year awards program sponsored by Inc. magazine), Jun 12, 1992, p.9

HENRY, LOUIS
Things that go crash in the night (big tree crashes down in River Road back yard) (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.5

HERING, SUSAN
Plans for Japanese festival shaping up (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.3

HERMAN, LAUREN
Toon Town Fair at Heathcote (photo), May 1, 1992, p.9

HEROLD, J. RADLEY
Gov. names Herold for state Supreme Court judgeship (photo), Jul 10, 1992, p.3

HERSH, RICHARD E
Scarsdalian goes down to the sea for artifacts (photo), Aug 21, 1992, p.10

HERSINI, MINOO
Rx for beating the winter blues: Get spring to start indoors (photo), Jan 17, 1992, p.5
Local florist designs for royal family, Nov 13, 1992, p.9

HERSON, BARBARA

HERSON, BEN

HERSTEIN, ROSALIND
Late postal service deliveries to end-of-route homes 'unfair,' group says (photo), Dec 31, 1992, p.1

HERWIT, JUDY AND JACK (AU)
Teacher will be missed (ltr), May 1, 1992, p.6

HERZ, JOHN H (AU)
Lowey's 'no' vote to Gulf War was all right (response to a letter from 4/10/92) (ltr), Apr 17, 1992, p.7
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HEWES, HAVELock (AU)
The Scarsdale Run great-spirited fun (Stanley Newhouse 15K run), Mar 27, 1992, p.17

HEWITT, SALLY
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4

HEYER, WILLIAM
A Passover mitzvot (Nursery school children shop for traditional Passover food) (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.1

HIBSCHMAN, RICHARD (DR)
Members hear budget realities, Jan 31, 1992, p.9
Schools receive first fruits of local sales tax increase, Feb 14, 1992, p.9
Schools weigh salary impacts, Feb 28, 1992, p.1
Parents provide international input (at workshops on different nations of the world) (photo), Feb 28, 1992, p.9
League of (Women) V(oters) to B(oard) O(f) E(ducation): Cut spending (hold teachers salaries), Mar 13, 1992, p.1
More money, fewer mandates (Advisory Legislative) Committee tells (federal and state) legislators, Mar 13, 1992, p.1
The many elements of school budget-making, Mar 13, 1992, p.9
New state budget brings some good news for local schools, Apr 3, 1992, p.1
State aid increase restore teachers, programs (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.1
School programs restored (cont), Apr 24, 1992, p.12
New central garage is a model of efficiency and cleanliness (photo), May 1, 1992, p.3
Principal retires from Fox Meadow, May 22, 1992, p.1
Teachers contract ratified, Jun 26, 1992, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30
Key posts filled by Scarsdale educators (photo), Jul 3, 1992, p.9
Scholarship fund is growing (photo), Jul 17, 1992, p.9
School renovations cost more than expected, Sep 18, 1992, p.1
Further study of school windows is essential (ltr), Sep 18, 1992, p.6
New windows safe, superintendent says, Sep 25, 1992, p.1
Search narrows to five for Fox Meadow principal, Nov 6, 1992, p.9
Known and unknown factors complicate budget forecast, Nov 13, 1992, p.11
(Town and) Village C(livic) C(lub) given video tour of work at schools (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.3
Insights shared at education seminar, Dec 11, 1992, p.1
Traffic advisory (for Brewster Road entrance to SHS which is lined with cars days and nights), Dec 11, 1992, p.1
Committee to put 'Scarsdale twist' on school compact, Dec 24, 1992, p.1
SHS may end computer course requirement, Dec 24, 1992, p.9
Japan festival (cutting the cake at a holiday party preparatory to the SCS Japan Festival) (photo), Dec 31, 1992, p.3

HIBSCHMAN, RICHARD (DR) (AU)
An educational program that makes its mark here and elsewhere (photo) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.1
Hibschman: Students, programs key (cont) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.8

HICKERSON, J MELANCTHON
J Melanchthon Hickerson (dies), Jul 17, 1992, p.14

HICKEY, ADRIENNE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of The Scarsdale Public Library, Sep 18, 1992, p.32

HINCKLEY, ELISE
SHS field hockey falters in finals (photo), Nov 13, 1992, p.24
Fall athletes feted at Maroon & White dinner (photo), Dec 4, 1992, p.25
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

HINCKLEY, ELISE (AU)
Praise for Steger from Safe Rides (board) (ltr), Nov 6, 1992, p.6
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HINCKLEY, ROBERT H
Now that's a fine park! (Harwood Park) (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.8

HINCKLEY, WILLIAM (AU)
Park returned to 'original splendor' (ltr), Jun 26, 1992, p.7

HINE, PENNY
New in the schools (new staff members welcomed at a two-day orientation workshop) (photo), Sep 25, 1992, p.10

HINMAN, BARBARA

HIRSCH, ALI
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

HIRSCH, ALISON
Honing sketching skills (at recent Scarsdale Historical Society exhibit) (photo), Mar 27, 1992, p.3

HIRSHBERG, ELIOT P
Eliot P Hirshberg (dies), Feb 21, 1992, p.12

HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMITTEE-SCS
Board, council appointees sought (includes detailed descriptions of appointed boards and councils), Jan 3, 1992, p.2
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4

HISTORY
The Victorians - perhaps like us? (edit), May 29, 1992, p.7

HOBART VICTORY (SHIP)
Scarsdalian goes down to the sea for artifacts (photo), Aug 21, 1992, p.10

HOBBS, EMILY
Emily Hobbs, former acting mayor, is dead (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.18

HOCHEBERG, AUDREY
Hochberg to make Assembly bid; local man eyes race, too (photo), May 8, 1992, p.1
Hochberg running for Assembly (cont), May 8, 1992, p.24
The Bank of New York Salutes Hoedown '92; The SCS Family Counseling Service Spring Benefit (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.28
GOP runs in 88th (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.1
Abortion decision; Reactions here, pro and (mostly) con, Jul 3, 1992, p.1
Town (of SCS) files suit against new districts, Jul 24, 1992, p.1
Blanco, Hochberg vie for Assembly seat (photo), Oct 23, 1992, p.3
Inquirer endorsements; For Assembly: Hochberg (edit), Oct 23, 1992, p.6
Wants Hochberg in state Assembly (ltr), Oct 23, 1992, p.6
Speaks highly of local candidates (ltr), Oct 23, 1992, p.6
Blanco, Hochberg (cont), Oct 23, 1992, p.14
With days left in campaign, state candidates debate, Oct 30, 1992, p.1
A Election Day guide to local candidates, Oct 30, 1992, p.4
'For good government' (ltr), Oct 30, 1992, p.6
Send Hochberg to Albany (ltr), Oct 30, 1992, p.6
Hochberg victorious: Scarsdale legislator elected to Assembly (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.1
Hochberg's successor?, Nov 13, 1992, p.1
Politicians scrambling to fill Hochberg vacancy on board, Dec 18, 1992, p.1
Hochberg moves on, Dec 24, 1992, p.1

HOCHEBERG, AUDREY (AU)
County Board: Year of action and transition (photo) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.6
Cooney called uniquely qualified (ltr), Oct 30, 1992, p.6
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HOCHBERG, HERBERT
The Bank of New York Salutes Hoedown '92; The SCS Family Counseling Service Spring Benefit (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.28

HOCHMAN, HAROLD M
Harold M Hochman (recipient of William E Simon professorship in political economy at Lafayette Coll), Oct 9, 1992, p.4

HOCKEY
SHS field hockey falters in finals (photo), Nov 13, 1992, p.24

HODGEMAN, JULIAN
Homes in the dark after the storm (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.13

HODGEMAN, STEVEN
Homes in the dark after the storm (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.13

HOEY, KATE
Hangin’ out at the high school (photo), Sep 11, 1992, p.10

HOFHEIMER, GERTRUDE
Come celebrate (Gertrude Hofheimer at the SCS Bowl dinner), Feb 28, 1992, p.6

HOFFMAN, BETTY K
Betty K Hoffman (dies), Sep 18, 1992, p.20

HOFFMAN, BURTON PAUL (DR)
Late postal service deliveries to end-of-route homes ‘unfair,’ group says (photo), Dec 31, 1992, p.1

HOFFMAN, CHARLES
Poles and Jews: A lesson in prejudice learned from two sources (edit), Sep 11, 1992, p.7

HOFFMAN, JEFFREY (DR)
Aloft again (first attempt at a tethered space flight abandoned), Aug 7, 1992, p.1

Native son in space: Learning and observing with a sense of awe (photo), Aug 21, 1992, p.1

Astronaut: You can see the effects of humans (cont), Aug 21, 1992, p.12

‘Follow your dreams,’ astronaut tells kids (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.10

HOFHEIMER, JOSEPH

HOFHEIMER, NATALIE

Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4

HOGAN, KRISTEN
SHS field hockey falters in finals (photo), Nov 13, 1992, p.24

Fall athletes feted at Maroon & White dinner (photo), Dec 4, 1992, p.25
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HOGAN, KRISTEN continued
   The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

HOLIDAYS
   Mixed Blessing holiday cards play both sides of the street (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.15
   People should say 'Happy holidays' (ltr), Dec 24, 1992, p.6

HOLLROCK, WILLIAM
   The Bank of New York Salutes SHS 75th Anniversary Celebration (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.34

HOLMES, DOLLY J
   Dolly J Holmes (dies), Jan 10, 1992, p.12

HOLOCAUST, JEWISH (1939-1945)
   Invitation to Holocaust garden dedication (ltr), Aug 21, 1992, p.6
   Remembering the 6 million (Holocaust memorial plaque by SCS artist dedicated in Vermont) (photo), Sep 4, 1992, p.16
   Memorial park to open (Garden of Remembrance), Oct 2, 1992, p.2

HOLTER, PATRA
   Students featured in music and art reports by school coordinators (photo), Feb 7, 1992, p.9

HOLTZMAN, ELIZABETH
   Primary nears; Democrats to choose Assembly, Senate candidates, Sep 11, 1992, p.1

HOLVIG, KENNETH
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

HOMELESS
   New York Jets play for charity, Mar 27, 1992, p.17
   Providing a home for the homeless, May 29, 1992, p.1

HOPKINS, LEE BENNETT
   Poetry takes the spotlight (Lee Bennett Hopkins visits Quaker Ridge School) (photo), May 1, 1992, p.9

HORAN, HUBERT
   Scholarship aid for H(off)-B(arthelson) (from the SCS Rotary Club) (photo), May 1, 1992, p.9

HORIMUKAI, MAYUKO
   Students taste Japan at N.J. shopping plaza (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.8

HOROWITZ, ANDY
   New C(hamber of) C(ommerce) officers (photo), Feb 21, 1992, p.2

HOROWITZ, SUSAN
   Smiles mark beginning of school (photo), Sep 11, 1992, p.9

HOROWITZ, WILLIAM (DR)
   Dr William Horowitz (dies), Jul 10, 1992, p.12

HOSPITALS
   White Plains Hospital Center Auxiliary: goals always in sight (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.5
   Cindy Frenchman (named volunteer representative at White Plains Hospital Center), May 29, 1992, p.9
   Judy Macy (and) Peter Dybing (honored by United Hospital Medical Center of Port Chester), Jun 12, 1992, p.9

HOSPITALS-FUND RAISING
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.30

HOUSE, EMMA
   Prize winning posters (photo), Nov 13, 1992, p.12

HOUSEKNECHT, SCOTT
   E(nglish as a) S(cond) L(anguage) graduates celebrate their success (photo), Jan 17, 1992, p.9
   Edgewood students pitch in (by adding their donations to the Thanksgiving food collection) (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.10

HOUSING
   Not enthusiastic about topic of low cost housing (ltr), Feb 7, 1992, p.6
   Greenes explains 'strange' silence (response to statement by E Falkenberg in Inquirer 2/14/92) (ltr), Feb 28, 1992, p.6
HOUSING continued

"Jump-start" us out of depression by building new homes, expert advises (edit) (photo), Feb 28, 1992, p.7
Affordable housing needed in county? Try building rental units (edit), Mar 6, 1992, p.6
Affordable housing: Scarsdale's role remains unclear, Apr 24, 1992, p.1
Affordable housing needs assessed (cont), Apr 24, 1992, p.18
'Fair share' of affordable homes (ltr), May 1, 1992, p.6
Freightway lot posed as possible housing site, May 1, 1992, p.8
Affordable housing (Freightway lot posed as possible housing site) (cont), May 1, 1992, p.12
'Affordable housing' just a disguise (ltr), May 15, 1992, p.6
The problem is human, not property values (ltr), May 22, 1992, p.6
Will those who favor discussion win this time? (edit), May 22, 1992, p.6
Experts offer plan for senior housing, Jun 5, 1992, p.5
Clarification on destruction of nonconformities in housing (ltr), Jun 5, 1992, p.6
Regulations on accessory housing should stay tight (ltr), Jun 12, 1992, p.6
Proposed housing law meets support, Jun 26, 1992, p.1
Affordable housing law discussed (cont), Jun 26, 1992, p.23
The more things change, the more they stay the same (edit), Jul 10, 1992, p.6
Townhouse developer: If 3 people buy, I'll build (photo), Oct 2, 1992, p.1
Housing Committee: Elderly need village help, Oct 16, 1992, p.1
On to the next task (for the Ad Hoc Committee on Affordable Housing in SCS) (edit), Oct 16, 1992, p.6
Multi-vs. single-family housing: a conflict with roots (illus), Dec 18, 1992, p.15
SEE ALSO COMMITTEE ON AFFORDABLE HOUSING-SCS

HOWARD, LEONARD

HOWARTH, TONY (AU)
Of Good Friday, Easter and Passover (edit), Apr 17, 1992, p.7

HOWEY, KATIE
Holiday spirit (photo), Dec 24, 1992, p.9

HUBERT, DICK (AU)
Open meetings to cable coverage (ltr), Feb 7, 1992, p.6
Public cable TV forum urged for E'mont schools (ltr), Mar 27, 1992, p.7

HUDGINS, CHRIS
'West Side Story' to rumble S(CS) H(igh) S(chool boards (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.17
The Bank of New York Salutes SHS 75th Anniversary Celebration (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.34

HUDGINS, ELIZABETH
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

HUNGER
To help the hungry (holiday food drive sponsored by Westchester Library System) (edit), Nov 20, 1992, p.6

HUNNEWELL, ANGELA
Catholic Youth Organization state victors (IHM fourth grade basketball team) (photo), May 22, 1992, p.23

HUNT, ARDIS O (AU)
Minor incident, but major Fire Dept. help (ltr), Mar 20, 1992, p.6

HUNT, TAMIS
A shot at the Olympics (photo), Jan 24, 1992, p.20

HUNTER, ROBERTO
14 join Bowl Committee, Oct 2, 1992, p.8

HURWITZ, AARON
Six survive Venezuelan shipwreck (photo), Jan 17, 1992, p.1
SHS junior protests locker placement (ltr), Oct 2, 1992, p.6
Locker problem: Are things really that bad? (response to letter by Aaron Hurwitz from 10/2/92) (ltr), Oct 9, 1992, p.6
INDEX TO THE SCARRSDALE INQUIRER

HURWITZ, AMY
Fall athletes feted at Maroon & White dinner (photo), Dec 4, 1992, p.25
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32
Scholarship fund-drive underway (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.10

HURWITZ, RAOUl
Six survive Venezuelan shipwreck (photo), Jan 17, 1992, p.1

HUTTAR, ETHEl
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

HWANG, MARY
Happy New Year! (Welcoming the Year of the Monkey at the EMT High School Lunar Festival) (photo), Feb 7, 1992, p.1

HWANG, RICHARD
Award-winning orchestra (SCS Elementary All-District Orchestra), Jul 17, 1992, p.9

HYATT, DAVID (DR)
Dr David Hyatt (dies), Sep 25, 1992, p.20

HYNSON, LELIA H
Leila H Hynson (dies), Jul 24, 1992, p.10

IACHETTA, MICHAEL (AU)
Remembering the best Antiques: Abe, Nick and Stan - with love (edit), Mar 13, 1992, p.7

ICHIJI, MAKI
Students featured in music and art reports by school coordinators (photo), Feb 7, 1992, p.9

IDLING
SEE AUTOMOBILE PARKING-LAWS AND REGULATIONS

IKEDA, TOSHi
Dash for the finish (league championship in track) (photo), May 15, 1992, p.1

ILFILL, GLENDA
Musical thanks (by the P.S. 26 Bronx glee club for assistance) (photo), Mar 6, 1992, p.9

INAMDAR, RAJ
Hangin' out at the high school (photo), Sep 11, 1992, p.10

INDUSTRIAL SAFETY
Scaffold ruled unsafe (at 26 East Parkway, downtown SCS), Nov 20, 1992, p.1

INELLO, CATHY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

INFLUENZA
Flu's here - early, mean and tenacious, Jan 10, 1992, p.3

INGERMAN, ARLENE
On the tube, a growing Channel 35 (photo), Nov 13, 1992, p.1

INGRAM, ERIC
New in the schools (new staff members welcomed at a two-day orientation workshop) (photo), Sep 25, 1992, p.10

INGRISSELL, ELIZABETH
Despite weather, a fabulous 4th (photo), Jul 10, 1992, p.5

INNES, EILEEN

INUOE, LINDA
Delighted with the donation (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.12

INSURANCE
Gil Fishman (named partner of Versatile Insurance Programs Corp.) (photo), May 8, 1992, p.8
Edwin Nadel (awarded a community service award by the New England), May 22, 1992, p.4
Vivian R Menna (elected senior vice president of Johnson & Higgins of New York), Dec 18, 1992, p.4
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INSURANCE, LIFE
   Half-truths about whole life insurance (ltr), Mar 27, 1992, p.6

INTERIOR DECORATION
   Home (Suppl), Apr 24, 1992, p.0

INTERIOR DECORATORS
   Joyce T Greene (named member of the Foundation for Westchester Community College) (photo), Apr 17, 1992, p.8
   Linda Blair (elected president of NY Metro Chapter of American Society of Interior Designers)(photo), Oct 2, 1992, p.8

INVESTMENT ADVISORS
   Victor Shedlin (promoted to senior vice president for investments at Smith Barney) (photo), May 29, 1992, p.9

IRVINE, MAMIE M
   Mamie M Irvine (dies), Jan 10, 1992, p.12

IRWIN, DAVID

IRWIN, JACQUELINE
   Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4

ISAAC, SYONYA
   Debaters shine in first tourney (photo), Oct 16, 1992, p.10

ISAACS, WALTER
   Kissinger biographer gives Friends of Library lecture to full house, Nov 13, 1992, p.3

ISAAC, ROBERT
   Robert Isaak (recipient of recognition award for scholarly achievement from Pace University), Jun 12, 1992, p.9
   Robert Isaak (given award by Middle Atlantic Assn of Colleges of Business Administration) (photo), Oct 16, 1992, p.4

ISHASHI, MEMI
   E(nglish as a) S(econd) L(anguage) graduates celebrate their success (photo), Jan 17, 1992, p.9

ISLAM
   Let's start understanding Islam (edit), Jan 3, 1992, p.7

ITO, MICHIKO
   Nagasaki bombing marked with vigil, prayers; Japanese take part in annual vigil this year (photo), Aug 14, 1992, p.1

IWASAKI, YOSHI
   Young samurai (samurai helmets modeled by first graders at school’s Japanese Children’s Day) (photo), May 15, 1992, p.11

JACKSON, ROGENE C
   Rogene C Jackson (dies), Jan 24, 1992, p.18

JACOB, BARBARA S
   John E Jacob (and) Barbara S Jacob (named family of the year), Apr 24, 1992, p.8

JACOB, GEORGE
   Sound, fury and safety (edit), Jan 17, 1992, p.6
   More blossoms for the downtown (pear tree planted between East Parkway and Crane Road) (photo), May 1, 1992, p.1
   New central garage is a model of efficiency and cleanliness (photo), May 1, 1992, p.3
   Village may act to bar non-local yard waste, May 1, 1992, p.4
   Jacob retires as public works director after eight years, Nov 13, 1992, p.3

JACOB, JOHN E
   John E Jacob (and) Barbara S Jacob (named family of the year), Apr 24, 1992, p.8

JACOB, JOHN E (AU)
   "Jump-start" us out of depression by building new homes, expert advises (edit) (photo), Feb 28, 1992, p.7
   Let's stop the Japanese and minority-bashing (edit), Apr 3, 1992, p.7
   King case a travesty of justice; 'not guilty' verdict a miscarriage (edit), Apr 24, 1992, p.7
   'Free trade' is now the law - but where do the jobs go? (edit), Dec 31, 1992, p.7
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JACOBS, MARJORIE
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4
Money for college; SHS deans tell how, Nov 27, 1992, p.1

JACOBS, PHILLIP E (AU)
Lowey flunked test in voting against Gulf War (ltr), Apr 10, 1992, p.6

JACOBS, RICHARD
At temple ever-stronger focus on spirituality and social values (photo) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.17

JACOBSON, NORMAN
Norman Jacobson (named president of Mitchell Real Estate Services Inc in Manhattan), Oct 16, 1992, p.4

JACOBSON, NORMAN (AU)
It was a real-life nightmare. Could it happen here...? (edit), Aug 28, 1992, p.7

JACOBSON, SANDRA W
Sandra W Jacobson (will chair the new family law committee of the UJA-Federation's lawyers' div.), Apr 17, 1992, p.8
Sandra W Jacobson (will chair judiciary committee of Woman's Bar Association of the State of NY), Jul 31, 1992, p.4

JAFFE, ALAN S
Alan S Jaffe (elected president of the United Jewish Appeal-Federation of New York), Jun 19, 1992, p.8

JAFFE, ALISON
Fall athletes feted at Maroon & White dinner (photo), Dec 4, 1992, p.25
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as it Celebrates its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

JAFFE, BARBARA
Committee picks 3 for School Board (photo), Mar 20, 1992, p.1
School budget passes despite large 'no' vote, May 22, 1992, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30
School Board reorganizes (photo), Jul 3, 1992, p.1
School Board reorganizes (cont), Jul 3, 1992, p.9
(Town and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) given video tour of work at schools (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.3

JAFFE, ERIC
12 elected to committee: amendments pass, Nov 20, 1992, p.1

JAFFE, LIZ
The Bank of New York Salutes SHS 75th Anniversary Celebration (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.34

JALAL, AAMNA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Middle School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.30

JALAL, FATIMA
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as it Celebrates its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

JAMESON, BRYAN
Cherubim and seraphim (waiting in the wings for Immaculate Heart of Mary Christmas pageant) (photo), Dec 24, 1992, p.1

JANIAK, ANNE
Board, council appointees sought (includes detailed descriptions of appointed boards and councils), Jan 3, 1992, p.2
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4
Hoops spark discussion over noise, May 22, 1992, p.3
Retirement bonus, Sep 11, 1992, p.1
Japan festival (cutting the cake at a holiday party preparatory to the SCS Japan Festival) (photo), Dec 31, 1992, p.3

JANIS, GREG
Season opener (for Raiders) (photo), Sep 18, 1992, p.1

JAPAN FESTIVAL
Plans for Japanese festival shaping up (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.3
Japan festival (cutting the cake at a holiday party preparatory to the SCS Japan Festival) (photo), Dec 31, 1992, p.3
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JAPANESE-US
Should Scarsdale apologize for bombing Japan?, Jan 31, 1992, p.1
Village employees reach out to Japanese, Feb 14, 1992, p.1
Remembering Pearl Harbor - and Hiroshima (ltr), Feb 14, 1992, p.6
Village employees learning Japanese (cont), Feb 14, 1992, p.14
Apology inappropriate (for Hiroshima) (ltr), Feb 21, 1992, p.7
Scarsdale stars on Nippon TV (5-minute news report taped 2/27/92), Mar 13, 1992, p.1
If you remember history, you won't favor an apology (for World War II atrocities) (ltr), Mar 13, 1992, p.6
Let's stop the Japanese and minority-bashing (edit), Apr 3, 1992, p.7
First Japanese picked for village council: role to help interpret cultures, Apr 10, 1992, p.1
Japanese intern (at SCS Village Hall), Apr 10, 1992, p.1
Japanese national appointed to board (cont), Apr 10, 1992, p.4
Study Japan and learn (ltr), Apr 17, 1992, p.6
Nagasaki bombing marked with vigil, prayers; Japanese take part in annual vigil this year (photo), Aug 14, 1992, p.1
Peace vigil is joint campaign (cont) (photo), Aug 14, 1992, p.10
Candid conversations about the bomb: Should America apologize? (edit), Aug 14, 1992, p.7

JELLINEK, GEORGE
Adult School includes course for men only (photo), Sep 4, 1992, p.2

JENSEN, GRADY
Hofheimer feted with humor and affection at Bowl dinner (photo), Mar 20, 1992, p.4

JENSEN, GRADY E
'Fair share' of affordable homes (ltr), May 1, 1992, p.6

JENSEN, GRADY E
Scarsdalian goes down to the sea for artifacts (photo), Aug 21, 1992, p.10

JEWELL, RUSSELL CRANE
Russell C(rane) Jewell (dies), Aug 14, 1992, p.10

JOB SAFETY
SEE INDUSTRIAL SAFETY

JOEL, MARTIN JR
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4

JOHNSON, BOINE T (AU)
Writer: 'your bias'; Editor: regrettable careless error (ltr), Jun 12, 1992, p.6

JOHNSON, CAROL G (AU)
Departure of MacLennan a big loss to community (ltr), Dec 11, 1992, p.6

JOHNSON, CINDY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.30

JOHNSON, GENEVIEVE

JOHNSON, GWEN
Teachers' ideas earn foundation mini-grants (from the Reader's Digest Foundation), Feb 7, 1992, p.10
Celebrating many cultures (at the annual International Fair at Scarsdale High School) (photo), Mar 27, 1992, p.9

JOHNSON, HEATHER
Catholic Youth Organization state victors (IHM fourth grade basketball team) (photo), May 22, 1992, p.23

JOHNSON, JEANNETTE
Discovery is key at Quaker Ridge (kindergarten) (photo), Sep 18, 1992, p.9

JOHNSON, PEGGY
New PT Council officers (photo), May 29, 1992, p.8
PTA presidents salute McCann (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.10
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JOHNSON, PEGGY continued
Committee to put 'Scarsdale twist' on school compact, Dec 24, 1992, p.1

JOHNSON, WILLIAM A (DR) (AU)
Departure of MacLennan a big loss to community (ltr), Dec 11, 1992, p.6

JONES, ALEXANDRA
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as it Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

JONES, KEVIN
A change of pace (The Treadway and O'Kane families welcome Fresh Air Fund children to SCS) (photo), Jul 17, 1992, p.3

JOSEPH, BERNARD
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30
Popham House counselor resigns, Nov 27, 1992, p.9

JOSPITRE, JERRY
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

JUDGE, BARBARA
Open your door and let some Fresh Air in (edit), Jul 3, 1992, p.6

JUDGES
Knaplund volunteers to speed justice (in Dobbs Ferry), Mar 13, 1992, p.5
Judge rebuked for dismissing parking tickets (ltr), May 15, 1992, p.6
Ruderman in race, Jun 5, 1992, p.1
Gov. names Herold for state Supreme Court judgeship (photo), Jul 10, 1992, p.3
Court decisions in village, county, Jul 10, 1992, p.3
For Family Court: Ruderman, Cooney (photo), Oct 23, 1992, p.5
Change the process (the way judges are selected) (edit), Oct 23, 1992, p.6
Crossing the line for Ruderman (edit), Oct 23, 1992, p.7
A(n) Election Day guide to local candidates, Oct 30, 1992, p.5
Kids are favorites in Knaplund's court, Nov 27, 1992, p.5

JUDY, MEREDITH
Bonding through softball (at trip to Camp Jewel, Colebrook, CT) (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.9

JUETTNER, DIANA
Compromise candidate picked for Town Board (Diana Juettner), Jan 10, 1992, p.1
Inquirer endorsements; For Greenburgh Town Board: Diana Juettner (edit), Oct 30, 1992, p.6

JULY 4TH
Fourth of July (SCS celebrations and notices), Jun 26, 1992, p.1
Martial music to trumpet; Fourth of July patriotism (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.17
Games, music, fireworks to mark Fourth of July, Jun 26, 1992, p.17
Music on the July 4 menu (cont), Jun 26, 1992, p.19
Village to mark Fourth with games, fireworks, Jul 3, 1992, p.2
Fourth was fine at the pool, Jul 10, 1992, p.1
Proud to be an American (photo from traditional parade), Jul 10, 1992, p.1
Despite weather, a fabulous 4th (photo), Jul 10, 1992, p.5

JUNIOR LEAGUE OF CENTRAL WESTCHESTER
JLCW: Training volunteers to improve the community (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.4

JUSTER, KENNETH I
Kenneth I Juster (appointed acting counselor of the Department of State) (photo), Sep 25, 1992, p.4

KADANOFF, ALLISON
And it's all in pennies ($1,562.56 collected by Fox Meadow school for Somalian relief effort) (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.9
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KADANOFF, PAULA
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

KADINOFF, CAROL
PTA presidents salute McCann (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.10

KAEGAN, BARRY
Native American ways taught at Weinberg Nature Center (photo), Nov 13, 1992, p.1

KAGLE, RALPH
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of The Scarsdale Public Library, Sep 18, 1992, p.32

KAHAN, YAIR
Bonding through softball (at trip to Camp Jewel, Colebrook, CT) (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.9

KAISER, CHARLOTTE
Village volunteer ambulance corps welcomes a junior section (photo), May 22, 1992, p.1
Junior Ambulance Corps in service (cont) (photo), May 22, 1992, p.14
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

KALMANSON, EMILY
Solidarity reigned at pro-choice march in Washington D.C. (edit) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.7

KALOTSCHE, ANN-MARIE
Christmas Throughout the House (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.19

KANG, JENNIFER
Happy New Year! (Welcoming the Year of the Monkey at the EMT High School Lunar Festival) (photo), Feb 7, 1992, p.1

KANTOR, BRIAN
Fall athletes feted at Maroon & White dinner (photo), Dec 4, 1992, p.25

KARAN, ROGER
Ecology study and recycling action raise student awareness (in SCS schools) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.11

KARATE
Karate in their hearts (students from East Asian Martial Arts Center, American Legion Hall, SCS), Aug 21, 1992, p.22

KARTOTICH, LIZA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of The Scarsdale Public Library, Sep 18, 1992, p.32

KARP, ERIC
Eric Karp (elected to board of directors of Westchester Jewish Community Services), Oct 2, 1992, p.8

KARP, ROBERTA
Roberta Karp (appointed branch manager of Larchmont Manufacturers Hanover Trust), Oct 2, 1992, p.8

KASUNO, KURI
Scholarship fund-drive underway (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.10

KATHIRITHAMBY, NIMINDRAN
Award-winning orchestra (SCS Elementary All-District Orchestra), Jul 17, 1992, p.9

KATHIRITHAMBY, RAVI
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

KATO, AKIKO
Students featured in music and art reports by school coordinators (photo), Feb 7, 1992, p.9

KATO, MAE
Edgewood students pitch in (by adding their donations to the Thanksgiving food collection) (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.10

KATO, MAI
Prize winning posters (photo), Nov 13, 1992, p.12

KATZ, ABIGAIL
Fall in love with a musical (production of Oklahoma) (photo), Jul 31, 1992, p.1
Oh, what a beautiful ‘Oklahoma! we see (at Heathcote School) (photo), Aug 14, 1992, p.11
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KATZ, ASCHER
Katz not a racist (response to article in Inquirer 10/16/92) (ltr), Nov 6, 1992, p.6

KATZ, DANNY
Students featured in music and art reports by school coordinators (photo), Feb 7, 1992, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

KATZ, KUNIKO
Peace vigil is joint campaign (cont) (photo), Aug 14, 1992, p.10
Nagasaki bombing marked with vigil, prayers; Japanese take part in annual vigil this year (photo), Aug 14, 1992, p.1
Remembering Pearl Harbor - and Hiroshima (ltr), Feb 14, 1992, p.6
Award to McCann cause for cheers (letter of appreciation from the Japanese Foreign Minister) (ltr), Jul 3, 1992, p.6

KATZBERG, LAUREN
Smiles mark beginning of school (photo), Sep 11, 1992, p.9

KATZBERG, TODD
Debaters shine in first tourney (photo), Oct 16, 1992, p.10

KAUFMAN, ALICE
More blossoms for the downtown (pear tree planted between East Parkway and Crane Road) (photo), May 1, 1992, p.1

KAUFMAN, BRIAN
Theatrical wizardry (production of "Wizard of Oz") (photo), Apr 3, 1992, p.9

KAUFMAN, JULIE
Fall athletes feted at Maroon & White dinner (photo), Dec 4, 1992, p.25

KAUFMAN, KRISTINA

KAWASHIMA, YOSHYUKI

KAY, BECKY

KAY, BONNIE
Thieves wreck five shops this week in village's downtown (photo), Feb 14, 1992, p.3

KEANE, JENNY
Keane takes second in county swimming association championships (photo), Aug 14, 1992, p.13
Fall athletes feted at Maroon & White dinner (photo), Dec 4, 1992, p.25
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

KEATING, JOHN
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company No. 1 - 99 years of service, Dec 24, 1992, p.20

KEATING, MICHAEL
Tornado cuts through Edgemont, Scarsdale (photo), Sep 11, 1992, p.1

KEATING, MIKE
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company No. 1 - 99 years of service, Dec 24, 1992, p.20

KEATING, PAT (AU)
'Gallant' firefighters (ltr), Aug 28, 1992, p.6

KEATING, PETE
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company No. 1 - 99 years of service, Dec 24, 1992, p.20

KEAVENEY, MARGARET
Catholic Youth Organization state victors (IHM fourth grade basketball team) (photo), May 22, 1992, p.23

KEEGAN, BARRY
Teen program to explore Native American lifestyles (photo), Sep 25, 1992, p.4

KELLER, IRENE
Don't dump (members of high school Paper Savers Club paint Brewster Road storm drain) (photo), May 8, 1992, p.1
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KELLER, SHANNON
Catholic Youth Organization state victors (IHM fourth grade basketball team) (photo), May 22, 1992, p.23
KEMP, GIL
KEMPSELL, GEORGE F
May His (Rev Robert MacLennan's) good work continue (edit), Nov 13, 1992, p.7
KENNEDY, KEITH F
Keith F Kennedy (dies), May 29, 1992, p.14
KERIN, JIM
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company No. 1 - 99 years of service, Dec 24, 1992, p.20
KERIN, ROY
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company No. 1 - 99 years of service, Dec 24, 1992, p.20
KERN, DAVID
Generations mingle at community forum, Dec 11, 1992, p.1
KERN, DAVID (AU)
Keeping focus on youth helps them (edit), Nov 13, 1992, p.7
KERNBERG, OTTO F (DR)
Dr Otto F Kernberg (inducted into the Johns Hopkins University Society of Scholars) (photo), Aug 21, 1992, p.14
KERSON, LEONARD
Library opens with new technology, Oct 30, 1992, p.9
KESLOW, MARK
The sky's the limit for Scarsdale-based band (Sky Blues) (photo), Aug 14, 1992, p.11
KHIMM, CHRISTINA
Hoff-Barthelson Music School to host two faculty concerts, Mar 13, 1992, p.18
KIDDER, CATHERINE
Catherine Kidder (dies), Jul 3, 1992, p.10
KIDS BASE
Quality care that is growing and glowing (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.9
Please help (the annual KIDS BASE fundraising drive) (photo), Mar 13, 1992, p.13
Birthday party (marking 10th anniversary of Kids BASE), Oct 23, 1992, p.1
Kids BASE marks 10th (anniversary), Nov 6, 1992, p.1
Happy birthday (edit), Nov 6, 1992, p.6
Kids BASE celebrates 10 years of success (cont), Nov 6, 1992, p.10
Holiday spirit (photo), Dec 24, 1992, p.9
KIM, ELLIE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30
KIM, JANE
Award-winning orchestra (SCS Elementary All-District Orchestra), Jul 17, 1992, p.9
KIM, JASON
Two-car collision (on Underhill Road near Clayton) (photo), Feb 28, 1992, p.5
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32
KIM, MAUREEN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30
KIM, SARALI
Students featured in music and art reports by school coordinators (photo), Feb 7, 1992, p.9
KIM, SUNG-HOON
Two-car collision (on Underhill Road near Clayton) (photo), Feb 28, 1992, p.5
KIMBLE, CONSTANCE
Constance Kimble (dies), Mar 13, 1992, p.14
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KING, MARTIN LUTHER JR
Will those who favor discussion win this time? (edit), May 22, 1992, p.6

KISSINGER, HENRY
Kissinger biographer to speak (at SCS Middle School) (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.2
Kissinger biographer gives Friends of Library lecture to full house, Nov 13, 1992, p.3

KITIJIMA, EMI
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as it Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

KLEIN, EASY (AU)
A Conversation with Lee Reich, Sep 18, 1992, p.19

KLEIN, HAROLD S
Judge rebuked for dismissing parking tickets (ltr), May 15, 1992, p.6

KLEIN, JENNIFER
Smiles mark beginning of school (photo), Sep 11, 1992, p.9

KLEIN, MOSHE
New Torah for Temple Israel (cont) (photo), May 22, 1992, p.19

KLEIN, STEPHEN
Synagogue expands (Scarsdale Synagogue-Tremont Temple) (photo), May 15, 1992, p.2

KLEIN, STEPHEN A (AU)
A little thank you goes so far, is so meaningful (edit), Nov 27, 1992, p.7

KLEINMAN, STUART
Scarsdale film course launched Hollywood executive (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.21

KLIGER, JAN
Ecology study and recycling action raise student awareness (in SCS schools) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.11

KLINE, THOMAS J
Off and walking (360 miles) (from Brooklyn to Niagara Falls) (photo), Jul 24, 1992, p.4

KNAPLUND, VIRGINIA
Citizens' Committee nominates five; Jane Nusbaum chosen for trustee (photo), Jan 24, 1992, p.1
Candidates discuss hopes and frustrations (photo), Jan 24, 1992, p.3
Incumbents look ahead (cont), Jan 24, 1992, p.12
Village elections Tuesday (March 17, 1992), Mar 13, 1992, p.1
Knaplund volunteers to speed justice (in Dobbs Ferry), Mar 13, 1992, p.5
Citizens Party candidates elected without opposition, Mar 20, 1992, p.1
Village officials elected (photo), Mar 20, 1992, p.1
Local swastika case is protest, not hate crime, judge says, Jul 3, 1992, p.3
Village Court makes sure all are heard (photo), Oct 2, 1992, p.3
Kids are favorites in Knaplund's court, Nov 27, 1992, p.5

KNOPP, RYAN
Raiders win sectional title (photo), Mar 13, 1992, p.19
Two of the Maroon & White winners (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.21

KOBELT, NORA
Plans for Japanese festival shaping up (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.3

KOELLE, KATARINA
Trophies for language excellence (Iona College Language Competition), Jun 5, 1992, p.10

KOH, JANET
Happy New Year! (Welcoming the Year of the Monkey at the EMT High School Lunar Festival) (photo), Feb 7, 1992, p.1

KOHLER, ARTHUR W JR
Arthur W Kohler Jr (dies), Apr 3, 1992, p.18
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KOKKORIS, NICK
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as it celebrates its SHS athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

KOLBERT, STUART
Furthering the cause (local drive of the UJA Federation raised over $894,000) (photo), Mar 6, 1992, p.3

KOLODIEJCZYK, WALDEMAR
Death investigated (of construction worker Waldemar Kolodziejcyk), Sep 25, 1992, p.1
KOLODIEJCZYK, WALDEMAR
Man dies in fall (repairing a masonry chimney in downtown SCS), Sep 11, 1992, p.1
Scaffold ruled unsafe (at 26 East Parkway, downtown SCS), Nov 20, 1992, p.1

KOMURO, NAO
Fox Meadow (should read Greenacres) reaches out to southern storm victims, Nov 13, 1992, p.11

KOPELOWITZ, HILARY AND WALLY (AU)
Parents extol alternative school (ltr), Feb 14, 1992, p.6

KOPELOWITZ, SASHA
Prom lives up to its billing as an unforgettable evening (photo), Jul 3, 1992, p.9

KORINS, RUSS (AU)
Good example of 'crying need': weather station (ltr), Apr 10, 1992, p.6
Call for support of Nick Gregory (ltr), Dec 18, 1992, p.6

KORNBLUH, EDWARD (DR)
Dr Edward Kornbluh (honored for community service), Apr 24, 1992, p.8

KORNBLUH, TERRY (AU)
Backs Dem's non-endorsement (GBH Democratic Executive Committee's refusal to endorse P. Moran (ltr), Feb 21, 1992, p.6

KORNSTEIN, LESLIE
At Westchester) R(eform) T(emple), a new concept in gift-giving (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.8

KOSTER, DOROTHY
More blossoms for the downtown (pear tree planted between East Parkway and Crane Road) (photo), May 1, 1992, p.1

KOTLER, IRA (AU)
The first concern should be people (regarding access road to Golden Horseshoe shopping center) (ltr), Jul 31, 1992, p.6

KOTTLER, JOEY
Bonding through softball (at trip to Camp Jewel, Colebrook, CT) (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.9

KRAFT, MICHAEL
College boy cited for heroism, Oct 16, 1992, p.3

KRAKOWER, DOUG
The Bank of New York Salutes SHS 75th Anniversary Celebration (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.34

KRAMER, BILLIE AND LEROY
Billie & Leroy Kramer (honored for their support by United Hebrew Geriatric Center in New Rochelle), Nov 13, 1992, p.4

KRAMER, LORE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

KRAMER, MARK L (AU)
A piece of local history lost (National Weather Service station in SCS terminated in 1991) (ltr), Mar 27, 1992, p.6

KRAVITS, RACHEL
It's 9 a.m. Do you know where most Scarsdale kids are? (photo), Jul 24, 1992, p.1

KRESSNER, ARON
Getting into the act (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.1
A good feeling (praise for Aron Kressner who turned in missing wallet) (ltr), Nov 6, 1992, p.6

KRESSNER, SAMMY
Getting into the act (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.1

KRIEGER, HAROLD (DR)
Dr. Harold Krieger (dies), Apr 17, 1992, p.18
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KRIM, NANCY
Georgia teacher thanks Krim, S(CS) H(igh) S(chool) for exchange (ltr), Jul 3, 1992, p.6
KRIPE, PAMELA G (AU)
Hurray for Hillary Clinton (edit), Dec 11, 1992, p.7
KRISANDA, DEBORAH
Parents provide international input (at workshops on different nations of the world) (photo), Feb 28, 1992, p.9
KRISHNAKUMAR, ADITI (AU)
When a map's dot becomes home (edit), Sep 18, 1992, p.7
Of attics and basements, memories and things (contrasts Eastern and Western view of life) (edit), Oct 9, 1992, p.6
Finding 'family' in a new home (edit), Nov 6, 1992, p.7
To clap - or not to clap (edit), Dec 11, 1992, p.7
This New Year I resolve...(edit), Dec 31, 1992, p.7
KRISTOL, TODD
Despite weather, a fabulous 4th (photo), Jul 10, 1992, p.5
Summer help (cont) (photo), Jul 31, 1992, p.5
KROHN, MAX
Students featured in music and art reports by school coordinators (photo), Feb 7, 1992, p.9
KROHN, MAX (AU)
Pledge reminds us of national goals (ltr), Dec 18, 1992, p.6
KRONIG, DAVID
Award-winning orchestra (SCS Elementary All-District Orchestra), Jul 17, 1992, p.9
KRONLEIN, DOROTHY
Local Girl Scouts & scouters win top regional awards (photo), Jul 31, 1992, p.2
KULICK, PEGGY
KUPPER, W P JR
W.P. Kupper Jr (named publisher of Health magazine) (photo), Feb 21, 1992, p.4
KURASHINA, MISAKO
Prize winning posters (photo), Nov 13, 1992, p.12
KUROSAKI, AKIRA
Gala kickoff to launch Hoff-Barthelson festival (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.17
KURTZ, HONEY
Promenade (Hoedown at Crossway Field) (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.3
The Bank of New York Salutes Hoedown '92; The SCS Family Counseling Service Spring Benefit (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.28
KUTNER, EMILY
A summer offensive against recession (students fill in for vacationing staffers) (photo), Jul 31, 1992, p.1
KUTNER, JON
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32
KUTNER, MARJORIE
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4
KWITMAN, ANN
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4
LABICK, KATHY
Local Girl Scouts & scouters win top regional awards (photo), Jul 31, 1992, p.2
LABOR MARKET
How to reduce taxes, layoffs and the workday: one man's proposal (edit), Aug 28, 1992, p.7
Some answers for the trade deficits (edit), Oct 9, 1992, p.7
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>EVENT</th>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>PAGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAIRD, NORMAN</td>
<td>Memorial Day visit (to the grave of Charles Armitage Shaw) (photo)</td>
<td>May 29, 1992, p.14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LALL, MARIGRACE</td>
<td>Contested election for Board of Education expected in E'mont (photo)</td>
<td>Apr 3, 1992, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAMONT, LAUREN</td>
<td>Theatrical wizardry (production of &quot;Wizard of Oz&quot;) (photo)</td>
<td>Apr 3, 1992, p.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LALLI, MARIGRACE</td>
<td>Prize winning posters (photo)</td>
<td>Nov 13, 1992, p.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANDAU, ELAINE</td>
<td>Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted)</td>
<td>Apr 10, 1992, p.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANDAU, EVE</td>
<td>Committee picks 3 for School Board (photo)</td>
<td>Mar 20, 1992, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANDAU, HARVEY</td>
<td>12 elected to committee: amendments pass</td>
<td>Nov 20, 1992, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANDAUER, ELAINE</td>
<td>The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 5, 1992, p.30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANDAUER, ELAINE</td>
<td>School Board reorganizes (photo)</td>
<td>Jul 3, 1992, p.30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANDAUER, ELAINE</td>
<td>The Bank of New York Salutes The Middle School Speech Contest (photo)</td>
<td>Apr 10, 1992, p.30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANDAUER, ELAINE</td>
<td>Debaters shine in first tourney (photo)</td>
<td>Oct 16, 1992, p.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANDAUER, ELAINE</td>
<td>Feeling the pain of Cambodians (ltr)</td>
<td>Dec 24, 1992, p.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANG, JEANNIE</td>
<td>The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 26, 1992, p.30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANG, JEFF</td>
<td>Native American ways taught at Weinberg Nature Center (photo)</td>
<td>Nov 13, 1992, p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANGSAM SOBOL, HARRIET</td>
<td>Born in tragedy, the Scarsdale Foundation strives to spread joy (edit)</td>
<td>Mar 13, 1992, p.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LANGSAM SOBOL, HARRIET</td>
<td>Um, well... Speak the speech trippingly on the tongue (edit)</td>
<td>Aug 21, 1992, p.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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LAPIDUS, HEATHER
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of The Scarsdale Public Library, Sep 18, 1992, p.32

LAPIDUS, MARTIN (AU)
TVCC favors yes vote on school budget (ltr), May 15, 1992, p.6
A would-be critic of Sloan replies to Sloan's critics (ltr), Jul 3, 1992, p.6

LAPIDUS, MERRY
Furthering the cause (local drive of the UJA Federation raised over $894,000) (photo), Mar 6, 1992, p.3
14 join Bowl Committee, Oct 2, 1992, p.8

LAPIDUS, RICKY
Service awards go to student volunteers (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.9

LARKIN, ERIN
Prize winning posters (photo), Nov 13, 1992, p.12

LAROCHE, PIERRE
Pierre Larouche (elected vice chairman of the board of the Exchange Club Child Abuse Prevention Ctr), Feb 21, 1992, p.4

LARSON, GERALD
Teachers' ideas earn foundation mini-grants (from the Reader's Digest Foundation), Feb 7, 1992, p.10
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

LASHER, LAUREN
Prom lives up to its billing as an unforgettable evening (photo), Jul 3, 1992, p.9

LASHER, GORDON
Medical issues, crafts to be discussed at (Scarsdale) A(dult) S(chool) (photo), Oct 2, 1992, p.4

LASER, CAROL
Carol Lasser (appointed associate dean of the College of Arts and Sciences at Oberlin College), Aug 7, 1992, p.2

LAUGHLIN, JOHN S (DR)
Dr John S Laughlin (presented with the highest award by the American College of Medical Physics), Aug 7, 1992, p.2

LAUTEN, ANITA
Endangered junior faculty (at EMT Junior-Senior High School) (ltr), Feb 21, 1992, p.6

LAWRENCE, JOE
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company No. 1 - 99 years of service, Dec 24, 1992, p.20

LAWS, GRACE WILLIAMS MOFFAT
Grace W M Laws (dies), Jan 3, 1992, p.10

LAWSON, GEORGE
S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) grads gather to fete the school (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.3
The Bank of New York Salutes SHS 75th Anniversary Celebration (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.34

LAWSUITS
SEE ACTIONS AND DEFENSES

LAWYERS
Daniel R Schnur (named vice president of Richfood Holdings of Richmond, Va.) (photo), Feb 21, 1992, p.4
Michael J Crames (presented with the 1992 Learned Hand Award by the American Jewish Comm) (photo), Feb 28, 1992, p.4
Richard L. Goldman (elected president of the US branch of the International Fiscal Association), Mar 13, 1992, p.4
Joel H. Sachs (of Plunkett & Jaffe elected to New York State Bar Association posts) (photo), Mar 13, 1992, p.4
Richard G Liskov (named to staff of New York law firm Chadbourne & Parke), Apr 17, 1992, p.8
Howard J Shire (named partner in New York law firm Kenyon & Kenyon), Apr 17, 1992, p.8
Sandra W Jacobson (will chair the new family law committee of the UJA-Federation's lawyers' div.), Apr 17, 1992, p.8
John P Seligman (made partner of New York law firm Davis & Gilbert) (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.8
Steven L Schwarz (invited to teach a course at Yale Law School this fall) (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.8
Sandra W Jacobson (will chair judiciary committee of Woman's Bar Association of the State of NY), Jul 31, 1992, p.4
J Harold Wissen (was voting delegate to 32d congress of the World Zionist Organization in Jerusalem), Aug 21, 1992, p.14
Opening office (law firm of Rosenstock Low & Nichols will open office in White Plains) (photo), Sep 18, 1992, p.15
Mark B Rubin (named president of Bronx County Bar Association) (photo), Oct 2, 1992, p.8
LAWYERS continued
John M Chakan (has joined law firm of Hill, Ullman & Erwin), Oct 9, 1992, p.6
Gerard R Boyce (named partner of Manhattan law firm Brown Raysman & Millstein) (photo), Oct 16, 1992, p.4
John M Chakin (should read Chakan) (has joined SCS law firm of Hill, Ullman & Erwin), Oct 30, 1992, p.4
David Barkan (has won a second tied prize for an essay on the future of software litigation), Nov 27, 1992, p.4

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS-SCS
Changes ahead for the U.N., U.S. ambassador tells League of Women Voters, Jan 31, 1992, p.3
Local LWV, one of the biggest, is also one of the busiest (photo) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.2
Public comment on budgets urged (ltr), Feb 21, 1992, p.6
A new responsibility (high school seniors are assisted with voter registration forms) (photo), Mar 6, 1992, p.1
League of Women Voters to Board of Education: Cut spending (hold teachers salaries), Mar 13, 1992, p.1
Village outlines two capital budgets, a multitude of means, Mar 20, 1992, p.1
US has much to learn of recycling habits, League of Women Voters forum makes clear, May 15, 1992, p.3
Budget backed by League of Women Voters (ltr), May 15, 1992, p.6
League of Women Voters names Ann Simon president (photo), May 22, 1992, p.3
Thanks from League of Women Voters (ltr), May 22, 1992, p.6
Simon (named president of League of Women Voters) (con), May 22, 1992, p.22
National League of Women Voters honors Scarsdale unit, Jun 26, 1992, p.8
Permanent county waste facility urged by League of Women Voters (ltr), Jul 3, 1992, p.6
Why not build new courts? (edit), Jul 31, 1992, p.6
Avoid potential loss of voting rights (ltr), Jul 31, 1992, p.6
League of Women Voters: Registration deadline near for primaries, absentee ballots (photo), Aug 21, 1992, p.2
They need YOU! (League needs financial support) (edit), Sep 25, 1992, p.6
League needs (financial) support (ltr), Sep 25, 1992, p.6
Village, school leaders have money on their minds, Oct 2, 1992, p.5
Messinger hails year of the woman, Oct 9, 1992, p.3
Two (county) chemical clean-up days (are coming up) (ltr), Oct 23, 1992, p.6
Attend debate; raise issues (ltr), Oct 23, 1992, p.6
(Political game Presidential Pursuit brought to SCS schools by League of Women Voters) (photo), Oct 30, 1992, p.9
State Senate, Assembly candidates debate at League of Women Voters forum (cont) (photo), Oct 30, 1992, p.16
With days left in campaign, state candidates debate, Oct 30, 1992, p.1
Women: missionaries of democracy (edit), Nov 13, 1992, p.7
Correcting record on lawsuits (ltr), Dec 31, 1992, p.7

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS-WESTCHESTER
Paulin named head of county League of Women Voters (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.5
County league submits brief in redistrict appeal, Dec 11, 1992, p.1

LEDERER, RICHARD M JR
The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club (photo), May 22, 1992, p.30
What the stolen plaque said (the text of the plaque stolen from Butler Woods) (ltr), Sep 11, 1992, p.6

LEDERER, RICHARD M JR (AU)
The houses that Mayo and Bab-O built, etc. (photo), Jan 10, 1992, p.4
A beautiful oak, but not that old (tree at Scarsdale Women's Club, discussed 5/29/92) (ltr), Jun 5, 1992, p.6

LEE, ALEXANDRA
Holiday spirit (photo), Dec 24, 1992, p.9

LEE, ANDREA (AU)
Sixth graders want counselor to stay (and she will) (ltr), May 1, 1992, p.6
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LEE, CHARLES TODD
More blossoms for the downtown (pear tree planted between East Parkway and Crane Road) (photo), May 1, 1992, p.1

LEE, ELSIE ALDEN
More blossoms for the downtown (pear tree planted between East Parkway and Crane Road) (photo), May 1, 1992, p.1

LEE, JANET
Reflecting on gymnastics (photo), Feb 14, 1992, p.17

LEE, KAREN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

LEE, LINDA
Students featured in music and art reports by school coordinators (photo), Feb 7, 1992, p.9

LEE, MICHAEL
The Bank of New York Salutes The Middle School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.30

LEE, MICHAEL (OR)
Michael Lee, M.D. (named asst attending, dept of internal medicine at White Plains Hospital Center), Jan 31, 1992, p.8

LEE, RONNIE
Please help (the annual KIDS BASE fundraising drive) (photo), Mar 13, 1992, p.13

LEHR, MOLLY
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

LEIBERT, LOUISE (AU)
Endangered junior faculty (at EMT Junior-Senior High School) (ltr), Feb 21, 1992, p.6

LEIBERT, MARC
Fall athletes feted at Maroon & White dinner (photo), Dec 4, 1992, p.25
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

LEIGHTON, LEON (AU)
Edgemont schools facing a crisis (ltr), Jan 17, 1992, p.6

LEITHEAD, ROGER B (AU)
More difficult span was built in 48 hours (ltr), May 1, 1992, p.6

LEMLE, AMY
(Political game Presidential Pursuit brought to SCS schools by League of Women Voters) (photo), Oct 30, 1992, p.9

LEMME, JUDY (AU)
Where does letter writer live? (ltr), Jul 10, 1992, p.6

LENSETH, ROBERT
Honored by Red Cross (area residents honored at annual recognition of volunteers) (photo), May 29, 1992, p.9

LEONE, SUSAN (AU)
Faults reporting style (with regards to the GBH police report column in the SCS Inquirer) (ltr), Aug 7, 1992, p.7

LEPATNER, MARK
Holiday spirit (photo), Dec 24, 1992, p.9

LENDER, BROOKE
Young samurai (samurai helmets modeled by first graders at school's Japanese Children's Day) (photo), May 15, 1992, p.11

LENDER, ELLA
Festival of Lights (Ella and Alix Lerner of SCS prepare for Chanukah) (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.1

LENDER, HEATH
(Political game Presidential Pursuit brought to SCS schools by League of Women Voters) (photo), Oct 30, 1992, p.9

LESNICK, HILDAINE AND JOEL (AU)
Vote yes on (school) budget (ltr), May 15, 1992, p.7

LEVIN, JEFFREY L (AU)
Summer league says they all hit out of the park (ltr), Aug 21, 1992, p.7
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LEVIN, LESTER I (AU)
Planning Board commended (in reference to the proposed office building on Scarsdale Ave) (ltr), Feb 21, 1992, p.6

LEVINE, ELEANOR
Delighted with the donation (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.12
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

LEVINE, SUSAN (AU)
Among things to be thankful for...(ltr), Dec 11, 1992, p.6

LEVINSON, ADAM (AU)
Middle-schooler favors Perot (ltr), Oct 23, 1992, p.6

LEVITT, MIRIAM (DR) (AU)
Voice silenced (at forum on health care issues sponsored by Nita Lowey) (ltr), Jan 31, 1992, p.6

LEVY, DIANE
(Political game Presidential Pursuit brought to SCS schools by League of Women Voters) (photo), Oct 30, 1992, p.9

LEVY, BARBARA
E(nglish as a) S(econd) L(anguage) graduates celebrate their success (photo), Jan 17, 1992, p.9

LEWIS, CARL
A chef and parent gives middle schoolers a taste of the culinary arts (photo), Jan 24, 1992, p.10

LEWIS, ISABELLE T
Isabelle T Lewis (dies), Feb 28, 1992, p.16

LEWIS, JUSTIN
A solemn performance (first and second grade talent show at Seely Place School) (photo), Feb 21, 1992, p.1

LEWIT, GLORIA (AU)
Wants Hochberg in state Assembly (ltr), Oct 23, 1992, p.6

LEWITTES, BILLY
Bonding through softball (at trip to Camp Jewel, Colebrook, CT) (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.9

LIBRARIANS
Library director to retire June 1 (Joyce Nichols of SCS Public Library) (photo), Apr 3, 1992, p.1
Library director to retire from book 'haven' (cont), Apr 3, 1992, p.12
Article reflects personality (of S(CS) Public Library director Joyce Nichols) (ltr), Apr 10, 1992, p.6
Lending an attentive ear (photo), May 29, 1992, p.11
Library director extraordinaire (Joyce Nichols of SCS Public Library) (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.14

LIBRARY-SCS
The Sistine Chapel comes to Scarsdale (Public Library in book form) (photo), Feb 28, 1992, p.1
Library director to retire June 1 (Joyce Nichols of SCS Public Library) (photo), Apr 3, 1992, p.1
Library director to retire from book 'haven' (cont), Apr 3, 1992, p.12
Library staff is praised (ltr), May 1, 1992, p.6
Library closing frustrates students, Jun 19, 1992, p.1
The Woof and Nancy show (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.2
Village library has new director (photo), Jul 10, 1992, p.1
New library director (cont), Jul 10, 1992, p.16
'We know you: You're a vandal!' (ltr), Jul 31, 1992, p.6
Part-time pay up (pay increases for non-union library staff), Aug 28, 1992, p.1
Star gazers (at Library's Summer Reading Game party) (photo), Aug 28, 1992, p.4
With days left in campaign, state candidates debate, Oct 30, 1992, p.1
Kissinger biographer gives Friends of Library lecture to full house, Nov 13, 1992, p.3
Card catalogs to disappear from library (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.3
To help the hungry (holiday food drive sponsored by Westchester Library System) (edit), Nov 20, 1992, p.6
Computers replace library's card catalog (cont), Nov 20, 1992, p.12
Popular custodian retires from library (photo), Dec 4, 1992, p.3
Jews, blacks share 'history of victimization,' civil rights worker tells group at library, Dec 4, 1992, p.5
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LIBRARY-SCS continued
Mitchell retires from library (cont), Dec 4, 1992, p.16
Global warming real threat, SHS alumna tells (SCS Audobon) Society, Dec 11, 1992, p.3
Remember card catalogues? (SCS Library's catalogue cabinets have been put up for auction), Dec 31, 1992, p.1

LIBRARY-SCS-BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Board, council appointees sought (includes detailed descriptions of appointed boards and councils), Jan 3, 1992, p.2
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4
Village library has new director (photo), Jul 10, 1992, p.1

LIBRARY-SCS-POND
In search of the giant snapping turtle at the library pond (photo), May 22, 1992, p.6
Scummy no more (photo), May 29, 1992, p.5
The famous jumping frog (photo), Aug 7, 1992, p.1
SEE ALSO HARWOOD PARK

LIEBER, DANNA
Prom lives up to its billing as an unforgettable evening (photo), Jul 3, 1992, p.9

LIEBERMAN, CAROL

LILLENFIELD, BARBARA
United Way tops fundraising goal for '91-92 (cont)(photo), May 15, 1992, p.9

LINCOLN, ABRAHAM
Judged in context, Abraham Lincoln cannot be considered a white supremacist (edit), Feb 21, 1992, p.7

LINKER, BETH
Bonding through softball (at trip to Camp Jewel, Colebrook, CT) (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.9

LIPPMAN, TREVOR
A(lternative)-School interns play many roles, Feb 14, 1992, p.1
A(lternative)-School interns gain adventure and accomplishment (cont) (photo), Feb 14, 1992, p.9

LIPSKY, CAROL
Carol Lipsky (named to lead women's campaign for the United Jewish Appeal-Federation), Sep 25, 1992, p.4

LISCIO, MARILYN
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as it Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

LISKOV, RICHARD G
Richard G Liskov (named to staff of New York law firm Chadbourne & Parke), Apr 17, 1992, p.8

LIU, ALICE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

LIUSI, PHYLLIS
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4

LIVING TRUSTS
Legal services ad protested (ltr), Jun 26, 1992, p.6
'Wills are as obsolete as buggy whips' (ltr), Jul 3, 1992, p.6

LLOYD, KEITH
Shakespeare, orchids, politics on agenda for Woman's Club (photo), Sep 18, 1992, p.15

LOCICERO, MINDI
Smiles mark beginning of school (photo), Sep 11, 1992, p.9

LOEB, KATIE
It's 9 a.m. Do you know where most Scarsdale kids are? (photo), Jul 24, 1992, p.1

LOEBL, FRANZ
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LOGAN, ADELAIDE F C
Adelaide F C Logan (dies), Jan 17, 1992, p.18

LOKIECZ, LEONARD
Retirees' service, contributions praised, May 22, 1992, p.9

LONG, DAVID
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

LOONEY, THOMAS B (AU)
'Columbus was an evil man' (edit) (photo), Oct 9, 1992, p.7

LOONEY, THOMAS B (AU)
The free market isn't free...(edit), Jul 24, 1992, p.6

LOPEZ, DAN
The Bank of New York Salutes SHS 75th Anniversary Celebration (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.34

LORD, COLIN
The water's fine (photo of one-year-old Colin Lord at SCS Pool) (photo), Sep 4, 1992, p.1

LORE, ANGELA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

LOUKCS, ELENA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.30

LOVE
(Supplement) Love & Marriage, Feb 14, 1992, p.0

LOVINGER, FLO F
Flo F Lovinger (dies), Apr 17, 1992, p.18

LOVISOLO, RICHARD
Richard Lovisolo (will direct product development and marketing at Panasonic Co) (photo), Jul 17, 1992, p.4

LOWENFELD, HENRY
And it's all in pennies ($1,562.56 collected by Fox Meadow school for Somalian relief effort) (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.9

LOWEY, NITA
Geoffrey Bloss (nominated by Nita M. Lowey for appointment to the military academies), Jan 10, 1992, p.4
Nita M Lowey (honored for her contribution to public education), Feb 21, 1992, p.4
Lowey flunked test in voting against Gulf War (ltr), Apr 10, 1992, p.6
Lowey's 'no' vote to Gulf War was all right (response to a letter from 4/10/92) (ltr), Apr 17, 1992, p.7
No bouncers here, Apr 24, 1992, p.1
Democrat to challenge Lowey for Congress seat, Jun 12, 1992, p.1
Court ruling sparks reactions (Supreme Court 5-4 decision on abortion) (cont), Jul 3, 1992, p.4
3-Way race in Lowey's District 18, Jul 10, 1992, p.1
Three vie for seat in redistricted 18th (cont), Jul 10, 1992, p.16
Politicians, businesspeople disagree on implications of family leave act, Sep 25, 1992, p.1
An Election Day guide to local candidates, Oct 30, 1992, p.5
Inquirer endorsements; For Congress: Nita Lowey (edit), Oct 30, 1992, p.6
Democrats take substantial wins here, too, Nov 6, 1992, p.1

LU, ANNIE
Happy New Year! (Welcoming the Year of the Monkey at the EMT High School Lunar Festival) (photo), Feb 7, 1992, p.1

LUBY, MEGHAN
County champs (SCS's Raiders, the girls' fourth grade A soccer team) (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.22

LUCE, DOROTHEA L
Dorothea L Luce (inducted to Volunteer Hall of Fame at Fort Jackson, SC), Nov 6, 1992, p.4
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LUDOVICY, ALFRED J
   Alfred J Ludovicy (dies), Jun 26, 1992, p.14

LUDY, SHARON
   Toon Town Fair at Heathcote (photo), May 1, 1992, p.9

LUSKIN, RACHEL
   County champs (SCS's Raiders, the girls' fourth grade A soccer team) (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.22

LYNCH, EVELYN
   Maroon and White officers named (photo), Sep 25, 1992, p.22

LYNCH, JOHN
   Maroon and White officers named (photo), Sep 25, 1992, p.22

LYNCH, PETER
   Homes in the dark after the storm (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.13

LYNCH, TARA
   Tara Lynch (given an award for community service by the Rye Youth Council) (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.9

LYNNE, RICHARD (AU)
   From 'periphery,' in Quaker Ridge (response to letter by Janet Marcus in Inquirer 8/7/92) (ltr), Aug 14, 1992, p.6

MA, EDWARD
   Student spends semester at sea, Jul 24, 1992, p.5
   Semester at sea (cont) (photo), Jul 24, 1992, p.10

MAAS, ELYSE
   Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4

MACCARONE, JOSEPH
   Drug czar (speaks to) civic club: Expand education, prevention services (photo), Mar 20, 1992, p.5

MACCARONE, ROBERT
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club (photo), May 22, 1992, p.30

MACGALLIVRAY, PATRI
   The Bank of New York Salutes Hoedown '92; The SCS Family Counseling Service Spring Benefit (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.28

MACINTYRE, MALCOLM AMES
   Former mayor, airline president, dead at 84 (photo), May 15, 1992, p.1
   Malcolm MacIntyre (cont), May 15, 1992, p.20
   Recalling days with MacIntyre (ltr), Nov 27, 1992, p.6

MACKLIN, MARJORIE (AU)
   Keep us informed on recycling (ltr), Sep 18, 1992, p.6

MACLENNAN, ROBERT (DR)
   1991; In review (cont) (photo), Jan 3, 1992, p.9
   Invitation to Holocaust garden dedication (ltr), Aug 21, 1992, p.6
   MacLennan to resign from Hitchcock Church, Oct 30, 1992, p.1
   Changes at Hitchcock (cont) (photo), Oct 30, 1992, p.15
   Deep sorrow at loss of Rev. Mac Lennan (ltr), Nov 13, 1992, p.6
   May his (Rev Robert MacLennan's) good work continue (edit), Nov 13, 1992, p.7
   Ministers leaving Hitchcock, Nov 20, 1992, p.1
   Ministers leaving Hitchcock Church (cont), Nov 20, 1992, p.14
   Departure of MacLennan a big loss to community (ltr), Dec 11, 1992, p.6
   MacLennan receives warm send-off at ecumenical service (photo), Dec 24, 1992, p.1
   Praise and affection for departing minister (cont), Dec 24, 1992, p.5

MACNAUGHTON, HONORA
   At W(estchester) R(eform) T(emple), a new concept in gift-giving (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.8
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MACRI, JAMES
Shame on us (SCS residents used 4.4% more water in January 1992 than the previous year), Feb 7, 1992, p.1
Turn off the tap (for conservation), Mar 6, 1992, p.1
Local water rates to rise, Apr 17, 1992, p.1
Saving on saving, May 1, 1992, p.1
Water testing (SCS homeowners asked to participate in water testing program), May 15, 1992, p.1
Trustees make commitment to open government (cont), May 15, 1992, p.14
Wishful thinking (pumpage figures for May show that villagers have become more conservation minded), Jun 12, 1992, p.1
New system may taint water's color (in SCS, White Plains, Yonkers and Mount Vernon), Nov 6, 1992, p.1

MACY, BOB

MACY, JUDITH
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4

MACY, JUDY
Judy Macy (and Peter Dybing (honored by United Hospital Medical Center of Port Chester), Jun 12, 1992, p.9

MADDEN, SUZANNE
New in the schools (new staff members welcomed at a two-day orientation workshop) (photo), Sep 25, 1992, p.10

MAEOA, KENJI
Plans for Japanese festival shaping up (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.3

MAEOA, MICHIKO
Plans for Japanese festival shaping up (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.3

MAGUIRE, THOMAS
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

MAIL
SEE POSTAL SERVICE

MAIOROS MORRISON, FRAN
The Bank of New York Salutes SHS 75th Anniversary Celebration (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.34

MALHOTRA, PUJA

MALINA, ANITA
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4

MALINA, ANITA (AU)
Availability of scholarships: a correction (ltr), Mar 6, 1992, p.6
Cable rep will be at meeting (at SCS Village Hall) (ltr), Oct 30, 1992, p.6

MALKAMES, D KARL AND JUNE V (AU)
Quayle supported on 'Murphy Brown' (ltr), Jun 5, 1992, p.6

MALONEY, NEIL
High school reading lists reflect life, Oct 2, 1992, p.9

MALONEY, SYLVIA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.30

MANAGEMENT
Robert Isaak (recipient of recognition award for scholarly achievement from Pace University), Jun 12, 1992, p.9

MANBER, GURION
The Bank of New York Salutes SHS 75th Anniversary Celebration (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.34

MANCINI, JONETH
Joneth Mancini (among graduates of hospice volunteer training program), Dec 4, 1992, p.8
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MANCINI, LOU
They've come a long way (mural will be mounted to commemorate Popham Rd Firehouse centennial) (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company No. 1 - 99 years of service, Dec 24, 1992, p.20

MANER, KERRI
Endangered junior faculty (at EMT Junior-Senior High School) (ltr), Feb 21, 1992, p.6

MANGIALETTI, ROSE L
Rose L Mangialetti (dies), Mar 27, 1992, p.16

MANN, MATTHEW
'Gallant' firefighters (ltr), Aug 28, 1992, p.6

MANNION, CATHIE
Scaffold ruled unsafe (at 26 East Parkway, downtown SCS), Nov 20, 1992, p.1

MANNOR, MARGALIT
Art shows abound at holiday time (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.18

MANSELL, LESLIE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30
And it's all in pennies ($1,562.56 collected by Fox Meadow school for Somalian relief effort) (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.9

MANTZ, ALTHEA
The Bank of New York Salutes SHS 75th Anniversary Celebration (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.34

MARATHON RUNNING
Marathon was thrill of a lifetime (ltr), Nov 6, 1992, p.6

MARCHIONY, STEPHEN (AU)
Hyson will be missed (Mark Hyson, a village recreation supervisor) (ltr), Apr 17, 1992, p.7
The problem: there isn't enough baseball (ltr), Aug 21, 1992, p.6

MARCHISSELLI NEW YORK STATE PROGRAM
The price is right (for the repair of the Wilmot and Mamaroneck Road bridges), Mar 13, 1992, p.1

MARCOCIA, RICO
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

MARCUS, ADAM
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as it Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

MARCUS, JANET
The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club (photo), May 22, 1992, p.30

MARCUS, JANET (AU)
Remember to vote in Tuesday's village elections (March 17, 1992) (ltr), Mar 13, 1992, p.6
Tennis courts need study (ltr), Aug 7, 1992, p.6

MARCUS, PETER
Theatrical wizardry (production of "Wizard of Oz") (photo), Apr 3, 1992, p.9

MARELIA, BEATRICE
Beatrice MarElia (dies), Mar 13, 1992, p.14

MARGARITOV, DEBBY
Oh, what a beautiful 'Oklahoma!' we see (at Heathcote School) (photo), Aug 14, 1992, p.11

MARGARITOV, KATHY
STEP, with two students, is having a wow of a year (photo) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.9

MARGARITOV, RICK
STEP, with two students, is having a wow of a year (photo) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.9
SHS Drama Club to present "Our Town" (photo), Nov 13, 1992, p.19

MARGARITOV, STEVE
STEP, with two students, is having a wow of a year (photo) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.9
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MARGULIES, NATALIE
Scholarship fund-drive underway (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.10

MARK, ELIZABETH

MARK, JOAN
Honored by Red Cross (area residents honored at annual recognition of volunteers) (photo), May 29, 1992, p.9

MARK, JOAN GEVERTZ
The Bank of New York Salutes SHS 75th Anniversary Celebration (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.34

MARK, RICHARD

MARKOVICH, PAMELA
No fairy tale (title of winning poster in the annual Safety Poster Contest) (photo), Mar 13, 1992, p.5

MARKOVITZ, IRVING
Late postal service deliveries to end-of-route homes ‘unfair,’ group says (photo), Dec 31, 1992, p.1

MAROON AND WHITE
Maroon & White helps the teams hit that line (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.9
Maroon and White dinner deserved better (ltr), Mar 27, 1992, p.6
More on Maroon and White dinner coverage (ltr), Apr 3, 1992, p.6
Two of the Maroon & White winners (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.21
Maroon and White officers named (photo), Sep 25, 1992, p.22
Fall athletes feted at Maroon & White dinner (photo), Dec 4, 1992, p.25
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

MARRA, MARIE
Volunteers deliver more than meals...(photo), Jul 24, 1992, p.3

MARRAGE
(Supplement) Love & Marriage, Feb 14, 1992, p.0
Interfaith marriages (cont), Dec 11, 1992, p.15

MARSH, MARY
PTA presidents salute McCann (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.10
The Bank of New York Salutes the Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30
‘Follow your dreams,’ astronaut tells kids (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.10

MARTINEZ, JANE ANN
Jane Ann Martinez (dies), Jan 10, 1992, p.12

MARTINEZ, MARIA
Cooper House quilt on display (photo), Sep 25, 1992, p.9

MARTONE, SILVIO
And it’s all in pennies ($1,562.56 collected by Fox Meadow school for Somali relief effort)(photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.9

MASSAQUIR, SAMLOMENA
Celebrating many cultures (at the annual International Fair at SCS High School) (photo), Mar 27, 1992, p.9

MASSAQUIR, SATARA
Celebrating many cultures (at the annual International Fair at SCS High School) (photo), Mar 27, 1992, p.9

MASSAQUIR, SECUNDA
Celebrating many cultures (at the annual International Fair at SCS High School) (photo), Mar 27, 1992, p.9

MASUNAGA, YOKO
First Japanese picked for village council: role to help interpret cultures, Apr 10, 1992, p.1
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4
Japanese national appointed to board (cont), Apr 10, 1992, p.4
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MATSUIERA, ASAKO
Students featured in music and art reports by school coordinators (photo), Feb 7, 1992, p.9

MATSUG, MARTY
Japan festival (cutting the cake at a holiday party preparatory to the SCS Japan Festival) (photo), Dec 31, 1992, p.3

MATSUG, MASATO

MATSUG, TATSUO
Japan festival (cutting the cake at a holiday party preparatory to the SCS Japan Festival) (photo), Dec 31, 1992, p.3

MATSUURA, RYOTA
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

MATTIOLI, ELI (AU)
(Town and) Village (Civic) (C(lub) invitation (ltr), Oct 16, 1992, p.6

MATTURRO, ANDREW
New detective (SCS police officer Andrew Matturro promoted to rank of detective), Feb 21, 1992, p.1
Board honors finest (police officers), Jun 26, 1992, p.4

MAYORS-SCS
Former mayor, airline president, dead at 84 (photo), May 15, 1992, p.1

MAZUR, ALI
County champs (SCS's Raiders, the girls' fourth grade A soccer team) (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.22

MAZUR, BOB
County champs (SCS's Raiders, the girls' fourth grade A soccer team) (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.22

MCADEN, MARY ELLEN
Amid the boxes, story time goes on (in the newly renovated school library) (photo), Mar 6, 1992, p.10

MCRAVEY, CAROL
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

MCRAVEN, NELL
Marking season at Wayside (Cottage) (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.2

MCRAVEN, JOAN (DR)
Ecology study and recycling action raise student awareness (in SCS schools) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.11
Principal retires from Fox Meadow, May 22, 1992, p.1
Joan McCann to retire in June (cont), May 22, 1992, p.8
PTA presidents salute McCann (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.10
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30
Award to McCann cause for cheers (letter of appreciation from the Japanese Foreign Minister) (ltr), Jul 3, 1992, p.6
Principal honored by Japanese (Dr Joan McCann) (photo), Aug 21, 1992, p.9

MCRAVEN, NELL
Marking season at Wayside (Cottage) (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.2

MCRAVEN, JOAN (DR)
Ecology study and recycling action raise student awareness (in SCS schools) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.11
Principal retires from Fox Meadow, May 22, 1992, p.1
Joan McCann to retire in June (cont), May 22, 1992, p.8
PTA presidents salute McCann (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.10
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30
Award to McCann cause for cheers (letter of appreciation from the Japanese Foreign Minister) (ltr), Jul 3, 1992, p.6
Principal honored by Japanese (Dr Joan McCann) (photo), Aug 21, 1992, p.9

MCRAVEN, NELL
Marking season at Wayside (Cottage) (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.2

MCRAVEN, JOAN (DR)
Ecology study and recycling action raise student awareness (in SCS schools) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.11
Principal retires from Fox Meadow, May 22, 1992, p.1
Joan McCann to retire in June (cont), May 22, 1992, p.8
PTA presidents salute McCann (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.10
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30
Award to McCann cause for cheers (letter of appreciation from the Japanese Foreign Minister) (ltr), Jul 3, 1992, p.6
Principal honored by Japanese (Dr Joan McCann) (photo), Aug 21, 1992, p.9

MCRAVEN, NELL
Marking season at Wayside (Cottage) (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.2

MCRAVEN, JOAN (DR)
Ecology study and recycling action raise student awareness (in SCS schools) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.11
Principal retires from Fox Meadow, May 22, 1992, p.1
Joan McCann to retire in June (cont), May 22, 1992, p.8
PTA presidents salute McCann (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.10
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30
Award to McCann cause for cheers (letter of appreciation from the Japanese Foreign Minister) (ltr), Jul 3, 1992, p.6
Principal honored by Japanese (Dr Joan McCann) (photo), Aug 21, 1992, p.9

MCRAVEN, NELL
Marking season at Wayside (Cottage) (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.2

MCRAVEN, JOAN (DR)
Ecology study and recycling action raise student awareness (in SCS schools) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.11
Principal retires from Fox Meadow, May 22, 1992, p.1
Joan McCann to retire in June (cont), May 22, 1992, p.8
PTA presidents salute McCann (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.10
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30
Award to McCann cause for cheers (letter of appreciation from the Japanese Foreign Minister) (ltr), Jul 3, 1992, p.6
Principal honored by Japanese (Dr Joan McCann) (photo), Aug 21, 1992, p.9

MCCREERY, WILLIAM
Should Scarsdale apologize for bombing Japan?, Jan 31, 1992, p.1
Idle threats (SCS could soon get a no idling law similar to the one the county passed last year), Feb 14, 1992, p.3
Affordable housing needs assessed (cont), Apr 24, 1992, p.18
Affordable housing: Scarsdale's role remains unclear, Apr 24, 1992, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Lowell J Tooley, honored by the Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce, Apr 24, 1992, p.32
Memorial Day (Parade set for Monday, May 25), May 1, 1992, p.1
New central garage is a model of efficiency and cleanliness (photo), May 1, 1992, p.3
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MCCREERY, WILLIAM continued

Trustees make commitment to open government (cont), May 15, 1992, p.14
Freightway site: plan still unknown, May 22, 1992, p.1
Homeowners should have right to rebuild, resident maintains, May 29, 1992, p.3
Marking Memorial Day (Scarsdale ceremonies) (photo), May 29, 1992, p.4
Scarsdale Ave. improvements dedicated (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.5
Now that’s a fine park! (Harwood Park) (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.8
Why not build new courts? (edit), Jul 31, 1992, p.6
Retirement bonus, Sep 11, 1992, p.1
Ball’s in Village Board’s hands re: tennis courts, Sep 11, 1992, p.3
Village, school leaders have money on their minds, Oct 2, 1992, p.5
Mayor one of 3,000 caring volunteers (photo), Nov 13, 1992, p.5
Hearing set (for granting 10-50% property tax exemptions to low income homeowners age 65 or over), Nov 20, 1992, p.1
Rain and snow whip village in weekend double-whammy (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.1
Too much too late (Popham resident pays late charge for her school tax bill), Dec 18, 1992, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company No. 1 - 99 years of service, Dec 24, 1992, p.20
Scarsdale loses redistricting suit, Apr 30, 1993, p.1

MCCREERY, WILLIAM (AU)

Mayor’s report: ‘Village is in very good shape’ (photo) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.1
McCreery: A challenging and productive year for the village (cont) (photo) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.18

MCDONALD, EMILY

The Bank of New York Salutes SHS 75th Anniversary Celebration (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.34

MCDONALD, ERIN

The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of The Scarsdale Public Library, Sep 18, 1992, p.32

MCDONALD, SUSAN T

Susan T McDonald (made vice president/account director at Houston Effler & Partners, Boston), Dec 4, 1992, p.8

MCELROY, DOROTHY

The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

MCNIRY, CATHERINE

Art detective unearths hidden treasures (photo), Oct 16, 1992, p.5

MCGOVERN, JOAN

The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

MCGOVERN, MAUREEN

Martial music to trumpet; Fourth of July patriotism (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.17

MCGRATH, H T SR

H T McGrath Sr (dies), Aug 28, 1992, p.15

MCGUIGAN, RITA

Happy New Year! (Welcoming the Year of the Monkey at the EMT High School Lunar Festival) (photo), Feb 7, 1992, p.1

MCILVAIN, GERALD

School for firefighters (Capt McIlvain, certified by State returns to teach locals), Mar 13, 1992, p.1
Captain will train, Jun 26, 1992, p.1
Country living near the city (mallard and her eight ducklings removed from SCS resident’s pool), Jul 10, 1992, p.1
Fire captain takes course (at the Academy of Fire Science in Montour Falls, NY), Aug 21, 1992, p.14

MCKENNA, AGNES G

Agnes G McKenna (dies), May 1, 1992, p.12

MCKENZIE, BETH

Students featured in music and art reports by school coordinators (photo), Feb 7, 1992, p.9
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MCKIRDY, BETTY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.30

MCKNIGHT, CORNELIA
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4
And the winner is...(Dorine Perahia of the Lillian Drake Thies croquet tournament) (photo), Sep 4, 1992, p.5

MCLAUGHLIN, THOMAS
Wader, Rudman, Bleich and McLaughlin get write-ins (votes), Nov 6, 1992, p.5

MCMORRON, ANDREW
Middle School News; Butler’s X-Day marks election (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.10

MCNEELY, REV W H
Rev. W H McNeely (dies), Feb 21, 1992, p.12

MCQUIGGAN PHILLIPS, MARION
Marion McQuiggan Phillips (dies), May 15, 1992, p.20

MEALS ON WHEELS
Meals on Wheels (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.4
Meals on Wheels appeals for funds (ltr), May 1, 1992, p.6
Meals on wheels says, ‘Many thanks!’ (ltr), Jun 26, 1992, p.6
Volunteers deliver more than meals... (photo), Jul 24, 1992, p.3

MEDICAL CARE
Voice silenced (at forum on health care issues sponsored by Nita Lowey) (ltr), Jan 31, 1992, p.6
Health care will be prime issue (ltr), Feb 7, 1992, p.6
Medical care limit fees (ltr), Feb 14, 1992, p.6

MEGERDITCHIAN, SILVA
Bubbles, buys, bangles and beads are two-day sale fare (cont) (photo), Aug 14, 1992, p.4

MEIROWITZ, MARY
Retirees’ service, contributions praised, May 22, 1992, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

MELLER, DAN
Ecology study and recycling action raise student awareness (in SCS schools) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.11

MELTZER, JAY
Adult course to discuss physician-aided suicide (photo), Oct 16, 1992, p.4

MEMORIAL DAY
Memorial Day (Parade set for Monday, May 25), May 1, 1992, p.1
Memorial Day, May 22, 1992, p.1
Memorial Day mixes fun and games with tributes (photo), May 22, 1992, p.17
A long weekend and many celebrations (cont), May 22, 1992, p.19
Remembering (picture from ceremonies at Dean Field) (photo), May 29, 1992, p.1
Marking Memorial Day (Scarsdale ceremonies) (photo), May 29, 1992, p.4
Memorial Day visit (to the grave of Charles Armitage Shaw) (photo), May 29, 1992, p.14
The Bank of New York Salutes Our Veterans - Memorial Day 1992 (photo), May 29, 1992, p.30

MEN
At birth, women and men are related, but our upbringing differs (edit), Nov 20, 1992, p.7

MENKE, BETTY AND JOHN (AU)
Vote yes on (school) budget (ltr), May 15, 1992, p.7

MENNA, MICHAEL
Parents provide international input (at workshops on different nations of the world) (photo), Feb 28, 1992, p.9
STEPing & swinging (at fundraisers) (photo), Mar 6, 1992, p.5

MENNA, VIVIAN R
Vivian R Menna (elected senior vice president of Johnson & Higgins of New York), Dec 18, 1992, p.4
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MERCEIN, LYNN (AU)

Goodbye Scarsdale, and a word of farewell (ltr), Jan 24, 1992, p.7

MERCHANTS-SCS

Cautious shoppers still bought gifts, merchants report, Jan 3, 1992, p.1
Christmas season okay (cont), Jan 3, 1992, p.15
Rx for beating the winter blues: Get spring to start indoors (photo), Jan 17, 1992, p.5
Of doughnuts, lunch & parking requirements (edit), Jan 24, 1992, p.6
Dunkin' Donuts' parking waiver pulled, Jan 31, 1992, p.3
Thieves wreck five shops this week in village's downtown (photo), Feb 14, 1992, p.3
Dunkin' Donuts gets waiver; planners okay subdivisions (individuals noted), Mar 6, 1992, p.1
Residents, merchants face off over shopping center access plan, Jun 5, 1992, p.1
Pros, cons of access road heard (cont), Jun 5, 1992, p.13
Space available (Harry the Tailor has closed his shop on Spencer Place), Jun 26, 1992, p.1
Clocking in a new landmark...(Trissi clock at the corner of Harwood Court and Spencer Place) (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.1
The Trissi clock (cont), Jun 26, 1992, p.8
Save trees and businesses (regarding access to Golden Horseshoe shopping center) (edit), Jul 10, 1992, p.6
A customer says local shops merit customer loyalty (ltr), Jul 10, 1992, p.6
Coming soon: Downtown sidewalk sale, Jul 31, 1992, p.1
At Neilson's: Tradition keeps us 'in touch' (photo), Aug 7, 1992, p.3
Fun and bargains: the annual (SCS) sidewalk sale (photo), Aug 14, 1992, p.1
Three new food stores open on Garth Road, Aug 14, 1992, p.3
Bubbles, buys, bangles and beads are two-day sale fare (cont) (photo), Aug 14, 1992, p.4
Food Stores (cont) (photo), Aug 14, 1992, p.4
Summer is start-up time for three new retail stores, Aug 21, 1992, p.3
New stores open (cont), Aug 21, 1992, p.22
County Boys' and Men's Shop to close Wilmot Road store after 34 years, Nov 20, 1992, p.12
New store to open (Cachet Evening on Spencer Place), Dec 4, 1992, p.1
Eclat closes without warning, Dec 4, 1992, p.1
For her, baubles, bangles, beads...and beyond (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.17
The Scarsdale Inquirer's Holiday Gift Guide; For them, from the fanciful to the fabulous (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.14
European gift shop moves to East Parkway (photo), Dec 24, 1992, p.3
SEE ALSO DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS

MERCORELLA, ANTHONY J (AU)

Ruderman for Family Court (ltr), Oct 30, 1992, p.6

MERKSAMER, NORMAN J

Norman J Merksamer (honored by the Lehigh University Alumni Association) (photo), Jul 3, 1992, p.4

MESSINGER, ARTHUR

Resident supervising high school renovation, Feb 14, 1992, p.9

MESSINGER, RUTH

Messinger hails year of the woman, Oct 9, 1992, p.3

MESSINGER, RUTH (AU)

Women: missionaries of democracy (edit), Nov 13, 1992, p.7

METRO NORTH COMMUTER RAILROAD CO

Family values a la Metro North (shooting of a commercial for its on-time service at the SCS station), Aug 28, 1992, p.1
Metro-North stairs still dangerous (photo), Dec 4, 1992, p.15

METZ, DOUGLAS K

INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

MEYER, CLAUBE
Students featured in music and art reports by school coordinators (photo), Feb 7, 1992, p.9

MEYER, MATT
They've come a long way (mural will be mounted to commemorate Popham Rd Firehouse centennial)(photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company No. 1 - 99 years of service, Dec 24, 1992, p.20

MEYERS, CARLA
Greenacres PTA promotes super carnival (photo), May 8, 1992, p.8

MEYERS, CLAUDINE
More money, fewer mandates (Advisory Legislative) Committee tells (federal and state) legislators, Mar 13, 1992, p.1
14 join Bowl Committee, Oct 2, 1992, p.8

MEYERS, LYNN
P.T. Council lends support (to school budget) (ltr), May 15, 1992, p.7

MEYERS, MICHAEL
Jews, blacks share 'history of victimization,' civil rights worker tells group at library, Dec 4, 1992, p.5

MIDDLE EAST
Riyadh: Life for Americans back with the Saudis after the gulf war (edit), Jan 24, 1992, p.7
Lowey flunked test in voting against Gulf War (ltr), Apr 10, 1992, p.6

MIHALLO, ED
STEPing & swinging (at fundraisers) (photo), Mar 6, 1992, p.5

MIHALLO, TRICIA
STEPing & swinging (at fundraisers) (photo), Mar 6, 1992, p.5

MILANO, ERIC
Students featured in music and art reports by school coordinators (photo), Feb 7, 1992, p.9

MILDE, TOBY
Fall athletes feted at Maroon & White dinner (photo), Dec 4, 1992, p.25

MILLET, MARK
Militello, Stocker win Fall (Foliage) Run (photo), Oct 23, 1992, p.19

MILL, CHARLES S JR
Charles S Mill Jr (dies), Sep 11, 1992, p.16

MILLER, ANNE
Honored by Red Cross (area residents honored at annual recognition of volunteers) (photo), May 29, 1992, p.9

MILLER, CLAIRE
Catholic Y(outh) O(rganization) state victors (IHM fourth grade basketball team) (photo), May 22, 1992, p.23

MILLER, DAN
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

MILLER, DANIEL
Village volunteer ambulance corps welcomes a junior section (photo), May 22, 1992, p.1

MILLER, DEBBIE

MILLER, HENRY G (AU)

MILLER, JOHN
Paddle tennis: this could be my ideal... (cont) (photo), Feb 28, 1992, p.18
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MILLER, KAREN
Ecology study and recycling action raise student awareness (in SCS schools) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.11

MILLER, LINDSAY

MILLER, MICHAEL M (AU)
‘No one asked the small animals’ (ltr), Feb 21, 1992, p.6
‘Upset by waste’ (ltr), Mar 6, 1992, p.6

MILLER, ROBERT H
H Robert Miller (named senior vice president and general manager of National Yarn Crafts), Aug 7, 1992, p.2

MILLER, ROBERT S JR

MILLER, ROWLAND
12 elected to committee: amendments pass, Nov 20, 1992, p.1

MILLER, WILLIAM S (AU)
Tell the raccoons about recycling (ltr), Sep 11, 1992, p.6

MILMAN, DEREK
SHS Drama Club to present "Our Town" (photo), Nov 13, 1992, p.19

MILSTEIN, NANCY

MILSTEIN, NANCY (AU)
STEP needs public support (ltr), May 8, 1992, p.6

MITCHELL, REUBEN
Popular custodian retires from library (photo), Dec 4, 1992, p.3
Mitchell retires from library (cont), Dec 4, 1992, p.16

MITCHELL, SALLY AND ROLAND (AU)
Vote yes on (school) budget (ltr), May 15, 1992, p.7

MITTELMAN, AMY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of The Scarsdale Public Library, Sep 18, 1992, p.32

MITTELMAN, ELLEN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of The Scarsdale Public Library, Sep 18, 1992, p.32

MITTELMAN, RACHEL
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of The Scarsdale Public Library, Sep 18, 1992, p.32

MIYAKAWA, KYOKO
International flavor (at high school international families luncheon) (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.1

MIYAMOTO, SUKI
Japan festival (cutting the cake at a holiday party preparatory to the SCS Japan Festival) (photo), Dec 31, 1992, p.3

MOHIT, Morteza
Mohit may lose medical license, Feb 14, 1992, p.5

MOLANDER, DAVID W (DR)
Molander, David W (Dr) (dies), Aug 7, 1992, p.10

Molin, Ella (AU)
Will Russian history repeat itself yet again? (edit), Jan 3, 1992, p.6
Feiner's interviews were just another dog and pony show (edit), Jan 10, 1992, p.6
Politicians at fault (edit), Jan 24, 1992, p.6
Be wise to budgeting trick (edit), Jan 31, 1992, p.6
Need airtime? Have an affair (edit), Feb 7, 1992, p.6
One sin seems to benefit - or beget - another (edit), Feb 14, 1992, p.7
Dems come up short, Republicans stymied (edit), Feb 21, 1992, p.7
We shouldn't punish success to reward failure (edit), Feb 28, 1992, p.6
Affordable housing needed in county? Try building rental units (edit), Mar 6, 1992, p.6
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MOLIN, ELLA (AU) continued
Opening a new door for someone in grief (edit), Mar 13, 1992, p.6
My, how times have changed: a farewell look back (edit), Mar 20, 1992, p.6

MONTI, R M
R M Monti (named one of 25 outstanding graduates of the Manhattan College School of Engineering), Jul 17, 1992, p.4

MOON, MICHAEL J (AU)
Bias in the schools: subtle, but there (edit), Nov 20, 1992, p.7

MOONEY, JACK
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company No. 1 - 99 years of service, Dec 24, 1992, p.20

MOONEY, JOHN
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company No. 1 - 99 years of service, Dec 24, 1992, p.20

MOORE, DANIEL
At Westchester Reform Temple, a new concept in gift-giving (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.8

MOORE, WILLIAM (AU)
Remember to vote in Tuesday's village elections (March 17, 1992) (ltr), Mar 13, 1992, p.6

MORAL EDUCATION
Religion, tolerance, discord...we need a code of morals (ltr), Jan 17, 1992, p.7

MORAN, PHILIP
Backs Dem's non-endorsement (GBH Democratic Executive Committee's refusal to endorse P. Moran (ltr), Feb 21, 1992, p.6

MORAN, PHILIP (AU)
Feiner backed down to political muscle (ltr), Jan 24, 1992, p.6

MORGAN, BARBARA
Barbara Morgan (dies), Sep 4, 1992, p.16

MORGAN, EDWARD A (AU)
Send Hochberg to Albany (ltr), Oct 30, 1992, p.6

MORIARTY, JANE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

MORIE, TAKAKO
It's 9 a.m. Do you know where most Scarsdale kids are? (photo), Jul 24, 1992, p.1

MORMONS AND MORMONISM
SEE CHURCHES

MORRIS, THOMAS
12 elected to committee: amendments pass, Nov 20, 1992, p.1
Run-off election (in Non-Partisan Unit D will be held Dec 2), Nov 27, 1992, p.1

MORRISON, ABBY
Greenacres PTA promotes super carnival (photo), May 8, 1992, p.8

MORRISON, CAROLYN
Carolyn Morrison (dies), Mar 13, 1992, p.14

MORSE, ALAN R (AU)
Yes to new courts (ltr), Aug 7, 1992, p.6

MORSE, RANDI
Prize winning posters (photo), Nov 13, 1992, p.12

MOSBLECH, ANDREW
Fall athletes feted at Maroon & White dinner (photo), Dec 4, 1992, p.25
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as it Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

MOSBLECH, DENNIS
Maroon and White officers named (photo), Sep 25, 1992, p.22

MOSBLECH, IRENE
Maroon and White officers named (photo), Sep 25, 1992, p.22
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MOSER, JAMIE
That's the spirit (Middle School sets up food and clothing drive to benefit homeless people) (photo), Jan 3, 1992, p.5
Math students tour Wall Street, Student Organizations plan fundraisers (photo), Dec 4, 1992, p.9

MOSER, LINDA

MOSER, MARVIN (DR)
Dr Marvin Moser (is co-editor of the Yale University School of Medicine Heart Book), Apr 17, 1992, p.8
Cardiologist talks of hearts, diet, health (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.17

MOSES, JESSICA
Learning about democracy (from model of voting machine) (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.10

MOSKOWITZ, HAROLD
Republicans face big loss (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.1

MOTHER'S DAY
Celebrating Mom, May 1, 1992, p.15
Spend some time with Mom on her day (cont), May 1, 1992, p.16
Mother's Day: it's come a long way, maybe, May 8, 1992, p.4

MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY
Looking to make a movie in Scarsdale? Look elsewhere, Apr 3, 1992, p.3

MOTION PICTURES
Two TV movies on Warmus to air this fall, Aug 7, 1992, p.1
Two TV movies focus on Warmus trial (cont), Aug 7, 1992, p.4
Warmus TV movie fails to impress viewers, Sep 18, 1992, p.1
Warmus docudrama gives reality short shrift (edit), Sep 18, 1992, p.6
Television movie 'disappointing' (cont), Sep 18, 1992, p.8
Daddies don't bounce (discusses the "brutality masked in mirth" in "Home Alone 2" (edit), Dec 11, 1992, p.6
Scarsdale film course launched Hollywood executive (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.21

MOTL, MARY JANE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

MOUNTAINEERING
And he climbs mountains, too... (photo), Jan 3, 1992, p.20

MUCHNICKI, HIROKO
New in the schools (new staff members welcomed at a two-day orientation workshop) (photo), Sep 25, 1992, p.10

MUELLER, ELIZABETH
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of The Scarsdale Public Library, Sep 18, 1992, p.32

MUELLER, RUTH-HAZEL
Fall athletes feted at Maroon & White dinner (photo), Dec 4, 1992, p.25
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

MUHLIN, JESSIE
Prize winning posters (photo), Nov 13, 1992, p.12

MUKERJI, SNIGDHA
Snigdha Mukerji (presented with a distinguished service award by two Bengali cultural associations), Sep 25, 1992, p.4

MULCHING
Free mulch again (for residents of EMT and HTS) (ltr), Oct 16, 1992, p.6

MULDOON, JULIA
Cherubim and seraphim (waiting in the wings for Immaculate Heart of Mary Christmas pageant) (photo), Dec 24, 1992, p.1

MULLEN, LAURIE
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

MUNSON, ANN LIESE
Remembering (picture from ceremonies at Dean Field) (photo), May 29, 1992, p.1
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MURASE, YOSHIYE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.30

MURDER TRIALS
No jurors yet for Warmus trial, Jan 10, 1992, p.1
New evidence presented in Warmus case, Jan 24, 1992, p.1
Warmus (cont), Jan 24, 1992, p.8
Warmus trial continues; Solomon takes stand, Jan 31, 1992, p.1
Warmus trial continues (cont), Jan 31, 1992, p.18
Bartender, nurse, testify in third week of Warmus trial, Feb 7, 1992, p.1
Bartender, nurse testify in third week of Warmus trial (cont), Feb 7, 1992, p.3
Detective cross-examined as Warmus trial continues, Feb 14, 1992, p.1
Warmus lawyer seeks to discredit key witness, Feb 21, 1992, p.1
Parco cross-examined (cont), Feb 21, 1992, p.15
'Blackout' on (Carolyn Warmus) trial coverage deplored (ltr), May 15, 1992, p.6
Summations given in Warmus trial, May 22, 1992, p.1
The jury is out in Warmus case (cont), May 22, 1992, p.22
Black glove is key in Warmus conviction, May 29, 1992, p.1
Warmus (cont), May 29, 1992, p.14
Warmus gets 25 to life in prison (photo), Jul 3, 1992, p.1
Lawyer may ask for new Harris trial, Jul 3, 1992, p.1
Judge gives Warmus 25 years to life (cont), Jul 3, 1992, p.5
Harris' lawyer considers trial (cont), Jul 3, 1992, p.10
Two TV movies on Warmus to air this fall, Aug 7, 1992, p.1
Two TV movies focus on Warmus trial (cont), Aug 7, 1992, p.4

SEE ALSO CRIME AND CRIMINALS

MURPHY, MARTA
Cooper House quilt on display (photo), Sep 25, 1992, p.9

MURTAGH, KATHERINE
Katherine Murtagh (promoted to vice president/management supervisor at Bozell Public Relations, NY), Aug 28, 1992, p.5

MURTHY, VENK
Debaters shine in first tourney (photo), Oct 16, 1992, p.10

MUSICIANS
Violin, organ and flute, the area sings with classical sounds (photo), Jan 24, 1992, p.15
A solemn performance (first and second grade talent show at Seely Place School) (photo), Feb 21, 1992, p.1
Hoff-Barthelson Music School to host two faculty concerts, Mar 13, 1992, p.18
The sky's the limit for Scarsdale-based band (Sky Blues) (photo), Aug 14, 1992, p.11
Sky Blues' dreams are sky high (cont), Aug 14, 1992, p.12

MYERS, LYNN (AU)
Now's the time to speak out on the school budget (ltr), Apr 3, 1992, p.6

MYERS, NANCY
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4

MYERS, NORMA
Promenade (Hoedown at Crossway Field) (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.3
The Bank of New York Salutes Hoedown '92; The SCS Family Counseling Service Spring Benefit (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.28

NADEL, DOUGLAS
The Bank of New York Salutes Hoedown '92; The SCS Family Counseling Service Spring Benefit (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.28
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NADEL, EDWIN
Edwin Nadel (awarded a community service award by the New England), May 22, 1992, p.4

NADEL, FERN
The Bank of New York Salutes Hoedown '92; The SCS Family Counseling Service Spring Benefit (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.28

NADEL, RALPH
Nader, Rudman, Bleich and McLaughlin get write-ins (votes), Nov 6, 1992, p.5

NADLER, FLORENCE
Realty firm merges its two offices (Centennial Realty consolidates its operation at Chase Road), Jul 17, 1992, p.5

NAGAYAMA, MIKI
And it's all in pennies ($1,562.56 collected by Fox Meadow school for Somalian relief effort)(photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.9

NAKAHARA, SAYAKA
English as a second language graduates celebrate their success (photo), Jan 17, 1992, p.9

NANCINI, LOU
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company No. 1 - 99 years of service, Dec 24, 1992, p.20

NATIONAL BROADCASTING CO
SHS alumnus key executive for National Broadcasting Co (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.13

NATIONAL CONVENTIONS (POLITICAL)
Virginia governor visits for Scarsdale day of fun (photo), Jul 17, 1992, p.1
He worries about convention details..., Jul 17, 1992, p.1
Local man helped manage convention (cont), Jul 17, 1992, p.10
Whatever the party, voter participation vital this time (ltr), Jul 24, 1992, p.6
Despite abortion plank, local Republicans rally, Aug 21, 1992, p.1
Republicans: Strong support (cont), Aug 21, 1992, p.23

NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSN
Frank J Fee III (re-elected as secretary of the National Fire Protection Association) (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.8

NATIONAL SECURITY
Let's not pork-barrel US defenses... (edit), Aug 28, 1992, p.7

NAUGHTON, CAROL
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

NAUGHTON, KARA
Lifeguard rescues teenager at pool (photo), Aug 28, 1992, p.1

NBC
SEE NATIONAL BROADCASTING CO

NEALE, DAVID
Prom lives up to its billing as an unforgettable evening (photo), Jul 3, 1992, p.9

NEALE, HENRY
Correcting record on lawsuits (ltr), Dec 31, 1992, p.7

NEALE, HENRY (AU)
Cooney called uniquely qualified (ltr), Oct 30, 1992, p.6

NEALE, J HENRY JR
Marching for choice (in Washington, D.C.) (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.1
Scarsdale voters give Clinton primary, Apr 10, 1992, p.3

NEALE, J HENRY JR (AU)
Primary is important one for Democrats (ltr), Sep 11, 1992, p.6
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NEALE, SUE
Library director extraordinaire (Joyce Nichols of SCS Public Library), Jun 5, 1992, p.14
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of The Scarsdale Public Library, Sep 18, 1992, p.32

NEE, ANN MARIE
Don't dump (members of high school Paper Savers Club paint Brewster Road storm drain), May 8, 1992, p.1

NEILSEN, CHRISTIAN
At Neilsen's: Tradition keeps us 'in touch' (photo), Aug 7, 1992, p.3

NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTIONS
SEE RESOLUTIONS

NEW YORK CARES (ORGANIZATION)
Mayor one of 3,000 caring volunteers (photo), Nov 13, 1992, p.5

NEW YORK STATE SCHOOL BOARDS ASSN
School board advocacy group shares information and ideas (photo), Oct 23, 1992, p.9

NEW YORK STATE. ASSEMBLY
Probes spur change (photo) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.6
Re: State government (photo) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.6
Blanco, Hochberg vie for Assembly seat (photo), Oct 23, 1992, p.3
Inquirer endorsements; For Assembly: Hochberg (edit), Oct 23, 1992, p.6
Blanco, Hochberg (cont), Oct 23, 1992, p.14
With days left in campaign, state candidates debate, Oct 30, 1992, p.1
A Election Day guide to local candidates, Oct 30, 1992, p.5
Inquirer endorsements; In Edgemont and Hartsdale districts; For Assembly: Richard Brodsky (edit), Oct 30, 1992, p.6
'Force for good government' (ltr), Oct 30, 1992, p.6
Send Hochberg to Albany (ltr), Oct 30, 1992, p.6
State Senate, Assembly candidates debate at League of Women Voters forum (cont) (photo), Oct 30, 1992, p.16
Hochberg victorious: Scarsdale legislator elected to Assembly (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.1

NEW YORK STATE. DEPT. OF MOTOR VEHICLES
They're back, well almost (new, temporary office in the White Plains Mall, 200 Hamilton Ave), Feb 7, 1992, p.1

NEW YORK STATE. SENATE
Attitudes need reform (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.6
Senate: Oppenheimer, Weininger, Gough (photo), Oct 23, 1992, p.3
Inquirer endorsements; For Senate: Oppenheimer (edit), Oct 23, 1992, p.6
With days left in campaign, state candidates debate, Oct 30, 1992, p.1
A Election Day guide to local candidates, Oct 30, 1992, p.5
Inquirer endorsements; In Edgemont and Hartsdale districts; For state Senate: Nicholas Spano (edit), Oct 30, 1992, p.6
State Senate, Assembly candidates debate at League of Women Voters forum (cont) (photo), Oct 30, 1992, p.16

NEW YORK STATE. SUPREME COURT
SEE COURTS-NEW YORK STATE

NEWBAUER, LAUREN
Catholic Youth Organization state victors (IHM fourth grade basketball team) (photo), May 22, 1992, p.23

NEWBERGER, AMY E (DR)
Dr Amy E Newberger (of Dermatology Consultants has moved her practice to Overhill Rd, SCS) (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.4

NEWHOUSE, EDA
Historical Society honors Fisher, Ughetta (photo), Apr 3, 1992, p.3
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4
The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club (photo), May 22, 1992, p.30
Town and Village Civic Club given video tour of work at schools (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.3
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NEWHOUSE, EDA L (AU)
Fair a success; thanks expressed (18th annual Country Fair) (ltr), Sep 18, 1992, p.6

NEWHOUSE, JAMES (AU)
Half-truths about whole life insurance (ltr), Mar 27, 1992, p.6
Prudent Investor comes under fire (ltr), May 8, 1992, p.6

NEWMAN, ANDREW HILL
Jaywalking into Hollywood, Jul 31, 1992, p.15
Newman (cont), Jul 31, 1992, p.16

NEWMAN, ANITA

NEWMAN, BEN
Students featured in music and art reports by school coordinators (photo), Feb 7, 1992, p.9

NEWMAN, BENJAMIN
Benjamin Newman (dies), Feb 7, 1992, p.14

NEWMAN, BOBBIE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.30

NEWMAN, DAVID
Students assist S(tudent) T(ransfer) E(ducation) P(lan) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.13

NEWMAN, LEONARD J (DR)
Dr Leonard J Newman (named chairman of the department of pediatrics at NY Medical College) (photo), Aug 21, 1992, p.14

NEWSPAPERS
Seymour Topping (elected president of the American Society of Newspaper Editors) (photo), Apr 17, 1992, p.8
Glenn joins Inquirer staff, Jul 3, 1992, p.2

NEWSPAPERS-REWARDS, PRIZES, ETC.
Inquirer brings home prizes, Apr 3, 1992, p.1

NICHOLS, JOYCE
Library director to retire June 1 (Joyce Nichols of SCS Public Library) (photo), Apr 3, 1992, p.1
Library director to retire from book ‘haven’ (cont), Apr 3, 1992, p.12
Article reflects personality (of S(CS) Public Library director Joyce Nichols) (ltr), Apr 10, 1992, p.6
Library staff bids director fond farewell (ltr), May 15, 1992, p.6
Library director extraordinaire (Joyce Nichols of SCS Public Library) (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.14
A rebuke on library event (ltr), Jun 26, 1992, p.6

NICHOLS, LINDSAY
Fox Meadow (should read Greenacres) reaches out to southern storm victims, Nov 13, 1992, p.11

NICHOLS, SUZANNE
Opening office (law firm of Rosenstock Lowe & Nichols will open office in White Plains) (photo), Sep 18, 1992, p.15

NICKERSON, MARK
The Bank of New York Salutes Lowell J Tooley, honored by the Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce, Apr 24, 1992, p.32

NICOLAIS, ROBERT
20 car break-ins; electronics stolen, Apr 24, 1992, p.1

NIGHTINGALE, FREDDA
In the beginning there was September (edit), Sep 4, 1992, p.7

NISHIMAKI, KOEI
Award-winning orchestra (SCS Elementary All-District Orchestra), Jul 17, 1992, p.9

NISHINO, MIHO
E(nglish as a) S(econd) L(anguage) graduates celebrate their success (photo), Jan 17, 1992, p.9

NISSEN, J HAROLD
J Harold Nissen (was voting delegate to 32d congress of the World Zionist Organization in Jerusalem), Aug 21, 1992, p.14
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NISSEN, SYLVIA
E(nglish as a) S(econd) L(anguage) graduates celebrate their success (photo), Jan 17, 1992, p.9
Sylvia Nissen (presented with distinguished service award) (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.4
NISSEN, SYLVIA (AU)
The rewards of E(nglish as a) S(econd) L(anguage) ...in Japan (edit), Jun 5, 1992, p.7

NITZBERG GREEBEL, BARBARA
S(CS) H(igh) S(chool) grads gather to fete the school (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.3

NIWA, YURIKO
Prize winning posters (photo), Nov 13, 1992, p.12

NOBILE, PHILIP
Should Scarsdale apologize for bombing Japan?, Jan 31, 1992, p.1
Well, Mr. Nobile, here's how it is (response to Mr. Nobile's edit 2/14/92) (ltr), Feb 28, 1992, p.6
A reaction to 'unbridled ravings' (in reference to Nobile's edit in SCS Inquirer 8/14/92) (ltr), Aug 21, 1992, p.6
NOBILE, PHILIP (AU)
1991 was enough to make a strong man queasy (edit), Jan 3, 1992, p.6
Scarsdale to Hiroshima and Nagasaki: Drop dead (apology favored for World War II atrocities) (edit), Feb 14, 1992, p.6
The Buchanan scenario: It could happen here (edit), Mar 6, 1992, p.6
Apology in abeyance (Hiroshima apology) (ltr), Mar 6, 1992, p.6
50 reasons to dump George Bush (edit), Mar 27, 1992, p.6
Dump Barbara, too (edit), Apr 24, 1992, p.7
God is in the Big Bang (edit), May 15, 1992, p.7
Candid conversations about the bomb: Should America apologize? (edit), Aug 14, 1992, p.7

NOISE CONTROL-LAWS AND REGULATIONS
Sound, fury and safety (edit), Jan 17, 1992, p.6
Don't laws apply to village workers? (ltr), Jan 17, 1992, p.6
Failing to see forest for tree (response to editorial reply to author's letter from 1/17/92) (ltr), Jan 31, 1992, p.6
The law of civility (edit), Jul 17, 1992, p.6

NOISE POLLUTION
Hoops spark discussion over noise, May 22, 1992, p.3
Season of noise (edit), May 22, 1992, p.6

NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS' COMMITTEE-SCS
Make paper people real (edit), Jan 10, 1992, p.6
Citizens' Committee unable to find willing candidates, Jan 17, 1992, p.1
They're doing the best for the village (ltr), Jan 17, 1992, p.6
Citizens' Committee nominates five; Jane Nusbaum chosen for trustee (photo), Jan 24, 1992, p.1
You had to note system has merit (response to 1/10/92 editorial "Make paper people real") (ltr), Jan 24, 1992, p.6
System proved itself in quality of public life (edit), Jan 31, 1992, p.6
Village elections Tuesday (March 17, 1992), Mar 13, 1992, p.1
Citizens Party candidates elected without opposition, Mar 20, 1992, p.1
Procedure Committee: Sign off on candidates' bios, Jul 24, 1992, p.1
It's OK to want the job (edit), Jul 24, 1992, p.6
Procedure Committee recommends changes in Non-Partisan Resolution (cont), Jul 24, 1992, p.15
Citizens' panel seeks nominees (for Non-Partisan Citizens' Committee), Aug 8, 1992, p.3
Proposed rule would hamper local democracy (proposed Amendment 3 to Non-Partisan Resolution) (ltr), Sep 18, 1992, p.6
More candidates needed for Citizens' Committee, Sep 25, 1992, p.5
Legislator candidate (Willa Swiller) offended this voter with statement (edit), Oct 2, 1992, p.6
Amendments on ballot for local election, Nov 13, 1992, p.1
Vote yes times five (Scarsdalians urged to vote yes to five Non-Partisan Resolution amendments) (edit), Nov 13, 1992, p.6
Silver supports Amendment 3 ... (to SCS's Non-Partisan Resolution) (ltr), Nov 13, 1992, p.6
...But Sorkin opposes it (Amendment 3 to SCS's Non-Partisan Resolution) (ltr), Nov 13, 1992, p.6
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NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS' COMMITTEE-SCS continued

12 elected to committee: amendments pass, Nov 20, 1992, p.1
Citizens' Committee elected (cont), Nov 20, 1992, p.8
Run-off election (in Non-Partisan Unit D will be held Dec 2), Nov 27, 1992, p.1
Run-off results (Matthew Callaghan is newest member of Citizens' Committee), Dec 4, 1992, p.1
It's your village, your system - and your vote (ltr), Dec 4, 1992, p.6

NON-PARTISAN RESOLUTION-SCS

Procedure Committee: Sign off on candidates' bios, Jul 24, 1992, p.1
It's OK to want the job (edit), Jul 24, 1992, p.6
Procedure Committee recommends changes in Non-Partisan Resolution (cont), Jul 24, 1992, p.15
Proposed rule would hamper local democracy (proposed Amendment 3 to Non-Partisan Resolution) (ltr), Sep 18, 1992, p.6
Amendments on ballot for local election, Nov 13, 1992, p.1
Vote yes times five (Scarsdalians urged to vote yes to five Non-Partisan Resolution amendments) (edit), Nov 13, 1992, p.6
...But Sorkin opposes it (Amendment 3 to SCS's Non-Partisan Resolution) (ltr), Nov 13, 1992, p.6
Silver supports Amendment 3 ... (to SCS's Non-Partisan Resolution) (ltr), Nov 13, 1992, p.6
12 elected to committee: amendments pass, Nov 20, 1992, p.1

NON-PARTISAN SYSTEM-SCS

Make paper people real (edit), Jan 10, 1992, p.6
They're doing the best for the village (ltr), Jan 17, 1992, p.6
You had to note system has merit (response to 1/10/92 editorial "Make paper people real") (ltr), Jan 24, 1992, p.6
Changes if need be, but keep the successes (response to 1/10/92 editorial) (ltr), Jan 24, 1992, p.7
System proved itself in quality of public life (edit), Jan 31, 1992, p.6
Remember to vote in Tuesday's village elections (March 17, 1992) (ltr), Mar 13, 1992, p.6
Don't forget the outsiders (edit), Mar 20, 1992, p.6
Legislator candidate (Willa Swiller) offended this voter with statement (edit), Oct 2, 1992, p.6
Amendments on ballot for local election, Nov 13, 1992, p.1

NORLYAMA, ATSUKO
Prize winning posters (photo), Nov 13, 1992, p.12

NORTH, JOHN
Republicans face big loss (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.1

NOVEMBER, ELEANOR
The Bank of New York Salutes Hoedown '92; The SCS Family Counseling Service Spring Benefit (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.28

NOVEMBER, ELEANOR (AU)
Thanks from drug task force (ltr), Apr 3, 1992, p.7

NOVEMBER, ROBERT
The Bank of New York Salutes Hoedown '92; The SCS Family Counseling Service Spring Benefit (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.28

NOWICKI, VICTOR (AU)
Why disturb holiday with the same old issue? (ltr), Dec 4, 1992, p.6

NURANUSHI, MAKIKO
Prize winning posters (photo), Nov 13, 1992, p.12

NURSERY SCHOOLS
Neighbors protest nursery school, Jan 31, 1992, p.1
Neighbors protest school (cont) (photo), Jan 31, 1992, p.18

NUSBAUM, JANE
Village elections Tuesday (March 17, 1992), Mar 13, 1992, p.1
Citizens Party candidates elected without opposition, Mar 20, 1992, p.1
Village officials elected (photo), Mar 20, 1992, p.1
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4
Trustees make commitment to open government (cont), May 15, 1992, p.14
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NUSSBAUM, BERNARD
  Area joins in state Party for Dems (photo), Oct 16, 1992, p.3

NUSSBAUM, BERNARD AND TOBY
  Local family hosts Arkansas delegation, party at (Botanic) Gardens (photo), Jul 17, 1992, p.1

NUSSBAUM, JANE

NUSSBAUM, TOBY
  Scarsdale voters give Clinton primary, Apr 10, 1992, p.3
  Area joins in state Party for Dems (photo), Oct 16, 1992, p.3
  A chance to vote one more time (for Toby Nussbaum, member of the Electoral College) (photo), Nov 13, 1992, p.3

NUSSBAUM, TOBY (AU)
  Clinton delegate urges support (ltr), Apr 3, 1992, p.6
  Cooney called uniquely qualified (ltr), Oct 30, 1992, p.6

NYGREEN, GLEN
  Don't give up on giving (edit), Mar 6, 1992, p.6

O'BRIEN, DAN
  The Bank of New York Salutes SHS 75th Anniversary Celebration (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.34

O'BRIEN, DOROTHY
  Dorothy O'Brien (dies), Aug 7, 1992, p.10

O'BRIEN, MARGUERITE D
  Marguerite O'Brien (dies), May 29, 1992, p.14

O'BRIEN, NINA
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Middle School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.30

O'CONNOR, CHRIS
  Prom lives up to its billing as an unforgettable evening (photo), Jul 3, 1992, p.9

O'CONNOR, JIM (AU)
  Don't thank judges, thank the speech contest entrants (ltr), Apr 10, 1992, p.6

O'DONNELL, RAY
  Ecology study and recycling action raise student awareness (in SCS schools) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.11

O'FARRELL, MARGARET
  Ecology study and recycling action raise student awareness (in SCS schools) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.11

O'KANE, DAN
  A change of pace (The Treadway and O'Kane families welcome Fresh Air Fund children to SCS) (photo), Jul 17, 1992, p.3

O'KANE, DANNY
  A change of pace (The Treadway and O'Kane families welcome Fresh Air Fund children to SCS) (photo), Jul 17, 1992, p.3

O'KANE, JUDY
  A change of pace (The Treadway and O'Kane families welcome Fresh Air Fund children to SCS) (photo), Jul 17, 1992, p.3

O'KANE, KIMBERLY
  A change of pace (The Treadway and O'Kane families welcome Fresh Air Fund children to SCS) (photo), Jul 17, 1992, p.3

O'KANE, MICHAEL
  A change of pace (The Treadway and O'Kane families welcome Fresh Air Fund children to SCS) (photo), Jul 17, 1992, p.3

O'NEILL, JOHN (DR)
  Dr John O'Neill (dies), Oct 2, 1992, p.12

O'ROURKE, MICHAEL
  Holiday spirit (photo), Dec 24, 1992, p.9

OBERMAN, JUSTIN
  Bar mitzvah affirms family and religious bonds (photo), Feb 14, 1992, p.1
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OBITUARIES

Abel, Jeanette M (dies), Oct 16, 1992, p.19
Abel, Jeanette M (dies), Oct 16, 1992, p.19
Aikins, Marjorie T (dies), Aug 28, 1992, p.15
Andres, Walter S (dies), Feb 14, 1992, p.14
Arons, Ruth S (dies), Dec 18, 1992, p.18
Baker, Albert deRussy (dies), Aug 7, 1992, p.10
Baumeister, Alice (dies), Mar 20, 1992, p.14
Beaujean, Florence (dies), Aug 28, 1992, p.15
Behrer, Mildred H (dies), Jun 19, 1992, p.18
Belfont, Andrew J (dies), Apr 17, 1992, p.18
Belknap, Helen T (dies), Jan 24, 1992, p.18
Belknap, Helen (dies), Feb 14, 1992, p.14
Bidwell, Harry W (dies), Jun 5, 1992, p.13
Blake, Robert J (dies), Mar 27, 1992, p.16
Boynton, Herbert II (dies), Oct 9, 1992, p.14
Brady, George J (dies), Jan 10, 1992, p.12
Brace, A Donald (dies), Dec 18, 1992, p.18
Brock, Helen S (dies), Feb 21, 1992, p.12
Brown, Raymond D (dies), Dec 31, 1992, p.4
Bruno, Eleanor A (dies), Feb 28, 1992, p.16
Butterweck, Paul (dies), Jul 3, 1992, p.10
Cahen, Frances H (dies), Mar 27, 1992, p.16
Carruth, Clarence U Jr (dies), Sep 18, 1992, p.20
Clark, Frances P (dies), Oct 23, 1992, p.14
Conner, Nancy G (dies), Feb 28, 1992, p.16
Coogan, Carol Anne L (dies), Nov 20, 1992, p.14
Cortese, Salvatore R Sr (dies), Jul 3, 1992, p.10
Craig, Steven J (dies), Jun 19, 1992, p.18
Cranwell, Thomas (dies), Dec 24, 1992, p.12
Croen, Belle-Janet (dies), Apr 3, 1992, p.18
Danielson, Alfred V (dies), Apr 24, 1992, p.16
Danto, Herbert (dies), Mar 20, 1992, p.14
Davis, Helen M (dies), Jun 19, 1992, p.18
DeCarlo, Patrick C (dies), Jul 17, 1992, p.14
Doernberg, Nanette (dies), May 8, 1992, p.22
Duncan, Sheldon F (dies), Jun 5, 1992, p.13
Dunne, John T (dies), Jan 17, 1992, p.18
Elbe, Myra S (dies), Apr 10, 1992, p.14
Evans, Ann K (dies), Jan 31, 1992, p.14
Feldstein, Carlene (dies), Mar 20, 1992, p.14
Felt, Jean Kyle (dies), May 15, 1992, p.20
Ferguson, Nancy E (dies), Oct 2, 1992, p.12
Filippino, Louis (dies), Jan 10, 1992, p.12
Finney, Burnham /dead at 92; civic leader, former Inquirer editor (photo), Dec 24, 1992, p.1
Finney, Burnham (dies) (cont), Dec 24, 1992, p.12
Fowler, Olga W (dies), Jul 10, 1992, p.12
Franz, Opal M (dies), Oct 16, 1992, p.19
OBITUARIES continued

Freed, William A (dies), Jul 31, 1992, p.14
Freeman, Sheila T (dies), Jul 3, 1992, p.10
Garey, W Wilson (dies), Nov 20, 1992, p.14
Goldfrank, Max (dies), Oct 9, 1992, p.14
Goldstein, Irene F (dies), Nov 6, 1992, p.12
Greenwood, Lottie (dies), Apr 17, 1992, p.18
Halsey, James P (dies), Jul 24, 1992, p.10
Harper, Lucille A (dies), Jul 17, 1992, p.14
Henle, Guy (dies), May 15, 1992, p.20
Hickerson, J Melanchton (dies), Jul 17, 1992, p.14
Hirshberg, Eliot P (dies), Feb 21, 1992, p.12
Hobbs, Emily (Emily Hobbs, former acting mayor, is dead) (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.18
Hoffman, Betty K (dies), Sep 18, 1992, p.20
Holmes, Dolly J (dies), Jan 10, 1992, p.12
Horowitz, William (Dr) (dies), Jul 10, 1992, p.12
Hyatt, David (Dr) (dies), Sep 25, 1992, p.20
Hynson, Lelia H (dies), Jul 24, 1992, p.10
Irvine, Mamie M (dies), Jan 10, 1992, p.12
Jackson, Rogene C (dies), Jan 24, 1992, p.18
Jewell, Russell C (rane) (dies), Aug 14, 1992, p.10
Kennedy, Keith F (dies), May 29, 1992, p.14
Kidder, Catherine (dies), Jul 3, 1992, p.10
Kimble, Constance (dies), Mar 13, 1992, p.14
Kohler, Arthur W Jr (dies), Apr 3, 1992, p.18
Krieger, Harold (Dr) (dies), Apr 17, 1992, p.18
Landry, Francis E (dies), Apr 10, 1992, p.14
Langan, Thomas F (body discovered in yard), May 8, 1992, p.3
Laws, Grace W M (dies), Jan 3, 1992, p.10
Lewis, Isabelle T (dies), Feb 28, 1992, p.16
Logan, Adelaide F C (dies), Jan 17, 1992, p.18
Lovingier, Flo F (dies), Apr 17, 1992, p.18
Ludovicy, Alfred J (dies), Jun 26, 1992, p.14
MacIntyre, Malcolm Ames (former mayor, airline president dead at 84) (photo), May 15, 1992, p.1
MacIntyre, Malcolm (cont), May 15, 1992, p.20
Mangialetti, Rose L (dies), Mar 27, 1992, p.16
MarElia, Beatrice (dies), Mar 13, 1992, p.14
Martinez, Jane Ann (dies), Jan 10, 1992, p.12
McGrath, H T Sr (dies), Aug 28, 1992, p.15
McKenna, Agnes G (dies), May 1, 1992, p.12
McNeely, Rev W H (dies), Feb 21, 1992, p.12
McQuiggan Phillips, Marion (dies), May 15, 1992, p.20
Mill, Charles S Jr (dies), Sep 11, 1992, p.16
Miller, Robert S Jr (dies), Jul 10, 1992, p.12
Molander, David W (Dr) (dies), Aug 7, 1992, p.10
Morgan, Barbara (dies), Sep 4, 1992, p.16
Morrison, Carolyn (dies), Mar 13, 1992, p.14
Newman, Benjamin (dies), Feb 7, 1992, p.14
O'Brien, Dorothy (dies), Aug 7, 1992, p.10
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OBITUARIES continued
O'Brien, Marguerite D (dies), May 29, 1992, p.14
O'Neill, John (Dr) (dies), Oct 2, 1992, p.12
Ogden, Alwyn W (dies), Mar 27, 1992, p.16
Oliva, Orazio (dies), Aug 21, 1992, p.20
Osborne, Eugene P (dies), Jan 31, 1992, p.14
Owen, A Wallace III (dies), Sep 18, 1992, p.20
Redegeld, Joseph J (dies), Dec 18, 1992, p.18
Reed, Mary C (dies), Jan 17, 1992, p.18
Reid, Margaret S (dies), Oct 9, 1992, p.14
Rhow, Timothy J (dies), Jul 17, 1992, p.14
Rogers, Don Loring (dies), Jul 17, 1992, p.14
Romano, Pepi M (dies), Mar 20, 1992, p.14
Root, David (dies), Mar 20, 1992, p.14
Rosenstock, Jack (dies), Feb 14, 1992, p.14
Samuels, Vivian C (dies) (photo), Jan 24, 1992, p.18
Schmidt, Gunther (dies), Feb 21, 1992, p.12
Schrier, Morris M (dies), Aug 28, 1992, p.15
Schultz, Irwin (dies), Jul 10, 1992, p.12
Sengstaken, Rita C (dies), Oct 30, 1992, p.14
Shaw, Herbert F (dies), Feb 14, 1992, p.14
Singer, Gladys H (dies), Apr 10, 1992, p.14
Spaet, T H (Dr) (dies), Sep 4, 1992, p.16
Spence, Malcolm C (dies), Jul 17, 1992, p.14
Steinkamp, Willard (dies), Feb 21, 1992, p.12
Steinmetz, John C (dies), Jan 31, 1992, p.14
Straus, Kenneth S (dies), Dec 31, 1992, p.4
Surin, Margaret H (dies), Nov 13, 1992, p.22
Swalina, MaryAnn (dies), Jan 10, 1992, p.12
Szabad, Shirley M (dies), Dec 24, 1992, p.12
Tsokris, Peter N (dies), Jan 10, 1992, p.12
Vasami, Josephine (dies), Mar 20, 1992, p.14
Wasser, Norman (dies), Jan 10, 1992, p.12
Weiss, Frances C (dies), Sep 18, 1992, p.20
Welsh, Alice C (dies), Jul 17, 1992, p.14
West, Peter S (dies), Dec 18, 1992, p.18
Wilk, Ruth M (dies), Feb 7, 1992, p.14
Wise, Harry H Jr (dies), May 29, 1992, p.14
Woods, Daniel E (dies), May 22, 1992, p.15

ODESSER, ROCHELLE
Smiles mark beginning of school (photo), Sep 11, 1992, p.9

OFFICE BUILDINGS
Planning Board okays Scarsdale Avenue office building (illus), Jan 31, 1992, p.1
Scarsdale Avenue (cont), Jan 31, 1992, p.8

OGDEN, ALWYN W
Alwyn W Ogden (dies), Mar 27, 1992, p.16

OGONLEYE, TUNDE
Quaker Ridge Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.9
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OKREND, ELISE
Mixed Blessing holiday cards play both sides of the street (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.15

OKREND, PHILIP
Mixed Blessing holiday cards play both sides of the street (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.15

OLDER, JACK
The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club (photo), May 22, 1992, p.30

OLDER, SONDRA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club (photo), May 22, 1992, p.30
The Bank of New York Salutes SHS 75th Anniversary Celebration (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.34

OLDER, SONDRA (AU)
Call to voters on important election (ltr), Jan 17, 1992, p.6

OLDER, SONDRA AND JACK (AU)
Vote yes on (school) budget (ltr), May 15, 1992, p.7

OLIVA, ORAZIO
Orazio Oliva (dies), Aug 21, 1992, p.20

OLIVARI, CAROL A
Honored by Red Cross (area residents honored at annual recognition of volunteers) (photo), May 29, 1992, p.9

OMANSKY, NICKI
The Bank of New York Salutes Hoedown '92; The SCS Family Counseling Service Spring Benefit (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.28

ONDRIECK, ANNE
Speech contest winner (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.9

OPPENHEIMER, MARGOT
Margot Oppenheimer (elected treasurer of the Brown University Club of Westchester), Jul 17, 1992, p.4

OPPENHEIMER, SUZI
Latest state redistricting plan keeps Singer out of Scarsdale, Mar 20, 1992, p.3
Senate: Oppenheimer, Weininger, Gough (photo), Oct 23, 1992, p.3
Inquirer endorsements; For Senate: Oppenheimer (edit), Oct 23, 1992, p.6
A Election Day guide to local candidates, Oct 30, 1992, p.5
State Senate, Assembly candidates debate at League of Women Voters forum (cont) (photo), Oct 30, 1992, p.16

OPPENHEIMER, SUZI (AU)
Attitudes need reform (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.6

OPHTHALMOLOGISTS
Dr Melvin Bronstein (presented with honors award by the American Academy of Ophthalmology), Jul 31, 1992, p.4

ORANS, BARBARA
Making friends (instructor Barbara Orans introduces Johny of Camelot Farms to Shane Gilbert) (photo), Sep 25, 1992, p.1

ORCE, HELENE
Contested election for Board of Education expected in E'mont (photo), Apr 3, 1992, p.1
New Edgemont board organizes (photo), Jul 10, 1992, p.1

ORTERO, ALFRED

ORTHODONTISTS
Jerome M Sorrel, DDS (installed as president of the Northeastern Society of Orthodontists) (photo), Jan 24, 1992, p.4
Dr. Milton Berkman (orthodontist, is co-author of new text), Mar 13, 1992, p.4

ORTNER, ERIC
Village volunteer ambulance corps welcomes a junior section (photo), May 22, 1992, p.1
Junior Ambulance Corps in service (cont) (photo), May 22, 1992, p.14

OSAMA, AKIRA
Plans for Japanese festival shaping up (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.3
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OSAWA, MASAMI (AU)
A new resident voices thanks (ltr), May 8, 1992, p.6

OSAWA, MASUMI
International flavor (at high school international families luncheon) (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.1
Plans for Japanese festival shaping up (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.3

OSBORNE, EUGENE P
Eugene P Osborne (dies), Jan 31, 1992, p.14

OSBORNE, PAMELA M (AU)
Regulations on accessory housing should stay tight (ltr), Jun 12, 1992, p.6

OSUMI, YUKI
County champs (SCS's Raiders, the girls' fourth grade A soccer team) (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.22

OTSUKA, JYUNYA
Plans for Japanese festival shaping up (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.3

OTSUKA, NAOKO
Plans for Japanese festival shaping up (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.3

OTTEN, EVELYNE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club (photo), May 22, 1992, p.30

OTTEN, MICHAEL
The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club (photo), May 22, 1992, p.30
School Board reorganizes (photo), Jul 3, 1992, p.1
Key posts filled by Scarsdale educators (photo), Jul 3, 1992, p.9
School Board reorganizes (cont), Jul 3, 1992, p.9

OTTO, DAVE
Edgewood cyclists travel cross country (photo), Aug 28, 1992, p.5

OTTO, HENRY
Paddle tennis: this could be my ideal... (cont) (photo), Feb 28, 1992, p.18

OWEN, A WALLACE III
Owen to be honored (by the SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps for twenty years of service) (photo), Sep 4, 1992, p.5
A Wallace Owen III (dies), Sep 18, 1992, p.20

PADDOCK, WILLIAM
Reward offered for missing plaque (in Butler Woods), Sep 25, 1992, p.1
Butler Woods plaque turns up, Oct 23, 1992, p.1

PADDOCK, WILLIAM GUILD (AU)
Vandalism in Butler Woods Park (ltr), Sep 4, 1992, p.6

PAGHARION, M J
Ecology study and recycling action raise student awareness (in SCS schools) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.11

PAIGE, FRANK
Step, step, side together, step (season finale of the Scarsdale Dancing Class) (photo), Mar 20, 1992, p.4

PALADINO, DICK
Fall athletes feted at Maroon & White dinner (photo), Dec 4, 1992, p.25
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

PALMER, ANDREW
He's fighting his way to the top (photo), Apr 3, 1992, p.15

PANESSA, LIZ
Hangin' out at the high school (photo), Sep 11, 1992, p.10

PAPANTONIO, JERRY
Japan festival (cutting the cake at a holiday party preparatory to the SCS Japan Festival) (photo), Dec 31, 1992, p.3
PAPANTONIO, MIMI

Realty course taken (Mimi Papantonio has attended a course on residential real estate), Feb 7, 1992, p.8
Mimi Papantonio (attended the annual convention of Prudential Real Estate affiliates) (photo), Mar 20, 1992, p.4
Mimi Papantonio (given Woman of Achievement award by Prudential Ellinghouse agency in SCS) (photo), Sep 25, 1992, p.4
Japan festival (cutting the cake at a holiday party preparatory to the SCS Japan Festival) (photo), Dec 31, 1992, p.3

PAPPALARDO, STEPHEN

Japanese intern (at SCS Village Hall), Apr 10, 1992, p.1
Intern ties up working stay in Scarsdale (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.3
Cable TV company will face 'united front' (when franchise agreement comes up for renewal), Aug 28, 1992, p.1

PARADISE, ROBERT

League presidents laud board members, Jun 5, 1992, p.9
They (Evelyn Stock and Robert Paradise) created warmth and openness (edit), Jun 19, 1992, p.6
Adieu to 'dynamic duo' (Evelyn Stock and Robert Paradise), Jun 19, 1992, p.9

PARAMESWARAN, VEN

Bush coordinator assesses campaign, Nov 6, 1992, p.5

PAREDES, CATHERINE

Discovery is key at Quaker Ridge (kindergarten) (photo), Sep 18, 1992, p.9

PARENT-CHILD RELATIONSHIPS

Spare the consequences (and suffer same) (edit), May 1, 1992, p.7

PARETS, AMY

Students assist S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.13

PARISI, GUY

Hartzell tests waters for Congress bid (photo), Mar 27, 1992, p.1

PARK, YOOKI

Debaters shine in first tourney (photo), Oct 16, 1992, p.10

PARKS

Parks funds expected, Jul 17, 1992, p.10
Memorial park to open (Garden of Remembrance), Oct 2, 1992, p.2

PARQUBEK, CHARLES

'Gallant' firefighters (ltr), Aug 28, 1992, p.6

PARTIES

Local family hosts Arkansas delegation, party at (Botanic) Gardens (photo), Jul 17, 1992, p.1
Delegates' party (cont), Jul 17, 1992, p.10
Area joins in state Party for Dems (photo), Oct 16, 1992, p.3

PASSOVER

An exhibit to set the mood for Passover (photo), Mar 13, 1992, p.15
A Passover mitzvot (Nursery school children shop for traditional Passover food) (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.1
Of Good Friday, Easter and Passover (edit), Apr 17, 1992, p.7

PASTERNACK, KAREN (AU)

Drama Club is essential, if not more (response to Irving Sloan's editorial from 4/10/92) (ltr), Apr 24, 1992, p.6

PATROLMEN'S BENEVOLENT ASSN-SCS

P(atrolmen's) B(eenevolent) A(ssociation), chief schedule more patrols, May 29, 1992, p.1
More police scheduled for rounds (cont), May 29, 1992, p.8

PAULIN, AMY

Idle threats (SCS could soon get a no idling law similar to the one the county passed last year), Feb 14, 1992, p.3
Scarsdale loses redistricting suit, Apr 3, 1992, p.1
Affordable housing needs assessed (cont), Apr 24, 1992, p.18
Board seeks increased interaction, May 15, 1992, p.1
PAULIN, AMY continued
- Paulin named head of county League of Women Voters (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.5
- Court ruling sparks reactions (Supreme Court 5-4 decision on abortion) (cont), Jul 3, 1992, p.6
- 14 join Bowl Committee, Oct 2, 1992, p.8
- County league submits brief in redistrict appeal, Dec 11, 1992, p.1

PAULIN, AMY (AU)
- Public comment on budgets urged (ltr), Feb 21, 1992, p.6
- A $1 opportunity to bolster the political system (ltr), Mar 20, 1992, p.6
- Budget backed by LWV (ltr), May 15, 1992, p.6
- Permanent county waste facility urged by L(eague of) W(omen) V(oters) (ltr), Jul 3, 1992, p.6
- Correcting record on lawsuits (ltr), Dec 31, 1992, p.7

PAVIA, NANCY
- The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

PEALE, JEAN
- Chamber players win top award at state festival (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.9

PEDESTRIANS-SAFETY
- Teach them caution encourage them to walk (edit), Jun 26, 1992, p.6
- Safety first (for children walking to school in SCS) (edit), Oct 16, 1992, p.6

PEDONE, MARIO
- More blossoms for the downtown (pear tree planted between East Parkway and Crane Road) (photo), May 1, 1992, p.1

PELACCIO, LINDA
- Help is there (through HelpLine) (photo), Mar 27, 1992, p.4
- United Way tops fundraising goal for '91-92 (cont) (photo), May 15, 1992, p.9

PELLIGRINO, JO
- The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.30

PENN CENTRAL CORPORATION
- Penn Central 7-Eleven may be near agreement (Board negotiating Garth Road properties), Mar 13, 1992, p.1
- Freightway site: plan still unknown, May 22, 1992, p.1
- Development plans remain sketchy (cont), May 22, 1992, p.8
- Penn Central talks (cont), Dec 4, 1992, p.12
- Penn Central plan involves 'importing' land (ltr), Dec 31, 1992, p.6

PEPPERS, SUE
- A new responsibility (high school seniors are assisted with voter registration forms) (photo), Mar 6, 1992, p.1

PERAHIA, DORINE
- And the winner is... (Dorine Perahia of the Lillian Drake Thies croquet tournament) (photo), Sep 4, 1992, p.5

PEREZ, DREW
- Cherubim and seraphim (waiting in the wings for Immaculate Heart of Mary Christmas pageant) (photo), Dec 24, 1992, p.1

PERL, TERRY
- Bright new multi-purpose room opens at Greenacres (photo), Jan 31, 1992, p.10

PERLESHEI, SHPRESA
- A new responsibility (high school seniors are assisted with voter registration forms) (photo), Mar 6, 1992, p.1

PERLMAN, ELLEN
- Endangered junior faculty (at EMT Junior-Senior High School) (ltr), Feb 21, 1992, p.6

PERNICE, THOMAS
- Two Citizens of the Year (Tom Pernice and Lowell Tooley pictured at annual dinner-dance) (photo), Apr 17, 1992, p.8
- The Bank of New York Salutes Lowell J Tooley, honored by the Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce, Apr 24, 1992, p.32
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PEROT, ROSS
- Middle-schooler favors Perot (ltr), Oct 23, 1992, p.6

PERSONS, PAT
- Now that's a fine park! (Harwood Park) (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.8

PETERSON, ANN-MARIE
- The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

PETERSON, ERICK
- Fox Meadow (should read Greenacres) reaches out to southern storm victims, Nov 13, 1992, p.11

PETROVICH, MARY
- Stitching their own heritage (SCS Troup 1946 present quilt to scout leader Betty Taubert) (photo), Jan 10, 1992, p.3

PETROVICH, MIMI
- Catholic Youth Organization state victors (IMH fourth grade basketball team) (photo), May 22, 1992, p.23

PETROVICH, MOMO (AU)
- A Serb and a Scarsdalian speaks out (in response to a letter from 3/20/92) (ltr), Apr 17, 1992, p.6

PETROVICH, NICOLE
- Stitching their own heritage (SCS Troup 1946 present quilt to scout leader Betty Taubert) (photo), Jan 10, 1992, p.3

PETSCHEK, CHARLES
- Charles I Petschek (elected to the board of directors of the New York City Opera), Jul 31, 1992, p.4

PFORZHEIMER, BETTY AND CARL (AU)
- Vote yes on (school) budget (ltr), May 15, 1992, p.7

PFORZHEIMER, CARL

PFORZHEIMER, CARL H III (AU)
- Clear-cutting in village doesn't seem right or fair (ltr), Nov 13, 1992, p.6

PHARMACIES
- State law prescribes drug store counseling, Dec 18, 1992, p.3

PHARMACISTS
- Local pharmacists unaffected by new law (cont), Dec 18, 1992, p.16

PHILIPPE-HUMPHREY, LIZ
- Westchester club dominates Sunday's race (Stanley Newhouse Memorial 15K and 4-mile run) (photo), Mar 27, 1992, p.17

PHILLIBERT, DAVID
- Determined painters (photo), Oct 30, 1992, p.1

PHILLIPS, CAROLE
- Smiles mark beginning of school (photo), Sep 11, 1992, p.9
- New in the schools (new staff members welcomed at a two-day orientation workshop) (photo), Sep 25, 1992, p.10

PHILLIPS, MARION MCQUIGGAN
- Marion McQuiggan Phillips (dies), May 15, 1992, p.20

PHOTOGRAPHS
- A call for photos (Inquirer page six photos) (edit), Nov 20, 1992, p.6

PHYSICAL FITNESS
- The ABC's of choosing an exercise program (photo), May 8, 1992, p.11
- "No sweat" guide to designing a fitness plan, May 8, 1992, p.13
- Notes from an exercise enthusiast (edit), Jun 5, 1992, p.7

PHYSICIANS
- Michael Lee, M.D. (named asst attending, dept of internal medicine at White Plains Hospital Center), Jan 31, 1992, p.8
- Mohit may lose medical license, Feb 14, 1992, p.5
- Dr. Felicien Steichen (has joined the medical staff of St. Agnes Hospital, White Plains), Mar 13, 1992, p.4
- Dr Marvin Moser (is co-editor of the Yale University School of Medicine Heart Book), Apr 17, 1992, p.8
- Dr Emanuel Goldberg's "Treatment of Cardiac Emergencies" has been translated into Japanese, May 8, 1992, p.8
- Dr Maria Pici (honored by the auxiliary of St. Agnes Hospital, White Plains) (photo), May 8, 1992, p.8
PHYSICIANS continued

Dr Elizabeth Frost (appointed chairwoman of the dep of anesthesiology at NY Medical College) (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.9
Cardiologist talks of hearts, diet, health (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.17
Dr Louis S Blancato (named chairman of finance committee of World Federation of Anesthesiologists), Jul 17, 1992, p.4
The Hippocratic oath still stands (edit), Jul 31, 1992, p.7
Dr Leonard J Newman (named chairman of the department of pediatrics at NY Medical College) (photo), Aug 21, 1992, p.14
Dr Spencer Foreman (named chairman of Assn of American Medical Colleges) (photo), Nov 13, 1992, p.4
Dr George O Piccorelli (has been initiated into the American College of Surgeons), Nov 27, 1992, p.4
Dr Hyman Ryback (has been initiated in the American College of Surgeons), Nov 27, 1992, p.4

PICARD, IRVING

PICCORELLI, GEORGE O (DR)
Dr George O Piccorelli (has been initiated into the American College of Surgeons), Nov 27, 1992, p.4

PICI, MARIA (DR)
Dr Maria Pici (honored by the auxiliary of St. Agnes Hospital, White Plains) (photo), May 8, 1992, p.8

PICKELLE, ABBE
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

PICKUP, SCOTT

PIERCE, CONSTANCE
More blossoms for the downtown (pear tree planted between East Parkway and Crane Road) (photo), May 1, 1992, p.1

PIRRO, ESTHER
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

PISANO, BONNIE
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4

PLACEK, EVELYN (DR)
Dr Evelyn Placek (of Dermatology Consultants has moved her practice to Overhill Rd, SCS) (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.4

PLANNING BOARD-SCS
Board, council appointees sought (includes detailed descriptions of appointed boards and councils), Jan 3, 1992, p.2
Of doughnuts, lunch & parking requirements (edit), Jan 24, 1992, p.6
Neighbors protest nursery school, Jan 31, 1992, p.1
Scarsdale Avenue (cont), Jan 31, 1992, p.8
Planning Board okays Scarsdale Avenue office building (photo), Jan 31, 1992, p.1
Planning Board commended (in reference to the proposed office building on Scarsdale Ave) (ltr), Feb 21, 1992, p.6
Dunkin' Donuts gets waiver; planners okay subdivisions (individuals noted), Mar 6, 1992, p.1
Planning Board allows new home on Grand Park (Avenue), Apr 3, 1992, p.4
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4
Planning Board approves four applications (for individuals), May 1, 1992, p.8
Decision on building access road to shopping center nears, Jun 19, 1992, p.3
Planning Board nixes access road (from Heathcote Road to the Golden Horseshoe Shopping Center), Jun 26, 1992, p.1
Planners deny access road (cont), Jun 26, 1992, p.8
Fate of access road (to Golden Horseshoe shopping center) still in play, Jul 17, 1992, p.1
Heathcote residents cope with detours during bridge repair, Jul 17, 1992, p.5
Access road goes back to Planning Board (cont), Jul 17, 1992, p.17
On Planning Board agenda, Jul 24, 1992, p.4
Access issue solution still down the road, Jul 31, 1992, p.1
Planning Board needs a positive attitude on access road (to Golden Horseshoe shopping center) (ltr), Jul 31, 1992, p.6
Proposed laws would change appeals process (cont), Aug 21, 1992, p.12
Review of Planning Board actions, Oct 2, 1992, p.5
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PLANNING BOARD-SCS continued
Review of Board action: Nov 6, 1992, p.13
Property not a wetland, Planning Board decides, Nov 27, 1992, p.5

PLAYGROUNDS
Playgrounds play community role (response to 11/13 letter by Mark Tenzer) (ltr), Nov 20, 1992, p.6

PLAYING FIELDS
Parents angry: Children played on treated fields, Apr 17, 1992, p.1

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
She's waiting for the pledge to come true (ltr), Dec 4, 1992, p.6
SHS student showed how far we have to go (reference to 12/4 letter by Carolyn Weiss) (ltr), Dec 11, 1992, p.6
Pledge reminds us of national goals (ltr), Dec 18, 1992, p.6

PODELL, ANDY
Neighbors form synagogue to offer friendship, love (photo), Aug 28, 1992, p.1

PODELL, ONA
Neighbors form synagogue to offer friendship, love (photo), Aug 28, 1992, p.1

POETS
Poetry takes the spotlight (Lee Bennett Hopkins visits Quaker Ridge school) (photo), May 1, 1992, p.9

POGUE, ERIC
The Bank of New York Salutes Lowell J Tooley, honored by the Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce, Apr 24, 1992, p.32

POGUE, MARIE
The Bank of New York Salutes Lowell J Tooley, honored by the Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce, Apr 24, 1992, p.32

POLICE-SCS
Renovations planned for police and fire headquarters (photo), Jan 17, 1992, p.4
The officers' new clothes (annual shipment of new shirts and trousers expected this summer), Feb 14, 1992, p.1
New detective (SCS police officer Andrew Matturro promoted to rank of detective), Feb 21, 1992, p.1
Police should stop unsafe motorists (ltr), Mar 13, 1992, p.6
Chief says public's safety is in jeopardy, Mar 20, 1992, p.3
Overtime in line (overtime bills submitted by SCS's police and fire departments), May 1, 1992, p.1
A new sergeant (photo), May 22, 1992, p.8
Police department does a fine job (ltr), May 29, 1992, p.6
Supports an armed volunteer police force (edit), May 29, 1992, p.6
Police to get new computers, again, Jun 19, 1992, p.1
Board honors finest (police officers), Jun 26, 1992, p.4
14 honored by Scarsdale Police Department, Jul 31, 1992, p.4
Please bother us, police tell residents, Nov 13, 1992, p.1
On a scale of 1 to 7, the police are doing a good job, survey finds, Nov 13, 1992, p.1
Youth workers honored (photo), Dec 4, 1992, p.12
Moving up (Michael Martin promoted to sergeant), Dec 24, 1992, p.3

POLIDORE, VINCENT
Board honors finest (police officers), Jun 26, 1992, p.4

POLITICAL CAMPAIGNS
Hochberg may try for Assembly seat, Mar 20, 1992, p.1
Hochberg eyes Assembly (cont), Mar 20, 1992, p.3
A $1 opportunity to bolster the political system (ltr), Mar 20, 1992, p.6
Hartzell tests waters for Congress bid (photo), Mar 27, 1992, p.1
50 reasons to dump George Bush (edit), Mar 27, 1992, p.6
Some Clinton answers (ltr), Apr 3, 1992, p.6
Scarsdale voters give Clinton primary, Apr 10, 1992, p.3
Republican announces for new Assembly seat (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.3
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POLITICAL CAMPAIGNS continued
Our throw-away political icons (edit), Apr 17, 1992, p.7
Hochberg to make Assembly bid; local man eyes race, too (photo), May 8, 1992, p.1
Hochberg running for Assembly (cont), May 8, 1992, p.24
Shut up talking...(edit), May 29, 1992, p.7
3-Way race in Lowey's District 18, Jul 10, 1992, p.1
Three vie for seat in redistricted 18th (cont), Jul 10, 1992, p.16
This might be a welcome stop for Clinton..., Jul 24, 1992, p.1
Dioguardi counts on GOP campaign dollars, Sep 4, 1992, p.1
GOP campaign funds (cont), Sep 4, 1992, p.15
Tipper (really) brings the campaign home (edit), Oct 16, 1992, p.6
Senate: Oppenheimer, Weininger, Gough (photo), Oct 23, 1992, p.3
Blanco, Hochberg vie for Assembly seat (photo), Oct 23, 1992, p.3
For Family Court: Ruderman, Cooney (photo), Oct 23, 1992, p.5
Blanco, Hochberg (cont), Oct 23, 1992, p.14
Battle heats for attorney gen'l, Oct 30, 1992, p.1
Bush coordinator assesses campaign, Nov 6, 1992, p.5

POLITICAL ETHICS
One sin seems to benefit - or beget - another (edit), Feb 14, 1992, p.7
Whom do we trust with power? (edit), Jul 17, 1992, p.7

POLITICAL VIOLENCE
King case a travesty of justice; 'not guilty' verdict a miscarriage (edit), Apr 24, 1992, p.7

POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Politicians at fault (edit), Jan 24, 1992, p.6

POLLACK, MILES
Sound, fury and safety (edit), Jan 17, 1992, p.6

POLLACK, MILES (AU)
Don't laws apply to village workers? (ltr), Jan 17, 1992, p.6
Failing to see forest for tree (response to editorial reply to author's letter from 1/17/92) (ltr), Jan 31, 1992, p.6

POLLACK, TRACY
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

POLLAND, ANDREW
Edgemont wins bowl game (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.1

POLLARD, JONATHAN
Jonathan Pollard's life sentence is a punishment that doesn't fit the crime (edit), Feb 28, 1992, p.7

PONDS
No skating, no question (a sign at Crane's Pond warns against skating) (photo), Jan 10, 1992, p.1
Paint dumped in Berkley Pond, Jun 19, 1992, p.1
Crane-Berkley ponds may be dredged in fall; cost to be shared, Jun 19, 1992, p.1
Berkley Pond paint spill (cont), Jun 19, 1992, p.14
Possible dredging (cont), Jun 19, 1992, p.18
Hearing set on Crane-Berkley ponds project, Jun 26, 1992, p.3
Golden Horseshoe access road, Crane-Berkley, on village agenda, Jul 10, 1992, p.1
Special improvement district approved (in Crane-Berkley to dredge heavily silted ponds), Jul 17, 1992, p.1
Dredging to begin (of the Crane-Berkley pond), Oct 23, 1992, p.1
Moving heaven and earth (Crane pond surrounded with earthen dams in preparation for dredging) (photo), Dec 4, 1992, p.1
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POOL-SCS
Pool, with new chief, to open May 23 (photo), May 15, 1992, p.2
Diving into summer (photo), May 22, 1992, p.4
Some of the fittest are really 'all wet', May 22, 1992, p.4
Falling into summer (photo), May 29, 1992, p.1
Nobody was in the pool - for a while, Jun 12, 1992, p.1
Fourth was fine at the pool, Jul 10, 1992, p.1
'Kids are the show' at Scarsdale pool (photo), Jul 24, 1992, p.13
At the Scarsdale Pool (cont), Jul 24, 1992, p.14
Pool staff wins poolful of praise (ltr), Jul 31, 1992, p.6
Last laps near, Aug 21, 1992, p.1
Lifeguard rescues teenager at pool (photo), Aug 28, 1992, p.1
Games at the pool, Sep 4, 1992, p.1
The water's fine (one-year-old Colin Lord at the SCS Pool) (photo), Sep 4, 1992, p.1
The last swim (for the season), Sep 18, 1992, p.1
SEE ALSO SWIMMING POOLS

PORTER, MICHAEL
Michael Porter (named real estate associate of SCS office of Houlihan/Lawrence Inc), Nov 13, 1992, p.4

POST OFFICE BUILDING-SCS
A caring post office (ltr), Aug 7, 1992, p.6

POSTAL SERVICE
Air (filled) mail (edit), Nov 27, 1992, p.6
Late postal service deliveries to end-of-route homes 'unfair,' group says (photo), Dec 31, 1992, p.1

POSTER CONTESTS
SEE PRIZE CONTESTS

POWELL, DAWN
12 elected to committee: amendments pass, Nov 20, 1992, p.1

POWELL, DAWN (AU)
Thanks for stop signs (at Carman and Nelson and Nelson and Barry Roads) (ltr), Mar 13, 1992, p.6

PRAN, DITH
Feeling the pain of Cambodians (ltr), Dec 24, 1992, p.6

PRAVDA, DAVID
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of The Scarsdale Public Library, Sep 18, 1992, p.32

PREJUDICE
Where does 'hate' start? (edit), Jul 3, 1992, p.7
Poles and Jews: A lesson in prejudice learned from two sources (edit), Sep 11, 1992, p.7

PRESIDENTS
Leo Baeck Lecture ("The Care and Feeding of Presidents" by Professor Henry Graff), Apr 17, 1992, p.1
Graff muses on 'vexed' office, Apr 17, 1992, p.3
Of Presidents: their strengths and foibles (cont) (photo), Apr 17, 1992, p.21
Recalling the election groans (edit), Oct 30, 1992, p.7
Recalling election time groans at a joke (reprint of 10/30 edit which had some text out of order), Nov 13, 1992, p.8

PRESIDENTS-ELECTION
Friday's pick: Four more years of a Bush lame duck (edit), Mar 20, 1992, p.7
Clinton delegate urges support (ltr), Apr 3, 1992, p.6
Scarsdale delegates give Clinton primary, Apr 10, 1992, p.3
He's giving this speech to any willing Senator (edit), Apr 10, 1992, p.7

PRIMARIES
Primary nears; Democrats to choose Assembly, Senate candidates, Sep 11, 1992, p.1
Primary is important one for Democrats (ltr), Sep 11, 1992, p.6
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PRIMARIES continued
Democrats to pick candidates in Tuesday primary (cont), Sep 11, 1992, p.16

PRINCE, BECKY
County champs (SCS's Raiders, the girls' fourth grade A soccer team) (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.22

PRINCE, STEVE
County champs (SCS's Raiders, the girls' fourth grade A soccer team) (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.22

PRINCIPALS, SCHOOL
SEE SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS AND PRINCIPALS

PRIZE CONTESTS
Prize winning posters (photo), Nov 13, 1992, p.12

PRIZIO, BILLIE B
Billie B Prizio (joins realty firm) (Rye office of Julia B Fee Real Estate) (photo), Feb 7, 1992, p.8

PRO-CHOICE
SEE ABORTION

PROCEDURE COMMITTEE-SCS
Procedure Committee: Sign off on candidates' bios, Jul 24, 1992, p.1
It's OK to want the job (edit), Jul 24, 1992, p.6
Procedure Committee recommends changes in Non-Partisan Resolution (cont), Jul 24, 1992, p.15

PSYCHIATRISTS
Dr. Otto F. Kernberg (inducted into the Johns Hopkins University Society of Scholars) (photo), Aug 21, 1992, p.14

PSYCHOLOGISTS
Roberta Gallagher (recognized for her service to The Westchester County Psychological Association), May 8, 1992, p.8

PSYCHOTHERAPISTS
Two write letters that make life better (photo), Dec 4, 1992, p.3
Making life better with letter therapy (cont), Dec 4, 1992, p.16

PT COUNCIL-SCS
Making sure children get the best schooling possible (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.9
P.T. Council lends support (to school budget) (ltr), May 15, 1992, p.7
New PT Council officers (photo), May 29, 1992, p.8

PUBLIC RELATIONS
Edward L Greif (of Banner & Greif Ltd. named to the new edition of Who's Who in Public Relations), Apr 17, 1992, p.8
William F Doescher (named senior vice president of division of Dun & Bradstreet Corp.) (photo), May 8, 1992, p.8
Stephanie Tan (has joined the Syracuse public relations firm of Mark Russell & Associates) (photo), May 22, 1992, p.4
Carol Wallace (has joined Creamer Dickson Basford of New York as an account supervisor), May 29, 1992, p.9

PUBLIC WORKS
Village could benefit if job act is approved, Oct 23, 1992, p.1
No to the jobs bond act (edit), Oct 30, 1992, p.6

PUBLIC WORKS-SCS
Sound, fury and safety (edit), Jan 17, 1992, p.6
Don't laws apply to village workers? (ltr), Jan 17, 1992, p.6
Cooperation pays (village trustees have authorized participation in automotive parts bidding program), Feb 28, 1992, p.1
Cooperation celebrated (at new central garage on Secor and Ramsey roads) (photo), May 1, 1992, p.1
New central garage is a model of efficiency and cleanliness (photo), May 1, 1992, p.3
Garage dedication (cont), May 1, 1992, p.30
Anthony J Capece (has received David Caplan Award from NY chapter of American Public Works Assn), Oct 30, 1992, p.4
Jessie J Sellers (received Floyd F Wilcox Award for exceptional service in positions of leadership), Oct 30, 1992, p.4
Jacob retires as public works director after eight years, Nov 13, 1992, p.3

PUBLICITY
SEE ADVERTISING
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PUBLISHERS AND PUBLISHING
W.P. Kupper Jr (named publisher of Health magazine) (photo), Feb 21, 1992, p.4
PUGSLEY, PHILIP E
Philip E. Pugsley (honored for 50 years of practice in Westchester), Mar 20, 1992, p.4
PUGSLEY, PHILIP E (AU)
Give us the best education we can afford (ltr), Apr 3, 1992, p.6
Edgemont schools must keep the taxpayers in mind (ltr), Dec 11, 1992, p.6
PURCELL, RALPH (DR)
Ralph Purcell, M.D. (named assistant attending, dept of surgery at White Plains Hospital Center), Jan 31, 1992, p.8
PUR I, JOBAN K
Joban K Puri (among graduates of hospice volunteer training program), Dec 4, 1992, p.8
PUTZIGER, LIUBA KIRYLUK
Scarsdale artist honored at Greenwich art show (photo), Feb 21, 1992, p.14
QUAKERS
Pursuing a mission of peace (SCS Friends) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.17
QUAYLE, DAN
Quayle supported on ‘Murphy Brown’ (ltr), Jun 5, 1992, p.6
QUEVEDO, CATHERINE
C(atholic) Y(outh) O(rganization) state victors (IHM fourth grade basketball team) (photo), May 22, 1992, p.23
QUINN, BARBARA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of The Scarsdale Public Library, Sep 18, 1992, p.32
QUINN, BARBARA A (AU)
A winter’s tale (edit), Jan 17, 1992, p.7
QUINN, GREGORY H
Craft & hobby courses at Adult School (photo), Sep 18, 1992, p.2
QUINTANNA, ANDREA
Award-winning orchestra (SCS Elementary All-District Orchestra), Jul 17, 1992, p.9
RAAB, ROSANNE
The Bank of New York Salutes SHS 75th Anniversary Celebration (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.34
RABBAN, ELANA
Library director extraordinaire (Joyce Nichols of SCS Public Library) (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.14
Library opens with new technology, Oct 30, 1992, p.9
RABBIS
Temple expands outreach effort (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.12
RABIES
Rabies reminder, Jun 5, 1992, p.1
RABINA, DANIELLE
Fall athletes feted at Maroon & White dinner (photo), Dec 4, 1992, p.25
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as it Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32
RACCOONS
Tell the raccoons about recycling (ltr), Sep 11, 1992, p.6
Outrage over handling of injured raccoon (ltr), Dec 11, 1992, p.6
RACE DISCRIMINATION
Mention of race was irrelevant (in Bruce Corwin’s article "Board Honors Finest" from 6/26/92) (ltr), Jul 3, 1992, p.6
RADIOLOGISTS
Local physician guilty in Medicaid scam, Jul 17, 1992, p.3
Medicaid defrauder sentenced, Aug 21, 1992, p.1
Sokol sentenced (cont), Aug 21, 1992, p.20
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RAISER, DAVID
Variety, individual attention are key at day camps (cont) (photo), Jul 24, 1992, p.5

RAIZEN, ROY
Roy Raizen (awarded for 20 years’ service to the YM & YWHA of Mid-Westchester) (photo), Aug 7, 1992, p.2

RAIZES, DEBORAH
Bright new multi-purpose room opens at Greenacres (photo), Jan 31, 1992, p.10
PTA presidents salute McCann (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.10
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30
School Board reorganizes (cont), Jul 3, 1992, p.9

RAIZES, LIZ
The Bank of New York Salutes The Middle School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.30

RAMIREZ, DAVID
Honored by Red Cross (area residents honored at annual recognition of volunteers) (photo), May 29, 1992, p.9

RAMSEY, JOHN
Extended agreement (between Village Board and John Ramsey to farm two village owned lots), Oct 30, 1992, p.1

RANDOLPH, TIFFANY
Music mixed with politics (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.10

RAPAPORT, RITA
Memorial park to open (Garden of Remembrance), Oct 2, 1992, p.2

RAPAPORT, JILL
That's the spirit (Middle School sets up food and clothing drive to benefit homeless people) (photo), Jan 3, 1992, p.5

RATNER, DAVID
Scholarship fund-drive underway (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.10

READ, PETER
The Bank of New York Salutes Hoedown '92; The SCS Family Counseling Service Spring Benefit (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.28
Middle-schoolers' parents 'set the tone,' youth counselor tells PTA audience (photo), Oct 23, 1992, p.1
Parents should be firm, counselor says (cont), Oct 23, 1992, p.9

READER'S DIGEST FOUNDATION
Teachers' ideas earn foundation mini-grants (from the Reader's Digest Foundation), Feb 7, 1992, p.10

REAL ESTATE AGENCIES AND AGENTS
Richard Farley (named executive vice president of S L Green Real Estate) (photo), Jan 24, 1992, p.4
Houlihan/Lawrence office gets new chief (photo), Jan 24, 1992, p.4
Record realty year despite recession (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.19
Billie B Prizio (joins realty firm) (Rye office of Julia B Fee Real Estate) (photo), Feb 7, 1992, p.8
Realty course taken (Mimi Papantonio has attended a course on residential real estate), Feb 7, 1992, p.8
Hollis Borteck (has joined the local office of Julia B. Fee Real Estate) (photo), Feb 28, 1992, p.4
Mimi Papantonio (attended the annual convention of Prudential Real Estate affiliates) (photo), Mar 20, 1992, p.4
Regina Sciarra (has joined the White Plains office of Weichert Realtors, as sales associate) (photo), Jul 3, 1992, p.4
Realty firm merges its two offices (Centennial Realty consolidates its operation at Chase Road), Jul 17, 1992, p.5
Mimi Papantonio (given Woman of Achievement award by Prudential Ellinghouse agency in SCS) (photo), Sep 25, 1992, p.4
Norman Jacobson (named president of Mitchell Real Estate Services Inc in Manhattan), Oct 16, 1992, p.4
Susan Greenberg (named real estate associate of SCS office of Houlihan/Lawrence Inc), Nov 13, 1992, p.4
Michael Porter (named real estate associate of SCS office of Houlihan/Lawrence Inc), Nov 13, 1992, p.4
Thanks for many gifts to realtors' drive for toys (ltr), Dec 31, 1992, p.7

REAL ESTATE BUSINESS-LAWS AND REGULATIONS
Buyers must sign new real estate form, Jan 3, 1992, p.1
New real estate forms (cont), Jan 3, 1992, p.14
REAL PROPERTY-VALUATION

Scarsdale property values down, Mar 27, 1992, p.3
SEE ALSO ASSESSMENT

RECREATION

Recreation Council plans village survey, Oct 30, 1992, p.1

RECREATION DEPT-SCS-FEES

Trustees mull recreation fee hikes, Dec 18, 1992, p.1
Hearing on recreation fee hike (cont), Dec 18, 1992, p.26

RECYCLING OF WASTE

Nature Center exhibit teaches conservation, Jan 24, 1992, p.3
Recycling exhibit to open at Greenburgh Nature Center (photo), Jan 24, 1992, p.11
Phone books can be recycled, Feb 7, 1992, p.1
Making recycling a happier task (litr), Mar 6, 1992, p.6
Signs of Earth Day (SCS recycling consultant Jim Rice holds sticker identifying recyclables) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.1
A progress report (edit), Apr 24, 1992, p.6
Earth Day 1992; Where has all the garbage gone?, Apr 24, 1992, p.9
Fall recycling deadline nears, Apr 24, 1992, p.9
Recycling update (cont), Apr 24, 1992, p.10
Rice: We must reduce waste (cont), Apr 24, 1992, p.10
Ecology study and recycling action raise student awareness (in SCS schools) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.11
Village may act to bar non-local yard waste, May 1, 1992, p.4
Earth savers: Shopping awareness, May 8, 1992, p.8
US has much to learn of recycling habits, LWV forum makes clear, May 15, 1992, p.3
Forum on environment points up need to recycle (cont), May 15, 1992, p.8
Village readies for recycling deadline, Jul 24, 1992, p.1
Recycling law aims to change local habits (hearing takes place next week), Aug 7, 1992, p.1
For some, law was a long time coming (proposed new recycling law, Local Law No 5), Aug 7, 1992, p.1
Hearing set on recycling mandate (cont), Aug 7, 1992, p.5
New law (cont), Aug 7, 1992, p.5
Recycle law unclear, board told, Aug 14, 1992, p.1
Recycling law: clarification needed (cont), Aug 14, 1992, p.14
Recycling law passed; residents full of questions, Aug 28, 1992, p.1
Recycling starts next week (cont), Aug 28, 1992, p.5
Separation anxiety (edit), Aug 28, 1992, p.6
A small generation gap on recycling (litr), Sep 4, 1992, p.6
Tell the raccoons about recycling (litr), Sep 11, 1992, p.6
Garbage woes, Sep 18, 1992, p.1
Keep us informed on recycling (litr), Sep 18, 1992, p.6
Volume up, time down as recycling ends fourth week, Sep 25, 1992, p.1
Hang in there (urges SCS residents to be patient with new recycling program) (edit), Sep 25, 1992, p.6
More goods being recycled (cont), Sep 25, 1992, p.20
Recycling facility exceeding goals (photo), Oct 9, 1992, p.1
We're on our way (edit), Oct 9, 1992, p.6
Tour of recycling facility (cont), Oct 9, 1992, p.20
A team ahead (progress of SCS's recycling program), Oct 16, 1992, p.1
(Advisory) Council (on Environmental Conservation) pleased with recycling (litr), Oct 23, 1992, p.6
Whoops! (some SCS residents are getting recycling reminder notices), Nov 20, 1992, p.1
Recycling plant shows we can change our ways (litr), Dec 18, 1992, p.6
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RECYCLING OF WASTE-GBH
  Greenburgh clarifies its recycling policy (ltr), May 8, 1992, p.6

REDEGEELS, JOSEPH J
  Joseph J Redegeld (dies), Dec 18, 1992, p.18

REDHEAD, R (DR)
  Dr R Chester Redhead (has been conferred the 1992 alumni award by Howard University) (photo), Apr 17, 1992, p.8

REED, MARY C
  Mary C Reed (dies), Jan 17, 1992, p.18

REETZ, GAY
  Ecology study and recycling action raise student awareness (in SCS schools) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.11

REGULA, ALBERT S (AU)
  Greenburgh clarifies its recycling policy (ltr), May 8, 1992, p.6

REHABILITATION CENTERS
  Fern S. Sussman (named to board of directors at Burke Rehabilitation Hospital), Apr 24, 1992, p.8

REICH, LEE
  A Conversation with Lee Reich, Sep 18, 1992, p.19

REID, MARGARET S
  Margaret S Reid (dies), Oct 9, 1992, p.14

REIDEL, JESSICA
  The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

REIFFEL, ALYSSA (AU)
  Sixth graders want counselor to stay (and she will) (ltr), May 1, 1992, p.6

REIFFEL, BONNIE
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.34

REILLY, ELLEN T
  Ellen T Reilly (appointed to post at Graduate School of Health Sciences at NY Medical College photo), Aug 21, 1992, p.14

REIMERS, REBECCA
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventeenth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

REIN, VALERIE
  Learning about democracy (from model of voting machine) (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.10

REINFEILD, JUDITH
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of The Scarsdale Public Library, Sep 18, 1992, p.32
  Card catalogs to disappear from library (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.3

REINGOLD, JON
  Karate in their hearts (students from East Asian Martial Arts Center, American Legion Hall, SCS), Aug 21, 1992, p.22

REINSBERG, KURT
  Kurt Reinsberg (awarded for 20 years' service to the YM & YWHA of Mid-Westchester) (photo), Aug 7, 1992, p.2

REISER, ROBERT S (AU)
  Where does 'hate' start? (edit), Jul 3, 1992, p.7

RELIEF WORK
  President must address famine (ltr), Oct 23, 1992, p.6

RELIGION AND POLITICS
  God is in the Big Bang (edit), May 15, 1992, p.7

REPUBLICAN PARTY
  Dems come up short, Republicans stymied (edit), Feb 21, 1992, p.7
  Despite abortion plank, local Republicans rally, Aug 21, 1992, p.1
  Republicans: Strong support (cont), Aug 21, 1992, p.23
  Republican Party must move to center of American thinking (edit), Oct 30, 1992, p.7
REPUBLICAN PARTY continued
Our voting past shows staunch Republicanism in Scarsdale (chronicles SCS's voting history 1904-56), Nov 6, 1992, p.8

RESNICK, ADAM
Resnick and Holbrook on stage (photo), May 22, 1992, p.17
Summer Theatre highlights reprised at 'Silver Revue' (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.17

RESNICK, ART
Assistant superintendendent and coach to retire (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.13
Retirees' service, contributions praised, May 22, 1992, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

RESNICK, ART (AU)
Revisionist history dishonours (regarding the decision to drop the atomic bombs on Japan) (ltr), Aug 28, 1992, p.6

RESOLUTIONS
Grace and knowledge come to us all... (edit), Dec 31, 1992, p.6
This New Year I resolve...(edit), Dec 31, 1992, p.7

RESTAURANTS
At last - a (liquor) license!, Mar 6, 1992, p.1
Changes ahead for Heathcote Crossing, Oct 16, 1992, p.5

REUBEN, MIKE
Parents grateful to soccer coaches (ltr), Dec 4, 1992, p.6
It's not the Knicks, it's kids playing soccer (text identical to 12/4 letter) (ltr), Dec 11, 1992, p.6

REVILLE, BIBS (AU)
Tyler Road land sale was not a case of greed (response to 11/27 letter by Rita Grant), Dec 11, 1992, p.6

REYNOLDS, HAROLD J (AU)
Named to B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) (to fill the unexpired term of Mitchel Flaum), Aug 28, 1992, p.1

REYNOLDS, THOMAS
They've come a long way (mural will be mounted to commemorate Popham Rd Firehouse centennial)(photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company No. 1 - 99 years of service, Dec 24, 1992, p.20

RHOW, TIMOTHY J
Timothy J Rhow (dies), Jul 17, 1992, p.14

RICA, COSTA
Into different worlds (AFS students from SCS High School going abroad this year) (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.10

RICCIO, AUDREY
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4
Avoiding substance abuse (ltr), Jun 12, 1992, p.7

RICCIO, DARRENN
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

RICE, DARROW
Meter reader (SCS Police Dept assigns new man to village) (photo), Apr 3, 1992, p.4
No parking (maybe) (it is easier lately to park in the village without getting a ticket), Nov 27, 1992, p.1

RICE, JIM
Environmental issues addressed: Of lawns, trees, salted roads, Feb 14, 1992, p.1
Signs of Earth Day (SCS recycling consultant Jim Rice holds sticker identifying recyclables) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.1
Rice: We must reduce waste (cont), Apr 24, 1992, p.10
Fall recycling deadline nears, Apr 24, 1992, p.9
Earth Day 1992; Where has all the garbage gone?, Apr 24, 1992, p.9
Recycling update (cont), Apr 24, 1992, p.10
James Rice is an environmental treasure (ltr), May 8, 1992, p.7
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RICE, JIM continued
   More goods being recycled (cont), Sep 25, 1992, p.20
RICHARDS, CHRIS
   'West Side Story' to rumble S(CS) H(igh) S(hool) boards (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.17
RICHARDS, W F JR (AU)
   Well, Mr. Nobile, here's how it is (response to Mr. Nobile's edit 2/14/92) (ltr), Feb 28, 1992, p.6
RICHMAN, ANN
   Christmas Throughout the House (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.19
RICHMAN, ELISE
   Elise Richman (promoted to director of marketing and promotion of Food & Wine Magazine) (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.4
RICHMAN, JEANNE
RICHMAN, JEANNE (AU)
   Master Planning: Residential Quality and Taxes (Are we victims of our own success?) (edit), Apr 3, 1992, p.7
   Vote yes on (school) budget (ltr), May 15, 1992, p.7
   Public tennis courts will cost taxpayers, too (ltr), Aug 21, 1992, p.6
   Master planning: Scarsdale real estate: Who will live in it? (edit), Sep 11, 1992, p.7
RICHMAN, TIMOTHY
   The famous jumping frog (photo), Aug 7, 1992, p.1
RICHTO, ANDREA (AU)
   Soccer a learning experience and a joy to watch (ltr), Aug 21, 1992, p.6
RIEDEAU, FRANCOISE
   Promenade (Hoedown at Crossway Field) (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.3
RIEDER, MELANIE
   Two first place trophies won by S(CS) H(igh) S(hool) debaters, Feb 7, 1992, p.10
   Scholarship fund-drive underway (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.10
RIMSKY, PHYLLIS
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of The Scarsdale Public Library, Sep 18, 1992, p.32
RITCHIE, MICHAEL
   Recycling facility exceeding goals (photo), Oct 9, 1992, p.1
RITENHOUSE, BARBARA
   Barbara Rittenhouse (named managing director of Troll Book Clubs of Mahwah, NJ) (photo), Jan 31, 1992, p.8
RIVELLINI, DAWN
   Cooper House quilt on display (photo), Sep 25, 1992, p.9
RIVKIN, JESSICA
   Dramatic interpretation (of the voyages of Columbus) (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.9
ROADS
   New guide rail (planned for the Bronx River Parkway), Apr 17, 1992, p.1
SEE ALSO STREETS
ROBB, SCOTT
   Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4
ROBERTS, ALI
   It's 9 a.m. Do you know where most Scarsdale kids are? (photo), Jul 24, 1992, p.1
ROBERTS, NANETTE (DR)
   Dr Nanette Roberts (will attend the United Nations earth summit in Rio de Janeiro), Apr 17, 1992, p.8
ROBERTSON, DONNA A (AU)
   Stronger law on child porn urged by J(unior) L(eague of) C(entral) W(estchester) (ltr), Jun 12, 1992, p.6
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ROBINS, JULIUS
Dramatic interpretation (of the voyages of Columbus) (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.9

ROBINS, LIAN-PEY KUO
Parents provide international input (at workshops on different nations of the world) (photo), Feb 28, 1992, p.9

ROBINSON, NATALIE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of The Scarsdale Public Library, Sep 18, 1992, p.32

ROBY, VIC (AU)
‘Owed’ proves the Earth is flat (ltr), Oct 16, 1992, p.6

RODGERS, KENNETH W (AU)
Scarsdale and a global (public school) system (edit), Jul 17, 1992, p.7

RODGERS, LINDA EMORY
Composer’s daughter provides insights on birth of ‘Oklahoma!’ (photo), Jul 17, 1992, p.15

RODRICK, ROBERT
Diving into summer (photo), May 22, 1992, p.4

ROGERS, DON LORING
Don Loring Rogers (dies), Jul 17, 1992, p.14

ROGERS, IRIS (AU)
Names omitted from Q(uaker) R(idge Carnival) listing (ltr), Jun 5, 1992, p.6

ROGERS, MARY
Rotary Club awards scholarships (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.12

ROGERS, THOMAS
SHS alumnus key executive for N(ational) B(roadcasting) (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.13

ROGLIANO, EUGENE
Village officials elected (photo), Mar 20, 1992, p.1

ROH, THOMAS
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

ROHAN, RICHARD

ROHR, ROBERT L JR (AU)
Supports an armed volunteer police force (edit), May 29, 1992, p.6

ROMANO, JEFF

ROMANO, PEPI M
Pepi M. Romano (dies), Mar 20, 1992, p.14

ROMAS, PAMELA
Fall athletes feted at Maroon & White dinner (photo), Dec 4, 1992, p.25

ROMAS, SERENE
The Bank of New York Salutes SHS 75th Anniversary Celebration (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.34
Committee to put ‘Scarsdale twist’ on school compact, Dec 24, 1992, p.1

ROOSE, ROBBIE
Ecology study and recycling action raise student awareness (in SCS schools) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.11

ROOT, DAVID
David Root (dies), Mar 20, 1992, p.14

ROSE, BARBARA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

ROSE, DOUG
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32
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ROEMMARIN, JACK (DR) (AU)
We're over emphasizing fat-intake (edit), Mar 6, 1992, p.7
On cholesterol: Doctors continue to disagree (ltr), Mar 27, 1992, p.6

ROSEN, ANN (AU)
Forum on growing up here had value (response to letter by Sam Bonderoff from 12/18) (ltr), Dec 31, 1992, p.7

ROSEN, ELLIOTT J
Adult School includes course for men only (photo), Sep 4, 1992, p.2
Adult School: sewing in a recession (photo), Sep 25, 1992, p.2

ROSEN, JUDY
Teachers' ideas earn foundation mini-grants (from the Reader's Digest Foundation), Feb 7, 1992, p.10
Alternative-School program cited, Oct 16, 1992, p.10

ROSEN, SHARI
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

ROSENBAUM, BOB
No fairy tale (title of winning poster in the annual Safety Poster Contest) (photo), Mar 13, 1992, p.5

ROSENBAUM, LENORE
The Bank of New York Salutes SHS 25th Anniversary Celebration (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.34

ROSENBAUM, ROBERT
Village volunteer ambulance corps welcomes a junior section (photo), May 22, 1992, p.1
Junior Ambulance Corps in service (cont) (photo), May 22, 1992, p.14

ROSENBAUM, ROBERT F (AU)
View was distorted (response to editorial 3/13/92 comparing Scarsdale and Bronx students) (ltr), Mar 27, 1992, p.6

ROSENBERG, KAREN

ROSENBERG, RONNEY L
Ronney L Rosenberg (named vice president at the J Aron division of Goldman Sachs & Co in New York), Jun 19, 1992, p.8

ROSENBLUM, BARBARA AND BILL (AU)
A pluralistic society with no particular religion (ltr), Jan 17, 1992, p.7

ROSENSTOCK, JACK
Jack Rosenstock (dies), Feb 14, 1992, p.14

ROSENSTOCK, BETH

ROSENSTOCK, DAVID
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of The Scarsdale Public Library, Sep 18, 1992, p.32

ROSENTHAL, CLAUDIA
At Westchester R(eform) T(emple), a new concept in gift-giving (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.8

ROSENTHAL, KITT

ROSENTHAL, ROBERT

ROSENTHAL, TODD
Raiders alum goes pro (Todd Rosenthal) (photo), Jul 3, 1992, p.15

ROSENZWEIG, CYNTHIA ROPES (DR)
Global warming real threat, SHS alum(na) tells (SCS Audobon) Society, Dec 11, 1992, p.3

ROSOFF, FRED
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of The Scarsdale Public Library, Sep 18, 1992, p.32

ROSOW, JEROME M
Making work less boring; giving a jolt (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.4
ROSS, HARVEY-ANN AND HARVEY (AU)
Parents extol alternative school (ltr), Feb 14, 1992, p.6

ROSS, MARJORIE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Middle School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.30

ROSS, PETER
Despite weather, a fabulous 4th (photo), Jul 10, 1992, p.5

ROSS, SASHA
Video shows variety at Heathcote (photo), Jan 10, 1992, p.9

ROSSI, ELIZABETH
Rossi breaks swim record (in 1000-yard freestyle swim), Apr 3, 1992, p.19
Rossi wins (200 meter) butterfly (at the US Junior National Long Course Championships East) (photo), Aug 21, 1992, p.22
Fall athletes feted at Maroon & White dinner (photo), Dec 4, 1992, p.25
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

ROTARY CLUB-SCS
Rotary: continuing a tradition of service (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.4
Rotary Club awards scholarships (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.12
Rotary head (Donald Ferraro elected president of the SCS Rotary Club) (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.8
Scholarship aid for Hoff-Barthelson (from the SCS Rotary Club) (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.8

ROTH, MICHAEL
Violin, organ and flute, the area sings with classical sounds (photo), Jan 24, 1992, p.15

ROTH, SCOTT (AU)
Subcommittee addressing cable issue (ltr), May 15, 1992, p.7

ROTH, STEPHANIE
Celebrating many cultures (at the annual International Fair at Scarsdale High School) (photo), Mar 27, 1992, p.9

ROTHBERG, DAVIDA
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4

ROTHCHILD, ERIC
The Bank of New York Salutes SHS 75th Anniversary Celebration (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.34

ROWIN, MICHAEL
‘Always look at the good side’, May 15, 1992, p.21

RUBENSTEIN, DANIEL
Two write letters that make life better (photo), Dec 4, 1992, p.3

RUBIN, ANDREW
(Alternative)-School interns gain adventure and accomplishment (cont) (photo), Feb 14, 1992, p.9
Village volunteer ambulance corps welcomes a junior section (photo), May 22, 1992, p.1
Junior Ambulance Corps in service (cont) (photo), May 22, 1992, p.14

RUBIN, CLIFF
The sky’s the limit for Scarsdale-based band (Sky Blues) (photo), Aug 14, 1992, p.11

RUBIN, ELLEN
Village volunteer ambulance corps welcomes a junior section (photo), May 22, 1992, p.1
Honored by Red Cross (area residents honored at annual recognition of volunteers) (photo), May 29, 1992, p.9

RUBIN, JON
The sky’s the limit for Scarsdale-based band (Sky Blues) (photo), Aug 14, 1992, p.11

RUBIN, MARK B
Mark B Rubin (named president of Bronx County Bar Association) (photo), Oct 2, 1992, p.8

RUBINS, MARK
Village volunteer ambulance corps welcomes a junior section (photo), May 22, 1992, p.1
Junior Ambulance Corps in service (cont) (photo), May 22, 1992, p.14
Service awards go to student volunteers (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.9
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RUBINS, MARK (AU)
Praise for Steger from Safe Rides (board) (ltr), Nov 6, 1992, p.6

RUBINS, SCOTT
Junior Ambulance Corps in service (cont) (photo), May 22, 1992, p.14

RUBINS, SCOTT (AU)
Praise for Steger from Safe Rides (board) (ltr), Nov 6, 1992, p.6

RUDERMAN, JEROLD
Despite abortion plank, local Republicans rally, Aug 21, 1992, p.1

RUDERMAN, JEROLD R (AU)
Pick candidate on merits, not on other factors (ltr), Feb 14, 1992, p.6

RUDERMAN, TERRY JANE
Ruderman to run for Family Court, May 1, 1992, p.1
Ruderman (to run for Family Court) (cont), May 1, 1992, p.12
Ruderman in race, Jun 5, 1992, p.1
For Family Court: Ruderman, Cooney (photo), Oct 23, 1992, p.5
Change the process (the way judges are selected) (edit), Oct 23, 1992, p.6
Speaks highly of local candidates (ltr), Oct 23, 1992, p.6
Crossing the line for Ruderman (edit), Oct 23, 1992, p.7
A Election Day guide to local candidates, Oct 30, 1992, p.5
Ruderman for Family Court (ltr), Oct 30, 1992, p.6
Republicans face big loss (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.1
Ruderman (cont) (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.5

RUDIN, JAMES (AU)
Let's start understanding Islam (edit), Jan 3, 1992, p.7

RUDMAN, WARREN
Nader, Rudman, Bleich and McLaughlin get write-ins (votes), Nov 6, 1992, p.5

RUF, JAMES
More Adult School classes to start (photo), Oct 9, 1992, p.2

RUGGERI, MARIANNE (AU)
President must address famine (ltr), Oct 23, 1992, p.6

RUGSLEY, PHILIP (AU)
Give us the best education we can afford (ltr), Apr 3, 1992, p.6

RUNNING
Race route (for 23rd annual 15K/4-mile run), Mar 20, 1992, p.1
Coming at you - 300 strong (annual 15K race) (photo), Mar 27, 1992, p.1
Free the hostages (discusses traffic problems caused by the village's annual 15K race) (edit), Mar 27, 1992, p.6
Westchester club dominates Sunday's race (Stanley Newhouse Memorial 15K and 4-mile run) (photo), Mar 27, 1992, p.17
The Scarsdale Run great-spirited fun (Stanley Newhouse 15K run), Mar 27, 1992, p.17
Results of the race (Stanley Newhouse Memorial 15K/4-mile run) (cont), Mar 27, 1992, p.18
A view of the run (Stanley Newhouse 15K run) (cont), Mar 27, 1992, p.18
15K race not an inconvenience (ltr), Apr 3, 1992, p.6
Some runners never give up (ltr), Apr 17, 1992, p.6
Dash for the finish (league championship in track) (photo), May 15, 1992, p.1
Time for the run (12th annual fall foliage run and 7th annual walk for fun to be held Oct 18) (ltr), Oct 16, 1992, p.6
Runners break from the line at the annual Fall Foliage Run (photo), Oct 23, 1992, p.1
Militello, Stocker win Fall (Foliage) Run (photo), Oct 23, 1992, p.19

RUSH, RAYMOND W (AU)
A Feiner example (commends Feiner for working alongside town employees) (ltr), Oct 16, 1992, p.6
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RUSSELL, LON
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30
RUSSO, JANET
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30
RYAN, EDWARD W (AU)
Adam Smith: His books have become required reading for all of us these days (edit), Jan 31, 1992, p.7
RYBACK, HYMAN (DR)
Dr Hyman Ryback (has been initiated in the American College of Surgeons), Nov 27, 1992, p.4
SACHS, JOEL H
Joel H. Sachs (of Plunkett & Jaffe elected to New York State Bar Association posts) (photo), Mar 13, 1992, p.4
Joel H Sachs (elected president of the Cornell Alumni Association of Westchester for 1992-93), Oct 9, 1992, p.4
SACKS, JENNY
Prize winning posters (photo), Nov 13, 1992, p.12
SADICARIO, DANIEL
Synagogue expands (Scarsdale Synagogue-Tremont Temple) (photo), May 15, 1992, p.2
SAFE RIDES (ORGANIZATION) (AU)
Praise for Steger from Safe Rides (board) (ltr), Nov 6, 1992, p.6
SAFETY OF WORKERS
SEE INDUSTRIAL SAFETY
SAFETY POSTER CONTEST
No fairy tale (title of winning poster in the annual Safety Poster Contest) (photo), Mar 13, 1992, p.5
SAFIRESTEIN, BOB
Six survive Venezuelan shipwreck (photo), Jan 17, 1992, p.1
SAGIV, DONNY
Damage (from recent tornado) (cont) (photo), Sep 11, 1992, p.18
SAGIV, MARJORIE
Damage (from recent tornado) (cont) (photo), Sep 11, 1992, p.18
SAGIV, MICHELLE
Damage (from recent tornado) (cont) (photo), Sep 11, 1992, p.18
SAGOR, SUSAN (AU)
Locker problem: Are things really that bad? (response to letter by Aaron Hurwitz from 10/2/92) (ltr), Oct 9, 1992, p.6
SAHLEIN, DANIEL
SAHLEIN, NANCY
SAILING
Student spends semester at sea, Jul 24, 1992, p.5
Semester at sea (cont) (photo), Jul 24, 1992, p.10
SALES PERSONNEL
Barbara Frenkel (among 36 winners of Neiman Marcus' awards for outstanding service by sales people), Oct 9, 1992, p.4
SALES TAX
Sales tax receipts short of village's expectations, Feb 14, 1992, p.5
Schools receive first fruits of local sales tax increase, Feb 14, 1992, p.9
Sales tax (SCS gets payment from sales tax increase), May 15, 1992, p.1
SALINGER, PENNY
Fall athletes feted at Maroon & White dinner (photo), Dec 4, 1992, p.25
SALIS, PHILIP I
Philip I Salis (named district manager of the Chemical Banking Corp. in New York), Feb 21, 1992, p.4
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SALLINGER, PENNY
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

SALTZ, ANITA
Anite Saltz (will be presented with an honorary doctorate of humane letters by Yeshiva Univ) (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.4

SALVATERRA, RICHARD
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

SAMUELSON, MICHAEL
Ecology study and recycling action raise student awareness (in SCS schools) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.11

SAMLADES, VIVI
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

SAMPINO, JOSEPH
A new sergeant (photo), May 22, 1992, p.8

SANTON, MARGARET (AU)
Tennis lighting? (proposes installation of electric lighting on tennis courts) (ltr), Sep 25, 1992, p.6

SARNOFF, STEPHANIE
New library director (cont), Jul 10, 1992, p.16
Part-time pay up (pay increases for non-union library staff), Aug 28, 1992, p.1
Card catalogs to disappear from library (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.3
Remember card catalogues? (SCS Library's catalogue cabinets have been put up for auction), Dec 31, 1992, p.1

SANTO, PEGGY
Houlihan/Lawrence office gets new chief (photo), Jan 24, 1992, p.4

SARKAR, AMANDA
First-time fathers: View from the nursery (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.5

SARKAR, AMIT
First-time fathers: View from the nursery (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.5

SARKAR, ROBBEN
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

SARRETT, LINDA
Please help (the annual KIDS BASE fundraising drive) (photo), Mar 13, 1992, p.13

SAUDI ARABIA
Riyadh: Life for Americans back with the Saudis after the gulf war (edit), Jan 24, 1992, p.7
A letter home: How it is among the Saudis (edit), Nov 20, 1992, p.6

SCALIA, ANTONIN
Bias crime statutes: a can of worms (edit), Dec 24, 1992, p.6

SCHAEFFER, STANLEY J (AU)
'What a wonderful human being' (response to letter by Lowell Williams from 1/3/92) (ltr), Jan 24, 1992, p.6
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SCHANDLER, JON B
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.30

SCHARF, AMY
A banner start for Scarsdale schools (one of many banners made by the class of '93) (photo), Sep 11, 1992, p.1

SCHARF, STEVEN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Middle School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.30
Debaters shine in first tourney (photo), Oct 16, 1992, p.10

SCHERF, JOHN
Opinions on firehouse doors go both ways (photo), May 22, 1992, p.3
Permanent county waste facility urged by League of Women Voters (ltr), Jul 3, 1992, p.6
Moving heaven and earth (Crane pond surrounded with earthen dams in preparation for dredging) (photo), Dec 4, 1992, p.1

SCHERF, JOHN (AU)
Firehouse doors no sight for sore eyes (ltr), Apr 17, 1992, p.6
Local program for some hazardous wastes proposed (ltr), Jun 26, 1992, p.7

SCHERICK, SCOTT
Middle School News; Butler's X-Day marks election (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.10

SCHIFF, STEVE
Steve Schiff (named business leader of the year by the Bronx County Historical Society) (photo), Jul 3, 1992, p.4

SCHIFFER, BEN
Holiday spirit (photo), Dec 24, 1992, p.9

SCHIFFER, BENJAMIN
Discovery is key at Quaker Ridge (kindergarten) (photo), Sep 18, 1992, p.9

SCHLEHLEIN, MELINDA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Middle School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.30

SCHLEHLEIN, TOM
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

SCHLESINGER, LAURIE
International flavor (at high school international families luncheon) (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.1

SCHLESINGER, MICHAEL (AU)
Bothered by Clinton/Quayle draft dodging (ltr), Sep 25, 1992, p.6

SCHLUSSEL, PHILIP
Dale Wang to be feted at U(jewish) F(ederation) gala (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.18

SCHMID COMBAL, MARY (DR)
Mary Schmid Combal (named chevalier in the Ordre des Palmes Academiques by the French Government), Jan 10, 1992, p.4

SCHMIDT, GUNTHER
Gunther Schmidt (dies), Feb 21, 1992, p.12

SCHNEIDER, AMY
Oh, what a beautiful 'Oklahoma!' we see (at Heathcote School) (photo), Aug 14, 1992, p.11
Bonding through softball (at trip to Camp Jewel, Colebrook, CT) (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.9

SCHNEIDER, COLLEEN
New in the schools (new staff members welcomed at a two-day orientation workshop) (photo), Sep 25, 1992, p.10

SCHNEIDER, ERIC
Ecology study and recycling action raise student awareness (in SCS schools) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.11
Don't dump (members of high school Paper Savers Club paint Brewster Road storm drain) (photo), May 8, 1992, p.1
Into different worlds (AFS students from SCS High School going abroad this year) (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.10
A(merican) F(ield) S(ervice) travelers tell of hospitality and adventure (photo), Oct 9, 1992, p.9

SCHNEIDER, ERIC (AU)
Recycling plant shows we can change our ways (ltr), Dec 18, 1992, p.6
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SCHNEIDER, JANE
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4

SCHNEIDER, PETER (AU)
Uglification being carried out by village (ltr), Apr 24, 1992, p.6

SCHNEIDERMAN, EDWARD (AU)
Clarification on destruction of nonconformities in housing (ltr), Jun 5, 1992, p.6

SCHNEIDERMAN, JASON
Marking Memorial Day (Scarsdale ceremonies) (photo), May 29, 1992, p.4

SCHMITZER, LOUISE F (AU)
Parking meters cheat drivers (ltr), Apr 17, 1992, p.6

SCHNUR, DANIEL R
Daniel R Schnur (named vice president of Richfood Holdings of Richmond, Va.) (photo), Feb 21, 1992, p.4

SCHNUR, NANCY
The Woof and Nancy show (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.2

SCHNUR, STEVEN
Steven Schnur (will conduct local creative writing workshop) (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.4

SCHOEN, JEANINE

SCHOENFELD, MYRON (DR)
Village 'safe,' though some feel unease (cont), Apr 17, 1992, p.20
Dr Myron Schoenfeld (elected president of SCS/Westchester Phi Beta Kappa Assn) (photo), Nov 13, 1992, p.4

SCHOENFELD, MYRON (DR) (AU)
He's giving this speech to any willing Senator (edit), Apr 10, 1992, p.7

SCHOLASTIC APTITUDE TESTS
S(cholastic) A(ptitude) T(est)s prompt pre-college paganim, Oct 16, 1992, p.10

SCHOOL BOARD NOMINATING COMMITTEE-SCS
S(School)B(oard)N(ominating)C(oomittee) elections Tuesday, Jan 17, 1992, p.1
Call to voters on important election (ltr), Jan 17, 1992, p.6
Eleven elected to S(School) B(oard) Nominating Committee, Jan 24, 1992, p.1
Let us hear from you, S(School) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) tells residents, Feb 7, 1992, p.9
Candidates sought for school nominating body, Oct 23, 1992, p.13

SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS AND PRINCIPALS
Assistant superintendent and coach to retire (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.13
Principal retires from Fox Meadow, May 22, 1992, p.1
Joan McCann to retire in June (cont), May 22, 1992, p.8
PTA presidents salute McCann (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.10
Award to McCann cause for cheers (letter of appreciation from the Japanese Foreign Minister) (ltr), Jul 3, 1992, p.6
Key posts filled by Scarsdale educators (photo), Jul 3, 1992, p.9
Edgemont appoints principal, Jul 31, 1992, p.1
Principal honored by Japanese (Dr Joan McCann) (photo), Aug 21, 1992, p.9
Charles D Whelan (principal of Emerson Junior High School, Yonkers, cited by State Education Dept), Oct 16, 1992, p.4
Search narrows to five for Fox Meadow principal, Nov 6, 1992, p.9
Fox Meadow chooses Frantz as principal (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.1

SCHOOLS-EMT
Edgemont schools facing a crisis (ltr), Jan 17, 1992, p.6
It's been a challenging past year for the Edgemont schools (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.1
A solemn performance (first and second grade talent show at Seely Place School) (photo), Feb 21, 1992, p.1
Edgemont appoints principal, Jul 31, 1992, p.1
(Supplement) Back to School, Aug 28, 1992, p.0
Schools are not for the elite only (response to 11/13 article on EMT tuition policy debates) (ltr), Nov 20, 1992, p.6
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SCHOOLS-EMT continued
Edgemont schools must keep the taxpayers in mind (ltr), Dec 11, 1992, p.6

SCHOOLS-EMT-BUDGET
Edgemont has great choices (edit), May 1, 1992, p.6

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL
Happy New Year! (Welcoming the Year of the Monkey at the EMT High School Lunar Festival) (photo), Feb 7, 1992, p.1

SCHOOLS-EMT-PLAYGROUNDS
Edgemont urged to voice views on escrow fund (ltr), Nov 13, 1992, p.6

SCHOOLS-NEW YORK STATE-STATE AID
Gov. slams state aid formula, Oct 16, 1992, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS
Goodbye Scarsdale, and a word of farewell (ltr), Jan 24, 1992, p.7
'Our kids are worth your time' (photo) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.1
An educational program that makes its mark here and elsewhere (photo) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.1
Stock: Education flourishes, but aid cuts threaten (cont) (photo) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.8
Hibschman: Students, programs key (cont) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.8
Students featured in music and art reports by school coordinators (photo), Feb 7, 1992, p.9
Scarsdale schools need to stay 'the best' (edit), Apr 10, 1992, p.7
Award-winning orchestra (SCS Elementary All-District Orchestra), Jul 26, 1992, p.10
Giving newcomers a step up in school (orientation program for international students at SCS schools), Jul 26, 1992, p.1
(Supplement) Back to School, Aug 28, 1992, p.0
Schools to open on time despite construction (photo), Sep 4, 1992, p.1
(Back to school in 1906 - at school house near Tompkins and Fenimore roads) (photo), Sep 11, 1992, p.6
Village, school leaders have money on their minds, Oct 2, 1992, p.5
Extra building costs approved by board, Oct 30, 1992, p.9
Third-graders learn social problem-solving, Nov 6, 1992, p.9
(Town and) Village (Civic) (Club) given video tour of work at schools (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.3
Another 'horror' in school system (ltr), Dec 4, 1992, p.9
Step by step, school policies are revised, Dec 18, 1992, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL
A(lternative)-School interns play many roles, Feb 14, 1992, p.1
Parents extol alternative school (ltr), Feb 14, 1992, p.6
A(lternative)-School interns gain adventure and accomplishment (cont) (photo), Feb 14, 1992, p.9
Open house at A(lternative)-School, Feb 14, 1992, p.9
Splat! (Karine Simkhai takes some paint in the face at the sponge toss booth at School fair) (photo), May 22, 1992, p.1
A(lternative)-School program cited, Oct 16, 1992, p.10
Bonding through softball (at trip to Camp Jewel, Colebrook, CT) (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL-GRADUATION
Unique spirit prevails at A(lternative)-School graduation), Jun 26, 1992, p.10

SCHOOLS-SCS-BUDGET
Members hear budget realities, Jan 31, 1992, p.9
School aid cut by over 20%, Jan 31, 1992, p.1
Be wise to budgeting trick (edit), Jan 31, 1992, p.6
School state aid cut (cont), Jan 31, 1992, p.18
Public comment on budgets urged (ltr), Feb 21, 1992, p.6
Schools weigh salary impacts, Feb 28, 1992, p.1
League of (Women) (V)oters to (B)oard (O)f (E)ducation: Cut spending (hold teachers salaries), Mar 13, 1992, p.1
More money, fewer mandates (Advisory Legislative) Committee tells (federal and state) legislators, Mar 13, 1992, p.1
The many elements of school budget-making, Mar 13, 1992, p.9
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SCHOOLS-SCS-BUDGET continued

Legislative breakfast (School Board's Advisory Committee on Legislation meets with lawmakers) (cont), Mar 13, 1992, p.22
Budget to debut on Monday, Mar 20, 1992, p.9
School budget lowest tax rate in 40 years, Mar 27, 1992, p.1
Cuts in personnel (cont), Mar 27, 1992, p.9
New state budget brings some good news for local schools, Apr 3, 1992, p.1
Budgets for tough times (edit), Apr 3, 1992, p.6
Now's the time to speak out on the school budget (ltr), Apr 3, 1992, p.6
Cut class size, School Board urged as residents react to budget cuts, Apr 10, 1992, p.9
State aid increase restore teachers, programs (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.1
School programs restored (cont), Apr 24, 1992, p.12
School Board adopts $45.5 million budget, May 8, 1992, p.1
School budget okayed by most (cont), May 8, 1992, p.8
Vote nears for school budget, board members, May 15, 1992, p.1
(Town and) Village C(Civic) C(lub) favors yes vote on school budget (ltr), May 15, 1992, p.6
Budget backed by L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) (ltr), May 15, 1992, p.6
Vote yes on (school) budget (ltr), May 15, 1992, p.7
P.T. Council lends support (to school budget) (ltr), May 15, 1992, p.7
School budget vote Wednesday (cont), May 15, 1992, p.11
School budget passes despite large 'no' vote, May 22, 1992, p.1
Teachers make spirited show for team; Crowd supports negotiators for new district contract (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.1
Federal and state grants fund local education, Sep 11, 1992, p.9
School renovations cost more than expected, Sep 18, 1992, p.1
Change orders boost school renovation costs (cont), Sep 18, 1992, p.9
Known and unknown factors complicate budget forecast, Nov 13, 1992, p.11

SCHOOLS-SCS-CENSUS

School population still falling, census reveals port, Jan 3, 1992, p.1
School population still falling (cont), Jan 3, 1992, p.5
Census info, top scores in Comprehensive Assessment Report, Dec 11, 1992, p.9
School test results (cont), Dec 11, 1992, p.14

SCHOOLS-SCS-CURRICULUM

Schools to reschedule music, modify English as a Second Language, May 1, 1992, p.1
K-5 study calls for changes in instrumental music schedule (cont), May 1, 1992, p.9
Task ended, K-5 committee recommends future cooperation, Jun 5, 1992, p.9
Grant winners show new curriculum ideas, Oct 9, 1992, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-EDGEWOOD

Ecology study and recycling action raise student awareness (in SCS schools) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.11
School work nearly done (million-dollar facelifts at Edgewood and Quaker Ridge schools), Aug 14, 1992, p.14
Renovations nearly complete (cont), Aug 14, 1992, p.14
Work continues as school opens (photo), Sep 4, 1992, p.9
Edgewood students pitch in (by adding their donations to the Thanksgiving food collection) (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.9
Students taste Japan at W.J. shopping plaza (photo), Dec 31, 1992, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-EDGEWOOD-PTA

PTAs donate special learning books to their school libraries, Feb 14, 1992, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-ENROLLMENT

School rolls on the rise, Mar 27, 1992, p.9
Fewer students in Scarsdale, Oct 2, 1992, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-FOX MEADOW

Amid the boxes, story time goes on (in the newly renovated school library) (photo), Mar 6, 1992, p.10
Ecology study and recycling action raise student awareness (in SCS schools) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.11
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SCHOOLS-SCS-FOX MEADOW continued

Tribute to a native son (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.1
Fun, inside and out (new playground at Fox Meadow School and mural) (photo), Oct 2, 1992, p.9
(Political game Presidential Pursuit brought to SCS schools by League of Women Voters) (photo), Oct 30, 1992, p.9
Search narrows to five for Fox Meadow principal, Nov 6, 1992, p.9
Fox Meadow chooses Frantz as principal (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.1
Principal's experience inspires Fox Meadow students to help (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.9
'Follow your dreams,' astronaut tells kids (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.10
And it's all in pennies ($1,562.56 collected by Fox Meadow school for Somalian relief effort) (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-FRIENDS OF MUSIC AND THE ARTS

Instrumental music strikes the right note (Itr), Sep 11, 1992, p.6
Rousing tribute to Haseltine (Itr), Jun 19, 1992, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-GRADING AND MARKING (STUDENTS)

School records talk draws a crowd, Oct 16, 1992, p.9
School records (cont), Oct 16, 1992, p.20

SCHOOLS-SCS-GREENACRES

Bright new multi-purpose room opens at Greenacres (photo), Jan 31, 1992, p.10
Parents provide international input (at workshops on different nations of the world) (photo), Feb 28, 1992, p.9
Ecology study and recycling action raise student awareness (in SCS schools) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.11
Greenacres PTA promotes super carnival (photo), May 8, 1992, p.8
Teach them caution encourage them to walk (edit), Jun 26, 1992, p.6
Smiles mark beginning of school (photo), Sep 11, 1992, p.9
Greenacres parking ban irks some parents, Sep 18, 1992, p.9
Route change of Greenacres traffic, Oct 2, 1992, p.1
Fox Meadow (should read Greenacres) reaches out to southern storm victims, Nov 13, 1992, p.11
Dramatic interpretation (of the voyages of Columbus) (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.9
Holiday spirit (photo), Dec 24, 1992, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-GREENACRES-PTA

PTAs donate special learning books to their school libraries, Feb 14, 1992, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-HEATHCOTE

Video shows variety at Heathcote (photo), Jan 10, 1992, p.9
Musical thanks (by the P.S. 26 Bronx glee club for assistance) (photo), Mar 6, 1992, p.9
Theatrical wizardry (production of "Wizard of Oz") (photo), Apr 3, 1992, p.9
Toon Town Fair at Heathcote (photo), May 1, 1992, p.9
Young samurai (samurai helmets modeled by first graders at school's Japanese Children's Day) (photo), May 15, 1992, p.11
(Political game Presidential Pursuit brought to SCS schools by League of Women Voters) (photo), Oct 30, 1992, p.9
Learning about democracy (from model of voting machine) (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.10
Holiday spirit (photo), Dec 24, 1992, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL

Weak economy spurs competition for (carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) projects, Jan 10, 1992, p.1
High school renovation due to start this month (cont), Jan 10, 1992, p.9
Phase one contracts approved; (carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) renovation to start soon, Jan 17, 1992, p.9
Resident supervising high school renovation, Feb 14, 1992, p.9
(S(CS) H(igh) S(chool) memories wanted for 75th anniversary celebration) (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.2
Ecology study and recycling action raise student awareness (in SCS schools) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.11
A valuable donation (residents asked to help SCS High School in its annual blood drive) (photo), May 15, 1992, p.11
Celebrating (S(CS) H(igh) S(chool)')s 75th; School district's growth dramatized in the details (photo), May 29, 1992, p.10
SHS 75th anniversary celebration (cont), May 29, 1992, p.12
Is school spirit dead? (edit), Jun 5, 1992, p.6
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL continued

'West Side Story' to rumble S(CS) H(igh) S(chool) boards (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.17
The Bank of New York Salutes SHS 75th Anniversary Celebration (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.34
Seeing (faded) red (the distinctive red clay color of the SCS High School track is fading), Jul 3, 1992, p.1
Local swastika case is protest, not hate crime, judge says, Jul 3, 1992, p.3
Geography teacher thanks Krim, S(CS) H(igh) S(chool) for exchange (ltr), Jul 3, 1992, p.6
No students, no walls (renovation progress) (photo), Jul 10, 1992, p.9
Off limits for now (SCS High School track closed for refurbishing) (photo), Jul 17, 1992, p.5
Choral director appointed to lead theater arts program, Jul 17, 1992, p.9
Runners return (SCS High School track will reopen), Jul 31, 1992, p.1
Halls hold surprises for Sept. students (renovation in progress) (photo), Jul 31, 1992, p.9
What happened to SHS? Alum is shocked (ltr), Aug 7, 1992, p.6
A banner start for Scarsdale schools (one of many banners made by the class of '93) (photo), Sep 11, 1992, p.1
Hangin' out at the high school (photo), Oct 23, 1992, p.1
Forum studies (sexual) harassment, Oct 30, 1992, p.10
High school open house; it's crazy, but it works (edit), Nov 6, 1992, p.6
Straight A's at SHS are not just academic, Nov 20, 1992, p.9
Staff seeks a "straight A" school (cont), Nov 20, 1992, p.10
International flavor (at high school international families luncheon) (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.1
Money for college; SHS deans tell how, Nov 27, 1992, p.1
Financial aid for college applicants (cont), Nov 27, 1992, p.10
High school picks artist of the month (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.9
Navigating the stormy seas of junior year at SHS, Dec 18, 1992, p.9
Scarsdale kids need to be taught world is imperfect (ltr), Dec 24, 1992, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-ALUMNI

S(carsdale) H(igh) S(chool) grads gather to fete the school (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.3

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-CURRICULUM

Senior Options deadline extended, Oct 2, 1992, p.9
High school reading lists reflect life, Oct 2, 1992, p.9
SHS may end computer course requirement, Dec 24, 1992, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-DEBATE TEAM

Debaters win top honors, Jan 24, 1992, p.9
Two first place trophies won by S(CS) H(igh) S(chool) debaters, Feb 7, 1992, p.10
Debaters shine in first tourney (photo), Oct 16, 1992, p.10
Debaters shine in three meets, Nov 13, 1992, p.11

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-Drama Club

Scarsdale schools need to stay 'the best' (edit), Apr 10, 1992, p.7
Drama Club is essential, if not more (response to Irving Sloan's editorial from 4/10/92) (ltr), Apr 24, 1992, p.6
Senior class gave a great show ("West Side Story") (ltr), Jun 26, 1992, p.7
SHS Drama Club to present "Our Town" (photo), Nov 13, 1992, p.19

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-GRADUATION

Mortarboards to fly next Thursday, Jun 19, 1992, p.1
A happy surprise (Daniel Clayton is recipient of the Kenneth Rosenberg memorial scholarship) (photo), Jul 3, 1992, p.1
in our thoughts (prayers for SCS High School graduates) (edit), Jul 3, 1992, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-HOMECOMING

SHS Homecoming features carnival, Oct 2, 1992, p.1
Contributors to Homecoming Dance thanked (ltr), Oct 9, 1992, p.6
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-INTERNATIONAL FAIR
Celebrating many cultures (at the annual International Fair at Scarsdale High School) (photo), Mar 27, 1992, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-LIBRARY
Gone are the days (library closed for five-month renovation project) (photo), May 8, 1992, p.19
No students, no walls (renovation progress) (photo), Jul 10, 1992, p.9
Library opens with new technology, Oct 30, 1992, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-LOCKERS
SHS junior protests locker placement (ltr), Oct 2, 1992, p.6
Locker problem: Are things really that bad? (response to letter by Aaron Hurwitz from 10/2/92) (ltr), Oct 9, 1992, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PAPER SAVERS CLUB
Don't dump (members of high school Paper Savers Club paint Brewster Road storm drain) (photo), May 8, 1992, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PTA SCHOLARSHIP FUND
More funds and more PTA scholarships (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.8
There when they need it, Nov 13, 1992, p.1
Help launch our kids (edit), Nov 27, 1992, p.6
Scholarship fund-drive underway (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.10

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-REUNIONS
S(CS) H(igh) S(chool) class of '51 reunion in May, Mar 27, 1992, p.4
Plans for S(CS) H(igh) S(chool)'s 75th anniversary feature open house, May 15, 1992, p.3

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-REWARDS, PRIZES, ETC
Chamber players win top award at state festival (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.9
Trophies for language excellence (Iona College Language Competition), Jun 5, 1992, p.10
High school students honored for excellence (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.11
Service awards go to student volunteers (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.9
A happy surprise (Daniel Clayton is recipient of the Kenneth Rosenberg memorial scholarship) (photo), Jul 3, 1992, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-SPORTS
Round-up of high school sports, May 1, 1992, p.19

SCHOOLS-SCS-IHM
C(Catholic) Y(outh) Organization state victors (IHM fourth grade basketball team) (photo), May 22, 1992, p.23

SCHOOLS-SCS-MIDDLE SCHOOL
That’s the spirit (Middle School sets up food and clothing drive to benefit homeless people) (photo), Jan 3, 1992, p.5
A chef and parent gives middle schoolers a taste of the culinary arts (photo), Jan 24, 1992, p.10
Don't thank judges, thank the speech contest entrants (ltr), Apr 10, 1992, p.6
Speech contest winner (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes The Middle School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.30
Sixth graders want counselor to stay (and she will) (ltr), May 1, 1992, p.6
Students and teachers discover summer school's advantages (photo), Jul 17, 1992, p.9
Cooper House quilt on display (photo), Sep 25, 1992, p.9
Ways of teaching about Columbus change: students weigh explorer’s contributions, Oct 9, 1992, p.1
Middle School News: Computer to count students' votes (for presidential candidates), Oct 30, 1992, p.10
Kissinger biographer to speak (at SCS Middle School) (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.2
Middle School News; Butler’s X-Day marks election (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.10
Music mixed with politics (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.10
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SCHOOLS-SCS-MIDDLE SCHOOL  continued
    Prize winning posters (photo), Nov 13, 1992, p.12
    Popham House counselor resigns, Nov 27, 1992, p.9
    Math students tour Wall Street, Student Organizations plan fundraisers (photo), Dec 4, 1992, p.9
    Youth workers honored (photo), Dec 4, 1992, p.12
    M(iddle) S(chool) News (cont), Dec 4, 1992, p.17
    Administration does disservice to school system (refers to 11/27 coverage of School Bd meeting)(ltr), Dec 4, 1992, p.6
    Corbin to work at middle school, Dec 11, 1992, p.9
    Middle school news; Political history described, Dec 11, 1992, p.10
    Town meeting ("Growing up in Scarsdale") 'waste of time' (ltr), Dec 18, 1992, p.6
    Butler students travel to NYC to see old plays, modern art, Dec 18, 1992, p.9
    SMS New (cont), Dec 18, 1992, p.10
    Counseling service sets parent sessions, Dec 31, 1992, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-MIDDLE SCHOOL-PTA
    PTA gift opens video age for middle school students, Feb 28, 1992, p.9
    Middle-schoolers' parents 'set the tone,' youth counselor tells PTA audience (photo), Oct 23, 1992, p.1
    Parents should be firm, counselor says (cont), Oct 23, 1992, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-QUAKER RIDGE
    Ecology study and recycling action raise student awareness (in SCS schools) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.11
    Students assist S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.13
    Mock school drill, May 22, 1992, p.1
    Mock crisis tests local facilities; interim verdict favorable (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.8
    School work nearly done (million-dollar facelifts at Edgewood and Quaker Ridge schools), Aug 14, 1992, p.1
    Renovations nearly complete (cont), Aug 14, 1992, p.14
    Discovery is key at Quaker Ridge (kindergarten) (photo), Sep 18, 1992, p.9
    Math by design (photo), Oct 23, 1992, p.9
    Quaker Ridge Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.9
    Holiday spirit (photo), Dec 24, 1992, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-QUAKER RIDGE-GRADUATION
    Getting into the act (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-REWARDS, PRIZES, ETC
    Award-winning orchestra (SCS Elementary All-District Orchestra), Jul 17, 1992, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-ST PIUS X
    St. Pius parochial school thriving (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.16

SCHOOLS-SCS-STATE AID
    More money, fewer mandates (Advisory Legislative) Committee tells (federal and state) legislators, Mar 13, 1992, p.1
    No quick fixes (for improving quality of education) (edit), Mar 13, 1992, p.6
    Legislative breakfast (School Board's Advisory Committee on Legislation meets with lawmakers) (cont), Mar 13, 1992, p.22
    Scarsdale schools predict less state aid than expected, Apr 10, 1992, p.1
    Schools get latest news of state aid figures (cont), Apr 10, 1992, p.4
    Smaller increase in taxes needed (ltr), May 1, 1992, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-VALUES EDUCATION PROGRAM
    Values taught in many unstructured ways; Discussions raise teacher awareness, Apr 17, 1992, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-WINDOWS
    Further study of school windows is essential (ltr), Sep 18, 1992, p.6
    New windows safe, superintendent says, Sep 25, 1992, p.1
    Scarsdale school renovations (cont), Sep 25, 1992, p.12
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SCHRAGIS, ALVIN I
Alvin I Schragis (re-elected to a six-year term as an alumni trustee of Syracuse University), Aug 21, 1992, p.14

SCHREIBER, RHONDA
Toon Town Fair at Heathcote (photo), May 1, 1992, p.9

SCHREIBER, SIDNEY (DR) (AU)
Apology inappropriate (for Hiroshima) (ltr), Feb 21, 1992, p.7
Distorting history to advance one point of view (ltr), Sep 4, 1992, p.6

SCHRIER, MORRIS M
Morris M Schrier (dies), Aug 28, 1992, p.15

SCHROEDER, ELAINE
Village elections Tuesday (March 17, 1992), Mar 13, 1992, p.1
Forever green (Village Board accepts development rights for parcel on Post Road), Mar 20, 1992, p.1

SCHROER-SHEPORD, BRUCE

SCHUBERT, DAVID (AU)
Playgrounds play community role (response to 11/13 letter by Mark Tenzer) (ltr), Nov 20, 1992, p.6

SCHUDER, JOHN FREDERICK
Twenty years of music (minister of music honored for 20 years of service) (photo), Mar 20, 1992, p.14

SCHULTZ, IRWIN
Irwin Schultz (dies), Jul 10, 1992, p.12

SCHULTZ, PEGGY (AU)
Marathon was thrill of a lifetime (ltr), Nov 6, 1992, p.6

SCHULTZ, ROBIN
Greenacres PTA promotes super carnival (photo), May 8, 1992, p.8

SCHUMAN, SARAH

SCHUTZ, ANTON V
Anton V Schutz (elected vice pres of Chase Lincoln First Bank's regional wholesale banking division), Nov 6, 1992, p.4

SCHWAB, BETTY B
Betty B Schwab (awarded for 20 years' service to the YM & YWHA of Mid-Westchester), Aug 7, 1992, p.2

SCHWARTZ, ANDREW
County champs (SCS's Raiders, the girls' fourth grade A soccer team) (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.22

SCHWARTZ, FELICE N
Mommy-trackers still have a way to go, social activist says) (photo), Apr 17, 1992, p.5
Felice Schwartz (cont), Apr 17, 1992, p.8

SCHWARTZ, HARRY (AU)
Superintendent's response puzzles (ltr), Apr 24, 1992, p.6
Tears shed for teachers' plight (ltr), Jun 26, 1992, p.6

SCHWARTZ, JUDITH
Teachers make spirited show for team; Crowd supports negotiators for new district contract (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.1
Delighted with the donation (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.12
Teachers contract ratified, Jun 26, 1992, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30
Housing Committee: Elderly need village help, Oct 16, 1992, p.1
Teachers describe their own learning, Nov 13, 1992, p.12
Insights shared at education seminar, Dec 11, 1992, p.1
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SCHWARTZ, MATT
   Debaters shine in first tourney (photo), Oct 16, 1992, p.10
SCHWARTZ, MEGAN
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Middle School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.30
SCHWARTZ, ROBERT
   School policy update continues: father irked by rule on visitors, Nov 27, 1992, p.10
   Administration does disservice to school system (refers to 11/27 coverage of School Bd meeting)(ltr), Dec 4, 1992, p.6
SCHWARTZ, SELMA
   Ruderman (cont) (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.5
   'Blackout' on (Carolyn Warmus) trial coverage deplored (ltr), May 15, 1992, p.6
SCHWARTZ-CHEPURU, DORIS
   Doris Schwartz-Chepuru (named Vocational Rehabilitation Individual of the year) (photo), Oct 30, 1992, p.4
SCHWARZ, DAN
   Debaters shine in first tourney (photo), Oct 16, 1992, p.10
SCHWARZ, PAUL
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Middle School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.30
SCHWARZ, SUSIE (AU)
   Sixth graders want counselor to stay (and she will) (ltr), May 1, 1992, p.6
SCHWEITZER, PHILIP E (DR) (AU)
   Religion, tolerance, discord...we need a code of morals (ltr), Jan 17, 1992, p.7
SCHWER, TRES
   They've come a long way (mural will be mounted to commemorate Popham Rd Firehouse centennial)(photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.1
   The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company No. 1 - 99 years of service, Dec 24, 1992, p.20
SCHWER, WALTER
   They've come a long way (mural will be mounted to commemorate Popham Rd Firehouse centennial)(photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.1
   The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company No. 1 - 99 years of service, Dec 24, 1992, p.20
SCIARPELLETTI, EMILY
   Cooper House quilt on display (photo), Sep 25, 1992, p.9
SCIARPELLETTI, JENNIFER
   County champs (SCS's Raiders, the girls' fourth grade A soccer team) (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.22
SCIARRA, REGINA
   Regina Sciarra (has joined the White Plains office of Weichert Realtors, as sales associate) (photo), Jul 3, 1992, p.4
SCOPPA, ELIZABETH
   Cause for celebration: 100 years young (photo), Oct 30, 1992, p.3
   Scoppa article 'captured essence' (ltr), Nov 20, 1992, p.6

SCS
   Year in review: Part two (month-by-month account of village activities from mid-May 1992), Jan 3, 1992, p.1
   1991; In review (cont) (photo), Jan 3, 1992, p.9
   Goodbye Scarsdale, and a word of farewell (ltr), Jan 26, 1992, p.7
   Mayor's report: 'Village is in very good shape' (photo) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.1
   McCreery: A challenging and productive year for the village (cont) (photo) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.18
   Village asset - free labor (edit), Aug 14, 1992, p.6
   From 'periphery,' in Quaker Ridge (response to letter by Janet Marcus in Inquirer 8/7/92) (ltr), Aug 14, 1992, p.6
   (Supplement) Free (Listings of free events and giveaways in SCS and vicinity), Aug 14, 1992, p.0
   Scarsdale opts for autonomy, becomes village (historical account of change from town to village), Aug 21, 1992, p.8
   The past is present... (cont), Aug 21, 1992, p.23
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SCS continued
That's Scarsdale (1tr), Sep 25, 1992, p.6
Ex-resident offers tips to improve the 'ideal community' (edit), Oct 16, 1992, p.7
Our voting past shows staunch Republicanism in Scarsdale (chronicles SCS's voting history 1904-56), Nov 6, 1992, p.8
Gradually, GOP domination ended in Scarsdale (chronicles SCS's voting history 1950 to present), Nov 13, 1992, p.8
Year in Review (month-by-month account of SCS area news for 1992) (photo), Dec 31, 1992, p.4
Year in Review (cont) (photo), Dec 31, 1992, p.5

SCS ADULT SCHOOL
At the Adult School, lots of great stuff (photo) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.9

SCS ADULT SCHOOL (1992)
Adult School includes course for men only (photo), Sep 4, 1992, p.2
Craft & hobby courses at Adult School (photo), Sep 18, 1992, p.2
Adult School: sewing in a recession (photo), Sep 25, 1992, p.2
Medical issues, crafts to be discussed at S(carsdale) A(dult) S(chool) (photo), Oct 2, 1992, p.4
More Adult School classes to start (photo), Oct 9, 1992, p.2
Adult course to discuss physician-aided suicide (photo), Oct 16, 1992, p.4
On the tube, a growing Channel 35 (photo), Nov 13, 1992, p.1
Adult School classes (cont), Nov 13, 1992, p.26

SCS ADULT SCHOOL (AU)
Adult School pays tribute to Irene Goldstein (1tr), Nov 6, 1992, p.6

SCS ANTIGUES
Remembering the best Antiques: Abe, Nick and Stan - with love (edit), Mar 13, 1992, p.7

SCS ART ASSN
For artists and those interested in art ( Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.15
Art show creates weekend Renaissance in Scarsdale (photo), Sep 18, 1992, p.1
Art show (cont), Sep 18, 1992, p.10
Pastel judged best in (SCS Art Assn's annual) art show (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.19

SCS AUXILIARY OF WHITE PLAINS HOSPITAL
SEE SEE HOSPITALS

SCS BOWL (1992)
Bowl dinner: gala event planned, Feb 14, 1992, p.2
Congratulations, Gertrude Hofheimer, winner of the 1992 Bowl (photo), Mar 13, 1992, p.1
Hofheimer feted with humor and affection at Bowl dinner (photo), Mar 20, 1992, p.4
Hofheimer (feted at Bowl dinner) (cont), Mar 20, 1992, p.14
Greene's to get Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.1
Scarsdale Bowl winner chosen (cont), Nov 27, 1992, p.23

SCS BOWL (1993)
Evelyn Stock to head bowl award committee (photo), Sep 18, 1992, p.3

SCS BOWL COMMITTEE
Evelyn Stock to head bowl award committee (photo), Sep 18, 1992, p.3
14 join Bowl Committee, Oct 2, 1992, p.8

SCS CHATEAUX ASSOCIATES
Appeals Board denies jurisdiction in Chateaux variance dispute, Jan 24, 1992, p.1
Chateaux (cont), Jan 24, 1992, p.12
Chateaux Apts. owners keep lawyer despite legal troubles, Feb 7, 1992, p.1
Chateaux lawyer (cont), Feb 7, 1992, p.8
Christie Place landlords to sue village, Feb 14, 1992, p.1
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SCS CHATEAUX OWNERS CORP
Appeals Board denies jurisdiction in Chateaux variance dispute, Jan 24, 1992, p.1
Chateaux (cont), Jan 24, 1992, p.12
Chateaux Apts. owners keep lawyer despite legal troubles, Feb 7, 1992, p.1

SCS FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE
S(CS) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice) pursues a vital program, Jan 31, 1992, p.14
Promenade (Hoedown at Crossway Field) (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.3
The Bank of New York Salutes Hoedown ’92; The SCS Family Counseling Service Spring Benefit (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.28
A day of cultural blending (photo), Oct 16, 1992, p.9
Middle-schoolers’ parents ‘set the tone,’ youth counselor tells PTA audience (photo), Oct 23, 1992, p.1
Parents should be firm, counselor says (cont), Oct 23, 1992, p.9
Generations mingle at community forum, Dec 11, 1992, p.1
Charity begins at home (edit), Dec 11, 1992, p.6
From S(CS) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice), word of thanks and renewed appeal (ltr), Dec 18, 1992, p.6
Counseling service sets parent sessions, Dec 31, 1992, p.1

SCS FOUNDATION
Community trust that plays a vital role (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.5
Availability of scholarships: a correction (ltr), Mar 6, 1992, p.6
Born in tragedy, the Scarsdale Foundation strives to spread joy (edit), Mar 13, 1992, p.7
Scholarship fund is growing (photo), Jul 17, 1992, p.9

SCS HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Chair delight (picture from SCS Historical Society’s exhibit “The Toys We Treasured”) (photo), Jan 3, 1992, p.1
Historical society hopes to broaden its reach (photo) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.14
Historical Society honors Ughetta, Fisher (photo), Feb 21, 1992, p.2
Joys of creation (area children and parents attend toys and games workshop), Feb 28, 1992, p.1
Historical Society honorees are longtime volunteers (Mary Alice Ughetta and Greta Fisher), Mar 13, 1992, p.4
Honoring sketching skills (at recent Scarsdale Historical Society exhibit) (photo), Mar 27, 1992, p.3
Historical Society honors Fisher, Ughetta (photo), Apr 3, 1992, p.3
Election Collection brings back campaigns past (at new exhibition) (photo), Sep 11, 1992, p.13
(Workers break from the line at the annual Fall Foliage Run) (photo), Oct 23, 1992, p.1
Society’s Museum Shop to hold open house, Nov 13, 1992, p.2
Historical Society exhibit takes serious look at games we played (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.17
Historical society sets 1992-93 fundraising goal, Dec 11, 1992, p.4

SCS INQUIRER (NEWSPAPER)
Welcome to our pages; they’re for you (discusses new designs) (edit), Jan 24, 1992, p.6
Kind words from a reader (ltr), Apr 24, 1992, p.6
Prudent Investor comes under fire (ltr), May 8, 1992, p.6
A policy change (edit), Jun 12, 1992, p.6
Glenn joins Inquirer staff, Jul 3, 1992, p.2
The Front Page (25 years ago) (edit), Aug 7, 1992, p.6
The Front Page (25 years ago) (edit), Aug 21, 1992, p.6
Folberth joins Inquirer staff, Oct 9, 1992, p.5

SCS INQUIRER (NEWSPAPER)-PERSONAL NOTES
My, how times have changed: a farewell look back (edit), Mar 20, 1992, p.6
Nanny had the cooking gene (edit), Jul 17, 1992, p.7
Of chairmen and worthies (edit), Jul 24, 1992, p.6
Emergencies: All in the definition (edit), Jul 24, 1992, p.7
Were my father’s cigars just cigars? (edit), Jul 24, 1992, p.7
Pool pundits take on issues of day (edit), Aug 21, 1992, p.7
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SCS INQUIRER (NEWSPAPER)-PERSONAL NOTES continued

It was a real-life nightmare. Could it happen here...? (edit), Aug 28, 1992, p.7
Back to school-then and now (edit), Sep 4, 1992, p.7
The smell of black powder brought back thoughts of Scarsdale... (edit), Sep 18, 1992, p.7
When a map's dot becomes home (edit), Sep 18, 1992, p.7
It's the year of woman bashing (edit), Sep 25, 1992, p.7
The inhibitions have stayed...(differences in the political process in SCS and Brazil) (edit), Sep 25, 1992, p.7
The inhibitions have stayed (continues edit 9/18 comparing social differences in SCS & Brazil) (edit), Sep 25, 1992, p.7
Of attics and basements, memories and things (contrasts Eastern and Western view of life) (edit), Oct 9, 1992, p.6
Light is a wave, is a particle...life a paradox, a possibility (edit), Oct 9, 1992, p.7
Finding 'family' in a new home (edit), Nov 6, 1992, p.7
Recalling 15 minutes of fame (edit), Dec 18, 1992, p.7
Grace and knowledge come to us all... (edit), Dec 31, 1992, p.6

SCS NEIGHBORHOOD ASSN PRESIDENTS

Encouraging grassroots involvement (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.4

SCS PUBLIC LIBRARY
SEE LIBRARY-SCS

SCS RIDING ACADEMY

Making friends (instructor Barbara Orans introduces Johny of Camelot Farms to Shane Gilbert) (photo), Sep 25, 1992, p.1

SCS SUMMER MUSIC THEATRE

Summer Theatre highlights reprised at 'Silver Revue' (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.17
Composer's daughter provides insights on birth of 'Oklahoma!' (photo), Jul 17, 1992, p.15
Fall in love with a musical (production of Oklahoma) (photo), Jul 31, 1992, p.1
Don't miss 'Oklahoma!' (at Heathcote School) (edit), Aug 14, 1992, p.6
Oh, what a beautiful 'Oklahoma!' we see (at Heathcote School) (photo), Aug 14, 1992, p.11
'Oklahoma!' well done (cont), Aug 14, 1992, p.12

SCS TEACHERS' ASSN

District, teachers, gear for tough negotiations, Feb 7, 1992, p.1
Teacher contracts near negotiation stage (cont), Feb 7, 1992, p.4
Delighted with the donation (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.12

SCS TEACHERS' INSTITUTE

Educators exchange ideas on teaching E(nglish as a) S(econd) L(anguage), Feb 7, 1992, p.9

SCS VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE CORPS

Village response to accident criticized, Jan 17, 1992, p.3
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4
Students assist S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C orps (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.13
The Bank of New York Salutes Lowell J. Tooley, honored by the Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce, Apr 24, 1992, p.32
A new resident voices thanks (ltr), May 8, 1992, p.6
Onslaught of bagels, Jun 12, 1992, p.1
Owen to be honored (by the SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps for twenty years of service) (photo), Sep 4, 1992, p.5

SCS VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE CORPS-JUNIORS

Village volunteer ambulance corps welcomes a junior section (photo), May 22, 1992, p.1
Junior Ambulance Corps in service (cont) (photo), May 22, 1992, p.14

SCS WOMAN'S CLUB

Woman's Club aim: the promotion of service (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.2
One of the oldest oak trees in Westchester grows at Rowsley, home of the SCS Woman's Club (photo), May 29, 1992, p.6
Shakespeare, orchids, politics on agenda for Woman's Club (photo), Sep 18, 1992, p.15
Scarsdale Woman's Club to hear about Russia, SUNY arts center, Oct 23, 1992, p.15
Christmas creativity (at SCS Woman's Club holiday table) (photo), Dec 4, 1992, p.1
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SCS WOMAN'S CLUB continued

Christmas Throughout the House (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.19

SCS-HISTORY

The houses that mayo and Bab-O built, etc. (photo), Jan 10, 1992, p.4
In our pages, 50 years ago..., May 29, 1992, p.6
Scarsdale opts for autonomy, becomes village (historical account of change from town to village), Aug 21, 1992, p.8
The past is present... (cont), Aug 21, 1992, p.23
Our voting past shows staunch Republicanism in Scarsdale (chronicles SCS's voting history 1904-56), Nov 6, 1992, p.8
Gradually, GOP domination ended in Scarsdale (chronicles SCS's voting history 1950 to present), Nov 13, 1992, p.8
Multi-vs. single-family housing: a conflict with roots (illus), Dec 18, 1992, p.15

SCS-PLANNING

To a more perfect village (edit), Jul 31, 1992, p.6
Funding for study ($13,500 authorized to be paid for updating the village Master Policies Plan), Sep 11, 1992, p.1
Master planning: Scarsdale real estate: Who will live in it? (edit), Sep 11, 1992, p.7
Village, school leaders have money on their minds, Oct 2, 1992, p.5

SCULPTORS

Art: hard as stone and familiar as a button (photo), May 22, 1992, p.19

SECULAR, SAMANTHA


SEDWICK, HARRIET B (AU)

In praise of the Woman's Club oak (ltr), Jun 12, 1992, p.6

SEERY, FRANK

New (h)amber of (c)ommerce officers (photo), Feb 21, 1992, p.2
Hail to all hands on calendar project (ltr), Aug 21, 1992, p.6

SEGAL, HARRIET

State aid increase restore teachers, programs (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.1

SEIBETTI, CHARLES

Promenade (Hoedown at Crossway Field) (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.3
The Bank of New York Salutes Hoedown '92; The SCS Family Counseling Service Spring Benefit (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.28

SEIDMAN, EVELYN

Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4

SEIF, TAMA

Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4

SEKI, HIROMOTO

Principal honored by Japanese (Dr Joan McCann) (photo), Aug 21, 1992, p.9

SEIGMAN, JOHN P

John P Seligman (made partner of New York law firm Davis & Gilbert) (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.8

SELLERS, JESSIE J

Jessie J Sellers (received Floyd F Wilcox Award for exceptional service in positions of leadership), Oct 30, 1992, p.4

SELTZER, DORYCE (AU)

It's not a choice between people and trees (access road to Golden Horseshoe shopping center) (ltr), Jul 24, 1992, p.6

SENGSTAKEN, RITA C

Rita C Sengstaken (dies), Oct 30, 1992, p.14

SENIOR CITIZENS

Senior motto: 'Something for everyone' (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.15
Finding 'family' in a new home (edit), Nov 6, 1992, p.7

SENIORS-SCS

Senior motto: 'Something for everyone' (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.15
Hearing set (for granting 10-50% property tax exemptions to low income homeowners age 65 or over), Nov 20, 1992, p.1
SENIORS-SCS continued

Junior League entertains seniors at party (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.19
Senior tax breaks (for homeowners 65 years or older), Dec 18, 1992, p.1

SERAFIN, PATRICIA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Middle School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.30

SERAFIN, TRICIA
Celebrating many cultures (at the annual International Fair at SCS High School) (photo), Mar 27, 1992, p.9
Cooper House quilt on display (photo), Sep 25, 1992, p.9

SEWARD, GEORGE
(Pres. Mario Soares of Portugal will deliver a lecture on human rights named for George Seward), Apr 24, 1992, p.8

SEX DISCRIMINATION
Bias in the schools: subtle, but there (edit), Nov 20, 1992, p.7

SHACHNOW, DAVE
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

SHAH, CHITRA
Clinton Carpenter (and) Chitra Shah (awarded certificates for completion of training program), Apr 24, 1992, p.8

SHAMES, MICHAEL
Michael Shames (elected to the board of directors of the Westchester Jewish Conference), Jul 17, 1992, p.4

SHANAHAN, BARBARA
Catholic Youth Organization state victors (IHM fourth grade basketball team) (photo), May 22, 1992, p.23

SHANNON, LORI
Marking season at Wayside (Cottage) (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.2

SHAPIRO, MELISSA

SHARP, AL
Primary nears; Democrats to choose Assembly, Senate candidates, Sep 11, 1992, p.1

SHAW, CHARLES ARMITAGE
Memorial Day visit (to the grave of Charles Armitage Shaw) (photo), May 29, 1992, p.14

SHAW, HERBERT F
Herbert F Shaw (dies), Feb 14, 1992, p.14

SHAW, MARTY
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

SHAY, ESTHER

SHAY, ROBERT (AU)
Vote yes on (school) budget (ltr), May 15, 1992, p.7

SHEEHAN, GREGORY
Fall in love with a musical (production of Oklahoma) (photo), Jul 31, 1992, p.1

SHEEHAN, PAUL
Globe-hopping teacher finds his niche back home (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.9

SHEEHAN, PAUL (AU)
Memo to the United Nations... from 17 Scarsdalians (and others) (edit), Jul 10, 1992, p.7
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SHELOV, JOSH

SHEMTOB, JUDY
Math by design (photo), Oct 23, 1992, p.9

SHEPARD, LORA
Video shows variety at Heathcote (photo), Jan 10, 1992, p.9
Musical thanks (by the P.S. 26 Bronx glee club for assistance) (photo), Mar 6, 1992, p.9
Chamber players win top award at state festival (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.9

SHERA, BOB
New blue spruce (for SCS Fire Dept), Nov 27, 1992, p.1

SHERMAN, AMANDA (AU)
Praise for Steger from Safe Rides (board) (ltr), Nov 6, 1992, p.6

SHERMAN, CRAIG
Students featured in music and art reports by school coordinators (photo), Feb 7, 1992, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

SHERMAN, RACHEL
Quaker Ridge Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.9

SHERWOOD, MARC
Learning about democracy (from model of voting machine) (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.10

SHIH, FRED
Award-winning orchestra (SCS Elementary All-District Orchestra), Jul 17, 1992, p.9

SHIERS, BARBARA
Students assist S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.13

SHIERS, JENNIFER
Columbus viewed many ways (cont) (photo), Oct 9, 1992, p.10

SHIFFER, MICHAEL
Michael Shiffer (has opened a European auto-repair shop in Mount Vernon), Jan 10, 1992, p.4

SHINJO, MASANOBU
Karate in their hearts (students from East Asian Martial Arts Center, American Legion Hall, SCS), Aug 21, 1992, p.22

SHIPS
Scarsdalian goes down to the sea for artifacts (photo), Aug 21, 1992, p.10

SHIPWRECKS
Six survive Venezuelan shipwreck (photo), Jan 17, 1992, p.1
Scarsdale residents survive Venezuelan shipwreck (cont), Jan 17, 1992, p.8

SHIRE, EMILY
First-time fathers: View from the nursery (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.5

SHIRE, HOWARD
First-time fathers: View from the nursery (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.5

SHIRE, HOWARD J
Howard J Shire (named partner in New York law firm Kenyon & Kenyon), Apr 17, 1992, p.8

SHOPPING
Cautious shoppers still bought gifts, merchants report, Jan 3, 1992, p.1
Christmas season okay (cont), Jan 3, 1992, p.15
Fun and bargains: the annual (SCS) sidewalk sale (photo), Aug 14, 1992, p.1
Bubbles, baubles, bangles and beads are two-day sale fare (cont) (photo), Aug 14, 1992, p.4
Heralding the New Age supermarket (edit), Oct 2, 1992, p.7
Shopping season opens with flourish, Dec 4, 1992, p.1
T'is the season for local shopping (edit), Dec 4, 1992, p.6
Shopping (cont) (photo), Dec 4, 1992, p.17
For her, baubles, bangles, beads...and beyond (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.17
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SHOPPING continued

The Scarsdale Inquirer's Holiday Gift Guide; For them, from the fanciful to the fabulous (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.14

SHOPPING CENTERS

Golden Horseshoe plans sidewalk sale, Jun 19, 1992, p.1
Decision on building access road to shopping center nears, Jun 19, 1992, p.3
Detour for shopping center debated (cont), Jun 19, 1992, p.17
Planning Board nixes access road (from Heathcote Road to the Golden Horseshoe Shopping Center), Jun 26, 1992, p.1
Planners deny access road (cont), Jun 26, 1992, p.8
Golden Horseshoe access road, Crane-Berkley, on village agenda, Jul 10, 1992, p.1
Save trees and businesses (regarding access to Golden Horseshoe shopping center) (edit), Jul 10, 1992, p.6
Fate of access road (to Golden Horseshoe shopping center) still in play, Jul 17, 1992, p.1
Urges support of access road (to Golden Horseshoe shopping center) (ltr), Jul 17, 1992, p.6
Access road goes back to Planning Board (cont), Jul 17, 1992, p.17
It's not a choice between people and trees (access road to Golden Horseshoe shopping center) (ltr), Jul 24, 1992, p.6
Access issue solution still down the road, Jul 31, 1992, p.1
Golden Horseshoe access road (cont) (photo), Jul 31, 1992, p.5
Planning Board needs a positive attitude on access road (to Golden Horseshoe shopping center) (ltr), Jul 31, 1992, p.6
Strong support for access road (to Golden Horseshoe shopping center) (ltr), Jul 31, 1992, p.6
The first concern should be people (regarding access road to Golden Horseshoe shopping center) (ltr), Jul 31, 1992, p.6
Students taste Japan at N.J. shopping plaza (photo), Dec 31, 1992, p.9

SHUBERT, JAMES

The Bank of New York Salutes The Middle School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.30

SHULMAN, ADAM

Theatrical wizardry (production of "Wizard of Oz") (photo), Apr 3, 1992, p.9

SHULMAN, DAVID

14 join Bowl Committee, Oct 2, 1992, p.8

SHULMAN, JACQUELINE

Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4

SHYU, WILLIAM

And it's all in pennies ($1,562.56 collected by Fox Meadow school for Somalian relief effort)(photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.9

SIGLER, DEREK

Star gazers (at Library's Summer Reading Game party) (photo), Aug 28, 1992, p.4

SIGNORI, BETH

Two of the Maroon & White winners (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.21

SIGNS AND SIGNBOARDS

Signs of the times (new signs in village convey messages buckle up and don't back out), Aug 7, 1992, p.1

SILBER, DAN

Parents grateful to soccer coaches (ltr), Dec 4, 1992, p.6
It's not the Knicks, it's kids playing soccer (text identical to 12/4 letter) (ltr), Dec 11, 1992, p.6

SILVA, MARK

Dramatic interpretation (of the voyages of Columbus) (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.9

SILVA, NICOLE (AU)

Sixth graders want counselor to stay (and she will) (ltr), May 1, 1992, p.6

SILVER, ALEXANDRA

Step, step, side together, step (season finale of the Scarsdale Dancing Class) (photo), Mar 20, 1992, p.4

SILVER, ANN

The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club (photo), May 22, 1992, p.30

SILVER, ANN AND DAN

Vote yes on (school) budget (ltr), May 15, 1992, p.7
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SILVER, DAN
Citizens’ Committee nominates five; Jane Nusbaum chosen for trustee (photo), Jan 24, 1992, p.1
A pivotal year for the T(own and) V(illage) C(livic) C(lub) (photo) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.2
The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club (photo), May 22, 1992, p.30

SILVER, DANIEL
14 join Bowl Committee, Oct 2, 1992, p.8

SILVER, DANIEL K (AU)
They’re doing the best for the village (ltr), Jan 17, 1992, p.6
Silver supports Amendment 3 ... (to SCS’s Non-Partisan Resolution) (ltr), Nov 13, 1992, p.6

SILVER, MICHAEL M (DR) (AU)
Why does it take so long to put up a wee span? (ltr), Apr 17, 1992, p.6

SILVER, SUE
Teachers’ ideas earn foundation mini-grants (from the Reader’s Digest Foundation), Feb 7, 1992, p.10
A(Alternative)-School program cited, Oct 16, 1992, p.10

SILVERMAN, DONALD N
A Election Day guide to local candidates, Oct 30, 1992, p.5

SILVERMAN, RUTH AND BARNEY (AU)
Vote yes on (school) budget (ltr), May 15, 1992, p.7

SILVERMAN, SUSANNA
Falling into summer (photo), May 29, 1992, p.1

SILVERMAN, VALERIE
Falling into summer (photo), May 29, 1992, p.1

SILVERMAN, WENDY
Wendy Silverman (named teacher of the year by the Briarcliff Manor School District), Jun 12, 1992, p.9

SILVERSTEIN, JED
Prom lives up to its billing as an unforgettable evening (photo), Jul 3, 1992, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32
Scholarship fund-drive underway (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.10

SIMKHAI, KARINE
A(Alternative)-School interns gain adventure and accomplishment (cont) (photo), Feb 14, 1992, p.9
Splat! (Karine Simkhai takes some paint in the face at the sponge toss booth at School fair (photo), May 22, 1992, p.1
Bonding through softball (at trip to Camp Jewel, Colebrook, CT) (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.9

SIMMERMACHER, ABBEY
County champs (SCS’s Raiders, the girls’ fourth grade A soccer team) (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.22

SIMMONDS, ROSALIE
Plans for Japanese festival shaping up (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.3

SIMON, ANN ROSE
League of W(omen) V(oters) names Ann Simon president (photo), May 22, 1992, p.3
Simon (named president of League of Women Voters) (cont), May 22, 1992, p.22
Why not build new courts? (edit), Jul 31, 1992, p.6
Village, school leaders have money on their minds, Oct 2, 1992, p.5
Learning about democracy (from model of voting machine) (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.10
Task force seeks to spur volunteerism in village, Dec 31, 1992, p.1

SIMON, ANN ROSE (AU)
Thanks from League of W(omen) V(oters) (ltr), May 22, 1992, p.6
Permanent county waste facility urged by League of W(omen) V(oters) (ltr), Jul 3, 1992, p.6
Avoid potential loss of voting rights (ltr), Jul 31, 1992, p.6
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SIMON, ANN ROSE (AU) continued
League needs (financial) support (ltr), Sep 25, 1992, p.6
Attend debate; raise issues (ltr), Oct 23, 1992, p.6
Correcting record on lawsuits (ltr), Dec 31, 1992, p.7

SIMON, HENRY

SIMON, LISA (AU)
People should say 'Happy holidays' (ltr), Dec 24, 1992, p.6

SIMON, MARJ (AU)
Meals on Wheels appeals for funds (ltr), May 1, 1992, p.6
Meals on Wheels says, 'Many thanks' (ltr), Jun 26, 1992, p.6

SIMON, RICHARD
Ante up: It's the morning train (photo) (cont), Aug 21, 1992, p.13

SIMON, SANDI (AU)
Time for the run (12th annual fall foliage run and 7th annual walk for fun to be held Oct 18) (ltr), Oct 16, 1992, p.6

SIMS, SEYMOUR
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4

SINGER, BETH

SINGER, CECILE
Scarsdale may lose Singer in redistricting, Jan 31, 1992, p.1
Goodbye, Cecile Singer, we'll miss you (edit), Jan 31, 1992, p.6
Scarsdale loses Singer in redistricting (cont), Jan 31, 1992, p.8
A-School interns play many roles, Feb 14, 1992, p.1
Furthering the cause (local drive of the UJA Federation raised over $894,000) (photo), Mar 6, 1992, p.3
Latest state redistricting plan keeps Singer out of Scarsdale, Mar 20, 1992, p.3

SINGER, CECILE (AU)
Re: State government (photo) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.6
Redistricting hasn't happened yet (ltr), Feb 7, 1992, p.6

SINGER, DONALD
Scarsdale man named 'Volunteer of the Year' (photo), Apr 17, 1992, p.5

SINGER, GLADYS H
Gladys H Singer (dies), Apr 10, 1992, p.14

SINGER, STEPHIE

SINGER, TERRY
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4

SINGSEN, MARY ELLEN
14 join Bowl Committee, Oct 2, 1992, p.8

SINSHEIMER, WARREN
Math students tour Wall Street, Student Organizations plan fundraisers (photo), Dec 4, 1992, p.9

SISTINE CHAPEL
The Sistine Chapel comes to Scarsdale (Public Library in book form) (photo), Feb 28, 1992, p.1

SKATING
Walking on ice (the Crane-Berkley pond) (photo), Jan 24, 1992, p.1

SKATING-REWARDS, PRIZES, ETC
(Lauren Eckstein won three silver medals in 1992 Lake Placid Figure Skating Competition) (photo), Feb 28, 1992, p.18
SKIS AND SKIING

Happy Trails (ltr), Jan 3, 1992, p.7
In the ski business, some optimism, Jan 3, 1992, p.14
Freebies to lure the skibies, Jan 17, 1992, p.17
Scarsdale High School skiers no slouches on the slopes, Jan 24, 1992, p.20
A shot at the Olympics (photo), Jan 24, 1992, p.20
Local devotees watch Olympic slopes, Feb 14, 1992, p.18
Skiing glades: it's fun, but it's work, Feb 21, 1992, p.16
Talkin' statistics, Feb 28, 1992, p.18
It's time to think in earnest about winter sports, Nov 13, 1992, p.24
The slopes are great in the Far West, Nov 27, 1992, p.22
Don't let that costly gear ski away without you, Dec 4, 1992, p.25
Reports on the Laurentians, Dec 11, 1992, p.25
Earlybirds enjoy excellent conditions, Dec 18, 1992, p.25
Good news for skiers in Tahoe this season, Dec 24, 1992, p.15
A measure of skiing proficiency, Dec 31, 1992, p.14

SKOLNICK, NEIL
Neil Skolnick (promoted to associate professor at Yeshiva University's Ferkauf School of Psychology), Oct 2, 1992, p.8

SKOLNIX, STEVEN
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4

SLANG
Um, well... Speak the speech trippingly on the tongue (edit), Aug 21, 1992, p.7

SLAVIN, MARGE
Promenade (Hoedown at Crossway Field) (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.3

SLIVINSKI, CATHY
Local Girl Scouts & scouters win top regional awards (photo), Jul 31, 1992, p.2

SLOAN, IRVING J
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4
A would-be critic of Sloan replies to Sloan's critics (ltr), Jul 3, 1992, p.6
D'Amato - strong supporter of failed policies (response to Irving Sloan's edit of 10/2/92) (ltr), Oct 9, 1992, p.6

SLOAN, IRVING J (AU)
We should fight against 'visual' pollution of the downtown (edit), Jan 10, 1992, p.6
System proved itself in quality of public life (edit), Jan 31, 1992, p.6
Judged in context, Abraham Lincoln cannot be considered a white supremacist (edit), Feb 21, 1992, p.7
A history of weak vice presidents started here (edit), Mar 13, 1992, p.7
Scarsdale schools need to stay 'the best' (edit), Apr 10, 1992, p.7
Okay, so enough. Teachers need a break. (edit), Apr 24, 1992, p.7
Will those who favor discussion win this time? (edit), May 22, 1992, p.6
A vote of support for Wentworths (ltr), May 29, 1992, p.6
A teacher's perspective on the negotiations (edit), Jun 19, 1992, p.6
The more things change, the more they stay the same (edit), Jul 10, 1992, p.6
We're entitled to our tennis courts (edit), Jul 31, 1992, p.7
Scarsdale opts for autonomy, becomes village (historical account of change from town to village), Aug 21, 1992, p.8
But I liked the Farley Building (edit), Aug 28, 1992, p.7
Poles and Jews: A lesson in prejudice learned from two sources (edit), Sep 11, 1992, p.7
Legislator candidate (Willa Swiller) offended this voter with statement (edit), Oct 2, 1992, p.6
Crossing the line for Ruderman (edit), Oct 23, 1992, p.7
Our voting past shows staunch Republicanism in Scarsdale (chronicles SCS's voting history 1904-56), Nov 6, 1992, p.8
May his (Rev Robert MacLennan's) good work continue (edit), Nov 13, 1992, p.7
Gradually, GOP domination ended in Scarsdale (chronicles SCS's voting history 1950 to present), Nov 13, 1992, p.8
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SLOAN, IRVING J (AU) continued
Christmas message deserves better (edit), Dec 4, 1992, p.7
Multi-vs. single-family housing: a conflict with roots (illus), Dec 18, 1992, p.15
Bias crime statutes: a can of worms (edit), Dec 24, 1992, p.6

SLOTE, FRANCES
Parents provide international input (at workshops on different nations of the world) (photo), Feb 28, 1992, p.9

SMITH, ADAM
Adam Smith: His books have become required reading for all of us these days (edit), Jan 31, 1992, p.7
Adam Smith (cont), Jan 31, 1992, p.12

SMITH, BRENDAN
Freshman stabbed at college, Oct 9, 1992, p.5

SMITH, ERNST JR
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

SMITH, JAMES A
James A Smith (elected chairman of the board of the Exchange Club Child Abuse Prevention Center), Feb 21, 1992, p.4

SMITH, JANIE
Junior League entertains seniors at party (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.19

SMITH, JOEL
Rotary Club awards scholarships (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.12
Scholarship aid for H(off)-B(arthelson) (from the SCS Rotary Club) (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.8

SMITH, MATT
The Bank of New York Salutes The Middle School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.30

SMITH, TOM
Junior League entertains seniors at party (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.19

SMITH, WILLIAM J
Edgemont appoints principal, Jul 31, 1992, p.1

SMOLER, ELSIE
The Bank of New York Salutes SHS 75th Anniversary Celebration (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.34

SMOLER, ELSIE R (AU)
Vote yes on (school) budget (ltr), May 15, 1992, p.7

SMOLER, FRED
The Bank of New York Salutes SHS 75th Anniversary Celebration (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.34

SMULLEN, KYLE
It's 9 a.m. Do you know where most Scarsdale kids are? (photo), Jul 24, 1992, p.1

SNEAKERS
Sneakers, 101, a course in consumer science, Jun 26, 1992, p.5

SNITOW, VIRGINIA
Virginia L Snitow (named winner of a Susan B Anthony Award for leadership of women's causes) (photo), Feb 21, 1992, p.4

SNOW
Let it snow (March snowfall accumulations noted since 1968), Mar 27, 1992, p.1

SNOWSTORMS
Rain and snow whip village in weekend double-whammy (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.1
Homes in the dark after the storm (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.13

SNYDER, JAMES W
James W Snyder (named vice pres for development and external affairs at Stevens Inst of Technology), Oct 16, 1992, p.4

SOBOL, HARRIET LANGSAM
Born in tragedy, the Scarsdale Foundation strives to spread joy (edit), Mar 13, 1992, p.7

SOBOL, MICHAEL, PENNY AND JERRY (AU)
A good feeling (praise for Aron Kressner who turned in missing wallet) (ltr), Nov 6, 1992, p.6
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SOBOL, THOMAS (AU)

Something to be proud of - America's public schools (edit), Dec 4, 1992, p.7

SOCRER

Resnick's Raiders seize sectional soccer title (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.25
Grand finale for soccer (cont) (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.26
Pro is impressed by soccer team (ltr), Jun 19, 1992, p.6
Raiders win top honors, Jun 19, 1992, p.19
Soccer a learning experience and a joy to watch (ltr), Aug 21, 1992, p.6
Season opener (for Raiders) (photo), Sep 18, 1992, p.1
County champs (SCS's Raiders, the girls' fourth grade A soccer team) (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.22
Parents grateful to soccer coaches (ltr), Dec 4, 1992, p.6
It's not the Knicks, it's kids playing soccer (text identical to 12/4 letter) (ltr), Dec 11, 1992, p.6

SOCIAL PROBLEMS

'Diverse problems require local approach' (cont) (photo), Oct 2, 1992, p.10

SOCIAL WORKERS

Richard Fitzhugh (honored by the Northwest Bronx Council on Aging) (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.8
Eleanor L Brilliant (named the 1992 social worker of the year by National Assn of Social Workers), Jul 17, 1992, p.4
Doris Schwartz-Chepuru (named Vocational Rehabilitation Individual of the year) (photo), Oct 30, 1992, p.4

SOKOL, ABRAHAM

Medicaid defrauder sentenced, Aug 21, 1992, p.1
Sokol sentenced (cont), Aug 21, 1992, p.20

SOKOL, ABRAHAM (DR)

Local physician guilty in Medicaid scam, Jul 17, 1992, p.3
Medicaid defrauder sentenced, Aug 21, 1992, p.1

SOKOL, STACY

A(lternative)-School interns gain adventure and accomplishment (cont) (photo), Feb 14, 1992, p.9

SOKOLOFF, HELENA (AU)

Happy Trails (ltr), Jan 3, 1992, p.7

SOLEK, JOSEPH (AU)

The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

SOLOMON, BETTY JEANNE

Summations given in Warmus trial, May 22, 1992, p.1
The jury is out in Warmus case (cont), May 22, 1992, p.22
Warmus gets 25 to life in prison (photo), Jul 3, 1992, p.1
Warmus TV movie fails to impress viewers, Sep 18, 1992, p.1
Warmus docudrama gives reality short shrift (edit), Sep 18, 1992, p.6
Television movie 'disappointing' (cont), Sep 18, 1992, p.8

SOLOMON, LYNN

The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.30

SOLOMON, PAUL

Warmus trial continues; Solomon takes stand, Jan 31, 1992, p.1
Warmus trial continues (cont), Jan 31, 1992, p.18
Summations given in Warmus trial, May 22, 1992, p.1
The jury is out in Warmus case (cont), May 22, 1992, p.22
Black glove is key in Warmus conviction, May 29, 1992, p.1
Two TV movies on Warmus to air this fall, Aug 7, 1992, p.1
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SOMA, KOZO
Plans for Japanese festival shaping up (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.3

SOMA, MASAKO
International flavor (at high school international families luncheon) (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.1

SOMMERFELD, GEORGE
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4

SOMMERFELD, GEORGE (AU)
15K race not an inconvenience (ltr), Apr 3, 1992, p.6

SOMOLINOS, CHRISTINA
That's the spirit (Middle School sets up food and clothing drive to benefit homeless people) (photo), Jan 3, 1992, p.5
Cooper House quilt on display (photo), Sep 25, 1992, p.9

SORKIN, JOAN (AU)
Instrumental music strikes the right note (ltr), Sep 11, 1992, p.6

SORKIN, JOAN ROSS (AU)
Proposed rule would hamper local democracy (proposed Amendment 3 to Non-Partisan Resolution) (ltr), Sep 18, 1992, p.6
But Sorkin opposes it (Amendment 3 to SCS's Non-Partisan Resolution) (ltr), Nov 13, 1992, p.6

SOROKOFF, NANCY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Greenville Community Reformed Church (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.28

SORREL, JEROME M (DR)
Jerome M Sorrel, DDS (installed as president of the Northeastern Society of Orthodontists) (photo), Jan 24, 1992, p.4

SOTER, MARGARET
Despite abortion plank, local Republicans rally, Aug 21, 1992, p.1

SOVIET UNION-HISTORY
Will Russian history repeat itself yet again? (edit), Jan 3, 1992, p.6

SPAET, MONA
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4
For some, law was a long time coming (proposed new recycling law, Local Law No 5), Aug 7, 1992, p.1
A-team ahead (progress of SCS's recycling program), Oct 16, 1992, p.1

SPAET, MONA (AU)
James Rice is an environmental treasure (ltr), May 8, 1992, p.7
Permanent county waste facility urged by (League of) W(omen) V(oters) (ltr), Jul 3, 1992, p.6

SPAET, T H (DR)
Dr T H Spaet (dies), Sep 4, 1992, p.16

SPANO, NICHOLAS
Inquirer endorsements; In Edgemont and Hartsdale districts; For state Senate: Nicholas Spano (edit), Oct 30, 1992, p.6

SPARROW, KATHY
League of (e) W(omen) V(oters): Registration deadline near for primaries, absentee ballots (photo), Aug 21, 1992, p.2

SPARROW, MARK
Six survive Venezuelan shipwreck (photo), Jan 17, 1992, p.1

SPARROW, MICHAEL
Six survive Venezuelan shipwreck (photo), Jan 17, 1992, p.1

SPARROW, MICHAEL (AU)
Outrage over handling of injured raccoon (ltr), Dec 11, 1992, p.6

SPEECHES, ADDRESSES, ETC
The Bank of New York Salutes The Middle School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.30
### SpekDJian, Juliette
And the winner is... (Dorine Perahia of the Lillian Drake Thies croquet tournament) (photo), Sep 4, 1992, p.5

### Spence, Malcolm C
Malcolm C Spence (dies), Jul 17, 1992, p.14

### Spieler, Jill
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4

### Spink, Liz

### Sports
Too much stress on team sports (ltr), Jun 5, 1992, p.6

### Sprague, Richard (Dr)
Values taught in many unstructured ways; Discussions raise teacher awareness, Apr 17, 1992, p.9
Schools to reschedule music, modify ESL, May 1, 1992, p.1
Federal and state grants fund local education, Sep 11, 1992, p.9
SHS may end computer course requirement, Dec 24, 1992, p.9

### Stanley, Bonni
A day of cultural blending (photo), Oct 16, 1992, p.9
Youth workers honored (photo), Dec 4, 1992, p.12
Counseling service sets parent sessions, Dec 31, 1992, p.1

### Stanton, Norman
Ministers leaving Hitchcock, Nov 20, 1992, p.1
Ministers leaving Hitchcock Church (cont), Nov 20, 1992, p.14

### Stapen, Karl
At Westchester Reform Temple, a new concept in gift-giving (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.8

### Stauffer, Ben
The Bank of New York Salutes The Middle School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.30

### Stauffer, Elenna
SHS Drama Club to present "Our Town" (photo), Nov 13, 1992, p.19

### Stauffer, Stephanie
PTA presidents salute McCann (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.10

### Steger, John
Fire volunteers getting recruits (photo) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.4
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4
Marking Memorial Day (Scarsdale ceremonies) (photo), May 29, 1992, p.4
Recreation Council plans village survey, Oct 30, 1992, p.1

### Steger, Nancy
Praise for Steger from Safe Rides (board) (ltr), Nov 6, 1992, p.6

### Steichen, Felicien (Dr)
Dr. Felicien Steichen (has joined the medical staff of St. Agnes Hospital, White Plains), Mar 13, 1992, p.4

### Stein, Jon
The Bank of New York Salutes SHS 75th Anniversary Celebration (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.34

### Stein, Jonathan
Generations mingle at community forum, Dec 11, 1992, p.1

### Steinau, Andrew
The Bank of New York Salutes The Middle School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.30

### Steinberg, Eve P (Au)
It's how you play the game... (edit), Jun 5, 1992, p.7
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STEINDORFF, AL
Pastel judged best in (SCS Art Assn's annual) art show (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.19

STEINFELD, DAYNA

STEINKAMP, WILLARD
Willard Steinkamp (dies), Feb 21, 1992, p.12

STEINMETZ, JOHN C
John C Steinmetz (dies), Jan 31, 1992, p.14

STEP PROGRAM
SEE STUDENT TRANSFER EDUCATION PLAN

STERLING, SLIM
The Bank of New York Salutes Hoedown '92; The SCS Family Counseling Service Spring Benefit (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.28

STERN, BETSY
Stitching their own heritage (SCS Troup 1946 present quilt to scout leader Betty Taubert) (photo), Jan 10, 1992, p.3

STERN, CORKY
The Bank of New York Salutes SHS 75th Anniversary Celebration (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.34

STERN, ERIC
He worries about convention details..., Jul 17, 1992, p.1
Local man helped manage convention (cont), Jul 17, 1992, p.10

STERN, SYDNEY
Marching for choice (in Washington, D.C.) (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.1
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4

STERN, SYDNEY (AU)
Solidarity reigned at pro-choice march in Washington D.C. (edit) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.7
Notes from an exercise enthusiast (edit), Jun 5, 1992, p.7
Memories of a happy camper (edit), Jul 3, 1992, p.7
Emergencies: All in the definition (edit), Jul 24, 1992, p.7
Pool pundits take on issues of day (edit), Aug 21, 1992, p.7
Back to school-then and now (edit), Sep 4, 1992, p.7
It's the year of woman bashing (edit), Sep 25, 1992, p.7
Tipper (really) brings the campaign home (edit), Oct 16, 1992, p.6
High school open house; it's crazy, but it works (edit), Nov 6, 1992, p.6
Giving thanks for what we can give (edit), Nov 27, 1992, p.6
Recalling 15 minutes of fame (edit), Dec 18, 1992, p.7

STERN, WILLIAM (AU)
'Affordable housing' just a disguise (ltr), May 15, 1992, p.6

STERNBERG, PAULA
Bright new multi-purpose room opens at Greenacres (photo), Jan 31, 1992, p.10
Parents provide international input (at workshops on different nations of the world) (photo), Feb 28, 1992, p.9
Greenacres PTA promotes super carnival (photo), May 8, 1992, p.8
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

STERNBERG, RICHARD (AU)
He enjoyed nostalgia (response to Seth Halpern's piece regarding his father from 1/17/92) (ltr), Feb 14, 1992, p.6

STERNBERG, STANLEY
New Edgemont board organizes (photo), Jul 10, 1992, p.1

STEVEN, KAREN
Scholarship fund-drive underway (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.10
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STEVENSON, HAROLD (DR)
Insights shared at education seminar, Dec 11, 1992, p.1
Stiffer standards urged (cont), Dec 11, 1992, p.10

STEVENSON, LIZ (AU)
Strong advocate for Joan Cooney (litr), Oct 23, 1992, p.6

STEWART, MURRAY

STILLMAN, LILA
New PT Council officers (photo), May 29, 1992, p.8
Committee to put ‘Scarsdale twist’ on school compact, Dec 24, 1992, p.1

STIX, CAROL

STOCK, EVELYN
Teacher contracts near negotiation stage (cont), Feb 7, 1992, p.4
New central garage is a model of efficiency and cleanliness (photo), May 1, 1992, p.3
Stock named to BOCES board (photo), May 8, 1992, p.3
School budget passes despite large ‘no’ vote, May 22, 1992, p.1
SCS High School grads gather to fetes the school (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.3
League presidents laud board members, Jun 5, 1992, p.9
They (Evelyn Stock and Robert Paradise) created warmth and openness (edit), Jun 19, 1992, p.6
Adieu to ‘dynamic duo’(Evelyn Stock and Robert Paradise), Jun 19, 1992, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30
Evelyn Stock to head bowl award committee (photo), Sep 18, 1992, p.3
For policy revision, board still taking Stock, Sep 25, 1992, p.10
14 join Bowl Committee, Oct 2, 1992, p.8

STOCK, EVELYN (AU)
‘Our kids are worth your time’ (photo) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.1
Stock: Education flourishes, but aid cuts threaten (cont) (photo) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.8

STOCK, HOWARD
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4

STOCK, EMMY
Militello, Stocker win Fall (Foliage) Run (photo), Oct 23, 1992, p.19

STONE, DONALD

STONE, HELEN
More on Maroon and White dinner coverage (litr), Apr 3, 1992, p.6
Maroon and White officers named (photo), Sep 25, 1992, p.22

STONE, JANE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club (photo), May 22, 1992, p.30
Jean L. Stone (elected president of Mental Health Association of Westchester) (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.4

STONE, JOHN
Maroon and White officers named (photo), Sep 25, 1992, p.22

STONE, JOHN (AU)
More on Maroon and White dinner coverage (litr), Apr 3, 1992, p.6

STORES
Space available (Harry the Tailor has closed his shop on Spencer Place), Jun 26, 1992, p.1
New store to open (Cachet Evening on Spencer Place), Dec 4, 1992, p.1
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

STORES continued
Superstore would disrupt adjacent Edgemont area (ltr), Dec 11, 1992, p.6
For her, baubles, bangles, beads...and beyond (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.17
State law prescribes drug store counseling, Dec 18, 1992, p.3
Who needs a supermarket in Edgemont? (ltr), Dec 18, 1992, p.6
The Scarsdale Inquirer's Holiday Gift Guide: For them, from the fanciful to the fabulous (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.14
SEE ALSO MERCHANTS-SCS

STORMS
Things that go crash in the night (big tree crashes down in River Road back yard) (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.5
Rain and snow whip village in weekend double-whammy (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.1
Homes in the dark after the storm (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.13

STOKE, ED
On the tube, a growing Channel 35 (photo), Nov 13, 1992, p.1

STOKE, HAROLD
On the tube, a growing Channel 35 (photo), Nov 13, 1992, p.1

STRAUB, ANDREA
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

STRAUSS, KENNETH S
Kenneth S Straus (dies), Dec 31, 1992, p.4

STRAUSS, BARBARA

STRAUSS, LAURA
The Bank of New York Salutes Hoedown '92; The SCS Family Counseling Service Spring Benefit (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.28

STRAUSS, PETER
The Bank of New York Salutes Hoedown '92; The SCS Family Counseling Service Spring Benefit (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.28

STRAUSS, SALLY
The Bank of New York Salutes SHS 75th Anniversary Celebration (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.34

STREET SIGNS
SEE TRAFFIC SIGNS AND SIGNALS

STREETS-SCS
Village on salt diet (SCS has reduced its use of salt to clear roads of ice and snow), Feb 28, 1992, p.1
Low sodium (diet for Scarsdale streets), Mar 27, 1992, p.1
Huntington Ave. may reopen to two-lane traffic, Jun 19, 1992, p.1
Huntington Avenue may go to two lanes (cont) (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.4

STRONGIN, JULIE
Grossman and Strongin are new state champs (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.21
Fall athletes feted at Maroon & White dinner (photo), Dec 4, 1992, p.25

STRUJ, PAT
The Bank of New York Salutes Hoedown '92; The SCS Family Counseling Service Spring Benefit (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.28

STRUMWASSER, JARED
Math by design (photo), Oct 23, 1992, p.9

STRUMWASSER, LISA (AU)
Sixth graders want counselor to stay (and she will) (ltr), May 1, 1992, p.6

STUART, AL
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4

STUDENT TRANSFER EDUCATION PLAN
STEP, with two students, is having a wow of a year (photo) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.9
STEPing & swinging (at fundraisers) (photo), Mar 6, 1992, p.5
A STEP in the right direction (edit), May 8, 1992, p.6
STUDENT TRANSFER EDUCATION PLAN continued

S(tudent) T(ransfer) E(ducation) P(lan) needs public support (ltr), May 8, 1992, p.6

STURMER, SHEILA

Sheila Sturmer (honored by the YM & YWHA of Mid-Westchester for 20 years of service), Aug 21, 1992, p.14

SUDAN

Victims of civil war (ltr), Jul 24, 1992, p.6

SUH, YULGENE

Happy New Year! (Welcoming the Year of the Monkey at the EMT High School Lunar Festival) (photo), Feb 7, 1992, p.1

SULLIVAN, ADELE

More blossoms for the downtown (pear tree planted between East Parkway and Crane Road) (photo), May 1, 1992, p.1

SULLIVAN, LAURIE (AU)

Kindness of a stranger (ltr), May 15, 1992, p.7
Quiet Halloween in Edgemont (ltr), Nov 6, 1992, p.6

SULLIVAN, NEIL (AU)

A 'noble experiment' for the holidays (ltr), Jan 24, 1992, p.6
'Berating and sneering at neighbors' (response to William Wilence's letter from 12/18/92) (ltr), Dec 31, 1992, p.6

SUMERGRADE, JEN

The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

SUMMER

Cool treat on a warm weekend (photo), May 8, 1992, p.1

SUMMER SCHOOLS, SECONDARY
SEE VACATION SCHOOLS

SUPERMARKETS

Superstore would disrupt adjacent Edgemont area (ltr), Dec 11, 1992, p.6
 Who needs a supermarket in Edgemont? (ltr), Dec 18, 1992, p.6

SURGEONS

Ralph Purcell, M.D. (named assistant attending, dept of surgery at White Plains Hospital Center), Jan 31, 1992, p.8
SEE ALSO PHYSICIANS

SURIN, MARGARET H
Margaret H Surin (dies), Nov 13, 1992, p.22

SUSSMAN, CARL
Cool treat on a warm weekend (photo), May 8, 1992, p.1

SUSSMAN, FERN S
Fern S. Sussman (named to board of directors at Burke Rehabilitation Hospital), Apr 24, 1992, p.8

SUSSMAN, JACKIE (AU)
Too much stress on team sports (ltr), Jun 5, 1992, p.6

SUSSMAN, TAMATHA
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

SUZUKI, CHIKAKO
English as a S(econd) L(anguage) graduates celebrate their success (photo), Jan 17, 1992, p.9

SUZUKI, HIDEHIKO
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

SUZUKI, MARIKA
Prize winning posters (photo), Nov 13, 1992, p.12

SVED, BEVERLY
12 elected to committee: amendments pass, Nov 20, 1992, p.1

SVETCOV, BRANDON
(Political game Presidential Pursuit brought to SCS schools by League of Women Voters) (photo), Oct 30, 1992, p.9
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SVETCOV, MINDY
Toon Town Fair at Heathcote (photo), May 1, 1992, p.9

SWALINA, MARYANN
MaryAnn Swalina (dies), Jan 10, 1992, p.12

SWEENEY, JOHN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club (photo), May 22, 1992, p.30

SWEENEY, JOHN J (AU)
Lest we forget: Battle of the Bulge (edit), Nov 6, 1992, p.7
Battle of the Bulge (cont), Nov 6, 1992, p.12

SWEENEY, RITA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club (photo), May 22, 1992, p.30

SWILLER, WILLA
Abrams wins hands down, locally, Sep 18, 1992, p.1
Swiller (cont), Sep 18, 1992, p.23
Legislator candidate offended this voter with statement (edit), Oct 2, 1992, p.6
Hochberg's successor?, Nov 13, 1992, p.1

SWILLER, WILLA (AU)
Some Clinton answers (ltr), Apr 3, 1992, p.6
D'Amato - strong supporter of failed policies (response to Irving Sloan's edit of 10/2/92) (ltr), Oct 9, 1992, p.6

SWIMMING
Rossi breaks swim record (in 1000-yard freestyle swim), Apr 3, 1992, p.19
Gold medal winner recalls Olympic triumph (at 1992 U.S. Transplant Games) (photo), Jul 31, 1992, p.16
Keane takes second in county swimming association championships (photo), Aug 14, 1992, p.13
Rossi wins (200 meter) butterfly (at the US Junior National Long Course Championships East) (photo), Aug 21, 1992, p.22

SWIMMING POOLS
Judge invalidates board ruling on special pool permit (for individuals), Feb 21, 1992, p.1
Pool ruling invalidated (cont), Feb 21, 1992, p.9
SEE ALSO POOL-SCS

SY, HEDRICK
Students featured in music and art reports by school coordinators (photo), Feb 7, 1992, p.9

SYNAGOGUES
Synagogue expands (Scarsdale Synagogue-Tremont Temple) (photo), May 15, 1992, p.2
Temple Israel gathers for long-awaited day of 'amazing power' (photo), May 22, 1992, p.15
New Torah for Temple Israel (cont) (photo), May 22, 1992, p.19
Picketers protest at Scarsdale Synagogue, Jul 17, 1992, p.1
Neighbors form synagogue to offer friendship, love (photo), Aug 28, 1992, p.1
Young congregation attracts members (cont), Aug 28, 1992, p.15
Prayer and plaster (members of SCS Tremont Temple celebrate Rosh Hashanah amid renovations) (photo), Oct 2, 1992, p.1

SZABAD, SHIRLEY AND GEORGE
Recalling days with MacIntyre (ltr), Nov 27, 1992, p.6

SZABAD, SHIRLEY M
Shirley M Szabad (dies), Dec 24, 1992, p.12

TADDIKEN, NANCY (AU)
It's been a challenging past year for the Edgemont schools (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.1

TAFFET, SCOTT
That's the spirit (Middle School sets up food and clothing drive to benefit homeless people) (photo), Jan 3, 1992, p.5

TAKIMURA, YOSHIKO
Students featured in music and art reports by school coordinators (photo), Feb 7, 1992, p.9
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TALLEVI, LEN
Ways of teaching about Columbus change: students weigh explorer's contributions, Oct 9, 1992, p.1

TAN, STEPHANIE
Stephanie Tan (has joined the Syracuse public relations firm of Mark Russell & Associates) (photo), May 22, 1992, p.4

TANCREDI, DANIELLE
And it's all in pennies ($1,562.56 collected by Fox Meadow school for Somalian relief effort) (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.9

TANIKAWA, NORIHKO
Gala kickoff to launch Hoff-Barthelson festival (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.17

TAPPER, BEN
Six survive Venezuelan shipwreck (photo), Jan 17, 1992, p.1

TAPPER, SUSAN
Court ruling sparks reactions (Supreme Court 5-4 decision on abortion) (cont), Jul 3, 1992, p.4

TARNOVER, HERMAN (DR)
Lawyer may ask for new Harris trial, Jul 3, 1992, p.1

TARSHIS, JULIUS
Late postal service deliveries to end-of-route homes 'unfair,' group says (photo), Dec 31, 1992, p.1

TARTELL, JONATHAN
Variety, individual attention are key at day camps (cont) (photo), Jul 24, 1992, p.5
Holiday spirit (photo), Dec 24, 1992, p.9

TASK FORCE ON DRUGS AND ALCOHOL-SCS
Thanks from drug task force (Itr), Apr 3, 1992, p.7

TASK FORCE ON VOLUNTEERISM-SCS
Task force seeks to spur volunteerism in village, Dec 31, 1992, p.1

TAUBERT, BETTY
Stitching their own heritage (SCS Troup 1946 present quilt to scout leader Betty Taubert) (photo), Jan 10, 1992, p.3
The Bank of New York Salutes Lowell J Tooley, honored by the Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce, Apr 24, 1992, p.32
Honored by Red Cross (area residents honored at annual recognition of volunteers) (photo), May 29, 1992, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes SHS 75th Anniversary Celebration (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.34
L(league of) W(omen) V(oters): Registration deadline near for primaries, absentee ballots (photo), Aug 21, 1992, p.2

TAUBIN, JON
The Bank of New York Salutes SHS 75th Anniversary Celebration (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.34

TAUBIN, PHYLLIS
Art: hard as stone and familiar as a button (photo), May 22, 1992, p.19

TAX COLLECTION

TAXATION-SCS
Village is challenging right of non-attorneys to represent taxpayers, Jan 10, 1992, p.1
Defending tax rolls (cont), Jan 10, 1992, p.8
Spread payment of school taxes (ltr), Jan 17, 1992, p.6
Schools weigh salary impacts, Feb 28, 1992, p.1
Every penny helps (Scarsdale's 1992 county tax bill dropped 1.3%), Mar 6, 1992, p.1
Village taxes to increase 2.72%, Mar 27, 1992, p.1
Taxpayer group seeks cutback in school rate (ltr), May 15, 1992, p.6
State frowns on tax practice, May 29, 1992, p.1
Village sells buoy, local tax liens, May 29, 1992, p.5
Tax procedures (cont), May 29, 1992, p.21
Reassessment won't cure tax inequities, Jun 12, 1992, p.1
Cap pay rise (ltr), Jun 12, 1992, p.7
Staff report: Don't reassess (cont), Jun 12, 1992, p.24
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TAXATION-SCS continued
Two-payment tax schedule rejected by School Board, Jun 19, 1992, p.10
Support countrywide reassessment (edit), Oct 2, 1992, p.6
Double trouble (computer error in Village Hall doubles school taxes for 45% of SCS taxpayers), Nov 6, 1992, p.1
Hearing set (for granting 10-50% property tax exemptions to low income homeowners age 65 or over), Nov 20, 1992, p.1
Senior tax breaks (for homeowners 65 years or older), Dec 18, 1992, p.1
Too much too late (Popham resident pays late charge for her school tax bill), Dec 18, 1992, p.1
SEE ALSO ASSESSMENT, BOARD OF ASSESSMENT REVIEW-SCS

TAYLOR, CHRISTOPHER
Christopher Taylor (is on the leadership panel of the Council for the Arts in Westchester), Apr 17, 1992, p.8
Christopher J Taylor (chaired awards dinner of the Foundation for Westchester Community College), Jun 12, 1992, p.9
Hail to all hands on calendar project (ltr), Aug 21, 1992, p.6

TAYLOR, HEIDI

TEACHERS
Michelle C Weil (nominated for listing in Who's Who Among America's Educators), May 22, 1992, p.4
Wendy Silverman (named teacher of the year by the Briarcliff Manor School District), Jun 12, 1992, p.9
Teachers don't function as professionals do (ltr), Jun 26, 1992, p.6
SEE ALSO COLLEGE TEACHERS

TEACHERS-EMT
Endangered junior faculty (at EMT Junior-Senior High School) (ltr), Feb 21, 1992, p.6
Edgemont schools must keep the taxpayers in mind (ltr), Dec 11, 1992, p.6

TEACHERS-SCS
District, teachers, gear for tough negotiations, Feb 7, 1992, p.1
Teacher contracts near negotiation stage (cont), Feb 7, 1992, p.4
(Town and) Village C(ivic) C(lub): Teachers should contribute to health plan, Feb 7, 1992, p.4
Teachers' ideas earn foundation mini-grants (from the Reader's Digest Foundation), Feb 7, 1992, p.10
Schools weigh salary impacts, Feb 28, 1992, p.1
Okay, so enough. Teachers need a break. (edit), Apr 24, 1992, p.7
Teachers make spirited show for team; Crowd supports negotiators for new district contract (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.1
Teachers (cont), Jun 5, 1992, p.14
District, teachers forge contract, Jun 19, 1992, p.1
Honest disagreement not insult (edit), Jun 19, 1992, p.6
Rousing tribute to Haseltine (ltr), Jun 19, 1992, p.6
A teacher's perspective on the negotiations (edit), Jun 19, 1992, p.6
Teacher contract (cont), Jun 19, 1992, p.20
Teachers contract ratified, Jun 26, 1992, p.1
Tears shed for teachers' plight (ltr), Jun 26, 1992, p.6
Teachers contract approved (cont), Jun 26, 1992, p.8
Globe-hopping teacher finds his niche back home (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.9
Georgia teacher thanks Krim, S(SCS) H(high) S(school) for exchange (ltr), Jul 3, 1992, p.6
Summer grants to teachers promote curriculum innovations (individual names noted), Jul 10, 1992, p.9
Choral director appointed to lead theater arts program, Jul 17, 1992, p.9
New in the schools (new staff members welcomed at a two-day orientation workshop) (photo), Sep 25, 1992, p.10
Sylvia Nissen (presented with distinguished service award) (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.4
Teacher's art liven's work site (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.19

TEACHERS-SCS-RETIREMENT
Assistant superintendendt and coach to retire (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.13
Teacher will be missed (ltr), May 1, 1992, p.6
Retirees' service, contributions praised, May 22, 1992, p.9
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TEACHING
   SEE ALSO EDUCATION

TEENAGERS
   This New Year I resolve...(edit), Dec 31, 1992, p.7
   SEE ALSO EDUCATION

TEENAGERS-SCS
   Teen center considered, Dec 4, 1992, p.9
   Generations mingle at community forum, Dec 11, 1992, p.1
   Town meeting ("Growing up in Scarsdale") 'waste of time' (ltr), Dec 18, 1992, p.6
   Scarsdale kids need to be taught world is imperfect (ltr), Dec 24, 1992, p.6
   Forum on growing up here had value (response to letter by Sam Bonderoff from 12/18) (ltr), Dec 31, 1992, p.7

TELEVISION AND CHILDREN
   'Beverly Hills' prompts talk on teen issues (photo), Mar 20, 1992, p.9
   Show ('Beverly Hills') is still an event for Scarsdale teens, Mar 20, 1992, p.9
   Parents watch 'Beverly Hills' (cont), Mar 20, 1992, p.10

TELEVISION BROADCASTING
   SHS alum(nus) key executive for National Broadcasting Co (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.13

TELEVISION-PRODUCTION AND DIRECTION
   On the tube, a growing Channel 35 (photo), Nov 13, 1992, p.1

TELFER, PETER
   Administration does disservice to school system (refers to 11/27 coverage of School Bd meeting)(ltr), Dec 4, 1992, p.6

TEMPLES
   Temple seeking to improve building (photo) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.16
   At temple ever-stronger focus on spirituality and social values (photo) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.17
   At Westchester Reform Temple, a new concept in gift-giving (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.8

TENENBAUM, DAVID
   'West Side Story' to rumble Scarsdale High School boards (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.17

TENENBAUM, JESSICA

TENENBAUM, JOEL
   Joel Tenenbaum (SUNY Purchase prof to lead two-year intl effort to improve weather forecasting), Mar 13, 1992, p.4

TENNANT, SUSAN
   Debaters shine in first tourney (photo), Oct 16, 1992, p.10

TENNIS
   Paddlers work hard, and they're classy, Feb 28, 1992, p.17
   Paddle tennis: this could be my ideal... (cont) (photo), Feb 28, 1992, p.18
   Tennis RSVP (survey sent to residents of Scarsdale by recreation department), May 8, 1992, p.1
   Scarsdale High Schooler ranked 4th in tennis in the East (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.19
   Anger fuels competition on the tennis courts, Oct 30, 1992, p.22
   Grossman and Strongin are new state champs (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.21

TENNIS COURTS
   More courts? (wanted by tennis permit holders), Jan 24, 1992, p.1
   Tennis funding decision in village trustees' court, Feb 28, 1992, p.1
   The Youth Tennis League needs more courts (ltr), Feb 28, 1992, p.6
   Village urged to construct new tennis courts, Jun 26, 1992, p.5
   Should Scarsdale build new tennis courts?, Jul 17, 1992, p.1
   Why not build new courts? (edit), Jul 31, 1992, p.6
   We're entitled to our tennis courts (edit), Jul 31, 1992, p.7
   Yes to new courts (ltr), Aug 7, 1992, p.6
   Tennis courts need study (ltr), Aug 7, 1992, p.6
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TENNIS COURTS continued
The ball's in the village's court, Aug 14, 1992, p.1
Public tennis courts will cost taxpayers, too (ltr), Aug 21, 1992, p.6
Ball's in Village Board's hands re: tennis courts, Sep 11, 1992, p.3
No tennis court decision yet (cont), Sep 11, 1992, p.8
Tennis lighting? (proposes installation of electric lighting on tennis courts) (ltr), Sep 25, 1992, p.6

TENZER, MARK (AU)
Edgemont urged to voice views on escrow fund (ltr), Nov 13, 1992, p.6
Edgemont fighting youth drug abuse (ltr), Nov 27, 1992, p.6

TERAKADO, KAORI
English as a (second) language graduates celebrate their success (photo), Jan 17, 1992, p.9

TESSLER, ROBBI
Synagogue expands (Scarsdale Synagogue-Tremont Temple) (photo), May 15, 1992, p.2

THANKSGIVING
A little thank you goes so far, is so meaningful (edit), Nov 27, 1992, p.7

THEATER BUILDINGS
Plaza is still dark, Jan 10, 1992, p.1
'Wrong Gear II' (motorist lurched into lobby of the Scarsdale Fine Arts Movie Theater), Apr 17, 1992, p.1

THIES, JOHN
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4
The Bank of New York Salutes Lowell J Tooley, honored by the Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce, Apr 24, 1992, p.32
Tribute to a native son (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.1
And the winner is... (Dorine Perahia of the Lillian Drake Thies croquet tournament) (photo), Sep 4, 1992, p.5
(Rededication of Butler Woods commemorative plaque on Earth Day, 1990) (photo), Sep 4, 1992, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of The Scarsdale Public Library, Sep 18, 1992, p.32
Reward offered for missing plaque (in Butler Woods), Sep 25, 1992, p.1

THOMPSON, CORKY
A pivotal year for the Town and Village Civic Club (photo) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.2
Drug czar (speaks to) civic club: Expand education, prevention services (photo), Mar 20, 1992, p.5
The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club (photo), May 22, 1992, p.30
Court ruling sparks reactions (Supreme Court 5-4 decision on abortion) (cont), Jul 3, 1992, p.4
Town and Village Civic Club (photo), Oct 6, 1992, p.6
It's your village, your system - and your vote (ltr), Oct 16, 1992, p.6

THOMPSON, CORKY (AU)
Remember to vote in Tuesday's village elections (March 17, 1992) (ltr), Mar 13, 1992, p.6
Town and Village Civic Club (photo), Oct 16, 1992, p.6
It's your village, your system - and your vote (ltr), Dec 4, 1992, p.6

THOMPSON, KENNETH W (AU)
Whom do we trust with power? (edit), Jul 17, 1992, p.7

THORPY, ANDREW
Karate in their hearts (students from East Asian Martial Arts Center, American Legion Hall, SCS), Aug 21, 1992, p.22

THORPY, JACKIE
Karate in their hearts (students from East Asian Martial Arts Center, American Legion Hall, SCS), Aug 21, 1992, p.22
Prize winning posters (photo), Nov 13, 1992, p.12

TILDEN, JOSETTE AND MARSHALL (AU)
Excellence, not mediocrity (ltr), Mar 6, 1992, p.6
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TIMBERGER, ELIZABETH AND BOM (AU)
  'Fanta-Sea'land (thank you letter for success of the SHS Class of '92 Senior Prom Breakfast) (ltr), Jul 17, 1992, p.6

TIMBERGER, ROBERT
  14 join Bowl Committee, Oct 2, 1992, p.8

TIME MANAGEMENT
  'No time to say hello, good bye...' (edit), Apr 10, 1992, p.7

TISCH, DANIEL R (AU)
  Naming of teen in drinking case is excoriated (ltr), May 1, 1992, p.6

TOBIAS, LYNN
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.30
  PTA presidents salute McCann (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.10
  14 join Bowl Committee, Oct 2, 1992, p.8

TOCCO, JOSEPH
  The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

TODER, RICHARD
  School Board reorganizes (cont), Jul 3, 1992, p.9
  Administration does disservice to school system (refers to 11/27 coverage of School Bd meeting) (ltr), Dec 4, 1992, p.6

TODOROVICH, JOHN B

TOKUNAGA, HIROMITSU
  Scarsdale stars on Nippon TV (5-minute news report taped 2/27/92), Mar 13, 1992, p.1

TOKUNAGA, YOSHIKO
  Nagasaki bombing marked with vigil, prayers; Japanese take part in annual vigil this year (photo), Aug 14, 1992, p.1

TOLCHIN, SUSAN (AU)
  Article reflects personality (of S(CS) Public Library director Joyce Nichols) (ltr), Apr 10, 1992, p.6

TOLEDO, BARBARA
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

TOMANELLI, JODI
  Village volunteer ambulance corps welcomes a junior section (photo), May 22, 1992, p.1
  The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

TONER, KAY
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

TOOLEY FAMILY
  The Bank of New York Salutes Lowell J Tooley, honored by the Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce, Apr 24, 1992, p.32

TOOLEY, LOWELL
  McCreery: A challenging and productive year for the village (cont) (photo) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.18
  Sales tax receipts short of village's expectations, Feb 14, 1992, p.5
  Healthy crew (SCS Village employees get between 12 and 16 sick days a year), Feb 21, 1992, p.1
  Every penny helps (Scarsdale's 1992 county tax bill dropped 1.3%), Mar 6, 1992, p.1
  (Town and) Village (civic) (club) urges bond issue, Mar 6, 1992, p.1
  Every penny helps (SCS's 1992 county tax bill dropped 1.3%), Mar 6, 1992, p.1
  The price is right (for the repair of the Wilmot and Mamaroneck Road bridges), Mar 13, 1992, p.1
  Chamber names Tooley 'Citizen of the Year', Mar 20, 1992, p.1
  Drug czar (speaks to) civic club: Expand education, prevention services (photo), Mar 20, 1992, p.5
  Village taxes to increase 2.72%, Mar 27, 1992, p.1
  Japanese intern (at SCS Village Hall), Apr 10, 1992, p.1
  Two Citizens of the Year (Tom Pernice and Lowell Tooley pictured at annual dinner-dance) (photo), Apr 17, 1992, p.8
  Earth Day 1992; Where has all the garbage gone?, Apr 24, 1992, p.9
  Recycling update (cont), Apr 24, 1992, p.10
  The Bank of New York Salutes Lowell J Tooley, honored by the Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce, Apr 24, 1992, p.32
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TOOLEY, LOWELL continued
More blossoms for the downtown (pear tree planted between East Parkway and Crane Road) (photo), May 1, 1992, p.1
New central garage is a model of efficiency and cleanliness (photo), May 1, 1992, p.3
Freightway site: plan still unknown, May 22, 1992, p.1
A new sergeant (photo), May 22, 1992, p.8
The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club (photo), May 22, 1992, p.30
Marking Memorial Day (SCS ceremonies) (photo), May 29, 1992, p.4
Scarsdale Ave. improvements dedicated (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.5
Now that's a fine park! (Harwood Park) (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.8
Golden Horseshoe access road, Crane-Berkley, on village agenda, Jul 10, 1992, p.1
Ball's in Village Board's hands re: tennis courts, Sep 11, 1992, p.3
Recycling facility exceeding goals (photo), Oct 9, 1992, p.1
Butler Woods plaque turns up, Oct 23, 1992, p.1
On a scale of 1 to 7, the police are doing a good job, survey finds, Nov 13, 1992, p.1
Marking season at Wayside (Cottage) (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.2
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company No. 1 - 99 years of service, Dec 24, 1992, p.20

TOOLEY, MARCEIL
The Bank of New York Salutes Lowell J Tooley, honored by the Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce, Apr 24, 1992, p.32

TOPPING, RACHEL
Young samurai (samurai helmets modeled by first graders at school's Japanese Children's Day) (photo), May 15, 1992, p.1

TOPPING, SEYMOUR
Seymour Topping (elected president of the American Society of Newspaper Editors) (photo), Apr 17, 1992, p.8

TORNADOES
Tornado cuts through Edgemont, Scarsdale (photo), Sep 11, 1992, p.1
'IT's amazing no one was hurt...' (by recent tornado in Central Avenue neighborhoods) (photo), Sep 11, 1992, p.5
Chroning the tornado damage...(photo), Sep 11, 1992, p.5
Supervisor praises tornado cleanup efforts (ltr), Sep 11, 1992, p.6
Reactions to the tornado (cont), Sep 11, 1992, p.18
Damage (from recent tornado) (cont) (photo), Sep 11, 1992, p.18
Praises tornado story, photos (ltr), Sep 18, 1992, p.6
After the storm, words of praise (ltr), Oct 9, 1992, p.6
New blue spruce (for SCS Fire Dept), Nov 27, 1992, p.1

TOWN AND VILLAGE CIVIC CLUB
A pivotal year for the T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) (photo) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.2
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub): Teachers should contribute to health plan, Feb 7, 1992, p.4
'Hot potato' of affordable housing won't be dropped, committee promises TVCC, Feb 7, 1992, p.5
Village outlines two capital budgets, a multitude of means, Mar 20, 1992, p.1
Drug czar (speaks to) civic club: Expand education, prevention services (photo), Mar 20, 1992, p.5
Drugs (Drug czar speaks to civic club) (cont), Mar 20, 1992, p.8
Vandalism increase spurs civic club to call for village plan, Apr 17, 1992, p.1
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) favors yes vote on school budget (ltr), May 15, 1992, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club (photo), May 22, 1992, p.30
Scarsdale schools lauded at year-end civic club meeting, Jun 5, 1992, p.4
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) report (cont), Jun 5, 1992, p.24
A would-be critic of Sloan replies to Sloan's critics (ltr), Jul 3, 1992, p.6
Of chairmen and wopeople (edit), Jul 24, 1992, p.6
Proposed rule would hamper local democracy (proposed Amendment 3 to Non-Partisan Resolution) (ltr), Sep 18, 1992, p.6
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) invitation (ltr), Oct 16, 1992, p.6
Vote yes times five(Scarsdalians urged to vote yes to five Non-Partisan Resolution amendments)(edit), Nov 13, 1992, p.6
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TOWN AND VILLAGE CIVIC CLUB continued
...But Sorkin opposes it (Amendment 3 to SCS's Non-Partisan Resolution) (ltr), Nov 13, 1992, p.6
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(ub) given video tour of work at schools (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.3

TOWN AND VILLAGE CIVIC CLUB-FISCAL AFFAIRS COMM
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) urges bond issue, Mar 6, 1992, p.1

TOWN BOARD-GBH
Compromise candidate picked for Town Board (Diana Juettner), Jan 10, 1992, p.1
Feiner backed down to political muscle (ltr), Jan 24, 1992, p.6
Edgemonters urged to attend town meeting (ltr), Mar 20, 1992, p.6
Greenburgh first: outdoor meeting of Town Board (ltr), Aug 21, 1992, p.6
Inquirer endorsements; For Greenburgh Town Board: Diana Juettner (edit), Oct 30, 1992, p.6
Katz not a racist (response to article in Inquirer 10/16/92) (ltr), Nov 6, 1992, p.6

TOYS
Chair delight (picture from SCS Historical Society's exhibit "The Toys We Treasured") (photo), Jan 3, 1992, p.1
Joys of creation (area children and parents attend toys and games workshop), Feb 28, 1992, p.1
Thanks for many gifts to realtors' drive for toys (ltr), Dec 31, 1992, p.7

TRAUGHTEN, RACHEL

TRACHTENBERG BREIDBART, SONYA (AU)
That's Scarsdale (ltr), Sep 25, 1992, p.6

TRACY, SOPHIA OKUN (AU)
Drowning in words (including these)? (edit), Mar 13, 1992, p.7

TRADE
SEE FREE TRADE AND PROTECTION

TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
Police: 'Failure to yield' causes most accidents (photo), Feb 28, 1992, p.1
Two-car collision (on Underhill Road near Clayton) (photo), Feb 28, 1992, p.5
Stop signs aren't a foolproof answer (photo), Feb 28, 1992, p.19
Three hurt in auto accidents, Sep 25, 1992, p.3
SEE ALSO ACCIDENTS

TRAFFIC SAFETY
Stop! It'll save time (edit), Feb 28, 1992, p.6
Steps taken to reduce 5 Corners traffic (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.3
Signs of the times (new signs in village convey messages buckle up and don't back out), Aug 7, 1992, p.1
Calm down! (advocates safety, courtesy and avoiding embarrassment when driving around SCS) (edit), Nov 20, 1992, p.6
Traffic advisory (for Brewster Road entrance to SHS which is lined with cars days and nights), Dec 11, 1992, p.1

TRAFFIC SIGNS AND SIGNALS
Probing the strobe (new strobe added to the northbound stoplight at Central Avenue and Ardsley Road), Jan 24, 1992, p.1
Second traffic light for second chance (at intersection of Secor and Mamaroneck Roads) (ltr), Jan 24, 1992, p.6
Thanks for stop signs (at Carman and Nelson and Nelson and Barry Roads) (ltr), Mar 13, 1992, p.6

TRANSPANTATION OF ORGANS, TISSUES, ETC
Organ transplants help donor's family, too (ltr), Apr 24, 1992, p.6
Gold medal winner recalls Olympic triumph (at 1992 U.S. Transplant Games) (photo), Jul 31, 1992, p.16

TREADWAY, BETH
A change of pace (The Treadway and O'Kane families welcome Fresh Air Fund children to SCS) (photo), Jul 17, 1992, p.3

TREADWAY, JIM
A change of pace (The Treadway and O'Kane families welcome Fresh Air Fund children to SCS) (photo), Jul 17, 1992, p.3

TREADWAY, JOE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Middle School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.30
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TREES

One of the oldest oak trees in Westchester grows at Rowsley, home of the SCS Woman's Club (photo), May 29, 1992, p.6
A beautiful oak, but not that old (tree at Scarsdale Women's Club, discussed 5/29/92) (ltr), Jun 5, 1992, p.6
In praise of the Woman's Club oak (ltr), Jun 12, 1992, p.6
Of planned and unplanned foliage... (illus), Nov 6, 1992, p.3
Clear-cutting in village doesn't seem right or fair (ltr), Nov 13, 1992, p.6
New blue spruce (for SCS Fire Dept), Nov 27, 1992, p.1
If a tree must be removed, two should replace it (ltr), Nov 27, 1992, p.6

TRENK, MICHAEL H
Michael H. Trenk (promoted to vice president of Morgan Stanley in New York), Feb 21, 1992, p.4

TRESSLER, CLYDE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Middle School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.30

TROTTA, JOHN
Republicans face big loss (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.1

TRUMAN, HARRY
'Harry Truman has history on his side' (response to articles by S Frankel and P Nobile 8/14/92)(ltr), Aug 28, 1992, p.6

TSIRILAKIS, KALLIOPE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Middle School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.30
Cooper House quilt on display (photo), Sep 25, 1992, p.9

TSOKRIS, PETER N
Peter N Tsokris (dies), Jan 10, 1992, p.12

TSURUMI, ANDREA
Student artists walk off with calendar, magazine awards (photo), Dec 4, 1992, p.21

TSURUMI, YOSHI (AU)
Bush's chickens will come home, U.S. will suffer (ltr), Sep 11, 1992, p.6
A tax by any other name (response to letter "To Protect U.S. Jobs" in NY Times 10/10/92) (ltr), Oct 16, 1992, p.6

TUNICK, ROBERT
Debaters shine in first tourney (photo), Oct 16, 1992, p.10

TURETSKY, ARNOLD S
New Torah for Temple Israel (cont) (photo), May 22, 1992, p.19

TURNER, RITA

UCHITELLE, ISABEL A
Isabel A Uchitelle (named assistant buyer at Macy's Herald Square store) (photo), Oct 16, 1992, p.4

UGHETTA, MARY ALICE
Historical Society honors Ughetta, Fisher (photo), Feb 21, 1992, p.2
Historical Society honorees are longtime volunteers (Mary Alice Ughetta and Greta Fisher), Mar 13, 1992, p.4
Historical Society honors Fisher, Ughetta (photo), Apr 3, 1992, p.3

ULICNY, JOHN
Late postal service deliveries to end-of-route homes 'unfair,' group says (photo), Dec 31, 1992, p.1

ULLMAN, JOSEPH

ULLMAN, RUTH

UNITED JEWISH APPEAL-FEDERATION
Furthering the cause (local drive of the UJA Federation raised over $894,000) (photo), Mar 6, 1992, p.3
Alan S Jaffe (elected president of the United Jewish Appeal-Federation of New York), Jun 19, 1992, p.8
Alvin H Einbender (named general campaign chairman of the United Jewish Appeal-Federation of NY), Jun 19, 1992, p.8
Alan R Batkin (re-elected chairman of the overseas affairs div. of the UJA-Federation of New York), Jun 19, 1992, p.8
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UNITED JEWISH APPEAL-FEDERATION continued
Donald J Fleishaker (named to lead local fundraising campaign of United Jewish Appeal-Federation), Sep 25, 1992, p.4
Carol Lipsky (named to lead women's campaign for the United Jewish Appeal-Federation), Sep 25, 1992, p.4
Dale Wang to be feted at U(nited) J(ewish) A(ppeal)-Federation gala (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.18

UNITED NATIONS
Changes ahead for the U.N., U.S. ambassador tells League of Women Voters, Jan 31, 1992, p.3
Memo to the United Nations... from 17 Scarsdalians (and others) (edit), Jul 10, 1992, p.7

UNITED WAY
United Way appeals and community responds, but the times are tough (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.5
Donors say they'll keep giving despite United Way scandal, Mar 6, 1992, p.1
United Way weathers the storm (cont), Mar 6, 1992, p.4
Don't give up on giving (edit), Mar 6, 1992, p.6
Help is there (through Helpline) (photo), Mar 27, 1992, p.4
Scarsdale man named 'Volunteer of the Year' (photo), Apr 17, 1992, p.5
Local United Way over the top ($430,000 fundraising goal surpassed last week), May 15, 1992, p.1
United Way tops fundraising goal for '91-'92 (cont) (photo), May 15, 1992, p.9
United Way to launch 1992-93 drive (photo), Sep 18, 1992, p.4
'Diverse problems require local approach' (cont) (photo), Oct 2, 1992, p.10
United Way grant aids disabled kids, Nov 27, 1992, p.20
From (CS) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice), word of thanks and renewed appeal (ltr), Dec 18, 1992, p.6

US CONGRESS
Limiting Congressional terms of office would be a bad idea at a bad time (edit), Jan 31, 1992, p.7
No bouncers here, Apr 24, 1992, p.1
Some more data on the check writers (in reference to the House bank scandal discussed 4/24/92) (ltr), May 8, 1992, p.6
Unlikely unevent unearthed now... (edit), Jun 19, 1992, p.7
Battle heats for attorney gen'l, Oct 30, 1992, p.1
A Election Day guide to local candidates, Oct 30, 1992, p.5
Inquirer endorsements; For Congress: Nita Lowey (edit), Oct 30, 1992, p.6
Inquirer endorsements; For Senate: Robert Abrams (edit), Oct 30, 1992, p.6
Inquirer endorsements; In Edgemont and Hartsdale districts; For Congress: Benjamin Gilman (edit), Oct 30, 1992, p.6
Democrats take substantial wins here, too, Nov 6, 1992, p.1

USHER, NICOLE
Theatrical wizardry (production of "Wizard of Oz") (photo), Apr 3, 1992, p.9

VACATION SCHOOLS
Students and teachers discover summer school's advantages (photo), Jul 17, 1992, p.9

VACCARO, DONATO L.
No fairy tale (title of winning poster in the annual Safety Poster Contest) (photo), Mar 13, 1992, p.5

VAN DE WATER, PETER
Of doughnuts, lunch & parking requirements (edit), Jan 24, 1992, p.6
Planning Board approves four applications (for individuals), May 1, 1992, p.8
Proposed laws would change appeals process (cont), Aug 21, 1992, p.12

VANDERVORDER, ROBERT
Rotary Club awards scholarships (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.12

VANDALISM
Vandalism increase spurs civic club to call for village plan, Apr 17, 1992, p.1
Protect and prevent (edit), Apr 17, 1992, p.6
Report on vandalism (cont), Apr 17, 1992, p.21
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VANDALISM continued
What makes vandals tick?, Apr 17, 1992, p.21
'Ve know you: You're a vandal!' (ltr), Jul 31, 1992, p.6
Reward offered for missing plaque (in Butler Woods), Sep 25, 1992, p.1
SEE ALSO CRIME AND CRIMINALS

VASAMI, JOSEPHINE
Josephine Vasami (dies), Mar 20, 1992, p.14

VATH, BRIAN
STEP, with two students, is having a wow of a year (photo) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.9

VATH, JIM
STEP, with two students, is having a wow of a year (photo) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.9

VATH, JIM AND TERESA (AU)
Simplify prom (ltr), Mar 20, 1992, p.6

VATH, TEDDY
STEP, with two students, is having a wow of a year (photo) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.9

VATH, TERESA
STEP, with two students, is having a wow of a year (photo) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.9
Committee to put 'Scarsdale twist' on school compact, Dec 24, 1992, p.1

VENUTO, JAY
For 'grit and determination' (Mike Cochrane is presented with Bernie Olin Award) (photo), Dec 31, 1992, p.14

VERNA, BETSY
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as it Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

VICE PRESIDENTS
A history of weak vice presidents started here (edit), Mar 13, 1992, p.7

VIDEOTAPE RECORDERS AND RECORDING
Cut! School district banishes parents' camcorders, May 1, 1992, p.1
Camcorder use limited at schools (cont), May 1, 1992, p.18

VILLAGE BOARD-SCS
Board, council appointees sought (includes detailed descriptions of appointed boards and councils), Jan 3, 1992, p.2
Citizens' Committee nominates five; Jane Nusbaum chosen for trustee (photo), Jan 24, 1992, p.1
Candidates discuss hopes and frustrations (photo), Jan 24, 1992, p.3
Incumbents look ahead (cont), Jan 24, 1992, p.12
Surplus land sold, Jan 31, 1992, p.3
Should Scarsdale apologize for bombing Japan?, Jan 31, 1992, p.1
Idle threats (SCS could soon get a no idling law similar to the one the county passed last year), Feb 14, 1992, p.3
Cooperation pays (village trustees have authorized participation in automotive parts bidding program), Feb 28, 1992, p.1
Apology in abeyance (Hiroshima apology) (ltr), Mar 6, 1992, p.6
Penn Central 7-Eleven may be near agreement (Board negotiating Garth Road properties), Mar 13, 1992, p.1
Forever green (Village Board accepts development rights for parcel on Post Road), Mar 20, 1992, p.1
Village officials elected (photo), Mar 20, 1992, p.1
Solves problems, and keeps her humor (praises retiring village trustee Elaine Schroeder) (edit), Mar 27, 1992, p.6
Master Planning: Residential Quality and Taxes (Are we victims of our own success?) (edit), Apr 3, 1992, p.7
Trustees okay $18.1 million budget; no service cuts made, May 1, 1992, p.1
Board seeks increased interaction, May 15, 1992, p.1
Trustees fund capital projects by okaying $1 million in bonds, May 15, 1992, p.1
Real people (edit), May 15, 1992, p.6
Trustees make commitment to open government (cont), May 15, 1992, p.14
Capital projects funded by board (cont), May 15, 1992, p.22
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VILLAGE BOARD-SCS continued

Village adopts idling law, Jun 12, 1992, p.1
Supply Field wall raises safety questions, Jun 26, 1992, p.3
Board honors finest (police officers), Jun 26, 1992, p.4
Golden Horseshoe access road, Crane-Berkley, on village agenda, Jul 10, 1992, p.1
Parks funds expected, Jul 17, 1992, p.10
Recycle law unclear, board told, Aug 14, 1992, p.1
Village drafts laws to clarify (village) code and provide for appeals, Aug 21, 1992, p.1
Resident settles with village (Village Board agrees to purchase parcel of land on Palmer Avenue), Aug 21, 1992, p.1
Proposed laws would change appeals process (cont), Aug 21, 1992, p.12
Demapping on (plan to demap 20 feet of the village right-of-way on Scarsdale Ave), Sep 11, 1992, p.1
Funding for study ($13,500 authorized to be paid for updating the village Master Policies Plan), Sep 11, 1992, p.1
Ball’s in Village Board’s hands re: tennis courts, Sep 11, 1992, p.3
Retirement plan canned (Village Board has voted against a plan to offer early retirement incentives), Sep 25, 1992, p.3
Recreation Council plans village survey, Oct 30, 1992, p.1
Board OKs creche, under protest, Nov 27, 1992, p.1
At the Village Board meeting:, Nov 27, 1992, p.5
Village master plan due for completion by summer, Dec 18, 1992, p.1
Village Board meeting in brief, Dec 18, 1992, p.3

VILLAGE BOARD-SCS-APPOINTMENTS

Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4

VILLAGE BOARD-SCS-FINANCE COMMITTEE

Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4

VILLAGE BOARD-SCS-LAW COMMITTEE

Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4

VILLAGE BOARD-SCS-PERSONNEL COMMITTEE

Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4

VILLAGE BOARD-SCS-PUBLIC SAFETY COMMITTEE

Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4

VILLAGE BOARD-SCS-PUBLIC WORKS COMMITTEE

Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4

VILLAGE BOARD-SCS-RECREATION COMMITTEE

Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4

VILLAGE BOARD-SCS-ZONING AND PLANNING COMMITTEE

Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4

SEE ALSO ZONING-SCS

VILLAGE CODE-SCS

Village drafts laws to clarify (village) code and provide for appeals, Aug 21, 1992, p.1
Proposed laws would change appeals process (cont), Aug 21, 1992, p.12
Hearing set on local laws, Sep 4, 1992, p.1
No comment (at public hearing on four proposed local laws), Sep 11, 1992, p.1

VILLAGE COURT-SCS

Village Court makes sure all are heard (photo), Oct 2, 1992, p.3
Actress takes on new role as Village Court clerk, Oct 2, 1992, p.8

VILLAGE HALL (SCS)

Village Hall to get new H(eating)V(entilating and)A(ir)C(onditioning) S(ystem), Jan 17, 1992, p.1
A summer offensive against recession (students fill in for vacationing staffers) (photo), Jul 31, 1992, p.1
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VILLAGE HALL-SCS
Summer help (cont) (photo), Jul 31, 1992, p.5
No bomb (found in Village Hall after building is evacuated), Aug 21, 1992, p.1

VILLANUEVA, DOMINIQUE
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

VISITING NURSE SERVICES OF WESTCHESTER
Clinton Carpenter (and) Chitra Shah (awarded certificates for completion of training program), Apr 24, 1992, p.8

VIVIANO, DAVID
Scholarship fund-drive underway (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.10

VOGEL, HELEN
They cycled through The Netherlands (photo), Aug 21, 1992, p.5
Cycling tourists (cont) (photo), Aug 21, 1992, p.22

VOGEL, JOHN
They cycled through The Netherlands (photo), Aug 21, 1992, p.5
Cycling tourists (cont) (photo), Aug 21, 1992, p.22

VOLUNTEER WORKERS
Come celebrate (Gertrude Hofheimer at the SCS Bowl dinner), Feb 28, 1992, p.6
Scarsdale volunteer (Jean Fink) named woman of year (photo), Sep 4, 1992, p.1
Volunteer court reform advocate (cont), Sep 4, 1992, p.15
How about a data bank of potential volunteers? (edit), Sep 11, 1992, p.6
Mayor one of 3,000 caring volunteers (photo), Nov 13, 1992, p.5
Giving thanks for what we can give (edit), Nov 27, 1992, p.6
Reader practices 'almost a disappearing art' (recording for the blind) (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.5
Task force seeks to spur volunteerism in village, Dec 31, 1992, p.1
Youngest & oldest volunteers (photo), Dec 31, 1992, p.2

VON ANCKEN, ERIK
Students featured in music and art reports by school coordinators (photo), Feb 7, 1992, p.9

VON ESTORFF, FRITZ E
Fritz E von Estorff (dies), Jun 26, 1992, p.14

VORPERIAN, JOHN
Hochberg to make Assembly bid; local man eyes race, too (photo), May 8, 1992, p.1
GOP runs in 88th (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.1

VORPERIAN, JOHN (AU)
Health care will be prime issue (ltr), Feb 7, 1992, p.6
Smaller increase in taxes needed (ltr), May 1, 1992, p.6

VOSS, JOHN
Students featured in music and art reports by school coordinators (photo), Feb 7, 1992, p.9

VOTER REGISTRATION
League of (Women) Voters: Registration deadline near for primaries, absentee ballots (photo), Aug 21, 1992, p.2
Voter registration next week at Village Hall, Oct 2, 1992, p.1
Lots of voters, Oct 16, 1992, p.1

VOTING
Whatever the party, voter participation vital this time (ltr), Jul 24, 1992, p.6
Avoid potential loss of voting rights (ltr), Jul 31, 1992, p.6
Crossing the line for Ruderman (edit), Oct 23, 1992, p.7
Nader, Rudman, Bleich and McLaughlin get write-ins (votes), Nov 6, 1992, p.5
Our voting past shows staunch Republicanism in Scarsdale (chronicles SCS's voting history 1904-56), Nov 6, 1992, p.8
A chance to vote one more time (for Toby Nussbaum, member of the Electoral College) (photo), Nov 13, 1992, p.3
Gradually, GOP domination ended in Scarsdale (chronicles SCS's voting history 1950 to present), Nov 13, 1992, p.8
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WACH, RICHARD (AU)
Judge rebuked for dismissing parking tickets (ltr), May 15, 1992, p.6

WADSWORTH, CHRIS
Bright new multi-purpose room opens at Greenacres (photo), Jan 31, 1992, p.10

WAKSMAN, MIKE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Middle School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.30

WAKSMAN, SCOTT
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

WALFISH, DANIEL
Don't dump (members of high school Paper Savers Club paint Brewster Road storm drain) (photo), May 8, 1992, p.1
Debaters shine in three meets, Nov 13, 1992, p.11

WALKATHONS
Walk-a-thon is called a success (ltr), Oct 23, 1992, p.6

WALKER, JANET
School board advocacy group shares information and ideas (photo), Oct 23, 1992, p.9

WALKER, JOHN

WALKER, SUSAN

WALKING
Off and walking (360 miles) (from Brooklyn to Niagara Falls) (photo), Jul 24, 1992, p.4

WALL, JOHN W (AU)
Cable TV should have competition (ltr), Jan 10, 1992, p.6
...But customer isn't satisfied (ltr), Jan 31, 1992, p.6
Questionnaire on cable TV misses the point (ltr), May 8, 1992, p.6

WALLACE, CAROL
Carol Wallace (has joined Creamer Dickson Basford of New York as an account supervisor), May 29, 1992, p.9

WALLACE, JOHN
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

WALLACE, PHILIP V G (AU)
Let's not pork-barrel US defenses... (edit), Aug 28, 1992, p.7

WALLACH, ARLEEN
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4
PTA presidents salute McCann (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.10

WALLACH, ARLEEN WILENTZ
Nanny had the cooking gene (edit), Jul 17, 1992, p.7

WALLS, KEN
Students featured in music and art reports by school coordinators (photo), Feb 7, 1992, p.9

WALS, JANE
(Scartdale) H(igh) S(chool) grads gather to fete the school (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.3

WALS, JANE (AU)
Drinking by teens: one speaks out (ltr), May 15, 1992, p.6

WALSH, GLEN
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company No. 1 - 99 years of service, Dec 24, 1992, p.20

WALSH, MAURA
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

WALSH, MEGHAN
(Meghan Walsh offers her interpretation of Columbus and one of his famous sailing ships) (illus), Oct 9, 1992, p.6
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WALSH, TOM
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company No. 1 - 99 years of service, Dec 24, 1992, p.20

WALSH, TOM SR
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Company No. 1 - 99 years of service, Dec 24, 1992, p.20

WANG, DALE
Dale Wang to be feted at United Jewish Appeal-Federation gala (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.18

WARDWELL, JAYNE
Adult School: sewing in a recession (photo), Sep 25, 1992, p.2

WARE, MARY LEE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

WARFIELD, JIM (AU)
Penn Central plan involves 'importing' land (Itr), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

WARMUS, CAROLYN
No jurors yet for Warmus trial, Jan 10, 1992, p.1
New evidence presented in Warmus case, Jan 24, 1992, p.1
Warmus (cont), Jan 24, 1992, p.8
Warmus trial continues; Solomon takes stand, Jan 31, 1992, p.1
Warmus trial continues (cont), Jan 31, 1992, p.18
Bartender, nurse, testify in third week of Warmus trial, Feb 7, 1992, p.1
Bartender, nurse testify in third week of Warmus trial (cont), Feb 7, 1992, p.3
Detective cross-examined as Warmus trial continues, Feb 14, 1992, p.1
Warmus lawyer seeks to discredit key witness, Feb 21, 1992, p.1
Parco cross-examined (cont), Feb 21, 1992, p.15
Summations given in Warmus trial, May 22, 1992, p.1
The jury is out in Warmus case (cont), May 22, 1992, p.22
Black glove is key in Warmus conviction, May 29, 1992, p.1
Warmus (cont), May 29, 1992, p.14
Warmus gets 25 to life in prison (photo), Jul 3, 1992, p.1
Judge gives Warmus 25 years to life (cont), Jul 3, 1992, p.5
Two TV movies on Warmus to air this fall, Aug 7, 1992, p.1
Two TV movies focus on Warmus trial (cont), Aug 7, 1992, p.4
Warmus TV movie fails to impress viewers, Sep 18, 1992, p.1
Public asked to pick up transcript tab for conviction appeal, Sep 18, 1992, p.1
Warmus docudrama gives reality short shrift (edit), Sep 18, 1992, p.6
Television movie 'disappointing' (cont), Sep 18, 1992, p.8
Warmus transcript (cont), Sep 18, 1992, p.8

WARNKEN, MARK
Scarsdale High Schooler ranked 4th in tennis in East (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.19

WARNKEN, PAT
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.30
International flavor (at high school international families luncheon) (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.1
Plans for Japanese festival shaping up (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.3

WARNKEN, WAYNE
Committee picks 3 for School Board (photo), Mar 20, 1992, p.1
School budget passes despite large 'no' vote, May 22, 1992, p.1
School Board reorganizes (photo), Jul 3, 1992, p.1
School Board reorganizes (cont), Jul 3, 1992, p.9
Ante up: It's the morning train (photo) (cont), Aug 21, 1992, p.13
Plans for Japanese festival shaping up (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.3
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WASHBURN, PHILLIP S (AU)
Light is a wave, is a particle...life a paradox, a possibility (edit), Oct 9, 1992, p.7

WASSER, NORMAN
Norman Wasser (dies), Jan 10, 1992, p.12

WASTE DISPOSAL
Hazardous waste (The GBH Parks and Recreation Dept wants to clean up the "dog doo alley"), Jan 24, 1992, p.1
Trash, yes, but not the whole house (ltr), Jun 19, 1992, p.6
Permanent county waste facility urged by L(eague of) W(omen) V(oters) (ltr), Jul 3, 1992, p.6
Lessons from a childhood dream (Feiner works for GBH Sanitation Dept for one day) (edit) (photo), Jul 10, 1992, p.7
How about a hazardous chemical swap? (edit), Aug 7, 1992, p.6
Garbage woes, Sep 18, 1992, p.1
Hang in there (urges SCS residents to be patient with new recycling program) (edit), Sep 25, 1992, p.6
SEE ALSO HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES-DISPOSAL

WATER
Another chance (to conserve water), Jan 17, 1992, p.1
Shame on us (SCS residents used 4.4% more water in January 1992 than the previous year), Feb 7, 1992, p.1
Turn off the tap (for conservation), Mar 6, 1992, p.1
No brown water (SCS may forego flushing of water mains because of drought), Mar 20, 1992, p.1
Local water rates to rise, Apr 17, 1992, p.1
Water rates (cont), Apr 17, 1992, p.21
Saving on saving, May 1, 1992, p.1
Water testing (SCS homeowners asked to participate in water testing program), May 15, 1992, p.1
Earth savers: Husbanding water, May 15, 1992, p.4
Wishful thinking (pumpage figures for May show that villagers have become more conservation minded), Jun 12, 1992, p.1
New system may taint water’s color (in SCS, White Plains, Yonkers and Mount Vernon), Nov 6, 1992, p.1

WATER PIPES
Greenacres detours (when water mains will be replaced), Oct 9, 1992, p.1

WATER POLLUTION
Mobil to clean up groundwater, Oct 9, 1992, p.1
Mobil mystery (cause of oil spill unclear at SCS Commuter Mobil Station), Oct 23, 1992, p.1

WATRA, FRANK (AU)
Some more data on the check writers (in reference to the House bank scandal discussed 4/24/92) (ltr), May 8, 1992, p.6

WATSON, ROBERT
Late postal service deliveries to end-of-route homes ‘unfair,’ group says (photo), Dec 31, 1992, p.1

WAX, LAURIE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Middle School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.30

WAYSIDE COTTAGE
Marking season at Wayside (Cottage) (photo), Dec 18, 1992, p.2

WEATHER
Weather or not (current year probably the last for official weather comparisons in SCS), Mar 27, 1992, p.1
WEATHER FORECASTING
Joel Tenenbaum (SUNY Purchase prof to lead two-year intl effort to improve weather forecasting), Mar 13, 1992, p.4
A piece of local history lost (National Weather Service station in SCS terminated in 1991) (ltr), Mar 27, 1992, p.6
Good example of ‘crying need’: weather station (ltr), Apr 10, 1992, p.6

WEAVER, CAL
Plans for Japanese festival shaping up (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.3

WEAVER, SHEILA
Plans for Japanese festival shaping up (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.3
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WEBER, JOAN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30
WEBER, JOAN (DR)
New in the schools (new staff members welcomed at a two-day orientation workshop) (photo), Sep 25, 1992, p.10

WEDDINGS
(Supplement) Love & Marriage, Feb 14, 1992, p.0

WEICHERT, JIM (AU)
Thanks for many gifts to realtors' drive for toys (ltr), Dec 31, 1992, p.7

WEIL, JUDY
Musical thanks (by the P.S. 26 Bronx glee club for assistance) (photo), Mar 6, 1992, p.9

WEIL, MICHELLE C
Michelle C Weil (nominated for listing in Who's Who Among America's Educators), May 22, 1992, p.4

WEIN, BECCA
Quaker Ridge Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.9

WEINBERG NATURE CENTER
He's caretaker of a peaceable kingdom (photo), Jan 10, 1992, p.5
Teen program to explore Native American lifestyles (photo), Sep 25, 1992, p.4
Native American ways taught at Weinberg Nature Center (photo), Nov 13, 1992, p.1
(Weinberg) Nature center program is for all, not just village (ltr), Nov 20, 1992, p.6

WEINBERG, ALLISON
Trophies for language excellence (Iona College Language Competition), Jun 5, 1992, p.10

WEINBERG, ALLISON D (AU)
Limiting Congressional terms of office would be a bad idea at a bad time (edit), Jan 31, 1992, p.7

WEINBERG, STUART (AU)
Police should stop unsafe motorists (ltr), Mar 13, 1992, p.6

WEININGER, ROBERT
Senate: Oppenheimer, Weininger, Gough (photo), Oct 23, 1992, p.3
State Senate, Assembly candidates debate at (league of) W(omen) V(oters) forum (cont) (photo), Oct 30, 1992, p.16

WEINSTEIN, BRIAN
Raiders plunder Tigers (photo), Jan 31, 1992, p.17
Raiders win sectional title (photo), Mar 13, 1992, p.19

WEINSTEIN, IRA (AU)
Why the limits on parental role in senior prom breakfast? (ltr), Jun 12, 1992, p.6

WEINSTEIN, WENDY (AU)
Why the limits on parental role in senior prom breakfast? (ltr), Jun 12, 1992, p.6

WEISS, ASHLEY
It's 9 a.m. Do you know where most Scarsdale kids are? (photo), Jul 24, 1992, p.1

WEISS, BONNIE
Late postal service deliveries to end-of-route homes 'unfair,' group says (photo), Dec 31, 1992, p.1

WEISS, CAROLYN
SKS student showed how far we have to go (reference to 12/4 letter by Carolyn Weiss) (ltr), Dec 11, 1992, p.6

WEISS, CAROLYN (AU)
She's waiting for the pledge to come true (ltr), Dec 4, 1992, p.6
Scarsdale kids need to be taught world is imperfect (ltr), Dec 24, 1992, p.6
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WEISS, ELIZABETH
Discovery is key at Quaker Ridge (kindergarten) (photo), Sep 18, 1992, p.9

WEISS, FRANCES C
Frances C Weiss (dies), Sep 18, 1992, p.20

WEISS, LINDA (AU)
Now's the time to speak out on the school budget (ltr), Apr 3, 1992, p.6
P.T. Council lends support (to school budget) (ltr), May 15, 1992, p.7

WEISS, LOIS
(Weinberg) Nature center program is for all, not just village (ltr), Nov 20, 1992, p.6

WEISS, MAYRAV
Holiday spirit (photo), Dec 24, 1992, p.9

WEISS, PAM
Service awards go to student volunteers (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.9

WEISS, PAMELA (AU)
Praise for Steger from Safe Rides (board) (ltr), Nov 6, 1992, p.6

WEITZMAN, MARA
Honoring sketching skills (at recent Scarsdale Historical Society exhibit) (photo), Mar 27, 1992, p.3

WELSH, ALICE C
Alice C Welsh (dies), Jul 17, 1992, p.14

WELSH, HAROLD A (AU)
Misguided patriots (author advocates "Build American," not "Buy American") (ltr), Apr 3, 1992, p.6

WENTWORTH, JEAN (AU)
Thanks for help on AIDS walk (ltr), Jun 5, 1992, p.6

WENTWORTH, JEAN AND KENNETH
A vote of support for Wentworths (ltr), May 29, 1992, p.6

WERT, RENA (AU)
Must every square inch be seeded? (ltr), Feb 21, 1992, p.6

WERTKIN, SANDI

WEST, JOSEPH K
A Election Day guide to local candidates, Oct 30, 1992, p.5

WEST, PETER S
Peter S West (dies), Dec 18, 1992, p.18

WESTCHESTER COUNTY BAR ASSN
Richard M. Gardella (named vice president of the Westchester County Bar Assn), Mar 20, 1992, p.4
Frances C. Galloway (named director of the Westchester County Bar Assn), Mar 20, 1992, p.4
Philip E. Pugsley (honored for 50 years of practice in Westchester), Mar 20, 1992, p.4
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WESTCHESTER COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS
Carsky named vice chair of County Legislature, Jan 17, 1992, p.5
County Board: Year of action and transition (photo) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.6
Vice chair outlines goals for legislature (photo) (Progress edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.6
Politicians scrambling to fill Hochberg vacancy on board, Dec 18, 1992, p.1
County board vacancy (cont), Dec 18, 1992, p.26

WESTCHESTER HOLOCAUST COMMISSION AND FOUNDATION
Invitation to Holocaust garden dedication (litr), Aug 21, 1992, p.6
Memorial park to open (Garden of Remembrance), Oct 2, 1992, p.2

WESTCHESTER JEWISH COMMUNITY SERVICES
Jane Batkin (elected to board of directors of Westchester Jewish Community Services), Oct 2, 1992, p.8
David M Goldberg (elected to board of directors of Westchester Jewish Community Services), Oct 2, 1992, p.8
Eric Karp (elected to board of directors of Westchester Jewish Community Services), Oct 2, 1992, p.8

WESTCHESTER LIBRARY SYSTEM
To help the hungry (holiday food drive sponsored by Westchester Library System) (edit), Nov 20, 1992, p.6

WESTCHESTER-PUTNAM SCHOOL BOARDS ASSN
School board advocacy group shares information and ideas (photo), Oct 23, 1992, p.9

WESTWOOD, NAHID
Nahid Westwood (honored by Westchester Task Force on Child Abuse and Neglect), Apr 24, 1992, p.8

WESTWOOD, PHILIP
Ecology study and recycling action raise student awareness (in SCS schools) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.11

WEXLER, PAM (AU)
Thanks from L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) (litr), May 22, 1992, p.6
Two (county) chemical clean-up days (are coming up) (litr), Oct 23, 1992, p.6

WHEATON, MARJORIE
Junior League entertains seniors at party (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.19

WHELAN, CHARLES D
Charles D Whelan (principal of Emerson Junior High School, Yonkers, cited by State Education Dept), Oct 16, 1992, p.4

WHELAN, ELIZABETH
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

WHITE, SHANNON
Ministers leaving Hitchcock, Nov 20, 1992, p.1
Ministers leaving Hitchcock Church (cont), Nov 20, 1992, p.14

WHITE, SHANNON (AU)
Drug-free event will take place in high school (litr), Apr 10, 1992, p.6

WHITTY, NOREEN FLOOD
Every penny helps (Scarsdale's 1992 county tax bill dropped 1.3%), Mar 6, 1992, p.1

WIECZOREK, RITA REIS
Rita Reis Wiecezorek (elected president of the Nurses Assn of the Counties of Long Island) (photo), Jul 31, 1992, p.4

WIECZOREK, ROBERT
Citizens' Committee nominates five; Jane Nusbaum chosen for trustee (photo), Jan 24, 1992, p.1
Candidates discuss hopes and frustrations (photo), Jan 24, 1992, p.3
Incumbents look ahead (cont), Jan 24, 1992, p.12
Village elections Tuesday (March 17, 1992), Mar 13, 1992, p.1
Citizens Party candidates elected without opposition, Mar 20, 1992, p.1
Village officials elected (photo), Mar 20, 1992, p.1
Village taxes to increase 2.72%, Mar 27, 1992, p.1
Trustees announce 1992 appointments (individual names noted), Apr 10, 1992, p.4
Overtime in line (overtime bills submitted by SCS's police and fire departments), May 1, 1992, p.1
Trustees make commitment to open government (cont), May 15, 1992, p.14
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WIECZOREK, ROBERT continued
  (Cooperative) Liquid Assets Securities System investing (SCS village taxes), Jul 31, 1992, p.1
  Retirement bonus, Sep 11, 1992, p.1

WIEGERT, JEFF
  More blossoms for the downtown (pear tree planted between East Parkway and Crane Road) (photo), May 1, 1992, p.1

WIENER, ALAN (AU)
  Some runners never give up (ltr), Apr 17, 1992, p.6

WIENER, ASHLEY
  It's 9 a.m. Do you know where most Scarsdale kids are? (photo), Jul 24, 1992, p.1

WIGON, LESLIE (AU)
  It's not a choice between people and trees (access road to Golden Horseshoe shopping center) (ltr), Jul 24, 1992, p.6

WILDER, DOUGLAS
  Virginia governor visits for Scarsdale day of fun (photo), Jul 17, 1992, p.1

WILDSTEIN, IDA
  Youngest & oldest volunteers (photo), Dec 31, 1992, p.2

WILE, RUTH M
  Ruth M Wile (dies), Feb 7, 1992, p.14

WILENCE, WILLIAM
  Creche shows a lack of sensitivity (ltr), Dec 18, 1992, p.6
  'Berating and sneering at neighbors' (response to William Wilen's letter from 12/18/92) (ltr), Dec 31, 1992, p.6

WILKINS, SAMUEL
  Wilkins eyes eighth LD (Westchester County Board of Legislators District 8) (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.1

WILKINS, SAMUEL A JR (AU)
  Katz not a racist (response to article in Inquirer 10/16/92) (ltr), Nov 6, 1992, p.6

WILLIAMS, JOHN
  Debaters shine in first tourney (photo), Oct 16, 1992, p.10

WILLIAMS, LOWELL
  'What a wonderful human being' (response to letter by Lowell Williams from 1/3/92) (ltr), Jan 24, 1992, p.6

WILLIAMS, LOWELL (AU)
  Let's just be sensitive about the creche (ltr), Jan 3, 1992, p.7

WILLIAMS, MARSHA (AU)
  Yes indeed, when did Scarsdale secede? (ltr), Jan 17, 1992, p.6

WILSON, DONALD
  Steping & swinging (at fundraisers) (photo), Mar 6, 1992, p.5

WILSON, IRA
  The Bank of New York Salutes Hoedown '92; The SCS Family Counseling Service Spring Benefit (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.28

WILSON, JAMES
  Scarsdale Ave. improvements dedicated (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.5

WILSON, LYNNE
  The Bank of New York Salutes Hoedown '92; The SCS Family Counseling Service Spring Benefit (photo), Jun 19, 1992, p.28

WILSON, PAT
  Parents provide international input (at workshops on different nations of the world) (photo), Feb 28, 1992, p.9
  Steping & swinging (at fundraisers) (photo), Mar 6, 1992, p.5

WINER, MARK (RABBI)

WINKLER, JASON
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of The Scarsdale Public Library, Sep 18, 1992, p.32
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WINKLER, SETH
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of The Scarsdale Public Library, Sep 18, 1992, p.32

WINSTON PROPERTY (SCS)
Winston estate a step closer to development (photo), Feb 21, 1992, p.1
Estate chronology (cont), Feb 21, 1992, p.5
Winston property closer to development (cont), Feb 21, 1992, p.5
'The Never-Ending Story' (edit), Feb 21, 1992, p.6
Background on the Winston property, Feb 28, 1992, p.5
Winston site has long history (cont), Feb 28, 1992, p.8
Winston demapping nearly certain, May 15, 1992, p.3
Sweetgums and owl pellets - again, Jun 5, 1992, p.1
Writer: 'your bias'; Editor: regrettable careless error (ltr), Jun 12, 1992, p.6

WINSTON, EDNA
Winston auction, Nov 6, 1992, p.1

WINTER
A winter's tale (edit), Jan 17, 1992, p.7
Celebrating the winter solstice (edit), Dec 18, 1992, p.6

WISE, HARRY H JR
Harry H Wise Jr (dies), May 29, 1992, p.14

WISSEL, CHRIS
The Bank of New York Salutes The Greenvile Community Reformed Church (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.28

WITCHEL, BARBARA (AU)
Spread payment of school taxes (ltr), Jan 17, 1992, p.6

WITCHEL, SAM (AU)
Recalling the election groans (edit), Oct 30, 1992, p.7
Recalling election time groans at a joke (reprint of 10/30 edit which had some text out of order), Nov 13, 1992, p.8

WITT, LOIS
Lending an attentive ear (photo), May 29, 1992, p.11
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

WOLF, JONATHAN
Teachers' ideas earn foundation mini-grants (from the Reader's Digest Foundation), Feb 7, 1992, p.10

WOLFF, PENNY
Card catalogs to disappear from library (photo), Nov 20, 1992, p.3

WOMEN
At birth, women and men are related, but our upbringing differs) (edit), Nov 20, 1992, p.7

WOMEN-EMPLOYMENT
Mommy-trackers still have a way to go, social activist says) (photo), Apr 17, 1992, p.5
Felice Schwartz (cont), Apr 17, 1992, p.8

WOOD, ELIZABETH
New in the schools (new staff members welcomed at a two-day orientation workshop) (photo), Sep 25, 1992, p.10

WOOD, SCOTT
And he climbs mountains, too... (photo), Jan 3, 1992, p.20

WOOD-SMITH, LELIA
Chateaux Apts. owners keep lawyer despite legal troubles, Feb 7, 1992, p.1
Chateaux lawyer (cont), Feb 7, 1992, p.8

WOODCOCK, ADAM
Diving into summer (photo), May 22, 1992, p.4

WOODS, DANIEL E
Daniel E Woods (dies), May 22, 1992, p.15
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WOOLFE, BIDDY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 5, 1992, p.30

WOOLNER, JOAN
Rx for beating the winter blues: Get spring to start indoors (photo), Jan 17, 1992, p.5

WORK IN AMERICA (ORGANIZATION)
Making work less boring; giving a jolt (photo), Jun 12, 1992, p.4

WORLD WAR, 1939-1945
Remembering Pearl Harbor - and Hiroshima (ltr), Feb 14, 1992, p.6
Scarsdale to Hiroshima and Nagasaki: Drop dead (apology favored for World War II atrocities) (edit), Feb 14, 1992, p.6
Apology inappropriate (for Hiroshima) (ltr), Feb 21, 1992, p.7
Two events to mark atomic bombing, Jul 31, 1992, p.1
Nagasaki bombing marked with vigil, prayers; Japanese take part in annual vigil this year (photo), Aug 14, 1992, p.1
Candid conversations about the bomb: Should America apologize? (edit), Aug 14, 1992, p.7
Peace vigil is joint campaign (cont) (photo), Aug 14, 1992, p.10
Revisionist history dishonours (regarding the decision to drop the atomic bombs on Japan) (ltr), Aug 28, 1992, p.6
‘Harry Truman has history on his side’ (response to articles by S Frankel and P Nobile 8/14/92)(ltr), Aug 28, 1992, p.6
Distorting history to advance one point of view (ltr), Sep 4, 1992, p.6
 lest we forget: Battle of the Bulge (edit), Nov 6, 1992, p.7
Battle of the Bulge (cont), Nov 6, 1992, p.12
A conversation with Stanley Frankel, Nov 13, 1992, p.15
A Christmas past - in Bastogne, 1944 (edit), Dec 24, 1992, p.7

WORSHAM, SANDRA (AU)
Georgia teacher thanks Krim, SC(S) HS (school) for exchange (ltr), Jul 3, 1992, p.6

WREN, FLO
Volunteers deliver more than meals... (photo), Jul 24, 1992, p.3

WRESTLING
Wrestling’s DeMaio wins fourth in All-State match (photo), Mar 13, 1992, p.19

WRIGHT, PRISCILLA
Please help (the annual KIDS BASE fundraising drive) (photo), Mar 13, 1992, p.13

WRITERS
SEE AUTHORS

WROBLESKI, DIANE
Teachers describe their own learning, Nov 13, 1992, p.12

YAEGER, DIANE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club (photo), May 22, 1992, p.30

YAEGER, JON
Bonding through softball (at trip to Camp Jewel, Colebrook, CT) (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.9

YAKUSHIJI, ERI
Prize winning posters (photo), Nov 13, 1992, p.12

YAMAMOTO, KANNA
Prize winning posters (photo), Nov 13, 1992, p.12

YAMANAKA, AKIRA
Gala kickoff to launch Hoff-Barthelson festival (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.17

YASUNO, KURI
Celebrating many cultures (at the annual International Fair at Scarsdale High School) (photo), Mar 27, 1992, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as it Celebrates its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

YAVERBAUM, PETE
Oh, what a beautiful ‘Oklahoma!’ we see (at Heathcote School) (photo), Aug 14, 1992, p.11
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YEE, VIVIAN
Award-winning orchestra (SCS Elementary All-District Orchestra), Jul 17, 1992, p.9

YELLEN, JEFF
The Bank of New York Salutes The Middle School Speech Contest (photo), Apr 10, 1992, p.30

YOCKELSON, DAVID
Westchester club dominates Sunday's race (Stanley Newhouse Memorial 15K and 4-mile run) (photo), Mar 27, 1992, p.17

YOFFEE, ILANA
Discovery is key at Quaker Ridge (kindergarten) (photo), Sep 18, 1992, p.9

YONEDA, KENJI (AU)
My grandfather was a man of stone' (second place winning essay by SCS High School senior), Jun 19, 1992, p.7

YOUNG, DALE JOAN
Kudos for building department (ltr), Sep 25, 1992, p.6

YOUNG, GREGORY
Scarsdale may lose Singer in redistricting, Jan 31, 1992, p.1
Goodbye, Cecile Singer, we'll miss you (edit), Jan 31, 1992, p.6
Scarsdale loses Singer in redistricting (cont), Jan 31, 1992, p.8
Pick candidate on merits, not on other factors (ltr), Feb 14, 1992, p.6
Latest state redistricting plan keeps Singer out of Scarsdale, Mar 20, 1992, p.3

YOUNG, HEIDI
Helping the hungry (3270 pounds of food collected by scouts in SCS and EMT for Food Patch) (photo), Apr 24, 1992, p.18

YOUNG, NORMAN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30

YOUTH
View was distorted (response to editorial 3/13/92 comparing Scarsdale and Bronx students) (ltr), Mar 27, 1992, p.6
Growing up (in SCS), Oct 30, 1992, p.1
Keeping focus on youth helps them (edit), Nov 13, 1992, p.7
Something to be proud of - America's public schools (edit), Dec 4, 1992, p.7
Youth workers honored (photo), Dec 4, 1992, p.12
Generations mingle at community forum, Dec 11, 1992, p.1
SEE ALSO ALCOHOL AND YOUTH, DRUGS AND YOUTH

YOUTH EMPLOYMENT SERVICE-SCS
As always, the answer is Y(outh).E(mployment).S(ervice).(Progress Edit 1992), Jan 31, 1992, p.4
Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) listed 500 jobs, May 29, 1992, p.12

YUGOSLAVIA
A Serb and a Scardsdalian speaks out (in response to a letter from 3/20/92) (ltr), Apr 17, 1992, p.6

ZABIELSKI, CHARLES
Metro North: Wooing the commuter home (photo), Aug 7, 1992, p.1

ZAGOREOS, MARITZA
Christmas Throughout the House (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.19

ZAMBETTI, ANDREA
It's 9 a.m. Do you know where most Scarsdale kids are? (photo), Jul 24, 1992, p.1

ZARNIN, CHRISSY
County champs (SCS's Raiders, the girls' fourth grade A soccer team) (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.22

ZAYAC, BOB
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32

ZAYAC, LINNY
C(atholic) Y(outh) O(rganization) state victors (IMH fourth grade basketball team) (photo), May 22, 1992, p.23

ZAYAC, ROBERT
The Bank of New York Salutes The Seventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 26, 1992, p.30
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ZELMANIWICZ, MARISSA
Quaker Ridge Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 27, 1992, p.9

ZELTNER, PETER

ZENTALL, BETTY (AU)
‘No time to say hello, good bye...’ (edit), Apr 10, 1992, p.7
Her garden's no secret (edit), Jul 3, 1992, p.7

ZERN, MICHELLE
A new responsibility (high school seniors are assisted with voter registration forms) (photo), Mar 6, 1992, p.1

ZIAVRAS, KATHI
Cooper House quilt on display (photo), Sep 25, 1992, p.9

ZIELINSKI, KAREN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of The Scarsdale Public Library, Sep 18, 1992, p.32

ZIMMERMAN, PHYLLIS

ZIPF, ROBERT
Republicans face big loss (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.1
Ruderman (cont) (photo), Nov 6, 1992, p.5

ZOLLINGER, JOHN E
John E Zollinger (honored by the Lehigh University Alumni Association) (photo), Jul 3, 1992, p.4

ZONING-SCS
For the greater good (advocates strict enforcement of tough zoning laws) (edit), Jan 3, 1992, p.6
Court backs couple's housing plan, Apr 10, 1992, p.1
Court: Family may expand home (cont), Apr 10, 1992, p.4
Accessory apt. law 'loosened', May 29, 1992, p.1
Legalize accessory apartments (edit), May 29, 1992, p.6
Trustees 'loosen' apartment law (cont), May 29, 1992, p.22
SEE ALSO VILLAGE BOARD-SCS-ZONING AND PLANNING COMMITTEE

ZRAICK, VIVIEN
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White as It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1992, p.32
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1993 (REVIEW)
The Year in Review: 1993 (summarizes important news and developments in SCS and vicinity for 1993), Dec 31, 1993, p.4
Scarsdale, 1993 (highlights) (edit), Dec 31, 1993, p.6
1993's most memorable events (edit), Dec 31, 1993, p.7

ABADA, MARILYN
Holiday sharing (multicultural celebration at Quaker Ridge School) (photo), Dec 17, 1993, p.9

ABINANTI, THOMAS
In Greenburgh; Feiner for supervisor; Abinanti for District 12 (edit), Oct 29, 1993, p.6
County legislators to vote on pay raise, Dec 17, 1993, p.1
Empty stockings (county legislators reject pay initiative), Dec 24, 1993, p.1

ABINANTI, THOMAS (AU)
They (Tom Abinanti and Paul Feiner) appreciate the (SCS Inquirer) endorsement (ltr), Nov 19, 1993, p.6

ABORTION
Vote pro-choice this election (ltr), Oct 22, 1993, p.6

ABRAMOWITZ, NITA
'Animal Antics' features dioramas by Heitmann (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.25

ABRAMOWITZ, RACHEL
Putting plastics in their place (for recycling) (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.9

ABSTINENCE, SEXUAL
SEE SEXUAL ABSTINENCE

ABT, ANNE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

ACCIDENTS
Sayonara Scarsdale (two Japanese SCS residents live through World Trade Center bombing), Mar 19, 1993, p.3
That's why they call it Breakneck Hill (photo), Apr 2, 1993, p.1
Jaws of life free accident victim, Dec 24, 1993, p.1
SEE ALSO TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS

ACCOUNTANTS
Peter Freilich (promoted to senior accountant by Magolin, Winer & Evens), Aug 6, 1993, p.4

ACTIONS AND DEFENSES
Changed county (redistricting) plan won't stop lawsuit (by League of Women Voters), Sep 17, 1993, p.3

ACTORS AND ACTRESSES
Movie star (Danny Glover) livens Monday classes (photo), Feb 26, 1993, p.10
Amanda Posner makes big jump to play 'Annie' (photo), Mar 19, 1993, p.17
'Annie' ... Worth its weight in gold, Mar 26, 1993, p.17
'Annie' is a delight (cont), Mar 26, 1993, p.18

ADA
SEE AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT

ADAMS, BILL
Centennial smiles (100th anniversary of Fire Volunteer Company No 1) (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.4

ADAMS, PETER
Campers take a voyage back in time (photo), Jul 23, 1993, p.5

ADELMAN, LAUREN
Flowers and rainbows for A-School grads (photo), Jun 25, 1993, p.1
Oh, happy (graduation) day! (photo), Jul 2, 1993, p.1

ADIMORA, ZAMZAM
All eyes at F(ox) M(eadow) are on Hubble (Space Telescope) (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.1
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#### ADLER, LES
- Villages gear up for pension plan increases, Dec 31, 1993, p.1

#### ADLER, MARGARET
- Shooting for the top, Maggie Adler aims for Olympic archery fame (photo), Feb 19, 1993, p.15
- Local archer wins top honor, Jul 30, 1993, p.1

#### ADLER, ROBERT N (AU)
- Feiner destructive and divisive (ltr), Mar 26, 1993, p.7
- Cronyism is rampant in G'bg (response to letter by M Melden from 8/20/93) (ltr), Sep 3, 1993, p.6

#### ADLER, SUSAN R (AU)
- Perkins proves just the opposite (response to F Perkins letter of 6/4/93) (ltr), Jun 18, 1993, p.6

#### ADVERTISING
- Reality vs 'virtual' reality (edit), Sep 10, 1993, p.7

#### ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT-SCS
- Trustees seeking citizen advice on development, Jul 30, 1993, p.1
- Group advises board to clear the decks, Aug 13, 1993, p.1
- Mayor: P(enn) C(entral) Corporation agreement irrelevant to work of advisory committee, Aug 20, 1993, p.1
- Suggestions for Freightway forum (letter to Mayor Handelman and village trustees) (ltr), Sep 10, 1993, p.6
- Handelman appoints committee on downtown development, Sep 17, 1993, p.1
- A fresh start (balanced cross section of SCS residents to serve on Advisory Downtown committee/edit), Sep 17, 1993, p.6
- S(CS) R(esponsible) C(itizens) has advice for (Advisory) committee (on Downtown Development) (ltr), Oct 1, 1993, p.6
- Downtown group meetings open (to the public), Oct 8, 1993, p.1
- Keep the door open (future meetings of Downtown Advisory Committee will be open to the public) (edit), Oct 8, 1993, p.6
- Downtown committee (cont), Oct 8, 1993, p.16
- Fact-gathering starts downtown study, Oct 22, 1993, p.1
- Downtown committee divides up assignments (cont), Oct 22, 1993, p.8
- T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) has advice on downtown, Nov 5, 1993, p.1
- Downtown group studies reports, debates ideas, Nov 12, 1993, p.1
- Downtown Committee (cont), Nov 12, 1993, p.8

#### ADVISORY COUNCIL ON CABLE TV-SCS
- Appointive seats open on local panels; candidates sought (includes detailed listings), Jan 8, 1993, p.4
- TV council still tuned in (response to letters by J Richman and R Garwin from 11/5/93) (ltr), Nov 19, 1993, p.6

#### ADVISORY COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION-SCS
- Appointive seats open on local panels; candidates sought (includes detailed listings), Jan 8, 1993, p.4
- Looking ahead: input sought for master plan (photo), Feb 19, 1993, p.1
- Master planning for future under way (cont), Feb 19, 1993, p.12
- Bedicheck leads fruitful tree walk (ltr), May 7, 1993, p.6
- State of the village - now and around the bend (edit), Oct 29, 1993, p.7

#### ADVISORY COUNCIL ON HUMAN RELATIONS-SCS
- Appointive seats open on local panels; candidates sought (includes detailed listings), Jan 8, 1993, p.4
- Professional peacemaker probes religious tension, Oct 29, 1993, p.1
- Where was the c-word? (in recent forum "Does religion pull us apart or bring us together?" (edit), Nov 5, 1993, p.6

#### ADVISORY COUNCIL ON PARKS AND RECREATION-SCS
- Appointive seats open on local panels; candidates sought (includes detailed listings), Jan 8, 1993, p.4
- No girls in boys basketball, Jan 29, 1993, p.1
- Tear down the walls before they are built (edit), Jan 29, 1993, p.6
- Recreation department bans girls from boys team (cont), Jan 29, 1993, p.18
- Recreation Council meeting assesses 'customer satisfaction', Jan 29, 1993, p.19
- Supply Field warehouse chosen as teen center (photo), Apr 23, 1993, p.1
- Council comes to the defense of trees, Jun 25, 1993, p.1
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ADVISORY COUNCIL ON PARKS AND RECREATION-SCS  continued
  Kids with nowhere to go need center, council says, Jun 25, 1993, p.1
  Tree board proposed (cont), Jun 25, 1993, p.18
  A teen center—why not? (ltr), Nov 12, 1993, p.6
  Teen center idea pleases most, but neighbors are wary, Nov 19, 1993, p.1

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON SENIOR CITIZENS-SCS
  Appointive seats open on local panels; candidates sought (includes detailed listings), Jan 8, 1993, p.4

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON THE DISABLED-SCS
  Appointive seats open on local panels; candidates sought (includes detailed listings), Jan 8, 1993, p.4
  Residents invited to comment on A(mericans with) D(isabilities) A(ct) evaluation (ltr), Jan 22, 1993, p.6

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON YOUTH-SCS
  Appointive seats open on local panels; candidates sought (includes detailed listings), Jan 8, 1993, p.4

AFS
  SEE AMERICAN FIELD SERVICE

AGING
  Kushner talk on aging draws capacity crowd, May 14, 1993, p.3
  No one's getting any younger, but many are living longer (edit), Jul 16, 1993, p.7

AGOSTINI, EDWARD
  Affordable homes 'clearly' needed (ltr), Jul 9, 1993, p.6

AGOSTINI, EDWARD (AU)
  Many potential benefits in plan (to clean up the Freightway area) (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6

AHN, SHELLY
  Drama Club to present musical, 'Bye, Bye Birdie' (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.15
  Young musicians to perform (in School Music Assn All-State Conference), Nov 19, 1993, p.10

AHRENDT, KELLY
  Rabies epidemic cause for caution (photo), Aug 13, 1993, p.1

AHRENS, BEATRICE T
  Beatrice T Ahrens (dies), Jul 2, 1993, p.10

AIDS (DISEASE)
  'Panels of love' recall those lost to AIDS (photo), Jan 8, 1993, p.13
  Residents shocked by students' AIDS flyer, Jan 29, 1993, p.1
  AIDS flyer causes consternation (cont), Jan 29, 1993, p.2
  Flyer on AIDS is repudiated by SHS adviser (ltr), Jan 29, 1993, p.6
  'A place to come to and be safe' (edit), Mar 5, 1993, p.6
  Support sought for AIDS Walk (ltr), Apr 16, 1993, p.6

AINSWORTH, LI LA
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

AKABAS, SAM (AU)
  2d grader fears teen drivers (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6

AKST, LESLIE
  The Bank of New York Salutes Robert Greenes 1993 Bowl Recipient (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.28

ALBANESE, ANDREW
  He's ashamed of Republicans (ltr), Nov 12, 1993, p.6

ALBERT, LOUISE (AU)
  Blowers spoil lovely days (ltr), Nov 5, 1993, p.6

ALBERT, RICH
  Scarsdale company supplies computer heart of radio (photo), Oct 15, 1993, p.5

ALBERT, SAM
  Albert to discuss professional services (at meeting of Independent Computer Consultants Assn)(photo), Jan 22, 1993, p.4
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ALBIN, LOUISE
Louise Albin (received Leonard Rohmer award from Westchester Jewish Community Services) (photo), Nov 19, 1993, p.4

ALBRIGHT, JOSEPH
Big crowd for a dazzling Fourth (at SCS Pool) (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.3

ALCOHOL AND AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS
  Student: D(riving) W(hile) I(ntoxicated) is still rampant, Jun 11, 1993, p.6
  Scarsdale jurors rule in D(riving) W(hile) I(ntoxicated) case, Jul 23, 1993, p.1
  Scarsdale DWI case decided (cont), Jul 23, 1993, p.10

ALCOHOL AND YOUTH
  Drug and alcohol report shows teen use is up, Jun 11, 1993, p.3
  Teens drinking more; points out study (cont), Jun 11, 1993, p.9
  Getting drunk is a way of life for some students, Jun 18, 1993, p.1
  Wake-up call for parents (many teenagers are abusing drugs and alcohol) (edit), Jun 18, 1993, p.6
  Hows and whys of teenage drinking (cont), Jun 18, 1993, p.14
  Does my kid have a drug problem?; A parent's guide to the warning signs of drug abuse, Jul 16, 1993, p.1
  Task force fights underage drinking, Nov 19, 1993, p.9
  SEE ALSO DRUGS AND YOUTH

ALCOTT, SUSAN BELL
  Congregation (B'nai Elohim of SCS) names cantor (photo), May 21, 1993, p.20
  Technicolor rabbi in atypical temple (photo), Sep 17, 1993, p.5

ALECSON, LOWELL
  Arts advocate criticize cuts in Scarsdale school programs, Apr 30, 1993, p.1

ALIENS, ILLEGAL
  Many here employ illegal aliens, Jan 29, 1993, p.1
  Illegal workers common in Scarsdale (cont), Jan 29, 1993, p.2
  Labor, immigration laws challenge employers, Feb 5, 1993, p.1

ALKALAY, GREGORY
  Scarsdale High School students win academic awards (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.12
  Oh, happy (graduation) day! (photo), Jul 2, 1993, p.1

ALLISON, JOHN
  Oh, happy (graduation) day! (photo), Jul 2, 1993, p.1

ALMANY, JACKIE
  The littlest fundraisers (for cystic fibrosis research) (photo), May 21, 1993, p.1

ALTER, JUDY
  Something to cheer about (IHM junior varsity cheerleaders win 2nd place in CYO competition) (photo), Apr 2, 1993, p.9

ALTERMAN, CHARLES
  A different cabaret lights up SHS stage (photo), Jan 22, 1993, p.17
  Scarsdale High School students win academic awards (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.12

ALTIERI LEVITZ, DIANE
  The Bank of New York Salutes Our Veterans - Memorial Day 1993 (photo), Jun 4, 1993, p.28

ALTIERI, GENO
  Legion hall to be named for Geno Altieri (photo), May 21, 1993, p.2
  The Bank of New York Salutes Our Veterans - Memorial Day 1993 (photo), Jun 4, 1993, p.28

ALTIERI, STEPHEN
  The Bank of New York Salutes Our Veterans - Memorial Day 1993 (photo), Jun 4, 1993, p.28

ALTIZIO, ANDY
  Star Wars squad cars admired (photo), Apr 23, 1993, p.1

ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE
  Stephanie Cohen (elected president of Westchester chapter of Alzheimer's Assn), Jul 9, 1993, p.4
  Irwin Domenitz (named acting treasurer of Westchester chapter of Alzheimer's Assn), Jul 9, 1993, p.4
AMABILE, CHRISTINA
   The Bank of New York Salutes The 1993 Annual Boards & Councils Dinner (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.22

AMARTEIFIO, ANGELA
   The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women votes 1993 (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.28
   Multinational panel measures women's gains (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.5

AMBROSINO, JENNIFER
   (Maroon & White co-presidents H and J Stone pictured with J Ambrosino and A Mosblech) (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.23

AMBROSINO, LUCILLE
   The Bank of New York Salutes The 1993 Annual Boards & Councils Dinner (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.22

AMDUR, SHIRLEY
   Senior Options a success, say evaluators, Oct 29, 1993, p.9

AMERICA
   Looking for the 'real' America (edit), Jan 22, 1993, p.7

AMERICAN FIELD SERVICE
   A(F)merican F(ield) S(ervice) sponsors US exchange, Apr 2, 1993, p.10
   Host family needed (for AFS visitor Ernesto Guccione) (edit), Aug 20, 1993, p.6
   Power of the press (thanks to editorial from 8/20/93 AFS has a host family for E Guccione) (ltr), Aug 27, 1993, p.6

AMERICAN LEGION
   Legion hall to be named for Geno Altieri (photo), May 21, 1993, p.2

AMERICAN RED CROSS
   Meet Elizabeth Dole (at Westchester County Chapter of American Red Cross) (photo), Oct 22, 1993, p.4

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT
   As new law takes effect, disabled are encouraged, Jan 22, 1993, p.1
   Residents invited to comment on AMericans with D(isabilities) A(ct) evaluation (ltr), Jan 22, 1993, p.6
   New Disabilities Act (cont), Jan 22, 1993, p.8
   Praising prompt local action on disabled access (ltr), Feb 5, 1993, p.6
   Matchmaking (Village Board applies for $27,500 matching federal grant to comply with ADA act), Apr 16, 1993, p.1

AMICUCCI, JOHN
   The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36

ANASTAS, DIANA
   Interim pastor leaving church, Nov 26, 1993, p.19

ANASTAS, MICHAEL
   Reveal development plans, village urged, Apr 9, 1993, p.1
   Critics welcome open door but want it wider (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.1
   Skeptics query trustees on development, May 14, 1993, p.1
   (Doing) nothing (in the SCS downtown area) is not an option (edit), Jul 2, 1993, p.6
   Development group (SCS Responsible Citizens) elects officers, Jul 30, 1993, p.4
   Committee candidates chosen, Nov 5, 1993, p.1
   Citizens' candidates are diverse, Nov 12, 1993, p.1
   12 nominators elected (photo), Nov 19, 1993, p.1
   Rentals would destroy values (ltr), May 14, 1993, p.6
   S(CTS) R(esponsible) C(itizens) has advice for (Advisory) committee (on Downtown Development) (ltr), Oct 1, 1993, p.6

ANDERS, ELLEN
   First graders discover a magic number: 100, Mar 5, 1993, p.9
   Story partners at Heathcote (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.9

ANDERSON, INDE M
   Inde M Anderson (dies), Jun 11, 1993, p.16
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ANDERSON, PAT

ANDERSON, TERRY
- Ties that bound hostage to diplomat endure, Dec 10, 1993, p.3

ANDERSON, VIRGINIA
- New Disabilities Act (cont), Jan 22, 1993, p.8

ANDERTON, EQUILLA

ANDRESKI, JAMES

ANGELL, STEPHEN
- All in the family: Changing of the guard at Scarsdale Improvement (Corp) (photo), Sep 24, 1993, p.1

ANGRILLI, ALBERT (DR) (AU)
- A stone from a glass house (response to edit from 11/12/93) (ltr), Nov 26, 1993, p.6

ANKER, ARTHUR
- No girls in boys basketball, Jan 29, 1993, p.1

ANKER, JANE
- Senior Options a success, say evaluators, Oct 29, 1993, p.9

ANKER, LAURA
- No girls in boys basketball, Jan 29, 1993, p.1
- Tear down the walls before they are built (edit), Jan 29, 1993, p.6
- Recreation department bans girls from boys team (cont), Jan 29, 1993, p.18
- If Laura plays, all Scarsdale wins (ltr), Feb 5, 1993, p.6

ANKER, MARY
- No girls in boys basketball, Jan 29, 1993, p.1

ANTI-SEMITISM
- Publication of letter questioned (reference to letter by Gwendolyn Johnson 1/29/93) (ltr), Feb 12, 1993, p.6

ANTINARI, GEORGE
- Hopes are high on Garth Road, Aug 27, 1993, p.1

APPEL, JACOB
- Latimer is in the local mainstream (ltr), Aug 13, 1993, p.6
- Committee candidates chosen, Nov 5, 1993, p.1
- Citizens' candidates are diverse, Nov 12, 1993, p.1

ARANAMI, NORIKO
- New friends share views and sushi (photo), Feb 19, 1993, p.1
- The Bank of New York Salutes the Scarsdale Japan Festival 1993 (photo), Jun 25, 1993, p.26

ARANOW, EDWARD ROSS
- Edward Ross Aranow (dies), Nov 12, 1993, p.14

ARCERI, JOHN A
- John A Arceri (appointed assistant vice president, gas business development by Con Edison) (photo), Oct 8, 1993, p.4

ARCHER, JENIFER
- Something to cheer about (IHM junior varsity cheerleaders win 2nd place in CYO competition) (photo), Apr 2, 1993, p.9

ARCHERY
- Shooting for the top, Maggie Adler aims for Olympic archery fame (photo), Feb 19, 1993, p.15
- Local archer wins top honor, Jul 30, 1993, p.1
- Local girl wins sportsmanship award (cont), Jul 30, 1993, p.10

ARCHITECTS
- Bradford Perkins (named to college of fellows of American Institute of Architects) (photo), Jul 16, 1993, p.4
- Ronald Whatley (promoted as a principal in White Plains office of Einhorn Yaffee Prescott), Nov 5, 1993, p.4
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ARENELLA, ANTHONY
Flowers and rainbows for A-School grads (photo), Jun 25, 1993, p.1

ARNHEIM, ROBERT
A fair day for magic (at SCS Historical Society Country Fair) (photo), Sep 17, 1993, p.1

ARNOW, BOB
Thanks to many for generosity (towards seven Russian children who visited SCS) (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6

ARNOW, JOAN
Thanks to many for generosity (towards seven Russian children who visited SCS) (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6

ARONOW, RICHARD
Gimmicks, not action, reign (in reference to P Feiner's administration) (ltr), Aug 27, 1993, p.6

ARONOW, SCOTT
Scarsdale High School students win academic awards (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.12

ART-EXHIBITIONS
Thanks bank (Bank of New York, Hartsdale) for support of arts (ltr), Apr 2, 1993, p.6

ARONOWITZ, JUDI
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service (photo), May 21, 1993, p.32

ARONOWITZ, JUDI (AU)
Holiday baskets were appreciated (ltr), Dec 17, 1993, p.6

ARONOWITZ, JUDI (AU)
Hello Billy! (animal fair at Weinberg Nature Center) (photo), May 21, 1993, p.1

ARSHAM, JIM
PTA: Post-prom pool party perfect (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6

ARSHAM, MARGE
PTA: Post-prom pool party perfect (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6

ART-EXHIBITIONS
Thanks bank (Bank of New York, Hartsdale) for support of arts (ltr), Apr 2, 1993, p.6

ASARO, LAUREN
Something to cheer about (IHM junior varsity cheerleaders win 2nd place in CYO competition) (photo), Apr 2, 1993, p.9

ASH, ARTHUR S (AU)
No milk for breakfast?! (edit), Apr 23, 1993, p.7
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ASH, ARTHUR S (DR)
Dr Arthur S Ash (has retired after maintaining a practice in orthodontistry after 44 years), Jul 9, 1993, p.4

ASHE, ARTHUR
The message Arthur Ashe gave us (edit), Feb 26, 1993, p.7

ASHER, JAYNE
Walkers keep pace in 15K road race (photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.18

ASSESSMENT
League renews call for reassessment, Mar 26, 1993, p.1
Reassessment (cont), Mar 26, 1993, p.12
Taking experience (SCS residents will have opportunity to present tax grievances), Jun 4, 1993, p.1
Reassessment bad for seniors (ltr), Sep 3, 1993, p.6
SEE ALSO TAXATION-SCS

ASTOR, BROOKE
Showhouse opening attracts large Scarsdale contingent (photo), May 14, 1993, p.15

ASTRONAUTS
Mission impossible (for J Hoffman to try to repair the Hubble space telescope), Dec 3, 1993, p.1
All eyes at F(ox) M(eadow) are on Hubble (Space Telescope) (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.1

ATHLETES
Athletic excellence, Apr 9, 1993, p.17
Scarsdale athletes shine in Empire State Games (photo), Aug 13, 1993, p.13
Empire State Games (cont), Aug 13, 1993, p.14
Scarsdale shines at Empires (photo), Aug 20, 1993, p.18

ATHLETIC FIELDS
Fields closed (Supply Field and Scout Field), Nov 5, 1993, p.1

ATTALIENTI, GREGORY
Helping hand from Rotary (photo), May 28, 1993, p.5

ATTALIENTI, GREGORY P (AU)
Neighbors responded to tragic blaze (ltr), Feb 12, 1993, p.6

ATTORNEYS
SEE LAWYERS

AUDUBON SOCIETY
Ecosavers helped (recent donation to SCS Audobon Society) (ltr), Aug 13, 1993, p.6

AUTHORS
Robert Stone to speak here (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.2
Well-known author (Valerie Trip) visits Quaker Ridge (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.10
Talking to Kramer (photo), Dec 24, 1993, p.4

AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS-LICENSES
How to catch unlicensed driver (ltr), Aug 20, 1993, p.6

AUTOMOBILE DRIVING
Near-collisions a dime a dozen (edit), Apr 9, 1993, p.7
‘Powerful message’ (bill is sponsored to raise penalties for driving with a suspended or no license), Jun 18, 1993, p.1
2d grader fears teen drivers (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6
SEE ALSO ALCOHOL AND AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS, TRAFFIC SAFETY

AUTOMOBILE PARKING
Unwarranted warrants (SCS motorists have received warrant notices to pay their parking tickets), Jan 8, 1993, p.1
How to avoid a ticket (village government reminds motorists to display their parking permits), Feb 5, 1993, p.1
(S)no(w) parking (overnight parking might be banned at village owned open lots during snow season), Feb 12, 1993, p.1
More parking (merchant parking permits are now valid at certain level of Freightway Parking Garage), Mar 12, 1993, p.1
Police looking for new ways to nab parking scofflaws, May 14, 1993, p.1
Law would take aim at scofflaws (cont), May 14, 1993, p.8
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AUTOMOBILE PARKING continued

Merchants say parking is bane of village life, May 21, 1993, p.1
Parking dearth decried (cont), May 21, 1993, p.20
(formation of a SCS) Parking authority would yield funds (ltr), Sep 10, 1993, p.6
Adjusting attitudes (about SCS's parking problem) (edit), Nov 12, 1993, p.6
A gift idea: prepaid tickets (ltr), Nov 19, 1993, p.6
Gift of space (SCS will provide free two hour parking for shoppers at one hour meters), Dec 10, 1993, p.1
Parking crunch (at SCS Public Library when Terry Anderson came to speak), Dec 10, 1993, p.3
No parking, Dec 17, 1993, p.1
Parking agreement signed by NYTel, Dec 17, 1993, p.1

AUTOMOBILE PARKING-LAWS AND REGULATIONS

In Greenburgh: More tickets (for parking in fire zones and handicapped spaces) (ltr), Jan 22, 1993, p.6

AUTOMOBILES


AUTUMN

The twilight of this year (edit), Oct 22, 1993, p.7

AVELLINO, PETER (AU)

Save the Plaza but only as a movie house (ltr), Mar 5, 1993, p.6

AVERY, LINDA

Scarsdale jurors rule in D(riving) W(hile) I(intoxicated) case, Jul 23, 1993, p.1

AWARDS

SEE REWARDS, PRIZES, ETC

AWN, PETER J

From Islam to Spanish art in Adult School lectures (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.2

AXTELL, JULIA

Thanks to many--for generosity (towards seven Russian children who visited SCS) (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6

BACAL, HARVEY

Harvey Bacal (dies), Nov 19, 1993, p.18

BACCI, INGRID LORCH

From Islam to Spanish art in Adult School lectures (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.2

BACTERIA

No coli here (in SCS water supply), Aug 13, 1993, p.1

BAER, JONATHAN ETHAN (AU)

Commute Pollard spying sentence (ltr), Nov 26, 1993, p.6

BAER, STEPHEN

The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre "Kiss Me, Kate" (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.22

BAGLIEBTER, MICHAEL

Calendar artist (Michael Bagliebter is one of 13 winners in Children's Art Calendar Contest) (photo), Sep 17, 1993, p.16

BAJAK, DOROTHY

Records Center open (at SHS) (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.9

BALL, JUSTIN

The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre "Kiss Me, Kate" (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.22

BALL, LINDA

The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS BASE (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.28
Donations are welcome (photo), May 21, 1993, p.10

BALL, LINDA (AU)

Thanks for gifts to scholarship fund (ltr), Jul 9, 1993, p.6

BALLOT

Crying out for a change (in elections laws) (edit), Aug 13, 1993, p.6
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BALSON, NICOLE
Something to cheer about (IHM junior varsity cheerleaders win 2nd place in CYO competition) (photo), Apr 2, 1993, p.9

BANGLADESH
Scarsdalians share their expertise a world away (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.5

BANKS AND BANKING
Gary V Bracken (named vice president of professional services at Chase Manhattan Bank) (photo), Jan 29, 1993, p.4
Thanks bank (Bank of New York, Hartsdale) for support of arts (ltr), Apr 2, 1993, p.6
Philip L Mistletoe (awarded an Alumni Federation medal by Columbia University alumni) (photo), May 28, 1993, p.4
Denis J O'Leary (named chief information officer at Chemical Banking Corp in NY) (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.4
Bank of New York to merge branches, Jun 25, 1993, p.3
By any other name (The Manhattan Savings Bank has changed its name to Republic Bank for Savings), Jul 23, 1993, p.1
Bank, volunteers hailed for calendar (ltr), Aug 20, 1993, p.6
Bank, volunteers hailed for (SCS community) calendar (ltr), Aug 20, 1993, p.6
A banking era ends with branch merger (40 East Parkway branch of Bank of New York closed) (photo), Sep 24, 1993, p.1
Yawar Shah (named chief administrative officer of Geoserve at Chemical Bank) (photo), Oct 22, 1993, p.4

BANKS, GAYLE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

BANKS, KAREN
Trees for Earth Day (pin oak planted on East Parkway) (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.4
It's a beautiful village (1992 Westchester County Beautification Award given to Karen Banks) (photo), May 21, 1993, p.4
The Bank of New York Salutes the Scarsdale Japan Festival 1993 (photo), Jun 25, 1993, p.26
Summer interns hard at work in village (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.3

BANNER, MATT
Debaters star in 3 tourneys, Nov 12, 1993, p.9

BANSHOYA, HIKO
Readers cavort (at the SCS Public Library's summer reading game) (photo), Aug 13, 1993, p.1

BARBELLA, ROBERT
Hunger is not acceptable (Harvest for the Hungry Food Drive is being held this week) (photo), Feb 12, 1993, p.2

BARON, BARBARA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

BARON, HAL (AU)
Policing effort (in GBH) aids security (ltr), Jun 18, 1993, p.6

BARON, MARK S (AU)
Put playground differences aside (response to letter by B Taney and D Malkames from 1/10/93) (ltr), Oct 8, 1993, p.6

BARRY, JOHN
Village goes its own way in county races, Nov 5, 1993, p.1

BARTELME, MARGARET
Host family needed (for AFS visitor Ernesto Guccione) (edit), Aug 20, 1993, p.6

BARTHOLET, BETSY
Scarsdale women take to the skies: female pilots who find flying fun (photo), May 14, 1993, p.5

BARTOLOME, PAULINE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre "Kiss Me, Kate" (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.22

BARTON, LAUREN
Scarsdale High School students win academic awards (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.12

BASCIONE, VINCENT
Local man faces federal narcotics charges, Apr 16, 1993, p.3
Charges of corruption end drug trial of resident, May 28, 1993, p.3

BASEBALL
Thanks from baseball players (ltr), Jun 25, 1993, p.6
Coach says thanks for great S(CS) S(ummer) B(aseball) run (ltr), Aug 27, 1993, p.6
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BASKETBALL

No girls in boys basketball, Jan 29, 1993, p.1
Tear down the walls before they are built (edit), Jan 29, 1993, p.6
Rec(reation) department bans girls from boys team (cont), Jan 29, 1993, p.18
If Laura plays, all Scarsdale wins (ltr), Feb 5, 1993, p.6
Cagers advance to first finals in Scarsdale history (photo), Mar 5, 1993, p.15
Hoopsters triumph in Newburgh (Section l champions beat Binghamton 49-45) (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.1
Scarsdale wins Section 1 basketball championship (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.21
Cagers advance to state semis, banishing Binghamton 49-45 (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.21
Cagers in final four (SCS varsity girls basketball team has advanced to the state final fours), Mar 19, 1993, p.1
Cagers dream season continues (photo), Mar 19, 1993, p.20
Close to the top (Raiders lost state finals) (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.1
Cagers claim number two seat in state finals; Shenendehowa stops Scarsdale, 68-38 (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.20
Three cheers for hoopster support (ltr), Apr 2, 1993, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Varsity Girls' Basketball Team, Apr 2, 1993, p.32
Cagers take top honors (photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.17
All-star player (Kristen Riccio) (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.22
Girls impressed visiting coach (ltr), Dec 17, 1993, p.6

BASS, MELINDA
New town judge (Melinda Bass), Nov 5, 1993, p.1

BASSETT, NANCY
Brodsky, O'Rourke trade jibes at forum (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women votes 1993 (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.28

BASSO, MARGUERITE
Welcome to Scarsdale! (newcomers reception held at SCS Woman's Club) (photo), Oct 22, 1993, p.3

BATTIN, JEAN A
Jean A Battin (dies), Apr 2, 1993, p.20

BAUMIER, HELGA
Repeat winner (at 5th Annual Photo/Sculpture Show of the Art Society of Old Greenwich) (photo), Mar 19, 1993, p.19

BAYAR, JULIA (AU)
52nd Inaugural - we were there (edit), Jan 29, 1993, p.7
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BAYER, JEN
At the top again! Scarsdale girls capture soccer league title (photo), May 28, 1993, p.17
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36

BAYLOR, RENEE
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women votes 1993 (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.28

BEACH, ARTHUR
(SCS artist Ted Mehrer comments on one of his works on exhibit at the SCS Girl Scout House (photo), May 21, 1993, p.18
Winners all (at SCS Woman's Club juried art show opening) (photo), Nov 19, 1993, p.17

BEACH, ED
SCS T(teachers') I(institute) salutes teachers' innovations (photo), May 21, 1993, p.10

BEACHEM, MECIE
STEPing into the past (students look at album of old STEP photos) (photo), Feb 19, 1993, p.2

BEALS, JEFFREY
Scarsdale High School students win academic awards (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.12

BEAUPRE, LAWRENCE K
Reviewing the '92 campaign watch (at winter luncheon of SCS League of Women Voters Voters) (photo), Jan 15, 1993, p.2
Editor gives county voters high marks, Jan 29, 1993, p.3

BECKMAN, JASON
What am I bid? (annual auction fundraiser to support Student Transfer Education Program) (photo), Dec 17, 1993, p.9

BEDICHEK, JANE
Bedicheck leads fruitful tree walk (ltr), May 7, 1993, p.6
Not easy being green (duckweed and water meal have turned the library pond to a carpet of green), Jul 16, 1993, p.1

BEDICHEK, JANE (AU)
Village footed most of park bill (ltr), Aug 6, 1993, p.6
In the dog days of August, the sound of the cicada (edit) (illus), Aug 13, 1993, p.7

BEECHAM, MECIE
Making this world a better place (edit), Dec 3, 1993, p.7

BEERS, CHRISTINE
Oh, happy (graduation) day! (photo), Jul 2, 1993, p.1

BEGIN, DOLORES
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

BEHR, RICHARD
Skeptics query trustees on development, May 14, 1993, p.1
P(enn) C(entral) C(orporation) critics offer alternative plans and schedules, May 28, 1993, p.1
Anger mounting over (SCS downtown) development (project) (ltr), Jun 11, 1993, p.1
Perkins proves just the opposite (response to F Perkins letter of 6/4/93) (ltr), Jun 18, 1993, p.6
Perkins rebuts Behr on facts (response to letter by R Behr from 6/11/93) (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6
Development group (SCS Responsible Citizens) elects officers, Jul 30, 1993, p.4
Group advises board to clear the decks, Aug 13, 1993, p.1
Bad connection gets worse between NY Tel and neighbors (photo), Aug 20, 1993, p.1
No end in sight in telephone battle, Sep 17, 1993, p.3
NYTel agrees to limit parking, Nov 26, 1993, p.1
Parking agreement stalled with NYTel (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.1

BEHR, RICHARD (AU)
A smaller project (for downtown SCS) was rejected (eleven years ago) (ltr), Apr 16, 1993, p.6
(Freightway) Garage choices (ltr), May 21, 1993, p.6
More power to the people (edit), Jun 11, 1993, p.7
SCS R(esponsible) C(itizens) has advice for (Advisory) committee (on Downtown Development) (ltr), Oct 1, 1993, p.6
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BEHR, RICHARD HENRY (AU)
Process: first step and last step (letter to Mayor Handelman and village trustees) (ltr), Jun 25, 1993, p.6
End the secrecy on the project (response to letter by Bradford Perkins from 9/2/93) (ltr), Jul 9, 1993, p.6
Citizens’ group offers proposals (ltr), Aug 27, 1993, p.6
Suggestions for Freightway forum (letter to Mayor Handelman and village trustees) (ltr), Sep 10, 1993, p.6

BELASCO, DAN
Rising to the challenge (at finals of the Texaco Star Academic Challenge) (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.1

BELASCO, ERLICH
Rising to the challenge (at finals of the Texaco Star Academic Challenge) (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.1

BELL, EMILY
A fond farewell for Shannon White (photo), Jan 29, 1993, p.14
Latin America expert visits (SHS) (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.10

BELL, KIRSTEN
Middle school news (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.10

BELL, SARA
'Follow the yellow brick road' (in "The Wizard of Oz" at SCS Middle School) (photo), May 7, 1993, p.11

BELL, SARAH
Teenagers fill growing volunteer needs, Dec 17, 1993, p.8

BELL, SARAH ELIZABETH
Silver Award winner (Sarah Elizabeth Bell for excellence in Girl Scouting) (photo), Dec 3, 1993, p.11

BELL, SUSAN
B'nai Elohim names new rabbi (photo), Jul 16, 1993, p.10

BENCH, MARK
Downtown group meetings open (to the public), Oct 8, 1993, p.1

BENDHEIM, JOHN

BENEVENTO, ANDREW
Movie star (Danny Glover) livens Monday classes (photo), Feb 26, 1993, p.10

BENI, MICHELE
New house counselor joins middle school staff (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.1
Ready to start the new year (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.10

BENJAMIN, ELIZABETH S
Elizabeth S Benjamin (dies), Aug 20, 1993, p.14

BENJEMK, JEFF
The last splash (at SCS Pool on Labor Day) (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.3

BENJEMK, RANDY
The last splash (at SCS Pool on Labor Day) (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.3

BENN, SANDEE
Steger honored (for ten years of service on Southeastern Consortium's board of trustees) (photo), Jan 29, 1993, p.4

BERDON, ALLAN
PTA: Post-prom pool party perfect (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6

BERDON, ALLISON
Student volunteers honored for service (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.9

BERDON, BARBARA
PTA: Post-prom pool party perfect (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6

BERDON, ROSEMARY
Rosemary Berdon (will be presented with award by the Men's Club of Westchester Reform Temple) (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.4

BERG, CHERYL
Artists at work (at annual Halloween Window Painting Contest) (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.1
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BERGER, GERALD AND BARBARA (AU)
Credit Feiner on problems (ltr), Aug 6, 1993, p.7

BERGER, LILA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32
Going to Japan (six students and three teachers selected for an all-expense-paid trip) (photo), Apr 23, 1993, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes the Scarsdale Japan Festival 1993 (photo), Jun 25, 1993, p.26
Trip provides inside view of life in Japan (photo), Jul 23, 1993, p.9

BERGER, PAM
Pam Berger: librarian for all reasons (photo), Apr 23, 1993, p.5
High-tech librarian (cont), Apr 23, 1993, p.12

BERGIN, MARY
Homecare: growing need for a growing population (cont) (photo), Mar 19, 1993, p.12

BERKE, LEE
Thanks to many-for generosity (towards seven Russian children who visited SCS) (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6

BERKEY, PETER (DR)
Peter Berkey M.D. (named medical director of AIDS program at the Home for the Aged Blind in Yonkers), May 21, 1993, p.4

BERKEY, SUZANNE EVANOFF (AU)
League banner was displayed (ltr), Nov 26, 1993, p.6

BERKOVITS, DANIEL
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS BASE (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.28

BERKOWICS, MICHAEL
Roots and reconnection: Reunion, Jewish-style (photo), Aug 27, 1993, p.5
From Poland to Israel (cont), Aug 27, 1993, p.16

BERLIN, ANNE L (AU)
Studying abroad - a turning point (edit), Sep 10, 1993, p.7

BERLIN, MARTIN
Gilchrist to return as pool manager, May 28, 1993, p.4

BERNSTEIN, BRAD
What am I bid? (annual auction fundraiser to support Student Transfer Education Program) (photo), Dec 17, 1993, p.9

BERRY, DAVID
Tour shows renovation (of SHS) nearly done (photo), Oct 8, 1993, p.10

BERTOLACCI, LORRAINE
Merchants moving (Mayfair Court, La Dentelliere and Ceramica), Jan 22, 1993, p.1
Mayfair moves (to 6 Harwood Court), Mar 12, 1993, p.1
Better than last year say local merchants, Dec 31, 1993, p.1

BETHOD, SAM
Something to cheer about (IHM junior varsity cheerleaders win 2nd place in CYO competition) (photo), Apr 2, 1993, p.9

BEYERSDORF, JOHN (AU)
A gift idea: prepaid tickets (ltr), Nov 19, 1993, p.6

BIBLE SCHOOL
Abundant activity as Bible School (at Hitchcock Presbyterian Church) goes tribal (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.5

BICKNELL, KATIE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre "Kiss Me, Kate" (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.22

BICKNELL, NEIL
Handelman nominated for mayor (photo), Jan 15, 1993, p.1
Candidates named for mayor, trustees (cont) (photo), Jan 15, 1993, p.8
Rec(reation) Council meeting assesses 'customer satisfaction', Jan 29, 1993, p.19
Meet the candidates (for mayor and village trustee), Mar 5, 1993, p.1
Issues facing the village: a conversation with candidates (for village office) (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.1
All invited to meet local candidates (for mayor and trustee) (ltr), Mar 12, 1993, p.6
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BICKNELL, NEIL continued
Candidates discuss development, taxes, housing, tennis courts (cont), Mar 12, 1993, p.13
Mayor, trustees elected; Cedarbaum chosen trustee, Mar 19, 1993, p.1
Skeptics query trustees on development, May 14, 1993, p.1
Downtown development disputes rage on; Village Board seeking a way to bridge gap, Jun 18, 1993, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The 1993 Annual Boards & Councils Dinner (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.22
Village water rates slated to increase, Jul 16, 1993, p.5
Board's openness praised following study session, Jul 23, 1993, p.1
Cable complaints continue, Jul 23, 1993, p.1
Trustees: Leaf blower blow ban needs study, Oct 1, 1993, p.1
Village cedes cable regulation to the state, Nov 12, 1993, p.8

BICYCLING
SEE CYCLING

BILEZIKIAN, JOHN P (DR)
John P Bilezikian M.D. (awarded an Alumni Federation medal by Columbia University alumni) (photo), May 28, 1993, p.4

BILEZKIAN, SARA
Lending well-gloved hands (to clean up Garth Woods Conservancy) (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.1

BIRNBAUM, IRA
TCI meets the cable competition at T (own and) V (illage) C (ivic) C (lub) meeting (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.3
TCI forecast: more snow (open letter to Ira Birnbaum) (ltr), Nov 5, 1993, p.6

BIRTH CONTROL
Pass on news of morning-after pill (ltr), Jan 22, 1993, p.6

BIRTHDAYS
For birthdays: Let them eat cake (edit), Apr 16, 1993, p.7

BIRTHS

BLACK, JENNIFER
A fond farewell for Shannon White (photo), Jan 29, 1993, p.14

BLACKS
Black history month is a time for pride (edit), Feb 26, 1993, p.7
Looking back at high school years (edit), Nov 19, 1993, p.7

BLANK, BLANCHE DAVIS
Blanche Davis Blank (has published "The Story of the Federal Grand Jury System"), Aug 13, 1993, p.4

BLASKE, ROBERT (AU)
The computer Renaissance--it's over (edit), Dec 3, 1993, p.7

BLESCH, DOROTHY C
Dorothy C Blesch (dies), Sep 10, 1993, p.22

BLISS, DAVID
Trustee wants study of cab records, Nov 26, 1993, p.1

BLISS, JACK
Trustee wants study of cab records, Nov 26, 1993, p.1

BLITZMAN, HOWARD
Mayor, trustees elected; Cedarbaum chosen trustee, Mar 19, 1993, p.1
2 (from the Village Board) who made it work (edit), Mar 26, 1993, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes Robert Greenes 1993 Bowl Recipient (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.28
Reply to Breines letter of 4/16/93 regarding downtown development of SCS (ltr), May 21, 1993, p.6

BLITZ, ALAN
The Bank of New York Salutes Robert Greenes 1993 Bowl Recipient (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.28
Heading down a slippery slope (letter written to W Handelman regarding redevelopment of SCS) (ltr), May 28, 1993, p.6
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BLIZZARDS
SEE SNOWSTORMS

BLOCK, DAVID (AU)
Feiner yes, Tolchin no (ltr), Sep 3, 1993, p.6

BLOCK, RICHARD M (AU)
Village Code needs updating (ltr), Jun 18, 1993, p.6

BLOOM, MARK
Liberal may still be in District 8 race, Sep 24, 1993, p.1

BLUMENTHAL, JUSTIN
Campers take a voyage back in time (photo), Jul 23, 1993, p.5

BOARD OF APPEALS-SCS
Appointive seats open on local panels; candidates sought (includes detailed listings), Jan 8, 1993, p.4
At the Board of Appeals:, Jan 22, 1993, p.3
Board of Appeals approves four of five (applications), Feb 19, 1993, p.3
Board of Appeals okays 8 of 11 variances, Apr 30, 1993, p.8
Boards hear housing applications, Aug 13, 1993, p.4

BOARD OF ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW-SCS
Appointive seats open on local panels; candidates sought (includes detailed listings), Jan 8, 1993, p.4
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) approves 13 projects, Jan 29, 1993, p.5
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) approves fences, decks, additions, Feb 12, 1993, p.5
Story placement invites burglars (printing the BAR report over police report in Inquirer) (ltr), Feb 26, 1993, p.6
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) approves 13 projects, Mar 5, 1993, p.3
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) approves 25 of 29 (projects), Apr 2, 1993, p.5
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) approves plans (cont), Apr 2, 1993, p.24
Critics welcome open door but want it wider (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.1
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) approves fences, decks, skylights, Apr 30, 1993, p.8
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) approves 19 of 20 (applications), May 14, 1993, p.3
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) report (cont), May 14, 1993, p.4
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) approves 23 applications, nixes 4, Jun 18, 1993, p.5
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) approves 14 of 18 (applications), Jul 2, 1993, p.4
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) approves 28 applications in long session, Jul 23, 1993, p.2
Boards hear housing applications, Aug 13, 1993, p.4
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) approves 3 of 3 applications, Aug 27, 1993, p.3
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) approves 19 of 28 applications in packed agenda, Sep 17, 1993, p.5
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) approves additions, alterations, Oct 29, 1993, p.4
Fences raise frustrations, Dec 17, 1993, p.3
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) meeting (cont), Dec 17, 1993, p.13

BOARD OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
New yardstick needed for salaries of educators (edit), Aug 20, 1993, p.6
B(oard of) C(oo)perative) E(ducational) S(ervices) board bows to pressure from Albany, Sep 10, 1993, p.9

BOARD OF EDUCATION-ENT
Cutting school staff is not the way to save (ltr), Feb 26, 1993, p.6
Edgemont board should prove it runs things (ltr), Mar 19, 1993, p.6
School hearings are too negative (ltr), Aug 13, 1993, p.6
Teacher defends in-service course (ltr), Oct 29, 1993, p.6
Teachers should learn computers (ltr), Nov 12, 1993, p.6
Principal made issues (in scheduling) clear (ltr), Nov 19, 1993, p.6
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BOARD OF EDUCATION-EMT (AU)
School Board: Budget is fat-free, Jun 4, 1993, p.7

BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS
SMS teachers describe special help (for students to keep up with their studies), Jan 8, 1993, p.9
Board OKs new (district-wide) policies, Jan 8, 1993, p.9
School traffic still unsafe, Jan 22, 1993, p.10
Scarsdale school aid (cont), Jan 22, 1993, p.13
New partnerships foster encouraging educational results (photo) (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.2
Early classes set tone for school experience, Feb 5, 1993, p.9
(State) aid picture still cloudy, Feb 5, 1993, p.9
SCS Teachers Institute sets communications course, Feb 5, 1993, p.10
Looking ahead: input sought for master plan (photo), Feb 19, 1993, p.1
Candidates sought for 2 School Board seats, Feb 19, 1993, p.3
Two SHS deans to take unpaid leaves next year, Feb 26, 1993, p.1
School budget: fixed costs alone require 4.58% spending hike, Feb 26, 1993, p.1
Custodians get new contract, Feb 26, 1993, p.9
Deans taking leave (cont), Feb 26, 1993, p.9
Thompson and Toder to run for School Board (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.1
Scarsdale school budget asks 5.85% spending increase, Mar 12, 1993, p.1
Libraries balance literature and glitz, Mar 12, 1993, p.9
School Board meeting news, Mar 12, 1993, p.9
Board candidates (cont) (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.9
Superintendent earns his keep (edit), Mar 19, 1993, p.6
School Board trims budget, Mar 26, 1993, p.1
Borrowing to save (borrowed funds are used to pay outstanding debt to state teacher retirement fund), Mar 26, 1993, p.1
Eroding music & art education (ltr), Apr 23, 1993, p.6
Arts advocate criticize cuts in Scarsdale school programs, Apr 30, 1993, p.1
School tax rise is unrealistic (ltr), Apr 30, 1993, p.6
Art cuts criticized (cont), Apr 30, 1993, p.9
Bond approval sought to pay debt to state, Apr 30, 1993, p.11
Middle school cuts restored, May 7, 1993, p.1
Good news and bad (about school budget process in SCS) (edit), May 7, 1993, p.6
For fine schools, vote yes May 19 (ltr), May 7, 1993, p.6
Harrison's letter (from 4/30/93) is right on target (regarding SCS School Board) (ltr), May 7, 1993, p.6
Scarsdale board approves budget (cont), May 7, 1993, p.11
Special education students placed, May 21, 1993, p.10
An advocate for change (praises B Fogel who has retired after six years on School Board) (edit), Jun 25, 1993, p.6
Twelve get tenure, Jun 25, 1993, p.9
Kudos to retiring board president (B Fogel), Jun 25, 1993, p.10
School renovation continues, Jun 25, 1993, p.10
Otten, Jaffe to lead Board of Education (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.1
Getting a jump on the new year, Jul 9, 1993, p.9
Board elects Otten, Jaffe (cont), Jul 9, 1993, p.9
Rabban to retire as library chief (photo), Sep 24, 1993, p.9
Grant funds multicultural projects (photo), Oct 8, 1993, p.9
TV coverage (of Board of Education meetings) under study, Oct 8, 1993, p.10
Senior Options a success, say evaluators, Oct 29, 1993, p.9
Teachers keep learning through grants and courses, Nov 12, 1993, p.9
Cousens to retire after 30 years (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.9
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BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS continued
Early estimates presented on budget for 1994-95, Nov 26, 1993, p.10
School CAR reports reveal few surprises, Dec 10, 1993, p.14
New Popham House counselor appointed (photo), Dec 24, 1993, p.1
School Board meeting covers many bases, Dec 24, 1993, p.9

BOCKNER, CAROL
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service (photo), May 21, 1993, p.32

BOCZKO, ANITA M (AU)
Muroff maintains highest standards (letter), Mar 12, 1993, p.6

BOCZKO, MIKLOS L (DR) (AU)
Muroff maintains highest standards (letter), Mar 12, 1993, p.6

BOGGI, JEN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre "Kiss Me, Kate" (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.22

BOMBS
Sayonara Scarsdale (two Japanese SCS residents live through World Trade Center bombing), Mar 19, 1993, p.3

BOMMICINO, EDITH (AU)
Proposed space (for Senior Citizens of GBH) has its problems (letter), Jul 16, 1993, p.6

BONDEROFF, GLENNNA
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women votes 1993 (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.28

BONDEROFF, GLENNNA (AU)
League banner was displayed (letter), Nov 26, 1993, p.6

BONDEROFF, SAM
Skorch gets burned by Student Activity Committee funding ban, May 28, 1993, p.9
Scarsdale High School students win academic awards (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.12
Student volunteers honored for service (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.9
Oh, happy (graduation) day! (photo), Jul 2, 1993, p.1

BONDEROFF, SAM (AU)
Debate gains new dogmatism (that denies the veracity of those offended by the Nativity display) (letter), Jan 15, 1993, p.6

BONDS
Bond approval sought to pay debt to state, Apr 30, 1993, p.11
Borrow to save (SCS school district has to pay off debt to Teacher Retirement Fund) (edit), May 14, 1993, p.6
A 'win win' bond issue for (SCS) schools (letter), May 14, 1993, p.6

BONI, CYNTHIA
Dance fever (at SCS Middle School) (photo), Jan 22, 1993, p.9

BONI, VICTOR
Young Irish visitors gain new perspective (photo), Jul 30, 1993, p.5

BONILLA, RACHAEL
Host family needed (for AFS visitor Ernesto Guccione) (edit), Aug 20, 1993, p.6

BONITO, JOSEPH
Police arrest six at roadblock (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.1

BOOK FAIRS
Booklovers’ paradise (Friends of the Scarsdale Library book fair) (photo), Oct 8, 1993, p.1

BOOK-STUDY GROUPS
SEE GROUP READING

BOOKER, QUEEN
Students Transfer Education Plan dinner honors a treasured teacher (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.7
Making this world a better place (edit), Dec 3, 1993, p.7

BOOKS
Among other things (cont), Jan 15, 1993, p.8
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BOOKS continued

How to start a book group (edit), Mar 12, 1993, p.7
Blending Greek foods and culture (photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.12
A good plan for living - and living longer (photo), May 7, 1993, p.16
Richard Lederer collection itemized in new catalog (illus), Nov 19, 1993, p.4
Book offers advice to promote reading, Nov 19, 1993, p.10
Books come alive at Greenacres (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.14
Talking to Kramer (photo), Dec 24, 1993, p.4

BOOKS-CENSORSHIP

'Fahrenheit 451' revisited (edit), Oct 1, 1993, p.6

BOONE, ROSA W

Rosa W Boone (named public information director of Westchester Coalition of Food Pantries), Nov 19, 1993, p.4

BORG, ROBERT F

Garth Woods cleanup fills 20 bags plus (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.5

BORG, ROBERT F (AU)

Playing games in Garth Woods ("identify the tree") (ltr), Dec 3, 1993, p.6

BORONKAY, DAVID

Signed up to serve (new members of SCS Volunteer Ambulance Junior Corps), Jun 18, 1993, p.4

BORONKAY, SERENA

Donations are welcome (photo), May 21, 1993, p.10
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service (photo), May 21, 1993, p.32
Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) elects co-presidents (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.10

BORONKAY, SERENA D (AU)

Thanks for gifts to scholarship fund (ltr), Jul 9, 1993, p.6

BOROWITZ, EUGENE

On postmodern Judaism (photo), Mar 5, 1993, p.12

BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA


BOSSES, ABBYE AND STEVE (AU)

PTA: Post-prom pool party perfect (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6

BOTVIN, ELIZABETH (DR) (AU)

DARE program is ineffective (ltr), Feb 12, 1993, p.6

BOTVIN, JAMIE

Blizzard leaves clogged streets but little damage (photo), Mar 19, 1993, p.5

BOTVIN, KATIE

Blizzard leaves clogged streets but little damage (photo), Mar 19, 1993, p.5

BOUCHIER, RON

Cagers advance to state semis, banishing Binghamton 49-45 (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.21
Generous donation (presented by Maroon and White co-presidents for SHS fitness center) (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.23
SHS varsity football canceled for 1994 (photo), Dec 17, 1993, p.1

BOWE, RIDDICK

From Brooklyn to Scarsdale to the top of the world (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.1
Riddick Bowe: Brooklyn to Scarsdale to the top of the world (cont) (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.21

BOWMAN, BERNARD

Bernard Bowman (dies), Sep 24, 1993, p.12

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA

Boy Scouts test their mettle (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.4
3d generation (in his family to attain the rank of Eagle Scout at Troop 99's court of honor) (photo), May 28, 1993, p.4
At ease (Boy scout members of Troop 60 take part in SCS Memorial Day Parade) (photo), Jun 4, 1993, p.1
Paul R Haklisch (elected president of Westchester-Putnam council of Boy Scouts of America), Jul 23, 1993, p.4
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BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA continued
- Charles R Reiner (council commissioner of Westchester-Putnam council of Boy Scouts of America), Jul 23, 1993, p.4
- Troop six-o on the go (Troop 60 of SCS Congregational Church) (photo), Sep 3, 1993, p.4
- Helping the homeless (SCS Cub Scout Pack 60 raise money and collect food) (photo), Dec 3, 1993, p.2

BOYAR, STEVE
- (SCS) T(eachers') I(institute) salutes teachers' innovations (photo), May 21, 1993, p.10

BOYAR, STEVEN
- Students, teachers awarded grants, Jan 22, 1993, p.10

BOYER, LINNAE
- Thanksgiving traditions (annual outdoor turkey roast at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.10

BRACKEN, CHRISTOPHER
- The littlest fundraisers (for cystic fibrosis research) (photo), May 21, 1993, p.1

BRACKEN, GARY V
- Gary V Bracken (named vice president of professional services at Chase Manhattan Bank) (photo), Jan 29, 1993, p.4

BRACKEN, MARY
- The littlest fundraisers (for cystic fibrosis research) (photo), May 21, 1993, p.1

BRACHEN, FRANCES
- The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

BRANDT, RUTH
- The Bank of New York Salutes Robert Greenes 1993 Bowl Recipient (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.28

BREIBART, SONYA TRACHTENBERG (AU)
- Satellite dishes would help (ltr), Aug 6, 1993, p.6

BREINES, SIMON
- Downtown development disputes rage on; SRC wants village to take different track, Jun 18, 1993, p.1
- Step by step, not a megastructure (ltr), Sep 3, 1993, p.6

BREINES, SIMON (AU)
- Is Scarsdale shooting itself in the foot with Penn Central? (edit), Apr 16, 1993, p.7
- It's not the way to run a village (ltr), May 28, 1993, p.6
- The mayor calls a time out, so let's take a look around (edit), Aug 27, 1993, p.7

BRENNAN, KASARA
- Cagers advance to first finals in Scarsdale history (photo), Mar 5, 1993, p.15
- The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Varsity Girls' Basketball Team, Apr 2, 1993, p.32

BRENNAN, KASARA (AU)
- Three cheers for hoopster support (ltr), Apr 2, 1993, p.6

BRENNER, MERLE
- Old rail cut still a problem in Secor, Feb 19, 1993, p.1

BRESCIA, KATIE
- Middle school news (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.10
- The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre "Kiss Me, Kate" (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.22

BRESCIA, RYAN
- Signed up to serve (new members of SCS Volunteer Ambulance Junior Corps), Jun 18, 1993, p.4
- The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36

BRESLOW, NOAH
- Scarsdale High School students win academic awards (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.12

BRESNAN, WILLIAM J
- William J Bresnan (honored for sponsoring careers for minority youth in the cable industry) (photo), Sep 24, 1993, p.4

BRETTLER, LEON
- Road to cable fiber optics is rocky, Jun 4, 1993, p.1
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BRIDGES

Mamaroneck Bridge delays Wilmot start (photo), Jan 22, 1993, p.1
Nine (months) and counting (to reconstruct a small local bridge) (edit), Jan 22, 1993, p.6
To fix bridge, hire Saddam or bomb Albany (ltr), Jan 29, 1993, p.6
The eternal detour (Mamaroneck Road Bridge), Apr 2, 1993, p.1
Concrete progress (concrete is poured on new steel mesh surface of Mamaroneck Road Bridge), Apr 9, 1993, p.1
At last! (Mamaroneck road bridge opens to vehicular traffic) (photo), May 7, 1993, p.1
Wilmot span one lane (third and final of the Heathcote bypass bridges closed for repairs), Jun 4, 1993, p.1
Look out below (progress in restoration of Wilmot Road Bridge) (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.3
Is Popham Bridge falling down? (photo), Jul 2, 1993, p.1
Popham Bridge needs repair (cont), Jul 9, 1993, p.6
First, the bridge (Popham Road Bridge needs to be replaced) (edit), Jul 9, 1993, p.6
Easy, boys (Workers carefully lower a 50-ton girder into place on Wilmot Road Bridge) (photo), Jul 16, 1993, p.1
Why hasn't (Popham Road) bridge been maintained? (ltr), Jul 16, 1993, p.6
Horseshoe customers are finding a way, Aug 6, 1993, p.1
Steady, boys! (last steel girder is hoisted into place on Wilmot Road Bridge) (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.1
Bridge bulletin (renovation of Wilmot Bridge nearly complete), Dec 3, 1993, p.1
At last! (Anne Janiak cuts ribbon on renovated Wilmot Road Bridge) (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.3

BROADCAST JOURNALISM

Students must keep up with the news (edit), Aug 13, 1993, p.7

BROCCOLI, PETER

Fish habitat perfected (concrete wall is constructed by library pond to stop leaks) (photo), Aug 20, 1993, p.1

BRODSKY, RICHARD

Personality contest (between Andrew O'Rourke and Richard Brodsky), Oct 29, 1993, p.1

BRODSKY, MARK D

Excellent schools without waste (response to letter by M Brodsky from 9/3/93) (ltr), Sep 10, 1993, p.6

BRODSKY, MARK D (AU)

Stop trashing Edgemont schools (response to letters by G Farkas to the Inquirer) (ltr), Sep 3, 1993, p.6

BRODSKY, RICHARD

Village, schools hope sales tax will stay, Jun 11, 1993, p.1
Fireworks in county executive debate, Jul 16, 1993, p.1
County executive race under way (cont) (photo), Jul 16, 1993, p.11
The Bank of New York Salutes The 25th Anniversary of Futura House (photo), Jul 16, 1993, p.26
One judge dumps Brodsky another puts him back on ballot, Aug 13, 1993, p.1
Crying out for a change (in elections laws) (edit), Aug 13, 1993, p.6
Decision Day for Democrats Sept. 14, Sep 10, 1993, p.1
O'Rourke challengers talk taxes, the economy, Sep 10, 1993, p.1
Difficult decisions (for SCS and Greenburgh Democrats in important primary season) (edit), Sep 10, 1993, p.6
Among movers, shakers who'll be the judges?, Oct 15, 1993, p.1
Brodsky, O'Rourke trade jibes at forum (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.1
In the county: Brodsky for county executive; Pirro for DA; Doody for county clerk (edit), Oct 29, 1993, p.6
In the county: Brodsky for county executive; Pirro for DA; Doody for county clerk (edit), Oct 29, 1993, p.6
Brodsky calls for change; O'Rourke defends record (cont), Oct 29, 1993, p.22
Village goes its own way in county races, Nov 5, 1993, p.1

BROGAN, JOHN

Carrying the torch (SCS police officers take part in fundraising relay for Special Olympics) (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.1

BROMLEY, JUDY

Unwarranted warrants (SCS motorists have received warrant notices to pay their parking tickets), Jan 8, 1993, p.1
Scarsdalians shirking jury duty, Aug 6, 1993, p.1
Packed court (for small claims court cases), Oct 1, 1993, p.1
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BRONA, LOIS
  Bronz a candidate (cont), Mar 5, 1993, p.4

BRONSON, JEREMY
  The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1993 (photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.24

BRONX RIVER PARKWAY
  No right on Claremont (Road between 7:30 and 9:30 a.m.), Apr 23, 1993, p.1
  Parkway open for Sunday riders (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.24
  Walworth traffic up, Jul 23, 1993, p.1

BRONX RIVER PARKWAY RESERVATION
  Rotary spearheading Bronx River restoration, Apr 23, 1993, p.5

BRONZ, LOIS
  2 candidates tapped for District 8 seat (photo), Jan 8, 1993, p.1
  Vote merit, not party (regarding county legislator candidates for District 8 seat) (edit), Jan 8, 1993, p.6
  Bronz to run in county District 8 (photo), Mar 5, 1993, p.1
  Decision Day for Democrats Sept. 14, Sep 10, 1993, p.1
  Difficult decisions (for SCS and Greenburgh Democrats in important primary season) (edit), Sep 10, 1993, p.6
  Liberal may still be in District 8 race, Sep 24, 1993, p.1
  District 8 draws 4 contenders, Oct 22, 1993, p.1
  For county legislature (Katherine Carsky, Lois Bronz and George Latimer) (edit), Oct 22, 1993, p.6
  Four-way contest for new District 8 (photo) (cont), Oct 22, 1993, p.8
  Brodsky, O'Rourke trade jibes at forum (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.1
  The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women votes 1993 (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.28

BROOKS, GERI (AU)
  W(hite) P(lains) H(ospital) C(enter) offers agenda for elderly (ltr), Apr 16, 1993, p.6

BROPHY, DOROTHY
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

BROSHI, DEBORAH
  Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) elects co-presidents (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.10

BROWN, BETSY
  Women taking to the skies (cont), May 14, 1993, p.8

BROWN, J. GILLIAM
  Storyteller to entertain Scarsdale Woman's Club (photo), Feb 19, 1993, p.11

BROWN, JESSICA
  Speech contestants cheer each other on (photo), Apr 2, 1993, p.9
  The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1993 (photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.24
  'Follow the yellow brick road' (in "The Wizard of Oz" at SCS Middle School) (photo), May 7, 1993, p.11

BROWN, JORDAN
  County champs (SCS Sweepers takes Westchester under 12 Division A soccer title) (photo), Aug 27, 1993, p.15

BROWN, LINDA
  Fast and wet (David Ryan wins 15K run) (photo), Apr 2, 1993, p.1
  Scarsdale run: fast and wet; winner cuts mark by 0:47 (photo), Apr 2, 1993, p.23

BROWN, ZACHARY
  Tricks and treats (SCS Recreation Dept entertainment) (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.1

BROWNOLD, BERNARD I (AU)
  Gun suppliers share guilt (ltr), Dec 24, 1993, p.6

BROYD, PEYTON
  The littlest fundraisers (for cystic fibrosis research) (photo), May 21, 1993, p.1

BRUMBERGER, ERIC
  For a good cause (SHS seniors stuff envelopes for annual PTA Scholarship Fund appeal) (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.9
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BUCHEN, HELEN (AU)
How it is among the Saudis (edit), Jun 4, 1993, p.7

BUCHEN, NICHOLAS
All eyes at F(ox) M(eadow) are on Hubble (Space Telescope) (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.1

BUCKHURST, PAUL
Looking ahead: input sought for master plan (photo), Feb 19, 1993, p.1
More parking lower taxes residents tell master planners, Mar 26, 1993, p.1
‘Open dialogue’ on master plan (ltr), Apr 2, 1993, p.6
Where were you? (discusses master plan meetings) (edit), May 28, 1993, p.5
(Doing) nothing (in the SCS downtown area) is not an option (edit), Jul 2, 1993, p.6
Fact-gathering starts downtown study, Oct 22, 1993, p.1
Master Plan still on drawing board, Dec 3, 1993, p.3

BUDGET-SCS
Tiny piece of the pie (SCS received 7/10 of 1% of its total annual revenue budget in state aid), Feb 19, 1993, p.1
3.5% tax hike in preliminary budget, Mar 19, 1993, p.1
Assessing the budget, Apr 16, 1993, p.1
Village budget OK’ed, Apr 30, 1993, p.1
Village Board approves budget (cont), Apr 30, 1993, p.14
Village in good shape, auditor says, Sep 17, 1993, p.1

BUDGET-US
A modest proposal might fix this country’s financial woes (edit), Mar 19, 1993, p.7

BUDGET-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
Advice to county: speed and clarify budget, Feb 5, 1993, p.3

BULL, ROBERT
Lecturer to discuss finds at Caesarea (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.4

BULSARA, SANKET
Rising to the challenge (at finals of the Texaco Star Academic Challenge) (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.1

BUMA, KYOJI
New friends share views and sushi (photo), Feb 19, 1993, p.1
Seminar promotes understanding (cont), Feb 19, 1993, p.12
Arigato/! (SCS Japan festival has ended its five-month run) (edit), Jun 25, 1993, p.6

BUNCHY, DOUGLAS
Tutormania: Scarsdale’s addiction to success, Oct 8, 1993, p.1

BURDEN, MICHAEL
County champs (SCS Sweepers takes Westchester under 12 Division A soccer title) (photo), Aug 27, 1993, p.15

BURGLAR ALARMS
Increase penalty for false alarms (ltr), Apr 23, 1993, p.6
Letter hijacked, aim negated (regarding article in Inquirer 4/16/93) (ltr), May 7, 1993, p.6

BURGLARY AND BURGLARS
SEE CRIME AND CRIMINALS

BURKAT, IRIS
Japanese-American neighborly discourse to be abetted at 2 community forums, Feb 5, 1993, p.5

BURKAT, IRIS (AU)
Dialogue a big success; thanks fo making it so (ltr), Mar 12, 1993, p.6

BURKE, KEVIN
Kids learn recycling lesson (photo), Dec 3, 1993, p.12

BURNS, JOE
Visiting nurses: showing the way (photo), Apr 2, 1993, p.4
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CABLE TELEVISION continued
- Cable lineup changed, Aug 27, 1993, p.1
- TCI meets the cable competition at (Town and) Village Civic Club meeting (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.3
- Liberty offers a cable alternative, Nov 5, 1993, p.1
- TCI forecast: more snow (open letter to Ira Birnbaum) (ltr), Nov 5, 1993, p.6
- Advisory council should call TCI (ltr), Nov 5, 1993, p.6
- Let's hang up on TCI Cable (ltr), Nov 12, 1993, p.6
- Village cedes cable regulation to the state, Nov 12, 1993, p.8
- WPIX still on cable, Nov 19, 1993, p.1
- TV council still tuned in (response to letters by J. Richman and R. Garwin from 11/5/93) (ltr), Nov 19, 1993, p.6
- CACCIAPAGLIA, RICHARD
  - Hopes are high on Garth Road, Aug 27, 1993, p.1
- CACCIATO, REBECCA
  - Artist of the month picked (photo), May 21, 1993, p.9
- CAIE, ROBERT
  - The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30
- CAIN, BECKY
  - The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women votes 1993 (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.28
- CAIRO, MICHAEL
  - Daily, she takes bread from local gourmet food store to homeless, hungry and ill (photo), Jan 8, 1993, p.5
  - All in the family: Changing of the guard at Scarsdale Improvement Corp (photo), Sep 24, 1993, p.1
- CALDWELL, ROBERT
  - Bus safety with Pooh (bus safety orientation program), Aug 27, 1993, p.1
- CALENDARS
  - Calendar volunteers (needed), Aug 6, 1993, p.1
  - Calendar artist (Michael Bagliebter is one of 13 winners in Children's Art Calendar Contest) (photo), Sep 17, 1993, p.16
- CALFON, MARCELLA
  - Scarsdale High School students win academic awards (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.12
  - The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30
- CALLENGO, JOHN
  - Police arrest six at roadblock (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.1
- CALLAGHAN, MICHAEL
  - Signed up to serve (new members of SCS Volunteer Ambulance Junior Corps), Jun 18, 1993, p.4
- CALLEGARI, CATHY
  - Straight Talk for high school students (edit), May 7, 1993, p.7
- CALLIMANIS, GLENNNA
  - (Youth) Employment Service elects co-presidents (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.10
- CAMAS, GEORGIANNE
  - Georges Camas (has been assigned to Nairobi, Kenya, as a Maryknoll lay missioner), Dec 31, 1993, p.2
- CAMBRIELLO, JAMES
  - The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30
- CAMPBELL, DENNIS
  - Police arrest six at roadblock (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.1
- CAMPBELL, WALTER T
  - Walter T Campbell (dies), Feb 19, 1993, p.12
- CAMPS AND CAMPING
  - Wakiki comes to Fox Meadow (girls at Camp Wapetuck celebrate Hawaii Day) (photo), Jul 23, 1993, p.1
  - Campers take a voyage back in time (photo), Jul 23, 1993, p.5
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CANDY
How sweet it is (Heathcote 3rd graders collect sweets for St Christopher-Jenny Clarkson homes/photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.9

CANELLAS, TED
Pharmacy closes after 27 years, Dec 31, 1993, p.1

CANES, DAVID
Language contest winners (in Iona College foreign language competition) (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.10

CANN, PETER

CANT, JEANNE T

CANTOR, ANTHONY
A bunch of anniversaries (for village employees) (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.4

CANTOR, MARY ROSE
Mary Rose Capese (dies), Jun 18, 1993, p.14

CAPRONE, MATT
Edgewood School to celebrate 75 years (photo), Dec 17, 1993, p.10

CAPUNAY, WALTER
Police arrest six at roadblock (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.1

CAPUTO, SCOTT
Caputo picked as SHS artist of the month (photo), Apr 2, 1993, p.10

CARAVAGLIO, VINCENT
E'mont teachers without a contract, Sep 24, 1993, p.1

CARDEN, MARY POWERS
Mary Powers Carden (dies), Dec 17, 1993, p.20

CARDILLO, RON
Movie star (Danny Glover) livens Monday classes (photo), Feb 26, 1993, p.10

CARIDEO, BARBARA A
Barbara A Carideo (dies), Dec 24, 1993, p.14

CARLISLE, JAMES M
James M Carlisle (dies), Jun 18, 1993, p.14

CARLSON, HARRY
Harry Carlson (dies), Jun 11, 1993, p.16

CARNEY, MEGAN
Dancers to rise on toes in their spring concerts (photo), Mar 19, 1993, p.17

CARO, DANIELLE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre "Kiss Me, Kate" (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.22

CARO, DONNA MARIE
Summer interns hard at work in village (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.3

CARO, PHYLLIS
Nominating time (petitions available for School Board Nominating Committee), Oct 8, 1993, p.1
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CARPENTER, JAMES
   Movie star (Danny Glover) livens Monday classes (photo), Feb 26, 1993, p.10

CARRET, PHILIP
   The Bank of New York Salutes Robert Greenes 1993 Bowl Recipient (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.28
CARRET, PHILIP (AU)
   The Money Mind (mind that money) (edit), Apr 9, 1993, p.7

CARROLL, JAMES J SR
   James J Carroll, Sr (dies), Sep 17, 1993, p.14
CARROLL, THOMAS
   Police make burglary arrest, Apr 16, 1993, p.1

CARSKY, KATHERINE
   Students and L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) visit county legislators (photo), Apr 23, 1993, p.4
   Reassessment bad for seniors (ltr), Sep 3, 1993, p.6
   Incumbent Carsky faces Musarra again (photo), Oct 8, 1993, p.1
   For county Legislature (Katherine Carsky, Lois Bronz and George Latimer) (edit), Oct 22, 1993, p.6
   Brodsky, O'Rourke trade jibes at forum (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.1
   Challenger rips Carsky record (ltr), Oct 29, 1993, p.6
   The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women votes 1993 (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.28
   County legislators to vote on pay raise, Dec 17, 1993, p.1
   Empty stockings (county legislators reject pay initiative), Dec 24, 1993, p.1
CARSKY, KATHERINE (AU)
   From the journal of County Legislator Katherine Carsky (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.6

CARSWELL, CATHY
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32

CARTOONS AND CARICATURES
   Cartoon, Jan 8, 1993, p.6
   Cartoon, Jan 15, 1993, p.6
   Cartoon, Jan 22, 1993, p.6
   Cartoon, Jan 29, 1993, p.6
   Cartoon, Feb 5, 1993, p.6
   Gender message in cartoons degrades women (ltr), Feb 5, 1993, p.6
   Cartoon, Feb 12, 1993, p.6
   Cartoon, Feb 19, 1993, p.6
   Cartoon, Mar 5, 1993, p.6
   Cartoon, Mar 12, 1993, p.6
   Cartoon, Mar 19, 1993, p.6
   Cartoon, Apr 2, 1993, p.6
   Cartoon, May 21, 1993, p.6
   Cartoon, Aug 13, 1993, p.6

CARVALHO, MARCOS
   Ready for summer reading (paperbacks collected at middle school for Harlem junior high school/photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.9

CASE, SIDNEY
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

CASE, SYDNEY
   Case's appointment delayed by complaint, Jun 25, 1993, p.9
CASERTA, ANN CURRAN
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32
CASERTA, ROBERT
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32
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CASLIN, WILLIAM
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

CATHERWOOD, LESLIE
A different cabaret lights up SHS stage (photo), Jan 22, 1993, p.17

CAVALLARO, LIDIA
(American) F(ield) S(ervice) sponsors US exchange, Apr 2, 1993, p.10

CAVICCHI, JOAN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

CAWLEY, ANN
Debate gains new dogmatism (that denies the veracity of those offended by the Nativity display)(ltr), Jan 15, 1993, p.6
CAWLEY, ANN (AU)
‘How can figure of Christ Child offend anyone?’ (ltr), Jan 8, 1993, p.6

CECCHINI, CHERILYN
Halloween happenings (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.10

CECCHINI, LEANNE
Something to cheer about (IHM junior varsity cheerleaders win 2nd place in CYO competition) (photo), Apr 2, 1993, p.9

CEDARBAUM, BERNARD
Mayor, trustees elected; Cedarbaum chosen trustee, Mar 19, 1993, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Robert Greenes 1993 Bowl Recipient (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.28
First act of office (Mayor W Handelman signs papers appointing B Cedarbaum as new trustee) (photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The 1993 Annual Boards & Councils Dinner (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.22
Trustees seeking citizen advice on development, Jul 30, 1993, p.1
(Citizens’ Nominating) Committee candidates sought, Aug 27, 1993, p.1
Wrong pocket? (parkland funds are used for tennis courts at SHS), Oct 29, 1993, p.1
Teen center idea pleases most, but neighbors are wary, Nov 19, 1993, p.1

CEDARBAUM, MIRIAM G
Miriam G Cedarbaum (elected to Barnard College Board of Trustees), May 21, 1993, p.4

CELENTANO, PAUL
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Varsity Girls’ Basketball Team, Apr 2, 1993, p.32
Cagers take top honors (photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.17
Scarsdale, 1993 (highlights) (edit), Dec 31, 1993, p.6

CERUSSI, STEPHANIE
Ready to start the new year (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.10

CESERANO, JOSEPH
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

CHA, MYOUNG
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

CHA, MYOUNGIL
Language contest winners (in Iona College foreign language competition) (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.10

CHALSEN, CHRISTOPHER
Five is enough (Sam Chalsen has acquired four siblings when mother gives birth to quadruplets/photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.1

CHALSEN, ELIZABETH
Five is enough (Sam Chalsen has acquired four siblings when mother gives birth to quadruplets/photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.1

CHALSEN, GEORGINE
Five is enough (Sam Chalsen has acquired four siblings when mother gives birth to quadruplets/photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.1

CHALSEN, JOANNA
Five is enough (Sam Chalsen has acquired four siblings when mother gives birth to quadruplets/photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.1
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CHALSENN, MARGARET
Five is enough (Sam Chalsen has acquired four siblings when mother gives birth to quadruplets/photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.1

CHALSENN, REBECCA
Five is enough (Sam Chalsen has acquired four siblings when mother gives birth to quadruplets/photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.1

CHALSENN, SAM
Five is enough (Sam Chalsen has acquired four siblings when mother gives birth to quadruplets/photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.1

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE-SCS
(Bargain hunting shoppers flock to the annual August sidewalk sale) (photo) (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.1
Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce elects (new officers), Feb 5, 1993, p.4
Chamber of Commerce to honor Historical Society, Feb 26, 1993, p.1
Chamber of Commerce wants improvements in lighting on village streets, Apr 9, 1993, p.3
The Bank of New York Salutes The SCS Historical Society honored by SCS Chamber of Commerce (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.32
Citizens' group offers proposals (ltr), Aug 27, 1993, p.6

CHAN, MERRY JEAN
Senior wins merit award, Apr 30, 1993, p.10
Scarsdale High School students win academic awards (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.12

CHAN, SHELTON
Oh, happy (graduation) day! (photo), Jul 2, 1993, p.1

CHANG, ALICE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

CHANG, CHARLES
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

CHANG, LISABETTE S
Lisabette S Chang (dies), Jul 16, 1993, p.10

CHANGE
The lure of the difficult person (edit), Apr 2, 1993, p.7

CHANOW-GRUEN, KAREN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

CHANTILES, VILMA LIACOURAS
Blending Greek foods and culture (photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.12

CHAPNICK, JOYCE
Scarsdale High School students win academic awards (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.12
Joyce Chapnick (awarded scholarship by National Council of Jewish Women), Jun 18, 1993, p.4
Student volunteers honored for service (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.9
Scholarships that help (from SCS Rotary Club) (photo), Jul 2, 1993, p.4
(Joyce Chapnick has received SCS Foundation's award for community service and scholarship) (photo), Jul 2, 1993, p.9

CHARITIES
How to handle those pesky calls, May 21, 1993, p.1

CHASE, STEPHEN
Nominating time (petitions available for School Board Nominating Committee), Oct 8, 1993, p.1

CHATEAUVERT, BETTY
Winners all (at SCS Woman's Club juried art show opening) (photo), Nov 19, 1993, p.17

CHEATING IN SCHOOL WORK
Cheating forces new final for sophomores, Jun 11, 1993, p.11

CHECKI, MATHEW
He's king of the castle (Mathew Checki is pictured on top of snow mound) (photo), Mar 19, 1993, p.1

CHEN, MAISON
Scarsdale High School students win academic awards (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.12
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CHEN, ROBERT
Scarsdale High School students win academic awards (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.12
Tour, party welcome newcomers (to SHS) (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.9

CHEN, STERLING (AU)
The Year of the Rooster nears (illus) (edit), Jan 22, 1993, p.7

CHEN, TAIHSIEN
Tour, party welcome newcomers (to SHS) (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.9

CHEN, XIN HUA
Student volunteers honored for service (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.9

CHEPURU, GIRI
Giri Chepuru M.D. (appointed associate director of psychiatry at St Joseph's Medical Center), May 28, 1993, p.4

CHERKASKY, MICHAEL
Democrats endorse candidates, May 7, 1993, p.1
D(istrict) A ttorney candidates attack crime and one another (photo), Jul 30, 1993, p.3
Cherkasky charges Pirro with financial improprieties (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.4
Why no photo of Cherkasky? (ltr), Aug 6, 1993, p.6
Decision Day for Democrats Sept. 14, Sep 10, 1993, p.1
Difficult decisions (for SCS and Greenburgh Democrats in important primary season) (edit), Sep 10, 1993, p.6
Big city vs. suburbia in D(istrict) A ttorney race, Oct 15, 1993, p.3
Big City vs. suburbia (cont), Oct 15, 1993, p.16
Village goes its own way in county races, Nov 5, 1993, p.1

CHERRY, ROSWELL (AU)
D.C. should not become a state (ltr), Apr 30, 1993, p.6

CHILD MOLESTING
American Dream hid nightmare (life of Nina Grai Thomas) (ltr), Sep 24, 1993, p.6

CHILDREN
'Scarsdale to Russia -- with love' (seven children visit from Russia's Chelyabinsk) (photo), Oct 1, 1993, p.1
To Juliana (little sister)... with love (edit), Nov 26, 1993, p.7

CHILDREN, GIFTED
Parents to be told if child is gifted, Dec 17, 1993, p.9

CHIN, JAMES S (AU)
Some bullish predictions for the 90s (edit), Nov 19, 1993, p.7

CHIN, JULIE
A different cabaret lights up SHS stage (photo), Jan 22, 1993, p.17

CHIN, TIFFANY
A day at the beach (at the Heathcote gym) (photo), Feb 12, 1993, p.9

CHINESE NEW YEAR
The Year of the Rooster nears (illus) (edit), Jan 22, 1993, p.7

CHIU, EVAN
Tour, party welcome newcomers (to SHS) (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.9

CHOI, JUNG
SHS club addresses minority issues, Apr 30, 1993, p.1

CHOI, MELISSA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre "Kiss Me, Kate" (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.22

CHOW, JASON
Go-cart project makes a hit (photo), Jun 25, 1993, p.9

CHOW, LINDA
Debate gains new dogmatism (that denies the veracity of those offended by the Nativity display) (ltr), Jan 15, 1993, p.6
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CITIZENSHIP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New citizen (at SCS's Planning Department), Oct 8, 1993, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIVETTA, GENEVIEVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scouts join vets in Memorial Day parade (photo), Jun 4, 1993, p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIVIL RIGHTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eliminate privilege, support civil rights (edit), Jul 16, 1993, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLAIBORNE, LIZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library love-in for teacher-turned-benefactor (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLAPMAN, ALICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young musicians to perform (in School Music Assn All-State Conference), Nov 19, 1993, p.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLAPMAN, BARBARA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) elects co-presidents (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior Options a success, say evaluators, Oct 29, 1993, p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women votes 1993 (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLAPMAN, BARBARA (AU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrections in pesticide story (in SCS Inquirer 4/9/93) (ltr), Apr 16, 1993, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bedicheck leads fruitful tree walk (ltr), May 7, 1993, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Important free service: Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) (ltr), Aug 27, 1993, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to toss those chemicals (ltr), Oct 22, 1993, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLARE, MICHAEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration, peace prospects to be assayed (photo), Apr 2, 1993, p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLARK, BRYANT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law degrees enhance Scarsdale police force (cont) (photo), Apr 2, 1993, p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police arrest six at roadblock (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLARK, LYNNE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>League renews call for reassessment, Mar 26, 1993, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Bank of New York Salutes The 1993 Annual Boards &amp; Councils Dinner (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing market on the move, but sellers beware (photo), Dec 3, 1993, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLARK, LYNNE B (AU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLARKE, LYNNIE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downtown group studies reports, debates ideas, Nov 12, 1993, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLARKE, SALLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Oct 1, 1993, p.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLARKE, SIMON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Oct 1, 1993, p.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLARKE, TRAVIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grant funds multicultural projects (photo), Oct 8, 1993, p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLAYTON, DAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mormon missioners (for Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) (photo), Aug 27, 1993, p.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLAYTON, STEVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLERGY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Baptist minister resigns (photo), Jul 30, 1993, p.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional peacemaker probes religious tension, Oct 29, 1993, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutual recognition of victimhood key to peace (cont), Oct 29, 1993, p.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where was the c-word? (in recent forum &quot;Does religion pull us apart or bring us together?&quot; (edit), Nov 5, 1993, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interim pastor leaving church, Nov 26, 1993, p.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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CLERGY continued
Haddad to serve at St. Joseph (photo), Dec 3, 1993, p.22

CLINTON, BILL
Clinton names local man (Bernard Nussbaum as White House counsel), Jan 15, 1993, p.1
Eyes on the President (Edgewood third grade class send good luck banner to president Clinton)(photo), Jan 29, 1993, p.10
52nd Inaugural - we were there (edit), Jan 29, 1993, p.7
(Bernard Nussbaum) Settling in at the White House (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.1
Scarsdalians uneasy over details of Clinton plan, Feb 26, 1993, p.3
Healthy breakfast (attended by S Shelov at White House for presentation of Clinton medical plan), Sep 24, 1993, p.1
Clinton names Edgemont man to review panel (President Kennedy Assassination Review Board) (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.1
Bashing Japan fo NAFTA (ltr), Nov 12, 1993, p.6

CLINTON, HILLARY
Newshound, 12, pursues first lady to Big Apple, Jan 29, 1993, p.5
Healthy breakfast (attended by S Shelov at White House for presentation of Clinton medical plan), Sep 24, 1993, p.1

CLOSTER, NANCY
Student art show at Scarsdale Library (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.11

CLUNE, BEATRICE D
Beatrice D Clune (dies), Apr 16, 1993, p.14
Beatrice D Clune (dies), Apr 23, 1993, p.20

COBELLI, JANET
Nominating committee (cont), Jan 22, 1993, p.8

COBELLI, JANET FORMICOLA (DR)
Dr Janet Formicola Cobelli (dies), Sep 24, 1993, p.12

COBELLI, JENNIFER
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre "Kiss Me, Kate" (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.22

COCHRANE, AYL
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Varsity Girls' Basketball Team, Apr 2, 1993, p.32
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36

COCKERILL, EDYTHE
Eddythe Cockerill (dies), May 21, 1993, p.20

COEN, MAUREEN (AU)
Trustees failing to get consensus (ltr), Jun 18, 1993, p.6

COFFEE, JONATHAN B JR

COHEN, CLAIRE (AU)
Edgemont gets really late mail (ltr), Jan 8, 1993, p.6
Cut (EMT school) budget now (ltr), May 21, 1993, p.6

COHEN, DAVID (DR)
Educators design special education class, Apr 30, 1993, p.9

COHEN, ELLEN
School Board meeting news, Mar 12, 1993, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Oct 1, 1993, p.28
Fall at Fox Meadow (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.13

COHEN, EROL
The last splash (at SCS Pool on Labor Day) (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.3

COHEN, FREDDA
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women votes 1993 (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.28

COHEN, FREDDA (AU)
SHS Eco Savers are commended (ltr), Apr 2, 1993, p.6
League banner was displayed (ltr), Nov 26, 1993, p.6
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COHEN, JACKIE
Scarsdale parents shiver in empty Tudor nests (illus), Sep 24, 1993, p.5

COHEN, JESSICA
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS BASE (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.28

COHEN, LAURA
The last splash (at SCS Pool on Labor Day) (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.3

COHEN, STEPHANIE
Stephanie Cohen (elected president of Westchester chapter of Alzheimer's Assn), Jul 9, 1993, p.4
Stephanie Cohen (awarded for distinguished service by Westchester Chapter of Alzheimer's Assn/photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.4

COHEN, SUSAN
12 join nominating committee, Jan 22, 1993, p.1
Passing the torch (R Golden congratulates her successor Susan Cohen as PT council president) (photo), May 28, 1993, p.10
Susan Cohen (honored at New York Hospital's Westchester division in White Plains) (photo), Jun 25, 1993, p.4

COHEN, SUSAN (AU)
Bank, volunteers hailed for (SCS community) calendar (ltr), Aug 20, 1993, p.6

COHEN, WALTER
Walter Cohen (elected dean of the Graduate School of Cornell University), Sep 10, 1993, p.4

COHN, MICHAEL
PTA: Post-prom pool party perfect (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6

COHN, STEVE (AU)
Reality vs 'virtual' reality (edit), Sep 10, 1993, p.7

COHN, SUZANNE
PTA: Post-prom pool party perfect (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6

COLDERICK, DAVID
Village budget OK'd, Apr 30, 1993, p.1
Village, schools hope sales tax will stay, Jun 11, 1993, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes the 1993 Annual Boards & Councils Dinner (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.22
Cash flow a problem for water department, Jul 23, 1993, p.5
Recession salaries: How much money is too much?, Aug 13, 1993, p.1
Village to rejoin state insurance, Oct 1, 1993, p.1
Villages gear up for pension plan increases, Dec 31, 1993, p.1

COLE-MCMANUS, DEIRDRE
Hell's belles: domestic violence happens in Camelot, too, Nov 19, 1993, p.1

COLE-MCMANUS, DIERDRE
Batterers and abusers: why it's so hard to leave, Nov 26, 1993, p.5

COLEMAN, EMMA
Not just a bowl of cherries (Heathcote first graders begin an interdisciplinary unit on fruit/photo), Oct 22, 1993, p.9
Story partners at Heathcote (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.9

COLER, VIOLA
Viola Coler (dies), Jan 22, 1993, p.20

COLES, ANGELA
'Homeless' on Drake (Road) for 3 years (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.5

COLES, BARNARD
'Homeless' on Drake (Road) for 3 years (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.5

COLES, BEATRICE
'Homeless' on Drake (Road) for 3 years (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.5

COLES, DARIUS
'Homeless' on Drake (Road) for 3 years (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.5

COLES, ANGELA
'Homeless' on Drake (Road) for 3 years (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.5

COLES, BARNARD
'Homeless' on Drake (Road) for 3 years (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.5

COLES, BEATRICE
'Homeless' on Drake (Road) for 3 years (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.5
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COLES, DAVON
'Homeless' on Drake (Road) for 3 years (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.5

COLLABOLLETTA, ERNEST
Does my kid have a drug problem?; A parent's guide to the warning signs of drug abuse, Jul 16, 1993, p.1

COLLEGE GRADUATES
Home not so alone (many adult children are going back home after college), Apr 16, 1993, p.1
Home not so alone (many adult children are going back home after college) (cont), Apr 16, 1993, p.14
Graduation Edition (will be published July 2), May 21, 1993, p.1

COLLEGE STUDENTS
Studying abroad - a turning point (edit), Sep 10, 1993, p.7
Off to college -- now and then (edit), Sep 17, 1993, p.6
Scarsdale parents shiver in empty Tudor nests (illus), Sep 24, 1993, p.5

COLLEGE TEACHERS
Urban historian will speak at 2d forum on 'growing up' here (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.2
Jane Gerber (has received a National Jewish Book Award for her work "The Jews of Spain") (photo), May 7, 1993, p.4
Kathryn Malone (awarded chancellor's medal for excellence by Westchester Community College) (photo), Jun 4, 1993, p.4
Susan Stanton (awarded chancellor's medal for excellence by Westchester Community College) (photo), Jun 4, 1993, p.4

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
Lloyd Sherwood (re-elected president of the Art Students League of New York), Jan 8, 1993, p.2
Walter Cohen (elected dean of the Graduate School of Cornell University), Sep 10, 1993, p.4
Arthur Wallace (named dean of School of Business at San Francisco State University) (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.4
Friends and fun top college fair, Dec 24, 1993, p.9

COLLINS, J GORDON
J Gordon Collins (dies), Mar 19, 1993, p.14

COMMUNICATION
' Hmm-hmm' -- the new verbal shorthand (edit), Nov 12, 1993, p.7

COMPOST
Looking ahead into a not-so-trashy future, Nov 19, 1993, p.3

COMPREHENSIVE ASSESSMENT REPORT
SEE NEW YORK STATE. COMPREHENSIVE ASSESSMENT REPORT

COMPUTER LITERACY
SEE COMPUTERS-STUDY AND TEACHING

COMPUTERS
The computer Renaissance--it's over (edit), Dec 3, 1993, p.7

COMPUTERS-STUDY AND TEACHING
Teachers should learn computers (ltr), Nov 12, 1993, p.6
Give (EMT) teachers the tools they need (response to letter by G Farkas from 11/12/93) (ltr), Nov 26, 1993, p.6

CONBOY, ROBERT
School chiefs upbeat despite possible aid loss, Jan 29, 1993, p.1
Village, schools hope sales tax will stay, Jun 11, 1993, p.1

CONCERTS
Teachers, students to display talents in Baroque Festival (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.17
First recital: A 7th grader looks back (edit) (photo), May 21, 1993, p.7

CONDOMS
Condoms not safe (ltr), May 21, 1993, p.7
Negative views about sex (ltr), Jun 4, 1993, p.6

CONNELL MCDERMID, ALICE
Alice Connell McDermid (dies), May 14, 1993, p.14
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CONNOR, KATHY
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1993 (photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.24

CONNORS, EDWARD
Professional peacemaker probes religious tension, Oct 29, 1993, p.1

CONRAD, TOM
S(ScS) T(eachers') I(institute) salutes teachers' innovations (photo), May 21, 1993, p.10

COOK, WAYNE F
Wayne F Cook (dies), May 14, 1993, p.14

COOK, MARGUERITE GALE
M Marguerite Gale Cooke (dies), Sep 24, 1993, p.12

COOKE, WILLIAM
Baggin' it (residents should start to put leftover leaves in bags), Dec 17, 1993, p.1

COOKIES
Supporting the troops (Jessica Edelman and Ellen Grenley take orders for Girl Scout cookies) (photo), Mar 5, 1993, p.1
Girl Scouts like cookie coverage (ltr), Mar 19, 1993, p.6

COONEY, MARIE
Trees for Earth Day (pin oak planted on East Parkway) (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.4

COOPER, JAMES FENIMORE
Historian emeritus dies (photo), Jan 29, 1993, p.1

COOPER, ROBERT
Police arrest six at roadblock (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.1

COOPER, WALLIS
Thanks to many for generosity (towards seven Russian children who visited SCS) (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6

COPPOLA, MATTHEW
Liberal may still be in District 8 race, Sep 24, 1993, p.1

CORBIN, LISA
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS BASE (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.28

CORN, RICHARD (AU)
Embrace diversity (with love) (ltr), Jan 29, 1993, p.6

CORPORATE CULTURE
A corporate wife comes West (edit), Mar 5, 1993, p.7

COSTELLO, CHRISTY
Students make wishes come true (photo), Dec 24, 1993, p.9

COTE, RICHARD
Where there's smoke (Fire Dept responds to more than 30 reports of smoke odor around the village), Jul 23, 1993, p.1

COTUGNO, JOHN
Churchly erosion of local zoning (Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) (ltr), Apr 23, 1993, p.6

COUNSELORS
New deans hired (one year appointments at SHS), May 21, 1993, p.9
A beloved counselor (tribute to James Kelly) (edit), Oct 15, 1993, p.6
A loss and a legacy for middle school (edit), Oct 15, 1993, p.7
Middle school counselor is SHS graduate (photo), Oct 22, 1993, p.10
New Popham House counselor appointed (photo), Dec 24, 1993, p.1
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COURTS
Among movers, shakers who'll be the judges?, Oct 15, 1993, p.1
COURTS-SCS
Packed court (for small claims court cases), Oct 1, 1993, p.1
COURTS-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
Marcus possible candidate for court (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.3
Cousens, George
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30
Cousens to retire after 30 years (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.9
Covlin, Carol
Thanks to many for generosity (towards seven Russian children who visited SCS) (Itr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6
Cowan, Lois Goldman
Lois Goldman Cowan (honored by Wesleyan College Alumni Assn), Apr 30, 1993, p.4
Crames, Michael J
Michael J Crames (will be honored by UJA-Federation), May 21, 1993, p.4
Crane Pond (SCS)
Berkely seeks an ounce of prevention for silted ponds, Mar 5, 1993, p.1
Canard a la neige (mallard couple takes a stroll around Crane Pond) (photo), Mar 5, 1993, p.1
Crane, Alexander
All in the family: Changing of the guard at Scarsdale Improvement (Corp) (photo), Sep 24, 1993, p.1
Crasy, John
Caution urged on downtown plans, Jan 15, 1993, p.1
Trustees vote to sell P(enn) C(entral) Corporation village land, Feb 12, 1993, p.1
Berkely seeks an ounce of prevention for silted ponds, Mar 5, 1993, p.1
3.5% tax hike in preliminary budget, Mar 19, 1993, p.1
Teavel development plans, village urged, Apr 9, 1993, p.1
Penn Central to unveil choices (for SCS village center), Apr 30, 1993, p.1
More or less development? P(enn) C(entral) Corporation) options shown (illus), May 7, 1993, p.1
Skeptics query trustees on development, May 14, 1993, p.1
P(enn) C(entral) Corporation critics offer alternative plans and schedules, May 28, 1993, p.1
League of Women Voters hears development dollars and cents, May 28, 1993, p.1
Northern exposure (three day convention of NY Municipal Managers Assn in Ottawa, Canada), May 28, 1993, p.1
It's not the way to run a village (Itr), May 28, 1993, p.6
Village, schools hope sales tax will stay, Jun 11, 1993, p.1
John N Crary (elected first vice president of Municipal Management Assn of New York State), Jun 11, 1993, p.4
The Bank of New York Salutes The 1993 Annual Boards & Councils Dinner (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.22
Recession salaries: How much money is too much?, Aug 13, 1993, p.1
Keep the door open (future meetings of Downtown Advisory Committee will be open to the public)(edit), Oct 8, 1993, p.6
Cray, Gail
Hitchcock honors Stanton, welcomes interim minister (photo), Jan 22, 1993, p.20
Creamer, Phoebe
Scarsdale Golf Club names new women's champions (photo), Sep 3, 1993, p.13
Cread, Alex
Bonnie's bubbles (is) back (photo), Oct 1, 1993, p.1
Creative Writing
There'll always be an England... (edit), Feb 5, 1993, p.7
Creches
'How can figure of Christ Child offend anyone?' (Itr), Jan 8, 1993, p.6
No good will, just intolerance (Itr), Jan 8, 1993, p.6
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CRECHES continued

Creche is not anti-Semitic (ltr), Jan 8, 1993, p.6.
Giving credence to insulting idea (ltr), Jan 8, 1993, p.6.
Winning by any means (retraces the creche history) (edit), Jan 8, 1993, p.7.
Perceptions can be prejudices (in reference to the creche issue) (ltr), Jan 15, 1993, p.6.
Debate gains new dogmatism (that denies the veracity of those offended by the Nativity display) (ltr), Jan 15, 1993, p.6.
Common decency should prevail (ltr), Jan 22, 1993, p.6.
Inquirer is 'agent for divisiveness' (regarding the creche issue) (ltr), Jan 22, 1993, p.6.
Let's not nurse resentments (regarding the creche issue) (ltr), Jan 22, 1993, p.6.
No ignoble sentiments (regarding the creche issue) (ltr), Jan 22, 1993, p.6.
To save creche's message, move it to a church (ltr), Jan 29, 1993, p.6.
Embrace diversity (with love) (ltr), Jan 29, 1993, p.6.
An alternative way out of the creche issue (ltr), Jan 29, 1993, p.6.
Creche suggests dominance over other cultures (ltr), Feb 12, 1993, p.6.
C. Butlner didn't do it (author did not write various letter/articles on the creche issue) (ltr), Feb 26, 1993, p.6.
Where was the c-word? (in recent forum "Does religion pull us apart or bring us together?"
Quiet voice (Village Board approves plans by SCS Creche Committee to put up Nativity scene), Nov 26, 1993, p.1.
Many faiths could display symbols (ltr), Dec 17, 1993, p.6.
2 wrongs don't make a right (ltr), Dec 24, 1993, p.6.

CREWS, DAMERON

County champs (SCS Sweepers takes Westchester under 12 Division A soccer title) (photo), Aug 27, 1993, p.15.

CRIME AND CRIMINALS

As burglaries rise, so do suspicions - and police say they want to hear about them, Jan 8, 1993, p.3.
Burglaries rose 300% in '92, S(Ch) P(olice) D(epartment) says in annual review, Feb 26, 1993, p.5.
Story placement invites burglars (printing the BAR report over police report in Inquirer) (ltr), Feb 26, 1993, p.6.
Mohammed's (Salameh) lawyer (is Robert Precht, a SHS alumnus), Mar 19, 1993, p.1.
Owner fighting government seizure of heroin house (photo), Mar 19, 1993, p.2.
Local man faces federal narcotics charges, Apr 16, 1993, p.3.
Man charged in local burglary (cont), Apr 16, 1993, p.13.
Former Scarsdale police officer stabbed to death, May 7, 1993, p.5.
TV traps snare suspect at Michael's; accused thief is building guard, Jun 11, 1993, p.5.
Eastchester man found fit to stand trial (cont), Aug 20, 1993, p.9.
Have you seen this man? (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.1.
Are pepper sprays legal?, Dec 17, 1993, p.5.
Self-defense without risk (advocates the legalization of mace and pepper spray) (edit), Dec 17, 1993, p.6.
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CRISCI, GERALD
Still learning (educators gather for a symposium on computer education) (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.9

CRISCI, LISA
Ready to start the new year (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.10

CROATIAN AMERICANS
Balkan pain knows no boundary: local emigres react to war (photo), May 7, 1993, p.3

CROEN, KENNETH D (DR)
Kenneth D Croen, M.D. (named assistant attending physician at WPH Hospital Medical Center), Dec 10, 1993, p.4

CROEN, LAWRENCE (AU)

CROEN, LAWRENCE S (AU)
He's ashamed of Republicans (ltr), Nov 12, 1993, p.6

CROPSEY, BERNARD
Firefighter still active after 60 years (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.5

CROSBY, NANCY J (AU)
Remembrance of a wedding past (edit), Aug 20, 1993, p.7

CROSS, JUDITH H (AU)
There'll always be an England... (edit), Feb 5, 1993, p.7
Long live the monarchy--right here in Westchester County (edit), Oct 22, 1993, p.7

CROWDER, BARBARA LEE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service (photo), May 21, 1993, p.32

CRYSTAL, LESTER M
Lester M Crystal (will be presented with Westchester Community College Medallion Award) (photo), May 21, 1993, p.4

CUDNER-HYATT HOUSE (SCS)
Historical Society 2 decades young, peeks at own past (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.15
Founders recall historical society's rescue of Cudner-Hyatt House at birthday brunch (photo), Feb 12, 1993, p.3
A perfect place (old fashioned baking demonstration at Cudner-Hyatt House) (photo), Feb 19, 1993, p.3

CUKRAS, ANTHONY
Scarsdale High School students win academic awards (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.12

CUNNINGHAM, BEVERLY
Views differ on impact of Family Leave Act, Feb 19, 1993, p.5
The message Arthur Ashe gave us (edit), Feb 26, 1993, p.7
The Bank of New York Salutes Robert Greens 1993 Bowl Recipient (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.28
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service (photo), May 21, 1993, p.32
S(tudent) T(ransfer) E(ducation) P(lan) dinner honors a treasured teacher (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.9
Edgewood School to celebrate 75 years (photo), Dec 17, 1993, p.10

CUOMO, MARIO
School chiefs upbeat despite possible aid loss, Jan 29, 1993, p.1

CURRAN, AMY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32

CURRAN, BRENDAN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32

CURRAN, CURRAN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32

CURRAN, Dawn
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32
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CURRAN, TIM
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32

CURRIER, MICHELLE
'Brigadoon,' 'Fiddler' to be presented at high schools (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.17

CURRY, PATRICK
Movie star (Danny Glover) livens Monday classes (photo), Feb 26, 1993, p.10
Police arrest six at roadblock (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.1

CURTI, JENNIFER
Glad tidings (Immaculate Heart of Mary Sunday School pageant) (photo), Dec 24, 1993, p.1

CURTIS, CHRISTINE
Movie star (Danny Glover) livens Monday classes (photo), Feb 26, 1993, p.10

CUSICK, CATHERINE
Parent volunteers staff Edgewood publishing center (photo), Jan 22, 1993, p.10

CUSICK, TOM
Cable competitor speaks to T(Village) C(lub), Aug 20, 1993, p.1
Committee candidates chosen, Nov 5, 1993, p.1
Village cedes cable regulation to the state, Nov 12, 1993, p.8
12 nominators elected (photo), Nov 19, 1993, p.1

CUTLER, CONRAD
Bonnie's bubbles (is) back (photo), Oct 1, 1993, p.1

CUTLER, JOAN
Earthly lessons (composting is demonstrated to Fox Meadow first graders) (photo), Apr 23, 1993, p.9

CYCLING
Parkway open for Sunday riders (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.24
Fall safety tips, Oct 22, 1993, p.4

CYKIERT, RACHEL
Well-known author (Valerie Trip) visits Quaker Ridge (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.10

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
Watching the birth of nation(s) (edit), Mar 12, 1993, p.7

D'AGOSTINO, NICK
Thanks to many— for generosity (towards seven Russian children who visited SCS) (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6

DADAKIS, JOHN D
Election system here is not elitist (ltr), Mar 19, 1993, p.6
Participation in system is broad (ltr), Mar 19, 1993, p.6

DADAKIS, JOHN D (AU)
Scarsdale system fails as educator (ltr), Mar 12, 1993, p.6
Sorry, the system isn't democratic (ltr), Apr 2, 1993, p.6

DADONA, BILL
Trees for Earth Day (pin oak planted on East Parkway) (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.4

DAILY, DON
Thanks to many— for generosity (towards seven Russian children who visited SCS) (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6

DANCE
Dance fever (at SCS Middle School) (photo), Jan 22, 1993, p.9

DANCERS
Dancers to rise on toes in their spring concerts (photo), Mar 19, 1993, p.17

DANIEL, BILL
A house they'll live in (discusses Habitat for Humanity International) (edit) (photo), Jan 8, 1993, p.7

DANZIG, CHRIS
County champs (SCS Sweepers takes Westchester under 12 Division A soccer title) (photo), Aug 27, 1993, p.15
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DARE (DRUG ABUSE RESISTANCE EDUCATION)
DARE program is ineffective (ltr), Feb 12, 1993, p.6
DASGUPTA, MANASH
A & O growth plans draw fire, Sep 3, 1993, p.1
DASILVA, RUSSELL J (AU)
Congratulations to Japanese here (ltr), May 28, 1993, p.7
DATE, SHONAN
A & O growth plans draw fire, Sep 3, 1993, p.1
DATTARO, GUIDO
Owner won't sell A&P lot (at Heathcote Five Corners), May 28, 1993, p.3
The Bank of New York Salutes The 1993 Annual Boards & Councils Dinner (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.22
Ready for business (property at corner of Palmer Ave and Heathcote Rd has been freshly blacktopped), Sep 10, 1993, p.1
DAVE, LAURA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service (photo), May 21, 1993, p.32
DAVID, JO
B'nai Elohim names new rabbi (photo), Jul 16, 1993, p.10
Technicolor rabbi in atypical temple (photo), Sep 17, 1993, p.5
Woman finds second career as rabbi (cont), Sep 17, 1993, p.10
DAVIDSON, EMIL
Emil Davidson (dies), May 7, 1993, p.23
Emil Davidson (David Rockefeller Spirit of Service Award conferred posthumously on Emil Davidson), Sep 17, 1993, p.4
DAVIS, AMY
Runaway car trashes Central Taxi stand (photo), Oct 22, 1993, p.1
DAVIS, CATHERINE
Blizzard leaves clogged streets but little damage (photo), Mar 19, 1993, p.5
DAVIS, FRANCES (AU)
A first-time Democratic vote (ltr), Aug 6, 1993, p.7
DAVIS, MARK
Blizzard leaves clogged streets but little damage (photo), Mar 19, 1993, p.5
DAVIS, MARY
It's a beautiful village (1992 Westchester County Beautification Award given to Karen Banks) (photo), May 21, 1993, p.4
DAVIS, MAURICE
Rabbi Maurice Davis (dies), Dec 17, 1993, p.20
DAVIS, SUSAN
Better than last year say local merchants, Dec 31, 1993, p.1
DAVIS, WHITNEY
In the merry month of May (Katharyn Jonson receives a May Day basket from Brownie Troop 2094)(photo), May 7, 1993, p.9
DAVIS, WILLIAM
Edgemont board should prove it runs things (ltr), Mar 19, 1993, p.6
DAWSON, CATHERINE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32
DAYLEY, NICKI OMANSKY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service (photo), May 21, 1993, p.32
DE BENEDICTUS, DOMINIC
Generous Scarsdalians avoid tipping limits, Dec 24, 1993, p.1
DEANGELIS, MARIA
Students, teachers awarded grants, Jan 22, 1993, p.10
DECARLO, JEAN
Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce elects (new officers), Feb 5, 1993, p.4
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DECARLO, JOSEPH J (AU)
>In Greenburgh: More tickets (for parking in fire zones and handicapped spaces) (ltr), Jan 22, 1993, p.6

DECECCO, ANDY
>Lost and found (Butler Woods plaque) (photo), Apr 2, 1993, p.5

DECICCO, ANDY
>Plaque is back, Jan 29, 1993, p.1

DECICCO, FRANK
>Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce elects (new officers), Feb 5, 1993, p.4

DECKER, ANNA
>The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Oct 1, 1993, p.28

DEGROOT, ADRIAN
>PTA: Post-prom pool party perfect (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6

DEGROOT, BARBARA
>PTA: Post-prom pool party perfect (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6

DELANCEY, MELISSA
>The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre "Kiss Me, Kate" (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.22

DELPH, CHANNING
>A fond farewell for Shannon White (photo), Jan 29, 1993, p.14

DEMBROW, ADAM
>Rising to the challenge (at finals of the Texaco Star Academic Challenge) (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.1

DEMIRKO, FUGE
>The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women votes 1993 (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.28
>Multinational panel measures women's gains (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.5

DEMITUROS, JAMES M
>James M Demitrieus (named president and chief executive officer of Sunkyong America Inc) (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.4

DEMOCRATIC TOWN COMMITTEE-SCS
>Dems won't endorse Citizens' candidates, Jan 29, 1993, p.3
>Congratulations to the new White House counsel (ltr), Jan 29, 1993, p.6

DEMONSTRATIONS
>Trouble at a man's home and his Castle (Reginald Evans' Castle Hotel), Oct 29, 1993, p.1
>Manhattan protesters come to Scarsdale (photo) (cont), Oct 29, 1993, p.22

DENNAN, MARK
>The Bank of New York Salutes the Scarsdale Japan Festival 1993 (photo), Jun 25, 1993, p.26

DENNEN, MARK
>New friends share views and sushi (photo), Feb 19, 1993, p.1

DENTISTS
>Medical center traffic concerns Village Board, Dec 17, 1993, p.1
>SEE ALSO ORTHODONTISTS

DEPEAU, JAMIE
>Cable competitor speaks to T(own and) V(illage) C(livic) C(lub), Aug 20, 1993, p.1

DERIGHT, MARILYN
>The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women votes 1993 (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.28

DERMATOLOGISTS
>Henry W Lim, MD (given appointments at NY Dept of Veterans Affairs Medical Center and NY Univ.), Mar 19, 1993, p.4

DERWIN, DANIEL
>The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

DESAI, SHANKAR
>Ready for summer reading (paperbacks collected at middle school for Harlem junior high school/photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.9
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DESAI, SHARMILA (AU)
  Redefining the words 'struggle' and 'poverty' (edit), Jul 30, 1993, p.7

DESHLER, CHARLES F
  Charles F Deshler (dies), Feb 5, 1993, p.18

DESDE, CAROL
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

DEUTSCH, LAWRENCE
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre "Kiss Me, Kate" (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.22

DI FINI, MARIE
  The Bank of New York Salutes The 25th Anniversary of Futura House (photo), Jul 16, 1993, p.26

DIAMICO, MARISSA
  Something to cheer about (IHM junior varsity cheerleaders win 2nd place in CYO competition) (photo), Apr 2, 1993, p.9

DIAMOND, GEORGE C
  George C Diamond (dies), Jul 2, 1993, p.10

DIAMOND, SUSAN
  Two SHS deans to take unpaid leaves next year, Feb 26, 1993, p.1
  New deans hired (one year appointments at SHS), May 21, 1993, p.9

DIAMOND, SUSAN (AU)
  Judgmental and presumptuous (reference to Inquirer edit about SCS Woman's Club from 7/02/93) (ltr), Jul 23, 1993, p.6

DIBBLE, EARTH
  Adult School openings (photo), Oct 15, 1993, p.2

DICARLO, JEAN
  The Bank of New York Salutes The SCS Historical Society honored by SCS Chamber of Commerce (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.32

DICICCO, FRANK
  Helping the homeless (SCS Cub Scout Pack 60 raise money and collect food) (photo), Dec 3, 1993, p.2

DIDONA, JOAN MARGARET
  Joan Margaret DiDonna (dies), Oct 8, 1993, p.14
  Correction (of obituary of Joan Margaret DiDonna from 10/8/93), Oct 15, 1993, p.16

DIETZ, ANNIE
  A perfect place (old fashioned baking demonstration at Cudner-Hyatt House) (photo), Feb 19, 1993, p.3

DIETZ, DONNY
  A perfect place (old fashioned baking demonstration at Cudner-Hyatt House) (photo), Feb 19, 1993, p.3

DILORENZO, CLAIRE
  Cagers advance to first finals in Scarsdale history (photo), Mar 5, 1993, p.15
  Scarsdale wins Section 1 basketball championship (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.21
  Close to the top (Raiders lost state finals) (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.1
  The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Varsity Girls' Basketball Team, Apr 2, 1993, p.32

DILORENZO, CLAIRE (AU)
  Three cheers for hoopster support (ltr), Apr 2, 1993, p.6

DILORENZO, KATE
  Kate DiLorenzo (will deliver a paper on Sappho before the Classical Assn at Princeton Univ) (photo), Feb 12, 1993, p.4

DILORENZO, R W
  Debate gains new dogmatism (that denies the veracity of those offended by the Nativity display) (ltr), Jan 15, 1993, p.6

DILORENZO, R W (AU)
  Giving credence to insulting idea (ltr), Jan 8, 1993, p.6

DIMARTINO, WICK
  Books come alive at Greenacres (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.14

DIMOPOULOS, BILL
  Summer brings pond problems; solvent threatens Berkley Pond, Aug 6, 1993, p.3
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DINKINS, DAVID
Scarsdale has a stake in Dinkins, and Dinkins should withdraw (edit), Jul 23, 1993, p.7

DIPACE, VINCENT
Jaws of life free accident victim, Dec 24, 1993, p.1

DIRECT BROADCAST SATELLITE TELEVISION
Satellite dishes would help (ltr), Aug 6, 1993, p.6

DISCENZA, LAUREN
Something to cheer about (IHM junior varsity cheerleaders win 2nd place in CYO competition) (photo), Apr 2, 1993, p.9

DISCRIMINATION
A person is more than a trait (edit), Jun 4, 1993, p.6

DISCUSSION
How to be Socratic in your dialogues (edit), Aug 6, 1993, p.7

DISICK, ELLIS (DR)
Public works director named, Sep 17, 1993, p.1
Medical center traffic concerns Village Board, Dec 17, 1993, p.1

DISTRICT ATTORNEYS
SEE LAWYERS

DIVNEY, MICHAEL
Downtown development disputes rage on; Rebellious crowd rejects meeting format (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.1
Public will see trustees at work, Jul 16, 1993, p.1
Trustees seeking citizen advice on development, Jul 30, 1993, p.1
Mayor: P(enn) C(entral) C(orporation) agreement irrelevant to work of advisory committee, Aug 20, 1993, p.1
Citizens’ group offers proposals (ltr), Aug 27, 1993, p.6
Downtown group meetings open (to the public), Oct 8, 1993, p.1
Keep the door open (future meetings of Downtown Advisory Committee will be open to the public) (edit), Oct 8, 1993, p.6
Fact-gathering starts downtown study, Oct 22, 1993, p.1

DIVORCED MEN
‘Divorced white man, vill vu, can cook...’ (edit), Feb 12, 1993, p.7

DIXON, LINDA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

DIXON, MARY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32

DOESCHER, WILLIAM F
William F Doescher (elected co-chair of National Elementary School Center) (photo), Sep 24, 1993, p.4

DOGS
A dogging problem, Apr 9, 1993, p.1
The ‘daughter’ who would be boss (edit), May 14, 1993, p.7
Who was that man (who rescued M Flanders’ spaniel from the HTS station train tracks?), Jul 2, 1993, p.1
Thieves steal van: return occupant (photo), Dec 3, 1993, p.1
Reader tells a dog’s tale (from Elmsford Animal Shelter) (ltr) (response added by Mimi Stone), Dec 31, 1993, p.6

DOHRENWEND, PATRICIA
Road work in progress (photo), Sep 3, 1993, p.5

DOLE, ELIZABETH
Meet Elizabeth Dole (at Westchester County Chapter of American Red Cross) (photo), Oct 22, 1993, p.4

DOLE, ROBERT
What’s a name? (ltr), Jun 11, 1993, p.7

DOMENITZ, IRWIN
Irwin Domenitz (named acting treasurer of Westchester chapter of Alzheimer’s Assn), Jul 9, 1993, p.4
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DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
SEE FAMILY VIOLENCE

DOMESTIC WORKERS
SEE HOUSEHOLD EMPLOYEES

DONATH, MARI EL
Committee candidates chosen, Nov 5, 1993, p.1
Citizens' candidates are diverse, Nov 12, 1993, p.1
12 nominators elected (photo), Nov 19, 1993, p.1

DONATI, ROBERT
Caution urged on downtown plans, Jan 15, 1993, p.1
Trustees vote to sell Penn Central Corporation village land, Feb 12, 1993, p.1
Reveal development plans, village urged, Apr 9, 1993, p.1
Skeptics query trustees on development, May 14, 1993, p.1
Board's openness praised following study session, Jul 23, 1993, p.1
Correction (letter about Popham Road Bridge from 7/16/93 mistakenly attributed to R Donati), Jul 23, 1993, p.6
Come clean on signature mix-up (reference to letter from 7/16/93 published over name R Donati) (ltr), Aug 13, 1993, p.6

DONATI, ROBERT (AU)
Why hasn't (Popham Road) bridge been maintained? (letter inaccurately attributed to R Donati) (ltr), Jul 16, 1993, p.6

DONOHUE, JOHN HENRY
Police make burglary arrest, Apr 16, 1993, p.1

DONOHUE, NOREEN
Village goes its own way in county races, Nov 5, 1993, p.1

DONOVAN, COURTNEY
Ramsey Farm: a Scarsdale summer tradition (photo), Jul 2, 1993, p.1

DOODY, JAMES
Road work in progress (photo), Sep 3, 1993, p.5
Doody, Leonard Spano vie for clerk post, Oct 29, 1993, p.4
In the county: Brodsky for county executive; Pirro for DA; Doody for county clerk (edit), Oct 29, 1993, p.6

DOOLAN, BRIAN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Oct 1, 1993, p.28

DOTORATOS, RAY
Gift of music from Edgewood alum(nus) (ltr), Oct 8, 1993, p.6

DOTY, JOYCE
Thanks to many for generosity (towards seven Russian children who visited SCS) (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6

DOUGHERTY, SEAN
Actors present playful poetry show (at Fox Meadow school), Feb 12, 1993, p.9

DOUGLASS, CHRISTOPHER
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30
Teachers keep learning through grants and courses, Nov 12, 1993, p.9

DOWD, JOHN
Law degrees enhance Scarsdale police force (cont) (photo), Apr 2, 1993, p.3
Police arrest six at roadblock (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.1

DOWLING, MARIANNE
Garth Woods cleanup fills 20 bags plus (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.5

DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS
Caution urged on downtown plans, Jan 15, 1993, p.1
(Bargain hunting shoppers flock to the annual August sidewalk sale) (photo) (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.1
Trustees vote to sell Pennsylvania Central Corporation village land, Feb 12, 1993, p.1
Let the talks begin (edit), Feb 12, 1993, p.6
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DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS continued

Village signs agreement (cont), Feb 12, 1993, p.18
Avoid a swindle: Lease the land to Penn Central (ltr), Feb 19, 1993, p.6
Citizens' groups to keep an eye on development, Mar 5, 1993, p.1
Two committees formed to watch development (cont), Mar 5, 1993, p.4
Mayfair moves (to 6 Harwood Court), Mar 12, 1993, p.1
Blizzard leaves clogged streets but little damage (photo), Mar 19, 1993, p.5
Public input sorely lacking on downtown plan... (ltr), Mar 26, 1993, p.6
Vigilant neighbors (EMT residents are keeping a watchful eye on SCS's plans to develop village ctr), Apr 2, 1993, p.1
Reveal development plans, village urged, Apr 9, 1993, p.1
Development plans need open airings (edit), Apr 9, 1993, p.6
Near-collisions a dime a dozen (edit), Apr 9, 1993, p.7
Critics welcome open door but want it wider (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.1
What are the rules (governing the use of the bulletin board near the SCS post office)? (edit), Apr 16, 1993, p.6
L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) urged to hold forum (regarding development of downtown SCS) (ltr), Apr 16, 1993, p.6
A smaller project (for downtown SCS) was rejected (eleven years ago) (ltr), Apr 16, 1993, p.6
(Development) Plan is being forced through (for downtown SCS) (ltr), Apr 16, 1993, p.6
Is Scarsdale shooting itself in the foot with Penn Central? (edit), Apr 16, 1993, p.7
Board failing to instill confidence (in reference to Penn Central plans for downtown SCS) (ltr), Apr 23, 1993, p.6
Prepare way for downtown forum (ltr), Apr 23, 1993, p.7
Penn Central to unveil choices (for SCS village center), Apr 30, 1993, p.1
Consensus first on village plan (ltr), Apr 30, 1993, p.6
Downtown alternatives (cont), Apr 30, 1993, p.19
More or less development? P(enn) C(entral) C(orporation) options shown (illus), May 7, 1993, p.1
Downtown alternatives revealed (cont) (illus), May 7, 1993, p.8
Skeptics query trustees on development, May 14, 1993, p.1
Rely on public, not the 'experts' (ltr), May 14, 1993, p.6
Rentals would destroy values (ltr), May 14, 1993, p.6
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) panel to debate downtown development, May 21, 1993, p.2
It's a beautiful village (1992 Westchester County Beautification Award given to Karen Banks) (photo), May 21, 1993, p.4
Reply to Breines' letter of 4/16/93 regarding downtown development of SCS) (ltr), May 21, 1993, p.6
Beware of traffic (problems that will be caused in EMT by proposed development in downtown SCS) (ltr), May 21, 1993, p.6
(Freightway) Garage choices (ltr), May 21, 1993, p.6
Sorely needed: police officer on village beat (edit), May 21, 1993, p.7
P(enn) C(entral) C(orporation) critics offer alternative plans and schedules, May 28, 1993, p.1
L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) hears development dollars and cents, May 28, 1993, p.1
It's not the way to run a village (ltr), May 28, 1993, p.6
Heading down a slippery slope (letter written to W Handelman regarding redevelopment of SCS) (ltr), May 28, 1993, p.6
Handelman is fantasizing (about the proposal to develop the Freightway-Penn Central land) (ltr), May 28, 1993, p.6
Rehashing issues doesn't help (letter by architect for Penn Central development proposal) (ltr), Jun 4, 1993, p.6
Edgemont fears a traffic glut (regarding proposed development for SCS downtown) (ltr), Jun 4, 1993, p.6
Special meeting (called at Village Hall to discuss downtown development project), Jun 11, 1993, p.1
Why not a do-it-ourselves project? (edit), Jun 11, 1993, p.7
More power to the people (edit), Jun 11, 1993, p.7
Downtown development decision-making process (cont), Jun 11, 1993, p.8
Anger mounting over (SCS downtown) development (project) (ltr), Jun 11, 1993, p.1
Downtown development disputes rage on; SRC wants village to take different track, Jun 18, 1993, p.1
Downtown development disputes rage on; Rebellious crowd rejects meeting format (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.1
Citizens group hears alternative proposals (cont) (illus), Jun 18, 1993, p.3
Rebellious (crowd) (cont), Jun 18, 1993, p.3
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DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS continued

Depot Place: a shoppers' oasis, Jun 18, 1993, p.5
A turning point (in the relationship between the Village Board and the public) (edit), Jun 18, 1993, p.6
Don't put center in a shadow (any structure will bring a loss of valuable sunlight) (ltr), Jun 18, 1993, p.6
Process: first step and last step (letter to Mayor Handelman and village trustees) (ltr), Jun 25, 1993, p.6
(Doing) nothing (in the SCS downtown area) is not an option (edit), Jul 2, 1993, p.6
Many potential benefits in plan (to clean up the Freightway area) (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6
Perkins rebuts Behr on facts (response to letter by R Behr from 6/11/93) (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6
One person's blight is another's opportunity (edit), Jul 2, 1993, p.7
What does silent majority favor? (ltr), Jul 9, 1993, p.6
End the secrecy on the project (response to letter by Bradford Perkins from 9/2/93) (ltr), Jul 9, 1993, p.6
Signs of change in government (letter addressed to Walter Handelman and Board of Trustees) (ltr), Jul 9, 1993, p.6
Coming up Tuesday...(plans to set up a special committee to coordinate downtown development project), Aug 13, 1993, p.1
(SCS Sidewalk) Sale vibrant despite traditional rain (photo), Aug 13, 1993, p.5
Mayor: P(C)en(c)entral Corporation agreement irrelevant to work of advisory committee, Aug 20, 1993, p.1
(SCS downtown) Project shouldn't squeeze people (ltr), Aug 20, 1993, p.6
The mayor calls a time out, so let's take a look around (edit), Aug 27, 1993, p.7
Step by step, not a megastructure (ltr), Sep 3, 1993, p.6
Handelman appoints committee on downtown development, Sep 17, 1993, p.1
A fresh start (balanced cross section of SCS residents to serve on Advisory Downtown committee/edit), Sep 17, 1993, p.6
All in the family: Changing of the guard at Scarsdale Improvement (Corp) (photo), Sep 24, 1993, p.1
Fact-gathering starts downtown study, Oct 22, 1993, p.1
Runaway car trashes Central Taxi stand (photo), Oct 22, 1993, p.1
(Schoonmaker) Pharmacy leaving landmark corner, Dec 3, 1993, p.1

DRIVERS' LICENSES
SEE AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS-LICENSES

DRIVEWAYS
Driveway guidelines (for SCS village), Sep 24, 1993, p.1

DRIVING WHILE INTOXICATED
SEE ALCOHOL AND AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS

DRIVING, AUTOMOBILE
SEE AUTOMOBILE DRIVING

DROHAN, THOMAS A
Thomas A Drohan (dies), May 7, 1993, p.23

DRUG TRAFFIC
SEE NARCOTICS TRADE

DRUGS
Talking to Kramer (photo), Dec 24, 1993, p.4

DRUGS AND YOUTH
Teens drinking more; points out study (cont), Jun 11, 1993, p.9
Does my kid have a drug problem? A parent's guide to the warning signs of drug abuse, Jul 16, 1993, p.1
Scarsdale teens struggle with drug addiction, Jul 30, 1993, p.1
Teens struggle with drug, alcohol addiction (cont), Jul 30, 1993, p.4
Task force fights underage drinking, Nov 19, 1993, p.9
SEE ALSO ALCOHOL AND YOUTH

DRUGSTORES
Pharmacy closes after 27 years, Dec 31, 1993, p.1
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DUBBS, BERNARD
Girl Scouts like cookie coverage (ltr), Mar 19, 1993, p.6
Scouts join vets in Memorial Day parade (photo), Jun 4, 1993, p.3

DUBBS, HEATHER
Summer interns hard at work in village (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.3

DUBBS, IVAN
Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce elects (new officers), Feb 5, 1993, p.4

DUBOW, MARCIE B
Marcie B Dubow (has joined staff of Houlihan Lawrence as a licensed sales associate) (photo), Dec 3, 1993, p.4

DUMAS RALPH H
Ralph H Dumas (dies), May 28, 1993, p.14

DUNCAN, ALEX
Movie star (Danny Glover) livenes Monday classes (photo), Feb 26, 1993, p.10

DUNN, NICOLE
In the merry month of May (Katharyn Jonson receives a May Day basket from Brownie Troop 2094) (photo), May 7, 1993, p.9

DURLAND, DAN
Grateful for Better Days (Softball Team) (ltr), Sep 3, 1993, p.6

DURST, SHIRLEY S
20 years' service (with YM & YWHA of Mid-Westchester) (photo), Jul 16, 1993, p.4

DUTCHSAEVER, DIRK
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Oct 1, 1993, p.28

Dwyer, Mike
Thanks to many for generosity (towards seven Russian children who visited SCS) (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6

Dybing, Peter
Peter Dybing (honored as volunteer by United Hospital Medical Center of Port Chester), Jun 11, 1993, p.4

Dyson, Charles
Former Inquirer owner named finance deputy by Giuliani (photo), Dec 31, 1993, p.1

Dyson, John S
Former Inquirer owner named finance deputy by Giuliani (photo), Dec 31, 1993, p.1

Earth Day
Celebrate the earth (edit), Apr 23, 1993, p.6
Earth Day programs slated (cont), Apr 23, 1993, p.13
Trees for Earth Day (pin oak planted on East Parkway) (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.4

Eating Disorders
Eating disorders worry teenagers, May 14, 1993, p.10
Eating disorder forum awakens high-schoolers, Dec 3, 1993, p.11

Ecker, Brett
Festival of Lights (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.6

Ecker, David
Festival of Lights (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.6

Economic Forecasting
Some bullish predictions for the 90s (edit), Nov 19, 1993, p.7

Economics
Economics 101, ot how the $$$ circulate (edit), Jul 16, 1993, p.7

Economos, Andrew
Scarsdale company supplies computer heart of radio (photo), Oct 15, 1993, p.5

Edelman, Jessica
Supporting the troops (Jessica Edelman and Ellen Grenley take orders for Girl Scout cookies) (photo), Mar 5, 1993, p.1
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EDELMAN, MELISSA

Duels and discovery highlight study (of Renaissance England) (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.9

EDITORS AND EDITING

Inquirer appoints sports editor, feature writer, Mar 5, 1993, p.6
State-of-the-art editor (cont), Oct 8, 1993, p.20

EDSON, MARIAN

New friends share views and sushi (photo), Feb 19, 1993, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30
The Bank of New York Salutes the Scarsdale Japan Festival 1993 (photo), Jun 25, 1993, p.26

EDUCATION

Compact confab (New Compact for Learning will be explained at PT Council meeting), Jan 22, 1993, p.1
Plan lets schools do it their way, Jan 29, 1993, p.1
Compact for learning (cont), Jan 29, 1993, p.5
(Supplement) Back to school (photo), Sep 3, 1993, p.0
State to hold local hearing on education, Sep 17, 1993, p.9
Looking back at high school years (edit), Nov 19, 1993, p.7

EDWARDS, ANN

The Bank of New York Salutes the Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.32

EDWARDS, JAMES

Committee candidates chosen, Nov 5, 1993, p.1
Citizens' candidates are diverse, Nov 12, 1993, p.1
12 nominators elected (photo), Nov 19, 1993, p.1

EGAN, WILLIAM A JR

The Bank of New York Salutes Our Veterans - Memorial Day 1993 (photo), Jun 4, 1993, p.28

EISENBERG, JASON

The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36

EISMAN, ELIZABETH

Words of wisdom (at SCS Pool's inaugural invitational swim meet) (photo), Jul 30, 1993, p.13

EISNER, MARGARET KEZI

Margaret Kezi Eisner (dies), Oct 8, 1993, p.14

ELECTION DISTRICTS

County lines unfair, appellate court rules, Apr 9, 1993, p.1
Don't split (in reference to redrawing of county's election districts), Apr 16, 1993, p.1
Do the right thing (in reference to SCS being split into two election districts) (edit), Apr 16, 1993, p.6
Village split again (plan proposed for redrawing county election lines), May 7, 1993, p.1
Split again (cont), May 7, 1993, p.12
Hearing on new map, May 14, 1993, p.1
Adding insult to injury (regarding SCS being split into three election districts) (edit), May 21, 1993, p.6
3-district split (of SCS) OK'd, May 28, 1993, p.1
County election map challenged again, this time by county L(League of) W(omen) V(oters), Jul 9, 1993, p.1
New lines confuse county contests (residents of SCS, EMT and HTS live in four legislative districts), Jul 23, 1993, p.1
Latimer is in the local mainstream (ltr), Aug 13, 1993, p.6
Changed county (redistricting) plan won't stop lawsuit (by League of Women Voters), Sep 17, 1993, p.3
Liberal may still be in District 8 race, Sep 24, 1993, p.1
District 8 draws 4 contenders, Oct 22, 1993, p.1
District 7 race on the quiet side, Oct 22, 1993, p.1
Four-way contest for new District 8 (photo) (cont), Oct 22, 1993, p.8
Where are you? (detailed map of SCS's legislative districts 7, 8 and 17) (illus), Oct 22, 1993, p.8
He's ashamed of Republicans (ltr), Nov 12, 1993, p.6
ELECTIONS
Brodsky sweeps Scarsdale and squeezes by in county; Cherkasky and Bronz win over Pickelle and Wilkins, Sep 17, 1993, p.1
Liberal may still be in District 8 race, Sep 24, 1993, p.1
Village goes its own way in county races, Nov 5, 1993, p.1
Election results (cont), Nov 5, 1993, p.3
They (Tom Abinanti and Paul Feiner) appreciate the (SCS Inquirer) endorsement (ltr), Nov 19, 1993, p.6

ELECTIONS-SCS
Local election Tuesday to choose a mayor and three trustees, Mar 12, 1993, p.13
Mayor, trustees elected; Cedarbaum chosen trustee, Mar 19, 1993, p.1
Village election results (cont), Mar 19, 1993, p.14

ELKINS, JUDI
New show gives viewers 'Food for Thought' (in Channel 35 series of culinary programs) (photo), Jan 15, 1993, p.2

ELLIS, MARY
The Bank of New York Salutes Our Veterans - Memorial Day 1993 (photo), Jun 4, 1993, p.28

ELLIS, SAMANTHA
Tricks and treats (SCS Recreation Dept entertainment) (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.1

ELVOLVE, ELI

EMERGENCY SERVICES
E-911 coming in July, May 7, 1993, p.1
Emergency 911 in action as of Monday, Jul 9, 1993, p.1
E-911 service starts Monday (cont), Jul 9, 1993, p.2
Be prepared (when E-911 starts Monday) (edit), Jul 9, 1993, p.6
Is your number up? (house numbers have to be at least two inches high and securely mounted), Jul 16, 1993, p.1
Emergencies only (people are calling 911 when no emergency is involved), Aug 20, 1993, p.1

EMERY, MIKE
County champs (SCS Sweepers takes Westchester under 12 Division A soccer title) (photo), Aug 27, 1993, p.15

EMERY, PAM
Thanksgiving traditions (annual outdoor turkey roast at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.10

EMIGRATION AND IMMIGRATION LAW
Labor, immigration laws challenge employers, Feb 5, 1993, p.1
Change the immigration law (edit), Feb 5, 1993, p.6
Labor laws burdensome to employers (cont), Feb 5, 1993, p.12

EMMERICH, CLAUDE L (AU)
Economics 101, ot how the $$$ circulate (edit), Jul 16, 1993, p.7

EMPLOYEES, HOUSEHOLD
SEE HOUSEHOLD EMPLOYEES

EMPLOYEES-GBH
Villages gear up for pension plan increases, Dec 31, 1993, p.1

EMPLOYEES-GBH-WAGES AND SALARIES
Recession raises: How much is too much? (cont), Aug 13, 1993, p.2

EMPLOYEES-SCS
Many here employ illegal aliens, Jan 29, 1993, p.1
Illegal workers common in Scarsdale (cont), Jan 29, 1993, p.2
A bunch of anniversaries (for village employees) (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.4
Ready to start the new year (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.10
Villages gear up for pension plan increases, Dec 31, 1993, p.1

EMPLOYEES-SCS-WAGES AND SALARIES
Recession salaries: How much money is too much?, Aug 13, 1993, p.1
Village workers get 4.5% raise, Oct 15, 1993, p.1
ENGINEERS
Tooley named engineer of year by area group (photo), Feb 26, 1993, p.3
Tooley (cont), Feb 26, 1993, p.14

ENGLISH LANGUAGE-STUDY AND TEACHING
Living in America: primer for making new friends (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.2
Enrichment (cont) (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.4

ENGLISH LANGUAGE-USAGE
To Asia and back, in English (edit), Sep 24, 1993, p.7

ENSLEY, JO ANNE
Art everywhere (display at Fox Meadow School) (photo), May 28, 1993, p.9
Grant funds multicultural projects (photo), Oct 8, 1993, p.9

ENTERLEIN, DAWN
Student-teachers illuminate Edgewood (photo), Oct 15, 1993, p.10

ENVIRONMENT
Change the long-lasting effects of spring (edit), Apr 9, 1993, p.6
Green at what cost? (in reference to use of pesticides and herbicides in SCS), Apr 9, 1993, p.1
Villagers asked to reduce use of lawn chemicals in innovative pest control program (cont), Apr 9, 1993, p.12
Gardening for life is a growing challenge, Apr 16, 1993, p.5
Corrections in pesticide story (in SCS Inquirer 4/9/93) (Itr), Apr 16, 1993, p.6
Gardening - a growing concern (cont), Apr 16, 1993, p.13
And now for the bad news... (edit), Apr 23, 1993, p.6
Local lawyer discusses global environment with former Russian leader in Washington, Dec 3, 1993, p.3
Long Island Sound needs oxygen! (edit), Dec 17, 1993, p.6

EPSTEIN, FRED L (AU)
Support, barbs (praise for Paul Feiner) (Itr), Apr 9, 1993, p.6

EPSTEIN, GERALD (DR)
Opening night at Scarsdale Adult School (photo), Oct 1, 1993, p.2

EPSTEIN, RUTH M
Hoff-Barthelson honoree (Ruth Epstein) (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.15

EPSTEIN, SYLVIA H (AU)
TCI fee on boxes seems to be ploy (Itr), Jun 25, 1993, p.6
Tutors teach kids to decode (Itr), Dec 3, 1993, p.6

ERNST, DAVID
Jean Harris to be released, Jan 22, 1993, p.1

ESPONTO, CAROL
Student-teachers illuminate Edgewood (photo), Oct 15, 1993, p.10

ESTATE PLANNING
The need is to plan ahead (edit), Sep 17, 1993, p.7

EURIE, DEBBIE
Maroon and White salutes fall season athletes (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.30

EVANS, RACHEL PAGE
Rachel Page Evans (dies), Dec 31, 1993, p.10

EVANS, REGINALD
Trouble at a man's home and his Castle (Reginald Evans' Castle Hotel), Oct 29, 1993, p.1

FABEL, SHARON
Ready to start the new year (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.10

FACCI, DOMENICO
Repeat winner (at 5th Annual Photo/Sculpture Show of the Art Society of Old Greenwich) (photo), Mar 19, 1993, p.19
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FADER, JOHN
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS BASE (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.28

FAILLA, SANDRA
Kids learn recycling lesson (photo), Dec 3, 1993, p.12

FAIRS
School fair on Saturday (May 1), Apr 30, 1993, p.9
Congratulations to Japanese here (ltr), May 28, 1993, p.7
17th Historical Society fair (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.25
A fair day for magic (at SCS Historical Society Country Fair) (photo), Sep 17, 1993, p.1

FAIRSTEIN, GUY R (OU)
Handelman is far from figure letter portrayed (response to letter by C Butler from 1/15/93) (ltr), Jan 29, 1993, p.6
Come clean on signature mix-up (reference to letter from 7/16/93 published over name R Donati) (ltr), Aug 13, 1993, p.6

FAITH, MARY
The Bank of New York Salutes Our Veterans – Memorial Day 1993 (photo), Jun 4, 1993, p.28

FALK, GLORIA (AU)
Letter appears too familiar (B. Kalik’s letter of 2/26 is similar to letter by P Feiner) (ltr), Mar 12, 1993, p.6

FALKOWITZ, MIKE
No girls in boys basketball, Jan 29, 1993, p.1
Tear down the walls before they are built (edit), Jan 29, 1993, p.6

FALL FOLIAGE RUN
FAMELETTE, JUDITH
Ready to start the new year (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.10

FAMILY
Family therapy isn’t a case of just lying on a couch, SFCS shows (photo), May 21, 1993, p.5

FAMILY AND MEDICAL LEAVE ACT
Views differ on impact of Family Leave Act, Feb 19, 1993, p.5

FAMILY VIOLENCE
Hell’s belles: domestic violence happens in Camelot, too, Nov 19, 1993, p.1
Domestic violence: it happens here, too (illus) (cont), Nov 19, 1993, p.8
Batterers and abusers: why it’s so hard to leave, Nov 26, 1993, p.5
Help available for victims (ltr), Nov 26, 1993, p.6
Batterers and abusers (cont), Nov 26, 1993, p.8
Domestic violence: past, present and uncertain future, Dec 3, 1993, p.1
The hidden crime (edit), Dec 3, 1993, p.6
Domestic violence (cont), Dec 3, 1993, p.10
The power of public opinion (edit), Dec 10, 1993, p.6
Kudos to Wollman on violence series (ltr), Dec 10, 1993, p.6
Bringing abuse out in the open (ltr), Dec 17, 1993, p.6

FARKAS, BENJAMIN
Owner won’t sell A&P lot (at Heathcote Five Corners), May 28, 1993, p.3

FARKAS, GABRIEL
He’s setting the record straight (information about G Farkas incorrect in 2/5 Inquirer article) (ltr), Feb 26, 1993, p.6
Stop trashing Edgemont schools (response to letters by G Farkas to the Inquirer) (ltr), Sep 3, 1993, p.6
E’mont teachers without a contract, Sep 24, 1993, p.1
Give (EMT) teachers the tools they need (response to letter by G Farkas from 11/12/93) (ltr), Nov 26, 1993, p.6

FARKAS, GABRIEL (OU)
He says ‘we’ but he means just ‘I’ (in reference to candidacy of Gabriel Farkas) (ltr), Mar 12, 1993, p.6
Vote no surprise (rejection of EMT school budget) (ltr), May 21, 1993, p.6
Clarification (of G Farkas’ letter in Inquirer 5/14/93), May 28, 1993, p.7
Math exesses in Edgemont (ltr), Jul 30, 1993, p.6
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FARKAS, GABRIEL (AU) continued
Salaries are out of line (in EMT School District) (ltr), Aug 20, 1993, p.6
Excellent schools without waste (response to letter by M Brodsky from 9/3/93) (ltr), Sep 10, 1993, p.6
Teachers should learn computers (ltr), Nov 12, 1993, p.6

FARMS
Ramsey Farm: a Scarsdale summer tradition (photo), Jul 2, 1993, p.1
Ramsey farm still growing (cont), Jul 2, 1993, p.2

FARNHAM, CONNIE

FARNHAM, GEORGE

FARREN, JERI
Holiday sharing (multicultural celebration at Quaker Ridge School) (photo), Dec 17, 1993, p.9

FARREN, JERILYN
Schools focus on two new Rs: respect and responsibility, Mar 5, 1993, p.9

FATIGATE, RICHARD
Carrying the torch (SCS police officers take part in fundraising relay for Special Olympics) (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.1
Fatigate wrestles next with detective work (photo), Oct 8, 1993, p.3

FEDER, ROBERT
The Bank of New York Salutes the Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.32

FEINBERG, ELLIOT (DR)
All in the family: Changing of the guard at Scarsdale Improvement (Corp) (photo), Sep 24, 1993, p.1

FEINER, PAUL
Appearance of impropriety at G’burgh meeting (ltr), Feb 5, 1993, p.6
Feiner killed town’s sense of community (ltr), Feb 12, 1993, p.6
Ex-official takes issue with Feiner (ltr), Feb 19, 1993, p.6
He wants to join Greenburgh...(ltr), Feb 26, 1993, p.6
... And she thinks Feiner’s terrific (ltr), Feb 26, 1993, p.6
Citizens’ groups to keep an eye on development, Mar 5, 1993, p.1
Feiner doing well, merit re-election (ltr), Mar 12, 1993, p.6
Letter appears too familiar (B. Kalik’s letter of 2/26 is similar to letter by P Feiner) (ltr), Mar 12, 1993, p.6
Tolchin faulted on use of Town Hall (on day she announced she was running for town supervisor) (ltr), Mar 12, 1993, p.6
Greenburgh isn’t falling apart (ltr), Mar 12, 1993, p.6
Excellent job of snow removal (in GBH) (ltr), Mar 19, 1993, p.6
Feiner destructive and divisive (ltr), Mar 26, 1993, p.7
A hidden agenda: Feiner bashing (ltr), Apr 2, 1993, p.6
Feiner disputed on antennas (ltr), Apr 2, 1993, p.6
Support, barbs (praise for Paul Feiner) (ltr), Apr 9, 1993, p.6
Vote for Feiner is vote for progress (ltr), Apr 23, 1993, p.6
Feiner’s tenure: the word is no (ltr), Apr 30, 1993, p.6
Town manager, not PR charade (in reference to election of GBH town supervisor) (ltr), Apr 30, 1993, p.6
Give us a break (discusses leading candidates for GBH town supervisor P Feiner and S Tolchin) (edit), May 7, 1993, p.6
Handelman is fantasizing (about the proposal to develop the Freightway-Penn Central land) (ltr), May 28, 1993, p.6
Changes good for Hartsdale (ltr), Jun 11, 1993, p.7
Sneaky critics leave handbills (ltr), Jun 11, 1993, p.8
Edgemonter likes town supervisor (ltr), Jun 11, 1993, p.8
New walkway (along Ardsley Road in EMT) a real addition (ltr), Jun 18, 1993, p.6
Policing effort (in GBH) aids security (ltr), Jun 18, 1993, p.6
Still critical, but also a supporter (of Paul Feiner) (ltr), Jun 25, 1993, p.6
Using taxes to fund campaign (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6
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FEINER, PAUL continued
Credit Tolchin not Feiner (for the idea of turning the Robison eyesore into a passive park) (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6
Running town as an agency (ltr), Jul 9, 1993, p.6
G.O.P. voters for Feiner... (ltr), Jul 9, 1993, p.6
Proposed space (for Senior Citizens of GBH) has its problems (ltr), Jul 16, 1993, p.6
Correcting the record on fees (response to letter by L Weiner from 7/23/93) (ltr), Jul 30, 1993, p.6
Happy with Feiner (ltr), Jul 30, 1993, p.6
40-year residents are pleased (with P Feiner) (ltr), Aug 6, 1993, p.6
Credit Feiner on problems (ltr), Aug 6, 1993, p.7
A first-time Democratic vote (ltr), Aug 6, 1993, p.7
Tolchin defends her campaign (ltr), Aug 13, 1993, p.6
Seely effort hailed (ltr), Aug 13, 1993, p.6
Feiner termed undemocratic (ltr), Aug 20, 1993, p.6
What's wrong with Liberal (Party) backing (for Paul Feiner)? (ltr), Aug 20, 1993, p.6
No more detours (Ardsley Road is to reopen to two-way traffic today), Aug 27, 1993, p.1
Gimmicks, not action, reign (in reference to P Feiner's administration) (ltr), Aug 27, 1993, p.6
Feiner yes, Tolchin no (ltr), Sep 3, 1993, p.6
Dislikes Tolchin's negative ads (ltr), Sep 3, 1993, p.6
(GBH) Town clerk (Tolchin) is underhanded (ltr), Sep 3, 1993, p.6
Cronyism is rampant in G'bgh (response to letter by M Melden from 8/20/93) (ltr), Sep 3, 1993, p.6
Once for Feiner, now for Tolchin (ltr), Sep 3, 1993, p.7
Decision Day for Democrats Sept. 14, Sep 10, 1993, p.1
Difficult decisions (for SCS and Greenburgh Democrats in important primary season) (edit), Sep 10, 1993, p.6
For Feiner (as GBH Town Supervisor) (ltr), Sep 10, 1993, p.6
In Greenburgh; Feiner for supervisor; Abinanti for District 12 (edit), Oct 29, 1993, p.6
Leaf pick-up is political issue (ltr), Dec 24, 1993, p.6

FEINER, PAUL (AU)
Reviewing my first year as Town Supervisor (photo) (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.1
Feiner: my first year (cont) (Progress edit), Jan 29, 1993, p.6
Feiner explains working of law on escrows (ltr), Feb 12, 1993, p.6
Feiner replies to Tolchin on taxes (ltr), Apr 2, 1993, p.6
They (Tom Abinanti and Paul Feiner) appreciate the (SCS Inquirer) endorsement (ltr), Nov 19, 1993, p.6

FEINSTEIN, SUSAN (AU)
Reader tells a dog's tale (from Elmsford Animal Shelter) (ltr) (response added by Mimi Stone), Dec 31, 1993, p.6

FEINTUCH, JASON
Community service (canned food drive by Quaker Ridge fifth graders) (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.9

FEINTUCH, MERRY
Holiday sharing (multicultural celebration at Quaker Ridge School) (photo), Dec 17, 1993, p.9

FEIRSTEIN, SACHA
Latin America expert visits (SHS) (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.10

FEIST, SUSAN (AU)
Credit Tolchin not Feiner (for the idea of turning the Robison eyesore into a passive park) (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6

FELDINGER, PHYLLIS
'The Grandview Group' art to be exhibited at library (photo), May 21, 1993, p.17

FELDMAN, BILL
Neilsen's to close, Jul 30, 1993, p.1
Homegrown chef to open Billy's Bistro (photo), Dec 17, 1993, p.3
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FELDMAN, JANICE (AU)
Edgemont leaflet took a stand (on the budget), May 28, 1993, p.7
PTSA endorses revised budget (ltr), Jun 4, 1993, p.7

FELDMAN, LOUISE METZENBAUM
Louise Metzenbaum Feldman (dies), Oct 1, 1993, p.18

FELDSHUH, LILLIAN K (AU)
Publication of letter questioned (reference to letter by Gwendolyn Johnson 1/29/93) (ltr), Feb 12, 1993, p.6

FELICE, WALTER
Firefighters battle stubborn blaze at Waiworth Ave house (photo), Feb 12, 1993, p.1
A bunch of anniversaries (for village employees) (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.4
The Bank of New York Salutes The 1993 Annual Boards & Councils Dinner (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.22
Recession salaries: How much money is too much?, Aug 13, 1993, p.1
Firefighters, village forced to settle, Sep 17, 1993, p.1
Firefighters unite for quick save (photo), Oct 1, 1993, p.1
Centennial smiles (100th anniversary of Fire Volunteer Company No 1) (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.4
Curing a depression (underground coal chute beneath driveway outside fire headquarters), Dec 31, 1993, p.1
Christmas 1993: gifts and aspirations, Dec 31, 1993, p.2

FELIX, JANE

FELIX, JIM

FENCING
Begin with the basics; Marc Otten builds the foundation for his Olympic dream (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.21

FENDELMAN, BURT
A couple devoted to American folk art is changing centuries at mid-life (photo), Oct 15, 1993, p.5

FENDELMAN, HELAINE
A couple devoted to American folk art is changing centuries at mid-life (photo), Oct 15, 1993, p.5

FERGUSON, WILLIAM
Parking agreement signed by NYTel, Dec 17, 1993, p.1

FERNANDEZ-PITA, LUCIA
Shaping the neighborhood (photo) (edit), Nov 5, 1993, p.7

FERON, JEANNE
Local L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) team at state session, Jun 18, 1993, p.4

FERRELL, NICHOLAS F JR
Nicholas F Ferrante Jr (named account manager and sales representative for Kellogg of Battle Creek), Feb 19, 1993, p.4

FERRARO, DONALD
As burglaries rise, so do suspicions - and police say they want to hear about them, Jan 8, 1993, p.3
A bunch of anniversaries (for village employees) (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.4
Star Wars squad cars admired (photo), Apr 23, 1993, p.1
Paper diplomacy (regarding security for eight foreign ambassadors living in SCS), Apr 30, 1993, p.1
E-911 coming in July, May 7, 1993, p.1
Police looking for new ways to nab parking scofflaws, May 14, 1993, p.1
These are not the usual suspects (photo), May 28, 1993, p.5
Helping hand from Rotary (photo), May 28, 1993, p.5
Scholarships that help (from SCS Rotary Club) (photo), Jul 2, 1993, p.4
The Bank of New York Salutes The 1993 Annual Boards & Councils Dinner (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.22
Recession salaries: How much money is too much?, Aug 13, 1993, p.1
The new guys (in blue) on the block (photo), Aug 13, 1993, p.3
Emergencies only (people are calling 911 when no emergency is involved), Aug 20, 1993, p.1
Halloween tips, Oct 29, 1993, p.1
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FERRARO, DONALD continued
Trustee wants study of cab records, Nov 26, 1993, p.1
Batterers and abusers (cont), Nov 26, 1993, p.8
Successful delivery (new communications center), Dec 3, 1993, p.1
Police arrest six at roadblock (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.1
Christmas 1993: gifts and aspirations, Dec 31, 1993, p.2

FERRONE, CASEY
Garth Woods cleanup fills 20 bags plus (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.5

FEUERSTEIN, JEFF
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36

FIELDER, JESSIE
Development group (SCS Responsible Citizens) elects officers, Jul 30, 1993, p.4

FIELDS, DAVID
Scarsdale Auxiliary completes banner fundraising year (photo) (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.15

FIELDS, JUDITH
Scarsdale Auxiliary completes banner fundraising year (photo) (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.15

FIGDOR, PETER
Pie time (photo), Nov 19, 1993, p.6

FILANCIA, ANTHONY
Police arrest six at roadblock (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.1

FILARDO, ANTHONY
Movie star (Danny Glover) livens Monday classes (photo), Feb 26, 1993, p.10

FINDLAY, OMAR
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36

FINE, ARLENE
All-school welcome (recent community open house at Heathcote) (photo), Nov 19, 1993, p.9

FINE, FRED
All-school welcome (recent community open house at Heathcote) (photo), Nov 19, 1993, p.9

FINE, JOHN C (AU)
Government cannot meddle in health (edit), Nov 19, 1993, p.7
Long Island Sound needs oxygen! (edit), Dec 17, 1993, p.6

FINE, LEAH
Horseshoe customers are finding a way, Aug 6, 1993, p.1
At last! (Anne Janiak cuts ribbon on renovated Wilmot Road Bridge) (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.3
FINE, LEAH & MANUEL (AU)
(Golden Horseshoe) Shopping center traffic problem (ltr), Jun 11, 1993, p.6

FINE, MANUEL
At last! (Anne Janiak cuts ribbon on renovated Wilmot Road Bridge) (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.3

FINGER, KENNETH
The Bank of New York Salutes The 1993 Annual Boards & Councils Dinner (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.22

FINGER, KENNETH (AU)
Cable TV: getting less for more (ltr), Jul 16, 1993, p.6
TV council still tuned in (response to letters by J Richman and R Garwin from 11/5/93) (ltr), Nov 19, 1993, p.6

FINK, JEAN
County liberties group to honor Jean Fink (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.4
Local L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) team at state session, Jun 18, 1993, p.4
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women votes 1993 (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.28

FINKELSTEIN, PHYLLIS (AU)
TCI thinks it runs a monarchy (ltr), Jun 11, 1993, p.6
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FINN, JIM
A weak link in Edgemont schools (ltr), Aug 6, 1993, p.6

FINNEY, BURNHAM
Shays to receive Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.1
Library receives a holiday gift (photo), Dec 24, 1993, p.1

FINNEY, ELEANOR
Library receives a holiday gift (photo), Dec 24, 1993, p.1

FINNEY, ELEANOR (AU)
Honor accepted with gratitude (gift to SCS library in honor of Eleanor and Burnham Finney) (ltr), Dec 31, 1993, p.6

FIORE, CAROL
Words of wisdom (at SCS Pool's inaugural invitational swim meet) (photo), Jul 30, 1993, p.13

FIORIELLO, JON
Drama Club to present musical, 'Bye, Bye Birdie' (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.15

FIORIELLO, JONATHAN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

FIRE DEPT-GBH
Hats off to cops and firefighters (ltr), Aug 13, 1993, p.6

FIRE DEPT-GREENVILLE
SEE FIRE DEPT-GBH

FIRE DEPT-SHS
Still no contract (police and firefighters in SHS are still without a contract), Jan 8, 1993, p.1
Thanks fire dept. for crisis aid (ltr), Mar 12, 1993, p.7
S(CS)F (fire)D (dept): All volunteers 100 years ago, and they paid the bills too (photo), Mar 19, 1993, p.12
Fire victims are grateful for help (ltr), Mar 26, 1993, p.6
Past is present (history of fire protection in SHS) (cont), Apr 16, 1993, p.14
Volunteer firefighters get official blessing (continues history of fire protection in SHS) (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.5
League of Women Voters questions overtime cost for cops, firefighters, Apr 30, 1993, p.3
Where there's smoke (Fire Dept responds to more than 30 reports of smoke odor around the village), Jul 23, 1993, p.1
Firefighters, village forced to settle, Sep 17, 1993, p.1
Company 1 victorious in annual fire muster, Sep 17, 1993, p.4
Fire open house, Oct 15, 1993, p.1
To mark centennial (there will be a plaque dedication ceremony), Oct 22, 1993, p.1
Centennial smiles (100th anniversary of Fire Volunteer Company No 1) (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.4
Successful delivery (new communications center), Dec 3, 1993, p.1
Be a fireman (or woman)! (edit), Dec 17, 1993, p.6
Fire company marks centennial at dinner (photo), Dec 17, 1993, p.13
Curing a depression (underground coal chute beneath driveway outside fire headquarters), Dec 31, 1993, p.1

FIRE PREVENTION
Time to think fire prevention (edit), Oct 15, 1993, p.6

FIREARMS
Gun suppliers share guilt (ltr), Dec 24, 1993, p.6

FIREFIGHTERS
Firefighter still active after 60 years (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.5

FIRES
Firefighters battle stubborn blaze at Walworth Ave house (photo), Feb 12, 1993, p.1
Neighbors responded to tragic blaze (ltr), Feb 12, 1993, p.6
Smoky blaze rages through Walworth Avenue house (photo) (cont), Feb 12, 1993, p.8
Fire victims are grateful for help (ltr), Mar 26, 1993, p.6
Hartsdale inferno (fire at 68 East Hartsdale Ave) (photo), May 28, 1993, p.1
Sometimes the party smolders on long after the guests leave (Cooper Road garage fire) (photo), May 28, 1993, p.3

Smokey blaze rages through Walworth Avenue house (photo) (cont), Feb 12, 1993, p.8
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FIRES continued
Fire victims thank helpers (ltr), Jun 11, 1993, p.7
Removing the rubble (of house on Walworth Ave) (photo), Jul 23, 1993, p.1
Firefighters unite for quick save (photo), Oct 1, 1993, p.1

FIREWORKS
Playing with fire (Independence Day fireworks at the SCS Pool), Jul 9, 1993, p.1
A celebration for everyone (4th of July celebration at SCS Pool) (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.1
The fuse behind the (Independence Day) fireworks (at the SCS Pool), Jul 23, 1993, p.5

FISCHEL, SHELLEY
Labor, immigration laws challenge employers, Feb 5, 1993, p.1

FISCHER, RAY (AU)
Using taxes to fund campaign (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6

FISCHMAN, SHARI
Plaque is back, Jan 29, 1993, p.1

FISHER, ALEC
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36

FISHER, BOB
The Bank of New York Salutes The SCS Historical Society honored by SCS Chamber of Commerce (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.32

FISHER, GRETA
The Bank of New York Salutes The SCS Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32
The Bank of New York Salutes The SCS Historical Society honored by SCS Chamber of Commerce (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.32

FISHER, SAUL
Saul Fisher (elected to the post vice president-law at Nynex), Mar 12, 1993, p.4

FISHMAN, SCOTT
Community service (canned food drive by Quaker Ridge fifth graders) (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.9

FITCH, RITA
A white holiday (SCS kids enjoy a snow day) (photo), Jan 15, 1993, p.3

FITCH, ROBERT
A white holiday (SCS kids enjoy a snow day) (photo), Jan 15, 1993, p.3

FITCH, TAYLOR
A white holiday (SCS kids enjoy a snow day) (photo), Jan 15, 1993, p.3

FITZGERALD, JIM (AU)
Dad of 5 strongly opposes teen site (ltr), Apr 30, 1993, p.6
Methods & policies of Inquirer decried (ltr), Aug 6, 1993, p.6
Use mufflers (on leaf blowers) (ltr), Oct 8, 1993, p.6

FITZHUGH, RICHARD
League active on downtown (response to letter by R Fitzhugh from 4/16/93) (ltr), Apr 30, 1993, p.6

FITZHUGH, RICHARD D (AU)
League of (women) V(oters) urged to hold forum (regarding development of downtown SCS) (ltr), Apr 16, 1993, p.6

FLANAGAN, JILL
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

FLANAGAN, RYAN
County champs (SCS Sweepers takes Westchester under 12 Division A soccer title) (photo), Aug 27, 1993, p.15

FLANDERS, MARTHA
Who was that man (who rescued M Flanders' spaniel from the HTS station train tracks?), Jul 2, 1993, p.1

FLANAGAN, JILL
Students get down to business (unit on entrepreneurship for eighth graders) (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.10

FLATER, ANNA
No girls in boys basketball, Jan 29, 1993, p.1
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FLAUM, ROBERT A
Robert A Flaum (elected to Mercy College board of trustees) (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.4

FLAX, DORIS
Adult School course registration soon (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.2

FLEISHAKER, DONALD
Donald Fleishaker (named vice president of the Westchester Jewish Conference), Jul 30, 1993, p.4

FLIGHT
Scarsdale women take to the skies: female pilots who find flying fun (photo), May 14, 1993, p.5
Women taking to the skies (cont), May 14, 1993, p.8

FLISSER, ERIC
Shooting with the stars (SCS native Eric Flisser represents US at Maccabiah Games) (photo), Jul 30, 1993, p.13

FLORIDA
Tourist safety tips for Florida visits -- from Germany, no less (edit), Nov 5, 1993, p.7

FLOWERS
Alternative flowers (fresh flowers sought for graduation ceremonies at Alternative School), Jun 11, 1993, p.1

FLUEGELMAN, MILTON
Milton Fluegelman (dies), Jul 9, 1993, p.12

FLYING
SEE FLIGHT

FOGEL, BARBARA
(State) aid picture still cloudy, Feb 5, 1993, p.9
Bond approval sought to pay debt to state, Apr 30, 1993, p.11
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30
An advocate for change (praises B Fogel who has retired after six years on School Board) (edit), Jun 25, 1993, p.6
Kudos to retiring board president (B Fogel), Jun 25, 1993, p.10

FOGEL, BARBARA (AU)
New partnerships foster encouraging educational results (photo) (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.2
Fogel: new partnerships (cont) (photo) (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.4
Here it's 'we,' not 'they' ... (commentary from remarks at SCS Memorial Day ceremony) (edit), Jul 2, 1993, p.7

FOGELSON, JOSH
Helping the homeless (SCS Cub Scout Pack 60 raise money and collect food) (photo), Dec 3, 1993, p.2

FOLEY, JIM
New show gives viewers 'Food for Thought' (in Channel 35 series of culinary programs) (photo), Jan 15, 1993, p.2
Innovations on (Channel) 35 (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.2

FOLK ART
A couple devoted to American folk art is changing centuries at mid-life (photo), Oct 15, 1993, p.5

FONTANA, RICH (AU)
Make Old Army two one-ways (ltr), Apr 23, 1993, p.6

FOOD
Blending Greek foods and culture (photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.12
Razors in food, Jul 30, 1993, p.1
Local pizzeria delivers a helping hand, Oct 22, 1993, p.3

FOOD PATCH
Hunger is not acceptable (Harvest for the Hungry Food Drive is being held this week) (photo), Feb 12, 1993, p.2
Thanks to all who aided Food-Patch (ltr), Feb 19, 1993, p.6

FOOD STORES
The new Gristede's (in Golden Horseshoe Shopping Center), Mar 12, 1993, p.1

FOOTBALL
C'mon boys! (SCS football coach Richard Palladino fine tunes his Raider squad) (photo), Sep 3, 1993, p.1
SHS varsity football canceled for 1994 (photo), Dec 17, 1993, p.1
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FOOTBALL continued
Football (cont), Dec 17, 1993, p.22

FORBES, JACHIN M
Jachin M Forbes (dies), Oct 8, 1993, p.14

FORREST, IRIS
Computer book (Computer Tales of Fact & Fantasy published by former SCS resident Iris Forrest), Sep 24, 1993, p.4

FORTINO, DENISE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

FOSTER, DIANE (AU)
Edgemont leaflet took a stand (on the budget), May 28, 1993, p.7
PTSA endorses revised budget (ltr), Jun 4, 1993, p.7

FOX, AMANDA C
Amanda Fox (named senior vice president of Paul R. Ray & Co Inc of Chicago) (photo), Feb 26, 1993, p.4

FOX, DIXON RYAN (AU)
About our man in Scarsdale -- Caleb Heathcote, Esq. (ltr) (photo), Dec 24, 1993, p.6

FOX, DONNA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre "Kiss Me, Kate" (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.22

FOX, JUDITH
Resident shocked by students' AIDS flyer, Jan 29, 1993, p.1
Skorch gets burned by (S)student (A)ctivity (C)committee funding ban, May 28, 1993, p.9
Cheating forces new final for sophomores, Jun 11, 1993, p.11
Flowers and rainbows for A-School grads (photo), Jun 25, 1993, p.1
Rabban to retire as library chief (photo), Sep 24, 1993, p.9
Tutormania: Scarsdale's addiction to success, Oct 8, 1993, p.1
Too many deans? Parent input sought, Nov 5, 1993, p.9
A complex issue (edit), Nov 26, 1993, p.6
Fall at Fox Meadow (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.13

FOX, JUDITH (AU)
Thanks fire dept. for crisis aid (ltr), Mar 12, 1993, p.7

FOX, ROBERT JR
The Bank of New York Salutes The 1993 Annual Boards & Councils Dinner (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.22

FOX, SYLVIA (AU)
Let's not nurse resentments (regarding the creche issue) (ltr), Jan 22, 1993, p.6
How about a big block party? (ltr), Feb 19, 1993, p.6
E'mont's 'Fiddler' was wonderful (ltr), Mar 26, 1993, p.6

FRADKIN, DAVID
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36

FRANCETIC, DEE
Balkan pain knows no boundary: local emigres react to war (photo), May 7, 1993, p.3

FRANCO, ANTONIO (AU)
'Ma, guess what I won!' (author recalls fundraising raffle from 1964 in Dunewood, Fire Island) (edit), Nov 5, 1993, p.7

FRANK, BRUCE
Officers named by YMHA here (8 Frank named treasurer), Jul 23, 1993, p.4

FRANKEL, STANLEY A (AU)
World class piece (on world class pianist Tedd Joselson) (ltr), Sep 10, 1993, p.6

FRANTZ, STEVEN (DR)
Actors present playful poetry show (at Fox Meadow school), Feb 12, 1993, p.9
Schools find service builds character, Jun 11, 1993, p.11
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FRANZ, L DWIGHT
L Dwight Franz (dies), Mar 26, 1993, p.12

FRANZEE, KRISTIN
Thanks to many-for generosity (towards seven Russian children who visited SCS) (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6

FREE TRADE AND PROTECTION
Bashing Japan for NAFTA (ltr), Nov 12, 1993, p.6

FREEDMAN, JONATHAN
Mormon missioners (for Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) (photo), Aug 27, 1993, p.12

FREEDMAN, RITA J
Rita J Freedman (chosen for psychologist award for 1993) (photo), May 7, 1993, p.4

FREEDOM OF SPEECH
On free speech, and drawing lines (edit), Jan 29, 1993, p.7
Authors add fire to free-speech debate, Nov 26, 1993, p.1
A complex issue (edit), Nov 26, 1993, p.6
Authors add fire to free-speech debate (cont), Nov 26, 1993, p.12

FREEDOM OF THE PRESS

FREIGHTWAY GARAGE (SCS)
(Freightway) Garage choices (ltr), May 21, 1993, p.6
It's not the way to run a village (ltr), May 28, 1993, p.6
Edgemont fears a traffic glut (regarding proposed development for SCS downtown) (ltr), Jun 4, 1993, p.6
(Doing) nothing (in the SCS downtown area) is not an option (edit), Jul 2, 1993, p.6
Many potential benefits in plan (to clean up the Freightway area) (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6
Come clean on signature mix-up (reference to letter from 7/16/93 published over name R Donati) (ltr), Aug 13, 1993, p.6
(SCS downtown) Project shouldn't squeeze people (ltr), Aug 20, 1993, p.6
The mayor calls a time out, so let's take a look around (edit), Aug 27, 1993, p.7
Suggestions for Freightway forum (letter to Mayor Handelman and village trustees) (ltr), Sep 10, 1993, p.6

FREILICH, PETER
Peter Freilich (promoted to senior accountant by Magolin, Winer & Evens), Aug 6, 1993, p.4

FREILICH, RICHARD J
Richard J Freilich (dies), Jun 4, 1993, p.14

FRENCHMAN, JILL
Gymnastic grandeur (Jill Frenchman wins 1st place at 1993 I Love NY invitational gymnastics) (photo), Feb 19, 1993, p.15

FRENKEL, ELISABETH
SHS juniors visit D.C., Mar 5, 1993, p.9

FRESH AIR FUND
From Brooklyn to Scarsdale to the top of the world (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.1
Riddick Bowe: Brooklyn to Scarsdale to the top of the world (cont) (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.21

FRIEDBERG, JANE S (AU)
Greenburgh isn't what is used to be (ltr), Aug 20, 1993, p.6

FRIEDEL, RUTH
(SCS artist Ted Mehrer comments on one of his works on exhibit at the SCS Girl Scout House (photo), May 21, 1993, p.18
Winners all (at SCS Woman's Club juried art show opening) (photo), Nov 19, 1993, p.17

FRIEDELANDER, GORDON (AU)
A modest proposal might fix this country's financial woes (edit), Mar 19, 1993, p.7
America lags in health insurance (edit), Jun 11, 1993, p.7

FRIEDMAN, ALLIE
Thanksgiving traditions (annual outdoor turkey roast at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.10
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FRIEDMAN, BARRY (DR)
E'mont teachers without a contract, Sep 24, 1993, p.1

FRIEDMAN, BETH
Beth Friedman (nominated for 1994 NY State Teacher of the Year award), Feb 5, 1993, p.4

FRIEDMAN, JEFFREY
A day at the beach (at the Heathcote gym) (photo), Feb 12, 1993, p.9

FRIEDMAN, LORI
Hopes are high on Garth Road, Aug 27, 1993, p.1

FRIEDMAN, MERCEDES
The Bank of New York Salutes The 25th Anniversary of Futura House (photo), Jul 16, 1993, p.26

FRIEDMAN, WILLIAM
The Bank of New York Salutes The 25th Anniversary of Futura House (photo), Jul 16, 1993, p.26

FRIENDS (QUAKERS)

FRIENDS OF SCS PUBLIC LIBRARY
Benefactor sought (valuable item left among pages of book donated for annual book fair), Apr 2, 1993, p.1
Robert Stone to speak here (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.2
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Oct 1, 1993, p.28

FRIENDS OF WEINBERG NATURE CENTER
Sloan grants awarded, Oct 22, 1993, p.9

FRIEDMAN, WILLIAM (DR)
William Frishman M.D. (will receive an honorary alumnus award by A Einstein College of Medicine), May 28, 1993, p.4

FROSS, ALVIN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service (photo), May 21, 1993, p.32

FUJITA, YUKO
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

FUND RAISING
Scarsdale Auxiliary completes banner fundraising year (photo) (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.15
White Plains Hospital Center fundraisers have healthy goals (illus), May 21, 1993, p.8
Scarsdalians to aid White Plains Hospital Center fund drive, Jun 25, 1993, p.4
Physicians honored (for supporting fundraising campaign at White Plains Hospital Center) (photo), Aug 20, 1993, p.4
Edgemont has another cause (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6
$1 million milestone (for White Plains Hospital Center) (photo), Dec 3, 1993, p.4
A profitable party for White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.5
Centennial bash nets big bucks for White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.9

FUTURA HOUSE
Futura House celebrates 25 years (photo), Jul 2, 1993, p.3
The Bank of New York Salutes The 25th Anniversary of Futura House (photo), Jul 16, 1993, p.26

GABEL, JULIA
Grant funds multicultural projects (photo), Oct 8, 1993, p.9

GABEL, RICHARD (DR)
Gains and pains of a 100-year-old hospital (photo), Dec 24, 1993, p.5

GALEF, SANDRA
League of Women Voters to host 4 state assemblywomen (photo), May 7, 1993, p.2
Women's delegation updates League of Women Voters (photo), May 21, 1993, p.3

GALETTA, PERN
Perna Galetta (dies), Oct 22, 1993, p.16

GALGANO, LAUREN
Edgewood School to celebrate 75 years (photo), Dec 17, 1993, p.10
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GALLAGHER, JOHN R
John R Gallagher (dies), Oct 15, 1993, p.16

GALLAGHER, ROBERTA
Roberta Gallagher (appointed executive director of Westchester County Psychological Association), Oct 1, 1993, p.6

GALLIN, PAMELA (DR)
Dr Pamela F Gallin (among 25 members of briefing team for Hillary Clinton's Health Care Task Force), Apr 30, 1993, p.4
Promoting good vision puts local doctor in limelight (photo), Aug 20, 1993, p.5
Early diagnosis important, doctor says (cont), Aug 20, 1993, p.12

GALLOWAY, FRANCES
The Bank of New York Salutes The SCS Historical Society honored by SCS Chamber of Commerce (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.32

GALLOWAY, JOHN
The Bank of New York Salutes The SCS Historical Society honored by SCS Chamber of Commerce (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.32
Police looking for new ways to nab parking scofflaws, May 14, 1993, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The 1993 Annual Boards & Councils Dinner (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.22
Bad connection gets worse between NY Tel and neighbors (photo), Aug 20, 1993, p.1
(Citizens' Nominating) Committee candidates sought, Aug 27, 1993, p.1
Non-Participant System (SCS's Non-Partisan System is close to become a Non-Participant System)(edit), Sep 24, 1993, p.6
Committee candidates chosen, Nov 5, 1993, p.1
Citizens' candidates are diverse, Nov 12, 1993, p.1
NYTel agrees to limit parking, Nov 26, 1993, p.1
Parking agreement stalled with NYTel (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.1
Parking agreement signed by NYTel, Dec 17, 1993, p.1

GALLOWAY, JOHN H (AU)
T(own and) V(illage) C(lub) tribute to John Thies (ltr), Jun 25, 1993, p.6

GALLOWAY, MEL
The new guys (in blue) on the block (photo), Aug 13, 1993, p.3

GALVANI, ANN
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women votes 1993 (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.28

GAMBRIELLO, JAMES
Cousens to retire after 30 years (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.9

GAMES
The art of checkers (is discussed at SCS Historical Society), Jan 22, 1993, p.3

GAMIELLO, DENNIS
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1993 (photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.24

GANGEMI, MARJORIE
Marjorie Gangemi (dies), Dec 17, 1993, p.20

GANIA, CHARLIE
Big crowd for a dazzling Fourth (at SCS Pool) (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.3

GANIA, MARY-ANN
Big crowd for a dazzling Fourth (at SCS Pool) (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.3

GANIA, MIKE
Big crowd for a dazzling Fourth (at SCS Pool) (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.3

GANTCHER, NATHAN
Nathan Gantcher (named to board of trustees at TUDC, Inc, a subsidiary of Tufts University), Jan 22, 1993, p.4

GARBAGE COLLECTION
SEE WASTE DISPOSAL

GARBARINO, CHRISTOPHER
Christopher Garbarino (has completed basic training at the U.S. Military Academy), Oct 1, 1993, p.4
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GARBARINO, KEN
Parking agreement stalled with NYTel (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.1
Parking agreement signed by NYTel, Dec 17, 1993, p.1

GARDELLA, RICHARD
Recession salaries: How much money is too much?, Aug 13, 1993, p.1
Coming up Tuesday...(plans to set up a special committee to coordinate downtown development project), Aug 13, 1993, p.1
Tree killers fined, Nov 5, 1993, p.1
Christmas 1993: gifts and aspirations, Dec 31, 1993, p.2

GARDENS AND GARDENING
Green at what cost? (in reference to use of pesticides and herbicides in SCS), Apr 9, 1993, p.1
Change the long-lasting effects of spring (edit), Apr 9, 1993, p.6
Villagers asked to reduce use of lawn chemicals in innovative pest control program (cont), Apr 9, 1993, p.12
Gardening for life is a growing challenge, Apr 16, 1993, p.5
Corrections in pesticide story (in SCS Inquirer 4/9/93) (ltr), Apr 16, 1993, p.6
Gardening - a growing concern (cont), Apr 16, 1993, p.13

GARFF, ADAM
Mormon missioners (for Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) (photo), Aug 27, 1993, p.12

GARFF, ELIZABETH
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Varsity Girls' Basketball Team, Apr 2, 1993, p.32

GARFF, SUE
Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) elects co-presidents (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.10

GARRETT, WENDELL (AU)
The Victorians -- were they so wrong? (edit), Dec 10, 1993, p.7

GARRIDO, DOREEN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Oct 1, 1993, p.28

GARSON, MILDRED (AU)
Focus should be on what club does (ltr), Jul 23, 1993, p.6

GARTEN, HARRY
Critics welcome open door but want it wider (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.1

GARTEN, HARRY N (AU)
Beware of traffic (problems that will be caused in EMT by proposed development in downtown SCS) (ltr), May 21, 1993, p.6

GARTEN, LILA
Group advises board to clear the decks, Aug 13, 1993, p.1

GARTH WOODS CONSERVANCY
Garth Woods Conservancy wins (illus) (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.14
Bench angels sought (Conservancy is raising money for new benches, trees and to dredge ponds), Feb 19, 1993, p.1
Model program (Garth Woods adopted as case study by American Society of Civil Engineers), Apr 9, 1993, p.1
Garth Woods cleanup (it's in the bag!), Apr 23, 1993, p.5
Lending well-gloved hands (to clean up Garth Woods Conservancy) (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.1
Garth Woods cleanup fills 20 bags plus (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.5
Lederer bench to be dedicated (at waterfall in Garth Woods), Oct 8, 1993, p.2
Playing games in Garth Woods ("identify the tree") (ltr), Dec 3, 1993, p.6

GARWIN, RICHARD L (AU)
Advisory council should call TCI (ltr), Nov 5, 1993, p.6

GASKIN, GERARD
Young Irish visitors gain new perspective (photo), Jul 30, 1993, p.5

GASSON, CHRIS
Go-cart project makes a hit (photo), Jun 25, 1993, p.9
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GAUDIA, RONALD (AU)
Help available for victims (ltr), Nov 26, 1993, p.6

GAVRIN, DAVID
The Bank of New York Salutes Robert Greenes 1993 Bowl Recipient (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.28

GBH
Feiner explains working of law on escrows (ltr), Feb 12, 1993, p.6
Feiner killed town’s sense of community (ltr), Feb 12, 1993, p.6
He wants to join Greenburgh... (ltr), Feb 26, 1993, p.6
... And she thinks Feiner’s terrific (ltr), Feb 26, 1993, p.6
Greenburgh isn’t falling apart (ltr), Mar 12, 1993, p.6
Disagrees with some points about town finances (ltr), Mar 26, 1993, p.7
Running town as an agency (ltr), Jul 9, 1993, p.6
Correcting the record on fees (response to letter by L Weinerman from 7/23/93) (ltr), Jul 30, 1993, p.6
(GBH) Senior center is inadequate (ltr), Aug 6, 1993, p.6
Greenburgh isn’t what is used to be (ltr), Aug 20, 1993, p.6
Cronyism is rampant in G’bg (response to letter by M Melden from 8/20/93) (ltr), Sep 3, 1993, p.6
Segal has ideas for Greenburgh (ltr), Oct 29, 1993, p.6
Tolchin says thanks, farewell (ltr), Dec 10, 1993, p.6

GBH NATURE CENTER
Do I dare to pat a pig? (two youngsters watch the resident porker at GBH Nature Center) (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.1

GEARHART, JOHN
The Bank of New York Salutes Robert Greenes 1993 Bowl Recipient (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.28

GEARHART, SAMANTHA
The Bank of New York Salutes Robert Greenes 1993 Bowl Recipient (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.28

GEIGER, GLENN G
Glenn G Geiger (dies), May 7, 1993, p.23

GELLAN, KATA
Debaters triumph at tourney, Nov 19, 1993, p.9

GELLEN, AGNES
Scarsdale High School students win academic awards (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.12

GELLEN, KATA
Debaters shine in tourney (Reeder Tournament in Alexandria, Va), Oct 8, 1993, p.10

GELLER, ANDREW
Speech contestants cheer each other on (photo), Apr 2, 1993, p.9

GENTRY, EDGAR
Eastchester man found fit to stand trial, Aug 20, 1993, p.1

GEORGITSEAS, MARINELA G (AU)
She’s grateful for Sloan fund (ltr), Oct 1, 1993, p.6

GERBER, JANE
Jane Gerber (has received a National Jewish Book Award for her work “The Jews of Spain”) (photo), May 7, 1993, p.4

GERBER, JANE S
Jane S Gerber (will participate in a Judaica book and crafts marketplace at NY Hilton), Jun 18, 1993, p.4

GERCHICK, RUTH (AU)
Coming to Israel’s Hula Valley, a recreational park, with water (edit), Aug 20, 1993, p.7

GERLOFF, MIKE
A different cabaret lights up SHS stage (photo), Jan 22, 1993, p.17

GERTLER, JANE
Educators design special education class, Apr 30, 1993, p.9
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GERTLER, MEREDITH
   The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36

GEWIRZ, BARBARA
   Expatriot experiences in Tokyo mirror challenges in Scarsdale, Jun 4, 1993, p.1

GEWIRZ, LISA
   Host family needed for AFS visitor Ernesto Guccione (edit), Aug 20, 1993, p.6

GEYER, EILEEN T
   Eileen T Geyer (dies), Aug 20, 1993, p.14

GHEIZZI, BARBARA
   Expat(riot) experiences in Tokyo mirror challenges in Scarsdale, Jun 4, 1993, p.1

GHEIZZI, LISA
   Host family needed (for AFS visitor Ernesto Guccione) (edit), Aug 20, 1993, p.6

GHEIZZI, EILEEN T
   Eileen T Geyer (dies), Aug 20, 1993, p.14

GHEIZZI, GREG
   County champs (SCS Sweepers takes Westchester under 12 Division A soccer title) (photo), Aug 27, 1993, p.15

GHEIZZI, LISA
   The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36

GHEIZZI, SEV
   County champs (SCS Sweepers takes Westchester under 12 Division A soccer title) (photo), Aug 27, 1993, p.15

GIAMPOLI, JOAN
   Only in America - a follow-up (discusses recently discovered map of SCS dated 1797) (illus) (edit), Feb 12, 1993, p.7
   Village's state-of-the-art records more organized than county's, Apr 2, 1993, p.1
   Cost of marriage (certificates) up, Apr 16, 1993, p.1
   The Bank of New York Salutes The 1993 Annual Boards & Councils Dinner (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.22
   Bank, volunteers hailed for (SCS community) calendar (ltr), Aug 20, 1993, p.6

GIANGRANDE, TONI
   New house counselor joins middle school staff (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.1

GIBBS, MICHAEL
   Two SHS deans to take unpaid leaves next year, Feb 26, 1993, p.1
   New deans hired (one year appointments at SHS), May 21, 1993, p.9

GIBRALTAR, RICHARD (DR)
   Richard Gibraltar, M.D. (elected member of board at Manhattan Eye, Ear & Throat Hospital) (photo), Jul 23, 1993, p.4

GIFTED CHILDREN
   SEE CHILDREN, GIFTED

GIFTS, LEGACIES, ETC
   Library receives a holiday gift (photo), Dec 24, 1993, p.1
   Honor accepted with gratitude (gift to SCS library in honor of Eleanor and Burnham Finney) (ltr), Dec 31, 1993, p.6

GILBERT, DENNIS
   Scarsdalians to aid White Plains Hospital fund drive, Jun 25, 1993, p.4

GILCHRIST, JIM
   No girls in boys basketball, Jan 29, 1993, p.1
   Gilchrist to return as pool manager, May 28, 1993, p.4
   Scarsdale (window painting) tradition draws national attention, Oct 1, 1993, p.3

GILDER, RODMAN (DR)
   Dr Rodman Gilder (dies), Apr 30, 1993, p.20

GILLIGAN, JAMES
   Ready to start the new year (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.10

GILMORE, ANTHONY
   Students and League of Women Voters visit county legislators (photo), Apr 23, 1993, p.4

GINSBERG, HENRY N (DR)
   Henry N Ginsberg, M.D. (named Tilden-Weger-Bieler prof of preventative medicine at Columbia Univ), Sep 17, 1993, p.4
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GIRL SCOUT HOUSE (SCS)
(SCS artist Ted Mehrer comments on one of his works on exhibit at the SCS Girl Scout House (photo), May 21, 1993, p.18

GIRL SCOUTS OF AMERICA
Silver Award winner (Sarah Elizabeth Bell for excellence in Girl Scouting) (photo), Dec 3, 1993, p.11

GIRL SCOUTS OF AMERICA-FUND RAISING
Supporting the troops (Jessica Edelman and Ellen Grenley take orders for Girl Scout cookies) (photo), Mar 5, 1993, p.1
Girl Scouts like cookie coverage (ltr), Mar 19, 1993, p.6
Heathcote troop plans sale (photo), Oct 15, 1993, p.10

GIRL SCOUTS OF AMERICA-SCS
This is how you do it... (Noriko Sakarihara shows Tara McCarthy and Kaori Ihara how to braid)(photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.5
In the merry month of May (Katharyn Jonson receives a May Day basket from Brownie Troop 2094)(photo), May 7, 1993, p.9
Shaping the neighborhood (photo) (edit), Nov 5, 1993, p.7

GISOLFI, PETER
Tour shows renovation (of SHS) nearly done (photo), Oct 8, 1993, p.10

GIULIANI, RUDOLPH
Former Inquirer owner named finance deputy by Giuliani (photo), Dec 31, 1993, p.1

GLAUBER, LENI
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Oct 1, 1993, p.28

GLEICHER, JOSEPH
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32

GLENDON, WILLIAM R (AU)

GLENN, DAVID
Letter hijacked, aim negated (regarding article in Inquirer 4/16/93) (ltr), May 7, 1993, p.6
(SCS downtown) Project shouldn't squeeze people (ltr), Aug 20, 1993, p.6
Advisory council should call TCI (ltr), Nov 5, 1993, p.6

GLENN, DAVID J (AU)
Gosh darn those ** * * * * s (edit), Oct 1, 1993, p.6
Fears of the unknown awake Oct 31 (illus) (edit), Oct 29, 1993, p.7

GLICK, DANIELLE
Community service (canned food drive by Quaker Ridge fifth graders) (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.9

GLOVER, DANNY
Movie star (Danny Glover) livens Monday classes (photo), Feb 26, 1993, p.10

GODFREY, TOM
Middle school news (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.10

GOLD, JASON
Students make wishes come true (photo), Dec 24, 1993, p.9

GOLD, JEFF
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36

GOLD, JODIE
County lauds SHS students, Dec 3, 1993, p.12

GOLDBERG, ED
Dems won't endorse Citizens' candidates, Jan 29, 1993, p.3

GOLDBERG, HARRIET
Survey results (master plan workshop will be held at SCS High School), Mar 12, 1993, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Robert Greenes 1993 Bowl Recipient (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.28
'Open dialogue' on master plan (ltr), Apr 2, 1993, p.6

GOLDBERG, MARK
A day at the beach (at the Heathcote gym) (photo), Feb 12, 1993, p.9
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GOLDBERG, ROSS
Readers cavort (at the SCS Public Library's summer reading game) (photo), Aug 13, 1993, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Oct 1, 1993, p.28

GOLDBERG, RUTH
Of trees and housing, May 14, 1993, p.1

GOLDEN, ALISSA
The spirit of volunteerism at SHS, Nov 19, 1993, p.10

GOLDEN, DANI
Local pizzeria delivers a helping hand, Oct 22, 1993, p.3

GOLDEN, DOROTHY
SMS teachers describe special help (for students to keep up with their studies), Jan 8, 1993, p.9

GOLDEN, EMILY
Local pizzeria delivers a helping hand, Oct 22, 1993, p.3

GOLDEN, RITA
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS BASE (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.28
Two SMS deans to take unpaid leaves next year, Feb 26, 1993, p.1
Passing the torch (R Golden congratulates her successor Susan Cohen as PT council president) (photo), May 28, 1993, p.10
Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) elects co-presidents (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.10

GOLDEN, RITA (AU)
PT Council backs budget (ltr), May 14, 1993, p.6
Important free service: Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) (ltr), Aug 27, 1993, p.6

GOLDMAN, AMBER (AU)
Honest folks at Fine Arts (ltr), Dec 3, 1993, p.6

GOLDMAN, PHYLLIS T
Phyllis T Goldman (named director of NY office of New Israel Fund) (photo), May 7, 1993, p.4

GOLDSMITH, CAROL
Parent petition prompts discussion, Dec 24, 1993, p.9

GOLDSMITH, JULIET
Juliet Goldsmith (elected vice president for communications of Women in Communications), Jul 30, 1993, p.4

GOLDSTEIN, AMANDA
The spirit of volunteerism at SHS, Nov 19, 1993, p.10

GOLDSTEIN, BUD
Local L(eague of) U(omen) V(oters) team at state session, Jun 18, 1993, p.4

GOLDSTEIN, DEBRA
Debra Goldstein (promoted to senior account executive of LH Management Division of Leon Henry Inc), Feb 12, 1993, p.4

GOLDSTEIN, LISA
Scarsdale High School students win academic awards (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.12
Debaters shine in tourney (Reeder Tournament in Alexandria, Va), Oct 8, 1993, p.10
SMS junior is top delegate, Dec 17, 1993, p.9

GOLDSTEIN, MERVYN
12 join nominating committee, Jan 22, 1993, p.1

GOLDSTEIN, MERVYN L (DR) (AU)
Reminder to vote (for election of members of School Board Nominating Committee) (ltr), Jan 15, 1993, p.6

GOLDSTEIN, MICHAEL
From Brooklyn to Scarsdale to the top of the world (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.1

GOLDSTEIN, RICHIE
From Brooklyn to Scarsdale to the top of the world (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.1

GOLDSTEIN, RUTH
League of Women Voters promotes political responsibility...(photo) (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.15
Local L(eague of) W(omen) V(oters) team at state session, Jun 18, 1993, p.4
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Article Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GOLDSTEIN, RUTH</td>
<td>The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women votes 1993 (photo)</td>
<td>Nov 5, 1993</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLDWATER, BOB</td>
<td>'That's Harvey!' (kidnapping of Harvey Weinstein)</td>
<td>Aug 20, 1993</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLDWATER, JOANNE A</td>
<td>Joanne A Goldwater (named president of Mid-Atlantic Assn of College and Univ Housing Officers)</td>
<td>Mar 12, 1993</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLDBOCH, WENDY</td>
<td>Nominating committee (cont)</td>
<td>Jan 22, 1993</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLDBROCK, WENDY</td>
<td>Scarsdale Golf Club names new women's champions (photo)</td>
<td>Sep 3, 1993</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLDBROCK, WENDY</td>
<td>The will to survive - and win; local woman takes medal in Transplant Olympics (photo)</td>
<td>Aug 6, 1993</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLDD, DAVID</td>
<td>Inquirer wins 9 awards, Mar 26, 1993</td>
<td>Mar 26, 1993</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLOMB, SYLVIA</td>
<td>The Bank of New York Salutes The 25th Anniversary of Futura House (photo)</td>
<td>Jul 16, 1993</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLOMB, SYLVIA</td>
<td>The Bank of New York Salutes The 25th Anniversary of Futura House (photo)</td>
<td>Jul 16, 1993</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOMEZ, BRYAN</td>
<td>Glad tidings (Immaculate Heart of Mary Sunday School pageant) (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 24, 1993</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOODMAN, ALEXIS</td>
<td>Host family needed (for AFS visitor Ernesto Guccione) (edit)</td>
<td>Aug 20, 1993</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOODMAN, ALEXIS (AU)</td>
<td>A report from post-cold war Russia (edit)</td>
<td>Feb 19, 1993</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOODMAN, ALEXIS (AU)</td>
<td>Tea - a constant in a land of change (edit)</td>
<td>Sep 3, 1993</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOODMAN, ARTHUR R (AU)</td>
<td>'What's a name? (ltr)</td>
<td>Jun 11, 1993</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOODMAN, JOSH</td>
<td>Garth Woods cleanup fills 20 bags plus (photo)</td>
<td>Apr 30, 1993</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOODMAN, JOSH</td>
<td>Debaters star in 3 tourneys, Nov 12, 1993</td>
<td>Nov 12, 1993</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOODMAN, RACHEL</td>
<td>All eyes at F(ox) M(eadow) are on Hubble (Space Telescope) (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 10, 1993</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOODMAN, TOM</td>
<td>Tom Goodman (named vice president for communications at CBS News and CBS Television stations) (photo)</td>
<td>Mar 12, 1993</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOWIN, CAROL</td>
<td>The Bank of New York Salutes The 1993 Annual Boards &amp; Councils Dinner (photo)</td>
<td>Jul 9, 1993</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOOTBLATT, SARAH</td>
<td>Senior Options a success, say evaluators, Oct 29, 1993</td>
<td>Oct 29, 1993</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GORDON, DAVID</td>
<td>Speech contestants cheer each other on (photo)</td>
<td>Apr 2, 1993</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GORDON, NORMAN (AU)</td>
<td>'Greedy' teacher replies to critic (response to letter by Harry Schwartz from 3/26/93) (ltr)</td>
<td>Apr 9, 1993</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A weak link in Edgemont schools (ltr)</td>
<td>Aug 6, 1993</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GORE, AL</td>
<td>52nd Inaugural - we were there (edit)</td>
<td>Jan 29, 1993</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Healthy breakfast (attended by S Shelov at White House for presentation of Clinton medical plan)</td>
<td>Sep 24, 1993</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GORMAN, HOWARD</td>
<td>The Bank of New York Salutes The 1993 Annual Boards &amp; Councils Dinner (photo)</td>
<td>Jul 9, 1993</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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GORHAM, SUE
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women votes 1993 (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.28

GOTO, MIDORI
Midori performs here (photo), May 14, 1993, p.1
Midori enthralls audience, May 14, 1993, p.9
Express thanks to Midori (ltr), May 28, 1993, p.6

GOTTESMAN, ERIC P
Dr Eric P Gottesman (named to medical staff of White Plains Hospital Center), Feb 19, 1993, p.4

GOTTLEIB, LINDSEY
Latin America expert visits (SHS) (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.10
Scarsdale wins Section 1 basketball championship (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.21
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Varsity Girls' Basketball Team, Apr 2, 1993, p.32
Scarsdale athletes shine in Empire State Games (photo), Aug 13, 1993, p.13

GOTTLEIB, SANDY
Innovations on (Channel) 35 (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.2

GOTTLEIB, SUZY
Cagers advance to state semis, banishing Binghamton 49-45 (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.21
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Varsity Girls' Basketball Team, Apr 2, 1993, p.32
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36

GOULD, KENNETH
Kenneth Gould (has been elected to board of directors of N W Ayer & Son Inc) (photo), May 21, 1993, p.4

GOULD, MARGARET
Reveal development plans, village urged, Apr 9, 1993, p.1
Critics welcome open door but want it wider (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.1
Skeptics query trustees on development, May 14, 1993, p.1
P(enn) C(entral) C(orporation) critics offer alternative plans and schedules, May 28, 1993, p.1
Public will see trustees at work, Jul 16, 1993, p.1
Development group (SCS Responsible Citizens) elects officers, Jul 30, 1993, p.4

GOULD, MARGARET (AU)
... and 'openess' must get more than lip service (ltr), Mar 26, 1993, p.6
Prepare way for downtown forum (ltr), Apr 23, 1993, p.7
Do we have a democracy (in SCS)? (ltr), Jun 18, 1993, p.6

GRABEL, DAN
Anger mounting over (SCS downtown) development (project) (ltr), Jun 11, 1993, p.1

GRABEL, DAN (AU)
Avoid a swindle: Lease the land to Penn Central (ltr), Feb 19, 1993, p.6
Affordable housing may be problem (ltr), Apr 9, 1993, p.6

GRABEL, RUTH
Ruth Grabel (dies), Mar 5, 1993, p.12

GRAFF MORSE, IRIS (AU)
Some E'monters mean-spirited (ltr), May 14, 1993, p.6

GRAFF, HENRY F
Clinton names Edgemont man to review panel (President Kennedy Assassination Review Board) (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.1

GRAFFITI
Parkway graffiti (on Hutchinson River Parkway sound barriers), Oct 1, 1993, p.1

GRAHAM, RUTH
Ruth Graham (selected as president of the Guidance Center of New Rochelle) (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.4

GRAMAGLIA, MICHAEL
Glad tidings (Immaculate Heart of Mary Sunday School pageant) (photo), Dec 24, 1993, p.1
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GRANT, EMILY
   Community service (canned food drive by Quaker Ridge fifth graders) (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.9

GRANT, PATRICK
   Former Scarsdale police officer stabbed to death, May 7, 1993, p.5

GRANTS
   Students, teachers awarded grants, Jan 22, 1993, p.10

GRAVES, EARL
   Showhouse opening attracts large Scarsdale contingent (photo), May 14, 1993, p.15

GREAT BRITAIN
   There'll always be an England... (edit), Feb 5, 1993, p.7

GREEBEL, BARBARA (AU)
   Girl Scouts like cookie coverage (ltr), Mar 19, 1993, p.6
   A new idea on the water supply (ltr), Aug 13, 1993, p.6

GREEN, DAVID
   Senior Options a success, say evaluators, Oct 29, 1993, p.9

GREENBAUM, GREG
   Police arrest six at roadblock (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.1

GREENBERG, KATHLEEN (AU)
   Give (EMT) teachers the tools they need (response to letter by G Farkas from 11/12/93) (ltr), Nov 26, 1993, p.6

GREENBERG, SYLVIA
   The Bank of New York Salutes The 25th Anniversary of Futura House (photo), Jul 16, 1993, p.26

GREENE, CAROL R
   Carol R Greene (dies), Jul 2, 1993, p.10

GREENE, GERALDINE
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service (photo), May 21, 1993, p.32
   Helping hand from Rotary (photo), May 28, 1993, p.5
   Hell's belles: domestic violence happens in Camelot, too, Nov 19, 1993, p.1
   Keep the door open (edit), Dec 24, 1993, p.6

GREENE, GERALDINE (AU)
   Kudos to Wollman on violence series (ltr), Dec 10, 1993, p.6

GREENE, MARGERY C
   Margery C Greene (dies), Feb 5, 1993, p.18

GREENEBEAUM, BETTY
   Historical Society to honor 3 at dinner-dance (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.3
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32

GREENES, JESSICA
   The Bank of New York Salutes Robert Greenes 1993 Bowl Recipient (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.28

GREENES, ROBERT
   Opinions vary on housing site (for the elderly), Jan 22, 1993, p.1
   Bowl dinner to be held March 10, Feb 12, 1993, p.1
   Everyone's invited (to the annual SCS Bowl dinner) (edit), Feb 26, 1993, p.6
   From rebel to keeper of the grail to Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Mar 19, 1993, p.1
   One man's path to the Scarsdale Bowl award (cont), Mar 19, 1993, p.21
   The Bank of New York Salutes Robert Greenes 1993 Bowl Recipient (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.28
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32
   The Bank of New York Salutes The 1993 Annual Boards & Councils Dinner (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.22
   Historical Society annual fund drive underway (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.4
   Scarsdale, 1993 (highlights) (edit), Dec 31, 1993, p.6
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GREENES, SAMANTHA
The Bank of New York Salutes Robert Greenes 1993 Bowl Recipient (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.28
GREENES, STACEY
The Bank of New York Salutes Robert Greenes 1993 Bowl Recipient (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.28
GREENES, STEVEN
One man's path to the Scarsdale Bowl award (cont), Mar 19, 1993, p.21
The Bank of New York Salutes Robert Greenes 1993 Bowl Recipient (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.28
GREENLAND, SETH
SHS graduate's film career flourishing, May 21, 1993, p.18
GREENLEAF, SYBIL CONRAD (AU)
Turkey trot in Quaker Ridge (ltr), Nov 19, 1993, p.6
GREENMAN, ALISON
"Kiss Me, Kate" opens Thursday (SCS Summer Music Theatre at Quaker Ridge School) (photo), Jul 30, 1993, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre "Kiss Me, Kate" (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.22
GREENSPAN, ALBET L
Albert L Greenspan (dies), Dec 24, 1993, p.14
GREER, HELEN LITTON (AU)
Reunion recollections: Do I remember you? (edit), Feb 5, 1993, p.7
GREGORY, NICK
Weather watchers (Nick Gregory visits Heathcote School) (photo), Mar 5, 1993, p.9
GREGORY, RALPH
United Way is holding its own, Aug 27, 1993, p.1
GREJTAK, ADELAIDE S
Adelaide S Greytak (dies), Sep 17, 1993, p.14
GREMLEY, ELLEN
Kids learn recycling lesson (photo), Dec 3, 1993, p.12
GREMLEY, ELLEN
Supporting the troops (Jessica Edelman and Ellen Grenley take orders for Girl Scout cookies) (photo), Mar 5, 1993, p.1
GRESSER, CAROL ANN
Condoms not safe (ltr), May 21, 1993, p.7
GREY, JONATHAN
Wooden soldiers on parade (in annual Christmas play at IHM) (photo), Dec 24, 1993, p.9
GRIEVANCE DAY-SCS
Residents fight property taxes, Jul 2, 1993, p.1
Tax grievances heard (cont), Jul 2, 1993, p.2
GRIFE, AUDREY
Anger mounting over (SCS downtown) development (project) (ltr), Jun 11, 1993, p.1
GRIFFITHS, DONALD W
Veterans Day exercises at Boniface Circle (photo), Nov 19, 1993, p.5
GRIFFITHS, FRANK
Firefighter still active after 60 years (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.5
GRIFFITHS, FRED
Firefighter still active after 60 years (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.5
GROBAN, IRENE
Local pizzeria delivers a helping hand, Oct 22, 1993, p.3
GROMER, EARL
Conductor has dream for the Plaza (Theater) (photo), Feb 26, 1993, p.1
GROSS, MARGY
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS BASE (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.28
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GROSSMAN, ANDREA
Maroon and White salutes fall season athletes (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.30
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36

GROSSMAN, ED
Thanks to many—for generosity (towards seven Russian children who visited SCS) (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6

GROSSMAN, JACOB (DR) (AU)
No to blower ban (ltr), Oct 8, 1993, p.6

GROSSMAN, MARC E (DR)
Marc E Grossman M.D. (named chief of dermatology section of White Plains Hospital Center), Feb 5, 1993, p.4

GROSZ, KATHRYN
Kathryn Grosz (named as youth outreach worker by SCS Family Counseling Service), Aug 6, 1993, p.4
Parent networks to be formed, Oct 15, 1993, p.9
Middle school counselor is SHS graduate (photo), Oct 22, 1993, p.10
Sixth-graders focus on self-esteem, Nov 5, 1993, p.9

GROUP READING
How to start a book group (edit), Mar 12, 1993, p.7

GRUBER, FLORENCE L
Florence L Gruber (dies), Jul 9, 1993, p.12

GRUGETT, EVA
Something to cheer about (IHM junior varsity cheerleaders win 2nd place in CYO competition) (photo), Apr 2, 1993, p.9

GRUGETT, JACKLYN
Something to cheer about (IHM junior varsity cheerleaders win 2nd place in CYO competition) (photo), Apr 2, 1993, p.9

GUCCIONE, ERNESTO
Host family needed (for AFS visitor Ernesto Guccione) (edit), Aug 20, 1993, p.6
Power of the press (thanks to editorial from 8/20/93 AFS has a host family for E Guccione) (ltr), Aug 27, 1993, p.6

GUGGENHEIMER, LIZ
Welcome to Scarsdale! (newcomers reception held at SCS Woman’s Club) (photo), Oct 22, 1993, p.3

GUGGENHEIMER, RANDY
Welcome to Scarsdale! (newcomers reception held at SCS Woman’s Club) (photo), Oct 22, 1993, p.3

GUN CONTROL
Japanese press for gun control (edit), Nov 26, 1993, p.7

GUNS
SEE FIREARMS

GURCHIN, MICHAEL
Thanks to many—for generosity (towards seven Russian children who visited SCS) (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6

GUTMAN, RUTH W
Ruth W Gutman (dies), Jun 11, 1993, p.16

GYMNASTICS
Gymnastic grandeur (Jill Frenchman wins 1st place at 1993 I Love NY invitational gymnastics) (photo), Feb 19, 1993, p.15

HAAS, ANITA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

HABER, PAMELA
A day at the beach (at the Heathcote gym) (photo), Feb 12, 1993, p.9

HABITAT FOR HUMANITY
The theology of the hammer (edit), Dec 17, 1993, p.7

HADDAD, IBRAHIM F
Haddad to serve at St. Joseph (photo), Dec 3, 1993, p.22
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HAGERTY, JOHN
Committee candidates chosen, Nov 5, 1993, p.1
Citizens' candidates are diverse, Nov 12, 1993, p.1
12 nominators elected (photo), Nov 19, 1993, p.1

HAGERTY, MARY KAY
Citizens' candidates are diverse, Nov 12, 1993, p.1

HAGERTY, PATRICK
This is summer (photo), Jun 4, 1993, p.1

HAGGBLAD, RICHARD
Berkely seeks an ounce of prevention for silted ponds, Mar 5, 1993, p.1
Is Popham Bridge falling down? (photo), Jul 2, 1993, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The 1993 Annual Boards & Councils Dinner (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.22
Driveway guidelines (for SCS village), Sep 24, 1993, p.1

HAHN, DAN
PTA: Post-prom pool party perfect (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6

HAHN, KIM
Kim Hahn: at 17, she's Scarsdale's Skimeister, Feb 19, 1993, p.15

HAHN, MARILYN
PTA: Post-prom pool party perfect (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6

HAIMOWITZ, RAPHY
PTA: Post-prom pool party perfect (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6

HAJDU, ADRIENNE
Police arrest six at roadblock (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.1

HAKLISCH, BRIAN
3d generation (in his family to attain the rank of Eagle Scout at Troop 99's court of honor) (photo), May 28, 1993, p.4

HAKLISCH, PAUL R
Paul R Haklisch (elected president of Westchester-Putnam council of Boy Scouts of America), Jul 23, 1993, p.4

HALE, MARIA M
Maria M Hale (dies), Nov 12, 1993, p.14

HALLENBECK, DIANE
Diane Hallenbeck (installed as president of national women's division at Yeshiva University) (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.4

HALLOWEEN
Halloween tips, Oct 29, 1993, p.1
Fears of the unknown awake Oct 31 (illus) (edit), Oct 29, 1993, p.7
Halloween happenings (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.10
Gray skies, no candy (ltr), Nov 12, 1993, p.6

HALLOWEEN WINDOW PAINTING CONTEST
Scarsdale (window painting) tradition draws national attention, Oct 1, 1993, p.3
Artists at work (at annual Halloween Window Painting Contest) (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.1
Many prize-winners in Halloween window-painting, Oct 29, 1993, p.5

HALPERN, DAVID
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

HAMILTON, GORDON
Boy Scouts test their mettle (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.4

HAMLET, PENNY
Weather watchers (Nick Gregory visits Heathcote School) (photo), Mar 5, 1993, p.9

HAMMER, LAUREN
Scarsdale High School students win academic awards (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.12
Student volunteers honored for service (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.9
County lauds SHS students, Dec 3, 1993, p.12
HAMMER, LAUREN continued

The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36
HAMMER, LAUREN (AU)

Flyer on AIDS is repudiated by SHS adviser (ltr), Jan 29, 1993, p.6

HAMMOND, BARBARA

The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32

HAMMOND, GARY

Gift of music from E'dge)wood alum(nus) (ltr), Oct 8, 1993, p.6

HAND, STEPHEN B

Stephen B Hand (named to serve on National Advisory Council on Historic Preservation), Nov 19, 1993, p.4

HANDELMAN, JOY

The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women votes 1993 (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.28
HANDELMAN, JUDITH

The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32

The Bank of New York Salutes The SCS Historical Society honored by SCS Chamber of Commerce (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.32

Road to cable fiber optics is rocky, Jun 4, 1993, p.1

HANDELMAN, WALTER

Handelman nominated for mayor (photo), Jan 15, 1993, p.1
Perceptions can be prejudices (in reference to the creche issue) (ltr), Jan 15, 1993, p.6
Common decency should prevail (ltr), Jan 22, 1993, p.6
No ignoble sentiments (regarding the creche issue) (ltr), Jan 22, 1993, p.6
Handelman to receive American Ideals award, Jan 22, 1993, p.20
Handelman is far from figure letter portrayed (response to letter by B Butler from 1/15/93) (ltr), Jan 29, 1993, p.6

Running a home office? It may violate local code, Feb 26, 1993, p.1
Meet the candidates (for mayor and village trustee), Mar 5, 1993, p.1

Issues facing the village: a conversation with candidates (for village office) (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.1

All invited to meet local candidates (for mayor and trustee) (ltr), Mar 12, 1993, p.6

Mayor, trustees elected; Cedarbaum chosen trustee, Mar 19, 1993, p.1

The Bank of New York Salutes Robert Greene's 1993 Bowl Recipient (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.28

First act of office (Mayor W Handelman signs papers appointing B Cedarbaum as new trustee) (photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.1

Critics welcome open door but want it wider (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.1

The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32

Prepare way for downtown forum (ltr), Apr 23, 1993, p.7

Penn Central to unveil choices (for SCS village center), Apr 30, 1993, p.1

Ask Penn Central to erase graffiti (ltr), Apr 30, 1993, p.6
Time to listen (to options for development of downtown SCS) (edit), Apr 30, 1993, p.6

The Bank of New York Salutes The SCS Historical Society honored by SCS Chamber of Commerce (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.32

More or less development? P(C)enn C(orporation) options shown (illus), May 7, 1993, p.1

At last! (Mamaroneck road bridge opens to vehicular traffic) (photo), May 7, 1993, p.1

Skeptics query trustees on development, May 14, 1993, p.1

P(C)enn C(orporation) critics offer alternative plans and schedules, May 28, 1993, p.1

L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) hears development dollars and cents, May 28, 1993, p.1

Heading down a slippery slope (letter written to W Handelman regarding redevelopment of SCS) (ltr), May 28, 1993, p.6

Handelman is fantasizing (about the proposal to develop the Freightway-Penn Central land) (ltr), May 28, 1993, p.6

The Bank of New York Salutes Our Veterans - Memorial Day 1993 (photo), Jun 4, 1993, p.28

Special meeting (called at Village Hall to discuss downtown development project), Jun 11, 1993, p.1

Inconceivable inconvenience (ltr), Jun 11, 1993, p.6

Anger mounting over (SCS downtown) development (project) (ltr), Jun 11, 1993, p.1

Downtown development disputes rage on; Rebellious crowd rejects meeting format (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.1

Downtown development disputes rage on; Village Board seeking a way to bridge gap, Jun 18, 1993, p.1
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HANDelman, Walter continued
Rebellious (crowd) (cont), Jun 18, 1993, p.3
Board agrees to cooling-off period on (downtown) development, Jun 25, 1993, p.1
(Doing) nothing (in the SCS downtown area) is not an option (edit), Jul 2, 1993, p.6
Signs of change in government (letter addressed to Walter Handelman and Board of Trustees) (ltr), Jul 9, 1993, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes The 1993 Annual Boards & Councils Dinner (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.22
Public will see trustees at work, Jul 16, 1993, p.1
Phone company riles Post Road neighbors, Jul 16, 1993, p.1
Board's openness praised following study session, Jul 23, 1993, p.1
Cable complaints continue, Jul 23, 1993, p.1
Sounds of summer (in SCS) (photo), Jul 30, 1993, p.5
Speed less vital than process (ltr), Jul 30, 1993, p.6
Mayor: P(enn) C(entral) C(orporation) agreement irrelevant to work of advisory committee, Aug 20, 1993, p.1
(Citizens' Nominating) Committee candidates sought, Aug 27, 1993, p.1
Citizens' group offers proposals (ltr), Aug 27, 1993, p.6
NY Tel problems coming to a head, Sep 3, 1993, p.1
Potholes on Locust Lane (edit), Sep 3, 1993, p.6
A call for volunteers, Sep 10, 1993, p.1
(Formation of a SCS) Parking authority would yield funds (ltr), Sep 10, 1993, p.6
Suggestions for Freeway forum (letter to Mayor Handelman and village trustees) (ltr), Sep 10, 1993, p.6
Handelman appoints committee on downtown development, Sep 17, 1993, p.1
Village workers get 4.5% raise, Oct 15, 1993, p.1
Nothing but leaves (SCS's fall leaf collection program started 10/12 and continues through 12/10), Oct 15, 1993, p.1
Fact-gathering starts downtown study, Oct 22, 1993, p.1
Advisory council should call TCI (ltr), Nov 5, 1993, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women votes 1993 (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.28
Quiet voice (Village Board approves plans by SCS Creche Committee to put up Nativity scene), Nov 26, 1993, p.1
Public input, Nov 26, 1993, p.1
Parking agreement signed by NYTel, Dec 17, 1993, p.1
Dentist application (cont), Dec 17, 1993, p.19

HANDELMAN, WALTER
State of the village - now and around the bend (edit), Oct 29, 1993, p.7

HANDELSMAN, JOHN E (DR)
Dr John E Handelsman (appointed chairman of orthopaedic surgery at LI Jewish Medical Center) (photo), Oct 22, 1993, p.4

HANDICAPPED
As new law takes effect, disabled are encouraged, Jan 22, 1993, p.1
New Disabilities Act (cont), Jan 22, 1993, p.8
Praising prompt local action on disabled access (ltr), Feb 5, 1993, p.6

HANLEY, JANET
Silver Award winner (Sarah Elizabeth Bell for excellence in Girl Scouting) (photo), Dec 3, 1993, p.11

HANLEY, LAURENE
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS BASE (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.28

HANNUM, PATRICK H
The Bank of New York Salutes Our Veterans - Memorial Day 1993 (photo), Jun 4, 1993, p.28

HANSEN, CORWITH
The spirit of volunteerism at SHS, Nov 19, 1993, p.10

HANSEN-STURM, GUENTER F
Guenter F Hansen-Sturm (dies), Jun 11, 1993, p.16
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HANSEN-STURM, LESLIE
Scarsdale parents shiver in empty Tudor nests (illus), Sep 24, 1993, p.5

HANUKKAH
Highlights of the holiday (30-foot menorah in the Golden Horseshoe Shopping Center) (photo), Dec 17, 1993, p.1
Menorah erected in Chase Park, Dec 17, 1993, p.1

HARARI, RANDI
SHS juniors visit D.C., Mar 5, 1993, p.9

HARDOFF, NINA
A & O growth plans draw fire, Sep 3, 1993, p.1

HARDY, EDWARD
Procedure unit praised for efforts (ltr), Feb 12, 1993, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32

HARMON, FRED (AU)
(SCS downtown) Project shouldn’t squeeze people (ltr), Aug 20, 1993, p.6

HARRIGAN, LAWRENCE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

HARRIS, CARISSA
Athletic excellence, Apr 9, 1993, p.17

HARRIS, JEAN
Jean Harris to be released, Jan 22, 1993, p.1

HARRIS, MILT
Sounds of summer (in SCS) (photo), Jul 30, 1993, p.5

HARRISON, ROBERT
Supports increase in class size (ltr), May 14, 1993, p.6
Correction (of Robert Harrison’s letter in Inquirer 5/14/93), May 21, 1993, p.7
Recession salaries: How much money is too much?, Aug 13, 1993, p.1

HARRISON, ROBERT H (AU)
School tax rise is unrealistic (ltr), Apr 30, 1993, p.6
Cost-cutting ideas were proposed (ltr), May 14, 1993, p.6

HARRISON, TERRI
Host family needed (for AFS visitor Ernesto Guccione) (edit), Aug 20, 1993, p.6

HARRISS, ELIZABETH
Thanks to many for generosity (towards seven Russian children who visited SCS) (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6

HARTSDALE
SEE HTS

HARWOOD, GEORGE
All in the family: Changing of the guard at Scarsdale Improvement (Corp) (photo), Sep 24, 1993, p.1

HASDAY, LISA
Going to Japan (six students and three teachers selected for an all-expense-paid trip) (photo), Apr 23, 1993, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes the Scarsdale Japan Festival 1993 (photo), Jun 25, 1993, p.26
Trip provides inside view of life in Japan (photo), Jul 23, 1993, p.9
Halloween happenings (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.10

HASSON, MATTHEW
Language contest winners (in Iona College foreign language competition) (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.10
Passing the torch (induction of 54 new members of SHS National Honor Society) (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.9

HATCHER, BARBARA
Earthly lessons (composting is demonstrated to Fox Meadow first graders) (photo), Apr 23, 1993, p.9
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HATCHER, GENEVIEVE S
Genevieve S Hatcher (dies), Jun 4, 1993, p.14

HATS
A boy, a cap and some school rules (ltr), Apr 2, 1993, p.7

HATTORI, MASAICHI
Japanese press for gun control (edit), Nov 26, 1993, p.7

HATTORI, MIEKO
Japanese press for gun control (edit), Nov 26, 1993, p.7

HATTORI, YOSHI
Japanese press for gun control (edit), Nov 26, 1993, p.7

HAWES, ELIZABETH H
Elizabeth H Hawes (dies), Nov 26, 1993, p.19

HAYTER, MARY
Student-teachers illuminate Edgewood (photo), Oct 15, 1993, p.10

HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES-DISPOSAL
Illegal chemical dump on golf course being tested for potential hazards, Feb 12, 1993, p.3
Pile (of dirt in front of Scarsdale Ford) to be purified, Mar 5, 1993, p.1
Time to toss those chemicals (ltr), Oct 22, 1993, p.6

HEANEY, MARK H
Mark H Heaney (named postmaster in Shenorock in northern Westchester), Jul 30, 1993, p.4

HEARSES
Profile: He designs terminal transportation (photo), Jul 16, 1993, p.5

HEATHCOTE, CALEB
About our man in Scarsdale -- Caleb Heathcote, Esq. (ltr) (photo), Dec 24, 1993, p.6

HEATLEY, CONNIE (AU)
How to get off mailing lists (ltr), Jan 29, 1993, p.6

HEFFERING, DONNA
Kids learn recycling lesson (photo), Dec 3, 1993, p.12

HEILMAN, ERINN
Scarsdale High School students win academic awards (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.12
Options take seniors far away from school (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.13

HEILMAN, PETER
Duels and discovery highlight study (of Renaissance England) (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.9

HEINEMAN, LINDA
Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) elects co-presidents (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.10

HEINZINGER, BENEDICT
Former Scarsdale police officer stabbed to death, May 7, 1993, p.5

HEINZINGER, MARGARET
Former Scarsdale police officer stabbed to death, May 7, 1993, p.5

HEITMANN, ROBERT
'Animal Antics' features dioramas by Heitmann (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.25

HELFAH, LISA
Elder care: it's a headache here, too, Mar 19, 1993, p.1

HELSHENEN, MICHAEL
Meet Elizabeth Dole (at Westchester County Chapter of American Red Cross) (photo), Oct 22, 1993, p.4

HELLEH, BRUCE L
Bruce l Heller (named vice president for business affairs by Laurel Entertainment) (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.4

HELLEH, DANNY
Campers take a voyage back in time (photo), Jul 23, 1993, p.5
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HELLER, HERB
Future House celebrates 25 years (photo), Jul 2, 1993, p.3

HELFON, MARY
Benefit nets $20,000 (photo), Apr 23, 1993, p.19
Hoff-Barthelson honoree (Ruth Epstein) (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.15

HELEY, EUGENE A (AU)
Rely on public, not the 'experts' (ltr), May 14, 1993, p.6

HENDERSON, SHERRY
STEPing into the past (students look at album of old STEP photos) (photo), Feb 19, 1993, p.2
Making this world a better place (edit), Dec 3, 1993, p.7

HENDERLE, JASON
Veterans Day exercises at Boniface Circle (photo), Nov 19, 1993, p.5

HENDRIX, HOLLAND
WRT Lecturer lists steps to bridge interfaith chasm, Nov 12, 1993, p.5

HENES, MARTHA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

HENRICKS, BARBARA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

HENDRICKS, BARBARA, HENN, MARSHA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

HENRY, BRUCE
Tutormania: Scarsdale's addiction to success, Oct 8, 1993, p.1

HENTOFF, NAT
Authors add fire to free-speech debate, Nov 26, 1993, p.1
A complex issue (edit), Nov 26, 1993, p.6

HERCHER, LAURA
Lead Awareness Day, Apr 23, 1993, p.1

HERNER, SUE
Host family needed (for AFS visitor Ernesto Guccione) (edit), Aug 20, 1993, p.6

HERZOG, LAUREN
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36

HERZOG, HENRY
Henry Herzog (selected for induction into Westchester County Senior Citizen Hall of Fame), Dec 17, 1993, p.4

HEWITT, SALLIE A (AU)
Laid-back lifestyle for less than affluent older folk (where? here!) (edit), Apr 30, 1993, p.7

HEYER, MINDY
All-school welcome (recent community open house at Heathcote) (photo), Nov 19, 1993, p.9

HEYER, NELSON 0
The Bank of New York Salutes Our Veterans - Memorial Day 1993 (photo), Jun 4, 1993, p.28

HIBSCHMAN, RICHARD (DR)
Compact confab (New Compact for Learning will be explained at PT Council meeting), Jan 22, 1993, p.1
Psychological ills on the rise in school, Jan 22, 1993, p.9
School traffic still unsafe, Jan 22, 1993, p.10
School chiefs upbeat despite possible aid loss, Jan 29, 1993, p.1
Plan lets schools do it their way, Jan 29, 1993, p.1
(State) aid picture still cloudy, Feb 5, 1993, p.9
Hochberg hears concerns (cont), Feb 12, 1993, p.9
Hochberg targets costly Wicks Law, Feb 19, 1993, p.1
Two SHS deans to take unpaid leaves next year, Feb 26, 1993, p.1
School budget: fixed costs alone require 4.58% spending hike, Feb 26, 1993, p.1
Scarsdale school budget asks 5.85% spending increase, Mar 12, 1993, p.1
Superintendent earns his keep (edit), Mar 19, 1993, p.6
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HIBSCHMAN, RICHARD (DR) continued
Board ponders budget revisions, Apr 16, 1993, p.10
Arts advocate criticize cuts in Scarsdale school programs, Apr 30, 1993, p.1
Middle school cuts restored, May 7, 1993, p.1
$48M school budget up for vote Wednesday, May 14, 1993, p.1
Superintendent 'relieved' as school budget passes, May 21, 1993, p.1
SCS (teachers') Institute salutes teachers' innovations (photo), May 21, 1993, p.10
Library re-dos starting at Heathcote, SMS, Jun 4, 1993, p.9
Village, schools hope sales tax will stay, Jun 11, 1993, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30
Case's appointment delayed by complaint, Jun 25, 1993, p.9
Recession salaries: How much money is too much?, Aug 13, 1993, p.1
Workers rush to get schools ready (for new school year), Sep 3, 1993, p.1
Curriculum projects for the year outlined, Sep 24, 1993, p.9
Tour shows renovation (of SHS) nearly done (photo), Oct 8, 1993, p.10
TV coverage (of Board of Education meetings) under study, Oct 8, 1993, p.10
Too many deans? Parent input sought, Nov 5, 1993, p.9
Hibschman heads professional group, Nov 12, 1993, p.9
Early estimates presented on budget for 1994-95, Nov 26, 1993, p.10
School CAR reports reveal few surprises, Dec 10, 1993, p.14
SMS varsity football canceled for 1994 (photo), Dec 17, 1993, p.1
Parking agreement signed by NTel, Dec 17, 1993, p.1
New Popham House counselor appointed (photo), Dec 24, 1993, p.1
New Compact plan revealed, Dec 24, 1993, p.9
School Board meeting covers many bases, Dec 24, 1993, p.9

HIBSCHMAN, RICHARD (DR) (AU)
Schools are functioning at the level of expectation (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.1
Hibschman: district news (cont) (photo) (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.4

HICKERELL, BARBARA
State shortchanging local libraries (photo), Nov 19, 1993, p.1

HICKEY, ADRIENNE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Oct 1, 1993, p.28

HIGGINS, CHERYL
All eyes at F(ox) M(eadow) are on Hubble (Space Telescope) (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.1

HILL, CARYN
Committee candidates chosen, Nov 5, 1993, p.1
12 nominators elected (photo), Nov 19, 1993, p.1

HILLMAN, DON
Innovations on (Channel) 35 (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.2

HILLMAN, DONALD
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32

HINCKLEY, ELISE
Prom a success for parents, too (photo), Jul 2, 1993, p.9

HIROSHU, HAMABE
Sayonara Scarsdale (two Japanese SCS residents live through World Trade Center bombing), Mar 19, 1993, p.3

HIRSCH, PAUL
Scarsdale High School students win academic awards (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.12
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HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMITTEE-SCS
Appointive seats open on local panels; candidates sought (includes detailed listings), Jan 8, 1993, p.4

HISTORY
The Victorians -- were they so wrong? (edit), Dec 10, 1993, p.7

HOCHBERG, AUDREY
Hochberg takes oath at library (photo), Jan 8, 1993, p.1
Quarles appointed to county legislature, Jan 15, 1993, p.1
School officials give Hochberg an earful on financial problems, Feb 12, 1993, p.1
Hochberg hears concerns (cont), Feb 12, 1993, p.9
Hochberg targets costly Wicks Law, Feb 19, 1993, p.1
Support Hochberg bill (edit), Feb 19, 1993, p.6
Bronz to run in county District 8 (photo), Mar 5, 1993, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32
Of budgets and bills: Hochberg's first 100 days in Albany (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.1
New role for Hochberg (cont), Apr 30, 1993, p.14
L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) to host 4 state assemblywomen (photo), May 7, 1993, p.2
'Women's delegation' updates L(league of) W(omen) V(oters), May 21, 1993, p.3
Village, schools hope sales tax will stay, Jun 11, 1993, p.1
'Powerful message' (bill is sponsored to raise penalties for driving with a suspended or no license), Jun 18, 1993, p.1
'70 channels of junk', Jun 25, 1993, p.1
Fireworks in Albany, Jul 9, 1993, p.1
Hochberg discusses her first term, Jul 16, 1993, p.3
Parkway graffiti (on Hutchinson River Parkway sound barriers), Oct 1, 1993, p.1
District 8 draws 4 contenders, Oct 22, 1993, p.1
Parents to be told if child is gifted, Dec 17, 1993, p.9
Hochberg opposes session on mandates, Dec 31, 1993, p.1
Hochberg (cont), Dec 31, 1993, p.2

HOCHBERG, AUDREY (AU)
A year of fulfillment and dramatic change (photo) (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.6
Vote yes on Proposion 1 (Itr), Oct 29, 1993, p.6

HOCHBERG, HERBERT
Dems won't endorse Citizens' candidates, Jan 29, 1993, p.3
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32
(Town and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) address: everything but development (photo), Apr 23, 1993, p.3

HOCHBERG, HERBERT (AU)
Thanks from Non-Partisan co-chairmen (Itr), Mar 5, 1993, p.6
Election system here is not elitist (Itr), Mar 19, 1993, p.6
Village future looks great (Itr), Oct 22, 1993, p.6
Help wanted: Village trustee (Itr), Nov 26, 1993, p.6

HOEY, COLETTE AND KENNETH (AU)
Creche is not anti-Semitic (Itr), Jan 8, 1993, p.6

HOFF-BARThELSON SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Hoff-Barthelson School Concludes Eventful Year (illus) (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.2
Teachers, students to display talents in Baroque Festival (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.17
Hoff-Barthelson to present 20th-century music festival, Apr 23, 1993, p.19
Benefit nets $20,000 (photo), Apr 23, 1993, p.19
Hoff-Barthelson School offers summer music and art program, Jun 11, 1993, p.9
Hoff-Barthelson offers programs for adults, Sep 17, 1993, p.15
Hoff-Barthelson honoree (Ruth Epstein) (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.15
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HOFFMAN, JEFFREY
Mission impossible (for J Hoffman to try to repair the Hubble space telescope), Dec 3, 1993, p.1
All eyes at F(ox) M(eadow) are on Hubble (Space Telescope) (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.1
Scarsdale, 1993 (highlights) (edit), Dec 31, 1993, p.6

HOFHEIMER, GERTRUDE
Opinions vary on housing site (for the elderly), Jan 22, 1993, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Robert Greenes 1993 Bowl Recipient (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.28
Pet project continues (check presented by SCS Adult School for indexing of the SCS Inquirer) (photo), Nov 19, 1993, p.3

HOFHEIMER, JOSEPH
The Bank of New York Salutes Robert Greenes 1993 Bowl Recipient (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.28
White Plains Hospital Center fundraisers have healthy goals (illus), May 21, 1993, p.8
The Bank of New York Salutes the Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.32
Scarsdalians to aid W(hite) P(lains) H(ospital) C(enter) fund drive, Jun 25, 1993, p.4
Physicians honored (for supporting fundraising campaign at White Plains Hospital Center) (photo), Aug 20, 1993, p.4

HOFHEIMER, NATALIE
Physicians honored (for supporting fundraising campaign at White Plains Hospital Center) (photo), Aug 20, 1993, p.4
Gains and pains of a 100-year-old hospital (photo), Dec 24, 1993, p.5

HOFSTETTER, DINa
Ready to start the new year (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.10

HOGAN, MATT
County champs (SCS Sweepers takes Westchester under 12 Division A soccer title) (photo), Aug 27, 1993, p.15

HOLBROOK, CHRISTINA F (AU)
Crossing streets a local nightmare (ltr), May 7, 1993, p.6

HOLIDAYS
Village has zero spirit (ltr), Dec 3, 1993, p.6
When shopping -- stay close! (to Scarsdale and Hartsdale) (edit), Dec 10, 1993, p.6
We (almost) made it! (dangers of the holidays) (edit), Dec 31, 1993, p.6

HOLLAND, JACK
The Bank of New York Salutes Our Veterans - Memorial Day 1993 (photo), Jun 4, 1993, p.28

HOLLAND, VALERIE
The Bank of New York Salutes Our Veterans - Memorial Day 1993 (photo), Jun 4, 1993, p.28

HOLLAND, VICKI
The Bank of New York Salutes Our Veterans - Memorial Day 1993 (photo), Jun 4, 1993, p.28

HOLT, BARBARA
Nominating time (petitions available for School Board Nominating Committee), Oct 8, 1993, p.1

HOLT, NICK
The art of checkers (is discussed at SCS Historical Society), Jan 22, 1993, p.3

HOLT, RICHARD
The art of checkers (is discussed at SCS Historical Society), Jan 22, 1993, p.3
Critics welcome open door but want it wider (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.1

HOLTEN, KELLY
Something to cheer about (IHM junior varsity cheerleaders win 2nd place in CYO competition) (photo), Apr 2, 1993, p.9

HOLTER, PATRA
Fine arts coordinator to retire, Apr 16, 1993, p.9
Holter praised for inspiration, standards (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.11
Patra Holter's vast contribution (ltr), May 7, 1993, p.6
Holter attends Fulbright dinner, May 14, 1993, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30
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HOLVIG, KEN
Still learning (educators gather for a symposium on computer education) (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.9

HOME OWNERSHIP
Living where the grass is greener (edit), Jul 23, 1993, p.7

HOME-BASED BUSINESSES
Running a home office? It may violate local code, Feb 26, 1993, p.1
Home offices increasing (cont), Feb 26, 1993, p.14
Legalize home offices (edit), Mar 19, 1993, p.6

HOMELESS
Daily, she takes bread from local gourmet food store to homeless, hungry and ill (photo), Jan 8, 1993, p.5
‘Homeless’ on Drake (Road) for 3 years (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.5

HOMOSEXUALITY
A person is more than a trait (edit), Jun 4, 1993, p.6

HOPPENFELD, JON-DAVID
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36

HORAN, HUBERT
Founders recall historical society’s rescue of Cudner-Hyatt House at birthday brunch (photo), Feb 12, 1993, p.3
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32

HORIE, TAKAKO
Grant funds multicultural projects (photo), Oct 8, 1993, p.9

HOROWITZ, ANDY
Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce elects (new officers), Feb 5, 1993, p.4
Light the way (chamber calls for improved lighting in village’s shopping areas), Apr 16, 1993, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The SCS Historical Society honored by SCS Chamber of Commerce (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.32

HOROWITZ, FRAN
Gains and pains of a 100-year-old hospital (photo), Dec 24, 1993, p.5

HORTA, CRISTINA
Practice makes perfect (Thanksgiving cooking demonstration) (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.9

HORTA, THOMAZ
Books come alive at Greenacres (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.14

HOSPITALS
Scarsdale Auxiliary completes banner fundraising year (photo) (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.15
White Plains Hospital Center fund drives have healthy goals (illiss), May 21, 1993, p.8
The Bank of New York Salutes the Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.32
Gains and pains of a 100-year-old hospital (photo), Dec 24, 1993, p.5

HOTELS, MOTELS, ETC
Trouble at a man’s home and his Castle (Reginald Evans’ Castle Hotel), Oct 29, 1993, p.1

HOUSE NUMBERS
Is your number up? (house numbers have to be at least two inches high and securely mounted), Jul 16, 1993, p.1
Two, inches, Arabic (village has been inspecting house numbers), Aug 20, 1993, p.1
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HOUSEHOLD EMPLOYEES

Many here employ illegal aliens, Jan 29, 1993, p.1
Illegal workers common in Scarsdale (cont), Jan 29, 1993, p.2
Labor, immigration laws challenge employers, Feb 5, 1993, p.1
Labor laws burdensome to employers (cont), Feb 5, 1993, p.12

HOUSEKEEPERS, VISITING
SEE VISITING HOUSEKEEPERS

HOUSEKNECHT, SCOTT (DR)

Parent volunteers staff E(dge)wood publishing center (photo), Jan 22, 1993, p.10
Early classes set tone for school experience, Feb 5, 1993, p.9
Schools focus on two new Rs: respect and responsibility, Mar 5, 1993, p.9
Student-teachers illuminate Edgewood (photo), Oct 15, 1993, p.10

HOUSING

A house they'll live in (discusses Habitat for Humanity International) (edit) (photo), Jan 8, 1993, p.7
Opinions vary on housing site (for the elderly), Jan 22, 1993, p.1
Discussion on affordable senior housing site (cont), Jan 22, 1993, p.8
No action at (Heathcote) manor, Feb 19, 1993, p.1
Enhancing access to affordable housing, Mar 5, 1993, p.2
Affordable housing may be problem (ltr), Apr 9, 1993, p.6
Of trees and housing, May 14, 1993, p.1
Housing expert will speak here on affordability and land use (photo), May 14, 1993, p.2
Rentals in demand (in SCS), May 28, 1993, p.1
Many potential benefits in plan (to clean up the Freightway area) (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6
Affordable homes 'clearly' needed (ltr), Jul 9, 1993, p.6
Affordable-home plan supported (ltr), Aug 27, 1993, p.6
For now, more questions than answers on housing, Oct 22, 1993, p.5
Housing market on the move, but sellers beware (photo), Dec 3, 1993, p.1
Housing market on the move (photo) (cont), Dec 3, 1993, p.15

HOWARD, HILARY

Hoopsters triumph in Newburgh (Section I champions beat Binghamton 49-45) (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Varsity Girls' Basketball Team, Apr 2, 1993, p.32
Howard, Kaufmann take third in state tennis champs (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.19

HOWARD, LEONARD

The Bank of New York Salutes Robert Greenes 1993 Bowl Recipient (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.28

HOWE, JOY AND BILL (AU)

PTA: Post-prom pool party perfect (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6

HOWELL, MIKE

All in the family: Changing of the guard at Scarsdale Improvement (Corp) (photo), Sep 24, 1993, p.1

HOYT, HELEN F

Helen F Hoyt (dies), Aug 6, 1993, p.10

HSIEH, EDWARD

All eyes at F(ox) M(eadow) are on Hubble (Space Telescope) (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.1

HSIEH, EVELYN

Young musicians to perform (in School Music Assn All-State Conference), Nov 19, 1993, p.10
Maroon and White salutes fall season athletes (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.30

HTS

Who was that man (who rescued M Flanders' spaniel from the HTS station train tracks?), Jul 2, 1993, p.1

HUANG, ELAINE

Passing the torch (induction of 54 new members of SHS National Honor Society) (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.9
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HUDGINS, BETTY (AU)
Elsewhere, (but SCS) the roads are O.K. (ltr), Mar 26, 1993, p.6

HUGHES, ELEANOR W
Eleanor W Hughes (dies), Mar 19, 1993, p.14

HULTZ, ROBERT
Interim pastor leaving church, Nov 26, 1993, p.19

HUNT, ARDIS
'Scarsdale to Russia -- with love' (seven children visit from Russia's Chelyabinsk) (photo), Oct 1, 1993, p.1

HUNT, TANIS
Skiing on the edge; Tanis Hunt's bittersweet brush with Olympic skiing fame (photo), Feb 26, 1993, p.17

HUNTER, CAROL
The Bank of New York Salutes The 25th Anniversary of Futura House (photo), Jul 16, 1993, p.26

HURWITZ, DAVID
Troop six-o on the go (Troop 60 of SCS Congregational Church) (photo), Sep 3, 1993, p.4

HURWITZ, KATHLEEN
(Youth) Employment) S(ervice) elects co-presidents (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.10

HURWITZ, KATHLEEN AND RAOUL (AU)
Los ninos no lo hablo (comment on SHS Spanish curriculum) (ltr), Nov 19, 1993, p.6

HUSBY, JOHN
County champs (SCS Sweepers takes Westchester under 12 Division A soccer title) (photo), Aug 27, 1993, p.15

HUSNEY, ROZ

HUTTAR, ETHEL
Earthly lessons (composting is demonstrated to Fox Meadow first graders) (photo), Apr 23, 1993, p.9

The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

HYATT, CALEB
Historical Society 2 decades young, peeks at own past (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.15

HYATT, ELVIRA
Historical Society 2 decades young, peeks at own past (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.15

IACHETTA, MICHAEL (AU)
A trainride back into the past (on the Orient Express) (edit), Jul 9, 1993, p.7
All aboard - our man on the Orient Express (edit), Jul 30, 1993, p.7

The Orient Express-what it's really like (illus) (edit), Aug 20, 1993, p.7
Trip of a lifetime (Venice-Simplon Orient Express) (edit), Sep 17, 1993, p.7

IDONI, TIM
Village's state-of-the art records more organized than county's, Apr 2, 1993, p.1

IHARA, KAO
This is how you do it... (Noriko Sakarihara shows Tara McCarthy and Kaori Ihara how to braid)(photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.5

ILLEGAL ALIENS
SEE ALIENS, LEGAL

IMMIGRANTS
Balkan pain knows no boundary: local emigres react to war (photo), May 7, 1993, p.3

Emigres describe the pain of war from afar (cont), May 7, 1993, p.10

IMMIGRATION LAW
SEE EMIGRATION AND IMMIGRATION LAW

IMOTO, TOSHI
Halloween happenings (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.10

INANDAR, RAJ
Scarsdale High School students win academic awards (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.12
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INAUGURATION DAY
  52nd inaugural - we were there (edit), Jan 29, 1993, p.7

INDOE, CHRISTINE
  Looking ahead into a not-so-trashy future, Nov 19, 1993, p.3

INELLO, CATHY
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

INNES, EILEEN
  League of Women Voters promotes political responsibility...(photo) (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.15

INSURANCE
  Douglas S Metz (reelected as regional director of Independent Insurance Agents Assn of NY) (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.4

INSURANCE, HEALTH
  America lags in health insurance (edit), Jun 11, 1993, p.7
  Village to rejoin state insurance, Oct 1, 1993, p.1

INTERIOR DECORATION
  (Supplement) Home, Apr 23, 1993, p.0
  Showhouse opening attracts large Scarsdale contingent (photo), May 14, 1993, p.15

INTERNATIONAL EXECUTIVE SERVICE CORPS
  Scarsdilians share their expertise a world away (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.5

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
  What leaders do, not what they say (edit), Jun 25, 1993, p.7

INTERSHIP PROGRAMS
  Summer interns hard at work in village (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.3

IRISH, ROBERT
  All in the family: Changing of the guard at Scarsdale Improvement (Corp) (photo), Sep 24, 1993, p.1

IRWIN, DAVIE
  Nominating time (petitions available for School Board Nominating Committee), Oct 8, 1993, p.1

IRWIN, JACQUELINE
  The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS BASE (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.28

ISOKANE, HARRY
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

ISRAEL
  Coming to Israel's Hula Valley, a recreational park, with water (edit), Aug 20, 1993, p.7
  The handshake of the century (edit), Sep 24, 1993, p.7

ISRAEL, JOAN
  Committee candidates chosen, Nov 5, 1993, p.1
  Citizens' candidates are diverse, Nov 12, 1993, p.1
  12 nominators elected (photo), Nov 19, 1993, p.1

IVANOVA, TONYA
  ‘Scarsdale to Russia -- with love' (seven children visit from Russia's Chelyabinsk) (photo), Oct 1, 1993, p.1

IWASSE, KEI
  Scarsdale High School students win academic awards (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.12

JACKSON, ANTHONY
  S(tudent) T(ransfer) E(ducation) P(lan) dinner honors a treasured teacher (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.9
  Making this world a better place (edit), Dec 3, 1993, p.7

JACKSON, HENRY
  Futura House celebrates 25 years (photo), Jul 2, 1993, p.3
  The Bank of New York Salutes The 25th Anniversary of Futura House (photo), Jul 16, 1993, p.26

JACKSON, KENNETH
  Teen life in Scarsdale: happiness not guaranteed, Mar 26, 1993, p.3
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JACKSON, KENNETH T (DR)
Growing up II (a sequel is planned to "Growing up in Scarsdale"), Mar 5, 1993, p.1
Urban historian will speak at 2d forum on 'growing up' here (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.2

JACOB, JOHN E (AU)
Monday, Jan. 18: Martin Luther King Day (edit), Jan 15, 1993, p.7
Black history month is a time for pride (edit), Feb 26, 1993, p.7
The same analysis, same inaction (edit), Mar 26, 1993, p.7
A call for national service (edit), Aug 6, 1993, p.7
Race-consciousness' is a need (edit), Oct 15, 1993, p.7
Looking back at high school years (edit), Nov 19, 1993, p.7

JACOBUS, F MICHAEL
The Bank of New York Salutes the Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.32

JACOBS, ERIC
A perfect place (old fashioned baking demonstration at Cudner-Hyatt House) (photo), Feb 19, 1993, p.3

JACOBS, LEA
Y Youth troupe to present Ravosa musical on ecology (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.17

JACOBSEN, HELEN
Helen Jacobsen (dies), Oct 8, 1993, p.14

JACOBSON, BONNIE N (AU)
Painted swastika scares reader (ltr), Feb 19, 1993, p.6

JACOBSON, MADGE
The Bank of New York Salutes The 25th Anniversary of Futura House (photo), Jul 16, 1993, p.26

JACOBSON, NEAL R
Neal R Jacobson (dies), Apr 9, 1993, p.10

JACOBSON, NORMAN (AU)
Creche suggests dominance over other cultures (ltr), Feb 12, 1993, p.6
For want of a proper show for a job, a heroine is found (edit), Mar 19, 1993, p.7
Scarsdale---a nurturing town (edit), Sep 24, 1993, p.7
Legacy from a beloved teacher (edit), Nov 12, 1993, p.7

JAFFE, ALLISON
Scarsdale celebrates undefeated season (photo), Aug 13, 1993, p.13

JAFFE, BARBARA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30
Otten, Jaffe to lead Board of Education (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.1
Board elects Otten, Jaffe (cont), Jul 9, 1993, p.9
Scarsdale parents shiver in empty Tudor nests (illus), Sep 24, 1993, p.5

JAFFE, ERIC
Assessing the budget, Apr 16, 1993, p.1
Scarsdale parents shiver in empty Tudor nests (illus), Sep 24, 1993, p.5

JAFFE, PHYLLIS
Negotiator: Schools get their money's worth, Dec 10, 1993, p.1

JALAL, NUR
Community service (canned food drive by Quaker Ridge fifth graders) (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.9

JAMES, ARNETT
Ready for summer reading (paperbacks collected at middle school for Harlem junior high school/photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.9

JAMESLEY, ADA
Marking Holy Week (photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.1

JAMESLEY, GEORGE
Marking Holy Week (photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.1
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JANIAK, CAROLYNE
Cagers take top honors (photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.17

JANIAK, ANNE
Handelman nominated for mayor (photo), Jan 15, 1993, p.1
Candidates named for mayor, trustees (cont) (photo), Jan 15, 1993, p.8
Rec(reation) Council meeting assesses 'customer satisfaction', Jan 29, 1993, p.19
Meet the candidates (for mayor and village trustee), Mar 5, 1993, p.1
Issues facing the village: a conversation with candidates (for village office) (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.1
All invited to meet local candidates (for mayor and trustee) (ltr), Mar 12, 1993, p.6
Candidates discuss development, taxes, housing, tennis courts (cont), Mar 12, 1993, p.13
Mayor, trustees elected; Cedarbaum chosen trustee, Mar 19, 1993, p.1
Trees for Earth Day (pin oak planted on East Parkway) (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.4
The Bank of New York Salutes The 1993 Annual Boards & Councils Dinner (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.22
Trustees seeking citizen advice on development, Jul 30, 1993, p.1
At last! (Anne Janiak cuts ribbon on renovated Wilmot Road Bridge) (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.3
Medical center traffic concerns Village Board, Dec 17, 1993, p.1

JANIAK, CAROLYN
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Varsity Girls' Basketball Team, Apr 2, 1993, p.32

JANIS, GREG
Scarsdale shines at Empires (photo), Aug 20, 1993, p.18
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36

JAPAN
Trip provides inside view of life in Japan (photo), Jul 23, 1993, p.9
Bashing Japan for NAFTA (ltr), Nov 12, 1993, p.6

JAPAN FESTIVAL
Town meeting in Japanese Festival, Apr 23, 1993, p.2
Going to Japan (six students and three teachers selected for an all-expense-paid trip) (photo), Apr 23, 1993, p.9
Japan Festival (cont), May 7, 1993, p.9
Midori performs here (photo), May 14, 1993, p.1
Arigato! (SCS Japan festival has ended its five-month run) (edit), Jun 25, 1993, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes the Scarsdale Japan Festival 1993 (photo), Jun 25, 1993, p.26
International exchange (commemorating the Japan festival) (photo), Sep 17, 1993, p.4

JAPAN-SOCIAL CONDITIONS
Expat(riot) experiences in Tokyo mirror challenges in Scarsdale, Jun 4, 1993, p.1
Americans in Japan (cont), Jun 4, 1993, p.10

JAPANESE-US
On Japan ("Who are the Japanese?", a seminar on the culture and people of Japan at Hitchcock Church), Jan 15, 1993, p.1
Japanese-American neighborly discourse to be abetted at 2 community forums, Feb 5, 1993, p.5
New friends share views and sushi (photo), Feb 19, 1993, p.1
Seminar promotes understanding (cont), Feb 19, 1993, p.12
Dialogue a big success; thanks fo making it so (ltr), Mar 12, 1993, p.6
Capacity crowd discusses the fine points of American-Japanese relations here (photo), May 7, 1993, p.5
(Tokyo String) Quartet a gift (ltr), May 21, 1993, p.6
Scarsdale says 'Sayonara' to Matsuo, Jul 9, 1993, p.1
Japanese visitors find Scarsdale 'harmonious' (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.1
Japanese visitors (cont), Aug 6, 1993, p.10

JASON, PAUL
Delays beset Scarsdale Ave. project, Jan 8, 1993, p.1
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JASON, PHILIP
Tree killers fined, Nov 5, 1993, p.1

JEFFRIES, KUSAR
Schools find service builds character, Jun 11, 1993, p.11

JENSEN, GRADY
Historian emeritus dies (photo), Jan 29, 1993, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Robert Greenes 1993 Bowl Recipient (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.28

JENSEN, JOHN P
The Bank of New York Salutes Our Veterans - Memorial Day 1993 (photo), Jun 4, 1993, p.28
Veterans Day exercises at Boniface Circle (photo), Nov 19, 1993, p.5

JEWS
Roots and reconnection: Reunion, Jewish-style (photo), Aug 27, 1993, p.5
Scholars to discuss TV portrayal of Jews (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.14

JOEL, MARTIN J JR
Publication of letter questioned (reference to letter by Gwendolyn Johnson 1/29/93) (ltr), Feb 12, 1993, p.6
"Hateful and purposely divisive' (in reference to letter by Gwendolyn Johnson 1/29/93) (ltr), Feb 5, 1993, p.6

JOEL, MARTIN JR
Religious tolerance (plans by SCS Clergy Assn for a four point program on religious tolerance), Sep 24, 1993, p.1

JOERG, ERNEST A
Ernest A Joerg (named chair of Westchester Community College's dept of electrical technology)(photo), Oct 15, 1993, p.4

JOHNSON, BOINE
Historian emeritus dies (photo), Jan 29, 1993, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The 1993 Annual Boards & Councils Dinner (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.22

JOHNSON, CINDY
Scarsdalians to aid W(hite) P(lains) H(ospital) C(enter) fund drive, Jun 25, 1993, p.4

JOHNSON, GIGI
Thanks to many-for generosity (towards seven Russian children who visited SCS) (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6

JOHNSON, GWEN
Going to Japan (six students and three teachers selected for an all-expense-paid trip) (photo), Apr 23, 1993, p.9
SCS T(eachers') I(nstitute) salutes teachers' innovations (photo), May 21, 1993, p.10
The Bank of New York Salutes the Scarsdale Japan Festival 1993 (photo), Jun 25, 1993, p.26
Trip provides inside view of life in Japan (photo), Jul 23, 1993, p.9

JOHNSON, GWENDOLYN
Editor didn't follow own advice (in reference to letter by Gwendolyn Johnson 1/29/93) (ltr), Feb 5, 1993, p.6
"Hateful and purposely divisive' (in reference to letter by Gwendolyn Johnson 1/29/93) (ltr), Feb 5, 1993, p.6
Publication of letter questioned (reference to letter by Gwendolyn Johnson 1/29/93) (ltr), Feb 12, 1993, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

JOHNSON, GWENDOLYN (AU)
An alternative way out of the creche issue (ltr), Jan 29, 1993, p.6

JOHNSON, JOHN "BUD"
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32

JOHNSON, NICHOLAS
Ready for summer reading (paperbacks collected at middle school for Harlem junior high school/photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.9

JOHNSON, PEGGY
Passing the torch (R Golden congratulates her successor Susan Cohen as PT council president) (photo), May 28, 1993, p.10

JOHNSON, ROGER
Trouble at a man's home and his Castle (Reginald Evans' Castle Hotel), Oct 29, 1993, p.1
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JONES, ALEXANDRA
Language contest winners (in Iona College foreign language competition) (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.10

JONES, ETTA
Managed care: doctors are taking the medicine (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.8

JONES, MIKE
Helping the homeless (SCS Cub Scout Pack 60 raise money and collect food) (photo), Dec 3, 1993, p.2

JONES, THELMA (DR)
Managed care: doctors are taking the medicine (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.8

JONES, WHIT
Look ma, one hand (Whit Jones learns to lure a Harris hawk with mouse meat) (photo), Jan 29, 1993, p.9
Blizzard leaves clogged streets but little damage (photo), Mar 19, 1993, p.5

JONO, NAMI
Maroon and White salutes fall season athletes (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.30

JONSON, KATHARYN
In the merry month of May (Katharyn Jonson receives a May Day basket from Brownie Troop 2094) (photo), May 7, 1993, p.9

JORDAN, KEITH
Drama Club to present musical, 'Bye, Bye Birdie' (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.15

JOSELOSON, TEDD
World class piece (on world class pianist Tedd Joeslson) (ltr), Sep 10, 1993, p.6

JOSEPH, BERNARD
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

JOSITRE, JERRY
SHS club addresses minority issues, Apr 30, 1993, p.1

JUBACK, JUDITH J (AU)
Vote for Feiner is vote for progress (ltr), Apr 23, 1993, p.6

JUDGES
Panessa to be resentenced in car crash case, Jan 8, 1993, p.5
Marcus possible candidate for court (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.3
On the docket: anything you can think of (photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.3
Behind the (court) scenes with Judge Knaplund (cont), Apr 9, 1993, p.4
Ellen L Koblitz (has taken oath of office as judge of New Jersey Superior Court) (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.4
Miriam G Cedarbaum (elected to Barnard College Board of Trustees), May 21, 1993, p.4
One judge dumps Brodsky another puts him back on ballot, Aug 13, 1993, p.1
Crying out for a change (in elections laws) (edit), Aug 13, 1993, p.6
Packed court (for small claims court cases), Oct 1, 1993, p.1
Among movers, shakers who'll be the judges?, Oct 15, 1993, p.1
Judges (cont), Oct 15, 1993, p.16
New town judge (Melinda Bass), Nov 5, 1993, p.1

JULY 4TH
Band, concert, games, fireworks - what could be better on the Fourth? (photo), Jun 25, 1993, p.15
Holiday schedule, Jul 2, 1993, p.1
Purple dinosaur on the bill at pool on 4th, Jul 2, 1993, p.2
Playing with fire (Independence Day fireworks at the SCS Pool), Jul 9, 1993, p.1
A celebration for everyone (4th of July celebration at SCS Pool) (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.1
Arthur Manor, Greenacres celebrate (July 4th) (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.3
Big crowd for a dazzling Fourth (at SCS Pool) (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.3

JUMO, YUMI
Students make wishes come true (photo), Dec 24, 1993, p.9
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JUNG, ERIC
Artists at work (at annual Halloween Window Painting Contest) (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.1

JURY
Scarsdalians shirking jury duty, Aug 6, 1993, p.1
Contempt of court (when shirking jury duty) (edit), Aug 6, 1993, p.6
Shirking jury duty (cont), Aug 6, 1993, p.10
League of W(omen) V(oters) member defends herself (regarding jury summons), Aug 13, 1993, p.5

JUTHANI, NALINI V (DR) (AU)
G.O.P. voters for Feiner...(ltr), Jul 9, 1993, p.6

JUTHANI, VIRENDRA (DR) (AU)
G.O.P. voters for Feiner...(ltr), Jul 9, 1993, p.6

KAARIA, PYRY
All eyes at F(ox) M(eadow) are on Hubble (Space Telescope) (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.1

KABO, LINDA (DR)
Eating disorder forum awakens high-schoolers, Dec 3, 1993, p.11

KACZMAREK, BOB (AU)
Fire victims thank helpers (ltr), Jun 11, 1993, p.7

KADANOFF, CAROL
Capacity crowd discusses the fine points of American-Japanese relations here (photo), May 7, 1993, p.5
Fall at Fox Meadow (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.13

KAGLE, RALPH
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Oct 1, 1993, p.28

KAGLE, REBECCA
Going to Japan (six students and three teachers selected for an all-expense-paid trip) (photo), Apr 23, 1993, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes the Scarsdale Japan Festival 1993 (photo), Jun 25, 1993, p.26
Trip provides inside view of life in Japan (photo), Jul 23, 1993, p.9

KAHN, GERT (AU)
What's wrong with Liberal (Party) backing (for Paul Feiner)? (ltr), Aug 20, 1993, p.6

KAISER, LYNNE
12 join nominating committee, Jan 22, 1993, p.1

KAISER, LYNNE
PTA: Post-prom pool party perfect (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6

KAISER, RICHARD
PTA: Post-prom pool party perfect (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6

KAITZ, ERICA
Fall at Fox Meadow (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.13

KALB, BESS
Not just a bowl of cherries (Heathcote first graders begin an interdisciplinary unit on fruit/photo), Oct 22, 1993, p.9

KALIK, BARBARA
Letter appears too familiar (B. Kalik's letter of 2/26 is similar to letter by P Feiner) (ltr), Mar 12, 1993, p.6

... And she thinks Feiner's terrific (ltr), Feb 26, 1993, p.6

KALISH, BETH
Y Youth troupe to present Ravosa musical on ecology (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.17

KALLIR, JOHN (AU)
Public services badly neglected in Edgemont (ltr), Jan 8, 1993, p.6


KALT, EVAN
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS BASE (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.28
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KAMEN, LINDA
Thanksgiving traditions (annual outdoor turkey roast at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.10

KAN, KHOTOKAI
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS BASE (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.28

KANBAR, ELLIOTT S
Doctor replies to health-care critic (letter by Elliott S Kanbar from 6/14/93) (ltr), Jun 11, 1993, p.6

KANBAR, ELLIOTT S (AU)

KANTOR, BRIAN
Maroon and White salutes fall season athletes (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.30

KAPLAN, GLENN (DR)
Edgemont mom is grateful for docs' empathy (ltr), Feb 26, 1993, p.6

KARLIN, MAL
Mal Karlin (appointed executive vice president/executive director (NY) of Kobs & Draft (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.4

KARNES, MICHAEL
O'Rourke challengers talk taxes, the economy, Sep 10, 1993, p.1

KARP, ROB
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36

KASOV, JANE
Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) elects co-presidents (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.10

KATHIRITHAMBY, RAVINDRA
Young musicians to perform (in School Music Assn All-State Conference), Nov 19, 1993, p.10

KATO, AKIKO
A perfect place (old fashioned baking demonstration at Cudner-Hyatt House) (photo), Feb 19, 1993, p.3

KATZ, ALEX
Books come alive at Greenacres (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.14

KATZ, DANNY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre "Kiss Me, Kate" (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.22

KATZ, DEBBY
'Follow the yellow brick road' (in "The Wizard of Oz" at SCS Middle School) (photo), May 7, 1993, p.11

KATZ, JENNA
A day at the beach (at the Heathcote gym) (photo), Feb 12, 1993, p.9

KATZ, KUNIKO
On Japan ("Who are the Japanese?", a seminar on the culture and people of Japan at Hitchcock Church), Jan 15, 1993, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes the Scarsdale Japan Festival 1993 (photo), Jun 25, 1993, p.26
Trip provides inside view of life in Japan (photo), Jul 23, 1993, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women votes 1993 (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.28
Multinational panel measures women's gains (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.5

KATZ, KUNIKO (AU)
Japanese press for gun control (edit), Nov 26, 1993, p.7

KATZ, LAUREN
Heathcote troop plans sale (photo), Oct 15, 1993, p.10
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KATZ, LISA
Lisa Katz (elected vice president of NY State Court Appointed Special Advocate Assn) (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.4

KATZ, NANCY
Thanksgiving traditions (annual outdoor turkey roast at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.10

KATZBERG, ROBERT
Robert Katzberg (appointed co-chairman of American Bar Association) (photo), Oct 1, 1993, p.4

KATZMAN, MEREDITH (AU)
Wrong place for (Seely Place) playground (response to letter by A and D Paterno from 9/24/93) (ltr), Oct 1, 1993, p.6

KAUFMAN, ANN
Ann Kaufman (appointed new director of Y program for senior citizens), Feb 12, 1993, p.4

KAUFMAN, BENJAMIN
Elder care: it's a headache here, too, Mar 19, 1993, p.1

KAUFMAN, EILEEN (AU)
Wrong word used in Muroff article (ltr), Mar 12, 1993, p.6

KAUFMAN, GAIL
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

KAUFMAN, JOAN
The Bank of New York Salutes Robert Greenes 1993 Bowl Recipient (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.28

KAUFMAN, JOHN S
John S Kaufman (appointed director of administration of YM & YWHA of Mid-Westchester) (photo), Feb 12, 1993, p.4

KAUFMAN, JULIE
Howard, Kaufmann take third in state tennis champs (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.19
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36

KAUFMAN, KRISTINA
A(merican) F(ield) S(ervice) sponsors US exchange, Apr 2, 1993, p.10
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre "Kiss Me, Kate" (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.22

KAUFMAN, LESTER (AU)
(GBH) Senior center is inadequate (ltr), Aug 6, 1993, p.6

KAUFMAN, MILLICENT
Host family needed (for AFS visitor Ernesto Guccione) (edit), Aug 20, 1993, p.6

KAUFMAN, MILLICENT (AU)
Power of the press (thanks to editorial from 8/20/93 AFS has a host family for E Guccione) (ltr), Aug 27, 1993, p.6

KAUFMAN, PETER
Language contest winners (in Iona College foreign language competition) (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.10

KAUFMANN, JULIE
Language contest winners (in Iona College foreign language competition) (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.10
6 teenagers receive awards (Westchester Jewish Community Services Youth in Action Award), Nov 19, 1993, p.4
Maroon and White salutes fall season athletes (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.30

KAVOURIAS, STEPHANIE (AU)
Town will feel Tolchin's loss (ltr), Sep 24, 1993, p.6

KAWASAKI, YUICHI
Japanese visitors find Scarsdale 'harmonious' (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.1

KAWASHIMA, LORNA
Movie star (Danny Glover) livens Monday classes (photo), Feb 26, 1993, p.10

KAWASHIMA, VALERIE

KAWASHIMA, YOSHI
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KAWJEZA, KATELYN</td>
<td>Something to cheer about (IHM junior varsity cheerleaders win 2nd place in CYO competition) (photo), Apr 2, 1993, p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAY, NENETTE</td>
<td>Nenette Kay (dies), Mar 5, 1993, p.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEANE, JENNIFER</td>
<td>Scarsdale High School students win academic awards (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEANE, JENNY</td>
<td>Scarsdale celebrates undefeated season (photo), Aug 13, 1993, p.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEATING, MICHAEL</td>
<td>Village footed most of park bill (ltr), Aug 6, 1993, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEEGAN, BARRY</td>
<td>Bless this house (Delaware elder performs a Native American wigwam blessing ceremony) (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEENAN, ALEX</td>
<td>The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre &quot;Kiss Me, Kate&quot; (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KELLEHER, SHARLEEN</td>
<td>Better than last year say local merchants, Dec 31, 1993, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KELLY, JAMES</td>
<td>School mourns the loss of a mentor and friend (photo), Oct 15, 1993, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A beloved counselor (tribute to James Kelly) (edit), Oct 15, 1993, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Remembering a special friend (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A loss and a legacy for middle school (edit), Oct 15, 1993, p.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>James Kelly was Butler House (ltr), Oct 22, 1993, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kelly made a real difference (ltr), Oct 22, 1993, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Remembering 3 valued citizens (ltr), Dec 3, 1993, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KELLY, LINDA</td>
<td>School officials give Hochberg an earful on financial problems, Feb 12, 1993, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KELLY, MIRA</td>
<td>Balkan pain knows no boundary: Local emigres react to war (photo), May 7, 1993, p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEMP, GILES</td>
<td>Local United Way sets 'aggressive' goal (photo), Oct 8, 1993, p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEMP, JERYL</td>
<td>Making this world a better place (edit), Dec 3, 1993, p.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEMPER, CASEY R</td>
<td>Casey R Kemper (appointed executive vice president at Equitable Agri-Business Inc), Oct 15, 1993, p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KENNEDY, JOHN F</td>
<td>Clinton names Edgemont man to review panel (President Kennedy Assassination Review Board) (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KENNEDY, SHAWN</td>
<td>Goodies in Gotham (Batman distributes candy at Golden Horseshoe Shopping Center) (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KENNEY, AMY</td>
<td>Student-teachers illuminate Edgewood (photo), Oct 15, 1993, p.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KERIN, LOIS F</td>
<td>Lois F Kerin (dies), Dec 3, 1993, p.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KERN, DAVID</td>
<td>The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service (photo), May 21, 1993, p.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Does my kid have a drug problem?; A parent's guide to the warning signs of drug abuse, Jul 16, 1993, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hell's belles: domestic violence happens in Camelot, too, Nov 19, 1993, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Task force fights underage drinking, Nov 19, 1993, p.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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KERNBERG, OTTO (DR)
Fire victims are grateful for help (ltr), Mar 26, 1993, p.6
Removing the rubble (of house on Walworth Ave) (photo), Jul 23, 1993, p.1

KERNBERG, OTTO AND PAULINA
Firefighters battle stubborn blaze at Walworth Ave house (photo), Feb 12, 1993, p.1
Smokey blaze rages through Walworth Avenue house (photo) (cont), Feb 12, 1993, p.8

KERNBERG, PAULINA (DR)
Fire victims are grateful for help (ltr), Mar 26, 1993, p.6
Removing the rubble (of house on Walworth Ave) (photo), Jul 23, 1993, p.1

KERSON, LEONARD
Libraries balance literature and glitz, Mar 12, 1993, p.9

KERSTEIN, GLORY ANN
Trouble at a man's home and his Castle (Reginald Evans' Castle Hotel), Oct 29, 1993, p.1
Manhattan protesters come to Scarsdale (photo) (cont), Oct 29, 1993, p.22

KETCHUM, WILLIAM C
The art of checkers (is discussed at SCS Historical Society), Jan 22, 1993, p.3

KIDS BASE
Kids B.A.S.E. records 10 years of success (photo) (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.2
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS BASE (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.28
Village future looks great (ltr), Oct 22, 1993, p.6

KILLIAN, LINDA
Thanks to many-for generosity (towards seven Russian children who visited SCS) (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6

KILLOURHY, BRIAN
At ease (Boy scout members of Troop 60 take part in SCS Memorial Day Parade) (photo), Jun 4, 1993, p.1

KIM, ELEANOR
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

KIM, ELEONORE
Young musicians to perform (in School Music Assn All-State Conference), Nov 19, 1993, p.10

KIM, JASON
SHS club addresses minority issues, Apr 30, 1993, p.1

KIM, JEANNIE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

KIM, JUNG HWA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

KIM, SARAH
Dancers to rise on toes in their spring concerts (photo), Mar 19, 1993, p.17

KING, LAUREN
All eyes at Fox Meadow are on Hubble (Space Telescope) (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.1

KING, MARTIN LUTHER JR
Monday, Jan. 18: Martin Luther King Day (edit), Jan 15, 1993, p.7

KINNELL, GALWAY
Pulitzer winner to read poems at reopening of SHS library (photo), Apr 23, 1993, p.2
Crowd hears Kinnell at SHS library opening, May 7, 1993, p.11

KIRSCH, JENNIE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

KIRSHNER, JULIE
New deans hired (one year appointments at SHS), May 21, 1993, p.9
Ready to start the new year (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.10
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KITT, MICHAEL
Schedule changes at adult school (photo), Sep 17, 1993, p.2

KITTAY, BEAR
Parkway open for Sunday riders (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.24

KITTAY, JAN
Parkway open for Sunday riders (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.24

KLAUSNER, ELLEN
Congratulations, doctor (E Klausner is congratulated on her degree in clinical psychology) (photo), Jul 16, 1993, p.9

KLAUSNER, JULIE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre "Kiss Me, Kate" (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.22

KLEIN, CASEY
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS BASE (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.28

KLEIN, DAVID J
David J Klein (will be honored by Albert Einstein College of Medicine of Yeshiva University), Apr 16, 1993, p.4

KLEIN, HAROLD
Panessa to be resentenced in car crash case, Jan 8, 1993, p.5

KLEIN, HOWIE
A day at the beach (at the Heathcote gym) (photo), Feb 12, 1993, p.9

KLEIN, JACKIE
Jackie Klein (among teenagers honored for volunteer work by YM & YWHA of Mid-Westchester), May 21, 1993, p.4

KLEIN, LYDIA
Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) elects co-presidents (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.10

KLEIN, MATT
Ready for summer reading (paperbacks collected at middle school for Harlem junior high school/photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.9

KLEIN, MIMI
The Bank of New York Salutes the Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.32

KLEIN, ROBERT
E'mont teachers without a contract, Sep 24, 1993, p.1

KLEIN, ROBERT J
Robert J Klein, Inquirer columnist, dead at 66 (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.16

KLEIN, STEPHEN
Synagogue rededicated Sunday (SCS Synagogue expansion) (photo), Jan 15, 1993, p.1

KLEINBERG, JEFFREY (AU)
How to catch unlicensed driver (ltr), Aug 20, 1993, p.6

KLEMMER, ANDY
Thanks to many for generosity (towards seven Russian children who visited SCS) (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6

KLEMMER, ELISE
Thanks to many for generosity (towards seven Russian children who visited SCS) (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6

KLIAVKOFF, GEORGE T
George T Kliavkoff (selected to represent Univ of Virginia at national moot court competition), Jan 8, 1993, p.2

KNAPLUND, VIRGINIA
On the docket: anything you can think of (photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.3
Behind the (court) scenes with Judge Knaplund (cont), Apr 9, 1993, p.4
Police make burglary arrest, Apr 16, 1993, p.1
Scarsdale jurors rule in D(riiving) W(hile) I(intoxicated) case, Jul 23, 1993, p.1
Scarsdalians shirking jury duty, Aug 6, 1993, p.1
Contempt of court (when shirking jury duty) (edit), Aug 6, 1993, p.6
Packed court (for small claims court cases), Oct 1, 1993, p.1
Tree killers fined, Nov 5, 1993, p.1
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KNOX, KATHLEEN
Courageous racer (photo), Dec 24, 1993, p.10

KOBAYASHI, YASUSHI
Wooden soldiers on parade (in annual Christmas play at IHM) (photo), Dec 24, 1993, p.9

KOBELT, ELLEN L
Ellen L Koblitz (has taken oath of office as judge of New Jersey Superior Court) (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.4

KOELSCH, ANDREA
The Bank of New York Salutes The 25th Anniversary of Futura House (photo), Jul 16, 1993, p.26

KOELLE, HELENA
Dance fever (at SCS Middle School) (photo), Jan 22, 1993, p.9

KOELLE, KATHARINA
Language contest winners (in Iona College foreign language competition) (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.10

Scarsdale High School students win academic awards (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.12

KOENIG, MARK
Recession salaries: How much money is too much?, Aug 13, 1993, p.1

KOENIG, MARK (AU)
Supports increase in class size (ltr), May 14, 1993, p.6

KOEVER, DAN
Duels and discovery highlight study (of Renaissance England) (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.9

KOKOT, BARBARA
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women votes 1993 (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.28

KOLBERT, ARLENE
Better than last year say local merchants, Dec 31, 1993, p.1

KOLEVZON, BARRY
Synagogue rededicated Sunday (SCS Synagogue expansion) (photo), Jan 15, 1993, p.1

KOMURO, MIO
Student art show at Scarsdale Library (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.11

KOMURO, YOKO
Thanksgiving traditions (annual outdoor turkey roast at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.10

KOOP, C EVERETT
Healthy breakfast (attended by S Shelov at White House for presentation of Clinton medical plan), Sep 24, 1993, p.1

KOPICA, JOHN
Policing effort (in GBH) aids security (ltr), Jun 18, 1993, p.6

KOPPELL, OLIVER
Koppell to address T(own and) V(illage) C(lub) (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.2

Assemblyman: System thwarts justice (photo), Nov 19, 1993, p.2

KOPPLE, SARAH
Students make wishes come true (photo), Dec 24, 1993, p.9

KORINS, RUSS (AU)
Don't put center in a shadow (any structure will bring a loss of valuable sunlight) (ltr), Jun 18, 1993, p.6

KORMAN, GORDON
Sign here, please (appearance by Gordon Korman attracts a crowd of young readers) (photo), Dec 3, 1993, p.11

KORSER, BARBARA (AU)
All invited to meet local candidates (for mayor and trustee) (ltr), Mar 12, 1993, p.6

KRAIN, RICHARD A (AU)
Feiner's tenure: the word is no (ltr), Apr 30, 1993, p.6
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KRAM, IRVING M

KRAMER, PETER
Talking to Kramer (photo), Dec 24, 1993, p.4

KREEGER, HENRIETTA
The Bank of New York Salutes The 1993 Annual Boards & Councils Dinner (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.22

KREISBERG, NEIL
Neil Kreisberg (has been named to new post at Grey Advertising of New York), Jun 25, 1993, p.4

KREY, LEWIS
Committee candidates chosen, Nov 5, 1993, p.1
Citizens' candidates are diverse, Nov 12, 1993, p.1

KRIKANDA, DEBORAH
Early classes set tone for school experience, Feb 5, 1993, p.9

KRISHNAKUMAR, ADITI
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women votes 1993 (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.28
Multinational panel measures women's gains (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.5

KRISHNAKUMAR, ADITI (AU)
Looking for the 'real' America (edit), Jan 22, 1993, p.7
Only in America - a follow-up (discusses recently discovered map of SCS dated 1797) (illus) (edit), Feb 12, 1993, p.7
A corporate wife comes West (edit), Mar 5, 1993, p.7
An enchanted weekend (edit), Mar 26, 1993, p.6
For birthdays: Let them eat cake (edit), Apr 16, 1993, p.7
On having it all - if you are a woman (edit), May 7, 1993, p.7
A New York morning, with encounters (edit), May 28, 1993, p.6
Notions in the head (edit), Jun 18, 1993, p.7
To Asia and back, in English (edit), Sep 24, 1993, p.7
The twilight of this year (edit), Oct 22, 1993, p.7
' Hmm-hmm' -- the new verbal shorthand (edit), Nov 12, 1993, p.7
In the shadow of the Kinchinjungha (edit), Dec 10, 1993, p.7

KROENLEIN, KARL
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36

KROHN, MAX
Language contest winners (in Iona College foreign language competition) (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.10

KRONIG, KATHY
Parent volunteers staff E(dge)wood publishing center (photo), Jan 22, 1993, p.10

KRUK, JONATHAN
Historical Society programs attract history buffs of all ages (photo) (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.14

KUBAWSKI, PAUL
Scarsdalians shirking jury duty, Aug 6, 1993, p.1

KUBOTA, ICHIRO
Sayonara Scarsdale (two Japanese SCS residents live through World Trade Center bombing), Mar 19, 1993, p.3

KUCZINSKI, TED
The Bank of New York Salutes The 25th Anniversary of Futura House (photo), Jul 16, 1993, p.26

KULA, JIM
No parking, Dec 17, 1993, p.1

KULICK, PEGGY
The Bank of New York Salutes The 1993 Annual Boards & Councils Dinner (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.22

KUNKIN, TINA
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36
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KUSHNER, HAROLD
Kushner talk on aging draws capacity crowd, May 14, 1993, p.3

KUTNER, MARJORIE
League of Women Voters promotes political responsibility...(photo) (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.15
Rec(reation) Council meeting assesses 'customer satisfaction', Jan 29, 1993, p.19
Master planning for future under way (cont), Feb 19, 1993, p.12
Left out (turns onto Claremont Road barred from Bronx River Parkway), Apr 30, 1993, p.1

LABOR DAY
Labor Day closings, Sep 3, 1993, p.1
Labor Day fun and games, Sep 3, 1993, p.1
The last splash (at SCS Pool on Labor Day) (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.3

LACALAMITA, MICHAEL
$1 million milestone (for WHP Hospital Center) (photo), Dec 3, 1993, p.4

LADD, JANET
Village future looks great (ltr), Oct 22, 1993, p.6

LALLI, MARIGRACE
Teacher defends in-service course (ltr), Oct 29, 1993, p.6

LAMB, JAN
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS BASE (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.28

LAMB, JAN (AU)
To save creche's message, move it to a church (ltr), Jan 29, 1993, p.6

LAMBERT, MAUREEN
Village future looks great (ltr), Oct 22, 1993, p.6

LAND, JEANNIE
Debaters triumph at tourney, Nov 19, 1993, p.9

LANDAU, ELAINE
The Bank of New York Salutes The 1993 Annual Boards & Councils Dinner (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.22
Residents invited to comment on A(mericans with) D(isabilities) A(ct) evaluation (ltr), Jan 22, 1993, p.6

LANDAU, EVE
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS BASE (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.28
Stock to head School Board Ass'n, Jun 18, 1993, p.4
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

LANDAU, HARVEY
Rec(reation) Council meeting assesses 'customer satisfaction', Jan 29, 1993, p.19
Teen center idea pleases most, but neighbors are wary, Nov 19, 1993, p.1

LANDAU, HARVEY G (AU)
A teen center--why not? (ltr), Nov 12, 1993, p.6

LANDAU, JAY H (AU)
Public input sorely lacking on downtown plan... (ltr), Mar 26, 1993, p.6

LANDES, BETTE
The Bank of New York Salutes Robert Greenes 1993 Bowl Recipient (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.28
Local L(egacy of) W(omen) V(oters) team at state session, Jun 18, 1993, p.4
The Bank of New York Salutes The 1993 Annual Boards & Councils Dinner (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.22
Year of the volunteer (photo), Oct 22, 1993, p.4

LANDSBERG, LYNN
Saluting 20 years of women in rabbinate (photo), Jan 15, 1993, p.14

LANG, GEANNIE
Debaters shine in tourney (Reeder Tournament in Alexandria, Va), Oct 8, 1993, p.10
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LANG, JEANNIE
Garth Woods cleanup fills 20 bags plus (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.5

LANGE, ANN MARIE (AU)
Gift of music from E'(edge)wood alum(nus) (ltr), Oct 8, 1993, p.6

LANGE, CHARLES
Two teachers to depart, Mar 26, 1993, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

LANGE, JENNIFER
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36

LANGE, MARTIN (AU)
Wet leaves are hazard in E'mont (ltr), Dec 10, 1993, p.6
Many faiths could display symbols (ltr), Dec 17, 1993, p.6
Claw (machine) is not the answer (ltr), Dec 24, 1993, p.6

LANGHAMMER, RICH
Movie star (Danny Glover) livens Monday classes (photo), Feb 26, 1993, p.10

LANZET, GREG
Wakiki comes to Fox Meadow (girls at Camp Wapetuck celebrate Hawaii Day) (photo), Jul 23, 1993, p.1

LAPIDUS, HEATHER
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Oct 1, 1993, p.28

LAPIDUS, MERRY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service (photo), May 21, 1993, p.32

LAPIDUS, RICHARD
Going to Japan (six students and three teachers selected for an all-expense-paid trip) (photo), Apr 23, 1993, p.9
Student volunteers honored for service (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes the Scarsdale Japan Festival 1993 (photo), Jun 25, 1993, p.26
Trip provides inside view of life in Japan (photo), Jul 23, 1993, p.9
For a good cause (SHS seniors stuff envelopes for annual PTA Scholarship Fund appeal) (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.9
The spirit of volunteerism at SHS, Nov 19, 1993, p.8
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36
Teenagers fill growing volunteer needs, Dec 17, 1993, p.8

LARKIN, MARY
Group advises board to clear the decks, Aug 13, 1993, p.1

LASSER, JAMES (AU)
Errors in report on candidate (James Lasser) for School Board) (ltr), Feb 12, 1993, p.6

LASSES, EMILY (AU)
Gray skies, no candy (ltr), Nov 12, 1993, p.6

LATIMER, GEORGE
Scarsdale's newest legislator seeks re-election (photo), Jun 25, 1993, p.3
Latimer is in the local mainstream (ltr), Aug 13, 1993, p.6
District 7 race on the quiet side, Oct 22, 1993, p.1
For county Legislature (Katherine Carsky, Lois Bronz and George Latimer) (edit), Oct 22, 1993, p.6
Latimer vs. Scharf in District 7 (photo) (cont), Oct 22, 1993, p.8
Brodsky, O'Rourke trade jibes at forum (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women votes 1993 (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.28
County legislators to vote on pay raise, Dec 17, 1993, p.1
Empty stockings (county legislators reject pay initiative), Dec 24, 1993, p.1

LATIMER, GEORGE (AU)
Latimer pledges accessibility (ltr), Dec 17, 1993, p.6
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LAUDENBACH, RICHARD
Bank, volunteers hailed for (SCS community) calendar (ltr), Aug 20, 1993, p.6

LAUGHLIN, JOHN S (DR)
John S Laughlin (inducted to the American Institute of Medical and Biological Engineering), Apr 9, 1993, p.4
John S Laughlin, Ph. D. (awarded ASTRO Gold Medal for service in field of radiation oncology) (photo), Dec 3, 1993, p.4

LAURIA, TERESA
Teresa Lauria (dies), Apr 23, 1993, p.20

LAUNS
Green at what cost? (in reference to use of pesticides and herbicides in SCS), Apr 9, 1993, p.1
Change the long-lasting effects of spring (edit), Apr 9, 1993, p.6
Villagers asked to reduce use of lawn chemicals in innovative pest control program (cont), Apr 9, 1993, p.12
Corrections in pesticide story (in SCS Inquirer 4/9/93) (ltr), Apr 16, 1993, p.6

LAURENCE, JANE A (AU)
...community effort helped (successful construction of new playround on Webb Field in HTS) (ltr), Jul 23, 1993, p.6

LAWSUITS
SEE ACTIONS AND DEFENSES

LAWYERS
Roger H Madon (invited to speak at a conference sponsored by International Union of Advocates), Jan 29, 1993, p.4
(Bernard Russbaum) Settling in at the White House (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.1
Marcus possible candidate for court (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.3
Mohammed's (Salameh) lawyer (is Robert Precht, a SHS alumnus), Mar 19, 1993, p.1
Pickelle to run for county D(istrict) A(Attorney) (photo), Apr 2, 1993, p.1
Barristers with billy clubs, Apr 2, 1993, p.1
Law degrees enhance Scarsdale police force (cont) (photo), Apr 2, 1993, p.3
Pickelle in D(istrict) A(Attorney) race (cont), Apr 2, 1993, p.25
Steven L Schwarcz (has recently published 2nd edition of "Structured Finance") (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.4
Democrats endorse candidates, May 7, 1993, p.1
Pickelle makes it official: he'll run (for county district attorney), May 21, 1993, p.4
Amy L Newman (is new associate of Rosenstock, Lowe & Nichols), Jun 25, 1993, p.4
Kenneth A Lefkowitz (named partner of Hughes Hubbard & Reed), Jul 9, 1993, p.4
Cherkasky charges Pirro with financial improprieties) (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.4
Robert Katzberg (appointed co-chairman of American Bar Association) (photo), Oct 1, 1993, p.4
Big city vs. suburbia in D(istrict) A(Attorney) race, Oct 15, 1993, p.3
Big City vs. suburbia (cont), Oct 15, 1993, p.16
In the county: Brodsky for county executive; Pirro for DA; Doody for county clerk (edit), Oct 29, 1993, p.6
Fern Schair Sussman (will receive award for her contributions to issues of concern to women) (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.4
Local lawyer discusses global environment with former Russian leader in Washington, Dec 3, 1993, p.3

LAZARUS, MALCOLM
Geriatric center elects officers (United Hebrew Geriatric Center of New Rochelle) (photo), Aug 13, 1993, p.4

LAZZARA, ANTHONY
Founders recall historical society's rescue of Cudner-Hyatt House at birthday brunch (photo), Feb 12, 1993, p.3
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32

LEAD
Lead in tap water is health hazard, Apr 2, 1993, p.1
What next? (discusses possible lead content in SCS's drinking water) (edit), Apr 2, 1993, p.6
Lead in water a potential problem (cont), Apr 2, 1993, p.25
Lead Awareness Day, Apr 23, 1993, p.1
Lead Awareness Day (cont), Apr 23, 1993, p.13
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LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS-SCS
Editor gives county voters high marks, Jan 29, 1993, p.3
League of Women Voters promotes political responsibility...(photo) (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.15
Looking ahead: Input sought for master plan (photo), Feb 19, 1993, p.1
League of Women Voters) to evaluate taxes, trustee term length, Feb 26, 1993, p.2
Urges support of ‘motor voter’ (ltr), Mar 5, 1993, p.6
3.5% tax hike in preliminary budget, Mar 19, 1993, p.1
League renews call for reassessment, Mar 26, 1993, p.1
Reassessment (cont), Mar 26, 1993, p.12
Green at what cost? (in reference to use of pesticides and herbicides in SCS), Apr 9, 1993, p.1
Don’t split (in reference to redrawing of county’s election districts), Apr 16, 1993, p.1
League of Women Voters) urged to hold forum (regarding development of downtown SCS) (ltr), Apr 16, 1993, p.6
Students and League of Women Voters) visit county legislators (photo), Apr 23, 1993, p.4
League of Women Voters) is seeking new members (ltr), Apr 23, 1993, p.6
Village budget OK’d, Apr 30, 1993, p.1
League of Women Voters) questions overtime cost for cops, firefighters, Apr 30, 1993, p.3
League active on downtown (response to letter by R Fitzhugh from 4/16/93) (ltr), Apr 30, 1993, p.6
League of Women Voters) to host 4 state assemblywomen (photo), May 7, 1993, p.2
Of trees and housing, May 14, 1993, p.1
Women’s delegation’ updates League of Women Voters), May 21, 1993, p.3
Adding insult to injury (regarding SCS being split into three election districts) (edit), May 21, 1993, p.6
League of Women Voters) hears development dollars and cents, May 28, 1993, p.1
County League of Women Voters) re-elects Paulin, May 28, 1993, p.4
Local League of Women Voters) team at state session, Jun 18, 1993, p.4
County election map challenged again, this time by county League of Women Voters), Jul 9, 1993, p.1
Some ‘questions’ about the League of Women Voters) (ltr), Jul 23, 1993, p.6
League president answers queries (response to R Lynne’s ltr from 7/23/93) (ltr), Jul 30, 1993, p.6
Methods & policies of Inquirer decried (ltr), Aug 6, 1993, p.6
League of Women Voters) member defends herself (regarding jury summons), Aug 13, 1993, p.5
Clarifying League of Women Voters) link to vote panel (ltr), Aug 13, 1993, p.6
Mayor: Penn Central Corporation agreement irrelevant to work of advisory committee, Aug 20, 1993, p.1
Citizens’ group offers proposals (ltr), Aug 27, 1993, p.6
Changed county (redistricting) plan won’t stop lawsuit (by League of Women Voters), Sep 17, 1993, p.3
We need each other (edit), Sep 24, 1993, p.6
League welcomes financial aid (ltr), Sep 24, 1993, p.6
Vote yes on Proposition 1 (ltr), Oct 22, 1993, p.6
Time to toss those chemicals (ltr), Oct 22, 1993, p.6
Brodsky, O’Rourke trade jibes at forum (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.1
Comptroller urges passage of 3 propositions (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.5
Candidates stake out positions at League of Women Voters) forum (cont), Oct 29, 1993, p.22
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women votes 1993 (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.28
Counsel praises Clinton’s courageous choices (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.3
League banner was displayed (ltr), Nov 26, 1993, p.6
Negotiator: Schools get their money’s worth, Dec 10, 1993, p.1
Medical center traffic concerns Village Board, Dec 17, 1993, p.1

LEARNING DISABILITIES
Tutors teach kids to decode (ltr), Dec 3, 1993, p.6
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LEARNING, PSYCHOLOGY OF
How do you motivate children to learn? (edit), Sep 17, 1993, p.6

LEAVES
Gardeners protest new dumping fee (for spring leaves), Apr 23, 1993, p.1
Dumping fee (cont), Apr 23, 1993, p.13
Trustees: Leaf blower ban needs study, Oct 1, 1993, p.1
Bring back the rake (edit), Oct 1, 1993, p.6
No to leaf blower (ltr), Oct 8, 1993, p.6
Use mufflers on leaf blowers (ltr), Oct 8, 1993, p.6
Nothing but leaves (SCS's fall leaf collection program started 10/12 and continues through 12/10), Oct 15, 1993, p.1
Blowers spoil lovely days (ltr), Nov 5, 1993, p.6
Leaf update, Nov 12, 1993, p.1
Wet leaves are hazard in E'mont (ltr), Dec 10, 1993, p.6
Baggin' it (residents should start to put leftover leaves in bags), Dec 17, 1993, p.1
Leaf pick-up is political issue (ltr), Dec 24, 1993, p.6
Claw (machine) is not the answer (ltr), Dec 24, 1993, p.6

LEAVITT, RICHARD (AU)

LEAVY, ELIZABETH
A day at the beach (at the Heathcote gym) (photo), Feb 12, 1993, p.9

LEBOWITZ, LAURENCE
Democrats endorse candidates, May 7, 1993, p.1

LEDERER, RICHARD M JR
Historian emeritus dies (photo), Jan 29, 1993, p.1
Historian emeritus Lederer eulogized by colleagues, Feb 5, 1993, p.1
Passing into history (edit), Feb 5, 1993, p.6
Lederer known for service, dedication (edit), Feb 5, 1993, p.7
Lederer remembered at memorial (cont), Feb 5, 1993, p.12
Lederer bench to be dedicated (at waterfall in Garth Woods), Oct 8, 1993, p.2

LEDERER-PLASKETT, CATHERINE
A hidden agenda: Feiner bashing (ltr), Apr 2, 1993, p.6
LEDERER-PLASKETT, CATHERINE (AU)
Feiner disputed on antennas (ltr), Apr 2, 1993, p.6

LEE, BOBBY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre "Kiss Me, Kate" (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.22

LEE, BRANDON
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS BASE (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.28

LEE, LINDA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

LEE, NICOLE
Arthur Manor, Greenacres celebrate (July 4th) (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.3

LEE, SUN-HYEONG
Language contest winners (in Iona College foreign language competition) (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.10

LEE, TEGAN
Committee candidates chosen, Nov 5, 1993, p.1

LEFKOWITS, JOAN
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women votes 1993 (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.28

LEFKOWITZ, ADRIENNE M
Adrienne M Lefkowitz (to co-chair alumni dinner for pres of NY Univ and dean of Stern School of Bus), Sep 10, 1993, p.4
LEFKOWITZ, KENNETH A
Kenneth A Lefkowitz (named partner of Hughes Hubbard & Reed), Jul 9, 1993, p.4

LEGAKIS, BARBARA
A welcome hand (Seely Place teacher Barbara Legakis gets a hand from Lauren Molisani) (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.1

LEGATO, MARIANNE J (DR)
Piano program, heart lecture on Woman's Club calendar (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.15

LEGUIRE, THERESA
Annual run (SCS 15K and four mile runs will be held March 28), Jan 29, 1993, p.1
The cruelest month (and thoughts about the 15K roadrace (edit), Mar 26, 1993, p.6
June wedding lures Leguire from recreation dept) (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.4

LEHR, MARY (AU)
Ask Penn Central to erase graffiti (ltr), Apr 30, 1993, p.6

LEIBERT, BURTON
PTA: Post-prom pool party perfect (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6

LEIBERT, LOUISE (AU)
Cutting school staff is not the way to save (ltr), Feb 26, 1993, p.6

LEIBERT, RUTH
PTA: Post-prom pool party perfect (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6

LEIGHTON, LEON
Leon Leighton (dies), Apr 9, 1993, p.10

LEMLE, AMY
Art everywhere (display at Fox Meadow School) (photo), May 28, 1993, p.9
Committee candidates chosen, Nov 5, 1993, p.1
Citizens' candidates are diverse, Nov 12, 1993, p.1
12 nominators elected (photo), Nov 19, 1993, p.1

LEMLE, CRAIG
Downtown group studies reports, debates ideas, Nov 12, 1993, p.1

LEMLE, TRACEY
Kids learn recycling lesson (photo), Dec 3, 1993, p.12

LENNON, HARRY
Thanks to many-for generosity (towards seven Russian children who visited SCS) (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6

LENNON, LOIS
Thanks to many-for generosity (towards seven Russian children who visited SCS) (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6

LENT
The lure of the difficult person (edit), Apr 2, 1993, p.7

LEON, CYD (AU)
Goodbye, thanks from Cyd Leon (ltr), Jul 16, 1993, p.6

LERER, RICHARD
Board of (Cooperative) E(ducational) S(ervices) board bows to pressure from Albany, Sep 10, 1993, p.9

LERER, RICHARD (DR)
New yardstick needed (for salaries of educators) (edit), Aug 20, 1993, p.6

LESNICK, HELAINE
Committee candidates chosen, Nov 5, 1993, p.1
12 nominators elected (photo), Nov 19, 1993, p.1

LETTERS
On signing your name (on letters to the editor) (edit), Feb 26, 1993, p.6
Stemming the flood (of mail supporting readers' favorite candidates) (edit), Jul 16, 1993, p.6
Is anybody out there (only one letter received by the SCS Inquirer this week) (edit), Sep 17, 1993, p.6
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LETTS, NANCY (AU)
How to be Socratic in your dialogues (edit), Aug 6, 1993, p.7

LEV, ARI
Lending a hand (to put up the new playground at Greenville School) (photo), Oct 15, 1993, p.1

LEVEN, CLAIRE (AU)
Feiner termed undemocratic (ltr), Aug 20, 1993, p.6

LEVIN, ADAM
Edible map-making (Heathcote fourth graders have made cookie map of the USA) (photo), Mar 19, 1993, p.9

LEVIN, DOROTHY
Skeptics query trustees on development, May 14, 1993, p.1

LEVIN, DOROTHY (AU)
Affordable homes 'clearly' needed (ltr), Jul 9, 1993, p.6

LEVIN, HERMAN
Herman Levin (dies), Oct 8, 1993, p.14

LEVIN, JEFFREY L (AU)
Coach says thanks for great S(CS) S(ummer) B(aseball) run (ltr), Aug 27, 1993, p.6

LEVIN, LESTER
Caution urged on downtown plans, Jan 15, 1993, p.1
Reveal development plans, village urged, Apr 9, 1993, p.1
Correction (letter about Popham Road Bridge from 7/16/93 mistakenly attributed to R Donati), Jul 23, 1993, p.6
Come clean on signature mix-up (reference to letter from 7/16/93 published over name R Donati) (ltr), Aug 13, 1993, p.6

LEVIN, LESTER (AU)
Why hasn't (Popham Road) bridge been maintained? (letter inaccurately attributed to R Donati) (ltr), Jul 16, 1993, p.6

LEVIN, MIRIAM
Scarsdale women take to the skies: female pilots who find flying fun (photo), May 14, 1993, p.5

LEVINE, ARLENE
Bank, volunteers hailed for (SCS community) calendar (ltr), Aug 20, 1993, p.6

LEVINE, ELEANOR
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

LEVINE, LESLEY
Readers cavort (at the SCS Public Library's summer reading game) (photo), Aug 13, 1993, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Oct 1, 1993, p.28

LEVINE, PETER

LEVINVON, ELLEN
Thanks to many—for generosity (towards seven Russian children who visited SCS) (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6

LEVINVON, MICHAEL
Community service (canned food drive by Quaker Ridge fifth graders) (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.9

LEVITIN, ELAINE
SMS teachers describe special help (for students to keep up with their studies), Jan 8, 1993, p.9

LEVITZ, DIANE ALTIERI
The Bank of New York Salutes Our Veterans—Memorial Day 1993 (photo), Jun 4, 1993, p.28

LEVY, JESSICA
Miss 1994 (Twenty-month-old Jessica Levy has an exuberant outlook on the new year) (photo), Dec 31, 1993, p.1

LEWIS, CHERYL
Shaping the neighborhood (photo) (edit), Nov 5, 1993, p.7
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LEWIS, JAYSON
A day at the beach (at the Heathcote gym) (photo), Feb 12, 1993, p.9

LEWIS, MARGE

LEWIT, CHARLES F
Charles F Lewit (dies), Jun 25, 1993, p.14

LIACOURAS CHANTILES, VILMA
Blending Greek foods and culture (photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.12

LIBRARIANS
Pam Berger: librarian for all reasons (photo), Apr 23, 1993, p.5
High-tech librarian (cont), Apr 23, 1993, p.12
Rabban to retire as library chief (photo), Sep 24, 1993, p.9

LIBRARIES
Don't take libraries for granted (edit), Nov 19, 1993, p.6
LIBRARIES-NEW YORK STATE-STATE AID
State shortchanging local libraries (photo), Nov 19, 1993, p.1

LIBRARY-SCS
Hochberg takes oath at library (photo), Jan 8, 1993, p.1
'Panels of love' recall those lost to AIDS (photo), Jan 8, 1993, p.13
Tape return at library, Jan 29, 1993, p.1
Historian emeritus dies (photo), Jan 29, 1993, p.1
Historian emeritus Lederer eulogized by colleagues, Feb 5, 1993, p.1
Benefactor sought (valuable item left among pages of book donated for annual book fair), Apr 2, 1993, p.1
Impact of imagery in art and ads, Apr 9, 1993, p.2
Telling (good) tales on the library (a selection of photographs by Ira Toff) (photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.5
Robert Stone to speak here (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.2
Y Youth troupe to present Ravosa musical on ecology (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.17
Town meeting in Japanese Festival, Apr 23, 1993, p.2
Student art show at Scarsdale Library (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.11
'The Grandview Group' art to be exhibited at library (photo), May 21, 1993, p.17
'Passion Fish' to open film festival at library, Jul 9, 1993, p.13
Readers cavort (at the SCS Public Library's summer reading game) (photo), Aug 13, 1993, p.1
Booklovers' paradise (Friends of the Scarsdale Library book fair) (photo), Oct 8, 1993, p.1
Brodsky, O'Rourke trade jibes at forum (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.1
Professional peacemaker probes religious tension, Oct 29, 1993, p.1
Lecturer to discuss finds at Caesarea (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.4
State shortchanging local libraries (photo), Nov 19, 1993, p.1
Library love-in for teacher-turned-benefactor (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.3
Sign here, please (appearance by Gordon Korman attracts a crowd of young readers) (photo), Dec 3, 1993, p.11
Tiles that bound hostage to diplomat endure, Dec 10, 1993, p.3
Library receives a holiday gift (photo), Dec 24, 1993, p.1
Honor accepted with gratitude (gift to SCS library in honor of Eleanor and Burnham Finney) (ltr), Dec 31, 1993, p.6

LIBRARY-SCS-BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Appointive seats open on local panels; candidates sought (includes detailed listings), Jan 8, 1993, p.4

LIBRARY-SCS-POND
Not easy being green (duckweed and water meal have turned the library pond to a carpet of green), Jul 16, 1993, p.1
Green sweep (Adam Messenger scoops out duckweed out of Harwood Pond near the library) (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.3
Village footed most of park bill (ltr), Aug 6, 1993, p.6
Fish habitat perfected (concrete wall is constructed by library pond to stop leaks) (photo), Aug 20, 1993, p.1
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LIEBER, BLAIR
   Shaping the neighborhood (photo) (edit), Nov 5, 1993, p.7
LIEBERT, LOUISE
LIEBERT, RICK
LIEBMAN, ABBEY
   The last splash (at SCS Pool on Labor Day) (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.3
LIFRIERI RIES, JENNIE
   Vote pro-choice this election (ltr), Oct 22, 1993, p.6
LILLY, BOB
   Thanks to many-for generosity (towards seven Russian children who visited SCS) (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6
LIM, HENRY W (DR)
   Henry W Lim, MD (given appointments at NY Dept of Veterans Affairs Medical Center and NY Univ.), Mar 19, 1993, p.4
LIM, KEVIN
   Story partners at Heathcote (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.9
LIM, MARCUS
   Story partners at Heathcote (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.9
LIMBACHER, RICHARD B
   The Bank of New York Salutes Our Veterans - Memorial Day 1993 (photo), Jun 4, 1993, p.28
LIMONGELLI, JOSEPH
LIMONGELLI, MARY V (AU)
LIM, JENNIFER
   Scarsdale High School students win academic awards (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.12
LINCOLN, ABRAHAM
   Presidents' Day visitor plays a part (photo), Feb 12, 1993, p.10
LINDNER, JESSICA
   All eyes at F(ox) M(eadow) are on Hubble (Space Telescope) (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.1
LINDON, BARBARA
   Thanks to many-for generosity (towards seven Russian children who visited SCS) (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6
LINVILLE, C EDWIN
   Historical Society to honor 3 at dinner-dance (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.3
LINVILLE, ED
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service (photo), May 21, 1993, p.32
LINVILLE, SUZANNE
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service (photo), May 21, 1993, p.32
LIOTTI, ANTHONY
   Anthony Liotti (dies), Jan 15, 1993, p.14
LIOY, FAY
   Ready for summer reading (paperbacks collected at middle school for Harlem junior high school) (photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.9
LIPPMAN, SANDRA (AU)
   2 counts against TCI Cable (ltr), Jun 18, 1993, p.6
LITMAN, LEVI
   Making this world a better place (edit), Dec 3, 1993, p.7
   What am I bid? (annual auction fundraiser to support Student Transfer Education Program) (photo), Dec 17, 1993, p.9
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LITT, ABBY (AU)
Girl Scouts like cookie coverage (ltr), Mar 19, 1993, p.6

LITTLE, EARLENE U (AU)
Letter hijacked, aim negated (regarding article in Inquirer 4/16/93) (ltr), May 7, 1993, p.6
Leaf pick-up is political issue (ltr), Dec 24, 1993, p.6

LITTON GREER, HELEN (AU)
Reunion recollections: Do I remember you? (edit), Feb 5, 1993, p.7

LIVOLSI, MARC
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36

LO, CHI-MAN (AU)
Handelman is fantasizing (about the proposal to develop the Freightway-Penn Central land) (ltr), May 28, 1993, p.6

LOFTUS, BETH
Scarsdale parents shiver in empty Tudor nests (illus), Sep 24, 1993, p.5

LOFTUS, CLARE
Soccer star Clare Loftus to join top college team (photo), Feb 12, 1993, p.19
Options take seniors far away from school (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.13

LOGOS
Logo contest (sponsored by SCS Task Force on Volunteerism), Mar 5, 1993, p.1

LOGUERCIO, PAUL
Thanksgiving traditions (annual outdoor turkey roast at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.10

LOHIA, RAKA
Movie star (Danny Glover) livens Monday classes (photo), Feb 26, 1993, p.10

LONE BEAR REVEY, JAMES
Bless this house (Delaware elder performs a Native American wigwam blessing ceremony) (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.1

LONG ISLAND SOUND (NY AND CONN)
Long Island Sound needs oxygen! (edit), Dec 17, 1993, p.6

LONGO, MARIA (AU)
Reilly’s course is valuable (ltr), Oct 29, 1993, p.6

LOPANE, TONY
Tree killers fined, Nov 5, 1993, p.1

LORE, ANGELA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

LORE, ANTHONY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

LOTHRINGER, HARVEY (DR)
Eastchester man found fit to stand trial, Aug 20, 1993, p.1

LOTTO, ROMEO
Fish habitat perfected (concrete wall is constructed by library pond to stop leaks) (photo), Aug 20, 1993, p.1

LOVE
(Supplement) Love and Marriage, Feb 12, 1993, p.0

LOWENFELS, HENRY
Schools find service builds character, Jun 11, 1993, p.11

LOWENTHAL, ROB
Signed up to serve (new members of SCS Volunteer Ambulance Junior Corps), Jun 18, 1993, p.4

LOWEY, NITA (AU)
New opportunities for growth in 1993 (photo) (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.6
Equal treatment a must for women (edit), Dec 3, 1993, p.7

LUBARSKY, NEIL R (AU)
(GBH) Town clerk (Tolchin) is underhanded (ltr), Sep 3, 1993, p.6
For Feiner (as GBH Town Supervisor) (ltr), Sep 10, 1993, p.6
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LUBY, MEGHAN
Valentines bridge the gap (Heathcote 4th grader presents SCS senior with seasonal greeting) (photo), Feb 19, 1993, p.1
Edible map-making (Heathcote fourth graders have made cookie map of the USA) (photo), Mar 19, 1993, p.9
Heathcote troop plans sale (photo), Oct 15, 1993, p.10

LUBY, SHARON
Heathcote troop plans sale (photo), Oct 15, 1993, p.10

LUCENTE, KAREN
Ready to start the new year (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.10

LUCIDO, JOHN
Pile (of dirt in front of Scarsdale Ford) to be purified, Mar 5, 1993, p.1

LUFTMAN, SUSAN (AU)
Edgemont mom is grateful for docs’ empathy (ltr), Feb 26, 1993, p.6

LUISI, PHYLLIS
Ready for summer reading (paperbacks collected at middle school for Harlem junior high school/photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.9

LUKE, HEATHER
All eyes at F(ox) M(eadow) are on Hubble (Space Telescope) (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.1

LUKE, JEAN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32

LUND, RENE
SMS teachers describe special help (for students to keep up with their studies), Jan 8, 1993, p.9

LUNRIE, AMI
Debaters star in 3 tourneys, Nov 12, 1993, p.9

LUNRIE, AMY
Debaters triumph at tourney, Nov 19, 1993, p.9

LYNCH, BOB
The Bank of New York Salutes Robert Greenes 1993 Bowl Recipient (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.28

LYNCH, BRIAN
Wooden soldiers on parade (in annual Christmas play at IHM) (photo), Dec 24, 1993, p.9

LYNNE, JOANNA
Students make wishes come true (photo), Dec 24, 1993, p.9

LYNNE, RICHARD
League president answers queries (response to R Lynne’s ltr from 7/23/93) (ltr), Jul 30, 1993, p.6

LYNNE, RICHARD (AU)
To fix bridge, hire Saddam or bomb Albany (ltr), Jan 29, 1993, p.6
Some ‘questions’ about the (eague of) W(omen) V(oters) (ltr), Jul 23, 1993, p.6

LYONS, ANTHONY EDWARDS
Glad tidings (Immaculate Heart of Mary Sunday School pageant) (photo), Dec 24, 1993, p.1

MABLE, GLORIA (AU)
Historical Society seeks memories for a journal (ltr), Jan 22, 1993, p.6

MABLE, GLORIA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32

MACDONALD, BARBARA
Historical Society to honor 3 at dinner-dance (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.3
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32

MACDOUGAL, JERRY (AU)
The best soccer clinic ever held (ltr), Oct 22, 1993, p.6

MACKENROW, OLGA
Of budgets and bills: Hochberg’s first 100 days in Albany (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.1
MACLENNAN, ROBERT
Farewells for two at Hitchcock, Jan 15, 1993, p.14

MACNEIL, ROBERT
Robert MacNeil at middle school (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.2
User-friendly election (edit), Nov 19, 1993, p.6
Correspondent recounts years on the beat, Nov 26, 1993, p.3
Correspondent recounts years on the beat (cont), Nov 26, 1993, p.12

MACPHAIL, LUCY
Duels and discovery highlight study (of Renaissance England) (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre "Kiss Me, Kate" (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.22

MACRi, JAMES
Better than it looks (drinking water in some SCS areas may not look pristine, but it's just fine), Feb 5, 1993, p.1
Lead in tap water is health hazard, Apr 2, 1993, p.1
Gardening for life is a growing challenge, Apr 16, 1993, p.5
No coli here (in SCS water supply), Aug 13, 1993, p.1
Another warning of lead in Scarsdale's water, Sep 3, 1993, p.5
Graduating rates, Sep 17, 1993, p.1
Stream test (at Plaza Theater), Dec 10, 1993, p.1

MADON, ROGER
Roger H Madon (invited to speak at a conference sponsored by International Union of Advocates), Jan 29, 1993, p.4
Local lawyer discusses global environment with former Russian leader in Washington, Dec 3, 1993, p.3

MAGLIONE, MATTHEW
Hopes are high on Garth Road, Aug 27, 1993, p.1

MAGOOLAGHAN, JOAN (AU)
Article on Muroff termed inaccurate (ltr), Mar 12, 1993, p.6

MAHONEY, MARCELLINE
Marcelline Mahoney (dies), Mar 12, 1993, p.20

MAHONEY, SYLVIA
The Bank of New York Salutes the Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.32

MAIL
SEE POSTAL SERVICE
MAILING LISTS
How to get off mailing lists (ltr), Jan 29, 1993, p.6

MAKAROV, DAN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre "Kiss Me, Kate" (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.22

MAKSIMYADIS, MAX
It's in the bag! (magician performs at Middle School Easter Eggstravaganza) (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.1

MALINA, ANITA
The Bank of New York Salutes Robert Greenes 1993 Bowl Recipient (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.28
Shulman to chair committee that confers Bowl award (photo), Sep 24, 1993, p.3
Shays to receive Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.1

MALKAMES, DALE
Put playground differences aside (response to letter by B Taney and D Malkames from 1/10/93) (ltr), Oct 8, 1993, p.6

MALKAMES, DALE (AU)
Customer is always wrong (regarding Seely Place playground) (ltr), Oct 1, 1993, p.6
Edgemont has another cause (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6

MALLET, JANELLE
Dancers to rise on toes in their spring concerts (photo), Mar 19, 1993, p.17
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MALONE, KATHRYN</td>
<td>Kathryn Malone (awarded chancellor's medal for excellence by Westchester Community College) (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 4, 1993</td>
<td>p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MALOOF, LOU</td>
<td>Lou Maloof (has been named to new post at Grey Advertising of New York)</td>
<td>Jun 25, 1993</td>
<td>p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANCHESTER, KAREN</td>
<td>12 join nominating committee, Jan 22, 1993</td>
<td>Jan 22, 1993</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANCINI, CHRIS</td>
<td>Senior Options a success, say evaluators, Oct 29, 1993</td>
<td>Oct 29, 1993</td>
<td>p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANCINI, LOU</td>
<td>Centennial smiles (100th anniversary of Fire Volunteer Company No 1) (photo)</td>
<td>Oct 29, 1993</td>
<td>p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANCINI, STEPHEN</td>
<td>The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1993 (photo)</td>
<td>Apr 9, 1993</td>
<td>p.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANDOBRO, BENJAMIN B</td>
<td>Benoit B Mandelbrot (will be awarded Wolf Prize in physics in Jerusalem) (photo)</td>
<td>May 7, 1993</td>
<td>p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANN, EDWARD T</td>
<td>Edward T Mann (named chief financial officer of Transamerica Leasing Inc of Purchase)</td>
<td>Sep 10, 1993</td>
<td>p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANN, GABRIEL</td>
<td>Thieves steal van: return occupant (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 3, 1993</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANN, MONICA</td>
<td>Thieves steal van: return occupant (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 3, 1993</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANN, SAM</td>
<td>Thieves steal van: return occupant (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 3, 1993</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANSFIELD, CHRISTINE</td>
<td>Christine Mansfield (dies)</td>
<td>Nov 12, 1993</td>
<td>p.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANSIOR, STEVE (AU)</td>
<td>Thanks from baseball players (ltr)</td>
<td>Jun 25, 1993</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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MARCUS, JAN (AU)
   Thanks from Non-Partisan co-chairmen (ltr), Mar 5, 1993, p.6
MARCUS, JANET
   Marcus possible candidate for court (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.3
   PTA: Post-prom pool party perfect (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6
MARGARITOV, KATHY
   PTA: Post-prom pool party perfect (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6
MARGARITOV, RICHARD
   Scarsdale High School students win academic awards (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.12
   Go-cart project makes a hit (photo), Jun 25, 1993, p.9
   Scholarships that help (from SCS Rotary Club) (photo), Jul 2, 1993, p.4
MARGARITOV, STEPHEN
   Committee candidates chosen, Nov 5, 1993, p.1
   12 nominators elected (photo), Nov 19, 1993, p.1
MARGARITOV, STEVE
   PTA: Post-prom pool party perfect (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6
MARKOWITZ, ANDREA
   Arthur Manor, Greenacres celebrate (July 4th) (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.3
MARKOWITZ, ARIEL
   Arthur Manor, Greenacres celebrate (July 4th) (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.3
MARKOWITZ, SHAYNA
   In the merry month of May (Katharyn Jonson receives a May Day basket from Brownie Troop 2094) (photo), May 7, 1993, p.9
   Arthur Manor, Greenacres celebrate (July 4th) (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.3
MARKOWITZ, ALFRED M (DR)
   Alfred M Markowitz, M.D. (named practitioner of the year at Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Center), Aug 13, 1993, p.4
MARKS, PAUL
   Trustee wants study of cab records, Nov 26, 1993, p.1
MARKS, TIM
   Students make wishes come true (photo), Dec 24, 1993, p.9
MARMON, BETH CURRAN
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32
MARMON, LARRY
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32
MAROON AND WHITE
   Maroon and White supports athletes (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.2
   (Maroon & White co-presidents H and J Stone pictured with J Ambrosino and A Mosbiech) (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.23
   Generous donation (presented by Maroon and White co-presidents for SHS fitness center) (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.23
   Maroon and White salutes fall season athletes (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.30
   The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36
MARRIAGE
   (Supplement) Love and Marriage, Feb 12, 1993, p.0
   Cost of marriage (certificates) up, Apr 16, 1993, p.1
MARSH, MARY W
   Mary W Marsh (dies), Jul 16, 1993, p.10
MARSH, TINKA
   Thanks to many for generosity (towards seven Russian children who visited SCS) (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6
MARSHEK, REBECCA
   The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS BASE (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.28
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MARSHAK, ZACH
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS BASE (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.28

MARSHALL, GERALD
Conductor has dream for the Plaza (Theater) (photo), Feb 26, 1993, p.1

MARTIN, ANNE R
Anne R Martin (dies), Jul 30, 1993, p.10

MARTIN, CAROL
Carol Martin (top producer at SCS office of Houlihan Lawrence Real Estate Centers in 1992) (photo), Feb 26, 1993, p.4

MARTIN, CHARLES
Picnic celebrates new S(tudent) T(ransfer) E(ducation) P(lan) student (photo), Sep 17, 1993, p.9
Making this world a better place (edit), Dec 3, 1993, p.7

MARTIN, DANIEL R (AU)
No ignoble sentiments (regarding the creche issue) (ltr), Jan 22, 1993, p.6

MARTIN, JENNIFER
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Varsity Girls’ Basketball Team, Apr 2, 1993, p.32

MARTIN, JIM (AU)
Girls impressed visiting coach (ltr), Dec 17, 1993, p.6

MARTIN, LAWRENCE
Democrats endorse candidates, May 7, 1993, p.1

MARTIN, MICHAEL
Carrying the torch (SCS police officers take part in fundraising relay for Special Olympics) (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.1

MARTIN, PAUL
Smokey blaze rages through Walworth Avenue house (photo) (cont), Feb 12, 1993, p.8

MARTINEZ, KIM
Arts advocate criticize cuts in Scarsdale school programs, Apr 30, 1993, p.1

MARTOCCI, LINDA
Linda Martocci (named promotion and marketing manager for the Gannett Outdoor Group segment in NJ), Jul 30, 1993, p.4

MARTONE, MARGARITA
New citizen (at SCS’s Planning Department), Oct 8, 1993, p.1

MASCALI, ROBERT
Delays beset Scarsdale Ave. project, Jan 8, 1993, p.1
Mascali to run for legislature (photo), Apr 23, 1993, p.4
Public works director named, Sep 17, 1993, p.1

MASON, GIL (AU)
Grateful for Better Days (Softball Team) (ltr), Sep 3, 1993, p.6

MAssel, RICKY
Arts advocate criticize cuts in Scarsdale school programs, Apr 30, 1993, p.1

MASTOLONI, RICHARD P
Richard P Mastoloni (has completed the executive MBA program at Columbia University), Dec 10, 1993, p.4

MASUNAGA, YOKO
Capacity crowd discusses the fine points of American-Japanese relations here (photo), May 7, 1993, p.5

MASUNAGA, YUKO
Kids learn recycling lesson (photo), Dec 3, 1993, p.12

MATHEWS, LINDA
State-of-the-art editor (cont), Oct 8, 1993, p.20

MATHEWSON, OLIVIA
Expat(riot) experiences in Tokyo mirror challenges in Scarsdale, Jun 4, 1993, p.1
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MATSUO, MASATO
  The Bank of New York Salutes the Scarsdale Japan Festival 1993 (photo), Jun 25, 1993, p.26
  Scarsdale says 'Sayonara' to Matsuo, Jul 9, 1993, p.1
  A brief stay (24 years) and back to Japan (cont) (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.5

MATSUO, TATSUO
  Scarsdale says 'Sayonara' to Matsuo, Jul 9, 1993, p.1
  A brief stay (24 years) and back to Japan (cont) (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.5

MATSUURA, ASAKO
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre "Kiss Me, Kate" (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.22

MATSUURA, RYOTA
  Scarsdale High School students win academic awards (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.12

MATTURO, ANDY
  Police make burglary arrest, Apr 16, 1993, p.1

MATUSOW, NAOMI
  League of Women Voters to host 4 state assemblywomen (photo), May 7, 1993, p.2
  'Women's delegation' updates League of Women Voters, May 21, 1993, p.3

MAUGHAN, CAROL ANN
  Expat(riot) experiences in Tokyo mirror challenges in Scarsdale, Jun 4, 1993, p.1

MAYER, CAROL
  Carol Mayer (honored for her 1992 sales achievement by Houlihan/Lawrence) (photo), Mar 19, 1993, p.4

MAYORS-SCS
  Handelman nominated for mayor (photo), Jan 15, 1993, p.1
  Candidates named for mayor, trustees (cont) (photo), Jan 15, 1993, p.8
  All invited to meet local candidates (for mayor and trustee) (ltr), Mar 12, 1993, p.6
  Local election Tuesday to choose a mayor and three trustees, Mar 12, 1993, p.13
  Mayor, trustees elected; Cedarbaum chosen trustee, Mar 19, 1993, p.1
  First act of office (Mayor W Handelman signs papers appointing B Cedarbaum as new trustee) (photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.1

MCBRIEN, ALAN
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

MC CABE, DOROTHY
  All in the family: Changing of the guard at Scarsdale Improvement (C)orp (photo), Sep 24, 1993, p.1

MC CALL, CARL
  Villages gear up for pension plan increases, Dec 31, 1993, p.1

MC CALL, H CARL
  Comptroller urges passage of 3 propositions (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.5

MC CANN, JAMES P
  James P McCann (dies), Aug 13, 1993, p.8

MC CARTH Y, RACHEL
  Maroon and White salutes fall season athletes (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.30

MC C ARTH Y, TARA
  This is how you do it... (Noriko Sakarihara shows Tara McCarthy and Kaori Ihara how to braid) (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.5

MC CAULEY, PAUL
  The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS BASE (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.28

MC CAW, MICHAEL
  Duels and discovery highlight study (of Renaissance England) (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.9

MC CLINTOCK, DARRYL
  Maroon and White salutes fall season athletes (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.30

MC CLINTOCK, DAYLE
  (Christine Sawyer and Dayle McClintock are 5th grade volunteers in Edgewood Lunch Program) (photo), Mar 5, 1993, p.9
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MCCLYMONT, CHRISTINE
The Bank of New York Salutes The 25th Anniversary of Futura House (photo), Jul 16, 1993, p.26

MCCOURT, EMILY
Lending well-gloved hands (to clean up Garth Woods Conservancy) (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.1

MCCOURT, MAURA
Wakiki comes to Fox Meadow (girls at Camp Wapetuck celebrate Hawaii Day) (photo), Jul 23, 1993, p.1

MCCREARY, KATHLEEN
Some issues overlooked (regarding the creche, particularly edit by K McCreary 1/8/93) (ltr), Jan 15, 1993, p.6
Common decency should prevail (ltr), Jan 22, 1993, p.6
A microcosm of world conflict (ltr), Jan 22, 1993, p.6
Embrace diversity (with love) (ltr), Jan 29, 1993, p.6

MCCREARY, KATHLEEN S (AU)
Winning by any means (retraces the creche history) (edit), Jan 8, 1993, p.7

MCCREARY, MARGARET
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36

MCCREERY, GAY
The Bank of New York Salutes The SCS Historical Society honored by SCS Chamber of Commerce (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.32

MCCREERY, WILLIAM
Trustees vote to sell P(enn) C(entral) C(orporation) village land, Feb 12, 1993, p.1
Founders recall historical society's rescue of Cudner-Hyatt House at birthday brunch (photo), Feb 12, 1993, p.3
Supporting the troops (Jessica Edelman and Ellen Grenley take orders for Girl Scout cookies) (photo), Mar 5, 1993, p.1
Issues facing the village: a conversation with candidates (for village office) (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.1
Candidates discuss development, taxes, housing, tennis courts (cont), Mar 12, 1993, p.13
3.5% tax hike in preliminary budget, Mar 19, 1993, p.1
Girl Scouts like cookie coverage (ltr), Mar 19, 1993, p.6
2 (from the Village Board) who made it work (edit), Mar 26, 1993, p.6
Public input sorely lacking on downtown plan... (ltr), Mar 26, 1993, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes Robert Greenes 1993 Bowl Recipient (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.28
Lost and found (Butler Woods plaque) (photo), Apr 2, 1993, p.5
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32
The Bank of New York Salutes The SCS Historical Society honored by SCS Chamber of Commerce (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.32
McCreery named to (SCS) foundation board, Jun 4, 1993, p.4
The Bank of New York Salutes the Scarsdale Japan Festival 1993 (photo), Jun 25, 1993, p.26
International exchange (commemorating the Japan festival) (photo), Sep 17, 1993, p.4

MCCREERY, WILLIAM (AU)
A productive year for the village (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.1
McCreery: village documents many noteworthy achievements (cont) (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.16
Mayor's report (cont) (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.17

MCDERMID, ALICE CONNELL
Alice Connell McDermid (dies), May 14, 1993, p.14

MCDERMOTT, JOE
Villages gear up for pension plan increases, Dec 31, 1993, p.1

MCDONALD, NORMAN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32

MCDOWELL, MARINA PASKHINA
'Scarsdale to Russia -- with love' (seven children visit from Russia's Chelyabinsk) (photo), Oct 1, 1993, p.1

MCDOWELL, MARINA PASKHINA (AU)
A warm spasibo to Scarsdale (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6
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MCFARLAND, LYNN
TV traps snare suspect at Michael's; accused thief is building guard, Jun 11, 1993, p.5

MCGINN, AUDREY
Grant funds multicultural projects (photo), Oct 8, 1993, p.9

MCGINNESS, TREVOR
Duels and discovery highlight study (of Renaissance England) (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.9

MCKENNA, PETER
Ready to start the new year (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.10

MCKINNON, FLOYD
Views differ on impact of Family Leave Act, Feb 19, 1993, p.5

MCKIRDY, BETTY
The Bank of New York Salutes the Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.32
$1 million milestone (for WHP Hospital Center) (photo), Dec 3, 1993, p.4

MCLEAN, THEODORE R JR
Theodore R McLean Jr (dies), Oct 29, 1993, p.18

MCMANUS, CAROL
Up, up and away at Edgewood (hot air balloon created by fourth graders is released (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.10

MCNALLY, MICHELLE R (AU)
Edgemont fears a traffic glut (regarding proposed development for SCS downtown) (ltr), Jun 4, 1993, p.6

MCGUAYDE, SANDRA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

MEALS ON WHEELS
Meals on Wheels helps neighbors (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.14

MEANEY, THOMAS
Carrying the torch (SCS police officers take part in fundraising relay for Special Olympics) (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.1
Police arrest six at roadblock (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.1

MEDICAL CARE
Medical care has finite limits, May 14, 1993, p.7
Doctor replies to health-care critic (letter by Elliott S Kanbar from 6/14/93) (ltr), Jun 11, 1993, p.6
Insecurity sparks interest in health care reform (edit), Oct 8, 1993, p.7
Managed care: doctors are taking the medicine (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.8
Doctors anticipate Clinton plan (cont), Oct 29, 1993, p.18
Government cannot meddle in health (edit), Nov 19, 1993, p.7

MEDLOCK, PATRICK
Police burst Bonnie's bubbles on sidewalk (photo), Jun 25, 1993, p.5

MEEHAN, DENNIS
STEPing into the past (students look at album of old STEP photos) (photo), Feb 19, 1993, p.2

MEEHAN, DOTTIE
IHM Church: vital center and resource (illus), Jan 29, 1993, p.12
STEPing into the past (students look at album of old STEP photos) (photo), Feb 19, 1993, p.2

MENIEL, DENNIS
Democrats endorse candidates, May 7, 1993, p.1

MEHRER, TED
Art by Ted Mehrer, 93, shown in retrospective (photo), May 7, 1993, p.21
(SCS artist Ted Mehrer comments on one of his works on exhibit at the SCS Girl Scout House (photo), May 21, 1993, p.18

MELAMED, BARBARA
Congratulations, doctor (E Klausner is congratulated on her degree in clinical psychology) (photo), Jul 16, 1993, p.9
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MELDEN, MORLEY
Cronyism is rampant in G'bg (response to letter by M Melden from 8/20/93) (ltr), Sep 3, 1993, p.6
MELDEN, MORLEY G (AU)
Cooperative spirit in Greenburgh (ltr), Aug 20, 1993, p.6
MELLER, JOSE (DR)
Jose Meller, M.D. (has received the 1993 Simon Dack Award at Mount Sinai Medical Center), Oct 15, 1993, p.4
MELVILLE, LAURA
The Bank of New York Salutes The 25th Anniversary of Futura House (photo), Jul 16, 1993, p.26
MEMORIAL DAY
Memorial Day parade, May 21, 1993, p.1
Memorial Day parade, closings, May 28, 1993, p.1
Memorial Day - and a war memory (edit), May 28, 1993, p.7
At ease (Boy scout members of Troop 60 take part in SCS Memorial Day Parade) (photo), Jun 4, 1993, p.1
Scouts join vets in Memorial Day parade (photo), Jun 4, 1993, p.3
The Bank of New York Salutes Our Veterans - Memorial Day 1993 (photo), Jun 4, 1993, p.28
MEN
'You have to be carefully taught' (edit), Feb 19, 1993, p.7
MENASHI, DIANA
Shaping the neighborhood (photo) (edit), Nov 5, 1993, p.7
MENASHI, STEVE
Debaters star in 3 tourneys, Nov 12, 1993, p.9
MENKE, BETTY
The Bank of New York Salutes Robert Greenes 1993 Bowl Recipient (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.28
MENORAH
Highlights of the holiday (30-foot menorah in the Golden Horseshoe Shopping Center) (photo), Dec 17, 1993, p.1
Menorah erected in Chase Park, Dec 17, 1993, p.1
2 wrongs don't make a right (ltr), Dec 24, 1993, p.6
MENSI, DEANA
Scarsdale shines at Empires (photo), Aug 20, 1993, p.18
MENTALLY ILL-HOUSING
Futura House celebrates 25 years (photo), Jul 2, 1993, p.3
The Bank of New York Salutes The 25th Anniversary of Futura House (photo), Jul 16, 1993, p.26
MENTON, MARY
A(merican) F(ield) S(ervice) sponsors US exchange, Apr 2, 1993, p.10
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre "Kiss Me, Kate" (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.22
MERANTE, SALVATORE
For sale: heroin factory, convenient to downtown, Mar 19, 1993, p.1
Owner fighting government seizure of heroin house (photo), Mar 19, 1993, p.2
MERCEIN, SUZANNE
Ready to start the new year (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.10
MERCHANTS-SCS
Merchants report good season, Jan 8, 1993, p.1
Daily, she takes bread from local gourmet food store to homeless, hungry and ill (photo), Jan 8, 1993, p.5
Shopping season (cont), Jan 8, 1993, p.8
Merchants moving (Mayfair Court, La Dentelliere and Ceramica), Jan 22, 1993, p.1
(Bargain hunting shoppers flock to the annual August sidewalk sale) (photo) (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.1
Mayfair moves (to 6 Harwood Court), Mar 12, 1993, p.1
Girl Scouts like cookie coverage (ltr), Mar 19, 1993, p.6
Photo contest (conducted by SCS Camera Shop), May 7, 1993, p.1
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MERCHANTS-SCS continued

Merchants say parking is bane of village life, May 21, 1993, p.1
Depot Place: a shoppers' oasis, Jun 18, 1993, p.5
Sidewalk sale on Depot Place (cont.), Jun 18, 1993, p.10
Police burst Bonnie's bubbles on sidewalk (photo), Jun 25, 1993, p.5
Cyd Leon (Antiques) to close, Jul 2, 1993, p.4
Goodbye, thanks from Cyd Leon (ltr), Jul 16, 1993, p.6
Local retailers reveal (not quite) all (illus), Jul 23, 1993, p.3
Good citizens in the laundry (ltr), Jul 23, 1993, p.6
Retailers reveal (almost) all (cont), Jul 23, 1993, p.10
Nielson's to close, Jul 30, 1993, p.1
Nielson's to close next Friday (cont.), Jul 30, 1993, p.10
Horseshoe customers are finding a way, Aug 6, 1993, p.1
A fond farewell (to Nielson's) (edit) (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.6
Horseshoe merchants are coping (cont.), Aug 6, 1993, p.10
(SCS Sidewalk) Sale vibrant despite traditional rain (photo), Aug 13, 1993, p.5
Hopes are high on Garth Road, Aug 27, 1993, p.1
All in the family: Changing of the guard at Scarsdale Improvement (Corp) (photo), Sep 24, 1993, p.1
Bonnie's bubbles (is) back (photo), Oct 1, 1993, p.1
Bistro gets board's blessing, Oct 1, 1993, p.1
Local pizzeria delivers a helping hand, Oct 22, 1993, p.3
Goodies in Gotham (Batman distributes candy at Golden Horseshoe Shopping Center) (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.4
(Schoonmaker) Pharmacy leaving landmark corner, Dec 3, 1993, p.1
For children; fun things to wear, own, play, and do (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.12
Homegrown chef to open Billy's Bistro (photo), Dec 17, 1993, p.3
Better than last year say local merchants, Dec 31, 1993, p.1

MERKEL, STEPHEN
Marking Holy Week (photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.1

MERKSAMER, GREGG
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre "Kiss Me, Kate" (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.22
Thanks to many-for generosity (towards seven Russian children who visited SCS) (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6

MERKSAMER, GREGORY
Profile: He designs terminal transportation (photo), Jul 16, 1993, p.5

MERRITT, FLORENCE
Florence Merritt (dies), Nov 26, 1993, p.19

MESSENGER, ADAM
Green sweep (Adam Messenger scoops out duckweed out of Harwood Pond near the library) (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.3

MESSENGER, ARTHUR
Workers rush to get schools ready (for new school year), Sep 3, 1993, p.1

MESZAROS, JANIS
Ready to start the new year (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.10

METEOROLOGISTS
Weather watchers (Nick Gregory visits Heathcote School) (photo), Mar 5, 1993, p.9

METRO NORTH COMMUTER RAILROAD CO
Metro-North speaks out to commuters - automatically, Aug 20, 1993, p.4
Discombobulated (southbound trains on northbound tracks while wooden tracks are replaced), Sep 17, 1993, p.1
Commuters get scare, Dec 10, 1993, p.1
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METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
Last call for news stand (at SCS train station) (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.1

METZ, DOUGLAS S
Douglas S Metz (reelected as regional director of Independent Insurance Agents Assn of NY) (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.4

METZENBAUM FELDMAN, LOUISE
Louise Metzenbaum Feldman (dies), Oct 1, 1993, p.18

MEYER, EDWARD
Compact confab (New Compact for Learning will be explained at PT Council meeting), Jan 22, 1993, p.1
Plan lets schools do it their way, Jan 29, 1993, p.1

MEYER, ELISE
In the merry month of May (Katharyn Jonson receives a May Day basket from Brownie Troop 2094) (photo), May 7, 1993, p.9

MEYERS, DARREN
For a good cause (SHS seniors stuff envelopes for annual PTA Scholarship Fund appeal) (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.9

MEYERS, JOSEPH
Joseph Meyers (belated recipient of World War II service medal from NY State), Dec 3, 1993, p.4

MEYERS, LYNN
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS BASE (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.28

MEYERS, LYNN (AU)
PT Council backs budget (ltr), May 14, 1993, p.6

MEYERS, MERLIN C
Veterans Day exercises at Boniface Circle (photo), Nov 19, 1993, p.5

MIANO, FRED
Helping hand from Rotary (photo), May 28, 1993, p.5

MIKE-MAYER, MARIA
Maria Mike-Mayer (named vice chairman of 1993 arts fund campaign by Westchester Arts Council) (photo), Jul 16, 1993, p.4

MILDE, CHLOE (AU)
Remembering a special friend (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6

MILDE, TOBY
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36

MILGROM, RABBI
Gains and pains of a 100-year-old hospital (photo), Dec 24, 1993, p.5

MILGROM, SHIRA
Gains and pains of a 100-year-old hospital (photo), Dec 24, 1993, p.5

MILLER, ANN
Nominating time (petitions available for School Board Nominating Committee), Oct 8, 1993, p.1
Meet Elizabeth Dole (at Westchester County Chapter of American Red Cross) (photo), Oct 22, 1993, p.4

MILLER, ARNOLD
Geriatric center elects officers (United Hebrew Geriatric Center of New Rochelle), Aug 13, 1993, p.4

MILLER, BERENICE
PTA: Post-prom pool party perfect (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6

MILLER, DAVID
Signed up to serve (new members of SCS Volunteer Ambulance Junior Corps), Jun 18, 1993, p.4
Passing the torch (induction of 54 new members of SHS National Honor Society) (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36

MILLER, DEBBIE
League of Women Voters promotes political responsibility... (photo) (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.15

MILLER, HOWARD I
Howard I Miller (dies), Oct 1, 1993, p.18
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MILLER, KAREN
Bedicheck leads fruitful tree walk (ltr), May 7, 1993, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30
SHS course teaches crime-solving science, Oct 15, 1993, p.9
County lauds SHS students, Dec 3, 1993, p.12
MILLER, KATHLEEN
Development group (SCS Responsible Citizens) elects officers, Jul 30, 1993, p.4
MILLER, KATHLEEN GILL
12 join nominating committee, Jan 22, 1993, p.1
MILLER, MARIAN P (DR)
Marian P Miller, M.D. (named assistant attending, dep of pediatrics at White Plains Hospital Center), Dec 17, 1993, p.4
MILLER, MORGAN
Morgan Miller (appointed to board of trustees of Beth Israel Medical Center) (photo), Jun 25, 1993, p.4
MILLER, RAYMOND
PTA: Post-prom pool party perfect (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6
MILLER, SONDRA
One judge dumps Brodsky another puts him back on ballot, Aug 13, 1993, p.1
Crying out for a change (in elections laws) (edit), Aug 13, 1993, p.6
MILLIKEN, JANET
Ready to start the new year (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.10
MILSTEIN, NANCY
STEPing into the past (students look at album of old STEP photos) (photo), Feb 19, 1993, p.2
The Bank of New York Salutes Robert Greenes 1993 Bowl Recipient (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.28
Picnic celebrates new S(tudent) T(ransfer) E(ducation) P(lan) student (photo), Sep 17, 1993, p.9
S(tudent) T(ransfer) E(ducation) P(lan) dinner honors a treasured teacher (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.9
MILSTEIN, NANCY (AU)
Reminder to vote (for election of members of School Board Nominating Committee) (ltr), Jan 15, 1993, p.6
S(tudent) T(ransfer) E(ducation) P(lan) plays vital role, needs funds (ltr), Apr 23, 1993, p.6
MILSTEIN, PHILIP
Tree killers fined, Nov 5, 1993, p.1
MILSTEIN, PHILIP L
Philip L Milstein (awarded an Alumni Federation medal by Columbia University alumni) (photo), May 28, 1993, p.4
MILZOFF, SHARI
Maroon and White salutes fall season athletes (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.30
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36
MINDICH, MEL
Tree killers fined, Nov 5, 1993, p.1
MINZTERS, JOE
The message Arthur Ashe gave us (edit), Feb 26, 1993, p.7
MISSIONARIES
Mormon missioners (for Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) (photo), Aug 27, 1993, p.12
Georgianne Camas (has been assigned to Nairobi, Kenya, as a Maryknoll lay missioner), Dec 31, 1993, p.2
MITCHELL, BONNIE
'Scarsdale to Russia -- with love' (seven children visit from Russia's Chelyabinsk) (photo), Oct 1, 1993, p.1
A warm spasibo to Scarsdale (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6
MITCHELL, BONNIE (AU)
Thanks to many-for generosity (towards seven Russian children who visited SCS) (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6
MITCHELL, TODD
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1993 (photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.24
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MITCHELL-FARINA, KELLY
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS BASE (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.28
Putting plastics in their place (for recycling) (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.9

MITTLEMAN, ELLEN
All-school welcome (recent community open house at Heathcote) (photo), Nov 19, 1993, p.9

MITTLEMAN, ROBERTA
Youth Employment Service elects co-presidents (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.10

MIYAMOTO, SUKI
Capacity crowd discusses the fine points of American-Japanese relations here (photo), May 7, 1993, p.5

MODEL, JOSH
Lending a hand (to put up the new playground at Greenville School) (photo), Oct 15, 1993, p.1

MOFFITT, JOSEPH
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

MOGAN, JAMES R (AU)
Town manager, not PR charade (in reference to election of GBH town supervisor) (ltr), Apr 30, 1993, p.6

MOLEA, ANTHONY
County legislators to vote on pay raise, Dec 17, 1993, p.1

MOLES, DAVID
Teens just won't abstain from sex (response to letter by D Moles from 5/21/93) (ltr), Jun 4, 1993, p.6

MOLES, DAVID (AU)
Condoms not safe (ltr), May 21, 1993, p.7

MOLISANI, LAUREN
A welcome hand (Seely Place teacher Barbara Legakis gets a hand from Lauren Molisani) (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.1

MONARCHY
Long live the monarchy--right here in Westchester County (edit), Oct 22, 1993, p.7

MONEY
The Money Mind (mind that money) (edit), Apr 9, 1993, p.7

MONTAGUE, ANGELA
Making this world a better place (edit), Dec 3, 1993, p.7

MONTVILLE, JOSEPH
Professional peacemaker probes religious tension, Oct 29, 1993, p.1
Mutual recognition of victimhood key to peace (cont), Oct 29, 1993, p.22

MORENA, MICHELNE
Ready to start the new year (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.10

MORGAN, EDWARD
Handelman nominated for mayor (photo), Jan 15, 1993, p.1
Meet the candidates (for mayor and village trustee), Mar 5, 1993, p.1
Issues facing the village: a conversation with candidates (for village office) (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.1
All invited to meet local candidates (for mayor and trustee) (ltr), Mar 12, 1993, p.6
Candidates discuss development, taxes, housing, tennis courts (cont), Mar 12, 1993, p.13
Mayor, trustees elected; Cedarbaum chosen trustee, Mar 19, 1993, p.1
Changes proposed in auto, fire, tax codes, May 14, 1993, p.1
Trustees seeking citizen advice on development, Jul 30, 1993, p.1
At last! (Anne Janiak cuts ribbon on renovated Uilmot Road Bridge) (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.3

MORGANSTEIN, SCOTT
County champs (SCS Sweepers takes Westchester under 12 Division A soccer title) (photo), Aug 27, 1993, p.15

MORIARTY, GISELA
World class piece (on world class pianist Tedd Joselson) (ltr), Sep 10, 1993, p.6
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MORMONS AND MORMONISM
SEE CHURCHES

MORRIS, DANIEL
At ease (Boy scout members of Troop 60 take part in SCS Memorial Day Parade (photo), Jun 4, 1993, p.1
Troop six-o on the go (Troop 60 of SCS Congregational Church (photo), Sep 3, 1993, p.4

MORRISON, JIM A
Local Baptist minister resigns (photo), Jul 30, 1993, p.10

MORRISON, ROBERT S

MORRISON, SAMUEL
Hunger is not acceptable (Harvest for the Hungry Food Drive is being held this week) (photo), Feb 12, 1993, p.2

MORRISON, SAMUEL D (AU)
Praises (SCS Post Office) patrons for mailing early (ltr), Feb 5, 1993, p.6

MORSCHAUSER III, JOSEPH

MORSE, IRIS GRAFF (AU)
Some E'monters mean-spirited (ltr), May 14, 1993, p.6

MORVANT, RUSS
Star Wars squad cars admired (photo), Apr 23, 1993, p.1
Carrying the torch (SCS police officers take part in fundraising relay for Special Olympics) (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.1

MOSBLECH, ANDREW
Wrestler Mosblech breaks 20-year curse (photo), Feb 26, 1993, p.17
(Maroon & White co-presidents H and J Stone pictured with J Ambrosino and A Mosblech) (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.23

MOSBLECH, DENNIS
PTA: Post-prom pool party perfect (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6

MOSBLECH, IRENE
PTA: Post-prom pool party perfect (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6

MOSBLECH, JESSICA
Climbing for the cure; Local woman climbs Denali for AIDS benefit (photo), Jul 23, 1993, p.14

MOSER, LINDA
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS BASE (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.28
Hunger is not acceptable (Harvest for the Hungry Food Drive is being held this week) (photo), Feb 12, 1993, p.2
Nominating time (petitions available for School Board Nominating Committee), Oct 8, 1993, p.1

MOSER, MARVIN (DR)
A good plan for living - and living longer (photo), May 7, 1993, p.16

MOSES, TRUDY
Donations are welcome (photo), May 21, 1993, p.10

MOST, AMY
Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) elects co-presidents (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.10

MOTION PICTURE PRODUCERS AND DIRECTORS
SHS graduate's film career flourishing, May 21, 1993, p.18

MOTKO, RICHARD
Trees for Earth Day (pin oak planted on East Parkway) (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.4

MOUNTAINEERING
Climbing for the cure; Local woman climbs Denali for AIDS benefit (photo), Jul 23, 1993, p.14

MUCARO, DEANNA
'Panels of love' recall those lost to AIDS (photo), Jan 8, 1993, p.13

MUHO, SARA
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Varsity Girls' Basketball Team, Apr 2, 1993, p.32
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MUELLER, ELIZABETH
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Oct 1, 1993, p.28

MULCAHY, JAMES
Students get down to business (unit on entrepreneurship for eighth graders) (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.10

MULDOON, LAUREN
Dance fever (at SCS Middle School) (photo), Jan 22, 1993, p.9

MULLER, CHRISTINE
A fond farewell for Shannon White (photo), Jan 29, 1993, p.14

MUNSON, WILLIS
Veterans Day exercises at Boniface Circle (photo), Nov 19, 1993, p.5

MURGOLO, ANTHONY
Trustee wants study of cab records, Nov 26, 1993, p.1

MURILLO, MARY PAULDINE
Early classes set tone for school experience, Feb 5, 1993, p.9

Muroff, Melvin (Dr)
Scarsdale psychologist disciplined for professional misconduct, Mar 5, 1993, p.5
Clarification on Muroff article, Mar 12, 1993, p.5
Wrong word used in Muroff article (ltr), Mar 12, 1993, p.6
Article on Muroff termed inaccurate (ltr), Mar 12, 1993, p.6
Muroff maintains highest standards (ltr), Mar 12, 1993, p.6

MURPHY, ALISON
A fond farewell for Shannon White (photo), Jan 29, 1993, p.14

MURPHY, EDDIE
The new guys (in blue) on the block (photo), Aug 13, 1993, p.3

MURPHY, EILEEN
Summer interns hard at work in village (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.3

MURPHY, HELEN
Helen Murphy (dies), Mar 5, 1993, p.12

MURPHY, JANET
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32

MURPHY, JO ANN M
Jo Ann M Murphy (to be honored by board of advisors of St. Pius V High School, Bronx, NY) (photo), Mar 19, 1993, p.4

MURPHY, JOANNE M
Joananne Murphy (honored by St Pius V High School in the Bronx) (photo), Aug 30, 1993, p.4

MURPHY, SUZANNE
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36

MURPHY, VENKATESH
Scarsdale High School students win academic awards (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.12

MURRAY, BILL
PTA: Post-prom pool party perfect (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6

MURRAY, BLAKE
Downtown group meetings open (to the public), Oct 8, 1993, p.1
Downtown group studies reports, debates ideas, Nov 12, 1993, p.1

MURRAY, DAVE
Gilchrist to return as pool manager, May 28, 1993, p.4
Scarsdale celebrates undefeated season (photo), Aug 13, 1993, p.13

MURRAY, MAUREEN
PTA: Post-prom pool party perfect (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6
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MURTHY, VENKATESH
Youngest SHS grad is MIT-bound (photo), Jun 25, 1993, p.9

MUSARRA, JOHN
Incumbent Carsky faces Musarra again (photo), Oct 8, 1993, p.1
Brodsky, O'Rourke trade jibes at forum (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women votes 1993 (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.28

MUSARRA, JOHN (AU)
Reassessment bad for seniors (ltr), Sep 3, 1993, p.6
Challenger rips Carsky record (ltr), Oct 29, 1993, p.6

MUSIC
When music meets life (edit) (illus), Jun 25, 1993, p.7
SHS band cuts album, Jul 2, 1993, p.9

MUSICALS
Y Youth troupe to present Ravosa musical on ecology (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.17
'Follow the yellow brick road' (in "The Wizard of Oz" at SCS Middle School) (photo), May 7, 1993, p.11

MUSICIANS
Young musicians perform, Mar 26, 1993, p.9
Midori performs here (photo), May 14, 1993, p.1
Midori enthralls audience, May 14, 1993, p.9
(Tokyo String) Quartet a gift (ltr), May 21, 1993, p.6
Express thanks to Midori (ltr), May 28, 1993, p.6
Young musicians to perform (in School Music Assn All-State Conference), Nov 19, 1993, p.10

MYACHKOVA, VARYA
'Scarsdale to Russia -- with love' (seven children visit from Russia's Chelyabinsk) (photo), Oct 1, 1993, p.1

MYERS, NAT
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32

MYERS, NAT C JR
Citizens' candidates are diverse, Nov 12, 1993, p.1

MYERS, NAT JR
Committee candidates chosen, Nov 5, 1993, p.1

NADBURNY, ADAM
Debaters star in 3 tourneys, Nov 12, 1993, p.9

NADLER, FLORENCE
Realtor sells pins to benefit the homeless (photo), Jan 22, 1993, p.4

NAGLE, MARY JANE
Mary Jane Nagle (dies), Oct 8, 1993, p.14

NAIMAN, CATHY
Batterers and abusers (cont), Nov 26, 1993, p.8

NANNIES
SEE HOUSEHOLD EMPLOYEES

NARCOTICS TRADE
For sale: heroin factory, convenient to downtown, Mar 19, 1993, p.1
Owner fighting government seizure of heroin house (photo), Mar 19, 1993, p.2
Local man faces federal narcotics charges, Apr 16, 1993, p.3
Charges of corruption end drug trial of resident, May 28, 1993, p.3

NAROWS, DAVID (DR)
Edgemont mom is grateful for docs' empathy (ltr), Feb 26, 1993, p.6

NATH, SAMEER
Movie star (Danny Glover) livens Monday classes (photo), Feb 26, 1993, p.10
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NATIONAL LIBRARY WEEK
Reading aloud in Library Week (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.9

NATIONAL SERVICE
A call for national service (edit), Aug 6, 1993, p.7

NAUGHTON, ANNIE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre "Kiss Me, Kate" (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.22

NAUGHTON, CAROL
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

NEALE, HENRY
Downtown group studies reports, debates ideas, Nov 12, 1993, p.1

NEALE, HENRY JR
Don't split (in reference to redrawing of county's election districts), Apr 16, 1993, p.1

NEALE, J HENRY JR (AU)
Congratulations to the new White House counsel (ltr), Jan 29, 1993, p.6

NEALE, SUE
The Bank of New York Salutes The 1993 Annual Boards & Councils Dinner (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.22
Library receives a holiday gift (photo), Dec 24, 1993, p.1

NEBENS, ROBERT
Signed up to serve (new members of SCS Volunteer Ambulance Junior Corps), Jun 18, 1993, p.4

NEE, ANNE MARIE
Going to Japan (six students and three teachers selected for an all-expense-paid trip) (photo), Apr 23, 1993, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes the Scarsdale Japan Festival 1993 (photo), Jun 25, 1993, p.26
Trip provides inside view of life in Japan (photo), Jul 23, 1993, p.9
Halloween happenings (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.10
Maroon and White salutes fall season athletes (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.30

NEGRIN, SAMANTHA
Deep water save (Brad Perrine and Samantha Negrin practice life guard skills at SCS Pool) (photo), May 28, 1993, p.1

NEIGHBORLINESS
No milk for breakfast?! (edit), Apr 23, 1993, p.7

NEILSEN, CHRIS
A fond farewell (to Neilsen's) (edit) (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.6

NEIRA, ELISA
Heathcote troop plans sale (photo), Oct 15, 1993, p.10

NEIRA, MARISA
Edible map-making (Heathcote fourth graders have made cookie map of the USA) (photo), Mar 19, 1993, p.9
Heathcote troop plans sale (photo), Oct 15, 1993, p.10

NELSON, DONALD
Road work in progress (photo), Sep 3, 1993, p.5

NELSON, HANNAH
Hannah Nelson (named associate executive director at Bronx Municipal Hospital Center) (photo), Jun 4, 1993, p.4
NELSON, HANNAH (AU)
For whom do trustees work? (ltr), Jun 18, 1993, p.6

NELSON, JONATHAN
Summer brings pond problems; solvent threatens Berkley Pond, Aug 6, 1993, p.3

NEMEROFF, ROBERT (AU)
Central Taxi punctual, courteous (ltr), Dec 10, 1993, p.6

NETTLETON, LINDA
A perfect place (old fashioned baking demonstration at Cudner-Hyatt House) (photo), Feb 19, 1993, p.3
Campers take a voyage back in time (photo), Jul 23, 1993, p.5
Thanks to many—for generosity (towards seven Russian children who visited SCS) (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6
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NEUMAN, CANDISS
   County lauds SHS students, Dec 3, 1993, p.12

NEVMERZHITSKY, VASILI
   'Scarsdale to Russia -- with love' (seven children visit from Russia's Chelyabinsk) (photo), Oct 1, 1993, p.1

NEW YEAR'S EVE
   Miss 1994 (Twenty-month-old Jessica Levy has an exuberant outlook on the new year) (photo), Dec 31, 1993, p.1
   Ringing in the New Year, Scarsdale style, Dec 31, 1993, p.3

NEW YORK STATE. ASSEMBLY
   Hochberg takes oath at library (photo), Jan 8, 1993, p.1
   School officials give Hochberg an earful on financial problems, Feb 12, 1993, p.1
   Hochberg targets costly Wicks Law, Feb 19, 1993, p.1
   Of budgets and bills: Hochberg's first 100 days in Albany (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.1
   Fireworks in Albany, Jul 9, 1993, p.1
   Hochberg discusses her first term, Jul 16, 1993, p.3

NEW YORK STATE. COMPREHENSIVE ASSESSMENT REPORT
   School CAR reports reveal few surprises, Dec 10, 1993, p.14

NEW YORK STATE. SENATE
   State issues in the 36th district (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.6

NEW YORK TELEPHONE CO
   Phone company riles Post Road neighbors, Jul 16, 1993, p.1
   Telephone (cont), Jul 16, 1993, p.9
   Bad connection gets worse between NY Tel and neighbors (photo), Aug 20, 1993, p.1
   Telephone wars continue on Wayside (cont), Aug 20, 1993, p.9
   'Number, please' first rang out here in 1890, Aug 27, 1993, p.11
   NY Tel problems coming to a head, Sep 3, 1993, p.1
   Potholes on Locust Lane (edit), Sep 3, 1993, p.6
   Telephone war continues (cont), Sep 3, 1993, p.10
   No end in sight in telephone battle, Sep 17, 1993, p.3
   Free service for NY Tel is a tradition, Oct 8, 1993, p.1
   NY Telephone trucks a 'positive sign' (ltr), Oct 8, 1993, p.6
   Unwanted callers beware: Call I.D. has arrived, Nov 19, 1993, p.3
   NYTel agrees to limit parking, Nov 26, 1993, p.1
   Parking agreement stalled with NYTel (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.1
   Parking agreement signed by NYTel, Dec 17, 1993, p.1
   NYTel accord (cont), Dec 17, 1993, p.19
   NYTel decibels still too high (response to front page article in Inquirer 12/17/93), Dec 31, 1993, p.6

NEW, RICHARD
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

NEWBERGER, AMY E (DR)
   Amy E Newberger (elected president of Westchester County Dermatology Society), Aug 13, 1993, p.4

NEWBURGER, ROBERT A (DR)
   Robert A Newburger, M.D. (dies), Sep 17, 1993, p.14

NEWBURY, ANN
   Story partners at Heathcote (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.9

NEWBURY, ANN FAUDE
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30
NEWHOUSE, EDA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32
The Bank of New York Salutes The SCS Historical Society honored by SCS Chamber of Commerce (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.32
Historical Society seeking members (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.4
Committee candidates chosen, Nov 5, 1993, p.1
Citizens' candidates are diverse, Nov 12, 1993, p.1

NEWHOUSE, EDA L (AU)
Volunteers made fair a success (19th annual Country Fair) (edit), Sep 17, 1993, p.6

NEWMAN, AMY L
Amy L Newman (is new associate of Rosenstock, Lowe & Nichols), Jun 25, 1993, p.4

NEWMAN, BOBBIE
Gains and pains of a 100-year-old hospital (photo), Dec 24, 1993, p.5

NEWMAN, CANDISS (AU)
Flyer on AIDS is repudiated by SHS adviser (ltr), Jan 29, 1993, p.6

NEWMAN, DAVID
Signed up to serve (new members of SCS Volunteer Ambulance Junior Corps), Jun 18, 1993, p.4

NEWMAN, DUSTIN
Not just a bowl of cherries (Heathcote first graders begin an interdisciplinary unit on fruit/photo), Oct 22, 1993, p.9

NEWMAN, EVA P
Eva P Newman (dies), Apr 2, 1993, p.20

NEWMAN, RANDI
Committee candidates chosen, Nov 5, 1993, p.1
Citizens' candidates are diverse, Nov 12, 1993, p.1
12 nominators elected (photo), Nov 19, 1993, p.1

NEWMAN, REBECCA
Lending well-gloved hands (to clean up Garth Woods Conservancy) (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.1

NEWMAN, WILLIAM
William Newman (to be presented with an award by Baruch College Alumni Assn), Apr 30, 1993, p.4

NEWS BROADCASTING
SEE BROADCAST JOURNALISM

NICARAGUA
Redefining the words 'struggle' and 'poverty' (edit), Jul 30, 1993, p.7

NICHOLAS, ROBERT
Law degrees enhance Scarsdale police force (cont) (photo), Apr 2, 1993, p.3

NICHOLS, SUZANNE B
Suzanne B Nichols (article "Private Adoption Overseas" has appeared in Family Advocate Journal), Jun 25, 1993, p.4

NICHOLSON, DORIS
Teacher's work stresses relevance (Quaker Ridge third grade teacher Doris Nicholson) (photo), Jun 4, 1993, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

NICOLES, ROBERT
Trustee wants study of cab records, Nov 26, 1993, p.1
Are pepper sprays legal?, Dec 17, 1993, p.5

NIGHTINGALE, FREDDA (AU)
Kelly made a real difference (ltr), Oct 22, 1993, p.6

NIKKAH, DIANA
SHS juniors visit D.C., Mar 5, 1993, p.9

NILSSON, DAN
'Follow the yellow brick road' (in "The Wizard of Oz" at SCS Middle School) (photo), May 7, 1993, p.11
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NILSSON, JENNY
Blizzard leaves clogged streets but little damage (photo), Mar 19, 1993, p.5

NOLON, JOHN
Housing expert will speak here on affordability and land use (photo), May 14, 1993, p.2

NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS' COMMITTEE-SCS
Handelman nominated for mayor (photo), Jan 15, 1993, p.1
(Citizens' Nominating) Committee candidates sought, Aug 27, 1993, p.1
Committee candidates needed (cont), Aug 27, 1993, p.4
Non-Participant System (SCS's Non-Partisan System is close to become a Non-Participant System)(edit), Sep 24, 1993, p.6
Citizens' candidates are diverse, Nov 12, 1993, p.1
Citizens' election Wednesday (cont), Nov 12, 1993, p.8
12 nominators elected (photo), Nov 19, 1993, p.1
Wanted by committee: candidates for trustee, Nov 26, 1993, p.4
Help wanted: Village trustee (ltr), Nov 26, 1993, p.6

NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS' PARTY-SCS
Issues facing the village: a conversation with candidates (for village office) (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.1
Candidates discuss development, taxes, housing, tennis courts (cont), Mar 12, 1993, p.13

NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS' COMMITTEE-SCS
Committee candidates chosen, Nov 5, 1993, p.1
User-friendly election (edit), Nov 19, 1993, p.6

NON-PARTISAN SYSTEM-SCS
Support of system is sadly lacking (ltr), Feb 26, 1993, p.6
Thanks from Non-Partisan co-chairmen (ltr), Mar 5, 1993, p.6
Scarsdale system fails as educator (ltr), Mar 12, 1993, p.6
Election system here is not elitist (ltr), Mar 19, 1993, p.6
It's not exciting, but it works (ltr), Mar 19, 1993, p.6
Participation in system is broad (ltr), Mar 19, 1993, p.6
Sorry, the system isn't democratic (ltr), Apr 2, 1993, p.6
Trustees failing to get consensus (ltr), Jun 18, 1993, p.6
What does silent majority favor? (ltr), Jul 9, 1993, p.6
Non-Participant System (SCS's Non-Partisan System is close to become a Non-Participant System)(edit), Sep 24, 1993, p.6
In the beginning: Non-partisan origins (edit), Oct 1, 1993, p.7
The Democratization of the Non-Partisan System (edit), Oct 22, 1993, p.5
The Non-Partisan System weathers the '60s, Nov 5, 1993, p.8

NORDBO, TOV
Student art show at Scarsdale Library (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.11

NOVAT, MOLLY
Hello Billy! (animal fair at Weinberg Nature Center) (photo), May 21, 1993, p.1

NOVEMBER, ELEANOR
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service (photo), May 21, 1993, p.32

NOVEMBER, ROBERT
Downtown group meetings open (to the public), Oct 8, 1993, p.1

NOZICK, LORI
Grant funds multicultural projects (photo), Oct 8, 1993, p.9

NULL, WILLIAM
NYTel agrees to limit parking, Nov 26, 1993, p.1
Parking agreement signed by NYTel, Dec 17, 1993, p.1

NUSBAUM, JANE
Trustees vote to sell P(enn) C(entral) C(orporation) village land, Feb 12, 1993, p.1
Trees for Earth Day (pin oak planted on East Parkway) (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.4
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NUSSBAUM, JANE continued
Skeptics query trustees on development, May 14, 1993, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The 1993 Annual Boards & Councils Dinner (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.22
Trustees seeking citizen advice on development, Jul 30, 1993, p.1
(Citizens' Nominating) Committee candidates sought, Aug 27, 1993, p.1
Downtown group meetings open (to the public), Oct 8, 1993, p.1
Trustee wants study of cab records, Nov 26, 1993, p.1
In tribute to a friend (Ingrid Ramsey), Nov 26, 1993, p.1
Medical center traffic concerns Village Board, Dec 17, 1993, p.1
Christmas 1993: gifts and aspirations, Dec 31, 1993, p.2

NUSSBAUM, BERNARD
Clinton names local man (Bernard Nussbaum as White House counsel), Jan 15, 1993, p.1
Congratulations to the new White House counsel (ltr), Jan 29, 1993, p.6
(Bernard Nussbaum) Settling in at the White House (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.1
Counsel praises Clinton's courageous choices (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.3
Scarsdale, 1993 (highlights) (edit), Dec 31, 1993, p.6

NUSSBAUM, SARAH
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women votes 1993 (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.28

NYAIESH, SEBASTIAN
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS BASE (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.28

O'BRIEN, DAN
Summer interns hard at work in village (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.3

O'BRIEN, GERALD
Star Wars squad cars admired (photo), Apr 23, 1993, p.1

O'BRIEN, NINA
The spirit of volunteerism at SHS, Nov 19, 1993, p.10

O'CONNELL, WILLIAM F (DR)
Dr William F O'Connell (named director of Lighthouse Low Vision Services), Jan 8, 1993, p.2

O'CONNOR, CANDICE
Nominating time (petitions available for School Board Nominating Committee), Oct 8, 1993, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women votes 1993 (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.28

O'CONNOR, FRANK
Recycling: from trash to cash (photo), Aug 27, 1993, p.1

O'CONNOR, JANINE
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS BASE (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.28

O'FARRELL, MARGARET
Eyes on the President (Edgewood third grade class send good luck banner to president Clinton) (photo), Jan 29, 1993, p.10

O'LEARY, DENIS J
Denis J O'Leary (named chief information officer at Chemical Banking Corp in NY) (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.4

O'NEILL, MICHAEL
Gilchrist to return as pool manager, May 28, 1993, p.4

O'NEILL, MICHAEL J
A conversation with Michael J O'Neill (photo), Oct 1, 1993, p.5

O'ROURKE, ANDREW
Fireworks in county executive debate, Jul 16, 1993, p.1
County executive race under way (cont) (photo), Jul 16, 1993, p.11
Among movers, shakers who'll be the judges?, Oct 15, 1993, p.1
Brodsky, O'Rourke trade jibes at forum (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.1
Personality contest (between Andrew O'Rourke and Richard Brodsky), Oct 29, 1993, p.1
Brodsky calls for change; O'Rourke defends record (cont), Oct 29, 1993, p.22
O'ROURKE, ANDREW continued
   Village goes its own way in county races, Nov 5, 1993, p.1
   Highlights of the holiday (30-foot menorah in the Golden Horseshoe Shopping Center) (photo), Dec 17, 1993, p.1
   County legislators to vote on pay raise, Dec 17, 1993, p.1
   Empty stockings (county legislators reject pay initiative), Dec 24, 1993, p.1

O'ROURKE, NANCY
   Student-teachers illuminate Edgewood (photo), Oct 15, 1993, p.10

O'SHEA, MADELYN
   A & O growth plans draw fire, Sep 3, 1993, p.1

O'SULLIVAN, CAROL RENNER
   Carol Renner O'Sullivan (dies), Oct 1, 1993, p.18

OAKES, GLORIA
   Thanks bank (Bank of New York, Hartsdale) for support of arts (ltr), Apr 2, 1993, p.6
   Community effort hailed... (ltr), Jul 23, 1993, p.6

OBERMAN, JUSTIN
   'Brigadoon,' 'Fiddler' to be presented at high schools (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.17

OBITUARIES
   Ahrens, Beatrice T (dies), Jul 2, 1993, p.10
   Anderson, Inde M (dies), Jun 11, 1993, p.16
   Aranow, Edward Ross (dies), Nov 12, 1993, p.14
   Bacai, Harvey (dies), Nov 19, 1993, p.18
   Battin, Jean A (dies), Apr 2, 1993, p.20
   Benjamin, Elizabeth S (dies), Aug 20, 1993, p.14
   Blesch, Dorothy C (dies), Sep 10, 1993, p.22
   Bowman, Bernard (dies), Sep 24, 1993, p.12
   Campbell, Walter T (dies), Feb 19, 1993, p.12
   Capece, Mary Rose (dies), Jun 18, 1993, p.14
   Carden, Mary Powers (dies), Dec 17, 1993, p.20
   Cardero, Barbara A (dies), Dec 24, 1993, p.14
   Carlisle, James M (dies), Jun 18, 1993, p.14
   Carlson, Harry (dies), Jun 11, 1993, p.16
   Carroll, James J Sr (dies), Sep 17, 1993, p.14
   Chang, Lisabette S (dies), Jul 16, 1993, p.10
   Clune, Beatrice D (dies), Apr 16, 1993, p.14
   Clune, Beatrice D (dies), Apr 23, 1993, p.20
   Cobelli, Janet Formicola (Dr) (dies), Sep 24, 1993, p.12
   Cockerill, Edythe (dies), May 21, 1993, p.20
   Cocke, Viola (dies), Jan 22, 1993, p.20
   Collins, J Gordon (dies), Mar 19, 1993, p.14
   Connell McDermid, Alice (dies), May 14, 1993, p.14
   Cook, Wayne F (dies), May 14, 1993, p.14
   Cooke, M Margaret Gale (dies), Sep 24, 1993, p.12
   Davidson, Emil (dies), May 7, 1993, p.23
   Davis, Maurice (dies), Dec 17, 1993, p.20
   Deshler, Charles F (dies), Feb 5, 1993, p.18
   Di Dona, Joan Margaret (correction of obituary from 10/8/93), Oct 15, 1993, p.16
   Diamond, George C (dies), Jul 2, 1993, p.10
   DiDona, Joan Margaret (dies), Oct 8, 1993, p.14
   Drohan, Thomas A (dies), May 7, 1993, p.23
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OBITUARIES continued

Dumas, Ralph H (dies), May 28, 1993, p.14
Eisner, Margaret Kezi (dies), Oct 8, 1993, p.14
Evans, Rachel Page (dies), Dec 31, 1993, p.10
Feldman, Louise Metzenbaum (dies), Oct 1, 1993, p.18
Fluegelman, Milton (dies), Jul 9, 1993, p.12
Forbes, Jachin M (dies), Oct 8, 1993, p.14
Franz, L Dwight (dies), Mar 26, 1993, p.12
Freilich, Richard J (dies), Jun 4, 1993, p.14
Galetta, Perna (dies), Oct 22, 1993, p.16
Gallagher, John R (dies), Oct 15, 1993, p.16
Gangemi, Marjorie (dies), Dec 17, 1993, p.20
Geiger, Glenn G (dies), May 7, 1993, p.23
Gilder, Rodman (Dr) (dies), Apr 30, 1993, p.20
Grabel, Ruth (dies), Mar 5, 1993, p.12
Greene, Carol R (dies), Jul 2, 1993, p.10
Greene, Mergery C (dies), Feb 5, 1993, p.18
Greenspan, Albert L (dies), Dec 24, 1993, p.14
Grejtak, Adelaide S (dies), Sep 17, 1993, p.14
Gruber, Florence L (dies), Jul 9, 1993, p.12
Gutman, Ruth W (dies), Jun 11, 1993, p.16
Hale, Maria M (dies), Nov 12, 1993, p.14
Hansen-Sturm, Guenter F (dies), Jun 11, 1993, p.16
Hatcher, Genevieve S (dies), Jun 4, 1993, p.14
Hawes, Elizabeth H (dies), Nov 26, 1993, p.19
Hoyt, Helen F (dies), Aug 6, 1993, p.10
Hughes, Eleanor W (dies), Mar 19, 1993, p.14
Jacobson, Helen (dies), Oct 8, 1993, p.14
Jacobson, Neal R (dies), Apr 9, 1993, p.10
Kay, Nenette (dies), Mar 5, 1993, p.12
Kelly, James (cont), Oct 15, 1993, p.16
Kelly, James (School mourns the loss of a mentor and friend) (photo), Oct 15, 1993, p.1
Kerin, Lois F (dies), Dec 3, 1993, p.22
Klein, Robert J, Inquirer columnist, dead at 66 (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.16
Laurya, Teresa (dies), Apr 23, 1993, p.20
Leighton, Leon (dies), Apr 9, 1993, p.10
Levin, Herman (dies), Oct 8, 1993, p.14
Lewit, Charles F (dies), Jun 25, 1993, p.14
Liotti, Anthony (dies), Jan 15, 1993, p.14
Mahoney, Marcelline (dies), Mar 12, 1993, p.20
Maltman, Venita J (dies), Jun 4, 1993, p.14
Mansfield, Christine (dies), Nov 12, 1993, p.14
Marsh, Mary W (dies), Jul 16, 1993, p.10
Martin, Anne R (dies), Jul 30, 1993, p.10
McCann, James P (dies), Aug 13, 1993, p.8
McDermid, Alice Connell (dies), May 14, 1993, p.14
McLean, Theodore R Jr (dies), Oct 29, 1993, p.18
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OBITUARIES continued

Merritt, Florence (dies), Nov 26, 1993, p.19
Metzenbaum Feldman, Louise (dies), Oct 1, 1993, p.18
Miller, Howard I (dies), Oct 1, 1993, p.18
Murphy, Helen (dies), Mar 5, 1993, p.12
Magle, Mary Jane (dies), Oct 8, 1993, p.14
Newburger, Robert A (Dr) (dies), Sep 17, 1993, p.14
Newman, Eva P (dies), Apr 2, 1993, p.20
O'Sullivan, Carol Renner (dies), Oct 1, 1993, p.18
Page, Eugene S (dies), Jan 8, 1993, p.12
Page, Muriel H (dies), Nov 5, 1993, p.12
Patroni, Virginia (dies), Mar 26, 1993, p.12
Pease, Mary C (dies), Jul 23, 1993, p.10
Peterson, Marguerite C (dies), Nov 5, 1993, p.12
Porcelli, Elena B (dies), Oct 8, 1993, p.14
Rabinow, Emanuel (dies), Mar 12, 1993, p.20
Ragni, Robert (dies), Sep 3, 1993, p.10
Ramsey, Ingrid (In tribute to a friend), Nov 26, 1993, p.1
Ramsey, Ingrid (dies) (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.19
Renner O'Sullivan, Carol (dies), Oct 1, 1993, p.18
Richburg, Willie (dies), May 14, 1993, p.14
Rodgers, Charlotte M (dies), Dec 10, 1993, p.24
Rosenzweig, Harlan (dies), Oct 8, 1993, p.14
Schwarz, Jane (dies), Aug 13, 1993, p.8
Scott, Walter H (dies), Apr 16, 1993, p.14
Seminara, Emilio (dies), Apr 16, 1993, p.14
Seymour, Charles D (dies), Apr 30, 1993, p.20
Sheridan, John F (dies), Jun 18, 1993, p.14
Siegel, Hannah (dies), Oct 1, 1993, p.18
Sill, Jerome (former Inquirer publisher, is dead at 88) (photo), Oct 22, 1993, p.1
Silverstone, Dorothy (dies), Apr 2, 1993, p.20
Smith, Forrest (dies), Apr 30, 1993, p.20
Soo, Lydia H (dies), Feb 12, 1993, p.18
Spalvieri, Nazzarneo (dies), Oct 15, 1993, p.16
Stearns, Jane C (dies), Jan 15, 1993, p.14
Stevens, Alvine W (dies), Apr 30, 1993, p.20
Stilo, Helen (dies), Dec 24, 1993, p.14
Stoddart-Ashley, Virginia T (dies), Sep 10, 1993, p.22
Switzer, Maurine H (dies), Jul 23, 1993, p.10
Swyers, Jane G (dies), Apr 30, 1993, p.20
Tasso, Winifred A (dies), Oct 15, 1993, p.16
Tatlow III, Richard H (dies), Jul 9, 1993, p.12
Taylor, Howard Taft (dies), Nov 5, 1993, p.12
Teesta, Libertas A (dies), Jan 29, 1993, p.14
Thies, John (dies) (cont), Jun 11, 1993, p.9
Thies, John (former Scardale Bowl winner, is dead at 95) (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.1
Thompson, Lucille B (dies), Jul 23, 1993, p.10
Tibbitts, Virginia (dies), Oct 1, 1993, p.18
Towe, Katharine G (dies), Jun 18, 1993, p.14
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OBITUARIES continued
Trautwein, Elsie I (dies), Jun 11, 1993, p.16
Turet, Julius E (dies), May 14, 1993, p.14
Tynes, Harcourt A Jr (dies), Jul 2, 1993, p.10
Veras, Gary C (dies), Aug 20, 1993, p.14
Vicari, Eumice T (dies), Feb 12, 1993, p.18
Vittoria, Theodore (dies), Jul 9, 1993, p.12
Wawendorf, Mary (dies), Dec 3, 1993, p.22
Webre, Henry R (dies) (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.18
Wenger, John J (dies), Oct 8, 1993, p.14
Wittner, Jacob (dies), Jul 30, 1993, p.10
Woodard, Helen Q (dies), Jun 11, 1993, p.16
Zalaznick, Charles (dies), Aug 6, 1993, p.10
Zouzias, Spyros Christos (dies), Jul 23, 1993, p.10

OFFICE BUILDINGS
Delays beset Scarsdale Ave. project, Jan 8, 1993, p.1

OGDEN, AMY
Big crowd for a dazzling Fourth (at SCS Pool) (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.3

OKOLI, KWI
More graduation news (additions and corrections) (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.2

OLANDER, PAUL
Thanks to many-for generosity (towards seven Russian children who visited SCS) (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6

OLYMPIC GAMES
The will to survive - and win; local woman takes medal in Transplant Olympics (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.15

OMANSKY DAYLEY, NICKI
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service (photo), May 21, 1993, p.32

OPPENHEIMER, SUZI (AU)
State issues in the 36th district (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.6

OPTOMOLOGISTS
Dr Pamela F Gallin (among 25 members of briefing team for Hillary Clinton's Health Care Task Force), Apr 30, 1993, p.4
Richard Gibraltar, M.D. (elected member of board at Manhattan Eye, Ear & Throat Hospital) (photo), Jul 23, 1993, p.4
Promoting good vision puts local doctor in limelight (photo), Aug 20, 1993, p.5
Early diagnosis important, doctor says (cont), Aug 20, 1993, p.12

OPTOMETRISTS
Dr William F O'Connell (named director of Lighthouse Low Vision Services), Jan 8, 1993, p.2

ORLICK, REGINA
Holiday sharing (multicultural celebration at Quaker Ridge School) (photo), Dec 17, 1993, p.9

ORMISTON, ROGER
Thanks to many-for generosity (towards seven Russian children who visited SCS) (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6
ORMISTON, ROGER P
Eastchester man found fit to stand trial, Aug 20, 1993, p.1
Eastchester man found fit to stand trial (cont), Aug 20, 1993, p.9

ORPHANS AND ORPHANAGES
Russians are coming (seven Chernobyl children will arrive Sept 18 for two weeks in SCS), Sep 3, 1993, p.1

ORTENBERG, ARTHUR
Library love-in for teacher-turned-benefactor (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.3

ORTHODONTISTS
Dr Arthur S Ash (has retired after maintaining a practice in orthodontistry after 44 years), Jul 9, 1993, p.4
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OSTBERG, MARIE
(SCS artist Ted Mehrer comments on one of his works on exhibit at the SCS Girl Scout House (photo), May 21, 1993, p.18

OSTBERG, NILS
Year of the volunteer (photo), Oct 22, 1993, p.4

OTTEN, EVELYNE
Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) elects co-presidents (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.10

OTTEN, MARC
Begin with the basics; Marc Otten builds the foundation for his Olympic dream (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.21

OTTEN, MARK
Scarsdale athletes shine in Empire State Games (photo), Aug 13, 1993, p.13

OTTEN, MICHAEL
The Bank of New York Salutes the Scarsdale Japan Festival 1993 (photo), Jun 25, 1993, p.26
Otten, Jaffe to lead Board of Education (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.1
Board elects Otten, Jaffe (cont), Jul 9, 1993, p.9
Recession raises: How much is too much? (cont), Aug 13, 1993, p.2
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women votes 1993 (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.28
Parent petition prompts discussion, Dec 24, 1993, p.9

OTTMAN, RICKY
Big crowd for a dazzling Fourth (at SCS Pool) (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.3

OTTMAN, STEPHANIE
Big crowd for a dazzling Fourth (at SCS Pool) (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.3

OXMAN, MARK
One judge dumps Brodsky another puts him back on ballot, Aug 13, 1993, p.1

OXNAM, DEBORAH
A fond farewell for Shannon White (photo), Jan 29, 1993, p.14

OXNAM, GEOFFREY
Inquirer appoints sports editor, feature writer, Mar 5, 1993, p.4
Three cheers for hoopster support (ltr), Apr 2, 1993, p.6
Column trifles with tragedy (response to article by Geoffrey Oxnam in Inquirer 9/17/93) (edit), Sep 24, 1993, p.6

OZERKIS, DAVID I
David I Ozerkis (named vice president for construction of New Plan Realty Trust in New York), Aug 13, 1993, p.4

PACK, DOROTHY
Parkway graffiti (on Hutchinson River Parkway sound barriers), Oct 1, 1993, p.1

PACKARD, HELEN (AU)
'A place to come to and be safe' (edit), Mar 5, 1993, p.6

PADDOW, WILLIAM G (AU)
(Formation of a SCS) Parking authority would yield funds (ltr), Sep 10, 1993, p.6

PADEMAN, EUGENE S
Eugene S Page (dies), Jan 8, 1993, p.12

PAGE, JOHN
Horseshoe customers are finding a way, Aug 6, 1993, p.1

PAGE, MURIEL H
Muriel H Page (dies), Nov 5, 1993, p.12

PAGEANTS
Glad tidings (Immaculate Heart of Mary Sunday School pageant) (photo), Dec 24, 1993, p.1

PAGEN, RICHARD W
Richard W Pagen (selected to serve as volunteer at Sierra Nevada Stanislaus National Forest), Jul 30, 1993, p.4
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PAGLIAORLI, JOHN
The Bank of New York Salutes The SCS Historical Society honored by SCS Chamber of Commerce (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.32

PALADINO, RICHARD
Maroon and White salutes fall season athletes (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.30
SHS varsity football canceled for 1994 (photo), Dec 17, 1993, p.1

PALELLA, LOUIS
One judge dumps Brodsky another puts him back on ballot, Aug 13, 1993, p.1
Crying out for a change (in elections laws) (edit), Aug 13, 1993, p.6

PALESTINE
The handshake of the century (edit), Sep 24, 1993, p.7

PALLADINO, RICHARD
C'mon boys! (SCS football coach Richard Palladino fine tunes his Raider squad) (photo), Sep 3, 1993, p.1

PALM SUNDAY
Marking Holy Week (photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.1

PANESSA, ANGELA
Panessa to be resentenced in car crash case, Jan 8, 1993, p.5

PANESSA, LIZ
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36

PANKOW, SUSAN
Holiday sharing (multicultural celebration at Quaker Ridge School) (photo), Dec 17, 1993, p.9

PANTILODES, KAREN
Movie star (Danny Glover) livens Monday classes (photo), Feb 26, 1993, p.10

PAPANTONIO, MIMI
Mimi Papantonio (has been designated a certified residential specialist), Apr 30, 1993, p.4

PAPPALARDO, STEPHEN
(S)n(o)w parking (overnight parking might be banned at village owned open lots during snow season), Feb 12, 1993, p.1
What are the rules (governing the use of the bulletin board near the SCS post office)? (edit), Apr 16, 1993, p.6
Trees for Earth Day (pin oak planted on East Parkway) (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.4
TV 'superhighway' on the way into town with more channels, information services, Apr 30, 1993, p.5
Northern exposure (three day convention of NY Municipal Managers Assn in Ottawa, Canada), May 28, 1993, p.1
Road to cable fiber optics is rocky, Jun 4, 1993, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The 1993 Annual Boards & Councils Dinner (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.22
Bonnie's bubbles (is) back (photo), Oct 1, 1993, p.1
Christmas 1993: gifts and aspirations, Dec 31, 1993, p.2

PARADES
At ease (Boy scout members of Troop 60 take part in SCS Memorial Day Parade) (photo), Jun 4, 1993, p.1
Arthur Manor, Greenacres celebrate (July 4th) (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.3

PARADISE, ROBERT
(Town and) (Village) C(livic) C(lub) has advice on downtown, Nov 5, 1993, p.1

PARDES, JOAN RUDEL (AU)
How do you motivate children to learn? (edit), Sep 17, 1993, p.6

PARENTING
Parents shouldn't abdicate roles (ltr), Mar 26, 1993, p.7
Parenthood is stressful, kids, but then so is life (edit), Apr 23, 1993, p.7
When the time has come to let the kids go (but it's hard!) (edit), Jun 25, 1993, p.7
Scarsdale---a nurturing town (edit), Sep 24, 1993, p.7
Parent networks to be formed, Oct 15, 1993, p.9

PARENTS
Scarsdale parents shiver in empty Tudor nests (illus), Sep 24, 1993, p.5
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PARKING LOTS
Ready for business (property at corner of Palmer Ave and Heathcote Rd has been freshly blacktopped), Sep 10, 1993, p.1

PARKINSON, ROBIN
Thanks to many — for generosity (towards seven Russian children who visited SCS) (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6

PARKS
Coming to Israel’s Hula Valley, a recreational park, with water (edit), Aug 20, 1993, p.7

PARTIES
How about a big block party? (ltr), Feb 19, 1993, p.6

PASCALE, CHRIS
Helping the homeless (SCS Cub Scout Pack 60 raise money and collect food) (photo), Dec 3, 1993, p.2

PASKHINA MCDOWELL, MARINA
‘Scarsdale to Russia — with love’ (seven children visit from Russia’s Chelyabinsk) (photo), Oct 1, 1993, p.1
Thanks to many — for generosity (towards seven Russian children who visited SCS) (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6

PASKHINA MCDOWELL, MARINA (AU)
A warm spasibo to Scarsdale (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6

PASQUALE, ANNE
Readers cavort (at the SCS Public Library’s summer reading game) (photo), Aug 13, 1993, p.1

PASSENI, DARRELL
SHS entry redesigned (photo), Jan 8, 1993, p.9

PASSOVER
Marking Holy Week (photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.1

PATEL, MANISH
‘Brigadoon,’ ‘Fiddler’ to be presented at high schools (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.17
E’mont’s ‘Fiddler’ was wonderful (ltr), Mar 26, 1993, p.6

PATERNO, ANTHONY AND DOMENICA
Wrong place for (Seely Place) playground (response to letter by A and D Paterno from 9/24/93) (ltr), Oct 1, 1993, p.6
Customer is always wrong (regarding Seely Place playground) (ltr), Oct 1, 1993, p.6

PATERNO, ANTHONY AND DOMENICA (AU)
Seely effort hailed (ltr), Aug 13, 1993, p.6
Still fighting Seely playground plans (ltr), Sep 24, 1993, p.6

PATRELLA, NICKY
Edible map-making (Heathcote fourth graders have made cookie map of the USA) (photo), Mar 19, 1993, p.9

PATRONI, VIRGINIA
Virginia Patroni (dies), Mar 26, 1993, p.12

PAULIN, AMY
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS BASE (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.28
3-district split (of SCS) OK’d, May 28, 1993, p.1
County League of Women Voters re-elects Paulin, May 28, 1993, p.4
Board’s openness praised following study session, Jul 23, 1993, p.1
Downtown group studies reports, debates ideas, Nov 12, 1993, p.1
Shays to receive Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.1

PAULIN, AMY (AU)
PT Council backs budget (ltr), May 14, 1993, p.6

PAULSON, MADELINE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32

PAVLOV, ANDRE
At last! (Anne Janiak cuts ribbon on renovated Wilmot Road Bridge) (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.3

PEACE
Administration, peace prospects to be assayed (photo), Apr 2, 1993, p.2
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PEAIRS, RODNEY
Japanese press for gun control (edit), Nov 26, 1993, p.7

PEALE, JEAN
Eroding music & art education (ltr), Apr 23, 1993, p.6

PEARL, JONATHAN
Scholars to discuss TV portrayal of Jews (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.14

PEARL, JUDITH
Scholars to discuss TV portrayal of Jews (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.14

PEARLMAN, LAURA
WPNC honors Scarsdalians (for 25 years or 5000 hours of volunteer service), Jul 23, 1993, p.4

PEASE, MARY C
Mary C Pease (dies), Jul 23, 1993, p.10

PECHMAN, KAREN (DR)
Physicians honored (for supporting fundraising campaign at White Plains Hospital Center) (photo), Aug 20, 1993, p.4

PECHMAN, PAUL (DR)
Physicians honored (for supporting fundraising campaign at White Plains Hospital Center) (photo), Aug 20, 1993, p.4

PEDRIANS-SAFETY
Crossing streets a local nightmare (ltr), May 7, 1993, p.6

PEDONE, MARIO
Trees for Earth Day (pin oak planted on East Parkway) (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.4

PEDOZZI, ED
E'mont asks for help (teacher contract negotiations at impasse), Oct 1, 1993, p.1

PELACCIO, LINDA
Scarsdale parents shiver in empty Tudor nests (illus), Sep 24, 1993, p.5
Local United Way sets 'aggressive' goal (photo), Oct 8, 1993, p.4

PELACCIO, LINDA (AU)
Thanks to all who aided Food-Patch (ltr), Feb 19, 1993, p.6

PELLEGRINI, CHRIS
Police arrest six at roadblock (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.1

PEN PALS
Pen pals meet at a special party (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.11

PENN CENTRAL CORPORATION
Trustees vote to sell P(enn) C(entral) C(orporation) village land, Feb 12, 1993, p.1
Let the talks begin (edit), Feb 12, 1993, p.6
Village signs agreement (cont), Feb 12, 1993, p.18
Avoid a swindle: Lease the land to Penn Central (ltr), Feb 19, 1993, p.6
Reveal development plans, village urged, Apr 9, 1993, p.1
Development plans need open airings (edit), Apr 9, 1993, p.6
Critics welcome open door but want it wider (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.1
What are the rules (governing the use of the bulletin board near the SCS post office)? (edit), Apr 16, 1993, p.6
L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) urged to hold forum (regarding development of downtown SCS) (ltr), Apr 16, 1993, p.6
A smaller project (for downtown SCS) was rejected (eleven years ago) (ltr), Apr 16, 1993, p.6
Is Scarsdale shooting itself in the foot with Penn Central? (edit), Apr 16, 1993, p.7
Board failing to instill confidence (in reference to Penn Central plans for downtown SCS) (ltr), Apr 23, 1993, p.6
Penn Central to unveil choices (for SCS village center), Apr 30, 1993, p.1
Ask Penn Central to erase graffiti (ltr), Apr 30, 1993, p.6
Consensus first on village plan (ltr), Apr 30, 1993, p.6
Time to listen (to options for development of downtown SCS) (edit), Apr 30, 1993, p.6
More or less development? P(enn) C(entral) C(orporation) options shown (illus), May 7, 1993, p.1
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PENN CENTRAL CORPORATION continued
Downtown alternatives revealed (cont) (illus), May 7, 1993, p.8
Skeptics query trustees on development, May 14, 1993, p.1
Rely on public, not the 'experts' (ltr), May 14, 1993, p.6
Beware of traffic (problems that will be caused in EHT by proposed development in downtown SCS) (ltr), May 21, 1993, p.6
She's nervous (about Penn Central's plan to sell its noninsurance businesses) (ltr), May 21, 1993, p.6
P(C)enC(M)entral (C)orporation (C)ritics offer alternative plans and schedules, May 28, 1993, p.1
It's not the way to run a village (ltr), May 28, 1993, p.6
Heading down a slippery slope (letter written to W Handelman regarding redevelopment of SCS) (ltr), May 28, 1993, p.6
Handelman is fantasizing (about the proposal to develop the Freightway-Penn Central land) (ltr), May 28, 1993, p.6
Heat and light on P(C)enC(M)entral (C)orporation proposal, Jun 4, 1993, p.1
Rehashing issues doesn't help (letter by architect for Penn Central development proposal) (ltr), Jun 4, 1993, p.6
Why not a do-it-ourselves project? (edit), Jun 11, 1993, p.7
More power to the people (edit), Jun 11, 1993, p.7
Downtown development disputes rage on; Rebellious crowd rejects meeting format (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.1
Citizens group hears alternative proposals (cont) (illus), Jun 18, 1993, p.3
Rebellious crowd (cont), Jun 18, 1993, p.3
A turning point (in the relationship between the Village Board and the public) (edit), Jun 18, 1993, p.6
Don't put center in a shadow (any structure will bring a loss of valuable sunlight) (ltr), Jun 18, 1993, p.6
Process: first step and last step (letter to Mayor Handelman and village trustees) (ltr), Jun 25, 1993, p.6
(Doing) nothing (in the SCS downtown area) is not an option (edit), Jul 2, 1993, p.6
Many potential benefits in plan (to clean up the Freightway area) (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6
Perkins busts Behr on facts (response to letter by R Behr from 6/11/93) (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6
End the secrecy on the project (response to letter by Bradford Perkins from 9/2/93) (ltr), Jul 9, 1993, p.6
Downtown project would be first for Penn Central Corporation, Aug 6, 1993, p.1
A first for P(C)enC(M)entral (C)orporation (cont), Aug 6, 1993, p.11
Mayor: P(C)enC(M)entral (C)orporation agreement irrelevant to work of advisory committee, Aug 20, 1993, p.1
The mayor calls a time out, so let's take a look around (edit), Aug 27, 1993, p.7
Step by step, not a megastructure (ltr), Sep 3, 1993, p.6
Handelman appoints committee on downtown development, Sep 17, 1993, p.1

PENNINGTON, GEORGE
The Bank of New York Salutes The 25th Anniversary of Futura House (photo), Jul 16, 1993, p.26

PEPPERS, CHRISTINA
All eyes at F(ox) M(eadow) are on Hubble (Space Telescope) (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.1

PEPPERS, SUE
Senior Options a success, say evaluators, Oct 29, 1993, p.9

PERELSON, CAROL
The Bank of New York Salutes the Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.32

PERIODONTISTS
Dr Harold I Sussman (has received an award by the Academy for Implants & Transplants), Mar 19, 1993, p.4

PERKINS, BRADFORD
Penn Central to unveil choices (for SCS village center), Apr 30, 1993, p.1
More or less development? P(C)enC(M)entral (C)orporation options shown (illus), May 7, 1993, p.1
League of W(omen) V(oters) hears development dollars and cents, May 28, 1993, p.1
Heat and light on P(C)enC(M)entral (C)orporation proposal, Jun 4, 1993, p.1
More power to the people (edit), Jun 11, 1993, p.7
Why not a do-it-ourselves project? (edit), Jun 11, 1993, p.7
Perkins proves just the opposite (response to F Perkins letter of 6/4/93) (ltr), Jun 18, 1993, p.6
PERKINS, BRADFORD continued
End the secrecy on the project (response to letter by Bradford Perkins from 9/2/93) (ltr), Jul 9, 1993, p.6
Bradford Perkins (named to college of fellows of American Institute of Architects) (photo), Jul 16, 1993, p.4
Downtown project would be first for Penn Central Corporation, Aug 6, 1993, p.1
Downtown group studies reports, debates ideas, Nov 12, 1993, p.1

PERKINS, BRADFORD (AU)
Rehashing issues doesn't help (letter by architect for Penn Central development proposal) (ltr), Jun 4, 1993, p.6
Perkins rebuts Behr on facts (response to letter by R Behr from 6/11/93) (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6

PERKINS, JANET
Teachers keep learning through grants and courses, Nov 12, 1993, p.9

PERL, LEWIS
Teen center idea pleases most, but neighbors are wary, Nov 19, 1993, p.1

PERL, TERRY
Passing the torch (R Golden congratulates her successor Susan Cohen as PT council president) (photo), May 28, 1993, p.10
Nominating time (petitions available for School Board Nominating Committee), Oct 8, 1993, p.1

PERLSTEIN, TERI PFEFFER
Former resident opens consulting firm (in Stamford, Conn), Jan 22, 1993, p.4

PERNICE, THOMAS
The Bank of New York Salutes The SCS Historical Society honored by SCS Chamber of Commerce (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.32

PERRINE, BRAD
Deep water save (Brad Perrine and Samantha Negrin practice life guard skills at SCS Pool) (photo), May 28, 1993, p.1

PERRY, ISOBEL
The Bank of New York Salutes The 25th Anniversary of Futura House (photo), Jul 16, 1993, p.26

PERSKY, PENNA
A white holiday (SCS kids enjoy a snow day) (photo), Jan 15, 1993, p.3

PESTICIDES-ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS
Green at what cost? (in reference to use of pesticides and herbicides in SCS), Apr 9, 1993, p.1
Change the long-lasting effects of spring (edit), Apr 9, 1993, p.6
Villagers asked to reduce use of lawn chemicals in innovative pest control program (cont), Apr 9, 1993, p.12
Gardening for life is a growing challenge, Apr 16, 1993, p.5
Corrections in pesticide story (in SCS Inquirer 4/9/93) (ltr), Apr 16, 1993, p.6
Gardening - a growing concern (cont), Apr 16, 1993, p.13

PETERS, ROBERT G (AU)
He wants to join Greenburgh... (ltr), Feb 26, 1993, p.6

PETESON, ANNE MARIE
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36

PETESON, MARGUERITE C
Marguerite C Peterson (dies), Nov 5, 1993, p.12

PETFIELD, CAREN
Ready to start the new year (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.10

PETRESCU, MARYANN
Holiday sharing (multicultural celebration at Quaker Ridge School) (photo), Dec 17, 1993, p.9

PETROVICH, MOMO
Balkan pain knows no boundary: local emigres react to war (photo), May 7, 1993, p.3
Committee candidates chosen, Nov 5, 1993, p.1
Citizens' candidates are diverse, Nov 12, 1993, p.1

PETROVICH, MOMO (AU)
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PETROVICH, NICOLE
Students make wishes come true (photo), Dec 24, 1993, p.9

PEYSER, PETER
Once for Feiner, now for Tolchin (ltr), Sep 3, 1993, p.7

PFORZHEIMER, CARL
The Bank of New York Salutes Robert Greenes 1993 Bowl Recipient (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.28
Downtown group meetings open (to the public), Oct 8, 1993, p.1

PFORZHEIMER, ELIZABETH F
Pfozheimer named to archives board (New York State Archives Partnership Trust) (photo), Jul 30, 1993, p.4

PHARMACIES
SEE DRUGSTORES

PHILLIBERT, DAVID
Edible map-making (Heathcote fourth graders have made cookie map of the USA) (photo), Mar 19, 1993, p.9

PHILLIPS, CAROLE
Libraries balance literature and glitz, Mar 12, 1993, p.9

PHILLIPS, JUSTIN
Prom a success for parents, too (photo), Jul 2, 1993, p.9

PHOTOGRAPHERS
Photography major is chosen artist of the month (photo), Feb 26, 1993, p.9

PHOTOGRAPHS
Prize-winning photos (SCS Camera Shop's 1993 photo contest) (photo), Jun 25, 1993, p.4

PHYSICIANS
Marc E Grossman M.D. (named chief of dermatology section of White Plains Hospital Center), Feb 5, 1993, p.4
Richard D Sweet M.D. (named chief of neurology section at White Plains Hospital Center), Feb 5, 1993, p.4
Dr Eric P Gottesman (named to medical staff of White Plains Hospital Center), Feb 19, 1993, p.4
Dr Steven E Vogl (named to medical staff of White Plains Hospital Center), Feb 19, 1993, p.4
Edgemont mom is grateful for docs' empathy (ltr), Feb 26, 1993, p.6

Dr George Robinson (honored by staff and alumni of Montefiore Medical Center in the Bronx), Mar 12, 1993, p.4
Peter Berkey M.D. (named medical director of AIDS program at the Home for the Aged Blind in Yonkers), May 21, 1993, p.4
John P Bilezikian M.D. (awarded an Alumni Federation medal by Columbia University alumni) (photo), May 28, 1993, p.4
William Frishman M.D. (will receive an honorary alumnus award by A Einstein College of Medicine), May 28, 1993, p.4
Michael J Thorpy, M.D. (presented with service award by American Sleep Disorders Assn) (photo), Jul 16, 1993, p.4
Physicians honored (for supporting fundraising campaign at White Plains Hospital Center) (photo), Aug 20, 1993, p.4

Dr Henry W Ginsberg, M.D. (named Tilden-Weger-Bieler prof of preventative medicine at Columbia Univ), Sep 17, 1993, p.4
Healthy breakfast (attended by S Shelov at White House for presentation of Clinton medical plan), Sep 24, 1993, p.1
Lawrence E Posner, M.D. (promoted to senior vice president of pharmaceutical division of Miles Inc), Dec 3, 1993, p.4
Kenneth D Croen, M.D. (named assistant attending physician at WPH Hospital Medical Center), Dec 10, 1993, p.4
Marian P Miller, M.D. (named assistant attending, dep of pediatrics at White Plains Hospital Center), Dec 17, 1993, p.4

SEE ALSO SURGEONS

PICCIRILLA, ROGER
SWS course teaches crime-solving science, Oct 15, 1993, p.9

PICCO, GIANDOMENICO
Ties that bound hostage to diplomat endure, Dec 10, 1993, p.3

PICKELLE, PAUL
Pickelle to run for county D(istrict) A ttorney (photo), Apr 2, 1993, p.1
Pickelle in D(istrict) A ttorney race (cont), Apr 2, 1993, p.25
Democrats endorse candidates, May 7, 1993, p.1

Pickelle makes it official: he'll run (for county district attorney), May 21, 1993, p.4
D(istrict) A ttorney candidates attack crime and one another (photo), Jul 30, 1993, p.3
Decision Day for Democrats Sept. 14, Sep 10, 1993, p.1
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PICKELLE, PAUL continued
  Difficult decisions (for SCS and Greenburgh Democrats in important primary season) (edit), Sep 10, 1993, p.6
  Much at stake in primary election (ltr), Sep 10, 1993, p.6
  Village goes its own way in county races, Nov 5, 1993, p.1

PICKER, BEVERLY
  Telling (good) tales on the library (a selection of photographs by Ira Toff) (photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.5

PICKUP, SCOTT
  The Bank of New York Salutes The 1993 Annual Boards & Councils Dinner (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.22

PIERRY, ANA
  Practice makes perfect (Thanksgiving cooking demonstration) (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.9

PILLER, JOAN
  Taddiken (cont) (photo) (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.4

PIRRO, JEANINE
  D(istrict) A(torney) candidates attack crime and one another (photo), Jul 30, 1993, p.3
  Cherkasky charges Pirro with financial improprieties (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.4
  Big city vs. suburbia in D(istrict) A(torney) race, Oct 15, 1993, p.3
  Big City vs. suburbia (cont), Oct 15, 1993, p.16
  In the county: Brodsky for county executive; Pirro for DA; Doody for county clerk (edit), Oct 29, 1993, p.6
  Pirro's record is outstanding (ltr), Oct 29, 1993, p.6
  Village goes its own way in county races, Nov 5, 1993, p.1
  Domestic violence: past, present and uncertain future, Dec 3, 1993, p.1

PISANO, BONNIE
  Rec(reation) Council meeting assesses 'customer satisfaction', Jan 29, 1993, p.19

PIZZITOLA, KARI
  All-school welcome (recent community open house at Heathcote) (photo), Nov 19, 1993, p.9

PIZZITOLA, MICHAEL
  Campers take a voyage back in time (photo), Jul 23, 1993, p.5

PLANNING BOARD-SCS
  Master plan (Village leaders meet with consultants from Buckhurst, Fish, Hutton, Katz & Jacquemart), Jan 8, 1993, p.1
  Delays beset Scarsdale Ave. project, Jan 8, 1993, p.1
  Appointive seats open on local panels; candidates sought (includes detailed listings), Jan 8, 1993, p.4
  Master plan survey (SCS is mailing surveys to every one of its 6000 households), Feb 5, 1993, p.1
  No action at (Heathcote) manor, Feb 19, 1993, p.1
  Master planning for future under way (cont), Feb 19, 1993, p.12
  Planners okay 6 of 7 (projects), Mar 5, 1993, p.3
  No action on tennis courts, Apr 2, 1993, p.5
  'Open dialogue' on master plan (ltr), Apr 2, 1993, p.6
  Planning Board actions (cont), Apr 2, 1993, p.24
  Critics welcome open door but want it wider (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.1
  Planning Board approves five of five (applications), May 7, 1993, p.8
  Master Plan update to be discussed at meetings, May 14, 1993, p.2
  Input sought on master plan, May 21, 1993, p.1
  Planners OK 3 out of 4 (applications), Jun 4, 1993, p.3
  Planning Board (approves four applications), Jul 2, 1993, p.4
  Boards hear housing applications, Aug 13, 1993, p.4
  Bistro gets board's blessing, Oct 1, 1993, p.1
  Planning Board approves 6 of 6, Nov 5, 1993, p.3
  Proposed new market highlights planning board meeting, Dec 24, 1993, p.3
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PLAUT, PATRICIA M
Jaws of life free accident victim, Dec 24, 1993, p.1

PLAYGROUNDS
...community effort helped (successful construction of new playground on Webb Field in HTS) (ltr), Jul 23, 1993, p.6
Seely effort hailed (ltr), Aug 13, 1993, p.6
Still fighting Seely playground plans (ltr), Sep 24, 1993, p.6
Playground site is best available (regarding location of new Seely Place playground) (ltr), Oct 1, 1993, p.6
Wrong place for (Seely Place) playground (response to letter by A and D Paterno from 9/24/93) (ltr), Oct 1, 1993, p.6
Customer is always wrong (regarding Seely Place playground) (ltr), Oct 1, 1993, p.6
Still fighting Seely Place playground plans (ltr), Oct 8, 1993, p.6
Lending a hand (to put up the new playground at Greenville School) (photo), Oct 15, 1993, p.1

PLAYERD FIELDS
SEE ATHLETIC FIELDS

POBERESKIN, DAVID
Police arrest six at roadblock (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.1

POETRY
Actors present playful poetry show (at Fox Meadow school), Feb 12, 1993, p.9

POGRE, MARIE

POINDEXTER, JOHN
Actors present playful poetry show (at Fox Meadow school), Feb 12, 1993, p.9

POKOIK, MATHEW
Through an artist's lens (photograph of snow-clad evergreen by SHS senior Mathew Pokoik) (photo), Feb 26, 1993, p.1
Photography major is chosen artist of the month (photo), Feb 26, 1993, p.9

POLICE-GBH
In Greenburgh: More tickets (for parking in fire zones and handicapped spaces) (ltr), Jan 22, 1993, p.6
Policing effort (in GBH) aids security (ltr), Jun 18, 1993, p.6
Hats off to cops and firefighters (ltr), Aug 13, 1993, p.6

POLICE-SCS
Still no contract (police and firefighters in SCS are still without a contract), Jan 8, 1993, p.1
Scarsdale police face invisible danger, Jan 15, 1993, p.4
Police need to know (when village organizations schedule events to provide needed traffic direction), Feb 19, 1993, p.1
Volunteer police, no guns, Feb 26, 1993, p.1
Special police needed (cont), Feb 26, 1993, p.14
Suicide hoax brings police (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.5
Barristers with billy clubs, Apr 2, 1993, p.1
Law degrees enhance Scarsdale police force (cont) (photo), Apr 2, 1993, p.3
Police make burglary arrest, Apr 16, 1993, p.1
Star Wars squad cars admired (photo), Apr 23, 1993, p.1
Police show off new squad cars (cont), Apr 23, 1993, p.13
Paper diplomacy (regarding security for eight foreign ambassadors living in SCS), Apr 30, 1993, p.1
DUI agreement (regarding enforcement against drunken driving), Apr 30, 1993, p.1
League of W(omen) V(oters) questions overtime cost for cops, firefighters, Apr 30, 1993, p.3
Police looking for new ways to nab parking scofflaws, May 14, 1993, p.1
Law would take aim at scofflaws (cont), May 14, 1993, p.8
Sorely needed: police officer on village beat (edit), May 21, 1993, p.7
These are not the usual suspects (photo), May 28, 1993, p.5
Scarsdale police (cont), May 28, 1993, p.14
Carrying the torch (SCS police officers take part in fundraising relay for Special Olympics) (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.1
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POLICE-SCS continued
The new guys (in blue) on the block (photo), Aug 13, 1993, p.3
City vets join Scarsdale police force (cont), Aug 13, 1993, p.5
Fatigate wrestles next with detective work (photo), Oct 8, 1993, p.3
Badge of approval (for SCS police by villagers surveyed this year), Nov 12, 1993, p.1
Successful delivery (new communications center), Dec 3, 1993, p.1
Police arrest six at roadblock (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.1
Are pepper sprays legal?, Dec 17, 1993, p.5

POLIDORE, VINCENT
Police arrest six at roadblock (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.1

POLIN, KENNETH
Mortgage office (Banner Mortgage Group Inc has moved from UPH to 862 Scarsdale Ave) (photo), Jul 30, 1993, p.2

POLINTAN, PAUL
Wooden soldiers on parade (in annual Christmas play at IHM) (photo), Dec 24, 1993, p.9

POLITICAL CAMPAIGNS
Reviewing the '92 campaign watch (at winter luncheon of SCS League of Women Voters) (photo), Jan 15, 1993, p.2
Bronz to run in county District 8 (photo), Mar 5, 1993, p.1
Bronz a candidate (cont), Mar 5, 1993, p.4
Thompson and Toder to run for School Board (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.1
Wilkins enters race (to represent District 8 on Westchester County Board of Legislators), Mar 12, 1993, p.1
Pickelle makes it official: he'll run (for county district attorney), May 21, 1993, p.4
Fireworks in county executive debate, Jul 16, 1993, p.1
County executive race under way (cont) (photo), Jul 16, 1993, p.11
D(istrict) A(ttorney) candidates attack crime and one another (photo), Jul 30, 1993, p.3
Cherkasky charges Pirro with financial improprieties) (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.4
Tolchin defends her campaign (ltr), Aug 13, 1993, p.6
Latimer is in the local mainstream (ltr), Aug 13, 1993, p.6
O'Rourke challengers talk taxes, the economy, Sep 10, 1993, p.1
Liberal may still be in District 8 race, Sep 24, 1993, p.1
Incumbent Carsky faces Musarra again (photo), Oct 8, 1993, p.1
Among movers, shakers who'll be the judges?, Oct 15, 1993, p.1
Big city vs. suburbia in D(istrict) A(ttorney) race, Oct 15, 1993, p.3
Big City vs. suburbia (cont), Oct 15, 1993, p.16
District 8 draws 4 contenders, Oct 22, 1993, p.1
District 7 race on the quiet side, Oct 22, 1993, p.1
Four-way contest for new District 8 (photo) (cont), Oct 22, 1993, p.8
Latimer vs. Scharf in District 7 (photo) (cont), Oct 22, 1993, p.8
Brodsky, O'Rourke trade jibes at forum (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.1
Personality contest (between Andrew O'Rourke and Richard Brodsky), Oct 29, 1993, p.1
Doody, Leonard Spano vie for clerk post, Oct 29, 1993, p.4
A cleaner climate (edit), Nov 5, 1993, p.6

POLLARD, CAROL
Pollard acted on 'moral imperative,' sister says (photo), Dec 24, 1993, p.3

POLLARD, JONATHAN
Commute Pollard spying sentence (ltr), Nov 26, 1993, p.6
Pollard acted on 'moral imperative,' sister says (photo), Dec 24, 1993, p.3

PODS
Berkely seeks an ounce of prevention for silted ponds, Mar 5, 1993, p.1
Not easy being green (duckweed and water meal have turned the library pond to a carpet of green), Jul 16, 1993, p.1
Summer brings pond problems; solvent threatens Berkley Pond, Aug 6, 1993, p.3
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POODS continued
Green sweep (Adam Messenger scoops out duckweed out of Harwood Pond near the library) (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.3

POOL-SCS
Deep water save (Brad Perrine and Samantha Negrin practice life guard skills at SCS Pool) (photo), May 28, 1993, p.1
Gilchrist to return as pool manager, May 28, 1993, p.4
This is summer (photo), Jun 4, 1993, p.1
Purple dinosaur on the bill at pool on 4th, Jul 2, 1993, p.2
Pool more than sports facility (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6
Playing with fire (Independence Day fireworks at the SCS Pool), Jul 9, 1993, p.1
A celebration for everyone (4th of July celebration at SCS Pool) (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.1
Big crowd for a dazzling Fourth (at SCS Pool) (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.3
Rules of the road for lap swimming (ltr), Jul 16, 1993, p.6
Splashing up a storm (at the SCS Pool) (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.1
The last splash (at SCS Pool on Labor Day) (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.3

POOR
The same analysis, same inaction (edit), Mar 26, 1993, p.7

POPORA, AL
Thanks to many for generosity (towards seven Russian children who visited SCS) (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6

POPORA, JANE
Thanks to many for generosity (towards seven Russian children who visited SCS) (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6

PORCELLI, ELENA B
Elena B Porcelli (dies), Oct 8, 1993, p.14

POSNER, AMANDA
Amanda Posner makes big jump to play 'Annie' (photo), Mar 19, 1993, p.17
'Annie' ... Worth its weight in gold, Mar 26, 1993, p.17
'Annie' is a delight (cont), Mar 26, 1993, p.18

POSNER, LAURENCE E (DR)
Lawrence E Posner, M.D. (promoted to senior vice president of pharmaceutical division of Miles Inc), Dec 3, 1993, p.4

POSNER, ROBERT
Village footed most of park bill (ltr), Aug 6, 1993, p.6

POST OFFICE BUILDING-SCS
Praises (SCS Post Office) patrons for mailing early (ltr), Feb 5, 1993, p.6
Speedy delivery? (letter to SCS residents gave wrong code for SCS Post Office), Oct 22, 1993, p.1

POSTAGE STAMPS
Scarsdale loves Elvis (customers line up for new commemorative stamp), Jan 15, 1993, p.1

POSTAL SERVICE
Edgemont gets really late mail (ltr), Jan 8, 1993, p.6
Praises (SCS Post Office) patrons for mailing early (ltr), Feb 5, 1993, p.6

POSTERS
Safety poster contest begins, Jan 8, 1993, p.8

POTACK, JON
For a good cause (SHS seniors stuff envelopes for annual PTA Scholarship Fund appeal) (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.9

POTACK, JONATHAN
6 teenagers receive awards (Westchester Jewish Community Services Youth in Action Award), Nov 19, 1993, p.4

POTTER, DAWES
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

POURNIX, MILAD
Student art show at Scarsdale Library (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.11
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POURNIK, ZAHRA
Thanksgiving traditions (annual outdoor turkey roast at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.10

POUSADA, LIDIA (DR) (AU)
No one’s getting any younger, but many are living longer (edit), Jul 16, 1993, p.7

POWELL, DAWN
Village future looks great (ltr), Oct 22, 1993, p.6

POWER, MARYLyn
At the Adult School: economics, architecture, Apr 16, 1993, p.2

PRAVDA, DOUGLAS
Scarsdale High School students win academic awards (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.12

PRECHT, ROBERT
Mohammed’s (Salameh) lawyer (is Robert Precht, a SHS alumnus), Mar 19, 1993, p.1

PREJUDICE
Editor didn’t follow own advice (in reference to letter by Gwendolyn Johnson 1/29/93) (ltr), Feb 5, 1993, p.6

PRENDERGAST, LINDA
S(SCS) T(eachers) I(nstitute) sets communications course, Feb 5, 1993, p.10

PRESIDENTS
Presidents should lead by example (edit), Jul 9, 1993, p.7

PRESLEY, ELVIS
Scarsdale loves Elvis (customers line up for new commemorative stamp), Jan 15, 1993, p.1

PRICE, CHARLOTTE (DR)
Economist to speak (Dr Charlotte Price), Apr 9, 1993, p.2

PRICE, PETER
Cable complaints continue, Jul 23, 1993, p.1
Cable competitor speaks to T(own and) V(illage) C(lub), Aug 20, 1993, p.1

PRICE, PETER O (AU)
A competitor for TCI is ready (ltr), Jul 16, 1993, p.6

PRICES
Gosh darn those * * * * * * s (edit), Oct 1, 1993, p.6

PRIMARIES
One judge dumps Brodsky another puts him back on ballot, Aug 13, 1993, p.1
Crying out for a change (in elections laws) (edit), Aug 13, 1993, p.6
Decision Day for Democrats Sept. 14, Sep 10, 1993, p.1
Difficult decisions (for SCS and Greenburgh Democrats in important primary season) (edit), Sep 10, 1993, p.6
Much at stake in primary election (ltr), Sep 10, 1993, p.6
Candidates count down to Tuesday primary day (cont), Sep 10, 1993, p.29
Brodsky sweeps Scarsdale and squeezes by in county; Cherkasky and Bronz win over Pickelle and Wilkins, Sep 17, 1993, p.1
Liberal may still be in District 8 race, Sep 24, 1993, p.1

PRINCE, BECKY
Thanksgiving traditions (annual outdoor turkey roast at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.10

PRINCE, LIZZIE
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS BASE (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.28

PRINCE, MATT (AU)
James Kelly was Butler House (ltr), Oct 22, 1993, p.6

PRINCIPALS, SCHOOL
SEE SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS AND PRINCIPALS

PRIZE CONTESTS
Photo contest (conducted by SCS Camera Shop), May 7, 1993, p.1
Young songwriters win contest, May 21, 1993, p.10
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PRO-CHOICE
SEE ABORTION

PROJECT HOPE
'A place to come to and be safe' (edit), Mar 5, 1993, p.6

PSYCHIATRISTS
Giri Chepuru M.D. (appointed associate director of psychiatry at St Joseph's Medical Center), May 28, 1993, p.4

PSYCHOLOGISTS
Psychological ills on the rise in school, Jan 22, 1993, p.9
Scarsdale psychologist disciplined for professional misconduct, Mar 5, 1993, p.5
Clarification on Muroff article, Mar 12, 1993, p.5
Rita J Freedman (chosen for psychologist award for 1993) (photo), May 7, 1993, p.4

PSYCHOTHERAPISTS
Anne Tully Ruderman (named president of a NY psychotherapy and hypnosis assn), Jun 11, 1993, p.4

PT COUNCIL-SCS
Plan lets schools do it their way, Jan 29, 1993, p.1
Compact for learning (cont), Jan 29, 1993, p.5
PT Council awakens parental awareness (Progress diedit), Jan 29, 1993, p.4
Panelists: Expectations up for dads, Apr 16, 1993, p.9
PT Council backs budget (ltr), May 14, 1993, p.6
Passing the torch (R Golden congratulates her successor Susan Cohen as PT council president) (photo), May 28, 1993, p.10
PTA's have 'come a long way, Baby!', Sep 17, 1993, p.9
Parent networks to be formed, Oct 15, 1993, p.9

PUBLIC WORKS-GBH
Excellent job of snow removal (in GBH) (ltr), Mar 19, 1993, p.6

PUBLIC WORKS-SCS
A bunch of anniversaries (for village employees) (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.4
Public works director named, Sep 17, 1993, p.1

PUGSLEY, PHILIP E (AU)
Edgemont board should prove it runs things (ltr), Mar 19, 1993, p.6

PULITZER PRIZES
Topping to administer Pulitzer Prizes (photo), Feb 12, 1993, p.4

PUMA, LAUREN
Halloween happenings (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.10

PUMPKINS
But can she bake a pumpkin pie? (Rebecca Ricks nurtured a seedling into a 150 pound pumpkin) (photo), Oct 15, 1993, p.1
Pie time (photo), Nov 19, 1993, p.6

PURCELL, IAN
Community service (canned food drive by Quaker Ridge fifth graders) (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.9
Thanksgiving traditions (annual outdoor turkey roast at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.10

QUADRUPLETS
Five is enough (Sam Chalsen has acquired four siblings when mother gives birth to quadruplets)(photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.1

QUAKERS

QUARLES, PEARL
2 candidates tapped for District 8 seat (photo), Jan 8, 1993, p.1
Vote merit, not party (regarding county legislator candidates for District 8 seat) (edit), Jan 8, 1993, p.6
Quarles appointed to county legislature, Jan 15, 1993, p.1
Quarles joins board (cont), Jan 15, 1993, p.8
Students and (league of) Women (Voters) visit county legislators (photo), Apr 23, 1993, p.4
Liberal may still be in District 8 race, Sep 24, 1993, p.1
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QUARLES, PEARL continued
District 8 draws 4 contenders, Oct 22, 1993, p.1
Four-way contest for new District 8 (photo) (cont), Oct 22, 1993, p.8
Brodsky, O'Rourke trade jibes at forum (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women votes 1993 (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.28
Empty stockings (county legislators reject pay initiative), Dec 24, 1993, p.1

QUINN, BARBARA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Oct 1, 1993, p.28

QUINTANA, ANDRES
Language contest winners (in Iona College foreign language competition) (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.10

RABBAN, ELANA
Libraries balance literature and glitz, Mar 12, 1993, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30
Rabban to retire as library chief (photo), Sep 24, 1993, p.9

RABBIS
Saluting 20 years of women in rabbinate (photo), Jan 15, 1993, p.14
On postmodern Judaism (photo), Mar 5, 1993, p.12
B'nai Elohim names new rabbi (photo), Jul 16, 1993, p.10
Technicolor rabbi in atypical temple (photo), Sep 17, 1993, p.5
Woman finds second career as rabbi (cont), Sep 17, 1993, p.10

RABIES
Rabies epidemic cause for caution (photo), Aug 13, 1993, p.1
Rabies epidemic (cont), Aug 13, 1993, p.5

RABINA, DANIELLE
Halloween happenings (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.10
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36

RABINOW, EMANUEL
Emanuel Rabinowe (dies), Mar 12, 1993, p.20

RABUSE, NANCY (AU)
Disability heightens awareness (illus) (edit), Nov 12, 1993, p.7

RACE DISCRIMINATION
Race-consciousness' is a need (edit), Oct 15, 1993, p.7

RACHOWIN, BLAKE
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS BASE (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.28

RADER, HARRIET
Nominating committee (cont), Jan 22, 1993, p.8

RADIO BROADCASTING
Scarsdale company supplies computer heart of radio (photo), Oct 15, 1993, p.5
Radio programming by computer (cont), Oct 15, 1993, p.16
Appreciates story (about Radio Computing Services) (ltr), Nov 5, 1993, p.6

RADIO STATIONS
Community effort hailed... (ltr), Jul 23, 1993, p.6

RADO, EVA (DR)
Eastchester man found fit to stand trial, Aug 20, 1993, p.1

RAFAEL, SHEILA
The spirit of volunteerism at SHS, Nov 19, 1993, p.10

RAGNI, ROBERT
Robert Ragni (dies), Sep 3, 1993, p.10
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RAILROADS-TRAINS
A trainride back into the past (on the Orient Express) (edit), Jul 9, 1993, p.7
All aboard - our man on the Orient Express (edit), Jul 30, 1993, p.7
The Orient Express-what it's really like (illus) (edit), Aug 20, 1993, p.7
Trip of a lifetime (Venice-Simplon Orient Express) (edit), Sep 17, 1993, p.7

RAIZEN, DAVID
PTA: Post-prom pool party perfect (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6

RAIZES, DEBORAH
Senior Options choices due for the class of '94, Dec 10, 1993, p.13

RAMSEY, INGRID
In tribute to a friend (Ingrid Ramsey), Nov 26, 1993, p.1
Ingrid Ramsey (dies) (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.19
Remembering 3 valued citizens (ltr), Dec 3, 1993, p.6

RAMSEY, JOHN A
Ramsey Farm: a Scarsdale summer tradition (photo), Jul 2, 1993, p.1

RAMSEY, JOHN E
Ramsey Farm: a Scarsdale summer tradition (photo), Jul 2, 1993, p.1

RAPPOPORT, MARK S
Rabies epidemic cause for caution (photo), Aug 13, 1993, p.1

RATNER, DAVID
Student volunteers honored for service (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.9
Oh, happy (graduation) day! (photo), Jul 2, 1993, p.1

RATNER, DAVID (AU)
Student: D(riving) W(hile) I(ntoxicated) is still rampant, Jun 11, 1993, p.6

RATNER, MARILYN (AU)
Volunteering that really works (illus) (edit), Oct 15, 1993, p.7

RAYNOR, ANDREW
Ready to start the new year (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.10

READ, PETER
Home not so alone (many adult children are going back home after college), Apr 16, 1993, p.1
Family therapy isn't a case of just lying on a couch, SFCS shows (photo), May 21, 1993, p.5
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service (photo), May 21, 1993, p.32
Middle school counselor is SHS graduate (photo), Oct 22, 1993, p.10

READ, PETER (DR)
Parent networks to be formed, Oct 15, 1993, p.9

READING
Read-a-thon seeking funds and books for schools that need help (photo), Mar 5, 1993, p.9
Book offers advice to promote reading, Nov 19, 1993, p.10

REAL ESTATE AGENCIES AND AGENTS
Van Wert firm sold (cont), Jan 15, 1993, p.8
Realtor sells pins to benefit the homeless (photo), Jan 22, 1993, p.4
Carol Martin (top producer at SCS office of Houlihan Lawrence Real Estate Centers in 1992) (photo), Feb 26, 1993, p.4
David Yaspian (honored as leading broker in 1992 by Grubb & Ellis) (photo), Feb 26, 1993, p.4
Carol Meyer (honored for her 1992 sales achievement by Houlihan/Lawrence) (photo), Mar 19, 1993, p.4
Mimi Papantonio (has been designated a certified residential specialist), Apr 30, 1993, p.4
Marcie B Dubow (has joined staff of Houlihan Lawrence as a licensed sales associate) (photo), Dec 3, 1993, p.4
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RECORDS-SCS
Village's state-of-the-art records more organized than county's, Apr 2, 1993, p.1
Records Center open (at SHS) (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.9

RECREATION DEPT-SCS
Tear down the walls before they are built (edit), Jan 29, 1993, p.6
Rec(reation) department bans girls from boys team (cont), Jan 29, 1993, p.18
Grants help local groups, Mar 12, 1993, p.4
Green at what cost? (in reference to use of pesticides and herbicides in SCS), Apr 9, 1993, p.1
It's in the bag! (magician performs at Middle School Easter Eggstravaganza) (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.1
June wedding lures Leguire from rec(reation dept) (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.4

RECREATION DPT-SCS-FEES
Residents to pay more for play (baseball, joining the swimming team, or going to day camp), Jan 29, 1993, p.3

RECYCLING OF WASTE
Old phone books (residents should put out old phone books for recycling), Jan 8, 1993, p.1
Gardeners protest new dumping fee (for spring leaves), Apr 23, 1993, p.1
Celebrate the earth (edit), Apr 23, 1993, p.6
And now for the bad news... (edit), Apr 23, 1993, p.6
Earthly lessons (composting is demonstrated to Fox Meadow first graders) (photo), Apr 23, 1993, p.9
Scarsdale set the recycling pace; the county is following, Aug 6, 1993, p.5
Recycling (cont), Aug 6, 1993, p.10
Recycling: from trash to cash (photo), Aug 27, 1993, p.1
A greener year (edit), Aug 27, 1993, p.6
From trash to cash (cont), Aug 27, 1993, p.4
Looking ahead into a not-so-trashy future, Nov 19, 1993, p.3
Kids learn recycling lesson (photo), Dec 3, 1993, p.12
Recycling update, Dec 31, 1993, p.1

REED, WARD
Founders recall historical society's rescue of Cudner-Hyatt House at birthday brunch (photo), Feb 12, 1993, p.3
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32

REIDEL, EMILY
Committee candidates chosen, Nov 5, 1993, p.1
Citizens' candidates are diverse, Nov 12, 1993, p.1
12 nominators elected (photo), Nov 19, 1993, p.1

REIFFEL, ROBERT (DR)

REIFFEL, SUZANNE

REILLY, KATHLEEN C
Reilly's course is valuable (ltr), Oct 29, 1993, p.6

REILLY, KATHLEEN C (AU)
Teacher defends in-service course (ltr), Oct 29, 1993, p.6

REIN, ALAN
Committee candidates chosen, Nov 5, 1993, p.1
Citizens' candidates are diverse, Nov 12, 1993, p.1

REINSBERG, KURT E
Officers named by YMHA here (K Reinsberg named associate chairman of the board) (photo), Jul 23, 1993, p.4
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REISINGER, SUSAN DEE
Hitchcock names interim associate (photo), Feb 19, 1993, p.12
Interim pastor leaving church, Nov 26, 1993, p.19

REISS, NICOLE
Student art show at Scarsdale Library (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.11
Heathcote troop plans sale (photo), Oct 15, 1993, p.10

REISS, PHYLLIS (AU)
Story placement invites burglars (printing the BAR report over police report in Inquirer) (ltr), Feb 26, 1993, p.6

RELIGION
Mutual recognition of victimhood key to peace (cont), Oct 29, 1993, p.22
Where was the c-word? (in recent forum "Does religion pull us apart or bring us together?" (edit), Nov 5, 1993, p.6
WRT lecturer lists steps to bridge interfaith chasm, Nov 12, 1993, p.5
Many faiths could display symbols (ltr), Dec 17, 1993, p.6

RELIGIOUS LIBERTY
Religious tolerance (plans by SCS Clergy Assn for a four point program on religious tolerance), Sep 24, 1993, p.1

RENO, CHRIS
A(mERICAN) F(LIGHT) SERVICE sponsors US exchange, Apr 2, 1993, p.10

RENNER O'SULLIVAN, CAROL
Carol Renner O'Sullivan (dies), Oct 1, 1993, p.18

RENSICK, ART
Milestone (in Resnick's career) (photo), May 28, 1993, p.1
The best soccer clinic ever held (ltr), Oct 22, 1993, p.6

RENSICK, TERRY
Passing the torch (R Golden congratulates her successor Susan Cohen as PT council president) (photo), May 28, 1993, p.10

RESOLUTIONS
I will be a better person... (edit), Jan 8, 1993, p.6

RESTAURANTS
Heathcote Crossing reopens, Jul 2, 1993, p.4
Homegrown chef to open Billy's Bistro (photo), Dec 17, 1993, p.3

RETIREMENT INCOME
Villages gear up for pension plan increases, Dec 31, 1993, p.1

REUNIONS
Reunion recollections: Do I remember you? (edit), Feb 5, 1993, p.7

REUTER, JANE
Kids learn recycling lesson (photo), Dec 3, 1993, p.12

REVEY, JAMES LONE BEAR
Bless this house (Delaware elder performs a Native American wigwam blessing ceremony) (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.1

REWARDS, PRIZES, Etc
It's a beautiful village (1992 Westchester County Beautification Award given to Karen Banks) (photo), May 21, 1993, p.4
(Maroon & White co-presidents H and J Stone pictured with J Ambrosino and A Mosblech) (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.23
6 teenagers receive awards (Westchester Jewish Community Services Youth in Action Award), Nov 19, 1993, p.4

Rhee, Helena
Scarsdale Golf Club names new women's champions (photo), Sep 3, 1993, p.13

RicciO, Audrey
Supply Field warehouse chosen as teen center (photo), Apr 23, 1993, p.1
PTA: Post-prom pool party perfect (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6

RicciO, Fred
PTA: Post-prom pool party perfect (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6
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RICCIO, KRISTEN
Hoopsters triumph in Newburgh (Section I champions beat Binghamton 49-45) (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Varsity Girls' Basketball Team, Apr 2, 1993, p.32
All-star player (Kristen Riccio) (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.22

RICCOBONO, MARIA
Maroon and White salutes fall season athletes (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.30

RICE, JIM
Gardeners protest new dumping fee (for spring leaves), Apr 23, 1993, p.1
Earthly lessons (composting is demonstrated to Fox Meadow first graders) (photo), Apr 23, 1993, p.9
Looking ahead into a not-so-trashy future, Nov 19, 1993, p.3

RICE, MATT
The spirit of volunteerism at SHS, Nov 19, 1993, p.10

RICH, JON
All eyes at F(ox) M(eadow) are on Hubble (Space Telescope) (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.1

RICH, JONATHAN
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36

RICH, LINDA
SCS Teachers' Institute salutes teachers' innovations (photo), May 21, 1993, p.10

RICHARDS, COURTNEY
Speech contestans cheer each other on (photo), Apr 2, 1993, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1993 (photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.24
Young songwriters win contest, May 21, 1993, p.10

RICHBURG, WILLIE
Willie Richburg (dies), May 14, 1993, p.14

RICHMAN, JEANNE
Publication of letter questioned (reference to letter by Gwendolyn Johnson 1/29/93) (ltr), Feb 12, 1993, p.6
Everyone's invited (to the annual SCS Bowl dinner) (edit), Feb 26, 1993, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes Robert Greenes 1993 Bowl Recipient (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.28
Skeptics query trustees on development, May 14, 1993, p.1
Downtown group studies reports, debates ideas, Nov 12, 1993, p.1

RICHMAN, JEANNE (AU)
Editor didn't follow own advice (in reference to letter by Gwendolyn Johnson 1/29/93) (ltr), Feb 5, 1993, p.6
Is anyone interested in a master plan? (edit), Feb 19, 1993, p.7
Remember earlier master plan (ltr), Jun 25, 1993, p.6
TCI forecast: more snow (open letter to Ira Birnbaum) (ltr), Nov 5, 1993, p.6

RICKS, KATRINA
But can she bake a pumpkin pie? (Rebecca Ricks nurtured a seedling into a 150 pound pumpkin) (photo), Oct 15, 1993, p.1

RICKS, REBECCA
But can she bake a pumpkin pie? (Rebecca Ricks nurtured a seedling into a 150 pound pumpkin) (photo), Oct 15, 1993, p.1

RIES, JENNIE LIFRIERI

RIES, JENNIE LIFRIERI (AU)
Vote pro-choice this election (ltr), Oct 22, 1993, p.6

RIMSKY, MARGARET
Debaters star in 3 tourneys, Nov 12, 1993, p.9

RIMSKY, NEIL T (AU)
The need is to plan ahead (edit), Sep 17, 1993, p.7

RIMSKY, SARAH
Halloween happenings (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.10
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RISCHWAY, ROGER

RIVELLINI, DAWN
Students get down to business (unit on entrepreneurship for eighth graders) (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.10

RIVKIN, WILLIAM (AU)
Changes good for Hartsdale (ltr), Jun 11, 1993, p.8

RO, MICHELLE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

ROADBLOCKS (POLICE METHODS)
Police arrest six at roadblock (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.1

ROBB, SCOTT
Advisory council should call TCI (ltr), Nov 5, 1993, p.6

ROBBINS, RHONDA
Scarsdale winner (Rhonda Robbins won 1st prize for sculpture at Greenwich Art Society show) (photo), Jun 4, 1993, p.18

ROBERTS, EDGAR V (AU)
Blocked walks quickly cleared (in GBH) (ltr), Apr 9, 1993, p.6

ROBERTS, NORMA
Housing market on the move, but sellers beware (photo), Dec 3, 1993, p.1

ROBINS, SYBIL
Better than last year say local merchants, Dec 31, 1993, p.1

ROBINSON, BILL
Look ma, one hand (Whit Jones learns to lure a Harris hawk with mouse meat) (photo), Jan 29, 1993, p.9

ROBINSON, GEORGE (DR)
Dr George Robinson (honored by staff and alumni of Montefiore Medical Center in the Bronx), Mar 12, 1993, p.4

ROBINSON, NATALIE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Oct 1, 1993, p.28

ROBY, VIC (AU)
Don't boycott TV because of TCI (ltr), Aug 6, 1993, p.6

RODGERS, CHARLOTTE M
Charlotte M Rodgers (dies), Dec 10, 1993, p.24

RODGERS, JAMES
SHS juniors visit D.C., Mar 5, 1993, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36

RODSTEIN, HOWARD
Senior Options a success, say evaluators, Oct 29, 1993, p.9
Senior Options choices due for the class of '94, Dec 10, 1993, p.13

ROGERS, LESLIE L
Leslie L Rogers (named vice pres in US Telecommunications group at Imperial Bank of Commerce/photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.4

ROGERS, SIGNE
Latin America expert visits (SHS) (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.10

ROGLIANO, EUGENE
The Bank of New York Salutes Our Veterans - Memorial Day 1993 (photo), Jun 4, 1993, p.28
Rogliano marked 86th birthday by installing 85 flags, Jun 25, 1993, p.5

ROH, THOMAS
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30
Young musicians to perform (in School Music Assn All-State Conference), Nov 19, 1993, p.10

ROHAN, DICK
Village workers get 4.5% raise, Oct 15, 1993, p.1
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ROHAN, RICHARD
  Guards get a raise, May 21, 1993, p.1
  The Bank of New York Salutes The 1993 Annual Boards & Councils Dinner (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.22
  Firefighters, village forced to settle, Sep 17, 1993, p.1

ROMANO, JEFF
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre "Kiss Me, Kate" (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.22

ROMANO, LISA
  Lisa Romano (chosen as vice president for public relations of Women in Communications), Jul 30, 1993, p.4

ROMAS, PAMELA
  Maroon and White salutes fall season athletes (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.30
  The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36

ROMAS, SERENE
  Nominating time (petitions available for School Board Nominating Committee), Oct 8, 1993, p.1

ROSA, JOYCE D (DR)
  Impact of imagery in art and ads, Apr 9, 1993, p.2

ROSE, DOUG
  The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1993 (photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.24

ROSE, FREDERICK P (AU)
  When music meets life (edit) (illus), Jun 25, 1993, p.7

ROSEMARIN, ALISSA
  Y Youth troupe to present Ravosa musical on ecology (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.17

ROSEN, ANN
  Family therapy isn't a case of just lying on a couch, SFCS shows (photo), May 21, 1993, p.5
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service (photo), May 21, 1993, p.32

ROSEN, DANIELLE
  Heathcote troop plans sale (photo), Oct 15, 1993, p.10

ROSEN, DIANE
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

ROSEN, ELLIOT (DR)
  Panelists: Expectations up for dads, Apr 16, 1993, p.9

ROSEN, ELLIOTT
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service (photo), May 21, 1993, p.32

ROSEN, EMILY (AU)
  A microcosm of world conflict (ltr), Jan 22, 1993, p.6

ROSEN, HAROLD S (AU)
  Unsportsmanlike softball play (in SCS Adult Softball League) (ltr), Jul 30, 1993, p.6

ROSEN, MARY
  Tolchin defends her campaign (response to letter by M Rosen from 8/13/93), Sep 3, 1993, p.6

ROSEN, MARY (AU)
  Dislikes Tolchin's negative ads (ltr), Sep 3, 1993, p.6

ROSEN, SYLVIA (AU)
  Tolchin refusing to correct errors (ltr), Aug 27, 1993, p.6

ROSENBAUM, RANDY
  A & O growth plans draw fire, Sep 3, 1993, p.1

ROSENBERG, JANET (AU)
  New walkway (along Ardsley Road in EMT) a real addition (ltr), Jun 18, 1993, p.6
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ROSENBERG, STUART
   The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1993 (photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.24

ROSENBLOTT, EDITH (AU)
   Greenburgh isn't falling apart (ltr), Mar 12, 1993, p.6

ROSENFELD, ASHLEY
   Thanksgiving traditions (annual outdoor turkey roast at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.10

ROSENFELD, DREW
   Community service (canned food drive by Quaker Ridge fifth graders) (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.9

ROSENFELD, FERN
   A microcosm of world conflict (ltr), Jan 22, 1993, p.6

ROSENFELD, FERN (AU)
   Some issues overlooked (regarding the creche, particularly edit by K McCreary 1/8/93) (ltr), Jan 15, 1993, p.6

ROSENSWEIG, DAVID
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Oct 1, 1993, p.28

ROSENTHAL, KITT
   The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women votes 1993 (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.28

ROSENZWEIG, BETH
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre "Kiss Me, Kate" (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.22

ROSENZWEIG, HARLAN
   Harlan Rosenzweig (dies), Oct 8, 1993, p.14

ROSNER, JONATHAN L (AU)
   Running town as an agency (ltr), Jul 9, 1993, p.6

ROSNER, LYDIA R (DR) (AU)
   Feiner killed town's sense of community (ltr), Feb 12, 1993, p.6

ROSOFF, FRED
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Oct 1, 1993, p.28

ROSS, ANTHONY
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre "Kiss Me, Kate" (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.22

ROSS, JEFFREY
   Halloween happenings (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.10

ROSSETTI, MICHAEL
   Police arrest six at roadblock (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.1

ROSSI, ELIZABETH
   Life in the fast lane; local swimmer looks ahead to national competition (photo), Jul 2, 1993, p.14
   Rossi rules the waves at swimming sectionals, on to state meet (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.18
   Rossi shines at state swimming championship (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.20
   The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36

ROTARY CLUB-SCS
   Rotary spearheading Bronx River restoration, Apr 23, 1993, p.5
   Helping hand from Rotary (photo), May 28, 1993, p.5
   Scholarships that help (from SCS Rotary Club) (photo), Jul 2, 1993, p.4
   Holiday baskets were appreciated (ltr), Dec 17, 1993, p.6

ROTH, BOB
   Pharmacy closes after 27 years, Dec 31, 1993, p.1

ROTH, GARY
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service (photo), May 21, 1993, p.32

ROTH, STEPHANIE
   Going to Japan (six students and three teachers selected for an all-expense-paid trip) (photo), Apr 23, 1993, p.9
   The Bank of New York Salutes the Scarsdale Japan Festival 1993 (photo), Jun 25, 1993, p.26
   Trip provides inside view of life in Japan (photo), Jul 23, 1993, p.9
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ROTHBERG, DAVIDA
Cable co-host (for muscular dystrophy cablethon June 21), Jun 18, 1993, p.4

ROTHENDLER, JOYCE (AU)
The glitzing of Christmas (edit) (illus), Dec 17, 1993, p.7

ROTHMAN, DAN
Veterans Day exercises at Boniface Circle (photo), Nov 19, 1993, p.5

ROTHSCHILD, ERIC
SCSt (Teachers') Institute salutes teachers' innovations (photo), May 21, 1993, p.10
Cheating forces new final for sophomores, Jun 11, 1993, p.11
Oh, the p-p-pressure! Scarsdale students grapple with back-to-school stress, Sep 3, 1993, p.1
Picnic celebrates new S(tudent) T(ransfer) E(ducation) P(lan) student (photo), Sep 17, 1993, p.9
Senior Options a success, say evaluators, Oct 29, 1993, p.9
S(tudent) T(ransfer) E(ducation) P(lan) dinner honors a treasured teacher (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.9

ROTHSCHILD, ERIC (AU)
Making this world a better place (edit), Dec 3, 1993, p.7

ROVIT, RICHARD L (DR)
Richard L Rovit, M.D. (installed as vice-president of American College of Surgeons) (photo), Dec 17, 1993, p.4

ROWDEN, GWEN A
Gwen A Rowden (named vice president and general counsel of Rockefeller Group), Feb 19, 1993, p.4

RUBENS, BETH
Critics welcome open door but want it wider (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.1
Development group (SCS Responsible Citizens) elects officers, Jul 30, 1993, p.4
Group advises board to clear the decks, Aug 13, 1993, p.1

RUBIN, ALI
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36

RUBIN, ANDREW
Flowers and rainbows for A-School grads (photo), Jun 25, 1993, p.1

RUBIN, ELLEN
Signed up to serve (new members of SCS Volunteer Ambulance Junior Corps), Jun 18, 1993, p.4
Flowers and rainbows for A-School grads (photo), Jun 25, 1993, p.1

RUBIN, STEPHEN
Stephen Rubin (named president of the board of trustees of Friends of the Israel Defense Forces), Feb 12, 1993, p.4

RUBINS, ZEL
Scarsdale parents shiver in empty Tudor nests (illus), Sep 24, 1993, p.5

RUDEL PARDES, JOAN (AU)
How do you motivate children to learn? (edit), Sep 17, 1993, p.6

RUDERMAN, ANNE TULLY
Anne Tully Ruderman (named president of a NY psychotherapy and hypnosis assn), Jun 11, 1993, p.4

RUDERMAN, TERRY JANE (AU)
Pirro's record is outstanding (ltr), Oct 29, 1993, p.6

RUDICK, ELEANOR
The Bank of New York Salutes the Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.32

RUNNING
Annual run (SCS 15K and four mile runs will be held March 28), Jan 29, 1993, p.1
They're off! The annual 15K run is this Sunday, Mar 26, 1993, p.1
The cruellest month (and thoughts about the 15K roadrace (edit), Mar 26, 1993, p.6
Fast and wet (David Ryan wins 15K run) (photo), Apr 2, 1993, p.1
Scarsdale run: fast and wet; winner cuts mark by 0:47 (photo), Apr 2, 1993, p.23
Walkers keep pace in 15K road race (photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.18
Carrying the torch (SCS police officers take part in fundraising relay for Special Olympics) (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.1
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RUNNING continued

Fall Foliage run, walk to be held on Sunday, Oct 15, 1993, p.2
Go! (SCS Historical Society's Fall Foliage runners got off to a good start) (photo), Oct 22, 1993, p.1
Fall safety tips, Oct 22, 1993, p.4

RUSCIANO, ANTHONY

Phone company riles Post Road neighbors, Jul 16, 1993, p.1
Bad connection gets worse between NY Tel and neighbors (photo), Aug 20, 1993, p.1
No end in sight in telephone battle, Sep 17, 1993, p.3
NYTel agrees to limit parking, Nov 26, 1993, p.1
Parking agreement stalled with NYTel (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.1

RUSCIANO, ANTHONY (AU)

NYTel decibels still too high (response to front page article in Inquirer 12/17/93), Dec 31, 1993, p.6

RUSSELL, CAROL

The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32

RUSSELL, RICHARD

The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32

RUSSIANS

'Scarsdale to Russia -- with love' (seven children visit from Russia's Chelyabinsk) (photo), Oct 1, 1993, p.1
A warm spasibo to Scarsdale (Itr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6
Thanks to many-for generosity (towards seven Russian children who visited SCS) (Itr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6

RUSSO, ADAM

Maroon and White salutes fall season athletes (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.30
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36

RUSSO, SHANNON

Something to cheer about (IHM junior varsity cheerleaders win 2nd place in CYO competition) (photo), Apr 2, 1993, p.9

RUSSO, VITO M

Mount Vernon Hospital to honor Vito Russo (photo), Oct 1, 1993, p.13

RUTH, RUTH D (AU)

Inquirer is 'agent for divisiveness' (regarding the creche issue) (Itr), Jan 22, 1993, p.6

RYBAK, CHAIM

Rising to the challenge (at finals of the Texaco Star Academic Challenge) (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.1

RYBAK, CONSTANCE

Voices raised in song (photo), Jan 29, 1993, p.9
Two teachers to depart, Mar 26, 1993, p.9

SAILBOAT RACING

Winds of change blow Werblow off course; Olympic glory sails past Scarsdale hopeful (photo), Mar 19, 1993, p.21

SAKARIHARA, NORIKO

This is how you do it... (Noriko Sakarihara shows Tara McCarthy and Kaori Ihara how to braid) (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.5

SALAMAH, MOHAMMED

Mohammed's (Salameh) lawyer (is Robert Precht, a SHS alumnus), Mar 19, 1993, p.1

SALAVEERY, DANIELA

Ready for summer reading (paperbacks collected at middle school for Harlem junior high school) (photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.9

SALES TAX

Fans of the sales tax (SCS schools receive $98,000 and the village $294,024), Feb 12, 1993, p.1
Village, schools hope sales tax will stay, Jun 11, 1993, p.1
Hoping for county sales tax (cont), Jun 11, 1993, p.9

SALESE, MICHELE

Tricks and treats (SCS Recreation Dept entertainment) (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.1
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SALOMON, ANITA (AU)
Edgemonter likes town supervisor (ltr), Jun 11, 1993, p.8

SAMMARTANO, LYNN
Teen center idea pleases most, but neighbors are wary, Nov 19, 1993, p.1

SAMOLADES, VIVI
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

SANTON, MARGOT (AU)
Step by step, not a megastructure (ltr), Sep 3, 1993, p.6

SCHILLER, BARRY C
It's a beautiful village (1992 Westchester County Beautification Award given to Karen Banks) (photo), May 21, 1993, p.6

SAMUELSON, JEFFREY
STEPing into the past (students look at album of old STEP photos) (photo), Feb 19, 1993, p.2

SAMUELSON, JEFFREY (AU)
S(tudent) T(ransfer) E(ducation) P(lan) plays vital role, needs funds (ltr), Apr 23, 1993, p.6

SAMUELSON, L JEFFREY
L Jeffrey Samuelson (has joined Rapitech Systems Inc as chief executive officer) (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.4

SAMUELSON, WENDY
New show gives viewers 'Food for Thought' (in Channel 35 series of culinary programs) (photo), Jan 15, 1993, p.2

SANSONE, ANDREW
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36

SANTA CLAUS
He's making a list, Dec 3, 1993, p.1

SARNOFF, STEPHANIE
Librarian on TV, Apr 16, 1993, p.2

SATRIANO, NICK
A & O growth plans draw fire, Sep 3, 1993, p.1

SATELLITE TELEVISION, DIRECT BROADCAST
SEE DIRECT BROADCAST SATELLITE TELEVISION

SAUDI ARABIA
How it is among the Saudis (edit), Jun 4, 1993, p.7

SAVAGE, MARCIA
College head to address civic club (photo), Jan 22, 1993, p.2

SIBERT, LESTER
College president urges T(own and) V(illage) C(livic) C(lub) to pursue equality, meet diversity, Feb 5, 1993, p.3
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SAWYER, CHRISINE
(Christine Sawyer and Dayle McClintock are 5th grade volunteers in Edgewood Lunch Program) (photo), Mar 5, 1993, p.9

SCHAAD, GEORGE
The eternal detour (Mamaroneck Road Bridge), Apr 2, 1993, p.1
At last! (Mamaroneck road bridge opens to vehicular traffic) (photo), May 7, 1993, p.1

SCHAFFER, STANLEY J (AU)
Inconceivable inconvenience (ltr), Jun 11, 1993, p.6

SCHAFFER, STANLEY
Middle school cuts restored, May 7, 1993, p.1

SCHAEFER, ANNE
Middle school cuts restored, May 7, 1993, p.1

SCHAEFER, IRVING
District 7 race on the quiet side, Oct 22, 1993, p.1
Latimer vs. Scharf in District 7 (photo) (cont), Oct 22, 1993, p.8
Brodsky, O'Rourke trade jibes at forum (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women votes 1993 (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.28

SCHAUER, FREDERICK
Authors add fire to free-speech debate, Nov 26, 1993, p.1
A complex issue (edit), Nov 26, 1993, p.6

SCEALY, GRANT
Arthur Manor, Greenacres celebrate (July 4th) (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.3

SCHEAR, STANLEY
Stanley Schear (named recipient of service award by WHP Commission on Human Rights), Dec 3, 1993, p.4

SCHERF, JOHN
Berkely seeks an ounce of prevention for silted ponds, Mar 5, 1993, p.1
Summer brings pond problems; solvent threatens Berkley Pond, Aug 6, 1993, p.3

SCHELEY, RENATA
The Bank of New York Salutes The 25th Anniversary of Futura House (photo), Jul 16, 1993, p.26

SCHEIFFER, DEANA
Deana Schiffer (named district chairman of foreign languages at Hewlett-Woodmere public schools), Apr 9, 1993, p.4

SCHILLER, MANNY AND THEA
Mudslinging may backfire on (GBH Town) clerk (Tolchin) (ltr), Sep 3, 1993, p.6

SCHLECHTER, MARCIA
Does my kid have a drug problem?; A parent's guide to the warning signs of drug abuse, Jul 16, 1993, p.1

SCHLEGER, EMILIE
Dancers to rise on toes in their spring concerts (photo), Mar 19, 1993, p.17

SCHLEHLEIN, TOM
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

SCHLEITZER, RICHARD
E'mont teachers without a contract, Sep 24, 1993, p.1

SCHLESSINGER, LAURIE
Practice makes perfect (Thanksgiving cooking demonstration) (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.9

SCHLESS, DANNY
Newshound, 12, pursues first lady to Big Apple, Jan 29, 1993, p.5

SCHMID, JANE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30
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SCHNEIDER, AMY
Amy Schneider (among teenagers honored for volunteer work by YM & YWHA of Mid-Westchester), May 21, 1993, p.4
Scarsdale High School students win academic awards (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.12
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre "Kiss Me, Kate" (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.22

SCHNEIDER, ERIC
A(merican) F(ield) S(ervice) sponsors US exchange, Apr 2, 1993, p.10
County lauds SHS students, Dec 3, 1993, p.12

SCHNEIDER, ERICA
Student art show at Scarsdale Library (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.11

SCHNEIDER, MARTIN
Scarsdale parents shiver in empty Tudor nests (illus), Sep 24, 1993, p.5

SCHNUR, STEVEN (AU)
To Juliana (little sister)... with love (edit), Nov 26, 1993, p.7

SCHOENBACH, RACHEL (AU)
Really nice people at (GBH) senior center (ltr), Aug 20, 1993, p.6

SCHOENFELD, MYRON R (DR)
Medical care has finite limits, May 14, 1993, p.7
Doctor replies to health-care critic (letter by Elliott S Kanbar from 6/14/93) (ltr), Jun 11, 1993, p.6

SCHOLARSHIPS AND FELLOWSHIPS
Scholarships that help (from SCS Rotary Club) (photo), Jul 2, 1993, p.4

SCHOLASTIC APTITUDE TESTS
New SAT designed to be a better test of independent thinking, Apr 9, 1993, p.9

SCHOOL BOARD NOMINATING COMMITTEE-SCS
Water the grass roots (edit), Jan 15, 1993, p.6
Reminder to vote (for election of members of School Board Nominating Committee) (ltr), Jan 15, 1993, p.3
12 join nominating committee, Jan 22, 1993, p.1
Nominating committee (cont), Jan 22, 1993, p.8
Errors in report on candidate (James Lasser) for School Board) (ltr), Feb 12, 1993, p.6
Thompson and Toder to run for School Board (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.1
Nominating time (petitions available for School Board Nominating Committee), Oct 8, 1993, p.1

SCHOOL BUSES
Bus safety with Pooh (bus safety orientation program), Aug 27, 1993, p.1

SCHOOL CROSSING GUARDS
Guards get a raise, May 21, 1993, p.1

SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS AND PRINCIPALS
Jennifer Schulman (principal of PEARLS School 32 in Yonkers slated to receive a federal award), Jan 22, 1993, p.4
Superintendent earns his keep (edit), Mar 19, 1993, p.6
BOCES action riles legislators, Jul 23, 1993, p.9
A weak link in Edgemont schools (ltr), Aug 6, 1993, p.6
New yardstick needed (for salaries of educators) (edit), Aug 20, 1993, p.6
B(oard of) C(oooperative) E(ducational) S(ervices) board bows to pressure from Albany, Sep 10, 1993, p.9

SCHOOLS-EMT
Edgemont schools face challenges (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.1
Taddiken (cont) (photo) (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.4
Parents shouldn't abdicate roles (ltr), Mar 26, 1993, p.7
Math excesses in Edgemont (ltr), Jul 30, 1993, p.6
A weak link in Edgemont schools (ltr), Aug 6, 1993, p.6
Stop trashing Edgemont schools (response to letters by G Farkas to the Inquirer) (ltr), Sep 3, 1993, p.6
Excellent schools without waste (response to letter by M Brodsky from 9/3/93) (ltr), Sep 10, 1993, p.6
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SCHOOLS-EMT continued
Give (EMT) teachers the tools they need (response to letter by G Farkas from 11/12/93) (ltr), Nov 26, 1993, p.6

SCHOOLS-EMT-BUDGET
Vote yes in Edgemont (edit), Apr 30, 1993, p.6
Edgemont budget voted down, May 7, 1993, p.1
Think before you vote (edit), May 14, 1993, p.6
Teachers' union the real villain (ltr), May 14, 1993, p.6
Some E'monters mean-spirited (ltr), May 14, 1993, p.6
Vote no surprise (rejection of EMT school budget) (ltr), May 21, 1993, p.6
Cut (EMT school) budget now (ltr), May 21, 1993, p.6
Edgemont cuts budget; vote on new plan June 9, May 28, 1993, p.1
Edgemont leaflet took a stand (on the budget), May 28, 1993, p.7
Time to rally (round and pass the school budget) (edit), Jun 4, 1993, p.6
E'mont naysayers imperil schools (letter to EMT Board of Education regarding school budget) (ltr), Jun 4, 1993, p.6
School Board: Budget is fat-free, Jun 4, 1993, p.7
PTSA endorses revised budget (ltr), Jun 4, 1993, p.7
Edgemont budget wins approval, Jun 11, 1993, p.1

SCHOOLS-EMT-GREENVILLE
Lending a hand (to put up the new playground at Greenville School) (photo), Oct 15, 1993, p.1

SCHOOLS-EMT-GREENVILLE-GRADUATION
(Supplement) Graduation '93 (photo), Jul 2, 1993, p.0

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL
Rising to the challenge (at finals of the Texaco Star Academic Challenge) (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.1
E'mont's 'Fiddler' was wonderful (ltr), Mar 26, 1993, p.6
Scholarships that help (from SCS Rotary Club) (photo), Jul 2, 1993, p.4

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-GRADUATION
(Supplement) Graduation '93 (photo), Jul 2, 1993, p.0

SCHOOLS-SCS
Rare snow day gives students time to play, Jan 15, 1993, p.9
Psychological ills on the rise in school, Jan 22, 1993, p.9
School traffic still unsafe, Jan 22, 1993, p.10
Schools are functioning at the level of expectation (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.1
New partnerships foster encouraging educational results (photo) (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.2
Fogel: new partnerships (cont) (photo) (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.4
Hibschman: district news (cont) (photo) (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.4
Young musicians perform, Mar 26, 1993, p.9
A boy, a cap and some school rules (ltr), Apr 2, 1993, p.7
School fair on Saturday (May 1), Apr 30, 1993, p.9
Student art show at Scarsdale Library (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.11
Schools find service builds character, Jun 11, 1993, p.11
School renovation continues, Jun 25, 1993, p.10
Does my kid have a drug problem?; A parent's guide to the warning signs of drug abuse, Jul 16, 1993, p.1
Workers rush to get schools ready (for new school year), Sep 3, 1993, p.1
An 'A' in renovation (of Scarsdale's school buildings) (edit), Sep 3, 1993, p.6
School renovations nearly complete (cont) (photo), Sep 3, 1993, p.8
(Supplement) Back to school (photo), Sep 3, 1993, p.0
School starts with new staff (cont), Sep 10, 1993, p.10
Rabban to retire as library chief (photo), Sep 24, 1993, p.9
Halloween happenings (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.10
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SCHOOLS-SCS continued

How sweet it is (Heathcote 3rd graders collect sweets for St Christopher-Jenny Clarkson homes/photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.9
School CAR reports reveal few surprises, Dec 10, 1993, p.14
Parents to be told if child is gifted, Dec 17, 1993, p.9
New Compact plan revealed, Dec 24, 1993, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL

Alternative School seeks students, Jan 29, 1993, p.10
Flowers and rainbows for A-School grads (photo), Jun 25, 1993, p.1
A-School (cont), Jun 25, 1993, p.18
Alternative School joins education partnership, Sep 24, 1993, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-BUDGET

School budget: fixed costs alone require 4.58% spending hike, Feb 26, 1993, p.1
Scarsdale school budget asks 5.85% spending increase, Mar 12, 1993, p.1
School Board trims budget, Mar 26, 1993, p.1
Schools taxes to rise 5.81 percent (cont), Mar 26, 1993, p.9
State budget ups aid to suburban districts, Apr 9, 1993, p.9
Board ponders budget revisions, Apr 16, 1993, p.10
Two public meetings spotlight budget, Apr 23, 1993, p.9
School tax rise is unrealistic (ltr), Apr 30, 1993, p.6
Middle school cuts restored, May 7, 1993, p.1
Good news and bad (about school budget process in SCS) (edit), May 7, 1993, p.6
For fine schools, vote yes May 19 (ltr), May 7, 1993, p.6
Harrison's letter (from 4/30/93) is right on target (regarding SCS School Board) (ltr), May 7, 1993, p.6
Scarsdale board approves budget (cont), May 7, 1993, p.11
$48M school budget up for vote Wednesday, May 14, 1993, p.1
Support the schools (edit), May 14, 1993, p.6
Cost-cutting ideas were proposed (ltr), May 14, 1993, p.6
PT Council backs budget (ltr), May 14, 1993, p.6
Scarsdale school budget up for vote (cont), May 14, 1993, p.9
Superintendent 'relieved' as school budget passes, May 21, 1993, p.1
Correction (of Robert Harrison's letter in Inquirer 5/14/93), May 21, 1993, p.7
Early estimates presented on budget for 1994-95, Nov 26, 1993, p.10

SCHOOLS-SCS-CURRICULUM

Early classes set tone for school experience, Feb 5, 1993, p.9
Social studies course is unique, Feb 26, 1993, p.9
Arts advocate criticize cuts in Scarsdale school programs, Apr 30, 1993, p.1
Art cuts criticized (cont), Apr 30, 1993, p.9
Curriculum projects for the year outlined, Sep 24, 1993, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-EDGWOOD

Parent volunteers staff Ed(e)wood publishing center (photo), Jan 22, 1993, p.10
Eyes on the President (Edgewood third grade class send good luck banner to president Clinton)(photo), Jan 29, 1993, p.10
Schools focus on two new Rs: respect and responsibility, Mar 5, 1993, p.9
(Christine Sawyer and Dayle McClintock are 5th grade volunteers in Edgewood Lunch Program) (photo), Mar 5, 1993, p.9
Gift of music from Ed(e)wood alum(nus) (ltr), Oct 8, 1993, p.6
Student-teachers illuminate Edgewood (photo), Oct 15, 1993, p.10
Up, up and away at Edgewood (hot air balloon created by fourth graders is released (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.10
Gym class demo for parents planned, Nov 5, 1993, p.9
75th anniversary, Nov 19, 1993, p.1
Edgewood School to celebrate 75 years (photo), Dec 17, 1993, p.10
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SCHOOLS-SCS-EDGECWOOD-GRADUATION
(Supplement) Graduation '93 (photo), Jul 2, 1993, p.0

SCHOOLS-SCS-EMPLOYEES
Custodians get new contract, Feb 26, 1993, p.9
SEE ALSO TEACHERS-SCS

SCHOOLS-SCS-FOX MEADOW
A white holiday (SCS kids enjoy a snow day) (photo), Jan 15, 1993, p.3
Voices raised in song (photo), Jan 29, 1993, p.9
Actors present playful poetry show (at Fox Meadow school), Feb 12, 1993, p.9
Read-a-thon seeking funds and books for schools that need help (photo), Mar 5, 1993, p.9
America's best (Fox Meadow is one of 177 elementary schools nationwide listed as "America's Best"); Mar 26, 1993, p.1
Putting plastics in their place (for recycling) (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.9
Two teachers to depart; Mar 26, 1993, p.9
Earthly lessons (composting is demonstrated to Fox Meadow first graders) (photo), Apr 23, 1993, p.9
Art everywhere (display at Fox Meadow School) (photo), May 28, 1993, p.9
Grant funds multicultural projects (photo), Oct 8, 1993, p.9
Kids learn recycling lesson (photo), Dec 3, 1993, p.12
Fall at Fox Meadow (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.13

SCHOOLS-SCS-FOX MEADOW-GRADUATION
(Supplement) Graduation '93 (photo), Jul 2, 1993, p.0

SCHOOLS-SCS-GREENACRES
Look ma, one hand (Whit Jones learns to lure a Harris hawk with mouse meat) (photo), Jan 29, 1993, p.9
Eroding music & art education (ltr), Apr 23, 1993, p.6
Books come alive at Greenacres (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.14

SCHOOLS-SCS-GREENACRES-GRADUATION
(Supplement) Graduation '93 (photo), Jul 2, 1993, p.0

SCHOOLS-SCS-HEATHCOTE
A day at the beach (at the Heathcote gym) (photo), Feb 12, 1993, p.9
Weather watchers (Nick Gregory visits Heathcote School) (photo), Mar 5, 1993, p.9
First graders discover a magic number: 100; Mar 5, 1993, p.9
Edible map-making (Heathcote fourth graders have made cookie map of the USA) (photo), Mar 19, 1993, p.9
SHS Eco Savers are commended (ltr), Apr 2, 1993, p.6
Eroding music & art education (ltr), Apr 23, 1993, p.6
Library re-dos starting at Heathcote, SMS, Jun 4, 1993, p.9
Confessions of a class 'mother' (edit), Sep 24, 1993, p.7
Not just a bowl of cherries (Heathcote first graders begin an interdisciplinary unit on fruit/photo), Oct 22, 1993, p.9
Story partners at Heathcote (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.9
All-school welcome (recent community open house at Heathcote) (photo), Nov 19, 1993, p.9
How sweet it is (Heathcote 3rd graders collect sweets for St Christopher-Jenny Clarkson homes/photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-HEATHCOTE-GRADUATION
(Supplement) Graduation '93 (photo), Jul 2, 1993, p.0

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL
(The Post Road entrance at SHS will present a more inviting prospect to visiting parents) (illus), Jan 8, 1993, p.1
SHS entry redesigned (photo), Jan 8, 1993, p.9
A white holiday (SCS kids enjoy a snow day) (photo), Jan 15, 1993, p.3
Renovations recapture old style (photo), Jan 15, 1993, p.10
Artist of the Month (photo), Jan 22, 1993, p.9
Students, teachers awarded grants, Jan 22, 1993, p.10
Resident shocked by students' AIDS flyer, Jan 29, 1993, p.1
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL continued
AIDS flyer causes consternation (cont), Jan 29, 1993, p.2
Flyer on AIDS is repudiated by SHS adviser (ltr), Jan 29, 1993, p.6
Latin America expert visits (SHS) (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.10
Two SHS deans to take unpaid leaves next year, Feb 26, 1993, p.1
Through an artist's lens (photograph of snow-clad evergreen by SHS senior Mathew Pokoik) (photo), Feb 26, 1993, p.1
Deans taking leave (cont), Feb 26, 1993, p.9
Photography major is chosen artist of the month (photo), Feb 26, 1993, p.9
Movie star (Danny Glover) livens Monday classes (photo), Feb 26, 1993, p.10
SHS juniors visit D.C., Mar 5, 1993, p.9
Survey results (master plan workshop will be held at SCS High School), Mar 12, 1993, p.1
'Brigadoon,' 'Fiddler' to be presented at high schools (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.17
Two teachers to depart, Mar 26, 1993, p.9
Caputo picked as SHS artist of the month (photo), Apr 2, 1993, p.10
Students and League of Women Voters visit county legislators (photo), Apr 23, 1993, p.4
Going to Japan (six students and three teachers selected for an all-expense-paid trip) (photo), Apr 23, 1993, p.9
SHS club addresses minority issues, Apr 30, 1993, p.1
Language contest winners (in Iona College foreign language competition) (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.10
SHS club to fight racial bigotry (cont), Apr 30, 1993, p.14
Kushner talk on aging draws capacity crowd, May 14, 1993, p.3
Midori enthralls audience, May 14, 1993, p.9
Midori performs here (photo), May 14, 1993, p.1
Artist of the month picked (photo), May 21, 1993, p.9
New deans hired (one year appointments at SHS), May 21, 1993, p.9
Express thanks to Midori (ltr), May 28, 1993, p.6
Student: Driving While Intoxicated is still rampant, Jun 11, 1993, p.6
Cheating forces new final for sophomores, Jun 11, 1993, p.11
Options take seniors far away from school (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.13
Generous donation (presented by Maroon and White co-presidents for SHS fitness center) (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.23
Getting drunk is a way of life for some students, Jun 18, 1993, p.1
Student volunteers honored for service (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.9
Low news-10s at SHS, Jun 18, 1993, p.9
Go-cart project makes a hit (photo), Jun 25, 1993, p.9
Youngest SHS grad is MIT-bound (photo), Jun 25, 1993, p.9
Scholarships that help (Society of SCS Rotary Club) (photo), Jul 2, 1993, p.4
2d grader fears teen drivers (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6
SHS band cuts album, Jul 2, 1993, p.9
Prom a success for parents, too (photo), Jul 2, 1993, p.9
Students must keep up with the news (edit), Aug 13, 1993, p.7
Mormon missioners (Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) (photo), Aug 27, 1993, p.12
Oh, the p-p-pressure! Scarsdale students grapple with back-to-school stress, Sep 3, 1993, p.1
Tour, party welcome newcomers (to SHS) (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.9
Tour shows renovation of SHS nearly done (photo), Oct 8, 1993, p.10
Life in the frosh lane at Scarsdale High, Oct 22, 1993, p.10
Too many deans? Parent input sought, Nov 5, 1993, p.9
Records Center open (at SHS) (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.9
The spirit of volunteerism at SHS, Nov 19, 1993, p.10
Authors add fire to free-speech debate, Nov 26, 1993, p.1
Apply early for college aid, experts say, Nov 26, 1993, p.9
Eating disorder forum awakens high-schoolers, Dec 3, 1993, p.11
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL continued
SCHS junior is top delegate, Dec 17, 1993, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-ALUMNI
Friends and fun top college fair, Dec 24, 1993, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-CLUBS
Club brings gay rights message to SCHS (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.10

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-CURRICULUM
SCHS course teaches crime-solving science, Oct 15, 1993, p.9
Senior Options a success, say evaluators, Oct 29, 1993, p.9
Los ninos no lo hablo (comment on SCHS Spanish curriculum) (ltr), Nov 19, 1993, p.6
Senior Options choices due for the class of '94, Dec 10, 1993, p.13

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-DEBATE TEAM
Debaters excel in several tournaments, Jan 22, 1993, p.9
Debaters shine in tourney (Reeder Tournament in Alexandria, Va), Oct 8, 1993, p.10
Debaters star in 3 tourneys, Nov 12, 1993, p.9
Debaters triumph at tourney, Nov 19, 1993, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-Drama Club
A different cabaret lights up SCHS stage (photo), Jan 22, 1993, p.17
Drama Club to present musical, 'Bye, Bye Birdie' (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.15

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-ECO SAVERS CLUB
SCHS Eco Savers are commended (ltr), Apr 2, 1993, p.6
Garth Woods cleanup fills 20 bags plus (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.5
Bedicheck leads fruitful tree walk (ltr), May 7, 1993, p.6
Ecosavers helped (recent donation to SCS Audobon Society) (ltr), Aug 13, 1993, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-GRADUATION
Last call for grads (deadline for gradution edition of Inquirer is June 21), Jun 18, 1993, p.1
Oh, happy (graduation) day! (photo), Jul 2, 1993, p.1
(Supplement) Graduation '93 (photo), Jul 2, 1993, p.0
More graduation news (additions and corrections) (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.2

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-HEALTH FAIR
'I wish parents could hear what their children have to say' (edit), Apr 2, 1993, p.7

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-LIBRARY
Pulitzer winner to read poems at reopening of SCHS library (photo), Apr 23, 1993, p.2
Crowd hears Kinnell at SCHS library opening, May 7, 1993, p.11

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PROM
PTA: Post-prom pool party perfect (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PTA
Eating disorders worry teenagers, May 14, 1993, p.10
PTA: Post-prom pool party perfect (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6
Practice makes perfect (Thanksgiving cooking demonstration) (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PTA SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Donations are welcome (photo), May 21, 1993, p.10
Thanks for gifts to scholarship fund (ltr), Jul 9, 1993, p.6
For a good cause (SCHS seniors stuff envelopes for annual PTA Scholarship Fund appeal) (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PUBLICATIONS
Schorch gets burned by S(tudent) A(ctivity) C(ommittee) funding ban, May 28, 1993, p.9
Tilt gets serious with issue on education, May 28, 1993, p.10

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-REWARDS, PRIZES, ETC
Scarsdale High School students win academic awards (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.12
County lauds SCHS students, Dec 3, 1993, p.12
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-SIGNIFIER (HONOR SOCIETY)
Signifer initiates new members, Oct 22, 1993, p.10
Passing the torch (induction of 54 new members of SMS National Honor Society) (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-SPORTS
Rain and snow put a damper on high school tennis practices, Apr 2, 1993, p.23
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Varsity Girls' Basketball Team, Apr 2, 1993, p.32
Maroon and White salutes fall season athletes (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.30
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36

SCHOOLS-SCS-HISTORY

SCHOOLS-SCS-IHM
Something to cheer about (IHM junior varsity cheerleaders win 2nd place in CYO competition) (photo), Apr 2, 1993, p.9
Wooden soldiers on parade (in annual Christmas play at IHM) (photo), Dec 24, 1993, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-IHM-GRADUATION
(Supplement) Graduation '93 (photo), Jul 2, 1993, p.0

SCHOOLS-SCS-LIBRARIES
Libraries balance literature and glitz, Mar 12, 1993, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-MIDDLE SCHOOL
SMS teachers describe special help (for students to keep up with their studies), Jan 8, 1993, p.9
Middle school news: A day at the opera, Jan 15, 1993, p.9
Middle School News; Popham House aids Somalia, Jan 29, 1993, p.9
Duels and discovery highlight study (of Renaissance England) (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.9
Middle School News: Popham counts calories, Feb 12, 1993, p.10
The message Arthur Ashe gave us (edit), Feb 26, 1993, p.7
Urban historian will speak at 2d forum on 'growing up' here (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.2
Middle School News; Shakespeare studied in raps, games and videos, Mar 12, 1993, p.9
Middle School News: Sap + boil = math, Mar 19, 1993, p.9
Teen life in Scarsdale: happiness not guaranteed, Mar 26, 1993, p.3
Speech contestants cheer each other on (photo), Apr 2, 1993, p.9
Middle School News; Celebrating foreign language proficiency, Apr 2, 1993, p.9
Ready for summer reading (paperbacks collected at middle school for Harlem junior high school/photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1993 (photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.24
It's in the bag! (magician performs at Middle School Easter Eggstravaganza) (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.1
Banquet brings home world hunger, Apr 23, 1993, p.9
Bids approved for SMS renovations, Apr 23, 1993, p.10
'Follow the yellow brick road' (in "The Wizard of Oz" at SCS Middle School) (photo), May 7, 1993, p.11
Popham studies the '60s, May 14, 1993, p.9
Young songwriters win contest, May 21, 1993, p.10
Express thanks to Midori (ltr), May 28, 1993, p.6
Middle School News, May 28, 1993, p.9
Middle school news (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.10
Middle School News; Pique nique is unique, Jun 25, 1993, p.10
Still learning (educators gather for a symposium on computer education) (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.9
Middle-school counselor resigns, Jul 16, 1993, p.9
New house counselor joins middle school staff (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.1
Middle School News; Cooper students' first impressions, Oct 8, 1993, p.10
School mourns the loss of a mentor and friend (photo), Oct 15, 1993, p.1
Middle School News; Getting acquainted at Popham, Oct 15, 1993, p.10
Students get down to business (unit on entrepreneurship for eighth graders) (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.10
Middle School News, Oct 29, 1993, p.10
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SCHOOLS-SCS-MIDDLE SCHOOL  continued
Sixth-graders focus on self-esteem, Nov 5, 1993, p.9
Robert MacNeil at middle school (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.2
Middle School News, Nov 12, 1993, p.9
User-friendly election (edit), Nov 19, 1993, p.6
Middle School News; -40,000 Maniacs on the line, Nov 19, 1993, p.9
Correspondent recounts years on the beat, Nov 26, 1993, p.3
New Popham House counselor appointed (photo), Dec 24, 1993, p.1
Students make wishes come true, Dec 24, 1993, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-MIDDLE SCHOOL-CURRICULUM
Parents petition for earth science at SMS, Dec 3, 1993, p.11
Parent petition prompts discussion, Dec 24, 1993, p.9
Parents thwarted at middle school (petition for earth science course) (ltr), Dec 31, 1993, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-MIDDLE SCHOOL-GRADUATION
(Supplement) Graduation '93 (photo), Jul 2, 1993, p.0

SCHOOLS-SCS-QUAKER RIDGE
Presidents' Day visitor plays a part (photo), Feb 12, 1993, p.10
Schools focus on two new Rs: respect and responsibility, Mar 5, 1993, p.9
Teacher's work stresses relevance (Quaker Ridge third grade teacher Doris Nicholson) (photo), Jun 4, 1993, p.9
Well-known author (Valerie Trip) visits Quaker Ridge (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.10
Community service (canned food drive by Quaker Ridge fifth graders) (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.9
Thanksgiving traditions (annual outdoor turkey roast at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.10
Holiday sharing (multicultural celebration at Quaker Ridge School) (photo), Dec 17, 1993, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-QUAKER RIDGE-GRADUATION
(Supplement) Graduation '93 (photo), Jul 2, 1993, p.0

SCHOOLS-SCS-SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAM
Educators design special education class, Apr 30, 1993, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-ST PIUS X-GRADUATION
(Supplement) Graduation '93 (photo), Jul 2, 1993, p.0

SCHOOLS-SCS-STATE AID
Scarsdale school aid (cont), Jan 22, 1993, p.13
School chiefs upbeat despite possible aid loss, Jan 29, 1993, p.1
State budget ups aid to suburban districts, Apr 9, 1993, p.9
Board ponders budget revisions, Apr 16, 1993, p.10

SCHOTZ, EMMY
Homecare: growing need for a growing population (cont) (photo), Mar 19, 1993, p.12

SCHROEDER, ELAINE
The Bank of New York Salutes Robert Greenes 1993 Bowl Recipient (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.28

SCHUBERT, DAVID (AU)
Playground site is best available (regarding location of new Seely Place playground) (ltr), Oct 1, 1993, p.6

SCHUBERT, NANCY AND DAVID (AU)
At its finest (EMT community at its finest at DARE softball game) (ltr), Jun 18, 1993, p.6

SCHULMAN, JACKIE
Successful delivery (new communications center), Dec 3, 1993, p.1

SCHULMAN, JENNIFER
Jennifer Schulman (is principal of PEARLS School 32 in Yonkers, slated to receive a federal award), Jan 22, 1993, p.4

SCHULMAN, WILLIAM
Scarsdale High School students win academic awards (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.12
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SCHULTZE, LEONARD
   All in the family: Changing of the guard at Scarsdale Improvement (Corp) (photo), Sep 24, 1993, p.1

SCHUMAN, BETH
   Shaping the neighborhood (photo) (edit), Nov 5, 1993, p.7

SCHWAB, BETTY B
   20 years' service (award given to S Durst by B Schwab, associate chairman of YM & YWHA) (photo), Jul 16, 1993, p.4

SCHWALBE, MICHAEL
   The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1993 (photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.24

SCHWAN, WENDY
   The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women votes 1993 (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.28

SCHWARTZ, DAN
   Debaters shine in tourney (Reeder Tournament in Alexandria, Va), Oct 8, 1993, p.10
   Debaters triumph at tourney, Nov 19, 1993, p.9

SCHWARTZ, STEVEN (AU)
   (Development) Plan is being forced through (for downtown SCS) (ltr), Apr 16, 1993, p.6

SCHWARTZ, STEVEN L
   Steven L Schwartz (has recently published 2nd edition of "Structured Finance") (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.4

SCHWARTZ, BARBARA
   PTA: Post-prom pool party perfect (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6

SCHWARTZ, DAVID
   6 teenagers receive awards (Westchester Jewish Community Services Youth in Action Award), Nov 19, 1993, p.4

SCHWARTZ, HARRY
   'Greedy' teacher replies to critic (response to letter by Harry Schwartz from 3/26/93) (ltr), Apr 9, 1993, p.6
   Teachers' union the real villain (ltr), May 14, 1993, p.6

SCHWARTZ, HARRY (AU)
   E'mont teachers insatiably greedy (ltr), Mar 26, 1993, p.6

SCHWARTZ, JUDITH
   Grant funds multicultural projects (photo), Oct 8, 1993, p.9
   Book offers advice to promote reading, Nov 19, 1993, p.10

SCHWARTZ, JUDY
   S(Teachers) I(nstitute) sets communications course, Feb 5, 1993, p.10
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

SCHWARTZ, MATT
   Debaters star in 3 tourneys, Nov 12, 1993, p.9

SCHWARTZ, PAUL
   Speech contestants cheer each other on (photo), Apr 2, 1993, p.9
   PTA: Post-prom pool party perfect (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6

SCHWARTZ, ROBERT J

SCHWARTZ-CHEPURU, DORIS
   Doris Schwartz-Chepuru (honored for dedicated service by Guidance Center in New Rochelle) (photo), Jun 4, 1993, p.4

SCHWARTZ-CHEPURU, DORIS (AU)
   Praising prompt local action on disabled access (ltr), Feb 5, 1993, p.6

SCHWARZ, JAMIE
   Students get down to business (unit on entrepreneurship for eighth graders) (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.10

SCHWARZ, JANE
   Jane Schwarz (dies), Aug 13, 1993, p.8
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SCHWARZ, LARRY
Prize-winning photos (SCS Camera Shop's 1993 photo contest) (photo), Jun 25, 1993, p.4

SCHWARZ, PAUL
School mourns the loss of a mentor and friend (photo), Oct 15, 1993, p.1

SCHWER, TRES
Fire company marks centennial at dinner (photo), Dec 17, 1993, p.13

SCHWER, WALTER
Scarsdale High School students win academic awards (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.12
Recycling: from trash to cash (photo), Aug 27, 1993, p.1
Fire company marks centennial at dinner (photo), Dec 17, 1993, p.13

SCIAPELLETTI, EMELIE
Students get down to business (unit on entrepreneurship for eighth graders) (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.10

SCOTT, ADAM
Read-a-thon seeking funds and books for schools that need help (photo), Mar 5, 1993, p.9

SCOTT, WALTER H
Walter H Scott (dies), Apr 16, 1993, p.14

SCOULLAR, ANNE (AU)
Bringing abuse out in the open (ltr), Dec 17, 1993, p.6

SCS
A productive year for the village (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.1
McCreery: village documents many noteworthy achievements (cont) (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.16
Mayor's report (cont) (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.17
Only in America - a follow-up (discusses recently discovered map of SCS dated 1797) (illus) (edit), Feb 12, 1993, p.7
Her tree, and life, grow in Scarsdale (edit), Apr 9, 1993, p.6
Ramsey Farm: a Scarsdale summer tradition (photo), Jul 2, 1993, p.1
Ramsey farm still growing (cont), Jul 2, 1993, p.2
Living where the grass is greener (edit), Jul 23, 1993, p.7
(Supplement) Free (listings of free events and giveaways in SCS and vicinity) (photo), Aug 13, 1993, p.0
Scarsdale—a nurturing town (edit), Sep 24, 1993, p.7
Village future looks great (ltr), Oct 22, 1993, p.6
Where are you? (detailed map of SCS's legislative districts 7, 8 and 17) (illus), Oct 22, 1993, p.8
State of the village - now and around the bend (edit), Oct 29, 1993, p.7
Last call for news stand (at SCS train station) (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.1
Hindsight (tidbits from SCS Inquirer November, 1963) (edit), Nov 26, 1993, p.6
The Year in Review: 1993 (summarizes important news and developments in SCS and vicinity for 1993), Dec 31, 1993, p.4
Scarsdale, 1993 (highlights) (edit), Dec 31, 1993, p.6

SCS ADULT SCHOOL
Many choices at Adult School (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.4
Pet project continues (check presented by SCS Adult School for indexing of the SCS Inquirer) (photo), Nov 19, 1993, p.3

SCS ADULT SCHOOL (1993)
Scarsdale Adult School gearing up for spring, Feb 5, 1993, p.2
Adult School to start spring session March 15, Feb 19, 1993, p.2
SCS (School) A(dult) S(chool) courses, seminars, Feb 26, 1993, p.2
Adult School classes start Monday, Mar 12, 1993, p.2
For flowers that bloom in the spring, Mar 19, 1993, p.2
Museum trip planned, Mar 26, 1993, p.2
Clinton plan, Met exhibit coming up at Adult school), Apr 2, 1993, p.2
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SCS ADULT SCHOOL (1993) continued
Economist to speak (Dr. Charlotte Price), Apr 9, 1993, p.2
At the Adult School: economics, architecture, Apr 16, 1993, p.2
Adult School course registration soon (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.2
Schedule changes at adult school (photo), Sep 17, 1993, p.2
Opening night at Scarsdale Adult School (photo), Oct 1, 1993, p.2
Adult School openings (photo), Oct 15, 1993, p.2
From Islam to Spanish art in Adult School lectures (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.2

SCS ART ASSN
Art by Ted Mehrer, 93, shown in retrospective (photo), May 7, 1993, p.21
(SCS artist Ted Mehrer comments on one of his works on exhibit at the SCS Girl Scout House (photo), May 21, 1993, p.18

SCS AUDUBON SOCIETY

SCS AUXILIARY OF WHITE PLAINS HOSPITAL
SEE HOSPITALS

SCS BOWL (1993)
Bowl dinner to be held March 10, Feb 12, 1993, p.1
Everyone's invited (to the annual SCS Bowl dinner) (edit), Feb 26, 1993, p.6
From rebel to keeper of the grail to Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Mar 19, 1993, p.1
One man's path to the Scarsdale Bowl award (cont), Mar 19, 1993, p.21
The Bank of New York Salutes Robert Greenes 1993 Bowl Recipient (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.28
Historical Society annual fund drive underway (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.4

SCS BOWL (1994)
Shulman to chair committee that confers Bowl award (photo), Sep 24, 1993, p.3
Bowl Committee named, Oct 8, 1993, p.4
Shays to receive Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.1
Shays to receive Scarsdale Bowl (cont), Nov 26, 1993, p.12

SCS CHATEAUX ASSOCIATES
Christie development may follow settlement, Jun 4, 1993, p.1
Chateaux (cont), Jun 4, 1993, p.14

SCS CITIZENS FOR SENIOR HOUSING INC
Opinions vary on housing site (for the elderly), Jan 22, 1993, p.1

SCS FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE
The door is always open at Scarsdale Family Counseling (Service) (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.14
Views differ on impact of Family Leave Act, Feb 19, 1993, p.5
Home not so alone (many adult children are going back home after college), Apr 16, 1993, p.1
Straight Talk for high school students (edit), May 7, 1993, p.7
Family therapy isn't a case of just lying on a couch, SFCS shows (photo), May 21, 1993, p.5
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service (photo), May 21, 1993, p.32
Kathryn Grosz (named as youth outreach worker by SCS Family Counseling Service), Aug 6, 1993, p.4
Wanted: volunteers with heart (for SCS Family Counseling Service) (edit), Aug 13, 1993, p.6
Hell's belles: domestic violence happens in Camelot, too, Nov 19, 1993, p.1
Kudos to Wollman on violence series (ltr), Dec 10, 1993, p.6
Holiday baskets were appreciated (ltr), Dec 17, 1993, p.6
Keep the door open (edit), Dec 24, 1993, p.6

SCS FOUNDATION
Scarsdale Foundation: a community trust (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.15
Scarsdale Foundation offering scholarships for upperclassmen, Feb 5, 1993, p.2
(Joyce Chapnick has received SCS Foundation's award for community service and scholarship) (photo), Jul 2, 1993, p.9
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SCS HISTORICAL SOCIETY

The art of checkers (is discussed at SCS Historical Society), Jan 22, 1993, p.3
Historical Society seeks memories for a journal (ltr), Jan 22, 1993, p.6
Historical Society programs attract history buffs of all ages (photo) (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.14
Historical Society 2 decades young, peaks at own past (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.15
Founders recall historical society’s rescue of Cudner-Hyatt House at birthday brunch (photo), Feb 12, 1993, p.3
A perfect place (old fashioned baking demonstration at Cudner-Hyatt House) (photo), Feb 19, 1993, p.3
Chamber of Commerce to honor Historical Society, Feb 26, 1993, p.1
Historical Society to honor 3 at dinner-dance (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.3
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The SCS Historical Society honored by SCS Chamber of Commerce (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.32
Historical Society seeking members (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.4
17th Historical Society fair (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.25
‘Animal Antics’ features dioramas by Heitmann (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.25
A fair day for magic (at SCS Historical Society Country Fair) (photo), Sep 17, 1993, p.1
Historical Society sets tour of 19th-century furniture (photo), Sep 24, 1993, p.10
Historical Society annual fund drive underway (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.4

SCS HISTORICAL SOCIETY (AU)

Hard to let go of John Thies (ltr), Jun 18, 1993, p.6

SCS IMPROVEMENT CORP

All in the family: Changing of the guard at Scarsdale Improvement (Corp) (photo), Sep 24, 1993, p.1
Family business (cont), Sep 24, 1993, p.12

SCS INQUIRER (NEWSPAPER)

Editor didn’t follow own advice (in reference to letter by Gwendolyn Johnson 1/29/93) (ltr), Feb 5, 1993, p.6
‘Hateful and purposely divisive’ (in reference to letter by Gwendolyn Johnson 1/29/93) (ltr), Feb 5, 1993, p.6
Inquirer appoints sports editor, feature writer, Mar 5, 1993, p.4
Inquirer wins 9 awards, Mar 26, 1993, p.3
Hindsight (tidbits from SCS Inquirer May 1968) (edit), May 28, 1993, p.6
Hindsight (tidbits from SCS Inquirer June 1943) (edit), Jun 4, 1993, p.6
75 years ago this month (tidbits from the SCS Inquirer) (edit), Jul 9, 1993, p.6
Hindsight; July, 1968...(edit), Jul 23, 1993, p.6
Methods & policies of Inquirer decried (ltr), Aug 6, 1993, p.6
August, 1943 (tidbits from SCS Inquirer August 1943) (edit), Aug 27, 1993, p.6
August, 1943 (edit) (cont), Aug 27, 1993, p.7
Pet project continues (check presented by SCS Adult School for indexing of the SCS Inquirer) (photo), Nov 19, 1993, p.3
Hindsight (tidbits from SCS Inquirer November, 1963) (edit), Nov 26, 1993, p.6
A stone from a glass house (response to edit from 11/12/93) (ltr), Nov 26, 1993, p.6
Deadline (for publishing The SCS Inquirer) (edit), Dec 3, 1993, p.6
Progress (Edition) is coming, Dec 17, 1993, p.1
Hindsight (tidbits from the SCS Inquirer 92 years ago) (edit), Dec 24, 1993, p.6
Former Inquirer owner named finance deputy by Giuliani (photo), Dec 31, 1993, p.1

SCS INQUIRER (NEWSPAPER)-PERSONAL NOTES

Looking for the ‘real’ America (edit), Jan 22, 1993, p.7
A corporate wife comes West (edit), Mar 5, 1993, p.7
For want of a proper show for a job, a heroine is found (edit), Mar 19, 1993, p.7
A modest proposal might fix this country’s financial woes (edit), Mar 19, 1993, p.7
The Money Mind (mind that money) (edit), Apr 9, 1993, p.7
No milk for breakfast?! (edit), Apr 23, 1993, p.7
The ‘daughter’ who would be boss (edit), May 14, 1993, p.7
First recital: A 7th grader looks back (edit) (photo), May 21, 1993, p.7
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SCS INQUINER (NEWSPAPER)-PERSONAL NOTES continued
A New York morning, with encounters (edit), May 28, 1993, p.6
Notions in the head (edit), Jun 18, 1993, p.7
For hot-weather blues, why not try swimming in the basement? (edit), Jul 16, 1993, p.7
Overexposed in suburbia (edit), Aug 6, 1993, p.7
Off to college -- now and then (edit), Sep 17, 1993, p.6
Volunteering -- as you grow (edit), Oct 1, 1993, p.7
Long live the monarchy--right here in Westchester County (edit), Oct 22, 1993, p.7
Are we what we wear? (edit), Oct 29, 1993, p.7
'Ma, guess what I won!' (author recalls fundraising raffle from 1964 in Dunewood, Fire Island) (edit), Nov 5, 1993, p.7
'Hmm-hmm' -- the new verbal shorthand (edit), Nov 12, 1993, p.7
How real are our worries? (edit), Nov 19, 1993, p.7
But he that filches from me my good name..., Dec 17, 1993, p.7

SCS LAKE
Rotary spearheading Bronx River restoration, Apr 23, 1993, p.5

SCS RESPONSIBLE CITIZENS
Development group (SCS Responsible Citizens) elects officers, Jul 30, 1993, p.4
Group advises board to clear the decks, Aug 13, 1993, p.1
Come clean on signature mix-up (reference to letter from 7/16/93 published over name R Donati) (ltr), Aug 13, 1993, p.6
Mayor: P(enn) C(entral) C(orporation) agreement irrelevant to work of advisory committee, Aug 20, 1993, p.1
Citizens' group offers proposals (ltr), Aug 27, 1993, p.6
Suggestions for Freighway forum (letter to Mayor Handelman and village trustees) (ltr), Sep 10, 1993, p.6
A fresh start (balanced cross section of SCS residents to serve on Advisory Downtown committee) (edit), Sep 17, 1993, p.6
SCS R(esponsible) C(itizens) has advice for (Advisory) committee (on Downtown Development) (edit), Oct 1, 1993, p.6

SCS SUMMER MUSIC THEATRE
SCS S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre) puckering up for 'Kiss Me, Kate', May 21, 1993, p.17
'Kiss Me, Kate' opens Thursday (SCS Summer Music Theatre at Quaker Ridge School) (photo), Jul 30, 1993, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre "Kiss Me, Kate" (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.22
Brush up on the Bard to boost enjoyment of "Kiss Me, Kate", Aug 6, 1993, p.13

SCS TEACHERS' ASSN
Donations are welcome (photo), May 21, 1993, p.10
Book offers advice to promote reading, Nov 19, 1993, p.10

SCS TEACHERS' INSTITUTE
SCS T(eachers') I(nstitute) sets communications course, Feb 5, 1993, p.10
SCS T(eachers') I(institute) salutes teachers' innovations (photo), May 21, 1993, p.10
SCS T(eachers') I(institute) plans fall courses, Sep 17, 1993, p.10
A complex issue (edit), Nov 26, 1993, p.6

SCS VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE CORPS
Neighbors responded to tragic blaze (ltr), Feb 12, 1993, p.6
Beyond the call (Scarsdalians continue to call on their village staff for unlikely services), Mar 19, 1993, p.1

SCS VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE CORPS-JUNIORS
Signed up to serve (new members of SCS Volunteer Ambulance Junior Corps), Jun 18, 1993, p.4

SCS WOMAN'S CLUB
Storyteller to entertain Scarsdale Woman's Club (photo), Feb 19, 1993, p.11
Piano program, heart lecture on Woman's Club calendar (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.15
Who's in a name? (members to be listed as "Very-Own-Firstname Lastname" in annual directory) (edit), Jul 2, 1993, p.6
SCS WOMAN'S CLUB continued
Focus should be on what club does (ltr), Jul 23, 1993, p.6
Judgmental and presumptuous (reference to Inquirer edit about SCS Woman's Club from 7/02/93) (ltr), Jul 23, 1993, p.6
Welcome to Scarsdale! (newcomers reception held at SCS Woman's Club) (photo), Oct 22, 1993, p.3
Village future looks great (ltr), Oct 22, 1993, p.6

SCS-CENSUS
The Master Plan: How has Scarsdale changed since 1968? (edit), Mar 5, 1993, p.7

SCS-HISTORY
1903 Scarsdale: A focus on growth, Jan 22, 1993, p.5
Hindsight (tidbits from SCS Inquirer May 1968) (edit), May 28, 1993, p.6
Hindsight (tidbits from SCS Inquirer June 1943) (edit), Jun 4, 1993, p.6
Residential character (cont), Jul 16, 1993, p.4
Maintaining residential character, with exceptions (development of SCS downtown) (photo), Jul 16, 1993, p.2
Those who ignore history may end up reliving it (illus), Aug 6, 1993, p.4
Past is Present (cont), Aug 6, 1993, p.11
'Number, please' first rang out here in 1890, Aug 27, 1993, p.11

SCS-PLANNING
Master plan (Village leaders meet with consultants from Buckhurst, Fish, Hutton, Katz & Jacquemart), Jan 8, 1993, p.1
Master plan survey (SCS is mailing surveys to every one of its 6000 households), Feb 5, 1993, p.1
Looking ahead: input sought for master plan (photo), Feb 19, 1993, p.1
Let's look ahead (edit), Feb 19, 1993, p.6
Is anyone interested in a master plan? (edit), Feb 19, 1993, p.7
Master planning for future under way (cont), Feb 19, 1993, p.12
RSVP (Today is the deadline for mailing master plan surveys back to Village Hall), Feb 26, 1993, p.1
The Master Plan: How has Scarsdale changed since 1968? (edit), Mar 5, 1993, p.7
Survey results (master plan workshop will be held at SCS High School), Mar 12, 1993, p.1
Survey results (master plan workshop will be held at SCS High School), Mar 12, 1993, p.1
More parking lower taxes residents tell master planners, Mar 26, 1993, p.1
Public input sorely lacking on downtown plan... (ltr), Mar 26, 1993, p.6
...and 'openness' must get more than lip service (ltr), Mar 26, 1993, p.6
Vigilant neighbors (EMT residents are keeping a watchful eye on SCS's plans to develop village ctr), Apr 2, 1993, p.1
'Open dialogue' on master plan (ltr), Apr 2, 1993, p.6
Reveal development plans, village urged, Apr 9, 1993, p.1
Development plans need open airings (edit), Apr 9, 1993, p.6
Critics welcome open door but want it wider (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.1
League of Women Voters urged to hold forum (regarding development of downtown SCS) (ltr), Apr 16, 1993, p.6
A smaller project (for downtown SCS) was rejected (eleven years ago) (ltr), Apr 16, 1993, p.6
Development Plan is being forced through (for downtown SCS) (ltr), Apr 16, 1993, p.6
Is Scarsdale shooting itself in the foot with Penn Central? (edit), Apr 16, 1993, p.7
Penn Central to unveil choices (for SCS village center), Apr 30, 1993, p.1
Consensus first on village plan (ltr), Apr 30, 1993, p.6
Downtown alternatives (cont), Apr 30, 1993, p.19
More or less development? Penn Central Corporation options shown (illus), May 7, 1993, p.1
Downtown alternatives revealed (cont) (illus), May 7, 1993, p.8
Skeptics query trustees on development, May 14, 1993, p.1
Master Plan update to be discussed at meetings, May 14, 1993, p.2
Input sought on master plan, May 21, 1993, p.1
Reply to Breines' letter of 4/16/93 regarding downtown development of SCS (ltr), May 21, 1993, p.6
Penn Central Corporation critics offer alternative plans and schedules, May 28, 1993, p.1
League of Women Voters hears development dollars and cents, May 28, 1993, p.1
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SCS-PLANNING continued
Where were you? (discusses master plan meetings) (edit), May 28, 1993, p.5
Rehashing issues doesn't help (letter by architect for Penn Central development proposal) (ltr), Jun 4, 1993, p.6
Anger mounting over (SCS downtown) development (project) (ltr), Jun 11, 1993, p.1
H'cote residents meet with planners, Jun 18, 1993, p.3
Don't put center in a shadow (any structure will bring a loss of valuable sunlight) (ltr), Jun 18, 1993, p.6
Master plan meeting (cont), Jun 18, 1993, p.10
Board agrees to cooling-off period on (downtown) development, Jun 25, 1993, p.1
Remember earlier master plan (ltr), Jun 25, 1993, p.6
Process: first step and last step (letter to Mayor Handelman and village trustees) (ltr), Jun 25, 1993, p.6
Cooling off (cont), Jun 25, 1993, p.18
(Doing) nothing (in the SCS downtown area) is not an option (edit), Jul 2, 1993, p.6
Many potential benefits in plan (to clean up the Freightway area) (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6
Perkins rebuts Behr on facts (response to letter by R Behr from 6/11/93) (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6
What does silent majority favor? (ltr), Jul 9, 1993, p.6
Signs of change in government (letter addressed to Walter Handelman and Board of Trustees) (ltr), Jul 9, 1993, p.6
Speed less vital than process (ltr), Jul 30, 1993, p.6
The mayor calls a time out, so let's take a look around (edit), Aug 27, 1993, p.7
Master Plan still on drawing board, Dec 3, 1993, p.3

SCS-POPULATION
Balkan pain knows no boundary: local emigres react to war (photo), May 7, 1993, p.3

SCS-SOCIAL LIFE AND CUSTOMS
'Divorced white man, vill vu, can cook...' (edit), Feb 12, 1993, p.7
Laid-back lifestyle for less than affluent older folk (where? here!) (edit), Apr 30, 1993, p.7

SCULPTORS
Repeat winner (at 5th Annual Photo/Sculpture Show of the Art Society of Old Greenwich) (photo), Mar 19, 1993, p.19

SCULPTURE
Artist of the Month (photo), Jan 22, 1993, p.9
Cioffi's glass sculptures to be exhibited (photo), Jan 22, 1993, p.19

SEAL, KATE
Options take seniors far away from school (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.13

SECOR FARMS (SCS)
Old rail cut still a problem in Secor, Feb 19, 1993, p.1

SEERY, FRANK
Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce elects (new officers), Feb 5, 1993, p.4
The Bank of New York Salutes The SCS Historical Society honored by SCS Chamber of Commerce (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.32
Bank, volunteers hailed for (SCS community) calendar (ltr), Aug 20, 1993, p.6

SEGAL, NORMA (AU)
Segal has ideas for Greenburgh (ltr), Oct 29, 1993, p.6

SEGAL, PETER
Trustee wants study of cab records, Nov 26, 1993, p.1

SEIDMAN, EVELYN
The Bank of New York Salutes Robert Greenes 1993 Bowl Recipient (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.28
The Bank of New York Salutes The 1993 Annual Boards & Councils Dinner (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.22

SEKI, HIROMOTO
International exchange (commemorating the Japan festival) (photo), Sep 17, 1993, p.4

SEKIYA, YOKO
Practice makes perfect (Thanksgiving cooking demonstration) (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.9
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SELMAN, JEROME
The Bank of New York Salutes Robert Greenes 1993 Bowl Recipient (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.28

SELF-DEFENSE
Are pepper sprays legal?, Dec 17, 1993, p.5
Self-defense without risk (advocates the legalization of mace and pepper spray) (edit), Dec 17, 1993, p.6

SELEGSON, RICK
Booklovers' paradise (Friends of the Scarsdale Library book fair) (photo), Oct 8, 1993, p.1

SELLAR, PETRA
Thanks to many— for generosity (towards seven Russian children who visited SCS) (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6

SELTZER, DORYCE
Teen center idea pleases most, but neighbors are wary, Nov 19, 1993, p.1

SELTZER, DORYCE (AU)
SHS Eco Savers are commended (ltr), Apr 2, 1993, p.6

SEMDER, KIMI
New deans hired (one year appointments at SHS), May 21, 1993, p.9
Ready to start the new year (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.10

SEMINARA, EMILIO
Emilio Seminara (dies), Apr 16, 1993, p.14

SENIOR CITIZENS
Elder care: it's a headache here, too, Mar 19, 1993, p.1
Homercare: growing need for a growing population (cont) (photo), Mar 19, 1993, p.12
White Plains Hospital Center offers agenda for elderly (ltr), Apr 16, 1993, p.6
Proposed space (for Senior Citizens of GBH) has its problems (ltr), Jul 16, 1993, p.6
(GBH) Senior center is inadequate (ltr), Aug 6, 1993, p.6
Really nice people at (GBH) senior center (ltr), Aug 20, 1993, p.6

SENK, SUZANNE
June wedding lures Leguire from recreation dept) (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.4

SEPE, STEPHEN
Students, teachers awarded grants, Jan 22, 1993, p.10

SERBIAN AMERICANS
Balkan pain knows no boundary: local emigres react to war (photo), May 7, 1993, p.3

SEVERINGHAUS, HELEN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32

SEX DIFFERENCES

SEX DISCRIMINATION
Sexism in school staffing hurts the students too (edit), Jun 18, 1993, p.7
Some feminists revive dead ideas (response to edit by C Shakeshaft in Inquirer 6/18/93) (ltr), Jun 25, 1993, p.6

SEXISM
Educators look at sexism in schools, Jul 16, 1993, p.9

SEXTON, HARLAN
More parking lower taxes residents tell master planners, Mar 26, 1993, p.1
'Open dialogue' on master plan (ltr), Apr 2, 1993, p.6
Where were you? (discusses master plan meetings) (edit), May 28, 1993, p.5
Master Plan still on drawing board, Dec 3, 1993, p.3

SEXUAL ABSTINENCE
Condoms not safe (ltr), May 21, 1993, p.7
Teens just won't abstain from sex (response to letter by D Moles from 5/21/93) (ltr), Jun 4, 1993, p.6
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SEXUAL ABUSE OF CHILDREN
SEE CHILD MOLESTING

SEXUAL BEHAVIOR
Negative views about sex (ltr), Jun 4, 1993, p.6

SEXUAL HARASSMENT
Harassment policies considered by board, Jun 11, 1993, p.13

SEYMOUR, CHARLES D
Charles D Seymour (dies), Apr 30, 1993, p.20

SHAFFER, CARYN J (AU)
E'mont naysayers imperil schools (letter to EMT Board of Education regarding school budget) (ltr), Jun 4, 1993, p.6

SHAH, YAWAR
Yawar Shah (named chief administrative officer of Geoserve at Chemical Bank) (photo), Oct 22, 1993, p.4

SHAKESHAFT, CAROL
Some feminists revive dead ideas (response to edit by C Shakeshaft in Inquirer 6/18/93) (ltr), Jun 25, 1993, p.6

SHAKESHAFT, CAROL (AU)
Sexism in school staffing hurts the students too (edit), Jun 18, 1993, p.7

SHannon, Barbara
Helping hand from Rotary (photo), May 28, 1993, p.5

SHAPIRO, ALLAN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32

SHAPIRO, GERI
Feiner explains working of law on escrows (ltr), Feb 12, 1993, p.6

SHAPIRO, GERI (AU)
Appearance of impropriety at G'burgh meeting (ltr), Feb 5, 1993, p.6

SHAPIRO, MARY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32

SHAPIRO, MELISSA
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS BASE (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.28

SHAPIRO, YSELLE (AU)
Good citizens in the laundry (ltr), Jul 23, 1993, p.6

SHATZ, DAVID
Geriatric center elects officers (United Hebrew Geriatric Center of New Rochelle), Aug 13, 1993, p.4

SHAY MACDONALD, BARBARA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society, Apr 16, 1993, p.32

SHAY, BOB
The Bank of New York Salutes Robert Greenses 1993 Bowl Recipient (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.28

SHAY, ESTHER
The Bank of New York Salutes Robert Greenses 1993 Bowl Recipient (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.28
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women votes 1993 (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.28
Shays to receive Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.1
Shays to receive Scarsdale Bowl (cont), Nov 26, 1993, p.12

SHAY, ROBERT
Shays to receive Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.1
Shays to receive Scarsdale Bowl (cont), Nov 26, 1993, p.12

SHEAHAN, GREG
"Kiss Me, Kate" opens Thursday (SCS Summer Music Theatre at Quaker Ridge School) (photo), Jul 30, 1993, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre "Kiss Me, Kate" (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.22

SHEALY, SCOTT
A white holiday (SCS kids enjoy a snow day) (photo), Jan 15, 1993, p.3
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SHELOV, STEVE
(Student) Transfer Education Plan dinner honors a treasured teacher (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.9

SHELOV, STEVEN (OR)
Healthy breakfast (attended by S Shelov at White House for presentation of Clinton medical plan), Sep 24, 1993, p.1

SHEPARD, LORA
Workers rush to get schools ready (for new school year), Sep 3, 1993, p.1
All-school welcome (recent community open house at Heathcote) (photo), Nov 19, 1993, p.9

SHERA, STEVIE
Hitchcock honors Stanton, welcomes interim minister (photo), Jan 22, 1993, p.20

SHERIDAN, JOHN F
John F Sheridan (dies), Jun 18, 1993, p.14

SHERLOCK, MATTHEW
Student-teachers illuminate Edgewood (photo), Oct 15, 1993, p.10

SHERMAN, CRAIG
Big crowd for a dazzling Fourth (at SCS Pool) (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.3

SHERWOOD, LLOYD
Lloyd Sherwood (re-elected president of the Art Students League of New York), Jan 8, 1993, p.2

SHERWOOD, MARC
A day at the beach (at the Heathcote gym) (photo), Feb 12, 1993, p.9

SHIERS, BARBARA
Committee candidates chosen, Nov 5, 1993, p.1
12 nominators elected (photo), Nov 19, 1993, p.1

SHINES, MATTHEW
Scarsdale High School students win academic awards (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.12

SHIRE, CHRISTOPHER
The littlest fundraisers (for cystic fibrosis research) (photo), May 21, 1993, p.1

SHIRE, EMILY
The littlest fundraisers (for cystic fibrosis research) (photo), May 21, 1993, p.1

SHMERLER, EDWIN
Officers named by YMHA here (E Shmerler named vice president of finance), Jul 23, 1993, p.4

SHOOTING
Shooting with the stars (SCS native Eric Flisser represents US at Maccabiah Games) (photo), Jul 30, 1993, p.13

SHOPPING
Merchants report good season, Jan 8, 1993, p.1
Shopping season (cont), Jan 8, 1993, p.8
(Bargain hunting shoppers flock to the annual August sidewalk sale) (photo) (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.1
The dressing down of Loehmann's (illus), Jun 4, 1993, p.5
An old wives' tale (cont), Jun 4, 1993, p.10
(SCS) Sidewalk sale (hours), Aug 6, 1993, p.1
(SCS Sidewalk) Sale vibrant despite traditional rain (photo), Aug 13, 1993, p.5
When shopping -- stay close! (to Scarsdale and Hartsdale) (edit), Dec 10, 1993, p.6
For children; fun things to wear, own, play, and do (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.12
Better than last year say local merchants, Dec 31, 1993, p.1

SHOPPING CENTERS
(Golden Horseshoe) Shopping center traffic problem (ltr), Jun 11, 1993, p.6
Horseshoe customers are finding a way, Aug 6, 1993, p.1

SHRIER, JESSICA
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1993 (photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.24
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SHUE, CEI CEI
A perfect place (old fashioned baking demonstration at Cudner-Hyatt House) (photo), Feb 19, 1993, p.3

SHULMAN, DAVID
The Bank of New York Salutes Robert Greenes 1993 Bowl Recipient (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.28
Shulman to chair committee that confers Bowl award (photo), Sep 24, 1993, p.3
Bowl Committee named, Oct 8, 1993, p.4
Shays to receive Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.1

SHULTZ, LAURA (AU)
For Tolchin (as GBH Town Supervisor) (ltr), Sep 10, 1993, p.7

SICILIANO, MICHAEL
Police arrest six at roadblock (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.1

SIDEWALKS
New walkway (along Ardsley Road in EMT) a real addition (ltr), Jun 18, 1993, p.6

SIEGEL, DAVID
SHS juniors visit D.C., Mar 5, 1993, p.9

SIEGEL, HANNAH
Hannah Siegel (dies), Oct 1, 1993, p.18

SILBER, BECKY
For a good cause (SHS seniors stuff envelopes for annual PTA Scholarship Fund appeal) (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.9

SILBERBUSH, ROBERT
New Popham House counselor appointed (photo), Dec 24, 1993, p.1

SILBERSTEIN, EDITH (AU)
Ex-official takes issue with Feiner (ltr), Feb 19, 1993, p.6

SILKOWITZ, BARRY
County champs (SCS Sweepers takes Westchester under 12 Division A soccer title) (photo), Aug 27, 1993, p.15

SILKOWITZ, JEREMY
County champs (SCS Sweepers takes Westchester under 12 Division A soccer title) (photo), Aug 27, 1993, p.15

SILL, JEROME
Jerome Sill, former Inquirer publisher, is dead at 88 (photo), Oct 22, 1993, p.1

SILMAN, ROBERT
Conductor has dream for the Plaza (Theater) (photo), Feb 26, 1993, p.1

SILVA, PAOLO
Signed up to serve (new members of SCS Volunteer Ambulance Junior Corps), Jun 18, 1993, p.4

SILVER, BECKY
Duels and discovery highlight study (of Renaissance England) (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.9

SILVER, DAN
A day at the beach (at the Heathcote gym) (photo), Feb 12, 1993, p.9

SILVER, DANIEL K (AU)
It's not exciting, but it works (ltr), Mar 19, 1993, p.6
A 'win win' bond issue for (SCS) schools (ltr), May 14, 1993, p.6

SILVER, WILLIAM
Geriatric center elects officers (United Hebrew Geriatric Center of New Rochelle), Aug 13, 1993, p.4

SILVERA, RASHID
Movie star (Danny Glover) livens Monday classes (photo), Feb 26, 1993, p.10

SILVERMAN, DONALD
Hochberg takes oath at library (photo), Jan 8, 1993, p.1

SILVERMAN, ELLIOTT
Language contest winners (in Iona College foreign language competition) (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.10
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SILVERMAN, RUTH
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS BASE (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.28
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

SILVERSTEIN, JED
'Brigadoon,' 'Fiddler' to be presented at high schools (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.17
'Kiss Me, Kate' opens Thursday (SCS Summer Music Theatre at Quaker Ridge School) (photo), Jul 30, 1993, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre "Kiss Me, Kate" (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.22
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre "Kiss Me, Kate" (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.22

SILVERSTONE, DOLORES
Dorothy Silverstone (dies), Apr 2, 1993, p.20

SILVINSKI, CARLY
Something to cheer about (IHM junior varsity cheerleaders win 2nd place in CYO competition) (photo), Apr 2, 1993, p.9

SIMKHAI, KARINE
Skorch gets burned by S(tudent) A(ctivity) C(ommittee) funding ban, May 28, 1993, p.9

SIMMONDS, ANDREW R (AU)
Tourist safety tips for Florida visits -- from Germany, no less (edit), Nov 5, 1993, p.7

SIMMONDS, ROSALIE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32

SIMON, ANN ROSE
League of Women Voters promotes political responsibility...(photo) (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.15
League renews call for reassessment, Mar 26, 1993, p.1
Assessing the budget, Apr 16, 1993, p.1
Don't split (in reference to redrawing of county's election districts), Apr 16, 1993, p.1
3-district split (of SCS) OK'd, May 28, 1993, p.1
Local League of Women Voters team at state session, Jun 18, 1993, p.4
Year of the volunteer (photo), Oct 22, 1993, p.4
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women votes 1993 (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.28

SIMON, HENRY R (AU)
Confessions of a class 'mother' (edit), Sep 24, 1993, p.7

SIMON, JANINE RECHTMAN (AU)
Pool more than sports facility (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6

SIMON, LOTHAR (AU)
Pool more than sports facility (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6

SIMON, MARJORIE
Helping hand from Rotary (photo), May 28, 1993, p.5

SIMON, NOAH
A day at the beach (at the Heathcote gym) (photo), Feb 12, 1993, p.9

SIMON, ANN ROSE (AU)
Urges support of 'motor voter' (ltr), Mar 5, 1993, p.6
The Master Plan: How has Scarsdale changed since 1968? (edit), Mar 5, 1993, p.7
Corrections in pesticide story (in SCS INQUIRER 4/9/93) (ltr), Apr 16, 1993, p.6
League of Women Voters is seeking new members (ltr), Apr 23, 1993, p.6
League active on downtown (response to letter by R Fitzhugh from 4/16/93) (ltr), Apr 30, 1993, p.6
League president answers queries (response to R Lynne's ltr from 7/23/93) (ltr), Jul 30, 1993, p.6
League welcomes financial aid (ltr), Sep 24, 1993, p.6
Vote yes on Proposition 1 (ltr), Oct 22, 1993, p.6

SIMON, HANNAH
All eyes at Fox Meadow are on Hubble (Space Telescope) (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.1

SIMON, NOAH
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SIMS, SEYMOUR

The Bank of New York Salutes The 1993 Annual Boards & Councils Dinner (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.22

SINSHEIMER, FLORENCE

Committee candidates chosen, Nov 5, 1993, p.1
Citizens' candidates are diverse, Nov 12, 1993, p.1

SINSHEIMER, FLO & WARREN

(Tokyo String) Quartet a gift (ltr), May 21, 1993, p.6

SINGER, BETH

Saluting 20 years of women in rabbinate (photo), Jan 15, 1993, p.14
Marking Holy Week (photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.1

SINGER, CECILE

League of Women Voters to host 4 state assemblywomen (photo), May 7, 1993, p.2
Women's delegation updates League of Women Voters, May 21, 1993, p.3

SINGER, LARRY (AU)

Consciousness raised on tree (ltr), Oct 8, 1993, p.6

SKEATING

Local skater glides with the stars (photo), Aug 13, 1993, p.14

SKIS AND SKIING

Good Samaritans of the slopes, Jan 8, 1993, p.15
In the snow and off the beaten path, Jan 22, 1993, p.22
Young people's sport? Don't you believe it!, Jan 29, 1993, p.18
Ski areas cater to women with special deals, Feb 12, 1993, p.20
Skiing on the edge; Tanis Hunt's bittersweet brush with Olympic skiing fame (photo), Feb 26, 1993, p.17
Skiing's stepchild comes of age as snowboard park opens, Mar 19, 1993, p.20
Spring comes to skiing (summer too), Apr 2, 1993, p.24
Ski column, Nov 12, 1993, p.18
Ski Column, Nov 19, 1993, p.20
Ski Column (cont), Nov 19, 1993, p.21
Ski column, Nov 26, 1993, p.20
Ski column, Dec 3, 1993, p.24
Ski column, Dec 10, 1993, p.27
Marketing to women, Dec 24, 1993, p.18

SLAIGHT, THOMAS H

Thomas H Slaight (elected vice president of A T Kearney), Sep 24, 1993, p.4

SLATER, ALFRED

Library receives a holiday gift (photo), Dec 24, 1993, p.1
Honour accepted with gratitude (gift to SCS library in honor of Eleanor and Burnham Finney) (ltr), Dec 31, 1993, p.6

SLATTERY, RICHARD

Summer brings pond problems; solvent threatens Berkley Pond, Aug 6, 1993, p.3
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SLAVIN, MARJORIE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service (photo), May 21, 1993, p.32

SLIVINSKI, CAITLYN
Goodies in Gotham (Batman distributes candy at Golden Horseshoe Shopping Center) (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.4

SLOAN, IRVING J
She's grateful for Sloan fund (ltr), Oct 1, 1993, p.6
Teen center 'a given', Oct 15, 1993, p.1
Sloan grants awarded, Oct 22, 1993, p.9
Professional peacemaker probes religious tension, Oct 29, 1993, p.1
Library love-in for teacher-turned-benefactor (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.3
'Tis the season for tributes (edit), Dec 10, 1993, p.6
About our man in Scarsdale -- Caleb Heathcote, Esq. (ltr) (photo), Dec 24, 1993, p.6
Sloan's anger misdirected (response to letter by Sloan from 12/24/93) (ltr), Dec 31, 1993, p.6

SLOAN, IRVING J (AU)
Among other things (cont), Jan 15, 1993, p.8
1903 Scarsdale: A focus on growth, Jan 22, 1993, p.5
Lederer known for service, dedication (edit), Feb 5, 1993, p.7
The message Arthur Ashe gave us (edit), Feb 26, 1993, p.7
Superintendent earns his keep (edit), Mar 19, 1993, p.6
S(CS)F(D) (cont): All volunteers 100 years ago, and they paid the bills too (photo), Mar 19, 1993, p.12
Near-collisions a dime a dozen (edit), Apr 9, 1993, p.7
Volunteer firefighters get official blessing (continues history of fire protection in SCS) (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.5
Past is Present (history of fire protection in SCS) (cont), Apr 16, 1993, p.14
News and views must be separate (in reference to Inquirer coverage of talk by Lowell Tooley) (edit), Apr 30, 1993, p.7
Sorely needed: police officer on village beat (edit), May 21, 1993, p.7
Why not a do-it-ourselves project? (edit), Jun 11, 1993, p.7
One person's blight is another's opportunity (edit), Jul 2, 1993, p.7
Maintaining residential character, with exceptions (development of SCS downtown) (photo), Jul 16, 1993, p.2
Residential character (cont), Jul 16, 1993, p.4
Scarsdale has a stake in Dinkins, and Dinkins should withdraw (edit), Jul 23, 1993, p.7
Those who ignore history may end up reliving it (illus), Aug 6, 1993, p.4
Past is Present (cont), Aug 6, 1993, p.11
Students must keep up with the news (edit), Aug 13, 1993, p.7
'Number, please' first rang out here in 1890, Aug 27, 1993, p.11
Much at stake in primary election (ltr), Sep 10, 1993, p.6
In the beginning: Non-partisan origins (edit), Oct 1, 1993, p.7
A loss and a legacy for middle school (edit), Oct 15, 1993, p.7
The Democratization of the Non-Partisan System (edit), Oct 22, 1993, p.5
Where was the c-word? (in recent forum "Does religion pull us apart or bring us together?" (edit), Nov 5, 1993, p.6
The Non-Partisan System weathers the '60s, Nov 5, 1993, p.8
Time is right for a teen center (edit), Dec 3, 1993, p.6

SMALL, AMY
State shortchanging local libraries (photo), Nov 19, 1993, p.1

SMITH, BILL
A weak link in Edgemont schools (ltr), Aug 6, 1993, p.6
Principal made issues (in scheduling) clear (ltr), Nov 19, 1993, p.6
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SMITH, FORREST
Forrest Smith (dies), Apr 30, 1993, p.20

SMITH, GEORGE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

SMITH, LEILA WOOD
Christie development may follow settlement, Jun 4, 1993, p.1

SMITH, MATT
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre "Kiss Me, Kate" (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.22

SMITH, MIKE
Senior Options a success, say evaluators, Oct 29, 1993, p.9

SMITH, PAT
All in the family: Changing of the guard at Scarsdale Improvement (Corp) (photo), Sep 24, 1993, p.1

SMITH, ROBERT
The cruelest month (and thoughts about the 15K roadrace (edit)), Mar 26, 1993, p.6
Police arrest six at roadblock (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.1

SMITH, WILLIAM
Taddiken (cont) (photo) (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.4

SMOKING
Giving it up: the ambivalence of a former smoker, May 7, 1993, p.15

SMOLER, ELSIE
Welcome to Scarsdale! (newcomers reception held at SCS Woman's Club) (photo), Oct 22, 1993, p.3

SMOLDER, ELSIE (AU)
Helping hands a village tradition (ltr), Oct 1, 1993, p.6
Village future looks great (ltr), Oct 22, 1993, p.6

SMOLOVER, DAVID
J(ewish) C(ommunity) C(enter) to honor cantor, mark 70th anniversary (photo), Dec 3, 1993, p.22

SMOLOVER, RAYMOND (DR)
J(ewish) C(ommunity) C(enter) to honor cantor, mark 70th anniversary (photo), Dec 3, 1993, p.22

SNIPAS, RITVA
The Bank of New York Salutes The 25th Anniversary of Futura House (photo), Jul 16, 1993, p.26

SNOW
Let it snow! (edit), Jan 15, 1993, p.6
A white holiday (SCS kids enjoy a snow day) (photo), Jan 15, 1993, p.3
Rare snow day gives students time to play, Jan 15, 1993, p.9

SNOW REMOVAL
Excellent job of snow removal (in GBH) (ltr), Mar 19, 1993, p.6
Taxes are so high (in SCS) and so's the snow (ltr), Mar 26, 1993, p.6
Elsewhere, (but SCS) the roads are O.K. (ltr), Mar 26, 1993, p.6
Praise for G'bgh snow removal (ltr), Mar 26, 1993, p.6
Blocked walks quickly cleared (in GBH) (ltr), Apr 9, 1993, p.6

SNOWSTORMS
He's king of the castle (Mathew Checki is pictured on top of snow mound) (photo), Mar 19, 1993, p.1
Blizzard leaves clogged streets but little damage (photo), Mar 19, 1993, p.5
An enchanted weekend (edit), Mar 26, 1993, p.6

SNYDER, SHARON
Horseshoe customers are finding a way, Aug 6, 1993, p.1

SOBEL, ESTHER
Valentines bridge the gap (Heathcote 4th grader presents SCS senior with seasonal greeting) (photo), Feb 19, 1993, p.1
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SOBOL, GERALD L (AU)
Heading down a slippery slope (letter written to W Handelman regarding redevelopment of SCS) (ltr), May 28, 1993, p.6
Speed less vital than process (ltr), Jul 30, 1993, p.6

SOBOL, THOMAS
Plan lets schools do it their way, Jan 29, 1993, p.1
New yardstick needed (for salaries of educators) (edit), Aug 20, 1993, p.6
B(oard of) C(oooperative) E(ducational) S(ervices) board bows to pressure from Albany, Sep 10, 1993, p.9

SOCCER
Soccer star Clare Loftus to join top college team (photo), Feb 12, 1993, p.19
Promising season ahead for Scarsdale soccer, Apr 9, 1993, p.17
At the top again! Scarsdale girls capture soccer league title (photo), May 28, 1993, p.17
Scarsdale lax advances to sectionals, May 28, 1993, p.17
Scarsdale falls short of sectional title, Jun 11, 1993, p.23
County champs (SCS Sweeper's takes Westchester under 12 Division A soccer title) (photo), Aug 27, 1993, p.15
The best soccer clinic ever held (ltr), Oct 22, 1993, p.6

SOCIAL PROBLEMS
The same analysis, same inaction (edit), Mar 26, 1993, p.7

SOFTBALL
At its finest (EMT community at its finest at DARE softball game) (ltr), Jun 18, 1993, p.6
Unsportsmanlike softball play (in SCS Adult Softball League) (ltr), Jul 30, 1993, p.6
Hard-won title for Hardware (photo), Aug 27, 1993, p.1
Grateful for Better Days (Softball Team) (ltr), Sep 3, 1993, p.6

SOKOL, DAVID
The new Gristede's (in Golden Horseshoe Shopping Center), Mar 12, 1993, p.1

SOKOL, STACY
'Brigadoon,' 'Fiddler' to be presented at high schools (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.17
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre "Kiss Me, Kate" (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.22
Young musicians to perform (in School Music Assn All-State Conference), Nov 19, 1993, p.10

SOLOMON, LYNN
The Bank of New York Salutes the Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.32

SOLOMON, SUE
WPHC honors Scarsdalians (for 25 years or 5000 hours of volunteer service), Jul 23, 1993, p.4

SON, JAMES
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36

SONKIN, SUSAN
Heathcote troop plans sale (photo), Oct 15, 1993, p.10

SONNENBORN, JONAH (AU)
Why no photo of Cherkasky? (ltr), Aug 6, 1993, p.6

SOUTH, MELISSA
Middle school news (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.10

SOO, LYDIA H
Lydia H Soo (dies), Feb 12, 1993, p.18

SOPHIA, CARA
Students and L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) visit county legislators (photo), Apr 23, 1993, p.4

SORKIN, JOAN
Arts advocate criticize cuts in Scarsdale school programs, Apr 30, 1993, p.1
Eroding music & art education (ltr), Apr 23, 1993, p.6
Patra Holter's vast contribution (ltr), May 7, 1993, p.6
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SORKIN, LARRY
Nominating time (petitions available for School Board Nominating Committee), Oct 8, 1993, p.1

SOTER, MARGARET S
Margaret S Soter (presented with an award for excellence), Aug 6, 1993, p.4

SOVIET UNION
A report from post-cold war Russia (edit), Feb 19, 1993, p.7
Tea - a constant in a land of change (edit), Sep 3, 1993, p.7

SPADAFORA, ANNE
Thanks to many-for generosity (towards seven Russian children who visited SCS) (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6

SPADAFORA, VICTOR
Thanks to many-for generosity (towards seven Russian children who visited SCS) (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6

SPAET, MONA
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women votes 1993 (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.28

SPAET, SUSAN (AU)

SPAGNA, JOHN
The new guys (in blue) on the block (photo), Aug 13, 1993, p.3

SPALVIERI, NAZZARNEO
Nazzarneo Spalvieri (dies), Oct 15, 1993, p.16

SPANO, ANDREW
Fireworks in county executive debate, Jul 16, 1993, p.1
County executive race under way (cont) (photo), Jul 16, 1993, p.11
One judge dumps Brodsky another puts him back on ballot, Aug 13, 1993, p.1
Crying out for a change (in elections laws) (edit), Aug 13, 1993, p.6
Decision Day for Democrats Sept. 16, Sep 10, 1993, p.1
O'Rourke challengers talk taxes, the economy, Sep 10, 1993, p.1
Difficult decisions (for SCS and Greenburgh Democrats in important primary season) (edit), Sep 10, 1993, p.6

SPANO, LEONARD
Doody, Leonard Spano vie for clerk post, Oct 29, 1993, p.4
Village goes its own way in county races, Nov 5, 1993, p.1
Empty stockings (county legislators reject pay initiative), Dec 24, 1993, p.1

SPANO, NICHOLAS
Village, schools hope sales tax will stay, Jun 11, 1993, p.1

SPARROW, KATHY
Bank, volunteers hailed for (SCS community) calendar (ltr), Aug 20, 1993, p.6

SPIDALIERI, NICK
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1993 (photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.24

SPIDALIERI, RICK
Scarsdale celebrates undefeated season (photo), Aug 13, 1993, p.13

SPIELBERG, LEONARD
Committee candidates chosen, Nov 5, 1993, p.1
Citizens’ candidates are diverse, Nov 12, 1993, p.1

SPIELER, JILL
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS BASE (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.28
The Bank of New York Salutes The 1993 Annual Boards & Councils Dinner (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.22

SPILLMAN, RUTH
How sweet it is (Heathcote 3rd graders collect sweets for St Christopher-Jenny Clarkson homes/photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.9

SPIRO, MARJORIE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30
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SPIVAK, JONATHAN
Helping the homeless (SCS Cub Scout Pack 60 raise money and collect food) (photo), Dec 3, 1993, p.2

SPORTS
Among other things (cont), Jan 15, 1993, p.8

SPORTS-ACCIDENTS AND INJURIES
Column triftles with tragedy (response to article by Geoffrey Oxnam in Inquirer 9/17/93) (edit), Sep 24, 1993, p.6

SPRAGUE, RICHARD (DR)
Schools focus on two new Rs: respect and responsibility, Mar 5, 1993, p.9
Reading aloud in Library Week (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.9
SCS(Teachers') Institute salutes teachers' innovations (photo), May 21, 1993, p.10
Schools find service builds character, Jun 11, 1993, p.11
Teachers' summer projects enhance many subjects, Sep 10, 1993, p.10
Curriculum projects for the year outlined, Sep 24, 1993, p.9
Cousens to retire after 30 years (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.9
School CAR reports reveal few surprises, Dec 10, 1993, p.14
Parents to be told if child is gifted, Dec 17, 1993, p.9
Parent petition prompts discussion, Dec 24, 1993, p.9
Parents thwarted at middle school (petition for earth science course) (trlr), Dec 31, 1993, p.6

SPROUT, FRANCIS
Innovations on (Channel) 35 (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.2

STAHL, RUTH
Holiday sharing (multicultural celebration at Quaker Ridge School) (photo), Dec 17, 1993, p.9

STAMAS, ELAINE
Hoff-Barthelson honoree (Ruth Epstein) (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.15

STAMAS, STEPHEN
Hoff-Barthelson honoree (Ruth Epstein) (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.15

STAMPS, POSTAGE
SEE POSTAGE STAMPS

STANLEY, BONNI
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service (photo), May 21, 1993, p.32
Middle school counselor is SHS graduate (photo), Oct 22, 1993, p.10
Hell's belles: domestic violence happens in Camelot, too, Nov 19, 1993, p.1
Domestic violence: past, present and uncertain future, Dec 3, 1993, p.1

STANTON, NORMAN
Farewells for two at Hitchcock, Jan 15, 1993, p.14
Hitchcock honors Stanton, welcomes interim minister (photo), Jan 22, 1993, p.20

STANTON, SUSAN
Hitchcock honors Stanton, welcomes interim minister (photo), Jan 22, 1993, p.20
Susan Stanton (awarded chancellor's medal for excellence by Westchester Community College) (photo), Jun 4, 1993, p.4

STAUFFER, ELENNA
'Brigadoon,' 'Fiddler' to be presented at high schools (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.17
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30
Drama Club to present musical, 'Bye, Bye Birdie' (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.15

STEARNIS, JANE C
Jane C Stearns (dies), Jan 15, 1993, p.14

STECKER, ELIZABETH
The Bank of New York Salutes The 1993 Annual Boards & Councils Dinner (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.22
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STEGER, JOHN
- No girls in boys basketball, Jan 29, 1993, p.1
- Steger honored (for ten years of service on Southeastern Consortium's board of trustees) (photo), Jan 29, 1993, p.4
- Rec(reation) Council meeting assesses 'customer satisfaction', Jan 29, 1993, p.19
- Downtown group meetings open (to the public), Oct 8, 1993, p.1

STEGER, JOHN W
- The Bank of New York Salutes Our Veterans - Memorial Day 1993 (photo), Jun 4, 1993, p.28

STEIN, HARRIET
- Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) elects co-presidents (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.10

STEIN, JON
- Scarsdale High School students win academic awards (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.12

STEIN, JON
- Scarsdale High School students win academic awards (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.12

STEINAU, ANDREW
- Speech contestants cheer each other on (photo), Apr 2, 1993, p.9

STEINFELD, DAYNA
- A different cabaret lights up SNS stage (photo), Jan 22, 1993, p.17

STEMPEL, BILL
- The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36

STEP PROGRAM
- SEE STUDENT TRANSFER EDUCATION PLAN

STERLING, VICTORIA
- The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS BASE (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.28

STERN, CORKY
- Scarsdale High School students win academic awards (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.12

STERN, CORKY (AU)
- Overexposed in suburbia (edit), Aug 6, 1993, p.7

STERN, DIANNE AND DAVID (AU)
- If Laura plays, all Scarsdale wins (ltr), Feb 5, 1993, p.6

STERN, JEREMY (AU)
- Some feminists revive dead ideas (response to edit by C Shakeshaft in Inquirer 6/18/93) (ltr), Jun 25, 1993, p.6

STERN, RICHARD
- Committee candidates chosen, Nov 5, 1993, p.1

STERN, SYDNEY
- Inquirer wins 9 awards, Mar 26, 1993, p.3
- Overexposed in suburbia (edit), Aug 6, 1993, p.7

STERN, SYDNEY (AU)
- I will be a better person... (edit), Jan 8, 1993, p.6
- On free speech, and drawing lines (edit), Jan 29, 1993, p.7
- 'You have to be carefully taught' (edit), Feb 19, 1993, p.7
- How to start a book group (edit), Mar 12, 1993, p.7
- 'I wish parents could hear what their children have to say' (edit), Apr 2, 1993, p.7
- Parenthood is stressful, kids, but then so is life (edit), Apr 23, 1993, p.7
- The 'daughter' who would be boss (edit), May 14, 1993, p.7
- A person is more than a trait (edit), Jun 4, 1993, p.6
- When the time has come to let the kids go (but it's hard!) (edit), Jun 25, 1993, p.7
- For hot-weather blues, why not try swimming in the basement? (edit), Jul 16, 1993, p.7
- A tale of three houses - and a summer of learning experience (edit), Aug 27, 1993, p.7
- Off to college -- now and then (edit), Sep 17, 1993, p.6
- Insecurity sparks interest in health care reform (edit), Oct 8, 1993, p.7
- How real are our worries? (edit), Nov 19, 1993, p.7
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STERN, SYDNEY (AU) continued
'Tis the season for tributes (edit), Dec 10, 1993, p.6
1993's most memorable events (edit), Dec 31, 1993, p.7

STERN, WILLIAM
Development group (SCS Responsible Citizens) elects officers, Jul 30, 1993, p.4

STERN, WILLIAM (AU)
Consensus first on village plan (ltr), Apr 30, 1993, p.6

STERNBERG, PAULA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

STERNBERG, STANLEY
E'mont teachers without a contract, Sep 24, 1993, p.1

STETTER, FREDERICK (AU)
Still critical, but also a supporter (of Paul Feiner) (ltr), Jun 25, 1993, p.6

STEUER, AUOREY
Nominating committee (cont), Jan 22, 1993, p.8

STEVENS, ALVINE W
Alvine W Stevens (dies), Apr 30, 1993, p.20

STEVER, AUOREY
Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) elects co-presidents (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.10

STEVES, BOB
PTA: Post-prom pool party perfect (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6

STEVES, KATHLEEN
PTA: Post-prom pool party perfect (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6

STEWART, AMY
Garth Woods cleanup fills 20 bags plus (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.5

STYER, MURRAY
The Bank of New York Salutes Robert Greenes 1993 Bowl Recipient (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.28
The Bank of New York Salutes The 1993 Annual Boards & Councils Dinner (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.22

STIEL, LESTER AND ELIZABETH (AU)
Sloan's anger misdirected (response to letter by Sloan from 12/24/93) (ltr), Dec 31, 1993, p.6

STILLMAN, DIANNE B (AU)
Her tree, and life, grow in Scarsdale (edit), Apr 9, 1993, p.6
Living where the grass is greener (edit), Jul 23, 1993, p.7

STILLMAN, LILA
Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) elects co-presidents (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.10
Bank, volunteers hailed for (SCS community) calendar (ltr), Aug 20, 1993, p.6

STILO, HELEN
Helen Stilo (dies), Dec 24, 1993, p.14

STISCIA, JOHN
The new guys (in blue) on the block (photo), Aug 13, 1993, p.3

STIX, CAROL (AU)
Pass on news of morning-after pill (ltr), Jan 22, 1993, p.6

STOCK, EVELYN
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS BASE (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.28
The Bank of New York Salutes Robert Greenes 1993 Bowl Recipient (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.28
Stock to head School Board Ass'n, Jun 18, 1993, p.4
Recession raises: How much is too much? (cont), Aug 13, 1993, p.2
A cleaner climate (edit), Nov 5, 1993, p.6
Historical Society annual fund drive underway (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.4
Negotiator: Schools get their money's worth, Dec 10, 1993, p.1
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER

STOCK, EVELYN (AU)
  Clarifying L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) link to vote panel (ltr), Aug 13, 1993, p.6
  Affordable-home plan supported (ltr), Aug 27, 1993, p.6

STOCK, HOWARD
  Committee candidates chosen, Nov 5, 1993, p.1
  Citizens' candidates are diverse, Nov 12, 1993, p.1
  12 nominators elected (photo), Nov 19, 1993, p.1

STOCKS
  The Money Mind (mind that money) (edit), Apr 9, 1993, p.7

STODDART-ASHLEY, VIRGINIA T
  Virginia T Stoddart-Ashley (dies), Sep 10, 1993, p.22

STONE, HELEN
  (Maroon & White co-presidents H and J Stone pictured with J Ambrosino and A Mosblech) (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.23
  Generous donation (presented by Maroon and White co-presidents for SHS fitness center) (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.23

STONE, JEAN L (AU)
  What does silent majority favor? (ltr), Jul 9, 1993, p.6

STONE, JEFFREY
  Mormon missioners (for Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) (photo), Aug 27, 1993, p.12

STONE, JOHN
  (Maroon & White co-presidents H and J Stone pictured with J Ambrosino and A Mosblech) (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.23
  Generous donation (presented by Maroon and White co-presidents for SHS fitness center) (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.23

STONE, MEGAN
  Mormon missioners (for Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) (photo), Aug 27, 1993, p.12

STONE, MIMI
  Reader tells a dog's tale (from Elmsford Animal Shelter) (ltr), Dec 31, 1993, p.6

STONE, ROBERT
  Robert Stone to speak here (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.2

STORES
  The dressing down of Loehmann's (illus), Jun 4, 1993, p.5
  An old wives' tale (cont), Jun 4, 1993, p.10
  Depot Place: a shoppers' oasis, Jun 18, 1993, p.5
  SEE ALSO DRUGSTORES, MERCHANTS-SCS

STORMS, MEGAN
  Runaway car trashes Central Taxi stand (photo), Oct 22, 1993, p.1

STRAUB, ANDREA
  Maroon and White salutes fall season athletes (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.30
  The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36

STRAUSS, ALICE AND BRIAN (AU)
  Excellent job of snow removal (in GBH) (ltr), Mar 19, 1993, p.6

STRAUSS, BARBARA
  Local L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) team at state session, Jun 18, 1993, p.4
  12 nominators elected (photo), Nov 19, 1993, p.1

STRAUSS, LAURA
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service (photo), May 21, 1993, p.32
  United Way is holding its own, Aug 27, 1993, p.1

STRAUSS, PETER
  Peter Strauss (has been promoted to vice president, trade marketing, at American Tobacco Co, Conn), Jan 22, 1993, p.4
  A microcosm of world conflict (ltr), Jan 22, 1993, p.6
  Downtown group meetings open (to the public), Oct 8, 1993, p.1
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STRAUSS, PETER continued
Downtown committee divides up assignments (cont), Oct 22, 1993, p.8
Town and Village (Civic) Club has advice on downtown, Nov 5, 1993, p.1
Downtown group studies reports, debates ideas, Nov 12, 1993, p.1
STRAUSS, PETER (AU)
A historical view of creche issue (ltr), Jan 15, 1993, p.6
STREET SIGNS
SEE TRAFFIC SIGNS AND SIGNALS
STREETS
State works to prevent rock slides on Ardsley Road (photo), Jun 25, 1993, p.1
No more detours (Ardsley Road is to reopen to two-way traffic today), Aug 27, 1993, p.1
Road work in progress (photo), Sep 3, 1993, p.5
New layer of safety on Old Army Road (by Glenwood Road curve) (photo), Oct 1, 1993, p.5
STRESS
'I wish parents could hear what their children have to say' (edit), Apr 2, 1993, p.7
Parenthood is stressful, kids, but then so is life (edit), Apr 23, 1993, p.7
STROM, CAROLYN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service (photo), May 21, 1993, p.32
STROMIN, JULIE
Maroon and White salutes fall season athletes (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.30
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36
STUART, MATTY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre "Kiss Me, Kate" (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.22
STUCKEY, JULIA
Distinguished service (Betty Taubert receives the God and Service Award) (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.12
STUCKEY, JULIE
Thanks to many-for generosity (towards seven Russian children who visited SCS) (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6
STUCKEY, RICK
Thanks to many-for generosity (towards seven Russian children who visited SCS) (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6
STUDENT TEACHERS
SEE TEACHING-STUDY AND TEACHING
STUDENT TRANSFER EDUCATION PLAN
S(tudent) T(transfer) E(ducation) P(lan) provides a stepping stone (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.2
STEPing into the past (students look at album of old STEP photos) (photo), Feb 19, 1993, p.2
S(tudent) T(transfer) E(ducation) P(lan) plays vital role, needs funds (ltr), Apr 23, 1993, p.6
Picnic celebrates new S(tudent) T(transfer) E(ducation) P(lan) student (photo), Sep 17, 1993, p.9
S(tudent) T(transfer) E(ducation) P(lan) dinner honors a treasured teacher (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.9
Making this world a better place (edit), Dec 3, 1993, p.7
What am I bid? (annual auction fundraiser to support Student Transfer Education Program) (photo), Dec 17, 1993, p.9
STURDIVANT, ROBBIE
Hard-won title for Hardware (photo), Aug 27, 1993, p.1
SU, YVONNE
Debaters star in 3 tourneys, Nov 12, 1993, p.9
SUGARMAN, JEFFREY
Jeffrey Sugarman (has accepted the first VISTA position at Food-Patch) (photo), Sep 24, 1993, p.4
SUGITA, MIHOKO
Japanese-American neighborly discourse to be abetted at 2 community forums, Feb 5, 1993, p.5
Capacity crowd discusses the fine points of American-Japanese relations here (photo), May 7, 1993, p.5
SULLIVAN, LIZ
Making this world a better place (edit), Dec 3, 1993, p.7
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36
What am I bid? (annual auction fundraiser to support Student Transfer Education Program) (photo), Dec 17, 1993, p.9

SULLIVAN, RITA
Student-teachers illuminate Edgewood (photo), Oct 15, 1993, p.10

SUMMER
Sounds of summer (in SCS) (photo), Jul 30, 1993, p.5
In the dog days of August, the sound of the cicada (edit) (illus), Aug 13, 1993, p.7

SUPERMARKETS
A & P to close? (at Heathcote Five Corners), Feb 5, 1993, p.1
Razors in food, Jul 30, 1993, p.1
A & P growth plans draw fire, Sep 3, 1993, p.1

SURGEONS
Dr Martin G Wertkin (named chief of surgery at Phelps Memorial Hospital in North Tarrytown), Feb 26, 1993, p.4
Martin G Wertkin M.D. (appointed chief of surgery at Phelps Memorial Hospital Center), May 21, 1993, p.4
Alfred M Markowitz, M.D. (named practitioner of the year at Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Center), Aug 13, 1993, p.4
Dr John E Handelsman (appointed chairman of orthopaedic surgery at LI Jewish Medical Center) (photo), Oct 22, 1993, p.4
Richard L Rovit, M.D. (installed as vice-president of American College of Surgeons) (photo), Dec 17, 1993, p.4
SEE ALSO PHYSICIANS

SUSSMAN, ANDREW
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1993 (photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.24

SUSSMAN, FERN SCHAIR
Fern Schair Sussman (will receive award for her contributions to issues of concern to women) (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.4

SUSSMAN, HAROLD I (DR)
Dr Harold I Sussman (awarded by Academy for Implants & Transplants), Mar 19, 1993, p.4

SUTTON, ETHEL B (AU)
She's nervous (about Penn Central's plan to sell its noninsurance businesses) (ltr), May 21, 1993, p.6

SUTTON, FRANCIS
Sounds of summer (in SCS) (photo), Jul 30, 1993, p.5

SUTTON, JACQUELINE
Sounds of summer (in SCS) (photo), Jul 30, 1993, p.5

SVED, BEVERLEY
Correction (letter about Popham Road Bridge from 7/16/93 mistakenly attributed to R Donati), Jul 23, 1993, p.6
Come clean on signature mix-up (reference to letter from 7/16/93 published over name R Donati) (ltr), Aug 13, 1993, p.6

SVED, BEVERLEY (AU)
Why hasn't (Popham Road) bridge been maintained? (letter inaccurately attributed to R Donati) (ltr), Jul 16, 1993, p.6

SVED, PAUL
Reveal development plans, village urged, Apr 9, 1993, p.1
Skeptics query trustees on development, May 14, 1993, p.1
Development group (SCS Responsible Citizens) elects officers, Jul 30, 1993, p.4
Mayor: P(enn) C(orporation) C(orporation) agreement irrelevant to work of advisory committee, Aug 20, 1993, p.1

SVED, PAUL (AU)
...and 'openness' must get more than lip service (ltr), Mar 26, 1993, p.6
Prepare way for downtown forum (ltr), Apr 23, 1993, p.7
Do we have a democracy (in SCS)? (ltr), Jun 18, 1993, p.6
SCS Responsible Citizens has advice for (Advisory) committee (on Downtown Development) (ltr), Oct 1, 1993, p.6
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SWANSON, SUSAN
   Richard Lederer collection itemized in new catalog (illus), Nov 19, 1993, p.4

SWASTIKA
   Painted swastika scares reader (ltr), Feb 19, 1993, p.6

SWAYNE, STEVEN
   All in the family: Changes of the guard at Scarsdale Improvement (Corp) (photo), Sep 24, 1993, p.1

SWEENEY, JOHN
   Founders recall historical society's rescue of Cudner-Hyatt House at birthday brunch (photo), Feb 12, 1993, p.3
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32

SWEENEY, JOHN J (AU)
   Memorial Day - and a war memory (edit), May 28, 1993, p.7

SWEENEY, KATIE
   A perfect place (old fashioned baking demonstration at Cudner-Hyatt House) (photo), Feb 19, 1993, p.3

SWEET, RICHARD D (DR)
   Richard D Sweet M.D. (named chief of neurology section at White Plains Hospital Center), Feb 5, 1993, p.4

SWIFT, MELISSA
   Rising to the challenge (at finals of the Texaco Star Academic Challenge) (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.1

SWILLER, HILLEL
   PTA: Post-prom pool party perfect (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6

SWILLER, WILLA
   PTA: Post-prom pool party perfect (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6
   Committee candidates chosen, Nov 5, 1993, p.1
   Citizens' candidates are diverse, Nov 12, 1993, p.1

SWIMMING
   Life in the fast lane; local swimmer looks ahead to national competition (photo), Jul 2, 1993, p.14
   Rules of the road for lap swimming (ltr), Jul 16, 1993, p.6
   Words of wisdom (at SCS Pool's inaugural invitational swim meet) (photo), Jul 30, 1993, p.13
   Scarsdale celebrates undefeated season (photo), Aug 13, 1993, p.13
   Rossi rules the waves at swimming sectionals, on to state meet (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.18
   Rossi shines at state swimming championship (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.20

SWITZER, MARINE H
   Mauritine H Switzer (dies), Jul 23, 1993, p.10

SYWERS, JANE G
   Jane G Swyers (dies), Apr 30, 1993, p.20

SY, FABIAN
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

SYLVESTER, DONNA
   A dogging problem, Apr 9, 1993, p.1

SYNAGOGUES
   Synagogue rededicated Sunday (SCS Synagogue expansion) (photo), Jan 15, 1993, p.1
   Scarsdale Synagogue expansion dedicated (cont), Jan 15, 1993, p.8

TADDIKEN, NANCY
   A weak link in Edgemont schools (ltr), Aug 6, 1993, p.6
   Teachers should learn computers (ltr), Nov 12, 1993, p.6

TADDIKEN, NANCY L (AU)
   Edgemont schools face challenges (Progress edit), Jan 29, 1993, p.1
   Taddiken (cont) (photo) (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.4

TALLEVI, LEN
   Teachers keep learning through grants and courses, Nov 12, 1993, p.9
TALLEVI, MARIE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

TALLEY, TOM
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36

TAMADA, RYOKO
Scholarships that help (from SCS Rotary Club) (photo), Jul 2, 1993, p.4

TAMBURINI, THOMAS
Police arrest six at roadblock (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.1

TANEY, BARBARA
Put playground differences aside (response to letter by B. Taney and D. Malkames from 1/10/93) (ltr), Oct 8, 1993, p.6

TANEY, BARBARA (AU)
Customer is always wrong (regarding Seely Place playground) (ltr), Oct 1, 1993, p.6
Edgemont has another cause (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6

TAPPER, BEN
For a good cause (SHS seniors stuff envelopes for annual PTA Scholarship Fund appeal) (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.9

TAUSS, BECKY
Options take seniors far away from school (ltr), Jun 11, 1993, p.13

TAXATION-SCS
Scarsdalians uneasy over details of Clinton plan, Feb 26, 1993, p.3
3.5% tax hike in preliminary budget, Mar 19, 1993, p.1
School Board trims budget, Mar 26, 1993, p.1
League renews call for reassessment, Mar 26, 1993, p.1
Schools taxes to rise 5.81 percent (cont), Mar 26, 1993, p.9
Reassessment (cont), Mar 26, 1993, p.12
Assessing the budget, Apr 16, 1993, p.1
School tax rise is unrealistic (ltr), Apr 30, 1993, p.6
Middle school cuts restored, May 7, 1993, p.1
Harrison's letter (from 4/30/93) is right on target (regarding SCS School Board) (ltr), May 7, 1993, p.6
Supports increase in class size (ltr), May 14, 1993, p.6
Cost-cutting ideas were proposed (ltr), May 14, 1993, p.6
Correction (of Robert Harrison's letter in Inquirer 5/14/93), May 21, 1993, p.7
Taxing experience (SCS residents will have opportunity to present tax grievances), Jun 4, 1993, p.1
Residents fight property taxes, Jul 2, 1993, p.1
Tax grievances heard (cont), Jul 2, 1993, p.2
SEE ALSO ASSESSMENT

TAXICAB COMPANIES
Trustee wants study of cab records, Nov 26, 1993, p.1
Central Taxi punctual, courteous (ltr), Dec 10, 1993, p.6
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TAYLOR, ANITA
   SHS course teaches crime-solving science, Oct 15, 1993, p.9

TAYLOR, BILLY (DR)
   Scarsdale Auxiliary completes banner fundraising year (photo) (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.15
   The Bank of New York Salutes the Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.32

TAYLOR, CHRIS
   Bank, volunteers hailed for (SCS community) calendar (ltr), Aug 20, 1993, p.6

TAYLOR, DEVON
   Edgewood School to celebrate 75 years (photo), Dec 17, 1993, p.10

TAYLOR, EUGENE
   Legacy from a beloved teacher (edit), Nov 12, 1993, p.7

TAYLOR, HEIDI
   'Kiss Me, Kate' opens Thursday (SCS Summer Music Theatre at Quaker Ridge School) (photo), Jul 30, 1993, p.1
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre "Kiss Me, Kate" (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.22

TAYLOR, HOWARD TAFT
   Howard Taft Taylor (dies), Nov 5, 1993, p.12

TAYLOR, NELL
   Responding to diverse needs for child care, May 21, 1993, p.8

TAYLOR, SUSAN
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

TEACHERS
   Beth Friedman (nominated for 1994 NY State Teacher of the Year award), Feb 5, 1993, p.4
   Deana Schiffer (named district chairman of foreign languages at Hewlett-Woodmere public schools), Apr 9, 1993, p.4
   Irene Weitzenberg (presented with an award for outstanding work in physical education), Jul 9, 1993, p.4
   Legacy from a beloved teacher (edit), Nov 12, 1993, p.7
   SEE ALSO COLLEGE TEACHERS

TEACHERS-EMT
   E'mont teachers insatiably greedy (ltr), Mar 26, 1993, p.6
   'Greedy' teacher replies to critic (response to letter by Harry Schwartz from 3/26/93) (ltr), Apr 9, 1993, p.6
   Teachers' union the real villain (ltr), May 14, 1993, p.6
   Vote no surprise (rejection of EMT school budget) (ltr), May 21, 1993, p.6
   Salaries are out of line (in EMT School District) (ltr), Aug 20, 1993, p.6
   A welcome hand (Seely Place teacher Barbara Legakis gets a hand from Lauren Molisani) (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.1
   E'mont teachers without a contract, Sep 24, 1993, p.1
   Contract negotiations (cont), Sep 24, 1993, p.12
   E'mont asks for help (teacher contract negotiations at impasse), Oct 1, 1993, p.1
   Teacher defends in-service course (ltr), Oct 29, 1993, p.6
   Reilly's course is valuable (ltr), Oct 29, 1993, p.6
   Teachers should learn computers (ltr), Nov 12, 1993, p.6
   Give (EMT) teachers the tools they need (response to letter by G Farkas from 11/12/93) (ltr), Nov 26, 1993, p.6
   Negotiator: Schools get their money's worth, Dec 10, 1993, p.1

TEACHERS-SCS
   SMS teachers describe special help (for students to keep up with their studies), Jan 8, 1993, p.9
   Students, teachers awarded grants, Jan 22, 1993, p.10
   Two teachers to depart, Mar 26, 1993, p.9
   Fine arts coordinator to retire, Apr 16, 1993, p.9
   Eroding music & art education (ltr), Apr 23, 1993, p.6
   S(CS) T(eacher's) I(institute) salutes teachers' innovations (photo), May 21, 1993, p.10
   Teacher's work stresses relevance (Quaker Ridge third grade teacher Doris Nicholson) (photo), Jun 4, 1993, p.9
   Twelve get tenure, Jun 25, 1993, p.9
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TEACHERS-SCS continued
Teachers to lead special classes, Jul 9, 1993, p.9
Teachers' summer projects enhance many subjects, Sep 10, 1993, p.10
School starts with new staff (cont), Sep 10, 1993, p.10
Ready to start the new year (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.10
E'mont teachers without a contract, Sep 24, 1993, p.1
Teachers keep learning through grants and courses, Nov 12, 1993, p.9
Negotiator: Schools get their money's worth, Dec 10, 1993, p.1

TEACHERS-SCS-WAGES AND SALARIES
Recession salaries: How much money is too much?, Aug 13, 1993, p.1

TEACHING-STUDY AND TEACHING
Student-teachers illuminate Edgewood (photo), Oct 15, 1993, p.10

TEENAGERS
Parenthood is stressful, kids, but then so is life (edit), Apr 23, 1993, p.7
Straight Talk for high school students (edit), May 7, 1993, p.7
Condoms not safe (ltr), May 21, 1993, p.7
Negative views about sex (ltr), Jun 4, 1993, p.6
Teens just won't abstain from sex (response to letter by D Moles from 5/21/93) (ltr), Jun 4, 1993, p.6
Drug and alcohol report shows teen use is up, Jun 11, 1993, p.3
Teens drinking more; points out study (cont), Jun 11, 1993, p.9

TEENAGERS-SCS
Teen center committee seeking site, Feb 5, 1993, p.12
Growing up II (a sequel is planned to "Growing up in Scarsdale"), Mar 5, 1993, p.1
Urban historian will speak at 2d forum on 'growing up' here (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.2
Teen life in Scarsdale: happiness not guaranteed, Mar 26, 1993, p.3
'I wish parents could hear what their children have to say' (edit), Apr 2, 1993, p.7
Supply Field warehouse chosen as teen center (photo), Apr 23, 1993, p.1
Dad of 5 strongly opposes teen site (ltr), Apr 30, 1993, p.6
Eating disorders worry teenagers, May 14, 1993, p.10
Student: D(riving) W(hile) I ntoxicated) is still rampant, Jun 11, 1993, p.6
Getting drunk is a way of life for some students, Jun 18, 1993, p.1
Wake-up call for parents (many teenagers are abusing drugs and alcohol) (edit), Jun 18, 1993, p.6
Hows and whys of teenage drinking (cont), Jun 18, 1993, p.14
Kids with nowhere to go need center, council says, Jun 25, 1993, p.1
2d grader fears teen drivers (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6
Scarsdale teens struggle with drug addiction, Jul 30, 1993, p.1
Teens struggle with drug, alcohol addiction (cont), Jul 30, 1993, p.4
Teen center 'a given', Oct 15, 1993, p.1
Teen center planning, Nov 12, 1993, p.1
A teen center--why not? (ltr), Nov 12, 1993, p.6
Teen center idea pleases most, but neighbors are wary, Nov 19, 1993, p.1
Task force fights underage drinking, Nov 19, 1993, p.9
Time is right for a teen center (edit), Dec 3, 1993, p.6
'Tis the season for tributes (edit), Dec 10, 1993, p.6

TELEPHONE
The sound of the beep (call waiting), Apr 23, 1993, p.1
'Number, please' first rang out here in 1890, Aug 27, 1993, p.11

TELEPHONE DIRECTORIES
Phone book distributor given a reprieve, Jun 11, 1993, p.3
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TELEPHONE NUMBERS

TELFER, PETER
SMS teachers describe special help (for students to keep up with their studies), Jan 8, 1993, p.9
Suicide hoax brings police (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.5
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30
Workers rush to get schools ready (for new school year), Sep 3, 1993, p.1

TELLEVI, BRYAN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre "Kiss Me, Kate" (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.22

TEMPLES
Westchester Reform Temple is educator (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.12
On postmodern Judaism (photo), Mar 5, 1993, p.12

TENENBAUM, DAVID
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre "Kiss Me, Kate" (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.22
TENENBAUM, ELENA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre "Kiss Me, Kate" (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.22

TENG, CHRIS
6 teenagers receive awards (Westchester Jewish Community Services Youth in Action Award), Nov 19, 1993, p.4

TENNANT, SUSAN
Debaters star in 3 tourneys, Nov 12, 1993, p.9
Debaters triumph at tourney, Nov 19, 1993, p.9

TENNIS
Rain and snow put a damper on high school tennis practices, Apr 2, 1993, p.23
Howard, Kaufmann take third in state tennis champs (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.19

TENNIS COURTS
Environmental Council nixes tennis courts, Mar 5, 1993, p.1
Tennis (cont), Mar 5, 1993, p.4
No action on tennis courts, Apr 2, 1993, p.5

TENZER, MARK (AU)
Playground site is best available (regarding location of new Seely Place playground) (ltr), Oct 1, 1993, p.6

Terner, Elizabeth Anne (AU)
Patient would welcome visitors (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6

Terner, Judith
Patient would welcome visitors (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6

Terranova, Christine
Better than last year say local merchants, Dec 31, 1993, p.1

Terrell, Walter
Bless this house (Delaware elder performs a Native American wigwam blessing ceremony) (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.1

Terrell, Walter D JR (AU)
Ecosavers helped (recent donation to SCS Audobon Society) (ltr), Aug 13, 1993, p.6

Terriss, Elaine (AU)
2 wrongs don't make a right (ltr), Dec 24, 1993, p.6

Tesar, Morgan
Halloween happenings (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.10

Teschner, Marcia D (AU)
A hidden agenda: Feiner bashing (ltr), Apr 2, 1993, p.6

Tessar, Joey
County champs (SCS Sweepers takes Westchester under 12 Division A soccer title) (photo), Aug 27, 1993, p.15
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TESTA, LIBERTA A
Liberta A Testa (dies), Jan 29, 1993, p.14

THANKSGIVING
Thanksgiving traditions (annual outdoor turkey roast at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.10

THEATER BUILDINGS
Plaza possibilities (possible opening of Plaza Theater), Jan 22, 1993, p.1
Conductor has dream for the Plaza (Theater) (photo), Feb 26, 1993, p.1
Save the Plaza but only as a movie house (ltr), Mar 5, 1993, p.6
Honest folks at Fine Arts (ltr), Dec 3, 1993, p.6
Stream test (at Plaza Theater), Dec 10, 1993, p.1

THIES, JOHN
As new law takes effect, disabled are encouraged, Jan 22, 1993, p.1
Plaque is back, Jan 29, 1993, p.1
Historian emeritus dies (photo), Jan 29, 1993, p.1
Founders recall historical society's rescue of Cudner-Hyatt House at birthday brunch (photo), Feb 12, 1993, p.3
The Bank of New York Salutes Robert Greenes 1993 Bowl Recipient (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.28
Lost and found (Butler Woods plaque) (photo), Apr 2, 1993, p.5
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32
John Thies, former Scarsdale Bowl winner, is dead at 95 (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.1
John Thies remembered (edit), Jun 11, 1993, p.6
John Thies dies (cont), Jun 11, 1993, p.9
Hard to let go of John Thies (ltr), Jun 18, 1993, p.6
T(V)C(C) address: everything but development (photo), Apr 23, 1993, p.3
Remembering 3 valued citizens (ltr), Dec 3, 1993, p.6

THITIWATANA, SIWAT
Movie star (Danny Glover) livens Monday classes (photo), Feb 26, 1993, p.10

THOMAS, BRYEY ALLEN JR (AU)
American Dream hid nightmare (life of Nina Grai Thomas) (ltr), Sep 24, 1993, p.6

THOMAS, CHARMAINE
Liberal may still be in District 8 race, Sep 24, 1993, p.1
District 8 draws 4 contenders, Oct 22, 1993, p.1
Four-way contest for new District 8 (photo) (cont), Oct 22, 1993, p.8
Brodsky, O'Rourke trade jibes at forum (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women votes 1993 (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.28

THOMAS, LAURIE
Laurie Thomas (named vice president of human resources for Gannett Suburban Newspapers) (photo), Dec 3, 1993, p.4

THOMAS, NINA GRAI
American Dream hid nightmare (life of Nina Grai Thomas) (ltr), Sep 24, 1993, p.6

THOMPSON, CORKY
Thompson and Toder to run for School Board (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32
(T)C(C) address: everything but development (photo), Apr 23, 1993, p.3
Superintendent 'relieved' as school budget passes, May 21, 1993, p.1

THOMPSON, CORKY (AU)
Procedure unit praised for efforts (ltr), Feb 12, 1993, p.6
Participation in system is broad (ltr), Mar 19, 1993, p.6
(T)C(C) invitation (ltr), May 21, 1993, p.7
Volunteering -- as you grow (edit), Oct 1, 1993, p.7
Remembering 3 valued citizens (ltr), Dec 3, 1993, p.6
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THOMPSON, KENNETH W (AU)
What leaders do, not what they say (edit), Jun 25, 1993, p.7
Presidents should lead by example (edit), Jul 9, 1993, p.7

THOMPSON, LUCILLE B
Lucille B Thompson (dies), Jul 23, 1993, p.10

THOMPSON, TIMOTHY
Thanks to many for generosity (towards seven Russian children who visited SCS) (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6

THORPY, ANDREW
Slope stars (Thorpy children of Carthage Road advance in the Catskill Challenge ski series) (photo), Feb 12, 1993, p.20

THORPY, JACQUI
Slope stars (Thorpy children of Carthage Road advance in the Catskill Challenge ski series) (photo), Feb 12, 1993, p.20

THORPY, MICHAEL J (DR)
Michael J Thorpy, M.D. (presented with service award by American Sleep Disorders Assn) (photo), Jul 16, 1993, p.4

TIBBITTS, VIRGINIA
Virginia Tibbitts (dies), Oct 1, 1993, p.18

TIBETANS
In the shadow of the Kinchunjungha (edit), Dec 10, 1993, p.7

TILDEN, JOSETTE (AU)
School hearings are too negative (ltr), Aug 13, 1993, p.6

TIPPING
Generous Scarsdalians avoid tipping limits, Dec 24, 1993, p.1
A guide to holiday tipping (cont), Dec 24, 1993, p.14

TOBIAS, GLEN
Scarsdale Auxiliary completes banner fundraising year (photo) (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.15

TOBIAS, LYNN
Scarsdale Auxiliary completes banner fundraising year (photo) (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.15

The Bank of New York Salutes the Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.32

TODER, RICHARD
Thompson and Toder to run for School Board (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.1
Board candidates (cont) (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.9

TOLL, IRA
Telling (good) tales on the library (a selection of photographs by Ira Toff) (photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.5

TOKYO (JAPAN)
Expat(riot) experiences in Tokyo mirror challenges in Scarsdale, Jun 4, 1993, p.1

TOLCHIN, SUSAN
Reviewing my first year as Town Supervisor (photo) (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.1
Tolchin faulted on use of Town Hall (on day she announced she was running for town supervisor) (ltr), Mar 12, 1993, p.6
Feiner destructive and divisive (ltr), Mar 26, 1993, p.7
Feiner replies to Tolchin on taxes (ltr), Apr 2, 1993, p.6
Support, barbs (praise for Paul Feiner) (ltr), Apr 9, 1993, p.6
Feiner's tenure: the word is no (ltr), Apr 30, 1993, p.6
Town manager, not PR charade (in reference to election of GBH town supervisor) (ltr), Apr 30, 1993, p.6
Give us a break (discusses leading candidates for GBH town supervisor P Feiner and S Tolchin) (edit), May 7, 1993, p.6
Credit Tolchin not Feiner (for the idea of turning the Robison eyesore into a passive park) (ltr), Jul 2, 1993, p.6
Running town as an agency (ltr), Jul 9, 1993, p.6
Tolchin is clear on the issues (ltr), Jul 23, 1993, p.6
Greenburgh isn't what is used to be (ltr), Aug 20, 1993, p.6
Tolchin refusing to correct errors (ltr), Aug 27, 1993, p.6
Dislikes Tolchin's negative ads (ltr), Sep 3, 1993, p.6
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TOLCHIN, SUSAN continued

Mudslinging may backfire on (GBH Town) clerk (Tolchin) (ltr), Sep 3, 1993, p.6
(GBH) Town clerk (Tolchin) is underhanded (ltr), Sep 3, 1993, p.6
Feiner yes, Tolchin no (ltr), Sep 3, 1993, p.6
Once for Feiner, now for Tolchin (ltr), Sep 3, 1993, p.7
Decision Day for Democrats Sept. 14, Sep 10, 1993, p.1
Difficult decisions (for SCS and Greenburgh Democrats in important primary season) (edit), Sep 10, 1993, p.6
For Feiner (as GBH Town Supervisor) (ltr), Sep 10, 1993, p.6
For Tolchin (as GBH Town Supervisor) (ltr), Sep 10, 1993, p.7
Town will feel Tolchin's loss (ltr), Sep 24, 1993, p.6

TOLCHIN, SUSAN (AU)

Disagrees with some points about town finances (ltr), Mar 26, 1993, p.7
Tolchin defends her campaign (response to letter by M Rosen from 8/13/93), Sep 3, 1993, p.6
Tolchin says thanks, farewell (ltr), Dec 10, 1993, p.6

TOLEDO, BARBARA

The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

TOLERANCE, RELIGIOUS
SEE RELIGIOUS LIBERTY

TOLL ROADS

Holiday bonus: eliminate tolls (ltr), Dec 3, 1993, p.6

TOMASI, LUCA

Maroon and White salutes fall season athletes (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.30

TONER, KAY

The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

TOOLEY, LOWELL

Plaque is back, Jan 29, 1993, p.1
Pay less for less (price of Basic Service will go down but number of channels will be cut back), Feb 26, 1993, p.1
Tooley named engineer of year by area group (photo), Feb 26, 1993, p.3
Tooley (cont), Feb 26, 1993, p.14
A bunch of anniversaries (for village employees) (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.4
3.5% tax hike in preliminary budget, Mar 19, 1993, p.1
League renewes call for reassessment, Mar 26, 1993, p.1
Gardeners protest new dumping fee (for spring leaves), Apr 23, 1993, p.1
T(Village) (C)ivic (C)lub address: everything but development (photo), Apr 23, 1993, p.3
Trees for Earth Day (pin oak planted on East Parkway) (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.4
News and views must be separate (in reference to Inquirer coverage of talk by Lowell Tooley) (edit), Apr 30, 1993, p.7
The Bank of New York Salutes The SCS Historical Society honored by SCS Chamber of Commerce (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.32
At last! (Mamaroneck road bridge opens to vehicular traffic) (photo), May 7, 1993, p.1
Northern exposure (three day convention of NY Municipal Managers Assn in Ottawa, Canada), May 28, 1993, p.1
Owner won't sell A&P lot (at Heathcote Five Corners), May 28, 1993, p.3
The Bank of New York Salutes Our Veterans - Memorial Day 1993 (photo), Jun 4, 1993, p.28
What does silent majority favor? (ltr), Jul 9, 1993, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes The 1993 Annual Boards & Councils Dinner (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.22
Board's openness praised following study session, Jul 23, 1993, p.1
Japanese visitors find Scarsdale 'harmonious' (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.1
Recession salaries: How much money is too much?, Aug 13, 1993, p.1
Bank, volunteers hailed for (SCS community) calendar (ltr), Aug 20, 1993, p.6
NY Tel problems coming to a head, Sep 3, 1993, p.1
Public works director named, Sep 17, 1993, p.1
Village to rejoin state insurance, Oct 1, 1993, p.1
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TOOLEY, LOWELL continued
Downtown group meetings open (to the public), Oct 8, 1993, p.1
Keep the door open (future meetings of Downtown Advisory Committee will be open to the public)(edit), Oct 8, 1993, p.6
Fact-gathering starts downtown study, Oct 22, 1993, p.1
NYTel agrees to limit parking, Nov 26, 1993, p.1
Parking agreement stalled with NYTel (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.1
At last! (Anne Janiak cuts ribbon on renovated Wilmot Road Bridge) (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.3
Christmas 1993: gifts and aspirations, Dec 31, 1993, p.2

TOPPING, SEYMOUR
Topping to administer Pulitzer Prizes (photo), Feb 12, 1993, p.4

TOSKANER, TED (AU)
Village has zero spirit (ltr), Dec 3, 1993, p.6

TOURIST TRADE
Tourist safety tips for Florida visits -- from Germany, no less (edit), Nov 5, 1993, p.7

TOWE, KATHARINE G
Katharine G Towe (dies), Jun 18, 1993, p.14

TOWN AND VILLAGE CIVIC CLUB
College head to address civic club (photo), Jan 22, 1993, p.2
Advice to county: speed and clarify budget, Feb 5, 1993, p.3
College president urges T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) to pursue equality, meet diversity, Feb 5, 1993, p.3
Procedure unit praised for efforts (ltr), Feb 12, 1993, p.6
Looking ahead: input sought for master plan (photo), Feb 19, 1993, p.1
3.5% tax hike in preliminary budget, Mar 19, 1993, p.1
Participation in system is broad (ltr), Mar 19, 1993, p.6
Sorry, the system isn't democratic (ltr), Apr 2, 1993, p.6
On the docket: anything you can think of (photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.3
Assessing the budget, Apr 16, 1993, p.1
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) address: everything but development (photo), Apr 23, 1993, p.3
Village budget OK'd, Apr 30, 1993, p.1
News and views must be separate (in reference to Inquirer coverage of talk by Lowell Tooley) (edit), Apr 30, 1993, p.7
Supports increase in class size (ltr), May 14, 1993, p.6
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) panel to debate downtown development, May 21, 1993, p.2
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) invitation (ltr), May 21, 1993, p.7
3-district split (of SCS) OK'd, May 28, 1993, p.1
Mayor: P(enn) C(orporation) agreement irrelevant to work of advisory committee, Aug 20, 1993, p.1
Citizens' group offers proposals (ltr), Aug 27, 1993, p.6
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) presents year's agenda, Sep 10, 1993, p.5
Welcome to Scarsdale! (newcomers reception held at SCS Woman's Club) (photo), Oct 22, 1993, p.3
Village future looks great (ltr), Oct 22, 1993, p.6
Koppell to address T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.2
State of the village - now and around the bend (edit), Oct 29, 1993, p.7
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) has advice on downtown, Nov 5, 1993, p.1
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) advice on downtown (cont), Nov 5, 1993, p.8
Village cedes cable regulation to the state, Nov 12, 1993, p.8
Assemblyman: System thwarts justice (photo), Nov 19, 1993, p.2
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) group critiques county budget, Dec 17, 1993, p.5
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TOWN AND VILLAGE CIVIC CLUB (AU)
(Town and) Village C(ivic) C(lub) tribute to John Thies (ltr), Jun 25, 1993, p.6

TOWN BOARD-GBH
- Appearance of impropriety at G'burgh meeting (ltr), Feb 5, 1993, p.6
- Ex-official takes issue with Feiner (ltr), Feb 19, 1993, p.6
- Greenburgh Town Board (edit), Oct 22, 1993, p.6

TOWN SUPERVISOR-GBH
- Reviewing my first year as Town Supervisor (photo) (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.1
- Feiner: my first year (cont) (Progress edit), Jan 29, 1993, p.6
- Appearance of impropriety at G'burgh meeting (ltr), Feb 5, 1993, p.6
- Tolchin faulted on use of Town Hall (on day she announced she was running for town supervisor) (ltr), Mar 12, 1993, p.6

TOXIC WASTE DISPOSAL
SEE HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES-DISPOSAL

TRACHTENBERG BREIDBART, SONYA (AU)
- Satellite dishes would help (ltr), Aug 6, 1993, p.6

TRADE
SEE FREE TRADE AND PROTECTION

TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
- Panessa to be resentenced in car crash case, Jan 8, 1993, p.5
- Runaway car trashes Central Taxi stand (photo), Oct 22, 1993, p.1
SEE ALSO ACCIDENTS

TRAFFIC REGULATIONS
- Left out (turns onto Claremont Road barred from Bronx River Parkway), Apr 30, 1993, p.1
- ‘Powerful message’ (bill is sponsored to raise penalties for driving with a suspended or no license), Jun 18, 1993, p.1

TRAFFIC SAFETY
- Safety poster contest begins, Jan 8, 1993, p.8
- Near-collisions a dime a dozen (edit), Apr 9, 1993, p.7
- Make Old Army two one-ways (ltr), Apr 23, 1993, p.6
- Crossing streets a local nightmare (ltr), May 7, 1993, p.6
- Sorely needed: police officer on village beat (edit), May 21, 1993, p.7
- Phone company riles Post Road neighbors, Jul 16, 1993, p.1
- Telephone (cont), Jul 16, 1993, p.9

TRAFFIC SIGNS AND SIGNALS
- Signals would help (at intersection of Popham/East Parkway and Popham/Scarsdale Avenue) (ltr), May 21, 1993, p.6
- This way to a collision (edit), Jul 30, 1993, p.6

TRAGER, DAVID
- The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service (photo), May 21, 1993, p.32

TRAINS, RAILROAD
SEE RAILROADS-TRAINS

TRANQUILLO, ALBERT
- The Bank of New York Salutes The SCS Historical Society honored by SCS Chamber of Commerce (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.32

TRASK, JAMES E III (AU)
- Taxes are so high (in SCS) and so's the snow (ltr), Mar 26, 1993, p.6

TRAUTWEIN, ELSIE I
- Elsie I Trautwein (dies), Jun 11, 1993, p.16

TREES
- Bedicheck leads fruitful tree walk (ltr), May 7, 1993, p.6
- Council comes to the defense of trees, Jun 25, 1993, p.1
- Tree board proposed (cont), Jun 25, 1993, p.18
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TREES continued
Consciousness raised on tree (ltr), Oct 8, 1993, p.6
Tree killers fined, Nov 5, 1993, p.1

TRIALS
Charges of corruption end drug trial of resident, May 28, 1993, p.3

TRIATHLON
The ultimate test of endurance; times three; (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.21

TRINDADE, HELENA
Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) elects co-presidents (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.10

TRINDADE, MARIA
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36

TRIPIDI, ANDREA
Ready to start the new year (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.10

TROMBINO, CAROL
‘Panels of love’ recall those lost to AIDS (photo), Jan 8, 1993, p.13

TSEVIS, CHRIS
Better than last year say local merchants, Dec 31, 1993, p.1

TSIRILAKIS, KALLIOPE
The spirit of volunteerism at SHS, Nov 19, 1993, p.10

TSURUMI, YOSHI
Bashing Japan for NAFTA (ltr), Nov 12, 1993, p.6

TSUTSUI, KANSHU
Trip provides inside view of life in Japan (photo), Jul 23, 1993, p.9

TULCIN, ROGER
Committee candidates chosen, Nov 5, 1993, p.1

TUNICK, CAROLE S (AU)
For fine schools, vote yes May 19 (ltr), May 7, 1993, p.6

TURET, JULIUS E
Julius E Turet (dies), May 14, 1993, p.14

TURKEYS
Turkey trot in Quaker Ridge (ltr), Nov 19, 1993, p.6

TURSONE, ADELE
The Bank of New York Salutes The 25th Anniversary of Futura House (photo), Jul 16, 1993, p.26

TUTORS AND TUTORING
Tutormania: Scarsdale’s addiction to success, Oct 8, 1993, p.1
At what price 700s? (edit), Oct 8, 1993, p.6
Tutormania: Addiction to success (cont), Oct 8, 1993, p.20

TYBERR, STEPHANIE
Fall at Fox Meadow (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.13

TYNES, HARCOURT A JR
Harcourt A Tynes Jr (dies), Jul 2, 1993, p.10

UCHITELLE, JOAN
Pet project continues (check presented by SCS Adult School for indexing of the SCS Inquirer) (photo), Nov 19, 1993, p.3

UGHETTA, MARY ALICE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32
The Bank of New York Salutes The SCS Historical Society honored by SCS Chamber of Commerce (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.32

UGLIAROLO, MIKE
Helping the homeless (SCS Cub Scout Pack 60 raise money and collect food) (photo), Dec 3, 1993, p.2
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UGLIAROLO, SUSAN
12 join nominating committee, Jan 22, 1993, p.1

ULLMAN, JOSEPH
The Bank of New York Salutes Robert Greenes 1993 Bowl Recipient (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.28

ULLMANN, BUD (AU)
Praise for G'bgh snow removal (1tr), Mar 26, 1993, p.6

UNANUE, JOHN
Just another best day ever; finding life's lessons at the top of the world (photo), Jul 16, 1993, p.17

UNANUE, MICHAEL
Scarsdale High School students win academic awards (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.12

UNITED WAY
United Way approaches goal (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.15
Hunger is not acceptable (Harvest for the Hungry Food Drive is being held this week) (photo), Feb 12, 1993, p.2
Enhancing access to affordable housing, Mar 5, 1993, p.2
When violence occurs in 'nice' families, Mar 26, 1993, p.4
Visiting nurses: showing the way (photo), Apr 2, 1993, p.4
Responding to diverse needs for child care, May 21, 1993, p.8
United Way is holding its own, Aug 27, 1993, p.1
Local United Way sets 'aggressive' goal (photo), Oct 8, 1993, p.4
Keep the door open (edit), Dec 24, 1993, p.6

UNSWORTH, ROBERT
Libraries balance literature and glitz, Mar 12, 1993, p.9

US CONGRESS
New opportunities for growth in 1993 (photo) (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.6

UZICANIN, ISMAR
Balkan pain knows no boundary: local emigres react to war (photo), May 7, 1993, p.3

UZICANIN, MASHA
Balkan pain knows no boundary: local emigres react to war (photo), May 7, 1993, p.3

VACATIONS
A tale of three houses - and a summer of learning experience (edit), Aug 27, 1993, p.7

VACCARI, FRANK
Speech contestants cheer each other on (photo), Apr 2, 1993, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1993 (photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.24

VACCARO, LUKE
All in the family: Changing of the guard at Scarsdale Improvement (Corp) (photo), Sep 24, 1993, p.1

VALENTINE'S DAY
From roast goat to obligation chocolates (illus), Feb 12, 1993, p.5
Valentines bridge the gap (Heathcote 4th grader presents SCS senior with seasonal greeting) (photo), Feb 19, 1993, p.1

VAN DE WATER, PETER
Delays beset Scarsdale Ave. project, Jan 8, 1993, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The 1993 Annual Boards & Councils Dinner (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.22
Downtown group meetings open (to the public), Oct 8, 1993, p.1
New citizen (at SCS's Planning Department), Oct 8, 1993, p.1

VAN HORN, BOB
Scholarships that help (from SCS Rotary Club) (photo), Jul 2, 1993, p.4

VAN HORN, ROBERT T
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VARDI, EMANUEL
Teachers, students to display talents in Baroque Festival (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.17

VATH, JIM
STEPing into the past (students look at album of old STEP photos) (photo), Feb 19, 1993, p.2

VATH, THERESA
12 join nominating committee, Jan 22, 1993, p.1

VAUGHAN, RONALD D
Ronald D Vaughan (named sales representative at Kensico Cemetery) (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.4

VENOKUR, DANIELLE
Signed up to serve (new members of SCS Volunteer Ambulance Junior Corps), Jun 18, 1993, p.4

The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36

VERAS, GARY C
Gary C Veras (dies), Aug 20, 1993, p.14

VERDICCHIO, HELEN (AU)
Hats off to cops and firefighters (ltr), Aug 13, 1993, p.6

VERGARI, CARL

County legislators to vote on pay raise, Dec 17, 1993, p.1
Empty stockings (county legislators reject pay initiative), Dec 24, 1993, p.1

VERICKER, JOSEPH P
Joseph P Vericker (recipient of Clarion award by Westchester Chapter of Women in Communications), Feb 19, 1993, p.4

VERMES, DOUG
A(mERICAN) F(IELD) S(ERVICE) sponsors US exchange, Apr 2, 1993, p.10

VERNA, BETSY
Maroon and White salutes fall season athletes (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.30
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36

VERNI, JOHN
Eastchester man found fit to stand trial, Aug 20, 1993, p.1

VETERAN, TONY
Dislikes Tolchin's negative ads (ltr), Sep 3, 1993, p.6

VETERANS
The Bank of New York Salutes Our Veterans - Memorial Day 1993 (photo), Jun 4, 1993, p.28

VETERANS DAY
Veterans Day (SCS ceremony and closings), Nov 5, 1993, p.1
Veterans Day exercises at Boniface Circle (photo), Nov 19, 1993, p.5

VICCARI, EUNICE T
Eunice T Viccari (dies), Feb 12, 1993, p.18

VILLAGE BOARD-SCS
Appointive seats open on local panels; candidates sought (includes detailed listings), Jan 8, 1993, p.4
Handelman nominated for mayor (photo), Jan 15, 1993, p.1
Caution urged on downtown plans, Jan 15, 1993, p.1
Village Board meeting summarized, Jan 15, 1993, p.5
Candidates named for mayor, trustees (cont) (photo), Jan 15, 1993, p.8
Village Board summary;: Jan 29, 1993, p.5
Trustees vote to sell P(enn) C(entral) C(orporation) village land, Feb 12, 1993, p.1
(S)no(w) parking (overnight parking might be banned at village owned open lots during snow season), Feb 12, 1993, p.1
Village signs agreement (cont), Feb 12, 1993, p.18
Old rail cut still a problem in Secor, Feb 19, 1993, p.1
Village Board action, Feb 26, 1993, p.5
Use the (advisory) councils (edit), Mar 5, 1993, p.6
Issues facing the village: a conversation with candidates (for village office) (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.1
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VILLAGE BOARD-SCS continued

Village Board actions, Mar 12, 1993, p.3

Needed: a dialogue (between the Village Board and the public) (edit), Mar 12, 1993, p.6
All invited to meet local candidates (for mayor and trustee) (ltr), Mar 12, 1993, p.6
Candidates discuss development, taxes, housing, tennis courts (cont), Mar 12, 1993, p.13
Local election Tuesday to choose a mayor and three trustees, Mar 12, 1993, p.13
Mayor, trustees elected; Cedarbaum chosen trustee, Mar 19, 1993, p.1
Village election results (cont), Mar 19, 1993, p.14
Trustees raise fees, set budget hearing, Mar 26, 1993, p.3
2 (from the Village Board) who made it work (edit), Mar 26, 1993, p.6
Public input sorely lacking on downtown plan... (ltr), Mar 26, 1993, p.6
Assessing the budget, Apr 16, 1993, p.1
Critics welcome open door but want it wider (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.1
Matchmaking (Village Board applies for $27,500 matching federal grant to comply with ADA act), Apr 16, 1993, p.1
Village Board reorganizes for a new year, Apr 16, 1993, p.3
What are the rules (governing the use of the bulletin board near the SCS post office)? (edit), Apr 16, 1993, p.6
Is Scarsdale shooting itself in the foot with Penn Central? (edit), Apr 16, 1993, p.7
Village reorganizes (cont), Apr 16, 1993, p.14
Board failing to instill confidence (in reference to Penn Central plans for downtown SCS) (ltr), Apr 23, 1993, p.6
Penn Central to unveil choices (for SCS village center), Apr 30, 1993, p.1
Left out (turns onto Claremont Road barred from Bronx River Parkway), Apr 30, 1993, p.1
Paper diplomacy (regarding security for eight foreign ambassadors living in SCS), Apr 30, 1993, p.1
DUI agreement (regarding enforcement against drunken driving), Apr 30, 1993, p.1
Village agrees to provide security for diplomats, Apr 30, 1993, p.3
Time to listen (to options for development of downtown SCS) (edit), Apr 30, 1993, p.6
Village Board approves budget (cont), Apr 30, 1993, p.14
Skeptics query trustees on development, May 14, 1993, p.1
Changes proposed in auto, fire, tax codes, May 14, 1993, p.1
Of trees and housing, May 14, 1993, p.1
Village Board summary, May 14, 1993, p.3
Reply to Breines’ letter of 4/16/93 regarding downtown development of SCS) (ltr), May 21, 1993, p.6
Owner won’t sell A&P lot (at Heathcote Five Corners), May 28, 1993, p.3
It’s not the way to run a village (ltr), May 28, 1993, p.6
Village Board summary, Jun 11, 1993, p.3
Village Board meeting (cont), Jun 11, 1993, p.9
Anger mounting over (SCS downtown) development (project) (ltr), Jun 11, 1993, p.1
Downtown development disputes rage on; Village Board seeking a way to bridge gap, Jun 18, 1993, p.1
Bridging gap (cont), Jun 18, 1993, p.3
A turning point (in the relationship between the Village Board and the public) (edit), Jun 18, 1993, p.6
For whom do trustees work? (ltr), Jun 18, 1993, p.6
Do we have a democracy (in SCS)? (ltr), Jun 18, 1993, p.6
Board agrees to cooling-off period on (downtown) development, Jun 25, 1993, p.1
Council comes to the defense of trees, Jun 25, 1993, p.1
Village Board actions, Jun 25, 1993, p.5
Cooling off (cont), Jun 25, 1993, p.18
What does silent majority favor? (ltr), Jul 9, 1993, p.6
Signs of change in government (letter addressed to Walter Handelman and Board of Trustees) (ltr), Jul 9, 1993, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes The 1993 Annual Boards & Councils Dinner (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.22
Public will see trustees at work, Jul 16, 1993, p.1
Phone company riles Post Road neighbors, Jul 16, 1993, p.1
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VILLAGE BOARD-SCS continued

Village water rates slated to increase, Jul 16, 1993, p.5
Board's openness praised following study session, Jul 23, 1993, p.1
Optimism on square one (edit), Jul 23, 1993, p.6
Village Board seeks public involvement (cont), Jul 23, 1993, p.10
Trustees seeking citizen advice on development, Jul 30, 1993, p.1
Development Committee members sought (cont), Jul 30, 1993, p.10
Coming up Tuesday...(plans to set up a special committee to coordinate downtown development project), Aug 13, 1993, p.1
Higher tab for the tap?, Aug 13, 1993, p.1
Group advises board to clear the decks, Aug 13, 1993, p.1
Mayor: P(enn) C(entral) C(orporation) agreement irrelevant to work of advisory committee, Aug 20, 1993, p.1
At the Aug. 17 Village Board meeting..., Aug 20, 1993, p.3
(Citizens' Nominating) Committee candidates sought, Aug 27, 1993, p.1
Citizens' group offers proposals (ltr), Aug 27, 1993, p.6
Committee candidates needed (cont), Aug 27, 1993, p.4
Trustees need to show objectivity, not empathy (edit), Sep 3, 1993, p.7
Village to rejoin state insurance, Oct 1, 1993, p.1
Trustees: Leaf blower blower ban needs study, Oct 1, 1993, p.1
Contracts settled with police, (Civil) S(ervice) E(mployees) A(ssociation), Oct 1, 1993, p.3
Keep the door open (future meetings of Downtown Advisory Committee will be open to the public)(edit), Oct 8, 1993, p.6
Village workers get 4.5% raise, Oct 15, 1993, p.1
Village Board summary, Oct 15, 1993, p.3
Wrong pocket? (parkland funds are used for tennis courts at SHS), Oct 29, 1993, p.1
Summary of Oct 26 Village Board actions, Oct 29, 1993, p.3
State of the village - now and around the bend (edit), Oct 29, 1993, p.7
Summary of Tuesday' Village Board actions, Nov 12, 1993, p.3
Trustee wants study of cab records, Nov 26, 1993, p.1
Public input, Nov 26, 1993, p.1
Meeting summary: Planning, zoning issues occupy board, Nov 26, 1993, p.3
Help wanted: Village trustee (ltr), Nov 26, 1993, p.6
Menorah erected in Chase Park, Dec 17, 1993, p.1
Medical center traffic concerns Village Board, Dec 17, 1993, p.1
Trustees to discuss pool fee hike, Dec 17, 1993, p.3
Dentist application (cont), Dec 17, 1993, p.19

VILLAGE CODE-SCS
Changes proposed in auto, fire, tax codes, May 14, 1993, p.1
Village Code needs updating (ltr), Jun 18, 1993, p.6

VILLAGE HALL (SCS)
Summer interns hard at work in village (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.3

VILLAGE MANAGER-SCS
News and views must be separate (in reference to Inquirer coverage of talk by Lowell Tooley) (edit), Apr 30, 1993, p.7

VIOLENCE
Random violence on local street (ltr), Oct 22, 1993, p.6

VISITING HOUSEKEEPERS
Many here employ illegal aliens, Jan 29, 1993, p.1
Illegal workers common in Scarsdale (cont), Jan 29, 1993, p.2

VISITING NURSE SERVICES OF WESTCHESTER
Visiting nurses: showing the way (photo), Apr 2, 1993, p.4
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VITTORIA, THEODORE
Vittoria, Theodore (dies), Jul 9, 1993, p.12

VITTORIA, THEODORE JR
Scarsdalians to aid White Plains Hospital fund drive, Jun 25, 1993, p.4

VIVIANO, DAVE
This is summer (photo), Jun 4, 1993, p.1

VOGEL, HELEN
Scarsdalians share their expertise a world away (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.5
The Bank of New York Salutes The 25th Anniversary of Futura House (photo), Jul 16, 1993, p.26

VOGEL, JOHN
Scarsdalians share their expertise a world away (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.5
The Bank of New York Salutes The 1993 Annual Boards & Councils Dinner (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.22
The Bank of New York Salutes The 25th Anniversary of Futura House (photo), Jul 16, 1993, p.26

VOGEL, STEVEN E (DR)
Dr Steven E Vogl (named to medical staff of White Plains Hospital Center), Feb 19, 1993, p.4

VOLUNTEERS
Logo contest (sponsored by SCS Task Force on Volunteerism), Mar 5, 1993, p.1
Joyce Chapnick (awarded scholarship by National Council of Jewish Women), Jun 18, 1993, p.4
Student volunteers honored for service (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.9
Susan Cohen (honored at New York Hospital's Westchester division in White Plains) (photo), Jun 25, 1993, p.4
WPHC honors Scarsdalians (for 25 years or 5000 hours of volunteer service), Jul 23, 1993, p.4
Wanted: volunteers with heart (for SCS Family Counseling Service) (edit), Aug 13, 1993, p.6
A call for volunteers, Sep 10, 1993, p.1
Volunteers made fair a success (19th annual Country Fair) (edit), Sep 17, 1993, p.6
PTA's have 'come a long way, Baby!', Sep 17, 1993, p.9
Confessions of a class 'mother' (edit), Sep 24, 1993, p.7
Helping hands a village tradition (ltr), Oct 1, 1993, p.6
Volunteering -- as you grow (edit), Oct 1, 1993, p.7
Volunteering that really works (illus) (edit), Oct 15, 1993, p.7
Year of the volunteer (photo), Oct 22, 1993, p.4
(Town and) Village Civic Club: 89 years and still going strong (edit) (illus), Oct 22, 1993, p.7
Shaping the neighborhood (photo) (edit), Nov 5, 1993, p.7
Disability heightens awareness (illus) (edit), Nov 12, 1993, p.7
The spirit of volunteerism at SWS, Nov 19, 1993, p.10
The theology of the hammer (edit), Dec 17, 1993, p.7
Teenagers fill growing volunteer needs, Dec 17, 1993, p.8

WON TURK, GUNNY
Thanks to many for generosity (towards seven Russian children who visited SCS) (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6

VOTER REGISTRATION
Register to vote (in the village election March 16), Feb 26, 1993, p.1
Urges support of 'motor voter' (ltr), Mar 5, 1993, p.6
Voter registration (still time to register to vote in school election on May 19), May 7, 1993, p.1

VOTING
Reminder to vote (for election of members of School Board Nominating Committee) (ltr), Jan 15, 1993, p.6
Editor gives county voters high marks, Jan 29, 1993, p.3
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VOTING continued
League banner was displayed (ltr), Nov 26, 1993, p.6

WACHTEL, MAXI
Not just a bowl of cherries (Heathcote first graders begin an interdisciplinary unit on fruit/photo), Oct 22, 1993, p.9

WACHTENHEIM, ANDREW
Putting plastics in their place (for recycling) (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.9

WACHTENHEIM, FLORRIE
Nominating time (petitions available for School Board Nominating Committee), Oct 8, 1993, p.1

WAGES AND SALARIES
County legislators to vote on pay raise, Dec 17, 1993, p.1
Empty stockings (county legislators reject pay initiative), Dec 24, 1993, p.1

WAKASHIRO, KYOKO
The Bank of New York Salutes the Scarsdale Japan Festival 1993 (photo), Jun 25, 1993, p.26

WALFISH, DANIEL
Scarsdale High School students win academic awards (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.12

WALFISH, MICHAEL
Tilt gets serious with issue on education, May 28, 1993, p.10
Debaters shine in tourney (Reeder Tournament in Alexandria, Va), Oct 8, 1993, p.10

WALKATHONS
The littlest fundraisers (for cystic fibrosis research) (photo), May 21, 1993, p.1

WALKER, OLIVIA
Edgemont gets really late mail (ltr), Jan 8, 1993, p.6

WALL, JOHN W (AU)
Lets hang up on TCI Cable (ltr), Nov 12, 1993, p.6

WALLACE, ARTHUR
Arthur Wallace (named dean of School of Business at San Francisco State University) (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.4

WALLACE, CHARLES
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre "Kiss Me, Kate" (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.22
Picnic celebrates new S(tudent) T(ransfer) E(ducation) P(lan) student (photo), Sep 17, 1993, p.9
Making this world a better place (edit), Dec 3, 1993, p.7

WALLACE, CLAUDINA (DR)
Picnic celebrates new S(tudent) T(ransfer) E(ducation) P(lan) student (photo), Sep 17, 1993, p.9

WALLACE, JON
SHS club addresses minority issues, Apr 30, 1993, p.1

WALLACH, ARLENE
Walkers keep pace in 15K road race (photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.18

WALLACH, SCOTT
Duels and discovery highlight study (of Renaissance England) (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.9

WALSH, CHRISTINE
Something to cheer about (IHM junior varsity cheerleaders win 2nd place in CYO competition) (photo), Apr 2, 1993, p.9

WALSH, GLEN
Smoky blaze rages through Walworth Avenue house (photo) (cont), Feb 12, 1993, p.8

WALSH, JAMES
Campers take a voyage back in time (photo), Jul 23, 1993, p.5
The last splash (at SCS Pool on Labor Day) (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.3

WALSH, JANE
Fire company marks centennial at dinner (photo), Dec 17, 1993, p.13

WALSH, MEGHAN
Daily, she takes bread from local gourmet food store to homeless, hungry and ill (photo), Jan 8, 1993, p.5
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WALSH, ROGER
Fire company marks centennial at dinner (photo), Dec 17, 1993, p.13

WANG, DALE R
Dale R Wang (named director of community relations of Westchester Jewish Community Services), Aug 13, 1993, p.4

WANG, JEFFREY
6 teenagers receive awards (Westchester Jewish Community Services Youth in Action Award), Nov 19, 1993, p.4

WANG, JESSE
Thanks to many—for generosity (towards seven Russian children who visited SCS) (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6

WARD, TIM
Maroon and White salutes fall season athletes (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.30

WARE, MARY LEE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

WARFIELD, JAMES
Caution urged on downtown plans, Jan 15, 1993, p.1
Critics welcome open door but want it wider (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.1
Board failing to instill confidence (in reference to Penn Central plans for downtown SCS) (ltr), Apr 23, 1993, p.6
P(C) (central) (corporation) critics offer alternative plans and schedules, May 28, 1993, p.1
Heat and light on P(C) (central) (corporation) proposal, Jun 4, 1993, p.1
Anger mounting over (SCS downtown) development (project) (ltr), Jun 11, 1993, p.1
Board agrees to cooling-off period on (downtown) development, Jun 25, 1993, p.1
Fact-gathering starts downtown study, Oct 22, 1993, p.1
Downtown committee divides up assignments (cont), Oct 22, 1993, p.8

WARFIELD, JAMES (AU)
‘Open dialogue’ on master plan (ltr), Apr 2, 1993, p.6

WARNKEN, WAYNE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32

WASHBURN, PHILLIP
Church is home to many (SCS Congregational Church) (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.12
Distinguished service (Betty Taubert receives the God and Service Award) (photo), Mar 26, 1993, p.12

WASHBURN, PHILLIP (AU)
The lure of the difficult person (edit), Apr 2, 1993, p.7
Perhaps too many agendas confront us (edit), Aug 20, 1993, p.7

WASHBURN, PHILLIP AND WANDY
Power of the press (thanks to editorial from 8/20/93 AFS has a host family for E Guccione) (ltr), Aug 27, 1993, p.6

WASHINGTON (DC)
D.C. should not become a state (ltr), Apr 30, 1993, p.6

WASHINGTON, RUTH
Panessa to be resentenced in car crash case, Jan 8, 1993, p.5

WASTE DISPOSAL
Public services badly neglected in Edgemont (ltr), Jan 8, 1993, p.6
Gardeners protest new dumping fee (for spring leaves), Apr 23, 1993, p.1
And now for the bad news... (edit), Apr 23, 1993, p.6
Dumping fee (cont), Apr 23, 1993, p.13
See also Hazardous Substances-Disposal

WATANABE, MIHO
Young musicians to perform (in School Music Assn All-State Conference), Nov 19, 1993, p.10
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WATANABE, YUKIKO
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Varsity Girls' Basketball Team, Apr 2, 1993, p.32

WATER
Better than it looks (drinking water in some SCS areas may not look pristine, but it's just fine), Feb 5, 1993, p.1
Flushing water mains (to prevent discoloration during summer), Mar 26, 1993, p.1
More flushing (of mains), Apr 23, 1993, p.1
Yet more flushing (of village water mains), Apr 30, 1993, p.1
Flushing schedule, May 7, 1993, p.1
Village water rates slated to increase, Jul 16, 1993, p.5
Dry white season (water advisory declared), Jul 30, 1993, p.1
No coli here (in SCS water supply), Aug 13, 1993, p.1
Higher tab for the tap, Aug 13, 1993, p.1
A new idea on the water supply (ltr), Aug 13, 1993, p.6
Water, water everywhere? (illus), Aug 20, 1993, p.3
Another warning of lead in Scarsdale's water, Sep 3, 1993, p.5
Graduating rates, Sep 17, 1993, p.1
Stream test (at Plaza Theater), Dec 10, 1993, p.1

WATER DEPT-SCS
Cash flow a problem for water department, Jul 23, 1993, p.5

WATER PIPES
Flushing continues (of water mains), Apr 9, 1993, p.1

WATER POLLUTION
Long Island Sound needs oxygen! (edit), Dec 17, 1993, p.6

WATER SUPPLY-LEAD CONTENT
Lead in tap water is health hazard, Apr 2, 1993, p.1
What next? (discusses possible lead content in SCS's drinking water) (edit), Apr 2, 1993, p.6
Lead in water a potential problem (cont), Apr 2, 1993, p.25

WATSON, CHARLOTTE

WATTS, STEWART
Scouts join vets in Memorial Day parade (photo), Jun 4, 1993, p.3

WAVENDORF, MARY
Mary Wavendorf (dies), Dec 3, 1993, p.22

WAXENBERG, ALAN M
Alan M Waxenberg (elected senior vice president and publisher of Good Housekeeping) (photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.4

WAYNE, CHRISSY
Young songwriters win contest, May 21, 1993, p.10

WEATHER
Weather watchers (Nick Gregory visits Heathcote School) (photo), Mar 5, 1993, p.9

WEATHERS, ANN (AU)
Churchly erosion of local zoning (Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) (ltr), Apr 23, 1993, p.6

WEBEL, HENRY R
Henry R Webel (dies) (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.18

WEBER, JOAN
S(CS) T(eachers) I(nstitute) sets communications course, Feb 5, 1993, p.10
Harassment policies considered by board, Jun 11, 1993, p.13
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30
E'монт teachers without a contract, Sep 24, 1993, p.1
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WEDDINGS

(Supplement) Love and Marriage, Feb 12, 1993, p.0
Remembrance of a wedding past (edit), Aug 20, 1993, p.7

WEIL, MANDY
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1993 (photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.24

WEILER, ALAN
Benefit nets $20,000 (photo), Apr 23, 1993, p.19

WEILER, ELAINE
Benefit nets $20,000 (photo), Apr 23, 1993, p.19

WEILER, FRED (AU)
Increase penalty for false alarms (ltr), Apr 23, 1993, p.6

WEIN, MICHAEL
County champs (SCS Sweepers takes Westchester under 12 Division A soccer title) (photo), Aug 27, 1993, p.15

WEINBAUM, ANDREA GRAW
Andrea Graw Weinbaum (named director of sales of Standing Room Only, a catering company in SCS), Aug 13, 1993, p.4

WEINBERG NATURE CENTER
There's a wigwam abuilding in Scarsdale (photo), Feb 26, 1993, p.4
Hello Billy! (animal fair at Weinberg Nature Center) (photo), May 21, 1993, p.1
Bless this house (Delaware elder performs a Native American wigwam blessing ceremony) (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.1

WEINBERG, BLAKE
Well-known author (Valerie Trip) visits Quaker Ridge (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.10

WEINBERG, CAROLYN
Going to Japan (six students and three teachers selected for an all-expense-paid trip) (photo), Apr 23, 1993, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes the Scarsdale Japan Festival 1993 (photo), Jun 25, 1993, p.26
Trip provides inside view of life in Japan (photo), Jul 23, 1993, p.9

WEINBERG, STUART (AU)
Random violence on local street (ltr), Oct 22, 1993, p.6

WEINER, NANCY
Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) elects co-presidents (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.10

WEINER, NORMAN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service (photo), May 21, 1993, p.32

WEINERMAN, LEWIS
He says 'we' but he means just 'I' (in reference to candidacy of Gabriel Farkas) (ltr), Mar 12, 1993, p.6

WEINERMAN, LEWIS (AU)
He's setting the record straight (information about G Farkas incorrect in 2/5 Inquirer article)(ltr), Feb 26, 1993, p.6
Tolchin is clear on the issues (ltr), Jul 23, 1993, p.6

WEINERMAN, LEWIS (AU)
He says 'we' but he means just 'I' (in reference to candidacy of Gabriel Farkas) (ltr), Mar 12, 1993, p.6

WEINGARTEN, RICHARD
Among movers, shakers who'll be the judges?, Oct 15, 1993, p.1

WEINREB, BARBARA (AU)
Gender message in cartoons degrades women (ltr), Feb 5, 1993, p.6

WEINSHALL, SARAH
The ultimate test of endurance; times three; (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.21

WEINSHEL, SARAH M (DR) (AU)
Rules of the road for lap swimming (ltr), Jul 16, 1993, p.6

WEINSTEIN, ARNOLD A
Arnold A Weinstein (has been admitted to LINC Society of CPA Financial Planners), Jun 18, 1993, p.4

WEINSTEIN, HARVEY
'That's Harvey!' (kidnapping of Harvey Weinstein), Aug 20, 1993, p.1
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WEINSTEIN, LISA P
Lisa P Weinstein (has been admitted to LINC Society of CPA Financial Planners), Jun 18, 1993, p.4

WEINSTEIN, MARK (AU)
Tolchin faulted on use of Town Hall (on day she announced she was running for town supervisor) (ltr), Mar 12, 1993, p.6

WEIR, BARBARA
Fall at Fox Meadow (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.13

WEISBERG, ANNE (AU)
Time to toss those chemicals (ltr), Oct 22, 1993, p.6

WEISBURG, SAMANTHA
'Follow the yellow brick road' (in "The Wizard of Oz" at SCS Middle School) (photo), May 7, 1993, p.11

WEISKOPF, LESLIE
Synagogue rededicated Sunday (SCS Synagogue expansion) (photo), Jan 15, 1993, p.1

WEISS, AVISHAI
Readers cavort (at the SCS Public Library's summer reading game) (photo), Aug 13, 1993, p.1

WEISS, JANE
Thanksgiving traditions (annual outdoor turkey roast at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.10

WEISS, LOIS
Bless this house (Delaware elder performs a Native American wigwam blessing ceremony) (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.1

WEISS, LOIS (AU)
Shaping the neighborhood (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.7

WEISS, PAMELA
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36

WEITZENBERG, IRENE
Irene Weitzenberg (presented with an award for outstanding work in physical education), Jul 9, 1993, p.4

WENDORF, ROBERT
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32

WENGER, JOHN J
John J Wenger (dies), Oct 8, 1993, p.14

WENTWORTH, JEAN
Daily, she takes bread from local gourmet food store to homeless, hungry and ill (photo), Jan 8, 1993, p.5
Critics welcome open door but want it wider (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.1
Group advises board to clear the decks, Aug 13, 1993, p.1
Trustees need to show objectivity, not empathy (edit), Sep 3, 1993, p.7

WENTWORTH, KENNETH (AU)
Support sought for AIDS Walk (ltr), Apr 16, 1993, p.6

WERBLOW, ADAM
Winds of change blow Werblow off course; Olympic glory sails past Scarsdale hopeful (photo), Mar 19, 1993, p.21

WERNER, LINDSAY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre "Kiss Me, Kate" (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.22

WERTKIN, MARTIN G (DR)
Dr Martin G Wertkin (named chief of surgery at Phelps Memorial Hospital in North Tarrytown), Feb 26, 1993, p.4
Martin G Wertkin M.D. (appointed chief of surgery at Phelps Memorial Hospital Center), May 21, 1993, p.4

WESELY, ADRIENNE
Thanks to many-for generosity (towards seven Russian children who visited SCS) (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6
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WESELY, YOLANDA
Thanks to many-for generosity (towards seven Russian children who visited SCS) (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6

WESTCHESTER COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS
2 candidates tapped for District 8 seat (photo), Jan 8, 1993, p.1
Vote merit, not party (regarding county legislator candidates for District 8 seat) (edit), Jan 8, 1993, p.6
Candidates for 8th (cont), Jan 15, 1993, p.8
Quarles appointed to county legislature, Jan 15, 1993, p.1
Quarles joins board (cont), Jan 15, 1993, p.8
A year of fulfillment and dramatic change (photo) (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.6
From the journal of County Legislator Katherine Carsky (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.6
Bronz to run in county District 8 (photo), Mar 5, 1993, p.1
Bronz a candidate (cont), Mar 5, 1993, p.4
Wilkins enters race (to represent District 8 on Westchester County Board of Legislators), Mar 12, 1993, p.1
Do the right thing (in reference to SCS being split into two election districts) (edit), Apr 16, 1993, p.6
Mascali to run for legislature (photo), Apr 23, 1993, p.4
Village split again (plan proposed for redrawing county election lines), May 7, 1993, p.1
Split again (cont), May 7, 1993, p.12
Hearing on new map, May 14, 1993, p.1
Scarsdale's newest legislator seeks re-election (photo), Jun 25, 1993, p.3
Latimer is in the local mainstream (ltr), Aug 13, 1993, p.6
Incumbent Carsky faces Musarra again (photo), Oct 8, 1993, p.1
District 17 race for County Board (cont), Oct 8, 1993, p.20
District 8 draws 4 contenders, Oct 22, 1993, p.1
For county Legislature (Katherine Carsky, Lois Bronz and George Latimer) (edit), Oct 22, 1993, p.6
Vote yes on Proposition 1 (ltr), Oct 22, 1993, p.6
Vote pro-choice this election (ltr), Oct 22, 1993, p.6
Four-way contest for new District 8 (photo) (cont), Oct 22, 1993, p.8
Vote yes on Proposition 1 (ltr), Oct 29, 1993, p.6
Latimer pledges accessibility (ltr), Dec 17, 1993, p.6

WESTCHESTER-PUTNAM SCHOOL BOARD ASSN
Stock to head School Board Ass'n, Jun 18, 1993, p.4

WESTON, KATY
Ready to start the new year (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.10

WEEXLER, PAM
Holiday sharing (multicultural celebration at Quaker Ridge School) (photo), Dec 17, 1993, p.9

WHATLEY, RONALD
Ronald Whatley (promoted as a principal in White Plains office of Einhorn Yaffee Prescott), Nov 5, 1993, p.4

WHITE, ELIZABETH
Stream test (at Plaza Theater), Dec 10, 1993, p.1

WHITE, SHANNON
Farewells for two at Hitchcock, Jan 15, 1993, p.14
A fond farewell for Shannon White (photo), Jan 29, 1993, p.14

WHITEHORN, LENORE
WPHC honors Scarsdalians (for 25 years or 5000 hours of volunteer service), Jul 23, 1993, p.4

WHITTY, NOREEN
Taxing experience (SCS residents will have opportunity to present tax grievances), Jun 4, 1993, p.1
Residents fight property taxes, Jul 2, 1993, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The 1993 Annual Boards & Councils Dinner (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.22
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WIECZOREK, ROBERT
3.5% tax hike in preliminary budget, Mar 19, 1993, p.1
Critics welcome open door but want it wider (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.1
Village budget OK'd, Apr 30, 1993, p.1
Downtown development disputes rage on; Village Board seeking a way to bridge gap, Jun 18, 1993, p.1
Board's openness praised following study session, Jul 23, 1993, p.1
(Citizens' Nominating) Committee candidates sought, Aug 27, 1993, p.1
Village in good shape, auditor says, Sep 17, 1993, p.1
Village to rejoin state insurance, Oct 1, 1993, p.1
Downtown group meetings open (to the public), Oct 8, 1993, p.1
Wrong pocket? (parkland funds are used for tennis courts at SHS), Oct 29, 1993, p.1
Centennial smiles (100th anniversary of Fire Volunteer Company No 1) (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.4

WIEGERT, JEFF
Trees for Earth Day (pin oak planted on East Parkway) (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.4

WILENCE, WILLIAM
Debate gains new dogmatism (that denies the veracity of those offended by the Nativity display) (ltr), Jan 15, 1993, p.6
Perceptions can be prejudices (in reference to the creche issue) (ltr), Jan 15, 1993, p.6

WILKINS, SAMUEL
Wilkins enters race (to represent District 8 on Westchester County Board of Legislators), Mar 12, 1993, p.1
Decision Day for Democrats Sept. 14, Sep 10, 1993, p.1
Difficult decisions (for SCS and Greenburgh Democrats in important primary season) (edit), Sep 10, 1993, p.6
Liberal may still be in District 8 race, Sep 24, 1993, p.1
District 8 draws 4 contenders, Oct 22, 1993, p.1
Four-way contest for new District 8 (photo) (cont), Oct 22, 1993, p.8
Brodsky, O'Rourke trade jibes at forum (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women votes 1993 (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.28

WILLIAM, INGRID
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1993 (photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.24

WILLIAMS, JOHN
Debaters shine in tourney (Reeder Tournament in Alexandria, Va), Oct 8, 1993, p.10
Debaters shine in 3 tourneys, Nov 12, 1993, p.9
Debaters triumph at tourney, Nov 19, 1993, p.9

WILLIAMS, LLOWELL (AU)
Common decency should prevail (ltr), Jan 22, 1993, p.6

WILLIAMSON, JOHN
12 join nominating committee, Jan 22, 1993, p.1

WILLIAMSON, MATT
Helping the homeless (SCS Cub Scout Pack 60 raise money and collect food) (photo), Dec 3, 1993, p.2

WILLSTATTER, DICK
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32

WILLSTATTER, TRUDY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 16, 1993, p.32

WILSON, JAMES
All in the family: Changing of the guard at Scarsdale Improvement (Corp) (photo), Sep 24, 1993, p.1

WILSON, LAUREN
Marking Holy Week (photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.1

WILSON, NICOLETTE
Marking Holy Week (photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.1
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WILSON, RUSH
All in the family: Changing of the guard at Scarsdale Improvement (Corp) (photo), Sep 24, 1993, p.1

WILSON, RYAN
Marking Holy Week (photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.1

WILTON, WILLIAM
The Bank of New York Salutes The Eight Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.30

WINIK, ELAINE K (AU)
The handshake of the century (edit), Sep 24, 1993, p.7

WINTER
Through an artist's lens (photograph of snow-clad evergreen by SHS senior Mathew Pokoik) (photo), Feb 26, 1993, p.1

WISSING, LYNDA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Oct 1, 1993, p.28

WISSING, STEVEN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Oct 1, 1993, p.28

WITCHEL, SAM (AU)
This is women's work (edit), Jul 30, 1993, p.7
Latimer is in the local mainstream (ltr), Aug 13, 1993, p.6

WITKIN, ARTHUR A (AU)
Feiner doing well, merit re-election (ltr), Mar 12, 1993, p.6

WITTMER, JACOB
Jacob Wittner (dies), Jul 30, 1993, p.10

WOLFF, ROSALIE
Skeptics query trustees on development, May 14, 1993, p.1

WOLFF, ROSALIE (AU)
Board failing to instill confidence (in reference to Penn Central plans for downtown SCS) (ltr), Apr 23, 1993, p.6

WOLK, ELLIOT K
Elliot K Wolk (chairperson of awards dinner dance of Albert Einstein College of Medicine) (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.4

WOLLMAN, LOUISE
Inquirer appoints sports editor, feature writer, Mar 5, 1993, p.4

WOMEN
'Through an artist's lens (photograph of snow-clad evergreen by SHS senior Mathew Pokoik) (photo), Feb 26, 1993, p.1

YOU HAVE TO BE CAREFULLY TAUGHT' (edit), Feb 19, 1993, p.7
Today's Woman (Supplement), Mar 12, 1993, p.0
On having it all - if you are a woman (edit), May 7, 1993, p.7
This is women's work (edit), Jul 30, 1993, p.7
Multinational panel measures women's gains (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.5
Equal treatment a must for women (edit), Dec 3, 1993, p.7

WONG, EDWARD
Tour, party welcome newcomers (to SHS) (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.9

WONG, JOHN
Garth Woods cleanup fills 20 bags plus (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.5

WOOD SMITH, LEILA
Christie development may follow settlement, Jun 4, 1993, p.1

WOOD, BETH
(SCS) T(teachers') T(institute) salutes teachers' innovations (photo), May 21, 1993, p.10

WOODARD, HELEN Q
Helen Q Woodard (dies), Jun 11, 1993, p.16

WOODCOCK, PETER
Tree killers fined, Nov 5, 1993, p.1
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WOODS, PATRICIA
Better than last year say local merchants, Dec 31, 1993, p.1

WOODWARD, SUE
Thanks to many-for generosity (towards seven Russian children who visited SCS) (ltr), Oct 15, 1993, p.6

WOOLFALK, HAROLD
S(Student) T(transfer) E(ducation) P(lan) plays vital role, needs funds (ltr), Apr 23, 1993, p.6

WOOLFALK, HAROLD B
12 join nominating committee, Jan 22, 1993, p.1

WOOLFALK, SAYS
Middle school news (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.10

WOOLFALK, SHIGEKO
Thanksgiving traditions (annual outdoor turkey roast at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.10

WOOLFALK, SHIGEKO K (AU)
Express thanks to Midori (ltr), May 28, 1993, p.6

WORDEN, MICHAEL
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36

WRESTLING
Wrestler Mosblech breaks 20-year curse (photo), Feb 26, 1993, p.17

WRIGHT, SEAN
Ready for summer reading (paperbacks collected at middle school for Harlem junior high school/photo), Apr 9, 1993, p.9

WRITERS
SEE AUTHORS

WROCLAWSKI, SAHARA
Signed up to serve (new members of SCS Volunteer Ambulance Junior Corps), Jun 18, 1993, p.4

WU, JENNIFER
Maroon and White salutes fall season athletes (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.30
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon and White Fall Sports Award Dinner (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.36

WU, MAX
Read-a-thon seeking funds and books for schools that need help (photo), Mar 5, 1993, p.9

YAEGER, MIKE
Teen center idea pleases most, but neighbors are wary, Nov 19, 1993, p.1

YAKUSHIJI, HIROMI
Practice makes perfect (Thanksgiving cooking demonstration) (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.9

YAMADA, SHOKO
Artist of the Month (photo), Jan 22, 1993, p.9

YAMAMOTO, TOMIO
Thanksgiving traditions (annual outdoor turkey roast at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Nov 26, 1993, p.10

YAMASHITA, KOJI
Koji Yamashita (named to head Nippon Airways international passenger marketing and sales in Tokyo), Jul 30, 1993, p.4

YAMAWAKI, KEI
Splash up a storm (at the SCS Pool) (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.1

YAMAWAKI, VIOLETTA
Splash up a storm (at the SCS Pool) (photo), Aug 6, 1993, p.1

YAMAZAKI, LIGIA
Abundant activity as Bible School (at Hitchcock Presbyterian Church) goes tribal (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.5

YANG, DEREK
Tour, party welcome newcomers (to SHS) (photo), Sep 10, 1993, p.9

YANG, HEE MIN
Scarsdale High School students win academic awards (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.12
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YARABEK, STEVE
Village footed most of park bill (ltr), Aug 6, 1993, p.6

YASGUR, HAROLD
Better than last year say local merchants, Dec 31, 1993, p.1

YASHUNO, KURI
Student volunteers honored for service (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.9

YASKUL, MARVIN (AU)
Sneaky critics leave handbills (ltr), Jun 11, 1993, p.8

YASPAN, DAVID
David Yaspan (honored as leading broker in 1992 by Grubb & Ellis) (photo), Feb 26, 1993, p.4

YAVERBAUM, RACHEL
A different cabaret lights up SHS stage (photo), Jan 22, 1993, p.17

YOKEN, RICHARD AND JOAN (AU)
Happy with Feiner (ltr), Jul 30, 1993, p.6
40-year residents are pleased (with P Feiner) (ltr), Aug 6, 1993, p.6

YOKOTA, BETTY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service (photo), May 21, 1993, p.32

YOUNG, DALE JOAN (AU)
A house they'll live in (discusses Habitat for Humanity International) (edit) (photo), Jan 8, 1993, p.7
Holiday bonus: eliminate tolls (ltr), Dec 3, 1993, p.6
The theology of the hammer (edit), Dec 17, 1993, p.7

YOUNG, JENNIFER
Local skater glides with the stars (photo), Aug 13, 1993, p.14
Halloween happenings (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.10

YOUNG, TRACY
A house they'll live in (discusses Habitat for Humanity International) (edit) (photo), Jan 8, 1993, p.7

YOUTH
Growing up II (a sequel is planned to "Growing up in Scarsdale"), Mar 5, 1993, p.1
Urban historian will speak at 2d forum on 'growing up' here (photo), Mar 12, 1993, p.2
Teen life in Scarsdale: happiness not guaranteed, Mar 26, 1993, p.3
'I wish parents could hear what their children have to say' (edit), Apr 2, 1993, p.7
Straight Talk for high school students (edit), May 7, 1993, p.7

YOUTH EMPLOYMENT SERVICE-SCS
Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) gets the job done right (Progress edit 1993), Jan 29, 1993, p.14
Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) elects co-presidents (photo), Jun 18, 1993, p.10
Important free service: Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) (ltr), Aug 27, 1993, p.6

YU, RIN-RIN
Tilt gets serious with issue on education, May 28, 1993, p.10
Halloween happenings (photo), Nov 5, 1993, p.10

YUGOSLAVIA

ZACHARIA, DON
Don Zacharia (to be presented with business leadership award by UJA-Federation) (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.4

ZALAZNICK, CHARLES
Charles Zalaznick (dies), Aug 6, 1993, p.10

ZAMBETTI, ANDREA
Student art show at Scarsdale Library (photo), Apr 30, 1993, p.11
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ZANDER, LETTY
The Bank of New York Salutes The 25th Anniversary of Futura House (photo), Jul 16, 1993, p.26

ZANZANO, JOSEPH
Glad tidings (Immaculate Heart of Mary Sunday School pageant) (photo), Dec 24, 1993, p.1

ZARECKI, TOM (AU)
Appreciates story (about Radio Computing Services) (ltr), Nov 5, 1993, p.6

ZAYAC, ANDREW
Students get down to business (unit on entrepreneurship for eighth graders) (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.10

ZAYAC, ROBERT
Young Irish visitors gain new perspective (photo), Jul 30, 1993, p.5
Maroon and White salutes fall season athletes (photo), Dec 10, 1993, p.30

ZECHER, DEBORAH
Saluting 20 years of women in rabbinate (photo), Jan 15, 1993, p.14

ZEDNIK, RICK (AU)
Watching the birth of nation(s) (edit), Mar 12, 1993, p.7

ZEIGLER, SALLY
Responding to diverse needs for child care, May 21, 1993, p.8

ZELMANOWICZ, MARC
Students get down to business (unit on entrepreneurship for eighth graders) (photo), Oct 29, 1993, p.10

ZIEGERT, VERA
Practice makes perfect (Thanksgiving cooking demonstration) (photo), Nov 12, 1993, p.9

ZILEMBO, NORAH
Villages gear up for pension plan increases, Dec 31, 1993, p.1

ZIMBAO, ALAN T (AU)
Column trifles with tragedy (response to article by Geoffrey Oxnam in Inquirer 9/17/93) (edit), Sep 24, 1993, p.6

ZIMMERMAN, PHYLLIS
The Bank of New York Salutes The 1993 Annual Boards & Councils Dinner (photo), Jul 9, 1993, p.22

ZINGARA, PASQUALE
Fish habitat perfected (concrete wall is constructed by library pond to stop leaks) (photo), Aug 20, 1993, p.1

ZIPCODE
Speedy delivery? (letter to SCS residents gave wrong code for SCS Post Office), Oct 22, 1993, p.1

ZIV, ETAY
Scarsdale High School students win academic awards (photo), Jun 11, 1993, p.12

ZOFFNESS, RACHEL
6 teenagers receive awards (Westchester Jewish Community Services Youth in Action Award), Nov 19, 1993, p.4
County lauds SHS students, Dec 3, 1993, p.12

ZOLDAN, BARBARA
Bank, volunteers hailed for (SCS community) calendar (ltr), Aug 20, 1993, p.6
Committee candidates chosen, Nov 5, 1993, p.1
Citizens' candidates are diverse, Nov 12, 1993, p.1

ZONING-SCS
Of trees and housing, May 14, 1993, p.1
Maintaining residential character, with exceptions (development of SCS downtown) (photo), Jul 16, 1993, p.2
Residential character (cont), Jul 16, 1993, p.4
Medical center traffic concerns Village Board, Dec 17, 1993, p.1
Dentist application (cont), Dec 17, 1993, p.19

ZOUZIAS, SPYROS CHRISTOS
Spyros Christos Zouzias (dies), Jul 23, 1993, p.10
ZUCKEYMAN, BARBARA
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS BASE (photo), Feb 5, 1993, p.28
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1994 (REVIEW)

The year in review: 1994 (summarizes important news and developments in SCS and vicinity) (photo), Dec 30, 1994, p.4
Highlights of 1994 (edit), Dec 30, 1994, p.6
The year in review: 1994 (cont), Dec 30, 1994, p.16

AARON, GINNY

Seeing - and saving - the child behind the disabilities (photo), Aug 19, 1994, p.1

ABADA, SASSON

Wild Weinberg (Weinberg Nature Center has program on Africa) (photo), May 27, 1994, p.5

ABADINSKY, SAMANTHA

Sidewalk sale days (photo), Aug 12, 1994, p.5

ABDUCTION

Housekeeper foils kidnapper, Jan 7, 1994, p.1
Update on attempted abduction (reference to Inquirer article from 1/7/94), Jan 14, 1994, p.1

ABELSON, MATT

The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1994 (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.24

ABERLE, BERNARD

Bernard Aberle (named assistant principal of the year for New York City) (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.4

ABINANTI, THOMAS

Abinanti is lone Democrat against county budget, Dec 30, 1994, p.1

ABINANTI, THOMAS (AU)


ABORN, RICHARD

The tide is turning, gun control lobbyist tells L(eague of) W(omen) V(oters) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.5
Tide is turning on gun control (cont), Oct 28, 1994, p.15

ABORTION

Without access, the right to choose means nothing (edit), Aug 19, 1994, p.7
Who is speaking for the fetus? (response to S Stern's edit from 8/19/94) (ltr), Sep 2, 1994, p.6
Abortion: the act is the real issue (response to edit by S Stern from 8/19/94) (ltr), Sep 2, 1994, p.6
Stay out of her home and uterus (response to letter by N Sullivan from 9/2/94) (ltr), Sep 9, 1994, p.6
Will pro-lifers aid the unwanted? (response to letter by Neil Sullivan from 9/2/94) (ltr), Sep 16, 1994, p.6
Abortion debate continues (response to letters by P Rosenstein from 9/9 and I Cook from 9/16) (ltr), Sep 23, 1994, p.7
A pro-choice response (to letters by P Rosenstein (9/9), I Cook (9/16) and N Sullivan (9/2/93/23)ltr), Sep 30, 1994, p.6
Easy choice for the uninvolved (response to letter by N Sullivan from 9/2/94) (ltr), Oct 28, 1994, p.6

ABRAMS, HARRY S

Harry S Abrams (dies), Jun 3, 1994, p.20

ABSGARTEN, MARIAN

Happy to be here (Marian Absgarten gets acquainted with her new third grade class) (photo), Sep 16, 1994, p.9
Students help others, Nov 10, 1994, p.9
A taste of Japan (culture and customs of Japan are studied by Greenacres third graders) (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.9

ABT, ANN

The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

ACCESSORY APARTMENTS

Two more (laws) to consider (accessory apartments and home occupations) (edit), Mar 4, 1994, p.6

ACCIDENTS

USAir crash claims local woman Deborah Norden, an architect of life (photo), Sep 16, 1994, p.1
Family and friends recall the special qualities of plane crash victim (cont), Sep 16, 1994, p.10
Pedestrian struck on Popham Road, Sep 23, 1994, p.1
Local man (Maurice B Stein) killed in Eagle crash, Nov 4, 1994, p.1
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ACCOUNTANTS
Stuart Gollin (has joined J H Cohn & Company), Jul 29, 1994, p.2

ACTION AND DEFENSES
This bus rider (Sima Rabinowicz) is no Rosa Parks (edit), Sep 30, 1994, p.6

ACTIONS AND DEFENSES
Neighbors to Nynex: See you in court, May 6, 1994, p.1
Involuntary servitude (re lawsuit by Rye Neck senior and parents about community service) (edit), Nov 18, 1994, p.6
Blower ban challenged in village court, Dec 16, 1994, p.1
Gardeners challenge leaf-blower ban in court (cont), Dec 16, 1994, p.25

ADAM, JENNIFER
(SHS) seniors win awards for academic and arts achievement (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.10

ADAMS, BILL
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Company 1 100th Year Anniversary (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.30
Polishing their act (members of Volunteer Fire Company No 1 get ready for centennial parade) (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.1

ADAMS, RACHEL
Learning about the outdoors (Earth Day activities at local schools) (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.10

ADELMAN, SAMUEL
Scarsdale man charged with credit card fraud, May 27, 1994, p.3

ADLER, IRIS
90 years in 40 minutes: Town Club and its offspring mark a major milestone (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.5

ADLER, MAGGIE
Adler still on pace for Olympic dream, Feb 11, 1994, p.15
Scarsdale HS archer (Maggie Adler) wins New York title, Mar 25, 1994, p.17
Maggie Adler adds to laurels, Apr 15, 1994, p.20
Adler wins Eastern Archery champs (photo), Jul 8, 1994, p.15
Adler (cont), Jul 8, 1994, p.16
Shooting for his dream: A disabled archer makes his mark (photo), Aug 5, 1994, p.13
Adler earns archery team title, Aug 12, 1994, p.13

ADLER, MARTELLE
The Bank of New York Salutes SCS's Woman's Club on the Occasion of its Diamond Jubilee 1919-94 (photo), May 13, 1994, p.30

ADLERSTEIN, DAVID
They take the cake at Fox Meadow (New York's 62 counties represented on state shaped cake) (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.9

ADREAN, ANNE
Spirit of 1919 (SCS Woman's Club and Edgewood School celebrate their 75th anniversaries) (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes SCS's Woman's Club on the Occasion of its Diamond Jubilee 1919-94 (photo), May 13, 1994, p.30

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT-SCS
Freightway should stay, group says, Jan 21, 1994, p.1
Village blames repair delays on Metro-North, Jan 21, 1994, p.3
Development subcommittees wrestle with design, function, feasibility (cont), Jan 21, 1994, p.12
Downtown group says yes to development (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.1
A proposal for modest development (edit) (illus), Mar 11, 1994, p.7
Agreement is elusive on development details (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.1
Four-screen cinema proposed for Freightway site (photo), May 6, 1994, p.1
An immodest proposal (preliminary proposal advanced by Downtown Development Committee) (edit), May 13, 1994, p.6
Downtown stories do 'disservice' (response to Inquirer article) (ltr), May 13, 1994, p.6
Forget movies - build a stadium! (ltr), May 13, 1994, p.6
When's time for public input? (ltr), May 13, 1994, p.6
Don't handicap reporters (the workings of SCS Downtown Development Committee) (edit), May 27, 1994, p.6
Development advisory group (cont), May 27, 1994, p.12
Downtown opposes development (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.1
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ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT-SCS continued
Scale model of village needed, committee says, Jun 10, 1994, p.1
Committee members disagree (cont), Jun 10, 1994, p.12
Committee debates Freightway bulk, Jun 24, 1994, p.1
Provide a village model (of downtown) (edit), Jun 24, 1994, p.6
No downtown model needed, mayor says, Jul 1, 1994, p.1
High-tech planning tools may aid (to visualize various downtown proposals), Jul 8, 1994, p.1
How many square feet did you say that was? (the amount to work with in developing downtown SCS), Jul 8, 1994, p.1
Familiar look, distinctive odor (regarding downtown development) (ltr), Jul 8, 1994, p.6
Sidestepping a basic request (regarding mayor's denial of request for scale model of village) (ltr), Jul 8, 1994, p.6
Design subcommittee favors development, Jul 29, 1994, p.1
Keep the hustle and bustle out of downtown (edit), Aug 12, 1994, p.7
Downtown dynamics (progress of downtown committee), Sep 23, 1994, p.1
Computer images help committee visualize scale (photo), Oct 7, 1994, p.1
Planning a project that does 'the least harm' (edit), Oct 7, 1994, p.6
Development Committee compares images (cont), Oct 7, 1994, p.13
Downtown committee appears stalled, Oct 21, 1994, p.1
Holding pattern (comments on Advisory Committee on Downtown Development) (edit), Oct 21, 1994, p.6
Consensus closer on Freightway, Nov 4, 1994, p.1
Committee mulls parking shortage, Nov 18, 1994, p.1
Downtown Development Committee mulls perennial problem (cont), Nov 18, 1994, p.10
Parking shortfall put at 250 spaces, Dec 2, 1994, p.1
Parking dearth affects shoppers (ltr), Dec 9, 1994, p.6
Incentives could ease parking crunch (in SCS Village), Dec 16, 1994, p.1
Committee emphasizes housing, Dec 23, 1994, p.1
ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON HISTORIC PRESERVATION-SCS
ADVISORY COUNCIL ON CABLE TV-SCS
ADVISORY COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION-SCS
The white peril (edit), Jan 14, 1994, p.6
Tree-huggers sought (to take part in survey of local trees), Aug 5, 1994, p.1
ADVISORY COUNCIL ON HUMAN RELATIONS-SCS
ADVISORY COUNCIL ON PARKS AND RECREATION-SCS
Teen input sought on proposed center (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.3
Teen center meeting, Apr 1, 1994, p.1
Time for trustees to OK courts (ltr), Jul 15, 1994, p.6
Golf range wrangling (county representatives will meet with Council on Parks and Recreation), Sep 23, 1994, p.1
No place to go (response to 9/2 edit by I Sloan about need for public toilets in SCS (edit) (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.6
Rec council icy on rink, Nov 4, 1994, p.1
Time to say yes to more courts (ltr), Dec 23, 1994, p.6
AGING
Here's a really hearetical opinion (edit), Mar 4, 1994, p.7
Time to think about long-term care (edit), Oct 14, 1994, p.7
Looking good: the acid test of time, Nov 25, 1994, p.5
Looking good: facial peels can buy some time (cont), Nov 25, 1994, p.10
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AGOILAR, LUAS
Blower ban challenged in village court, Dec 16, 1994, p.1

AHN, SHELLY
SHS Drama Club to present ‘Family Album,’ a cabaret (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.15

AIDS (DISEASE)
AIDS awareness raised at SHS, Apr 15, 1994, p.9
Grieving parents seek AIDS walk sponsors (ltr), Apr 29, 1994, p.6

AINSWORTH, LILA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

AIR PILOTS
Scarsdale chopper pilot’s view (of New York) from above (photo), Sep 16, 1994, p.5
The big picture (air patrol to solve traffic problems serves as metaphor to tackle problems) (edit), Sep 16, 1994, p.6
Edgemont senior is flying high (in single-engine propeller plane) (photo), Oct 14, 1994, p.5

AIR POLLUTION
Air pollution warning issued for the area, Jul 22, 1994, p.15

AIR TRAVEL
Who needs the SST? (edit), Jul 22, 1994, p.7
Does America really need supersonic transportation? (cont), Jul 22, 1994, p.8

AKASHI, YASUSHI
Scarsdale diplomat steers U.N. through eye of Balkan storm (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.1
Scarsdalians faces challenge in Sarajevo (cont), Apr 8, 1994, p.4
Who said ‘never again’? (edit), Apr 8, 1994, p.6
Protest targets diplomat’s house (photo), May 20, 1994, p.1
Wrong venue for protest (reference to recent protest march on home of Yasushi Akashi) (edit), May 20, 1994, p.6

AKERSON, DIDI
SHS Forum: a two-week dive into domestic violence (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.5
Domestic violence discussed at Junior League (photo), Nov 10, 1994, p.5

AKST, ADAM
Storytellers widen horizons (photo), Jan 28, 1994, p.9
Creative costumes (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.10

ALBANESE, ANDREW
Reverse vote on trisection (reference to SCS’s three election districts) (ltr), Jan 7, 1994, p.6

ALBANO, VINNIE
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

ALBANO, VINNIE
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26

ALBERT, BETTY PONACK (DR)
Betty Ponack Albert, M.D. (dies), Apr 22, 1994, p.14

ALBERT, LOUISE AND FLOYD (AU)
Sloan upholds the Constitution (response to I Sloan’s Inquirer article from 12/24/93) (ltr), Jan 21, 1994, p.6

ALBRIGHT, JOSEPH
Sweet summer nights; Marvelous musicians... (silver anniversary of the Westchester Band) (edit), Aug 12, 1994, p.6

ALBRIGHT, JOSEPH (DR)
The Bank of New York Salutes the Westchester Band on its Silver Anniversary 1969-1994 (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.32

ALBSTEIN, JUSTIN
The Bank of New York Salutes the Westchester Band on its Silver Anniversary 1969-1994 (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.32

ALCOHOL AND AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS
Operation Zero stake-out nets DWI arrest, May 6, 1994, p.3
Panessa will not do jail time for 1990 D(riving) W(ith) A(ability) I(mpaired), Jul 8, 1994, p.3
Many happy returns (edit), Dec 16, 1994, p.6
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ALCOHOL AND AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS continued
Know the drunk driving law, task force advices, Dec 16, 1994, p.9
Getting tough on drunks (edit), Dec 23, 1994, p.6

ALCOHOL AND YOUTH
Don’t deny kids’ alcohol problem, parents told, Apr 8, 1994, p.1
Program for parents on combating alcohol abuse (cont), Apr 8, 1994, p.9
Alcohol alert, Jun 17, 1994, p.1

ALEXANDER, ELISIE
The Bank of New York Salutes the 75th anniversary of Edgewood School (photo), May 20, 1994, p.28

ALLEN, ELEANOR M
Eleanor M Allen (dies), Jun 17, 1994, p.20

ALLEN, RUTH
The Bank of New York Salutes SCS’s Woman’s Club on the Occasion of its Diamond Jubilee 1919-94 (photo), May 13, 1994, p.30

ALLIGATORS
Tropical traveler (cayman found at Duck Pond), Oct 14, 1994, p.1

ALMEN, GARNETT
From remedial math to capital reporting (photo), Oct 7, 1994, p.5

ALPERT, ALISON
Tomorrow’s women (candlelight vigil to promote awareness of Intl Women’s Rights Day) (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.6
Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

ALTERMAN, NORMAN

ALTRUISM
Hindsight (Inquirer) column (“30 years ago: July 8, 1964” from 7/8/94) evokes memories (ltr), Oct 14, 1994, p.6

ALUTTO, KATE
Post unfilled (SCS’s new postmaster), Apr 8, 1994, p.1

AMERICAN FIELD SERVICE
(Peter Figdor picks a perfect pumpkin at annual pumpkin sale) (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.5
A(mERICAN) F(IELD) S(ERVICE) seeks host families, Jun 10, 1994, p.9

AMORY, VENETTA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Student Transfer Education Program (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.26

ANASTAS, MICHAEL
Village trustees elected (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.1
Phone law: strong or ‘shameful’? (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.1

ANDERSON, DOUGLAS WILLIAMS
Douglas Williams Anderson (dies), Apr 15, 1994, p.8
Douglas Williams Anderson (dies), Apr 22, 1994, p.14

ANDERSON, JOHN
To Penn C(entral) C(orporation): an offer it can’t refuse (letter to its vice president) (ltr), Mar 11, 1994, p.6
By any other name...(Penn Central will change its name to American Premier Underwriters Inc 3/25), Mar 18, 1994, p.9
Downtown committee appears stalled, Oct 21, 1994, p.1

ANDRADE, CHRISTOPHER
Halloween happenings (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.10

ANDREWS, JAMES
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1994 (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.24
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ANGELL, H H B
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Company 1 100th Year Anniversary (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.30

ANKER, JANE
Personality, not pomp, is theme at Alternative School graduation, Jun 24, 1994, p.1

ANNES, ERIC
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

AOKI, MICHYO
Japanese women speak out about their lives in America (photo), Oct 14, 1994, p.1

APPEL, JACOB M
Laws are being used as weapons (response to Inquier letter by J Appel from 5/13/94) (ltr), May 27, 1994, p.6

APPEL, JACOB M (AU)
Counter-threats not productive (response to letter by Y Tsurumi from 4/29/94) (ltr), May 13, 1994, p.6

APRIL FOOLS' DAY
The Scarsdale Inquirer - NOT - An April Fool Parody (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.13
April Fool page was a pleasure (p 13 of 4/1/94 issue of SCS Inquirer) (ltr), Apr 8, 1994, p.6
Which story was a joke (regarding April Fool page of SCS Inquirer from 4/1/94) (ltr), Apr 8, 1994, p.6

ARAI, TAKASI
Shires take cleanup prize in conservancy (photo), May 6, 1994, p.8

ARANAMI, NAOTO
Vigil voices (at Chase Park marking bombing of Hiroshima, Japan) (photo), Aug 12, 1994, p.6

ARANAMI, NORIKO
Vigil voices (at Chase Park marking bombing of Hiroshima, Japan) (photo), Aug 12, 1994, p.6
Japanese women speak out about their lives in America (photo), Oct 14, 1994, p.1

ARBOR DAY
Arbor Day (SCS will celebrate Arbor Day with a tree planting ceremony), Apr 22, 1994, p.1
Arbor Day memorial (tree is planted at village hall) (photo), May 6, 1994, p.1

ARCHERY
Adler still on pace for Olympic dream, Feb 11, 1994, p.15
Scarsdale HS archer (Maggie Adler) wins New York title, Mar 25, 1994, p.17
Maggie Adler adds to laurels, Apr 15, 1994, p.20
Archery program needs support (ltr), May 20, 1994, p.6
Adler wins Eastern Archery champs (photo), Jul 8, 1994, p.15
Adler (cont), Jul 8, 1994, p.16
Shooting for his dream: A disabled archer makes his mark (photo), Aug 5, 1994, p.13
Adler earns archery team title, Aug 12, 1994, p.13

ARCHITECTS
USAir crash claims local woman Deborah Norden, an architect of life (photo), Sep 16, 1994, p.1

ARENELLA, ANTHONY
Personality, not pomp, is theme at Alternative School graduation, Jun 24, 1994, p.1

ARETITE, EMI
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

ARMCREUTER, CHRIS
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.32

ARNHEIM, ROBERT
Halloween happenings (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.10

ARNHEIM, TOBY
Halloween happenings (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.10
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ARONOFF, ANITA
Opera, ancient art, Dickens at adult school this season (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.2

ARONOW, RICHARD (AU)
12 improvements for Four Corners (recommended) (ltr), Jun 10, 1994, p.6

ARONOWITZ, JUDIE (AU)
A kind thought at Thanksgiving (ltr), Nov 25, 1994, p.6

ARSHAM, MARGERY
Run-off will decide two committee seats, Jan 21, 1994, p.1

ARTISTS
Senior (Shari Milzoff) chosen artist of the month (photo), Feb 4, 1994, p.9
Teachers pick senior as March artist of the month (photo) (illus), Mar 25, 1994, p.10
Art lovers have reason to roam now that spring has arrived (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.15
Artist of the month (Taka Hirano) (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.9

ASARO, LAUREN
Fanciful fun at IHM (talent show) (photo), Nov 10, 1994, p.9

ASCH, JOHN JACOB (DR)
Dr. John Jacob Asch (dies), Dec 9, 1994, p.22
Here's a really hearetical opinion (edit), Mar 4, 1994, p.7
Further adventures of William and his granddad (edit), Apr 29, 1994, p.7
Oh, what a lovely war - for these 13 (edit), Jun 3, 1994, p.7
Confessions of a furtive francoholic (edit), Jul 15, 1994, p.7
Retiring to Florida - a fatal mistake (edit), Sep 2, 1994, p.7
No one at the bat (edit), Sep 16, 1994, p.7
Never look a gift violin in the mouth (edit), Oct 7, 1994, p.7
Footprints on the sands of Saxon woods (edit), Nov 4, 1994, p.6
Sweeter times in sands of Saxon Woods (edit) (cont), Nov 4, 1994, p.7
I paint, therefore I am (edit), Nov 18, 1994, p.7
A moving conversation (edit), Dec 2, 1994, p.7
Me and my hernia anxiety: the doctors said 'pooh-pooh' (edit), Dec 16, 1994, p.6

ASHER, ALI
He can't say no (Bud Harrelson autographs a glove for Ali Asher), May 27, 1994, p.1

ASHER, DIANA HARMON (AU)
Some thoughts about Richard Nixon (edit), May 6, 1994, p.7
‘Pulp Fiction’: the art of studied indifference (edit), Dec 2, 1994, p.7

ASHIDA, MICHIKO
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

ASONUMA, HARUNA
The Bank of New York Salutes the Westchester Band on its Silver Anniversary 1969-1994 (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.32

ASPIN, HAROLD
Schools are our golden egg (response to letters by R Harrison from 1/21 and H Aspis from 1/28) (ltr), Feb 4, 1994, p.6
Reader enjoyed 'evocative piece' (on the Bronx by Harold Aspis) (ltr), Aug 12, 1994, p.6

ASPIN, HAROLD (AU)
Recalling the good old days in the Bronx (edit), Aug 5, 1994, p.7

ASPIN, HAROLD B (AU)
Time to stop killing the goose (response to letter by R Harrison from 1/21/94) (ltr), Jan 28, 1994, p.6

ASSESSMENT
Needed: Guts in Greenburgh (edit), Mar 11, 1994, p.6
Re-assess? Sure, but not alone, says T(own and) V(illage) C(livic) C(lub), Apr 15, 1994, p.3
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ASSESSMENT continued
Reassessment may mean tax hike for many, former legislator tells League of Women Voters, Dec 16, 1994, p.5

ASSUR, AZMAT
New board elected (SCS Golf Club) (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.4

ASTROVE, EDGAR (AU)
Charge students for SHS parking (response to article from 7/29 and ltr by D Singer from 8/19) (ltr), Sep 16, 1994, p.6

ATHLETES
Scarsdale athletes rake in the medals in Syracuse (photo), Aug 12, 1994, p.13

ATHLETIC FIELDS
...and muddy fields (cooperation is asked of everyone to keep off village and school playing fields), Mar 25, 1994, p.1
Give 'em a rest (upper Boulder Brook Field and Scout Field on Wayside Lane are closed for summer), Jul 29, 1994, p.1
Fields to be sprayed, Sep 30, 1994, p.1

ATOMIC BOMB
Vigil voices (at Chase Park marking bombing of Hiroshima, Japan) (photo), Aug 12, 1994, p.6

ATTORNEYS
SEE LAWYERS

AUDIOCASSETTES
How to stay sane in traffic: 'read' a book! (edit), Jun 3, 1994, p.7

AUGARTEN, JESSICA
Schools enforce holiday blackout (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.1

AUSLANDER, DANIELLE
Entertainment with a message (musical show "Dear America" presented by Pushcart Players) (photo), Dec 2, 1994, p.12

AUSTIN, CHARLOTTE BLAKE
Storytellers widen horizons (photo), Jan 28, 1994, p.9

AUTHORS
Driving into the 21st century, Jan 7, 1994, p.3
Author-historian traces trash to trim future waste (photo), Aug 19, 1994, p.4
Holocaust book for children is written by local author (illus), Oct 7, 1994, p.4
Wartime leadership from 2 Roosevelts (edit), Oct 14, 1994, p.6
An interview with Jane Heller (photo), Oct 14, 1994, p.13
Author (Daniel May) plumbs wit and wisdom of the ages, Nov 10, 1994, p.8
An interview with Linda Goetz Holmes (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.10
Scarsdalian writes book on POWs (cont), Nov 25, 1994, p.20
Midnight snacks that go beyond ho-hum (photo), Dec 16, 1994, p.5

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
SEE TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS

AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY
Driving into the 21st century, Jan 7, 1994, p.3

AUTOMOBILE PARKING
Police should protect - not harass - residents (letter to the village court) (ltr), Feb 25, 1994, p.6
No parking? (village is considering restricting parking at various village-owned lots), Apr 29, 1994, p.1
User parking (village board sets public hearing on proposed new law on parking restrictions), May 13, 1994, p.1
News flash! Man surrenders parking space (edit), Jun 24, 1994, p.6
Easy does it (discusses downtown parking situation) (edit), Jul 15, 1994, p.6
Lot to ease Garth Road parking crush (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.3
Counselor's job no day at the beach (cont), Jul 22, 1994, p.16
Car 13, where are you? (comments on village parking reinforcement) (edit), Jul 29, 1994, p.6
Kids should pay to park at SHS (ltr), Aug 19, 1994, p.6
Burned out and up (residents of burned out building at 68 East Hartsdale Ave) (edit), Sep 9, 1994, p.6
Charge students for SHS parking (response to article from 7/29 and ltr by D Singer from 8/19) (ltr), Sep 16, 1994, p.6
AUTOMOBILE PARKING continued

A response to a sad situation (comment on 9/9 edit discussing problems of burned out HTS coop) (ltr), Sep 16, 1994, p.6
Pay to play? (response to recent suggestions of having SHS students pay for parking at HS) (ltr), Sep 23, 1994, p.6
Committee mulls parking shortage, Nov 18, 1994, p.1
Happy parking (village will give annual gift of free parking to Scarsdale shoppers), Nov 25, 1994, p.1
1995 village parking permits going on sale, Nov 25, 1994, p.3
Parking shortfall put at 250 spaces, Dec 2, 1994, p.1
Try modifying behavior (to get grip on village center's parking problems) (edit) (photo), Dec 2, 1994, p.6
Parking dearth affects shoppers (ltr), Dec 9, 1994, p.6
Christmas parking (two hours of free parking Dec 19 through Dec 24), Dec 16, 1994, p.1
Incentives could ease parking crunch (in SCS Village), Dec 16, 1994, p.1

AUTOMOBILE PARKING-LAWS AND REGULATIONS

Law restricts parking (in lots at village hall), Jul 15, 1994, p.1
Sloppy law, bad precedent (proposed law to restrict parking at special purpose facilities) (edit), Jul 22, 1994, p.6

AUTOMOBILE PARKING-RULES AND REGULATIONS

Parking restrictions, Jul 8, 1994, p.1
Parking bonanza (permit requirements will be suspended for 20 spaces in Merchants Lot on Saturdays), Nov 4, 1994, p.1

AUTOMOBILES

(Supplement) Auto Guide (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.0

AUTUMN

With fall here can spring be far behind? (edit), Sep 30, 1994, p.7
They still draw autumn leaves (edit) (illus), Oct 21, 1994, p.7
A fall tradition: The rake's progress (edit) (illus), Nov 18, 1994, p.7

AWARDS

SEE REWARDS, PRIZES, ETC

AXTELL, JOHN

John Axtell dies suddenly at age 73 (photo), Jan 7, 1994, p.1
A one-man organization (edit), Jan 7, 1994, p.6
John Axtell (cont), Jan 7, 1994, p.17
Shelters proposed as memorial (ltr), Jan 14, 1994, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Student Transfer Education Program (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.26
Gift books remember activists (John Axtell and Louise Feldman), Jun 24, 1994, p.9

AXTELL, JULIA

The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Student Transfer Education Program (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.26
Arbor Day memorial (tree is planted at village hall) (photo), May 6, 1994, p.1

BACHMAN, KIMBERLEE

Third-graders study urban design (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.9

BADGER, WILLIAM D

William D Badger (elected president of Guiding Eyes for the Blind, a school for guide dogs) (photo), Feb 25, 1994, p.4

BAER, JOHN E (AU)

Koerner would be a superb judge (ltr), Jul 29, 1994, p.6

BAER, STEPHEN

(SHS) seniors win awards for academic and arts achievement (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.10
The Bank of New York Salutes MAME and Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.24

BAER, STEVE

Creative staff to oversee SCS Summer Music Theatre production of 'Mame' (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.17

BAGLIEBTER, DAN

That's entertainment ('Once Upon a Mattress' performed by Fox Meadow fifth graders) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.11
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BAILEY, RAY
Truck Day at Greenacres (photo), Oct 7, 1994, p.9

BAILIN, SUSANNAH RABB (AU)
Getting them ready for hard knocks and the first job (edit), Jan 7, 1994, p.7

BAKERS AND BAKERIES
Croissants and coffee talk at two new stores (La Renaissance and the Coffee Tree) (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.1

BAKING
Baking’s for boys, too (edit), Dec 9, 1994, p.7

BALL, LINDA
Continuing education (Checks are still coming in for PTA Scholarship Fund) (photo), Jul 8, 1994, p.9
Kids BASE wins a reprieve (photo), Dec 16, 1994, p.1
Time has finally come for teens (comments on recent Inquirer articles regarding SCS teenagers) (ltr), Dec 16, 1994, p.6
BALL, LINDA (AU)
Village helped raise these 19 (scholarships to graduating seniors) (ltr), Jul 1, 1994, p.6

BALLINGER, ESTELLE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.32

BAMJI, NEVILLE
(SHS) seniors win awards for academic and arts achievement (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.10

BANDS (MUSIC)
25th band season to open Sunday at pool (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.11

BANKS AND BANKING
John Axtell dies suddenly at age 73 (photo), Jan 7, 1994, p.1
Board asks bank to scale down ATM plans, Apr 1, 1994, p.3
Starting a new year (volunteers label annual community calendar), Aug 12, 1994, p.1
John E Shanahan (named senior vice president of National Westminster Bancorp), Aug 19, 1994, p.2
Thanks to Bank of New York (for underwriting cost of SCS calendar) (ltr), Aug 19, 1994, p.6
Schwartz, Robert (has joined Republic National Bank of New York) (photo), Oct 14, 1994, p.4

BANKS, BETSY
Yes, it’s definitely the end of the season (for the SCS Pool) (photo), Sep 9, 1994, p.10

BANKSTON, ARCHIE M
Archie M Bankston (reelected to board of College of New Rochelle) (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.4

BANNER, DOROTHEA B
Dorothea B Banner (dies), Apr 15, 1994, p.8

BARBE, SELMA K
Selma K Barbe (dies), Apr 29, 1994, p.20

BARKAT, LAURA
Schools to open this Monday, Sep 9, 1994, p.1

BARKEY, LAURA
Schools open on Monday (cont), Sep 9, 1994, p.9

BARLEY, CHARLES
Parents should be the best role models (edit), Mar 4, 1994, p.7

BARLOW, ALAN PAUL
Scarsdale student is target of explicit E-mail, Jul 1, 1994, p.3

BARLOW, AUSTIN
Yes, it’s definitely the end of the season (for the SCS Pool) (photo), Sep 9, 1994, p.10

BARNETT, ELLEN
Jury duty shirkers to be fined (cont), Feb 11, 1994, p.8

BARR, JUDITH
New at Cudner-Hyatt: Period carpet, wallpaper (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.8
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BARRETT, CONNIE
Sweet summer nights; Marvelous musicians... (silver anniversary of the Westchester Band) (edit), Aug 12, 1994, p.6

BARRETT, DAVID
Former Inquirer writer named editor of Hartford Courant (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.3

BARRETT, KATHY
Outstanding volunteer (Michael Sparrow, a SHS graduate, receives a junior volunteer award) (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.4

BARRETT, WALTER
The Bank of New York Salutes the Westchester Band on its Silver Anniversary 1969-1994 (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.32

BARSUHN, FREDRICK
Fredrick Barsuhn (dies), Jan 21, 1994, p.12

BARTHELSON, JOYCE
Hoff-Barthelson to mark 50th year at gala benefit (photo), Sep 2, 1994, p.11

BARTHOLET, BETSY JANE
Scarsdale shamed on snow removal (ltr), Jan 14, 1994, p.6

BARTON, DANIELLE
Art enlivens nature study (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

BASCiano, VINCENT
Scarsdale home a haven for drug money (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.1
The numbers didn't add up to drug conviction, May 27, 1994, p.1
Scarsdale man acquitted of drug charges (cont), May 27, 1994, p.12

BASEBALL
They don't make (N.Y.) baseball teams the way they used to (edit), Mar 11, 1994, p.7
He can't say no (Bud Harrelson autographs a glove for Ali Asher), May 27, 1994, p.1
Many dads teach sportsmanship (ltr), Jun 3, 1994, p.6
Maroon and White celebrate spring athletes (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.21
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30
SHS baseball players earn Diamond honors (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.20

BASHA, EDWARD
The Bank of New York Salutes the Westchester Band on its Silver Anniversary 1969-1994 (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.32

BASKETBALL
They're back! (Raiders win sectional semifinal) (photo), Mar 4, 1994, p.1
Just grand (Hilary Howard is first Raider to score 1000 points in her high school career) (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.17
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26
Howard named high school basketball all-American (photo), Aug 12, 1994, p.13
Former SHS hoop star brings scouts to county, Sep 30, 1994, p.17

BASS, MELINDA

BASSIN, CLAUDIA
Who's in, who's out - and why (dealing with peer pressure) (edit), Apr 1, 1994, p.7

BATCHelor, KENNETH
Hyatt playground plans ready for public input, Jan 7, 1994, p.1
Spring is busting out all over - the roads (after-effects of past winter), Apr 1, 1994, p.1
Rec(reation) department suspends 2 coaches for altercation, Jun 3, 1994, p.23
Time for trustees to OK courts (ltr), Jul 15, 1994, p.6
Give 'em a rest (upper Boulder Brook Field and Scout Field on Wayside Lane are closed for summer), Jul 29, 1994, p.1
Village to spray parks, fields, Sep 23, 1994, p.4
Rec(reation) council cancels Saxon Woods meeting, Sep 30, 1994, p.1
Delay (decision on additional tennis courts at Crossway Field) but don't dawdle (edit), Oct 14, 1994, p.6
Rec council icy on rink, Nov 4, 1994, p.1
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BATS
Going batty in Edgemont (EMT homeowner has bat roost) (ltr), Sep 23, 1994, p.7

BATTERIES
Stores cooperate in battery drive (ltr), Oct 28, 1994, p.6

BAUM, ANN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.30

BAUMGARTEN, MAL
Greed and power in Edgemont (ltr), Aug 5, 1994, p.6

BAYLOR, RENEE
The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28

BAZZIACALUPO, JULIET
Lots to celebrate at Greenacres (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.9

BEACH, ARTHUR (AU)
Fabulous flowers (in SCS, especially at Boniface Circle) (ltr), Sep 23, 1994, p.6

BEACH, ED
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

BEALS, JEFF
Drama Club to present "The Royal Family" (photo), Mar 4, 1994, p.13

BEATTIE, BEATRICE BOYER
Beatrice Boyer Beattie (dies), Dec 9, 1994, p.22

BECK, SARAH
Edgewood celebrates 75 years (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.6

BECKER, DOROTHEA R
Dorothea R Becker (dies), May 27, 1994, p.20

BECKER, MICHAEL
Cartoonist Jules Feiffer: The thrill's not gone (photo), May 13, 1994, p.5

BECKMAN, JASON
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

BEDICHEK, JANE
Trustees seek public input on laws limiting leaf-blowing, tree-chopping, Feb 11, 1994, p.1
Baby, it's cold outside - and for some, inside, Mar 4, 1994, p.1
Learning about the outdoors (Earth Day activities at local schools) (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.10
Ballot item would defend county trees, Oct 14, 1994, p.1

BEDICHEK, JANE (AU)
Of phone books and snowdrops (ltr), Mar 4, 1994, p.6
Field flexibility needed for future (ltr), Jul 22, 1994, p.6

BEDIN, MARIANNE
Fluent in French and Spanish (SHS students have won Iona College Language Competition) (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.9

BEENHOUWER, BERNICE
Bernice Beenhouwer (dies), Dec 30, 1994, p.8

BEENHOUWER, BERNIE
Remembering a departed friend (ltr), Dec 30, 1994, p.6

BEHR, HENRY
He's with Behr: small is beautiful (comments on Gren Scheme, presented in edit by Behr 7/15) (ltr), Jul 29, 1994, p.6

BEHR, RICHARD
Nynex neighbors are riled by road repairs, Apr 29, 1994, p.1
Neighbors to Nynex: See you in court, May 6, 1994, p.1
Where there's smoke, is there fire? (smoke in Nynex's main cable vault room) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.5
Downtown opposes development (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.1
An alternative to private developers (of downtown SCS) (ltr), Jun 10, 1994, p.6
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BEHR, RICHARD continued
S(CS) R(esponsible) C(itizens) lobbies committee (cont), Jul 8, 1994, p.17
Setbacks sent back for study, Aug 19, 1994, p.1
Trustees did the right thing (response to letter by Richard Behr from 8/19/94) (ltr), Aug 26, 1994, p.6

BEHR, RICHARD (AU)
To P(enn) C(entral) C(orporation): an offer it can't refuse (letter to its vice president) (ltr), Mar 11, 1994, p.6
He's against code changes (ltr), Aug 12, 1994, p.6

BEHR, RICHARD HENRY
Democracy, not autocracy (response to letter by R Behr from 8/12/94), Aug 19, 1994, p.6

BEHR, SUZANNE
Neighbors to Nynex: See you in court, May 6, 1994, p.1
Where there’s smoke, is there fire? (smoke in Nynex’s main cable vault room) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.5

BEHR, SUZANNE I (AU)
The Titanic (NYNEX) won’t budge (ltr), May 6, 1994, p.6
Nynex tars over residents’ rights (ltr), Oct 21, 1994, p.6

BEHRMAN, DARRYL
The Bank of New York Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.28

BEHRMAN, JANINE
The Bank of New York Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.28

BEILIN, LOIS A (AU)
Hochberg’s on the side of the law (ltr), Nov 4, 1994, p.6

BEIRNE, THOMAS
Blower ban challenged in village court, Dec 16, 1994, p.1

BEKKU, KEN
Scarsdale coach named best in the country, Aug 19, 1994, p.15

BELL, EMILY
Tomorrow’s women (candlelight vigil to promote awareness of Intl Women’s Rights Day) (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.6
Fluent in French and Spanish (SHS students have won Iona College Language Competition) (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.9
(SHS) seniors win awards for academic and arts achievement (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.10

BELL, JANET
Saxon Woods talk fuels, rather than quells, fears, Sep 16, 1994, p.1
County abandons golf range plans, Nov 10, 1994, p.1
Golf War vets join compost cause, Dec 23, 1994, p.1

BELL, JANET (AU)
Golf-range (at Saxon Woods) would urbanize a neighborhood (ltr), Sep 23, 1994, p.6
Paper’s coverage aided their cause (ltr), Dec 9, 1994, p.6

BELL, LARRY
Committee considers ice rink, Jun 17, 1994, p.1
Rec council icy on rink, Nov 4, 1994, p.1

BELLISARIO, MARY
Native American art objects at (East Parkway shop) Wind Dancer, Jul 15, 1994, p.2

BEN-DAVID, ADAM
Creative staff to oversee S(CS) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre) production of "Mame" (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.17
The Bank of New York Salutes MAME and Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.24
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BENAISSA, SOUAD
Shoppers looked for bargains, Dec 30, 1994, p.1

BENCH, DOROTHY
Edgewood celebrates 75 years (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.4
Helping special students (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.9

BENCH, EMILY
Emily Bench to serve mission (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.14

BENCH, MARK
Great moments (Town and Village Civic Club highlights dramatized at 90th birthday party) (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.1
90 years in 40 minutes: Town Club and its offspring mark a major milestone (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.5

BENDHEIM, JOHN
Party celebrates (United Way) fund drive (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.4

BENDHEIM, JOHN M
Bendheim, Schechter on boards (at White Plains Hospital Center), Mar 18, 1994, p.2

BENDICK, ROBERT
Scarsdale will be affected by plan to save L.I. Sound, Mar 4, 1994, p.1

BENI, VINCENT T (DR)
Beni to lead BOCES (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.9
Beni to BOCES (cont), Dec 23, 1994, p.10

BENNETT, TONY
Edgemont family glad to be home after L.A. earthquake, Jan 21, 1994, p.1

BENTLEY, EDWARD
Scouts are in their glory on Memorial Day (cont) (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.10
2 scouts elevated to rank of Eagle, Dec 9, 1994, p.4

BENTLEY, KERRIN
Sharing beautiful thoughts (Edgewood 1st graders assemble "squares of happiness") (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.9

BENTOV, YONI
Heathcote plans hoe-down (annual PTA carnival) (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.10

BERG, CHERYL
Middle School News; Poetry at Cooper House, Jan 14, 1994, p.4

BERG, JORDAN
Entertainment with a message (musical show "Dear America" presented by Pushcart Players) (photo), Dec 2, 1994, p.12

BERG, RICHARD
Bistro cuisine on Channel 14 (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.2

BERGER, LILA
Historical society weekend (photo), Jan 21, 1994, p.13
Retirements announced at school board meeting, May 27, 1994, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

BERGQUIST, ERICK
Local graduate wins Fulbright (photo), Sep 9, 1994, p.4

BERKOWITZ, ISAK (AU)
Women are different from men - especially in insurance (edit), Sep 16, 1994, p.6

BERKOWITZ, STEVEN
Run-off will decide two committee seats, Jan 21, 1994, p.1
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BERLIN, MARTY
Working at the pool: a family tradition (photo), Aug 19, 1994, p.5

BERMAN, MARILYN
A star spangled S(CS) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice) success (ltr), May 13, 1994, p.6
S(CS) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice) fundraiser offers an embarrassment of riches (photo), May 13, 1994, p.10

BERNSTEIN, IRVING
Irving Bernstein (elected to American Friends of The Hebrew University council of trustees), May 6, 1994, p.4

BERNSTEIN, LISA
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26

BERRY, DAVID
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30
Creative costumes (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.10

BERRY, VINCENT
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' BASE Eleven Years of Outstanding Service to the Community (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.28

BERSEN, DAVID
Veteran may have been a guinea pig, Feb 4, 1994, p.1

BERTIN, PHYLLIS (AU)
Curriculum is not meeting kids' needs (ltr), Apr 29, 1994, p.6

BERTOD, SAMANTHA
Treats from around the world (international dessert festival at IHM) (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.9

BESLIC, DENNIS
Scarsdale doctors give war refugees a rare opportunity (photo), Aug 5, 1994, p.1

BESLIC, DINO
Scarsdale doctors give war refugees a rare opportunity (photo), Aug 5, 1994, p.1

BESLOW, LAUREN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale S(tudent) T(ransfer) E(ducation) P(rogram) (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.26

BEY, ALAN
They appreciate S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) volunteers (ltr), Jan 28, 1994, p.6
Use of CPI debated; Harrison proposes grouping by grade (discussion on school property tax policy), Feb 4, 1994, p.1
They also served (as volunteers at 90th birthday celebration of Town and Village Civic Club) (ltr), Oct 28, 1994, p.6

BEY, LAUREN
Scholarship fund seeks support (photo), Dec 2, 1994, p.12

BHANSALI, PRIYANKA
Teacher's tips liven student writing (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.11

BIANCO, MIKE
Other municipalities consider blower ban; in Scarsdale, complaints heard on both sides, Aug 5, 1994, p.1

BICKNELL, NEIL
Trustees seek input on laws (cont), Feb 11, 1994, p.8
The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club 90 years of outstanding service (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.30
Small number owe a lot of tax dollars, Jun 17, 1994, p.1
Zoning proposals: just 'technical'?, Jul 22, 1994, p.1
From compost to cash (village will sell composted leaves to Lopane Nurseries at $2 a cubic yard), Sep 16, 1994, p.1
A centennial salute (in recognition of 100 years of volunteer fire service) (photo), Sep 16, 1994, p.3
Controversial agenda tackles hot village topics, Sep 23, 1994, p.1
Village board approves comprehensive plan (formerly known as the master plan), Oct 14, 1994, p.1
Nominations needed (for candidates for office of mayor and three trustee positions), Dec 2, 1994, p.1
Nominations need community's help (ltr), Dec 2, 1994, p.6
Nominations needed (for candidates for the office of mayor and three trustee positions), Dec 30, 1994, p.1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index Entry</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BICYCLES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bike-snatching not a felony (correction of 9/2 Inquirer police report)</td>
<td>Sep 23, 1994</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIERBAUER, BARBARA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer upgrade planned (for SCS schools)</td>
<td>Jan 28, 1994</td>
<td>p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BILEZKIAN, SARA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHS Drama Club to present 'Family Album,' a cabaret</td>
<td>Apr 15, 1994</td>
<td>p.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BILEZKIAN, SOPHIE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 runners, walkers compete in annual historical society run</td>
<td>Oct 21, 1994</td>
<td>p.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BINDER, MARGERY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schools to open this Monday</td>
<td>Sep 9, 1994</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schools open on Monday (cont)</td>
<td>Sep 9, 1994</td>
<td>p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BINDER, STEPHEN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Former SHS hoop star brings scouts to county</td>
<td>Sep 30, 1994</td>
<td>p.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIOLOGY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mysteries of biotechnology revealed in upcoming adult school series</td>
<td>Apr 15, 1994</td>
<td>p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIRNBAUM, SARAH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Birnbaum wins $1000 poetry prize</td>
<td>Sep 30, 1994</td>
<td>p.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BISHOP, LLOYD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A crystal ball would help to predict school enrollment</td>
<td>Oct 7, 1994</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLACK, BARBARA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Bank of New York Salutes the 75th anniversary of Edgewood School</td>
<td>May 20, 1994</td>
<td>p.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLACK, JEN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drama Club to present &quot;The Royal Family&quot;</td>
<td>Mar 4, 1994</td>
<td>p.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Carnival' performers (SHS Drama Club production of &quot;Carnival&quot;)</td>
<td>Nov 18, 1994</td>
<td>p.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLACK, JIB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New board elected (SCS Golf Club)</td>
<td>Feb 18, 1994</td>
<td>p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLACK, KATHERINE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLACKS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blacks and Jews - an old alliance</td>
<td>Jan 14, 1994</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLAIR, LINDA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda Blair Design honored as top 25 Westchester firm</td>
<td>May 20, 1994</td>
<td>p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blair to appear on Lifetime 'Our Home' show today</td>
<td>Jul 15, 1994</td>
<td>p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLAKE, RON</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New board elected (SCS Golf Club)</td>
<td>Feb 18, 1994</td>
<td>p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLANCHARD, FESSENDEN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oldest (tennis) club is Fox Meadow (ltr)</td>
<td>Jan 28, 1994</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLISS, ELEANOR MARTIN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eleanor Martin Bliss (dies)</td>
<td>Jun 17, 1994</td>
<td>p.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLISS, JACK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snow fallout: some profit, but most suffer</td>
<td>Jan 28, 1994</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher ticket to ride (Central Taxi is asking the village for approval to raise its rates by 40%)</td>
<td>Apr 15, 1994</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLITMAN, HOWARD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard Blitman (has been appointed to task force of American Arbitration Association)</td>
<td>Jul 15, 1994</td>
<td>p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance facility to be named for Lowell Tooley</td>
<td>Dec 16, 1994</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLITZ, ALAN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Town and) Village Civic Club panel discussion on schools (cont)</td>
<td>Feb 4, 1994</td>
<td>p.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizens' Party seeks donations (ltr)</td>
<td>Feb 18, 1994</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club 90 years of outstanding service</td>
<td>Apr 22, 1994</td>
<td>p.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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BLITZ, ALAN continued
(Town and) Village Civic Club balks at master plan, housing is a concern (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.3
(SCS school district) Vote to conform (to date of other school districts in county next year), Jun 10, 1994, p.1
Giant parade marks fire company centennial (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.1
(Town and) Village Civic Club to study driving range and water slide proposals, Jul 29, 1994, p.3
90 years in 40 minutes: Town Club and its offspring mark a major milestone (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.5
Design honors (school district's award for restorations and additions) (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.1
Maintenance facility to be named for Lowell Tooley (photo), Dec 16, 1994, p.1

BLITZ, ALAN (AU)
Names needed by nominators (ltr), Dec 30, 1994, p.6

BLITZ, ALAN I
Citizens' Party petitions, Jan 28, 1994, p.1

BLITZ, ALAN I (AU)
All invited to meet candidates (for village trustee) (ltr), Mar 11, 1994, p.6
A thank-you from the (Nonpartisan Citizens') party (ltr), Mar 25, 1994, p.6
(Town and) Village Civic Club membership up (ltr), Sep 30, 1994, p.6
Nominations need community's help (ltr), Dec 2, 1994, p.6

BLOCK, MAX
Rudeness is not money-related (response to edit by Max Block from 11/25/94) (ltr), Dec 2, 1994, p.6

BLOCK, MAX (AU)
News flash! Man surrenders parking space (edit), Jun 24, 1994, p.6
They don't report news the way they used to (edit), Aug 5, 1994, p.7
Two little magic words go a long way... (patience and decency needed toward SCS storekeepers) (edit), Nov 25, 1994, p.6

BLOCK, WILLIE
Wide or narrow ruled? (back to school shopping at Arcade Stationers) (photo), Sep 2, 1994, p.1

BLOOM, MIMI
Mural restored for new Heathcote library (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.10

BLOOMGARDEN, ZACH
Halloween window painting contest draws a crowd (cont) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.8

BLUM, ERNESTINE
Ernestine Blum (dies), Jul 8, 1994, p.8

BLUMBERG, IRA
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' BASE Eleven Years of Outstanding Service to the Community (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.28

BLUMBERG, SETH
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' BASE Eleven Years of Outstanding Service to the Community (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.28

BLUMENFIELD, MICHAEL (DR)
Dr. Michael Blumenfield (has been awarded master teacher award in psychiatry), May 27, 1994, p.4
Michael Blumenfield, M.D. (has received a community leadership award from Mental Health Assn) (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.4

BLUMSTEIN, WILLIAM
This old house: is it worth saving? (Mamaroneck Road House may be link to SCS's first Quaker family), Oct 21, 1994, p.1

BOARD OF APPEALS-GBH
Greed and power in Edgemont (ltr), Aug 5, 1994, p.6

BOARD OF APPEALS-SCS
Board of Appeals limits fences in meeting, Jan 21, 1994, p.5
New law would give breathing room for village's older homes, Jan 28, 1994, p.1
Two pools approved, patio denied by board of appeals, Feb 18, 1994, p.8
Gas or snacks? (SCS Gasoline Corp can continue to sell candy, soda and cigarettes at 999 Post Road), Apr 22, 1994, p.1
Board of appeals says yes to some, no to others, Apr 22, 1994, p.3
Wait 'til June, zoning applicants told, Apr 29, 1994, p.11
Zoning (cont), Apr 29, 1994, p.14
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BOARD OF APPEALS-SCS continued
  Subdivision denied by board of appeals, Jun 3, 1994, p.3
  Homeowners take expansion plans to a higher court, Aug 5, 1994, p.3
  Board of appeals rectifies past mistakes, Nov 18, 1994, p.5

BOARD OF ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW-SCS
  Plans for houses on Horseguard and Brookby occupy B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview), Jan 14, 1994, p.3
  B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) puts brakes on house plans, Feb 4, 1994, p.1
  New house applications highlight B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) meeting, Mar 4, 1994, p.3
  New house approvals highlight B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) meeting, Mar 25, 1994, p.2
  B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) approves 15 of 18 applications, including new house, Apr 22, 1994, p.3
  New home, additions and alterations approved at B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) meeting, Apr 29, 1994, p.3
  B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview): Proposed teller machine would have too many signs, May 20, 1994, p.3
  B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) rules on new houses and signs, Jun 24, 1994, p.4
  B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) fields mammoth agenda at last meeting (cont), Jun 24, 1994, p.5
  B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) approves ATM for Golden Horseshoe, Jul 1, 1994, p.2
  B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) (cont), Jul 1, 1994, p.14
  B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) approves new house for Quaker Ridge, Jul 22, 1994, p.15
  Hay Day hits B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) snag, Aug 19, 1994, p.3
  Storefront changes approved at B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) meeting, Sep 23, 1994, p.4
  B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) approves new lighting for Freightway Garage path, Oct 14, 1994, p.3
  Why must we color in the lines? (urges village board to disband board of architectural review) (ltr), Oct 21, 1994, p.6
  B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) considers new houses, approves additions, Nov 4, 1994, p.5
  Architectural board champions esthetic standards (photo), Dec 2, 1994, p.1
  B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview): the ins and outs of legislating good taste (cont), Dec 2, 1994, p.9
  Stockade fence ruling inspires first B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) appeal in years, Dec 16, 1994, p.3
  Why do we need the B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview)? (ltr), Dec 16, 1994, p.6

BOARD OF COOPERATIVE EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
  Beni to lead BOCES (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.9
  Beni to BOCES (cont), Dec 23, 1994, p.10

BOARD OF EDUCATION-EMT
  A year of challenges and accomplishments (for EMT School District) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.1
  Greenville School inflamed, insulted (response to 1/28 report of EMT Board of Ed meeting) (ltr), Feb 18, 1994, p.6
  In Edgemont: Sarraf, Sternberg (edit), Apr 29, 1994, p.6

BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS
  Schools also must downsize (ltr), Jan 21, 1994, p.6
  Time to stop killing the goose (response to letter by R Harrison from 1/21/94) (ltr), Jan 28, 1994, p.6
  Computer upgrade planned (for SCS schools), Jan 28, 1994, p.9
  Compact for Learning plan approved, Jan 28, 1994, p.10
  School board sets new goals (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.8
  Oversight is 20/20 (discusses SCS school budget) (edit), Feb 4, 1994, p.6
  The computer is only a tool (edit), Feb 4, 1994, p.6
  Leaving town, Eve Landau resigns from school board (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.1
  Street smart? School smart? Maybe both, Feb 18, 1994, p.3
  Board bids good-bye to Landau, Feb 18, 1994, p.9
  School psychologists address many problems, Feb 18, 1994, p.9
  Hold the line on (SHS) deans (edit), Mar 11, 1994, p.6
  Writing takes top priority in school language arts classes, Mar 11, 1994, p.9
  Three nominated for school board (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.1
  Criticism of teachers unwarranted (edit), Mar 18, 1994, p.7
  School board (cont), Mar 18, 1994, p.18
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BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS continued
School tax hike smallest in years, Mar 25, 1994, p.1
Sexual harassment policy pondered, Apr 1, 1994, p.9
School foundation rejected for now, Apr 15, 1994, p.9
New ways sought to measure learning, Apr 15, 1994, p.10
Retirements announced at school board meeting, May 27, 1994, p.9
(SCS school district) Vote to conform (to date of other school districts in county next year), Jun 10, 1994, p.1
Wise consistency (SCS School district and budget vote on same night as other county districts)(edit), Jun 10, 1994, p.6
Tenure approved for 10 teachers; debaters show board their skills, Jun 10, 1994, p.9
New principal, special ed director are appointed (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.1
School board appoints 2 administrators (cont), Jun 24, 1994, p.4
Otten opened process (tribute to Michael Otten) (edit), Jun 24, 1994, p.6
Otten retires from school board, Jun 24, 1994, p.9
Librarian, teachers appointed for fall (individual names noted), Jun 24, 1994, p.10
Jaffe to lead school board (photo), Jul 8, 1994, p.1
Appointments made for fall (individual names noted), Jul 8, 1994, p.9
Computer network approved at SHS, Aug 5, 1994, p.1
Kids should pay to park at SHS (ltr), Aug 19, 1994, p.6
Schools to open this Monday, Sep 9, 1994, p.1
Anti-gun rule required (school board discusses two versions of required school policy on weapons), Sep 16, 1994, p.9
Schools can do better, superintendent says, Sep 23, 1994, p.9
Enrollment up 2.6 percent, Sep 23, 1994, p.9
Program helps international students feel at home (photo), Oct 7, 1994, p.9
Parents’ guide for safety due, Oct 7, 1994, p.9
Special education report approved, Oct 21, 1994, p.9
Board eyes gender bias, holiday hoopla, Nov 4, 1994, p.9
Holiday guidelines discussed by board, Nov 10, 1994, p.9
School tax hike likely to surpass last year’s 2.9%, Nov 25, 1994, p.1
Schools enforce holiday blackout (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.1

BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS-ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEE
They appreciate S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) volunteers (ltr), Jan 28, 1994, p.6

BOATS AND BOATING
SHS alumnus finishes 7th in world dragon boat championships, Jul 1, 1994, p.14

BOBBITT, LORENA
A murder spoiled the joke (edit), Jan 21, 1994, p.7

BOCKMAN, MARY NELL
Election ’94: Who’s on the ballot, Nov 4, 1994, p.1

BOCZKO, MIKLOS L (AU)
Law’s a step in right direction (letter to Mayor W Handelman) (ltr), Aug 5, 1994, p.6

BODENHEIMER, MAUREEN
A successful project (books were collected by SCS Middle School for patients at WHP Hospital)(photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.9

BOGDI, JOHN
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Company 1 100th Year Anniversary (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.30

BOGDI, THERESA
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Company 1 100th Year Anniversary (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.30

BOLTON, MICHAEL
Edgemont family glad to be home after L.A. earthquake, Jan 21, 1994, p.1

BOMBS
Quick trip on the subway becomes fateful journey for ex-Scarsdalian, Dec 30, 1994, p.1
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BOMSEY, ROBERT MARTIN
SHS alum(nus) gives NYC crime reporting a new look (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.1

BONDEROFF, GLENNNA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale (Student) (Transfer) E(ducation) P(rogram) (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.26
The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28

BONIFACE CIRCLE (SCS)
Village flowers (at Boniface Circle) express a gardener's talents (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.1
Fabulous flowers (in SCS, especially at Boniface Circle) (ltr), Sep 23, 1994, p.6

BONOMO, JOHN
Long distance longer (Westchester has to dial "1" when placing long distance calls), Sep 30, 1994, p.1

BOOK STUDY GROUPS
SEE GROUP READING

BOOKMAN, PAM
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

BOOKS
Driving into the 21st century, Jan 7, 1994, p.3
Book tells working mothers how to make it work for them (photo), Jan 21, 1994, p.5
'Up' guys describe life with Down syndrome (photo), May 6, 1994, p.5
How to stay sane in traffic: 'read' a book! (edit), Jun 3, 1994, p.7
How to stay sane in traffic: 'read' a book! (edit), Jun 17, 1994, p.7
Books that last a lifetime (for several Scarsdaians) (edit), Jul 8, 1994, p.7
Author-historian traces trash to trim future waste (photo), Aug 19, 1994, p.4
Holocaust book for children is written by local author (illus), Oct 7, 1994, p.4
Wartime leadership from 2 Roosevelts (edit), Oct 14, 1994, p.6
How to lose elections in America (edit), Oct 14, 1994, p.7
Lori Schiller to speak (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.2
Nancy Toff uncovers child's classic at Yale (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.4
Author (Daniel May) plumbs wit and wisdom of the ages, Nov 10, 1994, p.8
A successful project (books were collected by SCS Middle School for patients at WHP Hospital) (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.9
An interview with Linda Goetz Holmes (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.10
Scarsdalian writes book on POWs (cont), Nov 25, 1994, p.20
Young readers pick their favorites (photo), Dec 2, 1994, p.11
Midnight snacks that go beyond ho-hum (photo), Dec 16, 1994, p.5

BOOKS-CENSORSHIP
Book-banners may be gaining on us (edit), Dec 9, 1994, p.7

BORG, ANNE
SCs (Family) Counseling) Service) fundraiser offers an embarrassment of riches (photo), May 13, 1994, p.10

BORG, ROBERT
Villagers question safety of street trees, Sep 2, 1994, p.1

BORKIN, JOSH
Stars for service (members of Stars and Smiles Club of SHS honored for volunteer service) (photo), Dec 16, 1994, p.10
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BORONKAY, DAVID
SHS Drama Club to present 'Family Album,' a cabaret (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.15

BORONKAY, SERENA AND GEORGE (AU)
Prom breakfast was a success (ltr), Jul 1, 1994, p.6

BORROK, CHARLES R
In memory of those who died (photo), Nov 10, 1994, p.19

BORTECK, HOLLIS
Halloween window painting contest draws a crowd (cont) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.8

BOSCHEN, HENRY CHARLES
Henry Charles Boschen (dies), Sep 23, 1994, p.10

BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
Scarsdale diplomat steers U.N. through eye of Balkan storm (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.1
Scarsdalians faces challenge in Sarajevo (cont), Apr 8, 1994, p.4
Who said 'never again'? (edit), Apr 8, 1994, p.6
Scarsdale doctors give war refugees a rare opportunity (photo), Aug 5, 1994, p.1
A child shall lead them (regarding refugees from Bosnia getting free medical assistance) (edit), Aug 5, 1994, p.6
Local doctors aid Bosnian children (cont), Aug 5, 1994, p.10

BOSSARD, BERNARD
The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club 90 years of outstanding service (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.30

BOTSFORD, LISA
Middle school principal to retire (cont), Apr 29, 1994, p.9

BOTTON, ALFRED
The numbers didn't add up to drug conviction, May 27, 1994, p.1

BOTVIN, LISA (AU)
An ice rink would pay for itself (ltr), Nov 4, 1994, p.6

BOUCHIER, RON
Fitness center proves successful (photo), Jan 28, 1994, p.16
Raiders will play varsity football next season, Dec 9, 1994, p.1

BOVONA, ROBIN
Summer programs winding down (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.4

BOWLES, PAUL
Bowles film will premiere here (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.13

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA
Scout Troop 99 learns a lot (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.4
Scout Day (Kevin Hannon of Troop 2 gets a tour of the village sewer system), Mar 11, 1994, p.1
Scouts are in their glory on Memorial Day (cont) (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.10
Paul Haklisch (re-elected president of Westchester-Putnam Council, Boy Scouts of America), Jul 29, 1994, p.2
Troop 60 attends Boy Scout camp (photo), Aug 12, 1994, p.2
Boy Scouts hike New Mexico trails, Sep 2, 1994, p.4
2 scouts elevated to rank of Eagle, Dec 9, 1994, p.4
C-Town helped Scout food drive (ltr), Dec 9, 1994, p.6

BOYAR, STEVEN
Teacher wins Sci-Mat grant, Jun 17, 1994, p.10

BOYER, LINNAE
Greenacres tastes Paris (success of PTA fundraiser "A taste of Paris" is celebrated) (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.12

BOYLE, JIM
New board elected (SCS Golf Club) (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.4

BOYLE, JUDY
They appreciate School Board Nominating Committee volunteers (ltr), Jan 28, 1994, p.6
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BOZORTH, SQUIRE
    Protest targets diplomat's house (photo), May 20, 1994, p.1

BRACKEN, ERIN
    Halloween happenings (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.10

BRACKEN, MARY
    Writing takes top priority in school language arts classes, Mar 11, 1994, p.9

BRADY-JONES, VIVIAN
    The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28

BRANDT, KATHRYN WEG
    (Town and) Village (Civic) (Club) panel discussion on schools (cont), Feb 4, 1994, p.16

BRANDT, KATHRYN WEG (AU)
    Schools are our golden egg (response to letters by R Harrison from 1/21 and H Aspis from 1/28) (ltr), Feb 4, 1994, p.6

BRASSFIELD, RICHARD
    Hayday still on schedule, says project director (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.3

BRAZIL
    Brazil - an impending disaster (edit), Feb 25, 1994, p.7

BREGMAN, YVONNE
    Schools to open this Monday, Sep 9, 1994, p.1
    Schools open on Monday (cont), Sep 9, 1994, p.9

BREIDBART, SHAUN
    SHS alumnus finishes 7th in world dragon boat championships, Jul 1, 1994, p.14

BREINES, SIMON
    An alternative to private developers (of downtown SCS) (ltr), Jun 10, 1994, p.6
    S(CS) R(esponsible) C(itizens) lobbies committee (cont), Jul 8, 1994, p.17
    Covered (railroad) tracks would open vistas (response to edit by S Breines from 10/7/94) (ltr), Oct 14, 1994, p.6

BREINES, SIMON (AU)
    A proposal for modest development (edit) (illus), Mar 11, 1994, p.7
    Planning a project that does 'the least harm' (edit), Oct 7, 1994, p.6
    Ask builders for proposals (response to letter by Charles Cunningham from 10/14/94) (ltr), Oct 28, 1994, p.6

BREITLER, LEON (AU)
    When in doubt, do nothing (regarding downtown development) (ltr), Jul 15, 1994, p.6

BRENNAN, BRIDGET
    Scarsdale home a haven for drug money (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.1

BRENNAN, JENNIFER
    Rotary grants (from SCS Rotary Club) (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.5
    Sports shop to open (on Spencer Place), Sep 30, 1994, p.2
    Shoppers looked for bargains, Dec 30, 1994, p.1

BRENNAN, MARGARET
    Sports shop to open (on Spencer Place), Sep 30, 1994, p.2

BRENNAN, MARGARET, JENNIFER AND HARRY (AU)
    Welcome from a friendly village (store owners of High Gear overwhelmed by SCS friendliness) (ltr), Nov 18, 1994, p.6

BRENNER, MERLE
    Cutting a deal (Persico Trucking allowed to dump construction debris near Fenway Golf Course), Jul 29, 1994, p.1

BRENNER, MERLE L (AU)
    Neighbors want a say in (Saxon Woods) project (ltr), Jun 24, 1994, p.6

BRENNINKMEYER, IRMGARD
    Summer ban to silence blowers, Jun 17, 1994, p.1

BRENNINKMEYER, THOMAS (AU)
    Holiday phobia has escalated (ltr), Apr 8, 1994, p.6
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BRESIA, RYAN
Here they go! (stars of SHS senior class play "Anything Goes") (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.17
Guiding Eyes (for the Blind) supports Senior Options (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.9

BRESLIN, PATTY
Treats from around the world (international dessert festival at IHM) (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.9

BRESLOW, LAUREN
Talking to Charles Martin—another S(tudent) T(ransfer) E(ducation) P(lan) success story (photo/edit), May 6, 1994, p.7

BRETSCHNEIDER, RONNI
Ronni Bretschneider (has earned designation as retirement planning specialist), Jul 15, 1994, p.2

BRICK, DAVID
Message received (from public scoping session held by county): no golf range, Oct 21, 1994, p.1

BRICK, MICHELLE
On-line to France (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.28
Halloween happenings (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.10

BRIDGES
(Workmen lower girders into place by Wilmot Road Bridge) (Progress edit 1994) (photo), Jan 28, 1994, p.1
Bridge at Crane Berkley (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.6
Time is running out for Popham Bridge, Jun 10, 1994, p.1
Time running out for (Popham) bridge (photo) (cont), Jun 10, 1994, p.12
(Popham Road) Bridge continues to decay (edit) (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.6
Bridge repairs ahead (for Woodland Viaduct and Harney Road), Aug 19, 1994, p.1
B(ronx) R(iver) P(arkway) bridge meeting (about Woodlands Viaduct Bridge), Sep 9, 1994, p.1
Parkway neighbors eye bridge repairs (Woodlands viaduct), Sep 30, 1994, p.1
Bridge planners are listening (improvement of Woodlands Viaduct) (edit), Sep 30, 1994, p.6
Residents give input on bridge (photo) (cont), Sep 30, 1994, p.20
Patching Popham (Road Bridge), Nov 25, 1994, p.1

BRITAIN, SARAH
Edgewood celebrates 75 years (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.4

BROADCAST JOURNALISM
From remedial math to capital reporting (photo), Oct 7, 1994, p.5

BROCK, TIMOTHY T
Timothy T Brock (named head of bankruptcy and restructuring group of international law firm), Aug 12, 1994, p.2

BRODGIE, ADAM
Halloween happenings (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.10

BRODMAN, ELIZABETH (AU)
In the footsteps of the Incas (edit) (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.7

BRODMAN, HAROLD (AU)
In the footsteps of the Incas (edit) (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.7

BRODSKY, RICHARD
Dangerous sneakers (the ones with flashing lights form mercury containing built in accessories), Oct 21, 1994, p.1
Experience does count (Inquirer endorsements in upcoming election Nov 8) (edit), Nov 4, 1994, p.6
Assembly, Senate, congressional candidates fight it out (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.11

BROGAN, JOHN
Passing the torch (SCS police officers run down Post Road in fundraiser for Special Olympics) (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.1
Giant parade marks fire company centennial (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.1
Pedestrian struck on Popham Road, Sep 23, 1994, p.1
Pedestrian safety award (SCS honored for its 12 consecutive years without a pedestrian death) (photo), Oct 7, 1994, p.4
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BROMLEY, JUDY
   Can't serve on a jury? Tell it to the judge (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.1
   Jury duty shirkers to be fined (cont), Feb 11, 1994, p.8

BRONSON, JEREMY
   The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1994 (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.24

BRONSTEIN, MELVIN (DR)
   Dr Melvin Bronstein (appointed to board of directors of NY State Ophthalmological Society), Feb 25, 1994, p.4

BRONX RIVER PARKWAY
   Van overturns on parkway (photo), Jan 21, 1994, p.1
   Bruised but unbowed, students beautify parkway (photo), Aug 5, 1994, p.5
   Parkway neighbors eye bridge repairs (Woodlands viaduct), Sep 30, 1994, p.1
   Bridge planners are listening (improvement of Woodlands Viaduct) (edit), Sep 30, 1994, p.6
   Residents give input on bridge (photo) (cont), Sep 30, 1994, p.20

BRONX, THE
   Recalling the good old days in the Bronx (edit), Aug 5, 1994, p.7
   Reader enjoyed 'evocative piece' (on the Bronx by Harold Aspis) (ltr), Aug 12, 1994, p.6
   Piece on Bronx was evocative (response to edit by H Aspis from 8/5/94) (ltr), Sep 2, 1994, p.6

BRONZ, LOIS
   My freshman year (as county legislator) (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.2
   Special elections (proposal to fill vacancy in office of county executive by election), Apr 8, 1994, p.1
   Fiscal, environmental crises loom in legislature (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.1
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club 90 years of outstanding service (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.30
   League loses: Court upholds redistricting, Aug 12, 1994, p.1

BROOKS, LORRAINE
   Middle school principal to retire (cont), Apr 29, 1994, p.9
   Pre-concert concentration (seventh and eighth grade chorus members rehearse for concert) (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.9

BROWN, BETTY
   90 years in 40 minutes: Town Club and its offspring mark a major milestone (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.5

BROWN, ELIZABETH M (AU)
   We should retain faithful retailers (ltr), Mar 18, 1994, p.7

BROWN, GEINDON
   Van overturns on parkway (photo), Jan 21, 1994, p.1

BROWN, HARVEY
   Can't serve on a jury? Tell it to the judge (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.1

BROWN, JESSICA
   SHS Drama Club to present 'Family Album,' a cabaret (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.15

BROWN, ROBIN (AU)
   Vote for quality education in Edgemont (ltr), Apr 29, 1994, p.6

BROWN, RONALD
   Improving work (founder of Work in America Institute honored) (photo), Dec 16, 1994, p.4

BROWN, SCOTT
   'Bill of Rights' a false promise (letter to Scott Brown, general manager of TCI Cable) (ltr), Jan 21, 1994, p.6
   This is no way to treat a good cable customer (letter to Scott Brown of TCI Cable) (ltr), Feb 25, 1994, p.6

BROWN, SCOTT R (AU)
   TCI explains channel changes (ltr), Jun 3, 1994, p.6

BROWNER, CAROL
   Sound plan approved, Sep 30, 1994, p.1

BROWNING, JACKSON
   A meeting of mayors (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.5
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BROYD, PAYTON
Truck Day at Greenacres (photo), Oct 7, 1994, p.9

BRUCKER, DAN
Freightway should stay, group says, Jan 21, 1994, p.1
Good times (high on-time record), Jan 21, 1994, p.1
Time is running out for Popham Bridge, Jun 10, 1994, p.1

BRYCE, DAVID M (AU)
Eggstravaganza fosters religion (response to edit from 4/1/94) (Itr), Apr 15, 1994, p.6

BUCHEN, HELENE (AU)
A dinner (lunch and breakfast) party in the desert (cont), Jul 22, 1994, p.8
A sheik sojourn in the desert (edit), Jul 22, 1994, p.7

BUCK, JANE
Leadership can be fun (Susan Cohen will be PT Council President again 1994-95) (photo), May 27, 1994, p.9
SMS administrator named middle school principal (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.1
Celebrating labor and spirit (Labor Day and Rosh Hashana) (photo), Sep 2, 1994, p.1

BUCKHURST, PAUL
Affordable housing issue arouses dormant passions at plan hearing, May 6, 1994, p.1
Consensus eludes downtown group, May 27, 1994, p.1
High-tech planning tools may aid (to visualize various downtown proposals), Jul 8, 1994, p.1

BUCKLER, CAROL
Book tells working mothers how to make it work for them (photo), Jan 21, 1994, p.5

BUCKLER, CAROL A (AU)
Here's some real help for working mothers (edit), Apr 15, 1994, p.7

BUDGET-NEW YORK STATE
Budget isn't budging, Apr 22, 1994, p.1
Budget isn't budging; state legislators discuss other bills (cont), Apr 22, 1994, p.24

BUDGET-SCS
2% increase proposed for new village budget, Mar 25, 1994, p.1
Budget hearing, Apr 8, 1994, p.1
Groups praise village, school budgets; Board approves budget with 2 percent tax hike, Apr 29, 1994, p.1
Village budget (cont), Apr 29, 1994, p.13
School budget vote Wednesday, May 13, 1994, p.1
Winter dollars (supplies and overtime for snow removal totalled $377,662), Jul 22, 1994, p.1

BUDGET-US
Where's the safety net? (edit), Apr 15, 1994, p.7

BUDGET-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
Budget okayed, Jan 7, 1994, p.1
County budget a huge ripoff (Itr), Jan 7, 1994, p.6
Abinanti is lone Democrat against county budget, Dec 30, 1994, p.1

BUGIALLI, GIULIANO
At home on the range: dinner for 52 (cooking class at Hay Day market) (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.5

BUGLIONE, DANIEL
Sharing beautiful thoughts (Edgewood 1st graders assemble "squares of happiness") (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.9

BUILDING DEPT-SCS
New law would give breathing room for village's older homes, Jan 28, 1994, p.1

BUILDING-REPAIR AND RECONSTRUCTION
Communication stressed in renovation of home (Channel 14 television show "Home Sweet Home"), Jul 22, 1994, p.2

BULSARA, SANKET
Stars in Edgemont (EMT High School's victory in Texaco Star Academic Challenge) (edit), Mar 25, 1994, p.6
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BURGER, LAUREN
On-line to France (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.9

BURGESS, THOMAS F
Town Club history parallels Scarsdale's rise (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.5

BURGLAR ALARMS
Avoiding false alarms (edit), Apr 1, 1994, p.6

BURGLARY AND BURGLARS
SEE CRIME AND CRIMINALS

BURKAT, HOWARD
Run-off will decide two committee seats, Jan 21, 1994, p.1

BURKAT, HOWARD (AU)
He wants to keep the village green (regarding downtown development) (ltr), Jun 3, 1994, p.6

BURKAT, IRIS (AU)
Parking dearth affects shoppers (ltr), Dec 9, 1994, p.6

BURKE, KATHY
A festive fund-raiser (sponsored by Fox Meadow PTA) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.9

BURKE, ROBERT (DR)
High school art teacher (Dr Robert Burkey) to retire, Mar 25, 1994, p.9

BURKEY, ROBERT
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

BURN, SETH
Debaters on the move (at Bronx High School of Science), Oct 28, 1994, p.9

BURNS, DOLORES
Spirit of 1919 (SCS Woman's Club and Edgewood School celebrate their 75th anniversaries) (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.1

The Bank of New York Salutes SCS's Woman's Club on the Occasion of its Diamond Jubilee 1919-94 (photo), May 13, 1994, p.30

BURNS, SUZANNE
School report leads to TV spot (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.9

BURRIS, RUTH
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.30

BURSTEIN, KAREN
Primaries for state office, Sep 9, 1994, p.1

Primary '94: Local voters differ in Attorney General, judge races, Sep 16, 1994, p.1

BUS DRIVERS
Aides and bus drivers get new contracts, May 13, 1994, p.1

BUSBY, ELLEN
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale's First Couple Esther C and Robert P Shay (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.24

BUSCH, NEAL
Scarsdale chopper pilot's view (of New York) from above (photo), Sep 16, 1994, p.5

The big picture (air patrol to solve traffic problems serves as metaphor to tackle problems) (edit), Sep 16, 1994, p.6

BUSES
This bus rider (Sima Rabinowicz) is no Rosa Parks (edit), Sep 30, 1994, p.6

Missing the bus on the Monsey issue (response to edit by I Sloan from 9/30/94) (ltr), Oct 14, 1994, p.6

BUTLER, JOSEPH T
Butler to speak on suburbia at historical society exhibit (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.15

BYRNE, GERARD J (AU)
Parks workers not half-hearted (clearing the ice for skating on Crane's Pond in EMT) (ltr), Feb 18, 1994, p.6

BYRNE, MICHAEL (AU)
Fire prevention open house (at Crossway Firehouse) (ltr), Sep 30, 1994, p.6
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CABLE TELEVISION

Cable switch, Jan 14, 1994, p.1
TCI: sign first, pass law later, Jan 14, 1994, p.1
'Bill of Rights' a false promise (letter to Scott Brown, general manager of TCI Cable) (ltr), Jan 21, 1994, p.6
New cable law, Jan 28, 1994, p.1
Bistro cuisine on Channel 14 (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.2
Village consultant gives TCI bad tech marks, Feb 18, 1994, p.3
In place by April (members of new village Cable Television Commission), Feb 25, 1994, p.1
This is no way to treat a good cable customer (letter to Scott Brown of TCI Cable) (ltr), Feb 25, 1994, p.6
Cable company mends its ways (ltr), Mar 4, 1994, p.6
Bad timing, Mar 11, 1994, p.1
Public cable (proposed set of cable regulations), May 13, 1994, p.1
Savory specialities of the season to be featured on cable TV (photo), May 13, 1994, p.2
Cable hearing draws little response, May 20, 1994, p.1
Sneaky TCI is cancelling Sox (ltr), May 20, 1994, p.6
Few attend cable meeting (cont), May 20, 1994, p.28
TCI explains channel changes (ltr), Jun 3, 1994, p.6
Scarsdale's not the rural South (comments on TCI Cable) (ltr), Jun 3, 1994, p.6
Blair to appear on Lifetime 'Our Home' show today, Jul 15, 1994, p.2
Communication stressed in renovation of home (Channel 14 television show "Home Sweet Home"), Jul 22, 1994, p.2
Get ready for more Vanna, Oprah and Rocky on TCI, Aug 26, 1994, p.3
Nonpartisan system subject of cable show (photo), Sep 9, 1994, p.3
A clear picture, Dec 23, 1994, p.1

CALANDRO, CHELSEA

Summer programs winding down (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.4

CALDEIRA, CECELIA

Third-graders study urban design (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.9

Caldwell, ROBERT

It's the law!, Sep 9, 1994, p.1

CALENDARS

Starting a new year (volunteers label annual community calendar), Aug 12, 1994, p.1
Thanks to Bank of New York (for underwriting cost of SCS calendar) (ltr), Aug 19, 1994, p.6

CALIFORNIA

Which way to paradise? (edit), Feb 4, 1994, p.7

CALLEGARI, CATHY (AU)

Pay to play? (response to recent suggestions of having SHS students pay for parking at HS) (ltr), Sep 23, 1994, p.6

CALLIMANIS, DIANA

They said YES to volunteering (volunteers with Youth Employment Service) (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.4

CALO, LEONARD

Learning about the outdoors (Earth Day activities at local schools) (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.10
Scouts are in their glory on Memorial Day (cont) (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.10

CALO, MURIEL (AU)

Teens obsessed with body image (ltr), May 20, 1994, p.6

CAMBRIELLO, JAMES

The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

CAMPAIGN DEBATES

Debate covers the full range (candidates for 18th Congressional District) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.1
Candidates cover a lot of ground in debate (cont), Oct 28, 1994, p.13
Assembly, Senate, congressional candidates fight it out (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.11
Candidates meet in league debate (cont), Nov 4, 1994, p.12
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CAMPAIGN FUNDS
Let's level the political playing fields (edit), Mar 18, 1994, p.7
Listen to the inexperienced (ltr), Nov 18, 1994, p.6

CAMPANELLA, JOAN
Schools open on Monday (cont), Sep 9, 1994, p.9

CAMPBELL, RICARDA LLOYD
Ricarda Lloyd Campbell (dies), Aug 26, 1994, p.12

CAMPS AND CAMPING
A counselor's job is no day at the beach (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.5
It's all in a day's play at the Scarsdale rec camps (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.4
Summer programs winding down (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.4

CANDE, NANCY
Schools open on Monday (cont), Sep 9, 1994, p.9

CANNAZZARO, BOB
Croissants and coffee talk at two new stores (La Renaissance and the Coffee Tree) (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.1

CANTATORE, JILLIAN
The Bank of New York Salutes the 75th anniversary of Edgewood School (photo), May 20, 1994, p.28

CANTATORE, KATHRYN
Village flowers (at Boniface Circle) express a gardener's talents (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.1

CANTATORE, KATHY (AU)
In defense of the Polish people (ltr), Aug 19, 1994, p.6

CANTATORE, NICK
Village flowers (at Boniface Circle) express a gardener's talents (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.1

CANTATORE, RICK
Village flowers (at Boniface Circle) express a gardener's talents (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.1

CANTORE, JOSEPH
Winners wear helmets (Meghan Luby's winning Safety Poster Contest entry) (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.5

CAPOBIANCO, GARRETT
Winners wear helmets (Meghan Luby’s winning Safety Poster Contest entry) (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.5
Fire badly damages historic house here (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.1
Polishing their act (members of Volunteer Fire Company No 1 get ready for centennial parade) (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.1

CAPONE, KRISTIN
Edgewood through the years (in play "It was a Time" performed by third-graders) (photo), Mar 4, 1994, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes the 75th anniversary of Edgewood School (photo), May 20, 1994, p.28

CAPONNETTO, JOSEPH
Joseph Caponnetto (dies), Oct 7, 1994, p.14

CAPOSELLI, LOU
Baby, it's cold outside - and for some, inside, Mar 4, 1994, p.1

CARAS, PAUL
The Bank of New York Salutes the 75th anniversary of Edgewood School (photo), May 20, 1994, p.28

CARDIA, ALEX
Artists at work (crafts projects for vacationing kids at SCS Historical Society) (photo), Mar 4, 1994, p.3

CARDILLO, RON
S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) needs you (edit) (photo), Jan 28, 1994, p.6
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CARDOZO, NANCY
The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28

CAREER COUNSELING
SEE VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE

CARLTON, LISA
Domestic violence discussed at Junior League (photo), Nov 10, 1994, p.5

CARNEY, TOM
New youth worker named (at SCS Middle School) (photo), Sep 2, 1994, p.4
Schools to open this Monday, Sep 9, 1994, p.1

CARO, PHYLLIS
They appreciate S(school) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) volunteers (ltr), Jan 28, 1994, p.6

CARPENTER, CLINTON
Baby, it's cold outside - and for some, inside, Mar 4, 1994, p.1

CARPENTER, CLINTON (AU)
Is there life after business? (edit) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.7

CARPENTER, JO
Is there life after business? (edit) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.7

CARRET, PHILIP
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale's First Couple Esther C and Robert P Shay (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.24
A star spangled S(CS) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(service) success (ltr), May 13, 1994, p.6
S(CS) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(service) fundraiser offers an embarrassment of riches (photo), May 13, 1994, p.10
Books that last a lifetime (for several Scarsdalians) (edit), Jul 8, 1994, p.7
90 years in 40 minutes: Town Club and its offspring mark a major milestone (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.5

CARRET, PHILIP L (AU)
Troops should fight under U.S. flag (ltr), May 27, 1994, p.6

CARROLL, EUGENE J JR (AU)
'Peace through strength' - how valid today? (edit), Apr 8, 1994, p.7

CARROLL, EUGENE JR
Admiral says arms race offers no security, Feb 4, 1994, p.5

CARROLL, MARK (DR)
A short but productive Indian summer (David Cohen tackles health problems of Navajo Nation) (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.1

CARROLL, TOM
Multiple offender arrested here again (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.3

CARSKY, KATHERINE
County taxes up, Mar 4, 1994, p.1
Off to Taiwan (to talk trade), Mar 25, 1994, p.1
County considers raising sales tax, Mar 25, 1994, p.1
Special elections (proposal to fill vacancy in office of county executive by election), Apr 8, 1994, p.1
Fiscal, environmental crises loom in legislature (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club 90 years of outstanding service (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.30
League loses: Court upholds redistricting, Aug 12, 1994, p.1
Abinanti is lone Democrat against county budget, Dec 30, 1994, p.1

CARSKY, KATHERINE (AU)
Making dreams become reality (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.2

CARSWELL, BRUCE
Bruce Carswell (named Human Resource Executive of the Year) (photo), Oct 14, 1994, p.4

CARTOONISTS
Cartoonist Jules Feiffer: The thrill's not gone (photo), May 13, 1994, p.5
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CARUSO, JOHN
Middle school principal to retire (cont), Apr 29, 1994, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

CARUSO, RONALD
Retirements announced at school board meeting, May 27, 1994, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

CARVALHO, AMANA
SHS Drama Club to present 'Family Album,' a cabaret (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.15

CASALE, JIM
Responsiveness earns gratitude (regarding flooding problem at Garden and Oxford Roads) (ltr), Nov 18, 1994, p.6

CASALE, TONY
Tony Casale (elected to board of Arthritis Foundation), Feb 18, 1994, p.4
Responsiveness earns gratitude (regarding flooding problem at Garden and Oxford Roads) (ltr), Nov 18, 1994, p.6

CASDEN, ANDREW (DR)
'Festival of Freedom' is just that for new immigrants (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.5

CASE, SIDNEY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

CASE, SIDNEY R (AU)
(Chamber) Orchestra is appreciative (ltr), May 6, 1994, p.6

CASEY, HANORIA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

CASEY, HONORIA
Middle school principal to retire (cont), Apr 29, 1994, p.9

CASEY, KEVIN
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' BASE Eleven Years of Outstanding Service to the Community (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.28

CASTELLANO, RICHARD
Snow fallout: some profit, but most suffer (photo), Jan 28, 1994, p.1

CASTIELLO, DOM
Middle school principal to retire (cont), Apr 29, 1994, p.9
Real-world examples used in math classes, May 6, 1994, p.9

CASTRO, BERNADETTE
Primary '94: Local voters differ in Attorney (general), judge races, Sep 16, 1994, p.1
Local voters go own way - Democratic, Nov 10, 1994, p.1

CATHERALL, PAUL
Scarsdale's finest (village police officers were recently presented with awards) (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.4
Driving school instructor charged with burglary, Mar 4, 1994, p.1

CATHERWOOD, LESLIE
SHS Drama Club to present 'Family Album,' a cabaret (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.15

CATO, SALLY
The Bank of New York Salutes MAME and Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.24

CATS
Charles get a present, May 27, 1994, p.14
Filling the needs of pet owners (Eastchester Animal Clinic and Elmsford Animal Shelter) (ltr), Aug 26, 1994, p.6

CECCHINI, LEANNE
Treats from around the world (international dessert festival at IHM) (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.9

CEDAR, ANDREW
They take the cake at Fox Meadow (New York's 62 counties represented on state shaped cake) (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.9

CEDARBAUM, BERNARD
Citizens' Committee picks 3 candidates (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.1
Citizens' Party petitions, Jan 28, 1994, p.1
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CEDARBAUM, BERNARD continued
Citizens' Party seeks donations (ltr), Feb 18, 1994, p.6
Village election next Tuesday, Mar 11, 1994, p.1
All invited to meet candidates (for village trustee) (ltr), Mar 11, 1994, p.6
Village trustees elected (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.1
A thank-you from the (Nonpartisan Citizens') party (ltr), Mar 25, 1994, p.6
Let's drop local term limits (edit), Apr 8, 1994, p.7
P(atrolmen's) B(enevolent) A(ssociation), village sign contract, Jul 1, 1994, p.1
No downtown model needed, mayor says, Jul 1, 1994, p.1
Law restricts parking (in lots at village hall), Jul 15, 1994, p.1
90 years in 40 minutes: Town Club and its offspring mark a major milestone (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.5
Taxi licences, Dec 9, 1994, p.1

CENSORSHIP
Book-banners may be gaining on us (edit), Dec 9, 1994, p.7

CERNIGLIA, JOE
Westchester Hills pair wins Wilson Cup (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.24

CERTIFICATES OF OCCUPANCY
New law would give breathing room for village's older homes, Jan 28, 1994, p.1
Hearing on C(ertificates of) O(ccupancy)s, Feb 18, 1994, p.1
Zoning law to be liberalized, Feb 25, 1994, p.1

CESARANO, JOE
Geoff Oxnam leaving Inquirer; Joe Cesarano new sports editor, Dec 30, 1994, p.3

CHA, JUNGIL
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

CHA, MYOUNG
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

CHA, MYOUNGIL
Fluent in French and Spanish (SHS students have won Iona College Language Competition) (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.9
(SHS) seniors win awards for academic and arts achievement (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.10
White Plains Hospital Center recognizes junior volunteers (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.4

CHAI T, MAXWELL M (DR)
Dr Maxwell M Chait (will be honored for exemplary service and commitment to Jewish education), Apr 29, 1994, p.4

CHAMBEL, KATE
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' BASE Eleven Years of Outstanding Service to the Community (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.28

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE-SCS
Spirit scrubbed (Halloween window paintings washed away at request of Chamber of Commerce) (edit), Oct 28, 1994, p.6
Disappointed kids (when Halloween window paintings were washed off quickly) (ltr), Nov 4, 1994, p.6

CHANG, CHARLES
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

CHANG, CHRISTINE
SHS Drama Club to present 'Family Album,' a cabaret (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.15

CHANG, DIANA
Libraries are for kids ((National Library week celebrations) (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.5
Scouts are in their glory on Memorial Day (cont) (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.10

CHANG, GEOFF
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

CHANG, HILDA
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32
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CHANG, JON
Scholarship fund seeks support (photo), Dec 2, 1994, p.12

CHANG, JULIE
Girls ride a rough road to self-confidence (nine-day trip in Monadnock region of NH) (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.5

CHANOW-GRUEN, KAREN (DR)
Telfer to retire from SMS (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.1
Counselor (Dr Karen Chanow-Gruen) is mourned, Nov 10, 1994, p.6
A loss for Cooper House (death of Dr Karen Chanow-Gruen) (edit), Nov 10, 1994, p.6
Many mourn Chanow-Gruen (ltr), Nov 18, 1994, p.6
(Memorial) Service planned (for Dr Karen Chanow-Gruen) (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.11

CHAO, DAVID
Party celebrates (United Way) fund drive (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.4
The Bank of New York Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.28

CHARITY
Charity begins at home (edit), Nov 18, 1994, p.6

CHARNEY, ARON DANIEL
Aron Daniel Charney (dies), Dec 23, 1994, p.16

CHASE PARK (SCS)
Vigil voices (at Chase Park marking bombing of Hiroshima, Japan) (photo), Aug 12, 1994, p.6

CHASE, CAROL
They said YES to volunteering (volunteers with Youth Employment Service) (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.4

CHASE, CAROL (AU)
How to support student musicians (ltr), Apr 22, 1994, p.6

CHASE, STEPHEN
They appreciate S(school) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) volunteers (ltr), Jan 28, 1994, p.6

CHATEAUVERT, BETTY
Association artists to show paintings in 2 exhibitions (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.17

CHAYES, JESSICA
The Bank of New York Salutes Hoff-Barthelson Music School (photo), Sep 16, 1994, p.28

CHAYES, LINDA HILLMAN (AU)
Disappointed kids (when Halloween window paintings were washed off quickly) (ltr), Nov 4, 1994, p.6

CHEN, JENNY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

CHEN, STERLING (AU)
Year of the Dog - coming up (edit), Feb 11, 1994, p.7

CHERR, DIANE
Arts Alive grant (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.13

CHERTOFF, SAMANTHA
Lots to celebrate at Greenacres (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.9

CHESLER, BARBARA (AU)
Print-A-Kid appreciated (ltr), Jan 14, 1994, p.6

CHESTER, MICHAEL
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26

CHILD ABUSE
A Different Start named Project of the Year, Jul 15, 1994, p.1

CHILD MOLESTING
Street smart? School smart? Maybe both, Feb 18, 1994, p.3
Incest: When a bedtime story becomes a nightmare, Dec 9, 1994, p.5
Counseling leads to healing and forgiveness in incest case (cont), Dec 9, 1994, p.9
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CHILD WELFARE
A clear necessity (self-defense)... but whose responsibility? (edit), Feb 18, 1994, p.6

CHILDREN
In New York State, one of four children live below poverty level (edit), Jan 28, 1994, p.7
(Supplement) Kids, Mar 4, 1994, p.0
We should listen to the children (re their views of differences in religious celebrations) (ltr), Apr 8, 1994, p.6
With kids, words are tools... (edit), Apr 22, 1994, p.7
Going forth (chronicles the milestones from childhood to high school graduation) (edit), Jul 1, 1994, p.6
Seeing - and saving - the child behind the disabilities (photo), Aug 19, 1994, p.1
Gratitude in a golden season (from Russian children who visited SCS a year ago) (ltr), Oct 14, 1994, p.6
Child safety guide available for parents, Oct 28, 1994, p.9
Parents should not leave children alone (ltr), Nov 10, 1994, p.6
It's our responsibility to rescue our children (edit), Nov 10, 1994, p.7
The Scarsdale Inquirer's Holiday Gift Guide (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.8

CHIMNEYS
Chimney sweep alert (residents advised to get their chimneys inspected and cleaned), Nov 18, 1994, p.1

CHIN, JAMES
Summer ban to silence blowers, Jun 17, 1994, p.1

CHIN, JAMES A SR
Why I believe municipal bonds are attractive in 1994 (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.16

CHINESE NEW YEAR
Year of the Dog - coming up (edit), Feb 11, 1994, p.7

CHIODDO, VINCENT
The Bank of New York Salutes the 75th anniversary of Edgewood School (photo), May 20, 1994, p.28
Third-graders study urban design (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.9

CHIZZINI, RUTH
Ruth Chizzini (awarded RELO Certified Corporate Marketer designation), Sep 16, 1994, p.4

CHRISTENSEN, PETER
2 scouts elevated to rank of Eagle, Dec 9, 1994, p.4

CHRISTIAN SCIENTISTS

CHRISTIAN, HARRY PATRICK
Entertainment with a message (musical show "Dear America" presented by Pushcart Players) (photo), Dec 2, 1994, p.12

CHRISTIANS AND JEWS
SEE CHRISTIANS AND OTHER RELIGIONS

CHRISTIANS AND OTHER RELIGIONS
We've come a long way in 30 years (regarding Christian-Jewish dialogue) (edit), Jun 3, 1994, p.6

CHRISTMAS
We must dare to be different (response to letter by D Jacobs from 1/14/94) (ltr), Jan 28, 1994, p.6
Holiday schedule, Dec 16, 1994, p.1
Schools enforce holiday blackout (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.1
Schools enforce new rules on holiday celebrations (cont), Dec 23, 1994, p.8
No trees, reindeer or holiday music in schools this year (cont), Dec 23, 1994, p.10
Taking the joy out of holidays (response to SCS schools holiday blackout policy) (ltr), Dec 30, 1994, p.6
Teach tolerance, not ignorance (response to SCS schools holiday blackout policy) (ltr), Dec 30, 1994, p.6
Thought control in the schools (response to SCS schools holiday blackout policy) (ltr), Dec 30, 1994, p.6
All I want for Christmas, Dec 30, 1994, p.9

CHRISTMAS SHOPPING
SEE SHOPPING
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CHUDNOVSKY, EUGENE M
Eugene M Chudnovsky (elected Fellow of the American Physical Society) (photo), Jan 21, 1994, p.4

CHUMA, CHI DO
Halloween happenings (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.10

CHUNG, HEEJA
WLS appoints Scarsdalians (Heeja Chung appointed chief of cataloging and bibliographic services), Jul 15, 1994, p.2

CHURCH AND STATE
Sloan upholds the Constitution (response to I Sloan's Inquirer article from 12/24/93) (ltr), Jan 21, 1994, p.6
We must dare to be different (response to letter by D Jacobs from 1/14/94) (ltr), Jan 28, 1994, p.6
An old-fashioned idea: church/state separation (edit), Dec 30, 1994, p.7

CHURCHES
Swamped chapel (burst steam pipe at SCS Congregational Church (photo), Jan 28, 1994, p.1
Living in America promotes international harmony (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.8
Transitional year at Hitchcock (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.14
Grace Lutheran Church: small but mighty (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.14
Growth and challenge at St. James the Less (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.14
Bible reading at Trinity Lutheran (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.14
Congregational Church has a full and rewarding year (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.14
IHN is young at heart (illus) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.15
Ministry and service at Baptist Church (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.15
Genealogical library: an important resource (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.15
St. Pius X is sensitive to needs (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.15
Trinity Lutheran Church to mark 70th anniversary (illus), May 20, 1994, p.10
Emily Bench to serve mission (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.14
Rev. Lyle Larson retiring as Grace Lutheran pastor (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.12
Music expansion is planned at St. James the Less Church (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.16
Church, at 70, honors pastor (Rev Phillip S Washburn) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.14
Musical kids of all faiths sought (for music program at St. James the Less) (ltr), Nov 4, 1994, p.6
More access at St. James the Less (photo), Nov 10, 1994, p.19
New choir director at Asbury, Nov 10, 1994, p.19
More than '3 hots and a cot' - Grace Church Community Center, Nov 25, 1994, p.5
A kind thought at Thanksgiving (ltr), Nov 25, 1994, p.6
Grace Church Community Center (cont), Nov 25, 1994, p.20

CIGARETTE SMOKING
SEE SMOKING

CIGARETTES
Two of a kind (different kind of drug pushers) (edit), Apr 29, 1994, p.6

CINDRICH, MICHAEL
Scarsdale student is target of explicit E-mail, Jul 1, 1994, p.3

CIOFFI, LUCAS
Scouts are in their glory on Memorial Day (cont) (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.10
Lucas Cioffi (has achieved rank of Eagle scout) (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.4

CION, JUDITH A SCHNEIDER (AU)
Hindsight (Inquirer) column ("30 years ago: July 8, 1964" from 7/8/94) evokes memories (ltr), Oct 14, 1994, p.6

CIPES, PAUL
The Bank of New York Salutes the Westchester Band on its Silver Anniversary 1969-1994 (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.32

CIRCUS
Circus antics (circus performers visit Heathcote) (photo), Dec 16, 1994, p.10
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CIRINO, NICOLE
Mural portrays Edgewood's 75-year history (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.10

CISCO, SANDRA
Schools to open this Monday, Sep 9, 1994, p.1
Schools open on Monday (cont), Sep 9, 1994, p.9

CITINO, NICK
Food to the hungry (photo), May 27, 1994, p.4

CITIZENS' COMMITTEE-SCS
SEE NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS' COMMITTEE-SCS

CITIZENS' NOMINATING COMMITTEE-SCS
SEE NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS' COMMITTEE-SCS

CITRON, ELLEN
Lots to celebrate at Greenacres (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.9
Students help others, Nov 10, 1994, p.9

CIVALE, MIKE
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

CIVIL RIGHTS
A warning to all: insist on rights (ltr), Feb 11, 1994, p.6
Letter ignores victims' rights (response to letter by M Schlesinger from 2/11/94 (ltr), Feb 18, 1994, p.6
This lawyer's been in the pits (response to letter by W Stern from 2/18/94) (ltr), Mar 11, 1994, p.6
On a field trip (to Organization of American Historians conference), more than just facts (edit), Nov 4, 1994, p.7

CLAPMAN, ALICE
SHS Drama Club to present 'Family Album,' a cabaret (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.15
Here they go! (stars of SHS senior class play "Anything Goes") (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.17

CLAPMAN, BARBARA
Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) matches up jobs and workers (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.7
The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28

CLAPMAN, BARBARA (AU)
Trees a part of community life (ltr), Mar 25, 1994, p.6

CLARK, BRYANT
Jury duty shirkers to be fined (cont), Feb 11, 1994, p.8

CLARK, CHRISTINA
Middle school principal to retire (cont), Apr 29, 1994, p.9

CLARK, LYNN

CLARK, LYNNE
Freightway should stay, group says, Jan 21, 1994, p.1
Baby, it's cold outside - and for some, inside, Mar 4, 1994, p.1
Agreement is elusive on development details (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.1
Consensus eludes downtown group, May 27, 1994, p.1
Don't handicap reporters (the workings of SCS Downtown Development Committee) (edit), May 27, 1994, p.6
No downtown model needed, mayor says, Jul 1, 1994, p.1
Parking shortfall put at 250 spaces, Dec 2, 1994, p.1
Parking dearth affects shoppers (ltr), Dec 9, 1994, p.6

CLARK, LYNNE (AU)
GOPC offers service too (ltr), Apr 1, 1994, p.6

CLARK, MERRELL
Clark to perform at Hitchcock this Saturday (cont), Feb 11, 1994, p.14
Merrel Clark to give 2d concert, this time with clarinet and drum (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.13
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CLARK, RICH
Maroon and White fetes fall athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.26

CLARKE, SUSAN S
Susan S Clarke (appointed associate vice president for operations at NY Medical College) (photo), Feb 25, 1994, p.4

CLARKE, WILLIAM
Fanciful fun at IHM (talent show) (photo), Nov 10, 1994, p.9

CLARKIN, AUDREY
New SMS curriculum promotes a can-do attitude, Jan 14, 1994, p.4
School psychologists address many problems, Feb 18, 1994, p.9
Parents questioning school entry age, Feb 25, 1994, p.1

CLAYTON, STEVE
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

CLEMENS, KATE
Life in the fast lane (L Lamont and K Clemens tune up their sailboat at Larchmont Race week) (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.1

CLINTON, BILL
Roth's letter (from 3/25/94) echoes Buchanan (ltr), Apr 8, 1994, p.6
Clinton shouldn't be spared scutiny (ltr), Apr 22, 1994, p.6
'Bullying extortionist' should change stance (in reference to US trade policy toward Japan) (ltr), Apr 29, 1994, p.6
Troops should fight under U.S. flag (ltr), May 27, 1994, p.6

CLOSTER, NANCY
School children's art on display at library (photo), May 13, 1994, p.19

CLOTHING AND DRESS
A sense of style starts (very) early (edit), Dec 9, 1994, p.7

CLUBS
Deadline Aug 15 for club refunds (New Woman Health Club) (ltr), Aug 5, 1994, p.6
Ruling jeopardizes after-school clubs, Dec 9, 1994, p.11

COACHING (ATHLETICS)
With kids, words are tools... (edit), Apr 22, 1994, p.7
Many dads teach sportsmanship (ltr), Jun 3, 1994, p.6
Recreation) department suspends 2 coaches for altercation, Jun 3, 1994, p.23
Coaching, recalled in tranquility (edit), Jun 17, 1994, p.6
Father and son (interview with Bob Zayac and his son), Oct 14, 1994, p.21
Father and son are coach and player (cont), Oct 14, 1994, p.22
Shaw to retire as Raider tennis coach, Nov 10, 1994, p.21
Innuendo unfair to soccer coach (Bob Zayac) (ltr), Dec 2, 1994, p.6

COAPE-ARNOLD, LAUREN
The Bank of New York Salutes the 75th anniversary of Edgewood School (photo), May 20, 1994, p.28

COBELLi, JANET
Run-off will decide two committee seats, Jan 21, 1994, p.1

COBELLi, JEN
The Bank of New York Salutes MAME and Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.24

COBELLi, ROBERT
New (SCS) postmaster is appointed (photo), Jul 15, 1994, p.1
Holiday hours at P(ost) O(ffice), Dec 9, 1994, p.1
Keep the mail coming - the P.O. is ready, Dec 16, 1994, p.1

COCHRANE, ALY
Maroon and White celebrate spring athletes (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.21
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30
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Cockcroft, James D (Dr)
Grant funds book group to study famous lives, Jan 21, 1994, p.9

Cokrill, John
Village board gets an earful on trees and leaf blowers, Mar 11, 1994, p.1

Coffee Shops
Croissants and coffee talk at two new stores (La Renaissance and the Coffee Tree) (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.1

Coffey, George
A busy weekend (SCS Historical Society country fair and SCS Art Assn annual outdoor show) (photo), Sep 16, 1994, p.1

Cogswell, James
Oldest (tennis) club is Fox Meadow (ltr), Jan 28, 1994, p.6

Cohen, Abby
A child shall lead them (regarding refugees from Bosnia getting free medical assistance) (edit), Aug 5, 1994, p.6

Cohen, Ali
Colonial Days (5th grade unit on life in colonial America) (photo), May 6, 1994, p.10

Cohen, Andrew
(SCS) seniors win awards for academic and arts achievement (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.10

Cohen, Carolyn
School children's art on display at library (photo), May 13, 1994, p.19

Cohen, David
A short but productive Indian summer (David Cohen tackles health problems of Navajo Nation) (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.1
Navajo children learn through art project (cont), Sep 30, 1994, p.10

Cohen, David (Dr)
School foundation rejected for now, Apr 15, 1994, p.9
Telfer to retire from SMS (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.1

Cohen, Elaine
A Different Start named Project of the Year, Jul 15, 1994, p.1

Cohen, Elaine Wilk (Au)
Coalition supports open elections (ltr), May 6, 1994, p.6

Cohen, Fredda
The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28

Cohen, Gabe
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

Cohen, George
Party celebrates (United Way) fund drive (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.4
The Bank of New York Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.28

Cohen, Jacqueline
Jacqueline Cohen (appointed chairman of mathematics department of Byram Hills HS, Armonk) (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.4

Cohen, Jordan
Creative costumes (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.10

Cohen, Judd
Golf War vets join compost cause, Dec 23, 1994, p.1

Cohen, Judd (Au)
Paper's coverage aided their cause (ltr), Dec 9, 1994, p.6

Cohen, Julie
Thanksgiving festivities (at SCS schools) (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.12

Cohen, Laura
A child shall lead them (regarding refugees from Bosnia getting free medical assistance) (edit), Aug 5, 1994, p.6

Cohen, Melvyn (Dr)
Snow fallout: some profit, but most suffer (photo), Jan 28, 1994, p.1
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COHEN, MITCHELL
Shooting for his dream: A disabled archer makes his mark (photo), Aug 5, 1994, p.13

COHEN, SETH
Butler students visit Wall Street (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.9

COHEN, STEFANI MALKIN
Do homework before meeting with teacher (edit), Nov 25, 1994, p.7

COHEN, STEFANI MALKIN (AU)
How to mitigate sibling rivalry (edit), Sep 2, 1994, p.7
A sense of style starts (very) early (edit), Dec 9, 1994, p.7
Snow days are coming: be prepared! (edit) (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.7

COHEN, STEPHANIE KAPLAN (AU)
Seasonal leaf-blower starts a revolution (edit), Aug 26, 1994, p.6

COHEN, SUSAN
Leadership can be fun (Susan Cohen will be PT Council President again 1994-95) (photo), May 27, 1994, p.9

COHEN, SUSAN (AU)
‘Yes’ vote urged by PT Council (regarding 1994-95 school budget) (ltr), May 13, 1994, p.6
Thanks to Bank of New York (for underwriting cost of SCS calendar) (ltr), Aug 19, 1994, p.6

COHN, MICHAEL

COLABELLA, NICHOLAS
Redistricting - again, Jun 24, 1994, p.1
League loses: Court upholds redistricting, Aug 12, 1994, p.1

COLDRICK, DAVID
2% increase proposed for new village budget, Mar 25, 1994, p.1
County considers raising sales tax, Mar 25, 1994, p.1
Village groups hail low tax increase, Apr 15, 1994, p.1
Winter dollars (supplies and overtime for snow removal totalled $377,662), Jul 22, 1994, p.1

COLE, AGNES R
Agnes R Cole (dies), Sep 16, 1994, p.13

COLEMAN, EMMA
School board sets new goals (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.8

COLLAZO, ABIGAIL
They take the cake at Fox Meadow (New York’s 62 counties represented on state shaped cake) (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.9

COLLEGE APPLICATIONS
College applications go hi-tech (cont), Nov 18, 1994, p.1
College search goes tech (cont), Nov 18, 1994, p.12

COLLEGE EDUCATION-COSTS
How to money-crunch for a college education (edit), Feb 18, 1994, p.7

COLLEGE STUDENTS
Getting them ready for hard knocks and the first job (edit), Jan 7, 1994, p.7

COLLEGE TEACHERS
Catherine DeSa (will be scholar-in-residence at Institute for Academic Technology, NC) (photo), Jan 21, 1994, p.4
Kathryn Malone (will be scholar-in-residence at Institute for Academic Technology, NC) (photo), Jan 21, 1994, p.4
Eugene M Chudnovsky (elected Fellow of the American Physical Society) (photo), Jan 21, 1994, p.4
Dr Harold I Sussman (will present report at International Symposium of Implant Dentistry), Jan 21, 1994, p.4
Ronald S Kaplan (has received a grant award from the National Institute of Health, Md), Jan 21, 1994, p.4
Fred U O’Connor (has received 1994 SUNY chancellor award for excellence (photo), May 27, 1994, p.4
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COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
  Teresita Bango Wisell (has joined Westchester Community College as director of admissions), Sep 16, 1994, p.4
  Recent grad starts business (college advising service), Oct 7, 1994, p.10

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-ADMISSION
  Early college acceptance spells relief for the class of '94, Jan 7, 1994, p.9
  The waiting game (edit), Dec 30, 1994, p.7

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-FINANCIAL AID
  SEE SCHOLARSHIPS AND FELLOWSHIPS

COLLINS, BILL
  Protest targets diplomat's house (photo), May 20, 1994, p.1

COLLINS, IAN
  Protest targets diplomat's house (photo), May 20, 1994, p.1

COLLISTER, DOROTHY H
  Dorothy H Collister (dies), Mar 4, 1994, p.12

COLombo, luigi
  Retirements announced at school board meeting, May 27, 1994, p.9
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

combe, carter
  Carter Combe (dies) (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.16

COMMUNITY CENTERS
  More than '3 hots and a cot' - Grace Church Community Center, Nov 25, 1994, p.5
  Grace Church Community Center (cont), Nov 25, 1994, p.20

COMMUTERS AND COMMUTING
  Village blames repair delays on Metro-North, Jan 21, 1994, p.3

COMPOST
  Stinking 'gold' a health hazard (ltr), Jun 24, 1994, p.6
  Is The Heap (at Crossways) poisoning us? (ltr), Jul 22, 1994, p.6
  Neighbors raise stink about stench (at compost heap at Crossway Field), Aug 12, 1994, p.1
  Better communication needed (regarding compost facilities at Secor Road and Crossway Field) (edit), Aug 12, 1994, p.6
  From compost to cash (village will sell composted leaves to Lopane Nurseries at $2 a cubic yard), Sep 16, 1994, p.1
  Leveling leaf debris could stop stench, Sep 23, 1994, p.1
  Village should compact compost (ltr), Oct 7, 1994, p.6
  Golf War vets join compost cause, Dec 23, 1994, p.1
  Compost foes organize (cont), Dec 23, 1994, p.8

COMPUTERS
  The computer is only a tool (edit), Feb 4, 1994, p.6
  YM-YWHA gives special kids a little TLC (photo), May 6, 1994, p.5

COMPUTERS-STUDY AND TEACHING
  Computer upgrade planned (for SCS schools), Jan 28, 1994, p.9
  Playing computer games to learn (photo), May 13, 1994, p.11
  After computers comes genius - or at least literacy (edit), Jun 17, 1994, p.6
  Computer network approved at SHS, Aug 5, 1994, p.1

CONCERTS
  25th band season to open Sunday at pool (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.11
  Pool noises drown holiday concert (ltr), Jul 15, 1994, p.6

CONNERS, JAMES
  Scarsdale firefighters are honored, Nov 4, 1994, p.4

CONNOR, DOROTHY B
  Dorothy B Connor (dies), Jan 21, 1994, p.12
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CONRAD, THOMAS
  Personality, not pomp, is theme at Alternative School graduation, Jun 24, 1994, p.1

CONRAD, TOM
  Art enlivens nature study (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.9

CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES
  Scarsdale will be affected by plan to save L.I. Sound, Mar 4, 1994, p.1
  After years of study, help is on the way for Long Island Sound (cont), Mar 4, 1994, p.16

COOK, IRIS
  Abortion debate continues (response to letters by P Rosenstein from 9/9 and I Cook from 9/16) (ltr), Sep 23, 1994, p.7
  A pro-choice response (to letters by P Rosenstein (9/9), I Cook (9/16) and N Sullivan (9/2,9/23)ltr), Sep 30, 1994, p.6
  Easy choice for the uninvolved (response to letter by N Sullivan from 9/2/94) (ltr), Oct 28, 1994, p.6

COOK, IRIS (AU)
  Will pro-lifers aid the unwanted? (response to letter by Neil Sullivan from 9/2/94) (ltr), Sep 16, 1994, p.6

COOK, WILLIAM
  Historic Scarsdale dam gets facelift (photo), Aug 5, 1994, p.1

COOKE, BILL
  Improvements in leaf pick-up, salt storage, lighting planned, Aug 26, 1994, p.1
  Village should compact compost (ltr), Oct 7, 1994, p.6
  Patching Popham (Road Bridge), Nov 25, 1994, p.1
  Village is gearing up for another harsh winter (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.1

COOKE, WILLIAM
  Snowmen, beware (proposal submitted to have private contractors plow snow in village parking lots), Jan 7, 1994, p.1
  Snow falls again, but salt and money are short, Feb 11, 1994, p.1
  15 (snowstorms) and counting, Mar 4, 1994, p.1
  Spring is busting out all over - the roads (after-effects of past winter), Apr 1, 1994, p.1
  Responsiveness earns gratitude (regarding flooding problem at Garden and Oxford Roads) (ltr), Nov 18, 1994, p.6

COOKING
  Scarsdale's hottest chefs share recipes (photo), Jan 7, 1994, p.5
  Firefighters share their favorite recipes, Jan 7, 1994, p.16
  Bistro cuisine on Channel 14 (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.2
  Savory specialities of the season to be featured on cable TV (photo), May 13, 1994, p.2
  At home on the range: dinner for 52 (cooking class at Hay Day market) (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.5
  Hay Day (cont), Nov 18, 1994, p.12

COOPER, MICHAEL
  Puppets entertain at Fox Meadow (photo), Oct 14, 1994, p.9

COOPER, ROBERTA
  New coalition warns of right-wing threat to schools, Apr 22, 1994, p.1

CORBIN, LISA
  The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' BASE Eleven Years of Outstanding Service to the Community (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.28

CORELLI, BABETTE
  Wild Weinberg (Weinberg Nature Center has program on Africa) (photo), May 27, 1994, p.5

CORN, STACY
  (SHS) seniors win awards for academic and arts achievement (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.10

CORNELL, RICHARD
  This old house: is it worth saving? (Mamaroneck Road House may be link to SCS's first Quaker family), Oct 21, 1994, p.1

CORRADO, MATTHEW
  Middle school principal to retire (cont), Apr 29, 1994, p.9

CORREA, MARIA
  WLS appoints Scarsdalians (Maria Correa named to position of media and outreach services consultant), Jul 15, 1994, p.2
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CORTELLESSA, RICHARD
  Another fine theatrical year for Greenville Community Theater (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.6

COSMETICS
  Snow isn't the only thing flaking around here, Jan 14, 1994, p.14
  Mouling... (cont), Jan 14, 1994, p.17

COSTABILE, LOUIS H
  Louis H Costabile (dies), Aug 19, 1994, p.13

COSTAIN, HAROLD HALIDAY
  Harold Haliday Costain (dies), Mar 18, 1994, p.12

COSTELLO, JON
  High school stops short of snuffing out problem, Jun 3, 1994, p.1

COSTELLO, LIZ
  The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

COSTOPoulos, KAREN
  Greenacres tastes Paris (success of PTA fundraiser "A taste of Paris" is celebrated) (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.12

COTTIar, ARTHUR
  Scarsdale doctors give war refugees a rare opportunity (photo), Aug 5, 1994, p.1

COTTon, BETTY
  Why did I help the Franks? Because I had no choice (edit) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.7

COULTER, ANDREW
  County Boys' and Men's Shop to close, Nov 18, 1994, p.1

COULTER, ELIZABETH
  County Boys' and Men's Shop to close, Nov 18, 1994, p.1

COULTER, KEN
  County Boys' and Men's Shop to close, Nov 18, 1994, p.1

COULTER, LINDA
  County Boys' and Men's Shop to close, Nov 18, 1994, p.1

COUNSELING
  Tax counselor to the elderly: TEC = TLC (edit), Mar 4, 1994, p.6
  We're opening our eyes-at last (author relates her own experience similar to Lori Schiller's (edit)), Jul 8, 1994, p.7
  Do homework before meeting with teacher (edit), Nov 25, 1994, p.7
  Counseling leads to healing and forgiveness in incest case (cont), Dec 9, 1994, p.9
  Incest: When a bedtime story becomes a nightmare, Dec 9, 1994, p.5

COUNSELORS
  Tackle problems when small, counselor advises parents, Feb 4, 1994, p.9
  2 outreach counselors leave S(CS) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice); Read to work Edgemont schools, Jul 8, 1994, p.1
  A counselor's job is no day at the beach (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.5
  Counselor's job no day at the beach (cont), Jul 22, 1994, p.16
  A new youth outreach worker at SHS (photo), Sep 16, 1994, p.4
  Counselor (Dr Karen Chanow-Gruen) is mourned, Nov 10, 1994, p.1
  A loss for Cooper House (death of Dr Karen Chanow-Gruen) (edit), Nov 10, 1994, p.6
  Counselor (Kathy Grosz) honored with county award, Nov 10, 1994, p.10
  Counselor appointed, Dec 23, 1994, p.9

COUNTRY CLUBS
  New board elected (SCS Golf Club) (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.4
  Westchester Hills pair wins Wilson Cup (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.24

COUPONS
  An interview with the 'Coupon Queen' (photo), Jul 8, 1994, p.2
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COURTESY
Two little magic words go a long way... (patience and decency needed toward SCS storekeepers) (edit), Nov 25, 1994, p.6
Rudeness is not money-related (response to edit by Max Block from 11/25/94) (ltr), Dec 2, 1994, p.6

COUSENS, GEORGE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

COWAN, LOIS
The Bank of New York Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.28

COX, DORA
Association artists to show paintings in 2 exhibitions (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.17

CPR
SEE RESUSCITATION

CRANE POND (SCS)
Residents don't like to see the (graffiti) writing on the wall (photo), May 13, 1994, p.1

CRANE-BERKLEY
(Crane-Berkley) Park neighbors argue over flora and fauna (photo), May 20, 1994, p.1
Berkley residents question park management (cont), May 20, 1994, p.8

CRARY, JOHN
Village blames repair delays on Metro-North, Jan 21, 1994, p.3
Trustees seek public input on laws limiting leaf-blowing, tree-chopping, Feb 11, 1994, p.1
Time is running out for Popham Bridge, Jun 10, 1994, p.1
High-tech planning tools may aid (to visualize various downtown proposals), Jul 8, 1994, p.1
S(CS) R(esponsible) C(itizens) lobbies committee (cont), Jul 8, 1994, p.17
Setback for residents? (Village Board may or may not approve changes in zoning law), Aug 12, 1994, p.1
Downtown committee appears stalled, Oct 21, 1994, p.1
Committee mulls parking shortage, Nov 18, 1994, p.1
Responsiveness earns gratitude (regarding flooding problem at Garden and Oxford Roads) (ltr), Nov 18, 1994, p.6
Golf War vets join compost cause, Dec 23, 1994, p.1

CRARY, JOHN N
John N Crary (elected president of Municipal Management Association), Jul 29, 1994, p.2

CRAWFORD, BENJAMIN
The Bank of New York Salutes the Westchester Band on its Silver Anniversary 1969-1994 (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.32

CRAWFORD, COLIN
The Bank of New York Salutes the Westchester Band on its Silver Anniversary 1969-1994 (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.32

CRAWFORD, SAMUEL
Historic Scarsdale dam gets facelift (photo), Aug 5, 1994, p.1

CREATIVE WRITING
They still draw autumn leaves (edit) (illus), Oct 21, 1994, p.7

CREATIVE WRITING-COMPETITIONS
Could this have happened here? (edit), Dec 30, 1994, p.7

CRECHES
Jews should not play follow-the-leader (edit), Dec 9, 1994, p.6

CRIME AND CRIMINALS
Housekeeper foils kidnapper, Jan 7, 1994, p.1
Mysterious shooting on Haverford Road, Feb 11, 1994, p.1
A warning to all: insist on rights (ltr), Feb 11, 1994, p.6
Street smart? School smart? Maybe both, Feb 18, 1994, p.3
Driving school instructor charged with burglary, Mar 4, 1994, p.1
Burglary (cont), Mar 4, 1994, p.3
Burglary charges dismissed, Mar 18, 1994, p.5
Why identify religion of the accused? (response to police report in April issue of Inquirer) (ltr), Apr 8, 1994, p.6
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CRIME AND CRIMINALS continued

Scarsdale student is target of explicit E-mail, Jul 1, 1994, p.3
Scarsdale man charged with insider trading, Jul 8, 1994, p.3
Multiple offender arrested here again (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.3
Bike-snatching not a felony (correction of 9/2 Inquirer police report) (ltr), Sep 23, 1994, p.6
Why we ‘cover up’ (edit), Oct 7, 1994, p.6
Inquirer policy called ‘racist’ (decision not to report names of persons 16-19 who are arrested) (ltr), Oct 21, 1994, p.6
Fire, then fraud (smooth talking strangers have been conning fire victims in Westchester), Dec 9, 1994, p.1
Police nab suspected thief after chase on bike (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.1
Bicycle patrolman pursues, nabs suspected thief (cont), Dec 23, 1994, p.8
Quick trip on the subway becomes fateful journey for ex-Scarsdalian, Dec 30, 1994, p.1

CRISCI, GERALD

Computer upgrade planned (for SCS schools), Jan 28, 1994, p.9

CROEN, LARRY

Great moments (Town and Village Civic Club highlights dramatized at 90th birthday party) (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.1

CROEN, LAWRENCE

(Town and) Village (Civic) Club panel discussion on schools (cont), Feb 4, 1994, p.16

CROSS, JUDITH H (AU)

Hearts are warm in frigid New Hampshire (edit), Feb 25, 1994, p.7

CROSSWAY COMPOST SITE

Stinking ‘gold’ a health hazard (ltr), Jun 24, 1994, p.6
Stinking ‘gold’ a health hazard (ltr), Jun 24, 1994, p.6
Is The Heap at Crossways poisoning us? (ltr), Jul 22, 1994, p.6
Neighbors raise stink about stench (at compost heap at Crossway Field), Aug 12, 1994, p.1
Better communication needed (regarding compost facilities at Secor Road and Crossway Field) (edit), Aug 12, 1994, p.6
The compost heap: recycling boon or bane to neighbors’ nostrils (cont), Aug 12, 1994, p.10
Only village may disturb residents (ltr), Sep 9, 1994, p.6
Leveling leaf debris could stop stench, Sep 23, 1994, p.1
Village should compact compost (ltr), Oct 7, 1994, p.6
Golf War vets join compost cause, Dec 23, 1994, p.1
Compost foes organize (cont), Dec 23, 1994, p.8

CROSSWAY FIELD (SCS)

She smells a rat at Crossway Field (garbage by Crossway Field has been inhabited by rats) (ltr), Jul 15, 1994, p.6
Field flexibility needed for future (ltr), Jul 22, 1994, p.6
Tennis ball now in village's court, Sep 30, 1994, p.1
Tennis court question left unanswered, Oct 14, 1994, p.1
Delay (decision on additional tennis courts at Crossway Field) but don't dawdle (edit), Oct 14, 1994, p.6
The Crossway tennis courts (photo), Oct 14, 1994, p.6
Board delays tennis vote (cont), Oct 14, 1994, p.13

CROUCH, WOODY

Yes, it's definitely the end of the season (for the SCS Pool) (photo), Sep 9, 1994, p.10

CRYSTAL, LESTER M

Lester M Crystal (appointed to board of directors of the Foundation for WCC) (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.4

CUDNER-HYATT HOUSE (SCS)

Historical Society expands the local history program (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.12
New at Cudner-Hyatt: Period carpet, wallpaper (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.8

CUKRAS, ANTHONY

Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26
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CUNNINGHAM, BEVERLY
League views school funding alternatives, Mar 18, 1994, p.1
Scarsdale's 'first couple' receives the bowl (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.3
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale's First Couple Esther C and Robert P Shay (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.24
The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28

CUNNINGHAM, CHARLES
Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) matches up jobs and workers (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.7
Zoning law to be liberalized, Feb 25, 1994, p.1
This old house: is it worth saving? (Mamaroneck Road House may be link to SCS's first Quaker family), Oct 21, 1994, p.1
Ask builders for proposals (response to letter by Charles Cunningham from 10/14/94) (ltr), Oct 28, 1994, p.6

CUNNINGHAM, CHARLES (AU)
Covered (railroad) tracks would open vistas (response to edit by S Breines from 10/7/94) (ltr), Oct 14, 1994, p.6

CUOMO, MARIO
Schools have good news from Albany, Feb 4, 1994, p.1
Snow falls again, but salt and money are short, Feb 11, 1994, p.1
Moreland school report offers few solutions, Feb 11, 1994, p.5
New law makes it easier to dismiss bad teachers, Aug 26, 1994, p.1
Primary '94: Local voters differ in A(torney) G(eneral), judge races, Sep 16, 1994, p.1
Sound plan approved, Sep 30, 1994, p.1
Cuomo will fight for gun control (ltr), Oct 14, 1994, p.6
Cuomo supports women's rights (ltr), Oct 28, 1994, p.6
Entering the home stretch (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.13
Scarsdalians on Pataki's team, Dec 9, 1994, p.1

CUSICK, ELAINE (AU)
Vulgar paintings may be part of the problem (re quick removal of Halloween window paintings) (ltr), Nov 10, 1994, p.6

CUSICK, TOM
The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club 90 years of outstanding service (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.30

CYCLING
Cycling days (on Bronx River Parkway), May 6, 1994, p.1
Not for children only (discusses bicycle safety) (edit), May 6, 1994, p.6
It's never to late to learn how to ride a bike (edit), Jul 1, 1994, p.7
A S(CS) C(ycle) O(perators) O(utreach) P(rogram) for kids, Jul 15, 1994, p.1
Intrepid Scarsdale cyclists pedal from coast to coast (photo), Jul 15, 1994, p.13
Cross country cycling (cont), Jul 15, 1994, p.14
How about some rocky road? (free ice-cream cone from police department's SCOOP Program) (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.1
Girls ride a rough road to self-confidence (nine-day trip in Monadnock region of NH) (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.5
S(CS) C(ycle) O(perators) O(utreach) P(rogram) a positive step (ltr), Aug 26, 1994, p.6
No place to park? (for cyclists Sarah and Douglas Gibson on Spencer Place) (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.1

CYCLING-LAWS AND REGULATIONS
Greenburgh sets an example (regarding bicycle helmet law) (edit), Jun 10, 1994, p.6

CZAJA, DAVID
Tourney title takers (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.22

CZUFIN, BOB
New board elected (SCS Golf Club) (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.4

D'AGOSTINO, NICK
Restaurant dark again (Scarsdale Grill at Heathcote Five Corners closes), Dec 30, 1994, p.1
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DAGGETT, ROBERT
Parents questioning school entry age, Feb 25, 1994, p.1

DAILY, LINDA
The Bank of New York Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.28

DAMANE, DAVID
Entertainment with a message (musical show "Dear America" presented by Pushcart Players) (photo), Dec 2, 1994, p.12

DAMIANI, ANTHONY
The numbers didn't add up to drug conviction, May 27, 1994, p.1

DAMON, SCOTT
Scarsdale firefighters are honored, Nov 4, 1994, p.4

DAMSKY, KEITH
Fluent in French and Spanish (SHS students have won Iona College Language Competition) (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.9

DANYLUK, CHRISTIA
The Bank of New York Salutes Hoff-Barthelson Music School (photo), Sep 16, 1994, p.28

DASKIN, RENEE ROSEN
Art lovers have reason to roam now that spring has arrived (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.15

DASKIN, RENEE ROSEN (AU)
No to pesticides (ltr), Apr 15, 1994, p.6

DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
Daughters of the American Revolution plans for 1994 (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.4

DAVE, LAURA
School gatherings unite young and old (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.9
(SHS) seniors win awards for academic and arts achievement (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.10
Stars for service (members of Stars and Smiles Club of SHS honored for volunteer service) (photo), Dec 16, 1994, p.10

DAVID, CAROL
Some of the best years of their lives (youngsters' stay at Children's Village) (edit) (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.7

DAVID, MILES

DAVIDSON, JULIA
An event to remember (Julia Davidson poses for Mom on her first day of kindergarten) (photo), Sep 16, 1994, p.9

DAVIES, MARK (AU)
Koerner has been in the trenches (ltr), Nov 4, 1994, p.6

DAVIS, EVAN
Health fairs promote fitness and good eating (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.10

DAVIS, LUISE J
Luise J Davis (dies), Jun 24, 1994, p.13

DAVIS, RONA
Greenacres tastes Paris (success of PTA fundraiser "A taste of Paris" is celebrated) (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.12

DAY, EUGENE
Protest targets diplomat's house (photo), May 20, 1994, p.1

DE GROOT, BARBARA
(Crane-Berkley) Park neighbors argue over flora and fauna (photo), May 20, 1994, p.1
Paper's coverage aided their cause (ltr), Dec 9, 1994, p.6

DE PEAU, JAMIE
Where there's smoke, is there fire? (smoke in Nynex's main cable vault room) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.5

DE SANITIS, PAT
Merchants Lot has become a public toilet for some, Mar 4, 1994, p.3

DEAK, LINDSAY
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32
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DEAN, JOHN
A taste of Japan (culture and customs of Japan are studied by Greenacres third graders) (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.9

DEBATES AND DEBATING
Debate covers the full range (candidates for 18th Congressional District) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.1
Candidates cover a lot of ground in debate (cont), Oct 28, 1994, p.13

DECAPRIO, MARY T
Mary T DeCaprio (dies), Nov 18, 1994, p.12

DECICCO, FRANK
Come on down (C-Town will help pay for van service to area supermarkets for E Hartsdale Ave seniors), Nov 25, 1994, p.1

DECKER, ANNA
Greenacres tastes Paris (success of PTA fundraiser "A taste of Paris" is celebrated) (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.12

DEFENDI, CHRISTEL
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

DEGROOT, BARBARA
She appreciates school coverage (activities relating to Edgewood's 75th anniversary) (Itr), Jun 24, 1994, p.6

DEKOVEN, NANCY
DeKoven joins Westchester Jewish Community Services (on board of directors), Aug 26, 1994, p.2

DEL GUZZO, CHRISTINA
A joyful noise and colorful boutique herald the holidays (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.19

DEL GUZZO, MATTHEW
A joyful noise and colorful boutique herald the holidays (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.19

DEL VECCHIO, AL
Croissants and coffee talk at two new stores (La Renaissance and the Coffee Tree) (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.1

DEL VECCHIO, GLORIA
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26

DELA ROCCA, SCOTT
Winners wear helmets (Meghan Luby's winning Safety Poster Contest entry) (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.5

DELANEY, PETE
County tax defended, Nov 25, 1994, p.1

DELGADO, JULIO JR
Julio Delgado Jr (dies), Dec 30, 1994, p.8

DELGURCIO, DAN
Working at the pool: a family tradition (photo), Aug 19, 1994, p.5

DELGUZZO, LUKE (DR)
My heart looks like that? (annual health fair at IHM) (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.10

DELGUZZO, MATTHEW
My heart looks like that? (annual health fair at IHM) (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.10

DEMASI, DANIELLE
Cartoonist Jules Feiffer: The thrill's not gone (photo), May 13, 1994, p.5

DEMITEIUS, LYNN
Leadership can be fun (Susan Cohen will be PT Council President again 1994-95) (photo), May 27, 1994, p.9

DEMONSTRATIONS
Protest targets diplomat's house (photo), May 20, 1994, p.1
Protest on Bosnia policy (cont) (photo), May 20, 1994, p.8

DEMPSEY, JOHN
Commuter cafe (Reunion Cafe is expanding), Dec 30, 1994, p.1

DENNIS, PATRICK
The Bank of New York Salutes MAME and Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.24
DENNIS-MATT, BARBARA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

DENTISTS
Stanley M Weinstock (elected president of New York Academy of Dentistry) (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.4
R Chester Redhead, D.D.S. (has been appointed to New York State Board for Dentistry) (photo), Sep 2, 1994, p.4
Harold Irwin Sussman (awarded Fellowship in American College of Dentists), Nov 10, 1994, p.4

DERITO, JIM
Downtown committee appears stalled, Oct 21, 1994, p.1

DESA, CATHERINE
Catherine DeSa (will be scholar-in-residence at Institute for Academic Technology, NC) (photo), Jan 21, 1994, p.4

DESANTIS, GLENN
Winners wear helmets (Meghan Luby's winning Safety Poster Contest entry) (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.5
Fire badly damages historic house here (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.1

DESANTIS, SALVATORE
Park plans kept secret, May 27, 1994, p.1
Neighbors want a say in (Saxon Woods) project (ltr), Jun 24, 1994, p.6
Neighbors protest driving range, Jul 15, 1994, p.1
Hey, (Westchester) county - it's our town (edit), Sep 16, 1994, p.6
Recreation council cancels Saxon Woods meeting, Sep 30, 1994, p.1
Message received (from public scoping session held by county): no golf range, Oct 21, 1994, p.1
County abandons golf range plans, Nov 10, 1994, p.1

DESBOIS, ANNIE
Orchestra's France trip has many highlights (photo), Aug 12, 1994, p.8

DESOE, CAROL (AU)
Want some fun? Try math (details creative ways to teach high school math) (illus) (edit), Sep 23, 1994, p.7

DESOE, ROBERT
Middle School News: Popham House develops a taste for Shakespeare (photo), May 6, 1994, p.10

DEVIVO, THOMAS
Jury duty shirkers to be fined (cont), Feb 11, 1994, p.8

DHARM, MATT
The Bank of New York Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.28

DI DONA, BILL
Are law enforcers above the law? (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.5

DI GAETANO, JOHN
For those who served (Memorial Day Parade) (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.1

DI, YANG XIAO
Circus antics (circus performers visit Heathcote) (photo), Dec 16, 1994, p.10

DIAMOND, SUSAN
Hold the line on (SHS) deans (edit), Mar 11, 1994, p.6
Gibbs, Diamond will return as SHS deans, Apr 8, 1994, p.9

DIBELLA, ROBERT
Primary '94: Local voters differ in (Attorney) General, judge races, Sep 16, 1994, p.1

DICICCO, FRANK
Snow fallout: some profit, but most suffer (photo), Jan 28, 1994, p.1

DICINTIO, BOB
Snow fallout: some profit, but most suffer (photo), Jan 28, 1994, p.1

DICINTIO, DOTTI (AU)
Cuomo will fight for gun control (ltr), Oct 14, 1994, p.6
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DICKINSON, ALAN
(SHS) seniors win awards for academic and arts achievement (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.10

DICKINSON, DUO
Honor for schools (Community Design Award given to SCS School District), Dec 2, 1994, p.1

DIEP
The beautiful skin yogurt diet and other fables, Jan 14, 1994, p.17

DIFALCO, DANIEL
Edgewood remembers a fabulous year: 1919 (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.10

DIFALCO, LINDA
The Bank of New York Salutes SCS's Woman's Club on the Occasion of its Diamond Jubilee 1919-94 (photo), May 13, 1994, p.30

DILLON, BENJIE
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

DIPLOMATS
Protest targets diplomat's house (photo), May 20, 1994, p.1
Wrong venue for protest (reference to recent protest march on home of Yasushi Akashi) (edit), May 20, 1994, p.6

DISCRIMINATION
Bias: Reality versus stereotypes (edit), Feb 4, 1994, p.7
This bus rider (Sima Rabinowicz) is no Rosa Parks (edit), Sep 30, 1994, p.6
Discrimination not courtesy (response to I Sloan's edit about S Rabinowicz from 9/30) (ltr), Oct 7, 1994, p.6
Missing the bus on the Monsey issue (response to edit by I Sloan from 9/30/94) (ltr), Oct 14, 1994, p.6

DITZIAN, BARBARA
Starting a new year (volunteers label annual community calendar), Aug 12, 1994, p.1
Thanks to Bank of New York (for underwriting cost of SCS calendar) (ltr), Aug 19, 1994, p.6

DIVNEY, MICHAEL
No downtown model needed, mayor says, Jul 1, 1994, p.1
High-tech planning tools may aid (to visualize various downtown proposals), Jul 8, 1994, p.1

DIVORCE
Losing tickets in marriage lottery (ltr), May 27, 1994, p.6

DODGE, JENNA
Music expansion is planned at St. James the Less Church (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.16

DODGE, RYAN
It's all in a day's play at the Scarsdale rec camps (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.4

DOERNBERG, DUDLEY
Construction under way (for new Doernberg Real Estate Office at 870 Scarsdale Ave) (photo), Sep 16, 1994, p.4

DOESCHER, BLAIR
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.26

DOESCHER, WILLIAM
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.26
William Doescher (elected to Director Marketing Association's board of directors) (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.4

DOGS
My incorrigible love of dogs (edit), Jan 14, 1994, p.7
The dog days of winter (edit), Mar 4, 1994, p.7
Learning with Flip (edit), Mar 11, 1994, p.6
Dog owning can be dangerous, May 27, 1994, p.14
Just what is 'a dog's life,' anyway?, Jul 15, 1994, p.5
Scarsdale vet saves would-be guide dog (photo), Dec 2, 1994, p.5

DOLEN, LENISE (AU)
Thinking about your own, aging parents (edit), Jan 21, 1994, p.7
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DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
SEE FAMILY VIOLENCE

DOMINIJANNI, MARIA
Driving school instructor charged with burglary, Mar 4, 1994, p.1

DONATH, MARIEL
Village blames repair delays on Metro-North, Jan 21, 1994, p.3

DONATH, MARIEL (AU)
Why the delay on stair repair?, Jan 21, 1994, p.6

DONATI, ROBERT
Downtown group says yes to development (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.1
Scale model of village needed, committee says, Jun 10, 1994, p.1
Downtown committee appears stalled, Oct 21, 1994, p.1
They also served (as volunteers at 90th birthday celebration of Town and Village Civic Club) (ltr), Oct 28, 1994, p.6
Consensus closer on Freightway, Nov 4, 1994, p.1
Incentives could ease parking crunch (in SCS Village), Dec 16, 1994, p.1

DONATION OF ORGANS, TISSUES, ETC
How to give a second chance for life (edit), Apr 22, 1994, p.7

DONATO, SARA
Where in the world? (Greenacres fifth-graders use classroom globe for class project) (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.9

DONATO, SHELLY
New families welcomed at every school (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.9

DONELLY, BRIAN
Edgewood goes west (western theme of Edgewood's annual PTA fair) (photo), May 6, 1994, p.9

DOOCHIN, STEPHEN G
Stephen G Doochin (appointed campaign director of United Jewish Appeal Federation in Westchester), Jan 21, 1994, p.4

DOUBRAVA, ALBERT
Retirements announced at school board meeting, May 27, 1994, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

DOUGHTY, ALICIA
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

DOUGLAS, ANNE
A murder spoiled the joke (edit), Jan 21, 1994, p.7

DOUGLASS, CHRIS (AU)
3 traits successful students share (edit), Dec 23, 1994, p.7

DOVIDIO, JOHN F (AU)
Surprise! Aversive racism and egalitarianism go together (edit), May 20, 1994, p.7

DOWD, JOHN
Police nab suspected thief after chase on bike (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.1

DOWD, MICHAEL
SHS Forum: a two-week dive into domestic violence (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.5

DOWERY, BRENDA
Primary '94: Local voters differ in A(torney) G(eneral), judge races, Sep 16, 1994, p.1

DOWLING, ADELE
Neighbors protest driving range, Jul 15, 1994, p.1

DOWLING, MARIANNE
Shires take cleanup prize in conservancy (photo), May 6, 1994, p.8

DOWN SYNDROME
'Up' guys describe life with Down syndrome (photo), May 6, 1994, p.5
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DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS

Taxi wall: seconds to fall, 3 months to restore (photo), Jan 7, 1994, p.1
Freightway should stay, group says, Jan 21, 1994, p.1
Village blames repair delays on Metro-North, Jan 21, 1994, p.3
Why the delay on stair repair?, Jan 21, 1994, p.6
Development subcommittees wrestle with design, function, feasibility (cont), Jan 21, 1994, p.12
Spooky scenes of winter (photo), Feb 4, 1994, p.1
Downtown group says yes to development (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.1
Merchants Lot has become a public toilet for some, Mar 4, 1994, p.3
A proposal for modest development (edit) (illus), Mar 11, 1994, p.7
Agreement is elusive on development details (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.1
Bad planning near the station (edit), Mar 18, 1994, p.6
Four-screen cinema proposed for Freightway site (photo), May 6, 1994, p.1
An immodest proposal (preliminary proposal advanced by Downtown Development Committee) (edit), May 13, 1994, p.6
Forget movies - build a stadium! (ltr), May 13, 1994, p.6
When's time for public input? (ltr), May 13, 1994, p.6
Subcommittee's downtown proposal (cont), May 13, 1994, p.16
No! to theaters and restaurants (ltr), May 20, 1994, p.6
Consensus eludes downtown group, May 27, 1994, p.1
Coffee for every taste (at Reunion Cafe), Jun 3, 1994, p.1
He wants to keep the village green (regarding downtown development) (ltr), Jun 3, 1994, p.6
Downtown opposes development (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.1
Scale model of village needed, committee says, Jun 10, 1994, p.1
An alternative to private developers (of downtown SCS) (ltr), Jun 10, 1994, p.6
Crackdown (increased downtown traffic enforcement), Jun 17, 1994, p.1
Committee debates Freightway bulk, Jun 24, 1994, p.1
Include air rights, says design subcommittee, Jun 24, 1994, p.4
Provide a village model (of downtown) (edit), Jun 24, 1994, p.6
News flash! Man surrenders parking space (edit), Jun 24, 1994, p.6
No downtown model needed, mayor says, Jul 1, 1994, p.1
High-tech planning tools may aid (to visualize various downtown proposals), Jul 8, 1994, p.1
How many square feet did you say that was? (the amount to work with in developing downtown SCS), Jul 8, 1994, p.1
Familiar look, distinctive odor (regarding downtown development) (ltr), Jul 8, 1994, p.6
Model (of SCS) provides realistic view (ltr), Jul 8, 1994, p.6
Sidestepping a basic request (regarding mayor's denial of request for scale model of village) (ltr), Jul 8, 1994, p.6
We're not birds (according to W. Handelman in reference to requested 3-D model of downtown SCS) (ltr), Jul 8, 1994, p.6
S(i)C(R)(S) R(esponsible) C(itizens) lobbies committee (cont), Jul 8, 1994, p.17
A new planning tool (photo) (cont), Jul 8, 1994, p.17
Native American art objects at (East Parkway shop) Wind Dancer, Jul 15, 1994, p.2
Easy does it (discusses downtown parking situation) (edit), Jul 15, 1994, p.6
When in doubt, do nothing (regarding downtown development) (ltr), Jul 15, 1994, p.6
A Green Scheme for Scarsdale (to improve the visual and esthetic qualities of downtown SCS) (edit), Jul 15, 1994, p.7
The 'Green Scheme' is refreshing (response to edit by R.H. Behr from 7/15/94) (ltr), Jul 22, 1994, p.6
Design subcommittee favors development, Jul 29, 1994, p.1
He's with Behr: small is beautiful (comments on Gren Scheme, presented in edit by Behr 7/15) (ltr), Jul 29, 1994, p.6
Sidewalk sale days (photo), Aug 12, 1994, p.5
Bad temper (of store owner) cost her a sale (ltr), Aug 12, 1994, p.6
Keep the hustle and bustle out of downtown (edit), Aug 12, 1994, p.7
"New look" for Freightway was proposed in '69 (illus), Aug 19, 1994, p.13
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DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS continued

- Village flowers (at Boniface Circle) express a gardener's talents (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.1
- Solving two problems at once (making site of downtown development Nynex Corporate Park) (ltr), Sep 23, 1994, p.6
- Sports shop to open (on Spencer Place), Sep 30, 1994, p.2
- Computer images help committee visualize scale (photo), Oct 7, 1994, p.1
- How Freightway Garage came to be: A cautionary tale (photo), Oct 7, 1994, p.3
- Planning a project that does 'the least harm' (edit), Oct 7, 1994, p.6
- Development Committee compares images (cont), Oct 7, 1994, p.13
- Covered (railroad) tracks would open vistas (response to edit by S Breines from 10/7/94) (ltr), Oct 14, 1994, p.6
- Downtown committee appears stalled, Oct 21, 1994, p.1
- Holding pattern (comments on Advisory Committee on Downtown Development) (edit), Oct 21, 1994, p.6
- Ask builders for proposals (response to letter by Charles Cunningham from 10/14/94) (ltr), Oct 28, 1994, p.6
- Consensus closer on Freightway, Nov 4, 1994, p.1
- Unlicensed driver destroys bench (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.1
- Try modifying behavior (to get grip on village center's parking problems) (edit) (photo), Dec 2, 1994, p.6
- Incentives could ease parking crunch (in SCS Village), Dec 16, 1994, p.1

DRAKE, ED (AU)
- Jackie taught us dignity, class (ltr), May 27, 1994, p.6

DRIVING WHILE INTOXICATED

SEE ALCOHOL AND AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS

DRUG TRAFFIC

SEE NARCOTICS TRADE

DRYER, JOE
- The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Company 1 100th Year Anniversary (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.30

DUBBS, HEATHER
- Nonpartisan system subject of cable show (photo), Sep 9, 1994, p.3

DUCKS
- Duck surrenders (at Crane's Pond), Jul 8, 1994, p.1
- Fish meets duck; ruffles feathers (ltr), Jul 15, 1994, p.6

DUFFIELD, CRAIG
- Scarsdale coach named best in the country, Aug 19, 1994, p.15

DUHIGG, BILL
- Giant parade marks fire company centennial (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.1

DUMONT, NICOLAS
- The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

DUNCAN, PATTY
- Protest targets diplomat's house (photo), May 20, 1994, p.1

DUNION, PAT
- Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26

DUNN, DAVID
- The Bank of New York Salutes the Westchester Band on its Silver Anniversary 1969-1994 (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.32

DUNN, MARION J
- Marion J Dunn (dies), Apr 8, 1994, p.18

DUNN, ROBBIE
- Caleb lived here (Greenacres fourth graders plot the history of Scarsdale and their school) (photo), Jul 8, 1994, p.9

DURAN, ARTHUR
- Brother surrenders in shooting of EHS girl, Nov 10, 1994, p.3

DURLAND, JUNE
- June Durland (dies), Feb 18, 1994, p.14
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DWECK, JUDIE
   It's all in a day's play at the Scarsdale rec camps (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.4

DWORKIN, STANLEY

EARTH DAY
   Learning about the outdoors (Earth Day activities at local schools) (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.10

EARTHQUAKES
   Edgemont family glad to be home after L.A. earthquake, Jan 21, 1994, p.1

EASTER
   Schools squeamish on holiday ties (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.1
   Don't ban the bunny (edit), Apr 1, 1994, p.6
   Eggstravaganza fosters religion (response to edit from 4/1/94) (ltr), Apr 15, 1994, p.6

EATING DISORDERS
   Eating disorders: plague of the 'perfect' child, Dec 23, 1994, p.5
   Rx for anorexia: teach nutrition (response to article on eating disorders from 12/23/94) (ltr), Dec 30, 1994, p.6

EATON, EDGAR P JR

EATON, FREDERICK CHOATE
   Frederick Choate Eaton (dies), Apr 15, 1994, p.8

ECKSTEIN, LAUREN
   Lake Placid gold (for L Eckstein in the 25th annual ISIA figure skating competition) (photo), Feb 4, 1994, p.18
   Stars for service (members of Stars and Smiles Club of SHS honored for volunteer service) (photo), Dec 16, 1994, p.10

ECLIPSES, SOLAR
   Live, from Scarsdale (live broadcast of Tuesday's solar eclipse planned), May 6, 1994, p.1
   Darkness at noon (Jon Serota uses Mylar glasses to view solar eclipse) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.1
   Eclipse excitement stirs local students, May 13, 1994, p.10

ECOLOGY
   Worms provide an ecology lesson (for Heathcote first graders) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.10

ECONOMIC FORECASTING
   What's going on here? (author puzzled by recent economic actions) (edit), Jun 24, 1994, p.7

ECUADOR
   In the footsteps of the Incas (edit) (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.7

EDELMAN, JEN
   Beyond the call (SHS students recognized for extraordinary community service) (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.10
   Scholarship fund seeks support (photo), Dec 2, 1994, p.12
   The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

EDELMAN, JESSICA
   They take the cake at Fox Meadow (New York's 62 counties represented on state shaped cake) (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.9

EDELSON, ARLENE (AU)
   A 'relatively peaceful' invasion (D-Day remembrances) (edit), Jun 10, 1994, p.7

EDITORS
   Former Inquirer writer named editor of Hartford Courant (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.3
   Geoff Oxnam leaving Inquirer; Joe Cesarano new sports editor, Dec 30, 1994, p.3

EDSON, MARIAN
   Retirements announced at school board meeting, May 27, 1994, p.9
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

EDUCATION
   Compact for Learning plan approved, Jan 28, 1994, p.10
   With boys, start early to reduce violence (edit), Feb 4, 1994, p.7
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EDUCATION continued

- Moreland school report offers few solutions, Feb 11, 1994, p.5
- School teams to be elected by ballot, Mar 4, 1994, p.9
- Westchester 2000 proposes Scarsdale-Edgemont merger, Apr 15, 1994, p.1
- New coalition warns of right-wing threat to schools, Apr 22, 1994, p.1
- Candidates' forum would combat apathy (edit), Apr 22, 1994, p.6
- Coalition creates confusion (edit), Apr 22, 1994, p.6
- Coalition (cont), Apr 22, 1994, p.10
- School teams prepare for Regents' reform, Jun 3, 1994, p.9
- 'Progressive Education' comes to Scarsdale (2nd in three-part series on SCS school history) (edit), Jul 1, 1994, p.7
- Schools can do better, superintendent says, Sep 23, 1994, p.9
- A jump-start for the compact (for learning), Oct 14, 1994, p.9
- 3 traits successful students share (edit), Dec 23, 1994, p.7

EDUCATIONAL TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS

- CAR reveals high test scores, Dec 9, 1994, p.12

EFFMAN, SHELLEY

- Greenacres tastes Paris (success of PTA fundraiser "A taste of Paris" is celebrated) (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.12

EGAN, ALISON

- Fluent in French and Spanish (SHS students have won Iona College Language Competition) (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.9

EGAN, JOHN

- Ski Column, Dec 30, 1994, p.15

EHRENFEILD, SYLVAIN

- Throw money at poverty—but be sure to aim, Jan 7, 1994, p.6

EHRET, WALTER

- From remedial math to capital reporting (photo), Oct 7, 1994, p.5

EHRLEICH, PHILLIS

- Phyllis Ehrlich (appointed editor-in-chief of Disney Adventures, a magazine for children) (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.4

EISENBERG, DENNIS

- The Bank of New York Salutes MAME and Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.24

EISENBERG, JASON

- Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

EISMA, ELIZABETH

- News from Fox Meadow (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.11

ELECTION DISTRICTS

- Reverse vote on trisection (reference to SCS’s three election districts) (ltr), Jan 7, 1994, p.6
- League of Women Voters fights (election district) split again, Jun 3, 1994, p.1
- Redistricting—again, Jun 24, 1994, p.1
- League loses: Court upholds redistricting, Aug 12, 1994, p.1

ELECTION INSPECTORS

- Workers wanted (to serve as election inspectors in SCS Nov 8 election), Nov 4, 1994, p.1

ELECTIONS

- Coalition supports open elections (ltr), May 6, 1994, p.6
- Election ’94: Who’s on the ballot, Nov 4, 1994, p.1
- Experience does count (Inquirer endorsements in upcoming election Nov 8) (edit), Nov 4, 1994, p.6
- Election ’94: roundup of candidates (cont) (individual names noted), Nov 4, 1994, p.12
- Local voters go own way—Democratic, Nov 10, 1994, p.1
- Sizing up the election, Nov 10, 1994, p.1
- Local voters go Democratic (cont), Nov 10, 1994, p.8
- Sizing up the election (cont), Nov 10, 1994, p.8
- Here’s the real meaning of the elections (edit), Nov 18, 1994, p.7
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ELECTIONS-SCS
All invited to meet candidates (for village trustee) (ltr), Mar 11, 1994, p.6
Village election on Tuesday (cont), Mar 11, 1994, p.13
A thank-you from the (Nonpartisan Citizens') party (ltr), Mar 25, 1994, p.6
Coming up: a local election, Nov 10, 1994, p.1
Go back to the polls (edit), Nov 10, 1994, p.6
Big turnout for unit elections (individual names noted), Nov 18, 1994, p.1

ELLIS, GARY
A jazzy evening (Heathcote PTA fundraiser) (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.9

ELLIS, JAMES H (AU)
‘Bill of Rights’ a false promise (letter to Scott Brown, general manager of TCI Cable) (ltr), Jan 21, 1994, p.6

ELLIS, MARY
A jazzy evening (Heathcote PTA fundraiser) (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.9

ELLIS, RON (AU)
Women are different from men - especially in insurance (edit), Sep 16, 1994, p.6

ELWELL, JOHN W
John W Elwell (dies), Oct 14, 1994, p.10

EMERGENCY SERVICES
E911 improvements (questionnaire by SCS police department), Apr 15, 1994, p.1
Who's afraid of 911? (edit), Nov 25, 1994, p.6

EMPLOYEES-SCS
Aides and bus drivers get new contracts, May 13, 1994, p.1
Firefighters, CSEA employees, get raises, Aug 19, 1994, p.3
Schools open on Monday (cont), Sep 9, 1994, p.9
New contract (SCS Library Board has approved new three year contract with library employees), Sep 16, 1994, p.1

EMPLOYEES-SCS-RETIREMENT
A quiet goodbye to village postmaster (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.5
Rabban to retire Monday (photo), Jan 28, 1994, p.10
Retirements announced at school board meeting, May 27, 1994, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30
Quaker Ridge teacher (Shirley Shechter) to retire, Nov 18, 1994, p.10

EMT
Taxes, pressure are still high (response to Feb 4 news story about candidates for EMT Bd of Ed)(ltr), Feb 11, 1994, p.6

ENGEL, DAVID
Restaurant dark again (Scarsdale Grill at Heathcote Five Corners closes), Dec 30, 1994, p.1

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
SEE ENGLISH LANGUAGE-STUDY AND TEACHING

ENGLISH LANGUAGE-COMPOSITION
Teacher's tips liven student writing (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.11

ENGLISH LANGUAGE-STUDY AND TEACHING
Living in America promotes international harmony (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.8

ENVIRONMENT
Seasonal leaf-blower starts a revolution (edit), Aug 26, 1994, p.6
Individuals can make a difference (ltr), Dec 23, 1994, p.6

EPPENSTEIN, THEODORE G
Theodore G Eppestein (inducted into the Athletic Hall of Fame at SUNY, Stony Brook) (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.6

EPSTEIN, ABBY
SHS grad wins theater citation (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.20
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EPSTEIN, KIRA
   Portrait of a dollmaker (K Epstein makes a face for her walnut doll) (photo), Oct 14, 1994, p.1
ERIKSON, JEFF
   Oil wells (Mobil Oil Corp will be allowed to reinstall 3 monitoring wells on village property), Jan 14, 1994, p.1
ERNST, AARON
   Libraries are for kids ((National Library week celebrations) (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.5
ERNST, BONNIE
   Shoppers looked for bargains, Dec 30, 1994, p.1
ERSKINE, RON
   I got it! (men's doubles event of National Platform Tennis championships) (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.1
   Out-of-towners take national championship in paddle tourney (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.17
ESCHER, MAX
   Witches, tigers and fairies brought to life (wooden marionettes) (photo), Sep 9, 1994, p.5
ESCHER, MONIQUE
   Witches, tigers and fairies brought to life (wooden marionettes) (photo), Sep 9, 1994, p.5
ESCHER, SAM
   Witches, tigers and fairies brought to life (wooden marionettes) (photo), Sep 9, 1994, p.5
ETHICAL CULTURE SOCIETY OF WESTCHESTER
   Ethical Culture's in Scarsdale (ltr), Dec 23, 1994, p.6
ETIQUETTE
   A Letter to George Washington (edit), Apr 1, 1994, p.7
ETMAN, ANDRE
   The man who was never a child (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.5
EURIE, DEBBIE
   Maroon and White fetes fall athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.26
FAGI, KATHLEEN
   Shires take cleanup prize in conservancy (photo), May 6, 1994, p.8
FAIRIES
   Yes, Emily, there is a tooth fairy... (edit), Feb 11, 1994, p.7
FAIRS
   Wonderland of science (at Fox Meadow's science fair's family night) (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.9
   Science fair boosts spirit of inquiry (photo), Feb 25, 1994, p.8
   Hea(1)th fairs promote fitness and good eating (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.10
   Fun-filled fair (19th annual Country Fair held in SCS) (ltr), Sep 23, 1994, p.6
FAIRSTEIN, LINDA
   Rape taken more seriously, prosecutor says (photo), Feb 4, 1994, p.5
FALK, BOBBIE
   The Bank of New York Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.28
FALL
   SEE AUTUMN
FALLERMAN, BILL
   Scarsdale firefighters are honored, Nov 4, 1994, p.4
FAMILY VIOLENCE
   A murder spoiled the joke (edit), Jan 21, 1994, p.7
   Cops cope with domestic violence, Jun 3, 1994, p.1
   Cops cope with domestic violence (cont), Jun 3, 1994, p.20
   SMS Forum: a two-week dive into domestic violence (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.5
   Domestic violence forum held at high school (cont), Nov 4, 1994, p.22
   Domestic violence discussed at Junior League (photo), Nov 10, 1994, p.5
   Meeting on domestic violence (cont), Nov 10, 1994, p.8
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FAMILY VIOLENCE  continued
   Battered women are among us (comment on recent letter by V Knaplund to The New York Times) (ltr), Dec 16, 1994, p.6

FANELLI, ALBERT
   Albert Fanelli (dies), Dec 16, 1994, p.19

FARBER, ALISSA
   The Bank of New York Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.28

FARKAS, GABRIEL (AU)
   Taxes, pressure are still high (response to Feb 4 news story about candidates for EMT Bd of Ed)(ltr), Feb 11, 1994, p.6
   Double standard in Edgemont (ltr), May 6, 1994, p.6
   We must help ‘problem’ kids (ltr), Jul 15, 1994, p.6
   A-School: Don’t mess with success (ltr), Nov 18, 1994, p.6

FARRELL, THOMAS
   Thomas E Farrell (has completed a track-vehicle repairer course in Aberdeen, Md), Apr 1, 1994, p.4

FARREN, JERI
   Schools squeamish on holiday ties (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.1
   Snow-day deficit paid in full, Apr 1, 1994, p.1
   Just like the Pilgrims (a Quaker Ridge Thanksgiving) (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.1

FARREN, JERILYN
   Rising enrollment threatens Kids BASE, Dec 9, 1994, p.1

FASANO, ELIZABETH
   Fanciful fun at IHM (talent show) (photo), Nov 10, 1994, p.9

FATHERS
   A daughter’s day with dad at work (edit), May 27, 1994, p.7

FATIGATE, RICHARD
   Multiple offender arrested here again (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.3

FAVA, JENNIFER
   Schools squeamish on holiday ties (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.1

FAVA, JOHN
   Name that tree (Garth Woods Conservancy nears completion of project for tree identification signs), Apr 22, 1994, p.1
   Shires take cleanup prize in conservancy (photo), May 6, 1994, p.8

FEATHERSTONE, JOANNA
   Storytellers widen horizons (photo), Jan 28, 1994, p.9

FEDER, ROBERT
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.30

FEDER, SUSANNA
   Refuge for youth needs volunteers (SCS Youth Fellowship of SCS Congregational Church) (ltr), Jul 22, 1994, p.6

FEDERMAN, SARAH
   We’re opening our eyes—at last (author relates her own experience similar to Lori Schiller’s (edit), Jul 8, 1994, p.7

FEE, BARBARA
   Barbara Fee (has earned certified residential speicalist designation) (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.4

FEE, MICHAEL
   Michael Fee (has completed a year of service with Jesuit Volunteer Corps in East Los Angeles)(photo), Aug 19, 1994, p.2

FEIFFER, JULES
   Cartoonist Jules Feiffer: The thrill’s not gone (photo), May 13, 1994, p.5
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FEIG, WERNER
SHS alumnus gives NYC crime reporting a new look (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.1

FEINBERG, JACK
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.32

FEINER, JANA
Costs are down in the Town of Greenburgh (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.1

FEINER, PAUL
Snow falls again, but salt and money are short, Feb 11, 1994, p.1
Needed: Guts in Greenburgh (edit), Mar 11, 1994, p.6
Greenburgh sets an example (regarding bicycle helmet) (edit), Jun 10, 1994, p.6
Parity for partners (encourages GBH to grant health benefits to partners of town employees) (edit), Jul 15, 1994, p.6
Burned out and up (residents of burned out building at 68 East Hartsdale Ave) (edit), Sep 9, 1994, p.6
Claws are no good for picking up dry leaves (ltr), Nov 10, 1994, p.6
Come on down (C-Town will help pay for van service to area supermarkets for E Hartsdale Ave seniors), Nov 25, 1994, p.1

FEINER, PAUL (AU)
Costs are down in the Town of Greenburgh (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.1
The year in Greenburgh (cont) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.2
Feiner endorses Oliver Koppell (ltr), Sep 2, 1994, p.6
Have a Heart needs a buck (to help burned-out victims from fire at 68 East Hartsdale Ave) (ltr), Oct 28, 1994, p.6

FEINER, PAUL J (AU)
Deadline Aug 15 for club refunds (New Woman Health Club) (ltr), Aug 5, 1994, p.6

FEINTUCH, MERRY
Run-off will decide two committee seats, Jan 21, 1994, p.1
Run-off (election) chooses two (more School Board Nominating Committee members), Jan 28, 1994, p.1
A Quaker Ridge tribute (to Patricia Marwell and Terry Schwarz) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.11

FEIRSTEIN, SACHA
A School hosts education seminar (photo), Dec 30, 1994, p.9

FEIRSTEIN, SHANE
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1994 (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.24

FELDINGER, IRWIN
Snowbound (Irwin Feldinger digs his car out of the snow) (photo), Jan 7, 1994, p.1

FELDMAN, BILL (AU)
Billy's (Bistro) grateful for publicity (ltr), Jan 14, 1994, p.6

FELDMAN, JANICE (AU)
Vote for quality education in Edgemont (ltr), Apr 29, 1994, p.6

FELDMAN, LOUISE
Gift books remember activists (John Axtell and Louise Feldman), Jun 24, 1994, p.9

FELICE, WALTER
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Company 1 100th Year Anniversary (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.30
Van overturns on parkway (photo), Jan 21, 1994, p.1
Scarsdale firefighters: They've seen fire and they've seen rain, Feb 4, 1994, p.1
Nynex neighbors are riled by road repairs, Apr 29, 1994, p.1
Where there's smoke, is there fire? (smoke in Nynex's main cable vault room) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.5
A centennial salute (in recognition of 100 years of volunteer fire service) (photo), Sep 16, 1994, p.3
Responsiveness earns gratitude (regarding flooding problem at Garden and Oxford Roads) (ltr), Nov 18, 1994, p.6
Fire, then fraud (smooth talking strangers have been conning fire victims in Westchester), Dec 9, 1994, p.1

FENCING
Right to the point (Marc Otten, a SHS senior, has won medals in two fencing events) (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.15
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FERNANDEZ, JAIME (DR)
Fernandez, Goldwasser appointed to White Plains Hospital staff, Oct 21, 1994, p.4

FERRARO, DONALD
Spokin' like a real police officer (Patrolman John Spagna takes up new bike beat) (photo), Jan 21, 1994, p.1
Surveillance cameras installed on the Hutchinson River Parkway (photo), Jan 21, 1994, p.3
Jury duty shirkers to be fined (cont), Feb 11, 1994, p.8
Scarsdale's finest (village police officers were recently presented with awards) (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.4
Too many false starts in cop's day, Apr 1, 1994, p.1
E911 improvements (questionnaire by SCS police department), Apr 15, 1994, p.1
Are law enforcers above the law? (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.5
Residents don't like to see the (graffiti) writing on the wall (photo), May 13, 1994, p.1
Check out SCS Police Headquarters, Jun 3, 1994, p.1
Cops cope with domestic violence, Jun 3, 1994, p.1
Alcohol alert, Jun 17, 1994, p.1
Patrolmen's Benevolent Association, village sign contract, Jul 1, 1994, p.1
Giant parade marks fire company centennial (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.1
Sexual offenders present a dilemma, Aug 26, 1994, p.1
Department good guy promoted to sergeant (photo), Sep 2, 1994, p.5
A centennial salute (in recognition of 100 years of volunteer fire service) (photo), Sep 16, 1994, p.3
Pellegrini picked for investigation unit (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.3
Neither snow, nor hail, nor sleet... newest member of SCS police force, a Ford Explorer (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.3
Service above self (Donald Ferraro and Andy Staal chosen as Paul Harris Fellows) (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.4
Many happy returns (edit), Dec 16, 1994, p.6

FERRY, CAROL BERNSTEIN (AU)
Another fan of SCS hardware store (ltr), Mar 11, 1994, p.6

FERRY, W H (AU)
He's with Behr: small is beautiful (comments on Gren Scheme, presented in edit by Behr 7/15) (ltr), Jul 29, 1994, p.6

FERTILIZATION IN VITRO
In Vitro Fertilization babies bring joy to local families (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.5

FESSENDEN, SUZANNE (AU)
Window paintings were washed off too early (photo) (edit), Nov 10, 1994, p.6

FEUERSTEIN, JEFF
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26

FICHTER, ELANA
Girls ride a rough road to self-confidence (nine-day trip in Mononoch region of NH) (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.5

FICHTER, LINDA
Girls ride a rough road to self-confidence (nine-day trip in Mononoch region of NH) (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.5

FIDERER, ADELE
Writing takes top priority in school language arts classes, Mar 11, 1994, p.9

FIEDLER, JESSIE
90 years in 40 minutes: Town Club and its offspring mark a major milestone (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.5

FIERSTEIN, SACHA
Tomorrow's women (candlelight vigil to promote awareness of Intl Women's Rights Day) (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.6

FINDLAY, OMAR
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

FINE, JOHN C (AU)
Government will cause more chaos (edit), Nov 25, 1994, p.7
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FINGER, DOROTHY
Board: Wetlands not ‘unusual’ (cont), Aug 12, 1994, p.17

FINIGAN, CAROLINE
Murray returns and Rossi bids farewell after long week for Scarsdale swimming (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.18

FINK, JEAN
90 years in 40 minutes: Town Club and its offspring mark a major milestone (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.5
The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28

FINK, JEAN (AU)
Let’s not forget the Village Club! (edit), Oct 21, 1994, p.7

FINK, LINDA
They said YES to volunteering (volunteers with Youth Employment Service) (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.4

FIORELLO, JON
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26

FIRE DEPT-SCS
Scarsdale’s hottest chefs share recipes (photo), Jan 7, 1994, p.5
Firefighters share their favorite recipes, Jan 7, 1994, p.16
Scarsdale Fire Department (cont), Jan 7, 1994, p.17
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Company 1 100th Year Anniversary (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.30
Fire tip: Some piping cold soups to avoid, Jan 28, 1994, p.3
Scarsdale firefighters: They’ve seen fire and they’ve seen rain, Feb 4, 1994, p.1
Rescuers keep life-saving skills in the pink (photo), Mar 4, 1994, p.5
Fire department a village treasure (ltr), Apr 22, 1994, p.6
Nynex neighbors are riled by road repairs, Apr 29, 1994, p.1
Centennial celebration (SCS Fire Company No I will celebrate its 100th anniversary with a parade), Jun 17, 1994, p.1
Polishing their act (members of Volunteer Fire Company No 1 get ready for centennial parade) (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.1
Giant parade marks fire company centennial (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.1
Parade of the century draws a big crowd (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.2
Pitching in (SCS Fire Dept called to send truck on standby when fireball erupted on Interstate 287), Jul 29, 1994, p.1
Sidewalk sale days (photo), Aug 12, 1994, p.5
Firefighters, CSEA employees, get raises, Aug 19, 1994, p.3
A centennial salute (in recognition of 100 years of volunteer fire service) (photo), Sep 16, 1994, p.3
Fire prevention open house (at Crossway Firehouse) (ltr), Sep 30, 1994, p.6
Truck Day at Greenacres (photo), Oct 7, 1994, p.9
Scarsdale firefighters are honored, Nov 4, 1994, p.4
Appreciated (Lou Mancini recognized for his leadership in Fire Co’s centennial celebration) (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.4

FIRE FIGHTERS
Scarsdale firefighters are honored, Nov 4, 1994, p.4

FIRE HOUSES-GBH
Ring in the new! (J S Rosenblatt welcomes 1995 on old fire signal at Greenville Firehouse) (photo), Dec 30, 1994, p.1

FIRECRACKERS
Firecracker set off, injuring high school teacher, Nov 4, 1994, p.3
High school moves to discipline troublemakers (regarding firecracker explosion), Nov 10, 1994, p.3

FIRES
Butler fire contained, Mar 4, 1994, p.1
Early morning Brown Road fire quenched in record time (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.1
Fire victims grateful for help and support (ltr), Apr 29, 1994, p.6
Fire badly damages historic house here (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.1
Oak Way fire (cont), Jun 17, 1994, p.8
Pitching in (SCS Fire Dept called to send truck on standby when fireball erupted on Interstate 287), Jul 29, 1994, p.1
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FIRES continued
Burned out and up (residents of burned out building at 68 East Hartsdale Ave) (edit), Sep 9, 1994, p.6
A response to a sad situation (comment on 9/9 edit discussing problems of burned out HTS coop) (ltr), Sep 16, 1994, p.6
Have a Heart needs a buck (to help burned-out victims from fire at 68 East Hartsdale Ave) (ltr), Oct 28, 1994, p.6
Plaza catches fire (photo), Nov 10, 1994, p.1
Fire, then fraud (smooth talking strangers have been conning fire victims in Westchester), Dec 9, 1994, p.1

FIRKINS, BRUCE
Scarsdale Woman's Club celebrates 75th anniversary year (photo) (cont), Dec 23, 1994, p.8

FIRKINS, HELEN
Scarsdale Woman's Club celebrates 75th anniversary year (photo) (cont), Dec 23, 1994, p.8

FISH, JORDAN
Cartoonist Jules Feiffer: The thrill's not gone (photo), May 13, 1994, p.5

FISH, JOSEPH (AU)
Fish meets duck; ruffles feathers (ltr), Jul 15, 1994, p.6

FISHER, ALLISON
Schools enforce holiday blackout (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.1

FISHER, CAROLYN
Edgewood remembers a fabulous year: 1919 (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.10

FISHER, LINDA
Lots to celebrate at Greenacres (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.9

FISHER, MOREEN
Edgewood goes west (western theme of Edgewood's annual PTA fair) (photo), May 6, 1994, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes the 75th anniversary of Edgewood School (photo), May 20, 1994, p.28

FISHMAN, JOEL
Joel T Fishman (named treasurer of Lehman College Foundation), Sep 30, 1994, p.4

FISHMAN, ROBERT
A taste of Japan (culture and customs of Japan are studied by Greenacres third graders) (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.9

FITE, MELPO
A Christmas party to remember (edit) (illus), Feb 18, 1994, p.7

FITNESS
SEE PHYSICAL FITNESS

FITZGERALD, JAMES (AU)
A fan message for the league (ltr), Nov 25, 1994, p.6

FITZGERALD, JIM (AU)
He doesn't like the front page (ltr), Feb 4, 1994, p.6
Schools don't teach morality (response to I Sloan's article from 6/24/94) (ltr), Jul 1, 1994, p.6
A reducing plan for government (ltr), Dec 23, 1994, p.6

FITZHUGH, BARBARA
Local teachers share their expertise in a far-off land (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.10

FIVE, CORA
The Bank of New York Salutes the 75th anniversary of Edgewood School (photo), May 20, 1994, p.28
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30
Talented teachers in the spotlight, Dec 9, 1994, p.11

FIVE, CORA LEE
Five, Cora Lee (has been elected to steering committee of National Council of Teachers of English), Aug 19, 1994, p.2

FIX, AMANDA
They take the cake at Fox Meadow (New York's 62 counties represented on state shaped cake) (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.9

FLAX, DORIS (AU)
Time to think about long-term care (edit), Oct 14, 1994, p.7
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FLEISHAKER, DONALD
   In memory of those who died (photo), Nov 10, 1994, p.19

FLISHER, ELIZABETH
   Elizabeth Flisser (chosen one of 1,000 most influential women in America today) (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.6

FLISHER, HARVEY AND MIRIAM LEVITT (AU)
   Anti-graffiti project (ltr), Sep 23, 1994, p.6

FLORIDA
   Winterlude (edit), Mar 25, 1994, p.7

FLOWERS
   Village flowers (at Boniface Circle) express a gardener's talents (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.1

FOGEL, BARBARA
   Bowl reservations, Feb 25, 1994, p.1
   The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale's First Couple Esther C and Robert P Shay (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.24

FOGEL, BARBARA R (AU)
   Another reason to volunteer (edit) (illus), Feb 11, 1994, p.7

FOGEL, ED
   The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale's First Couple Esther C and Robert P Shay (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.24

FOLEY, JAMES
   (Y)outh (E)mployment (S)ervice matches up jobs and workers (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.7

FONTANA, LUCILLE

FONTANA, PAUL
   Intrepid Scarsdale cyclists pedal from coast to coast (photo), Jul 15, 1994, p.13

FOOD
   Mail a meal (letter carriers will collect food from residents for "Harvest for the Hungry), May 13, 1994, p.1
   Food to the hungry (photo), May 27, 1994, p.4
   C-Town helped Scout food drive (ltr), Dec 9, 1994, p.6

FOOD BUYING
   SEE PURCHASING, HOUSEHOLD

FOOD PATCH
   $70,000 for Food-PATCH (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.4

FOOTBALL
   Football coach (Richard Paladino) resigns (photo), May 27, 1994, p.1
   Longtime Raiders football coach resigns to coach at Fox Lane (cont), May 27, 1994, p.22
   Ventura to helm Raider football next season, Jun 10, 1994, p.1
   Scarsdale football guru resigns (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.19
   'Hell of a team' (Edgemont beat Woodlands for class C runner-up bowl Saturday) (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.1
   Raiders will play varsity football next season, Dec 9, 1994, p.1
   The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

FORAN, CONNOR
   It's all in a day's play at the Scarsdale rec camps (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.4

FORAN, FIARA
   Third-graders study urban design (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.9

FORDE, JESSICA
   Third-graders study urban design (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.9

FOREIGN POLICY
   SEE INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

FOREMAN, SPENCER (DR)
   Foreman, Spencer, M.D. (named 1994 Alumnus of the Year at Ursinus College) (photo), Aug 5, 1994, p.2
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Fornabaio, Stephanie
   Thanksgiving festivities (at SCS schools) (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.12

Forster, Sandra A (AU)
   Koerner rates; has support (ltr), Sep 9, 1994, p.6

Fortino, Denise
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

Foster, Diane (AU)
   Vote for quality education in Edgemont (ltr), Apr 29, 1994, p.6

Foundations
   Smithone foundation finds a new role (photo), Sep 9, 1994, p.3

Fowler, Norman
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

Fox Meadow Tennis Club
   See Tennis Clubs

Fox, Catherine
   Schools open on Monday (cont), Sep 9, 1994, p.9

Fox, Judith
   Fox to board: don't cut (high school) deans, Mar 11, 1994, p.1
   Hold the line on (SHS) deans (editor), Mar 11, 1994, p.6
   You can call her 'Dr. Fox' (J Fox has received her doctorate in education from Columbia University), May 13, 1994, p.12
   Smoking ban is urged for SHS (ltr), May 20, 1994, p.6
   Personality, not pomp, is theme at Alternative School graduation, Jun 24, 1994, p.1
   High school names new administrator (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.1

Fox, Judith (AU)
   Parents of teenagers need diplomacy, dexterity (editor), Nov 25, 1994, p.6

Fox, Robert Jr

Fradkin, Dave
   Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

Franck, Elsie Behrens
   Elsie Behrens Franck (dies), Jul 1, 1994, p.13

Frank, Anne
   Why did I help the Franks? Because I had no choice (editor) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.7

Frank, Otto
   Why did I help the Franks? Because I had no choice (editor) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.7

Frankfurters
   Confessions of a furtive francophile (editor), Jul 15, 1994, p.7

Frantz, Steven (DR)
   School foundation rejected for now, Apr 15, 1994, p.9
   Why do so many kids need help?, Apr 22, 1994, p.1
   News from Fox Meadow (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.11

Fratangeloni, Ben
   Other municipalities consider blower ban; in Scarsdale, complaints heard on both sides, Aug 5, 1994, p.1

Fraud
   Scarsdale man charged with credit card fraud, May 27, 1994, p.3

Free Trade and Protection
   No justification for trade war (ltr), Mar 11, 1994, p.6
   'Bullying extortionist' should change stance (in reference to US trade policy toward Japan) (ltr), Apr 29, 1994, p.6
   Counter-threats not productive (response to letter by Y Tsurumi from 4/29/94) (ltr), May 13, 1994, p.6
FREE TRADE AND PROTECTION continued
Laws are being used as weapons (response to Inquirer letter by J Appel from 5/13/94) (ltr), May 27, 1994, p.6

FREIFERTIG, SCHLomo
Planning board mired in unusual marathon meeting, Sep 2, 1994, p.1

FREIGHTWAY GARAGE (SCS)
Freightway should stay, group says, Jan 21, 1994, p.1
Village blames repair delays on Metro-North, Jan 21, 1994, p.3
Why the delay on stair repair?, Jan 21, 1994, p.6
Downtown group says yes to development (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.1
Take 'er down (Freightway staircase after one of the steps caved in) (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.5
Watch your step - another stairway is falling apart (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.5
How Freightway Garage came to be: A cautionary tale (photo), Oct 7, 1994, p.3
Freightway Garage is being neglected (ltr), Dec 23, 1994, p.6

FREIGHTWAY PROPERTY (SCS)
Agreement is elusive on development details (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.1
Bad planning near the station (edit), Mar 18, 1994, p.6
Four-screen cinema proposed for Freightway site (photo), May 6, 1994, p.1
Subcommittee's downtown proposal (cont), May 13, 1994, p.16
Downtown opposes development (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.1
Committee debates Freightway bulk, Jun 24, 1994, p.1
Include air rights, says design subcommittee, Jun 24, 1994, p.4
High-tech planning tools may aid (to visualize various downtown proposals), Jul 8, 1994, p.1
"New look" for Freightway was proposed in 69 (illus), Aug 19, 1994, p.13
Computer images help committee visualize scale (photo), Oct 7, 1994, p.1
Planning a project that does 'the least harm' (edit), Oct 7, 1994, p.6
Development Committee compares images (cont), Oct 7, 1994, p.13
Downtown committee appears stalled, Oct 21, 1994, p.1
Consensus closer on Freightway, Nov 4, 1994, p.1

FREILICH, JOSH
The Bank of New York Salutes Hoff-Barthelson Music School (photo), Sep 16, 1994, p.28

FREIMAN, HAL J (DR)
Hal J Freiman, M.D. (elected a Fellow of the American College of Physicians), May 6, 1994, p.4

FRENCH, CINDY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.30

FRENCHMAN, JILL
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26

FREYER, DARIA
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26

FREYER, JOEL
Giant parade marks fire company centennial (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.1
Police nab suspected thief after chase on bike (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.1

FRIED, MAURA
Schools open on Monday (cont), Sep 9, 1994, p.9

FRIEDBERG, STEPHEN
Scarsdale home a haven for drug money (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.1

FRIEDLAND, HOPE
Association artists to show paintings in 2 exhibitions (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.17
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FRIEDLAND, JOHN
  Rotary grants (from SCS Rotary Club) (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.5

FRIEDLANDER, GORDON D (AU)
  Brazil - an impending disaster (edit), Feb 25, 1994, p.7
  We'll see you - yesterday.... (edit), Jun 17, 1994, p.7
  Who needs the SST? (edit), Jul 22, 1994, p.7
  Does America really need supersonic transportation? (cont), Jul 22, 1994, p.8

FRIEDMAN, ALLIE
  Colonial Days (5th grade unit on life in colonial America) (photo), May 6, 1994, p.10

FRIEDMAN, ELAINE
  The Bank of New York Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.28

FRIEDMAN, ERIC
  Personality, not pomp, is theme at Alternative School graduation, Jun 24, 1994, p.1

FRIEDMAN, JOEL
  The Bank of New York Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.28

FRIEDMAN, JULES J
  Jules J Friedman (dies), Mar 25, 1994, p.8

FRIEDMAN, JULIE
  Schools open on Monday (cont), Sep 9, 1994, p.9
  Halloween happenings (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.10

FRIEDMAN, MELISSA
  The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1994 (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.24

FRIEDMAN, ROBERT A (AU)
  They don't make (N.Y.) baseball teams the way they used to (edit), Mar 11, 1994, p.7

FRIEDMAN, SETH
  Early college acceptance spells relief for the class of '94, Jan 7, 1994, p.9
  Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26

FRIENDS OF SCS PARKS
  Friends of Parks are protectors, Jan 28, 1994, p.7

FRIENDS OF SCS PUBLIC LIBRARY
  Bowles film will premiere here (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.13
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.32

FRISHMAN, ESTHER
  The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28

FRISHMAN, WILLIAM (DR)
  Scarsdale doctor works to promote longer lives (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.13

FRISHMAN, WILLIAM H (DR)
  Dr William H Frishman (will receive alumnus award from Boston University School of Medicine), Apr 29, 1994, p.4

FRITZ, EDWARD E
  Planning board mired in unusual marathon meeting, Sep 2, 1994, p.1

FROELICH, KAREN
  The Bank of New York Salutes the Westchester Band on its Silver Anniversary 1969-1994 (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.32

FROMMER, BRIAN
  The Bank of New York Salutes the 75th anniversary of Edgewood School (photo), May 20, 1994, p.28

FRUSHTICK, EVAN
  Middle School News; CHOICE donates shoes (to the homeless) (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.10

FUCHS, ANN
  A successful project (books were collected by SCS Middle School for patients at WHP Hospital) (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.9
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FUJIMOTO, SHINTO
Thanksgiving festivities (at SCS schools) (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.12

FUJITA, NAOKI
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

FULANI, LENORA
Primary '94: Local voters differ in A(ttorney) G(eneral), judge races, Sep 16, 1994, p.1

FULLER, GORDON CASE
Gordon Case Fuller (dies), Nov 4, 1994, p.19

FURNARI, SUE
The Bank of New York Salutes SCS's Woman's Club on the Occasion of its Diamond Jubilee 1919-94 (photo), May 13, 1994, p.30

FURSTENBERG, DAN
Stars in Edgemont (EMT High School's victory in Texaco Star Academic Challenge) (edit), Mar 25, 1994, p.6

FUSCO, DOMINICK

FUSTER, CAITLIN
Girls ride a rough road to self-confidence (nine-day trip in Monodnoch region of NH) (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.5

GAFFNEY, BARBARA BLAZIER
Barbara Blazier Gaffney (dies), Mar 25, 1994, p.8

GAGER, DOLLY (AU)
Scarsdale Volunteer Ambulance Corps service richly rewarding (edit) (illus), Jan 14, 1994, p.7

GALGANO, NANCY
The Bank of New York Salutes the 75th anniversary of Edgewood School (photo), May 20, 1994, p.28

GALLAGHER, LIANE
Working at the pool: a family tradition (photo), Aug 19, 1994, p.5

GALLIN, PAMELA
Scarsdale doctors give war refugees a rare opportunity (photo), Aug 5, 1994, p.1
A child shall lead them (regarding refugees from Bosnia getting free medical assistance) (edit), Aug 5, 1994, p.6
Local doctors aid Bosnian children (cont), Aug 5, 1994, p.10

GALLOWAY, FRANCES (AU)
Successful breakfast will become a tradition (ltr), Nov 10, 1994, p.6

GALLOWAY, JOHN
Nynex neighbors are riled by road repairs, Apr 29, 1994, p.1
(Town and) Village C(ivic) C(lub) rejects report on master plan, Jun 3, 1994, p.1
Everybody does it, doctor tells judge, Jun 10, 1994, p.5
John Galloway (elected a vice president of the board of the Westchester Children's Association), Aug 12, 1994, p.2
90 years in 40 minutes: Town Club and its offspring mark a major milestone (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.5
Some of the best years of their lives (youngsters' stay at Children's Village) (edit) (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.7
Blower ban challenged in village court, Dec 16, 1994, p.1

GALSTON, ARTHUR W
Mysteries of biotechnology revealed in upcoming adult school series (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.3

GALVANI, ANN
The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28

GANS, HARRIET
Harriet Gans (dies) (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.20

GANTCHER, NATHAN
Nathan Gantcher (honored at Anti-Defamation League Annual New York Gala for his philanthropy) (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.2

GARCIA, ISABELLE (AU)
Neighbors now are Resnick fans (ltr), Aug 26, 1994, p.6
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GARDELLA, JOHN
Responsiveness earns gratitude (regarding flooding problem at Garden and Oxford Roads) (ltr), Nov 18, 1994, p.6
GARDELLA, RICHARD
Zoning law to be liberalized, Feb 25, 1994, p.1
Small number owe a lot of tax dollars, Jun 17, 1994, p.1
A win for village in Winston war, Aug 12, 1994, p.1
Blower ban challenged in village court, Dec 16, 1994, p.1

GARDENERS
Village flowers (at Boniface Circle) express a gardener's talents (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.1

GARDNER, JEFF
Jeff Gardner gives advice on make-up to 'Mame' cast (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.19
The Bank of New York Salutes MAME and Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.24

GARFF, SUE
Books that last a lifetime (for several Scarsdalians) (edit), Jul 8, 1994, p.7
High school names new administrator (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.1

GARTH WOODS CONSERVANCY
Van overturns on parkway (photo), Jan 21, 1994, p.1
Shires take cleanup prize in conservancy (photo), May 6, 1994, p.8
Villagers question safety of street trees, Sep 2, 1994, p.1

GASH, GARY
How about some rocky road? (free ice-cream cone from police department's SCOOP Program) (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.1

GASH, JACOB
How about some rocky road? (free ice-cream cone from police department's SCOOP Program) (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.1

GASKIN, ALICE
Edgewood teachers recognized (at annual PTA luncheon) (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes the 75th anniversary of Edgewood School (photo), May 20, 1994, p.28
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
Gas or snacks? (SCS Gasoline Corp can continue to sell candy, soda and cigarettes at 999 Post Road), Apr 22, 1994, p.1
Old tires, not office building, at 858 Scarsdale Ave) (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.3

GASPERINI, ANDREW
Halloween window painting contest draws a crowd (cont) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.8

GASPERINI, HARJIT
Halloween window painting contest draws a crowd (cont) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.8

GASPERINI, PETER
Halloween window painting contest draws a crowd (cont) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.8

GAVRIN, DAVID
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale's First Couple Esther C and Robert P Shay (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.24

GAYLOR, CLARENCE W
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Company 1 100th Year Anniversary (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.30

GBH
Costs are down in the Town of Greenburgh (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.1
The year in Greenburgh (cont) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.2
Archery program needs support (ltr), May 20, 1994, p.6
Civic associations: united they stand (ltr), May 27, 1994, p.6
Parity for partners (encourages GBH to grant health benefits to partners of town employees) (edit), Jul 15, 1994, p.6
Claws are no good for picking up dry leaves (ltr), Nov 10, 1994, p.6
Defending the versatile claw (response to letter from 11/10/95 helmed by SCS friendliness) (ltr), Nov 18, 1994, p.6
Defending the versatile claw (response to letter by Martin Lange from 11/10/94) (ltr), Nov 18, 1994, p.6
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GBH NATURE CENTER
New programs and a balanced budget at the nature center (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.5

GEESE
Goose population exploding, Jun 24, 1994, p.1
Geese: nature's gift or natural disaster? (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.4

GEIZHALS, BEN
To survivor, 'Schindler's List' is not just a movie (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.5

GELINAS, JOHN G
John G Gelinas (dies), Jan 7, 1994, p.12

GELLMAN, FLORENCE (AU)
Scarsdale's only industry grew with the community (1st of three-part series) (photo) (edit), Jun 24, 1994, p.7
'Progressive Education' comes to Scarsdale (2nd in three-part series on SCS school history) (edit), Jul 1, 1994, p.7

GEIZHALS, BEN
In defense of the Polish people (ltr), Aug 19, 1994, p.6

GENATOSKI, ELIZABETH
A joyful noise and colorful boutique herald the holidays (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.19

GENEALOGY
Genealogical library: an important resource (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.15

GEORGIOTSEAS, MARINELA (AU)
A Christmas party to remember (edit) (illus), Feb 18, 1994, p.7

GERBER, DEMITA (AU)
Inquirer's awards 'well deserved' (ltr), May 6, 1994, p.6

GEREMIA, JULIANNE
Halloween happenings (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.10

GERMAIN, LAUREN
Stars for service (members of Stars and Smiles Club of SHS honored for volunteer service) (photo), Dec 16, 1994, p.10

GERSHONOWITZ, GERARD
Experience does count (Inquirer endorsements in upcoming election Nov 8) (edit), Nov 4, 1994, p.6
Assembly, Senate, congressional candidates fight it out (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.11

GERSPACH, DORETTE (AU)
Going batty in Edgemont (EMT homeowner has bat roost) (ltr), Sep 23, 1994, p.7

GESOFF, LINDA
Run-off will decide two committee seats, Jan 21, 1994, p.1

GEWIRTZ, LISA
Personality, not pomp, is theme at Alternative School graduation, Jun 24, 1994, p.1

GIAPOLI, JOAN
Thanks to Bank of New York (for underwriting cost of SCS calendar) (ltr), Aug 19, 1994, p.6
Primary '94: Local voters differ in Attorney General, judge races, Sep 16, 1994, p.1
Workers wanted (to serve as election inspectors in SCS Nov 8 election), Nov 4, 1994, p.1
Local voters go own way - Democratic, Nov 10, 1994, p.1

GIANGRANDE, ANTONIA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

GIBBS, MICHAEL
Hold the line on (SHS) deans (edit), Mar 11, 1994, p.6
Gibbs, Diamond will return as SHS deans, Apr 8, 1994, p.9

GIBRALTER, RICHARD P
Richard P Gibralter, M.D. (named to position of board of Eye-Bank for Sight Restoration, Inc), Sep 2, 1994, p.4
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GIBSON, DOUGLAS
No place to park? (for cyclists Sarah and Douglas Gibson on Spencer Place) (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.1

GIBSON, SARAH
No place to park? (for cyclists Sarah and Douglas Gibson on Spencer Place) (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.1

GIES, MIEP
Why did I help the Franks? Because I had no choice (edit) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.7

GILBERT, NANCY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.30

GILLESPIE, MIKE
I got it! (men's doubles event of National Platform Tennis championships) (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.1

GILLIAR, LORI
SCS V(olunteer) A(mulance) C(orps) crew gets EMS awards, Oct 7, 1994, p.1

GILMAN, BENJAMIN
Congressional challenger (Greg Julian) lauded (ltr), Sep 30, 1994, p.6
Experience does count (Inquirer endorsements in upcoming election Nov 8) (edit), Nov 4, 1994, p.6

GILMARTIN, CHARLES A
Charles A Gilmartin (dies), Jun 10, 1994, p.14

GILMORE, TONY
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 19, 1994, p.30

GILROY, MAURA
Questions remain on fatal accident (photo), Aug 19, 1994, p.1

GIMBEL, LINDA
Too many false starts in cop's day, Apr 1, 1994, p.1

GINDICK, MARK (AU)
A star-spangled feeling at Shea (ltr), Jul 29, 1994, p.6

GINSBERG, LARRY
A festive fund-raiser (sponsored by Fox Meadow PTA) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.9

GINSBERG, LISA
A festive fund-raiser (sponsored by Fox Meadow PTA) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.9

GINSBERG, NEIL
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 30, 1994, p.30

GIORDANO, CHRISTIAN
2 scouts elevated to rank of Eagle, Dec 9, 1994, p.4

GIRARDI, JOAN
The Bank of New York Salutes SCS's Woman's Club on the Occasion of its Diamond Jubilee 1919-94 (photo), May 13, 1994, p.30

GIRL SCOUTS OF AMERICA
Girl Scouts: good times and good deeds (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.4
Scouts are in their glory on Memorial Day (cont) (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.10
Girl Scout honorees (Julie Stuckey named outstanding Girl Scout leader), Jun 10, 1994, p.4

GISOLFI, PETER
Honor for schools (Community Design Award given to SCS School District), Dec 2, 1994, p.1
Design honors (school district's award for restorations and additions) (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.1

GIULIANI, RUDOLPH
Quick trip on the subway becomes fateful journey for ex-Scarsdalian, Dec 30, 1994, p.1

GLASER, JOSEPH B
Joseph B Glaser (dies), Sep 30, 1994, p.19

GLAUBER, LENI
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.32
GLAZER, EVE (AU)
A daughter's day with dad at work (edit), May 27, 1994, p.7

GLEICHER, JOSEPH
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.26

GLEICHER, LILIAN
The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28

GLENDON, BILL
90 years in 40 minutes: Town Club and its offspring mark a major milestone (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.5

GLENDON, WILLIAM
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.26

GLENDON, WILLIAM (AU)
A 'relatively peaceful' invasion (D-Day remembrances) (edit), Jun 10, 1994, p.7

GLENDON, WILLIAM R
"New look" for Freightway was proposed in '69 (illus), Aug 19, 1994, p.13

GLENN, DAVID
The Inquirer named state's top weekly, Apr 22, 1994, p.1
Leader explains committee report (ltr), Jun 10, 1994, p.6
Paper's coverage aided their cause (ltr), Dec 9, 1994, p.6

GLENN, DAVID J
In defense of the Polish people (ltr), Aug 19, 1994, p.6

GLENN, DAVID J (AU)
Baking's for boys, too (edit), Dec 9, 1994, p.7

GLICK, DANIELLE
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' BASE Eleven Years of Outstanding Service to the Community (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.28

GLOBER, STANLEY
Scarsdale home a haven for drug money (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.1

GLOVER, GEORGE
Van overturns on parkway (photo), Jan 21, 1994, p.1
Plaza catches fire (photo), Nov 10, 1994, p.1

GLUCK, JASON
World class opportunity (J Gluck served as official ballboy for US soccer team in Yale Bowl) (photo), Jul 8, 1994, p.16

GLUCK, JOSH
Fluent in French and Spanish (SHS students have won Iona College Language Competition) (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.9
(SHS) seniors win awards for academic and arts achievement (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.10

GOITIA, DANIEL
High school names new administrator (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.1
Schools to open this Monday, Sep 9, 1994, p.1
Schools open on Monday (cont), Sep 9, 1994, p.9

GOLD, DANNY (AU)
Civic asociations: united they stand (ltr), May 27, 1994, p.6

GOLD, JASON
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1994 (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.24

GOLDBERG, HARRIET
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale's First Couple Esther C and Robert P Shay (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.24

GOLDBERG, KEITH
Tennis court question left unanswered, Oct 14, 1994, p.1

GOLDBERG, MARK
Helping special students (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.9
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GOLDBERG, MICHAEL J AND MAY H (AU)
Younger than they thought (reference to incorrect title of 2/25 edit "Hindsight, 30 years ago" (ltr), Mar 4, 1994, p.6

GOLDBERGER, EARL
The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28

GOLDBERGER, EMANUEL (DR)
Emanuel Goldberger, M.D. (dies), May 20, 1994, p.10

GOLDEN, DANI
Speaking clearly and distinctly (middle school students practice for annual speech contest) (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.9

GOLDEN, EMILY
A Different Start named Project of the Year, Jul 15, 1994, p.1

GOLDEN, RITA
Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) matches up jobs and workers (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.7
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale S(tudent) T(ransfer) E(ducation) P(rogram) (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.26
Three nominated for school board (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.1
School budget vote Wednesday, May 13, 1994, p.1
They said YES to volunteering (volunteers with Youth Employment Service) (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.4
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

GOLDMAN, MATTIS
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

GOLDMAN, MICHAEL
200 runners, walkers compete in annual historical society run (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.19

GOLDMAN, NANCY
They said YES to volunteering (volunteers with Youth Employment Service) (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.4

GOLDMAN, QUEENIE (AU)
Few heroines in school reading list (response to letter by Marsha Schorr from 8/26/94) (ltr), Sep 16, 1994, p.6

GOLDMAN, RICHARD L
Richard L Goldman (has completed his term of office as president of International Fiscal Assn), Mar 11, 1994, p.4

GOLDMAN, SUE
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1994 (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.24

GOLDSCHMIDT, ERIC S (AU)
Menorah attack smacks of hate (response to article by Irving Sloan from 12/24/93) (ltr), Jan 7, 1994, p.6

GOLDSMITH, ARLENE
Arlene Goldsmith (awarded $100,000 by Robert Wood Johnson Community Health Leadership Program), Jun 3, 1994, p.4
Seeing - and saving - the child behind the disabilities (photo), Aug 19, 1994, p.1

GOLDSMITH, EMANUEL (DR)
Celebrating labor and spirit (Labor Day and Rosh Hashana) (photo), Sep 2, 1994, p.1

GOLDSMITH, QUEENIE (AU)
League is seeking financial support (ltr), Oct 21, 1994, p.7
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GOLDSTEIN, STANLEY H (AU)
A response to a sad situation (comment on 9/9 edit discussing problems of burned out HTS coop) (ltr), Sep 16, 1994, p.6

GOLDWASSER, JENNIFER (DR)
Fernandez, Goldwasser appointed to W(hite) P(lains) Hospital Center staff, Oct 21, 1994, p.4

GOLF
Westchester Hills pair wins Wilson Cup (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.24
Tourney title takers (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.22
Water slide, driving range not welcome ideas (in Saxon Woods Park), Jun 17, 1994, p.3
Sliding into mistrust (regarding Saxon Woods driving range and water slide proposals) (edit), Jun 17, 1994, p.6
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30
Neighbors want a say in (Saxon Woods) project (ltr), Jun 24, 1994, p.6
They're tee'd off (regarding proposal to build a driving range on Saxon Woods Golf Course), Jul 8, 1994, p.1
Neighbors protest driving range, Jul 15, 1994, p.1
(10th fairway at Saxon Woods Golf Course in Scarsdale, site of proposed driving range) (photo), Jul 15, 1994, p.1
Quaker Ridge residents up in arms over driving range (cont), Jul 15, 1994, p.5
Driving range (at Saxon Woods Golf Course) elusive, Jul 29, 1994, p.1
(Town and) Village Civic Club to study driving range and water slide proposals, Jul 29, 1994, p.3
Legislators, neighbors concerned about driving range (cont), Jul 29, 1994, p.3
(Proposed) Driving range (at Saxon Woods golf course) is embarrassing (ltr), Aug 19, 1994, p.6
Hey, (Westchester) county - it's our town (edit), Sep 16, 1994, p.6
Golf range wrangling (county representatives will meet with Council on Parks and Recreation), Sep 23, 1994, p.1
Golf-range (at Saxon Woods) would urbanize a neighborhood (ltr), Sep 23, 1994, p.6
Rec(reation) council cancels Saxon Woods meeting, Sep 30, 1994, p.1
Golf project (at Saxon Woods Golf Course) a mistake (edit) (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.6
Scoping the range (public scoping sessions planned for proposed Saxon Woods driving range), Oct 14, 1994, p.1
Message received (from public scoping session held by county): no golf range, Oct 21, 1994, p.1
Way to go, Walter! (praises W Handelman's effective arguments at county scoping session) (edit), Oct 21, 1994, p.6
County values input on plans (proposition for driving range at Saxon Woods Golf Course) (ltr), Oct 21, 1994, p.6
A vehement 'no' to driving range (ltr), Oct 21, 1994, p.6
Village must fight driving range (ltr), Oct 21, 1994, p.7
Speaker protest range at scoping session (cont), Oct 21, 1994, p.20
Drop the driving range plans now (ltr), Oct 28, 1994, p.6
Footprints on the sands of Saxon woods (edit), Nov 4, 1994, p.6
Sweeter times in sands of Saxon Woods (edit) (cont), Nov 4, 1994, p.7
County abandons golf range plans, Nov 10, 1994, p.1
Democracy works (regarding decision to drop plans to build Saxon Woods driving range) (edit), Nov 10, 1994, p.6
Paper's coverage aided their cause (ltr), Dec 9, 1994, p.6

GOLIN, HARRIET (AU)
How to give a second chance for life (edit), Apr 22, 1994, p.7

GOLISANO, THOMAS
Local voters go own way - Democratic, Nov 10, 1994, p.1

GOLLIN, HARRIET
Gollin takes three medal in U.S. Transplant Games (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.15

GOLLIN, STUART
Stuart Gollin (has joined J H Cohn & Company), Jul 29, 1994, p.2

GOLUB, AVRUM
The Bank of New York Salutes the Westchester Band on its Silver Anniversary 1969-1994 (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.32
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GOMBACH, ELIZABETH (AU)
Refuge for youth needs volunteers (SCS Youth Fellowship of SCS Congregational Church) (ltr), Jul 22, 1994, p.6

GONZALEZ, MALULA
Run-off will decide two committee seats, Jan 21, 1994, p.1

GONZALEZ, VICTORIA
Are law enforcers above the law? (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.5
Passing the torch (SCS police officers run down Post Road in fundraiser for Special Olympics)(photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.1

GOODHUE, MARY
Moreland school report offers few solutions, Feb 11, 1994, p.5
Scarsdalians on Pataki's team, Dec 9, 1994, p.1

GOODMAN, ALEXIS
(SHS) seniors win awards for academic and arts achievement (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.10

GOODMAN, ARTHUR
Other municipalities consider blower ban; in Scarsdale, complaints heard on both sides, Aug 5, 1994, p.1
GOODMAN, ARTHUR (AU)
Gas blower ban restores peace (ltr), Aug 5, 1994, p.6

GOODMAN, BETTY
The Bank of New York Salutes SCS's Woman's Club on the Occasion of its Diamond Jubilee 1919-94 (photo), May 13, 1994, p.30

GOODMAN, HOWARD
Run-off will decide two committee seats, Jan 21, 1994, p.1
(School) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) to hold runoff (cont), Jan 21, 1994, p.10
Rec(reation) council cancels Saxon Woods meeting, Sep 30, 1994, p.1
Golf War vets join compost cause, Dec 23, 1994, p.1
GOODMAN, HOWARD (AU)
Golf-range (at Saxon Woods) would urbanize a neighborhood (ltr), Sep 23, 1994, p.6
Paper's coverage aided their cause (ltr), Dec 9, 1994, p.6

GOODMAN, JOSH
(SHS) seniors win awards for academic and arts achievement (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.10

GOODMAN, NAOMI
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

GOODMAN, TOM
Tom Goodman (named vice president, media relations, CBS/Broadcast Group) (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.4

GOODMAN, ZACHARY
Truck Day at Greenacres (photo), Oct 7, 1994, p.9

GOODWIN, DORIS KEARNS
Wartime leadership from 2 Roosevelts (edit), Oct 14, 1994, p.6

GOODWIN, MICHAEL
Thanksgiving festivities (at SCS schools) (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.12

GORDON, ALAN S (AU)
Smith for judge (ltr), Oct 21, 1994, p.7

GORDON, AMY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Student Transfer Education Program (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.26
GORDON, AMY (AU)
On a field trip (to Organization of American Historians conference), more than just facts (edit), Nov 4, 1994, p.7

GORDON, BENJAMIN S
Benjamin S Gordon (dies), Feb 11, 1994, p.12

GORDON, DOROTHY D
Dorothy D Gordon (dies), Jun 10, 1994, p.14
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GORDON, JULIA
Science fair boosts spirit of inquiry (photo), Feb 25, 1994, p.8

GORDON, NADINE
Talented teachers in the spotlight, Dec 9, 1994, p.11

GORDON, REBECCA
Rewarding volunteer work (Rebecca Gordon receives scholarship from UJA-Federation) (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.13

GORHAM, HOWARD
Downtown group says yes to development (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.1

GORHAM, MONICA
In the corps (SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps has inducted seven new junior members) (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.4

GORHAM, SUE
The league of (Women) voters eyes school spending plans, Apr 8, 1994, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28

GORT, ROBIN
All-star cast in bittersweet 'Lughnasa' (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.13

GOTBAUM, JOSH
Class of '69 recalls a watershed year (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.5

GOTBAUM, JOYCE
Class of '69 recalls a watershed year (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.5

GOTTLEB, ELIZABETH
SHS graduate to attend Yale drama school (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.19

GOTTLEB, LINDSAY
Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26
Scholarship fund seeks support (photo), Dec 2, 1994, p.12
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

GOTTLEB, LINDSAY (AU)
On a field trip (to Organization of American Historians conference), more than just facts (edit), Nov 4, 1994, p.7

GOTTLEB, SUZY
Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26

GOULD, DIANA
A star spangled SCS) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice) success (ltr), May 13, 1994, p.6

GOULD, MARGARET (AU)
When's time for public input? (ltr), May 13, 1994, p.6

GOVERNORS
Rosenbaum's best for N.Y. governor (ltr), Sep 9, 1994, p.6
Candidates vying for nominations for governor, attorney general, senator (cont), Sep 9, 1994, p.8

GRABEL, AMANDA
Young readers pick their favorites (photo), Dec 2, 1994, p.11

GRAFFITI
Surveillance cameras installed on the Hutchinson River Parkway (photo), Jan 21, 1994, p.3
A call for graffiti vigilantes (edit), Jan 21, 1994, p.6
Rx for graffiti: plant more trees (ltr), Jan 28, 1994, p.6
Locking up paint curbs graffiti (ltr), Mar 25, 1994, p.6
Residents don't like to see the (graffiti) writing on the wall (photo), May 13, 1994, p.1
Graffiti (cont) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.16
Legislators working on graffiti problem, Jun 3, 1994, p.5
Graffiti problem not just Scarsdale's, Jul 1, 1994, p.5
First, the bad news (regarding the battle against graffiti), Jul 15, 1994, p.1
Graffiti vandals caught in the act (at sound barrier of Hutchinson River Parkway and Weaver Street), Sep 23, 1994, p.1
Anti-graffiti project (ltr), Sep 23, 1994, p.6
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GRAHAM, DANIELLE
The Bank of New York Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.28

GRAIFMAN, GARY
A win for village in Winston war, Aug 12, 1994, p.1

GRAMAGLIA, WILLIAM M
William M Gramaglia (dies), Nov 18, 1994, p.12

GRANDPARENTS
Further adventures of William and his granddad (edit), Apr 29, 1994, p.7

GRANT, EMILY
School report leads to TV spot (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.9

GRAU, JANET
Here's some real help for working mothers (edit), Apr 15, 1994, p.7

GRAVES, EARL
Multiple honors for Graves (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.4

GREEBEL, BARBARA
Writing takes top priority in school language arts classes, Mar 11, 1994, p.9

GREEBEL, JENNIFER (AU)
Stores cooperate in battery drive (ltr), Oct 28, 1994, p.6

GREEBEL, ROB
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

GREEBEL, ROBERT
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26
Scouts are in their glory on Memorial Day (cont) (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.10

GREEN, ALBERT A
Albert A Green (dies), Dec 30, 1994, p.8

GREENBERG, ALANA
It's all in a day's play at the Scarsdale rec camps (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.4

GREENBERG, LYNN
Business expertise informs Lynn Greenberg's work for the Y (photo), Sep 2, 1994, p.16

GREENBERG, MARC
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

GREENE, GERALDINE
Rotary grants (from SCS Rotary Club) (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.5

GREENEBAUM, BETTY
Hospital honors residents (volunteers at White Plains Hospital Center), Jul 15, 1994, p.2
Historical society project expands to Mt Vernon (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.9

GREENEBAUM, ELLEN (DR) (AU)
How to stay sane in traffic: 'read' a book! (edit), Jun 3, 1994, p.7

GREENES, BOB
90 years in 40 minutes: Town Club and its offspring mark a major milestone (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.5

GREENES, ROBERT
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale's First Couple Esther C and Robert P Shay (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.24

GREENES, ROBERT D (AU)
Battered women are among us (comment on recent letter by V Knaplund to The New York Times) (ltr), Dec 16, 1994, p.6

GREENSPAN, MARILYN
90 years in 40 minutes: Town Club and its offspring mark a major milestone (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.5

GREENVILLE COMMUNITY THEATRE
Another fine theatrical year for Greenville Community Theater (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.6
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GREGORY, CORNELIA JOAN
Cornelia Joan Gregory (dies), Aug 12, 1994, p.16

GREMLEY, ELLEN
Science fair boosts spirit of inquiry (photo), Feb 25, 1994, p.8

GREMLEY, FRAN
Girl Scouts: good times and good deeds (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.4

GREMLEY, JANE
Scouts are in their glory on Memorial Day (cont) (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.10

GRIFFERTY, JAMES M
James M Grifferty (dies), Jan 7, 1994, p.12

GRiffin, DAN
For those who served (Memorial Day Parade) (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.1

GRIFFITHS, DONALD
Marchers celebrate a glorious day, Jun 3, 1994, p.1

GROBAN, IRENE
Different Start wins (cont), Jul 15, 1994, p.2

GRODEN, WALTER
Fire, then fraud (smooth talking strangers have been conning fire victims in Westchester), Dec 9, 1994, p.1

GROOM III, RICHARD LEE
Police nab suspected thief after chase on bike (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.1

GROSS, FLORENCE (AU)
Want to volunteer? Here's how (edit) (illus), Apr 29, 1994, p.7

GROSS, KATE
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26

GROSS, MARIE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.30

GROSS, MARVIN
S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) crew gets EMS awards, Oct 7, 1994, p.1

GROSSBERG, MIKE
Scarsdale Grill bar experiencing growing pains, Sep 16, 1994, p.3

GROSSMAN, ED
Lots to celebrate at Greenacres (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.9

GROSSMAN, JULIE
Gold for Grossman (photo), Sep 2, 1994, p.14
Grossman-Onseng take state tennis title, Nov 4, 1994, p.21
Maroon and White fetes fall athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.26

GROSZ, KATHY
Girls ride a rough road to self-confidence (nine-day trip in Monodnoch region of NH) (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.5
Counselor (Kathy Grosz) honored with county award, Nov 10, 1994, p.10

GROSZ, KATHY (AU)
Who's in, who's out - and why (dealing with peer pressure) (edit), Apr 1, 1994, p.7

GROUP READING
Grant funds book group to study famous lives, Jan 21, 1994, p.9

GROVE, MARGARET A
Margaret A Grove (dies), Dec 30, 1994, p.8

GRUNFELD, JASON
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30
SHS baseball players earn Diamond honors (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.20
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GUERCIO, PETER A
   Peter A Guercio (dies), May 6, 1994, p.14

GULLA, CHRISTINA
   Early college acceptance spells relief for the class of '94, Jan 7, 1994, p.9

GUN CONTROL
   Gun control hearing, Jun 24, 1994, p.1
   Cuomo will fight for gun control (ltr), Oct 14, 1994, p.6
   The tide is turning, gun control lobbyist tells League of W(omen) V(oters) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.5
   Tide is turning on gun control (cont), Oct 28, 1994, p.15

GUNS
   Anti-gun rule required (school board discusses two versions of required school policy on weapons), Sep 16, 1994, p.9

GURIAN, JANE
   S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mulance) C(orps) needs you (edit) (photo), Jan 28, 1994, p.6

GURNY, CATHY MAZER
   They said YES to volunteering (volunteers with Youth Employment Service) (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.4

GUSICK, RICHARD
   New board elected (SCS Golf Club) (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.4

GUTIERREZ, GLORIA
   Scarsdale home a haven for drug money (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.1

GYMNASTICS
   Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26

HABER, JASON
   The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' BASE Eleven Years of Outstanding Service to the Community (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.28

HABER, RICHARD
   Teen input sought on proposed center (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.3

HAGGBLAD, RICHARD
   New law would give breathing room for village's older homes, Jan 28, 1994, p.1
   Scout Day (Kevin Hannon of Troop 2 gets a tour of the village sewer system), Mar 11, 1994, p.1
   Time is running out for Popham Bridge, Jun 10, 1994, p.1

HAHN, GEORGE
   T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) to study driving range and water slide proposals, Jul 29, 1994, p.3

HAJTD, ELAINE
   The Bank of New York Salutes SCS's Woman's Club on the Occasion of its Diamond Jubilee 1919-94 (photo), May 13, 1994, p.30

HAJTD, ELAINE (AU)
   Trust us to care for our property (ltr), Mar 18, 1994, p.6

HAIMOWITZ, RALPH (AU)
   Village helped raise these 19 (scholarships to graduating seniors) (ltr), Jul 1, 1994, p.6

HAIMOWITZ, RAPHY
   Continuing education (Checks are still coming in for PTA Scholarship Fund) (photo), Jul 7, 1994, p.9
   Raphy Haimowitz (elected president of Westchester Chapter of American Jewish Committee) (photo), Oct 14, 1994, p.4

HAKLISCH, CARMELO
   Carmela Haklisch is elected Hoff-Barthelson chairman (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.17

HAKLISCH, PAUL
   Paul Haklisch (re-elected president of Westchester-Putnam Council, Boy Scouts of America), Jul 29, 1994, p.2

HAKLISCH, PAUL R
   Paul R Haklisch (elected vice president of board of directors for the Philharmonica Virtuosi), Aug 12, 1994, p.2

HALADEY, MARQUERITE PALMER (AU)
   Veteran's sister liked war column (article by J Sloan from 6/10/95) (ltr), Jun 17, 1994, p.6
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HALDANE, WILLIAM R
William R Haldane (elected director of international executive search firm of Heidrick & Struggles), Oct 21, 1994, p.4

HALLOWEEN
Safe, instructive fun makes Halloween creative, enjoyable (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.13
Spirit scrubbed (Halloween window paintings washed away at request of Chamber of Commerce) (edit), Oct 28, 1994, p.6
Halloween: The rites of autumn, Oct 28, 1994, p.9
Mighty Morphins on parade (last Sunday's Halloween parade in the village) (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.1
Halloween happenings (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.10
Creative costumes (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.10
Students help others, Nov 10, 1994, p.9

HALLOWEEN WINDOW PAINTING CONTEST
Painters undaunted (in annual window painting contest despite less than ideal conditions) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.1
Halloween window painting contest draws a crowd (cont) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.8
Disappointed kids (when Halloween window paintings were washed off quickly) (ltr), Nov 4, 1994, p.6
Vulgar paintings may be part of the problem (re quick removal of Halloween window paintings) (ltr), Nov 10, 1994, p.6
Window paintings were washed off too early (photo) (edit), Nov 10, 1994, p.6

HALPER, SHARON
'Festival of Freedom' is just that for new immigrants (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.5

HALPERN, DAVID
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30
'Carnival' performers (SHS Drama Club production of "Carnival") (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.17
Drama Club 'Carnival' sheer stage magic (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.17

HALPERN, ROBERT
Run-off will decide two committee seats, Jan 21, 1994, p.1

HALPERN, SUSAN
Orchestra's France trip has many highlights (photo), Aug 12, 1994, p.8

HAMILTON, GORDON
Troop 60 attends Boy Scout camp (photo), Aug 12, 1994, p.2

HAMILTON, JOHN
Westchester Hills pair wins Wilson Cup (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.24

HAMLET, PENNY
Thanksgiving festivities (at SCS schools) (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.12

HAMMER, LAUREN
(SHS) seniors win awards for academic and arts achievement (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.10

HAMMER, STANLEY
The Bank of New York Salutes the Westchester Band on its Silver Anniversary 1969-1994 (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.32

HAMMOND, BARBARA
Butler to speak on suburbia at historical society exhibit (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.15

HAMPSON, DOROTHY MAE
Dorothy Mae Hampton (dies), Aug 26, 1994, p.12

HANCOCK, JUDITH
Music expansion is planned at St. James the Less Church (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.16

HANCOCK, JUDITH (AU)
Musical kids of all faiths sought (for music program at St. James the Less) (ltr), Nov 4, 1994, p.6

HANDELMAN, JUDITH
The Bank of New York Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.28

HANDELMAN, WALTER
Village does not enforce zoning (ltr), Jan 21, 1994, p.6
Snow falls again, but salt and money are short, Feb 11, 1994, p.1
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HANDELMAN, WALTER continued

A meeting of mayors (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.5
One good turn (turning lane will be built on Weaver Street to turn into Hutchinson River Parkway), Feb 25, 1994, p.1
Bad timing, Mar 11, 1994, p.1
Village board gets an earful on trees and leaf blowers, Mar 11, 1994, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Student Transfer Education Program (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.26
Higher ticket to ride (Central Taxi is asking the village for approval to raise its rates by 40%), Apr 15, 1994, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club 90 years of outstanding service (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.30
Arbor Day memorial (tree is planted at village hall) photo, May 6, 1994, p.1
Residents don't like to see the (graffiti) writing on the wall (photo), May 13, 1994, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes SCS's Woman's Club on the Occasion of its Diamond Jubilee 1919-94 (photo), May 13, 1994, p.30
Park plans kept secret, May 27, 1994, p.1
Marchers celebrate a glorious day, Jun 3, 1994, p.1
Summer ban to silence blowers, Jun 17, 1994, p.1
Coming: a quiet summer (new ban on leaf blowers will be in effect) (edit), Jun 17, 1994, p.6
Sliding into mistrust (regarding Saxon Woods driving range and water slide proposals) (edit), Jun 17, 1994, p.6
Hayday still on schedule, says project director (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.3
No downtown model needed, mayor says, Jul 1, 1994, p.1
High-tech planning tools may aid (to visualize various downtown proposals), Jul 8, 1994, p.1
Model (of SCS) provides realistic view (litr), Jul 8, 1994, p.6
Sidestepping a basic request (regarding mayor's denial of request for scale model of village) (litr), Jul 8, 1994, p.6
We're not birds (according to W Handelman in reference to requested 3-D model of downtown SCS) (litr), Jul 8, 1994, p.6
Neighbors protest driving range, Jul 15, 1994, p.1
First, the bad news (regarding the battle against graffiti), Jul 15, 1994, p.1
Is The Heap (at Crossways) poisoning us? (litr), Jul 22, 1994, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes the Westchester Band on its Silver Anniversary 1969-94 (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.32
Cutting a deal (Persico Trucking allowed to dump construction debris near Fenway Golf Course), Jul 29, 1994, p.1
Tooley retirement package revised, Jul 29, 1994, p.1
Willard Scott, former mayor, dead at 85, Jul 29, 1994, p.1
Other municipalities consider blower ban; in Scarsdale, complaints heard on both sides, Aug 5, 1994, p.1
Law's a step in right direction (letter to Mayor W Handelman) (litr), Aug 5, 1994, p.6
Setbacks sent back for study, Aug 19, 1994, p.1
Winston debate continues, Aug 19, 1994, p.1
(Proposed) Driving range (at Saxon Woods golf course) is embarrassing (litr), Aug 19, 1994, p.6
New use for Winston land: Handelman Park (letter to mayor and board of trustees) (litr), Aug 19, 1994, p.6
Two more (tennis) courts? (Village Board will vote on proposal Sept 27), Aug 26, 1994, p.1
Scarsdale not told of Saxon Woods park plans - again, Sep 9, 1994, p.1
Only village may disturb residents (litr), Sep 9, 1994, p.6
From compost to cash (village will sell composted leaves to Lopane Nurseries at $2 a cubic yard), Sep 16, 1994, p.1
One more minefield (to cross "before we can see an end to R Winston's interminable legislation"), Sep 16, 1994, p.1
Hey, (Westchester) county - it's our town (edit), Sep 16, 1994, p.6
Recruiter chosen (to help find a successor to Lowell Tooley, the village manager), Sep 23, 1994, p.1
Controversial agenda tackles hot village topics, Sep 23, 1994, p.1
Golf-range (at Saxon Woods) would urbanize a neighborhood (litr), Sep 23, 1994, p.6
Correction (Inquirer 9/16 quote from W Handelman should read "interminable litigation"), Sep 23, 1994, p.1
Teen, senior needs addressed by (comprehensive) plan (of the village), Sep 30, 1994, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.28
League hears state of the village, schools, Oct 7, 1994, p.1
Pedestrian safety award (SCS honored for its 12 consecutive years without a pedestrian death) (photo), Oct 7, 1994, p.4
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HANDELMAN, WALTER continued

Tennis court question left unanswered, Oct 14, 1994, p.1
90 years in 40 minutes: Town Club and its offspring mark a major milestone (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.5
Way to go, Walter! (praises W Handelman's effective arguments at county scoping session) (edit), Oct 21, 1994, p.6
200 runners, walkers compete in annual historical society run (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.19
County abandons golf range plans, Nov 10, 1994, p.1
Search on for perfect manager, Nov 10, 1994, p.1
Democracy works (regarding decision to drop plans to build Saxon Woods driving range) (edit), Nov 10, 1994, p.6
Responsiveness earns gratitude (regarding flooding problem at Garden and Oxford Roads) (ltr), Nov 18, 1994, p.6
Village is gearing up for another harsh winter (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.1
Nominations needed (for candidates for office of mayor and three trustee positions), Dec 2, 1994, p.1
Manager search continues, Dec 2, 1994, p.1
Nominations need community's help (ltr), Dec 2, 1994, p.6
Design honors (school district's award for restorations and additions) (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.1
Maintenance facility to be named for Lowell Tooley (photo), Dec 16, 1994, p.1
Golf War vets join compost cause, Dec 23, 1994, p.1
A clear picture, Dec 23, 1994, p.1
Nominations needed (for candidates for the office of mayor and three trustee positions), Dec 30, 1994, p.1

HANDELMAN, WALTER (AU)

Working for a good government (examines the current state of village affairs) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.1
Mayor's report (cont) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.17
Working for good government (cont) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.18
Working for good government (cont) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.19

HANDICAPPED

Seeing - and saving - the child behind the disabilities (photo), Aug 19, 1994, p.1
They help handicapped children stay out of the hospital (cont), Aug 19, 1994, p.8
Helping the handicapped (cont), Aug 19, 1994, p.18

HANLEY, JANET

Health fairs promote fitness and good eating (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.10

HANNAH, JAMES B (AU)

Clinton shouldn't be spared scrutiny (ltr), Apr 22, 1994, p.6

HANNIGAN, COLLEEN

(Colleen Hannigan, lifeguard at SCS Pool, is well prepared for unseasonal Labor Day weather) (photo), Sep 9, 1994, p.6

HANNON, GERALD T

Gerald T Hannon (dies), Apr 29, 1994, p.20

HANNON, KEVIN

Scout Day (Kevin Hannon of Troop 2 gets a tour of the village sewer system), Mar 11, 1994, p.1

HANSEN, CORWITH

Fox to board: don't cut (high school) deans, Mar 11, 1994, p.1
High school names new administrator (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.1

HANUKKAH

Breaching the wall of exclusion (response to I Sloan's Inquirer article from 12/24/93) (ltr), Jan 14, 1994, p.6
If you can do it, I can do it too (response to I Sloan's Inquirer article from 12/24/93) (ltr), Jan 21, 1994, p.6
We must dare to be different (response to letter by D Jacobs from 1/14/94) (ltr), Jan 28, 1994, p.6
Schools enforce holiday blackout (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.1

HARRARI, JACK

The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1994 (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.24

HARAZIN, ANNE

Anne Harazin (has joined Scarsdale office of Merritt Associates Inc), Aug 19, 1994, p.2
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<tr>
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**HARDING, TONYA**

Give Tonya (Harding) a fair chance (ltr), Jan 28, 1994, p.6

**HARDY, ED**

Improvements in leaf pick-up, salt storage, lighting planned, Aug 26, 1994, p.1

90 years in 40 minutes: Town Club and its offspring mark a major milestone (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.5

**HARDY, EDWARD**

Citizens' Committee picks 3 candidates (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.1

Downtown group says yes to development (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.1

Village election next Tuesday, Mar 11, 1994, p.1

Village trustees elected (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.1

Board bids farewell to departing colleague, Mar 25, 1994, p.3


Tennis court question left unanswered, Oct 14, 1994, p.1

**HARDY, EDUARD J**

Citizens' Party petitions, Jan 28, 1994, p.1

Citizens' Party seeks donations (ltr), Feb 18, 1994, p.6

All invited to meet candidates (for village trustee) (ltr), Mar 11, 1994, p.6

A thank-you from the (Nonpartisan Citizens') party (ltr), Mar 25, 1994, p.6

**HARDY, THOMAS**

The Bank of New York Salutes the Westchester Band on its Silver Anniversary 1969-1994 (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.32

**HARLEY, STEPHANIE**

Lots to celebrate at Greenacres (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.9

**HARMON, ANNE AND FRED (AU)**

April Fool page was a pleasure (p 13 of 4/1/94 issue of SCS Inquirer) (ltr), Apr 8, 1994, p.6

Solving two problems at once (making site of downtown development Nynex Corporate Park) (ltr), Sep 23, 1994, p.6

**HARMON, FRED (AU)**

An alternative to private developers (of downtown SCS) (ltr), Jun 10, 1994, p.6

**HARPER, EVA**

Colonial Days (5th grade unit on life in colonial America) (photo), May 6, 1994, p.10

**HARRELSON, BUDD**

He can't say no (Bud Harrelson autographs a glove for Ali Asher), May 27, 1994, p.1

**HARRISON, GEORGE R**

George R Harrison (dies), Sep 2, 1994, p.10

**HARRISON, HOWARD**

Who's in, who's out - and why (dealing with peer pressure) (edit), Apr 1, 1994, p.7

**HARRISON, ROBERT**

Time to stop killing the goose (response to letter by R Harrison from 1/21/94) (ltr), Jan 28, 1994, p.6

Use of CPI debated; Harrison proposes grouping by grade (discussion on school property tax policy), Feb 4, 1994, p.1

Schools are our golden egg (response to letters by R Harrison from 1/21 and H Aspis from 1/28) (ltr), Feb 4, 1994, p.6

Village groups hail low tax increase, Apr 15, 1994, p.1

Groups praise village, school budgets; Schools' low tax hike lauded - with reservations, Apr 29, 1994, p.1

School budget vote Wednesday, May 13, 1994, p.1

Tennis, anyone?, Jul 1, 1994, p.1

Zoning changes could be costly (response to Inquirer article and ltr by B Harrison from 7/22) (ltr), Jul 29, 1994, p.6

Correction (of sentence in letter by R Harrison from 7/22/94), Jul 29, 1994, p.6

Setbacks sent back for study, Aug 19, 1994, p.1

Two more (tennis) courts? (Village Board will vote on proposal Sept 27), Aug 26, 1994, p.1

Delay (decision on additional tennis courts at Crossway Field but don't dawdle (edit), Oct 14, 1994, p.6
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HARRISON, ROBERT H (AU)
- Schools also must downsize (ltr), Jan 21, 1994, p.6
- Urges support of school budget (ltr), May 13, 1994, p.6
- Time for trustees to OK courts (ltr), Jul 15, 1994, p.6
- Zoning changes are not so minor (ltr), Jul 22, 1994, p.6
- Rosenbaum's best for N.Y. governor (ltr), Sep 9, 1994, p.6
- Tennis courts an asset (ltr), Sep 23, 1994, p.6
- Village should compact compost (ltr), Oct 7, 1994, p.6
- Village must fight driving range (ltr), Oct 21, 1994, p.7
- Time to say yes to more courts (ltr), Dec 23, 1994, p.6

HARTMAN, KENNETH
- High school juniors unfazed by new SAT, Mar 4, 1994, p.1

HARTNETT, JOSEPH P, JR

HARTZELL, ANDREW
- Local author recalls deadly African climb (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.17
- Lawyer to run for Congress, Apr 29, 1994, p.1
- Hartzell (cont) (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.8
- Hartzell wins Republican party endorsement, Jun 17, 1994, p.5
- Debate covers the full range (candidates for 18th Congressional District) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.1
- Lowey, Hartzell at odds on the issues, Oct 28, 1994, p.1
- Lowey-Hartzell (cont), Oct 28, 1994, p.8
- Candidates cover a lot of ground in debate (cont), Oct 28, 1994, p.13
- Day of reckoning (Andrew Hartzell casts his ballot at Edgewood School) (photo), Nov 10, 1994, p.1
- Lowey ad 'misleading', Nov 10, 1994, p.1
- The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28

HARTZELL, MARY LEE
- Day of reckoning (Andrew Hartzell casts his ballot at Edgewood School) (photo), Nov 10, 1994, p.1

HASDAY, LISA
- (SHS) seniors win awards for academic and arts achievement (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.10

HASEGAWA, MICHIKO
- The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

HASSAN, ELISE
- Hats on for reading ("Be Enthusiastic About Reading Day" at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.9

HASSAN, LYDIA
- School children's art on display at library (photo), May 13, 1994, p.19

HASSON, MATT
- The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

HATSTAT, NANCY WARREN
- Nancy Warren Hatstat (dies), Apr 1, 1994, p.14

HAYES, DREW
- Health fairs promote fitness and good eating (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.10

HAYTER, MARY
- Sharing beautiful thoughts (Edgewood 1st graders assemble "squares of happiness") (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.9
- The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

HEALEY, JOHN W (AU)
- We've come a long way in 30 years (regarding Christian-Jewish dialogue) (edit), Jun 3, 1994, p.6

HEALTH
- Have you raised your heart rate today? (illus), Jan 14, 1994, p.11
- Health fairs promote fitness and good eating (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.10
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HEALTH CARE
SEE MEDICAL CARE

HEALTH FOODS
SEE NATURAL FOODS

HEALY, KEVIN
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Company 1 100th Year Anniversary (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.30
Giant parade marks fire company centennial (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.1

HEAPHY, ANNE
The Bank of New York Salutes the 75th anniversary of Edgewood School (photo), May 20, 1994, p.28

HEAPHY, JULIE
Murray returns and Rossi bids farewell after long week for Scarsdale swimming (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.18

HEATING
Fire tip: Some piping cold soups to avoid, Jan 28, 1994, p.3
Baby, it's cold outside - and for some, inside, Mar 4, 1994, p.1

HEBERT, DAVID
Scarsdale student is target of explicit E-mail, Jul 1, 1994, p.3

HECHT, JOSEPH
Veteran may have been a guinea pig, Feb 4, 1994, p.1
Vet fears he was government guinea pig (cont), Feb 4, 1994, p.16

HEFLIN, HOWELL
When in doubt, do nothing (regarding downtown development) (ltr), Jul 15, 1994, p.6

HEIM, JOHN (AU)
Tax counselor to the elderly: TEC = TLC (edit), Mar 4, 1994, p.6

HEIMER, TOM
The Bank of New York Salutes the Westchester Band on its Silver Anniversary 1969-1994 (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.32

HEIN, JOHN (AU)
Landing at Normandy (edit), Jun 3, 1994, p.7
A wonderful Green piece (response to Inquirer article from 9/2/94 on Mrs. Green's stores) (ltr), Sep 16, 1994, p.6

HEINE, JOSH
Speaking clearly and distinctly (middle school students practice for annual speech contest) (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1994 (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.24

HEINE, SETH
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.32

HEINEMAN, LINDA
They said YES to volunteering (volunteers with Youth Employment Service) (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.4

HELD, CARLYSLE
Carlysle Held (dies), Aug 19, 1994, p.13

HELLER, HERBERT (AU)
'Concerned' group isn't really (ltr), May 6, 1994, p.6

HELLER, JANE
An interview with Jane Heller (photo), Oct 14, 1994, p.13

HELLER, JANE (AU)
The day the world collapsed (edit), Aug 12, 1994, p.7

HELSEL, STANLEY
Negative view (of SCS Adult School) was a minority one (response to ltr by S Helsel from 7/22) (ltr), Jul 29, 1994, p.6

HELSEL, STANLEY H (AU)
Singing course struck sour note (response to edit by Fran Weinberger from July 8, 1994) (ltr), Jul 22, 1994, p.6
He stands by his course criticism (response to letter by A Malina from 7/29/94) (ltr), Aug 5, 1994, p.6
HELTEN, MARY
Hoff-Barthelson to mark 50th year at gala benefit (photo), Sep 2, 1994, p.11
The Bank of New York Salutes Hoff-Barthelson Music School (photo), Sep 16, 1994, p.28

HEMEL, DEBORAH (AU)
Give Tonya (Harding) a fair chance (ltr), Jan 28, 1994, p.6

HEMING, CHARLES
90 years in 40 minutes: Town Club and its offspring mark a major milestone (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.5

HENNEBERRY, CRAIG
Edgewood through the years (in play "It was a Time" performed by third-graders) (photo), Mar 4, 1994, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes the 75th anniversary of Edgewood School (photo), May 20, 1994, p.28

HENNEBERRY, DEBBIE
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

HENNESSY, MONA
Entertainment with a message (musical show "Dear America" presented by Pushcart Players) (photo), Dec 2, 1994, p.12

HENNESSY, RITA E
Rita E Hennessy (dies), Oct 21, 1994, p.16
SVC Voluntary Ambulance Corps founder will be missed (ltr), Oct 28, 1994, p.6

HENRY, BRIDGET
SHS Drama Club to present 'Family Album,' a cabaret (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.15

HERBST, SARA
Teacher's tips liven student writing (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.11

HERMIDA, ROSEMARY
Halloween happenings (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.10

HEROLD, J RALDY

HEROLD, MARGARET
Entering the home stretch (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.13

HEROLD, RADLEY
He's home again (village justice Radley Herold) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.3

HERMANN, TED
Snow fallout: some profit, but most suffer (photo), Jan 28, 1994, p.1

HERSHEY, JANET
Nonpartisan system subject of cable show (photo), Sep 9, 1994, p.3

HERSINI, MINOO
Croissants and coffee talk at two new stores (La Renaissance and the Coffee Tree) (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.1

HERZBERG, JOAN N
Joan N Hertzberg (dies), Sep 2, 1994, p.10

HERZ, RENA
Award winning brokers (Doernberg Real Estate has awarded trips to five brokers) (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.6

HERZBERG, SYDELLE
Debate covers the full range (candidates for 18th Congressional District) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.1

HESSELLINE, STEPHANIE
They take the cake at Fox Meadow (New York's 62 counties represented on state shaped cake) (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.9

HEUEBEL, AMY
Heathcote plans hoe-down (annual PTA carnival) (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.10

Entertainment with a message (musical show "Dear America" presented by Pushcart Players) (photo), Dec 2, 1994, p.12

HEWES, HENRY
Primary '94: Local voters differ in Attorney General, judge races, Sep 16, 1994, p.1
HEWETT, SALLIE AND BOB (AU)

Adult students eager for more (ltr), Dec 23, 1994, p.6

HEYER, NELSON

The Bank of New York Salutes Our Veterans - Memorial Day 1994 (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.30

HEYL, JEAN (AU)

Congressional challenger (Greg Julian) lauded (ltr), Sep 30, 1994, p.6

HIBSCHMAN, RICHARD (DR)

Compact for Learning plan approved, Jan 28, 1994, p.10

Schools have good news from Albany, Feb 4, 1994, p.1

T(G) (own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) panel discussion on schools (cont), Feb 4, 1994, p.16

Spring postponed (snowfall takes bite out of spring vacation for SCS students), Feb 18, 1994, p.1

Parents questioning school entry age, Feb 25, 1994, p.1

Writing takes top priority in school language arts classes, Mar 11, 1994, p.9

Parents say playground is unsafe, Mar 25, 1994, p.9

L(E) (league of) W(omen) V(oters) eyes school spending plans, Apr 8, 1994, p.1

Westchester 2000 proposes Scarsdale-Edgemont merger, Apr 15, 1994, p.1

School foundation rejected for now, Apr 15, 1994, p.9

Why do so many kids need help?, Apr 22, 1994, p.1

Heathcote principal search under way, Apr 22, 1994, p.9

Telfer to retire from SMS (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.1

Curriculum is not meeting kids' needs (ltr), Apr 29, 1994, p.6

Budget hearing (cont), Apr 29, 1994, p.10

A Quaker Ridge tribute (to Patricia Marwell and Terry Schwarz) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.11

The Bank of New York Salutes the 75th anniversary of Edgewood School (photo), May 20, 1994, p.28

School teams prepare for Regents' reform, Jun 3, 1994, p.9

(SCS school district) Vote to conform (to date of other school districts in county next year), Jun 10, 1994, p.1

Tenure approved for 10 teachers; debaters show board their skills, Jun 10, 1994, p.9

With best wishes (to departing principals P Telfer and L Shepard) (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.9

Goodbye to a special place (ltr), Jun 24, 1994, p.6

The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

SMS administrator named middle school principal (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.1

Appointments made for fall (individual names noted), Jul 8, 1994, p.9

Law streamlines discipline (cont), Aug 26, 1994, p.17

Schools to open this Monday, Sep 9, 1994, p.1

Schools can do better, superintendent says, Sep 23, 1994, p.9

Enrollment up 2.6 percent, Sep 23, 1994, p.9

Fields to be sprayed, Sep 30, 1994, p.1

A jump-start for the compact (for learning), Oct 14, 1994, p.9

Special education report approved, Oct 21, 1994, p.9

Holiday guidelines discussed by board, Nov 10, 1994, p.9

School tax hike likely to surpass last year's 2.9%, Nov 25, 1994, p.1

Rising enrollment threatens Kids BASE, Dec 9, 1994, p.1

Design honors (school district's award for restorations and additions) (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.1

Kids BASE wins a reprieve (photo), Dec 16, 1994, p.1

HIBSCHMAN, RICHARD (DR) (AU)

A full slate of programs, activities (for SCS schools) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.1

Too early to talk school tax rates (ltr), Dec 2, 1994, p.6

HICKERSON, ANNETTE MARIE

Annette Marie Hickerson (dies), Jan 14, 1994, p.21
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HICKEY, ADRIENNE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.32

HIGGINS, DAN
Unauthorized work going on at Plaza, May 6, 1994, p.1

HIGHTOWER, STEPHEN
Here's the real meaning of the elections (edit), Nov 18, 1994, p.7

HIGHWAY DEPT-SCS
Village is gearing up for another harsh winter (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.1

HILL, PETER
Polishing their act (members of Volunteer Fire Company No 1 get ready for centennial parade) (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.1

HILLY, GERALD W (AU)
No banishment to lower regions (for Tony Magee's Hardware store) (ltr), Mar 25, 1994, p.6

HIRANO, TAKA
Artist of the month (Taka Hirano) (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.9

HIRSCH, ANN KAHN
Ann Kahn Hirsch (dies), Apr 22, 1994, p.14

HIRSCH, JILL
Party celebrates (United Way) fund drive (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.4
The Bank of New York Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.28

HIRSCH, MARK
Party celebrates (United Way) fund drive (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.4
The Bank of New York Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.28

HIRSCHORN, JUDITH
New administrators named (at Heathcote), Jun 17, 1994, p.9
New principal, special ed director are appointed (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.1
Schools open on Monday (cont), Sep 9, 1994, p.9

HISTORY
On a field trip (to Organization of American Historians conference), more than just facts (edit), Nov 4, 1994, p.7

HOCHBERG, AUDREY
A call for graffiti vigilantes (edit), Jan 21, 1994, p.6
Schools have good news from Albany, Feb 4, 1994, p.1
One good turn (turning lane will be built on Weaver Street to turn into Hutchinson River Parkway), Feb 25, 1994, p.1
Parents questioning school entry age, Feb 25, 1994, p.1
N.Y. colleagues defend Nussbaum, Mar 11, 1994, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club 90 years of outstanding service (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.30
School aid hopes confirmed by state budget passage, Jun 10, 1994, p.1
Hochberg sponsors Assembly bills against abuse, crime, Jul 8, 1994, p.3
Eastchester Republican challenging Hochberg, Jul 22, 1994, p.1
New law makes it easier to dismiss bad teachers, Aug 26, 1994, p.1
A move against protectionism (favors new legislation streamlining teacher disciplinary process/edit), Aug 26, 1994, p.6
Hochberg faces GOP, Right to Life contender (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.1
Assembly (cont), Oct 21, 1994, p.20
Hochberg fights for pure water (ltr), Oct 28, 1994, p.6
Experience does count (Inquirer endorsements in upcoming election Nov 8) (edit), Nov 4, 1994, p.6
Audrey Hochberg is conscientious (ltr), Nov 4, 1994, p.6
Hochberg's on the side of the law (ltr), Nov 4, 1994, p.6
Entering the home stretch (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.13
Local voters go own way - Democratic, Nov 10, 1994, p.1
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HOCHBERG, AUDREY (AU)

Locking up paint curbs graffiti (ltr), Mar 25, 1994, p.6
Koppell: effective attorney general (ltr), Sep 9, 1994, p.6

HOCHBERG, HERBERT

Citizens' Committee picks 3 candidates (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club 90 years of outstanding service (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.30
Two more on (village's Investment Advisory Board), Jul 22, 1994, p.1
90 years in 40 minutes: Town Club and its offspring mark a major milestone (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.5

HOCHBERGER, HAROLD

To this merchant, it looks easy being Green (photo), Sep 2, 1994, p.3
Hochberger is finding it easy to be Green (cont), Sep 2, 1994, p.14

HOCKEY

Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26
Hockey hot shot (Jamie Schwarz, winner of Joseph Fragola Memorial Youth Hockey Award) (photo), May 27, 1994, p.20
Committee considers ice rink, Jun 17, 1994, p.1
Group proposes ice rink (cont), Jun 17, 1994, p.8
Ice rink would be a great asset (ltr), Dec 9, 1994, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

HOFF, VIRGINIA

Hoff-Barthelson to mark 50th year at gala benefit (photo), Sep 2, 1994, p.11

HOFF-BARTHELSON SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Hoff-Barthelson Music School begins 50th anniversary year (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.8
Carmela Haklisch is elected Hoff-Barthelson chairman) (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.17
Hoff-Barthelson to mark 50th year at gala benefit (photo), Sep 2, 1994, p.11
Hoff-Barthelson gala birthday benefit planned (cont), Sep 2, 1994, p.12
The Bank of New York Salutes Hoff-Barthelson Music School (photo), Sep 16, 1994, p.28
Appointments made at Hoff-Barthelson, Oct 14, 1994, p.18
A joyful noise and colorful boutique herald the holidays (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.19

HOFFMAN, RICHARD

New law would give breathing room for village's older homes, Jan 28, 1994, p.1

HOFHEIMER, GERT


HOFHEIMER, GERT (AU)

A special senior fondly recalled (ltr), Nov 18, 1994, p.6

HOFHEIMER, JOE

The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale's First Couple Esther C and Robert P Shay (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.24

HOFHEIMER, JOSEPH

The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale's First Couple Esther C and Robert P Shay (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.24

HOFHEIMER, NATALIE

The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.30

HOIRIMUKAI, MAYUKO

They take the cake at Fox Meadow (New York's 62 counties represented on state shaped cake) (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.9

HOLIDAYS

President's Day insults 2 great leaders (edit), Feb 25, 1994, p.6
Schools squeamish on holiday ties (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.1
Schools are squeamish about holiday celebrations (cont), Apr 1, 1994, p.5
Don't ban the bunny (edit), Apr 1, 1994, p.6
Holiday phobia has escalated (ltr), Apr 8, 1994, p.6
We should listen to the children (re their views of differences in religious celebrations) (ltr), Apr 8, 1994, p.6
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HOLIDAYS continued

Eggstravaganza fosters religion (response to edit from 4/1/94) (ltr), Apr 15, 1994, p.6
Holiday guidelines discussed by board, Nov 10, 1994, p.9
Schools enforce holiday blackout (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.1
Schools enforce new rules on holiday celebrations (cont), Dec 23, 1994, p.8
No trees, reindeer or holiday music in schools this year (cont), Dec 23, 1994, p.10
Taking the joy out of holidays (response to SCS schools holiday blackout policy) (ltr), Dec 30, 1994, p.6
Teach tolerance, not ignorance (response to SCS schools holiday blackout policy) (ltr), Dec 30, 1994, p.6
Thought control in the schools (response to SCS schools holiday blackout policy) (ltr), Dec 30, 1994, p.6
All I want for C----mas, Dec 30, 1994, p.9

HOLLANDER, MARTY
Plaza plans on hold, Jul 22, 1994, p.1

HOLMES, LINDA GOETZ
An interview with Linda Goetz Holmes (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.10
Scarsdalian writes book on POWs (cont), Nov 25, 1994, p.20

HOLMES, RUPERT
(Crane-Berkley) Park neighbors argue over flora and fauna (photo), May 20, 1994, p.1

HOLMES, TAMMY
Speaking clearly and distinctly (middle school students practice for annual speech contest) (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1994 (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.24

HOLOCAUST, JEWISH (1939-1945)
Life underground: A Christian rescuer tells class how it was, Apr 22, 1994, p.5
The man who was never a child (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.5
Descent into hell yields catharsis (describes visit to US Holocaust Memorial Museum) (edit), May 6, 1994, p.6
Why did I help the Franks? Because I had no choice (edit) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.7

HOLT, BARBARA
They appreciate S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) volunteers (ltr), Jan 28, 1994, p.6

HOLT, DICK
Village trustees elected (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.1

HOLVIG, KEN
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1994 (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.24

HOLVIG, KENNETH
Computer upgrade planned (for SCS schools), Jan 28, 1994, p.9

HOME HEATING
SEE HEATING

HOME OWNERSHIP
New law would give breathing room for village's older homes, Jan 28, 1994, p.1
Fire tip: Some piping cold soups to avoid, Jan 28, 1994, p.3
Hearing on C(ertificates of) O(occupancy)ys, Feb 18, 1994, p.1
Caveat vendor when renting your home (edit), Feb 18, 1994, p.7
The dog days of winter (edit), Mar 4, 1994, p.7

HOME-BASED BUSINESSES
Two more (laws) to consider (accessory apartments and home occupations) (edit), Mar 4, 1994, p.6

HOMELESS
A Christmas party to remember (edit) (illus), Feb 18, 1994, p.7
Have a Heart needs a buck (to help burned-out victims from fire at 68 East Hartsdale Ave) (ltr), Oct 28, 1994, p.6

HON, CATHERINE
Edgewood celebrates 75 years (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.4
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HONEYMOON
Can't do to Niagara Falls? Try Tahiti! (edit) (photo), Oct 7, 1994, p.7

HOOBING, BOB
Keep the mail coming - the P.O. is ready, Dec 16, 1994, p.1

HOPPENFELD, J D
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

HORAN, MARY ELLEN MCNICMOL
Mary Ellen McNichol Horan (dies), Mar 25, 1994, p.8

HORNETS
SEE PAPER WASPS

HOROWITX, HAYLEY
Middle School News; Poetry at Cooper House, Jan 14, 1994, p.4

HOROWITZ, FRANCES
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.30

HOROWITZ, LARRY
Art enlivens nature study (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.9

HOROWITZ, MARC A (DR)
Marc A Horowitz, M.D. (has been inducted into Fellowship of American College of Surgeons) (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.4

HOROWITZ, SAUL
"New look" for Freightway was proposed in '69 (illus), Aug 19, 1994, p.13

HOSPITALS
(SCS) Auxiliary provides funds, volunteers (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.5
Veteran may have been a guinea pig, Feb 4, 1994, p.1
Sharing beautiful thoughts (Edgewood 1st graders assemble "squares of happiness") (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.9
Bendheim, Schechter on boards (at White Plains Hospital Center), Mar 18, 1994, p.2
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.30
Outstanding volunteer (Michael Sparrow, a SHS graduate, receives a junior volunteer award) (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.4
A successful project (books were collected by SCS Middle School for patients at WHP Hospital) (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.9
(White) P(lains) H(ospital) C(enter) recognizes junior volunteers (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.4

HOT DOGS
SEE FRANKFURTERS

HOUSEKNECHT, SCOTT (DR)
The Bank of New York Salutes the 75th anniversary of Edgewood School (photo), May 20, 1994, p.28
Thanksgiving festivities (at SCS schools) (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.12

HOUSER, MAUREEN
Academic awards (Irving J Sloan Fellowships presented to 2 University of Wisconsin graduates) (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.4

HOUSES
This old house: is it worth saving? (Mamaroneck Road House may be link to SCS's first Quaker family), Oct 21, 1994, p.1
It's old, but is it historic? (cont), Oct 21, 1994, p.20

HOUSING
Affordable housing issue arouses dormant passions at plan hearing, May 6, 1994, p.1
Scarsdale can use affordable housing (ltr), Jun 17, 1994, p.6
A short-lived plan for post-war 'affordable housing' (illus), Aug 5, 1994, p.5
Committee emphasizes housing, Dec 23, 1994, p.1

HOWARD, HEATHER
SHS graduate honored, Apr 22, 1994, p.4

HOWARD, HILARY
They're back! (Raiders win sectional semifinal) (photo), Mar 4, 1994, p.1
Just grand (Hilary Howard is first Raider to score 1000 points in her high school career) (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.17
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26
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HOWARD, HILARY continued
Howard named high school basketball all-American (photo), Aug 12, 1994, p.13
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

HOWARD, LEONARD
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale's First Couple Esther C and Robert P Shay (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.24

HSIEH, ELAINE
Libraries are for kids (National Library week celebrations) (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.5

HSIEH, EVELYN
(SHS) seniors win awards for academic and arts achievement (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.10
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

HSU, LISA
Libraries are for kids (National Library week celebrations) (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.5

HTS
12 improvements for Four Corners (recommended) (ltr), Jun 10, 1994, p.6

HUANG, LISA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

HUGGINS, BETTY
Where in the world? (Greenacres fifth-graders use classroom globe for class project) (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.9
Lots to celebrate at Greenacres (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.9

HUGGINS, ELIZABETH
Science adventures at Greenacres (photo), May 27, 1994, p.9

HUFNAGEL, JONI
Greenacres tastes Paris (success of PTA fundraiser "A taste of Paris" is celebrated) (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.12

HUGHESES, LANGLESTON
Nancy Toff uncovers child's classic at Yale (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.4

HULTGREEN, JIM
A lucky (helicopter) landing at Greenacres (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.1

HURLEY, PAT
'Tis the season (Colonial Village Shopping Center closes because of bomb scare), Dec 16, 1994, p.1

HURWITZ, AARON
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26

HURWITZ, DAVID
Troop 60 attends Boy Scout camp (photo), Aug 12, 1994, p.2

HURWITZ, KATHY
They said YES to volunteering (volunteers with Youth Employment Service) (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.4

HUSNEY, ROZ
The Bank of New York Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.28

HUTCHINSON, DAN
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26

HUTTAR, ETHEL
Read-a-thon raises books, not funds, Jan 21, 1994, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

HUZARSKY, REBECCA
Letter to a soldier - Nov. 11, 1918 (edit), Nov 10, 1994, p.7

HYATT FIELD (SCS)
Hyatt playground plans ready for public input, Jan 7, 1994, p.1
Hyatt Field renovations (cont), Jan 7, 1994, p.17
Swings in, tennis court out of Hyatt plans (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.5
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HYMAN, ALEX
(Alex Hyman makes friends with Winnie the Pooh at annual bus safety program at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Sep 9, 1994, p.1

HYNES, CHARLES
Primaries for state office, Sep 9, 1994, p.1
Primary '94: Local voters differ in (A)ttorney G(eneral), judge races, Sep 16, 1994, p.1

HYPERTENSION
Hypertension treatment proves successful, Jul 22, 1994, p.13

IACCHETTA, CHARLES (AU)
Can't do to Niagara Falls? Try Tahiti! (edit) (photo), Oct 7, 1994, p.7

IACCHETTA, MIKE
Now we know how to do it (ltr), Jul 1, 1994, p.6

ICE HOCKEY
SEE HOCKEY

ICE SKATING
SEE SKATING

IMMEN, CHARLES D
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Company 1994 100th Year Anniversary (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.30

IN VITRO FERTILIZATION
SEE FERTILIZATION IN VITRO

IN-LAW APARTMENTS
SEE ACCESSORY APARTMENTS

INCEST
Incest: When a bedtime story becomes a nightmare, Dec 9, 1994, p.5
Counseling leads to healing and forgiveness in incest case (cont), Dec 9, 1994, p.9

INCOME TAX
Your tax return will change (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.16
More tax changes (cont) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.17
Tax counselor to the elderly: TEC = TLC (edit), Mar 4, 1994, p.6
Correct code, please!, Mar 11, 1994, p.1

INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA
A short but productive Indian summer (David Cohen tackles health problems of Navajo Nation) (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.1
Navajo children learn through art project (cont), Sep 30, 1994, p.10

INELLO, CATHY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30
INELLO, FILAMINA
Filamina Inello (dies), May 6, 1994, p.14

INGERMANN, ARLENE
Arlene Ingerman (dies), Sep 9, 1994, p.16

INGRASSIA, ANGELO
League loses: Court upholds redistricting, Aug 12, 1994, p.1

INNAMORATO, MIKE
Mike Innamorato (recognized as qualifier for Frigidaire Company's summit award), Mar 18, 1994, p.2

INNES, EILEEN
League of) (W)omen (V)oters) eyes school spending plans, Apr 8, 1994, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28

INUOE, DALLIN
Scouts are in their glory on Memorial Day (cont) (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.10

INUOE, LINDA
Run-off will decide two committee seats, Jan 21, 1994, p.1
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**INOUYE, SCOTT**
Middle School News; Poetry at Cooper House, Jan 14, 1994, p.4

**INSURANCE**
Women are different from men - especially in insurance (edit), Sep 16, 1994, p.6

**INTERIOR DECORATION**
Blair to appear on Lifetime 'Our Home' show today, Jul 15, 1994, p.2

**INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS**
Admiral says arms race offers no security, Feb 4, 1994, p.5

**IPEKDJIAN, JULIETTE**
Senior song of sixpence...and more (photo), May 13, 1994, p.9

**IRVING, KEN**
Westchester Hills pair wins Wilson Cup (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.24

**IRWIN, DAVID**
They appreciate S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) volunteers (ltr), Jan 28, 1994, p.6
Kemp, Irwin to head United Way campaign (photo), May 27, 1994, p.4
The Bank of New York Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.28

**IRWIN, JACKIE**
Committee debates Freightway bulk, Jun 24, 1994, p.1
Election committee responses lagging, Sep 23, 1994, p.5
Consensus closer on Freightway, Nov 4, 1994, p.1

**IRWIN, JACQUELINE**
S(tudent) T(transfer) E(ducation) P(lan) chooses officers, plans year (photo), Feb 4, 1994, p.9

**IRWIN, JAQUELINE (AU)**
Democracy, not autocracy (response to letter by R Behr from 8/12/94), Aug 19, 1994, p.6

**ISOKANE, HARRY**
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26

**ISOM, MARY M**
Mary M Isom (dies), Sep 2, 1994, p.10

**ITO, YOSHI**
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

**JACCOM, BROOKE**
Read-a-thon raises books, not funds, Jan 21, 1994, p.9

**JACCOM, LINDSAY**
They take the cake at Fox Meadow (New York's 62 counties represented on state shaped cake) (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.9

**JACKSON, ANTHONY**

**JACKSON, EURGENE**
Driving school instructor charged with burglary, Mar 4, 1994, p.1

**JACKSON, LAURIE**
Here they go! (stars of SHS senior class play "Anything Goes") (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.17
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

**JACOB, JOHN E**
John E Jacob (will receive an honorary degree from Mercy College) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.4

**JACOB, JOHN E (AU)**
Bias: Reality versus stereotypes (edit), Feb 4, 1994, p.7
Parents should be the best role models (edit), Mar 4, 1994, p.7
Where's the safety net? (edit), Apr 15, 1994, p.7
What's going on here? (author puzzled by recent economic actions) (edit), Jun 24, 1994, p.7
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JACOB, RICHARD
Why did I help the Franks? Because I had no choice (edit) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.7

JACOBS, DIANE
We must dare to be different (response to letter by D Jacobs from 1/14/94) (ltr), Jan 28, 1994, p.6

JACOBS, DIANE (AU)
Breaching the wall of exclusion (response to I Sloan's Inquirer article from 12/24/93) (ltr), Jan 14, 1994, p.6

JACOBS, ERIC
Artists at work (crafts projects for vacationing kids at SCS Historical Society) (photo), Mar 4, 1994, p.3

JACOBS, JENNIFER
New law forces school smoking ban (photo), Sep 16, 1994, p.1

JACOBS, MARJORIE
Early college acceptance spells relief for the class of '94, Jan 7, 1994, p.9
School foundation rejected for now, Apr 15, 1994, p.9

JACOBS, MIRIAM
Artists at work (crafts projects for vacationing kids at SCS Historical Society) (photo), Mar 4, 1994, p.3

JACOBS, PAMELA
Halloween happenings (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.10

JACOBS, SARAH
Actors at work (crafts projects for vacationing kids at SCS Historical Society) (photo), Mar 4, 1994, p.3

JACOBSEN, KARL BIRGER

JACOBSON, SANDRA W (AU)
Losing tickets in marriage lottery (ltr), May 27, 1994, p.6

JAFFE, BARBARA
Compact for Learning plan approved, Jan 28, 1994, p.10
Leaving town, Eve Landau resigns from school board (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.1
League views school funding alternatives, Mar 18, 1994, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale's First Couple Esther C and Robert P Shay (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.24
League of Women Voters eyes school spending plans, Apr 8, 1994, p.1
School foundation rejected for now, Apr 15, 1994, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30
$70,000 for Food-PATCH (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.4
Jaffe to lead school board (photo), Jul 8, 1994, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.28
League hears state of the village, schools, Oct 7, 1994, p.1
Design honors (school district's award for restorations and additions) (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.1
Schools enforce holiday blackout (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.1

JAFFE, ERIC
Village groups hail low tax increase, Apr 15, 1994, p.1
(Town and Village Civic) Club balks at master plan, housing is a concern (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.3

JANIAK, ANNE
(Workmen lower girders into place by Wilmot Road Bridge) (Progress edit 1994) (photo), Jan 28, 1994, p.1
Scarsdale's finest (village police officers were recently presented with awards) (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.4
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale's First Couple Esther C and Robert P Shay (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.24
The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club 90 years of outstanding service (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.30
User parking (village board sets public hearing on proposed new law on parking restrictions), May 13, 1994, p.1
Village to go by the book on bypass speed, May 20, 1994, p.1
Tennis, anyone?, Jul 1, 1994, p.1
$70,000 for Food-PATCH (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.4
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JANIAK, ANNE continued
Stop it (leaf blower noise) at the source (manufacturers of the equipment), Jul 7, 1994, p.1
Improvements in leaf pick-up, salt storage, lighting planned, Aug 26, 1994, p.1
Tree people wanted (to help with village's tree inventory), Sep 16, 1994, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28
Nominations needed (for candidates for office of mayor and three trustee positions), Dec 2, 1994, p.1
Nominations need community's help (ltr), Dec 2, 1994, p.6
Nominations needed (for candidates for the office of mayor and three trustee positions), Dec 30, 1994, p.1

JANIAK, CAROLYN
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26
Scholarship fund seeks support (photo), Dec 2, 1994, p.12

JANIAK, RICHARD
They also served (as volunteers at 90th birthday celebration of Town and Village Civic Club) (ltr), Oct 28, 1994, p.6

JANIS, GREG
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30
SHS baseball players earn Diamond honors (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.20

JAPAN
"Bullying extortionist" should change stance (in reference to US trade policy toward Japan) (ltr), Apr 29, 1994, p.6
Counter-threats not productive (response to letter by Y Tsurumi from 4/29/94) (ltr), May 13, 1994, p.6

JAPANESE-US
My mission—to help to erase prejudice (edit), Apr 22, 1994, p.7
Japanese women speak out about their lives in America (photo), Oct 14, 1994, p.1

JARKOVSKY, ZELDA
Award winning brokers (Doernberg Real Estate has awarded trips to five brokers) (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.4

JASON, PAUL
Old tires, not office building, at 858 Scarsdale Ave (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.3

JENSEN, GRADY
A meeting of mayors (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.5
90 years in 40 minutes: Town Club and its offspring mark a major milestone (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.5

JERNIGAN, AMBER
The Bank of New York Salutes Hoff-Barthelson Music School (photo), Sep 16, 1994, p.28

JEWS
Blacks and Jews - an old alliance (edit), Jan 14, 1994, p.6
Life underground: A Christian rescuer tells class how it was, Apr 22, 1994, p.5
The man who was never a child (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.5
Life underground (cont), Apr 22, 1994, p.22
Descent into hell yields catharsis (describes visit to US Holocaust Memorial Museum) (edit), May 6, 1994, p.6
To survivor, 'Schindler's List' is not just a movie (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.5
This bus rider (Sima Rabinowicz) is no Rosa Parks (edit), Sep 30, 1994, p.6
Discrimination not courtesy (response to I Sloan's edit about S Rabinowicz from 9/30) (ltr), Oct 7, 1994, p.6
Why did I help the Franks? Because I had no choice (edit) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.7
Jews should not play follow-the-leader (edit), Dec 9, 1994, p.6

JOHANSEN, EDWARD
Edward Johansen (dies), Nov 25, 1994, p.20

JOHNSON, ASHLEY
A whole new world...(Ashley and Jordan Johnson make snow sculpture at family's home in EMT) (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.1
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JOHNSON, BOINE
A meeting of mayors (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.5
Village board gets an earful on trees and leaf blowers, Mar 11, 1994, p.1
90 years in 40 minutes: Town Club and its offspring mark a major milestone (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.5
Aiding and abetting the NIMBY’s(response to B Johnson’s negative view of proposed teen center)(edit), Nov 10, 1994, p.6

JOHNSON, BOINE T (AU)
Proposed laws misuse power (letter to mayor and village trustees) (ltr), Mar 18, 1994, p.6
Times too tight for teen center (response to edit by Irving Sloan from 11/10/95) (ltr), Dec 2, 1994, p.6

JOHNSON, BOINER
Summer ban to silence blowers, Jun 17, 1994, p.1

JOHNSON, BUD
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.26

JOHNSON, CINDY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.30

JOHNSON, EVAN A JR (AU)
Why do we need the B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview)? (ltr), Dec 16, 1994, p.6

JOHNSON, GWEN
Program helps international students feel at home (photo), Oct 7, 1994, p.9

JOHNSON, JEANNETTE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

JOHNSON, JIM
Village is gearing up for another harsh winter (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.1

JOHNSON, JORDAN
A whole new world...(Ashley and Jordan Johnson make snow sculpture at family’s home in EMT) (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.1

JOHNSON, LYNN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.26

JOHNSON, MARC
A whole new world...(Ashley and Jordan Johnson make snow sculpture at family’s home in EMT) (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.1

JOHNSON, PEGGY
Leadership can be fun (Susan Cohen will be PT Council President again 1994-95) (photo), May 27, 1994, p.9

JONATHAN, EFFATTA
Local author recalls deadly African climb (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.17

JONES, BILLIE

JONES, CAITLIN
The Bank of New York Salutes the 75th anniversary of Edgewood School (photo), May 20, 1994, p.28

JONES, HUGH

JONES, STEVE
High school stops short of snuffing out problem, Jun 3, 1994, p.1

JONO, KOSIMI
The best Scarsdale souvenir (volunteer work) (edit) (illus), Jan 28, 1994, p.7

JONO, NAMI
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

JONSON, KATHARYN
Girl Scouts: good times and good deeds (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.4

JORDAN
Scarsdale residents travel to Jordan in prelude to peace accord (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.5
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JORDAN, SALLY (DR)
The Bank of New York Salutes the 75th anniversary of Edgewood School (photo), May 20, 1994, p.28

JORLING, THOMAS
A win for village in Winston war, Aug 12, 1994, p.1

JOSEPH, BARRY
Mural restored for new Heathcote library (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.10

JOURNALISM
Superhighway won't drive out papers, says Topping (photo), May 20, 1994, p.5
What happens on a bad-column day (edit), May 27, 1994, p.7

JUDELSON, NORMAN
Board: Wetlands not 'unusual' (cont), Aug 12, 1994, p.17

JUDGES
Can't serve on a jury? Tell it to the judge (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.1
Jury duty shirkers to be fined (cont), Feb 11, 1994, p.8
He's home again (village justice Radley Herold) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.3
Local candidates seek judgeships (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.1
Primary for judges (cont), Jul 22, 1994, p.12
Koerner would be a superb judge (ltr), Jul 29, 1994, p.6
Local candidate (Ron Koerner) was slighted (ltr), Aug 5, 1994, p.6
Locals add spice to county judge race (photo), Sep 9, 1994, p.1
Not the place for politics ("dog-and-pony show" in race for county judge) (edit), Sep 9, 1994, p.6
Koerner rates; has support (ltr), Sep 9, 1994, p.6
Ron Koerner is well-rounded (ltr), Sep 9, 1994, p.7
Poster pollution by Katz campaign (ltr), Sep 9, 1994, p.7
Correcting the Katz record (ltr), Sep 9, 1994, p.7
Democrats in race for judge (cont), Sep 9, 1994, p.8
Primary '94: Local voters differ in A(torney) G(eneral), judge races, Sep 16, 1994, p.1
12 candidates seek the four county judgeships (individual names noted), Nov 4, 1994, p.13
Acting justice needed, Dec 23, 1994, p.1

JUDSON, DAN
Judson to teach honors program (photo), Aug 12, 1994, p.16

JUDY, MEREDITH
A-School hosts education seminar (photo), Dec 30, 1994, p.9

JULIAN, GREGORY
Congressional challenger (Greg Julian) lauded (ltr), Sep 30, 1994, p.6
A shocking letter (from Gregory Julian) (ltr), Nov 4, 1994, p.6

JULY 4TH
2 days of festivities to mark Fourth, Jul 1, 1994, p.2
With spangles and splashes (July 4th celebrations) (photo), Jul 8, 1994, p.1
It was fantastic Fourth all over town (photo), Jul 8, 1994, p.5
Pool noises drown holiday concert (ltr), Jul 15, 1994, p.6

JUNG, SCOTT
Halloween window painting contest draws a crowd (cont) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.8

JUNIOR LEAGUE OF CENTRAL WESTCHESTER
A Christmas party to remember (edit) (illus), Feb 18, 1994, p.7
Individuals can make a difference (ltr), Dec 23, 1994, p.6

JURY
Can't serve on a jury? Tell it to the judge (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.1
See you in the jury box (edit), Feb 11, 1994, p.6
Jury duty shirkers to be fined (cont), Feb 11, 1994, p.8
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JURY continued
Let the jury speak (edit), Apr 15, 1994, p.6

JUSTER, MURIEL
Tourney title takers (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.22

JUTER, ARLENE
They said YES to volunteering (volunteers with Youth Employment Service) (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.4
Arlene Juter (has earned certification as a senior professional in human resources) (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.4

JUTER, HYMIE
Run-off will decide two committee seats, Jan 21, 1994, p.1

KABAK, MILTON
Sweet summer nights; Marvelous musicians... (silver anniversary of the Westchester Band) (edit), Aug 12, 1994, p.6

KADANOFF, PAULA
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

KAGLE, RALPH
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.32

KAGLE, REBECCA
A-School hosts education seminar (photo), Dec 30, 1994, p.9

KAHAN, YIAR
Here they go! (stars of SHS senior class play "Anything Goes") (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.17

KAIDEN, STEVEN
In the corps (SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps has inducted seven new junior members) (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.4

KAIMAN, FRANKLIN R (AU)
Restaurants are OK with (EMT Community) Council (response to Inquirer article from 7/29/94) (ltr), Aug 12, 1994, p.6

KAKIHIRA, YUKI
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26

KALICK, BENA
A jump-start for the compact (for learning), Oct 14, 1994, p.9

KALO, MURIEL
Tomorrow's women (candlelight vigil to promote awareness of Intl Women's Rights Day) (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.6

KAMBE, MIKA
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

KAMEN, LINDA
Greenacres tastes Paris (success of PTA fundraiser "A taste of Paris" is celebrated) (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.12

KAMINER, JACK
Middle school principal to retire (cont), Apr 29, 1994, p.9

KANCHEWA, STELLA
They take the cake at Fox Meadow (New York's 62 counties represented on state shaped cake) (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.9

KANEO, MIO
News from Fox Meadow (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.11

KANNEY, NATHAN
That's entertainment ("Once Upon a Mattress" performed by Fox Meadow fifth graders) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.11

KAPLAN, HEIDI
Middle School News; CHOICE donates shoes (to the homeless) (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.10

KAPLAN, JUDITH
Entering the home stretch (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.13

KAPLAN, RONALD S
Ronald S Kaplan (has received a grant award from the National Institute of Health, Md), Jan 21, 1994, p.4

KARABAIC, LAWRENCE (AU)
Greenville School inflamed, insulted (response to 1/28 report of EMT Board of Ed meeting) (ltr), Feb 18, 1994, p.6
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KARATE
Okinawan karate masters visit Scarsdale (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.18

KARDON, LEONARD
Leonard Kardon (dies), Apr 22, 1994, p.14

KARDON, NANCY (AU)
Ice rink would be a great asset (ltr), Dec 9, 1994, p.6

KARDON, ZAC
That's entertainment ("Once Upon a Mattress" performed by Fox Meadow fifth graders) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.11

KARIN, RACHEL
Middle School News; Poetry at Cooper House, Jan 14, 1994, p.4
Girls ride a rough road to self-confidence (nine-day trip in Monodnoch region of NH) (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.5

KARP, ROB
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

KATHIRITHAMBY, RAVI
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

KATO, DANNY
Third-graders study urban design (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.9

KATO, HIROKI
Stars for service (members of Stars and Smiles Club of SHS honored for volunteer service) (photo), Dec 16, 1994, p.10

KATO, HIROKO
Scarsdale woman (Hiroko Kato) killed on Bronx River Parkway, Aug 12, 1994, p.1
Questions remain on fatal accident (photo), Aug 19, 1994, p.1
Villagers question safety of street trees, Sep 2, 1994, p.1

KATZ, ASCHER
Local candidates seek judgeships (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.1
Koerner would be a superb judge (ltr), Jul 29, 1994, p.6
Locals add spice to county judge race (photo), Sep 9, 1994, p.1
Poster pollution by Katz campaign (ltr), Sep 9, 1994, p.7
Correcting the Katz record (ltr), Sep 9, 1994, p.7
Primary '94: Local voters differ in A(ttorney) G(eneral), judge races, Sep 16, 1994, p.1
Crossing lines for Ascher Katz (ltr), Nov 4, 1994, p.6

KATZ, DANNY
The Bank of New York Salutes MAME and Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.24
Art enlivens nature study (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.9

KATZ, DEBBY
Speaking clearly and distinctly (middle school students practice for annual speech contest) (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1994 (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.24

KATZ, KUNIKO
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Student Transfer Education Program (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.26
Vigil voices (at Chase Park marking bombing of Hiroshima, Japan) (photo), Aug 12, 1994, p.6

KATZ, KUNIKO (AU)
The best Scarsdale souvenir (volunteer work) (edit) (illus), Jan 28, 1994, p.7
How to support student musicians (ltr), Apr 22, 1994, p.6

KATZ, LAUREN
The Bank of New York Salutes the 75th anniversary of Edgewood School (photo), May 20, 1994, p.28

KATZ, MICHAEL
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

KAUFMAN, ANN
The Bank of New York Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.28
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KAUFMAN, JOHN
The Bank of New York Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.28

KAUFMAN, JULIE
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

KAUFMAN, MARTIN S (AU)
It's citizens' duty to speak out (response to edit from 9/2/94) (ltr), Sep 9, 1994, p.6

KAUFMAN, MILLCIENT
Zawel named S(CS) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre) director; 'Mame' to be his first show (photo), Jan 21, 1994, p.13
Rotary grants (from SCS Rotary Club) (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.5
Creative staff to oversee S(CS) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre) production of 'Mame' (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.17

KAUFMAN, MITCHELL (AU)
Blower noise relief needed (ltr), Apr 8, 1994, p.6
Is The Heap (at Crossways) poisoning us? (ltr), Jul 22, 1994, p.6
Only village may disturb residents (ltr), Sep 9, 1994, p.6

KAUFMANN, JULIE
Maroon and White celebrate spring athletes (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.21
(SHS) seniors win awards for academic and arts achievement (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.10

KAWAKAMA, KEMI
A taste of Japan (culture and customs of Japan are studied by Greenacres third graders) (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.9

KAWAMOTO, SHAMBALLA
They take the cake at Fox Meadow (New York's 62 counties represented on state shaped cake) (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.9

KAWEJSZA, KATELYN
Treats from around the world (international dessert festival at IHM) (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.9

KAY, BONNIE (AU)
Snow removal poor in depot (ltr), Mar 25, 1994, p.6

KEANE, HILDEGARD
Run-off will decide two committee seats, Jan 21, 1994, p.1

KEANE, KATIE
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32
A-School hosts education seminar (photo), Dec 30, 1994, p.9

KEATING, DENISE
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Company 1 100th Year Anniversary (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.30

KEATING, PETER
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Company 1 100th Year Anniversary (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.30

KEENAN, ALEXANDER
Bruised but unbowed, students beautify parkway (photo), Aug 5, 1994, p.5

KEILER, STACEY
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' BASE Eleven Years of Outstanding Service to the Community (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.28

KEITEL, CRAIG
Print-A-Kid appreciated (ltr), Jan 14, 1994, p.6
Are law enforcers above the law? (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.5

KELLER, MARYANN
Driving into the 21st century, Jan 7, 1994, p.3

KELLY, CHRIS
The Bank of New York Salutes the Westchester Band on its Silver Anniversary 1969-1994 (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.32

KELLY, KATE
Sweet summer nights; Marvelous musicians... (silver anniversary of the Westchester Band) (edit), Aug 12, 1994, p.6

KELLY, MIRA
Protest targets diplomat's house (photo), May 20, 1994, p.1
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KEMP, GIL
The Bank of New York Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.28
KEMP, GIL (AU)
United Way thanks donors (ltr), Aug 12, 1994, p.6
KEMP, GILES
Kemp, Irwin to head United Way campaign (photo), May 27, 1994, p.4
KENNEDY, EDWARD (DR)
A clear necessity (self-defense)... but whose responsibility? (edit), Feb 18, 1994, p.6
KENNEY, AMYSUE
Schools open on Monday (cont), Sep 9, 1994, p.9
KERN, DAVID
Don't deny kids' alcohol problem, parents told, Apr 8, 1994, p.1
2 outreach counselors leave S(CS) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice); Read to work Edgemont schools, Jul 8, 1994, p.1
KERNBERG, OTTO F (DR)
Dr Otto F Kernberg (has received 1994 Presidential Award for Leadership in Psychiatry), Mar 4, 1994, p.2
KERSHER, CAROLINE
A Christmas party to remember (edit) (illus), Feb 18, 1994, p.7
KERWIN, ED
Unauthorized work going on at Plaza, May 6, 1994, p.1
Plaza catches fire (photo), Nov 10, 1994, p.1
KESSNER, ADAM
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30
KHIMM, CHRISTINA
Khimm-Lotto recital leads burgeoning musical agenda (photo), Feb 25, 1994, p.12
KHO, MELISSA
Fluent in French and Spanish (SHS students have won Iona College Language Competition) (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32
KIDNAPPING
Housekeeper foils kidnapper, Jan 7, 1994, p.1
KIDS BASE
Kids B.A.S.E. and The Little School: safe, nurturing and enriching (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.8
Seal of approval for Kids' BASE (photo), Feb 25, 1994, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' BASE Eleven Years of Outstanding Service to the Community (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.28
A new year for Kids' BASE, Sep 30, 1994, p.9
Rising enrollment threatens Kids BASE, Dec 9, 1994, p.1
Give us space! (edit), Dec 9, 1994, p.6
Kids BASE wins a reprieve (photo), Dec 16, 1994, p.1
Kids BASE needs to stay in school (ltr), Dec 23, 1994, p.6
KIKUKAWA, MARI
Third-graders study urban design (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.9
KILLIAN, LINDA R (AU)
Kids BASE needs to stay in school (ltr), Dec 23, 1994, p.6
KIM, ANGELA
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32
KIM, ELEANORE
(SHS) seniors win awards for academic and arts achievement (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.10
KIM, ELLIE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30
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KIM, JEANNIE
International flavor (at SHS) (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.9

KIM, JIM-HU
(SHS) seniors win awards for academic and arts achievement (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.10

KIM, JINHEE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

KIM, JULIE
Stars for service (members of Stars and Smiles Club of SHS honored for volunteer service) (photo), Dec 16, 1994, p.10

KIM, MAUREEN
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

KIM, MICHAEL
A successful project (books were collected by SCS Middle School for patients at WHP Hospital) (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.9

KIM, SARAH
Fluent in French and Spanish (SHS students have won Iona College Language Competition) (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.9

KIMENKER, MINA (AU)
A fall tradition: The rake's progress (edit) (illus), Nov 18, 1994, p.7

KITAKAZE, JUNKO
Japanese women speak out about their lives in America (photo), Oct 14, 1994, p.1

KINDERGARTEN
Parents questioning school entry age, Feb 25, 1994, p.1
Kindergarten entry age (cont), Feb 25, 1994, p.8

KING, ALAN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.30

KINGSBURY, MARGARET SMITH
Margaret Smith Kingsbury (dies), Jul 15, 1994, p.8

KINGSLEY, JASON
"Up" guys describe life with Down syndrome (photo), May 6, 1994, p.5

KINGSTON, MARYANN
Schools open on Monday (cont), Sep 9, 1994, p.9

KINSEY, HARTSELLE DE BURNEY 'SOX'
Hartselle De Burney 'Sox' Kinsey (dies), Jul 15, 1994, p.8

KIRCHNER, JULIE
Fox to board: don't cut (high school) deans, Mar 11, 1994, p.1

KIRKPATRICK, MICHAEL
SCCS V(Olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) crew gets EMS awards, Oct 7, 1994, p.1

KITAKAZE, JUNKO
Japanese women speak out about their lives in America (photo), Oct 14, 1994, p.1

KITATANI, DAI
Teacher's tips liven student writing (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.11

KLAUSNER, JOSEPH
Joseph Kausner (elected vice chairman of northeast business unit of BDO Seidman) (photo), Oct 14, 1994, p.4

KLEBANOFF, SARA GAY (AU)
Archery program needs support (ltr), May 20, 1994, p.6

KLEIN, ALAN
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

KLEIN, BEN
Scouts are in their glory on Memorial Day (cont) (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.10

KLEIN, EASY (AU)
Scarsdale can use affordable housing (ltr), Jun 17, 1994, p.6
Now we know how to do it (ltr), Jul 1, 1994, p.6
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KLEIN, JACKIE
The Bank of New York Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.28

KLEIN, LAUREN
Just like the Pilgrims (a Quaker Ridge Thanksgiving) (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.1

KLEIN, LYDIA
Youth Employment Service matches up jobs and workers (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.7
They said YES to volunteering (volunteers with Youth Employment Service) (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.4

KLEIN, Matt
Third-graders study urban design (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.9

KLEIN, STEPHEN
Scarsdale Synagogue blends traditional ideas and contemporary needs (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.14

KLEIN, STEPHEN (AU)
Rabbis denounce Hebron massacre (ltr), Mar 11, 1994, p.6

KLEIN, STEPHEN A (AU)
A movie to be seen by those who do not know ("Schindler's List") (edit), Mar 25, 1994, p.7

KLEINOW, JOHN
Science fair boosts spirit of inquiry (photo), Feb 25, 1994, p.8

KLINE, PERSIS JANE
Scarsdale Woman's Club celebrates 75th anniversary year (photo) (cont), Dec 23, 1994, p.8

KNAPLUND, PAUL
Scale model of village needed, committee says, Jun 10, 1994, p.1
Church, at 70, honors pastor (Rev Phillip S Washburn) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.14
Consensus closer on Freightway, Nov 4, 1994, p.1
Committee mulls parking shortage, Nov 18, 1994, p.1
Parking shortfall put at 250 spaces, Dec 2, 1994, p.1

KNAPLUND, VIRGINIA
Can't serve on a jury? Tell it to the judge (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.1
See you in the jury box (edit), Feb 11, 1994, p.6
Jury duty shirkers to be fined (cont), Feb 11, 1994, p.6
He's home again (village justice Radley Herold) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.3
Everybody does it, doctor tells judge, Jun 10, 1994, p.5
Peeping Tom arrested again, Jul 22, 1994, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28
Blower ban challenged in village court, Dec 16, 1994, p.1
Battered women are among us (comment on recent letter by V Knaplund to The New York Times) (ltr), Dec 16, 1994, p.6

KNIBLOCH, DAVIS
The Bank of New York Salutes Hoff-Barthelson Music School (photo), Sep 16, 1994, p.28

KNORR, NATASHA
Summer programs winding down (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.4

KO, CHRISTOPHER
Third-graders study urban design (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.9

KOBROFF, EMILY
Truck Day at Greenacres (photo), Oct 7, 1994, p.9

KOCNOW, JUDY
Construction under way (for new Doernberg Real Estate Office at 870 Scarsdale Ave) (photo), Sep 16, 1994, p.4

KODAKARI, HARUKA
Edgewood through the years (in play "It was a Time" performed by third-graders) (photo), Mar 4, 1994, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes the 75th anniversary of Edgewood School (photo), May 20, 1994, p.28
KOEGEL, WILLIAM F (AU)
Oldest (tennis) club is Fox Meadow (ltr), Jan 28, 1994, p.6

KOENIG, MARV (AU)
GOPC offers service too (ltr), Apr 1, 1994, p.6

KOERNER, RONALD
Koerner would be a superb judge (ltr), Jul 29, 1994, p.6
Local candidate (Ron Koerner) was slighted (ltr), Aug 5, 1994, p.6
Locals add spice to county judge race (photo), Sep 9, 1994, p.1
Koerner rates; has support (ltr), Sep 9, 1994, p.6
Ron Koerner is well-rounded (ltr), Sep 9, 1994, p.7
Primary '94: Local voters differ in Attorney General, judge races, Sep 16, 1994, p.1
Koerner has been in the trenches (ltr), Nov 4, 1994, p.6

KOHTIO, AUGUST (DR)
Unauthorized work going on at Plaza, May 6, 1994, p.1

KOKOT, BARBARA
The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28

KOLE, HENRIETTE
Henriette Kole (honored as young administrator of the year) (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.4
Henriette Kole (named vice chairman of Assn of Westchester Long Term Care Administrators for 94-95), Aug 5, 1994, p.2

KOMATSU, KAZUKO
Japanese women speak out about their lives in America (photo), Oct 14, 1994, p.1

KONTOS, RICHARD
Protest targets diplomat's house (photo), May 20, 1994, p.1

KOONES, MILTON
Milton Koones (dies), Jan 21, 1994, p.12

KOPPELL, OLIVER
The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club 90 years of outstanding service (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.30
Deadline Aug 15 for club refunds (New Woman Health Club) (ltr), Aug 5, 1994, p.6
Feiner endorses Oliver Koppe (ltr), Sep 2, 1994, p.6
Primaries for state office, Sep 9, 1994, p.1
Koppe: effective attorney general (ltr), Sep 9, 1994, p.6
Primary '94: Local voters differ in Attorney General, judge races, Sep 16, 1994, p.1

KOPPLE, HILARY
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

KOPPLE, SARA
Speaking clearly and distinctly (middle school students practice for annual speech contest) (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1994 (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.24

KOPPLE, SARA (AU)
It didn't end with Hitler (edit), Jul 8, 1994, p.7

KOPPLE, SUSAN
Starting a new year (volunteers label annual community calendar), Aug 12, 1994, p.1
Thanks to Bank of New York (for underwriting cost of SCS calendar) (ltr), Aug 19, 1994, p.6

KORINS, RUSS
Under the weather (barrage of sleet and freezing rain), Jan 7, 1994, p.1

KORINS, RUSS (AU)
Cracks, hairpins welcome drivers (on Hutchinson River Parkway) (ltr), Apr 8, 1994, p.6

KORZENIK, EMILY FAUST (AU)
Smoking ban is urged for SHS (ltr), May 20, 1994, p.6
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KOTLER, JOEY
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

KOTTOOR, CHRISTINE
Schools open on Monday (cont), Sep 9, 1994, p.9

KRACKOWER, DOUG
Intrepid Scarsdale cyclists pedal from coast to coast (photo), Jul 15, 1994, p.13

KRAM, SHIRLEY WOHL
The numbers didn’t add up to drug conviction, May 27, 1994, p.1

KRAUSS, CLIFFORD
SHS alum(nus) gives NYC crime reporting a new look (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.1

KREIBERG, BARRETT
SHS alum(nus) gives NYC crime reporting a new looky (cont), Apr 15, 1994, p.20

KREISBERG, BARRETT
Burned out and up (residents of burned out building at 68 East Hartsdale Ave) (edit), Sep 9, 1994, p.6

KREY, TED
Scouts are in their glory on Memorial Day (cont) (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.10

KRISHNAKUMAR, ADITI (AU)
Give me a five! (edit), Jan 21, 1994, p.7
Are Asian parents really so different? (edit), Feb 18, 1994, p.6
Learning with flip (edit), Mar 11, 1994, p.6
A Letter to George Washington (edit), Apr 1, 1994, p.7
On taking time out in the spring (edit), Apr 22, 1994, p.6
It’s time to move on - again (edit), May 20, 1994, p.7

KRISHNAM, VIJAY
Third-graders study urban design (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.9

KROENLEIN, DOROTHY
Girl Scouts: good times and good deeds (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.4

KROLL, BUD
I(n) V(itro) F(ertilization) babies bring joy to local families (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.5

KROLL, RACHEL
I(n) V(itro) F(ertilization) babies bring joy to local families (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.5

KROLL, SARAH
I(n) V(itro) F(ertilization) babies bring joy to local families (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.5
‘Getting to know you’ (J Steubing, new Heathcote principal, is guest in kindergarten class) (photo), Oct 7, 1994, p.10

KROLL, WENDIE
I(n) V(itro) F(ertilization) babies bring joy to local families (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.5

KRONQUIST, WAYNE
Retirements announced at school board meeting, May 27, 1994, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

KROPP, NIEL
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

KROSS, LOIS (AU)
Hardware store is essential (ltr), Mar 18, 1994, p.7

KRUSE, HARALD
Working at the pool: a family tradition (photo), Aug 19, 1994, p.5

KUBAWSKY, PAUL
See you in the jury box (edit), Feb 11, 1994, p.6
Jury duty shirkers to be fined (cont), Feb 11, 1994, p.8

KUDELKA, MICHAEL J
Michael J Kudelka (dies), Sep 23, 1994, p.10
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KUKOWSKI, BARBARA
Redistricting - again, Jun 24, 1994, p.1

KULA, JIM
Winter souvenirs (harsh winter has left its mark on SCS streets in form of more water main leaks), Aug 12, 1994, p.1
Responsiveness earns gratitude (regarding flooding problem at Garden and Oxford Roads) (ltr), Nov 18, 1994, p.6

KULICK, PEG
High energy seniority (photo), May 13, 1994, p.8

KULICK, PEGGY

KUNIN, MILAN
Wild Weinberg (Weinberg Nature Center has program on Africa) (photo), May 27, 1994, p.5

KUNKIN, TINA
SHS alumnus endows scholarship, Jun 17, 1994, p.10

KUNREUTHER, RICHARD
Shelters proposed as memorial (ltr), Jan 14, 1994, p.6

KUNTZ, GEORGE
Fields to be sprayed, Sep 30, 1994, p.1

KUPPER, JACKIE
Tourney title takers (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.22

KURTZ, HONEY
A star spangled S(CS) Family C(ounseling) S(ervice) success (ltr), May 13, 1994, p.6
S(CS) Family C(ounseling) S(ervice) fundraiser offers an embarrassment of riches (photo), May 13, 1994, p.10

KURZON, CARRIE
Stars for service (members of Stars and Smiles Club of SHS honored for volunteer service) (photo), Dec 16, 1994, p.10

KUSNETZ, MARC
With spangles and splashes (July 4th celebrations) (photo), Jul 8, 1994, p.1

KUSNETZ, MARCIA
The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28

KUTNER, MARJORIE
Trustees seek public input on laws limiting leaf-blowing, tree-chopping, Feb 11, 1994, p.1
Goldstein, Kutner elected by L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.2
The L(league of) W(omen) V(oters): a part of our life (edit), Oct 28, 1994, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28

KUTNER, MARJORIE (AU)
League is seeking financial support (ltr), Oct 21, 1994, p.7

KUTTNER, SOL (AU)
Discrimination not courtesy (response to I Sloan's edit about S Rabinowicz from 9/30) (ltr), Oct 7, 1994, p.6

KWARTLER, MICHAEL
High-tech planning tools may aid (to visualize various downtown proposals), Jul 8, 1994, p.1

LA MARCA, BRYAN
In the corps (SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps has inducted seven new junior members) (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.4

LABARBERA, JOHN
A call for graffiti vigilantes (edit), Jan 21, 1994, p.6

LABICK, KATHIE
Girl Scouts: good times and good deeds (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.4

LABOR DAY
Only village may disturb residents (ltr), Sep 9, 1994, p.6
(Colleen Hannigan, lifeguard at SCS Pool, is well prepared for unseasonal Labor Day weather) (photo), Sep 9, 1994, p.6
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LACROSSE
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

LADD, JANET
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

LADOPOLIS, PAUL (DR)
Snow fallout: some profit, but most suffer (photo), Jan 28, 1994, p.1

LAMONT, LAUREN
Life in the fast lane (L Lamont and K Clemens tune up their sailboat at Larchmont Race week) (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.1

LAMOTTA, STEPHANIE
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

LAMPEL, PEARL (AU)
Again, it's that time of year (edit), Apr 15, 1994, p.7

LANDAU, ELAINE
Real people, Apr 15, 1994, p.1

LANDAU, EVE
Leaving town, Eve Landau resigns from school board (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.1
Board bids good-bye to Landau, Feb 18, 1994, p.9

LANDAU, HARVEY
Teen input sought on proposed center (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.3
Teen center meeting, Apr 1, 1994, p.1
Real people, Apr 15, 1994, p.1
(Town and) Village Civic Club panel says teens need a gathering place, Oct 28, 1994, p.1
Rec council icy on rink, Nov 4, 1994, p.1

LANDAU, HARVEY (AU)
School election voting urged (ltr), Jan 14, 1994, p.6
They appreciate S(board) O(ffering) C(ommittee) volunteers (ltr), Jan 28, 1994, p.6

LANDAU, WILLIAM M
William M Landau (dies), Aug 19, 1994, p.13

LANDAUER, GAIL
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.30

LANDES, BETTE
Scarsdale's 'first couple' receives the bowl (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.3
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale's First Couple Esther C and Robert P Shay (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.24
The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28

LANDI, JOANNE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30
'Getting to know you' (J Steubing, new Heathcote principal, is guest in kindergarten class) (photo), Oct 7, 1994, p.10

LANE, JENNIFER
A taste of Japan (culture and customs of Japan are studied by Greenacres third graders) (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.9

LANE, LAWRENCE

LANG, JEANNIE
Learning about the outdoors (Earth Day activities at local schools) (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.10

LANGE, ANN-MARIE
The Bank of New York Salutes the 75th anniversary of Edgewood School (photo), May 20, 1994, p.28
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LANGE, JUSTIN
Middle School News; CHOICE donates shoes (to the homeless) (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.10

LANGE, KENNETH
Local candidates seek judgeships (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.1

LANGE, MARTIN
Defending the versatile claw (response to letter by Martin Lange from 11/10/94) (ltr), Nov 18, 1994, p.6

LANGE, MARTIN (AU)
County budget a huge ripoff (ltr), Jan 7, 1994, p.6
Claws are no good for picking up dry leaves (ltr), Nov 10, 1994, p.6

LANGFORD, JENNIFER
Fanciful fun at IHM (talent show) (photo), Nov 10, 1994, p.9

LANZET, HALEE G (AU)
Don’t water lawn in midday sun (ltr), Jul 29, 1994, p.6

LAPIDUS, MARTIN
(Town and) Village (Civic) (Club) balks at master plan, housing is a concern (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.3

LAPIDUS, MARTIN (AU)
Missing the bus on the Monsey issue (response to edit by I Sloan from 9/30/94) (ltr), Oct 14, 1994, p.6

LAPIDUS, MERRY AND MARTY (AU)
Prom breakfast was a success (ltr), Jul 1, 1994, p.6

LAPIDUS, RICHARD
(SHS) seniors win awards for academic and arts achievement (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.10

LARSEN, PAT
Historical society project expands to Mt Vernon (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.9

LARSDON, LYLE
Rev. Lyle Larson retiring as Grace Lutheran pastor (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.12

LARUSSA, THOMAS
Piano recital (T LaRussa will perform in piano recital at Latter-Day Saint Chapel in SCS) (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.4

LASSER, JON
Stars in Edgemont (EMT High School’s victory in Texaco Star Academic Challenge) (edit), Mar 25, 1994, p.6

LASSITER, VICKI
Domestic violence discussed at Junior League (photo), Nov 10, 1994, p.5

LATIMER, GEORGE
Latimer now (minority) whip, Jan 7, 1994, p.1
Reverse vote on trisection (reference to SCS's three election districts) (ltr), Jan 7, 1994, p.6
Special elections (proposal to fill vacancy in office of county executive by election), Apr 8, 1994, p.1
Fiscal, environmental crises loom in legislature (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club 90 years of outstanding service (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.30
Operation Inform (key Westchester government documents and sourcebooks donated to SCS Library), May 20, 1994, p.1
Other municipalities consider blower ban; in Scarsdale, complaints heard on both sides, Aug 5, 1994, p.1
League loses: Court upholds redistricting, Aug 12, 1994, p.1
(Proposed) Driving range (at Saxon Woods golf course) is embarrassing (ltr), Aug 19, 1994, p.6
Rumble strips (should be installed along Interstate 287), Sep 2, 1994, p.1
Stop it (leaf blower noise) at the source (manufacturers of the equipment), Oct 7, 1994, p.1
Message received (from public scoping session held by county): no golf range, Oct 21, 1994, p.1
George is knocking (neighborhood walking visits), Dec 16, 1994, p.1
Abinanti is lone Democrat against county budget, Dec 30, 1994, p.1

LATIMER, GEORGE (AU)
Drop the driving range plans now (ltr), Oct 28, 1994, p.6
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LAUGHLIN, JOHN

LAWN, CHERRY
Message received (from public scoping session held by county): no golf range, Oct 21, 1994, p.1

LAWS
Toxic lawns are health threat (ltr), Sep 2, 1994, p.6

LAWRENCE, NED M
Ned M Laurence (dies), Jun 10, 1994, p.14

LAWTON, ELLEN
Award winning brokers (Doernberg Real Estate has awarded trips to five brokers) (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.4

LAWYERS
Daniel K Mayers (named chairman of board of trustees for WETA public broadcasting), Feb 11, 1994, p.4
N.Y. colleagues defend Nussbaum, Mar 11, 1994, p.1
Steven L Schwarz (elected member of American Law Institute) (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.4
Richard L Goldman (has completed his term of office as president of International Fiscal Assn), Mar 11, 1994, p.4
Nysu law alumnus finds insight after defending trade center bomber (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.1
Nussbaum story was "one-sided" (comment on Inquirer article on B Nussbaum from 3/11/94) (ltr), Mar 25, 1994, p.6
Nysu law alumnus represents trade tower bombing defendant (cont), Mar 25, 1994, p.19
Lawyer to run for Congress, Apr 29, 1994, p.1
Scarsdale man charged with credit card fraud, May 27, 1994, p.3
John Vorperian (elected national secretary of Ripon Society), May 27, 1994, p.4
Theodore G Eppenstein (inducted into the Athletic Hall of Fame at SUNY, Stony Brook) (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.4
Edmund R Schroeder (has joined Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft as a partner), Jun 10, 1994, p.4
Timothy T Brock (named head of bankruptcy and restructuring group of international law firm), Aug 12, 1994, p.2
Primaries for state office, Sep 9, 1994, p.1
Koppell: effective attorney general (ltr), Sep 9, 1994, p.6
Candidates vying for nominations for governor, attorney general, senator (cont), Sep 9, 1994, p.8
Rivkin, David W (member of NAFTA Advisory Committee on Private Commercial Disputes) (photo), Nov 10, 1994, p.4

LAZAROVIĆ, SARAH
Lots to celebrate at Greenacres (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.9

LAZZARA, TONY
Village blames repair delays on Metro-North, Jan 21, 1994, p.3

LAZZARA, URSULA
Senior song of sixpence...and more (photo), May 13, 1994, p.9

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS-SCS
Moreland school report offers few solutions, Feb 11, 1994, p.5
Trustees seek input on laws (cont), Feb 11, 1994, p.8
Join the League of Women Voters - and see the real world (edit) (illus), Mar 4, 1994, p.7
League views school funding alternatives, Mar 18, 1994, p.1
League of (women) voters studies school funding (cont), Mar 18, 1994, p.9
League of (women) voters eyes school spending plans, Apr 8, 1994, p.1
League eyes school budget (cont), Apr 8, 1994, p.9
Let's drop local term limits (edit), Apr 8, 1994, p.7
Village groups hail low tax increase, Apr 15, 1994, p.1
League examines unhealthy state of women's health care, Apr 22, 1994, p.1
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LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS-SCS continued

Groups praise village, school budgets; Board approves budget with 2 percent tax hike, Apr 29, 1994, p.1
Affordable housing issue arouses dormant passions at plan hearing, May 6, 1994, p.1
Topping to speak at L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) luncheon (photo), May 6, 1994, p.2
Goldstein, Kutner elected by L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.2
Superhighway won't drive out papers, says Topping (photo), May 20, 1994, p.5
Fond farewell for first 'working' league president, May 20, 1994, p.5
Try the L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) for rewarding experiences (edit) (illus), May 27, 1994, p.7
L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) fights (election district) split again, Jun 3, 1994, p.1
Redistricting - again, Jun 24, 1994, p.1
Voter registration, Jul 1, 1994, p.1
Scarsdale delegates active at national L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) convention, Jul 1, 1994, p.4
League loses: Court upholds redistricting, Aug 12, 1994, p.1
League hears state of the village, schools, Oct 7, 1994, p.1
L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) hears about year ahead for village, schools (cont), Oct 7, 1994, p.13
League is seeking financial support (ltr), Oct 21, 1994, p.7
Debate covers the full range (candidates for 18th Congressional District) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.1
The tide is turning, gun control lobbyist tells L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.5
The L(league of) W(omen) V(oters): a part of our life (edit), Oct 28, 1994, p.6
Tide is turning on gun control (cont), Oct 28, 1994, p.15
Assembly, Senate, congressional candidates fight it out (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.11
Candidates meet in league debate (cont), Nov 4, 1994, p.12
Search on for perfect manager, Nov 10, 1994, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28
A fan message for the league (ltr), Nov 25, 1994, p.6
Elsie Smoler to get the Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.1
Reassessment may mean tax hike for many, former legislator tells L(league of) W(omen) V(oters), Dec 16, 1994, p.5
Golf War vets join compost cause, Dec 23, 1994, p.1

LEARNING DISABLED

YM-YWHA gives special kids a little TLC (photo), May 6, 1994, p.5

LEYAR, EDWARD

Quick trip on the subway becomes fateful journey for ex-Scarsdalian, Dec 30, 1994, p.1

LEAVES

Trustees seek public input on laws limiting leaf-blowing, tree-chopping, Feb 11, 1994, p.1
Trustees seek input on laws (cont), Feb 11, 1994, p.8
Natural causes (trees and leaves will be focus of public hearings at next village board meeting), Mar 4, 1994, p.1
Adjusting the balance (discusses two proposed laws concerning leaf blowers and trees) (edit), Mar 4, 1994, p.6
Village board gets an earful on trees and leaf blowers, Mar 11, 1994, p.1
Proposed laws misuse power (letter to mayor and village trustees) (ltr), Mar 18, 1994, p.6
Compromise on proposed laws (ltr), Apr 1, 1994, p.6
Blower noise relief needed (ltr), Apr 8, 1994, p.6
Leaf blowers give no peace, Apr 8, 1994, p.6
Summer ban to silence blowers, Jun 17, 1994, p.1
Coming: a quiet summer (new ban on leaf blowers will be in effect) (edit), Jun 17, 1994, p.6
New law treats symptoms only (to ban the use of gas powered leaf blowers during the summer) (ltr), Jul 8, 1994, p.6
New law causes unsightly yards (regarding prohibition of gas blowers for lawn use) (ltr), Jul 22, 1994, p.6
Other municipalities consider blower ban; in Scarsdale, complaints heard on both sides, Aug 5, 1994, p.1
Not-so-silent majority prefers peace to tidiness (regarding the seasonal ban on leaf blowers) (edit), Aug 5, 1994, p.6
Gas blower ban restores peace (ltr), Aug 5, 1994, p.6
Law's a step in right direction (letter to Mayor W Handelman) (ltr), Aug 5, 1994, p.6
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LEAVES continued

Residents blowing the whistle on blower users (cont), Aug 5, 1994, p.10
For peace, quiet-try the city (in contrast to noise and air pollution in EMT from leaf blowers) (ltr), Aug 12, 1994, p.6
Law is causing unsightly debris (ltr), Aug 12, 1994, p.6
Improvements in leaf pick-up, salt storage, lighting planned, Aug 26, 1994, p.1
Seasonal leaf-blower starts a revolution (edit), Aug 26, 1994, p.6
From compost to cash (village will sell composted leaves to Lopane Nurseries at $2 a cubic yard), Sep 16, 1994, p.1
Leveing leaf debris could stop stench, Sep 23, 1994, p.1
Stop it (leaf blower noise) at the source (manufacturers of the equipment), Oct 7, 1994, p.1
Autumn leaves (village will not hire a subcontractor to help with leaf pickup this year), Oct 21, 1994, p.1
They still draw autumn leaves (edit) (illus), Oct 21, 1994, p.7
Claws are no good for picking up dry leaves (ltr), Nov 10, 1994, p.6
Defending the versatile claw (response to letter by Martin Lange from 11/10/94) (ltr), Nov 18, 1994, p.6
A fall tradition: The rake's progress (edit) (illus), Nov 18, 1994, p.7
Blower ban challenged in village court, Dec 16, 1994, p.1
Gardeners challenge leaf-blower ban in court (cont), Dec 16, 1994, p.25
Leave pollution behind (edit), Dec 23, 1994, p.6

LEAVITT, LINDA
The Inquirer named state's top weekly, Apr 22, 1994, p.1

LEY, BRIAN
Fanciful fun at IHM (talent show) (photo), Nov 10, 1994, p.9

LEBOFSKY, ERIC
The Bank of New York Salutes the Westchester Band on its Silver Anniversary 1969-1994 (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.32

LEE, BOBBY
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26
Here they go! (stars of SHS senior class play "Anything Goes") (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.17

LEE, CHRIS
A successful project (books were collected by SCS Middle School for patients at WHP Hospital) (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.9

LEE, ELSIE
D(aughters of the) A(merican) R(evolution) plans for 1994 (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.4

LEE, KA-HYEONG
(SHS) seniors win awards for academic and arts achievement (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.10

LEE, MARCIA (DRO
League views school funding alternatives, Mar 18, 1994, p.1

LEE, MARIE (AU
Congratulations (to the Scarsdale Inquirer) from a G'bgg fan (ltr), May 20, 1994, p.6

LEE, MATTHEW
Summer programs winding down (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.6

LEE, MING-MING
Playing computer games to learn (photo), May 13, 1994, p.11

LEE, SU2Y
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

LEE, SUZY
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

LEHRESEN, ERICA
Mame! (SCS Summer Music Theatre has opened its 27th season at SHS) (photo), Aug 12, 1994, p.1

LEERBURGER, JULIE
Books that last a lifetime (for several Scarsdalians) (edit), Jul 8, 1994, p.7
Stars for service (members of Stars and Smiles Club of SHS honored for volunteer service) (photo), Dec 16, 1994, p.10
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LEERHSEN, ERICA
The Bank of New York Salutes NAME and Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.24
Don't miss this 'Mame' - it's an S(C) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre) triumph (photo), Aug 12, 1994, p.11

LEFKOWITZ, JOAN
Neighbors to Nynex: See you in court, May 6, 1994, p.1
Nynex may pave (Locust) lane, May 27, 1994, p.1

LEGISLATION-NEW YORK STATE
Action on key issues (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.2

LEIBMAN, JESSICA
Lots to celebrate at Greenacres (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.9

LEIFER-SARULLO, BARBARA

LEM, DON
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Company 1 100th Year Anniversary (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.30

LEMLE, AMY
Spring luncheon tribute (to Barbara Lowenfels) (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.9

LEMLE, CRAIG
Science fair boosts spirit of inquiry (photo), Feb 25, 1994, p.8
Agreement is elusive on development details (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.1

LEMLE, TRACEY
Science fair boosts spirit of inquiry (photo), Feb 25, 1994, p.8

LEMME, JUDY
Real people, Apr 15, 1994, p.1

LEMPEL, HOWIE
Third-graders study urban design (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.9

LENKOWSKY, STANLEY (AU)
Taxis potential death traps (ltr), Jul 15, 1994, p.6

LENKON, HARRY (DR)
Swamped chapel (burst steam pipe at SCS Congregational Church (photo), Jan 28, 1994, p.1

LEONARD, EDWARD
White Plains Hospital Center recognizes junior volunteers (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.4

LEONE, DOUGLAS M
Douglas M Leone (has joined Claire D Leone Associates Ltd as a sales associate) (photo), Dec 2, 1994, p.4

LERNER, JOHN
Water slide, driving range not welcome ideas (in Saxon Woods Park), Jun 17, 1994, p.3

LESNICK, HELAINE
Jury duty shirkers to be fined (cont), Feb 11, 1994, p.8
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale's First Couple Esther C and Robert P Shay (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.24
Westchester 2000 proposes Scarsdale-Edgemont merger, Apr 15, 1994, p.1

LETIZIA, CHRIS
High school stops short of snuffing out problem, Jun 3, 1994, p.1

LETIZIA, MICHELLE
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

LETIZIA, RENEE
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

LETTERS
Letter to a soldier - Nov. 11, 1918 (edit), Nov 10, 1994, p.7

LEVIN, HILLARY
A festive fund-raiser (sponsored by Fox Meadow PTA) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.9
LEVIN, LES
Downtown group says yes to development (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.1
Agreement is elusive on development details (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.1

LEVIN, STEVEN
A festive fund-raiser (sponsored by Fox Meadow PTA) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.9

LEVINE, ARLENE
Starting a new year (volunteers label annual community calendar), Aug 12, 1994, p.1
Thanks to Bank of New York (for underwriting cost of SCS calendar) (ltr), Aug 19, 1994, p.6

LEVINE, DOROTHY
The Bank of New York Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.28

LEVINE, ELANOR
Read-a-thon raises books, not funds, Jan 21, 1994, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

LEVINE, ELEANORE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

LEVINE, JOE
Committee considers ice rink, Jun 17, 1994, p.1

LEVINE, LAUREL
A joyful noise and colorful boutique herald the holidays (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.19

LEVINE, PHILIP
Senior song of sixpence...and more (photo), May 13, 1994, p.9

LEVINE, SUSAN (AU)
Leaf blowers give no peace, Apr 8, 1994, p.6

LEVITIN, ELAINE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

LEVITT, MILTON
90 years in 40 minutes: Town Club and its offspring mark a major milestone (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.5

LEVITZ, MITCHELL
'Up' guys describe life with Down syndrome (photo), May 6, 1994, p.5

LEVY, CHARLOTTE
Great moms, articulate children (winning entries of SCS "Mother of the Year" contest), May 6, 1994, p.7
The writers and their subjects (Mother of the Year contest) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.10

LEVY, GERALD M
Gerald M Levy (honored for sustained service to Haverford College), Jun 10, 1994, p.4

LEVY, KAREN
The writers and their subjects (Mother of the Year contest) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.10

LEVY, NORMAN J
Pedestrian safety award (SCS honored for its 12 consecutive years without a pedestrian death) (photo), Oct 7, 1994, p.4

LEWIS, BRET
Great moms, articulate children (winning entries of SCS "Mother of the Year" contest), May 6, 1994, p.7
The writers and their subjects (Mother of the Year contest) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.10

LEWIS, CHERYL
Circus antics (circus performers visit Heathcote) (photo), Dec 16, 1994, p.10

LEWIS, FRAN
The writers and their subjects (Mother of the Year contest) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.10

LEWIS, JAMES H JR
James H Lewis, Jr (dies), Oct 7, 1994, p.14

LEWIS, KATHLEEN
My heart looks like that? (annual health fair at IHM) (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.10
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LEWIS, MAJORIE
Retirements announced at school board meeting, May 27, 1994, p.9

LEWIS, MARGE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

LEWIS, MARGE (AU)
Many mourn Chanow-Gruen (ltr), Nov 18, 1994, p.6

LEWIT, BILL
Scarsdale residents travel to Jordan in prelude to peace accord (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.5

LEWIT, GLORIA
Scarsdale residents travel to Jordan in prelude to peace accord (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.5

LEWIT, GLORIA (AU)
Audrey Hochberg is conscientious (ltr), Nov 4, 1994, p.6

LIAN, CASPAR A (DR)
Dr Caspar A Lian (dies), Oct 28, 1994, p.14

LIBRARIANS
Rabban to retire Monday (photo), Jan 28, 1994, p.10
Librarian, teachers appointed for fall (individual names noted), Jun 24, 1994, p.10

LIBRARIES-NEW YORK STATE-STATE AID
Libraries need more money (ltr), Mar 25, 1994, p.6

LIBRARY BOARD-SCS

LIBRARY-SCS
Needed: a library for a 'snug, self-satisfied place' (1st of four articles on SCS Library) (illus), Jan 14, 1994, p.5
Needed: a library for a 'snug, self-satisfied place' (1st of four articles on SCS Library) (cont), Jan 14, 1994, p.21
Grant funds book group to study famous lives, Jan 21, 1994, p.9
Scarsdale Library becomes a valuable community resource (2nd of 4 articles on SCS Library) (photo), Jan 28, 1994, p.5
Use of CPI debated; Harrison proposes grouping by grade (discussion on school property tax policy), Feb 4, 1994, p.1
Admiral says arms race offers no security, Feb 4, 1994, p.5
Winter film festival to open at library, Feb 11, 1994, p.14
War delayed library, but not fundraising (3rd of four articles on SCS Library) (photo), Feb 25, 1994, p.5
Bowles film will premiere here (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.13
1950-1975: Years of growth for the Scarsdale Library (last of four articles on SCS Library) (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.5
Library grows (last of four articles on SCS Library) (cont), Apr 8, 1994, p.18
Libraries are for kids ((National Library week celebrations) (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.5
Jane Marino named children's librarian (photo), May 6, 1994, p.4
School children's art on display at library (photo), May 13, 1994, p.19
Operation Inform (key Westchester government documents and sourcebooks donated to SCS Library), May 20, 1994, p.1
With best wishes (to departing principals P Telfer and L Shepard) (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.9
Gift books remember activists (John Axtell and Louise Feldman), Jun 24, 1994, p.9
Library hours change (back to its regular hours week of Sunday Sept 11), Sep 9, 1994, p.1
New contract (SCS Library Board has approved new three year contract with library employees), Sep 16, 1994, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.32
Debate covers the full range (candidates for 18th Congressional District) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.1
Lori Schiller to speak (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.2
Sloan foundation awards grants, Dec 16, 1994, p.9

LICHTENBERG, ANDREW
Hea(l)th fairs promote fitness and good eating (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.10

LICHTMAN, JUDITH
The unhealthy state of women's health care examined (cont) (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.12
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LIEBER, BLAIR
Mural restored for new Heathcote library (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.10

LIEBMAN, TRACY
Painters undaunted (in annual window painting contest despite less than ideal conditions) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.1

LIGHTHALL, BILL
New board elected (SCS Golf Club) (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.4

LILIENTHAL, BARBARA
Food to the hungry (photo), May 27, 1994, p.4

LIM, JULIE
They take the cake at Fox Meadow (New York's 62 counties represented on state shaped cake) (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.9

LIM, KEVIN
School board sets new goals (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.8

LIM, MARCUS
School board sets new goals (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.8

LIND, MARY
The Bank of New York Salutes SCS's Woman's Club on the Occasion of its Diamond Jubilee 1919-94 (photo), May 13, 1994, p.30

Scarsdale Woman's Club celebrates 75th anniversary year (photo) (cont), Dec 23, 1994, p.8

LINDBERG, PARKER
Snow fallout: some profit, but most suffer (photo), Jan 28, 1994, p.1

LINDER, JESSICA
That's entertainment ("Once Upon a Mattress" performed by Fox Meadow fifth graders) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.11

LINDNER, CARL H
By any other name... (Penn Central will change its name to American Premier Underwriters Inc 3/25), Mar 18, 1994, p.1

LINKER, BETH
Tomorrow's women (candlelight vigil to promote awareness of Int'l Women's Rights Day) (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.6

LINSKY, LISA
Domestic violence discussed at Junior League (photo), Nov 10, 1994, p.5

LINVILLE, C EDWIN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.26

LIPNER, DAVID
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26

LIPNICKY, KYLIE
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' BASE Eleven Years of Outstanding Service to the Community (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.28

LIPPMAN, JODIE
Maroon and White celebrate spring athletes (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.21
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

LIPPMAN, STEVEN
Shires take cleanup prize in conservancy (photo), May 6, 1994, p.8

LIPPMANN, STEVE
Name that tree (Garth Woods Conservancy nearing completion of project for tree identification signs), Apr 22, 1994, p.1

LITMAN, LEVI
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale S(tudent) T(ransfer) E(ducation) P(rogram) (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.26

LITOWITZ, DOUG
Early college acceptance spells relief for the class of '94, Jan 7, 1994, p.9

LITOWITZ, PAT GRANT
Seeing - and saving - the child behind the disabilities (photo), Aug 19, 1994, p.1
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LIVANOS, ANDREW
Sharing beautiful thoughts (Edgewood 1st graders assemble "squares of happiness") (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.9

LIVANOS, KATIE
Murray returns and Rossi bids farewell after long week for Scarsdale swimming (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.18

LIVANOS, KATIE
Sharing beautiful thoughts (Edgewood 1st graders assemble "squares of happiness") (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.9

LIVANOS, K说不定
Murray returns and Rossi bids farewell after long week for Scarsdale swimming (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.18

LIVANOS, RICHARD M
Richard M Livingston (dies), Oct 14, 1994, p.10

LIVOLSI, ANNIE
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1994 (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.24

LIVOLSI, MARC
SHS baseball players earn Diamond honors (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.20

LIVOLSI, MARK
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

LOBENFELD, CLAIRE
Edgewood through the years (in play "It was a Time" performed by third-graders) (photo), Mar 4, 1994, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes the 75th anniversary of Edgewood School (photo), May 20, 1994, p.28

LOCITZER, BARBARA (AU)
Correcting the Katz record (ltr), Sep 9, 1994, p.7

LOEB, ILSE
Life underground: A Christian rescuer tells class how it was, Apr 22, 1994, p.5

LOFTUS, BETH
S(tudent) T(ransfer) E(ducation) P(lan) chooses officers, plans year (photo), Feb 4, 1994, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Student Transfer Education Program (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.26

LOFTUS, JACK
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Student Transfer Education Program (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.26

LOGUERCIO, PAUL
Helping special students (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30
Just like the Pilgrims (a Quaker Ridge Thanksgiving) (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.1

LOIKKANEN, LAURA
She won! (SHS sophomore Laura Loikkanen in scrimmage race with Ursuline) (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.1

LUMBARDI, KAREN B (AU)
Individuals can make a difference (ltr), Dec 23, 1994, p.6

LONDON, HERBERT

LONG ISLAND SOUND (NY AND CONN)
Scarsdale will be affected by plan to save L.I. Sound, Mar 4, 1994, p.1
After years of study, help is on the way for Long Island Sound (cont), Mar 4, 1994, p.16
A sound education, Apr 1, 1994, p.17
Senator praises story on sound (ltr), May 20, 1994, p.6
Sound plan approved, Sep 30, 1994, p.1

LONG TERM CARE
Time to think about long-term care (edit), Oct 14, 1994, p.7

LONGO, BOB
Winners wear helmets (Meghan Luby's winning Safety Poster Contest entry) (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.5
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LOPEZ, CLAIRE
The Bank of New York Salutes SCS's Woman's Club on the Occasion of its Diamond Jubilee 1919-94 (photo), May 13, 1994, p.30

LOPEZ, RAYMOND
Raymond Lopez, Ph D (recipient of service award by Pace University's Lubin School of Business), Jul 22, 1994, p.4

LORCH, LINDA (AU)
Local candidate (Ron Koerner) was slighted (ltr), Aug 5, 1994, p.6

LOVE
(Supplement) Love and Marriage, Feb 4, 1994, p.0

LOVE, NAT
News from Fox Meadow (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.11

LOVISOLO, RICHARD
Richard Lovisolo (named president of Matsushita Services Company) (photo), May 27, 1994, p.4

LOWENBRAUN, NEIL
Run-off will decide two committee seats, Jan 21, 1994, p.1

LOWENFELS, BARBARA
Spring luncheon tribute (to Barbara Lowenfels) (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.9

LOWENTHAL, BUD
The Bank of New York Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.28

LOWENTHAL, CAROL
The Bank of New York Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.28

LOWENTHAL, ROB
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

LOWEY, NITA
Debate covers the full range (candidates for 18th Congressional District) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.1
Lowey, Hartzell at odds on the issues, Oct 28, 1994, p.1
Lowey-Hartzell (cont), Oct 28, 1994, p.8
Candidates cover a lot of ground in debate (cont), Oct 28, 1994, p.13
Experience does count (Inquirer endorsements in upcoming election Nov 8) (edit), Nov 4, 1994, p.6
Lowey ad 'misleading', Nov 10, 1994, p.1
Local voters go own way - Democratic, Nov 10, 1994, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28

LUBLINSKY, ANDREA
‘Personality Profiles’ show reaching growing audience, Apr 1, 1994, p.16

LUBY, MEGHAN
Colonial Days (5th grade unit on life in colonial America) (photo), May 6, 1994, p.10

LUBY, SHARON
Run-off will decide two committee seats, Jan 21, 1994, p.1

LUCIANI, LAURIE
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

LUCIANI, LUCY
Lucy Luciani (has received top producer award from Houlihan/Lawrence) (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.2

LUSSI, PHYLLIS
Telfer to retire from SMS (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.1
SHS administrator named middle school principal (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.1

LUNDINE, STAN

LUPIN, JUDY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.30
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LUTHER, ALLEN
The Bank of New York Salutes the Westchester Band on its Silver Anniversary 1969-1994 (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.32

LUTZGER-GOODMAN, NONA
Schools open on Monday (cont), Sep 9, 1994, p.9

LUUKKANEN, MELANIE
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' BASE Eleven Years of Outstanding Service to the Community (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.28

LYNCH, CATHARINE KELLY
Catharine Kelly Lynch (dies), Apr 29, 1994, p.20

LYNCH, JOAN ELLEN
Joan Ellen Lynch (appointed associate justice of Barnstable (Mass) District Court), Mar 25, 1994, p.4

LYNCH, JOSEPH A JR

LYNCH, MAUREEN
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30
Guiding Eyes (for the Blind) supports Senior Options (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.9

LYNNE, RICHARD (AU)
Forget movies - build a stadium! (ltr), May 13, 1994, p.6

LYONS, NORA
Edgewood celebrates 75 years (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.4

MACDONALD, BARBARA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.26

MACDONELL, BILL
Spirit of 1919 (SCS Woman's Club and Edgewood School celebrate their 75th anniversaries) (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.1

MACDONELL, JOHN
Spirit of 1919 (SCS Woman's Club and Edgewood School celebrate their 75th anniversaries) (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.1

MACDONELL, NED
Spirit of 1919 (SCS Woman's Club and Edgewood School celebrate their 75th anniversaries) (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.1

MACDONELL, RUTH
Spirit of 1919 (SCS Woman's Club and Edgewood School celebrate their 75th anniversaries) (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.1

MACGILLIVRAY, GLEN
Ellinghouse closes office, Jun 17, 1994, p.1

MACHIAVELLI
Is Machiavelli relevant today? (edit), Jul 8, 1994, p.6

MACPHAIL, LUCY
The Bank of New York Salutes MAME and Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.24
'Carnival' performers (SHS Drama Club production of "Carnival") (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.17
Drama Club 'Carnival' sheer stage magic (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.17

MACRI, JIM
Responsiveness earns gratitude (regarding flooding problem at Garden and Oxford Roads) (ltr), Nov 18, 1994, p.6

MACHAVERI

MACHIAVELLI
Is Machiavelli relevant today? (edit), Jul 8, 1994, p.6

MACPHAIL, LUCY
The Bank of New York Salutes MAME and Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.24
'Carnival' performers (SHS Drama Club production of "Carnival") (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.17
Drama Club 'Carnival' sheer stage magic (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.17

MACRI, JIM
Responsiveness earns gratitude (regarding flooding problem at Garden and Oxford Roads) (ltr), Nov 18, 1994, p.6

MACY, ROBERT
Three nominated for school board (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.1
School tax hike likely to surpass last year's 2.9%, Nov 25, 1994, p.1

MACY, ROBERT JR
School budget vote Wednesday, May 13, 1994, p.1
Jaffe to lead school board (photo), Jul 8, 1994, p.1

MACY, ROBERT M JR
Computer network approved at SHS, Aug 5, 1994, p.1

MADDEN, BRIAN
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26
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MADDOX, KENNETH W
Butler to speak on suburbia at historical society exhibit (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.15

MADONNA, JOSEPH
Affordable housing issue arouses dormant passions at plan hearing, May 6, 1994, p.1

MAGALETTI, ROBERT
Van overturns on parkway (photo), Jan 21, 1994, p.1
Questions remain on fatal accident (photo), Aug 19, 1994, p.1
Graffiti vandals caught in the act (at sound barrier of Hutchinson River Parkway and Weaver Street), Sep 23, 1994, p.1

MAGAN, MOLLY
Village is gearing up for another harsh winter (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.1

MAGEE, TONY
Nuts and bolts of downtown retail (in praise of Tony Magee's hardware store) (ltr), Mar 4, 1994, p.6
Hard times and choices for the hardware store, Mar 11, 1994, p.3
Another boutique isn't progress (ltr), Mar 18, 1994, p.6
No banishment to lower regions (for Tony Magee's Hardware store) (ltr), Mar 25, 1994, p.6

MAGNUTTA, JON
Art enlivens nature study (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.9

MAGOWAN, DAVID JR
David Magowan, Jr (dies), Dec 2, 1994, p.24

MAIDEN, JOHN
Shires take cleanup prize in conservancy (photo), May 6, 1994, p.8

MAIORANO, AL
Village board gets an earful on trees and leaf blowers, Mar 11, 1994, p.1

MAKAROV, DAN
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26

MAKAROV, DANIL
(SHS) seniors win awards for academic and arts achievement (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.10

MAKAROV, NICHOLAS
Summer programs winding down (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.4

MALAVE, ERIK
Babes in Toyland (Christmas pageant at IHM) (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.10

MALINA, ANITA
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale's First Couple Esther C and Robert P Shay (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.24
He stands by his course criticism (response to letter by A Malina from 7/29/94) (ltr), Aug 5, 1994, p.6
Time has finally come for teens (comments on recent Inquirer articles regarding SCS teenagers) (ltr), Dec 16, 1994, p.6

MALINA, ANITA (AU)
Negative view (of SCS Adult School) was a minority one (response to ltr by S Helsel from 7/22) (ltr), Jul 29, 1994, p.6

MALKAMES, KARL (AU)
Plea for end to 'nocturnal din' (Metro North gong and speaker announcements) (ltr), Oct 14, 1994, p.6

MALLETT, CHARLES
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

MALLETT, JANELLE
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

MALLETT, SHAWN
They take the cake at Fox Meadow (New York's 62 counties represented on state shaped cake) (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.9

MALONE, KARL
Parents should be the best role models (edit), Mar 4, 1994, p.7

MALONE, KATHRYN
Kathryn Malone (will be scholar-in-residence at Institute for Academic Technology, NC) (photo), Jan 21, 1994, p.4
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MALONEY, ANDREW
N.Y. colleagues defend Nussbaum, Mar 11, 1994, p.1

MALONEY, NEIL
Writing takes top priority in school language arts classes, Mar 11, 1994, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

MANCINI, LOU
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Company 1 100th Year Anniversary (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.30
Giant parade marks fire company centennial (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.1
A centennial salute (in recognition of 100 years of volunteer fire service) (photo), Sep 16, 1994, p.3
Appreciated (Lou Mancini recognized for his leadership in Fire Co's centennial celebration) (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.4

MANCEUSO, JEN
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

MANCEUSO, JOHN
Arts evening at Edgewood (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.9

MANCEUSO-WEINTRAUB, DEBORAH
Deborah Mancuso-Weintraub (has received an award from the United Hospital Fund), Apr 8, 1994, p.4

MANDEL, JACOB
Third-graders study urban design (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.9

MANDEL, RICHARD G (AU)
Why must we color in the lines? (urges village board to disband board of architectural review) (ltr), Oct 21, 1994, p.6

MANFREDI, STEPHEN
Multiple offender arrested here again (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.3

MANGIALETTI, NICHOLAS B
Nicholas B Mangialetti (dies), Apr 15, 1994, p.8

MANITS, LINDA
Greenacres tastes Paris (success of PTA fundraiser "A taste of Paris" is celebrated) (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.12

MANN, JOAN
Joan Mann (dies), Sep 23, 1994, p.10

MANN, MATHEW
Scarsdale firefighters are honored, Nov 4, 1994, p.4

MANTA, FLAVIA
Mural portrays Edgewood's 75-year history (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.10

MANTIS, JENN
Learning about the outdoors (Earth Day activities at local schools) (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.10

MARCHIONY, BRIAN
A counselor's job is no day at the beach (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.5
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

MARCHIONY, STEPHEN
They appreciate S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommitee) volunteers (ltr), Jan 28, 1994, p.6

MARCHIONY, STEVE (AU)
Innuendo unfair to soccer coach (Bob Zayac) (ltr), Dec 2, 1994, p.6

MARCUS, ELLIOT
Thanksgiving festivities (at SCS schools) (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.12

MARCUS, JAN
The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28

MARCUS, JANET
Great moments (Town and Village Civic Club highlights dramatized at 90th birthday party) (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.1

MARCUS, JANET K
The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club 90 years of outstanding service (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.30
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MARCUS, JANET K (AU)
Bike-snatching not a felony (correction of 9/2 Inquirer police report) (ltr), Sep 23, 1994, p.6
Inquirer policy called 'racist'(decision not to report names of persons 16-19 who are arrested)(ltr), Oct 21, 1994, p.6

MARCUS, JUNE
June Marcus (dies), Dec 23, 1994, p.16

MARCUS, PETER
A successful project (books were collected by SCS Middle School for patients at WHP Hospital)(photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.9

MARDEN, HENRY C
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Company 1 100th Year Anniversary (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.30

MARDEN, HENRY JR
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Company 1 100th Year Anniversary (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.30

MARGAGLIO, PEGGY
Outstanding volunteer (Michael Sparrow, a SHS graduate, receives a junior volunteer award) (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.4

MARGARITOV, KATHY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Student Transfer Education Program (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.26

MARGARITOV, STEVE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Student Transfer Education Program (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.26

MARGOLIS, MICHELLE
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' BASE Eleven Years of Outstanding Service to the Community (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.28

MARINE, CATHERINE M
Catherine M Marine (dies), Sep 2, 1994, p.10

MARINE, JAMES B
James B Marine (dies), Oct 21, 1994, p.16

MARINO, JANE
Jane Marino named children's librarian (photo), May 6, 1994, p.4
Young readers pick their favorites (photo), Dec 2, 1994, p.11

MARIETTES
Witches, tigers and fairies brought to life (wooden marionettes) (photo), Sep 9, 1994, p.5

MARKEL, NICHOLAS
(Nicholas Markel and Michael Pechman show Thanksgiving art project) (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.12

MARKHOFF, TALYA
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26

MARKOWITZ, IRVING (AU)
Why identify religion of the accused? (response to police report in April issue of Inquirer) (ltr), Apr 8, 1994, p.6

MARKS, ELLEN
Two more on (village's Investment Advisory Board), Jul 22, 1994, p.1

MAROON AND WHITE
Groups praise village, school budgets; Schools' low tax hike lauded - with reservations, Apr 29, 1994, p.1
Maroon and White celebrate spring athletes (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.21
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30
Maroon and White fetes fall athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.26
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32
Time has finally come for teens (comments on recent Inquirer articles regarding SCS teenagers) (ltr), Dec 16, 1994, p.6

MARRA, JOANNA
Shoppers looked for bargains, Dec 30, 1994, p.1

MARRIAGE
(Supplement) Love and Marriage, Feb 4, 1994, p.0
Losing tickets in marriage lottery (ltr), May 27, 1994, p.6
Some thoughts on the institution of marriage (edit), Aug 5, 1994, p.6
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MARSHALL, LORRAINE

MARTIN, CHARLES
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Student Transfer Education Program (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.26
Talking to Charles Martin - another Student Transfer Education Program success story (photo/edit), May 6, 1994, p.7
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

MARTIN, JENNIFER
Maroon and White celebrate spring athletes (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.21
Beyond the call (SHS students recognized for extraordinary community service) (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.10
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

MARTIN, ROXANNE
Historical Society expands the local history program (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.12

MARTINEZ, KIM
The Bank of New York Salutes the 75th anniversary of Edgewood School (photo), May 20, 1994, p.28

MARTIRANO, MARY ELLEN
Cops cope with domestic violence, Jun 3, 1994, p.1

MARTONE, SILVIO
They take the cake at Fox Meadow (New York’s 62 counties represented on state shaped cake) (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.9

MARTORANO, MAUREEN
(Crane-Berkley) Park neighbors argue over flora and fauna (photo), May 20, 1994, p.1

MARWELL, PATRICIA
Rabban to retire Monday (photo), Jan 28, 1994, p.10
A Quaker Ridge tribute (to Patricia Marwell and Terry Schwarz) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.11
Young readers pick their favorites (photo), Dec 2, 1994, p.11

MARX, ANNE (AU)
Lease renewed, Apr 29, 1994, p.7

MASAROFF, LOUISE
Good advice for parents at PTA fair (cont), Mar 18, 1994, p.9

MASCALI, ROBERT
Old tires, not office building, at 858 Scarsdale Ave) (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.3

MASON, DANA
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32
Stars for service (members of Stars and Smiles Club of SHS honored for volunteer service) (photo), Dec 16, 1994, p.10

MASSACRES
Rabbis denounce Hebron massacre (ltr), Mar 11, 1994, p.6

MASSEL, RICK
The Bank of New York Salutes MAME and Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.24

MASSEL, TRACY
The Bank of New York Salutes the 75th anniversary of Edgewood School (photo), May 20, 1994, p.28
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.32

MASTROVITO, JULIO
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

MASUNAGA, YOKO

MATHEMATICS
Real-world examples used in math classes, May 6, 1994, p.9
Want some fun? Try math (details creative ways to teach high school math) (illus) (edit), Sep 23, 1994, p.7

MATHEW, JIBBY
W(hite) P(lains) H(ospital) C(enter) recognizes junior volunteers (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.4
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MATHEWS, PETER
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

MATHEWS, OLIVIA
The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28

MATHIESON, JOHN
Dobbs Ferry postmaster in Scarsdale temporarily, Jan 28, 1994, p.1
Food to the hungry (photo), May 27, 1994, p.4

MATICK, JESSICA
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26

MATTHEWS, CINDY
Schools open on Monday (cont), Sep 9, 1994, p.9

MATTHEWSON, JULIANA
Girls ride a rough road to self-confidence (nine-day trip in Monadnock region of NH) (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.5

MATURRO, ANDY
Department good guy promoted to sergeant (photo), Sep 2, 1994, p.5

MATUSOW, NAOMI
Arts Alive grant (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.13

MAY, DANIEL
Author (Daniel May) plumbs wit and wisdom of the ages, Nov 10, 1994, p.8

MAY, TONY
Pavarotti stars at restaurant opening (Tony May's Hostaria in Port Chester) (photo), Nov 10, 1994, p.4

MAYERS, DANIEL K
Daniel K Mayers (named chairman of board of trustees for WETA public broadcasting), Feb 11, 1994, p.4

MAYORS
A meeting of mayors (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.5

MAYORS-SCS
Working for a good government (examines the current state of village affairs) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.1
Mayor's report (cont) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.17
Nominations needed (for candidates for office of mayor and three trustee positions), Dec 2, 1994, p.1

MAZUR, MATT
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26

MCABE, CATHERINE C
Catherine C McCabe (dies), Aug 12, 1994, p.16

MCCALL, CARL
Local voters go own way - Democratic, Nov 10, 1994, p.1

MCCARTHY, RACHEL
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32
A-School hosts education seminar (photo), Dec 30, 1994, p.9

MCCARTHY, TARA
My heart looks like that? (annual health fair at IHM) (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.10

MCCAUGHY, ELIZABETH

MCCAULEY, SENSEII
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' BASE Eleven Years of Outstanding Service to the Community (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.28

MCCLINTOCK, Darryl
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26
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MCCORMACK, KIT
The Bank of New York Salutes SCS's Woman's Club on the Occasion of its Diamond Jubilee 1919-94 (photo), May 13, 1994, p.30

MCCOURT, BARBARA
Run-off will decide two committee seats, Jan 21, 1994, p.1

MCCREARY, JAMES
A warning to all: insist on rights (ltr), Feb 11, 1994, p.6

MCCREARY, WILLIAM
Time for trustees to OK courts (ltr), Jul 15, 1994, p.6

MCCREERY, BILL
90 years in 40 minutes: Town Club and its offspring mark a major milestone (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.5

MCCREERY, BILL JR
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.26

MCCREERY, GAY
Historical society to honor McCreerys (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.4
McCreerys in the limelight at dinner dance (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.5
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.26

MCCREERY, JACK
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.26

MCCREERY, SEAN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.26

MCCREERY, TARA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.26

MCCREERY, WILLIAM
Working for a good government (examines the current state of village affairs) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.1
Historical society to honor McCreerys (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.4
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale's First Couple Esther C and Robert P Shay (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.24
McCreerys in the limelight at dinner dance (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.5
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.26
School foundation rejected for now, Apr 15, 1994, p.9
(Planning for 90th anniversary of Town and Village Civic Club) (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.19

MCDERMOTT, MICHAEL
Sexual harassment policy pondered, Apr 1, 1994, p.9
SHS administrator named middle school principal (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.1
McDermott is appointed middle school principal (cont), Jul 1, 1994, p.2
Schools to open this Monday, Sep 9, 1994, p.1
New families welcomed at every school (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.9

MCDONALD, EDWIN CHARLES
Edwin Charles McDonald (dies), Apr 8, 1994, p.18

MCEVOY, PAUL
In 36th S.D., rivalry's muted (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.1
Experience does count (Inquirer endorsements in upcoming election Nov 8) (edit), Nov 4, 1994, p.6
Local voters go own way - Democratic, Nov 10, 1994, p.1

MCGEE, TONY
Village is gearing up for another harsh winter (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.1

MCGINNESS, LIZ
Speaking clearly and distinctly (middle school students practice for annual speech contest) (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1994 (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.24

MCGINNIS, VIRGINIA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30
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MCGOVERN, JIM
A call for graffiti vigilantes (edit), Jan 21, 1994, p.6

MCGOWAN, HELEN JORDAN
Helen Jordan McGowan (dies), Dec 16, 1994, p.19

MCGOWAN, TOM
Scarsdale firefighters are honored, Nov 4, 1994, p.4

MCHUGH, ROBERTA
Scarsdale Woman's Club celebrates 75th anniversary year (photo) (cont), Dec 23, 1994, p.8

MCILVAIN, GERRY
Fire badly damages historic house here (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.1

MCKEEVER, BOB
Scarsdale's hottest chefs share recipes (photo), Jan 7, 1994, p.5

MCKNIGHT, CORNELIA
A special senior fondly recalled (ltr), Nov 18, 1994, p.6
Cornelia McKnight (dies), Nov 18, 1994, p.12

MCKNIGHT, JOHN
Legislators at (Town and) Village) C(ivie) C(ub), Apr 1, 1994, p.1

MCLAUGHLIN, NANCY
The Bank of New York Salutes SCS's Woman's Club on the Occasion of its Diamond Jubilee 1919-94 (photo), May 13, 1994, p.30

MCMANUS, LAUREN
Puppet project aids Edgewood storytelling unit (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.9

MCNALLY, ELLEN
Maroon and White fetes fall athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.26

MCTIGUE, COLLEEN
Fanciful fun at IHM (talent show) (photo), Nov 10, 1994, p.9

MEALS ON WHEELS
Meals on wheels volunteers: emissaries of good will (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.12
Snow? No problem!, Feb 18, 1994, p.1
Through snow, sleet and ice (ltr), Feb 18, 1994, p.6

MEANEY, TOM
Scarsdale's finest (village police officers were recently presented with awards) (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.4
Are law enforcers above the law? (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.5
Unlicensed driver destroys bench (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.1

MEANY, THOMAS
S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) crew gets EMS awards, Oct 7, 1994, p.1

MEDICAL CARE
League examines unhealthy state of women's health care, Apr 22, 1994, p.1
The unhealthy state of women's health care examined (cont) (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.12
Womens health (cont), Apr 22, 1994, p.24
What America needs to do about health care (edit), May 13, 1994, p.7
A short but productive Indian summer (David Cohen tackles health problems of Navajo Nation) (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.1
Navajo children learn through art project (cont), Sep 30, 1994, p.10
Government will cause more chaos (edit), Nov 25, 1994, p.7

MEDINE, AMY
Local man (Maurice B Stein) killed in Eagle crash, Nov 4, 1994, p.1

MEDNEY, CLIFF
News from Fox Meadow (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.11

MEDNEY, CLIFFORD
The nitty-gritty of suburban self-defense (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.3
A clear necessity (self-defense)... but whose responsibility? (edit), Feb 18, 1994, p.6
MEEHAN, DENNIS

MEEHAN, DOROTHY
In New York State, one of four children live below poverty level (edit), Jan 28, 1994, p.7

MEEHAN, DOTTIE

MEEK, RAYMOND E (DR)
Dr Raymond E Meek (dies), Dec 30, 1994, p.8

MEGLATHERY, NORMAN R
Norman R Meglathery (dies), Dec 16, 1994, p.19

MEHTA, KUNAL
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' BASE Eleven Years of Outstanding Service to the Community (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.28

MELLOR, ANDREA
Drama Club to present "The Royal Family" (photo), Mar 4, 1994, p.13

MEMORIAL DAY
Memorial Day, May 20, 1994, p.1
Get out your flags (for annual Memorial Day parade), May 27, 1994, p.1
For those who served (Memorial Day Parade) (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.1
Marchers celebrate a glorious day, Jun 3, 1994, p.1
Scouts are in their glory on Memorial Day (cont) (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.10
The Bank of New York Salutes Our Veterans - Memorial Day 1994 (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.30

MENDEL, CAREN
Hats on for reading ("Be Enthusiastic About Reading Day" at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.9
Parents visit Quaker Ridge (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.10

MENDLESON, TIM
Tim Mendelson (dies), Dec 16, 1994, p.19

MENKE, BETTY
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale's First Couple Esther C and Robert P Shay (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.24

MENKE, BETTY (AU)
Remembering a departed friend (ltr), Dec 30, 1994, p.6

MENNA, DAVID
Edgewood through the years (in play "It was a Time" performed by third-graders) (photo), Mar 4, 1994, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes the 75th anniversary of Edgewood School (photo), May 20, 1994, p.28

MENORAH
Menorah attack smacks of hate (response to article by Irving Sloan from 12/24/93) (ltr), Jan 7, 1994, p.6
Breaching the wall of exclusion (response to I Sloan's Inquirer article from 12/24/93) (ltr), Jan 14, 1994, p.6
If you can do it, I can do it too (response to I Sloan's Inquirer article from 12/24/93) (ltr), Jan 21, 1994, p.6
We must dare to be different (response to letter by D Jacobs from 1/14/94) (ltr), Jan 28, 1994, p.6
Festival of Lights (menorahs are placed at Chase Park and Golden Horseshoe Shopping Center) (photo), Dec 2, 1994, p.1
Jews should not play follow-the-leader (edit), Dec 9, 1994, p.6

MENSI, DEANA
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26

MENTAL ILLNESS
Story illuminated mental illness (Inquirer article from 6/17 dedicated to Lori Schiller) (ltr), Jun 24, 1994, p.6
We're opening our eyes—at last (author relates her own experience similar to Lori Schiller's) (edit), Jul 8, 1994, p.7
Lori Schiller to speak (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.2

MENTON, MARY
Tomorrow's women (candlelight vigil to promote awareness of Intl Women's Rights Day) (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.6
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MERCEIN, SUZI
High school moves to discipline troublemakers (regarding firecracker explosion), Nov 10, 1994, p.3

MERCHANTS-SCS
Snow fallout: some profit, but most suffer (photo), Jan 28, 1994, p.1
Unexpected fallout from the snowfalls (cont), Jan 28, 1994, p.4
Nuts and bolts of downtown retail (in praise of Tony Magee’s hardware store) (ltr), Mar 4, 1994, p.6
Hard times and choices for the hardware store, Mar 11, 1994, p.3
Another fan of (SCS) hardware store (ltr), Mar 11, 1994, p.6
Scarsdale Hardware (cont), Mar 11, 1994, p.20
Another boutique isn’t progress (ltr), Mar 18, 1994, p.6
We should retain faithful retailers (ltr), Mar 18, 1994, p.7
Hardware store is essential (ltr), Mar 18, 1994, p.7
No banishment to lower regions (for Tony Magee’s Hardware store) (ltr), Mar 25, 1994, p.6
Coffee for every taste (at Reunion Cafe), Jun 3, 1994, p.1
Native American art objects at (East Parkway shop) Wind Dancer, Jul 15, 1994, p.2
Wide or narrow ruled? (back to school shopping at Arcade Stationers) (photo), Sep 2, 1994, p.1
Sports shop to open (on Spencer Place), Sep 30, 1994, p.2
Spanish treasure found in Scarsdale (relics from the Atocha shown at Wilson jewelers) (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.3
Hay Day’s on the way to town - or so they say (photo), Oct 7, 1994, p.1
Spirit scrubbed (Halloween window paintings washed away at request of Chamber of Commerce) (edit), Oct 28, 1994, p.6
County Boys’ and Men’s Shop to close, Nov 18, 1994, p.1
Welcome from a friendly village (store owners of High Gear overwhelmed by SCS friendliness) (ltr), Nov 18, 1994, p.6
Come on down (C-Town will help pay for van service to area supermarkets for E Hartsdale Ave seniors), Nov 25, 1994, p.1
A kind thought at Thanksgiving (ltr), Nov 25, 1994, p.6
Two little magic words go a long way... (patience and decency needed toward SCS storekeepers) (edit), Nov 25, 1994, p.6
Merchants anticipating good (holiday) season, Dec 2, 1994, p.1
Shopping season under way (cont), Dec 2, 1994, p.28
C-Town helped Scout food drive (ltr), Dec 9, 1994, p.6
Parking dearth affects shoppers (ltr), Dec 9, 1994, p.6
Buy it here! (in SCS) (edit), Dec 16, 1994, p.6
Joy to the world with gifts from the whimsical to the grand (photo), Dec 16, 1994, p.15
Shoppers looked for bargains, Dec 30, 1994, p.1
Commuter cafe (Reunion Cafe is expanding), Dec 30, 1994, p.1
Holiday shoppers were hunting for bargains in local stores (cont), Dec 30, 1994, p.5

MERKATZ, RUTH
The unhealthy state of women’s health care examined (cont) (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.12

MERKESMER, GERALDINE (AU)
Stinking ‘gold’ a health hazard (ltr), Jun 24, 1994, p.6

MERTON, VANESSA
League examines unhealthy state of women’s health care, Apr 22, 1994, p.1
The unhealthy state of women’s health care examined (cont) (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.12

METRO NORTH COMMUTER RAILROAD CO
Good times (high on-time record), Jan 21, 1994, p.1
Village blames repair delays on Metro-North, Jan 21, 1994, p.3
Bad planning near the station (edit), Mar 18, 1994, p.6
Track death, Apr 8, 1994, p.1
Still no solid footing at Metro-North train station, Apr 8, 1994, p.5
Step by step (new stairway being replaced leading to pedestrian overpass at SCS station), May 6, 1994, p.1
Lot to ease Garth Road parking crush (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.3
Plea for end to ‘nocturnal din’ (Metro North gong and speaker announcements) (ltr), Oct 14, 1994, p.6
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METZ, DOUG
Incentives could ease parking crunch (in SCS Village), Dec 16, 1994, p.1

MEYER, MERLIN
Some of the best years of their lives (youngsters' stay at Children's Village) (edit) (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.7

MEYERS, CARLA
Jury duty shirkers to be fined (cont), Feb 11, 1994, p.8

MEYERS, EMILY
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1994 (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.24

MEYERS, LYNN
The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28

MEYERS, LYNN AND BILL (AU)
Prom breakfast was a success (ltr), Jul 1, 1994, p.6

MEYERS, NAT
Historical society project expands to Mt Vernon (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.9

MEYERS, NICOLE
Circus antics (circus performers visit Heathcote) (photo), Dec 16, 1994, p.10

MEYERS, ROBIN
All-star cast in bittersweet 'Lughnasa' (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.13

MEYERS, THELMA
Thelma Meyers (dies), Jul 1, 1994, p.13

MIANO, FRED
Rotary grants (from SCS Rotary Club) (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.5

MIANO, ROCCO
Baby, it's cold outside - and for some, inside, Mar 4, 1994, p.1

MIEDZIAN, MYRIAM
With boys, start early to reduce violence (edit), Feb 4, 1994, p.7

MIHALLO, TRISH
Edgewood remembers a fabulous year: 1919 (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.10

MIKHAILEVICH, GARY
Summer programs winding down (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.4

MILDE, PAULINE (AU)
S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) founder will be missed (ltr), Oct 28, 1994, p.6

MILGROM, SHIRA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.30

MILHALLO, MARK
Puppet project aids Edgewood storytelling unit (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.9

MILLER, ANN
They appreciate S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) volunteers (ltr), Jan 28, 1994, p.6

MILLER, BERENICE
S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) needs you (edit) (photo), Jan 28, 1994, p.6

MILLER, COURTNEY
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

MILLER, DAVID
(SHS) seniors win awards for academic and arts achievement (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.10

MILLER, DEBBIE
The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28

MILLER, DEBBIE (AU)
Try the L(eague of) W(omen) V(oters) for rewarding experiences (edit) (illus), May 27, 1994, p.7
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MILLER, EMELIE
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26

MILLER, GENA
Playing computer games to learn (photo), May 13, 1994, p.11

MILLER, HENRY
Scarsdalians on Pataki's team, Dec 9, 1994, p.1

MILLER, MADERIE

MILLER-WACHTEL, ELLEN
Ellen Miller-Wachtel (appointed senior vice president/business affairs at Radio City Music Hall), Jun 10, 1994, p.4

MILSTEIN, DAVID

MILSTEIN, NANCY
Computer upgrade planned (for SCS schools), Jan 28, 1994, p.9

MILSTEIN, NANCY (AU)
School election voting urged (ltr), Jan 14, 1994, p.6
They appreciate S(school) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) volunteers (ltr), Jan 28, 1994, p.6

MILZOFF, SHARI
(SHS) seniors win awards for academic and arts achievement (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.10

MINCHENBERG, MORTON
Morton Minchenberg (dies), Sep 2, 1994, p.10

MIRABELLI, ROBERT
Scarsdale snake not slick enough (photo), Aug 19, 1994, p.2

MITCHELL, BONNIE
Party celebrates (United Way) fund drive (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.4
The Bank of New York Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.28

MITCHELL, BONNIE (AU)
Nuts and bolts of downtown retail (in praise of Tony Magee's hardware store) (ltr), Mar 4, 1994, p.6
Gratitude in a golden season (from Russian children who visited SCS a year ago) (ltr), Oct 14, 1994, p.6

MITCHELL, MERRITT K
Residents don't like to see the (graffiti) writing on the wall (photo), May 13, 1994, p.1

MITTLEMAN, AMY
Heathcote plans hoedown (annual PTA carnival) (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.10

MITTEN, JEREMY
In the corps (SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps has inducted seven new junior members) (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.4

MIYAKAWA, TOMAKO
(SHS) seniors win awards for academic and arts achievement (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.10

MIYAMOTO, SUKI
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.30

MOFFITT, JOSEPH
Scholarship fund seeks support (photo), Dec 2, 1994, p.12

MONGARELLA, CHRISTEN
Summer programs winding down (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.4

MONK, JOANNA
Stars for service (members of Stars and Smiles Club of SHS honored for volunteer service) (photo), Dec 16, 1994, p.10

MONTAGUE, ANGELA
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MONTGOMERY, C W
   The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Company 1 100th Year Anniversary (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.30

MOONEY, Tom (AU)
   For peace, quiet-try the city (in contrast to noise and air pollution in EMT from leaf blowers)(ltr), Aug 12, 1994, p.6

MOORE, Colin

Moral Education
   Students need education in values, character (edit), Jun 24, 1994, p.7
   Schools don't teach morality (response to I Sloan's article from 6/24/94) (ltr), Jul 1, 1994, p.6
   Wiesel's lesson must be learned early (edit), Jul 1, 1994, p.6

Morgan, Edward
   Trustees seek input on laws (cont), Feb 11, 1994, p.8
   User parking (village board sets public hearing on proposed new law on parking restrictions), May 13, 1994, p.1

Morgan, Edward
   (Workmen lower girders into place by Wilmot Road Bridge) (Progress edit 1994) (photo), Jan 28, 1994, p.1
   Summer ban to silence blowers, Jun 17, 1994, p.1
   Village seeks to monitor business use, Aug 26, 1994, p.1
   Residents' rights are disregarded (response to article on special permit legislation from 8/26) (ltr), Sep 2, 1994, p.6
   Village board approves comprehensive plan (formerly known as the master plan), Oct 14, 1994, p.1
   Phone law: strong or 'shameful'? (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.1
   Nominations needed (for candidates for office of mayor and three trustee positions), Dec 2, 1994, p.1
   Nominations need community's help (ltr), Dec 2, 1994, p.6
   Nominations needed (for candidates for the office of mayor and three trustee positions), Dec 30, 1994, p.1

Morganstein, Raina
   Stars for service (members of Stars and Smiles Club of SHS honored for volunteer service) (photo), Dec 16, 1994, p.10

Morganstern, Anita
   Zawel named S(CS) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre) director; 'Mame' to be his first show (photo), Jan 21, 1994, p.13
   Creative staff to oversee S(CS) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre) production of 'Mame' (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.17
   The Bank of New York Salutes MAME and Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.24

Moriarty, Evan
   Edgewood teachers recognized (at annual PTA luncheon) (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.9

Moriarty, Gisela (AU)
   Winterlude (edit), Mar 25, 1994, p.7

Morril, Brittany
   Young readers pick their favorites (photo), Dec 2, 1994, p.11

Morris, Chris
   Food to the hungry (photo), May 27, 1994, p.4

Morris, Danny
   Troop 60 attends Boy Scout camp (photo), Aug 12, 1994, p.2

Morris, Tom
   Food to the hungry (photo), May 27, 1994, p.4

Morrison, Samuel
   A quiet goodbye to village postmaster (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.5
   Dobbs Ferry postmaster in Scarsdale temporarily, Jan 28, 1994, p.1
   New (SCS) postmaster is appointed (photo), Jul 15, 1994, p.1
   Keep the mail coming - the P.O. is ready, Dec 16, 1994, p.1

Morse, Alan R
   Alan R Morse (elected chairman of long term care division of Greater New York Hospital Assn) (photo), Aug 12, 1994, p.2
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MORTENSEN, MAGNUS
Edgewood goes west (western theme of Edgewood's annual PTA fair) (photo), May 6, 1994, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes the 75th anniversary of Edgewood School (photo), May 20, 1994, p.28

MORTGAGES
Should you refinance your mortgage? (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.16
Refinancing (cont) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.17

MOSBLECH, ANDREW
SKS alumnus now no 1 (Andrew Mosblech has won national wrestling title in 135 lb class) (photo), Mar 4, 1994, p.16

MOSCATELLO, STEPHANIE
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

MOSCOU, JOSEPH
Other municipalities consider blower ban; in Scarsdale, complaints heard on both sides, Aug 5, 1994, p.1

MOSER, LINDA
They appreciate S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) volunteers (ltr), Jan 28, 1994, p.6
Painters undaunted (in annual window painting contest despite less than ideal conditions) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.1

MOSER, SUSAN
Painters undaunted (in annual window painting contest despite less than ideal conditions) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.1

MOSES, TRUDI
Continuing education (Checks are still coming in for PTA Scholarship Fund) (photo), Jul 8, 1994, p.9

MOSKOWITZ, ALISON
In the corps (SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps has inducted seven new junior members) (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.4

MOSKOWITZ, CAROL
Carol Moskowitz (honored at First Realty Group's spring luncheon) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.4

MOSKOWITZ, PHILIP
Residents don't like to see the (graffiti) writing on the wall (photo), May 13, 1994, p.1

MOTHER-IN-LAW APARTMENTS
SEE ACCESSORY APARTMENTS

MOTHERS
Great moms, articulate children (winning entries of SCS "Mother of the Year" contest), May 6, 1994, p.7
The writers and their subjects (Mother of the Year contest) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.10

MOTION PICTURE THEATERS
SEE THEATER BUILDINGS

MOTION PICTURES
Winter film festival to open at library, Feb 11, 1994, p.14
A movie to be seen by those who do not know ("Schindler's List") (edit), Mar 25, 1994, p.7
Producers of 'Forrest Gump' and 'Blown Away' have local roots (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.5
'Pulp Fiction': the art of studied indifference (edit), Dec 2, 1994, p.7

MOUNTAIN CLIMBING
SEE MOUNTAINEERING

MOUNTAINEERING
Local author recalls deadly African climb (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.17

MOVIES
SEE MOTION PICTURES

MOYNIHAN, DANIEL PATRICK
Primary '94: Local voters differ in A ttorney) G eneral, judge races, Sep 16, 1994, p.1
Local voters go own way - Democratic, Nov 10, 1994, p.1

MOYNIHAN, PATRICK
Experience does count (Inquirer endorsements in upcoming election Nov 8) (edit), Nov 4, 1994, p.6
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MUDHO, SARAH
Maroon and White celebrate spring athletes (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.21
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30
It's all in a day's play at the Scarsdale rec camps (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.4

MUELLER, ELIZABETH
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.32
Association artists to show paintings in 2 exhibitions (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.17

MUKAMAL, TEDDY
Wonderland of science (at Fox Meadow's science fair's family night) (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.9

MULCAHY, MIKE
Scarsdale coach named best in the country, Aug 19, 1994, p.15

MULDOON, JULIA
Edgewood teachers recognized (at annual PTA luncheon) (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.9

MULDOON, LAUREN
Girls ride a rough road to self-confidence (nine-day trip in Monodnoc region of NH) (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.5

MULDOOK, CAITLIN
Edgewood celebrates 75 years (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.4

MULLEN, MARY
With spangles and splashes (July 4th celebrations) (photo), Jul 8, 1994, p.1

MULLEN, ROBERT F
Robert F Mullen (dies), Jul 22, 1994, p.16

MURILLO, MARY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

MURPHY, DAN
Winners wear helmets (Meghan Luby's winning Safety Poster Contest entry) (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.5

MURPHY, ED
Scarsdale's finest (village police officers were recently presented with awards) (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.4

MURPHY, EDWARD
Graffiti vandals caught in the act (at sound barrier of Hutchinson River Parkway and Weaver Street), Sep 23, 1994, p.1

MURPHY, JO ANN
Ellinghouse closes office, Jun 17, 1994, p.1

MURPHY, JO ANN MAZZELLA
Jo Ann Mazzella Murphy (named finance committee chair for A Hartzell Jr's congressional campaign), Aug 12, 1994, p.2

MURPHY, LOIS
Scholarship in memory of Scarsdale resident (Lois Murphy), Dec 2, 1994, p.4

MURPHY, SUZANNE
Maroon and White celebrate spring athletes (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.21
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

MURRAY, BLAKE
They appreciate S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommitee) volunteers (ltr), Jan 28, 1994, p.6
No downtown model needed, mayor says, Jul 1, 1994, p.1
Design subcommittee favors development, Jul 29, 1994, p.1

MURRAY, DAVE
Scarsdale coach named best in the country, Aug 19, 1994, p.15
Maroon and White fetes fall athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.26

MURRAY, JOSEPH A
Joseph A Murray (dies), Apr 1, 1994, p.14

MURRAY, MAURINE
Getting ready for the bash (Town and Village Civic Club's 90th birthday) (photo), Sep 9, 1994, p.1
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MURRAY, SUE ELLEN HENNIGAN
   Sue Ellen Hennigan Murray (dies), Jul 29, 1994, p.14

MUSTEIN, MARJORIE
   High school juniors unfazed by new SAT, Mar 4, 1994, p.1

MURTHA, LORING
   Working at the pool: a family tradition (photo), Aug 19, 1994, p.5

MUSEUMS
   Descent into hell yields catharsis (describes visit to US Holocaust Memorial Museum) (edit), May 6, 1994, p.6

MUSICALS
   Entertainment with a message (musical show "Dear America" presented by Pushcart Players) (photo), Dec 2, 1994, p.12

MUSICIANS
   Clark to perform at Hitchcock this Saturday (cont), Feb 11, 1994, p.14
   Merrell Clark to give 2d concert, this time with clarinet and drum (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.13
   Khimm-Lotto recital leads burgeoning musical agenda (photo), Feb 25, 1994, p.12
   Piano recital (T LaRussa will perform in piano recital at Latter-Day Saint Chapel in SCS) (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.4
   Constance Tse wins piano competition (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.17

MYERS, NORMA
   Savory specialities of the season to be featured on cable TV (photo), May 13, 1994, p.2

MYERS, NORMA (AU)
   Remembering a departed friend (ltr), Dec 30, 1994, p.6

NADEL, ROBERT
   Greed and power in Edgemont (ltr), Aug 5, 1994, p.6

NADLER, FLORENCE
   Florence Nadler (dies) (photo), Jan 7, 1994, p.12

NAGAO, TOSHI
   Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

NAIK, DAYAN
   Naik, Dayan (reappointed as clinical associate professor of medicine at New York Medical College), Nov 4, 1994, p.4

NAM, HEDDY
   Girls ride a rough road to self-confidence (nine-day trip in Monodnoch region of NH) (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.5

NAPOLITANO, NANCY ANNE
   Nancy Anne Napolitano (dies), Oct 28, 1994, p.14

NARCOTICS TRADE
   Scarsdale home a haven for drug money (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.1
   The numbers didn't add up to drug conviction, May 27, 1994, p.1
   Scarsdale man acquitted of drug charges (cont), May 27, 1994, p.12

NARDEOCHIA, LARRY
   Lot to ease Garth Road parking crush (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.3

NATIONAL SECURITY
   Admiral says arms race offers no security, Feb 4, 1994, p.5

NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE
   It' our responsibility to rescue our children (edit), Nov 10, 1994, p.7

NATURAL FOODS
   To this merchant, it looks easy being Green (photo), Sep 2, 1994, p.3
   A wonderful Green piece (response to Inquirer article from 9/2/94 on Mrs. Green's stores) (ltr), Sep 16, 1994, p.6

NAUGHTON, CAROL
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

NCHUGH, JIM
   Scarsdale Woman's Club celebrates 75th anniversary year (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.8
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NEALE, HENRY
L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) fights (election district) split again, Jun 3, 1994, p.1
Redistricting - again, Jun 24, 1994, p.1
Books that last a lifetime (for several Scarsdalians) (edit), Jul 8, 1994, p.7
Committee emphasizes housing, Dec 23, 1994, p.1
NEALE, J HENRY
tHow many square feet did you say that was? (the amount to work with in developing downtown SCS), Jul 8, 1994, p.1
NEALE, J HENRY JR
N.Y. colleagues defend Nussbaum, Mar 11, 1994, p.1
NEALE, SUE
Sue Neale (has joined Westchester Library System board of trustees), Feb 4, 1994, p.4
NECHAMKIN, ILENE LEVITT
How do I love Scarsdale? Let me count the ways... (edit), Apr 15, 1994, p.7
The new me (edit), Dec 23, 1994, p.7
NEE, ANN MARIE
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30
NEIRA, ELISA
The Bank of New York Salutes SCS's Woman's Club onthe Occasion of its Diamond Jubilee 1919-94 (photo), May 13, 1994, p.30
NEIRA, MARISA
Colonial Days (5th grade unit on life in colonial America) (photo), May 6, 1994, p.10
NELSON, HANNAH M (AU)
Sidestepping a basic request (regarding mayor's denial of request for scale model of village) (ltr), Jul 8, 1994, p.6
NELSON, JAMES LINDEMANN (DR)
What America needs to do about health care (edit), May 13, 1994, p.7
NELSON, ROBERT
Schools open on Monday (cont), Sep 9, 1994, p.9
NEO-NAZIS
It didn't end with Hitler (edit), Jul 8, 1994, p.7
NERENBERG, MICHAEL
Michael Nerenberg (received practical work in military leadership at ROTC advanced camp, Texas), Dec 16, 1994, p.3
NERENBERG, STEVEN L
Steven L Nerenberg (has graduated from Ranger course at the Infantry School in Benning, Texas), Jan 21, 1994, p.4
NESI, DANIELLE
Seal of approval for Kids' BASE (photo), Feb 25, 1994, p.1
NETTLETON, JACOB
Artists at work (crafts projects for vacationing kids at SCS Historical Society) (photo), Mar 4, 1994, p.3
NETTLETON, JESSE
Artists at work (crafts projects for vacationing kids at SCS Historical Society) (photo), Mar 4, 1994, p.3
NETTLETON, LINDA
Historical society weekend (photo), Jan 21, 1994, p.13
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.26
New at Cudner-Hyatt: Period carpet, wallpaper (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.8
NEUMER, JENNIFER
Summer programs winding down (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.4
NEVINS, STUART
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.30
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NEW ALTERNATIVES FOR CHILDREN
  Seeing - and saving - the child behind the disabilities (photo), Aug 19, 1994, p.1
  They help handicapped children stay out of the hospital (cont), Aug 19, 1994, p.8

NEW HAMPSHIRE
  Hearts are warm in frigid New Hampshire (edit), Feb 25, 1994, p.7

NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTIONS
  SEE RESOLUTIONS

NEW YORK (NY)
  Scarsdale chopper pilot's view (of New York) from above (photo), Sep 16, 1994, p.5
  The big picture (air patrol to solve traffic problems serves as metaphor to tackle problems) (edit), Sep 16, 1994, p.6

NEW YORK STATE HEAD INJURY ASSN (AU)
  S(C) C(ycle) O(operators) O(utreach) P(rogram) a positive step (ltr), Aug 26, 1994, p.6

NEW YORK STATE. ASSEMBLY

NEW YORK STATE. SENATE
  Action on key issues (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.2
  In 36th S.D., rivalry's muted (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.1
  Candidates for state Senate exchange views (cont), Nov 4, 1994, p.13

NEW YORK TELEPHONE CO
  Village does not enforce zoning (ltr), Jan 21, 1994, p.6
  SEE ALSO NYNEX

NEWBAUER, NANCY A
  Nancy A Newbauer (dies), Jan 14, 1994, p.21

NEWBERGER, AMY
  Veteran may have been a guinea pig, Feb 4, 1994, p.1

NEWHOUSE, EDA
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.26
  The Bank of New York Salutes SCS's Woman's Club on the Occasion of its Diamond Jubilee 1919-94 (photo), May 13, 1994, p.30
  Historical society project expands to Mt Vernon (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.9
  This old house: is it worth saving? (Mamaroneck Road House may be link to SCS's first Quaker family), Oct 21, 1994, p.1

NEWHOUSE, EDA L (AU)
  Fun-filled fair (19th annual Country Fair held in SCS) (ltr), Sep 23, 1994, p.6

NEWHOUSE, STANLEY
  200 runners, walkers compete in annual historical society run (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.19

NEWI, LISA
  Schools open on Monday (cont), Sep 9, 1994, p.9

NEWIRTH, CHARLES
  Producers of 'Forrest Gump' and 'Blown Away' have local roots (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.5

NEWMAN, ANITA
  Construction under way (for new Doernberg Real Estate Office at 870 Scarsdale Ave) (photo), Sep 16, 1994, p.4

NEWMAN, BOBBIE
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.30

NEWSPAPERS
  The Inquirer named state's top weekly, Apr 22, 1994, p.1
  Former Inquirer writer named editor of Hartford Courant (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.3

NICOLLAIS, ROBERT
  Update on attempted abduction (reference to Inquirer article from 1/7/94), Jan 14, 1994, p.1
  Mysterious shooting on Haverford Road, Feb 11, 1994, p.1
  15 (snowstorms) and counting, Mar 4, 1994, p.1
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NICHOLAIS, ROBERT continued
Merchants Lot has become a public toilet for some, Mar 4, 1994, p.3

NICHOLS, LINDSEY
Caleb lived here (Greenacres fourth graders plot the history of Scarsdale and their school) (photo), Jul 8, 1994, p.9

NICHOLAIS, ROBERT
Scarsdale lieutenant reflects on Simpson hearing, Jul 15, 1994, p.3
Sexual offenders present a dilemma, Aug 26, 1994, p.1
Graffiti vandals caught in the act (at sound barrier of Hutchinson River Parkway and Weaver Street), Sep 23, 1994, p.1

NIEMOELLER, MARTIN
Who is speaking for the fetus? (response to S Stern’s edit from 8/19/94) (ltr), Sep 2, 1994, p.6

NIGHTINGALE, FREDDA (AU)
They still draw autumn leaves (edit) (illus), Oct 21, 1994, p.7

NIKKAH, DIANA
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26

NILSSON, MATTHEW
The Bank of New York Salutes Hoff-Barthelson Music School (photo), Sep 16, 1994, p.28

NILSSON, MIKE
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26

NITSCH, MICHAEL
Middle School News; Poetry at Cooper House, Jan 14, 1994, p.4

NIXON, RICHARD
The Nixon record: duplicity, not genius (edit), Apr 29, 1994, p.7
Some thoughts about Richard Nixon (edit), May 6, 1994, p.7

NOBEL, MICAL
Summer programs winding down (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.4

NOBERTS, NORMA
Norma Roberts (has won an award in a referral contest), Jul 29, 1994, p.2

NOISE CONTROL-LAWS AND REGULATIONS
Worst noisemaker (Scarsdale itself) (ltr), Apr 15, 1994, p.6

NOISE POLLUTION
Only village may disturb residents (ltr), Sep 9, 1994, p.6
Plea for end to ‘nocturnal din' (Metro North gong and speaker announcements) (ltr), Oct 14, 1994, p.6

NOLAN, DICK
New board elected (SCS Golf Club) (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.4

NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS' COMMITTEE-SCS
Citizens' Committee picks 3 candidates (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.1
Citizens' Committee picks 3 candidates (cont), Jan 14, 1994, p.21
Citizens’ Party petitions, Jan 28, 1994, p.1
Nominators are needed, Aug 26, 1994, p.1
Election committee responses lagging, Sep 23, 1994, p.5
Your chance to be heard (edit), Sep 23, 1994, p.6
Citizens' Committee candidates named, Oct 28, 1994, p.3
Coming up: a local election, Nov 10, 1994, p.1
Big turnout for unit elections (individual names noted), Nov 18, 1994, p.1
Nominations needed (for candidates for office of mayor and three trustee positions), Dec 2, 1994, p.1
Nominations need community's help (ltr), Dec 2, 1994, p.6
Nominations needed (for candidates for the office of mayor and three trustee positions), Dec 30, 1994, p.1
Names needed by nominators (ltr), Dec 30, 1994, p.6
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NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS' PARTY-SCS
Citizens' Party seeks donations (ltr), Feb 18, 1994, p.6
A thank-you from the (Nonpartisan Citizens') party (ltr), Mar 25, 1994, p.6

NON-PARTISAN RESOLUTION-SCS
Procedure Committee considers term limits, Jun 24, 1994, p.3
Go back to the polls (edit), Nov 10, 1994, p.6

NORDEN, DEBORAH
USAir crash claims local woman Deborah Norden, an architect of life (photo), Sep 16, 1994, p.1
Family and friends recall the special qualities of plane crash victim (cont), Sep 16, 1994, p.10

NORRIS, REGINALD M JR (AU)
Piece on Bronx was evocative (response to edit by H Aspis from 8/5/94) (ltr), Sep 2, 1994, p.6

NOSSEL, ILLANA
(SHS) seniors win awards for academic and arts achievement (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.10

NOSSEL, ILLANA
Tomorrow's women (candlelight vigil to promote awareness of Intl Women's Rights Day) (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.6

NOSTALGIA
They still draw autumn leaves (edit) (illus), Oct 21, 1994, p.7

NOVEMBER, ELEANOR

NOVEMBER, ELEANOR (AU)
Hochberg fights for pure water (ltr), Oct 28, 1994, p.6

NOVEMBER, ROBERT
Use of CPI debated; Harrison proposes grouping by grade (discussion on school property tax policy), Feb 4, 1994, p.1
Trustees seek input on laws (cont), Feb 11, 1994, p.8
Downtown group says yes to development (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.1
Tree-huggers sought (to take part in survey of local trees), Aug 5, 1994, p.1

NOWICKI, MARTINE (AU)
Others are open, why not schools? (ltr), Feb 11, 1994, p.6

NUN, BERENICE
Halloween happenings (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.10

NURSING HOMES
Arts Alive grant (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.13

NUSSBAUM, DANNY
Heathcote plans hoe-down (annual PTA carnival) (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.10

NUSSBAUM, JANE
Citizens' Committee picks 3 candidates (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.1
Village election next Tuesday, Mar 11, 1994, p.1
Village trustees elected (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale's First Couple Esther C and Robert P Shay (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.24
Zoning proposals: just 'technical'?, Jul 22, 1994, p.1
Not just 'technical' (regarding zoning law changes) (edit), Jul 22, 1994, p.6
Setbacks sent back for study, Aug 19, 1994, p.1

NUSSBAUM, JANE S
Citizens' Party petitions, Jan 28, 1994, p.1
Citizens' Party seeks donations (ltr), Feb 18, 1994, p.6
All invited to meet candidates (for village trustee) (ltr), Mar 11, 1994, p.6
A thank-you from the (Nonpartisan Citizens') party (ltr), Mar 25, 1994, p.6
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NUSSBAUM, BERNARD
N.Y. colleagues defend Nussbaum, Mar 11, 1994, p.1
Nussbaum (cont), Mar 11, 1994, p.20
No place like home (says Toby Nussbaum, wife of former White House counsel Bernard Nussbaum) (edit), Mar 18, 1994, p.6
Nussbaum story was 'one-sided' (comment on Inquirer article on B Nussbaum from 3/11/94) (ltr), Mar 25, 1994, p.6
Don't prejudge Bernie Nussbaum (response to letter by Martin L Roth from 3/25/94) (ltr), Apr 8, 1994, p.6
Roth's letter (from 3/25/94) echoes Buchanan (ltr), Apr 8, 1994, p.6
Nussbaum critic is unabashed (response to letter by H Landau from 4/8/94) (ltr), Apr 22, 1994, p.6
Committee to honor Nussbaums at dinner (photo), Dec 2, 1994, p.18

NUSSBAUM, SARAH
Heathcote plans hoe-down (annual PTA carnival) (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.10

NUSSBAUM, TOBY
Toby Nussbaum to speak at T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) spring luncheon (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.2
N.Y. colleagues defend Nussbaum, Mar 11, 1994, p.1
With no regrets Nussbaum extols public service (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.3
No place like home (says Toby Nussbaum, wife of former White House counsel Bernard Nussbaum) (edit), Mar 18, 1994, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club 90 years of outstanding service (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.30
Committee to honor Nussbaums at dinner (photo), Dec 2, 1994, p.18

NUTRITION
Good nutrition: spending time in the right aisles, Jan 14, 1994, p.12
Rx for anorexia: teach nutrition (response to article on eating disorders from 12/23/94) (ltr), Dec 30, 1994, p.6

NYGREEN, GLEN
Church, at 70, honors pastor (Rev Phillip S Washburn) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.14

NYIASH, ETIENNE
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' BASE Eleven Years of Outstanding Service to the Community (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.28

NYNEX
Nynex neighbors are riled by road repairs, Apr 29, 1994, p.1
Locust Lane (cont), Apr 29, 1994, p.8
'Nightmare neighbor' (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.8
Neighbors to Nynex: See you in court, May 6, 1994, p.1
The Titanic (NYNEX) won't budge (ltr), May 6, 1994, p.6
Nynex, neighbors now in court (cont), May 6, 1994, p.13
Where there's smoke, is there fire? (smoke in Nynex's main cable vault room) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.5
Neighbors question Nynex alarm (cont), May 13, 1994, p.16
Nynex may pave (Locust) lane, May 27, 1994, p.1
Nynex (cont), May 27, 1994, p.5
Village seeks to monitor business use, Aug 26, 1994, p.1
Residents' rights are disregarded (response to article on special permit legislation from 8/26) (ltr), Sep 2, 1994, p.6
Solving two problems at once (making site of downtown development Nynex Corporate Park) (ltr), Sep 23, 1994, p.6
Nynex tars over residents' rights (ltr), Oct 21, 1994, p.6
Phone law: strong or 'shameful'? (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.1
Phone exchange law proposed (cont), Oct 28, 1994, p.13

O'BRIEN, JOHN JOSEPH
John Joseph O'Brien (dies), Dec 23, 1994, p.16

O'BRIEN, KATHLEEN (AU)
She appreciates school coverage (activities relating to Edgewood's 75th anniversary) (ltr), Jun 24, 1994, p.6

O'BRIEN, NINA
Beyond the call (SHS students recognized for extraordinary community service) (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.10
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O'BRIEN, TIM
Arts evening at Edgewood (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.9

O'CAHAN, LUIS FERNANDO
Scarsdale home a haven for drug money (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.1

O'CONNOR, JANINE
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' BASE Eleven Years of Outstanding Service to the Community (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.28

O'CONNOR, ALEXIS
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

O'CONNOR, CAILEAN
The Bank of New York Salutes the 75th anniversary of Edgewood School (photo), May 20, 1994, p.28

O'CONNOR, CANDICE
They appreciate School Board Nominating Committee volunteers (ltr), Jan 28, 1994, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28

O'CONNOR, CHARLES
Babes in Toyland (Christmas pageant at IHM) (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.10

O'CONNOR, FRED U
Fred U O'Connor has received 1994 SUNY chancellor award for excellence (photo), May 27, 1994, p.4

O'DONNELL, BRIAN
Parkway neighbors eye bridge repairs (Woodlands viaduct), Sep 30, 1994, p.1

O'FARRELL, MARGARET
The Bank of New York Salutes the 75th anniversary of Edgewood School (photo), May 20, 1994, p.28

O'HANLON, PAULINE
The Bank of New York Salutes SCS's Woman's Club on the Occasion of its Diamond Jubilee 1919-94 (photo), May 13, 1994, p.30

O'HARA, SAYAKA
Edgewood teachers recognized (at annual PTA luncheon) (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.9

O'KEEFE, MEGAN
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' BASE Eleven Years of Outstanding Service to the Community (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.28

O'LEARY, CYNTHIA
Sharing beautiful thoughts (Edgewood 1st graders assemble "squares of happiness") (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.9

O'LEARY, DENIS
Sharing beautiful thoughts (Edgewood 1st graders assemble "squares of happiness") (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.9

O'LOUGHLIN, MAURA
The Bank of New York Salutes Hoff-Barthelson Music School (photo), Sep 16, 1994, p.28

O'NEILL, KELLEY
Unlicensed driver destroys bench (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.1

O'ROURKE, ANDREW
Budget okayed, Jan 7, 1994, p.1
County taxes up, Mar 4, 1994, p.1
County considers raising sales tax, Mar 25, 1994, p.1
Park plans kept secret, May 27, 1994, p.1
Neighbors protest driving range, Jul 15, 1994, p.1
Eastchester Republican challenging Hochberg, Jul 22, 1994, p.1
(Proposed) Driving range (at Saxon Woods golf course) is embarrassing (ltr), Aug 19, 1994, p.6
Saxon Woods talk fuels, rather than quells, fears, Sep 16, 1994, p.1
From compost to cash (village will sell composted leaves to Lopane Nurseries at $2 a cubic yard), Sep 16, 1994, p.1
Hey, (Westchester) county - it's our town (edit), Sep 16, 1994, p.6
Abinanti is lone Democrat against county budget, Dec 30, 1994, p.1

O'ROURKE, ANDREW P (AU)
County values input on plans (proposal for driving range at Saxon Woods Golf Course) (ltr), Oct 21, 1994, p.6
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OBITUARIES

Abrams, Harry S (dies), Jun 3, 1994, p.20
Albert, Betty Ponack, M.D. (dies), Apr 22, 1994, p.14
Allen, Eleanor M (dies), Jun 17, 1994, p.20
Anderson, Douglas Williams (dies), Apr 15, 1994, p.8
Anderson, Douglas Williams (dies), Apr 22, 1994, p.14
Asch, John Jacob (Dr) (dies), Dec 9, 1994, p.22
Axtell, John (dies suddenly at age 73) (photo), Jan 7, 1994, p.1
Axtell, John (dies) (cont), Jan 7, 1994, p.17
Banner, Dorothea B (dies), Apr 15, 1994, p.8
Barbe, Selma K (dies), Apr 29, 1994, p.20
Barsuhn, Fredrick (dies), Jan 21, 1994, p.12
Beattie, Beatrice Boyer (dies), Dec 9, 1994, p.22
Becker, Dorothea R (dies), May 27, 1994, p.20
Beenhouwer, Bernie; Remembering a departed friend (ltr), Dec 30, 1994, p.6
Beenhouwer, Bernie (dies), Dec 30, 1994, p.8
Bliss, Eleanor Martin (dies), Jun 17, 1994, p.20
Blum, Erneistine (dies), Jul 8, 1994, p.8
Boschen, Henry Charles (dies), Sep 23, 1994, p.10
Campbell, Ricarda Lloyd (dies), Aug 26, 1994, p.12
Caponnetto, Joseph (dies), Oct 7, 1994, p.14
Chanow-Gruen, Karen (Dr); Counselor is mourned, Nov 10, 1994, p.1
Chanow-Gruen, Karen (Dr); A loss for Cooper House (edit), Nov 10, 1994, p.6
Chanow-Gruen, Karen (Dr); Many mourn Chanow-Gruen (ltr), Nov 18, 1994, p.6
Charney, Aron Daniel (dies), Dec 23, 1994, p.16
Cole, Agnes R (dies), Sep 16, 1994, p.13
Collister, Dorothy H (dies), Mar 4, 1994, p.12
Combe, Carter (dies) (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.16
Connor, Dorothy B (dies), Jan 21, 1994, p.12
Costabile, Louis H (dies), Aug 19, 1994, p.13
Costain, Harold Haliday (dies), Mar 18, 1994, p.12
Davis, Luise J (dies), Jun 24, 1994, p.13
DeCaprio, Mary T (dies), Nov 18, 1994, p.12
Delgado, Julio Jr (dies), Dec 30, 1994, p.8
Dunn, Marion J (dies), Apr 8, 1994, p.18
Durand, June (dies), Feb 18, 1994, p.14
Eaton, Frederick Choate (dies), Apr 15, 1994, p.8
Elwell, John W (dies), Oct 14, 1994, p.10
Fanelli, Albert (dies), Dec 16, 1994, p.19
Franck, Elsie Behrens (dies), Jul 1, 1994, p.13
Friedman, Jules J (dies), Mar 25, 1994, p.8
Fuller, Gordon Case (dies), Nov 4, 1994, p.19
Gaffney, Barbara Blazier (dies), Mar 25, 1994, p.8
Gans, Harriet (dies) (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.20
Gelinas, John G (dies), Jan 7, 1994, p.12
Gilmartin, Charles A (dies), Jun 10, 1994, p.14
Glaser, Joseph B (dies), Sep 30, 1994, p.19
Goldberger, Emanuel (Dr) (dies), May 20, 1994, p.10
Gordon, Benjamin S (dies), Feb 11, 1994, p.12
OBITUARIES continued

Gordon, Dorothy D (dies), Jun 10, 1994, p.14
Gramaglia, William M (dies), Nov 18, 1994, p.12
Green, Albert A (dies), Dec 30, 1994, p.8
Gregory, Cornelia Joan (dies), Aug 12, 1994, p.16
Grifferty, James M (dies), Jan 7, 1994, p.12
Grove, Margaret A (dies), Dec 30, 1994, p.8
Guercio, Peter A (dies), May 6, 1994, p.14
Hampton, Dorothy Mae (dies), Aug 26, 1994, p.12
Hannon, Gerald T (dies), Apr 29, 1994, p.20
Harrison, George R (dies), Sep 2, 1994, p.10
Hatstat, Nancy Warren (dies), Apr 1, 1994, p.14
Held, Carlyle (dies), Aug 19, 1994, p.13
Hennessy, Rita E (dies), Oct 21, 1994, p.16
Hertzberg, Joan N (dies), Sep 2, 1994, p.10
Hickerson, Annette Marie (dies), Jan 14, 1994, p.21
Hirsch, Ann Kahn (dies), Apr 22, 1994, p.14
Horan, Mary Ellen McNichol (dies), Mar 25, 1994, p.8
Inello, Filamino (dies), May 6, 1994, p.14
Ingerman, Arlene (dies), Sep 9, 1994, p.16
Isom, Mary M (dies), Sep 2, 1994, p.10
Johansen, Edward (dies), Nov 25, 1994, p.20
Kardon, Leonard (dies), Apr 22, 1994, p.14
Kinsey, Hartselle De Burney 'Sox' (dies), Jul 15, 1994, p.8
Koones, Milton (dies), Jan 21, 1994, p.12
Kudelka, Michael J (dies), Sep 23, 1994, p.10
Lawrence, Ned M (dies), Jun 10, 1994, p.14
Lian, Dr Caspar A (dies), Oct 28, 1994, p.14
Livingston, Richard M (dies), Oct 14, 1994, p.10
Lynch, Catharine Kelly (dies), Apr 29, 1994, p.20
Magowan, David Jr (dies), Dec 2, 1994, p.24
Mangialetti, Nicholas B (dies), Apr 15, 1994, p.8
Mann, Joan (dies), Sep 23, 1994, p.10
Marcus, June (dies), Dec 23, 1994, p.16
Margaret Smith Kingsbury (dies), Jul 15, 1994, p.8
Marine, Catherine M (dies), Sep 2, 1994, p.10
Marine, James B (dies), Oct 21, 1994, p.16
McCabe, Catherine C (dies), Aug 12, 1994, p.16
McDonald, Edwin Charles (dies), Apr 8, 1994, p.18
McGowan, Helen Jordan (dies), Dec 16, 1994, p.19
McKnight, Cornelia; A special senior fondly recalled (ltr), Nov 18, 1994, p.6
McKnight, Cornelia (dies), Nov 18, 1994, p.12
Meek, Raymond E (Dr) (dies), Dec 30, 1994, p.8
Meglathery, Norman R (dies), Dec 16, 1994, p.19
Mendelsohn, Tim (dies), Dec 16, 1994, p.19
OBITUARIES continued

Meyers, Thelma (dies), Jul 1, 1994, p.13
Minchenberg, Morton (dies), Sep 2, 1994, p.10
Mullen, Robert F (dies), Jul 22, 1994, p.16
Murray, Joseph A (dies), Apr 1, 1994, p.14
Murray, Sue Ellen Hennigan (dies), Jul 29, 1994, p.14
Nadler, Florence (dies) (photo), Jan 7, 1994, p.12
Napolitano, Nancy Anne (dies), Oct 28, 1994, p.14
Newbauer, Nancy A (dies), Jan 14, 1994, p.21
O'Brien, John Joseph (dies), Dec 23, 1994, p.16
Perkins, George F (dies), Jul 29, 1994, p.14
Petregalla, Frank P (dies), Jul 29, 1994, p.14
Pierce, Robert W B (dies), Dec 30, 1994, p.8
Pugsley, Philip E (dies), Aug 19, 1994, p.13
Pullman, Ira (dies), Sep 2, 1994, p.10
Randol, Gertrude Brownell (dies), Sep 23, 1994, p.10
Redmond, Mary T (dies), Feb 18, 1994, p.14
Rogers, Dorothy (dies), Oct 21, 1994, p.16
Rosner, Claire Toonkel (dies), May 20, 1994, p.10
Rothman, Mary K (dies), Oct 14, 1994, p.10
Sampson, Rachel (dies), Oct 7, 1994, p.14
Savino, Ralph (dies), Aug 12, 1994, p.16
Schiff, Saul Ben (dies), Feb 18, 1994, p.14
Scott, Willard, former mayor, dead at 85, Jul 29, 1994, p.1
Seaman, Peter B (dies), Apr 29, 1994, p.20
Severance, John Lear (dies), Feb 11, 1994, p.12
Shearer, Alice Ailean Wakefield (dies), Apr 29, 1994, p.20
Sheehan, John D (dies), Feb 18, 1994, p.14
Shoemaker, Peter H (dies), Mar 11, 1994, p.17
Simon, Carl J (dies), Jan 7, 1994, p.12
Smith, Alice Lawson (dies), May 27, 1994, p.20
Spaet, Mona Kropatkin (dies), Dec 2, 1994, p.24
Stix, Robert L (dies), Oct 14, 1994, p.10
Taplin, Shelly Rita (dies), Oct 14, 1994, p.10
Templeton, Sydney Frances (dies), Jan 28, 1994, p.18
Terwilliger, Alberta (dies), Jan 28, 1994, p.18
Teschner, Bernard (Dr) (dies), Apr 29, 1994, p.20
Thomas, Mary Lou (dies), Sep 9, 1994, p.16
Timberger, Elizabeth Ann (dies), Jul 1, 1994, p.13
Tostanoski, Edward Joseph (dies), Jun 17, 1994, p.20
Tucci, Carl F (dies), Jul 22, 1994, p.16
Tuttle, John Lobdell (dies), Jan 7, 1994, p.12
Volpe, Lynwood Earl (dies), Dec 9, 1994, p.22
Wentworth, Jonathan (dies) (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.20
Wilber, Ruth W (dies), Mar 4, 1994, p.12
Wile, Howard P (dies), Jan 7, 1994, p.12
Yeates, Anne B (dies), Nov 4, 1994, p.19
Zahm, Wilda E (dies), Jun 24, 1994, p.13
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OODELL, KATHERINE
Artists at work (crafts projects for vacationing kids at SCS Historical Society) (photo), Mar 4, 1994, p.3
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.32

OODELL, PETER
Artists at work (crafts projects for vacationing kids at SCS Historical Society) (photo), Mar 4, 1994, p.3
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.32
Thanksgiving festivities (at SCS schools) (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.12

OESTREICH, BRENDA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.30

OESTREICH, BRENDA (AU)
Freightway Garage is being neglected (ltr), Dec 23, 1994, p.6

OGDEN, AMY
25th band season to open Sunday at pool (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.11

OIL COMPANIES
SEE PETROLEUM INDUSTRY

OKA, SAYURI
Sharing beautiful thoughts (Edgewood 1st graders assemble "squares of happiness") (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.9

OKACHI, KANAKO
Health fairs promote fitness and good eating (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.10

OLDER, SONDRA
Use of CPI debated; Harrison proposes grouping by grade (discussion on school property tax policy), Feb 4, 1994, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28

OLIVA, PATRICIA LYNN
Message received (from public scoping session held by county): no golf range, Oct 21, 1994, p.1
County abandons golf range plans, Nov 10, 1994, p.1
County tax defended, Nov 25, 1994, p.1

OLIVA, PATRICIA LYNN (AU)
County values input on plans (proposal for driving range at Saxon Woods Golf Course) (ltr), Oct 21, 1994, p.6

OLIVARI, CARMELA
The Bank of New York Salutes SCS's Woman's Club on the Occasion of its Diamond Jubilee 1919-94 (photo), May 13, 1994, p.30
Scarsdale Woman's Club celebrates 75th anniversary year (photo) (cont), Dec 23, 1994, p.8

OLIVER, LAUREEN

OMRENG, KRISTIN
Butler students visit Wall Street (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.9

ONA, JACKIE
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1994 (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.24

ONASSIS, JAQUELINE KENNEDY
Jackie taught us dignity, class (ltr), May 27, 1994, p.6

ONDRIECK, ANNE
Learning about the outdoors (Earth Day activities at local schools) (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.10

ONSENG, LISA
Grossman-Onseng take state tennis title, Nov 4, 1994, p.21
Maroon and White fetes fall athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.26

OPPENHEIMER, SUZI
Debate covers the full range (candidates for 18th Congressional District) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.1
In 36th S.D., rivalry's muted (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.1
Experience does count (Inquirer endorsements in upcoming election Nov 8) (edit), Nov 4, 1994, p.6
Local voters go own way - Democratic, Nov 10, 1994, p.1
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OPPENHEIMER, SUZI (AU)
Action on key issues (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.2
Let's level the political playing fields (edit), Mar 18, 1994, p.7
Senator praises story on sound (ltr), May 20, 1994, p.6

OPTHELOSOLOGISTS
Dr Alexander S Vogel (appointed chief, section of ophthalmology at White Plains Hospital Center), Mar 18, 1994, p.2
Marc A Horowitz, M.D. (has been inducted into Fellowship of American College of Surgeons) (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.4

ORCHESTRAS
(Chamber) Orchestra is appreciative (ltr), May 6, 1994, p.6

ORGAN DONATION
SEE DONATION OF ORGANS, TISSUES, ETC

ORGANISTS
SEE MUSICIANS

ORINGER, RICHARD
Law is causing unsightly debris (ltr), Aug 12, 1994, p.6

ORINGER, RICHARD H (AU)
New law causes unsightly yards (regarding prohibition of gas blowers for lawn use) (ltr), Jul 22, 1994, p.6

ORTNER, ERIC
Treating Woodstock casualties no party (photo), Aug 19, 1994, p.1

ORTNER, JANE
Local teachers share their expertise in a far-off land (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.10

ORTOF, EDNA
Association artists to show paintings in 2 exhibitions (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.17

OSAE-KWAPONG, KWABEA
Read-a-thon raises books, not funds, Jan 21, 1994, p.9

OSAWA, FUYUKI
Guiding Eyes (for the Blind) supports Senior Options (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.9

OSMAN, BETTY B
Betty B Osman (chosen to receive Fordham University 1994 Alumni Achievement Award), Apr 15, 1994, p.4

OSSIPOV, OLGA
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26

OSTBERG, NILS
A community of volunteers (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.13

OTTEN, EVELYNE
(Student) Transfer) E(ducation) P(lan) chooses officers, plans year (photo), Feb 4, 1994, p.9
They said YES to volunteering (volunteers with Youth Employment Service) (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.4
90 years in 40 minutes: Town Club and its offspring mark a major milestone (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.5

OTTEN, MARC
Right to the point (Marc Otten, a SHS senior, has won medals in two fencing events) (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.15
Scarsdale athletes rake in the medals in Syracuse (photo), Aug 12, 1994, p.13
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

OTTEN, MICHAEL (AU)
School board sets new goals (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.8

OTTEN, MICHAEL (DR)
Use of CPI debated; Harrison proposes grouping by grade (discussion on school property tax policy), Feb 4, 1994, p.1
Call for candidates, Feb 4, 1994, p.1
Leaving town, Eve Landau resigns from school board (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.1
Parents say playground is unsafe, Mar 25, 1994, p.9
School foundation rejected for now, Apr 15, 1994, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club 90 years of outstanding service (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.30
OTTI, MICHAEL (DR) continued
Marchers celebrate a glorious day, Jun 3, 1994, p.1
Otten opened process (tribute to Michael Otten) (edit), Jun 24, 1994, p.6
Otten retires from school board, Jun 24, 1994, p.9
Jaffe to lead school board (photo), Jul 8, 1994, p.1

OTTER, EVELYNE

OVALLE, ALEJANDRA
Fluent in French and Spanish (SHS students have won Iona College Language Competition) (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.9

OWEN, ANNE
Anne Owen (elected president of Federation of Woman's Exchanges), Nov 10, 1994, p.4

OXMAN, MARC
Neighbors to Nynex: See you in court, May 6, 1994, p.1

OXNAM, GEOFF
The big picture (air patrol to solve traffic problems serves as metaphor to tackle problems) (edit), Sep 16, 1994, p.6
Geoff Oxnam leaving Inquirer; Joe Cesarano new sports editor, Dec 30, 1994, p.3

PACK, DOROTHY
Residents don't like to see the (graffiti) writing on the wall (photo), May 13, 1994, p.1

PADDLE TENNIS
SEE PLATFORM TENNIS

PADDY, JOAN
Entering the home stretch (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.13

PAGET, FAYE
The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28

PAINTERS
Art lovers have reason to roam now that spring has arrived (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.15

PALADINO, RICHARD
Football coach (Richard Paladino) resigns (photo), May 27, 1994, p.1
Longtime Raiders football coach resigns to coach at Fox Lane (cont), May 27, 1994, p.22
Ventura to helm Raider football next season, Jun 10, 1994, p.1
Scarsdale football guru resigns (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.19
Raiders will play varsity football next season, Dec 9, 1994, p.1

PALEY, JOAN
Scarsdale Woman's Club celebrates 75th anniversary year (photo) (cont), Dec 23, 1994, p.8

PALLOTTI, NINO
The Bank of New York Salutes the Westchester Band on its Silver Anniversary 1969-1994 (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.32

PALMER, JAMES M
Veteran's sister liked war column (article by J Sloan from 6/10/95) (ltr), Jun 17, 1994, p.6

PALMER, THOMAS W JR
Veteran's sister liked war column (article by J Sloan from 6/10/95) (ltr), Jun 17, 1994, p.6

PANESSA, ANGELA
Panessa will not do jail time for 1990 D(riving) W(ith) A(ility) I(mpaired), Jul 8, 1994, p.3

PANESSA, LIZ
Maroon and White celebrate spring athletes (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.21
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

PAOLUCCI, BRIDGET
Art, music, crafts classes to begin (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.2

PAPANTONIO, KEITH
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32
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PAPANTONIO, MIMI
Mimo Papantonio (has joined SCS real estate office of Claire D Leone Associates) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.4
Mimo Papantonio (named one of the top luxury real estate professionals in the United States), Aug 12, 1994, p.2
PAPER
Creative conservation (Greenacres second graders make paper from recycled materials) (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.1
PAPER WASPS
No nukes needed to solve this pest problem (edit) (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.7
PAPPALARDO, STEVE
Village board gets an earful on trees and leaf blowers, Mar 11, 1994, p.1
Everybody does it, doctor tells judge, Jun 10, 1994, p.5
Law restricts parking (in lots at village hall), Jul 15, 1994, p.1
Law is causing unsightly debris (ltr), Aug 12, 1994, p.6
Improvements in leaf pick-up, salt storage, lighting planned, Aug 26, 1994, p.1
Happy parking (village will give annual gift of free parking to Scarsdale shoppers), Nov 25, 1994, p.1
Christmas parking (two hours of free parking Dec 19 through Dec 24), Dec 16, 1994, p.1
PARADES
Polishing their act (members of Volunteer Fire Company No 1 get ready for centennial parade) (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.1
Giant parade marks fire company centennial (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.1
Parade of the century draws a big crowd (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.2
PARADISE, CAMILLE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club 90 years of outstanding service (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.30
PARADISE, ROBERT
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) panel discussion on schools (cont), Feb 4, 1994, p.16
Downtown group says yes to development (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.1
Legislators at T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub), Apr 1, 1994, p.1
Affordable housing issue arouses dormant passions at plan hearing, May 6, 1994, p.1
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) balks at master plan, housing is a concern (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.3
Computer images help committee visualize scale (photo), Oct 7, 1994, p.1
PARADISE, ROBERT (AU)
Leader explains committee report (ltr), Jun 10, 1994, p.6
PARENTING
With boys, start early to reduce violence (edit), Feb 4, 1994, p.7
Tackle problems when small, counselor advises parents, Feb 4, 1994, p.9
Are Asian parents really so different? (edit), Feb 18, 1994, p.6
Parents should be the best role models (edit), Mar 4, 1994, p.7
Here’s some real help for working mothers (edit), Apr 15, 1994, p.7
Good news, bad news about starting high school (edit), Nov 10, 1994, p.7
PARENTS
Thinking about your own, aging parents (edit), Jan 21, 1994, p.7
PARK, KOJI
Stars for service (members of Stars and Smiles Club of SHS honored for volunteer service) (photo), Dec 16, 1994, p.10
PARKER, ETNA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.26
PARKS
Hyatt playground plans ready for public input, Jan 7, 1994, p.1
Hyatt Field renovations (cont), Jan 7, 1994, p.17
Berkley residents question park management (cont), May 20, 1994, p.8
(Saxon Woods) Park plans kept secret, May 27, 1994, p.1
Saxon Woods (cont), May 27, 1994, p.5
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PARKS continued
  Water slide, driving range not welcome ideas (in Saxon Woods Park), Jun 17, 1994, p.3
  Sliding into mistrust (regarding Saxon Woods driving range and water slide proposals) (edit), Jun 17, 1994, p.6
  Residents unenthused about county plans (cont), Jun 17, 1994, p.8
  Neighbors want a say in (Saxon Woods) project (ltr), Jun 24, 1994, p.6
  Village to spray parks, fields, Sep 23, 1994, p.4

PARKS, JOHN (DR)
  Scarsdale vet saves would-be guide dog (photo), Dec 2, 1994, p.5

PARKWAYS
SEE ROADS

PARNELL, JASPER

PARTIES
  A Christmas party to remember (edit) (illus), Feb 18, 1994, p.7

PASSOVER
  'Festival of Freedom' is just that for new immigrants (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.5

PASTERNACK, HELEN
  Mural portrays Edgewood's 75-year history (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.10
  The Bank of New York Salutes the 75th anniversary of Edgewood School (photo), May 20, 1994, p.28

PASTERNACK, KAREN
  Early college acceptance spells relief for the class of '94, Jan 7, 1994, p.9

PATERNO, ANTHONY
  Name that tree (Garth Woods Conservancy nears completion of project for tree identification signs), Apr 22, 1994, p.1

PATERNO, JOE
  Unauthorized work going on at Plaza, May 6, 1994, p.1

PATRONEN'S BENEVOLENT ASSN-SCS
  P(atrolmen's) B(e benevolent) A(ssociation), village sign contract, Jul 1, 1994, p.1

PAULIN, AMY
  Downtown group says yes to development (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.1
  The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale's First Couple Esther C and Robert P Shay (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.24
  Consensus eludes downtown group, May 27, 1994, p.1
  Don't handicap reporters (the workings of SCS Downtown Development Committee) (edit), May 27, 1994, p.6
  L(League of) W(omen) V(oters) fights (election district) split again, Jun 3, 1994, p.1
  Scale model of village needed, committee says, Jun 10, 1994, p.1
  How many square feet did you say that was? (the amount to work with in developing downtown SCS), Jul 8, 1994, p.1
  League loses: Court upholds redistricting, Aug 12, 1994, p.1
  Amy Paulin heads (1995) bowl committee (photo), Oct 7, 1994, p.4
  Holding pattern (comments on Advisory Committee on Downtown Development) (edit), Oct 21, 1994, p.6
  County tax defended, Nov 25, 1994, p.1
  Elsie Smoler to get the Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.1

PAULIN, AMY (AU)
  'Yes' vote urged by PT Council (regarding 1994-95 school budget) (ltr), May 13, 1994, p.6
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PAVAROTTI, LUCIANO
Pavarotti stars at restaurant opening (Tony May's Hostaria in Port Chester) (photo), Nov 10, 1994, p.4

PEACE
'Peace through strength' - how valid today? (edit), Apr 8, 1994, p.7
Seeking peace as revolutions converge (edit), Aug 19, 1994, p.7

PECHMAN, MICHAEL
(Nicholas Markel and Michael Pechman show Thanksgiving art project) (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.12

PEDESTRIANS
Pedestrian struck on Popham Road, Sep 23, 1994, p.1

PEDESTRIANS-SAFETY
Pedestrian safety award (SCS honored for its 12 consecutive years without a pedestrian death) (photo), Oct 7, 1994, p.4

PEDONE, MARIO
Snow falls again, but salt and money are short, Feb 11, 1994, p.1
Villagers question safety of street trees, Sep 2, 1994, p.1
Responsiveness earns gratitude (regarding flooding problem at Garden and Oxford Roads) (ltr), Nov 18, 1994, p.6

PELACIO, JACK
Books that last a lifetime (for several Scarsdalians) (edit), Jul 8, 1994, p.7

PELEKS, KAREN
Schools open on Monday (cont), Sep 9, 1994, p.9

PELEGRINI, CHRISTOPHER
Print-A-Kid appreciated (ltr), Jan 14, 1994, p.6
Scarsdale's finest (village police officers were recently presented with awards) (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.4
Pellegrini picked for investigation unit (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.3

PENN CENTRAL CORPORATION
To P(enn) C(entral) C(orporation): an offer it can't refuse (letter to its vice president) (ltr), Mar 11, 1994, p.6
Agreement is elusive on development details (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.1
By any other name... (Penn Central will change its name to American Premier Underwriters Inc 3/25), Mar 18, 1994, p.1

PEPPERS, ERICA
Scouts are in their glory on Memorial Day (cont) (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.10

PERCOPO, LYDIA
Thanks to Bank of New York (for underwriting cost of SCS calendar) (ltr), Aug 19, 1994, p.6

PERL, TERRY
They appreciate S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) volunteers (ltr), Jan 28, 1994, p.6

PERILLA, OSCAR A (AU)
Village could use computer model (ltr), Jul 1, 1994, p.6

PERIODONTISTS
Stephen D Stein (appointed to staff at Newark Beth Israel Medical Center) (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.4

PERKINS, BRAD
Agreement is elusive on development details (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.1

PERKINS, GEORGE F
George F Perkins (dies), Jul 29, 1994, p.14

PERL, TERRY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Student Transfer Education Program (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.26
Leadership can be fun (Susan Cohen will be PT Council President again 1994-95) (photo), May 27, 1994, p.9

PERSKY, JENNA
They take the cake at Fox Meadow (New York's 62 counties represented on state shaped cake) (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.9

PERVEZ, NADIA
Tomorrow's women (candlelight vigil to promote awareness of Intl Women's Rights Day) (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.6

Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26
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PESSIN, RENE
90 years in 40 minutes: Town Club and its offspring mark a major milestone (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.5

PESTICIDES
Fields to be sprayed, Sep 30, 1994, p.1

PESTICIDES-ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS
No to pesticides (ltr), Apr 15, 1994, p.6
Department of Environmental Conservation issues summons for pesticide in Berkley probe, May 27, 1994, p.3
Toxic lawns are health threat (ltr), Sep 2, 1994, p.6

PETE, ANNE-MARIE
Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26

PETRAGALLA, FRANK P
Frank P Petregalla (dies), Jul 29, 1994, p.14

PETRIE, MARGARET
The Bank of New York Salutes SCS's Woman's Club on the Occasion of its Diamond Jubilee 1919-94 (photo), May 13, 1994, p.30

PETRO, JANE (DR)
Domestic violence discussed at Junior League (photo), Nov 10, 1994, p.5

PETYLOVICH, NICOLE
Middle School News; CHOICE donates shoes (to the homeless) (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.10
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

PETROVICH, NICOLE
Middle School News; CHOICE donates shoes (to the homeless) (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.10
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

PETROLEUM INDUSTRY
Baby, it's cold outside - and for some, inside, Mar 4, 1994, p.1
Cheaper fuel oil can be expensive (comment on Inquirer article from 3/4/94) (ltr), Mar 25, 1994, p.6
GOPC offers service too (ltr), Apr 1, 1994, p.6

PETROVIC, NICOLE
The Bank of New York Salutes SCS's Woman's Club on the Occasion of its Diamond Jubilee 1919-94 (photo), May 13, 1994, p.30

PHILA, JANE (DR)
Domestic violence discussed at Junior League (photo), Nov 10, 1994, p.5

PHELON, JOSEPH
County tax defended, Nov 25, 1994, p.1

PHI BETA KAPPA ASSN
Phi Beta Kappa group emulates Dr. Johnson's love of good talk (edit), Feb 25, 1994, p.7

PHILLIPART, DONALD
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30
Orchestra's France trip has many highlights (photo), Aug 12, 1994, p.8
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

PHILLIP, CARL
Carol Phillips (installed as second vice president of NYS Professional Photographers Assn) (photo), Aug 5, 1994, p.2
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PHILLIPS, CAROLE
Caleb lived here (Greenacres fourth graders plot the history of Scarsdale and their school) (photo), Jul 8, 1994, p.9
Young readers pick their favorites (photo), Dec 2, 1994, p.11

PHOTOGRAPHY
Senior (Shari Milzoff) chosen artist of the month (photo), Feb 4, 1994, p.9
Carol Phillips (installed as second vice president of NYS Professional Photographers Assn) (photo), Aug 5, 1994, p.2

PHYSICAL FITNESS
Have you raised your heart rate today? (illus), Jan 14, 1994, p.11
Fitness center proves successful (photo), Jan 28, 1994, p.16

PHYSICIANS
William E Sorrel, M.D. (reelected president of Pan American Medical Association), Mar 25, 1994, p.4
Dr Maxwell M Chait (will be honored for exemplary service and commitment to Jewish education), Apr 29, 1994, p.4
Hal J Freiman, M.D. (elected a Fellow of the American College of Physicians), May 6, 1994, p.4
Dr George J Zambetti, Jr (named sports medicine team physician-of-the-year) (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.4
Scarsdale doctor works to promote longer lives (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.13
Scarsdale doctors give war refugees a rare opportunity (photo), Aug 5, 1994, p.1
Foreman, Spencer, M.D. (named 1994 Alumnus of the Year at Ursinus College) (photo), Aug 5, 1994, p.2
Dr Michael B Tom (appointed assistant attending physician at White Plains Hospital Medical Center), Aug 19, 1994, p.2
Richard P Gibralter, M.D. (named to position of board of Eye-Bank for Sight Restoration, Inc), Sep 2, 1994, p.4
Fernandez, Goldwasser appointed to White Plains Hospital Center staff, Oct 1, 1994, p.4
Naik, Dayan (reappointed as clinical associate professor of medicine at New York Medical College), Nov 4, 1994, p.4
Michael Blumenfield, M.D. (has received a community leadership award from Mental Health Assn) (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.4
Sanford L Taffet, MD (appointed committee chairman of chapter of Crohn's and Colitis Fdn of America), Nov 25, 1994, p.4

PIANISTS
SEE MUSICIANS

PIANO-INSTRUCTION AND STUDY
How Grandma gets to Carnegie Hall (edit), Apr 1, 1994, p.7

PICARD, IRVING
Downtown group says yes to development (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.1
Design subcommittee favors development, Jul 29, 1994, p.1

PICKELLE, PAUL
Local candidates seek judgeships (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.1
Koerner would be a superb judge (Itr), Jul 29, 1994, p.6
Locals add spice to county judge race (photo), Sep 9, 1994, p.1
Primary '94: Local voters differ in A(ttorney) G(eneral), judge races, Sep 16, 1994, p.1

PICKER, ED
A clear picture, Dec 23, 1994, p.1

PICKUP, SCOTT
Save some salt (road salt), Feb 25, 1994, p.1

PIEKARSKI, CHRIS
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

PIERCE, ROBERT W B
Robert W B Pierce (dies), Dec 30, 1994, p.8

PILOTS, AIRPLANE
SEE AIR PILOTS

PINE, CHRIS
Hayday still on schedule, says project director (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.3
Hay Day's on the way to town - or so they say (photo), Oct 7, 1994, p.1
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PIRRO, ESTHER
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

PIRRO, JEANINE
Teamwork is the key (to get after criminals), Apr 29, 1994, p.1
Specialization is key in fighting crime, Pirro says (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.3
Scarsdale student is target of explicit E-mail, Jul 1, 1994, p.3
Sexual offenders present a dilemma, Aug 26, 1994, p.1

PISCITELLI, JOSEPH
Unlicensed driver destroys bench (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.1

PITT, MARY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

PLANNING BOARD-SCS
Tree removal headlines planning board agenda, May 13, 1994, p.3
Planning board mired in unusual marathon meeting, Sep 2, 1994, p.1
Subdivision and merger approved in Heathcote, Oct 7, 1994, p.3

PLASTIC SURGERY
SEE SURGERY, PLASTIC

PLATFORM TENNIS
Paddlephilia - a Scarsdale phenomenon (edit), Feb 11, 1994, p.6
Paddle nationals come home, Mar 18, 1994, p.17
I got it! (men's doubles event of National Platform Tennis championships) (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.1
Out-of-towners take national championship in paddle tourney (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.17

PLATI, CHRISTINA
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

PLATI, JESSICA
Middle School News; CHOICE donates shoes (to the homeless) (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.10
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

PLAYGROUNDS
Hyatt playground plans ready for public input, Jan 7, 1994, p.1
Hyatt Field renovations (cont), Jan 7, 1994, p.17
Parents say playground is unsafe, Mar 25, 1994, p.9
Near, but not part of, the (Greenacres) school (playground renovations under way) (phot), Sep 23, 1994, p.9

PLAYS
SEE DRAMA

POEMS-SINGLE WORKS
Lease renewed, Apr 29, 1994, p.7

POETS
Sarah Birnbaum wins $1000 poetry prize (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.15

POISSON, JOEL
Croissants and coffee talk at two new stores (La Renaissance and the Coffee Tree) (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.1

POISSON, SABINE
Croissants and coffee talk at two new stores (La Renaissance and the Coffee Tree) (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.1

POLAK, JACK
Why did I help the Franks? Because I had no choice (edit) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.7

POLES
In defense of the Polish people (ltr), Aug 19, 1994, p.6

POLICE-SCS
Print-A-Kid appreciated (ltr), Jan 14, 1994, p.6
Spokin' like a real police officer (Patrolman John Spagna takes up new bike beat) (photo), Jan 21, 1994, p.1
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POLICE-SCS continued

Surveillance cameras installed on the Hutch(inson River Parkway) (photo), Jan 21, 1994, p.3
Downtown policeman is ready for 'biking' post 4 (cont), Jan 21, 1994, p.10
Scarsdale's finest (village police officers were recently presented with awards) (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.4
Rescuers keep life-saving skills in the pink (photo), Mar 4, 1994, p.5
Too many false starts in cop's day, Apr 1, 1994, p.1
Too many false alarms take too much police time (cont), Apr 1, 1994, p.3
Avoiding false alarms (edit), Apr 1, 1994, p.6
Are law enforcers above the law? (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.5
Operation Zero stake-out nets DWI arrest, May 6, 1994, p.3
Check out (SCS Police) HEADQUARTERS, Jun 3, 1994, p.1
How about some rocky road? (free ice-cream cone from police department's SCOOP Program) (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.1
SCS Cycle Operators Outreach Program a positive step (ltr), Aug 26, 1994, p.6
Department good guy promoted to sergeant (photo), Sep 2, 1994, p.5
Pellegrini picked for investigation unit (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.3
Pedestrian safety award (SCS honored for its 12 consecutive years without a pedestrian death) (photo), Oct 7, 1994, p.4
Neither snow, nor hail, nor sleet... (newest member of SCS police force, a Ford Explorer) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.3
Injured resident grateful to SCS Volunteer (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.6
'Tis the season (Colonial Village Shopping Center closes because of bomb scare), Dec 16, 1994, p.1

POLIDORE, VICENT

Are law enforcers above the law? (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.5

POLIN, KENNETH L

Should you refinance your mortgage? (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.16

POLITICAL CAMPAIGNS

Let's level the political playing fields (edit), Mar 18, 1994, p.7
Lawyer to run for Congress, Apr 29, 1994, p.1
Eastchester Republican challenging Hochberg, Jul 22, 1994, p.1
Locals add spice to county judge race (photo), Sep 9, 1994, p.1
Poster pollution by Katz campaign (ltr), Sep 9, 1994, p.7
Candidates vying for nominations for governor, attorney general, senator (cont), Sep 9, 1994, p.8
Congressional challenger (Greg Julian) lauded (ltr), Sep 30, 1994, p.6
Hochberg faces GOP, Right to Life contender (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.1
Lowey, Hartzell at odds on the issues, Oct 28, 1994, p.1
In 36th S.D., rivalry's muted (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.1
Assembly, Senate, congressional candidates fight it out (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.11
Entering the home stretch (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.13
Candidates for state Senate exchange views (cont), Nov 4, 1994, p.13
Lowey ad 'misleading', Nov 10, 1994, p.1

POLITICAL CONTRIBUTIONS

SEE CAMPAIGN FUNDS

POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT

A reducing plan for government (ltr), Dec 23, 1994, p.6

POLLOUTZ, JAMES

From compost to cash (village will sell composted leaves to Lopane Nurseries at $2 a cubic yard), Sep 16, 1994, p.1

POLLUTION

Seasonal leaf-blower starts a revolution (edit), Aug 26, 1994, p.6
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PONDS
Parks workers not half-hearted (clearing the ice for skating on Crane's Pond in EMT) (ltr), Feb 18, 1994, p.6
Ripples stirred up in Crane-Berkley plan, Mar 25, 1994, p.3
(Crane-Berkley) Park neighbors argue over flora and fauna (photo), May 20, 1994, p.1
Berkley residents question park management (cont), May 20, 1994, p.8
D(epartment of) E(nvironmental) C onservation) issues summons for pesticide in Berkley probe, May 27, 1994, p.3

POOL-SCE
Pool hike explained, Feb 11, 1994, p.1
Scarsdale pool kicks off 26th season, May 20, 1994, p.17
Pool days are here, May 27, 1994, p.1
With a splash (summer begins at SCS Pool) (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.1
Breakfast at the pool to cap prom evening, Jun 24, 1994, p.9
Making the most of time at the pool, Jun 24, 1994, p.21
Now we know how to do it (ltr), Jul 1, 1994, p.6
25th band season to open Sunday at pool (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.11
With spangles and splashes (July 4th celebrations) (photo), Jul 8, 1994, p.1
It was fantastic Fourth all over town (photo), Jul 8, 1994, p.5
More From Poolside, Jul 8, 1994, p.16
Pool noises drown holiday concert (ltr), Jul 15, 1994, p.6
Everybody, out of the pool, Aug 5, 1994, p.15
Working at the pool: a family tradition (photo), Aug 19, 1994, p.5
Three cheers for the pool (edit), Aug 19, 1994, p.6
Holiday fun at the pool, Sep 2, 1994, p.1
(Colleen Hannigan, lifeguard at SCS Pool, is well prepared for unseasonal Labor Day weather) (photo), Sep 9, 1994, p.6
Yes, it's definitely the end of the season (for the SCS Pool) (photo), Sep 9, 1994, p.10

POOR
Throw money at poverty—but be sure to aim, Jan 7, 1994, p.6
In New York State, one of four children live below poverty level (edit), Jan 28, 1994, p.7

POPOFSKY, CARLY
Heathcote plans hoe-down (annual PTA carnival) (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.10

PORPORA, JANE
Injured resident grateful to S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) (ltr), Dec 9, 1994, p.6

PORTMAN, DAVID
Freightway should stay, group says, Jan 21, 1994, p.1
Downtown group says yes to development (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.1

POSEY, MARIA
Is that really him? (SHS alumni look at old yearbook photos at Class of '69 reunion) (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.1

POSEY, ROBERT
Class of '69 recalls a watershed year (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.5

POSNER, AMANDA
Girls ride a rough road to self-confidence (nine-day trip in Monodnoch region of NH) (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.5

POSNER, ROBERT
Take 'er down (Freightway staircase after one of the steps caved in) (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.5

POSTAL SERVICE
Holiday hours at P(ost) O ffice), Dec 9, 1994, p.1
Keep the mail coming - the P.O. is ready, Dec 16, 1994, p.1

POSTAL SERVICE-POSTMASTERS
A quiet goodbye to village postmaster (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.5
Dobbs Ferry postmaster in Scarsdale temporarily, Jan 28, 1994, p.1
Post unfilled (SCS's new postmaster), Apr 8, 1994, p.1
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POSTERS

Winners wear helmets (Meghan Luby's winning Safety Poster Contest entry) (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.5
Safety poster contest winners, Mar 18, 1994, p.2

POSTMASTERS

SEE POSTAL SERVICE-POSTMASTERS

POSTMASTERS

New (SCS) postmaster is appointed (photo), Jul 15, 1994, p.1
SEE ALSO POSTAL SERVICE-POSTMASTERS

POURNIK, MAXSAM

International flavor (at SHS) (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.9

POURNIK, ZAHRA

International flavor (at SHS) (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.9

POVERTY

SEE POOR

POWELL, DAWN

The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club 90 years of outstanding service (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.30

PRAVDA, DAVID

The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.32

PRAVDA, DAVID A

Your tax return will change (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.16

PRAVDA, MURIEL

From compost to cash (village will sell composted leaves to Lopane Nurseries at $2 a cubic yard), Sep 16, 1994, p.1

PRECHT, ROBERT

SHS alumnus finds insight after defending trade center bomber (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.1
SHS alumnus represents trade tower bombing defendant (cont), Mar 25, 1994, p.19

PREJUDICE

My mission-to help to erase prejudice (edit), Apr 22, 1994, p.7
High school workshops target prejudice, Apr 22, 1994, p.9
Surprise! Aversive racism and egalitarianism go together (edit), May 20, 1994, p.7

PRENDERGAST, LINDA

Child safety guide available for parents, Oct 28, 1994, p.9

PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES

How to lose elections in America (edit), Oct 14, 1994, p.7

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS

SEE PRESIDENTS-ELECTION

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS

How to lose elections in America (edit), Oct 14, 1994, p.7

PRICE, HUGH B (AU)

It' our responsibility to rescue our children (edit), Nov 10, 1994, p.7

PRICE, PETER

The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club 90 years of outstanding service (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.30

PRIMARIES

Primary Day (Sept 13), Aug 19, 1994, p.1
Primaries for state office, Sep 9, 1994, p.1
Koppell: effective attorney general (ltr), Sep 9, 1994, p.6
Koerner rates; has support (ltr), Sep 9, 1994, p.6
Ron Koerner is well-rounded (ltr), Sep 9, 1994, p.7

PRINCE, BECKY (AU)

Parents should not leave children alone (ltr), Nov 10, 1994, p.6
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PRINCIPALS, SCHOOL
SEE SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS AND PRINCIPALS

PRISONS
This lawyer's been in the pits (response to letter by W Stern from 2/18/94) (ltr), Mar 11, 1994, p.6

PRO-CHOICE
SEE ABORTION

PROCEDURE COMMITTEE-SCS
Go back to the polls (edit), Nov 10, 1994, p.6

PRUSSIN, PHYLLIS
Historical society weekend (photo), Jan 21, 1994, p.13
Historical society project expands to Mt Vernon (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.9

PSYCHOLOGISTS
School psychologists address many problems, Feb 18, 1994, p.9

PT COUNCIL-SCS
PT Council provides programs (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.9
Tackle problems when small, counselor advises parents, Feb 4, 1994, p.9
Health fairs promote fitness and good eating (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.10
Groups praise village, school budgets; Schools' low tax hike lauded - with reservations, Apr 29, 1994, p.1
"Yes" vote urged by PT Council (regarding 1994-95 school budget) (ltr), May 13, 1994, p.6
Leadership can be fun (Susan Cohen will be PT Council President again 1994-95) (photo), May 27, 1994, p.9
Ruling jeopardizes after-school clubs, Dec 9, 1994, p.11

PUBLIC WORKS-SCS
Snowmen, beware (proposal submitted to have private contractors plow snow in village parking lots), Jan 7, 1994, p.1
Snow falls again, but salt and money are short, Feb 11, 1994, p.1
Snow removal poor in depot (ltr), Mar 25, 1994, p.6
Spring is busting out all over - the roads (after-effects of past winter), Apr 1, 1994, p.1
Historic Scarsdale dam gets facelift (photo), Aug 5, 1994, p.1
Winter souvenirs (harsh winter has left its mark on SCS streets in form of more water main leaks), Aug 12, 1994, p.1
Improvements in leaf pick-up, salt storage, lighting planned, Aug 26, 1994, p.1
Improvements in leaf pick-up, salt storage, lighting planned (cont), Aug 26, 1994, p.10
Village should compact compost (ltr), Oct 7, 1994, p.6

PUGH, BILL
Intrepid Scarsdale cyclists pedal from coast to coast (photo), Jul 15, 1994, p.13

PUGSLEY, PHILIP E
Philip E Pugsley (dies), Aug 19, 1994, p.13

PULLMAN, IRA
Ira Pullman (dies), Sep 2, 1994, p.10

PUMA, LAUREN
Babes in Toyland (Christmas pageant at IHM) (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.10

PURCHASING, HOUSEHOLD
An interview with the 'Coupon Queen' (photo), Jul 8, 1994, p.2

PURDY, ANNICE
Spirit of 1919 (SCS Woman's Club and Edgewood School celebrate their 75th anniversaries) (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.1

PUZZUTO, MICHAEL
Fanciful fun at IHM (talent show) (photo), Nov 10, 1994, p.9

PYLLE, ROBERT N (AU)
A shocking letter (from Gregory Julian) (ltr), Nov 4, 1994, p.6

PYRCH, JAMES
Scarsdale student is target of explicit E-mail, Jul 1, 1994, p.3
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QUAKERS
Friends are active within and without (illus) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.14
This old house: is it worth saving? (Mamaroneck Road House may be link to SCS's first Quaker family), Oct 21, 1994, p.1

QUINTALINO, KATE
That's entertainment ("Once Upon a Mattress" performed by Fox Meadow fifth graders) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.11

QUINTANA, ANDREA
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1994 (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.24
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

QUINTERA, ANDREA (AU)
Could this have happened here? (edit), Dec 30, 1994, p.7

RABBAN, ELANA
Rabban to retire Monday (photo), Jan 28, 1994, p.10
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

RABBIS
Rabbis denounce Hebron massacre (ltr), Mar 11, 1994, p.6
Giving birth to the words of our mothers (roundtable with rabbi Shira Milgrom), Oct 14, 1994, p.5
Mothers and daughters (cont), Oct 14, 1994, p.13

RABINA, DANIELLE
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

RABINOWICZ, SIMA
This bus rider (Sima Rabinowicz) is no Rosa Parks (edit), Sep 30, 1994, p.6
Discrimination not courtesy (response to I Sloan's edit about S Rabinowicz from 9/30) (ltr), Oct 7, 1994, p.6
Missing the bus on the Monsey issue (response to edit by I Sloan from 9/30/94) (ltr), Oct 14, 1994, p.6

RABUSE, NANCY
Real people, Apr 15, 1994, p.1

RACISM
SEE RACE DISCRIMINATION

RADAR, HARRIET
The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28

RADIATION
Veteran may have been a guinea pig, Feb 4, 1994, p.1

RADIO BROADCASTING
SHS grad's Mideast travels sparked her career at N(ational) P(ublic) R(adio) (photo), Aug 12, 1994, p.2

RADO, EVA (DR)
Snow fallout: some profit, but most suffer (photo), Jan 28, 1994, p.1

RADOV, SARAH
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.32

RAFTERY, DAN
Van overturns on parkway (photo), Jan 21, 1994, p.1

RAGUSA, GIA
Schools to open this Monday, Sep 9, 1994, p.1
Schools open on Monday (cont), Sep 9, 1994, p.9
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RAIDER, ELLEN
Discovering ways to solve disputes, Nov 18, 1994, p.9

RAILROAD STATION-SCS
Covered (railroad) tracks would open vistas (response to edit by S Breines from 10/7/94) (ltr), Oct 14, 1994, p.6
Plea for end to 'nocturnal din' (Metro North gong and speaker announcements) (ltr), Oct 14, 1994, p.6

RAIN AND RAINFALL
Violent weather, Mar 18, 1994, p.1

RAIZEN, DAVID
S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) elects board, Feb 18, 1994, p.4
Rotary grants (from SCS Rotary Club) (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.5
S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) crew gets EMS awards, Oct 7, 1994, p.1

RAIZEN, NANCY
Raizen, Rogowsky, elected to Y board, Dec 2, 1994, p.4

RAIZES, DEBBIE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

RAIZES, DEBORAH
Call for candidates, Feb 4, 1994, p.1
Leaving town, Eve Landau resigns from school board (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.1
Three nominated for school board (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.1
League of W(omen) V(oters) eyes school spending plans, Apr 8, 1994, p.1
School foundation rejected for now, Apr 15, 1994, p.9
School budget vote Wednesday, May 13, 1994, p.1

RAMBONE, STEVE
New SMS curriculum promotes a can-do attitude, Jan 14, 1994, p.4
A successful project (books were collected by SCS Middle School for patients at WHP Hospital) (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.9

RANDOL, GERTRUDE BROWNELL
Gertrude Brownell Randol (dies), Sep 23, 1994, p.10

RAPE
Rape taken more seriously, prosecutor says (photo), Feb 4, 1994, p.5

RATNER, MARILYN
Marilyn Ratner (has joined Central Park Conservancy as director of communications), May 13, 1994, p.4

RAUCH, WILLIAM
My heart looks like that? (annual health fair at IHM) (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.10

RAYNER, ROBERT M
Rayner, Robert M (appointed president and chief operating officer of ESSROC Corp) (photo), Aug 5, 1994, p.2

RAYSOR, ROBERT
Passing the torch (SCS police officers run down Post Road in fundraiser for Special Olympics) (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.1

READ, PETER (DR)
Tackle problems when small, counselor advises parents, Feb 4, 1994, p.9
Good advice for parents at PTA fair, Mar 18, 1994, p.9
Who's in, who's out - and why (dealing with peer pressure) (edit), Apr 1, 1994, p.7
2 outreach counselors leave S(CS) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice); Read to work Edgemont schools, Jul 8, 1994, p.1

READING
Read-a-thon raises books, not funds, Jan 21, 1994, p.9
Young readers pick their favorites (photo), Dec 2, 1994, p.11

REAL ESTATE AGENCIES AND AGENTS
Lucy Luciani (has received top producer award from Houlihan/Lawrence) (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.2
Carol Moskowitz (honored at First Realty Group's spring luncheon) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.4
Mimo Papantonio (has joined SCS real estate office of Claire D Leone Associates) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.4
Evelyn Wiley (has joined Centennial Realty as a specialist in residential properties) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.4
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REAL ESTATE AGENCIES AND AGENTS continued
Ellinghouse closes office, Jun 17, 1994, p.1
Ellinghouse closes office (cont), Jun 17, 1994, p.20
Norma Roberts (has won an award in a referral contest), Jul 29, 1994, p.2
Mimi Papantonio (named one of the top luxury real estate professionals in the United States), Aug 12, 1994, p.2
Construction under way (for new Doernberg Real Estate Office at 870 Scarsdale Ave) (photo), Sep 16, 1994, p.4
Ruth Chizzini (awarded RELG Certified Corporate Marketer designation), Sep 16, 1994, p.4
Award winning brokers (Doernberg Real Estate has awarded trips to five brokers) (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.4
Doernberg moving to larger offices, Oct 28, 1994, p.4
Barbara Fee (has earned certified residential specialist designation) (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.4

REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT
Is progress dead? (edit), Sep 2, 1994, p.6
It's citizens' duty to speak out (response to edit from 9/2/94) (litr), Sep 9, 1994, p.6

RECIPES
Scarsdale's hottest chefs share recipes (photo), Jan 7, 1994, p.5

RECREATION DEPT-SCS
Rec(reation) department suspends 2 coaches for altercation, Jun 3, 1994, p.23
Village to spray parks, fields, Sep 23, 1994, p.4
No place to go (response to 9/2 edit by I Sloan about need for public toilets in SCS (edit) (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.6
Near, but not part of, the (Greenacres) school (playground renovations under way) (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.9
Rec(reation) council cancels Saxon Woods meeting, Sep 30, 1994, p.1

RECYCLING OF WASTE
Of phone books and snowdrops (litr), Mar 4, 1994, p.6
Recycling raves, May 20, 1994, p.1
Village recycling nearly 50% of waste, Aug 12, 1994, p.1
Toward a greener village (cont), Aug 12, 1994, p.16
Don't discourage the kids (edit), Dec 9, 1994, p.6
Recycling effort is being wasted (litr), Dec 9, 1994, p.6

REDD, ORI AND PAUL (AU)

REDD, R CHESTER, (DR)
R Chester Redhead, D.D.S. (has been appointed to New York State Board for Dentistry) (photo), Sep 2, 1994, p.4

REDMOND, MARY T
Mary T Redmond (dies), Feb 18, 1994, p.14

REETZ, GAY
Science adventures at Greenacres (photo), May 27, 1994, p.9
Lots to celebrate at Greenacres (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.9

REFAEL, SOLLY
Merchants anticipating good (holiday) season, Dec 2, 1994, p.1

REFUGEES
Scarsdale doctors give war refugees a rare opportunity (photo), Aug 5, 1994, p.1
A child shall lead them (regarding refugees from Bosnia getting free medical assistance) (edit), Aug 5, 1994, p.6
Local doctors aid Bosnian children (cont), Aug 5, 1994, p.10

REGULA, AL
Snow falls again, but salt and money are short, Feb 11, 1994, p.1

REGULA, ALBERT S (AU)
Defending the versatile claw (response to letter by Martin Lange from 11/10/94) (litr), Nov 18, 1994, p.6
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REHM, ANN
Ann Rehm (has joined Pile and Company, a New England consulting firm) (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.2

REICH, ROBERT
Improving work (founder of Work in America Institute honored) (photo), Dec 16, 1994, p.4

REID, PETER
Babes in Toyland (Christmas pageant at IHM) (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.10

REIFFEL, ROBERT (DR)
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.30

REIFFEL, SUZANNE (DR)
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.30

REILLY, PEG
Mural restored for new Heathcote library (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.10

REIN, VALERIE
Thanksgiving festivities (at SCS schools) (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.12

REINDEL, FRANCESCA
Hats on for reading ("Be Enthusiastic About Reading Day" at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.9

REINDEL, ROBERTA
Hats on for reading ("Be Enthusiastic About Reading Day" at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.9

REINERSMAN, GENE
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

REINTHALER, RICHARD
New board elected (SCS Golf Club) (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.4

REISZ, ADAM JR (AU)
Crossing lines for Ascher Katz (ltr), Nov 4, 1994, p.6

RELIGION
Why religion at all? (edit), Feb 18, 1994, p.7
Why identify religion of the accused? (response to police report in April issue of Inquirer) (ltr), Apr 8, 1994, p.6
The third century - how different from ours? (edit), Sep 30, 1994, p.7
Too much sound, too little silence (visit to St David's in Wales) (edit), Dec 16, 1994, p.7

REMINISCING
They still draw autumn leaves (edit) (illus), Oct 21, 1994, p.7

REMODELING OF BUILDINGS
SEE BUILDING-REPAIR AND RECONSTRUCTION

RENNINO, ALFRED
The Bank of New York Salutes the Westchester Band on its Silver Anniversary 1969-1994 (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.32

RENT
Caveat vendor when renting your home (edit), Feb 18, 1994, p.7

REPORTERS AND REPORTING
They don't report news the way they used to (edit), Aug 5, 1994, p.7

RESNICK, ANITA & ARTHUR (AU)
A sparkling show at the YM-YWHA (ltr), Feb 11, 1994, p.6

RESNICK, ART
Art Resnick retires as SHS soccer coach (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.21
Maroon and White celebrate spring athletes (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.21
Neighbors now are Resnick fans (ltr), Aug 26, 1994, p.6

RESNICK, ART (AU)
Injured resident grateful to S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) (ltr), Dec 9, 1994, p.6

RESNICK, GENE D (AU)
Law is causing unsightly debris (ltr), Aug 12, 1994, p.6
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RESNICK, MICHAEL
School gatherings unite young and old (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.9
Mural restored for new Heathcote library (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.10

RESNICK, TERRY
Leadership can be fun (Susan Cohen will be PT Council President again 1994-95) (photo), May 27, 1994, p.9

RESOLUTIONS
New year cheer (edit), Jan 7, 1994, p.6

RESTAURANTS
Billy's (Bistro) grateful for publicity (ltr), Jan 14, 1994, p.6
Restaurants are OK with (EMT Community) Council (response to Inquirer article from 7/29/94) (ltr), Aug 22, 1994, p.6
Scarsdale Grill bar experiencing growing pains, Sep 16, 1994, p.3
Pavarotti stars at restaurant opening (Tony May's Hostaria in Port Chester) (photo), Nov 10, 1994, p.4
Restaurant dark again (Scarsdale Grill at Heathcote Five Corners closes), Dec 30, 1994, p.1

RESCUSITATION
Rescuers keep life-saving skills in the pink (photo), Mar 4, 1994, p.5

RETIREMENT
Is there life after business? (edit) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.7
Retiring to Florida - a fatal mistake (edit), Sep 2, 1994, p.7
I paint, therefore I am (edit), Nov 18, 1994, p.7

REUTER, MARY JANE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

REWARDS, PRIZES, ETC
The Inquirer named state's top weekly, Apr 22, 1994, p.1
The writers and their subjects (Mother of the Year contest) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.10
Pedestrian safety award (SCS honored for its 12 consecutive years without a pedestrian death)(photo), Oct 7, 1994, p.4
Counselor (Kathy Grosz) honored with county award, Nov 10, 1994, p.10
Honor for schools (Community Design Award given to SCS School District), Dec 2, 1994, p.1
Design honors (school district's award for restorations and additions) (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.1

REYNOLDS, HARLAN
Scarsdale Woman's Club celebrates 75th anniversary year (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.8

REYNOLDS, THOMAS

REYNOLDS, WENDY
Scarsdale Woman's Club celebrates 75th anniversary year (photo) (cont), Dec 23, 1994, p.8

RIBEIRO, ADRIANA
Creative costumes (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.10
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

RICCIO, AUDREY
Maroon and White celebrate spring athletes (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.21

RICCIO, FRED
Maroon and White celebrate spring athletes (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.21

RICCIO, KRISTIN
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26

RICE, JIM
From compost to cash (village will sell composted leaves to Lopane Nurseries at $2 a cubic yard), Sep 16, 1994, p.1
Leveling leaf debris could stop stench, Sep 23, 1994, p.1
Worms provide an ecology lesson (for Heathcote first graders) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.10
Golf War vets join compost cause, Dec 23, 1994, p.1
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RICE, MARGARET
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

RICH, JON
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

RICH, LINDA
Personality, not pomp, is theme at Alternative School graduation, Jun 24, 1994, p.1

RICHELLI-KOLBERT, KAREN
Local teachers share their expertise in a far-off land (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.10

RICHMAN, JEANNE
A meeting of mayors (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.5
Bowl reservations, Feb 25, 1994, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale's First Couple Esther C and Robert P Shay (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.24
(Town and) Village C(ivic) C(lub) rejects report on master plan, Jun 3, 1994, p.1
Scale model of village needed, committee says, Jun 10, 1994, p.1
Consensus closer on Freightway, Nov 4, 1994, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28

RIDOUT, CHARLES
Marchers celebrate a glorious day, Jun 3, 1994, p.1

RIFLING
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26

RIGOBERTO, OSORIO
Track death, Apr 8, 1994, p.1

RIM, FAYE
Stars in Edgemont (EMT High School's victory in Texaco Star Academic Challenge) (edit), Mar 25, 1994, p.6

RIMSKY, PHYLLIS
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.32

RIMSKY, SARAH
Fluent in French and Spanish (SHS students have won Iona College Language Competition) (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.9
(SHS) seniors win awards for academic and arts achievement (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.10

RINALDI, MARYLIN
The Bank of New York Salutes the Westchester Band on its Silver Anniversary 1969-1994 (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.32

RITCHIE, MICHAEL
Parkway neighbors eye bridge repairs (Woodlands viaduct), Sep 30, 1994, p.1

RIVA, DOUGLAS (DR)
The Bank of New York Salutes Hoff-Barthelson Music School (photo), Sep 16, 1994, p.28

RIVELLINI, DAWN
New SMS curriculum promotes a can-do attitude, Jan 14, 1994, p.4

RIVKIN, DAVID W
Rivkin, David W (member of NAFTA Advisory Committee on Private Commercial Disputes) (photo), Nov 10, 1994, p.4

RIVKIN, KATIE
Caleb lived here (Greenacres fourth graders plot the history of Scarsdale and their school) (photo), Jul 8, 1994, p.9

RIVLIN, DANIEL
Middle School News; Poetry at Cooper House, Jan 14, 1994, p.4

RO, MICHELLE
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

ROADS
One good turn (turning lane will be built on Weaver Street to turn into Hutchinson River Parkway), Feb 25, 1994, p.1
Cracks, hairpins welcome drivers (on Hutchinson River Parkway) (ltr), Apr 8, 1994, p.6
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ROADS continued
Rumble strips (should be installed along Interstate 287), Sep 2, 1994, p.1

ROBB, SCOTT
The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club 90 years of outstanding service (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.30

ROBBINS, BETH
A jazzy evening (Heathcote PTA fundraiser) (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.9

ROBBINS, ELLIOT (DR)
Homeowners take expansion plans to a higher court, Aug 5, 1994, p.3

ROBBINS, ESTHER (DR)
Homeowners take expansion plans to a higher court, Aug 5, 1994, p.3

ROBERTS, NORMA
Correction - and a new rule (correction of sentence in letter by N Roberts from 8/26/94), Sep 2, 1994, p.6

ROBERTS, NORMA (AU)
Trustees did the right thing (response to letter by Richard Behr from 8/19/94) (ltr), Aug 26, 1994, p.6

ROBERTS, NORMAN
Manager search continues, Dec 2, 1994, p.1

ROBINS, MARC
Creative costumes (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.10

ROBINSON, JOHN R (AU)
Victimless crash a matter of luck (ltr), Jul 8, 1994, p.6

ROBINSON, NATALIE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.32

ROBISON, BARBARA
The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28

ROCCO, AMANDA
Mural restored for new Heathcote library (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.10

RODMAN, ALISON
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' BASE Eleven Years of Outstanding Service to the Community (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.28

RODMAN, LUCILLE
Halloween window painting contest draws a crowd (cont) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.8

ROEDER, WERNER J (DR)
Werner J Roeder (has been elected to Lawrence Hospital's board of governors) (photo), Feb 4, 1994, p.4
Werner J Roeder, MD (appointed NYS chairman of American College of Surgeon's Cancer Liaison Program), Apr 1, 1994, p.4

ROGERS, DOROTHY
Dorothy Rogers (dies), Oct 21, 1994, p.16

ROGERS, KEN

ROGERS, SIGNE
Tomorrow's women (candlelight vigil to promote awareness of Intl Women's Rights Day) (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.6

ROGLIANO, EUGENE
The Bank of New York Salutes Our Veterans - Memorial Day 1994 (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.30

ROGLIANO, MARGARET
Edgewood goes west (western theme of Edgewood's annual PTA fair) (photo), May 6, 1994, p.9

ROGOWSKY, NANCY
Creative costumes (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.10

ROGOWSKY, WINA
Entertainment with a message (musical show "Dear America" presented by Pushcart Players) (photo), Dec 2, 1994, p.12

ROGOWSKY, STEPHEN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club 90 years of outstanding service (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.30
Raizen, Rogowsky, elected to Y board, Dec 2, 1994, p.4
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ROH, THOMAS
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26

ROH, TOM
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

ROHAN, RICHARD
Patrolmen's Benevolent Association, village sign contract, Jul 1, 1994, p.1


ROMAS, SERENE
They appreciate School Board Nominating Committee volunteers (ltr), Jan 28, 1994, p.6

ROMNEY, MARK (AU)
Ron Koerner is well-rounded (ltr), Sep 9, 1994, p.7

ROOSEVELT, ELEANOR
Wartime leadership from 2 Roosevelts (edit), Oct 14, 1994, p.6

ROOSEVELT, FRANKLIN D
Wartime leadership from 2 Roosevelts (edit), Oct 14, 1994, p.6

ROSE, ANDREW
They take the cake at Fox Meadow (New York's 62 counties represented on state shaped cake) (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.9

ROSE, CECILY
The Bank of New York Salutes the Westchester Band on its Silver Anniversary 1969-1994 (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.32

ROSE, HARLAN
Teacher's tips liven student writing (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.11

ROSE, MITCHELL
Heathcote plans hoe-down (annual PTA carnival) (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.10

ROSE, ANN (AU)
Good news, bad news about starting high school (edit), Nov 10, 1994, p.7

ROSE, DANIEL
A new youth outreach worker at SHS (photo), Sep 16, 1994, p.4

ROSE, DIANE
Edgewood teachers recognized (at annual PTA luncheon) (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.9

ROSE, ELLIOTT (DR)
Here's some real help for working mothers (edit), Apr 15, 1994, p.7

ROSE, HAROLD (DR)
Everybody does it, doctor tells judge, Jun 10, 1994, p.5

ROSE, JUDY
New ways sought to measure learning, Apr 15, 1994, p.10

Personality, not pomp, is theme at Alternative School graduation, Jun 24, 1994, p.1

Teachers return to school to enrich their classes, Jul 29, 1994, p.9

ROSE, JUDY (AU)
Teens obsessed with body image (ltr), May 20, 1994, p.6

ROSE, MARTHA
Rabban to retire Monday (photo), Jan 28, 1994, p.10

ROSENBURG, RICHARD
Primary '94: Local voters differ in Attorney General, judge races, Sep 16, 1994, p.1

ROSENBURG, Dyan
Art lovers have reason to roam now that spring has arrived (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.15

ROSENBURG, STUART
Middle School News; CHOICE donates shoes (to the homeless) (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.10
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ROSENBLATT, JUDD STERN
Ring in the new! (J S Rosenblatt welcomes 1995 on old fire signal at Greenville Firehouse) (photo), Dec 30, 1994, p.1

ROSENBLUH, DAVID
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

ROSENBLUTH, ADAM S
Recent grad starts business (college advising service), Oct 7, 1994, p.10

ROSENFELD, ASHLEY
Gym show at Quaker Ridge (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.9

ROSENFELD, LEONORE
Tourney title takers (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.22

ROSENSTEIN, BERNARD
Easy choice for the uninvolved (response to letter by N Sullivan from 9/2/94) (ltr), Oct 28, 1994, p.6

ROSENSTEIN, BERNARD (AU)
A pro-choice response (to letters by P Rosenstein (9/9), I Cook (9/16) and N Sullivan (9/2,9/23)ltr), Sep 30, 1994, p.6

ROSENSTEIN, PEARL J
Abortion debate continues (response to letters by P Rosenstein from 9/9 and I Cook from 9/16) (ltr), Sep 23, 1994, p.7
A pro-choice response (to letters by P Rosenstein (9/9), I Cook (9/16) and N Sullivan (9/2,9/23)ltr), Sep 30, 1994, p.6
Easy choice for the uninvolved (response to letter by N Sullivan from 9/2/94) (ltr), Oct 28, 1994, p.6

ROSENSTEIN, PEARL J (AU)
Stay out of her home and uterus (response to letter by N Sullivan from 9/2/94) (ltr), Sep 9, 1994, p.6

ROSENTHAL, KITT
The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28

ROSH HASHANA
Celebrating labor and spirit (Labor Day and Rosh Hashana) (photo), Sep 2, 1994, p.1

ROSNER, CLAIRE TONKEL
Claire Toonkel Rosner (dies), May 20, 1994, p.10

ROSOFF, FRED
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.32

ROSOW, JEROME
Improving work (founder of Work in America Institute honored) (photo), Dec 16, 1994, p.4

ROSS, MARJORIE
Writing takes top priority in school language arts classes, Mar 11, 1994, p.9
Teachers return to school to enrich their classes, Jul 29, 1994, p.9

ROSSA, MICHELE
Butler students visit Wall Street (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.9

ROSSER, THOMAS
Scarsdale man charged with credit card fraud, May 27, 1994, p.3

ROSSI, ELIZABETH
Rossi takes silver at nationals, Apr 1, 1994, p.17
Liz Rossi places 9th in U.S. swim event, Apr 15, 1994, p.19
Scarsdale swimmer races at Olympic festival, Jul 22, 1994, p.24
Murray returns and Rossi bids farewell after long week for Scarsdale swimming (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.18

ROSSI, LAUREN
Murray returns and Rossi bids farewell after long week for Scarsdale swimming (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.18

ROTARY CLUB-SCS
Rotary grants (from SCS Rotary Club) (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.5
Successful breakfast will become a tradition (ltr), Nov 10, 1994, p.6
Some of the best years of their lives (youngsters' stay at Children's Village) (edit) (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.7
Service above self (Donald Ferraro and Andy Staal chosen as Paul Harris Fellows) (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.4
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ROTH, BRITTAINY
Young readers pick their favorites (photo), Dec 2, 1994, p.11

ROTH, MARTIN L
Don't prejudge Bernie Nussbaum (response to letter by Martin L Roth from 3/25/94) (ltr), Apr 8, 1994, p.6
Roth's letter (from 3/25/94) echoes Buchanan (ltr), Apr 8, 1994, p.6

ROTH, MARTIN L (AU)
Nussbaum story was 'one-sided' (comment on Inquirer article on B Nussbaum from 3/11/94) (ltr), Mar 25, 1994, p.6
Nussbaum critic is unabashed (response to letter by H Landau from 4/8/94) (ltr), Apr 22, 1994, p.6

ROTH, STEPHANIE
Program helps international students feel at home (photo), Oct 7, 1994, p.9

ROTHENBERG, DANA
SHS Drama Club to present 'Family Album,' a cabaret (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.15

ROTHFUSS, BARRY
Goose population exploding, Jun 24, 1994, p.1

ROTHMAN, MARY K
Mary K Rothman (dies), Oct 14, 1994, p.10

ROTHSCHILD, ERIC
SHS alumnus gives NYC crime reporting a new look (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30
Books that last a lifetime (for several Scarsdalians) (edit), Jul 8, 1994, p.7
Involuntary servitude (re lawsuit by Rye Neck senior and parents about community service) (edit), Nov 18, 1994, p.6

ROTHSTEIN, HELENE (AU)
'Heartfelt thanks' to businesses (for support of stay-awake-a-thon) (ltr), Apr 22, 1994, p.6

ROWIN, BARBARA
Run-off will decide two committee seats, Jan 21, 1994, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28

RUBENS, BETH (AU)
We're not birds (according to W Handelman in reference to requested 3-D model of downtown SCS) (ltr), Jul 8, 1994, p.6

RUBENSTEIN, DAVID
Stars for service (members of Stars and Smiles Club of SHS honored for volunteer service) (photo), Dec 16, 1994, p.10

RUBENSTEIN, LAUREN
Caleb lived here (Greenacres fourth graders plot the history of Scarsdale and their school) (photo), Jul 8, 1994, p.9

RUBIN, ASHLEY
Wonderland of science (at Fox Meadow's science fairs family night) (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.9
That's entertainment ("Once Upon a Mattress" performed by Fox Meadow fifth graders) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.11

RUBIN, EVIN
Celebrating labor and spirit (Labor Day and Rosh Hashana) (photo), Sep 2, 1994, p.1

RUBIN, JOSH
Hands-on work for others (sandwiches for children at homeless shelter in WHP Coachman Hotel) (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.10

RUBIN, MICHAEL
Run-off will decide two committee seats, Jan 21, 1994, p.1
Run-off (election) chooses two (more School Board Nominating Committee members), Jan 28, 1994, p.1

RUBIN, PETER
Too many false starts in cop's day, Apr 1, 1994, p.1

RUBIN, RICHARD
Richard Rubin (elected to six-year term on board of trustees at Gettysburg College), Jul 1, 1994, p.4

RUDERMAN, JEROLD R
Ruderman, appointed to transition team (for attorney general-elect Dennis Vacco), Dec 23, 1994, p.4
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RUNNING
On your mark...(SCS 15k and 4-mile runs will be held Sunday, April 10), Mar 25, 1994, p.1
Fleet feet (Kieran Stack crosses the finish line in 4-mile race of annual SCS Run) (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.1
And they're off (runners break from the start of the 25th annual Scarsdale Run) (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.19
Runners mass for Scarsdale run's silver anniversary, Apr 15, 1994, p.19
He's 69 and running strong (photo), May 13, 1994, p.8
All invited to foliage run (on Oct 16) (ltr), Oct 7, 1994, p.6
200 runners, walkers compete in annual historical society run (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.19

RUSCIANO, ANTHONY
Nynex neighbors are riled by road repairs, Apr 29, 1994, p.1
Neighbors to Nynex: See you in court, May 6, 1994, p.1
Where there's smoke, is there fire? (smoke in Nynex's main cable vault room) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.5

RUSCIANO, ANTHONY (AU)
Village does not enforce zoning (ltr), Jan 21, 1994, p.6
Residents' rights are disregarded (response to article on special permit legislation from 8/26)(ltr), Sep 2, 1994, p.6

RUSCIANO, JOYCE
Where there's smoke, is there fire? (smoke in Nynex's main cable vault room) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.5
Phone law: strong or 'shameful'? (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.1

RUSK, DEAN
Scarsdalians recall Dean Rusk's days here, Dec 30, 1994, p.1
Recalling Rusk's community activities in pre-D.C. days (cont), Dec 30, 1994, p.8

RUSK, RICHARD
Scarsdalians recall Dean Rusk's days here, Dec 30, 1994, p.1

RUSSCOL, DIANE
Art, music, crafts classes to begin (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.2

RUSSO, ADAM
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26
Maroon and White celebrate spring athletes (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.21

RUSSO, ANTHONY
Parkway neighbors eye bridge repairs (Woodlands viaduct), Sep 30, 1994, p.1

RUSSO, ANTHONY (AU)
Many dads teach sportsmanship (ltr), Jun 3, 1994, p.6

RUSSO, BEN
'Hell of a team' (Edgemont beat Woodlands for class C runner-up bowl Saturday) (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.1

RUSSO, JONATHAN
They take the cake at Fox Meadow (New York's 62 counties represented on state shaped cake) (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.9

RYAN, CATHERINE
Golf-range (at Saxon Woods) would urbanize a neighborhood (ltr), Sep 23, 1994, p.6

RYBAK, CHAIM
Stars in Edgemont (EMT High School's victory in Texaco Star Academic Challenge) (edit), Mar 25, 1994, p.6

RYBAK, CONNIE
Middle school principal to retire (cont), Apr 29, 1994, p.9

SACK, ROBERT
Antiques expert to unmask fakes (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.13

SAFETY DEVICES AND MEASURES
Child safety guide available for parents, Oct 28, 1994, p.9

SAGARIN, SARAH
Personality, not pomp, is theme at Alternative School graduation, Jun 24, 1994, p.1
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SAILING
Life in the fast lane (L Lamont and K Clemens tune up their sailboat at Larchmont Race week) (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.1
Scarsdale sailor takes adventure of his dreams, Aug 19, 1994, p.15
A sailor's odyssey (cont), Aug 19, 1994, p.16
Storm sailing, Dec 23, 1994, p.19

SAKAMOTO, SHINTARO
Third-graders study urban design (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.9

SALAVERRY, DAVID
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

SALES TAX
County considers raising sales tax, Mar 25, 1994, p.1

SALESE, MICHELLE
Read-a-thon raises books, not funds, Jan 21, 1994, p.9

SALINGER, ILSE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

SALLINGER, PENNY
Maroon and White fetes fall athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.26

SALMAGGI, HENRY
Golf War vets join compost cause, Dec 23, 1994, p.1

SALT
Too much salt in the diet (on SCS roads), Feb 18, 1994, p.5
Save some salt (road salt), Feb 25, 1994, p.1

SAMMARTANO, LYNN
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

SAMOLADAS, VIVI
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

SAMPIO, JOSEPH
P(atrolmen's) B(enevolent) A(ssociation), village sign contract, Jul 1, 1994, p.1

SAMPSON, RACHEL
Rachel Sampson (dies), Oct 7, 1994, p.14

SAMTUR, SUSAN
An interview with the 'Coupon Queen' (photo), Jul 8, 1994, p.2

SAMUELS, SANDRA S (AU)
A vehement 'no' to driving range (ltr), Oct 21, 1994, p.6

SAULSON, JEFF
S(tudent) T(transfer) E(ducation) P(lan) chooses officers, plans year (photo), Feb 4, 1994, p.9
Scarsdale's 'first couple' receives the bowl (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.3

SAULSON, JEFFREY

SAMUELSON, WENDY
Bistro cuisine on Channel 14 (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.2
Savory specialites of the season to be featured on cable TV (photo), May 13, 1994, p.2

SANDLEITNER, TOM
Seeing - and saving - the child behind the disabilities (photo), Aug 19, 1994, p.1

SANDLER, CHERYL D (AU)
Recycling effort is being wasted (ltr), Dec 9, 1994, p.6
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SANI, ANA
Third-graders study urban design (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.9

SANOSIAN, CHRIS
School board sets new goals (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.8

SANSONE, ANDREW
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

SANTA CLAUS
Time to write to Santa, Dec 2, 1994, p.1

SANTO, RODD
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26

SANTURIAN, GAYANE
Circus antics (circus performers visit Heathcote) (photo), Dec 16, 1994, p.10

SARDI, MAURO A
Mauro A Sardi (promoted within Warner Bros International Television Distribution) (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.4

SARNOFF, JEREMY
Libraries are for kids ((National Library week celebrations) (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.5

SARNOFF, JONATHAN
Libraries are for kids ((National Library week celebrations) (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.5

SARNOFF, STEPHANIE
Libraries are for kids ((National Library week celebrations) (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.5

SARNOFF, STEPHANIE (AU)
Book-banners may be gaining on us (edit), Dec 9, 1994, p.7

SARRAF, BRYNA
In Edgemont: Sarraf, Sternberg (edit), Apr 29, 1994, p.6

SATTER, BROCK

SAUDI ARABIA
A dinner (lunch and breakfast) party in the desert (cont), Jul 22, 1994, p.8
A sheik sojourn in the desert (edit), Jul 22, 1994, p.7

SAVARESE, JOHN
Scarsdale's hottest chefs share recipes (photo), Jan 7, 1994, p.5

SAVARESE, WILDA
Third-graders study urban design (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.9

SAVIANO, JOHN
Rescuers keep life-saving skills in the pink (photo), Mar 4, 1994, p.5

SAVINO, RALPH
Ralph Savino (dies), Aug 12, 1994, p.16

SAVITCH, LAWRENCE
Sexual offenders present a dilemma, Aug 26, 1994, p.1

SAVITCH, LAWRENCE A
Peeping Tom arrested again, Jul 22, 1994, p.1

SAWYER, CAROLINE
Edgewood goes west (western theme of Edgewood's annual PTA fair) (photo), May 6, 1994, p.9

SAXON WOODS
(Saxon Woods) Park plans kept secret, May 27, 1994, p.1
Saxon Woods (cont), May 27, 1994, p.5
Water slide, driving range not welcome ideas (in Saxon Woods Park), Jun 17, 1994, p.3
Sliding into mistrust (regarding Saxon Woods driving range and water slide proposals) (edit), Jun 17, 1994, p.6
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SAXON WOODS continued

Residents unenthused about county plans (cont), Jun 17, 1994, p.8
Neighbors want a say in (Saxon Woods) project (ltr), Jun 24, 1994, p.6
They're tee'd off (regarding proposal to build a driving range on Saxon Woods Golf Course), Jul 8, 1994, p.1
Neighbors protest driving range, Jul 15, 1994, p.1
(10th fairway at Saxon Woods Golf Course in Scarsdale, site of proposed driving range) (photo), Jul 15, 1994, p.1
Quaker Ridge residents up in arms over driving range (cont), Jul 15, 1994, p.5
Driving range (at Saxon Woods Golf Course) elusive, Jul 29, 1994, p.1
(Town and) Village (Civic) Club to study driving range and water slide proposals, Jul 29, 1994, p.3
(Proposed) Driving range (at Saxon Woods golf course) is embarrassing (ltr), Aug 19, 1994, p.6
Scarsdale not told of Saxon Woods park plans - again, Sep 9, 1994, p.1
Saxon Woods talk fuels, rather than quells, fears, Sep 16, 1994, p.1
Hey, (Westchester) county - it's our town (edit), Sep 16, 1994, p.6
Saxon Woods meeting fails to reassure (cont), Sep 16, 1994, p.10
Golf range wrangling (county representatives will meet with Council on Parks and Recreation), Sep 23, 1994, p.1
Golf-range (at Saxon Woods) would urbanize a neighborhood (ltr), Sep 23, 1994, p.6
Rec(reation) council cancels Saxon Woods meeting, Sep 30, 1994, p.1
Golf project (at Saxon Woods Golf Course) a mistake (edit) (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.6
Meeting on Saxon Woods cancelled (cont), Sep 30, 1994, p.21
Scoping the range (public scoping sessions planned for proposed Saxon Woods driving range), Oct 14, 1994, p.1
Message received (from public scoping session held by county): no golf range, Oct 21, 1994, p.1
Way to go, Walter! (praises W Handelman's effective arguments at county scoping session) (edit), Oct 21, 1994, p.6
County values input on plans (proposal for driving range at Saxon Woods Golf Course) (ltr), Oct 21, 1994, p.6
A vehement 'no' to driving range (ltr), Oct 21, 1994, p.6
Village must fight driving range (ltr), Oct 21, 1994, p.7
Speaker protest range at scoping session (cont), Oct 21, 1994, p.20
Drop the driving range plans now (ltr), Oct 28, 1994, p.6
Footprints on the sands of Saxon woods (edit), Nov 4, 1994, p.6
Sweeter times in sands of Saxon Woods (edit) (cont), Nov 4, 1994, p.7
County abandons golf range plans, Nov 10, 1994, p.1
Democracy works (regarding decision to drop plans to build Saxon Woods driving range) (edit), Nov 10, 1994, p.6
Paper's coverage aided their cause (ltr), Dec 9, 1994, p.6

SAZMAN, JULIE

With a splash (summer begins at SCS Pool) (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.1

SCANNELL, JAMES (AU)

How to money-crunch for a college education (edit), Feb 18, 1994, p.7

SCHAEFER, ANNE

Real-world examples used in math classes, May 6, 1994, p.9

SCHAEFFER, CAROL

Protest targets diplomat's house (photo), May 20, 1994, p.1

SCHAEFFER, MERYL

The Bank of New York Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.28

SCHAEFFER, ROBIN (AU)

Few heroines in school reading list (response to letter by Marsha Schorr from 8/26/94) (ltr), Sep 16, 1994, p.6

SCHANDLER, JON B

The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.30

SCHAPIRO, DICK

Spring luncheon tribute (to Barbara Lowenfels) (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.9
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SCHAPIRO, LINDA
Spring luncheon tribute (to Barbara Lowenfels) (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.9

SCHIECHER, ALFRED
Bendheim, Schechter on boards (at White Plains Hospital Center), Mar 18, 1994, p.2

SCHIECHER, SHIRLEY
Quaker Ridge teacher (Shirley Schecter) to retire, Nov 18, 1994, p.10

SCHIERF, JOHN
Trustees seek public input on laws limiting leaf-blowing, tree-chopping, Feb 11, 1994, p.1
(Crane-Berkley) Park neighbors argue over flora and fauna (photo), May 20, 1994, p.1
Department of Environmental Conservation issues summons for pesticide in Berkley probe, May 27, 1994, p.3

SCHERICK, ADAM
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26

SCHIFF, SAUL BEN
Saul Ben Schiff (dies), Feb 18, 1994, p.14

SCHIFF, STEFANIE
Schools to open this Monday, Sep 9, 1994, p.1
Schools open on Monday (cont), Sep 9, 1994, p.9

SCHIFF, STEPHANIE
Teachers return to school to enrich their classes, Jul 29, 1994, p.9

SCHIFFER, ELLIE
Just like the Pilgrims (a Quaker Ridge Thanksgiving) (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.1

SCHIFFER, STEPHANIE (AU)
Not all villains are hairy, scary (ltr), Mar 4, 1994, p.6

SCHIFFMAN, ELIZABETH
Is that really him? (SHS alumni look at old yearbook photos at Class of '69 reunion) (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.1

SCHILLER, LORI
She vanquished the demon voices of a 'quiet room' (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.13
Story illuminated mental illness (Inquirer article from 6/17 dedicated to Lori Schiller) (ltr), Jun 24, 1994, p.6
We're opening our eyes—at last (author relates her own experience similar to Lori Schiller's) (edit), Jul 8, 1994, p.7
Lori Schiller to speak (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.2

SCHILLER, NANCY
She vanquished the demon voices of a 'quiet room' (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.13

SCHINDLER, BETTY
Middle school principal to retire (cont), Apr 29, 1994, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

SCHIRO, BRIAN
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

SCHIROTA, JEFF
'Carnival' performers (SHS Drama Club production of "Carnival") (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.17

SCHIZOFRENIA
She vanquished the demon voices of a 'quiet room' (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.13

SCHLACTER, MARCIA (AU)
She smells a rat at Crossway Field (garbage by Crossway Field has been inhabited by rats) (ltr), Jul 15, 1994, p.6

SCHLEHEIN, THOMAS
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

SCHLEHAUF, ROB
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26

SCHLEITER, RICHARD
Spring is busting out all over - the roads (after-effects of past winter), Apr 1, 1994, p.1
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SCHLESINGER, MICHAEL (AU)
A warning to all: insist on rights (ltr), Feb 11, 1994, p.6
This lawyer’s been in the pits (response to letter by W Stern from 2/18/94) (ltr), Mar 11, 1994, p.6

SCHMOLKA, LUCY
Downtown group says yes to development (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.1

SCHNEIDER, AMY
The Bank of New York Salutes MAME and Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.24
Don’t miss this ‘Mame’ - it’s an S(CS) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre) triumph (photo), Aug 12, 1994, p.11

SCHNEIDER, ANDREW
Tomorrow’s women (candlelight vigil to promote awareness of Intl Women’s Rights Day) (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.6
Attention: Seniors (Inquirer plans to list colleges that SHS graduates are attending), Jun 10, 1994, p.1
(SHS) seniors win awards for academic and arts achievement (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.10
Beyond the call (SHS students recognized for extraordinary community service) (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.10
We must help ‘problem’ kids (ltr), Jul 15, 1994, p.6

SCHNUR, ELIZABETH
Lots to celebrate at Greenacres (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.9

SCHNUR, NANCY
Greenacres tastes Paris (success of PTA fundraiser "A taste of Paris" is celebrated) (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.12

SCHNUR, STEVEN
Holocaust book for children is written by local author (illus), Oct 7, 1994, p.4

SCHOENFELD, MYRON R (DR)
Some thoughts on the institution of marriage (edit), Aug 5, 1994, p.6

SCHOENFELD, MYRON R (DR) (AU)
Phi Beta Kappa group emulates Dr. Johnson’s love of good talk (edit), Feb 25, 1994, p.7
Now hear this - a call to arms (edit), Nov 18, 1994, p.7
Let’s look at the First Amendment - and church and state (edit), Dec 2, 1994, p.7

SCHOLARSHIPS AND FELLOWSHIPS
SHS alumnus endows scholarship, Jun 17, 1994, p.10
Rewarding volunteer work (Rebecca Gordon receives scholarship from UJA-Federation) (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.13
Village helped raise these 19 (scholarships to graduating seniors) (ltr), Jul 1, 1994, p.6
Local graduate wins Fulbright (photo), Sep 9, 1994, p.4
Scholarship in memory of Scarsdale resident (Lois Murphy), Dec 2, 1994, p.4
Solving the college financial aid puzzle, Dec 2, 1994, p.12

SCHOLASTIC APTITUDE TESTS
High school juniors unfazed by new SAT, Mar 4, 1994, p.1
Juniors to take new SAT (cont), Mar 4, 1994, p.9

SCHOOL BOARD NOMINATING COMMITTEE-SCS
School Board nominators to be chosen next Tuesday, Jan 14, 1994, p.1
School election voting urged (ltr), Jan 14, 1994, p.6
Run-off will decide two committee seats, Jan 21, 1994, p.1
S(chool) B(oard) N ominating (Committee) to hold runoff (cont), Jan 21, 1994, p.10
Run-off (election) chooses two (more School Board Nominating Committee members), Jan 28, 1994, p.1
They appreciate S(chool) B(oard) N ominating (Committee) volunteers (ltr), Jan 28, 1994, p.6
Call for candidates, Feb 4, 1994, p.1
Oversight is 20/20 (discusses SCS school budget) (edit), Feb 4, 1994, p.6
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SCHOOL BUSES
Bus rides for all (school bus safety orientation for young children in Quaker Ridge School), Aug 19, 1994, p.1
(Alex Hyman makes friends with Winnie the Pooh at annual bus safety program at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Sep 9, 1994, p.1

SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS AND PRINCIPALS
Shepard to retire (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.1
Heathcote principal search under way, Apr 22, 1994, p.9
Telfer to retire from SMS (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.1
Bernard Aberle (named assistant principal of the year for New York City (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.4
With best wishes (to departing principals P Telfer and L Shepard) (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.9
New principal, special ed director are appointed (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.1
SIS administrator named middle school principal (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.1
McDermott is appointed middle school principal (cont), Jul 1, 1994, p.2
‘Getting to know you’ (J Steubing, new Heathcote principal, is guest in kindergarten class) (photo), Oct 7, 1994, p.10

SCHOOLS BUSES
It’s the law!, Sep 9, 1994, p.1

SCHOOLS-EMT
The Edgemont school district (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.9
2 outreach counselors leave S(CS) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice); Read to work Edgemont schools, Jul 8, 1994, p.1
We must help ‘problem’ kids (ltr), Jul 15, 1994, p.6
Teachers aware of gender issues (ltr), Aug 26, 1994, p.6
Few heroines in school reading list (response to letter by Marsha Schorr from 8/26/94) (ltr), Sep 16, 1994, p.6
Brother surrenders in shooting of EHS girl, Nov 10, 1994, p.3

SCHOOLS-EMT-BUDGET
Vote for quality education in Edgemont (ltr), Apr 29, 1994, p.6
Edgemont budget approved, May 6, 1994, p.1
‘Concerned’ group isn’t really (ltr), May 6, 1994, p.6

SCHOOLS-EMT-GREENVILLE
Greenville School inflamed, insulted (response to 1/28 report of EMT Board of Ed meeting) (ltr), Feb 18, 1994, p.6
(Supplement) Graduation ’94 (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.0

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL
Victory for Edgemont (Texaco Star Challenge) (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.1
Stars in Edgemont (EMT High School’s victory in Texaco Star Academic Challenge) (edit), Mar 25, 1994, p.6
Edgemont stars appreciate kudos (re EMT High School Texaco Star Academic Challenge team) (ltr), Apr 8, 1994, p.6
‘Heartfelt thanks’ to businesses (for support of stay-away-a-thon) (ltr), Apr 22, 1994, p.6

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL
A-School: Don’t mess with success (ltr), Nov 18, 1994, p.6

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-GRADUATION
(Supplement) Graduation ’94 (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.0

SCHOOLS-EMT-STATE AID
School aid hopes confirmed by state budget passage, Jun 10, 1994, p.1
State aid numbers are up (cont), Jun 10, 1994, p.12

SCHOOLS-NEW YORK STATE
Moreland school report offers few solutions, Feb 11, 1994, p.5

SCHOOLS-SCS
The best Scarsdale souvenir (volunteer work) (edit) (illus), Jan 28, 1994, p.7
Computer upgrade planned (for SCS schools), Jan 28, 1994, p.9
A full slate of programs, activities (for SCS schools) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.1
School board sets new goals (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.8
The Scarsdale school district (cont) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.9
Use of CPI debated; Harrison proposes grouping by grade (discussion on school property tax policy), Feb 4, 1994, p.1
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SCHOOLS-SCS continued

Oversight is 20/20 (discusses SCS school budget) (edit), Feb 4, 1994, p.6
Schools are our golden egg (response to letters by R Harrison from 1/21 and H Aspis from 1/28) (ltr), Feb 4, 1994, p.6
Others are open, why not schools? (ltr), Feb 11, 1994, p.6
Spring postponed (snowfall takes bite out of spring vacation for SCS students), Feb 18, 1994, p.1
Street smart? School smart? Maybe both, Feb 18, 1994, p.3
School psychologists address many problems, Feb 18, 1994, p.9
Parents questioning school entry age, Feb 25, 1994, p.1
League views school funding alternatives, Mar 18, 1994, p.1
School tours (to see improvements paid for by $25 million building renovation project), Apr 1, 1994, p.1
Schools squeamish on holiday ties (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.1
Snow-day deficit paid in full, Apr 1, 1994, p.1
Schools are squeamish about holiday celebrations (cont), Apr 1, 1994, p.5
Don't ban the bunny (edit), Apr 1, 1994, p.6
Sexual harassment policy pondered, Apr 1, 1994, p.9
Snow day debt paid (cont), Apr 1, 1994, p.9
Health fairs promote fitness and good eating (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.10
Why do so many kids need help?, Apr 22, 1994, p.1
More students seek help (cont), Apr 22, 1994, p.10
Curriculum is not meeting kids' needs (ltr), Apr 29, 1994, p.6
School gatherings unite young and old (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.9
Middle school principal to retire (cont), Apr 29, 1994, p.9
Retirements announced at school board meeting, May 27, 1994, p.9
School teams prepare for Regents' reform, Jun 3, 1994, p.9
(SCS school district) Vote to conform (to date of other school districts in county next year), Jun 10, 1994, p.1
Wise consistency (SCS School district and budget vote on same night as other county districts)(edit), Jun 10, 1994, p.6
School board appoints 2 administrators (cont), Jun 24, 1994, p.4
New principal, special ed director are appointed (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.1
Supplement (Back to School), Aug 26, 1994, p.0
Schools to open this Monday, Sep 9, 1994, p.1
Schools open on Monday (cont), Sep 9, 1994, p.9
Schools can do better, superintendent says, Sep 23, 1994, p.9
Enrollment up 2.6 percent, Sep 23, 1994, p.9
New families welcomed at every school (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.9
A crystal ball would help to predict school enrollment (photo), Oct 7, 1994, p.1
Parents' guide for safety due, Oct 7, 1994, p.9
Demographers hired to aid schools in planning (cont), Oct 7, 1994, p.13
A jump-start for the compact (for learning), Oct 14, 1994, p.9
Halloween happenings (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.10
Creative costumes (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.10
School smoking ban near, Nov 10, 1994, p.9
Holiday guidelines discussed by board, Nov 10, 1994, p.9
Students help others, Nov 10, 1994, p.9
Honor for schools (Community Design Award given to SCS School District), Dec 2, 1994, p.1
Design honors (school district's award for restorations and additions) (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.1
CAR reveals high test scores, Dec 9, 1994, p.12
Schools enforce new rules on holiday celebrations (cont), Dec 23, 1994, p.8
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SCHOOLS-SCS-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL

Alternative-Schoolers complete winter internships, Jan 28, 1994, p.9
New ways sought to measure learning, Apr 15, 1994, p.10
A-School hosts education seminar (photo), Dec 30, 1994, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-BUDGET

Schools also must downsize (ltr), Jan 21, 1994, p.6
T(own and) V(illage) C(livic) C(lub) panel discussion on schools (cont), Feb 4, 1994, p.16
School tax hike smallest in years, Mar 25, 1994, p.1
Teaching positions restored (cont), Mar 25, 1994, p.9
L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) eyes school spending plans, Apr 8, 1994, p.1
Groups praise village, school budgets; Schools' low tax hike lauded - with reservations, Apr 29, 1994, p.1
Budget hearing (cont), Apr 29, 1994, p.10
Double standard in Edgemont (ltr), May 6, 1994, p.6
Vote yes on budget (edit), May 13, 1994, p.6
'Yes' vote urged by PT Council (regarding 1994-95 school budget) (ltr), May 13, 1994, p.6
Urges support of school budget (ltr), May 13, 1994, p.9
Budget passes, May 20, 1994, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-CURRICULUM

Writing takes top priority in school language arts classes, Mar 11, 1994, p.9
Real-world examples used in math classes, May 6, 1994, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-EDGEWOOD

Edgewood celebrates 75 years (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.4
Sharing beautiful thoughts (Edgewood 1st graders assemble "squares of happiness") (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.9
Edgewood through the years (in play "It was a Time" performed by third-graders) (photo), Mar 4, 1994, p.9
Mural portrays Edgewood's 75-year history (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.10
Edgewood teachers recognized (at annual PTA luncheon) (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.9
Spirit of 1919 (SCS Woman's Club and Edgewood School celebrate their 75th anniversaries) (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.1
Edgewood remembers a fabulous year: 1919 (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.10
Edgewood goes west (western theme of Edgewood's annual PTA fair) (photo), May 6, 1994, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes the 75th anniversary of Edgewood School (photo), May 20, 1994, p.28
Many dads teach sportsmanship (ltr), Jun 3, 1994, p.6
Arts evening at Edgewood (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.9
She appreciates school coverage (activities relating to Edgewood's 75th anniversary) (ltr), Jun 24, 1994, p.6
(Supplement) Graduation '94 (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.0
Puppet project aids Edgewood storytelling unit (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.9
Thanksgiving festivities (at SCS schools) (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.12
Third-graders study urban design (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-EMPLOYEES

The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

SCHOOLS-SCS-FOX MEADOW

Read-a-thon raises books, not funds, Jan 21, 1994, p.9
Wonderland of science (at Fox Meadow's science fair's family night) (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.9
Science fair boosts spirit of inquiry (photo), Feb 25, 1994, p.8
'Mad Scientists' visit Fox Meadow, Mar 4, 1994, p.9
They take the cake at Fox Meadow (New York's 62 counties represented on state shaped cake) (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.9
Musical show at Fox Meadow, Apr 22, 1994, p.9
That's entertainment ("Once Upon a Mattress" performed by Fox Meadow fifth graders) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.11
(Supplement) Graduation '94 (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.0
A crystal ball would help to predict school enrollment (photo), Oct 7, 1994, p.1
Puppets entertain at Fox Meadow (photo), Oct 14, 1994, p.9
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SCHOOLS-SCS-FOX MEADOW  continued
Fox Meadow buddies help each other, Nov 25, 1994, p.12
News from Fox Meadow (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.11

SCHOOLS-SCS-FOX MEADOW-PTA
Spring luncheon tribute (to Barbara Lowenfels) (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.9
A festive fund-raiser (sponsored by Fox Meadow PTA) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-GREENACRES
Storytellers widen horizons (photo), Jan 28, 1994, p.9
A lucky (helicopter) landing at Greenacres (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.1
Where in the world? (Greenacres fifth-graders use classroom globe for class project) (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.9
Greenacres PTA brings circus to town (photo), May 20, 1994, p.9
Science adventures at Greenacres (photo), May 27, 1994, p.9
Lots to celebrate at Greenacres (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.9
Caleb lived here (Greenacres fourth graders plot the history of Scarsdale and their school) (photo), Jul 8, 1994, p.9
Happy to be here (Marian Absgarten gets acquainted with her new third grade class) (photo), Sep 16, 1994, p.9
An event to remember (Julia Davidson poses for Mom on her first day of kindergarten) (photo), Sep 16, 1994, p.9
Near, but not part of, the (Greenacres) school (playground renovations under way) (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.9
Truck Day at Greenacres (photo), Oct 7, 1994, p.9
Young readers pick their favorites (photo), Dec 2, 1994, p.11
Greenacres library projects, Dec 2, 1994, p.11
Greenacres tastes Paris (success of PTA fundraiser "A taste of Paris" is celebrated) (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.12
A taste of Japan (culture and customs of Japan are studied by Greenacres third graders) (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-HEATHCOTE
Print-A-Kid appreciated (litr), Jan 14, 1994, p.6
Storytellers widen horizons (photo), Jan 28, 1994, p.9
A jazzy evening (Heathcote PTA fundraiser) (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.9
Heathcote principal search under way, Apr 22, 1994, p.9
Heathcote trains rocket scientists, Apr 22, 1994, p.9
Heathcote plans hoe-down (annual PTA carnival) (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.10
Colonial Days (5th grade unit on life in colonial America) (photo), May 6, 1994, p.10
Playing computer games to learn (photo), May 13, 1994, p.11
New administrators named (at Heathcote), Jun 17, 1994, p.9
New principal, special ed director are appointed (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.1
Mural restored for new Heathcote library (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.10
'Getting to know you' (J Steubing, new Heathcote principal, is guest in kindergarten class) (photo), Oct 7, 1994, p.10
Worms provide an ecology lesson (for Heathcote first graders) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.10
Thanksgiving festivities (at SCS schools) (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.12
Entertainment with a message (musical show "Dear America" presented by Pushcart Players) (photo), Dec 2, 1994, p.12
(Nicholas Markel and Michael Pechman show Thanksgiving art project) (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.12
Circus antics (circus performers visit Heathcote) (photo), Dec 16, 1994, p.10

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL
Facelift planned for high school campus (photo), Jan 7, 1994, p.9
Senior (Shari Milzoff) chosen artist of the month (photo), Feb 4, 1994, p.9
Fox to board: don't cut (high school) deans, Mar 11, 1994, p.1
Hold the line on (SHS) deans (edit), Mar 11, 1994, p.6
Deans' fate still undecided (cont), Mar 11, 1994, p.9
On-line to France (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.9
All-day forum planned on youth-related issues, Mar 18, 1994, p.2
High school art teacher (Dr Robert Burkey) to retire, Mar 25, 1994, p.9
Teachers pick senior as March artist of the month (photo) (illus), Mar 25, 1994, p.10
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL continued

Gibbs, Diamond will return as SHS deans, Apr 8, 1994, p.9
Fluent in French and Spanish (SHS students have won Iona College Language Competition) (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.9
International flavor (at SHS) (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.9
High school workshops target prejudice, Apr 22, 1994, p.9
She won! (SHS sophomore Laura Loikkanen in scrimmage race with Ursuline) (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.1
Live, from Scarsdale (live broadcast of Tuesday's solar eclipse planned), May 6, 1994, p.1
Darkness at noon (Jon Serota uses Mylar glasses to view solar eclipse) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.1
Presidential Class room draws students, May 13, 1994, p.12
Smoking ban is urged for SHS (ltr), May 20, 1994, p.6
Simply listen, Wiesel urges SHS students, May 27, 1994, p.5
High school stops short of snuffing out problem, Jun 3, 1994, p.1
Wipe the butt in the bud (comments on SHS's reluctance to ban smoking on school premises (edit), Jun 3, 1994, p.6
Smoking on school grounds: Should it be banned? (comment), Jun 3, 1994, p.13
Here they go! (stars of SHS senior class play "Anything Goes") (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.17
Ventura to helm Raider football next season, Jun 10, 1994, p.1
Attention: Seniors (Inquirer plans to list colleges that SHS graduates are attending), Jun 10, 1994, p.1
Senior class stages a rousing 'Anything Goes' (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.17
Art Resnick retires as SHS soccer coach (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.21
SHS open house system unique, Jun 17, 1994, p.9
They said YES to volunteering (volunteers with Youth Employment Service) (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.4
Students need education in values, character (edit), Jun 24, 1994, p.7
SHS baseball players earn Diamond honors (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.20
We're opening our eyes-at last (author relates her own experience similar to Lori Schiller's (edit), Jul 8, 1994, p.7
Traffic patterns changing at SHS (circular driveway is being eliminated) (photo), Jul 15, 1994, p.9
Outstanding volunteer (Michael Sparrow, a SHS graduate, receives a junior volunteer award) (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.4
High school names new administrator (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.1
More room to park those Jeeps and BMWs (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.1
Guiding Eyes (for the Blind) supports Senior Options (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.9
Computer network approved at SHS, Aug 5, 1994, p.1
Mame! (SCS Summer Music Theatre has opened its 27th season at SHS) (photo), Aug 12, 1994, p.1
SHS grad's Mideast travels sparked her career at National Public Radio (photo), Aug 12, 1994, p.2
Kids should pay to park at HS (ltr), Aug 19, 1994, p.6
Scarsdale High School examines intolerance in all its guises (edit), Aug 26, 1994, p.7
New law forces school smoking ban (photo), Sep 16, 1994, p.1
A new youth outreach worker at SHS (photo), Sep 16, 1994, p.4
Charge students for SHS parking (response to article from 7/29 and ltr by D Singer from 8/19) (ltr), Sep 16, 1994, p.6
No place to go (response to 9/2 edit by I Sloan about need for public toilets in SCS (edit) (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.6
Pay to play? (response to recent suggestions of having SHS students pay for parking at HS) (ltr), Sep 23, 1994, p.6
Program helps international students feel at home (photo), Oct 7, 1994, p.9
Firecracker set off, injuring high school teacher, Nov 4, 1994, p.3
SHS Forum: a two-week dive into domestic violence (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.5
Domestic violence forum held at high school (cont), Nov 4, 1994, p.22
Artist of the month (Taka Hirano) (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.9
High school moves to discipline troublemakers (regarding firecracker explosion), Nov 10, 1994, p.3
Shaw to retire as Raider tennis coach, Nov 10, 1994, p.21
College applications go hi-tech (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.1
Discovering ways to solve disputes, Nov 18, 1994, p.9
College search goes tech (cont), Nov 18, 1994, p.12
Constance Tse wins piano competition (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.17
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL continued
Parents losing control of kids (ltr), Dec 9, 1994, p.6
Don't tar many with deeds of few (response to letter by Diane Stillman from 12/9/94) (ltr), Dec 16, 1994, p.6
Time has finally come for teens (comments on recent Inquirer articles regarding SCS teenagers) (ltr), Dec 16, 1994, p.6
3 traits successful students share (edit), Dec 23, 1994, p.7
No trees, reindeer or holiday music in schools this year (cont), Dec 23, 1994, p.10

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL
Personality, not pomp, is theme at Alternative School graduation, Jun 24, 1994, p.1
Alternative School graduation full of personality (cont), Jun 24, 1994, p.4
Art enlivens nature study (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-ALUMNI
SHS alumnus finds insight after defending trade center bomber (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.1
SHS alumnus gives NYC crime reporting a new look (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.1
SHS alumnus gives NYC crime reporting a new looky (cont), Apr 15, 1994, p.20
SHS graduate honored, Apr 22, 1994, p.4
SHS alumnus endows scholarship, Jun 17, 1994, p.10
Recent grad starts business (college advising service), Oct 7, 1994, p.10
An interview with Linda Goetz Holmes (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.10

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-CLUBS
Low-profile high school clubs uncovered, Feb 11, 1994, p.9
Tomorrow's women (candlelight vigil to promote awareness of Intl Women's Rights Day) (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.6
AIDS awareness raised at SHS, Apr 15, 1994, p.9
High school club members honored, Nov 18, 1994, p.9
Controlled substance memo forces SHS ski club to disband, Dec 2, 1994, p.27
Stars for service (members of Stars and Smiles Club of SHS honored for volunteer service) (photo), Dec 16, 1994, p.10

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-CURRICULUM
Options help seniors taste the future, Jun 24, 1994, p.9
Board reviews second year of Senior Options (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.9
Senior options examined (cont), Oct 21, 1994, p.20

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-DEBATE TEAM
Debaters host tournament, Feb 11, 1994, p.9
Tenure approved for 10 teachers; debaters show board their skills, Jun 10, 1994, p.9
Debaters on the move (at Bronx High School of Science), Oct 28, 1994, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-DRAMA CLUB
Drama Club to present 'The Royal Family' (photo), Mar 4, 1994, p.13
SHS Drama Club to present 'Family Album,' a cabaret (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.15
'Carnival' performers (SHS Drama Club production of "Carnival") (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.17
Drama Club 'Carnival' sheer stage magic (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.17

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-GRADUATION
Proud moment (Tom Talley receives his diploma at SHS's 77th commencement) (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.1
Mad dogs and Scarsdalians (advocates changing commencement from late morning to afternoon) (edit), Jul 1, 1994, p.6
(Supplement) Graduation '94 (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.0

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-LIBRARY
Gift books remember activists (John Axtell and Louise Feldman), Jun 24, 1994, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-ORCHESTRA
Orchestra prepares for European tour, Apr 1, 1994, p.10
How to support student musicians (ltr), Apr 22, 1994, p.6
Orchestra's France trip has many highlights (photo), Aug 12, 1994, p.8
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PHYSICAL EDUCATION PROGRAM
Fitness center proves successful (photo), Jan 28, 1994, p.16

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PROM
Breakfast at the pool to cap prom evening, Jun 24, 1994, p.9
Prom breakfast was a success (ltr), Jul 1, 1994, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PTA
Good advice for parents at PTA fair (g cont), Mar 18, 1994, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PTA SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Village helped raise these 19 (scholarships to graduating seniors) (ltr), Jul 1, 1994, p.6
Continuing education (Checks are still coming in for PTA Scholarship Fund) (photo), Jul 8, 1994, p.9
Scholarship fund seeks support (photo), Dec 2, 1994, p.12

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-REUNIONS
Is that really him? (SHS alumni look at old yearbook photos at Class of '69 reunion) (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.1
Class of '69 recalls a watershed year (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.5
Class of '64 returns, Oct 21, 1994, p.10

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-REWARDS, PRIZES, ETC
(SHS) seniors win awards for academic and arts achievement (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.10
Beyond the call (SHS students recognized for extraordinary community service) (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.10

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-SIGNIFER (HONOR SOCIETY)
Signifer induction, Oct 21, 1994, p.9
Signifer represents a long tradition, Nov 10, 1994, p.10
Honors forall, not just the top 10 percent, Dec 2, 1994, p.12
3 traits successful students share (edit), Dec 23, 1994, p.7

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-SPORTS
Julia B Fee is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26
Raiders will play varsity football next season, Dec 9, 1994, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HISTORY
Scarsdale's only industry grew with the community (1st of three-part series) (photo) (edit), Jun 24, 1994, p.7
'Progressive Education' comes to Scarsdale (2nd in three-part series on SCS school history) (edit), Jul 1, 1994, p.7

SCHOOLS-SCS-IHM
My heart looks like that? (annual health fair at IHM) (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.10
Treats from around the world (international dessert festival at IHM) (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.9
(Supplement) Graduation '94 (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.0
Fanciful fun at IHM (talent show) (photo), Nov 10, 1994, p.9
Babes in Toyland (Christmas pageant at IHM) (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.10

SCHOOLS-SCS-MIDDLE SCHOOL
New SMS curriculum promotes a can-do attitude, Jan 14, 1994, p.4
Middle School News; Poetry at Cooper House, Jan 14, 1994, p.4
Middle School News; CHOICE donates shoes (to the homeless) (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.10
Middle School News, Mar 18, 1994, p.9
Speaking clearly and distinctly (middle school students practice for annual speech contest) (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.9
Who's in, who's out - and why (edit), Apr 1, 1994, p.7
Speech contest draws a crowd (includes names of individual winners), Apr 1, 1994, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1994 (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.24
Who's in, who's out - and why (dealing with peer pressure) (edit), Apr 1, 1994, p.7
Scarsdale's most popular contest (middle school speech contest) (edit), Apr 15, 1994, p.6
Telfer to retire from SMS (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.1
Counselor plans girls' bike trip, Apr 29, 1994, p.10
Middle School News: Popham House develops a taste for Shakespeare (photo), May 6, 1994, p.10
Type (the way one prefers to interact with the world) touted as teaching tool, May 13, 1994, p.12
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SCHOOLS-SCS-MIDDLE SCHOOL continued
Pre-concert concentration (seventh and eighth grade chorus members rehearse for concert) (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.9
Butler students visit Wall Street (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.9
Middle School News; A day at the zoo, Jun 17, 1994, p.9
Middle School News (cont), Jun 17, 1994, p.10
SHS administrator named middle school principal (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.1
McDermott is appointed middle school principal (cont), Jul 1, 1994, p.2
Middle School News; A multimedia look at the ’60s, Jul 1, 1994, p.9
(Supplement) Graduation ’94 (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.0
New youth worker named (at SCS Middle School) (photo), Sep 2, 1994, p.4
Middle School News, Oct 28, 1994, p.10
Counselor (Dr Karen Chanow-Gruen) is mourned, Nov 10, 1994, p.1
A loss for Cooper House (death of Dr Karen Chanow-Gruen) (edit), Nov 10, 1994, p.6
A successful project (books were collected by SCS Middle School for patients at WHP Hospital)(photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.9
Getting acquainted through a secret search, Nov 18, 1994, p.9
CHOICE takes a trip to camp, Nov 25, 1994, p.11
Counselor appointed, Dec 23, 1994, p.9
Stock market studied, Dec 23, 1994, p.10
Students donate gifts for children (photo), Dec 30, 1994, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-PTA
Who’s in, who’s out - and why (dealing with peer pressure) (edit), Apr 1, 1994, p.7
New families welcomed at every school (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-QUAKER RIDGE
Colonial Days (5th grade unit on life in colonial America) (photo), May 6, 1994, p.10
A Quaker Ridge tribute (to Patricia Marwell and Terry Schwarz) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.11
Gym show at Quaker Ridge (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.9
(Supplement) Graduation ’94 (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.0
(Alex Hyman makes friends with Winnie the Pooh at annual bus safety program at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Sep 9, 1994, p.1
Hats on for reading (“Be Enthusiastic About Reading Day” at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.9
Parents visit Quaker Ridge (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.10
Teacher’s tips liven student writing (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.11
Young readers pick their favorites (photo), Dec 2, 1994, p.11
Rising enrollment threatens Kids BASE, Dec 9, 1994, p.1
Kids BASE wins a reprieve (photo), Dec 16, 1994, p.1
Schools enforce holiday blackout (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.1
Hands-on work for others (sandwiches for children at homeless shelter in WHP Coachman Hotel) (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.10

SCHOOLS-SCS-ST PIUS X
(Supplement) Graduation ’94 (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.0

SCHOOLS-SCS-STATE AID
Schools have good news from Albany, Feb 4, 1994, p.1
School aid hopes confirmed by state budget passage, Jun 10, 1994, p.1
State aid numbers are up (cont), Jun 10, 1994, p.12

SCHOOLS-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
Westchester 2000 proposes Scarsdale-Edgemont merger, Apr 15, 1994, p.1
New coalition warns of right-wing threat to schools, Apr 22, 1994, p.1
Candidates’ forum would combat apathy (edit), Apr 22, 1994, p.6
Coalition (cont), Apr 22, 1994, p.10
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SCHOOLS-WESTCHESTER-STATE AID
Schools have good news from Albany, Feb 4, 1994, p.1

SCHORR, MARSHA
Teachers aware of gender issues (ltr), Aug 26, 1994, p.6
Few heroines in school reading list (response to letter by Marsha Schorr from 8/26/94) (ltr), Sep 16, 1994, p.6

SCHOUTZ, CATHERINE
Scouts are in their glory on Memorial Day (cont) (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.10

SCHROEDER, ED
Scarsdale's 'first couple' receives the bowl (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.3

SCHROEDER, EDMUND R
Edmund R Schroeder (has joined Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft as a partner), Jun 10, 1994, p.4

SCHROEDER, ELAINE
New trustee for Scarsdale Foundation (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.4
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale's First Couple Esther C and Robert P Shay (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.24

SCHULMAN, SY
Sliding into mistrust (regarding Saxon Woods dringing range and water slide proposals) (edit), Jun 17, 1994, p.6
Hey, (Westchester) county - it's our town (edit), Sep 16, 1994, p.6

SCHULTZ, ROBERT

SCHUMAN, IRA
Ira Schuman (appointed executive vice president of Julian J Studley, Inc.) (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.4

SCHUTZBANK, HARVEY
Just like the Pilgrims (a Quaker Ridge Thanksgiving) (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.1

SCHUTZBANK, STEPHANIE
Just like the Pilgrims (a Quaker Ridge Thanksgiving) (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.1

SCHWALBE, MICHAEL
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1994 (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.24

SCHWAN, NICOLE
Colonial Days (5th grade unit on life in colonial America) (photo), May 6, 1994, p.10

SCHWARTZ, ANDREW
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26

SCHWARTZ, BARBARA
Starting a new year (volunteers label annual community calendar), Aug 12, 1994, p.1
Thanks to Bank of New York (for underwriting cost of SCS calendar) (ltr), Aug 19, 1994, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28

SCHWARTZ, CAROL
Edgemont senior is flying high (in single-engine propeller plane) (photo), Oct 14, 1994, p.5

SCHWARTZ, DIANE (AU)
We should listen to the children (re their views of differences in religious celebrations) (ltr), Apr 8, 1994, p.6

SCHWARTZ, JUDITH
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30
Continuing education (Checks are still coming in for PTA Scholarship Fund) (photo), Jul 8, 1994, p.9
Law streamlines discipline (cont), Aug 26, 1994, p.17

SCHWARTZ, KATHY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.30
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SCHWARTZ, MATTHEW L
Debaters on the move (at Bronx High School of Science), Oct 28, 1994, p.9

SCHWARTZ, MEGAN
Stars for service (members of Stars and Smiles Club of SHS honored for volunteer service) (photo), Dec 16, 1994, p.10

SCHWARTZ, NEAL
Edgemont senior is flying high (in single-engine propeller plane) (photo), Oct 14, 1994, p.5

SCHWARTZ, ROBERT
Schwartz, Robert (has joined Republic National Bank of New York) (photo), Oct 14, 1994, p.4

SCHWARTZ, RUTH
The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28

SCHWARTZ, SUE ANN
Teacher's tips liven student writing (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.11

SCHWARTZ-CHEPURU, DORIS
Doris Schwartz-Chepuru (appointed associate executive director of The Guidance Center), May 27, 1994, p.4

SCHWARTZ-CHEPURU, DORIS (AU)
Story illuminated mental illness (Inquirer article from 6/17 dedicated to Lori Schiller) (ltr), Jun 24, 1994, p.6

SCHWARZ, JAMIE
Hockey hot shot (Jamie Schwarz, winner of Joseph Fragola Memorial Youth Hockey Award) (photo), May 27, 1994, p.20

SCHWARZ, JULIE
Gym show at Quaker Ridge (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.9

SCHWARZ, TERRY
A Quaker Ridge tribute (to Patricia Marwell and Terry Schwarz) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.11

SCHWITZER, CAREN
The Bank of New York Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.28

SCHWITZER, MATHEW
Wonderland of science (at Fox Meadow's science fair's family night) (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.9

SCHWITZER, PHILIP E (DR)
Who is speaking for the fetus? (response to S Stern's edit from 8/19/94) (ltr), Sep 2, 1994, p.6

SCHWITZER, ULRICH
The Bank of New York Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.28

SCHWER, PAMELA
Run-off will decide two committee seats, Jan 21, 1994, p.1

SCHWER, TREY
Parade of the century draws a big crowd (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.2

SCIARPELLETI, EMELIE
New SMS curriculum promotes a can-do attitude, Jan 14, 1994, p.4

SCIENCE-STUDY AND TEACHING
Wonderland of science (at Fox Meadow's science fair's family night) (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.9
Science fair boosts spirit of inquiry (photo), Feb 25, 1994, p.8

SCOOP
SEE SCS CYCLE OPERATORS OUTREACH PROGRAM

SCOPPOTONE, SANDRA
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1994 (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.24

SCOTT, LEE ANN (AU)
Print-A-Kid appreciated (ltr), Jan 14, 1994, p.6

SCOTT, WILLARD
D(aughters of the) A(merican) R(evolution) plans for 1994 (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.4
Willard Scott, former mayor, dead at 85, Jul 29, 1994, p.1
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SCS

Working for a good government (examines the current state of village affairs) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.1
Mayor's report (cont) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.17
Working for good government (cont) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.18
Working for good government (cont) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.19
(Supplement) Today's Woman (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.0
Scarsdale's dual personality keeps it vital (edit), Mar 25, 1994, p.7
How do I love Scarsdale? Let me count the ways... (edit), Apr 15, 1994, p.7
Scarsdale's contribution to the 'good' war (edit), Jun 10, 1994, p.6
Goodbye to a special place (ltr), Jun 24, 1994, p.6
Wiesel's lesson must be learned early (edit), Jul 1, 1994, p.6
(Supplement) Free (covers programs and events that are free in the Scarsdale and vicinity) (photo), Jul 15, 1994, p.0
We are not an island in Scarsdale (edit), Jul 22, 1994, p.7
Worthy ideas from village staff (for new laws and improvements in village services) (edit), Aug 26, 1994, p.6
A balance between green space and greenbacks (edit), Aug 26, 1994, p.6
Responsiveness earns gratitude (regarding flooding problem at Garden and Oxford Roads) (ltr), Nov 18, 1994, p.6
Two little magic words go a long way... (patience and decency needed toward SCS storekeepers) (edit), Nov 25, 1994, p.6
The new me (edit), Dec 23, 1994, p.7
The year in review: 1994 (summarizes important news and developments in SCS and vicinity) (photo), Dec 30, 1994, p.4
The year in review: 1994 (cont), Dec 30, 1994, p.16

SCS ADULT SCHOOL

Stay young and fit at the Scarsdale Adult School (illus) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.9
Rising enrollment threatens Kids BASE, Dec 9, 1994, p.1
Adult students eager for more (ltr), Dec 23, 1994, p.6

SCS ADULT SCHOOL (1994)

Spring will arrive early at Scarsdale Adult School, Feb 18, 1994, p.2
Three professors to teach at adult school, Mar 4, 1994, p.2
Opera, ancient art, Dickens at adult school this season (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.2
Mysteries of biotechnology revealed in upcoming adult school series (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.3
A rave review for adult school course (edit), Jul 8, 1994, p.7
Singing course struck sour note (response to edit by Fran Weinberger from July 8, 1994) (ltr), Jul 22, 1994, p.6
Negative view of SCS Adult School was a minority one (response to ltr by S Helsel from 7/22) (ltr), Jul 29, 1994, p.6
He stands by his course criticism (response to letter by A Malina from 7/29/94) (ltr), Aug 5, 1994, p.6
Art, music, crafts classes to begin (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.2

SCS ART ASSN

A busy weekend (SCS Historical Society country fair and SCS Art Assn annual outdoor show) (photo), Sep 16, 1994, p.1
Association artists to show paintings in 2 exhibitions (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.17

SCS AUXILIARY OF WHITE PLAINS HOSPITAL

SEE HOSPITALS

SCS BOWL (1994)

Time to make reservations for Scarsdale Bowl dinner, Feb 11, 1994, p.2
Bowl reservations, Feb 25, 1994, p.2
Double the pleasure (Robert and Esther Shay became first couple to receive SCS Bowl award) (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.1
Scarsdale's 'first couple' receives the bowl (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.3
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale's First Couple Esther C and Robert P Shay (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.24
Elsie Smoler to get the Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.1
Elsie Smoler to get bowl (cont), Dec 9, 1994, p.9

SCS BOWL COMMITTEE

Amy Paulin heads (1995) bowl committee (photo), Oct 7, 1994, p.4
Committee named for 1995 bowl award, Oct 28, 1994, p.4
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SCS CYCLE OPERATORS OUTREACH PROGRAM
How about some rocky road? (free ice-cream cone from police department's SCOOP Program) (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.1

SCS FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE
Family Counseling Service depends on friendly volunteers (edit) (illus), Apr 1, 1994, p.7
Who's in, who's out - and why (dealing with peer pressure) (edit), Apr 1, 1994, p.7
School gatherings unite young and old (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.9
A star spangled S(CS) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice) success (ltr), May 13, 1994, p.6
S(cs) FAMILY COUNSELING S(ervice) fundraiser offers an embarrassment of riches (photo), May 13, 1994, p.10
Rotary grants (from SCS Rotary Club) (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.5
2 outreach counselors leave S(CS) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice); Read to work Edgemont schools, Jul 8, 1994, p.1
Girls ride a rough road to self-confidence (nine-day trip in Monadnock region of NH) (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.5
A new youth outreach worker at SHS (photo), Sep 16, 1994, p.4
Charity begins at home (edit), Nov 18, 1994, p.6
A kind thought at Thanksgiving (ltr), Nov 25, 1994, p.6
Scarsdale's neediest cases served by S(CS) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice), Dec 2, 1994, p.5
Remember S(CS) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice) in holiday season (ltr), Dec 2, 1994, p.6
Incest: When a bedtime story becomes a nightmare, Dec 9, 1994, p.5
Counseling leads to healing and forgiveness in incest case (cont), Dec 9, 1994, p.9

SCS FIRE CO NO 1/ NO 2
SEE FIRE DEPT-SCS

SCS FOUNDATION
Foundation offers tuition assistance, Feb 18, 1994, p.2
New trustee for Scarsdale Foundation (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.4

SCS GOLF AND COUNTRY CLUB
SEE COUNTRY CLUBS

SCS HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Historical society weekend (photo), Jan 21, 1994, p.13
Historical Society expands the local history program (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.12
Historical society to honor McCreeerys (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.4
Artists at work (crafts projects for vacationing kids at SCS Historical Society) (photo), Mar 4, 1994, p.3
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.26
Butler to speak on suburbia at historical society exhibit (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.15
Exhibition catalogs available, Jun 10, 1994, p.8
Scarsdale Historical Society seeks to expand membership, Sep 2, 1994, p.3
A busy weekend (SCS Historical Society country fair and SCS Art Assn annual outdoor show) (photo), Sep 16, 1994, p.1
Historical society project expands to Mt Vernon (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.9
All invited to foliage run (on Oct 16) (ltr), Oct 7, 1994, p.6
Portrait of a dollmaker (K Epstein makes a face for her walnut doll) (photo), Oct 14, 1994, p.1
Antiques expert to unmask fakes (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.13
200 runners, walkers compete in annual historical society run (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.19
Sloan foundation awards grants, Dec 16, 1994, p.9

SCS INQUIRER (NEWSPAPER)
He doesn't like the front page (ltr), Feb 4, 1994, p.6
20 years ago this month (tidbits form SCS Inquirer Feb 7, 1974) (edit), Feb 11, 1994, p.6
Hindsight; 30 (sic) years ago this week - Feb 26, 1994 (tidbits from the SCS Inquirer) (edit), Feb 25, 1994, p.6
Younger than they thought (reference to incorrect title of 2/25 edit "Hindsight, 30 years ago" (ltr), Mar 4, 1994, p.6
April Fool page was a pleasure (p 13 of 4/1/94 issue of SCS Inquirer) (ltr), Apr 8, 1994, p.6
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SCS INQUIRER (NEWSPAPER) continued
Which story was a joke (regarding April Fool page of SCS Inquirer from 4/1/94) (ltr), Apr 8, 1994, p.6
Sixty years ago - April 1934 (tidbits from the SCS Inquirer) (edit), Apr 15, 1994, p.6
The Inquirer named state's top weekly, Apr 22, 1994, p.1
Inquirer gets top honors (cont), Apr 22, 1994, p.22
Inquirer's awards 'well deserved' (ltr), May 6, 1994, p.6
15 years ago this month (tidbits from the Inquirer May 1979) (edit), May 20, 1994, p.6
Congratulations (to the Scarsdale Inquirer) from a G'bgh fan (ltr), May 20, 1994, p.6
Hindsight; June 1944 (tidbits from the SCS Inquirer) (edit), Jun 10, 1994, p.6
30 years ago: July, 1964 (tidbits from the SCS Inquirer) (edit), Jul 8, 1994, p.6
Fun-filled fair (19th annual Country Fair held in SCS) (ltr), Sep 23, 1994, p.6
Hindsight (Inquirer) column ("30 years ago: July 8, 1964" from 7/8/94) evokes memories (ltr), Oct 14, 1994, p.6
50 years later, we still can't make up our minds (regarding proposal for teen center), Oct 28, 1994, p.5
Former Inquirer writer named editor of Hartford Courant (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.3
Price going up (newstand price for SCS Inquirer will increase from 60 cents to 70 cents), Nov 25, 1994, p.1
Paper's coverage aided their cause (ltr), Dec 9, 1994, p.6
Geoff Oxnam leaving Inquirer; Joe Cesaroni new sports editor, Dec 30, 1994, p.3

SCS INQUIRER (NEWSPAPER)-PERSONAL NOTES
Give me a five! (edit), Jan 21, 1994, p.7
Here's a really hearetical opinion (edit), Mar 4, 1994, p.7
Learning with Flip (edit), Mar 11, 1994, p.6
Again, it's that time of year (edit), Apr 15, 1994, p.7
Further adventures of William and his granddad (edit), Apr 29, 1994, p.7
It's time to move on - again (edit), May 20, 1994, p.7
What happens on a bad-column day (edit), May 27, 1994, p.7
How to achieve a sub-adult society, Jul 22, 1994, p.8
Weekend from Hell in the Hamptons (edit), Jul 29, 1994, p.7
Recalling the good old days in the Bronx (edit), Aug 5, 1994, p.7
The day the world collapsed (edit), Aug 12, 1994, p.7
Seasonal leaf-blower starts a revolution (edit), Aug 26, 1994, p.6
Something else happened in 1969 (edit), Sep 9, 1994, p.7
No one at the bat (edit), Sep 16, 1994, p.7
The third century - how different from ours? (edit), Sep 30, 1994, p.7
Never look a gift violin in the mouth (edit), Oct 7, 1994, p.7
They still draw autumn leaves (edit) (illus), Oct 21, 1994, p.7
Footprints on the sands of Saxon woods (edit), Nov 4, 1994, p.6
Here's the real meaning of the elections (edit), Nov 18, 1994, p.7
I paint, therefore I am (edit), Nov 18, 1994, p.7
A fall tradition: The rake's progress (edit) (illus), Nov 18, 1994, p.7
Every life makes its mark on the planet (edit), Nov 25, 1994, p.7
A moving conversation (edit), Dec 2, 1994, p.7
Me and my hernia anxiety: the doctors said 'pooh-pooh' (edit), Dec 16, 1994, p.6
The new me (edit), Dec 23, 1994, p.7
The disk-connected traveler (edit), Dec 30, 1994, p.7

SCS LAKE
Historic Scarsdale dam gets facelift (photo), Aug 5, 1994, p.1
Historic dam near station getting a facelift (cont), Aug 5, 1994, p.10
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SCS PATRIMEN'S BENEVOLENT ASSN
SEE PATRIMEN'S BENEVOLENT ASSN-SCS

SCS RESPONSIBLE CITIZENS
He wants to keep the village green (regarding downtown development) (ltr), Jun 3, 1994, p.6
Downtown opposes development (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.1
An alternative to private developers (of downtown SCS) (ltr), Jun 10, 1994, p.6
S(CS) R(esponsible) C(itizens) lobbies committee (cont), Jul 8, 1994, p.17

SCS SUMMER MUSIC THEATRE
Zawel named S(CS) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre) director; 'Mame' to be his first show (photo), Jan 21, 1994, p.13
New S(CS) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre) chief enthusiastic about upcoming season (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.15
Rotary grants (from SCS Rotary Club) (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.5
Creative staff to oversee S(CS) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre) production of 'Mame' (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.17
For a rewarding summer, get involved with 'Mame' (illus), Jun 24, 1994, p.15
Jeff Gardner gives advice on make-up to 'Mame' cast (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.19
A star-spangled feeling at Shea (ltr), Jul 29, 1994, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes MAME and Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.24
Mame! (SCS Summer Music Theatre has opened its 27th season at SHS) (photo), Aug 12, 1994, p.1
Sweet summer nights ... and a scintillating S(CS) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre) (edit), Aug 12, 1994, p.11
Don't miss this 'Mame' - it's an S(CS) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre) triumph (photo), Aug 12, 1994, p.1

SCS TASK FORCE ON VOLUNTEERISM
A community of volunteers (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.13

SCS TEACHERS' INSTITUTE
Surprise! Aversive racism and egalitarianism go together (edit), May 20, 1994, p.7

SCS VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE CORPS
Scarsdale) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) service richly rewarding (edit) (illus), Jan 14, 1994, p.7
S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) needs you (edit) (photo), Jan 28, 1994, p.6
S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) provides quality care (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.4
S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) elects board, Feb 18, 1994, p.4
Winners wear helmets (Meghan Luby's winning Safety Poster Contest entry) (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.5
Rotary grants (from SCS Rotary Club) (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.5
Treating Woodstock casualties no party (photo), Aug 19, 1994, p.1
Woodstock was chaotic (cont), Aug 19, 1994, p.18
S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) crew gets EMS awards, Oct 7, 1994, p.1
Don't take it for granted (edit), Oct 14, 1994, p.6
S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) founder will be missed (ltr), Oct 28, 1994, p.6
Unlicensed driver destroys bench (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.1
Injured resident grateful to S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) (ltr), Dec 9, 1994, p.6

SCS VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE CORPS-JUNIORS
In the corps (SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps has inducted seven new junior members) (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.4

SCS WOMAN'S CLUB
Biography, art, nutrition topics for Woman's Club, Jan 14, 1994, p.8
A 75-year legacy of community (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.4
All invited to meet candidates (for village trustee) (ltr), Mar 11, 1994, p.6
Spirit of 1919 (SCS Woman's Club and Edgewood School celebrate their 75th anniversaries) (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.1
Teamwork is the key (to get after criminals), Apr 29, 1994, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes SCS's Woman's Club on the Occasion of its Diamond Jubilee 1919-94 (photo), May 13, 1994, p.30
At 75 and counting, the Scarsdale Woman's Club is still enriching lives, Dec 23, 1994, p.1
Scarsdale Woman's Club celebrates 75th anniversary year (photo) (cont), Dec 23, 1994, p.8
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feb 4, 1994</td>
<td>Tackle problems when small, counselor advises parents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 7, 1994</td>
<td>Hindsight (SCS news from January 1984) (edit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 18, 1994</td>
<td>Master plan is finished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 18, 1994</td>
<td>Master plan completed (cont)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 25, 1994</td>
<td>Master Plan; Golf clubs may be developed (illus)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 25, 1994</td>
<td>Master plan looks to future (cont)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 8, 1994</td>
<td>Planners: more trees, fewer signs in downtown (cont)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 8, 1994</td>
<td>Planners consider improvements in commercial zones (illus)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 29, 1994</td>
<td>Planners consider improvements (cont) (illus)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 6, 1994</td>
<td>Residents react to comprehensive plan (cont)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 6, 1994</td>
<td>When's time for public input? (ltr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 13, 1994</td>
<td>A Modest Proposal: A development plan for the Freightway/Depot Place site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 13, 1994</td>
<td>Subcommittee's downtown proposal (cont)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 20, 1994</td>
<td>No! to theaters and restaurants (ltr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 27, 1994</td>
<td>Consensus eludes downtown group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun 3, 1994</td>
<td>(town and) Village Civic Club rejects report on master plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun 3, 1994</td>
<td>(town and) Village Civic Club balks at master plan, housing a concern (photo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun 3, 1994</td>
<td>We want to keep the village green (regarding downtown development) (ltr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun 3, 1994</td>
<td>Leader explains committee report (ltr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul 1, 1994</td>
<td>Village could use computer model (ltr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul 8, 1994</td>
<td>Familiar look, distinctive odor (regarding downtown development) (ltr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul 8, 1994</td>
<td>Model of SCS provides realistic view (ltr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul 8, 1994</td>
<td>Sidestepping a basic request (regarding mayor's denial of request for scale model of village) (ltr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul 8, 1994</td>
<td>We're not birds (according to W Handelman in reference to requested 3-D model of downtown SCS) (ltr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul 8, 1994</td>
<td>A new planning tool (photo) (cont)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul 15, 1994</td>
<td>A Green Scheme for Scarsdale (to improve the visual and esthetic qualities of downtown SCS) (edit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul 22, 1994</td>
<td>'Green Scheme' is refreshing (response to edit by R H Behr from 7/15/94) (ltr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul 29, 1994</td>
<td>Design subcommittee favors development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 12, 1994</td>
<td>Keep the hustle and bustle out of downtown (edit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep 30, 1994</td>
<td>Keep the hustle and bustle out of downtown (edit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep 30, 1994</td>
<td>Plan stresses teen and service needs (cont)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 7, 1994</td>
<td>Planning a project that does &quot;the least harm&quot; (edit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 7, 1994</td>
<td>Village board approves comprehensive plan (formerly known as the master plan) (cont)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 14, 1994</td>
<td>Covered (railroad) tracks would open vistas (response to edit by S Breines from 10/7/94) (ltr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 28, 1994</td>
<td>Ask builders for proposals (response to letter by Charles Cunningham from 10/14/94) (ltr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 4, 1994</td>
<td>Consensus closer on Freightway, Nov 4, 1994, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 10, 1994</td>
<td>Brother surrenders in shooting of EHS girl</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SCULLY, KEVIN

Brother surrenders in shooting of EHS girl, Nov 10, 1994, p.3
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SCULPTURE
  Arts evening at Edgewood (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.9

SEAMAN, PETER B
  Peter B Seaman (dies), Apr 29, 1994, p.20

SEAT BELTS
  Police will fine drivers who don't buckle up, Nov 25, 1994, p.1

SEELIG, RICHARD
  Great moms, articulate children (winning entries of SCS "Mother of the Year" contest), May 6, 1994, p.7
  The writers and their subjects (Mother of the Year contest) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.10

SEELIG, URSULA
  The writers and their subjects (Mother of the Year contest) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.10

SEGAN, LLOYD HOWARD
  Producers of 'Forrest Gump' and 'Blown Away' have local roots (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.5

SEGARS, KATHERINE S (AU)
  A myth for today - the 'Superwoman' (edit), Jan 21, 1994, p.7

SEIDELMAN, PHYLLIS
  (Proposed) Driving range (at Saxon Woods golf course) is embarrassing (ltr), Aug 19, 1994, p.6

SEIDELMAN, ROBERT
  (Proposed) Driving range (at Saxon Woods golf course) is embarrassing (ltr), Aug 19, 1994, p.6

SEIDMAN, EVELYN
  The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale's First Couple Esther C and Robert P Shay (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.24
  Legislators at T(own and) V(illage) C(livic) C(lub), Apr 1, 1994, p.1

SEIDMAN, JEROME
  The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale's First Couple Esther C and Robert P Shay (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.24

SEIFE, BURTON (AU)
  No! to theaters and restaurants (ltr), May 20, 1994, p.6
  Familiar look, distinctive odor (regarding downtown development) (ltr), Jul 8, 1994, p.6

SEIFE, TAMARA
  90 years in 40 minutes: Town Club and its offspring mark a major milestone (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.5

SELF-DEFENSE
  The nitty-gritty of suburban self-defense (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.3
  A clear necessity (self-defense)... but whose responsibility? (edit), Feb 18, 1994, p.6
  Not all villains are hairy, scary (ltr), Mar 4, 1994, p.6

SELF-PERCEPTION
  Teens obsessed with body image (ltr), May 20, 1994, p.6

SEIDMAN, JOHN P
  3 elected to board of (Westchester) county association, Jul 1, 1994, p.4

SELF, JEREMY
  Stars in Edgemont (EMT High School's victory in Texaco Star Academic Challenge) (edit), Mar 25, 1994, p.6

Selter, BRAD
  Heathcote plans hoe-down (annual PTA carnival) (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.10

Selter, DORYCE
  Writing takes top priority in school language arts classes, Mar 11, 1994, p.9
  Parents say playground is unsafe, Mar 25, 1994, p.9
  Real people, Apr 15, 1994, p.1

Selter, DORYCE (AU)
  Parents are right to ask questions (response to I Sloan's Inquirer edit from 3/18/94) (ltr), Mar 25, 1994, p.6

SEMDE, KIM
  Counselor appointed, Dec 23, 1994, p.9
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SEMDER, KIMI
Fox to board: don't cut (high school) deans, Mar 11, 1994, p.1
Schools to open this Monday, Sep 9, 1994, p.1

SENIORS-SCS
High-stepping Seniors (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.4
High energy seniority (photo), May 13, 1994, p.8
Senior song of sixpence...and more (photo), May 13, 1994, p.9
Teen, senior needs addressed by (comprehensive) plan (of the village), Sep 30, 1994, p.1
A special senior fondly recalled (ltr), Nov 18, 1994, p.6

SENK, SUZANNE

SEO, KIKUKO
The best Scarsdale souvenir (volunteer work) (edit) (illus), Jan 28, 1994, p.7

SEO, MAKIKO (AU)
My mission—to help to erase prejudice (edit), Apr 22, 1994, p.7

SEPE, PATTY
Just what is 'a dog's life,' anyway?, Jul 15, 1994, p.5

SERAFIN, PAT
Writing takes top priority in school language arts classes, Mar 11, 1994, p.9

SEROTA, DAN
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26

SEROTA, JON
Darkness at noon (Jon Serota uses Mylar glasses to view solar eclipse) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.1

SERVANTES, CINDI
Fire badly damages historic house here (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.1

SEVCIK, LUDOVIT (DR) (AU)
Police should protect—not harass—residents (letter to the village court) (ltr), Feb 25, 1994, p.6

SEVERANCE, JOHN LEAR
John Lear Severance (dies), Feb 11, 1994, p.12

SEX OFFENDERS
Peeping Tom arrested again, Jul 22, 1994, p.1
Man arrested for lewdness (cont), Jul 22, 1994, p.10
Sexual offenders present a dilemma, Aug 26, 1994, p.1
Vigilantism no solution (edit), Aug 26, 1994, p.6
Sexual offenders (cont), Aug 26, 1994, p.17

SEXISM
Scarsdale High School examines intolerance in all its guises (edit), Aug 26, 1994, p.7

SEXUAL HARASSMENT
Sexual harassment policy pondered, Apr 1, 1994, p.9

SGANGA, MONICA (AU)
Popham Road needs left-turn lanes (ltr), May 27, 1994, p.6

SHAH, SHEETAL
Hats on for reading ("Be Enthusiastic About Reading Day" at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.9

SHAKESHAFT, C(H)AROL (DR)
Few heroines in school reading list (response to letter by Marsha Schorr from 8/26/94) (ltr), Sep 16, 1994, p.6

SHAKESHAFT, CHAROL (DR)
Correction (of Dr Charol Shakeshaft's name misspelled as "Carol" in recent issues of Inquirer) (ltr), Sep 23, 1994, p.7

SHAMES, KATIE
The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28
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SHAMOON, RONA
Run-off will decide two committee seats, Jan 21, 1994, p.1

SHANAHAN, JOHN E
John E Shanahan (named senior vice president of National Westminster Bancorp), Aug 19, 1994, p.2

SHANAHAN, MIKE
Troop 60 attends Boy Scout camp (photo), Aug 12, 1994, p.2

SHANES, EVELYN J (AU)
My incorrigible love of dogs (edit), Jan 14, 1994, p.7
How Grandma gets to Carnegie Hall (edit), Apr 1, 1994, p.7

SHAPIRO, ELLEN (AU)
Caveat vendor when renting your home (edit), Feb 18, 1994, p.7

SHAPIRO, FRED
Local candidates seek judgeships (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.1

SHARMAN, STEPHEN (AU)
Too much sound, too little silence (visit to St David's in Wales) (edit), Dec 16, 1994, p.7

SHARPTON, AL
Primary '94: Local voters differ in Attorney General, judge races, Sep 16, 1994, p.1

SHATZKIN, ELLEN
S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mulance) C(orps) crew gets EMS awards, Oct 7, 1994, p.1

SHAW, JOAN
Halloween window painting contest draws a crowd (cont) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.8

SHAW, MARTY
Shaw to retire as Raider tennis coach, Nov 10, 1994, p.21

SHAY, ESTHER
Time to make reservations for Scarsdale Bowl dinner, Feb 11, 1994, p.2
Bowl reservations, Feb 25, 1994, p.1
Double the pleasure (Robert and Esther Shay became first couple to receive SCS Bowl award) (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.1
Scarsdale's 'first couple' receives the bowl (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.3
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale's First Couple Esther C and Robert P Shay (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.24
The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28

SHAY, MISSY
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale's First Couple Esther C and Robert P Shay (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.24

SHAY, ROBERT
Time to make reservations for Scarsdale Bowl dinner, Feb 11, 1994, p.2
Bowl reservations, Feb 25, 1994, p.1
Double the pleasure (Robert and Esther Shay became first couple to receive SCS Bowl award) (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.1
Scarsdale's 'first couple' receives the bowl (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.3
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale's First Couple Esther C and Robert P Shay (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.24

SHAY, ROBERT JR
Bowl reservations, Feb 25, 1994, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale's First Couple Esther C and Robert P Shay (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.24

SHAY, STEPHEN
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale's First Couple Esther C and Robert P Shay (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.24

SHAY, WARREN
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale's First Couple Esther C and Robert P Shay (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.24

SHAY, WENDY
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale's First Couple Esther C and Robert P Shay (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.24
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SHEARER, ALICE AILEAN WAKEFIELD
Alice Ailean Wakefield Shearer (dies), Apr 29, 1994, p.20

SHEEHY, JOHN D
John D Sheehy (dies), Feb 18, 1994, p.14

SHEIN, DIANE
School psychologists address many problems, Feb 18, 1994, p.9

SHELOV, ERIC

SHELOV, MARSHA

SHELOV, STEVE

SHELTERS
Shelters proposed as memorial (ltr), Jan 14, 1994, p.6

SHEPARD, EMILY
Award winning brokers (Doenrberg Real Estate has awarded trips to five brokers) (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.4

SHEPARD, LORA
Shepard to retire (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.1
A jazzy evening (Heathcote PTA fundraiser) (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.9
Heathcote principal search under way, Apr 22, 1994, p.9
Telfer to retire from SMS (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.1
With best wishes (to departing principals P Telfer and L Shepard) (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

SHERMAN, BERT
Shires take cleanup prize in conservancy (photo), May 6, 1994, p.8

SHERMAN, CRAIG
The Bank of New York Salutes the Westchester Band on its Silver Anniversary 1969-1994 (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.32

SHERMAN, KIMBERLY
Schools open on Monday (cont), Sep 9, 1994, p.9
Halloween happenings (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.10

SHIELDS, DEBORAH A
$70,000 for Food-PATCH (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.4

SHIELDS, TONI
Toni Shields (has joined COPERNICUS in Westport, Conn, as senior vice president), Apr 15, 1994, p.4

SHIMODA, KAREN MCALISTER
Japanese women speak out about their lives in America (photo), Oct 14, 1994, p.1

SHINAGAWA, REIKO
Japanese women speak out about their lives in America (photo), Oct 14, 1994, p.1

SHINNAR, AVIVA
The Bank of New York Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.28

SHIRAI, KEIKO
Japanese women speak out about their lives in America (photo), Oct 14, 1994, p.1

SHIRE, FRANKLIN
Shires take cleanup prize in conservancy (photo), May 6, 1994, p.8

SHIRE, MARGUERITE
Shires take cleanup prize in conservancy (photo), May 6, 1994, p.8

SHIU, JEFF
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1994 (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.24
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30
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SHOEMAKER, PETER H
Peter H Shoemaker (dies), Mar 11, 1994, p.17

SHOOTING
Mysterious shooting on Haverford Road, Feb 11, 1994, p.1

SHOPPING
Sidewalk sale days (photo), Aug 12, 1994, p.5
Bad temper (of store owner) cost her a sale (ltr), Aug 12, 1994, p.6
Wide or narrow ruled? (back to school shopping at Arcade Stationers) (photo), Sep 2, 1994, p.1
The Scarsdale Inquirer's Holiday Gift Guide (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.8
Merchants anticipating good (holiday) season, Dec 2, 1994, p.1
Shopping season under way (cont), Dec 2, 1994, p.28
Buy it here! (in SCS) (edit), Dec 16, 1994, p.6
Joy to the world with gifts from the whimsical to the grand (photo), Dec 16, 1994, p.15
Holiday shoppers were hunting for bargains in local stores (cont), Dec 30, 1994, p.5

SHRIER, JORDAN
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

SHRUBS
A clear and present danger (comment on visual obstruction section of Village Code, 294-1) (edit), Sep 16, 1994, p.7

SHUE, CEICEI
Girls ride a rough road to self-confidence (nine-day trip in Monodnoch region of NH) (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.5

SHULMAN, DAVID
Bowl reservations, Feb 25, 1994, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale's First Couple Esther C and Robert P Shay (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.24

SHULMAN, DAVID A
3 elected to board of (Westchester) county association, Jul 1, 1994, p.4

SIBLING RIVALRY
How to mitigate sibling rivalry (edit), Sep 2, 1994, p.7

SICILIANO, MICHAEL
Scarsdale's finest (village police officers were recently presented with awards) (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.4
Merchants Lot has become a public toilet for some, Mar 4, 1994, p.3
Blower ban challenged in village court, Dec 16, 1994, p.1

SIEGEL, ALAN
Residents don't like to see the (graffiti) writing on the wall (photo), May 13, 1994, p.1

SIEGEL, DAVE
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

SIEGEL, DAVID
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26

SILBER, BECKY
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

SILBER, SHARON
Protest targets diplomat's house (photo), May 20, 1994, p.1

SILBERBERG, JINI
It was fantastic Fourth all over town (photo), Jul 8, 1994, p.5

SILBERBERG, SCOTT
It was fantastic Fourth all over town (photo), Jul 8, 1994, p.5

SILVA, PAULO
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26
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SILVER, DAN
  Getting ready for the bash (Town and Village Civic Club's 90th birthday) (photo), Sep 9, 1994, p.1
  Downtown committee appears stalled, Oct 21, 1994, p.1
  Holding pattern (comments on Advisory Committee on Downtown Development) (edit), Oct 21, 1994, p.6
  Consensus closer on Freighway, Nov 4, 1994, p.1

SILVER, DANIEL
  Legislators at T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub), Apr 1, 1994, p.1

SILVER, JESSE
  Caleb lived here (Greenacres fourth graders plot the history of Scarsdale and their school) (photo), Jul 8, 1994, p.9

SILVER, SUE
  Art enlivens nature study (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.9

SILVER, SUSAN
  New ways sought to measure learning, Apr 15, 1994, p.10
  Personality, not pomp, is theme at Alternative School graduation, Jun 24, 1994, p.1

SILVERA, RASHID
  Middle school principal to retire (cont), Apr 29, 1994, p.9

SILVERMAN, BARNEY (DR)
  Snow fallout: some profit, but most suffer (photo), Jan 28, 1994, p.1

SILVERMAN, ELLEN
  Association artists to show paintings in 2 exhibitions (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.17

SILVERMAN, ELLIOT
  Fluent in French and Spanish (SHS students have won Iona College Language Competition) (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.9

SILVERMAN, ELLIOTT
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale (Student) (transferred) (ed)ucation) P(rogram) (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.26

SILVERMAN, MARK S
  Mark S Silverman (named manager at Vista Tel Long Distance), Sep 23, 1994, p.4

SILVERMAN, MYRNA
  Okinawan karate masters visit Scarsdale (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.18

SILVERMAN, RITA
  Middle school principal to retire (cont), Apr 29, 1994, p.9

SILVERMAN, RUTH
  (Nicholas Markel and Michael Pechman show Thanksgiving art project) (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.12

SILVERSTEIN, JOAN (AU)
  Libraries need more money (lttr), Mar 25, 1994, p.6

SILVERSTEIN, JULIUS
  Planning board mired in unusual marathon meeting, Sep 2, 1994, p.1

SILVERSTEIN, MICHAEL
  Thanksgiving festivities (at SCS schools) (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.12

SIMMONDS, ROSALIE
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.26

SIMMONS, FAITH
  Entering the home stretch (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.13

SIMON, ANN ROSE
  A community of volunteers (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.13
  The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale's First Couple Esther C and Robert P Shay (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.24
  Village groups hail low tax increase, Apr 15, 1994, p.1
  The unhealthy state of women's health care examined (cont) (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.12
  Groups praise village, school budgets; Schools' low tax hike lauded - with reservations, Apr 29, 1994, p.1
  Arbor Day memorial (tree is planted at village hall) photo, May 6, 1994, p.1
  Fond farewell for first 'working' league president, May 20, 1994, p.5
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SIMON, ANN ROSE continued

The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28

SIMON, ANN ROSE (AU)

Join the League of Women Voters - and see the real world (edit) (illus), Mar 4, 1994, p.7

SIMON, CARL J

Carl J Simon (dies), Jan 7, 1994, p.12

SIMON, DANIELLE

Truck Day at Greenacres (photo), Oct 7, 1994, p.9

SIMON, MARJORY (AU)

Wheels of Steele (Bill Steele's volunteer work) (edit), Jan 7, 1994, p.7

Through snow, sleet and ice (ltr), Feb 18, 1994, p.6

SIMON, SANDI (AU)

All invited to foliage run (on Oct 16) (ltr), Oct 7, 1994, p.6

SIMON, TERRY

Lots to celebrate at Greenacres (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.9

SIMPSON, O J

Scarsdale lieutenant reflects on Simpson hearing, Jul 15, 1994, p.3

SIMS, CHUCK

90 years in 40 minutes: Town Club and its offspring mark a major milestone (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.5

SIMS, SEYMOUR

Citizens' Party petitions, Jan 28, 1994, p.1

A meeting of mayors (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.5


SIMS, SEYMOUR (AU)

Citizens' Party seeks donations (ltr), Feb 18, 1994, p.6

SINCHO, BOB

Two more on (village's Investment Advisory Board), Jul 22, 1994, p.1

SINCLAIRE, NANCY

All-star cast in bittersweet 'Lughnasa' (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.13

SINGER, CECILE

Step by step (new stairway being replaced leading to pedestrian overpass at SCS station), May 6, 1994, p.1

SINGER, DIANE

Wildlife in person (Diane Singer will share her knowledge of animals) (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.4

SINGER, DONALD K

Charge students for SHS parking (response to article from 7/29 and ltr by D Singer from 8/19) (ltr), Sep 16, 1994, p.6

SINGER, DONALD K (AU)

Kids should pay to park at SHS (ltr), Aug 19, 1994, p.6

SINGER, Dottie

Entering the home stretch (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.13

SINGER, PRISCILLA

Greenacres tastes Paris (success of PTA fundraiser "A taste of Paris" is celebrated) (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.12

SINGER, TERRY

The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28

SINGSEN, MARY ELLEN

This old house: is it worth saving? (Mamaroneck Road House may be link to SCS's first Quaker family), Oct 21, 1994, p.1

SINGSEN, MICKEY

The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28

SKATING

(Bradley and Bonnie Weiss enjoy skating on Mayflower Road) (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.6

Not Peggy Fleming, but upright and moving (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.13
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SKATING continued
Lake Placid gold (for L Eckstein in the 25th annual ISIA figure skating competition) (photo), Feb 4, 1994, p.18
Rec council icy on rink, Nov 4, 1994, p.1
An ice rink would pay for itself (ltr), Nov 4, 1994, p.6

SKIS AND SKIING
Ski Column; Don't trust the numbers, Jan 7, 1994, p.16
Ski Column; Sterling skiers are speed stars, Jan 14, 1994, p.24
Ski Column; Raiders back to winning ways as ski season opens, Jan 21, 1994, p.16
Ski Column; Winter Olympic preview, Feb 4, 1994, p.18
Ski Column; Go west young man, Feb 11, 1994, p.16
Ski Column; Have no fear, comfort's near, Feb 18, 1994, p.19
Ski Column, Mar 11, 1994, p.19
Ski Column; Slope surfers now in mainstream, Mar 25, 1994, p.17
Julia B Fee is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26
State slope star (Jacqueline Thorpy) (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.21
Getting set for the slopes, Nov 25, 1994, p.23
Getting set for the slopes (cont), Nov 25, 1994, p.24
Controlled substance memo forces SHS ski club to disband, Dec 2, 1994, p.27
The Ski Column, Dec 2, 1994, p.28
Ski Column, Dec 16, 1994, p.22
The Ski Column, Dec 23, 1994, p.20
Ski Column, Dec 30, 1994, p.15
Ski Column (cont), Dec 30, 1994, p.16

SLAIGHT, BARBARA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.32
The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28

SLATTERY, RICHARD
Scarsdale's finest (village police officers were recently presented with awards) (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.4
SLOAN, IRVING J
Menorah attack smacks of hate (response to article by Irving Sloan from 12/24/93) (ltr), Jan 7, 1994, p.6
Breaching the wall of exclusion (response to Sloan's Inquirer article from 12/24/93) (ltr), Jan 14, 1994, p.6
Sloan upholds the Constitution (response to Sloan's Inquirer article from 12/24/93) (ltr), Jan 21, 1994, p.6
If you can do it, I can do it too (response to Sloan's Inquirer article from 12/24/93) (ltr), Jan 21, 1994, p.6
Grant funds book group to study famous lives, Jan 21, 1994, p.9
Parents are right to ask questions (response to Sloan's Inquirer edit from 3/18/94) (ltr), Mar 25, 1994, p.6
SHS alum(nus) gives NYC crime reporting a new look (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.1
(Town and) Village Civic Club rejects report on master plan, Jun 3, 1994, p.1
Marchers celebrate a glorious day, Jun 3, 1994, p.1
Academic awards (Irving J Sloan Fellowships presented to 2 University of Wisconsin graduates) (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.4
Veteran's sister liked war column (article by J Sloan from 6/10/95) (ltr), Jun 17, 1994, p.6
Schools don't teach morality (response to Sloan's Inquirer article from 6/24/94) (ltr), Jul 1, 1994, p.6
Teachers return to school to enrich their classes, Jul 29, 1994, p.9
No place to go (response to 9/2 edit by Sloan about need for public toilets in SCS) (edit) (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.6
(Planning for 90th anniversary of Town and Village Civic Club) (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.19
Discrimination not courtesy (response to Sloan's edit about S Rabinowicz from 9/30) (ltr), Oct 7, 1994, p.6
Times too tight for teen center (response to edit by Sloan from 11/10/95) (ltr), Dec 2, 1994, p.6
Time has finally come for teens (comments on recent Inquirer articles regarding SCS teenagers) (ltr), Dec 16, 1994, p.6
Sloan foundation awards grants, Dec 16, 1994, p.9
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SLOAN, IRVING J (AU)
Needed: a library for a 'snug, self-satisfied place' (1st of four articles on SCS Library) (illus), Jan 14, 1994, p.5
Blacks and Jews - an old alliance (edit), Jan 14, 1994, p.6
Needed: a library for a 'snug, self-satisfied place' (1st of four articles on SCS Library) (cont), Jan 14, 1994, p.21
Scarsdale Library becomes a valuable community resource (2nd of 4 articles on SCS Library) (photo), Jan 28, 1994, p.5
The computer is only a tool (edit), Feb 4, 1994, p.6
War delayed library, but not fundraising (3rd of four articles on SCS Library) (photo), Feb 25, 1994, p.5
President's Day insults 2 great leaders (edit), Feb 25, 1994, p.6
Criticism of teachers unwarranted (edit), Mar 18, 1994, p.7
1950-1975: Years of growth for the Scarsdale Library (last of four articles on SCS Library) (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.5
Let's drop local term limits (edit), Apr 8, 1994, p.7
The Nixon record: duplicity, not genius (edit), Apr 29, 1994, p.7
Consider extending mayor's term (edit), Jun 3, 1994, p.7
Scarsdale's contribution to the 'good' war (edit), Jun 10, 1994, p.6
Students need education in values, character (edit), Jun 24, 1994, p.7
We are not an island in Scarsdale (edit), Jul 22, 1994, p.7
A short-lived plan for post-war 'affordable housing' (illus), Aug 5, 1994, p.5
Keep the hustle and bustle out of downtown (edit), Aug 12, 1994, p.7
"New look" for Freightway was proposed in '69 (illus), Aug 19, 1994, p.13
A balance between green space and greenbacks (edit), Aug 26, 1994, p.6
Needed in the village: a public toilet (edit), Sep 2, 1994, p.7
Town Club history parallels Scarsdale's rise (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.5
This bus rider (Sima Rabinowicz) is no Rosa Parks (edit), Sep 30, 1994, p.6
How Freightway Garage came to be: A cautionary tale (photo), Oct 7, 1994, p.3
Correction (of edit from 9/30/94), Oct 7, 1994, p.6
Wartime leadership from 2 Roosevelts (edit), Oct 14, 1994, p.6
50 years later, we still can't make up our minds (regarding proposal for teen center), Oct 28, 1994, p.5
Aiding and abetting the NIMBY's (response to B Johnson's negative view of proposed teen center) (edit), Nov 10, 1994, p.6
50 years ago, Scarsdale had a teen center, Nov 25, 1994, p.5
Jews should not play follow-the-leader (edit), Dec 9, 1994, p.6
The waiting game (edit), Dec 30, 1994, p.7

SLOANE, DAVID
Treating Woodstock casualties no party (photo), Aug 19, 1994, p.1

SMALLENS, TIMMI
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.32

SMITH, ALICE LAWSON
Alice Lawson Smith (dies), May 27, 1994, p.20

SMITH, EDITH
Early morning Brown Road fire quenched in record time (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.1

SMITH, EDITH, STEVEN, DAVID AND MIA (AU)
Seal of approval for Kids' BASE (photo), Feb 25, 1994, p.1

SMITH, JOYCE
Different Start wins (cont), Jul 15, 1994, p.2

SMITH, MARILYN (DR)
Seal of approval for Kids' BASE (photo), Feb 25, 1994, p.1

SMITH, MARY
Local candidates seek judgeships (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.1

SMITH, MARY H
Smith for judge (ltr), Oct 21, 1994, p.7
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SMITH, MATTHEW
'Carnival' performers (SHS Drama Club production of "Carnival") (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.17

SMITH, MICHELLE
Halloween happenings (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.10

SMITH, NATALIE
Halloween happenings (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.10

SMITH, STEVEN
Early morning Brown Road fire quenched in record time (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.1

SMITH, WILLIAM
Arts Alive grant (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.13

SMITHLINE, BILLY
Smithone foundation finds a new role (photo), Sep 9, 1994, p.3

SMITHLINE, FRED
Smithone foundation finds a new role (photo), Sep 9, 1994, p.3

SMITHLINE, SUSAN
Smithone foundation finds a new role (photo), Sep 9, 1994, p.3

SMOKING
Two of a kind (different kind of drug pushers) (edit), Apr 29, 1994, p.6
Smoking ban is urged for SHS (ltr), May 20, 1994, p.6
High school stops short of snuffing out problem, Jun 3, 1994, p.1
Nip the butt in the bud comments on SHS's reluctance to ban smoking on school premises (edit), Jun 3, 1994, p.6
New law forces school smoking ban (photo), Sep 16, 1994, p.1

SMOLER, ELSIE
Village groups hail low tax increase, Apr 15, 1994, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club 90 years of outstanding service (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.30
Getting ready for the bash (Town and Village Civic Club's 90th birthday) (photo), Sep 9, 1994, p.1
No place to go (response to 9/2 edit by I Sloan about need for public toilets in SCS (edit) (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28
Elsie Smoler to get bowl (cont), Dec 9, 1994, p.9

SMOLER, ELSIE (AU)
Many contributed to T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) success (90th birthday celebration) (ltr), Oct 21, 1994, p.6
They also served (as volunteers at 90th birthday celebration of Town and Village Civic Club) (ltr), Oct 28, 1994, p.6

SMOLOVER, RAYMOND (AU)
Kol Nidre: The mystery of a melody (edit), Sep 16, 1994, p.7

SMYRE, ANNA
Entertainment with a message (musical show "Dear America" presented by Pushcart Players) (photo), Dec 2, 1994, p.12

SNAKES
Scarsdale snake not slick enough (photo), Aug 19, 1994, p.2

SNEAKERS
Dangerous sneakers (the ones with flashing lights form mercury containing built in accessories), Oct 21, 1994, p.1

SNITOW, VIRGINIA
Virginia Snitow (will receive a special presentation from US/Israel Women to Women organization), May 27, 1994, p.4

SNITOW, VIRGINIA (AU)
Fire department a village treasure (ltr), Apr 22, 1994, p.6
An old-fashioned idea: church/state separation (edit), Dec 30, 1994, p.7

SNOW
Snowbound (Irwin Feldinger digs his car out of the snow) (photo), Jan 7, 1994, p.1
The white peril (edit), Jan 14, 1994, p.6
Spooky scenes of winter (photo), Feb 4, 1994, p.1
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SNOW continued
Snow falls again, but salt and money are short, Feb 11, 1994, p.1
Others are open, why not schools? (ltr), Feb 11, 1994, p.6
Snow? No problem!, Feb 18, 1994, p.1
Spring postponed (snowfall takes bite out of spring vacation for SCS students), Feb 18, 1994, p.1
Snow days are coming: be prepared! (edit) (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.7

SNOW REMOVAL
Scarsdale shamed on snow removal (ltr), Jan 14, 1994, p.6
Why can't village clear the streets? (ltr), Feb 4, 1994, p.6
Village learns to take snow with a grain of salt, Feb 18, 1994, p.5
Snow removal poor in depot (ltr), Mar 25, 1994, p.6

SNOW SCULPTURE
A whole new world...(Ashley and Jordan Johnson make snow sculpture at family's home in EMT) (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.1

SNOWSTORMS
Icy storm cripples village (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.1
Icy storm (cont) (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.25
15 (snowstorms) and counting, Mar 4, 1994, p.1

SOAVE, ANGELO
Historic Scarsdale dam gets facelift (photo), Aug 5, 1994, p.1

SOBOL, GERALD
Downtown opposes development (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.1

SOBOL, GERALD L (AU)
Model (of SCS) provides realistic view (ltr), Jul 8, 1994, p.6
Zoning changes could be costly (response to Inquirer article and ltr by B Harrison from 7/22) (ltr), Jul 29, 1994, p.6

SOBOL, HARRIET LANGSAM (AU)
Remembering a departed friend (ltr), Dec 30, 1994, p.6

SOBOL, THOMAS
Kids BASE wins a reprieve (photo), Dec 16, 1994, p.1

SOCCER
Police called to second fight on the fields, May 27, 1994, p.1
Art Resnick retires as SHS soccer coach (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.21
Maroon and White celebrate spring athletes (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.21
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30
World class opportunity (J Gluck served as official ballboy for US soccer team in Yale Bowl) (photo), Jul 8, 1994, p.16
Neighbors now are Resnick fans (ltr), Aug 26, 1994, p.6
Father and son (interview with Bob Zayac and his son), Oct 14, 1994, p.21
Father and son are coach and player (cont), Oct 14, 1994, p.22
Innuendo unfair to soccer coach (Bob Zayac) (ltr), Dec 2, 1994, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

SOFTWARE
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

SOHMA, MARI
Program helps international students feel at home (photo), Oct 7, 1994, p.9

SOIFER, MARC
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

SOKOL, LINDSEY
They take the cake at Fox Meadow (New York's 62 counties represented on state shaped cake) (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.9

SOKOL, STACY
The Bank of New York Salutes MAME and Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.24
Don't miss this 'Mame' - it's an S(CS) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre) triumph (photo), Aug 12, 1994, p.11
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SOKOL, STEPHANIE
   Summer programs winding down (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.4

SOLEY, ROBERT (DR)
   Snow fallout: some profit, but most suffer (photo), Jan 28, 1994, p.1

SOLEY, ROBERT L (DR) (AU)
   Rx for graffiti: plant more trees (ltr), Jan 28, 1994, p.6

SOLOMAN, NANCY
   The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28

SOMOLOinos, CRISTINA
   Fluent in French and Spanish (SHS students have won Iona College Language Competition) (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.9

SONDERS, LAWRENCE
   Snow fallout: some profit, but most suffer (photo), Jan 28, 1994, p.1

SONG, SOPHIA
   Program helps international students feel at home (photo), Oct 7, 1994, p.9

SONKIN, JULIA
   Halloween window painting contest draws a crowd (cont) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.8

SONKIN, JULIE
   Colonial Days (5th grade unit on life in colonial America) (photo), May 6, 1994, p.10

SONNENBORN, ANDREW
   The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1994 (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.24

SONNENBORN, DAVID
   Caleb lived here (Greenacres fourth graders plot the history of Scarsdale and their school) (photo), Jul 8, 1994, p.9

SONNENBORN, JONAH A (AU)
   Don't tar many with deeds of few (response to letter by Diane Stillman from 12/9/94) (ltr), Dec 16, 1994, p.6

SORKIN, JOAN
   League of W(omen) V(oters) eyes school spending plans, Apr 8, 1994, p.1

SORKIN, LARRY
   They appreciate S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) volunteers (ltr), Jan 28, 1994, p.6

SORRELL, NORMA
   Retirements announced at school board meeting, May 27, 1994, p.9
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

SORRELL, WILLIAM E (DR)
   William E Sorrel, M.D. (reelected president of Pan American Medical Association), Mar 25, 1994, p.4

SOSA, ANDREW
   Where in the world? (Greenacres fifth-graders use classroom globe for class project) (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.9

SOTER, MARGARET
   Scarsdalians on Pataki's team, Dec 9, 1994, p.1

SOUTHER, CHRISTOPHER
   Halloween happenings (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.10

SOUZA, DANIELA
   Personality, not pomp, is theme at Alternative School graduation, Jun 24, 1994, p.1

SPACE AND TIME
   We'll see you - yesterday..... (edit), Jun 17, 1994, p.7

SPAEET, MONA
   Correction (of letter by M Spaet from 7/15/94), Jul 22, 1994, p.6
   The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28
   Time has finally come for teens (comments on recent Inquirer articles regarding SCS teenagers) (ltr), Dec 16, 1994, p.6

SPAEET, MONA (AU)
   Courts would ruin lovely open space (ltr), Jul 15, 1994, p.6
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SPAET, MONA KROPATKIN
Mona Kropatkin Spaet (dies), Dec 2, 1994, p.24

SPAGNA, JOHN
Spokin' like a real police officer (Patrolman John Spagna takes up new bike beat) (photo), Jan 21, 1994, p.1
Rescuers keep life-saving skills in the pink (photo), Mar 4, 1994, p.5
Are law enforcers above the law? (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.5
Check out (SCS Police) H(ea)D(quate)RS, Jun 3, 1994, p.1
Police nab suspected thief after chase on bike (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.1

SPANO, NICHOLAS
Assembly, Senate, congressional candidates fight it out (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.11

SPARROW, KATHY
Outstanding volunteer (Michael Sparrow, a SHS graduate, receives a junior volunteer award) (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.4

SPARROW, MARK
Outstanding volunteer (Michael Sparrow, a SHS graduate, receives a junior volunteer award) (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.4

SPARROW, MICHAEL
Julia B. Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26
(SHS) seniors win awards for academic and arts achievement (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.10
Outstanding volunteer (Michael Sparrow, a SHS graduate, receives a junior volunteer award) (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.4

SPEARE, GRACE (AU)
Every life makes its mark on the planet (edit), Nov 25, 1994, p.7

SPECIAL EDUCATION
Why do so many kids need help?, Apr 22, 1994, p.1
More students seek help (cont), Apr 22, 1994, p.10
Curriculum is not meeting kids' needs (ltr), Apr 29, 1994, p.6

SPECIAL OLYMPICS
Passing the torch (SCS police officers run down Post Road in fundraiser for Special Olympics)(photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.1

SPEED LIMITS
Village saw the sign on school zone speed limits, Nov 10, 1994, p.5

SPEIER, MARIEL
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1994 (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.24

SPEILER, JILL
The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28

SPERUZZI, ROSEMARY
Wide or narrow ruled? (back to school shopping at Arcade Stationers) (photo), Sep 2, 1994, p.1

SPIDALIERI, NICK
Scarsdale coach named best in the country, Aug 19, 1994, p.15

SPIEL, SETH
Hands-on work for others (sandwiches for children at homeless shelter in WHP Coachman Hotel) (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.10

SPIELEY, JILL (AU)
Everyone can participate in village government (illus) (edit), Sep 2, 1994, p.7

SPIKEREIT, MANFRED
For those who served (Memorial Day Parade) (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.1

SPILLMAN, RUTH
Students help others, Nov 10, 1994, p.9

SPITZER, ELIOT
Primaries for state office, Sep 9, 1994, p.1
Primary '94: Local voters differ in A(torney) G(eneral), judge races, Sep 16, 1994, p.1

SPIVAK, AMANDA
Thanksgiving festivities (at SCS schools) (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.12
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SPORTING GOODS
Sports shop to open (on Spencer Place), Sep 30, 1994, p.2

SPORTS
With kids, words are tools... (edit), Apr 22, 1994, p.7
Police called to second fight on the fields, May 27, 1994, p.1

SPORTSMANSHIP
Many dads teach sportsmanship (ltr), Jun 3, 1994, p.6

SPRAGUE, JOSHUA
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Company 1 100th Year Anniversary (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.30

SPRAGUE, RICHARD (DR)
Computer upgrade planned (for SCS schools), Jan 28, 1994, p.9
Street smart? School smart? Maybe both, Feb 18, 1994, p.3
Writing takes top priority in school language arts classes, Mar 11, 1994, p.9
League of) W(omen) V(oters) eyes school spending plans, Apr 8, 1994, p.1
New ways sought to measure learning, Apr 15, 1994, p.10
Talented teachers in the spotlight, Dec 9, 1994, p.11

SPRING
Again, it's that time of year (edit), Apr 15, 1994, p.7
On taking time out in the spring (edit), Apr 22, 1994, p.6

STAAL, ANDY
Service above self (Donald Ferraro and Andy Staal chosen as Paul Harris Fellows) (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.4

STAAL, ANDY (AU)
Some of the best years of their lives (youngsters' stay at Children's Village) (edit) (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.7

STAAL, ELLIOTT (AU)
If you can do it, I can do it too (response to I Sloan's Inquirer article from 12/24/93) (ltr), Jan 21, 1994, p.6

STACK, KIERAN
Fleet feet (Kieran Stack crosses the finish line in 4-mile race of annual SCS Run) (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.1

STAFFIERI, JOHN
Scarsdale's finest (village police officers were recently presented with awards) (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.4

STAHN, EVAN
Parents visit Quaker Ridge (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.10

STAHN, LEWIS
Parents visit Quaker Ridge (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.10

STAMMER, JANE
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26

STAPLETON, ROBERT
Phone law: strong or 'shameful'?(photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.1

STARK, SCOTT
Planning board mired in unusual marathon meeting, Sep 2, 1994, p.1

STAUFFER, ELENA
Here they go! (stars of SHS senior class play "Anything Goes") (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.17

STEEL, BILL
Wheels of Steele (Bill Steele's volunteer work) (edit), Jan 7, 1994, p.7

STEEL, MARIAH
Lots to celebrate at Greenacres (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.9

STEELE, BILL
Consensus eludes downtown group, May 27, 1994, p.1
Marchers celebrate a glorious day, Jun 3, 1994, p.1
The Bank of Ne York Salutes Our Veterans - Memorial Day 1994 (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.30
Committee mulls parking shortage, Nov 18, 1994, p.1
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STEGMEIER, MATT
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26

STEIGMEIER, MATTHEW
(SHS) seniors win awards for academic and arts achievement (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.10

STEIN, ALISON
SHS Forum: a two-week dive into domestic violence (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.5
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

STEIN, FRANCINE
New coalition warns of right-wing threat to schools, Apr 22, 1994, p.1

STEIN, LAURA
Read-a-thon raises books, not funds, Jan 21, 1994, p.9

STEIN, MAURICE B
Local man (Maurice B Stein) killed in Eagle crash, Nov 4, 1994, p.1

STEIN, STEPHEN D
Stephen D Stein (appointed to staff at Newark Beth Israel Medical Center) (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.4

STEINFIELD, DAYNA
(SHS) seniors win awards for academic and arts achievement (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.10

STEMPLER, LURIE
Why did I help the Franks? Because I had no choice (edit) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.7

STEP
SEE STUDENT TRANSFER EDUCATION PLAN

STERN, DIANNE BOCK (AU)
No nukes needed to solve this pest problem (edit) (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.7

STERN, JEFFREY
Butler students visit Wall Street (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.9

STERN, MARCIA
Citizens’ Party petitions, Jan 28, 1994, p.1
Citizens’ Party seeks donations (ltr), Feb 18, 1994, p.6
Village trustees elected (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club 90 years of outstanding service (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.30
Town and (Village) Civic Club balks at master plan, housing is a concern (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.3
Great moments (Town and Village Civic Club highlights dramatized at 90th birthday party) (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.1

STERN, MARCIA (AU)
All invited to meet candidates (for village trustee) (ltr), Mar 11, 1994, p.6
A thank-you from the (Nonpartisan Citizens’) party (ltr), Mar 25, 1994, p.6
Democracy, not autocracy (response to letter by R Behr from 8/12/94), Aug 19, 1994, p.6
Names needed by nominators (ltr), Dec 30, 1994, p.6

STERN, MICHAEL
Butler students visit Wall Street (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.9

STERN, PETER
That’s entertainment ("Once Upon a Mattress" performed by Fox Meadow fifth graders) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.11

STERN, RICHARD L
Richard L Stern (appointed corporate vice president, litigation at Bristol-Myers Squibb Company), Apr 22, 1994, p.4

STERN, SUSAN
Health fairs promote fitness and good eating (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.10
Rewarding volunteer work (Rebecca Gordon receives scholarship from UJA-Federation) (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.13

STERN, SYDNEY
Who is speaking for the fetus? (response to S Stern’s edit from 8/19/94) (ltr), Sep 2, 1994, p.6
Abortion: the act is the real issue (response to edit by S Stern from 8/19/94) (ltr), Sep 2, 1994, p.6
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STERN, SYDNEY (AU)
- A murder spoiled the joke (edit), Jan 21, 1994, p.7
- Paddlephilia - a Scarsdale phenomenon (edit), Feb 11, 1994, p.6
- The dog days of winter (edit), Mar 4, 1994, p.7
- Scarsdale's dual personality keeps it vital (edit), Mar 25, 1994, p.7
- Descent into hell yields catharsis (describes visit to US Holocaust Memorial Museum) (edit), May 6, 1994, p.6
- What happens on a bad-column day (edit), May 27, 1994, p.7
- Dog owning can be dangerous, May 27, 1994, p.14
- Coaching, recalled in tranquility (edit), Jun 17, 1994, p.6
- Books that last a lifetime (for several Scardsians) (edit), Jul 8, 1994, p.7
- Weekend from Hell in the Hamptons (edit), Jul 29, 1994, p.7
- Without access, the right to choose means nothing (edit), Aug 19, 1994, p.7
- Something else happened in 1969 (edit), Sep 9, 1994, p.7

STERN, WILLIAM (AU)
- Letter ignores victims' rights (response to letter by M Schlesinger from 2/11/94 (Itr), Feb 18, 1994, p.6

STERN, WILLIAM MAY
- Author (Daniel May) plumbs wit and wisdom of the ages, Nov 10, 1994, p.8

STERNBERG, PAULA
- A lucky (helicopter) landing at Greenacres (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.1
- Schools are squeamish about holiday celebrations (cont), Apr 1, 1994, p.5
- Goodbye to a special place (ltr), Jun 24, 1994, p.6
- Lots to celebrate at Greenacres (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.9
- The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

STERNBERG, STANLEY
- Taxes, pressure are still high (response to Feb 4 news story about candidates for EMT Bd of Ed)(ltr), Feb 11, 1994, p.6
- In Edgemont: Sarraf, Sternberg (edit), Apr 29, 1994, p.6

STERNBERG, STANLEY R (AU)

STEUBING, JAYNE (DR)
- New administrators named (at Heathcote), Jun 17, 1994, p.9
- New principal, special ed director are appointed (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.1
- Computer network approved at SHS, Aug 5, 1994, p.1
- Schools open on Monday (cont), Sep 9, 1994, p.9
- 'Getting to know you' (J Steubing, new Heathcote principal, is guest in kindergarten class) (photo), Oct 7, 1994, p.10

STEUER, AUDREY
- They said YES to volunteering (volunteers with Youth Employment Service) (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.4

STEVENSON, VIRGINIA
- The Bank of New York Salutes SCS's Woman's Club on the Occasion of its Diamond Jubilee 1919-94 (photo), May 13, 1994, p.30

STEVES, KAREN
- Bruised but unbowed, students beautify parkway (photo), Aug 5, 1994, p.5

STEYER, MURRAY
- A meeting of mayors (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.5
- The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale's First Couple Esther C and Robert P Shay (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.24

STILLMAN, ABBOTT
- Freightway should stay, group says, Jan 21, 1994, p.1
- Consensus eludes downtown group, May 27, 1994, p.1
- Downtown committee appears stalled, Oct 21, 1994, p.1

STILLMAN, ABBOTT (AU)
- Downtown stories do 'disservice' (response to Inquirer article) (ltr), May 13, 1994, p.6

STEUER, AUDREY
STILLMAN, ARIEL
Stars for service (members of Stars and Smiles Club of SHS honored for volunteer service) (photo), Dec 16, 1994, p.10

STILLMAN, CHARLES
N.Y. colleagues defend Nussbaum, Mar 11, 1994, p.1

STILLMAN, DIANE
Don't tar many with deeds of few (response to letter by Diane Stillman from 12/9/94) (ltr), Dec 16, 1994, p.6

STILLMAN, DIANNE B (AU)
This is no way to treat a good cable customer (letter to Scott Brown of TCI Cable) (ltr), Feb 25, 1994, p.6
Cable company mends its ways (ltr), Mar 4, 1994, p.6
Parents losing control of kids (ltr), Dec 9, 1994, p.6

STILLMAN, LILA
Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) matches up jobs and workers (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.7
They said YES to volunteering (volunteers with Youth Employment Service) (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.4
Starting a new year (volunteers label annual community calendar), Aug 12, 1994, p.1
Thanks to Bank of New York (for underwriting cost of SCS calendar) (ltr), Aug 19, 1994, p.6

STINES, JAMES
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Company 1 100th Year Anniversary (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.30

STISCIA, JOHN
Brother surrenders in shooting of EHS girl, Nov 10, 1994, p.3

STIX, CAROL (AU)
Cuomo supports women’s rights (ltr), Oct 28, 1994, p.6

STIX, ROBERT L
Robert L Stix (dies), Oct 14, 1994, p.10

STOCK, EVELYN
Downtown group says yes to development (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.1
League views school funding alternatives, Mar 18, 1994, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale’s First Couple Esther C and Robert P Shay (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.24
Design subcommittee favors development, Jul 29, 1994, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28

STONE, EVANS H
SHS alumnus endows scholarship, Jun 17, 1994, p.10

STONE, GREG
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

STONE, JEAN
A meeting of mayors (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.5
90 years in 40 minutes: Town Club and its offspring mark a major milestone (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.5
Manager search continues, Dec 2, 1994, p.1

STORES
Hayday still on schedule, says project director (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.3
To this merchant, it looks easy being Green (photo), Sep 2, 1994, p.3
Central Avenue proves its drawing power (Today's Man store (photo), Sep 9, 1994, p.11
A wonderful Green piece (response to Inquirer article from 9/2/94 on Mrs. Green's stores) (ltr), Sep 16, 1994, p.6
Sports shop to open (on Spencer Place), Sep 30, 1994, p.2
Hay Day's on the way to town - or so they say (photo), Oct 7, 1994, p.1
New food store set to open at Heathcote Five Corners (cont), Oct 7, 1994, p.13
Stores cooperate in battery drive (ltr), Oct 28, 1994, p.6
At home on the range: dinner for 52 (cooking class at Hay Day market) (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.5
Welcome from a friendly village (store owners of High Gear overwhelmed by SCS friendliness) (ltr), Nov 18, 1994, p.6
Hay Day (cont), Nov 18, 1994, p.12
Architectural board champions esthetic standards (photo), Dec 2, 1994, p.1
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STORES continued
Merchants anticipating good (holiday) season, Dec 2, 1994, p.1
Shopping season under way (cont), Dec 2, 1994, p.28

STORMS
Icy storm cripples village (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.1
Icy storm (cont) (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.25
November arrives with a destructive roar (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.3

STRAIN, SCOTT
Working at the pool: a family tradition (photo), Aug 19, 1994, p.5

STRAUSS, BARBARA
The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28

STRAUSS, JAMES
S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mulance) C(orps) crew gets EMS awards, Oct 7, 1994, p.1

STRAUSS, JIM
Don’t take it for granted (edit), Oct 14, 1994, p.6

STRAUSS, LAURA (AU)
A star spangled S(CS) Family Counseling Service success (ltr), May 13, 1994, p.6

STRAUSS, LAURA (AU)
Remember S(CS) Family Counseling Service in holiday season (ltr), Dec 2, 1994, p.6

STRAUSS, PETER
Agreement is elusive on development details (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.1
Consensus eludes downtown group, May 27, 1994, p.1
Don’t handicap reporters (the workings of SCS Downtown Development Committee) (edit), May 27, 1994, p.6
Committee debates Freightway bulk, Jun 24, 1994, p.1
Provide a village model (of downtown) (edit), Jun 24, 1994, p.6
No downtown model needed, mayor says, Jul 1, 1994, p.1
How many square feet did you say that was? (the amount to work with in developing downtown SCS), Jul 8, 1994, p.1
Design subcommittee favors development, Jul 29, 1994, p.1
Downtown dynamics (progress of downtown committee), Sep 23, 1994, p.1
Downtown committee appears stalled, Oct 21, 1994, p.1
Holding pattern (comments on Advisory Committee on Downtown Development) (edit), Oct 21, 1994, p.6
Consensus closer on Freightway, Nov 4, 1994, p.1
Incentives could ease parking crunch (in SCS Village), Dec 16, 1994, p.1

STREET LIGHTING
Let there be (more) light (in the village) (edit), Dec 16, 1994, p.6

STREET, LOIS
Japanese women speak out about their lives in America (photo), Oct 14, 1994, p.1

STREETS-SCS
A clean sweep (urges the sweeping and storing of sand left on SCS streets) (edit), Apr 8, 1994, p.6
Villagers question safety of street trees, Sep 2, 1994, p.1

STREETS-SCS-PAVING
Chase (Road) to be paved, Aug 12, 1994, p.1
Winter souvenirs (harsh winter has left its mark on SCS streets in form of more water main leaks), Aug 12, 1994, p.1

STRONGIN, JULIE
Maroon and White celebrate spring athletes (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.21
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

STUART, AL
Hyatt playground plans ready for public input, Jan 7, 1994, p.1
STUART, AMANDA
Edgewood remembers a fabulous year: 1919 (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.10

STUART, AMY
A-School hosts education seminar (photo), Dec 30, 1994, p.9

STUART, ELIZABETH
They also served (as volunteers at 90th birthday celebration of Town and Village Civic Club) (ltr), Oct 28, 1994, p.6

STUART, MATTY
SHS Drama Club to present 'Family Album,' a cabaret (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.15
'Carnival' performers (SHS Drama Club production of "Carnival") (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.17

STUART, TERRY
Edgewood remembers a fabulous year: 1919 (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.10

STUCKEY, JULIE
Girl Scout honorees (Julie Stuckey named outstanding Girl Scout leader), Jun 10, 1994, p.4
Church, at 70, honors pastor (Rev Phillip S Washburn) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.14

STUDENT TRANSFER EDUCATION PLAN
The S(tudent) T(ransfer) E(ducation) P(lan) opportunity (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.8
S(tudent) T(ransfer) E(ducation) P(lan) chooses officers, plans year (photo), Feb 4, 1994, p.9

SUBURBS
Butler to speak on suburbia at historical society exhibit (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.15
The new me (edit), Dec 23, 1994, p.7

SUBWAYS
Quick trip on the subway becomes fateful journey for ex-Scarsdalian, Dec 30, 1994, p.1

SUDOL, RICK
Rescuers keep life-saving skills in the pink (photo), Mar 4, 1994, p.5

SUGITA, TAKEHIRO
They take the cake at Fox Meadow (New York's 62 counties represented on state shaped cake) (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.9

SULLIVAN, JIM
Teacher's tips liven student writing (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.11

SULLIVAN, JOHN
Scarsdale firefighters are honored, Nov 4, 1994, p.4

SULLIVAN, LIZ
Maroon and White celebrate spring athletes (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.21
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

SULLIVAN, NEIL
Stay out of her home and uterus (response to letter by N Sullivan from 9/2/94) (ltr), Sep 9, 1994, p.6
Will pro-lifers aid the unwanted? (response to letter by Neil Sullivan from 9/2/94) (ltr), Sep 16, 1994, p.6
A pro-choice response (to letters by P Rosenstein (9/9), I Cook (9/16) and N Sullivan (9/2,9/23)ltr), Sep 30, 1994, p.6
Easy choice for the uninvolved (response to letter by N Sullivan from 9/2/94) (ltr), Oct 28, 1994, p.6

SULLIVAN, NEIL (AU)
Worst noisemaker (Scarsdale itself) (ltr), Apr 15, 1994, p.6
Abortion: the act is the real issue (response to letter by S Stern from 8/19/94) (ltr), Sep 2, 1994, p.6
Abortion debate continues (response to letters by P Rosenstein from 9/9 and I Cook from 9/16) (ltr), Sep 23, 1994, p.7
Thought control in the schools (response to SCS schools holiday blackout policy) (ltr), Dec 30, 1994, p.6

SULLIVAN, RITA
Retirements announced at school board meeting, May 27, 1994, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30
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SUNG, JOON HYUNG
(SHS) seniors win awards for academic and arts achievement (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.10

SUPPE-BLANCY, ROBIN
The Bank of New York Salutes SCS's Women's Club on the Occasion of its Diamond Jubilee 1919-94 (photo), May 13, 1994, p.30

SUPPLY FIELD (SCS)
Teen input sought on proposed center (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.3

SURGEONS
Werner J Roeder (has been elected to Lawrence Hospital's board of governors) (photo), Feb 4, 1994, p.4
Dr Paul R Weiss (completed presidency of NY Regional Society of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgeons), Mar 4, 1994, p.2
Werner J Roeder, MD (appointed NYS chairman of American College of Surgeon's Cancer Liaison Program), Apr 1, 1994, p.4
Dr Robert D Goldstein (elected president of Bronx chapter of American College of Surgeons) (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.4

SURGERY
Me and my hernia anxiety: the doctors said 'pooh-pooh' (edit), Dec 16, 1994, p.6

SURGERY, PLASTIC
Looking good: the acid test of time, Nov 25, 1994, p.5
Looking good: facial peels can buy some time (cont), Nov 25, 1994, p.10

SUSMAN, VIRGINIA
Good advice for parents at PTA fair, Mar 18, 1994, p.9

SUSSMAN, EDNA
Run-off will decide two committee seats, Jan 21, 1994, p.1

SUSSMAN, HAROLD I (DR)
Dr Harold I Sussman (will present report at International Symposium of Implant Dentistry), Jan 21, 1994, p.4

SUSSMAN, HAROLD IRWIN
Harold Irwin Sussman (awarded Fellowship in American College of Dentists), Nov 10, 1994, p.4

SUSSMAN, JASON
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1994 (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.24

SUSSMAN, TAMATHA
In the corps (SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps has inducted seven new junior members) (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.4
Creative costumes (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.10
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

SUTTON, VIRGINIA

SVED, PAUL (AU)
When's time for public input? (ltr), May 13, 1994, p.6

SVENDESEN, CHARLOTTE
Great moms, articulate children (winning entries of SCS "Mother of the Year" contest), May 6, 1994, p.7
The writers and their subjects (Mother of the Year contest) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.10
Young readers pick their favorites (photo), Dec 2, 1994, p.11

SVENDESEN, JAN
The writers and their subjects (Mother of the Year contest) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.10

SWAMP, VIOLA
Halloween happenings (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.10

SWEENEY, JOHN
He's 69 and running strong (photo), May 13, 1994, p.8

SWEENEY, JOHN (AU)
All invited to foliage run (on Oct 16) (ltr), Oct 7, 1994, p.6

SWEENEY, JOHN J
John J Sweeney (presented with Victor Kubly award), Jun 3, 1994, p.4
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SWIFT, MELISSA
Victory for Edgemont (Texaco Star Challenge) (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.1
Stars in Edgemont (EMT High School's victory in Texaco Star Academic Challenge) (edit), Mar 25, 1994, p.6

SWIMMING
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26
Rossi takes silver at nationals, Apr 1, 1994, p.17
Liz Rossi places 9th in U.S. swim event, Apr 15, 1994, p.19
Scarsdale swimmer races at Olympic festival, Jul 22, 1994, p.24
Murray returns and Rossi bids farewell after long week for Scarsdale swimming (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.18
Scarsdale coach named best in the country, Aug 19, 1994, p.15
Gollin takes three medal in U.S. Transplant Games (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.15
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

SY, FABIAN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

SY, HEDRICK
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

SYNAGOGUES
Scarsdale Synagogue blends traditional ideas and contemporary needs (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.14
All welcome at M'vakshe Derekh (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.15

SZABAD, GEORGE
A meeting of mayors (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.5

SZKOLAR, IHOR
Live, from Scarsdale (live broadcast of Tuesday's solar eclipse planned), May 6, 1994, p.1

TACKEL, ABBE
Edgemont family glad to be home after L.A. earthquake, Jan 21, 1994, p.1

TACKEL, DAVID
Edgemont family glad to be home after L.A. earthquake, Jan 21, 1994, p.1

TACKEL, MARTIN
Edgemont family glad to be home after L.A. earthquake, Jan 21, 1994, p.1

TACKEL, MARTIN (AU)
Reader enjoyed 'evocative piece' (on the Bronx by Harold Aspis) (ltr), Aug 12, 1994, p.6

TADDIKEN, NANCY
Westchester 2000 proposes Scarsdale-Edgemont merger, Apr 15, 1994, p.1
Brother surrenders in shooting of EHS girl, Nov 10, 1994, p.3
A-School: Don't mess with success (ltr), Nov 18, 1994, p.6

TADDIKEN, NANCY (AU)
A year of challenges and accomplishments (for EMT School District) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.1

TAFFET, ANDREW
That's entertainment ("Once Upon a Mattress" performed by Fox Meadow fifth graders) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.11

TAFFET, SANFORD L (DR)
Sanford L Taffet, MD (appointed committee chairman of chapter of Crohn's and Colitis Fdn of America), Nov 25, 1994, p.4

TAHITI
Can't do to Niagara Falls? Try Tahiti! (edit) (photo), Oct 7, 1994, p.7

TAKEMURA, YOSHI
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

TALLEVI, LEN
Type (the way one prefers to interact with the world) touted as teaching tool, May 13, 1994, p.12
TALLEVI, LEONARD
Talented teachers in the spotlight, Dec 9, 1994, p.11

TALLEY, ELIZABETH
Quick trip on the subway becomes fateful journey for ex-Scarsdalian, Dec 30, 1994, p.1

TALLEY, JENNIFER
Quick trip on the subway becomes fateful journey for ex-Scarsdalian, Dec 30, 1994, p.1

TALLEY, PAULETTE
Quick trip on the subway becomes fateful journey for ex-Scarsdalian, Dec 30, 1994, p.1

TALLEY, TOM
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26
Proud moment (Tom Talley receives his diploma at SHS's 77th commencement) (photo), Jul 1, 1994, p.1
Quick trip on the subway becomes fateful journey for ex-Scarsdalian, Dec 30, 1994, p.1

TALLEY, TOM JR
Quick trip on the subway becomes fateful journey for ex-Scarsdalian, Dec 30, 1994, p.1

TANKLEFF, MARTIN
A warning to all: insist on rights (ltr), Feb 11, 1994, p.6

TANZEN, BRIANNA
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' BASE Eleven Years of Outstanding Service to the Community (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.28

TANZER, LEONARD
Leonard Tanzer (elected to board of trustees of The Parker Jewish Geriatric Institute), Sep 23, 1994, p.4

TAPLIN, SHELLY RITA
Shelly Rita Taplin (dies), Oct 14, 1994, p.10

TASUZAKI, VIKO
Edgewood remembers a fabulous year: 1919 (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.10

TATSUZAKI, UIKO
Thanksgiving festivities (at SCS schools) (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.12

TAUBERT, BETTY
Girl Scouts: good times and good deeds (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.4

TAURONE, THERESA
School gatherings unite young and old (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.9

TAXATION
Taxes, pressure are still high (response to Feb 4 news story about candidates for EMT Bd of Ed) (ltr), Feb 11, 1994, p.6

TAXATION-GBH
Needed: Guts in Greenburgh (edit), Mar 11, 1994, p.6

TAXATION-SCS
Schools also must downsize (ltr), Jan 21, 1994, p.6
Time to stop killing the goose (response to letter by R Harrison from 1/21/94) (ltr), Jan 28, 1994, p.6
Use of CPI debated; Harrison proposes grouping by grade (discussion on school property tax policy), Feb 4, 1994, p.1
Oversight is 20/20 (discusses SCS school budget) (edit), Feb 4, 1994, p.6
Schools are our golden egg (response to letters by R Harrison from 1/21 and H Aspis from 1/28) (ltr), Feb 4, 1994, p.6
(Town and) Village) C(ivic) C lub panel discussion on schools (cont), Feb 4, 1994, p.16
School tax hike smallest in years, Mar 25, 1994, p.1
Village groups hail low tax increase, Apr 15, 1994, p.1
Small number owe a lot of tax dollars, Jun 17, 1994, p.1
Village selling tax liens (cont), Jun 17, 1994, p.8
School tax hike likely to surpass last year's 2.9%, Nov 25, 1994, p.1
Too early to talk school tax rates (ltr), Dec 2, 1994, p.6
Reassessment may mean tax hike for many, former legislator tells L(league of) W(omen) V(oters), Dec 16, 1994, p.5
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TAXATION—WESTCHESTER COUNTY
- County budget a huge ripoff (ltr), Jan 7, 1994, p.6
- County taxes up, Mar 4, 1994, p.1
- Fiscal, environmental crises loom in legislature (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.1
- County tax defended, Nov 25, 1994, p.1

TAXICAB COMPANIES
- Taxi wall: seconds to fall, 3 months to restore (photo), Jan 7, 1994, p.1
- Higher ticket to ride (Central Taxi is asking the village for approval to raise its rates by 40%), Apr 15, 1994, p.1

TAXICAB DRIVERS
- Merchants Lot has become a public toilet for some, Mar 4, 1994, p.3

TAXICABS
- Taxis potential death traps (ltr), Jul 15, 1994, p.6
- Taxi licences, Dec 9, 1994, p.1

TAYLOR, CHRIS
- New board elected (SCS Golf Club) (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.6
- Thanks to Bank of New York (for underwriting cost of SCS calendar) (ltr), Aug 19, 1994, p.6

TAYLOR, CHRISTOPHER J
- 3 elected to board of (Westchester) county association, Jul 1, 1994, p.4

TAYLOR, RYAN
- Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

TAYLOR-GORDON, ELAINE
- Communication stressed in renovation of home (Channel 14 television show "Home Sweet Home"), Jul 22, 1994, p.2

TEA, PETER
- Another fine theatrical year for Greenville Community Theater (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.6

TEACHER AIDS, ASSISTANTS—SCS—WAGES AND SALARIES
- Aides and bus drivers get new contracts, May 13, 1994, p.1

TEACHERS
- Michelle Cohen Weil (selected for inclusion in Dictionary of International Biographies), Feb 11, 1994, p.4
- New law makes it easier to dismiss bad teachers, Aug 26, 1994, p.1
- A move against protectionism (favors new legislation streamlining teacher disciplinary process/edit), Aug 26, 1994, p.6
- Law streamlines discipline (cont), Aug 26, 1994, p.17

TEACHERS—EMT
- Edgemont teachers contract approved, Feb 18, 1994, p.1
- Edgemont contract (cont), Feb 18, 1994, p.5
- Teachers aware of gender issues (ltr), Aug 26, 1994, p.6
- Few heroines in school reading list (response to letter by Marsha Schorr from 8/26/94) (ltr), Sep 16, 1994, p.6

TEACHERS—SCS
- Criticism of teachers unwarranted (edit), Mar 18, 1994, p.7
- Parents are right to ask questions (response to I Sloan's Inquirer edit from 3/18/94) (ltr), Mar 25, 1994, p.6
- Helping special students (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.9
- Tenure approved for 10 teachers; debaters show board their skills, Jun 10, 1994, p.9
- Teacher wins Sci-Mat grant, Jun 17, 1994, p.10
- Librarian, teachers appointed for fall (individual names noted), Jun 24, 1994, p.10
- Teachers return to school to enrich their classes, Jul 29, 1994, p.9
- Five, Cora Lee (has been elected to steering committee of National Council of Teachers of English), Aug 19, 1994, p.2
- Board welcomes new teachers (individual names noted), Sep 16, 1994, p.9
- Happy to be here (Marian Absgarten gets acquainted with her new third grade class) (photo), Sep 16, 1994, p.9
- Program helps international students feel at home (photo), Oct 7, 1994, p.9
- Local teachers share their expertise in a far-off land (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.10
- Firecracker set off, injuring high school teacher, Nov 4, 1994, p.3
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TEACHERS-SCS continued
High school moves to discipline troublemakers (regarding firecracker explosion), Nov 10, 1994, p.3
Quaker Ridge teacher (Shirley Schecter) to retire, Nov 18, 1994, p.10
Do homework before meeting with teacher (edit), Nov 25, 1994, p.7
Talented teachers in the spotlight, Dec 9, 1994, p.11
3 traits successful students share (edit), Dec 23, 1994, p.7

TEACHERS-SCS-RETIREMENT
High school art teacher (Dr Robert Burkey) to retire, Mar 25, 1994, p.9

TEACHING
The computer is only a tool (edit), Feb 4, 1994, p.6
Want some fun? Try math (details creative ways to teach high school math) (illus) (edit), Sep 23, 1994, p.7

TEDESCO, CAROL
Spanish treasure found in Scarsdale (relics from the Atocha shown at Wilson jewelers) (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.3

TEENAGERS
Are Asian parents really so different? (edit), Feb 18, 1994, p.6
Parents of teenagers need diplomacy, dexterity (edit), Nov 25, 1994, p.6

TEENAGERS-SCS
Teen input sought on proposed center (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.3
Teen center meeting, Apr 1, 1994, p.1
Don't deny kids' alcohol problem, parents told, Apr 8, 1994, p.1
Program for parents on combating alcohol abuse (cont), Apr 8, 1994, p.9
Teens obsessed with body image (ltr), May 20, 1994, p.6
Alcohol alert, Jun 17, 1994, p.1
Refuge for youth needs volunteers (SCS Youth Fellowship of SCS Congregational Church) (ltr), Jul 22, 1994, p.6
Teen, senior needs addressed by (comprehensive plan of the village), Sep 30, 1994, p.1
Plan stresses teen and service needs (cont), Sep 30, 1994, p.21
Town and Village Civic Club panel says teens need a gathering place, Oct 28, 1994, p.1
50 years later, we still can't make up our minds (regarding proposal for teen center), Oct 28, 1994, p.5
Aiding and abetting the NIMBY's (response to B Johnson's negative view of proposed teen center) (edit), Nov 10, 1994, p.6
50 years ago, Scarsdale had a teen center, Nov 25, 1994, p.5
Times too tight for teen center (response to letter by Irving Sloan on 11/10/95) (ltr), Dec 2, 1994, p.6
Parents losing control of kids (ltr), Dec 9, 1994, p.6
Don't tar many with deeds of few (response to letter by Diane Stillman on 12/9/94) (ltr), Dec 16, 1994, p.6
Time has finally come for teens (comments on recent Inquirer articles regarding SCS teenagers) (ltr), Dec 16, 1994, p.6

TELEPHONE
Long distance longer (Westchester has to dial "1" when placing long distance calls), Sep 30, 1994, p.1
A moving conversation (edit), Dec 2, 1994, p.7

TELEVISION BROADCASTING
'Personality Profiles' show reaching growing audience, Apr 1, 1994, p.16

TELEVISION PRODUCERS
Lester M Crystal (appointed to board of directors of the Foundation for WCC) (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.4

TELEVISION PROGRAMS
SEE TELEVISION BROADCASTING

TELFER, PETER
Snow-day deficit paid in full, Apr 1, 1994, p.1
School foundation rejected for now, Apr 15, 1994, p.9
Telfer to retire from SMS (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.1
Retirements announced at school board meeting, May 27, 1994, p.9
With best wishes (to departing principals P Telfer and L Shepard) (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30
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TEMPLES
Cold weather hazard (burst pipes in sprinkler system at SCS Synagogue-Tremont Temple) (photo), Jan 21, 1994, p.5
Westchester R(eform) Temple reaches out into the community (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.15

TEMPLETON, SYDNEY FRANCES
Sydney Frances Templeton (dies), Jan 28, 1994, p.18

TENG, CHRIS
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

TENNANT, SUSAN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

TENNIS
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30
Gold for Grossman (photo), Sep 2, 1994, p.14
Grossman-Onseng take state tennis title, Nov 4, 1994, p.21
Shaw to retire as Raider tennis coach, Nov 10, 1994, p.21
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32
Time to say yes to more courts (ltr), Dec 23, 1994, p.6

TENNIS CLUBS
Oldest (tennis) club is Fox Meadow (ltr), Jan 28, 1994, p.6
I got it! (men's doubles event of National Platform Tennis championships) (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.1

TENNIS COURTS
Planners frown on new courts, Jun 17, 1994, p.1
Tennis courts (cont), Jun 17, 1994, p.8
Tennis, anyone?, Jul 1, 1994, p.1
Why not build the courts? (edit), Jul 1, 1994, p.6
Time for trustees to OK courts (ltr), Jul 15, 1994, p.6
Courts would ruin lovely open space (ltr), Jul 15, 1994, p.6
Field flexibility needed for future (ltr), Jul 22, 1994, p.6
Two more (tennis) courts? (Village Board will vote on proposal Sept 27), Aug 26, 1994, p.1
Tennis vote Oct 1 (proposal to add two new tennis courts to Crossway Field), Sep 2, 1994, p.1
Tennis courts an asset (ltr), Sep 23, 1994, p.6
Tennis ball now in village's court, Sep 30, 1994, p.1
Trustees hear court pros and cons (cont), Sep 30, 1994, p.21
Village should compact compost (ltr), Oct 7, 1994, p.6
Tennis court question left unanswered, Oct 14, 1994, p.1
Delay (decision on additional tennis courts at Crossway Field) but don't dawdle (edit), Oct 14, 1994, p.6
The Crossway tennis courts (photo), Oct 14, 1994, p.6
Board delays tennis vote (cont), Oct 14, 1994, p.13

TENORE, STEPHEN
Latimer now (minority) whip, Jan 7, 1994, p.1

TERRACCIANO, DIANA
Sharing beautiful thoughts (Edgewood 1st graders assemble "squares of happiness") (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.9

TERRACCIANO, JOHN
Edgewood through the years (in play "It was a Time" performed by third-graders) (photo), Mar 4, 1994, p.9

TERRACCIANO, JONATHAN
The Bank of New York Salutes the 75th anniversary of Edgewood School (photo), May 20, 1994, p.28

TERRISS, ELAINE (AU)
We must dare to be different (response to letter by D Jacobs from 1/14/94) (ltr), Jan 28, 1994, p.6

TERRY, SHANNON
Sidewalk sale days (photo), Aug 12, 1994, p.5
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TERWILLIGER, ALBERTA
Alberta Terwilliger (dies), Jan 28, 1994, p.18

TESAR, MORGAN
Babes in Toyland (Christmas pageant at IHM) (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.10

TESCHNER, BERNARD (DR)
Bernard Teschner, M.D. (dies), Apr 29, 1994, p.20

TESTING
CAR reveals high test scores, Dec 9, 1994, p.12

THANKSGIVING
Just like the Pilgrims (a Quaker Ridge Thanksgiving) (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.1
All-American gratitude (edit), Nov 25, 1994, p.6
A kind thought at Thanksgiving (ltr), Nov 25, 1994, p.6
Thanksgiving festivities (at SCS schools) (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.12

THEATER
A sparkling show at the YM-YWHA (ltr), Feb 11, 1994, p.6
All-star cast in bittersweet 'Lughnasa' (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.13
Logodaedaly gets 'tryout' as possible troupe for Y, Feb 11, 1994, p.13
Drama Club to present "The Royal Family' (photo), Mar 4, 1994, p.13
Drama Club 'Carnival' sheer stage magic (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.17

THEATER BUILDINGS
Four-screen cinema proposed for Freightway site (photo), May 6, 1994, p.1
Unauthorized work going on at Plaza, May 6, 1994, p.1
Subcommittee proposes 4-theater cinema (cont), May 6, 1994, p.8
Caught in the act (renovations going on at the Garth Road movie house without approval), May 13, 1994, p.3
Downtown stories do 'disservice' (ltr), May 13, 1994, p.6
Downtown stories do 'disservice' (response to Inquirer article) (ltr), May 13, 1994, p.6
Forget movies - build a stadium! (ltr), May 13, 1994, p.6
No! to theaters and restaurants (ltr), May 20, 1994, p.6
Plaza plans on hold, Jul 22, 1994, p.1
Plaza seeks variance, Sep 16, 1994, p.1

THOMAS, MARK
Graffiti vandals caught in the act (at sound barrier of Hutchinson River Parkway and Weaver Street), Sep 23, 1994, p.1

THOMAS, MARY LOU
Mary Lou Thomas (dies), Sep 9, 1994, p.16

THOMPSON, ALLY
Working at the pool: a family tradition (photo), Aug 19, 1994, p.5

THOMPSON, CORKY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.26
The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club 90 years of outstanding service (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.30
The Bank of New York Salutes the 75th anniversary of Edgewood School (photo), May 20, 1994, p.28
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30
Books that last a lifetime (for several Scarsdalians) (edit), Jul 8, 1994, p.7
Great moments (Town and Village Civic Club highlights dramatized at 90th birthday party) (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.1
90 years in 40 minutes: Town Club and its offspring mark a major milestone (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.5

THOMPSON, GREG
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.26

THOMPSON, JAMES D
James D Thompson (appointed assistant vice chancellor of development at Washington University, Mo), Jan 21, 1994, p.4
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THOMPSON, KENNETH W (AU)
  Is Machiavelli relevant today? (edit), Jul 8, 1994, p.6
  When liberal was not the 'l-word' (edit), Jul 29, 1994, p.7
  How to lose elections in America (edit), Oct 14, 1994, p.7

THOMPSON, MARK
  Working at the pool: a family tradition (photo), Aug 19, 1994, p.5

THOMPSON, MAURINE
  Getting ready for the bash (Town and Village Civic Club's 90th birthday) (photo), Sep 9, 1994, p.1

THORPY, JACQUELINE
  State slope star (Jacqueline Thorpy) (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.21

THORPY, JACQUI
  Murray returns and Rossi bids farewell after long week for Scarsdale swimming (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.18

TIMBERGER, ELIZABETH ANN
  Elizabeth Ann Timberger (dies), Jul 1, 1994, p.13

TISCH, BONNIE
  The unhealthy state of women's health care examined (cont) (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.12
  The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28

TISCH, DAN
  Rec council icy on rink, Nov 4, 1994, p.1

TOBIAS, LYNN
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.30

TOCCO, JOSEPH
  GOPC offers service too (ltr), Apr 1, 1994, p.6
  Cheaper fuel oil can be expensive (comment on Inquirer article from 3/4/94) (ltr), Mar 25, 1994, p.6

TODER, RICHARD
  Writing takes top priority in school language arts classes, Mar 11, 1994, p.9
  Jaffe to lead school board (photo), Jul 8, 1994, p.1

TOFF, NANCY
  Nancy Toff uncovers child's classic at Yale (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.4

TOILETS
  Needed in the village: a public toilet (edit), Sep 2, 1994, p.7
  No place to go (response to 9/2 edit by I Sloan about need for public toilets in SCS (edit) (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.6

TOLDEO, DANIEL
  Summer programs winding down (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.4

TOLEDO, BARBARA
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

TOLLES, MIKE
  Troop 60 attends Boy Scout camp (photo), Aug 12, 1994, p.2

TOM, MICHAEL B (DR)
  Dr Michael B Tom (appointed assistant attending physician at White Plains Hospital Medical Center), Aug 19, 1994, p.2

TONER, KAY
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

TONER, PETER
  Assembly, Senate, congressional candidates fight it out (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.11

TONER, PETER (AU)
  Listen to the inexperienced (ltr), Nov 18, 1994, p.6

TONOMURA, MARI
  Japanese women speak out about their lives in America (photo), Oct 14, 1994, p.1
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TONY

The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Company 1 100th Year Anniversary (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.30

TOOLEY, LOWELL

The white peril (edit), Jan 14, 1994, p.6
Freightway should stay, group says, Jan 21, 1994, p.1
(Workmen lower girders into place by Wilmot Road Bridge) (Progress edit 1994) (photo), Jan 28, 1994, p.1
2% increase proposed for new village budget, Mar 25, 1994, p.1
Let's drop local term limits (edit), Apr 8, 1994, p.7
Village groups hail low tax increase, Apr 15, 1994, p.1
Step by step (new stairway being replaced leading to pedestrian overpass at SCS station), May 6, 1994, p.1
Park plans kept secret, May 27, 1994, p.1
No downtown model needed, mayor says, Jul 1, 1994, p.1
Tooley retirement package revised, Jul 29, 1994, p.1
Board: Wetlands not 'unusual' (cont), Aug 12, 1994, p.17
Bridge repairs ahead (for Woodland Viaduct and Harney Road), Aug 19, 1994, p.1
Department good guy promoted to sergeant (photo), Sep 2, 1994, p.5
From compost to cash (village will sell composted leaves to Lopane Nurseries at $2 a cubic yard), Sep 16, 1994, p.1
Village flowers (at Boniface Circle) express a gardener's talents (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.1
Recruiter chosen (to help find a successor to Lowell Tooley, the village manager), Sep 23, 1994, p.1
Sound plan approved, Sep 30, 1994, p.1
Tennis court question left unanswered, Oct 14, 1994, p.1
Autumn leaves (village will not hire a subcontractor to help with leaf pickup this year), Oct 21, 1994, p.1
Qualifications sought (public input sought on selection of replacement for Lowell Tooley), Oct 28, 1994, p.1
Search on for perfect manager, Nov 10, 1994, p.1
Manager search continues, Dec 2, 1994, p.1
Maintenance facility to be named for Lowell Tooley (photo), Dec 16, 1994, p.1
Golf War vets join compost cause, Dec 23, 1994, p.1

TOPPING, SEYMOUR

Topping to speak at (League of) W(omen) V(oters) luncheon (photo), May 6, 1994, p.2
Superhighway won't drive out papers, says Topping (photo), May 20, 1994, p.5

TOSTANOSKI, EDWARD JOSEPH

Edward Joseph Tostanoski (dies), Jun 17, 1994, p.20

TOTENBERG, NINA

From remedial math to capital reporting (photo), Oct 7, 1994, p.5

TOWN AND VILLAGE CIVIC CLUB

Schools also must downsize (ltr), Jan 21, 1994, p.6
(Town and) V(illage) C(iv)ic C(lub): devoted to the welfare of Scarsdale (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.12
Use of CPI debated; Harrison proposes grouping by grade (discussion on school property tax policy), Feb 4, 1994, p.1
Oversight is 20/20 (discusses SCS school budget) (edit), Feb 4, 1994, p.6
(Town and) V(illage) C(iv)ic C(lub) panel discussion on schools (cont), Feb 4, 1994, p.16
Toby Nussbaum to speak at (Town and) V(illage) C(iv)ic C(lub) spring luncheon (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.2
With no regrets Nussbaum extols public service (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.3
No place like home (says Toby Nussbaum, wife of former White House counsel Bernard Nussbaum) (edit), Mar 18, 1994, p.6
Legislators at (Town and) V(illage) C(iv)ic C(lub), Apr 1, 1994, p.1
Let's drop local term limits (edit), Apr 8, 1994, p.7
Village groups hail low tax increase, Apr 15, 1994, p.1
Fiscal, environmental crises loom in legislature (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.1
Re-assess? Sure, but not alone, says (Town and) V(illage) C(iv)ic C(lub), Apr 15, 1994, p.3
The Bank of New York Salutes The Town and Village Civic Club 90 years of outstanding service (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.30
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TOWN AND VILLAGE CIVIC CLUB continued

Groups praise village, school budgets; Board approves budget with 2 percent tax hike, Apr 29, 1994, p.1
Groups praise village, school budgets; Schools' low tax hike lauded - with reservations, Apr 29, 1994, p.1
Groups praise village, school budgets; Board approves budget with 2 percent tax hike, Apr 29, 1994, p.1
Affordable housing issue arouses dormant passions at plan hearing, May 6, 1994, p.1
(Town and) Village Civic Club rejects report on master plan, Jun 3, 1994, p.1
Specialization is key in fighting crime, Pirro says (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.3
(Town and) Village Civic Club balks at master plan, housing is a concern (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.3
The isolationist fallacy (re report of Planning and Zoning Committee on comprehensive plan) (edit), Jun 3, 1994, p.6
Leader explains committee report (ltr), Jun 10, 1994, p.6
Scarsdale can use affordable housing (ltr), Jun 17, 1994, p.6
(Town and) Village Civic Club to study driving range and water slide proposals, Jul 29, 1994, p.3
(Town and) Village Civic Club birthday bash (90th birthday party planned for Oct 15), Sep 2, 1994, p.1
Getting ready for the bash (Town and Village Civic Club's 90th birthday) (photo), Sep 9, 1994, p.1
(Town and) Village Civic Club membership up (ltr), Sep 30, 1994, p.6
(Planning for 90th anniversary of Town and Village Civic Club) (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.19
RSVPs still accepted (to 90th birthday party), Oct 7, 1994, p.1
Be a part of tradition (edit), Oct 7, 1994, p.6
Great moments (Town and Village Civic Club highlights dramatized at 90th birthday party) (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.1
90 years in 40 minutes: Town Club and its offspring mark a major milestone (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.5
Many contributed to (Town and) Village Civic Club success (90th birthday celebration) (ltr), Oct 21, 1994, p.6
Let's not forget the Village Club! (edit), Oct 21, 1994, p.7
(Town and) Village Civic Club panel says teens need a gathering place, Oct 28, 1994, p.1
50 years later, we still can't make up our minds (regarding proposal for teen center), Oct 28, 1994, p.5
They also served (as volunteers at 90th birthday celebration of Town and Village Civic Club) (ltr), Oct 28, 1994, p.6
(Town and) Village Civic Club panel debates pros, cons of teen center (cont), Oct 28, 1994, p.13
Search on for perfect manager, Nov 10, 1994, p.1
Aiding and abetting the NIMBY's (response to B Johnson's negative view of proposed teen center)(edit), Nov 10, 1994, p.6
Elsie Smoler to get the Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.1
Names needed by nominators (ltr), Dec 30, 1994, p.6

TOWN CLUB-SCS

Town Club history parallels Scarsdale's rise (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.5
Saluting Scarsdale's founding fathers, Sep 30, 1994, p.5
Scarsdale's founding fathers (cont), Sep 30, 1994, p.19
Be a part of tradition (edit), Oct 7, 1994, p.6
90 years in 40 minutes: Town Club and its offspring mark a major milestone (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.5

TRACHTENBERG, SONYA

Use of CPI debated; Harrison proposes grouping by grade (discussion on school property tax policy), Feb 4, 1994, p.1

TRACK ATHLETICS

Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

TRADE

SEE FREE TRADE AND PROTECTION

TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS

Van overturns on parkway (photo), Jan 21, 1994, p.1
Panessa will not do jail time for 1990 D(riving) W(ith) A(ility) I(mpaired), Jul 8, 1994, p.3
Victimless crash a matter of luck (ltr), Jul 8, 1994, p.6
Hung up (truck fishtailed on Ardsley Road) (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.1
Scarsdale woman (Hiroko Kato) killed on Bronx River Parkway, Aug 12, 1994, p.1
Questions remain on fatal accident (photo), Aug 19, 1994, p.1
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TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS continued

Accident investigated (cont), Aug 19, 1994, p.18
Pedestrian struck on Popham Road, Sep 23, 1994, p.1
Unlicensed driver destroys bench (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.1

TRAFFIC CONGESTION

12 improvements for Four Corners (recommended) (ltr), Jun 10, 1994, p.6

TRAFFIC REGULATIONS

Crackdown (increased downtown traffic enforcement), Jun 17, 1994, p.1

TRAFFIC SIGNS AND SIGNALS

Popham Road needs left-turn lanes (ltr), May 27, 1994, p.6

TRAMONTINE, NANCY

The Bank of New York Salutes SCS’s Woman’s Club on the Occasion of its Diamond Jubilee 1919-94 (photo), May 13, 1994, p.30
Scarsdale Woman’s Club celebrates 75th anniversary year (photo) (cont), Dec 23, 1994, p.8

TREASURE-TROVE

Spanish treasure found in Scarsdale (relics from the Atocha shown at Wilson jewelers) (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.3

TREES

Rx for graffiti: plant more trees (ltr), Jan 28, 1994, p.6
Trustees seek public input on laws limiting leaf-blowing, tree-chopping, Feb 11, 1994, p.1
Natural causes (trees and leaves will be focus of public hearings at next village board meeting), Mar 4, 1994, p.1
Adjusting the balance (discusses two proposed laws concerning leaf blowers and trees) (edit), Mar 4, 1994, p.6
Village board gets an earful on trees and leaf blowers, Mar 11, 1994, p.1
Proposed laws misuse power (letter to mayor and village trustees) (ltr), Mar 18, 1994, p.6
Trust us to care for our property (ltr), Mar 18, 1994, p.6
Trees a part of community life (ltr), Mar 25, 1994, p.6
Compromise on proposed laws (ltr), Apr 1, 1994, p.6
Against tree law (ltr), Apr 15, 1994, p.6
Name that tree (Garth Woods Conservancy nears completion of project for tree identification signs), Apr 22, 1994, p.1
Tree removal headlines planning board agenda, May 13, 1994, p.3
The mighty are fallen (workman saw off remains of large tree in EMT felled by thunderstorm) (photo), Jul 15, 1994, p.1
Tree-huggers sought (to take part in survey of local trees), Aug 5, 1994, p.1
Tree people wanted (to help with village’s tree inventory), Sep 16, 1994, p.1
A clear and present danger (comment on visual obstruction section of Village Code, 294-1) (edit), Sep 16, 1994, p.7
Ballot item would defend county trees, Oct 14, 1994, p.1

TRESCA, MICHAEL

Butler students visit Wall Street (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.9

TRESSLER, CLYDE

Writing takes top priority in school language arts classes, Mar 11, 1994, p.9

TRINDADE, MARIA

Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

TRINDADE, MARIE

Maroon and White celebrate spring athletes (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.21

TRIPIDI, ANDREA

School psychologists address many problems, Feb 18, 1994, p.9

TROLIO, FRANK

Blower ban challenged in village court, Dec 16, 1994, p.1

TRUMBULL, PATRICIA

Japanese women speak out about their lives in America (photo), Oct 14, 1994, p.1

TSE, CONSTANCE

Constance Tse wins piano competition (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.17
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TSE, JOYCE
Playing computer games to learn (photo), May 13, 1994, p.11

TSO, SUSAN
(White) P(lains) H(ospital) C(enter) recognizes junior volunteers (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.4

TSURUMI, YOSHI
Counter-threats not productive (response to letter by Y Tsurumi from 4/29/94) (ltr), May 13, 1994, p.6

TSURUMI, YOSHI (AU)
No justification for trade war (ltr), Mar 11, 1994, p.6
'bullying extortionist' should change stance (in reference to US trade policy toward Japan) (ltr), Apr 29, 1994, p.6
Laws are being used as weapons (response to Inquirer letter by J Appel from 5/13/94) (ltr), May 27, 1994, p.6

TUCCI, CARL F
Carl F Tucci (dies), Jul 22, 1994, p.16

TUCHMAN, JULIA (AU)
Toxic lawns are health threat (ltr), Sep 2, 1994, p.6

TUNG, KEVIN
Stars for service (members of Stars and Smiles Club of SHS honored for volunteer service) (photo), Dec 16, 1994, p.10

TUNICK, RICHARD
Scholarship fund seeks support (photo), Dec 2, 1994, p.12

TURETSKY, GERALD J
Gerald Turetsky (has received the Hammer Award from Vice President Al Gore), Aug 5, 1994, p.2

TURNER, STUART
Message received (from public scoping session held by county): no golf range, Oct 21, 1994, p.1

TURSI, ERICA
Third-graders study urban design (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.9

TURSI, FRAN
Jury duty shirkers to be fined (cont), Feb 11, 1994, p.8

TUSHMAN, RACHEL
(SHS) seniors win awards for academic and arts achievement (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.10
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

TUSSING, FRANCES
A festive fund-raiser (sponsored by Fox Meadow PTA) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.9

TUSSING, FRANCES (AU)
C-Town helped Scout food drive (ltr), Dec 9, 1994, p.6

TUSSING, JAMES
A festive fund-raiser (sponsored by Fox Meadow PTA) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.9

TUTTLE, JOHN LOBDELL
John Lobdell Tuttle (dies), Jan 7, 1994, p.12

TWEEDY, CAROL
New coalition warns of right-wing threat to schools, Apr 22, 1994, p.1
Coalition aims to fill voter vacuum (ltr), May 20, 1994, p.6

UCHITELLE, ISABEL A
Isabel A Uchitelle (promoted to group manager at H Macy's Inc's flagship store in NYC) (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.4

UENO, YASU
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

UHLE, MARGARET
Downtown committee appears stalled, Oct 21, 1994, p.1

ULAN, JEREMY
Creative costumes (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.10
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ULLMAN, JOSEPH

The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale's First Couple Esther C and Robert P Shay (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.24
Acting justice needed, Dec 23, 1994, p.1

UNDERWEISER, IRWIN

Underweiser to receive Brotherhood Award (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.17

UNIS, MARINA

Snow fallout: some profit, but most suffer (photo), Jan 28, 1994, p.1

UNIS, WILLIAM

Snow fallout: some profit, but most suffer (photo), Jan 28, 1994, p.1

UNITED JEWISH APPEAL-FEDERATION

Stephen G Doochin (appointed campaign director of United Jewish Appeal Federation in Westchester), Jan 21, 1994, p.4
To survivor, ‘Schindler’s List’ is not just a movie (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.5
Rewarding volunteer work (Rebecca Gordon receives scholarship from UJA-Federation) (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.13
In memory of those who died (photo), Nov 10, 1994, p.19

UNITED NATIONS

Scarsdale diplomat steers U.N. through eye of Balkan storm (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.1
Who said ‘never again’? (edit), Apr 8, 1994, p.6
Protest targets diplomat’s house (photo), May 20, 1994, p.1
Wrong venue for protest (reference to recent protest march on home of Yasushi Akashi) (edit), May 20, 1994, p.6

UNITED WAY

United Way Campaign is under way (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.5
United Way revives an old approach to fundraising, Apr 8, 1994, p.5
United Way presents awards, announces grants to local groups, May 13, 1994, p.10
Kemp, Irwin to head United Way campaign (photo), May 27, 1994, p.4
United Way thanks donors (ltr), Aug 12, 1994, p.6
Party celebrates (United Way) fund drive (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.4
The Bank of New York Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.28
Aiding the search for caregivers who care, Oct 7, 1994, p.5
United Way aids a safe place for battered women, Oct 28, 1994, p.5

UNSWORTH, ROBERT

The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

US CONGRESS

Congressional challenger (Greg Julian) lauded (ltr), Sep 30, 1994, p.6

US CONSTITUTION

Let’s look at the First Amendment - and church and state (edit), Dec 2, 1994, p.7

US POSTAL SERVICE

SEE POSTAL SERVICE

US-ARMED FORCES

Now hear this - a call to arms (edit), Nov 18, 1994, p.7

VACATIONS

The disk-connected traveler (edit), Dec 30, 1994, p.7

VACCARI, DON

Hands-on work for others (sandwiches for children at homeless shelter in WHP Coachman Hotel) (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.10

VAIDA, V (AU)

Easy choice for the uninvolved (response to letter by N Sullivan from 9/2/94) (ltr), Oct 28, 1994, p.6

VALLIADES, GEORGE

Thanksgiving festivities (at SCS schools) (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.12
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VAN DAM, IRMA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

VAN DE WATER, PETER
New law would give breathing room for village's older homes, Jan 28, 1994, p.1
Zoning law to be liberalized, Feb 25, 1994, p.1
Gas or snacks? (SCS Gasoline Corp can continue to sell candy, soda and cigarettes at 999 Post Road), Apr 22, 1994, p.1
Planners frown on new courts, Jun 17, 1994, p.1
Peter Van de Water (commended for outstanding service by the state legislature), Jun 17, 1994, p.4
Zoning proposals: just 'technical'? , Jul 22, 1994, p.1
Setback for residents? (Village Board may or may not approve changes in zoning law), Aug 12, 1994, p.1
Setbacks sent back for study, Aug 19, 1994, p.1
Controversial agenda tackles hot village topics, Sep 23, 1994, p.1

VAN HORN, BOB
Van Horne to retire (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.4

VANDALISM
Graffiti vandals caught in the act (at sound barrier of Hutchinson River Parkway and Weaver Street), Sep 23, 1994, p.1

VATH, JIM (AU)
Goodbye to a special place (ltr), Jun 24, 1994, p.6

VATH, TERESA
Lots to celebrate at Greenacres (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.9

VATH, TERESA (AU)
Goodbye to a special place (ltr), Jun 24, 1994, p.6
Wiesel's lesson must be learned early (edit), Jul 1, 1994, p.6

VAUGHAN, RONALD
Ronald Vaughan (appointed sales manager for Kensico Cemetery) (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.2

VAUGHN, MICHAEL
New board elected (SCS Golf Club) (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.4

VENTO, LEONARD
Computer upgrade planned (for SCS schools), Jan 28, 1994, p.9

VENTURA, JOHN
Ventura to helm Raider football next season, Jun 10, 1994, p.1
Raiders will play varsity football next season, Dec 9, 1994, p.1
Maroon and White fetes fall athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.26

VERBOYS, ANDREW
New SMS curriculum promotes a can-do attitude, Jan 14, 1994, p.4

VEREEN, BEN
Nancy Toff uncovers child's classic at Yale (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.4

VERMES, DOUGLAS
A counselor's job is no day at the beach (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.5

VERMES, DOUGLAS (AU)
Teach tolerance, not ignorance (response to SCS schools holiday blackout policy) (ltr), Dec 30, 1994, p.6

VERNA, BETSY
Teachers pick senior as March artist of the month (photo) (illus), Mar 25, 1994, p.10
Maroon and White celebrate spring athletes (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.21
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SMS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

VERNA, ELIZABETH
(SCS) seniors win awards for academic and arts achievement (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.10
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VETERANS
Veteran may have been a guinea pig, Feb 4, 1994, p.1
Vet fears he was government guinea pig (cont), Feb 4, 1994, p.16
For those who served (Memorial Day Parade) (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Our Veterans - Memorial Day 1994 (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.30

VETERANS DAY
Remembering the vets (service and ceremony in SCS), Nov 4, 1994, p.1
Holiday schedules, Nov 4, 1994, p.1

VICARTE, VERONICA
A taste of Japan (culture and customs of Japan are studied by Greenacres third graders) (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.9

VIGGIANO, MICHAEL
YM-YWHA gives special kids a little TLC (photo), May 6, 1994, p.5

VILLAGE BOARD-SCS
Volunteers, nominations sought for 32 openings on civic bodies, Jan 7, 1994, p.2
Summary of Tuesday’s Village Board meeting, Jan 14, 1994, p.3
Village does not enforce zoning (ltr), Jan 21, 1994, p.6
Citizens’ Party petitions, Jan 28, 1994, p.1
New law would give breathing room for village’s older homes, Jan 28, 1994, p.1
Summary of Village Board actions, Jan 28, 1994, p.3
Working for a good government (examines the current state of village affairs) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.1
Trustees seek public input on laws limiting leaf-blowing, tree-chopping, Feb 11, 1994, p.1
Trustees null fee hikes, cut, Feb 11, 1994, p.3
Trustees seek input on laws (cont), Feb 11, 1994, p.8
Hearing on Certificates of Occupancy, Feb 18, 1994, p.1
Citizens’ Party seeks donations (ltr), Feb 18, 1994, p.6
Haste makes waste (concludes that an ill-considered law is worse than no law at all) (edit), Feb 25, 1994, p.6
Natural causes (trees and leaves will be focus of public hearings at next village board meeting), Mar 4, 1994, p.1
Village board gets an earful on trees and leaf blowers, Mar 11, 1994, p.1
Village election next Tuesday, Mar 11, 1994, p.1
Long agenda keeps board up late, Mar 11, 1994, p.5
All invited to meet candidates (for village trustee) (ltr), Mar 11, 1994, p.6
Lively hearing on proposed laws (cont), Mar 11, 1994, p.13
Village election on Tuesday (cont), Mar 11, 1994, p.13
Village trustees elected (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.1
Proposed laws misuse power (letter to mayor and village trustees) (ltr), Mar 18, 1994, p.6
Board bids farewell to departing colleague, Mar 25, 1994, p.3
A testimonial for the (nonpartisan) system (praise for Robert Wieczorek) (edit), Mar 25, 1994, p.6
A thank-you from the (Nonpartisan Citizens’) party (ltr), Mar 25, 1994, p.6
Board asks bank to scale down ATM plans, Apr 1, 1994, p.3
Let’s drop local term limits (edit), Apr 8, 1994, p.7
Real people, Apr 15, 1994, p.1
Village Board summary; New law forgives setback deviations, Apr 15, 1994, p.5
Groups praise village, school budgets; Board approves budget with 2 percent tax hike, Apr 29, 1994, p.1
Trustees OK budget, null new laws, approve lease, Apr 29, 1994, p.3
School security tightened, Apr 29, 1994, p.9
College exchange described, May 6, 1994, p.9
Acting justice appointed, May 13, 1994, p.3
Village to go by the book on bypass speed, May 20, 1994, p.1
Board lists Heathcote Bypass speed limit in code book, May 27, 1994, p.5
Most trees in village are in good shape, survey finds, Jun 17, 1994, p.3
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VILLAGE BOARD-SCS continued

Coming: a quiet summer (new ban on leaf blowers will be in effect) (edit), Jun 17, 1994, p.6
Tennis, anyone?, Jul 1, 1994, p.1
Village worried about extra Metro-North rail, Jul 1, 1994, p.5
Parking restrictions, Jul 8, 1994, p.1
Trustee: Proposed zoning changes not technicalities, Jul 15, 1994, p.5
Not just 'technical' (regarding zoning law changes) (edit), Jul 22, 1994, p.6
New law causes unsightly yards (regarding prohibition of gas blowers for lawn use) (ltr), Jul 22, 1994, p.6
Zoning changes are not so minor (ltr), Jul 22, 1994, p.6
Cutting a deal (Persico Trucking allowed to dump construction debris near Fenway Golf Course), Jul 29, 1994, p.1
Village awards contracts for 2 playgrounds, Jul 29, 1994, p.3
Setback for residents? (Village Board may or may not approve changes in zoning law), Aug 12, 1994, p.1
He's against code changes (ltr), Aug 12, 1994, p.6
Setbacks sent back for study, Aug 19, 1994, p.1
Winston debate continues, Aug 19, 1994, p.1
New use for Winston land: Handelman Park (letter to mayor and board of trustees) (ltr), Aug 19, 1994, p.6
Village seeks to monitor business use, Aug 26, 1994, p.1
Big meeting (four ongoing controversial issues will be tackled Sept 27), Aug 26, 1994, p.1
Village mulls new responsibility in issuing liquor licenses, Aug 26, 1994, p.3
Village to monitor business use (cont), Aug 26, 1994, p.17
Tennis vote Oct 11 (proposal to add two new tennis courts to Crossway Field), Sep 2, 1994, p.1
From compost to cash (village will sell composted leaves to Lopane Nurseries at $2 a cubic yard), Sep 16, 1994, p.1
One more minefield (to cross "before we can see an end to R Winston's interminable legislation"), Sep 16, 1994, p.1
Equalization rate change spells savings for village, Sep 16, 1994, p.3
Summer projects enrich curriculum, Sep 16, 1994, p.9
Controversial agenda tackles hot village topics, Sep 23, 1994, p.1
Village Board has full agenda (cont), Sep 23, 1994, p.4
Tennis ball now in village's court, Sep 30, 1994, p.1
Controversial code changes side-stepped, Sep 30, 1994, p.3
Trustees hear court pros and cons (cont), Sep 30, 1994, p.21
Village board approves comprehensive plan (formerly known as the master plan), Oct 14, 1994, p.1
Mayor wants board to act on accessory housing, Oct 14, 1994, p.3
Board delays tennis vote (cont), Oct 14, 1994, p.13
Board allows gas station to increase fuel capacity, Oct 21, 1994, p.3
Phone law: strong or 'shameful'? (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.1
Qualifications sought (public input sought on selection of replacement for Lowell Tooley), Oct 28, 1994, p.1
Village is 'in the fray' to stop golf range, mayor says, Oct 28, 1994, p.3
Board approves menorah, crech by voice vote, Nov 10, 1994, p.5
Taxis get good marks from inspections, trustee reports, Nov 25, 1994, p.3
Policy update nearly done, Nov 25, 1994, p.11
Nominations needed (for candidates for office of mayor and three trustee positions), Dec 2, 1994, p.1
Public hearings on taxis, laws elicit no response, Dec 16, 1994, p.3
Village board (cont), Dec 16, 1994, p.25
A clear picture, Dec 23, 1994, p.1
Nominations needed (for candidates for the office of mayor and three trustee positions), Dec 30, 1994, p.1

VILLAGE CODE-SCS

He’s against code changes (ltr), Aug 12, 1994, p.6
A clear and present danger (comment on visual obstruction section of Village Code, 294-l) (edit), Sep 16, 1994, p.7
Village saw the sign on school zone speed limits, Nov 10, 1994, p.5
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VILLAGE CODE-SCS continued
Blower ban challenged in village court, Dec 16, 1994, p.1

VILLAGE MANAGER-SCS
Consider extending mayor's term (edit), Jun 3, 1994, p.7
Recruiter chosen (to help find a successor to Lowell Tooley, the village manager), Sep 23, 1994, p.1
Qualifications sought (public input sought on selection of replacement for Lowell Tooley), Oct 28, 1994, p.1
Search on for perfect manager, Nov 10, 1994, p.1
Search for the perfect manager (cont), Nov 10, 1994, p.22
Manager search continues, Dec 2, 1994, p.1

VIOLIN
Never look a gift violin in the mouth (edit), Oct 7, 1994, p.7

VITTORIA, TED
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.30

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE
Getting them ready for hard knocks and the first job (edit), Jan 7, 1994, p.7

VOGEL, ALEXANDER S (DR)
Dr Alexander S Vogel (appointed chief, section of ophthalmology at White Plains Hospital Center), Mar 18, 1994, p.2

VOGEL, HELEN A (AU)
Ethical Culture's in Scarsdale (ltr), Dec 23, 1994, p.6

VOGEL, JOHN H
John H Vogel (has served as volunteer with International Executive Service Corps), Apr 22, 1994, p.4

VOGL, RON
(SHS) seniors win awards for academic and arts achievement (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.10
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

VOHNOUT, JOSEPH
Unauthorized work going on at Plaza, May 6, 1994, p.1

VOLK, JOE (AU)
Seeking peace as revolutions converge (edit), Aug 19, 1994, p.7

VOLPE, LYNWOOD EARL
Lynwood Earl Volpe (dies), Dec 9, 1994, p.22

VOLUNTEERS
Volunteers, nominations sought for 32 openings on civic bodies, Jan 7, 1994, p.2
Wheels of Steele (Bill Steele's volunteer work) (edit), Jan 7, 1994, p.7
Scarsdale (Volunteer) Ambulance Corps service richly rewarding (edit) (illus), Jan 14, 1994, p.7
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Company 1 100th Year Anniversary (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.30
Sc (CS) Volunteer Ambulance Corps needs you (edit) (photo), Jan 28, 1994, p.6
The best Scarsdale souvenir (volunteer work) (edit) (illus), Jan 28, 1994, p.7
A community of volunteers (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.13
Another reason to volunteer (edit) (illus), Feb 11, 1994, p.7
Tax counselor to the elderly: TEC = TLC (edit), Mar 4, 1994, p.6
Family Counseling Service depends on friendly volunteers (edit) (illus), Apr 1, 1994, p.7
Want to volunteer? Here's how (edit) (illus), Apr 29, 1994, p.7
Try the L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) for rewarding experiences (edit) (illus), May 27, 1994, p.7
Rewarding volunteer work (Rebecca Gordon receives scholarship from UJA-Federation) (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.13
Outstanding volunteer (Michael Sparrow, a SHS graduate, receives a junior volunteer award) (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.4
Everyone can participate in village government (illus) (edit), Sep 2, 1994, p.7
They also served (as volunteers at 90th birthday celebration of Town and Village Civic Club) (ltr), Oct 28, 1994, p.6
Involuntary servitude (re lawsuit by Rye Neck senior and parents about community service) (edit), Nov 18, 1994, p.6
White Plains Hospital recognizes junior volunteers (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.4
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VOLUNTEERS continued
Some of the best years of their lives (youngsters' stay at Children's Village) (edit) (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.7

VON ANCKEN, ERIK
Julia B Fei Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26

VONICK, ANNE
Anne Vonick (recently awarded Ursula Laurus Citation from College of New Rochelle) (photo), Aug 5, 1994, p.2

VORPERIAN, JOHN
John Vorperian (elected national secretary of Ripon Society), May 27, 1994, p.4

VOS, JOHTJE
Life underground: A Christian rescuer tells class how it was, Apr 22, 1994, p.5
Life underground (cont), Apr 22, 1994, p.22

VOTER REGISTRATION
Voter registration, Jul 1, 1994, p.1
Voter registration (SCS League of Women Voters will assist voters at sidewalk sale 8/5 and 8/6), Aug 5, 1994, p.1

VOTERS-SCS
L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) eyes school spending plans, Apr 8, 1994, p.1

VOTING
Coalition aims to fill voter vacuum (ltr), May 20, 1994, p.6
(SCS school district) Vote to conform (to date of other school districts in county next year), Jun 10, 1994, p.1

WACHS, ILJA
Adult students eager for more (ltr), Dec 23, 1994, p.6

WACHTENHEIM, FLORIE
They appreciate S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) volunteers (ltr), Jan 28, 1994, p.6
Celebrating labor and spirit (Labor Day and Rosh Hashana) (photo), Sep 2, 1994, p.1

WALH, WESLEY
Edgemont senior is flying high (in single-engine propeller plane) (photo), Oct 14, 1994, p.5

WALHBERG, ALEXANDRA
Summer programs winding down (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.4

WALT, BETTY (AU)
Which way to paradise? (edit), Feb 4, 1994, p.7
It's never too late (to learn how to ride a bike) (edit), Jul 1, 1994, p.7

WALES
Too much sound, too little silence (visit to St David's in Wales) (edit), Dec 16, 1994, p.7

WALTH, DAN
(SCS) seniors win awards for academic and arts achievement (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.10
Beyond the call (SHS students recognized for extraordinary community service) (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.10

WALTH, DANIEL
Fluent in French and Spanish (SHS students have won Iona College Language Competition) (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.9

WALTH, MICHAEL
(SCS) seniors win awards for academic and arts achievement (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.10

WALL, JOHN
TCI explains channel changes (ltr), Jun 3, 1994, p.6

WALL, JOHN A (AU)
Scarsdale's not the rural South (comments on TCI Cable) (ltr), Jun 3, 1994, p.6

WALL, JOHN W (AU)
Sneaky TCI is cancelling Sox (ltr), May 20, 1994, p.6
Taking the joy out of holidays (response to SCS schools holiday blackout policy) (ltr), Dec 30, 1994, p.6

WALLACE, CHARLES
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Student Transfer Education Program (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.26
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WALLACE, CLAUDINA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Student Transfer Education Program (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.26

WALLACE, PHILIP V G (AU)
Pool noises drown holiday concert (ltr), Jul 15, 1994, p.6

WALLER, DANA
Heathcote plans hoe-down (annual PTA carnival) (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.10

WALLER, JAMIE
Heathcote plans hoe-down (annual PTA carnival) (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.10

WALS, AVIS R (AU)
Rx for anorexia: teach nutrition (response to article on eating disorders from 12/23/94) (ltr), Dec 30, 1994, p.6

WALS, KEN
Sweet summer nights; Marvelous musicians... (silver anniversary of the Westchester Band) (edit), Aug 12, 1994, p.6

WALS, KENNETH
(SHS) seniors win awards for academic and arts achievement (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.10

The Bank of New York Salutes the Westchester Band on its Silver Anniversary 1969-1994 (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.32

WALSH, ROBERT
Eastchester Republican challenging Hochberg, Jul 22, 1994, p.1
Hochberg faces GOP, Right to Life contender (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.1
Debate covers the full range (candidates for 18th Congressional District) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.1
Local voters go own way - Democratic, Nov 10, 1994, p.1

WANG, JEFF
Fluent in French and Spanish (SHS students have won Iona College Language Competition) (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.9

WARD, VICTORIA
The Bank of New York Salutes the 75th anniversary of Edgewood School (photo), May 20, 1994, p.28

WARE, MARY LEE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

WARFIELD, JIM
Agreement is elusive on development details (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.1
Scale model of village needed, committee says, Jun 10, 1994, p.1
Downtown committee appears stalled, Oct 21, 1994, p.1
Consensus closer on Freightway, Nov 4, 1994, p.1
Committee emphasizes housing, Dec 23, 1994, p.1

WARNKEN, MARK
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

WARNKEN, PAT
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.30
90 years in 40 minutes: Town Club and its offspring mark a major milestone (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.5

WARNKEN, WAYNE
Computer upgrade planned (for SCS schools), Jan 28, 1994, p.9

WARNOW, CATHERINE
Bowles film will premiere here (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.13

WARREN, BARBARA L (AU)
After computers comes genius - or at least literacy (edit), Jun 17, 1994, p.6

WARTENBURG, CARL
All-day forum planned on youth-related issues, Mar 17, 1994, p.2
Don't deny kids' alcohol problem, parents told, Apr 8, 1994, p.1

WASHBURN, PHILLIP (AU)
Why religion at all? (edit), Feb 18, 1994, p.7
The third century - how different from ours? (edit), Sep 30, 1994, p.7
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WASHBURN, PHILLIP S
Church, at 70, honors pastor (Rev Phillip S Washburn) (photo), Oct 28, 1994, p.14

WASHINGTON (DC)
On taking time out in the spring (edit), Apr 22, 1994, p.6
Presidential Class room draws students, May 13, 1994, p.12

WASHINGTON, GEORGE
President's Day insults 2 great leaders (edit), Feb 25, 1994, p.6
A Letter to George Washington (edit), Apr 1, 1994, p.7

WASHINGTON, RUTH
Panessa will not do jail time for 1990 D(riving) W(ith) A(ility) I(mpaired), Jul 8, 1994, p.3

WASTE DISPOSAL
Cutting a deal (Persico Trucking allowed to dump construction debris near Fenway Golf Course), Jul 29, 1994, p.1
Trim your waste (edit), Aug 19, 1994, p.6

WATANABE, YUKIKO
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30
Guiding Eyes (for the Blind) supports Senior Options (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.9

WATER
A new water source (Delaware Aqueduct), Jan 21, 1994, p.1
Days of brown water... (water department will start flushing water March 29), Mar 25, 1994, p.1
Winter souvenirs (harsh winter has left its mark on SCS streets in form of more water main leaks), Aug 12, 1994, p.1

WATER CONSERVATION
Don't water lawn in midday sun (ltr), Jul 29, 1994, p.6

WATER POLLUTION
Don't dump (campaign to reduce flow of pollution into Long Island Sound), May 27, 1994, p.1

WATERS, AMANDA
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' BASE Eleven Years of Outstanding Service to the Community (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.28

WATRA, F (AU)
Which story was a joke (regarding April Fool page of SCS Inquirer from 4/1/94) (ltr), Apr 8, 1994, p.6

WATSON, CHARLOTTE
SHS Forum: a two-week dive into domestic violence (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.5
Domestic violence discussed at Junior League (photo), Nov 10, 1994, p.5

WATSON, KARL
The Bank of New York Salutes the Westchester Band on its Silver Anniversary 1969-1994 (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.32

WEATHER
Under the weather (barrage of sleet and freezing rain), Jan 7, 1994, p.1
Heat alert, Jul 8, 1994, p.1
November arrives with a destructive roar (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.3

WEBER, JEANNE
The Bank of New York Salutes the Westchester Band on its Silver Anniversary 1969-1994 (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.32
Truck Day at Greenacres (photo), Oct 7, 1994, p.9

WEBER, JOAN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Winth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

WEBER, JOAN (DR)
Snow-day deficit paid in full, Apr 1, 1994, p.1
Sexual harassment policy pondered, Apr 1, 1994, p.9

WEDDINGS
(Supplement) Love and Marriage, Feb 4, 1994, p.0
Something else happened in 1969 (edit), Sep 9, 1994, p.7
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WEED, DAVID A
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Company 1 100th Year Anniversary (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.30

WEEVILS, BOLL
Scarsdale's 'first couple' receives the bowl (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.3

WEIL, JAMES A
Scarsdale man charged with insider trading, Jul 8, 1994, p.3

WEIL, MICHELLE COHEN
Michelle Cohen Weil (selected for inclusion in Dictionary of International Biographies), Feb 11, 1994, p.4

WEINBERG NATURE CENTER
Weinberg: planning for the year and the future (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.4
Wild Weinberg (Weinberg Nature Center has program on Africa) (photo), May 27, 1994, p.5
The "Picture Your Pet" Contest Results; And the winners are... (photo), May 27, 1994, p.13
Wildlife in person (Diane Singer will share her knowledge of animals) (photo), Sep 23, 1994, p.4
Sloan foundation awards grants, Dec 16, 1994, p.9

WEINBERG, AMIR
(SHS) seniors win awards for academic and arts achievement (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.10

WEINBERG, CAROLYN
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

WEINBERG, HAL
Scarsdale's finest (village police officers were recently presented with awards) (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.4

WEINBERG, STUART (AU)
Why can't village clear the streets? (ltr), Feb 4, 1994, p.6

WEINBERGER, FRAN
Singing course struck sour note (response to edit by Fran Weinberger from July 8, 1994) (ltr), Jul 22, 1994, p.6

WEINBERGER, FRAN (AU)
A rave review for adult school course (edit), Jul 8, 1994, p.7

WEINRICH, REGINA
Bowles film will premiere here (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.13

WEINSTEIN, BILL
Bill Weinstein (named regional sales manager for Network's Expo computer networking trade shows), Apr 1, 1994, p.4

WEINSTEIN, LEONARD
Stars in Edgemont (EMT High School's victory in Texaco Star Academic Challenge) (edit), Mar 25, 1994, p.6

WEINSTEIN, LEONARD A (AU)
Edgemont stars appreciate kudos (re EMT High School Texaco Star Academic Challenge team) (ltr), Apr 8, 1994, p.6

WEINSTOCK, STANLEY M
Stanley M Weinstock (elected president of New York Academy of Dentistry) (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.4

WEINTRAUB, ALEX
The Bank of New York Salutes the 75th anniversary of Edgewood School (photo), May 20, 1994, p.28
Third-graders study urban design (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.9

WEIR, PIDGE
Run-off will decide two committee seats, Jan 21, 1994, p.1
Run-off (election) chooses two (more School Board Nominating Committee members), Jan 28, 1994, p.1

WEIR, SCOTT
Halloween happenings (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.10

WEISBERG, ANNE
Book tells working mothers how to make it work for them (photo), Jan 21, 1994, p.5
The Bank of New York Salutes 1994 Scarsdale The League of Women Voters 75th Anniversary (photo), Nov 18, 1994, p.28
WEISBERG, ANNE C (AU)
Here's some real help for working mothers (edit), Apr 15, 1994, p.7

WEISER, DAVID
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1994 (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.24

WEISER, JEFF
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

WEISMAN, LYNN
Greenacres tastes Paris (success of PTA fundraiser "A taste of Paris" is celebrated) (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.12

WEISS, ANITA
Award winning brokers (Doernberg Real Estate has awarded trips to five brokers) (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.4

WEISS, ASHLEY
Greenacres PTA brings circus to town (photo), May 20, 1994, p.9

WEISS, BONNIE
(Bradley and Bonnie Weiss enjoy skating on Mayflower Road) (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.6

WEISS, BRADLEY
(Bradley and Bonnie Weiss enjoy skating on Mayflower Road) (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.6

WEISS, ELLEN
SHS grad's Mideast travels sparked her career at National Public Radio (photo), Aug 12, 1994, p.2

WEISS, JANE
Greenacres PTA brings circus to town (photo), May 20, 1994, p.9

WEISS, JOELLE
Snow-day deficit paid in full, Apr 1, 1994, p.1

WEISS, KIM
Greenacres PTA brings circus to town (photo), May 20, 1994, p.9

WEISS, LOIS (AU)
Against tree law (ltr), Apr 15, 1994, p.6

WEISS, LOUISE
Class of '69 recalls a watershed year (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.5

WEISS, PAMELA
Beyond the call (SHS students recognized for extraordinary community service) (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.10

WEISS, PAUL R (DR)
Dr Paul R Weiss (completed presidency of NY Regional Society of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgeons), Mar 4, 1994, p.2

WEISS, RONNIE
They said YES to volunteering (volunteers with Youth Employment Service) (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.4

WEISS, SCOTT
Stars for service (members of Stars and Smiles Club of SHS honored for volunteer service) (photo), Dec 16, 1994, p.10

WEISSMAN, MYRNA
90 years in 40 minutes: Town Club and its offspring mark a major milestone (photo), Oct 21, 1994, p.5

WELLS
Oil wells (Mobil Oil Corp will be allowed to reinstall 3 monitoring wells on village property), Jan 14, 1994, p.1

WENDORF, GEORGE
Letter to a soldier - Nov. 11, 1918 (edit), Nov 10, 1994, p.7

WENDORF, ROBERT
Letter to a soldier - Nov. 11, 1918 (edit), Nov 10, 1994, p.7

WENTWORTH, JEAN (AU)
Another boutique isn't progress (ltr), Mar 18, 1994, p.6
Grieving parents seek AIDS walk sponsors (ltr), Apr 29, 1994, p.6
'Green Scheme' is refreshing (response to edit by R H Behr from 7/15/94) (ltr), Jul 22, 1994, p.6
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WENTWORTH, JONATHAN
Jonathan Wentworth (dies) (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.20

WERDEN, BEATRICE (AU)
Poster pollution by Katz campaign (ltr), Sep 9, 1994, p.7

WERTKIN, JEFF
Writing takes top priority in school language arts classes, Mar 11, 1994, p.9
Julia B Fee is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26

WEST, JIM
Puppet project aids Edgewood storytelling unit (photo), Nov 4, 1994, p.9

WEST, JOSEPH
Local candidates seek judgeships (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.1

WESTCHESTER 2000 PROJECT
Westchester 2000 proposes Scarsdale-Edgemont merger, Apr 15, 1994, p.1

WESTCHESTER BAND
Sweet summer nights; Marvelous musicians... (silver anniversary of the Westchester Band) (edit), Aug 12, 1994, p.6

WESTCHESTER COALITION FOR DEMOCRACY
Coalition aims to fill voter vacuum (ltr), May 20, 1994, p.6

WESTCHESTER COUNTY
Operation Inform (key Westchester government documents and sourcebooks donated to SCS Library), May 20, 1994, p.1

WESTCHESTER COUNTY ASSN
3 elected to board of (Westchester) county assocation, Jul 1, 1994, p.4

WESTCHESTER COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS
Latimer now (minority) whip, Jan 7, 1994, p.1
A call for graffiti vigilantes (edit), Jan 21, 1994, p.6
My freshman year (as county legislator) (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.2
Making dreams become reality (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.2
Locking up paint curbs graffiti (ltr), Mar 25, 1994, p.6
Fiscal, environmental crises loom in legislature (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.1
Gun control hearing, Jun 24, 1994, p.1
Stop it (leaf blower noise) at the source (manufacturers of the equipment), Oct 7, 1994, p.1

WESTCHESTER LIBRARY SYSTEM
Sue Neale (has joined Westchester Library System board of trustees), Feb 4, 1994, p.4

WESTWOOD, ALEX
Summer programs winding down (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.4

WETLANDS
A win for village in Winston war, Aug 12, 1994, p.1
Board: Wetlands not 'unusual' (cont), Aug 12, 1994, p.17

WEXLER, PAM
A Quaker Ridge tribute (to Patricia Marwell and Terry Schwarz) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.11

WHITAKER, JENNIFER
Author-historian traces trash to trim future waste (photo), Aug 19, 1994, p.4

WHITE, GREGORY A
Gregory A White (has been appointed to board of trustees of New Plan Realty Trust), Jul 15, 1994, p.2

WHITTY, NOREEN
Reassessment may mean tax hike for many, former legislator tells League of Women Voters, Dec 16, 1994, p.5

WI, SE
Stars for service (members of Stars and Smiles Club of SHS honored for volunteer service) (photo), Dec 16, 1994, p.10
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WIECZOREK, RITA REIS
Rita Reis Wieczorek (honored with alumni career achievement award by College of Mt St Joseph)(photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.4

WIECZOREK, ROBERT
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Company 1 100th Year Anniversary (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.30
Village election next Tuesday, Mar 11, 1994, p.1
2% increase proposed for new village budget, Mar 25, 1994, p.1
Board bids farewell to departing colleague, Mar 25, 1994, p.3
A testimonial for the (nonpartisan) system (praise for Robert Wieczorek) (edit), Mar 25, 1994, p.6
Robert R Wieczorek (elected president of Visiting Nurse Assn of Brooklyn), Apr 1, 1994, p.4
Let's drop local term limits (edit), Apr 8, 1994, p.7
Robert Wieczorek (vice president and treasurer of Brooklyn Union Gas, now also elected secretary), Sep 16, 1994, p.4

WIESEL, ELIE
High school workshops target prejudice, Apr 22, 1994, p.9
Simply listen, Wiesel urges SHS students, May 27, 1994, p.5
Students need education in values, character (edit), Jun 24, 1994, p.7
Wiesel's lesson must be learned early (edit), Jul 1, 1994, p.6
Schools don't teach morality (response to I Sloan's article from 6/24/94) (ltr), Jul 1, 1994, p.6
Scarsdale High School examines intolerance in all its guises (edit), Aug 26, 1994, p.7

WILBER, RUTH W
Ruth W Wilber (dies), Mar 4, 1994, p.12

WILE, HOWARD P
Howard P Wile (dies), Jan 7, 1994, p.12

WILE, JULIUS
Pavarotti stars at restaurant opening (Tony May's Hostaria in Port Chester) (photo), Nov 10, 1994, p.4
Julius Wile (has received an honorary doctorate from Culinary Institute of America), Nov 18, 1994, p.4

WILEY, EVELYN
Evelyn Wiley (has joined Centennial Realty as a specialist in residential properties) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.4

WILKINS, NICK
Scarsdale sailor takes adventure of his dreams, Aug 19, 1994, p.15
A sailor's odyssey (cont), Aug 19, 1994, p.16

WILLIAM, LOWELL (AU)
Bias continues in police report (ltr), Jul 8, 1994, p.6

WILLIAMS, MARSHA
Talking to Charles Martin-another S(tudent) T(transfer) E(ducation) P(lan) success story (photo/edit), May 6, 1994, p.7

WILLKIE, WENDELL
When liberal was not the 'l-word' (edit), Jul 29, 1994, p.7

WILSON, IRA
Rotary grants (from SCS Rotary Club) (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.5

WILSON, LYNNE
The writers and their subjects (Mother of the Year contest) (photo), May 13, 1994, p.10

WILSON, MATT
Scarsdale snake not slick enough (photo), Aug 19, 1994, p.2
Spanish treasure found in Scarsdale (relics from the Atocha shown at Wilson jewelers) (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.3
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WILSON, MATTHEW
Shoppers looked for bargains, Dec 30, 1994, p.1

WILSON, RUSH
Hard times and choices for the hardware store, Mar 11, 1994, p.3

WINDERS, PAM
The Bank of New York Salutes the 75th anniversary of Edgewood School (photo), May 20, 1994, p.28

WINKLER, KATHERINE M (AU)
New law treats symptoms only (to ban the use of gas powered leaf blowers during the summer) (ltr), Jul 8, 1994, p.6

WINDSOR PROPERTY (SCS)
A win for village in Winston war, Aug 12, 1994, p.1
Board: Wetlands not 'unusual' (cont), Aug 12, 1994, p.17
Winston debate continues, Aug 19, 1994, p.1
New use for Winston land: Handelman Park (letter to mayor and board of trustees) (ltr), Aug 19, 1994, p.6
Neighbors critical of Winston sale (cont), Aug 19, 1994, p.16
Trustees did the right thing (response to letter by Richard Behr from 8/19/94) (ltr), Aug 26, 1994, p.6
Is progress dead? (edit), Sep 2, 1994, p.6
One more minefield (to cross "before we can see an end to R Winston's interminable legislation"), Sep 16, 1994, p.1
Correction (Inquirer 9/16 quote from W Handelman should read "interminable litigation"), Sep 23, 1994, p.1

WINTON, HARRY
A win for village in Winston war, Aug 12, 1994, p.1

WINTON, LUCILLE
Rotary grants (from SCS Rotary Club) (photo), Jun 3, 1994, p.5

WISELL, TERESITA BANGO
Teresita Bango Wisell (has joined Westchester Community College as director of admissions), Sep 16, 1994, p.4

WISSING, LYNGA
Rudeness is not money-related (response to edit by Max Block from 11/25/94) (ltr), Dec 2, 1994, p.6

WITCHEL, SAM (AU)
Roth's letter (from 3/25/94) echoes Buchanan (ltr), Apr 8, 1994, p.6

WOLF, STACI
Schools enforce holiday blackout (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.1

WOLFALK, HAROLD
Questions remain on fatal accident (photo), Aug 19, 1994, p.1

WOLFF, JENNIFER
Jennifer Wolff (has received Front Page Award from Newswomen's Club of New York) (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.4

WOLFF, RICK (AU)
With kids, words are tools... (edit), Apr 22, 1994, p.7

WOLLHAN, LOUISE
A murder spoiled the joke (edit), Jan 21, 1994, p.7
Why identify religion of the accused? (response to police report in April 1 issue of Inquirer) (ltr), Apr 8, 1994, p.6
The Inquirer named state's top weekly, Apr 22, 1994, p.1
Story illuminated mental illness (Inquirer article from 6/17 dedicated to Lori Schiller) (ltr), Jun 24, 1994, p.6
Why we 'cover up' (edit), Oct 7, 1994, p.6
WOLLMAN, LOUISE (AU)

The disk-connected traveler (edit), Dec 30, 1994, p.7

WOMEN

A myth for today - the 'Superwoman' (edit), Jan 21, 1994, p.7
Tomorrow's women (candlelight vigil to promote awareness of Intl Women's Rights Day) (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.6
(Supplement) Today's Woman (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.0
League examines unhealthy state of women's health care, Apr 22, 1994, p.1
The unhealthy state of women's health care examined (cont) (photo), Apr 22, 1994, p.12
Women's health (cont), Apr 22, 1994, p.24
Women are different from men - especially in insurance (edit), Sep 16, 1994, p.6
This bus rider (Sima Rabinowicz) is no Rosa Parks (edit), Sep 30, 1994, p.6
Discrimination not courtesy (response to I Sloan's edit about S Rabinowicz from 9/30) (ltr), Oct 7, 1994, p.6
Japanese women speak out about their lives in America (photo), Oct 14, 1994, p.1
Missing the bus on the Monsey issue (response to edit by I Sloan from 9/30/94) (ltr), Oct 14, 1994, p.6

WONG, STEVEN

A taste of Japan (culture and customs of Japan are studied by Greenacres third graders) (photo), Dec 23, 1994, p.9

WOOD, SCOTT

(Crane-Berkley) Park neighbors argue over flora and fauna (photo), May 20, 1994, p.1

WOODCOCK, ANN

The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Company 1 100th Year Anniversary (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.30

WOODCOCK, PETER

The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Company 1 100th Year Anniversary (photo), Jan 14, 1994, p.30
Villagers question safety of street trees, Sep 2, 1994, p.1

WOOLFALK, HAROLD

The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Student Transfer Education Program (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.26

WOOLFALK, SAYA

The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

WORDEN, LILLIAN

At 75 and counting, the Scarsdale Woman's Club is still enriching lives, Dec 23, 1994, p.1

WORDEN, LOLLY

The Bank of New York Salutes SCS's Woman's Club on the Occasion of its Diamond Jubilee 1919-94 (photo), May 13, 1994, p.30

WORDEN, MICHAEL

Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

WORDEN, RICHARD

New board elected (SCS Golf Club) (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.4

WORLD WAR, 1914-1918

Letter to a soldier - Nov. 11, 1918 (edit), Nov 10, 1994, p.7

WORLD WAR, 1939-1945

Veteran may have been a guinea pig, Feb 4, 1994, p.1
Scarsdale's contribution to the 'good' war (edit), Jun 10, 1994, p.6
A 'relatively peaceful' invasion (D-Day remembrances) (edit), Jun 10, 1994, p.7
Veteran's sister liked war column (article by J Sloan from 6/10/95) (ltr), Jun 17, 1994, p.6

WORLD WAR, 1939-1945-PERSONAL NARRATIVES

Landing at Normandy (edit), Jun 3, 1994, p.7
Oh, what a lovely war - for these 13 (edit), Jun 3, 1994, p.7

WRESTLING

SHS alum(nus) now no 1 (Andrew Mosblech has won national wrestling title in 135 lb class) (photo), Mar 4, 1994, p.16
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26
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WRITING (COMPOSITION)
  SEE ENGLISH LANGUAGE-COMPOSITION

WROBLESKI, DIANE
  Teachers return to school to enrich their classes, Jul 29, 1994, p.9

WROCLAWSKI, SAHARA
  On-line to France (photo), Mar 11, 1994, p.9

YAEGER, DIANE
  (Planning for 90th anniversary of Town and Village Civic Club) (photo), Sep 30, 1994, p.19

YAEGER, MIKE
  The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

YALLOW, ROSALYN
  Veteran may have been a guinea pig, Feb 4, 1994, p.1

YAMADA, ETSURO
  The Bank of New York Salutes the Westchester Band on its Silver Anniversary 1969-1994 (photo), Jul 22, 1994, p.32

YANKOU, LISA
  Teacher's tips liven student writing (photo), Nov 25, 1994, p.11

YEATES, ANNE B
  Anne B Yeates (dies), Nov 4, 1994, p.19

YM-YWHA OF MID-WESTCHESTER
  YM & YWHA looks to the future (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.9
  A sparkling show at the YM-YWHA (ltr), Feb 11, 1994, p.6
  All-star cast in bittersweet 'Lughnasas' (photo), Feb 11, 1994, p.13
  Logodaedaly gets 'tryout' as possible troupe for Y, Feb 11, 1994, p.13
  YM-YWHA gives special kids a little TLC (photo), May 6, 1994, p.5
  Business expertise informs Lynn Greenberg's work for the Y (photo), Sep 2, 1994, p.16

YOFFE, PAUL
  Summer programs winding down (photo), Aug 26, 1994, p.4

YOM KIPPUR
  Kol Nidre: The mystery of a melody (edit), Sep 16, 1994, p.7

YOUNG, BOB
  Water slide, driving range not welcome ideas (in Saxon Woods Park), Jun 17, 1994, p.3

YOUNG, JENNIFER
  (SHS) seniors win awards for academic and arts achievement (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.10

YOUNG, JOANNA
  A Christmas party to remember (edit) (illus), Feb 18, 1994, p.7

YOUTH
  All-day forum planned on youth-related issues, Mar 18, 1994, p.2
  Who's in, who's out - and why (dealing with peer pressure) (edit), Apr 1, 1994, p.7
  Refuge for youth needs volunteers (SCS Youth Fellowship of SCS Congregational Church) (ltr), Jul 22, 1994, p.6

YOUTH EMPLOYMENT SERVICE-SCS
  Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) matches up jobs and workers (photo) (Progress edit 1994), Jan 28, 1994, p.7
  They said YES to volunteering (volunteers with Youth Employment Service) (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.4

YUGOVICH, ALICE
  Helping special students (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.9

YUNG, WILLIE
  Health fairs promote fitness and good eating (photo), Apr 8, 1994, p.10

YURACKO, BILL
  New board elected (SCS Golf Club) (photo), Feb 18, 1994, p.4
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ZACHARIA, JEFF
Snow fallout: some profit, but most suffer (photo), Jan 28, 1994, p.1

ZACHARY, ROSS
Cartoonist Jules Feiffer: The thrill's not gone (photo), May 13, 1994, p.5

ZAGOREOS, MARITA
Hospital honors residents (volunteers at White Plains Hospital Center), Jul 15, 1994, p.2

ZAHLER, MICAH
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.26
She won! (SHS sophomore Laura Loikkanen in scrimmage race with Ursuline) (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.1
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

ZAHL, WILDA E
Wilda E Zahm (dies), Jun 24, 1994, p.13

ZALE, ALAN
Alan Zale (has won first place for sports photography in monthly clip contest) (photo), Aug 5, 1994, p.2

ZALTAS, FRED
The Bank of New York Salutes The Ninth Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 24, 1994, p.30

ZAMBIETTI, ANDREA
Learning about the outdoors (Earth Day activities at local schools) (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.10

ZAMBIETTI, GEORGE J JR, (DR)
Dr George J Zambetti, Jr (named sports medicine team physician-of-the-year) (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.4

ZANZANO, LOIS
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' BASE Eleven Years of Outstanding Service to the Community (photo), Apr 15, 1994, p.28

ZAPATA, HECTOR
Are law enforcers above the law? (photo), Apr 29, 1994, p.5

ZAWEL, STEVE
Zawel named S(CS) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre) director; 'Mame' to be his first show (photo), Jan 21, 1994, p.13
New S(CS) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre) chief enthusiastic about upcoming season (photo), Mar 25, 1994, p.15
Creative staff to oversee S(CS) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre) production of 'Mame' (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.17
The Bank of New York Salutes MAME and Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.24

ZAYAC, BOB
Father and son (interview with Bob Zayac and his son), Oct 14, 1994, p.21
Father and son are coach and player (cont), Oct 14, 1994, p.22
Innuendo unfair to soccer coach (Bob Zayac) (ltr), Dec 2, 1994, p.6
Maroon and White fetes fall athletes (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.26
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White (photo), Dec 9, 1994, p.32

ZEICHNER, ERIC
They take the cake at Fox Meadow (New York's 62 counties represented on state shaped cake) (photo), Apr 1, 1994, p.9

ZERN, LINDA
Jury duty shirkers to be fined (cont), Feb 11, 1994, p.8

ZIPF, ROBERT
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) rejects report on master plan, Jun 3, 1994, p.1
Two more on (village's Investment Advisory Board), Jul 22, 1994, p.1

ZOBACK, ERIC
Creative staff to oversee S(CS) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre) production of 'Mame' (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.17
The Bank of New York Salutes MAME and Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo), Jul 29, 1994, p.24

ZOLDAN, BARBARA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 10, 1994, p.30

SEE BOARD OF APPEALS-GBH
ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS-SCS
SEE BOARD OF APPEALS-SCS

ZONING-SCS
New law would give breathing room for village's older homes, Jan 28, 1994, p.1
Zoning law to be liberalized, Feb 25, 1994, p.1
Haste makes waste (concludes that an ill-considered law is worse than no law at all) (edit), Feb 25, 1994, p.6
Zoning proposals: just 'technical'?, Jul 22, 1994, p.1
Not just 'technical' (regarding zoning law changes) (edit), Jul 22, 1994, p.6
Zoning changes are not so minor (ltr), Jul 22, 1994, p.6
Zoning changes (cont), Jul 22, 1994, p.12
Zoning changes could be costly (response to Inquirer article and ltr by B Harrison from 7/22) (ltr), Jul 29, 1994, p.6
Setback for residents? (Village Board may or may not approve changes in zoning law), Aug 12, 1994, p.1
Setbacks sent back for study, Aug 19, 1994, p.1
Democracy, not autocracy (response to letter by R Behr from 8/12/94), Aug 19, 1994, p.6

ZUCKERMAN, ANDREW
Tomorrow's women (candlelight vigil to promote awareness of Intl Women's Rights Day) (photo), Mar 18, 1994, p.6

ZUCKERMAN, ANDY
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 17, 1994, p.30

ZUCKERMAN, JANET RIVKIN (AU)
With fall here can spring be far behind? (edit), Sep 30, 1994, p.7
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1995 (REVIEW)
The year in review: Looking back at 1995 (details developments in SCS, EMT and GBH), Dec 29, 1995, p.1
The year in review: Looking back at 1995 (photo) (cont), Dec 29, 1995, p.4
The year in review: Looking back at 1995 (photo) (cont), Dec 29, 1995, p.5
The year that was (bestowal of humorous awards and keepsakes re developments in SCS and GBH) (edit), Dec 29, 1995, p.6
The year in review: Looking back at 1995 (illus) (cont), Dec 29, 1995, p.8
The year in review: Looking back at 1995 (cont), Dec 29, 1995, p.14

AARON, GINNY
Fairs, boutiques and such keep on rolling along (photo), Oct 27, 1995, p.13

ABBOTT, JAMES A
Historical sampler (winter exhibition "Fashions in Textiles of the 19th Century"), Jan 13, 1995, p.17
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.30

ABE, MOTOKO
SHS mentors ease entry for international students (photo), Sep 22, 1995, p.9

ABEL, STANLEY S
Policy doesn't go far enough (humorous comment on school board's holiday blackout policy) (ltr), Jan 13, 1995, p.7
'Scare tactics' are sickening (regarding leaf-blower operators) (ltr), Feb 10, 1995, p.8
Berenson wins paranoia prize (response to letter by Betty Berenson from 6/30/95) (ltr), Jul 7, 1995, p.6
Stop bickering, listen to Bill (Clinton) (ltr), Jul 21, 1995, p.6

ABEL, STANLEY S
Historian slams conspiracy theory (response to letter by Stanley Abel from 8/11/95) (ltr), Sep 1, 1995, p.6

ABEL, STANLEY S (AU)
Is racism our true agenda? (regarding leaf-blower operators) (ltr), Jan 27, 1995, p.6
Adult paranoia imposed on kids (ltr), May 26, 1995, p.6
Poor teaching was the problem (response to letter by S Trachtenberg Breidbart from 6/23/95) (ltr), Jun 30, 1995, p.6
Veiled attack on FDR and Truman (by Philip Nobile) (ltr), Aug 11, 1995, p.6
The bomb saved Japanese lives (response to letter by James Cardinal from 9/1/96) (ltr), Sep 8, 1995, p.6
Abolish Medicare for middle class (ltr), Dec 1, 1995, p.6

ABELSON, DAN
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1995 (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.26
Middle School to present musical "Babes in Arms" (photo), May 12, 1995, p.17
Speeches highlight SMS (presidential) election (photo), Oct 13, 1995, p.9

ABINANTI, THOMAS
Legislators make pledge to support environment (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.5
Vote Abinanti: He's pro-choice (ltr), Oct 13, 1995, p.6
Greenburgh endorsements (edit), Oct 27, 1995, p.6
Apologizes for campaign attacks (ltr), Nov 17, 1995, p.6

ABINANTI, THOMAS (AU)
Voters rejected 'dirty tricks' (ltr), Nov 24, 1995, p.6

ABINANTI, THOMAS J (AU)

ABRAMS, MARILYN
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.34

ABRAMSON, DARCY
Field day fun (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.10

ABRAMSON, LAURIE
Parents demand 'Space for Kids' BASE at board meeting (photo), Jan 27, 1995, p.1

ABSENTEE VOTING
SEE VOTING
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ABSGARTEN, MARIAN
A planetary excursion (Greenacres third-graders take planet walk) (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.11
A look at Japanese life (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.10

ACCARINO, GREGORY
Computer concentration (in pre-K class at IHM) (photo), Jan 27, 1995, p.9

ACCIDENTS
The cost of caution (urges parents and drivers to obey traffic laws around local schools) (edit), Jan 6, 1995, p.6
Accident dramatizes traffic concerns, Jan 13, 1995, p.4
Child’s accident a wake-up call (response to recent Inquirer account of traffic accident) (ltr), Jul 14, 1995, p.6
Break, break, break (chronicles author Arthur Ash’s recent accident and recuperation) (edit), Jul 28, 1995, p.7
Accident victim transferred by helicopter (photo), Aug 4, 1995, p.1
Remembrance of things (thankfully) past (discusses child safety) (edit), Sep 1, 1995, p.6
Fund to assist injured athlete, Sep 8, 1995, p.4
International investor (Kees Schager) dies of injuries (photo), Oct 13, 1995, p.1
International investor dies of injuries (cont), Oct 13, 1995, p.19
Sidewalk could prevent tragedy (ltr), Nov 24, 1995, p.6

ACCOUNTANTS
CPA sentenced for tax evasion and fraud, Jul 28, 1995, p.3
Scarsdale CPA is convicted of tax fraud, jailed (cont), Jul 28, 1995, p.16

ACKERMAN, EILEEN
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

ACTION AND DEFENSES
A satisfying victory (SCS lawsuit against the city of New York) (edit), Dec 15, 1995, p.6

ACCTIONS AND DEFENSES
Residents sue Board of Architectural Review for refusal to approve pre-existing fence, Feb 17, 1995, p.1
Post Road residents sue Board of Architectural Review over fence (photo) (cont), Feb 17, 1995, p.15
Prairie dog owner plans to ask county for $1 million in damages, Sep 29, 1995, p.1
Praise for stories on prairie dog (ltr), Oct 6, 1995, p.6
Village sues officer in pension dispute (photo), Nov 10, 1995, p.1
Drop the lawsuit (against Sgt Thomas Carroll) (edit), Nov 10, 1995, p.6
Village sues police officer (cont), Nov 10, 1995, p.17
Do it, already (re postponements in state and local courts) (edit), Nov 24, 1995, p.6
Agrees village should drop suit (against Thomas Carroll) (ltr), Dec 1, 1995, p.6
Village victorious in water rate suit, Dec 15, 1995, p.1

ACTORS AND ACTRESSES
Librach, 78, has to slow down to play 77-year-old character (in "Broadway Bound") (photo), Apr 14, 1995, p.15
Jenny Langsam: All’s well that begins well (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.5

ADIMORA, CHI CHI
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1995 (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.26

ADLER, HERBERT
Restrooms to go near clay court (by SHS), Aug 11, 1995, p.1

ADLER, LESTER
Greenburgh endorsements (edit), Oct 27, 1995, p.6

ADLER, LESTER B (AU)
Councilman glad to be reelected (ltr), Nov 17, 1995, p.6

ADLER, MAGGIE
Aiming high with a steady hand (photo), Feb 17, 1995, p.17
Adler captures (Junior) Olympic Archery Development (Indoor Tournament), Mar 17, 1995, p.19
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ADLER, MAGGIE continued
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26
Adler places fourth in archery nationals, Apr 21, 1995, p.21
A bow, an arrow and a friend (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.16
Adler captures third straight state title, Jul 21, 1995, p.24
Adler earns second gold medal at U.S. outdoor championship, Aug 18, 1995, p.14
Adler takes a bow (and arrow), Sep 1, 1995, p.13
Adler makes the final cut at U.S Olympic trials in archery, Sep 29, 1995, p.14

ADLER, SCOTT
Pushing on to victory (Edgemont wins Class C football championship) (photo), Nov 10, 1995, p.1

ADLER, SUSAN
Restrooms to go near clay court (by SHS), Aug 11, 1995, p.1

ADLERSTEIN, MICHAEL
Driving by, former owner is shocked (regarding 16 Church Lane South addition) (ltr), Jan 27, 1995, p.6
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R( review) may change (some of) its ways, May 12, 1995, p.1
Architects object to B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R( review) changes, May 19, 1995, p.1

ADREAN, ANNE
Fairs, boutiques and such keep on rolling along (photo), Oct 27, 1995, p.13

ADVERTISING
Offensive ad has no place on TV (ltr), Mar 10, 1995, p.7

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT-SCS
Downtown report: inching to conclusion, Feb 3, 1995, p.1

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT-SCS
Downtown committee report progressing, Jan 6, 1995, p.3
Committee calls for tower removal, votes down design plan resolution, Jan 13, 1995, p.1
Downtown committee nixes design resolution (cont), Jan 13, 1995, p.22
Downtown report may be finished next month, Jan 27, 1995, p.3
Downtown report nearly done (cont), Feb 3, 1995, p.15
Develop without delay, committee tells village board (agarding dogs) (ltr), Mar 3, 1995, p.1
A vote for vitality (praises work of Downtown Committee and the newly released report) (edit), Mar 3, 1995, p.6
Our albatross (dearth of short term parking in downtown SCS) (edit), Mar 3, 1995, p.6
Develop without delay, committee tells village (cont), Mar 3, 1995, p.19
The best and the brightest (to serve the village) (edit), Mar 31, 1995, p.6
Downtown report, May 26, 1995, p.1
Traffic tops list of residents' concerns about development in village center, Jun 9, 1995, p.1
Let's be modest about the Freighway development (edit), Jun 23, 1995, p.7
Downtown development Committee: Too early for R(equests) F(or) P(roposals)(s), Jul 7, 1995, p.1
Let's move, carefully (regarding Freighway lot) (edit), Jul 7, 1995, p.6
Aims at trees, misses forest (response to edit by Jeanne Richman from 7/7/95) (ltr), Jul 14, 1995, p.6
It just keeps going, Aug 4, 1995, p.1
Bids on (three-dimensional downtown) model sought, Oct 27, 1995, p.1
'Show me,' says A(mericand) P(remier) U(nderwriters) executive (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.1
Village center planners ponder 3-D model, Dec 1, 1995, p.1

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION-SCS
Village should cherish air at compost site, use heap only in the cold, committee says, Feb 17, 1995, p.3
Planners say no to SHS paving project, Aug 11, 1995, p.1
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ADVISORY COUNCIL ON PARKS AND RECREATION-SCS
Recreation council urges study of ice rink-teen center proposal (illus), Apr 7, 1995, p.1
Ice rink update, Aug 25, 1995, p.1

AFRICA
Africa’s troubled past leaves lasting legacy of turmoil (edit), Jul 28, 1995, p.7

AFS
SEE AMERICAN FIELD SERVICE

AGING
Getting older productively needs your assistance (photo) (edit), Apr 14, 1995, p.7
Experts offer advice on aging with grace, creativity and zest (edit) (illus), Apr 21, 1995, p.7
Geriatric psychology research must grow (edit), Nov 17, 1995, p.7

AGRA, LARRY
A vote for City Vote (edit), Jun 2, 1995, p.6

AHN, JI-JEON
Strings to play (orchestras from all five elementary schools will perform at SHS) (photo), Jun 2, 1995, p.9

AHN, JULIE
Hoff flutists play for White House audience (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.17

AIDS (DISEASE)
Couple ask help for AIDS walk (ltr), Apr 7, 1995, p.6
Seniors sobered by speaker with AIDS, Jun 2, 1995, p.9
AIDS Ride unites a diverse crowd (photo), Sep 22, 1995, p.5
Another kind of plague (edit), Dec 1, 1995, p.6

AINSWORTH, LILA
Strings to play (orchestras from all five elementary schools will perform at SHS) (photo), Jun 2, 1995, p.9

The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

AIR POLLUTION
Village should check air at compost site, use heap only in the cold, committee says, Feb 17, 1995, p.3

AISEN, BEN
Private school serves gifted student (photo), Mar 3, 1995, p.9

AKASHI, YASUSHI
Protestors say envoy (Yasushi Akashi) must quit (photo), May 26, 1995, p.1

AKST, DANIELLE
Mock crash hits home (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.10

ALAIT, DARIUSH (DR)
Dariush Alaie, M.D. (appointed to board of trustees of Mount Vernon Hospital) (photo), May 12, 1995, p.4

ALANKO, MISKA
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26

ALERCON, KEN
Cyclist finds fulfillment helping others (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.17

ALBANO, JEANETTE
It was truly entertaining (thanks and praises for SHS prom breakfast decorations) (ltr), Jul 7, 1995, p.6

ALBANO, VINNY
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.30
It was truly entertaining (thanks and praises for SHS prom breakfast decorations) (ltr), Jul 7, 1995, p.6

ALBERT, FLOYD
Over (poem) (edit), Sep 1, 1995, p.7
An interview with Floyd Albert (photo), Dec 1, 1995, p.16
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ALBERT, LOUISE AND FLOYD
  A friend needs a ride to train (ltr), Jun 16, 1995, p.6

ALCOHOL AND AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS
  Forums hear a sobering story, Apr 14, 1995, p.9
  Students Against Drunk Driving plans mock crash, Sep 29, 1995, p.9
  Mock crash hits home (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.10

ALCOHOL AND YOUTH
  Are Scarsdale kids getting high all the time?, Jan 20, 1995, p.3
  Parents play a part (edit), Jan 20, 1995, p.6
  The generation gap: It's deja vu all over again (edit), Feb 10, 1995, p.7
  Graduation reminder, Jun 23, 1995, p.1

ALDERMAN, JOHN (AU)
  Kids' BASE needs a new home (ltr), Jan 27, 1995, p.6

ALDERMAN, NANCY (AU)
  Kids' BASE needs a new home (ltr), Jan 27, 1995, p.6

ALECSON, DEBORAH
  Birth trauma illuminates an important issue (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.5

ALECSON, LOWELL
  Birth trauma illuminates an important issue (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.5

ALECSON, SKYLER
  Birth trauma illuminates an important issue (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.5

ALEXANDER, ELISIE
  Off to a good start (kindergarten students at Edgewood School) (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.9

ALEXANDER, FRANCES S (AU)
  Compost problem is not a new one (ltr), Mar 31, 1995, p.6

ALLEN, GIBSON MILTON
  Gibson Milton Allen (dies), Jul 14, 1995, p.4

ALLEN, JARED
  Laugh with Lou to aid the sick (ltr), Apr 7, 1995, p.6

ALLEN, MARK AND DONNA (AU)
  Laugh with Lou to aid the sick (ltr), Apr 7, 1995, p.6

ALPERT, JOEL (DR)
  Moving toward dialogue (regarding possible health risks from Crossway compost site) (edit), Mar 10, 1995, p.6
  Panelists differ on compost, Mar 24, 1995, p.1

ALSHIN, HARRY
  Harry Alshin (dies), Feb 3, 1995, p.15

ALTER, JUDY
  Helping friends (students at IHM present flowers and a $1,300 check to Janine Crocitto) (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.8

ALTERMAN, ALAN
  Science, math magic promote discovery, Jan 13, 1995, p.9

ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE
  She is still a beautiful person (edit), Dec 15, 1995, p.7

AMDUR, MARTIN
  Interviews OK's for school board, Jun 9, 1995, p.1
  Tricks didn't work at School Board Nominating Committee meeting (ltr), Jun 23, 1995, p.6

AMDUR, RICHARD
  Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26

AMELIO, THERESA
  District schools welcome new faces of 1995-96 (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.9
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AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
(American) C(ivil) L(iberties) U(nion) head warns of attacks on liberties (photo), May 19, 1995, p.5
(American) C(ivil) L(liberties) U(nion) has plenty to do in current climate (cont), May 19, 1995, p.23

AMERICAN FIELD SERVICE
Visiting Japan in a time of crisis (photo) (edit), May 26, 1995, p.7

AMERICAN LEGION
Village may acquire American Legion site (photo), Sep 29, 1995, p.1
Village OKs deal to buy legion post, Nov 17, 1995, p.1
Giving and receiving at legion post (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.1
Village is vague about intentions (ltr), Dec 1, 1995, p.6
Kids' BASE launches capital fund drive for new building (illus), Dec 8, 1995, p.1
What will Scarsdale do with legion site?, Dec 8, 1995, p.1
Trustees need sunshine (village board decisions need to be made in full view) (edit), Dec 8, 1995, p.6
Mayor: Use of legion site to be decided in full view, Dec 15, 1995, p.1
Inappropriate use of tax dollars (ltr), Dec 22, 1995, p.6
Great new home for village asset (re village's purchase of Legion Hall) (ltr), Dec 29, 1995, p.6

AMERICAN PREMIER UNDERWRITERS
Developer offers village land for sale (Freightway and Depot Place), Sep 1, 1995, p.1
'For Sale' sign tell of developer's frustration (re advertising of land for sale in village center), Oct 6, 1995, p.1
Plumbing (American) P(remier) U(nderwriters) intent (cont), Oct 6, 1995, p.8
League hears update on issues, Oct 20, 1995, p.1
'Show me,' says (American) P(remier) U(nderwriters) executive (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.1
'Show me,' says (American) P(remier) U(nderwriters) executive (cont), Nov 17, 1995, p.19

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT
(Americans with) D(isabilities) A(ct): The basics done, fucum is on fine points, Apr 21, 1995, p.1
Advisory committee seeks input from disabled (photo) (cont), Apr 21, 1995, p.12

AMOA, SAMUEL
He spreads cheer while picking up litter (photo), Oct 13, 1995, p.5
He enjoyed story on helpful village employee (ltr), Oct 27, 1995, p.6

AMORELLO, AUDREY
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White As It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30

ANASTAS, MICHAEL P (AU)
Landowner offers great opportunity (re Freightway railroad station area) (ltr), Oct 20, 1995, p.6

ANDERSON, JOHN
Developer offers village land for sale (Freightway and Depot Place), Sep 1, 1995, p.1
'Show me,' says (American) P(remier) U(nderwriters) executive (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.1

ANDREWS, ELVIRA
Elvira Andrews (dies), Feb 3, 1995, p.15

ANGEL, DENNIS
Sign from an Angel (preparing for the start of Rosh Hashana) (photo), Sep 22, 1995, p.1

ANGIER, JANET
Adult school begins spring registration (photo), Feb 17, 1995, p.2

ANIMALS
Don't touch the animals health department urges, Dec 1, 1995, p.1
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ANNES, ERIC
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.30
Ready for an elegant evening (new SHS graduates gather before the senior prom) (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.9

ANTHONY, SUSAN B
The battle's not over (women's progress) (edit), Sep 1, 1995, p.6

ANTONIO, GEORGE
Little kids clean up after big ones (photo) (ltr), Nov 10, 1995, p.6

ANXIETY
Some insight on anxiety disorders (edit), Dec 29, 1995, p.7

APOLLON, FENOLD
Literacy builds a better life for Haitian children (photo), Sep 22, 1995, p.3

APPEL, SETH
Outstanding achievement celebrated at SHS (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.12

ARAI, AKEMI
Tea ceremony at Fox Meadow (photo), Apr 14, 1995, p.10

ARBOR DAY
Arbor Day planting, Apr 28, 1995, p.1
Garbage-gatherers clean Garth Woods (photo), May 5, 1995, p.8

ARCHERY
Aiming high with a steady hand (photo), Feb 17, 1995, p.17
Adler places fourth in archery nationals, Apr 21, 1995, p.21
A bow, an arrow and a friend (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.16
Adler captures third straight state title, Jul 21, 1995, p.24
Adler earns second gold medal at U.S. outdoor championship, Aug 18, 1995, p.14
Adler takes a bow (and arrow), Sep 1, 1995, p.13
Adler makes the final cut at U.S Olympic trials in archery, Sep 29, 1995, p.14

ARCHITECTS
Francis Xavier Craine (has been made a partner in the firm of Peter Gisolfi Associates) (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.4
Architect sparks creative projects (photo), May 5, 1995, p.12
Architects object to B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) changes, May 19, 1995, p.1
Mark Gross (has been promoted to partner at Bennan Beer Gorman Architects), Jul 28, 1995, p.4

ARMATO, BEN

ARMATO, RUTH

ARMSTRONG, ANDREW
Hoff-Barthelson reflects on 50th year celebration (photo), Jul 21, 1995, p.17

AROND, MIRIAM
Miriam Arond (has been promoted to executive editor of Child magazine), Aug 4, 1995, p.4

ARONOWITZ, JUDI
The Bank of New York Salutes GOURMET GALAXY, The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.30

ARONWOLD, WILLIAM
A new ending (to the Carolyn Warmus saga?), Aug 18, 1995, p.1

ARRIGO, ROBERT
SHS student government described, Feb 17, 1995, p.9
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ART

Everyday art examined at Fox Meadow (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.9

ART GALLERIES

Cartoon art displayed at Animation Images Gallery (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.4

ART-EXHIBITIONS

Student art gallery opens (in SHS) (photo), Mar 10, 1995, p.9

ARTISTS

Drawing is her specialty (photo), Feb 3, 1995, p.9
Local artist 'explodes' Whitney (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.1
Local artist 'explodes' Whitney (cont), Mar 31, 1995, p.23
Local artist 'explodes' Whitney (cont), Mar 31, 1995, p.24
Works by Scarsdale artists on view in regional shows (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.19
Creations by Martin Ries to be shown in Bronxville (photo), May 5, 1995, p.19
Exhibits, awards, honors abound on the art scene (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.19
Student artist's work spotlighted (photo), Dec 22, 1995, p.8

ASARO, LAUREN

Helping friends (students at IIM present flowers and a $1,300 check to Janine Crocitto) (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.8

ASCHER, ROBIN

Everyday art examined at Fox Meadow (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.9

ASH, ARTHUR

She enjoys Arthur (Ash) on his grandchildren) Emily, William (ltr), Apr 21, 1995, p.6

ASH, ARTHUR (AU)

The elephant in the Honda (edit), Jan 6, 1995, p.7
A paradox, a paradox, a most ingenious paradox (edit), Apr 7, 1995, p.7
A bus to Australia (edit), May 26, 1995, p.7
6,5,4,3...Who's counting? (edit), Jun 30, 1995, p.7
Break, break, break (chronicles author Arthur Ash's recent accident and recuperation) (edit), Jul 28, 1995, p.7
A petty complaint about time (illus) (edit), Aug 18, 1995, p.7
The look on Williams' face (edit), Sep 8, 1995, p.6
Our raccoons are smarter than yours (edit), Oct 13, 1995, p.7
A report from the epicenter (edit), Oct 20, 1995, p.7
The hero (Yitzhak Rabin) was also a grandfather (edit), Nov 24, 1995, p.7
'If you had a brain in your head' (edit), Dec 22, 1995, p.6

ASHER, ALI

Carret advises eighth-graders on investments, life (photo), Dec 22, 1995, p.8

ASHER, DIANA HARMON (AU)

She knew Paul before he was 70 (edit), Feb 17, 1995, p.7

ASHIDA, KEIKO

Works by Scarsdale artists on view in regional shows (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.19

ASHIDA, MICHIKO

Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White As It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30

ASSATLY, NINA

The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

ASSESSMENT

Assessment system is 'broken,' tax reformer says, Apr 7, 1995, p.3
It's only fair (county wide reassessment), Jun 16, 1995, p.1
Locals mourn defeat of reassessment bill in Albany, Jul 14, 1995, p.1
Reassessment bill in Albany (cont), Jul 14, 1995, p.5
Revaluation deserves priority (edit), Jul 14, 1995, p.6
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ASSESSMENT  continued
Tax appeals mount; revaluation delayed, Sep 22, 1995, p.1
Tax appeals mount: revaluation delayed (cont), Sep 22, 1995, p.13

ASTROLOGY
A living room full of Libras look to the stars (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.5
Libras (cont), Oct 20, 1995, p.12

ATHLETES
Fund to assist injured athlete, Sep 8, 1995, p.4
She plays ... like a good athlete (edit), Sep 15, 1995, p.7

ATHLETIC FIELDS
Stay off fields (until weather conditions permit their proper use), Mar 24, 1995, p.1
Greener pastures (fertilizer will be applied to Dean Field, Scout Field and Middle School fields), Aug 11, 1995, p.1
No ball-playing (recreation department asks for residents’ help in keeping of playing fields), Dec 1, 1995, p.1

ATOMIC BOMB
Veteran describes A-bomb aftermath (photo), May 26, 1995, p.14
All weapons are horrible (response to article "Veteran describes a bomb aftermath" from 5/26) (ltr), Jun 9, 1995, p.6
Recall Sadako (Sasaki) next Saturday (ltr), Jun 9, 1995, p.6
Was history of A-bomb censored? (photo), Aug 4, 1995, p.1
Remember: an active verb (re P Nobile’s notion of apology to Japanese for dropping bombs) (edit), Aug 4, 1995, p.6
Dropping bomb right decision (comments on Philip Nobile’s book “Judgment at the Smithsonian”) (ltr), Aug 11, 1995, p.6
Moral obligation to drop A-bombs (ltr), Aug 18, 1995, p.6
A-bomb decision was justified (ltr), Aug 25, 1995, p.6
Historian slams conspiracy theory (response to letter by Stanley Abel from 8/11/95) (ltr), Sep 1, 1995, p.6
The bomb saved Japanese lives (response to letter by James Cardinal from 9/1/96) (ltr), Sep 8, 1995, p.6

ATTEA, WILLIAM
Parents profile the perfect schools chief, Sep 15, 1995, p.1

AUERBACH, KATE
Little kids clean up after big ones (photo) (ltr), Nov 10, 1995, p.6

AUGARTEN, STEVEN
All’s fair next weekend (photo), May 5, 1995, p.12

AUTHORS
Lyrical fiction from a native daughter (photo), May 12, 1995, p.5
An interview with David Galef (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.8
Author, author (author’s day at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.10
Was history of A-bomb censored? (photo), Aug 4, 1995, p.1
Schnur, Steven (nominated for Washington Irving Children’s Book Choice Awards for 1995), Nov 3, 1995, p.4
Authors meet students, Nov 10, 1995, p.10
Writers are people, too (author Jean Van Leeuwen at Quaker Ridge book fair) (photo), Nov 24, 1995, p.10
An interview with Floyd Albert (photo), Dec 1, 1995, p.16
What am I bid? (STEP auction at SHS) (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.9

AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS
Drivers: signal, slow down, stop (ltr), Jul 28, 1995, p.6
Issue tickets for failure to stop (ltr), Sep 29, 1995, p.6
Village center is a dangerous place (ltr), Sep 29, 1995, p.6
He enjoyed story on helpful village employee (ltr), Oct 27, 1995, p.6
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AUTOMOBILE PARKING

Valets needed (some Arthur Manor residents are parking their cars on their lawns), Feb 17, 1995, p.1
Our albatross (dearth of short term parking in downtown SCS) (edit), Mar 3, 1995, p.6
The home-based business law: Eliminate the parking ban (edit), Mar 24, 1995, p.6
Fines to increase (for parking violations), May 26, 1995, p.1
Get tougher on parking violators (ltr), May 26, 1995, p.6
The Scarsdale parking game: Is it time to change the rules? (photo), Jun 2, 1995, p.1
Yo, village! Try this! (edit), Jun 2, 1995, p.6
Scarsdale parking game: new rules? (cont), Jun 2, 1995, p.20
Here's an idea: abolish (parking) meters (ltr), Jun 9, 1995, p.8
No parking - for safety's sake (on Mamaroneck Road near Crossway Field) (photo) (edit), Jun 16, 1995, p.6
The perennial perplexity of parking, Jul 14, 1995, p.5
A $10 lament (times 3) (poem about getting a SCS parking ticket) (ltr), Aug 4, 1995, p.6
Planning board to rule on SHS parking lot (photo), Aug 4, 1995, p.8
Garth Road parking (law changes for commuter parking), Aug 11, 1995, p.1
Planners say no to SHS paving project, Aug 11, 1995, p.1
Planning board says no to paving dirt lot at high school (cont), Aug 11, 1995, p.2
A lot to think about (whether or not to pave the dirt lot at SHS) (edit), Aug 18, 1995, p.6
Junior skeptical about parking veto (ltr), Aug 18, 1995, p.7
Digital meters pondered (in SCS), Oct 13, 1995, p.1
Let's go digital (digital parking meters suggested for SCS village) (edit), Oct 13, 1995, p.6
Second digit (village tried going digital nine years ago), Oct 20, 1995, p.1
Parking for shoppers, Nov 10, 1995, p.1
Where's the carrot? (discusses downtown automobile parking) (edit), Dec 1, 1995, p.6
Stand firm on paving (SHS) dirt lot (ltr), Dec 8, 1995, p.6
Free parking (for holidays), Dec 15, 1995, p.1
Parking meters destroy business (ltr), Dec 29, 1995, p.7

AUTOMOBILE PARKING-RULES AND REGULATIONS

Where's the line between sensible and ridiculous? (ltr), Oct 27, 1995, p.6

AUTOMOBILES

(Supplement) Auto Guide (photo), Sep 29, 1995, p.0
Electric car provokes much comment but little criticism, Oct 6, 1995, p.1
Electric car sparks much comment, little criticism (photo) (cont), Oct 6, 1995, p.8

AVELINO, PHYLLIS

(Nordstrom gala, March 15) (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.4

AVITAL, SHIMON RON

Accident victim transferred by helicopter (photo), Aug 4, 1995, p.1

AWARDS

SEE REWARDS (PRIZES, ETC)

BADURSKI, MICHAEL C (AU)

Don't stereotype neighborhood (response to caption under picture of graffitied bench from 9/5) (ltr), Sep 22, 1995, p.6

BAER, STEPHEN

Stephen and Danny release 2d album (photo), Jan 6, 1995, p.13

BAKER-CARR, SAMANTHA

Math magic at Fox Meadow family night (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.10

BALD, JOHN

'Nice young man' at the Dime charged in theft from woman, May 26, 1995, p.1
Ex-bank manager admits theft, Jun 9, 1995, p.1
Ex-banker admits theft (cont), Jun 9, 1995, p.16
Ex-Dime manager gets 18 months, Sep 15, 1995, p.1
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BALD, JOHN continued
Ex-Dime manager gets 18 months (cont), Sep 15, 1995, p.8

BALD, LISA
Ex-bank manager admits theft, Jun 9, 1995, p.1

BALL, LINDA
Parents demand 'Space for Kids' BASE at board meeting (photo), Jan 27, 1995, p.1
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub): How to stay in the educational forefront (photo), Jan 27, 1995, p.3
Kids' BASE awaits village's help, Jul 28, 1995, p.1

BALL, LINDA (AU)
Why Kids' BASE is important (ltr), Jun 9, 1995, p.6

BALLETT
Ballet keeps adults way up on their toes (ballet classes for adults at SCS Ballet Studio) (photo), Jun 2, 1995, p.15
Great performers, rude audience (recent dance performance by SCS Ballet Studio at SHS) (ltr), Jul 7, 1995, p.6

BANDS (MUSIC)
Fame is strictly local for (SCS) high school bands, Nov 3, 1995, p.9

BANG, STEPHANIE
A class project (Heathcote's annual candy drive) (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.9

BANKS AND BANKING
Time to get rid of the F(ederal) D(eposit) I(nsurance) C(orporation) (edit), Feb 17, 1995, p.7
Christopher J Taylor (will receive distinguished citizen award), Mar 31, 1995, p.4
(First Fidelity) Bank robbery suspect evades police, Apr 7, 1995, p.1
'Nice young man' at the Dime charged in theft from woman, May 26, 1995, p.1
Ex-bank manager admits theft, Jun 9, 1995, p.1
Joseph M Murphy, Jr (elected member of the board of directors of Country Bank) (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.4
Ex-banker admits theft (cont), Jun 9, 1995, p.16
(SCS Community) Calendar crew lauded in letter (ltr), Aug 25, 1995, p.6
Ex-Dime manager gets 18 months, Sep 15, 1995, p.1
Ex-Dime manager gets 18 months (cont), Sep 15, 1995, p.8
Paper, cable TV get message out (enhancing visibility of SCS League of Women Voters) (ltr), Nov 17, 1995, p.6

BANNED BOOKS
SEE PROHIBITED BOOKS

BANNER, MATT
Global role-play is course climax (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.10

BANZET, SEBASTIEN
Everyday art examined at Fox Meadow (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.9

BARLETTA, GEORGE
SCS V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) will upgrade service, charge users, Jul 14, 1995, p.1

BARNES, MAE
Greenburgh endorsements (edit), Oct 27, 1995, p.6

BARNETT, MAE
The Bank of New York Salutes the 1995 Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.28

BARON, COLIN S
Colin S Baron (dies), Dec 15, 1995, p.19

BARTNETT, MARIE
Marie Bartnett (has received an outstanding contribution award from Pace University), Jan 20, 1995, p.4

BARTON, DANIELLE
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.30

BARTON, RENEE (AU)
Scarsdale wants open government (ltr), Mar 31, 1995, p.6
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BASEBALL
Player is against new rec(reation) system (restructuring of recreation baseball league) (ltr), Mar 10, 1995, p.6
Recreation department will proceed with baseball changes, Mar 17, 1995, p.19
Julia B. Fee is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.30
An international all-star (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.13

BASKETBALL
The alternative to beer drinking (ltr), Jan 6, 1995, p.6
Night basketball games rated 'G' (ltr), Jan 27, 1995, p.6
Girl hoopers thank their fans (ltr), Mar 10, 1995, p.6
Thanks, girls, for the joy (SHS girls' basketball team) (ltr), Mar 10, 1995, p.6
Cagers and their coach are honored at dinner, Mar 10, 1995, p.19
Police vs. kids: a tough contest (comments on inaugural game Konfusion versus SCS Police Dept) (ltr), Apr 21, 1995, p.6
Imus in the evening (charity basketball game between SHS students and staff and WFAN radio team), May 12, 1995, p.1
She plays ... like a good athlete (edit), Sep 15, 1995, p.7

BASOVSKY, KATHLEEN
Buddies learn together at Fox Meadow (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.9

BASSOFF, EILEEN
Bassoff joins Houlihan/Lawrence (photo), Jun 2, 1995, p.4

BASSUK, JON (AU)
He wants to help (Oklahoma) bombing victims (ltr), Apr 28, 1995, p.6

BATCHelor, KENNETH
Batchelor outlines recreation budget (photo), Jan 20, 1995, p.5
Higher rec(reation) fees, Feb 3, 1995, p.1
Departments must limit wish lists, Feb 10, 1995, p.1
Neighborhood party inaugurate park (new playground and basketball courts at Hyatt Filed) (photo), May 12, 1995, p.3
The Bank of New York Salutes the 1995 Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.28
Ice rink update, Aug 25, 1995, p.1
Residents, staff and trustees consider plans for ice rink, Nov 3, 1995, p.1

BAUTISTA, PAULA
District schools welcome new faces of 1995-96 (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.9

BAYLOR, RENEE
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.24

BAZZICALUPO, JULIET
Celebrating among friends (Greenacres family picnic) (photo), Sep 15, 1995, p.9

BEACH, JOHN
Brown to head SHS special ed department, May 12, 1995, p.11

BEACH, JOHN (ED)
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

BEALS, JEFF
Waterfall dampens river adventure, Aug 4, 1995, p.5

BECK, ALEXANDER

BECK, ALEXANDER (AU)
Don't single out elderly for cuts (ltr), Jun 16, 1995, p.6
He's not pleased with Mr. Gingrich (edit), Nov 17, 1995, p.7

BECK, JANE FULLER
Class of '45 recalls good times at Scarsdale High School (photo), May 26, 1995, p.14

BECKNER, JOHN E
John E Beckner (dies), Aug 4, 1995, p.10
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BECKWITH, FRANCES M
Frances M Beckwith (dies), Jun 16, 1995, p.14

BEDICHEK, JANE
Improving nature (Jane Bedichek removes knotweed from library pond area) (photo), May 5, 1995, p.1
Is there a CATCH to compost plans?, May 26, 1995, p.1
Friendship Path, garden to be dedicated at library (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.2

BEDICHEK, JANE (AU)
Old leaves turn into good dirt (ltr), Feb 3, 1995, p.6
Senior friends thank freshmen (for landscaping work at library pond April 29), May 19, 1995, p.6
Thanks to all who beautified (garden by library pond) (ltr), Jun 16, 1995, p.6
Thanks workers for 'little Eden' (improvements to SCS Library pond) (ltr), Dec 15, 1995, p.6

BEGIN, DOLORES
Starring in Edgewood (3rd graders star in "A Space Journey") (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.10

BEHR, SPENCER
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26
Outstanding achievement celebrated at SHS (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.12

BEHR, SUZANNE I
Nynex employee tells his side (response to letters by S Behr and J Rusciano from 10/27/95) (ltr), Nov 10, 1995, p.6

BEHR, SUZANNE I (AU)
This 'dear' neighbor is nothing of the kind (ltr), Oct 27, 1995, p.6

BEHRMAN, AMANDA (AU)
Safe Rides needs a new home base (ltr), Nov 3, 1995, p.6
Safe Rides has found new home (ltr), Dec 8, 1995, p.6

BEIRNE, THOMAS
Summer blower ban held unconstitutional (photo), Jan 13, 1995, p.1
Village will appeal Knaplund's ruling on gas blower ban, Jan 20, 1995, p.1

BEIZER, WENDY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Sep 15, 1995, p.32

BEL, ELENA
Friends forever (rainy weather drives KIDS BASE family picnic inside) (photo), May 26, 1995, p.13

BEL, GREGORY
First day smiles (first day of school) (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.1

BEL, IAN
Friends forever (rainy weather drives KIDS BASE family picnic inside) (photo), May 26, 1995, p.13

BELKIN, SAM
Friends forever (rainy weather drives KIDS BASE family picnic inside) (photo), May 26, 1995, p.13

BELKnap, HERBERT A
Herbert A Belknap (dies), Jul 28, 1995, p.10

BELL, JANET
Moving toward dialogue (regarding possible health risks from Crossway compost site) (edit), Mar 10, 1995, p.6
Panelists differ on compost, Mar 24, 1995, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.30
Weighty subjects greet new mayor, Apr 14, 1995, p.1
End of Crossway composting near, Apr 28, 1995, p.1
Staff favors storing, hauling leaves, May 5, 1995, p.1
C(ommittee) A(gainst) T(he) C(ompost) H(eap): Close heap before '96 (photo), May 12, 1995, p.1
Kudos to C(ommittee) A(gainst) T(he) C(ompost) H(eap) for compost work (ltr), May 12, 1995, p.6
Leaf recycling to end this fall, Aug 18, 1995, p.1
Not in my back yard, says Greenburgh (SCS's plan to cart some composted leaves to nursery in GBH), Sep 15, 1995, p.1
No village leaves going to Alfredo's (photo), Sep 29, 1995, p.1
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BELL, JANET (AU)
Transfer station not acceptable (response to 5/12 edit about Crossway compost heap) (ltr), May 26, 1995, p.8
New home for leaves needed (ltr), Nov 10, 1995, p.6

BELL, LARRY
Ice rink is back (proposal released by Scarsdale Sports and Recreation Association), Feb 3, 1995, p.1
Residents show enthusiasm for proposed ice rink at pool, Mar 10, 1995, p.1
Ice rink proposal (photo) (cont), Mar 10, 1995, p.8
Recreation council urges study of ice rink-teen center proposal (illus), Apr 7, 1995, p.1

BELL, LARRY (AU)
Questions and answers on proposed ice rink (edit), Nov 10, 1995, p.7

BELL, LAURA
What am I bid? (STEP auction at SHS) (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.9

BELL, PETER
Peter Bell elected president of CARE (photo), May 12, 1995, p.6

BELLISARIO, MARIO
Workshops on good health (photo), Mar 17, 1995, p.9

BELLISARIO, MARY
Scarsdale Village: boom or bust (annual SCS Sidewalk Sale is being planned for this weekend), Aug 4, 1995, p.1

BEN-TOV, RONIT
Smiles of all nations (members of international families committee of Heathcote PTA) (photo), Nov 10, 1995, p.9

BENCH, CRAIG
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26

BENCH, E MARKHAM
Committee nominates Janiak; 2 new trustees (photo), Jan 13, 1995, p.1
Signatures sought (to place the names of candidates for mayor and village trustee in SCS on ballot), Jan 27, 1995, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes the 1995 Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.28

BENCH, MARK
Village is responsive to citizens, Citizens’ Party candidates say (photo), Mar 17, 1995, p.1
Election schedules, Mar 17, 1995, p.1
Citizens’ slate is outstanding (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.7
System saves us time and money (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.7
Harrison gets a 3d of the vote (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.1
Party chairmen urge involvement (ltr), Apr 7, 1995, p.6
End of Crossway composting near, Apr 28, 1995, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34
Safety concerns at village crossing, Aug 25, 1995, p.1
Residents, staff and trustees consider plans for ice rink, Nov 3, 1995, p.1
'Show me,' says American Premier Underwriters executive (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.1

BENDEHEIM, JOHN
Scarsdale-Edgemont United Way opens campaign (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.5

BENDEHEIM, MAXINE
Scarsdale-Edgemont United Way opens campaign (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.5

BENEDICT, GEORGE
Rotary largesse ($6,000 donated to six non-profit organizations) (photo), May 26, 1995, p.4

BENI, MICHELE
Party unites young and old (photo), Jan 13, 1995, p.10
Making a difference (18 7th and 8th graders visit Blythedale Children's Hospital on March 27) (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.10
Seniors enjoyed party with kids (ltr), Dec 22, 1995, p.6
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BENI, VINCENT (DR)
   Educators ask Albany legislators for help (photo), Apr 14, 1995, p.5
   Dinner caps a week of tributes to Hibsman (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.1

BENOWICH, ALENA
   A class project (Heathcote's annual candy drive) (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.9

BERENSON, BETTY
   Berenson wins paranoia prize (response to letter by Betty Berenson from 6/30/95) (ltr), Jul 7, 1995, p.6
   Point lost in angry debate (response to letter by Betty Berenson from 6/30/95) (ltr), Jul 7, 1995, p.6

BERENSON, BETTY (AU)
   End to religious coercion noted (ltr), Jun 30, 1995, p.6
   Agenda shouldn't sway majority (response to edit by K McCreary re holiday policy from 12/22) (ltr), Dec 29, 1995, p.7

BERG, ALEX
   Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26

BERGER, JOSH
   A class project (Heathcote's annual candy drive) (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.9

BERGER, JULIE
   (Julie Berger and Debby Katz with 1,000 paper cranes made at the SCS Library) (photo), Aug 4, 1995, p.2

BERGER, LILA
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.30
   They made 1,000 cranes for Japan (ltr), Jun 30, 1995, p.6

BERGER, MIRIAM
   Mitzwah Day catches - and spreads - the spirit (photo), Nov 3, 1995, p.8

BERKVOS, ANDREW
   Author, author (author's day at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.10

BERLIN, RACHEL
   Songs and styles portray the past (photo), Apr 14, 1995, p.9

BERLISS, ARTHUR
   Veteran describes A-bomb aftermath (photo), May 26, 1995, p.14

BERMAN, JUDY
   Village makes progress on many fronts (report by SCS mayor) (photo) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.1

BERMAN, MARILYN
   The Bank of New York Salutes GOURMET GALAXY, The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.30

BERMAN, MARISSA
   Village makes progress on many fronts (report by SCS mayor) (photo) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.1

BERMAN, MICHELLE
   Village makes progress on many fronts (report by SCS mayor) (photo) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.1

BERMAN, MORTON
   The Bank of New York Salutes GOURMET GALAXY, The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.30

BERNEL, ALBERT (AU)

BERMINGHAM, JOHN H (AU)
   Moral obligation to drop A-bombs (ltr), Aug 18, 1995, p.6

BERNSTEIN, BARTON
   Was history of A-bomb censored? (photo), Aug 4, 1995, p.1

BERNSTEIN, LEON
   Leon Bernstein (dies), May 19, 1995, p.20

BERNSTEIN, NANCY KING (AU)
   Chromosome X marks the spot (maybe) (edit), Oct 6, 1995, p.6
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BERRY, DAVID
Dinner caps a week of tributes to Hibschman (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

BERTLES, JOHN
All kinds of music (recycled trash makes musical intruments for Heathcote students) (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.10

BERTOLACCI, LORRAINE
Mothers and daughters of the year (winners of "Mother of the Year" essay contest (photo), May 12, 1995, p.8

BERTUZZI, LISA
Helping friends (students at IHM present flowers and a $1,300 check to Janine Crocitto) (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.8

BERWANGER, PAT
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.24

BESLOW, LAUREN
Outstanding achievement celebrated at SHS (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.12

BETHEIL, PHILIP
A look at Japanese life (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.10

BETTINA, ROBERT E (AU)
Dads' Club pres(ident) brought us circus (ltr), Oct 20, 1995, p.6

BEY, ALAN
School budget okayed, Apr 14, 1995, p.1

BEY, ALAN (AU)
Interviews (with candidates for school board) won't improve quality) (ltr), Jun 2, 1995, p.6

BEY, VICTORIA
The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34

BEYL, MARIANNE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.30

BICKNELL, KATIE
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.30

BICKNELL, NEIL
Bouquets and a brickbat for departing mayor, Mar 31, 1995, p.3
The best and the brightest (to serve the village) (edit), Mar 31, 1995, p.6
The individual and the ideal (comments on SCS Bowl winners) (edit), Apr 7, 1995, p.6

BILEZIKIAN, SARA
Teen satirists (Youths from SCS Congregational Church will present satire by Giraudoux) (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.15
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo), Jul 28, 1995, p.22

BILEZIKIAN, SARA
Teens, on their own, present 'Much Ado' (About Nothing) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.17
How do I look? (Sara Bilezkian and Annie Naughton rehearsing for SCS Summer Music Theatre) (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.1

BILLMAN, DANA
Learning to teach (student teachers from Manhattanville College) (photo), Jan 27, 1995, p.10

BINDER, MICHAEL
Michael Binday (has become vice president of Financial Services Div of Advocate Brokerage) (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.4

BIONDI, PIETRO
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1995 (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.26

BIONDI, RICHARD
Rotary largesse ($6,000 donated to six non-profit organizations) (photo), May 26, 1995, p.4

BIRTHS
Birth trauma illuminates an important issue (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.5

BISHOP, LLOYD (DR)
Baby boomlet will squeeze space in Scarsdale schools, Feb 17, 1995, p.1
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BLACK III, JAMES I
To Kobe from S(CS) G(olf) C(lub) ($5,360 donation), Feb 24, 1995, p.1

BLACK, JENN
Teens, on their own, present 'Much Ado' (About Nothing) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.17

BLACK, KATHARINE
Teens, on their own, present 'Much Ado' (About Nothing) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.17

BLACK, LOUISE
New teachers hear tributes to those departing (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

BLACKS
Reflections on the Million Man March (edit), Nov 3, 1995, p.7
Rejecting the 'preference' stigma (edit), Dec 8, 1995, p.7

BLAIR, LINDA
Linda Blair will open decorating retail store (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.2
Linda Blair (has received Medalist Award from A(merican) S(ociety of) I(nterior) D(esigners) (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.4

BLANFORD, CHARLES (DR)
Support honors activist's memory (ltr), Apr 28, 1995, p.6

BLANK, NANCY (AU)
Spirits soared with the kites ("Kite Day" at Greenville School) (ltr), May 26, 1995, p.8

BLITMAN, HOWARD
The Bank of New York Salutes the 1995 Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.28

BLITZ, ALAN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.30
The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34
Blitz to receive Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.1
Alan Blitz, past mayor, to receive Scarsdale Bowl (cont), Dec 8, 1995, p.9

BLOCK, MAX (AU)
'Ve sincerely regret...' (regarding rejection letters from college) (edit), May 12, 1995, p.7
Sex crimes aren't 'indiscretions' (response to letter by Dr Robert Soley from 8/11/95) (ltr), Aug 18, 1995, p.6

BLOCK, RICHARD
The Bank of New York Salutes the 1995 Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.28

BLOCK, WILLY
A bow, an arrow and a friend (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.16

BLOOD-DONATION
Junior class plans annual blood drive (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.9
Join our firefighters in giving the gift of life (ltr), Oct 27, 1995, p.6
Thanks to those who gave blood (ltr), Nov 24, 1995, p.6

BLOOM, MIMI
Seeing double (Heathcote 5th graders pose with life-sized replicas of themselves) (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.10

BLOOMGARDEN, JANE
Fun at the animal fair (Heathcote Habitat Carnival) (photo), May 26, 1995, p.14

BLUMBERG, SETH
Songs and stories (at SCS Seniors Valentine's Day party at Girl Scout House) (photo), Feb 17, 1995, p.1

BLUMSTEIN, JONAH
Model cities on display (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.10

BLUMSTEIN, MICHAEL W (AU)
A fond au revoir to a great teacher (ltr), Mar 3, 1995, p.6

BLUMSTEIN, WILLIAM
Pact saves Cornell House from demolition (photo), Feb 24, 1995, p.1
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BOARD OF APPEALS-SCS

Board of appeals says no to Hay Day sign, Feb 17, 1995, p.3
Board of appel approves addition, enclosure, pool, Nov 17, 1995, p.4

BOARD OF ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW-SCS

Neighbors ask B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) to reconsider 'monstrosity' (photo), Jan 13, 1995, p.5
All applications on B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) agenda approved, Jan 13, 1995, p.5
Telling neighbors causes problems (re upcoming projects on agenda of BAR meetings) (ltr), Jan 20, 1995, p.6
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) member in trouble for razing house on Eton (Road) (cont), Jan 20, 1995, p.10
Driving by, former owner is shocked (regarding 16 Church Lane South addition) (ltr), Jan 27, 1995, p.6
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) approves additions, but not a new house, Feb 3, 1995, p.3
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) adjourns house decision, OKs alterations (cont), Feb 3, 1995, p.12
What's offence-ive? (suggests that stockade fences are more attractive than chain-link fences)(edit), Feb 17, 1995, p.6
Post Road residents sue B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) over fence (photo) (cont), Feb 17, 1995, p.15
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) to consider alterations, Feb 24, 1995, p.3
The B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) is right; editorial wrong (re stockade fence decision) (ltr), Feb 24, 1995, p.6
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) approves all applications, with conditions, Mar 3, 1995, p.3
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) to consider long agenda on Monday night, Mar 10, 1995, p.4
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) okays new houses on Lawrence and Heathcote, Mar 17, 1995, p.5
Oak Lane neighbors granted public hearing by B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview), Apr 14, 1995, p.5
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) will consider long agenda before Oak Lane hearing, Apr 21, 1995, p.5
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) urges modifications to Oak Lane development, Apr 28, 1995, p.5
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) braves long agenda before hearing, Apr 28, 1995, p.5
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) may change (some of) its ways, May 12, 1995, p.1
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) changes (cont), May 12, 1995, p.8
Board of Architectural Review to consider 32 applications, May 12, 1995, p.10
Architects object to B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) changes, May 19, 1995, p.1
Applauds B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview)'s proposed changes (ltr), May 26, 1995, p.8
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) agrees to modify proposal, Jun 9, 1995, p.8
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) (cont), Jun 9, 1995, p.27
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) has another long agenda, Jun 23, 1995, p.5
Hewitt's service benefited village (ltr), Jun 23, 1995, p.6
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) finalizes changes, submits plan to trustees, Jun 30, 1995, p.1
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) finalizes changes (cont), Jun 30, 1995, p.2
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) is busy with 27 applications; requests more detail on some of them, Jun 30, 1995, p.5
Bravo, B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview)! (edit), Jun 30, 1995, p.6
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) to rule on 3 new houses, 5 new additions, Jul 14, 1995, p.5
Design agreement reached on existing stockade fence (photo), Jul 28, 1995, p.9
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) concerned about new houses on White Road, Jul 28, 1995, p.9
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) approves two new houses on White Road, Aug 4, 1995, p.4
Restrooms to go near clay court (by SHS), Aug 11, 1995, p.1
No quorum for B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview), Aug 25, 1995, p.1
Safety concerns at village crossing, Aug 25, 1995, p.1
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) to mull 5 new houses, Sep 8, 1995, p.3
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) rules on controversial new houses, additions, Sep 15, 1995, p.5
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) rules on controversial additions (cont), Sep 15, 1995, p.8
Controversial house plans to be revisited by B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview), Sep 29, 1995, p.3
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BOARD OF ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW-SCS continued

Cornell house addition gets conditional OK, Nov 17, 1995, p.4
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) issues 15 approvals at Monday meeting, Dec 15, 1995, p.8
Superior taste, wisdom of B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) (ltr), Dec 22, 1995, p.6

BOARD OF ASSESSMENT REVIEW-SCS

Tax appeals mount; revaluation delayed, Sep 22, 1995, p.1
Tax appeals mount: revaluation delayed (cont), Sep 22, 1995, p.13

BOARD OF EDUCATION-EMT

Balancing act (EMT budget hearings), Mar 24, 1995, p.1
A winning team, Jul 7, 1995, p.1

BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS

Readers misled by letters on (holiday) policy (ltr), Jan 6, 1995, p.6
Holiday policy called 'sensitive' (ltr), Jan 6, 1995, p.6
Parents protest holiday (blackout) policy, Jan 13, 1995, p.1
Board continues the annual angst (comments on SCS school board's holiday blackout policy) (ltr), Jan 13, 1995, p.6
Share, don't ban (comments on SCS school board's holiday blackout policy (edit), Jan 13, 1995, p.6
Kids should learn from each other (comments on school board's holiday blackout policy) (ltr), Jan 13, 1995, p.6
Narrow-mindedness is dangerous (comments of school board's holiday blackout policy) (ltr), Jan 13, 1995, p.6
Board deserves "grinch" award (comments on school board's holiday blackout policy) (ltr), Jan 13, 1995, p.7
Science, math magic promote discovery, Jan 13, 1995, p.9
Holiday policy protested at school board meeting (cont), Jan 13, 1995, p.22
She's optimistic on policy review (response to Inquirer article from 12/23/94) (ltr), Jan 20, 1995, p.6
Tradition belongs in the schools (re school board holiday blackout policy) (ltr), Jan 20, 1995, p.10
Board will revise holiday policy, Jan 27, 1995, p.1
Tolerance has gone downhill (regarding school board's holiday blackout policy) (ltr), Jan 27, 1995, p.6
Special education report has a new format, Jan 27, 1995, p.9
Holiday policy to be re-examined (cont), Jan 27, 1995, p.10
The schools' holiday policy: a legal critique (cont), Jan 27, 1995, p.10
Take an active role in the school process (photo) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.2
Warnken will not run again, Feb 17, 1995, p.1
More teachers, higher salaries, Feb 17, 1995, p.9
SHS student government described, Feb 17, 1995, p.9
Warnken won't run for board (cont), Feb 17, 1995, p.16
Teachers' contract discussions begin, Mar 10, 1995, p.10
Parents oppose change in class cut-of date, Mar 24, 1995, p.9
Hearing to examine education issues, Mar 31, 1995, p.9
School budget okayed, Apr 14, 1995, p.1
Bring back Rudolph, say some; holiday policy revisited, Apr 14, 1995, p.1
Needed in our schools: A feeling of 'we' (edit), Apr 14, 1995, p.7
Kids' BASE wants to build, Apr 14, 1995, p.9
School board is passing the buck (regarding holiday guidelines) (ltr), Apr 28, 1995, p.6
Skills improvements proposed, Apr 28, 1995, p.9
Speakers endorse holiday guidelines (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.9
Interviews for candidates urged, May 5, 1995, p.1
A practical necessity (volunteers needed for SCS Board of Education and Nominating Committee) (edit), May 12, 1995, p.6
Holiday dialogue moves to schools, May 19, 1995, p.1
Gentiles cannot feel Jewish pain (ltr), May 19, 1995, p.6
Religious guidelines for holiday passed, Jun 9, 1995, p.1
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BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS continued
Teachers to vote on new contract, Jun 16, 1995, p.1
Hibschman farewell, Jun 16, 1995, p.1
Dialogue clarifies guidelines (for teaching about religion and religious holidays), Jun 23, 1995, p.1
Stars, not duds (on Board of Education) (edit), Jun 23, 1995, p.6
Pick innovation over status quo (re choice of next superintendent) (ltr), Jun 23, 1995, p.6
Board ways goodbye to Jaffe, Warnken, Jun 23, 1995, p.9
(Town and) Village Civic Club appreciates Jaffe, Warnken (ltr), Jun 30, 1995, p.6
Toder, Raizes to lead board (of education) (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.1
Toder, Raizes to lead board (cont), Jul 7, 1995, p.3
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20
Supreme Court rulings echo here (re right of Ku Klux Klan to put up a cross in Columbus, Ohio), Jul 21, 1995, p.1
Thanks for great SCS Summer Music Theatre (photo), Jul 21, 1995, p.1
Schools will stress discipline and basic skills in classroom, Sep 22, 1995, p.9
Substitute policy to be studied, Oct 6, 1995, p.9
Substitute (teachers) options to be mulled, Oct 27, 1995, p.1
Superintendent search continues, Oct 27, 1995, p.9
Board approves referendum (cont), Oct 27, 1995, p.12
Students to board: frees (free time) more useful than subs(titutes), Nov 10, 1995, p.1
Candidates solicited for nominating unit, Nov 17, 1995, p.2
Parents seek ski team support, Nov 24, 1995, p.9
(Comprehensive) Assessment Report presents school snapshot, Dec 8, 1995, p.11
The unrevised holiday guidelines: The ban continues (edit), Dec 22, 1995, p.7
Lot plans, meeting vex critic, Dec 22, 1995, p.8

BODENHIMER, HENRY
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White As It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30

BODINE, CONNER
It was a fabulous Fourth all over town (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.5

BOGATY, NICHOLAS C (AU)
Lament of an unemployed graduate (ltr), Sep 29, 1995, p.6

BOGGI, TONY
Family assesses fire damage (home on Richbell Close), Aug 4, 1995, p.1

BOLTON-MORRIS, NYEISHA
United Way drive lagging behind '94 contributions (photo), Feb 24, 1995, p.5

BOMBS
He wants to help (Oklahoma) bombing victims (ltr), Apr 28, 1995, p.6

BONIFACE, ARTHUR
Village manager: the office and 2 who shaped it, May 26, 1995, p.9

BOOK FAIRS
Book fair tomorrow, Sep 15, 1995, p.1
Rarin' to read (annual hard cover book sale at SCS Public Library), Sep 22, 1995, p.1
A little light reading (finds at SCS Library book fair) (photo), Sep 22, 1995, p.4

BOOKER, TRICIA
Student continues a family tradition with S(Student) T(ransfer) E(ducation) P(lan) (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.9
What am I bid? (STEP auction at SHS) (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.9

BOOKS
Read-a-thon featured guest speakers, Feb 10, 1995, p.10
Book talk at Heathcote (Amy Hest explains how she wrote her book "Purple Cow") (photo), Feb 17, 1995, p.9
Birth trauma illuminates an important issue (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.5
An interview with David Galef (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.8
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BOOKS continued

Author, author (author's day at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.10
Was history of A-bomb censored? (photo), Aug 4, 1995, p.1
Susan Pravda (profiled in new book "Swim with the Dolphins"), Sep 29, 1995, p.4
The price of freedom (re list of books banned or challenged in American communities 1994-95) (edit), Sep 29, 1995, p.6
Good readers need good parents (edit), Oct 13, 1995, p.6
Schnur, Steven (nominated for Washington Irving Children's Book Choice Awards for 1995), Nov 3, 1995, p.4
The past will be heard (edit), Nov 3, 1995, p.7
An interview with Floyd Albert (photo), Dec 1, 1995, p.16
Arigato, Kako-san! (120 Japanese picture books donated to the SCS Public Library) (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.8

BOOKSTORES

Bookstore robbed by masked gunmen, Feb 24, 1995, p.1

BORG, KIRI J

Kiri J Borg (elected vice president of business development for Tishman Interiors Corp) (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.4

BORONKAY, GEORGE

The Bank of New York Salutes GOURMET GALAXY, The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.30

BORONKAY, SERENA

The Bank of New York Salutes GOURMET GALAXY, The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.30

BOSNIA

Protesters say envoy (Yasushi Akashi) must quit (photo), May 26, 1995, p.1
Meddling unlikely to bring peace (ltr), Dec 15, 1995, p.6

BOTWAY, PAM

PTA panel warns of pesticide dangers, Mar 10, 1995, p.1

BOUCHIER, RON

Four SHS seniors are honored at award picnic (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.23

BOUDREAUX, LYNN

MBAs all (SHS graduates receive MBA degrees from Columbia University) (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.4

BOXER, EVELYN

Super Sunday tradition (friends and family of the Boxers have gathered for 29 years) (photo), Feb 3, 1995, p.1

BOXER, JEROME

Super Sunday tradition (friends and family of the Boxers have gathered for 29 years) (photo), Feb 3, 1995, p.1

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA

Troop 99 has fun developing (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.13
Troop 60 is on the move (photo) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.13
A learning expedition (boy scouts get tips on running a village on Scout Government Day) (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.3
Music sets Memorial Day mood (photo), Jun 2, 1995, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Honors Those Who Served; Memorial Day 1995 (photo), Jun 2, 1995, p.28
Scouts learn new skills, Sep 22, 1995, p.9
Boy Scouts hold awards court, Oct 20, 1995, p.4
Troop 60 treks 11 miles, Nov 24, 1995, p.4

BRACALELLO, MARY

Mary Bracalello (dies), Feb 17, 1995, p.16

BRACKEN, BETH

News from Heathcote School (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.9

BRADEN, JOSEPHINE

Josephine Braden (dies), Jan 13, 1995, p.19
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BRADNER, CLAIRE
A transitional year at St. James the Less (photo) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.14

BRADNER, WILLIAM
A transitional year at St. James the Less (photo) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.14

BRADY-JONES, VIVIAN
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.24

BRANDES, LEONARD
Architects object to B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) changes, May 19, 1995, p.1

BRANDI, E BRUCE
E Bruce Brandi (dies), Feb 3, 1995, p.15

BRANDT, JENNY
Foxes focus on critical thinking (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.9

BRANDT, LINDSAY
Tea ceremony at Fox Meadow (photo), Apr 14, 1995, p.10

BRANDWEIN, ROGER (AU)
Harrison gave voters a choice (ltr), Mar 24, 1995, p.6

BRANDWEIN, TESS
News from Heathcote School (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.9

BRAUN, EVELYN MARIE
Evelyn Marie Braun (dies), Feb 3, 1995, p.15

BRAUN, HENRY ANTHONY
Henry Anthony Braun (dies), May 19, 1995, p.20

BREIBART, SONYA TRACHTENBERG
Poor teaching was the problem (response to letter by S Trachtenberg Breibart from 6/23/95) (ltr), Jun 30, 1995, p.6

BREIBART, SONYA TRACHTENBERG (AU)
Convert supports non partisan way (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.8
Gentiles cannot feel Jewish pain (ltr), May 19, 1995, p.6
Jewish children were isolated (ltr), Jun 23, 1995, p.6

BREINES, SIMON
Let's move, carefully (regarding Freightway lot) (edit), Jul 7, 1995, p.6

BREINES, SIMON (AU)
The joy of making music with friends (edit) (illus), Mar 3, 1995, p.7
Let's be modest about the Freightway development (edit), Jun 23, 1995, p.7
Aims at trees, misses forest (response to edit by Jeanne Richman from 7/7/95) (ltr), Jul 14, 1995, p.6

BRENNAN, BERNARD
Honorary chief named (Bernard "Bud" Brennan presented with Fire Co No 3 White Hat award) (photo), Feb 10, 1995, p.4

BRENNAN, JENNIFER
Snow didn't dampen shoppers' spirits, Dec 29, 1995, p.1

BRENNAN, MARGARET (AU)
Here's an idea: abolish (parking) meters (ltr), Jun 9, 1995, p.8

BRESCIA, TIE
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo), Jul 28, 1995, p.22

BRESLOW, NICK
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26

BREWER, ALEX
(Young essay contest winners from St Pius X receive their prizes) (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.10
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BRICKMAN, JOSHUA
A horse, of course (horse, harness and hay brought to Quaker Ridge to illustrate letter "H") (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.11

BRIDGE (GAME)
'If you had a brain in your head' (edit), Dec 22, 1995, p.6

BRIDGES
Greenacres (Association) wants improved safety along with new bridge (photo), Feb 3, 1995, p.1
Greenacres advises county on bridge (cont), Feb 3, 1995, p.18
Improvements for Ardsley-Popham (Roads), Mar 31, 1995, p.1
Bridge work to start (Ardsley Road Bridge), Jun 2, 1995, p.1
Parkway is on endangered list (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.1
Ardsley Road Bridge work to begin (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.1
Ardsley Road bridge project (cont), Jul 7, 1995, p.2
Don't shun improvements (comments on Ardsley Road bridge reconstruction and left turns) (edit), Jul 7, 1995, p.6
Ardsley Road Bridge renovation delayed, Aug 18, 1995, p.1
Remove barriers, allow left turns (by Popham Road Bridge), Aug 18, 1995, p.6
Ardsley Bridge to get new water pipe, Sep 1, 1995, p.1
Did county drop Ardsley project? (ltr), Sep 1, 1995, p.6
No decision on Ardsley left-turn bans; help for beleaguered Lynwood residents, Sep 15, 1995, p.1
Ardsley Bridge work resumes (cont), Sep 15, 1995, p.26
Parkway bridge plans (for Woodlands Viaduct Bridge), Sep 29, 1995, p.1
Ardsley Bridge divider slated to be removed (photo), Nov 24, 1995, p.1
Ardsley Road bridge project (cont), Nov 24, 1995, p.19

BRINDISI, LUCILLE
Claire D. Leone Real Estate Honors Dr. Richard D. Hibschman (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.24

BROCCOLI, PETER
Thanks workers for 'little Eden' (improvements to SCS Library pond) (ltr), Dec 15, 1995, p.6

BROCK, TOM
Mitzwah Day catches - and spreads - the spirit (photo), Nov 3, 1995, p.8

BRODHORSEN, MARC
Scholarship fund drive launched (photo), Dec 1, 1995, p.9

BRODMAN, ELIZABETH B (DR)
Elizabeth B Brodman, M.D. (cited as most distinguished graduate of University of Cincinnati), Sep 15, 1995, p.4

BRODSKY, RICHARD
Locals mourn defeat of reassessment bill in Albany, Jul 14, 1995, p.1
Tax appeals mount; revaluation delayed, Sep 22, 1995, p.1

BRODSKY, RICHARD (AU)
School aid is a priority (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.9

BROGAN, JOHN
School traffic problems (photo) (cont), Jan 6, 1995, p.9

BRONSON, JEREMY
Senior friends thank freshmen (for landscaping work at library pond April 29), May 19, 1995, p.6

BRONSTEIN, MELVIN (DR)
Dr Melvin Bronstein (reelected to board of directors of NY State Ophthalmological Society) (photo), Nov 10, 1995, p.4

BRONSTEIN, MOLLY
Fish story (tropical fish rescued in EMT), Aug 4, 1995, p.1

BRONX RIVER
Waterfall dampens river adventure, Aug 4, 1995, p.5
River trip is thwarted (cont), Aug 4, 1995, p.10
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BRONX RIVER PARKWAY

Greeneacres (Association) wants improved safety along with new bridge (photo), Feb 3, 1995, p.1
Bicycle Sundays (on Bronx River Parkway) plus (an in-line skating program and music), May 5, 1995, p.1
Parkway is on endangered list (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.1
Parkway on endangered list (cont), Jun 9, 1995, p.16
Garth grant, Jul 28, 1995, p.1
Remove barriers, allow left turns (by Popham Road Bridge), Aug 18, 1995, p.6
Revovate they must (retaining wall that runs along the roadway in Garth Woods), Sep 8, 1995, p.1
Mayor asks county to consider closing parkway entrance, Oct 13, 1995, p.1
Give us a sign (notification and signs are needed before Westchester County works on Parkway) (edit), Oct 13, 1995, p.6
Mayor asks county to consider closing parkway entrance (cont), Oct 13, 1995, p.19
Improve safety for all (edit), Oct 20, 1995, p.6

BRONX, THE

Scardale should emulate Bronx (ltr), Jan 6, 1995, p.6

BRONZ, CHUCK

Dads' Club president brought us circus (ltr), Oct 20, 1995, p.6

BRONZ, LOIS

Scarsdale legislators act to protect women and children, Jan 6, 1995, p.1
Lend them an ear (SCS's three county legislators), Jan 13, 1995, p.1
Local officials see 1995 as a pivotal year, Jan 27, 1995, p.4
Pforzheimer honored (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.1
It's only fair (county wide reassessment), Jun 16, 1995, p.1
Running again, Jun 30, 1995, p.1
Incumbents spared GOP challenge (photo), Sep 22, 1995, p.1
Try, try again (quest to overturn 1991 redistricting plan), Oct 6, 1995, p.1
Legislators make pledge to support environment (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.5
Candidates square off at League of Women Voters debate, Nov 3, 1995, p.3
Latimer, Bronz not too worried about re-election, Nov 3, 1995, p.3
Inquirer endorsements (George Latimer, Lois Bronz and Katherine Carsky) (edit), Nov 3, 1995, p.6
Incumbents stay in place on county board, Nov 10, 1995, p.1
Political fundraiser woos women (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.1

BRONZ, LOIS (AU)

My first year as a county legislator (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.9

BROOKS, LORRAINE

The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

BROWN, JESSICA

Concert features senior soloists (photo), May 5, 1995, p.12

BROWN, KAREN

Brown to head SHS special ed department, May 12, 1995, p.11

BROWN, MARION

Fairs, boutiques and such keep on rolling along (photo), Oct 27, 1995, p.13

BROWN, MURPHY

Residents want longer leash for village code (photo), Jan 27, 1995, p.5

BROWN, SARAH

Grace Lutheran to install Rev. Brown as pastor (photo), Sep 15, 1995, p.13

BROWN, ZACHARY

Bus safety stressed (photo), Sep 22, 1995, p.9

BROWNSTEIN, MICHAEL Z (AU)

He enjoyed story on helpful village employee (ltr), Oct 27, 1995, p.6
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BRUNELLE, CHRIS
District schools welcome new faces of 1995-96 (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.9

BRUNELLE, TIM
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26

BUCK, JANE V AND JAMES V (AU)
The kids made the Bard smile (praises recent production of "Much Ado About Nothing") (ltr), May 26, 1995, p.6

BUCK, JIM
Justin Cohen poster best in safety contest (photo), Mar 17, 1995, p.4

BUCK, MICHAEL
Michael Buck, Ai Yabana win music council prizes (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.19

BUCK, STEVEN
Music on intimate scale sprinkles concert calendar (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.15

BUCKHURST, PAUL
Bids on (three-dimensional downtown) model sought, Oct 27, 1995, p.1

BUDGET-EMT
E'mont residents help with budget (ltr), Mar 24, 1995, p.6
He wants to have a say in contract (ltr), Mar 31, 1995, p.6

BUDGET-NEW YORK STATE
Needed: support for enforcement (ltr), Mar 31, 1995, p.6
Budget cuts will affect residents, say state legislators, May 19, 1995, p.5
Budget cuts (cont), May 19, 1995, p.23

BUDGET-SCS
Departments must limit wish lists, Feb 10, 1995, p.1
Budget's tax hike mirrors inflation, Apr 7, 1995, p.1
Village budget hearing April 11 (cont), Apr 7, 1995, p.5
Study the budget, attend hearing (ltr), Apr 7, 1995, p.6
Trustees OK budget; Village will save, despite raises, Apr 28, 1995, p.1

BUICK, SHOLZ
Hochberg, Velella target airbag theft, fraud (photo), Oct 27, 1995, p.3

BURGER, LAUREN
College scholarship winner (Lauren Burger), May 12, 1995, p.12
Scholarship winner (Lauren Burger wins $1000 in Volvo Dealers "Safety First" essay contest) (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.2

BURKAT, HOWARD (AU)
Losers should accept the vote (ltr), Jun 30, 1995, p.6
Developers must do what we want (ltr), Oct 13, 1995, p.6

BURNS, ALYSON
It was a fabulous Fourth all over town (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.5

BURNS, JANICE
Seniors sobered by speaker with AIDS, Jun 2, 1995, p.9

BURNS, SETH
Debaters win 3 top prizes at state tournament (photo), May 5, 1995, p.11

BURNS, SUZANNE
Teeming with life (Quaker Ridge 4th graders study pond life in Pleasantville) (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.9

BURNSIDE, ROBERT A
Robert A Burnside (dies), Jun 16, 1995, p.14

BURRIS, RUTH
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), May 26, 1995, p.32

BURROWS, JOHN
Veterans' Day salutes democracy's defenders (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.5
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BURSON, BETTE (AU)
Support honors activist's memory (ltr), Apr 28, 1995, p.6

BUS STOPS
Give them shelter (comments on lack of bus shelters in SCS) (edit) (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.6

BUSCH, CHARLES
Scarsdale an essential element in hilarious Charles Busch show, Jan 20, 1995, p.15

BUSING, JOAN
Exhibits, awards, honors abound on the art scene (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.19

BUTLER WOODS (SCS)
Butler Woods needs county help (ltr), Jan 20, 1995, p.10

BUTLER, CHARLES
New home (for SCS Adult School) (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.3

BUTMAN, VELVL
Chase Park menorah vandalized (photo), Dec 29, 1995, p.1

BYERS, JAMES
Teens, on their own, present 'Much Ado' (About Nothing) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.17
Outstanding achievement celebrated at SHS (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.12

BYRNE, MICHAEL
Roofer's torch starts fire at Hampton Road home (photo), Dec 22, 1995, p.1

BYRNE, PETER
Furnace fire damages Edgewood home, Oct 6, 1995, p.1

BYRNE, MICHAEL
Family assesses fire damage (home on Richbell Close), Aug 4, 1995, p.1

CABLE TELEVISION
Village wants more dollars from TCI Cable, Jan 13, 1995, p.3
Mamaroneck woman wants Scarsdale channel, Feb 10, 1995, p.3
TCI pledge If we're late, we'll pay, Feb 24, 1995, p.1
TCI makes a pledge: If we're late we'll pay (cont), Feb 24, 1995, p.5
Wang, Dale (has received LMC-TV's "1995 Best Series Award"), May 26, 1995, p.4
TCI strikes again (ltr), Jun 9, 1995, p.8
Changes ahead for phone, cable service, Aug 18, 1995, p.5
Cable subscribers may find an alternative in the stars, Aug 25, 1995, p.1
Home satellite receivers (cont), Aug 25, 1995, p.4
Schools on cable, Sep 1, 1995, p.1
Isolation in the global village (edit), Oct 6, 1995, p.6
Paper, cable TV get message out (enhancing visibility of SCS League of Women Voters) (ltr), Nov 17, 1995, p.6

CACCIAITO, PIP (AU)
Tolerance has gone downhill (regarding school board's holiday blackout policy) (ltr), Jan 27, 1995, p.6

CALABRO, CAROLE
Claire D. Leone Real Estate Honors Dr. Richard D. Hibschman (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.24

CALAMARI, PETER
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.34

CALAME, KATHLEEN McNAMARA
Kathleen McNamara Calame (dies), Sep 15, 1995, p.13

CALDEIRA, CECILIA
Starring in Edgewood (3rd graders star in "A Space Journey") (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.10
Power Pals celebrate at Edgewood (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.10

CALENDARS
(SCS Community) Calendar crew lauded in letter (ltr), Aug 25, 1995, p.6
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CALIFORNIA
Take California...please! (edit), Apr 28, 1995, p.7
A report from the epicenter (edit), Oct 20, 1995, p.7

CALLEGARI, CATHY
It was truly entertaining (thanks and praises for SHS prom breakfast decorations) (ltr), Jul 7, 1995, p.6

CALLEGARI, CATHY (AU)
Post-prom party parents praised (individual names noted) (ltr), Jun 30, 1995, p.6

CALLEGARI, JON
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.30
Ready for an elegant evening (new SHS graduates gather before the senior prom) (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.9

CALLIMANIS, DIANA
They say YES all year long (SHS’s Youth Employment Service volunteers meet for lunch) (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.9

CALLIMANIS, THO
SCS V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) is recruiting new members (ltr), Oct 27, 1995, p.6

CALO, LEONARD
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26

CAMERON, EMILY
Teen satirists (Youths from SCS Congregational Church will present satile by Giraudoux) (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.15

CAMILLOS, CHARLOTTE
Greenville Community Theater looks back with pride (photo) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.12

CAMPAIGN DEBATES
Candidates square off at L(egue of) W(omen) V(oters) debate, Nov 3, 1995, p.1

CAMPBELL, NELL
Scarsdale an essential element in hilarious Charles Busch show, Jan 20, 1995, p.15

CAMPS AND CAMPING
Reflections on the start of another camp season (edit), Jul 14, 1995, p.7
Camp days (photo), Jul 21, 1995, p.5
An annual rite of summer: Back to the rec camp (edit), Jul 21, 1995, p.6
Splash-happy (camp days are winding down for Wapetuck water babies at the SCS Pool) (photo), Aug 18, 1995, p.1
Staff, campers, parents thanked (ltr), Aug 18, 1995, p.7

CAMPSSEN, HERMAN M JR
Herman M Campsen, Jr (dies), Mar 10, 1995, p.14

CAMPUS, ALANNA
Junior class plans annual blood drive (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White As It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30

CANDY
Village should buy from local stores (regarding buying candy for annual Easter egg hunt) (ltr), Apr 7, 1995, p.6

CANE, ROSEANN
A living room full of Libras look to the stars (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.5

CANNON, DAVID
Greenacres (Association) wants improved safety along with new bridge (photo), Feb 3, 1995, p.1
Mayor asks county to consider closing parkway entrance, Oct 13, 1995, p.1

CANTATORE, JILLIAN
Starring in Edgewood (3rd graders star in "A Space Journey") (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.10

CANTATORE, NICK
The price of affluence (comments on recent theft of geraniums by Boniface Circle) (edit), Jun 9, 1995, p.6

CANTATORE, RICK
Orchestra grant is 1 of 4 in nation (ltr), Jun 23, 1995, p.6
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CANTOR, DAVID  
Fun at the animal fair (Heathcote Habitat Carnival) (photo), May 26, 1995, p.14

CANVASSING  
Protection from canvassers needed (ltr), Mar 10, 1995, p.7

CAPELLA, DEIA  
Julia B. Fee is Proud To Honor The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.34

CAPOBIANCO, GARRETT  
Justin Cohen poster best in safety contest (photo), Mar 17, 1995, p.4

CAPONE, ANDREW  
Learning to teach (student teachers from Manhattanville College) (photo), Jan 27, 1995, p.10

CAPRIOTTI, AMANDA  
Ready for kindergarten (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.1

CARAS, CHRISTINA  
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1995 (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.26

CARAS, EMANUEL  
Local landmarks inspire history project (photo), Jan 20, 1995, p.9

CARAS, PAUL  
A learning expedition (boy scouts get tips on running a village on Scout Government Day) (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.3

CARBALLADA, R CARLOS  
Commissioner (Sobol) will return to Scarsdale (photo), Feb 10, 1995, p.1

CARDINAL, JAMES  
The bomb saved Japanese lives (response to letter by James Cardinal from 9/1/96) (ltr), Sep 8, 1995, p.6

CARDINAL, JAMES (AU)  
Historian slams conspiracy theory (response to letter by Stanley Abel from 8/11/95) (ltr), Sep 1, 1995, p.6

CAREY, CORA LENA (AU)  
Housing head wasn't effective (response to Lydia Rosner's letter from 9/8/95) (ltr), Oct 6, 1995, p.6

CARNEY, THOMAS  
The Bank of New York Salutes GOURMET GALAXY, The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.30

CARNEY, TOM  
Making a difference (18 7th and 8th graders visit Blythedale Children's Hospital on March 27) (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.10

CARNEY, TOM (AU)  
Safe Rides needs a new home base (ltr), Nov 3, 1995, p.6

CARNEY, VAUGHN A (AU)  
In holiday cards: Spare me your accomplishments! (edit), Jan 13, 1995, p.7

CARO, DANIELLE  
Julia B Fee is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26

CARPENTIER, DONALD  
Pact saves Cornell House from demolition (photo), Feb 24, 1995, p.1

CARRET, PHILIP  
Nearing the big one (Philip Carret celebrates his 99th birthday) (photo), Dec 1, 1995, p.1

CARROLL, JACYN  
Kids, parents compete in Labor Day games (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.5
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CARROLL, THOMAS

Bookstore robbed by masked gunmen, Feb 24, 1995, p.1
(SHS) Deans appreciate police outreach (ltr), Nov 3, 1995, p.6
Village sues officer in pension dispute (photo), Nov 10, 1995, p.1
Drop the lawsuit (against Sgt Thomas Carroll) (edit), Nov 10, 1995, p.6
Village sues police officer (cont), Nov 10, 1995, p.17
Rohan is helpful and honorable (response to Inquirer article from 11/10/95 re Sgt Carroll) (ltr), Nov 24, 1995, p.6
Agrees village should drop suit (against Thomas Carroll) (ltr), Dec 1, 1995, p.6

CARSKY, KATHERINE

Lend them an ear (SCS's three county legislators), Jan 13, 1995, p.1
Local officials see 1995 as a pivotal year, Jan 27, 1995, p.4
A more professional approach (discusses county legislators' sources of income) (edit), Mar 10, 1995, p.6
Parkway is on endangered list (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.1
It's only fair (county wide reassessment), Jun 16, 1995, p.1
Running again, Jun 30, 1995, p.1
Yonkers Democrat is taking on Carsky (photo), Sep 1, 1995, p.1
Tax appeals mount; revaluation delayed, Sep 22, 1995, p.1
Incumbents spared GOP challenge (photo), Sep 22, 1995, p.1
Village mulls cost of clean water, Sep 29, 1995, p.1
Legislators make pledge to support environment (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.5
District 17 contenders differ (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.1
Candidates square off at League of Women Voters debate, Nov 3, 1995, p.1
Inquirer endorsements (George Latimer, Lois Bronz and Katherine Carsky) (edit), Nov 3, 1995, p.6
Incumbents stay in place on county board, Nov 10, 1995, p.1
Ardsley Bridge divider slated to be removed (photo), Nov 24, 1995, p.1

CARSKY, KATHERINE S (AU)

Hold the applause until you see action (photo) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.9
Legislator seeks commuter input (ltr), Aug 18, 1995, p.6

CARSWELL, BRUCE

Bruce Carswell (appointed to National Skill Standards Board by Congress) (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.4

CARTER, STEPHANIE

The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White As It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30

CARTON, EMILY

Field day fun (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.10

CARTON, PAMELA

Seeing double (Heathcote 5th graders pose with life-sized replicas of themselves) (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.10

CARVALHO, AMANA

Cast announced for SHS drama, 'Into the Woods' (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.15

CARVALHO, MARCOS

Teens, on their own, present 'Much Ado' About Nothing (photo), May 19, 1995, p.17

CARWIN, CHARLES W

Charles W Carwin (dies), Aug 18, 1995, p.13

CASE, MARY ANN

Balloons, baubles and togs (annual sidewalk sale) (photo), Aug 11, 1995, p.1

CASE, SIDNEY

The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

CASH, JANE (AU)

Driving by, former owner is shocked (regarding 16 Church Lane South addition) (ltr), Jan 27, 1995, p.6
CASOWITZ, PAUL

CASTIELLO, DOMINIC J (AU)
Heap brings rats, allegies to area (ltr), Mar 24, 1995, p.6

CASTIELLO, JENNE-MARIE

CATHERALL, PAUL
Police promotions (photo), Aug 18, 1995, p.3

CATS
Friendly cat needs a home (ltr), Jan 20, 1995, p.6
Cats pick odd beds in winter (ltr), Jan 20, 1995, p.10
Neighbors helped to track (lost cat) ‘Bandit’ (ltr), Nov 17, 1995, p.6

CATT, CARRIE CHAPMAN
The battle’s not over (women’s progress) (edit), Sep 1, 1995, p.6

CEA, JOAN (AU)
Holidays should be shared by all (ltr), May 26, 1995, p.6

CEDARBAUM, BERNARD
Village will appeal Knaplund’s ruling on gas blower ban, Jan 20, 1995, p.1
Neighborhood party inaugurate park (new playground and basketball courts at Hyatt Field) (photo), May 12, 1995, p.3
The Bank of New York Salutes the 1995 Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.28
Trustees refine home office law, Nov 24, 1995, p.1
Candidates sought (for village office), Dec 1, 1995, p.1

CELEBRAL PALSY
In life, you do the best you can (edit), Aug 11, 1995, p.7

CELENTANO, PAUL
Thanks, girls, for the joy (SHS girls’ basketball team) (ltr), Mar 10, 1995, p.6

CERU, ROBERT
Lost and found (friendly pooch found wandering on Fox Meadow Road) (photo), Sep 15, 1995, p.3

CHA, DAEIL
CHOICE conference covers the world (photo), May 12, 1995, p.11

CHA, MYOUNGIL
Concert features senior soloists (photo), May 5, 1995, p.12
Outstanding achievement celebrated at SHS (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.12
Stage wizardry important in ‘Once Upon a Mattress’ (photo), Jul 21, 1995, p.18
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo), Jul 28, 1995, p.22
Off-Broadway comes to village (praise for SSMT production of ‘Once Upon a Mattress”) (ltr), Aug 11, 1995, p.6

CHALMERS, RUTH (AU)
Some common misconceptions about IRA rules revealed (edit), Oct 13, 1995, p.7

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE-SCS
Let’s hear it for moms (SCS Chamber of Commerce is sponsoring a Mother of the Year Contest), Apr 14, 1995, p.1
Mothers and daugthers of the year (winners of “Mother of the Year” essay contest (photo), May 12, 1995, p.8

CHAMLIN, CHRIS
MBAs all (SHS graduates receive MBA degrees from Columbia University) (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.4

CHANG, ALICE
Mothers and daugthers of the year (winners of “Mother of the Year” essay contest (photo), May 12, 1995, p.8
Outstanding achievement celebrated at SHS (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.12

CHANG, CHARLES
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26
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CHANG, YEH-WUU
Mothers and daughters of the year (winners of "Mother of the Year" essay contest (photo), May 12, 1995, p.8

CHANOW-GRUEN, KAREN (DR)
Memorial garden (in memory of Dr Karen Chanow-Gruen), Nov 3, 1995, p.1
An educator remembered (garden dedicated at SMS in memory of Dr Karen Chanow-Gruen) (photo), Nov 10, 1995, p.9

CHAO, DAVID
The Bank of New York Salutes The United Way of Scarsdale Edgemont (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.26

CHAO, MARIANNE
The Bank of New York Salutes The United Way of Scarsdale Edgemont (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.26

CHASE, JENNIFER
SCS V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) is recruiting new members (lttr), Oct 27, 1995, p.6

CHASE, JENNY
Junior class plans annual blood drive (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.9

CHASE, REBECCA
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

CHATEAUVERT, BETTY
Scarsdale Art Association honors creativity (photo) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.13

CHEATING IN SCHOOL WORK
Cheating has many causes, Nov 10, 1995, p.9

CHEBULIEZ, SUSAN
Garth grant, Jul 28, 1995, p.1

CHEN, ALICE
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White As It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30

CHEN, CINDY
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White As It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30

CHERBULIEZ, SUSAN
Planners say no to SHS paving project, Aug 11, 1995, p.1

CHERTOFF, SAMANTHA
Musical moments (Greenacres winter concert) (photo), Feb 10, 1995, p.10

CHESLER, BARBARA
Smiles of all nations (members of international families committee of Heathcote PTA) (photo), Nov 10, 1995, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.24

CHESLER, BARBARA (AU)
Paper, cable TV get message out (enhancing visibility of SCS League of Women Voters) (lttr), Nov 17, 1995, p.6

CHESLER, BECKY
A class project (Heathcote's annual candy drive) (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.9

CHESLER, BECKY
Scarsdale teen named to U.S. chess team (photo), Jan 6, 1995, p.4

CHESS
Model cities on display (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.10

CHILD REARING
Remembrance of things (thankfully) past (discusses child safety) (edit), Sep 1, 1995, p.6

CHILDREN
Scarsdale legislators act to protect women and children, Jan 6, 1995, p.1
Compost, kids are her concerns (lttr), Feb 24, 1995, p.6
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CHILDREN continued

Upside-down Emily gets some right-side-up advice from Poppa (edit), Feb 24, 1995, p.6
(Supplement) Kids (includes a guide to nursery schools in SCS and vicinity) (photo), Mar 3, 1995, p.0
Laugh with Lou to aid the sick (ltr), Apr 7, 1995, p.6
A bus to Australia (edit), May 26, 1995, p.7
More important than animals (comment on Inquirer article about recent prairie dog incident) (ltr), Jun 30, 1995, p.6
6,5,4,3...Who's counting? (edit), Jun 30, 1995, p.7
How to discipline your children (edit), Aug 18, 1995, p.7
Blithe spirits and their fashion ensembles (dressing for school) (edit), Nov 10, 1995, p.7
C(enter for) P(reventive) P(sychiatry) tries to help before the trouble starts (photo), Dec 1, 1995, p.5

CHILDREN, GIFTED

Private school serves gifted student (photo), Mar 3, 1995, p.9

CHIN, JAMES

James Chin memorial award is established at university (photo), Aug 4, 1995, p.4

CHIN, JAMES A SR (AU)

Narrow-mindedness is dangerous (comments of school board's holiday blackout policy) (ltr), Jan 13, 1995, p.6

CHINA

Death sentence for China's Yangtze River gorges (edit) (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.7
Death sentence for China's Yangtze River gorges (photo) (cont), Jul 7, 1995, p.8

CHO, ANDREW

News from Heathcote School (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.9

CHOI, DANIEL

Computer concentration (in pre-K class at IHM) (photo), Jan 27, 1995, p.9

CHOI, WILLIE

Strings to play (orchestras from all five elementary schools will perform at SHS) (photo), Jun 2, 1995, p.9

CHRISTIANITY AND OTHER RELIGIONS

Gentiles cannot feel Jewish pain (ltr), May 19, 1995, p.6

CHRISTMAS

Schools cannot ignore history (ltr), Jan 6, 1995, p.6
Take advantage of cultural gems (ltr), Jan 6, 1995, p.6
Scarsdale should emulate Bronx (ltr), Jan 6, 1995, p.6
Readers misled by letters on (holiday) policy (ltr), Jan 6, 1995, p.6
Holiday policy called 'sensitive' (ltr), Jan 6, 1995, p.6
Board continues the annual angst (comments on SCS school board's holiday blackout policy) (ltr), Jan 13, 1995, p.6
An open letter to Mr. S. Claus (edit), Jan 20, 1995, p.7
Tradition belongs in the schools (re school board holiday blackout policy) (ltr), Jan 20, 1995, p.10
Board will revise holiday policy, Jan 27, 1995, p.1
Of holidays and holy days in our schools (edit), Feb 17, 1995, p.6
Bring back Rudolph, say some; holiday policy revisited, Apr 14, 1995, p.1
Let's be a model of neighborly respect (edit), Apr 14, 1995, p.7
Christmas doesn't belong in school (ltr), Apr 21, 1995, p.6
Religious guidelines for holiday passed, Jun 9, 1995, p.1
Supreme Court rulings echo here (re right of Ku Klux Klan to put up a cross in Columbus, Ohio), Jul 21, 1995, p.1
Local rabbi, minister compare holiday themes, Dec 8, 1995, p.5
Time for kids (Santa Claus and festival of lights) (photo), Dec 22, 1995, p.1
Happy H---, Merry C--- (re holidays and SCS schools) (edit), Dec 22, 1995, p.6
The unrevised holiday guidelines: The ban continues (edit), Dec 22, 1995, p.7
Colonial Christmas (Fox Meadow Christmas party at Wayside Cottage) (photo), Dec 22, 1995, p.8
CHURCH AND STATE

Church-state separation erodes further (edit), Jul 14, 1995, p.7
Ugly memories are a warning (response to articles by Irving J Sloan) (ltr), Jul 21, 1995, p.6

CHURCHES

Living in America enrolls students from 11 countries (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.12
A transitional year at St. James the Less (photo) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.14
Greenville is a spiritual and outreach center (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.14
A focus on Bible reading (at Trinity Lutheran Church) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.14
Ministry and service flourish at Baptish Church (photo) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.14
New pastor, programs at (Our Lady of) Fatima (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.15
Every parishioner contributes to Grace Lutheran’s ministry) (photo) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.15
IHM is a large, active parish (illus) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.15
Scarsdale Congregational Church is an ambitious community (photo) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.15
Teen satirists (Youths from SCS Congregational Church will present satire by Giraudoux) (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.15
(Shannon) White to head Greenwich church, Jul 28, 1995, p.10
Grace Lutheran to install Rev. Brown as pastor (photo), Sep 15, 1995, p.13
Singers to raise roof at Hitchcock Church, Nov 10, 1995, p.15

CIARLETTA, LISA
District schools welcome new faces of 1995-96 (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.9

CIGARS
Smugglers smoked out on Central Avenue (Cuban cigars confiscated) (photo), Sep 1, 1995, p.5

CIPRIANO, LAWRENCE
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White As It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30

CIRCUS
Local teenager in Cirque du Soleil (ltr), Apr 14, 1995, p.6
Leticia Oliva: tumbling at home and with Cirque du Soleil (photo), May 5, 1995, p.1
Enjoying life on the road with clowns, fire-eaters and contortionists (photo) (cont), May 5, 1995, p.8
Pony with a purpose (Circus-With-A-Purpose, a one-ring circus in Hartsdale) (photo), Oct 13, 1995, p.1
Don’t try this at home (performance by Greg Milstein of National Circus Project at Edgewood) (photo), Oct 13, 1995, p.9
Dads’ Club pres(ident) brought us circus (ltr), Oct 20, 1995, p.6

CITIZENS’ NOMINATING COMMITTEE-SCS
SEE NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS’ COMMITTEE-SCS

CITRON, DASSI
District schools welcome new faces of 1995-96 (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.9

CITRON, ELLEN
Architect sparks creative projects (photo), May 5, 1995, p.12

CIVELLA, NICHOLAS
Little kids clean up after big ones (photo) (ltr), Nov 10, 1995, p.6

CIVETTA, DANIELLE
Little kids clean up after big ones (photo) (ltr), Nov 10, 1995, p.6

CIVETTA, NICHOLAS
Community service at Greenacres (photo), Jan 27, 1995, p.9

CIVIL WAR
Ancestors enliven civil war study (Zachary Steele is investigating life of Frederick Reohr) (photo), Feb 10, 1995, p.10
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CLAESSENS, CHRISTIAN
Ballet keeps adults way up on their toes (ballet classes for adults at SCS Ballet Studio) (photo), Jun 2, 1995, p.15

CLAPMAN, BARBARA
They say YES all year long (SHS's Youth Employment Service volunteers meet for lunch) (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.9

Janiak is candid, organized, fair (lttr), Mar 17, 1995, p.6

CLARK, BRYANT
Police promotions (photo), Aug 18, 1995, p.3

CLARK, HALLIDAY SR (DR)
Dr Halliday Clark Sr (dies), May 12, 1995, p.20

CLARK, MERRELL (AU)
Let's be a model of neighborly respect (edit), Apr 14, 1995, p.7

CLINTON, BILL
Stop bickering, listen to Bill (Clinton) (lttr), Jul 21, 1995, p.6

CLINTON, ED
Furnace fire damages Edgewood home, Oct 6, 1995, p.1

CLINTON, HILLARY RODHAM

CLOTHING AND DRESS
Blithe spirits and their fashion ensembles (dressing for school) (edit), Nov 10, 1995, p.7

COACHING (ATHLETICS)
Murray to step down as head swim coach, Jan 6, 1995, p.17

Thanks, girls, for the joy (SHS girls' basketball team) (lttr), Mar 10, 1995, p.6

Cagers and their coach are honored at dinner, Mar 10, 1995, p.19

SMS gym teacher and coach to retire (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.9

COALITION AGAINST THE COMPOST HEAP
New home for leaves needed (lttr), Nov 10, 1995, p.6


Gatta: Crossway's quiet C(coalition) A(gainst) T(he) C(ompost) H(eap): Not exactly (cont), Dec 1, 1995, p.20

SEE ALSO COMMITTEE AGAINST THE COMPOST HEAP

COAPE-ARNOLD, LAUREN
Power Pals celebrate at Edgewood (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.10

COBELL, JANET
Memorial window installed (in memory of Janet Cobell) (photo), Mar 3, 1995, p.9

COBELL, JEN
Teen satirists (Youths from SCS Congregational Church will present satile by Giraudoux) (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.15

The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo), Jul 28, 1995, p.22

COBELL, JEN (AU)
S(CS) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre) seeking local thespians (lttr), Jun 2, 1995, p.6

COBELL, LEAH
Model cities on display (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.10

COBELL, MICHAEL
A class project (Heathcote's annual candy drive) (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.9

COFFEY, JONATHAN B JR
Holiday policy is courageous (lttr), Jan 20, 1995, p.6

A transitional year at St. James the Less (photo) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.14
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COFFEY, JONATHAN B JR (AU)
Policy: Educate, don't celebrate (comments on school board's holiday blackout policy) (ltr), Jan 13, 1995, p.6
Religion is not just for holidays (ltr), Apr 14, 1995, p.6
Christians share grief for Rabin (ltr), Nov 17, 1995, p.6

COFFEY, KATE
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1995 (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.26

COHEN, ANDREW
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26
Outstanding achievement celebrated at SHS (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.12

COHEN, DAVID
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

COHEN, DAVID (DR)
New horizons ahead for special educator (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.9
Brown to head SHS special ed department, May 12, 1995, p.11

COHEN, DINA
Middle-schoolers discover history in the details (photo), Feb 24, 1995, p.9

COHEN, EILEEN (AU)
Reflections on the start of another camp season (edit), Jul 14, 1995, p.7

COHEN, ELLEN
Foxes forecast family fun (first annual Fox Meadow Fair) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.12
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Sep 15, 1995, p.32

COHEN, ELLIOT
District schools welcome new faces of 1995-96 (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.9

COHEN, GABE
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.30

COHEN, JON
League of Women Voters panelists to examine scope of domestic violence (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.2

COHEN, JUSTIN
Justin Cohen poster best in safety contest (photo), Mar 17, 1995, p.4

COHEN, MARGERY
Baltimore to Beijing: women stride on (photo), Oct 27, 1995, p.5

COHEN, STEFANI MALKIN (AU)
How to get them away from TV and into a book (edit), Mar 31, 1995, p.7
How to discipline your children (edit), Aug 18, 1995, p.7
Flu time approaches - how to cope (edit), Dec 8, 1995, p.7

COHEN, STEVE
Curfews: Needed structure or lack of trust?, Feb 3, 1995, p.5

COHEN, SUSAN
She's optimistic on policy review (response to Inquirer article from 12/23/94) (ltr), Jan 20, 1995, p.6
After-school clubs will continue thru PTA's, Mar 24, 1995, p.10

COHEN, SUSAN (AU)
Affirm the value of our assets (ltr), Apr 28, 1995, p.6

COHN, MICHAEL
Departments must limit wish lists, Feb 10, 1995, p.1

COHN, MICHAEL (AU)
Public officials deserve courtesy (response to Feb 3 letter by J and S Rappaport re KIDS BASE) (ltr), Feb 10, 1995, p.6

COLDRICK, DAVID
Budget's tax hike mirrors inflation, Apr 7, 1995, p.1
Chinese take Taxation 101 here, Sep 8, 1995, p.1
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COLE, JIM
No decision on Ardsley left-turn bans; help for beleaguered Lynwood residents, Sep 15, 1995, p.1

COLLABOLLETTA, ERNIE
Are Scarsdale kids getting high all the time?, Jan 20, 1995, p.3

COLLAZO, ERNEST J
Ernest J Collazo (named to board of directors of United Hospital Fund), Jan 6, 1995, p.4

COLLAZO, GRETCHEN
Taking care of the earth (photo), May 5, 1995, p.8

COLLECTORS AND COLLECTING
When civilization began, so did collecting (edit), Jul 28, 1995, p.6
Bankruptcies are goldmines for collectors of art, antiques (edit), Aug 4, 1995, p.7

COLLEGE GRADUATES
Lament of an unemployed graduate (Itr), Sep 29, 1995, p.6

COLLEGE PRESIDENTS
Is Smith College ready for this? (an African-American educator as new president) (edit), Mar 3, 1995, p.7

COLLEGE STUDENTS
Scarsdale Foundation invites tuition assistance applications, Mar 10, 1995, p.4
Graduation edition (of SCS Inquirer will be published June 30), Jun 2, 1995, p.1

COLLEGE TEACHERS
Robert A Isaak, Ph. D. (has been selected for a Fulbright Scholarship Award), Apr 21, 1995, p.4
Jonathan D Haidt (appointed assistant professor of psychology at University of Virginia) (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.4
James Nowick, Ph. D. (named recipient of 1995 Presidential Faculty Fellow Award), Oct 6, 1995, p.4
Honored for service (Dr Louise Gallagher cited for 20 years of service to Pace University) (photo), Oct 13, 1995, p.4
Frank Lichtenberg (appointed to Courtney C Brown Professorship of Business at Columbia Univ) (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.4
Dr Kathryn E Malone (honored for excellence by Westchester Community College Foundation) (photo), Nov 10, 1995, p.4

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
Is Smith College ready for this? (an African-American educator as new president) (edit), Mar 3, 1995, p.7
Going to college does pay off (edit), Jun 30, 1995, p.7
James Chin memorial award is established at university (photo), Aug 4, 1995, p.4
Students are not our 'products' (Itr), Aug 4, 1995, p.6
Rejecting the 'preference' stigma (edit), Dec 8, 1995, p.7

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-ADMISSION
'We sincerely regret...' (regarding rejection letters from college) (edit), May 12, 1995, p.7
Computers ease college search (through Expan, the computerized college application system), Oct 6, 1995, p.9

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-GRADUATION
Graduation edition (of SCS Inquirer will be published June 30), Jun 2, 1995, p.1
(Supplement) Graduation '95 (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.0

COLONEY, GEORGE
Gourmet sandwich shop opens in village, Apr 7, 1995, p.4

COMBAL, MARTINE
What am I bid? (STEP auction at SHS) (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.9

COMBAL, PIERRE (AU)
For inclusion, not exclusion (comments on school board's holiday blackout policy) (Itr), Jan 13, 1995, p.7

COMER, ALLI
Scholarship fund drive launched (photo), Dec 1, 1995, p.9

COMFORT STATIONS
SEE PUBLIC COMFORT STATIONS

COMMITTEE AGAINST THE COMPOST HEAP
'Committee Against the Compost Heap' members step up complaints on compost heap, Jan 27, 1995, p.1
State: We don't know if compost site's unhealthy, Mar 10, 1995, p.1
COMMITTEE AGAINST THE COMPOST HEAP continued
Moving toward dialogue (regarding possible health risks from Crossway compost site) (edit), Mar 10, 1995, p.6
The compost controversy; What do others do with leaves?, Apr 21, 1995, p.1
A positive change (in format of village board meetings) (edit), Apr 28, 1995, p.6
Staff favors storing, hauling leaves, May 5, 1995, p.1
A little patience, please (regarding the phasing out of the Crossway compost site) (edit), May 12, 1995, p.6
C(ommittee) A(gainst) T(he) C(ompost) H(eap) speaks out against transfer station (cont), May 12, 1995, p.8
Is there a CATCH to compost plans?, May 26, 1995, p.1
Transfer station not acceptable (response to 5/12 edit about Crossway compost heap) (ltr), May 26, 1995, p.8
Crossway site readied for changes, Jun 16, 1995, p.1
Leaf recycling to end this fall, Aug 18, 1995, p.1
No village leaves going to Alfredo's (photo), Sep 29, 1995, p.1
SEE ALSO COALITION AGAINST THE COMPOST HEAP

COMMUTERS AND COMMUTING
A friend needs a ride to train (ltr), Jun 16, 1995, p.6
Legislator seeks commuter input (ltr), Aug 18, 1995, p.6

COMPETITIVE BIDDING
SEE CONTRACTS, LETTING OF

COMPOST
D(epartment of) E(nvironmental) C(onservation) says illegal materials remain at compost heap, Jan 6, 1995, p.1
Compost heap arouses suspicions (cont), Jan 6, 1995, p.10
'C(ommittee) A(gains)T C(ompost) H(eap)' members step up complaints on compost heap, Jan 27, 1995, p.1
Village defends composting practices (cont), Jan 27, 1995, p.18
Old leaves turn into good dirt (ltr), Feb 3, 1995, p.6
A change in attitude (Village Board must readjust its attitude) (edit), Feb 10, 1995, p.6
Compost berm has got to go (ltr), Feb 10, 1995, p.6
One sick person is one too many (comments on 1/24 Village Board meeting on compost heap) (ltr), Feb 10, 1995, p.6
Why subject us to a nightmare? (environmental hazard of compost heap) (ltr), Feb 10, 1995, p.6
2nd inspection yields debris (photo) (cont), Feb 10, 1995, p.8
Village should check air at compost site, use heap only in the cold, committee says, Feb 17, 1995, p.3
Compost, kids are her concerns (ltr), Feb 24, 1995, p.6
Compost heap is a constant problem (ltr), Feb 24, 1995, p.6
State: We don't know if composts site's unhealthy, Mar 10, 1995, p.1
Moving toward dialogue (regarding possible health risks from Crossway compost site) (edit), Mar 10, 1995, p.6
Not a penny for the compost (ltr), Mar 10, 1995, p.6
Is compost controversy just a passing thing?, Mar 17, 1995, p.1
Panelists differ on compost, Mar 24, 1995, p.1
Heap brings rats, allegies to area (ltr), Mar 24, 1995, p.6
Compost: bad or benign? (cont), Mar 24, 1995, p.8
Compost problem is not a new one (ltr), Mar 31, 1995, p.6
Why sanction a health hazard? (ltr), Apr 14, 1995, p.6
Compost problem is countywide (ltr), Apr 14, 1995, p.6
Resident criticize compost, budget (cont), Apr 14, 1995, p.8
The compost controversy; What do others do with leaves?, Apr 21, 1995, p.1
Village studying compost options, Apr 21, 1995, p.1
Scarsdale ponders other leaf-disposal options (photo) (cont), Apr 21, 1995, p.12
End of Crossway composting near, Apr 28, 1995, p.1
Compost heap is likely to be removed (cont), Apr 28, 1995, p.4
A positive change (in format of village board meetings) (edit), Apr 28, 1995, p.6
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COMPOST continued

Village does not deserve our trust (discusses Crossway compost heap) (ltr), Apr 28, 1995, p.6
Staff favors storing, hauling leaves, May 5, 1995, p.1
Staff compost report finds little risk (cont), May 5, 1995, p.4
Alchemists no more (urges removal of compost heap) (photo) (edit), May 5, 1995, p.6
Compost site is a disgrace to village (ltr), May 5, 1995, p.6
C(ommittee) A(gainst) T(his) C(ompost) H(eap): Close heap before '96 (photo), May 12, 1995, p.1
A little patience, please (regarding the phasing out of the Crossway compost site) (edit), May 12, 1995, p.6
Kudos to C(ommittee) A(gainst) T(his) C(ompost) H(eap) for compost work (ltr), May 12, 1995, p.6
Composting must stop immediately (ltr), May 19, 1995, p.6
Is there a CATCH to compost plans?, May 26, 1995, p.1
Transfer station not acceptable (response to 5/12 edit about Crossway compost heap) (ltr), May 26, 1995, p.8
Compost neighbors keep up pressure on village (cont), May 26, 1995, p.17
D(epartment) E(nvironmental) C(onservation) inspects Crossway compost facility, Jun 9, 1995, p.5
Time for others to share burden (adverse effects of compost heap) (ltr), Jun 9, 1995, p.6
Crossway site readied for changes, Jun 16, 1995, p.1
Virus and trucks are new worries (by Crossway compost site) (ltr), Jun 16, 1995, p.6
Crossway site readied for changes (cont), Jun 16, 1995, p.22
Composting will stop, village assures skeptics, Jun 30, 1995, p.3
Leaf recycling to end this fall, Aug 18, 1995, p.1
Leaf recycling to end this fall (cont), Aug 18, 1995, p.13
Not in my back yard, says Greenburgh (SCS's plan to cart some composted leaves to nursery in GBH), Sep 15, 1995, p.1
Neighbors should be cooperative (objection by GBH to SCS dumping leaves at Alfredo's Nursery) (ltr), Sep 15, 1995, p.6
No village leaves going to Alfredo's (photo), Sep 29, 1995, p.1
Environmental woes (discusses composting of leaves and sewage system in SCS) (edit), Sep 29, 1995, p.6
Compost in court (Alfredo's Nursery has filed notice of intent to sue Greenburgh), Nov 3, 1995, p.1
New home for leaves needed (ltr), Nov 10, 1995, p.6

COMPUTERS

Confessions of a happy hacker (beginning of a series of articles on computers), Feb 3, 1995, p.4
A whole new world (new column on computers by Bob Reiser introduced in this week's Inquirer) (edit), Feb 3, 1995, p.6
From computer fever to cold cash (Part I), Feb 24, 1995, p.2
From computer fever to cold cash - Part 2, Mar 10, 1995, p.4
From computer fever to cold cash - part 3, Mar 31, 1995, p.4
Computer fever to cold cash IV: The goodies, Apr 14, 1995, p.4
The final panic: Where will you shop?, Apr 28, 1995, p.4
Computer fever to cold cash: More strategies, May 19, 1995, p.4
From computer fever to cold cash: More options, May 26, 1995, p.4
Printers: From flying electrons to hard copy, Jun 9, 1995, p.4
How to choose a printer for your computing needs, Jun 30, 1995, p.2
Things to keep in mind before purchasing a computer system, Jul 14, 1995, p.2
Setting up is hard to do, Jul 28, 1995, p.8
More setting up is hard to do, Aug 18, 1995, p.4
Setting up - the final adventure, Sep 1, 1995, p.4
What to do until the PC doctor comes, Sep 22, 1995, p.4
So I've got my computer - now what?, Oct 6, 1995, p.4
The magic of word processing (cont.), Oct 20, 1995, p.4
The sound of digital money, Nov 10, 1995, p.4
Fun and games with your new computer, Dec 8, 1995, p.4
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COMPUTERS continued

More fun 'n games for the couch potato, Dec 22, 1995, p.2

CONCERTS

PT Council sponsors shows, Apr 7, 1995, p.9
Eli songbirds (Yale Spizzwinks and Something Extra from Yale will perform at SCS Library) (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.15
Concert features senior soloists (photo), May 5, 1995, p.12
(Supplement) Free (offers, events and giveaways in SCS, GBH and vicinity) (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.0

CONLAN, JAMES F (AU)
Sloan misinforms Inquirer readers (response to edit by I Sloan from 5/19/95) (ltr), May 26, 1995, p.6

CONLEY, LARRY JR
Bravery recalled (photo) (cont), May 19, 1995, p.10

CONLIN, JEANNE
District schools welcome new faces of 1995-96 (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.9

CONNOR, KATHY
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1995 (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.26

CONNORS, EDWARD
Local Catholics moved, inspired by papal visit, Oct 13, 1995, p.1

CONNORS, EDWARD (AU)
Religion is not just for holidays (ltr), Apr 14, 1995, p.6

CONNORS, EDWARD M (AU)
Dialogue hindered by half-truths (response to edit by I Sloan from 5/19/95) (ltr), May 26, 1995, p.6

CONSAGA, CATHY (AU)
Arcade employee says goodbye (ltr), Oct 6, 1995, p.6

CONSOLATED EDISON CO
Having trouble? Call the mayor! (W Handelman gets Con Edison to restore power on Cohawney Road) (ltr), Feb 10, 1995, p.6
Reading the flow (SCS has signed an agreement with Con Edison to read water meters in village), Jul 21, 1995, p.1

CONSTANTINE, PETER
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White As It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30

CONSULS
Neighbors say (Indonesian) consul's home may be a business, Sep 22, 1995, p.1
Diplomat's residence an active place (cont), Sep 22, 1995, p.9

CONTESTS
Let's hear it for moms (SCS Chamber of Commerce is sponsoring a Mother of the Year Contest), Apr 14, 1995, p.1
Contest deadline, Apr 28, 1995, p.1
(Young essay contest winners from St Pius X receive their prizes) (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.10

CONTRACTORS
Scarsdale contractor reports record year (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.16

CONTRACTS, LETTING OF
Competition best for efficiency (ltr), Dec 22, 1995, p.6

COOKE, BILL
A learning expedition (boy scouts get tips on running a village on Scout Government Day) (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.3
Thanks to all who beautified (garden by library pond) (ltr), Jun 16, 1995, p.7
Sharp object lesson (sanitation worker pricked by disposable syringe), Aug 11, 1995, p.1
December leaves, Dec 22, 1995, p.1

COOKE, WILLIAM
The Bank of New York Salutes the 1995 Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.28
Restrooms to go near clay court (by SHS), Aug 11, 1995, p.1
Storm wasn't too bad for village, Dec 22, 1995, p.1
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COOKING
C(ulinary) I(nstitute) of A(merica) benefactor savor[s] its success (photo), May 26, 1995, p.5

COONEY, JOAN
L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) panelists to examine scope of domestic violence (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.2

COONEY, MARIE
First week (for Al Gatta, SCS's new village manager) (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.1
Tooley is honored at T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) convocation (photo), Oct 27, 1995, p.5
The year in review: Looking back at 1995 (photo) (cont), Dec 29, 1995, p.5

COONEY, MARIE (AU)
She is still a beautiful person (edit), Dec 15, 1995, p.7

COOPER, BEN
Lightning rods: Do they work?, Aug 4, 1995, p.1

COOPER, JERRY
Jerry Cooper (named executive vice president of finance and operations, Showtime Networks Inc/photo), Dec 22, 1995, p.2

COOPER, WALLIS
Bookstore robbed by masked gunmen, Feb 24, 1995, p.1

COOPERMAN, LEAH
The joy of sand (N and L Cooperman make sand paintings at SCS Historical Society country fair/photo), Sep 15, 1995, p.1

COOPERMAN, NINA
The joy of sand (N and L Cooperman make sand paintings at SCS Historical Society country fair/photo), Sep 15, 1995, p.1

COPELAND, STEPHEN G
Stephen G Copeland (has joined Ambrosino, DePinto & Schmieder P.C. consulting engineers) (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.4

CORRADO, MATTHEW
Jewish children were isolated (Itr), Jun 23, 1995, p.6

CORRADO, MATTHEW (AU)
Letter offends Gentile teacher (response to letter by S Trachtenberg Breidbart from 5/19/95) (Itr), Jun 2, 1995, p.7

COSTELLO, CHRISTINA
Reading is tops at Fox Meadow (photo), Jan 13, 1995, p.9

COTronei, Susan
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.30

COTTER, KATHRYN
Neighborhood party inaugurate park (new playground and basketball courts at Hyatt Field) (photo), May 12, 1995, p.3

COTTON, BETTY
Junior League takes on new challenges (photo) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.11

COTTON, RAE
Rae Cotton (dies), Apr 7, 1995, p.12

COTUGNO, JOHN
Architects object to B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) changes, May 19, 1995, p.1

COTUGNO, JOHN (AU)
Telling neighbors causes problems (re upcoming projects on agenda of BAR meetings) (Itr), Jan 20, 1995, p.6

COULTER, JOHN W JR
John W Coulter, Jr (appointed a vice president for Long Island Rail Road), Mar 24, 1995, p.4

COUNSELORS
'Listen to your child,' counselor urges, Feb 3, 1995, p.10
New Cooper House counselor named (photo), May 19, 1995, p.1

COUNTRY CLUBS
To Kobe from S(CS) G(olf) C(lub) ($5,360 donation), Feb 24, 1995, p.1
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COURTS
Do it, already (re postponements in state and local courts) (edit), Nov 24, 1995, p.6
CRAINE, FRANCIS XAVIER
Francis Xavier Craine (has been made a partner in the firm of Peter Gisolfi Associates) (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.4
CRANE, WALTER F
Walter F Crane (dies), Apr 7, 1995, p.12
CRANES (BIRDS)
Recall Sadako (Sasaki) next Saturday (ltr), Jun 9, 1995, p.6
They made 1,000 cranes for Japan (ltr), Jun 30, 1995, p.6
(Julie Berger and Debby Katz with 1,000 paper cranes made at the SCS Library) (photo), Aug 4, 1995, p.2
CRARY, JOHN
Tennis and Citizens Against the Compost Heap (to be discussed by Village Board), Jan 20, 1995, p.1
Follow recreation staff recommendations (urges a tennis court be added at Crossway Field) (ltr), Feb 10, 1995, p.6
No new court at Crossway yet, Feb 17, 1995, p.1
Moving toward dialogue (regarding possible health risks from Crossway compost site) (edit), Mar 10, 1995, p.6
Panelists differ on compost, Mar 24, 1995, p.1
Budget's tax hike mirrors inflation, Apr 7, 1995, p.1
The compost controversy; What do others do with leaves?, Apr 21, 1995, p.1
Village studying compost options, Apr 21, 1995, p.1
End of Crossway composting near, Apr 28, 1995, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes the 1995 Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.28
Ardles Road Bridge renovation delayed, Aug 18, 1995, p.1
Not in my back yard, says Greenburgh (SCS's plan to cart some composted leaves to nursery in GBH), Sep 15, 1995, p.1
No village leaves going to Alfredo's (photo), Sep 29, 1995, p.1
Digital meters pondered (in SCS), Oct 13, 1995, p.1
Residents, staff and trustees consider plans for ice rink, Nov 3, 1995, p.1
CREATIVE WRITING
The day Dad lost it (a colored Easter egg): a family legend (illus), Apr 7, 1995, p.7
Lucky me - I can get out (edit), Sep 22, 1995, p.7
CREATIVE WRITING-COMPETITIONS
Fifteen mundane minutes in the life of Felipe Romerez (edit), Sep 1, 1995, p.7
CREECHES
Ohio case won't affect Scarsdale ("Capitol Square Review Board v. Pinette") (edit), Jan 27, 1995, p.7
Supreme Court rulings echo here (re right of Ku Klux Klan to put up a cross in Columbus, Ohio), Jul 21, 1995, p.1
That time again (village board has voted to approve erection of Nativity scene at Boniface circle), Nov 17, 1995, p.1
CRIME AND CRIMINALS
Bonnie Garland's killer is freed after 17 years in prison, Jan 13, 1995, p.5
Combating crime is forum topic, Jan 13, 1995, p.10
Quaker Ridge couple robbed at gunpoint, Jan 20, 1995, p.1
Now we're on the record (regarding reporting names of arrested teenagers) (edit), Feb 10, 1995, p.6
Bookstore robbed by masked gunmen, Feb 24, 1995, p.1
Brooklyn man nabbed, charged with burglary, Mar 31, 1995, p.1
Man charged with burglary (cont), Mar 31, 1995, p.10
(First Fidelity) Bank robbery suspect evades police, Apr 7, 1995, p.1
Body found in (Bronx) river, May 12, 1995, p.1
'Nice young man' at the Dime charged in theft from woman, May 26, 1995, p.1
A new ending (to the Carolyn Warmus saga?), Aug 18, 1995, p.1
Youth arrested in shooting of sister, Aug 18, 1995, p.1
Brother, parents of Edgemont girl arrested (cont), Aug 18, 1995, p.4
Accident victim arrested on counterfeiting charges (photo), Aug 25, 1995, p.3
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CRIME AND CRIMINALS continued
Name those young miscreants (urges naming of teenagers charged with crime in SCS Inquirer) (ltr), Aug 25, 1995, p.6
Scarsdale executive raped woman, police say, Sep 1, 1995, p.3
Smugglers smoked out on Central Avenue (Cuban cigars confiscated) (photo), Sep 1, 1995, p.5
Don’t saddle kids with reputations (response to letter by Michael Schlesinger from 8/25/95) (ltr), Sep 1, 1995, p.6
Ex-Dime manager gets 18 months, Sep 15, 1995, p.1
Why is O.J. so fascinating? Ask Aristotle (edit), Sep 15, 1995, p.6
Ex-Dime manager gets 18 months (cont), Sep 15, 1995, p.8
Hochberg, Velella target airbag theft, fraud (photo), Oct 27, 1995, p.3
Targeting air-bag theft (cont), Oct 27, 1995, p.21
Kramer pleads not guilty, Nov 3, 1995, p.1
Woman robbed in her Brewster Road garage, Nov 24, 1995, p.1
Older adult advocate (new position in SCS Police department), Dec 15, 1995, p.1

CROCITTO, JANINE
Helping friends (students at IHM present flowers and a $1,300 check to Janine Crocitto) (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.8

CROEN, LAWRENCE
An apology to a frustrated voter (ltr), Dec 15, 1995, p.6

CROEN, LAWRENCE S (AU)
Citizens' slate is outstanding (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.6
Handle interviews with dignity, care (ltr), Jun 23, 1995, p.6
Did Harrison's group back him? (response to letter by R Harrison from 6/23/95) (ltr), Jun 30, 1995, p.6
Write-in voters have a hard time (ltr), Nov 17, 1995, p.6

CROEN, GERTRUDE PERCY
Gertrude Percy Crane (dies), Feb 10, 1995, p.18

CRONIN, BRIAN
District schools welcome new faces of 1995-96 (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.9
What am I bid? (STEP auction at SHS) (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.9

CROSMAN ANNE (AU)
Young skaters lack manners (ltr), May 5, 1995, p.6

CROSMAN, AILEEN
Aileen Crosman (dies), Jun 23, 1995, p.14

CROSSWAY COMPOST HEAP
Transfer station not acceptable (response to 5/12 edit about Crossway compost heap) (ltr), May 26, 1995, p.8

CROSSWAY COMPOST SITE
D(epartment of) E(nvironmental) C(onservation) says illegal materials remain at compost heap, Jan 6, 1995, p.1
Compost heap rouses suspicions (cont), Jan 6, 1995, p.10
'C(ommittee) A(gains)T C(ompost) H(eap)' members step up complaints on compost heap, Jan 27, 1995, p.1
Village defends composting practices (cont), Jan 27, 1995, p.18
A change in attitude (Village Board must readjust its attitude) (edit), Feb 10, 1995, p.6
Compost berm has got to go (ltr), Feb 10, 1995, p.6
One sick person is one too many (comments on 1/24 Village Board meeting on compost heap) (ltr), Feb 10, 1995, p.6
Why subject us to a nightmare? (environmental hazard of compost heap) (ltr), Feb 10, 1995, p.6
2nd inspection yields debris (photo) (cont), Feb 10, 1995, p.8
Village should check air at compost site, use heap only in the cold, committee says, Feb 17, 1995, p.3
Compost, kids are her concerns (ltr), Feb 24, 1995, p.6
Compost heap is a constant problem (ltr), Feb 24, 1995, p.6
State: We don't know if composts site's unhealthy, Mar 10, 1995, p.1
Moving toward dialogue (regarding possible health risks from Crossway compost site) (edit), Mar 10, 1995, p.6
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CROSSWAY COMPOST SITE continued

Not a penny for the compost (ltr), Mar 10, 1995, p.6
Is compost controversy just a passing thing?, Mar 17, 1995, p.1
Panelists differ on compost, Mar 24, 1995, p.1
Heap brings rats, allegations to area (ltr), Mar 24, 1995, p.6
Compost: bad or benign? (cont), Mar 24, 1995, p.8
Compost problem is not a new one (ltr), Mar 31, 1995, p.6
Why sanction a health hazard? (ltr), Apr 14, 1995, p.6
Resident criticizes compost, budget (cont), Apr 14, 1995, p.8
The compost controversy; What do others do with leaves?, Apr 21, 1995, p.1
Village studying compost options, Apr 21, 1995, p.1
Scarsdale ponders other leaf-disposal options (photo) (cont), Apr 21, 1995, p.12
End of Crossway composting near, Apr 28, 1995, p.1
Compost heap is likely to be removed (cont), Apr 28, 1995, p.4
A positive change (in format of village board meetings) (edit), Apr 28, 1995, p.6
Village does not deserve our trust (discusses Crossway compost heap) (ltr), Apr 28, 1995, p.6
Staff favors storing, hauling leaves, May 5, 1995, p.1
Staff compost report finds little risk (cont), May 5, 1995, p.4
Alchemists no more (urges removal of compost heap) (photo) (edit), May 5, 1995, p.6
Compost site is a disgrace to village (ltr), May 5, 1995, p.6
C(ommittee) A(gainst) T(he) C(ompost) H(eap): Close heap before '96 (photo), May 12, 1995, p.1
A little patience, please (regarding the phasing out of the Crossway compost site) (edit), May 12, 1995, p.6
Kudos to C(ommittee) A(gainst) T(he) C(ompost) H(eap) for compost work (ltr), May 12, 1995, p.6
Composting must stop immediately (ltr), May 19, 1995, p.6
Is there a CATCH to compost plans?, May 26, 1995, p.1
Compost neighbors keep up pressure on village (cont), May 26, 1995, p.17
D(epartment of) E(nvironmental) C(onservation) inspects Crossway compost facility, Jun 9, 1995, p.5
Crossway site readied for changes, Jun 16, 1995, p.1
Virus and trucks are new worries (by Crossway compost site) (ltr), Jun 16, 1995, p.6
Crossway site readied for changes (cont), Jun 16, 1995, p.22
Turning a new leaf (re SCS leaf collection), Jul 28, 1995, p.1
Leaf recycling to end this fall, Aug 18, 1995, p.1
Leaf recycling to end this fall (cont), Aug 18, 1995, p.13

CROSSWAY FIELD (SCS)

Tennis and C(itizens) A(gainst) T(he) C(ompost) H(eap) (to be discussed by Village Board), Jan 20, 1995, p.1
Village report calls for new tennis court at Crossway, Jan 27, 1995, p.3
No new court at Crossway yet, Feb 17, 1995, p.1
New home for leaves needed (ltr), Nov 10, 1995, p.6
Gatta: Crossway's quiet C(oalition) A(gainst) T(he) C(ompost) H(eap): Not exactly (cont), Dec 1, 1995, p.20

CROUCH, THOMAS

Was history of A-bomb censored? (photo), Aug 4, 1995, p.1

CRUPI, CONNIE

Two new restaurants poised to open in village, Oct 13, 1995, p.1

CUDNER-HYATT HOUSE (SCS)

Historical Society celebrates 20th anniversary of Cudney-Hyatt acquisition(photo Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.6

CUNIBERTI, NANCY

Crossroads: an alternative way of traversing midlife (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.5
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CUNNINGHAM, BEVERLY
- The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34
- VIPs are divided on candidate interviews (prospective School Board Nominating Committee candidates), Jun 2, 1995, p.1

CUNNINGHAM, CHARLES
- Pact saves Cornell House from demolition (photo), Feb 24, 1995, p.1

CUNNINGHAM, CHARLES AND BEVERLY (AU)
- Couple urges vote for Janiak (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.6

CUOMO, MARIO
- Freeze in school aid relieves some budget tensions, Feb 10, 1995, p.1

CUOMO, PHYLLIS
- Power Pals celebrate at Edgewood (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.10

CURFEW
- Curfews: Needed structure or lack of trust?, Feb 3, 1995, p.5

CURRAN, BRIAN
- Neighbors wary of Kids' BASE plan, Apr 28, 1995, p.1

CURRIER, ALLICIA (AU)
- Smokers get younger...and younger (edit), Apr 21, 1995, p.7

CUSICK, CATHY
- First day smiles (first day of school) (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.1

CUSICK, ELAINE
- Interviews OK's for school board, Jun 9, 1995, p.1
- Tricks didn't work at School Board Nominating Committee meeting (ltr), Jun 23, 1995, p.6
- First day smiles (first day of school) (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.1

CUSICK, TOM
- The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34

CYCLING
- Summer trip planned (two cycling trips for 6th, 7th and 8th graders on Cape Cop this July), Feb 10, 1995, p.9
- Bicycle Sundays (on Bronx River Parkway) plus (an in-line skating program and music), May 5, 1995, p.1
- A lesson in overcoming the odds (Peter Salaverry bikes in the mountains of France) (photo), Aug 4, 1995, p.15
- Trip challenges SMS kids, Sep 8, 1995, p.3
- Cyclist finds fulfillment helping others (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.17
- Cape adventure for SMS kids (cont), Sep 8, 1995, p.19
- AIDS Ride unites a diverse crowd (photo), Sep 22, 1995, p.5

D'AGOSTINO, ANDREA
- (Town and) Village Civic Club urges village to relax proposed home office rules (photo), Mar 3, 1995, p.1

D'ANGELO, FRAN
- Department of Environmental Conservation says illegal materials remain at compost heap, Jan 6, 1995, p.1

D'ANGELO, LISA
- Lisa D'Angelo (appointed to national marketing manager of Matsushita Consumer Electronics Co) (photo), Nov 24, 1995, p.4

DAHILL, KEVIN
- Volunteers honored (by United Hospital Medical Center, Port Chester) (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.4

DAIKOS, PHILIP
- The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo), Jul 28, 1995, p.22

DAIS, LANDON
- Helping friends (students at IHM present flowers and a $1,300 check to Janine Crocittto) (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.8

DALEY, NICKI
- The Bank of New York Salutes GOURMET GALAXY, The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.30

DALTON, DEBRA
- A fond farewell (Anne Hanson of Houlihan Lawrence is retiring after 50 years as realtor) (photo), Feb 3, 1995, p.4
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DALTON, ELEANOR
Snow didn't dampen shoppers' spirits, Dec 29, 1995, p.1

DALTON, JIM
Snow didn't dampen shoppers' spirits, Dec 29, 1995, p.1

Daly, William J
William J Daly (dies), Nov 24, 1995, p.19

DAMOUR, RICHARD
Dinner caps a week of tributes to Hibschman (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.1
Claire D. Leone Real Estate Honors Dr. Richard D. Hibschman (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.24

DAMS
Death sentence for China's Yangtze River gorges (edit) (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.7

DANAHY, MARY
District schools welcome new faces of 1995-96 (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.9

DANCERS
Steffi Nossen dancers to tour solar (photo), May 12, 1995, p.17

DASKIN, RENEE ROSE
Works by Scarsdale artists on view in regional shows (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.19

DATTARO, GUIDO
House razing (at 17 Eton Road) irks village (photo), Jan 20, 1995, p.1
Preservation law charge dropped (regarding demolition of house at 17 Eton Road), Feb 3, 1995, p.1
Article was 'inflammatory' (response to Inquirer article from 1/20/95 on Eton Road house) (ltr), Feb 3, 1995, p.6
Pact saves Cornell House from demolition (photo), Feb 24, 1995, p.1
Architects object to Board of Architectural Review changes, May 19, 1995, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes the 1995 Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.28
'For Sale' sign tells of developer's frustration (re advertising of land for sale in village center), Oct 6, 1995, p.1

DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
Daughters of the American Revolution fosters education and patriotism (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.11

DAVE, LAURA
SHS student government described, Feb 17, 1995, p.9
Outstanding achievement celebrated at SHS (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.12
SHS honors student volunteers (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.9

DAVID, MILES
The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34

DAVID, MILES (AU)
What about the other candidates? (ltr), Dec 8, 1995, p.6

DAVIDSON, DONALD (AU)
Compost problem is countywide (ltr), Apr 14, 1995, p.6

DAVIDSON, JULIA
Heat cure (SCS Pool is a popular place to be) (photo), Jul 21, 1995, p.12

DAVIDSON, MICKEY
Broadway style at Heathcote (Okra Dance Co performers lead Heathcote volunteers) (photo), Jan 27, 1995, p.10

DAVIS, ARNOLD J
Arnold J Davis (awarded the honorary degree of Doctor of Humane Letters by Bard College) (photo), Jun 2, 1995, p.4

DAVIS, BILL
The Bank of New York Salutes The United Way of Scarsdale Edgemont (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.26

DAVIS, BILL (DR)
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.34

DAVIS, SCOTTIE
Musical storyteller (performance of "Peter and the Wolf" by Festival of Music at Edgewood) (photo), Mar 10, 1995, p.10
DAVIS, STEPHEN
  Candidate calls for (non-partisan) system's end (ltr), Nov 3, 1995, p.6

DAVIS, STEPHEN (AU)
  Superior taste, wisdom of B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) (ltr), Dec 22, 1995, p.6

DAVIS, SUSAN
  Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.34

DAVIS, WHITNEY
  A little light reading (finds at SCS Library book fair) (photo), Sep 22, 1995, p.4

DAVIS, WILLIAM (DR)
  Support honors activist's memory (ltr), Apr 28, 1995, p.6

DAY, EUGENE
  Brooklyn man nabbed, charged with burglary, Mar 31, 1995, p.1

DE CARLO, JEAN
  Jean De Carlo (Harwood Typing Services) leaving village, Apr 7, 1995, p.4

DE SIMONE, JESSICA
  Music sets Memorial Day mood (photo), Jun 2, 1995, p.1

DE SOUSA, GREG (AU)
  Photographer alum(nus Eric Flisser) also deserves some glory (ltr), Oct 27, 1995, p.6

DE VITO, DIANE
  Gourmet sandwich shop opens in village, Apr 7, 1995, p.4

DE VITO, MICHAEL
  Gourmet sandwich shop opens in village, Apr 7, 1995, p.4

DEAD SEA SCROLLS
  Controversy echoes over the Dead Sea Scrolls (edit), Sep 22, 1995, p.6
  The Dead Sea Scrolls and research's human errors (edit), Sep 29, 1995, p.7

DEAK, LINDSAY
  Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26

DEAN, JOHN
  A look at Japanese life (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.10

DEANGELIS, MISSY
  Missy DeAngelis (has joined public relations division of Brouillard Communications) (photo), Dec 29, 1995, p.2

DEBEAR, JESSE
  Foxes focus on critical thinking (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.9

DECKER, ANNA (AU)
  More important than animals (comment on Inquirer article about recent prairie dog incident) (ltr), Jun 30, 1995, p.6

DEL BIANCO, LOU
  Laugh with Lou to aid the sick (ltr), Apr 7, 1995, p.6

DEL GAUDIO, JOSEPH (DR)
  Dr Joseph Del Gaudio (dies), Oct 6, 1995, p.12

DEL GUZZO, CHRISTINA
  Festive weekend (Hoff-Barthelson's annual festival) (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.1

DEL GUZZO, MATT
  Helping friends (students at IHM present flowers and a $1,300 check to Janine Crocitto) (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.8

DEL GUZZO, MATTHEW
  Festive weekend (Hoff-Barthelson's annual festival) (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.1
  Hoff flutists play for White House audience (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.17

DELBELLO, ALFRED
  New home for leaves needed (ltr), Nov 10, 1995, p.6
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DELMARTINO, DAVID
Taking care of the earth (photo), May 5, 1995, p.8

DELONG, CATHERINE
SHS club members walk for charity (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.9

DELONG, MICHAEL
In the case of blowers, Scarsdale's not Pelham, Sep 8, 1995, p.1

DELONG, SARAH
Senior class to strut in 'Me and My Girl' (photo), May 26, 1995, p.21

DELVECCHIO, ADAM
Adam Delvecchio (has received practical work in military leadership at ROTC camp at Fort Bragg, NC), Sep 15, 1995, p.4

DEMITRIEUS, LYNN
Crossroads: an alternative way of traversing midlife (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.5

DEMONSTRATIONS
Protesters say envoy (Yasushi Akashi) must quit (photo), May 26, 1995, p.1

DENTISTS
Dr. Elliot Feinberg (elected vice president of Dental Society of State of New York) (photo), Feb 10, 1995, p.4
Dr Edward Feinberg (appointed to action team of dentists to educate Congress on legislative issues), May 19, 1995, p.4
Scarsdale dentist accused of molesting sedated patient, Aug 4, 1995, p.3
A 'real life' newspaper (re recent incidents involving dentists and sexual offenses) (edit), Aug 11, 1995, p.6
Scarsdale dentist was tried in press (ltr), Aug 11, 1995, p.6
Sex crimes aren't 'indiscretions' (response to letter by Dr Robert Soley from 8/11/95) (ltr), Aug 18, 1995, p.6
Stuart Horodas, D.D.S. (elected to board of Purchase College Affiliates), Sep 15, 1995, p.4

DERIGHT, KATE
Teens, on their own, present 'Much Ado' (About Nothing) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.17

DESAI, SHANKAR
Senior friends thank freshmen (for landscaping work at library pond April 29), May 19, 1995, p.6

DETMER, JACK
Colorful creations on view (student art show at St James Nursery School) (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.10

DEUTSCH, LAURENCE
Outstanding achievement celebrated at SHS (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.12

DEUTSCH, LISA (AU)
Orchestra grant is 1 of 4 in nation (ltr), Jun 23, 1995, p.6

DEUTSCH, ROSE L
Rose L Deutsch (dies), Dec 22, 1995, p.12

DI MATTEO, ANGELINA
Angelina Di Matteo (dies), Jan 6, 1995, p.12

DI RESTA, RENEE
Festive weekend (Hoff-Barthelson's annual festival) (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.1

DIAMOND, SUSAN
A winning team (SHS deans) (photo), May 12, 1995, p.12

DIARIES-AUTHORSHIP
Connecting with self, others through journals (edit), Dec 15, 1995, p.7

DIAZ, DANIEL
'For Sale' sign tell of developer's frustration (re advertising of land for sale in village center), Oct 6, 1995, p.1

DICKENS, CHARLES
The pragmatic religion of Charles Dickens (illus), Dec 22, 1995, p.5

DIETZ, DAVID
Harvest festival (sing-along and readings at Fox Meadow) (photo), Nov 24, 1995, p.1
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DIEZ, THOMAS
Was history of A-bomb censored? (photo), Aug 4, 1995, p.1

DIFORIO, ANN K
Ann K Diforio (dies), Feb 24, 1995, p.14
Ann K Diforio (dies), Apr 7, 1995, p.12

DILORENZO, BOB
Parents protest holiday (blackout) policy, Jan 13, 1995, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Sep 15, 1995, p.32

DIMARTINO, DANIEL
All's fair next weekend (photo), May 5, 1995, p.12

DISCIPLINE
How to discipline your children (edit), Aug 18, 1995, p.7

DISEASES
Virus and trucks are new worries (by Crossway compost site) (ltr), Jun 16, 1995, p.6
The Doctors (Ronnie and Michael) Swift: Answering life's basic questions (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.1
No physical symptoms? (You may still be sick) (edit), Aug 4, 1995, p.6

DIVNEY, MICHAEL
Don't shun improvements (comments on Ardsley Road bridge reconstruction and left turns) (edit), Jul 7, 1995, p.6

DIVORCE
The foremost issue in divorce: Support for the dependent spouse (edit), Nov 17, 1995, p.7

DIXON, MARY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.30

DODGE, LAURIE
Footstock opens on Spencer Place (photo), Oct 13, 1995, p.4

DOESCHER, LINDA BLAIR
Getting to know you (SCS newcomers' reception) (photo), Nov 3, 1995, p.1

DOGS
Residents want longer leash for village code (photo), Jan 27, 1995, p.5
Don't liberalize the leash law (village ordinance regarding dogs) (ltr), Feb 3, 1995, p.6
Lost and found (friendly pooch found wandering on Fox Meadow Road) (photo), Sep 15, 1995, p.3
Police report (about dog) raises question (ltr), Sep 15, 1995, p.6

DOMINIC, MARTY
Ardsley Bridge divider slated to be removed (photo), Nov 24, 1995, p.1

DOKA, KENNETH J (DR) (AU)
Getting older productively needs your assistance (photo) (edit), Apr 14, 1995, p.7
Experts offer advice on aging with grace, creativity and zest (edit) (illus), Apr 21, 1995, p.7
The hidden burden of 'disenfranchised' grief after loss (edit), Oct 6, 1995, p.7

DOKKEN, ELEANOR H
Elenanor H Dokken (dies), Sep 1, 1995, p.10

DOLPH, WILLIAM ARTHUR
William Arthur Dolph (dies), Nov 17, 1995, p.14

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
SEE FAMILY VIOLENCE
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DONATO, SARAH
   Steffi Nossen dancers to tour solar (photo), May 12, 1995, p.17

DONATO, SHELLY
   An educator remembered (garden dedicated at SMS in memory of Dr Karen Chanow-Gruen) (photo), Nov 10, 1995, p.9

DONELLY, KEN (AU)
   Nynex employee tells his side (response to letters by J Behr and J Rusciano from 10/27/95) (ltr), Nov 10, 1995, p.6

DONOVAN, EILEEN
   Colonial Christmas (Fox Meadow Christmas party at Wayside Cottage) (photo), Dec 22, 1995, p.8

DOTY, JOYCE
   (Young essay contest winners from St Pius X receive their prizes) (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.10

DOUGHTY, ALICIA
   Four SHS seniors are honored at award picnic (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.23
   Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.30

DOWD, HECTOR
   Kids, parents compete in Labor Day games (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.5

DOWN SYNDROME
   From Times Square, Down's syndrome child sends an image of inclusion (photo), Sep 29, 1995, p.5
   Special children, pioneer parents (cont), Sep 29, 1995, p.15

DOWNES, JOHN E
   John E Downes (dies), Feb 24, 1995, p.14

DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS
   Downtown report may be finished next month, Jan 27, 1995, p.3
   Downtown report: inching to conclusion, Feb 3, 1995, p.1
   Downtown report nearly done (cont), Feb 3, 1995, p.15
   Develop without delay, committee tells village board (gardening dogs) (ltr), Mar 3, 1995, p.1
   Another empty store (in downtown SCS), Mar 3, 1995, p.1
   A vote for vitality (praises work of Downtown Committee and the newly released report) (edit), Mar 3, 1995, p.6
   Our albatross (dearth of short term parking in downtown SCS) (edit), Mar 3, 1995, p.6
   Develop without delay, committee tells village (cont), Mar 3, 1995, p.19
   Resident praises downtown report (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.7
   Downtown report, May 26, 1995, p.1
   Traffic tops list of residents' concerns about development in village center, Jun 9, 1995, p.1
   The price of affluence (comments on recent theft of geraniums by Boniface Circle) (edit), Jun 9, 1995, p.6
   Let's be modest about the Freightway development (edit), Jun 23, 1995, p.7
   Downtown development Committee: Too early for Requests For Proposals, Jul 7, 1995, p.1
   Let's move, carefully (regarding Freightway lot) (edit), Jul 7, 1995, p.6
   Committee recommends model of downtown (cont), Jul 7, 1995, p.8
   Aims at trees, misses forest (response to edit by Jeanne Richman from 7/7/95) (ltr), Jul 14, 1995, p.6
   Make the village safe for walkers (ltr), Jul 21, 1995, p.6
   Merchants prepare for annual Sidewalk Sale, Jul 28, 1995, p.1
   Scarsdale Village: boom or bust (annual SCS Sidewalk Sale is being planned for this weekend), Aug 4, 1995, p.1
   Balloons, baubles and togs (annual sidewalk sale) (photo), Aug 11, 1995, p.1
   Burgeoning blight (in SCS) (edit), Aug 25, 1995, p.6
   Comfort (stations) needed in village, too (edit), Aug 25, 1995, p.7
   Developer offers village land for sale (Freightway and Depot Place), Sep 1, 1995, p.1
   Land for sale (cont), Sep 1, 1995, p.3
   Ban all skating in the downtown (ltr), Sep 1, 1995, p.6
   Issue tickets for failure to stop (ltr), Sep 29, 1995, p.6
   Village center is a dangerous place (ltr), Sep 29, 1995, p.6
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DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS continued

'For Sale' sign tell of developer's frustration (re advertising of land for sale in village center), Oct 6, 1995, p.1
Plumbing A(merican) P(remier) U(nderwriters)' intent (cont), Oct 6, 1995, p.8
Footstock opens on Spencer Place (photo), Oct 13, 1995, p.4
Developers must do what we want (ltr), Oct 13, 1995, p.6
League hears update on issues, Oct 20, 1995, p.1
Landowner offers great opportunity (re Freightway railroad station area) (ltr), Oct 20, 1995, p.6
Bids on (three-dimensional downtown) model sought, Oct 27, 1995, p.1
'Show me,' says A(merican) P(remier) U(nderwriters) executive (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.1
'Show me,' says A(merican) P(remier) U(nderwriters) executive (cont), Nov 17, 1995, p.19
Village center planners ponder 3-D model, Dec 1, 1995, p.1
(Merchants clearing sidewalks in front of their stores) (photo), Dec 22, 1995, p.6
Dangerous spots in the downtown (ltr), Dec 29, 1995, p.6

DREXLER, BENJAMIN
Camp days (photo), Jul 21, 1995, p.5

DRIVING WHILE INTOXICATED
SEE ALCOHOL AND AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS

DRUGS
Marijuana found on 2 students, Nov 10, 1995, p.9
Adolescent drug use on the rise, Nov 17, 1995, p.10

DRUGS AND YOUTH
Are Scarsdale kids getting high all the time?, Jan 20, 1995, p.3
Parents play a part (edit), Jan 20, 1995, p.6
The generation gap: It's deja vu all over again (edit), Feb 10, 1995, p.7

DRUGSTORES
Store's sprinklers quench CVS blaze (photo), Feb 17, 1995, p.1

DUARTE, JESSICA
Teeming with life (Quaker Ridge 4th graders study pond life in Pleasantville) (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.9

DUBBS, BERNARD
Bernard Dubbs (dies), Jan 20, 1995, p.16

DUCKS
Don't feed geese or mallard ducks (ltr), Aug 11, 1995, p.6

DUFFIELD, CRAIG
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26

DUFFY, DONNA
District schools welcome new faces of 1995-96 (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.9
Leaping off the page (Fox Meadow class mothers dress as characters from children's books) (photo), Nov 24, 1995, p.10

DUMONT, NICHOLAS
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

DUNCAN, CAROL
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

DUNCAN, GEORGE H
George H Duncan (dies), Jun 16, 1995, p.14

DWECK, JUDIE (AU)
Great performers, rude audience (recent dance performance by SCS Ballet Studio at SHS) (ltr), Jul 7, 1995, p.6

DWYER, MIKE
Furnace fire damages Edgewood home, Oct 6, 1995, p.1
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DYBING, PETER
Volunteers honored (by United Hospital Medical Center, Port Chester) (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.4

EARTH DAY
Condition: still critical (comments on the 25th anniversary of Earth Day) (edit), Apr 21, 1995, p.6
Two Earth Days letter than one (ltr), Apr 21, 1995, p.6

EARTHQUAKES
Japanese seek news of (catastrophic Kobe) quake, Jan 20, 1995, p.1
Local Japanese seek news of earthquake victims (cont), Jan 20, 1995, p.10
Students aid (Kobe) earthquake victims, Feb 3, 1995, p.10
To Kobe from S(CS) G(olf) C(lub) ($5,360 donation), Feb 26, 1995, p.1
Japanese grateful for sympathy, aid (ltr), Mar 24, 1995, p.6
A big kindness to Kobe victims (ltr), Apr 14, 1995, p.6
More gratitude for aid to Kobe (ltr), May 19, 1995, p.6
A report from the epicenter (edit), Oct 20, 1995, p.7

EASTER
Village should buy from local stores (regarding buying candy for annual Easter egg hunt) (ltr), Apr 7, 1995, p.6
The day Dad lost it (a colored Easter egg): a family legend (illus), Apr 7, 1995, p.7
Two traditions (Easter morning service and congregational seder) (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.1

EASTERN EUROPE
In Eastern Europe: an upwelling of religion (edit), Apr 7, 1995, p.7

EATING DISORDERS
A-Schoolers sponsor dialogue on eating disorders, Apr 14, 1995, p.10
Eating disorders were glamorized (ltr), Dec 22, 1995, p.6

ECKER, DAVID JAY
Davie Jay Ecker (dies), Jan 13, 1995, p.19

ECKMAN, MAX
Foxes focus on critical thinking (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.9

ECKSTEIN, GARY (AU)
Night basketball games rated 'G' (ltr), Jan 27, 1995, p.6

ECKSTEIN, LAUREN
Senior class to strut in 'Me and My Girl' (photo), May 26, 1995, p.21

ECKSTEIN, SANDY (AU)
It was truly entertaining (thanks and praises for SHS prom breakfast decorations) (ltr), Jul 7, 1995, p.6

EDELSON, ARLENE (AU)
Worth a thousand words and more (comments on atrocities) (edit), May 26, 1995, p.7
She'll never forget what's-his-name (edit), Sep 8, 1995, p.7

EDITORS
Teacher's love of literature finds a new outlet, May 26, 1995, p.14

EDNEY, JODY
Day of disguises (Halloween costumes), Nov 3, 1995, p.1

EDNEY, KRISTEN
Day of disguises (Halloween costumes), Nov 3, 1995, p.1

EDNEY, KRISTIN
Move over, Beethoven (assembly at Fox Meadow School) (photo), Oct 13, 1995, p.9

EDSON, MARIAN
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

EDUCATION
(Town and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub): How to stay in the educational forefront (photo), Jan 27, 1995, p.3
Take an active role in the school process (photo) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.2
Are girls better math students, sans boys (or vice versa)? (edit) (illus), Feb 26, 1995, p.7
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EDUCATION continued
Panel warns of right-wing influence on school boards, Mar 24, 1995, p.5
Hearing to examine education issues, Mar 31, 1995, p.9
History recast sans heros (heroes have slipped from their pedestals in social studies curriculum), Apr 7, 1995, p.1
History curriculum has evolved (cont), Apr 7, 1995, p.10
Educators ask Albany legislators for help (photo), Apr 14, 1995, p.5
The case against competition (edit), Jun 2, 1995, p.7
Poor teaching was the problem (response to letter by S Trachtenberg Breidbart from 6/23/95) (ltr), Jun 30, 1995, p.6
New Compact (for Learning) has local impact, Aug 4, 1995, p.8
Board eyes school funding reform, Sep 15, 1995, p.10
Federal cuts harm education (ltr), Sep 22, 1995, p.6
Smart and rich? (SCS, according to 1990 Census records), Oct 20, 1995, p.1
Reform must address race, justice, purpose, Nov 10, 1995, p.5
Easing the way for future students, Nov 17, 1995, p.9
Character ed expert due, Dec 1, 1995, p.9
Character education (cont), Dec 1, 1995, p.20
Learner under control, or learner in control? (edit), Dec 29, 1995, p.6

EGAN, ALISON
Students against drunken driving plans mock crash, Sep 29, 1995, p.9

EGAN, JOSEPH
Egan joins SCS Summer Music Theatre as scenic designer (illus), Jun 9, 1995, p.19

EGAN, WILLIAM
Veterans' Day salutes democracy's defenders (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.5

EGGERS, WILLIAM (AU)
Religion is not just for holidays (ltr), Apr 14, 1995, p.6

EILBACHER, KRISTINA
Young essay contest winners from St Pius X receive their prizes (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.10

EISELE, JOHN H
John H Eisele (dies), Dec 8, 1995, p.10

EISENMAN, NICOLE
Local artist 'explodes' Whitney (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.1
Local artist 'explodes' Whitney (cont), Mar 31, 1995, p.23
Local artist 'explodes' Whitney (cont), Mar 31, 1995, p.24

ELAR, TONY
Vote Abinanti: He's pro-choice (ltr), Oct 13, 1995, p.6
Candidate Elar is pro-choice (response to letter by Jennie Lifrieri Ries from 10/13/95) (ltr), Oct 20, 1995, p.6
Apologizes for campaign attacks (ltr), Nov 17, 1995, p.6

ELECTION DISTRICTS
League of Women Voters vs. redistricting, Jun 2, 1995, p.1
League of Women Voters challenges map - again, Jun 16, 1995, p.1
An election district just for you (edit), Jun 16, 1995, p.6
League of Women Voters challenges map (cont), Jun 16, 1995, p.22
Try, try again (quest to overturn 1991 redistricting plan), Oct 6, 1995, p.1

ELECTION INSPECTORS
Call for inspectors, Oct 6, 1995, p.1

ELECTIONS
Latimer, Bronz not too worried about re-election, Nov 3, 1995, p.3
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ELECTIONS-GBH
Who's running for what Tuesday (cont), Nov 3, 1995, p.13

ELECTIONS-SCS
S(School) B(oard) W(omitting) C(ommitee) has 13 new members, Jan 20, 1995, p.1
Election schedules, Mar 17, 1995, p.1
Stick with the insider (endorsement of Anne Janiak) (edit), Mar 17, 1995, p.6
Hindsight (discusses last contested elections in SCS) (edit), Mar 17, 1995, p.6
Scarsdale needs informed choice (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.7
Bring democracy to Scarsdale (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.7
Harrison gets a 3d of the vote (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.1
Correction (of SCS Inquirer Hindsight edit regarding SCS's last contested election), Mar 24, 1995, p.3
Let's talk (comments on non-partisan system) (edit), Mar 24, 1995, p.6
Village election was well-run (ltr), Mar 31, 1995, p.6
Nonpartisan foes are diminishing (edit), Apr 28, 1995, p.7
Citizens' nominees named for Nov. vote (individual names noted), Oct 20, 1995, p.1
Inquirer endorsements (George Latimer, Lois Bronz and Katherine Carsky) (edit), Nov 3, 1995, p.6
Absentee ballots aid democracy (ltr), Nov 3, 1995, p.6
The other election (of candidates to serve on Non-Partisan Citizens' Committee) (edit), Nov 10, 1995, p.6

ELECTIONS-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
Incumbents stay in place on county board, Nov 10, 1995, p.1
Voters rejected 'dirty tricks' (ltr), Nov 24, 1995, p.6
An apology to a frustrated voter (ltr), Dec 15, 1995, p.6

ELIAS, ALBERT L (AU)
In life, you do the best you can (edit), Aug 11, 1995, p.7

ELICE, SARA
Teens, on their own, present 'Much Ado' (About Nothing) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.17

ELLIOIT, JOHN (AU)
Religion is not just for holidays (ltr), Apr 14, 1995, p.6

ELTING, LOUISE
Louise Elting (dies), Sep 29, 1995, p.10

EMANUELLI, ALBERT J
Winston heir must share, says court, Aug 25, 1995, p.1

EMMER, DAVE
Even styrofoam (SCS Wrapping & Shipping Center reuses old styrofoam), Sep 8, 1995, p.1

EMPLOYEES-SCS
Arcade employee says goodbye (ltr), Oct 6, 1995, p.6

EMPLOYEES-SCS-RETIREMENT
New horizons ahead for special educator (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.9
Speakers endorse holiday guidelines (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.9
Dinner caps a week of tributes to Hibschman (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.1
A people person (tribute to Richard Hibschman) (edit), Jun 23, 1995, p.6
New teachers hear tributes to those departing (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20
After 25 years of cupcakes, bidding Weber a fond goodbye (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.8
Accolades for retiring judge (photo), Sep 22, 1995, p.1
Gavel to gavel, no hung jury on Virginia Knaplund (cont), Sep 22, 1995, p.13

EMPLOYMENT
Real jobs needed for long term (ltr), Aug 4, 1995, p.6
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EMT
Give more press to E'EDGEmont Association (recent coverage on A&P and Boston Chicken) (ltr), Feb 10, 1995, p.6
Protection from canvassers needed (ltr), Mar 10, 1995, p.7
Edgemont hopes to celebrate victory, Apr 28, 1995, p.1
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.34
Youth arrested in shooting of sister, Aug 18, 1995, p.1
The year in review: Looking back at 1995 (details developments in SCS, EMT and GBH), Dec 29, 1995, p.1

ENDRES, DAVID
David Endres (dies), Jan 27, 1995, p.8

ENGELBRECHT, LIZE
Reading is tops at Fox Meadow (photo), Jan 13, 1995, p.9

ENGLISH LANGUAGE-STUDY AND TEACHING
Living in America enrolls students from 11 countries (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.12

ENOCH, DONNA
United Way drive lagging behind '94 contributions (photo), Feb 24, 1995, p.5

ENSLEY, JO ANNE
Tea ceremony at Fox Meadow (photo), Apr 14, 1995, p.10

ENTREPRENEURS
Rimsky, Douglas (selected as a 1995 entrepreneur of the year) (photo), Jul 21, 1995, p.4

ENVIRONMENT
Condition: still critical (comments on the 25th anniversary of Earth Day) (edit), Apr 21, 1995, p.6
Legislators make pledge to support environment (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.5

EPSTEIN, DEVIN
A horse, of course (horse, harness and hay brought to Quaker Ridge to illustrate letter "HM") (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.11

EPSTEIN, JENNIFER
Junior League takes on new challenges (photo) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.11

EPSTEIN, KIRA
Tea ceremony at Fox Meadow (photo), Apr 14, 1995, p.10

EPSTEIN, SYLVIA H (DR) (AU)
Home office law needs change now (ltr), Aug 25, 1995, p.6

EQUALITY
She plays ... like a good athlete (edit), Sep 15, 1995, p.7

ERBSEN, CLAUDE E
Claude E Erbsen (recipient of "San Giusto d'Oro"(Golden St. Justus) award by city of Trieste) (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.4

ERBSEN, HEDY M (AU)
Sex-crime story was disgusting (recent SCS resident's arrest on sex charges) (ltr), Sep 15, 1995, p.6

ERNST, BONNIE
Snow didn't dampen shoppers' spirits, Dec 29, 1995, p.1

ESCHER, JEFFREY (DR)
Jeffrey Escher, M.D. (spoke on incontinence at senior citizen nutrition program) (photo), May 26, 1995, p.4

ETKIND, JUDITH
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.24

EVANS, BETH
New name, face lift urged for SHS lot, Nov 24, 1995, p.1

EVANS, BETSY
Neighbors wary of Kids' BASE plan, Apr 28, 1995, p.1

EMERS, PATRICIA
The Bank of New York Salutes The United Way of Scarsdale Edgemont (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.26
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FABEL, SHARON
Back to school (1st grade Heathcote teacher unpack classroom materials) (photo), Aug 25, 1995, p.1

FAKER, ADELE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Sep 15, 1995, p.32

FAILLA, JOHN
Parents protest holiday (blackout) policy, Jan 13, 1995, p.1

FAILLA, SANDY
Colonial Christmas (Fox Meadow Christmas party at Wayside Cottage) (photo), Dec 22, 1995, p.8

FAIR
(Individual Fair Day), Apr 7, 1995, p.10
Foxes forecast family fun (first annual Fox Meadow Fair) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.12
Fun at the animal fair (Heathcote Habitat Carnival) (photo), May 26, 1995, p.14
A day for kids (SCS Historical Society country fair) (photo), Sep 15, 1995, p.5
Country fair was one of best ever (ltr), Sep 15, 1995, p.6
Fairs, boutiques and such keep on rolling along (photo), Oct 27, 1995, p.13

FAIRSTEIN, GUY
No need to demean those who've served (response to letter by Guy Fairstein from 6/9/95) (edit), Jun 16, 1995, p.7
Stars, not duds (on Board of Education) (edit), Jun 23, 1995, p.6

FAIRSTEIN, GUY R (AU)
Janiak is clear choice for mayor (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.8
Real problem is School Board Nominating Committee candidates (ltr), Jun 9, 1995, p.6

FAIRSTEIN, LINDA
Doctor's ire misdirected (response to letter by R Soley from 8/11/95 re arrest of Dr D Molho) (ltr), Aug 25, 1995, p.6

FARJELLA, FRANCIS (AU)
Religion is not just for holidays (ltr), Apr 14, 1995, p.6

FALKOWITZ, DAVID
Buddies learn together at Fox Meadow (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.9

FAMILY VIOLENCE
Scarsdale legislators act to protect women and children, Jan 6, 1995, p.1
Tough measures on domestic violence going into effect (photo), Jan 13, 1995, p.4
Domestic violence real and everywhere, Apr 7, 1995, p.5
Knaplund furthers fight against domestic violence, Apr 14, 1995, p.5
Domestic case was mishandled (treatment of Cheryl Zuckerman by SCS Police) (ltr), Nov 24, 1995, p.6

FANE, SHEILA
School Board Nominating Committee has 13 new members, Jan 20, 1995, p.1

FARKAS, GABRIEL D (AU)
Edgemont process not democratic (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.6
He wants to have a say in contract (ltr), Mar 31, 1995, p.6

FARM PRODUCE
Farmers' market was a success (ltr), Jul 14, 1995, p.6
Summer bounty at Ramsey Farm (photo), Aug 25, 1995, p.1

FARNHAM, CONNIE
The Bank of New York Salutes The United Way of Scarsdale Edgemont (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.26

FARNHAM, GEORGE
The Bank of New York Salutes The United Way of Scarsdale Edgemont (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.26

FARNHAM, GEORGE R
George R Farnham (dies), Dec 8, 1995, p.10

FARRELL, HERMAN
Hochberg is critical of health cuts; seeks input, Feb 24, 1995, p.1
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FARREN, JERILYN
- New teachers hear tributes to those departing (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.9
- Claire D. Leone Real Estate Honors Dr. Richard D. Hibschman (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.24
- News from Quaker Ridge, Sep 15, 1995, p.10
- Letter perfect (potluck alphabet feast at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.10

FARRINGTON, ROBERT (DR)
- New teachers hear tributes to those departing (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.9

FASTENBERG, JOEL
- Summer jobs paying off for college students (photo), Aug 18, 1995, p.5

FATHERS
- Forget June 18: Every day is Father's Day (edit), Jun 16, 1995, p.7

FATIGATE, RICHARD
- Accident victim arrested on counterfeiting charges (photo), Aug 25, 1995, p.3

FATIGATE, ROBERT
- Woman robbed in her Brewster Road garage, Nov 24, 1995, p.1

FAUSTY, LEONARD
- Leonard Fausty (dies), Aug 18, 1995, p.13

FAVRETTI, MAGGIE
- District schools welcome new faces of 1995-96 (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.9

FEDER, MIKE (AU)
- A special teacher made a difference (Grace Zuckerman) (ltr), Jul 21, 1995, p.6

FEDER, ROBERT
- The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), May 26, 1995, p.32

FEINBERG, EDWARD (DR)
- Dr Edward Feinberg (appointed to action team of dentists to educate Congress on legislative issues), May 19, 1995, p.4

FEINBERG, ELLIOT (DR)
- Dr. Elliot Feinberg (elected vice president of Dental Society of State of New York) (photo), Feb 10, 1995, p.4

FEINER, PAUL
- Dial S for Stolen (regarding telephone stolen from GBH Town Hall conference room), Feb 10, 1995, p.1
- One sick person is one too many (comments on 1/24 Village Board meeting on compost heap) (ltr), Feb 10, 1995, p.6
- Hindsight (discusses last contested elections in SCS) (edit), Mar 17, 1995, p.6
- A vote for City Vote (edit), Jun 2, 1995, p.6
- (Moody's) Upgrade (of Town of Greenburgh from A1 to AA) affirms resident's choice (ltr), Jul 14, 1995, p.6
- We need Feiner for county executive (ltr), Jul 28, 1995, p.6
- Feiner caters to divisive element (ltr), Sep 8, 1995, p.6
- No village leaves going to Alfredo's (photo), Sep 29, 1995, p.1
- Ex-housing head won't be missed (response to letter by Lydia Rosner from 9/8/95) (ltr), Oct 6, 1995, p.6
- Housing head wasn't effective (response to Lydia Rosner's letter from 9/8/95) (ltr), Oct 6, 1995, p.6
- Greenburgh endorsements (edit), Oct 27, 1995, p.6
- Compost in court (Alfredo's Nursery has filed notice of intent to sue Greenburgh), Nov 3, 1995, p.1

FEINER, PAUL J (AU)
- Town of Greenburgh (photo) (cont) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.10
- Needed: support for enforcement (ltr), Mar 31, 1995, p.6
- Farmers' market was a success (ltr), Jul 14, 1995, p.6
- Tell victim when abuser's released (ltr), Jul 28, 1995, p.6
- Real jobs needed for long term (ltr), Aug 4, 1995, p.6
- Neighbors should be cooperative (objection by GBH to SCS dumping leaves at Alfredo's Nursery) (ltr), Sep 15, 1995, p.6
- Supervisor wants to be responsive (ltr), Nov 17, 1995, p.6
- Angels wanted in Greenburgh (volunteers shoveling snow for senior citizens) (ltr), Dec 1, 1995, p.6
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FEINER, PAUL J (AU) continued
Stop O'Rourke's ruthless cutting (ltr), Dec 15, 1995, p.6
Competition best for efficiency (ltr), Dec 22, 1995, p.6

FELDINGER, PHILLIS
Exhibits, awards, honors abound on the art scene (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.19

FELDMAN, CHARLIE
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.34

FELDMAN, HOWARD R (DR)
Student presents original research, Mar 31, 1995, p.9

FELDMAN, JANICE
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.34

FELDMAN, JANICE (AU)
Vote for quality in E'mont May 3 (school budget vote) (ltr), Apr 28, 1995, p.6

FELICE, WALTER
Village administrator meet their new chief (photo), Mar 17, 1995, p.5
The Bank of New York Salutes the 1995 Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.28
Furnace fire damages Edgewood home, Oct 6, 1995, p.1

FELIX, JIM
The Bank of New York Salutes The United Way of Scarsdale Edgemont (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.26

FENCES
Residents sue B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(Review) for refusal to approved pre-existing fence, Feb 17, 1995, p.1
What's offence-ive? (suggests that stockade fences are more attractive than chain-link fences) (edit), Feb 17, 1995, p.6
Post Road residents sue B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(Review) over fence (photo) (cont), Feb 17, 1995, p.15
The B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(Review) is right; editorial wrong (re stockade fence decision) (ltr), Feb 24, 1995, p.6
Design agreement reached on existing stockade fence (photo), Jul 28, 1995, p.9

FENDELMAN, HELAINE
Helaine Fendelman, AAA (will be a panelist at June 9 symposium "How to Choose An Appraiser"), May 12, 1995, p.4
Helaine Fendelman (selected to serve as member of task force of Appraisal Foundation in Washington), Jun 23, 1995, p.4

FENDELMAN, HELAINE (AU)
When civilization began, so did collecting (edit), Jul 28, 1995, p.6
Bankruptcies are goldmines for collectors of art, antiques (edit), Aug 4, 1995, p.7

FEREBEE, CHARLES
Harvest festival (sing-along and readings at Fox Meadow) (photo), Nov 24, 1995, p.1

FERMO, LINDSEY
Textbooks tossed, students learn by doing (photo), May 19, 1995, p.11

FERNANDES, DAVID
Fun at the animal fair (Heathcote Habitat Carnival) (photo), May 26, 1995, p.14

FERNANDEZ, NACHO
Power Pals celebrate at Edgewood (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.10

FERRARA, JOSEPH
Writers are people, too (author Jean Van Leeuwen at Quaker Ridge book fair) (photo), Nov 24, 1995, p.10

FERRARO, DONALD
The inspectors are coming, Jan 6, 1995, p.1
First writer storm slams village (photo), Feb 10, 1995, p.1
No calls, no sales (regarding unexpected results of last year's assault ban legislation), Feb 10, 1995, p.1
Chief says: keep it (New York State's Law Enforcement Accreditation Program), Feb 24, 1995, p.1
Accredited again (SCS Police Dept), Mar 31, 1995, p.1
Police honor fallen comrades (photo), May 19, 1995, p.1
Bravery recalled (photo) (cont), May 19, 1995, p.10
Graduation reminder, Jun 23, 1995, p.1
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FERRARO, DONALD continued

The Bank of New York Salutes the 1995 Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.28
Police: local man headed gambling ring, Aug 11, 1995, p.1
Accused head of gambling ring in court, Aug 18, 1995, p.1
Police promotions (photo), Aug 18, 1995, p.3
Village sues officer in pension dispute (photo), Nov 10, 1995, p.1
Older adult advocate (new position in SCS Police department), Dec 15, 1995, p.1

FERRONE, DANIEL

Brooklyn man nabbed, charged with burglary, Mar 31, 1995, p.1

FERRONE, SOLDANO (DR)

Soldano Ferrone, M.D. (appointed by Natl Institutes of Health to Division of Research Grants)(photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.4

FERRY, W. H.


FERTILIZERS

Greening up (fertilizer will be applied to school and village playing fields), Mar 31, 1995, p.1

FESTIVALS

(Supplement) Free (offers, events and giveaways in SCS, GBH and vicinity) (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.0
Festive weekend (Hoff-Barthelson's annual festival) (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.1

FIALK, AMANDA

Dear Santa ... (Santa's secretaries answer letters) (photo), Dec 22, 1995, p.5

FIDERER, ADELE (DR) (AU)

Good readers need good parents (edit), Oct 13, 1995, p.6

FIELD, GEORGE

Park was named for George Field (area east of Post Road between Windmill Lane and Oxford Road) (ltr), Aug 25, 1995, p.6

FINE, CHRISTOPHER

John Christopher Fine (elected to Academy of Underwater Arts and Sciences) (photo), May 12, 1995, p.4

FINE, NOAM

Mini-mall teaches shopping savvy (at Heathcote) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.12
A class project (Heathcote's annual candy drive) (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.9

FINGER, DOROTHY

Winston environmental appeals to be heard Jan 16, Dec 22, 1995, p.1

FINIGAN, CAROLINE

(Greenacres family picnic) (photo), Sep 15, 1995, p.10

FINNEY, ELEANOR

New spot for kids dedicated at library (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.1
Finney (cont), Oct 20, 1995, p.12

FIORELLO, JON

Waterfall dampens river adventure, Aug 4, 1995, p.5

FIORENO, ANNA (AU)

We need Feiner for county exec(utive) (ltr), Jul 28, 1995, p.6
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FIRE DEPT-SCS
Honorary chief named (Bernard "Bud" Brennan presented with Fire Co No 3 White Hat award) (photo), Feb 10, 1995, p.4
Be a local hero (edit), Aug 18, 1995, p.6
Roofer's torch starts fire at Hampton Road home (photo), Dec 22, 1995, p.1

FIRE FIGHTERS
Thanks from firefighters (for support during devastating fire on Richbell Close) (ltr), Aug 25, 1995, p.6
Jacobs, Mulcahy join firefighters (photo), Sep 22, 1995, p.4
Frank J Gobes (appointed member of SCS Volunteer Fire Company Number 1), Nov 17, 1995, p.4

FIRES
Store's sprinklers quench CVS blaze (photo), Feb 17, 1995, p.1
House burns down after lightning strike (photo), Jul 28, 1995, p.1
Family assesses fire damage (home on Richbell Close), Aug 4, 1995, p.1
Brave neighbor cited (Pauline Milde will be honored for her actions regarding Richbell Close fire), Sep 8, 1995, p.1
Furnace fire damages Edgewood home, Oct 6, 1995, p.1
It could happen to your family (learn how to prevent fires at Crossway Firehouse) (ltr), Oct 13, 1995, p.6
Roofer's torch starts fire at Hampton Road home (photo), Dec 22, 1995, p.1

FISH
Fish story (tropical fish rescued in EMT), Aug 4, 1995, p.1

FISHEL, JIM
The Bank of New York Salutes GOURMET GALAXY, The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.30

FISHER, CLAUDIA
Letter perfect (potluck alphabet feast at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.10

FISHER, ED
Getting to know you (SCS newcomers' reception) (photo), Nov 3, 1995, p.1

FISHER, JENNIFER
SCS (volunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) is recruiting new members (ltr), Oct 27, 1995, p.6

FISHER, JENNY
All's fair next weekend (photo), May 5, 1995, p.12

FISHER, JOSH (AU)
Player is against new rec(reation) system (restructuring of recreation baseball league) (ltr), Mar 10, 1995, p.6

FISHER, NOREEN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.30

FISHER, RIP
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.30

FISHOFF, HY (AU)
Feiner deserves an AA rating (reference to Moody's recent upgrade of Town of Greenburgh to AA) (ltr), Jul 14, 1995, p.6

FITE, MELPO
Neighborhood party inaugurate park (new playground and basketball courts at Hyatt Field) (photo), May 12, 1995, p.3

FITZGERALD, JAMES E (AU)
Praise for cafe, Winston stories (Inquirer articles from 8/25) (ltr), Sep 15, 1995, p.6

FITZGERALD, JIM (AU)
Resident praises downtown report (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.7
Government has grown too much (ltr), Aug 4, 1995, p.6
New facilities are not needed here (ltr), Sep 29, 1995, p.6
A juror reports: the system works (ltr), Nov 24, 1995, p.6

FITZGIBBONS, HELEN W
Helen W Fitzgibbons (dies), Sep 8, 1995, p.14

FITZPATRIC, JIM
Senior housing would be benefit (response to letter by Jim Fitzpatrick from 9/29/95) (ltr), Oct 6, 1995, p.6
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FIX, BARBARA
School Board Nominating Committee has 13 new members, Jan 20, 1995, p.1

FIX, MILTON S
Milton S Fix (dies) (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.14

FLAGG, ELISE
Greenacres gala (fund-raising dinner and scavenger hunt sponsored by Greenacres PTA) (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.11

FLAUM, STEPHANIE
Day of disguises (Halloween costumes), Nov 3, 1995, p.1

FLAX, DORIS
The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34

FLAX, MICHAEL
The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34

FLEISHER, DONALD J
U(nited) J(ewish) A(ppel Federation) to honor campaign chairman (photo), Nov 3, 1995, p.13
Honored by U(nited) J(ewish) A(ppel Federation) (photo), Dec 1, 1995, p.13

FLEISHER, RACHEL
Colorful creations on view (student art show at St. James Nursery School) (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.10

FLINT, FARRIS
Flint memorial service, Oct 27, 1995, p.17

FLINT, FARRIS A
Farris A Flint (dies), Oct 20, 1995, p.12

FLISSER, ERIC
Photographer alum(nus Eric Flisser) also deserves some glory (ltr), Oct 27, 1995, p.6

FLISER, HARVEY
Middle-schoolers discover history in the details (photo), Feb 24, 1995, p.9

FLORIDA
Florida - where a two-nap day is 'in' (edit), Mar 3, 1995, p.7

FLOWERS
The price of affluence (comments on recent theft of geraniums by Boniface Circle) (edit), Jun 9, 1995, p.6

FLYNN, GEOFF
Activists lobby Albany to restore cuts, Mar 24, 1995, p.1

FLYNN, TIM
 Forums hear a sobering story, Apr 14, 1995, p.9

FOGEL, BARBARA
Claire D. Leone Real Estate Honors Dr. Richard D. Hibschman (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.24
Scarsdale-Edgemont United Way opens campaign (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.5
School Board Nominating Committee attracts a stellar list, Dec 1, 1995, p.1

FOGEL, ED
Claire D. Leone Real Estate Honors Dr. Richard D. Hibschman (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.24
Scarsdale-Edgemont United Way opens campaign (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.5

FOLTMAN, BARNEY
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26

FONTANA, THOMAS
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26

FOOD
Culinary Institute of America benefactor savors its success (photo), May 26, 1995, p.5
Julius Wile honored by Culinary Institute of America (cont), May 26, 1995, p.17
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FOOTBALL
Super Sunday tradition (friends and family of the Boxers have gathered for 29 years) (photo), Feb 3, 1995, p.1
Pushing on to victory (Edgemont wins Class C football championship) (photo), Nov 10, 1995, p.1
No sacrifice too great for David Karp (photo), Nov 24, 1995, p.22
SHS gridders honor talent, unity, pride (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.23
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White As It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30

FORAN, CAITLIN
Author's day at Quaker Ridge (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.10

FOREMAN, SPENCER (DR)
Dr Spencer Foreman (elected to Institute of Medicine of National Academy of Sciences) (photo), Nov 3, 1995, p.4
Spencer Foreman, M.D. (elected to board of Ursinus College in Collegevill, Pa), Dec 8, 1995, p.4

FORTINO, DENISE
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

FORTUNE, NAOMI
Family foundation is honored (photo), Oct 27, 1995, p.4

FOSTER, ALICE BERNADETTE
Alice Bernadette Foster (dies), May 12, 1995, p.20

FOSTER, DIANE (AU)
Vote for quality in E'mont May 3 (school budget vote) (ltr), Apr 28, 1995, p.6

FOX, JUDITH
Claire D. Leone Real Estate Honors Dr. Richard D. Hibschman (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.24

FOX, JUDITH (DR)
Substitute (teachers) options to be mulled, Oct 27, 1995, p.1

FOX, ROBERT
Restrooms to go near clay court (by SHS), Aug 11, 1995, p.1

FOX, SYLVIA (AU)
Friendly cat needs a home (ltr), Jan 20, 1995, p.6
Offensive ad has no place on TV (ltr), Mar 10, 1995, p.7
Off-Broadway comes to village (praise for SSMT production of 'Once Upon a Mattress") (ltr), Aug 11, 1995, p.6
Don't saddle kids with reputations (response to letter by Michael Schlesinger from 8/25/95) (ltr), Sep 1, 1995, p.6

FRANK, JENNIFER (AU)
Safe Rides needs a new home base (ltr), Nov 3, 1995, p.6
Safe Rides has found new home (ltr), Dec 8, 1995, p.6

FRANK, MABEL ANN
Mabel Ann Frank (dies), Aug 25, 1995, p.10

FRANK, NANCY
Neighbors at odds over speeding cars on Bradford Road (photo), Aug 11, 1995, p.1

FRANKEL, MICKEY
Scarsdale Auxiliary is vital member of hospital family (photo) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), May 26, 1995, p.32

FRANKEL, STANLEY
Frankel named life member (of YMCA of Greater New York) (photo), Mar 3, 1995, p.4
Nominees should be interviewed (ltr), May 26, 1995, p.6

FRANKLE, JUDITH (AU)
Religion is not just for holidays (ltr), Apr 14, 1995, p.6

FRANTZ, STEVEN (DR)
Frantz gets tenure; two teachers retire, Jul 14, 1995, p.8
Claire D. Leone Real Estate Honors Dr. Richard D. Hibschman (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.24
Harvest festival (sing-along and readings at Fox Meadow) (photo), Nov 24, 1995, p.1
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FRASCATI, IAN
  Accident victim transferred by helicopter (photo), Aug 4, 1995, p.1
  Accident victim arrested on counterfeiting charges (photo), Aug 25, 1995, p.3

FRASER, MICHAEL
  Bus safety stressed (photo), Sep 22, 1995, p.9

FREDERICK, DENVER D
  Denver D Frederick (dies), May 19, 1995, p.20

FREDERICKS, STEVEN
  Steven Fredericks (named vice president and chief financial officer of Digital Domain) (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.4

FREEDMAN, KEN (AU)
  Link teen center to an ice rink (ltr), Mar 3, 1995, p.6

FREEDMAN, MAURICE
  The price of freedom (re list of books banned or challenged in American communities 1994-95) (edit), Sep 29, 1995, p.6

FREEDOM OF SPEECH
  What happened to civil disobedience? (ltr), May 19, 1995, p.6

FREEMAN, JOSEPHINE W (AU)
  Reflections on the Million Man March (edit), Nov 3, 1995, p.7

FREEMAN, MICHAEL
  Little kids clean up after big ones (photo) (ltr), Nov 10, 1995, p.6

FREIDFERTIG, CAROLINE
  Caroline Freidfertig (among Houlihan/Lawrence Real Estate top producers of 1994) (photo), May 12, 1995, p.4

FREIGHTWAY GARAGE (SCS)
  Freightway facelift, Jul 21, 1995, p.1
  He enjoyed story on helpful village employee (ltr), Oct 27, 1995, p.6

FREIGHTWAY PROPERTY (SCS)
  Let's be modest about the Freightway development (edit), Jun 23, 1995, p.7
  Let's move, carefully (regarding Freightway lot) (edit), Jul 7, 1995, p.6
  Developer offers village land for sale (Freightway and Depot Place), Sep 1, 1995, p.1
  Land for sale (cont), Sep 1, 1995, p.3
  Plumbing American Premier Underwriters' intent (cont), Oct 6, 1995, p.8
  Landowner offers great opportunity (re Freightway railroad station area) (ltr), Oct 20, 1995, p.6

FREILING, PAMELA
  The Bank of New York Salutes GOURMET GALAXY, The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.30

FRENCH, WILLIAM
  Thanks for great SCS Summer Music Theatre summer (ltr), Sep 8, 1995, p.6
  Students to board: frees (free time) more useful than subs(titutes), Nov 10, 1995, p.1

FRENCH, WILLIAM (DR)
  Interim superintendent is appointed, Jun 16, 1995, p.1
  New teachers hear tributes to those departing (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.9
  Planners say no to SHS paving project, Aug 11, 1995, p.1
  New faces greet returning students, Sep 8, 1995, p.1
  The search is on (for successor to SCS Schools Superintendent R Hibschman), Sep 8, 1995, p.1

FRENCHMAN, CINDY
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), May 26, 1995, p.32

FRENCHMAN, JILL
  Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26
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FREYER, JOEL
Good sports all, at Imus event (ltr), May 19, 1995, p.6
Neighbors at odds over speeding cars on Bradford Road (photo), Aug 11, 1995, p.1
In the case of blowers, Scarsdale's not Pelham, Sep 8, 1995, p.1
Chase Park menorah vandalized (photo), Dec 29, 1995, p.1

FRIEND-DOWDY, ISABEL
Learning the important lessons (horseback riding/therapeutic program for handicapped children/photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.15

FRIEDFERTIG, SHLOMO
Oak Lane developer's attorney battles board, Feb 3, 1995, p.1

FRIEDLANDER, HENRY Z
Henry Z Friedlander (dies), Jan 20, 1995, p.16

FRIEDMAN, GREG
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.30

FRIEDMAN, JEFFREY
Helping the hungry (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.9

FRIENDS OF KAREN
Laugh with Lou to aid the sick (ltr), Apr 7, 1995, p.6

FRIENDS OF SCS PARKS
Friends of the Scarsdale Parks plant and protect greenery (illus), Feb 17, 1995, p.12
Open space is topic at parks meeting, Apr 28, 1995, p.2
Improving nature (Jane Bedichek removes knotweed from library pond area) (photo), May 5, 1995, p.1

FRIENDS OF SCS PUBLIC LIBRARY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Sep 15, 1995, p.32
Rarin' to read (annual hard cover book sale at SCS Public Library), Sep 22, 1995, p.1

FRISHMAN, BILL
Bill and Esther Frishman: Making middle-age a safe place for women to live (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.1
Bill and Esther Frishman: Making middle-age a safe place for women (cont), Jul 14, 1995, p.10

FRISHMAN, ESTHER
Bill and Esther Frishman: Making middle-age a safe place for women to live (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.1
Bill and Esther Frishman: Making middle-age a safe place for women (cont), Jul 14, 1995, p.10
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.24

FRISHMAN, WILLIAM (DR)
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.24

FROEHLICH, HERBERT
Herbert Froehlich (elected to board of directors of Visiting Nurse Services in Westchester), Jun 16, 1995, p.4

FROEHLICH, HERBERT P (AU)
You, too, can understand derivatives(re SCS Adult School course "Get a Grip on Your Finances") (edit), Jul 14, 1995, p.7

FROMMER, BRAIN
Power Pals celebrate at Edgewood (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.10

FROSS, ALVIN
The Bank of New York Salutes GOURMET GALAXY, The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.30

FROSS, PHYLLIS
The Bank of New York Salutes GOURMET GALAXY, The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.30

FROYTON, VERA (AU)
Where's the line between sensible and ridiculous? (ltr), Oct 27, 1995, p.6

FUCHS, ANN
Holiday good deeds (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.10

FUCHS, DEBRA (AU)
Great pool staff was on the ball (at recent accident) (ltr), Jul 14, 1995, p.6
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FUEHRER, CRAIG
MBAs all (SHS graduates receive MBA degrees from Columbia University) (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.4

FUKUSHI, KOSUKE
Arigato, Kako-san! (120 Japanese picture books donated to the SCS Public Library) (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.8

FURNISS, JOHN D (AU)
Spirits walk the graveyard (edit), Oct 20, 1995, p.7

FUSARO, DOMINIC R
Dominic R Fusaro (dies), Feb 3, 1995, p.15

FUSHIMI, HIROKO
Outstanding achievement celebrated at SHS (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.12

GAFFNEY, JOHN
Ardesley Road Bridge renovation delayed, Aug 18, 1995, p.1

GAGLIARDI, JOEY
Helping friends (students at IHM present flowers and a $1,300 check to Janine Crocitto) (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.8

GAISER, BRADLEY (AU)
Thanks from firefighters (for support during devastating fire on Richbell Close) (ltr), Aug 25, 1995, p.6

GAITEMS, PETER
Jenny Langsam: All’s well that begins well (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.5

GALEF, DAVID
An interview with David Galef (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.8

GALLAGHER, LOUISE (DR)
Honored for service (Dr Louise Gallagher cited for 20 years of service to Pace University) (photo), Oct 13, 1995, p.4

GALLI, JEFFREY
Off-Broadway comes to village (praise for SSMT production of ‘Once Upon a Mattress”) (ltr), Aug 11, 1995, p.6

GALLINA, ANDREW
Model cities on display (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.10

GALLOWAY III, JOHN
The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34

GALLOWAY, FRANCES
Rotary largesse ($6,000 donated to six non-profit organizations) (photo), May 26, 1995, p.4

GALLOWAY, FRANCES (AU)
Rotary, homeless thank donors (ltr), May 12, 1995, p.6

GALLOWAY, JOHN
Summer blower ban held unconstitutional (photo), Jan 13, 1995, p.1
Village will appeal Knaplund’s ruling on gas blower ban, Jan 20, 1995, p.1
Preservation law charge dropped (regarding demolition of house at 17 Eton Road), Feb 3, 1995, p.1
A new role (John Galloway appointed acting village justice), Mar 17, 1995, p.1
The other side of the bench (John Galloway is sworn in as acting village justice) (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.3
Accolades for retiring judge (photo), Sep 22, 1995, p.1
Galloway is sworn in as interim village justice (photo), Oct 27, 1995, p.1
Where’s the line between sensible and ridiculous? (ltr), Oct 27, 1995, p.6
Do it, already (re postponements in state and local courts) (edit), Nov 24, 1995, p.6
Candidates sought (for village office), Dec 8, 1995, p.1

GALU, PAT
Claire D. Leone Real Estate Honors Dr. Richard D. Hibschman (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.24

GALVANI, ANN
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) may change (some of) its ways, May 12, 1995, p.1
Architects object to B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) changes, May 19, 1995, p.1
Bravo, B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview)! (edit), Jun 30, 1995, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.24
GALVANI, ANN (AU)

Everyone has a say in the league (ltr), Apr 7, 1995, p.6
Hewitt's service benefited village (ltr), Jun 23, 1995, p.6

GAMBLING

Teens' high of choice: High of chance (gambling) (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.1
Gambling (cont), Apr 7, 1995, p.7
Police: local man headed gambling ring, Aug 11, 1995, p.1
Man accused of fixing races (cont), Aug 11, 1995, p.8
Accused head of gambling ring in court, Aug 18, 1995, p.1
Kramer pleads not guilty, Nov 3, 1995, p.1

GANNON, JAMES

Local landmarks inspire history project (photo), Jan 20, 1995, p.9

GANNON, LYNN

Staff, campers, parents thanked (ltr), Aug 18, 1995, p.7

GARAGES

Before and after (controversial new garage on Church Lane South) (photo), Jul 28, 1995, p.9

GARDELLA, RICHARD

Village will appeal Knaplund's ruling on gas blower ban, Jan 20, 1995, p.1
Valets needed (some Arthur Manor residents are parking their cars on their lawns), Feb 17, 1995, p.1
A new role (John Galloway appointed acting village justice), Mar 17, 1995, p.1
Gardella, Herold elected (Westchester County) bar association officers, Mar 17, 1995, p.4
Ban on leaf blowers blown away, Jun 9, 1995, p.1
In the case of blowers, Scarsdale's not Pelham, Sep 8, 1995, p.1
Village OKs deal to buy legion post, Nov 17, 1995, p.1
Trustees refine home office law, Nov 24, 1995, p.1
Village victorious in water rate suit, Dec 15, 1995, p.1

GARDENS AND GARDENING

Friendship Path, garden to be dedicated at library (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.2
A friendly park (dedication of reflection garden created in memory of John and Lillian Thies) (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.5
Thanks to all who beautified (garden by library pond) (ltr), Jun 16, 1995, p.7
Memorial garden (in memory of Dr Karen Chanow-Gruen), Nov 3, 1995, p.1
An educator remembered (garden dedicated at SMS in memory of Dr Karen Chanow-Gruen) (photo), Nov 10, 1995, p.9

GARDNER, ALLISON

Move over, Beethoven (assembly at Fox Meadow School) (photo), Oct 13, 1995, p.9

GARDNER, JOEL

Comfort station plan discomfits neighbors, Jul 28, 1995, p.1
Restrooms to go near clay court (by SHS), Aug 11, 1995, p.1

GARFF, ELIZABETH

The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White As It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30

GARFF, ELIZABETH (AU)

Safe Rides needs a new home base (ltr), Nov 3, 1995, p.6
Safe Rides has found new home (ltr), Dec 8, 1995, p.6

GARFF, SUE

Change in guidelines (for religious holidays) proposal, Jan 20, 1995, p.9

GARFF, TRACI

SHS club members walk for charity (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.9
(Bandersnatch yearbook brings smiles to Gabby Puchalski, Marissa Malick and Traci Garff) (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.6

GARLAND, JOAN

Bonnie Garland's killer is freed after 17 years in prison, Jan 13, 1995, p.5
GARLAND, PAUL
Bonnie Garland’s killer is freed after 17 years in prison, Jan 13, 1995, p.5

GARRIDO, CHEWELL
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White As It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30

GARTH WOODS CONSERVANCY
Earth Day cleanup (of Garth Woods), Apr 21, 1995, p.1
Garbage-gatherers clean Garth Woods (photo), May 5, 1995, p.8
Taking care of the earth (photo), May 5, 1995, p.8
Garth entrance beautified (photo), May 26, 1995, p.9
Garth grant, Jul 28, 1995, p.1

GARY, LAUREN
News from Heathcote School (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.9

GASKIN, ALICE
Frantz gets tenure; two teachers retire, Jul 14, 1995, p.8

GASKIN, JEFF
Family assesses fire damage (home on Richbell Close), Aug 4, 1995, p.1

GATTA, ALFRED
Alfred Gatta to succeed Tooley (photo), Jan 27, 1995, p.1
Village administrator meet their new chief (photo), Mar 17, 1995, p.5
New chief (cont), Mar 17, 1995, p.17
First week (for Al Gatta, SCS’s new village manager) (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.1
Is there a CATCH to compost plans?, May 26, 1995, p.1
Unsightly swamp becomes a garden (ltr), Jun 23, 1995, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes the 1995 Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.28
His suggestions were ignored (re possible installation of NYNEX fiber optic cabinets) (ltr), Jul 7, 1995, p.6
Locals mourn defeat of reassessment bill in Albany, Jul 14, 1995, p.1
Back to the planning board for track comfort station (photo), Aug 4, 1995, p.5
Neighbors at odds over speeding cars on Bradford Road (photo), Aug 11, 1995, p.1
End composting, (Department of) (Environmental) Conservation tells village, Aug 25, 1995, p.1
Safety concerns at village crossing, Aug 25, 1995, p.1
Developer offers village land for sale (Freightway and Depot Place), Sep 1, 1995, p.1
Chinese take Taxation 101 here, Sep 8, 1995, p.1
Village mulls cost of clean water, Sep 29, 1995, p.1
No village leaves going to Alfredo’s (photo), Sep 29, 1995, p.1
Village may acquire American Legion site (photo), Sep 29, 1995, p.1
Environmental woes (discusses composting of leaves and sewage system in SCS) (edit), Sep 29, 1995, p.6
New spot for kids dedicated at library (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.1
Village OKs deal to buy Legion post, Nov 17, 1995, p.1
'Show me,' says American) P(remier) U(nderwriters) executive (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.1
Trustees refine home office law, Nov 24, 1995, p.1
New name, face lift urged for SHS lot, Nov 24, 1995, p.1
Gatta: Crossway’s quiet C(0alition) Against T(he) C(ompost) H(eap): Not exactly, Dec 1, 1995, p.1
Gatta: Crossway’s quiet C(0alition) A(against) T(he) C(ompost) H(eap): Not exactly (cont), Dec 1, 1995, p.20
What will Scarsdale do with Legion site?, Dec 8, 1995, p.1
The year in review: Looking back at 1995 (photo) (cont), Dec 29, 1995, p.5
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GAVRIN, DAVID
The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34
Claire D. Leone Real Estate Honors Dr. Richard D. Hibsman (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.24

GAVRIN, NANCY
Claire D. Leone Real Estate Honors Dr. Richard D. Hibsman (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.24

GBH
Town of Greenburgh (photo) (cont) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.10
Dial S for Stolen (regarding telephone stolen from GBH Town Hall conference room), Feb 10, 1995, p.1
A vote for City Vote (edit), Jun 2, 1995, p.6
(Moody's) Upgrade (of Town of Greenburgh from A1 to AA) affirm's resident's choice (ltr), Jul 14, 1995, p.6
Feiner deserves an AA rating (reference to Moody's recent upgrade of Town of Greenburgh to AA) (ltr), Jul 14, 1995, p.6
(Supplement) Free (offers, events and giveaways in SCS, GBH and vicinity) (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.0
We need Feiner for county executive) (ltr), Jul 28, 1995, p.6
Greenburgh endorsements (edit), Oct 27, 1995, p.6
Dobbs Ferry judge (Luba Her) should serve the town (ltr), Oct 27, 1995, p.6
Apologizes for campaign attacks (ltr), Nov 17, 1995, p.6
Supervisor wants to be responsive (ltr), Nov 17, 1995, p.6
Councilman glad to be reelected (ltr), Nov 17, 1995, p.6
The year in review: Looking back at 1995 (details developments in SCS, EMT and GBH), Dec 29, 1995, p.1
The year that was (bestowal of humorous awards and keepsakes re developments in SCS and GBH) (edit), Dec 29, 1995, p.6

GEESE
Don't feed geese or mallard ducks (ltr), Aug 11, 1995, p.6

GELBOIM, AVI
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26

GELL, SIMONE
A living room full of Libras look to the stars (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.5

GELLEN, KATA
Debaters aim for the top (Kata Gellen wins championship), Apr 7, 1995, p.9
Junior class plans annual blood drive (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.9
Debaters win 3 top prizes at state tournament (photo), May 5, 1995, p.11
Outstanding achievement celebrated at SHS (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.12
Students to board: frees (free time) more useful than subs(titutes), Nov 10, 1995, p.1

GELLER, ANDREW
Andrew Geller (has completed a North Carolina Outward Bound School course), Aug 11, 1995, p.4

GELLER, ARI
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.34

GELLER, MIKE
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.30

GENSTER, MELISSA
Ready for an elegant evening (new SHS graduates gather before the senior prom) (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.9

GERGER, RUDY
The year in review: Looking back at 1995) (photo) (cont), Dec 29, 1995, p.4

GERNSTEIN, JOANNE
Was history of A-bomb censored? (photo), Aug 4, 1995, p.1

GERTLER, JANE
Jane Gertler (has received her doctorate in education from Fordham University), May 26, 1995, p.4
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GEWIRZ, BARBARA
Crossroads: an alternative way of traversing midlife (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.5

GIAMPOLI, JOAN
Village is ready for write-ins (R Harrison has declared his write-in candidacy for mayor) (photo), Mar 10, 1995, p.1
Her Honor (new mayor Anne Janiak is sworn in by village clerk Joan Giampoli in village hall) (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes the 1995 Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.28

GIANETTI, ELIZABETH
The Bank of New York Salutes The United Way of Scarsdale Edgemont (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.26

GIBBS, MICHAEL
A winning team (SHS deans) (photo), May 12, 1995, p.12

GIBRALTER, RICHARD (DR)
Richard Gibralter, M.D. (appointed director of cornea service at NY Eye, Ear and Throat Hospital), Jun 23, 1995, p.4

GIBSON, RONA
Leaping off the page (Fox Meadow class mothers dress as characters from children's books) (photo), Nov 24, 1995, p.10

GIFTED CHILDREN
SEE CHILDREN, GIFTED

GIFTS, LEGACIES, ETC
Gift policy needs revision (edit), Dec 1, 1995, p.7

GILBERG, NICOLE
Field day fun (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.10

GILBERT, HARRY B
Harry B Gilbert (dies), Oct 13, 1995, p.8

GILBERT, NANCY
Scarsdale Auxiliary is vital member of hospital family (photo) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), May 26, 1995, p.32

GILBERT, NICOLE
A class project (Heathcote's annual candy drive) (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.9

GILBERT, SHANE
Tipi time (tipi erected on grounds of Quaker Ridge School) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.12

GILCHRIST, JAMES
Gilchrist to head Pound Ridge recreation (photo), Dec 29, 1995, p.3

GILCHRIST, JIM
Staff, campers, parents thanked (ltr), Aug 18, 1995, p.7

GILDEN, LORRAINE
(Nordstrom gala, March 15) (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.4

GILDEN, RICHARD
(Nordstrom gala, March 15) (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.4

GILMAN, SARAH
Everyday art examined at Fox Meadow (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.9

GINDICK, MARK
Stage wizardry important in 'Once Upon a Mattress' (photo), Jul 21, 1995, p.18
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo), Jul 28, 1995, p.22
Off-Broadway comes to village (praise for SSMT production of 'Once Upon a Mattress') (ltr), Aug 11, 1995, p.6

GINGRICH, NEWT
He's not pleased with Mr. Gingrich (edit), Nov 17, 1995, p.7
Gingrich & team distort language (ltr), Dec 15, 1995, p.6

GINSBERG, NEIL
Junior class plans annual blood drive (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.9
What am I bid? (STEP auction at SHS) (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.9
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GIORDANO, CHRIS
  Teens, on their own, present 'Much Ado' (About Nothing) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.17

GIRL SCOUTS OF AMERICA
  Girl Scouts participate in many activities (photo) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.11
  Music sets Memorial Day mood (photo), Jun 2, 1995, p.1
  The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Honors Those Who Served; Memorial Day 1995 (photo), Jun 2, 1995, p.28
  Girl Scouts conduct second Share the Faiths event, Dec 1, 1995, p.4

GISOLFI, PERER
  A victory for all (saving Cornell house from demolition) (edit), Feb 24, 1995, p.6

GISOLFI, PETER
  Pact saves Cornell House from demolition (photo), Feb 24, 1995, p.1
  Dinner caps a week of tributes to Hibschman (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.1

GIULIANI, RUDOLPH
  Drought watch, Jul 7, 1995, p.1

GLASSER, WILLIAM (DR)
  Teachers: You can make quality happen (edit), Nov 24, 1995, p.7

GLASSNER, SID
  Teacher's love of literature finds a new outlet, May 26, 1995, p.14

GLAUBER, LEBI
  The price of freedom (re list of books banned or challenged in American communities 1994-95) (edit), Sep 29, 1995, p.6

GLEICHER, JOSEPH
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.30

GLEICHER, LILLIAN
  The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.24

GLENDON, BILL (AU)
  World War II: The tales not told (edit), May 12, 1995, p.7

GLENDON, WILLIAM
  Board will revise holiday policy, Jan 27, 1995, p.1
  Bring back Rudolph, say some; holiday policy revisited, Apr 14, 1995, p.1
  Religious guidelines for holiday passed, Jun 9, 1995, p.1

GLENDON, WILLIAM R (AU)
  Board continues the annual angst (comments on SCS school board's holiday blackout policy) (ltr), Jan 13, 1995, p.6
  School board is passing the buck (regarding holiday guidelines) (ltr), Apr 28, 1995, p.6

GLENN, ANDREA (AU)
  Drivers: signal, slow down, stop (ltr), Jul 28, 1995, p.6

GLENN, DAVID
  Boston Chicken is a restaurant (response to Inquirer article from 1/6/95) (ltr), Jan 20, 1995, p.6

GLENN, DAVID J (AU)
  Professional jurors may be the answer (edit), May 19, 1995, p.7

GLICKENHAUS, SETH
  Winston environmental appeals to be heard Jan 16, Dec 22, 1995, p.1

GOBES, FRANK J
  Frank J Gobes (appointed member of SCS Volunteer Fire Company Number 1), Nov 17, 1995, p.4

GODSHALL, CATHY & MIKE (AU)
  Snacks with smile at Scarsdale Pool (ltr), Jul 21, 1995, p.6

GOEBEL, MARGARET F
  Margaret F Goebel (dies), Mar 24, 1995, p.8
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GOETZ, ROBERT H (DR)
Physicians honored (by Montefiore Medical Center Staff and Alumni Assn) (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.4

GOHARA, SATORU
Rotary largesse ($6,000 donated to six non-profit organizations) (photo), May 26, 1995, p.4

GOITIA, DAN
Junior class plans annual blood drive (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.9

GOLD, MARGARET (AU)
Money—it's a root cause, all right (edit), Jul 21, 1995, p.7

GOLDBERG, EMILY
Student artist's work spotlighted (photo), Dec 22, 1995, p.8

GOLDBERG, ERIC
Eric Goldberg (named partner at New York real estate firm of Breger Gorin & Leuzzi) (photo), May 26, 1995, p.4

GOLDBERG, HARRIET
Harriet Goldberg joins board of Scarsdale Foundation (photo), Feb 17, 1995, p.4
Harrison gets a 3d of the vote (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.1
(Nordstrom gala, March 15) (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.4
The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34
Amy Paulin named Woman of the Year (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.1

GOLDBERG, KEITH
Harrison gets a 3d of the vote (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.1
End of Crossway composting near, Apr 28, 1995, p.1
End composting, Department of Environmental Conservation tells village, Aug 25, 1995, p.1
No village leaves going to Alfredo's (photo), Sep 29, 1995, p.1

GOLDBERG, KEITH (AU)
Compost heap is a constant problem (ltr), Feb 24, 1995, p.6
Harrison offers voters a choice (ltr), Mar 10, 1995, p.6
New home for leaves needed (ltr), Nov 10, 1995, p.6

GOLDBERG, MARK
Field day fun (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.10

GOLDBERG, VICTOR
(Nordstrom gala, March 15) (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.4

GOLDEN, MICHAEL
Michael Golden (has joined law firm of Robinson & Cole as counsel in New York office), Dec 29, 1995, p.2

GOLDEN, RITA
School Board Nominating Committee chooses 3 for school board (photo), Mar 17, 1995, p.1
Bring back Rudolph, say some; holiday policy revisited, Apr 14, 1995, p.1
Scarsdale to vote on 2.94% tax hike, Apr 28, 1995, p.1
Interviews for candidates urged, May 5, 1995, p.1
Candidates must state positions (ltr), May 5, 1995, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34
Hibschman to leave Scarsdale (photo), Jun 2, 1995, p.1
Dinner caps a week of tributes to Hibschman (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20
Claire D. Leone Real Estate Honors Dr. Richard D. Hibschman (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.24

GOLDMAN, MATTIS
Outstanding achievement celebrated at SHS (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.12

GOLDMAN, NANCY
They say YES all year long (SHS's Youth Employment Service volunteers meet for lunch) (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.9
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GOLDSCHMIDT, ERIC
More new stores (Tuesday's Child and Club Sandwich), Jan 6, 1995, p.1
Two new restaurants poised to open in village, Oct 13, 1995, p.1
Honored by U(nited) J(ewish) A(ppel) Federation (photo), Dec 1, 1995, p.13

GOLDSMITH, DON
The kids made the Bard smile (praises recent production of "Much Ado About Nothing") (ltr), May 26, 1995, p.6

GOLDSMITH, LINDSAY
Teens, on their own, present 'Much Ado' (About Nothing) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.17

GOLDSMITH, MARY LEE
The kids made the Bard smile (praises recent production of "Much Ado About Nothing") (ltr), May 26, 1995, p.6

GOLSTEIN, BETH
CHOICE conference covers the world (photo), May 12, 1995, p.11

GOLSTEIN, BUD
League celebrates and spoofs itself at 75th birthday (photo), Mar 10, 1995, p.5

GOLSTEIN, LISA
Outstanding achievement celebrated at SHS (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.12

GOLSTEIN, MERVYN (DR)
Physicians honored (by Montefiore Medical Center Staff and Alumni Assn) (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.4

GOLSTEIN, MOLLY ANN (AU)
Inappropriate use of tax dollars (ltr), Dec 22, 1995, p.6

GOLSTEIN, MOLLY ANNE (AU)
Thanks for the fine reporting (ltr), Jan 13, 1995, p.7

GOLSTEIN, RUTH
Harrison has the floor to himself (photo), Mar 17, 1995, p.1
Legislative insight on a stormy night (photo), Aug 4, 1995, p.5
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.24

GOLSTEIN, RUTH (AU)
Postpone hearing on home offices (ltr), Feb 24, 1995, p.6
League will hold candidate night (ltr), Mar 10, 1995, p.7
League members make a difference (ltr), Apr 14, 1995, p.6
All urged to hear A(merican) C(ivil) L(iberties) U(nion) president (ltr), May 5, 1995, p.6
League of W(omen) V(oters) needs help to serve voters (ltr), Oct 6, 1995, p.6
Paper, cable TV get message out (enhancing visibility of SCS League of Women Voters) (ltr), Nov 17, 1995, p.6

GOLSTEIN, SHARON
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.30

GOLF
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.30

GOLF COURSES
What a difference! (balmy day and snowy day at Saxon Woods Golf Course) (photo), Jan 20, 1995, p.1

GOMBACH, ELIZABETH
What do teens do on Sunday night? (ltr), May 12, 1995, p.6

GOMBACH, ELIZABETH (AU)
Religion is not just for holidays (ltr), Apr 14, 1995, p.6

GOMEZ, RITA
District schools welcome new faces of 1995-96 (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.9

GONZALEZ, PAUL
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White As It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30
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GONZALEZ, VICKI
The Scarsdale parking game: Is it time to change the rules? (photo), Jun 2, 1995, p.1

GOODMAN, ARTHUR (AU)
More courts are not needed here (ltr), Jan 6, 1995, p.6

GOODMAN, BERNEY (DR)
No physical symptoms? (You may still be sick) (edit), Aug 4, 1995, p.6

GOODMAN, BERTHA
Middle school party pleases all ages (photo), Dec 22, 1995, p.8

GOODMAN, BETTY
Betty Goodman (dies), Jul 14, 1995, p.4

GOODMAN, BOB
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26

GOODMAN, CAROL (AU)
Vote for quality in E'mont May 3 (school budget vote) (ltr), Apr 28, 1995, p.6

GOODMAN, DANA
Outstanding achievement celebrated at SHS (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.12
S(tudents) A(gainst) D(runken) D(ripping) plans mock crash, Sep 29, 1995, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White As It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30

GOODMAN, HOWARD
Kudos to C(ommittee) A(gainst) T(he) C(ompost) H(eap) for compost work (ltr), May 12, 1995, p.6

GOODMAN, HOWARD (AU)
Transfer station not acceptable (response to 5/12 edit about Crossway compost heap) (ltr), May 26, 1995, p.8
New home for leaves needed (ltr), Nov 10, 1995, p.6

GOODMAN, JOHN (AU)
Drivers may get nailed or screwed (comments on the many nails and sharp screws on SCS streets) (ltr), May 26, 1995, p.8

GOODMAN, JOSHUA
Outstanding achievement celebrated at SHS (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.12

GOODMAN, JOYCE
Electric car provokes much comment but little criticism, Oct 6, 1995, p.1
Electric car sparks much comment, little criticism (photo) (cont), Oct 6, 1995, p.8

GOODMAN, JUDITH F (AU)
School Board N(ominating) C(ommittee) candidate opposes (holiday blackout) policy (ltr), Jan 13, 1995, p.6

GOODMAN, LORI
Junior class plans annual blood drive (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White As It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30

GOODMAN, LUCILLE
Lucille Goodman (dies), Jan 20, 1995, p.10

GOODMAN, MEG
Leaping off the page (Fox Meadow class mothers dress as characters from children's books) (photo), Nov 24, 1995, p.10

GOODMAN, STEPHEN F (DR)
Dr. Stephen F Goodman (recipient of American Academy of Periodontology's presidential award) (photo), Oct 13, 1995, p.4

GOODWIN, CAROL
What else can we do? (reducing waste and improving recycling (edit), Apr 21, 1995, p.6

GORDON, AMY
Outstanding achievement celebrated at SHS (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.12

GORDON, DAVID
Debaters win 3 top prizes at state tournament (photo), May 5, 1995, p.11

GORDON, EMILY
Buddies learn together at Fox Meadow (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.9
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GORDON, JESSICA
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1995 (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.26

GORDON, LIZZY
Textbooks tossed, students learn by doing (photo), May 19, 1995, p.11
A little light reading (finds at SCS Library book fair) (photo), Sep 22, 1995, p.4

GORDON, ROBERT
Robert Gordon (selected one of top 40 attorneys in the country under the age of 40) (photo), Nov 24, 1995, p.4

GORDON, ROBERT J (AU)
Having trouble? Call the mayor! (W Handelman gets Con Edison to restore power on Cohawney Road) (ltr), Feb 10, 1995, p.6

GORGES, LOUISE A
Louise A Gorges (dies), Sep 22, 1995, p.10

GORMAN, HOWARD N (AU)
Mayor is not an entry-level job (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.8

GORMAN, SUE
The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34

GOTTLEIB, LESLIE C (AU)
Having trouble? Call the mayor! (W Handelman gets Con Edison to restore power on Cohawney Road) (ltr), Feb 10, 1995, p.6

GOTTLEIB, LINDSAY
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26

GOTTLEIB, LINDSAY (AU)
Girl hoopsters thank their fans (ltr), Mar 10, 1995, p.6

GOULD, DIANA
The Bank of New York Salutes GOURMET GALAXY, The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.30

GOULD, JASON
Ready for an elegant evening (new SHS graduates gather before the senior prom) (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.9

GRABER, DAVID
Painting the town (David Graber and Pamela Sherwood work on their Halloween window paintings) (photo), Oct 27, 1995, p.1

GRAFFITI
Sentences announced in graffiti case (spray-painting sound barriers by Hutchinson River Parkway), Feb 10, 1995, p.3
Now we're on the record (regarding reporting names of arrested teenagers) (edit), Feb 10, 1995, p.6
Graffiti removal (of fences along Hutchinson River Parkway) unsatisfactory (ltr), Feb 17, 1995, p.6
Teens arrested for SHS rooftop graffiti (sic) (photo), Aug 25, 1995, p.3
Scarsdale or South Bronx? (defaced bench near SCS train station) (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.6
Don't stereotype neighborhood (response to caption under picture of graffitied bench from 9/5) (ltr), Sep 22, 1995, p.6

GRAFUNKEL, LAURIE
"(C)omm(itee) A(gains)T (C)ompost (H)eap" members step up complaints on compost heap, Jan 27, 1995, p.1

GRAIFMAN, GARY
Winston environmental appeals to be heard Jan 16, Dec 22, 1995, p.1

GRANDPARENTS
A paradox, a paradox, a most ingenious paradox (edit), Apr 7, 1995, p.7

GRANT, RITA A (AU)
Judge's blower decision praised (that ban on gas powered leaf blowers is unconstitutional) (ltr), Jan 27, 1995, p.6

GRASSO, MARIO
Local Meals on Wheels expects increased need (photo), Apr 14, 1995, p.8

GRASSO, EMILY
Local Meals on Wheels expects increased need (photo), Apr 14, 1995, p.8

GRAVES, EARL JR
Metro-North cops get very wrong man (Earl Graves Jr) (photo), May 12, 1995, p.1
Metro-North apologizes to Earl Graves, Jr. (cont), May 12, 1995, p.8
Gentiles cannot feel Jewish pain (ltr), May 19, 1995, p.6
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GRAVESTOCK, JENNIFER
District schools welcome new faces of 1995-96 (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.9

GRAY, GLENN BURKLEY
Political fundraiser woos women (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.1

GREEBEL, BARBARA
Is there a CATCH to compost plans?, May 26, 1995, p.1
GREBEL, BARBARA (AU)
Village does not deserve our trust (discusses Crossway compost heap) (ltr), Apr 28, 1995, p.6

GREEN, ROSS
Tipi time (tipi erected on grounds of Quaker Ridge School) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.12

GREENAWALT, WILLIAM S (AU)
Stop legislators' improper add-ons (ltr), Jul 7, 1995, p.6

GREENBERG, REVA
National conference to hear local seniors' views (photo), Feb 24, 1995, p.5

GREENBERG, SHMUDEL
Jews gather to mourn Rabin (photo), Nov 10, 1995, p.1

GREENBERG, STEPHANIE
Author, author (author's day at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.10

GREENBURG, ROSS
Visionary producer pursues his dream (photo), Dec 29, 1995, p.17

GREENBURGH, ROSS

GREENLEAF, MARTA
PTA panel warns of pesticide dangers, Mar 10, 1995, p.1

GREENLEAF, MARTA

GREENLEE, FRANCES
Music sets Memorial Day mood (photo), Jun 2, 1995, p.1
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GRIEF
The hidden burden of 'disenfranchised' grief after loss (edit), Oct 6, 1995, p.7

GRIFFITHS, DONALD
Veterans' Day salutes democracy's defenders (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.5

GRIMES, SUSANNAH
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White As It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30

GROBAN, ELI
3 Raider freshmen will compete nationally (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.25

GROBAN, ROBERT S JR (AU)
Skating rink would be asset (ltr), Mar 24, 1995, p.6

GROHNER, EARL
Musical moments (Greenacres winter concert) (photo), Feb 10, 1995, p.10
Strings to play (orchestras from all five elementary schools will perform at SHS) (photo), Jun 2, 1995, p.9

GROSS, KATE
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26

GROSS, LEE
Student (Lee Gross) wins medal in culinary contest (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.4

GROSS, MARK
Mark Gross (has been promoted to partner at Bennan Beer Gorman Architects), Jul 28, 1995, p.4

GROSSMAN, ED
(Greenacres family picnic) (photo), Sep 15, 1995, p.10

GROSSMAN, EDWARD
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

GROSSMAN, JACOB (DR) (AU)
Answers to health care questions (edit), Mar 17, 1995, p.7
More answers to health-care questions (edit), Mar 24, 1995, p.7

GROSSMAN, JULIE
Global role-play is course climax (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.10

GROSSMAN, LAURA
Pony with a purpose (Circus-With-A-Purpose, a one-ring circus in Hartsdale) (photo), Oct 13, 1995, p.1

GROSZ, KATHY
Making a difference (18 7th and 8th graders visit Blythdale Children's Hospital on March 27) (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.10
The Bank of New York Salutes GOURMET GALAXY, The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.30
Seniors enjoyed party with kids (ltr), Dec 22, 1995, p.6

GROSZ, KATHY (AU)
What do teens do on Sunday night? (ltr), May 12, 1995, p.6

GRUEN, PETER (DR)
An educator remembered (garden dedicated at SMS in memory of Dr Karen Chanow-Gruen) (photo), Nov 10, 1995, p.9

GRUENBERG, BUD
The Bank of New York Salutes GOURMET GALAXY, The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.30

GRUENBERG, JENNIFER
The Bank of New York Salutes GOURMET GALAXY, The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.30

GRUENBERG, JON
The Bank of New York Salutes GOURMET GALAXY, The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.30

GRUETT, ALVIN ELDREDGE
Alvin Eldridge Gruett (dies), Jun 30, 1995, p.12

GUCCIONE, ROSE MARY
Rose Mary Guccione (dies), Jun 2, 1995, p.12
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GUENTHER, LILLIE
Festive weekend (Hoff-Barthelson's annual festival) (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.1

GUENTHER, MARTHA
Festive weekend (Hoff-Barthelson's annual festival) (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.1

GUGLIELMELLO, PAUL
A planetary excursion (Greenacres third-graders take planet walk) (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.11

GULDSTEIN, LINDSAY
Junior class plans annual blood drive (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.9

GUNS
No calls, no sales (regarding unexpected results of last year’s assault ban legislation), Feb 10, 1995, p.1
Gun bill may be shot, May 19, 1995, p.1
Guns do kill people - especially young people (edit), Jul 28, 1995, p.6

GUPTA, RAHUL
Scholarship fund drive launched (photo), Dec 1, 1995, p.9

GUTTMAN, MARCY
Taking care of the earth (photo), May 5, 1995, p.8

GYMNASTICS
SMS gym teacher and coach to retire (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.9
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26

HABER, DAVID
A class project (Heathcote's annual candy drive) (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.9

HABER, RICHARD
Gift funds renovation of library Children’s Room (photo), Jul 21, 1995, p.1

HAGGBLAD, RICHARD
The Bank of New York Salutes the 1995 Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.28
Neighbors at odds over speeding cars on Bradford Road (photo), Aug 11, 1995, p.1
Safety concerns at village crossing, Aug 25, 1995, p.1
No decision on Ardsley left-turn bans; help for beleaguered Lynwood residents, Sep 15, 1995, p.1
Error on Popham (Road), Nov 17, 1995, p.1
Ardsley Bridge divider slated to be removed (photo), Nov 24, 1995, p.1

HAGGBLAD, ROSEMARY ALLEN
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.24

HAIDT, JONATHAN D
Jonathan D Haidt (appointed assistant professor of psychology at University of Virginia) (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.4

HAIMOWITZ, RAPHY (AU)
Jews must unite against extremists (ltr), Dec 15, 1995, p.6

HAIR
Wish you were hair: transplants come of age (photo), Feb 10, 1995, p.5
What to go when your hair is playing fast and loose (cont), Feb 10, 1995, p.8

HALL, LELAND B JR
Leland B Hall, Jr (dies), Jan 6, 1995, p.12

HALLOWEEN
Spirits walk the graveyard (edit), Oct 20, 1995, p.7
Halloween parade, Oct 27, 1995, p.1
Some tips for a safe Halloween, Oct 27, 1995, p.9
Day of disguises (Halloween costumes), Nov 3, 1995, p.1
Treaters had a great time, too (ltr), Nov 3, 1995, p.6
Little kids clean up after big ones (photo) (ltr), Nov 10, 1995, p.6
HALLOWEEN WINDOW PAINTING CONTEST
Painting the town (David Graber and Pamela Sherwood work on their Halloween window paintings)(photo), Oct 27, 1995, p.1
Window painting winners galore (photo), Oct 27, 1995, p.12

HALLUMS, ROBIN
District schools welcome new faces of 1995-96 (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.9

HALPERN, DAVID
Teens, on their own, present 'Much Ado' (About Nothing) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.17
Senior class to strut in 'Me and My Girl' (photo), May 26, 1995, p.21
Outstanding achievement celebrated at SHS (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.12

HALPERN, EMILY
Teens, on their own, present 'Much Ado' (About Nothing) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.17

HAMADA, KUWAKO (AU)
A big kindness to Kobe victims (ltr), Apr 14, 1995, p.6

HAMBLEY, MARGARET
The Bank of New York Salutes GOURMET GALAXY, The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.30

HAMILTON, GORDON
Troop 60 is on the move (photo) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.13

HAMM, KELLY
SHS student government described, Feb 17, 1995, p.9

HAMMERMAN, CAREN (AU)
Don't make kids uncomfortable (ltr), Jun 2, 1995, p.7

HAMMOND, BARBARA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.30

HAN, PAUL
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.30

HAND, EDWARD S (AU)
S(School) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) change not 'innocuous' (ltr), May 19, 1995, p.6

HANDELMAN, JOY
Mitzwah Day catches - and spreads - the spirit (photo), Nov 3, 1995, p.8

HANDELMAN, JUDY (AU)
Senior housing would be benefit (response to letter by Jim Fitzpatrick from 9/29/95) (ltr), Oct 6, 1995, p.6

HANDELMAN, RACHEL
Mitzwah Day catches - and spreads - the spirit (photo), Nov 3, 1995, p.8
A class project (Heathcote's annual candy drive) (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.9

HANDELMAN, SARAH
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1995 (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.26

HANDELMAN, WALTER
The next FDR? (Citizens' Committee is considering renominating W Handelman for mayor), Jan 6, 1995, p.1
Three finalists (in search for Lowell Tooley's successor as village manager), Jan 13, 1995, p.1
Village will appeal Knaplund's ruling on gas blower ban, Jan 20, 1995, p.1
Tennis and Citizens) (against) The (Compost) Heap (to be discussed by Village Board), Jan 20, 1995, p.1
Alfred Gatta to succeed Tooley (photo), Jan 27, 1995, p.1
Law would allow more people to work at home, Jan 27, 1995, p.1
Local officials see 1995 as a pivotal year, Jan 27, 1995, p.4
Kids' BASE needs a new home (ltr), Jan 27, 1995, p.6
Greenacres (Association) wants improved safety along with new bridge (photo), Feb 3, 1995, p.1
Mayor may be out of touch (regarding KIDS BASE) (ltr), Feb 3, 1995, p.7
Departments must limit wish lists, Feb 10, 1995, p.1
League of Women Voters celebrates 75th anniversary this week, Feb 10, 1995, p.2
A change in attitude (Village Board must readjust its attitude) (edit), Feb 10, 1995, p.6
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HANDELMAN, WALTER continued

Having trouble? Call the mayor! (W Handelman gets Con Edison to restore power on Cohawney Road) (ltr), Feb 10, 1995, p.6
No new court at Crossway yet, Feb 17, 1995, p.1
Home office hearing (to be held by Village Board 2/28), Feb 24, 1995, p.1
Don't be afraid to speak (at upcoming village board meeting concerning home-based businesses) (edit), Feb 24, 1995, p.6
Compost, kids are her concerns (ltr), Feb 24, 1995, p.6
Harrison is write-in candidate for mayor (photo), Mar 3, 1995, p.1
Moving toward dialogue (regarding possible health risks from Crossway compost site) (edit), Mar 10, 1995, p.6
Not a penny for the compost (ltr), Mar 10, 1995, p.6
Is compost controversy just a passing thing?, Mar 17, 1995, p.1
A new role (John Galloway appointed acting village justice), Mar 17, 1995, p.1
Bouquets and a brickbat for departing mayor, Mar 31, 1995, p.3
The best and the brightest (to serve the village) (edit), Mar 31, 1995, p.6
Compost problem is not a new one (ltr), Mar 31, 1995, p.6
Budget's tax hike mirrors inflation, Apr 7, 1995, p.1
The individual and the ideal (comments on SCS Bowl winners) (edit), Apr 7, 1995, p.6
Neighborhood party inaugurate park (new playground and basketball courts at Hyatt Filed) (photo), May 12, 1995, p.3
Tooley to be honored, Jun 23, 1995, p.1
Downtown development Committee: Too early for R(equests) F(or) P(roposals)s, Jul 7, 1995, p.1
Locals mourn defeat of reassessment bill in Albany, Jul 14, 1995, p.1
Walter J Handelman (has been elected to board of Partners for Sacred Places), Jul 14, 1995, p.2

HANDELMAN, WALTER (AU)
Village makes progress on many fronts (report by SCS mayor) (photo) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.1
Village makes progress on many fronts (cont) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.10
Village continues to make progress in programs and services ...(cont) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.16
Mayor's report (cont) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.17
Occie Sachs fondly recalled (ltr), Aug 18, 1995, p.6

HANDELSMAN, SARAH
Middle School to present musical "Babes in Arms" (photo), May 12, 1995, p.17

HANDICAPPED
Village maintains rigid definition of 'handicapped' (edit), Mar 31, 1995, p.7
A friend needs a ride to train (ltr), Jun 16, 1995, p.6

HANDELSMAN, SARAH
Middle School to present musical "Babes in Arms" (photo), May 12, 1995, p.17

HANDICAPPED
Village maintains rigid definition of 'handicapped' (edit), Mar 31, 1995, p.7
A friend needs a ride to train (ltr), Jun 16, 1995, p.6

HANDLER, ARNOLD R (AU)
Make the village safe for walkers (ltr), Jul 21, 1995, p.6

HANKIN, JOSEPH (DR)
The Bank of New York Salutes GOURMET GALAXY, The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.30

HANNOV, KEVIN
Helping friends (students at IHM present flowers and a $1,300 check to Janine Crocitto) (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.8

HANSELL, WILLIAM
Service honoree (Lowell Tooley has received service award of Intl City Management Assn) (photo), Nov 10, 1995, p.4

HANSON, ANNE
A fond farewell (Anne Hanson of Houlihan Lawrence is retiring after 50 years as realtor) (photo), Feb 3, 1995, p.4

HANUKKAH
Schools cannot ignore history (ltr), Jan 6, 1995, p.6
Take advantage of cultural gems (ltr), Jan 6, 1995, p.6
Local rabbi, minister compare holiday themes, Dec 8, 1995, p.5
Holiday guidelines of the third kind (edit), Dec 8, 1995, p.7
Local rabbi, minister compare holiday themes (cont), Dec 8, 1995, p.9
Time for kids (Santa Claus and festival of lights) (photo), Dec 22, 1995, p.1
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HANUKKAH continued
Happy H---, Merry C--- (re holidays and SCS schools) (edit), Dec 22, 1995, p.6
The unrevised holiday guidelines: The ban continues (edit), Dec 22, 1995, p.7

HARDY, EDWARD
Develop without delay, committee tells village board (guarding dogs) (ltr), Mar 3, 1995, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.30
The Bank of New York Salutes the 1995 Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.28
Leaf recycling to end this fall, Aug 18, 1995, p.1
Residents, staff and trustees consider plans for ice rink, Nov 3, 1995, p.1
Trustees refine home office law, Nov 24, 1995, p.1
Candidates sought (for village office), Dec 8, 1995, p.1

HARLEY, LEO
Internships integral to A-School program (photo), Feb 10, 1995, p.9

HARMON, ANNE (AU)
Take advantage of cultural gems (ltr), Jan 6, 1995, p.6

HARRIS, CLAUDE
Brooklyn man nabbed, charged with burglary, Mar 31, 1995, p.1

HARRIS, LOTTIE
Lottie Harris (appointed executive director of Child Care Council of Westchester), Dec 15, 1995, p.4

HARRIS, MURRAY R
Murray R Harris (dies), Mar 17, 1995, p.18

HARRISON, ALEX
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White As It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30

HARRISON, JOHN
Police honor failed comrades (photo), May 19, 1995, p.1

HARRISON, JOSEPH
Police honor failed comrades (photo), May 19, 1995, p.1

HARRISON, ROBERT
Tennis and C(itizens) A(gainst) T(he) C(ompost) H(eap) (to be discussed by Village Board), Jan 20, 1995, p.1
No new court at Crossway yet, Feb 17, 1995, p.1
Harrison is write-in candidate for mayor (photo), Mar 3, 1995, p.1
Harrison is candidate (cont), Mar 3, 1995, p.18
Village is ready for write-ins (R Harrison has declared his write-in candidacy for mayor) (photo), Mar 10, 1995, p.1
Candidate brings fresh air to town (ltr), Mar 10, 1995, p.6
Harrison offers voters a choice (ltr), Mar 10, 1995, p.6
Harrison's motivation a campaign issue (edit), Mar 10, 1995, p.7
Scarsdale sytem is successful (ltr), Mar 10, 1995, p.7
League will hold candidate night (ltr), Mar 10, 1995, p.7
Village is ready for write-ins (cont), Mar 10, 1995, p.14
Village is responsive to citizens, Citizens' Party candidates say (photo), Mar 17, 1995, p.1
Election schedules, Mar 17, 1995, p.1
Harrison has the floor to himself (photo), Mar 17, 1995, p.1
Stick with the insider (endorsement of Anne Janiak) (edit), Mar 17, 1995, p.6
Couple urges vote for Janiak (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.6
Don't vote for local 'Perot' (Robert Harrison) (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.6
Harrison is no match for Janiak (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.7
Mayor is not an entry-level job (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.8
Talk should be required (endorsement of Robert Harrison) (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.8
Harrison has the floor to himself at 2 'empty-chair' forums (cont), Mar 17, 1995, p.14
Harrison gets a 3d of the vote (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.1
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HARRISON, ROBERT continued
Let's talk (comments on non-partisan system) (edit), Mar 24, 1995, p.6
Harrison's list was misleading (ltr), Mar 24, 1995, p.6
Harrison gave voters a choice (ltr), Mar 24, 1995, p.6
Scarsdale wants open government (ltr), Mar 31, 1995, p.6
Correction (comments on Inquirer letter by Art Resnick from 3/24/95), Mar 31, 1995, p.6
Scarsdale to vote on 2.94% tax hike, Apr 28, 1995, p.1
Interviews OK's for school board, Jun 9, 1995, p.1
Did Harrison's group back him? (response to letter by R Harrison from 6/23/95) (ltr), Jun 30, 1995, p.6
Taxpayer Alert: Individual or organization? (edit), Oct 20, 1995, p.6
New name, face lift urged for SHS lot, Nov 24, 1995, p.1

HARRISON, ROBERT H (AU)
Follow recreation staff recommendations (urges a tennis court be added at Crossway Field) (ltr), Feb 10, 1995, p.6
Discontent citizen challenges system (ltr), Mar 3, 1995, p.6
Bring democracy to Scarsdale (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.7
Village election was well-run (ltr), Mar 31, 1995, p.6
Study the budget, attend hearing (ltr), Apr 7, 1995, p.6
Strongly supports amendment (to interview candidates for the school board) (ltr), Jun 2, 1995, p.6
Tricks didn't work at School Board Nominating Committee meeting (ltr), Jun 23, 1995, p.6
Stand firm on paving (SHS) dirt lot (ltr), Dec 8, 1995, p.6

HARTMAN, ARLENE
Getting to know you (SCS newcomers’ reception) (photo), Nov 3, 1995, p.1

HARTMAN, RON
Getting to know you (SCS newcomers’ reception) (photo), Nov 3, 1995, p.1

HARTMAN, STEPHEN (DR)
Psychologist joins youth outreach project (photo), Jul 21, 1995, p.4

HARTZELL, ANDREW C JR (AU)
Schools cannot ignore history (ltr), Jan 6, 1995, p.6

HARWOOD PARK (SCS)
Friendship Path, garden to be dedicated at library (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.2
A friendly park (dedication of reflection garden created in memory of John and Lillian Thies) (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.5
Thanks to all who beautified (garden by library pond) (ltr), Jun 16, 1995, p.7
Thanks workers for 'little Eden' (improvements to SCS Library pond) (ltr), Dec 15, 1995, p.6

HAUS, ROBERT
Senior friends thank freshmen (for landscaping work at library pond April 29), May 19, 1995, p.6

HAUSON, MATT
Julia B. Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.30
Ready for an elegant evening (new SHS graduates gather before the senior prom) (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.9

HAUBNER, JAMES
New Cooper House counselor named (photo), May 19, 1995, p.1
District schools welcome new faces of 1995-96 (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.9
Starting middle school with a smile (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.9

HAUBNER, JIM
Seniors enjoyed party with kids (ltr), Dec 22, 1995, p.6

HAUPMAN, MADELINE
Memorial window installed (in memory of Janet Cobelli) (photo), Mar 3, 1995, p.9

HEALTH CARE
SEE MEDICAL CARE
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HEANEY, BARBARA
(Young essay contest winners from St Pius X receive their prizes) (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.10

HEART DISEASE
Heart disease is No. 1, Jul 21, 1995, p.20

HEBERT, DAVID
Youth arrested in shooting of sister, Aug 18, 1995, p.1

HECHT, JULIE
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1995 (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.26

HEILPERN, HELEN
Helen Heilpern (dies), May 12, 1995, p.20

HEIN, JOHN (AU)
A Jewish soldier writes home (edit), May 5, 1995, p.7

HEINE, JOSH
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1995 (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.26

HEINEMAN, LINDA
They say YES all year long (SHS's Youth Employment Service volunteers meet for lunch) (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.9
Fairs, boutiques and such keep on rolling along (photo), Oct 27, 1995, p.13

HEIT, JULIA PAMELA
A new ending (to the Carolyn Warmus saga?), Aug 18, 1995, p.1

HELFANO, LISA (AU)
It was truly entertaining (thanks and praises for SHS prom breakfast decorations) (ltr), Jul 7, 1995, p.6

HELMER, MAUREEN O
On streets, use water-based paint (ltr), Dec 1, 1995, p.6

HEMEL, DANIEL
Power Pals celebrate at Edgewood (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.10

HEMLEY, CHARLOTTE
(Young essay contest winners from St Pius X receive their prizes) (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.10

HEMLEY, EUGENE
Veterans' Day salutes democracy's defenders (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.5

HEMLEY, GENE (AU)
Why do schools favor the Druids? (oltr), Jan 6, 1995, p.6
All weapons are horrible (response to article "Veteran describes a bomb aftermath" from 5/26) (ltr), Jun 9, 1995, p.6

HENDERSON, JASON
Leaping off the page (Fox Meadow class mothers dress as characters from children's books) (photo), Nov 24, 1995, p.10

HENDERSON, JULIE
Leaping off the page (Fox Meadow class mothers dress as characters from children's books) (photo), Nov 24, 1995, p.10

HENDLER, SUSAN
Letter perfect (potluck alphabet feast at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.10

HENNESSY, DOROTHY EDWARDS O'BRIEN

HENRY, GAIL
Gail Henry (elected to board of directors of Hudson Valley Direct Marketing Association), Mar 3, 1995, p.4
Gail Henry (promoted to vice president of Leon Henry Inc.) (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.4

HEROLD, J RADLEY
Gardella, Herold elected (Westchester County) bar association officers, Mar 17, 1995, p.4
Accolades for retiring judge (photo), Sep 22, 1995, p.1

HEROLD, RADLEY
A new role (John Galloway appointed acting village justice), Mar 17, 1995, p.1
The other side of the bench (John Galloway is sworn in as acting village justice) (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.3
HERRICK, DOROTHY T
  Dorothy T Herrick (dies), Mar 17, 1995, p.18
HERRIN, RICHARD
  Bonnie Garland's killer is freed after 17 years in prison, Jan 13, 1995, p.5
HEST, AMY
  Book talk at Heathcote (Amy Hest explains how she wrote her book "Purple Cow") (photo), Feb 17, 1995, p.9
HEWITT, ROBERT W
HEWITT, ALICE K
  Alice K Hewitt (dies), Feb 10, 1995, p.18
HEWITT, BOB
  Hewitt's service benefited village (ltr), Jun 23, 1995, p.6
HEYER, HARRY
  Bus safety stressed (photo), Sep 22, 1995, p.9
HEYER, MINDY
  Fun at the animal fair (Heathcote Habitat Carnival) (photo), May 26, 1995, p.14
HEYMAN, RALPH K
  Ralph K Heyman (dies), Feb 10, 1995, p.18
HIBSCHMAN, CINDA
  Dinner caps a week of tributes to Hibschman (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.1
    Claire D. Leone Real Estate Honors Dr. Richard D. Hibschman (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.24
HIBSCHMAN, KRISTI
  Dinner caps a week of tributes to Hibschman (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.1
    Claire D. Leone Real Estate Honors Dr. Richard D. Hibschman (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.24
HIBSCHMAN, RICHARD (DR)
  Policy: Educate, don't celebrate (comments on school board's holiday blackout policy) (ltr), Jan 13, 1995, p.6
    Local officials see 1995 as a pivotal year, Jan 27, 1995, p.4
    Freeze in school aid relieves some budget tensions, Feb 10, 1995, p.1
    Baby boomlet will squeeze space in Scarsdale schools, Feb 17, 1995, p.1
    More teachers, higher salaries, Feb 17, 1995, p.9
    Bring back Rudolph, say some; holiday policy revisited, Apr 14, 1995, p.1
    Educators ask Albany legislators for help (photo), Apr 14, 1995, p.5
    Holiday dialogue moves to schools, May 19, 1995, p.1
    Hibschman to leave Scarsdale (photo), Jun 2, 1995, p.1
    Religious guidelines for holiday passed, Jun 9, 1995, p.1
    Hibschman farewell, Jun 16, 1995, p.1
    Interim superintendent is appointed, Jun 16, 1995, p.1
    Dinner caps a week of tributes to Hibschman (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.1
    Loving send-off at A-School (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.1
    Dialogue clarifies guidelines (for teaching about religion and religious holidays), Jun 23, 1995, p.1
    A person (tribute to Richard Hibschman) (edit), Jun 23, 1995, p.6
    New teachers hear tributes to those departing (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.9
    Toder, Raizes to lead board (of education) (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20
The search is on (for successor to SCS Schools Superintendent R Hibschman), Sep 8, 1995, p.1
Thanks for great S(S) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre) summer (ltr), Sep 8, 1995, p.6
League hears update on issues, Oct 20, 1995, p.1
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HIBSCHMAN, RICHARD (DR) continued
   New name, face lift urged for SHS lot, Nov 24, 1995, p.1
   The year in review: Looking back at 1995 (photo) (cont), Dec 29, 1995, p.4

HIBSCHMAN, RICHARD (DR) (AU)
   Notable headway in the schools (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.1

HICKEY, ADRIENNE
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Sep 15, 1995, p.32

HICKEY, GRACE D
   Grace D Hickey (dies), Apr 7, 1995, p.12

HIGGINS, TERRY
   PTA panel warns of pesticide dangers, Mar 10, 1995, p.1
   Greening up (fertilizer will be applied to school and village playing fields), Mar 31, 1995, p.1

HIGHTOWER, STEPHEN (AU)
   Short on deductions? Take a 'Mulligan'! (edit), Apr 14, 1995, p.7

HIRANO, TAKAHIRO
   Outstanding achievement celebrated at SHS (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.12

HIROSHIMA
   All weapons are horrible (response to article "Veteran describes a bomb aftermath" from 5/26) (ltr), Jun 9, 1995, p.6
   (Julie Berger and Debby Katz with 1,000 paper cranes made at the SCS Library) (photo), Aug 4, 1995, p.2
   Remember: an active verb (re P Nobile's notion of apology to Japanese for dropping bombs) (edit), Aug 4, 1995, p.6
   Moral obligation to drop A-bombs (ltr), Aug 18, 1995, p.6
   A-bomb criminal, experts agree (ltr), Aug 18, 1995, p.6

HIRSCH, ALI
   The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White As It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30

HIRSCH, ANDREW
   Holiday good deeds (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.10

HIRSCH, ETHEL S
   Merchants merit village's support (regarding letter by Ethel Hirsch from 4/7/95) (ltr), Apr 21, 1995, p.6

HIRSCH, ETHEL S (AU)
   Village should buy from local stores (regarding buying candy for annual Easter egg hunt) (ltr), Apr 7, 1995, p.6

HIRSCHFELD, ADELE
   The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34

HISTORIC HOUSES
   Historic house redo before planning board (Cornell House at 257 Mamaroneck Road), Aug 4, 1995, p.1

HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMITTEE-SCS
   A victory for all (saving Cornell house from demolition) (edit), Feb 24, 1995, p.6

HISTORY
   History recast sans heros (heroes have slipped from their pedestals in social studies curriculum), Apr 7, 1995, p.1
   History curriculum has evolved (cont), Apr 7, 1995, p.10
   Textbooks tossed, students learn by doing (photo), May 19, 1995, p.11
   Classroom history lessons (cont), May 19, 1995, p.12

HOBLIN, MICHAEL K
   Michael K Hoblin (has received army commendation medal), Mar 10, 1995, p.4

HOCHBERG, ALAN (DR)
   New home (for SCS Adult School) (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.3

HOCHBERG, AUDREY
   Local officials see 1995 as a pivotal year, Jan 27, 1995, p.4
   Commissioner (Sobol) will return to Scarsdale (photo), Feb 10, 1995, p.1
   Hochberg is critical of health cuts; seeks input, Feb 24, 1995, p.1
   Hochberg seeks budget input (cont), Feb 24, 1995, p.5
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HOCHBERG, AUDREY continued
- Locals mourn defeat of reassessment bill in Albany, Jul 14, 1995, p.1
- Legislative insight on a stormy night (photo), Aug 4, 1995, p.5
- Tax appeals mount; revaluation delayed, Sep 22, 1995, p.1
- Hochberg, Velella target airbag theft, fraud (photo), Oct 27, 1995, p.3
- Residents hear benefits of long-term health care partnership (photo), Nov 3, 1995, p.5

HOCHBERG, AUDREY (AU)

HOCHBERG, HERBERT
- The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.30
- The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34
- Herbert Hochberg to chair bowl committee (photo), Oct 27, 1995, p.4

HOCKEY
- Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26
- 3 Raider freshmen will compete nationally (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.25
- The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White As It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30

HODGEMAN, JULIAN
- We're back! (from Christmas-New Year's break) (photo), Jan 6, 1995, p.1

HOFF-BARTHESON SCHOOL OF MUSIC
- Hoff-Barthelson Music School continues 50th year celebrations (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.2
- The joy of making music with friends (edit) (illus), Mar 3, 1995, p.7
- Music on intimate scale sprinkles concert calendar (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.15
- Hoff-Barthelson reflects on 50th year celebration (photo), Jul 21, 1995, p.17
- Neighbors object to Hoff-Barthelson fence at B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) meeting, Dec 1, 1995, p.3
- Hoff flutists play for White House audience (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.17

HOFMAN, DOROTHY K
- Dorothy K Hoffman (dies), Nov 3, 1995, p.18

HOFHEIMER, GERTRUDE
- The Bank of New York Salutes the 1995 Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.28

HOFHEIMER, GETRUDE (AU)
- Senior housing would be benefit (response to letter by Jim Fitzpatrick from 9/29/95) (Itr), Oct 6, 1995, p.6

HOFHEIMER, NATALIE
- The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), May 26, 1995, p.32

HOFHEIMER, NATALIE AND JOE (AU)
- We're lucky to be nonpartisan (endorsement of Anne Janiak) (Itr), Mar 17, 1995, p.6

HOGAN, JAMES
- No village leaves going to Alfredo's (photo), Sep 29, 1995, p.1

HOGAN, JIM
- New home for leaves needed (Itr), Nov 10, 1995, p.6

HOGAN, VICTOR F
- Victor F Hogan (dies), Dec 8, 1995, p.10

HOLDEN, RANDALL L (DR)
- Dr. Randall L Holden (dies), Jun 2, 1995, p.12

HOLIDAY
- Board deserves "grinch" award (comments on school board’s holiday blackout policy) (Itr), Jan 13, 1995, p.7

HOLIDAYS
- Schools cannot ignore history (Itr), Jan 6, 1995, p.6
- Scarsdale should emulate Bronx (Itr), Jan 6, 1995, p.6
- Why do schools favor the Druids? (oltr), Jan 6, 1995, p.6
- Readers misled by letters on (holiday) policy (Itr), Jan 6, 1995, p.6
HOLIDAYS continued

Holiday policy called 'sensitive' (ltr), Jan 6, 1995, p.6
Parents protest holiday (blackout) policy, Jan 13, 1995, p.1
Share, don't ban (comments on SCS school board's holiday blackout policy) (edit), Jan 13, 1995, p.6
Top 8 holidays in Scarsdale (suggestions inspired by holiday blackout policy) (ltr), Jan 13, 1995, p.6
S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) candidate opposes (holiday blackout) policy (ltr), Jan 13, 1995, p.6
Board continues the annual angst (comments on SCS school board's holiday blackout policy) (ltr), Jan 13, 1995, p.6
Kids should learn from each other (comments on school board's holiday blackout policy) (ltr), Jan 13, 1995, p.6
Narrow-mindedness is dangerous (comments of school board's holiday blackout policy) (ltr), Jan 13, 1995, p.6
Policy: Educate, don't celebrate (comments on school board's holiday blackout policy) (ltr), Jan 13, 1995, p.6
In holiday cards: Spare me your accomplishments! (edit), Jan 13, 1995, p.7
Policy doesn't go far enough (humorous comment on school board's holiday blackout policy) (ltr), Jan 13, 1995, p.7
For inclusion, not exclusion (comments on school board's holiday blackout policy) (ltr), Jan 13, 1995, p.7
Holiday policy protested at school board meeting (cont), Jan 13, 1995, p.22
She's optimistic on policy review (response to Inquirer article from 12/23/94) (ltr), Jan 20, 1995, p.6
Holiday policy is courageous (ltr), Jan 20, 1995, p.6
An open letter to Mr. S. Claus (edit), Jan 20, 1995, p.7
Change in guidelines (for religious holidays) proposal, Jan 20, 1995, p.9
 Tradition belongs in the schools (re school board holiday blackout policy) (ltr), Jan 20, 1995, p.10
Board will revise holiday policy, Jan 27, 1995, p.1
Tolerance has gone downhill (regarding school board's holiday blackout policy) (ltr), Jan 27, 1995, p.6
The holiday blackout: A legal critique (edit), Jan 27, 1995, p.7
Holiday policy to be re-examined (cont), Jan 27, 1995, p.10
The schools' holiday policy: a legal critique (cont), Jan 27, 1995, p.10
Of holidays and holy days in our schools (edit), Feb 17, 1995, p.6
Comments continue on holiday policy, Feb 17, 1995, p.9
Holiday policy should be relaxed (ltr), Feb 24, 1995, p.6
Bring back Rudolph, say some; holiday policy revisited, Apr 14, 1995, p.1
Holiday policy discussed (cont), Apr 14, 1995, p.8
Christmas doesn't belong in school (ltr), Apr 21, 1995, p.6
School board is passing the buck (regarding holiday guidelines) (ltr), Apr 28, 1995, p.6
Speakers endorse holiday guidelines (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.9
Holiday dialogue moves to schools, May 19, 1995, p.1
Other voices needed in holiday policy talks (edit), May 19, 1995, p.7
Holiday guideline dialogue (cont), May 19, 1995, p.10
Adult paranoia imposed on kids (ltr), May 26, 1995, p.6
Holidays should be shared by all (ltr), May 26, 1995, p.6
Berenson wins paranoia prize (response to letter by Betty Berenson from 6/30/95) (ltr), Jul 7, 1995, p.6
Supreme Court rulings echo here (re right of Ku Klux Klan to put up a cross in Columbus, Ohio), Jul 21, 1995, p.1
Why Monday? (suggests Friday instead of Monday to celebrate secular holidays) (edit), Oct 6, 1995, p.6
Holiday spirit returns, quietly, Dec 22, 1995, p.1
Schools recognize December holidays - cautiously (cont), Dec 22, 1995, p.5
Happy H----, Merry C--- (re holidays and SCS schools) (edit), Dec 22, 1995, p.6
The unrevised holiday guidelines: The ban continues (edit), Dec 22, 1995, p.7
Agenda shouldn't sway majority (response to edit by K McCreary re holiday policy from 12/22) (ltr), Dec 29, 1995, p.7
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HOLOCAUST, JEWISH (1939-1945)
- Former neighbor has new mission (to correct image of Jewish people in Japan) (ltr), Feb 17, 1995, p.6
- Shameful story kills magazine (existence of gas chambers denied in Japanese magazine) (ltr), Mar 3, 1995, p.6
- Looking back at Auschwitz after 50 years - and looking forward (photo) (edit), May 5, 1995, p.7
- School visitor describes her war-time struggle, May 26, 1995, p.13
- The past will be heard (edit), Nov 3, 1995, p.7

HOLSTEN, BERNT
- Bernt Holsten (dies), Apr 7, 1995, p.12

HOLT, RICHARD (AU)
- Needed in our schools: A feeling of 'we' (edit), Apr 14, 1995, p.7

HOLUBINIA, GAIL
- Residents hear benefits of long-term health care partnership (photo), Nov 3, 1995, p.5

HOLVIG, KEN
- The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1995 (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.26

HOME OWNERSHIP
- These days, buying a home can get very complicated (edit), Sep 8, 1995, p.7

HOME-BASED BUSINESSES
- Law would allow more people to work at home, Jan 27, 1995, p.1
- Home office hearing (to be held by Village Board 2/28), Feb 24, 1995, p.1
- Don't be afraid to speak (at upcoming village board meeting concerning home-based businesses) (edit), Feb 24, 1995, p.6
- Postpone hearing on home offices (ltr), Feb 24, 1995, p.6
- (T)own and (V)illage (C)ivic (C)lub urges village to relax proposed home office rules (photo), Mar 3, 1995, p.1
- Residents urge changes in proposed office law (cont), Mar 3, 1995, p.5
- The home-based business law: Eliminate the parking ban (edit), Mar 24, 1995, p.6
- Home office law needs change now (ltr), Aug 25, 1995, p.6
- Home-office code comments sought, Oct 20, 1995, p.1
- More questions on home office law, Oct 27, 1995, p.1
- Civic groups ponder home office law (cont), Oct 27, 1995, p.12
- Trustees refine home office law, Nov 24, 1995, p.1
- The detail squad (commends work by village board re home office regulations) (edit), Nov 24, 1995, p.6
- Trustees refine proposed home office legislation (cont), Nov 24, 1995, p.19

HOMELESS
- Helping the hungry (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.9
- Preventing homelessness (edit), Oct 27, 1995, p.7

HOPPENFELD, NORMA
- Election schedules, Mar 17, 1995, p.1

HOPPENFELD, STANLEY
- Election schedules, Mar 17, 1995, p.1

HORODAS, B STUART (DR)
- Dr B Stuart Horadas (dies), Nov 3, 1995, p.18

HOROWITZ, FRANCES
- The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), May 26, 1995, p.32

HOROWITZ, HAYLEY
- CHOICE conference covers the world (photo), May 12, 1995, p.11

HOROWITZ, JOSEPH
- Joseph Horowitz (elected chairman of NY State Bar Assn's Young Lawyers Section) (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.4

HOROWITZ, LAUREN
- They say YES all year long (SHS's Youth Employment Service volunteers meet for lunch) (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.9
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HOROWITZ, MARY
   The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34

HOROWITZ, RICHARD M (AU)
   Politics can also be 'undemocratic' (ltr), Apr 7, 1995, p.6

HOROWITZ, SAUL JR
   The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34

HORSEBACK RIDING
   SEE HORSEMANSHIP

HORSEMANSHIP
   Back in the saddle again (Elizabeth Vastola wins top honors in Salt River Farm Horse Show) (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.17
   Learning the important lessons (horseback riding/therapeutic program for handicapped children/photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.15

HORWITZ, DIANE (AU)
   Merchants merit village's support (regarding letter by Ethel Hirsch from 4/7/95) (ltr), Apr 21, 1995, p.6

HOSPITALS
   Ernest J Collazo (named to board of directors of United Hospital Fund), Jan 6, 1995, p.4
   Scarsdale Auxiliary is vital member of hospital family (photo) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.6
   Making a difference (18 7th and 8th graders visit Blythdale Children's Hospital on March 27) (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.10
   The Bank of New York Salutes the Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), May 26, 1995, p.32
   Volunteers honored (by United Hospital Medical Center, Port Chester) (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.4

HOUSEKNECHT, SCOTT
   Claire D. Leone Real Estate Honors Dr. Richard D. Hibschman (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.24

HOUSES-SCS
   House razing (at 17 Eton Road) irks village (photo), Jan 20, 1995, p.1
   Driving by, former owner is shocked (regarding 16 Church Lane South addition) (ltr), Jan 27, 1995, p.6
   Irked by story on house demolition (at 17 Eton Road), Jan 27, 1995, p.6
   Preservation law charge dropped (regarding demolition of house at 17 Eton Road), Feb 3, 1995, p.1
   Article was 'inflammatory' (response to Inquirer article from 1/20/95 on Eton Road house) (ltr), Feb 3, 1995, p.6
   Forget the juice, give us the facts (response to Inquirer article from Jan 20 re Eton Rd house) (ltr), Feb 10, 1995, p.6
   Pact saves Cornell House from demolition (photo), Feb 24, 1995, p.1
   A victory for all (saving Cornell house from demolition) (edit), Feb 24, 1995, p.6

HOUSING
   Affordable housing needs more advocates, L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) is told, Feb 3, 1995, p.5
   Tackling the housing problem (cont), Feb 3, 1995, p.12
   Senior housing on drawing board, Jun 30, 1995, p.1
   Senior housing considered (cont), Jun 30, 1995, p.2
   New facilities are not needed here (ltr), Sep 29, 1995, p.6
   Senior housing would be benefit (response to letter by Jim Fitzpatrick from 9/29/95) (ltr), Oct 6, 1995, p.6

HOWARD, HILARY
   Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26

HOWARD, HILARY (AU)
   Girl hoopsters thank their fans (ltr), Mar 10, 1995, p.6
   She plays ... like a good athlete (edit), Sep 15, 1995, p.7

HOWARD, LEONARD
   The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34

HOWES, JENNIFER JUDGE
   Class of '45 recalls good times at Scarsdale High School (photo), May 26, 1995, p.14

HOWES, OLIVER
   Class of '45 recalls good times at Scarsdale High School (photo), May 26, 1995, p.14
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HSU, JOHN
Ardsley Bridge divider slated to be removed (photo), Nov 24, 1995, p.1

HTS
Speak up for Hartsdale (edit), Jan 6, 1995, p.6

HUFNAGEL, ALEC
Holiday good deeds (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.10

HUME, BLANCHE F
Blanche F Hume (dies), Jul 14, 1995, p.4

HURTS, HONEY
The Bank of New York Salutes GOURMET GALAXY, The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.30

HURWITZ, KATANY
They say YES all year long (SHS's Youth Employment Service volunteers meet for lunch) (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.9

HUSNEY, ROZ
The Bank of New York Salutes The United Way of Scarsdale Edgemont (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.26

HUTCHINSON, DAN
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26

HUTTAR, ETHEL
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

HWANG, JEFF
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26

HWANG, JEFFREY
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.30

HYATT FIELD (SCS)
Batchelor outlines recreation budget (photo), Jan 20, 1995, p.5
Neighborhood party inaugurate park (new playground and basketball courts at Hyatt Filed) (photo), May 12, 1995, p.3

HYMAN, WILLIAM
William Hyman (named associate of the year for 1994 at Nadel, Stein & Knox Agency) (photo), Jun 2, 1995, p.4

IACHETTA, MICHAEL (AU)
He loves Rio in the summer (when it's winter) (edit), Apr 21, 1995, p.7

IACHETTA, SARAH STEPHANIE
Sarah Stephanie Iachetta (has received a M.S. in special education from College of New Rochelle), Aug 11, 1995, p.4

IACOBOTTI, STEPHANIE
Outstanding achievement celebrated at SHS (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.12

ICE HOCKEY
SEE HOCKEY

ICE RINKS
SEE SKATING RINKS

IFILL, GLENDRA
Singing about school (Heathcote students meet their pen pals from P.S. 26 in person) (photo), Feb 10, 1995, p.10

ILANY, BEN
Fun at the animal fair (Heathcote Habitat Carnival) (photo), May 26, 1995, p.14

ILER, LUBA
Dobbs Ferry judge (Luba Ilar) should serve the town (ltr), Oct 27, 1995, p.6

ILLITERACY
Literacy builds a better life for Haitian children (photo), Sep 22, 1995, p.3

ILLNESS
SEE DISEASES

IMUS, DON
Good sports all, at Imus event (ltr), May 19, 1995, p.6
Imus hits hardwood at SHS for charity, May 19, 1995, p.21
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INCOME TAX
- Short on deductions? Take a 'Mulligan'! (edit), Apr 14, 1995, p.7
- Some common misconceptions about IRA rules revealed (edit), Oct 13, 1995, p.7

INELLO, CATHY
- The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

INFLUENZA
- Flu time approaches - how to cope (edit), Dec 8, 1995, p.7

INNES, EILEEN
- The Bank of New York Salutes the 1995 Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.28
- Tax appeals mount; revaluation delayed, Sep 22, 1995, p.1
- The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.24

INTERIOR DECORATION
- Top design firm sets '95 goals (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.16
- Linda Blair will open decorating retail store (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.2

INTERIOR DECORATORS
- Linda Blair (has received Medalist Award from A(merican) S(ociety of) I(nterior) D(esigners) (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.4

IRISH, THOMAS G
- Thomas G Irish (dies), Jul 28, 1995, p.10

IRWIN, DAVID
- Donors opened hearts to need (ltr), May 5, 1995, p.6
- The Bank of New York Salutes The United Way of Scarsdale Edgemont (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.26

IRWIN, JACKIE
- Interviews for candidates urged, May 5, 1995, p.1
- Student continues a family tradition with S(tudent) T(ransfer) E(ducation) P(lan) (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.9

IRWIN, JACQUELINE
- S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) chooses 3 for school board (photo), Mar 17, 1995, p.1
- Scarsdale to vote on 2.94% tax hike, Apr 28, 1995, p.1
- Candidates must state positions (ltr), May 5, 1995, p.6
- Toder, Raizes to lead board (of education) (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.1

ISAAK, ROBERT A (DR)
- Robert A Isaak, Ph. D. (has been selected for a Fulbright Scholarship Award), Apr 21, 1995, p.4

ISNAEDI, IS
- Neighbors say (Indonesian) consul's home may be a business, Sep 22, 1995, p.1

ISOKANE, HARRY
- SMS gym teacher and coach to retire (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.9
- Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26
- The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

IWAMURA, HIROSHI
- A friendly park (dedication of reflection garden created in memory of John and Lillian Thies)(photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.5

IWAMURA, YUMI
- Exhibits, awards, honors abound on the art scene (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.19

JACKSON, JEFF
- The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White As It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30

JACKSON, LILA M S

JACKSON, STEPHEN
- Middle School to present musical "Babes in Arms" (photo), May 12, 1995, p.17

JACKSON, THEODORE A
- Theodore A Jackson (dies), Oct 27, 1995, p.17
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JACOBS, BEN
Pizza power (Heathcote second graders visit Italian Village pizzeria in Golden Horseshoe) (photo), Oct 27, 1995, p.9

JACOBS, BILL
Bring back Rudolph, say some; holiday policy revisited, Apr 14, 1995, p.1
Don't make kids uncomfortable (ltr), Jun 2, 1995, p.7

JACOBS, BILL (AU)
Holiday policy is courageous (ltr), Jan 20, 1995, p.6

JACOBS, JENNIFER
Jacobs, Mulcahy join firefighters (photo), Sep 22, 1995, p.4

JACOBS, MARJORIE
A winning team (SHS deans) (photo), May 12, 1995, p.12

JACOBS, MARJORIE (AU)
(SHS) Deans appreciate police outreach (ltr), Nov 3, 1995, p.6

JACOBS, NEL
Teens, on their own, present 'Much Ado' (About Nothing) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.17

JACOBS, RICHARD
The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34

JACOBS, RICHARD (AU)
Religion is not just for holidays (ltr), Apr 14, 1995, p.6

JACOBSON, NORMAN S (AU)
Village maintains rigid definition of 'handicapped' (edit), Mar 31, 1995, p.7

JACOBSON, PETER
Curfews: Needed structure or lack of trust?, Feb 3, 1995, p.5

JACOBSON, SANDRA W (AU)
Who's the real target of welfare? (edit), Feb 10, 1995, p.7
The foremost issue in divorce: Support for the dependent spouse (edit), Nov 17, 1995, p.7

JAFFE, BARBARA
Parents protest holiday (blackout) policy, Jan 13, 1995, p.1
Board will revise holiday policy, Jan 27, 1995, p.1
(Town and) Village (Civic) (Club): How to stay in the educational forefront (photo), Jan 27, 1995, p.3
Local officials see 1995 as a pivotal year, Jan 27, 1995, p.4
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.30
Bring back Rudolph, say some; holiday policy revisited, Apr 14, 1995, p.1
Music sets Memorial Day mood (photo), Jun 2, 1995, p.1
Religious guidelines for holiday passed, Jun 9, 1995, p.1
Interim superintendent is appointed, Jun 16, 1995, p.1
Dinner caps a week of tributes to Hibschman (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.1
Stars, not duds (on Board of Education) (edit), Jun 23, 1995, p.6
Board ways goodbye to Jaffe, Warnken, Jun 23, 1995, p.9
(Town and) Village (Civic) (Club) appreciates Jaffe, Warnken (ltr), Jun 30, 1995, p.6
Toder, Raizes to lead board (of education) (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20
Claire D. Leone Real Estate Honors Dr. Richard D. Hibschman (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.24
Jaffe appointed (to SCS Planning Board), Sep 29, 1995, p.1

JAFFE, BARBARA (AU)
Take an active role in the school process (photo) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.2

JAFFE, ERIC
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.30
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JAFFE, PHYLLIS
Kids’ BASE building plans hit snag, May 12, 1995, p.1
Teachers to vote on new contract, Jun 16, 1995, p.1

JAFFE, MIRSHEL (AU)

JAFFIN, GEORGE
The Bank of New York Salutes The United Way of Scarsdale Edgemont (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.26

JAFFIN, JANET
The Bank of New York Salutes The United Way of Scarsdale Edgemont (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.26

JAMARDHANAN, JANJIT
A learning expedition (boy scouts get tips on running a village on Scout Government Day) (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.3

JANIAK, ANNE
Committee nominates Janiak; 2 new trustees (photo), Jan 13, 1995, p.1
Signatures sought (to place the names of candidates for mayor and village trustee in SCS on ballot), Jan 27, 1995, p.1
Harrison is write-in candidate for mayor (photo), Mar 3, 1995, p.1
League will hold candidate night (ltr), Mar 10, 1995, p.7
Village is responsive to citizens, Citizens’ Party candidates say (photo), Mar 17, 1995, p.1
Election schedules, Mar 17, 1995, p.1
Harrison has the floor to himself (photo), Mar 17, 1995, p.1
Stick with the insider (endorsement of Anne Janiak) (edit), Mar 17, 1995, p.6
Candidate urges vote for Janiak (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.6
Candidate (Anne Janiak) is hypocritical (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.6
Beat the drum, saying nothing (comments on Anne Janiak and Amy Paulin) (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.6
Don’t vote for local ‘Perot’ (Robert Harrison) (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.6
Janiak is candid, organized, fair (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.6
We’re lucky to be nonpartisan (endorsement of Anne Janiak) (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.6
Citizens’ slate is outstanding (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.7
System saves us time and money (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.7
Good leadership keeps values high (endorsement of Anne Janiak) (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.7
Harrison is no match for Janiak (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.7
Janiak listens, has open mind (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.8
Janiak is clear choice for mayor (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.8
Harrison gets a 3d of the vote (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.1
Harrison’s list was misleading (ltr), Mar 24, 1995, p.6
Compost problem is not a new one (ltr), Mar 31, 1995, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.30
Her honor (new mayor Anne Janiak is sworn in by village clerk Joan Giampoli in village hall) (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.1
Party chairmen urge involvement (ltr), Apr 7, 1995, p.6
Weighty subjects greet new mayor, Apr 14, 1995, p.1
Fond farewell to an ‘institution’ (photo), Apr 14, 1995, p.1
Two Earth Days letter than one (ltr), Apr 21, 1995, p.6
End of Crossway composting near, Apr 28, 1995, p.1
A positive change (in format of village board meetings) (edit), Apr 28, 1995, p.6
Village does not deserve our trust (discusses Crossway compost heap) (ltr), Apr 28, 1995, p.6
Neighborhood party inaugurate park (new playground and basketball courts at Hyatt Field) (photo), May 12, 1995, p.3
Music sets Memorial Day mood (photo), Jun 2, 1995, p.1
Traffic tops list of residents’ concerns about development in village center, Jun 9, 1995, p.1
Dinner caps a week of tributes to Hibschman (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.1
Board ways goodbye to Jaffe, Warnken, Jun 23, 1995, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes the 1995 Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.28
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JANIAK, ANNE continued

It was truly entertaining (thanks and praises for SHS prom breakfast decorations) (ltr), Jul 7, 1995, p.6
Back to the planning board for track comfort station (photo), Aug 4, 1995, p.5
Not in my back yard, says Greenburgh (SCS’s plan to cart some composted leaves to nursery in GBH), Sep 15, 1995, p.1
No village leaves going to Alfredo’s (photo), Sep 29, 1995, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The United Way of Scarsdale Edgemont (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.26
Mayor asks county to consider closing parkway entrance, Oct 13, 1995, p.1
League hears update on issues, Oct 20, 1995, p.1
New spot for kids dedicated at library (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.1
Landowner offers great opportunity (re freightway railroad station area) (ltr), Oct 20, 1995, p.6
Village OKs deal to buy legion post, Nov 17, 1995, p.1
‘Show me,’ says A(meric)an P(remier) U(nderwriters) executive (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.1
Trustees refine home office law, Nov 24, 1995, p.1
Village center planners ponder 3-D model, Dec 1, 1995, p.1
Agrees village should drop suit (against Thomas Carroll) (ltr), Dec 1, 1995, p.6
Kids’ BASE launches capital fund drive for new building (illus), Dec 8, 1995, p.1
What will Scarsdale do with legion site?, Dec 8, 1995, p.1
Mayor: Use of legion site to be decided in full view, Dec 15, 1995, p.1

JANIAK, ANNE (AU)
Post-prom party parents praised (individual names noted) (ltr), Jun 30, 1995, p.6

JANIAK, CAROLYN
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26

JANIAK, CAROLYN (AU)
Girl hoopsters thank their fans (ltr), Mar 10, 1995, p.6

JANIAK, RICHARD
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.30

JAPAN
Former neighbor has new mission (to correct image of Jewish people in Japan) (ltr), Feb 17, 1995, p.6
A year in Japan for SHS sophomore (photo), Mar 3, 1995, p.9
Japan is not a colony of the U.S. (ltr), Apr 14, 1995, p.6
Visiting Japan in a time of crisis (photo) (edit), May 26, 1995, p.7
All weapons are horrible (response to article "Veteran describes a bomb aftermath" from 5/26) (ltr), Jun 9, 1995, p.6
Recall Sadako (Sasaki) next Saturday (ltr), Jun 9, 1995, p.6
Was history of A-bomb censored? (photo), Aug 4, 1995, p.1
Remember: an active verb (re P Nobile’s notion of apology to Japanese for dropping bombs) (edit), Aug 4, 1995, p.6
Dropping bomb right decision (comments on Philip Nobile’s book “Judgment at the Smithsonian”) (ltr), Aug 11, 1995, p.6
Moral obligation to drop A-bombs (ltr), Aug 18, 1995, p.6
A-bomb decision was justified (ltr), Aug 25, 1995, p.6
Historian slams conspiracy theory (response to letter by Stanley Abel from 8/11/95) (ltr), Sep 1, 1995, p.6
Japan is not a U.S. colony (ltr), Sep 15, 1995, p.6
Japanese-American relationships need work (photo) (edit), Dec 1, 1995, p.7

JASON, MARIE
(Young essay contest winners from St Pius X receive their prizes) (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.10

JASON, PAUL
Oak Lane developer’s attorney battles board, Feb 3, 1995, p.1
Planning board: ‘Yes’ to Oak Lane, ‘not yet’ to Hay Day, Jul 7, 1995, p.1

JENNINGS, CHRISTOPHER
Sentences announced in graffiti case (spray-painting sound barriers by Hutchinson River Parkway), Feb 10, 1995, p.3
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JENSEN, GRADY E
Fond farewell to an ‘institution’ (photo), Apr 14, 1995, p.1
Help wanted (resumes for consideration for position of village justice), Nov 24, 1995, p.1

JENSEN, GRADY E (AU)
Senior housing would be benefit (response to letter by Jim Fitzpatrick from 9/29/95) (ltr), Oct 6, 1995, p.6
Candidate calls for (non-partisan) system’s end (ltr), Nov 3, 1995, p.6

JENSEN, JOHN
Giving and receiving at legion post (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.1

Jews
The Jews of Westchester: A Social History (photo), Jan 6, 1995, p.5
Former neighbor has new mission (to correct image of Jewish people in Japan) (ltr), Feb 17, 1995, p.6
Shameful story kills magazine (existence of gas chambers denied in Japanese magazine) (ltr), Mar 3, 1995, p.6
Looking back at Auschwitz after 50 years - and looking forward (photo) (edit), May 5, 1995, p.7
A Jewish soldier writes home (edit), May 5, 1995, p.7
Gentiles cannot feel Jewish pain (ltr), May 19, 1995, p.6
Jewish children were isolated (ltr), Jun 23, 1995, p.6
The past will be heard (edit), Nov 3, 1995, p.7
Jews gather to mourn Rabin (photo), Nov 10, 1995, p.1
Jews must unite against extremists (ltr), Dec 15, 1995, p.6

JOEL, MARTIN
Religious guidelines for holiday passed, Jun 9, 1995, p.1
S(School) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) attracts a stellar list, Dec 1, 1995, p.1

JOHNSON, BOINE T (AU)
Courts a disgrace; why build more? (ltr), Jan 20, 1995, p.6
Nominators must not be rookies (response to edit by I Sloan from 4/28) (ltr), May 12, 1995, p.6
In Dickel battle, village knew best (praise for SCS engineering department and planning board) (ltr), Aug 11, 1995, p.6
Park was named for George Field (area east of Post Road between Windmill Lane and Oxford Road) (ltr), Aug 25, 1995, p.6
History lesson on proposals past (ltr), Dec 29, 1995, p.6

JOHNSON, GLADYS KATE
Gladys Kate Johnson (dies), Dec 1, 1995, p.17

JOHNSON, KATHRYN PRICE
Katharyn Price Johnson: a life (still) well-lived (cont), Oct 27, 1995, p.21

JOHNSON, LOUISE
League celebrates and spoofs itself at 75th birthday (photo), Mar 10, 1995, p.5
Fond farewell to an ‘institution’ (photo), Apr 14, 1995, p.1

JOHNSON, STEVE
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

JOHNSON, WILLIAM (AU)
Ex-housing head won’t be missed (response to letter by Lydia Rosner from 9/8/95) (ltr), Oct 6, 1995, p.6

JONES, ALLISON
Summer bounty at Ramsey Farm (photo), Aug 25, 1995, p.1

JONES, MICHAEL
Window painting winners galore (photo), Oct 27, 1995, p.12

JONES, SAVON
Kwanzaa introduced at Quaker Ridge (photo), Jan 13, 1995, p.10

JONES, STEVE
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26
Senior class to strut in ‘Me and My Girl’ (photo), May 26, 1995, p.21
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JORDAN, JENNIFER
Helping the hungry (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.9

JORDAN, KEITH
Teens, on their own, present 'Much Ado' (About Nothing) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.17

JORLING, THOMAS
Winston environmental appeals to be heard Jan 16, Dec 22, 1995, p.1

JOSEPH, BRIAN
Brian Joseph (one of 10 winners of Ohio State University alumni award for distinguished teaching), Mar 24, 1995, p.4

JOURNAL WRITING
SEE DIARIES-AUTHORSHIP

JUDGES
Judge decides gas blower ban is unconstitutional (cont), Jan 20, 1995, p.10
A new role (John Galloway appointed acting village justice), Mar 17, 1995, p.1
The other side of the bench (John Galloway is sworn in as acting village justice) (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.3
Knaplund furthers fight against domestic violence, Apr 14, 1995, p.5
Attorney appointed judge in state court (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.5
Nominations needed (for position of interim village justice), Aug 18, 1995, p.1
Accolades for retiring judge (photo), Sep 22, 1995, p.1
She (Virginia Knaplund) will be missed, Sep 22, 1995, p.6
Gavel to gavel, no hung jury on Virginia Knaplund (cont), Sep 22, 1995, p.13
Galloway is sworn in as interim village justice (photo), Oct 27, 1995, p.1
Dobbs Ferry judge (Luba Ilter) should serve the town (ltr), Oct 27, 1995, p.6
Help wanted (resumes for consideration for position of village justice), Nov 24, 1995, p.1
Village justice candidates sought, Dec 1, 1995, p.20

JUDSON, LISA
Residents want longer leash for village code (photo), Jan 27, 1995, p.5

JUDY, MEREDITH
Outstanding achievement celebrated at SHS (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.12
Loving send-off at A-School (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.1

JULY 4TH
A star spangled Fourth (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.1
It was a fabulous Fourth all over town (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.5
Winners galore at Greenacres (cont), Jul 7, 1995, p.14
Arthur Manor lists race results (cont), Jul 7, 1995, p.14

JUNIOR LEAGUE OF CENTRAL WESTCHESTER
Junior League takes on new challenges (photo) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.11
Jr. League's help is appreciated (ltr), May 5, 1995, p.6

JUNK FOOD

JURAL, VINCENT
Police monument dedicated (photo) (cont), May 19, 1995, p.8

JURY
Professional jurors may be the answer (edit), May 19, 1995, p.7
She had different jury experience (response to Inquirer report from 5/19) (ltr), May 26, 1995, p.8
A juror reports: the system works (ltr), Nov 24, 1995, p.6

JUTER, ARLENE
They say YES all year long (SHS's Youth Employment Service volunteers meet for lunch) (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.9

KADANOFF, CAROL
Two join staff of Doernberg Real Estate (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.4
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KAHN, GREG (AU)
(Moody's) Upgrade (of Town of Greenburgh from A1 to AA) affirms resident's choice (ltr), Jul 14, 1995, p.6

KAIN, FRANKLIN (AU)
Give more press to E'dgmont Association (recent coverage on A&P and Boston Chicken) (ltr), Feb 10, 1995, p.6

KAKO, SATOSHI
Arigato, Kako-san! (120 Japanese picture books donated to the SCS Public Library) (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.8

KALISCH, BETH
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1995 (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.26
CHOICE conference covers the world (photo), May 12, 1995, p.11
Middle school writers win awards, May 12, 1995, p.11

KALLICK, BENA (AU)
Learner under control, or learner in control? (edit), Dec 29, 1995, p.6

KALLOP, BETSY BURYAN (AU)
'Kid of a certain age' reflects on SHS reunion (edit), Nov 24, 1995, p.7

KAMERMAN, RUTH
Rotary largesse ($6,000 donated to six non-profit organizations) (photo), May 26, 1995, p.4

KAMMER, MICHAEL
Little kids clean up after big ones (photo) (ltr), Nov 10, 1995, p.6

KAMFER, KENNETH
Kramer pleads not guilty, Nov 3, 1995, p.1

KANDO, MILYOKO (AU)
A big kindness to Kobe victims (ltr), Apr 14, 1995, p.6

KAPEL, HARRIET CHAPRACK
Claire D. Leone Real Estate Honors Dr. Richard D. Hibschman (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.24

KAPICA, JOHN
Two-wheel patrol (bike cop will soon patrol streets of Hartsdale), Jul 7, 1995, p.1
No decision on Ardsley left-turn bans; help for beleaguered Lynwood residents, Sep 15, 1995, p.1
Ardsley Bridge divider slated to be removed (photo), Nov 24, 1995, p.1

KAPLAN, FREDAL
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

KAPLAN, GLENN (DR)
(Edgemont) Voters OK sale of land, Dec 15, 1995, p.1

KAPLAN, REBECCA
All kinds of music (recycled trash makes musical instruments for Heathcote students) (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.10
Field day fun (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.10

KARDON, JOE
Foxes forecast family fun (first annual Fox Meadow Fair) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.12

KARDON, ZAC
Middle school writers win awards, May 12, 1995, p.11

KARDON, ZAC (AU)
Fifteen mundane minutes in the life of Felipe Romerez (edit), Sep 1, 1995, p.7

KARIA, JAY
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.34

KARIA, JENNY
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.34

KARIN, Dana
Mothers and daughters of the year (winners of "Mother of the Year" essay contest (photo), May 12, 1995, p.8

KARIN, Michelle
Mothers and daughters of the year (winners of "Mother of the Year" essay contest (photo), May 12, 1995, p.8
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KARIN, RACHEL
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1995 (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.26

KAROTKIN, LISA
Reading is tops at Fox Meadow (photo), Jan 13, 1995, p.9

KARP, DAVID
No sacrifice too great for David Karp (photo), Nov 24, 1995, p.22

KATZ, KUNIKO (AU)
They made 1,000 cranes for Japan (ltr), Jun 30, 1995, p.6

KATAGIRI, SAKI
Power Pals celebrate at Edgewood (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.10

KATAGIRI, YOSHIKO
Fund-raising sale held (for Edgewood School activities) (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.9

KATO, CHIZU
A friendly park (dedication of reflection garden created in memory of John and Lillian Thies) (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.5

KATO, DANNY
Starring in Edgewood (3rd graders star in "A Space Journey") (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.10
Power Pals celebrate at Edgewood (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.10

KATO, HIROKO
A friendly park (dedication of reflection garden created in memory of John and Lillian Thies) (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.5

KATO, ISAO
A friendly park (dedication of reflection garden created in memory of John and Lillian Thies) (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.5

KATO, KENGO
A friendly park (dedication of reflection garden created in memory of John and Lillian Thies) (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.5

KATZ, ASCHER
Do it, already (re postponements in state and local courts) (edit), Nov 24, 1995, p.6

KATZ, DANIEL
Shameful story kills magazine (existence of gas chambers denied in Japanese magazine) (ltr), Mar 3, 1995, p.6
Recall Sadako (Sasaki) next Saturday (ltr), Jun 9, 1995, p.6

KATZ, DEBBY
Julie Berger and Debby Katz with 1,000 paper cranes made at the SCS Library) (photo), Aug 4, 1995, p.2
Cast announced for SHS drama, 'Into the Woods' (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.15

KATZ, EMILY
Everyday art examined at Fox Meadow (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.9

KATZ, ERIC B
Eric B Katz (graduate of first class of AmeriCorps' National Civilian Community Corps), Sep 29, 1995, p.4

KATZ, KUNIKO
The Bank of New York Salutes GOURMET GALAXY, The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.30
A friendly park (dedication of reflection garden created in memory of John and Lillian Thies) (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.5
Thanks to all who beautified (garden by library pond) (ltr), Jun 16, 1995, p.7

KATZ, KUNIKO (AU)
Shameful story kills magazine (existence of gas chambers denied in Japanese magazine) (ltr), Mar 3, 1995, p.6

KATZ, MICHELLE
Foxes forecast family fun (first annual Fox Meadow Fair) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.12
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KATZ, NANCY
  Holiday good deeds (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.10

KAUFMAN, ANITA (AU)
  Talk should be required (endorsement of Robert Harrison) (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.8

KAUFMAN, CAROLYN
  Parents set values, sex educator says, Nov 17, 1995, p.9

KAUFMAN, LIZ
  The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1995 (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.26

KAUFMAN, MICHAEL (AU)
  Nature center lot is paved (ltr), Aug 25, 1995, p.6

KAUFMAN, MILICENT (AU)
  Thanks for great S(CS) S(summer) Music T(heatre) summer (ltr), Sep 8, 1995, p.6

KAUFMAN, MITCHELL
  'C(ommittee) A(gains)T C ompost H(eap)' members step up complaints on compost heap, Jan 27, 1995, p.1
  Weighy subjects greet new mayor, Apr 14, 1995, p.1
  Police vs. kids: a tough contest (comments on inaugural game Konfusion versus SCS Police Dept) (ltr), Apr 21, 1995, p.6
  Is there a CATCH to compost plans?, May 26, 1995, p.1

KAUFMAN, SUSAN
  2 join Doernberg (Susan Kaufman and Priscilla Parameswaran) (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.4

KAWAI, TAKESHI
  Power Pals celebrate at Edgewood (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.10

KAYE, SAM
  Harvest festival (sing-along and readings at Fox Meadow) (photo), Nov 24, 1995, p.1

KEARNS, RICHARD
  Give them shelter (comments on lack of bus shelters in SCS) (edit) (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.6

KEAVEN, JOHN
  Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26

KEEL, BARBARA
  Barbara Keel (dies), May 12, 1995, p.20

KEENE, HELEN H
  Helen H Keene (dies), Dec 1, 1995, p.17

KEILER, STACEY
  Little School fan praises program (ltr), Feb 17, 1995, p.6

KEITEL, CRAIG
  Brooklyn man nabbed, charged with burglary, Mar 31, 1995, p.1

KELLER, RUTH OLDHAM
  Ruth Oldham Keller (dies), Mar 3, 1995, p.15

KELLY, RICK
  Greenville Community Theater looks back with pride (photo) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.12

KELLY, SUZANNE
  A day for kids (SCS Historical Society country fair) (photo), Sep 15, 1995, p.5

KEMP, BARBARA
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.30

KEMP, GIL (AU)
  Donors opened hearts to need (ltr), May 5, 1995, p.6

KEMP, GILES
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.30

KERNBERG, OTTO F (DR)
  Otto F Kernberg, M.D. (has received distinguished service award of American Psychiatric Assn) (photo), Jul 28, 1995, p.4
  Dr Otto F Kernberg (re-elected a trustee of Menninger), Oct 20, 1995, p.4
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KERSHAW, CHANEL
Camp days (photo), Jul 21, 1995, p.5

KESLOW, MARC IAN (AU)
Photographer alumnus Eric Flisser also deserves some glory (ltr), Oct 27, 1995, p.6

KESLOW, SETH (AU)
Safe Rides needs a new home base (ltr), Nov 3, 1995, p.6
Safe Rides has found new home (ltr), Dec 8, 1995, p.6

KESSEL, SARIT
SHS honors student volunteers (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.9

KESSEO, TAMAR
Middle-schoolers discover history in the details (photo), Feb 24, 1995, p.9

KESSNER, ROBERT
Speeches highlight SMS (presidential) election (photo), Oct 13, 1995, p.9

KETELS, ELLEN
Stage wizardry important in 'Once Upon a Mattress' (photo), Jul 21, 1995, p.18
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo), Jul 28, 1995, p.22
Off-Broadway comes to village (praise for SSMT production of 'Once Upon a Mattress') (ltr), Aug 11, 1995, p.6

KICH, JOHN

KIDS BASE
Child care crisis, Jan 20, 1995, p.1
Parents demand 'Space for Kids' BASE at board meeting (photo), Jan 27, 1995, p.1
Kids' BASE needs a new home (ltr), Jan 27, 1995, p.6
Kids' BASE needs a new home (ltr), Jan 27, 1995, p.6
Kids BASE needs a new home (cont), Jan 27, 1995, p.18
Need grows for Kids' BASE services (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.2
Young parents not represented (on Village Board) (ltr), Feb 3, 1995, p.6
Mayor may be out of touch (regarding KIDS BASE) (ltr), Feb 3, 1995, p.7
Public officials deserve courtesy (response to Feb 3 letter by J and S Rappaport re KIDS BASE) (ltr), Feb 10, 1995, p.6
Kids' BASE helps fill in the gaps (ltr), Feb 10, 1995, p.8
Little School fan praises program (ltr), Feb 17, 1995, p.6
Compost, kids are her concerns (ltr), Feb 24, 1995, p.6
Kids' BASE signs lease; still needs space for '96, Mar 24, 1995, p.1
Kids' BASE wants to build, Apr 14, 1995, p.9
Kids' BASE wants addition at Quaker Ridge, Apr 21, 1995, p.1
Kids' BASE parents request addition at Quaker Ridge (cont), Apr 21, 1995, p.12
Neighbors wary of Kids' BASE plan, Apr 28, 1995, p.1
Kids' BASE building plans hit snag, May 12, 1995, p.1
Kids' BASE (cont), May 12, 1995, p.8
Friends forever (rainy weather drives KIDS BASE family picnic inside) (photo), May 26, 1995, p.13
Why Kids' BASE is important (ltr), Jun 9, 1995, p.6
Tell trustees you back Kids' BASE (ltr), Jun 16, 1995, p.6
Kids' BASE needs help from village (ltr), Jun 23, 1995, p.6
Kids' BASE awaits village's help, Jul 28, 1995, p.1
Kids' BASE: a sure thing (edit), Jul 28, 1995, p.6
Kids' Base needs village's help (cont), Jul 28, 1995, p.16
Kids' BASE study, Aug 18, 1995, p.1
Village may acquire American Legion site (photo), Sep 29, 1995, p.1
Kids' BASE eviction postponed, Nov 10, 1995, p.10
Village is vague about intentions (ltr), Dec 1, 1995, p.6
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KIDS BASE continued
Kids' BASE launches capital fund drive for new building (illus), Dec 8, 1995, p.1
A timely response to an urgent need (ltr), Dec 8, 1995, p.6
Mayor: Use of legion site to be decided in full view, Dec 15, 1995, p.1
Holiday good deeds (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.10
Inappropriate use of tax dollars (ltr), Dec 22, 1995, p.6
Great new home for village asset (re village's purchase of Legion Hall) (ltr), Dec 29, 1995, p.6

KIEHN, KARIN O
Karín O Kiehn (dies), May 12, 1995, p.20

KIKUKAWA, MARI
Power Pals celebrate at Edgewood (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.10

KIM, ANGELA
Julia B Fee is proud to honor Maroon and White & SHS winter athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26
The Bank of New York salutes Maroon & White as it celebrates its SHS athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30

KIM, JAE YOUNG
The Bank of New York salutes Maroon & White as it celebrates its SHS athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30

KIM, JAE-YOUNG
Outstanding achievement celebrated at SHS (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.12

KIM, JIN HEE
Outstanding achievement celebrated at SHS (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.12

KIM, JULIA
SHS mentors ease entry for international students (photo), Sep 22, 1995, p.9

KIM, KAUREEN
Outstanding achievement celebrated at SHS (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.12

KIM, KYUNGSOOK
Smiles of all nations (members of international families committee of Heathcote PTA) (photo), Nov 10, 1995, p.9

KIM, MIRI
Strings to play (orchestras from all five elementary schools will perform at SHS) (photo), Jun 2, 1995, p.9

KIM, SARAH
Junior class plans annual blood drive (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.9

KIMBRIEL, HARRY A
Harry A Kimbriel (dies), Jun 16, 1995, p.14

KIMMEL, DANA
District schools welcome new faces of 1995-96 (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.9

KINDNESS
Key-loser thanks an observant Samaritan (ltr), Oct 27, 1995, p.6

KING, LLOYD JR
An apology to a frustrated voter (ltr), Dec 15, 1995, p.6

KIRA, MAYUMI
A look at Japanese life (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.10

KIRSCHENBAUM, STEVEN L
Stop signs will improve safety (response to letter by Steve Kirschenbaum from 7/14/95) (ltr), Aug 4, 1995, p.6

KIRSCHENBAUM, STEVEN L (AU)
Child's accident a wake-up call (response to recent Inquirer account of traffic accident) (ltr), Jul 14, 1995, p.6

KITES
Spirits soared with the kites ("Kite Day" at Greenville School) (ltr), May 26, 1995, p.8

KLAUSNER, JULIUS
CPA sentenced for tax evasion and fraud, Jul 28, 1995, p.3
Scarsdale CPA is convicted of tax fraud, jailed (cont), Jul 28, 1995, p.16
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KLAUSNER, MICHELLE
Songs and styles portray the past (photo), Apr 14, 1995, p.9

KLEIN, ALAN
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26

KLEIN, JAY
Honored by U(nited) J(ewish) A(ppel) Federation (photo), Dec 1, 1995, p.13

KLEIN, LAUREN
Songs and styles portray the past (photo), Apr 14, 1995, p.9

KLEIN, LYDIA
They say YES all year long (SHS's Youth Employment Service volunteers meet for lunch) (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.9

KLEIN, STEPHEN
New home (for SCS Adult School) (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.3

KLEIN, STEPHEN (AU)
Religion is not just for holidays (ltr), Apr 14, 1995, p.6
Board of rabbis condemns bigotry (ltr), Jul 14, 1995, p.6

KLESLADT, BARBARA
Junior League takes on new challenges (photo) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.11

KLINKUSOOM, DAVID
'It's a Small World' in Scarsdale schools (international celebrations) (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.9

KLOSSER, PATRICIA (DR)
Nearing the big one (Philip Carret celebrates his 99th birthday) (photo), Dec 1, 1995, p.1

KLINKUS, DAVID
'Small World' in Scarsdale schools (international celebrations) (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.9

KLOSER, PATRICIA (DR)
Nearing the big one (Philip Carret celebrates his 99th birthday) (photo), Dec 1, 1995, p.1

Knaplund, Paul
Accolades for retiring judge (photo), Sep 22, 1995, p.1

Knaplund, Virginia
Summer blower ban held unconstitutional (photo), Jan 13, 1995, p.1
Tough measures on domestic violence going into effect (photo), Jan 13, 1995, p.4
Village will appeal Knaplund's ruling on gas blower ban, Jan 20, 1995, p.1
Quiet: a basic right (comments on Knaplund's finding re seasonal ban on leaf blowers) (edit), Jan 20, 1995, p.6
Judge decides on gas blower ban is unconstitutional (cont), Jan 20, 1995, p.10
Questions logic of blower ruling (that ban on gas-powered leaf blowers is unconstitutional) (ltr), Jan 27, 1995, p.6
Judge's blower decision praised (that ban on gas-powered leaf blowers is unconstitutional) (ltr), Jan 27, 1995, p.6
Preservation law charge dropped (regarding demolition of house at 17 Eton Road), Feb 3, 1995, p.1
Old noise laws unenforceable (discusses leaf-blower problem) (ltr), Feb 3, 1995, p.6
Knaplund further fights against domestic violence, Apr 14, 1995, p.5
Fines to increase (for parking violations), May 26, 1995, p.1
Ban on leaf blowers blown away, Jun 9, 1995, p.1
Nominations needed (for position of interim village justice), Aug 18, 1995, p.1
Accident victim arrested on counterfeiting charges (photo), Aug 25, 1995, p.3
In the case of blowers, Scarsdale's not Pelham, Sep 8, 1995, p.1
Accolades for retiring judge (photo), Sep 22, 1995, p.1
She (Virginia Knaplund) will be missed, Sep 22, 1995, p.6
Gavel to gavel, no hung jury on Virginia Knaplund (cont), Sep 22, 1995, p.13
Candidates sought (for village office), Dec 8, 1995, p.1
The year in review: Looking back at 1995 (photo) (cont), Dec 29, 1995, p.5

Knaplund, Virginia (AU)
Abused women feel supported (ltr), Sep 29, 1995, p.6

KNIGHT, GISELA
S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) will upgrade service, charge users, Jul 14, 1995, p.1
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KNOPFLE, CLARA
Scarlsdale Temple supports Operation Equality (photo), May 26, 1995, p.24

KNOPP, AL
In Rickel battle, village knew best (praise for SCS engineering department and planning board) (ltr), Aug 11, 1995, p.6

KOBAY, DENNIS
Move over, Beethoven (assembly at Fox Meadow School) (photo), Oct 13, 1995, p.9

KOC, JUDITH
Real estate honors (Anita Newman and Judith Koch) (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.4

KODAKARI, HARUKA
Local landmarks inspire history project (photo), Jan 20, 1995, p.9

KOEH, MARVIN
Scarlsdale executive raped woman, police say, Sep 1, 1995, p.3

KOHN, ALFIE (AU)
The case against competition (edit), Jun 2, 1995, p.7

KOKOT, BOBBI
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarlsdale League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.24

KOLBERT, ARLENE
Snow didn't dampen shoppers' spirits, Dec 29, 1995, p.1

KONO, GOH
(Young essay contest winners from St Pius X receive their prizes) (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.10

KOPPLE, HILARY
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.30

KRAMER, DANIEL
Police: local man headed gambling ring, Aug 11, 1995, p.1
Man accused of fixing races (cont), Aug 11, 1995, p.8
Accused head of gambling ring in court, Aug 18, 1995, p.1
Kramer pleads not guilty, Nov 3, 1995, p.1

KRAMER, MOLLY
Middle School to present musical "Babes in Arms" (photo), May 12, 1995, p.17
Speeches highlight SMS (presidential) election (photo), Oct 13, 1995, p.9

KRENTZ, HARRIET
League of) W(omen) V(oters) grows and shrinks in Depression years (3rd article in series on League), Apr 14, 1995, p.8
Scarlsdale league enjoys post-war growth spurt (photo) (4th article in series on history of League), Apr 21, 1995, p.5

KRENTZ, HARRIETTE
Past is Present wasn't present (author missed 1 Sloan's "Past is Present" from 5/5 Inquierer) (ltr), May 19, 1995, p.6

KREEGER, HENRIETTA
The Bank of New York Salutes the 1995 Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.28

KRENTZ, HAROLD
Krents memorial dedicated (photo), Jun 2, 1995, p.4

KRENTZ, MILTON
Krents memorial dedicated (photo), Jun 2, 1995, p.4

KRENTZ, WILLIAM
Krents memorial dedicated (photo), Jun 2, 1995, p.4

KREY, JODY
Teens, on their own, present 'Much Ado' (About Nothing) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.17

KROHN, MAC
Ready for an elegant evening (new SHS graduates gather before the senior prom) (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.9
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KROHN, MAX

Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

KROHN, MAXWELL

Outstanding achievement celebrated at SHS (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.12

KRONROT, JACK

Middle school party pleases all ages (photo), Dec 22, 1995, p.8

KU KLUX KLAN

Ohio case won't affect Scarsdale ("Capitol Square Review Board v. Pinette") (edit), Jan 27, 1995, p.7
KKK cross sends a message of hate (edit), Aug 4, 1995, p.7

KUHMANN, CHRISTINA

Scarsdale Village: boom or bust (annual SCS Sidewalk Sale is being planned for this weekend), Aug 4, 1995, p.1

KUHN, BJORN

Architects object to B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) changes, May 19, 1995, p.1

KULA, JIM

Popham (Road) to close (Tuesday for resurfacing), Oct 27, 1995, p.1

KULE, DAVID

Harvest festival (sing-along and readings at Fox Meadow) (photo), Nov 24, 1995, p.1

KULICK, MARGARET (AU)

Seniors enjoyed party with kids (ltr), Dec 22, 1995, p.6

KULICK, PEG (AU)

Staff, campers, parents thanked (ltr), Aug 18, 1995, p.7

KULICK, PEGGY

Rotary largesse ($6,000 donated to six non-profit organizations) (photo), May 26, 1995, p.4
The Bank of New York Salutes the 1995 Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.28

KUNTZ, GEORGE

Greening up (fertilizer will be applied to school and village playing fields), Mar 31, 1995, p.1

KURISU, HIRO

Textbooks tossed, students learn by doing (photo), May 19, 1995, p.11

KURTZ, NORMAN

The Bank of New York Salutes GOURMET GALAXY, The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.30

KUSNETZ, MARCIA

The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.24

KUSNETZ, MARCIA E (AU)

Proposition 2 simplifies voting, Nov 3, 1995, p.6

KUTNER, MARJORIE

Protect, don't filter (Pataki urged to solve conflict in city watershed protection plan), Feb 17, 1995, p.1
Fond farewell to an 'institution' (photo), Apr 14, 1995, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.24

KUTNER, MARJORIE (AU)

Postpone hearing on home offices (ltr), Feb 24, 1995, p.6
League will hold candidate night (ltr), Mar 10, 1995, p.7
League members make a difference (ltr), Apr 14, 1995, p.6
All urged to hear A(mericans) C(ivil) L(iberities) U(union) president (ltr), May 5, 1995, p.6
L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) needs help to serve voters (ltr), Oct 6, 1995, p.6
Paper, cable TV get message out (enhancing visibility of SCS League of Women Voters) (ltr), Nov 17, 1995, p.6

KUTTNER, SOL (AU)

The B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) is right; editorial wrong (re stockade fence decision) (ltr), Feb 24, 1995, p.6
'Sanitmen' are unsung heroes (ltr), Oct 20, 1995, p.6
Parking meters destroy business (ltr), Dec 29, 1995, p.7
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KWITMAN, ANN
The Bank of New York Salutes the 1995 Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.28

KYRICK, HELEN
Smiles of all nations (members of international families committee of Heathcote PTA) (photo), Nov 10, 1995, p.9

LACOUR, LUKE

LACROSSE
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.30

LADD, JANET
News from Heathcote School (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

LAICO, JOAN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), May 26, 1995, p.32

LAIDHOLD, BABETTE M
Babette M Laidhold (dies), Jun 2, 1995, p.12

LAMB, DIANNA
Global role-play is course climax (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.10

LAMB, MICHAEL
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26
Senior class to strut in 'Me and My Girl' (photo), May 26, 1995, p.21

LAMONT, JUSTIN
A class project (Heathcote's annual candy drive) (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.9

LAND
'For Sale' sign tell of developer's frustration (re advertising of land for sale in village center), Oct 6, 1995, p.1
'For Sale' signs are going up (cont), Oct 6, 1995, p.8
One 'For Sale' sign is enough, according to board, Oct 20, 1995, p.3

LANDAU, EVE
Toder, Raizes to lead board (of education) (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.1

LANDAU, HARVEY
S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) chooses 3 for school board (photo), Mar 17, 1995, p.1
Scarsdale to vote on 2.94% tax hike, Apr 28, 1995, p.1
Interviews for candidates urged, May 5, 1995, p.1
Candidates must state positions (ltr), May 5, 1995, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34
Toder, Raizes to lead board (of education) (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.1
Claire D. Leone Real Estate Honors Dr. Richard D. Hibschman (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.24

LANDAU, HARVEY G (AU)
Unsightly swamp becomes a garden (ltr), Jun 23, 1995, p.6

LANDAU, MYRA
Claire D. Leone Real Estate Honors Dr. Richard D. Hibschman (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.24

LANDES, BETTE
Scarsdale Auxiliary is vital member of hospital family (photo) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.6
League celebrates and spoofs itself at 75th birthday (photo), Mar 10, 1995, p.5
Fond farewell to an 'institution' (photo), Apr 14, 1995, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes GOURMET GALAXY, The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.30
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.24

LANDIS, DONALD (AU)
Board of rabbis condemns bigotry (ltr), Jul 14, 1995, p.6
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LANDRIGAN, MARY
  Prairie dog owner plans to ask county for $1 million in damages, Sep 29, 1995, p.1

LANDZBERG, AL
  An educator remembered (garden dedicated at SMS in memory of Dr Karen Chanow-Gruen) (photo), Nov 10, 1995, p.9

LANE, ARCHER
  Is there a CATCH to compost plans?, May 26, 1995, p.1

LANE, BILLY
  Musical moments (Greenacres winter concert) (photo), Feb 10, 1995, p.10

LANERA, NICHOLAS
  Linda Blair will open decorating retail store (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.2

LANERAS, JAMES
  Linda Blair will open decorating retail store (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.2

LANG, JENNIE (AU)
  Students are not our 'products' (ltr), Aug 4, 1995, p.6

LANG, JEREMY
  SHS student government described, Feb 17, 1995, p.9

LANG, MARY FAITH
  Mary Faith Lang (dies), Jul 28, 1995, p.10

LANGE, ANN MARIE
  After-school clubs need angel to handle administrative tasks (photo), Feb 3, 1995, p.9

LANGE, JEFF
  Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26
  Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.30

LANGE, MARTIN (AU)
  Protection from canvassers needed (ltr), Mar 10, 1995, p.7
  Did county drop Ardsley project? (ltr), Sep 1, 1995, p.6

LANGEVELDT, CLAIRE
  We're back! (from Christmas-New Year's break) (photo), Jan 6, 1995, p.1

LANGEVELDT, DALE
  We're back! (from Christmas-New Year's break) (photo), Jan 6, 1995, p.1
  Reading is tops at Fox Meadow (photo), Jan 13, 1995, p.9

LANGONE, DAVID
  Cartoon art displayed at Animation Images Gallery (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.4

LANGSAM, JENNY
  Jenny Langsam: All's well that begins well (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.5

LANSBERG, JEFF
  Architects object to Board of Architectural Review changes, May 19, 1995, p.1

LANZET FAMILY (AU)
  Neighbors helped to track (lost cat) 'Bandit' (ltr), Nov 17, 1995, p.6

LAPIIDUS, MARRY AND MARTY (AU)
  Thanks, girls, for the joy (SHS girls' basketball team) (ltr), Mar 10, 1995, p.6

LARKIN, ERIN
  Textbooks tossed, students learn by doing (photo), May 19, 1995, p.11

LASORS, JOHN A
  John A LaSorsa (has become president of Greater New York Automobile Dealers Assn) (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.2

LASSER, JIM
  Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.34

LATIMER, GEORGE
  Scarsdale legislators act to protect women and children, Jan 6, 1995, p.1
  Lend them an ear (SCS's three county legislators), Jan 13, 1995, p.1
LATIMER, GEORGE continued

Un-Washington (Latimer urges Board of Legislators to "function more like a town"), Jan 27, 1995, p.1
Local officials see 1995 as a pivotal year, Jan 27, 1995, p.4
Destination, D.C., Jun 2, 1995, p.1
It's only fair (county wide reassessment), Jun 16, 1995, p.1
Running again, Jun 30, 1995, p.1
Locals mourn defeat of reassessment bill in Albany, Jul 14, 1995, p.1
Incumbents spared GOP challenge (photo), Sep 22, 1995, p.1
Try, try again (quest to overturn 1991 redistricting plan), Oct 6, 1995, p.1
Legislators make pledge to support environment (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.5
Candidates square off at (league of) W(omen) V(oters) debate, Nov 3, 1995, p.1
Latimer, Bronz not too worried about re-election, Nov 3, 1995, p.3
Incumbents stay in place on county board, Nov 10, 1995, p.1

LATIMER, GEORGE (AU)

Invisible government (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.9
Legislator thanks his constituents (ltr), Dec 1, 1995, p.6

LATIN, MARGARET DEIBEL

Margaret Deibel Lattin (dies), May 5, 1995, p.22

LAU, KEVIN

Reading is tops at Fox Meadow (photo), Jan 13, 1995, p.9

LAUGHLIN, ADELAIDE

Adelaide Laughlin (dies), Apr 7, 1995, p.12

LAUTEN, ANITA

Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.34

LAURENCE, KENNY

Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.30

LAWSUITS

SEE ACTIONS AND DEFENSES

LAWER, BILL

Dont touch the animals health department urges, Dec 1, 1995, p.1

LAWYERS

Steven L Schwarcz (has article published in Stanford Journal of Law, Business & Finance) (photo), Feb 10, 1995, p.4
Gardella, Herold elected (Westchester County) bar association officers, Mar 17, 1995, p.4
John Vorperian (admitted to the bar of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania), Mar 17, 1995, p.4
Attorney Marvin Fink is dead at 86, Mar 31, 1995, p.1
Joseph Horowitz (elected chairman of NY State Bar Assn's Young Lawyers Section) (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.4
John P Seligman (reelected vice chairman of executive committee of Westchester County Assn), Aug 25, 1995, p.2
Susan Pravda (profiled in new book "Swim with the Dolphins"), Sep 29, 1995, p.4
Robert Gordon (selected one of top 40 attorneys in the country under the age of 40) (photo), Nov 24, 1995, p.4
Michael Golden (has joined law firm of Robinson & Cole as counsel in New York office), Dec 29, 1995, p.2

LAZAR, JOAN

Frankel named life member (of YMCA of Greater New York) (photo), Mar 3, 1995, p.4

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS

What else can we do? (reducing waste and improving recycling (edit), Apr 21, 1995, p.6
(league of) W(omen) V(oters of New York State) nominates Stock (as president), May 5, 1995, p.1

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS-SCS

Committee nominates Janiak; 2 new trustees (photo), Jan 13, 1995, p.1
Tough measures on domestic violence going into effect (photo), Jan 13, 1995, p.4
The League of Women Voters: an active voice and a community force (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.11
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LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS-SCS  continued

Affordable housing needs more advocates, League of (Women) (Voters) is told, Feb 3, 1995, p.5
League of (Women) (Voters) celebrates 75th anniversary this week, Feb 10, 1995, p.2
A name of one’s own (comments on League tradition of woman being known by husband’s 1st name) (edit), Feb 17, 1995, p.6
League of (Women) (Voters) born of suffrage movement (1st in series of articles on League) (photo), Feb 17, 1995, p.5
Village is ready for write-ins (R Harrison has declared his write-in candidacy for mayor) (photo), Mar 10, 1995, p.1
The League of (Women) (Voters): a ‘menace’ to partisan politics (2nd in series of articles), Mar 10, 1995, p.5
League celebrates and spoofs itself at 75th birthday (photo), Mar 10, 1995, p.5
Harrison has the floor to himself (photo), Mar 17, 1995, p.1
Hindsight (discusses last contested elections in SCS) (edit), Mar 17, 1995, p.6
Beat the drum, saying nothing (comments on Anne Janiak and Amy Paulin) (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.6
League of (Women) (Voters) panelists to examine scope of domestic violence (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.2
Everyone has a say in the league (ltr), Apr 7, 1995, p.6
Fond farewell to an ‘institution’ (photo), Apr 14, 1995, p.1
League members make a difference (ltr), Apr 14, 1995, p.6
League of (Women) (Voters) grows and shrinks in Depression years (3rd article in series on League), Apr 14, 1995, p.8
Village is ready for write-ins (2nd in series of articles on League) (photo), Apr 14, 1995, p.8
All urged to hear American Civil Liberties Union president (ltr), May 5, 1995, p.6
Taking care of the earth (photo), May 5, 1995, p.8
Nominators must not be rookies (response to edit by L Sloan from 4/28) (ltr), May 12, 1995, p.6
Evelyn Stock installed as state League of (Women) (Voters) head (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.4
League of (Women) (Voters) challenges map - again, Jun 16, 1995, p.1
An election district just for you (edit), Jun 16, 1995, p.6
League of (Women) (Voters) challenges map (cont), Jun 16, 1995, p.22
Legislative insight on a stormy night (photo), Aug 4, 1995, p.5
Try, try again (quest to overturn 1991 redistricting plan), Oct 6, 1995, p.1
League of (Women) (Voters) needs help to serve voters (ltr), Oct 6, 1995, p.6
Candidates square off at League of (Women) (Voters) debate, Nov 3, 1995, p.1
Proposition 2 simplifies voting, Nov 3, 1995, p.6
The grateful spirit (edit), Nov 17, 1995, p.6
Paper, cable TV get message out (enhancing visibility of SCS League of Women Voters) (ltr), Nov 17, 1995, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.24

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS-WESTCHESTER

County League of (Women) (Voters) gets grant for solid-waste awareness, Jan 20, 1995, p.5
A more professional approach (discusses county legislators’ sources of income) (edit), Mar 10, 1995, p.6
Candidate calls for (non-partisan) system’s end (ltr), Nov 3, 1995, p.6

LEAR, KATHY

District schools welcome new faces of 1995-96 (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.9

LEAVES

Summer blower ban held unconstitutional (photo), Jan 13, 1995, p.1
Blower ban found unconstitutional (cont), Jan 13, 1995, p.22
Village will appeal Knaplund’s ruling on gas blower ban, Jan 20, 1995, p.1
Quiet: a basic right (comments on Knaplund’s finding re seasonal ban on leaf blowers) (edit), Jan 20, 1995, p.6
Judge decides gas blower ban is unconstitutional (cont), Jan 20, 1995, p.10
Questions logic of blower ruling (that ban of gas-powered leaf blowers is unconstitutional) (ltr), Jan 27, 1995, p.6
Judge’s blower decision praised (that ban on gas powered leaf blowers is unconstitutional) (ltr), Jan 27, 1995, p.6
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LEAVES continued

Is racism our true agenda? (regarding leaf-blower operators) (ltr), Jan 27, 1995, p.6
Old leaves turn into good dirt (ltr), Feb 3, 1995, p.6
No concern for workers' health (response to letter regarding leaf-blower operators) (ltr), Feb 3, 1995, p.6
'Scare tactics' are sickening (regarding leaf-blower operators) (ltr), Feb 10, 1995, p.8
Composting panel ("Recycling Leaves Through Composting-Does it Still Work?"), Mar 10, 1995, p.1
The compost controversy; what do others do with leaves?, Apr 21, 1995, p.1
Scarsdale ponders other leaf-disposal options (photo) (cont), Apr 21, 1995, p.12
Staff favors storing, hauling leaves, May 5, 1995, p.1
A little patience, please (regarding the phasing out of the Crossway compost site) (edit), May 12, 1995, p.6
Ban on leaf blowers blown away, Jun 9, 1995, p.1
Focus on noise, not its source (ltr), Jun 16, 1995, p.6
Leaf bids opened, Jul 14, 1995, p.1
Turning a new leaf (re SCS leaf collection), Jul 28, 1995, p.1
Leaf recycling to end this fall, Aug 18, 1995, p.1
Leaf recycling to end this fall (cont), Aug 18, 1995, p.13
End composting, Department of Environmental Conservation tells village, Aug 25, 1995, p.1
In the case of blowers, Scarsdale's not Pelham, Sep 8, 1995, p.1
Not in my back yard, says Greenburgh (SCS's plan to cart some composted leaves to nursery in GBH), Sep 15, 1995, p.1
Neighbors should be cooperative (objection by GBH to SCS dumping leaves at Alfredo's Nursery) (ltr), Sep 15, 1995, p.6
No village leaves going to Alfredo's (photo), Sep 29, 1995, p.1
Environmental woes (discusses composting of leaves and sewage system in SCS) (edit), Sep 29, 1995, p.6
New home for leaves needed (ltr), Nov 10, 1995, p.6
Gatta: Crossway's quiet Coalition Against The Compost Heap: Not exactly, Dec 1, 1995, p.1
December leaves, Dec 22, 1995, p.1

LEAVITT, DEAN M (AU)
Young parents not represented (on Village Board) (ltr), Feb 3, 1995, p.6

LEAVITT, DICK
SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps will upgrade service, charge users, Jul 14, 1995, p.1

LEAVITT, LINDA
Prizes for Inquirer (has won 13 awards in this year's New York Press Assn Better Newspaper Contest), Apr 14, 1995, p.1

LEAVITT, SAMANTHA
Fun at the animal fair (Heathcote Habitat Carnival) (photo), May 26, 1995, p.14

LEDERER, CATHERINE
Political fundraiser woos women (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.1

LEDERER, RICHARD
Improvements for Ardsley-Popham (Roads), Mar 31, 1995, p.1

LEDERMAN, LESLIE J HAIN (AU)
Compost, kids are her concerns (ltr), Feb 24, 1995, p.6

LEDERMANN, FRANK
Frank Ledermann (elected president of Westchester Garden Club) (photo), Dec 22, 1995, p.2

LEE, AMY
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26

LEE, CHRIS
Carret advises eighth-graders on investments, life (photo), Dec 22, 1995, p.8

LEE, JENNY
CHOICE conference covers the world (photo), May 12, 1995, p.11
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LEE, LINDA
Outstanding achievement celebrated at SHS (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.12

LEE, SUJIN
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

LEE, SUZY
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.30

LEE, TEGAN
Vallets needed (some Arthur Manor residents are parking their cars on their lawns), Feb 17, 1995, p.1

LEE, TEGAN (AU)
Participant praises nominating process (ltr), Jan 20, 1995, p.7

Don’t liberalize the leash law (village ordinance regarding dogs) (ltr), Feb 3, 1995, p.6

LEERBURGER, BENEDICT
The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34

LEERBURGER, JULIE
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

LEFF, ANDREW
Letter perfect (potluck alphabet feast at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.10

LEHR, MOLLY
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White As It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30

LEHY, JILL
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.34

LEIGHTON, LEON
Support honors activist's memory (ltr), Apr 28, 1995, p.6

LEM, DON
Honorary chief named (Bernard "Bud" Brennan presented with Fire Co No 3 White Hat award) (photo), Feb 10, 1995, p.4

LEMLE, AMY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Sep 15, 1995, p.32

LEMLE, CRAIG
Residents show enthusiasm for proposed ice rink at pool, Mar 10, 1995, p.1

LEMLE, CRAIG L (AU)
The alternative to beer drinking (ltr), Jan 6, 1995, p.6

LEMLE, L CRAIG
L Craig Lemle (promoted to corporate managing director of NY office of Julien J Studley) (photo), Apr 14, 1995, p.4

LEMONIS, JIAO PAULO
Power Pals celebrate at Edgewood (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.10

LENOBEL, ALI
(Greenacres family picnic) (photo), Sep 15, 1995, p.10

LEONARD, KATIE
Helping friends (students at IHM present flowers and a $1,300 check to Janine Crocitto) (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.8

LEONARD, LEONARD JR
The Bank of New York Salutes GOURMET GALAXY, The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.30

LEON, DOUG
Candidates square off at L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) debate, Nov 3, 1995, p.1

LEONG, GREGORY
District schools welcome new faces of 1995-96 (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.9

LERNER, JON
Kudos to C(ommittee) A(gainst) T(he) C(ompost) H(eap) for compost work (ltr), May 12, 1995, p.6

LERNER, JONATHAN
Crossway site readied for changes, Jun 16, 1995, p.1
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LERNER, JONATHAN (AU)
Transfer station not acceptable (response to 5/12 edit about Crossway compost heap) (ltr), May 26, 1995, p.8
New home for leaves needed (ltr), Nov 10, 1995, p.6

LERNER, LISA
Lisa Lerner joins Houlihan/Lawrence (photo), May 12, 1995, p.4
No village leaves going to Alfredo's (photo), Sep 29, 1995, p.1

LESLIE, JEFF
Musical moments (Greenacres winter concert) (photo), Feb 10, 1995, p.10

LETTERS
Letters, we (SCS Inquirer) want letters (edit), Sep 22, 1995, p.6
Dear Santa ... (Santa's secretaries answer letters) (photo), Dec 22, 1995, p.5

LEVIN, DOROTHY (AU)
Candidates must state positions (ltr), May 5, 1995, p.6

LEVIN, JEFF
Residents show enthusiasm for proposed ice rink at pool, Mar 10, 1995, p.1
Ice rink proposal (photo) (cont), Mar 10, 1995, p.8

LEVIN, LESTER
Develop without delay, committee tells village board (gardening dogs) (ltr), Mar 3, 1995, p.1

LEVIN, MICHAEL (AU)
Candidate (Anne Janiak) is hypocritical (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.6

LEVIN, NAT
Songs and stories (at SCS Seniors Valentine's Day party at Girl Scout House) (photo), Feb 17, 1995, p.1

LEVIN, PHIL
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.24

LEVIN, ROBIN
Fun at the animal fair (Heathcote Habitat Carnival) (photo), May 26, 1995, p.14

LEVINE, EDITH
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.24

LEVINE, ELEANOR
Buddies learn together at Fox Meadow (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.9

LEVINE, KIM
A class project (Heathcote's annual candy drive) (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.9

LEVINE, RHODA
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.24

LEVITAN, REBECCA
Holiday good deeds (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.10

LEVITT, RUTH MICHAELS
Ruth Michaels Levitt (dies), Mar 3, 1995, p.15

LEY, JOAN
Parents profile the perfect schools chief, Sep 15, 1995, p.1

LEY, MOSES
The Jews of Westchester: A Social History (photo), Jan 6, 1995, p.5

LEW, JESSICA
News from Heathcote School (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.9

LEW, JESSICA ANNE
Teeming with life (Quaker Ridge 4th graders study pond life in Pleasantville) (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.9
LEWIN, BARBARA
  Power Pals celebrate at Edgewood (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.10

LEWIN, JOSHUA
  Little kids clean up after big ones (photo) (ltr), Nov 10, 1995, p.6

LEWIS, CHERYL
  Seeing double (Heathcote 5th graders pose with life-sized replicas of themselves) (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.10

LEWIS, GIVEN
  A sojourn in another world (experience of STEP student Charles Martin) (photo), Jul 21, 1995, p.1

LEWIS, SHERWOOD
  A sojourn in another world (experience of STEP student Charles Martin) (photo), Jul 21, 1995, p.1

LEWIT, GLORIA (AU)
  Agrees village should drop suit (against Thomas Carroll) (ltr), Dec 1, 1995, p.6

LEWITTES, BILLY
  Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.30

LI, SAMUEL
  Outstanding achievement celebrated at SHS (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.12

LIBRARY-SCS-POND
  A friendly park (dedication of reflection garden created in memory of John and Lillian Thies)(photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.5

LIBOWITZ, RUTH
  Ruth Libowitz (dies), Jun 30, 1995, p.12

LIBRACH, MICHAEL
  Librach, 78, has to slow down to play 77-year-old character (in "Broadway Bound") (photo), Apr 14, 1995, p.15

LIBRARIANS
  Speakers endorse holiday guidelines (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.9

LIBRARY-SCS
  Departments must limit wish lists, Feb 10, 1995, p.1
  Panelists differ on compost, Mar 24, 1995, p.1
  Compost problem is not a new one (ltr), Mar 31, 1995, p.6
  Eli songbirds (Yale Spizzwinks and Something Extra from Yale will perform at SCS Library) (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.15
  Exhibits, awards, honors abound on the art scene (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.19
  Summer hours, Jun 16, 1995, p.1
  They made 1,000 cranes for Japan (ltr), Jun 30, 1995, p.6
  Gift funds renovation of library Children's Room (photo), Jul 21, 1995, p.1
  (Julie Berger and Debby Katz with 1,000 paper cranes made at the SCS Library) (photo), Aug 4, 1995, p.2
  Legislative insight on a stormy night (photo), Aug 4, 1995, p.5
  Two more hours (grant from anonymous benefactor will enable SCS Library to be open 12-6 on Sundays), Sep 1, 1995, p.1
  Book fair tomorrow, Sep 15, 1995, p.1
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Sep 15, 1995, p.32
  Rarin' to read (annual hard cover book sale at SCS Public Library), Sep 22, 1995, p.1
  New spot for kids dedicated at library (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.1
  Finney (cont), Oct 20, 1995, p.12
  Closed next week (in preparation for reopening of the renovated children's room), Nov 3, 1995, p.1
  Arigato, Kakso-san! (120 Japanese picture books donated to the SCS Public Library) (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.8

LIBRARY-SCS-POND
  Improving nature (Jane Bedichek removes knotweed from library pond area) (photo), May 5, 1995, p.1
  Friendship Path, garden to be dedicated at library (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.2
  That's far enough! (H Nozaki gets a restraining hand from his mother when retrieving a boat) (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.1
  Thanks to all who beautified (garden by library pond) (ltr), Jun 16, 1995, p.7
  Unsightly swamp becomes a garden (ltr), Jun 23, 1995, p.6
  Thanks workers for 'little Eden' (improvements to SCS Library pond) (ltr), Dec 15, 1995, p.6
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LICHTENBERG, FRANK
Frank Lichtenberg (appointed to Courtney C Brown Professorship of Business at Columbia Univ) (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.4

LICHTSTEIN, FRED
Lori Ann Hoerl plays Jacques Brel role (photo), Dec 22, 1995, p.14

LIEBERMAN, LINDA
‘Committee Against Compost Heap’ members step up complaints on compost heap, Jan 27, 1995, p.1

LIEBHAN, MIKE
Camp days (photo), Jul 21, 1995, p.5

LIEBOWITZ, RONI S
Kudos to Committee Against The Compost Heap for compost work (ltr), May 12, 1995, p.6
Virus and trucks are new worries (by Crossway compost site) (ltr), Jun 16, 1995, p.6

LIGHTING
Lighting the gloom (new lights have been installed on East Parkway and Chase Road lampposts) (edit), Dec 22, 1995, p.6

LIGHTNING
House burns down after lightning strike (photo), Jul 28, 1995, p.1
Lightning strike destroys house (photo) (cont), Jul 28, 1995, p.16
Lightning rods: Do they work?, Aug 4, 1995, p.1

LILIENFIELD, BARBARA
The Bank of New York Salutes The United Way of Scarsdale Edgemont (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.26

LIN, RITA
Scholarship fund drive launched (photo), Dec 1, 1995, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White As It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30

LIN, SHERRY
Little kids clean up after big ones (photo) (ltr), Nov 10, 1995, p.6

LIND, WICKY
Music sets Memorial Day mood (photo), Jun 2, 1995, p.1

LINDENBERG, BEN
Tea ceremony at Fox Meadow (photo), Apr 14, 1995, p.10

LINDF, WICKY
Power Pals celebrate at Edgewood (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.10

LINKER, JANE
Jane Linker (appointed director public relations at Hebrew Home of the Aged at Riverdale) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.4

LIPPMAN, SCOTT
Global role-play is course climax (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.10

LIPP, BARI G
Bari G Lipp (dies), Nov 3, 1995, p.18
Lipp, Bari (correction of 11/3/95 obituary), Nov 10, 1995, p.18

LIPPMAN, WALTER
What happened to civil disobedience? (ltr), May 19, 1995, p.6

LIPWORTH, ADAM
Youth wants to sow - and grow - better tomorrows (photo), May 12, 1995, p.5
Senior friends thank freshmen (for landscaping work at library pond April 29), May 19, 1995, p.6

LISS, AMY
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.24

LITERACY
SEE ILLITERACY

LITTERING
Drivers may get nailed or screwed (comments on the many nails and sharp screws on SCS streets) (ltr), May 26, 1995, p.8
Playground (litter) pick-up (photo), Nov 10, 1995, p.10
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LIVANOS, KATIE
   Kids, parents compete in Labor Day games (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.5

LIVINGSTON, BRYAN BLAKE
   Bryan Blake Livingston (dies), Jul 14, 1995, p.4

LIVINGSTON, JOHN
   House razing (at 17 Eton Road) irks village (photo), Jan 20, 1995, p.1
   Preservation law charge dropped (regarding demolition of house at 17 Eton Road), Feb 3, 1995, p.1
   Forget the juice, give us the facts (response to Inquirer article from Jan 20 re Eton Rd house) (ltr), Feb 10, 1995, p.6

LIVINGSTON, JOHN T (AU)
   Article was 'inflammatory' (response to Inquirer article from 1/20/95 on Eton Road house) (ltr), Feb 3, 1995, p.6

LIVINGSTON, SUSAN
   House razing (at 17 Eton Road) irks village (photo), Jan 20, 1995, p.1
   Preservation law charge dropped (regarding demolition of house at 17 Eton Road), Feb 3, 1995, p.1
   Forget the juice, give us the facts (response to Inquirer article from Jan 20 re Eton Rd house) (ltr), Feb 10, 1995, p.6

LLEIFER-SARULLO, BARBARA
   A winning team (SHS deans) (photo), May 12, 1995, p.12

LO GUERCIO, PAUL
   Ready to run (annual Fall Fun Fitness Run at Quaker Ridge School) (photo), Sep 29, 1995, p.9

LOBUE, ASHLEY
   Tipi time (tipi erected on grounds of Quaker Ridge School) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.12

LOFTUS, BETH
   Student continues a family tradition with S(tudent) T(ransfer) E(ducation) P(lan) (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.9
   What am I bid? (STEP auction at SHS) (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.9

LOHMANN, HELEN
   Helen Lohmann (dies), May 26, 1995, p.24

LONGO, BOB (AU)
   Thanks fo those who gave blood (ltr), Nov 24, 1995, p.6

LONGO, ROBERT (AU)
   Join our firefighters in giving the gift of life (ltr), Oct 27, 1995, p.6

LOPEZ, BEN
   Claire D. Leone Real Estate Honors Dr. Richard D. Hibschman (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.24

LOPEZ, ROSALIE
   Claire D. Leone Real Estate Honors Dr. Richard D. Hibschman (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.24

LOPEZ-LINUS, CHARISSA
   Speeches highlight SMS (presidential) election (photo), Oct 13, 1995, p.9
   Holiday good deeds (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.10

LOURIE, GARY
   Songs and stories (at SCS Seniors Valentine's Day party at Girl Scout House) (photo), Feb 17, 1995, p.1

LOVE
   (Supplement) Love and Marriage, Feb 3, 1995, p.0

LOVELESS, JAMES
   Sentences announced in graffiti case (spray-painting sound barriers by Hutchinson River Parkway), Feb 10, 1995, p.3

LOVERRO, NICHOLAS
   Veterans' Day salutes democracy's defenders (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.5

LOWDER, BILL
   Don't touch the animals health department urges, Dec 1, 1995, p.1

LOWE, CAROLYN
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.30
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LOWENFELD, HENRY
   Speeches highlight SMS (presidential) election (photo), Oct 13, 1995, p.9
LOWEY, NITA (AU)
   Working for bipartisan progress (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.9
LU, MICHAEL
   The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White As It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30
LUBY, VICTORIA
   A class project (Heathcote's annual candy drive) (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.9
LUCEK, RICHARD (AU)
   It could happen to your family (learn how to prevent fires at Crossway Firehouse) (ltr), Oct 13, 1995, p.6
LUCIANI, BILL
   The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White As It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30
LUCIDO, JOHN (AU)
   Boston Chicken is a restaurant (response to Inquirer article from 1/6/95) (ltr), Jan 20, 1995, p.6
LUETKE, MARIENNE B KRONSTEIN
   Marianne B Kronstein Luetke (dies), Sep 22, 1995, p.10
LUFMAN, ANDREW
   Curfews: Needed structure or lack of trust?, Feb 3, 1995, p.5
LUKE, ANNE
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.30
LUKE, DONALD
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.30
LURIA, SUSAN (AU)
   Meeting to discuss youth volunteers (ltr), Jan 6, 1995, p.6
LUSK, GEORGE B (AU)
   Federal cuts harm education (ltr), Sep 22, 1995, p.6
LUSKI, STEPHANIE
   A class project (Heathcote's annual candy drive) (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.9
LYONS, NORA
   Starting middle school with a smile (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.9
   Hoff flutists play for White House audience (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.17
MABIE, GLORIA
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.30
MABIE, GLORIA (AU)
   Historical society needs anecdotes (for article in its March journal) (ltr), Feb 10, 1995, p.8
MACAULEY, JEAN
   A fond farewell (Anne Hanson of Houlihan Lawrence is retiring after 50 years as realtor) (photo), Feb 3, 1995, p.4
MACDONALD, BARBARA SHAY
   Pact saves Cornell House from demolition (photo), Feb 24, 1995, p.1
   A victory for all (saving Cornell house from demolition) (edit), Feb 24, 1995, p.6
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.30
MACDONALD, NORMAN
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.30
MACINTYRE, MALCOLM
   Nominees should be interviewed (ltr), May 26, 1995, p.6
MACKENZIE, MAUREEN
   (Young essay contest winners from St Pius X receive their prizes) (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.10
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MACPHERSON, LUCY
Concert features senior soloists (photo), May 5, 1995, p.12
Cast announced for SHS drama, 'Into the Woods' (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.15

MACRIO, JIM
A learning expedition (boy scouts get tips on running a village on Scout Government Day) (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.3
Reading the flow (SCS has signed an agreement with Con Edison to read water meters in village), Jul 21, 1995, p.1
No decision on Ardsley left-turn bans; help for beleaguered Lynwood residents, Sep 15, 1995, p.1
Village victorious in water rate suit, Dec 15, 1995, p.1

MACEDO, JUDITH
Volunteers honored (by United Hospital Medical Center, Port Chester) (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.4

MACEDO, ROBERT
Bring back Rudolph, say some; holiday policy revisited, Apr 14, 1995, p.1
Religious guidelines for holiday passed, Jun 9, 1995, p.1
Toder, Raizes to lead board (of education) (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.1
Students to board: frees (free time) more useful than subs(titutes), Nov 10, 1995, p.1

MACEDO, ROBERT JR
Claire D. Leone Real Estate Honors Dr. Richard D. Hibschman (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.24

MAFFFFFFA, LAWRENCE
Ex-bank manager admits theft, Jun 9, 1995, p.1
Ex-Dime manager gets 18 months, Sep 15, 1995, p.1

MAFFIA, MICHAEL J
Michael J Maffia (dies), Mar 10, 1995, p.14

MAGALETI, ROBERT
Body found in (Bronx) river, May 12, 1995, p.1

MAGDALEIN, JEN
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.30

MAIL CARRIERS
SEE POSTAL SERVICE-LETTER CARRIERS

MALCOM, ELLEN
Political fundraiser woos women (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.1

MALICK, MIARISSA
(Bandersnatch yearbook brings smiles to Gabby Puchalski, Marissa Malick and Traci Garff) (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.6

MALINA, ANITA
The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34
New home (for SCS Adult School) (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.3

MALINA, ANITA (AU)
A classy teacher will be missed (ltr), May 5, 1995, p.6

MALINA, MICHAEL
It's bowl time (dinner honoring Elsie Smoler), Apr 7, 1995, p.1
Fond tributes for Smoler at bowl dinner, May 5, 1995, p.3
The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34

MALINA, MICHAEL (AU)
Holiday policy called 'sensitive' (ltr), Jan 6, 1995, p.6

MALLETT, SHAWN
Starting middle school with a smile (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.9

MALONE, KATHRYN E (DR)
Dr Kathryn E Malone (honored for excellence by Westchester Community College Foundation) (photo), Nov 10, 1995, p.4

MANBER, MARGERY
Teeming with life (Quaker Ridge 4th graders study pond life in Pleasantville) (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.9
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MANCUSO, JEN
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26

MANDLWITZ, LYNDI
A winning team (SHS deans) (photo), May 12, 1995, p.12

MANN, MATTHEW
Look, Ma, I'm driving! (Truck Day at Edgewood School) (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.1
Furnace fire damages Edgewood home, Oct 6, 1995, p.1

MANNERS, BETH
Two traditions (Easter morning service and congregational seder) (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.1

MANNERS, DANIEL
Two traditions (Easter morning service and congregational seder) (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.1

MANNERS, THELMA
Two traditions (Easter morning service and congregational seder) (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.1

MANNING, MARYKATE
The Bank of New York Salutes GOURMET GALAXY, The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.30

MARALDO, PAMELA J (AU)
Planned Parenthood gets wake-up call (edit), Jan 20, 1995, p.7

MARCHESI, MARY
Teeming with life (Quaker Ridge 4th graders study pond life in Pleasantville) (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.9

MARCHIONY, BRIAN
Four SHS seniors are honored at award picnic (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.23

MARIS, ELLIOT
A day for kids (SCS Historical Society country fair) (photo), Sep 15, 1995, p.5

MARIS, ELLIOTT
The Bank of New York Salutes GOURMET GALAXY, The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.30

MARIS, JAN
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.24

MARIS, JANET
Interviews for candidates urged, May 5, 1995, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34
VIPs are divided on candidate interviews (prospective School Board Nominating Committee candidates), Jun 2, 1995, p.1
Interviews OK's for school board, Jun 9, 1995, p.1
Tricks didn't work at S(School) B(oard) N ominating C ommittee meeting (ltr), Jun 23, 1995, p.6
S(School) B(oard) N ominating C ommittee attracts a stellar list, Dec 1, 1995, p.1
Applications for) Absentee ballots (for School Board Nominating Committee election), Dec 29, 1995, p.1

MARIS, JANET (AU)
Don't forget to vote on the 17th (election of members of School Board Nominating Committee) (ltr), Jan 13, 1995, p.7
Big turnout for S(School) B(oard) N ominating C ommittee election (ltr), Jan 27, 1995, p.6
Join club, learn about Scarsdale (ltr), Jul 7, 1995, p.6

MARIS, JANET K (AU)
Decisions wise on tennis courts (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.6
Whys & wherefore of amendment (ltr), May 26, 1995, p.6
Committee vote not unanimous (ltr), Jun 2, 1995, p.6
Calm, reasoned guidance praised (ltr), Jun 9, 1995, p.8

MARIS, RICHARD (AU)
Dropping bomb right decision (comments on Philip Nobile's book "Judgment at the Smithsonian") (ltr), Aug 11, 1995, p.6

Doctor's ire misdirected (response to letter by R Soley from 8/11/95 re arrest of Dr D Molho) (ltr), Aug 25, 1995, p.6
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MARCUS, SARAH
Community service at Greenacres (photo), Jan 27, 1995, p.9

MARCUS, SETH
A star spangled Fourth (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.1

MARGOLIS, HARRISON
Speeches highlight SMS (presidential) election (photo), Oct 13, 1995, p.9

MARINO, JANE
Gift funds renovation of library Children's Room (photo), Jul 21, 1995, p.1
The price of freedom (re list of books banned or challenged in American communities 1994-95) (edit), Sep 29, 1995, p.6

MARINO, LUIS
Claire D. Leone Real Estate Honors Dr. Richard D. Hibschman (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.24

MARION ESSER KAUFMANN FOUNDATION
Family foundation is honored (photo), Oct 27, 1995, p.4

MARION, ANNE-MARIE
Tooley has new job, Apr 28, 1995, p.1

MARION, JANE
New spot for kids dedicated at library (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.1

MARK, RICHARD
Oak Lane developer's attorney battles board, Feb 3, 1995, p.1

MARKEL, JULIENNE BOKAR
News from Heathcote School (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.9

MARKS, HARRISON
Buddies learn together at Fox Meadow (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.9

MAROON AND WHITE
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26

MARR, MARYLIN
A fond farewell (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

MARRIAGE
(Supplement) Love and Marriage, Feb 3, 1995, p.0

MARSHALL, SARAH
Author, author (author's day at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.10

MARTIN, CAROLYN
A sojourn in another world (experience of STEP student Charles Martin) (photo), Jul 21, 1995, p.1

MARTIN, CHARLES
A sojourn in another world (experience of STEP student Charles Martin) (photo), Jul 21, 1995, p.1

MARTIN, CHARLES SR
A sojourn in another world (experience of STEP student Charles Martin) (photo), Jul 21, 1995, p.1

MARTIN, PATRICIA
The Bank of New York Salutes The United Way of Scarsdale Edgemont (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.26

MARTINEZ, CRISTINA
Enjoying life on the road with clowns, fire-eaters and contortionists (photo) (cont), May 5, 1995, p.8

MARTINEZ, ERICA
Pomp and affection (SHS Class of 1995 parades to Dean Field for graduation ceremonies) (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.1

MARTX, BRENDAN (AU)
Questions logic of blower ruling (that ban of gas-powered leaf blowers is unconstitutional) (litr), Jan 27, 1995, p.6

MARTX, MARGARITA
Tooley is honored at T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) convocation (photo), Oct 27, 1995, p.5
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MARX, SYLVIA
The Bank of New York Salutes GOURMET GALAXY, The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.30

MARX, VIRGINIA
Virginia Marx continues life's commitment, Mar 24, 1995, p.5
A conversation with counseling service honoree (Virginia Marx) (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.5
Virginia Marx continues life's commitment, Mar 24, 1995, p.5
The Bank of New York Salutes GOURMET GALAXY, The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.30

MASAROF, MICHAEL
Helping the hungry (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.9

MASON, RONI
Scarsdale Auxiliary is vital member of hospital family (photo) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), May 26, 1995, p.32

MASON, RONI (AU)
It was truly entertaining (thanks and praises for SHS prom breakfast decorations) (ltr), Jul 7, 1995, p.6

MASSARELLI, KATE
Kate Massarelli (dies), Sep 22, 1995, p.10

MASUNAGA, YOKO
Tea ceremony at Fox Meadow (photo), Apr 14, 1995, p.10
A friendly park (dedication of reflection garden created in memory of John and Lillian Thies) (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.5
Thanks to all who beautified (garden by library pond) (ltr), Jun 16, 1995, p.7

MATHEMATICS
Are girls better math students, sans boys (or vice versa)? (edit) (illus), Feb 24, 1995, p.7

MATHews, JAY (AU)
Police report (about dog) raises question (ltr), Sep 15, 1995, p.6

MATSUMURA, KAZUKO
Fund-raising sale held (for Edgewood School activities) (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.9

MATSUKA, YUKI
A class project (Heathcote's annual candy drive) (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.9

MATSURA, KUNIKO
A friendly park (dedication of reflection garden created in memory of John and Lillian Thies) (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.5

MATSURA, ASAKO
Teens, on their own, present 'Much Ado' (About Nothing) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.17

MATTHEWS, PETER
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.30

MAXELL, ANGELA
Mitzwah Day catches - and spreads - the spirit (photo), Nov 3, 1995, p.8

MAXELL, DIVINE
Mitzwah Day catches - and spreads - the spirit (photo), Nov 3, 1995, p.8

MAXELL, JANICE
Mitzwah Day catches - and spreads - the spirit (photo), Nov 3, 1995, p.8

MAYORS-SCS
The next FDR? (Citizens' Committee is considering renominating W Handelman for mayor), Jan 6, 1995, p.1
Committee nominates Janiak; 2 new trustees (photo), Jan 13, 1995, p.1
Signatures sought (to place the names of candidates for mayor and village trustee in SCS on ballot), Jan 27, 1995, p.1
Harrison is write-in candidate for mayor (photo), Mar 3, 1995, p.1
Harrison is candidate (cont), Mar 3, 1995, p.18
Village is ready for write-ins (R Harrison has declared his write-in candidacy for mayor) (photo), Mar 10, 1995, p.1
League will hold candidate night (ltr), Mar 10, 1995, p.7
Village is ready for write-ins (cont), Mar 10, 1995, p.14
Village is responsive to citizens, Citizens' Party candidates say (photo), Mar 17, 1995, p.1
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MAYORS-SCS continued
Stick with the insider (endorsement of Anne Janiak) (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.6
Citizens' slate is outstanding (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.7
Bring democracy to Scarsdale (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.7
Mayor is not an entry-level job (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.8
Janiak is clear choice for mayor (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.8
Bouquets and a brickbat for departing mayor, Mar 31, 1995, p.3
Her Honor (new mayor Anne Janiak is sworn in by village clerk Joan Giampoli in village hall) (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.1
Weighty subjects greet new mayor, Apr 14, 1995, p.1

MAZER, DORA (AU)
Compost site is a disgrace to village (ltr), May 5, 1995, p.6

MAZUR, ZACH
Junior class plans annual blood drive (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.9

MAZUR, ZACHARY
Scholarship fund drive launched (photo), Dec 1, 1995, p.9

MCABE, JEANNE
Lori Ann Hoerl plays 'Jacques Brel' role (photo), Dec 22, 1995, p.14

MCAFFREY, ANNA P
Anna P McAffrey (dies), Sep 8, 1995, p.14

MCCALL, CARL
McCall at (SCS Middle School) convocation, Oct 20, 1995, p.1

MCCALL, H CARL
Tooley convocation is Oct. 22, Oct 13, 1995, p.1

MCCALLION, PAT
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.34

MCCANN, EDWARD J
Edward J Mc Cann (dies), Sep 22, 1995, p.10

MCCARTHY, RACHEL
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.30

MCCLINTOCK, DREW
Playground (litter) pick-up (photo), Nov 10, 1995, p.10

MCCORMACK, KIM
Puppets on parade (preparation for Edgewood puppet theater) (photo), Feb 17, 1995, p.9

MCCOURT, EMILY
SCS (Volunteer) A(mulance) C(orps) is recruiting new members (ltr), Oct 27, 1995, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White As It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30

MCCOURT, JOSEPH
Learning to teach (student teachers from Manhattanville College) (photo), Jan 27, 1995, p.10

MCCREARY, KATHLEEN
Board will revise holiday policy, Jan 27, 1995, p.1
Holiday dialogue moves to schools, May 19, 1995, p.1
Religious guidelines for holiday passed, Jun 9, 1995, p.1
Supreme Court rulings echo here (re right of Ku Klux Klan to put up a cross in Columbus, Ohio), Jul 21, 1995, p.1
S(School) B(oard) N(ominating) C(Committee) attracts a stellar list, Dec 1, 1995, p.1
Happy H----, Merry C---- (re holidays and SCS schools) (edit), Dec 22, 1995, p.6
Agenda shouldn't sway majority (response to edit by K McCreary re holiday policy from 12/22) (ltr), Dec 29, 1995, p.7

MCCREARY, KATHLEEN (AU)
The holiday blackout: A legal critique (edit), Jan 27, 1995, p.7
School board is passing the buck (regarding holiday guidelines) (ltr), Apr 28, 1995, p.6
The unrevised holiday guidelines: The ban continues (edit), Dec 22, 1995, p.7
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MCCREERY, BILL
The Bank of New York Salutes The United Way of Scarsdale Edgemont (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.26

MCCREERY, WILLIAM
The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34

MCDAVIE, HILLY
District schools welcome new faces of 1995-96 (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.9

MCDERMOTT, MICHAEL
Claire D. Leone Real Estate Honors Dr. Richard D. Hibsman (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.24
Eating disorders were glamorized (ltr), Dec 22, 1995, p.6

MCELROY, DOROTHY
Frantz gets tenure; two teachers retire, Jul 14, 1995, p.8

MCGINNESS, LIZ
Teens, on their own, present 'Much Ado' (About Nothing) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.17

MCGINNESS, TREvor
Teens, on their own, present 'Much Ado' (About Nothing) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.17

MCGINNIS, VIRGINIA
Reading is tops at Fox Meadow (photo), Jan 13, 1995, p.9

MCGRATH, KEVIN
Family assesses fire damage (home on Richbell Close), Aug 4, 1995, p.1

MCGRATH, RON
Family assesses fire damage (home on Richbell Close), Aug 4, 1995, p.1

MCGUIRE, TOM
What am I bid? (STEP auction at SHS) (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.9

MCKAY, RON
Broadway style at Heathcote (Okra Dance Co performers lead Heathcote volunteers) (photo), Jan 27, 1995, p.10

MCKIRDY, BETTY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), May 26, 1995, p.32

MCLEOD, GEORGE
Veterans' Day salutes democracy's defenders (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.5

MCMANUS, CAROL
Local landmarks inspire history project (photo), Jan 20, 1995, p.9

MCNIGHT, JOHN
John McNight (dies), Oct 6, 1995, p.12

MCQUADE, NICOLE
Middle School to present musical "Babes in Arms" (photo), May 12, 1995, p.17

MCShea, LAURIE
District schools welcome new faces of 1995-96 (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.9

MEALS ON WHEELS
Meals on Wheels dispenses food and friendship (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.6
Local Meals on Wheels expects increased need (photo), Apr 14, 1995, p.8
Meals on Wheels grateful for help (ltr), May 12, 1995, p.6
Meals on Wheels is going strong (ltr), Sep 22, 1995, p.6

MEANEY, TOM
A big blue day (National Police Memorial Day), May 12, 1995, p.1

MEANY, THOMAS
Bravery recalled (photo) (cont), May 19, 1995, p.10

MECHANAKIN, ILENE (AU)
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MEDICAL CARE
Answers to health care questions (edit), Mar 17, 1995, p.7
More answers to health-care questions (edit), Mar 24, 1995, p.7
Schoenfeld proposes health care changes, Jul 14, 1995, p.5
(SCS) Medical Group is hoping to expand, Jul 28, 1995, p.1
Scarsdale Medical Group is hoping to expand (cont), Jul 28, 1995, p.16
Residents hear benefits of long-term health care partnership (photo), Nov 3, 1995, p.5

MEDICAL RESEARCH
The Doctors (Ronnie and Michael) Swift: Answering life’s basic questions (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.1
Edgemont couple in forefront of genetic research (cont), Jun 30, 1995, p.10

MEDICARE
He’s not pleased with Mr. Gingrich (edit), Nov 17, 1995, p.7
Abolish Medicare for middle class (ltr), Dec 1, 1995, p.6

MEHEGAN, CONSTANCE L
Constance L Mehegan (dies), Aug 18, 1995, p.13

MEHLER, LEN
What a difference! (balmy day and snowy day at Saxon Woods Golf Course) (photo), Jan 20, 1995, p.1

MEHRER, TED
Ted Mehrer (dies), Mar 3, 1995, p.15

MELICAN, FRANCIS (AU)
Religion is not just for holidays (ltr), Apr 14, 1995, p.6

MEMORIAL DAY
Holiday schedule, May 26, 1995, p.1
Memorial Day Parade has special meaning, May 26, 1995, p.1
Join the parade (edit), May 26, 1995, p.6
Music sets Memorial Day mood (photo), Jun 2, 1995, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Honors Those Who Served; Memorial Day 1995 (photo), Jun 2, 1995, p.28

MEN
Chromosome X marks the spot (maybe) (edit), Oct 6, 1995, p.6

MENDEL, AMY
Balloons, baubles and togs (annual sidewalk sale) (photo), Aug 11, 1995, p.1

MENDELSON, JENNA
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1995 (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.26
Middle School to present musical "Babes in Arms" (photo), May 12, 1995, p.17

MENER, BETTY (AU)
Wrong date wreaks havoc (front page folio line of 2/24 SCS Inquirer incorrectly printed 1/24) (ltr), Mar 10, 1995, p.6

MENNA, ALISON
Balloons, baubles and togs (annual sidewalk sale) (photo), Aug 11, 1995, p.1

MENORAH
Playing games? (with SCS Creche Committee), Dec 1, 1995, p.1
Chase Park menorah vandalized (photo), Dec 29, 1995, p.1

MENUSAN, FRANC
Orchestra grant is 1 of 4 in nation (ltr), Jun 23, 1995, p.6

MERCHANTS-SCS
More new stores (Tuesday's Child and Club Sandwich), Jan 6, 1995, p.1
Bookstore robbed by masked gunmen, Feb 24, 1995, p.1
Another empty store (in downtown SCS), Mar 3, 1995, p.1
Gourmet sandwich shop opens in village, Apr 7, 1995, p.4
Jean De Carlo (Harwood Typing Services) leaving village, Apr 7, 1995, p.4
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MERCHANTS-SCS continued

Village should buy from local stores (regarding buying candy for annual Easter egg hunt) (ltr), Apr 7, 1995, p.6
Merchants merit village’s support (regarding letter by Ethel Hirsch from 4/7/95) (ltr), Apr 21, 1995, p.6
Scarsdale Hardware may move, but not very far (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.3
Mary Rothman to close its doors, May 5, 1995, p.1
Merchants prepare for annual Sidewalk Sale, Jul 28, 1995, p.1
Stores ready for Sidewalk Sale (cont), Jul 28, 1995, p.16
Scarsdale Village: boom or bust (annual SCS Sidewalk Sale is being planned for this weekend), Aug 4, 1995, p.1
Retail changes (cont), Aug 4, 1995, p.10
Balloons, baubles and togs (annual sidewalk sale) (photo), Aug 11, 1995, p.1
Coffees and more at new Golden Horseshoe cafe (photo), Aug 25, 1995, p.4
Arcade employee says goodbye (ltr), Oct 6, 1995, p.6
Open Thursday p.m. (22 village stores), Oct 13, 1995, p.1
Footstock opens on Spencer Place (photo), Oct 13, 1995, p.4
Developers must do what we want (ltr), Oct 13, 1995, p.6
Pizza power (Heathcote second graders visit Italian Village pizzeria in Golden Horseshoe) (photo), Oct 27, 1995, p.9
(Supplement) Real All About Us; A Guide to Local Shops, Services and Professionals (photo), Oct 27, 1995, p.10
Snow didn’t dampen shoppers’ spirits, Dec 29, 1995, p.1

MERCURO, JOE
What a difference! (balmy day and snowy day at Saxon Woods Golf Course) (photo), Jan 20, 1995, p.1

MERKSAMER, GERALDINE J (AU)
Bunnies are more popular than rats (ltr), Apr 14, 1995, p.6

MERRIMAN, MICHAEL
End composting, Department of Environmental Conservation tells village, Aug 25, 1995, p.1

MERWIN, BETTY JENE LOTHROP
Betty Jene Lothrop Merwin (dies), Feb 17, 1995, p.16

MERWIN, JEAN
Jean Merwin (dies), Jul 14, 1995, p.4

MESSINA, LAUREN
Helping friends (students at IHM present flowers and a $1,300 check to Janine Crocitto) (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.8

METRO NORTH COMMUTER RAILROAD CO
On time (Metro North goal to reach a 96 percent on-time level for 1994 almost reached), Jan 27, 1995, p.1
Tie-ering commute (new concrete ties will be installed along 26 miles of Harlem Line), Apr 7, 1995, p.1
Metro-North cops get very wrong man (Earl Graves Jr) (photo), May 12, 1995, p.1
Metro-North apologizes to Earl Graves, Jr. (cont), May 12, 1995, p.8
Strike scenarios, Jul 14, 1995, p.1
Ready to strike (photo), Jul 21, 1995, p.1
Legislator seeks commuter input (ltr), Aug 18, 1995, p.6
Village: Train station needs fixing, cleaning, Sep 15, 1995, p.3
MTA begins fixing up Scarsdale station (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.3
Strike (possibility), Nov 24, 1995, p.1
Settlement or stalemate? (photo), Dec 1, 1995, p.1

MEYER, ALEXA
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White As It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30

MEYER, J EDWARD
Commissioner (Sobol) will return to Scarsdale (photo), Feb 10, 1995, p.1

MEYER, LUCAS
Pedestrian signs too few, small (ltr), Jul 14, 1995, p.6
Make the village safe for walkers (ltr), Jul 21, 1995, p.6
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MEYER, LUCAS J (AU)
Motorists flout right-of-way law (ltr), Jul 7, 1995, p.6

MEZZONE, JOE
Family assesses fire damage (home on Richbell Close), Aug 4, 1995, p.1

MIANO, FRED
Rotary largesse ($6,000 donated to six non-profit organizations) (photo), May 26, 1995, p.4

MICHAELS, DEBRA
Mini-mall teaches shopping savvy (at Heathcote) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.12

MICHAELS, NANCY E (AU)
Kids' BASE helps fill in the gaps (ltr), Feb 10, 1995, p.8

MICHELS, VERENA
Americans with Disabilities Act: The basics done, focus is on fine points, Apr 21, 1995, p.1

MIDDLETON, JAMILA
Kwanzaa introduced at Quaker Ridge (photo), Jan 13, 1995, p.10

MILANese, Gabriel
Couple ask help for AIDS walk (ltr), Apr 7, 1995, p.6

MILDE, CHLOE
The Bank of New York Salutes the United Way of Scarsdale Edgemont (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.26

MILDE, PAULINE
House burns down after lightning strike (photo), Jul 28, 1995, p.1
Brave neighbor cited (Pauline Milde will be honored for her actions regarding Richbell Close fire), Sep 8, 1995, p.1

MILLER, ANDREA
SHS student government described, Feb 17, 1995, p.9
Outstanding achievement celebrated at SHS (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.12

MILLER, ANN
(Nordstrom gala, March 15) (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.4
She had different jury experience (response to Inquirer report from 5/19) (ltr), May 26, 1995, p.8

MILLER, COURTNEY
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.30

MILLER, DEBBIE
League celebrates and spoofs itself at 75th birthday (photo), Mar 10, 1995, p.5
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.24

MILLER, DOUGLAS
Road runners race against the clock through Scarsdale streets (photo), Apr 14, 1995, p.19

MILLER, H ROBERT
School Board Nominating Committee has 13 new members, Jan 20, 1995, p.1

MILLER, HENRY
Members of the Pataki team see changes ahead (photo), Jan 6, 1995, p.1

MILLER, JOHN
Workshops on good health (photo), Mar 17, 1995, p.9
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.30
Family assesses fire damage (home on Richbell Close), Aug 4, 1995, p.1

MILLER, KATHLEEN GILL (AU)
Interviews (with nominees for school board) would open the process (ltr), Jun 2, 1995, p.6

MILLER, MARJORIE
School Board Nominating Committee has 13 new members, Jan 20, 1995, p.1

MILLER, MIDGE (AU)
Kids should learn from each other (comments on school board's holiday blackout policy) (ltr), Jan 13, 1995, p.6
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MILMAN, JORDAN
(Recipient of 1995 Willard Dean Memorial Award Jordan Milman and head coach John Ventura) (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.24
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon White As It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30

MILSTEIN, GREG
Don't try this at home (performance by Greg Milstein of National Circus Project at Edgewood) (photo), Oct 13, 1995, p.9

MILSTEIN, NANCY
Come one and all to bowl dinner (ltr), Mar 31, 1995, p.6
It's bowl time (dinner honoring Elsie Smoler), Apr 7, 1995, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34

MINCHENBERG, MARJORIE (AU)
Time for others to share burden (adverse effects of compost heap) (ltr), Jun 9, 1995, p.6

MINNOTTE, JOSEPH F JR
Joseph F Minnotte Jr (dies), Oct 13, 1995, p.8

MISARTI, VALERI
Leaping off the page (Fox Meadow class mothers dress as characters from children's books) (photo), Nov 24, 1995, p.10

MITCHELL, BONNIE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.30
The Bank of New York Salutes GOURMET GALAXY, The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.30

MITTELMAN, ELLEN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Sep 15, 1995, p.32
Smiles of all nations (members of international families committee of Heathcote PTA) (photo), Nov 10, 1995, p.9

MIYAKE, JUNKO
Tea ceremony at Fox Meadow (photo), Apr 14, 1995, p.10

MIYAMOTO, MAI
Foxes forecast family fun (first annual Fox Meadow Fair) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.12

MIYAMOTO, SATSUKI
Thanks to all who beautified (garden by library pond) (ltr), Jun 16, 1995, p.7

MOLDOFF, JO ELLEN
A winning team (SHS deans) (photo), May 12, 1995, p.12

MOLES, EMILY
Community service at Greenacres (photo), Jan 27, 1995, p.9

MOLNO, DAVID (DR)
Scarsdale dentist accused of molesting sedated patient, Aug 4, 1995, p.3
A 'real life' newspaper (re recent incidents involving dentists and sexual offenses) (edit), Aug 11, 1995, p.6
Scarsdale dentist was tried in press (ltr), Aug 11, 1995, p.6
Doctor's ire misdirected (response to letter by R Soley from 8/11/95 re arrest of Dr D Molho) (ltr), Aug 25, 1995, p.6

MONEY
Money—it's a root cause, all right (edit), Jul 21, 1995, p.7

MONGARELLA, JOE
Family assesses fire damage (home on Richbell Close), Aug 4, 1995, p.1

MONTE, PAT
Greenacres (Association) wants improved safety along with new bridge (photo), Feb 3, 1995, p.1

MORALES-HOROWITZ, NILDA M
Nilda M. Morales-Horowitz (named senior assistant dean of Hofstra Law School) (photo), Sep 29, 1995, p.4

MORGAN, EDWARD
Committee nominates Janiak; 2 new trustees (photo), Jan 13, 1995, p.1
Candidates for village board chosen (cont), Jan 13, 1995, p.4
Village will appeal Knaplund's ruling on gas blower ban, Jan 20, 1995, p.1
Signatures sought (to place the names of candidates for mayor and village trustee in SCS on ballot), Jan 27, 1995, p.1
Village is responsive to citizens, Citizens' Party candidates say (photo), Mar 17, 1995, p.1
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MORGAN, EDWARD continued
Citizens' slate is outstanding (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.7
System saves us time and money (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.7
Harrison gets a 3d of the vote (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.1
Party chairmen urge involvement (ltr), Apr 7, 1995, p.6
Trustees refine home office law, Nov 24, 1995, p.1

MORGAN, LOIS WELLS
Lois Wells Morgan (dies), Jan 20, 1995, p.10

MORGAN, MARGARET
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.30
The legacy of Margaret Morgan (edit), Oct 27, 1995, p.7

MORGAN, MARGARET M
Margaret M Morgan (dies), Oct 27, 1995, p.17

MORGENSTERN, ANITA
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo), Jul 28, 1995, p.22

MORRIS, LIZ
Playground (litter) pick-up (photo), Nov 10, 1995, p.10

MORRIS, TOM
The Bank of New York Salutes The United Way of Scarsdale Edgemont (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.26

MORRISON, HEATHER
Heather Morrison (named to vice presidential position at Lawrence Hospital, Bronxville) (photo), Aug 11, 1995, p.4

MORRISON, MATTHEW
Summer bounty at Ramsey Farm (photo), Aug 25, 1995, p.1

MOSEMAN, JEAN R
Jean R Moseman (dies), Jul 7, 1995, p.8

MOSER, LINDA
Residents show enthusiasm for proposed ice rink at pool, Mar 10, 1995, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34

MOSER, LINDA (AU)
Affirm the value of our assets (ltr), Apr 28, 1995, p.6

MOSES, TRUDI
Musical moments (Greenacres winter concert) (photo), Feb 10, 1995, p.10

MOSKOWITZ, CAROL
Carol Moskowitz (has joined sales staff at Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens) (photo), Sep 15, 1995, p.4

MOSKOWITZ, JERALD I
Jerald I Moskowitz (appointed vice president of institutional sales for Market Guide, Inc), Mar 31, 1995, p.4

MOSSAVAR-RAHMANI, YASMIN (DR)
Why the W(omen's) H(ealth) I(nitiative): More on women's health study (photo) (cont), Jul 21, 1995, p.20

MOST, BERNARD
Reading is tops at Fox Meadow (photo), Jan 13, 1995, p.9

MOTHER'S DAY
Mother's Day as metaphor (edit), May 12, 1995, p.6

MOTHERS
Let's hear it for moms (SCS Chamber of Commerce is sponsoring a Mother of the Year Contest), Apr 14, 1995, p.1
Contest deadline, Apr 28, 1995, p.1
Mothers and daughters of the year (winners of "Mother of the Year" essay contest (photo), May 12, 1995, p.8
She is still a beautiful person (edit), Dec 15, 1995, p.7

MOTION PICTURE PRODUCERS AND DIRECTORS
It's Showtime for a filmmaker with Scarsdale roots (photo), Sep 29, 1995, p.5
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MOUCHA, REMUS (DR)
Remus Moucha, M.D. (elected fellow of American College of Emergency Physicians) (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.4

MUCCIA, PEGGY
District schools welcome new faces of 1995-96 (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.9

MUELLER, FORTUNAT
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26
Teens, on their own, present 'Much Ado' (About Nothing) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.17

MUELLER, MATTHIAS
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26
(Matthias Mueller of SHS Ultimate Frisbee Club makes a diving catch) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.6

MUHLIN, JAY
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.30

MULCAHY, MICHAEL
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26
Jacobs, Mulcahy join firefighters (photo), Sep 22, 1995, p.4

MULCAHY, STEPHEN
Justin Cohen poster best in safety contest (photo), Mar 17, 1995, p.4

MULCAHY, STEVE
Family assesses fire damage (home on Richbell Close), Aug 4, 1995, p.1

MULDOON, CAITLEM
Power Pals celebrate at Edgewood (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.10

MULLER, ELIZABETH
Off-Broadway comes to village (praise for SSMT production of 'Once Upon a Mattress") (ltr), Aug 11, 1995, p.6

MULLER, EMELIE
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White As It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30

MULLIGAN, CATHY
Nursing agency helps keep patients at home, Mar 3, 1995, p.5

MULLINS, THOMAS
Road job creates need for new signs (work on Popham Road bridge) (ltr), Aug 25, 1995, p.6

MULVEY, ANN
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

MUMPER, JOHN E
John E Mumper (dies), Aug 25, 1995, p.10

MUNOZ, DANIEL
Community service at Greenacres (photo), Jan 27, 1995, p.9

MUNSON, ANNE
Veterans' Day salutes democracy's defenders (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.5

MURGOLO, ANTHONY D
Anthony D Murgolo (dies), Nov 10, 1995, p.18

MURPHY, JANET
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.30

MURPHY, JOSEPH M JR
Joseph M Murphy, Jr (elected member of the board of directors of Country Bank) (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.4

MURPHY, MARTA
Outstanding achievement celebrated at SHS (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.12

MURRAY, BLAKE
Interviews OK's for school board, Jun 9, 1995, p.1
Tricks didn't work at School Board Nominating Committee meeting (ltr), Jun 23, 1995, p.6
MURRAY, BLAKE (AU)
His suggestions were ignored (re possible installation of NYNEX fiber optic cabinets) (ltr), Jul 7, 1995, p.6

MURRAY, BROOKE
Dear Santa ... (Santa's secretaries answer letters) (photo), Dec 22, 1995, p.5

MURRAY, DAVE
Murray to step down as head swim coach, Jan 6, 1995, p.17

MURRAY, MAURINE
The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34
Dear Santa ... (Santa’s secretaries answer letters) (photo), Dec 22, 1995, p.5

MUSIC
Music sets style at SHS, Mar 10, 1995, p.10

MUSICALS
Senior class to strut in ‘Me and My Girl’ (photo), May 26, 1995, p.21
Lovely voices in Sondheim musical at SHS, Nov 24, 1995, p.18

MUSICIANS
Stephen and Danny release 2d album (photo), Jan 6, 1995, p.13
The joy of making music with friends (edit) (illus), Mar 3, 1995, p.7
Violin, organ, flute, piano in local recitals (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.15
Strings to play (orchestras from all five elementary schools will perform at SHS) (photo), Jun 2, 1995, p.9
Michael Buck, Ai Yabana win music council prizes (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.19

MUTTERPERL, NANCY
Scarsdale Auxiliary is vital member of hospital family (photo) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), May 26, 1995, p.32

MYERS, NAT
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.30

MYERS, NORMAN
The Bank of New York Salutes GOURMET GALAXY, The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.30

NACHUMI, GIDEON (DR)
The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34

NADLER, JESSICA
Curfews: Needed structure or lack of trust?, Feb 3, 1995, p.5

NAGLE, JOHN W
John W Nagle (dies), Mar 24, 1995, p.8

NAIB, TARA
SHS mentors ease entry for international students (photo), Sep 22, 1995, p.9

NAIK, ANITA
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.30

NAKAMURA, TOYOKO
Fund-raising sale held (for Edgewood School activities) (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.9

NAKAMURA, YUKA
Textbooks tossed, students learn by doing (photo), May 19, 1995, p.11

NAMDAK, DOROTHY
Smiles of all nations (members of international families committee of Heathcote PTA) (photo), Nov 10, 1995, p.9

NAMDAK, JESSICA
Helping the hungry (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.9
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NARDECCHIA, LARRY
Ardsley Bridge divider slated to be removed (photo), Nov 24, 1995, p.1

NASSAU, JUNE
The Bank of New York Salutes the 1995 Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.28

NATHANSON, BRADLEY (AU)
Sidewalk could prevent tragedy (ltr), Nov 24, 1995, p.6

NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE
It's our responsibility to rescue kids (edit), Feb 17, 1995, p.7

NAUGHTON, ANNIE
How do I look? (Sara Bilezkian and Annie Naughton rehearsing for SCS Summer Music Theatre) (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo), Jul 28, 1995, p.22

NAUGHTON, CAROL
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

NAUMBURG, JANET L

NAUSS, BETTY S
Betty S Nauss (dies), Jun 16, 1995, p.14

NEAL, HENRY
C(ommittee) A(gainst) T(he) C(ompost) H(ear): Close heap before '96 (photo), May 12, 1995, p.1
An election) district just for you (edit), Jun 16, 1995, p.6
Leaf recycling to end this fall, Aug 18, 1995, p.1
No village leaves going to Alfredo's (photo), Sep 29, 1995, p.1
Try, try again (quest to overturn 1991 redistricting plan), Oct 6, 1995, p.1

NEALE, LAURA
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.30

NEALE, SUE
Sue Neale (elected secretary of Westchester Library System's board of trustees), Feb 24, 1995, p.2

NECHAMKIN, ILENE (AU)
Remembrance of things (thankfully) past (discusses child safety) (edit), Sep 1, 1995, p.6
Schools days: one more time? (edit), Sep 22, 1995, p.7
Blithe spirits and their fashion ensembles (dressing for school) (edit), Nov 10, 1995, p.7
Holiday guidelines of the third kind (edit), Dec 8, 1995, p.7

NECHAMKIN, ILENE LEVITT
Forget June 18: Every day is Father's Day (edit), Jun 16, 1995, p.7

NECHAMKIN, ILENE LEVITT (AU)
An open letter to Mr. S. Claus (edit), Jan 20, 1995, p.7
The generation gap: It's deja vu all over again (edit), Feb 10, 1995, p.7
F. Lee Mommy, guilty as charged (edit), Mar 24, 1995, p.7
Saying bye-bye to Second Baby (edit), Apr 21, 1995, p.6
Mother's Day as metaphor (edit), May 12, 1995, p.6
An annual rite of summer: Back to the rec camp (edit), Jul 21, 1995, p.6

NECHAMKIN, LINDA
Everyday art examined at Fox Meadow (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.9

NEE, SHARON
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White As It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30
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NEIGHBORLINESS
Key-loser thanks an observant Samaritan (ltr), Oct 27, 1995, p.6

NEIRA, JUSTIN
Pizza power (Heathcote second graders visit Italian Village pizzeria in Golden Horseshoe) (photo), Oct 27, 1995, p.9

NELSON, BOB
Teeming with life (Quaker Ridge 4th graders study pond life in Pleasantville) (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.9

NELSON, DONALD
Metro-North cops get very wrong man (Earl Graves Jr) (photo), May 12, 1995, p.1

NERENBERG, JEANNE (AU)
Kids' BASE needs a new home (ltr), Jan 27, 1995, p.6

NESSIM, SYBIL (AU)
Key-loser thanks an observant Samaritan (ltr), Oct 27, 1995, p.6

NETTER, FRED K (AU)
A-bomb decision was justified (ltr), Aug 25, 1995, p.6

NEUFIELD, MICHAEL
Was history of A-bomb censored? (photo), Aug 4, 1995, p.1

NEWMAN, FREDERIC (DR)
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), May 26, 1995, p.32

NEW COMPACT FOR LEARNING
New Compact (for Learning) has local impact, Aug 4, 1995, p.8

NEWHOUSE, EDA
Panelists differ on compost, Mar 24, 1995, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.30

NEWHOUSE, EDA L (AU)
Dinner dance was a great success (ltr), Apr 7, 1995, p.6
Country fair was one of best ever (ltr), Sep 15, 1995, p.6

NEWMAN, ANITA
Real estate honors (Anita Newman and Judith Koch) (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.4

NEWMAN, LEONARD (DR)
Leonard Newman, M.D. (awarded a certificate of achievement from NY Medical College's Alumni Assn), Jun 16, 1995, p.4

NEWMAN, WILLIAM
She knew Paul before he was 70 (edit), Feb 17, 1995, p.7

NEWSON, REEVES
Reeves Newsom was terrific, too (response to 5/26 article by I Sloan re SCS village managers) (ltr), Jun 23, 1995, p.6

NEWSPAPERS
Middle School News; Young publisher fills school news gap (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.11
Publisher, citizens revive weekly newspaper (illus), Nov 24, 1995, p.5

NICHOLS, JESSE
Speeches highlight SMS (presidential) election (photo), Oct 13, 1995, p.9

NICHOLS, LINDSEY
Musical moments (Greenacres winter concert) (photo), Feb 10, 1995, p.10

NICOIS, ROBERT
Quaker Ridge couple robbed at gunpoint, Jan 20, 1995, p.1
Lt. Robert Nicolais to retire from police force (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.3

NICOIS, ROBERT F
Robert F Nicolais (has become associate with Sirlin, Sirlin & Nolletti law firm in Mamaroneck), Aug 25, 1995, p.2
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WIGHTINGALE, CHARLIE
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

WIGHTINGALE, STEVEN
Carret advises eigth-graders on investments, life (photo), Dec 22, 1995, p.8

WISHIMURA, KAORU
Fund-raising sale held (for Edgewood School activities) (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.9

WISHIOKA, MASANORI
Shameful story kills magazine (existence of gas chambers denied in Japanese magazine) (ltr), Mar 3, 1995, p.6

WISSEN, SYLVIA
Power Pals celebrate at Edgewood (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.10

MOBILE, PHILIP
Was history of A-bomb censored? (photo), Aug 4, 1995, p.1
Remember: an active verb (re P Nobile's notion of apology to Japanese for dropping bombs) (edit), Aug 4, 1995, p.6
Veiled attack on FDR and Truman (by Philip Nobile) (ltr), Aug 11, 1995, p.6
Dropping bomb right decision (comments on Philip Nobile's book "Judgment at the Smithsonian") (ltr), Aug 11, 1995, p.6
Historian slams conspiracy theory (response to letter by Stanley Abel from 8/11/95) (ltr), Sep 1, 1995, p.6

NOBILE, PHILIP (AU)
A-bomb criminal, experts agree (ltr), Aug 18, 1995, p.6

NOISE CONTROL-LAWS AND REGULATIONS
He opposes noise, not development (ltr), Jun 16, 1995, p.6
Focus on noise, not its source (ltr), Jun 16, 1995, p.6

NOISE POLLUTION
Quiet: a basic right (comments on Knaplund's finding re seasonal ban on leaf blowers) (edit), Jan 20, 1995, p.6
Is racism our true agenda? (regarding leaf-blower operators) (ltr), Jan 27, 1995, p.6

NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS' COMMITTEE-SCS
Participant praises nominating process (ltr), Jan 20, 1995, p.7
Citizens' Party needs support (ltr), Mar 3, 1995, p.6
Scarsdale system is successful (ltr), Mar 10, 1995, p.7
System saves us time and money (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.7
Convert supports non partisan way (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.8
Party chairmen urge involvement (ltr), Apr 7, 1995, p.6
Nonpartisan foes are diminishing (edit), Apr 28, 1995, p.7
Nominators must not be rookies (response to edit by I Sloan from 4/28) (ltr), May 12, 1995, p.6
Citizens' committee candidates sought, Aug 25, 1995, p.1
System explained (SCS's nonpartisan election system), Sep 15, 1995, p.1
Slow sign-up (of residents interested in seeking election to the Citizens' Committee), Sep 22, 1995, p.1
The nonpartisan candidate: A known quantity (edit), Sep 29, 1995, p.7
Citizens' nominees named for Nov. vote (individual names noted), Oct 20, 1995, p.1
Absentee ballots aid democracy (ltr), Nov 3, 1995, p.6
Citizens' election, Nov 10, 1995, p.1
The other election (of candidates to serve on Non-Partisan Citizens' Committee) (edit), Nov 10, 1995, p.6
12 nominators elected (individual names noted), Nov 17, 1995, p.1
Time to nominate village candidates (ltr), Dec 1, 1995, p.6
Candidates sought (for village office), Dec 8, 1995, p.1
What about the other candidates? (ltr), Dec 8, 1995, p.6

NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS' PARTY-SCS
League will hold candidate night (ltr), Mar 10, 1995, p.7
Village is responsive to citizens, Citizens' Party candidates say (photo), Mar 17, 1995, p.1
Election schedules, Mar 17, 1995, p.1
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NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS' PARTY-SCS continued
Hindsight (discusses last contested elections in SCS) (edit), Mar 17, 1995, p.6
Citizens' Party candidates look to the future (cont), Mar 17, 1995, p.14
Let's talk (comments on non-partisan system) (edit), Mar 24, 1995, p.6

NON-PARTISAN RESOLUTION-SCS
Procedure Committee seeks more participation, Jun 16, 1995, p.5

NON-PARTISAN SYSTEM-SCS
Scarsdale system is successful (ltr), Mar 10, 1995, p.7
Let's talk (comments on non-partisan system) (edit), Mar 24, 1995, p.6
Politics can also be 'undemocratic' (ltr), Apr 7, 1995, p.6
Nonpartisan foes are diminishing (edit), Apr 28, 1995, p.7
Nominees should be interviewed (ltr), May 26, 1995, p.6
A night to remember (mechanics of amending the School Board Nominating Committee Resolution) (edit), Jun 9, 1995, p.6
Candidate calls for (non-partisan) system's end (ltr), Nov 3, 1995, p.6

NOTO, PAUL
Scarsdale legislators act to protect women and children, Jan 6, 1995, p.1
Legislators make pledge to support environment (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.5

NOVATT, MOLLY
All kinds of music (recycled trash makes musical instruments for Heathcote students) (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.10

NOVATT, SARAH
Model cities on display (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.10

NOVEMBER, CORY
Sidewalk could prevent tragedy (ltr), Nov 24, 1995, p.6

NOVEMBER, ELEANOR
(School) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) has 13 new members, Jan 20, 1995, p.1
Living in America enrolls students from 11 countries (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.12
The Bank of New York Salutes GOURMET GALAXY, The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.30
Help S(CS) FAMILY C(ounseling) S(ervice) keep its door open (ltr), Nov 24, 1995, p.6

NOVEMBER, ROBERT
Village should check air at compost site, use heap only in the cold, committee says, Feb 17, 1995, p.3
The Bank of New York Salutes GOURMET GALAXY, The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.30
Claire D. Leone Real Estate Honors Dr. Richard D. Hibschman (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.24
New name, face lift urged for SHS lot, Nov 24, 1995, p.1

NOWICK, ARTHUR
Arthur Nowick (has received 1994 David Turnbull lectureship from Materials Research Society) (photo), Feb 24, 1995, p.2

NOWICK, JAMES (DR)
James Nowick, Ph. D. (named recipient of 1995 Presidential Faculty Fellow Award), Oct 6, 1995, p.4

NOZAKI, HIROYUKI
That's far enough! (H Nozaki gets a restraining hand from his mother when retrieving a boat) (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.1

NUCLEAR WARFARE
Veteran describes A-bomb aftermath (photo), May 26, 1995, p.14
All weapons are horrible (response to article "Veteran describes a bomb aftermath" from 5/26) (ltr), Jun 9, 1995, p.6

NUN, BERENICE
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26

NURSERIES (HORTICULTURE)
Compost in court (Alfredo's Nursery has filed notice of intent to sue Greenburgh), Nov 3, 1995, p.1
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No village leaves going to Alfredo's (photo), Sep 29, 1995, p.1

NURSERY SCHOOLS
(Supplement) Kids (includes a guide to nursery schools in SCS and vicinity) (photo), Mar 3, 1995, p.0
Colorful creations on view (student art show at St James Nursery School) (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.10
Ready for kindergarten (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.1
C(enter for) P(reventive) P(sychiatry) tries to help before the trouble starts (photo), Dec 1, 1995, p.5

NURSES
Nursing agency helps keep patients at home, Mar 3, 1995, p.5
Bill and Esther Frishman: Making middle-age a safe place for women to live (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.1

NUSSBAUM, JANE
End of Crossway composting near, Apr 28, 1995, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes the 1995 Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.28
Safety concerns at village crossing, Aug 25, 1995, p.1
Digital meters pondered (in SCS), Oct 13, 1995, p.1
Bids on (three-dimensional downtown) model sought, Oct 27, 1995, p.1

NUSSBAUM, SARAH
News from Heathcote School (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.9
Teeming with life (Quaker Ridge 4th graders study pond life in Pleasantville) (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.9

NUTE, ANNA K
Anna K Nute (dies), Nov 17, 1995, p.14

NYGREEN, BEVERLY
The Bank of New York Salutes The United Way of Scarsdale Edgemont (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.26

NYGREEN, GLEN
The Bank of New York Salutes The United Way of Scarsdale Edgemont (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.26

NYNEX
Village leases parcel on Weaver Street to Nynex, Jun 16, 1995, p.5
Residents fear Nynex's plans on Weaver Street, Jun 23, 1995, p.5
His suggestions were ignored (re possible installation of NYNEX fiber optic cabinets) (ltr), Jul 7, 1995, p.6
Nynex trucks still rile Locust Lane neighbors, Sep 1, 1995, p.5
Nynex is nixing peace on Sundays (ltr), Sep 1, 1995, p.6
Nynex trucks still rile Locust Lane neighbors (cont), Sep 1, 1995, p.10
This 'dear' neighbor is nothing of the kind (ltr), Oct 27, 1995, p.6
They have money for ad, but not for problems (ltr) (photo), Oct 27, 1995, p.6
Nynex employee tells his side (response to letters by S Behr and J Rusciano from 10/27/95) (ltr), Nov 10, 1995, p.6

O'BRIEN, BRENDAN
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26

O'BRIEN, NINA
Helping the hungry (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.9

O'CONNOR, ALEXIS
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.30

O'CONNOR, BRIDGET
Power Pals celebrate at Edgewood (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.10

O'CONNOR, JUSTINE
A year in Japan for SHS sophomore (photo), Mar 3, 1995, p.9

O'CONNOR, JUSTINE (AU)
Visiting Japan in a time of crisis (photo) (edit), May 26, 1995, p.7
Japanese-American relationships need work (photo) (edit), Dec 1, 1995, p.7
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O’DONNELL, EDWARD D

O’FARRELL, MARGARET
   Starring in Edgewood (3rd graders star in “A Space Journey”) (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.10

O’KEEFE, JULIA ANNE
   Julia Anne O’Keefe (dies), Jun 23, 1995, p.14

O’KEEFE, PHIL
   The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo), Jul 28, 1995, p.22

O’LEARY, CONNOR
   Music sets Memorial Day mood (photo), Jun 2, 1995, p.1

O’LEARY, KENDAL
   Music sets Memorial Day mood (photo), Jun 2, 1995, p.1

O’ROURKE, ANDREW
   Pforzheimer honored (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.1
   O’Rourke supports visitation, Apr 7, 1995, p.5
   Tooley’s pet project now bears his name (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.3
   Locals mourn defeat of reassessment bill in Albany, Jul 14, 1995, p.1
   Stop O’Rourke’s ruthless cutting (ltr), Dec 15, 1995, p.6

OBITUARIES
   Allen, Gibson Milton (dies), Jul 14, 1995, p.4
   Alshin, Harry (dies), Feb 3, 1995, p.15
   Andrews, Elvira (dies), Feb 3, 1995, p.15
   Baron, Colin S (dies), Dec 15, 1995, p.19
   Beckner, John E (dies), Aug 4, 1995, p.10
   Beckwith, Frances M (dies), Jun 16, 1995, p.14
   Belknap, Herbert A (dies), Jul 28, 1995, p.10
   Bernstein, Leon (dies), May 19, 1995, p.20
   Bracalello, Mary (dies), Feb 17, 1995, p.16
   Braden, Josephine (dies), Jan 13, 1995, p.19
   Brandi, E Bruce (dies), Feb 3, 1995, p.15
   Braun, Evelyn Marie (dies), Feb 3, 1995, p.15
   Braun, Henry Anthony (dies), May 19, 1995, p.20
   Burnside, Robert A (dies), Jun 16, 1995, p.14
   Calame, Kathleen McNamara (dies), Sep 15, 1995, p.13
   Camposen, Herman M Jr (dies), Mar 10, 1995, p.14
   Carvin, Charles W (dies), Aug 18, 1995, p.13
   Clark, Halliday Sr (Dr) (dies), May 12, 1995, p.20
   Cotton, Rae (dies), Apr 7, 1995, p.12
   Crane, Walter F (dies), Apr 7, 1995, p.12
   Crone, Gertrude Percy (dies), Feb 10, 1995, p.18
   Crosman, Aileen (dies), Jun 23, 1995, p.14
   Daly, William J (dies), Nov 24, 1995, p.19
   Del Gaudio, Joseph (Dr) (dies), Oct 6, 1995, p.12
   Deutsch, Rose L (dies), Dec 22, 1995, p.12
   Di Matteo, Angelina (dies), Jan 6, 1995, p.12
   DiForio, Ann K (dies), Feb 24, 1995, p.14
   DiForio, Ann K (dies), Apr 7, 1995, p.12
   Dokken, Eleanor H (dies), Sep 1, 1995, p.10
   Dolph, William Arthur (dies), Nov 17, 1995, p.14
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date of Death</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Downes, John E</td>
<td>Feb 24, 1995</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dubbs, Bernard</td>
<td>Jan 20, 1995</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duncan, George H</td>
<td>Jun 16, 1995</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecker, David Jay</td>
<td>Jan 13, 1995</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eisele, John H</td>
<td>Dec 8, 1995</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elting, Louise</td>
<td>Sep 29, 1995</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endres, David</td>
<td>Jan 27, 1995</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farnham, George R</td>
<td>Dec 8, 1995</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fausty, Leonard</td>
<td>Aug 18, 1995</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferry, W. H.</td>
<td>Oct 6, 1995</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fink, Marvin</td>
<td>Mar 31, 1995</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fitzgibbons, Helen W</td>
<td>Sep 8, 1995</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fix, Milton S</td>
<td>Mar 31, 1995</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flint, Farris A</td>
<td>Oct 20, 1995</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foster, Alice</td>
<td>May 12, 1995</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank, Mabel Ann</td>
<td>Aug 25, 1995</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frederick, Denver D</td>
<td>May 19, 1995</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friedlander, Henry Z</td>
<td>Jan 20, 1995</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fusaro, Dominic R</td>
<td>Feb 3, 1995</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilbert, Harry B</td>
<td>Oct 13, 1995</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goebel, Margaret F</td>
<td>Mar 24, 1995</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodman, Betty</td>
<td>Jul 14, 1995</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodman, Lucille</td>
<td>Jan 20, 1995</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gorges, Louise A</td>
<td>Sep 22, 1995</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greene, Lyford</td>
<td>May 26, 1995</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenbaum, Amy Phelps</td>
<td>Sep 15, 1995</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greif, Edward R</td>
<td>Mar 31, 1995</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grugett, Alvin Eldridge</td>
<td>Jun 30, 1995</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guccione, Rose Mary</td>
<td>Jun 2, 1995</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hall, Leland B Jr</td>
<td>Jan 6, 1995</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harris, Murray R</td>
<td>Mar 17, 1995</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heilpern, Helen W</td>
<td>May 12, 1995</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hennessy, Dorothy</td>
<td>Jun 23, 1995</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herrick, Dorothy T</td>
<td>Mar 17, 1995</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hewett, Robert W</td>
<td>Jun 23, 1995</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hewitt, Alice K</td>
<td>Feb 10, 1995</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heyman, Ralph K</td>
<td>Feb 10, 1995</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hickey, Grace D</td>
<td>Apr 7, 1995</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoffman, Dorothy K</td>
<td>Nov 3, 1995</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hogan, Victor F</td>
<td>Dec 8, 1995</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holden, Randall L</td>
<td>Jun 2, 1995</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holsten, Bernt</td>
<td>Apr 7, 1995</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horodas, B Stuart</td>
<td>Nov 3, 1995</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hume, Blanche F</td>
<td>Jul 14, 1995</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irish, Thomas G</td>
<td>Jul 28, 1995</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson, Lila M S</td>
<td>Jun 30, 1995</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson, Theodore A</td>
<td>Oct 27, 1995</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson, Gladys Kate</td>
<td>Dec 1, 1995</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keel, Barbara</td>
<td>May 12, 1995</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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OBITUARIES continued

Keene, Helen H (dies), Dec 1, 1995, p.17
Keller, Ruth Oldham (dies), Mar 3, 1995, p.15
Kiehn, Karin O (dies), May 12, 1995, p.20
Kimbriel, Harry A (dies), Jun 16, 1995, p.14
Laidhold, Babette M (dies), Jun 2, 1995, p.12
Lang, Mary Faith (dies), Jul 28, 1995, p.10
Lattin, Margaret Deibel (dies), May 5, 1995, p.22
Laughlin, Adelaide (dies), Apr 7, 1995, p.12
Levitt, Ruth Michaels (dies), Mar 3, 1995, p.15
Libowitz, Ruth (dies), Jun 30, 1995, p.12
Lipp, Bari (correction of 11/3/95 obituary), Nov 10, 1995, p.18
Lipp, Bari G (dies), Nov 3, 1995, p.18
Livingston, Bryan Blake (dies), Jul 14, 1995, p.4
Lohmann, Helen (dies), May 26, 1995, p.24
Luette, Marianne B Kronstein (dies), Sep 22, 1995, p.10
Maffia, Michael J (dies), Mar 10, 1995, p.14
Massarelli, Kate (dies), Sep 22, 1995, p.10
McCaffrey, Anna P (dies), Sep 8, 1995, p.14
McCann, Edward J (dies), Sep 22, 1995, p.10
McKnight, John (dies), Oct 6, 1995, p.12
Mehegan, Constance L (dies), Aug 18, 1995, p.13
Mehrer, Ted (dies), Mar 3, 1995, p.15
Merwin, Betty Jene Lothrop (dies), Feb 17, 1995, p.16
Merwin, Jean (dies), Jul 14, 1995, p.4
Minnotte, Joseph F Jr (dies), Oct 13, 1995, p.8
Morgan, Lois Wells (dies), Jan 20, 1995, p.10
Morgan, Margaret; The legacy of Margaret Morgan (edit), Oct 27, 1995, p.7
Morgan, Margaret M (dies), Oct 27, 1995, p.17
Moseman, Jean R (dies), Jul 7, 1995, p.8
Mumper, John E (dies), Aug 25, 1995, p.10
Murgolo, Anthony D (dies), Nov 10, 1995, p.18
Nagle, John W (dies), Mar 24, 1995, p.8
Naumburg, Janet L (dies) (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.12
Nauss, Betty S (dies), Jun 16, 1995, p.14
Nute, Anna K (dies), Nov 17, 1995, p.14
O'Keefe, Julia Anne (dies), Jun 23, 1995, p.14
Obler, Miriam Dworsky (dies), May 19, 1995, p.20
Parker, Dorothy R (dies), Dec 29, 1995, p.15
Peskin, Hildegarde K (dies), Dec 1, 1995, p.17
Peter, George (dies), Feb 10, 1995, p.18
Plati, Angela R (dies), Jul 14, 1995, p.4
Powers, Anita L (dies), Feb 10, 1995, p.18
Pratt, Elsie May (dies), May 26, 1995, p.24
Precht, Andrew; Precht memorial service, Mar 17, 1995, p.18
Precht, Andrew; Remembering a talent (edit), Mar 31, 1995, p.7
Reid, Charles L Jr (dies), Feb 17, 1995, p.16
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OBITUARIES continued

Reid, Charles; A fond au revoir to a great teacher (ltr), Mar 3, 1995, p.6
Reynolds, H Don (dies), Jun 2, 1995, p.12
Rich, Clifford H (dies), Jan 13, 1995, p.19
Riefs, Barbara (dies), Sep 29, 1995, p.10
Rivero, Vincent Michelangelo Guglielmo (dies), Apr 7, 1995, p.12
Rubin, Michael (dies), Apr 7, 1995, p.12
Rumsey, Julia M. D. (dies), May 5, 1995, p.22
Russell, Frank M (dies), Jul 14, 1995, p.4
Russell, Laura E (dies), Jul 21, 1995, p.20
Rutherford, Isabel Fuller (dies) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.20
Sachs, Occie fondly recalled (ltr), Aug 18, 1995, p.6
Sachs, Oscar B (dies), Aug 11, 1995, p.10
Saenger, Lucie (dies), Oct 13, 1995, p.8
Sandler, Florence (dies), Aug 11, 1995, p.10
Savage, Dorothy Pell (dies), Aug 4, 1995, p.10
Scarlett, Ethel Waters (dies), Aug 11, 1995, p.10
Scibilia, Mary (dies), May 12, 1995, p.20
Seed, Pauline S (dies), Sep 15, 1995, p.13
Seligberg, Sven U (dies), Sep 29, 1995, p.10
Shelton, Paul F (dies), Jan 20, 1995, p.10
Sloan, Harriet (dies), Jun 23, 1995, p.14
Smith, Eleanor Grimes (dies), Jan 20, 1995, p.16
Smolensky, June (dies), May 26, 1995, p.24
Sofair, Abraham (Dr) (dies), Oct 27, 1995, p.17
Stephens, Roderick Jr (dies), Jan 20, 1995, p.10
Stines, Anna F (dies), Feb 10, 1995, p.18
Strong, Ivan J (dies), Jan 20, 1995, p.10
Suk, Richard L (dies), Dec 29, 1995, p.15
Sullivan, Agatha E (dies), Sep 8, 1995, p.14
Taxin, Gertrude Roistacher (dies), Jan 6, 1995, p.12
Taylor, Pauline G (dies), Feb 10, 1995, p.18
Thom, Charles Morse (dies), Dec 15, 1995, p.19
Toole, Alice (dies), Mar 10, 1995, p.14
Tufaro, Stephanie M (dies), Feb 24, 1995, p.14
Vandenberg, Kathleen V (dies), Apr 21, 1995, p.20
Vehrenkamp, Vivian P (dies), Mar 17, 1995, p.18
Watson, Audrey (dies), Apr 7, 1995, p.12
Watson, John King (dies), Sep 15, 1995, p.13
Weitz, Martin (dies), Jan 6, 1995, p.12
Wertheimer, Sydney B (dies), Mar 3, 1995, p.15
White, Virginia S (dies), Nov 3, 1995, p.18
Wilber, Margaret A (dies), Sep 8, 1995, p.14
Wilders, Victor T (dies), Aug 25, 1995, p.10
Williams, Witmer C (dies), Jan 20, 1995, p.10
Wolf, Lillian R (dies), Feb 24, 1995, p.14
Woolf, Elizabeth L (dies), May 5, 1995, p.22
Yu, Chien-ming Twannoh (dies), Sep 15, 1995, p.13
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OBLE, MIMI
A classy teacher will be missed (ltr), May 5, 1995, p.6

OBLE, MIRIAM DWORSKY
Miriam Dworsky Obler (dies), May 19, 1995, p.20

ODESSER, ALEXIS
Textbooks tossed, students learn by doing (photo), May 19, 1995, p.11

OESTREICH, BRENDA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), May 26, 1995, p.32

OGIURA, RYLLI
Camp days (photo), Jul 21, 1995, p.5

OHLSJON, GARRICK
Hoff-Barthelson reflects on 50th year celebration (photo), Jul 21, 1995, p.17

OIL, MICHAEL
Getting to know you (SCS newcomers' reception) (photo), Nov 3, 1995, p.1

OKACHI, KANAKO
Textbooks tossed, students learn by doing (photo), May 19, 1995, p.11

OKADA, IKUKO
Fund-raising sale held (for Edgewood School activities) (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.9

OLANDER, PAUL
Veterans' Day salutes democracy's defenders (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.5

OLCESE, ORLANDO
Orlando Olcese (named 1995 outstanding international alumnus at Texas A&M University), Apr 21, 1995, p.4

OLDER, JACK
Claire D. Leone Real Estate Honors Dr. Richard D. Hibschman (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.24

OLDER, SONDRA
It's bowl time (dinner honoring Elsie Smoler), Apr 7, 1995, p.1

OLDER, SONDRA AND JACK (AU)
Kids' BASE needs help from village (ltr), Jun 23, 1995, p.6

OLIVA, Leticia
Local teenager in Cirque du Soleil (ltr), Apr 14, 1995, p.6

OLIVA, P LYNN
Mayor asks county to consider closing parkway entrance, Oct 13, 1995, p.1

OMREN, LIV
The Bank of New York Salutes The United Way of Scarsdale Edgemont (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.26

ONOFRE, LISA
District schools welcome new faces of 1995-96 (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.9

OPPENHEIM, ROBERT (AU)
Get tougher on parking violators (ltr), May 26, 1995, p.6

OPPENHEIMER, SUZI (AU)
Tax cuts on tap (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.9
OPTOMOLOGISTS
Dr Jean R Tostanoski (has joined Phelps Memorial Hospital Center, North Tarrytown) (photo), Apr 14, 1995, p.4
Richard Gibraltar, M.D. (appointed director of cornea service at NY Eye, Ear and Throat Hospital), Jun 23, 1995, p.4
Dr Melvin Bronstein (reelected to board of directors of NY State Ophthalmological Society) (photo), Nov 10, 1995, p.4

ORCE, HELENE
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.34

ORCE, KEN
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.34

ORIGAMI
Recall Sadako (Sasaki) next Saturday (ltr), Jun 9, 1995, p.6
They made 1,000 cranes for Japan (ltr), Jun 30, 1995, p.6
(Julie Berger and Debby Katz with 1,000 paper cranes made at the SCS Library) (photo), Aug 4, 1995, p.2

ORLICK, JOSH
Author, author (author's day at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.10

OTTENH, MARC
Teens, on their own, present 'Much Ado' (About Nothing) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.17

OTTEN, EVELYNE
They say YES all year long (SHS's Youth Employment Service volunteers meet for lunch) (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.9

OTTEN, MICHAEL
Search continues (for new superintendent of schools), Dec 8, 1995, p.1

OTUNNU, DAVID
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White As It Celebrates Its SCS Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30

OXMAN, GEOFFREY (AU)
The Legacy of Margaret Morgan (edit), Oct 27, 1995, p.7

PADDOCK, W G (AU)
Butler Woods needs county help (ltr), Jan 20, 1995, p.10

PAGET, FAY
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.24

PAINTINGS
Exhibits, awards, honors abound on the art scene (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.19

PANDALEON, DOROTHY
Historical sampler (winter exhibition 'Fashions in Textiles of the 19th Century'), Jan 13, 1995, p.17

PANDOLFINI, DIANE
District schools welcome new faces of 1995-96 (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.9

PANKOW, EMILY
Middle-schoolers discover history in the details (photo), Feb 24, 1995, p.9

PAPANTONIO, MIMI A
Mimi A Papantonio (has attended convention of International Real Estate Federation in Paris) (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.4
Mimi A Papantonio (has completed the CIPS course, Essentials of International Real Estate), Nov 3, 1995, p.4

PAPAZIAN, ALEXA
Hoff flutists play for White House audience (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.17

PAPPALARDO, STEPHEN
Neighbors at odds over speeding cars on Bradford Road (photo), Aug 11, 1995, p.1

PAPPALARDO, STEVE
Valets needed (some Arthur Manor residents are parking their cars on their lawns), Feb 17, 1995, p.1
Pappalardo to be Mount Kisco manager (photo), May 19, 1995, p.3

PAPPAS, LAUREN
A star spangled Fourth (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.1
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PARADES
Memorial Day Parade has special meaning, May 26, 1995, p.1
Join the parade (edit), May 26, 1995, p.6
Music sets Memorial Day mood (photo), Jun 2, 1995, p.1
Halloween parade, Oct 27, 1995, p.1
Day of disguises (Halloween costumes), Nov 3, 1995, p.1
Treaters had a great time, too (ltr), Nov 3, 1995, p.6

PARADISE, ROBERT
Signatures sought (to place the names of candidates for mayor and village trustee in SCS on ballot), Jan 27, 1995, p.1
Citizens' Party needs support (ltr), Mar 3, 1995, p.6
Village is ready for write-ins (R Harrison has declared his write-in candidacy for mayor) (photo), Mar 10, 1995, p.1

PARADISE, ROBERT (AU)
Scarsdale system is successful (ltr), Mar 10, 1995, p.7
Party chairmen urge involvement (ltr), Apr 7, 1995, p.6

PARAMASWARAN, PREM
MBAs all (SHS graduates receive MBA degrees from Columbia University) (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.4

PARAMESWARAN, PRISCILLA
2 join Doernberg (Susan Kaufman and Priscilla Parameswaran) (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.4

PARENTING
Mother and son on a collision course with freedom (edit), Feb 10, 1995, p.7
F. Lee Mommy, guilty as charged (edit), Mar 24, 1995, p.7
Saying bye-bye to Second Baby (edit), Apr 21, 1995, p.6
Schools days: one more time? (edit), Sep 22, 1995, p.7

PARISI, ARTHUR
Another empty store (in downtown SCS), Mar 3, 1995, p.1

PARK, JENNY
Author, author (author's day at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.10

PARK, JOHN
All's fair next weekend (photo), May 5, 1995, p.12

PARK, MICHAEL
Foxes forecast family fun (first annual Fox Meadow Fair) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.12

PARK, SOOAH
Junior class plans annual blood drive (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.9

PARKER, BARRINGTON JR
Ex-Dime manager gets 18 months, Sep 15, 1995, p.1

PARKER, DOROTHY R
Dorothy R Parker (dies), Dec 29, 1995, p.15

PARKS
Park was named for George Field (area east of Post Road between Windmill Lane and Oxford Road) (ltr), Aug 25, 1995, p.6
Chase Park menorah vandalized (photo), Dec 29, 1995, p.1

PARKS, JOHN L (AU)
Cats pick odd beds in winter (ltr), Jan 20, 1995, p.10

PARTIES
Party unites young and old (photo), Jan 13, 1995, p.10
Overhill hosts blockbuster block party (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.5

PASQUANTONIO, ANTHONY
In the case of blowers, Scarsdale's not Pelham, Sep 8, 1995, p.1
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PASSOVER
Two traditions (Easter morning service and congregational seder) (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.1

PASTERNACK, HELEN
Learning to teach (student teachers from Manhattanville College) (photo), Jan 27, 1995, p.10
Puppets on parade (preparation for Edgewood puppet theater) (photo), Feb 17, 1995, p.9
Claire D. Leone Real Estate Honors Dr. Richard D. Hibschman (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.24
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo), Jul 28, 1995, p.22

PASTORELLE, JOHN
Candidates square off at L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) debate, Nov 3, 1995, p.1

PATAKI, GEORGE
Members of the Pataki team see changes ahead (photo), Jan 6, 1995, p.1
Pataki locals predict changes ahead (cont), Jan 6, 1995, p.10
Freeze in school aid relieves some budget tensions, Feb 10, 1995, p.1
Commissioner (Sobol) will return to Scarsdale (photo), Feb 10, 1995, p.1
Protect, don't filter (Pataki urged to solve conflict in city watershed protection plan), Feb 17, 1995, p.1
Chief says: keep it (New York State's Law Enforcement Accreditation Program), Feb 24, 1995, p.1
Hochberg is critical of health cuts; seeks input, Feb 24, 1995, p.1
Needed: support for enforcement (ltr), Mar 31, 1995, p.6

PATERNO, ANTHONY

PAULIN, AMY
Committee nominates Janiak; 2 new trustees (photo), Jan 13, 1995, p.1
Candidates for village board chosen (cont), Jan 13, 1995, p.4
Signatures sought (to place the names of candidates for mayor and village trustee in SCS on ballot), Jan 27, 1995, p.1
League celebrates and spoofs itself at 75th birthday (photo), Mar 10, 1995, p.5
Village is responsive to citizens, Citizens' Party candidates say (photo), Mar 17, 1995, p.1
Election schedules, Mar 17, 1995, p.1
Beat the drum, saying nothing (comments on Anne Janiak and Amy Paulin) (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.6
Citizens' slate is outstanding (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.7
System saves us time and money (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.7
Harrison gets a 3d of the vote (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.1
Let's talk (comments on non-partisan system) (edit), Mar 24, 1995, p.6
It's bowl time (dinner honoring Elsie Smoler), Apr 7, 1995, p.1
Party chairman urge involvement (ltr), Apr 7, 1995, p.6
Elsie's (Elsie Smoler's) bowl (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.1
Fond tributes for Smoler at bowl dinner, May 5, 1995, p.3
The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34
Amy Paulin named Woman of the Year (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.1
Amy Paulin named Woman of the Year (cont), Jun 16, 1995, p.22
The Bank of New York Salutes the 1995 Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.28
SC(S) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) will upgrade service, charge users, Jul 14, 1995, p.1
Kids' BASE awaits village's help, Jul 28, 1995, p.1
Amy Paulin feted as 1995 Woman of the Year (photo), Sep 1, 1995, p.1
The battle's not over (women's progress) (edit), Sep 1, 1995, p.6
Amy Paulin feted as 1995 Woman of the Year (cont), Sep 1, 1995, p.10
Try, try again (quest to overturn 1991 redistricting plan), Oct 6, 1995, p.1
Village OKs deal to buy legion post, Nov 17, 1995, p.1
Trustees refine home office law, Nov 24, 1995, p.1
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PEALE, JEAN
Strings to play (orchestras from all five elementary schools will perform at SHS) (photo), Jun 2, 1995, p.9

PEARLMAN, STEPHEN
Scarsdale an essential element in hilarious Charles Busch show, Jan 20, 1995, p.15

PECHMAN, DAVID
Friends forever (rainy weather drives KIDS BASE family picnic inside) (photo), May 26, 1995, p.13

PEDESTRIANS-SAFETY
After-school traffic endangers students, Jan 6, 1995, p.1
Motorists flout right-of-way law (ltr), Jul 7, 1995, p.6
Pedestrian signs too few, small (ltr), Jul 14, 1995, p.6
Protect pedestrians (photo) (edit), Jul 21, 1995, p.6
Make the village safe for walkers (ltr), Jul 21, 1995, p.6
Drivers: signal, slow down, stop (ltr), Jul 28, 1995, p.6
Stop signs will improve safety (response to letter from Steve Kirschbaum from 7/14/95) (ltr), Aug 4, 1995, p.6
Enforcement (program) is more effective (for safety of children on SCS streets) (ltr), Aug 18, 1995, p.6
Fox Meadow corner unsafe (intersection of Crane and Fox Meadow Roads) (ltr), Aug 21, 1995, p.7
Safety concerns at village crossing, Aug 25, 1995, p.1
Village center is a dangerous place (ltr), Sep 29, 1995, p.6
Sidewalk could prevent tragedy (ltr), Nov 24, 1995, p.6

PELACCIO, LINDA
Develop without delay, committee tells village board (dog-related) (ltr), Mar 3, 1995, p.1

PEPPERS, AMY (AU)
Safe Rides needs a new home base (ltr), Nov 3, 1995, p.6
Safe Rides has found new home (ltr), Dec 8, 1995, p.6

PEPPERS, ERICA
Middle-schoolers discover history in the details (photo), Feb 24, 1995, p.9

PEPPERS, MICHELE
Foxes forecast family fun (first annual Fox Meadow Fair) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.12

PEPPERS, SUSAN
Town and Village Civic Club: How to stay in the educational forefront (photo), Dec 27, 1995, p.3

PERIODICALS
Teacher's love of literature finds a new outlet, May 26, 1995, p.14

PERIODONTISTS
Dr. Stephen F. Goodman (recipient of American Academy of Periodontology's presidential award) (photo), Oct 13, 1995, p.4

PERKINS, JANET
A fond farewell (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.9

PERL, JOANNA
Middle school party pleases all ages (photo), Dec 22, 1995, p.8

PERL, TERRY
They say YES all year long (SHS's Youth Employment Service volunteers meet for lunch) (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.9

PERRI, JOHN
Furnace fire damages Edgewood home, Oct 6, 1995, p.1

PERWANGER, PAT
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.24

PESKIN, HILDEGARDE K
Hildegard K Peskin (dies), Dec 1, 1995, p.17

PESTICIDES
Greener pastures (fertilizer will be applied to Dean Field, Scout Field and Middle School fields), Aug 11, 1995, p.1
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PESTICIDES-ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS
PTA panel warns of pesticide dangers, Mar 10, 1995, p.1
PTA panel warns of pesticide dangers (cont), Mar 10, 1995, p.8
Organic gardener warns against pesticides (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.5

PETER, GEORGE
George Peter (dies), Feb 10, 1995, p.18

PETFIELD, CAREN
A fond farewell (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.9

PETRESCU, CHRIS
Friends forever (rainy weather drives KIDS BASE family picnic inside) (photo), May 26, 1995, p.13

PETRESCU, MICHAEL
First day smiles (first day of school) (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.1

PETROSINE, JOSEPH
Claire D. Leone Real Estate Honors Dr. Richard D. Hibschman (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.24

PETS
Pet prairie dog falls prey to rabies scare (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.1
Board of health takes prairie dog from Quaker Ridge family (cont), Jun 23, 1995, p.15
More important than animals (comment on Inquirer article about recent prairie dog incident) (ltr), Jun 30, 1995, p.6
Prairie dog owner plans to ask county for $1 million in damages, Sep 29, 1995, p.1
Praise for stories on praire dog (ltr), Oct 6, 1995, p.6
Police clarify policy on animals reported missing, Dec 8, 1995, p.3

PFENNIG, BLAISE
Day of disguises (Halloween costumes), Nov 3, 1995, p.1

PFENNIG, VALENTINE
Day of disguises (Halloween costumes), Nov 3, 1995, p.1

PFENNER, VERONICA (AU)
Jr. League's help is appreciated (ltr), May 5, 1995, p.6

PFORZHEIMER, CARL III
The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34
S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) CComittee) attracts a stellar list, Dec 1, 1995, p.1

PFORZHEIMER, ELIZABETH S
Pforzheimer honored (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.1
Pforzheimer is woman of year (cont), Mar 31, 1995, p.2
Elizabeth S Pforzheimer (will receive community service award from United Hospital Fund), Sep 29, 1995, p.4
Volunteer (Elizabeth Pforzheimer) honored (photo), Nov 10, 1995, p.4

PHILIPS, JULIE
District schools welcome new faces of 1995-96 (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.9

PHILLIBERT, DONALD
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.30

PHOTOGRAPHERS
Photographer alum(nus Eric Flisser) also deserves some glory (ltr), Oct 27, 1995, p.6

PHYSICIANS
Soldano Ferrone, M.D. (appointed by Natl Institutes of Health to Division of Research Grants) (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.4
Physicians honored (by Montefiore Medical Center Staff and Alumni Assn) (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.4
Cardiologist (Myron Schoenfeld) wants to be 'doctor to the nation' (running for president) (photo), May 12, 1995, p.1
Dariush Alaie, M.D. (appointed to board of trustees of Mount Vernon Hospital) (photo), May 12, 1995, p.4
Jeffrey Escher, M.D. (spoke on incontinence at senior citizen nutrition program) (photo), May 26, 1995, p.4
John Schreiber, M.D. (selected to lead a six month space shuttle study), Jun 16, 1995, p.4
Leonard Newman, M.D. (awarded a certificate of achievement from NY Medical College's Alumni Assn), Jun 16, 1995, p.4
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PHYSICIANS continued
The Doctors (Ronnie and Michael) Swift: Answering life's basic questions (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.1
Edgemont couple in forefront of genetic research (cont), Jun 30, 1995, p.10
Bill and Esther Frishman: Making middle-age a safe place for women to live (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.1
Schoenfeld proposes health care changes, Jul 14, 1995, p.5
Bill and Esther Frishman: Making middle-age a safe place for women (cont), Jul 14, 1995, p.10
Michael Stemerman, M.D. (appointed member of National Institutes of Health Pathology A study section), Aug 4, 1995, p.4
Harry Prywes, D.P.M. (appointed to staff of the Wartburg in Mount Vernon), Aug 11, 1995, p.4
Elizabeth B Brodman, M.D. (cited as most distinguished graduate of University of Cincinnati), Sep 15, 1995, p.4
Dr Spencer Foreman (elected to Institute of Medicine of National Academy of Sciences) (photo), Nov 3, 1995, p.4
Remus Moucha, M.D. (elected fellow of American College of Emergency Physicians) (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.4
Spencer Foreman, M.D. (elected to board of Ursinus College in Collegevill, Pa), Dec 8, 1995, p.4

PICKNICKING
(Greenacres family picnic) (photo), Sep 15, 1995, p.10

PICKUP, SCOTT
The Bank of New York Salutes the 1995 Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.28
Comfort station plan discomfits neighbors, Jul 28, 1995, p.1
Service honoree (Lowell Tooley has received service award of Intl City Management Assn) (photo), Nov 10, 1995, p.4

PICKNICKING
Celebrating among friends (Greenacres family picnic) (photo), Sep 15, 1995, p.9

PIELT, DANA
Violin, organ, flute, piano in local recitals (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.15

PIERPONT, JOHN
Pappalardo to be Mount Kisco manager (photo), May 19, 1995, p.3

PINE, JULIA
All's fair next weekend (photo), May 5, 1995, p.12

PIRRO, JEANINE
Pforzheimer honored (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.1
Youth arrested in shooting of sister, Aug 18, 1995, p.1
Accused head of gambling ring in court, Aug 18, 1995, p.1
Kramer pleads not guilty, Nov 3, 1995, p.1

PLANNED PARENTHOOD
Planned Parenthood gets awake-up call (edit), Jan 20, 1995, p.7

PLANNING BOARD-SCS
Oak Lane developer's attorney battles board, Feb 3, 1995, p.1
Neighbors protest proposed Oak Lane development at planning board meeting (photo), Feb 3, 1995, p.18
Planning board urges recreation fee, 2 amendments, Mar 10, 1995, p.3
Bouquets and a brickbat for departing mayor, Mar 31, 1995, p.3
Planning Board is busy again, May 5, 1995, p.5
Planning board considers fences, trees, comfort, Jun 2, 1995, p.3
Planning board: 'Yes' to Oak Lane, 'not yet' to Hay Day, Jul 7, 1995, p.1
Hay Day deck nixed for now (cont), Jul 7, 1995, p.2
Historic house redo before planning board (Cornell House at 257 Mamaroneck Road), Aug 4, 1995, p.1
Back to the planning board for track comfort station (photo), Aug 4, 1995, p.5
Planners say no to SHS paving project, Aug 11, 1995, p.1
Planning board says no to paving dirt lot at high school (cont), Aug 11, 1995, p.2
Jaffe appointed (to SCS Planning Board), Sep 29, 1995, p.1
Planning board considers short agenda, Oct 6, 1995, p.3
Planning board protects American elm, Nov 3, 1995, p.3
Edgewood neighbors may buy lots to bar future development, Nov 24, 1995, p.1
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PLANNING BOARD-SCS continued
  Edgewood neighbors try to bar development (photo) (cont), Nov 24, 1995, p.13

PLASKET, RODNEY
  Political fundraiser woos women (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.1

PLATI, ANGELA R
  Angela R Plati (dies), Jul 14, 1995, p.4

PLATI, CHRISTINA
  Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26

PLAYFIELDS
  Batchelor outlines recreation budget (photo), Jan 20, 1995, p.5

PLAYING FIELDS
SEE ATHLETIC FIELDS

PLOSK1, STEVE
  Yonkers Democrat is taking on Carsky (photo), Sep 1, 1995, p.1
  Incumbents spared GOP challenge (photo), Sep 22, 1995, p.1
  District 17 contenders differ (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.1
  Candidates square off at League of Women Voters debate, Nov 3, 1995, p.1

PLUMMER, JOHN
  Jenny Langsam: All's well that begins well (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.5

PODELL, LIZ
  Curfews: Needed structure or lack of trust?, Feb 3, 1995, p.5

PODIATRISTS
  Harry Prywes D.P.M. (appointed to podiatric medical staff at Hebrew Hospital Home, Bronx), May 19, 1995, p.4

PODONE, MARIO
  Thanks workers for 'little Eden' (improvements to SCS Library pond) (ltr), Dec 15, 1995, p.6

POEMS-SINGLE WORKS
  A $10 lament (times 3) (poem about getting a SCS parking ticket) (ltr), Aug 4, 1995, p.6
  Over (edit), Sep 1, 1995, p.7

POETS
  Senior friends thank freshmen (for landscaping work at library pond April 29), May 19, 1995, p.6

POLICE-GBH
  Two-wheel patrol (bike cop will soon patrol streets of Hartsdale), Jul 7, 1995, p.1

POLICE-SCS
  The inspectors are coming, Jan 6, 1995, p.1
  Police seeking reaccreditation (cont), Jan 6, 1995, p.10
  Police win kudos from accrediters and residents, Feb 3, 1995, p.3
  No calls, no sales (regarding unexpected results of last year's assault ban legislation), Feb 10, 1995, p.1
  Chief says: keep it (New York State's Law Enforcement Accreditation Program), Feb 24, 1995, p.1
  Accredited again (SCS Police Dept), Mar 31, 1995, p.1
  A big blue day (National Police Memorial Day), May 12, 1995, p.1
  Police honor fallen comrades (photo), May 19, 1995, p.1
  Police monument dedicated (photo) (cont), May 19, 1995, p.8
  Bravery recalled (photo) (cont), May 19, 1995, p.10
  Lt. Robert Nicolais to retire from police force (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.3
  Sensitive help at painful time (letter writer thanks SCS police for thoughtful assistance) (ltr), Jun 9, 1995, p.6
  Patrolling patroliers (state assessment team checks SCS Police Dept re reaccreditation), Jul 28, 1995, p.1
  Accident victim transferred by helicopter (photo), Aug 4, 1995, p.1
  Police: local man headed gambling ring, Aug 11, 1995, p.1
  Police promotions (photo), Aug 18, 1995, p.3
  Accident victim arrested on counterfeiting charges (photo), Aug 25, 1995, p.3
POLICE-SCS continued

DUI patrol (SCS Police Dept one of 300 police agencies to participate in statewide DWI patrol), Oct 13, 1995, p.1
He spreads cheer while picking up litter (photo), Oct 13, 1995, p.5
Bike patrols expanded, Oct 27, 1995, p.1
(ShS) Deans appreciate police outreach (ltr), Nov 3, 1995, p.6
Village sues officer in pension dispute (photo), Nov 10, 1995, p.1
Drop the lawsuit (against Sgt Thomas Carroll) (edit), Nov 10, 1995, p.6
Village sues police officer (cont), Nov 10, 1995, p.17
Domestic case was mishandled (treatment of Cheryl Zuckerman by SCS Police) (ltr), Nov 24, 1995, p.6
Police clarify policy on animals reported missing, Dec 8, 1995, p.3
Older adult advocate (new position in SCS Police department), Dec 15, 1995, p.1

POLITICAL CAMPAIGNS

Cardiologist (Myron Schoenfeld) wants to be ‘doctor to the nation’ (running for president) (photo), May 12, 1995, p.1
Impossible dream? (Myron Schoenfeld announces his candidacy for President of United States) (photo), May 26, 1995, p.1
Myron Schoenfeld begins his White House quest, May 26, 1995, p.5
Incumbents spared GOP challenge (photo), Sep 22, 1995, p.1
Schoenfeld is on the campaign trail, Oct 6, 1995, p.1
Schoenfeld on campaign trail in search of money and support (cont), Oct 6, 1995, p.17
District 17 contenders differ (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.1
Apologizes for campaign attacks (ltr), Nov 17, 1995, p.6

POLLNER, VALERIE

Organic gardener warns against pesticides (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.5

POLLONITZ, JAMES

State: We don’t know if composts site’s unhealthy, Mar 10, 1995, p.1
End of Crossway composting near, Apr 28, 1995, p.1

POLTARAK, BEN

Textbooks tossed, students learn by doing (photo), May 19, 1995, p.11

PONDS

Thanks workers for ‘little Eden’ (improvements to SCS Library pond) (ltr), Dec 15, 1995, p.6

POOL-SCS

Holiday weekend, May 19, 1995, p.1
Scarsdale Pool will open for 27th year tomorrow, May 26, 1995, p.26
Pool party to cap senior prom night, Jun 23, 1995, p.10
A star spangled Fourth (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.1
It was a fabulous Fourth all over town (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.5
Pool games (cont), Jul 7, 1995, p.14
Great pool staff was on the ball (at recent accident) (ltr), Jul 14, 1995, p.6
Snacks with smile at Scarsdale Pool (ltr), Jul 21, 1995, p.6
Heat cure (SCS Pool is a popular place to be) (photo), Jul 21, 1995, p.12
Splash-happy (camp days are winding down for Wapetuck water babies at the SCS Pool) (photo), Aug 18, 1995, p.1
Staff, campers, parents thanked (ltr), Aug 18, 1995, p.7
Games mark end of summer at the pool, Sep 1, 1995, p.1
Pool employee was offensive (ltr), Sep 1, 1995, p.6
Kids, parents compete in Labor Day games (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.5
Gilchrist to head Pound Ridge recreation (photo), Dec 29, 1995, p.3

POPE

Local Catholics moved, inspired by papal visit, Oct 13, 1995, p.1
Local Catholics moved, inspired by papal visit (cont), Oct 13, 1995, p.19
POPOFSKY, GARRY
Design agreement reached on existing stockade fence (photo), Jul 28, 1995, p.9

POPOFSKY, GARY
Residents sue Board of Architectural Review for refusal to approved pre-existing fence, Feb 17, 1995, p.1
What's offensive? (suggests that stockade fences are more attractive than chain-link fences) (edit), Feb 17, 1995, p.6
Post Road residents sue Board of Architectural Review over fence (photo) (cont), Feb 17, 1995, p.15
The Board of Architectural Review is right; editorial wrong (re stockade fence decision) (ltr), Feb 24, 1995, p.6

POPOFSKY, JODI
Residents sue Board of Architectural Review for refusal to approved pre-existing fence, Feb 17, 1995, p.1
What's offensive? (suggests that stockade fences are more attractive than chain-link fences) (edit), Feb 17, 1995, p.6
Post Road residents sue Board of Architectural Review over fence (photo) (cont), Feb 17, 1995, p.15
Design agreement reached on existing stockade fence (photo), Jul 28, 1995, p.9

PORCO, DOMINICK
Accused head of gambling ring in court, Aug 18, 1995, p.1

PORTraits
Exhibits, awards, honors abound on the art scene (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.19

POSNER, BOB
Americans with Disabilities Act: The basics done, focus is on fine points, Apr 21, 1995, p.1

POSNER, ROBERT
Freightway facelift, Jul 21, 1995, p.1

POSPISIC, STEVE
Taking care of the earth (photo), May 5, 1995, p.8

POSTAL SERVICE-LETTER CARRIERS
Glad tidings (busy time of year for mailman) (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.1

POSTers
Justin Cohen poster best in safety contest (photo), Mar 17, 1995, p.4

POTACK, ROBERT (AU)
Junior skeptical about parking veto (ltr), Aug 18, 1995, p.7

POTTER, DAWEs (AU)
Are girls better math students, sans boys (or vice versa)? (edit) (illus), Feb 24, 1995, p.7

POWERS, ANITA L
Powers, Anita L (dies), Feb 10, 1995, p.18

PRAIRIE DOGS
Pet prairie dog falls prey to rabies scare (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.1
Board of health takes prairie dog from Quaker Ridge family (cont), Jun 23, 1995, p.15
More important than animals (comment on Inquirer article about recent prairie dog incident) (ltr), Jun 30, 1995, p.6
Prairie dog owner plans to ask county for $1 million in damages, Sep 29, 1995, p.1
Praise for stories on prairie dog (ltr), Oct 6, 1995, p.6

PRATT, ELSIE MAY
Elsie May Pratt (dies), May 26, 1995, p.24

PRAVDA, DAVID
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Sep 15, 1995, p.32

PRAVDA, JACkIE
Balloons, baubles and togs (annual sidewalk sale) (photo), Aug 11, 1995, p.1

PRAVDA, SUSAN
Susan Pravda (profiled in new book "Swim with the Dolphins"), Sep 29, 1995, p.4

PRECHT, ANDREW
Precht memorial service, Mar 17, 1995, p.18
Remembering a talent (edit), Mar 31, 1995, p.7
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PREJUDICE

Is racism our true agenda? (regarding leaf-blower operators) (ltr), Jan 27, 1995, p.6
Hate stickers prompt action against bias, May 26, 1995, p.13
Board of rabbis condemns bigotry (ltr), Jul 14, 1995, p.6

PRENDERGAST, RYAN

Starting middle school with a smile (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.9

PRICE, ADRIENNE

The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.24

PRICE, HUGH (AU)

Is Smith College ready for this? (an African-American educator as new president) (edit), Mar 3, 1995, p.7

PRICE, HUGH B (AU)

It's our responsibility to rescue kids (edit), Feb 17, 1995, p.7
Guns do kill people - especially young people (edit), Jul 28, 1995, p.6
Rejecting the 'preference' stigma (edit), Dec 8, 1995, p.7

PRINCE, DEBBIE

School no answer to program need (response to letter by Debbie Prince from 11/10/95) (ltr), Nov 17, 1995, p.6

PRINCE, DEBBIE (AU)

We must help concerned teens (ltr), Nov 10, 1995, p.6

PRINCE, MATT

Youth wants to sow - and grow - better tomorrows (photo), May 12, 1995, p.5

PROHIBITED BOOKS

The price of freedom (re list of books banned or challenged in American communities 1994-95) (edit), Sep 29, 1995, p.6

PRYWES, HARRY (DR)

Harry Prywes D.P.M. (appointed to podiatric medical staff at Hebrew Hospital Home, Bronx), May 19, 1995, p.4
Harry Prywes, D.P.M. (appointed to staff of the Wartburg in Mount Vernon), Aug 11, 1995, p.4

PRYWES, JON

Middle School News; Young publisher fills school news gap (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.11

PSYCHIATRISTS

Dr Marc Zisselman (facilitator at recent White House Mini-Conference on Mental Health and Aging), Mar 10, 1995, p.4
Otto F Kernberg, M.D. (has received distinguished service award of American Psychiatric Assn) (photo), Jul 28, 1995, p.4

PSYCHOLOGISTS

Psychologist joins youth outreach project (photo), Jul 21, 1995, p.4
Psychologists' roles described (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.9

PT COUNCIL-SCS

PT Council fosters educational partnerships (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.2
Pt Council on learning-styles, Mar 10, 1995, p.10
Activists lobby Albany to restore cuts, Mar 24, 1995, p.1
After-school clubs will continue thru PTA's, Mar 24, 1995, p.10

PUBLIC COMFORT STATIONS

Comfort station plan discomfits neighbors, Jul 28, 1995, p.1
Location of comfort station troubles neighbors (cont), Jul 28, 1995, p.16
Back to the planning board for track comfort station (photo), Aug 4, 1995, p.5
Restrooms to go near clay court (by SHS), Aug 11, 1995, p.1
Comfort (stations) needed in village, too (edit), Aug 25, 1995, p.7

PUBLIC WELFARE

Who's the real target of welfare? (edit), Feb 10, 1995, p.7
Real jobs needed for long term (ltr), Aug 4, 1995, p.6
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PUBLIC WORKS-SCS
Compost berm has got to go (ltr), Feb 10, 1995, p.6
Needless plows frustrate seniors (ltr), Feb 17, 1995, p.6
A learning expedition (boy scouts get tips on running a village on Scout Government Day) (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.3

PUCHALSKI, GABBY
(Bandersnatch yearbook brings smiles to Gabby Puchalski, Marissa Malick and Traci Garff) (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.6

QUAKERS
Friends advance peace, spiritual growth and outreach (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.11
Friends advance peace and spiritual growth (photo) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.15

QUIGLEY, BETTY
Bus safety stressed (photo), Sep 22, 1995, p.9

RABBIS

RABIES
Pet prairie dog falls prey to rabies scare (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.1
More important than animals (comment on Inquirer article about recent prairie dog incident) (ltr), Jun 30, 1995, p.6
Prairie dog owner plans to ask county for $1 million in damages, Sep 29, 1995, p.1
Don't touch the animals health department urges, Dec 1, 1995, p.1

RABIN, YITZHAK
Jews gather to mourn Rabin (photo), Nov 10, 1995, p.1
Christians share grief for Rabin (ltr), Nov 17, 1995, p.6
The hero (Yitzhak Rabin) was also a grandfather (edit), Nov 24, 1995, p.7
Jews must unite against extremists (ltr), Dec 15, 1995, p.6

RABUSE, TRACY
Teens, on their own, present 'Much Ado' (About Nothing) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.17

RACANELLI ROSE ELLEN
A winning team (SHS deans) (photo), May 12, 1995, p.12

RACCOONS
Our raccoons are smarter than yours (edit), Oct 13, 1995, p.7

RACE DISCRIMINATION
Is racism our true agenda? (regarding leaf-blower operators) (ltr), Jan 27, 1995, p.6

RADER, HARRIET (AU)
(School) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) needs help with mailing cost (ltr), Dec 15, 1995, p.6

RADOV, A JEFFREY (AU)
Irrked by story on house demolition (at 17 Eton Road), Jan 27, 1995, p.6

RAFTL, CINDY
Greenacres gala (fund-raising dinner and scavenger hunt sponsored by Greenacres PTA) (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.11

RAIN AND RAINFALL
Tempest downs trees, wires, Jul 28, 1995, p.1

RAIZEN, DAVID
It was truly entertaining (thanks and praises for SHS prom breakfast decorations) (ltr), Jul 7, 1995, p.6
SCS V(olunteer) A(mulance) C(orps) will upgrade service, charge users, Jul 14, 1995, p.1

RAIZES, DEBORAH
Warnken will not run again, Feb 17, 1995, p.1
Religious guidelines for holiday passed, Jun 9, 1995, p.1
Dinner caps a week of tributes to Hibschman (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.1
Toder, Raizes to lead board (of education) (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.1
Toder, Raizes to lead board (cont), Jul 7, 1995, p.3
Claire D. Leone Real Estate Honors Dr. Richard D. Hibschman (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.24
Students to board: frees (free time) more useful than sub(stitutes), Nov 10, 1995, p.1
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RAJALA, PATRICIA
Rotary largesse ($6,000 donated to six non-profit organizations) (photo), May 26, 1995, p.4

RALEIGH, PETER
Lori Ann Hoerl plays 'Jacques Brel' role (photo), Dec 22, 1995, p.14

RAMBONE, STEVE
SMS holds Olympic Day (photo), Mar 17, 1995, p.9
Holiday good deeds (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.10

RAMSEY, JOHN EINER
Summer bounty at Ramsey Farm (photo), Aug 25, 1995, p.1

RANDALL, FRANCIS B (AU)
In Eastern Europe: an upwelling of religion (edit), Apr 7, 1995, p.7

RAPAPORT, MARK
Prairie dog owner plans to ask county for $1 million in damages, Sep 29, 1995, p.1

RAPE
Scarsdale executive raped woman, police say, Sep 1, 1995, p.3

RAPAPORT, MARK
Dont touch the animals health department urges, Dec 1, 1995, p.1

RAPPAPORT, JAY AND SUSAN (AU)
Mayor may be out of touch (regarding KIDS BASE) (ltr), Feb 3, 1995, p.7

RASKIN, LINDSEY
Musical moments (Greenacres winter concert) (photo), Feb 10, 1995, p.10

RASKIN, RUTH
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.24

RATS
Heap brings rats, allegies to area (ltr), Mar 24, 1995, p.6
Why sanction a health hazard? (ltr), Apr 14, 1995, p.6
Bunnies are more popular than rats (ltr), Apr 14, 1995, p.6

RAVER, NADJA
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White As It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30

RAWLIN, SAMANTHA
Day of disguises (Halloween costumes), Nov 3, 1995, p.1

RAYBIN, JACK
Learning to teach (student teachers from Manhattanville College) (photo), Jan 27, 1995, p.10

RAYNER, DENA
Technology traps phone pests, Mar 3, 1995, p.1

READ, PETER
Parents challenged to confront disrespect, Dec 1, 1995, p.9

READING
Good readers need good parents (edit), Oct 13, 1995, p.6

REAL ESTATE AGENCIES AND AGENTS
Tolan to manage Merritt office, Jan 6, 1995, p.4
Energetic force (Julia B Fee Real Estate) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.16
Doernberg Real Estate enjoys banner year... (photo) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.16
A fond farewell (Anne Hanson of Houlihan Lawrence is retiring after 50 years as realtor) (photo), Feb 3, 1995, p.4
Claire Stein (has joined Prudential Centennial Realty) (photo), Mar 10, 1995, p.4
Real estate honors (Anita Newman and Judith Koch) (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.4
2 join Doernberg (Susan Kaufman and Priscilla Parameswaran) (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.4
L Craig Lemle (promoted to corporate managing director of NY office of Julien J Studley) (photo), Apr 14, 1995, p.4
REAL ESTATE AGENCIES AND AGENTS  continued
Two join staff of Doernberg Real Estate (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.4
Lisa Lerner joins Houlihan/Lawrence (photo), May 12, 1995, p.4
Caroline Freidfertig (among Houlihan/Lawrence Real Estate top producers of 1994) (photo), May 12, 1995, p.4
Eric Goldberg (named partner at New York real estate firm of Breger Gorin & Leuzzi) (photo), May 26, 1995, p.4
Bassoff joins Houlihan/Lawrence (photo), Jun 2, 1995, p.4
Mimi A Papantonio (has attended convention of International Real Estate Federation in Paris) (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.4
Prudential-Centennial unveils high-tech marketing tool, Aug 4, 1995, p.4
Carol Moskowitz (has joined sales staff at Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens) (photo), Sep 15, 1995, p.4
Mimi A Papantonio (has completed the CIPS course, Essentials of International Real Estate), Nov 3, 1995, p.4
Mary Ellen Tolan (appointed manager of Houlihan/Lawrence Scarsdale office) (photo), Dec 1, 1995, p.4

REAL PROPERTY
‘For Sale’ sign tell of developer’s frustration (re advertising of land for sale in village center), Oct 6, 1995, p.1
‘For Sale’ signs are going up (cont), Oct 6, 1995, p.8
One ‘For Sale’ sign is enough, according to board, Oct 20, 1995, p.3

RECREATION
(Supplement) Free (offers, events and giveaways in SCS, GBH and vicinity) (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.0
Government has grown too much (ltr), Aug 4, 1995, p.6

RECREATION DEPT-SCS
Batchelor outlines recreation budget (photo), Jan 20, 1995, p.5
Higher recreation fees, Feb 3, 1995, p.1
Recreation department will proceed with baseball changes, Mar 17, 1995, p.19
Stay off fields (until weather conditions permit their proper use), Mar 24, 1995, p.1
Staff, campers, parents thanked (ltr), Aug 18, 1995, p.7

RECYCLING OF WASTE
Recycling figures up, Mar 3, 1995, p.5
Material) Recycling facility may soon accept new old trash, Apr 21, 1995, p.3
What else can we do? (reducing waste and improving recycling (edit), Apr 21, 1995, p.6
All kinds of music (recycled trash makes musical instruments for Heathcote students) (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.10
Free clearinghouse puts a new spin on recycling (photo), Jul 21, 1995, p.10
Ecology at home (healthy participation of recycling in village), Aug 11, 1995, p.1
Leaf recycling to end this fall, Aug 18, 1995, p.1
Even styrofoam (SCS Wrapping & Shipping Center reuses old styrofoam), Sep 8, 1995, p.1
Recycling update, Dec 1, 1995, p.1

REDEL, VICTORIA
Lyrical fiction from a native daughter (photo), May 12, 1995, p.5

REETZ, GAY
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

REFEL, SOLLY
Snow didn’t dampen shoppers’ spirits, Dec 29, 1995, p.1

REGIS, DUNBAR
Department of Environmental Conservation says illegal materials remain at compost heap, Jan 6, 1995, p.1

REGULA, AL
Ardsley Bridge divider slated to be removed (photo), Nov 24, 1995, p.1

REHBERG, MARGUERITE
Fairs, boutiques and such keep on rolling along (photo), Oct 27, 1995, p.13

REHM, LOUIS
Claire D. Leone Real Estate Honors Dr. Richard D. Hirschman (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.24
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REHM, MERLIN
Claire D. Leone Real Estate Honors Dr. Richard D. Hibschman (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.24
REHM, MERLIN (DR)
Controversy echoes over the Dead Sea Scrolls (edit), Sep 22, 1995, p.6

REICHIG, KIM
Leaping off the page (Fox Meadow class mothers dress as characters from children's books) (photo), Nov 24, 1995, p.10

REID, CHARLES L JR
Charles L Reid, Jr (dies), Feb 17, 1995, p.16
A fond au revoir to a great teacher (ltr), Mar 3, 1995, p.6

REILLY, KATHLEEN
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.34

REILLY, MARGARET
A fond farewell (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

REILLY, MATTHEW
Sentences announced in graffiti case (spray-painting sound barriers by Hutchinson River Parkway), Feb 10, 1995, p.3

REIMOLD, CHERYL
Cheryl Reimold (winner of Alfred N Goldsmith award pertaining to professional communication) (photo), Nov 10, 1995, p.4

REINTHALER, MARY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), May 26, 1995, p.32

REISER, BOB
Youth wants to sow - and grow - better tomorrows (photo), May 12, 1995, p.5

RELIGION
Ohio case won't affect Scarsdale ("Capitol Square Review Board v. Pinette") (edit), Jan 27, 1995, p.7
In Eastern Europe: an upwelling of religion (edit), Apr 7, 1995, p.7
Religion is not just for holidays (ltr), Apr 14, 1995, p.6
Let's be a model of neighborly respect (edit), Apr 14, 1995, p.7
Needed in our schools: A feeling of 'we' (edit), Apr 14, 1995, p.7
A grassroots approach (edit), May 19, 1995, p.6
Gentiles cannot feel Jewish pain (ltr), May 19, 1995, p.6
Dialogue hindered by half-truths (response to edit by I Sloan from 5/19/95) (ltr), May 26, 1995, p.6
Sloan misinforms Inquirer readers (response to edit by I Sloan from 5/19/95) (ltr), May 26, 1995, p.6
Don't make kids uncomfortable (ltr), Jun 2, 1995, p.7
Religious guidelines for holiday passed, Jun 9, 1995, p.1
Dialogue clarifies guidelines (for teaching about religion and religious holidays), Jun 23, 1995, p.1
Jewish children were isolated (ltr), Jun 23, 1995, p.6
Dialogue clarifies guidelines (cont), Jun 23, 1995, p.15
End to religious coercion noted (ltr), Jun 30, 1995, p.6
Poor teaching was the problem (response to letter by S Trachtenberg Breidbart from 6/23/95) (ltr), Jun 30, 1995, p.6
Point lost in angry debate (response to letter by Betty Berenson from 6/30/95) (ltr), Jul 7, 1995, p.6
Berenson wins paranoia prize (response to letter by Betty Berenson from 6/30/95) (ltr), Jul 7, 1995, p.6
Supreme Court rulings echo here (re right of Ku Klux Klan to put up a cross in Columbus, Ohio), Jul 21, 1995, p.1
Stop bickering, listen to Bill (Clinton) (ltr), Jul 21, 1995, p.6
Ugly memories are a warning (response to articles by Irving J Sloan) (ltr), Jul 21, 1995, p.6

RELIGIOUS LIBERTY
And what about tolerance? (edit), Jan 6, 1995, p.7
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RENO, COLIN
Free-wheeling skaters on the move (photo), Aug 18, 1995, p.1

RENO, MATHIEU
Free-wheeling skaters on the move (photo), Aug 18, 1995, p.1

RENO, TOM
Free-wheeling skaters on the move (photo), Aug 18, 1995, p.1

RENO, WENDY
Free-wheeling skaters on the move (photo), Aug 18, 1995, p.1

REPORTERS AND REPORTING
Readers praise new reporter (Joe Cesarano) (ltr), Apr 21, 1995, p.6

RESNICK, ALAN
Correction (comments on Inquirer letter by Art Resnick from 3/24/95), Mar 31, 1995, p.6

RESNICK, ART
Correction (comments on Inquirer letter by Art Resnick from 3/24/95), Mar 31, 1995, p.6

RESNICK, ART (AU)
Harrison's list was misleading (ltr), Mar 24, 1995, p.6

RESNICK, GENE (AU)
Village is vague about intentions (ltr), Dec 1, 1995, p.6

RESTAURANTS
Boston Chicken is a restaurant (response to Inquirer article from 1/6/95) (ltr), Jan 20, 1995, p.6
Give more press to Edgecomb Association (recent coverage on A&P and Boston Chicken) (ltr), Feb 10, 1995, p.6
Rebecca's is a community asset (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.8
Heathcote landmark is still without a tenant (photo), Jul 28, 1995, p.9
Coffee and more at new Golden Horseshoe cafe (photo), Aug 25, 1995, p.4
Praise for cafe, Winston stories (Inquirer articles from 8/25) (ltr), Sep 15, 1995, p.6
Two new restaurants poised to open in village, Oct 13, 1995, p.1

RETAILLACK, EELINOR (AU)

REUBEN, ALEXIS
Festive weekend (Hoff-Barthelson's annual festival) (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.1

REUBEN, ANNIE
Festive weekend (Hoff-Barthelson's annual festival) (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.1

REWARDS (PRIZES, ETC)
Lowell Tooley to get rare Town and Village Civic Club award (photo), Feb 24, 1995, p.1
Prizes for Inquirer (has won 13 awards in this year's New York Press Assn Better Newspaper Contest), Apr 14, 1995, p.1
Student (Lee Gross) wins medal in culinary contest (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.4
International mentors honored, May 12, 1995, p.11
Award winners (Westchester County 1994 Beautification awards), May 19, 1995, p.1
Four SHS seniors are honored at award picnic (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.23
Len Tallevi receives international award, Jul 21, 1995, p.4
James Chin Memorial Award is established at university (photo), Aug 4, 1995, p.4
Former Village Manager to receive national award, Aug 25, 1995, p.2
Brave neighbor cited (Pauline Milde will be honored for her actions regarding Richbell Close fire), Sep 8, 1995, p.1
Tooley convocation is Oct 22, Oct 13, 1995, p.1
He spreads cheer while picking up litter (photo), Oct 13, 1995, p.5
Volunteer (Elizabeth Pforzheimer) honored (photo), Nov 10, 1995, p.4
Service honoree (Lowell Tooley has received service award of Intl City Management Assn) (photo), Nov 10, 1995, p.4
SHS gridders honor talent, unity, pride (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.23
(Recipient of 1995 Willard Dean Memorial Award Jordan Milman and head coach John Ventura) (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.24
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REYNOLDS, H DON
H Don Reynolds (dies), Jun 2, 1995, p.12

REYNOLDS, HARRY (AU)

RIBEIRO, ADRIANA
Drawing is her specialty (photo), Feb 3, 1995, p.9
Outstanding achievement celebrated at SHS (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.12

RIBNER, ERIC
MBAs all (SHS graduates receive MBA degrees from Columbia University) (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.4

RICCIO, AUDREY
The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34

RICCIO, KRISTEN
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26

RICCIO, KRISTEN (AU)
Girl hoopsters thank their fans (ltr), Mar 10, 1995, p.6

RICCO, ANGELO
Summer blower ban held unconstitutional (photo), Jan 13, 1995, p.1

RICCO, KRISTEN
Outstanding achievement celebrated at SHS (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.12

RICE, DAVID
A horse, of course (horse, harness and hay brought to Quaker Ridge to illustrate letter "H") (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.11

RICE, JIM
Department of Environmental Conservation says illegal materials remain at compost heap, Jan 6, 1995, p.1
'Committee Against Compost Heap' members step up complaints on compost heap, Jan 27, 1995, p.1
Department of Environmental Conservation: Debris still at compost site, Feb 10, 1995, p.1
One sick person is one too many (comments on 1/24 Village Board meeting on compost heap) (ltr), Feb 10, 1995, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes the 1995 Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.28
New recyclables, Sep 1, 1995, p.1

RICE, MIKE
Leticia Oliva: tumbling at home and with Cirque du Soleil (photo), May 5, 1995, p.1

RICE, TERRY
A new role (John Galloway appointed acting village justice), Mar 17, 1995, p.1

RICH, CLIFFORD H
Clifford H Rich (dies), Jan 13, 1995, p.19

RICHARDS, JESSICA
Ready for kindergarten (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.1

RICHMAN, JEANNE
Crossway site readied for changes, Jun 16, 1995, p.1
Downtown development Committee: Too early for R(quests) F(or) P roposals), Jul 7, 1995, p.1
Let's move, carefully (regarding Freightway lot) (edit), Jul 7, 1995, p.6
Aims at trees, misses forest (response to edit by Jeanne Richman from 7/7/95) (ltr), Jul 14, 1995, p.6

RICHMAN, JEANNE (AU)
Harrison is no match for Janiak (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.7

RICHMAN, LIZ
SHS club members walk for charity (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.9

RICKS, BETSY
An educator remembered (garden dedicated at SMS in memory of Dr Karen Chanow-Gruen) (photo), Nov 10, 1995, p.9
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RICKS, CHRISTIAN
An educator remembered (garden dedicated at SMS in memory of Dr Karen Chanow-Gruen) (photo), Nov 10, 1995, p.9

RICKS, LIZ
SHS club members walk for charity (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.9

RIEFS, BARBARA
Barbara Riefs (dies), Sep 29, 1995, p.10

RIES, JENNIE LIFRIERI
Candidate Elar is pro-choice (response to letter by Jennie Lifrieri Ries from 10/13/95) (ltr), Oct 20, 1995, p.6

RIES, JENNIE LIFRIERI (AU)
Vote Abinanti: He’s pro-choice (ltr), Oct 13, 1995, p.6

RIES, MARTIN
Creations by Martin Ries to be shown in Bronxville (photo), May 5, 1995, p.19

RIFLERY
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26

RIMSKY, DOUGLAS
Rimsky, Douglas (selected as a 1995 entrepreneur of the year) (photo), Jul 21, 1995, p.4

RIO DE JANEIRO
He loves Rio in the summer (when it’s winter) (edit), Apr 21, 1995, p.7

RITCHIE, MICHAEL
Greenacres (Association) wants improved safety along with new bridge (photo), Feb 3, 1995, p.1
Improvements for Ardsley-Popham (Roads), Mar 31, 1995, p.1

RITTER, TONY
Speak up for Hartsdale (edit), Jan 6, 1995, p.6

RIVERA, NARDA
The Bank of New York Salutes GOURMET GALAXY, The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.30

RIVERSO, VINCENT MICHELANGELO GUGIELMO
Vincent Michelangelo Guglielmo Riverso (dies), Apr 7, 1995, p.12

RO, ANGELA
Global role-play is course climax (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.10

RO, MICHELLE
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26

ROBBERS AND ASSAULTS
SEE CRIME AND CRIMINALS

ROBBINS, ANTONIA
Tea ceremony at Fox Meadow (photo), Apr 14, 1995, p.10

ROBBINS, JACKIE
A day for kids (SCS Historical Society country fair) (photo), Sep 15, 1995, p.5

ROBBINS, PAMELA
Prizes for Inquirer (has won 13 awards in this year’s New York Press Assn Better Newspaper Contest), Apr 14, 1995, p.1

ROBERTSON, PAT
A(merican) C(ivil) L(liberties) U(nion) head warns of attacks on liberties (photo), May 19, 1995, p.5

ROBINS, ANTONIA
It was a fabulous Fourth all over town (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.5

ROBINSON, LYNETTE B
Lynette A Robinson (made "fellow" in Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.4

ROCHE, JOHN M (AU)
Top 8 holidays in Scarsdale (suggestions inspired by holiday blackout policy) (ltr), Jan 13, 1995, p.6

RODGERS, KENNETH
Tricks didn’t work at S(chool) B(oard) N ominating C(ommittee) meeting (ltr), Jun 23, 1995, p.6
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RODGERS, KENNETH
S(School) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) has 13 new members, Jan 20, 1995, p.1
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub): How to stay in the educational forefront (photo), Jan 27, 1995, p.3
VIPs are divided on candidate interviews (prospective School Board Nominating Committee candidates), Jun 2, 1995, p.1
Interviews OK's for school board, Jun 9, 1995, p.1
Calm, reasoned guidance praised (ltr), Jun 9, 1995, p.8

RODGERS, KENNETH W (AU)
Don't forget to vote on the 17th (election of members of School Board Nominating Committee) (ltr), Jan 13, 1995, p.7
Big turnout for S(School) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) election (ltr), Jan 27, 1995, p.6
Committee vote not unanimous (ltr), Jun 2, 1995, p.6

RODGERS, MARY
Once Upon A Mattress; SSMT cast getting insights straight from the composer (photo), Jul 28, 1995, p.13

RODMAN, LUCILLE (AU)
Treaters had a great time, too (ltr), Nov 3, 1995, p.6

RODRICK, ROBERT
Great pool staff was on the ball (at recent accident) (ltr), Jul 14, 1995, p.6

ROEDER, WERNER J (DR)
Dr Werner J Roeder (reelected for second three year term to Lawrence Hospital board of governors), Feb 24, 1995, p.2

ROGERS, IRIS (AU)
Why subject us to a nightmare? (environmental hazard of compost heap) (ltr), Feb 10, 1995, p.6

ROGERS, KENNETH (AU)
Whys & wherefors of amendment (ltr), May 26, 1995, p.6

ROGERS, STEPHEN
Outstanding achievement celebrated at SHS (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.12

ROGERS, STEVE
Four SHS seniors are honored at awards picnic (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.23

ROGLASKI, KERI
Curfews: Needed structure or lack of trust?, Feb 3, 1995, p.5

ROGLIANO, EUGENE
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White As It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30

ROGLIANO, MARGARET
Power Pals celebrate at Edgewood (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.10

ROGLIANO, MARIE
Veterans' Day salutes democracy's defenders (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.5

ROGOWSKY, NANCY
Camp days (photo), Jul 21, 1995, p.5

ROHAN, RICHARD
Rohan is helpful and honorable (response to Inquirer article from 11/10/95 re Sgt Carroll) (ltr), Nov 24, 1995, p.6
Dick Rohan sets service standard (ltr), Dec 15, 1995, p.6

ROOSEVELT, FRANKLIN
Veiled attack on FDR and Truman (by Philip Nobile) (ltr), Aug 11, 1995, p.6

ROSE, ALISON
Edgemont to vote on school land sale, Dec 8, 1995, p.1

ROSE, ALISON (AU)
Edgemont should not sell its land (ltr), Dec 8, 1995, p.6

ROSE, DORIS C (AU)
Reeves Newsom was terrific, too (response to 5/26 article by I Sloan re SCS village managers) (ltr), Jun 23, 1995, p.6

ROSE, DOUG
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1995 (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.26
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ROSE, ELLEN
Parents demand ‘Space for Kids’ BASE at board meeting (photo), Jan 27, 1995, p.1

ROSELLI, JOHN
Footstock opens on Spencer Place (photo), Oct 13, 1995, p.4

ROSEN, ANN
The Bank of New York Salutes GOURMET GALAXY, The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.30

ROSEN, DANIEL
The Bank of New York Salutes GOURMET GALAXY, The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.30

ROSEN, JUDY (AU)
Stopping the ebb of girls’ self-esteem (edit), Sep 15, 1995, p.7

ROSENBERG, HELEN AND ERIC (AU)
Local teenager in Cirque du Soleil (lter), Apr 14, 1995, p.6

ROSENBERG, KAREN
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26

ROSENBLATT, MARK
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.34

ROSENBLUM, JOSEPH
Local men appointed to county committee, Jun 2, 1995, p.3

ROSENTHAL, KITT
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.24

ROSENZWEIG, JESSICA
Junior class plans annual blood drive (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.9

ROSH HASHANAH
Sign from an Angel (preparing for the start of Rosh Hashana) (photo), Sep 22, 1995, p.1

ROSNER, LYDIA
Ex-housing head won’t be missed (response to letter by Lydia Rosner from 9/8/95) (lter), Oct 6, 1995, p.6
Housing head wasn’t effective (response to Lydia Rosner’s letter from 9/8/95) (lter), Oct 6, 1995, p.6

ROSNER, LYDIA S (AU)
Feiner caters to divisive element (lter), Sep 8, 1995, p.6

ROSOFF, FRED
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Sep 15, 1995, p.32

ROSOFF, SARA
Celebrating among friends (Greenacres family picnic) (photo), Sep 15, 1995, p.9

ROSOFF, SARAH
Musical moments (Greenacres winter concert) (photo), Feb 10, 1995, p.10

ROSS, MARGE
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1995 (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.26

ROSS, PATRICIA LAHRMER (AU)
The way we were, enshrined in the attic (edit), Jun 9, 1995, p.7

ROSSI, CARLOS
Sentences announced in graffiti case (spray-painting sound barriers by Hutchinson River Parkway), Feb 10, 1995, p.3

ROTARY CLUB-SCS
Rotary thankful for local support (lter), Apr 7, 1995, p.6
Rotary, homeless thank donors (lter), May 12, 1995, p.6
Rotary largesse ($6,000 donated to six non-profit organizations) (photo), May 26, 1995, p.4

ROTH, CAROLINE
Mitzwah Day catches - and spreads - the spirit (photo), Nov 3, 1995, p.8

ROTH, CZACHKA
The Bank of New York Salutes GOURMET GALAXY, The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.30
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ROTH, GARY
The Bank of New York Salutes GOURMET GALAXY, The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.30

ROTH, JANICE
Field day fun (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.10

ROTH, JENNIFER
Power Pals celebrate at Edgewood (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.10

ROTH, MICHAEL
Violin, organ, flute, piano in local recitals (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.15

ROTHMAN, ELLEN
Mary Rothman to close its doors, May 5, 1995, p.1

ROTHMAN, LOU
More new stores (Tuesday's Child and Club Sandwich), Jan 6, 1995, p.1
Mary Rothman to close its doors, May 5, 1995, p.1

ROTHMAN, MARY
Mary Rothman to close its doors, May 5, 1995, p.1

ROTHSCHILD, AMELJE
New spot for kids dedicated at library (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.1

ROTHSCHILD, ERIC
SHS student government described, Feb 17, 1995, p.9
Class of '45 recalls good times at Scarsdale High School (photo), May 26, 1995, p.14
Eric Rothschild (has taught workshop on U.S. History for high school teachers at Manhattan College), Aug 11, 1995, p.4

ROTHSTEIN, HELENE (AU)
Edgemont G.O. grateful to all (ltr), Apr 21, 1995, p.6

ROTHSTEIN, JARED
CHOICE conference covers the world (photo), May 12, 1995, p.11

ROWE, FYNETTE
Old leaves turn into good dirt (ltr), Feb 3, 1995, p.6

ROWIN, BARBARA
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.24

ROWIN, MIKE
Teens, on their own, present 'Much Ado' (About Nothing) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.17

RUBENFELD, JULIA (AU)
Eating disorders were glamorized (ltr), Dec 22, 1995, p.6

RUBENSTEIN, HAROLD
The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34

RUBENSTEIN, JACOB
Jews gather to mourn Rabin (photo), Nov 10, 1995, p.1

RUBENSTEIN, LAUREN
Musical moments (Greenacres winter concert) (photo), Feb 10, 1995, p.10

RUBIN, CLIFF (AU)
Photographer alum(nus Eric Flisser) also deserves some glory (ltr), Oct 27, 1995, p.6

RUBIN, ELLEN (AU)
SCS (Volunteer) A(mulance) C(orps) is recruiting new members (ltr), Oct 27, 1995, p.6

RUBIN, HOWARD (DR)
Board of rabbis condemns bigotry (ltr), Jul 14, 1995, p.6

RUBIN, JON (AU)
Photographer alum(nus Eric Flisser) also deserves some glory (ltr), Oct 27, 1995, p.6

RUBIN, MATT
Speeches highlight SMS (presidential) election (photo), Oct 13, 1995, p.9
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RUBIN, MICHAEL
Parents demand 'Space for Kids' BASE at board meeting (photo), Jan 27, 1995, p.1
Michael Rubin (dies), Apr 7, 1995, p.12

RUBINS, SCOTT
It was truly entertaining (thanks and praises for SHS prom breakfast decorations) (ltr), Jul 7, 1995, p.6

RUBINS, ZEL
Scarsdale Auxiliary is vital member of hospital family (photo) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.6

RUDEMAN, JEROLD
Members of the Pataki team see changes ahead (photo), Jan 6, 1995, p.1

RUDEMAN, TERRY JANE
Attorney appointed judge in state court (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.1

RUMSEY, JULIA M D
Juliam M. D. Rumsey (dies), May 5, 1995, p.22

RUNNING
Run on Sunday (26th annual Scarsdale Run), Apr 7, 1995, p.1
And they’re off - again! (26th annual SCS 10K and 4-mile runs) (photo), Apr 14, 1995, p.1
Road runners race against the clock through Scarsdale streets (photo), Apr 14, 1995, p.19
Ready to run (annual Fall Fun Fitness Run at Quaker Ridge School) (photo), Sep 29, 1995, p.9
The call's out for walkers, runners (ltr), Oct 6, 1995, p.6
Fall Foliage Run, Oct 13, 1995, p.1
Correction (of letter by Sandi Simon and John Sweeney from 9/6/95), Oct 13, 1995, p.6

RUSCIANO, ANTHONY (AU)
Nynex is nixing peace on Sundays (ltr), Sep 1, 1995, p.6

RUSCIANO, JOYCE
Nynex employee tells his side (response to letters by S Behr and J Rusciano from 10/27/95) (ltr), Nov 10, 1995, p.6

RUSCIANO, JOYCE (AU)
Scarsdale should emulate Bronx (ltr), Jan 6, 1995, p.6
They have money for ad, but not for problems (ltr) (photo), Oct 27, 1995, p.6

RUSSELL, FRANK M
Frank M Russell (dies), Jul 14, 1995, p.4

RUSSELL, LAURA E
Laura E Russell (dies), Jul 21, 1995, p.20

RUSSO, KATHY
District schools welcome new faces of 1995-96 (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.9

RUTHERFORD, ISABEL FULLER
Isabel Fuller Rutherford (dies) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.20

RYBACK, ANDREA
Junior class plans annual blood drive (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.9

RYBAK, CONSTANCE
Move over, Beethoven (assembly at Fox Meadow School) (photo), Oct 13, 1995, p.9

SABBAG, ALLEN
Real estate honors (Anita Newman and Judith Koch) (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.4

SABLLOW, RHODA (AU)
Why sanction a health hazard? (ltr), Apr 14, 1995, p.6

SACCO, FRANK
Veterans' Day salutes democracy's defenders (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.5

SACCURATO, STEPHANIE
Fund to assist injured athlete, Sep 8, 1995, p.4
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SACHS, JOEL H (AU)
These days, buying a home can get very complicated (edit), Sep 8, 1995, p.7

SACHS, OSCAR
Occie Sachs fondly recalled (ltr), Aug 18, 1995, p.6

SACHS, OSCAR B
Oscar B Sachs (dies), Aug 11, 1995, p.10

SACK, JERRY
Neighborhood party inaugurate park (new playground and basketball courts at Hyatt Field) (photo), May 12, 1995, p.3

SACK, JERRY (AU)
Police vs. kids: a tough contest (comments on inaugural game Konfusion versus SCS Police Dept) (ltr), Apr 21, 1995, p.6

SADICARIO, STEVE
Edgemont to vote on school land sale, Dec 8, 1995, p.1
(Edgemont) Voters OK sale of land, Dec 15, 1995, p.1

SAENGER, LUCIE
Lucie Saenger (dies), Oct 13, 1995, p.8

SAFE RIDES PROGRAM-SCS
Safe Rides seeks funds, Sep 15, 1995, p.10
Safe Rides needs a new home base (ltr), Nov 3, 1995, p.6
We must help concerned teens (ltr), Nov 10, 1995, p.6
School no answer to program need (response to letter by Debbie Prince from 11/10/95) (ltr), Nov 17, 1995, p.6
Safe Rides has found new home (ltr), Dec 8, 1995, p.6

SAKAMOTO, SHINTARO
Power Pals celebrate at Edgewood (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.10

SALANT, ELLEN
Smiles of all nations (members of international families committee of Heathcote PTA) (photo), Nov 10, 1995, p.9

SALAVERRY, DANIELA (AU)
Laziness leads to pollution (ltr), May 5, 1995, p.6

SALAVERRY, PETER
A lesson in overcoming the odds (Peter Salaverry bikes in the mountains of France) (photo), Aug 4, 1995, p.15

SALINGER, ILSE
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

SALMAGGI, HENRY
Moving toward dialogue (regarding possible health risks from Crossway compost site) (edit), Mar 10, 1995, p.6
Panelists differ on compost, Mar 24, 1995, p.1

SALVATERRA, RICHARD
Harvest festival (sing-along and readings at Fox Meadow) (photo), Nov 24, 1995, p.1

SALVATION ARMY
Physical needs come first in the Salvation Army, Nov 3, 1995, p.4

SAMANA, GALIKA
Tipi time (tipi erected on grounds of Quaker Ridge School) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.12

SAMOBLADAS, VIVI
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

SAMSON, JON
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1995 (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.26

SAMUELS, DAVID
Snow didn't dampen shoppers' spirits, Dec 29, 1995, p.1

SAMUELS, PHYLLIS
Snow didn't dampen shoppers' spirits, Dec 29, 1995, p.1
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SAMUELSON, MIKE
Middle School to present musical "Babes in Arms" (photo), May 12, 1995, p.17

SAMUELSON, WENDY
It was truly entertaining (thanks and praises for SHS prom breakfast decorations) (ltr), Jul 7, 1995, p.6
Parkway bridge plans (for Woodlands Viaduct Bridge), Sep 29, 1995, p.1

SAMUELSON, WENDY (AU)
Post-prom party parents praised (individual names noted) (ltr), Jun 30, 1995, p.6

SANDER, HEIDE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.30

SANDLER, FLORENCE
Florence Sandier (dies), Aug 11, 1995, p.10

SANITATION DEPT-SCS
'Sanitmen' are unsung heroes (ltr), Oct 20, 1995, p.6

SANO, SHINGO
Power Pals celebrate at Edgewood (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.10

SANOSSIAN, CYNTHIA
Textbooks tossed, students learn by doing (photo), May 19, 1995, p.11
Psychologists' roles described (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.9

SANSONE, CYNTHIA
A look at Japanese life (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.10

SANTA CLAUS
Dear Santa ... (SCS younsters may mail their letters to Santa beginning today), Nov 24, 1995, p.1
Time for kids (Santa Claus and festival of lights) (photo), Dec 22, 1995, p.1
Dear Santa ... (Santa's secretaries answer letters) (photo), Dec 22, 1995, p.5

SANTMIRE, GARY
Two traditions (Easter morning service and congregational seder) (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.1

SANTMIRE, GARY (AU)
Religion is not just for holidays (ltr), Apr 14, 1995, p.6

SANTO, PEGGY
A fond farewell (Anne Hanson of Houlihan Lawrence is retiring after 50 years as realtor) (photo), Feb 3, 1995, p.4

SANTOMERO, CAMILLO
Family assesses fire damage (home on Richbell Close), Aug 4, 1995, p.1
Lightning rods: Do they work?, Aug 4, 1995, p.1

SANTOMERO, GLORIA
Family assesses fire damage (home on Richbell Close), Aug 4, 1995, p.1

SANTOMERO, JENNIFER
Family assesses fire damage (home on Richbell Close), Aug 4, 1995, p.1

SANTURIAN, GAYANE
Letter perfect (potluck alphabet feast at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.10

SARKAR, JUSTIN
Scarsdale teen named to U.S. chess team (photo), Jan 6, 1995, p.4

SARNOFF, STEPHANIE
Departments must limit wish lists, Feb 10, 1995, p.1
Panel warns of right-wing influence on school boards, Mar 24, 1995, p.5
The Bank of New York Salutes the 1995 Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.28
New spot for kids dedicated at library (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.1

SARRAF, Bryna
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.34
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SASAKI, SADAKO
    Recall Sadako (Sasaki) next Saturday (ltr), Jun 9, 1995, p.6

SAVAGE, DOROTHY PELL
    Dorothy Pell Savage (dies), Aug 4, 1995, p.10

SAVAGE, JOE
    PTA panel warns of pesticide dangers, Mar 10, 1995, p.1

SAVARESE, WILDA
    Starring in Edgewood (3rd graders star in "A Space Journey") (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.10

SAVIANO, JOHN
    Furnace fire damages Edgewood home, Oct 6, 1995, p.1

SAWABINI, ZINA
    The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White As It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30

SAXON WOODS (SCS)
    Pool plans considered, Jun 9, 1995, p.1
    Area legislators split over Saxon Woods pool vote, Jul 28, 1995, p.9

SCARLETT, ETHEL WATERS
    Ethel Waters Scarlett (dies), Aug 11, 1995, p.10

SCHAEFER, CAROL
    Protesters say envoy (Yasushi Akashi) must quit (photo), May 26, 1995, p.1

SCHAEFER, ERIC
    Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.30

SCHAGER, KEEPS
    International investor (Kees Schager) dies of injuries (photo), Oct 13, 1995, p.1
    International investor dies of injuries (cont), Oct 13, 1995, p.19

SCHANDLER, JON B
    The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), May 26, 1995, p.32

SCHAPIRO, MARTIN
    AIDS Ride unites a diverse crowd (photo), Sep 22, 1995, p.5

SCHears, STANLEY (AU)
    Preventing homelessness (edit), Oct 27, 1995, p.7

SCECHTER, SHIRLEY
    The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

SCHENBERG, MARK
    Hochberg, Velella target airbag theft, fraud (photo), Oct 27, 1995, p.3

SCHERF, JOHN
    Architects object to B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(egulations) changes, May 19, 1995, p.1

SCHERF, JOHN (AU)
    Graffiti removal (of fences along Hutchinson River Parkway) unsatisfactory (ltr), Feb 17, 1995, p.6
    Applauds B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(egulations)'s proposed changes (ltr), May 26, 1995, p.8
    Don't feed geese or mallard ducks (ltr), Aug 11, 1995, p.6

SCHERF, JOHN A (AU)
    On streets, use water-based paint (ltr), Dec 1, 1995, p.6

SCHERLING, ALY
    Curfews: Needed structure or lack of trust?, Feb 3, 1995, p.5

SCHIFRIN, NATHAN (DR)
    T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) urges village to relax proposed home office rules (photo), Mar 3, 1995, p.1

SCHIRO, BRIAN
    Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26
    Four SHS seniors are honored at award picnic (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.23
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SCHLECHTER, BENJAMIN
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26
Outstanding achievement celebrated at SHS (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.12

SCHLECHTER, MIKE
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26

SCHLECHTER, JUSTIN
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White As It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30

SCHLEGEL, THOMAS
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

SCHLEITER, RICHARD
New name, face lift urged for SHS lot, Nov 24, 1995, p.1

SCHLEITER, RICHARD (OR)
Student art gallery opens (in SHS) (photo), Mar 10, 1995, p.9
Planners say no to SHS paving project, Aug 11, 1995, p.1

SCHLESINGER, MICHAEL
Don’t saddle kids with reputations (response to letter by Michael Schlesinger from 8/25/95) (ltr), Sep 1, 1995, p.6

SCHLESINGER, MICHAEL (AU)
Name those young miscreants (urges naming of teenagers charged with crime in SCS Inquirer) (ltr), Aug 25, 1995, p.6

SCHNEIDER, AMY
Stage wizardry important in 'Once Upon a Mattress' (photo), Jul 21, 1995, p.18
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo), Jul 28, 1995, p.22
Off-Broadway comes to village (praise for SSMT production of 'Once Upon a Mattress") (ltr), Aug 11, 1995, p.6

SCHNEIDERMAN, JASON
An international all-star (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.13

SCHNUR, LIZI
Celebrating among friends (Greenacres family picnic) (photo), Sep 15, 1995, p.9

SCHNUR, NANCY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Sep 15, 1995, p.32

SCHNUR, STEVEN
Schnur, Steven (nominated for Washington Irving Children's Book Choice Awards for 1995), Nov 3, 1995, p.4
SCHNUR, STEVEN (AU)
The past will be heard (edit), Nov 3, 1995, p.7

SCHOENFELD, MYRON (DR)
Cardiologist (Myron Schoenfeld) wants to be 'doctor to the nation' (running for president) (photo), May 12, 1995, p.1
Schoenfeld says he's running for President (cont), May 12, 1995, p.8
Impossible dream? (Myron Schoenfeld announces his candidacy for President of United States) (photo), May 26, 1995, p.1
Myron Schoenfeld begins his White House quest, May 26, 1995, p.5
Schoenfeld proposes health care changes, Jul 14, 1995, p.5
Schoenfeld is on the campaign trail, Oct 6, 1995, p.1
Schoenfeld on campaign trail in search of money and support (cont), Oct 6, 1995, p.17

SCHOLARSHIPS AND FELLOWSHIPS
Scholarship contests (essay contest on driving safety sponsored by area Volvo dealers), Apr 7, 1995, p.10
College scholarship winner (Lauren Burger), May 12, 1995, p.12
Scholarship winner (Lauren Burger wins $1000 in Volvo Dealers "Safety First" essay contest) (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.2
Scholarship fund drive launched (photo), Dec 1, 1995, p.9

SCHOLASTIC APTITUDE TESTS
SATs should stress achievement (edit), Jun 9, 1995, p.7
Educational Testing Service should make achievement the primary focus of the SAT (cont), Jun 9, 1995, p.25
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SCHOOL BOARD NOMINATING COMMITTEE-SCS

School board nominators to be chosen (includes names of school district candidates), Jan 13, 1995, p.1
Don't forget to vote on the 17th (election of members of School Board Nominating Committee) (ltr), Jan 13, 1995, p.7
S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) has 13 new members, Jan 20, 1995, p.1
13 elected to School Board Nominating Committee (cont), Jan 20, 1995, p.10
Big turnout for S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) election (ltr), Jan 27, 1995, p.6
S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) chooses 3 for school board (photo), Mar 17, 1995, p.1
School board candidates nominated (cont), Mar 17, 1995, p.10
Interviews for candidates urged, May 5, 1995, p.1
Interviewing proposed for candidates (cont), May 5, 1995, p.4
A practical necessity (volunteers needed for SCS Board of Education and Nominating Committee) (edit), May 12, 1995, p.6
Nominators must not be rookies (response to edit by I Sloan from 4/28) (ltr), May 12, 1995, p.6
S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) change not 'innocuous' (ltr), May 19, 1995, p.6
Change voting procedure (edit), May 26, 1995, p.6
Whys & wherefores of amendment (ltr), May 26, 1995, p.6
VIPs are divided on candidate interviews (prospective School Board Nominating Committee candidates), Jun 2, 1995, p.1
Change threatens our school system (ltr), Jun 2, 1995, p.6
Interviews (with nominees for school board) would open the process (ltr), Jun 2, 1995, p.6
Strongly supports amendment (to interview candidates for the school board) (ltr), Jun 2, 1995, p.6
Interviews (with candidates for school board) won't improve quality) (ltr), Jun 2, 1995, p.6
Committee vote not unanimous (ltr), Jun 2, 1995, p.6
Interviews OK's for school board, Jun 9, 1995, p.1
A night to remember (mechanics of amending the School Board Nominating Committee Resolution) (edit), Jun 9, 1995, p.6
Real problem is S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) candidates (ltr), Jun 9, 1995, p.6
Calm, reasoned guidance praised (ltr), Jun 9, 1995, p.8
Procedure needs to be changed (ltr), Jun 9, 1995, p.8
S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) to interview candidates (cont), Jun 9, 1995, p.27
Tricks didn't work at S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) meeting (ltr), Jun 23, 1995, p.6
Handle interviews with dignity, care (ltr), Jun 23, 1995, p.6
Losers should accept the vote (ltr), Jun 30, 1995, p.6
School board nominating process begins, Oct 20, 1995, p.5
S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) attracts a stellar list, Dec 1, 1995, p.1
S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) attracts a stellar list (cont), Dec 1, 1995, p.20
What about the other candidates? (ltr), Dec 8, 1995, p.6
S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) needs help with mailing cost (ltr), Dec 15, 1995, p.6
Candidate alert, Dec 29, 1995, p.1

SCHOOL BUSES

Ready to roll (for opening day of SCS schools) (photo), Sep 1, 1995, p.1
Bus safety stressed (photo), Sep 22, 1995, p.9
School bus safety enforced, Oct 13, 1995, p.3

SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS AND PRINCIPALS

Principals sign new 3-year contract, Jan 13, 1995, p.9
Hibschman to leave Scarsdale (photo), Jun 2, 1995, p.1
Interim superintendent is appointed, Jun 16, 1995, p.1
Pick innovation over status quo (re choice of next superintendent) (ltr), Jun 23, 1995, p.6
Toder, Raizes to lead board (of education) (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.1
The search is on (for successor to SCS Schools Superintendent R Hibschman), Sep 8, 1995, p.1
Parents profile the perfect schools chief, Sep 15, 1995, p.1
To a future schools chief (qualities and qualifications needed to be SCS school superintendent/edit), Sep 15, 1995, p.6
Parents profile a perfect schools chief (cont), Sep 15, 1995, p.8
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SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS AND PRINCIPALS continued

Superintendent search continues, Oct 27, 1995, p.9
Search continues (for new superintendent of schools), Dec 8, 1995, p.1

SCHOOLS-EMT

Edgemont schools attend to a list of objectives (photo) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.1
Edgemont Schools make steady progress (photo) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.2
Freeze in school aid relieves some budget tensions, Feb 10, 1995, p.1
Spirits soared with the kites ("Kite Day" at Greenville School) (ltr), May 26, 1995, p.8
New Compact (for Learning) has local impact, Aug 4, 1995, p.8
Edgemont should not sell its land (ltr), Dec 8, 1995, p.6

SCHOOLS-EMT-BUDGET

E'mont needs to economize (regarding its school budget) (ltr), Mar 10, 1995, p.6
Edgemont process not democratic (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.6
Edgemont hopes to celebrate victory, Apr 28, 1995, p.1
Support your schools (on school budget vote day) (edit), Apr 28, 1995, p.6
Vote for quality in E'mont May 3 (school budget vote) (ltr), Apr 28, 1995, p.6
Support honors activist's memory (ltr), Apr 28, 1995, p.6
School budgets are okayed by voters, May 5, 1995, p.1

SCHOOLS-EMT-GRADUATION

(Supplement) Graduation '95 (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.0

SCHOOLS-EMT-GREENVILLE

Orchestra grant is 1 of 4 in nation (ltr), Jun 23, 1995, p.6

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL

Edgemont G.O. grateful to all (ltr), Apr 21, 1995, p.6

SCHOOLS-EMT-SPORTS

Edgemont to vote on school land sale, Dec 8, 1995, p.1
Vote 'yes' in Edgemont (re selling school land) (edit), Dec 8, 1995, p.6
(Edgemont) Voters OK sale of land, Dec 15, 1995, p.1

SCHOOLS-NEW YORK STATE-STATE AID

Freeze in school aid relieves some budget tensions, Feb 10, 1995, p.1
School aid freeze relieves budget tension (cont), Feb 10, 1995, p.8

SCHOOLS-SCS

Notable headway in the schools (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.1
Take an active role in the school process (photo) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.2
Students aid (Kobe) earthquake victims, Feb 3, 1995, p.10
Baby boomlet will squeeze space in Scarsdale schools, Feb 17, 1995, p.1
Managers win pay hike, Feb 17, 1995, p.9
Boomlet squeezing schools (cont), Feb 17, 1995, p.16
'It's a Small World' in Scarsdale schools (international celebrations) (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.9
Helping the hungry (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.9
PT Council sponsors shows, Apr 7, 1995, p.9
Needed in our schools: A feeling of 'we' (edit), Apr 14, 1995, p.7
Schools on TV (Mamaroneck-strip residents will now be able to watch their children on television), Apr 21, 1995, p.1
Skills improvements proposed, Apr 28, 1995, p.9
Fields to be treated (Heathcote and Greenacres), May 12, 1995, p.1
Emergency drill, May 26, 1995, p.1
Hibschman to leave Scarsdale (photo), Jun 2, 1995, p.1
Religious guidelines for holiday passed, Jun 9, 1995, p.1
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SCHOOLS-SCS continued

Tenure approved for nine teachers, Jun 9, 1995, p.11
Hibschman farewell, Jun 16, 1995, p.1
Interim superintendent is appointed, Jun 16, 1995, p.1
Dinner caps a week of tributes to Hibschman (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.1
Dialogue clarifies guidelines (for teaching about religion and religious holidays), Jun 23, 1995, p.1
Teachers will get increases of 2-3%, Jun 30, 1995, p.1
Franz gets tenure; two teachers retire, Jul 14, 1995, p.8
Claire D. Leone Real Estate Honors Dr. Richard D. Hibschman (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.24
New Compact (for Learning) has local impact, Aug 4, 1995, p.8
(Supplement) Back 2 School (photo), Aug 25, 1995, p.0
New faces greet returning students, Sep 8, 1995, p.1
The search is on (for successor to SCS Schools Superintendent R Hibschman), Sep 8, 1995, p.1
New teachers at helm as school gets under way (photo) (cont), Sep 8, 1995, p.8
District schools welcome new faces of 1995-96 (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.9
Schools days: one more time? (edit), Sep 22, 1995, p.7
Schools will stress discipline and basic skills in classroom, Sep 22, 1995, p.9
Holiday spirit returns, quietly, Dec 22, 1995, p.1
Schools recognize December holidays - cautiously (cont), Dec 22, 1995, p.5
The unrevised holiday guidelines: The ban continues (edit), Dec 22, 1995, p.7
Agenda shouldn't sway majority (response to edit by K McCreary re holiday policy from 12/22) (ltr), Dec 29, 1995, p.7

SCHOOLS-SCS-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL

A-Schoolers sponsor dialogue on eating disorders, Apr 14, 1995, p.10

SCHOOLS-SCS-BUDGET

More teachers, higher salaries, Feb 17, 1995, p.9
School budget okayed, Apr 14, 1995, p.1
School budget (cont), Apr 14, 1995, p.8
Scarsdale to vote on 2.94% tax hike, Apr 28, 1995, p.1
Scarsdale school budget (cont), Apr 28, 1995, p.4
Support your schools (on school budget vote day) (edit), Apr 28, 1995, p.6
Affirm the value of our assets (ltr), Apr 28, 1995, p.6
School budgets are okayed by voters, May 5, 1995, p.1
School budget passes in Scarsdale (cont), May 5, 1995, p.4

SCHOOLS-SCS-CURRICULUM

Science, math magic promote discovery, Jan 13, 1995, p.9
Science magic sparks students (cont), Jan 13, 1995, p.10
Summer curriculum projects planned, Mar 10, 1995, p.9
Cybersociety influences school curriculum, Mar 24, 1995, p.9
Textbooks tossed, students learn by doing (photo), May 19, 1995, p.11
Classroom history lessons (cont), May 19, 1995, p.12
Teachers update school curriculum, Sep 15, 1995, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-EDGECOM

Local landmarks inspire history project (photo), Jan 20, 1995, p.9
Learning to teach (student teachers from Manhattanville College) (photo), Jan 27, 1995, p.10
After-school clubs need angel to handle administrative tasks (photo), Feb 3, 1995, p.9
Puppets on parade (preparation for Edgewood puppet theater) (photo), Feb 17, 1995, p.9
Musical storyteller (performance of "Peter and the Wolf" by Festival of Music at Edgewood) (photo), Mar 10, 1995, p.10
Starring in Edgewood (3rd graders star in "A Space Journey") (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.10
All's fair next weekend (photo), May 5, 1995, p.12
Jewish children were isolated (ltr), Jun 23, 1995, p.6
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HEATHCOTE

Broadway style at Heathcote (Okra Dance Co performers lead Heathcote volunteers) (photo), Jan 27, 1995, p.10
Facelift nearly complete at Heathcote playground (photo), Feb 10, 1995, p.9
Singing about school (Heathcote students meet their pen pals from P.S. 26 in person) (photo), Feb 10, 1995, p.10
Book talk at Heathcote (Amy Hest explains how she wrote her book "Purple Cow") (photo), Feb 17, 1995, p.9
Memorial window installed (in memory of Janet Cobelli) (photo), Mar 3, 1995, p.9
Seeing double (Heathcote 5th graders pose with life-sized replicas of themselves) (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.10
News from Heathcote School (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.9
All kinds of music (recycled trash makes musical instruments for Heathcote students) (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.10
Mini-mall teaches shopping savvy (at Heathcote) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.12
Field day fun (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.10
A fond farewell (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.9
Bus safety stressed (photo), Sep 22, 1995, p.9
Pizza power (Heathcote second graders visit Italian Village pizzeria in Golden Horseshoe) (photo), Oct 27, 1995, p.9
Smiles of all nations (members of international families committee of Heathcote PTA) (photo), Nov 10, 1995, p.9
Parents set values, sex educator says, Nov 17, 1995, p.9
A class project (Heathcote's annual candy drive) (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.9
Model cities on display (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.10

SCHOOLS-SCS-HEATHCOTE-GRADUATION

(Supplement) Graduation '95 (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.0

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL

The alternative to beer drinking (ltr), Jan 6, 1995, p.6
Volunteerism at Scarsdale High School, Jan 6, 1995, p.9
Combating crime is forum topic, Jan 13, 1995, p.10
Learning problems addressed at SHS, Jan 20, 1995, p.9
Drawing is her specialty (photo), Feb 3, 1995, p.9
SHS student government described, Feb 17, 1995, p.9
A year in Japan for SHS sophomore (photo), Mar 3, 1995, p.9
French students visit SHS, Mar 3, 1995, p.9
Student art gallery opens (in SHS) (photo), Mar 10, 1995, p.9
Music sets style at SHS, Mar 10, 1995, p.10
Workshops on good health (photo), Mar 17, 1995, p.9
SHS Jazz Ensemble selected for All-County Jazz Festival (photo), Mar 17, 1995, p.10
Health fair stretches students, Mar 31, 1995, p.10
(International Fair Day), Apr 7, 1995, p.10
Network sparks SHS studies, Apr 14, 1995, p.9
Forums hear a sobering story, Apr 14, 1995, p.9
Vacation for some (work done at high school while students enjoyed their vacation) (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.1
New horizons ahead for special educator (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.9
Junior class plans annual blood drive (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.9
Spirit Week sets vacation mood (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.10
Concert features senior soloists (photo), May 5, 1995, p.12
Brown to head SHS special ed department, May 12, 1995, p.11
International mentors honored, May 12, 1995, p.11
A winning team (SHS deans) (photo), May 12, 1995, p.12
Steffi Nossen dancers to tour solar (photo), May 12, 1995, p.17
Senior friends thank freshmen (for landscaping work at library pond April 29), May 19, 1995, p.6
Good sports all, at Imus event (ltr), May 19, 1995, p.6
Imus hits hardwood at SHS for charity, May 19, 1995, p.21
Visiting Japan in a time of crisis (photo) (edit), May 26, 1995, p.7
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL continued

Hate stickers prompt action against bias, May 26, 1995, p.13
Information highway access moving slowly at SHS, May 26, 1995, p.14
Senior class to strut in 'Me and My Girl' (photo), May 26, 1995, p.21
Seniors sobered by speaker with AIDS, Jun 2, 1995, p.9
Outstanding achievement celebrated at SHS (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.12
Four SHS seniors are honored at award picnic (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.23
SHS honors student volunteers (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.9
Global role-play is course climax (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.10
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.30
Scholarship winner (Lauren Burger wins $1000 in Volvo Dealers "Safety First" essay contest) (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.2
(Bandersnatch yearbook brings smiles to Gabby Puchalski, Marissa Malick and Traci Garff) (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.6
Great performers, rude audience (recent dance performance by SCS Ballet Studio at SHS) (itn), Jul 7, 1995, p.6
Remedy for teacher absences suggested, Jul 14, 1995, p.8
Through the looking glass: SHS, 1931 (photo), Jul 21, 1995, p.9
Comfort station plan discomfits neighbors, Jul 28, 1995, p.1
SHS booters hold two national records, Jul 28, 1995, p.15
Students are not our 'products' (itn), Aug 4, 1995, p.6
Planning board to rule on SHS parking lot (photo), Aug 4, 1995, p.8
Planners say no to SHS paving project, Aug 11, 1995, p.1
Restrooms to go near clay court (by SHS), Aug 11, 1995, p.1
Planning board says no to paving dirt lot at high school (cont), Aug 11, 1995, p.2
Lavish 'Once Upon a Mattress' burnishes image of S(CS) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre) (photo), Aug 11, 1995, p.11
Free-wheeling skaters on the move (photo), Aug 18, 1995, p.1
A lot to think about (whether or not to pave the dirt lot at SHS) (edit), Aug 18, 1995, p.6
Junior skeptical about parking veto (itn), Aug 18, 1995, p.7
Teens arrested for SHS rooftop graffiti (sic) (photo), Aug 25, 1995, p.3
SHS mentors ease entry for international students (photo), Sep 22, 1995, p.9
Summer adventure widened students' horizons, Sep 29, 1995, p.9
S(tudents) A(gainst) D(runken) D(riving) plans mock crash, Sep 29, 1995, p.9
National Merit (Corporation) commends 38 (individual names noted), Oct 6, 1995, p.9
Computers ease college search (through Expan, the computerized college application system), Oct 6, 1995, p.9
Mock crash hits home (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.10
Substitute (teachers) options to be mulled, Oct 27, 1995, p.1
Fame is strictly local for (SCS) high school bands, Nov 3, 1995, p.9
Marijuana found on 2 students, Nov 10, 1995, p.9
Cheating has many causes, Nov 10, 1995, p.9
Substitutes unnecessary, high school students say (cont), Nov 10, 1995, p.20
Poor substitutes the exception, not the rule (edit), Nov 17, 1995, p.6
New name, face lift urged for SHS lot, Nov 24, 1995, p.1
Lovely voices in Sondheim musical at SHS, Nov 24, 1995, p.18
Japanese-American relationships need work (photo) (edit), Dec 1, 1995, p.7
Close-up views of science in action, Dec 1, 1995, p.9
Stand firm on paving (SHS) dirt lot (itn), Dec 8, 1995, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White As It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30
What am I bid? (STEP auction at SHS) (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.9
Student artist's work spotlighted (photo), Dec 22, 1995, p.8
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL
Recruitment reveals A-School's essence, Feb 10, 1995, p.9
Internships integral to A-School program (photo), Feb 10, 1995, p.9
Loving send-off at A-School (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.1
A warm send-off at A-school (cont), Jun 23, 1995, p.14

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-ALUMNI
Music on intimate scale sprinkles concert calendar (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.15
Lyrical fiction from a native daughter (photo), May 12, 1995, p.5
The many routes to re-rooting in Scarsdale (photo), Jun 2, 1995, p.5
Old grads tell why they returned to raise families in Scarsdale (cont), Jun 2, 1995, p.21
MBAs all (SHS graduates receive MBA degrees from Columbia University) (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.4
James Chin memorial award is established at university (photo), Aug 4, 1995, p.4
Dara van Dijk (appointed director of Webster University Bermuda), Aug 11, 1995, p.4
Jonathan D Haidt (appointed assistant professor of psychology at University of Virginia) (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.4
Kiri J Borg (elected vice president of business development for Tishman Interiors Corp) (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.4
Cyclist finds fulfillment helping others (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.17
Adam Delvecchio (has received practical work in military leadership at ROTC camp at Fort Bragg, NC), Sep 15, 1995, p.4
She plays ... like a good athlete (edit), Sep 15, 1995, p.7
Susan Pravda (profiled in new book "Swim with the Dolphins"), Sep 29, 1995, p.4
It's Showtime for a filmmaker with Scarsdale roots (photo), Sep 29, 1995, p.5
Warmhearted warm-up (participants in Billy Smithline Foundation walk-a-thon) (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.1
James Nowick, Ph. D. (named recipient of 1995 Presidential Faculty fellow Award), Oct 6, 1995, p.4
Photographer alum(nus Eric Flisser) also deserves some glory (ltr), Oct 27, 1995, p.6
No sacrifice too great for David Karp (photo), Nov 24, 1995, p.22
Nancy Solomon (appointed vice president, business development for Wright Communications) (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.4
Missy DeAngelis (has joined public relations division of Brouillard Communications) (photo), Dec 29, 1995, p.2
Visionary producer pursues his dream (photo), Dec 29, 1995, p.17

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-CLUBS
U.N. Club covers the world, Feb 17, 1995, p.9
(Matthias Mueller of SHS Ultimate Frisbee Club makes a diving catch) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.6
SHS club members walk for charity (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-CURRICULUM
Senior Options set for a third year, Apr 7, 1995, p.9
Senior Options still going strong, Jun 30, 1995, p.9
Seniors still slump despite options, Nov 10, 1995, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-DEBATE TEAM
Debate team competes, Jan 27, 1995, p.9
Debaters aim for the top (Kata Gellen wins championship), Apr 7, 1995, p.9
Debaters win 3 top prizes at state tournament (photo), May 5, 1995, p.11
Debate is hot at team meets, Nov 24, 1995, p.10

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-DRAMA CLUB
Cast announced for SHS drama, 'Into the Woods' (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.15

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-ECOSAVER CLUB
EcoSAVERS makes a difference, Apr 21, 1995, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-GRADUATION
(Supplement) Graduation '95 (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.0
Pomp and affection (SHS Class of 1995 parades to Dean Field for graduation ceremonies) (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.1
New graduates prepare to move on, Jun 30, 1995, p.9
A sojourn in another world (experience of STEP student Charles Martin) (photo), Jul 21, 1995, p.1
Sojourn in another world (cont), Jul 21, 1995, p.12
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-HOMECOMING
    Homecoming stirs spirit, Oct 13, 1995, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PROM
    Prom preparations cap senior year, Jun 16, 1995, p.9
    Pool party to cap senior prom night, Jun 23, 1995, p.10
    Post-prom party parents praised (individual names noted) (ltr), Jun 30, 1995, p.6
    Ready for an elegant evening (new SHS graduates gather before the senior prom) (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.9
    It was truly entertaining (thanks and praises for SHS prom breakfast decorations) (ltr), Jul 7, 1995, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PTA
    Change in guidelines (for religious holidays) proposal, Jan 20, 1995, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PTA SCHOLARSHIP FUND
    Scholarship fund drive launched (photo), Dec 1, 1995, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PUBLICATIONS
    Publications provide an escape from academics, Jan 20, 1995, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-REUNIONS
    Class of '45 recalls good times at Scarsdale High School (photo), May 26, 1995, p.14
    'Kid of a certain age' reflects on SHS reunion (edit), Nov 24, 1995, p.7

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-SIGNIFIER (HONOR SOCIETY)
    Signifer initiates 56 students (individual names noted), Oct 20, 1995, p.10

SCHOOLS-SCS-IHM
    Computer concentration (in pre-K class at IHM) (photo), Jan 27, 1995, p.9
    Helping friends (students at IHM present flowers and a $1,300 check to Janine Crocitto) (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.8

SCHOOLS-SCS-IHM-GRADUATION
    (Supplement) Graduation '95 (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.0

SCHOOLS-SCS-MIDDLE SCHOOL
    Party unites young and old (photo), Jan 13, 1995, p.10
    'Listen to your child,' counselor urges, Feb 3, 1995, p.10
    Summer trip planned (two cycling trips for 6th, 7th and 8th graders on Cape Cod this July), Feb 10, 1995, p.9
    Ancestors enliven civil war study (Zachary Steele is investigating life of Frederick Reohr) (photo), Feb 10, 1995, p.10
    Middle-schoolers discover history in the details (photo), Feb 24, 1995, p.9
    Middle School News; Sixth-graders follow the news, Feb 24, 1995, p.9
    Middle School News; Civil War drama portrays both sides, Mar 17, 1995, p.9
    SMS holds Olympic Day (photo), Mar 17, 1995, p.9
    SRO for speech contest, Apr 7, 1995, p.9
    Making a difference (18 7th and 8th graders visit Blythdale Children's Hospital on March 27) (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.10
    The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1995 (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.26
    Cooper sixth-graders enjoy a dramatic show, Apr 21, 1995, p.9
    Speakers endorse holiday guidelines (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.9
    CHOICE conference covers the world (photo), May 12, 1995, p.11
    Middle school writers win awards, May 12, 1995, p.11
    Middle School to present musical "Babes in Arms" (photo), May 12, 1995, p.17
    New Cooper House counselor named (photo), May 19, 1995, p.1
    School visitor describes her war-time struggle, May 26, 1995, p.13
    Middle School News; Students move from lab to museum, Jun 2, 1995, p.9
    Middle School News; Young publisher fills school news gap (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.11
    An on-line writing contest, Jun 30, 1995, p.9
    Middle School News (photo) (cont), Jun 30, 1995, p.10
    An international all-star (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.13
    Len Tallevi receives international award, Jul 21, 1995, p.4
    Greener pastures (fertilizer will be applied to Dean Field, Scout Field and Middle School fields), Aug 11, 1995, p.1
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SCHOOLS-SCS-MIDDLE SCHOOL  continued

Trip challenges SMS kids, Sep 8, 1995, p.3
Cape adventure for SMS kids (cont), Sep 8, 1995, p.19
Choice welcomes seventh-graders, Sep 22, 1995, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes The United Way of Scarsdale Edgemont (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.26
Speeches highlight SMS (presidential) election (photo), Oct 13, 1995, p.9
Middle School News, Oct 13, 1995, p.9
McCall at (SCS Middle School) convocation, Oct 20, 1995, p.1
Starting middle school with a smile (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.9
Here's to you, Lowell (Marcia Stern presents Public Service Award to Lowell Tooley) (photo), Oct 27, 1995, p.1
Parent support groups at SMS, Oct 27, 1995, p.1
Memorial garden (in memory of Dr Karen Chanow-Gruen), Nov 3, 1995, p.1
Gender equity in Scarsdale Middle School: Fact or fallacy?, Nov 3, 1995, p.9
Middle School News, Nov 3, 1995, p.9
An educator remembered (garden dedicated at SMS in memory of Dr Karen Chanow-Gruen) (photo), Nov 10, 1995, p.9
Middle School News, Nov 10, 1995, p.10
Middle School News, Nov 17, 1995, p.9
Middle school parents meet with counselors, Nov 24, 1995, p.9
Holiday good deeds (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.10
Seniors enjoyed party with kids (ltr), Dec 22, 1995, p.6
Middle school party pleases all ages (photo), Dec 22, 1995, p.8
Carret advises eighth-graders on investments, life (photo), Dec 22, 1995, p.8

SCHOOLS-SCS-MIDDLE SCHOOL-GRADUATION
(Supplement) Graduation '95 (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.0

SCHOOLS-SCS-PTA
Activists lobby Albany to restore cuts, Mar 24, 1995, p.1
After-school clubs will continue thru PTA's, Mar 24, 1995, p.10

SCHOOLS-SCS-QUAKER RIDGE
Kwanzaa introduced at Quaker Ridge (photo), Jan 13, 1995, p.10
Songs and stories (at SCS Seniors Valentine's Day party at Girl Scout House) (photo), Feb 17, 1995, p.1
Songs and styles portray the past (photo), Apr 14, 1995, p.9
Kids' BASE wants addition at Quaker Ridge, Apr 21, 1995, p.1
Kids' BASE parents request addition at Quaker Ridge (cont), Apr 21, 1995, p.12
Tipi time (tipi erected on grounds of Quaker Ridge School) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.12
Author, author (author's day at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.10
First day smiles (first day of school) (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.1
News from Quaker Ridge, Sep 15, 1995, p.10
Ready to run (annual Fall Fun Fitness Run at Quaker Ridge School) (photo), Sep 29, 1995, p.9
Teeming with life (Quaker Ridge 4th graders study pond life in Pleasantville) (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.9
Letter perfect (potluck alphabet feast at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.10
Writers are people, too (author Jean Van Leeuwen at Quaker Ridge book fair) (photo), Nov 24, 1995, p.10
A horse, of course (horse, harness and hay brought to Quaker Ridge to illustrate letter "H") (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.11

SCHOOLS-SCS-QUAKER RIDGE-GRADUATION
(Supplement) Graduation '95 (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.0

SCHOOLS-SCS-ST PIUS X
(Young essay contest winners from St Pius X receive their prizes) (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.10

SCHOOLS-SCS-ST PIUS X-GRADUATION
(Supplement) Graduation '95 (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.0
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SCHOOLS-SCS-STATE AID
Activists lobby Albany to restore cuts, Mar 24, 1995, p.1

SCHOOLS-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
Federal cuts harm education (ltr), Sep 22, 1995, p.6

SCHREIBER, JOHN (DR)
John Schreiber, M.D. (selected to lead a six month space shuttle study), Jun 16, 1995, p.4

SCHREIER, NICOLE
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1995 (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.26

SCHROEDER, ELAINE
The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34
Restrooms to go near clay court (by SHS), Aug 11, 1995, p.1

SCHULMAN, JEROME
Store's sprinklers quench CVS blaze (photo), Feb 17, 1995, p.1

SCHULTZ, PEGGY (AU)
Pool employee was offensive (ltr), Sep 1, 1995, p.6

SCHUMAN, JOEY
Holiday good deeds (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.10

SCHUTT, FRAZ
Everyday art examined at Fox Meadow (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.9
Tea ceremony at Fox Meadow (photo), Apr 14, 1995, p.10

SCHUTZ, CHRISTA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.30

SCHWAB, JAY
Math magic at Fox Meadow family night (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.10

SCHWAB, MARTIN J
Martin J Schwab (has received United Hospital Fund's distinguished trustee award), Jun 16, 1995, p.4

SCHWAB, PETER (DR) (AU)
Africa's troubled past leaves lasting legacy of turmoil (edit), Jul 28, 1995, p.7

SCHWALBERG, MICHAEL D (DR) (AU)
Some insight on anxiety disorders (edit), Dec 29, 1995, p.7

SCHWARCZ, STEVEN L
Steve Schwarcz (has article published in Stanford Journal of Law, Business & Finance) (photo), Feb 10, 1995, p.4

SCHWARCZ, STEVEN L (AU)
Fox Meadow corner unsafe (intersection of Crane and Fox Meadow Roads) (ltr), Aug 18, 1995, p.7

SCHWARTZ, BARBARA (AU)
She enjoyed 'Smokey Joe' (ltr), Jun 23, 1995, p.6

SCHWARTZ, BEN
Textbooks tossed, students learn by doing (photo), May 19, 1995, p.11

SCHWARTZ, DIANE
Greenacres gala (fund-raising dinner and scavenger hunt sponsored by Greenacres PTA) (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.11

SCHWARTZ, FAYE
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo), Jul 28, 1995, p.22

SCHWARTZ, HARRIET (AU)
E'mont needs to economize (regarding its school budget) (ltr), Mar 10, 1995, p.6

SCHWARTZ, JUDITH
Teachers to vote on new contract, Jun 16, 1995, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

SCHWARTZ, JUDY
S(CS) T(eachers') I(nstitute) president seeking county office (photo), May 26, 1995, p.4
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SCHWARTZ, LESLIE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), May 26, 1995, p.32

SCHWARTZ, LESLIE (AU)
Going to college does pay off (edit), Jun 30, 1995, p.7

SCHWARTZ, MATTHEW A
Class of '45 recalls good times at Scarsdale High School (photo), May 26, 1995, p.14

SCHWARTZ, MATTHEW L
Debaters win 3 top prizes at state tournament (photo), May 5, 1995, p.11

SCHWARTZ, MICHAEL
Youth wants to sow - and grow - better tomorrows (photo), May 12, 1995, p.5

SCHWARTZ, PAUL
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

SCHWARTZ, ROBERT
Make the village safe for walkers (ltr), Jul 21, 1995, p.6

SCHWARTZ, ROBERT J (AU)
Pick innovation over status quo (re choice of next superintendent) (ltr), Jun 23, 1995, p.6
Pedestrian signs too few, small (ltr), Jul 14, 1995, p.6

SCHWARTZBAUM, RENA
Daddy's working, mommy's mad (photo), Dec 29, 1995, p.1

SCHWARTZMAN, MADELINE
Architect sparks creative projects (photo), May 5, 1995, p.12

SCHWARZ, PAUL
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1995 (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.26

SCHWARTZ, TERRY
District schools welcome new faces of 1995-96 (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.9

SCHWEITZER, MATT
Buddies learn together at Fox Meadow (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.9

SCIBILIA, MARY
Mary Scibilia (dies), May 12, 1995, p.20

SCS
Scarsdale an essential element in hilarious Charles Busch show, Jan 20, 1995, p.15
Local officials see 1995 as a pivotal year, Jan 27, 1995, p.4
The times are changing (edit), Jan 27, 1995, p.6
Village makes progress on many fronts (report by SCS mayor) (photo) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.1
Village makes progress on many fronts (cont) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.10
Village continues to make progress in programs and services ...(cont) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.16
Mayor's report (cont) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.17
Parents' input sought (for upcoming TV show "Growing Up in Scarsdale: A Community Conversation"), Apr 7, 1995, p.9
(Americans with) D(isabilities) A(ct): The basics done, focus on fine points, Apr 21, 1995, p.1
Two Earth Days letter than one (ltr), Apr 21, 1995, p.6
Advisory committee seeks input from disabled (photo) (cont), Apr 21, 1995, p.12
The many routes to re-rooting in Scarsdale (photo), Jun 2, 1995, p.5
(Supplement) Free (offers, events and giveaways in SCS, GBH and vicinity) (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.0
Heathcote landmark is still without a tenant (photo), Jul 28, 1995, p.9
In Dickel battle, village knew best (praise for SCS engineering department and planning board) (ltr), Aug 11, 1995, p.6
New facilities are not needed here (ltr), Sep 29, 1995, p.6
Smart and rich? (SCS, according to 1990 Census records), Oct 20, 1995, p.1
Newcomers reception, Oct 27, 1995, p.1
(Supplement) Real All About Us; A Guide to Local Shops, Services and Professionals (photo), Oct 27, 1995, p.0
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SCS  continued
Scarsdale: Oasis in a chaotic world (edit), Nov 3, 1995, p.6
The year in review: Looking back at 1995 (details developments in SCS, EMT and GBH), Dec 29, 1995, p.1
The year that was (bestowal of humorous awards and keepsakes re developments in SCS and GBH) (edit), Dec 29, 1995, p.6

SCS ADULT SCHOOL
Crowd pleasers every time at the Scarsdale Adult School (photo) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.2
A classy teacher will be missed (ltr), May 5, 1995, p.6
New home (for SCS Adult School) (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.3
You, too, can understand derivatives(re SCS Adult School course "Get a Grip on Your Finances") (edit), Jul 14, 1995, p.7

SCS ADULT SCHOOL (1995)
Adult school begins spring registration (photo), Feb 17, 1995, p.2
Italian opera, art courses in adult school spotlight, Feb 24, 1995, p.2

SCS ANTIQUES
Scarsdale Antiques run for winter fun (photo), Jan 13, 1995, p.22
Antiques run for the gold in the winter series, Feb 3, 1995, p.17

SCS ART ASSN
Scarsdale Art Association honors creativity (photo) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.13

SCS AUXILIARY OF WHITE PLAINS HOSPITAL
SEE HOSPITALS

SCS BOWL
The individual and the ideal (comments on SCS Bowl winners) (edit), Apr 7, 1995, p.6

SCS BOWL (1995)
Come one and all to bowl dinner (ltr), Mar 31, 1995, p.6
It's bowl time (dinner honoring Elsie Smoler), Apr 7, 1995, p.1
Elsie's (Elsie Smoler's) bowl (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.1
Fond tributes for Smoler at bowl dinner, May 5, 1995, p.3
Winner thanks all involved in bowl (ltr), May 5, 1995, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34

SCS BOWL (1996)
Blitz to receive Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.1
Alan Blitz, past mayor, to receive Scarsdale Bowl (cont), Dec 8, 1995, p.9

SCS BOWL COMMITTEE
Herbert Hochberg to chair bowl committee (photo), Oct 27, 1995, p.4
Scarsdale Bowl committee formed, Nov 10, 1995, p.4

SCS CAMPAIGN FOR PEACE THROUGH COMMON SECURITY
The campaign for peace (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.12

SCS CHATEAUX ASSOCIATES
Downtown report: inching to conclusion, Feb 3, 1995, p.1

SCS FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE
Scarsdale Family Counseling is a one-of-a-kind agency (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.6
Virginia Marx continues life's commitment, Mar 24, 1995, p.5
A conversation with counseling service honoree (Virginia Marx) (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.5
Gourmet Galaxy invites support (ltr), Mar 24, 1995, p.6
Calling all gourmets (edit), Mar 31, 1995, p.6
'Gourmet Galaxy' a great gathering (ltr), Apr 21, 1995, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes GOURMET GALAXY, The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.30
What do teens do on Sunday night? (ltr), May 12, 1995, p.6
The grateful spirit (edit), Nov 17, 1995, p.6
Help S(CS) Family C(ounseling) S(ervice) keep its door open (ltr), Nov 24, 1995, p.6
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SCS FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE continued
Joan Westberg (appointed director of older adult services for SCS Family Counseling Service) (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.4
Seniors enjoyed party with kids (ltr), Dec 22, 1995, p.6

SCS FOUNDATION
The Scarsdale Foundation honors voluntarism (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.6
Harriet Goldberg joins board of Scarsdale Foundation (photo), Feb 17, 1995, p.4
Scarsdale Foundation invites tuition assistance applications, Mar 10, 1995, p.4

SCS GOLF AND COUNTRY CLUB
SEE COUNTRY CLUBS

SCS HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Historical sampler (winter exhibition "Fashions in Textiles of the 19th Century"), Jan 13, 1995, p.17
Historical Society celebrates 20th anniversary of Cudney-Hyatt acquisition (photo Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.6
Thompsons to be feted by historical society (photo), Feb 10, 1995, p.4
Historical society needs anecdotes (for article in its March journal) (ltr), Feb 10, 1995, p.8
A victory for all (saving Cornell house from demolition) (edit), Feb 24, 1995, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.30
Dinner dance was a great success (ltr), Apr 7, 1995, p.6
The joy of sand (N and L Cooperman make sand paintings at SCS Historical Society country fair/photo), Sep 15, 1995, p.1
A day for kids (SCS Historical Society country fair) (photo), Sep 15, 1995, p.5
Taking it in stride (Fall Foliage Walk) (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.1
Historical society has received award for excellence, Nov 3, 1995, p.4

SCS INQUIRER (NEWSPAPER)
Thanks for the fine reporting (ltr), Jan 13, 1995, p.7
Forget the juice, give us the facts (response to Inquirer article from Jan 20 re Eton Rd house) (ltr), Feb 10, 1995, p.6
Give more press to E’(dge)mont Association (re recent coverage on A&P and Boston Chicken) (ltr), Feb 10, 1995, p.6
Wrong date wreaks havoc (front page folio line of 2/24 SCS Inquirer incorrectly printed 1/24) (ltr), Mar 10, 1995, p.6
Rates going up (SCS Inquirer is raising subscription rates), Mar 24, 1995, p.1
Prizes for Inquirer (has won 13 awards in this year’s New York Press Assn Better Newspaper Contest), Apr 14, 1995, p.1
Readers praise new reporter (Joe Cesarano) (ltr), Apr 21, 1995, p.6
She enjoyed ‘Smokey Joe’ (ltr), Jun 23, 1995, p.6
Notes from a different world (notes from SCS Inquirer 76 years ago), Jul 14, 1995, p.5
Child’s accident a wake-up call (response to recent Inquirer account of traffic accident) (ltr), Jul 14, 1995, p.6
Hindsight August 1945 (tidbits from the SCS Inquirer August 1945) (edit), Aug 25, 1995, p.6
Be a part of the paper (gives advice and requirements for submitting material to the Inquirer) (edit), Sep 8, 1995, p.6
Sex-crime story was disgusting (recent SCS resident’s arrest on sex charges) (ltr), Sep 15, 1995, p.6
Letters, we (SCS Inquirer) want letters (edit), Sep 22, 1995, p.6
Paper, cable TV get message out (enhancing visibility of SCS League of Women Voters) (ltr), Nov 17, 1995, p.6

SCS INQUIRER (NEWSPAPER)-PERSONAL NOTES
The elephant in the Honda (edit), Jan 6, 1995, p.7
Upside-down Emily gets some right-side-up advice from Poppa (edit), Feb 24, 1995, p.6
A paradox, a paradox, a most ingenious paradox (edit), Apr 7, 1995, p.7
Saying bye-bye to Second Baby (edit), Apr 21, 1995, p.6
‘We sincerely regret...’ (regarding rejection letters from college) (edit), May 12, 1995, p.7
A bus to Australia (edit), May 25, 1995, p.7
The way we were, enshrined in the attic (edit), Jun 9, 1995, p.7
Moving memories out of the attic and into the heart (cont), Jun 9, 1995, p.25
Would it be better if we didn’t ‘adjust?’, Jun 30, 1995, p.7
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SCS INQUIRER (NEWSPAPER)-PERSONAL NOTES continued
6, 5, 4, 3... Who's counting? (edit), Jun 30, 1995, p.7
Break, break, break (chronicles author Arthur Ash's recent accident and recuperation) (edit), Jul 28, 1995, p.7
A petty complaint about time (illus) (edit), Aug 18, 1995, p.7
The look on Williams' face (edit), Sep 8, 1995, p.6
She'll never forget what's-his-name (edit), Sep 8, 1995, p.7
The past will be heard (edit), Nov 3, 1995, p.7
The hero (Yitzhak Rabin) was also a grandfather (edit), Nov 24, 1995, p.7
'If you had a brain in your head' (edit), Dec 22, 1995, p.6

SCS MEDICAL GROUP
Safety concerns at village crossing, Aug 25, 1995, p.1
Future expansion of medical group discussed (cont), Aug 25, 1995, p.12

SCS RESPONSIBLE CITIZENS
Landowner offers great opportunity (re Freightway railroad station area) (ltr), Oct 20, 1995, p.6

SCS RIDING ACADEMY
Learning the important lessons (horseback riding/therapeutic program for handicapped children/photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.15

SCS SPORTS AND RECREATION ASSN
Recreation council urges study of ice rink-teen center proposal (illus), Apr 7, 1995, p.1

SCS SUMMER MUSIC THEATRE
SCS Summer Music Theatre seeking local thespians (ltr), Jun 2, 1995, p.6
Egan joins SCS Summer Music Theatre as scenic designer (illus), Jun 9, 1995, p.19
How do I look? (Sara Bilezkian and Annie Naughton rehearsing for SCS Summer Music Theatre) (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.1
Stage wizardry important in 'Once Upon a Mattress' (photo), Jul 21, 1995, p.18
Once Upon A Mattress; SSMT cast getting insights straight from the composer (photo), Jul 28, 1995, p.13
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo), Jul 28, 1995, p.22
Off-Broadway comes to village (praise for SSMT production of 'Once Upon a Mattress') (ltr), Aug 11, 1995, p.6
Lavish 'Once Upon a Mattress' burnishes image of SCS Summer Music Theatre (photo), Aug 11, 1995, p.11
Thanks for great SCS Summer Music Theatre summer (ltr), Sep 8, 1995, p.6

SCS TEACHERS' INSTITUTE
SCS Teachers' Institute president seeking county office (photo), May 26, 1995, p.4
SCS Teachers' Institute welcomes Edgemont input, Sep 15, 1995, p.9

SCS VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE CORPS
Thanks to SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps and taxi driver (ltr), Mar 31, 1995, p.6
SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps will upgrade service, charge users, Jul 14, 1995, p.1
Mock crash hits home (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.10
SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps is recruiting new members (ltr), Oct 27, 1995, p.6
The grateful spirit (edit), Nov 17, 1995, p.6

SCS WOMAN'S CLUB
Woman's Club's tradition of service continues (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.6
Newcomers reception, Oct 27, 1995, p.1
Getting to know you (SCS newcomers' reception) (photo), Nov 3, 1995, p.1
Young essay contest winners from St Pius X receive their prizes (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.10
Dear Santa ... (Santa's secretaries answer letters) (photo), Dec 22, 1995, p.5

SCS-HISTORY
Past is Present wasn't present (author missed Sloan's "Past is Present" from 5/5 Inquirer) (ltr), May 19, 1995, p.6
Notes from a different world (notes from SCS Inquirer 76 years ago), Jul 14, 1995, p.5
Through the looking glass: SHS, 1931 (photo), Jul 21, 1995, p.9
Fermentation: (19)20s garbage disposal scheme (illus), Aug 25, 1995, p.10
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SCS-LIBRARY-POND
- Garbage-gatherers clean Garth Woods (photo), May 5, 1995, p.8
- Taking care of the earth (photo), May 5, 1995, p.8
- Youth wants to sow - and grow - better tomorrows (photo), May 12, 1995, p.5

SCS-PLANNING
- Aims at trees, misses forest (response to edit by Jeanne Richman from 7/7/95) (ltr), Jul 14, 1995, p.6
- Village center planners ponder 3-D model, Dec 1, 1995, p.1

SECKLER, TRACY
- District schools welcome new faces of 1995-96 (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.9

SEED, PAULINE S
- Pauline S Seed (dies), Sep 15, 1995, p.13

SEIDELMAN, PHYLLIS
- Creations by Martin Ries to be shown in Bronxville (photo), May 5, 1995, p.19

SEIDELMAN, PHYLLIS (AU)
- One sick person is one too many (comments on 1/24 Village Board meeting on compost heap) (ltr), Feb 10, 1995, p.6
- Composting must stop immediately (ltr), May 19, 1995, p.6

SEIDMAN, EVELYN
- Warnken will not run again, Feb 17, 1995, p.1

SEIDMAN, JEROME
- The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34

SEIFE, BURTON (AU)
- Beat the drum, saying nothing (comments on Anne Janiak and Amy Paulin) (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.6
- He opposes noise, not development (ltr), Jun 16, 1995, p.6

SELF-ESTEEM
- SEE SELF-RESPECT

SELF-RESPECT
- Stopping the ebb of girls' self-esteem (edit), Sep 15, 1995, p.7
- Rejecting the 'preference' stigma (edit), Dec 8, 1995, p.7

SEILIGMAN, JOHN P
- John P Seligman (reelected vice chairman of executive committee of Westchester County Assn), Aug 25, 1995, p.2

SELLBERG, SVEN U
- Sven U Sellberg (dies), Sep 29, 1995, p.10

SELLERS, JESSE
- Thanks to all who beautified (garden by library pond) (ltr), Jun 16, 1995, p.7
- Thanks workers for 'little Eden' (improvements to SCS Library pond) (ltr), Dec 15, 1995, p.6

SENIOR CITIZENS
- Don't single out elderly for cuts (ltr), Jun 16, 1995, p.6

SENIOR YOUTH FELLOWSHIP
- What do teens do on Sunday night? (ltr), May 12, 1995, p.6

SENIORS-SCS
- Scarsdale Seniors are on the move (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.11
- National conference to hear local seniors' views (photo), Feb 24, 1995, p.5
- Senior housing on drawing board, Jun 30, 1995, p.1
- Senior housing considered (cont), Jun 30, 1995, p.2
- Older adult advocate (new position in SCS Police department), Dec 15, 1995, p.1
- Seniors enjoyed party with kids (ltr), Dec 22, 1995, p.6

SEO, KIKUKO (AU)
- Recall Sadako (Sasaki) next Saturday (ltr), Jun 9, 1995, p.6
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SEO, KYOKO
Power Pals celebrate at Edgewood (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.10

SERBY, ADAM
Teens, on their own, present 'Much Ado' (About Nothing) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.17

SEROTA, JAMES
Planning board: 'Yes' to Oak Lane, 'not yet' to Hay Day, Jul 7, 1995, p.1

SEROTA, JON
What am I bid? (STEP auction at SHS) (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.9

SERUYA, TARA
All's fair next weekend (photo), May 5, 1995, p.12

SEWERS
Sewer crisis (cont), Sep 29, 1995, p.4
Village mulls cost of clean water, Sep 29, 1995, p.1
Environmental woes (discusses composting of leaves and sewage system in SCS) (edit), Sep 29, 1995, p.6

SEX DIFFERENCES
Are girls better math students, sans boys (or vice versa)? (edit) (illus), Feb 24, 1995, p.7

SEX EDUCATION
Parents set values, sex educator says, Nov 17, 1995, p.9

SEX OFFENDERS
Scarsdale dentist accused of molesting sedated patient, Aug 4, 1995, p.3
A 'real life' newspaper (re recent incidents involving dentists and sexual offenses) (edit), Aug 11, 1995, p.6
Sex crimes aren't 'indiscretions' (response to letter by Dr Robert Soley from 8/11/95) (ltr), Aug 18, 1995, p.6
Doctor's ire misdirected (response to letter by R Soley from 8/11/95 re arrest of Dr D Molho) (ltr), Aug 25, 1995, p.6
Sex-crime story was disgusting (recent SCS resident's arrest on sex charges) (ltr), Sep 15, 1995, p.6

SHAFFER, CAROLYN (AU)
Meeting to discuss youth volunteers (ltr), Jan 6, 1995, p.6

SHAH, YAWAR
Yawar Shah (named general manager of Global Treasury Management Services), Aug 4, 1995, p.4

SHAMES, JUNE (AU)
Rohan is helpful and honorable (response to Inquirer article from 11/10/95 re Sgt Carroll) (ltr), Nov 24, 1995, p.6

SHANKER, RAJIV
Helping the hungry (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.9

SHAPIRO, ELIZABETH
AIDS Ride unites a diverse crowd (photo), Sep 22, 1995, p.5

SHAPIRO, JEFF
Works by Scarsdale artists on view in regional shows (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.19

SHAPIRO, JODY
Jody Shapiro (promoted to vice president and general manager of HTS), Mar 31, 1995, p.4

SHAPIRO, MELISSA
Parents demand 'Space for Kids' BASE at board meeting (photo), Jan 27, 1995, p.1
Kids' BASE awaits village's help, Jul 28, 1995, p.1

SHAPIRO, RICHARD
AIDS Ride unites a diverse crowd (photo), Sep 22, 1995, p.5

SHAPIRO, STEVEN
AIDS Ride unites a diverse crowd (photo), Sep 22, 1995, p.5

SHARMA, PUNEET
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.30
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SHATZKIN, ELLEN
Mock crash hits home (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.10
SCS V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) is recruiting new members (ltr), Oct 27, 1995, p.6

SHAW, JOAN
(Nordstrom gala, March 15) (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.4
SHAW, JOAN (AU)
Treaters had a great time, too (ltr), Nov 3, 1995, p.6

SHAY, ESTHER
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.24

SHAY, MELINDA W (AU)
Sensitive help at painful time (letter writer thanks SCS police for thoughtful assistance) (ltr), Jun 9, 1995, p.6

SHEEHAN, MAUREEN
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SMS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.30

SHEALY, GRANT
Architect sparks creative projects (photo), May 5, 1995, p.12

SHEARER, KATIE
Learning to teach (student teachers from Manhattanville College) (photo), Jan 27, 1995, p.10

SHEEHY, ELISABETH
Elisabeth Sheehy (has received an award from Westchester Jewish Community Services), Jul 21, 1995, p.4

SHELOV, ERIC
What am I bid? (STEP auction at SHS) (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.9

SHELTON, PAUL F
Paul F Shelton (dies), Jan 20, 1995, p.10

SHEPARD, LORA
Singing about school (Heathcote students meet their pen pals from P.S. 26 in person) (photo), Feb 10, 1995, p.10

SHERMAN, CRAIG
Dinner caps a week of tributes to Hibschman (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.1
Claire D. Leone Real Estate Honors Dr. Richard D. Hibschman (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.24

SHERMAN, RACHEL
Helping the hungry (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.9

SHERWOOD, EMILY
S(School) B(oard) N(onminating) C(ommision) has 13 new members, Jan 20, 1995, p.1
Claire D. Leone Real Estate Honors Dr. Richard D. Hibschman (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.24

SHERWOOD, EMILY (AU)
(SCS Community) Calendar crew lauded in letter (ltr), Aug 25, 1995, p.6

SHERWOOD, PAMELA
Painting the town (David Graber and Pamela Sherwood work on their Halloween window paintings) (photo), Oct 27, 1995, p.1

SHELDON, MARIKO (AU)
More gratitude for aid to Kobe (ltr), May 19, 1995, p.6

SHIRAI, KEIKO (AU)
Former neighbor has new mission (to correct image of Jewish people in Japan) (ltr), Feb 17, 1995, p.6

SHIRE, EMILY
Heat cure (SCS Pool is a popular place to be) (photo), Jul 21, 1995, p.12

SHOPPING
Merchants prepare for annual Sidewalk Sale, Jul 28, 1995, p.1
Stores ready for Sidewalk Sale (cont), Jul 28, 1995, p.16
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SHOPPING continued

Scarsdale Village: boom or bust (annual SCS Sidewalk Sale is being planned for this weekend), Aug 4, 1995, p.1
Sidewalk Sale, Aug 4, 1995, p.1
Balloons, baubles and togs (annual sidewalk sale) (photo), Aug 11, 1995, p.1
Snow didn't dampen shoppers' spirits, Dec 29, 1995, p.1

SHULMAN, DAVE
The Bank of New York Salutes the 1995 Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.28

SHULMAN, LOUISE
Signatures sought (to place the names of candidates for mayor and village trustee in SCS on ballot), Jan 27, 1995, p.1
Village is ready for write-ins (R Harrison has declared his write-in candidacy for mayor) (photo), Mar 10, 1995, p.1

SHULMAN, LOUISE (AU)
Citizens' Party needs support (ltr), Mar 3, 1995, p.6

SIDEWALKS

Merchants prepare for annual Sidewalk Sale, Jul 28, 1995, p.1
Stores ready for Sidewalk Sale (cont), Jul 28, 1995, p.16
Scarsdale Village: boom or bust (annual SCS Sidewalk Sale is being planned for this weekend), Aug 4, 1995, p.1
Sidewalk Sale, Aug 4, 1995, p.1
Balloons, baubles and togs (annual sidewalk sale) (photo), Aug 11, 1995, p.1
Sidewalk could prevent tragedy (ltr), Nov 24, 1995, p.6

SIFF, MARNIE
District schools welcome new faces of 1995-96 (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.9

SIGLER, JACKIE
Puppets on parade (preparation for Edgewood puppet theater) (photo), Feb 17, 1995, p.9

SILBER, BECKY
Helping the hungry (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.9

SILK, ROBERT
Protesters say envoy (Yasushi Akashi) must quit (photo), May 26, 1995, p.1

SILKOWITZ, JACLYN
Playground (litter) pick-up (photo), Nov 10, 1995, p.10

SILKOWITZ, ROBERT (AU)
Great new home for village asset (re village's purchase of Legion Hall) (ltr), Dec 29, 1995, p.6

SILVER, ANNA LUCIA E
Internships integral to A-School program (photo), Feb 10, 1995, p.9

SILVER, DANIEL K (AU)
Don't vote for local 'Perot' (Robert Harrison) (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.6
Change threatens our school system (ltr), Jun 2, 1995, p.6

SILVER, SUSAN
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

SILVERBERG, ANDREW
A day for kids (SCS Historical Society country fair) (photo), Sep 15, 1995, p.5

SILVERBUSH, BOB
Seniors enjoyed party with kids (ltr), Dec 22, 1995, p.6

SILVERMAN, DONALD
Village victorious in water rate suit, Dec 15, 1995, p.1
A satisfying victory (SCS lawsuit against the city of New York) (edit), Dec 15, 1995, p.6

SILVERMAN, PRISCILLA (AU)
Christmas doesn't belong in school (ltr), Apr 21, 1995, p.6

SILVERMAN, RUTH
Bus safety stressed (photo), Sep 22, 1995, p.9
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SINKINS, BARBARA BARYSH (AU)
Little School fan praises program (ltr), Feb 17, 1995, p.6

SIMMONS, EZRA BRETT
Where are they now? (1990 SHS graduate Ezra Brett Simmons coaching freshman football) (photo), Feb 17, 1995, p.19

SIMMONS, RUTH (AU)
Is Smith College ready for this? (an African-American educator as new president) (edit), Mar 3, 1995, p.7

SIMON, ANN ROSE
League celebrates and spoofs itself at 75th birthday (photo), Mar 10, 1995, p.5
The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34

SIMON, ANN ROSE (AU)
Janiak listens, has open mind (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.8

SIMON, DANIELLE
Little kids clean up after big ones (photo) (ltr), Nov 10, 1995, p.6

SIMON, HENRY
The Bank of New York Salutes the 1995 Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.28

SIMON, LAUREN
Songs and styles portray the past (photo), Apr 14, 1995, p.9

SIMON, MARJ (AU)
Meals on Wheels grateful for help (ltr), May 12, 1995, p.6

SIMON, MARJORY (AU)
Meals on Wheels is going strong (ltr), Sep 22, 1995, p.6

SIMON, MICHAEL
Residents want longer leash for village code (photo), Jan 27, 1995, p.5

SIMON, SANDIE
Scarsdale Antiques run for winter fun (photo), Jan 13, 1995, p.22
Correction (of letter by Sandi Simon and John Sweeney from 9/6/95), Oct 13, 1995, p.6

SIMON, SANDI (AU)
The call's out for walkers, runners (ltr), Oct 6, 1995, p.6

SIMON, SCOTT
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.30

SIMPSON, O J

SIMS, SEYMOUR
The Bank of New York Salutes the 1995 Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.28

SINEK, MARION
Harrison has the floor to himself (photo), Mar 17, 1995, p.1

SINGER, BETH (AU)
Religion is not just for holidays (ltr), Apr 14, 1995, p.6

SINGERS
Singers to raise roof at Hitchcock Church, Nov 10, 1995, p.15

SINGSEN, ELLEN
The Bank of New York Salutes the 1995 Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.28

SINGSEN, MARY ELLEN (AU)
Religion is not just for holidays (ltr), Apr 14, 1995, p.6
They made 1,000 cranes for Japan (ltr), Jun 30, 1995, p.6

SINGSEN, MICKEY
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.24

SKATING
Young skaters lack manners (ltr), May 5, 1995, p.6
Free-wheeling skaters on the move (photo), Aug 18, 1995, p.1
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SKATING
SKATING continued
In-line: It's more than a fad (cont), Aug 18, 1995, p.4
Ban all skating in the downtown (ltr), Sep 1, 1995, p.6
Village center is a dangerous place (ltr), Sep 29, 1995, p.6

SKATING RINKS
Ice rink is back (proposal released by Scarsdale Sports and Recreation Association), Feb 3, 1995, p.1
Ice rink discussion, Mar 3, 1995, p.1
Link teen center to an ice rink (ltr), Mar 3, 1995, p.6
Residents show enthusiasm for proposed ice rink at pool, Mar 10, 1995, p.1
Ice rink proposal (photo) (cont), Mar 10, 1995, p.8
Skating rink would be asset (ltr), Mar 24, 1995, p.6
Recreation council urges study of ice rink-teen center proposal (illus), Apr 7, 1995, p.1
Parks and Recreation Advisory Committee recommends rink study (cont), Apr 7, 1995, p.10
Ice rink update, Aug 25, 1995, p.1
Residents, staff and trustees consider plans for ice rink, Nov 3, 1995, p.1
Staffers, residents mull ice rink (cont), Nov 3, 1995, p.13
Questions and answers on proposed ice rink (edit), Nov 10, 1995, p.7
Let's make the rink a reality (ltr), Dec 1, 1995, p.6
History lesson on proposals past (ltr), Dec 29, 1995, p.6

SKIS AND SKIING
Ski Column; A mixed bag of information, Jan 6, 1995, p.17
Ski Column: Women conquer skiing fears, Jan 13, 1995, p.21
What a difference! (balmy day and snowy day at Saxon Woods Golf Course) (photo), Jan 20, 1995, p.1
Ski Column: Bored? Try snowboarding!, Jan 20, 1995, p.17
So where did all the snow go this winter? (photo), Feb 3, 1995, p.17
Introducing...the hourglass ski (photo), Feb 24, 1995, p.13
Ski Column: For a day trip, try the Poconos, Mar 3, 1995, p.18
Four Scarsdale skiers advance to state finals at Lake Placid, Mar 3, 1995, p.18
New and exciting ways to improve your ski life (photo), Mar 10, 1995, p.19
Girl skiers capture section title, Mar 10, 1995, p.19
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26
The flurries have officially arrived, Nov 17, 1995, p.17
Parents seek ski team support, Nov 24, 1995, p.9
Some early season updates on resorts, Nov 24, 1995, p.22
New and improved products abound, Dec 1, 1995, p.19
Some updates on resorts and equipment, Dec 8, 1995, p.23
Alberta is a must-see for skiers, Dec 22, 1995, p.18
Skiers should see Alberta's Lake Louise, Dec 29, 1995, p.17

SKOLNICK, KAREN
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.34

SKOLNICK, NEIL
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.34

SLAIGHT, BARBARA
School Board Nominating Committee has 13 new members, Jan 20, 1995, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Friends of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Sep 15, 1995, p.32

SLANER, LOUELLA
Americans with Disabilities Act: The basics done, focus is on fine points, Apr 21, 1995, p.1
Advisory committee seeks input from disabled (photo) (cont), Apr 21, 1995, p.12
SLAVIN, MARJORIE (AU)
Connecting with self, others through journals (edit), Dec 15, 1995, p.7

SLOAN, HARRIET
Harriet Sloan (dies), Jun 23, 1995, p.14

SLOAN, IRVING J
A name of one's own (comments on League tradition of woman being known by husband's first name) (edit), Feb 17, 1995, p.6
Irving Sloan (featured speaker at annual meeting of Association of Towns of the State of New York), Mar 3, 1995, p.4
Eli songbirds (Yale Spizzwinks and Something Extra from Yale will perform at SCS Library) (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.15
Open space is topic at parks meeting, Apr 28, 1995, p.2
Nominators must not be rookies (response to edit by I Sloan from 4/28) (ltr), May 12, 1995, p.6
Past is Present wasn't present (author missed I Sloan's "Past is Present" from 5/5 Inquierer) (ltr), May 19, 1995, p.6
Dialogue hindered by half-truths (response to edit by I Sloan from 5/19/95) (ltr), May 26, 1995, p.6
Sloan misinforms Inquirer readers (response to edit by I Sloan from 5/19/95) (ltr), May 26, 1995, p.6
Music sets Memorial Day mood (photo), Jun 2, 1995, p.1
Don't make kids uncomfortable (ltr), Jun 2, 1995, p.7
Reeves Newsom was terrific, too (response to 5/26 article by I Sloan re SCS village managers) (ltr), Jun 23, 1995, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes the 1995 Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.28
That time again (village board has voted to approve erection of Nativity scene at Boniface circle), Nov 17, 1995, p.1
Playing games? (with SCS Creche Committee), Dec 1, 1995, p.1

SLOAN, IRVING J (AU)
The Jews of Westchester: A Social History (photo), Jan 6, 1995, p.5
Ohio case won't affect Scarsdale ("Capitol Square Review Board v. Pinette") (edit), Jan 27, 1995, p.7
L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) born of suffrage movement (1st in series of articles on League) (photo), Feb 17, 1995, p.5
Of holidays and holy days in our schools (edit), Feb 17, 1995, p.6
The L(league of) W(omen) V(oters): a 'menace' to partisan politics (2nd in series of articles), Mar 10, 1995, p.5
Harrison's motivation a campaign issue (edit), Mar 10, 1995, p.7
Remembering a talent (edit), Mar 31, 1995, p.7
L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) grows and shrinks in Depression years (3rd article in series on League), Apr 14, 1995, p.8
Scarsdale league enjoys post-war growth spurt (photo) (4th article in series on history of League), Apr 21, 1995, p.5
Nonpartisan foes are diminishing (edit), Apr 28, 1995, p.7
Other voices needed in holiday policy talks (edit), May 19, 1995, p.7
Village manager: the office and 2 who shaped it, May 26, 1995, p.9
No need to demean those who've served (response to letter by Guy Fairstein from 6/9/95 (edit), Jun 16, 1995, p.7
Notes from a different world (notes from SCS Inquirer 76 years ago), Jul 14, 1995, p.5
Church-state separation erodes further (edit), Jul 14, 1995, p.7
Through the looking glass: SHS, 1931 (photo), Jul 21, 1995, p.9
KKK cross sends a message of hate (edit), Aug 4, 1995, p.7
Comfort (stations) needed in village, too (edit), Aug 25, 1995, p.7
Fermentation: (19)20s garbage disposal scheme (illus), Aug 25, 1995, p.10
Why is O.J. so fascinating? Ask Aristotle (edit), Sep 15, 1995, p.6
The nonpartisan candidate: A known quantity (edit), Sep 29, 1995, p.7
Taxpayer Alert: Individual or organization? (edit), Oct 20, 1995, p.6
Poor substitutes the exception, not the rule (edit), Nov 17, 1995, p.6
Gift policy needs revision (edit), Dec 1, 1995, p.7
Our trustees should be trusted (edit), Dec 15, 1995, p.7

SLOAN, NAT (AU)
What happened to civil disobedience? (ltr), May 19, 1995, p.6

SLOAN, PHILIP
Philip Sloan (has joined Mullen as a public relations senior account executive), Jun 23, 1995, p.4
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SMALL, GABRIELLE
District schools welcome new faces of 1995-96 (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.9

SMALLENS, TIMMI
Two more hours (grant from anonymous benefactor will enable SCS Library to be open 12-6 on Sundays), Sep 1, 1995, p.1

SMITH, ELEANOR GRIMES
Eleanor Grimes Smith (dies), Jan 20, 1995, p.16

SMITH, GARY
Kids, parents compete in Labor Day games (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.5

SMITH, HOWARD
Volunteer (Elizabeth Pforzheimer) honored (photo), Nov 10, 1995, p.4

SMITH, MATT
Stage wizardry important in 'Once Upon a Mattress' (photo), Jul 21, 1995, p.18
Mock crash hits home (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.10
Cast announced for SHS drama, 'Into the Woods' (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.15

SMITH, MATTHEW
Kids, parents compete in Labor Day games (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.5

SMITH, MICHAEL
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

SMITH, NATALIE
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.30

SMITH, RALPH
A day for kids (SCS Historical Society country fair) (photo), Sep 15, 1995, p.5

SMITH, ROGER
Class of '45 recalls good times at Scarsdale High School (photo), May 26, 1995, p.14

SMOKING
Smokers get younger...and younger (edit), Apr 21, 1995, p.7

SMOLENSKY, JUNE
June Smolensky (dies), May 26, 1995, p.24

SMOLER, ELSIE
It's bowl time (dinner honoring Elsie Smoler), Apr 7, 1995, p.1
The individual and the ideal (comments on SCS Bowl winners) (edit), Apr 7, 1995, p.6
Elsie's (Elsie Smoler's) bowl (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.1
Fond tributes for Smoler at bowl dinner, May 5, 1995, p.3
The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34
Claire D. Leone Real Estate Honors Dr. Richard D. Hibschan (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.24

SMOLER, ELSIE (AU)
System saves us time and money (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.7
Winner thanks all involved in bowl (ltr), May 5, 1995, p.6
Procedure needs to be changed (ltr), Jun 9, 1995, p.8

SMOLER, FREDERIC
It's bowl time (dinner honoring Elsie Smoler), Apr 7, 1995, p.1
Fond tributes for Smoler at bowl dinner, May 5, 1995, p.3

SMOLER, IRVIN
The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34
Claire D. Leone Real Estate Honors Dr. Richard D. Hibschan (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.24

SNITOW, FRANKLIN
Accused head of gambling ring in court, Aug 18, 1995, p.1
SNITOU, VIRGINIA (AU)
Ugly memories are a warning (response to articles by Irving J Sloan) (ltr), Jul 21, 1995, p.6
Gingrich & team distort language (ltr), Dec 15, 1995, p.6

SNOW
First winter storm slams village (photo), Feb 10, 1995, p.1
Winter storm (cont), Feb 10, 1995, p.8
Needless plows frustrate seniors (ltr), Feb 17, 1995, p.6
Snow didn’t dampen shoppers’ spirits, Dec 29, 1995, p.1

SNOW REMOVAL
Angels wanted in Greenburgh (volunteers shoveling snow for senior citizens) (ltr), Dec 1, 1995, p.6
(Merchants clearing sidewalks in front of their stores) (photo), Dec 22, 1995, p.6

SO, EUGENE
Textbooks tossed, students learn by doing (photo), May 19, 1995, p.11

SO, MAUREEN
Author, author (author’s day at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.10

SO, YVONNE
Outstanding achievement celebrated at SHS (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.12

SOARES, SOPHIE
A class project (Heathcote’s annual candy drive) (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.9

SOBOL, GERALD L (AU)
Candidate brings fresh air to town (ltr), Mar 10, 1995, p.6

SOBOL, PENNY
Planning board: ‘Yes’ to Oak Lane, ‘not yet’ to Hay Day, Jul 7, 1995, p.1

SOBOL, THOMAS
Commissioner (Sobol) will return to Scarsdale (photo), Feb 10, 1995, p.1
Former commissioner is back - with a new job (photo), Jul 28, 1995, p.5

SOBOL, THOMAS (DR)
Reform must address race, justice, purpose, Nov 10, 1995, p.5

SOCCER
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.30
SHS booters hold two national records, Jul 28, 1995, p.15
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White As It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30

SOCIAL NETWORKS
Daddy’s working, mommy’s mad (photo), Dec 29, 1995, p.1
Daddy’s working mommy’s mad (cont), Dec 29, 1995, p.14

SOCIAL SECURITY
Don’t single out elderly for cuts (ltr), Jun 16, 1995, p.6

SODEN, PAUL L
Paul A Soden (named senior vice president and general counsel of Reader’s Digest Assn) (photo), Jan 20, 1995, p.4

SOFAIR, ABRAHAM (DR)
Dr Abraham Sofair (dies), Oct 27, 1995, p.17

SOFTBALL
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.30

SOJA, JULIE
Learning to teach (student teachers from Manhattanville College) (photo), Jan 27, 1995, p.10

SOKOL, JASON
SHS gridders honor talent, unity, pride (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.23
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White As It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30
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SOKOL, MICHAEL
Reading is tops at Fox Meadow (photo), Jan 13, 1995, p.9

SOLAN, MIRIAM AND HENRY (AU)
Two Earth Days letter than one (ltr), Apr 21, 1995, p.6

SOLDIERS
A Jewish soldier writes home (edit), May 5, 1995, p.7

SOLEY, ROBERT (DR)
A 'real life' newspaper (re recent incidents involving dentists and sexual offenses) (edit), Aug 11, 1995, p.6
Doctor's ire misdirected (response to letter by R Soley from 8/11/95 re arrest of Dr D Molho) (ltr), Aug 25, 1995, p.6

SOLEY, ROBERT L (DR) (AU)
Scarsdale dentist was tried in press (ltr), Aug 11, 1995, p.6

SOLLOMON, BETTY JEANNE
A new ending (to the Carolyn Warmus saga?), Aug 18, 1995, p.1

SOLLOMON, MICHAEL
Starting middle school with a smile (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.9

SOLLOMON, NANCY
Nancy Solomon (appointed vice president, business development for Wright Communications) (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.4

SOMMERFELD, GEORGE
Scarsdale Antiques run for winter fun (photo), Jan 13, 1995, p.22
New spot for kids dedicated at library (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.1

SOMOLINOS, CHRISTINA
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White As It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30

SONNENBORN, ANDREW
Senior friends thank freshmen (for landscaping work at library pond April 29), May 19, 1995, p.6

SONNENBORN, JONAH
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.30
Ready for an elegant evening (new SHS graduates gather before the senior prom) (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.9

SONNENSHINE, THERESE
Leaping off the page (Fox Meadow class mothers dress as characters from children's books) (photo), Nov 24, 1995, p.10

SORKIN, LAURENCE
The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34

SOTER, MARGARET
Members of the Pataki team see changes ahead (photo), Jan 6, 1995, p.1

SOTUDEN, SHEILA
Textbooks tossed, students learn by doing (photo), May 19, 1995, p.11

SOUCY, GENVIEVE
Leticia Oliva: tumbling at home and with Cirque du Soleil (photo), May 5, 1995, p.1

SOUTHER, MARGARET
Colorful creations on view (student art show at St James Nursery School) (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.10

SPAET, MONA
Taking care of the earth (photo), May 5, 1995, p.8

SPANO, NICHOLAS
Activists lobby Albany to restore cuts, Mar 24, 1995, p.1

SPARAGO, BETTY EVE KEESEING
Betty Eve Keessing Sparago (honored for her efforts to promote French culture and language) (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.4

SPARROW, WENDY
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White As It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30
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SPEECHES, ADDRESSES, ETC

SRO for speech contest, Apr 7, 1995, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1995 (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.26

SPEIDELL, DAVID
(First Fidelity) Bank robbery suspect evades police, Apr 7, 1995, p.1

SPEIER, MARIEL
Middle School to present musical "Babes in Arms" (photo), May 12, 1995, p.17

SPIDALIERI, ALI
Music sets Memorial Day mood (photo), Jun 2, 1995, p.1

SPIEGEL, JON
Ready for an elegant evening (new SHS graduates gather before the senior prom) (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.9

SPIEGEL, LINDSAY
Learning the important lessons (horseback riding/therapeutic program for handicapped children/photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.15
(Special) Olympic medalists (Lindsay Spiegel and Kim Weiss) (photo), Jul 28, 1995, p.15

SPIEGER, JILL
The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34
System explained (SCS's nonpartisan election system), Sep 15, 1995, p.1
Slow sign-up (of residents interested in seeking election to the Citizens' Committee), Sep 22, 1995, p.1
A timely response to an urgent need (ltr), Dec 8, 1995, p.6

SPIELMAN, RUTH
A fond farewell (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

SPIRO, ALFRED J (AU)
Needless plows frustrate seniors (ltr), Feb 17, 1995, p.6

SPIVAK, JEFFREY (DR)
Jeffrey Spivak, M.D. (appointed associate chief of spinal surgery) (photo), Feb 10, 1995, p.4

SPIVAK, RUSSELL
Kids, parents compete in Labor Day games (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.5

SPRAGINS, TATIANA
Letter perfect (potluck alphabet feast at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.10

STAMMER, JANE
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26

STANLEY, BONNIE
The Bank of New York Salutes GOURMET GALAXY, The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.30

STANTON, ELIZABETH Cady
The battle's not over (women's progress) (edit), Sep 1, 1995, p.6

STARK, MARIN
Mothers and daughters of the year (winners of "Mother of the Year" essay contest (photo), May 12, 1995, p.8

STARK, MINDI
Mothers and daughters of the year (winners of "Mother of the Year" essay contest (photo), May 12, 1995, p.8

STARK, WILLIAM J (AU)
SATs should stress achievement (edit), Jun 9, 1995, p.7

STATNIS, MARGARET
Fairs, boutiques and such keep on rolling along (photo), Oct 27, 1995, p.13

STEALING
The price of affluence (comments on recent theft of geraniums by Boniface Circle) (edit), Jun 9, 1995, p.6

STEERE, MARIAN
Celebrating among friends (Greenacres family picnic) (photo), Sep 15, 1995, p.9
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STEELE, ZACHARY
Ancestors enliven civil war study (Zachary Steele is investigating life of Frederick Reohr) (photo), Feb 10, 1995, p.10

STEGER, JOHN
Develop without delay, committee tells village board (gardening dogs) (ltr), Mar 3, 1995, p.1

STEIN, ALISON
Sims honors student volunteers (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.9

STEIN, CLAIRE
Claire Stein (has joined Prudential Centennial Realty) (photo), Mar 10, 1995, p.4

STEIN, HARRIET (AU)
Not a penny for the compost (ltr), Mar 10, 1995, p.6

STEIN, RACHEL
All kinds of music (recycled trash makes musical instruments for Heathcote students) (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.10

STEMERMAN, MICHAEL (DR)
Micheal Stemerman, M.D. (appointed member of National Institutes of Health Pathology A study section), Aug 4, 1995, p.4

STEMPEL, MADELINE
Teeming with life (Quaker Ridge 4th graders study pond life in Pleasantville) (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.9

STEP
See Student Transfer Education Plan

STEPHENS, RODERICK JR
Roderick Stephens, Jr (dies), Jan 20, 1995, p.10

STERN, BETSY
Julia B. Fee is Proud to Honor The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.34

STERN, KEN (AU)
Militia movement is spreading (edit), Jul 21, 1995, p.7
Dangerous growth of militias needs to be checked (edit) (cont), Jul 21, 1995, p.14

STERN, MARCIA
Signatures sought (to place the names of candidates for mayor and village trustee in SCS on ballot), Jan 27, 1995, p.1
Citizens’ Party needs support (ltr), Mar 3, 1995, p.6
Village is ready for write-ins (R Harrison has declared his write-in candidacy for mayor) (photo), Mar 10, 1995, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34
(Town and) Village (Civic) C(Lub) tackles variety of issues at annual meeting (photo), May 19, 1995, p.5
Interviews OK’s for school board, Jun 9, 1995, p.1
Real problem is (School) Bo ard N ominating C ommittee candidates (ltr), Jun 9, 1995, p.6
No need to demean those who’ve served (response to letter by Guy Fairstein from 6/9/95 (edit), Jun 16, 1995, p.7
Did Harrison’s group back him? (response to letter by R Harrison from 6/23/95) (ltr), Jun 30, 1995, p.6
Here’s to you, Lowell (Marcia Stern presents Public Service Award to Lowell Tooley) (photo), Oct 27, 1995, p.1

STERN, MARCIA (AU)
Scarsdale System is successful (ltr), Mar 10, 1995, p.7
Party chairman urge involvement (ltr), Apr 7, 1995, p.6
(Town and) Village (Civic) C(Lub) appreciates Jaffe, Warnken (ltr), Jun 30, 1995, p.6
Join club, learn about Scarsdale (ltr), Jul 7, 1995, p.6
Time to nominate village candidates (ltr), Dec 1, 1995, p.6

STERN, MELANIE
Learning to teach (student teachers from Manhattanville College) (photo), Jan 27, 1995, p.10

STERN, SUSAN

STERN, TOBY
Global role-play is course climax (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.10
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STERNBERG, HANS
The Bank of New York Salutes The United Way of Scarsdale Edgemont (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.26

STERNBERG, JUDI (AU)
Remove barriers, allow left turns (by Popham Road Bridge), Aug 18, 1995, p.6

STERNBERG, JUDY
(Nordstrom gala, March 15) (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.4

STERNBERG, PAULA
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20
Claire D. Leone Real Estate Honors Dr. Richard D. Hibschman (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.24

STERNBERG, STAN
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.34

STERNBERG, STAN AND JUDI (AU)
Road job creates need for new signs (work on Popham Road bridge) (ltr), Aug 25, 1995, p.6

STEUBING, JAYNE
Claire D. Leone Real Estate Honors Dr. Richard D. Hibschman (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.24

STEUER, AUDREY
Is there a CATCH to compost plans?, May 26, 1995, p.1
They say YES all year long (SHS's Youth Employment Service volunteers meet for lunch) (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.9

STEUER, HILARY
Junior class plans annual blood drive (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.9
SHS honors student volunteers (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.9

STEYER, BEATRICE
The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34

STEYER, MURRAY
The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34

STILLMAN, DIANNE B (AU)
And what about tolerance? (edit), Jan 6, 1995, p.7

STILLMAN, LILA
Claire D. Leone Real Estate Honors Dr. Richard D. Hibschman (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.24

STINES, ANNA F
Anna F Stines (dies), Feb 10, 1995, p.18

STIX, CAROL
Fond farewell to an 'institution' (photo), Apr 14, 1995, p.1

STIX, CAROL (AU)
Past is Present wasn't present (author missed I Sloan's "Past is Present" from 5/5 Inquirer) (ltr), May 19, 1995, p.6
Tell trustees you back Kids' BASE (ltr), Jun 16, 1995, p.6

STOCK, EVELYN
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub): How to stay in the educational forefront (photo), Jan 27, 1995, p.3
Panel warns of right-wing influence on school boards, Mar 24, 1995, p.5
Educators ask Albany legislators for help (photo), Apr 14, 1995, p.5
League of (Women) V(oters of New York State) nominates Stock (as president), May 5, 1995, p.1
Hibschman to leave Scarsdale (photo), Jun 2, 1995, p.1
VIPs are divided on candidate interviews (prospective School Board Nominating Committee candidates), Jun 2, 1995, p.1
Evelyn Stock installed as state League of (Women) V(oters) head (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.4
Scarsdale-Edgemont United Way opens campaign (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.5

STOCK, HOWARD
Scarsdale-Edgemont United Way opens campaign (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.5
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STONE, DON
The Bank of New York Salutes The United Way of Scarsdale Edgemont (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.26

STONE, GREG
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.30

STONE, JEAN
Fond farewell to an 'institution' (photo), Apr 14, 1995, p.1
Scarsdale-Edgemont United Way opens campaign (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.5
The Bank of New York Salutes The United Way of Scarsdale Edgemont (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.26

STONE, SALLIE
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.34

STONE, SUSAN
Volunteers honored (by United Hospital Medical Center, Port Chester) (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.4

STORES
The greedy giant (saga of A&P versus the Town of Greenburgh) (edit), Feb 3, 1995, p.6
Another empty store (in downtown SCS), Mar 3, 1995, p.1
(Nordstrom gala, March 15) (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.4
Planning board: 'Yes' to Oak Lane, 'not yet' to Hay Day, Jul 7, 1995, p.1
Hay Day deck nixed for now (cont), Jul 7, 1995, p.2

STORMS
First winter storm slams village (photo), Feb 10, 1995, p.1
Winter storm (cont), Feb 10, 1995, p.8
Tempest downs trees, wires, Jul 28, 1995, p.1
Storm fells trees, causes power outages throughout the village (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.1
Storm wasn't too bad for village, Dec 22, 1995, p.1
Storm wasn't too bad for village (photo) (cont), Dec 22, 1995, p.4

STOUTENBURGH, ELLEN
(Department of Environmental Conservation): Debris still at compost site, Feb 10, 1995, p.1

STRASSBERG, AMY
Little kids clean up after big ones (photo) (ltr), Nov 10, 1995, p.6

STRATTON, JIM
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.30

STRATTON, NANCY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.30

STRAUSS, BARBARA
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.24

STRAUSS, LAURA
(Nordstrom gala, March 15) (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.4
The Bank of New York Salutes GOURMET GALAXY, The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.30

STRAUSS, LAURA G (AU)
Gourmet Galaxy invites support (ltr), Mar 24, 1995, p.6
'Gourmet Galaxy' a great gathering (ltr), Apr 21, 1995, p.6

STRAUSS, NINA
Political fundraiser woos women (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.1

STRAUSS, PETER
Develop without delay, committee tells village board (gardening dogs) (ltr), Mar 3, 1995, p.1
(Nordstrom gala, March 15) (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.4
'Show me,' says A(merican) P(remier) U(nderwriters) executive (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.1
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STRAUSSBERG, AMY
  Community service at Greenacres (photo), Jan 27, 1995, p.9

STREET LIGHTING
  Lighting the gloom (new lights have been installed on East Parkway and Chase Road lampposts) (edit), Dec 22, 1995, p.6

STREETS
  On streets, use water-based paint (ltr), Dec 1, 1995, p.6

STREETS-SCS
  Don't shun improvements (comments on Ardsley Road bridge reconstruction and left turns) (edit), Jul 7, 1995, p.6
  Neighbors at odds over speeding cars on Bradford Road (photo), Aug 11, 1995, p.1
  Bradford controversy (cont), Aug 11, 1995, p.2
  Signs are a panacea (edit), Aug 11, 1995, p.6
  Fox Meadow corner unsafe (intersection of Crane and Fox Meadow Roads) (ltr), Aug 18, 1995, p.7
  A smoother road (Popham Road from Post to Chase Roads is about to get a facelift), Sep 22, 1995, p.1
  Popham (Road) to close (Tuesday for resurfacing), Oct 27, 1995, p.1
  Popham paved (photo), Nov 10, 1995, p.5
  Error on Popham (Road), Nov 17, 1995, p.1

STROBOS, TINA (DR)
  Scarsdale Temple supports Operation Equality (photo), May 26, 1995, p.24

STROM, MICHAEL (AU)
  Florida - where a two-nap day is 'in' (edit), Mar 3, 1995, p.7

STRONG, IVAN J
  Ivan J Strong (dies), Jan 20, 1995, p.10

STROSENN, NADINE
  All urged to hear A(merican) C(ivil) L(liberties) U(nion) president (ltr), May 5, 1995, p.6
  A(merican) C(ivil) L(liberties) U(nion) head warns of attacks on liberties (photo), May 19, 1995, p.5

STRUMWASSER, JARED
  Holiday good deeds (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.10

STUART, MATTY
  Concert features senior soloists (photo), May 5, 1995, p.12
  The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo), Jul 28, 1995, p.22
  Cast announced for SHS drama, 'Into the Woods' (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.15

STUDENT TRANSFER EDUCATION PLAN
  S(tudent) T(ransfer) E(ducation) P(lan) helps exceptional students (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.2
  Student continues a family tradition with S(tudent) T(ransfer) E(ducation) P(lan) (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.9
  S(tudent) T(ransfer) E(ducation) P(lan) tradition continues (cont), Oct 20, 1995, p.10
  The grateful spirit (edit), Nov 17, 1995, p.6
  What am I bid? (STEP auction at SHS) (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.9

STURDIVANT, ROB
  Thanks workers for 'little Eden' (improvements to SCS Library pond) (ltr), Dec 15, 1995, p.6

SUDOL, RICHARD
  Storm fells trees, causes power outages throughout the village (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.1

SUEKEN, FRIEDA
  Dobbs Ferry judge (Luba Ilfer) should serve the town (ltr), Oct 27, 1995, p.6

SUK, RICHARD L
  Richard L Suk (dies), Dec 29, 1995, p.15

SULCOV, NINA
  All kinds of music (recycled trash makes musical instruments for Heathcote students) (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.10

SULLIVAN, AGATHA E
  Agatha E Sullivan (dies), Sep 8, 1995, p.14
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SULLIVAN, NEIL (AU)
Point lost in angry debate (response to letter by Betty Berenson from 6/30/95) (ltr), Jul 7, 1995, p.6
SULLIVAN, NEIL A J (AU)
Rotary thankful for local support (ltr), Apr 7, 1995, p.6
SULLIVAN, THOMAS
Try, try again (quest to overturn 1991 redistricting plan), Oct 6, 1995, p.1
SUMMER
An annual rite of summer: Back to the rec camp (edit), Jul 21, 1995, p.6
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Summer jobs paying off for college students (photo), Aug 18, 1995, p.5
Summer adventure widened students' horizons, Sep 29, 1995, p.9
SUNDERLAND, CAROLEE
Write-in voters have a hard time (ltr), Nov 17, 1995, p.6
SUNDERLAND, CAROLEE (AU)
An apology to a frustrated voter (ltr), Dec 15, 1995, p.6
SUNNESS, LAUREN
School visitor describes her war-time struggle, May 26, 1995, p.13
SUPERMARKETS
The greedy giant (saga of A&P versus the Town of Greenburgh) (edit), Feb 3, 1995, p.6
Give more press to E'(dge)mont Assoc(iation) (re recent coverage on A&P and Boston Chicken) (ltr), Feb 10, 1995, p.6
SUPPORT SYSTEMS, SOCIAL
SEE SOCIAL NETWORKS
SUPSAK, MATT
3 Raider freshmen will compete nationally (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.25
SURGAN, MICHAEL (DR)
PTA panel warns of pesticide dangers, Mar 10, 1995, p.1
SURGEONS
Jeffrey Spivak, M.D. (appointed associate chief of spinal surgery) (photo), Feb 10, 1995, p.4
Dr Werner J Roeder (reelected for second three year term to Lawrence Hospital board of governors), Feb 24, 1995, p.2
SUSSMAN, ERIC
Foxes focus on critical thinking (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.9
SUSSMAN, TAMATHA
Senior class to strut in 'Me and My Girl' (photo), May 26, 1995, p.21
Outstanding achievement celebrated at SHS (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.12
SUTTON, AMY
Model cities on display (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.10
SVED, CLARA
Party unites young and old (photo), Jan 13, 1995, p.10
Songs and stories (at SCS Seniors Valentine's Day party at Girl Scout House) (photo), Feb 17, 1995, p.1
SVED, PAUL
Traffic tops list of residents' concerns about development in village center, Jun 9, 1995, p.1
SWAMP, JAKE
Orchestra grant is 1 of 4 in nation (ltr), Jun 23, 1995, p.6
SWANS
Swan enjoys Thanksgiving thanks to super saver (photo), Dec 1, 1995, p.5
SWEENEY, JOHN
Scarsdale Antiques run for winter fun (photo), Jan 13, 1995, p.22
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.30
Correction (of letter by Sandi Simon and John Sweeney from 9/6/95), Oct 13, 1995, p.6
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SWEENEY, JOHN (AU)
   The call’s out for walkers, runners (ltr), Oct 6, 1995, p.6

SWEET, LISA
   District schools welcome new faces of 1995-96 (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.9

SWIFT, MICHAEL (DR)
   The Doctors (Ronnie and Michael) Swift: Answering life's basic questions (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.1
   Edgemont couple in forefront of genetic research (cont), Jun 30, 1995, p.10

SWIFT, RONNIE (DR)
   The Doctors (Ronnie and Michael) Swift: Answering life's basic questions (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.1
   Edgemont couple in forefront of genetic research (cont), Jun 30, 1995, p.10

SWIMMING
   Murray to step down as head swim coach, Jan 6, 1995, p.17
   Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26
   The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White As It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30

SY, FABIAN
   Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26
   Outstanding achievement celebrated at SHS (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.12

SY, HEDRICK
   The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20
   SCS V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) is recruiting new members (ltr), Oct 27, 1995, p.6

SYNAGOGUES
   Scarsdale Synagogue undertakes substantive issues (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.14
   M'Vakshe Derekh combines traditional and contemporary (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.14

SZABAD, GEORGE
   VIPs are divided on candidate interviews (prospective School Board Nominating Committee candidates), Jun 2, 1995, p.1
   Strongly supports amendment (to interview candidates for the school board) (ltr), Jun 2, 1995, p.6

SZABAD, GEORGE M (AU)
   Nominees should be interviewed (ltr), May 26, 1995, p.6

TADDIKEN, NANCY
   Freeze in school aid relieves some budget tensions, Feb 10, 1995, p.1
   Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.34
   Don't touch the animals health department urges, Dec 1, 1995, p.1

TADDIKEN, NANCY L (AU)
   Edgemont schools attend to a list of objectives (photo) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.1

TAKADA, WAKA
   Arigato, Kako-san! (120 Japanese picture books donated to the SCS Public Library) (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.8

TAKADA, YUTA
   Arigato, Kako-san! (120 Japanese picture books donated to the SCS Public Library) (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.8

TAKAYAMA, SHIN
   Look, Ma, I'm driving! (Truck Day at Edgewood School) (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.1

TAKAYAMA, YUI
   Power Pals celebrate at Edgewood (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.10

TAKEUCHI, HARUKO
   The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White As It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30

TALLEVI, LEN
   Len Tallevi receives international award, Jul 21, 1995, p.4

TALLEY, PAULETTE
   Frankel named life member (of YMCA of Greater New York) (photo), Mar 3, 1995, p.4
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TALLEY, PAULETTE (AU)
  Scarsdale: Oasis in a chaotic world (edit), Nov 3, 1995, p.6

TALLOW, JAMES
  Volunteer (Elizabeth Pforzheimer) honored (photo), Nov 10, 1995, p.4

TANCREDI, DANIELLE
  Foxes forecast family fun (first annual Fox Meadow Fair) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.12

TANCREDI, SHEILA
  Claire O. Leone Real Estate Honors Dr. Richard D. Hibschman (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.24

TANENHAUS, JEFF
  Taking care of the earth (photo), May 5, 1995, p.8

TANIKAWA, KATSURA
  Katsura Tanikawa (has performed with the Moscow Philharmonic), Feb 10, 1995, p.4

TAPPER, SUSAN (AU)
  Interviews (with nominees for school board) would open the process (ltr), Jun 2, 1995, p.6

TATSUMI, HITOMI
  Japanese seek news of (catastrophic Kobe) quake, Jan 20, 1995, p.1

TATTI, NICHOLAS
  The many routes to re-rooting in Scarsdale (photo), Jun 2, 1995, p.5

TATTI, STEVE
  The many routes to re-rooting in Scarsdale (photo), Jun 2, 1995, p.5

TATTI, ZACHARY
  The many routes to re-rooting in Scarsdale (photo), Jun 2, 1995, p.5

TAX EVASION
  CPA sentenced for tax evasion and fraud, Jul 28, 1995, p.3

TAXATION
  Chinese take Taxation 101 here, Sep 8, 1995, p.1
  Chinese get tax lesson (cont), Sep 8, 1995, p.8

TAXATION-SCS
  School tax hike of 2.94% proposed, Mar 10, 1995, p.1
  Budget's tax hike mirrors inflation, Apr 7, 1995, p.1
  Scarsdale to vote on 2.94% tax hike, Apr 28, 1995, p.1
  Tax appeals mount; revaluation delayed, Sep 22, 1995, p.1

TAXICAB DRIVERS
  Thanks to S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) and taxi driver (ltr), Mar 31, 1995, p.6

TAXIN, GERTRUDE ROISTACHER
  Gertrude Roistacher Taxin (dies), Jan 6, 1995, p.12

TAYLOR, ANITA
  The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20
  Close-up views of science in action, Dec 1, 1995, p.9

TAYLOR, CHRISTOPHER
  United Way drive lagging behind '94 contributions (photo), Feb 24, 1995, p.5

TAYLOR, CHRISTOPHER J
  Christopher J Taylor (will receive distinguished citizen award), Mar 31, 1995, p.4

TAYLOR, JANET WESTMEN
  Class of '45 recalls good times at Scarsdale High School (photo), May 26, 1995, p.14

TAYLOR, PAULINE G
  Pauline G Taylor (dies), Feb 10, 1995, p.18

TAYLOR, RYAN
  Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.30
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TEACHERS

A classy teacher will be missed (ltr), May 5, 1995, p.6
Teachers test Regents' revisions, Sep 29, 1995, p.9
Teachers: You can make quality happen (edit), Nov 24, 1995, p.7

TEACHERS-SCS

Teachers' contract discussions begin, Mar 10, 1995, p.10
Teacher's love of literature finds a new outlet, May 26, 1995, p.14
Tenure approved for nine teachers, Jun 9, 1995, p.11
Teachers to vote on new contract, Jun 16, 1995, p.1

Contract signed, Jun 23, 1995, p.1
New teachers hear tributes to those departing (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.9

A fond farewell (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.9
Teachers will get increases of 2-3%, Jun 30, 1995, p.1
Teachers win salary increases (cont), Jun 30, 1995, p.2

Poor teaching was the problem (response to letter by S Trachtenberg Breidbart from 6/23/95) (ltr), Jun 30, 1995, p.6
Frantz gets tenure; two teachers retire, Jul 14, 1995, p.8

Remedy for teacher absences suggested, Jul 14, 1995, p.8

A special teacher made a difference (Grace Zuckerman) (ltr), Jul 21, 1995, p.6
Eric Rothschild (has taught workshop on U.S. History for high school teachers at Manhattan College), Aug 11, 1995, p.4
Back to school (1st grade Heathcote teacher unpack classroom materials) (photo), Aug 25, 1995, p.1

New faces greet returning students, Sep 8, 1995, p.1
New teachers at helm as school gets under way (photo) (cont), Sep 8, 1995, p.8
Teachers update school curriculum, Sep 15, 1995, p.9

Substitute (teachers) options to be mulled, Oct 27, 1995, p.1

Students to board: frees (free time) more useful than substitutes, Nov 10, 1995, p.1
Substitutes unnecessary, high school students say (cont), Nov 10, 1995, p.20
Poor substitutes the exception, not the rule (edit), Nov 17, 1995, p.6

TEACHERS-SCS-RETIREMENT

Colleagues praise retiring teachers, May 19, 1995, p.12

TEACHING

Learner under control, or learner in control? (edit), Dec 29, 1995, p.6

TEENAGERS

Mother and son on a collision course with freedom (edit), Feb 10, 1995, p.7
Teens' high of choice: High of chance (gambling) (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.1

Don't saddle kids with reputations (response to letter by Michael Schlesinger from 8/25/95) (ltr), Sep 1, 1995, p.6
Adolescent drug use on the rise, Nov 17, 1995, p.10

TEENAGERS-SCS

The alternative to beer drinking (ltr), Jan 6, 1995, p.6
Teen center still under study, Jan 13, 1995, p.10
Are Scarsdale kids getting high all the time?, Jan 20, 1995, p.3

Parents play a part (edit), Jan 20, 1995, p.6
Curfews: Needed structure or lack of trust?, Feb 3, 1995, p.5

The generation gap: It's deja vu all over again (edit), Feb 10, 1995, p.7

Link teen center to an ice rink (ltr), Mar 3, 1995, p.6
Young skaters lack manners (ltr), May 5, 1995, p.6
What do teens do on Sunday night? (ltr), May 12, 1995, p.6
Teen, on their own, present 'Much Ado' (About Nothing) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.17

The kids made the Bard smile (praises recent production of "Much Ado About Nothing") (ltr), May 26, 1995, p.6

We must help concerned teens (ltr), Nov 10, 1995, p.6
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TEKINER, ZEYNEP
SHS honors student volunteers (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.9

TELEPHONE
  Technology traps phone pests, Mar 3, 1995, p.1
  Phone pests trapped with digital technology (cont), Mar 3, 1995, p.5
  Changes ahead for phone, cable service, Aug 18, 1995, p.5

TELEVISION
  Offensive ad has no place on TV (ltr), Mar 10, 1995, p.7
  How to get them away from TV and into a book (edit), Mar 31, 1995, p.7
  Parents' input sought (for upcoming TV show "Growing Up in Scarsdale: A Community Conversation"), Apr 7, 1995, p.9
  Schools on TV (Mamaroneck-street residents will now be able to watch their children on television), Apr 21, 1995, p.1
  Panel analyzes TV's sex and violence, May 12, 1995, p.12

TEMPLES
  (Westchester) Reform (Temple) serves a diverse Jewish community, Jan 27, 1995, p.14
  Scarsdale Temple supports Operation Equality (photo), May 26, 1995, p.24
  Mitzvah Day catches - and spreads - the spirit (photo), Nov 3, 1995, p.8

TENNIS
  Tennis and Citizens Against The Compost (to be discussed by Village Board), Jan 20, 1995, p.1
  Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.30
  SHS tennis captain captures gold at Empire State Games (photo), Aug 11, 1995, p.13
  The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White As It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30

TENNIS COURTS
  More courts are not needed here (ltr), Jan 6, 1995, p.6
  Courts a disgrace; why build more? (ltr), Jan 20, 1995, p.6
  Village report calls for new tennis court at Crossway, Jan 27, 1995, p.3
  Follow recreation staff recommendations (urges a tennis court be added at Crossway Field) (ltr), Feb 10, 1995, p.6
  No new court at Crossway yet, Feb 17, 1995, p.1
  Discontent citizen challenges system (ltr), Mar 3, 1995, p.6
  Decisions wise on tennis courts (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.6
  Restrooms to go near clay court (by SHS), Aug 11, 1995, p.1

TERDIMAN, LESLIE
  Musical moments (Greenacres winter concert) (photo), Feb 10, 1995, p.10

TERRELL, WALTER
  Don't touch the animals health department urges, Dec 1, 1995, p.1

TESSLER, BEN
  The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1995 (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.26

TESSLER, JILLIAN
  Holiday good deeds (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.10

TESSLER, ROB
  The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1995 (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.26

TESTING
  SATs should stress achievement (edit), Jun 9, 1995, p.7
  Educational Testing Service should make achievement the primary focus of the SAT (cont), Jun 9, 1995, p.25

THANKSGIVING
  The grateful spirit (edit), Nov 17, 1995, p.6
  Hold that image (edit), Nov 17, 1995, p.6

THEATER
  Scarsdale an essential element in hilarious Charles Busch show, Jan 20, 1995, p.15
  Teens, on their own, present 'Much Ado' (About Nothing) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.17
  The kids made the Bard smile (praises recent production of "Much Ado About Nothing") (ltr), May 26, 1995, p.6
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THEATER BUILDINGS
   Plaza progress, Jun 23, 1995, p.1

THEATERS, MOTION PICTURES
   SEE THEATER BUILDINGS

THIES, JOHN
   Friendship Path, garden to be dedicated at library (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.2
   A friendly park (dedication of reflection garden created in memory of John and Lillian Thies) (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.5
   Thanks to all who beautified (garden by library pond) (ltr), Jun 16, 1995, p.7
   Thanks workers for 'little Eden' (improvements to SCS Library pond) (ltr), Dec 15, 1995, p.6

THIES, LILLIAN
   Friendship Path, garden to be dedicated at library (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.2
   A friendly park (dedication of reflection garden created in memory of John and Lillian Thies) (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.5
   Thanks to all who beautified (garden by library pond) (ltr), Jun 16, 1995, p.7
   Thanks workers for 'little Eden' (improvements to SCS Library pond) (ltr), Dec 15, 1995, p.6

THIES, WINTHROP
   A friendly park (dedication of reflection garden created in memory of John and Lillian Thies) (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.5

THOM, CHARLES MORSE
   Charles Morse Thom (dies), Dec 15, 1995, p.19

THOMAS, ANU
   Seeing double (Heathcote 5th graders pose with life-sized replicas of themselves) (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.10

THOMAS-PERKINS, JANET
   The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

THOMPSON, ALLYN
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.30

THOMPSON, CORKY
   Thompsons to be feted by historical society (photo), Feb 10, 1995, p.4
   Student art gallery opens (in SHS) (photo), Mar 10, 1995, p.9
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.30
   The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34
   Todler, Raizes to lead board (of education) (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.1
   Claire D. Leone Real Estate Honors Dr. Richard D. Hibschnan (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.24

THOMPSON, GREG
   Thompsons to be feted by historical society (photo), Feb 10, 1995, p.4
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.30

THOMPSON, MARK
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.30

THOMPSON, NICK
   Taking care of the earth (photo), May 5, 1995, p.8

THUNDERSTORMS
   House burns down after lightning strike (photo), Jul 28, 1995, p.1
   Fire and rain (comments on 7/26 thunderstorm) (edit), Jul 28, 1995, p.6

TIMBERGER, MATT
   Four SHS seniors are honored at award picnic (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.23

TIMBERGER, ROBERT
   Four SHS seniors are honored at award picnic (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.23

TIME MANAGEMENT
   A petty complaint about time (illus) (edit), Aug 18, 1995, p.7

TINMER, ED
   Two new restaurants poised to open in village, Oct 13, 1995, p.1
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TIMPER, SUZANNE
Two new restaurants poised to open in village, Oct 13, 1995, p.1

TISCH, DAN
Residents show enthusiasm for proposed ice rink at pool, Mar 10, 1995, p.1

TODER, RICHARD
Bring back Rudolph, say some; holiday policy revisited, Apr 14, 1995, p.1
Religious guidelines for holiday passed, Jun 9, 1995, p.1
Toder, Raizes to lead board (of education) (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.1
Toder, Raizes to lead board (cont), Jul 7, 1995, p.3
Claire D. Leone Real Estate Honors Dr. Richard D. Hibschman (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.24
The Bank of New York Salutes The United Way of Scarsdale Edgemont (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.26
League hears update on issues, Oct 20, 1995, p.1
Superintendent search continues, Oct 27, 1995, p.9
New name, face lift urged for SHS lot, Nov 24, 1995, p.1
S(School) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) attracts a stellar list, Dec 1, 1995, p.1

TOFF, RUTH
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.34

TOJO, AYUKO
Power Pals celebrate at Edgewood (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.10

TOLAN, MARY ELLEN
Tolan to manage Merritt office, Jan 6, 1995, p.4
Mary Ellen Tolan (appointed manager of Houlihan/Lawrence Scarsdale office) (photo), Dec 1, 1995, p.4

TOLEDO, BARBARA
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

TOLERANCE, RELIGIOUS
SEE RELIGIOUS LIBERTY

TOLL, OLGA (AU)
Holiday policy should be relaxed (ltr), Feb 24, 1995, p.6

TOMER, KAY
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

TOOLE, ALICE
Alice Toole (dies), Mar 10, 1995, p.14

TOOLEY, LOWELL
Tennis and C(itizens) A(gainst) T(he) C(ompost) H(eap) (to be discussed by Village Board), Jan 20, 1995, p.1
Local officials see 1995 as a pivotal year, Jan 27, 1995, p.4
Departments must limit wish lists, Feb 10, 1995, p.1
Lowell, Tookey to get rare award (cont), Feb 24, 1995, p.5
A new role (John Galloway appointed acting village justice), Mar 17, 1995, p.1
Village administrator meet their new chief (photo), Mar 17, 1995, p.5
The other side of the bench (John Galloway is sworn in as acting village justice) (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.3
Budget's tax hike mirrors inflation, Apr 7, 1995, p.1
Fond farewell to an 'institution' (photo), Apr 14, 1995, p.1
A lasting legacy (edit), Apr 14, 1995, p.6
The compost controversy; What do others do with leaves?, Apr 21, 1995, p.1
Advisory committee seeks input from disabled (photo) (cont), Apr 21, 1995, p.12
Tookey has new job, Apr 28, 1995, p.1
Tookey to be honored, Jun 23, 1995, p.1
Reeves Newsom was terrific, too (response to 5/26 article by I Sloan re SCS village managers) (ltr), Jun 23, 1995, p.6
Tookey's pet project now bears his name (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.3
Former village manager to receive national award, Aug 25, 1995, p.2
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TOOLEY, LOWELL continued
Tooley convocation is Oct. 22, Oct 13, 1995, p.1
McCall at (SCS Middle School) convocation, Oct 20, 1995, p.1
Here's to you, Lowell (Marcia Stern presents Public Service Award to Lowell Tooley) (photo), Oct 27, 1995, p.1
Tooley is honored at T(own and) V(illage) C(ivie) C(lub) convocation (photo), Oct 27, 1995, p.5
Tooley wins public service award (cont), Oct 27, 1995, p.12
Village sues officer in pension dispute (photo), Nov 10, 1995, p.1
Service honoree (Lowell Tooley has received service award of Intl City Management Assn) (photo), Nov 10, 1995, p.4
The year in review: Looking back at 1995 (photo) (cont), Dec 29, 1995, p.5

TOOLEY, LOWELL (AU)
Dick Rohan sets service standard (ltr), Dec 15, 1995, p.6

TOPPING, AUDREY (AU)
Death sentence for China's Yangtze River gorges (edit) (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.7
Death sentence for China's Yangtze River gorges (photo) (cont), Jul 7, 1995, p.8

TOPPING, SEYMOUR
Seymour Topping (named Sanpaolo professor of international journalism at Columbia Univ) (photo), Feb 3, 1995, p.4

TOSTANOSKI, JEAN R (DR)
Dr Jean R Tostanoski (has joined Phelps Memorial Hospital Center, North Tarrytown) (photo), Apr 14, 1995, p.4

TOTARO, DAVID
'Nice young man' at the Dime charged in theft from woman, May 26, 1995, p.1

TOWLE, ERICA
Learning to teach (student teachers from Manhattanville College) (photo), Jan 27, 1995, p.10

TOWN AND VILLAGE CIVIC CLUB
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivie) C(lub): How to stay in the educational forefront (photo), Jan 27, 1995, p.3
Future of education addressed by T(own and) V(illage) C(ivie) C(lub) panel (cont), Jan 27, 1995, p.10
Town and Village Civic Club volunteers are devoted to Scardale (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.6
TVCC continues its tradition of leadership in Scardsale (cont) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.7
Lowell Tooley to get rare T(own and) V(illage) C(ivie) C(lub) award (photo), Feb 24, 1995, p.1
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivie) C(lub) urges village to relax proposed home office rules (photo), Mar 3, 1995, p.1
Composting panel ("Recycling Leaves Through Composting-Does it Still Work"), Mar 10, 1995, p.1
Moving toward dialogue (regarding possible health risks from Crossway compost site) (edit), Mar 10, 1995, p.6
Panelists differ on compost, Mar 24, 1995, p.1
Home office law report okayed, Mar 24, 1995, p.8
School budget okayed, Apr 14, 1995, p.1
Scarsdale to vote on 2.94% tax hike, Apr 28, 1995, p.1
Trustees OK budget; Village will save, despite raises, Apr 28, 1995, p.1
Nominators must not be rookies (response to edit by I Sloan from 4/28) (ltr), May 12, 1995, p.6
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivie) C(lub) tackles variety of issues at annual meeting (photo), May 19, 1995, p.5
New president takes gavel (cont), May 19, 1995, p.23
The Scarsdale parking game: Is it time to change the rules? (photo), Jun 2, 1995, p.1
Real problem is S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) candidates (ltr), Jun 9, 1995, p.6
No need to demean those who've served (response to letter by Guy Fairstein from 6/9/95 (edit), Jun 16, 1995, p.7
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivie) C(lub) appreciates Jaffe, Warnken (ltr), Jun 30, 1995, p.6
Did Harrison's group back him? (response to letter by R Harrison from 6/23/95) (ltr), Jun 30, 1995, p.6
Join club, learn about Scardsdale (ltr), Jul 7, 1995, p.6
Tooley convocation is Oct. 22, Oct 13, 1995, p.1
McCall at (SCS Middle School) convocation, Oct 20, 1995, p.1
More questions on home office law, Oct 27, 1995, p.1
Here's to you, Lowell (Marcia Stern presents Public Service Award to Lowell Tooley) (photo), Oct 27, 1995, p.1
Tooley is honored at T(own and) V(illage) C(ivie) C(lub) convocation (photo), Oct 27, 1995, p.5
TOWN AND VILLAGE CIVIC CLUB  continued

Getting to know you (SCS newcomers' reception) (photo), Nov 3, 1995, p.1
Reform must address race, justice, purpose, Nov 10, 1995, p.5

TRACHTEN, RACHEL
The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34

TRACHTEN, RACHEL (AU)
Come one and all to bowl dinner (ltr), Mar 31, 1995, p.6

TRACK ATHLETICS
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.30

TRAFFIC CONGESTION
Traffic tops list of residents' concerns about development in village center, Jun 9, 1995, p.1
Traffic is top development concern (cont), Jun 9, 1995, p.27

TRAFFIC REGULATIONS
Motorists flout right-of-way law (ltr), Jul 7, 1995, p.6

TRAFFIC SAFETY
After-school traffic endangers students, Jan 6, 1995, p.1
Don't shun improvements (comments on Ardsley Road bridge reconstruction and left turns) (edit), Jul 7, 1995, p.6
Drivers: signal, slow down, stop (ltr), Jul 28, 1995, p.6
Stop signs will improve safety (response to letter by Steve Kirschenbaum from 7/14/95) (ltr), Aug 4, 1995, p.6
Neighbors at odds over speeding cars on Bradford Road (photo), Aug 11, 1995, p.1
Bradford controversy (cont), Aug 11, 1995, p.2
Signs are a panacea (edit), Aug 11, 1995, p.6
Enforcement (program) is more effective (for safety of children on SCS streets) (ltr), Aug 18, 1995, p.6
Safety concerns at village crossing, Aug 25, 1995, p.1
Road job creates need for new signs (work on Popham Road bridge) (ltr), Aug 25, 1995, p.6
No decision on Ardsley left-turn bans; help for beleaguered Lynwood residents, Sep 15, 1995, p.1
Issue tickets for failure to stop (ltr), Sep 29, 1995, p.6
Dangerous spots in the downtown (ltr), Dec 29, 1995, p.6

TREACY, DAVID
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.30

TREACY, LOIS
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.30

TREACY, PEG
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.30

TREADWAY, PETER
Taking care of the earth (photo), May 5, 1995, p.8

TROLIO, FRANK
Summer blower ban held unconstitutional (photo), Jan 13, 1995, p.1
Ban (on leaf blowers) blown away, Jun 9, 1995, p.1

TRUMAN, HARRY
Veiled attack on FDR and Truman (by Philip Nobile) (ltr), Aug 11, 1995, p.6

TSUKAMOTO, MIKI
A look at Japanese life (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.10

TSURUMI, YOSHI (AU)
Japan is not a colony of the U.S. (ltr), Apr 14, 1995, p.6
Japan is not a U.S. colony (ltr), Sep 15, 1995, p.6

TUCKER, MARYLYN
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.24
TUFARO, STEPHANIA M
Stephania M Tufaro (dies), Feb 24, 1995, p.14

TULLY, ANDREW
Sentences announced in graffiti case (spray-painting sound barriers by Hutchinson River Parkway), Feb 10, 1995, p.3

TUNICK, CAROLE
Here's an idea: abolish (parking) meters (ltr), Jun 9, 1995, p.7
Police report (about dog) raises question (ltr), Sep 15, 1995, p.6

TURNER, RITA
The Bank of New York Salutes the 1995 Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.28

TURSI, KRISTINA
Don't try this at home (performance by Greg Milstein of National Circus Project at Edgewood) (photo), Oct 13, 1995, p.9

TUSHMAN, EMMA
Heat cure (SCS Pool is a popular place to be) (photo), Jul 21, 1995, p.12

TUSSEND, FRANCES
Reading is tops at Fox Meadow (photo), Jan 13, 1995, p.9

TYBERT, TARA
Foxes forecast family fun (first annual Fox Meadow Fair) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.12

UCHITELLE, JOAN
T(own and) V(illage) C(livic) C(lub): How to stay in the educational forefront (photo), Jan 27, 1995, p.3
New home (for SCS Adult School) (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.3

UEKI, TAMAMI (AU)
Japanese grateful for sympathy, aid (ltr), Mar 24, 1995, p.6

UGLIAROLO, SUZANNE
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1995 (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.26

UJIBE, SHIZUYA (AU)
A big kindness to Kobe victims (ltr), Apr 14, 1995, p.6

UMINO, KOSUKE
A class project (Heathcote's annual candy drive) (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.9

UNDERUEISER, BEA
More questions on home office law, Oct 27, 1995, p.1

UNEMPLOYMENT
Lament of an unemployed graduate (ltr), Sep 29, 1995, p.6

UNGAR, PETER (AU)
Focus on noise, not its source (ltr), Jun 16, 1995, p.6

UNGER, WALTER (DR)
Wish you were hair: transplants come of age (photo), Feb 10, 1995, p.5

UNITED JEWISH APPEAL-FEDERATION
U(nited) J(ewish) A(ppeal Federation) to honor campaign chairman (photo), Nov 3, 1995, p.13
Honored by U(nited) J(ewish) A(ppeal) F(ederation) (photo), Dec 1, 1995, p.13

UNITED WAY
United Way drive in home stretch, Jan 6, 1995, p.4
United Way responds to people in need (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.12
United Way drive lagging behind '94 contributions (photo), Feb 24, 1995, p.5
Nursing agency helps keep patients at home, Mar 3, 1995, p.5
Let them in from the cold (edit), Apr 14, 1995, p.6
Donors opened hearts to need (ltr), May 5, 1995, p.6
Scarsdale-Edgemont United Way opens campaign (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.5
The Bank of New York Salutes The United Way of Scarsdale Edgemont (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.26
Physical needs come first in the Salvation Army, Nov 3, 1995, p.4
UNITED WAY continued
The grateful spirit (edit), Nov 17, 1995, p.6
C(enter for) P(reventive) P(sychiatry) tries to help before the trouble starts (photo), Dec 1, 1995, p.5

UNSWORTH, ROBERT
Speakers endorse holiday guidelines (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

US SUPREME COURT
Supreme Court rulings echo here (re right of Ku Klux Klan to put up a cross in Columbus, Ohio), Jul 21, 1995, p.1
High Court rulings echo here (cont), Jul 21, 1995, p.13

VACCARI, FRANK
3 Raider freshmen will compete nationally (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.25

VALENTINE'S DAY
Songs and stories (at SCS Seniors Valentine's Day party at Girl Scout House) (photo), Feb 17, 1995, p.1

VALLIADAS, MARIA
Smiles of all nations (members of international families committee of Heathcote PTA) (photo), Nov 10, 1995, p.9

VAN DE WATER, PETER
'For Sale' sign tell of developer's frustration (re advertising of land for sale in village center), Oct 6, 1995, p.1
Trustees refine home office law, Nov 24, 1995, p.1
Edgewood neighbors may buy lots to bar future development, Nov 24, 1995, p.1

VAN DIJK, DARA
Dara van Dijk (appointed director of Webster University Bermuda), Aug 11, 1995, p.4

VAN GUNDY, LIZA
Buddies learn together at Fox Meadow (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.9

VAN KAPPEN, FRANK
The Bank of New York Salutes The United Way of Scarsdale Edgemont (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.26

VAN KAPPEN, IRIS
The Bank of New York Salutes The United Way of Scarsdale Edgemont (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.26

VAN LEEUWEN, JEAN
Writers are people, too (author Jean Van Leeuwen at Quaker Ridge book fair) (photo), Nov 24, 1995, p.10

VANDALISM
Don't stereotype neighborhood (response to caption under picture of graffitied bench from 9/5) (ltr), Sep 22, 1995, p.6
Chase Park menorah vandalized (photo), Dec 29, 1995, p.1

VANDENBERG, KATHLEEN V
Kathleen V Vandenberg (dies), Apr 21, 1995, p.20

VARGAS, BRIAN
United Way drive lagging behind '94 contributions (photo), Feb 24, 1995, p.5

VASSELMAN, ILAN
Textbooks tossed, students learn by doing (photo), May 19, 1995, p.11

VASTOLA, ELIZABETH
Back in the saddle again (Elizabeth Vastola wins top honors in Salt River Farm Horse Show) (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.17

VECCHI, TERESA
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White As It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30

VEHRENKAMP, VIVIAN P
Vivian P Vehrenkamp (dies), Mar 17, 1995, p.18

VELE, EVA
Festive weekend (Hoff-Barthelson's annual festival) (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.1

VELELLA, GUY
Hochberg, Vellella target airbag theft, fraud (photo), Oct 27, 1995, p.3
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VELTRI, BARBARA
Tipi time (tipi erected on grounds of Quaker Ridge School) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.12

VELTRI, LOU
What a difference! (balmy day and snowy day at Saxon Woods Golf Course) (photo), Jan 20, 1995, p.1

VENTO, LEONARD
Dinner caps a week of tributes to Hibschman (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.1

VENTURA, JOHN
SHS gridders honor talent, unity, pride (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.23
(Recipient of 1995 Willard Dean Memorial Award Jordan Milman and head coach John Ventura) (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.24

VETERANS DAY
Veterans' Day salutes democracy's defenders (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.5

VETERINARIANS
Michael Woltz, V.M.D. (named Veterinarian of the Year) (photo), May 12, 1995, p.4

Vetter, Robert
Tipi time (tipi erected on grounds of Quaker Ridge School) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.12

VILLAGE BOARD-SCS
The next FDR? (Citizens' Committee is considering renominating W Handelman for mayor), Jan 6, 1995, p.1
Committee nominates Janiak; 2 new trustees (photo), Jan 13, 1995, p.1
A-School suggested for new courts, Jan 13, 1995, p.4
Volunteers needed for boards and councils (includes criteria for appointments) (illus), Jan 13, 1995, p.4
Candidates for village board chosen (cont), Jan 13, 1995, p.4
Tennis and Citizens' Against (the) Compost Heap (to be discussed by Village Board), Jan 20, 1995, p.1
Courts a disgrace; why build more? (ltr), Jan 20, 1995, p.6
Parents demand 'Space for Kids' BASE at board meeting (photo), Jan 27, 1995, p.1
Signatures sought (to place the names of candidates for mayor and village trustee in SCS on ballot), Jan 27, 1995, p.1
Law would allow more people to work at home, Jan 27, 1995, p.1
Trustees face full plate of issues at board meeting, Jan 27, 1995, p.3
Young parents not represented (on Village Board) (ltr), Feb 3, 1995, p.6
Mayor may be out of touch (regarding KIDS BASE) (ltr), Feb 3, 1995, p.7
Compost berm has got to go (ltr), Feb 10, 1995, p.6
Public officials deserve courtesy (response to Feb 3 letter by J and S Rappaport re KIDS BASE) (ltr), Feb 10, 1995, p.6
Follow recreation staff recommendations (urges a tennis court be added at Crossway Field) (ltr), Feb 10, 1995, p.6
Board raises tennis permit and other fees, Feb 17, 1995, p.3
Comments continue on holiday policy, Feb 17, 1995, p.9
Home office hearing (to be held by Village Board 2/28), Feb 24, 1995, p.1
Develop without delay, committee tells village board (gardening dogs) (ltr), Mar 3, 1995, p.1
Water will soon cost more, as will house alarms, Mar 3, 1995, p.3
Discontent citizen challenges system (ltr), Mar 3, 1995, p.6
Moving toward dialogue (regarding possible health risks from Crossway compost site) (edit), Mar 10, 1995, p.6
Village is responsive to citizens, Citizens' Party candidates say (photo), Mar 17, 1995, p.1
A new role (John Galloway appointed acting village justice), Mar 17, 1995, p.1
Environmental council wants testing at Crossway, Mar 17, 1995, p.5
Decisions wise on tennis courts (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.6
Citizens' slate is outstanding (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.7
The best and the brightest (to serve the village) (edit), Mar 31, 1995, p.6
The individual and the ideal (comments on SCS Bowl winners) (edit), Apr 7, 1995, p.6
Study the budget, attend hearing (ltr), Apr 7, 1995, p.6
Fond farewell to an 'institution' (photo), Apr 14, 1995, p.1
Parking fines increased; some penalties doubled, Apr 14, 1995, p.3
Trustees OK budget; Village will save, despite raises, Apr 28, 1995, p.1
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VILLAGE BOARD-SCS continued

Contract to sell compost renewed with Lopane, Apr 28, 1995, p.5
Village does not deserve our trust (discusses Crossway compost heap) (Itr), Apr 28, 1995, p.6
C(ommittee) A(gainst) T(he) C(ompost) H(eap): Close heap before '96 (photo), May 12, 1995, p.1
Village want to keep sharing in the sales tax, May 12, 1995, p.3
Board places limits on Nynex telephone exchange, May 26, 1995, p.3
Village leases parcel on Weaver Street to Nynex, Jun 16, 1995, p.5
Board grants 4 of 5 variances, Jun 23, 1995, p.5
Surplus to fund improvements, Jun 23, 1995, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes the 1995 Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.28
Composting will stop, village assures skeptics, Jun 30, 1995, p.3
Village board approves financing of 4 capital projects, Jul 14, 1995, p.3
Public input sought on home-office code, Jul 28, 1995, p.5
Was history of A-bomb censored? (photo), Aug 4, 1995, p.1
Trustees squeeze those nickels and dimes, Aug 18, 1995, p.3
Comfort (stations) needed in village, too (edit), Aug 25, 1995, p.7
Attorney: Village laws should be checked for relevance, Sep 15, 1995, p.3
Money given for tennis courts, library, roads, Sep 29, 1995, p.3
Board awards contract for telephone upgrade, Oct 27, 1995, p.3
Residents, staff and trustees consider plans for ice rink, Nov 3, 1995, p.1
Village OKs deal to buy legion post, Nov 17, 1995, p.1
Village to upgrade computers for $35,000, Nov 17, 1995, p.5
Trustees refine home office law, Nov 24, 1995, p.1
The detail squad (commends work by village board re home office regulations) (edit), Nov 24, 1995, p.6
Board OKs menorah at Chase, following nod to creche, Dec 1, 1995, p.3
What will Scarsdale do with legion site?, Dec 8, 1995, p.1
Trustees need sunshine (village board decisions need to be made in full view) (edit), Dec 8, 1995, p.6
Mayor: Use of legion site to be decided in full view, Dec 15, 1995, p.1
Village should ‘assert itself,’ (Coalition) A(gainst) T(he) C(ompost) H(eap) says, Dec 15, 1995, p.3
Our trustees should be trusted (edit), Dec 15, 1995, p.7

VILLAGE CODE-SCS

Residents want longer leash for village code (photo), Jan 27, 1995, p.5
Don’t liberalize the leash law (village ordinance regarding dogs) (Itr), Feb 3, 1995, p.6

VILLAGE MANAGER-SCS

Three finalists (in search for Lowell Tooley’s successor as village manager), Jan 13, 1995, p.1
Alfred Gatta to succeed Tooley (photo), Jan 27, 1995, p.1
New village manager is appointed (cont), Jan 27, 1995, p.18
Village administrator meet their new chief (photo), Mar 17, 1995, p.5
New chief (cont), Mar 17, 1995, p.17
Fond farewell to an ‘institution’ (photo), Apr 14, 1995, p.1
Tributes for manager (cont), Apr 14, 1995, p.8
First week (for Al Gatta, SCS’s new village manager) (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.1
Village manager: the office and 2 who shaped it, May 26, 1995, p.9
Reeves Newsom was terrific, too (response to 5/26 article by I Sloan re SCS village managers) (Itr), Jun 23, 1995, p.6

VIOLENCE

Worth a thousand words and more (comments on atrocities) (edit), May 26, 1995, p.7

VIRTUOSO, FRANK

Is there a CATCH to compost plans?, May 26, 1995, p.1
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VITALE, THOMAS
Village sues officer in pension dispute (photo), Nov 10, 1995, p.1

VIVIANO, MARK
Julia B Fee is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26

VOGEL, ALEX
Foxes forecast family fun (first annual Fox Meadow Fair) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.12
Move over, Beethoven (assembly at Fox Meadow School) (photo), Oct 13, 1995, p.9

VOGEL, ERIC
District schools welcome new faces of 1995-96 (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.9

VOGEL, JOHN
The Bank of New York Salutes the 1995 Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.28

VOGEL, TOM
Planning board: 'Yes' to Oak Lane, 'not yet' to Hay Day, Jul 7, 1995, p.1

VOGL, RON
Waterfall dampens river adventure, Aug 4, 1995, p.5

VOLLEYBALL
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White As It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30

VOLUNTEERS
Meeting to discuss youth volunteers (ltr), Jan 6, 1995, p.6
Volunteerism at Scarsdale High School, Jan 6, 1995, p.9
Volunteers needed for boards and councils (includes criteria for appointments) (illus), Jan 13, 1995, p.4
Senior friends thank freshmen (for landscaping work at library pond April 29), May 19, 1995, p.6
Volunteers honored (by United Hospital Medical Center, Port Chester) (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.4
SHS honors student volunteers (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.9
Angels wanted in Greenburgh (volunteers shoveling snow for senior citizens) (ltr), Dec 1, 1995, p.6

VORPERIAN, JOHN
John Vorperian (admitted to the bar of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania), Mar 17, 1995, p.4

VOTER REGISTRATION
Last chance to register (to vote in upcoming village election), Mar 3, 1995, p.1
Voter sign-up, Apr 21, 1995, p.1

VOTING
Scarsdale to vote on 2.94% tax hike, Apr 28, 1995, p.1
Edgemont hopes to celebrate victory, Apr 28, 1995, p.1
Change voting procedure (edit), May 26, 1995, p.6
A vote for City Vote (edit), Jun 2, 1995, p.6
Proposition 2 simplifies voting, Nov 3, 1995, p.6
Absentee ballots aid democracy (ltr), Nov 3, 1995, p.6
Write-in voters have a hard time (ltr), Nov 17, 1995, p.6
(Applications for) Absentee ballots (for School Board Nominating Committee election), Dec 29, 1995, p.1

WACHS, DAVID
It's Showtime for a filmmaker with Scarsdale roots (photo), Sep 29, 1995, p.5

WAKAMATSU, YUKA
Power Pals celebrate at Edgewood (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.10

WAKSMAN, MICHAEL
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White As It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30

WALD, BETTY (AU)
Take California...please! (edit), Apr 28, 1995, p.7

WALKATHONS
(Annual Billy) Smithline walk (Sunday, October 1), Sep 29, 1995, p.1
Warmhearted warm-up (participants in Billy Smithline Foundation walk-a-thon) (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.1
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WALKING
Drivers may get nailed or screwed (comments on the many nails and sharp screws on SCS streets) (ltr), May 26, 1995, p.8
Taking it in stride (Fall Foliage Walk) (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.1

WALL, JOHN W (AU)
No concern for workers' health (response to letter regarding leaf-blower operators from 1/27/95) (ltr), Feb 3, 1995, p.6
TCI strikes again (ltr), Jun 9, 1995, p.8

WALLACE, ARTHUR
A sojourn in another world (experience of STEP student Charles Martin) (photo), Jul 21, 1995, p.1

WALLACE, CHARLES
A sojourn in another world (experience of STEP student Charles Martin) (photo), Jul 21, 1995, p.1

WALLACE, CLAUDINA
A sojourn in another world (experience of STEP student Charles Martin) (photo), Jul 21, 1995, p.1

WALLACE, DWAYNE
A sojourn in another world (experience of STEP student Charles Martin) (photo), Jul 21, 1995, p.1

WALLACE, PHILIP, V G (AU)
Tradition belongs in the schools (re school board holiday blackout policy) (ltr), Jan 20, 1995, p.10

WALS, JANE
Jane Wals (named interior design coordinator for Hidden Falls in Rye Brook) (photo), Jul 21, 1995, p.4

WALSH, CHRISTOPHER B (AU)
The day Dad lost it (a colored Easter egg): a family legend (illus), Apr 7, 1995, p.7

WALSH, GLEN
Family assesses fire damage (home on Richbell Close), Aug 4, 1995, p.1

WALSH, MEGHAN
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo), Jul 28, 1995, p.22

WALSH, STEPHEN
District schools welcome new faces of 1995-96 (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.9

WALSH, TOM
Valets needed (some Arthur Manor residents are parking their cars on their lawns), Feb 17, 1995, p.1
Time for kids (Santa Claus and festival of lights) (photo), Dec 22, 1995, p.1

WALTERS, JOE
Class of '45 recalls good times at Scarsdale High School (photo), May 26, 1995, p.14

WALTERS, MARY LIVINGSTON
Class of '45 recalls good times at Scarsdale High School (photo), May 26, 1995, p.14

WARE, BETTY
Publisher, citizens revive weekly newspaper (illus), Nov 24, 1995, p.5

WARE, MARY LEE
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

WARE, MOLLY
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

WARFIELD, JIM
Downtown development Committee: Too early for R(equests) F(or) P(roposals)s, Jul 7, 1995, p.1

WARMUS, CAROLYN
A new ending (to the Carolyn Warmus saga?), Aug 18, 1995, p.1
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WARNKEN, MARK J (AU)
Readers misled by letters on (holiday) policy (ltr), Jan 6, 1995, p.6

WARNKEN, WAYNE
Warnken will not run again, Feb 17, 1995, p.1
Warnken won't run for board (cont), Feb 17, 1995, p.16
Bring back Rudolph, say some; holiday policy revisited, Apr 14, 1995, p.1
Stars, not duds (on Board of Education) (edit), Jun 23, 1995, p.6
Board ways goodbye to Jaffe, Warnken, Jun 23, 1995, p.9
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) appreciates Jaffe, Warnken (ltr), Jun 30, 1995, p.6
Toder, Raizes to lead board (of education) (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.1
Claire D. Leone Real Estate Honors Dr. Richard D. Hibschman (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.24

WASHBURN, PHILLIP (AU)
Religion is not just for holidays (ltr), Apr 14, 1995, p.6
Would it be better if we didn’t ‘adjust?’, Jun 30, 1995, p.7

WASKOW, SHARON
District schools welcome new faces of 1995-96 (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.9

WASTE
Laziness leads to pollution (ltr), May 5, 1995, p.6

WASTE DISPOSAL
Sharp object lesson (sanitation worker pricked by disposable syringe), Aug 11, 1995, p.1
Fermentation: (19)20s garbage disposal scheme (illus), Aug 25, 1995, p.10

WATANABE, MIHO
Outstanding achievement celebrated at SHS (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.12

WATANABE, MIKA
Colorful creations on view (student art show at St James Nursery School) (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.10

WATER
Protect, don’t filter (Pataki urged to solve conflict in city watershed protection plan), Feb 17, 1995, p.1
It’s flushing time, Mar 31, 1995, p.1
Drought watch, Jul 7, 1995, p.1
Reading the flow (SCS has signed an agreement with Con Edison to read water meters in village), Jul 21, 1995, p.1
Call senators to save our water (ltr), Jul 21, 1995, p.6
How green was our valley (comments on the drought) (edit), Sep 1, 1995, p.6
Let it rain (drought watch in effect in the region since July), Sep 15, 1995, p.1
Village mulls cost of clean water, Sep 29, 1995, p.1
Village victorious in water rate suit, Dec 15, 1995, p.1
A satisfying victory (SCS lawsuit against the city of New York) (edit), Dec 15, 1995, p.6

WATSON, AUDREY
Audrey Watson (dies), Apr 7, 1995, p.12

WATSON, CHARLOTTE
League of W(o)men V(oters) panelists to examine scope of domestic violence (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.2

WATSON, JOHN KING
John King Watson (dies), Sep 15, 1995, p.13

WATSON, LYNN
Scarsdale Auxiliary is vital member of hospital family (photo) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), May 26, 1995, p.32

WATTS, JENNIFER
Jennifer Watts (has qualified for recognition as a certified registered nurse hospice (photo), Feb 10, 1995, p.4
Student continues a family tradition with S(tudent) T(ransfer) E(ducation) P(lan) (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.9
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WATTS, MINDY
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1995 (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.26

WAX, LAURIE
Junior class plans annual blood drive (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.9

WAYNE, KIM
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1995 (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.26

WEATHERS, ANN W (AU)
Call senators to save our water (ltr), Jul 21, 1995, p.6

WEBER, ADAM
District schools welcome new faces of 1995-96 (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.9

WEBER, JEANNE
New teachers hear tributes to those departing (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.9
A fond farewell (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20
After 25 years of cupcakes, bidding Weber a fond goodbye (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.8
New secretary at Greenacres (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.9
WEBER, JEANNE AND RICHARD (AU)
Readers praise new reporter (Joe Cesarano) (ltr), Apr 21, 1995, p.6

WEBER, JOAN
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

WEDDINGS
(Supplement) Love and Marriage, Feb 3, 1995, p.0

WEIL, MARC
Middle School to present musical "Babes in Arms" (photo), May 12, 1995, p.17

WEIN, PENNY
Neighbors at odds over speeding cars on Bradford Road (photo), Aug 11, 1995, p.1

WEINBERG NATURE CENTER
Nature center lot is paved (ltr), Aug 25, 1995, p.6
Paving justified at nature center (ltr), Sep 8, 1995, p.6
Dont touch the animals health department urges, Dec 1, 1995, p.1

WEINBERG, AMIR
Outstanding achievement celebrated at SHS (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.12

WEINBERG, CAROLYN
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26
Outstanding achievement celebrated at SHS (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.12

WEINBERG, SHARON (AU)
Are girls better math students, sans boys (or vice versa)? (edit) (illus), Feb 24, 1995, p.7

WEINER, ALAN
Harrison gets a 3d of the vote (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.1

WEINER, RICHARD
Harrison gets a 3d of the vote (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.1

WEINSTEIN, EVE
Two join staff of Doernberg Real Estate (photo), Apr 21, 1995, p.4

WEINSTEIN, JAY
Foxes focus on critical thinking (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.9

WEINSTEIN, LEN
Pomp and affection (SHS Class of 1995 parades to Dean Field for graduation ceremonies) (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.1

WEINTRAUB, DAVID
Student presents original research, Mar 31, 1995, p.9
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WEIR, BARBARA
School traffic problems (photo) (cont), Jan 6, 1995, p.9

WEIR, RYAN
Harvest festival (sing-along and readings at Fox Meadow) (photo), Nov 24, 1995, p.1

WEIR, WILLIE
SMS holds Olympic Day (photo), Mar 17, 1995, p.9

WEISBERG, ANNE
After-school traffic endangers students, Jan 6, 1995, p.1
Crossway site readied for changes, Jun 16, 1995, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale League of Women Voters (photo), Nov 17, 1995, p.24
Leaping off the page (Fox Meadow class mothers dress as characters from children's books) (photo), Nov 24, 1995, p.10

WEISBERG, ANNE C (AU)
Stop signs will improve safety (response to letter by Steve Kirschenbaum from 7/14/95) (ltr), Aug 4, 1995, p.6

WEISBERG, ANNE CICERO (AU)

WEISBERG, ANNE C (AU)

WEISER, JEFF
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SMS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.30
Ready for an elegant evening (new SMS graduates gather before the senior prom) (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.9

WEISS, ASHLEY
A look at Japanese life (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.10

WEISS, BONNIE
Pet prairie dog falls prey to rabies scare (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.1
Dont touch the animals health department urges, Dec 1, 1995, p.1

WEISS, KIM
(Special) Olympic medalists (Lindsay Spiegel and Kim Weiss) (photo), Jul 28, 1995, p.15
From Times Square, Down's syndrome child sends and image of inclusion (photo), Sep 29, 1995, p.5
Special children, pioneer parents (cont), Sep 29, 1995, p.15

WEISS, LOIS
Pet prairie dog falls prey to rabies scare (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.1
Board of health takes prairie dog from Quaker Ridge family (cont), Jun 23, 1995, p.15
Prairie dog owner plans to ask county for $1 million in damages, Sep 29, 1995, p.1
Dont touch the animals health department urges, Dec 1, 1995, p.1

WEISS, LOIS (AU)
Paving justified at nature center (ltr), Sep 8, 1995, p.6
Domestic case was mishandled (treatment of Cheryl Zuckerman by SCS Police) (ltr), Nov 24, 1995, p.6

WEISS, PAUL (DR)
Physicians honored (by Montefiore Medical Center Staff and Alumni Assn) (photo), Apr 28, 1995, p.4

WEISS, SCOTT
SMS honors student volunteers (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.9

WEISSMAN, MICHAEL
Community service at Greenacres (photo), Jan 27, 1995, p.9

WEITMAN, MINDY
Leaping off the page (Fox Meadow class mothers dress as characters from children's books) (photo), Nov 24, 1995, p.10

WEITZ, MARTIN
Martin Weitz (dies), Jan 6, 1995, p.12

WELLNESS
SEE PUBLIC WELFARE

WELLES, WARD
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.30
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WENTWORTH, JEAN (AU)
Couple ask help for AIDS walk (ltr), Apr 7, 1995, p.6

WENTWORTH, JONATHAN
Couple ask help for AIDS walk (ltr), Apr 7, 1995, p.6

WENTWORTH, KENNETH
Couple ask help for AIDS walk (ltr), Apr 7, 1995, p.6

WENTWORTH, KENNETH (AU)
Rebecca's is a community asset (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.8

WERTHEIMER, ELLIOT
Camp days (photo), Jul 21, 1995, p.5

WERTHEIMER, SYDNEY B
Sydney B Wertheimer (dies), Mar 3, 1995, p.15

WESTBERG, JOAN
Joan Westberg (appointed director of older adult services for SCS Family Counseling Service) (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.4
Older adult advocate (new position in SCS Police department), Dec 15, 1995, p.1

WESTCHESTER COALITION FOR DEMOCRACY
Candidates must state positions (ltr), May 5, 1995, p.6

WESTCHESTER COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS
Scarsdale legislators act to protect women and children, Jan 6, 1995, p.1
Legislators act to protect women (cont), Jan 6, 1995, p.12
My first year as a county legislator (Progress ed. 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.9
Legislators reject raise, Mar 10, 1995, p.1
A more professional approach (discusses county legislators' sources of income) (edit), Mar 10, 1995, p.6
Local men appointed to county committee, Jun 2, 1995, p.3
Stop legislators' improper add-ons (ltr), Jul 7, 1995, p.6
Incumbents stay in place on county board, Nov 10, 1995, p.1
Legislator thanks his constituents (ltr), Dec 1, 1995, p.6

WESTCHESTER LIBRARY SYSTEM
Sue Neale (elected secretary of Westchester Library System's board of trustees), Feb 24, 1995, p.2

WESTCHESTER-PUTNAM SCHOOL BOARDS ASSN
Board eyes school funding reform, Sep 15, 1995, p.10

WESTON, NATHAN
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

WEXLER, ERIC
A horse, of course (horse, harness and hay brought to Quaker Ridge to illustrate letter 'H') (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.11

WEYL, LAURA
Buddies learn together at Fox Meadow (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.9

WHITE, DEBORAH
Publisher, citizens revive weekly newspaper (illus), Nov 24, 1995, p.5

WHITE, KAYE
Julie B. Fee Is Proud To Honor The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.34

WHITE, SHANNON
(Shannon) White to head Greenwich church, Jul 28, 1995, p.10

WHITE, VIRGINIA S
Virginia S White (dies), Nov 3, 1995, p.18

WHITMAN, PHIL
Parents profile the perfect schools chief, Sep 15, 1995, p.1
WHITTY, NOREEN
Chinese take Taxation 101 here, Sep 8, 1995, p.1
Tax appeals mount; revaluation delayed, Sep 22, 1995, p.1

WICK, JOHN
Little kids clean up after big ones (photo) (ltr), Nov 10, 1995, p.6

WIECZOREK, RANDA
Coffee and more at new Golden Horseshoe cafe (photo), Aug 25, 1995, p.4

WILBER, MARGARET A
Margaret A Wilber (dies), Sep 8, 1995, p.14

WILDERS, LORRAINE (AU)
Thanks to S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) and taxi driver (ltr), Mar 31, 1995, p.6

WILDERS, VICTOR (AU)
Thanks to S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) and taxi driver (ltr), Mar 31, 1995, p.6

WILDERS, VICTOR T
Victor T Wilders (dies), Aug 25, 1995, p.10

WILE, JULIUS
C(ulinary) I(nstitute) of A(merica) benefactor savors its success (photo), May 26, 1995, p.5
Julius Wile honored by C(ulinary) I(nstitute of) A(merica) (cont), May 26, 1995, p.17

WILLIAMS, ALFREDA
Greenburgh endorsements (edit), Oct 27, 1995, p.6

WILLIAMS, ALLISON

WILLIAMS, ALISON (AU)
Board deserves "grinch" award (comments on school board's holiday blackout policy) (ltr), Jan 13, 1995, p.7
Ban all skating in the downtown (ltr), Sep 1, 1995, p.6
Village center is a dangerous place (ltr), Sep 29, 1995, p.6
Dangerous spots in the downtown (ltr), Dec 29, 1995, p.6

WILLIAMS, ALLISON (AU)
Praise for stories on prairie dog (ltr), Oct 6, 1995, p.6

WILLIAMS, JEFF
Debaters win 3 top prizes at state tournament (photo), May 5, 1995, p.11

WILLIAMS, JOHN
Candidates square off at L(eague of) W(omen) V(oters) debate, Nov 3, 1995, p.11

WILLIAMS, MARSHA
Scholarship fund drive launched (photo), Dec 1, 1995, p.9

WILLIAMS, WITMER C
Witmer C Williams (dies), Jan 20, 1995, p.10

WILLIS, SUZANNE
The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34

WILSON, LAURA
District schools welcome new faces of 1995-96 (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.9

WILSON, MICHAEL
Snow didn't dampen shoppers' spirits, Dec 29, 1995, p.1

WILSON, RUSH
Another empty store (in downtown SCS), Mar 3, 1995, p.1
Scarsdale Village: boom or bust (annual SCS Sidewalk Sale is being planned for this weekend), Aug 4, 1995, p.1

WINDOWS
Memorial window installed (in memory of Janet Cobelli) (photo), Mar 3, 1995, p.9
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WINFIELD, DAVID
Frankel named life member (of YMCA of Greater New York) (photo), Mar 3, 1995, p.4

WINFIELD, IRENE
Frankel named life member (of YMCA of Greater New York) (photo), Mar 3, 1995, p.4

WINIK, ELAINE K (AU)
Looking back at Auschwitz after 50 years - and looking forward (photo) (edit), May 5, 1995, p.7

WINKLER, KATHERINE
Lucky me - I can get out (edit), Sep 22, 1995, p.7

WINSTON PROPERTY (SCS)
Winston heir must share, says court, Aug 25, 1995, p.1
Praise for cafe, Winston stories (Inquirer articles from 8/25) (ltr), Sep 15, 1995, p.6
Winston environmental appeals to be heard Jan 16, Dec 22, 1995, p.1

WINSTON, HARRY
Winston heir must share, court declares (photo) (cont), Aug 25, 1995, p.5
Winston environmental appeals to be heard Jan 16, Dec 22, 1995, p.1

WINSTON, JOSH
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 16, 1995, p.30

WINSTON, LOGAN
Party unites young and old (photo), Jan 13, 1995, p.10

WINSTON, RONALD
Winston heir must share, says court, Aug 25, 1995, p.1
Winston environmental appeals to be heard Jan 16, Dec 22, 1995, p.1

WINTER, SUSAN (AU)
Mother and son on a collision course with freedom (edit), Feb 10, 1995, p.7

WISE, LIZ
Songs and stories (at SCS Seniors Valentine's Day party at Girl Scout House) (photo), Feb 17, 1995, p.1

WOLF, BARBARA ANNE
Barbara Anne Wolf (honored at Tribute to Women and Industry award dinner) (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.4

WOLF, LILLIAN R
Lillian R Wolf (dies), Feb 24, 1995, p.14

WOLFE, LITA (AU)
A $10 lament (times 3) (poem about getting a SCS parking ticket) (ltr), Aug 4, 1995, p.6

WOLFF, ROSALIE (AU)
Compost berm has got to go (ltr), Feb 10, 1995, p.6

WOLFF, ROSALIE S (AU)
Scarsdale needs informed choice (ltr), Mar 17, 1995, p.7

WOLFF, STEPHEN
Neighbors at odds over speeding cars on Bradford Road (photo), Aug 11, 1995, p.1

WOLLMAN, LOUISE
Rohan is helpful and honorable (response to Inquirer article from 11/10/95 re Sgt Carroll) (ltr), Nov 24, 1995, p.6
Crossroads: an alternative way of traversing midlife (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.5

WOLTZ, MICHAEL (DR)
Michael Woltz, V.M.D. (named Veterinarian of the Year) (photo), May 12, 1995, p.4

WOMEN
Scarsdale legislators act to protect women and children, Jan 6, 1995, p.1
Legislators act to protect women (cont), Jan 6, 1995, p.12
(Supplement) Today's Woman (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.0
Amy Paulin feted as 1995 Woman of the Year (photo), Sep 1, 1995, p.1
The battle's not over (women's progress) (edit), Sep 1, 1995, p.6
Amy Paulin feted as 1995 Woman of the Year (cont), Sep 1, 1995, p.10
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WOMEN continued
Abused women feel supported (ltr), Sep 29, 1995, p.6
Chromosome X marks the spot (maybe) (edit), Oct 6, 1995, p.6
Baltimore to Beijing: women stride on (photo), Oct 27, 1995, p.5
From Baltimore to Beijing: women keep striding on to equality (cont), Oct 27, 1995, p.21
Crossroads: an alternative way of traversing midlife (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.5
Crossroads (cont), Dec 15, 1995, p.8

WOMEN AUTHORS
Lyrical fiction from a native daughter (photo), May 12, 1995, p.5

WOMEN IN POLITICS
Power to the midlife mamas (edit), Dec 15, 1995, p.6

WOMEN-HEALTH
Bill and Esther Frishman: Making middle-age a safe place for women to live (photo), Jul 14, 1995, p.1
Why the W(omen's) H(ealth) I(nitiative): More on women's health study, Jul 21, 1995, p.1
Why the W(omen's) H(ealth) I(nitiative): More on women's health study (photo) (cont), Jul 21, 1995, p.20

WOMEN-POLITICAL ACTIVITIES
Political fundraiser woos women (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.1

WOODCOCK, PETER
December leaves, Dec 22, 1995, p.1

WOODRUFF, BOB
A day for kids (SCS Historical Society country fair) (photo), Sep 15, 1995, p.5

WOODRUFF, EMMA
A day for kids (SCS Historical Society country fair) (photo), Sep 15, 1995, p.5

WOOLF, ELIZABETH
Sensitive help at painful time (letter writer thanks SCS police for thoughtful assistance) (ltr), Jun 9, 1995, p.6

WOOLF, ELIZABETH L
Elizabeth L Woolf (dies), May 5, 1995, p.22

WOOLFALK, SHIGEKO
Thanks to all who beautified (garden by library pond) (ltr), Jun 16, 1995, p.7

WORDEN, DEBBIE
Dear Santa ... (Santa's secretaries answer letters) (photo), Dec 22, 1995, p.5

WORDEN, PATRICIA
S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) has 13 new members, Jan 20, 1995, p.1

WORKSHOPS
Workshops on good health (photo), Mar 17, 1995, p.9

WORLD WAR, 1939-1945
A Jewish soldier writes home (edit), May 5, 1995, p.7
World War II: The tales not told (edit), May 12, 1995, p.7
Veteran describes A-bomb aftermath (photo), May 26, 1995, p.14
All weapons are horrible (response to article "Veteran describes a bomb aftermath" from 5/26) (ltr), Jun 9, 1995, p.6
Was history of A-bomb censored? (photo), Aug 4, 1995, p.1
Remember: an active verb (re P Nobile’s notion of apology to Japanese for dropping bombs) (edit), Aug 4, 1995, p.6
Dropping bomb right decision (comments on Philip Nobile’s book "Judgment at the Smithsonian") (ltr), Aug 11, 1995, p.6
Moral obligation to drop A-bombs (ltr), Aug 18, 1995, p.6
A-bomb criminal, experts agree (ltr), Aug 18, 1995, p.6
A-bomb decision was justified (ltr), Aug 25, 1995, p.6
The past will be heard (edit), Nov 3, 1995, p.7

WRESTLING
Julia B Fee is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26
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WRIGHT, PRISCILLA
Little School fan praises program (ltr), Feb 17, 1995, p.6
Kids' BASE building plans hit snag, May 12, 1995, p.1

YABANA, AI
Michael Buck, Ai Yabana win music council prizes (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.19

YAEGER, DIANE
The Bank of New York Salutes Elsie Smoler 1995 Scarsdale Bowl Recipient (photo), May 5, 1995, p.34

YAGER, ANDY
Ready for an elegant evening (new SHS graduates gather before the senior prom) (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.9

YAGER, JON
Stage wizardry important in 'Once Upon a Mattress' (photo), Jul 21, 1995, p.18

YAKOTA, BETTY
Author, author (author's day at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Jun 23, 1995, p.10

YANG, SAM
Textbooks tossed, students learn by doing (photo), May 19, 1995, p.11

YARABEK, STEVE
Thanks to all who beautified (garden by library pond) (ltr), Jun 16, 1995, p.7
Thanks for 'little Eden' (improvements to SCS Library pond) (ltr), Dec 15, 1995, p.6

YAVERBAUM, RACHEL
Teen satirists (Youths from SCS Congregational Church will present satile by Giraudoux) (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.15
Teens, on their own, present 'Much Ado' (About Nothing) (photo), May 19, 1995, p.17

YM-YWHA OF MID-WESTCHESTER
A year in the life of the Mid-Westchester Y (photo) (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.12

YMCA
Frankel named life member (of YMCA of Greater New York) (photo), Mar 3, 1995, p.4

YOUNG, ALAN
Residents show enthusiasm for proposed ice rink at pool, Mar 10, 1995, p.1
Ice rink proposal (photo) (cont), Mar 10, 1995, p.8

YOUNG, ALAN H (AU)
Let's make the rink a reality (ltr), Dec 1, 1995, p.6

YOUNG, HEIDI
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest 1995 (photo), Apr 7, 1995, p.26

YOUTH
Meeting to discuss youth volunteers (ltr), Jan 6, 1995, p.6
Curfews: Needed structure or lack of trust?, Feb 3, 1995, p.5
It's our responsibility to rescue kids (edit), Feb 17, 1995, p.7
Youth wants to sow - and grow - better tomorrows (photo), May 12, 1995, p.5
Youth wants to sow - and grow - better tomorrows (cont), May 12, 1995, p.23

YOUTH EMPLOYMENT SERVICE-SCS
(Youth) Employment Service matches workers and employers (Progress edit 1995), Jan 27, 1995, p.11
They say YES all year long (SHS's Youth Employment Service volunteers meet for lunch) (photo), Jun 30, 1995, p.9

YU, CHIEN-MING TWANMOH
Chien-ming Twanmoh Yu (dies), Sep 15, 1995, p.13
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YUDIN, JOELLE (AU)
School no answer to program need (response to letter by Debbie Prince from 11/10/95) (ltr), Nov 17, 1995, p.6

YUGOVICH, ALICE
Seeing double (Heathcote 5th graders pose with life-sized replicas of themselves) (photo), Mar 31, 1995, p.10

YUSTMAN, KEVIN
Colorful creations on view (student art show at St James Nursery School) (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.10

ZACHARIA, DON
Scarsdale Village: boom or bust (annual SCS Sidewalk Sale is being planned for this weekend), Aug 4, 1995, p.1

ZAHLER, ABBEY
Mock crash hits home (photo), Oct 20, 1995, p.10

ZAMBETTI, EILEEN (DR)
PTA panel warns of pesticide dangers, Mar 10, 1995, p.1

ZANE, MANUEL (DR)
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Auxiliary of White Plains Hospital Center (photo), May 26, 1995, p.32

ZARELLA, VIVIAN
District schools welcome new faces of 1995-96 (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.9

ZARIN, CHRISSY
Holiday good deeds (photo), Dec 15, 1995, p.10

ZAWEL, STEVE
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre (photo), Jul 28, 1995, p.22
Off-Broadway comes to village (praise for SSMT production of 'Once Upon a Mattress") (ltr), Aug 11, 1995, p.6

ZAYAC, BOBBY
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 24, 1995, p.26

ZAYAC, LINDA
District schools welcome new faces of 1995-96 (photo), Sep 8, 1995, p.9
New secretary at Greenacres (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.9

ZAYAC, ROBERT
New secretary at Greenacres (photo), Oct 6, 1995, p.9

ZAYDE, RISA
Julia B. Fee Is Proud To Honor The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 9, 1995, p.34
Day of disguises (Halloween costumes), Nov 3, 1995, p.1

ZEGARELLI, JOE
Pizza power (Heathcote second graders visit Italian Village pizzeria in Golden Horseshoe) (photo), Oct 27, 1995, p.9

ZELMANOWICZ, MARISSA
Friends forever (rainy weather drives KIDS BASE family picnic inside) (photo), May 26, 1995, p.13

ZENTALL, BETTY (AU)
She enjoys Arthur (Ash) on (his grandchildren) Emily, William (ltr), Apr 21, 1995, p.6

ZERN, CRAIG
The Bank of New York Salutes Maroon & White As It Celebrates Its SHS Athletes (photo), Dec 8, 1995, p.30

ZIAVRA, KATHERINE
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20

ZIGLER, SOFIA
Reading is tops at Fox Meadow (photo), Jan 13, 1995, p.9

ZIPF, DEBORAH
Deborah Zipf (has joined Westchester Coalition of Legal Abortion Inc as coordinator), Mar 3, 1995, p.4
Interviews OK's for school board, Jun 9, 1995, p.1
Did Harrison's group back him? (response to letter by R Harrison from 6/23/95) (ltr), Jun 30, 1995, p.6

ZISSELMAN, MARC (DR)
Dr Marc Zisselman (facilitator at recent White House Mini-Conference on Mental Health and Aging), Mar 10, 1995, p.4
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ZISSELMAN, MARC H (AU)
Geriatric psychology research must grow (edit), Nov 17, 1995, p.7

ZIVE, SHEILA (AU)
Candidate Elar is pro-choice (response to letter by Jennie Lifrieri Ries from 10/13/95) (ltr), Oct 20, 1995, p.6
Apologizes for campaign attacks (ltr), Nov 17, 1995, p.6

ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS-SCS
‘For Sale’ sign tell of developer’s frustration (re advertising of land for sale in village center), Oct 6, 1995, p.1
‘For Sale’ signs are going up (cont), Oct 6, 1995, p.8
One ‘For Sale’ sign is enough, according to board, Oct 20, 1995, p.3

ZUCKERMAN, CHERYL
Domestic case was mishandled (treatment of Cheryl Zuckerman by SCS Police) (ltr), Nov 24, 1995, p.6

ZUCKERMAN, GRACE
The Bank of New York Salutes The 10th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jul 7, 1995, p.20
A special teacher made a difference (Grace Zuckerman) (ltr), Jul 21, 1995, p.6

ZUCKERMAN, JANET RIVKIN (AU)
Forget the juice, give us the facts (response to Inquirer article from Jan 20 re Eton Rd house)(ltr), Feb 10, 1995, p.6

ZWEIG, MICHAEL
Preservation law charge dropped (regarding demolition of house at 17 Eton Road), Feb 3, 1995, p.1
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1996 (REVIEW)

The Year in Review (details developments in SCS, EMT-HTS and Westchester) (photo), Dec 27, 1996, p.2
The Year in Review (photo) (cont), Dec 27, 1996, p.4
The Year in Review (photo) (cont), Dec 27, 1996, p.5
Dubious distinctions (bestows humorous awards relating to developments in SCS and GBH) (edit), Dec 27, 1996, p.6
The year in review (photo) (cont), Dec 27, 1996, p.14

AARON, GINNY

Sisters to be honored at 'Gourmet Galaxy' (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.2
Generosity made S(CS) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice) gala great (ltr), May 3, 1996, p.8
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 3, 1996, p.30

AARON, PETER

The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 3, 1996, p.30

AARON, ROGER

The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 3, 1996, p.30

AARON, TODD

The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 3, 1996, p.30

ABEL, STANLEY S (AU)

Kids won't thank antiholiday cops (response to letter by B Berenson from 12/29/95) (ltr), Jan 5, 1996, p.6
School board should not cower (regarding holiday policy) (ltr), Feb 23, 1996, p.6
First Amendment protects us all (response to letter by Hugh Price from 7/19/96) (ltr), Aug 2, 1996, p.6
2 wrongs don't make a right (response to letter by Jon Wallace from 8/9/96) (ltr), Aug 16, 1996, p.6

ABINANTI, THOMAS

County board votes for re-valuation, Jun 14, 1996, p.1
Abinanti announces (his candidacy for state senator) (photo), Aug 23, 1996, p.1
Local officials upset over govern(ernor)'s re-val(uation) veto, Oct 18, 1996, p.1

ABINANTI, THOMAS (AU)

Spano misusing party chair power (ltr), Nov 1, 1996, p.6
Candidate thanks his supporters (ltr), Nov 15, 1996, p.6

ABELER, AMY

Troupe presents kids' plays (photo), Nov 15, 1996, p.10

ABORN, AUDREY

Maccabee miracle (last day of Festival of Lights) (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.1

ABORN, ELIZABETH

Maccabee miracle (last day of Festival of Lights) (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.1

ABORN, NAOMI

Maccabee miracle (last day of Festival of Lights) (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.1

ABORN, SARGENT

Maccabee miracle (last day of Festival of Lights) (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.1

ABORN, SHOSHANA

Maccabee miracle (last day of Festival of Lights) (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.1

ABORTION

Nothing new in abortion debate (ltr), Nov 15, 1996, p.6
Hopes choice foe will stay chilled (response to letter by Kenneth Lasko from 11/15/96) (ltr), Nov 29, 1996, p.6

ABRAMOWITZ, KEN (AU)

Medical S(avings) A(ccounts)'s political, not practical (ltr), Feb 23, 1996, p.6

ABRANS, LINDA

Scarsdalians favor incumbents (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.1

ACCIDENTS

More an accident than an assault (re incident involving Cheryl Zuckerman) (ltr), Jan 5, 1996, p.6
SHS friends mourn graduate killed in crash (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.1
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ACCIDENTS continued
- How safe are the district's buses? (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.1
- SHS graduates mourn loss of friend (cont), Apr 12, 1996, p.10
- Safety before convenience (re limiting through traffic on Bradford and Broadmoor Roads) (ltr), May 24, 1996, p.6
- Driver at fault in bus crash, Aug 2, 1996, p.1
- Bad intersection needs attention (Crane and Fox Meadow Road) (ltr), Aug 9, 1996, p.6
- Young man drowns in Park Road pool, Aug 23, 1996, p.1
- Young man drowns in Park Road swimming pool (cont), Aug 23, 1996, p.3
- Kudos for cops and ambulance (ltr), Oct 25, 1996, p.6
- Thanks Stein for paramedic service (ltr), Nov 1, 1996, p.6
- Before it's too late (cautions against speeding on the Bronx River Parkway) (edit), Dec 20, 1996, p.6

ACKERMAN-KRAVITZ, DOUG
- SMS helps whose in need (photo), Dec 20, 1996, p.13

ACTIONS AND DEFENSES
- Scarsdale executive sued for $45M in rape case, Apr 19, 1996, p.3
- Village to go ahead with lawsuit (against Tom Carroll), Jun 28, 1996, p.1
- Underhanded try for easy victory (re lawsuit by Suzi Oppenheimer against opponent Ira Brody) (ltr), Aug 23, 1996, p.6
- Winston case will be on the docket again, Sep 13, 1996, p.1

ACTORS AND ACTRESSES
- Scarsdale teen appearing in Shakespearean drama (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.18
- Cavalcade of characters created by gifted Tovah in Emelin romp (photo), Sep 27, 1996, p.15

ADACHI, ANDREW A
- Andrew A Adachi (has completed Dean Witter's investment studies program), Nov 22, 1996, p.4

ADES, JOSEPH
- Joseph Ades (dies), Mar 29, 1996, p.14

ADIMORA, EKENE
- Awards celebrate student achievement in academics, service (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.10

ADLER, IRIS
- Iris Adler (has joined Houlihan/Lawrence Inc.'s Scarsdale's office as residential sales specialist), May 17, 1996, p.8

ADLER, MAGGIE
- Adler wins outdoor title in Connecticut, Aug 30, 1996, p.15

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT-SCS
- American Premier Underwriters proposal ignores report, Apr 26, 1996, p.1
- Needed: vision, not fear (comments on plans for SCS downtown development) (edit), Jun 7, 1996, p.6

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY-SCS
- Computer advisors ready to go, Dec 20, 1996, p.1

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION-SCS
- Home ecologist mines garden gold (photo), Sep 20, 1996, p.1
- Home composting would save money (ltr), Nov 1, 1996, p.6
- 3 saluted for environmental projects (photo), Nov 22, 1996, p.5
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ADVISORY COUNCIL ON PARKS AND RECREATION-SCS
PRC (Advisory Council on Parks and Recreation) urged to seek complete recreation plan, Feb 9, 1996, p.1
Excess kills (if faced with too many recreational options, village likely to pursue none) (edit), Feb 9, 1996, p.6
Rink gets cold reception from Secor Farms residents, May 10, 1996, p.1

AGGARWAL, YASH
Picks for Greenburgh (Inquirer endorsements of candidates for state and federal office) (edit), Oct 25, 1996, p.6

AGING
Aging and its economic problems (edit), Jul 26, 1996, p.7
A birthday task: Adjusting to new limitations (edit), Dec 27, 1996, p.7

AHN, JENNIFER
New blood for SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps (photo), May 24, 1996, p.8

AIDS (DISEASE)
Annual request to help AIDS walk (ltr), Apr 19, 1996, p.6
Donations asked for AIDS ride (ltr), Aug 9, 1996, p.7
AIDS forum soberes high school students, Oct 11, 1996, p.11
Red (a big orange tomcat) no longer comes to call (ltr), Dec 20, 1996, p.6
The guest of honor wasn’t there (edit), Dec 20, 1996, p.6

AINSWORTH, LILA
Strike up the band (winter concert at Edgewood) (photo), Feb 2, 1996, p.10
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30

AIR PILOTS
The sky’s the limit for former SHS athlete (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.21
Sky’s the limit for SHS graduate (cont), Jun 7, 1996, p.24

AIRPLANE ACCIDENTS
SEE AVIATION-ACCIDENTS

AKCURA, ELICIN
Windows on the world (annual international day at SHS) (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.9

AKS, RICHARD
Many hands make prettier parks (photo), May 3, 1996, p.5

AKST, ADAM
Young at heart (Clara Sved, 101 years old, visits Heathcote fourth graders) (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.9

AKST, GEORGE S (AU)
Legion purchase can meet 3 needs (ltr), Jan 5, 1996, p.6

ALBERT, FLOYD AND LOUISE (AU)
Buchanan threat is serious (ltr), Mar 8, 1996, p.8

ALBERT, JONATHAN
0 Holy Night (Jonathan Albert and Jennifer Alonso sing carols at Crane’s Pond in EMT) (photo), Dec 27, 1996, p.1

ALBERT, MEGAN
Many hands make prettier parks (photo), May 3, 1996, p.5

ALBERT, ROSE (AU)
They also believe in civil discourse (response to edit by Irving Sloan from 9/6/96) (ltr), Sep 13, 1996, p.6

ALBRIGHT, JOE (AU)
(Westchester) Band appreciates concert coverage (ltr), Aug 23, 1996, p.6

ALBRIGHT, TOMMY
Another opening (SCS Summer Music Theatre presents “Brigadoon” at SHS) (photo), Aug 2, 1996, p.1

ALCOHOL AND YOUTH
Prom safety, Jun 14, 1996, p.1
Pass law to keep teens out of bars (ltr), Oct 18, 1996, p.6
Law targets teen drinkers, Nov 8, 1996, p.9
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ALEXANDER, FRANCES (AU)
   Kids' BASE is not a legitimate use (ltr), May 3, 1996, p.8
   They also believe in civil discourse (response to edit by Irving Sloan from 9/6/96) (ltr), Sep 13, 1996, p.6
ALEXANDER, FRANCES S (AU)
   Apology owed to Janet Bell (ltr), Aug 23, 1996, p.6
ALEXANDER, FRANCIS (AU)
   Trust in village seems misplaced (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.8
ALIBRANDI, RICHARD
   Richard Alibrandi (dies), Jan 5, 1996, p.10
ALKALAY, LESLIE
   Julia B Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.34
ALLEN, W PAUL
   W Paul Allen (dies), Feb 9, 1996, p.12
ALONSO, JENNIFER
   O Holy Night (Jonathan Albert and Jennifer Alonso sing carols at Crane's Pond in EMT) (photo), Dec 27, 1996, p.1
ALPERIN, MICHELLE
   Painting musical pictures (photo), Jan 12, 1996, p.8
ALPERN, LISA
   Youth Employment Service celebrates another year (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.9
ALPERT, SETH R
   Seth R Alpert (has joined AdMedia Corporate Advisors Inc as a senior advisor), May 24, 1996, p.4
ALTIERI-MARTINEZ, CRISTINA (AU)
   All should go see 'Brigadoon' (ltr), Aug 2, 1996, p.6
AMABILE, CHRISTINA
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.24
   Welcome to virtual Village of Scarsdale, Oct 25, 1996, p.1
AMDUR, STEVE
   SC(Summer) M(usic) T(heatre)'s 'Brigadoon' to brighten the steamy dog days of August (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.11
   Technology group to advise schools, Nov 22, 1996, p.1
AMERICAN LEGION
   Legion purchase can meet 3 needs (ltr), Jan 5, 1996, p.6
   Excess kills (if faced with too many recreational options, village likely to pursue none) (edit), Feb 9, 1996, p.6
   Kids' BASE or ice rink at American Legion?; KB supporters rally again, with buttons, Feb 16, 1996, p.1
   Kids' BASE lease of legion site likely, Mar 1, 1996, p.1
   Citizens' Party challenged on question of open government (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.1
   Bond agency enters K(ids) B(ASE) debate, May 3, 1996, p.1
   Legion site use needs more study (ltr), May 24, 1996, p.6
   A 77-year tradition at St. James the Less (photo), May 31, 1996, p.5
   The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Honors Our Veterans Memorial Day 1996 (photo), May 31, 1996, p.28
   Village, Kids' BASE draft 25-year lease, Jun 14, 1996, p.1
   Village trustees use rubber stamp (ltr), Jun 14, 1996, p.6
   Funds needed to fight lease plan (ltr), Jul 5, 1996, p.6
   Residents divided on Kids' BASE lease (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.1
   Letter was false and misleading (response to letter from 7/5 by Kaufman, Bell and Seidelman) (ltr), Jul 12, 1996, p.6
   'Sweetheart deal' misuses taxes (re proposed lease of village's American Legion property) (ltr), Jul 12, 1996, p.6
   Village OKs Kids' BASE-Little School lease (photo), Jul 19, 1996, p.1
   In the spotlight (TV report regarding KIDS BASE leasing former American Legion property), Jul 19, 1996, p.1
   A good decision (re KIDS BASE lease at former American Legion site) (edit), Jul 19, 1996, p.6
   Trustees were not responsive (to "oral communication" comments from residents) (ltr), Jul 26, 1996, p.6
   Trustees consider our best interest (ltr), Jul 26, 1996, p.6
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AMERICAN LEGION continued

(KIDS BASE) Lease opponents were not heard (response to edit from 7/19/96) (ltr), Aug 2, 1996, p.6
(KIDS) B(ASE) L(ittle) S(chool) lease makes financial sense (ltr), Aug 9, 1996, p.6
(KIDS) B(ASE) L(ittle) S(chool) lease was 'incredible coup' (ltr), Aug 16, 1996, p.6
The present value should be counted (re village lease to KIDS BASE/Little School) (ltr), Aug 23, 1996, p.6
Addendums to previous letter (by author MollyAnn Goldstein from 9/13/96) (ltr), Sep 20, 1996, p.6
Kids' BASE clears last village hurdle (illus), Oct 4, 1996, p.1
Veterans Day (service at World War II monument in Boniface Circle, Monday, Nov 11), Nov 8, 1996, p.1
Somber tribute (Veterans Day ceremonies) (photo), Nov 15, 1996, p.1
Ground broken for Kids' BASE home (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.1
(Kids) B(ase)-L(ittle) S(chool) still selling bonds, Dec 27, 1996, p.1

AMERICAN PREMIER UNDERWRITERS

A(mericans) P(remier) U(nderwriters) proposal ignores report, Apr 26, 1996, p.1
Needed: vision, not fear (comments on plans for SCS downtown development) (edit), Jun 7, 1996, p.6
A(mericans) P(remier) U(nderwriters) developer coming to village, Jun 21, 1996, p.1
A(mericans) P(remier) U(nderwriters) developer coming to village (cont), Jun 21, 1996, p.5
Doubts raised on senior housing proposal, Jun 28, 1996, p.1
Endorse the guidelines (edit), Jul 5, 1996, p.6
Trustees eye zoning change, Nov 15, 1996, p.1
'Green lights' ahead in downtown project, Dec 6, 1996, p.1

AMICICI, DARIO
Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

AMOA, SAM
The snow syndrome (edit) (photo), Jan 12, 1996, p.6

AMOA, SAMUEL
3 saluted for environmental projects (photo), Nov 22, 1996, p.5

ANANIA, GREG
In 2s and 3s they're off to school (photo), Sep 6, 1996, p.1

ANANIA, MATT
In 2s and 3s they're off to school (photo), Sep 6, 1996, p.1

ANASTAS, MICHAEL
Interviewing candidates: still controversial (cont), Feb 2, 1996, p.3

ANASTAS, MICHAEL (AU)
Bob will expose workings of Oz (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.6
Don't let Nynex push us around (ltr), Oct 4, 1996, p.6

ANASTAS, MICHAEL P (AU)
Secret process has its faults (ltr), Feb 2, 1996, p.6
Protest urged on next 'mega-deal' (ltr), Jun 7, 1996, p.6

ANASTAS, PETER
A(mericans) P(remier) U(nderwriters) proposal ignores report, Apr 26, 1996, p.1

ANDERS, ELLEN
Residents tell village board: 'We do not want an ice rink', Mar 15, 1996, p.1
PTA fund teacher's attendance at workshop, Sep 27, 1996, p.9

ANDERS, MARJORIE
Commuters suffer horrendous delays (photo), Jan 12, 1996, p.1

ANDERSON, CHARLES
Village still digging out from blizzard of '96 (photo) (cont), Jan 12, 1996, p.5

ANDERSON, DAVID C
Politics and fear on a collision course (review of book focusing on impact of Horton case) (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.3
The politics of hysteria (comments on crime prevention) (edit), Apr 5, 1996, p.6
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ANDERSON, DAVID C continued
Review: Crime and politics (cont), Apr 5, 1996, p.15
Anderson story was provocative (ltr), Apr 26, 1996, p.6

ANDERSON, VIRGINIA
Scarsdalians are honored by Mental Health Association (photo), Oct 18, 1996, p.15

ANDRE, CHEZ
Excellent in any language (winners of recent foreign language poster contest at SMS) (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.9

ANOREXIA
Obsessing about a straight-A body, Feb 9, 1996, p.1

ANTI-SEMITISM
Brando joins the club of Farrakhan and Jeffreys (edit), Jun 14, 1996, p.7
Church decrees anti-Semitism (ltr), Jul 5, 1996, p.6
Efforts needed to combat hate (ltr), Sep 27, 1996, p.6
It's more than mischief (comments on bias-related crimes) (edit), Nov 15, 1996, p.6
Anti-Semitic graffiti defaces neighborhood (photo) (cont), Nov 15, 1996, p.8

APPOSTLE, BASIL
Expertise needed (re EMT school budget) (edit), May 3, 1996, p.6

APPEL, JACOB (AU)
Everything I didn't need to know I learned in kindergarten (edit), Jun 28, 1996, p.7

APPEL, JACOB M (AU)
After Brown University, off to Disney World? (edit), Mar 29, 1996, p.7

ARAKOW, SCOTT
Artist eyes set design career (photo), Mar 15, 1996, p.9
Awards celebrate student achievement in academics, service (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.10

ARBOR DAY
Arbored enhancement (Jane Bedichek and Anne Janiak plant a tree at SCS Library pond) (photo), May 3, 1996, p.1

ARCHERY
Adler wins outdoor title in Connecticut, Aug 30, 1996, p.15

ARCHITECTS
Planners send Kids Base architect back to drafting table, Jul 26, 1996, p.1
Kids Base architect goes back to drafting table (cont), Jul 26, 1996, p.8

ARENELLA, ANTHONY (AU)
Enlist students to help fight cheating (edit), Sep 20, 1996, p.7
Participation the key to Alternative School (edit), Oct 11, 1996, p.7

ARIKAWA, HISAYO
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 3, 1996, p.30

ARIZONA
Blue sky, no icicles (Arizona) (edit), Mar 29, 1996, p.7

ARLT, LEWIS (AU)
Farewell ... and hail to the Phoenix (edit), Nov 8, 1996, p.7

ARNHEIM, ROBERT
For the school trophy case (Edgewood 1st graders wins 1st place in scholastic chess) (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.9

ARNHEIM, ROBERT (AU)
He wants a rink in his hometown (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.8

ARNOLD, CHARLES B (DR) (AU)
Serenity burst with water balloon (ltr), Jul 19, 1996, p.6

ARNON, BARUCH (AU)
(Letter to village manager Alfred A Gatta), Dec 13, 1996, p.6
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ARNOW, DAVID (AU)
Local sources wanted for book (ltr), Jun 21, 1996, p.6

ARNOW, ROBERT
Keep transfer station, for now (photo), May 24, 1996, p.1

ARSON
Jewish groups call for probe (re recent wave of arson attack on African-American churches) (ltr), Jun 21, 1996, p.6
Black churches need our help (re recent rash of African-American church burnings) (ltr), Jun 21, 1996, p.6

ART
Pastel by Jane Kasow named best in art show (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.21

ART-EXHIBITIONS
Westchester watercolorists exhibiting art at library, Jun 7, 1996, p.19

ARTISTS
SHS artist honored (photo), Jan 26, 1996, p.9
Artist eyes set design career (photo), Mar 15, 1996, p.9
Artist of the month chosen (photo), May 3, 1996, p.9
Art moves outdoors next weekend (photo), Aug 30, 1996, p.13
SHS selects artist of the month (photo), Nov 22, 1996, p.9
Pastel by Jane Kasow named best in art show (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.21

ASCHER, MICHAEL
Volunteers honored by PTA (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.10
PTA honors student volunteers (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.10

ASH, ARTHUR
Why is it OK to insult Italians (response to edit by Arthur Ash from 9/27/96) (ltr), Oct 4, 1996, p.6

ASH, ARTHUR (AU)
Out of the frying pan into the Inquirer (edit), Jan 12, 1996, p.6
Blue sky, no icicles (Arizona) (edit), Mar 29, 1996, p.7
And that's how Ashley got her name (edit), Apr 19, 1996, p.6
Just don't ask me how I feel (edit), May 17, 1996, p.7
The philosopher of Spencer Place (edit), Jun 21, 1996, p.6
The summer of the $200 tomato (edit), Aug 30, 1996, p.6
Sparagoosey, sparagoosey, one, two, three (edit), Sep 13, 1996, p.7
A pigeon in Piazza San Marco (edit), Sep 27, 1996, p.6
A pigeon in Piazza San Marco (cont) (edit), Sep 27, 1996, p.7
A little optimism on a rainy day (edit), Nov 8, 1996, p.6
If you are calling from a touch-tone phone... (edit), Nov 22, 1996, p.7
The time it rained chicken soup (edit), Dec 6, 1996, p.7
The heroic exploits of Eric (edit), Dec 13, 1996, p.6
1996 - the year gone by (edit), Dec 27, 1996, p.7

ASHER, BECKY
Holiday video drive (photo), Dec 27, 1996, p.11

ASHER, JAYNE
Holiday video drive (photo), Dec 27, 1996, p.11

ASHER, MONICA
The Bank of New York Salutes (SMS) Speech Contest 1996 (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.26

ASHIDA, MICHIKO
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.30

ASPIS, HAROLD B (AU)
Memories of a Catskills summer boyhood (edit), Aug 23, 1996, p.7
Memories of a summer boyhood in the Catskills (cont), Aug 23, 1996, p.10
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ASPROS, DOUGLAS (DR)
County smoking ban: Is it a drag or a whiff of fresh air?, Apr 5, 1996, p.1

ASSESSMENT
Re-val(uation) bill might fly this time, May 3, 1996, p.1
Re-val(uation) bill might fly now (cont), May 3, 1996, p.8
Re-val(uation) is in our best interest, village says, May 31, 1996, p.1
Village: Re-val(uation) is needed (cont), May 31, 1996, p.13
County board votes for re-val(uation), Jun 14, 1996, p.1
County board votes for revaluation, 10-7 (cont), Jun 14, 1996, p.15
Re-val(uation) OK'd by state, Jun 21, 1996, p.1
Assessment story alerted taxpayers (ltr), Jun 21, 1996, p.6
Don't worry - reval(uation) at least 4 years away, Jul 5, 1996, p.3
Local officials upset over gov(ernor)'s re-val(uation) veto, Oct 18, 1996, p.1

ASSUR, AZMUT
Golf club president (Richard A Worden new president of SCS Golf Club) (photo), Mar 1, 1996, p.4

ASTRONAUTS
Scarsdale's own astronaut set to board shuttle again (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.1
Satellite adrift, Mar 1, 1996, p.1

ATHLETES
From Dean Field to the Super Bowl (edit), Jan 26, 1996, p.17
From Scarsdale to Super Bowl (cont), Jan 26, 1996, p.19
Spring athletes feted at barbecue dinners (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.21
Dedication and sportmanship honored (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.32

ATHLETIC FIELDS
Keep off the fields, Mar 15, 1996, p.1
Off limits (Scout Field closed this fall to give newly sown grass seed a chance to sprout), Sep 20, 1996, p.1
Fields need a rest (all village fields closed for December, January and February), Dec 6, 1996, p.1

ATOMIC BOMB
(J Randell stands for peace at annual vigil commemorating bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki) (photo), Aug 9, 1996, p.6
Vigil (to commemorate atomic bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki) ignores the facts of history (ltr), Aug 9, 1996, p.7
Vigil's goal not to criticize U.S. (response to letter by Richard Block from 8/9/96) (ltr), Aug 16, 1996, p.6

ATTARDI, BARBARA (AU)
Bad intersection needs attention (Crane and Fox Meadow Road) (ltr), Aug 9, 1996, p.6

ATTIA, GURI
Alumni get-together (photo), Feb 23, 1996, p.8

ATTIA, PATTY ROSE
Alumni get-together (photo), Feb 23, 1996, p.8

AUGARTEN, DEBBIE
Pt Council welcomes new board (photo), May 17, 1996, p.10

AUGARTEN, DEBBIE (AU)
PTA fundraiser a tasty success (ltr), Dec 6, 1996, p.6

AUGARTEN, JESSICA
Chinese lessons at Quaker Ridge (photo), Feb 9, 1996, p.9

AUGARTEN, JESSIE
Don't jiggle me! (Julie Sternman and Jessie Augarten at Halloween window painting contest) (photo), Oct 25, 1996, p.1

AUTHORS
Financial management is within your means (photo), Jan 26, 1996, p.5
Fox Meadow mission: books for fuel (photo), Feb 2, 1996, p.10
An interview with Carol Netzer, Mar 8, 1996, p.12
Steven Schnur (has been voted to receive 1996 Washington Irving Children's Choice Award), Apr 26, 1996, p.4
### Authors

- **SHS alumna**, hitting stride on stage, screen and video (photo), Aug 9, 1996, p.13
- Radano hitting stride on stage, screen and video (cont), Aug 9, 1996, p.14
- Cartoon-laced advice is easy to swallow (illus), Aug 16, 1996, p.5

### Automobile Accidents

- **See Traffic Accidents**

### Automobile Drivers

- Time's run out (for drivers who get speeding tickets and who try to delay their case), May 17, 1996, p.1
- Impatient drivers endanger walkers (ltr), May 31, 1996, p.7
- Crackdown was needed (on reckless local drivers) (edit), Oct 11, 1996, p.6
- Old (traffic) tickets don't die. Or get stubbed out, Nov '1, 1996, p.1

### Automobile Driving

- Buckle up - or pay, Jan 26, 1996, p.1
- Drivers should yield to walkers (ltr), Sep 20, 1996, p.6
- Courtesy needed on local streets (ltr), Sep 20, 1996, p.6
- Drivers need to be informed (of NY state law regarding drivers and pedestrians in crosswalks) (ltr), Sep 20, 1996, p.6
- Make it safer for pedestrians (ltr), Sep 27, 1996, p.6
- Cars endanger Edgemont kids (ltr), Oct 4, 1996, p.6

### Automobile Parking

- Reduce cost of parking tickets (response to letter by Sol Kutner from 12/29/95) (ltr), Jan 5, 1996, p.6
- Parking available (meters on Woodland Place changed from four- to two-hour time periods), Jan 26, 1996, p.1
- Zealous ticketing hurts business (ltr), Jun 21, 1996, p.6
- Parking goes digital on downtown streets (photo), Aug 9, 1996, p.1
- Village conditions trouble merchants (photo), Aug 16, 1996, p.1
- It's the parking, Stupid (re parking problems in downtown SCS) (edit), Nov 15, 1996, p.7
- Free parking (two hours of free holiday parking at one hour meters in downtown business district), Nov 22, 1996, p.1
- It's time to feed the meter (photo), Nov 22, 1996, p.1
- The root of the problem (re shortage of parking spaces) (edit), Nov 22, 1996, p.6
- Forget the coffee break, it's meter feeding time (cont), Nov 22, 1996, p.8
- Few parking options for workers, Nov 29, 1996, p.1
- Few attractive parking options for workers (cont), Nov 29, 1996, p.9
- Few attractive parking options for workers (cont), Nov 29, 1996, p.15
- Free parking today, Dec 6, 1996, p.1
- Scofflaws fill downtown spaces, Dec 13, 1996, p.1
- Parking pariahs (re village's parking scofflaws) (edit), Dec 13, 1996, p.6
- Scofflaws take downtown parking spaces (cont), Dec 13, 1996, p.9
- Free parking today, Dec 20, 1996, p.1
- Kudos for series on parking woes (ltr), Dec 20, 1996, p.6

### Automobile Theft

- **See Crime and Criminals**

### Automobiles

- Car is stolen; police take it back, Jan 26, 1996, p.1
- Garage 'angel' to woman's rescue (ltr), Feb 16, 1996, p.6
- New car signals sweet 16, Mar 15, 1996, p.9
- The heroic exploits of Eric (edit), Dec 13, 1996, p.6

### Automobiles-Safety Devices and Measures

- Bill would thwart airbag thieves, May 10, 1996, p.3

### Auxford, Peyton C

- Peyton C Auxford (dies), Mar 8, 1996, p.17
AVIATION-ACCIDENTS
   2 local people aboard fatal flight (photo), Jul 19, 1996, p. 1
   Expecting the best, she always found it (photo), Jul 26, 1996, p. 1
   'A hidden gem' of television (Jack O'Hara), Jul 26, 1996, p. 1
   Insomnia (comments on recent TWA Flight 800 air crash) (edit), Jul 26, 1996, p. 6

AWARDS
   SEE REWARDS (PRIZES, ETC)

AZANI, RACHALE A
    Scofflaws take downtown parking spaces (cont), Dec 13, 1996, p. 9

BABYSITTING
   Graduation day for babysitters (photo), May 17, 1996, p. 10

BADAIN, HANNAH
   Parents, kids enjoys summer's last blast (photo), Sep 6, 1996, p. 5

BAER, ELIZABETH
   Elizabeth Baer (dies), Jan 26, 1996, p. 12

BAGLIEBTER, DAN
   Popham-8 cooks up some holiday spirit (photo), Dec 6, 1996, p. 11

BAGLIEBTER, JAMIE
   Painting musical pictures (photo), Jan 12, 1996, p. 8

BAGLIEBTER, WILLIAM (AU)
   'Westway effect' prevails here (ltr), Jan 26, 1996, p. 6

BAILEY, SUSAN MCGEE (AU)
   Girl students are being short-changed (edit), Jan 19, 1996, p. 7

BAILO, NANCY
   Schools welcome new teachers, begin classes (photo) (cont), Sep 6, 1996, p. 8

BAIM, MALLORY
   Colonial characters (Heathcote 5th graders portray important colonial-era figures) (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p. 10

BAIRD, CHANDRA
   Harrison goes solo at forum, Mar 15, 1996, p. 1

BAJAK, SIGMUND
   Sigmund Bajak (dies), Jun 7, 1996, p. 14

BAKERS AND BAKERIES
   Baker rises to a grand occasion (produces birthday cake for President Clinton) (photo), Aug 23, 1996, p. 1
   Landmark bakery reopens (Jespersen's pastry shop has reopened under new ownership), Oct 4, 1996, p. 4
   Jespersen's is back (ltr), Oct 18, 1996, p. 6

BALL, LINDA (AU)
   Kids' BASE space quest described (ltr), Feb 9, 1996, p. 6

BALLAN, FRANCINE
   Greenacres picks Manhattan principal (photo), Jul 19, 1996, p. 1
   Many new faces will greet returning students, Aug 30, 1996, p. 1
   After-school fun (school picnics at Greenacres and Edgewood) (photo), Sep 20, 1996, p. 9

BALLETT
   Lincoln Kirstein: Renaissance man (edit), Feb 2, 1996, p. 7

BALLINGER, ESTELLE
   Women lifers to join T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) men (ltr), Jan 19, 1996, p. 6
   Recalling the birth of the Village Club (photo), Feb 2, 1996, p. 5

BALLOONS
   Serenity burst with water balloon (ltr), Jul 19, 1996, p. 6
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BAMJI, NATASHI
New blood for S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) (photo), May 24, 1996, p.8

BANCROFT, HARTLEY
Parades: On and off (photo), May 31, 1996, p.1

BANDES, HERBERT (AU)
And 2 preceded Josh Goodman (as Presidential Scholars) (ltr), Jul 19, 1996, p.6

BANG, CHRISTINE
Excellent in any language (winners of recent foreign language poster contest at SMS) (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.9

BANKS AND BANKING
Charles H S Mallis (appointed managing director of Global Financial Institutions/Bank Boston) (photo), Sep 20, 1996, p.4
Clock marks Fleet time (anniversary of Fleet Bank branch in Golden Horseshoe Shopping Center) (photo), Oct 18, 1996, p.3

BANKS, GAYLE
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30

BANKS, SUSAN
A gift of history (PBS American History videotapes purchased for SCS Library) (photo), Mar 1, 1996, p.3

BANSHOYA, MEGUMI
Treasures under the trees (yard sale by Japanese Mothers Club of Edgewood School) (photo), Oct 11, 1996, p.12

BARKAN, ROBERTA
Roberta Barkan (named as recipient of Chancellor's Award for Excellence at Purchase College), May 3, 1996, p.4

BARKIN, BERNARD
Where is tennis heading at our area clubs? (photo), May 3, 1996, p.22

BARNES, CLIFF
The politics of hysteria (comments on crime prevention) (edit), Apr 5, 1996, p.6

BARON, KEITH
Suspects in custody for November mugging, Feb 16, 1996, p.1

BARON, MARK S (AU)
Fire board was missed at meeting (response to letter by Stanley Penkin from 4/19/96) (ltr), May 3, 1996, p.7

BARRY, DENIS
Nynex on Post Road: Is it an exchange or a phone depot?, Nov 29, 1996, p.1

BARS AND BARROOMS
Pass law to keep teens out of bars (ltr), Oct 18, 1996, p.6
Change Scarsdale? (re London pub named Scarsdale), Nov 1, 1996, p.1

BARSON, NADIA R
Nadia R Barson (dies), Nov 22, 1996, p.18

BARST, ROBIN J (DR)
More best doctors (listed in May 20 issue of New York magazine), Jun 28, 1996, p.4

BARSUHN, CYNTHIA
No return (Independent Party primary votes), Sep 13, 1996, p.1

BARTOL, DAVID M
David M Bartol (has begun studies at New York College of Podiatric Medicine), Oct 11, 1996, p.4

BASEBALL
SHS grad(uate) pursues a diamond dream (photo), May 3, 1996, p.21
SHS grad is making mark in minor leagues (cont), May 3, 1996, p.22
Fourth graders miss Feuerstein (ltr), May 24, 1996, p.6
Julia B Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.34
SHS batman wins silver at E(mpire) S(tate) G(ames) (photo), Aug 30, 1996, p.15

BASKETBALL
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.30
Battle of the boards (basketball game between village hall/police dept and SHS teams) (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.3
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BASSIN, CLAUDIA
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 3, 1996, p.30

BATCHelor, KENNETH
PRC (Advisory Council on Parks and Recreation) urged to seek complete rec(reation) plan, Feb 9, 1996, p.1
Village trustees use rubber stamp (ltr), Jun 14, 1996, p.6
Gift of life (photo), Jul 26, 1996, p.8
Fields need a rest (all village fields closed for December, January and February), Dec 6, 1996, p.1

BATES, JOHN
The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26

BATLIWALA, SHIREEN
SHS selects artist of the month (photo), Nov 22, 1996, p.9

BAUMAN, AL
Please no trucks!, Jul 5, 1996, p.1

BAUMAN, AMY (AU)
League of Women (Voters) urges vote on School Board Nominating Committee changes (ltr), May 31, 1996, p.6

BAUTISTA, PAULA
Mapmaker at Greenacres School (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.9

BAYLIS, E ELIZABETH
E Elizabeth Baylis (dies), Aug 2, 1996, p.10

BAYLOR, RENEE
League elects new president, officers (photo), May 17, 1996, p.8
Technology group to advise schools, Nov 22, 1996, p.1

BAYLOR, RENEE S (AU)
League of Women (Voters) urges vote on School Board Nominating Committee changes (ltr), May 31, 1996, p.6
League of Women (Voters) relies on contributions (ltr), Sep 13, 1996, p.6
Vote for bonds and proposition (ltr), Nov 1, 1996, p.6

BAZZIACALUPO, KAREN (AU)
Melissa's mom has her keys back (ltr), Nov 8, 1996, p.6

BEACH, JUDY
Grateful patient: You can make a difference to White Plains Hospital Center (photo) (edit), Jun 28, 1996, p.7

BECK, ALEXANDER (AU)
Brando joins the club of Farrakhan and Jeffreys (edit), Jun 14, 1996, p.7

BECKER, ISABEL
Becker to manage Merritt Associates (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.4

BEDICHEK, JANE
Arbored enhancement (Jane Bedichek and Anne Janiak plant a tree at SCS Library pond) (photo), May 3, 1996, p.1
3 saluted for environmental projects (photo), Nov 22, 1996, p.5

BEDICHEK, JANE (AU)
If only we had the right magic (edit) (illus), Jan 26, 1996, p.7
They made (Harwood) park more beautiful (ltr), May 3, 1996, p.6
Give a cheer for the earthworm! (re composting) (ltr), Sep 27, 1996, p.6

BEER
Chilling out with a prize-winning brewmeister (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.5
Chilling out with a prize-winning brewmeister (cont), Mar 29, 1996, p.15

BEES
Bee sting victim thanks Samaritan (ltr), Nov 1, 1996, p.6

BEGG, MELISSA
Preserve proven child program (ltr), Feb 16, 1996, p.6
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BEHARRY, DON JOHNSON
Hartsdale men arrested for Coffee Tree robbery, Jul 19, 1996, p.1

BEHR, RICHARD
Residents divided on Kids' BASE lease (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.1
Village mediates neighbors versus Nynex (photo), Aug 2, 1996, p.1
Nynex on Post Road: Is it an exchange or a phone depot?, Nov 29, 1996, p.1

BEHR, RICHARD (AU)
Nynex neighbors feel less alone (ltr), Dec 13, 1996, p.6

BEHR, RICHARD HENRY (AU)
Trustees will do the right thing (re downtown development) (ltr), Jun 14, 1996, p.6

BEHR, SUSAN (AU)
Nynex neighbors feel less alone (ltr), Dec 13, 1996, p.6

BELL, JANET
Girl Scout award highest honors (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.4
Citizens' Party does it again; vote may yield change (photo), Mar 22, 1996, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.24
Leaf-transfer site to be landscaped, Aug 16, 1996, p.1
Apology owed to Janet Bell (ltr), Aug 23, 1996, p.6
Bell has plenty of supporters (ltr), Aug 23, 1996, p.7
Full disclosure on dump needed (ltr), Aug 30, 1996, p.6
Leaf site needs rigorous testing (ltr), Aug 30, 1996, p.6
Newcomers wonder: What kind of town is this? (edit), Sep 6, 1996, p.6
Board blasted on transfer site; Kids' BASE criticism continues, Sep 13, 1996, p.1
They also believe in civil discourse (response to edit by Irving Sloan from 9/6/96) (ltr), Sep 13, 1996, p.6
Kids' BASE clears last village hurdle (illus), Oct 4, 1996, p.1
Crary: Water's OK (streams tested near Crossway leaf transfer site), Oct 11, 1996, p.1
Deputy manager has no answer (re John Crary's remarks about Janet Bell) (ltr), Oct 25, 1996, p.6

BELL, JANET (AU)
Include neighbors in the planning (ltr), Apr 5, 1996, p.7
Funds needed to fight lease plan (ltr), Jul 5, 1996, p.6

BELL, JENNIFER
Girl Scout award highest honors (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.4

BELL, LARRY
Mayor changes public comment times (cont), Jan 12, 1996, p.7
Kids' BASE lease of legion site likely, Mar 1, 1996, p.1
Residents tell village board: 'We do not want an ice rink', Mar 15, 1996, p.1
Rink surveys positive, Mar 22, 1996, p.1
Biased news story divides neighbors (ltr), Mar 22, 1996, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.24
Rink gets cold reception from Secor Farms residents, May 10, 1996, p.1
Board blasted on transfer site; Kids' BASE criticism continues, Sep 13, 1996, p.1

BELL, LARRY (AU)
Rink, Kids' BASE are not at odds (ltr), Feb 2, 1996, p.6

BELL, LAWRENCE
Girl Scout award highest honors (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.4

BELL, SARAH
SHS artist honored (photo), Jan 26, 1996, p.9

BELL, SARAH ELIZABETH
Girl Scout award highest honors (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.4
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BELL, WILLIAM (AU)
Bronxville mayors supporting Stein (ltr), Nov 1, 1996, p.8

BELLEAU, JOHN P
Scofflaws take downtown parking spaces (cont), Dec 13, 1996, p.9

BENCH, CRAIG
Craig Bench to start mission (for Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints) (photo), May 17, 1996, p.12

BENCH, MARK
Mayor changes public comment times (cont), Jan 12, 1996, p.7
Home-based business operators free at last, Mar 29, 1996, p.1
(American) P(remer) U(nderwriters) proposal ignores report, Apr 26, 1996, p.1
Mark Bench (named honored member of International Association of Broadcasters), Apr 26, 1996, p.4
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.24
Mayor: downtown has not been forgotten, Oct 4, 1996, p.1
Citizens Committee has 13 new members, Nov 15, 1996, p.1
Trustee and mayor candidates needed, Nov 22, 1996, p.1

BENDHEIM, JOHN
(White Plains) Hospital dedicates Flanzer Pavilion, Jun 28, 1996, p.1

BENDHEIM, MAXINE
(White Plains) Hospital dedicates Flanzer Pavilion, Jun 28, 1996, p.1

BENECK, ANITA
Anita Beneck (dies), Jun 7, 1996, p.14

BENEFITON, LAWRENCE A (AU)
This PC wasn't politically correct (edit), Aug 30, 1996, p.7

BENEVENTO, TOM
The Bank of New York Salutes (SMS) Speech Contest 1996 (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.26

BENI, MICHELE
Obsessing about a straight-A body, Feb 9, 1996, p.1

BENI, VINCENT T (DR)
Vincent T Beni, Ph. D. (honored with Administrator of the Year Award) (photo), May 10, 1996, p.4

BENOWICH, ALENA

BENSOOF, JANET
Pro-choice advocate spurs women to action, May 17, 1996, p.5

BENSON, PETER
On Saturday: Here comes the sun (SCS Art Assn annual show and sale and KIDS BASE carnival) (photo), Sep 27, 1996, p.1

BENTLEY, KERIN
Edgewood events (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.11

BENTLEY, MEGAN (AU)
Individual votes make a difference (ltr), Nov 1, 1996, p.8

BEPIHEL, LAURA
Peanuts & pennies (Fourth of July festivities in SCS) (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.1

BERENSON, BETTY
Letter-writer's (Betty Berenson) criticism was 'shameless tasteless' (edit), Jan 5, 1996, p.7
School board should not cower (regarding holiday policy) (ltr), Feb 23, 1996, p.6

BERGER, LILA
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.24

BERGER, SARAH
Schools welcome new teachers, begin classes (photo) (cont), Sep 6, 1996, p.8
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BERGMAN, BRUCE
Please no trucks!, Jul 5, 1996, p.1

BERKELEY, SHANNON
50 years young (Quaker Ridge School has 50th birthday party) (photo), Nov 1, 1996, p.9

BERKMAN, MILTON D

BERKOVITCH, FRED
Julia B Fee Salutes The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.32

BERKOVITS, LESLIE
22 candidates running for School Board Nominating Committee (cont), Jan 12, 1996, p.4

BERKOWITZ, MATT
Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

BERKOWITZ, STEVEN (AU)
Meadow can't be a playing field (re landscaping of transfer station on Mamaroneck Avenue) (ltr), Aug 23, 1996, p.6

BERLIN, MARTIN
Parents, kids enjoys summer's last blast (photo), Sep 6, 1996, p.5

BERLOWITZ, JOSHUA
Intergenerational concentration (on craft project for Indian Thanksgiving celebration) (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.1

BERLOWITZ, RUTH
Intergenerational concentration (on craft project for Indian Thanksgiving celebration) (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.1

BERRY, DAVID
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30

BESLOW, JON
Volunteers honored by PTA (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.10
PTA honors student volunteers (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.10

BEVO, JON
Saturday night live (concert at SHS) (photo), Oct 4, 1996, p.11

BHUTAN
Greenacres father and son bandage and bond - in Bhutan (photo), Aug 9, 1996, p.5
Father and son bandage and bond - in Bhutan (cont), Aug 9, 1996, p.8

BICKNELL, JUDITH

BICKNELL, JUDY
S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) election next Tuesday, Jan 12, 1996, p.1
12 members elected to S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) (photo), Jan 19, 1996, p.1

BICKNELL, NEIL
Lines chosen, debates planned for next month's village election (photo), Feb 23, 1996, p.1
Village election is next Tuesday (photo), Mar 15, 1996, p.1
Neil Bicknell (named president and chief executive officer of United States Pension Services, Inc), Jun 14, 1996, p.4

BICKNELL, NEIL C (AU)
Campaign seeks money and votes (ltr), Feb 16, 1996, p.6
Many hands hame a good election (ltr), Mar 29, 1996, p.6

BICYCLES
Bicycle registration, Jul 26, 1996, p.1
Bike thieves caught in Larchmont, Jul 26, 1996, p.5
Bicycle registration, Aug 2, 1996, p.1
Preventing bicycle theft (photo), Aug 16, 1996, p.3
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BICYCLES continued
Safety award (village of SCS has received merit award from Automobile Club of New York) (photo), Oct 4, 1996, p.4

BICYCLING
SEE CYCLING

BIDDING, COMPETITIVE
SEE CONTRACTS, LETTING OF

BIDSTRUP, LOTTE
Rec(reation) camp: Day 1 (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.1

BIERBAUER, BARBARA
Local schools are new on the Net (photo), Mar 15, 1996, p.9
Home on the web (new features on Scarsdale Online, home page of SCS's League of Women Voters), Mar 29, 1996, p.1

BILEZIKIAN, SARA
'Orpheus Descending' (to be presented by SHS Drama Club) (photo), Mar 1, 1996, p.1

BINDER, DAN
A Good Friday tradition (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.1

BITDINGER, TIAGO
Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

BLACH, TED
Late leaves (recent snow storms have hampered fall leaf-pickups), Feb 23, 1996, p.1

BLACK, ALEXANDER
Beach week (fourth annual all-school beach party at Heathcote) (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.9

BLACKS
Jewish groups call for probe (recent wave of arson attack on African-American churches) (ltr), Jun 21, 1996, p.6
Black churches need our help (recent rash of African-American church burnings) (ltr), Jun 21, 1996, p.6
2 wrongs don't make a right (response to letter by Jon Wallace from 8/9/96) (ltr), Aug 16, 1996, p.6

BLAIR, LINDA

BLAKE, RONALD F
Golf club president (Richard A Worden new president of SCS Golf Club) (photo), Mar 1, 1996, p.4

BLANCO, PAMELA
New policewoman signs on (photo), May 24, 1996, p.3

BLANN, CAROL (AU)
Edgemont parents urge a yes vote (ltr), May 3, 1996, p.6

BLESSING, GEORGE
Once it was the exception, but now nearly all kids eat lunch in school (photo), Oct 4, 1996, p.1

BLITMAN, HOWARD
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.24

BLITZ, ALAN
Bowl deadline nears, Mar 29, 1996, p.1
Blissful (Alan) Blitz (photo), Apr 19, 1996, p.1
Coach par excellence (praise for Alan Blitz) (edit), Apr 19, 1996, p.6
Blitz praised and roasted at bowl dinner (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.5
Alan Blitz honored (cont), Apr 26, 1996, p.19
Bond agency enters K(ids) B(ASE) debate, May 3, 1996, p.1
Technology group to advise schools, Nov 22, 1996, p.1

BLITZ, ALAN I (AU)
Scarsdale's way dampens rancor (ltr), Mar 8, 1996, p.6

BLITZ, DAVID
The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26
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BLITZ, HOWARD
The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26

BLITZ, JENNIFER
The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26

BLITZ, KATHRYN
The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26

BLITZ, LARRY
The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26

BLITZ, SARAH
The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26

BLITZ, SCOTT
Bowl deadline nears, Mar 29, 1996, p.1

BLITZ, SCOTT (DR)
The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26

BLIZZARDS
SEE SNOWSTORMS

BLOCH, FAYE
Moving up and on (retiring Greenacres principal with fifth graders on moving-up day) (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.1

BLOCK, FAYE
A world of cultures (International week at Greenacres) (photo), Mar 22, 1996, p.9

BLOCK, RICHARD
Protestors don't know about war (response to letter by Richard Block from 8/9/96) (ltr), Aug 23, 1996, p.6

BLOCK, RICHARD M
Vigil's goal not to criticize U.S. (response to letter by Richard Block from 8/9/96) (ltr), Aug 16, 1996, p.6

Offensive speech needs protection (response to letter by Jon Wallace from 8/9/96) (ltr), Aug 16, 1996, p.6

BLOCK, RICHARD M (AU)
Vigil (to commemorate atomic bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki) ignores the facts of history (ltr), Aug 9, 1996, p.7

BLOOD-DONATION
Blood Drive May 1 (photo), Apr 19, 1996, p.9
Students praised for blood drive (ltr), May 10, 1996, p.6
Gift of life (photo), Jul 26, 1996, p.8

BLOOM, SARA
Progress ahead (annual Progress Edition will be published Jan 31), Dec 20, 1996, p.1

BLOOMGARDEN, NOAH
Parades: On and off (photo), May 31, 1996, p.1

BLUM, ALAN (DR) (AU)
Tobacco lobby still has clout (response to Inquirer article from 11/15/96) (ltr), Nov 22, 1996, p.6

BLUM, DIANE
Cancer Care honors students (photo), Oct 11, 1996, p.4

BLUM, JEREMY (AU)
Can't wait for football season (ltr), Jul 5, 1996, p.6

BLUMENFELD, ANNA
A personal shopper: help for the mother of the bride (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.16

BLUMENTHAL, JUSTIN
After-school fun (school picnics at Greenacres and Edgewood) (photo), Sep 20, 1996, p.9

BLUMSTEIN, ELLEN
Rotary presents annual grants (photo), May 31, 1996, p.4

BLUMSTEIN, ELLEN (AU)
Inquirer story (on family court) filled a need (ltr), Aug 16, 1996, p.6
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BLUMSTEIN, WILLIAM
W(estchester) R(eform) T(emple) breaks ground for new center (photo), May 3, 1996, p.15

BOARD OF APPEALS-SCS
Board grants two variances, Jan 19, 1996, p.3
Board of appeals OKs Popofsky fence plan, Jun 21, 1996, p.2
Board of appeals approves variances for old houses, Jul 26, 1996, p.5
Board of Appeals considers high fences, walls, Sep 20, 1996, p.3
Board of Appeals considers high fences, walls (cont), Sep 20, 1996, p.5
Appeals board OKs fences, Oct 25, 1996, p.4
Exercise group may stay - for now (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.5
Board still mulling Oak Lane pool controversy, Dec 20, 1996, p.17

BOARD OF ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW-SCS
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) to mull 18 applications, Jan 5, 1996, p.2
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) approves 7 applications, Feb 9, 1996, p.5
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) to consider 30 applications, Feb 23, 1996, p.5
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) rules revisions praised, Mar 1, 1996, p.1
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) considers plans for five new houses, Mar 1, 1996, p.5
Response to B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) changes (cont), Mar 1, 1996, p.5
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) changes adopted by board, Mar 15, 1996, p.1
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) will issue final rulings on 3 new houses, Mar 15, 1996, p.5
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) approves 2 out of 3 new houses, Mar 29, 1996, p.3
Mission accomplished (neighbors will be notified of applications coming before the Board) (edit), Mar 29, 1996, p.6
Clarification (omission in minutes of SCS Board of Architectural Review), Apr 5, 1996, p.5
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) considers new house on Walworth Avenue, Apr 19, 1996, p.5
Overlook developer goes back to drawing board, May 3, 1996, p.3
Walworth Avenue house gets conditional OK, May 3, 1996, p.3
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) sends Overlook developer back to the drawing board (cont), May 3, 1996, p.19
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) approves Overlook landscape plan, May 24, 1996, p.8
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) approves Richelieu houses, Jun 7, 1996, p.2
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) considers 3 houses (cont), Jun 28, 1996, p.4
Review board approves 2 new houses, Jul 19, 1996, p.5
Village mediates neighbors v(ersus) Nynex (photo), Aug 2, 1996, p.1
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) approves demolition, house on Sheldrake, Aug 2, 1996, p.5
Architectural review board approves 11 plans, Aug 16, 1996, p.2
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) asks KIDS Base-Little School architect for more screening, Sep 13, 1996, p.1
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) asks KIDS architect for more screening (cont), Sep 13, 1996, p.8
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) OKs Zachy's storefront renovation (photo), Sep 20, 1996, p.5
Under proposed new laws: Change of plans would cost more, Sep 27, 1996, p.1
Kids' BASE clears last village hurdle (illus), Oct 4, 1996, p.1
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) concerned about new houses (edit), Nov 1, 1996, p.8
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) objects to size, similarity of new houses, Nov 15, 1996, p.3
Board of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) approves controversial new house, Dec 6, 1996, p.3
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) approves house at Birchall after all, Dec 20, 1996, p.17

BOARD OF EDUCATION-EMT
Field is crowded in Edgemont race, Feb 2, 1996, p.1
Better disclosure needed in E'mont (ltr), Apr 12, 1996, p.6
Edgemont makes tough choices, Apr 19, 1996, p.1
Edgemont board not responsive (ltr), Apr 19, 1996, p.6
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BOARD OF EDUCATION-EMT continued
E'mont school board leaders are elected, Jul 5, 1996, p.1
Muzzled and muttering (new policy of EMT’s Board of Education limits audience comment) (edit), Oct 11, 1996, p.6
Edgemont board is ‘truly open’ (response to Inquirer edit from 10/11/96) (ltr), Oct 25, 1996, p.6

BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS
Pataki’s budget would raise taxes, Jan 12, 1996, p.8
3 finalists tapped for schools chief, Jan 26, 1996, p.1
Candidates sought (for SCS Board of Education), Feb 2, 1996, p.1
School board should not cower (regarding holiday policy) (ltr), Feb 23, 1996, p.6
Holiday guidelines questioned, Mar 22, 1996, p.9
Rodgers conflict denied (school board member’s spouse teaching in same district), Mar 29, 1996, p.1
School candidate conflict denied (cont), Mar 29, 1996, p.2
Dinner meeting, Apr 12, 1996, p.1
School boards adopt budgets; No changes in Scarsdale plan, Apr 19, 1996, p.1
2 administrators leaving schools; Heathcote principal resigns (photo), May 3, 1996, p.1
School tax hike is ‘insensitive’ (ltr), May 3, 1996, p.6
Board of education goes live, Jun 7, 1996, p.9
Curriculum changes under study, Jun 7, 1996, p.9
Village, school boards bond at dinner meeting, Jun 7, 1996, p.15
Board salutes Toder, French, Jun 21, 1996, p.9
Snow day plan to be tested this fall, Jun 21, 1996, p.9
Parents question coach’s conduct, Jun 21, 1996, p.9
Board appoints five new teachers, Jun 21, 1996, p.9
Scarsdale board kudos (cont), Jun 21, 1996, p.12
Scarsdale school board (cont), Jun 21, 1996, p.12
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30
School team plots a smooth course (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.1
Scarsdale school board charts a smooth course, Jul 5, 1996, p.12
Agenda streamlined, Sep 13, 1996, p.9
Eight percent in special education, Sep 20, 1996, p.10
Teachers describe computer uses, Oct 11, 1996, p.11
School bus routes will be recalculated this year, Oct 25, 1996, p.9
Board members visit schools, Nov 8, 1996, p.9
Raise for bus drivers, Nov 22, 1996, p.9
Board members ponder school, village issues, Nov 29, 1996, p.5
Board members ponder school, village issues (cont), Nov 29, 1996, p.15
Early dismissal plan OK’d; energy savings reported, Dec 6, 1996, p.12
Computer advisors ready to go, Dec 20, 1996, p.1
Home alone okay for sixth graders, Dec 20, 1996, p.14
Celentano steps down as girls’ coach, Dec 27, 1996, p.1
He’s no ‘candy-cane felon’ (edit), Dec 27, 1996, p.6

BODINE, CONNOR
Peanuts & pennies (Fourth of July festivities in SCS) (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.1

BOGNER, SANDY
A personal shopper: help for the mother of the bride (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.16

BOKOR, JULIENNE
Young rescuers trained (first aid workshop) (photo), Mar 15, 1996, p.10

BOLES, MELISSA
STEPping into school (students participating in STEP program enjoy picnic with host families)(photo), Sep 13, 1996, p.8
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BOMBECK, ERMA
Old friends: gone but not forgotten (illus) (edit), May 10, 1996, p.7
We will miss you, Erma (edit), May 24, 1996, p.7

BONDEROFF, GLENNA
Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) celebrates another year (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.9

BONDS
Industrial Development Agency approves KIDS BASE-Little School bonds, Nov 8, 1996, p.1
Resident finds KIDS BASE bonds risky (ltr), Nov 15, 1996, p.6
Bond sale begins (for KIDS BASE/Little School), Nov 22, 1996, p.1
(KIDS BASE) Bond information, Dec 13, 1996, p.1

BOOK FAIRS
Paperback book fair (will take place June 8 and June 9), Jun 7, 1996, p.1
Books wanted (for fall book fair), Aug 16, 1996, p.1
Book fair this weekend, Sep 27, 1996, p.1

BOOK-STUDY GROUPS
SEE GROUP READING

BOOKER, PATRICIA
Open heart and mind wanted (host family needed for Student Transfer Education Plan candidate) (ltr), May 17, 1996, p.6

BOOKER, PATRICIA (AU)
(Student) T(transfer) E(ducation) P(lan) student is grateful (ltr), May 31, 1996, p.6

BOOKER, TRISHA
(Student) T(transfer) E(ducation) P(lan) hopes to host a second student (photo), May 17, 1996, p.9
STEPping into school (students participating in STEP program enjoy picnic with host families)(photo), Sep 13, 1996, p.8

BOOKMAN, PAMELA
Awards celebrate student achievement in academics, service (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.10

BOOKS
Financial management is within your means (photo), Jan 26, 1996, p.5
Fox Meadow mission: books for fuel (photo), Feb 2, 1996, p.10
Book examines the 'good life' (ltr), Mar 8, 1996, p.8
An interview with Carol Netzer, Mar 8, 1996, p.12
Politics and fear on a collision course (review of book focusing on impact of Horton case) (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.3
Review: Crime and politics (cont), Apr 5, 1996, p.15
Steven Schnur (has been voted to receive 1996 Washington Irving Children's Choice Award), Apr 26, 1996, p.4
All about books (fifth annual Book and Author luncheon of Westchester Library System) (photo), May 17, 1996, p.13
Local sources wanted for book (ltr), Jun 21, 1996, p.6
Books wanted (for fall book fair), Aug 16, 1996, p.1
Reading can open many doors (edit), Nov 29, 1996, p.7
Hooray for books (National Book Week celebrations) (photo), Dec 6, 1996, p.12

BOOKSTORES
New merchant helps old books find new owners (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.4

BORG, ROBERT

BORG, ROBERT F (AU)
Conservationist: yes, rail is ugly (response to letter by Jay Shulman from 5/24/96) (ltr), May 31, 1996, p.6

BORISOFF, MINDY J
Mindy J Borisoff (has joined managed care department at Mount Sinai Medical Center), Nov 22, 1996, p.4
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BORkin, DANI
Excellent in any language (winners of recent foreign language poster contest at SMS) (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.9

BORkin, JOSH
Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

BORMAN, CHARLES
Charles Borman (dies), Jan 12, 1996, p.10

BORONKAY, SERENA
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 3, 1996, p.30

BORTECK, HOLLIS
22 candidates running for School Board Nominating Committee (cont), Jan 12, 1996, p.4

BOSER, RUTH E (AU)
I felt too guilty staying away (edit), Nov 22, 1996, p.7

BOSNIA
A behind-the-scenes look at Bosnia (photo), Oct 25, 1996, p.1
A behind-the-scenes look at peace effort (cont), Oct 25, 1996, p.8

BOTVIN, LISA (AU)
Community needs ice rink for kids (response to letter by Boine Johnson from 12/29/95) (ltr), Jan 12, 1996, p.6

BOUCHIER, RON
Stammer inducted into SHS Scholar-Athlete Honor Society (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.21
SHS coaches to be evaluated, Nov 8, 1996, p.1
Recalling one of the greatest upsets in SHS history (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.33
Celentano steps down as girls' coach, Dec 27, 1996, p.1

BOY SCOUTS
Scouting out village hall (Girl and Boy Scouts visit village departments) (photo), Mar 15, 1996, p.1
Scoutmaster Hamilton receives Pelican Award (photo), May 3, 1996, p.4
Scarsdale parade canceled (photo), May 31, 1996, p.5
Eagle Scout honored (photo), Aug 2, 1996, p.2
Scouts helping build patio at church, Sep 20, 1996, p.4
Troop 60 makes annual trek-o-ree, Nov 22, 1996, p.4
3 saluted for environmental projects (photo), Nov 22, 1996, p.5

BOYER, LINNAE
Pt Council welcomes new board (photo), May 17, 1996, p.10
Murphy outlines plan for schools technology, Sep 27, 1996, p.1

BOYLE, GLORIA
Silver anniversaries (village honors 10 employees who have served SCS for 25 years) (photo), Jul 19, 1996, p.5
Village veterans seek retirement's greener pastures (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.1

BRACKEN, CHRISTOPHER
S(C) G(olf) C(lub) camp hones skills of future members (photo), Aug 9, 1996, p.8

BRACKEN, ERIN
Merchants treat kids (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.5

BRACKEN, KELLY
Merchants treat kids (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.5

BRACKEN, MARY
2 administrators leaving schools; Heathcote principal resigns (photo), May 3, 1996, p.1

BRADY, VIVIAN (AU)
League proposes a voting unit change, Mar 1, 1996, p.1
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BRAILEY, LAUREN
Disabilities awareness at Quaker Ridge (photo), Oct 18, 1996, p.11

BRANDEL, KATHLEEN
Kathleen Brandel (dies), Apr 5, 1996, p.16

BRANDO, MARLON
Brando joins the club of Farrakhan and Jeffreys (edit), Jun 14, 1996, p.7

BRANDT, JENNY
Holiday spirit (toys collected for needy children in Westchester and New York City) (photo), Jan 5, 1996, p.9

BRANDT, LINDSAY
Holiday spirit (toys collected for needy children in Westchester and New York City) (photo), Jan 5, 1996, p.9

BRAXTON, MARY CARTER (AU)
Dig they did to uncover hydrants (ltr), Jan 26, 1996, p.6

BREAKFASTS
Out of the frying pan into the Inquirer (edit), Jan 12, 1996, p.6

BREINES, SIMON

BREINES, SIMON (AU)
It's the parking, Stupid (re parking problems in downtown SCS) (edit), Nov 15, 1996, p.7

BRENNAN, TERRANCE
3-star chef on the ascendand in Manhattan (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.5
3-star chef on the ascendand in Manhattan (cont), Jun 14, 1996, p.15

BRESCIA, KATIE
S(Summer) M(music) T(heatre)'s 'Brigadoon' to brighten the steamy dog days of August (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.11

BRIDGES
Needed, badly: a 4-lane bridge (ltr), Jan 26, 1996, p.6
Woodlands Viaduct Bridge to be repaired, not rebuilt (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.1
Dashed hopes, new fears (re Woodlands Viaduct Bridge) (edit), Apr 26, 1996, p.6
Woodlands Bridge (cont), Apr 26, 1996, p.19
No BRP traffic on our streets (re Woodland Viaduct repair) (ltr), May 17, 1996, p.6
'Improvements' destroyed (Staunton) bridge (connecting Popham and Ardsley Roads) (ltr), May 24, 1996, p.6
(Barricade that protects Ardsley Road Bridge over the Bronx River Parkway) (photo), May 24, 1996, p.6
Conservationist: yes, rail is ugly (response to letter by Jay Shulman from 5/24/96) (ltr), May 31, 1996, p.6
Another abomination (ugly silver railing atop wall on northern side of Popham Road Bridge) (photo), Jul 19, 1996, p.6
Bridge work ahead (Fenimore Road bridge will be repaired this fall), Sep 20, 1996, p.1
Fenimore Bridge work (has begun), Oct 11, 1996, p.1
Another truck-bridge crash dramatizes need to fix signs (photo), Dec 27, 1996, p.1

BRIGANTI, ANNETTE
Community bids au revoir to Dr French (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.10

BRILL, JO
Evelyn Stock named Woman of the Year (photo), May 17, 1996, p.1

BRILLIANT, KAREN
Board appoints five new teachers, Jun 21, 1996, p.9
Schools to focus on character, Sep 6, 1996, p.1
Schools welcome new teachers, begin classes (photo) (cont), Sep 6, 1996, p.8

BRITTON, SAUDI
Rotary presents annual grants (photo), May 31, 1996, p.4

BRIZER, DAVID (DR)
Cartoon-laced advice is easy to swallow (illis), Aug 16, 1996, p.5
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BRODSKY, ISABEL
Chilly children (wait for their school bus) (photo), Feb 9, 1996, p.1

BRODSKY, NEIL
Chilly children (wait for their school bus) (photo), Feb 9, 1996, p.1

BRODSKY, RICHARD
State aid cuts target special ed(ucation), Jan 19, 1996, p.1
Railroad's mea culpa includes refunds, Jan 19, 1996, p.1
Re-val(uation) bill might fly this time, May 3, 1996, p.1
Re-val(uation) OK'd by state, Jun 21, 1996, p.1
Local officials upset over gov(ernor)'s re-val(uation) veto, Oct 18, 1996, p.1

Picks for Greenburgh (Inquirer endorsements of candidates for state and federal office) (edit), Oct 25, 1996, p.6

BRODY, IRA
Politics in the park (Ira Brody will announce his candidacy fo the state senate), Mar 8, 1996, p.1
(Ira Brody) Still in the running? (re 5 year state residency requirement to be eligible to run), Aug 16, 1996, p.1
Underhanded try for easy victory (re lawsuit by Suzi Oppenheimer against opponent Ira Brody) (ltr), Aug 23, 1996, p.6
No love fest in stat races (photo), Oct 18, 1996, p.1
No love fest in state election campaigns (cont), Oct 18, 1996, p.14
Candidates forum (scheduled for Monday, October 28), Oct 25, 1996, p.1
Candidates vie for votes at forum, Nov 1, 1996, p.1

BROGAN, JOHN
Passing the torch (SCS Police carry torch for Special Olympics in annual run on Post Road) (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.1

BROMLEY, JUDITH
Young judge brings listening skills to the bench (photo), Sep 13, 1996, p.5

BROMLEY, JUDY
Old (traffic) tickets don't die. Or get stubbed out, Nov 1, 1996, p.1

BRONSON, JEREMY
Language contest winners (SHS students take top honors in Iona College language competition) (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.9
SHS Drama Club to present musical 'How to Succeed...' (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.15

BRONSTEIN, MELVIN (DR)
Dr. Melvin Bronstein (dies) (photo), Oct 4, 1996, p.20

BRONX RIVER PARKWAY
Woman's Club to get report on Bronx River Parkway, Jan 5, 1996, p.10
Woodlands Viaduct Bridge to be repaired, not rebuilt (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.1
Bikes are back (first Bike and Blade Sunday on Bronx River Parkway) (photo), May 10, 1996, p.5
Parkway closing (while stone bridges are repaired), Jun 7, 1996, p.1
Bike & Blade Sundays, Sep 6, 1996, p.1
Parkway crashes kill 3 in 2 days (photo), Dec 20, 1996, p.1
Before it's too late (cautions against speeding on the Bronx River Parkway) (edit), Dec 20, 1996, p.6

BRONZ, LOIS
(Westchester) Task force on child abuse urges: 'No more secrets', Feb 23, 1996, p.1
County must solve compost problem (ltr), Apr 5, 1996, p.7
Re-val(uation) bill might fly this time, May 3, 1996, p.1
County board votes for re-val(uation), Jun 14, 1996, p.1
Lowey, Bronz to talk, Oct 4, 1996, p.1
Lowey lambasts GOP, defends welfare vote, Oct 11, 1996, p.1
Lowey an Bronz (cont), Oct 11, 1996, p.15

BROPHY, THOMAS
The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26
BROUWER, EMILY
  Holiday happenings (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.5
BROUWER, SUSANNAH
  Holiday happenings (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.5
BROWN, BOB
  (SHS) Class of '46 returns (photo), May 31, 1996, p.9
BROWN, JESSICA
  Maroon & White Congratulates The Girls Varsity Field Hockey Team (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.32
  Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38
BROWN, KATHY
  S(CS) G(olf) C(lub) camp hones skills of future members (photo), Aug 9, 1996, p.8
BROWN, RITA
  Women organize to lobby legislators, Aug 16, 1996, p.1
  Women organize to lobby legislators, Aug 16, 1996, p.1
BROWN, ZACHARY
  Fair days (at Greenacres, Edgewood and Heathcote) (photo), May 24, 1996, p.9
BROWNING, JACKSON
  The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.24
BROYD, GRAHAM A D
  Golf club president (Richard A Worden new president of SCS Golf Club) (photo), Mar 1, 1996, p.4
BRUCKER, ANDREW P
  Andrew P Brucker (has co-authored code of ethics for professional property owners for NYARM), Mar 22, 1996, p.4
BRUDNER, ROBERTA
  Where is tennis heading at our area clubs? (photo), May 3, 1996, p.22
BRUNI, LESLIE FRIER
  Leslie Frier Bruni (dies), Dec 6, 1996, p.16
BRUNWASSER, JUSTIN
  Maroon & White Congratulates The Girls Varsity Field Hockey Team (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.32
BRYANT, ELIZA
  Ecstacy and agony (saucer ride and snow shoveling) (photo), Jan 12, 1996, p.1
BRYDE, KIMBERLY
  A lasting legacy (dedication of new library at IHM) (photo), Nov 22, 1996, p.9
BUA, BILL
  Somber tribute (Veterans Day ceremonies) (photo), Nov 15, 1996, p.1
BUCHANA, PAT
  GOP primary next Thursday, Mar 1, 1996, p.1
BUCHANAN, DAVID H
  Dedication and sportmanship honored (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.32
BUCHANAN, PATRICK
  Could it happen here? (comments on "Nazi mindset" of Patrick Buchanan) (edit), Feb 23, 1996, p.6
  Vote for Dole in March 7 primary (ltr), Mar 1, 1996, p.6
  Paper's editorial slurs the Irish (ltr), Mar 1, 1996, p.6
  Buchanan misunderstood (ltr), Mar 8, 1996, p.8
  Buchanan threat is serious (ltr), Mar 8, 1996, p.8
BUCHANAN, RUTH H
  Ruth H Buchanan (dies), Nov 1, 1996, p.12
BUCK, JAMES W (AU)
  Unusual system works well here (response to letter by Robert Paradise from 3/1/96) (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.8
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BUCK, JIM
(Safety Poster) Contest winners announced (photo), Mar 15, 1996, p.3

BUDGET-EMT
Skeptical about Edgemont budget (ltr), Mar 29, 1996, p.6

BUDGET-NEW YORK STATE
State aid cuts target special education, Jan 19, 1996, p.1
A broken promise (edit), Jan 19, 1996, p.6
Pataki budget endangers future of education (edit), Feb 2, 1996, p.7

BUDGET-SCS
Budget hearing Thursday, Apr 5, 1996, p.9
Budget hearing, Apr 12, 1996, p.1
The proposed budget; Scarsdale homeowners face tax increase of 4.5 percent, Apr 19, 1996, p.1
Village budget hearing held (cont), Apr 19, 1996, p.4
A’s for effort (praise for village board and Bernard Cedarbaum) (edit), Apr 26, 1996, p.6

BUDGET-US
Urge Clinton to veto defense bill (ltr), Sep 6, 1996, p.6
Deficit reduction costs jobs (edit), Oct 18, 1996, p.7

BUDGET-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
County budget gentle on Scarsdale, Jan 5, 1996, p.1
O’Rourke proposes zero tax increase, Nov 22, 1996, p.1
O’Rourke proposes zero tax increase (cont), Nov 22, 1996, p.13
The 1997 budget; County taxes and jobs down, Dec 27, 1996, p.1
County budget to lower tax rate - 300 jobs to be cut (cont), Dec 27, 1996, p.19

BUGLIONE, DANIEL
Edgewood celebrates the world (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.10

BULIMIA
Obsessing about a straight-A body, Feb 9, 1996, p.1

BURAK, GAIL
A personal shopper: help for the mother of the bride (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.16

BURGER, JAMES
Fresh Air Fund seeks new host families (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.5

BURGESS, LAURA C
Yet more women trustees recalled (response to letter by A F Lazzara from 7/19/96) (ltr), Aug 2, 1996, p.6

BURGLARY AND BURGLARS
SEE CRIME AND CRIMINALS

BURKAT, HOWARD (AU)
Harrison is the true nonpartisan (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.8

BURKAT, IRIS
Technology group to advise schools, Nov 22, 1996, p.1

BURKAT, IRIS (AU)
Village needs more nightlife (ltr), Sep 20, 1996, p.6

BURMEL, MICHELE
Burmel needed on Supreme Court (ltr), Oct 18, 1996, p.6

BURNS, ALYSON
Ancient culture on display (display of Lenape culture by Greenacres fourth graders) (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.10

BURNS, JANICE

BUSCH, TOBEY
Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.34
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BUSES
   How safe are the district's buses? (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.1
   Driver at fault in bus crash, Aug 2, 1996, p.1
   Bus basics, Aug 30, 1996, p.1

BUSH, GEORGE
   Politics and fear on a collision course (review of book focusing on impact of Horton case) (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.3

BUSINESSMEN
   SEE EXECUTIVES

BUTLER, CHARLES
   Open spaces in Scarsdale history (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.5
   New Rotary officers (photo), Sep 20, 1996, p.4

BUTLER, EMILY
   Open spaces in Scarsdale history (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.5

BUTMAN, VELVL
   Press missed a world-class event (ltr), May 17, 1996, p.6
   Maccabee miracle (last day of Festival of Lights) (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.1

BYERS, JOHN R (AU)
   Add Garth Road to downtown plans (ltr), Nov 22, 1996, p.6

BYRNE, MICHAEL
   Career fireman share expertise (ltr), May 24, 1996, p.6

CABLE TELEVISION
   Officials complain of loss of Channel 8 access, Jan 12, 1996, p.1
   TCI plays pool, Jan 19, 1996, p.1
   The new threat (edit), Jan 19, 1996, p.6
   Channel 8 access still lives - for now, Feb 2, 1996, p.1
   'Must carry' must go (edit), Feb 2, 1996, p.6
   Cable 9 access still lives (cont), Feb 2, 1996, p.10
   Television veteran takes helm of channel 14, Mar 8, 1996, p.3
   Harrison: Citizens' party cable program unfair, Mar 22, 1996, p.8
   History Channel has wide appeal (ltr), Apr 5, 1996, p.6
   Cable will cost more, Apr 12, 1996, p.1
   New cable contract, Apr 26, 1996, p.1
   Village signs new cable franchise, May 17, 1996, p.1
   Village signs new cable franchise (cont), May 17, 1996, p.13
   Schools on cable, Jun 7, 1996, p.9
   Preparing for the future (praise for SHS program about today's uncertain job market) (edit), Jun 14, 1996, p.6
   Filmmaker tackles effects of Simpson trial (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.1
   Filmmaker tackles effects of Simpson trial (photo) (cont), Jul 12, 1996, p.2
   Schools on cable 15, Oct 11, 1996, p.12
   TCI monopoly may end soon (ltr), Nov 15, 1996, p.6

CADDIES
   SEE GOLF CADDIES

CALAMARI, PETER
   Muzzled and muttering (new policy of EMT's Board of Education limits audience comment) (edit), Oct 11, 1996, p.6

CALENDARS
   Village calendar is a joint effort (ltr), Aug 23, 1996, p.6

CALLAGHAN, CHRIS
   Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38
CALLAGHAN, MATT
(Safety Poster) Contest winners announced (photo), Mar 15, 1996, p.3

CALLEGARI, CATHY (AU)
Drifters cast a magic spell (SHS PTA dinner dance) (ltr), May 24, 1996, p.6
Pass law to keep teens out of bars (ltr), Oct 18, 1996, p.6

CALLEGARI, JESSICA
Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

CALLIMANIS, DIANA
Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) celebrates another year (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.9

CALLIMANIS, THEO
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.30
Julia B Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.34

CALVERT, GEORGE
(SHS) Class of '46 returns (photo), May 31, 1996, p.9

CAMPAIGN DEBATES
Candidates vie for votes at forum, Nov 1, 1996, p.1
Candidates vie for votes at L(League of) W(omen) V(oters) forum (cont), Nov 1, 1996, p.13

CAMPAIGN FUNDS
Schoenfeld halts campaign due to shortage of funds, Jan 5, 1996, p.1

CAMPANELLA, JOAN
Painting musical pictures (photo), Jan 12, 1996, p.8
Saying it in song (musical entertainment by Quaker Ridge students) (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.5

CAMPBELL, BARBARA (AU)
A simple kindness on a dark street (ltr), Jul 5, 1996, p.6

CAMPBELL, CARROLL W
Carroll W Campbell (dies), Jul 26, 1996, p.16

CAMPBELL, CURTIS
3 saluted for environmental projects (photo), Nov 22, 1996, p.5

CAMPBELL, MARRIETT
3 saluted for environmental projects (photo), Nov 22, 1996, p.5

CAMPS AND CAMPING
Recreation camp: Day 1 (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.1
Stable features spacious riding ring (photo), Jul 26, 1996, p.9
Those lazy, hazy, crazy days of camp (photo) (cont), Jul 26, 1996, p.15
S(CS) G(olf) C(lub) camp hones skills of future members (photo), Aug 9, 1996, p.8

CANCER
Cancer fundraiser was the best ever (ltr), Nov 29, 1996, p.6

CANDEE, ANDREA (AU)
Herbs for your medicine chest (edit), Nov 8, 1996, p.7

CANTATORE, ANNA
Silver anniversaries (village honors 10 employees who have served SCS for 25 years) (photo), Jul 19, 1996, p.5
Village veterans seek retirement's greener pastures (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.1

CANTATORE, NICK
A welcome alliance (local business leaders have agreed to join forces with village officials) (edit), Sep 20, 1996, p.6

CANTATORE, RICK
Julia B Fee Salutes The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.32

CAPOBIANCO, GARRETT
Dig they did to uncover hydrants (ltr), Jan 26, 1996, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26
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CAPPUCCI, ROGER
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30

CARDOZO, MICHAEL
Michael Cardozo (elected president of the Assn of the Bar of the City of New York) (photo), May 31, 1996, p.4

CARRUCI, DAVID
Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

CARNEY, TOM
Thanks to teen 'snow angels' (ltr), Mar 8, 1996, p.8
Learning to succeed through adventure (Youth Service Project) (photo), Sep 6, 1996, p.8
Youth counselor moves to SHS (photo), Sep 27, 1996, p.9

CARNICELLI, JAMES
County smoking ban: Is it a drag or a whiff of fresh air?, Apr 5, 1996, p.1

CARNIVALS
On Saturday: Here comes the sun (SCS Art Assn annual show and sale and KIDS BASE carnival) (photo), Sep 27, 1996, p.1
Generosity made (KIDS BASE Little School) carnival success (ltr), Sep 27, 1996, p.6

CARO, DANIELLE
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.30

CARPENTER, LLOYD C
Lloyd C Carpenter (dies), Aug 23, 1996, p.11

CARR, CHESLEIGH
Holiday spirit (toys collected for needy children in Westchester and New York City) (photo), Jan 5, 1996, p.9

CARRET, PHILIP
At 100: Still running with bulls and bears (photo), Dec 6, 1996, p.1
Positive thinking keeps centenarian running with the bulls and bears (cont), Dec 6, 1996, p.23

CARROLL, THOMAS
Once upon a time... (Sgt Tom Carroll reads aloud to Heathcote third graders) (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.3
Village to go ahead with lawsuit (against Tom Carroll), Jun 28, 1996, p.1
Lawsuit against officer (Tom Carroll) to go forward (cont), Jun 28, 1996, p.15
Man arrested in robbery, Dec 27, 1996, p.1

CARSKY, KATHERINE
Carsky is passed over, Jan 19, 1996, p.1
Carsky disappointed by vote (cont), Jan 19, 1996, p.8
County must solve compost problem (ltr), Apr 5, 1996, p.7
County board votes for re-valuation, Jun 14, 1996, p.1
Stein opens campaign headquarters (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.4
Ground broken for Kids' BASE home (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.1

CARSKY, KATHERINE S (AU)
Come to concerts on Bike Sundays (ltr), May 10, 1996, p.6

CARSWELL, CATHY
Cathy Carswell (elected to two year term as national president of Kappa Kappa Gamma) (photo), Aug 16, 1996, p.2

CARTER, MARC
22 candidates running for School Board Nominating Committee (cont), Jan 12, 1996, p.4
Technology group to advise schools, Nov 22, 1996, p.1

CARUSO, CARMINE
Panther parents thank the coaches (ltr), Nov 22, 1996, p.6

CARVALHO, MARCUS
Task force seeks donations (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.9
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CASDEN, JERI
Helmets on for safety (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.9

CASE, SIDNEY
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30

CASSESE, PAT
1995 (real estate) honorees (photo), Mar 1, 1996, p.4

CASTANEDA, OLIVER
Rec(reation) camp: Day 1 (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.1

CASTANEDA, RICARDO
Cartoon-laced advice is easy to swallow (illus), Aug 16, 1996, p.5

CASTIELLO, DOMINIC J (AU)
Are we ready to sling mud? (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.6

CASTLE, JOSEPHINE
Yet more women trustees recalled (response to letter by A F Lazzara from 7/19/96) (ltr), Aug 2, 1996, p.6

CASTRO, BERNADETTE
Parks commissioner praises 'local spirit' of Scarsdallians (photo), May 24, 1996, p.14

CATALINA, MARK
Caddie scholarship started in Scarsdale (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.21

CATS
Red (a big orange tomcat) no longer comes to call (ltr), Dec 20, 1996, p.6

CAVITT, PERRY
Child's Play presents Heathcote dramas (photo), Feb 23, 1996, p.8
Troupe presents kids' plays (photo), Nov 15, 1996, p.10

CEDARBAUM, BERNARD
Nominators pick trustees, justice (photo), Jan 19, 1996, p.1
Committee chooses Finger, Galloway, Hardy, Cedarbaum (cont), Jan 19, 1996, p.12
Bob Harrison plans to run for trustee (photo), Jan 26, 1996, p.1
Candidate lineup, Feb 16, 1996, p.1
Campaign seeks money and votes (ltr), Feb 16, 1996, p.6
Campaign forums, Mar 1, 1996, p.1
Campaign forum, Mar 8, 1996, p.1
Citizens' Party challenged on question of open government (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.1
A chair is still a chair (absence of Citizens' Party candidates from forum will be noticed) (edit), Mar 8, 1996, p.6
Village election is next Tuesday (photo), Mar 15, 1996, p.1
Harrison goes solo at forum, Mar 15, 1996, p.1
Vote row A (Citizens' Party candidates) (edit), Mar 15, 1996, p.6
Harrison cannot work with others (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.8
Citizens' Party does it again; vote may yield change (photo), Mar 22, 1996, p.1
Village tax bite will be less painful than projected, Apr 26, 1996, p.1
A's for effort (praise for village board and Bernard Cedarbaum) (edit), Apr 26, 1996, p.6
Bond agency enters K(ids) B(ASE) debate, May 3, 1996, p.1
Village trustees were responsive (re tax rate increase) (ltr), May 10, 1996, p.6
Village signs new cable franchise, May 17, 1996, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.24
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.24
Trustees were not responsive (to "oral communication" comments from residents) (ltr), Jul 26, 1996, p.6
Trustees discuss traffic safety, landscaping of transfer site, Aug 2, 1996, p.1
Deputy mayor addresses recreation needs, downtown, Oct 18, 1996, p.3
Village ponders ways of paying for sewer repair, Nov 15, 1996, p.1
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CELENTANO, DIANE
Model school in Maine inspires 4 Quaker Ridge teachers (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.9

CELENTANO, PAUL
Celentano steps down as girls' coach (photo) (cont), Dec 27, 1996, p.20
Celentano steps down as girls' coach, Dec 27, 1996, p.1

CELLISTS
Scarsdale cellist to be soloist in pops concert (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.11

CESARANO, JOE
Inquirer wins 21 awards in annual (Newspaper Contest of the) N ew Y ork P ress A ssn contest, Apr 19, 1996, p.1
Teacher (Joe Cesarano) wins award (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.9

CEYER, NELSON
Veterans Day (service at World War II monument in Boniface Circle, Monday, Nov 11), Nov 8, 1996, p.1

CHA, DAEIL
Language contest winners (SHS students take top honors in Iona College language competition) (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.9

CHALMERS, RUTH
Home-schooling story 'the best' (response to Inquirer article from 6/28/96) (ltr), Sep 13, 1996, p.6

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE-SCS
Village conditions trouble merchants (photo), Aug 16, 1996, p.1
Franzese resigns as chamber president, Sep 13, 1996, p.5
Spooky doings (SCS Chamber of Commerce is sponsoring a Halloween trick or treat), Oct 25, 1996, p.1
Merchants treat kids (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.5
Few parking options for workers, Nov 29, 1996, p.1
Prizewinning painter (E Kim receives grand prize in SCS Halloween window painting contest) (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.4
He's coming to town (carolers, a Santa on a fire truck and Christmas tree lighting in Chase Park), Dec 6, 1996, p.1
Hmmm...let's see (Santa appears in Boniface Park) (photo), Dec 20, 1996, p.1

CHAN, DAVID
22 candidates running for School Board Nominating Committee (cont), Jan 12, 1996, p.4
12 members elected to School Board Nominating Committee (photo), Jan 19, 1996, p.1
Candidates needed for 10 School Board Nominating Committee slots, Nov 29, 1996, p.1

CHASE, CAROL
Julia B Fee Salutes The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.32
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CHASE, HARRY E (AU)
How does one learn to listen? Practice, practice, practice (edit), Feb 23, 1996, p.7

CHASE, JENNY
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.34

CHATFIELD, JOSIAH
Josiah Chatfield (dies), Nov 22, 1996, p.18

CHAYES, JESSICA
Graduation day for babysitters (photo), May 17, 1996, p.10

CHEATING IN SCHOOL WORK
Enlist students to help fight cheating (edit), Sep 20, 1996, p.7

CHECHNYA
Chechnya: quagmire with broad implications (edit), Jan 26, 1996, p.7

CHEERLEADING
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.30
Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

CHEN, ANDREA
How safe are the district's buses? (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.1

CHEN, VIVIAN
Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

CHERTOFF, SAM
A cast of characters (7th graders from SMS visit with residents at Cabrini Nursing Home) (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.9

CHESLER, MATT
New blood for S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) (photo), May 24, 1996, p.8

CHESS
For the school trophy case (Edgewood 1st graders wins 1st place in scholastic chess) (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.9
Charles A Reinwald (has received Silver Medal in chess event of International Senior Games), May 3, 1996, p.4
Chess players shine at national tourney (photo), May 17, 1996, p.9

CHILD ABUSE
(Westchester) Task force on child abuse urges: 'No more secrets', Feb 23, 1996, p.1
Child abuse (cont), Feb 23, 1996, p.14

CHILD REARING
If a child wrote memoranda . . . (edit), Aug 23, 1996, p.7

CHILDREN
(Supplement) Kids, Mar 8, 1996, p.0
Memories of a Catskills summer boyhood (edit), Aug 23, 1996, p.7
Memories of a summer boyhood in the Catskills (cont), Aug 23, 1996, p.10

CHIODO, RITA

CHO, ANDREW
Young at heart (Clara Sved, 101 years old, visits Heathcote fourth graders) (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.9

CHOWDHURY, ZEESHAN
Windows on the world (annual international day at SHS) (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.9

CHRISTIANITY
A Christian philosophy of life (edit), Sep 6, 1996, p.7

CHRISTIANS AND JEWS
The secret of the silver menorah (edit), Dec 6, 1996, p.7

CHRISTIE, BOB
County bond agency enters Kids' BASE debate (photo) (cont), May 3, 1996, p.23
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CHRISTMAS

Holiday schedule, Dec 13, 1996, p.1
Holiday schedule, Dec 20, 1996, p.1
O Holy Night (Jonathan Albert and Jennifer Alonso sing carols at Crane's Pond in EMT) (photo), Dec 27, 1996, p.1
He's no 'candy-cane felon' (edit), Dec 27, 1996, p.6

CHRISTMAS TREES

He's coming to town (carolers, a Santa on a fire truck and Christmas tree lighting in Chase Park), Dec 6, 1996, p.1
The glow show (70-foot pine strung with over 19,500 lights), Dec 20, 1996, p.1

CHU, BERNICE (AU)

Schools taking the easy way out (ltr), Jan 5, 1996, p.6

CHUMA, CHIDO

Edgewood celebrates many cultures (photo), Jan 19, 1996, p.9

CHURCH AND STATE

Local sources wanted for book (ltr), Jun 21, 1996, p.6
America's blessing: Church and state are separate (edit), Nov 1, 1996, p.7

CHURCHES

Congregational Church players to present music drama (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.15
A Good Friday tradition (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.1
Jewish groups call for probe (re recent wave of arson attack on African-American churches) (ltr), Jun 21, 1996, p.6
Black churches need our help (re recent rash of African-American church burnings) (ltr), Jun 21, 1996, p.6
Pastor (Edward Connors) leaves behind a legacy of healing, Jul 5, 1996, p.1
IHM's Msgr. Conners (sic) leaves behind a legacy of healing (photo) (cont), Jul 5, 1996, p.14
Church burning: A wake-up call to activism (edit), Jul 19, 1996, p.7
First Amendment protects us all (response to letter by Hugh Price from 7/19/96) (ltr), Aug 2, 1996, p.6
Sidewalk plan OK (for SCS Community Baptist Church), Sep 13, 1996, p.1

CIGARETTES

Panel: Children must be protected from tobacco risks, Jun 21, 1996, p.13

CINQUEMANI, NANCY

Nancy Cinquemani (dies), Jul 5, 1996, p.14

CIPRIANO, LAURENCE

Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.30
Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.34

CITIZENS' NOMINATING COMMITTEE-SCS

SEE NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS' COMMITTEE-SCS

CITRON, DASSI

Postcard project (Heathcote 3rd graders) (photo), Jan 12, 1996, p.8
Elec-ti-cities at Heathcote (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.12

CITRON, ELLEN

Greenacres teacher (Ellen Citron) to retire, Feb 16, 1996, p.9
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30

CIVETTA, ALEX

Food for thought (students pack lunches for Midnight Run) (photo), Apr 19, 1996, p.9

CIVETTA, CLAIRE MARIE

Claire Marie Civetta (has joined Doernberg Real Estate as a sales associate (photo), Feb 2, 1996, p.4

CIVETTA, KATHLEEN

Girl Scout honorees (Kathleen Civetta, Mary Ellis, Donna LaMacchia and Carol Mullen), Jun 21, 1996, p.4

CIVETTA, NICK

Food for thought (students pack lunches for Midnight Run) (photo), Apr 19, 1996, p.9
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CIVIL RIGHTS
A behind-the-scenes look at Bosnia (photo), Oct 25, 1996, p.1
A behind-the-scenes look at peace effort (cont), Oct 25, 1996, p.8

CLAPMAN, BARBARA (AU)
Hochberg fights for environment (ltr), Oct 18, 1996, p.6

CLAPS, LUANN
In a positive light (scene filmed for "Remembering Mario" at hair salon on Garth Road) (photo), Aug 30, 1996, p.1

CLARA, BURT
Board requests special use info (rmation) from Nynex, Sep 27, 1996, p.1

CLAREY, LINDSAY
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30

CLARK, DOROTHEA M
Dorothea M Clark (dies), Mar 15, 1996, p.14
CLARK, JAMES EDWARD
James Edward Clark (dies), Oct 18, 1996, p.20
CLARK, JIMMY
Panther parents thank the coaches (ltr), Nov 22, 1996, p.6

CLARK, LYNN
Plan future recreation (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.8

CLARK, LYNNE
Keep transfer station, for now (photo), May 24, 1996, p.1
Doubts raised on senior (housing) proposal, Jun 28, 1996, p.1
Merchants form new alliance (with village officials) to revitalize village, Sep 20, 1996, p.1

CLARK, MERRELL
United Way awards grants (photo), Sep 27, 1996, p.4

CLARK, PETER J (AU)
Spano works to support disabled (ltr), Oct 18, 1996, p.6

CLARKE, SIMON
Chess players shine at national tourney (photo), May 17, 1996, p.9

CLASSICAL MUSIC
SEE MUSIC

CLAYTON, SAM
Scouting out village hall (Girl and Boy Scouts visit village departments) (photo), Mar 15, 1996, p.1

CLEARY, MIKE
Caddiemasters of Scarsdale: on the ball for 137 years) (photo) (cont), Jul 19, 1996, p.15

CLERGY
Pastor (Edward Connors) leaves behind a legacy of healing, Jul 5, 1996, p.1
IHM's Msgr. Connors (sic) leaves behind a legacy of healing (photo) (cont), Jul 5, 1996, p.14

CLINTON, BILL
And speaking for the White House . . . (photo), Apr 19, 1996, p.5
Baker rises to a grand occasion (produces birthday cake for President Clinton) (photo), Aug 23, 1996, p.1
Urge Clinton to veto defense bill (ltr), Sep 6, 1996, p.6
Automated check not the answer (ltr), Oct 25, 1996, p.6
Bob Dole would turn back clock (ltr), Oct 25, 1996, p.6
Independent counsel questions Nussbaum testimony, Nov 1, 1996, p.5
Scarsdalians favor incumbents (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.1

CLINTON, CHELSEA
Baker rises to a grand occasion (produces birthday cake for President Clinton) (photo), Aug 23, 1996, p.1
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CLINTON, HILLARY

And speaking for the White House . . . (photo), Apr 19, 1996, p.5
Baker rises to a grand occasion (produces birthday cake for President Clinton) (photo), Aug 23, 1996, p.1
Independent counsel questions Nussbaum testimony, Nov 1, 1996, p.5

CLOCKS

Stop time (Trissi clock damaged by power surge), Sep 20, 1996, p.1
Clock marks Fleet time (anniversary of Fleet Bank branch in Golden Horseshoe Shopping Center)(photo), Oct 18, 1996, p.3
Just in time (Trissi clock back after repair in Switzerland), Nov 15, 1996, p.1

CLOTHING AND DRESS

Mom's dress for the wedding: just one more rite of passage, Jun 7, 1996, p.1
A personal shopper: help for the mother of the bride (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.16
Mother's dress: just one more rite of passage (cont), Jun 7, 1996, p.16
Counterfeit sweatshirts donated to Camp Viva, Sep 6, 1996, p.3
Fall Fashion (special section) (photo), Sep 13, 1996, p.17

COACHES (ATHLETICS)

SHS coaches to be evaluated, Nov 8, 1996, p.1
Athletic coaches to be evaluated (cont), Nov 8, 1996, p.9
Celentano steps down as girls' coach, Dec 27, 1996, p.1
Celentano steps down as girls' coach (photo) (cont), Dec 27, 1996, p.20

COACHING (ATHLETICS)

Parents question coach's conduct, Jun 21, 1996, p.9

COAPE-ARNOLD, KAREN

Biased news story divides neighbors (ltr), Mar 22, 1996, p.6

COAPE-ARNOLD, LAUREN

Graduation day for babysitters (photo), May 17, 1996, p.10

COATES, VIOLET

School's on, but students take off (vacation for Easter and Passover narrowed to three day holiday), Apr 5, 1996, p.1

COBE, PATRICIA

'Mompreneurs' share home business advice (photo), Oct 18, 1996, p.5

COBElli, BOB

P(ost) O(ffice) appreciative, May 3, 1996, p.1

COBElli, JEN

New blood for S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) (photo), May 24, 1996, p.8

COBElli, JENNIFER

Awards celebrate student achievement in academics, service (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.10

COBElli, MICHAEL

Young rescuers trained (first aid workshop) (photo), Mar 15, 1996, p.10

COBElli, ROBERT

Postal notes, Dec 13, 1996, p.1

COCHRANE, KELLY

Fields of dreams: a state title for Scarsdale (photo), Nov 22, 1996, p.21
Maroon & White Congratulates The Girls Varsity Field Hockey Team (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.32

COCO, DOROTHY

The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 3, 1996, p.30

COCO, JOSEPH

The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 3, 1996, p.30

COFFEY, JONATHAN

Don't let dilemma be our demon (response to letter by J Coffey and R Jacobs from 1/5/96) (ltr), Jan 12, 1996, p.6
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COFFEY, JONATHAN (AU)
- Religious leaders express outrage (at recent vandalism of menorah in Chase Park) (ltr), Jan 5, 1996, p.6

COFFEY, JONATHAN B (AU)
- Diversity a gift of great value (ltr), Dec 13, 1996, p.6

COFFEY, KATE
- The Bank of New York Salutes (SMS) Speech Contest 1996 (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.26

COHEN, AMY
- Merchants pronounce sale a success (photo), Aug 9, 1996, p.1

COHEN, CHRISTINE
- Thanksgiving traditions (marked the week at Scarsdale elementary schools) (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.11

COHEN, DAN
- Popham-8 cooks up some holiday spirit (photo), Dec 6, 1996, p.11

COHEN, EILEEN (AU)
- Include neighbors in the planning (ltr), Apr 5, 1996, p.7

COHEN, EILEEN W (AU)
- Map & flashlight needed at night (ltr), Feb 9, 1996, p.7

COHEN, ELAINE WILK (AU)
- Efforts needed to combat hate (ltr), Sep 27, 1996, p.6

COHEN, ELLEN
- Fox Meadow fair this Saturday (photo), May 17, 1996, p.10

COHEN, GABRIEL
- SMS friends mourn graduate killed in crash (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.1
- SMS graduates mourn loss of friend (cont), Apr 12, 1996, p.10
- Feeling and getting beyond grief (edit), Apr 19, 1996, p.7
- Gabe (Cohen) was loved by many people (ltr), Apr 26, 1996, p.6
- Loving support in a tragic time (ltr), May 17, 1996, p.6
- Scholarship donation (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.9

COHEN, GABRIEL M
- Donations sought for (Gabriel M Cohen) Memorial Fund (ltr), Dec 13, 1996, p.6

COHEN, JANICE
- Scarsdalians are honored by M(ental) H(ealth) A(ssociation) (photo), Oct 18, 1996, p.15

COHEN, JESSICA
- A hoppin' good time (get-ready-for-summer time of year at village schools) (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.15

COHEN, JUDD
- Citizens Committee has 13 new members, Nov 15, 1996, p.1

COHEN, ROBERT (AU)
- We have a real priority - Kids' BASE and the Little School (edit), Feb 16, 1996, p.7

COHEN, SANDY
- Blood Drive May 1 (photo), Apr 19, 1996, p.9

COHEN, STEPHANIE MALKIN (AU)
- Yikes, Mom has a sinus infection! (edit), Oct 18, 1996, p.7

COHEN, SUSAN
- The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26

COHN, KEN
- The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 3, 1996, p.30

COLDRICK, DAVID
- The proposed budget; Scarsdale homeowners face tax increase of 4.5 percent, Apr 19, 1996, p.1
- How great a subsidy? (for KIDS BASE) (edit), Jun 28, 1996, p.6
- Tax repealed (state sales taxes on municipal off-street parking lots), Aug 2, 1996, p.1
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COLLABOLLETTA, ERNIE
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 3, 1996, p.30

COLLAZZO, GRETCHEN (AU)
See some trash? Please pick it up (ltr), Oct 4, 1996, p.6

COLLEGE GRADUATES
Graduation edition (of SCS Inquirer to be published 6/28), May 24, 1996, p.1
(Supplement) Graduation '96 (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.0

COLLEGE STUDENTS
Preparing for the future (praise for SHS program about today's uncertain job market) (edit), Jun 14, 1996, p.6

COLLEGE TEACHERS
Chancellor awards (Ernest A Joerg at WCC has received a 1996 award for excellence), Jul 19, 1996, p.2
Chancellor awards (Judith F Langer at WCC has received a 1996 award for excellence), Jul 19, 1996, p.2
William Vickrey wins Nobel Prize (photo), Oct 11, 1996, p.1

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-ADMISSION
Bidding for the best: the bottom line of college admissions (edit), Jun 21, 1996, p.7
Cheer up, parents, it all works out in the end (re college application process) (edit), Aug 2, 1996, p.7
The luck of the draw, Dec 13, 1996, p.12

COLLINS, PATRICIA
Judges find for village in leaf blower appeal, Jan 5, 1996, p.1

COLOMBO, MICHELE
Michele Colombo (dies), Jun 21, 1996, p.14

COMBAL, MARTINE
New blood for S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) (photo), May 24, 1996, p.8
Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

COMBAL, MARY
Mary Combal (one of 31 people enrolled in excavation program at Crow Canyon Archaeological Center), Jun 28, 1996, p.4

COMER, ALLISON
Awards celebrate student achievement in academics, service (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.10

COMETS
Did the comet have an accident? (ltr), Jun 14, 1996, p.7

COMFORT STATIONS
SEE PUBLIC COMFORT STATIONS

COMMITTEE AGAINST THE COMPOST HEAP-SCS
Crossway leaves won't leave; Transfer site to be retained at least through '97, Mar 1, 1996, p.1
Trust in village seems misplaced (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.8
MOVE POST ROAD ELSEWHERE is following CATCH'S example (ltr), Apr 19, 1996, p.6
Full disclosure on dump needed (ltr), Aug 30, 1996, p.6
Leaf site needs rigorous testing (ltr), Aug 30, 1996, p.6

COMMUNICATION
How does one learn to listen? Practice, practice, practice (edit), Feb 23, 1996, p.7

COMMUNITY COUNCIL-EMT
Invitation too little, too late (re invitation to attend EMT Community Council's annual meeting/ltr), Apr 19, 1996, p.6
Fire board was missed at meeting (response to letter by Stanley Penkin from 4/19/96) (ltr), May 3, 1996, p.7
Choice of speaker insulted company (re consolidation of GBH fire districts) (ltr), May 3, 1996, p.8
E'mont Council clouds the issue (ltr), May 10, 1996, p.6

COMMUTERS AND COMMUTING
Commuters suffer horrendous delays (photo), Jan 12, 1996, p.1
Metro-North commuters face frustrating delays (cont), Jan 12, 1996, p.12
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COMPOSERS

Moscow: Magical, musical and memorable (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.5
Moscow: Magical, musical and memorable (cont), Mar 8, 1996, p.12

COMPOST

End of composting may cause village tax hike, Mar 8, 1996, p.1
End of composting may cause tax hike (cont), Mar 8, 1996, p.12
Compost enriches town, residents (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.6
County must solve compost problem (ltr), Apr 5, 1996, p.7
County: Bagging leaves is best, May 31, 1996, p.1
Crossway compost is smelling better (ltr), Jun 7, 1996, p.6
Home ecologist mines garden gold (photo), Sep 20, 1996, p.1
Compost is garden gold (cont), Sep 20, 1996, p.8
Give a cheer for the earthworm! (re composting) (ltr), Sep 27, 1996, p.6
Deputy manager has no answer (re John Crary's remarks about Janet Bell) (ltr), Oct 25, 1996, p.6
Home composting would save money (ltr), Nov 1, 1996, p.6
Composting sign obtrusive at (SCS Library) pond (ltr), Nov 15, 1996, p.6

COMPUTERS

More fun 'n games: The simulated experience, Jan 5, 1996, p.4
So, you've got a brand new computer, Jan 26, 1996, p.4
My Packard Bell and me (Part 2), Feb 9, 1996, p.4
My Packard Bell and me (Part 3), Feb 23, 1996, p.2
Adventures with Mac: the set-up, Mar 8, 1996, p.4
Mac & me (Part 2 - The game), Mar 29, 1996, p.4
Mac & me (Part 3 - The sting), Apr 5, 1996, p.4
Motoring on the electronic highway, Apr 26, 1996, p.4
Motoring on the electronic highway - part 2, May 10, 1996, p.4
Motoring on the electronic highway - part 3, Jun 7, 1996, p.4
Motoring on the electronic highway, part 4: browsing the WEB, Jun 21, 1996, p.4
Motoring on the electronic highway part 5; Browsing the WEB (continued), Jul 5, 1996, p.2
Motoring on the electronic highway - part 6, Jul 19, 1996, p.2
Webcrawling - for fun, Aug 9, 1996, p.2
Serious webcrawling, Aug 23, 1996, p.2
This PC wasn't politically correct (edit), Aug 30, 1996, p.7
How do you get there from here?, Sep 6, 1996, p.4
Further adventures on the electronic highway, Sep 20, 1996, p.4
Committee to target schools' technology deficit (photo), Oct 11, 1996, p.1
Group formed to target schools' technology deficit (cont), Oct 11, 1996, p.15
Adventures on a laptop, Nov 1, 1996, p.4
More on laptops: adventures on a PowerBook, Nov 15, 1996, p.4
Adventures on a laptop (part 3), Dec 6, 1996, p.4
Computer advisors ready to go, Dec 20, 1996, p.1
Holiday computer stuff - Toys for tots, Dec 20, 1996, p.4
Computer advisors ready to go (cont), Dec 20, 1996, p.14

CONBOY, ROBERT

Most school aid restored in budget, Jul 19, 1996, p.1

CONBOY, SARAH

Julia B Fee Salutes The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.32

CONCERT

(Westchester) Band appreciates concert coverage (ltr), Aug 23, 1996, p.6
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**CONCERTS**
- Come to concerts on Bike Sundays (ltr), May 10, 1996, p.6

**CONKLIN, BRIAN**
- Committee to target schools' technology deficit (photo), Oct 11, 1996, p.1

**CONLAN, PEGGY**
- Melissa's mom has her keys back (ltr), Nov 8, 1996, p.6

**CONNEY, MICHAEL**
- Village mediates neighbors v(ersus) Nynex (photo), Aug 2, 1996, p.1

**CONNOLLY, BRIAN**
- Panther parents thank the coaches (ltr), Nov 22, 1996, p.6

**CONNOLLY, TIM**
- Panther parents thank the coaches (ltr), Nov 22, 1996, p.6

**CONNOR, PETER**
- Most students eat lunch in school (photo), Oct 4, 1996, p.11

**CONNORS, EDWARD M**
- Pastor (Edward Connors) leaves behind a legacy of healing, Jul 5, 1996, p.1
- IHM's Msgr. Connors (sic) leaves behind a legacy of healing (photo) (cont), Jul 5, 1996, p.14
- Monsignor taught tolerance by example (edit), Aug 16, 1996, p.7
- A lasting legacy (dedication of new library at IHM) (photo), Nov 22, 1996, p.9
- Using God's gifts to express gratitude (edit) (cont), Dec 6, 1996, p.7

**CONNORS, EDWARD M (AU)**
- Using God's gifts to express gratitude (edit), Dec 6, 1996, p.6

**CONRAD, SYBIL (AU)**
- Stressed out as a 'presenter?' Think positive! (edit), Jul 19, 1996, p.7

**CONSOLIDATED EDISON CO**
- Con Ed(ison) should give refunds (to customers when service is out for more than 12 hours) (ltr), Nov 1, 1996, p.6
- Con Ed plans storm management improvements, Dec 20, 1996, p.3

**CONSTANTINE, PETER**
- Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.30

**CONTE, JESSICA**
- CHOICE holds world conference (photo), May 10, 1996, p.9

**CONTESTS**
- Language contest winners (SHS students take top honors in Iona College language competition) (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.9

**CONTRACTS, LETTING OF**
- County should solicit new bids (ltr), Jul 12, 1996, p.7

**CONNAY, CATHY**

**CONNAY, E VIRGIL**
- Railroad's mea culpa includes refunds, Jan 19, 1996, p.1

**COOKE, BILL**
- They made (Harwood) park more beautiful (ltr), May 3, 1996, p.6
- Village trustees use rubber stamp (ltr), Jun 14, 1996, p.6
- 3 saluted for environmental projects (photo), Nov 22, 1996, p.5
- What about those leaves? (edit), Dec 6, 1996, p.6

**COOKE, WILLIAM**
- Seventh storm packs a wallop, Jan 12, 1996, p.1
- The snow syndrome (edit) (photo), Jan 12, 1996, p.6
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COOLEY, DONALD GRAY
Donald Gray Cooley (dies), Apr 5, 1996, p.16

COOPERMAN, LEAH
Scarsdale parade canceled (photo), May 31, 1996, p.5

COOPERMAN, NINA
Scarsdale parade canceled (photo), May 31, 1996, p.5

COOPERMAN, SHEILA
Scarsdale parade canceled (photo), May 31, 1996, p.5

COPPINGER, KATHY
Rotary presents annual grants (photo), May 31, 1996, p.4

COPPOLA, MATTHEW
(Ira Brody) Still in the running? (re 5 year state residency requirement to be eligible to run), Aug 16, 1996, p.1

CORN, RICHARD (AU)
Don’t let dilemma be our demon (response to letter by J Coffey and R Jacobs from 1/5/96) (ltr), Jan 12, 1996, p.6

CORPORATIONS
Attorney: Companies are chilling the media, Feb 9, 1996, p.5

COSTENZO, ANDREW
Suspects in custody for November mugging, Feb 16, 1996, p.1

COTTER, CHRISTOPHER
Chess players shine at national tourney (photo), May 17, 1996, p.9

COTUGNO, JOHN
(Safety Poster) Contest winners announced (photo), Mar 15, 1996, p.3

COULTER, JUDY (AU)
When the balance shifts in a friendship (edit), Nov 29, 1996, p.7

COUNSELORS
Youth counselor moves to SHS (photo), Sep 27, 1996, p.9
New counselor joins SMS outreach effort (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.9

COUNTRY CLUBS
Golf club president (Richard A Worden new president of SCS Golf Club) (photo), Mar 1, 1996, p.4

COURTESY
Let’s improve the tone (urges more responsibility at public meetings and in letters to editor)(edit), Aug 23, 1996, p.6
Agrees that tone needs improving (response to edit from 8/23/96) (ltr), Sep 6, 1996, p.6
Courtey needed on local streets (ltr), Sep 20, 1996, p.6

COURTNEY, MIKE
Westchester Reform Temple breaks ground for new center (photo), May 3, 1996, p.15

COURTS
Making the family court more user-friendly, Jul 26, 1996, p.9
Making the family court more user-friendly (cont), Jul 26, 1996, p.17
Inquirer story (on family court) filled a need (ltr), Aug 16, 1996, p.6

COURTS-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
What's going on with (Westchester County) courthouse? (ltr), Sep 6, 1996, p.6

COVE, CHERYL
Iris Kalt, Cheryl Cove join Prudentail Centennial Realty (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.4

COWAN, LOIS
Scarsdalians are honored by Mental Health Association (photo), Oct 18, 1996, p.15

COWAN, LOIS L (AU)
Inquirer story (on family court) filled a need (ltr), Aug 16, 1996, p.6
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CRAIS, ROBERT
Merchants treat kids (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.5

CRAIS, SOPHIE
Merchants treat kids (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.5

CRARY, JOHN
Late leaves (recent snow storms have hampered fall leaf-pickups), Feb 23, 1996, p.1
Crossway leaves won't leave; Transfer site to be retained at least through '97, Mar 1, 1996, p.1
Village, county at odds over leaves and sewers, Apr 12, 1996, p.1
Bond agency enters K(ids) B(ASE) debate, May 3, 1996, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.24
Early retirement (village board considering offering an early retirement incentive program), Jul 19, 1996, p.1
Trustees discuss traffic safety, landscaping of transfer site, Aug 2, 1996, p.1
Leaf-transfer site to be landscaped, Aug 16, 1996, p.1
Meadow can't be a playing field (re landscaping of transfer station on Mamaroneck Avenue) (ltr), Aug 23, 1996, p.6
Apology owed to Janet Bell (ltr), Aug 23, 1996, p.6
Bell has plenty of supporters (ltr), Aug 23, 1996, p.7
Leaf site needs rigorous testing (ltr), Aug 30, 1996, p.6
Village eyes pool improvements, Sep 27, 1996, p.1
Crary: Water's OK (streams tested near Crossway leaf transfer site), Oct 11, 1996, p.1
Deputy manager has no answer (re John Crary's remarks about Janet Bell) (ltr), Oct 25, 1996, p.6

CREECHES
Bar religion from public spheres (ltr), Feb 9, 1996, p.7

CRIME AND CRIMINALS
Quick action (by SCS Police Dept) has happy outcome (ltr), Jan 5, 1996, p.6
Kramer faces new gambling charges, Jan 12, 1996, p.1
Appalled by menorah crime (ltr), Jan 19, 1996, p.6
Car is stolen; police take it back, Jan 26, 1996, p.1
NYC ex-cop indicted in 1990 Scarsdale robbery, Feb 9, 1996, p.1
Suspects in custody for November mugging, Feb 16, 1996, p.1
FBI says burglary ring targeted Scarsdale homes, Mar 8, 1996, p.1
High school student charged in locker theft, Mar 15, 1996, p.3
Voting machine vandalized, Mar 22, 1996, p.8
Police officer shot on Duck Pond Road (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.1
The politics of hysteria (comments on crime prevention) (edit), Apr 5, 1996, p.6
Review: Crime and politics (cont), Apr 5, 1996, p.15
Arrest made in 1990 burglary, Apr 19, 1996, p.3
Anderson story was provocative (ltr), Apr 26, 1996, p.6
Bill would thwart airbag thieves, May 10, 1996, p.3
Suspect charged in murder of Hartsdale man, Jun 21, 1996, p.1
From evil murder, a purpose served (ltr), Jun 28, 1996, p.6
Armed robbery on Spencer Place, Jul 12, 1996, p.1
Robbery (cont), Jul 12, 1996, p.2
Hartsdale men arrested for Coffee Tree robbery, Jul 19, 1996, p.1
Robbery suspects arrested (cont), Jul 19, 1996, p.2
Bike thieves caught in Larchmont, Jul 26, 1996, p.5
EHS alum(nus) tried in shooting of sister, Jul 26, 1996, p.5
Felony hearing set in Coffee Tree robbery (cont), Aug 2, 1996, p.5
Stop, thief! (crime prevention measures) (edit), Aug 2, 1996, p.6
EHS alum(nus) tried in shooting of sister (cont), Aug 2, 1996, p.14
Brother convicted of attempted murder, Aug 9, 1996, p.1
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CRIME AND CRIMINALS continued
Beware the thief within (safety tips for SCS homeowners) (edit), Sep 13, 1996, p.6
Brother sentenced in shooting of sister, Oct 11, 1996, p.1
Brother gets maximum (cont), Oct 11, 1996, p.15
Stop burglars, not motorists (ltr), Dec 13, 1996, p.6
Criminal activity on Metro-North (edit), Dec 13, 1996, p.7
Man arrested in robbery, Dec 27, 1996, p.1

CRIME PREVENTION
The politics of hysteria (comments on crime prevention) (edit), Apr 5, 1996, p.6

CRISCI, JERRY
Local schools are new on the Net (photo), Mar 15, 1996, p.9
Home on the web (new features on Scarsdale Online, home page of SCS's League of Women Voters), Mar 29, 1996, p.1

CROEN, ELIZA
A cast of characters (7th graders from SMS visit with residents at Cabrini Nursing Home) (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.9

CROEN, LAWRENCE S (AU)
Why is Congress getting paid? (ltr), Jan 12, 1996, p.6
Prominence due to system (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.6

CRONIN, JACK (AU)
Courtesy needed on local streets (ltr), Sep 20, 1996, p.6

CRONIN, ROSEMARY
Julia B Fee Salutes The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.32

CROSSWAY COMPOST SITE
Trust in village seems misplaced (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.8
Leaf-transfer site to be landscaped, Aug 16, 1996, p.1
Leaf site to be landscaped (cont), Aug 16, 1996, p.8
Bell has plenty of supporters (ltr), Aug 23, 1996, p.7
Full disclosure on dump needed (ltr), Aug 30, 1996, p.6

CROSSWAY FIELD (SCS)
Crossway leaves won't leave; Transfer site to be retained at least through '97, Mar 1, 1996, p.1
Citizens' Party challenged on question of open government (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.1
County: Bagging leaves is best, May 31, 1996, p.1
Crossway compost is smelling better (ltr), Jun 7, 1996, p.6
Transfer station still lives; Site will operate at least through fall, Jun 14, 1996, p.1
Crossway transfer station will continue to operate (cont), Jun 14, 1996, p.13
Meadow can't be a playing field (re landscaping of transfer station on Mamaroneck Avenue) (ltr), Aug 23, 1996, p.6
Apology owed to Janet Bell (ltr), Aug 23, 1996, p.6
Leaf site needs rigorous testing (ltr), Aug 30, 1996, p.6
Board blasted on transfer site; Kids' BASE criticism continues, Sep 13, 1996, p.1
1 more tennis court (at Crossway Field), Sep 27, 1996, p.1
Crary: Water's OK (streams tested near Crossway leaf transfer site), Oct 11, 1996, p.1
What about those leaves? (edit), Dec 6, 1996, p.6

CRUPI, CONNIE
Fine dining returns to village at new Scarsdale Avenue Cafe (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.13
Merchants form new alliance (with village officials) to revitalize village, Sep 20, 1996, p.1

CRYSTAL, BRUCE
Recalling one of the greatest upsets in SHS history (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.33

CRYSTAL, DEBBIE
Recalling one of the greatest upsets in SHS history (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.33
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CSANKO, JULIA
Parkway crashes kill 3 in 2 days (photo), Dec 20, 1996, p.1

CUBA
Cuba today - a study in contrasts (edit), Mar 15, 1996, p.7
In Cuba, some improvement needed (edit), Mar 22, 1996, p.7
Cuba could use improvements (cont), Mar 22, 1996, p.8

CUCOLO, JENNIFER
Schools welcome new teachers, begin classes (photo) (cont), Sep 6, 1996, p.8

CUNNINGHAM, BEVERLY
The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 3, 1996, p.30

CUNNINGHAM, CHARLES
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 3, 1996, p.30

CUNNINGHAM, RICHARD
From evil murder, a purpose served (ltr), Jun 28, 1996, p.6

CUNNINGHAM, SUSANMARIE
Soft touch (visiting artist demonstrates joys of friendship using soft sculpture puppets) (photo), Nov 15, 1996, p.9

CUOMO, MARIO
Politics and fear on a collision course (review of book focusing on impact of Horton case) (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.3

CURRAN, BRENDAN
Schools welcome new teachers, begin classes (photo) (cont), Sep 6, 1996, p.8

CUSICK, TOM
The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26
Candidate forums and interviews OK'd by Town and Village Civic Club, Oct 18, 1996, p.1

CUSICK, TOM (AU)
Put our problems in perspective (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.8
Current system reflects 'will of the people' (edit), Oct 18, 1996, p.6

CYCLING
Bike and Blade (on Bronx River Parkway), May 3, 1996, p.1
Bikes are back (first Bike and Blade Sunday on Bronx River Parkway) (photo), May 10, 1996, p.5
Helmets on for safety (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.9
Bike & Blade Sundays, Sep 6, 1996, p.1

D'AMATO, ALFONSE
Why is Congress getting paid? (ltr), Jan 12, 1996, p.6
GOP in a N. Y. state of mind (photo), Aug 23, 1996, p.1
Scarsdalians favor incumbents (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.1

D'SILVA, MAXWELL R
Maxwell R D'Silva (dies), Mar 8, 1996, p.17

DACOSTA, HOWARD
Congregational Church players to present music drama (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.15

DAILY, DONALD T (AU)
Church decry anti-Semitism (ltr), Jul 5, 1996, p.6

Daly, John
Silver anniversaries (village honors 10 employees who have served SCS for 25 years) (photo), Jul 19, 1996, p.5

DANA, STEVEN
Distinctive graphics are SHS grad's signature (photo), Aug 16, 1996, p.5

DANCE
Fitness focus at SMS (photo), Apr 19, 1996, p.9
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DANCE SCHOOLS
Nossen dancers to present spring show (photo), May 17, 1996, p.15

DANCES
Drifters cast a magic spell (SHS PTA dinner dance) (ltr), May 24, 1996, p.6
SHS-PTA dance was successful (ltr), Nov 29, 1996, p.6

DANNEMAN, PAUL J
Paul J Danneman (dies), Jan 12, 1996, p.10

DASKIN, RENEE ROSEN (AU)
Art funding not considered 'pork' (ltr), Jul 19, 1996, p.6

DASKIN, RICHARD
Village tax bite will be less painful than projected, Apr 26, 1996, p.1

DASKIN, RICHARD (AU)
Village trustees were responsive (re tax rate increase) (ltr), May 10, 1996, p.6

DASKIN, RICK
Heat & warmth at next T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) meeting (ltr), May 3, 1996, p.6

DATTARO, GUIDO
Village veterans seek retirement's greener pastures (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.1

DAVIS, SUSAN
Stacks of September supplies (Arcade Stationers is getting ready for start of school) (photo), Aug 9, 1996, p.9

DAVIS, WHITNEY
Moving up and on (retiring Greenacres principal with fifth graders on moving-up day) (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.1

DAVIS, WILLIAM J (DR)
William J Davis, M.D. (has received United Hospital Fund's distinguished trustee award), Jun 14, 1996, p.4

DAY, EVELYN
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30

DAYLEY, NICKI
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 3, 1996, p.30

DE BEAR, ELLIOT
Elliot DeBear (has joined SFM Media as vice president, business development) (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.4

DE BELLIS, LOUIS
Louis De Bellis (dies), Nov 8, 1996, p.10

DE FALCO, DANNY
Paper art at Edgewood (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.9

DE GROOT, BARBARA
Inquirer wins 21 awards in annual (Newspaper Contest of the) N(ew) Y(ork) P(ress) A(ssn) contest, Apr 19, 1996, p.1

DEANE III, CHARLES W
Charles W Deane III (dies), Aug 9, 1996, p.10

DEANGELIS, MARIA
Artist of the month chosen (photo), May 3, 1996, p.9

DEARCE, CARMEN
Quick response (by SCS fire dept, police and ambulance when gas leak threatens Brite Ave home), Apr 5, 1996, p.1

DEARCE, LINDSEY
Quick response (by SCS fire dept, police and ambulance when gas leak threatens Brite Ave home), Apr 5, 1996, p.1

DEATH
Thinking (and talking) about final choices (edit), May 24, 1996, p.7
Thinking about final choices (cont), May 24, 1996, p.21

DEBENEDESTIS, PETER
Veteran employees opt for retirement (cont), Dec 13, 1996, p.3
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DECAMP, NANCY HACKETT (AU)
   An alumna remembers Scarsdale well (edit), Jul 12, 1996, p.7

DECICCO, FRANK
   Merchants form new alliance (with village officials) to revitalize village, Sep 20, 1996, p.1

DEER
   How to handle a deer encounter (ltr), Sep 6, 1996, p.6

DEFENDI, CHRISTEL
   Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30

DEGAETANO, CATHERINE
   Catherine DeGaetano (dies), Feb 23, 1996, p.4

DEINET, GERARD H
   Gerard H Deinet (dies), Jul 19, 1996, p.10

DEL GUZZO, CHRISTINA
   Holiday happenings (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.5

DEL GUZZO, MATTHEW
   Holiday happenings (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.5

DEL VECCHIO, JOSEPH A
   Joseph A Del Vecchio (has joined Burnham Securities Inc and Burnham Asset Management Corporation), Dec 13, 1996, p.4

DELAND, LOIS (AU)
   Appalled by menorah crime (ltr), Jan 19, 1996, p.6

DELEO, CARmelA
   Rotary presents annual grants (photo), May 31, 1996, p.4

DELLA ROCCA, ALEX
   Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

DELNAGRO, MARY
   Saying it in song (musical entertainment by Quaker Ridge students) (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.5

DELUCA, IRENE COHEN
   Loving support in a tragic time (ltr), May 17, 1996, p.6

DELUCA, TONY
   Loving support in a tragic time (ltr), May 17, 1996, p.6

DEMAREE, ALAN
   Technology group to advise schools, Nov 22, 1996, p.1

DEMATTIEO, ROBERT E (AU)
   Why is it OK to insult Italians (response to edit by Arthur Ash from 9/27/96) (ltr), Oct 4, 1996, p.6

DEMTRIEUS, JAMES M
   Golf club president (Richard A Worden new president of SCS Golf Club) (photo), Mar 1, 1996, p.4

DEMTRIEUS, LYNN
   Lynn Demtrieus, Walter Handelman voted Scarsdale Foundation trustees, Feb 16, 1996, p.4
   Pt Council welcomes new board (photo), May 17, 1996, p.10
   Citizens Committee has 13 new members, Nov 15, 1996, p.1
   Thanksgiving traditions (marked the week at Scarsdale elementary schools) (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.11

DEMOCRATIC PARTY
   Local Dems share 'tremendous spirit', Sep 6, 1996, p.1
   Democratic convention '68: H(ubert) (Horatio) H(umphrey) wouldn't make that speech (edit), Sep 27, 1996, p.7

DENHOFF, CASEY
   SMS helps whose in need (photo), Dec 20, 1996, p.13

DENTISTS
   Dentist gets 3 years probation for sex abuse, Jun 7, 1996, p.3
   R Chester Redhead, D.D.S. (elected president of New York Society of Forensic Dentistry), Dec 13, 1996, p.4
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DENTISTS continued
- Dr Elliot Feinberg (elected president of the Dental Society of the State of New York) (photo), Dec 20, 1996, p.4

DERAFFELE, FRANK
- East Asian Martial Arts Center has a new home in Heathcote (photo), Sep 27, 1996, p.21

DERSHOWITZ, ALAN
- Citizens' Party does it again; vote may yield change (photo), Mar 22, 1996, p.1

DESARAI, SHANKAR
- They made (Harwood) park more beautiful (ltr), May 3, 1996, p.6

DESOE, CAROL
- School's on, but students take off (vacation for Easter and Passover narrowed to three day holiday), Apr 5, 1996, p.1

DESOUSA, GREGORY
- The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26

DETMER, JIM
- Dedication and sportmanship honored (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.32

DEUTSCH, THOMAS (AU)
- Reduce cost of parking tickets (response to letter by Sol Kutner from 12/29/95) (ltr), Jan 5, 1996, p.6

DEXHEIMER, JAY
- A Good Friday tradition (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.1

DHIMAN, NITASHI
- Edgewood celebrates many cultures (photo), Jan 19, 1996, p.9

DI PAOLA, ANDREW
- Judges find for village in leaf blower appeal, Jan 5, 1996, p.1

DIAZ, DANIEL
- Diaz to build new future in North Castle (photo), Jul 26, 1996, p.5

DICKMAN, TODD
- New recreation supervisors bring experience to their positions (photo), May 24, 1996, p.5

DICOLA, PAUL
- S(CS) G(olf) C(lub) camp hones skills of future members (photo), Aug 9, 1996, p.8

DIMAO, JOE
- Dedication and sportmanship honored (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.32

DIMICELLI, GENE
- Caddie scholarship started in Scarsdale (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.21

DISCRIMINATION
- Living among wealthy not an entitlement (edit), Feb 23, 1996, p.7
- Paper's editorial slurs the Irish (ltr), Mar 1, 1996, p.6

DISISTO, DARLENE (AU)
- Businesses make a neighborhood (ltr), Mar 1, 1996, p.6

DITZIAN, ERIC
- Cancer Care honors students (photo), Oct 11, 1996, p.4
- Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

DIXON, LINDA
- Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30

DIXON, MARY
- The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.24

DIXON, MARY (AU)
- Zealous ticketing hurts business (ltr), Jun 21, 1996, p.6

DJILANI, JESSICA
- A cast of characters (7th graders from SMS visit with residents at Cabrini Nursing Home) (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.9
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DOBIE, VIRGINIA T
Virginia T Dobbie (dies), Jan 19, 1996, p.12

DOESCHER, WILLIAM F
Golf club president (Richard A Worden new president of SCS Golf Club) (photo), Mar 1, 1996, p.4
William F Doescher (named a senior vice president of Dun & Bradstreet Corporation) (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.4

DOGS
Dogs put to sleep, Feb 2, 1996, p.1

DOLE, BOB
GOP primary next Thursday, Mar 1, 1996, p.1
Vote for Dole in March 7 primary (ltr), Mar 1, 1996, p.6
Local Dems share ‘tremendous spirit’, Sep 6, 1996, p.1
Bob Dole would turn back clock (ltr), Oct 25, 1996, p.6
Automated check not the answer (ltr), Oct 25, 1996, p.6
Scarsdalians favor incumbents (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.1

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
SEE FAMILY VIOLENCE

DONATI, GEORGIA
Citizens Committee has 13 new members, Nov 15, 1996, p.1

DONATI, GEORGIA (AU)
Mud flowing in campaign flyer (ltr), Oct 25, 1996, p.6

DONATO, SARAH
The Bank of New York Salutes (SMS) Speech Contest 1996 (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.26

DONELLY, BILLY
A cast of characters (7th graders from SMS visit with residents at Cabrini Nursing Home) (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.9

DONOVAN, MAUREEN
School’s on, but students take off (vacation for Easter and Passover narrowed to three day holiday), Apr 5, 1996, p.1

DONWELL, SPELMAN
Mapmaker at Greenacres School (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.9

DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS
Generous store will be missed (closing of Club Sandwich in downtown SCS) (ltr), Feb 9, 1996, p.6
American Premier Underwriters proposal ignores report, Apr 26, 1996, p.1
Downtown proposal disregards guidelines (cont), Apr 26, 1996, p.4
Needed: vision, not fear (comments on plans for SCS downtown development) (edit), Jun 7, 1996, p.6
Protest urged on next ‘mega-deal’ (ltr), Jun 7, 1996, p.6
Crane options pondered (Crane and Fox Meadow Road intersection), Jun 14, 1996, p.1
Village neighbors not second-class (ltr), Jun 14, 1996, p.6
Why the neighbors react intensely (re downtown development) (ltr), Jun 14, 1996, p.6
Trustees will do the right thing (re downtown development) (ltr), Jun 14, 1996, p.6
American Premier Underwriters developer coming to village, Jun 21, 1996, p.1
American Premier Underwriters developer coming to village (cont), Jun 21, 1996, p.5
Zealous ticketing hurts business (ltr), Jun 21, 1996, p.6
Doubts raised on senior (housing) proposal, Jun 28, 1996, p.1
Doubts raised on downtown senior (housing) proposal (cont), Jun 28, 1996, p.5
Endorse the guidelines (edit), Jul 5, 1996, p.6
Residents mettle was misjudged (at village board meeting) (ltr), Jul 5, 1996, p.6
Armed robbery on Spencer Place, Jul 12, 1996, p.1
Robbery (cont), Jul 12, 1996, p.2
Merchants pronounce sale a success (photo), Aug 9, 1996, p.1
Bad intersection needs attention (Crane and Fox Meadow Road) (ltr), Aug 9, 1996, p.6
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DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS continued

Stacks of September supplies (Arcade Stationers is getting ready for start of school) (photo), Aug 9, 1996, p.9
Downtown dweller wants some peace (ltr), Aug 30, 1996, p.6
In downtown Scarsdale it's walk at your own risk (photo), Sep 13, 1996, p.1
The Law of the jungle (comments on traffic in SCS's village center) (edit), Sep 13, 1996, p.6
Kidoodles closes, owner vacates store, Sep 20, 1996, p.1
Stop time (Trissi clock damaged by power surge), Sep 20, 1996, p.1
Drivers should yield to walkers (ltr), Sep 20, 1996, p.6
Courtesy needed on local streets (ltr), Sep 20, 1996, p.6
Drivers need to be informed (of NY state law regarding drivers and pedestrians in crosswalks) (ltr), Sep 20, 1996, p.6
Village needs more nightlife (ltr), Sep 20, 1996, p.6
Kidoodles closes its doors, owner vacates store (photo) (cont), Sep 20, 1996, p.13
Make it safer for pedestrians (ltr), Sep 27, 1996, p.6
Mayor: downtown has not been forgotten, Oct 4, 1996, p.1
Downtown not forgotten (cont), Oct 4, 1996, p.12
Crackdown was needed (on reckless local drivers) (edit), Oct 11, 1996, p.6
Clothing boutique opens (photo), Oct 18, 1996, p.4
Kidoodles space for rent; store reborn elsewhere (photo), Nov 15, 1996, p.5
It's the parking, Stupid (re parking problems in downtown SCS) (edit), Nov 15, 1996, p.7
It's time to feed the meter (photo), Nov 22, 1996, p.1
The root of the problem (re shortage of parking spaces) (edit), Nov 22, 1996, p.6
Add Garth Road to downtown plans (ltr), Nov 22, 1996, p.6
Forget the coffee break, it's meter feeding time (cont), Nov 22, 1996, p.8
Few parking options for workers, Nov 29, 1996, p.1
Few attractive parking options for workers (cont), Nov 29, 1996, p.9
'Green lights' ahead in downtown project, Dec 6, 1996, p.1
Village rezoning pondered (cont), Dec 6, 1996, p.9
Belle Cleaners new in village (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.4

DRABKIN, ROSAMOND

The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.24

DREYFUSS, SARAH

Dedication and sportmanship honored (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.32

DRISCOLL, F PAUL

F Paul Driscoll takes help of summer music theatre (photo), Jan 26, 1996, p.15

DROTZER, ARTHUR

Brother convicted of attempted murder, Aug 9, 1996, p.1

DROWNING

Young man drowns in Park Road pool, Aug 23, 1996, p.1
Young man drowns in Park Road swimming pool (cont), Aug 23, 1996, p.3

DUBNER, STEPHANIE

Thanksgiving traditions (marked the week at Scarsdale elementary schools) (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.11

DUFFIELD, KATIE

Graduation day for babysitters (photo), May 17, 1996, p.10

DUFFIN, PAT

The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 3, 1996, p.30

DUHIGG, KELLY ANNE

Graduation day for babysitters (photo), May 17, 1996, p.10

DUHIGG, WILLIAM J
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DULIT, EV (AU)
 Anderson story was provocative (ltr), Apr 26, 1996, p.6

DUMONT, NICHOLAS
 Debate team wins state awards, May 3, 1996, p.10

DUMONT, NICOLAS
 Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30

DUNBAR, JACQUELINE
 Scarsdalians elected at St. Agnes (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.2

DUNKEL, PAUL LUSTIG
 Performers focus on creating a new generation of music-lovers (photo), Feb 23, 1996, p.1

DURLAND, JOHN L
 John L Durland (dies), Feb 23, 1996, p.4

DUVAL, HERBERT J
 Herbert J Duval (dies), Oct 18, 1996, p.20

DVORKIN, SPENCER
 Julia B Fee Salutes The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.32

EARTH DAY
 Earth Day celebration, Apr 19, 1996, p.1
 Young people are out in force on Earth Day, May 3, 1996, p.5

EARTHWORMS
 Give a cheer for the earthworm! (re composting) (ltr), Sep 27, 1996, p.6

EASTER
 A Good Friday tradition (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.1

EATING DISORDERS
 Obsessing about a straight-A body, Feb 9, 1996, p.1
 Eating disorders not glamorous (ltr), Feb 9, 1996, p.7
 Obsessing about a straight-A body (cont), Feb 9, 1996, p.8

EBENSTEIN, HARRY K
 Harry K Ebenstein (dies), Mar 8, 1996, p.17

EBINUMA, MITSUKO
 Edgewood hospitality (PTA committee organizes staff recognition luncheon) (photo), Mar 22, 1996, p.10

EBINUMA, RYOSUKE
 Edgewood events (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.11

ECKMAN, MARCELLA GELB
 Technology group to advise schools, Nov 22, 1996, p.1

ECKSTEIN, SANDY
 Model school in Maine inspires 4 Quaker Ridge teachers (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.9

EDELMAN, MELISSA
 Language contest winners (SHS students take top honors in Iona College language competition) (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.9

EDELMAN, MICHELLE
 Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

EDELMAN, RACHEL
 Soft touch (visiting artist demonstrates joys of friendship using soft sculpture puppets) (photo), Nov 15, 1996, p.9

EDLITZ, SANDRA
 Local parties nominate Family Court candidates (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.1

EDLITZ, SANDRA B
 Edlitz would be excellent judge (ltr), Nov 1, 1996, p.6

EDSON, MARIAN
 Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30
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EDUCATION

Girl students are being short-changed (edit), Jan 19, 1996, p.7
Pataki budget endangers future of education (edit), Feb 2, 1996, p.7
Funding shift called reform by commissioner, Feb 9, 1996, p.9
Everything I didn't need to know I learned in kindergarten (edit), Jun 28, 1996, p.7
Home-schooling is the choice for a local family (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.10
El Salvador village gets a fairy godmother (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.5
The fourth R (respect) (edit), Sep 6, 1996, p.6
Murphy debunks school myths, Nov 1, 1996, p.9
An ounce of prevention ...(re achievements of inner city youths) (edit), Nov 15, 1996, p.6
The task: preparing middle school students for an unknowable future (edit), Dec 20, 1996, p.7

EDUCATORS

Educator boosts health co-op (photo), Jul 26, 1996, p.11

EDWARDS, RODNEY

Truck Day draws a crow(d)(Greenacres visited by SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps, Police & Cable/photo), Oct 11, 1996, p.11

EGAN, ALISON

Language contest winners (SHS students take top honors in Iona College language competition) (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.9
Awards celebrate student achievement in academics, service (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.10
A behind-the-scenes look at Bosnia (photo), Oct 25, 1996, p.1

EGAN, JOSEPH

Young staff brings freshness to 'Brigadoon' (photo), Jul 19, 1996, p.12

EGYPT

If only we had the right magic (edit) (illus), Jan 26, 1996, p.7

EHRlich, Drew

Holiday spirit (toys collected for needy children in Westchester and New York City) (photo), Jan 5, 1996, p.9

EHRLICH, Elfrieda

W(HP) H(ospital) C(enter) honors volunteers (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.4

EHRLICH, Jim

A Thanksgiving tradition continues at Crossway (cont), Dec 6, 1996, p.26

Einhorn, Diane

Julia B Fee Salutes The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.32

Eisenbacher, Judith

Stable features spacious riding ring (photo), Jul 26, 1996, p.9

Eisenberg, Karen

Blood Drive May 1 (photo), Apr 19, 1996, p.9
New blood for S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) (photo), May 24, 1996, p.8
Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

Eisenmann, Katherine

Technology group to advise schools, Nov 22, 1996, p.1

Eisert, Carrie (AU)

See some trash? Please pick it up (ltr), Oct 4, 1996, p.6

El Salvador

El Salvador village gets a fairy godmother (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.5

Election Day

Holiday schedule, Nov 1, 1996, p.1

Election Inspectors

Help wanted, Nov 1, 1996, p.1
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ELECTIONS

GOP primary next Thursday, Mar 1, 1996, p.1
Fair campaign group gears up for election, Sep 6, 1996, p.5
Rivals worthy, but ... (Inquirer endorsements of SCS candidates for state and federal office) (edit), Oct 18, 1996, p.6
Picks for Greenburgh (Inquirer endorsements of candidates for state and federal office) (edit), Oct 25, 1996, p.6
Candidates vie for votes at forum, Nov 1, 1996, p.1
Voters are asked $1.75 billion for environment?, Nov 1, 1996, p.1
Come clean on Nov. 5 (advocates support for Clean Air/Clean Water Act) (edit), Nov 1, 1996, p.6
$1.75 billion for the environment - yes or no (cont), Nov 1, 1996, p.13
Scarsdalians favor incumbents (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.1
Incumbents sweep bids for re-election (cont), Nov 8, 1996, p.14
Candidate thanks his supporters (ltr), Nov 15, 1996, p.6

ELECTIONS-SCS

S(school) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) election next Tuesday, Jan 12, 1996, p.1
Residents urged to vote Tuesday (ltr), Jan 12, 1996, p.6
Campaign seeks money and votes (ltr), Feb 16, 1996, p.6
Lines chosen, debates planned for next month's village election (photo), Feb 23, 1996, p.1
Village election is next Tuesday (photo), Mar 15, 1996, p.1
Village election Tuesday (cont), Mar 15, 1996, p.4
Vote row A (Citizens' Party candidates) (edit), Mar 15, 1996, p.6
Breach of oath righted a wrong (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.6
Bob will expose workings of Oz (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.6
Harrison cannot work with others (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.8
Bob (Harrison) says, vote row B for me (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.8
Citizens' Party does it again; vote may yield change (photo), Mar 22, 1996, p.1
Heed the message (comments on recent election of Citizens' Party candidates) (photo) (edit), Mar 22, 1996, p.6
We've met enemy - and they is us! (comments on non-partisan system and current election) (ltr0, Mar 22, 1996, p.6
First-time voter was disappointed (ltr), Mar 22, 1996, p.6
Many hands hame a good election (ltr), Mar 29, 1996, p.6
PRO Party came close to victory (ltr), Mar 29, 1996, p.6
7 changes in village election system proposed, May 31, 1996, p.1
Election system changes (cont), May 31, 1996, p.16

ELECTIONS-WESTCHESTER COUNTY

Let voters decide (re Westchester County legislators and Proposition 1) (edit), Nov 1, 1996, p.6
Vote for bonds and proposition (ltr), Nov 1, 1996, p.6
Say yes to reform referendum (edit), Nov 1, 1996, p.7
ELIAS, ALBERT LOUIS (AU)
Handicapped man needs ride to job (ltr), Aug 16, 1996, p.6
ELIAS, ALERT L (AU)
A birthday task: Adjusting to new limitations (edit), Dec 27, 1996, p.7
ELKIN, GLORIA
Gloria Elkin (dies), Dec 13, 1996, p.20
ELLIS, GARY
Getting acquainted (new principal at Heathcote meets parents at PTA reception) (photo), Sep 13, 1996, p.9
ELLIS, MARRY
Girl Scout honorees (Kathleen Civetta, MARRY Ellis, Donna LaMacchia and Carol Mullen), Jun 21, 1996, p.4
ELLS, MARY
Heathcote days (annual Jelly Bean Field Day) (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.9
A stylish welcome (to parents new to Heathcote school) (photo), Sep 20, 1996, p.10
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ELLIS, TERRY
Man arrested in robbery, Dec 27, 1996, p.1

EMERGENCY SERVICES
Young rescuers trained (first aid workshop) (photo), Mar 15, 1996, p.10
Call for help (emergency call boxes will be installed along Bronx River Reservation pathway), Sep 6, 1996, p.1

EMMERICH, CLAUDE L
Claude L Emmerich (dies), Jan 12, 1996, p.10

EMPLOYEE SELECTION
Tips on hiring willing workers (edit), Dec 13, 1996, p.7

EMPLOYEES-SCS
The snow syndrome (edit) (photo), Jan 12, 1996, p.6
Silver anniversaries (village honors 10 employees who have served SCS for 25 years) (photo), Jul 19, 1996, p.5

EMPLOYEES-SCS-RETIREMENT
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30
Retirees lauded, teachers hired, Jul 5, 1996, p.11
Early retirement (village board considering offering an early retirement incentive program), Jul 19, 1996, p.1
The golden years (early retirement incentive to be considered), Aug 9, 1996, p.1
Retiring early (trustees plan to vote on offering an early retirement incentive program), Aug 23, 1996, p.1
Incentive approved (village trustees voted to approve an early retirement incentive program), Aug 30, 1996, p.1
Village veterans seek retirement's greener pastures (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.1
Veteran employees opt for retirement (cont), Dec 13, 1996, p.3
Edgewood nurse retires, Dec 20, 1996, p.14

EMPLOYMENT
After Brown University, off to Disney World? (edit), Mar 29, 1996, p.7

EMT
Just a little harder (tug-o'-war during Saturday's E-(mont)Day on EMT High School field) (photo), May 17, 1996, p.1
Volunteers made E-(mont)Day a success (ltr), May 17, 1996, p.6
The Year in Review (details developments in SCS, EMT-HTS and Westchester) (photo), Dec 27, 1996, p.2
The Year in Review (photo) (cont), Dec 27, 1996, p.4
The Year in Review (photo) (cont), Dec 27, 1996, p.5

ENGLANDER, SIMONE
Doernberg's Englander receives top sales award (photo), Mar 22, 1996, p.4

ENSLEY, JOANNE
Memorial mural dedicated (photo), Feb 9, 1996, p.9
Egyptian extravaganza (Fox Meadow fifth grade presentation) (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.10

ENVIRONMENT
Hochberg fights for environment (ltr), Oct 18, 1996, p.6
Voters are asked $1.75 billion for environment?, Nov 1, 1996, p.1
Come clean on Nov. 5 (advocates support for Clean Air/Clean Water Act) (edit), Nov 1, 1996, p.6
$1.75 billion for the environment - yes or no (cont), Nov 1, 1996, p.13

EPILEPSY
Loving Lina: A family copes with epilepsy (photo), Mar 22, 1996, p.5
Loving Lina: A family copes with epilepsy (cont), Mar 22, 1996, p.8

EPSTEIN, ANDREW
Cancer Care honors students (photo), Oct 11, 1996, p.4

ERNST, BONNIE
Merchants treat kids (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.5

ESCHER, MAX
Edgewood events (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.11
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ESCHER, SAM
   Edgewood celebrates many cultures (photo), Jan 19, 1996, p.9

ESHITA, YUMIKO
   Edgewood celebrates many cultures (photo), Jan 19, 1996, p.9

EURIE, DEBORAH
   Fitness focus at SMS (photo), Apr 19, 1996, p.9

EUTHANASIA
   Thinking (and talking) about final choices (edit), May 24, 1996, p.7
   Thinking about final choices (cont), May 24, 1996, p.21

EVANS, ALBERT I JR
   Albert I Evans, Jr (dies), Jan 5, 1996, p.10

EVANS, JENNA
   Dads on duty (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.1

EVANS, PETER
   Dads on duty (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.1

EVITATAR, LYDIA (DR)
   Lydia Evitar, M.D. (named one of the best doctors in the US by American Health magazine) (photo), Apr 19, 1996, p.4

EXECUTIVES
   Vet returns to 'Nam - as a businessman (photo), Aug 30, 1996, p.5

EXHIBITIONS
   Scarsdale Y is virtual home to Holy City (photo), Oct 25, 1996, p.13
   Pastel by Jane Kasow named best in art show (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.21

EYEGLASSES
   New Eyes box needs custodian (ltr), Mar 8, 1996, p.8

FABRY, JAN
   Rebuilt landmark will house Heathcote Tavern (photo), Jul 26, 1996, p.1
   Heathcote Tavern opens, Oct 18, 1996, p.1

FACELE, TOM
   Somber tribute (Veterans Day ceremonies) (photo), Nov 15, 1996, p.1

FADER, ADELE
   SMS helps whose in need (photo), Dec 20, 1996, p.13

FAGAN, THOMAS A
   Thomas A Fagan Jr (dies), May 3, 1996, p.15

FAGNONI, ANDY
   Alumni get-together (photo), Feb 23, 1996, p.8

FAILK, JAMIE
   Task force seeks donations (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.9

FAIRS
   Fair days (at Greenacres, Edgewood and Heathcote) (photo), May 24, 1996, p.9
   The (SCS Historical Society) country fair was a success (ltr), Sep 13, 1996, p.6
   Edgewood fifth-graders raise abilities-awareness through fair (photo), Dec 20, 1996, p.13

FAIRSTEIN, GUY R (AU)
   Lawyer clarifies conflict issue (ltr), Jan 26, 1996, p.6

FALKENBORG, CHRIS
   The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 3, 1996, p.30

FALKENBORG, ED
   The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 3, 1996, p.30

FALKENBORG, PAT
   Sisters to be honored at 'Gourmet Galaxy' (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.2
   Generosity made S(CS) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice) gala great (ltr), May 3, 1996, p.8
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FALKENBERG, PAT continued
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 3, 1996, p.30

FALL FOLIAGE RUN
SEE RUNNING

FALOW, LANCE
Lance Falow (appointed to the Hudson Valley Bank Business Development Board), Feb 2, 1996, p.4

FAMILY
Schools can combat violence by teaching ad practicing values (edit), Apr 19, 1996, p.7

FAMILY VIOLENCE
More an accident than an assault (re incident involving Cheryl Zuckerman) (ltr), Jan 5, 1996, p.6
Making the family court more user-friendly, Jul 26, 1996, p.9
Making the family court more user-friendly (cont), Jul 26, 1996, p.17
Inquirer story (on family court) filled a need (ltr), Aug 16, 1996, p.6
Fighting, without fists, for freedom and safety, Oct 25, 1996, p.5
Tribute paid to domestic violence adversary (photo), Oct 25, 1996, p.5
A former victim of abuse redefines herself (cont), Oct 25, 1996, p.13
Tribute paid to domestic violence adversary (cont), Oct 25, 1996, p.13

FANE, SHEILA
Candidates needed for 10 S(cchool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) slots, Nov 29, 1996, p.1

FARAGO, JASON
SMS rallies for school spirit (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.10
Thanksgiving traditions (marked the week at Scarsdale elementary schools) (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.11
Popham-8 cooks up some holiday spirit (photo), Dec 6, 1996, p.11

FARKAS, GABRIEL (AU)
Skeptical about Edgemont budget (ltr), Mar 29, 1996, p.6

FARKAS, GABRIEL D (AU)
Budget editorial (from 5/3/96) insulted everyone (ltr), May 10, 1996, p.6

FARNHAM, CONNIE
W(HP) H(ospital) C(enter) honors volunteers (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.4
Scarsdalians are honored by M(ental) H(ealth) A(ssociation) (photo), Oct 18, 1996, p.15

FARREN, JERI
New guy in town (Dr Francis Murphy chats with Dr Joan Weber and Jeri Farren) (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.1

FASHION
Fall Fashion (special section) (photo), Sep 13, 1996, p.17

FASTENBERG, BARBARA (AU)
Scholarship walk planned in E'mont (ltr), Sep 27, 1996, p.6

FATHER'S DAY
Dads on duty (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.1

FATHERS AND SONS
Measuring success then and now (edit), Dec 20, 1996, p.7

FATIGATE, RICHARD
Passing the torch (SCS Police carry torch for Special Olympics in annual run on Post Road) (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.1
He's surrounded (with police figures made by St Pius X kindergartners) (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.3
Counterfeit sweatshirts donated to Camp Viva, Sep 6, 1996, p.3

FATTIZZI, GAIL
Gail Fattizzi (appointed executive director within Better Homes and Gardens) (photo), Oct 18, 1996, p.4

FAUTWASSER, METTA L
Metta L Fautwasser (dies), Sep 6, 1996, p.18
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FAVA, JENNIFER
New rec(reation) supervisors bring experience to their positions (photo), May 24, 1996, p.5
Prizewinning painter (E Kim receives grand prize in SCS Halloween window painting contest) (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.4

FAVA, JOHN
Meadow can’t be a playing field (re landscaping of transfer station on Mamaroneck Avenue) (lttr), Aug 23, 1996, p.6

FEBRUARY
February (edit), Feb 16, 1996, p.6

FEDER, CAROL Z
Carol Z Feder (dies), Jul 19, 1996, p.10

FEE, BARBARA M
Barbara M Fee (has joined SCS office of Houlihan/Lawrence as an associate broker), Sep 13, 1996, p.4

FEILHABER, BENNY
Lightning capture State Cup championship with 2-1 victory (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.19

FEINBERG, EDWARD (DR)

FEINBERG, ELLIOT (DR)
Dr Elliot Feinberg (elected president of the Dental Society of the State of New York) (photo), Dec 20, 1996, p.4

FEINER, PAUL
Town’s threats are ridiculous (lttr), Jan 26, 1996, p.6
Town’s threats are hypocritical (lttr), Feb 9, 1996, p.7
Could it happen here? (comments on “Naz! mindset” of Patrick Buchanan) (edit), Feb 23, 1996, p.6
Heed the message (comments on recent election of Citizens’ Party candidates) (photo) (edit), Mar 22, 1996, p.6
Re-valuation bill might fly this time, May 3, 1996, p.1
Village signs new cable franchise, May 17, 1996, p.1
Village still reeling from fierce storm (photo), Oct 25, 1996, p.1
More than just pay (praises Paul Feiner and his ideas about local government) (edit), Dec 20, 1996, p.6

FEINER, PAUL J (AU)
Don’t give maniacs more opportunity (lttr), Apr 5, 1996, p.6
County should solicit new bids (lttr), Jul 12, 1996, p.7
Donations asked for AIDS ride (lttr), Aug 9, 1996, p.7
What’s going on with (Westchester County) courthouse? (lttr), Sep 6, 1996, p.6
County shouldn’t host gun show (lttr), Oct 11, 1996, p.6
Con Edison should give refunds (to customers when service is out for more than 12 hours) (lttr), Nov 1, 1996, p.6
TCI monopoly may end soon (lttr), Nov 15, 1996, p.6

FEINGOLD, MARTIN (DR)
Medical savings accounts - some why’s, what’s and who’s, Feb 9, 1996, p.1

FEINSTEIN, SARA & ANDY
Volunteers made E-(mont)Day a success (lttr), May 17, 1996, p.6

FEINTUCH, MERRY
Pt Council welcomes new board (photo), May 17, 1996, p.10

FELDMAN, BETSY
Holiday video drive (photo), Dec 27, 1996, p.11

FELDMAN, RICHARD (AU)
Buchanan misunderstood (lttr), Mar 8, 1996, p.8

FELDSHUH, DAVID (DR)
David Feldshuh, M.D. (awarded Cornell University fellowship in Theater, Film and Dance) (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.4

FELDSHUH, LILY (AU)
Tried-and-true procedure best (response to letter by Boine Johnson from 12/29/95), Jan 12, 1996, p.6
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FELDSHUH, SIDNEY
Sidney Feldshuh (dies), May 24, 1996, p.17

FELDSHUH, TOVAH
Cavalcade of characters created by gifted Tovah in Emelin romp (photo), Sep 27, 1996, p.15

FELDSTEIN, ELLIOT
Congratulations to Lasser, Glazer (upon being selected by School Board Nominating Committee) (ltr), Mar 22, 1996, p.6

FELICE, WALTER
Oak Lane house damaged in fire (photo), Mar 22, 1996, p.1
New Rotary officers (photo), Sep 20, 1996, p.4

FELIX, JIM

FENDELMAN, HELAINE
Helaine Fendelman (elected to two year term as president of Appraisers Assn of America) (photo), Oct 11, 1996, p.4

FENSTER, JOSH
Parents, kids enjoys summer's last blast (photo), Sep 6, 1996, p.5

FENSTER, JOSHUA
An egg-citing project (photo), May 24, 1996, p.9

FERBER, RACHAEL
Disabilities awareness at Quaker Ridge (photo), Oct 18, 1996, p.11

FERDON, FRANKLIN (DR)
Dr Franklin Ferdon (dies), Aug 9, 1996, p.10

FERGUSON, ELISABETH F
Elisabeth F Ferguson (dies), Sep 6, 1996, p.18

FERONE, JOSEPH
Stein opens campaign headquarters (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.4

FERRARA, CONCETTA
Candidates forum (scheduled for Monday, October 28), Oct 25, 1996, p.1
Scarsdaliens favor incumbents (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.1

FERRARA, JOSEPH
Readers and writers (at Heathcote and Quaker Ridge) (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.9

FERRARO, DONALD
Kramer faces new gambling charges, Jan 12, 1996, p.1
Good fellows (John Galloway and Lowell Tooley named Paul Harris fellows) (photo), Feb 23, 1996, p.5
Police department news, May 17, 1996, p.3
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.24
Safety award (village of SCS has received merit award from Automobile Club of New York) (photo), Oct 4, 1996, p.4
Paramedic on duty (photo), Nov 22, 1996, p.8

FERRARO, DONALD W
Prom safety, Jun 14, 1996, p.1

FERI, LAUREN
Tipi time at Quaker Ridge (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.12

FERRONE, CASEY
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.30
Julia B Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.34

FEUERSTEIN, DAVID
SHS graduate pursues a diamond dream (photo), May 3, 1996, p.21
SHS grad is making mark in minor leagues (cont), May 3, 1996, p.22
Fourth graders miss Feuerstein (ltr), May 24, 1996, p.6
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FEUERSTEIN, MICHAEL
  Thanks to teen 'snow angels' (ltr), Mar 8, 1996, p.8
  Dedication and sportmanship honored (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.32
  Maroon and White Honors its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

FIALK, MARK (DR)
  HMOs: Can doctors mind the bedside and the bottom line? (photo), Jan 26, 1996, p.1

FICHTER, JESSIE
  Edgewood hospitality (PTA committee organizes staff recognition luncheon) (photo), Mar 22, 1996, p.10

FICHTER, LINDA
  Learning to succeed through adventure (Youth Service Project) (photo), Sep 6, 1996, p.8

FIEDLER, ANITA & NORMAN (AU)
  Bereaved family says thank you (ltr), May 3, 1996, p.6

FIEDLER, DANA
  Dana Fiedler (dies) (photo), Apr 19, 1996, p.15
  Bereaved family says thank you (ltr), May 3, 1996, p.6
  Dana Fiedler (dies) (photo) (reprinted because of an error in original obituary from 4/19/96), May 3, 1996, p.15

FIELDS, ED
  Ed Fields (has won a prime time Emmy award for writing NBC series "Lost Civilizations"), Sep 20, 1996, p.4

FIFE, JONATHAN
  Chess players shine at national tourney (photo), May 17, 1996, p.9

FILANCIA, ANTHONY
  Man arrested in robbery, Dec 27, 1996, p.1

FILARDI, FRANK
  Silver anniversaries (village honors 10 employees who have served SCS for 25 years) (photo), Jul 19, 1996, p.5

FILM-MAKING
  SEE MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION AND DIRECTION

FINDER, KEN
  A Thanksgiving rite continues at Crossway, Dec 6, 1996, p.1
  A Thanksgiving tradition continues at Crossway (cont), Dec 6, 1996, p.26

FINE, IDAN
  Colonial characters (Heathcote 5th graders portray important colonial-era figures) (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.10

FINE, JOHN C (AU)
  From 'dogtags' to a war memorial (edit), May 31, 1996, p.7
  Searching for peace in Indian territory (edit), Dec 20, 1996, p.6
  Gathering teaches respect for culture (edit) (cont, Dec 20, 1996, p.7

FINE, NAOMI

FINFI, GINA
  In a positive light (scene filmed for "Remembering Mario" at hair salon on Garth Road) (photo), Aug 30, 1996, p.1

FINGER, DOROTHY
  Nominators pick trustees, justice (photo), Jan 19, 1996, p.1
  Bob Harrison plans to run for trustee (photo), Jan 26, 1996, p.1
  Lawyer clarifies conflict issue (ltr), Jan 26, 1996, p.6
  Candidate lineup, Feb 16, 1996, p.1
  Campaign seeks money and votes (ltr), Feb 16, 1996, p.6
  Campaign forums, Mar 1, 1996, p.1
  Campaign forum, Mar 8, 1996, p.1
  Citizens' Party challenged on question of open government (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.1
  Village election is next Tuesday (photo), Mar 15, 1996, p.1
  Harrison goes solo at forum, Mar 15, 1996, p.1
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FINGER, DOROTHY continued
Harrison cannot work with others (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.8
Harrison is the true nonpartisan (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.8
Citizens' Party does it again; vote may yield change (photo), Mar 22, 1996, p.1
League of Women Voters urges discussion of issues, May 3, 1996, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.24
Residents divided on Kids' BASE lease (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.1
A good decision (re Kids' BASE lease at former American Legion site) (edit), Jul 19, 1996, p.6
Board blasted on transfer site; Kids' BASE criticism continues, Sep 13, 1996, p.1

FINGER, KENNETH
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.24

FINGERPRINTS
Whorls on file (Sgt Hal Weinberg of SCS Police Dept fingerprints kindergartner Alex Paris) (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.3

FINIGAN, JESSICA
Dedication and sportsmanship honored (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.32

FINK, JEAN
Recalling the birth of the Village Club (photo), Feb 2, 1996, p.5
Evelyn Stock named Woman of the Year (photo), May 17, 1996, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.24

FINK, JEAN C
Women lifers to join Town and Village Civic Club men (ltr), Jan 19, 1996, p.6

FINK, JENNIFER
Julia B Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.34

FINK, JIMMY
Residents tell village board: 'We do not want an ice rink', Mar 15, 1996, p.1
Rink gets cold reception from Secor Farms residents, May 10, 1996, p.1
Demand for ice time on upswing (response to letter by Jimmy Fink from 8/9/96) (ltr), Aug 16, 1996, p.6

FINK, JIMMY (AU)
He likes skating somewhere else (response to edit by Barbara Goldberg from 8/02/96) (ltr), Aug 9, 1996, p.7

FINK, LINDA
Youth Employment Service celebrates another year (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.9

FINKLESTEIN, ANN
Westchester Reform Temple breaks ground for new center (photo), May 3, 1996, p.15

FINLEY, DAVID (DR)
HMOs - panacea or plague? An interim examination (photo), Jan 19, 1996, p.5
HMOs: Can doctors mind the bedside and the bottom line? (photo), Jan 26, 1996, p.1

FINNEY, ELEANOR
Eleanor Finney dies (photo), Jul 26, 1996, p.1
Eleanor Finney, Scarsdale Bowl winner, dead at 95 (cont), Jul 26, 1996, p.14

FIORIVANTI, GERARD
Landmark bakery reopens (Jespersen's pastry shop has reopened under new ownership), Oct 4, 1996, p.4

FIRE DEPT-GBH
Fire election was by the book (ltr), Jan 5, 1996, p.6

FIRE DEPT-SCS
Dig they did to uncover hydrants (ltr), Jan 26, 1996, p.6
Quick response (by SCS fire dept, police and ambulance when gas leak threatens Brite Ave home), Apr 5, 1996, p.1
Graduation day for babysitters (photo), May 17, 1996, p.10
Career fireman share expertise (ltr), May 24, 1996, p.6
Family grateful to firefighters (ltr), Jul 5, 1996, p.6
Firefighters break down door to aid elderly resident, Sep 27, 1996, p.3
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FIRE FIGHTERS
- Kosilla honored by Rockland PBA (photo), Jan 19, 1996, p.4
- Firefighters receive excellence award, Mar 22, 1996, p.4
- Firefighter completes FBI course (photo), May 3, 1996, p.4

FIRE HYDRANTS
- Dig they did to uncover hydrants (ltr), Jan 26, 1996, p.6

FIREARMS
- Don't give maniacs more opportunity (ltr), Apr 5, 1996, p.6

FIRES
- Flooded crawl space causes fire at Kelwynne Road (photo), Jan 26, 1996, p.3
- Oak Lane house damaged in fire (photo), Mar 22, 1996, p.1
- Fire causes house damage (cont), Mar 22, 1996, p.4

FISCH, PAULA GOLDWIN
- Schools welcome new teachers, begin classes (photo) (cont), Sep 6, 1996, p.8

FISCHEL, BOB (AU)
- Leaf piles are hazard on streets (ltr), Nov 22, 1996, p.6

FISCHER, CLAUDIA
- Those lazy, hazy, crazy days of camp (photo) (cont), Jul 26, 1996, p.15

FISHER, CAROLYN
- Pen pals picnic (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.11

FISHER, CATHERINE
- Graduation day for babysitters (photo), May 17, 1996, p.10

FISHER, DARIUS
- Lightning strikes for Scarsdale (SCS Lightning captures state title) (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.1

FISHER, EILEEN
- Few parking options for workers, Nov 29, 1996, p.1

FISHER, GREG
- The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.24

FISHER, JENNIFER
- Awards celebrate student achievement in academics, service (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.10

FISHER, JENNY
- Graduation day for babysitters (photo), May 17, 1996, p.10

FISHER, JON (AU)
- Demand for ice time on upswing (response to letter by Jimmy Fink from 8/9/96) (ltr), Aug 16, 1996, p.6

FISHER, JUDY (AU)
- Thanks to all who helped with party (post-prom breakfast) (ltr), Jun 28, 1996, p.6

FISHER, LINDA
- SMS rallies for school spirit (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.10

FISHER, NOREEN
- 22 candidates running for School Board Nominating Committee (cont), Jan 12, 1996, p.4
- Pt Council welcomes new board (photo), May 17, 1996, p.10
- Welcome aboard (new board members) (photo), Nov 1, 1996, p.4

FISHER, NOREEN (AU)
- What's the status of rec(reation) center?, Mar 15, 1996, p.8

FISMAN, JOHN
- Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38
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FITCH, ROBERT A
Golf club president (Richard A Worden new president of SCS Golf Club) (photo), Mar 1, 1996, p.4

FITZGERALD, HELEN M
Helen M Fitzgerald dies), Feb 23, 1996, p.4

FITZGERALD, JIM (AU)
Dislikes stories on homosexuality (ltr), Jun 28, 1996, p.7

FITZGERALD, LYNN
Awards celebrate student achievement in academics, service (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.10

FITZPATRICK, BETTY (AU)
Appalled by menorah crime (ltr), Jan 19, 1996, p.6

FIX, AMANDA
Fair days (at Greenacres, Edgewood and Heathcote) (photo), May 24, 1996, p.9

FIX, BARBARA
Pt Council welcomes new board (photo), May 17, 1996, p.10
Candidates needed for 10 School Board Nominating Committee slots, Nov 29, 1996, p.1

FIX, PAUL
Holiday spirit (toys collected for needy children in Westchester and New York City) (photo), Jan 5, 1996, p.9

FLAGG, TAYLOR
SCS Golf Club camp hones skills of future members (photo), Aug 9, 1996, p.8

FLAGS
(Nicolette Kerry marks Independence Day at her Edgemont home with a 13-star flag), Jul 5, 1996, p.6

FLANZER, GLORIA
(White Plains) Hospital dedicates Flanzer Pavilion, Jun 28, 1996, p.1
(White Plains) Hospital dedicates the Flanzer Pavilion (photo) (cont), Jun 28, 1996, p.5

FLANZER, LOUIS
(White Plains) Hospital dedicates Flanzer Pavilion, Jun 28, 1996, p.1
(White Plains) Hospital dedicates the Flanzer Pavilion (photo) (cont), Jun 28, 1996, p.5

FLEDER, DAN
Language contest winners (SHS students take top honors in Iona College language competition) (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.9

FLISHER, HARVEY
Murphy outlines plan for schools technology, Sep 27, 1996, p.1

FLOWERS
Lord Scarsdale would be proud (ltr), May 10, 1996, p.6

FLUM, MICHAEL
Edgewood events (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.11

FOGEL, BARBARA
22 candidates running for School Board Nominating Committee (cont), Jan 12, 1996, p.4
12 members elected to School Board Nominating Committee (photo), Jan 19, 1996, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.24
Candidates needed for 10 School Board Nominating Committee slots, Nov 29, 1996, p.1

FOGEL, BARBARA (AU)

FONTANA, RICHARD
School Board Nominating Committee election next Tuesday, Jan 12, 1996, p.1

FOOTBALL
Can't wait for football season (ltr), Jul 5, 1996, p.6
Former SHS football great returns to his roots (photo), Sep 13, 1996, p.27
Former SHS football great returns to his roots (cont), Sep 13, 1996, p.28
Driving toward the goal (photo), Oct 11, 1996, p.1
Panthers on parade (EMT High School's bowl game against Rye High School) (photo), Nov 15, 1996, p.1
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FOOTBALL continued
Panther parents thank the coaches (ltr), Nov 22, 1996, p.6
A Thanksgiving rite continues at Crossway, Dec 6, 1996, p.1
A Thanksgiving tradition continues at Crossway (cont), Dec 6, 1996, p.26
Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38
Recalling one of the greatest upsets in SHS history (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.33

FORASTE, PAUL
Paul Foraste (dies), Jul 26, 1996, p.16

FORBES, STEVE
GOP primary next Thursday, Mar 1, 1996, p.1

FOREST, CASSANDRA
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.24

FORECASTING
Little predictors left out of photo (ltr), Jan 19, 1996, p.6

FORMAL DRESS
Mom's dress for the wedding: just one more rite of passage, Jun 7, 1996, p.1

FORMAN, SPENCER (DR)
Spencer Forman, M.D. (appointed to three year term as commissioner of federal ProPAC (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.4

FORREST, BERNARD J (AU)
(GBH) Town tax receiver defends position (letter inadvertently cut off, continued 8/2/96) (ltr), Jul 26, 1996, p.6
Town tax receiver defends position (continuation of letter from 7/26/96) (ltr), Aug 2, 1996, p.7

FORSTER, RACHEL
SHS club hosts gala for shelter (photo), May 24, 1996, p.10

FOX, CATHERINE
Strike up the band (winter concert at Edgewood) (photo), Feb 2, 1996, p.10

FOX, JUDITH (DR)
Snow day record, Mar 15, 1996, p.1
High school student charged in locker theft, Mar 15, 1996, p.3
Goodman named Presidential Scholar (photo), May 17, 1996, p.1
(SHS) Senior wins memorial award (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.11
Goitia leaves SHS for Long Island job (photo), Oct 18, 1996, p.11
SHS coaches to be evaluated, Nov 8, 1996, p.1

FOX, MATT
Holiday spirit (toys collected for needy children in Westchester and New York City) (photo), Jan 5, 1996, p.9

FOX, SYLVIA (AU)
More an accident than an assault (re incident involving Cheryl Zuckerman) (ltr), Jan 5, 1996, p.6
She likes Sloan's history columns (ltr), Jun 14, 1996, p.7
Signs would be a cheaper solution (ltr), Jul 5, 1996, p.7
Cheer up, parents, it all works out in the end (re college application process) (edit), Aug 2, 1996, p.7
Streets defaced by rotting leaves (ltr), Dec 13, 1996, p.6
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FRACKMAN, ROBERT
  GOP in a N. Y. state of mind (photo), Aug 23, 1996, p.1
FRANKEL, ADAM (AU)
  Reading can open many doors (edit), Nov 29, 1996, p.7
FRANKEL, STANLEY (AU)
  Democratic convention '68: H(ubert) H(oratio) H(umphrey) wouldn't make that speech (edit), Sep 27, 1996, p.7
FRANKLIN, ALBERT JR
  Albert Franklin, Jr (dies), Jun 21, 1996, p.14
FRANZ, JOHN
  John M Franz (dies), Jul 5, 1996, p.14
FRANZESE, JAMES
  Village conditions trouble merchants (photo), Aug 16, 1996, p.1
  Creditors pursue prominent Scarsdale merchant, Sep 6, 1996, p.1
  Creditors pursue prominent Scarsdale merchant (photo) (cont), Sep 6, 1996, p.13
  Franzese resigns as chamber president, Sep 13, 1996, p.5
  Merchants form new alliance (with village officials) to revitalize village, Sep 20, 1996, p.1
  Kidoodles closes, owner vacates store, Sep 20, 1996, p.1
  Kidoodles space for rent; store reborn elsewhere (photo), Nov 15, 1996, p.5
FRANZEN, STEVEN
  Belle Cleaners new in village (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.4
FRASER, WILLIAM
  The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26
FREE TRADE AND PROTECTION
  United States-Japanese trade treaty is basic kabuki theater, Aug 30, 1996, p.7
FREEDMAN, KEN (AU)
  Kids need a social center (ltr), Mar 8, 1996, p.6
FREEDMAN, MAURICE J
  All about books (fifth annual Book and Author luncheon of Westchester Library System) (photo), May 17, 1996, p.13
FREEDOM OF SPEECH
  Offensive speech needs protection (response to letter by Jon Wallace from 8/9/96) (ltr), Aug 16, 1996, p.6
FREEMAN, JOSEPHINE W (AU)
  Lincoln Kirstein: Renaissance man (edit), Feb 2, 1996, p.7
FREIDFERTIG, SHOLMO
  Dogs put to sleep, Feb 2, 1996, p.1
FREIE, MABEL S
  Mabel S Freie (dies), Mar 29, 1996, p.14
FREIGHTWAY GARAGE (SCS)
  Why the neighbors react intensely (re downtown development) (ltr), Jun 14, 1996, p.6
  Shopping list (village board approves $365,874 for painting Freightway garage), Jul 19, 1996, p.1
  Freightway renovation (phase II scheduled to begin July 30), Jul 26, 1996, p.1
  Just how unsafe is Freightway?, Nov 29, 1996, p.9
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FREIGHTWAY PROPERTY (SCS)
Protest urged on next 'mega-deal' (ltr), Jun 7, 1996, p.6
'Green lights' ahead in downtown project, Dec 6, 1996, p.1
Village rezoning pondered (cont), Dec 6, 1996, p.9

FRENCH, WILLIAM (DR)
State aid cuts target special education, Jan 19, 1996, p.1
Board welcomes superintendent (Dr Francis Murphy) (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.1
Snow day record, Mar 15, 1996, p.1
2 administrators leaving schools; Heathcote principal resigns (photo), May 3, 1996, p.1
PTAs prompt winning votes (photo), May 10, 1996, p.1
Community bids au revoir to Dr French (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.10
Board salutes Toder, French, Jun 21, 1996, p.9
Scarsdale board kudos (cont), Jun 21, 1996, p.12
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.24

FRESH AIR FUND
Fresh Air Fund seeks new host families (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.5

FREUND, ERICA
Julia B Fee Salutes The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.32

FREY, AMANDA
Peanuts & pennies (Fourth of July festivities in SCS) (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.1

FREY, GABRIELLE
Beach week (fourth annual all-school beach party at Heathcote) (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.9
Thanksgiving traditions (marked the week at Scarsdale elementary schools) (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.11

FREY, MICHAEL
Police officer shot on Duck Pond Road (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.1

FREYER, JOEL
Still investigating (vandalization of Hanukkah menorah in Chase Park), Jan 5, 1996, p.1
NYC ex-cop indicted in 1990 Scarsdale robbery, Feb 9, 1996, p.1
Suspects in custody for November mugging, Feb 16, 1996, p.1
FBI says burglary ring targeted Scarsdale homes, Mar 8, 1996, p.1
Armed robbery on Spencer Place, Jul 12, 1996, p.1
Hartsdale men arrested for Coffee Tree robbery, Jul 19, 1996, p.1

FRIED, KAREN
Preserve proven child program (ltr), Feb 16, 1996, p.6

FRIEDLAND, NEIL
SHS batman wins silver at Empire State Games (photo), Aug 30, 1996, p.15

FRIEDLANDER, GORDON (AU)
Chechnya: quagmire with broad implications (edit), Jan 26, 1996, p.7

FRIEDMAN, HERBERT
Educator boosts health co-op (photo), Jul 26, 1996, p.11

FRIEDMAN, JEFFREY
Colonial characters (Heathcote 5th graders portray important colonial-era figures) (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.10

FRIEDMAN, JONATHAN
Awards celebrate student achievement in academics, service (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.10

FRIEDMAN, JOSEPH
Merchants form new alliance (with village officials) to revitalize village, Sep 20, 1996, p.1

FRIEDMAN, KEN
Residents tell village board: 'We do not want an ice rink', Mar 15, 1996, p.1
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FRIEDMAN, PAUL H (AU)
Rink proponents live across town (ltr), Feb 16, 1996, p.6
Much rhetoric and few facts on rink (ltr), Apr 5, 1996, p.6
Not appropriate for neighborhood (ltr), Nov 1, 1996, p.6

FRIEMAN, ADAM
Scarsdale PTAs host dinner-dances (photo), Jan 26, 1996, p.10

FRIEMAN, JANIE
Scarsdale PTAs host dinner-dances (photo), Jan 26, 1996, p.10

FRIENDS OF SCS PARKS
Planting a tree (Arbor Day ceremony at SCS Public Library Pond), Apr 19, 1996, p.1
The unsung heroes of Scarsdale (edit), Jun 7, 1996, p.7

FRIENDSHIP
When the balance shifts in a friendship (edit), Nov 29, 1996, p.7

FRISHMAN, WILLIAM (OR)
William Frishman, M.D. (elected president of New York Cardiological Society) (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.4

FROELICH, JOSEPH D
Joseph D Froelich (dies), Jun 28, 1996, p.16

FRUSHTICK, RUSSELL
SMS rallies for school spirit (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.10

FUCHS, ANN
A Thanksgiving tradition continues at Crossway (cont), Dec 6, 1996, p.26
SMS helps whose in need (photo), Dec 20, 1996, p.13

FUCHS, DEBBIE
Electi-cities at Heathcote (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.12

FUCHS, JIM
A Thanksgiving tradition continues at Crossway (cont), Dec 6, 1996, p.26

FUCHS, RANDI
Character education projects (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.9

FUND RAISING
Merchants helped school fundraiser (ltr), May 3, 1996, p.8
Cancer fundraiser was the best ever (ltr), Nov 29, 1996, p.6

FUZII, MAYU
Edgewood events (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.11

GAGE, ALLISON
In 2s and 3s they're off to school (photo), Sep 6, 1996, p.1

GAGE, MATTHEW
In 2s and 3s they're off to school (photo), Sep 6, 1996, p.1

GAGE, ROBERT
In 2s and 3s they're off to school (photo), Sep 6, 1996, p.1

GAGER, DOLLY
S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) still awaits A(dvanced) L(ife) S(upport) approval (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.1

GAGER, VIRGINIA
Volunteers honored (Virginia Gager and Marion Shiffer), Jun 21, 1996, p.4

GAGLIANO, JENA
A lasting legacy (dedication of new library at IHM) (photo), Nov 22, 1996, p.9

GAISER, F ROBERT
F Robert Gaiser (dies), May 3, 1996, p.15

GALLIN, PAMELA 9DR)
Dr Pamela Gallin (listed as one of best doctors in NY in 5/20 issue of New York magazine) (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.4
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GALLOWAY, JOHN
Nominators pick trustees, justice (photo), Jan 19, 1996, p.1
Committee chooses Finger, Galloway, Hardy, Cedarbaum (cont), Jan 19, 1996, p.12
Candidate lineup, Feb 16, 1996, p.1
Campaign seeks money and votes (ltr), Feb 16, 1996, p.6
Good fellows (John Galloway and Lowell Tooley named Paul Harris fellows) (photo), Feb 23, 1996, p.5
Village election is next Tuesday (photo), Mar 15, 1996, p.1
Citizens' Party does it again; vote may yield change (photo), Mar 22, 1996, p.1
New Rotary officers (photo), Sep 20, 1996, p.4
Old (traffic) tickets don't die. Or get stubbed out, Nov 1, 1996, p.1
Man arrested in robbery, Dec 27, 1996, p.1

GALLOWAY, JOHN & FRANCES (AU)
Some of homeless will now be warm (re collection of clothing and blankets by SCS Rotary Club) (ltr), Dec 20, 1996, p.6

GALVANI, ANN
League of Women Voters gives Scarsdale a place on the Internet, Jan 5, 1996, p.1
League proposes a voting unit change, Mar 1, 1996, p.1
Citizens' Party does it again; vote may yield change (photo), Mar 22, 1996, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.24
Board of Architects Review asks (IDS)BASE-LittleS(school) architect for more screening, Sep 13, 1996, p.1
Technology group to advise schools, Nov 22, 1996, p.1

GALVANI, ANN M (AU)
Breach of oath righted a wrong (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.6

GAMBLING
Kramer faces new gambling charges, Jan 12, 1996, p.1

GAMIELLO, DENNIS
Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

GANNON, MICHAEL
Michael Gannon (promoted to vice president, national sales, of ESPN) (photo), Aug 2, 1996, p.2

GANNON, TIMMY
Edgewood events (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.11

GARCIA, MARIE R
Marie R Garcia (dies), Mar 29, 1996, p.14

GARCIA-WILES, EMIL
SCS Golf Club camp hones skills of future members (photo), Aug 9, 1996, p.8

GARDELLA, RICHARD
Kids' BASE lease of legion site likely, Mar 1, 1996, p.1
Crossway leaves won't leave; Transfer site to be retained at least through '97, Mar 1, 1996, p.1
Village, county at odds over leaves and sewers, Apr 12, 1996, p.1
Winston case will be on the docket again, Sep 13, 1996, p.1
Industrial Development Agency approves KIDS BASE-LittleSchool bonds, Nov 8, 1996, p.1

GARFF, BUFFY
Thanks to teen 'snow angels' (ltr), Mar 8, 1996, p.8

GARFF, ELIZABETH
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.30

GARFF, TRACI
Fields of dreams: a state title for Scarsdale (photo), Nov 22, 1996, p.21

GARIELE, VINCENT
Schools welcome new teachers, begin classes (photo) (cont), Sep 6, 1996, p.8
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GARTH WOODS CONSERVANCY

Many hands make prettier parks (photo), May 3, 1996, p.5
Conservationist: yes, rail is ugly (response to letter by Jay Shulman from 5/24/96) (ltr), May 31, 1996, p.6

GARWIN, LAURA

Yet more women trustees recalled (response to letter by A F Lazzara from 7/19/96) (ltr), Aug 2, 1996, p.6

GASKIN, JEFFREY

Firefighters receive excellence award, Mar 22, 1996, p.4

GATTA, ALFRED A

County budget gentle on Scarsdale, Jan 5, 1996, p.1
The journey never ends ("we creep slowly along the continuum that is Scarsdale's history) (edit), Jan 26, 1996, p.6
Lines chosen, debates planned for next month's village election (photo), Feb 23, 1996, p.1
End of composting may cause village tax hike, Mar 8, 1996, p.1
Compost enriches town, residents (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.6
Citizens' Party does it again; vote may yield change (photo), Mar 22, 1996, p.1
Gatta to speak, Apr 5, 1996, p.1
County must solve compost problem (ltr), Apr 5, 1996, p.7
The proposed budget; Scarsdale homeowners face tax increase of 4.5 percent, Apr 19, 1996, p.1
Gatta praises nonpartisan system, Apr 19, 1996, p.1
Gatta to stay, May 31, 1996, p.1
Needed: vision, not fear (comments on plans for SCS downtown development) (edit), Jun 7, 1996, p.6
Transfer station still lives; Site will operate at least through fall, Jun 14, 1996, p.1
Village to go ahead with lawsuit (against Tom Carroll), Jun 28, 1996, p.1
How great a subsidy? (for KIDS BASE) (edit), Jun 28, 1996, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.24
Silver anniversaries (village honors 10 employees who have served SCS for 25 years) (photo), Jul 19, 1996, p.5
Village mediates neighbors versus Nynex (photo), Aug 2, 1996, p.1
Parking goes digital on downtown streets (photo), Aug 9, 1996, p.1
Village conditions trouble merchants (photo), Aug 16, 1996, p.1
O'Rourke to NYC: No more rate hikes!, Sep 6, 1996, p.1
Traffic and cabs (re village board meeting and public hearing), Sep 13, 1996, p.1
Merchants form new alliance (with village officials) to revitalize village, Sep 20, 1996, p.1
Asbestos, rain hinder renovation of courts, Sep 20, 1996, p.1
A welcome alliance (local business leaders have agreed to join forces with village officials) (edit), Sep 20, 1996, p.6
Village eyes pool improvements, Sep 27, 1996, p.1
Safety award (village of SCS has received merit award from Automobile Club of New York) (photo), Oct 4, 1996, p.4
Crary: Water's OK (streams tested near Crossway leaf transfer site), Oct 11, 1996, p.1
Changing your building plans? - it'll cost you, Nov 15, 1996, p.5
Paramedic on duty (photo), Nov 22, 1996, p.8
Few parking options for workers, Nov 29, 1996, p.1
What about those leaves? (edit), Dec 6, 1996, p.6
(Letter to village manager Alfred A Gatta), Dec 13, 1996, p.6
Autumn's last leaves (photo), Dec 20, 1996, p.17

GATTA, ALFRED A (AU)

Why does KIDS BASE get many perks? (ltr), Sep 13, 1996, p.6

GAVRIN, DAVID

The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26
Keep transfer station, for now (photo), May 24, 1996, p.1
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GAVRIN, NANCY
Citizens Committee has 13 new members, Nov 15, 1996, p.1

GBH
Recreational acrimony (edit), Jan 26, 1996, p.6
Greenburgh is heavy-handed (ltr), Jan 26, 1996, p.6
Town's threats are ridiculous (ltr), Jan 26, 1996, p.6
Town's threats are hypocritical (ltr), Feb 9, 1996, p.7
Greenburgh leaf crews are too social (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.6
Assessment story alerted taxpayers (ltr), Jun 21, 1996, p.6
(GBH) Town tax receiver defends position (letter inadvertently cut off, continued 8/2/96) (ltr), Jul 26, 1996, p.6
Town tax receiver defends position (continuation of letter from 7/26/96) (ltr), Aug 2, 1996, p.7
Taking a closer look (edit), Aug 9, 1996, p.6
Town doesn't need the Claw (ltr), Nov 8, 1996, p.6
More than just pay (praises Paul Feiner and his ideas about local government) (edit), Dec 20, 1996, p.6
The Year in Review (photo) (cont), Dec 27, 1996, p.4
The Year in Review (photo) (cont), Dec 27, 1996, p.5
Dubious distinctions (bestows humorous awards relating to developments in SCS and GBH) (edit), Dec 27, 1996, p.6

GEBHARDT, JOHN
Tenure forum pits parents v(ersus) teachers, Oct 4, 1996, p.1

GEDDIES, DAVID
Village still reeling from fierce storm (photo), Oct 25, 1996, p.1

GEDNEY, REX
Rebuilt landmark will house Heathcote Tavern (photo), Jul 26, 1996, p.1

GEESO
Good for the goose (gander takes new brood for a paddle in the pond near Hitchcock Church) (photo), May 10, 1996, p.1
Unwanted geese might wind up on dinner plates; Maybe the birds have heard - they're nowhere in sight, Aug 30, 1996, p.5

GEHN, PETER
Scofflaws take downtown parking spaces (cont), Dec 13, 1996, p.9

GELBOIM, ELLEN S (AU)
Generous store will be missed (closing of Club Sandwich in downtown SCS) (ltr), Feb 9, 1996, p.6

GELLEN, KATA
Artist of the month chosen (photo), May 3, 1996, p.9
Debate team wins state awards, May 3, 1996, p.10
Awards celebrate student achievement in academics, service (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.10

GELLES, JOHN S
Women lifers to join T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) men (ltr), Jan 19, 1996, p.6

GEOGHEGAN, LISA (AU)
Fire election was by the book (ltr), Jan 5, 1996, p.6

GEORGE, CAROLYN
United Way awards grants (photo), Sep 27, 1996, p.4

GEREMIA, JULIANNE
Edgewood celebrates many cultures (photo), Jan 19, 1996, p.9

GERSTEN, JERRY (AU)
Don't sacrifice small business (ltr), Mar 1, 1996, p.6

GERTLER, DAVID
Technology group to advise schools, Nov 22, 1996, p.1

GESOFF, LEAH
Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38
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GESOFF, LINDA (AU)
Cancer fundraiser was the best ever (ltr), Nov 29, 1996, p.6

GETMAN, HEATHER
Board appoints five new teachers, Jun 21, 1996, p.9
Schools welcome new teachers, begin classes (photo) (cont), Sep 6, 1996, p.8

GEWIRTZ, BARBARA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.24

GHIOZZI, PAUL M
Paul M Ghiozzi (has completed Marine Corps Officer Candidates School at Quantico, Va) (photo), Oct 18, 1996, p.4

GIAMPOLI, JOAN
Candidate lineup, Feb 16, 1996, p.1
Lines chosen, debates planned for next month's village election (photo), Feb 23, 1996, p.1
GOP primary next Thursday, Mar 1, 1996, p.1
Citizens' Party does it again; vote may yield change (photo), Mar 22, 1996, p.1
Voting machine vandalized, Mar 22, 1996, p.8
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.24
Welcome to virtual Village of Scarsdale, Oct 25, 1996, p.1

GIFTS, LEGACIES, ETC
Anonymous generosity ($250,000 donation to SCS Public Library), Nov 29, 1996, p.1

GILLIE, MIDGE
New life members of Scarsdale Woman's Club (photo), Mar 22, 1996, p.13

GILMAN, BENJAMIN
Don't give maniacs more opportunity (ltr), Apr 5, 1996, p.6
GOP in a N. Y. state of mind (photo), Aug 23, 1996, p.1

GILMOUR, ROSEANNE (AU)
Protestors don't know about war (response to letter by Richard Block from 8/9/96) (ltr), Aug 23, 1996, p.6

GINDICK, MARK
SC(Summer) M(usic) T(heatre)'s 'Brigadoon' to brighten the steamy dog days of August (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.11
Students learn stage fighting for a realistic 'Brigadoon' (photo), Jul 26, 1996, p.21
SC(Summer) M(usic) T(heatre)'s 'Brigadoon' a classy, lyrical, 1st rate delight (photo), Aug 9, 1996, p.13

GINGRICH, NEWT
Local Dems share 'tremendous spirit', Sep 6, 1996, p.1

GIORDANO, BARBARA
Barbara Giordano (dies), Oct 11, 1996, p.16

GIORDANO, CHRIS
New blood for SC(Summer) V(olunteer) A(mulance) C(Orps) (photo), May 24, 1996, p.8
SC(Summer) M(usic) T(heatre)'s 'Brigadoon' to brighten the steamy dog days of August (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.11

GIORDANO, THOMAS F
Thomas F Giordano (named director of valuation services at Goldstein Golub Kessler & Co) (photo), Dec 20, 1996, p.4

GIOVANNI-TORELLI, THEA
SC(Summer) G(olf) C(lub) camp hones skills of future members (photo), Aug 9, 1996, p.8

GIPS, JOAN
The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26

GIRLS
Girl Scout award highest honors (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.4
Scout out village hall (Girl and Boy Scouts visit village departments) (photo), Mar 15, 1996, p.1
Girl Scout honorees (Kathleen Civetta, Mary Ellis, Donna LaMacchia and Carol Mullen), Jun 21, 1996, p.4

GIRLS
Girl students are being short-changed (edit), Jan 19, 1996, p.7
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GISOLFI, PETER
Old house growing (Westchester Reform Temple will kick off construction on expanded facility), Feb 23, 1996, p.1
Kids' BASE retains architect; bond sale plans are under way, Mar 29, 1996, p.1
Letter was false and misleading (response to letter from 7/5 by Kaufman, Bell and Seidelman) (ltr), Jul 12, 1996, p.6
Planners send K(IDS) B(ASE) architect back to drafting table, Jul 26, 1996, p.1
K(IDS) B(ASE) architect goes back to drafting table (cont), Jul 26, 1996, p.8
Kids' BASE clears last village hurdle (illus), Oct 4, 1996, p.1

GITLER, BERNARD (DR)
Bernard Gitler, M.D. (elected president of New Rochelle Hospital Medical Center Medical Bd) (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.4

GLAZER, DAVID
Field is crowded in Edgemont race, Feb 2, 1996, p.1
Congratulations to Lasser, Glazer (upon being selected by School Board Nominating Committee) (ltr), Mar 22, 1996, p.6
Expertise needed (re EMT school budget) (edit), May 3, 1996, p.6
PTAs prompt winning votes (photo), May 10, 1996, p.1
E'mont school board leaders are elected, Jul 5, 1996, p.1

GLEASON, ALLAN
Firefighters receive excellence award, Mar 22, 1996, p.4

GLEICHER, JOSEPH
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.24

GLEICHER, LILLIAN
Recalling the birth of the Village Club (photo), Feb 2, 1996, p.5

GLEICHER, LILLIAN G
Women lifers to join T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) men (ltr), Jan 19, 1996, p.6

GLENN, DAVID
Let's act together on new facilities (ltr), Feb 2, 1996, p.6
Biased news story divides neighbors (ltr), Mar 22, 1996, p.6

GLENN, DAVID J
(GBH) Town tax receiver defends position (ltr), Jul 26, 1996, p.6
Tobacco lobby still has clout (response to Inquirer article from 11/15/96) (ltr), Nov 22, 1996, p.6

GLENN, STEPHANIE
SHS girls ski team takes sectional title (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.19
Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

GLICKENHAUS, SETH
Winston case will be on the docket again, Sep 13, 1996, p.1

GLIEDMAN, JOHN (AU)
Former student defends Sloan (ltr), Oct 4, 1996, p.6

GLOIA, VITO
Troupe presents kids' plays (photo), Nov 15, 1996, p.10

GOETZ, THEODORE
Blizzard of '47: Neighborly shovels no snowplow (edit), Jan 12, 1996, p.7

GOITIA, DAN
Blood Drive May 1 (photo), Apr 19, 1996, p.9
Goitia leaves SHS for Long Island job (photo), Oct 18, 1996, p.11
Hamm named assistant principal (photo), Nov 1, 1996, p.1

GOLDBERG, BARBARA
He likes skating somewhere else (response to edit by Barbara Goldberg from 8/02/96) (ltr), Aug 9, 1996, p.7

GOLDBERG, BARBARA DECREW
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GOLDBERG, BARBARA DECREU (AU)
  Breaking the ice around the rink (edit), Aug 2, 1996, p.7

GOLDBERG, HARRIET
  The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26
  Campaign reform, Oct 4, 1996, p.1

GOLDBERG, KEITH
  Crossway leaves won't leave; Transfer site to be retained at least through '97, Mar 1, 1996, p.1
  Board blasted on transfer site; Kids' BASE criticism continues, Sep 13, 1996, p.1
  Kids' BASE clears last village hurdle (illus), Oct 4, 1996, p.1
  Citizens Committee has 13 new members, Nov 15, 1996, p.1

GOLDBERG, KEITH (AU)
  Include neighbors in the planning (ltr), Apr 5, 1996, p.7

GOLDBERG, MARK
  Beach week (fourth annual all-school beach party at Heathcote) (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.9

GOLDBERG, VICTOR
  Bowl deadline nears, Mar 29, 1996, p.1
  The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26

GOLDBERG, VICTORIA
  The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.24

GOLDEN, DANI
  Dedication and sportmanship honored (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.32

GOLDEN, RITA
  Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30
  SHS coaches to be evaluated, Nov 8, 1996, p.1

GOLDEN, STEVEN
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.24

GOLDMAN, EMILY
  The Bank of New York Salutes (SMS) Speech Contest 1996 (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.26

GOLDMAN, NANCY
  (Youth) Employment Service celebrates another year (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.9

GOLDMAN, RICHARD L (AU)
  Greenburgh is heavy-handed (ltr), Jan 26, 1996, p.6

GOLDSCHMIDT, ERIC
  Kidoodles closes, owner vacates store, Sep 20, 1996, p.1

GOLDSMITH, ARLENE
  (Youth) Employment Service celebrates another year (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.9

GOLDSMITH, CAROL
  Citizens Committee has 13 new members, Nov 15, 1996, p.1

GOLDSTEIN, BETH
  The Bank of New York Salutes (SMS) Speech Contest 1996 (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.26

GOLDSTEIN, CODY
  Task force seeks donations (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.9
  For the school trophy case (Edgewood 1st graders wins 1st place in scholastic chess) (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.9

GOLDSTEIN, JENNIFER
  Westchester Reform Temple breaks ground for new center (photo), May 3, 1996, p.15

GOLDSTEIN, JOY SORREL
  Alumni get-together (photo), Feb 23, 1996, p.8
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GOLDSTEIN, MICHAEL
Alumni get-together (photo), Feb 23, 1996, p.8

GOLDSTEIN, MOLLY
Newcomers wonder: What kind of town is this? (edit), Sep 6, 1996, p.6
They also believe in civil discourse (response to edit by Irving Sloan from 9/6/96) (ltr), Sep 13, 1996, p.6
K(ids) B(ase)-L(ittle) S(hool) still selling bonds, Dec 27, 1996, p.1

GOLDSTEIN, MOLLY ANN
K(ids) B(ase)-L(ittle) S(hool) requested IRS extension (response to Molly Ann Goldstein) (ltr), Nov 22, 1996, p.6

GOLDSTEIN, MOLLY ANN (AU)
'Sweetheart deal' misuses taxes (re proposed lease of village's American Legion property) (ltr), Jul 12, 1996, p.6
Why does K(ids) B(ase)-L(ittle) S(hool) get many perks? (ltr), Sep 13, 1996, p.6
Addendums to previous letter (by author MollyAnn Goldstein from 9/13/96) (ltr), Sep 20, 1996, p.6
Resident finds K(ids) B(ase) bonds risky (ltr), Nov 15, 1996, p.6

GOLDSTEIN, RUTH
League proposes a voting unit change, Mar 1, 1996, p.1

GOLDSTEIN, RUTH (AU)
Civic affiliation should be a plus (response to 2/2 feature article on interviewing candidates)(ltr), Feb 9, 1996, p.6
New voters should expect a postcard (ltr), Apr 5, 1996, p.7

GOLDSTEIN, RUTH S AND MERVYN L (AU)
Quick action (by SCS Police Dept) has happy outcome (ltr), Jan 5, 1996, p.6

GOLDSTEIN, WENDY Z
Wendy Z Goldstein (appointed director of Mount Sinai Hospital in NYC) (photo), Jan 19, 1996, p.4

GOLDWATER, JIM
A Thanksgiving rite continues at Crossway, Dec 6, 1996, p.1
A Thanksgiving tradition continues at Crossway (cont), Dec 6, 1996, p.26

GOLF
Julia B Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.34
On the ball 137 years and counting (caddiemasters of SCS), Jul 19, 1996, p.13
Caddiemasters of Scarsdale: on the ball for 137 years (photo) (cont), Jul 19, 1996, p.15
So why is golf so addictive? The answers aren't easy (photo), Dec 6, 1996, p.26

GOLF CADDIES
Caddie scholarship started in Scarsdale (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.21

GOLLIN, HARRIET (AU)
With the gift of life, there's hope (edit), Apr 26, 1996, p.7

GONZALEZ, MALULA
Pt Council welcomes new board (photo), May 17, 1996, p.10

GONZALEZ, PAUL
Thanks to teen 'snow angels' (ltr), Mar 8, 1996, p.8
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.30

GONZALEZ, VICKI
Passing the torch (SCS Police carry torch for Special Olympics in annual run on Post Road) (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.1

GOODMAN, CAROL
PTAs prompt winning votes (photo), May 10, 1996, p.1

GOODMAN, CAROL (AU)
Edgemont parents urge a yes vote (ltr), May 3, 1996, p.6

GOODMAN, DANA
Awards celebrate student achievement in academics, service (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.10

GOODMAN, JASON
Hooray for books (National Book Week celebrations) (photo), Dec 6, 1996, p.12
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GOODMAN, JOHN
- A vision becomes traffic nightmare (response to letter by John Goodman from 1/26/96) (ltr), Feb 16, 1996, p.6
- Needed, badly: a 4-lane bridge (ltr), Jan 26, 1996, p.6
- No Gallic shrug on smoking ban ("France has not gotten the message about smoking") (ltr), Apr 12, 1996, p.6

GOODMAN, JOHN (AU)
- Goodman named Presidential Scholar (photo), May 17, 1996, p.1
- Goodman named Presidential Scholar (cont), May 17, 1996, p.10
- Awards celebrate student achievement in academics, service (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.10
- And 2 preceded Josh Goodman (as Presidential Scholars) (ltr), Jul 19, 1996, p.6
- Siegel was our first Presidential Scholar (photo), Jul 26, 1996, p.12

GOODMAN, LORI
- Julia B Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.34

GOODMAN, STEPHEN M
- Stephen M Goodman (appointed adjunct professor at Pace University School of Law), Dec 20, 1996, p.4

GOODMAN, STEPHEN M (AU)
- We've met enemy - and they is us! (comments on non-partisan system and current election) (ltr0, Mar 22, 1996, p.6

GOODMAN, VICTOR
- S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) election next Tuesday, Jan 12, 1996, p.1

GOODMAN, ZACHARY
- It was a glorious 5th, after a cold, rainy 4th (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.5

GOODRICH, PETER
- Grand jury indicts Scarsdale resident, Jun 28, 1996, p.3

GOODWIN, CAROL

GOODWIN, CAROL (AU)
- Home composting would save money (ltr), Nov 1, 1996, p.6

GOODWIN, KENNETH
- Technology group to advise schools, Nov 22, 1996, p.1

GOODWIN, KENNETH S (AU)
- M(ove) P(ost) R(oad) E(lsewhere) is following CATCH's example (ltr), Apr 19, 1996, p.6

GOODWIN, MICHAEL
- Food for thought (students pack lunches for Midnight Run) (photo), Apr 19, 1996, p.9

GORDON, ALAN

GORDON, ERIC
- Siegel was our first Presidential Scholar (photo), Jul 26, 1996, p.12

GORDON, HELEN
- Helen Gordon (dies), Dec 13, 1996, p.20

GORDON, LILY
- Pen pals picnic (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.11

GORE, AL
- Local Dems share 'tremendous spirit', Sep 6, 1996, p.1

GOSLIN, LINDA BEIR
- Alumni get-together (photo), Feb 23, 1996, p.8

GOTTLEIB, CAROL A E
- Carol A E Gottlieb (dies), Sep 20, 1996, p.12
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GOULD, DIANA
Generosity made S(CS) Family C(ounseling) S(ervice) gala great (ltr), May 3, 1996, p.8
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 3, 1996, p.30

GOULD, JOHN E
John E Gould (elected chairman of National Geographical Society), Mar 22, 1996, p.4

GRABEL, COURTNEY
Hooray for books (National Book Week celebrations) (photo), Dec 6, 1996, p.12

GRABEL, DAN
Somber tribute (Veterans Day ceremonies) (photo), Nov 15, 1996, p.1

GRABOWSKI, KERR
Artful projects (variety of silk-screened projects), Feb 2, 1996, p.9

GRAFFITI
Anti-Semitic graffiti defaces neighborhood, Nov 15, 1996, p.1
It's more than mischief (comments on bias-related crimes) (edit), Nov 15, 1996, p.6
Anti-Semitic graffiti defaces neighborhood (photo) (cont), Nov 15, 1996, p.8

GRAHAM, JULIA
Recalling the birth of the Village Club (photo), Feb 2, 1996, p.5

GRAHAM, JULIA S
Women lifers to join T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) men (ltr), Jan 19, 1996, p.6

GRAIFMAN, GARY
Winston update, Jan 19, 1996, p.1
Winston case will be on the docket again, Sep 13, 1996, p.1

GRAIS, TEDDY
For the school trophy case (Edgewood 1st graders wins 1st place in scholastic chess) (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.9

GRANT, FREDERICK
Kramer faces new gambling charges, Jan 12, 1996, p.1

GRATITUDE
Using God's gifts to express gratitude (edit), Dec 6, 1996, p.6
Using God's gifts to express gratitude (edit) (cont), Dec 6, 1996, p.7

GRAVES, EARL JR
Small efforts count (praises SCS's efforts in overcoming American burden of racism) (edit), Jul 12, 1996, p.6

GRAVESTOCK, JENNIFER
CPR at SHS (photo), May 24, 1996, p.10

GRAY, BRIDIE
Excellent in any language (winners of recent foreign language poster contest at SMS) (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.9

GRAY, ELWOOD
Nameless no more (SCS Chateaux) (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.19

GRECO, MARYBETH
Higher math at SMS (photo), May 3, 1996, p.10

GREEBEL, CHUCK
PRC (Advisory Council on Parks and Recreation) urged to seek complete rec(reation) plan, Feb 9, 1996, p.1

GREEN, JOYCE BELDEN
Thanksgiving traditions (marked the week at Scarsdale elementary schools) (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.11

GREEN, MARGARET
Margaret Green (dies), Oct 11, 1996, p.16

GREENAWALT, MARTHA (AU)
Church decries anti-Semitism (ltr), Jul 5, 1996, p.6
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GREENBAUM, ELLEN
Interviews provide needed oversight (comments on Op-Ed page of March 1 issue of SCS Inquirer) (ltr), Mar 8, 1996, p.8
GREENBAUM, ELLEN (AU)
Who needs the V-chip? (edit), Mar 1, 1996, p.7
GREENBAUM, GLENN
It's moving day for Scaradale Hardware, May 17, 1996, p.4
Now open on Scarsdale Avenue (Scarsdale Hardware) (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.4
GREENBERG, KATHERINE
Holiday happenings (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.5
GREENBERG, KATHY
Julia B Fee Salutes The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.32
GREENBERG, SETH
Baker rises to a grand occasion (produces birthday cake for President Clinton) (photo), Aug 23, 1996, p.1
Troupe presents kids' plays (photo), Nov 15, 1996, p.10
GREENBERG, WILLIAM JR
Baker rises to a grand occasion (produces birthday cake for President Clinton) (photo), Aug 23, 1996, p.1
GREENBURG, MICHAEL
Former Raider now calling shots as producer (photo), May 10, 1996, p.21
SHS graduate calling shots as top producer (cont), May 10, 1996, p.23
GREENE, DAN
Village mediates neighbors versus Nynex (photo), Aug 2, 1996, p.1
GREENE, DAVID
Dedication and sportmanship honored (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.32
GREENE, GERALDINE
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 3, 1996, p.30
New director for senior programs (photo), Aug 30, 1996, p.4
Help keep door open at S(CS) Family C(ounseling) S(ervice) (ltr), Nov 22, 1996, p.6
GREENEBAUM, BETTY
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.24
GREENEBAUM, HENRY (AU)
Jespersen's is back (ltr), Oct 18, 1996, p.6
GREENES, ROBERT
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.24
The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26
GREENLEAF, MARTA
Home-schooling is the choice for a local family (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.10
GREENLEAF, MIRANDA
Home-schooling is the choice for a local family (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.10
GREENLEAF, ROBERT
Home-schooling is the choice for a local family (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.10
GREENLEAF, RUSSELL
Home-schooling is the choice for a local family (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.10
GREENLEY, ELLEN
Scouting out village hall (Girl and Boy Scouts visit village departments) (photo), Mar 15, 1996, p.1
GRIEF
Feeling and getting beyond grief (edit), Apr 19, 1996, p.7
Loving support in a tragic time (ltr), May 17, 1996, p.6
GRIMALDI, TERRY
Edgewood hospitality (PTA committee organizes staff recognition luncheon) (photo), Mar 22, 1996, p.10
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GRIMES, SUSANNAH
   Julia B Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.34

GRIMM, THOMAS
   No return (Independent Party primary votes), Sep 13, 1996, p.1

GRODEN, WALTER
   E'mont Council clouds the issue (ltr), May 10, 1996, p.6

GRONER, DANIEL
   Technology group to advise schools, Nov 22, 1996, p.1

GROOT, PATRICIA
   Excellent in any language (winners of recent foreign language poster contest at SMS) (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.9

GROSS, MARJORIE
   22 candidates running for School Board Nominating Committee (cont), Jan 12, 1996, p.4

GROSSMAN, JACOB (DR) (AU)
   Crossway compost is smelling better (ltr), Jun 7, 1996, p.6

GROSSMAN, JULIE
   Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

GROSSMAN, WARREN
   Lines chosen, debates planned for next month's village election (photo), Feb 23, 1996, p.1
   Heed the message (comments on recent election of Citizens' Party candidates) (edit), Mar 22, 1996, p.6

GROSSO, FRAN
   From evil murder, a purpose served (ltr), Jun 28, 1996, p.6

GROSSO, PAT
   From evil murder, a purpose served (ltr), Jun 28, 1996, p.6

GROSZ, KATHY
   Obsessing about a straight-A body, Feb 9, 1996, p.1
   Rotary presents annual grants (photo), May 31, 1996, p.4
   Learning to succeed through adventure (Youth Service Project) (photo), Sep 6, 1996, p.8

GROUP READING
   The books that bind (edit), Apr 5, 1996, p.7

GRUEN, ALISON (AU)
   Edgemont helped boy to 'come out' (ltr), Jun 21, 1996, p.6

GRUEN, JUDY (AU)
   Edgemont helped boy to 'come out' (ltr), Jun 21, 1996, p.6

GUENTHER, LILY
   Holiday happenings (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.5

GUENTHER, MARTHA
   Holiday happenings (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.5

GUILIANI, RUDOLPH
   A victory for victims (advocates legalization of self-defense sprays in New York State) (edit), Aug 2, 1996, p.6

GULOTTA, DANIELLE
   Alumni get-together (photo), Feb 23, 1996, p.8

GULOTTA, STEVEN
   Alumni get-together (photo), Feb 23, 1996, p.8

GUNS
   County shouldn't host gun show (ltr), Oct 11, 1996, p.6
   Automated check not the answer (ltr), Oct 25, 1996, p.6

GUPTA, ANITA
   22 candidates running for School Board Nominating Committee (cont), Jan 12, 1996, p.4
GUTWILLIG, RICHARD
Tenure forum pits parents v(ersus) teahers, Oct 4, 1996, p.1

GYMNASTICS
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.30

HACKETT, JANE
Yet more women trustees recalled (response to letter by A F Lazzara from 7/19/96) (ltr), Aug 2, 1996, p.6

HACKETT, JANE WILLIAMSON
Three preceded Jane Hackett (on SCS Board of Trustees) (ltr), Jul 19, 1996, p.6

HAELFLIGER, ANDREAS
Wentworths: 4 hands to play 3 concerts (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.15

HAFFNER, DORIS
Doris Haffner (is performing a summer internship in horticulture therapy), Jun 21, 1996, p.4

HAGERTY, MARY KAY
Candidates needed for 10 School B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) slots, Nov 29, 1996, p.1

HAGGBLAD, RICHARD
Crane options pondered (Crane and Fox Meadow Road intersection), Jun 14, 1996, p.1
Silver anniversaries (village honors 10 employees who have served SCS for 25 years) (photo), Jul 19, 1996, p.5
Bridge work ahead (Fenimore Road bridge will be repaired this fall), Sep 20, 1996, p.1

HAGGIS, MIKE
In the spotlight (TV report regarding KIDS BASE leasing former American Legion property), Jul 19, 1996, p.1

HAHN, GEORGE
Heat & warmth at next T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) meeting (ltr), May 3, 1996, p.6

HAIMOWITZ, RAPHY (AU)
Many participated in women's seder (ltr), Apr 5, 1996, p.6
Jewish groups call for probe (re recent wave of arson attack on African-American churches) (ltr), Jun 21, 1996, p.6

HAKLISCK, KATHERINE
Trying out sign language skills (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.9

HALDANE, BECKY
(Venturing out onto the first ice of the season) (photo), Jan 12, 1996, p.6

HALDANE, EMER
(Venturing out onto the first ice of the season) (photo), Jan 12, 1996, p.6

HALDANE, LIZZIE
(Venturing out onto the first ice of the season) (photo), Jan 12, 1996, p.6

HALLENBECK, DIANE
Diane Hallenbeck (elected to board of overseers of Albert Einstein College of Medicine) (photo), Aug 2, 1996, p.2

HALLOWEEN
A motley crew (mob of munchkins clad as fairies and witches, bunnies and vampires) (photo), Nov 1, 1996, p.1
Halloween spirit was appreciated (appreciation for village merchants) (ltr), Nov 15, 1996, p.6

HALLOWEEN WINDOW PAINTING CONTEST
Don't jiggle me! (Julie Sternman and Jessie Augarten at Halloween window painting contest) (photo), Oct 25, 1996, p.1
Winners aplenty in Halloween window painting contest (photo), Oct 25, 1996, p.8
Prizewinning painter (E Kim receives grand prize in SCS Halloween window painting contest) (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.4

HAMSLEY, MARGARET
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 3, 1996, p.30

HAMILTON, GORDON
Scoutmaster Hamilton receives Pelican Award (photo), May 3, 1996, p.4

HAMLET, PENNY
Thanksgiving traditions (marked the week at Scarsdale elementary schools) (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.11
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HAMLIN, BEN
Moving up and on (retiring Greenacres principal with fifth graders on moving-up day) (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.1

HAMM, KELLEY
Hamm named assistant principal (photo), Nov 1, 1996, p.1
Hamm named assistant principal (cont), Nov 1, 1996, p.9

HAN, CATHERINE
The Bank of New York Salutes (SMS) Speech Contest 1996 (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.26

HAN, WIN
Awards celebrate student achievement in academics, service (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.10

HAND, EDWARD
Groups like home-office law, but still want some changes, Feb 16, 1996, p.1

HAND, EDWARD S (AU)
No BRP traffic on our streets (re Woodland Viaduct repair) (ltr), May 17, 1996, p.6
Town justified in closing Walworth (Avenue) (ltr), May 24, 1996, p.6

HAND, NANCY D (AU)
Bronxville mayors supporting Stein (ltr), Nov 1, 1996, p.8

HANDELMAN, BARBARA EBENSTEIN (AU)
A daughter thanks caring community (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.8

HANDELMAN, JOY
Alumni get-together (photo), Feb 23, 1996, p.8

HANDELMAN, JUDITH A (AU)
History Channel has wide appeal (ltr), Apr 5, 1996, p.6
Agrees that tone needs improving (response to edit from 8/23/96) (ltr), Sep 6, 1996, p.6

HANDELMAN, MATTHEW
Matthew Handelman (named principal of Maplewood K-8 Parent Co-op public school in Wa) (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.4

HANDELMAN, RICK
Alumni get-together (photo), Feb 23, 1996, p.8

HANDELMAN, WALTER
Lynn Demitrieus, Walter Handelman voted Scarsdale Foundation trustees, Feb 16, 1996, p.4
The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26
'Green lights' ahead in downtown project, Dec 6, 1996, p.1

HANDICAPPED
Handicapped man needs ride to job (ltr), Aug 16, 1996, p.6

HANSEN, CORWITH
School's on, but students take off (vacation for Easter and Passover narrowed to three day holiday), Apr 5, 1996, p.1

HANSUM, NATALIE
(New life members of Scarsdale Woman's Club) (photo), Mar 22, 1996, p.13

HANUKKAH
Still investigating (vandalization of Hanukkah menorah in Chase Park), Jan 5, 1996, p.1
(U.S. Hanukkah) stamp issued, Nov 8, 1996, p.1
Maccabee miracle (last day of Festival of Lights) (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.1

HARARI, JUDITH
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30

HARARY, JUDITH
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30

HARDENBERGH, NICKY (AU)
Home-schooling story 'the best' (response to Inquirer article from 6/28/96) (ltr), Sep 13, 1996, p.6

HARDWARE STORES
SEE STORES
HARDY, EDWARD
Nominators pick trustees, justice (photo), Jan 19, 1996, p.1
Bob Harrison plans to run for trustee (photo), Jan 26, 1996, p.1
Candidate lineup, Feb 16, 1996, p.1
Campaign seeks money and votes (ltr), Feb 16, 1996, p.6
Campaign forums, Mar 1, 1996, p.1
Campaign forum, Mar 8, 1996, p.1
Citizens' Party challenged on question of open government (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.1
A chair is still a chair (absence of Citizens' Party candidates from forum will be noticed) (edit), Mar 8, 1996, p.6
Village election is next Tuesday (photo), Mar 15, 1996, p.1
Harrison goes solo at forum, Mar 15, 1996, p.1
Vote row A (Citizens' Party candidates) (edit), Mar 15, 1996, p.6
Harrison cannot work with others (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.8
Citizens' Party does it again; vote may yield change (photo), Mar 22, 1996, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.24
League of Women Voters urges discussion of issues, May 3, 1996, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes the Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.24
Board blasted on transfer site; Kids' BASE criticism continues, Sep 13, 1996, p.1

HARRINGTON, CAROL (DR)
3 finalists tapped for schools chief, Jan 26, 1996, p.1

HARRIS, NEALE
Merchants pronounce sale a success (photo), Aug 9, 1996, p.1

HARRIS, PAUL
Good fellows (John Galloway and Lowell Tooley named Paul Harris fellows) (photo), Feb 23, 1996, p.5
New Rotary officers (photo), Sep 20, 1996, p.4

HARRIS, WENDY (DR)
Wendy Harris, M.D. (has accepted a position at Cornell Univ Medical College-NY Hospital in WHP), Jun 21, 1996, p.4

HARRISON, ALEXANDER
Note commends valued teacher (Irving Sloan) (ltr), Sep 20, 1996, p.6

HARRISON, ALEXANDER (AU)
Letter was quoted without consent (response to letter by Irving Sloan from 9/20/96) (ltr), Oct 11, 1996, p.6

HARRISON, EDWARD
Golf club president (Richard A Worden new president of SCS Golf Club) (photo), Mar 1, 1996, p.4

HARRISON, JOHN
Schools welcome new teachers, begin classes (photo) (cont), Sep 6, 1996, p.8

HARRISON, JOHN JOSEPH
John Joseph Harrison (dies), Jan 12, 1996, p.10

HARRISON, ROBERT
Bob Harrison plans to run for trustee (photo), Jan 26, 1996, p.1
Bob Harrison to run for village trustee (cont), Jan 26, 1996, p.4
Candidate lineup, Feb 16, 1996, p.1
Lines chosen, debates planned for next month's village election (photo), Feb 23, 1996, p.1
Campaign forums, Mar 1, 1996, p.1
On the campaign trail (R Harrison running for village trustee) (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.1
A chair is still a chair (absence of Citizens' Party candidates from forum will be noticed) (edit), Mar 8, 1996, p.6
Harrison goes solo at forum, Mar 15, 1996, p.1
Bob will expose workings of Oz (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.6
Time for some openness, debate on the issues (re Bob Harrison running for village trustee) (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.8
Harrison cannot work with others (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.8
Does evil lurk in Scarsdale system?, Mar 15, 1996, p.8
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HARRISON, ROBERT continued

Harrison is the true nonpartisan (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.8
Citizens' Party does it again; vote may yield change (photo), Mar 22, 1996, p.1
Heed the message (comments on recent election of Citizens' Party candidates) (photo) (edit), Mar 22, 1996, p.6
Harrison: Citizens' party cable program unfair, Mar 22, 1996, p.8
Village tax bite will be less painful than projected, Apr 26, 1996, p.1
League of Women Voters urges discussion of issues, May 3, 1996, p.1
Village signs new cable franchise, May 17, 1996, p.1
Revaluation is in our best interest, village says, May 31, 1996, p.1
Remark offended Kids' BASE dad (ltr), Jul 26, 1996, p.6
Kids (BASE) Little School lease makes financial sense (ltr), Aug 9, 1996, p.6
Newcomers wonder: What kind of town is this? (edit), Sep 6, 1996, p.6
Board blasted on transfer site; Kids' BASE criticism continues, Sep 13, 1996, p.1
They also believe in civil discourse (response to edit by Irving Sloan from 9/6/96) (ltr), Sep 13, 1996, p.6
Note commends valued teacher (Irving Sloan) (ltr), Sep 20, 1996, p.6
Technology group to advise schools, Nov 22, 1996, p.1
Celentano steps down as girls' coach, Dec 27, 1996, p.1

HARRISON, ROBERT (AU)

Seeks signatures, outlines campaign (ltr), Feb 2, 1996, p.6
Candidate seeks open government (ltr), Mar 8, 1996, p.6
Bob (Harrison) says, vote row B for me (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.8
PRO Party came close to victory (ltr), Mar 29, 1996, p.6
Scholarship fund in Gabe (Cohen)'s memory (ltr), Apr 26, 1996, p.6
Donations sought for (Gabriel M Cohen) Memorial Fund (ltr), Dec 13, 1996, p.6

HARRISON, ROBERT H (AU)

Village trustees use rubber stamp (ltr), Jun 14, 1996, p.6
Kids BASE Lease opponents were not heard (response to letter from 7/19/96) (ltr), Aug 2, 1996, p.6
The present value should be counted (re village lease to Kids BASE/Little School) (ltr), Aug 23, 1996, p.6

HART, GERALDINE (AU)

They also believe in civil discourse (response to edit by Irving Sloan from 9/6/96) (ltr), Sep 13, 1996, p.6

HARTMAN, STEPHEN

The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 3, 1996, p.30

HARTOG, JACK

Stammer inducted into SHS Scholar-Athlete Honor Society (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.21

HARWOOD PARK (SCS)

Planting a tree (Arbor Day ceremony at SCS Public Library Pond), Apr 19, 1996, p.1
They made (Harwood) park more beautiful (ltr), May 3, 1996, p.6
Home ecologist mines garden gold (photo), Sep 20, 1996, p.1
3 saluted for environmental projects (photo), Nov 22, 1996, p.5

HASSAN, CHARLIE (AU)

Recreation center could be good neighbor (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.6

HASSAN, ELISE

Disabilities awareness at Quaker Ridge (photo), Oct 18, 1996, p.11

HASSON, BARRY

Don't destroy a peaceful oasis (response to letter by Barry Hasson from 3/22/96 (ltr), Apr 5, 1996, p.6

HASSON, BARRY (AU)

Don't concentrate recreation facilities (ltr), Mar 22, 1996, p.6

HATCH, KEVIN

(Kevin Hatch finds the Fourth of July - and watermelon - a somber experience) (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.6
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HAUPTS, PETER
Egyptian extravaganza (Fox Meadow fifth grade presentation) (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.10

HAYASHI, KAZUHIRO
Scofflaws take downtown parking spaces (cont), Dec 13, 1996, p.9

HAYDEN, CARL T
Funding shift called reform by commissioner, Feb 9, 1996, p.9

HAYN, ELLEN
Edgewood hospitality (PTA committee organizes staff recognition luncheon) (photo), Mar 22, 1996, p.10

HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES-DISPOSAL
Save our waterways (photo) (edit), Apr 19, 1996, p.6

HAZELWOOD, WINIFRED
Yet more women trustees recalled (response to letter by A F Lazzara from 7/19/96) (ltr), Aug 2, 1996, p.6

HEADLEY, FRANK M JR
Frank M Headley, Jr (elected chairman of board of advisors of Westchester Community Foundation) (photo), Oct 25, 1996, p.4

HEALEY, ELAINE
Scarsdalians elected at St. Agnes (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.2

HEALTH CARE
SEE MEDICAL CARE

HEALTH INSURANCE
SEE INSURANCE, HEALTH

HEAPHY, ANNE
Edgewood fifth-graders raise abilities-awareness through fair (photo), Dec 20, 1996, p.13

HEINRICH, AMY
Thanks to teen ‘snow angels’ (ltr), Mar 8, 1996, p.8
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.30

HEITHAUS, LOUIS
Bond agency enters K(ids) B(ASE) debate, May 3, 1996, p.1
Ground broken for Kids’ BASE home (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.1

HELLER, HERBERT (AU)
Assessment story alerted taxpayers (ltr), Jun 21, 1996, p.6

HELMREICH, WILLIAM (DR)
Forum examines origins of prejudice, Sep 20, 1996, p.10

HELMREICH, WILLIAM B (AU)
Why do people like stereotypes? (edit), Nov 1, 1996, p.7
Is ‘stereotype’ a dirty word? (edit), Nov 29, 1996, p.7

HENDERSON, WILL
A whiff of spring (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.1

HENDLER, JASON
Holiday spirit (toys collected for needy children in Westchester and New York City) (photo), Jan 5, 1996, p.9

HENRY, BRUCE
Blood Drive May 1 (photo), Apr 19, 1996, p.9

HENRY, SYD
Fair (at IHM) promotes good health (photo), May 3, 1996, p.10

HERBS
Herbs for your medicine chest (edit), Nov 8, 1996, p.7
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HERRMANN, WILLIAM A
William A Herrmann (dies) (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.8

HERSHENSON, MICHAEL
Scarsdale cellist to be soloist in pops concert (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.11

HERSHENSON, ROBERTA (AU)
Classical music - call it anything, but don't say soothing! (edit) (illus), Mar 8, 1996, p.7
Composting sign obtrusive at (SCS Library) pond (ltr), Nov 15, 1996, p.6

HERSHEY, MIKE
SMS helps whose in need (photo), Dec 20, 1996, p.13

HERZ, JOHN H (AU)
Democrats have abandoned ideals (ltr), Aug 9, 1996, p.6

HEUEBEL, AMY
Heathcote days (annual Jelly Bean Field Day) (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.9

HEWETT, SALLI
Saying it in song (musical entertainment by Quaker Ridge students) (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.5

HEWETT, SALLY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.24

HEYER, ANDREW
2 administrators leaving schools; Heathcote principal resigns (photo), May 3, 1996, p.1

HEYER, NELSON
A 77-year tradition at St. James the Less (photo), May 31, 1996, p.5

HIBSCHMAN, RICHARD (DR)
Magic expected of new schools chief (photo), Feb 2, 1996, p.1
Schools welcome new chief, Jun 21, 1996, p.1

HIGHTOWER, STEPHEN (AU)
Edgemont sage clarifies some burning issues (edit), Feb 23, 1996, p.7

HILF-LEVINE, ELISE (AU)
Excitement reigns at Little School (ltr), Feb 9, 1996, p.6

HILL, GLORIA B
Gloria B Hill (dies), Jan 19, 1996, p.12

HILLMAN, DONALD
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.24

HINCKLEY, AUSTIN
Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

HIRANO, YUMI

HIRASHIGE, AKIHO
Chinese lessons at Quaker Ridge (photo), Feb 9, 1996, p.9

HIRASHIGE, KAORI
Chinese lessons at Quaker Ridge (photo), Feb 9, 1996, p.9

HIRING OF EMPLOYEES
SEE EMPLOYEE SELECTION

HIROSHIMA
(J Randell stands for peace at annual vigil commemorating bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki) (photo), Aug 9, 1996, p.6
Vigil (to commemorate atomic bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki) ignores the facts of history (ltr), Aug 9, 1996, p.7

HIRSCH, JENNY
Just a little harder (tug-o'-war during Saturday's E-(mont)Day on EMT High School field) (photo), May 17, 1996, p.1

HIRSCHHAUSER, MICHAEL
Michael Hirschhauser (named product manager, Silica Division, Degussa Corporation) (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.4
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HIRSCHHORN, JUDITH
Pataki's budget would raise taxes, Jan 12, 1996, p.8
Eight percent in special education, Sep 20, 1996, p.10

HITE, GAILEN
Baker rises to a grand occasion (produces birthday cake for President Clinton) (photo), Aug 23, 1996, p.1

HITOMI, MASAKO
Outgoing principal, teacher lauded (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.10

HOBBS, EMILY
Three preceded Jane Hackett (on SCS Board of Trustees) (ltr), Jul 19, 1996, p.6

HOCHBERG, AUDREY
State aid cuts target special education, Jan 19, 1996, p.1
Hochberg appointed, Feb 2, 1996, p.1
Re-valuation bill might fly this time, May 3, 1996, p.1
Time's run out (for drivers who get speeding tickets and who try to delay their case), May 17, 1996, p.1
Stein seeking Hochberg's seat (photo), May 24, 1996, p.1
Stein seeks Hochberg's Assembly seat (cont), May 24, 1996, p.14
Assembly update (re physicians' licenses that have been suspended or revoked), Jun 14, 1996, p.1
Re-valuation OK'd by state, Jun 21, 1996, p.1
Let's do even better (1996 will be remembered as banner year for law enforcement) (edit), Jun 28, 1996, p.6
Most school aid restored in budget, Jul 19, 1996, p.1
Eagle Scout honored (photo), Aug 2, 1996, p.2
Tenure forum pits parents versus teachers, Oct 4, 1996, p.1
No love fest in state races (photo), Oct 18, 1996, p.1
Rivals worthy, but ... (Inquirer endorsements of SCS candidates for state and federal office) (edit), Oct 18, 1996, p.6
Hochberg fights for environment (ltr), Oct 18, 1996, p.6
Pass law to keep teens out of bars (ltr), Oct 18, 1996, p.6
Village still reeling from fierce storm (photo), Oct 25, 1996, p.1
Candidates forum (scheduled for Monday, October 28), Oct 25, 1996, p.1
Mud flowing in campaign flyer (ltr), Oct 25, 1996, p.6
Hochberg keeps school aid coming (ltr), Oct 25, 1996, p.6
Candidates vie for votes at forum, Nov 1, 1996, p.1
Hochberg helps to protect property (ltr), Nov 1, 1996, p.6
Hochberg has earned our vote (ltr), Nov 1, 1996, p.8
Don't be misled by the hate mail (ltr), Nov 1, 1996, p.8
Hochberg supports abortion rights (ltr), Nov 1, 1996, p.8
Scarsdalians favor incumbents (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.1
Hochberg says state not enforcing law (re making deadbeat parents more accountable), Nov 8, 1996, p.8
Ground broken for Kids' BASE home (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.1
Election ahead, Dec 27, 1996, p.1

HOCHBERG, HERBERT
Bowl deadline nears, Mar 29, 1996, p.1
Blissful (Alan) Blitz (photo), Apr 19, 1996, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26
School Board Nominating Committee: Changes would open up system, May 10, 1996, p.1
Scarsdalians favor incumbents (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.1
Candidates needed for 10 School Board Nominating Committee slots, Nov 29, 1996, p.1

HOCHBERG, HERBERT (AU)
Residents urged to vote Tuesday (ltr), Jan 12, 1996, p.6
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HOCHHAUSER, STEPHEN (AU)
Choice of speaker insulted company (re consolidation of GBH fire districts) (ltr), May 3, 1996, p.8

HOCKEY
Task force seeks donations (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.9
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.30
Raiders capture state field hockey title (photo), Nov 22, 1996, p.1
Spirit and heart (salute to field hockey champions the SCS Raiders and coach Penny Salinger) (edit), Nov 22, 1996, p.6
Fields of dreams: a state title for Scarsdale (photo), Nov 22, 1996, p.21
Scarsdale field hockey players capture first state championship (cont), Nov 22, 1996, p.21
Maroon & White Congratulates The Girls Varsity Field Hockey Team (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.32
Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

HODGES, ANNE
(SHS) Class of '46 returns (photo), May 31, 1996, p.9

HODGES, JOHN THOMAS
John Thomas Hodges (dies), Nov 15, 1996, p.14

HOFF-BARTHELSON SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Performers focus on creating a new generation of music-lovers (photo), Feb 23, 1996, p.1
Performers focus on creating a new generation of music-lovers (cont), Feb 23, 1996, p.8
Holiday happenings (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.5

HOFFMAN, JEFFREY (OR)
Scarsdale's own astronaut set to board shuttle again (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.1
Satellite adrift, Mar 1, 1996, p.1

HOFFMAN, JOYCE
School nurses lauded, Jan 19, 1996, p.9

HOFHEIMER, GERTRUDE
Village land sought for senior condos, Feb 23, 1996, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26

HOFHEIMER, JOE

HOFHEIMER, JOSEPH
The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26
United Way: Community counts more than ever (photo), Oct 4, 1996, p.5

HOFHEIMER, NATALIE
United Way: Community counts more than ever (photo), Oct 4, 1996, p.5

HOFSTETTER, DINA
Artist of the month chosen (photo), May 3, 1996, p.9

HOGAN, JIM
County: Bagging leaves is best, May 31, 1996, p.1

HOGAN, PHIL
Dedication and sportmanship honored (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.32
Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

HOLBROOKE, RICHARD
A behind-the-scenes look at Bosnia (photo), Oct 25, 1996, p.1
A behind-the-scenes look at peace effort (cont), Oct 25, 1996, p.8

HOLIDAYS
Schools taking the easy way out (ltr), Jan 5, 1996, p.6
Kids won't thank antiholiday cops (response to letter by B Berenson from 12/29/95) (ltr), Jan 5, 1996, p.6
Letter-writer's (Betty Berenson) criticism was 'shameless tasteless' (edit), Jan 5, 1996, p.7
Make diversity a positive thing (ltr), Jan 26, 1996, p.6
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HOLIDAYS continued

School board should not cower (regarding holiday policy) (ltr), Feb 23, 1996, p.6
Holiday guidelines questioned, Mar 22, 1996, p.9
Holiday schedule, Dec 13, 1996, p.1
He's no 'candy-cane felon' (edit), Dec 27, 1996, p.6
Seasonal spirit (photo), Dec 27, 1996, p.11

HOLLANDER, ALAN
Julia B Fee Salutes The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.32

HOLLANDER, MARTY
Scarsdale Plaza set to reopen (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.2

HOLMES, LINDA GOETZ (AU)
Blizzard of '47: Neighborly shovels no snowplow (edit), Jan 12, 1996, p.7

HOLOCAUST, JEWISH (1939-1945)
Holocaust lessons have impact, Jan 5, 1996, p.9
Survivor's story wins wider audience (edit), May 17, 1996, p.7
A renewed commitment to teach the Holocaust (edit), Aug 30, 1996, p.6
A commitment to teach the Holocaust (edit) (cont), Aug 30, 1996, p.7
A tangled web of deception unraveled (edit), Dec 27, 1996, p.6
A tangled web of deception unraveled (edit) (cont), Dec 27, 1996, p.7

HOLTZ, GREGORY
Rink gets cold reception from Secor Farms residents, May 10, 1996, p.1

HOLVIG, KEN
Local schools are new on the Net (photo), Mar 15, 1996, p.9
Home on the web (new features on Scarsdale Online, home page of SCS's League of Women Voters), Mar 29, 1996, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes (SMS) Speech Contest 1996 (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.26

HOME OWNERSHIP
A homeowner's lament; From creatures of the night to the 'day of the deluge' (edit), Oct 25, 1996, p.7

HOME SCHOOLING
Home-schooling is the choice for a local family (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.10
Home-schooling story 'the best' (response to Inquirer article from 6/28/96) (ltr), Sep 13, 1996, p.6

HOME-BASED BUSINESSES
Home occupation, ice rink proposals headed for action, Jan 12, 1996, p.1
Home office hearing, Feb 9, 1996, p.1
Groups like home-office law, but still want some changes, Feb 16, 1996, p.1
A few more questions (edit), Feb 16, 1996, p.6
Home-based business operators free at last, Mar 29, 1996, p.1
Home office law passes; cable franchise, budget hearings set (cont), Mar 29, 1996, p.22
'Mompreneurs' share home business advice (photo), Oct 18, 1996, p.5

HOMELESS
Study promotes understanding, Feb 9, 1996, p.9
I felt too guilty staying away (edit), Nov 22, 1996, p.7
Homeless in Manhattan; Midnight Run director has been there (photo), Dec 6, 1996, p.5
Some of homeless will now be warm (re collection of clothing and blankets by SCS Rotary Club) (ltr), Dec 20, 1996, p.6

HOMOSEXUALITY
When parents need help in coming out of the closet, Apr 12, 1996, p.1
Breaking the taboo (edit), Apr 12, 1996, p.6
When parents need help in coming out of the closet (cont), Apr 12, 1996, p.12
Hiding out at Scarsdale High School, May 24, 1996, p.5
Hiding out at Scarsdale High School: teenagers cope with homosexuality (cont), May 24, 1996, p.14
Reader objects to an expletive (response to Inquirer article on homosexuality from 5/24/96) (ltr), May 31, 1996, p.6
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HOMOSEXUALITY continued

- SHS - taking on the rights and realities of gay students, May 31, 1996, p.8
- SHS - taking on the rights and realities of gay students (cont), May 31, 1996, p.21
- Open discussion promotes growth (response to letter from D. Karl Malkames from 5/31/96) (ltr), Jun 7, 1996, p.6
- Edgemont helped boy to 'come out' (ltr), Jun 21, 1996, p.6
- Dislikes stories on homosexuality (ltr), Jun 28, 1996, p.7

HONG, SOPHIA
- Accent Nails opens in village, Mar 29, 1996, p.4

HOOK, LUCYLE
- (SHS) Class of '46 returns (photo), May 31, 1996, p.9

HORE, TAEKO
- Memorial mural dedicated (photo), Feb 9, 1996, p.9

HORIE, RYOKI
- Memorial mural dedicated (photo), Feb 9, 1996, p.9

HORIE, TAKAKO
- Memorial mural dedicated (photo), Feb 9, 1996, p.9
- Neighbors rally to ease a family's pain (edit), Mar 8, 1996, p.7

HORIE, YOSHIHIRO
- Memorial mural dedicated (photo), Feb 9, 1996, p.9

HORIE, YUKO
- Memorial mural dedicated (photo), Feb 9, 1996, p.9

HORNECASTLE, NANCY
- School team plots a smooth course (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.1

HOROWITZ, FRANCES
- (WCHP) Hospital Center honors volunteers (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.4

HOROWITZ, HAYLEY
- Excellent in any language (winners of recent foreign language poster contest at SMS) (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.9

HOROWITZ, JORDAN
- SHS Drama Club to present musical 'How to Succeed...' (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.15

HOROWITZ, LAURIE
- Y(Ethnic) E(mployment) S(ervice) celebrates another year (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.9

HOROWITZ, TYKEL
- Recalling the birth of the Village Club (photo), Feb 2, 1996, p.5

HOROWITZ (sic), JENNA
- Parent input sought on math curricula (photo), Oct 25, 1996, p.9

HORSEBACK RIDING
- SEE HORSEMANSHIP

HORSEMANSHIP
- Stable features spacious riding ring (photo), Jul 26, 1996, p.9

HORSMAN, RICHARD
- Village eyes pool improvements, Sep 27, 1996, p.1

HORTON, WILLIE
- Politics and fear on a collision course (review of book focusing on impact of Horton case) (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.3
- The politics of hysteria (comments on crime prevention) (edit), Apr 5, 1996, p.6

HOSPITALS
- (White Plains) Hospital dedicates Flanzer Pavilion, Jun 28, 1996, p.1
- (White Plains) Hospital dedicates the Flanzer Pavilion (photo) (cont), Jun 28, 1996, p.5
- Grateful patient: You can make a difference to (White) P(hospital) C(enter) (photo) (edit), Jun 28, 1996, p.7
- Scarsdalians elected at St. Agnes (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.2

(White Plains) Hospital happy with coverage (of recent dedication ceremony) (ltr), Aug 2, 1996, p.6
HOSPITALS continued
Hospital partners (White Plains Hospital and Northern Westchester Hospital Center will affiliate), Aug 9, 1996, p.1

HOU, JACK
Awards celebrate student achievement in academics, service (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.10

HOULIHAN, MARGARET
Tenure forum pits parents (versus) teachers, Oct 4, 1996, p.1

HOUSEKNECHT, SCOTT
For the school trophy case (Edgewood 1st graders wins 1st place in scholastic chess) (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.9
Edgewood class entertains a furry southern visitor (photo), Mar 1, 1996, p.9

HOUSEKNECHT, SCOTT (DR)
Teachers organize enrichment activities (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.10
Once it was the exception, but now nearly all kids eat lunch in school (photo), Oct 4, 1996, p.1

HOUSES-SCS
Award recipient was not amused (ltr), Jan 19, 1996, p.6

HOUSING
Living among wealthy not an entitlement (edit), Feb 23, 1996, p.7

HOUSING-SCS
Village land sought for senior condos, Feb 23, 1996, p.1
Senior condos proposed (cont), Feb 23, 1996, p.5
Un-rich would like to live here too (response to 2/23 article by Irving Sloan) (ltr), Mar 1, 1996, p.6
Architect sought for senior condos, Jun 21, 1996, p.1
Architect sought for senior condominiums (cont), Jun 21, 1996, p.5
Trustees ask: Is senior housing needed on Weaver?, Aug 16, 1996, p.1
Correct the imbalance (edit), Sep 6, 1996, p.6

HOWARD, LEONARD
Keep transfer station, for now (photo), May 24, 1996, p.1

HOWE II, HAROLD (AU)

HTS
The Year in Review (details developments in SCS, EMT-HTS and Westchester) (photo), Dec 27, 1996, p.2
Will Hartsdale be a ghost town? (ltr), Dec 27, 1996, p.6

Huang, Lisa
Language contest winners (SHS students take top honors in Iona College language competition) (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.9

HUMAN RIGHTS
SEE CIVIL RIGHTS

HUMPHREY, STEVE
S(CS) G(o)lf C(ub) camp hones skills of future members (photo), Aug 9, 1996, p.8

HUNGER
Helping the hungry (Westchester Library System has launched its fifth annual holiday food drive), Nov 29, 1996, p.1

HUNGER, RUTH
Yet more women trustees recalled (response to letter by A F Lazzara from 7/19/96) (ltr), Aug 2, 1996, p.6

HUNTER, ARDIS O (AU)
A Christian philosophy of life (edit), Sep 6, 1996, p.7

HUPALO, TERRY
Technology group to advise schools, Nov 22, 1996, p.1

HUPE, DENNIS J
Dennis J Hupe (awarded for logging 250 hours in American Quarter Horse Assn Horseback Riding Program), May 3, 1996, p.4

HURWITT, CLAIRE
Claire Hurwitt (dies), Feb 9, 1996, p.12
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HURWITZ, KATHY
  Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) celebrates another year (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.9

HURWITZ, MARC
  Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.30

HUSNEY, MARTY
  Julia B Fee Salutes The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.32

HUSNEY, ROZ
  Julia B Fee Salutes The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.32

HUSSEY, BRIAN
  Caddie scholarship started in Scarsdale (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.21

HUTTAR, ETHEL
  Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30

HUTTON, LIBBY
  Stable features spacious riding ring (photo), Jul 26, 1996, p.9

HUYTER, JEANE
  Scofflaws take downtown parking spaces (cont), Dec 13, 1996, p.9

HUYTER, LOUIS
  Scofflaws take downtown parking spaces (cont), Dec 13, 1996, p.9

HYDE, ALISON
  Tenure forum pits parents v(ersus) teachers, Oct 4, 1996, p.1

HYETT, DOYLE
  Few parking options for workers, Nov 29, 1996, p.1

HYMAN, ALEX
  Hmmm...let's see (Santa appears in Boniface Park) (photo), Dec 20, 1996, p.1

HYMAN, DANIEL
  Thanksgiving traditions (marked the week at Scarsdale elementary schools) (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.11

HYSLOP, N WARD (DR)
  Dr H Ward Hyslop (dies), Mar 22, 1996, p.17

ICE RINKS
  SEE SKATING RINKS

ICE SKATING
  SEE SKATING

ILLUSTRATORS
  Book illustrator visits Heathcote (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.10
  Cartoon-laced advice is easy to swallow (illus), Aug 16, 1996, p.5

INANDAR, SONIA
  Blood Drive May 1 (photo), Apr 19, 1996, p.9

INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA
  Searching for peace in Indian territory (edit), Dec 20, 1996, p.6
  Gathering teaches respect for culture (edit) (cont, Dec 20, 1996, p.7

INDICTMENTS
  Grand jury indicts Scarsdale resident, Jun 28, 1996, p.3

INELLO, CATHY
  Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30

INGRASSIA, ANGELO
  Judges find for village in leaf blower appeal, Jan 5, 1996, p.1

INGRISCELLI, ELIZABETH
  For the school trophy case (Edgewood 1st graders wins 1st place in scholastic chess) (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.9
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INGRISELLI, FRANK C
Frank C Ingriselli (named president and chief executive officer of Timan Pechora Co LLC) (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.4

INNES, EILEEN
Recalling the birth of the Village Club (photo), Feb 2, 1996, p.5
Saying it in song (musical entertainment by Quaker Ridge students) (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.5

INNES, EILEEN S
Women lifers to join T(own and) V(illage) C(livics) C(lub) men (ltr), Jan 19, 1996, p.6

INSURANCE, HEALTH
HMOs - panacea or plague? An interim examination (photo), Jan 19, 1996, p.5
HMO's - panacea or plague? An interim examination (cont), Jan 19, 1996, p.16
HMOs: Can doctors mind the bedside and the bottom line? (photo), Jan 26, 1996, p.1
Minding bedside and bottom line (cont), Jan 26, 1996, p.14
Medical savings accounts - some why's, what's and who's, Feb 9, 1996, p.1
HMO survey, Feb 23, 1996, p.1
Doctor details M(edical) S(avings) A(ccounts) benefits (response to Inquirer article from 2/9) (ltr), Feb 23, 1996, p.6
M(edical) S(avings) A(ccounts)'s political, not practical (ltr), Feb 23, 1996, p.6

INSURANCE, MEDICAL
M(edical) S(avings) A(ccounts): the latest way to pay (cont), Feb 9, 1996, p.8

INTERIOR DECORATORS

INTERNET
League of) W(omen) V(oters) gives Scarsdale a place on the Internet, Jan 5, 1996, p.1
Home page for Scarsdale (cont), Jan 5, 1996, p.5
Local schools are new on the Net (photo), Mar 15, 1996, p.9
Schools have home page on the Internet (cont), Mar 15, 1996, p.13
Home on the web (new features on Scarsdale Online, home page of SCS's League of Women Voters), Mar 29, 1996, p.1
The internet - another way to depersonalize things ... (edit), Jul 19, 1996, p.7
The internet - ugly and wonderful, Oct 11, 1996, p.4
Welcome to virtual Village of Scarsdale, Oct 25, 1996, p.1
Internet may bode 'the waning of private self' (edit), Dec 6, 1996, p.6

INTERNSHIP PROGRAMS
Students gain job experience as village interns (photo), Aug 2, 1996, p.3

IRISH-US
Paper's editorial slurs the Irish (ltr), Mar 1, 1996, p.6

IRWIN, DAVID
Irwin, Leibert to head United Way (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.2

ISAAC, SONYA
S.H.S club hosts gala for shelter (photo), May 24, 1996, p.10

ISOKANE, HARRY
Isokane honored as distinguished alumnus (photo), Apr 19, 1996, p.18

ITALIANS
Why is it OK to insult Italians (response to edit by Arthur Ash from 9/27/96) (ltr), Oct 4, 1996, p.6

ITALY
A pigeon in Piazza San Marco (edit), Sep 27, 1996, p.6
A pigeon in Piazza San Marco (cont) (edit), Sep 27, 1996, p.7

ITO, MEI
Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38
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IVANINA, ELENA
Moscow: Magical, musical and memorable (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.5

IVER, MICHAEL
Technology group to advise schools, Nov 22, 1996, p.1

IWAHARA, JIN
Holiday happenings (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.5

IZUMI, KAZUYO
Treasures under the trees (yard sale by Japanese Mothers Club of Edgewood School) (photo), Oct 11, 1996, p.12

JACKSON, CHRISTINE
Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

JACKSON, DOUG
Scarsdale parade canceled (photo), May 31, 1996, p.5

JACKSON, JEFF
Scarsdale parade canceled (photo), May 31, 1996, p.5
Julia B Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.34

JACKSON, JOAN
Scarsdale parade canceled (photo), May 31, 1996, p.5

JACKSON, RICHARD E
Safety award (village of SCS has received merit award from Automobile Club of New York) (photo), Oct 4, 1996, p.4

JACOBS, MARJORIE
SHS staff explains: Ins and outs of class placement, Nov 15, 1996, p.1

JACOBS, NEAL
SHS Drama Club to present musical 'How to Succeed...' (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.15

JACOBS, PAMELA
Edgewood celebrates many cultures (photo), Jan 19, 1996, p.9

JACOBS, RICHARD
Don't let dilemma be our demon (response to letter by J Coffey and R Jacobs from 1/5/96) (ltr), Jan 12, 1996, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26
W(estchester) R(eform) T(emple) breaks ground for new center (photo), May 3, 1996, p.15
A new beginning (Rabbi Richard Jacobs sounds the shofar to welcome year 5757) (photo), Sep 13, 1996, p.1

JACOBS, RICHARD (AU)
Religious leaders express outrage (at recent vandalism of menorah in Chase Park) (ltr), Jan 5, 1996, p.6

JACOBSON, NORMAN (AU)
Measuring success then and now (edit), Dec 20, 1996, p.7

JAFFE, BARBARA
PRC (Advisory Council on Parks and Recreation) urged to seek complete rec(reation) plan, Feb 9, 1996, p.1
Barbara Jaffe (named director of advocacy and public information at Planned Parenthood), Mar 1, 1996, p.4
Board requests special use info(rmation) from Nynex, Sep 27, 1996, p.1

JAFFE, BARBARA L AND ERIC A (AU)
Harrison cannot work with others (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.8

JAFFIN, GEORGE

JAFFIN, JANET

JAHANGIR, SAAD
Proudly hailed (SCS and EMT High School graduates) (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.1

JAKYMIW, NICOLE
Schools welcome new teachers, begin classes (photo) (cont), Sep 6, 1996, p.8
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JAMIESON, LINDA
Local parties nominate Family Court candidates (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.1

JANIAK, ANNE
Mayor changes public comment times (cont), Jan 12, 1996, p.7
Bob Harrison plans to run for trustee (photo), Jan 26, 1996, p.1
Candidate lineup, Feb 16, 1996, p.1
Lines chosen, debates planned for next month's village election (photo), Feb 23, 1996, p.1
Kids need a social center (ltr), Mar 8, 1996, p.6
Residents tell village board: 'We do not want an ice rink', Mar 15, 1996, p.1
Trust in village seems misplaced (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.8
Commercial rink not appropriate (ltr), Mar 22, 1996, p.6
Rec(reation) center/rink is needed now (ltr), Mar 29, 1996, p.6
Taking it up a notch (comments on public announcements of village board meetings) (edit), Apr 5, 1996, p.6
County must solve compost problem (ltr), Apr 5, 1996, p.7
Village, county at odds over leaves and sewers, Apr 12, 1996, p.1
A(merican) P(remier) U(nderwriters) proposal ignores report, Apr 26, 1996, p.1
East side needs plans, models too (ltr), Apr 26, 1996, p.6
Arbored enhancement (Jane Bedichek and Anne Janiak plant a tree at SCS Library pond) (photo), May 3, 1996, p.1
Bond agency enters K(ids) B(ASE) debate, May 3, 1996, p.1
Village signs new cable franchise, May 17, 1996, p.1
Community leadership honor (Spirit of Westchester and Putnam award given to SCS and EMT) (photo), May 24, 1996, p.4
Legion site use needs more study (ltr), May 24, 1996, p.6
Gatta to stay, May 31, 1996, p.1
Re-val(uation) is in our best interest, village says, May 31, 1996, p.1
Village, Kids' BASE draft 25-year lease, Jun 14, 1996, p.1
Transfer station still lives; Site will operate at least through fall, Jun 14, 1996, p.1
Doubts raised on senior (housing) proposal, Jun 28, 1996, p.1
Tennis house dedicated (by SHS) (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.5
Please no trucks!, Jul 5, 1996, p.1
Residents mettle was misjudged (at village board meeting) (ltr), Jul 5, 1996, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.24
Residents divided on Kids' BASE lease (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.1
Silver anniversaries (village honors 10 employees who have served SCS for 25 years) (photo), Jul 19, 1996, p.5
Trustees consider our best interest (ltr), Jul 26, 1996, p.6
Women organize to lobby legislators, Aug 16, 1996, p.1
Board blasted on transfer site; Kids' BASE criticism continues, Sep 13, 1996, p.1
Merchants form new alliance (with village officials) to revitalize village, Sep 20, 1996, p.1
East Asian Martial Arts Center has a new home in Heathcote (photo), Sep 27, 1996, p.21
Mayor: downtown has not been forgotten, Oct 4, 1996, p.1
Take a chance on the ice rink (ltr), Oct 11, 1996, p.6
Village still reeling from fierce storm (photo), Oct 25, 1996, p.1
Paramedic on duty (photo), Nov 22, 1996, p.8
Ground broken for Kids' BASE home (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.1
'Green lights' ahead in downtown project, Dec 6, 1996, p.1
(T own and) (V illage) C(ivic) C(lub) urges village to hold off sewer rent, Dec 20, 1996, p.1

JANIS, PAULA
Oak Lane house damaged in fire (photo), Mar 22, 1996, p.1
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JAPANESE-US
Celebrating a long life, lived with dignity (photo), Mar 15, 1996, p.5

JARAMILLO, ELSA
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.24

JARAMILLO, OMAR
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.24

JEFFERSON, PAVLE
Awards celebrate student achievement in academics, service (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.10

JEGIDE-JIDE, KEHINDE
A Good Friday tradition (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.1

JENKYN, VAUN L
Vaun L Jenkyn (dies), May 24, 1996, p.17

JENSEN, GRADY
Village land sought for senior condos, Feb 23, 1996, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.24

JEONG, JAMES
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.30
Proudly hailed (SCS and EMT High School graduates) (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.1

JESPERSEN, RICHARDT
Jespersen's is back (ltr), Oct 18, 1996, p.6

JEWS
Survivor's story wins wider audience (edit), May 17, 1996, p.7
Jewish leaders debate religion's role in politics (photo), Nov 1, 1996, p.5
A tangled web of deception unraveled (edit), Dec 27, 1996, p.6
A tangled web of deception unraveled (edit) (cont), Dec 27, 1996, p.7

JOB APPLICATIONS
After Brown University, off to Disney World? (edit), Mar 29, 1996, p.7

JOEL, MARTIN J JR
22 candidates running for School Board Nominating Committee (cont), Jan 12, 1996, p.4

JOERG, ERNEST A
Ernest A Joerg (has received 1996 award for excellence from State University of New York) (photo), May 24, 1996, p.4
Chancellor awards (Ernest A Joerg at WCC has received a 1996 award for excellence), Jul 19, 1996, p.2

JOHN, PATTI

JOHNSON, BOINE
Community needs ice rink for kids (response to letter by Boine Johnson from 12/29/95) (ltr), Jan 12, 1996, p.6
Tired-and-true procedure best (response to letter by Boine Johnson from 12/29/95), Jan 12, 1996, p.6
Interviewing candidates: still controversial (cont), Feb 2, 1996, p.3
7 changes in village election system proposed, May 31, 1996, p.1
Demystification continues (re proposed amendments to Non-Partisan Resolution) (edit), May 31, 1996, p.6

JOHNSON, BOINE T (AU)
Local elections involve many (ltr), Mar 8, 1996, p.8

JOHNSON, BUD
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.24

JOHNSON, DAVID
Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

JOHNSON, ELIZABETH
Schools welcome new teachers, begin classes (photo) (cont), Sep 6, 1996, p.8
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JOHNSON, GAYLE
   The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.24

JOHNSON, GRACE W
   Grace W Johnson (dies), May 17, 1996, p.12

JOHNSON, KATHRYN PRICE
   Katharyn Price Johnson (honored for service of girl scouting), May 24, 1996, p.4

JOHNSON, LYNN
   The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.24

JOHNSON, MARGARET H
   Yet more women trustees recalled (response to letter by A F Lazzara from 7/19/96) (ltr), Aug 2, 1996, p.6

JOHNSON, PEGGY (AU)
   Drug Task Force thanks volunteers (ltr), Feb 16, 1996, p.6
   Task Force wants teen center here (ltr), Apr 28, 1996, p.6

JOHNSON, ROSE MARIE
   (SHS) Class of '46 returns (photo), May 31, 1996, p.9

JONES, CASSIUS L
   22 candidates running for School Board Nominating Committee (cont), Jan 12, 1996, p.4

JONES, JAMIE
   Ecstasy and agony (saucer ride and snow shoveling) (photo), Jan 12, 1996, p.1

JONES, JESSE
   Ecstasy and agony (saucer ride and snow shoveling) (photo), Jan 12, 1996, p.1

JONES, WHIT
   Moving up and on (retiring Greenacres principal with fifth graders on moving-up day) (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.1

JORDAN, BRUCE
   Scofflows take downtown parking spaces (cont), Dec 13, 1996, p.9

JORDAN, KEITH

JORDAN, LOUISE
   The Voices are back (Village Voices entertain Town and Village Civic Club) (photo), Feb 2, 1996, p.1

JOYCE, JAMES
   The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.24

JUDAISM
   Jewish leaders debate religion's role in politics (photo), Nov 1, 1996, p.5

JUDGES
   Judges find for village in leaf blower appeal, Jan 5, 1996, p.1
   Village (leaf blower) appeal successful (cont), Jan 5, 1996, p.2
   Nominators pick trustees, justice (photo), Jan 19, 1996, p.1
   Petitions are out (for names of candidates for village trustee and village justice), Jan 26, 1996, p.1
   Candidate lineup, Feb 16, 1996, p.1
   Campaign seeks money and votes (ltr), Feb 16, 1996, p.6
   Local parties nominate Family Court candidates (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.1
   Young judge brings listening skills to the bench (photo), Sep 13, 1996, p.5
   Edlitz would be excellent judge (ltr), Nov 1, 1996, p.6

JUDSON, ROBIN (AU)
   Cars endanger Edgemont kids (ltr), Oct 4, 1996, p.6

JULY 4TH
   Grand glorious Fourth, Jun 28, 1996, p.1
   Nicolette Kerry marks Independence Day at her Edgemont home with a 13-star flag, Jul 5, 1996, p.6
   Peanuts & pennies (Fourth of July festivities in SCS) (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.1
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JULY 4TH continued
It was a glorious 5th, after a cold, rainy 4th (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.5
( Kevin Hatch finds the Fourth of July - and watermelon - a somber experience) (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.6
JUTER, ARLENE (AU)
Tips on hiring willing workers (edit), Dec 13, 1996, p.7
JUTER, DAVID
Many hands make prettier parks (photo), May 3, 1996, p.5
KACZYNSKI, TED
Let's do even better (1996 will be remembered as banner year for law enforcement) (edit), Jun 28, 1996, p.6
KAHL, JULIE
Proudly hailed (SCS and EMT High School graduates) (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.1
KAISER, LYNNE
Thanksgiving traditions (marked the week at Scarsdale elementary schools) (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.11
KAISER, LYNNE (AU)
Those not chosen (by School Board Nominating Committee) should be told (ltr), Mar 22, 1996, p.6
KAISER, MARTHA
SHS girls ski team takes sectional title (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.19
KALT, MATT
The Bank of New York Salutes (SMS) Speech Contest 1996 (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.26
KALEY, PATRICK
Graduation day for babysitters (photo), May 17, 1996, p.10
KALT, IRIS
Iris Kalt, Cheryl Cove join Prudential Centennial Realty (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.4
KALT, IRIS SANDRA (AU)
Leaf site needs rigorous testing (ltr), Aug 30, 1996, p.6
KAMBE, MIKA
Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38
KANE, CHRISTINE
Parades: On and off (photo), May 31, 1996, p.1
KANTOR, TODD
Julia B Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.34
KAPICA, JOHN
Suspect charged in murder of Hartsdale man, Jun 21, 1996, p.1
KAPLAN, ALEXANDRA
Holiday spirit (toys collected for needy children in Westchester and New York City) (photo), Jan 5, 1996, p.9
KAPLAN, ALISA
A stylish welcome (to parents new to Heathcote school) (photo), Sep 20, 1996, p.10
KAPLAN, BETH
Schools welcome new teachers, begin classes (photo) (cont), Sep 6, 1996, p.8
KAPLAN, JAKE
Thanks to teen 'snow angels' (ltr), Mar 8, 1996, p.8
Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38
KAPLAN, LAURA
Troupe presents kids' plays (photo), Nov 15, 1996, p.10
KAPLAN, NATALIE
Character education projects (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.9
KAPLAN, REBECCA
Beach week (fourth annual all-school beach party at Heathcote) (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.9
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KAPLAN, TERRIE
Terrie Kaplan (named office manager for Prudential Centennial Realty in SCS) (photo), Sep 13, 1996, p.4

KAPP, RICHARD
Performers focus on creating a new generation of music-lovers (photo), Feb 23, 1996, p.1

KARDON, NANCY (AU)
Take a chance on the ice rink (ltr), Oct 11, 1996, p.6

KARIDIS, AMY
Quick response (by SCS fire dept, police and ambulance when gas leak threatens Brite Ave home), Apr 5, 1996, p.1

KARIDIS, LYNN
Quick response (by SCS fire dept, police and ambulance when gas leak threatens Brite Ave home), Apr 5, 1996, p.1

KARIN, DANA
Colonial characters (Heathcote 5th graders portray important colonial-era figures) (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.10

KARIN, RACHEL
Excellent in any language (winners of recent foreign language poster contest at SMS) (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.9

KARP, SARA
The Bank of New York Salutes (SMS) Speech Contest 1996 (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.26

KASINGA, FAUZIYA
Help refugee in bid for freedom (ltr), Apr 26, 1996, p.6
Congresswoman shares concern (re Fauziya Kasinga's asylum claim) (ltr), May 17, 1996, p.6

KASOW, JANE
Pastel by Jane Kasow named best in art show (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.21

KASS, AILEEN AND PHILIP (AU)
Family grateful to firefighters (ltr), Jul 5, 1996, p.6

KASS, WALTER
Keep transfer station, for now (photo), May 24, 1996, p.1

KASSA, SALOME
A world of cultures (International week at Greenacres) (photo), Mar 22, 1996, p.9

KASSALOW, TED (DR)
How to handle a deer encounter (ltr), Sep 6, 1996, p.6

KATATANI, KEI
Winners aplenty in Halloween window painting contest (photo), Oct 25, 1996, p.8

KATSORHIS, KERRY
New challenger for Nita Lowey (photo), Aug 9, 1996, p.1
New challenger for Lowey (cont), Aug 9, 1996, p.3
Lowery rival targets economy (photo), Oct 18, 1996, p.1
Candidates forum (scheduled for Monday, October 28), Oct 25, 1996, p.1
Candidates vie for votes at forum, Nov 1, 1996, p.1
Scarsdalians favor incumbents (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.1

KATZ, ALAN
22 candidates running for School Board Nominating Committee (cont), Jan 12, 1996, p.4

KATZ, ARLENE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.24
Young judge brings listening skills to the bench (photo), Sep 13, 1996, p.5
New face on bench (cont), Sep 13, 1996, p.8
Summer ban on blowers is found constitutional (photo), Nov 1, 1996, p.1

KATZ, DANNY (AU)
Open discussion promotes growth (response to letter from D Karl Malkames from 5/31/96) (ltr), Jun 7, 1996, p.6

KATZ, JEFF
Edgewood class entertains a furry southern visitor (photo), Mar 1, 1996, p.9
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KATZ, JENNA
Food for thought (students pack lunches for Midnight Run) (photo), Apr 19, 1996, p.9

KATZ, JESSICA
A cast of characters (7th graders from SMS visit with residents at Cabrini Nursing Home) (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.9

KATZ, JOHN
Tribute paid to domestic violence adversary (photo), Oct 25, 1996, p.5

KATZ, KUNIKO
Kuniko Katz (honored in Tokyo by Nippon Kenshokai Foundation) (photo), Dec 6, 1996, p.4

KATZ, KUNIKO (AU)
Vigil's goal not to criticize U.S. (response to letter by Richard Block from 8/9/96) (ltr), Aug 16, 1996, p.6

KATZ, MICHELLE
Bake sale benefit (Fox Meadow Student Council bake sale) (photo), Jan 12, 1996, p.8

KATZ, ZOE
In 2s and 3s they're off to school (photo), Sep 6, 1996, p.1

KATZBERG, DAVID
Maroon & White Congratulates The Girls Varsity Field Hockey Team (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.32

KAUFMAN, HOWARD (AU)
The 'other side' was finally told (arguments against skating rink proposal) (ltr), Apr 5, 1996, p.6

KAUFMAN, JUDITH
12 members elected to S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) (photo), Jan 19, 1996, p.1

KAUFMAN, JUDITH A
S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) election next Tuesday, Jan 12, 1996, p.1

KAUFMAN, JUDITH A (AU)
Group should elect own leaders (ltr), May 31, 1996, p.6

KAUFMAN, MILLICENT (AU)
S(CS) S(summer) M(usic) T(heatre) is grateful for the support (ltr), Feb 16, 1996, p.6

KAUFMAN, MITCHELL
Residents divided on Kids' BASE lease (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.1

KAUFMAN, MITCHELL (AU)
East side needs plans, models too (ltr), Apr 26, 1996, p.6
Legion site use needs more study (ltr), May 24, 1996, p.6
Funds needed to fight lease plan (ltr), Jul 5, 1996, p.6
Full disclosure on dump needed (ltr), Aug 30, 1996, p.6

KAUFMAN, MITCHELL AND MICHIELE (AU)
They also believe in civil discourse (response to edit by Irving Sloan from 9/6/96) (ltr), Sep 13, 1996, p.6

KAUFMAN, SUSAN (AU)
Panther parents thank the coaches (ltr), Nov 22, 1996, p.6

KAUFMANN, MILICENT
F Paul Driscoll takes help of summer music theatre (photo), Jan 26, 1996, p.15

KAWAMURA, YASUYO
Celebrating a long life, lived with dignity (photo), Mar 15, 1996, p.5
Yasuyo Kawamura (dies), Dec 6, 1996, p.16

KAWASHIMA, YOSHIYUKI
Golf club president (Richard A Worden new president of SCS Golf Club) (photo), Mar 1, 1996, p.4

KAYE, ANDREW
SMS friends mourn grad(uate) killed in crash (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.1

KEELER FAMILY (AU)
Kudos to crews for snow removal (ltr), Jan 19, 1996, p.6
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KEITH, DWIGHT
Board requests special use info(rmation) from Nynex, Sep 27, 1996, p.1

KELLER, EDWARD
Scofflaws take downtown parking spaces (cont), Dec 13, 1996, p.9

KELLING, VIRGINIA (DR)
Fair (at IHM) promotes good health (photo), May 3, 1996, p.10

KELLY, DAVID
Chess players shine at national tourney (photo), May 17, 1996, p.9

KELLY, SUE W
Congressional aide (Aimee Simmons is staff assistant for Congresswoman Sue W Kelly) (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.4

KELLY, THOMAS J
Parkway crashes kill 3 in 2 days (photo), Dec 20, 1996, p.1
Thomas J Kelly (dies), Dec 20, 1996, p.18

KEMP, BARBARA
Candidates needed for 10 School Board Nominating Committee slots, Nov 29, 1996, p.1

KEMP, GIL

KERRY, NICOLETTE
(Nicolette Kerry marks Independence Day at her Edgemont home with a 13-star flag), Jul 5, 1996, p.6

KESLOW, SETH (AU)
Safe Rides thanks adult volunteers (ltr), Aug 2, 1996, p.6

KESSLER, ELIZABETH
SCS Summer Music Theatre’s ‘Brigadoon’ a classy, lyrical, 1st rate delight (photo), Aug 9, 1996, p.13

KESSLER, JONATHAN
Holiday spirit (toys collected for needy children in Westchester and New York City) (photo), Jan 5, 1996, p.9

KESSLER, MICHAEL
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.30
Julia B Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.34

KESSLER, ROBERT
Holiday spirit (toys collected for needy children in Westchester and New York City) (photo), Jan 5, 1996, p.9

KESSLER, STEVEN
22 candidates running for School Board Nominating Committee (cont), Jan 12, 1996, p.4
12 members elected to School Board Nominating Committee (photo), Jan 19, 1996, p.1
Candidates needed for 10 School Board Nominating Committee slots, Nov 29, 1996, p.1

KESTENBAUM, PAM (AU)
Make it safer for pedestrians (ltr), Sep 27, 1996, p.6

KESTENBAUM, TAL
Armed robbery on Spencer Place, Jul 12, 1996, p.1
Robbery (cont), Jul 12, 1996, p.2

KETCHAM, CHRIS
Caddie scholarship started in Scarsdale (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.21

KETELS, ELLEN
Another opening (SCS Summer Music Theatre presents “Brigadoon” at SHS) (photo), Aug 2, 1996, p.1

KEYS
Melissa’s mom has her keys back (ltr), Nov 8, 1996, p.6

KHIMM, SUZY
Language contest winners (SHS students take top honors in Iona College language competition) (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.9

KIDS BASE
Rec center/rink is important too (ltr), Jan 19, 1996, p.6
Ice rink fans dig in at board meeting, Jan 26, 1996, p.1
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KIDS BASE continued

Recreational acrimony (edit), Jan 26, 1996, p.6
The journey never ends ("we creep slowly along the continuum that is Scarsdale's history) (edit), Jan 26, 1996, p.6
Rink, Kids' BASE are not at odds (ltr), Feb 2, 1996, p.6
Let's act together on new facilities (ltr), Feb 2, 1996, p.6
Excess kills (if faced with too many recreational options, village likely to pursue none) (edit), Feb 9, 1996, p.6
Kids' BASE space quest described (ltr), Feb 9, 1996, p.6
Excitement reigns at Little School (ltr), Feb 9, 1996, p.6
Village urged to take action (ltr), Feb 9, 1996, p.6
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KIDS BASE  continued

Planners send K(IDS) B(ASE) architect back to drafting table, Jul 26, 1996, p.1
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Planning board gives OK to Kids' BASE plan (cont), Aug 23, 1996, p.14
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K(IDS) B(ASE)-L(ittle) S(school) festival is rescheduled (ltr), Sep 13, 1996, p.6
Why does K(IDS) B(ASE)-L(ittle) S(school) get many perks? (ltr), Sep 13, 1996, p.6
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(evie)w asks KBLS architect for more screening (cont), Sep 13, 1996, p.8
Board blasted on transfer site; Kids' BASE criticized (cont), Sep 13, 1996, p.14
Addendums to previous letter (by author MollyAnn Goldstein from 9/13/96) (ltr), Sep 20, 1996, p.6
On Saturday: Here comes the sun (SCS Art Assn annual show and sale and KIDS BASE carnival) (photo), Sep 27, 1996, p.1
Village eyes pool improvements, Sep 27, 1996, p.1
Generosity made (KIDS BASE Little School) carnival success (ltr), Sep 27, 1996, p.6
Kids' BASE clears last village hurdle (illus), Oct 4, 1996, p.1
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A sound decision (edit), Nov 8, 1996, p.6
Resident finds K(IDS) B(ASE) bonds risky (ltr), Nov 15, 1996, p.6
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(KIDS BASE) Bond Information, Dec 13, 1996, p.1
K(ids) B(ase)-L(ittle) S(school) still selling bonds, Dec 27, 1996, p.1
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KILLIAN, LINDA
Kid's BASE or ice rink at American Legion?; KB supporters rally again, with buttons, Feb 16, 1996, p.1
K(ids) B(ase)-L(ittle) S(school) still selling bonds, Dec 27, 1996, p.1
KILLIAN, LINDA R (AU)
Time grows short for Kids' BASE (ltr), Feb 23, 1996, p.6
KILMARX, SUMNER D
Summer D Kilmarx (dies), Mar 8, 1996, p.17
KIM, ANGELA
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.30
KIM, EUNICE
Winners aplenty in Halloween window painting contest (photo), Oct 25, 1996, p.8
Prizewinning painter (E Kim receives grand prize in SCS Halloween window painting contest) (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.4
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<td>KIM, JOYCE</td>
<td>Graduation day for babysitters (photo)</td>
<td>May 17, 1996</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIM, LAURA</td>
<td>CHOICE holds world conference (photo)</td>
<td>May 10, 1996</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIM, LINDA</td>
<td>Belle Cleaners new in village (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 13, 1996</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIM, MIKE</td>
<td>Art with a message (poster project created by middle school art teacher) (photo)</td>
<td>May 17, 1996</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIM, SAE</td>
<td>Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White &amp; SHS Winter Athletes (photo)</td>
<td>Mar 29, 1996</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Julia B Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White &amp; SHS Spring Athletes (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 14, 1996</td>
<td>34</td>
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<tr>
<td>KIM, SHARON</td>
<td>Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 13, 1996</td>
<td>38</td>
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<td>KINDNESS</td>
<td>A simple kindness on a dark street (ltr)</td>
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<td>A 4-foot angel restores faith (ltr)</td>
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</tr>
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<td>The time it rained chicken soup (edit)</td>
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<td>KING, JANE GARR</td>
<td>Jane Garr King (dies)</td>
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<td>KING, MANNY</td>
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<td>KING, WILLIAM</td>
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<td>KINGSTON, MARY ANN</td>
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</tr>
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<td>KINOSHITA, MAGUMI</td>
<td>Those lazy, hazy, crazy days of camp (photo) (cont)</td>
<td>Jul 26, 1996</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KINGSTON, MARY ANN</td>
<td>Readers and writers (at Heathcote and Quaker Ridge) (photo)</td>
<td>Nov 8, 1996</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIOSSSES, JAMES</td>
<td>Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 21, 1996</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIRKSTEIN, LINCOLN</td>
<td>Lincoln Kirstein: Renaissance man (edit)</td>
<td>Feb 2, 1996</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KITATANI, KEI</td>
<td>Tipi time at Quaker Ridge (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 13, 1996</td>
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<td>KLAUSNER, ELLEN (DR)</td>
<td>Ellen Klausner, Ph D (participated in summer research institute of geriatric psychiatry)</td>
<td>Aug 16, 1996</td>
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<td>KLEIN, ALAN</td>
<td>Feeling and getting beyond grief (edit)</td>
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<td>KLEIN, DONNA</td>
<td>Loving Lina: A family copes with epilepsy (photo)</td>
<td>Mar 22, 1996</td>
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<td>KLEIN, EASY (AU)</td>
<td>Cuba today - a study in contrasts (edit)</td>
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<td></td>
<td>In Cuba, some improvement needed (edit)</td>
<td>Mar 22, 1996</td>
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<td>KLEIN, ELAINE</td>
<td>Feeling and getting beyond grief (edit)</td>
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<td>KLEIN, JESSE</td>
<td>Thanksgiving traditions (marked the week at Scarsdale elementary schools) (photo)</td>
<td>Nov 29, 1996</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
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</table>
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KLEIN, LYDIA
Youth Employment Service celebrates another year (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.9
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American Premier Underwriters proposal ignores report, Apr 26, 1996, p.1
American Premier Underwriters developer coming to village, Jun 21, 1996, p.1
Doubts raised on senior housing proposal, Jun 28, 1996, p.1
Endorse the guidelines (edit), Jul 5, 1996, p.6
Mayor: downtown has not been forgotten, Oct 4, 1996, p.1
Trustees eye zoning change, Nov 15, 1996, p.1
'Green lights' ahead in downtown project, Dec 6, 1996, p.1

KLEIN, STEVEN A (AU)
Jewish groups call for probe (recent wave of arson attack on African-American churches) (ltr), Jun 21, 1996, p.6

KLEINOW, CHARLES
Dads on duty (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.1

KLEINOW, JOHN
Dads on duty (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.1

KLESTADT, ALAN
Julia B Fee Salutes The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.32

KLESTADT, BARBARA
Julia B Fee Salutes The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.32

KNAPLUND, VIRGINIA
Judges find for village in leaf blower appeal, Jan 5, 1996, p.1
Summer ban on blowers is found constitutional (photo), Nov 1, 1996, p.1

KNESTRICK, DAVID
Julia B Fee Salutes The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.32

KO, DIANA
Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

KOBROFF, EMILY
Food for thought (students pack lunches for Midnight Run) (photo), Apr 19, 1996, p.9
Those lazy, hazy, crazy days of camp (photo) (cont), Jul 26, 1996, p.15

KOBROFF, LAURA
Food for thought (students pack lunches for Midnight Run) (photo), Apr 19, 1996, p.9

KOCH, MARY LYNN
Mary Lynn Koch (dies), Dec 13, 1996, p.20

KOEVARY, DAN
New blood for SCVAMS (photo), May 24, 1996, p.8

KOFFLER, JASON
Holiday spirit (toys collected for needy children in Westchester and New York City) (photo), Jan 5, 1996, p.9

KOLE, HENRIETTE M
Henriette M Kole (elected president of Assn of Westchester Long Term Care Administrators), Oct 11, 1996, p.4

KONSTADT, JODY (DR)
Fair (at IHM) promotes good health (photo), May 3, 1996, p.10

KOPPLE, SARA
Language contest winners (SHS students take top honors in Iona College language competition) (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.9
Volunteers honored by PTA (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.10
PTA honors student volunteers (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.10

KOREYEV, ALEXANDER
Moscow: Magical, musical and memorable (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.5
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   GOP primary next Thursday, Mar 1, 1996, p.1

KORNFIELD, PAT (AU)
   Edgemont parents urge a yes vote (ltr), May 3, 1996, p.6

KOSILLA, LAWRENCE
   Kosilla honored by Rockland PBA (photo), Jan 19, 1996, p.4

KOTTLER, JOAN
   Schoolwide events promote science (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.9

KOWAKCZUK, ANNA
   First-graders' art has purpose (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.9

KOWAKI, TOMOKO
   Edgewood hospitality (PTA committee organizes staff recognition luncheon) (photo), Mar 22, 1996, p.10

KRAML, DANIEL
   Kramer faces new gambling charges, Jan 12, 1996, p.1

KRANTZ, HARRIETTE
   Yet more women trustees recalled (response to letter by A F Lazzara from 7/19/96) (ltr), Aug 2, 1996, p.6

KRAUSS, ED (AU)
   Press missed a world-class event (ltr), May 17, 1996, p.6

KRESSNER, JAKE
   Thanks to teen 'snow angels' (ltr), Mar 8, 1996, p.8
   Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

KREY, THEODORE
   Awards celebrate student achievement in academics, service (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.10

KRISTOL, WILLIAM
   Jewish leaders debate religion's role in politics (photo), Nov 1, 1996, p.5

KROENLEIN, KENNETH
   Awards celebrate student achievement in academics, service (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.10

KROLL, ARTHUR H
   Arthur H Kroll (has announced formation of KST Consulting Group, Inc), Mar 1, 1996, p.4

KROLL, ARTHUR H (AU)
   Aging and its economic problems (edit), Jul 26, 1996, p.7
   Ways to protect a valuable asset (edit), Oct 18, 1996, p.7

KROLL, BUD AND WENDE (AU)
   Rink has greater impact than pool (ltr), Mar 29, 1996, p.6

KROLL, RACHEL
   Peanuts & pennies (Fourth of July festivities in SCS) (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.1

KRONIG, MICHAEL
   22 candidates running for School Board Nominating Committee (cont), Jan 12, 1996, p.4

KRONLEIN, DOROTHY
   Three preceded Jane Mackett (on SCS Board of Trustees) (ltr), Jul 19, 1996, p.6

KRUTOFF, RENEE
   When parents need help in coming out of the closet, Apr 12, 1996, p.1

KRYE, HUGH N (AU)
   Criminal activity on Metro-North (edit), Dec 13, 1996, p.7

KUBIE, BETSY
   (SHS) Senior wins memorial award (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.11
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KUCZINSKI, STEFAN
Schools welcome new teachers, begin classes (photo) (cont), Sep 6, 1996, p.8

KULASON, BOB
(SHS) Class of '46 returns (photo), May 31, 1996, p.9

KULICK, PEGGY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.24

KUPPER, WILLIAM SR
William Kupper, Sr (dies), Nov 8, 1996, p.10

KURTZ, HONEY
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 3, 1996, p.30

KUSNETZ, MARC
Parents, kids enjoys summer's last blast (photo), Sep 6, 1996, p.5

KUSNETZ, MARCIA
Parkway crashes kill 3 in 2 days (photo), Dec 20, 1996, p.1

KUSNETZ, MARCIA (AU)
Kids' BASE sets record straight (ltr), Apr 12, 1996, p.6

KUTNER, MARJORIE (AU)
Civic affiliation should be a plus (response to 2/2 feature article on interviewing candidates)(ltr), Feb 9, 1996, p.6
New voters should expect a postcard (ltr), Apr 5, 1996, p.7

KUTTNER, SOL
Reduce cost of parking tickets (response to letter by Sol Kuttner from 12/29/95) (ltr), Jan 5, 1996, p.6
Congresswoman shares concern (re Fauziya Kasinga's asylum claim) (ltr), May 17, 1996, p.6

KUTTNER, SOL (AU)
Don't destroy a peaceful oasis (response to letter by Barry Hasson from 3/22/96 (ltr), Apr 5, 1996, p.6
Help refugee in bid for freedom (ltr), Apr 26, 1996, p.6

KWITMAN, BENJAMIN L
Benjamin L Kwitman (dies), Aug 23, 1996, p.11

LA SORSA, SUE
Getting acquainted (new principal at Heathcote meets parents at PTA reception) (photo), Sep 13, 1996, p.9

LABELL, ANYA
(Venturing out onto the first ice of the season) (photo), Jan 12, 1996, p.6

LABOR DAY
Labor Day at the pool, Aug 30, 1996, p.1

LACROSSE
Julia B Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.34

LADD, JANET
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30

LAGONIA, GENE
SHS girls ski team takes sectional title (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.19

LALLI, MARIGRACE
Tenure forum pits parents v(ersus) teahers, Oct 4, 1996, p.1

LALLI, MICHAEL
E'mont school board leaders are elected, Jul 5, 1996, p.1

LALLI, SAMANTHA
A hoppin' good time (get-ready-for-summer time of year at village schools) (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.15

LAMACCHIA, DONNA
Girl Scout honorees (Kathleen Civetta, Marry Ellis, Donna LaMacchia and Carol Mullen), Jun 21, 1996, p.4
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LAMB, DIANA
Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

LAMBERT, ROW

LAMPERT, JONATHAN
Chess players shine at national tourney (photo), May 17, 1996, p.9
Holiday video drive (photo), Dec 27, 1996, p.11

LANDAU, HARVEY
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30

LANDAU, JOCelyn
Fields of dreams: a state title for Scarsdale (photo), Nov 22, 1996, p.21

LANDES, BETTE
The Voices are back (Village Voices entertain Town and Village Civic Club) (photo), Feb 2, 1996, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 3, 1996, p.30

LANDES, MILTON H
Milton H Landes (dies), Nov 15, 1996, p.14

LANDIS, DONALD (AU)
Jewish groups call for probe (recent wave of arson attack on African-American churches) (ltr), Jun 21, 1996, p.6

LANE, KIMBERLY
Those lazy, hazy, crazy days of camp (photo) (cont), Jul 26, 1996, p.15

LANG, EUGENIE
Awards celebrate student achievement in academics, service (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.10

LANG, JEANNIE
Debate team wins state awards, May 3, 1996, p.10

LANG, JEANNIE (AU)
The internet - another way to depersonalize things ... (edit), Jul 19, 1996, p.7

LANG, MARGARET MILL
Margaret Mill Lang (dies), Jan 12, 1996, p.10

LANGE, KENNETH H
Brother convicted of attempted murder, Aug 9, 1996, p.1
Brother sentenced in shooting of sister, Oct 11, 1996, p.1

LANGE, MARTIN (AU)
Town doesn't need the Claw (ltr), Nov 8, 1996, p.6

LANGER, JUDITH F
Chancellor awards (Judith F Langer at WCC has received a 1996 award for excellence), Jul 19, 1996, p.2

LANGONE, DAVID
Prizewinning painter (E Kim receives grand prize in SCS Halloween window painting contest) (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.4

LANTOS, PHYLLIS (AU)
K(IDS) B(ASE) L(ittle) S(chool) lease makes financial sense (ltr), Aug 9, 1996, p.6

LANZET, GREER
A hoppin' good time (get-ready-for-summer time of year at village schools) (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.15

LASKO, KENNETH
The continuing tyranny of P(olitical) CCorrectness (ltr), Oct 11, 1996, p.6
Hopes choice foe will stay chilled (response to letter by Kenneth Lasko from 11/15/96) (ltr), Nov 29, 1996, p.6

LASKO, KENNETH (AU)
What happened to individualism?, Aug 2, 1996, p.6
Offensive speech needs protection (response to letter by Jon Wallace from 8/9/96) (ltr), Aug 16, 1996, p.6
Nothing new in abortion debate (ltr), Nov 15, 1996, p.6
LASORSA, JOHN
John LaSorsa (appointed to new General Motors Youth Educational Systems National Advisory Board), May 10, 1996, p.4
John LaSorsa (elected to executive committee of Greater New York Automobile Dealers Assn), Oct 11, 1996, p.4

LASSER, JAMES
Field is crowded in Edgemont race, Feb 2, 1996, p.1

LASSER, JAMES F (AU)
Edgemont board is 'truly open' (response to Inquirer edit from 10/11/96) (ltr), Oct 25, 1996, p.6

LASSER, JIM
Congratulations to Lasser, Glazer (upon being selected by School Board Nominating Committee) (ltr), Mar 22, 1996, p.6
Expertise needed (re EMT school budget) (edit), May 3, 1996, p.6
PTAs prompt winning votes (photo), May 10, 1996, p.1

LASSER, JONINA
Ecstasy and agony (saucer ride and snow shoveling) (photo), Jan 12, 1996, p.1

LATIMER, GEORGE
County budget gentle on Scarsdale, Jan 5, 1996, p.1
County board votes for re-val(uation), Jun 14, 1996, p.1
O'Rourke to NYC: No more rate hikes!, Sep 6, 1996, p.1
The 1997 budget; County taxes and jobs down, Dec 27, 1996, p.1

LATIMER, GEORGE (AU)
Reject iron-handed, one-party rule (edit), Jan 5, 1996, p.7
County must solve compost problem (ltr), Apr 5, 1996, p.7
Say yes to reform referendum (edit), Nov 1, 1996, p.7
Use district fees for sewer repair (ltr), Nov 22, 1996, p.6
Legislator is on Scarsdale's side (ltr), Nov 29, 1996, p.6

LAW ENFORCEMENT
Let's do even better (1996 will be remembered as banner year for law enforcement) (edit), Jun 28, 1996, p.6

LAWRENCE, DAN
Another opening (SCS Summer Music Theatre presents "Brigadoon" at SHS) (photo), Aug 2, 1996, p.1

LAWRENCE, DANNY
SCS (Summer) Music Theatre's 'Brigadoon' to brighten the steamy dog days of August (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.11

LAWRENCE, VERA S (AU)
Garage 'angel' to woman's rescue (ltr), Feb 16, 1996, p.6

LAW SUITS
SEE ACTIONS AND DEFENSES

LAWTON, ELLEN
Ellen Lawton (has received realtor of the month award), Nov 1, 1996, p.4

LAWYER, WILLIAM
William Lawyer (and M Seymour elected directors of Federated Conservationists of Westchester County), Oct 11, 1996, p.4

LAWYERS
Attorney: Companies are chilling the media, Feb 9, 1996, p.5
Andrew E Tomback (appointed counsel to Milbank, Tweed, Hadley & McCloy) (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.4
David W Rivkin (elected to board of directors of American Arbitration Association), Apr 12, 1996, p.4
Elihu MasseI (selected to receive award from New York State Bar Assn), May 17, 1996, p.8
Lawyer challenging Lowey for Congress (photo), May 24, 1996, p.1
Michael Cardozo (elected president of the Assn of the Bar of the City of New York) (photo), May 31, 1996, p.4
A call for civility - among lawyers (edit), Jun 14, 1996, p.7
Howard J Rothman (elected chairman of Rosenmann and Colin LLP), Dec 13, 1996, p.4
Stephen M Goodman (appointed adjunct professor at Pace University School of Law), Dec 20, 1996, p.4
Measuring success then and now (edit), Dec 20, 1996, p.7
LAZZARA, A F
Yet more women trustees recalled (response to letter by A F Lazzara from 7/19/96) (ltr), Aug 2, 1996, p.6

LAZZARA, A F (AU)
Three preceded Jane Hackett (on SCS Board of Trustees) (ltr), Jul 19, 1996, p.6

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS
Evelyn Stock named Woman of the Year (photo), May 17, 1996, p.1

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS-SCS
League of Women Voters gives Scarsdale a place on the Internet, Jan 5, 1996, p.1
Home page for Scarsdale (cont), Jan 5, 1996, p.5
Civic affiliation should be a plus (response to 2/2 feature article on interviewing candidates) (ltr), Feb 9, 1996, p.6
League proposes a voting unit change, Mar 1, 1996, p.1
Campaign forums, Mar 1, 1996, p.1
Simplify the system (advocates that SCS's local election unit boundaries be redrawn) (edit), Mar 1, 1996, p.6
League proposes unit changes (cont), Mar 1, 1996, p.9
Campaign forum, Mar 8, 1996, p.1
A chair is still a chair (absence of Citizens' Party candidates from forum will be noticed) (edit), Mar 8, 1996, p.6
Local school control likely to survive, Mar 15, 1996, p.1
Harrison goes solo at forum, Mar 15, 1996, p.1
Compost enriches town, residents (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.6
Questions, please (comments on no-debate policy of local nonpartisan Citizens Party) (edit), Mar 15, 1996, p.6
League's behavior is inconsistent (edit), Mar 15, 1996, p.7
Harrison goes solo at League of Women Voters forum (cont), Mar 15, 1996, p.13
First-time voter was disappointed (ltr), Mar 22, 1996, p.6
Home on the web (new features on Scarsdale Online, home page of SCS's League of Women Voters), Mar 29, 1996, p.1
New voters should expect a postcard (ltr), Apr 5, 1996, p.7
School boards adopt budgets; No changes in Scarsdale plan, Apr 19, 1996, p.1
Village tax bite will be less painful than projected, Apr 26, 1996, p.1
League of Women Voters urges discussion of issues, May 3, 1996, p.1
A more reasoned look at managed health care presented to LWV at annual meeting, May 10, 1996, p.5
Pro-choice advocate spurs women to action, May 17, 1996, p.5
League elects new president, officers (photo), May 17, 1996, p.8
League of Women Voters urges vote on School Board Nominating Committee changes (ltr), May 31, 1996, p.6
Proposals support new inclusiveness (ltr), May 31, 1996, p.7
League of Women Voters honored at convention, Jun 28, 1996, p.4
It's official; Stock is 'woman of the year' (photo), Aug 30, 1996, p.1
League of Women Voters relies on contributions (ltr), Sep 13, 1996, p.6
Community issues (annual fall open meeting Oct 1), Sep 27, 1996, p.1
Candidates forum (scheduled for Monday, October 28), Oct 25, 1996, p.1
Murphy surveys school finances, Oct 25, 1996, p.9
Candidates vie for votes at forum, Nov 1, 1996, p.1
Candidates vie for votes at League of Women Voters forum (cont), Nov 1, 1996, p.13
Wider pool needed for village candidates (edit), Nov 15, 1996, p.6
Charity begins at home (edit), Nov 29, 1996, p.6

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS-WESTCHESTER
Home ecologist mines garden gold (photo), Sep 20, 1996, p.1

LEAVES
Judges find for village in leaf blower appeal, Jan 5, 1996, p.1
Village (leaf blower) appeal successful (cont), Jan 5, 1996, p.2
Town's threats are hypocritical (ltr), Feb 9, 1996, p.7
Late leaves (recent snow storms have hampered fall leaf-pickups), Feb 23, 1996, p.1
LEAVES continued

Crossway leaves won't leave; Transfer site to be retained at least through '97, Mar 1, 1996, p.1
Blame the weather not the town (regarding leaf collection) (ltr), Mar 8, 1996, p.6
Compost enriches town, residents (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.6
Greenburgh leaf crews are too social (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.6
County must solve compost problem (ltr), Apr 5, 1996, p.7
Village, county at odds over leaves and sewers, Apr 12, 1996, p.1
Village at loggerheads with county over leaves, sewers (cont), Apr 12, 1996, p.5
Finally gone, May 3, 1996, p.1
County: Bagging leaves is best, May 31, 1996, p.1
Crossway compost is smelling better (ltr), Jun 7, 1996, p.6
Transfer station still lives; Site will operate at least through fall, Jun 14, 1996, p.1
Leaf transfer site to be landscaped, Aug 16, 1996, p.1
Leaf site to be landscaped (cont), Aug 16, 1996, p.8
Leaf site needs rigorous testing (ltr), Aug 30, 1996, p.6
Board blasted on transfer site; Kids’ BASE criticism continues, Sep 13, 1996, p.1
Noises off (use of gas-powered leaf blowers is still illegal in SCS until Oct 1) (edit), Sep 20, 1996, p.6
Ban on summer leaf blowers upheld (cont), Nov 1, 1996, p.14
Town doesn’t need the Claw (ltr), Nov 8, 1996, p.6
Bumper leaf crop, Nov 15, 1996, p.1
Leaf piles are hazard on streets (ltr), Nov 22, 1996, p.6
What about those leaves? (edit), Dec 6, 1996, p.6
Streets defaced by rotting leaves (ltr), Dec 13, 1996, p.6
(Letter to village manager Alfred A Gatta), Dec 13, 1996, p.6
Autumn’s last leaves (photo), Dec 20, 1996, p.17

LEAVITT, DEAN

Scarsdale PTAs host dinner-dances (photo), Jan 26, 1996, p.10

LEAVITT, LINDA

Inquirer wins 21 awards in annual (Newspaper Contest of the) N(Y) P(ress) A(ssn) contest, Apr 19, 1996, p.1
They also believe in civil discourse (response to edit by Irving Sloan from 9/6/96) (ltr), Sep 13, 1996, p.6
Inquirer editor discusses objectivity and the press (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.5

LEDERMAN, DEBBY

Alumni get-together (photo), Feb 23, 1996, p.8

LEDERMAN, JAN

Alumni get-together (photo), Feb 23, 1996, p.8

LEDERMAN, MARTIN (DR)

Martin Lederman, M.D. (to lead Healing the Children Mission to Matl Eye Hospital, Rabat, Morocco), Oct 18, 1996, p.4

LEE, CHARLES TODD

Charles Todd Lee (dies), Mar 1, 1996, p.16

LEE, EDWIN

Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30

LEE, MARCIA M (AU)

Bronxville mayors supporting Stein (ltr), Nov 1, 1996, p.8

LEE, MICHAEL

Many hands make prettier parks (photo), May 3, 1996, p.5

LEE, MING-MING

Excellent in any language (winners of recent foreign language poster contest at SMS) (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.9

LEE, ROSALIND

Child’s Play presents Heathcote dramas (photo), Feb 23, 1996, p.8
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LEE, SUJIN
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30

LEE, YOUNG
Cleaner recalls bygone times, the best of people (photo), Dec 20, 1996, p.5

LEFF, ANDREW
Parents, kids enjoys summer's last blast (photo), Sep 6, 1996, p.5

LEHR, MOLLY
Thanks to teen 'snow angels' (ltr), Mar 8, 1996, p.8
Julia B Fee is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.30
Spring athletes feted at barbecue dinners (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.21

LEIBERT, RICHARD
Irwin, Leibert to be on United Way (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.2

LEMLE, CRAIG (AU)
Rec(reation) center/rink is needed now (ltr), Mar 29, 1996, p.6

LEMLE, JON
Volunteers honored by PTA (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.10
Maroon & White Congratulates The Girls Varsity Field Hockey Team (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.32

LEMLE, L CRAIG (AU)
Let's act together on new facilities (ltr), Feb 2, 1996, p.6

LEONARD, CAROLYN
Trying out sign language skills (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.9

LEONARD, CLARE
Fair (at IHM) promotes good health (photo), May 3, 1996, p.10

LEONZIO, JULIE
Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

LEW, GAIL
Gail Lew (dies), Jun 21, 1996, p.14

LEW, BROOKE
Food for thought (students pack lunches for Midnight Run) (photo), Apr 19, 1996, p.9

LEW, JONATHAN
Please no trucks!, Jul 5, 1996, p.1

LEW, LISA (AU)
Include neighbors in the planning (ltr), Apr 5, 1996, p.7

LETIZIA, ALICIA
Popham-8 cooks up some holiday spirit (photo), Dec 6, 1996, p.11

LETIZIA, LORRAINE
Saying it in song (musical entertainment by Quaker Ridge students) (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.5

LETTERS
Be part of the paper (SCS Inquirer) (edit), Oct 4, 1996, p.6

LEVANTHAL, ERIC
Eric Leventhal (has joined the Coca Cola Co as a segment marketing manager) (photo), Jan 19, 1996, p.4

LEVITZ, DOROTHY
Lines chosen, debates planned for next month's village election (photo), Feb 23, 1996, p.1

LEVITZ, DOTTIE (AU)
Citizens Party like a club (ltr), Mar 8, 1996, p.8

LEVITZ, LESTER (AU)
Government base needs broadening (ltr), Nov 22, 1996, p.6
Kudos for series on parking woes (ltr), Dec 20, 1996, p.6
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LEVINS, MICHAEL
  Interviews provide needed oversight (comments on Op-Ed page of March 1 issue of SCS Inquirer) (ltr), Mar 8, 1996, p.8
  Citizens' Party does it again; vote may yield change (photo), Mar 22, 1996, p.1

LEVINS, MICHAEL (AU)
  T(own and) V(illage) C(ivie) C(lub) leaders snub Scarsdale's voters (edit), Mar 1, 1996, p.7
  A more perfect nonpartisan system (suggested) (edit), Jun 7, 1996, p.7
  In order to form a more perfect committee... (edit) (cont), Jun 7, 1996, p.15

LEVINS, ARLENE (AU)
  Act decisively on recreation center (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.8
  Scarsdale budget is fiscally sound (ltr), May 3, 1996, p.6

LEVINS, DAVID
  Yet more women trustees recalled (response to letter by A F Lazzara from 7/19/96) (ltr), Aug 2, 1996, p.6

LEVINS, DOROTHY

LEVINS, ELEANOR
  Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30

LEVINS, ELEONORE
  Memorial mural dedicated (photo), Feb 9, 1996, p.9

LEVINS, EMILY
  SHS girls ski team takes sectional title (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.19

LEVINS, IRWIN H
  Irwin H Levine (dies), May 10, 1996, p.14

LEVINS, JOSEPH
  Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.30

LEVINS, SUSAN (AU)
  Exalted company (praise for Irving Sloan) (ltr), Sep 20, 1996, p.6

LEW, JESSICA
  Heathcote days (annual Jelly Bean Field Day) (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.9

LEWIS, KAREN
  New blood for S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) (photo), May 24, 1996, p.8

LI, SAMUEL
  Awards celebrate student achievement in academics, service (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.10

LIBRARIANS-SCS
  Librarians, teachers awarded tenure, May 24, 1996, p.9

LIBRARIES
  A lasting legacy (dedication of new library at IHM) (photo), Nov 22, 1996, p.9

LIBRARY-SCS
  If only we had the right magic (edit) (illus), Jan 26, 1996, p.7
  Obsessing about a straight-A body, Feb 9, 1996, p.1
  The angst continues (choosing candidates for the village board) (edit), Feb 9, 1996, p.6
  Seating limited for film series (ltr), Feb 9, 1996, p.7
  A gift of history (PBS American History videotapes purchased for SCS Library) (photo), Mar 1, 1996, p.3
  Bond agency enters K(ids) B(ASE) debate, May 3, 1996, p.1
  New guy in town (Dr Francis Murphy chats with Dr Joan Weber and Jeri Farren) (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.1
  Westchester watercolorists exhibiting art at library, Jun 7, 1996, p.19
  3 hearty cheers for the library (edit), Jul 12, 1996, p.7
  Book fair this weekend, Sep 27, 1996, p.1
  Candidate forums and interviews OK'd by T(own and) V(illage) C(ivie) C(lub), Oct 18, 1996, p.1
  Candidates forum (scheduled for Monday, October 28), Oct 25, 1996, p.1
  Anonymous generosity ($250,000 donation to SCS Public Library), Nov 29, 1996, p.1
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LIBRARY-SCS continued

Helping the hungry (Westchester Library System has launched its fifth annual holiday food drive), Nov 29, 1996, p.1

LIBRARY-SCS-POND

Planting a tree (Arbor Day ceremony at SCS Public Library Pond), Apr 19, 1996, p.1

Many hands make prettier parks (photo), May 3, 1996, p.5

They made (Harwood) park more beautiful (ltr), May 3, 1996, p.6

(Dan Oliva finds inspiration at Library Pond) (photo), Jul 26, 1996, p.6

Home ecologist mines garden gold (photo), Sep 20, 1996, p.1

Composting sign obtrusive at (SCS Library) pond (ltr), Nov 15, 1996, p.6

3 saluted for environmental projects (photo), Nov 22, 1996, p.5

LICHTY, CARLA

Art with a message (poster project created by middle school art teacher) (photo), May 17, 1996, p.10

LICKONA, THOMAS (AU)

Schools can combat violence by teaching ad practicing values (edit), Apr 19, 1996, p.7

LIEB, DAVID

David Lieb (dies), Jun 14, 1996, p.14

LIEB, EVELYN (AU)

Red (a big orange tomcat) no longer comes to call (ltr), Dec 20, 1996, p.6

LIEB, LILLY


LIEB, LILLY (DR)

Lilly Lieb, Ph D (elected a trustee of the Jewish Braille Institute of America), Nov 22, 1996, p.4

LIEB, LILLY B

Women lifers to join T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) men (ltr), Jan 19, 1996, p.6

LIEBERMAN, AMY

Young at heart (Clara Sved, 101 years old, visits Heathcote fourth graders) (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.9

Off the deep end (at SCS Pool) (photo), Aug 16, 1996, p.1

LIEBERMAN, ANDREW

Julia B Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.34

LIEBERMAN, LINDA (AU)

Trust in village seems misplaced (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.8

LIEBMANN, ABBEY

Painting musical pictures (photo), Jan 12, 1996, p.8

LIEBOWITZ, RICHARD

Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30

Saturday night live (concert at SHS) (photo), Oct 4, 1996, p.11

LIGHTHALL, C WILLIAM

Golf club president (Richard A Worden new president of SCS Golf Club) (photo), Mar 1, 1996, p.4

LILLENFIELD, BARBARA


LIMNAIATIS, TOM

The Lucky diner, Feb 16, 1996, p.1

LIN, MARK

Awards celebrate student achievement in academics, service (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.10

LIN, RITA

Awards celebrate student achievement in academics, service (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.10

LIND, HENRIETTE

Edgewood celebrates the world (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.10

Edgewood events (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.11
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LINDSAY, SHARON
  22 candidates running for School Board Nominating Committee (cont), Jan 12, 1996, p.4
LINOWES, DOROTHY
  Women lifers to join T(own and) V(illage) C(ivics) C(lub) men (ltr), Jan 19, 1996, p.6
  Recalling the birth of the Village Club (photo), Feb 2, 1996, p.5
LINVILLE, C EDWIN
  The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.24
LINVILLE, C EDWIN (AU)
  Who will be America's next President? (edit), Jan 12, 1996, p.7
LIPMAN, SCOTT
  Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38
LIPPER, BINETTE
  Moscow: Magical, musical and memorable (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.5
LIPWORTH, ADAM
  Many hands make prettier parks (photo), May 3, 1996, p.5
  They made (Harwood) park more beautiful (ltr), May 3, 1996, p.6
LISKOV, RISE A (AU)
  Vote yes, then expand horizons (ltr), May 3, 1996, p.6
LITMAN, MATT
  Julia B Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.34
LITMAN, SARAH
  Popham-B cooks up some holiday spirit (photo), Dec 6, 1996, p.11
LIVANOS, ANDREW
  Edgewood celebrates the world (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.10
LIVINGSTON, JOHN T (AU)
  Award recipient was not amused (ltr), Jan 19, 1996, p.6
LOGUERCIO, PAUL
  Thanksgiving traditions (marked the week at Scarsdale elementary schools) (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.11
LOKHAUG, SONJA
  The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.24
LOMONACO, MARY ANN
  Paper art at Edgewood (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.9
LONGO, BOB
  (Safety Poster) Contest winners announced (photo), Mar 15, 1996, p.3
LOPEZ-LINUS, CHARISA
  Holiday spirit (toys collected for needy children in Westchester and New York City) (photo), Jan 5, 1996, p.9
LOPEZ-LINUS, CHARISSA
  Excellent in any language (winners of recent foreign language poster contest at SMS) (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.9
LORIE, BEVERLEY
  Schools welcome new teachers, begin classes (photo) (cont), Sep 6, 1996, p.8
LORIE, BEVERLY
  Board appoints five new teachers, Jun 21, 1996, p.9
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LOTTERIES
Mysterious millionaire, Feb 9, 1996, p.1
The lucky diner, Feb 16, 1996, p.1

LOUGHERN, SARA ANN (AU)
Appalled by menorah crime (ltr), Jan 19, 1996, p.6

LOVERRO, NICHOLAS
A 77-year tradition at St. James the Less (photo), May 31, 1996, p.5
Somber tribute (Veterans Day ceremonies) (photo), Nov 15, 1996, p.1

LOWELL, FRANK J

LOWEY, NITA
Don't give maniacs more opportunity (ltr), Apr 5, 1996, p.6
Help refugee in bid for freedom (ltr), Apr 26, 1996, p.6
Lawyer challenging Lowey for Congress (photo), May 24, 1996, p.1
New challenger for Nita Lowey (photo), Aug 9, 1996, p.1
New challenger for Lowey (cont), Aug 9, 1996, p.3
Democrats have abandoned ideals (ltr), Aug 9, 1996, p.6
Local Dems share 'tremendous spirit', Sep 6, 1996, p.1
Lowey, Bronz to talk, Oct 4, 1996, p.1
Lowey lambasts GOP, defends welfare vote, Oct 11, 1996, p.1
Lowey an Bronz (cont), Oct 11, 1996, p.15
Lowery rival targets economy (photo), Oct 18, 1996, p.1
Rivals worthy, but ... (Inquirer endorsements of SCS candidates for state and federal office) (edit), Oct 18, 1996, p.6
Candidates forum (scheduled for Monday, October 28), Oct 25, 1996, p.1
Scarsdalians favor incumbents (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.1

LOWEY, NITA M (AU)
Congresswoman shares concern (re Fauziya Kasinga's asylum claim) (ltr), May 17, 1996, p.6

LU, JASON
Excellent in any language (winners of recent foreign language poster contest at SMS) (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.9

LUBY, SHARON
Outgoing principal, teacher lauded (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.10

LUCAS, JOSEPH P
Joseph P Lucas (dies), Aug 30, 1996, p.18

LUCEK, PAUL
The glow show (70-foot pine strung with over 19,500 lights), Dec 20, 1996, p.1

LUCEK, RICHARD
(Safety Poster) Contest winners announced (photo), Mar 15, 1996, p.3

LUKE, DONALD F
22 candidates running for School Board Nominating Committee (cont), Jan 12, 1996, p.4

LUPIN, JAY (DR)
HMOs: Can doctors mind the bedside and the bottom line? (photo), Jan 26, 1996, p.1

LUENTZATOS, ELIAS
County smoking ban: Is it a drag or a whiff of fresh air?, Apr 5, 1996, p.1

LURIA, BRAD
Julia B Fee Salutes The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.32

LURIA, SHERRY
Julia B Fee Salutes The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.32
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LUSK, JAMES A
James A Lusk (promoted to vice president - sales at Richard Bauer & Co. Inc.), Dec 20, 1996, p.4

LUSKIN, SARAH
Spirit and heart (salute to field hockey champions the SCS Raiders and coach Penny Salinger) (edit), Nov 22, 1996, p.6
Fields of dreams: a state title for Scarsdale (photo), Nov 22, 1996, p.21
Maroon & White Congratulates The Girls Varsity Field Hockey Team (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.32

LUTZGER, MARK
Task force seeks donations (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.9

LUTZKE, MELISSA
Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

LYONS, JACK
Fair days (at Greenacres, Edgewood and Heathcote) (photo), May 24, 1996, p.9

LYONS, JOHN F
John F Lyons (dies), Aug 9, 1996, p.10

LYONS, KALLY
Fair days (at Greenacres, Edgewood and Heathcote) (photo), May 24, 1996, p.9

LYONS, MARGARET
Excellent in any language (winners of recent foreign language poster contest at SMS) (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.9
CHOICE holds world conference (photo), May 10, 1996, p.9

LYONS, NORA
Holiday happenings (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.5

MACCARDLE, KEN
Sc(Summer) Music Theatre's 'Brigadoon' to brighten the steamy dog days of August (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.11

MACDONALD, BARBARA
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.24
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.24

MACDONALD, NORMAN
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.24

MACE
A victory for victims (advocates legalization of self-defense sprays in New York State) (edit), Aug 2, 1996, p.6

MACKEY, R (AU)
Did the comet have an accident? (ltr), Jun 14, 1996, p.7

MACKEY, R B (AU)
Lord Scarsdale would be proud (ltr), May 10, 1996, p.6

MACLENNAN, ROBERT (DR)
Vigil's goal not to criticize U.S. (response to letter by Richard Block from 8/9/96) (ltr), Aug 16, 1996, p.6

MACMENAMIN, BRIAN
Rebuilt landmark will house Heathcote Tavern (photo), Jul 26, 1996, p.1
 Heathcote Tavern opens, Oct 18, 1996, p.1

MACPHAIL, KATE
Saying it in song (musical entertainment by Quaker Ridge students) (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.5

MACPHAIL, LUCY
SMS Drama Club to present musical 'How to Succeed...' (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.15

MACRI, JIM
Village takes aim at NYC water dept (cont), Aug 30, 1996, p.11
O'Rourke to NYC: No more rate hikes!, Sep 6, 1996, p.1

MACY, ROBERT
Technology group to advise schools, Nov 22, 1996, p.1
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MAGALALETI, MARK
Saying it in song (musical entertainment by Quaker Ridge students) (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.5

MAGALALETI, PAULA
Colonial characters (Heathcote 5th graders portray important colonial-era figures) (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.10

MAGAZINES
SEE PERIODICALS

MAGEE, TONY
It's moving day for Scaradale Hardware, May 17, 1996, p.4
Now open on Scarsdale Avenue (Scarsdale Hardware) (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.4
Few parking options for workers, Nov 29, 1996, p.1

MAGGIOTTO, SUSAN
Parking goes digital on downtown streets (photo), Aug 9, 1996, p.1
Village conditions trouble merchants (photo), Aug 16, 1996, p.1

MAIER, STEVEN
No return (Independent Party primary votes), Sep 13, 1996, p.1

MAKIYAMA, HIROKO
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30

MALHEIRO, JARROD
S(CS) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre)'s 'Brigadoon' to brighten the steamy dog days of August (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.11
S(CS) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre)'s 'Brigadoon' a classy, lyrical, 1st rate delight (photo), Aug 9, 1996, p.13

MALICK, LAURA
A world of cultures (International week at Greenacres) (photo), Mar 22, 1996, p.9

MALICK, MARISSA
Maroon & White Congratulates The Girls Varsity Field Hockey Team (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.32

MALINA, ANITA
The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26
Nationalewide thank-you (Stuart Malina thanked on national television during Tony awards show), Jun 7, 1996, p.1

MALINA, MICHAEL
Nationalewide thank-you (Stuart Malina thanked on national television during Tony awards show), Jun 7, 1996, p.1

MALINA, STUART
Nationalewide thank-you (Stuart Malina thanked on national television during Tony awards show), Jun 7, 1996, p.1

MALKAMES, D KARL
Open discussion promotes growth (response to letter from D Karl Malkames from 5/31/96) (ltr), Jun 7, 1996, p.6
Reader objects to an expletive (response to Inquirer article on homosexuality from 5/24/96) (ltr), May 31, 1996, p.6

MALLIS, CHARLES H S
Charles H S Mallis (appointed managing director of Global Financial Institutions/Bank Boston)(photo), Sep 20, 1996, p.4

MALONEY, NEIL
SHS staff explains: Ins and outs of class placement, Nov 15, 1996, p.1

MANBER, MARGERY (AU)
Drivers need to be informed (of NY state law regarding drivers and pedestrians in crosswalks) (ltr), Sep 20, 1996, p.6

MANGAMBA, JIM
Drug Task Force thanks volunteers (ltr), Feb 16, 1996, p.6

MANN, MATHEW
Graduation day for babysitters (photo), May 17, 1996, p.10

MANSSELL, LESLIE
Fox Meadow mission: books for fuel (photo), Feb 2, 1996, p.10

MANTIS, SPENCER
Hooray for books (National Book Week celebrations) (photo), Dec 6, 1996, p.12
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MANUCHE, MICHAEL
The sky's the limit for former SHS athlete (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.21
Sky's the limit for SHS graduate (cont), Jun 7, 1996, p.24

MARANTZ, RONNE (DR)
School team plots a smooth course (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.1
Ph. D's chosen for H'cote, SMS, Jul 5, 1996, p.1
Many new faces will greet returning students, Aug 30, 1996, p.1
Getting acquainted (new principal at Heathcote meets parents at PTA reception) (photo), Sep 13, 1996, p.9
A stylish welcome (to parents new to Heathcote school) (photo), Sep 20, 1996, p.10
Courses target respect, reading, Nov 22, 1996, p.9
Thanksgiving traditions (marked the week at Scarsdale elementary schools) (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.11
New Heathcote principal builds school consensus (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.11

MARCHES, SAMANTHA
Beach week (fourth annual all-school beach party at Heathcote) (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.9

MARCHES, VICKY
Thanksgiving traditions (marked the week at Scarsdale elementary schools) (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.11

MARCHIONY, MARY-ALICE & STEPHEN (AU)
Village shouldn't foot bill for KIDS BASE (ltr), Jul 5, 1996, p.6

MARCHIONY, STEPHEN
PRC (Advisory Council on Parks and Recreation) urged to seek complete recreation plan, Feb 9, 1996, p.1
Excess kills (if faced with too many recreational options, village likely to pursue none) (edit), Feb 9, 1996, p.6

MARCHIONY, STEPHEN (AU)
Judge each idea on its own merits (ltr), Feb 16, 1996, p.6
Interviews provide needed oversight (comments on Op-Ed page of March 1 issue of SCS Inquirer) (ltr), Mar 8, 1996, p.8

MARCUS, JANET
PRC (Advisory Council on Parks and Recreation) urged to seek complete recreation plan, Feb 9, 1996, p.1
Citizens' Party does it again; vote may yield change (photo), Mar 22, 1996, p.1
S(board) Nominating Committee changes are debated at two meetings, May 24, 1996, p.1
S(board) Nominating Committee vote Monday, May 31, 1996, p.1
Major changes are approved to S(board) Nominating Committee resolution, Jun 7, 1996, p.1
Board blasted on transfer site; Kids' BASE criticism continues, Sep 13, 1996, p.1

MARCUS, JANET K (AU)
Residents urged to vote Tuesday (ltr), Jan 12, 1996, p.6
S(board) Nominating Committee election was well-run (ltr), Jan 26, 1996, p.6
S(board) Nominating Committee proposals to be explained (ltr), May 17, 1996, p.6
Edlitz would be excellent judge (ltr), Nov 1, 1996, p.6

MARCUS, MARILYN
Candidates needed for 10 S(board) Nominating Committee slots, Nov 29, 1996, p.1

MARDEN, JOHN N
John N Marden (dies) (photo), Nov 1, 1996, p.12

MARGOLIN, ADAM
S(CS) Volunteer Ambulance Corps still awaits Advanced Life Support approval (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.1

MARGOLIN, RANDI (AU)
Hochberg keeps school aid coming (ltr), Oct 25, 1996, p.6

MARGOLIN, RITA
Blood Drive May 1 (photo), Apr 19, 1996, p.9
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30

MARGOLIN, STEVEN
Chess players shine at national tourney (photo), May 17, 1996, p.9
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MARGOLIN, STEVEN (AU)
Can't wait for football season (ltr), Jul 5, 1996, p.6

MARGULIES, MARCEL (DR)
Technology group to advise schools, Nov 22, 1996, p.1

MARINO, JANE
Anonymous generosity ($250,000 donation to SCS Public Library), Nov 29, 1996, p.1

MARK, LIZ (AU)
New Eyes box needs custodian (ltr), Mar 8, 1996, p.8

MARKOWITZ, ALAN N
Alan N Markowitz (promoted to associate director of Julien J Studley) (photo), May 17, 1996, p.8

MARKOWITZ, ANDREA J (AU)
School bus route re-do is needed (ltr), Nov 1, 1996, p.6

MARKOWITZ, ANDREA JUDELL
2 join Prudential Realty (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.4

MARKOWITZ, ARIEL
Peanuts & pennies (Fourth of July festivities in SCS) (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.1

MARMON, LARRY
A Thanksgiving tradition continues at Crossway (cont), Dec 6, 1996, p.26

MAROON AND WHITE
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.30
Spring athletes feted at barbecue dinners (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.21
Julia B Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.34
Maroon & White Congratulates The Girls Varsity Field Hockey Team (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.32
Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

MARINE
(Marriage) Love and Marriage, Feb 16, 1996, p.0

MARSHALL, BETTY
Pt Council welcomes new board (photo), May 17, 1996, p.10

MARSHALL, JOHN
Edgewood fifth-graders raise abilities-awareness through fair (photo), Dec 20, 1996, p.13

MARTIAL ARTS
East Asian Martial Arts Center has a new home in Heathcote (photo), Sep 27, 1996, p.21

MARTIN, CHARLES
Open heart and mind wanted (host family needed for Student Transfer Education Plan candidate) (ltr), May 17, 1996, p.6

MARTIN, ED
From evil murder, a purpose served (ltr), Jun 28, 1996, p.6

MARTIN, MICHAEL
Passing the torch (SCS Police carry torch for Special Olympics in annual run on Post Road) (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.1

MARTIRANO, MARY-ELLEN
Brother convicted of attempted murder, Aug 9, 1996, p.1
Brother sentenced in shooting of sister, Oct 11, 1996, p.1

MARK, ANNE (AU)
More honors for Scarsdale-Hartsdale poet (edit), Apr 12, 1996, p.7

MARK, KENNETH A
Kenneth A Marx (has helped research and assemble "Hispanic Americans in Congress"), May 24, 1996, p.4

MARK, VIRGINIA
Recalling the birth of the Village Club (photo), Feb 2, 1996, p.5

MARK, VIRGINIA W
Women lifers to join T(own and) V(illage) C(lub) men (ltr), Jan 19, 1996, p.6
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MARZILLO, ROBERT
Fair (at IHM) promotes good health (photo), May 3, 1996, p.10

MASAROF, JULIE
Many hands make prettier parks (photo), May 3, 1996, p.5

MASEL, ELIHU
Elihu Massel (selected to receive award from New York State Bar Assn), May 17, 1996, p.8

MATERI, CELESTE
Schools welcome new teachers, begin classes (photo) (cont), Sep 6, 1996, p.8

MATHES, THOMAS (JAY)
22 candidates running for School Board Nominating Committee (cont), Jan 12, 1996, p.4

MATHESON, JULIANA
Excellent in any language (winners of recent foreign language poster contest at SMS) (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.9

MATSUARA, ASAKO
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.30

MATTHEWS, JAY AND LINDA (AU)
Book examines the 'good life' (ltr), Mar 8, 1996, p.8

MATTIOLI, ELI
The Bank of New York Salutes Alan L Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26

MATTURO, ANDY
Preventing bicycle theft (photo), Aug 16, 1996, p.3

MAX, STEVE
After-school fun (school picnics at Greenacres and Edgewood) (photo), Sep 20, 1996, p.9

MAXWELL, JENNIFER
Schools welcome new teachers, begin classes (photo) (cont), Sep 6, 1996, p.8

MAYER, JENNIFER
Blood Drive May 1 (photo), Apr 19, 1996, p.9

MAYORS-SCS
7 changes in village election system proposed, May 31, 1996, p.1

MCCANN, JOHN
The Bank of New York Salutes Alan L Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26

MCCARTHY, JACK
Jack McCarthy (dies), May 31, 1996, p.17

MCCLINTOCK, DREW
Edgewood celebrates the world (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.10
Edgewood events (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.11

MCCOURT, BARBARA
Pt Council welcomes new board (photo), May 17, 1996, p.10

MCCOURT, EMILY
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.30
Awards celebrate student achievement in academics, service (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.10
Julia B Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.34

MCRARY, KATHLEEN
Schools taking the easy way out (ltr), Jan 5, 1996, p.6
Letter-writer's (Betty Berenson) criticism was 'shameless tasteless' (edit), Jan 5, 1996, p.7

MCRARY, KATHLEEN (AU)
Lawyer defends her 'nemesis' (response to letter from 9/13/96) (ltr), Sep 27, 1996, p.6

MCREEY, GAY
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.24
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MCCREERY, WILLIAM
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.24
The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26

MCDERMOTT, MICHAEL
Murphy outlines plan for schools technology, Sep 27, 1996, p.1

MCDERMOTT, MICHAEL T (AU)
The task: preparing middle school students for an unknowable future (edit), Dec 20, 1996, p.7

MECVY, PAUL
Candidates forum (scheduled for Monday, October 28), Oct 25, 1996, p.1
Candidates vie for votes at forum, Nov 1, 1996, p.1

MCGHEE, KEN (AU)
A 4-foot angel restores faith (ltr), Oct 18, 1996, p.6

MCGILLURAY, KELLY
A lasting legacy (dedication of new library at IHM) (photo), Nov 22, 1996, p.9

MCGINN, AUDREY
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30

MCGINNESS, TREVOR
S(SCS) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre)'s 'Brigadoon' to brighten the steamy dog days of August (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.11

MCGOVERN, JOAN
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30

MCGUIGAN, RITA
Julia B Fee Salutes The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.32

MCINERNY, JOHN
A Thanksgiving tradition continues at Crossway (cont), Dec 6, 1996, p.26

MCKENNA, JOHN
Bike thieves caught in Larchmont, Jul 26, 1996, p.5

MCLAUGHLIN, JOSEPH
Tenure forum pits parents versus teachers, Oct 4, 1996, p.1

MCMAHON, JOSEPH M
Joseph M McMahon (dies), Dec 27, 1996, p.19

MCMAHON, MARY E
Mary E McMahon (dies), Nov 22, 1996, p.18

MCMANUS, CARL

MCMANUS, CAROL
Electrics at Heathcote (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.12

MCMANUS, KEITH
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.30

MCMULLEN, GEORGE
Parkway crashes kill 3 in 2 days (photo), Dec 20, 1996, p.1

MCNAB, THOMAS
The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26

MEALS ON WHEELS
Pen pals picnic (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.11

MEANEY, TOM

Passing the torch (SCS Police carry torch for Special Olympics in annual run on Post Road) (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.1
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MEDICAL CARE
Medical savings accounts - some why's, what's and who's, Feb 9, 1996, p.1
Doctor details M(edical) S(avings) A(counts) benefits (response to Inquirer article from 2/9) (ltr), Feb 23, 1996, p.6
M(edical) S(avings) A(counts)'s political, not practical (ltr), Feb 23, 1996, p.6
A more reasoned look at managed health care presented to LWV at annual meeting, May 10, 1996, p.5

MEHLICH, ROBBY
Excellent in any language (winners of recent foreign language poster contest at SMS) (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.9

MEHOS, DAWN
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 3, 1996, p.30

MEISELMAN, BARRY
Technology group to advise schools, Nov 22, 1996, p.1

MELAGRANO, RENATA
Scoffflaws take downtown parking spaces (cont), Dec 13, 1996, p.9

MEMORIAL DAY
Memorial Day parade, May 17, 1996, p.1
Holiday schedule, May 24, 1996, p.1
7 changes in village election system proposed, May 31, 1996, p.1
Parades: On and off (photo), May 31, 1996, p.1
Scarsdale parade canceled (photo), May 31, 1996, p.5
Song for a hero, May 31, 1996, p.5
Time to revitalize Memorial Day celebration (edit), May 31, 1996, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes Scardale Honors Our Vterans Memorial Day 1996 (photo), May 31, 1996, p.28

MEMORIALS
From 'dogtags' to a war memorial (edit), May 31, 1996, p.7

MEN
A wake-up call for the Rules Girls (edit), Nov 29, 1996, p.6

MENDELSON, JENNA
Language contest winners (SHS students take top honors in Iona College language competition) (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.9

MENDES, TOM
Store closings announced (, May 31, 1996, p.4

MENKE, BETTY
The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26

MENNA, MARIE
Song for a hero, May 31, 1996, p.5

MENNA, MICHAEL
SHS girls ski team takes sectional title (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.19

MENORAHs
Still investigating (vandalization of Hanukkah menorah in Chase Park), Jan 5, 1996, p.1
Religious leaders express outrage (at recent vandalism of menorah in Chase Park) (ltr), Jan 5, 1996, p.6
Don't let dilemma be our demon (response to letter by J Coffey and R Jacobs from 1/5/96) (ltr), Jan 12, 1996, p.6
Appalled by menorah crime (ltr), Jan 19, 1996, p.6
Bar religion from public spheres (ltr), Feb 9, 1996, p.7
The secret of the silver menorah (edit), Dec 6, 1996, p.7
Maccabee miracle (last day of Festival of Lights) (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.1

MERCHANTS-HTS
(Whitaker) Pharmacy closing, Dec 27, 1996, p.1

MERCHANTS-SCS
Generous store will be missed (closing of Club Sandwich in downtown SCS) (ltr), Feb 9, 1996, p.6
Child's Play presents Heathcote dramas (photo), Feb 23, 1996, p.8
Children's phone booth stolen (photo), May 17, 1996, p.3
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MERCHANTS-SCS continued
It's moving day for Scaradale Hardware, May 17, 1996, p.4
Store closings announced (, May 31, 1996, p.4
Now open on Scarsdale Avenue (Scarsdale Hardware) (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.4
Armed robbery on Spencer Place, Jul 12, 1996, p.1
Robbery (cont), Jul 12, 1996, p.2
Merchants pronounce sale a success (photo), Aug 9, 1996, p.1
Stacks of September supplies (Arcade Stationers is getting ready for start of school) (photo), Aug 9, 1996, p.9
Village conditions trouble merchants (photo), Aug 16, 1996, p.1
Creditors pursue prominent Scarsdale merchant, Sep 6, 1996, p.1
Creditors pursue prominent Scarsdale merchant (photo) (cont), Sep 6, 1996, p.13
Merchants form new alliance (with village officials) to revitalize village, Sep 20, 1996, p.1
Kidoodles closes, owner vacates store, Sep 20, 1996, p.1
A welcome alliance (local business leaders have agreed to join forces with village officials) (edit), Sep 20, 1996, p.6
Merchants form new alliance for downtown (cont), Sep 20, 1996, p.13
Kidoodles closes its doors, owner vacates store (photo) (cont), Sep 20, 1996, p.13
Clothing boutique opens (photo), Oct 18, 1996, p.4
Jespersen's is back (ltr), Oct 18, 1996, p.6
Just in time (Trissi clock back after repair in Switzerland), Nov 15, 1996, p.1
Kidoodles space for rent; store reborn elsewhere (photo), Nov 15, 1996, p.5
Halloween spirit was appreciated (appreciation for village merchants) (ltr), Nov 15, 1996, p.6
Few parking options for workers, Nov 29, 1996, p.1
New merchant helps old books find new owners (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.4
Few attractive parking options for workers (cont), Nov 29, 1996, p.9
Few attractive parking options for workers (cont), Nov 29, 1996, p.15
Think global, shop local (edit), Dec 6, 1996, p.6
Belle Cleaners new in village (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.4
New lines reflect mercantile spirit (ltr), Dec 13, 1996, p.6
Cleaner recalls bygone times, the best of people (photo), Dec 20, 1996, p.5
Cleaner recall the Best of people (cont), Dec 20, 1996, p.19

MERELL, LESSIE
Lessie Merell (dies), Aug 23, 1996, p.11

MERKEL, KERRY GEORGE
Kerry George Merkel (dies), Jun 28, 1996, p.16

MERRICK III, GEORGE C
Young man drowns in Park Road pool, Aug 23, 1996, p.1
Young man drowns in Park Road swimming pool (cont), Aug 23, 1996, p.3

METRO NORTH COMMUTER RAILROAD CO
Commuters suffer horrendous delays (photo), Jan 12, 1996, p.1
Metro-North commuters face frustrating delays (cont), Jan 12, 1996, p.12
Railroad's mea culpa includes refunds, Jan 19, 1996, p.1
Metro North offers refunds (cont), Jan 19, 1996, p.8
Criminal activity on Metro-North (edit), Dec 13, 1996, p.7

METZ, DOUG
Merchants form new alliance (with village officials) to revitalize village, Sep 20, 1996, p.1

MEYER, FRANCES (DR)
School team plots a smooth course (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.1
Ph. D's chosen for H'cote, SMS, Jul 5, 1996, p.1
Ph.D's chosen as SMS, Heathcote administrators (cont), Jul 5, 1996, p.12
Many new faces will greet returning students, Aug 30, 1996, p.1
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MEYER, FRANCES (DR) continued
   Schools welcome new teachers, begin classes (photo) (cont), Sep 6, 1996, p.8

MEYER, LUCAS (AU)
   Life is no safer for pedestrians (ltr), Aug 9, 1996, p.6

MEYER, MARION W
   Marion W Meyer (dies), Aug 9, 1996, p.10

MEYER, WILLIAM
   New Rotary officers (photo), Sep 20, 1996, p.4

MEYERS, LAUREN
   Kids' BASE clears last village hurdle (illus), Oct 4, 1996, p.1

MEYERS, LAUREN (AU)
   Kids' BASE not such a good deal (ltr), Jun 28, 1996, p.6

MEYERS, LYNN
   The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 3, 1996, p.30

MEYERS, ROBERT
   Leaf-transfer site to be landscaped, Aug 16, 1996, p.1
   Kids' BASE clears last village hurdle (illus), Oct 4, 1996, p.1

MEYERS, ROBERT (AU)
   Include neighbors in the planning (ltr), Apr 5, 1996, p.7

MEYERSON, BARBARA (AU)
   'Star Trek' - a morality play (edit), Aug 30, 1996, p.7

MIANO, FRED
   Rotary presents annual grants (photo), May 31, 1996, p.4

MICHAELS, EMILY
   12 members elected to School Board Nominating Committee (photo), Jan 19, 1996, p.1

MICHAELS, NANCY
   12 members elected to School Board Nominating Committee (photo), Jan 19, 1996, p.1
   Candidates needed for 10 School Board Nominating Committee slots, Nov 29, 1996, p.1

MICHAELS, NANCY E
   22 candidates running for School Board Nominating Committee (cont), Jan 12, 1996, p.4

MICHELS, JAMES
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.24

MINALLO, PATRICIA
   Schools welcome new teachers, begin classes (photo) (cont), Sep 6, 1996, p.8

MILDE, PAULINE
   S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) still awaits A(dvanced) L(ife) S(upport) approval (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.1

MILES, DAVID
   22 candidates running for School Board Nominating Committee (cont), Jan 12, 1996, p.4

MILLER, ANGELA
   The politics of hysteria (comments on crime prevention) (edit), Apr 5, 1996, p.6

MILLER, BERENICE
   S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) still awaits A(dvanced) L(ife) S(upport) approval (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.1

MILLER, BILL
   W(estchester) R(eform) T(emple) breaks ground for new center (photo), May 3, 1996, p.15

MILLER, CLAIRE
   Fields of dreams: a state title for Scarsdale (photo), Nov 22, 1996, p.21

MILLER, DANNY
   Julia B Fee Salutes The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.32
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, DOUG</td>
<td>Thanks to teen ‘snow angels’ (ltr), Mar 8, 1996, p.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Volunteers honored by PTA (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PTA honors student volunteers (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maroon and White Honors its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, EMELIE</td>
<td>Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White &amp; SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Julia B Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White &amp; SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, H. ROBERT</td>
<td>Candidates needed for 10 School Board Nominating Committee slots, Nov 29, 1996, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, JAMES</td>
<td>The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, JAY</td>
<td>Television veteran takes helm of channel 14, Mar 8, 1996, p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, JOHN (AU)</td>
<td>Career fireman share expertise (ltr), May 24, 1996, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, KATHLEEN</td>
<td>School Board Nominating Committee changes are debated at two meetings, May 24, 1996, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, KATHY</td>
<td>On the campaign trail (R Harrison running for village trustee) (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, MARJORIE</td>
<td>Westchester Reform Temple breaks ground for new center (photo), May 3, 1996, p.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, SANDY</td>
<td>Village still reeling from fierce storm (photo), Oct 25, 1996, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, WILLIAM</td>
<td>William Miller to chair bowl award committee (photo), Oct 25, 1996, p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stock to receive Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLMAN, STEPHANIE</td>
<td>Disabilities awareness at Quaker Ridge (photo), Oct 18, 1996, p.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILMAN, JORDAN</td>
<td>Julia B Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White &amp; SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILMOE, KATY (AU)</td>
<td>First-time voter was disappointed (ltr), Mar 22, 1996, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILSTEIN, CHERYL</td>
<td>County bond agency enters Kids' BASE debate (photo) (cont), May 3, 1996, p.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ground broken for Kids' BASE home (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILSTEIN, JOSH</td>
<td>Chess players shine at national tourney (photo), May 17, 1996, p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILSTEIN, NANCY</td>
<td>The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Technology group to advise schools, Nov 22, 1996, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Computer advisors ready to go, Dec 20, 1996, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILSTEIN, PHILIP</td>
<td>County bond agency enters Kids' BASE debate (photo) (cont), May 3, 1996, p.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINATO, KYOKO</td>
<td>Treasures under the trees (yard sale by Japanese Mothers Club of Edgewood School) (photo), Oct 11, 1996, p.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>Article</th>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MINOW, NEWT</td>
<td>Democratic convention '68: H(ubert) (Horatio) H(umphrey) wouldn't make that speech (edit)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Sep 27, 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIRKLES, JAMES A</td>
<td>William Vickrey wins Nobel Prize (photo)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Oct 11, 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MITCHELL, BONNIE</td>
<td>The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>May 3, 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MITTLEMAN, AMY</td>
<td>Heathcote days (annual Jelly Bean Field Day) (photo)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Jun 21, 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODELS</td>
<td>Tiny town (model of SCS village center on display in village hall) (photo)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Jun 7, 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOGLIA, JOHN</td>
<td>Awards celebrate student achievement in academics, service (photo)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Jun 7, 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOHR, MARTIN</td>
<td>Fire election was by the book (ltr)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Jan 5, 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOLHO, DAVID (DR)</td>
<td>Dentist gets 3 years probation for sex abuse</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Jun 7, 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOLLOY, CHARLES E</td>
<td>Scofflaws take downtown parking spaces (cont)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Dec 13, 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONCADA-DAVIDSON, LILLIAN</td>
<td>El Salvador village gets a fairy godmother (photo)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Jul 5, 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONONE, NEIL</td>
<td>New merchant helps old books find new owners (photo)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Nov 29, 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONTAGUE, ANGELA (AU)</td>
<td>Consider giving to S(tudent) T(ransfer) E(ducation) P(lan) program (ltr)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Dec 27, 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOORE, JOHN KNIGHT</td>
<td>John Knight Moore (dies)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Nov 22, 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MORAL EDUCATION</td>
<td>Schools can combat violence by teaching and practicing values (edit)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Apr 19, 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MORIE, PAULA H</td>
<td>Paula H Morie (dies)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Jul 12, 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MORGAN, EDWARD</td>
<td>Home occupation, ice rink proposals headed for action</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Jan 12, 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MORGAN, KEVIN</td>
<td>From evil murder, a purpose served (ltr)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Jun 28, 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MORIAERT, GISELA (AU)</td>
<td>Eyeing the storm in Edgemont (edit)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Jan 19, 1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MORRILL, THOMAS W</td>
<td>22 candidates running for School Board Nominating Committee (cont)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Jan 12, 1996</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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MORRIS, CHRIS
Edgewood celebrates many cultures (photo), Jan 19, 1996, p.9

MORRIS, DAN
Scarsdale parade canceled (photo), May 31, 1996, p.5

MORRIS, DANIEL J
Eagle Scout honored (photo), Aug 2, 1996, p.2

MORRIS, MARIANNE
Scarsdale parade canceled (photo), May 31, 1996, p.5

MORRIS, THOMAS
Scarsdale parade canceled (photo), May 31, 1996, p.5

MORRISON, DREW
A hoppin' good time (get-ready-for-summer time of year at village schools) (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.15

MORRISON, KIT
S(CS) G(olf) C(lub) camp hones skills of future members (photo), Aug 9, 1996, p.8

MORRISON, REBECCA
Excellent in any language (winners of recent foreign language poster contest at SMS) (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.9

MORRISSEY, SANDY
Golf club president (Richard A Worden new president of SCS Golf Club) (photo), Mar 1, 1996, p.4

MORVANT, RUSSELL
Preventing bicycle theft (photo), Aug 16, 1996, p.3

MOSBLECH, DENNIS J
Dennis J Mosblech (has joined the staff of Kensico Cemetery as a sales representative) (photo), Oct 11, 1996, p.4

MOSCA, KATHY
Technology group to advise schools, Nov 22, 1996, p.1

MOSCATELLO, MARIEL
Graduation day for babysitters (photo), May 17, 1996, p.10

MOSER, LINDA
The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26

MOSER, LINDA (AU)
Scarsdale budget is fiscally sound (ltr), May 3, 1996, p.6

MOSER, MARVIN (DR)
Marvin Moser, M.D. (elected president of Council on Geriatric Cardiology for 1996-97), May 3, 1996, p.4

MOSER, RICHARD
From Dean Field to the Super Bowl (edit), Jan 26, 1996, p.17
From Scarsdale to Super Bowl (cont), Jan 26, 1996, p.19

MOSES, TRUDI
Scholarship donation (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.9

MOSS, BILL
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 3, 1996, p.30

MOSS, MICHAEL
A Thanksgiving rite continues at Crossway, Dec 6, 1996, p.1
A Thanksgiving tradition continues at Crossway (cont), Dec 6, 1996, p.26

MOTHER'S DAY
Another Mother's Day (edit), May 10, 1996, p.7

MOTHERHOOD
Material maternal advice (edit), Jun 7, 1996, p.6

MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION AND DIRECTION
Filmmaker tackles effects of Simpson trial (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.1
Filmmaker tackles effects of Simpson trial (photo) (cont), Jul 12, 1996, p.2
In a positive light (scene filmed for "Remembering Mario" at hair salon on Garth Road) (photo), Aug 30, 1996, p.1
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MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION AND DIRECTION continued

MOTION PICTURE THEATERS
SEE THEATER BUILDINGS

MOTION PICTURES
- Seating limited for film series (ltr), Feb 9, 1996, p.7

MOVIES
SEE MOTION PICTURES

MOYNIHAN, ROBERT
- Caddiemasters of Scarsdale: on the ball for 137 years (photo) (cont), Jul 19, 1996, p.15

MRAZ, JOANN
- Schools welcome new teachers, begin classes (photo) (cont), Sep 6, 1996, p.8

MUELLER, CHRIS
- Where is tennis heading at our area clubs? (photo), May 3, 1996, p.22

MUELLER-MAERKI, RUTH (AU)
- New lines reflect mercantile spirit (ltr), Dec 13, 1996, p.6

MUGGEO, STEPHEN
- New counselor joins SMS outreach effort (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.9

MUELLEN, CAROL
- Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

MULLER, ALEX

MUNDLAK, FANNY
- Fanny Mundlak (dies), Jul 19, 1996, p.10

MUROFF, MELVIN (DR)
- Melvin Muroff, Ph D (slated to discuss his concepts on child development and group process theory), Mar 22, 1996, p.4
- If a child wrote memoranda . . . (edit), Aug 23, 1996, p.7

MURPHY, ED
- Man arrested in robbery, Dec 27, 1996, p.1

MURPHY, FRANCIS (DR)
- 3 finalists tapped for schools chief, Jan 26, 1996, p.1
- Magic expected of new schools chief (photo), Feb 2, 1996, p.1
- Francis Murphy appointed superintendent of schools (cont), Feb 2, 1996, p.5
- New guy in town (Dr Francis Murphy chats with Dr Joan Weber and Jeri Farren) (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.1
- Schools welcome new chief, Jun 21, 1996, p.1
- Scarsdale schools welcome new superintendent (cont), Jun 21, 1996, p.5
- School team plots a smooth course (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.1
- Many new faces will greet returning students, Aug 30, 1996, p.1
- Schools to focus on character, Sep 6, 1996, p.1
- Murphy outlines plan for schools technology, Sep 27, 1996, p.1
- Murphy unveils 10-year technology plan (cont), Sep 27, 1996, p.10
- Committee to target schools' technology deficit (photo), Oct 11, 1996, p.1
- Murphy surveys school finances, Oct 25, 1996, p.9
- Murphy debunks school myths, Nov 1, 1996, p.9
- SHS coaches to be evaluated, Nov 8, 1996, p.1
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MURPHY, FRANCIS (DR) continued
Technology group to advise schools, Nov 22, 1996, p.1
State initiative alters special education funding, Nov 29, 1996, p.11
Computer advisors ready to go, Dec 20, 1996, p.1
Magic moments (Dr Francis Murphy puts on magic show for Greenacres first graders) (photo), Dec 27, 1996, p.11

MURPHY, WILLIAM J (AU)
Bronxville mayors supporting Stein (Itr), Nov 1, 1996, p.8

MURRAY, BLAKE
The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26

MURRAY, MAURINE
Murray joins Houlihan (as new sales associate) (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.4

MURRAY, PETER D (AU)
Stein flyer info was not accurate (Itr), Oct 25, 1996, p.6

MUSIC
Painting musical pictures (photo), Jan 12, 1996, p.8
It's (music) is not a frill (edit), Feb 23, 1996, p.6
Classical music - call it anything, but don't say soothing! (illus) (edit), Mar 8, 1996, p.7

MUSICALS
Congregational Church players to present music drama (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.15
Our own enchantment (praise for SCS Summer Music Theatre's production of "Brigadoon") (edit), Aug 9, 1996, p.6

MUSICIANS
Wentworths: 4 hands to play 3 concerts (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.15
Dawn Chan (has won 1996 Enrico Fermi Concert Competition), Apr 26, 1996, p.4

MUZZIO, ZULMIRA
Thanksgiving traditions (marked the week at Scarsdale elementary schools) (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.11

MYERS, NAT
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.24

NADLER, MARK
1995 (real estate) honorees (photo), Mar 1, 1996, p.4

NAGASAKI
(J Randell stands for peace at annual vigil commemorating bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki) (photo), Aug 9, 1996, p.6
Vigil (to commemorate atomic bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki) ignores the facts of history (Itr), Aug 9, 1996, p.7

NAGER, CHARLES J
Charles J Nager (dies), Sep 6, 1996, p.18

NAIB, PIA
Holiday spirit (toys collected for needy children in Westchester and New York City) (photo), Jan 5, 1996, p.9

NAIB, TARA
Volunteers honored by PTA (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.10
PTA honors student volunteers (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.10
Technology group to advise schools, Nov 22, 1996, p.1

NALVEN, DAN
Rotary presents annual grants (photo), May 31, 1996, p.4

NAMAROD, PHILIP
Child's Play presents Heathcote dramas (photo), Feb 23, 1996, p.8

NAPOLITANO, AMERICO
Cluster OK'd (at Mamaroneck and Saxon Woods roads) (photo), Mar 1, 1996, p.1

NASSAU, LAURA
Pt Council welcomes new board (photo), May 17, 1996, p.10
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NATHANSON, JAKE
It was a glorious 5th, after a cold, rainy 4th (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.5

NATHANSON, JESSIE
It was a glorious 5th, after a cold, rainy 4th (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.5

NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE
Church burning: A wake-up call to activism (edit), Jul 19, 1996, p.7
An ounce of prevention ...(re achievements of inner city youths) (edit), Nov 15, 1996, p.7

MATTER, DEMISE
Woman dies after automobile crash, Aug 30, 1996, p.1

NAUGHTON, CAROL
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30
Edgewood nurse retires, Dec 20, 1996, p.14

NEBENS, BOB
Egyptian extravaganza (Fox Meadow fifth grade presentation) (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.10

NECHAMKIN, ILENE (AU)
New Year’s resolutions: Local heroes applauded (edit), Jan 5, 1996, p.7
A place for everything and everything in its place (edit), Feb 9, 1996, p.7
The books that bind (edit), Apr 5, 1996, p.7
A tale of 2 purchases (edit), Apr 26, 1996, p.6
Another Mother’s Day (edit), May 10, 1996, p.7
Material maternal advice (edit), Jun 7, 1996, p.6
Summer’s here: Eat, loaf and be roly-poly (edit), Jun 28, 1996, p.6
Remembering when summer was a special time (edit), Aug 9, 1996, p.6
How I spent my summer vacation (edit), Sep 20, 1996, p.7
Soccer mom: a badge to wear with pride (edit), Oct 11, 1996, p.6
A wake-up call for the Rules Girls (edit), Nov 29, 1996, p.6

NEHORAYOFF, ANDRE
A stylish welcome (to parents new to Heathcote school) (photo), Sep 20, 1996, p.10

NEHORAYOFF, MARIANA
A stylish welcome (to parents new to Heathcote school) (photo), Sep 20, 1996, p.10

NELSON, BOB
Child’s Play presents Heathcote dramas (photo), Feb 23, 1996, p.8

NEMLICH, NANCY
Once it was the exception, but now nearly all kids eat lunch in school (photo), Oct 4, 1996, p.1

NEUMANN, ELLSWORTH T
Ellsworth T Neumann (dies), Jul 26, 1996, p.16

NEUNER, ELAINE AND KEVIN (AU)
Parents in dark on math methods (ltr), Nov 8, 1996, p.6

NEUSTEIN, ELIZABETH
Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

NEUSTEIN, JACLYN
Jaclyn Neustein (has joined Houlihan/Lawrence Inc as sales associate) (photo), May 24, 1996, p.4

NEW YEAR’S RESOLUTIONS
SEE RESOLUTIONS

NEW YORK STATE. ASSEMBLY
Stein seeking Hochberg’s seat (photo), May 24, 1996, p.1
Stein seeks Hochberg’s Assembly seat (cont), May 24, 1996, p.14

NEWBURY, ANN
Colonial characters (Heathcote 5th graders portray important colonial-era figures) (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.10
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NEWHOUSE, EDA
Women lifers to join T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) men (ltr), Jan 19, 1996, p.6
Recalling the birth of the Village Club (photo), Feb 2, 1996, p.5
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.24
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.24
Citizens Committee has 13 new members, Nov 15, 1996, p.1
Technology group to advise schools, Nov 22, 1996, p.1

NEWHOUSE, EDA L (AU)
Volunteers made benefit a success (ltr), Mar 29, 1996, p.6
The (SCS Historical Society) country fair was a success (ltr), Sep 13, 1996, p.6

NEWMAN, ANITA

NEWMAN, FRAN
'Everybody Counts' abilities awareness at Fox Meadow (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.11

NEWMAN, HAROLD (AU)
They also believe in civil discourse (response to edit by Irving Sloan from 9/6/96) (ltr), Sep 13, 1996, p.6

NEWMAN, JAMES W
James W Newman (dies), Jul 12, 1996, p.10

NEWMAN, STACEY CLARFIELD
Big rink not good for small town (ltr), Mar 29, 1996, p.6

NEWMAN-MCCARTHY, FRAN
Disabilities awareness at Quaker Ridge (photo), Oct 18, 1996, p.11

NEWSPAPERS
Inquirer wins 21 awards in annual (Newspaper Contest of the) N(ew) Y(ork) P(ress) A(ssn) contest, Apr 19, 1996, p.1
Scarsdale High School graduate publishes newspaper in former Iron-Curtain country (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.5

NICHOLAS, STEPHEN
Famous sports surgeon has Scarsdale roots (photo), Nov 15, 1996, p.22

NICHOLAS, STEPHEN (DR)
Scarsdale sports surgeon returns to his home turf (photo), Nov 15, 1996, p.21

NICHOLS, CARLA
Ancient culture on display (display of Lenape culture by Greenacres fourth graders) (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.10

NICHOLSON, MARTHA
Schools welcome new teachers, begin classes (photo) (cont), Sep 6, 1996, p.8

NICOLAS, ROBERT F
Robert F Nicolaïs (appointed to Governor's Commission on Domestic Violence Fatalities), Nov 29, 1996, p.4

NIGHTINGALE, CHARLES
Awards celebrate student achievement in academics, service (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.10

NIGHTINGALE, FREDDA
22 candidates running for School Board Nominating Committee (cont), Jan 12, 1996, p.4
12 members elected to S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) (photo), Jan 19, 1996, p.1

NISSAN, SYLVIA
Edgewood events (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.11

NISTA, JOSEPH
Board appoints five new teachers, Jun 21, 1996, p.9
Schools welcome new teachers, begin classes (photo) (cont), Sep 6, 1996, p.8

NOBEL PRIZES
William Vickrey wins Nobel Prize (photo), Oct 11, 1996, p.1
Vickrey dies after winning Nobel Prize, Oct 18, 1996, p.1
Vickrey dies after winning Nobel Prize (cont), Oct 18, 1996, p.5
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NOISE POLLUTION
Downtown dweller wants some peace (ltr), Aug 30, 1996, p.6
Noises off (use of gas-powered leaf blowers is still illegal in SCS until Oct 1) (edit), Sep 20, 1996, p.6

NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS' COMMITTEE-SCS
Dauntless committee (Non-partisan citizens' committee), Jan 12, 1996, p.1
Nominators pick trustees, justice (photo), Jan 19, 1996, p.1
Committee chooses Finger, Galloway, Hardy, Cedarbaum (cont), Jan 19, 1996, p.12
Bob Harrison plans to run for trustee (photo), Jan 26, 1996, p.1
Petitions are out (for names of candidates for village trustee and village justice), Jan 26, 1996, p.1
Lawyer clarifies conflict issue (ltr), Jan 26, 1996, p.6
A system in flux (edit), Feb 2, 1996, p.6
Secret process has its faults (ltr), Feb 2, 1996, p.6
The angst continues (choosing candidates for the village board) (edit), Feb 9, 1996, p.6
Civic affiliation should be a plus (response to 2/2 feature article on interviewing candidates)(ltr), Feb 9, 1996, p.6
Campaign seeks money and votes (ltr), Feb 16, 1996, p.6
Simplify the system (advocates that SCS's local election unit boundaries be redrawn) (edit), Mar 1, 1996, p.6
CP: Empty chairs and able bodies (ltr), Mar 1, 1996, p.6
Citizens' Party challenged on question of open government (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.1
Breach of oath righted a wrong (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.6
Vote row A for quality of life (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.6
Are we ready to sling mud? (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.6
League's behavior is inconsistent (edit), Mar 15, 1996, p.7
Does evil lurk in Scarsdale system?, Mar 15, 1996, p.8
13 nominators needed (on open slots on the Citizens' Nominating Committee), Aug 30, 1996, p.1
Tailored to last (Non-Partisan Resolution) (edit), Sep 27, 1996, p.6
26 to run for Citizens' Committee; nonpartisan amendments finalized (individual names noted), Oct 25, 1996, p.1
Citizens' Committee election next week (names of individuals noted), Nov 8, 1996, p.1
How to become elite(urges residents to vote in upcoming Citizens'Nominating Committee election/edit), Nov 8, 1996, p.6
Citizens Committee has 13 new members, Nov 15, 1996, p.1
Old names for new units (comments on SCS's unit election system) (edit), Nov 15, 1996, p.6
Trustee and mayor candidates needed, Nov 22, 1996, p.1
Government base needs broadening (ltr), Nov 22, 1996, p.6

NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS' PARTY-SCS
Seeks signatures, outlines campaign (ltr), Feb 2, 1996, p.6
Debate should be vote prerequisite (ltr), Feb 16, 1996, p.6
Lines chosen, debates planned for next month's village election (photo), Feb 23, 1996, p.1
Campaign forums, Mar 1, 1996, p.1
Citizens' Party challenged on question of open government (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.1
A chair is still a chair (absence of Citizens' Party candidates from forum will be noticed) (edit), Mar 8, 1996, p.6
Candidate seeks open government (ltr), Mar 8, 1996, p.6
Local elections involve many (ltr), Mar 8, 1996, p.8
Citizens Party like a club (ltr), Mar 8, 1996, p.8
Trustees open on the issues (ltr), Mar 8, 1996, p.8
Citizens' Party challenged on open government (cont), Mar 8, 1996, p.12
Harrison goes solo at forum, Mar 15, 1996, p.1
Vote row A (Citizens' Party candidates) (edit), Mar 15, 1996, p.6
Questions, please! (comments on no-debate policy of local nonpartisan Citizens Party) (edit), Mar 15, 1996, p.6
Put our problems in perspective (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.8
Harrison cannot work with others (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.8
Heed the message (comments on recent election of Citizens' Party candidates) (photo) (edit), Mar 22, 1996, p.6
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NUSSBAUM, BERNARD
Independent counsel questions Nussbaum testimony, Nov 1, 1996, p.5

NUSSBAUM, PETER
New magazine & new marriage? It's a natural! (photo), Jan 5, 1996, p.1
Newlywed SHS graduates start magazine (cont), Jan 5, 1996, p.7

NUSSBAUM, SARAH
Heathcote days (annual Jelly Bean Field Day) (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.9

NYGREEN, GLEN

NYNEX
Village mediates neighbors v(ersus) Nynex (photo), Aug 2, 1996, p.1
Village mediates neighbors versus Nynex (cont), Aug 2, 1996, p.14
Board requests special use information from Nynex, Sep 27, 1996, p.1
Heed the call for help (re Nynex's effect on the neighborhood) (edit), Sep 27, 1996, p.6
Planning board requests special use information from Nynex (cont), Sep 27, 1996, p.8
Don't let Nynex push us around (ltr), Oct 4, 1996, p.6
Correction (of 9/27 article on planning board's request of more information from Nynex), Oct 4, 1996, p.12
Neighbor: Limit Nynex activities (ltr), Nov 8, 1996, p.6
Nynex on Post Road: Is it an exchange or a phone depot?, Nov 29, 1996, p.1
Nynex neighbors feel less alone (ltr), Dec 13, 1996, p.6
Moratorium sought on antennas, Dec 20, 1996, p.1

O'BRIEN, CHRISTOPHER
Welcome to virtual Village of Scarsdale, Oct 25, 1996, p.1

O'BRIEN, EDWARD I
Women lifers to join T(own and) V(illage) C(ivie) C(lub) men (ltr), Jan 19, 1996, p.6

O'BRIEN, NINA
Awards celebrate student achievement in academics, service (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.10
Flowers and farewells (graduates of SCS Alternative School) (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.1

O'CONNELL, MARIE H
Marie H O'Connell (dies), Dec 6, 1996, p.16

O'CONNOR, JIM
Rodgers conflict denied (school board member's spouse teaching in same district), Mar 29, 1996, p.1

O'CONNOR, JUSTINE
Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

O' DONNELL, M PATRICIA
M Patricia O'Donnell (dies), Nov 22, 1996, p.18

O'FARRELL, MARGARET
Edgewood celebrates the world (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.10

O' GRADY, FLORENCE
Candidates forum (scheduled for Monday, October 28), Oct 25, 1996, p.1
Candidates vie for votes at forum, Nov 1, 1996, p.1
Scarsdalians favor incumbents (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.1

O'HARA, BRIAN
Warm memories of O'Hara family (ltr), Jul 26, 1996, p.6

O'HARA, CAITLIN
Warm memories of O'Hara family (ltr), Jul 26, 1996, p.6

O'HARA, JACK
SHS graduate finds calling as top producer (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.21
SHS grad finds calling at ABC (cont), Mar 29, 1996, p.22
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O'HARA, JACK continued
2 local people aboard fatal flight (photo), Jul 19, 1996, p.1
'A hidden gem' of television (Jack O'Hara), Jul 26, 1996, p.1
Insomnia (comments on recent TWA Flight 800 air crash) (edit), Jul 26, 1996, p.6
Warm memories of O'Hara family (ltr), Jul 26, 1996, p.6
O'Hara: 'A hidden gem' of television (cont), Jul 26, 1996, p.10
Yet more women trustees recalled (response to letter by A F Lazzara from 7/19/96) (ltr), Aug 2, 1996, p.6

O'HARA, JANET
Warm memories of O'Hara family (ltr), Jul 26, 1996, p.6

O'HARA, MATTHEW
Warm memories of O'Hara family (ltr), Jul 26, 1996, p.6

O'KEEFE, ANNE COURTNEY
Preserve proven child program (ltr), Feb 16, 1996, p.6

O'KEEFE, MEGAN
Edgewood celebrates many cultures (photo), Jan 19, 1996, p.9

O'LEARY, KENDAL
First-graders' art has purpose (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.9

O'ROURKE, ANDREW
County budget gentle on Scarsdale, Jan 5, 1996, p.1
Woodlands Viaduct Bridge to be repaired, not rebuilt (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.1
Transfer station still lives; Site will operate at least through fall, Jun 14, 1996, p.1
GOP in a N. Y. state of mind (photo), Aug 23, 1996, p.1
Call for help (emergency call boxes will be installed along Bronx River Reservation pathway), Sep 6, 1996, p.1
O'Rourke to NYC: No more rate hikes!, Sep 6, 1996, p.1
Village ponders ways of paying for sewer repair, Nov 15, 1996, p.1
O'Rourke proposes zero tax increase, Nov 22, 1996, p.1
O'Rourke proposes zero tax increase (cont), Nov 22, 1996, p.13
County urged to repair sewers, Nov 29, 1996, p.1
(Town and) Village C(ivic) C(lub) urges village to hold off sewer rent, Dec 20, 1996, p.1
The 1997 budget; County taxes and jobs down, Dec 27, 1996, p.1

OBITUARIES
Ades, Joseph (dies), Mar 29, 1996, p.14
Alibrandi, Richard (dies), Jan 5, 1996, p.10
Allen, W Paul (dies), Feb 9, 1996, p.12
Axford, Peyton C (dies), Mar 8, 1996, p.17
Baer, Elizabeth (dies), Jan 26, 1996, p.12
Bajak, Sigmund (dies), Jun 7, 1996, p.14
Barson, Nadia R (dies), Nov 22, 1996, p.18
Baylis, E Elizabeth (dies), Aug 2, 1996, p.10
Beneck, Anita (dies), Jun 7, 1996, p.14
Borman, Charles (dies), Jan 12, 1996, p.10
Brandel, Kathleen (dies), Apr 5, 1996, p.16
Bronstein, Melvin (Dr) (dies) (photo), Oct 4, 1996, p.20
Bruni, Leslie Frier (dies), Dec 6, 1996, p.16
Buchanan, Ruth H (dies), Nov 1, 1996, p.12
Campbell, Carroll W (dies), Jul 26, 1996, p.16
Carpenter, Lloyd C (dies), Aug 23, 1996, p.11
Chatfield, Josiah (dies), Nov 22, 1996, p.18
Cinquemani, Nancy (dies), Jul 5, 1996, p.14
Clark, Dorothea M (dies), Mar 15, 1996, p.14
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OBITUARIES continued

Clark, James Edward (dies), Oct 18, 1996, p.20
Colombo, Michele (dies), Jun 21, 1996, p.14
Cooley, Donald Gray (dies), Apr 5, 1996, p.16
D'Silva, Maxwell R (dies), Mar 8, 1996, p.17
Danneman, Paul J (dies), Jan 12, 1996, p.10
De Bellis, Louis (dies), Nov 8, 1996, p.10
Deane III, Charles W (dies), Aug 9, 1996, p.10
DeGaetano, Catherine (dies), Feb 23, 1996, p.4
Deinet, Gerard H (dies), Jul 19, 1996, p.10
Dobbie, Virginia T (dies), Jan 19, 1996, p.12
Durland, John L (dies), Feb 23, 1996, p.4
Duval, Herbert J (dies), Oct 18, 1996, p.20
Ebenstein, Harry K (dies), Mar 8, 1996, p.17
Elkin, Gloria (dies), Dec 13, 1996, p.20
Emmerich, Claude L (dies), Jan 12, 1996, p.10
Evans, Albert I, Jr (dies), Jan 5, 1996, p.10
Fagan, Thomas A Jr (dies), May 3, 1996, p.15
Fautwasser, Metta L (dies), Sep 6, 1996, p.18
Feder, Carol Z (dies), Jul 19, 1996, p.10
Feldshuh, Sidney (dies), May 24, 1996, p.17
Ferdon, Franklin (Dr) (dies), Aug 9, 1996, p.10
Ferguson, Elisabeth F (dies), Sep 6, 1996, p.18
Fiedler, Dana (dies) (photo), Apr 19, 1996, p.15
Fiedler, Dana (dies) (photo) (reprinted because of an error in original obituary from 4/19/96), May 3, 1996, p.15
Finney, Eleanor (dies) (photo), Jul 26, 1996, p.1
Finney, Eleanor, Scarsdale Bowl winner, dead at 95 (cont), Jul 26, 1996, p.14
Fitzgerald, Helen M (dies), Feb 23, 1996, p.6
Foraste, Paul (dies), Jul 26, 1996, p.16
Franklin, Albert Jr (dies), Jun 21, 1996, p.14
Franz, John (dies), Jul 5, 1996, p.14
Freie, Mabel S (dies), Mar 29, 1996, p.14
Froelich, Joseph D (dies), Jun 28, 1996, p.16
Gaiser, F Robert (dies), May 3, 1996, p.15
Garcia, Marie R (dies), Mar 29, 1996, p.14
Giordano, Barbara (dies), Oct 11, 1996, p.16
Gordon, Helen (dies), Dec 13, 1996, p.20
Gottlieb, Carol A E (dies), Sep 20, 1996, p.12
Green, Margaret (dies), Oct 11, 1996, p.16
Harrison, John Joseph (dies), Jan 12, 1996, p.10
Heney, Becky (dies), Nov 29, 1996, p.25
Herrmann, William A (dies) (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.8
Hill, Gloria B (dies), Jan 19, 1996, p.12
Hodges, John Thomas (dies), Nov 15, 1996, p.14
Hurwitt, Claire (dies), Feb 9, 1996, p.12
Hyslop, Dr H Ward (dies), Mar 22, 1996, p.17
Jenkyn, Vaun L (dies), May 24, 1996, p.17
Johnson, Grace W (dies), May 17, 1996, p.12
Kawamura, Yasuyo (dies), Dec 6, 1996, p.16
OBITUARIES continued

Kelly, Thomas J (dies), Dec 20, 1996, p.18
Kilmarx, Sumner D (dies), Mar 8, 1996, p.17
King, Jane Garr (dies), Aug 30, 1996, p.18
Koch, Mary Lynn (dies), Dec 13, 1996, p.20
Kupper, William Sr (dies), Nov 8, 1996, p.10
Kwitman, Benjamin L (dies), Aug 23, 1996, p.11
Landes, Milton H (dies), Nov 15, 1996, p.14
Lang, Margaret Hill (dies), Jan 12, 1996, p.10
Lee, Charles Todd (dies), Mar 1, 1996, p.16
Lerman, Gail (dies), Jun 21, 1996, p.14
Levine, Irwin H (dies), May 10, 1996, p.14
Lieb, David (dies), Jun 14, 1996, p.14
Lucas, Joseph P (dies), Aug 30, 1996, p.18
Lyons, John F (dies), Aug 9, 1996, p.10
Marden, John N (dies) (photo), Nov 1, 1996, p.12
McCarthy, Jack (dies), May 31, 1996, p.17
McMahon, Joseph M (dies), Dec 27, 1996, p.19
McMahon, Mary E (dies), Nov 22, 1996, p.18
Merrell, Lessie (dies), Aug 23, 1996, p.11
Merkel, Kerry George (dies), Jun 28, 1996, p.16
Meyer, Marion W (dies), Aug 9, 1996, p.10
Moore, John Knight (dies), Nov 22, 1996, p.18
Morie, Paula H (dies), Jul 12, 1996, p.10
Mundlak, Fanny (dies), Jul 19, 1996, p.10
Nager, Charles J (dies), Sep 6, 1996, p.18
Neumann, Ellsworth T (dies), Jul 26, 1996, p.16
Newman, James W (dies), Jul 12, 1996, p.10
O'Connell, Marie H (dies), Dec 6, 1996, p.16
O'Donnell, N Patricia (dies), Nov 22, 1996, p.18
O'Hara, Jack, 'A hidden gem' of television, Jul 26, 1996, p.1
Otto, Mary Joslin (dies), Jun 14, 1996, p.14
Perl, Lewis J (Dr) (dies) (photo), Aug 30, 1996, p.12
Perl, Lewis J (Dr) (dies) (cont), Aug 30, 1996, p.18
Philip, Mary R (dies), Aug 9, 1996, p.10
Racine, Denise B (dies), Sep 6, 1996, p.18
Redegeld, Joseph A (dies), Oct 18, 1996, p.20
Reinwald, Estella (dies), Jul 26, 1996, p.16
Reynolds, George R (dies), Aug 16, 1996, p.14
Richter, Marion (dies), Feb 23, 1996, p.4
Rielly, Barbara P (dies), Mar 8, 1996, p.17
Rizzo, Anna M (dies), Mar 15, 1996, p.14
Robertson, Lawrence (dies), Jan 19, 1996, p.12
Ropes, George H (dies), Nov 29, 1996, p.25
Rusoff, Jerome (Dr) (dies), Mar 29, 1996, p.14
Rusoff, Shirley (dies), Feb 16, 1996, p.12
Sandleitner, Thomas (dies), Mar 22, 1996, p.17
Scharff, Minette (dies), Mar 29, 1996, p.14
Scheuer, Richard J Jr (dies), May 10, 1996, p.14
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OBITUARIES continued

Scholle, Roger (dies), Feb 2, 1996, p.12
Schrier, Daniel R (dies), Jun 28, 1996, p.16
Scoppa, Elizabeth J (dies), Jan 5, 1996, p.10
Scovill, Phyllis (dies), Mar 29, 1996, p.14
Sheehy, Mary Geary (dies), Jan 26, 1996, p.12
Sheldon, Louise (dies), Feb 9, 1996, p.12
Siegel, Aaron N (dies), Dec 20, 1996, p.18
Silverblatt, Francis L (dies), Feb 16, 1996, p.12
Silverstein, Irving (dies), Jul 26, 1996, p.16
Slater, Alfred P (dies), Mar 15, 1996, p.14
Smith, Alexander B (dies), Sep 20, 1996, p.12
Sparrow, Mark (dies), May 24, 1996, p.17
Starr, Sidney M (dies), Feb 16, 1996, p.12
Steindl, Dorothea (dies), Feb 9, 1996, p.12
Strode, Beth (dies), Jan 26, 1996, p.12
Swan, Roy Jr, M.D. (dies), May 3, 1996, p.15
Swenson, Catherine (dies), Dec 6, 1996, p.16
Taubert, Charles F (dies), Feb 9, 1996, p.12
Tavares, Tatyana Neto (dies), Jun 28, 1996, p.16
Tebbutt, F Spencer (dies), Jul 5, 1996, p.14
Thomson, Alexander (dies), Nov 8, 1996, p.10
Trauner, Mark Daniel (dies), Nov 29, 1996, p.25
Treacy, James J (dies), Oct 4, 1996, p.20
Tsai, Ruth Lea (dies), Aug 23, 1996, p.11
Van Epps, Lois; Expecting the best, she always found it (photo), Jul 26, 1996, p.1
Van Horne, Mildred (dies), Sep 27, 1996, p.18
Vickrey, William dies after winning Nobel Prize, Oct 18, 1996, p.1
Vickrey, William dies after winning Nobel Prize (cont), Oct 18, 1996, p.5
Vileno, John (dies), Apr 26, 1996, p.16
Warner, Helen Young (dies), Jun 21, 1996, p.14
Watson, Kathleen (dies), Apr 5, 1996, p.16
White, Elizabeth (dies), Mar 1, 1996, p.16
Whitehair, Norma (dies), Feb 16, 1996, p.12
Wilson, Addison Rush (dies), Mar 15, 1996, p.14
Wilson, Addison Rush (dies), Mar 22, 1996, p.17
Zaleski, Aleksander C (dies), Sep 13, 1996, p.12
Zoubek, Ruth (dies), May 10, 1996, p.14

ODESSAER, ALEXIS
Moving up and on (retiring Greenacres principal with fifth graders on moving-up day) (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.1

OGDEN, AMY
Seasonal spirit (photo), Dec 27, 1996, p.11

OHDO, NAOMI
Greenacres shares secrets of sushi (photo), Nov 22, 1996, p.9

OLDI, CHRISTOPHER
S (CS) (SUMMER) M (USIC) T (HEATRE)' S 'BRIGADOON' TO BRIGHTEN THE STEAMY DOG DAYS OF AUGUST (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.11
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OLIVA, DAN
   (Dan Oliva finds inspiration at Library Pond) (photo), Jul 26, 1996, p.6
OLIVA, DANIEL (AU)
   Young thespians need recognition (ltr), May 17, 1996, p.6
OLIVA, LYNN
   County smoking ban: Is it a drag or a whiff of fresh air?, Apr 5, 1996, p.1
   No BRP traffic on our streets (re Woodland Viaduct repair) (ltr), May 17, 1996, p.6
OLSEN, RICHARD
   A parade of stars and stripes in Arthur Manor (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.5
ONGSENG, LISA
   Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38
ONOFRI, LISA
   Electi-cities at Heathcote (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.12
OPPENHEIMER, SUZI
   Underhanded try for easy victory (re lawsuit by Suzi Oppenheimer against opponent Ira Brody) (ltr), Aug 23, 1996, p.6
   No love fest in stat races (photo), Oct 18, 1996, p.1
   Rivals worthy, but ... (Inquirer endorsements of SCS candidates for state and federal office) (edit), Oct 18, 1996, p.6
   No love fest in state election campaigns (cont), Oct 18, 1996, p.14
   Candidates forum (scheduled for Monday, October 28), Oct 25, 1996, p.1
   Candidates vie for votes at forum, Nov 1, 1996, p.1
OPTHALEMOLOGISTS
   Martin Lederman, M.D. (to lead Healing the Children Mission to Natl Eye Hospital, Rabat, Morocco), Oct 18, 1996, p.4
ORCE, EDMUND
   Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30
ORCE, HELENE
   PTAs prompt winning votes (photo), May 10, 1996, p.1
   Julia B Fee Salutes The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.32
ORCE, KEN
   Julia B Fee Salutes The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.32
ORTEGA, TREVOR
   Dads on duty (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.1
ORTHODONTISTS
ORTNER, ERIC
   Young rescuers trained (first aid workshop) (photo), Mar 15, 1996, p.10
ORTOF, EDMA
   On Saturday: Here comes the sun (SCS Art Assn annual show and sale and KIDS BASE carnival) (photo), Sep 27, 1996, p.1
OSHATZ, LOUISE
   1995 (real estate) honorees (photo), Mar 1, 1996, p.4
OSVATH, ANDREA
   Awards celebrate student achievement in academics, service (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.10
OTTEN, MICHAEL (DR)
   Magic expected of new schools chief (photo), Feb 2, 1996, p.1
   Technology group to advise schools, Nov 22, 1996, p.1
   Computer advisors ready to go, Dec 20, 1996, p.1
OTTO, HENRY
   (SHS) Class of '46 returns (photo), May 31, 1996, p.9
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OTTO, MARY JOSLIN
Mary Joslin Otto (dies), Jun 14, 1996, p.14

OTUNNO, DAVID
Thanks to teen 'snow angels' (ltr), Mar 8, 1996, p.8

OTUNNU, DAVID
Julia B Fei Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.30
Spring athletes feted at barbecues dinners (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.21
Julia B Fei Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.34

OWENS, DELON
Hartsdale men arrested for Coffee Tree robbery, Jul 19, 1996, p.1

PACK, DONNA
Parents welcome Quaker Ridge peers (photo), Sep 27, 1996, p.9

PADDLE TENNIS
Paddle players brave the elements, Jan 5, 1996, p.15
Paddle advocate is thinking big (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.20

PAINTINGS
(SCS Art Assn's annual art show) (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.6

PANESSA, GENNARO
12 members elected to S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) (photo), Jan 19, 1996, p.1

PANESSA, GENNARO V
22 candidates running for School Board Nominating Committee (cont), Jan 12, 1996, p.4

PAPANTONIO, JERRY (AU)
Recreation center could be good neighbor (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.6
East Scarsdale (Assn) plans comeback (ltr), Apr 12, 1996, p.6

PAPANTONIO, MIMI
Welcome aboard (new board members) (photo), Nov 1, 1996, p.4

PARADES
Scarsdale parade canceled (photo), May 31, 1996, p.5
A parade of stars and stripes in Arthur Manor (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.5

PARADISE, ROBERT
Lines chosen, debates planned for next month's village election (photo), Feb 23, 1996, p.1
Campaign forums, Mar 1, 1996, p.1
A chair is still a chair (absence of Citizens' Party candidates from forum will be noticed) (edit), Mar 8, 1996, p.6
Village election is next Tuesday (photo), Mar 15, 1996, p.1
Unusual system works well here (response to letter by Robert Paradise from 3/1/96) (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.8
S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) changes are debated at two meetings, May 24, 1996, p.1
Keep transfer station, for now (photo), May 24, 1996, p.1
Major changes are approved to S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) resolution, Jun 7, 1996, p.1

PARADISE, ROBERT (AU)
Campaign seeks money and votes (ltr), Feb 16, 1996, p.6
CP: Empty chairs and able bodies (ltr), Mar 1, 1996, p.6

PARENTING
New Year's resolutions: Local heroes applauded (edit), Jan 5, 1996, p.7

PARikh, ARPAN
SMS rallies for school spirit (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.10

PARK, JOHN
Edgewood class entertains a furry southern visitor (photo), Mar 1, 1996, p.9
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PARK, SARA
Accent Nails opens in village, Mar 29, 1996, p.4

PARKER, DOROTHY
Recalling the birth of the Village Club (photo), Feb 2, 1996, p.5

PARKS
Parks commissioner praises 'local spirit' of Scarsdalians (photo), May 24, 1996, p.14

PARLAPIANO, ELLEN
'Mompreneurs' share home business advice (photo), Oct 18, 1996, p.5

PARLS, ALEX
Whorls on file (Sgt Hal Weinberg of SCS Police Dept fingerprints kindergartner Alex Paris) (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.3

PARLS, ROCHELLE
Whorls on file (Sgt Hal Weinberg of SCS Police Dept fingerprints kindergartner Alex Paris) (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.3

PARNES, MICHELLE
The Bank of New York Salutes (SMS) Speech Contest 1996 (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.26

PARTIES
Thanks to all who helped with party (post-prom breakfast) (ltr), Jun 28, 1996, p.6

PASSOVER
School board should not cower (regarding holiday policy) (ltr), Feb 23, 1996, p.6

PASTERNACK, HELEN
Paper art at Edgewood (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.9

PASTERNACK, MATTHEW
(Summer) Music Theatre's 'Brigadoon' to brighten the steamy dog days of August (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.11
(Summer) Music Theatre's 'Brigadoon' a classy, lyrical, 1st rate delight (photo), Aug 9, 1996, p.13

PASTORS
SEE CLERGY

PATAKI, GEORGE
Pataki's budget would raise taxes, Jan 12, 1996, p.8
State aid cuts target special education, Jan 19, 1996, p.1
Railroad's mea culpa includes refunds, Jan 19, 1996, p.1
A broken promise (edit), Jan 19, 1996, p.6
(Westchester) Task force on child abuse urges: 'No more secrets', Feb 23, 1996, p.1
School tax hike of 5.21% proposed, Mar 8, 1996, p.1
Politics and fear on a collision course (review of book focusing on impact of Horton case) (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.3
Tax repealed (state sales taxes on municipal off-street parking lots), Aug 2, 1996, p.1
Local officials upset over governor's re-valuation veto, Oct 18, 1996, p.1

PAUL, AMY
Rotary presents annual grants (photo), May 31, 1996, p.4

PAULIN, AMY
Village land sought for senior condos, Feb 23, 1996, p.1
(Westchester) Task force on child abuse urges: 'No more secrets', Feb 23, 1996, p.1
All about books (fifth annual Book and Author Luncheon of Westchester Library System) (photo), May 17, 1996, p.13
Doubts raised on senior (housing) proposal, Jun 28, 1996, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.24
Residents divided on Kids' BASE lease (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.1
Women organize to lobby legislators, Aug 16, 1996, p.1
Campaign reform, Oct 4, 1996, p.1
Citizens Committee has 13 new members, Nov 15, 1996, p.1
Trustee and mayor candidates needed, Nov 22, 1996, p.1
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PAULS, BRUCE
Moratorium sought on antennas, Dec 20, 1996, p.1

PAVIA, NANCY
Higher math at SMS (photo), May 3, 1996, p.10

PECHMAN, KAREN (DR)
Fair (at IHM) promotes good health (photo), May 3, 1996, p.10

PEDESTRIANS
Watch out for the small pedestrians (ltr), Feb 16, 1996, p.6

PEDESTRIANS-SAFETY
Safety before convenience (re limiting through traffic on Bradford and Broadmoor Roads) (ltr), May 24, 1996, p.6
Impatient drivers endanger walkers (ltr), May 31, 1996, p.7
Crane options pondered (Crane and Fox Meadow Road intersection), Jun 14, 1996, p.1
Life is no safer for pedestrians (ltr), Aug 9, 1996, p.6
In downtown Scarsdale it's walk at your own risk (photo), Sep 13, 1996, p.1
The law of the jungle (comments on traffic in SCS's village center) (edit), Sep 13, 1996, p.6
Drivers should yield to walkers (ltr), Sep 20, 1996, p.6
Courtesy needed on local streets (ltr), Sep 20, 1996, p.6
Drivers need to be informed (of NY state law regarding drivers and pedestrians in crosswalks) (ltr), Sep 20, 1996, p.6
Make it safer for pedestrians (ltr), Sep 27, 1996, p.6
Crackdown was needed (on reckless local drivers) (edit), Oct 11, 1996, p.6

PEDONE, MARIO
Veteran employees opt for retirement (cont), Dec 13, 1996, p.3

PEISCHETZ, EVAN
In 2s and 3s they're off to school (photo), Sep 6, 1996, p.1

PEISCHETZ, KEITH
In 2s and 3s they're off to school (photo), Sep 6, 1996, p.1

PEISCHETZ, MONICA
In 2s and 3s they're off to school (photo), Sep 6, 1996, p.1

PELEGRINI, CHRIS
Counterfeit sweatshirts donated to Camp Viva, Sep 6, 1996, p.3
Man arrested in robbery, Dec 27, 1996, p.1

PELEGRINI, CHRISTOPHER
Merchants pronounce sale a success (photo), Aug 9, 1996, p.1

PELUSO, PAUL
Bike thieves caught in Larchmont, Jul 26, 1996, p.5

PENKE, ROBERT
IHM's Msgr. Conners (sic) leaves behind a legacy of healing (photo) (cont), Jul 5, 1996, p.14

PENKIN, STANLEY
Fire board was missed at meeting (response to letter by Stanley Penkin from 4/19/96) (ltr), May 3, 1996, p.7

PENKIN, STANLEY (AU)
Invitation too little, too late (re invitation to attend EMT Community Council's annual meeting/ltr), Apr 19, 1996, p.6
E'mont Council clouds the issue (ltr), May 10, 1996, p.6

PENNEY, HELEN
W(Hospital) C(enter) honors volunteers (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.4

PENZER, EVE
Graduation day for babysitters (photo), May 17, 1996, p.10

PEREZ-GRIFFO, JAVIER
Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38
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PERIODICALS

New magazine & new marriage? It's a natural! (photo), Jan 5, 1996, p.1

PERIODONTISTS

Dr Harold Sussman (presented program on periodontal emergencies in the dental office) (photo), Nov 1, 1996, p.4

PERKINS, REBECCA

S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) still awaits A(dvanced) L(ife) S(upport) approval (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.1

PERL, LEWIS J (DR)


PERL, TERRY

Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) celebrates another year (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.9

PERLLOWITZ, RICKI

Merchants treat kids (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.5

PERUCCI, NANCY

Model school in Maine inspires 4 Quaker Ridge teachers (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.9

PETE, NANCY

Young man drowns in Park Road pool, Aug 23, 1996, p.1

PETRUE, EVELYN

Young man drowns in Park Road pool, Aug 23, 1996, p.1

PETRESCU, CHRIS

Thanksgiving traditions (marked the week at Scarsdale elementary schools) (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.11

PETROVICH, MINI

Nossen dancers to present spring show (photo), May 17, 1996, p.15

PETS

Pets available at animal shelter (ltr), Jan 26, 1996, p.7

PFORZHEIMER, CARL

The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26

PFORZHEIMER, CARL H III

22 candidates running for School Board Nominating Committee (cont), Jan 12, 1996, p.4

PHILIP, MARY R

Mary R Philip (dies), Aug 9, 1996, p.10

PHILLIPS, JOHN


PHYSICIANS

Gene D Resnick, M.D. (appointed vice president for Schering-Plough Research Institute) (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.4

Spencer Forman, M.D. (appointed to three year term as commissioner of federal ProPAC) (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.4

Lydia Eviatar, M.D. (named one of the best doctors in the US by American Health magazine) (photo), Apr 19, 1996, p.4

William Frishman, M.D. (elected president of New York Cardiological Society) (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.4

Marvin Moser, M.D. (elected president of Council on Geriatric Cardiology for 1996-97), May 3, 1996, p.4

Steven P Shelov, M.D. (1996 recipient of George L Armstrong Award and Lectureship) (photo), May 10, 1996, p.4

Harry Shamon, M.D. (elected to National Board of American Diabetes Assn) (photo), May 17, 1996, p.8

Robert L Soley, M.D. (elected president of Westchester County Medical Society) (photo), May 24, 1996, p.4

Assembly update (re physicians’ licenses that have been suspended or revoked), Jun 14, 1996, p.1

William J Davis, M.D. (has received United Hospital Fund’s distinguished trustee award), Jun 14, 1996, p.4

Dr Pamela Gallin (listed as one of best doctors in NY in 5/20 issue of New York magazine) (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.4

Best doctors (Dr Claudina Wallace listed as one of best doctors in NY in 5/20 New York magazine), Jun 14, 1996, p.4

Wendy Harris, M.D. (has accepted a position at Cornell Univ Medical College-NY Hospital in WMP), Jun 21, 1996, p.4

Bernard Gitler, M.D. (elected president of New Rochelle Hospital Medical Center Medical Bd) (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.4

More best doctors (listed in May 20 issue of New York magazine), Jun 28, 1996, p.4

Scarsdalians elected at St. Agnes (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.2
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PHYSICIANS continued
Hillel I Swiller, M.D. (listed in New York magazine’s May 20 issue on best doctors in New York), Jul 12, 1996, p.4
Greenacres father and son bandage and bond - in Bhutan (photo), Aug 9, 1996, p.5
Father and son bandage and bond - in Bhutan (cont), Aug 9, 1996, p.8
Dr. Melvin Bronstein (dies) (photo), Oct 4, 1996, p.20
David Feldshuh, M.D. (awarded Cornell University fellowship in Theater, Film and Dance) (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.4

PIANISTS
Wentworths: 4 hands to play 3 concerts (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.15

PICKPOCKETS
A pigeon in Piazza San Marco (edit), Sep 27, 1996, p.6
A pigeon in Piazza San Marco (cont) (edit), Sep 27, 1996, p.7

PICKUP, SCOTT
Scouting out village hall (Girl and Boy Scouts visit village departments) (photo), Mar 15, 1996, p.1
Merchants form new alliance (with village officials) to revitalize village, Sep 20, 1996, p.1
Few parking options for workers, Nov 29, 1996, p.1

PICNICKING
After-school fun (school picnics at Greenacres and Edgewood) (photo), Sep 20, 1996, p.9

PIEKARSKI, STEVE (AU)
Edgemont helped boy to ‘come out’ (ltr), Jun 21, 1996, p.6

PIEKARSKI, MICHAEL
Edgewood events (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.11

PIERCE, MARY
A cast of characters (7th graders from SMS visit with residents at Cabrini Nursing Home) (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.9

PIERRO, CHRISTOPHER
Schools welcome new teachers, begin classes (photo) (cont), Sep 6, 1996, p.8

PIHA, TOVA
Excellent in any language (winners of recent foreign language poster contest at SMS) (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.9

PIKE, KATHLEEN M (AU)
Halloween spirit was appreciated (appreciation for village merchants) (ltr), Nov 15, 1996, p.6

PILOTS, AIRPLANE
SEE AIR PILOTS

PINCHBECK, MARGE
Outgoing principal, teacher lauded (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.10

PING, MARY
Spring athletes feted at barbecue dinners (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.21

PIRRO, JEANINE
Brother convicted of attempted murder, Aug 9, 1996, p.1
What’s going on with (Westchester County) courthouse? (ltr), Sep 6, 1996, p.6
Brother sentenced in shooting of sister, Oct 11, 1996, p.1
Anti-Semitic graffiti defaces neighborhood, Nov 15, 1996, p.1

PISARZ, RENEE
1995 (real estate) honorees (photo), Mar 1, 1996, p.4

PITOFSKY, JAMES R
James R Pitofsky (founder and director of organization Ideals), Dec 13, 1996, p.4

PLANNING BOARD-SCS
Planning board approves lot line change in Edgewood, Jan 19, 1996, p.3
Planning Board approves curbing of dirt lot at SMS, Feb 9, 1996, p.5
4 projects approved, Feb 23, 1996, p.5
Cluster OK’d (at Mamaroneck and Saxon Woods roads) (photo), Mar 1, 1996, p.1
Planners ask new design on nursery site; set parking fee, Apr 5, 1996, p.5
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PLANNING BOARD-SCS continued

Planning board mulls subdivision. May 10, 1996, p.3
County planning study calls for cooperation among municipalities, May 31, 1996, p.1
Birchall subdivision OK’s, Jun 14, 1996, p.3
Planning board approves 2 of 5 applications a, Jul 5, 1996, p.3
Planners send KIDS BASE architect back to drafting table, Jul 26, 1996, p.1
Scarsdale planning board OKs playground plan, Aug 2, 1996, p.5
Planning board OKs KIDS BASE-Little School plan, Aug 23, 1996, p.1
Planning board OKs Kids’ BASE/Little School plan, Aug 23, 1996, p.5
Planning board gives OK to Kids’ BASE plan (cont), Aug 23, 1996, p.14
Winston case will be on the docket again, Sep 13, 1996, p.1
Board requests special use information from Nynex, Sep 27, 1996, p.1
Under proposed new laws: Change of plans would cost more, Sep 27, 1996, p.1
Heed the call for help (re Nynex’s effect on the neighborhood) (edit), Sep 27, 1996, p.6
Planning board requests special use information from Nynex (cont), Sep 27, 1996, p.8
Don’t let Nynex push us around (ltr), Oct 4, 1996, p.6
Planners OK cluster subdivision (edit), Nov 1, 1996, p.8
Neighbor: Limit Nynex activities (ltr), Nov 8, 1996, p.6
Nynex on Post Road: Is it an exchange or a phone depot?, Nov 29, 1996, p.1
Nynex neighbors feel less alone (ltr), Dec 13, 1996, p.6

PLASKETTE, ALIZA LEDERER

Stable features spacious riding ring (photo), Jul 26, 1996, p.9

PLAYGROUNDS

He’s been working on the playground (at Westchester Reform Temple) (ltr), Oct 18, 1996, p.6

PLAYING FIELDS

SEE ATHLETIC FIELDS

PLAYWIGHTS

SEE AUTHORS

POEMS-SINGLE WORKS

A poet’s last pilgrimage (edit), Jul 26, 1996, p.7
1996 - the year gone by (edit), Dec 27, 1996, p.7

POETRY COMPETITIONS

Last night I ate darkness (edit), May 31, 1996, p.7

POETS

Prominent poet (Stephanie Strickland) to appear at SHS, Apr 5, 1996, p.9
More honors for Scarsdale-Hartsdale poet (edit), Apr 12, 1996, p.7

POLICE-SCS

Quick action (by SCS Police Dept) has happy outcome (ltr), Jan 5, 1996, p.6
Buckle up - or pay, Jan 26, 1996, p.1
Buckle up, Feb 9, 1996, p.1
Police, fire chiefs give budget wish lists to village, Feb 9, 1996, p.3
Battle of the boards (basketball game between village hall/police dept and SHS teams) (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.3
Once upon a time... (Sgt Tom Carroll reads aloud to Heathcote third graders) (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.3
Police department news, May 17, 1996, p.3
New policewoman signs on (photo), May 24, 1996, p.3
Prom safety, Jun 14, 1996, p.1
Passing the torch (SCS Police carry torch for Special Olympics in annual run on Post Road) (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.1
He’s surrounded (with police figures made by St Pius X kindergartners) (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.3
Preventing bicycle theft (photo), Aug 16, 1996, p.3
Counterfeit sweatshirts donated to Camp Viva, Sep 6, 1996, p.3
POLICE-SCS continued
Police pass muster (survey indicates village residents think Police Dept is doing a good job), Oct 4, 1996, p.1
Kudos for cops and ambulance (ltr), Oct 25, 1996, p.6
Melissa's mom has her keys back (ltr), Nov 8, 1996, p.6
Police officer resigns, Nov 22, 1996, p.3
Whorls on file (Sgt Hal Weinberg of SCS Police Dept fingerprints kindergartner Alex Paris) (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.3

POLIN, ELANA
Elana Polin to make European debut (photo), Nov 22, 1996, p.15

POLITICAL CAMPAIGNS
Schoenfeld halts campaign due to shortage of funds, Jan 5, 1996, p.1
Schoenfeld out of the race (cont), Jan 5, 1996, p.2
Windmill-tilter appreciates honor (ltr), Jan 5, 1996, p.6
Does evil lurk in Scarsdale system?, Mar 15, 1996, p.8
Stein seeking Hochberg's seat (photo), May 24, 1996, p.1
Lawyer challenging Lowey for Congress (photo), May 24, 1996, p.1
Stein seeks Hochberg's Assembly seat (cont), May 24, 1996, p.14
Local parties nominate Family Court candidates (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.1
Stein opens campaign headquarters (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.4
New challenger for Nita Lowey (photo), Aug 9, 1996, p.1
Fair campaign group gears up for election, Sep 6, 1996, p.5
Campaign reform, Oct 4, 1996, p.1
No love fest in state races (photo), Oct 18, 1996, p.1
Lowery rival targets economy (photo), Oct 18, 1996, p.1
Rivals worthy, but ... (Inquirer endorsements of SCS candidates for state and federal office) (edit), Oct 18, 1996, p.6
No love fest in state election campaigns (cont), Oct 18, 1996, p.14
 Picks for Greenburgh (Inquirer endorsements of candidates for state and federal office) (edit), Oct 25, 1996, p.6
Stein flyer info was not accurate (ltr), Oct 25, 1996, p.6
Mud flowing in campaign flyer (ltr), Oct 25, 1996, p.6

POLITICAL CONVENTIONS
GOP in a N.Y. state of mind (photo), Aug 23, 1996, p.1
Democratic convention '68: H(ubert) H(oratio) H(umphrey) wouldn't make that speech (edit), Sep 27, 1996, p.7

POLLAR-STEIN, BARBARA
Candidates needed for 10 School Board Nominating Committee slots, Nov 29, 1996, p.1

PONDS
Good for the goose (gander takes new brood for a paddle in the pond near Hitchcock Church) (photo), May 10, 1996, p.1
(Dan Oliva finds inspiration at Library Pond) (photo), Jul 26, 1996, p.6

POOL-SCS
Tried-and-true procedure best (response to letter by Boine Johnson from 12/29/95), Jan 12, 1996, p.6
Rink has greater impact than pool (ltr), Mar 29, 1996, p.6
It's pool time, May 24, 1996, p.1
A hoppin' good time (get-ready-for-summer time of year at Village Schools) (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.15
Off the deep end (at SCS Pool) (photo), Aug 16, 1996, p.1
Labor Day at the pool, Aug 30, 1996, p.1
Parents, kids enjoys summer's last blast (photo), Sep 6, 1996, p.5
Village eyes pool improvements, Sep 27, 1996, p.1

POPOFSKY, CARLY
Young at heart (Clara Sved, 101 years old, visits Heathcote fourth graders) (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.9

PORDER, DEBORAH A (AU)
Burmel needed on Supreme Court (ltr), Oct 18, 1996, p.6
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PORTER, DEBORAH
Fair days (at Greenacres, Edgewood and Heathcote) (photo), May 24, 1996, p.9

PORTNOW, STANLEY L (DR)
More best doctors (listed in May 20 issue of New York magazine), Jun 28, 1996, p.4
Doctor's niche: where law and psychiatry intersect (photo), Sep 27, 1996, p.5
Examining forensic psychiatry (cont), Sep 27, 1996, p.18

POSNER, AMANDA
Scarsdale teen appearing in Shakespearean drama (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.18

POSNER, ROBERT
Village trustees use rubber stamp (ltr), Jun 14, 1996, p.6

POSTAGE STAMPS
(U.S. Hanukkah) stamp issued, Nov 8, 1996, p.1

POSTAL SERVICE
P(ost) O(ffice) appreciative, May 3, 1996, p.1

POSTAL SERVICE-POSTMASTERS
Postal notes, Dec 13, 1996, p.1

POSTERS
(Safety Poster) Contest winners announced (photo), Mar 15, 1996, p.3
Excellent in any language (winners of recent foreign language poster contest at SMS) (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.9

POURNIK, MAYSAM
Windows on the world (annual international day at SHS) (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.9

POWELL, DAVID A (AU)
Seating limited for film series (ltr), Feb 9, 1996, p.7

POWELL, DAWN
22 candidates running for School Board Nominating Committee (cont), Jan 12, 1996, p.4

POWELL, JENNY
Graduation day for babysitters (photo), May 17, 1996, p.10

PRAVDA, DAVID A (AU)
League of (Women) (Voters) urges vote on S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) changes (ltr), May 31, 1996, p.6

PREGON, THOMAS
Parkway crashes kill 3 in 2 days (photo), Dec 20, 1996, p.1

PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES
Schoenfeld halts campaign due to shortage of funds, Jan 5, 1996, p.1
Windmill-tilter appreciates honor (ltr), Jan 5, 1996, p.6

PRESIDENTIAL SCHOLARS
Goodman named Presidential Scholar (photo), May 17, 1996, p.1
Goodman named Presidential Scholar (cont), May 17, 1996, p.10
And 2 preceded Josh Goodman (as Presidential Scholars) (ltr), Jul 19, 1996, p.6
Siegel was our first Presidential Scholar (photo), Jul 26, 1996, p.12

PRESIDENTS-ELECTION
Who will be America's next President? (edit), Jan 12, 1996, p.7

PRESS
Inquirer editor discusses objectivity and the press (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.5

PREVETE, KIRSTEN
SHS girls ski team takes sectional title (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.19

PRICE, ADRIENNE (AU)
League of (Women) (Voters) urges vote on (School) (Board) (Nominating) (Committee) changes (ltr), May 31, 1996, p.6
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PRICE, HUGH
First Amendment protects us all (response to letter by Hugh Price from 7/19/96) (Itr), Aug 2, 1996, p.6

PRICE, HUGH (AU)

PRICE, HUGH B (AU)
Church burning: A wake-up call to activism (edit), Jul 19, 1996, p.7
An ounce of prevention ...(re achievements of inner city youths) (edit), Nov 15, 1996, p.7

PRIEST, ARLEEN (AU)
We will miss you, Erma (edit), May 24, 1996, p.7

PRIESTS
Pastor (Edward Connors) leaves behind a legacy of healing, Jul 5, 1996, p.1

PRIMARIES
GOP primary next Thursday, Mar 1, 1996, p.1
Vote hope, not fear (in upcoming presidential primary) (edit), Mar 1, 1996, p.6
Vote for Dole in March 7 primary (Itr), Mar 1, 1996, p.6
Locals go for Dole, Mar 15, 1996, p.1
Independence primary, Sep 6, 1996, p.1
No return (Independent Party primary votes), Sep 13, 1996, p.1

PRISCO, ROB
Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

PRITULA, MICHAEL

PROCEDURE COMMITTEE-SCS
A system in flux (edit), Feb 2, 1996, p.6
The angst continues (choosing candidates for the village board) (edit), Feb 9, 1996, p.6
Vote row A for quality of life (Itr), Mar 15, 1996, p.6
7 changes in village election system proposed, May 31, 1996, p.1
Demystification continues (re proposed amendments to Non-Partisan Resolution) (edit), May 31, 1996, p.6
Input sought on election changes, Sep 20, 1996, p.1
Election input sought (cont), Sep 20, 1996, p.8
Tailored to last (Non-Partisan Resolution) (edit), Sep 27, 1996, p.6
Candidate forums and interviews OK'd by T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub), Oct 18, 1996, p.1

PSYCHIATRISTS
Doctor's niche: where law and psychiatry intersect (photo), Sep 27, 1996, p.5
Examining forensic psychiatry (cont), Sep 27, 1996, p.18

PSYCHOLOGISTS
Ellen Klausner, Ph D (participated in summer research institute of geriatric psychiatry), Aug 16, 1996, p.2

PT COUNCIL-SCS
School boards adopt budgets; No changes in Scarsdale plan, Apr 19, 1996, p.1
Pt Council welcomes new board (photo), May 17, 1996, p.10

PT COUNCIL-SCS (AU)
Pataki budget endangers future of education (edit), Feb 2, 1996, p.7

PTACEK, DANIEL
Suspect charged in murder of Hartsdale man, Jun 21, 1996, p.1
From evil murder, a purpose served (Itr), Jun 28, 1996, p.6

PUBLIC COMFORT STATIONS
Comfort station on the rise (by SHS) (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.12

PUBLIC OPINION POLLS
Rink surveys positive, Mar 22, 1996, p.1
Husband, wife both questioned (comments on inaccuracy of skating rink survey) (Itr), Apr 12, 1996, p.6
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PUBLIC OPINION POLLS continued
63 percent like rink, Apr 19, 1996, p.1
Rink survey: How much and where?, Apr 26, 1996, p.3

PUBLIC SPEAKING
Stressed out as a 'presenter?' Think positive! (edit), Jul 19, 1996, p.7

PUBLIC WELFARE

PUBLIC WORKS-SCS
Scarsdale Department of Public Works does it better (swift snow removal) (ltr), Mar 29, 1996, p.7
They made (Harwood) park more beautiful (ltr), May 3, 1996, p.6

PUNER, LINDA (AU)
Bidding for the best: the bottom line of college admissions (edit), Jun 21, 1996, p.7

PURVIS, MEGAN
Holiday happenings (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.5

QUIGLEY, PATRICK
Edgewood fifth-graders raise abilities-awareness through fair (photo), Dec 20, 1996, p.13

QUINN, LINDA
Obsessing about a straight-A body, Feb 9, 1996, p.1

QUINTALINO, KATE
Popham-8 cooks up some holiday spirit (photo), Dec 6, 1996, p.11

RACANELLI, ROSEELLEN
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30

RACINE, DENISE B
Denise B Racine (dies), Sep 6, 1996, p.18

RACISM
Small efforts count (praises SCS's efforts in overcoming American burden of racism) (edit), Jul 12, 1996, p.6
First Amendment protects us all (response to letter by Hugh Price from 7/19/96) (ltr), Aug 2, 1996, p.6
Racial issues still divide us (ltr), Aug 9, 1996, p.7
2 wrongs don't make a right (response to letter by Jon Wallace from 8/9/96) (ltr), Aug 16, 1996, p.6

RACKOW, LAUREN
S(Summer) M(usic) T(heatre)'s 'Brigadoon' to brighten the steamy dog days of August (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.11

RACY, LOUISE
Louise Racy (has joined Prudential Centennial Realty's Scarsdale's office), Jul 12, 1996, p.4

RADANO, LISA
SHS alumna, hitting stride on stage, screen and video (photo), Aug 9, 1996, p.13
Radano hitting stride on stage, screen and video (cont), Aug 9, 1996, p.14

RADEW, LORRAINE
Clothing boutique opens (photo), Oct 18, 1996, p.4

RADER, HARRIET
12 members elected to S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) (photo), Jan 19, 1996, p.1

RAGONE, NICK
Lawyer challenging Lowey for Congress (photo), May 24, 1996, p.1

RAHIMI, MICHAELA
Chinese lessons at Quaker Ridge (photo), Feb 9, 1996, p.9

RAIN AND RAINFALL
Learning to laugh at the weather (remnants of Hurricane Fausto) (photo), Sep 20, 1996, p.1

RAISLER, CAROLINE
Language contest winners (SHS students take top honors in Iona College language competition) (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.9
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RAIZEN, DAVID
S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) still awaits A dvanced L(ife) S(upport) approval (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.1
Paramedic on duty (photo), Nov 22, 1996, p.8

RAIZES, DEBORAH
Board welcomes superintendent (Dr Francis Murphy) (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.1
Schools to focus on character, Sep 6, 1996, p.1
Computer advisors ready to go, Dec 20, 1996, p.1

RAMBONE, STEVE
SMS rallies for school spirit (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.10
Trying out sign language skills (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.9
SMS helps whose in need (photo), Dec 20, 1996, p.13

RANALLO, DNiELLA
Excellent in any language (winners of recent foreign language poster contest at SMS) (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.9

RAND, DAVID
New blood for S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) (photo), May 24, 1996, p.8

RANDALL, JACK
Paddle advocate is thinking big (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.20

RANDELL, JOHN
(J Randell stands for peace at annual vigil commemorating bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki) (photo), Aug 9, 1996, p.6

RANE-MAIER, JAnET
No return (Independent Party primary votes), Sep 13, 1996, p.1

RAPAPORT, BETH
New blood for S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) (photo), May 24, 1996, p.8
Cancer Care honors students (photo), Oct 11, 1996, p.4

RAPE
Scarsdale executive sued for $45M in rape case, Apr 19, 1996, p.3

RAPHAEL, BRAM
Awards celebrate student achievement in academics, service (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.10

RAPHAEL, SOLLY
Just in time (Trissi clock back after repair in Switzerland), Nov 15, 1996, p.1

RASKIN, JOCELYN
A cast of characters (7th graders from SMS visit with residents at Cabrini Nursing Home) (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.9

RATNER, JON
Volunteers honored by PTA (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.10
PTA honors student volunteers (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.10

RAVISHANKAR, RAJIV
Colonial characters (Heathcote 5th graders portray important colonial-era figures) (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.10

RAVISHENKAR, NALINI
On the campaign trail (R Harrison running for village trustee) (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.1

RAYSOR, ROBERT
Passing the torch (SCS Police carry torch for Special Olympics in annual run on Post Road) (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.1
Woman dies after automobile crash, Aug 30, 1996, p.1

READ, SALLY
Edgewood hospitality (PTA committee organizes staff recognition luncheon) (photo), Mar 22, 1996, p.10

READING
Reading can open many doors (edit), Nov 29, 1996, p.7

REAL ESTATE AGENCIES AND AGENTS
Claire Marie Clivetta (has joined Doernberg Real Estate as a sales associate (photo), Feb 2, 1996, p.4
2 join Prudential Realty (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.4
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REAL ESTATE AGENCIES AND AGENTS continued

Susan Resnick (has joined Houlihan/Lawrence's SCS branch as a real estate sales person) (photo), Feb 23, 1996, p.2
1995 (real estate) honorees (photo), Mar 1, 1996, p.4
Doernberg's Englander receives top sales award (photo), Mar 22, 1996, p.4
Becker to manage Merritt Associates (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.4
Alan N Markowitz (promoted to associate director of Julien J Studley) (photo), May 17, 1996, p.8
Iris Adler (has joined Houlihan/Lawrence Inc.'s Scarsdale's office as residential sales specialist), May 17, 1996, p.8
Jaclyn Neustein (has joined Houlihan/Lawrence Inc as sales associate) (photo), May 24, 1996, p.4
Murray joins Houlihan (as new sales associate) (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.4
Louise Racy (has joined Prudential Centennial Realty's Scarsdale's office), Jul 12, 1996, p.4
Barbara M Fee (has joined SCS office of Houlihan/Lawrence as an associate broker), Sep 13, 1996, p.4
Terrie Kaplan (named office manager for Prudential Centennial Realty in SCS) (photo), Sep 13, 1996, p.4
Gail Fattizzi (appointed executive director within Better Homes and Gardens) (photo), Oct 18, 1996, p.4
Record price for home (Le Manoir, a French manor house on Heathcote Rd, sold for $3.85 million/photo), Oct 25, 1996, p.4
Ellen Lawton (has received realtor of the month award), Nov 1, 1996, p.4
Iris Kalt, Cheryl Cove join Prudential Centennial Realty (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.4
Measuring success then and now (edit), Dec 20, 1996, p.7

REAL PROPERTY-VALUATION

Re-val(uation) bill might fly this time, May 3, 1996, p.1
Re-val(uation) is in our best interest, village says, May 31, 1996, p.1
Village: Re-val(uation) is needed (cont), May 31, 1996, p.13
County board votes for re-val(uation), Jun 14, 1996, p.1
County board votes for revaluation, 10-7 (cont), Jun 14, 1996, p.15
Re-val(uation) OK'd by state, Jun 21, 1996, p.1
Don't worry - reval(uation) at least 4 years away, Jul 5, 1996, p.3
Local officials upset over governor's re-val(uation) veto, Oct 18, 1996, p.1
Officials upset over re-val(uation) veto (cont), Oct 18, 1996, p.9

REBELL, MICHAEL A

Local school control likely to survive, Mar 15, 1996, p.1

RECREATION

PRC (Advisory Council on Parks and Recreation) urged to seek complete recreation plan, Feb 9, 1996, p.1
Excess kills (village not likely to pursue too many recreational options) (edit), Feb 9, 1996, p.6
Recreation plan urged (cont), Feb 9, 1996, p.17
Rec(reation) center could be good neighbor (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.6
What's the status of rec(reation) center?, Mar 15, 1996, p.8
Plan future recreation (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.8
Act decisively on rec(reation) center (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.8
Biased news story divides neighbors (ltr), Mar 22, 1996, p.6
Don't concentrate rec(reation) facilities (ltr), Mar 22, 1996, p.6
Rec(reation) center/rink is needed now (ltr), Mar 29, 1996, p.6
Deputy mayor addresses rec(reation) needs, downtown, Oct 18, 1996, p.3

RECREATION DEPT-SCS

New rec(reation) supervisors bring experience to their positions (photo), May 24, 1996, p.5

REDEGELD, JOSEPH A

Joseph A Redegeld (dies), Oct 18, 1996, p.20

REDHEAD, R CHESTER

R Chester Redhead, D.D.S. (elected president of New York Society of Forensic Dentistry), Dec 13, 1996, p.4

REED, DANA

The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 3, 1996, p.30
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REFUGEES
Help refugee in bid for freedom (ltr), Apr 26, 1996, p.6

REGULA, ALBERT S (AU)
Blame the weather not the town (regarding leaf collection) (ltr), Mar 8, 1996, p.6

REILLY, KATHLEEN
Julia B Fee Salutes The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.32

REIN, ALAN JOHN (AU)
Make an informed choice on ice rink (ltr), Apr 5, 1996, p.6

REIN, VALERIE
Ph. D's chosen for H'cote, SMS, Jul 5, 1996, p.1

REIN, VALERIE
Thanksgiving traditions (marked the week at Scarsdale elementary schools) (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.11

REINTHALER, RICHARD W
Golf club president (Richard A Worden new president of SCS Golf Club) (photo), Mar 1, 1996, p.4

REINWALD, CHARLES A
Women lifers to join Town and Village Civic Club men (ltr), Jan 19, 1996, p.6

REINWALD, ESTELLA
Estella Reinwald (dies), Jul 26, 1996, p.16

REISS, ROBIN LEE
Preserve proven child program (ltr), Feb 16, 1996, p.6

RELIGION
Schools taking the easy way out (ltr), Jan 5, 1996, p.6

RELIGION
Letter-writer's (Betty Berenson) criticism was 'shameless tasteless' (edit), Jan 5, 1996, p.7

RELIGION
Make diversity a positive thing (ltr), Jan 26, 1996, p.6

RELIGIOUS LIBERTY
Bar religion from public spheres (ltr), Feb 9, 1996, p.7

RELIGIOUS LIBERTY
The secret of the silver menora (edit), Dec 6, 1996, p.7

RELIGIOUS LIBERTY
Diversity a gift of great value (ltr), Dec 13, 1996, p.6

REMINISCING
Memories of a Catskills summer boyhood (edit), Aug 23, 1996, p.7

REMINISCING
Memories of a summer boyhood in the Catskills (cont), Aug 23, 1996, p.10

REMINISCING
Fiction excerpt; When our family came apart forever (edit), Sep 13, 1996, p.7

REPUBLICAN PARTY
GOP in a N. Y. state of mind (photo), Aug 23, 1996, p.1

REPUBLICAN PARTY
Task force seeks donations (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.9

RESCICK, ART
Celentano steps down as girls' coach, Dec 27, 1996, p.1

RESCICK, ART (AU)
Gabe (Cohen) was loved by many people (ltr), Apr 26, 1996, p.6

RESCICK, GENE D
Gene D Resnick, M.D. (appointed vice president for Schering-Plough Research Institute) (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.4

RESCICK, ROBERT
Thanks to all who helped with party (post-prom breakfast) (ltr), Jun 28, 1996, p.6
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RESOLUTIONS
The rites of January (includes resolutions and predictions for 1996) (edit), Jan 5, 1996, p.6
New Year's resolutions: Local heroes applauded (edit), Jan 5, 1996, p.7

RESPECT
The fourth R (respect) (edit), Sep 6, 1996, p.6

RESTAURANTS
Fine dining returns to village at new Scarsdale Avenue Cafe (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.13
3-star chef on the ascendancy in Manhattan (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.5
3-star chef on the ascendant in Manhattan (cont), Jun 14, 1996, p.15
Rebuilt landmark will house Heathcote Tavern (photo), Jul 26, 1996, p.1
H(eath)’cote Tavern opens, Oct 18, 1996, p.1

RETIREMENT INCOME
Ways to protect a valuable asset (edit), Oct 18, 1996, p.7

REUBEN, ALEXIS
Holiday happenings (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.5

REUBEN, ANNIE
Holiday happenings (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.5

REUTER, GRETCHEN
Awards celebrate student achievement in academics, service (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.10

REVILLE, BIBS (AU)
Appalled by menorah crime (ltr), Jan 19, 1996, p.6

REWARDS (PRIZES, ETC)
Firefighters receive excellence award, Mar 22, 1996, p.4
Inquirer wins 21 awards in annual (Newspaper Contest of the) N ew Y ork P ress A ssn contest, Apr 19, 1996, p.1
Community leadership honor (Spirit of Westchester and Putnam award given to SCS and EMT) (photo), May 24, 1996, p.4
Awards celebrate student achievement in academics, service (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.10
(SHS) Senior wins memorial award (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.11
I’s official; Stock is ‘woman of the year’ (photo), Aug 30, 1996, p.1
Citizen par excellence (praise for Evelyn Stock) (edit), Aug 30, 1996, p.6
Evelyn Stock is ‘Woman of the Year’ (cont), Aug 30, 1996, p.11
Safety award (village of SCS has received merit award from Automobile Club of New York) (photo), Oct 4, 1996, p.4
Cancer Care honors students (photo), Oct 11, 1996, p.4
Scarsdalians are honored by Mental (H)ealth A ssociation (photo), Oct 18, 1996, p.15
Dubious distinctions (bestows humorous awards relating to developments in SCS and GBH) (edit), Dec 27, 1996, p.6

REYNOLDS, GEORGE R
George R Reynolds (dies), Aug 16, 1996, p.14

REYNOLDS, KEVIN
Preserve proven child program (ltr), Feb 16, 1996, p.6

REYNOLDS, MONICA
Preserve proven child program (ltr), Feb 16, 1996, p.6
Residents divided on Kids’ BASE lease (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.1

REYNOLDS, TOM
Board of Architectural Review asks KIDS-BASE-LittleSchool architect for more screening, Sep 13, 1996, p.1

RIBIERO, DAVID
NYC ex-cop indicted in 1990 Scarsdale robbery, Feb 9, 1996, p.1

RICCIO, AUDREY
Celentano steps down as girls’ coach, Dec 27, 1996, p.1

RICE, BARBARA (AU)
Thanks to all who helped with party (post-prom breakfast) (ltr), Jun 28, 1996, p.6
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RICE, JIM
Count: Bagging leaves is best, May 31, 1996, p.1
Home ecologist mines garden gold (photo), Sep 20, 1996, p.1
3 saluted for environmental projects (photo), Nov 22, 1996, p.5

RICE, MARGARET
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30
School team plots a smooth course (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.1

RICE, MATT
Julia B Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.34

RICHARDS, COURTNEY
Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

RICHMAN, JEANNE
County planning study calls for cooperation among municipalities, May 31, 1996, p.1
RICHMAN, JEANNE (AU)
Kids' BASE is the obvious choice (ltr), Feb 23, 1996, p.6
Un-rich would like to live here too (response to 2/23 article by Irving Sloan) (ltr), Mar 1, 1996, p.6
Honor a heritage of civil debate (commends edit by Irving Sloan from July 19) (ltr), Aug 2, 1996, p.6

RICHTER, MARION
Marion Richter (dies), Feb 23, 1996, p.4

RICKS, BETSY
3 saluted for environmental projects (photo), Nov 22, 1996, p.5

RICKS, CHRISTIAN
3 saluted for environmental projects (photo), Nov 22, 1996, p.5

RICKS, REBECCA
Those lazy, hazy, crazy days of camp (photo) (cont), Jul 26, 1996, p.15

RIEDER, CORINNE
Corinner Rieder (will head the John A Hartford Foundation) (photo), Feb 23, 1996, p.2

RIELLY, BARBARA P
Barbara P Rielly (dies), Mar 8, 1996, p.17

RIFLERY
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.30

RILANDER, ADAM
Language contest winners (SHS students take top honors in Iona College language competition) (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.9

RIVELLINI, DAWN
SMS rallies for school spirit (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.10

RIVKIN, DAVID W
David W Rivkin (elected to board of directors of American Arbitration Association), Apr 12, 1996, p.4

RIVKIN, JESSICA
Holiday spirit (toys collected for needy children in Westchester and New York City) (photo), Jan 5, 1996, p.9

RIVKIN, KATE
A cast of characters (7th graders from SMS visit with residents at Cabrini Nursing Home) (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.9

RIVLIN, MICHELLE
Julia B Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.34

RIZZO, ANNA M
Anna M Rizzo (dies), Mar 15, 1996, p.14

ROBBIES AND ASSAULTS
SEE CRIME AND CRIMINALS

ROBBINS, RISE
S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) still awaits A(dvanced) L(ife) S(upport) approval (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.1
New blood for S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) (photo), May 24, 1996, p.8
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Article Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ROBERT, VIVIAN</td>
<td>Thanksgiving traditions (marked the week at Scarsdale elementary schools) (photo)</td>
<td>Nov 29, 1996</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROBERTS, JOHN</td>
<td>From evil murder, a purpose served (ltr)</td>
<td>Jun 28, 1996</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROBERTS, LINDA</td>
<td>From evil murder, a purpose served (ltr)</td>
<td>Jun 28, 1996</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROBERTSON, LAWRENCE</td>
<td>Lawrence Robertson (dies)</td>
<td>Jan 19, 1996</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROBIN, CHRISTOPHER</td>
<td>Old friends: gone but not forgotten (illus) (edit)</td>
<td>May 10, 1996</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROBINS, MARC</td>
<td>Young at heart (Clara Sved, 101 years old, visits Heathcote fourth graders) (photo)</td>
<td>Mar 29, 1996</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROBINSON, ARLINE B</td>
<td>Don't force Kids' BASE on village (ltr)</td>
<td>Jul 12, 1996</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROBINSON, GINGER</td>
<td>Alumni get-together (photo)</td>
<td>Feb 23, 1996</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROBINSON, SALLY</td>
<td>Vote for bonds and proposition (ltr)</td>
<td>Nov 1, 1996</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROBINSON, REBECCA</td>
<td>S(CS) G(o)l(f) C(lub) camp hones skills of future members (photo)</td>
<td>Aug 9, 1996</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROCCO, JAMES</td>
<td>Caddiemasters of Scarsdale: on the ball for 137 years (photo) (cont)</td>
<td>Jul 19, 1996</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROCK MUSIC</td>
<td>Patti Rothberg not so angry after all (photo)</td>
<td>Jul 26, 1996</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROCKETT, C J</td>
<td>Alternative rock star is not so angry after all (cont)</td>
<td>Jul 26, 1996</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROMANOFF, HAROLD</td>
<td>Clock marks Fleet time (anniversary of Fleet Bank branch in Golden Horseshoe Shopping Center) (photo)</td>
<td>Oct 18, 1996</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RODGER, JODI</td>
<td>Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 13, 1996</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RODGERS, KENNETH</td>
<td>S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommitee) nominates College Board exec(utive) (photo)</td>
<td>Mar 22, 1996</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RODGERS conflict denied (school board member's spouse teaching in same district), Mar 29, 1996, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School candidate conflict denied (cont), Mar 29, 1996, p.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTAs prompt winning votes (photo), May 10, 1996, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School team plots a smooth course (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RODMAN, BEN</td>
<td>Food for thought (students pack lunches for Midnight Run) (photo)</td>
<td>Apr 19, 1996</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RODRIGUEZ, SERVANDO</td>
<td>Grand jury indicts Scarsdale resident</td>
<td>Jun 28, 1996</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROGLIANO, EUGENE</td>
<td>A 77-year tradition at St. James the Less (photo)</td>
<td>May 31, 1996</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROGOWSKY, NINA</td>
<td>Young at heart (Clara Sved, 101 years old, visits Heathcote fourth graders) (photo)</td>
<td>Mar 29, 1996</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROMANOFF, HAROLD</td>
<td>Clock marks Fleet time (anniversary of Fleet Bank branch in Golden Horseshoe Shopping Center) (photo)</td>
<td>Oct 18, 1996</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROPES, GEORGE H</td>
<td>George H Ropes (dies)</td>
<td>Nov 29, 1996</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ROSA, LEONARD
Police officer shot on Duck Pond Road (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.1
Police department news, May 17, 1996, p.3

ROSE, DOUG
Committee to target schools’ technology deficit (photo), Oct 11, 1996, p.1

ROSE, JORDAN
Lightning capture State Cup championship with 2-1 victory (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.19
Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

ROSEMAN, BARRY
Julia B Fee Salutes The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.32

ROSEMAN, CAREN
Julia B Fee Salutes The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.32

ROSEMARIN, ALISA
The Bank of New York Salutes SMS Speech Contest 1996 (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.26

ROSEMARIN, ALISSA
SHS Drama Club to present musical ‘How to Succeed...’ (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.15

ROSEMARIN, RICKY
A world of cultures (International week at Greenacres) (photo), Mar 22, 1996, p.9

ROSEN, ANN
Obsessing about a straight-A body, Feb 9, 1996, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 3, 1996, p.30

ROSEN, ELLIOTT J (DR)
Thinking (and talking) about final choices (edit), May 24, 1996, p.7

ROSEN, JON
Julia B Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.34

ROSEN, MIKE
Cleaner recalls bygone times, the best of people (photo), Dec 20, 1996, p.5

ROSENBAUM, ROBERT
S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) still awaits A(dvanced) L(ife) S(upport) approval (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.1

ROSENBAUM, ROBERT (AU)
Most of S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) is still volunteer (re 6/28 letter by Underhill) (ltr), Jul 12, 1996, p.6

ROSENBERG, ROBERT
Julia B Fee Salutes The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.32

ROSENBERG, ROSALIE
Julia B Fee Salutes The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.32

ROSENBERG, ROSALIE (AU)
Vote yes, then expand horizons (ltr), May 3, 1996, p.6

ROSENBERG, ROSALIE (AU)
Vote yes, then expand horizons (ltr), May 3, 1996, p.6

ROSENSTEIN, PEARL (AU)
Greenburgh leaf crews are too social (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.6

ROSENSTEIN, PEARL J (AU)
Town's threats are hypocritical (ltr), Feb 9, 1996, p.7

ROSENSWIEG, DAN
Dan Rosensweig (promoted within Ziff-Davis Interactive Media and Development Group), May 17, 1996, p.8

ROSENZWEIG, JESSICA
SHS girls ski team takes sectional title (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.19
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.30

ROSH HASHANAH
A new beginning (Rabbi Richard Jacobs sounds the shofar to welcome year 5757) (photo), Sep 13, 1996, p.1
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ROSS, CZASHKA (AU)
Shock and anger at Heathcote (re Jayne Steubing's sudden resignation) (ltr), May 10, 1996, p.6

ROSS, PATRICIA LAHRHER (AU)
The man who made everything work (edit), Apr 26, 1996, p.7

ROTARY CLUB-SCS
Good fellows (John Galloway and Lowell Tooley named Paul Harris fellows) (photo), Feb 23, 1996, p.5
Rotary presents annual grants (photo), May 31, 1996, p.4
New Rotary officers (photo), Sep 20, 1996, p.4
Some of homeless will now be warm (re collection of clothing and blankets by SCS Rotary Club) (ltr), Dec 20, 1996, p.6

ROTH, JENNIFER
Paper art at Edgewood (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.9

ROTH, RONA
Memorial mural dedicated (photo), Feb 9, 1996, p.9
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30

ROTHBERG, PATTI
Patti Rothberg not so angry after all (photo), Jul 26, 1996, p.21
Alternative rock star is not so angry after all (cont), Jul 26, 1996, p.22

ROTHMAN, DAN
Many hands make prettier parks (photo), May 3, 1996, p.5

ROTHMAN, HOWARD J
Howard J Rothman (elected chairman of Rosenmann and Colin LLP), Dec 13, 1996, p.4

ROTHSCHILD, ERIC
Goodman named Presidential Scholar (photo), May 17, 1996, p.1

ROTHSTEIN, HELENE (AU)
Correction (of letter by Polly Rothstein from 11/29/96), Dec 6, 1996, p.6

ROTHSTEIN, POLLY
Hopes choice foe will stay chilled (response to letter by Kenneth Lasko from 11/15/96) (ltr), Nov 29, 1996, p.6

ROTHSTEIN, POLLY (AU)

ROWE, EFURU
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.30

ROY, ROB
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 3, 1996, p.30

RUBENS, BETH (AU)
(SCS) R(esponsible) C(itizens) outraged by editorial (from June 7) (ltr), Jun 14, 1996, p.6

RUBENSTEIN, LAUREN
A cast of characters (7th graders from SMS visit with residents at Cabrini Nursing Home) (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.9

RUBIN, MATT
Holiday spirit (toys collected for needy children in Westchester and New York City) (photo), Jan 5, 1996, p.9

RUBIN, MICHAEL
The 'other side' was finally told (arguments against skating rink proposal) (ltr), Apr 5, 1996, p.6
Don't destroy a peaceful oasis (response to letter by Barry Hasson from 3/22/96 (ltr), Apr 5, 1996, p.6

RUBIN, MICHAEL A (AU)
Commercial rink not appropriate (ltr), Mar 22, 1996, p.6

RUBINSKY, ERICA
Holiday happenings (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.5

RUDERMAN, JEROLD
GOP primary next Thursday, Mar 1, 1996, p.1
Stein opens campaign headquarters (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.4
GOP in a N. Y. state of mind (photo), Aug 23, 1996, p.1
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RUDERMAN, JEROLD R (AU)
  Vote for Dole in March 7 primary (ltr), Mar 1, 1996, p.6

RUDNICK, ALAN
  Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SMS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.30

RUDNICK, SHOSHANA
  Fitness focus at SMS (photo), Apr 19, 1996, p.9

RUNNING
  Foliage run, etc. (scheduled for this Sunday), Oct 18, 1996, p.1
  Village still reeling from fierce storm (photo), Oct 25, 1996, p.1

RUSCIANO, ANTHONY
  Village mediates neighbors v(ersus) Nynex (photo), Aug 2, 1996, p.1
  Nynex on Post Road: Is it an exchange or a phone depot?, Nov 29, 1996, p.1

RUSCIANO, ANTHONY (AU)
  Neighbor: Limit Nynex activities (ltr), Nov 8, 1996, p.6
  Nynex neighbors feel less alone (ltr), Dec 13, 1996, p.6

RUSCIANO, JOYCE
  Village mediates neighbors v(ersus) Nynex (photo), Aug 2, 1996, p.1

RUSCIANO, JOYCE (AU)
  Nynex neighbors feel less alone (ltr), Dec 13, 1996, p.6

RUSOFF, JEROME (DR)
  Jerome Rosoff, M.D. (dies), Mar 29, 1996, p.14

RUSSELL, JOHN
  State aid cuts target special ed(ucation), Jan 19, 1996, p.1

RUSSO, MARISABINA
  Book illustrator visits Heathcote (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.10

RUSSOFF, SHIRLEY
  Shirley Rusoff (dies), Feb 16, 1996, p.12

RYBAK, CONSTANCE (DR)
  Saying it in song (musical entertainment by Quaker Ridge students) (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.5
  Music educators learn from Rybak's work (through magic of videotape), Apr 26, 1996, p.9
  Egyptian extravaganza (Fox Meadow fifth grade presentation) (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.10

RYDER, DARRON
  Kramer faces new gambling charges, Jan 12, 1996, p.1

SAAL, JOSH
  Child's Play presents Heathcote dramas (photo), Feb 23, 1996, p.8

SACCONE, MARIE
  Merchants form new alliance (with village officials) to revitalize village, Sep 20, 1996, p.1

SACK, GERALD
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.24

SADICARIO, JAIME (AU)
  Panther parents thank the coaches (ltr), Nov 22, 1996, p.6

SAFE RIDES PROGRAM
  Safe Rides thanks adult volunteers (ltr), Aug 2, 1996, p.6

SAINT GEORGES, ANNE-CLAIRE
  Learning to laugh at the weather (remnants of Hurricane Fausto) (photo), Sep 20, 1996, p.1

SAITO, SHIORI
  A cast of characters (7th graders from SMS visit with residents at Cabrini Nursing Home) (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.9

SAKurai, TOMOAKI
  First-graders' art has purpose (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.9
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SALIA, DIABY
Scofflaws take downtown parking spaces (cont), Dec 13, 1996, p.9

SALIS, KATY
Edgewood celebrates many cultures (photo), Jan 19, 1996, p.9

SALLINGER, PENNY
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30
Spirit and heart (salute to field hockey champions the SCS Raiders and coach Penny Sallinger) (edit), Nov 22, 1996, p.6
Maroon & White Congratulates The Girls Varsity Field Hockey Team (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.32

SALTZMAN, JULIE
Schools welcome new teachers, begin classes (photo) (cont), Sep 6, 1996, p.8

SALVATERRA, RICHARD
Seasonal spirit (photo), Dec 27, 1996, p.11

SAMMARTANO, MICHAEL
Dedication and sportmanship honored (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.32
Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

SAMMORTANO, MIKE
Thanks to teen 'snow angels' (ltr), Mar 8, 1996, p.8

SAMOLADAS, VIVIC
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30

SAMUELSON, JEFF
Citizens' Party does it again; vote may yield change (photo), Mar 22, 1996, p.1

SAMUELSON, JEFFREY
Technology group to advise schools, Nov 22, 1996, p.1

SAMUELSON, MATT
Students gain job experience as village interns (photo), Aug 2, 1996, p.3

SAMUELSON, WENDY
Taking it up a notch (comments on public announcements of village board meetings) (edit), Apr 5, 1996, p.6

SANDFORD, DONALD
GOP in a N. Y. state of mind (photo), Aug 23, 1996, p.1

SANDFORD, JILL
GOP in a N. Y. state of mind (photo), Aug 23, 1996, p.1

SANDELEITNER, THOMAS
Thomas Sandleitner (dies), Mar 22, 1996, p.17

SANFORD, THELMA
(New life members of Scarsdale Woman's Club) (photo), Mar 22, 1996, p.13

SANTINI, STEVEN
Technology group to advise schools, Nov 22, 1996, p.1

SAPERSTEIN, DAVID
Jewish leaders debate religion's role in politics (photo), Nov 1, 1996, p.5

SANTA CLAUS
Write to Santa, Dec 6, 1996, p.1
Hmmm...let's see (Santa appears in Boniface Park) (photo), Dec 20, 1996, p.1
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SARNOFF, STEPHANIE
New Rotary officers (photo), Sep 20, 1996, p.4

SARTER, ALVIN J (AU)
Kids' BASE sets record straight (ltr), Apr 12, 1996, p.6

SATTA, STEVE
Students learn stage fighting for a realistic 'Brigadoon' (photo), Jul 26, 1996, p.21

SAUER, MATTHEW
Caddie scholarship started in Scarsdale (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.21

SAUL, MYRA
22 candidates running for School Board Nominating Committee (cont), Jan 12, 1996, p.4

SAVIANO, JOHN
Graduation day for babysitters (photo), May 17, 1996, p.10

SCANLON, JOHN
Paramedic on duty (photo), Nov 22, 1996, p.8

SCARPIELLETTI, AMANDA
A hoppin' good time (get-ready-for-summer time of year at village schools) (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.15

SCHAFFER, ANNE
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30

SCHAFFER, CAROL
Teachers organize enrichment activities (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.10

SCHAFFER, ANN (AU)
Many participated in women's seder (ltr), Apr 5, 1996, p.6

SCHAFFER, IRVING
Irving Schaffer (has received alumni award from Lehigh University), Jun 14, 1996, p.4

SCHANDLER, JON
(White Plains) Hospital dedicates Flanzer Pavilion, Jun 28, 1996, p.1
(White Plains) Hospital dedicates the Flanzer Pavilion (photo) (cont), Jun 28, 1996, p.5

SCHAPIRO, MARTY
Holiday spirit (toys collected for needy children in Westchester and New York City) (photo), Jan 5, 1996, p.9

SCHAPIRO, MINETTE
Minette Scharff (dies), Mar 29, 1996, p.14

SCHEAR, STANLEY
Jespersen's is back (ltr), Oct 18, 1996, p.6

SCHEIBE, GABRIELLE
(SHS) Senior wins memorial award (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.11

SCHEIBE, JUDI (AU)
Thanks to all who helped with party (post-prom breakfast) (ltr), Jun 28, 1996, p.6

SCHETZER, DANIEL
Candidates forum (scheduled for Monday, October 28), Oct 25, 1996, p.1

SCHERICK, HEATHER
Excellent in any language (winners of recent foreign language poster contest at SMS) (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.9

SCHUE, RICHARD J JR
Richard J Scheuer Jr (dies), May 10, 1996, p.14

SCHUELER, PAUL
Oak Lane house damaged in fire (photo), Mar 22, 1996, p.1

SCHIFFER, DAVID
The Bank of New York Salutes (SMS) Speech Contest 1996 (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.26
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SCHIFFER, ELLIE
Fitness focus at SMS (photo), Apr 19, 1996, p.9

SCHLECHTER, JUSTIN
Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.34

SCHLEHEIN, THOMAS
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30

SCHLEITZER, RICHARD (DR)
Veteran administrator set to retire in July (photo), Sep 20, 1996, p.9

SCHNAPP, MERYL
Stable features spacious riding ring (photo), Jul 26, 1996, p.9

SCHNUR, STEVEN
Steven Schnur (has been voted to receive 1996 Washington Irving Children's Choice Award), Apr 26, 1996, p.4

SCHNUR, STEVEN (AU)
3 hearty cheers for the library (edit), Jul 12, 1996, p.7
Fiction excerpt; When our family came apart forever (edit), Sep 13, 1996, p.7
The secret of the silver menorah (edit), Dec 6, 1996, p.7

SCHOEN, HEATHER
SHS girls ski team takes sectional title (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.19

SCHOEN, MARIAN
SHS-PTA dance was successful (ltr), Nov 29, 1996, p.6

SCHOEN, MARIAN (AU)
Drifters cast a magic spell (SHS PTA dinner dance) (ltr), May 24, 1996, p.6

SCHOENBRUN, BETH
Scarsdale school board (cont), Jun 21, 1996, p.12
Schools welcome new teachers, begin classes (photo) (cont), Sep 6, 1996, p.8

SCHOENFELD, MYRON (DR)
Schoenfeld halts campaign due to shortage of funds, Jan 5, 1996, p.1
Schoenfeld out of the race (cont), Jan 5, 1996, p.2

SCHOENFELD, MYRON (DR) (AU)
Windmill-tilter appreciates honor (ltr), Jan 5, 1996, p.6

SCHOLARSHIPS AND FELLOWSHIPS
Scholarship fund in Gabe (Cohen)'s memory (ltr), Apr 26, 1996, p.6
Scholarship donation (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.9
Scholarship fund aided 11 seniors (ltr), Jun 28, 1996, p.6
Caddie scholarship started in Scarsdale (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.21
Scholarship walk planned in E'mont (ltr), Sep 27, 1996, p.6
PTA Launches drive for college scholarship fund, Nov 22, 1996, p.4
SHS-PTA dance was successful (ltr), Nov 29, 1996, p.6
Donations sought for (Gabriel M Cohen) Memorial Fund (ltr), Dec 13, 1996, p.6

SCHOLLE, ROGER
Roger Scholle (dies), Feb 2, 1996, p.12

SCHOOL BOARD NOMINATING COMMITTEE-SCS
S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) election, Jan 5, 1996, p.1
S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) election next Tuesday, Jan 12, 1996, p.1
22 candidates running for School Board Nominating Committee (cont), Jan 12, 1996, p.4
Residents urged to vote Tuesday (ltr), Jan 12, 1996, p.6
12 members elected to S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) (photo), Jan 19, 1996, p.1
S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) election was well-run (ltr), Jan 26, 1996, p.6
Candidates sought (for SCS Board of Education), Feb 2, 1996, p.1
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SCHOOL BOARD NOMINATING COMMITTEE-SCS continued

Interviewing is still controversial, Feb 2, 1996, p.1
Interviewing candidates: still controversial (cont), Feb 2, 1996, p.3
School Board Nominating Committee to interview candidates March 3, Feb 23, 1996, p.1
Simplify the system (advocates that SCS's local election unit boundaries be redrawn) (edit), Mar 1, 1996, p.6
Town and Village Civic leaders snub Scarsdale's voters (edit), Mar 1, 1996, p.7
Bravo to the School Board Nominating Committee (edit), Mar 8, 1996, p.6
Interviews provide needed oversight (comments on Op-Ed page of March 1 issue of SCS Inquirer) (ltr), Mar 8, 1996, p.8
School Board Nominating Committee nominates College Board executive (photo), Mar 22, 1996, p.1
School Board Nominating Committee picks Rogers and Thompson for board of education (cont), Mar 22, 1996, p.2
Those not chosen (by School Board Nominating Committee) should be told (ltr), Mar 22, 1996, p.6
Rodgers conflict denied (school board member's spouse teaching in same district), Mar 29, 1996, p.1
School candidate conflict denied (cont), Mar 29, 1996, p.2
School Board Nominating Committee Administrative Committee: Changes would open up system, May 10, 1996, p.1
Amendments proposed (cont), May 10, 1996, p.19
School Board Nominating Committee to explain proposed changes at special meeting, May 17, 1996, p.2
School Board Nominating Committee proposals to be explained (ltr), May 17, 1996, p.6
School Board Nominating Committee changes are debated at two meetings, May 24, 1996, p.1
Keep transfer station, for now (photo), May 24, 1996, p.1
Vote for progress (edit), May 24, 1996, p.6
School Board Nominating Committee changes are debated at meetings (cont), May 24, 1996, p.8
7 changes in village election system proposed, May 31, 1996, p.1
School Board Nominating Committee vote Monday, May 31, 1996, p.1
League of Women Voters urges vote on School Board Nominating Committee changes (ltr), May 31, 1996, p.6
Group should elect own leaders (ltr), May 31, 1996, p.6
Proposals support new inclusiveness (ltr), May 31, 1996, p.7
Major changes are approved to School Board Nominating Committee resolution, Jun 7, 1996, p.1
Changes OK's to school board resolution (cont), Jun 7, 1996, p.15
Candidates are needed for School Board Nominating Committee, Oct 11, 1996, p.1
School Board Nominating Committee also needs candidates, Nov 8, 1996, p.1
Old names for new units (comments on SCS's unit election system) (edit), Nov 15, 1996, p.6
Candidates needed for 10 School Board Nominating Committee slots, Nov 29, 1996, p.1
School Board Nominating Committee candidates announced (individual names noted), Dec 6, 1996, p.1
Candidates announced for School Board Nominating Committee (cont), Dec 6, 1996, p.9
Election ahead, Dec 27, 1996, p.1

SCHOOL BUSES

Chilly children (wait for their school bus) (photo), Feb 9, 1996, p.1
How safe are the district's buses? (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.1
Are school buses safe for our children? (cont), Apr 12, 1996, p.10
Bus basics, Aug 30, 1996, p.1
School bus routes will be recalculated this year, Oct 25, 1996, p.9
School bus route re-do is needed (ltr), Nov 1, 1996, p.6

SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS AND PRINCIPALS

3 finalists tapped for schools chief, Jan 26, 1996, p.1
3 finalists tapped for Scarsdale superintendent job (cont), Jan 26, 1996, p.12
Magic expected of new schools chief (photo), Feb 2, 1996, p.1
Francis Murphy appointed superintendent of schools (cont), Feb 2, 1996, p.5
Board welcomes superintendent (Dr Francis Murphy) (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.1
Vincent T Beni, Ph. D. (honored with Administrator of the Year Award) (photo), May 10, 1996, p.4
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SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS AND PRINCIPALS continued
Greenacres principal will retire in August (photo), May 17, 1996, p.1
New guy in town (Dr Francis Murphy chats with Dr Joan Weber and Jeri Farren) (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.1
Community bids au revoir to Dr French (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.10
Schools welcome new chief, Jun 21, 1996, p.1
Scarsdale schools welcome new superintendent (cont), Jun 21, 1996, p.5
Ph. D's chosen for H'cote, SMS, Jul 5, 1996, p.1
Greenacres picks Manhattan principal (photo), Jul 19, 1996, p.1
Schools to focus on character, Sep 6, 1996, p.1
Veteran administrator set to retire in July (photo), Sep 20, 1996, p.9
Principals get raises, Oct 11, 1996, p.11
Goitia leaves SHS for Long Island job (photo), Oct 18, 1996, p.11
Hamm named assistant principal (photo), Nov 1, 1996, p.1
Hamm named assistant principal (cont), Nov 1, 1996, p.9

SCHOOLS
Locals plan Nicaraguan school, Oct 18, 1996, p.11
Murphy debunks school myths, Nov 1, 1996, p.9

SCHOOLS-EMT
(Lucy Stockton explores her mother's office) (photo), May 17, 1996, p.6
Julia B Fee Salutes The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.32
Many new faces will greet returning students, Aug 30, 1996, p.1
Many new faces will greet students (cont), Aug 30, 1996, p.11
In 2s and 3s they're off to school (photo), Sep 6, 1996, p.1
(EMT) School critic (Janet Sydlaske) merits response (ltr), Sep 20, 1996, p.6

SCHOOLS-EMT-BUDGET
Better disclosure needed in E'mont (ltr), Apr 12, 1996, p.6
School votes Wednesday, May 3, 1996, p.1
Expertise needed (re EMT school budget) (edit), May 3, 1996, p.6
Continue Edgemont school commitment (ltr), May 3, 1996, p.6
Edgemont parents urge a yes vote (ltr), May 3, 1996, p.6
Vote yes, then expand horizons (ltr), May 3, 1996, p.6
Don't accept hike without a fight (ltr), May 3, 1996, p.6
PTAs prompt winning votes (photo), May 10, 1996, p.1
Budget editorial (from 5/3/96) insulted everyone (ltr), May 10, 1996, p.6
Senior citizen is offended (re editorial from 5/3/96) (ltr), May 10, 1996, p.6
Inquirer not fair to (EMT) budget critics (ltr), May 10, 1996, p.6
School budget vote results (cont), May 10, 1996, p.19

SCHOOLS-EMT-GRADUATION
(Supplement) Graduation '96 (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.0

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL
Merchants helped school fundraiser (ltr), May 3, 1996, p.8

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-GRADUATION
Proudly hailed (SCS and EMT High School graduates) (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.1

SCHOOLS-STATE AID
Most school aid restored in budget, Jul 19, 1996, p.1
Most school aid restored (cont), Jul 19, 1996, p.8

SCHOOLS-NEW YORK STATE
Regional plan includes changes in school financing, Feb 16, 1996, p.5
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SCHOOLS-NEW YORK STATE-STATE AID
Local school control likely to survive, Mar 15, 1996, p.1
Local school control likely to survive (cont), Mar 15, 1996, p.13
Albany reacts to budget protests, Apr 19, 1996, p.9
Simple justice (edit), Jul 26, 1996, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS
Home page for Scarsdale (cont), Jan 5, 1996, p.5
Schools taking the easy way out (ltr), Jan 5, 1996, p.6
Make diversity a positive thing (ltr), Jan 26, 1996, p.6
Magic expected of new schools chief (photo), Feb 2, 1996, p.1
Board welcomes superintendent (Dr Francis Murphy) (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.1
School tax hike of 5.21% proposed, Mar 8, 1996, p.1
School tax hike of 5.21% proposed (cont), Mar 8, 1996, p.9
Mapmaker at Greenacres School (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.9
Snow day record, Mar 15, 1996, p.1
Local schools are new on the Net (photo), Mar 15, 1996, p.9
Schools have home page on the Internet (cont), Mar 15, 1996, p.13
Quaker Ridge team promotes learning, Mar 22, 1996, p.9
School's on, but students take off (vacation for Easter and Passover narrowed to three day holiday), Apr 5, 1996, p.1
Teachers organize enrichment activities (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.10
Coming to America (experience of foreign student from England), Jun 28, 1996, p.11
Many new faces will greet returning students, Aug 30, 1996, p.1
Many new faces will greet students (cont), Aug 30, 1996, p.11
Schools to focus on character, Sep 6, 1996, p.1
Schools welcome new teachers, begin classes (photo) (cont), Sep 6, 1996, p.8
Murphy outlines plan for schools technology, Sep 27, 1996, p.1
Murphy unveils 10-year technology plan (cont), Sep 27, 1996, p.10
Committee to target schools' technology deficit (photo), Oct 11, 1996, p.1
Principals get raises, Oct 11, 1996, p.11
Group formed to target schools' technology deficit (cont), Oct 11, 1996, p.15
Technology group to advise schools, Nov 22, 1996, p.1
Technology committee to advise schools (cont), Nov 22, 1996, p.5
Scarsdale students score well on state report card, Dec 6, 1996, p.11
Computer advisors ready to go, Dec 20, 1996, p.1
Computer advisors ready to go (cont), Dec 20, 1996, p.14

SCHOOLS-SCS-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL
Student exchange breaks down barriers, Jan 5, 1996, p.9
A-School interns taste the world, Feb 2, 1996, p.9
Many hands make prettier parks (photo), May 3, 1996, p.5
Flowers and farewells (graduates of SCS Alternative School) (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.1
Loving tributes for A-School graduates, Jun 21, 1996, p.10
Enlist students to help fight cheating (edit), Sep 20, 1996, p.7
Participation the key to A(lternative) School (edit), Oct 11, 1996, p.7

SCHOOLS-SCS-ALUMNI
Deborah S Smolover (has received John Marshall award) (photo), Oct 11, 1996, p.4

SCHOOLS-SCS-BUDGET
Pataki's budget would raise taxes, Jan 12, 1996, p.8
School boards adopt budgets; No changes in Scarsdale plan, Apr 19, 1996, p.1
School votes Wednesday, May 3, 1996, p.1
Yes votes urged (edit), May 3, 1996, p.6
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SCHOOLS-SCS-BUDGET continued

Scarsdale budget is fiscally sound (ltr), May 3, 1996, p.6
School tax hike is 'insensitive' (ltr), May 3, 1996, p.6
PTAs prompt winning votes (photo), May 10, 1996, p.1
School budget vote results (cont), May 10, 1996, p.19
School year ends with surplus, Jul 5, 1996, p.11
Murphy surveys school finances, Oct 25, 1996, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-CURRICULUM

Elementary math curriculum to be reviewed, May 24, 1996, p.9
An egg-citing project (photo), May 24, 1996, p.9
Curriculum changes under study, Jun 7, 1996, p.9
Summer research projects improve school curriculum, Sep 13, 1996, p.9
Parent input sought on math curricula (photo), Oct 25, 1996, p.9
Parents in dark on math methods (ltr), Nov 8, 1996, p.6
Letter to parents details math program wish list, Dec 20, 1996, p.13

SCHOOLS-SCS-EDGEWOOD

Edgewood reviewers start newspaper, Jan 12, 1996, p.8
Edgewood celebrates many cultures (photo), Jan 19, 1996, p.9
Study promotes understanding, Feb 9, 1996, p.9
For the school trophy case (Edgewood 1st graders win 1st place in scholastic chess) (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.9
Edgewood class entertains a furry southern visitor (photo), Mar 1, 1996, p.9
Edgewood hospitality (PTA committee organizes staff recognition luncheon) (photo), Mar 22, 1996, p.10
Edgewood celebrates the world (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.10
Paper art at Edgewood (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.9
Fair days (at Greenacres, Edgewood and Heathcote) (photo), May 24, 1996, p.9
First-graders' art has purpose (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.9
Edgewood events (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.11
Power Pals celebrate, Jun 28, 1996, p.11
Pen pals picnic (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.11
Learning to laugh at the weather (remnants of Hurricane Fausto) (photo), Sep 20, 1996, p.1
After-school fun (school picnics at Greenacres and Edgewood) (photo), Sep 20, 1996, p.9
Needed at school: hot lunch option (ltr), Oct 11, 1996, p.6
Treasures under the trees (yard sale by Japanese Mothers Club of Edgewood School) (photo), Oct 11, 1996, p.12
Edgewood fifth-graders raise abilities-awareness through fair (photo), Dec 20, 1996, p.13
Edgewood nurse retires, Dec 20, 1996, p.14

SCHOOLS-SCS-EDGEWOOD-GRADUATION

(Supplement) Graduation '96 (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.0

SCHOOLS-SCS-FOX MEADOW

Holiday spirit (toys collected for needy children in Westchester and New York City) (photo), Jan 5, 1996, p.9
Bake sale benefit (Fox Meadow Student Council bake sale) (photo), Jan 12, 1996, p.8
Fox Meadow mission: books for fuel (photo), Feb 2, 1996, p.10
Memorial mural dedicated (photo), Feb 9, 1996, p.9
Neighbors rally to ease a family's pain (edit), Mar 8, 1996, p.7
International rhythms (multicultural assembly at Fox Meadow) (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.9
Schoolwide events promote science (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.9
Music educators learn from Rybak's work (through magic of videotape), Apr 26, 1996, p.9
Kids recap science celebration, May 3, 1996, p.10
Project sparks thinking, learning, May 10, 1996, p.10
Chess players shine at national tourney (photo), May 17, 1996, p.9
Fox Meadow fair this Saturday (photo), May 17, 1996, p.10
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SCHOOLS-SCS-FOX MEADOW continued

Egyptian extravaganza (Fox Meadow fifth grade presentation) (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.10
Pen pals picnic (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.11
Soft touch (visiting artist demonstrates joys of friendship using soft sculpture puppets) (photo), Nov 15, 1996, p.9
Abilities awareness fostered, Nov 15, 1996, p.9
Hindu holiday introduced at Fox Meadow (photo), Dec 6, 1996, p.12
‘Everybody Counts’ abilities awareness at Fox Meadow (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.11
Seasonal spirit (photo), Dec 27, 1996, p.11
Holiday video drive (photo), Dec 27, 1996, p.11

SCHOOLS-SCS-FOX MEADOW-GRADUATION (Supplement) Graduation ’96 (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.0

SCHOOLS-SCS-GREENACRES

Greenacres teacher (Ellen Citron) to retire, Feb 16, 1996, p.9
A world of cultures (International week at Greenacres) (photo), Mar 22, 1996, p.9
Food for thought (students pack lunches for Midnight Run) (photo), Apr 19, 1996, p.9
Greenacres principal will retire in August (photo), May 17, 1996, p.1
Fair days (at Greenacres, Edgewood and Heathcote) (photo), May 24, 1996, p.9
Ancient culture on display (display of Lenape culture by Greenacres fourth graders) (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.10
Moving up and on (retiling Greenacres principal with fifth graders on moving-up day) (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.1
Greenacres picks Manhattan principal (photo), Jul 19, 1996, p.1
After-school fun (school picnics at Greenacres and Edgewood) (photo), Sep 20, 1996, p.9
N.Y. (New York Schools Insurance Reciprocal) covers schools, Sep 20, 1996, p.10
Most students eat lunch in school (photo), Oct 4, 1996, p.11
Sternberg goes back to work, Oct 4, 1996, p.11
Truck Day draws a crowd (Greenacres visited by SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps, Police & Cable/photograph), Oct 11, 1996, p.11
Greenacres shares secrets of sushi (photo), Nov 22, 1996, p.9
PTA fundraiser a tasty success (itinerary), Dec 6, 1996, p.6
Hooray for books (National Book Week celebrations) (photo), Dec 6, 1996, p.12
A good deed leads to new relationship, Dec 20, 1996, p.14
Magic moments (Dr. Francis Murphy puts on magic show for Greenacres first graders) (photo), Dec 27, 1996, p.11

SCHOOLS-SCS-GREENACRES-GRADUATION (Supplement) Graduation ’96 (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.0

SCHOOLS-SCS-HEATHCOTE

Postcard project (Heathcote 3rd graders) (photo), Jan 12, 1996, p.8
Artful projects (variety of silk-screened projects), Feb 2, 1996, p.9
Strike up the band (winter concert at Edgewood) (photo), Feb 2, 1996, p.10
Character education projects (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.9
Child’s Play presents Heathcote dramas (photo), Feb 23, 1996, p.8
Book illustrator visits Heathcote (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.10
Young at heart (Clara Sved, 101 years old, visits Heathcote fourth graders) (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.9
Beach week (fourth annual all-school beach party at Heathcote) (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.9
Colonial characters (Heathcote 5th graders portray important colonial-era figures) (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.10
Food for thought (students pack lunches for Midnight Run) (photo), Apr 19, 1996, p.9
Once upon a time... (Sgt Tom Carroll reads aloud to Heathcote third graders) (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.3
Heathcote celebrates reading, Apr 26, 1996, p.9
2 administrators leaving schools; Heathcote principal resigns (photo), May 3, 1996, p.1
Shock and anger at Heathcote (re Jayne Steubing’s sudden resignation) (itinerary), May 10, 1996, p.6
Heathcote distressed over Steubing departure, May 10, 1996, p.9
Stories with significance (visit by Dovie Thomason, a Native American storyteller) (photo), May 10, 1996, p.10
Heathcote parents question board on principal’s exit (continued), May 10, 1996, p.10
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HEATHCOTE continued

Fair days (at Greenacres, Edgewood and Heathcote) (photo), May 24, 1996, p.9
Heathcote days (annual Jelly Bean Field Day) (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.9
Ph. D's chosen for H'cote, SMS, Jul 5, 1996, p.1
Getting acquainted (new principal at Heathcote meets parents at PTA reception) (photo), Sep 13, 1996, p.9
A stylish welcome (to parents new to Heathcote school) (photo), Sep 20, 1996, p.10
PTA fund teacher's attendance at workshop, Sep 27, 1996, p.9
Once it was the exception, but now nearly all kids eat lunch in school (photo), Oct 4, 1996, p.1
Readers and writers (at Heathcote and Quaker Ridge) (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.9
Courses target respect, reading, Nov 22, 1996, p.9
Thanksgiving traditions (marked the week at Scarsdale elementary schools) (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.11
New Heathcote principal builds school consensus (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.11
Electi-cities at Heathcote (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.12
Seasonal spirit (photo), Dec 27, 1996, p.11

SCHOOLS-SCS-HEATHCOTE-GRADUATION

(Supplement) Graduation '96 (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.0

SCHOOLS-SCS-HEATHCOTE-PTA

Scarsdale PTAs hos. dinner-dances (photo), Jan 26, 1996, p.10

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL

Snow stalls students, Jan 12, 1996, p.8
SHS artist honored (photo), Jan 26, 1996, p.9
Teacher evaluations improve communication, Jan 26, 1996, p.9
Magic intrigues many students, Feb 2, 1996, p.9
SHS seniors 'reject' faculty by one point, Feb 2, 1996, p.17
Task force seeks donations (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.9
Comfort station on the rise (by SHS) (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.12
High school student charged in locker theft, Mar 15, 1996, p.3
Artist eyes set design career (photo), Mar 15, 1996, p.9
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.30
Teachers form alliance, Apr 5, 1996, p.9
Prominent poet (Stephanie Strickland) to appear at SHS, Apr 5, 1996, p.9
Language contest winners (SHS students take top honors in Iona College language competition) (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.9
Battle of the boards (basketball game between village hall/police dept and SHS teams) (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.3
Windows on the world (annual international day at SHS) (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.9
Blood Drive May 1 (photo), Apr 19, 1996, p.9
Scarsdale high school strings to perform, Apr 26, 1996, p.9
Artist of the month chosen (photo), May 3, 1996, p.9
Jabberfest boosts study-worn spirits, May 3, 1996, p.10
Students praised for blood drive (ltr), May 10, 1996, p.6
Goodman named Presidential Scholar (photo), May 17, 1996, p.1
Goodman named Presidential Scholar (cont), May 17, 1996, p.10
Hiding out at Scarsdale High School, May 24, 1996, p.5
Drifters cast a magic spell (SHS PTA dinner dance) (ltr), May 24, 1996, p.6
CPR at SHS (photo), May 24, 1996, p.10
Hiding out at Scarsdale High School: teenagers cope with homosexuality (cont), May 24, 1996, p.14
SHS - taking on the rights and realities of gay students, May 31, 1996, p.8
SHS - taking on the rights and realities of gay students (cont), May 31, 1996, p.21
Open discussion promotes growth (response to letter from D Karl Malkames from 5/31/96) (ltr), Jun 7, 1996, p.6
(Late spring at SHS) (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.6
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL continued

Awards celebrate student achievement in academics, service (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.10
Spring athletes feted at barbecue dinners (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.21
Volunteers honored by PTA (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.10
Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.34
PTA honors student volunteers (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.10
Tennis house dedicated (by SHS) (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.5
Stammer inducted into SHS Scholar-Athlete Honor Society (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.21
Another opening (SCS Summer Music Theatre presents "Brigadoon" at SHS) (photo), Aug 2, 1996, p.1
SHS batman wins silver at Empire State Games (photo), Aug 30, 1996, p.15

Study targets violence, Sep 13, 1996, p.9
Asbestos, rain hinder renovation of courts, Sep 20, 1996, p.1
Asbestos, rain hinder renovation of courts (photo) (cont), Sep 20, 1996, p.8
Seniors make merit semi(finalists) (individual names noted), Sep 20, 1996, p.9
Forum examines origins of prejudice, Sep 20, 1996, p.10
Youth counselor moves to SHS (photo), Sep 27, 1996, p.9
High school mentors meet, Sep 27, 1996, p.9
Symposium studies roots of violence, Oct 4, 1996, p.11
Saturday night live (concert at SHS) (photo), Oct 4, 1996, p.11
A behind-the-scenes look at Bosnia (photo), Oct 25, 1996, p.1
A valuable lesson (slide show of the discovery of treasure from Spanish galleon Atocha) (photo), Oct 25, 1996, p.9
Hamm named assistant principal (photo), Nov 1, 1996, p.1
Hamm named assistant principal (cont), Nov 1, 1996, p.9
SHS coaches to be evaluated, Nov 8, 1996, p.1
SHS ponders a violent world, Nov 15, 1996, p.9
Raiders capture state field hockey title (photo), Nov 22, 1996, p.1
Spirit and heart (salute to field hockey champions the SCS Raiders and coach Penny Salinger) (edit), Nov 22, 1996, p.6
Scarsdale field hockey players capture first state championship (cont), Nov 22, 1996, p.21
Fields of dreams: a state title for Scarsdale (photo), Nov 22, 1996, p.21
Maroon & White Congratulates The Girls Varsity Field Hockey Team (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.32
Dedication and sportmanship honored (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.32
Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38
Celentano steps down as girls' coach, Dec 27, 1996, p.1
Celentano steps down as girls' coach (photo) (cont), Dec 27, 1996, p.20

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-ALUMNI

New magazine & new marriage? It's a natural! (photo), Jan 5, 1996, p.1
Newlywed SHS graduates start magazine (cont), Jan 5, 1996, p.7
Eric Leventhal (has joined the Coca Cola Co as a segment marketing manager) (photo), Jan 19, 1996, p.4
From Dean Field to the Super Bowl (edit), Jan 26, 1996, p.17
Alumni get-together (photo), Feb 23, 1996, p.8
After Brown University, off to Disney World? (edit), Mar 29, 1996, p.7
SHS graduate finds calling as top producer (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.21
SHS grad finds calling at ABC (cont), Mar 29, 1996, p.22
Politics and fear on a collision course (review of book focusing on impact of Horton case) (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.3
Congressional aide (Aimee Simmons is staff assistant for Congresswoman Sue W. Kelly) (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.4
Andrew E Tomback (appointed counsel to Milbank, Tweed, Hadley & McCloy) (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.4

Politics and fear on a collision course (review of book focusing on impact of Horton case) (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.3
Congressional aide (Aimee Simmons is staff assistant for Congresswoman Sue W. Kelly) (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.4
Andrew E Tomback (appointed counsel to Milbank, Tweed, Hadley & McCloy) (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.4

SHS friends mourn graduate killed in crash (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.1
On the frontier of medical science (edit), Apr 12, 1996, p.7

SHS graduates mourn loss of friend (cont), Apr 12, 1996, p.10
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-ALUMNI continued
SHS grad(uate) pursues a diamond dream (photo), May 3, 1996, p.21
SHS grad is making mark in minor leagues (cont), May 3, 1996, p.22
Old friends: gone but not forgotten (illus) (edit), May 10, 1996, p.7
Former Raider now calling shots as producer (photo), May 10, 1996, p.21
SHS graduate calling shots as top producer (cont), May 10, 1996, p.23
Kenneth A Marx (has helped research and assemble "Hispanic Americans in Congress"), May 24, 1996, p.4
Peter Sheridan (has founded Vietnam Venture Group), May 31, 1996, p.4
'60s protest songs provide a window on history (photo), May 31, 1996, p.9
Nationwide thank-you (Stuart Malina thanked on national television during Tony awards show), Jun 7, 1996, p.1
Scarsdale High School graduate publishes newspaper in former Iron-Curtain country (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.5
The sky's the limit for former SHS athlete (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.21
Sky's the limit for SHS grad(uate) (cont), Jun 7, 1996, p.24
Alums advise on life after high school, Jun 14, 1996, p.9
Living with confusion - one girl's story, Jun 21, 1996, p.10
An alumna remembers Scarsdale well (edit), Jul 12, 1996, p.7
2 local people aboard fatal flight (photo), Jul 19, 1996, p.1
'A hidden gem' of television (Jack O'Hara), Jul 26, 1996, p.1
Siegel was our first Presidential Scholar (photo), Jul 26, 1996, p.12
SHS alumna, hitting stride on stage, screen and video (photo), Aug 9, 1996, p.13
Radano hitting stride on stage, screen and video (cont), Aug 9, 1996, p.14
Distinctive graphics are SHS grad's signature (photo), Aug 16, 1996, p.5
Scarsdale tunesmith (photo), Aug 23, 1996, p.10
Vet returns to 'Nam - as a businessman (photo), Aug 30, 1996, p.5
Adler wins outdoor title in Connecticut, Aug 30, 1996, p.15
Former SHS football great returns to his roots (photo), Sep 13, 1996, p.27
Former SHS football great returns to his roots (cont), Sep 13, 1996, p.28
Ed Fields (has won a prime time Emmy award for writing NBC series "Lost Civilizations"), Sep 20, 1996, p.4
Paul M Ghiozzi (has completed Marine Corps Officer Candidates School at Quantico, Va) (photo), Oct 18, 1996, p.4
Stock working with v.p. as White House fellow (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.4
Scarsdale sports surgeon returns to his home turf (photo), Nov 15, 1996, p.21
Famous sports surgeon has Scarsdale roots (photo), Nov 15, 1996, p.22
Elana Polin to make European debut (photo), Nov 22, 1996, p.15
A Thanksgiving rite continues at Crossway, Dec 6, 1996, p.1
A Thanksgiving tradition continues at Crossway (cont), Dec 6, 1996, p.26
James R Pitofsky (founder and director of organization Ideals), Dec 13, 1996, p.4
Recalling one of the greatest upsets in SHS history (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.33

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-CLUBS
SHS club hosts gala for shelter (photo), May 24, 1996, p.10

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-CURRICULUM
SHS staff explains: Ins and outs of class placement, Nov 15, 1996, p.1
Staff explains ins and outs of class placement (cont), Nov 15, 1996, p.8

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-DEBATE TEAM
Debate team wins state awards, May 3, 1996, p.10

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-DRAMA CLUB
'Orpheus Descending' (to be presented by SHS Drama Club) (photo), Mar 1, 1996, p.1
Debaters report a winning season, Mar 15, 1996, p.10
Gutsy performances ignite 'Orpheus', Mar 15, 1996, p.17
Young thespians need recognition (ltr), May 17, 1996, p.6
SHS Drama Club to present musical 'How to Succeed...' (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.15
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-GRADUATION
Proudly hailed (SCS and EMT High School graduates) (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.1
(Supplement) Graduation '96 (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.0

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PROM
Prom breakfast early Sunday, Jun 21, 1996, p.10
Thanks to all who helped with party (post-prom breakfast) (ltr), Jun 28, 1996, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PTA
Preparing for the future (praise for SHS program about today's uncertain job market) (edit), Jun 14, 1996, p.6
SHS-PTA dance was successful (ltr), Nov 29, 1996, p.6
Thanksgiving traditions (marked the week at Scarsdale elementary schools) (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.11

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PTA SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Scholarship donation (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.9
PTA launches drive for college scholarship fund, Nov 22, 1996, p.4

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-REUNIONS
Alumni get-together (photo), Feb 23, 1996, p.8
(SHS) Class of '46 returns (photo), May 31, 1996, p.9
Reunion for class of '76, Jul 26, 1996, p.2

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-SIGNIFER
Honor society inducts 76 (individual names noted), Oct 18, 1996, p.11

SCHOOLS-SCS-IHM
Fair (at IHM) promotes good health (photo), May 3, 1996, p.10
A lasting legacy (dedication of new library at IHM) (photo), Nov 22, 1996, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-IHM-GRADUATION
(Supplement) Graduation '96 (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.0

SCHOOLS-SCS-MIDDLE SCHOOL
Holiday spirit (toys collected for needy children in Westchester and New York City) (photo), Jan 5, 1996, p.9
Trips for middle-schoolers, Mar 1, 1996, p.9
Middle School News; Biography project, Mar 8, 1996, p.9
Speech contest draws record number, Mar 29, 1996, p.10
SMS rallies for school spirit (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.10
Now that's drama! (speech contest at SMS) (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes (SMS) Speech Contest 1996 (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.26
Fitness focus at SMS (photo), Apr 19, 1996, p.9
Trying out sign language skills (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.9
Excellent in any language (winners of recent foreign language poster contest at SMS) (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.9
2 administrators leaving schools; Butler House counselor leaving, May 3, 1996, p.1
Higher math at SMS (photo), May 3, 1996, p.10
Middle school students take aim at 'Annie Get Your Gun' (photo), May 3, 1996, p.17
CHOICE holds world conference (photo), May 10, 1996, p.9
Museum portrays the body's wonders, May 17, 1996, p.10
Art with a message (poster project created by middle school art teacher) (photo), May 17, 1996, p.10
Report topics, May 31, 1996, p.9
Curriculum changes under study, Jun 7, 1996, p.9
Ph. D's chosen for H'cote, SMS, Jul 5, 1996, p.1
Ph.D's chosen as SMS, Heathcote administrators (cont), Jul 5, 1996, p.12
Note commends valued teacher (Irving Sloan) (ltr), Sep 20, 1996, p.6
A cast of characters (7th graders from SMS visit with residents at Cabrini Nursing Home) (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.9
New counselor joins SMS outreach effort (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.9
CARE Club sells candygrams, Nov 15, 1996, p.9
Prizewinning painter (E Kim receives grand prize in SCS Halloween window painting contest) (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.4
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SCHOOLS-SCS-MIDDLE SCHOOL  continued
Popham-8 cooks up some holiday spirit (photo), Dec 6, 1996, p.11
The task: preparing middle school students for an unknowable future (edit), Dec 20, 1996, p.7
SMS helps whose in need (photo), Dec 20, 1996, p.13
Preparring middle school students for an unknowable future (cont), Dec 20, 1996, p.19
Visitor recalls wartime struggle, Dec 27, 1996, p.11

SCHOOLS-SCS-MIDDLE SCHOOL-GRADUATION
(Supplement) Graduation '96 (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.0

SCHOOLS-SCS-QUAKER RIDGE
Painting musical pictures (photo), Jan 12, 1996, p.8
Chinese lessons at Quaker Ridge (photo), Feb 9, 1996, p.9
Saying it in song (musical entertainment by Quaker Ridge students) (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.5
Model school in Maine inspires 4 Quaker Ridge teachers (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.9
Stories with significance (visit by Dovie Thomason, a Native American storyteller) (photo), May 10, 1996, p.10
Fourth graders miss Feuerstein (ltr), May 24, 1996, p.6
In 2s and 3s they're off to school (photo), Sep 6, 1996, p.1
Quaker Ridge starts 50th year (photo), Sep 13, 1996, p.9
Parents welcome Quaker Ridge peers (photo), Sep 27, 1996, p.9
Most students eat lunch in school (photo), Oct 4, 1996, p.11
Disabilities awareness at Quaker Ridge (photo), Oct 18, 1996, p.11
50 years young (Quaker Ridge School has 50th birthday party) (photo), Nov 1, 1996, p.9
Readers and writers (at Heathcote and Quaker Ridge) (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.9
Troupe presents kids' plays (photo), Nov 15, 1996, p.10
Thanksgiving traditions (marked the week at Scarsdale elementary schools) (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.11
Tipi time at Quaker Ridge (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.12

SCHOOLS-SCS-QUAKER RIDGE-GRADUATION
(Supplement) Graduation '96 (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.0

SCHOOLS-SCS-QUAKER RIDGE-PTA
Helmets on for safety (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-ST PIUS X
He's surrounded (with police figures made by St Pius X kindergartners) (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.3

SCHOOLS-SCS-STATE AID
Schools struggle with dwindling aid, Mar 22, 1996, p.1
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) panel decries aid cuts, Mar 22, 1996, p.10
Most school aid restored in budget, Jul 19, 1996, p.1
Most school aid restored (cont), Jul 19, 1996, p.8

SCHOOLS-WESTCHESTER-STATE AID
State aid cuts target special ed(ucation), Jan 19, 1996, p.1
A broken promise (edit), Jan 19, 1996, p.6
Schools fear consequences of cuts in state aid (cont), Jan 19, 1996, p.21
Pataki budget endangers future of education (edit), Feb 2, 1996, p.7

SCHRIER, DANIEL R
Daniel R Schrier (dies), Jun 28, 1996, p.16

SCHROEDER, ELAINE
The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.24
Planners send K(IDS) B(ASE) architect back to drafting table, Jul 26, 1996, p.1
Board requests special use info(rmation) from Nynex, Sep 27, 1996, p.1
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SCHROEDER, ELAINE continued
Neighbor: Limit Nynex activities (ltr), Nov 8, 1996, p.6
Nynex on Post Road: Is it an exchange or a phone depot?, Nov 29, 1996, p.1

SCHUBERT, DAVID
Field is crowded in Edgemont race, Feb 2, 1996, p.1

SCHULTZBANK, DANIEL
Helmets on for safety (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.9

SCHUMAN, JOEY
Chilly children (wait for their school bus) (photo), Feb 9, 1996, p.1

SCHUMAN, SARAH
Chilly children (wait for their school bus) (photo), Feb 9, 1996, p.1

SCHUTZ, CHRISTA
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.24

SCHWAB, MARTIN J (AU)
Kudos for cops and ambulance (ltr), Oct 25, 1996, p.6

SCHWALBE, RACHEL
Young rescuers trained (first aid workshop) (photo), Mar 15, 1996, p.10

SCHWALBERG, MICHAEL D (AU)
Eating disorders not glamorous (ltr), Feb 9, 1996, p.7

SCHWARCZ, STEVEN
Steven Schwarcz (appointed professor of law at Duke University) (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.4

SCHWARTZ, HARRY (AU)
Don't accept hike without a fight (ltr), May 3, 1996, p.6
Inquirer not fair to (EMT) budget critics (ltr), May 10, 1996, p.6
(EMT) School critic (Janet Sydlaske) merits response (ltr), Sep 20, 1996, p.6

SCHWARTZ, JEN
S(tudent) T(ransfer) E(ducation) P(lan) hopes to host a second student (photo), May 17, 1996, p.9

SCHWARTZ, JUDITH
Scholarship donation (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.9
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30
Schools to focus on character, Sep 6, 1996, p.1

SCHWARTZ, MATTHEW
Awards celebrate student achievement in academics, service (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.10

SCHWARTZ, MATTHEW (AU)
Underhanded try for easy victory (re lawsuit by Suzi Oppenheimer against opponent Ira Brody) (ltr), Aug 23, 1996, p.6

SCHWARTZ, MEGAN
Raiders capture state field hockey title (photo), Nov 22, 1996, p.1
Fields of dreams: a state title for Scarsdale (photo), Nov 22, 1996, p.21
Maroon & White Congratulates The Girls Varsity Field Hockey Team (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.32
Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

SCHWARTZ, ROBERT (AU)
Rec(reation) center could be good neighbor (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.6

SCHWARTZ, RUTH (AU)
Senior citizen is offended (re editorial from 5/3/96) (ltr), May 10, 1996, p.6

SCHWARTZ, RYAN

SCHWARTZ, SUE
Model school in Maine inspires 4 Quaker Ridge teachers (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.9
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SCHWARZ, ALAN
'60s protest songs provide a window on history (photo), May 31, 1996, p.9

SCHWARZ, JAMIE
Task force seeks donations (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.9

SCHWEITZER, CAREN
What makes Caren Schweitzer run?, May 24, 1996, p.19
What makes Caren run? (photo) (cont), May 24, 1996, p.20

SCIENCE FICTION
'Star Trek' - a morality play (edit), Aug 30, 1996, p.7

SCHINTO, EMILY
Recalling the birth of the Village Club (photo), Feb 2, 1996, p.5

SCHINTO, EMILY A
Women lifers to join T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) men (ltr), Jan 19, 1996, p.6

SCOBEY, DAVID
Yet more women trustees recalled (response to letter by A F Lazzara from 7/19/96) (ltr), Aug 2, 1996, p.6

SCOFLLAWS
Scofflaws fill downtown spaces, Dec 13, 1996, p.1
Parking pariahs (re village's parking scofflaws) (edit), Dec 13, 1996, p.6
Scofflaws take downtown parking spaces (cont), Dec 13, 1996, p.9

SCOPPA, ELIZABETH J
Elizabeth J Scoppa (dies), Jan 5, 1996, p.10

SCOTT, ADAM
Holiday spirit (toys collected for needy children in Westchester and New York City) (photo), Jan 5, 1996, p.9

SCOVILL, PHYLLIS
Phyllis Scovill (dies), Mar 29, 1996, p.14

SCRIPPS, ANN
Women organize to lobby legislators, Aug 16, 1996, p.1

SCS
The journey never ends ("We creep slowly along the continuum that is Scarsdale's history) (edit), Jan 26, 1996, p.6
Living among wealthy not an entitlement (edit), Feb 23, 1996, p.7
A daughter thanks caring community (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.8
Is this any way to run things? (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.8
New phone numbers (village has acquired new telephone exchange - 722), Mar 22, 1996, p.1
Accent Nails opens in village, Mar 29, 1996, p.4
East Scarsdale (Assn) plans comeback (ltr), Apr 12, 1996, p.6
Let's act to stop the scarring of Scarsdale (edit), Apr 12, 1996, p.6
Let's act to stop the scarring of Scarsdale (edit) (cont), Apr 12, 1996, p.7
Lord Scarsdale would be proud (ltr), May 10, 1996, p.6
An alumna remembers Scarsdale well (edit), Jul 12, 1996, p.7
(Supplement) Free (offers, events and giveaways in SCS, GBH and vicinity) (photo), Jul 19, 1996, p.0
Yet more women trustees recalled (response to letter by A F Lazzara from 7/19/96) (ltr), Aug 2, 1996, p.6
Village conditions trouble merchants (photo), Aug 16, 1996, p.1
Village conditions troubling (cont), Aug 16, 1996, p.8
Newcomers wonder: What kind of town is this? (edit), Sep 6, 1996, p.6
Safety award (village of SCS has received merit award from Automobile Club of New York) (photo), Oct 4, 1996, p.4
Record price for home (Le Manoir, a French manor house on Heathcote Rd, sold for $3.85 million/photo), Oct 25, 1996, p.4
(Supplement) Read All About Us; A Guide to Local Shops, Services and Professionals (photo), Oct 25, 1996, p.0
The Year in Review (details developments in SCS, EMT-HTS and Westchester) (photo), Dec 27, 1996, p.2
The Year in Review (photo) (cont), Dec 27, 1996, p.4
The Year in Review (photo) (cont), Dec 27, 1996, p.5
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SCS continued
Dubious distinctions (bestows humorous awards relating to developments in SCS and GBH) (edit), Dec 27, 1996, p.6

SCS ADULT SCHOOL (1996)
Adult school takes on controversial topic, Sep 20, 1996, p.2
Adult school courses are set to begin Sept 30, Sep 20, 1996, p.2

SCS ART ASSN
Art moves outdoors next weekend (photo), Aug 30, 1996, p.13
Double-header here (SCS Art Assn two day show and sale), Sep 20, 1996, p.1
On Saturday: Here comes the sun (SCS Art Assn annual show and sale and KIDS BASE carnival) (photo), Sep 27, 1996, p.1
(SCS Art Assn's annual art show) (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.6
Pastel by Jane Kasow named best in art show (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.21

SCS BOWL (1996)
Bowl deadline nears, Mar 29, 1996, p.1
Blissful (Alan) Blitz (photo), Apr 19, 1996, p.1
Coach par excellence (praise for Alan Blitz) (edit), Apr 19, 1996, p.6
Blitz praised and roasted at bowl dinner (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.5
The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26

SCS BOWL (1997)
William Miller to chair bowl award committee (photo), Oct 25, 1996, p.4
Committee is appointed to award Scarsdale Bowl, Nov 8, 1996, p.4
Stock to receive Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.1
Stock to get award (cont), Dec 13, 1996, p.5

SCS FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE
Snow angels aided homebound (ltr), Jan 26, 1996, p.6
Sisters to be honored at 'Gourmet Galaxy' (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.2
Generosity made S(CS) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice) gala great (ltr), May 3, 1996, p.7
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 3, 1996, p.30
How great a subsidy? (for KIDS BASE) (edit), Jun 28, 1996, p.6
S(CS) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice) is grateful for S(CS) O(pen) S(ociety) A(ssn) funds (ltr), Jul 19, 1996, p.6
New director for senior programs (photo), Aug 30, 1996, p.4
Learning to succeed through adventure (Youth Service Project) (photo), Sep 6, 1996, p.8
Help keep door open at S(CS) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice) (ltr), Nov 22, 1996, p.6
Charity begins at home (edit), Nov 29, 1996, p.6
S(CS) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice) indebted to volunteers (ltr), Nov 29, 1996, p.6

SCS FOUNDATION
Lynn Demitrieus, Walter Handelman voted Scarsdale Foundation trustees, Feb 16, 1996, p.4
Foundation offers scholarship aid, Mar 1, 1996, p.4
Blissful (Alan) Blitz (photo), Apr 19, 1996, p.1

SCS HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Volunteers made benefit a success (ltr), Mar 29, 1996, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.24
Regional historical sites to conduct open houses (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.2
Chores of yore spotlighted in historical society exhibition (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.11
Foliage run, etc. (scheduled for this Sunday), Oct 18, 1996, p.1
Village still reeling from fierce storm (photo), Oct 25, 1996, p.1
Welcome aboard (new board members) (photo), Nov 1, 1996, p.4

SCS INQUIRER (NEWSPAPER)
Little predictors left out of photo (ltr), Jan 19, 1996, p.6
Interviews provide needed oversight (comments on Op-Ed page of March 1 issue of SCS Inquirer) (ltr), Mar 8, 1996, p.8
Inquirer wins 21 awards in annual (Newspaper Contest of the) N(ew) Y(ork) P(ress) A(ssn) contest, Apr 19, 1996, p.1
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SCS INQUIRER (NEWSPAPER) continued

Let's get more efficient (details requirements for submitting material to SCS Inquirer) (edit), May 10, 1996, p.6
Budget editorial (from 5/3/96) insulted everyone (ltr), May 10, 1996, p.6
Senior citizen is offended (re editorial from 5/3/96) (ltr), May 10, 1996, p.6
Inquirer not fair to (EMT) budget critics (ltr), May 10, 1996, p.6
Reader objects to an expletive (response to Inquirer article on homosexuality from 5/24/96) (ltr), May 31, 1996, p.6
Graduation edition (to be published June 28), Jun 14, 1996, p.1
Village neighbors not second-class (ltr), Jun 14, 1996, p.6
Why the neighbors react intensely (re downtown development) (ltr), Jun 14, 1996, p.6
Trustees will do the right thing (re downtown development) (ltr), Jun 14, 1996, p.6
S(CS) R(esponsible) C(itizens) outraged by editorial (from June 7) (ltr), Jun 14, 1996, p.6
What happened to individualism?, Aug 2, 1996, p.6
Inquirer story (on family court) filled a need (ltr), Aug 16, 1996, p.6
Let's improve the tone (urges more responsibility at public meetings and in letters to editor) (edit), Aug 23, 1996, p.6
Be part of the paper (SCS Inquirer) (edit), Oct 4, 1996, p.6
Letter was quoted without consent (response to letter by Irving Sloan from 9/20/96) (ltr), Oct 11, 1996, p.6
Progress ahead (annual Progress Edition will be published Jan 31), Dec 20, 1996, p.1

SCS INQUIRER (NEWSPAPER)-PERSONAL NOTES

Out of the frying pan into the Inquirer (edit), Jan 12, 1996, p.6
Blizzard of '47: Neighborly shovels no snowplow (edit), Jan 12, 1996, p.7
A place for everything and everything in its place (edit), Feb 9, 1996, p.7
A miracle in the kitchen (edit), Feb 16, 1996, p.7
M(ove) P(ost) R(elage) E(elsewhere) is following CATCH's example (ltr), Apr 19, 1996, p.6
And that's how Ashley got her name (edit), Apr 19, 1996, p.6
A tale of 2 purchases (edit), Apr 26, 1996, p.6
Old friends: gone but not forgotten (illus) (edit), May 10, 1996, p.7
Just don't ask me how I feel (edit), May 17, 1996, p.7
Material maternal advice (edit), Jun 7, 1996, p.6
The philosopher of Spencer Place (edit), Jun 21, 1996, p.6
Breaking the ice around the rink (edit), Aug 2, 1996, p.7
Memories of a Catskills summer boyhood (edit), Aug 23, 1996, p.7
Memories of a summer boyhood in the Catskills (cont), Aug 23, 1996, p.10
Hindsight August 1946 (edit), Aug 30, 1996, p.6
The summer of the $200 tomato (edit), Aug 30, 1996, p.6
This PC wasn't politically correct (edit), Aug 30, 1996, p.7
Fiction excerpt; when our family came apart forever (edit), Sep 13, 1996, p.7
Sparagoosey, sparagoosey, one, two, three (edit), Sep 13, 1996, p.7
A pigeon in Piazza San Marco (edit), Sep 27, 1996, p.6
A pigeon in Piazza San Marco (cont) (edit), Sep 27, 1996, p.7
Tales from the South Pacific (edit), Sep 27, 1996, p.7
A 4-foot angel restores faith (ltr), Oct 18, 1996, p.6
Yikes, Mom has a sinus infection! (edit), Oct 18, 1996, p.7
A homeowner's lament; From creatures of the night to the 'day of the deluge' (edit), Oct 25, 1996, p.7
A little optimism on a rainy day (edit), Nov 8, 1996, p.6
'Liberal' is not a four-letter word (edit), Nov 8, 1996, p.7
I felt too guilty staying away (edit), Nov 22, 1996, p.7
If you are calling from a touch-tone phone... (edit), Nov 22, 1996, p.7
A wake-up call for the Rules Girls (edit), Nov 29, 1996, p.6
The time it rained chicken soup (edit), Dec 6, 1996, p.7
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SCS INQUIRER (NEWSPAPER)-PERSONAL NOTES continued

The heroic exploits of Eric (edit), Dec 13, 1996, p.6
The guest of honor wasn't there (edit), Dec 20, 1996, p.6
Measuring success then and now (edit), Dec 20, 1996, p.7

SCS OPEN SOCIETY ASSN

SCS O(pen) S(ociety) A(ssn) quietly ceases to exist, Jul 12, 1996, p.1
Small efforts count (praises SCS's efforts in overcoming American burden of racism) (edit), Jul 12, 1996, p.6
SCS O(pen) S(ociety) A(ssn) quietly ceases to exist (cont), Jul 12, 1996, p.10
SCS FAMILY C(ounseling) S(ervice) is grateful for S(CS) O(pen) S(ociety) A(ssn) funds (ltr), Jul 19, 1996, p.6

SCS RESPONSIBLE CITIZENS

A(merican) P(remier) U(nderwriters) proposal ignores report, Apr 26, 1996, p.1
Needed: vision, not fear (comments on plans for SCS downtown development) (edit), Jun 7, 1996, p.6
Why the neighbors react intensely (re downtown development) (ltr), Jun 14, 1996, p.6
SCS R(esponsible) C(itizens) outraged by editorial (from June 7) (ltr), Jun 14, 1996, p.6

SCS SPORTS AND RECREATION ASSN

SCS S(ports and) R(ecreation) A(ssn) answers residents' comments, concerns about rink, Feb 9, 1996, p.5
SCS S(ports and) R(ecreation) A(ssn) survey shows solid support (for ice rink/recreational center), Apr 5, 1996, p.1

SCS SUMMER MUSIC THEATRE

F Paul Driscoll takes help of summer music theatre (photo), Jan 26, 1996, p.15
SCS S(summer) M(usic) T(heatre) is grateful for the support (ltr), Feb 16, 1996, p.6
SCS S(summer) M(usic) T(heatre) to produce 'Brigadoon', May 3, 1996, p.17
SCS S(summer) M(usic) T(heatre)'s 'Brigadoon' to brighten the steamy dog days of August (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.11
Vibrant young staff brings freshness to SCS S(summer) M(usic) T(heatre)'s 'Brigadoon' (photo), Jul 19, 1996, p.11
Young staff brings freshness to 'Brigadoon' (photo), Jul 19, 1996, p.12
Students learn stage fighting for a realistic 'Brigadoon' (photo), Jul 26, 1996, p.21
Another opening (SCS Summer Music Theatre presents "Brigadoon" at SHS) (photo), Aug 2, 1996, p.1
All should go see 'Brigadoon' (ltr), Aug 2, 1996, p.6
Our own enchantment (praise for SCS Summer Music Theatre's production of "Brigadoon") (edit), Aug 9, 1996, p.6
SCS S(summer) M(usic) T(heatre)'s 'Brigadoon' a classy, lyrical, 1st rate delight (photo), Aug 9, 1996, p.13

SCS TASK FORCE ON DRUGS AND ALCOHOL

SEE TASK FORCE ON DRUGS AND ALCOHOL-SCS

SCS VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE CORPS

Young rescuers trained (first aid workshop) (photo), Mar 15, 1996, p.10
SCS V olunteer A mbulance C orps still awaits A dvanced L ife S upport (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.1
New blood for S(CS) V olunteer A mbulance C orps (photo), May 24, 1996, p.8
SCS V olunteer A mbulance C orps should cut word 'volunteer' (ltr), Jun 28, 1996, p.6
SCS V olunteer A mbulance C orps still needs people and money (ltr), Jul 5, 1996, p.6
Most of S(CS) V olunteer A mbulance C orps is still volunteer (re 6/28 letter by Underhill) (ltr), Jul 12, 1996, p.6
Kudos for cops and ambulance (ltr), Oct 25, 1996, p.6
Paramedic on duty (photo), Nov 22, 1996, p.8

SCS WOMAN'S CLUB

Woman's Club to get report on Bronx River Parkway, Jan 5, 1996, p.10
New life members of Scarsdale Woman's Club (photo), Mar 22, 1996, p.13
Exercise group may stay - for now (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.5

SCS-HISTORY

The sad saga of Hot Dog Joe (photo), Jan 5, 1996, p.5
Blizzard of '47: Neighborly shovels no snowplow (edit), Jan 12, 1996, p.7
Women brought contest to elections in 1921, Feb 23, 1996, p.5
Open spaces in Scarsdale history (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.5
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SCS-HISTORY continued

Open spaces in Scarsdale history, part 2, May 3, 1996, p.15
The complete history of open space, Ill (illus) (edit), May 31, 1996, p.8
A history of Scarsdale's open space (cont), May 31, 1996, p.16
She likes Sloan's history columns (ltr), Jun 14, 1996, p.7
The struggle to preserve open space (in SCS), Jul 19, 1996, p.5
More open space history of the village, Aug 23, 1996, p.5
Hindsight August 1946 (edit), Aug 30, 1996, p.6
When McCarthyism came to town, Nov 8, 1996, p.8

SCS-LIBRARY-POND

Arbored enhancement (Jane Bedichek and Anne Janiak plant a tree at SCS Library pond) (photo), May 3, 1996, p.1

SCS-PLANNING

Include neighbors in the planning (ltr), Apr 5, 1996, p.7
East side needs plans, models too (ltr), Apr 26, 1996, p.6
Tiny town (model of SCS village center on display in village hall) (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.1
Needed: vision, not fear (comments on plans for SCS downtown development) (edit), Jun 7, 1996, p.6
Why the neighbors react intensely (re downtown development) (ltr), Jun 14, 1996, p.6
Trustees will do the right thing (re downtown development) (ltr), Jun 14, 1996, p.6
Doubts raised on senior proposal, Jun 28, 1996, p.1
Doubts raised on downtown senior (housing) proposal (cont), Jun 28, 1996, p.5
Endorse the guidelines (edit), Jul 5, 1996, p.6
Residents mettle was misjudged (at village board meeting) (ltr), Jul 5, 1996, p.6
Fence, site plan, subdivisions mulled by planners, Oct 4, 1996, p.5

SEADER, BARBARA

Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) celebrates another year (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.9

SEADER, ERICA

Painting musical pictures (photo), Jan 12, 1996, p.8

SEALE, DAVID

Golf club president (Richard A Worden new president of SCS Golf Club) (photo), Mar 1, 1996, p.4

SEALE, SUE

All about books (fifth annual Book and Author luncheon of Westchester Library System) (photo), May 17, 1996, p.13

SEASONWEIN, MILTON B


SEAT BELTS

Buckle up, Feb 9, 1996, p.1

SEDER

A woman's journey (two participants in Westchester women's seder) (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.1
Many participated in women's seder (ltr), Apr 5, 1996, p.6

SEE, ALICE

Scofflaws take downtown parking spaces (cont), Dec 13, 1996, p.9

SEIDELMAN, PHYLLIS AND ROBERT (AU)

Bell has plenty of supporters (ltr), Aug 23, 1996, p.7

SEIDELMAN, ROBERT (AU)

Funds needed to fight lease plan (ltr), Jul 5, 1996, p.6
Trustees were not responsive (to "oral communication" comments from residents) (ltr), Jul 26, 1996, p.6

SEIDELMAN, ROBERT AND PHYLLIS (AU)

Time for some openness, debate on the issues (re Bob Harrison running for village trustee) (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.8
They also believe in civil discourse (response to edit by Irving Sloan from 9/6/96) (ltr), Sep 13, 1996, p.6
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SEIDMAN, EVELYN
School Board Nominating Committee nominates College Board executive (photo), Mar 22, 1996, p.1
Rodgers conflict denied (school board member's spouse teaching in same district), Mar 29, 1996, p.1

SEIDMAN, JEROME
The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I. Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26

SEIFE, BURTON (AU)
Why the neighbors react intensely (re downtown development) (ltr), Jun 14, 1996, p.6

SEIFE, TAMÁ (AU)
Village neighbors not second-class (ltr), Jun 14, 1996, p.6

SELF-DEFENSE
A victory for victims (advocates legalization of self-defense sprays in New York State) (edit), Aug 2, 1996, p.6

SELLERS, JESSE
Silver anniversaries (village honors 10 employees who have served SCS for 25 years) (photo), Jul 19, 1996, p.5

SELZER, JANNA
Artful projects (variety of silk-screened projects), Feb 2, 1996, p.9

SENIOR CITIZENS
Firefighters break down door to aid elderly resident, Sep 27, 1996, p.3

SENIOR CITIZENS-HOUSING
Village land sought for senior condos, Feb 23, 1996, p.1
Senior condos proposed (cont), Feb 23, 1996, p.5
Architect sought for senior condos, Jun 21, 1996, p.1
Architect sought for senior condominiums (cont), Jun 21, 1996, p.5
Trustees ask: Is senior housing needed on Weaver?, Aug 16, 1996, p.1
Oppose zoning change (for 12 units of senior housing on Weaver Street), Sep 27, 1996, p.1

SEROTA, JON
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.30

SERUYA, TARA
Edgewood events (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.11

SERYUA, HEIDI
Edgewood hospitality (PTA committee organizes staff recognition luncheon) (photo), Mar 22, 1996, p.10

SEVCIK, LUDOVIT (DR)
Scarsdalians elected at St. Agnes (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.2

SEWARD, STEPHEN (AU)
Remark offended Kids’ BASE dad (ltr), Jul 26, 1996, p.6

SEWERS
Village, county at odds over leaves and sewers, Apr 12, 1996, p.1
Village at loggerheads with county over leaves, sewers (cont), Apr 12, 1996, p.5
Village ponders ways of paying for sewer repair, Nov 15, 1996, p.1
Village ponders paying for sewer repair (photo) (cont), Nov 15, 1996, p.23
Use district fees for sewer repair (ltr), Nov 22, 1996, p.6
County urged to repair sewers, Nov 29, 1996, p.1
Legislator is on Scarsdale’s side (ltr), Nov 29, 1996, p.6
Village urges county to repair sewers (cont), Nov 29, 1996, p.15
Town and Village Civic Club urges village to hold off sewer rent, Dec 20, 1996, p.1

SEX OFFENDERS
Dentist gets 3 years probation for sex abuse, Jun 7, 1996, p.3

SEXUAL BEHAVIOR
Living with confusion - one girl’s story, Jun 21, 1996, p.10
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SEYMOUR, MARYLIN
Marilyn Seymour (and W Lawyer elected directors of Federated Conservationists of Westchester County), Oct 11, 1996, p.4

SHAFFER, CARYN (AU)
Continue Edgemont school commitment (ltr), May 3, 1996, p.6

SHAHEEN, MARY ANN (AU)
Preserve proven child program (ltr), Feb 16, 1996, p.6

SHAINES, VICTOR
Bee sting victim thanks Samaritan (ltr), Nov 1, 1996, p.6

SHAMES, JUNE
Silver anniversaries (village honors 10 employees who have served SCS for 25 years) (photo), Jul 19, 1996, p.5

SHAMOON, HARRY (DR)
Harry Shamoon, M.D. (elected to National Board of American Diabetes Assn) (photo), May 17, 1996, p.8

SHAMOON, RONA
Citizens Committee has 13 new members, Nov 15, 1996, p.1

SHANAHAN, MERRICK
Maroon & White Congratulates The Girls Varsity Field Hockey Team (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.32

SHAPIRO, ALAN
Welcome aboard (new board members) (photo), Nov 1, 1996, p.4

SHAPIRO, LINDA
Fox Meadow fair this Saturday (photo), May 17, 1996, p.10

SHAPIRO, MELISSA
County bond agency enters Kids' BASE debate (photo) (cont), May 3, 1996, p.23
Ground broken for Kids' BASE home (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.1

SHAPIRO, MELISSA M (AU)
Kids' BASE sets record straight (ltr), Apr 12, 1996, p.6

SHARIF, REHANA
Windows on the world (annual international day at SHS) (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.9

SHARIF, RUKHSAR
Windows on the world (annual international day at SHS) (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.9

SHATZKIN, ELLEN
New blood for S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) (photo), May 24, 1996, p.8
Paramedic on duty (photo), Nov 22, 1996, p.8

SHATZKIN, ELLEN (AU)
S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) still needs people and money (ltr), Jul 5, 1996, p.6

SHAY, ESTHER
Recalling the birth of the Village Club (photo), Feb 2, 1996, p.5
The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26

SHAY, ESTHER (AU)
L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) urges vote on S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommitee) changes (ltr), May 31, 1996, p.6

SHAY, ROBERT
The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26

SHEARER, KATIE
Edgewood events (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.11

SHEARER, PEGGY-ANN (AU)
Needed at school: hot lunch option (ltr), Oct 11, 1996, p.6

SHEEHY, MARY GEARY
Mary Geary Sheehy (dies), Jan 26, 1996, p.12
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SHEEN, LIAM
Merchants pronounce sale a success (photo), Aug 9, 1996, p.1

SHELDON, LOUISE
Louise Sheldon (dies), Feb 9, 1996, p.12

SHELENGIAN, CONSTANCE RYBAK (DR)
Seasonal spirit (photo), Dec 27, 1996, p.11

SHELOV, ERIC
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.30
Flowers and farewells (graduates of SCS Alternative School) (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.1

SHELOV, JOSH
Flowers and farewells (graduates of SCS Alternative School) (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.1

SHELOV, STEVEN P (DR)
Steven P Shelov, M.D. (1996 recipient of George L Armstrong Award and Lectureship) (photo), May 10, 1996, p.4

SHELTERS
I felt too guilty staying away (edit), Nov 22, 1996, p.7

SHEPARD, LORA
2 administrators leaving schools; Heathcote principal resigns (photo), May 3, 1996, p.1

SHEPARD, MICHAEL
The Bank of New York Salutes (SMS) Speech Contest 1996 (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.26

SHEPLEY, MARY ELLEN
Julia B Fee Salutes The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.32

SHERIDAN, PETER
Peter Sheridan (has founded Vietnam Venture Group), May 31, 1996, p.4
Vet returns to ‘Nam - as a businessman (photo), Aug 30, 1996, p.5

SHERMAN, ROGER
Filmmaker tackles effects of Simpson trial (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.1
Filmmaker tackles effects of Simpson trial (photo) (cont), Jul 12, 1996, p.2
Small efforts count (praises SCS’s efforts in overcoming American burden of racism) (edit), Jul 12, 1996, p.6

SHERMAN, SUSAN
Quick response (by SCS fire dept, police and ambulance when gas leak threatens Brite Ave home), Apr 5, 1996, p.1

SHERWOOD, EMILY
Pt Council welcomes new board (photo), May 17, 1996, p.10
Schools to focus on character, Sep 6, 1996, p.1
Technology group to advise schools, Nov 22, 1996, p.1

SHERWOOD, EMILY (AU)
Village calendar is a joint effort (ltr), Aug 23, 1996, p.6

SHIELD, DENNIS (DR)
Dennis Shields, Ph D (appointed director of Belfer Institute for Advanced Biomedical Studies)(photo), Oct 11, 1996, p.4

SHIFFER, MARION
Volunteers honored (Virginia Gager and Marion Shiffer), Jun 21, 1996, p.4

SHINE, EDWARD (DR)
3 finalists tapped for schools chief, Jan 26, 1996, p.1

SHIPS
A valuable lesson (slide show of the discovery of treasure from Spanish galleon Atocha) (photo), Oct 25, 1996, p.9

SHIVELY, GEORGE C (AU)
Bronxville mayors supporting Stein (ltr), Nov 1, 1996, p.8

SHOPPING
Merchants pronounce sale a success (photo), Aug 9, 1996, p.1
Think global, shop local (edit), Dec 6, 1996, p.6
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SHOPPING
  New lines reflect mercantile spirit (Itr), Dec 13, 1996, p.6

SHRIER, JORDAN
  SHS friends mourn grad(uate) killed in crash (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.1

SHULMAN, JAY
  Conservationist: yes, rail is ugly (response to letter by Jay Shulman from 5/24/96) (ltr), May 31, 1996, p.6
  A vision becomes traffic nightmare (response to letter by John Goodman from 1/26/96) (ltr), Feb 16, 1996, p.6
  "Improvements" destroyed (Staunton) bridge (connecting Popham and Ardsley Roads) (ltr), May 24, 1996, p.6

SHULMAN, LOUISE
  Campaign seeks money and votes (ltr), Feb 16, 1996, p.6

SHVETZ, LIZ
  SHS girls ski team takes sectional title (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.19

SICK
  Yikes, Mom has a sinus infection! (edit), Oct 18, 1996, p.7

SIDDIQUI, SAHER
  Windows on the world (annual international day at SHS) (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.9

SIDDIQUI, SANA
  Edgewood events (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.11

SIDEWALKS
  Village conditions trouble merchants (photo), Aug 16, 1996, p.1

SIEGEL, AARON N
  Aaron N Siegel (dies), Dec 20, 1996, p.18

SIEGEL, ANDREA
  Siegel was our first Presidential Scholar (photo), Jul 26, 1996, p.12

SIEGEL, EMILY ANN
  And 2 preceded Josh Goodman (as Presidential Scholars) (ltr), Jul 19, 1996, p.6

SIEGEL, HOWARD

SIEGEL, JOE
  Siegel was our first Presidential Scholar (photo), Jul 26, 1996, p.12

SIEGEL, MIRIAM
  Siegel was our first Presidential Scholar (photo), Jul 26, 1996, p.12

SIEGEL, MUFFY
  Siegel was our first Presidential Scholar (photo), Jul 26, 1996, p.12
  Yet more women trustees recalled (response to letter by A F Lazzara from 7/19/96) (ltr), Aug 2, 1996, p.6

SIEGEL, RICHARD
  In a positive light (scene filmed for "Remembering Mario" at hair salon on Garth Road) (photo), Aug 30, 1996, p.1

SIGLER, DEREK
  Edgewood fifth-graders raise abilities-awareness through fair (photo), Dec 20, 1996, p.13

SIGLER, JACKIE
  Edgewood class entertains a furry southern visitor (photo), Mar 1, 1996, p.9
  Edgewood events (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.11

SIGNS AND SIGNBOARDS
  Businesses make a neighborhood (ltr), Mar 1, 1996, p.6
  Don't sacrifice small Business (ltr), Mar 1, 1996, p.6
  Stop signs show persistence pays (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.1
  Nameless no more (SCS Chateaux) (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.19
  Signs would be a cheaper solution (ltr), Jul 5, 1996, p.7
  Shrink those signs (photo) (edit), Aug 16, 1996, p.6
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SIGNS AND SIGNBOARDS continued
Composting sign obtrusive at (SCS Library) pond (ltr), Nov 15, 1996, p.6

SIKORA, JOHN
Fire election was by the book (ltr), Jan 5, 1996, p.6
E'mont Council clouds the issue (ltr), May 10, 1996, p.6

SILBERBUSH, ROBERT
2 administrators leaving schools; Butler House counselor leaving, May 3, 1996, p.1

SILKOWITZ, JENNIFER
Edgewood events (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.11

SILVA, MARK
Popham-8 cooks up some holiday spirit (photo), Dec 6, 1996, p.11

SILVER, REBECCA
Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

SILVER, ROBERT
The man who made everything work (edit), Apr 26, 1996, p.7

SILVER, SUE
Many hands make prettier parks (photo), May 3, 1996, p.5

SILVERBLATT, FRANCIS L
Francis L Silverblatt (dies), Feb 16, 1996, p.12

SILVERMAN, ELLIOT
Language contest winners (SHS students take top honors in Iona College language competition) (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.9

SILVERMAN, JOSH
And speaking for the White House . . . (photo), Apr 19, 1996, p.5

SILVERMAN, RUTH
Character education projects (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.9

SILVERSTEIN, IRVING
Irving Silverstein (dies), Jul 26, 1996, p.16

SILVERSTEIN, JUDITH
Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

SILVERSTEIN, JULIUS
Village land sought for senior condos, Feb 23, 1996, p.1

SIMES, ANN
1995 (real estate) honorees (photo), Mar 1, 1996, p.4

SIMMERMACHER, JACKIE
S(CS) G(olf) C(lub) camp hones skills of future members (photo), Aug 9, 1996, p.8

SIMMERMACHER, PAT
Technology group to advise schools, Nov 22, 1996, p.1

SIMMONS, AIMEE
Congressional aide (Aimee Simmons is staff assistant for Congresswoman Sue W Kelly) (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.4
Aimee Simmons (promoted to office manager for Congresswoman Sue W Kelly), Jul 12, 1996, p.4

SIMON, ANDREW D (AU)
Little predictors left out of photo (ltr), Jan 19, 1996, p.6

SIMON, ANN ROSE
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.24
The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26
Positive outcomes from controversy (ltr), Jul 26, 1996, p.6

SIMON, ANN ROSE (AU)
Proposals support new inclusiveness (ltr), May 31, 1996, p.7
Hochberg has earned our vote (ltr), Nov 1, 1996, p.8
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SIMON, CARLINE
Little predictors left out of photo (ltr), Jan 19, 1996, p.6

SIMON, DANIELLE
Little predictors left out of photo (ltr), Jan 19, 1996, p.6

SIMON, HENRY
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.24
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.24

SIMON, TERRI
Pt Council welcomes new board (photo), May 17, 1996, p.10

SIMPSON, JIM
Chilling out with a prize-winning brewmeister (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.5
Chilling out with a prize-winning brewmeister (cont), Mar 29, 1996, p.15

SIMPSON, JO
Filmmaker tackles effects of Simpson trial (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.1
Filmmaker tackles effects of Simpson trial (photo) (cont), Jul 12, 1996, p.2

SIMS, MIMI
Recalling the birth of the Village Club (photo), Feb 2, 1996, p.5

SIMS, MIRIAM
Women lifers to join T(own and) V(illage) C(ivie) C(lub) men (ltr), Jan 19, 1996, p.6

SINGER, CECILE
Stein opens campaign headquarters (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.4

SINGER, DOTTIE (AU)
Husband, wife both questioned (comments on inaccuracy of skating rink survey) (ltr), Apr 12, 1996, p.6

SINGER, LARRY
Field is crowded in Edgemont race, Feb 2, 1996, p.1
Expertise needed (re EMT school budget) (edit), May 3, 1996, p.6

SINGER, LARRY (AU)
Congratulations to Lasser, Glazer (upon being selected by School Board Nominating Committee) (ltr), Mar 22, 1996, p.6

SINGER, LISA
Field is crowded in Edgemont race, Feb 2, 1996, p.1

SINGER, SARAH

SINGER, TERRI
2 administrators leaving schools; Heathcote principal resigns (photo), May 3, 1996, p.1

SINGER, TERRY
Pt Council welcomes new board (photo), May 17, 1996, p.10

SINGERS
Patti Rothberg not so angry after all (photo), Jul 26, 1996, p.21
Alternative rock star is not so angry after all (cont), Jul 26, 1996, p.22
Elana Polin to make European debut (photo), Nov 22, 1996, p.15

SINGSEN, MARY ELLEN (AU)
Urge Clinton to veto defense bill (ltr), Sep 6, 1996, p.6

SINSHEIMER, FLORENCE
Women lifers to join T(own and) V(illage) C(ivie) C(lub) men (ltr), Jan 19, 1996, p.6
Recalling the birth of the Village Club (photo), Feb 2, 1996, p.5

SKATING
(Venturing out onto the first ice of the season) (photo), Jan 12, 1996, p.6
Recreational acrimony (edit), Jan 26, 1996, p.6
Breaking the ice around the rink (edit), Aug 2, 1996, p.7
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SKATING continued

He likes skating somewhere else (response to edit by Barbara Goldberg from 8/02/96) (ltr), Aug 9, 1996, p.7
Take a chance on the ice rink (ltr), Oct 11, 1996, p.6

SKATING RINKS

Legion purchase can meet 3 needs (ltr), Jan 5, 1996, p.6
Home occupation, ice rink proposals headed for action, Jan 12, 1996, p.1
Community needs ice rink for kids (response to letter by Boine Johnson from 12/29/95) (ltr), Jan 12, 1996, p.6
Rec center/rink is important too (ltr), Jan 19, 1996, p.6
Ice rink fans dig in at board meeting, Jan 26, 1996, p.1
Ice rink fans heard at meeting (cont), Jan 26, 1996, p.5
'Westway effect' prevails here (ltr), Jan 26, 1996, p.6
Residents to be heard on ice rink proposal, Feb 2, 1996, p.1
Rink, Kids' BASE are not at odds (ltr), Feb 2, 1996, p.6
We stand still, others advance (ltr), Feb 2, 1996, p.6
3 surveys seek resident input on ice rink (cont), Feb 2, 1996, p.17
PRC (Advisory Council on Parks and Recreation) urged to seek complete rec(reation) plan, Feb 9, 1996, p.1
Excess kills (if faced with too many recreational options, village likely to pursue none) (edit), Feb 9, 1996, p.6
Seize the moment for new projects (ltr), Feb 9, 1996, p.6
Village urged to take action (ltr), Feb 9, 1996, p.6
Kid's BASE or ice rink at American Legion?; KB supporters rally again, with buttons, Feb 16, 1996, p.1
Rink proponents live across town (ltr), Feb 16, 1996, p.6
Kids' BASE or ice rink? (cont), Feb 16, 1996, p.12
Residents tell village board: 'We do not want an ice rink', Mar 15, 1996, p.1
Rec(reation) center could be good neighbor (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.6
He wants a rink in his hometown (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.8
What's the status of rec(reation) center?, Mar 15, 1996, p.8
Act decisively on rec(reation) center (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.8
Rink surveys positive, Mar 22, 1996, p.1
Commercial rink not appropriate (ltr), Mar 22, 1996, p.6
Rink has greater impact than pool (ltr), Mar 29, 1996, p.6
Big rink not good for small town (ltr), Mar 29, 1996, p.6
Rec(reation) center/rink is needed now (ltr), Mar 29, 1996, p.6
S(CS) S(ports and) R(ecreation) A(ssn) survey shows solid support (for ice rink/recreational center), Apr 5, 1996, p.1
Rink operators share experiences, Apr 5, 1996, p.1
Much rhetoric and few facts on rink (ltr), Apr 5, 1996, p.6
The 'other side' was finally told (arguments against skating rink proposal) (ltr), Apr 5, 1996, p.6
Don't destroy a peaceful oasis (response to letter by Barry Hasson from 3/22/96 (ltr), Apr 5, 1996, p.6
Make an informed choice on ice rink (ltr), Apr 5, 1996, p.6
Ice rink managers describe their operations (cont), Apr 5, 1996, p.15
Outsiders want to be insiders (ltr), Apr 12, 1996, p.6
Husband, wife both questioned (comments on inaccuracy of skating rink survey) (ltr), Apr 12, 1996, p.6
63 percent like rink, Apr 19, 1996, p.1
Rink survey: How much and where?, Apr 26, 1996, p.3
Rink gets cold reception from Secor Farms residents, May 10, 1996, p.1
Rink get cold reception in Secor Farms (cont), May 10, 1996, p.12
Demand for ice time on upswing (response to letter by Jimmy Fink from 8/9/96) (ltr), Aug 16, 1996, p.6

SKIS AND SKIING

Thrill-seekers will enjoy heli-skiing (photo), Jan 5, 1996, p.15
Day trips can be worthwhile, Jan 12, 1996, p.15
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SKIS AND SKIING continued
Edgemont skier will compete in world championships next month, Jan 12, 1996, p.15
More notes and information from the slopes, Jan 19, 1996, p.21
More notes from the slopes, Jan 26, 1996, p.19
Areas off the beaten ski trail, Feb 2, 1996, p.15
Snowboarding still growing, Feb 16, 1996, p.19
Imaginary skis? (cross-country skier photographed at Saxon Woods Golf Course) (photo), Feb 23, 1996, p.3
Alphabet soup on the slopes, Feb 23, 1996, p.14
Cross country travelers (photo), Feb 23, 1996, p.14
SHS girls ski team takes sectional title (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.19
Ski industry get peek at future in Las Vegas (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.19
Cross country skiers can enjoy view, Mar 15, 1996, p.21
Westerlund-Vola places ninth at U.S. Freestyle Championships (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.21
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.30
The season begins in three ski states, Nov 22, 1996, p.22
For a different ski vacation, try Utah, Dec 13, 1996, p.32
For a different ski vacation, try the slopes of Utah (cont), Dec 13, 1996, p.33
Starting the season at Jiminy Peak, Dec 20, 1996, p.24

SKOLNIK, IRA L (AU)
Remembering Ms. Van Epps (edit), Jul 26, 1996, p.7

SLAATEN, MARILYN
Village, county at odds over leaves and sewers, Apr 12, 1996, p.1

SLANER, ALFRED P
Alfred P Slaner (dies), Mar 15, 1996, p.14
Keep transfer station, for now (photo), May 24, 1996, p.1

SLANER, LUELLA
Women lifers to join T(own and) V(illage) C(liv)c) C(lub) men (ltr), Jan 19, 1996, p.6
Recalling the birth of the Village Club (photo), Feb 2, 1996, p.5

SLOAN, IRVING J
Un-rich would like to live here too (response to 2/23 article by Irving Sloan) (ltr), Mar 1, 1996, p.6
A gift of history (PBS American History videotapes purchased for SCS Library) (photo), Mar 1, 1996, p.3
Questions, please! (comments on no-debate policy of local nonpartisan Citizens Party) (edit), Mar 15, 1996, p.6
She likes Sloan's history columns (ltr), Jun 14, 1996, p.7
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30
No 'welfare for the well-to-do' (response to edit by Irving Sloan from 7/5/96 re KIDS BASE) (ltr), Jul 12, 1996, p.6
Honor a heritage of civil debate (commends edit by Irving Sloan from July 19) (ltr), Aug 2, 1996, p.6
They also believe in civil discourse (response to edit by Irving Sloan from 9/6/96) (ltr), Sep 13, 1996, p.6
Exalted company (praise for Irving Sloan) (ltr), Sep 20, 1996, p.6
Lawyer defends her 'nemesis' (response to letter from 9/13/96) (ltr), Sep 27, 1996, p.6
Teacher has right to voice opinions (response to letter from 9/13/96) (ltr), Sep 27, 1996, p.6
Former student defends Sloan (ltr), Oct 4, 1996, p.6
Letter was quoted without consent (response to letter by Irving Sloan from 9/20/96) (ltr), Oct 11, 1996, p.6
Government base needs broadening (ltr), Nov 22, 1996, p.6

SLOAN, IRVING J (AU)
The sad saga of Hot Dog Joe (photo), Jan 5, 1996, p.5
Letter-writer's (Betty Berenson) criticism was 'shameless tasteless' (edit), Jan 5, 1996, p.7
Women brought contest to elections in 1921, Feb 23, 1996, p.5
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SLOAN, IRVING J (AU) continued
Living among wealthy not an entitlement (edit), Feb 23, 1996, p.7
League’s behavior is inconsistent (edit), Mar 15, 1996, p.7
Open spaces in Scarsdale history (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.5
Let’s act to stop the scarring of Scarsdale (edit), Apr 12, 1996, p.6
Let’s act to stop the scarring of Scarsdale (edit) (cont), Apr 12, 1996, p.7
Open spaces in Scarsdale history, part 2, May 3, 1996, p.15
Time to revitalize Memorial Day celebration (edit), May 31, 1996, p.6
The complete history of open space, III (illus) (edit), May 31, 1996, p.8
A history of Scarsdale’s open space (cont), May 31, 1996, p.16
Scarsdalians get privileged glimpse of new medium, Jun 7, 1996, p.5
We need Kids’ BASE—and its users (edit), Jul 5, 1996, p.7
The struggle to preserve open space (in SCS), Jul 19, 1996, p.5
Let’s erase the line between ‘we’ and ‘they’ (re the citizenry and its elected representatives/edit), Jul 19, 1996, p.7
Yet more women trustees recalled (response to letter by A F Lazzara from 7/19/96) (ltr), Aug 2, 1996, p.6
Monsignor taught tolerance by example (edit), Aug 16, 1996, p.7
More open space history of the village, Aug 23, 1996, p.5
A renewed commitment to teach the Holocaust (edit), Aug 30, 1996, p.6
A commitment to teach the Holocaust (edit) (cont), Aug 30, 1996, p.7
Newcomers wonder: What kind of town is this? (edit), Sep 6, 1996, p.6
Note commends valued teacher (Irving Sloan) (ltr), Sep 20, 1996, p.6
In teaching, passion more critical than technology (edit), Oct 4, 1996, p.6
When McCarthyism came to town, Nov 8, 1996, p.8
Wider pool needed for village candidates (edit), Nov 15, 1996, p.6
Internet may bode ‘the waning of private self’ (edit), Dec 6, 1996, p.6
He’s no ‘candy-cane felon’ (edit), Dec 27, 1996, p.6

SLOTE, FRANCES
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30

SMITH, ALEXANDER B
Alexander B Smith (dies), Sep 20, 1996, p.12

SMITH, DAVID
Many hands make prettier parks (photo), May 3, 1996, p.5

SMITH, JENNER
A Good Friday tradition (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.1

SMITH, MATHEW G
S(CS) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre)’s ‘Brigadoon’ to brighten the steamy dog days of August (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.11

SMITH, MATT
‘Orpheus Descending’ (to be presented by SHS Drama Club) (photo), Mar 1, 1996, p.1

SMITH, MATTHEW
Hooray for books (National Book Week celebrations) (photo), Dec 6, 1996, p.12

SMITH, TRACY
Hooray for books (National Book Week celebrations) (photo), Dec 6, 1996, p.12

SMOKING
County smoking ban: Is it a drag or a whiff of fresh air?, Apr 5, 1996, p.1
Smoking ban passed (cont), Apr 5, 1996, p.16
No Gallic shrug on smoking ban (“France has not gotten the message about smoking”) (ltr), Apr 12, 1996, p.6
Tobacco lobby still has clout (response to Inquirer article from 11/15/96) (ltr), Nov 22, 1996, p.6

SMOLER, ELsie
Recalling the birth of the Village Club (photo), Feb 2, 1996, p.5
The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26
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SMOLER, ELSIE R
Women lifers to join T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) men (ltr), Jan 19, 1996, p.6

SMOLER, ELSIE R (AU)
Board's integrity beyond reproach (response to edit from July 19) (ltr), Jul 26, 1996, p.6

SMOLER, IRWIN G (AU)
The system saw its 'finest hour' (ltr), Jul 26, 1996, p.6

SMOLOVER, DEBORAH S
Deborah S Smolover (has received John Marshall award) (photo), Oct 11, 1996, p.4

SMULLEN, KERRI
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.30

SNEIDER, AMANDA
Awards celebrate student achievement in academics, service (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.10

SNITOW, VIRGINIA (AU)
America's blessing: Church and state are separate (edit), Nov 1, 1996, p.7

SNOW
Snowstorm no. 6, Jan 5, 1996, p.1
Seventh storm packs a wallop, Jan 12, 1996, p.1
Ecstasy and agony (saucer ride and snow shoveling) (photo), Jan 12, 1996, p.1
Village still digging out from blizzard of '96 (photo) (cont), Jan 12, 1996, p.5
The snow syndrome (edit) (photo), Jan 12, 1996, p.6
Blizzard of '47: Neighborly shovels no snowplow (edit), Jan 12, 1996, p.7
Snow stalls students, Jan 12, 1996, p.8
Eyeing the storm in Edgemont (edit), Jan 19, 1996, p.6
Snow day record, Mar 15, 1996, p.1
Snow day plan to be tested this fall, Jun 21, 1996, p.9

SNOW REMOVAL
Kudos to crews for snow removal (ltr), Jan 19, 1996, p.6
Greenburgh is heavy-handed (ltr), Jan 26, 1996, p.6
Town's threats are ridiculous (ltr), Jan 26, 1996, p.6
Snow angels aided homebound (ltr), Jan 26, 1996, p.6
Town's threats are hypocritical (ltr), Feb 9, 1996, p.7
Thanks to teen 'snow angels' (ltr), Mar 8, 1996, p.8

SNOWSTORMS
Snowstorm no. 6, Jan 5, 1996, p.1
Winter storm closes schools once again, Jan 5, 1996, p.9
Seventh storm packs a wallop, Jan 12, 1996, p.1
Village still digging out from blizzard of '96 (photo) (cont), Jan 12, 1996, p.5
Blizzard of '47: Neighborly shovels no snowplow (edit), Jan 12, 1996, p.7
Eyeing the storm in Edgemont (edit), Jan 19, 1996, p.6
Here we go again, Mar 8, 1996, p.1

SO, YVONNE
A behind-the-scenes look at Bosnia (photo), Oct 25, 1996, p.1

SOBOL, HARRIET (AU)
A poet's last pilgrimage (edit), Jul 26, 1996, p.7

SOBOL, MIKE
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.34

SOBOL, THOMAS (DR)
Rodgers conflict denied (school board member's spouse teaching in same district), Mar 29, 1996, p.1
Bowl deadline nears, Mar 29, 1996, p.1
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SOBOL, THOMAS (DR) continued
Bowl deadline nears, Mar 29, 1996, p.1
Blitz praised and roasted at bowl dinner (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.5
Thomas Sobol (received Harvard 1996 Alumni Council Award for outstanding contribution to education), Jun 14, 1996, p.4
United Way to launch campaign at reception (photo), Sep 27, 1996, p.2
United Way: Community counts more than ever (photo), Oct 4, 1996, p.5

SOCCER
Julia B Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.34
Lightning strikes for Scarsdale (SCS Lightning captures state title) (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.1
Lightning capture State Cup championship with 2-1 victory (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.19
Soccer mom: a badge to wear with pride (edit), Oct 11, 1996, p.6
Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

SOFTWARE
Julia B Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.34

SOKOL, LINDSEY
Higher math at SMS (photo), May 3, 1996, p.10

SOLE, MELISSA

SOLEY, ROBERT L (DR)
Robert L Soley, M.D. (elected president of Westchester County Medical Society) (photo), May 24, 1996, p.4

SOMMER, MARON
Stable features spacious riding ring (photo), Jul 26, 1996, p.9

SOMMER, SEBASTIAN
Stable features spacious riding ring (photo), Jul 26, 1996, p.9

SOMMERFELD, GEORGE
22 candidates running for School Board Nominating Committee (cont), Jan 12, 1996, p.4
Citizens Committee has 13 new members, Nov 15, 1996, p.1

SONGS
'60s protest songs provide a window on history (photo), May 31, 1996, p.9

SONS AND FATHERS
SEE FATHERS AND SONS

SORILIN, JOAN
12 members elected to School Board Nominating Committee (photo), Jan 19, 1996, p.1
3 saluted for environmental projects (photo), Nov 22, 1996, p.5
Candidates needed for 10 School Board Nominating Committee slots, Nov 29, 1996, p.1

SORKIN, JOAN
Questions persist about Kids' BASE (ltr), Jul 19, 1996, p.6

SORKIN, JOAN ROSS
22 candidates running for School Board Nominating Committee (cont), Jan 12, 1996, p.4

SOSA, ANDREW
Popham-8 cooks up some holiday spirit (photo), Dec 6, 1996, p.11

SOTER, MARGARET
Margaret Soter (named co-chairman of Ira Brody's campaign for State Senate' 36th district), May 3, 1996, p.4

SOUPS
The time it rained chicken soup (edit), Dec 6, 1996, p.7

SOUTHER, CAITLENE
Edgewood events (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.11
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SOUTHER, CATHERINE
- 22 candidates running for School Board Nominating Committee (cont), Jan 12, 1996, p.4
- Outsiders want to be insiders (ltr), Apr 12, 1996, p.6
- For the school trophy case (Edgewood 1st graders wins 1st place in scholastic chess) (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.9

SPANO, NICHOLAS
- Albany reacts to budget protests, Apr 19, 1996, p.9
- Local officials upset over gov(ernor)'s re-val(uation) veto, Oct 18, 1996, p.1
- Spano works to support disabled (ltr), Oct 18, 1996, p.6
- Picks for Greenburgh (Inquirer endorsements of candidates for state and federal office) (edit), Oct 25, 1996, p.6
- Spano misusing party chair power (ltr), Nov 1, 1996, p.6

SPARROW, MARK
- Mark Sparrow (dies), May 24, 1996, p.17

SPARROW, WENDY
- Pets available at animal shelter (ltr), Jan 26, 1996, p.7

SPECIAL EDUCATION
- State initiative alters special ed(ucation) funding, Nov 29, 1996, p.11

SPECIAL OLYMPICS
- Passing the torch (SCS Police carry torch for Special Olympics in annual run on Post Road) (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.1

SPECK, CARYL (AU)
- Pets available at animal shelter (ltr), Jan 26, 1996, p.7

SPEIER, JASPER
- Chess players shine at national tourney (photo), May 17, 1996, p.9

SPEIER, JILL
- League proposes a voting unit change, Mar 1, 1996, p.1
- David J Spiegelman (promoted to executive vice president at New Line Television) (photo), Apr 19, 1996, p.4

SPIKER, NATALIE
- A motley crew (mob of munchkins clad as fairies and witches, bunnies and vampires) (photo), Nov 1, 1996, p.1

SPIRO, HARJORIE
- Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30

SPIZ, DAWN H (AU)
- Church decries anti-Semitism (ltr), Jul 5, 1996, p.6

SPITZER, REBECCA
- Parents welcome Quaker Ridge peers (photo), Sep 27, 1996, p.9
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SPIVAK, GABY
Merchants pronounce sale a success (photo), Aug 9, 1996, p.1

SPIVAK, JONATHAN
Bake sale benefit (Fox Meadow Student Council bake sale) (photo), Jan 12, 1996, p.8

SPORTS

SPRING
A whiff of spring (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.1

SPRUCK, STEPHEN
Caddie scholarship started in Scarsdale (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.21

SQUILLANTE, DONNA (AU)
Panther parents thank the coaches (ltr), Nov 22, 1996, p.6

STAAL, ANDY
Good fellows (John Galloway and Lowell Tooley named Paul Harris fellows) (photo), Feb 23, 1996, p.5
Rotary presents annual grants (photo), May 31, 1996, p.4
Gift of life (photo), Jul 26, 1996, p.8
New Rotary officers (photo), Sep 20, 1996, p.4

STAGG, PHYLLIS (AU)
Trustees open on the issues (ltr), Mar 8, 1996, p.8

STAMM, JULIAN (DR)

STAMMER, JANE
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.30
Julia B Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.34
Stammer inducted into SHS Scholar-Athlete Honor Society (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.21

STAMMER, PAULETTE
Stammer inducted into SHS Scholar-Athlete Honor Society (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.21

STAMMER, WILLIAM
Stammer inducted into SHS Scholar-Athlete Honor Society (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.21

STAMPS, POSTAGE
SEE POSTAGE STAMPS

STAPLETON, CAITLIN
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.24

STAPLETON, ELIZABETH
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.24

STARK, JORDAN
Recreation camp: Day 1 (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.1

STARR, SIDNEY M
Sidney M Starr (dies), Feb 16, 1996, p.12

STAULT, WILLIAM W (AU)
Stein: conscience and conservatism (ltr), Nov 1, 1996, p.8

STEALING
Beware the thief within (safety tips for SCS homeowners) (edit), Sep 13, 1996, p.6
A pigeon in Piazza San Marco (edit), Sep 27, 1996, p.6
A pigeon in Piazza San Marco (cont) (edit), Sep 27, 1996, p.7

STEERE, DONALD (AU)
Black churches need our help (re recent rash of African-American church burnings) (ltr), Jun 21, 1996, p.6

STEIGER, CLAIRE (AU)
Old friends: gone but not forgotten (illus) (edit), May 10, 1996, p.7
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STEIN, BARBARA POLLARD
22 candidates running for School Board Nominating Committee (cont), Jan 12, 1996, p.4
12 members elected to School Board Nominating Committee (photo), Jan 19, 1996, p.1

STEIN, LESLEY
Evelyn Stock named Woman of the Year (photo), May 17, 1996, p.1

STEIN, MARTIN (DR)
Stein seeking Hochberg’s seat (photo), May 24, 1996, p.1

STEIN, SHEILA
Stein seeking Hochberg’s seat (photo), May 24, 1996, p.1
Stein seeks Hochberg’s Assembly seat (cont), May 24, 1996, p.14
Stein opens campaign headquarters (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.4
Tenure forum pits parents versus teachers, Oct 4, 1996, p.1
No love fest in state races (photo), Oct 18, 1996, p.1
No love fest in state elections campaigns (cont), Oct 18, 1996, p.14
Candidates forum (scheduled for Monday, October 28), Oct 25, 1996, p.1
Stein flyer info was not accurate (ltr), Oct 25, 1996, p.6
Candidates vie for votes at forum, Nov 1, 1996, p.1
Thanks Stein for paramedic service (ltr), Nov 1, 1996, p.6
Stein: conscience and conservatism (ltr), Nov 1, 1996, p.8
Bronxville mayors supporting Stein (ltr), Nov 1, 1996, p.8
Scarsdilians favor incumbents (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.1

STEINBERG, NANCY
Youth Employment Service celebrates another year (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.9

STEINBERG, SUSAN
Schools welcome new teachers, begin classes (photo) (cont), Sep 6, 1996, p.8

STEINDL, DOROTHEA
Dorothea Steindl (dies), Feb 9, 1996, p.12

STEMERMAN, MICHAEL (DR)
Dr Michael Stemerman (appointed director of UCLA program in biomedical sciences), Feb 2, 1996, p.4

STENGEL, RICHARD
Yet more women trustees recalled (response to letter by A F Lazzara from 7/19/96) (ltr), Aug 2, 1996, p.6

STEP
SEE STUDENT TRANSFER EDUCATION PLAN

STEREOTYPING
Why do people like stereotypes? (edit), Nov 1, 1996, p.7
Is 'stereotype' a dirty word? (edit), Nov 29, 1996, p.7

STERN, JACK
Dauntless committee (Non-partisan citizens' committee), Jan 12, 1996, p.1
Debate should be vote prerequisite (ltr), Feb 16, 1996, p.6
TOWN and VILLAGE Civic Club leaders snub Scarsdale's voters (edit), Mar 1, 1996, p.7
Heat & warmth at next TOWN and VILLAGE Civic Club meeting (ltr), May 3, 1996, p.6
Keep transfer station, for now (photo), May 24, 1996, p.1

STERN, MARCIA
Dauntless committee (Non-partisan citizens' committee), Jan 12, 1996, p.1
Debate should be vote prerequisite (ltr), Feb 16, 1996, p.6
TOWN and VILLAGE Civic Club leaders snub Scarsdale's voters (edit), Mar 1, 1996, p.7
Heat & warmth at next TOWN and VILLAGE Civic Club meeting (ltr), May 3, 1996, p.6
Keep transfer station, for now (photo), May 24, 1996, p.1

STERN, MARCIA (AU)
Women lifers to join TOWN and VILLAGE Civic Club men (ltr), Jan 19, 1996, p.6
Village trustees were responsive (re tax rate increase) (ltr), May 10, 1996, p.6
KIDS BASE Little School lease was 'incredible coup' (ltr), Aug 16, 1996, p.6
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STERN, RICHARD
Citizens’ Party does it again; vote may yield change (photo), Mar 22, 1996, p.1

STERN, SYDNEY (AU)
A miracle in the kitchen (edit), Feb 16, 1996, p.7

STERN, TOBY
Blood Drive May 1 (photo), Apr 19, 1996, p.9

STERNBERG, PAULA
Greeneacres principal will retire in August (photo), May 17, 1996, p.1
Outgoing principal, teacher lauded (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.10
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30
Moving up and on (retiring Greeneacres principal with fifth graders on moving-up day) (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.1
Sternberg goes back to work, Oct 4, 1996, p.11

STERNBERG, STANLEY
PTAs prompt winning votes (photo), May 10, 1996, p.1

STERNECKER, CLAIRE E (AU)
Watch out for the small pedestrians (ltr), Feb 16, 1996, p.6

STERNMAN, JULIE
Don’t jiggle me! (Julie Sternman and Jessie Augarten at Halloween window painting contest) (photo), Oct 25, 1996, p.1

STEUBING, JAYNE (DR)
2 administrators leaving schools; Heathcote principal resigns (photo), May 3, 1996, p.1
Shock and anger at Heathcote (re Jayne Steubing’s sudden resignation) (ltr), May 10, 1996, p.6
Heathcote distressed over Steubing departure, May 10, 1996, p.9
Heathcote parents question board on principal’s exit (cont), May 10, 1996, p.10
Heathcote days (annual Jelly Bean Field Day) (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.9

STEUER, AUDREY
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 3, 1996, p.30
Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) celebrates another year (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.9
Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) celebrates another year (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.9

STEUER, HILARY

STEUER, RICHARD
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 3, 1996, p.30

STEVENS, DIANE
Landmark bakery reopens (Jespersen’s pastry shop has reopened under new ownership), Oct 4, 1996, p.4

STEVENS, LARRY
Suspect charged in murder of Hartsdale man, Jun 21, 1996, p.1

STEVES, BOB
STEPping into school (students participating in STEP program enjoy picnic with host families)(photo), Sep 13, 1996, p.8

STEVES, KATHY
STEPping into school (students participating in STEP program enjoy picnic with host families)(photo), Sep 13, 1996, p.8

STEVES, MATTHEW
STEPping into school (students participating in STEP program enjoy picnic with host families)(photo), Sep 13, 1996, p.8

STEVES, MICHAEL
STEPping into school (students participating in STEP program enjoy picnic with host families)(photo), Sep 13, 1996, p.8

STEVES, ROBERT
Citizens Committee has 13 new members, Nov 15, 1996, p.1

STEWART, KATIE
S(tudent) T(ransfer) E(ducation) P(lan) hopes to host a second student (photo), May 17, 1996, p.9
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STEEYER, BEA
Recalling the birth of the Village Club (photo), Feb 2, 1996, p.5

STEEYER, BEATRICE
Women lifers to join T(own and) V(illage) C(ivie) C(lub) men (ltr), Jan 19, 1996, p.6

STEEYER, MURRAY
The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26
Keep transfer station, for now (photo), May 24, 1996, p.1

STILLMAN, ABBY
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 3, 1996, p.30

STILLMAN, ARIEL
Maroon & White Congratulates The Girls Varsity Field Hockey Team (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.32
Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

STILLMAN, LILAS
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 3, 1996, p.30

STOLLMAN, LILLA (AU)
Drug Task Force thanks volunteers (ltr), Feb 16, 1996, p.6
Task Force wants teen center here (ltr), Apr 26, 1996, p.6
Scarsdale budget is fiscally sound (ltr), May 3, 1996, p.6
Pass law to keep teens out of bars (ltr), Oct 18, 1996, p.6

STIX, CAROL
Women lifers to join T(own and) V(illage) C(ivie) C(lub) men (ltr), Jan 19, 1996, p.6
Recalling the birth of the Village Club (photo), Feb 2, 1996, p.5
Three preceded Jane Hackett (on SCS Board of Trustees) (ltr), Jul 19, 1996, p.6

STIX, CAROL (AU)
Trustees consider our best interest (ltr), Jul 26, 1996, p.6

STIZER, ERIC
Moving up and on (retiring Greenacres principal with fifth graders on moving-up day) (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.1

STOCK, ELISABETH
Stock working with v.p. as White House fellow (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.4

STOCK, EVELYN
Evelyn Stock named Woman of the Year (photo), May 17, 1996, p.1
Evelyn Stock (elected president of Southern Westchester Board of Cooperative Education) (photo), Aug 2, 1996, p.2
Stock to be honored, Aug 23, 1996, p.1
I's official; Stock is 'woman of the year' (photo), Aug 30, 1996, p.1
Citizen par excellence (praise for Evelyn Stock) (edit), Aug 30, 1996, p.6
Evelyn Stock is 'Woman of the Year' (cont), Aug 30, 1996, p.11
Stock to receive Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.1
Stock to get award (cont), Dec 13, 1996, p.5

STOCK, HOWARD
Stock to receive Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.1

STOCKTON, JEANNETTE
(Lucy Stockton explores her mother's office) (photo), May 17, 1996, p.6

STOCKTON, LUCY
(Lucy Stockton explores her mother's office) (photo), May 17, 1996, p.6

STONE, DONALD
Scarsdalians are honored by M(ental) H(ealth) A(ssociation) (photo), Oct 18, 1996, p.15

STONE, JEAN
Recalling the birth of the Village Club (photo), Feb 2, 1996, p.5
Scarsdalians are honored by M(ental) H(ealth) A(ssociation) (photo), Oct 18, 1996, p.15
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STONE, JEAN L
Women lifers to join T(own and) V(illage) C(livic) C(lub) men (ltr), Jan 19, 1996, p.6

STONE, SALLIE
PTAs prompt winning votes (photo), May 10, 1996, p.1
E'mont school board leaders are elected, Jul 5, 1996, p.1

STORES
It's moving day for Scaradale Hardware, May 17, 1996, p.4
Creditors pursue prominent Scarsdale merchant, Sep 6, 1996, p.1
Kidoodles closes, owner vacates store, Sep 20, 1996, p.1
Kidoodles closes its doors, owner vacates store (photo) (cont), Sep 20, 1996, p.13
Kidoodles space for rent; store reborn elsewhere (photo), Nov 15, 1996, p.5

STORMS
Snowstorm no. 6, Jan 5, 1996, p.1
Winter storm closes schools once again, Jan 5, 1996, p.9
Seventh storm packs a wallop, Jan 12, 1996, p.1
Village still digging out from blizzard of '96 (photo) (cont), Jan 12, 1996, p.5
The snow syndrome (edit) (photo), Jan 12, 1996, p.6
Blizzard of '47: Neighborly shovels no snowplow (edit), Jan 12, 1996, p.7
Eyeing the storm in Edgemont (edit), Jan 19, 1996, p.6
Here we go again, Mar 8, 1996, p.1
Fierce wind storm fells trees, power lines (photo), Mar 22, 1996, p.3
Saturday night special (tree on Fox Meadow Road comes down during rain and windstorm) (photo), May 17, 1996, p.5
Learning to laugh at the weather (remnants of Hurricane Fausto) (photo), Sep 20, 1996, p.1
Village still reeling from fierce storm (photo), Oct 25, 1996, p.1
Storm clean-up, Oct 25, 1996, p.1
Village is still reeling from fierce weekend storm (photo), Oct 25, 1996, p.3
A homeowner's lament; From creatures of the night to the 'day of the deluge' (edit), Oct 25, 1996, p.7

STRASSBERG, SHARON
Interviewing candidates: still controversial (cont), Feb 2, 1996, p.3

STRATTON-CROOKE, NANCY
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.24

STRAUSS, BARBARA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.24

STRAUSS, LAURA
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 3, 1996, p.30

STRAUSS, LAURA (AU)
Ways to boost troubled spirits (ltr), Sep 20, 1996, p.6

STRAUSS, PETER
(American) P(remier) U(nderwriters) proposal ignores report, Apr 26, 1996, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 3, 1996, p.30

STRAUSS, SARA
Sara Strauss (has received Crime Victim Fund Award), Jul 12, 1996, p.4

STREET SIGNS
SEE SIGNS AND SIGNBOARDS

STREETS
Town justified in closing Walworth (Avenue) (ltr), May 24, 1996, p.6

STREETS-SCS
Map & flashlight needed at night (ltr), Feb 9, 1996, p.7
Road closed to 'thru traffic' (Bradford and Broadmoor roads), May 17, 1996, p.5
Squeaky wheels score 1 (comments on closing of Broadford and Broadmoor roads to thru traffic) (edit), May 17, 1996, p.6
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STREETS-SCS continued

Safety before convenience (re limiting through traffic on Bradford and Broadmoor Roads) (ltr), May 24, 1996, p.6
A simple kindness on a dark street (ltr), Jul 5, 1996, p.6
Leaf piles are hazard on streets (ltr), Nov 22, 1996, p.6
Streets defaced by rotting leaves (ltr), Dec 13, 1996, p.6

STRICKLAND, STEPHANIE

Prominent poet (Stephanie Strickland) to appear at SHS, Apr 5, 1996, p.9

STRODE, BETH

Beth Strode (dies), Jan 26, 1996, p.12

STROM, JOHN

Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

STROM, MIKE

Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

STUART, MATTHEW

S(CS) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre)’s ‘Brigadoon’ to brighten the steamy dog days of August (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.11

STUCHINER, ANDREW

Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

STUCHINER, TODD

New blood for S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) (photo), May 24, 1996, p.8

STUDENT TRANSFER EDUCATION PLAN

Open heart and mind wanted (host family needed for Student Transfer Education Plan candidate) (ltr), May 17, 1996, p.6
S(tudent) T(transfer) E(ducation) P(lan) hopes to host a second student (photo), May 17, 1996, p.9
S(tudent) T(transfer) E(ducation) P(lan) student is grateful (ltr), May 31, 1996, p.6
Small efforts count (praises SCS's efforts in overcoming American burden of racism) (edit), Jul 12, 1996, p.6
STEppping into school (students participating in STEP program enjoy picnic with host families)(photo), Sep 13, 1996, p.8
Consider giving to S(tudent) T(transfer) E(ducation) P(lan) program (ltr), Dec 27, 1996, p.6

SUDOL, RICHARD W

Firefighter completes FBI course (photo), May 3, 1996, p.4

SUJI, TERRY (AU)

‘Liberal’ is not a four-letter word (edit), Nov 8, 1996, p.7

SULCOV, NINA

Those lazy, hazy, crazy days of camp (photo) (cont), Jul 26, 1996, p.15

SULLIVAN, ANNICK (AU)

The unsung heroes of Scarsdale (edit), Jun 7, 1996, p.7

SULLIVAN, JAMES

Schools welcome new teachers, begin classes (photo) (cont), Sep 6, 1996, p.8

SULLIVAN, JIM

Rebuilt landmark will house Heathcote Tavern (photo), Jul 26, 1996, p.1
H(earth)cote Tavern opens, Oct 18, 1996, p.1

SULLIVAN, MARK

Preserve proven child program (ltr), Feb 16, 1996, p.6

SULLIVAN, NEIL (AU)

Paper’s editorial slurs the Irish (ltr), Mar 1, 1996, p.6
No ‘welfare for the well-to-do’ (response to edit by Irving Sloan from 7/5/96 re KIDS BASE) (ltr), Jul 12, 1996, p.6

SULLIVAN, PATRICIA

No return (Independent Party primary votes), Sep 13, 1996, p.1

SULLIVAN, VALERIE

Valerie Sullivan (named one of five Berkeley College Instructors-of-the-Year), Mar 22, 1996, p.4
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SULLO, KENNETH
Police officer resigns, Nov 22, 1996, p.3

SUMMER
Summer's here: Eat, loaf and be roly-poly (edit), Jun 28, 1996, p.6
Remembering when summer was a special time (edit), Aug 9, 1996, p.6
Memories of a Catskills summer boyhood (edit), Aug 23, 1996, p.7
Memories of a summer boyhood in the Catskills (cont), Aug 23, 1996, p.10
How I spent my summer vacation (edit), Sep 20, 1996, p.7

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Summer employment, May 10, 1996, p.1

SUPSAK, BRIAN
Edgewood events (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.11

SUPSAK, MATT
Dedication and sportmanship honored (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.32

SURGEONS
Dr Paul Weiss (elected active fellow of American Assn of Plastic Surgeons) (photo), Nov 1, 1996, p.4
Scarsdale sports surgeon returns to his home turf (photo), Nov 15, 1996, p.21
Famous sports surgeon has Scarsdale roots (photo), Nov 15, 1996, p.22

SURVEYS
SEE PUBLIC OPINION POLLS

SUSSMAN, CLIFFORD JON
Scarsdale tunesmith (photo), Aug 23, 1996, p.10

SUSSMAN, EDNA
Schoolwide events promote science (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.9

SUSSMAN, HAROLD (DR)
Dr Harold Sussman (presented program on periodontal emergencies in the dental office) (photo), Nov 1, 1996, p.4

SUTTON, AMY
Readers and writers (at Heathcote and Quaker Ridge) (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.9

SUTTON, AUDREY
Readers and writers (at Heathcote and Quaker Ridge) (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.9

SVED, BEVERLY
Technology group to advise schools, Nov 22, 1996, p.1

SVED, CLARA
Young at heart (Clara Sved, 101 years old, visits Heathcote fourth graders) (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.9

SVED, PAUL
Citizens Committee has 13 new members, Nov 15, 1996, p.1

SVENDSEN, CARL
A world of cultures (International week at Greenacres) (photo), Mar 22, 1996, p.9

SVENDSEN, CHARLOTTE
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.24

SVENDSEN, LINA
Loving Lina: A family copes with epilepsy (photo), Mar 22, 1996, p.5
Loving Lina: A family copes with epilepsy (cont), Mar 22, 1996, p.8

SWAN, ROY JR (DR)
Roy Swan Jr, M.D. (dies), May 3, 1996, p.15

SWEEENEY, RITA
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.24

SWEEENEY, JOHN
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.24
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SUENSON, CARL
   It's moving day for Scaradale Hardware, May 17, 1996, p.4

SUENSON, CATHERINE
   Catherine Swenson (dies), Dec 6, 1996, p.16

SWILLER, HILLEL I (DR)
   Hillel I Swiller, M.D. (listed in New York magazine's May 20 issue on best doctors in New York), Jul 12, 1996, p.4

SWIMMING
   Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.30
   Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

SWIMMING ACCIDENTS
   Young man drowns in Park Road pool, Aug 23, 1996, p.1
   Young man drowns in Park Road swimming pool (cont), Aug 23, 1996, p.3

SY, HEDRICK
   Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.30
   New blood for S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) (photo), May 24, 1996, p.8

SYDLASKE, JANET
   (EMT) School critic (Janet Sydlaske) merits response (ltr), Sep 20, 1996, p.6

TABIB, LIAT
   CPR at SHS (photo), May 24, 1996, p.10

TADDIKEN, NANCY
   Better disclosure needed in E'mont (ltr), Apr 12, 1996, p.6
   Julia B Fee Salutes The Edgemont School Foundation (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.32
   Many new faces will greet returning students, Aug 30, 1996, p.1

TAFFET, NANCY
   V(youth) E(mployment) S(ervice) celebrates another year (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.9

TAFFET, SCOTT
   Blood Drive May 1 (photo), Apr 19, 1996, p.9
   Students praised for blood drive (ltr), May 10, 1996, p.6
   Awards celebrate student achievement in academics, service (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.10
   Many new faces will greet returning students, Aug 30, 1996, p.1

TAKAHASHI, HIROTAKA
   Edgewood events (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.11

TAKAKO, TAEKO
   Memorial mural dedicated (photo), Feb 9, 1996, p.9

TAKAKO, YOSHIHIRO
   Memorial mural dedicated (photo), Feb 9, 1996, p.9

TAKAYAMA, SHOKO
   Edgewood events (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.11

TAKEUCHI, HARUKO
   Awards celebrate student achievement in academics, service (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.10

TAKEUCHI, HARIKO
   Julia B Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.30

TALLEVI, LEONARD
   Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30

TALLEY, PAULETTE
   The Voices are back (Village Voices entertain Town and Village Civic Club) (photo), Feb 2, 1996, p.1
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TANENHAUS, ALLISON
Excellent in any language (winners of recent foreign language poster contest at SMS) (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.9

TANIKAWA, MICHIKO
Holiday happenings (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.5

TANNENBAUM, ALEXIS
New magazine & new marriage? It’s a natural! (photo), Jan 5, 1996, p.1
Newlywed SHS graduates start magazine (cont), Jan 5, 1996, p.7

TANNURE, OTTO
Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

TAPPER, SUSAN (AU)
Hochberg supports abortion rights (ltr), Nov 1, 1996, p.8

TARTAGLIA, FRANK
Silver anniversaries (village honors 10 employees who have served SCS for 25 years) (photo), Jul 19, 1996, p.5

TASK FORCE ON DRUGS AND ALCOHOL-SCS
Task force seeks donations (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.9
Task Force wants teen center here (ltr), Apr 26, 1996, p.6
Task force booklet targets drug abuse, Oct 25, 1996, p.9

TASSO, MIKE
Former SHS football great returns to his roots (photo), Sep 13, 1996, p.27
Former SHS football great returns to his roots (cont), Sep 13, 1996, p.28

TATZ, BIANCA
Tipi time at Quaker Ridge (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.12

TAUBERT, CHARLES F
Charles F Taubert (dies), Feb 9, 1996, p.12

TAVARES, TATYANA NETO
Tatyana Neto Tavares (dies), Jun 28, 1996, p.16

TAXATION
Tax repealed (state sales taxes on municipal off-street parking lots), Aug 2, 1996, p.1
Ways to protect a valuable asset (edit), Oct 18, 1996, p.7

TAXATION-SCS
School tax hike of 5.21% proposed, Mar 8, 1996, p.1
School tax hike of 5.21% proposed (cont), Mar 8, 1996, p.9
The proposed budget; Scarsdale homeowners face tax increase of 4.5 percent, Apr 19, 1996, p.1
Village tax bite will be less painful than projected, Apr 26, 1996, p.1
Village tax bite will be less painful than projected (cont), Apr 26, 1996, p.4
School tax hike is ‘insensitive’ (ltr), May 3, 1996, p.6
Village trustees were responsive (re tax rate increase) (ltr), May 10, 1996, p.6

TAXATION-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
O’Rourke proposes zero tax increase, Nov 22, 1996, p.1
O’Rourke proposes zero tax increase (cont), Nov 22, 1996, p.13
The 1997 budget; County taxes and jobs down, Dec 27, 1996, p.1
County budget to lower tax rate - 300 jobs to be cut (cont), Dec 27, 1996, p.19

TAXICABS
Traffic and cabs (re village board meeting and public hearing), Sep 13, 1996, p.1

TAYLOR, CHRIS
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.24

TEACHERS
El Salvador village gets a fairy godmother (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.5
Tenure forum pits parents v(ersus) teachers, Oct 4, 1996, p.1
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TEACHERS continued


TEACHERS-EMT

Expecting the best, she always found it (photo), Jul 26, 1996, p.1

TEACHERS-SCS

Teacher evaluations improve communication, Jan 26, 1996, p.9
SMS seniors 'reject' faculty by one point, Feb 2, 1996, p.17
Rodgers conflict denied (school board member's spouse teaching in same district), Mar 29, 1996, p.1
School candidate conflict denied (cont), Mar 29, 1996, p.2
Model school in Maine inspires 4 Quaker Ridge teachers (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.9
Teachers form alliance, Apr 5, 1996, p.9
Librarians, teachers awarded tenure, May 24, 1996, p.9
Teacher (Joe Cesarano) wins award (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.9
Outgoing principal, teacher lauded (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.10
Teachers organize enrichment activities (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.10
Board appoints five new teachers, Jun 21, 1996, p.9
Scarsdale school board (cont), Jun 21, 1996, p.12
Retirees lauded, teachers hired, Jul 5, 1996, p.11
Schools welcome new teachers, begin classes (photo) (cont), Sep 6, 1996, p.8
Teachers' courses serve students, Sep 13, 1996, p.9
Note commends valued teacher (Irving Sloan) (ltr), Sep 20, 1996, p.6
Schools announce tenure candidates, Sep 20, 1996, p.9
PTA fund teacher's attendance at workshop, Sep 27, 1996, p.9
'Reading ladders' explored, Nov 15, 1996, p.9
Cources target respect, reading, Nov 22, 1996, p.9

TEACHING

In teaching, passion more critical than technology (edit), Oct 4, 1996, p.6

TEBBUTT, F SPENCER

F Spencer Tebutt (dies), Jul 5, 1996, p.14

TEENAGERS

Pass law to keep teens out of bars (ltr), Oct 18, 1996, p.6
Law targets teen drinkers, Nov 8, 1996, p.9

TEENAGERS-SCS

Kids need a social center (ltr), Mar 8, 1996, p.6
New car signals sweet 16, Mar 15, 1996, p.9
Is Scarsdale unhealthy for adolescents?, Mar 29, 1996, p.9
Is Scarsdale unhealthy for adolescents? (cont), Mar 29, 1996, p.10
Task Force wants teen center here (ltr), Apr 26, 1996, p.6

TELEPHONE

12 hours a day, a friendly voice answers HelpLine, Jan 26, 1996, p.5
New phone numbers (village has acquired new telephone exchange - 722), Mar 22, 1996, p.1
Children's phone booth stolen (photo), May 17, 1996, p.3
If you are calling from a touch-tone phone... (edit), Nov 22, 1996, p.7
Moratorium sought on antennas, Dec 20, 1996, p.1

TELESCO, CHRISTINE

Christine Telesto (honored as top performing financial advisor), Mar 22, 1996, p.4

TELEVISION

Who needs the V-chip? (edit), Mar 1, 1996, p.7
Scarsdalians get privileged glimpse of new medium, Jun 7, 1996, p.5
'Star Trek' - a morality play (edit), Aug 30, 1996, p.7
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TEMPLES
Old house growing (Westchester Reform Temple will kick off construction on expanded facility), Feb 23, 1996, p.1
Westchester Reform Temple breaks ground for new center (photo), May 3, 1996, p.15
He's been working on the playground (at Westchester Reform Temple) (ltr), Oct 18, 1996, p.6

TENNIS
Where is the sport of tennis heading?, May 3, 1996, p.21
Where is tennis heading at our area clubs? (photo), May 3, 1996, p.22
What makes Caren Schweitzer run?, May 24, 1996, p.19
What makes Caren run? (photo) (cont), May 24, 1996, p.20
Teaching tennis the Wright way (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.23
Teaching tennis the Wright way (cont), Jun 7, 1996, p.24
Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.34
Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

TENNIS COURTS
Comfort station on the rise (by SHS) (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.12
Second opinion is needed on (SHS tennis) courts (ltr), Jun 7, 1996, p.6
Village trustees use rubber stamp (ltr), Jun 14, 1996, p.6
Tennis dedication (newly renovated tennis courts and new tennis house at SHS), Jun 21, 1996, p.1
Tennis house dedicated (by SHS) (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.5
Asbestos, rain hinder renovation of courts, Sep 20, 1996, p.1
Asbestos, rain hinder renovation of courts (photo) (cont), Sep 20, 1996, p.8
1 more tennis court (at Crossway Field), Sep 27, 1996, p.1

TENZER, MARK
Choice of speaker insulted company (re consolidation of GBH fire districts) (ltr), May 3, 1996, p.8
E'mont Council clouds the issue (ltr), May 10, 1996, p.6
Community leadership honor (Spirit of Westchester and Putnam award given to SCS and EMT) (photo), May 24, 1996, p.4

TERRY, JOSEPH E
Scofflaws take downtown parking spaces (cont), Dec 13, 1996, p.9

TESTING
Scarsdale students score well on state report card, Dec 6, 1996, p.11

THANKFULNESS
SEE GRATITUDE

THANKSGIVING
Holiday schedule, Nov 22, 1996, p.1
Intergenerational concentration (on craft project for Indian Thanksgiving celebration) (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.1
Thanksgiving traditions (marked the week at Scarsdale elementary schools) (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.11

THEATER
Farewell ... and hail to the Phoenix (edit), Nov 8, 1996, p.7
Troupe presents kids' plays (photo), Nov 15, 1996, p.10
David Feldshuh, M.D. (awarded Cornell University fellowship in Theater, Film and Dance) (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.4

THEATER BUILDINGS
Scarsdale Plaza set to reopen (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.2

THEFT
SEE STEALING

THERRIEN, BILL
From evil murder, a purpose served (ltr), Jun 28, 1996, p.6

THOMAS, KEISHA
Fresh Air Fund seeks new host families (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.5
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THOMAS, MARK
  Preventing bicycle theft (photo), Aug 16, 1996, p.3

THOMASON, DOVIE
  Stories with significance (visit by Dovie Thomason, a Native American storyteller) (photo), May 10, 1996, p.10

THOMPSON, CORKY
  Bravo to the S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) (edit), Mar 8, 1996, p.6
  S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) nominates College Board executive (photo), Mar 22, 1996, p.1
  S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) picks Rogers and Thompson for board of education (cont), Mar 22, 1996, p.2
  The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.24
  PTAs prompt winning votes (photo), May 10, 1996, p.1
  Welcome aboard (new board members) (photo), Nov 1, 1996, p.4
  SHS coaches to be evaluated, Nov 8, 1996, p.1

THOMPSON, CORKY (AU)
  Warm memories of O'Hara family (Itr), Jul 26, 1996, p.6

THOMPSON, KENNETH
  S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) picks Rogers and Thompson for board of education (cont), Mar 22, 1996, p.2

THOMPSON, MARY
  12 members elected to S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) (photo), Jan 19, 1996, p.1

THOMPSON, NICHOLAS
  Many hands make prettier parks (photo), May 3, 1996, p.5

THOMPSON, TIMOTHY L (AU)
  Village urged to take action (Itr), Feb 9, 1996, p.6

THOMSON, ALEXANDER
  Alexander Thomson (dies), Nov 8, 1996, p.10

THORNTON, LESLIE-JEAN (AU)
  From evil murder, a purpose served (Itr), Jun 28, 1996, p.6

THORPY, JACQUI
  SHS girls ski team takes sectional title (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.19

TIDBAL, LISA (AU)

TIMPER, EDWARD
  Fine dining returns to village at new Scarsdale Avenue Cafe (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.13

TISCH, BONNIE (AU)
  Rec center/rink is important too (Itr), Jan 19, 1996, p.6

TOBIAS, LYNN
  Thanksgiving traditions (marked the week at Scarsdale elementary schools) (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.11

TODER, JOAN
  The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.24

TODER, RICHARD
  12 members elected to S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) (photo), Jan 19, 1996, p.1
  3 finalists tapped for schools chief, Jan 26, 1996, p.1
  Board welcomes superintendent (Dr Francis Murphy) (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.1
  School tax hike of 5.21% proposed, Mar 8, 1996, p.1
  The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.24
  School boards adopt budgets; No changes in Scarsdale plan, Apr 19, 1996, p.1
  2 administrators leaving schools; Heathcote principal resigns (photo), May 3, 1996, p.1
  Keep transfer station, for now (photo), May 24, 1996, p.1
  A toast to Toder (edit), Jun 21, 1996, p.6
  Board salutes Toder, French, Jun 21, 1996, p.9
  Scarsdale board kudos (cont), Jun 21, 1996, p.12
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TOLEDO, BARBARA  
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30

TOLEDO, JORGE L  
Preserve proven child program (ltr), Feb 16, 1996, p.6

TOLERANCE, RELIGIOUS  
SEE RELIGIOUS LIBERTY

TOLLES, DENISE (AU)  
Rec(reation) center could be good neighbor (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.6

TOMATOES  
The summer of the $200 tomato (edit), Aug 30, 1996, p.6

TOMBACK, ANDREW E  
Andrew E Tomback (appointed counsel to Milbank, Tweek, Hadley & McCoy) (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.4

TONER, KAY  
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30

TOOLEY, LOWELL  
Good fellows (John Galloway and Lowell Tooley named Paul Harris fellows) (photo), Feb 23, 1996, p.5
The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26
County: Bagging leaves is best, May 31, 1996, p.1
New Rotary officers (photo), Sep 20, 1996, p.4

TORRENCE, LADY  
'Orpheus Descending' (to be presented by SHS Drama Club) (photo), Mar 1, 1996, p.1

TOWN AND VILLAGE CIVIC CLUB  
Women lifers to join T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) men (ltr), Jan 19, 1996, p.6
The Voices are back (Village Voices entertain Town and Village Civic Club) (photo), Feb 2, 1996, p.1
Interviewing is still controversial, Feb 2, 1996, p.1
Interviewing candidates: still controversial (cont), Feb 2, 1996, p.3
Recalling the birth of the Village Club (photo), Feb 2, 1996, p.5
County legislators address T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) meeting (cont), Feb 9, 1996, p.8
Groups like home-office law, but still want some changes, Feb 16, 1996, p.1
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) leaders snub Scarsdale's voters (edit), Mar 1, 1996, p.7
Interviews provide needed oversight (comments on Op-Ed page of March 1 issue of SCS Inquirer) (ltr), Mar 8, 1996, p.8
Put our problems in perspective (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.8
Rink surveys positive, Mar 22, 1996, p.1
Schools struggle with dwindling aid, Mar 22, 1996, p.1
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) panel decries aid cuts, Mar 22, 1996, p.10
Gatta to speak, Apr 5, 1996, p.1
School boards adopt budgets; No changes in Scarsdale plan, Apr 19, 1996, p.1
Gatta praises nonpartisan system, Apr 19, 1996, p.1
Village tax bite will be less painful than projected, Apr 26, 1996, p.1
Heat & warmth at next T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) meeting (ltr), May 3, 1996, p.6
S(school) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) Administrative Committee: Changes would open up system, May 10, 1996, p.1
Full plate for T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub), May 10, 1996, p.1
Village trustees were responsive (re tax rate increase) (ltr), May 10, 1996, p.6
S(school) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) changes are debated at two meetings, May 24, 1996, p.1
Keep transfer station, for now (photo), May 24, 1996, p.1
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) elects new officers, names committee chairmen, Jun 28, 1996, p.4
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) plans year, Jul 12, 1996, p.1
I's official; Stock is 'woman of the year' (photo), Aug 30, 1996, p.1
Tailored to last (Non-Partisan Resolution) (edit), Sep 27, 1996, p.6
Deputy mayor addresses rec(reation) needs, downtown, Oct 18, 1996, p.3
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TOWN AND VILLAGE CIVIC CLUB continued

Current system reflects 'will of the people' (edit), Oct 18, 1996, p.6
Wider pool needed for village candidates (edit), Nov 15, 1996, p.6
(Town and) Village C(iv) C(lub) to county: change priorities, Dec 13, 1996, p.1
(Town and) Village C(iv) C(lub) to county: change priorities (cont), Dec 13, 1996, p.9
(Town and) Village C(iv) C(lub) urges village to hold off sewer rent, Dec 20, 1996, p.1

TRACHTEN, RACHEL

Kids' BASE clears last village hurdle (illus), Oct 4, 1996, p.1
Ground broken for Kids' BASE home (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.1

TRACHTEN, RACHEL (AU)

Letter was false and misleading (response to letter from 7/5 by Kaufman, Bell and Seidelman) (Itr), Jul 12, 1996, p.6
Generosity made (KIDS BASE Little School) carnival success (Itr), Sep 27, 1996, p.6
KIDS BASE-Little School) requested IRS extension (response to Molly Ann Goldstein) (Itr), Nov 22, 1996, p.6

TRACK ATHLETICS

Julia B Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.30
Julia B Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.34
Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

TRADE

SEE FREE TRADE AND PROTECTION

TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS

SHS friends mourn graduate killed in crash (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.1
Safety before convenience (re limiting through traffic on Bradford and Broadmoor Roads) (Itr), May 24, 1996, p.6
Please no trucks!, Jul 5, 1996, p.1
Driver at fault in bus crash, Aug 2, 1996, p.1
Bad intersection needs attention (Crane and Fox Meadow Road) (Itr), Aug 9, 1996, p.6
Woman dies after automobile crash, Aug 30, 1996, p.1
Thanks Stein for paramedic service (Itr), Nov 1, 1996, p.6
Parkway crashes kill 3 in 2 days (photo), Dec 20, 1996, p.1
Before it's too late (cautions against speeding on the Bronx River Parkway) (edit), Dec 20, 1996, p.6
Another truck-bridge crash dramatizes need to fix signs (photo), Dec 27, 1996, p.1

TRAFFIC CONGESTION

Needed, badly: a 4-lane bridge (Itr), Jan 26, 1996, p.6
A vision becomes traffic nightmare (response to letter by John Goodman from 1/26/96) (Itr), Feb 16, 1996, p.6

TRAFFIC SAFETY

Courtesy needed on local streets (Itr), Sep 20, 1996, p.6
Cars endanger Edgemont kids (Itr), Oct 4, 1996, p.6

TRAINOR, PATRICIA

Tribute paid to domestic violence adversary (photo), Oct 25, 1996, p.5

TRANSPLANTATION OF ORGANS, TISSUES, ETC

With the gift of life, there's hope (edit), Apr 26, 1996, p.7

TRAUNER, MARK DANIEL

Mark Daniel Trauner (dies), Nov 29, 1996, p.25

TREACY, JAMES J

James J Treacy (dies), Oct 4, 1996, p.20

TREES

Planting a tree (Arbor Day ceremony at SCS Public Library Pond), Apr 19, 1996, p.1
Saturday night special (tree on Fox Meadow Road comes down during rain and windstorm) (photo), May 17, 1996, p.5
The alphabet blight (comments on metal signs nailed into trees) (illus) (edit), May 17, 1996, p.6
Parks friend asks: What's your favorite tree? (photo), Nov 1, 1996, p.15
Hauling tree limbs (after fierce rainstorm), Nov 15, 1996, p.1
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TRESSLER, BEN
The Bank of New York Salutes (SMS) Speech Contest 1996 (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.26

TRIALS
Filmmaker tackles effects of Simpson trial (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.1
Filmmaker tackles effects of Simpson trial (photo) (cont), Jul 12, 1996, p.2

TROCK, DEBRA
A stylish welcome (to parents new to Heathcote school) (photo), Sep 20, 1996, p.10

TROTTA, CHRISTINE
Nessen dancers to present spring show (photo), May 17, 1996, p.15

TROY, KEITH
Caddie scholarship started in Scarsdale (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.21

TROY, TIMOTHY
Caddie scholarship started in Scarsdale (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.21

TSAI, RUTH LEA
Ruth Lea Tsai (dies), Aug 23, 1996, p.11

TSANG, YVONNE
Schools welcome new teachers, begin classes (photo) (cont), Sep 6, 1996, p.8

TSE, CONSTANCE
SHS club hosts gala for shelter (photo), May 24, 1996, p.10

TSIRILAKIS, KALLIOPE
Awards celebrate student achievement in academics, service (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.10

TSUNEKAGE, BARBARA

TSURUMI, YOSHI (AU)
United States-Japanese trade treaty is basic kabuki theater, Aug 30, 1996, p.7

TULCIN, ANDREA
Fitness focus at SMS (photo), Apr 19, 1996, p.9

TUNICK, CAROLE
Inquirer wins 21 awards in annual (Newspaper Contest of the) N(ew) Y(ork) P(ress) A(ssn) contest, Apr 19, 1996, p.1

TUNICK, ROBERT
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.30

TYBERG, TARA
Fox Meadow fair this Saturday (photo), May 17, 1996, p.10
Pt Council welcomes new board (photo), May 17, 1996, p.10

UCHITELLE, ISABEL ANNE
Isabel Anne Uchitelle (will join Arthur Andersen & Company as a consultant) (photo), Sep 13, 1996, p.4

ULAN, JEREMY
Most students eat lunch in school (photo), Oct 4, 1996, p.11

ULLMAN, JOSEPH
The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26

UNDERHILL, ROBERT B
Most of S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) is still volunteer (re 6/28 letter by Underhill) (ltr), Jul 12, 1996, p.6

UNDERHILL, ROBERT B (AU)
S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) should cut word 'volunteer' (ltr), Jun 28, 1996, p.6

UNDERWEISER, BEATRICE
Groups like home-office law, but still want some changes, Feb 16, 1996, p.1

UNIS, CHRIS
Julia B Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.34
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UNITED WAY
12 hours a day, a friendly voice answers HelpLine, Jan 26, 1996, p.5
Community leadership honor (Spirit of Westchester and Putnam award given to SCS and EMT) (photo), May 24, 1996, p.4
Irwin, Leibert to head United Way (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.2
United Way to launch campaign at reception (photo), Sep 27, 1996, p.2
United Way awards grants (photo), Sep 27, 1996, p.4
United Way: Community counts more than ever (photo), Oct 4, 1996, p.5

US CONGRESS
Why is Congress getting paid? (ltr), Jan 12, 1996, p.6
Congressional aide (Aimee Simmons is staff assistant for Congresswoman Sue W Kelly) (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.4
Lawyer challenging Lowey for Congress (photo), May 24, 1996, p.1

USHABTI
If only we had the right magic (edit) (illus), Jan 26, 1996, p.7

VACATIONS
(Spring) Vacation vanishing (for SCS and EMT students), Jan 12, 1996, p.1
School’s on, but students take off (vacation for Easter and Passover narrowed to three day holiday), Apr 5, 1996, p.1
How I spent my summer vacation (edit), Sep 20, 1996, p.7

VACCARO, FRANK
Task force seeks donations (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.9

VACCARO, DONATO L
The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26

VACCO, DENNIS
$4,000 to village (state has won civil action against three contractors), Jun 21, 1996, p.1

VALDERRAMA, RICK
Another truck-bridge crash dramatizes need to fix signs (photo), Dec 27, 1996, p.1

VALENTINE'S DAY
Saying it in song (musical entertainment by Quaker Ridge students) (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.5

VALIADES, GEORGE
Young rescuers trained (first aid workshop) (photo), Mar 15, 1996, p.10

VAN BUREN, ARAX
Graduation day for babysitters (photo), May 17, 1996, p.10

VAN CAMPEN, JODI
Disabilities awareness at Quaker Ridge (photo), Oct 18, 1996, p.11

VAN EPPS, LOIS
2 local people aboard fatal flight (photo), Jul 19, 1996, p.1
Expecting the best, she always found it (photo), Jul 26, 1996, p.1
Remembering Ms. Van Epps (edit), Jul 26, 1996, p.7
Expecting the best, Van Epps always found it (cont), Jul 26, 1996, p.10

VAN HORN, MILDRED
Mildred Van Horne (dies), Sep 27, 1996, p.18

VAN KIPNIS, CHRISTINE
Vibrant young staff brings freshness to SCS Summer Music Theatre’s ‘Brigadoon’ (photo), Jul 19, 1996, p.11

VAN LEEUWEN, JEAN
Fox Meadow mission: books for fuel (photo), Feb 2, 1996, p.10
Readers and writers (at Heathcote and Quaker Ridge) (photo), Nov 8, 1996, p.9

VAN VOSKUIJLEN, MOOR
Edgewood events (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.11
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VANDALISM

Still investigating (vandalization of Hanukkah menorah in Chase Park), Jan 5, 1996, p.1
Religious leaders express outrage (at recent vandalism of menorah in Chase Park) (ltr), Jan 5, 1996, p.6
Don't let dilemma be our demon (response to letter by J Coffey and R Jacobs from 1/5/96) (ltr), Jan 12, 1996, p.6
Appalled by menorah crime (ltr), Jan 19, 1996, p.6
Voting machine vandalized, Mar 22, 1996, p.8
Church burning: A wake-up call to activism (edit), Jul 19, 1996, p.7
First Amendment protects us all (response to letter by Hugh Price from 7/19/96) (ltr), Aug 2, 1996, p.6

VANDAM, IRMA

Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30

VARIO, SI

2 join Prudential Realty (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.4

VAUGHAN, JACK (AU)

Better disclosure needed in E'mont (ltr), Apr 12, 1996, p.6
Edgemont board not responsive (ltr), Apr 19, 1996, p.6

VAUGHAN, MICHAEL L

Golf club president (Richard A Worden new president of SCS Golf Club) (photo), Mar 1, 1996, p.4

VECCHI, THERESA

Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.30

VEGETABLES

Sparagoosey, sparagoosey, one, two, three (edit), Sep 13, 1996, p.7

VENICE

A pigeon in Piazza San Marco (edit), Sep 27, 1996, p.6
A pigeon in Piazza San Marco (cont) (edit), Sep 27, 1996, p.7

VENTURA, JOHN

Dedication and sportmanship honored (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.32

VERAS, DIMITRI

Awards celebrate student achievement in academics, service (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.10

VERNA, SUSAN H (AU)

Make diversity a positive thing (ltr), Jan 26, 1996, p.6

VERRIER, CHRISTOPHER

Man arrested in robbery, Dec 27, 1996, p.1

VETERANS

The Bank of New York Salutes Scardale Honors Our Veterans Memorial Day 1996 (photo), May 31, 1996, p.28

VETERANS DAY

Veterans Day (service at World War II monument in Boniface Circle, Monday, Nov 11), Nov 8, 1996, p.1
Somber tribute (Veterans Day ceremonies) (photo), Nov 15, 1996, p.1

VICKREY, WILLIAM

William Vickrey wins Nobel Prize (photo), Oct 11, 1996, p.1
Vickrey dies after winning Nobel Prize, Oct 18, 1996, p.1
Vickrey dies after winning Nobel Prize (cont), Oct 18, 1996, p.5

VICKREY, WILLIAM (AU)

Deficit reduction costs jobs (edit), Oct 18, 1996, p.7

VIDAL, INGRID

Schoolwide events promote science (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.9

VILENO, JOHN

John Vileno (dies), Apr 26, 1996, p.16

VILLAGE BOARD-SCS

Boards and councils have 40 openings (vacancies listed and described), Jan 5, 1996, p.4
Home occupation, ice rink proposals headed for action, Jan 12, 1996, p.1
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VILLAGE BOARD-SCS continued

Village trustees approve purchasing guidelines, Jan 12, 1996, p.5
Mayor changes public comment times (cont), Jan 12, 1996, p.7
Petitions are out (for names of candidates for village trustee and village justice), Jan 26, 1996, p.1
Ice rink fans dig in at board meeting, Jan 26, 1996, p.1
Firm chosen to build downtown model, Jan 26, 1996, p.3
Gift policy reviewed, Jan 26, 1996, p.9
Seeks signatures, outlines campaign (ltr), Feb 2, 1996, p.6
Police, fire chiefs give budget wish lists to village, Feb 9, 1996, p.3
Candidate lineup, Feb 16, 1996, p.1
Board eyeing 4-unit cluster housing at Saxon Woods, Feb 16, 1996, p.3
Campaign seeks money and votes (ltr), Feb 16, 1996, p.6
Gift policy revised, Feb 16, 1996, p.9
Parking will be all or nothing at Freightway Garage, Mar 1, 1996, p.3
CP: Empty chairs and able bodies (ltr), Mar 1, 1996, p.6
A chair is still a chair (absence of Citizens’ Party candidates from forum will be noticed) (edit), Mar 8, 1996, p.6
Sexual harassment protection widened, Mar 8, 1996, p.9
Village election is next Tuesday (photo), Mar 15, 1996, p.1
Residents tell village board: ‘We do not want an ice rink’, Mar 15, 1996, p.1
Vote row A (Citizens’ Party candidates) (edit), Mar 15, 1996, p.6
Breach of oath righted a wrong (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.6
Bob will expose workings of Oz (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.6
Time for some openness, debate on the issues (re Bob Harrison running for village trustee) (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.8
Harrison cannot work with others (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.8
Is this any way to run things? (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.8
Plan future recreation (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.8
Citizens’ Party does it again; vote may yield change (photo), Mar 22, 1996, p.1
A legacy of listening (Jane Nusbaum commended upon her retirement from SCS Village Board) (edit), Mar 29, 1996, p.6
Taking it up a notch (comments on public announcements of village board meetings) (edit), Apr 5, 1996, p.6
Make an informed choice on ice rink (ltr), Apr 5, 1996, p.6
(Downtown) Developing idea, Apr 12, 1996, p.1
Dinner meeting, Apr 12, 1996, p.1
Village tax bite will be less painful than projected, Apr 26, 1996, p.1
A’s for effort (praise for village board and Bernard Cedarbaum) (edit), Apr 26, 1996, p.6
Parent pressure cited, May 3, 1996, p.9
Village trustees were responsive (re tax rate increase) (ltr), May 10, 1996, p.6
Village signs new cable franchise, May 17, 1996, p.1
Village signs new cable franchise (cont), May 17, 1996, p.13
Re-valuation (edit) is in our best interest, village says, May 31, 1996, p.1
Village: Re-valuation (edit) is needed (cont), May 31, 1996, p.13
Protest urged on next ‘mega-deal’ (ltr), Jun 7, 1996, p.6
Village, school boards bond at dinner meeting, Jun 7, 1996, p.15
Village trustees use rubber stamp (ltr), Jun 14, 1996, p.6
Trustees will do the right thing (re downtown development) (ltr), Jun 14, 1996, p.6
Residents mettle was misjudged (at village board meeting) (ltr), Jul 5, 1996, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.24
Fence hearing, Jul 12, 1996, p.1
Don’t force Kids’ BASE on village (ltr), Jul 12, 1996, p.6
Shopping list (village board approves $365,874 for painting Freightway garage), Jul 19, 1996, p.1
Three preceded Jane Hackett (on SCS Board of Trustees) (ltr), Jul 19, 1996, p.6
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VILLAGE BOARD-SCS continued
Let's erase the line between 'we' and 'they' (re the citizenry and its elected representatives/edit), Jul 19, 1996, p.7
Trustees were not responsive (to "oral communication" comments from residents) (ltr), Jul 26, 1996, p.6
Trustees consider our best interest (ltr), Jul 26, 1996, p.6
Board's integrity beyond reproach (response to edit from July 19) (ltr), Jul 26, 1996, p.6
Positive outcomes from controversy (ltr), Jul 26, 1996, p.6
The system saw its 'finest hour' (ltr), Jul 26, 1996, p.6
Trustees discuss traffic safety, landscaping of transfer site, Aug 2, 1996, p.1
Honor a heritage of civil debate (commends edit by Irving Sloan from July 19) (ltr), Aug 2, 1996, p.6
Yet more women trustees recalled (response to letter by A F Lazzara from 7/19/96) (ltr), Aug 2, 1996, p.6
(KIDS BASE) Lease opponents were not heard (response to edit from 7/19/96) (ltr), Aug 2, 1996, p.6
Improvements to dangerous crossing mulled (cont), Aug 2, 1996, p.14
The golden years (early retirement incentive to be considered), Aug 9, 1996, p.1
New contract adopted (between village and Teamsters Local 456), Aug 16, 1996, p.1
Let's improve the tone (urges more responsibility at public meetings and in letters to editor) (edit), Aug 23, 1996, p.6
Meadow can't be a playing field (re landscaping of transfer station on Mamaroneck Avenue) (ltr), Aug 23, 1996, p.6
Incentive approved (village trustees voted to approve an early retirement incentive program), Aug 30, 1996, p.1
Agrees that tone needs improving (response to edit from 8/23/96) (ltr), Sep 6, 1996, p.6
Newcomers wonder: What kind of town is this? (edit), Sep 6, 1996, p.6
Board blasted on transfer site; Kids' BASE criticism continues, Sep 13, 1996, p.1
Traffic and cabs (re village board meeting and public hearing), Sep 13, 1996, p.1
Board blasted on transfer site; Kids' BASE criticized (cont), Sep 13, 1996, p.14
Oppose zoning change (for 12 units of senior housing on Weaver Street), Sep 27, 1996, p.1
Under proposed new laws: Change of plans would cost more, Sep 27, 1996, p.1
Change of plans would cost more (cont), Sep 27, 1996, p.4
Crary: Water's OK (streams tested near Crossway leaf transfer site), Oct 11, 1996, p.1
Muzzled and muttering (new policy of EMT's Board of Education limits audience comment) (edit), Oct 11, 1996, p.6
Take a chance on the ice rink (ltr), Oct 11, 1996, p.6
Village ponders ways of paying for sewer repair, Nov 15, 1996, p.1
Trustees eye zoning change, Nov 15, 1996, p.1
Changing your building plans? - it'll cost you, Nov 15, 1996, p.5
Wider pool needed for village candidates (edit), Nov 15, 1996, p.6
Village ponders paying for sewer repair (photo) (cont), Nov 15, 1996, p.23
Government base needs broadening (ltr), Nov 22, 1996, p.6
Board members ponder school, village issues, Nov 29, 1996, p.5
Board members ponder school, village issues (cont), Nov 29, 1996, p.15
VILLAGE HALL (SCS)
Scouting out village hall (Girl and Boy Scouts visit village departments) (photo), Mar 15, 1996, p.1
Battle of the boards (basketball game between village hall/police dept and SHS teams) (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.3
Welcome to virtual Village of Scarsdale, Oct 25, 1996, p.1
Village now has a home on the Web (cont), Oct 25, 1996, p.14
VILLAGE MANAGER-SCS
Gatta to stay, May 31, 1996, p.1
VIOLA, CATHERINE
Catherine Viola (will receive administrator-of-the-year award from Lutheran School Assn), May 24, 1996, p.4
VIOLENCE
Symposium studies roots of violence, Oct 4, 1996, p.11
VITAGLIANO, LAURA
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 3, 1996, p.30
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VOGEL, EVA
So why is golf so addictive? The answers aren't easy (photo), Dec 6, 1996, p.26

VOGEL, MICHAEL
So why is golf so addictive? The answers aren't easy (photo), Dec 6, 1996, p.26

VOGEL, TOM (AU)
Seize the moment for new projects (ltr), Feb 9, 1996, p.6

VOLKER, DALE
Time's run out (for drivers who get speeding tickets and who try to delay their case), May 17, 1996, p.1

VOLLEYBALL
Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

VOLUNTEERS
Drug Task Force thanks volunteers (ltr), Feb 16, 1996, p.6
Task force seeks donations, Feb 16, 1996, p.9
Task force seeks donations (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.9
Thanks to teen 'snow angels' (ltr), Mar 8, 1996, p.8
Volunteers made benefit a success (ltr), Mar 29, 1996, p.6
Volunteer appointments, Apr 12, 1996, p.5
Volunteers made E-(mont)Day a success (ltr), May 17, 1996, p.6
Volunteers honored (Virginia Gager and Marion Shiffer), Jun 21, 1996, p.4
PTA honors student volunteers (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.10
W(HP) H(ospital) C(enter) honors volunteers (photo), Jul 12, 1996, p.4
Greenacres father and son bandage and bond - in Bhutan (photo), Aug 9, 1996, p.5
Ways to boost troubled spirits (ltr), Sep 20, 1996, p.6
S(CS) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice) indebted to volunteers (ltr), Nov 29, 1996, p.6

VON ANCKEN, H (AU)
Stop burglars, not motorists (ltr), Dec 13, 1996, p.6

VORPERIAN, JOHN
John Vorperian (elected to third term as National Secretary of Ripon Society), May 31, 1996, p.4

VOTER REGISTRATION
New voters should expect a postcard (ltr), Apr 5, 1996, p.7

VOTING
League proposes a voting unit change, Mar 1, 1996, p.1
Simplify the system (advocates that SCS's local election unit boundaries be redrawn) (edit), Mar 1, 1996, p.6
First-time voter was disappointed (ltr), Mar 22, 1996, p.6
Individual votes make a difference (ltr), Nov 1, 1996, p.8

WACHTEL, ALAN
22 candidates running for School Board Nominating Committee (cont), Jan 12, 1996, p.4
12 members elected to S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) (photo), Jan 19, 1996, p.1

WACHTEL, BRANDEN
Rec(reation) camp: Day 1 (photo), Jul 5, 1996, p.1

WACHTENHEIM, FLORIE
Neighbors rally to ease a family's pain (edit), Mar 8, 1996, p.7
Stop signs show persistence pays (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.1
Fox Meadow fair this Saturday (photo), May 17, 1996, p.10
Pt Council welcomes new board (photo), May 17, 1996, p.10
Citizens Committee has 13 new members, Nov 15, 1996, p.1
Technology group to advise schools, Nov 22, 1996, p.1
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WALKER, GEORGE
Nameless no more (SCS Chateaux) (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.19

WALKER, SUSAN
The Bank of New York Salutes Alan I Blitz 1996 Bowl Recipient (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.26

WALKER, TAMMY
Child's Play presents Heathcote dramas (photo), Feb 23, 1996, p.8

WALL, ROBERT (AU)
Hochberg helps to protect property (ltr), Nov 1, 1996, p.6

WALLACE, CLAUDINA (DR)
Best doctors (Dr Claudina Wallace listed as one of best doctors in NY in 5/20 New York magazine), Jun 14, 1996, p.4

WALLACE, CLAUDINA (DR) (AU)
Open heart and mind wanted (host family needed for Student Transfer Education Plan candidate) (ltr), May 17, 1996, p.6

WALLACE, JON (AU)
Racial issues still divide us (ltr), Aug 9, 1996, p.7

WALLACE, PHILIP V G (AU)
Don't be misled by the hate mail (ltr), Nov 1, 1996, p.8

WALTER, JOHN E
John E Walter (dies), Jul 19, 1996, p.10

WALTER, KATRINKA TAYLOR
Katrinka Taylor Walter (named development director of St Cabrini Nursing Home, Dobbs Ferry) (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.4

WAN, TIFFANY
Colonial characters (Heathcote 5th graders portray important colonial-era figures) (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.10

WANG, PETER
Westchester Reform Temple breaks ground for new center (photo), May 3, 1996, p.15

WAR
Protestors don't know about war (response to letter by Richard Block from 8/9/96) (ltr), Aug 23, 1996, p.6

WARE, MARY LEE
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30

WARE, MOLLY
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30

WARFIELD, JIM
Residents mettle was misjudged (at village board meeting) (ltr), Jul 5, 1996, p.6

WARING, MEREDITH
Stable features spacious riding ring (photo), Jul 26, 1996, p.9

WARNER, HELEN YOUNG
Helen Young Warner (dies), Jun 21, 1996, p.14

WARREN, WAYNE II (AU)
On the frontier of medical science (ed), Apr 12, 1996, p.7

WASHBURN, PHILLIP S
Congregational Church players to present music drama (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.15

WASHBURN, PHILLIP S (AU)
Church decrees anti-Semitism (ltr), Jul 5, 1996, p.6

WASKOW, SHARON
Excellent in any language (winners of recent foreign language poster contest at SMS) (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.9

WASTE
See some trash? Please pick it up (ltr), Oct 4, 1996, p.6

WATER
Flushing time, Mar 22, 1996, p.1

In battle over rates; Village aims slingshot at NYC water dept, Aug 30, 1996, p.1
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WATER continued
Village takes aim at NYC water dept (cont), Aug 30, 1996, p.11
O'Rourke to NYC: No more rate hikes!, Sep 6, 1996, p.1

WATSON, CHARLOTTE
Tribute paid to domestic violence adversary (photo), Oct 25, 1996, p.5

WATSON, KATHLEEN
Kathleen Watson (dies), Apr 5, 1996, p.16

WATTS, JENNIFER
STEPping into school (students participating in STEP program enjoy picnic with host families)(photo), Sep 13, 1996, p.8

WATTS, MINDY
SMHS girls ski team takes sectional title (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.19
S(t)udent T(transfer) E(ducation) P(lan) hopes to host a second student (photo), May 17, 1996, p.9
STEPping into school (students participating in STEP program enjoy picnic with host families)(photo), Sep 13, 1996, p.8

WATTS, RALPH
STEPping into school (students participating in STEP program enjoy picnic with host families)(photo), Sep 13, 1996, p.8

WATTS, STEWART
STEPping into school (students participating in STEP program enjoy picnic with host families)(photo), Sep 13, 1996, p.8

WAX, LAURIE
Awards celebrate student achievement in academics, service (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.10

WAYNE, CRISPY
Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

WEAPONS
SEE FIREARMS

WEATHER
Learning to laugh at the weather (remnants of Hurricane Fausto) (photo), Sep 20, 1996, p.1

WEBER, JOAN
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The Eleventh Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.30

WEBER, JOAN (DR)
New guy in town (Dr Francis Murphy chats with Dr Joan Weber and Jeri Farren) (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.1
Schools to focus on character, Sep 6, 1996, p.1

WEBER, LORRAINE
When parents need help in coming out of the closet, Apr 12, 1996, p.1

WEBER, RICHARD (AU)
Tales of the South Pacific - and World War II (edit), Sep 6, 1996, p.7
Tales from the South Pacific (edit), Sep 27, 1996, p.7

WEDDINGS
(Supplement) Love and Marriage, Feb 16, 1996, p.0
Mom's dress for the wedding: just one more rite of passage, Jun 7, 1996, p.1
A personal shopper: help for the mother of the bride (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.16
Mother's dress: just one more rite of passage (cont), Jun 7, 1996, p.16

WEIL, MARC
Now that's drama! (speech contest at SMS) (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes (SMS) Speech Contest 1996 (photo), Apr 12, 1996, p.26

WEILL, GUY
Keep transfer station, for now (photo), May 24, 1996, p.1

WEIN, REBECCA L (AU)
Bob Dole would turn back clock (ltr), Oct 25, 1996, p.6

WEINBERG, HAL
Preventing bicycle theft (photo), Aug 16, 1996, p.3
Whorls on file (Sgt Hal Weinberg of SCS Police Dept fingerprints kindergartner Alex Paris) (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.3
WEINBERGER, RUTH
Where is tennis heading at our area clubs? (photo), May 3, 1996, p.22

WEINER, ALEX
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 3, 1996, p.30

WEINER, NANCY
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 3, 1996, p.30

WEINER, TOM
Another truck-bridge crash dramatizes need to fix signs (photo), Dec 27, 1996, p.1

WEINER, VICTORIA
Those lazy, hazy, crazy days of camp (photo) (cont), Jul 26, 1996, p.15

WEINGARTEN, STEPHEN C (AU)
He's been working on the playground (at Westchester Reform Temple) (ltr), Oct 18, 1996, p.6

WEINSTEIN, REBECCA
Just a little harder (tug-o'-war during Saturday's E-(mont)Day on EMT High School field) (photo), May 17, 1996, p.1

WEIR, RYAN
Holiday video drive (photo), Dec 27, 1996, p.11

WEISFELD, DANIELLE
Painting musical pictures (photo), Jan 12, 1996, p.8

WEISMAN, LEONARD (AU)
Does evil lurk in Scarsdale system?, Mar 15, 1996, p.8

WEISS, BONNIE
SMS rallies for school spirit (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.10
Art with a message (poster project created by middle school art teacher) (photo), May 17, 1996, p.10

WEISS, JANE
Greenacres shares secrets of sushi (photo), Nov 22, 1996, p.9

WEISS, LINDA
Scholarship donation (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.9

WEISS, LINDA (AU)
Scholarship fund aided 11 seniors (ltr), Jun 28, 1996, p.6

WEISS, PAUL (DR)
Dr Paul Weiss (elected active fellow of American Assn of Plastic Surgeons) (photo), Nov 1, 1996, p.4

WELBY, PETER
New director for senior programs (photo), Aug 30, 1996, p.4

WELFARE
SEE PUBLIC WELFARE

WENIG, LAURA
Electri-cities at Heathcote (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.12

WENIG, RANDI
Electri-cities at Heathcote (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.12

WENTWORTH, JEAN
Wentworths: 4 hands to play 3 concerts (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.15

WENTWORTH, JEAN (AU)
Annual request to help AIDS walk (ltr), Apr 19, 1996, p.6
Residents mettle was misjudged (at village board meeting) (ltr), Jul 5, 1996, p.6
The guest of honor wasn't there (edit), Dec 20, 1996, p.6

WENTWORTH, KENNETH
Wentworths: 4 hands to play 3 concerts (photo), Feb 16, 1996, p.15

WENTWORTH, KENNETH (AU)
Compost enriches town, residents (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.6
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WERBLOW, LORRAINE
Candidates forum (scheduled for Monday, October 28), Oct 25, 1996, p.1

WERTHEIMER, ELLIOTT
Those lazy, hazy, crazy days of camp (photo) (cont), Jul 26, 1996, p.15

WERTKIN, SANDI
Blood Drive May 1 (photo), Apr 19, 1996, p.9
WERTKIN, SANDI (AU)
Students praised for blood drive (ltr), May 10, 1996, p.6

WESTBERG, JOAN
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 3, 1996, p.30
New director for senior programs (photo), Aug 30, 1996, p.4
WESTBERG, JOAN (AU)
Snow angels aided homebound (ltr), Jan 26, 1996, p.6

WESTCHESTER ARTS COUNCIL
Art funding not considered 'pork' (ltr), Jul 19, 1996, p.6

WESTCHESTER BAND
(Westchester) Band appreciates concert coverage (ltr), Aug 23, 1996, p.6

WESTCHESTER COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS
County board votes for re-val(uation), Jun 14, 1996, p.1
County should solicit new bids (ltr), Jul 12, 1996, p.7
Local officials upset over gov(ernor)'s re-val(uation) veto, Oct 18, 1996, p.1
Let voters decide (re Westchester County legislators and Proposition 1) (edit), Nov 1, 1996, p.6
Say yes to reform referendum (edit), Nov 1, 1996, p.7
Legislator is on Scarsdale's side (ltr), Nov 29, 1996, p.6

WESTCHESTER COUNTY-PLANNING
County planning study calls for cooperation among municipalities, May 31, 1996, p.1
Planning study calls for intermunicipal cooperation (cont), May 31, 1996, p.3

WESTCHESTER COUNTY-POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Reject iron-handed, one-party rule (edit), Jan 5, 1996, p.7

WESTCHESTER WOMEN'S AGENDA
Women organize to lobby legislators, Aug 16, 1996, p.1
Women lobby legislators (cont), Aug 16, 1996, p.8

WESTERLUND-VOLA, LUKE
Edgemont skier will compete in world championships next month, Jan 12, 1996, p.15
Westerlund-Vola places ninth at U.S. Freestyle Championships (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.21

WETZEL, SAMANTHA
Holiday happenings (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.5

WEKLER, ERIC
Helmets on for safety (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.9
Troupe presents kids' plays (photo), Nov 15, 1996, p.10

WEKLER, PAM

WEKLER, TINA
Troupe presents kids' plays (photo), Nov 15, 1996, p.10

WHELAN, DREW
Julia B Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White & SHS Spring Athletes (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.34

WHIPSMADE, DAVID
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 3, 1996, p.30
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WHIPSMADE, MARTHA
   The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy The Scarsdale Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 3, 1996, p.30

WHITE, ELIZABETH
   Elizabeth White (dies), Mar 1, 1996, p.16

WHITE, JEREMY
   After-school fun (school picnics at Greenacres and Edgewood) (photo), Sep 20, 1996, p.9

WHITEHAIR, NORMA
   Norma Whitehair (dies), Feb 16, 1996, p.12

WHITMAN, NICOLE
   Maroon and White Honors Its Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 13, 1996, p.38

WHITMAN, PHILIP (AU)
   We stand still, others advance (ltr), Feb 2, 1996, p.6

WI, SAE WOOK
   Awards celebrate student achievement in academics, service (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.10

WICKER, JOHN
   History Channel has wide appeal (ltr), Apr 5, 1996, p.6

WIECZOREK, RITA REIS
   Rita Reis Wieczorek (appointed to the alumni board of College of Mount St Joseph), Dec 20, 1996, p.4

WILE, JULIUS
   Julius Wile (present at ceremony to bestow first annual Bordeaux Experience Award), Apr 26, 1996, p.4
   Julius Wile (honored by American Red Cross in Westchester County) (photo), May 24, 1996, p.4

WILKINSON, JOHN
   IHM's Msgr. Conners (sic) leaves behind a legacy of healing (photo) (cont), Jul 5, 1996, p.14

WILKS, ELAINE
   Anti-Semitic graffiti defaces neighborhood, Nov 15, 1996, p.1

WILLIAMS, ALFRED
   Village signs new cable franchise, May 17, 1996, p.1

WILLIAMS, ALISON (AU)
   Impatient drivers endanger walkers (ltr), May 31, 1996, p.7
   Downtown dweller wants some peace (ltr), Aug 30, 1996, p.6
   Drivers should yield to walkers (ltr), Sep 20, 1996, p.6

WILLIAMS, DALE
   Homeless in Manhattan; Midnight Run director has been there (photo), Dec 6, 1996, p.5

WILLIAMS, LOWELL (AU)
   Teacher has right to voice opinions (response to letter from 9/13/96) (ltr), Sep 27, 1996, p.6

WILLIAMS, MARSHA (AU)
   Scholarship fund aided 11 seniors (ltr), Jun 28, 1996, p.6

WILLIAMS, WALTER
   Caddiemasters of Scarsdale: on the ball for 137 years) (photo) (cont), Jul 19, 1996, p.15

WILSON, ADDISON RUSH
   Addison Rush Wilson (dies), Mar 22, 1996, p.17

WILSON, AMY
   Getting acquainted (new principal at Heathcote meets parents at PTA reception) (photo), Sep 13, 1996, p.9

WILSON, IRA
   Merchants form new alliance (with village officials) to revitalize village, Sep 20, 1996, p.1

WILSON, LYNNE
   New Rotary officers (photo), Sep 20, 1996, p.4
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WILSON, RUSH
Merchants form new alliance (with village officials) to revitalize village, Sep 20, 1996, p.1

WINDER, PAM
International rhythms (multicultural assembly at Fox Meadow) (photo), Mar 8, 1996, p.9

WINDERS, PAM
Egyptian extravaganza (Fox Meadow fifth grade presentation) (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.10

WINIK, ELAINE (AU)
Survivor’s story wins wider audience (edit), May 17, 1996, p.7

WINSTON, DIANA
Maroon & White Congratulates The Girls Varsity Field Hockey Team (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.32

WINSTON, HARRY
Winston update, Jan 19, 1996, p.1

WINSTON, RONALD
Winston case will be on the docket again, Sep 13, 1996, p.1

WINTERGERS, ANDREW
(Safety Poster) Contest winners announced (photo), Mar 15, 1996, p.3

WISNBER, STEVEN
Driver at fault in bus crash, Aug 2, 1996, p.1

WITCHEL, SAM (AU)
A tangled web of deception unraveled (edit), Dec 27, 1996, p.6
A tangled web of deception unraveled (edit) (cont), Dec 27, 1996, p.7

WOGHIN, ALLYN
Troupe presents kids’ plays (photo), Nov 15, 1996, p.10

WOLFF, ROSALIE
Crary: Water’s OK (streams tested near Crossway leaf transfer site), Oct 11, 1996, p.1

WOLFF, ROSALIE (AU)
Deputy manager has no answer (re John Crary’s remarks about Janet Bell) (ltr), Oct 25, 1996, p.6

WOLFF, ROSALIE S (AU)
Debate should be vote prerequisite (ltr), Feb 16, 1996, p.6
Is this any way to run things? (ltr), Mar 15, 1996, p.8
Second opinion is needed on (SHS tennis) courts (ltr), Jun 7, 1996, p.6

WOLFRAM, SOPHIE
Chilly children (wait for their school bus) (photo), Feb 9, 1996, p.1
Heathcote days (annual Jelly Bean Field Day) (photo), Jun 21, 1996, p.9

WOLLMAN, LOUISE
No Gallic shrug on smoking ban ("France has not gotten the message about smoking") (ltr), Apr 12, 1996, p.6
Inquirer wins 21 awards in annual (Newspaper Contest of the) New York Press Association contest, Apr 19, 1996, p.1
Open discussion promotes growth (response to letter from D Karl Malkames from 5/31/96) (ltr), Jun 7, 1996, p.6

WOLLOCH, NORBERT (DR)
Oppose zoning change (for 12 units of senior housing on Weaver Street), Sep 27, 1996, p.1

WOLTERS, JOHN
John Wolters (named executive vice president, finance, ABC Television Network) (photo), May 31, 1996, p.4

WOMEN
(Supplement) Today’s Woman (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.0
Pro-choice advocate spurs women to action, May 17, 1996, p.5
Congresswoman shares concern (re Fauziya Kasinga’s asylum claim) (ltr), May 17, 1996, p.6
Women organize to lobby legislators, Aug 16, 1996, p.1
Women lobby legislators (cont), Aug 16, 1996, p.8
A wake-up call for the Rules Girls (edit), Nov 29, 1996, p.6
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WONG, JOHN
Awards celebrate student achievement in academics, service (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.10

WOOD, ANNE C (AU)

WORDEN, DEBBIE
Thanks to teen 'snow angels' (ltr), Mar 8, 1996, p.8
Blood Drive May 1 (photo), Apr 19, 1996, p.9

WORDEN, PATRICIA

WORDEN, RICHARD A
Golf club president (Richard A Worden new president of SCS Golf Club) (photo), Mar 1, 1996, p.4

WORDEN, RICK
Spring athletes feted at barbecue dinners (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.21

WORDEN, RICK AND TRISH (AU)
Thanks to teen 'snow angels' (ltr), Mar 8, 1996, p.8

WORDEN, TRISH
Spring athletes feted at barbecue dinners (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.21

WORKMAN, ELISA
A stylish welcome (to parents new to Heathcote school) (photo), Sep 20, 1996, p.10

WORKMAN, TERRY
A stylish welcome (to parents new to Heathcote school) (photo), Sep 20, 1996, p.10

WORLD WAR, 1939-1945
From 'dogtags' to a war memorial (edit), May 31, 1996, p.7
Vigil (to commemorate atomic bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki) ignores the facts of history (ltr), Aug 9, 1996, p.7
Protestors don't know about war (response to letter by Richard Block from 8/9/96) (ltr), Aug 23, 1996, p.6
Tales of the South Pacific - and World War II (edit), Sep 6, 1996, p.7
Tales from the South Pacific (edit), Sep 27, 1996, p.7
A tangled web of deception unraveled (edit), Dec 27, 1996, p.6
A tangled web of deception unraveled (edit) (cont), Dec 27, 1996, p.7

WORLD WIDE WEB
League of) W(omen) V(oters) gives Scarsdale a place on the Internet, Jan 5, 1996, p.1
Home page for Scarsdale (cont), Jan 5, 1996, p.5
Home on the web (new features on Scarsdale Online, home page of SCS's League of Women Voters), Mar 29, 1996, p.1
Motoring on the electronic highway, part 4: browsing the WEB, Jun 21, 1996, p.4
Welcome to virtual Village of Scarsdale, Oct 25, 1996, p.1

WORMS
Give a cheer for the earthworm! (re composting) (ltr), Sep 27, 1996, p.6

WORTHINGTON, BRAD
The Bank of New York Salutes Scarsdale Historical Society (photo), Apr 5, 1996, p.24

WRESTLING
Injury upsets Moreira's title quest at state wrestling tourney, Mar 8, 1996, p.19
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White & SHS Winter Athletes (photo), Mar 29, 1996, p.30

WRIGHT, PRISCILLA
County bond agency enters Kids' BASE debate (photo) (cont), May 3, 1996, p.23
Ground broken for Kids' BASE home (photo), Nov 29, 1996, p.1

WRIGHT, TOM
Teaching tennis the Wright way (photo), Jun 7, 1996, p.23

WYLIE, ELLEN SCHWARTZ (AU)
Cars endanger Edgemont kids (ltr), Oct 4, 1996, p.6
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YAMADA, YUTA</td>
<td>Most students eat lunch in school (photo)</td>
<td>Oct 4, 1996</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YAMASHITA, MIKI</td>
<td>A world of cultures (International week at Greenacres) (photo)</td>
<td>Mar 22, 1996</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YARABEK, STEVE</td>
<td>Many hands make prettier parks (photo)</td>
<td>May 3, 1996</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YARO, ROBERT D</td>
<td>Regional plan includes changes in school financing</td>
<td>Feb 16, 1996</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YASPAH, ALAN</td>
<td>Helmets on for safety (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 14, 1996</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YASUE, KEN</td>
<td>After-school fun (school picnics at Greenacres and Edgewood) (photo)</td>
<td>Sep 20, 1996</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YAVERBAUM, RACHEL</td>
<td>'Orpheus Descending' (to be presented by SHS Drama Club) (photo)</td>
<td>Mar 1, 1996</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YEE, ALBERT</td>
<td>Dedication and sportmanship honored (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 13, 1996</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YEHI, JANET</td>
<td>Chinese lessons at Quaker Ridge (photo)</td>
<td>Feb 9, 1996</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YI, ALISSA</td>
<td>Holiday video drive (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 27, 1996</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YM-YUHA OF MID-WESTCHESTER</td>
<td>Scarsdale Y is virtual home to Holy City (photo)</td>
<td>Oct 25, 1996</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YOKOTA, BETTY</td>
<td>The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy The Scarsdale Family Counseling</td>
<td>May 3, 1996</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YOUTH</td>
<td>Is Scarsdale unhealthy for adolescents?</td>
<td>Mar 29, 1996</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YOUTH-RECREATION</td>
<td>Rec(reation) center could be good neighbor (ltr)</td>
<td>Mar 15, 1996</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YUGOVICH, ALICE</td>
<td>Postcard project (Heathcote 3rd graders) (photo)</td>
<td>Jan 12, 1996</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZACHARIA, BEN</td>
<td>S(CS) G(olf) C(lub) camp hones skills of future members (photo)</td>
<td>Aug 9, 1996</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZACHARIA, DON</td>
<td>Merchants form new alliance (with village officials) to revitalize village</td>
<td>Sep 20, 1996</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAME</td>
<td>EVENT</td>
<td>DATE</td>
<td>PAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZAKIERSKI, JOE</td>
<td>A hoppin’ good time (get-ready-for-summer time of year at village schools) (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 14, 1996</td>
<td>p.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moving up and on (retiring Greenacres principal with fifth graders on moving-up day) (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 28, 1996</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZALESKI, ALEKSANDER C</td>
<td>Aleksander C Zaleski (dies)</td>
<td>Sep 13, 1996</td>
<td>p.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZAMBETTI, GEORGE (DR)</td>
<td>Greenacres father and son bandage and bond - in Bhutan (photo)</td>
<td>Aug 9, 1996</td>
<td>p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Father and son bandage and bond - in Bhutan (cont)</td>
<td>Aug 9, 1996</td>
<td>p.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZAMBETTI, MATT</td>
<td>Greenacres father and son bandage and bond - in Bhutan (photo)</td>
<td>Aug 9, 1996</td>
<td>p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Father and son bandage and bond - in Bhutan (cont)</td>
<td>Aug 9, 1996</td>
<td>p.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZANDER, LETTY</td>
<td>Scarsdalians are honored by M(ental) H(ealth) A(ssociation) (photo)</td>
<td>Oct 18, 1996</td>
<td>p.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZAYAC, ANDREW</td>
<td>Dedication and sportmanship honored (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 13, 1996</td>
<td>p.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZAYAC, BOB</td>
<td>Stammer inducted into SHS Scholar-Athlete Honor Society (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 28, 1996</td>
<td>p.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dedication and sportmanship honored (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 13, 1996</td>
<td>p.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZEDNIK, RICK</td>
<td>Scarsdale High School graduate publishes newspaper in former Iron-Curtain country (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 7, 1996</td>
<td>p.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZELANOVA, KATE</td>
<td>Language contest winners (SHS students take top honors in Iona College language competition) (photo)</td>
<td>Apr 5, 1996</td>
<td>p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZELICOF, STEVEN</td>
<td>Scarsdalians elected at St. Agnes (photo)</td>
<td>Jul 5, 1996</td>
<td>p.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZELMANOVICZ, MARC</td>
<td>Task force seeks donations (photo)</td>
<td>Feb 16, 1996</td>
<td>p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZERN, CRAIG</td>
<td>Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White &amp; SHS Winter Athletes (photo)</td>
<td>Mar 29, 1996</td>
<td>p.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZIEGELBAUM, BROOKE</td>
<td>Bake sale benefit (Fox Meadow Student Council bake sale) (photo)</td>
<td>Jan 12, 1996</td>
<td>p.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZIMBARD, MICHAEL</td>
<td>Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White &amp; SHS Spring Athletes (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 14, 1996</td>
<td>p.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZIMMERMAN, BILL</td>
<td>Rink operators share experiences,</td>
<td>Apr 5, 1996</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZIROLNIK, LISA</td>
<td>Ecstacy and agony (saucer ride and snow shoveling) (photo)</td>
<td>Jan 12, 1996</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZOFFNESS, COURTNEY (AU)</td>
<td>Last night I ate darkness (edit)</td>
<td>May 31, 1996</td>
<td>p.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZOMBEK, MICHAEL</td>
<td>Readers and writers (at Heathcote and Quaker Ridge) (photo)</td>
<td>Nov 8, 1996</td>
<td>p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS</td>
<td>SEE BOARD OF APPEALS-SCS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZONING-SCS</td>
<td>Home occupation, ice rink proposals headed for action</td>
<td>Jan 12, 1996</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Let's act to stop the scarring of Scarsdale (edit)</td>
<td>Apr 12, 1996</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trustees eye zoning change</td>
<td>Nov 15, 1996</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Village rezoning pondered (cont)</td>
<td>Dec 6, 1996</td>
<td>p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZOROWITZ, REBECCA</td>
<td>Food for thought (students pack lunches for Midnight Run) (photo)</td>
<td>Apr 19, 1996</td>
<td>p.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ZOUBEK, RUTH
Ruth Zoubek (dies), May 10, 1996, p.14

ZOWSNER, JESSE
Moving up and on (retiring Greenacres principal with fifth graders on moving-up day) (photo), Jun 28, 1996, p.1

ZUCKERMAN, CHERYL
More an accident than an assault (re incident involving Cheryl Zuckerman) (ltr), Jan 5, 1996, p.6
Grand jury indicts Scarsdale resident, Jun 28, 1996, p.3

ZUCKERMAN, JANET
Helmets on for safety (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.9

ZUCKERMAN, MATT
Disabilities awareness at Quaker Ridge (photo), Oct 18, 1996, p.11

ZUCKERWISE, GAIL
SMS helps whose in need (photo), Dec 20, 1996, p.13

ZUCKERWISE, LISA
Excellent in any language (winners of recent foreign language poster contest at SMS) (photo), Apr 26, 1996, p.9

ZULLO, JOSEPH
First-graders' art has purpose (photo), Jun 14, 1996, p.9

ZULLO, ZONNIA
Preventing bicycle theft (photo), Aug 16, 1996, p.3
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ABADA, SHANI
   Intern gets taste of real world, May 16, 1997, p.11

ABBE, JULIE
   Third graders are taking the show on the road (photo), Nov 14, 1997, p.10

ABEL, STANLEY (AU)
   Elaboration on balanced budget (ltr), Feb 28, 1997, p.7
   Appoint a dentist surgeon general (ltr), Apr 18, 1997, p.6

ABELSON, MATT
   Spreading the word (publicizing of SHS annual blood drive) (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.9
   Julia B. Fee Is Proud to Honor Maroon and White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34
   Kids' BASE basement could become a teen center, Dec 19, 1997, p.1

ABELSON, MATT (AU)
   Students helped choose principal (response to Inquirer article from 6/27/97) (ltr), Aug 8, 1997, p.6

ABINANTI, THOMAS
   Take blame as well as credit (re parking for County Medical Center & Ruth Taylor Institute) (ltr), Jun 20, 1997, p.6
   County endorsements (Inquirer endorsements for county executive and county legislators) (edit), Oct 31, 1997, p.6
   Abinanti is a pro-environment legislator (ltr), Oct 31, 1997, p.7
   Candidate will put people ahead of politics (ltr), Oct 31, 1997, p.12
   Scarsdale Democrats to head county board, Dec 12, 1997, p.1
   Local delegation: County budget is 'best we could do,' Dec 26, 1997, p.1

ABINANTI, THOMAS (AU)
   Changes in 1996 (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.11
   Legislator urges voters to keep incumbents (ltr), Sep 5, 1997, p.6

ABRAMOWITZ, JAIME
   Going forth (SHS commencement) (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.1

ACCESSORY APARTMENTS
   Village trustees consider legalization of home rental units (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.1
   For rent (re proposed new law on accessory housing), Jun 27, 1997, p.1
   Time to accessorize (support for idea of legalizing accessory housing) (edit), Jun 27, 1997, p.6
   Residents tell trustees: Legal apts. mean Scarsdale's doom, Oct 17, 1997, p.11
   Accessory housing debated (at Town and Village Civic Club meeting), Oct 17, 1997, p.3
   A question of character (re opposition to accessory apartments at recent board meeting) (edit), Oct 17, 1997, p.6
   Law would change character of village (re accessory housing) (ltr), Oct 17, 1997, p.6
   Accessory housing debate (cont), Oct 17, 1997, p.8
   Latest threat to Elysian Fields (ltr), Oct 24, 1997, p.6
   Editorial trivialized impact of housing proposal (response to 10/17 Inquirer edit) (ltr), Oct 24, 1997, p.6
   Editorial hit the nail on the head (edit from 10/17 re accessory housing) (ltr), Oct 24, 1997, p.6
   Fine editorial was 'voice of reason' (edit from 10/17 re accessory housing) (ltr), Oct 24, 1997, p.6
   Accessory apartments aren't 'affordable housing' (ltr), Oct 24, 1997, p.6
   Apartment supporters 'noble and foolish' (edit), Oct 24, 1997, p.7
   Accessory law would benefit seniors (ltr), Oct 31, 1997, p.6
   Accessory housing would help seniors (ltr), Nov 14, 1997, p.6
   Keep the charm: allow apartments (ltr), Nov 21, 1997, p.6
   No hard data to support proposal (re proposed village law on accessory housing) (ltr), Nov 21, 1997, p.6
   Most of village not affected by law (re proposed village law on accessory housing) (ltr), Nov 21, 1997, p.6
   Simple issue blown out of proportion (re accessory apartments) (ltr), Nov 28, 1997, p.6
   SCS (SNS) Neighborhood (SSNS) residents oppose apartment law (ltr), Nov 28, 1997, p.6
   Suggested limits for apartment law (ltr), Dec 5, 1997, p.6
   No good reason to oppose apartments (edit), Dec 5, 1997, p.6
   Complex issue of accessory apartments needs more research (edit), Dec 5, 1997, p.7
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ACCESSORY APARTMENTS  continued
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) to trustees: Don't pass apartment law (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.1
Don't give up (advocates legalizing accessory apartments) (edit), Dec 12, 1997, p.6
Rink would have more impact than apartments (ltr), Dec 12, 1997, p.6
Many residents contributed to TVVC report on accessory housing law (ltr), Dec 12, 1997, p.6
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) votes against proposed apartment law (cont), Dec 12, 1997, p.9

ACCIDENTS
Into the bridge, again (truck crashes into Mamaroneck Road Bridge), Jan 3, 1997, p.1
CO detector saves family, Jan 3, 1997, p.1
Man killed in Post road crash; driver charged with D(river) I(ntoxicated) (photo), Jan 10, 1997, p.1
Truck-bridge crashes; Neighbors fear terrible tragedy (along Hutchinson River Parkway), Jan 31, 1997, p.1
Manslaughter charged (Ildefonso Prieto for Jan 5 car crash), Feb 28, 1997, p.1
Village notified of (Freightway) garage hazard (ltr), Feb 28, 1997, p.6
Winds cause damage, 1 death (photo), Mar 7, 1997, p.1
Hochberg aided the powerless (after explosion of electrical transformer) (ltr), Apr 18, 1997, p.6
Gas explosion injures man (photo), May 2, 1997, p.1
Explosion injures one (cont), May 2, 1997, p.8
Tragedy hits home (re suicide of Joshua Lerner and motorcycle accident of John Brett Jr) (edit), May 30, 1997, p.6
Family of woman crushed by tree to get $1 million, Nov 14, 1997, p.1

SEE ALSO TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS

ACHIEVEMENT
B-plus is not good enough for a Zimmerman (edit), Jun 27, 1997, p.6

ACTIONS AND DEFENSES
Winston v Winston: a case of 'He said, he said' (photo), Mar 7, 1997, p.3
Court: former Winston land not a wetland (illus), Aug 15, 1997, p.1
Lawyer's best friend (re Winston estate) (edit), Aug 15, 1997, p.6
Family of woman crushed by tree to get $1 million, Nov 14, 1997, p.1

ACTORS AND ACTRESSES
Scarsdale's Peter White gets belated hometown attention (photo), Feb 14, 1997, p.13

ADACHI, KOKI
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

ADAMS, ANNIE
Maroon and White honors SHS fall athletes (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.26

ADAMS, DONALD

ADEL, BERNARD
Planners seek closure in Nynex dispute (photo), Jan 31, 1997, p.3
Nynex, neighbors have last word in permit hearing, Apr 4, 1997, p.1

ADEL, JASON
This stuff is slippery! (ice on Crane Pond) (photo), Jan 31, 1997, p.1

ADES, JOSEPH
In recognition (SHS senior Wes Clayton presented with Joseph Ades Award) (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.17

ADLER, BERNARD
This stuff is slippery! (ice on Crane Pond) (photo), Jan 31, 1997, p.1

ADLER, MAGGIE
Adler is collegiate All-American archer, May 23, 1997, p.17
Adler finishes 7th at national tournament, Aug 22, 1997, p.15
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ADLER, SUSAN (AU)
Anger over bees is misplaced (ltr), May 23, 1997, p.6

ADLERSTEIN, MICHAEL
School board nominating candidates announced, Dec 5, 1997, p.1

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT-SCS
Committee nominates mayor, 3 trustees (photo), Jan 17, 1997, p.1
Developer must follow guidelines, says the mayor, May 16, 1997, p.1
Keep the momentum (re downtown development plans) (edit), Dec 19, 1997, p.6

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON HISTORIC PRESERVATION-SCS
Keeping a roof over commuters' heads, Oct 24, 1997, p.1

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION-SCS
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26
Support Metro-North's recycling efforts (ltr), Nov 7, 1997, p.6

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON HUMAN RELATIONS-SCS
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON PARKS AND RECREATION-SCS
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26
And what about a rink?, Dec 19, 1997, p.1

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON SENIOR CITIZENS-SCS
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON TECHNOLOGY-SCS
Techno-council (new advisory council on technology has been set up), Jun 6, 1997, p.1
The village board could use a Chief Information Officer (ltr), Jun 13, 1997, p.7

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON YOUTH-SCS
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION IN EMPLOYMENT
Take affirmative steps to include (edit), Dec 26, 1997, p.7

AGING
Are we really only as old as we feel? (edit), May 9, 1997, p.7

AGRE, PATRICIA (AU)
Irrational fear (of bees) shouldn't prevail (ltr), Jun 13, 1997, p.6

AGUIRRE, ALEX
Local track coaches keep them running (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.15

AHEARN, CLARA
Girl Scout honors (C Ahearn, L DiSimone, N Fisher, B Lindow, B K Munguia and F Grenley), May 30, 1997, p.4

AHN, JENNIFER
Jennifer Ahn is artist of the month (photo), Apr 18, 1997, p.10

AIDS (DISEASE)
War against AIDS far from won (illus), Feb 14, 1997, p.3
A Valentine message (edit), Feb 14, 1997, p.6
Parents of victim raise AIDS funds (ltr), Apr 4, 1997, p.6
The party's over but the memories linger on (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.3
For Scarsdale AIDS victim the party's over but the memories linger on (cont), Jun 13, 1997, p.20
Objects to use of stereotypes (response to 6/13 Inquirer article about AIDS) (ltr), Jun 20, 1997, p.6

AINSWORTH, LILO
Friends of music enjoy a concert (ltr), Jun 20, 1997, p.6

AIR FIELDS
SEE AIRPORTS
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AIRPORTS

So you don't like compost? How about airplanes!, Dec 19, 1997, p.24

AISEN, DANIEL
Aisen and Benezra win chess trophies (photo), Nov 14, 1997, p.10

AKABAS, SHARON (DR) (AU)
Hints on vitamins were misleading (comments on "health hints" in 1/24/97 issue of SCS Inquirer)(ltr), Feb 14, 1997, p.6

AKST, DANIELLE
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26

ALBIN, LOUISE (AU)
No quick fix for learning problems (edit), Dec 19, 1997, p.7

ALCOHOL AND AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS

Man killed in Post road crash; driver charged with D(riving) W(hile) I(ntoxicated) (photo), Jan 10, 1997, p.1
Alcohol, gasoline are a volatile mix, Jan 10, 1997, p.1
Alcohol and gasoline are a volatile mix (cont), Jan 10, 1997, p.20
Tougher on D(riving) W(hile) I(ntoxicated), Mar 14, 1997, p.1
Tougher stance needed (than proposed bill Deadly Driver Reduction) (edit), Mar 14, 1997, p.6
Guilty plea entered (by Ildefonso Prieto), Jun 6, 1997, p.1
Checking for D(riving) W(hile) I(ntoxicated) (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.1
Gym teacher resigns after felony drunk driving conviction, Sep 26, 1997, p.1
Teacher resigns after drunk driving conviction (cont), Sep 26, 1997, p.12
Students A(gainst) D(runk) D(riving) students sell the shirts off their backs (photo), Nov 7, 1997, p.9
Former elementary school gym teacher sentenced for D(riving) W(hile) I(ntoxicated), Dec 12, 1997, p.11

ALCOHOL AND YOUTH

Drug use is up, says Scarsdale task force, Jan 31, 1997, p.10
Psychologist advises parents to be tough, Mar 14, 1997, p.9
Safe Homes revived, May 2, 1997, p.9
A safe place for middle-schoolers (edit), May 30, 1997, p.7
Parents and kids in denial on abuse (ltr), Nov 7, 1997, p.6

ALECSON, LOWELL
Friends of music enjoy a concert (ltr), Jun 20, 1997, p.6

ALEMANY, JOAQUIN
Joaquin Alenany (appointed acting village justice of Sleepy Hollow) (photo), Oct 3, 1997, p.4

ALEXANDER, ELSIE
Edgewood quilting bee (photo), May 2, 1997, p.9
Back to the books (1st day of school) (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.1

ALEXANDER, MARJORIE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society's 23d Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.28

ALEXANDER, NORMAN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society's 23d Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.28

ALEXANDER, WENDY
Y(outh) E(mployment) O(ffice) celebrates 25 years matching jobs to students (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.10

ALLEGGER, MAUREEN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24
At the convention (E Stock elected to 2nd term as president of League of Women Voters of NYS)(photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.4
Candidates forum (Oct 27 at SCS Library), Oct 24, 1997, p.1

ALLISON, ERIN
Edgewood power pals (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.12

ALMEIDA, ELIZABETH
W(estchester) C(ommunity) C(ollege) volunteers (hoored at recent luncheon), Aug 1, 1997, p.4
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ALMSTEAD, KEN
Condition of trees worries villagers (photo), Jul 11, 1997, p.1

ALPERIN, LISA
Y(outh) E(mployment) O(ffice) celebrates 25 years matching jobs to students (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.10

ALPERT, MEGAN
A-School internship gives girls a mission (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.3

ALTERMAN, ALAN
Fun at Fox Meadow's Family Math Night (photo), May 2, 1997, p.10

ALTIZIO, THOMAS
Fire destroys Quaker Ridge house (photo), Nov 7, 1997, p.1

AMABILE, CHRISTINA
Rx for insomniacs (access to SCS's web home page), Jan 3, 1997, p.1

AMDUR, STEVE
SNS Drama Club to present 'Your Can't Take it With You' (photo), Feb 21, 1997, p.11

AMERICA ONLINE
Parents have online protection controls (photo), Jul 18, 1997, p.3
Chat rooms foster exchange of porn, Jul 25, 1997, p.4

AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE
Pat Falkenberg to be honored by A(mERICAN) J(ewish) C(ommittee), Oct 3, 1997, p.10

AMERICAN LEGION
Quit bellyaching over legion price (ltr), Mar 7, 1997, p.6
Critics recycle grievances, Mar 14, 1997, p.1
Vote Row B for open government (ltr), Mar 14, 1997, p.6
K(IDS) B(ASE) - L(ittle) S(chool) reaches outside of Scarsdale's border, May 30, 1997, p.1
Scarsdale Honors Its Veterans - Memorial Day 1997 (photo), May 30, 1997, p.28

AMERICAN PREMIER UNDERWRITERS
Consensus approach (to downtown development), Apr 11, 1997, p.1
Developer must follow guidelines, says the mayor, May 16, 1997, p.1

AMERICAN RED CROSS
Red Cross honors (volunteers Marge Fink and Connie Farnham), Jun 13, 1997, p.4

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT
Clinton's injury raises awareness (ltr), Apr 11, 1997, p.6

AMES, LEAH (AU)
No hard data to support proposal (re proposed village law on accessory housing) (ltr), Nov 21, 1997, p.6

AMICUCCI, DARIB
A celebration of Raider pride (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.20

AMICUCCI, DARIO
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26

AMOA, SAM
(Village workers Sam Amoa and Nick Cantatore plant flowers at Spencer Place) (photo), May 16, 1997, p.6

AMORY, ANDREA
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

AMORY, VENETTA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26

AMYX, ROBIN (AU)
Calls for development moratorium (ltr), Oct 31, 1997, p.12

ANASTAS, MICHAEL
Citizens' Party wins with 70% of vote (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.1
Nynex, neighbors have last word in permit hearing, Apr 4, 1997, p.1
Downtown development: 1 small step for village (no giant leaps yet), Sep 12, 1997, p.1
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Article Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANASTAS, MICHAEL</td>
<td>continued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Critics find problems in East Parkway plans, Nov 14, 1997, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Try the easy solution (re SCS Business District Report) (edit), Nov 14, 1997, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANASTAS, MICHAEL P (AU)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Teacher offered 'faulty apologia' (response to edit by I Sloan from 1/24/97) (ltr), Jan 31, 1997, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recycling containers ugly, unnecessary (ltr), Sep 12, 1997, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANDERSON, VIRGINIA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANDRADE, ANDREA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thanksgiving is celebrated by students and parents (photo), Nov 28, 1997, p.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANDRADE, CHRIS</td>
<td>Read-a-thon begins (photo), Jan 17, 1997, p.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANDREJEZUK, DANIEL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Charged in arson, Jul 25, 1997, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANDRESKI, JAMES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIMAL SHELTERS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Furry wanderers find refuge in New Rochelle, Jun 6, 1997, p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Furry wanderers find refuge in New Rochelle (photo) (cont), Jun 6, 1997, p.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIMALS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quarantine for sick animals (ltr), Jan 10, 1997, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANKER, ABBY</td>
<td>Raider booters win Section l title, shutting down Patriots (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANKER, LAURA</td>
<td>Raider booters win Section l title, shutting down Patriots (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTI-SEMITISM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anti-Semites find fertile soil on some college campuses (edit), Jan 24, 1997, p.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APOSTLE, BASIL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Candidates forum covers school issues, Apr 25, 1997, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Edgemont school board candidates forum covers issues (photo) (cont), Apr 25, 1997, p.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>School budget votes Wednesday, May 2, 1997, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A vote of confidence (re voting for SCS and EMT school budgets May 7) (edit), May 2, 1997, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Voters approve school budget, May 9, 1997, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPEL, CAROLYN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Carolyn Appel (has joined Westfield Court as a retirement counselor), Nov 28, 1997, p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARBEE, ALLISON</td>
<td>Fall trip proves Choice is a community (photo), Nov 28, 1997, p.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCHERY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adler is collegiate All-American archer, May 23, 1997, p.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adler finishes 7th at national tournament, Aug 22, 1997, p.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARENELLA, ANTHONY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A-School highlights grads' uniqueness (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AREY, ELIZABETH ANN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Landscapes through the lens and by brush to go on view at historical society museum (photo), Jan 31, 1997, p.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMSTRONG, HOLLY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Au pair case stirs recurrent anxiety (photo), Nov 14, 1997, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARNOW, DAVID</td>
<td>Orthodoxy only is right for Israel (response to edit by David Arnow from 6/20/97) (ltr), Jun 27, 1997, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Local Jewish leaders urge peaceful resolution to 'family fight' (photo), Dec 26, 1997, p.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ARNOU, DAVID (AU)
- Israeli pluralism at critical point (edit), Jun 20, 1997, p.7

ARNOU, JOANNA
- New York landscape association's protests are blowing in the wind, Aug 8, 1997, p.1

ARNOU, NOAH
- High school honors outstanding seniors and juniors (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12

ARNOU, ROBERT
- New York landscape association's protests are blowing in the wind, Aug 8, 1997, p.1

ARRIGO, ROBERT
- Fall trip proves Choice is a community (photo), Nov 28, 1997, p.11

ARSHAM, KAREN
- Cheerful mission (SHS students assemble holiday baskets for homebound seniors) (photo), Dec 26, 1997, p.4

ART
- Peering through the many "windows of the world"; (ArtLink exchange program), Nov 14, 1997, p.9

ART-EXHIBITIONS
- Celebrating creativity (elementary school art work on view at SHS) (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.9
- Landscapes then and now (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.13
- Stroller critique (SCS Outdoor Art Exhibit), Sep 12, 1997, p.1
- Portrait by Chrissanth Gross judged best in association show (photo), Oct 31, 1997, p.17
- Local artist to exhibit work in library show (photo), Nov 28, 1997, p.23
- Judaism in art and song; Exhibit, festival of choirs bolster Westchester Reform Temple message/photo, Dec 12, 1997, p.23

ARTISTS
- Pat Strum (has received Grumbacher art award for outstanding achievement in oils) (photo), Jan 10, 1997, p.4
- SHS artist of the month (photo), Jan 31, 1997, p.9
- Room with a view; Scarsdale artists represented in unusual gallery space (photo), Apr 11, 1997, p.19
- Jennifer Ahn is artist of the month (photo), Apr 18, 1997, p.10
- Capitol artist (painting by SHS senior Diana Ko selected for exhibit in US Capitol Building) (photo), May 23, 1997, p.9
- Fazzino art to be raffled in support of 'Anything Goes' (photo), Jul 18, 1997, p.11
- Liuba Putziger takes prizes at Stamford art exhibit (photo), Aug 1, 1997, p.17
- Landscapes; Scarsdale artist Joy Moser featured in Westchester College exhibit/photo, Sep 26, 1997, p.17
- Jennifer Rhee named artist-of-the-month at SHS (photo), Oct 3, 1997, p.9
- Portrait by Chrissanth Gross judged best in association show (photo), Oct 31, 1997, p.17
- Local artist's work acquired for permanent collections (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.15
- Local artist to exhibit work in library show (photo), Nov 28, 1997, p.23
- Student artists-of-the-month named (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.11
- Edgewood artist (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.11

ASBESTOS
- State orders halt to demolition work amid fears of airborne asbestos (photo), Nov 7, 1997, p.1
- State orders halt to house demolition (cont), Nov 7, 1997, p.13

ASCHER, MICHAEL
- Maroon editors discuss challenge of newspaper (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.11

ASH, ARTHUR (AU)
- A wolf in sheep's clothing (edit), May 9, 1997, p.7
- For Father's Day (edit), Jun 13, 1997, p.7
- B-plus is not good enough for a Zimmerman (edit), Jun 27, 1997, p.6
- 'Ash, 2 pounds over!' boomed the doctor (edit), Jul 18, 1997, p.6
- Ask not for whom the sirens wailed (re author's recent medical emergency experience) (edit), Aug 22, 1997, p.6
- 6, 5, 4, 3 ... who's counting when it comes to kids? (edit), Nov 14, 1997, p.7
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### ASHER, IAN
- A twisted tale (new twist on old tale "The Three Little Wolves" at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.11

### ASHER, PAUL (AU)
- Plan would not improve traffic flow (re recent SCS Infrastructure Improvement Plan) (ltr), Oct 10, 1997, p.6

### ASSESSMENT
- Warning: Check your assessment (ltr), Jul 18, 1997, p.6

### ASTROVE, KATHY
- Kathy Astrove (dies), Jun 13, 1997, p.17

### ATHLETES
- Scarsdale salutes its athletes at Maroon and White cookout, Jun 20, 1997, p.19
- A celebration of Raider pride (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.20

### ATHLETIC FIELDS
- Field force (security firm hired to monitor use of playing fields on weekends), Apr 25, 1997, p.1
- Fields closed (for the winter), Nov 28, 1997, p.1

### ATOMIC BOMB
- When B-29s filled the sky (edit), Aug 8, 1997, p.7
- Never again (Scarsdale Campaign for Peace Through Common Security has annual vigil) (photo), Aug 15, 1997, p.1

### ATTENTION DEFICIT DISORDERS
- Drugs help some with A(ttention) D(eficit) D(isorders), Apr 11, 1997, p.1
- Drugs help some children with attention deficit disorder (cont), Apr 11, 1997, p.11

### AUBRY, JULIUS K
- Jules K Aubry (dies), Mar 14, 1997, p.20

### AUEBACH, JOANNE (AU)
- (GBH) Town incumbents don't have vision (ltr), Aug 15, 1997, p.6

### AUGARTEN, DEBBIE
- Present and future leaders (PTA presidents) (photo), May 16, 1997, p.9

### AUGARTEN, DEBORAH
- Greenacres celebrates (80th birthday) (photo), Jan 17, 1997, p.9

### AUSLANDER, DANIELLE
- Heathcote Fair Saturday (photo), May 2, 1997, p.9

### AUTHORS
- Gish Jen creates an ethnic chop suey in Scarsdale (photo), Jan 3, 1997, p.3
- Gish Jen creates an ethnic chop suey in Scarsdale (cont), Jan 3, 1997, p.5
- Author visits schools (photo), Mar 7, 1997, p.9
- New book by Steven Schnur (illus), Mar 21, 1997, p.4
- Young writers' day draws a crowd (photo), Apr 11, 1997, p.12
- Alex Witchel: Profile of an ace profiler (photo), Apr 18, 1997, p.3
- Young player faces dilemma to pitch or not on Passover (illus), Apr 18, 1997, p.7
- Alex Witchel dares to tell the truth about the rich and famous (cont), Apr 18, 1997, p.12
- To young writers: Word do matter (edit), May 9, 1997, p.6
- SHS teacher salutes Robinson in novel (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.19
- Pursuing a golfer's impossible dream (photo), Jul 11, 1997, p.17
- A golfer's impossible dream (cont), Jul 11, 1997, p.18
- A daughter's search for historic threads (photo), Oct 31, 1997, p.3
- Author appearance overwhelms sponsors (photo), Dec 19, 1997, p.3

### AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS
- Good drivers can reform the bad (re "appalling driving habits evident on village roads") (ltr), Jan 17, 1997, p.6
- To catch speeders (use of photo enforcement suggested), Jan 31, 1997, p.1
- My son, the driver (edit), Jan 31, 1997, p.7

### ATTENTION DEFICIT DISORDERS
- Drugs help some with A(ttention) D(eficit) D(isorders), Apr 11, 1997, p.1
- Drugs help some children with attention deficit disorder (cont), Apr 11, 1997, p.11
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AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS continued
- Tickets for drivers, jaywalkers would improve safety (edit), Aug 29, 1997, p.6
- Teens may have to earn driving rights gradually (photo), Nov 28, 1997, p.3
- A father's concern about teenage driving, Nov 28, 1997, p.3

AUTOMOBILE DRIVING
- Slow down, be safe, enjoy life (ltr), Oct 31, 1997, p.6

AUTOMOBILE PARKING
- Trustees eye ticket plan: Pay promptly, pay half, Jan 10, 1997, p.1
- Downtown meters go digital, increase time (photo), Jan 24, 1997, p.3
- Parking are often broken (ltr), Jan 24, 1997, p.6
- Half-price parking (recommended to village court), Jan 31, 1997, p.1
- Merchant/village partnership forging ahead with plans for downtown revitalization (photo), Feb 7, 1997, p.1
- Merchant/village partnership forging ahead with plans for downtown revitalization (cont), Jan 10, 1997, p.20
- Parking scofflaws owe village $127,459 (illus), Oct 10, 1997, p.3
- Parking scoffer (downtown SCS), Sep 19, 1997, p.1
- Parking scoffer (downtown SCS), Sep 19, 1997, p.1
- Parking scofflaws owe village $127,459 (illus), Oct 10, 1997, p.3
- Parking scoffer (downtown SCS), Sep 19, 1997, p.1
- Parking scoffer (downtown SCS), Sep 19, 1997, p.1
- Off the streets (overnight parking on any SCS street is prohibited until March 31), Nov 14, 1997, p.1
- Parking permits on sale soon, Nov 28, 1997, p.9
- Parking for shoppers, Dec 12, 1997, p.1
- Parking free in Golden Horseshoe (ltr), Dec 19, 1997, p.6

AUTOMOBILE PARKING-LAWS AND REGULATIONS
- End night parking ban (edit), Jan 24, 1997, p.6
- Overnight parking ban foils winter break-ins (ltr), Feb 7, 1997, p.6

AUTOMOBILES
- A(merican) A(utomobile) A(ssociation) tells how to coax a cold engine to life, Jan 10, 1997, p.20
- A(merican) A(utomobile) A(ssociation) tells how to coax a cold engine to life, Jan 10, 1997, p.20
- Shop owner disputes report (response to item published in Inquirer's 8/8 police report) (ltr), Aug 22, 1997, p.6

AUTOMOBILES-MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
- Rush Automotive wins new friend (ltr), Apr 11, 1997, p.6

AWARDS
- SEE REWARDS (PRIZES, ETC)

BACHMAN, KIMBERLEE
- Edgewood power pats (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.12

BADURSKI, GREG
- Maroon and White honors SHS fall athletes (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.26

BADURSKI, GREGORY
- Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

BAGLEIBTER, LYNN (AU)
- Committee thanks volunteers (ltr), Aug 22, 1997, p.6

BAILEY, DANIELA
- Flying high (D Bailey places 2nd in Eastern Qualifier Series Freestyle skiing Championships (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.17

BAILEY, RAY
- Firefighters on film: High school senior studies everyday heroes (photo), Aug 1, 1997, p.13

BAILEY, SUSAN MCGEE (AU)
- We're shortchanging boys and girls in school (edit), Jan 3, 1997, p.6

BAJAK, DOROTHY
- The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24
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BAJORIN, DAVID
Volunteers mobilize to clean up Garth Woods (photo), May 16, 1997, p.4

BALL, JUSTIN
High school honors outstanding seniors and juniors (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12

BALL, LINDA
Citizens' Committee election Wednesday, Nov 7, 1997, p.1
Citizens Committee has 9 new members, Nov 14, 1997, p.1
Ball elected in runoff, Nov 28, 1997, p.1

BALL, MICHAEL
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

BALLAN, FRANCINE
Greenacres celebrates (80th birthday) (photo), Jan 17, 1997, p.9
Noting the (SCS) milestones (of the past year) (edit), Jan 31, 1997, p.6

BALLON, FRANCINE
NYC teacher hired to replace Nebens at Fox Meadow, Aug 1, 1997, p.1
Teacher reunited with former students in Japan (photo), Aug 22, 1997, p.3

BANG, CHRISTINE
Dance program (at SMS wows a crowd) (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.10

BANG, STEPHANIE
Science project (photo), Jan 31, 1997, p.10

BANKER, RUTH
Ruth Banker (dies), Apr 4, 1997, p.10

BANKS AND BANKING
Saccone transferred to White Plains branch, Sep 12, 1997, p.4
New branch manager made mark in Hartsdale (ltr), Sep 19, 1997, p.6

BANSHOYA, HIDEHIKO
Former Edgewood student wins contest, Dec 19, 1997, p.12

BARDLEY, GARTH
SCS Summer Music Theatre names Bardsley, Coppola music director, choreographer (photo), Jul 11, 1997, p.13

BARNETT, BETTY
Downtown development: 1 small step for village (no giant leaps yet), Sep 12, 1997, p.1

BARON, MARK
Candidates forum covers school issues, Apr 25, 1997, p.1

BARON, SYLVIA
Widows rediscover the bright side of life (photo), Oct 24, 1997, p.3
Widows rediscover the bright side of life (cont), Oct 24, 1997, p.30

BARREIRA, LINDA (AU)
Police families need protection (ltr), Feb 14, 1997, p.6

BARRY, KYLE
In and out (of the SCS Pool) (photo), Jul 18, 1997, p.1

BARNWELL, BASIL B
Basil B Barwell (dies), Jan 10, 1997, p.10

BASEBALL
A champion in every sense of the word (illus), Apr 18, 1997, p.16
A champion in every sense (cont), Apr 18, 1997, p.18
Two perspectives on baseball's brave new world (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.19
The best thing to happen to baseball in years (cont), Jun 20, 1997, p.20
Interleague play is a mistake by greedy baseball owners (cont), Jun 20, 1997, p.20
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26
Local resident recall a baseball legend, Jun 27, 1997, p.19
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BASEBALL continued
Locals remember a legend (cont), Jun 27, 1997, p.20
Renino novel recalls Robinson (cont), Jun 27, 1997, p.20

BASEBALL PLAYERS-SALARIES
Players bear responsibility, too (ltr), Dec 5, 1997, p.6

BASKETBALL
Vaccaro tapped for SHS girls' varsity basketball position, Jan 3, 1997, p.13
A grand slam for Scarsdale (photo), Feb 14, 1997, p.1
Coach Vaccaro did a great job (ltr), Mar 7, 1997, p.6
In recognition (SHS senior Wes Clayton presented with Joseph Ades Award) (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.17
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36
Cohen fundraiser (Gabe Cohen Fundraising Festival scheduled for July 12), Jul 11, 1997, p.1
Kaminer steps down as SHS coach (photo), Oct 10, 1997, p.1
Kaminer steps down as SHS boys' basketball coach (cont), Oct 10, 1997, p.10
Bergen named as head coach of SHS boys basketball team, Nov 14, 1997, p.19
Harlem Wizards perform at SHS fundraiser, Nov 21, 1997, p.11
Holiday hoopers (Maroon and White Holiday Tournament) (photo), Dec 19, 1997, p.1

BASS, MELINDA AIKINS
Melinda Aikins Bass (is president-elect of Women's Bar Assn of the State of New York) (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.4

BASSETT, NANCY
Trustee candidates square off at L(eague of) W(omen) V(oters) forum (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.13

BATCHelor, KENNETH
Field force (security firm hired to monitor use of playing fields on weekends), Apr 25, 1997, p.1
Big plans brewing for Scarsdale Pool, Sep 5, 1997, p.1

BATHROOMS
School bathrooms are disgusting (ltr), May 30, 1997, p.6
Girls' bathrooms not so horrible (response to letter by Tom Vogl from 5/30/97) (ltr), Jun 6, 1997, p.6
Vandalism not the cause of problem (response to letter by Gail Zuckerwise from 6/6/97) (ltr), Jun 13, 1997, p.6
Looking forward to SHS bathrooms (response to letter by Gail Zuckerwise from 6/6/97) (ltr), Jun 13, 1997, p.6

BATLIWALA, SHIREEN
High school honors outstanding seniors and juniors (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12

BAUER, JUDITH
Judith Bauer (has been appointed vice president at Aries Deitch & Endelson Inc), May 9, 1997, p.4

BAVARO, TOM
Wireless alarms foil severed lines, Dec 26, 1997, p.1

BAYLOR, RENEE
'Empty chair' debate (next week), Mar 7, 1997, p.1
L(eague of) W(omen) V(oters): Taxes could be trimmed, Apr 11, 1997, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24
Baylor elected to 2d term as Scarsdale L(eague of) W(omen) V(oters) president, May 16, 1997, p.4
At the convention (E Stock elected to 2nd term as president of League of Women Voters of NYS) (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.4
A question of character (re opposition to accessory apartments at recent board meeting) (editor), Oct 17, 1997, p.6

BAYLOR, RENEE S (AU)
New L(eague of) W(omen) V(oters) directory tells who's who in officialdom (ltr), Feb 7, 1997, p.6
Amendment is a dangerous idea (ltr), Feb 14, 1997, p.6
Urge Congress to pass campaign finance reform (ltr), Sep 26, 1997, p.6
Scarsdale L(eague of) W(omen) V(oters) needs voters' financial help (ltr), Oct 3, 1997, p.6
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BAZZONI, VIC
WRT fosters links to Jewish and neighborhood communities (photo) (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.12

BEACH, ARTHUR
Landscapes through the lens and by brush to go on view at historical society museum (photo), Jan 31, 1997, p.15

BEALS, DAN (AU)
Looking forward to SHS bathrooms (response to letter by Gail Zuckerwise from 6/6/97) (ltr), Jun 13, 1997, p.6

BEALS, MATT
Maroon editors discuss challenge of newspaper (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.11

BEATON, ROBERT
39 new staff members in district: Who's who? (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.11

BECKMAN, SHARI
New Butler House counselor named (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.1

BEDICHEK, JANE
Earth Day events, Apr 18, 1997, p.1

BEDICHEK, JANE (AU)
Residents should continue civic virtue of recycling (ltr), Sep 19, 1997, p.6

BEECE, MILDRED (AU)
Abinanti is a pro-environment legislator (ltr), Oct 31, 1997, p.7

BEES
Neighbors say bees are unwelcome neighbors, Apr 11, 1997, p.3
Children have not been stung (response to article from 4/11/97) (ltr), Apr 18, 1997, p.6
Bees no threat to close neighbors (response to article from 4/11/97) (ltr), Apr 18, 1997, p.6
Doctor defends the apian way (response to article from 4/11/97) (ltr), Apr 18, 1997, p.6
Relocating bees is a no-brainer (ltr), Apr 25, 1997, p.6
Bee battle, cont., May 2, 1997, p.1
The bees are staying in Greenacres - for now (photo), May 9, 1997, p.1
The bees are staying in Greenacres - for now (cont), May 9, 1997, p.15
Bees: Mediate, don't litigate (ltr), May 16, 1997, p.6
Beehives don't belong here (ltr), May 16, 1997, p.6
Local bees get reprieve (cont), May 16, 1997, p.13
Anger over bees is misplaced (ltr), May 23, 1997, p.6
Bee stings are a part of childhood (ltr), May 23, 1997, p.6
Beekeeping is inappropriate in Greenacres (edit), May 30, 1997, p.6
Bees: the least of our problems (response to edit by Irving Sloan from 5/30/97) (ltr), Jun 6, 1997, p.6
Appeals board says beekeeping is not a business, Jun 13, 1997, p.1
Beekeeping not a business (cont), Jun 13, 1997, p.4
Don't want bees? Pave your garden! (ltr), Jun 13, 1997, p.6
Irrational fear (of bees) shouldn't prevail (ltr), Jun 13, 1997, p.6
Power may now be the motivation (re conflict between Mr Schmerler and Mr Cherbuliez) (ltr), Jun 13, 1997, p.6
Beekeeper, neighbors work on compromise (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.1
A private matter (comments on recent bee controversy) (edit), Jun 20, 1997, p.6
Neighbors, experts testify on impact of beekeeping operation (cont), Jun 20, 1997, p.8
Bees sometimes move in with you (ltr), Jul 11, 1997, p.6

BEGIN, DELORES
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26

BEHR, RICHARD
Planners seek closure in Nynex dispute (photo), Jan 31, 1997, p.3
Planners request final points from Nynex and neighbors (photo) (cont), Jan 31, 1997, p.8
Citizens' Party wins with 70% of vote (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.1
A very visible business (re Nynex and its special use permit) (edit), Apr 4, 1997, p.6
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BEHR, RICHARD continued
We hear you, but ... (re Nynex special use permit) (edit), Jun 6, 1997, p.6
Citizens' Committee election Wednesday, Nov 7, 1997, p.1

BEHR, SUZANNE
We hear you, but ... (re Nynex special use permit) (edit), Jun 6, 1997, p.6

BEILIN, LOIS (AU)
Antenna would be a blight in residential area (ltr), Sep 19, 1997, p.7

BEISER, VINCE
Farrakhan has mellowed - but not enough (edit), Jul 25, 1997, p.7

BEISNER, RALPH
Spano beats Dunn in landslide victory, Nov 7, 1997, p.1

BEKKU, KEN
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36

BELKIN, SAM
Getting to know you (pool party for graduating fifth graders) (photo), Jul 11, 1997, p.9

BELL, IRVINE
Material sought on Civil War vets (ltr), Jul 25, 1997, p.6

BELL, JANET
Trustees declare: Village won't sell site during KIDS BASE school lease, Jan 31, 1997, p.1
Citizens' Party wins with 70% of vote (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.1
Residents' backing needed for project (re downtown development) (ltr), Dec 12, 1997, p.6

BELL, JANET (AU)
Crossway site is hazardous (ltr), Mar 21, 1997, p.7
Law would change character of village (re accessory housing) (ltr), Oct 17, 1997, p.6
SCS Neighborhood Association members oppose apartment law (ltr), Nov 28, 1997, p.6

BELL, JANET G (AU)
Residents should review plans (re village center development), Dec 5, 1997, p.6

BELL, LARRY
Soccer day (SCS Youth Soccer Club will hold its first annual Family Day Saturday, May 31), Apr 25, 1997, p.1
Starting early (Town and Village Civic Club will hold a special meeting next Thursday, 9/11), Sep 5, 1997, p.1
Travel soccer critic not appeased (response to letter by Larry Bell from 10/10/97) (ltr), Oct 17, 1997, p.6
Town and Village Civic Club approves of rink in Harwood area, Dec 12, 1997, p.1

BELL, LARRY (AU)
Soccer club tries to be fair to all (response to letter by Gil Perrone from 10/3/97) (ltr), Oct 10, 1997, p.6

BELL, SARAH
Village marks a solemn Memorial Day (photo), May 30, 1997, p.3
High school honors outstanding seniors and juniors (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12

BELLINO, STEPHANIE
Bellino mistaken on town spending (ltr), May 9, 1997, p.6
G'burgh overburdened with development (ltr), Oct 10, 1997, p.6

BELLSEY, RUTH
Doernberg real estate representatives to attend BH & G convention (photo) (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.6

BEN-TOV, RONIT
Heathcote Fair Saturday (photo), May 2, 1997, p.9

BEN-TOV, YANEV
Heathcote Fair Saturday (photo), May 2, 1997, p.9

BEN-TOV, YONI
Heathcote Fair Saturday (photo), May 2, 1997, p.9
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BENASH, REBECCA

Plenty for everyone (Edgewood students pack lunches for distribution to homeless people) (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.9
Edgewood power pals (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.12

BENCH, MARK

Committee nominates mayor, 3 trustees (photo), Jan 17, 1997, p.1
Participants find presentations useful (cont), Jan 17, 1997, p.3
Committee nominates 3 trustees (photo) (cont), Jan 17, 1997, p.4
Challenge to Citizens' Party mounted (photo), Feb 14, 1997, p.1
Citizens' candidates are silent no more, Feb 21, 1997, p.1
League forum, Mar 7, 1997, p.1
Citizens' (P)arty candidates defend their record, Mar 7, 1997, p.1
Row A for excellence (endorsements by SCS Inquirer for upcoming SCS election), Mar 7, 1997, p.6
Candidates face off in historic (league of) (W)omen (V)oters forum (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.1
Citizens' party (will host reception for its candidate for mayor and village trustee), Mar 14, 1997, p.1
Trustee candidates square off at (league of) (W)omen (V)oters forum (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.13
Citizens' Party wins with 70% of vote (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.1
CP's lips sealed: The elections will never be the same, Mar 28, 1997, p.1

BERGEN, BARRY

Bergen named as head coach of SHS boys basketball team, Nov 14, 1997, p.19

BERGER-FRIEDMAN, PATRICIA

Patricia Berger-Friedman (named principal in Stamford Office of William M Mercer Inc) (photo), Jan 24, 1997, p.4

BERKE, DAVID

Edgewood ends the year (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.10

BERKE, GLENN

3 tots and a pot (annual pasta dinner sponsored by SCS Congregational Church Nursery School) (photo), Feb 28, 1997, p.1

BERKOVITS, DANIEL

Fall trip proves Choice is a community (photo), Nov 28, 1997, p.11

BERKOVITS, LESLIE (AU)

Committee thanks volunteers (ltr), Aug 22, 1997, p.6

BERLIN, BRIAN

(SHS hockey team presents awards to four members) (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.17
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BERMAN, EVAN
Volunteers mobilize to clean up Garth Woods (photo), May 16, 1997, p.4

BERMAN, EVAN N
Evan N Berman, M.D. (initiated as fellow of American College of Surgeons), Dec 12, 1997, p.4

BERMAN, HOWARD
Volunteers mobilize to clean up Garth Woods (photo), May 16, 1997, p.4

BERMAN, MARILYN

BERMEL, MICHELE
Vote for Friedman, Berman, Horowitz, Spano (ltr), Oct 31, 1997, p.12
Spano beats Dunn in landslide victory, Nov 7, 1997, p.1

BERMEL, MICHELE L
Michele Berman is also running (for Westchester County Family Court Judge) (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6

BERMINGHAM, AMY
Citizens' Committee election Wednesday, Nov 7, 1997, p.1

BERMINGHAM, JOHN H (AU)
No consensus on the right to die (edit), Feb 28, 1997, p.7
Suggested limits for apartment law (ltr), Dec 5, 1997, p.6

BERNSTEIN, ISABELLE L
Isabelle L Bernstein (dies), Aug 29, 1997, p.8

BERNSTEIN, NICOLE
Carnivals spell F-U-N at Scarsdale schools (photo), May 30, 1997, p.8

BERNSTEIN, SAM
Puppy love (puppies and kittens from North Shore Animal League come to Fox Meadow School) (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.9

BERRY, DAVID
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26

BERWANGER, PAT

BESCHERER, KATHERINE
Scarsdale welcomes 39 teachers, Sep 5, 1997, p.1
39 new staff members in district: Who's who? (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.11

BESLOW, JON
Venerunt, ederunt, delictatisunt (Roman banquet organized by SHS Latin Club) (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.10

BESSES, JANE
D(aughters of the) A(merican) R(evolution) chapter fulfills objectives (photo) (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.17

BETTMANN, ROBERT E (AU)
Satisfied customer recommends Hartsdale IGA, Dec 26, 1997, p.6

BEY, ALAN
Phone reps to speak, May 9, 1997, p.1

BICKNELL, JUDY
10 candidates are elected to S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee), Jan 24, 1997, p.1

BIERMAN, DONALD
Nebens issues statement to concerned parents, Sep 26, 1997, p.1
Nebens stricken from payroll; Board cites 'inability to perform, Oct 24, 1997, p.1

BINDER, EDWARD
Edward Binder (promoted to vice president, advertising and marketing for Dunkin' Donuts Inc), Aug 15, 1997, p.4

BINDER, STEVEN
Steven Binder (promoted of vice president and publisher of Mirabella Magazine), Aug 15, 1997, p.4
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BIONDI, MAUREEN

BIONDI, RICHARD
Corporate largesse (SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps has received three major gifts) (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.2

BIONDI, RICHARD P

BIRDS
Murder mystery (dead birds on Wayside Lane), Aug 1, 1997, p.1
(Sam, peregrine falcon at Weinberg Nature Center, makes an appearance at Girl Scout House) (photo), Nov 28, 1997, p.6

BIRTH CONTROL
A Valentine message (edit), Feb 14, 1997, p.6

BIRTHDAYS
What a century! (Kathryn Price Johnson has celebrated her 100th birthday) (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.1

BISCEGLIA, MIKE
Taking shape (roof truss is hoisted into place at addition to Kids' BASE-Little School) (photo), May 9, 1997, p.1

BISSETT, JOHN K
John K Bissett (dies), Apr 18, 1997, p.15

BITDINGER, TIAGO
Team captains take center stage at Maroon and White awards dinner (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.18
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36

BITTON, ISAAC
'Blacks and Jews' documentary airs next week (photo), Jul 25, 1997, p.3

BLACK EXECUTIVES
Clearing a path for black businessmen (photo) (edit), Aug 22, 1997, p.7

BLACK, CATHARINE
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

BLACK, KATHARINE
A-School internship gives girls a mission (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.3

BLACKS
Education and learning - never so important as now (edit), Sep 5, 1997, p.7
Tales from the Block; A former S(tudent) T(transfer) E(ducation) P(lan) student writes 'home' (edit), Nov 28, 1997, p.7

BLAIR, CHARLES (DR) (AU)
Tales from the Block; A former S(tudent) T(transfer) E(ducation) P(lan) student writes 'home' (edit), Nov 28, 1997, p.7

BLAIR, LINDA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26

BLAIR, LINDA (AU)
Interior design starts with information (edit), Jan 3, 1997, p.7

BLANCHARD, MARY
How a fledgling sport saved Fox Meadow (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.17

BLANK, ANDREW
Foxes plan Frontier Fair (photo), May 16, 1997, p.10

BLANN, CAROL (AU)
Edgemont has a responsible plan (re school budget) (ltr), May 2, 1997, p.6

BLEECKER, JAMES
Material sought on Civil War vels (ltr), Jul 25, 1997, p.6

BLEVIN, MARGARET Q
Margaret Q Blevin (dies), Jan 24, 1997, p.12
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BLITMAN, HOWARD
Howard Blitman (has received Albert Fox Demers Medal at Rensselaer Alumni Assn of RPI) (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.4
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26

BLITZ, ALAN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society's 23d Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.28
New Scarsdale Bowl committee formed (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.3

BLITZ, ALAN I (AU)
Provocative questions for PRO-Scarsdale party (ltr), Mar 14, 1997, p.6

BLOOD-DONATION
Spreading the word (publicizing of SHS annual blood drive) (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.9
Wanted: Healthy adults to roll up their sleeves, Aug 15, 1997, p.3
Donors needed for blood drive (ltr), Aug 15, 1997, p.6
Priceless gift (blood donation) (photo), Aug 22, 1997, p.1
Measures assure safety of blood (ltr), Aug 22, 1997, p.7

BLOOM, ARTHUR
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26

BLOOM, SARA
Progress deadline (deadline for SCS Inquirer annual Progress Edition is Jan 3), Jan 3, 1997, p.1

BLUMENTHAL, KAREN
Karen Blumenthal (one of four Westchester residents to be honored by Natl Assn of Social Workers), Mar 14, 1997, p.4

BLUMSTEIN, BILL
Digging back into the old family digs, Sep 19, 1997, p.1

BLUMSTEIN, RACHEL
They're official (Junior members of the SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps have won their badges) (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.4
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

BNASH, REBECCA
Many hands make light work (Holiday Sampler program at Cudner-Hyatt House) (photo), Jan 3, 1997, p.1

BOARD OF APPEALS-SCS
Is it a bird? Is it a plane? (factory built house is lowered into foundation at Fairview Rd) (photo), Jan 31, 1997, p.1
Board of appeals mulls additions, fences, Feb 21, 1997, p.3
Appeals board approves pool, garage, Mar 21, 1997, p.3
Appeals board nixes a house generator, Apr 18, 1997, p.2
Appeals board extends variance for exercise classes), May 23, 1997, p.5
Appeals board says beekeeping is not a business, Jun 13, 1997, p.1
B(oard) O(f) A(ppeals) to review policy, Jun 20, 1997, p.4
A private matter (comments on recent bee controversy) (edit), Jun 20, 1997, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26
Board of appeals denies variance for generator, Aug 1, 1997, p.2
Appeals board amends accessory building policy, Sep 19, 1997, p.3
Appeals board: pools must wait for planners, Nov 21, 1997, p.3
Board of appeals says yes and no to a fence, Dec 19, 1997, p.4

BOARD OF ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW-SCS
B(oard) O(f) A(rchitectural) R(eview) ponders 4 applications, Jan 10, 1997, p.5
B(oard) O(f) A(rchitectural) R(eview) OKs new house, Jan 31, 1997, p.8
B(oard) O(f) A(rchitectural) R(eview) approves new house on Richelieu, Feb 28, 1997, p.3
B(oard) O(f) A(rchitectural) R(eview) OKs house on Palmer, Mar 28, 1997, p.4
The demolition derby: size, money fuel the trend (re demolition of older homes) (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.1
Lawyer's retirement is an 8-hour workday (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.3
B(oard) O(f) A(rchitectural) R(eview) approves new house at 16 Burgess, May 9, 1997, p.15
B(oard) O(f) A(rchitectural) R(eview) approves house on Potter Road, tables another, May 30, 1997, p.2
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BOARD OF ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW-SCS

Does B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) have special privileges? (ltr), Jun 13, 1997, p.6
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) approves new house, Jun 27, 1997, p.2
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) gives a conditional approval to single family Sherbrooke house, Jul 25, 1997, p.2
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) tables 4 applications for new houses, Aug 22, 1997, p.3
Appeals board amends accessory building policy, Sep 19, 1997, p.3
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) approves design of 4 new houses, Nov 7, 1997, p.3
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) approves 2 new houses on Ferncliff, Nov 21, 1997, p.3
Doctor is a tree-killer, neighbors say (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.1

BOARD OF ASSESSMENT REVIEW-SCS

Member needed (for Board of Assessment Review), Dec 5, 1997, p.1

BOARD OF EDUCATION-EMT

Candidates forum covers school issues, Apr 25, 1997, p.1
Edgemont school board candidates forum covers issues (photo) (cont), Apr 25, 1997, p.18
Edgemont board elects Lai Ii (as board president), Jul 3, 1997, p.1
Budget brings cold comfort to local schools; $30K decrease for Scarsdale, Edgemont reaps slight gain, Aug 8, 1997, p.1

BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS

Students showcase computer projects, Jan 17, 1997, p.9
Treasurer retires; successor named, Jan 31, 1997, p.9
School enrollment may increase 5 %, Feb 28, 1997, p.1
Reading program changes planned, Mar 7, 1997, p.9
Special ed supplies learning strategies, Mar 21, 1997, p.9
Bus route report delayed until April, Mar 21, 1997, p.10
School board OKs $56.9 million budget, Apr 18, 1997, p.1
Keep busing limits (re lowering of bus eligibility in SCS from 1.5. to 1.4 miles) (edit), Apr 18, 1997, p.6
Fans await new football coach, overview on gym classes presented, Apr 18, 1997, p.9
One-year leaves approved (cont), Apr 18, 1997, p.10
A vote of confidence (re voting for SCS and EMT school budgets May 7) (edit), May 2, 1997, p.6
Yes vote (for SCS school budget) is urged by PT Council (ltr), May 2, 1997, p.6
Early dismissal changes, May 9, 1997, p.9
Board of education names new business chief (photo), May 23, 1997, p.1
School transportation limit to stay 1.5 miles, May 23, 1997, p.1
Board of education names new business chief (cont), May 23, 1997, p.3
Administrators, teachers tenured; retirees praised for their service, May 23, 1997, p.9
High school debaters applauded, Jun 6, 1997, p.11
A principal loss (praise for retiring SHS principal Judith Fox) (edit), Jun 13, 1997, p.6
Strength and grace (praise for Deborah Raizes), Jun 20, 1997, p.6
Kudos to teachers, old and new, Jun 20, 1997, p.9
Board bids good-bye to Raizes, Jun 20, 1997, p.10
Thompson to head Scarsdale school board (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.1
Board of education appoints teachers for new school year, Jul 3, 1997, p.8
Thompson to head school board (cont), Jul 3, 1997, p.8
Board acts: Nebens is out, Jul 25, 1997, p.1
Lack of state ed budget is a minor setback in Scarsdale, Jul 25, 1997, p.1
District to fund Kids' BASE buses (photo), Jul 25, 1997, p.1
School board bars Nebens from school premises (photo), Jul 25, 1997, p.4
Is tenure workable?; An unscientific survey of opinion and alternatives (last of 3-part series), Sep 12, 1997, p.1
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BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS  continued
Board meeting summary; Why Johnny can't bus, Sep 12, 1997, p.9
A forum with John Klemme: New SHS principal outlines goals (photo), Sep 19, 1997, p.1
Gym teacher resigns after felony drunk driving conviction, Sep 26, 1997, p.1
Scarsdale school board will take steps to preserve local diplomas, Sep 26, 1997, p.1
Murphy outlines personnel changes, curriculum issues, Sep 26, 1997, p.9
Board will take steps to preserve local diplomas (cont), Sep 26, 1997, p.12
Fight for local diploma heats up, Oct 10, 1997, p.1
School (board) Nominating Committee seeks candidates, Oct 10, 1997, p.9
Past, present and future plans for the technology initiative (photo), Oct 10, 1997, p.10
Nebens stricken from payroll; Board cites 'inability to perform, Oct 24, 1997, p.1
Gifts and personnel approved, Oct 24, 1997, p.1
Superintendent of Scarsdale schools quits (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.1
School TA(x) Relief program troubles board of education), Dec 5, 1997, p.11
Draft of policy statement on purchasing, Dec 12, 1997, p.12
French returns as special consultant (photo), Dec 19, 1997, p.3
Cooperation and community at SMS; report on rising bus costs (photo), Dec 19, 1997, p.11

BOARD OF ETHICS-SCS
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26
BOBRITZKY, GEORGE
Italy on view; Art association show to feature slide presentation by Bobritzky (photo), Mar 7, 1997, p.15
BOCIAN, MICHAEL (AU)
Kaminer leaves a great legacy (ltr), Oct 24, 1997, p.6
BODENHEIMER, ALISON
Raider booters win Section I title, shutting down Patriots (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.19
BODIE, DEBRA
39 new staff members in district: Who's who? (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.11
BOHM, GERARD
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26
BOLUC, GRACE
Something else your best friend won't tell you (photo), May 30, 1997, p.4
BOLES, MALISSA
Student Transfer Education Plan celebrates (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.9
Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34
BOMBS
When B-29s filled the sky (edit), Aug 8, 1997, p.7
Never again (Scarsdale Campaign for Peace Through Common Security has annual vigil) (photo), Aug 15, 1997, p.1
BONDS
Village seeking Environmental Bond funds, Mar 28, 1997, p.5
Hayden, Mills comment on school bond failure, Nov 7, 1997, p.10
BONFELD, HARRIET
Post-prom party a great success (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6
BONFELD, MARK
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26
BOOK FAIRS
They need books (for SCS Library's annual book fairs), Mar 28, 1997, p.1
Book fair tomorrow (Saturday, June 7 at SCS Library), Jun 6, 1997, p.1
Book fair (will take place Saturday, Sept 13 and Sunday, Sept 14), Sep 12, 1997, p.1
(Kaitlyn Davis and Maria Maldonado peruse the selection of children's books at book fair) (photo), Sep 19, 1997, p.6
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BOOKBAGS
SEE SCHOOLBAGS

BOOKER, PATRICIA
(Student) T(transfer) E(ducation) P(lan) celebrates (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.9

BOOKMAN, PAMELA
High school honors outstanding seniors and juniors (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12

BOOKS
New book by Steven Schnur (illus), Mar 21, 1997, p.4
Art volume donated in memory of local artist (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.8
Young player faces dilemma to pitch or not on Passover (illus), Apr 18, 1997, p.7
Reading aloud at Heathcote (photo), Apr 18, 1997, p.10
New Schnur book coming (illus), Jun 6, 1997, p.4
We should expand character education (edit), Jun 20, 1997, p.6
Summer reading begins at Greenacres book swap, Jul 11, 1997, p.9
Pursuing a golfer’s impossible dream (photo), Jul 11, 1997, p.17
A golfer’s impossible dream (cont), Jul 11, 1997, p.18
A daughter’s search for historic threads (photo), Oct 31, 1997, p.3
Author appearance overwhelms sponsors (photo), Dec 19, 1997, p.3
A Winter’s Tale: Sweeney’s battle account appears in bestseller (photo), Dec 26, 1997, p.3

BOONE, ROSA (AU)
Who really gets ‘welfare’ these days? (edit), Jan 10, 1997, p.6
Who really gets ‘welfare’ these days? (edit) (cont), Jan 10, 1997, p.7

BORG, ROBERT F
Garth Woods Conservancy seeks executive director (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.4

BORKIN, JOSH
Team captains take center stage at Maroon and White awards dinner (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.18
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36

BORN, ROBERT
Christian Scientists to sell church and Fox Meadow land (photo), Aug 22, 1997, p.1

BORONKAY, SERENA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24
Y(outh) E(mployment) O(ffice) celebrates 25 years matching jobs to students (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.10

BOROWKA, MARY
S(CS) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice) hires program coordinator (photo), Jan 31, 1997, p.4

BORTOLIN, ROBERT
Girl Scout House needs a facelift, Nov 28, 1997, p.1

BOSAW, STEVE
The whys of recycling: rules explained (photo), Nov 7, 1997, p.3

BOSER, RUTH
Reader's verdict: writer not guilty (response to edit by Ruth Boser from 4/18/97) (ltr), Apr 25, 1997, p.6

BOSER, RUTH (AU)
Are we really only as old as we feel? (edit), May 9, 1997, p.7
Sometimes a whole village isn't enough (re teaching emotionally disturbed boys) (edit), Aug 1, 1997, p.7

BOSER, RUTH E (AU)
(Author’s) Name bears witness to Holocaust (edit), Apr 18, 1997, p.7

BOUCHIER, RON
Scholar-athletes honored (at SHS) (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.8
Bring back the glory days of football (ltr), Oct 3, 1997, p.6
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BOUCHIER, RONALD
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26

BOWER, MAURICE
Zacharia honored (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.4

BOY SCOUTS
Troop 60 to mark 40th birthday, Jan 10, 1997, p.4
Troop 60 has fun while learning (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.17
Winter doesn't stop Boy Scouts, Feb 14, 1997, p.4
Civic lesson (Susan Maggiotto shows Michael Koch the intricacies of the SCS village code) (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.1
Newest Eagle (Adam Coape-Arnold of Troop 60 became an Eagle Scout March 18) (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.4
Appalachian hikers (photo), Apr 18, 1997, p.4
Memorial Day parade on May 26, May 23, 1997, p.1
Scouts receive merit badges, Sep 19, 1997, p.4
Troop 60 lists awards, leaders, Oct 17, 1997, p.4

BOYER, CHRISTINE
39 new staff members in district: Who's who? (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.11

BOYER, LINNAE
Present and future leaders (PTA presidents) (photo), May 16, 1997, p.9
New Butler House counselor named (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.1

BOYS
What to go if your son likes dolls (edit), Feb 7, 1997, p.7
Gender issues eyed, Jun 27, 1997, p.10

BRACKEN, BETH
Getting to know you (pool party for graduating fifth graders) (photo), Jul 11, 1997, p.9

BRANDS, WENDY
Edgemont board elects Lalli (as board president), Jul 3, 1997, p.1

BRANDT, JENNY
Read-a-thon begins (photo), Jan 17, 1997, p.10

BRANDT, KATHY
10 candidates are elected to S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee), Jan 24, 1997, p.1
Board acts: Nebens is out, Jul 25, 1997, p.1
School board bars Nebens from school premises (photo), Jul 25, 1997, p.4

BRANSON, NORMA
39 new staff members in district: Who's who? (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.11

BRATTER, THOMAS EDWARD (AU)
Some things never change (re letter by Ernie Collabolletta and SCS drug abuse) (ltr), Nov 28, 1997, p.6

BREIDBART, SONYA TRACHTENBERG (AU)
Most of village not affected by law (re proposed village law on accessory housing) (ltr), Nov 21, 1997, p.6

BREINES, SIMON
Citizens' Party wins with 70% of vote (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.1
Garth Woods Conservancy seeks executive director (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.4

BREINES, SIMON (AU)
Some thoughts on improving downtown (edit), Nov 7, 1997, p.7

BRENNAN, CRISTIN
Brennan captures Section 1 swim title, Nov 21, 1997, p.19
Brennan places 4th in state finals, Nov 28, 1997, p.25
Maroon and White honors SHS fall athletes (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.26
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34
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BRENNINKMEYER, ANTHONY AND IRMGARD (AU)
Antenna would be a blight in residential area (ltr), Sep 19, 1997, p.7

BRESCIA, KATIE
Team captains take center stage at Maroon and White awards dinner (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.18
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36
‘Anything Goes’ is coming soon (photo), Jul 25, 1997, p.1

BRESLER, JUDITH
Residents say trees were cut without notice (photo), Sep 19, 1997, p.3

BRESNAN, WILLIAM
William Bresnan (awarded Marshal Josef Pilsudski leadership and achievement award), Dec 5, 1997, p.4

BRETT, JOHN JR
Tragedy hits home (re suicide of Joshua Lerner and motorcycle accident of John Brett Jr) (edit), May 30, 1997, p.6

BRICK, DAVID
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36

BRIDGE (GAME)
A wolf in sheep’s clothing (edit), May 9, 1997, p.7

BRIDGES
Scarsdale in 1997; Officials optimistic about the new year, Jan 3, 1997, p.1
Into the bridge, again (truck crashes into Mamaroneck Road Bridge), Jan 3, 1997, p.1
Truck-bridge crashes; Neighbors fear terrible tragedy (along Hutchinson River Parkway), Jan 31, 1997, p.1
Not to worry (two lanes of Woodlands Viaduct Bridge will be open during repairs), May 30, 1997, p.1
Bridge money (state funding for designing renovation of Popham Road Bridge), Jul 18, 1997, p.1
Bridge repair not good news for drivers, Nov 28, 1997, p.1
Harney Bridge plan causes consternation (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.1
Traffic study needed for Harney Road Bridge (photo) (cont), Dec 5, 1997, p.19
Woodlands Bridge repair will begin, Dec 26, 1997, p.1
Neighbors, unite! (re repair of Harney Road Bridge) (edit), Dec 26, 1997, p.6

BRIGGS, RICHARD L
Richard L Briggs (dies), Sep 26, 1997, p.19

BRIMLEY, JOHN
Once controversial, group home now blends in (photo), Aug 1, 1997, p.3

BRITTON, ROBIN
Stunned community looks for answers (re SCS teacher arrested on child pornography charge), Jul 18, 1997, p.1

BROCCOLI, PETER
Old-timers (longtime village employees were recognized for 25 years or more of service) (photo), Aug 15, 1997, p.3

BRODISH, JEROME (AU)
Lighten up, Scarsdale! (ltr), Nov 28, 1997, p.6

BRODSKY, ISABEL
Students bond through reading (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.9

BRODSKY, JORDAN
Edgewood quilting bee (photo), May 2, 1997, p.9

BRODSKY, RICHARD
The Brodsky initiative (edit), Jan 24, 1997, p.6
Clean filth, trash on Central Avenue (ltr), Mar 21, 1997, p.6
Democrats pick Spano Naughton for county posts, Jun 6, 1997, p.1

BRODSKY, RICHARD L (AU)
Environment a priority (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.10

BRODSKY, STACEY
Does B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) have special privileges? (ltr), Jun 13, 1997, p.6
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BRODSKY, STACEY MORITZ

10 candidates are elected to S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee), Jan 24, 1997, p.1

BROGAN, JOHN

Yield to pedestrians (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.1
(Yield to pedestrian) Signs crushed, Jun 27, 1997, p.1
Traffic rerouted (for Walker Cup and PGA championship), Jul 25, 1997, p.1
Traffic rerouted (for Walker Cup and PGA championship), Aug 1, 1997, p.1
Do not pass (a stopped school bus), Sep 19, 1997, p.1

BRONSON, GREG

All winners at SMS (speech contest) (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.9

BRONSON, JEREMY

Maroon editors discuss challenge of newspaper (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.11

BRONSON, LILIANE

Y(outh) E(mployment) O(ffice) celebrates 25 years matching jobs to students (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.10

BRONX RIVER PARKWAY

Scarsdale in 1997; Officials optimistic about the new year, Jan 3, 1997, p.1
Bronx River biking begins, May 2, 1997, p.8
Not to worry (two lanes of Woodlands Viaduct Bridge will be open during repairs), May 30, 1997, p.1

BRONZ, LOIS

Lois Bronz (will receive Carter G Woodson award from Mercy College), Jan 24, 1997, p.4
A review of Town of Greenburgh highlights (photo) (cont) (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.11
Candidates forum (Oct 27 at SCS Library), Oct 24, 1997, p.1
Dist(rict) 8 county board race stays at room temperature (photo), Oct 24, 1997, p.1
County board candidates agree: The word is taxes, Oct 31, 1997, p.1
County endorsements (Inquirer endorsements for county executive and county legislators) (edit), Oct 31, 1997, p.6
Incumbents stay put in county board contests, Nov 7, 1997, p.1
Incumbents stay put in county board races (photo) (cont), Nov 7, 1997, p.8
Scarsdale Democrats to head county board, Dec 12, 1997, p.1
Local delegation: County budget is 'best we could do', Dec 26, 1997, p.1

BRONZ, LOIS (AU)

A focus on family (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.10

BROOKS, ANDREW

A family legacy is born at the Walker Cup (photo), Aug 15, 1997, p.16

BROOKS, MICHAEL

A family legacy is born at the Walker Cup (photo), Aug 15, 1997, p.16

BROSHI, MIKE

Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

BROSS, JENNY

Raider booters win Section l title, shutting down Patriots (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.19
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26

BROWER, STEVEN T (DR)

Steven T Brower, M.D. (named endowed professor of cancer surgery at Mount Sinai), Oct 3, 1997, p.4

BROWN, BOB

Digging back into the old family digs, Sep 19, 1997, p.1

BROWN, CLIVE

A Walker weekend at Quaker Ridge (photo), Aug 15, 1997, p.16

BROWN, JORDAN

Maroon and White honors SHS fall athletes (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.26
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BROWN, SCOTT
Takin' it to the street (annual 15k-4 mile race) (photo), Apr 11, 1997, p.1

BROYD, GRAHAM
Graham Broyd (appointed head of foreign exchange sales, National Westminster Bank Plc), Nov 28, 1997, p.4

BRUDNER, MADELYN
High school honors outstanding seniors and juniors (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12

BRUNELLE, CHRISTOPHER
Gym teacher resigns after felony drunk driving conviction, Sep 26, 1997, p.1
Teacher resigns after drunk driving conviction (cont), Sep 26, 1997, p.12
Former elementary school gym teacher sentenced for D(riving) W(hile) I ntoxicated, Dec 12, 1997, p.11

BRUNO, JOSEPH
Entitlement run amok (urges decontrol of rent controlled apartments) (edit), May 16, 1997, p.6

BRUNWASSER, JUSTIN
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

BUCCIARELLI, LAURA
Citizens’ Committee election Wednesday, Nov 7, 1997, p.1
Citizens Committee has 9 new members, Nov 14, 1997, p.1

BUCK, ANDREW
Maroon and White honors SHS fall athletes (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.26

BUCK, JANE
Y(outh) E(mployment) O(ffice) celebrates 25 years matching jobs to students (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.10

BUCKMEYER, JENNIFER
Young detectives on the case (math-science enrichment program at Greenacres) (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.10

BUDGET-SCS
Tax hike = inflation, Apr 4, 1997, p.1
League of (Women) V(oters): Taxes could be trimmed, Apr 11, 1997, p.1
Trustees OK 2.93% tax hike, May 2, 1997, p.1
Trustees OK tax hike (cont), May 2, 1997, p.8

BUDGET-US
Amendment is a dangerous idea (ltr), Feb 14, 1997, p.6
Elaboration on balanced budget (ltr), Feb 28, 1997, p.7
Taxes could be trimmed (cont), Apr 11, 1997, p.22

BUDGET-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
Budget proposed packs a wallop; O’Rourke leaves parting gift of 8% hike, Nov 21, 1997, p.1
1998 budget packs a wallop (cont), Nov 21, 1997, p.9
Local delegation: County budget is ‘best we could do’, Dec 26, 1997, p.1

BUGGE, CASSANDRA (AU)
How I was taught to learn (edit), Oct 10, 1997, p.7

BUNTEN, BOB
Excellent debate an Edgemont tradition (ltr), Nov 28, 1997, p.6

BURGLAR ALARMS
Wireless alarms foil severed lines, Dec 26, 1997, p.1
Wireless alarms unaffected by cut phone lines (cont), Dec 26, 1997, p.3

BURGLARY AND BURGLARS
SEE CRIME AND CRIMINALS
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BURKAT, HOWARD
  Taxpayer Alert to sponsor forum (ltr), Mar 7, 1997, p.6

BURKAT, IRIS
  School Board Nomination Committee candidates announced, Dec 5, 1997, p.1
  School circus made terrific TV (ltr), Apr 4, 1997, p.6
  Friends of music enjoy a concert (ltr), Jun 20, 1997, p.6
  Show demonstrates importance of arts (ltr), Nov 21, 1997, p.8

BUSCH, MARCY
  Raider booters win Section 1 title, shutting down Patriots (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.19
  SHS field hockey team falls to Centereach in state semifinals (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.19
  Championship smiles (SHS varsity field hockey team) (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.25
  Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

BUSCH, TOBEY
  Raider booters win Section 1 title, shutting down Patriots (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.19

BUSES
  Scarsdale schools eye expanded busing, Apr 18, 1997, p.1
  Keep busing limits (re lowering of bus eligibility in SCS from 1.5. to 1.4 miles) (edit), Apr 18, 1997, p.6
  Scarsdale schools consider expanding busing (cont), Apr 18, 1997, p.10
  No decision reached on bus service, May 9, 1997, p.9
  School transportation limit to stay 1.5 miles, May 23, 1997, p.1
  District to fund Kids’ BASE buses (photo), Jul 25, 1997, p.1
  District to pay for busing (cont), Jul 25, 1997, p.4
  Do not pass (a stopped school bus), Sep 19, 1997, p.1

BUSINESSMEN
  SEE EXECUTIVES

BUTLER, EMILY OGDEN
  Modest woman left a generous legacy of land (cont), Nov 14, 1997, p.13

BUTLER, EMILY OGDEN
  Modest woman left generous legacy of land (photo), Nov 14, 1997, p.3

BYERS, JOHN R
  John R Byers (elected director of Garth Woods Conservancy) (photo), May 23, 1997, p.4

BYRNE, THOMAS
  Candidates forum (Oct 27 at SCS Library), Oct 24, 1997, p.1
  Board hopefuls discuss issues (photo) (cont), Oct 31, 1997, p.13

CABLE TELEVISION
  We’re entitled to better cable TV (ltr), Jan 24, 1997, p.6
  Candidates on TV, Feb 7, 1997, p.1
  Governing as show biz (recommendations for successful Village Board Show on cable channel 14) (edit), Apr 11, 1997, p.6
  TCI to drop a gem in TV wasteland (ltr), Nov 21, 1997, p.8

CAIRO, MICHAEL
  For Scarsdale village merchants, charity begins at home, Jun 27, 1997, p.1

CALAMARI, PETER
  E’mont proposes 1.6% tax hike, Mar 14, 1997, p.1

CALAMARI, PETER (AU)
  Edgemont enjoys excellent year (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.1

Caldwell, Robert
  School transportation limit to stay 1.5 miles, May 23, 1997, p.1
  Colleagues toast and roast Dr Richard Schleiter on his retirement (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.10
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CALENDARS
Calendar mailing: cooperative task (ltr), Aug 15, 1997, p.6

CALLAGHAN, GEORGE (AU)
Edgewood’s problems need new methodology (ltr), Feb 7, 1997, p.6

CALLAGHAN, MATTHEW
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26
Citizens' Committee election Wednesday, Nov 7, 1997, p.1
Citizens Committee has 9 new members, Nov 14, 1997, p.1
School) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) candidates announced, Dec 5, 1997, p.1

CALLEGARI, CATHY
Detective honored (Thomas Carroll), Jan 24, 1997, p.5
Post-prom party a great success (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6

CALLIMANIS, DIANA
Youth) E(mployment) O(ffice) celebrates 25 years matching jobs to students (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.10

CALLIMANIS, STEPHANIE
They're official (Junior members of the SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps have won their badges) (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.4
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34
Cheerful mission (SHS students assemble holiday baskets for homebound seniors) (photo), Dec 26, 1997, p.4

CAMBELL, CURTIS
Village marks a solemn Memorial Day (photo), May 30, 1997, p.3

CAMPAIGN DEBATES
Candidates face off in historic L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) forum (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.1

CAMPAIGN FUNDS
The Brodsky initiative (edit), Jan 24, 1997, p.6

CAMPAIGN FUNDS-LAWS AND REGULATIONS
Urge Congress to pass campaign finance refor (ltr), Sep 26, 1997, p.6

CAMPS AND CAMPING
More play money (it will cost more to play tennis and send kids to recreation dept day camps), Feb 14, 1997, p.1
My little playmate (at SCS Recreation Dept's Camp Sagamore) (photo), Aug 1, 1997, p.1
 Plenty of action at Scarsdale rec(reation) camp (photo), Aug 1, 1997, p.10
 (Game of My Fair Lady at Camp Sagamore) (photo), Aug 8, 1997, p.6
 Hello, Mother; hello, Father (edit), Aug 15, 1997, p.7

CANCER
Advances - and setbacks - in breast cancer (photo), Apr 11, 1997, p.3
Advances - and setbacks - in breast cancer research (cont), Apr 11, 1997, p.15
Excellent story on breast cancer (re article from 4/11/97) (ltr), Apr 25, 1997, p.6

CANTATORE, NICK
(Village workers Sam Amoa and Nick Cantatore plant flowers at Spencer Place) (photo), May 16, 1997, p.6

CANTO, PEGGY
Top producers honored (photo), May 9, 1997, p.4

CANTONE, JERRY
Priceless gift (blood donation) (photo), Aug 22, 1997, p.1

CANTOR, DELIA
Correction (of letter from 10/3 signed by Delia Cantor), Oct 10, 1997, p.6

CANTOR, DELIA (AU)
Scant information provided on primary (ltr), Oct 3, 1997, p.6

CANTOR, RICHARD H (AU)
Have the courage to ask for help (ltr), Jun 6, 1997, p.6
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CAPPucci, ROGER V (DR)
Dr Roger V Cappucci (has been inducted into Fellowship of American College of Cardiology) (photo), May 9, 1997, p.4

CARDIOLOGISTS
Dr Roger V Cappucci (has been inducted into Fellowship of American College of Cardiology) (photo), May 9, 1997, p.4
William Frishman, M.D. (selected as recipient of Harry H Gordon award) (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.2

CAREY, LAURI F
Anger over bees is misplaced (ltr), May 23, 1997, p.6
CAREY, LAURI F (AU)
Beehives don't belong here (ltr), May 16, 1997, p.6

CARLUCCI, DAVID
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26

CARMER, CHARLES
Material sought on Civil War vets (ltr), Jul 25, 1997, p.6

CARMICHAEL, JOHN (AU)
Illegal acts were never condoned (response to article on religious cults from 4/4/97) (ltr), Apr 11, 1997, p.6

CARMODY, KEVIN
Young and old alike seek to improve life on the links (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.23

CARNEY, JAMEY
Fox Meadow's School of Hope (photo), Dec 26, 1997, p.9

CARNEY, TOM
Summer adventures boost self-confidence (photo), May 23, 1997, p.8
SHS PTA thanks staff for caring (re death of Joshua Lerner) (ltr), Jun 20, 1997, p.6

CARNICELLI, EVELYN
GOP chooses Dunn for county executive (photo), May 30, 1997, p.1

CARNIVALS
Carnivals spell F-U-N at Scarsdale schools (photo), May 30, 1997, p.8

CAROZZA, CAROL
Candidates forum (Oct 27 at SCS Library), Oct 24, 1997, p.1
Latimer defends record against challenger Carozza (photo), Oct 24, 1997, p.1
Latimer defends record against challenger (cont), Oct 24, 1997, p.30
County board candidates agree: The word is taxes, Oct 31, 1997, p.1

CARPENTER, CLINT (AU)
A bouquet for Con Ed's efforts (ltr), May 30, 1997, p.6

CARPENTER, CLINTON
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society's 23d Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.28

CARPENTER, FRANCES T (AU)
Blower ban is not enforced (ltr), Jul 25, 1997, p.6

CARPENTER, JOSEPHINE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society's 23d Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.28

CARPENTER, OLIVER CLINTON
Oliver Clinton Carpenter (dies) (photo), Aug 22, 1997, p.10

CARRET, PHILIP
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.26
Village marks a solemn Memorial Day (photo), May 30, 1997, p.3

CARR, THOMAS
Detective honored (Thomas Carroll), Jan 24, 1997, p.5
Time for a truce (re village's pension dispute with Sgt Thomas Carroll) (edit), Feb 7, 1997, p.6
Victim of crime commends police (ltr), Feb 28, 1997, p.7
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CARSKY, KATHERINE
To catch speeders (use of photo enforcement suggested), Jan 31, 1997, p.1
Krauss seeks to unseat Carsky in 17th district (photo), Aug 8, 1997, p.1
Krauss seeks to unseat Carsky in 17th district (photo), Aug 8, 1997, p.1
Carsky and Krauss clash on outscoring of county services (photo), Oct 17, 1997, p.1
Carsky and Krauss clash on outscoring of services (cont), Oct 17, 1997, p.8
Candidates forum (Oct 27 at SCS Library), Oct 24, 1997, p.1
County endorsements (Inquirer endorsements for county executive and county legislators) (edit), Oct 31, 1997, p.6
Board hopefuls discuss issues (photo) (cont), Oct 31, 1997, p.13
Incumbents stay put in county board contests, Nov 7, 1997, p.1
Incumbents stay put in county board races (photo), Nov 7, 1997, p.8
Scarsdale Democrats to head county board, Dec 12, 1997, p.1
Local delegation: County budget is 'best we could do', Dec 26, 1997, p.1
Neighbors, unite! (re repair of Harney Road Bridge) (edit), Dec 26, 1997, p.6
CARSKY, KATHERINE S (AU)
County, too, builds a bridge to the 21st century (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.11
CARTER, BERTHA "DOLLY"
Bertha "Dolly" Carter (dies), Sep 12, 1997, p.27
CARTER, SANDE
Celebrating 50 years of learning at Quaker Ridge School (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.11
CASE, SIDNEY
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26
CASTLE, GIL
Mr Castle’s gift (edit), Mar 14, 1997, p.7
A great teacher (Mr Castle) is remembered (ltr), Mar 28, 1997, p.7
CATHOLICS
Cardinal O’Connor at Scarsdale Synagogue: Jews and Catholics both are ‘sacred people’ (photo), May 16, 1997, p.1
Cardinal O’Connor visits Scarsdale Synagogue (cont), May 16, 1997, p.13
Viewer finds nothing harmful about ‘Nothing Sacred’ (edit), Nov 21, 1997, p.7
CATS
Cat disappearance appears sinister (ltr), May 23, 1997, p.6
CEDAR, PHILIP
(School) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) candidates announced, Dec 5, 1997, p.1
CEDERBAUM, BERNARD
CP’s lips sealed: The elections will never be the same, Mar 28, 1997, p.1
Trustees OK 2.93% tax hike, May 2, 1997, p.1
Under proposed law: Cell antennas would need permits, Jun 13, 1997, p.1
Trustees say village ready to go $1.5 M in debt for sewer repair, Jun 27, 1997, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26
Pool not a good place for smoking, residents tell trustees, Jul 18, 1997, p.1
Residents mum on cell antennas, Aug 15, 1997, p.1
Thanks, but no thanks (re offer of free cellular phones from Bell Atlantic Nynex Mobil), Aug 29, 1997, p.1
Be counted (re Citizens’ Nominating Committee) (edit), Sep 26, 1997, p.6
Citizens’ Committee election Wednesday, Nov 7, 1997, p.1
CELENTANO, DIANE AND PAUL (AU)
Gossip does not tell the story (re resignation of Paul Celentano) (ltr), Jan 3, 1997, p.6
CELENTANO, PAUL
Gossip does not tell the story (re resignation of Paul Celentano) (ltr), Jan 3, 1997, p.6
CELESTINO, DANA
Clicking and surfing at the local library (photo), Apr 18, 1997, p.1

CELESTINO, TOM
Clicking and surfing at the local library (photo), Apr 18, 1997, p.1

CHA, JUNGIL
Team captains take center stage at Maroon and White awards dinner (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.18
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36
High school honors outstanding seniors and juniors (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26
Scholar-athletes honored (at SHS) (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.9

CHAIT, LYNN
Y(outh) E(mployment) O ffice celebrates 25 years matching jobs to students (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.10

CHALMERS, HARRIETTE
Harriette Chalmers (dies), Jul 18, 1997, p.10

CHALPIN, MARC (AU)
Players bear responsibility, too (ltr), Dec 5, 1997, p.6

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE-SCS
Downtown improvements on the horizon, Jan 3, 1997, p.1
Winning window (photo), Jan 3, 1997, p.1
Eggstravaganza, Mar 21, 1997, p.1

CHAN, DAWN
Musical talent (SHS students perform at Music Educators National Conference in Baltimore) (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.11
High school honors outstanding seniors and juniors (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26

CHAN, MARY
Local track coaches keep them running (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.15

CHAN, MELODY
High school honors outstanding seniors and juniors (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12

CHAN, MERRY JEAN
No sympathy for 'little monsters' (response to edit by Merry Jean Chan from 6/6/97) (ltr), Jun 13, 1997, p.7
Children should not be treated as adults (edit), Jun 6, 1997, p.7
Vengeance not the primary function (second article of 2 part series on juvenile offenders) (edit), Jun 27, 1997, p.7

CHANG, DIANA
High school honors outstanding seniors and juniors (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12

CHANG, HILDA
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36

CHARITIES
For Scarsdale village merchants, charity begins at home, Jun 27, 1997, p.1
Racquets for Kids (preparing tennis racquets for distribution to needy youngsters) (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.4
Charity begins at home for merchants (cont), Jun 27, 1997, p.8

CHANGES, HOWARD (AU)
Softball exploits brought to light (ltr), Jul 25, 1997, p.6

CHANGES, HOWARD (DR)
Dr Howard Charles (elected to advisory board of Lighthouse Inc, Hudson Valley Region), Mar 14, 1997, p.4

CHANGES, SHARON
Foxes plan Frontier Fair (photo), May 16, 1997, p.10

CHASE, BECKY
They're official (Junior members of the SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps have won their badges) (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.4
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34
CHASE, CAROL
10 candidates are elected to S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommitee), Jan 24, 1997, p.1
Y(outh) E(mployment) O(fice) celebrates 25 years matching jobs to students (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.10

CHASSIN, MARK
L(eague of) W(omen) V(oters) lauds former FDA chief for accomplishing 'fool's errand', Nov 28, 1997, p.1

CHAVES, ALLISON
Last splash of summer (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.1

CHEERLEADING
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

CHEMICALS
Fumes in stairwell (of Harwood Building), Sep 19, 1997, p.1

CHEN, ANDREW
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36

CHEN, VIVIEN
(Vivien Chen signs a friend's yearbook at SHS graduation) (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.6

CHERBULIEZ, SUSAN
The bees are staying in Greenacres - for now (photo), May 9, 1997, p.1
Beekeeper, neighbors work on compromise (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.1

CHERBULIEZ, THEODORE (DR)
Neighbors say bees are unwelcome neighbors, Apr 11, 1997, p.3
Children have not been stung (response to article from 4/11/97) (ltr), Apr 18, 1997, p.6
Bees no threat to close neighbors (response to article from 4/11/97) (ltr), Apr 18, 1997, p.6
Bee battle, cont., May 2, 1997, p.1
The bees are staying in Greenacres - for now (photo), May 9, 1997, p.1
The bees are staying in Greenacres - for now (cont), May 9, 1997, p.15
Bees: Mediate, don't litigate (ltr), May 16, 1997, p.6
Anger over bees is misplaced (ltr), May 23, 1997, p.6
Beekeeping is inappropriate in Greenacres (edit), May 30, 1997, p.6
Bees: the least of our problems (response to edit by Irving Sloan from 5/30/97) (ltr), Jun 6, 1997, p.6
Appeals board says beekeeping is not a business, Jun 13, 1997, p.1
Beekeeping not a business (cont), Jun 13, 1997, p.4
Don't want bees? Pave your garden! (ltr), Jun 13, 1997, p.6
Irrational fear (of bees) shouldn't prevail (ltr), Jun 13, 1997, p.6
Power may now be the motivation (re conflict between Mr Schmerler and Mr Cherbuliez) (ltr), Jun 13, 1997, p.6
Beekeeper, neighbors work on compromise (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.1
Neighbors, experts testify on impact of beekeeping operation (cont), Jun 20, 1997, p.8

CHERBULIEZ, THEODORE (DR) (AU)
Doctor defends the apian way (response to article from 4/11/97) (ltr), Apr 18, 1997, p.6

CHERTOK, MARK
Court: former Winston land not a wetland (illus), Aug 15, 1997, p.1

CHESLER, BARBARA

CHESS
Aisen and Benezra win chess trophies (photo), Nov 14, 1997, p.10

CHESTNUT, ANN M (AU)
Bees sometimes move in with you (ltr), Jul 11, 1997, p.6

CHILD ABUSE
Abusive woman and her young victim need to get help (ltr), Nov 14, 1997, p.6
'Public manhunt' is not helpful (response to Inquirer letter from 11/14) (ltr), Nov 21, 1997, p.8
CHILD ABUSE continued
   How reliable are 'repressed memories'? (edit), Dec 26, 1997, p.7

CHILD CARE
   Au pair case stirs recurrent anxiety (photo), Nov 14, 1997, p.1
   Woodward verdict heightens parental fears (cont), Nov 14, 1997, p.13
   Goals set for Child Care Council (edit), Nov 28, 1997, p.7

CHILD CUSTODY
   SEE CUSTODY OF CHILDREN

CHILD MOLESTING
   Talk to the children (re child safety and dangers) (edit), Jul 18, 1997, p.6
   How reliable are 'repressed memories'? (edit), Dec 26, 1997, p.7

CHILD PORNOGRAPHY
   SEE CHILDREN IN PORNOGRAPHY

CHILD SUPPORT
   SEE SUPPORT (DOMESTIC RELATIONS)

CHILDREN
   (Supplement) Kids, Mar 7, 1997
      I remember Marmee (edit), May 2, 1997, p.6
      This Memorial Day remember the children, May 23, 1997, p.7
      But where will the children play? (edit), Jun 20, 1997, p.7
      Courts are hypocritical in custody cases (edit), Jul 25, 1997, p.6
      6, 5, 4, 3 ... who's counting when it comes to kids? (edit), Nov 14, 1997, p.7

CHILDREN IN PORNOGRAPHY
   Teacher arrested on child porn charge (photo), Jul 18, 1997, p.1

CHIN, JULIE (AU)
   They were their sister's keeper (essay winning Greek Sisters Award at Syracuse University) (edit), Apr 25, 1997, p.6

CHIN, NAOMI
   Valentine artistry (Greenacres teacher demonstrates paper-cutting techniques to students) (photo), Feb 14, 1997, p.9

CHINESE
   Chinese pick up tips on governing (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.3

CHIODI, CHRIS
   Guess who we are? (Edgewood second graders have been learning about famous people) (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.9

CHIODDO, CHRISS
   Future Rangers? (boys in hot pursuit of the puck at pond off Duck Pond Road) (photo), Jan 24, 1997, p.1

CHIODDO, VINCENT
   Future Rangers? (boys in hot pursuit of the puck at pond off Duck Pond Road) (photo), Jan 24, 1997, p.1

CHIROPRACTORS
   Chiropractor works 'magic' (ltr), Jun 20, 1997, p.6

CHISTIE, ROBERT
   Kids' BASE-Little School bond sale finalized (photo), Feb 21, 1997, p.1

CHO, BRIAN
   Hoff celebrates the season (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.23

CHO, MINJUNG
   Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

CHOIDO, RITA
   10 candidates are elected to S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommitee), Jan 24, 1997, p.1

CHRISTIAN SCIENTISTS
INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIKER

CHRISTIE, BOB
  Kids' BASE unveils new, expanded facility (photo), Sep 19, 1997, p.1

CHRISTMAS
  Christmas pageantry (photo), Dec 19, 1997, p.1
  Here comes Santa Claus (photo), Dec 26, 1997, p.1

CHRISTMAS SHOPPING
  SEE SHOPPING

CHRISTMAS TREES
  Tree lighting, Nov 28, 1997, p.1
  Is this my present? (memento of Boniface Circle tree lighting ceremony) (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.1

CHU, DANNY
  Fall trip proves Choice is a community (photo), Nov 28, 1997, p.11

CHURCH AND STATE
  Political Kiryas Joel decision is an embarrassment (edit), Aug 8, 1997, p.6

CHURCHES
  Hitchcock group finds climate of hope, eagerness to learn among Haitian poor (photo), Jan 24, 1997, p.3
  Worship, service, education, and fellowship at Grace Lutheran (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.12
  At 49, Fatima continues to grow (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.12
  Scarsdale Congregational Church: we are a community of faith (photo) (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.12
  Three-fold focus at St James the Less (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.12
  International acclimate to new country (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.17
  Rev Meyer to retire (photo), May 16, 1997, p.1
  Christian Scientists to sell church and Fox Meadow land (photo), Aug 22, 1997, p.1
  Christian Scientists to sell church and Fox Meadow land (cont), Aug 22, 1997, p.4

CIGARETTEs
  Getting tough (re selling cigarettes to minors) (edit), May 9, 1997, p.6
  Sting proves cigarettes are easy to buy (edit), May 9, 1997, p.7

CIMA, CAROLINE
  Bonneted beauties (at SCS Congregational Church on Easter Sunday) (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.1

CIMA, KATHERINE
  Bonneted beauties (at SCS Congregational Church on Easter Sunday) (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.1

CIMINO, MAUREEN (AU)
  Newcomer candidate offers a needed change (ltr), Sep 5, 1997, p.6

CIOFFI, LUCAS
  Village marks a solemn Memorial Day (photo), May 30, 1997, p.3

CIRCUS
  Circus project thrills Fox Meadow (photo), Apr 18, 1997, p.9

CITIZENS' NOMINATING COMMITTEE-SCS
  SEE NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS' COMMITTEE-SCS

CIVETTA, ALEX
  Young detectives on the case (math-science enrichment program at Greenacres) (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.10

CIVETTA, VIVIEN
  A St Pius X Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.11

CIVIL SERVICE EMPLOYEES ASSN
  Agreed! (new contract between SCS village and its 25 clerical and technical workers), Aug 15, 1997, p.1
  No contract yet for library staff, Aug 29, 1997, p.1
  Library staff members deserve pay raises (ltr), Sep 5, 1997, p.6
  Wearing their message (SCS Library staffers have been without a contract since June 1) (photo), Nov 7, 1997, p.13
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CIVIL WAR
Material sought on Civil War vets (ltr), Jul 25, 1997, p.6

CLARK, CATHERINE

CLARK, FREDERICK P
Downtown development: 1 small step for village (no giant leaps yet), Sep 12, 1997, p.1

CLARK, HAZEL
Senior wins Halliday Clark Award (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.10

CLARK, KRIS (DR) (AU)
Hints on vitamins were misleading (comments on "health hints" in 1/24/97 issue of SCS Inquirer) (ltr), Feb 14, 1997, p.6

CLARK, LYNNE
Merchant/village partnership forges ahead with plans for downtown revitalization (photo), Feb 7, 1997, p.1
Symbolic moment (money for downtown improvement consultants handed over in village hall) (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.4
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society's 23rd Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.28
Developer must follow guidelines, says the mayor, May 16, 1997, p.1
S(CS) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice) needs everyone's help, honoree says (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.3

CLARK, LYNNE B
S(CS) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice) announces Gourmet Galaxy (ltr), Mar 7, 1997, p.6
Clark to be honored by S(CS) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice) (photo), May 2, 1997, p.4

CLARK, MERRELL
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society's 23rd Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.28

CLARK, RICHARD
Local track coaches keep them running (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.15

CLARK, RICK
Scholar-athletes honored (at SHS) (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.9

CLARKE, LEMUEL C
Material sought on Civil War vets (ltr), Jul 25, 1997, p.6

CLAYTON, WES
Team captains take center stage at Maroon and White awards dinner (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.18
In recognition (SHS senior Wes Clayton presented with Joseph Ades Award) (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.17
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36
A celebration of Raider pride (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.20
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26

CLERGY
Rev Meyer to retire (photo), May 16, 1997, p.1

CLICKSTEIN, CAROLYN
S(CS) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice) announces Gourmet Galaxy (ltr), Mar 7, 1997, p.6

CLINTON, BILL
If President Clinton asked by opinion... (edit), Jan 3, 1997, p.6
'More than their share' (comments by Earl Graves on welfare reform bill), Feb 21, 1997, p.1
Local educator speaks out on White House coffees, Mar 14, 1997, p.3
Clinton's injury raises awareness (ltr), Apr 11, 1997, p.6
Feeling capital about new gains, Sep 5, 1997, p.1
League of) W(omen) V(oters) lauds former FDA chief for accomplishing 'fool's errand', Nov 28, 1997, p.1

CLOCKS
Spring forward (daylight savings time) (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.9

CLOSTER, NANCY
Valentine artistry (Greenacres teacher demonstrates paper-cutting techniques to students) (photo), Feb 14, 1997, p.9
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CLOTHING AND DRESS
Entrepreneur puts posh back in the passe (photo), May 16, 1997, p.3
Entrepreneur puts posh back in the passe (cont), May 16, 1997, p.10
Something else your best friend won't tell you (photo), May 30, 1997, p.4
Consignment shop draws serious 'clothes people' (cont), May 30, 1997, p.13
Everyone benefits from local thrift shops (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.9

COACHES (ATHLETICS)
Gossip does not tell the story (re resignation of Paul Celentano) (ltr), Jan 3, 1997, p.6
Vaccaro tapped for SHS girls’ varsity basketball position, Jan 3, 1997, p.13
Keith hired as SHS football coach, Jun 13, 1997, p.20
Son is proud of his father (ltr), Jun 20, 1997, p.6
Handbook describes coach's role, Jun 20, 1997, p.10
Kaminer steps down as SHS coach (photo), Oct 10, 1997, p.1
Kaminer steps down as SHS boys' basketball coach (cont), Oct 10, 1997, p.10

COAPE-ARNOLD, ADAM
Newest Eagle (Adam Coape-Arnold of Troop 60 became an Eagle Scout March 18) (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.4

COAPE-ARNOLD, DOUGLAS
Newest Eagle (Adam Coape-Arnold of Troop 60 became an Eagle Scout March 18) (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.4

COAPE-ARNOLD, KAREN
Newest Eagle (Adam Coape-Arnold of Troop 60 became an Eagle Scout March 18) (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.4

COAPE-ARNOLD, LAUREN
Newest Eagle (Adam Coape-Arnold of Troop 60 became an Eagle Scout March 18) (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.4
SMS S(tudent) O(rganization) round-up (photo), Dec 19, 1997, p.11

COATS, VIOLET
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26

COBelli, JENNIFER
High school honors outstanding seniors and juniors (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12

COBelli, KATIE
Maroon and White honors SHS fall athletes (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.26

COBelli, NEIL (DR)
School board OKs $56.9 million budget, Apr 18, 1997, p.1

COCHRANE, KELLY
A celebration of Raider pride (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.20
Snow blankets state semifinal (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.1
Championship smiles (SHS varsity field hockey team) (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.25
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

COFFEY, JACK
Guess who we are? (Edgewood second graders have been learning about famous people) (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.9

COFFEY, JONATHAN B (AU)
Walk through grief together (ltr), May 30, 1997, p.6

COHEN, BARBARA
Barbara Cohen (promoted to senior vice president, finance, for British Airways), Jul 11, 1997, p.4

COHEN, BRIAN, M.D.
Brian Cohen, M.D. (awarded the Samuel M Rosen outstanding teacher award) (photo), Sep 19, 1997, p.4

COHEN, CHARMIAN
Charmian Cohen, M.D. (inducted as a Fellow of American College of Endocrinology) (photo), Sep 19, 1997, p.4

COHEN, EILEEN W (AU)
My son, the driver (edit), Jan 31, 1997, p.7
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COHEN, ELAINE WILK (AU)
Excellent story on breast cancer (re article from 4/11/97) (ltr), Apr 25, 1997, p.6

COHEN, ELLEN
Edgewood fair Saturday (photo), May 9, 1997, p.10

COHEN, ELLEN (AU)
No time to wait for the disabled (response to 4/11 letter by James Michels) (ltr), May 2, 1997, p.6

COHEN, EVAN
Bring back the glory days of football (ltr), Oct 3, 1997, p.6
Maroon and White honors SHS fall athletes (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.26
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

COHEN, GABE
A special honor (SHS senior Justin Lange honored by varsity lacrosse team) (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.19

COHEN, GABRIEL
Cohen fundraiser (Gabe Cohen Fundraising Festival scheduled for July 12), Jul 11, 1997, p.19

COHEN, GEORGE M
George M Cohen (dies), Jan 24, 1997, p.12

COHEN, GREG
Team captains take center stage at Maroon and White awards dinner (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.18
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36

COHEN, MARILYN
Judaism in art and song; Exhibit, festival of choirs bolster Westchester Reform Temple message/photo, Dec 12, 1997, p.23

COHEN, SAUL
Regents may be flexible on diploma, Nov 21, 1997, p.1

COHEN, STEFANI MALKIN (AU)
How to help your child build self-esteem (edit), May 2, 1997, p.7
Helping (child) No. 1 adjust to (child) No. 2 (edit), Oct 24, 1997, p.7

COHEN, SUSAN
School Board Nominating Committee names Cohen, Macy (photo), Mar 7, 1997, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24
School budget votes Wednesday, May 2, 1997, p.1
A vote of confidence (re voting for SCS and EMT school budgets May 7) (edit), May 2, 1997, p.6
Thompson to head Scarsdale school board (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.1
Scarsdale school board will take steps to preserve local diplomas, Sep 26, 1997, p.1

COHEN, WENDY (AU)
Raves for California Pizza Kitchen at school luncheon (ltr), May 23, 1997, p.6

COHN, ILANA
Fundraiser generates $14,000 for SCS Summer Music Theatre (photo), Aug 8, 1997, p.3

COHN, PETER (AU)
No sympathy for 'little monsters' (response to edit by Merry Jean Chan from 6/6/97) (ltr), Jun 13, 1997, p.7

COLDRICK, DAVID
Tax hike targets inflation rate, Feb 28, 1997, p.1
Tax hike = inflation, Apr 4, 1997, p.1
$4 a year more (in village taxes for typical SCS homeowner), Jun 13, 1997, p.1
Old-timers (longtime village employees were recognized for 25 years or more of service) (photo), Aug 15, 1997, p.3
Moving money (from village's surplus account to the capital funds), Sep 5, 1997, p.1
Budget proposed packs a wallop; O'Rourke leaves parting gift of 8% hike, Nov 21, 1997, p.1

COLE, GLENN
Court: former Winston land not a wetland (illus), Aug 15, 1997, p.1
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COLES, ROBERT
  We should expand character education (edit), Jun 20, 1997, p.6
  Columnist asks tough questions (response to edit by Irving Sloan from 6/20/97) (ltr), Jul 11, 1997, p.6

COLLABOLLETTA, ERNIE
  SHS PTA thanks staff for caring (re death of Joshua Lerner) (ltr), Jun 20, 1997, p.6

COLLABOLLETTA, ERNIE (AU)
  Parents and kids in denial on abuse (ltr), Nov 7, 1997, p.6

COLLEGE GRADUATES
  Graduation edition (of SCS Inquirer to be published July 4), Jun 6, 1997, p.1
  (Supplement) Graduation '97 (photo), Jul 3, 1997

COLLEGE STUDENTS
  Dear high school grad: (reflections on college life and advice to the high school graduate) (edit), Jul 3, 1997, p.6
  House measure threatens graduate students (edit), Jul 11, 1997, p.6
  Sending a son to college is like marrying him off (edit), Sep 12, 1997, p.6

COLLEGE TEACHERS
  John Parras (appointed assistant professor of English at William Paterson University, NJ), Oct 31, 1997, p.4

COMBAL, MARTINE
  Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26

COMEN, LAURIE

COMERFORD, ROSS
  Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36

COMETS
  Heavenly body (a good view of comet Hale-Bopp may be had from Crossway Field), Mar 21, 1997, p.1

COMMITTEE AGAINST THE COMPOST HEAP-SCS
  Crossway site is hazardous (ltr), Mar 21, 1997, p.7

COMPOST
  Compost dilemma was well handled (ltr), Feb 28, 1997, p.6
  Crossway site is hazardous (ltr), Mar 21, 1997, p.7

COMPUTERS
  Sophisticated software toys for older tots, Jan 3, 1997, p.2
  Toys, part 3: For senior tots, Jan 24, 1997, p.4
  Budget windfall buys computers (for SCS schools), Feb 14, 1997, p.9
  What is Windows and who cares anyhow?, Feb 21, 1997, p.2
  You, too, can do Windows, Mar 21, 1997, p.4
  Will technology really improve teaching? (edit), Mar 21, 1997, p.6
  Sloan should climb aboard (response to 3/21 edit by I Sloan re computers and education) (ltr), Mar 28, 1997, p.6
  Clicking and surfing at the local library (photo), Apr 18, 1997, p.1
  Surfing at the library (cont), Apr 18, 1997, p.10
  Basic housekeeping in Windows, Apr 25, 1997, p.4
  Avoiding and undoing mistakes in Windows, Jun 6, 1997, p.8
  Technology study to include questionnaire, Jun 13, 1997, p.10
  Utilities are for everyone, Jun 20, 1997, p.4
  Utilities to manage your files, Jul 3, 1997, p.2
  Uninstall utilities, Jul 18, 1997, p.4
  Virus, anyone? (illus), Aug 1, 1997, p.4
  How to handle a virus, Aug 15, 1997, p.4
  Keeping your computer healthy, Aug 29, 1997, p.2
  Software for a healthier PC, Sep 12, 1997, p.4
  Backing up ain't hard to do, Oct 10, 1997, p.4
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COMPUTERS continued
Education by computer has its limits (edit), Oct 17, 1997, p.7
Backing up: The super floppy, Oct 31, 1997, p.4
Backing up, part 3: Surrogate hard drives (and more), Nov 21, 1997, p.9

COMPUTERS-STUDY AND TEACHING
Technology team visits model school (photo), May 2, 1997, p.9

CONBOY, ROBERT
Edgemont board elects Lalli (as board president), Jul 3, 1997, p.1
Lack of state ed budget is a minor setback in Scarsdale, Jul 25, 1997, p.1
Budget brings cold comfort to local schools; $30K decrease for Scarsdale, Edgemont reaps slight gain, Aug 8, 1997, p.1

CONCERTS
SHS concerts next week, May 9, 1997, p.10
(Twilight concert at Crane Pond) (photo), Aug 29, 1997, p.6

CONDOMS
Students ponder condom distribution, May 16, 1997, p.9

CONKLIN, SUZANNE
39 new staff members in district: Who's who? (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.11

CONNORS, EDWARD
Cardinal-rabbi story 'excellent' (ltr), May 23, 1997, p.6

CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES
Conservation group grateful for coverage (ltr), Oct 10, 1997, p.6
Grassroots are growing (re Gaisman Property) (edit), Nov 7, 1997, p.6

CONSIGNMENT SALE SHOPS
Something else your best friend won't tell you (photo), May 30, 1997, p.4
Consignment shop draws serious 'clothes people' (cont), May 30, 1997, p.13

CONSOLIDATED EDISON CO
A bouquet for Con Ed's efforts (ltr), May 30, 1997, p.6

CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTIONS
Battle heats up over convention, Oct 31, 1997, p.1
Battle heats up over constitutional convention (cont), Oct 31, 1997, p.3
Convention not instrument of reform (ltr), Oct 31, 1997, p.6
No and yes, Nov 7, 1997, p.1

CONTESTS
Hassan wins poster contest, Mar 21, 1997, p.4

CONTRACTS
Agreed! (new contract between SCS village and its 25 clerical and technical workers), Aug 15, 1997, p.1
Library staff members deserve pay raises (ltr), Sep 5, 1997, p.6
Wearing their message (SCS Library staffers have been without a contract since June 1) (photo), Nov 7, 1997, p.13
What does a village lose by having unhappy librarians? (ltr), Nov 14, 1997, p.6
Concerned about library contract (ltr), Dec 12, 1997, p.6
Appreciation for library staff (ltr), Dec 12, 1997, p.6

CONWAY, CATHERINE G
Catherine G Conway (dies) (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.14

CONWAY, CATHY
A beloved neighbor is mourned by many (ltr), Sep 5, 1997, p.6

CONWAY, CHRIS
A beloved neighbor is mourned by many (ltr), Sep 5, 1997, p.6
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CONWAY, DOUG
A beloved neighbor is mourned by many (ltr), Sep 5, 1997, p.6

CONWAY, GREG
A beloved neighbor is mourned by many (ltr), Sep 5, 1997, p.6

CONWAY, MATT
A beloved neighbor is mourned by many (ltr), Sep 5, 1997, p.6

CONWAY, THOMAS A
Thomas A Conway (dies), Jul 11, 1997, p.10

CONWAY, TOM
A beloved neighbor is mourned by many (ltr), Sep 5, 1997, p.6

COOKING
3 tots and a pot (annual pasta dinner sponsored by SCS Congregational Church Nursery School) (photo), Feb 28, 1997, p.1
International flavor (recipe exchange by Multicultural Committee of Edgewood PTA) (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.11

COPPOLA, TOM
SC(Summer) Music T(Theatre) names Bardsoyle, Coppola music director, choreographer (photo), Jul 11, 1997, p.13

CORRADO, MATTHEW
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26

CORRINI, CHRIS
Heathcote residents urge village to nix senior housing, May 30, 1997, p.1
Senior housing: Good idea or eyesore? (illus), Jun 20, 1997, p.1

CORRINI, CHRISTOPHER P (AU)
The (somebody) Else's Back Yard's want others to pay (response to edit from 5/30/97) (ltr), Jun 13, 1997, p.6

CORSUN, HILLARY
Fall trip proves Choice is a community (photo), Nov 28, 1997, p.11

COTTON, BETTY
Developer must follow guidelines, says the mayor, May 16, 1997, p.1

COULTER, ELIZABETH B
Elizabeth B Coulter (dies), Mar 14, 1997, p.20

COULTER, FRANK
Frank Coulter (dies), Aug 1, 1997, p.20

COUNSELORS
Unexpected departures at middle and high schools; Middle school house counselor resigns (photo), May 2, 1997, p.1
Scarsdale Middle School house counselor resigns (cont), May 2, 1997, p.13
Mandelowitz joins SMS guidance team, Jun 20, 1997, p.1
New dean on the scene (cont), Jun 20, 1997, p.2
New Butler House counselor named (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.1

COUNTRY CLUBS
Out like a lamb (mild month of December) (photo), Jan 3, 1997, p.1
(Golf carts waiting for players in 26th Wilson Cup Invitational at SCS Golf Club) (photo), May 30, 1997, p.6

COUNTY GOVERNMENT
O'Rourke's out, many ready to go in (photo), Feb 7, 1997, p.1

COURTS-NEW YORK STATE
Courts are hypocritical in custody cases (edit), Jul 25, 1997, p.6
Custody piece distorts issue (response to edit by Sandra Jacobson from 7/25/97) (ltr), Aug 1, 1997, p.6
Court: former Winston land not a wetland (illus), Aug 15, 1997, p.1
State Supreme Court affirms former Winston land is not a wetland (cont), Aug 15, 1997, p.17

COURTS-SCS
Felony cases dominate at village court, Sep 26, 1997, p.5
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COURVILLE, JERRY
A Walker weekend at Quaker Ridge (photo), Aug 15, 1997, p.16

COURVILLE, JERRY JR
Aiming for the green (Walker Cup Tournament at Quaker Ridge Golf Club) (photo), Aug 15, 1997, p.1

COME, JOANNA
Musical introduction (SHS students introduce Quaker Ridge students to sounds of music) (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.10

CRANE POND (SCS)
(Twilight concert at Crane Pond) (photo), Aug 29, 1997, p.6

CRANE, ALEXANDER B
Material sought on Civil War vets (ltr), Jul 25, 1997, p.6

CRARY, JOHN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26
New York landscape association’s protests are blowing in the wind, Aug 8, 1997, p.1
Rough road rage (re repaving of Post Road), Aug 22, 1997, p.6

CRASSON, MITCHELL
39 new staff members in district: Who's who? (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.11

CRATKY, GAYLE
Grants awarded (photo), May 23, 1997, p.4

CREAN, ALEX
Edgewood ends the year (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.10

CREATIVE WRITING
Students to hone skills at writers workshop, Feb 28, 1997, p.9
Mr Dixon's lesson in peace (edit), Apr 4, 1997, p.7
We all need a strong heart (edit), May 2, 1997, p.7
How I was taught to learn (edit), Oct 10, 1997, p.7

CRECHES
Religious displays (re nativity scene at Boniface Circle and menorah in Chase Park), Nov 14, 1997, p.1

CREWS, KEITH J
Openness, tolerance - not arrogance, are 'in' (response to 10/10 letter by Keith J Crews) (ltr), Oct 17, 1997, p.6
All teams deserve our support (response to 10/10 letter by Keith J Crews) (ltr), Oct 17, 1997, p.6

CREWS, KEITH J (AU)
Forget football - soccer's the game (ltr), Oct 10, 1997, p.6
Letter writer did not disparage football (re headline attached to author's letter from 10/10) (ltr), Oct 24, 1997, p.8

CRIME AND CRIMINALS
Homicide charge filed in (Post Road) accident, Jan 17, 1997, p.1
Con artists busy, Feb 7, 1997, p.1
Employee makes off with some real hardware, Feb 21, 1997, p.5
Victim of crime commends police (ltr), Feb 28, 1997, p.7
Zuckerman pleads guilty, Mar 21, 1997, p.3
Children should not be treated as adults (edit), Jun 6, 1997, p.7
No sympathy for 'little monsters' (response to edit by Merry Jean Chan from 6/6/97) (ltr), Jun 13, 1997, p.7
Vengeance not the primary function (second article of 2 part series on juvenile offenders) (edit), Jun 27, 1997, p.7
Swiss were Nazi pawnbrokers (ltr), Jul 11, 1997, p.6
Charged in arson, Jul 25, 1997, p.1
Shop owner disputes report (response to item published in Inquirer's 8/8 police report) (ltr), Aug 22, 1997, p.6
Police arrest pair in Fox Meadow burglary attempt, Sep 12, 1997, p.1
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CRIME AND CRIMINALS continued
Felony cases dominate at village court, Sep 26, 1997, p.5
Tip from resident nabs burglar (photo), Oct 24, 1997, p.1
'Tis the season to be wary (edit), Nov 21, 1997, p.6
Wireless alarms foil severed lines, Dec 26, 1997, p.1

CRISCI, GERALD
Kids on the Internet: What local parents need to know (photo), Sep 26, 1997, p.9
Past, present and future plans for the technology initiative (photo), Oct 10, 1997, p.10

CROCE, ALEXANDRA
PT Council to explore gender fairness in schools (photo), Oct 31, 1997, p.9

CROEN, LARRY
Letters were not personal attacks (upon Bob Harrison) (ltr), Apr 4, 1997, p.6
Has the leopard changed his spots? (re 3/7 letter by Jeanne Richman's about Robert Harrison) (ltr), Mar 14, 1997, p.6

CROEN, LAWRENCE
Citizens' Committee election Wednesday, Nov 7, 1997, p.1
Bob Harrison should shed cloak of secrecy (ltr), Mar 21, 1997, p.6

CROMWELL, BOB

CRON, RICHARD (AU)
Phonetics program boon to dyslexics (ltr), Mar 21, 1997, p.6

CROSS, HOWARD
Howard Cross (dies), Jan 24, 1997, p.12

CROSSWAY COMPOST SITE
Crossway site is hazardous (ltr), Mar 21, 1997, p.7

CRUZ, THOMAS
Victim of crime commends police (ltr), Feb 28, 1997, p.7

CRUZ, TOMMY
Employee makes off with some real hardware, Feb 21, 1997, p.5

CUDNER-HYATT HOUSE (SCS)
Many hands make light work (Holiday Sampler program at Cudner-Hyatt House) (photo), Jan 3, 1997, p.1

CULTS
SEE RELIGIOUS CULTS

CUNNINGHAM, BEVERLY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24

CUOMO, MARIO
Battle heats up over convention, Oct 31, 1997, p.1

CURCIO, ERMINIA
Supermarket finally coming to Hartsdale, Jul 11, 1997, p.1

CURRAN, BARBARA SHAY
Conditions are not so Dickensian at library (ltr), Oct 3, 1997, p.6

CURRAN, BARBARA SHAY (AU)
Librarians are a valuable resource (ltr), Sep 12, 1997, p.6

CUSICK, THOMAS
'Empty chair' debate (next week), Mar 7, 1997, p.1

CUSICK, TOM
Committee nominates mayor, 3 trustees (photo), Jan 17, 1997, p.1
Challenge is healthy (re challenges to Citizens' Party) (edit), Mar 21, 1997, p.6
New Town and Village Civic Club slate of officers (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.10
CUSICK, TOM continued
CP's lips sealed: The elections will never be the same, Mar 28, 1997, p.1
How the Citizens' Party's new openness changed village elections (cont), Mar 28, 1997, p.14
Phone reps to speak, May 9, 1997, p.1
(Town and) Village Civic president seeks to broaden leadership (photo), May 23, 1997, p.3
Change the calendar (of Town and Village Civic Club) (edit), May 23, 1997, p.6
Starting early (Town and Village Civic club will hold a special meeting next Thursday, 9/11), Sep 5, 1997, p.1
Welcome aboard (edit), Sep 19, 1997, p.6
Residents tell trustees: No antennas in our backyards (photo), Sep 26, 1997, p.1
Trustees urged to protect residential character (re cellular antennas) (ltr), Oct 3, 1997, p.6
Residents tell trustees: Legal aps. mean Scarsdale's doom, Oct 17, 1997, p.1
(Town and) Village Civic Club to trustees: Don't pass apartment law (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.1

CUSICK, TOM (AU)
Citizens' Party is more open (ltr), Jan 31, 1997, p.6
Citizens' victory was work of many (ltr), Mar 28, 1997, p.6
Nominees for village trustee needed (ltr), Nov 28, 1997, p.6

CUSTODY OF CHILDREN
Courts are hypocritical in custody cases (edit), Jul 25, 1997, p.6
Custody piece distorts issue (response to letter by Sandra Jacobson from 7/25/97) (ltr), Aug 1, 1997, p.6
Access not always in child's interest (response to letter by Harvey Landau from 8/1/97) (ltr), Aug 8, 1997, p.6

CUTUL, ANN-MARIE
Wearing their message (SCS Library staffers have been without a contract since June 1) (photo), Nov 7, 1997, p.13

CYCLING
Bronx River biking begins, May 2, 1997, p.8
Intern gets taste of real world, May 16, 1997, p.11
Riding for charity (Boston-New York AIDS Ride) (photo), Sep 19, 1997, p.19
Kudos to thruway authority for bike tour (ltr), Oct 3, 1997, p.7
Cycling for a cure ("Boston to New York AIDS Ride") (photo), Nov 14, 1997, p.19

CYGLER, DEDEE (AU)
Committee thanks volunteers (ltr), Aug 22, 1997, p.6

D'AGOSTINO, MARK
Christmas pageantry (photo), Dec 19, 1997, p.1

D'ALISO, LOUIS S
Village worker cited for bravery (photo), May 16, 1997, p.5

D'AMATO, ALFONSE
Don't fear the T-word (re tenure) (edit), Sep 12, 1997, p.6

D'INCELLI, GREGORY
A celebration of Raider pride (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.20

DAHMER, HENRY R
Henry R Dahmer (dies), Jan 31, 1997, p.14

DAILY, SHANNON
Village marks a solemn Memorial Day (photo), May 30, 1997, p.3

DAMSKY, KEITH
High school honors outstanding seniors and juniors (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12

DANCING
Fox Meadow, Seely Place girls in SUNY Purchase 'Nutcracker' (photo), Dec 19, 1997, p.12

DANTZIG, PAUL (DR)
Doctor is a tree-killer, neighbors say (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.1
Village issues citations to Sheldrake homeowner (cont), Dec 5, 1997, p.9
Battle between neighbors continues, Dec 12, 1997, p.3
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DANTZIG, PAUL (DR) continued
- Sheldrake property skirmish continues (cont), Dec 12, 1997, p.19
- Judge tells Dantzig to stop work, Dec 19, 1997, p.1

DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
- Daughters of the American Revolution chapter fulfills objectives (photo) (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.17

DAVID, MILES
- Miles David (has been elected to Co-Operative Advertising Hall of Fame) (photo), May 2, 1997, p.4
- Miles David (named a member of Co-Operative Advertising Hall of Fame), Aug 15, 1997, p.4

DAVIDSON, JULIA
- Valentine artistry (Greenacres teacher demonstrates paper-cutting techniques to students) (photo), Feb 14, 1997, p.9

DAVIDSON, KATHIE
- Candidates forum (Oct 27 at SCS Library), Oct 24, 1997, p.1
- Spano beats Dunn in landslide victory, Nov 7, 1997, p.1

DAVIS, KAITLYN
- (Kaitlyn Davis and Maria Maldonado peruse the selection of children’s books at book fair) (photo), Sep 19, 1997, p.6

DAY CARE CENTERS
- Marx children’s center nurtures mothers, too (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.3
- Children’s center nurtures moms, too (cont), Jul 3, 1997, p.18

DE CICCO, FRANK
- Symbolic moment (money for downtown improvement consultants handed over in village hall) (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.4

DE GRAFF, ERVIN E
- Ervin E De Graff (dies), Oct 24, 1997, p.19

DE GROOT, BARBARA
- Inquirer wins 15 awards, Apr 11, 1997, p.1

DE SIMONE, JACK
- Parents ask: ‘What is wrong with our school?’, Jan 17, 1997, p.1

DEAK, LESLIE AND ROSALIE (AU)
- Antenna would be a blight in residential area (ltr), Sep 19, 1997, p.7

DEAK, TRAVIS
- Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36

DEAN, SONIA (AU)
- Clean filth, trash on Central Avenue (ltr), Mar 21, 1997, p.6
- Central Avenue is all spruced up (ltr), May 30, 1997, p.6

DEAN, WILLARD B
- Maroon and White honors SHS fall athletes (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.26

DEATH
- ‘Right-to-die’ question more complex than ever (edit), Jan 10, 1997, p.7
- Court activism threatens law (response to Sloan’s edit on ‘Right-to-die’ question from 1/10) (ltr), Jan 17, 1997, p.6
- What happens after we die? (edit), Jul 11, 1997, p.7
- The case against assisted suicide (edit), Jul 25, 1997, p.7
- Remembrance forges link with past (edit), Aug 15, 1997, p.6

DEBATES AND DEBATING
- Candidates face off in historic League of Women Voters forum (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.1

DEBOGDAN, ROMA 0
- Roma O deBogdan (dies), Nov 28, 1997, p.20

DECECCO, ANDY
- Accident victim grateful for aid (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6

DECHILLO, TOM
- Murder mystery (dead birds on Wayside Lane), Aug 1, 1997, p.1
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DECICCO, FRANK
Symbolic moment (money for downtown improvement consultants handed over in village hall) (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.4

DECKER, ANNA
New Butler House counselor named (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.1

DEGENERES, ELLEN
Scarsdale's Peter White gets belated hometown attention (photo), Feb 14, 1997, p.13

DEGROOT, ADRIAN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society's 23rd Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.28

DEGROOT, BARBARA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society's 23rd Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.28

DELAHUNT, NANCY
Town candidate called 'refreshing' (ltr), Jul 25, 1997, p.6
Hats off to Nancy Delahunt (ltr), Aug 1, 1997, p.6
Protecting (GBH) town's open space vital (ltr), Aug 15, 1997, p.6
Residents had ally in Delahunt (ltr), Aug 22, 1997, p.6
Newcomer candidate offers a needed change (ltr), Sep 5, 1997, p.6
Picks for Greenburgh (SCS Inquirer endorsements for upcoming election) (edit), Oct 24, 1997, p.6
Elect Delahunt to Greenburgh Town Council (ltr), Oct 24, 1997, p.8

DELAHUNT, NANCY (AU)
Greenburgh candidate (Nancy Delahunt) appreciates support (ltr), Sep 19, 1997, p.6
A moratorium should accompany master plan (ltr), Oct 24, 1997, p.8

DELANEY, GEORGE
O'Reourke's out, many ready to go in (photo), Feb 7, 1997, p.1

DELAZZERO, ROBERT W
Robert W Delazzero (dies), Jun 6, 1997, p.14

DELCHER, DUKE
A Walker weekend at Quaker Ridge (photo), Aug 15, 1997, p.16

DELEHANTY, ADAM
Sounding in the new year (Cantor Meredith Stone helps David Stern blow the shofar) (photo), Sep 26, 1997, p.1

DELVINO, NICK
A St Pius X Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.11

DEMAS, JOSEPH
Spring forward (daylight savings time) (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.9

DEMASI, KARA
Christmas pageantry (photo), Dec 19, 1997, p.1

DEMB, JANET M (DR) (AU)
What to go if your son likes dolls (edit), Feb 7, 1997, p.7

DEMETRIEUS, LYNN
Accident victim grateful for aid (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6

DEMETRIEUS, LYNN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24

DENNIS, BRUCE
School gives Fox a laugh-filled send-off (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.1

DENNIS, BRUCE (DR)
SHS principal tapped to lead Byram Hills schools (photo), Apr 11, 1997, p.1

DENTISTS
Appoint a dentist surgeon general (ltr), Apr 18, 1997, p.6
Heart attack victim fine after rescue by dentist (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.3
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DEPOLE, TOM
Gas explosion injures man (photo), May 2, 1997, p.1

DEPRESSION, MENTAL
Have the courage to ask for help (ltr), Jun 6, 1997, p.6

DERIZZIO, RAY
Plenty of action at Scarsdale rec(reation) camps (photo), Aug 1, 1997, p.10

DEROMA, ROBERT
You've got a friend (buddy class project) (photo), Nov 28, 1997, p.12

DESAI, SHANKAR
Venerunt, ederunt, delictatisunt (Roman banquet organized by SHS Latin Club) (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.10
Spreading the word (publicizing of SHS annual blood drive) (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.9
High school honors outstanding seniors and juniors (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12
Students helped choose principal (response to Inquirer article from 6/27/97) (ltr), Aug 8, 1997, p.6

DESIMONE, JESSICA
In and out (of the SCS Pool) (photo), Jul 18, 1997, p.1

DESOE, ROBERT
They're official (Junior members of the SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps have won their badges) (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.4

DETMER, JACK
Future Rangers? (boys in hot pursuit of the puck at pond off Duck Pond Road) (photo), Jan 24, 1997, p.1

DETMER, JIM
Kaminer steps down as SHS coach (photo), Oct 10, 1997, p.1
Maroon and White honors SHS fall athletes (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.26
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

DETMER, TED
Future Rangers? (boys in hot pursuit of the puck at pond off Duck Pond Road) (photo), Jan 24, 1997, p.1

DHANRAJ, CHRISTINA
A-School highlights grads' uniqueness (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.1

DHAUMAN, SUNDEEP
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

DIAFERIA, PETER
Scenes at a Scarsdale Art Association exhibit and sale (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.17

DIAMOND, HAROLD A
Harold A Diamond (dies), Dec 26, 1997, p.15

DIAMOND, SUSAN
Unexpected departures at middle and high schools; Dean Diamond to retire at end of year (photo), May 2, 1997, p.1
Help wanted, again (discusses recent turnover of administrators at SCS schools) (edit), May 2, 1997, p.6
Dean Diamond to retire at end of year (cont), May 2, 1997, p.13
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26
Mandelowitz joins SHS guidance team, Jun 20, 1997, p.1
SHS PTA thanks staff for caring (re death of Joshua Lerner) (ltr), Jun 20, 1997, p.6
New dean meets parents (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.8

DIAZ-VALDEPARES, JOSE RAMON
Letter-writing proves to be a valuable medical skill (photo), Jan 31, 1997, p.3

DIBIANCO, PHYLLIS
39 new staff members in district: Who's who? (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.11

DIBLASI, JOHN P
Court: former Winston land not a wetland (illus), Aug 15, 1997, p.1

DICKSTEIN, EDITH
Hospital groundbreaking (for WHP Hospital Center's Dickstein Cancer Treatment Center) (photo), Oct 17, 1997, p.4
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DIET
‘Ash, 2 pounds over!’ boomed the doctor (edit), Jul 18, 1997, p.6

DIETERLE, DIANE
Playing the ultimate detective game (edit), Jul 3, 1997, p.7

DIFALCO, LINDA
Bring back the glory days of football (ltr), Oct 3, 1997, p.6

DILLON, MARK
Democrats pick Spano Naughton for county posts, Jun 6, 1997, p.1
Spano beats Dunn in landslide victory, Nov 7, 1997, p.1

DIMOPOULOS, BILL
The bees are staying in Greenacres - for now (photo), May 9, 1997, p.1

DIONELLO, ROBERTA
They’re official (Junior members of the SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps have won their badges) (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.4
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

DISIMONE, LESLIE
Girl Scout honors (C Ahearn, L DiSimone, N Fisher, B Lindow, B K Munguia and F Grenley), May 30, 1997, p.4

DITZIAN, BARBARA
Mountain of prizes may eclipse food at S(CS) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice) Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 23, 1997, p.13

DITZIAN, BARBARA (AU)
Post-prom party a great success (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6

DITZIAN, ERIC
Four local seniors honored as area’s top scholar-athletes, Mar 21, 1997, p.17
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36

DITZIAN, MICHAEL D

DIXON, LINDA
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26

DJIILANI, ADRIENNE
Accident victim grateful for aid (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6

DJIILANI, JESSICA
Accident victim grateful for aid (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6

DOCUMENTARY FILMS
‘Blacks and Jews’ documentary airs next week (photo), Jul 25, 1997, p.3
Firefighters on film: High school senior studies everyday heroes (photo), Aug 1, 1997, p.13

DOERNBERG, DUDLEY
Symbolic moment (money for downtown improvement consultants handed over in village hall) (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.4

DOGS
Scoop it up (village will step up enforcement of ordinance re dog excrement), Feb 28, 1997, p.1
Ghost dog’s bark haunts neighbors (ltr), Nov 28, 1997, p.6

DOLINS, KAREN REZNK (AU)
Hints on vitamins were misleading (comments on “health hints" in 1/24/97 issue of SCS Inquirer)(ltr), Feb 14, 1997, p.6

DONAHUE, KEVIN
BA-Nynex sets sights on water tower (photo), May 23, 1997, p.1
BA-Nynex sets sights on Garden Road tower (cont), May 23, 1997, p.14

DONALD, ALICE NAYLOR
Alice Naylor Donald (dies), Dec 5, 1997, p.20

DONAT, ELLEN
Doernberg real estate representatives to attend BH & G convention (photo) (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.6
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DONATH, MARIEL O
Mariel O Donath (appointed president and chief executive officer of Community Bankers Assn, NYS), Jan 10, 1997, p.4

DONATI, ROBERT
Developer must follow guidelines, says the mayor, May 16, 1997, p.1

DONATIONS
SEE GIFTS, LEGACIES, ETC

DONAVAN, DEVIN
Future Rangers? (boys in hot pursuit of the puck at pond off Duck Pond Road) (photo), Jan 24, 1997, p.1

DONNERMAN, ETHEL (AU)
Reader recalls a great president (ltr), May 9, 1997, p.6

DONOVAN, GENE
Future Rangers? (boys in hot pursuit of the puck at pond off Duck Pond Road) (photo), Jan 24, 1997, p.1

DOPICO, JOSEPH
Harney Bridge plan causes consternation (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.1

DOSSAL, AMIR

DOWNER, SPELMAN EVANS
World perspective (Cartographer Spelman Evans Downer works with Edgewood third graders) (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.9

DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS
Downtown improvements on the horizon, Jan 3, 1997, p.1
Downtown meters go digital, increase time (photo), Jan 24, 1997, p.3
Merchant/village partnership forges ahead with plans for downtown revitalization (photo), Feb 7, 1997, p.1
Merchant/village partnership forges ahead (cont) it), Feb 7, 1997, p.8
Studying the downtown: A cottage industry, Feb 7, 1997, p.8
Signs of new vitality are blossoming on Garth Road (photo), Feb 21, 1997, p.1
Signs of new vitality are blossoming on Garth Road (cont), Feb 21, 1997, p.8
Board approves contract with downtown consultants, Feb 28, 1997, p.1
Measure the local angle (helpful hints to improve village center) (edit), Feb 28, 1997, p.6
Trustees OK hiring of downtown consultants (illus) (cont), Feb 28, 1997, p.12
Symbolic moment (money for downtown improvement consultants handed over in village hall) (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.4
'Significant step' (land disposition and development agreement to be drafted for downtown SCS), Mar 28, 1997, p.1
Let's keep village as it is - small (ltr), Mar 28, 1997, p.6
Consensus approach (to downtown development), Apr 11, 1997, p.1
Calling Dr Produce, Apr 25, 1997, p.4
Gardeners all (group plants pin oak tree on East Parkway in honor of Arbor Day) (photo), May 2, 1997, p.3
Consultants seek input on business district, May 9, 1997, p.1
Opportunity knocks (input sought for upcoming meeting regarding village center) (edit), May 9, 1997, p.6
Developer must follow guidelines, says the mayor, May 16, 1997, p.1
(Village workers Sam Amoa and Nick Cantatore plant flowers at Spencer Place) (photo), May 16, 1997, p.6
Guidelines will be followed (cont), May 16, 1997, p.13
Some surprising unanimity on downtown goals expressed, May 23, 1997, p.1
Surprising unanimity on downtown goals expressed (cont), May 23, 1997, p.8
Patchwork pavement (at corner of Christie Place and East Parkway) (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.6
Yield to pedestrians (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.1
Yield signs are needed in town (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6
Dr Produce opens (on corner of Spencer Place and Harwood Court), Jul 18, 1997, p.1
Sidewalk sale (is in progress), Aug 1, 1997, p.1
(SCS) Sidewalk sale (photo), Aug 8, 1997, p.1
Board tables vote on downtown Environmental Impact Statement, Aug 29, 1997, p.1
Tickets for drivers, jaywalkers would improve safety (edit), Aug 29, 1997, p.6
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DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS continued

Downtown development: 1 small step for village (no giant leaps yet), Sep 12, 1997, p.1
(Photograph of Spencer Place in the early 1920's), Sep 12, 1997, p.6
Fumes in stairwell (of Harwood Building), Sep 19, 1997, p.1
Village's impact study decision questioned (ltr), Sep 19, 1997, p.6
One-way streets proposed for downtown (illus), Oct 3, 1997, p.1
One way - forward (re consultants' report for SCS downtown area and recommended improvements) (edit), Oct 3, 1997, p.6
Consultants propose 1-way streets, more parking spaces downtown (illus), Oct 3, 1997, p.10
Paving the way for safety (new crosswalk on Crane Road) (photo), Oct 10, 1997, p.5
Plan would not improve traffic flow (re recent SCS Infrastructure Improvement Plan) (ltr), Oct 10, 1997, p.6
Keeping a roof over commuters' heads, Oct 24, 1997, p.1
Scarsdale Metro-North Station needs a new roof (photo) (cont), Oct 24, 1997, p.3
Some thoughts on improving downtown (edit), Nov 7, 1997, p.7
Critics find problems in East Parkway plans, Nov 14, 1997, p.1
Critics find problems in East Parkway plans (cont), Nov 14, 1997, p.3
Try the easy solution (re SCS Business District Report) (edit), Nov 14, 1997, p.6
Architect to probe downtown lighting, traffic and parking, Nov 28, 1997, p.1
Downtown problems probed (cont), Nov 28, 1997, p.19
Residents should review plans (re village center development), Dec 5, 1997, p.6
Public session called on development impact, Dec 12, 1997, p.1
Residents' backing needed for project (re downtown development) (ltr), Dec 12, 1997, p.6
Downtown proposal impact study begins, Dec 19, 1997, p.1
Keep the momentum (re downtown development plans) (edit), Dec 19, 1997, p.6
Evaluate effect at both ends (re downtown development plans) (ltr), Dec 19, 1997, p.6
Downtown proposal study begins (photo) (cont), Dec 19, 1997, p.24

DREXLER, NANCY KAREN
Nancy Karen-Drexler (appointed marketing director for Neuberger Museum of Art at Purchase) (photo), Jan 24, 1997, p.4

DREYFUS, DIANA
Maroon and White honors SHS fall athletes (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.26

DREYFUS, SARAH
Maroon and White honors SHS fall athletes (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.26
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

DRISCOLL, PAUL
'Anything Goes' is coming soon (photo), Jul 25, 1997, p.1

DRIVER, BRAD
Maroon editors discuss challenge of newspaper (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.11

DRIVING WHILE INTOXICATED
SEE ALCOHOL AND AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS

DRUCK, FRED
WRT fosters links to Jewish and neighborhood communities (photo) (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.12

DRUCKER, BARRY L (AU)
Telephone poles block road view (ltr), Jan 17, 1997, p.6

DRUG ABUSE
Drug use is up, says Scarsdale task force, Jan 31, 1997, p.10

DRUGS
Drugs help some with A(attention) D(eficit) D(isorders), Apr 11, 1997, p.1
Drugs help some children with attention deficit disorder (cont), Apr 11, 1997, p.11

DRUGS AND YOUTH
Drug use is up, says Scarsdale task force, Jan 31, 1997, p.10
Psychologist advises parents to be tough, Mar 14, 1997, p.9
DRUGS AND YOUTH continued
Ritalin abuse a problem here, Apr 4, 1997, p.11
Safe Homes revived, May 2, 1997, p.9
A safe place for middle-schoolers (edit), May 30, 1997, p.7
Parents and kids in denial on abuse (ltr), Nov 7, 1997, p.6
Some things never change (re letter by Ernie Collabolletta and SCS drug abuse) (ltr), Nov 28, 1997, p.6

DULIT, EVERETT P (AU)
Power may now be the motivation (re conflict between Mr Schmerler and Mr Cherbuliez) (ltr), Jun 13, 1997, p.6

DUMONT, NICHOLAS
High school honors outstanding seniors and juniors (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12

DUNCANSON, CALEB
PT Council to explore gender fairness in schools (photo), Oct 31, 1997, p.9
Edgewood toy drive (photo), Dec 26, 1997, p.9

DUNN, ALLYN (AU)
Hochberg aided the powerless (after explosion of electrical transformer) (ltr), Apr 18, 1997, p.6

DUNN, TED
O'Rourke's out, many ready to go in (photo), Feb 7, 1997, p.1
Republicans choose Dunn for county executive (cont), May 30, 1997, p.13
Sewer repairs seep into county politics, Aug 15, 1997, p.1
Dunn, Spano square off at SCS N(neighborhood)A(ssociation) P(residents) meeting, Oct 10, 1997, p.1
County executive candidates address residents at SCS N(neighborhood)A(ssociation) P(residents) meeting (cont), Oct 10, 1997, p.8
Candidates forum (Oct 27 at SCS Library), Oct 24, 1997, p.1
County executive hopefuls clash at L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) forum (photo), Oct 31, 1997, p.1
Spano beats Dunn in landslide victory, Nov 7, 1997, p.1

DUSAVAGE, JOSEPH
Police welcome new recruit (photo), Sep 26, 1997, p.5

DWAYER, TERRENCE
Spano beats Dunn in landslide victory, Nov 7, 1997, p.1

DYSON, ANNE E (DR)
Charles Dyson dies; was former trustee (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.1

DYSON, CHARLES
Charles Dyson dies; was former trustee (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.1

DYSON, JOHN S
Charles Dyson dies; was former trustee (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.1

DYSON, JUNE MARSTON
Charles Dyson dies; was former trustee (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.1

DYSON, MARGARET MACGREGOR
Charles Dyson dies; was former trustee (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.1

DYSON, ROBERT R
Charles Dyson dies; was former trustee (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.1

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
New early education web site, Nov 14, 1997, p.9

EARTH DAY
Earth Day events, Apr 18, 1997, p.1

EASTER
Eggstravaganza, Mar 21, 1997, p.1
Bonneted beauties (at SCS Congregational Church on Easter Sunday) (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.1

ECKMAN, MATTHEW
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ECONOMIC FORECASTING

Is the economic sky falling? (edit), Dec 19, 1997, p.7

EDELMAN, DEBRA


EDELMAN, MICHELLE

Raider booters win Section I title, shutting down Patriots (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.19
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26

EDELMAN, REBECCA

Raider booters win Section I title, shutting down Patriots (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.19

EDOFF, LARRY

39 new staff members in district: Who's who? (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.11

EDUCATION

We're shortchanging boys and girls in school (edit), Jan 3, 1997, p.6
Local educator speaks out on White House coffees, Mar 14, 1997, p.3
Will technology really improve teaching? (edit), Mar 21, 1997, p.6
Forum on regents standards to be held, May 9, 1997, p.10
Columnist asks tough questions (response to edit by Irving Sloan from 6/20/97) (ltr), Jul 11, 1997, p.6
High school majors controversial (re recent proposal that all NY State HS students choose a major), Aug 8, 1997, p.1
(Supplement) Back to School (photo), Aug 22, 1997
The good old golden-rule days (edit), Aug 29, 1997, p.7
Education and learning - never so important as now (edit), Sep 5, 1997, p.7
Education reform: a durable theme in American life (edit), Sep 12, 1997, p.7
Society needs informed voters (edit), Sep 26, 1997, p.7
Talk to (Richard) Mills (during live TV program), Oct 3, 1997, p.1
Don't tread on us (re change of graduation requirements for NY State high school students) (edit), Oct 10, 1997, p.6
How I was taught to learn (edit), Oct 10, 1997, p.7
Education by computer has its limits (edit), Oct 17, 1997, p.7
Pre-K committee (re statewide universal prekindergarten program for 4-year-olds), Oct 31, 1997, p.1
Community forum on graduation proposal, Nov 7, 1997, p.9
In schools, the track stops here; How elementary students are grouped - and why, Nov 28, 1997, p.1
How elementary students are grouped - and why (cont), Nov 28, 1997, p.9

EDUCATION, MORAL

SEE MORAL EDUCATION

EDUCATION-NEW YORK STATE

Regents may be flexible on diploma, Nov 21, 1997, p.1
Board detects diploma flexibility (cont), Nov 21, 1997, p.12

EDUCATIONAL TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS

State report cards upset parents, officials (photo), Jan 10, 1997, p.1
Ratings cut both ways (comments on recent New York Times series on state school report cards) (edit), Jan 10, 1997, p.6
State report card causes a stir (illus) (cont), Jan 10, 1997, p.9
Parents ask: 'What is wrong with our school?', Jan 17, 1997, p.1
Poor (reading) scores hurt property values (edit), Jan 17, 1997, p.7
No, the sky is not falling (re recent New York Times "report card" on SCS schools) (edit), Jan 24, 1997, p.7
Taxes entitle us to higher scores (response to Sloan's edit from 1/24/97) (ltr), Jan 31, 1997, p.6
Albany forces regents standard on schools, Feb 7, 1997, p.1
Albany forces regents standard on local schools (cont), Feb 7, 1997, p.3
Heathcote principal provided perspective on report cards, Feb 7, 1997, p.9
Directives hurt foreign students (re recent regents tests requirements) (ltr), Feb 14, 1997, p.6
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EDWARDS, JIM (AU)
   House measure threatens graduate students (edit), Jul 11, 1997, p.6

EGAN, ALISON
   High school honors outstanding seniors and juniors (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12

EGAN, KARIN
   Post-prom party a great success (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6

EHRlich, CATHY (AU)
   Give GOP a chance to fix G'burgh (ltr), Oct 31, 1997, p.6

EHRlich, ELFRIDa G
   Elfrieda G Ehrlich (dies), Oct 24, 1997, p.19

EIDELBERG, EVELYN (AU)
   They called it 'women's work' (edit), Jul 18, 1997, p.7

EIFERT, JEAN
   Greenville Community Theater enjoys milestone year (photo) (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.16

EISENBERG, CHERYL
   Santa's bag mixed for merchants, Jan 3, 1997, p.1

EISENBERG, GAIL
   Post-prom party a great success (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6

EISENBERG, LEE
   Pursuing a golfer's impossible dream (photo), Jul 11, 1997, p.17
   A golfer's impossible dream (cont), Jul 11, 1997, p.18

EISENBERG, MICHAEL
   Maroon and White honors SHS fall athletes (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.26

EISENBERG-LEVER, DEBORAH JEAN
   10 candidates are elected to S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee), Jan 24, 1997, p.1

EISENMAN, KATHERINE
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26

EISENMAN, KAY (AU)
   Support Metro-North's recycling efforts (ltr), Nov 7, 1997, p.6

EISENMAN, SHELLY AND KAY (AU)
   Bees: Mediate, don't litigate (ltr), May 16, 1997, p.6

EISMAN, SUSAN
   Susan Eisman (has been appointed development officer at the Windward School), Sep 19, 1997, p.4

ELDER, BRAD
   A Walker weekend at Quaker Ridge (photo), Aug 15, 1997, p.16

ELECTIONS
   Spano beats Dunn in landslide victory, Nov 7, 1997, p.1
   Incumbents stay put in county board contests, Nov 7, 1997, p.1

ELECTIONS-SCS
   A level playing field (re upcoming SCS election) (edit), Feb 21, 1997, p.6
   Which process is more democratic? (re Citizens' Party and PRO-Scarsdale Party candidates) (ltr), Feb 21, 1997, p.6
   Changes are proof of responsiveness (re non-partisan system) (ltr), Feb 21, 1997, p.6
   Scarsdale known for being open (re openness in government) (ltr), Feb 21, 1997, p.6
   Challengers got more signatures (ltr), Feb 28, 1997, p.6
   League forum, Mar 7, 1997, p.1
   Row A for excellence (endorsements by SCS Inquirer for upcoming SCS election), Mar 7, 1997, p.6
   Taxpayer Alert to sponsor forum (ltr), Mar 7, 1997, p.6
   Stand up and be counted (ltr), Mar 7, 1997, p.6
   CP's lips sealed: The elections will never be the same, Mar 28, 1997, p.1
   Citizens' victory was work of many (ltr), Mar 28, 1997, p.6
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ELECTIONS-SCS continued
How the Citizens' Party's new openness changed village elections (cont), Mar 28, 1997, p.14

ELECTIONS-WESTCHESTER
County endorsements (Inquirer endorsements for county executive and county legislators) (edit), Oct 31, 1997, p.6

ELICE, SARA JO
Team captains take center stage at Maroon and White awards dinner (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.18
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36

ELLEN, PATRICIA (AU)
What happens after we die? (edit), Jul 11, 1997, p.7

ELLIS, MARY
Girl Scout House needs a facelift, Nov 28, 1997, p.1

ELLSWORTH, AARON
Is this my present? (memento of Boniface Circle tree lighting ceremony) (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.1

EMERGENCY SERVICES
Ask not for whom the sirens wailed (re author's recent medical emergency experience) (edit), Aug 22, 1997, p.6
CPR offers chance to be a hero (ltr), Aug 22, 1997, p.7
Heart attack victim fine after rescue by dentist (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.3
Victim fine after CPR rescue by dentist (cont), Dec 12, 1997, p.19
We (ave) A L(little) E(mergency) stickers, Dec 28, 1997, p.1

EMMER, JEFF
Racquets for Kids (preparing tennis racquets for distribution to needy youngsters) (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.4

EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED
SEE MENTALLY DISTURBED

EMPLOYEES-SCS
Help wanted, again (discusses recent turnover of administrators at SCS schools) (edit), May 2, 1997, p.6
Scarsdale Middle School house counselor resigns (cont), May 2, 1997, p.13
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26
Old-timers (longtime village employees were recognized for 25 years or more of service) (photo), Aug 15, 1997, p.3
Library staff members deserve pay raises (ltr), Sep 5, 1997, p.6
39 new staff members in district: Who's who? (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.11
Scarsdale Schools hire responsible employees (ltr), Sep 26, 1997, p.6
Wearing their message (SCS Library staffers have been without a contract since June 1) (photo), Nov 7, 1997, p.13
Concerned about library contract (ltr), Dec 12, 1997, p.6
Appreciation for library staff (ltr), Dec 12, 1997, p.6

EMPLOYEES-SCS-RETIREMENT
Dean Diamond to retire at end of year (cont), May 2, 1997, p.13
Best wishes (to honorees at annual retirement tea hosted by SCS school district) (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26
Colleagues toast and roast Dr Richard Schleiter on his retirement (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.10

EMT
Vandalism can't be tolerated here (ltr), Jan 24, 1997, p.6
Edgemont enjoys excellent year (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.1
When Edgemont wanted to be part of Scarsdale, Feb 28, 1997, p.12
Edgemonters rallying for wildlife rehab (photo), Aug 1, 1997, p.1
Edgemonters rallying for wildlife rehab (cont), Aug 1, 1997, p.8

ENDOCRINOLOGISTS
Charmian Cohen, M.D. (inducted as a Fellow of American College of Endocrinology) (photo), Sep 19, 1997, p.4

ENG, TIM
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26
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ENGELMANN, IRIS
Art volume donated in memory of local artist (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.8
Scenes at a Scarsdale Art Association exhibit and sale (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.17

ENGLISH LANGUAGE-STUDY AND TEACHING
International acclimate to new country (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.17

ENTREPRENEURS
Entrepreneur puts posh back in the passe (photo), May 16, 1997, p.3
Entrepreneur puts posh back in the passe (cont), May 16, 1997, p.10

ENVIRONMENT
Greenburgh Nature Center helped 'greenwash' devastation (edit), Jun 6, 1997, p.7
'Green' tool could be better applied by town (of Greenburgh) (ltr), Sep 5, 1997, p.6

EPSTEIN, ANDREW
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26

EPSTEIN, HELEN
A daughter's search for historic threads (photo), Oct 31, 1997, p.3

EPSTEIN, KYLE
Delicious in any language (different kinds of bread at Heathcote multicultural program) (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.10

EPSTEIN, SYLVIA H (AU)
Ratings (of SCS's reading program) should inspire change (ltr), Jan 17, 1997, p.6

ERBSEN, HEDY
School Board Nominating Committee candidates announced, Dec 5, 1997, p.1

ERNST, PRISCILLA (AU)
Cat disappearance appears sinister (ltr), May 23, 1997, p.6

ESHITA, YUMIKO
International flavor (recipe exchange by Multicultural Committee of Edgewood PTA) (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.11

ESPICHAN, RICHARD
Winds cause damage, 1 death (photo), Mar 7, 1997, p.1

EVANS, RICHARD
Edgewood ends the year (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.10

EXECUTIVES
Clearing a path for black businessmen (photo) (edit), Aug 22, 1997, p.7

FABIAN, KAREN
Fox trots (Judith Fox officially appointed Byram Hills superintendent of schools), May 2, 1997, p.1

FADER, HALLIE
High school honors outstanding seniors and juniors (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

FAHRENDORF, BEULAH
Beulah Fahrendorf (dies), Jun 13, 1997, p.17

FAILLA, ALLIE

FAILLA, JOHN
John Failla (appointed president and chief executive officer, Progressive Grocer Associates) (photo), Jan 10, 1997, p.4

FAIRS
Greenacres fair a healthy success (photo), Mar 7, 1997, p.9
Heathcote Fair Saturday (photo), May 2, 1997, p.9
Edgewood fair Saturday (photo), May 9, 1997, p.10
Carnivals spell F-U-N at Scarsdale schools (photo), May 30, 1997, p.8
Guy and dolls (marionette at SCS Historical Society country fair) (photo), Sep 12, 1997, p.3
Volunteers, guests made country fair a success (ltr), Sep 12, 1997, p.6
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FALKENBERG, PAT
Pat Falkenberg to be honored by A(merican) J(ewish) C(ommittee), Oct 3, 1997, p.10

FALOW, BRITTANY
(SCS) Sidewalk sale (photo), Aug 8, 1997, p.1

FAME, SHEILA
10 candidates are elected to S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee), Jan 24, 1997, p.1

FANTINI, MARGARET A
Margaret A Fantini (dies), Apr 4, 1997, p.10

FAREWELL, FRANK X
Frank X Farewell (dies), Dec 5, 1997, p.20

FARKAS, GABRIEL (AU)
Excellent debate an Edgemont tradition (ltr), Nov 28, 1997, p.6

FARLEY, RICHARD
Richard Farley (has joined Cohen Brothers Realty Corporation) (photo), Feb 7, 1997, p.4

FARNHAM, CONNIE
Red Cross honors (volunteers Marge Fink and Connie Farnham), Jun 13, 1997, p.4

FARNHAM, CONNIE (AU)
Nygreen richly deserving of Lehman College honor (ltr), Oct 17, 1997, p.6

FARRAKHAN, LOUIS
Farrakhan has mellowed - but not enough (edit), Jul 25, 1997, p.7

FARRELLY, STEVE
Condition of trees worries villagers (photo), Jul 11, 1997, p.1

FARREN, JERI
Celebrating 50 years of learning at Quaker Ridge School (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.11
School gives Fox a laugh-filled send-off (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.1

FARROW, SANDRA

FATATO, JOE
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

FATIGATE, RICHARD
Victim of crime commends police (ltr), Feb 28, 1997, p.7

FAUTWASSER, METTA
Art volume donated in memory of local artist (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.8

FAVA, JENNIFER
Chilling out (67 degrees in SCS Pool) (photo), May 30, 1997, p.1
Post-prom party a great success (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6

FAZZINO, CHARLES
Fazzino art to be raffled in support of 'Anything Goes' (photo), Jul 18, 1997, p.11
Fundraiser generates $14,000 for S(CS) S(ummer) M(usical) T(hatre) (photo), Aug 8, 1997, p.3

FEIN, BERNARD AND ELAINE (AU)
Antenna would be a blight in residential area (ltr), Sep 19, 1997, p.7

FEIN, ELAINE AND BERNARD (AU)
Garden Road stone water tower is a unique Scarsdale landmark (ltr), Sep 19, 1997, p.6

FEINER, PAUL
A review of Town of Greenburgh highlights (photo) (cont) (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.11
Clean filth, trash on Central Avenue (ltr), Mar 21, 1997, p.6
Bellino mistaken on town spending (ltr), May 9, 1997, p.6
Supermarket finally coming to Hartsdale, Jul 11, 1997, p.1
Another council? (Council of Local Governments), Jul 11, 1997, p.1
G'burgh overburdened with development (ltr), Oct 10, 1997, p.6
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FEINER, PAUL continued
Picks for Greenburgh (SCS Inquirer endorsements for upcoming election) (edit), Oct 24, 1997, p.6
Elect Delahunt to Greenburgh Town Council (ltr), Oct 24, 1997, p.8
A moratorium should accompany master plan (ltr), Oct 24, 1997, p.8

FEINER, PAUL J (AU)
Children need health coverage (ltr), Mar 28, 1997, p.7
Transportation meeting planned (ltr), Aug 15, 1997, p.6
Kudos to thruway authority for bike tour (ltr), Oct 3, 1997, p.7
Moratorium would limit Greenburgh's options (response to 10/10 letter by Sally Schaadt) (ltr), Oct 17, 1997, p.6
State is wasting taxpayers' money (re School Tax Relief Program) (ltr), Oct 24, 1997, p.8
Re-elected Greenburgh supervisor pledges hard work (ltr), Nov 14, 1997, p.6
Greenburgh is supporting IGA (ltr), Nov 28, 1997, p.6
(GBH Town) Supervisor urges help for homeless fire victims (ltr), Dec 26, 1997, p.6

FEINTUCH, MERRY (AU)
Yes vote (for SCS school budget) is urged by PT Council (ltr), May 2, 1997, p.6

FEIRSTEIN, SHANE
Hello, Mother; hello, Father (edit), Aug 15, 1997, p.7

FELDMAN, MINDY (AU)
Hello, Mother; hello, Father (edit), Aug 15, 1997, p.7

FELDSHUH, DAVID (DR)
Dr David Feldshuh (has been awarded presidential fellowship at Cornell University) (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.4
David Feldshuh, M.D. (TV-movie adaptation of "Miss Evers' boys has captured 5 Emmy awards) (photo), Oct 10, 1997, p.4

FELICE, WALTER
Con artists busy, Feb 7, 1997, p.1
Paul Harris fellows (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.4
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26
Fire destroys Quaker Ridge house (photo), Nov 7, 1997, p.1

FENDELMAN, BARTON
Barton Fendelman (has become a New York City firefighter), Nov 21, 1997, p.4

FENSTER, MITCHELL (AU)
Other extremes imperil the site (response to edit "NIMBY to the extreme" from 5/30/97) (ltr), Jun 13, 1997, p.7

FERANDINO, VINCENT
Consultants seek input on business district, May 9, 1997, p.1

FERNANDES, DAVID
Butler-7 students have a field day (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.9

FERON, JEANNE
California suicides remind some of losing their loved ones to cults, Apr 4, 1997, p.1

FERON, JEANNE CLAIRE
Jeanne Claire Feron (honored at benefit concert by Cult Information Service in New Jersey) (photo), Jan 24, 1997, p.4

FERRANDINO, VINCENT
Merchant/village partnership forges ahead with plans for downtown revitalization (photo), Feb 7, 1997, p.1
Downtown partners sell Town and Village Club on plans (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.1
Opportunity knocks (input sought for upcoming meeting regarding village center) (edit), May 9, 1997, p.6
Some surprising unanimity on downtown goals expressed, May 23, 1997, p.1
Lighting options for downtown pondered, Aug 1, 1997, p.1
One way - forward (re consultants' report for SCS downtown area and recommended improvements) (edit), Oct 3, 1997, p.6
Try the easy solution (re SCS Business District Report) (edit), Nov 14, 1997, p.6
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FERRARO, DONALD  
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26  
Windfall for police (receipt of proceeds from forfeiture of assets after drug raid), Jul 25, 1997, p.1  
Boys arrested on weapons charge; tragedy averted (photo), Aug 22, 1997, p.1  
Halloween safety, Oct 24, 1997, p.1

FERRERI, JOHN  
Police arrest pair in Fox Meadow burglary attempt, Sep 12, 1997, p.1

FERRERI, KIMBERLY  
Police arrest pair in Fox Meadow burglary attempt, Sep 12, 1997, p.1

FERRI, LINDA  
School Board Nominating Committee candidates announced, Dec 5, 1997, p.1

FERRONE, SOLDANO (DR)  
Dr Soldano Ferrone (has received $50,000 grant from the American Cancer Society), Sep 12, 1997, p.4

FESTAGALLO, LUIGI  
Fundraiser generates $14,000 for SCS Summer Music Theatre (photo), Aug 8, 1997, p.3

FESTIVALS  
Japanese festival an annual treat (ltr), May 30, 1997, p.6

FEUER, CHARLES  
Judge tells Dantzig to stop work, Dec 19, 1997, p.1

FEUERSTEIN, MARC  
Maroon and White honors SHS fall athletes (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.26

FEUERSTEIN, MICHAEL  
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26

FEWKES, JEWEL  
Spanish teacher was incomparable (ltr), Apr 25, 1997, p.6

FEWKES, JEWEL RUTH  
Jewel Ruth Fewkes (dies), Apr 11, 1997, p.22

FIEDLER, ANITA  
For Scarsdale village merchants, charity begins at home, Jun 27, 1997, p.1

FIEDLER, DANA  
For Scarsdale village merchants, charity begins at home, Jun 27, 1997, p.1

FIELDS, BERTRAM  
Residents feel capital about potential gains (photo) (cont), Sep 5, 1997, p.9  
(Town and) Village Civic Club: Keep antennas away from houses, Sep 19, 1997, p.1

FIELDS, BERTRAM AND ROBERTA PETERS (AU)  
Antenna would be a blight in residential area (ltr), Sep 19, 1997, p.7

FIELDS, BERTRAM (AU)  
Trustees urged to protect residential character (re cellular antennas) (ltr), Oct 3, 1997, p.6

FIELDS, BETRAM  

FIFE, HOWARD  
Growth plans (re purchase of village land on Olmsted Road), Aug 15, 1997, p.1

FIFE, JILL  
Growth plans (re purchase of village land on Olmsted Road), Aug 15, 1997, p.1  
Board tables vote on downtown ENS Statement, Aug 29, 1997, p.1

FIGUEIRAS, ANN  
Teacher arrested on child porn charge (photo), Jul 18, 1997, p.1

FILANCIA, ANTHONY  
Boys arrested on weapons charge; tragedy averted (photo), Aug 22, 1997, p.1  
Tip from resident nabs burglar (photo), Oct 24, 1997, p.1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FINGER, CARL</td>
<td>Home-grown ADA reflects on his experience (photo)</td>
<td>Feb 28, 1997</td>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINGER, DOROTHY</td>
<td>Developer must follow guidelines, says the mayor</td>
<td>May 16, 1997</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Under proposed law: Cell antennas would need permits</td>
<td>Jun 13, 1997</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards &amp; Councils Reception (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 27, 1997</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New York landscape association's protests are blowing in the wind</td>
<td>Aug 8, 1997</td>
<td>05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thanks, but no thanks (re offer of free cellular phones from Bell Atlantic Nynex Mobil)</td>
<td>Aug 29, 1997</td>
<td>05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Be counted (re Citizens' Nominating Committee) (edit)</td>
<td>Sep 26, 1997</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Citizens' Committee election Wednesday</td>
<td>Nov 7, 1997</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Evaluate effect at both ends (re downtown development plans) (ltr)</td>
<td>Dec 19, 1997</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINIGAN, CAROLINE</td>
<td>Pizza days for needy kids' toys (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 19, 1997</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINIGAN, JESSICA</td>
<td>Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White &amp; The Senior Varsity Players (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 12, 1997</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINK, JEAN</td>
<td>The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards &amp; Councils Reception (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 27, 1997</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINK, LINDA</td>
<td>Y(outh) E(mployment) O(ffice) celebrates 25 years matching jobs to students (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 13, 1997</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINK, LINDA (AU)</td>
<td>Food donations filling pantry (ltr)</td>
<td>Jan 10, 1997</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINK, MARGE</td>
<td>Red Cross honors (volunteers Marge Fink and Connie Farnham)</td>
<td>Jun 13, 1997</td>
<td>04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINKELSTEIN, DANIEL ALEX (AU)</td>
<td>We're entitled to better cable TV (ltr)</td>
<td>Jan 24, 1997</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINKELSTEIN, FRANK (AU)</td>
<td>Hochberg aided the powerless (after explosion of electrical transformer) (ltr)</td>
<td>Apr 18, 1997</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINKELSTEIN, PHYLLIS</td>
<td>Spring snowstorm wreaks havoc (photo)</td>
<td>Apr 4, 1997</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINKELSTEIN, PHYLLIS (AU)</td>
<td>Hochberg aided the powerless (after explosion of electrical transformer) (ltr)</td>
<td>Apr 18, 1997</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Don't want bees? Pave your garden! (ltr)</td>
<td>Jun 13, 1997</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIORE, MARIA</td>
<td>Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 13, 1997</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRE DEPT-SCS</td>
<td>Volunteer firefighters: an able and willing cadre (Progress edit 1997)</td>
<td>Jan 31, 1997</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Con artists busy</td>
<td>Feb 7, 1997</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Police, firemen are outstanding (ltr)</td>
<td>Mar 28, 1997</td>
<td>07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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FIRE DEPT-SCS continued
Local firemen to the rescue (ltr), Jul 25, 1997, p.6
Firefighters on film: High school senior studies everyday heroes (photo), Aug 1, 1997, p.13
Greenville fire fighters saluted (ltr), Aug 22, 1997, p.7
Young filmmaker praises Scarsdale's bravest (ltr), Sep 26, 1997, p.6
Where's the fire? (Fire Prevention Fair) (photo), Oct 10, 1997, p.1
Firefighters celebrate 50th (anniversary) (photo), Nov 14, 1997, p.4
We (have) A (little) E(mergency) stickers, Dec 26, 1997, p.1

FIREARMS
This Memorial Day remember the children, May 23, 1997, p.7
Boys arrested on weapons charge; tragedy averted (photo), Aug 22, 1997, p.1

FIRES
Fire destroys Quaker Ridge house (photo), Nov 7, 1997, p.1
Early morning fire destroys Q(uaker) R(idge) house (cont), Nov 7, 1997, p.13
Another fire in Quaker Ridge (photo), Nov 14, 1997, p.8
(GBH Town) Supervisor urges help for homeless fire victims (ltr), Dec 26, 1997, p.6

FIREWORKS
Thanks for a memorable 4th (ltr), Jul 11, 1997, p.6

FISCHER, WANDA A (AU)
Personal care is not a pretty job (edit), Apr 11, 1997, p.7

FISCHMAN, SARI
Middle School News (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.10

FISHER, CAROLYN
Going up and up (United Way thermometer) (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.4

FISHER, HAROLD
Harold Fisher (dies), Dec 19, 1997, p.18

FISHER, NOREEN
School Board Nominating Committee election coming up Tuesday, Jan 17, 1997, p.1
Going up and up (United Way thermometer) (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.4

FISHER, NOREEN (AU)
Committee thanks volunteers (ltr), Aug 22, 1997, p.6

FISHER, NOREEN QUINN
10 candidates are elected to School Board Nomining Committee, Jan 24, 1997, p.1

FISHMAN, CARRIE

FISHMAN, JON
Victorious (SHS basketball sectional quarterfinal) (photo), Feb 28, 1997, p.1
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36

FISHMAN, ROBERT
Pizza days for needy kids' toys (photo), Dec 19, 1997, p.11

FITCH, KATE
Schools, PTA's hooked on health (correction of 3/7 article about Greenacres health fair) (ltr), Mar 21, 1997, p.7

FITCH, TAYLOR
Greenacres fair a healthy success (photo), Mar 7, 1997, p.9

FITE, WARNER
Parents ask: 'What is wrong with our school?', Jan 17, 1997, p.1
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FITZGERALD, JIM (AU)
  PVC piping is cheaper, easier (ltr), Mar 28, 1997, p.6

FITZHUGH, BARBARA (AU)
  Directives hurt foreign students (re recent regents tests requirements) (ltr), Feb 14, 1997, p.6
  Japanese festival an annual treat (ltr), May 30, 1997, p.6

FIX, AMANDA
  Butler-7 students have a field day (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.9

FIX, BARBARA
  10 candidates are elected to S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee), Jan 24, 1997, p.1

FLACCUS, LOUIS JR
  Louis Flaccus Jr (dies), Jan 17, 1997, p.15

FLANAGAN, JILL
  Reading aloud at Heathcote (photo), Apr 18, 1997, p.10

FLAXER, MELANIE
  My little playmate (at SCS Recreation Dept's Camp Sagamore) (photo), Aug 1, 1997, p.1

FLEISCH, ELEANOR
  Eleanor Fleisch (honored by Retired and Senior Volunteer Program of Westchester), May 23, 1997, p.4

FLISSER, HARVEY (AU)
  Ghost dog's bark haunts neighbors (ltr), Nov 28, 1997, p.6

FLISSER, MIRIAM LEVITT (AU)
  Ghost dog's bark haunts neighbors (ltr), Nov 28, 1997, p.6

FLOOD, MICHELE
  Realty award winners (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.4

FLORES, JOHN (AU)
  Delahunt lobbies for improvement, despite hostility (ltr), Aug 29, 1997, p.6

FLU
  SEE INFLUENZA

FOGEL, BARBARA
  10 candidates are elected to S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee), Jan 24, 1997, p.1

FONTANELLA, ORAZIO
  Orazio Fontanella (dies), May 16, 1997, p.14

FOOD
  Food donations filling pantry (ltr), Jan 10, 1997, p.6
  International flavor (recipe exchange by Multicultural Committee of Edgewood PTA) (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.11
  Gourmet Galaxy was the best yet (ltr), Jun 6, 1997, p.6
  Delicious in any language (different kinds of bread at Heathcote multicultural program) (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.10

FOOTBALL
  Keith hired as SHS football coach, Jun 13, 1997, p.20
  Gridders get in the gear (SCS Raiders get ready for football season) (photo), Aug 29, 1997, p.1
  Bring back the glory days of football (ltr), Oct 3, 1997, p.6
  Forget football - soccer's the game (ltr), Oct 10, 1997, p.6
  They're still standing (re football contest between SHS and Saunders HS varsity teams) (photo), Oct 17, 1997, p.1
  Openness, tolerance - not arrogance, are 'in' (response to 10/10 letter by Keith J Crews) (ltr), Oct 17, 1997, p.6
  All teams deserve our support (response to 10/10 letter by Keith J Crews) (ltr), Oct 17, 1997, p.6
  Letter writer did not disparage football (re headline attached to author's letter from 10/10) (ltr), Oct 24, 1997, p.8
  Athletes learn about courage (ltr), Nov 14, 1997, p.6
  Maroon and White honors SHS fall athletes (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.26
  Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34
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FORECASTING
Scarsdale in 1997; Officials optimistic about the new year, Jan 3, 1997, p.1
Wishes and predictions (for SCS) (edit), Jan 3, 1997, p.6
Officials optimistic about the new year (cont), Jan 3, 1997, p.7

FOREIGN POLICY
SEE INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

FOREMAN, SPENCER (DR)
Dr Spencer Foreman (honored by Chabad Lubavitch of Westchester County) (photo), Apr 11, 1997, p.4

FORMAN, KATHRYN
We take politics far too seriously (response to edit by Kathryn Forman from 1/3/97) (ltr), Jan 10, 1997, p.6

FORMAN, KATHRYN (AU)
Extremists hurt feminist cause (edit), Jan 3, 1997, p.7

FORMICA, JOE
Edgewood toy drive (photo), Dec 26, 1997, p.9

FONABAIO, STEPHANIE
Plenty for everyone (Edgewood students pack lunches for distribution to homeless people) (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.9

FORTE, GLORIA
New branch manager made mark in Hartsdale (ltr), Sep 19, 1997, p.6

FORTINO, DENISE
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26

FORUMS (DISCUSSION AND DEBATE)
League forum, Mar 7, 1997, p.1
Taypayer Alert to sponsor forum (ltr), Mar 7, 1997, p.6
Candidates face off in historic L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) forum (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.1
Trustee candidates square off at L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) forum (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.13
Harrison holds 'empty chair' forum, Mar 14, 1997, p.13
CP's lips usealed: The elections will never be the same, Mar 28, 1997, p.1
How the Citizens' Party's new openness changed village elections (cont), Mar 28, 1997, p.14
Candidates forum covers school issues, Apr 25, 1997, p.1
Candidates forum (Oct 27 at SCS Library), Oct 24, 1997, p.1
Latimer defends record against challenger Caroza (photo), Oct 24, 1997, p.1
Latimer defends record against challenger (cont), Oct 24, 1997, p.30
County executive hopefuls clash at L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) forum (photo), Oct 31, 1997, p.1
Naughton: Pirro too fond of spotlight (photo), Oct 31, 1997, p.1

FOUNG, CLARA
3 tots and a pot (annual pasta dinner sponsored by SCS Congregational Church Nursery School) (photo), Feb 28, 1997, p.1

FOX, JUDITH (DR)
Fox a finalist in superintendent search, Mar 21, 1997, p.1
(Judith) Fox may fly (Dr Fox is finalist for job of superintendent of Byram Hill schools), Apr 4, 1997, p.1
SHS principal tapped to lead Byram Hills schools (photo), Apr 11, 1997, p.1
Principal gets new job (cont), Apr 11, 1997, p.22
Fox trots (Judith Fox officially appointed Byram Hills superintendent of schools), May 2, 1997, p.1
Unexpected departures at middle and high schools; Dean Diamond to retire at end of year (photo), May 2, 1997, p.1
Help wanted, again (discusses recent turnover of administrators at SCS schools) (edit), May 2, 1997, p.6
Fete for Fox (to mark her departure from SHS), May 23, 1997, p.1
School gives Fox a laugh-filled send-off (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.1
A principal loss (praise for retiring SHS principal Judith Fox) (edit), Jun 13, 1997, p.6
SHS PTA thanks staff for caring (re death of Joshua Lerner) (ltr), Jun 20, 1997, p.6
High school has a new principal (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.1
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FOX, JUDITH (DR) continued
   School highlights grads' uniqueness (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.1
   A forum with John Klemme: New SHS principal outlines goals (photo), Sep 19, 1997, p.1
FOX, LISA
   School gives Fox a laugh-filled send-off (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.1
FOX, ROBERT
   School gives Fox a laugh-filled send-off (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.1
FOX, SYLIVA (AU)
   Slow down, be safe, enjoy life (ltr), Oct 31, 1997, p.6
FRAIOI, CELESTE
   Wearing their message (SCS Library staffers have been without a contract since June 1) (photo), Nov 7, 1997, p.13
FRANCATI, VALERIO
   Volunteers mobilize to clean up Garth Woods (photo), May 16, 1997, p.6
FRANKEL, ADAM (AU)
   You're never too young for politics (edit), Oct 17, 1997, p.7
FRANTZ, ELLEN
   Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26
FRANTZ, STEVEN (DR)
   School enrollment may increase 5 %, Feb 28, 1997, p.1
   School circus made terrific TV (ltr), Apr 4, 1997, p.6
   Foxes plan Frontier Fair (photo), May 16, 1997, p.10
   Buddy project (photo), May 30, 1997, p.9
   Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26
   Board acts: Nebens is out, Jul 25, 1997, p.1
   Fox Meadow disappointed by PEP reading scores, Oct 17, 1997, p.9
   Nebens stricken from payroll; Board cites 'inability to perform, Oct 24, 1997, p.1
   Fox Meadow's School of Hope (photo), Dec 26, 1997, p.9
FRATT, LAURA
FREDERICK, CAROLYN
   Holiday hoopsters (Maroon and White Holiday Tournament) (photo), Dec 19, 1997, p.1
FREDERICK, ROBERT
   State orders halt to demolition work amid fears of airborne asbestos (photo), Nov 7, 1997, p.1
FREE TRADE AND PROTECTION
   10 allegations against Japan - with rebuttals, May 23, 1997, p.7
FREEDOM OF THE PRESS
FREEMAN, BRENDA
   Greenville Community Theater enjoys milestone year (photo) (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.16
FREEMAN, JOSEPHINE W (AU)
   What causes those stock market hickups? (edit), Nov 7, 1997, p.7
FREEMAN, KEN
   Ken Freeman (appointed vice president of sales and marketing for AXN) (photo), Nov 28, 1997, p.4
FREIGHTWAY GARAGE (SCS)
   Board tables vote on downtown E(nvironmental) I(mpact) Statement, Aug 29, 1997, p.1
FREIGHTWAY PROPERTY
   Public session called on development impact, Dec 12, 1997, p.1
FREILING, JEFF
   Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34
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FRENCH, WILLIAM (DR)
French returns as special consultant (photo), Dec 19, 1997, p.3

FREY, AMANDA
Plenty of action at Scarsdale recreation camps (photo), Aug 1, 1997, p.10

FREY, MICHAEL
Police make '911 call' to village (photo), Feb 14, 1997, p.1

FREYER, BRUCE
Westchester Jewish Community Services Board Appointees (B Freyer elected president) (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.4

FREYER, JOEL
Homicide charge filed in (Post Road) accident, Jan 17, 1997, p.1

FRIENDLAND, NEIL
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26

FRIEDLAND, DORIS
Vote for Friedman, Berman, Horowitz, Spano (ltr), Oct 31, 1997, p.12
Spano beats Dunn in landslide victory, Nov 7, 1997, p.1

FRIEDMAN, EDWARD L
Former village justice dies at 83 (photo), Apr 18, 1997, p.1

FRIEDMAN, JENNIFER
Wearing their message (SCS Library staffers have been without a contract since June 1) (photo), Nov 7, 1997, p.13
Jennifer Friedman (has received two honors from Columbia Law School), Nov 28, 1997, p.4

FRIEDMAN, JOHN
Former village justice dies at 83 (photo), Apr 18, 1997, p.1

FRIEDMAN, JOHN M
Judge Friedman was ahead of his time (edit), Apr 25, 1997, p.7

FRIEDMAN, KRISTIN WEBER
School Board Nominating Committee candidates announced, Dec 5, 1997, p.1

FRIEDMAN, LAUREN
Young orators have their say (SMS speech contest) (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.1
All winners at SMS (speech contest) (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.9

FRIEDMAN, LORI
Tax exemption spurs business, Jan 31, 1997, p.1

FRIEDMAN, MELISSA
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

FRIEDMAN, PAUL M (AU)
Rink would have more impact than apartments (ltr), Dec 12, 1997, p.6

FRIEDMAN, SUSAN
County executive hopefuls clash at League of Women Voters forum (photo), Oct 31, 1997, p.1

FRIEDMAN, TONNI
Former village justice dies at 83 (photo), Apr 18, 1997, p.1

FRIENDS (QUAKERS)
SEE QUAKERS

FRIENDS OF MUSIC AND THE ARTS-SCS
Friends of music and the arts offers enrichment, Oct 17, 1997, p.9

FRIENDS OF SCS PARKS
Parks volunteers promote beautification (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.14

FRIENDS OF SCS PUBLIC LIBRARY
(Kaitlyn Davis and Maria Maldonado peruse the selection of children's books at book fair) (photo), Sep 19, 1997, p.6

FRIGERIO, ROSEMARIE (AU)
Candidate will put people ahead of politics (ltr), Oct 31, 1997, p.12
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FRISHMAN WILLIAM H (DR)
William H Frishman, M.D. (will receive distinguished teacher award) (photo), Oct 31, 1997, p.4

FRISHMAN, WILLIAM (DR)
William Frishman, M.D. (selected as recipient of Harry H Gordon award) (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.2

FROMMER, SANDY
School Board Nominating Committee election coming up Tuesday, Jan 17, 1997, p.1
10 candidates are elected to School Board Nominating Committee, Jan 24, 1997, p.1

FROSS, PHYLLIS

FU, WOODY (AU)
What I learned from Snake-Eyes (edit), May 16, 1997, p.7

FUCHS, ANN
10 candidates are elected to School Board Nominating Committee, Jan 24, 1997, p.1

FUCHS, MICHAEL (AU)
Praise for unsung headline writers (ltr), Apr 18, 1997, p.6

FUCHS, RICHARD L (AU)
Juettner, Weinberg do an outstanding job (ltr), Sep 5, 1997, p.6

FUJIWARA, KAZUKO
Making a difference (spreading the word about United Way's activities to Japanese residents) (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.4

FUND RAISING
A little eavesdropping at a big spring fundraiser (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.3
Parents of victim raise AIDS funds (ltr), Apr 4, 1997, p.6
Kudos to thruway authority for bike tour (ltr), Oct 3, 1997, p.7
Harlem Wizards perform at SHS fundraiser, Nov 21, 1997, p.11

FUNDS
SEE FINANCE

FUSARO, PAULINE
Pauline Fusaro (dies), May 16, 1997, p.14

FUSCO, JOSEPH (AU)
Protecting (GBH) town's open space vital (ltr), Aug 15, 1997, p.6

FUSCO, OTTO R
Otto R Fusco (dies), Jan 3, 1997, p.8

FUTURA HOUSE FOUNDATION
A new challenge for Futura House (ltr), Apr 18, 1997, p.6

GAISER, BRADLEY
Local fireben to the rescue (ltr), Jul 25, 1997, p.6
Firefighters celebrate 50th anniversary (photo), Nov 14, 1997, p.4

GALEF, SANDY
Take blame as well as credit (re parking for County Medical Center & Ruth Taylor Institute) (ltr), Jun 20, 1997, p.6

GALLINA, ANDREW
Keep it clean (health fair at Heathcote School) (photo), Apr 11, 1997, p.11

GALLOWAY, FRANCES
Edgemont added to School Family Counseling Service name (ltr), Nov 7, 1997, p.6

GALLOWAY, JIM
Old-timers (longtime village employees were recognized for 25 years or more of service) (photo), Aug 15, 1997, p.3

GALLOWAY, JOHN
Half-price parking (recommended to village court), Jan 31, 1997, p.1
Tougher stance needed (than proposed bill Deadly Driver Reduction) (edit), Mar 14, 1997, p.6
The bees are staying in Greenacres - for now (photo), May 9, 1997, p.1
Beekeeper, neighbors work on compromise (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.1
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GALLOWAY, JOHN continued
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26
GALLOWAY, JOHN (AU)
Judge Friedman was ahead of his time (edit), Apr 25, 1997, p.7
GALLOWAY, JOHN H III
Parking meters are often broken (ltr), Jan 24, 1997, p.6
GALLOWAY, JOHN J
Felony cases dominate at village court, Sep 26, 1997, p.5
GALVANI, ANN
Committee nominates mayor, 3 trustees (photo), Jan 17, 1997, p.1
Challenge to Citizens' Party mounted (photo), Feb 14, 1997, p.1
Citizens' candidates are silent no more, Feb 21, 1997, p.1
League forum, Mar 7, 1997, p.1
Citizens') P arty candidates defend their record, Mar 7, 1997, p.1
Row A for excellence (endorsements by SCS Inquirer for upcoming SCS election), Mar 7, 1997, p.6
Candidates face off in historic League of Women Voters forum (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.1
Citizens' party (will host reception for its candidate for mayor and village trustee), Mar 14, 1997, p.1
Trustee candidates square off at League of Women Voters forum (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.13
Citizens' Party wins with 70% of vote (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.1
CP's lips sealed: The elections will never be the same, Mar 28, 1997, p.1
Village marks a solemn Memorial Day (photo), May 30, 1997, p.3
Under proposed law: Cell antennas would need permits, Jun 13, 1997, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26
Still bulky (re effort to reduce apparent bulk of new houses and additions), Aug 8, 1997, p.1
GARDELLA, RICHARD
New (Westchester County) bar (Association) officers named (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.4
Bee battle, cont., May 2, 1997, p.1
The bees are staying in Greenacres - for now (photo), May 9, 1997, p.1
Anger over bees is misplaced (ltr), May 23, 1997, p.6
Beekeeper, neighbors work on compromise (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26
Downtown development: 1 small step for village (no giant leaps yet), Sep 12, 1997, p.1
Richard Gardella (1997 recipient of the award for outstanding national public service), Dec 5, 1997, p.4
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GARDELLA, RICHARD H (AU)
  - Mentoring is part of an attorney's job (edit), Aug 1, 1997, p.7

GARDENS AND GARDENING
  - Don't want bees? Pave your garden! (ltr), Jun 13, 1997, p.6

GARDNER, ALLISON
  - Fox Meadow, Seely Place girls in SUNY Purchase 'Nutcracker' (photo), Dec 19, 1997, p.12

GARDNER, CAROL (AU)
  - A call to fight development in Greenburgh (ltr), Nov 7, 1997, p.6
  - Fight commercial development on Austin Avenue in Yonkers (ltr), Dec 12, 1997, p.6

GARFF, TRACI
  - Spreading the word (publicizing of SHS annual blood drive) (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.9
  - SHS field hockey team falls to Centereach in state semifinals (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.19
  - Championship smiles (SHS varsity field hockey team) (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.25
  - Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

GARRIDO, DIANA
  - Maroon and White honors SHS fall athletes (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.26

GARTH WOODS CONSERVANCY
  - Garth Woods Conservancy makes advances (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.16
  - Garth Woods Conservancy seeks executive director (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.4
  - Volunteers mobilize to clean up Garth Woods (photo), May 16, 1997, p.4
  - John R Byers (elected director of Garth Woods Conservancy) (photo), May 23, 1997, p.4

GASKIN, JEFF
  - Depot eviction notices mailed in error (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.3

GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
  - Eyesore of the week (abandoned gas station site on Scarsdale Avenue) (photo) (edit), Jul 25, 1997, p.6

GASSLER, CLAUDETTE
  - Wearing their message (SCS Library staffers have been without a contract since June 1) (photo), Nov 7, 1997, p.13

GATCHELL, EARLE
  - How a fledgling sport saved Fox Meadow (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.17

GATELY, KATHLEEN M
  - Kathleen M Gately (dies), Nov 21, 1997, p.17

GATTA, ALFRED
  - The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26

GATTA, ALFRED A
  - Scarsdale in 1997; Officials optimistic about the new year, Jan 3, 1997, p.1
  - Merchant/village partnership forges ahead with plans for downtown revitalization (photo), Feb 7, 1997, p.1
  - Scoop it up (village will step up enforcement of ordinance re dog excrement), Feb 28, 1997, p.1
  - Tax hike targets inflation rate, Feb 28, 1997, p.1
  - Candidates face off in historic L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) forum (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.1
  - Civic Lesson (Susan Maggiotto shows Michael Koch the intricacies of the SCS village code) (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.1
  - Downtown partners sell T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) on plans (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.1
  - Tax hike = inflation, Apr 4, 1997, p.1
  - Village, PBA agree to sign new contract, Apr 11, 1997, p.1
  - Cell (phone) tower hearing, Apr 18, 1997, p.1
  - Village, police sign contract agreement, May 2, 1997, p.1
  - Gardeners all (group plants pin oak tree on East Parkway in honor of Arbor Day) (photo), May 2, 1997, p.3
  - We hear you, but ... (re Nynex special use permit) (edit), Jun 6, 1997, p.6
  - Under proposed law: Cell antennas would need permits, Jun 13, 1997, p.1
  - Nynex neighbors are still embattled, Jul 11, 1997, p.1
  - Local firemen to the rescue (ltr), Jul 25, 1997, p.6
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GATTA, ALFRED A continued

Old-timers (longtime village employees were recognized for 25 years or more of service) (photo), Aug 15, 1997, p.3
Board tables vote on downtown Environmental Impact Statement, Aug 29, 1997, p.1
Downtown development: 1 small step for village (no giant leaps yet), Sep 12, 1997, p.1
Welcome back Steve (Pappalardo) (photo), Sep 19, 1997, p.1
One-way streets proposed for downtown (illus), Oct 3, 1997, p.1
Nearly a million ($900,000 "plus" pledged by anonymous donor to renovate and expand SCS Library), Oct 10, 1997, p.1
Keeping a roof over commuters' heads, Oct 24, 1997, p.1
Doctor is a tree-killer, neighbors say (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.1
Judge tells Dantzig to stop work, Dec 19, 1997, p.1

GAVRIN, DAVID

(SCS) Foundation gets scholarship grant, Apr 18, 1997, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24

GBH

A review of Town of Greenburgh highlights (photo) (cont) (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.11
Bellino mistaken on town spending (ltr), May 9, 1997, p.6
Central Avenue is all spruced up (ltr), May 30, 1997, p.6
Enjoyed story on G'burgh politics (SCS Inquirer articles from 6/3 and 6/13) (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6
Supermarket finally coming to Hartsdale, Jul 11, 1997, p.1
(Supplement) Free (listings of free events or services in SCS, GBH and vicinity) (photo), Jul 25, 1997
Transportation meeting planned (ltr), Aug 15, 1997, p.6
(GBH) Town incumbents don't have vision (ltr), Aug 15, 1997, p.6
Protecting (GBH) town's open space vital (ltr), Aug 15, 1997, p.6
Residents had ally in Delahunt (ltr), Aug 22, 1997, p.6

Weinberg, Juettner get an AA rating (ltr), Aug 29, 1997, p.6
Don't try to fix a town government that ain't broke (ltr), Aug 29, 1997, p.6
Delahunt lobbies for improvement, despite hostility (ltr), Aug 29, 1997, p.6
Candidates (Juettner and Weinberg) should be re-elected (ltr), Aug 29, 1997, p.6
Juettner, Weinberg do an outstanding job (ltr), Sep 5, 1997, p.6
'Green' tool could be better applied by town (of Greenburgh) (ltr), Sep 5, 1997, p.6
Oliver will work for all residents of Greenburgh (ltr), Sep 5, 1997, p.6

Legislator urges voters to keep incumbents (ltr), Sep 5, 1997, p.6
Delahunt supported conservation efforts (ltr), Sep 5, 1997, p.6
Newcomer candidate offers a needed change (ltr), Sep 5, 1997, p.6
G'burgh overburdened with development (ltr), Oct 10, 1997, p.6
Moratorium would limit Greenburgh's options (response to 10/10 letter by Sally Schaadt) (ltr), Oct 17, 1997, p.6
Picks for Greenburgh (SCS Inquirer endorsements for upcoming election) (edit), Oct 24, 1997, p.6
Elect Delahunt to Greenburgh Town Council (ltr), Oct 24, 1997, p.8
A moratorium should accompany master plan (ltr), Oct 24, 1997, p.8

Give GOP a chance to fix G'burgh (ltr), Oct 31, 1997, p.6
GOP backs Democrat for clerk (ltr), Oct 31, 1997, p.6
Calls for development moratorium (ltr), Oct 31, 1997, p.12
Grassroots are growing (re Gaisman Property) (edit), Nov 7, 1997, p.6
A call to fight development in Greenburgh (ltr), Nov 7, 1997, p.6
Re-elected Greenburgh supervisor pledges hard work (ltr), Nov 14, 1997, p.6
Fight commercial development on Austin Avenue in Yonkers (ltr), Dec 12, 1997, p.6

GBH NATURE CENTER

(Lauren McGlynn coaches Gandolf the house parrot at Greenburgh Nature Center) (photo), Jan 3, 1997, p.6
Growing and developing to serve our community (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.17
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GBH NATURE CENTER continued
Thanks nature center for rescuing turkey (ltr), Feb 7, 1997, p.6
(Greenburgh) N(ature) C(enter) helped 'greenwash' devastation (edit), Jun 6, 1997, p.7

GEHERN, RICHARD J

GEIGER, GRANT
Scholar-athletes honored (at SHS) (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.9

GELB, HAROLD S
Harold S Gelb (appointed trustee of Adelphi University), Feb 28, 1997, p.2

GELBER, JULES
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24

GELBOIM, RICKY
Team captains take center stage at Maroon and White awards dinner (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.18
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36

GELFARS, NED
Carnivals spell F-U-N at Scarsdale schools (photo), May 30, 1997, p.8

GELLER, ANDREW
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36

GELLMAN, FLORENCE (AU)
Post-graduate parenting epiphanies (edit), Dec 19, 1997, p.6

GENDER DISCRIMINATION
SEE SEX DISCRIMINATION

GENEALOGY
Playing the ultimate detective game (edit), Jul 3, 1997, p.7

GERGER, RUDY
Colleagues toast and roast Dr Richard Schleiter on his retirement (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.10

GERMAIN, LAUREN
A celebration of Raider pride (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.20
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26

GETMAN, HEATHER
Generations meet (Greenacres first graders visit Hebrew Home for the Aged in Riverdale) (photo), May 9, 1997, p.10

GEWIRZ, ERIC
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

GIAMPIOLI, JOAN
Citizens' Party wins with 70% of vote (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.1
CP's lips usealed: The elections will never be the same, Mar 28, 1997, p.1
I solemnly swear... (Joan Giampoli administers oath of office to Mayor Ed Morgan) (photo), Apr 11, 1997, p.1

GIBRALTAR, MICHAEL
Back to the books (1st day of school) (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.1

GIBSON, SARA
Gratitude (Sara Gibson places flowers on grave of World War I veteran George Harding) (photo), May 30, 1997, p.1

GIFTS, LEGACIES, ETC
Village sets gift policy, Jan 17, 1997, p.1
Donated door prizes appreciated (for seniors' annual luncheon) (ltr), Jun 6, 1997, p.6
Nearly a million ($900,000 "plus" pledged by anonymous donor to renovate and expand SCS Library), Oct 10, 1997, p.1

GILBERG, DAVID
Delicious in any language (different kinds of bread at Heathcote multicultural program) (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.10

GILBERT, DENNIS
Hospital groundbreaking (for WHP Hospital Center's Dickstein Cancer Treatment Center) (photo), Oct 17, 1997, p.4
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GILBERT, LEE
Hospital groundbreaking (for WHP Hospital Center's Dickstein Cancer Treatment Center) (photo), Oct 17, 1997, p.4

GILBERT, NANCY
Hospital groundbreaking (for WHP Hospital Center's Dickstein Cancer Treatment Center) (photo), Oct 17, 1997, p.4
Doernberg Real Estate Salutes Gala '97 and the SCS Auxiliary of the WHP Hospital Center) (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.26

GILBERT, SHANE
Hospital groundbreaking (for WHP Hospital Center's Dickstein Cancer Treatment Center) (photo), Oct 17, 1997, p.4
Back-to-school for Q(uaker) R(idge) parents (photo), Nov 7, 1997, p.10

GILMAN, JEFF
Fun at Fox Meadow's Family Math Night (photo), May 2, 1997, p.10

GILMAN, SARAH
Fun at Fox Meadow's Family Math Night (photo), May 2, 1997, p.10

GILPIN, KATIE
3 tots and a pot (annual pasta dinner sponsored by SCS Congregational Church Nursery School) (photo), Feb 28, 1997, p.1
Spots and stripes forever (photo), Jul 11, 1997, p.1

GILPIN, MEGAN
Spots and stripes forever (photo), Jul 11, 1997, p.1

GINOTT, RONNI
Local educator speaks out on White House coffees, Mar 14, 1997, p.3

GINSBURG, NEIL
Student government reports the year of the 'cazda' (photo), Oct 10, 1997, p.9

GIORDANO, BROOKE
(Game of My Fair Lady at Camp Sagamore) (photo), Aug 8, 1997, p.6

GIORDANO, GAIL (AU)
SCS(Summer) M(music) T(heatre) appreciates village support (ltr), Aug 15, 1997, p.6

GIORDANO, THOMAS
Citizens' Committee election Wednesday, Nov 7, 1997, p.1
Citizens Committee has 9 new members, Nov 14, 1997, p.1

GIRARDI, KATIE
Many hands make light work (Holiday Sampler program at Cudner-Hyatt House) (photo), Jan 3, 1997, p.1

GIRLS
What to do if your son likes dolls (edit), Feb 7, 1997, p.7
Gender issues eyed, Jun 27, 1997, p.10

GIRLS SCOUTS
Girl Scouts share many adventures (photo) (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.17
Memorial Day parade on may 26, May 23, 1997, p.1
Girl Scout honors (C Ahearn, L DiSimone, N Fisher, B Lindow, B K Munguia and F Grenley), May 30, 1997, p.4

GIZZO, NYDIA
Realtors race for a cure (sponsored by Susan B Komen Breast Cancer Foundation) (photo), Sep 26, 1997, p.8

GLABERSON, BILL (AU)
Athletes learn about courage (ltr), Nov 14, 1997, p.6

GLADIEUX, BERNARD
Bernard Gladieux L (dies), May 30, 1997, p.14

GLAUBER, LENI
Art volume donated in memory of local artist (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.8
Clicking and surfing at the local library (photo), Apr 18, 1997, p.1
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GLEICHER, DIANA
Edgemont woman killed on 287, Jan 31, 1997, p.1

GLEICHER, JOSEPH W
Joseph W Gleicher (dies), Nov 7, 1997, p.19

GLEICHER, LILLIAN

GLEICHER, LOUIS
Edgemont woman killed on 287, Jan 31, 1997, p.1

GLEICHER, RAYMOND
Edgemont woman killed on 287, Jan 31, 1997, p.1

GLENDON, WILLIAM
William Glendon (invested by Cardinal John O’Connor in American Assn of the Knights of Malta), Jan 24, 1997, p.4
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26

GLENN, DAVID
Enjoyed story on G’burgh politics (SCS Inquirer articles from 6/3 and 6/13) (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6
Town candidate called ‘refreshing’ (ltr), Jul 25, 1997, p.6
Protecting (GBH) town’s open space vital (ltr), Aug 15, 1997, p.6

GLENN, DAVID (AU)
When the phone gets a mind of its own (edit), May 16, 1997, p.6

GLENN, DAVID J
Scientologist is insulted by story (on religious cults from 4/4/97) (ltr), Apr 11, 1997, p.6

GLENN, DAVID J (AU)
But where will the children play? (edit), Jun 20, 1997, p.7

GLENN, STEPHANIE
Team captains take center stage at Maroon and White awards dinner (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.18
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36
Raider skiers honored, Apr 11, 1997, p.26

GLICKSTEIN, CAROLYN
Mountain of prizes may eclipse food at SCS F(C)S(G) M(C) S(C) (photo), May 23, 1997, p.13

GOODFREY, TOM
(SHS hockey team presents awards to four members) (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.17
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26

GOODSHALL, CATHY (AU)
Good police work keeps town safe (ltr), Feb 28, 1997, p.6

GOFF, NEAL
Neal Goff (appointed as senior vice president and chief operating officer of R.R. Bowker) (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.2

GOLDBERG, BECKY
Young detectives on the case (math-science enrichment program at Greenacres) (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.10

GOLDBERG, DAVID (DR)
Schools, PTA’s hooked on health (correction of 3/7 article about Greenacres health fair) (ltr), Mar 21, 1997, p.7

GOLDBERG, HARRIET
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24
At the convention (E Stock elected to 2nd term as president of League of Women Voters of NYS) (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.4

GOLDBERG, ISAAC
Poetry for all at Greenacres festival (photo), May 30, 1997, p.9

GOLDBERG, KEITH (AU)
Crossway site is hazardous (ltr), Mar 21, 1997, p.7
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Article Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GOLDBERG, HARK</td>
<td>Topsy turvy (Heathcote first grader tries trick on the rings in physical education class) (photo)</td>
<td>Jan 17, 1997</td>
<td>p.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLDBERG, ROSS</td>
<td>Reading aloud at Heathcote (photo)</td>
<td>Apr 18, 1997</td>
<td>p.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLDEN, DANI</td>
<td>Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White &amp; The Senior Varsity Players (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 12, 1997</td>
<td>p.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cheerful mission (SHS students assemble holiday baskets for homebound seniors) (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 26, 1997</td>
<td>p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLDEN, RITA</td>
<td>1997-98 school taxes may rise 3.85 percent, Hearing Thursday on school budget, Celebrating 50 years of learning at Quaker Ridge School (photo), Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Thompson to head Scarsdale school board (photo), Regents may be flexible on diploma</td>
<td>Mar 7, 1997</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLDEN, WHITNEY</td>
<td>Panther pride on parade (EMT High School Homecoming Parade) (photo)</td>
<td>Sep 26, 1997</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLDMAN, NANCY</td>
<td>Y(outh) E(mployment) O(ffice) celebrates 25 years matching jobs to students (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 13, 1997</td>
<td>p.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLDSCHMIDT, PAM</td>
<td>Symbolic moment (money for downtown improvement consultants handed over in village hall) (photo)</td>
<td>Mar 14, 1997</td>
<td>p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLDSMITH, ARLENE</td>
<td>Y(outh) E(mployment) O(ffice) celebrates 25 years matching jobs to students (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 13, 1997</td>
<td>p.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLDSMITH, CAROL</td>
<td>At the convention (E Stock elected to 2nd term as president of League of Women Voters of NYS)(photo)</td>
<td>Jun 20, 1997</td>
<td>p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLDSTEIN, BUD</td>
<td>Participants find presentations useful (cont)</td>
<td>Jun 17, 1997</td>
<td>p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLDSTEIN, CODY</td>
<td>Edgewood artist (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 12, 1997</td>
<td>p.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLDSTEIN, JENNIE</td>
<td>They're official (Junior members of the SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps have won their badges) (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 13, 1997</td>
<td>p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLDSTEIN, MERVYN</td>
<td>The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo)</td>
<td>Apr 25, 1997</td>
<td>p.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLDSTEIN, MOLLY</td>
<td>Sloan should climb aboard (response to 3/21 edit by I Sloan re computers and education) (ltr)</td>
<td>Mar 28, 1997</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLDSTEIN, MOLLYANN</td>
<td>Challenge to Citizens' Party mounted (photo)</td>
<td>Feb 14, 1997</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLDSTEIN, RUTH</td>
<td>The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo)</td>
<td>Apr 25, 1997</td>
<td>p.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOLF</td>
<td>(Golf carts waiting for players in 26th Wilson Cup Invitational at SCS Golf Club) (photo)</td>
<td>May 30, 1997</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Young and old alike seek to improve life on the links (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 6, 1997</td>
<td>p.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 20, 1997</td>
<td>p.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pursuing a golfer's impossible dream (photo)</td>
<td>Jul 11, 1997</td>
<td>p.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A golfer's impossible dream (cont)</td>
<td>Jul 11, 1997</td>
<td>p.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Traffic rerouted (for Walker Cup and PGA championship)</td>
<td>Jul 25, 1997</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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GOLF continued
Traffic rerouted (for Walker Cup and PGA championship), Aug 1, 1997, p.1
Traffic update (re Walker Cup), Aug 8, 1997, p.1
Aiming for the green (Walker Cup Tournament at Quaker Ridge Golf Club) (photo), Aug 15, 1997, p.1
A Walker weekend at Quaker Ridge (photo), Aug 15, 1997, p.16
A family legacy is born at the Walker Cup (photo), Aug 15, 1997, p.16
Walker Cup a success, despite lack of publicity, Aug 15, 1997, p.15
The 1997 Walker Cup was a success after all (cont), Aug 15, 1997, p.16
Will First Tee be a hit in Westchester County?, Nov 21, 1997, p.20

GONZALEZ, MALULA
School gives Fox a laugh-filled send-off (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.1
Citizens' Committee election Wednesday, Nov 7, 1997, p.1

GONZALEZ, MALULA (AU)

SHS PTA thanks staff for caring (re death of Joshua Lerner) (ltr), Jun 20, 1997, p.6

GOODMAN, EMILY
Getting to know you (pool party for graduating fifth graders) (photo), Jul 11, 1997, p.9

GOODMAN, HOWARD (AU)
Crossway site is hazardous (ltr), Mar 21, 1997, p.7

GOODMAN, JOHN
Yield signs are needed in town (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6

GORDON, DAVID A (AU)
Court activism threatens law (response to 1 Sloan's edit on 'Right-to-die' question from 1/10) (ltr), Jan 17, 1997, p.6

GORDON, ELIZABETH
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26

GORDON, JONATHAN
Musical intro(duction) (SHS students introduce Quaker Ridge students to sounds of music) (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.10

GORDON, LIZ
Librarians are a valuable resource (ltr), Sep 12, 1997, p.6
Appreciation for library staff (ltr), Dec 12, 1997, p.6

GORDON, LIZ (AU)
Complex issue of accessory apartments needs more research (edit), Dec 5, 1997, p.7

GORE, ALBERT
A review of Town of Greenburgh highlights (photo) (cont) (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.11

GORE, JASON
A Walker weekend at Quaker Ridge (photo), Aug 15, 1997, p.16

GOTTFRIED, ARTHUR

GOTTFRIED, RITA

GOTTLEIB, DAVID
An open letter to my daughter (edit), Jan 3, 1997, p.7

GOTTLEIB, DEBORAH
Musical intro(duction) (SHS students introduce Quaker Ridge students to sounds of music) (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.10

GOURTIN, PAT
Sparkling occasion (official reopening of Zachy's Wine and Liquor) (photo), Oct 24, 1997, p.4

GOVERNORS
Shoenfeld mounts a new campaign - for governor (photo), May 9, 1997, p.1
Shoenfeld mounts gubernatorial campaign (cont), May 9, 1997, p.15
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GRABEL, DANIEL (AU)
He disagrees with letter-writers (re Inquirer letters from 2/14/97) (ltr), Feb 21, 1997, p.7

GRABEL, JOHN
Bee battle, cont., May 2, 1997, p.1

GRABEL, JONATHAN
The bees are staying in Greenacres - for now (photo), May 9, 1997, p.1

GRABER, KATHERINE
Schools, PTA's hooked on health (correction of 3/7 article about Greenacres health fair) (ltr), Mar 21, 1997, p.7

GRAFF, DAVE
Plenty of action at Scarsdale recreation camps (photo), Aug 1, 1997, p.10

GRAFFMAN, GARY
Court: former Winston land not a wetland (illus), Aug 15, 1997, p.10

GRANTS
Fulbright scholar (photo), Aug 15, 1997, p.9
Sloan grants announced, Oct 24, 1997, p.4

GRAVES, EARL
'More than their share' (comments by Earl Graves on welfare reform bill), Feb 21, 1997, p.1

GRAVES, EARL G (AU)
Clearing a path for black businessmen (photo) (edit), Aug 22, 1997, p.7

GRAY, DOWNING
A Walker weekend at Quaker Ridge (photo), Aug 15, 1997, p.16

GRAY, STEPHEN
Candidates forum (Oct 27 at SCS Library), Oct 24, 1997, p.1
District & county board race stays at room temperature (photo), Oct 24, 1997, p.1

GRAZIANO, ANNE
Colleagues toast and roast Dr Richard Schleiter on his retirement (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.10

GREACEN, RUTH N
Ruth N Greacen (dies), Apr 11, 1997, p.22

GREEBEL, GENNIFER
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

GREEN, BURTON
Man killed in Post road crash; driver charged with D(riving) W(hile) I ntoxicated (photo), Jan 10, 1997, p.1
Tougher stance needed (than proposed bill Deadly Driver Reduction) (edit), Mar 14, 1997, p.6

GREEN, CAROL
Man killed in Post road crash; driver charged with D(riving) W(hile) I ntoxicated (photo), Jan 10, 1997, p.1

GREEN, ROBERT (DR)
Letter-writing proves to be a valuable medical skill (photo), Jan 31, 1997, p.3
End does not justify means (response to 1/31 Inquirer article about Dr Robert Green) (ltr), Feb 21, 1997, p.7

GREEN, ROBERT P (AU)
Compassion was doctor's motive (response to letter by Martin Kaufman from 2/21/97) (ltr), Feb 28, 1997, p.6

GREENBERG, CORA
Junior League, county bar event to boost child center, Feb 21, 1997, p.4
Children a focus of United Way campaign (photo), Oct 3, 1997, p.3

GREENBERG, JUDITH G
Judith G Greenberg (will be honored by New England School of Law), Feb 7, 1997, p.4

GREENBERG, MYLES (DR)
Picks for Greenburgh (SCS Inquirer endorsements for upcoming election) (edit), Oct 24, 1997, p.6
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GREENE, BURTON
- Homicide charge filed in (Post Road) accident, Jan 17, 1997, p.1
- Manslaughter charged (Ildefonso Prieto for Jan 5 car crash), Feb 28, 1997, p.1
- Guilty plea entered (by Ildefonso Prieto), Jun 6, 1997, p.1
- Prieto sentenced, Jun 27, 1997, p.1

GREENE, CAROL
- Homicide charge filed in (Post Road) accident, Jan 17, 1997, p.1

GREENE, GERALDINE

GREENE, GERALDINE (AU)
- S(C) Family) S(ervice) standing by to help parents (ltr), Aug 8, 1997, p.6
- Edgemont added to S(C) Family) S(ervice) name (ltr), Nov 7, 1997, p.6
- Lend support to lonely, bereaved (ltr), Dec 26, 1997, p.6

GREENEBAUM, ELLEN (AU)
- Recycling of waste - what goes around comes around (edit), Sep 12, 1997, p.7

GREENES, BOB (AU)
- Fine editorial was 'a voice of reason' (edit from 10/17 re accessory housing ) (ltr), Oct 24, 1997, p.6

GREENES, ROBERT
- The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24
- Doctor is a tree-killer, neighbors say (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.1

GREENVILLE COMMUNITY THEATER
- Greenville Community Theater enjoys milestone year (photo) (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.16

GREENWOOD, AMY
- 'Anything Goes' is coming soon (photo), Jul 25, 1997, p.1

GREENLEY, FRAN
- Post-prom party a great success (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6

GREENLEY, FRANCES
- 10 candidates are elected to S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee), Jan 24, 1997, p.1

GRIBEL, JOEL
- A Walker weekend at Quaker Ridge (photo), Aug 15, 1997, p.16

GRIEF
- Walk through grief together (ltr), May 30, 1997, p.6
- The vulnerable faces of our children (edit), May 30, 1997, p.7
- Coming to terms with the first loss (edit), Jun 6, 1997, p.6

GRIMALDI, JOE
- Edgewood ends the year (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.10

GROARK, BRIAN
- Future Rangers? (boys in hot pursuit of the puck at pond off Duck Pond Road) (photo), Jan 24, 1997, p.1
- Greenacres fair a healthy success (photo), Mar 7, 1997, p.9
- Young detectives on the case (math-science enrichment program at Greenacres) (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.10

GRONER, EARL JR
- Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26

GRONER, SUSAN
- Au pair case stirs recurrent anxiety (photo), Nov 14, 1997, p.1

GRONWOLDT, ELIZABETH
- Something for everyone in Arthur Manor (photo), Jul 11, 1997, p.3

GRONWOLDT, JAMES
- Something for everyone in Arthur Manor (photo), Jul 11, 1997, p.3
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GROOT, MARY
School Board Nominating Committee candidates announced, Dec 5, 1997, p.1

GROSS, CHRISSANTH
Portrait by Chrisanth Gross judged best in association show (photo), Oct 31, 1997, p.17

GROSS-SCHULTZ, ROBIN
Robin Gross-Schultz (appointed president of Board of Trustees of Windward School) (photo), Sep 19, 1997, p.4

GROSSMAN, EDWARD
Schools resist cyberpet craze (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.1

GROSSMAN, MARTY (AU)
Village notified of (Freightway) garage hazard (ltr), Feb 28, 1997, p.6

GROSSWALD, PAUL
Scientologist is insulted by story (on religious cults from 4/4/97) (ltr), Apr 11, 1997, p.6
Illegal acts were never condoned (response to article on religious cults from 4/4/97) (ltr), Apr 11, 1997, p.6

GROSZ, KATHY
Grants awarded (photo), May 23, 1997, p.4
Summer adventures boost self-confidence (photo), May 23, 1997, p.8

A safe place for middle-schoolers (edit), May 30, 1997, p.7

GROUP HOMES
Group home also was NIMBY target (ltr), Jun 6, 1997, p.6
Once controversial, group home now blends in (photo), Aug 1, 1997, p.3

GRUNDWERG, SANDRA
Fire destroys Quaker Ridge house (photo), Nov 7, 1997, p.1

GRUNDWERG, SAUL
Fire destroys Quaker Ridge house (photo), Nov 7, 1997, p.1

GUEFT, EULA

GUGGENHEIMER, RANDY
Phone reps to speak, May 9, 1997, p.1

GUN CONTROL
Local Democrats discuss gun control (photo), May 9, 1997, p.3

GUNS
Boys arrested on weapons charge; tragedy averted (photo), Aug 22, 1997, p.1
Too real (comments on recent incidents and violence in our society) (edit), Aug 22, 1997, p.6

GUPTA, ANITA
New Butler House counselor named (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.1

GURIN, JOEL
Joel Gurin (named executive vice president of Consumers Union) (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.4

GURWITZ, BEA
High school honors outstanding seniors and juniors (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12

GURWITZ, BEATRICE (AU)
Jews can worship in different ways (response to letter by William Stern from 3/21/97) (ltr), Apr 4, 1997, p.6

GUSTAFSON, OWEN W
Owen W Gustafson (dies), Apr 25, 1997, p.15

GYMNASTICS
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36

HABER, RICHARD
Girl Scout House needs a facelift, Nov 28, 1997, p.1
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HADDISH, AMY
Celebrating 50 years of learning at Quaker Ridge School (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.11

HAFNER, JEANNE (AU)
Grads seek novelty in Budapest (edit), Sep 26, 1997, p.7

HAGERTY, JOHN
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36

HAGERTY, MARY KAY
10 candidates are elected to S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee), Jan 24, 1997, p.1

HAGGBLAD, RICHARD
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26

HAITI
Hitchcock group finds climate of hope, eagerness to learn among Haitian poor (photo), Jan 24, 1997, p.3

HAKLISCH, BRIAN
A celebration of Raider pride (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.20
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26

HALLIGAN, COLLEEN (AU)
Lifeguards don't corrupt children (response to 7/18 article on smoking at SCS Pool) (ltr), Jul 25, 1997, p.6

HALLOWEEN
Halloween safety, Oct 24, 1997, p.1
A Halloween Pooh-rade, Oct 31, 1997, p.1
Halloween parade (of Edgewood class) (photo), Nov 7, 1997, p.9
HALLOWEEN WINDOW PAINTING CONTEST
Mona Weiss art wins Halloween contest (photo), Oct 24, 1997, p.30
Halloween nonwinners - chopped liver?! (edit), Oct 31, 1997, p.7

HALMAN, ALEXANDER
Edgewood ends the year (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.10

HALPERN, EMILY
Musical talent (SHS students perform at Music Educators National Conference in Baltimore) (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.11

HALSTED, PURDY
Truck-bridge crashes; Neighbors fear terrible tragedy (along Hutchinson River Parkway), Jan 31, 1997, p.1

HAMBLEY, MARGARET

HAMILTON, GORDON
Newest Eagle (Adam Coape-Arnold of Troop 60 became an Eagle Scout March 18) (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.4
Appalachian hikers (photo), Apr 18, 1997, p.4

HAMILTON, JANE S
Jane S Hamilton (dies), Jul 3, 1997, p.4

HAM, KELLEY
School gives Fox a laugh-filled send-off (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.1
SHS PTA thanks staff for caring (re death of Joshua Lerner) (ltr), Jun 20, 1997, p.6

HAMMER, ROSS
High school honors outstanding seniors and juniors (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26

HAMMOND, BARBARA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society's 23d Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.28

HANDELMAN, BILL
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society's 23d Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.28

HANDELMAN, DON
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society's 23d Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.28
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HANDELMAN, HELENE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society's 23d Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.28

HANDELMAN, JOY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society's 23d Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.28

HANDELMAN, JUDITH
(SCS Inquirer) Reporter missed point of evening (re SCS Historical Society's benefit dance) (ltr), Apr 4, 1997, p.6

HANDELMAN, JUDY
A little eavesdropping at a big spring fundraiser (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.3
Many contributed to gala's success (SCS Historical Society's annual spring benefit dance) (ltr), Apr 4, 1997, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society's 23d Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.28

HANDELMAN, JUDY (AU)
Accessory law would benefit seniors (ltr), Oct 31, 1997, p.6

HANDELMAN, NATALIE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society's 23d Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.28

HANDELMAN, RACHEL
Science project (photo), Jan 31, 1997, p.10

HANDELMAN, RICK
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society's 23d Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.28

HANDELMAN, WALTER
A little eavesdropping at a big spring fundraiser (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.3
Many contributed to gala's success (SCS Historical Society's annual spring benefit dance) (ltr), Apr 4, 1997, p.6
(SCS Inquirer) Reporter missed point of evening (re SCS Historical Society's benefit dance) (ltr), Apr 4, 1997, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society's 23d Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.28
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24
Heathcote residents urge village to nix senior housing, May 30, 1997, p.1

HANDELMAN, WALTER (AU)
Accessory law would benefit seniors (ltr), Oct 31, 1997, p.6

HANDELSMAN, LEANNE
Dance program (at SMS wows a crowd) (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.10

HANDICAPPED
Clinton's injury raises awareness (ltr), Apr 11, 1997, p.6
No time to wait for the disabled (response to 4/11 letter by James Michels) (ltr), May 2, 1997, p.6

HANLEY, JOHN
Appalachian hikers (photo), Apr 18, 1997, p.4

HANNN, JAMES B
James B Hanman (dies), Mar 14, 1997, p.20

HANSEN, CORWITH
School gives Fox a laugh-filled send-off (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.1
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26
Don't tread on us (re change of graduation requirements for NY State high school students) (edit), Oct 10, 1997, p.6

HANUKKAH
A great miracle happened there (Daniel and Rebecca Weinstein spin the dreidel) (photo), Dec 26, 1997, p.1

HAPPINESS
What is happiness? How do we get it? (edit), Mar 28, 1997, p.7

HARANDI, BOB
Gas explosion injures man (photo), May 2, 1997, p.1

HARANDI, LAYLI
Raider booters win Section I title, shutting down Patriots (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.19
Maroon and white honors SHS fall athletes (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.26
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34
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HARCOURT, HOPE

'Anything Goes' is coming soon (photo), Jul 25, 1997, p.1

HARDING, GEORGE

Gratitude (Sara Gibson places flowers on grave of World War I veteran George Harding) (photo), May 30, 1997, p.1

HARDY, EDWARD

It's 'au revoir,' not 'goodbye' to mayor, Mar 28, 1997, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society's 23d Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.28
Be counted (re Citizens' Nominating Committee) (edit), Sep 26, 1997, p.6
Citizens' Committee election Wednesday, Nov 7, 1997, p.1

HARDY, EDWARD (AU)

(SCS Inquirer) Reporter missed point of evening (re SCS Historical Society's benefit dance) (ltr), Apr 4, 1997, p.6

HARKNESS, LINDA

Realtors race for a cure (sponsored by Susan B Komen Breast Cancer Foundation) (photo), Sep 26, 1997, p.8

HARLEY, STEPHANIE

Schools, PTA's hooked on health (correction of 3/7 article about Greenacres health fair) (ltr), Mar 21, 1997, p.7

HARMON, ANNE AND FRED (AU)

Thanks for a memorable 4th (ltr), Jul 11, 1997, p.6

HARMON, FRED (AU)

A bank patron is grateful for help (ltr), Aug 22, 1997, p.7

HARRIGAN, LAWRENCE

Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26

HARRINGTON, BRIAN

Fire destroys Quaker Ridge house (photo), Nov 7, 1997, p.1

HARRIS, JAMIE

Miss Frizzle sighting (at Fox Meadow ) (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.12

HARRIS, JOANNE

39 new staff members in district: Who's who? (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.11

HARRIS, JOHN

A Walker weekend at Quaker Ridge (photo), Aug 15, 1997, p.16
A family legacy is born at the Walker Cup (photo), Aug 15, 1997, p.16

HARRIS, LEAH

Summer reading begins at Greenacres book swap, Jul 11, 1997, p.9

HARRIS, LOTTIE (AU)

Goals set for Child Care Council (edit), Nov 28, 1997, p.7

HARRIS, PAUL

Paul Harris fellows (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.4

HARRISON, BOB AND TERRI (AU)

Antenna would be a blight in residential area (ltr), Sep 19, 1997, p.7

HARRISON, ROBERT

Harrison hopes 3d time's a charm; Open-government advocate challenges Citizens' Party again (photo), Jan 24, 1997, p.1
Harrison challenges (cont), Jan 24, 1997, p.14
Candidates on TV, Feb 7, 1997, p.1
Challenge to Citizens' Party mounted (photo), Feb 14, 1997, p.1
Challenge to Citizens' Party mounted (cont), Feb 14, 1997, p.2
Harrison's letter misses the point (response to letter by Robert Harrison from 2/7/97) (ltr), Feb 14, 1997, p.6
Candidate's criticism of system transparent (edit), Feb 14, 1997, p.6
Citizens' candidates are silent no more, Feb 21, 1997, p.1
A level playing field (re upcoming SCS election) (edit), Feb 21, 1997, p.6
Which process is more democratic? (re Citizens' Party and PRO-Scarsdale Party candidates) (ltr), Feb 21, 1997, p.6
He disagrees with letter-writers (re Inquirer letters from 2/14/97) (ltr), Feb 21, 1997, p.7
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HARRISON, ROBERT continued

Cell antenna moratorium set, Feb 28, 1997, p.1
Tax hike targets inflation rate, Feb 28, 1997, p.1
Openness is as openness does (re upcoming League of Women Voters forum) (ltr), Feb 28, 1997, p.6
Challengers got more signatures (ltr), Feb 28, 1997, p.6
League forum, Mar 7, 1997, p.1
‘Empty chair’ debate (next week), Mar 7, 1997, p.1
Little common ground seen between mayoral candidates, Mar 7, 1997, p.1
Row A for excellence (endorsements by SCS Inquirer for upcoming SCS election), Mar 7, 1997, p.6
Harrison's actions undemocratic (ltr), Mar 7, 1997, p.6
Quit bellyaching over legion price (ltr), Mar 7, 1997, p.6
It's not the party, it's the people (re upcoming SCS election) (edit), Mar 7, 1997, p.6
PRO-Scarssdale candidate offers views, Mar 7, 1997, p.13
Little common ground between mayoral candidates (cont), Mar 7, 1997, p.13
Candidates face off in historic L(eague of) W(omen) V(oters) forum (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.1
Critics recycle grievances, Mar 14, 1997, p.1
Has the leopard changed his spots? (re 3/7 letter by Jeanne Richman's about Robert Harrison) (ltr), Mar 14, 1997, p.6
Harrison has always had selfless motives (ltr), Mar 14, 1997, p.6
Harrison seems to be unable to compromise (ltr), Mar 14, 1997, p.6
Harrison and Morgan respond to questions from the league (cont), Mar 14, 1997, p.13
Citizens' Party wins with 70% of vote (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.1
Citizens' Party wins with 70% of vote (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.1
Challenge is healthy (re challenges to Citizens' Party) (edit), Mar 21, 1997, p.6
Bob Harrison should shed cloak of secrecy (ltr), Mar 21, 1997, p.6
It's 'au revoir,' not 'goodbye' to mayor, Mar 28, 1997, p.1
How the Citizens' Party's new openness changed village elections (cont), Mar 28, 1997, p.14
Letters were not personal attacks (upon Bob Harrison) (ltr), Apr 4, 1997, p.6
School board OKs $56.9 million budget, Apr 18, 1997, p.1
KIDS BASE - Little School reaches outside of Scarsdale's border, May 30, 1997, p.1
Under proposed law: Cell antennas would need permits, Jun 13, 1997, p.1
Residents mums on cell antennas, Aug 15, 1997, p.1
Residents tell trustees: No antennas in our backyards (photo), Sep 26, 1997, p.1
Architect to probe downtown lighting, traffic and parking, Nov 28, 1997, p.1

HARRISON, ROBERT (AU)
Candidate seeks running mates (ltr), Jan 31, 1997, p.6
Mayor should not be chosen by 19 people, Feb 7, 1997, p.6
Taxpayer Alert to sponsor forum (ltr), Mar 7, 1997, p.6
Vote Row B for open government (ltr), Mar 14, 1997, p.6
Harrison proud of his campaign (ltr), Mar 28, 1997, p.6
School budget is in line with CPI (ltr), May 2, 1997, p.6
Residents urged to attend hearing on cellular antennas (ltr), Sep 19, 1997, p.7

HART, CHRISTINE
Edgewood toy drive (photo), Dec 26, 1997, p.9

HART, MICHAEL
Leadership at SMS (photo), May 9, 1997, p.9

HART, SUSAN
Parents ask: 'What is wrong with our school?', Jan 17, 1997, p.1
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HARTZELL, ANDREW C (AU)
  Let's keep village as it is - small (ltr), Mar 28, 1997, p.6
HARTZELL, JAMES
  James F Hartzell (will deliver paper on early Tantric literature), Jan 3, 1997, p.2
HARTZELL, JAMES F (AU)
  Let's keep village as it is - small (ltr), Mar 28, 1997, p.6
HARWOOD PARK (SCS)
  Harwood Pond area NG for rink (ltr), Dec 26, 1997, p.6
HASHIMOTO, YUSUKE
  Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34
HASKINS, SHARON
  Sharon Haskins (has joined Sarah Neuman Nursing Home as director of staff development (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.4
HASSAN, MARC
  Hassan wins poster contest, Mar 21, 1997, p.4
HATS
  A Scarsdale summer: Straw hat weather has arrived (edit), Jul 18, 1997, p.7
HAUBNER, JAMES
  New Butler House counselor named (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.1
  Fall trip proves Choice is a community (photo), Nov 28, 1997, p.11
HAUPT, PETER
  NYC teacher hired to replace Nebens at Fox Meadow, Aug 1, 1997, p.1
HAUSMAN, ROBERT J
  Robert J Hausman (dies), Apr 25, 1997, p.15
HAYASAKI, ERI
  Maroon and White honors SHS fall athletes (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.26
  Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34
HAYDEN, CARL
  Hayden, Mills comment on school bond failure, Nov 7, 1997, p.10
HAYLES, CAITLIN
  Au pair case stirs recurrent anxiety (photo), Nov 14, 1997, p.1
HAYLES, SHANNI
  Au pair case stirs recurrent anxiety (photo), Nov 14, 1997, p.1
HAYLES, SPENESER
  Au pair case stirs recurrent anxiety (photo), Nov 14, 1997, p.1
HAYW, BOB
  Developer must follow guidelines, says the mayor, May 16, 1997, p.1
HAYTER, MARY
  Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26
HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES-DISPOSAL
  No dumping (paint spilled into a nearby storm drain has drifted into Crane-Berkley pond), Jan 10, 1997, p.1
HEALEY, JACK (DR)
  Cardinal is coming (to speak at SCS Synagogue-Tremont Temple), May 9, 1997, p.1
  Cardinal-rabbi story 'excellent' (ltr), May 23, 1997, p.6
HEALTH
  Hints on vitamins were misleading (comments on "Health hints" in 1/24/97 issue of SCS Inquirer)(ltr), Feb 14, 1997, p.6
  Keep it clean (health fair at Heathcote School) (photo), Apr 11, 1997, p.11
HEALTH INSURANCE
  SEE INSURANCE, HEALTH
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HEAPHY, JULIE
Celebrating creativity (elementary school art work on view at SHS) (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.9

HEARD, GEORGIA
Poet's visit sparks imaginations (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.10

HEART DISEASE
Relief illuminates ordinary blessings (edit), Apr 4, 1997, p.7
CPR offers chance to be a hero (ltr), Aug 22, 1997, p.7
Heart attack victim fine after rescue by dentist (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.3
Victim fine after CPR rescue by dentist (cont), Dec 12, 1997, p.19

HECHT, SALLY
Citizens' Committee election Wednesday, Nov 7, 1997, p.1
Citizens Committee has 9 new members, Nov 14, 1997, p.1

HECHT, SALLY
Citizens' Committee election Wednesday, Nov 7, 1997, p.1
Citizens Committee has 9 new members, Nov 14, 1997, p.1

HELDLUND, CAROLYN S (DR)
Most abusers know victim (ltr), Aug 1, 1997, p.6

HEGI, URSULA
Author appearance overwhelms sponsors (photo), Dec 19, 1997, p.3

HEILMAN, KATHRYN
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26

HEILMAN, KATHY
Schools, PTA's hooked on health (correction of 3/7 article about Greenacres health fair) (ltr), Mar 21, 1997, p.7

HEILMAN, PETE
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26

HEILMAN, PETER
Team captains take center stage at Maroon and White awards dinner (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.18
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36
Raider skiers honored, Apr 11, 1997, p.26
A celebration of Raider pride (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.20

HEIN, JOHN (AU)
Swiss bankers can also release buried memories (edit), Oct 31, 1997, p.7

HEINE, JOSH
Maroon and White honors SHS fall athletes (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.26

HEITHAUS, LOUIS
Trustees declare: Village won't sell site during K(IDS) B(ASE) L(ittle) S(chool) lease, Jan 31, 1997, p.1

HELFAND, JESSICA
Raider booters win Section I title, shutting down Patriots (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.19
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26

Heller, Herb (AU)
A new challenge for Futura House (ltr), Apr 18, 1997, p.6

HELMREICH, WILLIAM B (AU)
How they survived - against all odds (edit), Aug 8, 1997, p.7

HEMLEY, GENE (AU)
Let us keep Scarsdale unique (ltr), Nov 14, 1997, p.6

HENCK, DOROTHY SPOERL
Dorothy Spoerl Henck (dies), Mar 7, 1997, p.18

HENDLER, CHERYL
Stunned community looks for answers (re SCS teacher arrested on child pornography charge), Jul 18, 1997, p.1

HERBERT, JEAN MASON
Jean Mason Herbert (dies), Jan 3, 1997, p.8
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hertz, Louis H</td>
<td>Louis H Hertz (dies), Feb 7, 1997</td>
<td>2/18/98</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West, Amy</td>
<td>Author visits schools (photo), Mar 7, 1997</td>
<td>2/18/98</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heubel, Amy</td>
<td>Heathcote Fair Saturday (photo), May 2, 1997</td>
<td>2/18/98</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hewett, Sallie</td>
<td>The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards &amp; Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997</td>
<td>2/18/98</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heyer, Nelson</td>
<td>Village marks a solemn Memorial Day (photo), May 30, 1997</td>
<td>2/18/98</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heyman, Deborah</td>
<td>Scarsdale welcomes 39 teachers, Sep 5, 1997</td>
<td>2/18/98</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>39 new staff members in district: Who's who? (photo), Sep 5, 1997</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heyman, Judith</td>
<td>NYC teacher hired to replace Nebens at Fox Meadow, Aug 1, 1997</td>
<td>2/18/98</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higgins, Cheryl</td>
<td>Buddy project (photo), May 30, 1997</td>
<td>2/18/98</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highway Dept-SCS</td>
<td>Village worker cited for bravery (photo), May 16, 1997</td>
<td>2/18/98</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hill, Alma Merwin</td>
<td>Alma Merwin Hill (dies), Jun 20, 1997</td>
<td>2/18/98</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hill, Robert S</td>
<td>Material sought on Civil War vets (ltr), Jul 25, 1997</td>
<td>2/18/98</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hilly, Ged</td>
<td>Ged Hilly (appointed vice president marketing services of Sony Music International), Mar 14, 1997</td>
<td>2/18/98</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Himmelfarb, Erin</td>
<td>Panther pride on parade (EMT High School Homecoming Parade) (photo), Sep 26, 1997</td>
<td>2/18/98</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hinkley, Austin</td>
<td>Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997</td>
<td>2/18/98</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hinkley, Bob</td>
<td>Post-prom party a great success (ltr), Jul 3, 1997</td>
<td>2/18/98</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hinkley, Diana</td>
<td>Post-prom party a great success (ltr), Jul 3, 1997</td>
<td>2/18/98</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hirsch, Howard</td>
<td>Howard Hirsch (named executive vice president of Gawiser Associations, Fairfield, Ct) (photo), Nov 21, 1997</td>
<td>2/18/98</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hirschhorn, Judith</td>
<td>School gives Fox a laugh-filled send-off (photo), Jun 13, 1997</td>
<td>2/18/98</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hirschhorn, Judith (DR)</td>
<td>Special ed supplies learning strategies, Mar 21, 1997</td>
<td>2/18/98</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historic Preservation Committee-SCS</td>
<td>The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards &amp; Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997</td>
<td>2/18/98</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ho, Kimberly</td>
<td>Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997</td>
<td>2/18/98</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoberman, Ethel</td>
<td>Generations meet (Greenacres first graders visit Hebrew Home for the Aged in Riverdale) (photo), May 9, 1997</td>
<td>2/18/98</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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HOCHBERG, AUDREY

We sale (bill introduced re penalties for businesses selling tobacco products to minors), Mar 21, 1997, p.1
Village seeking Environmental Bond funds, Mar 28, 1997, p.5
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society's 23d Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.28
Hochberg aided the powerless (after explosion of electrical transformer) (ltr), Apr 18, 1997, p.6
Local Democrats discuss gun control (photo), May 9, 1997, p.3
Getting tough (re selling cigarettes to minors) (edit), May 9, 1997, p.6
Take blame as well as credit (re parking for County Medical Center & Ruth Taylor Institute) (ltr), Jun 20, 1997, p.6
Bridge money (state funding for designing renovation of Popham Road Bridge), Jul 18, 1997, p.1
NYC teacher hired to replace Nebens at Fox Meadow, Aug 1, 1997, p.1
Legislature nixed Pataki's cutbacks for special ed, construction, Aug 15, 1997, p.9
Is tenure workable?; An unscientific survey of opinion and alternatives (last of 3-part series), Sep 12, 1997, p.1
Kids' BASE unveils new, expanded facility (photo), Sep 19, 1997, p.1
Scarsdale Schools hire responsible employees (ltr), Sep 26, 1997, p.6
Hochberg lists Legislature's top 10 (legislative goals and accomplishments), Oct 3, 1997, p.1
Assemblywoman lists top 10 initiatives of the year (cont), Oct 3, 1997, p.13
Battle heats up over convention, Oct 31, 1997, p.1

HOCHBERG, AUDREY G

Lack of state ed budget is a minor setback in Scarsdale, Jul 25, 1997, p.1

HOCHBERG, AUDREY G (AU)

Progress on school aid, crime and health-care (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.10
Spano best qualified for county executive) (ltr), Oct 31, 1997, p.6

HOCHBERG, HERBERT

10 candidates are elected to School Board Nominating Committee, Jan 24, 1997, p.1
Residents tell trustees: Legal apnts. mean Scarsdale's doom, Oct 17, 1997, p.1

HOCHBERG, HERBERT (AU)

Remember to vote School Board Nominating Committee election (ltr), Jan 17, 1997, p.6

HOCHHAUSER, BEVERLY (AU)

A beloved neighbor is mourned by many (ltr), Sep 5, 1997, p.6

HOCKEY

Future Rangers? (boys in hot pursuit of the puck at pond off Duck Pond Road) (photo), Jan 24, 1997, p.1
(SHS hockey team presents awards to four members) (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.17
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36
Snow blankets state semifinal (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.1
Field hockey champions forever, Nov 21, 1997, p.19
SHS field hockey team falls to Centereach in state semifinals (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.19
Champions forever at SHS (cont), Nov 21, 1997, p.20
Scarsdale falls to Centereach, Nov 21, 1997, p.20
Championship smiles (SHS varsity field hockey team) (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.25
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

HOFF-BARTHELSON SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Hoff-Barthelson Music School concludes eventful year (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.3
Teachers give $50,000 trove to Hoff-Barthelson school (photo), Oct 10, 1997, p.15
Feast for the senses (annual holiday music festival), Dec 5, 1997, p.1
Hoff celebrates the season (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.23

HOFFMAN, ARTHUR S

Arthur S Hoffman (recipient of award by American Institute of Certified Public Accountants) (photo), Feb 28, 1997, p.2
Arthur S Hoffman (elected treasurer of New York State Society of Certified Public Accountants/photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.4
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HOFFMAN, JOYCE
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26

HOFFMAN, LORI (AU)
'Green' tool could be better applied by town (of Greenburgh) (ltr), Sep 5, 1997, p.6

HOFFMEIER, GERTRUDE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24

HOFFMEIER, GERTRUDE (AU)
Accessory law would benefit seniors (ltr), Oct 31, 1997, p.6

HOFFMEIER, JOSEPH
United Way grants inspire more contributions (photo) (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.16

HOFFMEIER, NATALIE
United Way grants inspire more contributions (photo) (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.16
Doernberg Real Estate Salutes Gala '97 and the SCS Auxiliary of the WHP Hospital Center) (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.26

HOGAN, PHIL
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26

HOLBROOK, TANIA
Showing good form (SCS Historical Society's Fall Foliage Run) (photo), Oct 24, 1997, p.1

HOLIDAYS
Light someone's darkness (support for SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service) (edit), Dec 19, 1997, p.6

HOLLANDER, ALAN (AU)
Edgemont has its own overture (thanks EMT PTSA for funding of EMT Festival Overture) (ltr), May 16, 1997, p.6

HOLMES, LUCY OLIVE
Lucy Olive Holmes (dies), Aug 22, 1997, p.10

HOLMES, NICK
Edgewood power pals (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.12

HOLOCAUST, JEWISH (1939-1945)
(Authors) Name bears witness to Holocaust (edit), Apr 18, 1997, p.7
Reader's verdict: writer not guilty (response to edit by Ruth Boser from 4/18/97) (ltr), Apr 25, 1997, p.6
Slotnick advises Holocaust victims on reparations (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.3
Swiss were Nazi pawnbrokers (ltr), Jul 11, 1997, p.6
How they survived - against all odds (edit), Aug 8, 1997, p.7
Teaching the lessons of history: Scarsdale Middle School teacher journeys to Holocaust site (photo), Aug 15, 1997, p.10
A daughter's search for historic threads (photo), Oct 31, 1997, p.3

HOLTZER, AMY
Jump-a-thon, math games at Edgewood School (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.10

HOLVIG, KEN
Technology team visits model school (photo), May 2, 1997, p.9

HOME-BASED BUSINESSES
Neighbors say bees are unwelcome neighbors, Apr 11, 1997, p.3

HOMECARE SERVICES
Personal care is not a pretty job (edit), Apr 11, 1997, p.7

HOMELESS
Plenty for everyone (Edgewood students pack lunches for distribution to homeless people) (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.9
Homeless man to the rescue (ltr), Nov 21, 1997, p.6
(GBH Town) Supervisor urges help for homeless fire victims (ltr), Dec 26, 1997, p.6

HONG KONG
Children rise to a 22-hour challenge (flight to Hong Kong) (edit), Jan 24, 1997, p.6
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HOOPER, BETTY
  Young writers' day draws a crowd (photo), Apr 11, 1997, p.12

HORNCastle, NANCY
  Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26

HOROWITZ, JORDAN
  Raider skiers honored, Apr 11, 1997, p.26
  Spreading the word (publicizing of SHS annual blood drive) (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.9

HOROWITZ, LAURIE
  Y(outh) E(mployment) O(ffice) celebrates 25 years matching jobs to students (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.10

HOROWITZ, MORALES
  Woman deserves support for judge (ltr), Oct 31, 1997, p.12

HOROWITZ, Nilda
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26
  Vote for Friedman, Bermel, Horowitz, Spano (ltr), Oct 31, 1997, p.12

HOROWITZ, Nilda Morales
  Resident to run for family court judge (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.1

Horton, carla
  Grants awarded (photo), May 23, 1997, p.4

Horton, Michael a (au)
  Scientologist is insulted by story (on religious cults from 4/4/97) (ltr), Apr 11, 1997, p.6

HorvatH, Timothy
  39 new staff members in district: Who's who? (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.11

Hospitals
  Patients need greater knowledge to exercise their rights (edit), Jan 31, 1997, p.7
  Scarsdale Auxiliary surpasses goal (photo) (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.14
  Humanizing the modern hospital (edit), Jul 3, 1997, p.7
  Hospital groundbreaking (for WHP Hospital Center's Dickstein Cancer Treatment Center) (photo), Oct 17, 1997, p.4
  Doernberg Real Estate Salutes Gala '97 and the SCS Auxiliary of the WHP Hospital Center) (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.26

Hostages
  Letter-writing proves to be a valuable medical skill (photo), Jan 31, 1997, p.3

Hou, Jack
  High school honors outstanding seniors and juniors (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12

Household Employees
  The 'servant problem' in 1920s Scarsdale (1st in two-part series) (illus), Jan 10, 1997, p.3
  Upstairs, downstairs: the servant problem in 1920s Scarsdale (2nd in two-part series), Jan 24, 1997, p.7
  Servants in 1920's Scardale (cont), Jan 24, 1997, p.14
  Au pair case stirs recurrent anxiety (photo), Nov 14, 1997, p.1

Houseknecht, Scott
  Parents hear plans to improve reading scores for Edgewood, Jan 24, 1997, p.1

Houseknecht, Scott (Dr)
  State report cards upset parents, officials (photo), Jan 10, 1997, p.1
  Ratings cut both ways (comments on recent New York Times series on state school report cards) (edit), Jan 10, 1997, p.6

houses-scs
  Is it a bird? Is it a plane? (factory built house is lowered into foundation at Fairview Rd) (photo), Jan 31, 1997, p.1
  Modular house raises interest, some questions (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.3
  Modular house raises interest, questions (cont), Mar 14, 1997, p.19
  The demolition derby: size, money fuel the trend (re demolition of older homes) (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.1
  The demolition derby: size, money fuel the trend (cont), Apr 25, 1997, p.15
  Feeling capital about new gains, Sep 5, 1997, p.1
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HOUSES-SCS continued
Residents feel capital about potential gains (photo) (cont), Sep 5, 1997, p.9
What's up in Scarsdale?, Sep 5, 1997, p.9
House prices continue to climb, along with demand (cont), Sep 5, 1997, p.20
Digging back into the old family digs, Sep 19, 1997, p.1
Your dream house could be the one you grew up in (cont) (photo), Sep 19, 1997, p.8
Back to setbacks, Oct 24, 1997, p.1
State orders halt to demolition work amid fears of airborne asbestos (photo), Nov 7, 1997, p.1
State orders halt to house demolition (cont), Nov 7, 1997, p.13
Girl Scout House needs a facelift, Nov 28, 1997, p.1
Doctor is a tree-killer, neighbors say (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.1
Village issues citations to Sheldrake homeowner (cont), Dec 5, 1997, p.9
(Town and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) to trustees: Don't pass apartment law (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.1
Sheldrake homeowner tells it to the judge, Dec 12, 1997, p.3
Battle between neighbors continues, Dec 12, 1997, p.3
Sheldrake property skirmish continues (cont), Dec 12, 1997, p.19

HOUSING
Entitlement run amok (urges decontrol of rent controlled apartments) (edit), May 16, 1997, p.6
No such thing as a 'free market' (response to edit from 5/16 on price control for housing) (Itr), May 30, 1997, p.6
Westhab of Westchester delivers affordable housing (photo) (edit), Sep 19, 1997, p.7

HOUSING-SCS
Heathcote residents urge village to nix senior housing, May 30, 1997, p.1
NIMBY to the extreme (re protest to proposal for 12 units of senior housing on Weaver Street) (edit), May 30, 1997, p.6
Group home also was NIMBY target (Itr), Jun 6, 1997, p.6
The (somebody) E(else's) B(ack) Y(ard)'s want others to pay (response to edit from 5/30/97) (Itr), Jun 13, 1997, p.6
Other extremes imperil the site (response to edit "NIMBY to the extreme" from 5/30/97) (Itr), Jun 13, 1997, p.7
Senior housing: Good idea or eyesore? (illus), Jun 20, 1997, p.1
'Solution' or 'monstrosity'?, Jun 20, 1997, p.2
For rent (re proposed new law on accessory housing), Jun 27, 1997, p.1
Time to accessorize (support for idea of legalizing accessory housing) (edit), Jun 27, 1997, p.6

HTS
Satisfied customer recommends Hartsdale IGA, Dec 26, 1997, p.6

HULL, FRITZ
Local family builds a school in Nicaragua (photo) (cont), Mar 28, 1997, p.14

HUNGARY
Grads seek novelty in Budapest (edit), Sep 26, 1997, p.7

HUNGER
Thousands are going hungry here, Aug 1, 1997, p.6

HUPALO, JOHN (AU)
Relocating bees is a no-brainer (Itr), Apr 25, 1997, p.6

HURST, ROGER
Wireless alarms foil severed lines, Dec 26, 1997, p.1

HURWITZ, BARBARA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society's 23d Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.28

HURWITZ, KATHLEEN
School Board Nominating Committee election coming up Tuesday, Jan 17, 1997, p.1
10 candidates are elected to School Board Nominating Committee, Jan 24, 1997, p.1
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HURWITZ, KATHY
Y(outh) E(mployment) O(ffice) celebrates 25 years matching jobs to students (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.10

HURWITZ, NAT
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society's 23d Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.28

HUTTAR, ETHEL
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26

IAGALLO, JERRY
Senior tax relief ahead (re School Tax Relief Program), Oct 10, 1997, p.1

ICHIKAWA, RYUTARO
Topsy turvy (Heathcote first grader tries trick on the rings in physical education class) (photo), Jan 17, 1997, p.10

IMMIGRATION AND EMIGRATION
Nana's log cabin on the Lower East Side (edit) (edit), Feb 7, 1997, p.7

INAMASU, TOMOKO
Making a difference (photo), Nov 14, 1997, p.4

INCOME TAX DEDUCTIONS
Who really gets 'welfare' these days? (edit), Jan 10, 1997, p.6

INELLO, CATHY
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26

INFLUENZA
Flu shots available, Sep 26, 1997, p.1

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
The village board could use a C(hief) I(nformation) O(fficer) (ltr), Jun 13, 1997, p.7
Technology study to include questionnaire, Jun 13, 1997, p.10

INNES, EILEEN

INSURANCE, HEALTH
Scarsdale police deserve security (ltr), Jan 31, 1997, p.14
Children need health coverage (ltr), Mar 28, 1997, p.7

INTERIOR DECORATION
Interior design starts with information (edit), Jan 3, 1997, p.7
(Supplement) Home (photo), Apr 25, 1997

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Outlaw states threaten world order (edit), Aug 29, 1997, p.7

INTERNET
Rx for insomniacs (access to SCS's web home page), Jan 3, 1997, p.1
Parents have online protection controls (photo), Jul 18, 1997, p.3
Chat rooms foster exchange of porn, Jul 25, 1997, p.4
Kids on the Internet: What local parents need to know (photo), Sep 26, 1997, p.9
New early education web site, Nov 14, 1997, p.9

INVESTMENTS
(Greenacres) O(ill) P(urchasing) C(onsortium) gets investment advice from an optimist (cont), Jun 20, 1997, p.8

IRVIN, ANDY
39 new staff members in district: Who's who? (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.11

IRVIN, JAMES A
New Butler House counselor named (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.1

IRVIN, MAUREEN
New Butler House counselor named (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.1

IRVIN, QUINN
New Butler House counselor named (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.1
IRWIN, JACQUELINE
1997-98 school taxes may rise 3.85 percent, Mar 7, 1997, p.1

ISAAC, TONY
World perspective (Cartographer Spelman Evans Downer works with Edgewood third graders) (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.9

ISOKANE, HARRY
Celebrating 50 years of learning at Quaker Ridge School (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.11

ISOKANE, SHIGE
Shige Isokane (dies), Aug 1, 1997, p.20

ISRAEL
Thoughts on a visit to Jerusalem (edit), Mar 14, 1997, p.7
Orthodox laws keep Jews united (response to edit by Rabbi Stephen Klein from 3/14/97) (ltr), Mar 21, 1997, p.6
Israeli pluralism at critical point (edit), Jun 20, 1997, p.7
Orthodoxy only is right for Israel (response to edit by David Arnow from 6/20/97) (ltr), Jun 27, 1997, p.6

ISRAEL, JEREMY
Back to the books (1st day of school) (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.1

ISRAEL, JUSTIN
Back to the books (1st day of school) (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.1

ISSER, PAIGE
Stroller critique (SCS Outdoor Art Exhibit), Sep 12, 1997, p.1

ISSER, WENDY
Stroller critique (SCS Outdoor Art Exhibit), Sep 12, 1997, p.1

ISUMI, KAZUYO
Making a difference (photo), Nov 14, 1997, p.4

IVES, SHERWOOD
Colleagues toast and roast Dr Richard Schleiter on his retirement (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.10

JACCOM, BROOKE
Read-a-thon begins (photo), Jan 17, 1997, p.10

JACKSON, CHRISTINE
Local track coaches keep them running (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.15

JACKSON, DEREK
For Scarsdale village merchants, charity begins at home, Jun 27, 1997, p.1

JACOBS, ARTHUR
No contract yet for library staff, Aug 29, 1997, p.1

JACOBS, BILL
(School) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) candidates announced, Dec 5, 1997, p.1

JACOBS, DIANE
Citizens' Committee election Wednesday, Nov 7, 1997, p.1

JACOBS, LAEL
39 new staff members in district: Who's who? (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.11

JACOBS, MARJORIE
Unexpected departures at middle and high schools; Dean Diamond to retire at end of year (photo), May 2, 1997, p.1
Mandelowitz joins SHS guidance team, Jun 20, 1997, p.1
SHS PTA thanks staff for caring (re death of Joshua Lerner) (ltr), Jun 20, 1997, p.6

JACOBS, NEAL
SHS Drama Club to present 'Your Can't Take it With You' (photo), Feb 21, 1997, p.11

JACOBS, RICHARD
WRT fosters links to Jewish and neighborhood communities (photo) (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.12
Reading aloud at Heathcote (photo), Apr 18, 1997, p.10
Friends, family share views of a winner (SCS Bowl winner Evelyn Stock) (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.1
Local Jewish leaders urge peaceful resolution to 'family fight' (photo), Dec 26, 1997, p.15
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JACOBSON, NORMA (AU)
Homeless man to the rescue (ltr), Nov 21, 1997, p.6

JACOBSON, NORMAN (AU)
Harassment offers opportunity for rescue (edit), Aug 1, 1997, p.7

JACOBSON, PHYLISS
Petticoat Lane opens (at 12 Spencer Place) (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.4

JACOBSON, SANDRA
Custody piece distorts issue (response to edit by Sandra Jacobson from 7/25/97) (ltr), Aug 1, 1997, p.6

JACOBSON, SANDRA (AU)
Courts are hypocritical in custody cases (edit), Jul 25, 1997, p.6

JACOBSON, SANDRA U
Sandra W Jacobson (appointed a committee chairman of International Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers), Jun 13, 1997, p.4

Sandra W Jacobson (appointed a committee chairman of International Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers), Aug 22, 1997, p.4

JACOBSON, SANDRA U (AU)
Access not always in child's interest (response to letter by Harvey Landau from 8/1/97) (ltr), Aug 8, 1997, p.6

JAFFE, BARBARA
2 named foundation trustees (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.4
Letters were not personal attacks (upon Bob Harrison) (ltr), Apr 4, 1997, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24

JAFFE, BARBARA L (AU)
Harrison seems to be unable to compromise (ltr), Mar 14, 1997, p.6

JAFFE, ERIC
Be counted (re Citizens' Nominating Committee) (edit), Sep 26, 1997, p.6
Citizens Committee has 9 new members, Nov 14, 1997, p.1

JAFFEE, GERRIE (AU)
Schools, PTA's hooked on health (correction of 3/7 article about Greenacres health fair) (ltr), Mar 21, 1997, p.7

JAFFEE, PHYLLIS
Phyllis Jaffe (will receive first leadership award of Learning Foundation) (photo), Feb 28, 1997, p.2

JAFFEE, ERIC
Citizens' Committee election Wednesday, Nov 7, 1997, p.1

JAIN, SITAL P
Sital P Jain (promoted to executive vice president and partner, Halmar Construction Corp) (photo), Jan 3, 1997, p.2

JAMES, LAURA
39 new staff members in district: Who's who? (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.11

JAMIESON, LINDA
Spano beats Dunn in landslide victory, Nov 7, 1997, p.1

JANIAK, ANNE
Committee nominates mayor, 3 trustees (photo), Jan 17, 1997, p.1
Trustees eye 6-month ban on antennas (photo), Jan 17, 1997, p.1
Scarsdale police deserve security (ltr), Jan 31, 1997, p.14
Challenge to Citizens' Party mounted (photo), Feb 14, 1997, p.1
Police make '911 call' to village (photo), Feb 14, 1997, p.1
Lack of insurance limits turnover (ltr), Feb 21, 1997, p.6
Cell antenna moratorium set, Feb 28, 1997, p.1
Little common ground seen between mayoral candidates, Mar 7, 1997, p.1
Civic lesson (Susan Maggiotto shows Michael Koch the intricacies of the SCS village code) (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.1
Symbolic moment (money for downtown improvement consultants handed over in village hall) (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.4
Crossway site is hazardous (ltr), Mar 21, 1997, p.7
CP's lips sealed: The elections will never be the same, Mar 28, 1997, p.1
It's 'au revoir,' not 'goodbye' to mayor, Mar 28, 1997, p.1
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JANIAK, ANNE continued
'Significant step' (land disposition and development agreement to be drafted for downtown SCS), Mar 28, 1997, p.1
A legacy of openness (discusses Janiak's accomplishments as a mayor) (edit), Mar 28, 1997, p.6
It's 'au revoir,' not 'goodbye' to mayor (cont), Mar 28, 1997, p.14
Friends, family share views of a winner (SCS Bowl winner Evelyn Stock) (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24
Phone reps to speak, May 9, 1997, p.1
Developer must follow guidelines, says the mayor, May 16, 1997, p.1
Council elects 2 (Anne Janiak elected coordinator of Westchester Fund for Women and Girls) (photo), May 30, 1997, p.4
Anne Janiak (elected as member of board of directors of Girl Scouts of Westchester-Putnam), Jun 6, 1997, p.4
Woodlands Bridge repair will begin, Dec 26, 1997, p.1
JANIAK, ANNE (AU)
Village makes progress in '96 (reviews events that have shaped past year) (photo) (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.1
JAPAN
Japanese right denies atrocities (edit), Mar 21, 1997, p.7
Teacher reunited with former students in Japan (photo), Aug 22, 1997, p.3
Mother, child and teacher reunion is only an ocean away (photo) (cont), Aug 22, 1997, p.9
JAPANESE-US
Japanese festival an annual treat (ltr), May 30, 1997, p.6
JEN, AGNES
Gish Jen creates an ethnic chop suey in Scarsdale (photo), Jan 3, 1997, p.3
JEN, GISH
Gish Jen creates an ethnic chop suey in Scarsdale (photo), Jan 3, 1997, p.3
Gish Jen creates an ethnic chop suey in Scarsdale (cont), Jan 3, 1997, p.5
JENSEN, GRADY
Resumes wanted (for acting village justice), Jan 24, 1997, p.1
Time to reserve for Scarsdale Bowl, Mar 28, 1997, p.1
Celebrate community (at SCS Bowl dinner) (edit), Mar 28, 1997, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24
JENSEN, GRADY (AU)
Accessory law would benefit seniors (ltr), Oct 31, 1997, p.6
JENSEN, GRADY E (AU)
Group home also was NIMBY target (ltr), Jun 6, 1997, p.6
JERIAH, ROMAL
Plenty of action at Scarsdale recreation camps (photo), Aug 1, 1997, p.10
JERUSALEM
Thoughts on a visit to Jerusalem (edit), Mar 14, 1997, p.7
JEWS
Nana's log cabin on the Lower East Side (edit) (edit), Feb 7, 1997, p.7
Thoughts on a visit to Jerusalem (edit), Mar 14, 1997, p.7
Orthodox laws keep Jews united (response to edit by Rabbi Stephen Klein from 3/14/97) (ltr), Mar 21, 1997, p.6
Jews can worship in different ways (response to letter by William Stern from 3/21/97) (ltr), Apr 4, 1997, p.6
Some views don't merit publication (response to letter by William Stern from 3/21/97) (ltr), Apr 4, 1997, p.6
(Author's) Name bears witness to Holocaust (edit), Apr 18, 1997, p.7
Reader's verdict: writer not guilty (response to edit by Ruth Boser from 4/18/97) (ltr), Apr 25, 1997, p.6
Cardinal O'Connor at Scarsdale Synagogue: Jews and Catholics both are 'sacred people' (photo), May 16, 1997, p.1
Cardinal O'Connor visits Scarsdale Synagogue (cont), May 16, 1997, p.13
Israeli pluralism at critical point (edit), Jun 20, 1997, p.7
Swiss were Nazi pawnbrokers (ltr), Jul 11, 1997, p.6
Farrakhan has mellowed - but not enough (edit), Jul 25, 1997, p.7
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JEWS continued

Political Kiryas Joel decision is an embarrassment (edit), Aug 8, 1997, p.6
How they survived - against all odds (edit), Aug 8, 1997, p.7
Swiss bankers can also release buried memories (edit), Oct 31, 1997, p.7

JOEDECKE, CATHERINE


JOEDECKE, JIM


JOEL, MARTIN JR (AU)

Cardinal-rabbi story 'excellent' (ltr), May 23, 1997, p.6

JOHNSON, BOINE

Which process is more democratic? (re Citizens' Party and PRO-Scarsdale Party candidates) (ltr), Feb 21, 1997, p.6
Citizens' Committee election Wednesday, Nov 7, 1997, p.1

JOHNSON, BOINE (AU)

Overnight parking ban foils winter break-ins (ltr), Feb 7, 1997, p.6

JOHNSON, BOINE T (AU)

Clara Maclntyre: capable, energetic (ltr), Apr 25, 1997, p.6

JOHNSON, BUD

The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society's 23d Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.28

JOHNSON, CHARLES ADAMS "TODD"


JOHNSON, EILEEN (AU)

Politics cannot govern libraries (ltr), Feb 21, 1997, p.7

JOHNSON, JOHN

The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26

JOHNSON, KATHRYN PRICE

What a century! (Kathryn Price Johnson has celebrated her 100th birthday) (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.1

JOHNSON, PETER

Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

JOHNSTON, JOAN JENSEN

Joan Jensen Johnston (dies), May 2, 1997, p.12

JONAS, LAUREN

Geography unit broadens horizons (photo), May 30, 1997, p.9

JONAS, PAULA

Geography unit broadens horizons (photo), May 30, 1997, p.9
Youth Employment Office celebrates 25 years matching jobs to students (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.10

JONES, CASSIUS

Newest Eagle (Adam Coape-Arnold of Troop 60 became an Eagle Scout March 18) (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.4
Appalachian hikers (photo), Apr 18, 1997, p.4

JONES, EDITH DINNEEN

Edith Dinneen Jones (dies), Nov 21, 1997, p.17

JONES, ELIZABETH

Cheerful mission (SHS students assemble holiday baskets for homebound seniors) (photo), Dec 26, 1997, p.4

JONES, HUGH N (AU)

In the beginning, there was the opinion (edit), Jun 27, 1997, p.7

JONES, JOHN PAUL

Lawyer's best friend (re Winston estate) (edit), Aug 15, 1997, p.6

JONES, MICHAEL

Appalachian hikers (photo), Apr 18, 1997, p.4
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JORDAN, APHONZO (DR)
Dr Alphonzo Jordan (dies), Mar 28, 1997, p.14

JORDAN, BRENDA
Brenda Jordan (dies), Sep 19, 1997, p.12

JORDAN, DONALD
School Board Nominating Committee election coming up Tuesday, Jan 17, 1997, p.1
10 candidates are elected to School Board Nominating Committee, Jan 24, 1997, p.1

JOSSELSON, BARBARA SOLOMON (AU)
This Aladdin needed a clock, not a lamp (edit), Dec 19, 1997, p.6

JOSSEN, ROBERT
Robert Jossen (recipient of 1997 Torch of Learning Award), Nov 14, 1997, p.4

JOYNT, ALISON
Maroon and White honors SHS fall athletes (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.26

JUDAISM
Local rabbis urge end to rift (between sects in Judaism), Dec 26, 1997, p.1
Local Jewish leaders urge peaceful resolution to 'family fight' (photo), Dec 26, 1997, p.15

JUDGES
Resumes wanted (for acting village justice), Jan 24, 1997, p.1
Water rate case to be appealed, Feb 14, 1997, p.1
Judge Friedman was ahead of his time (edit), Apr 25, 1997, p.7
Democrats pick Spano Naughton for county posts, Jun 6, 1997, p.1
Resident to run for family court judge (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.1
Michele Bermel is also running (for Westchester County Family Court Judge) (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6
Judging the judges, Sep 19, 1997, p.1
Felony cases dominate at village court, Sep 26, 1997, p.5
Attorney says vote for Tolbert (ltr), Oct 24, 1997, p.6
Woman deserves support for judge (ltr), Oct 31, 1997, p.12
Shepherd homeowner tells it to the judge, Dec 12, 1997, p.3
Judge tells Dantzig to stop work, Dec 19, 1997, p.1

JUETTNER, DIANA
Diana Juettner (chairman, legislative committee, American Assn of Paralegal Education) (photo), Jan 3, 1997, p.2
Weinberg, Juettner get an AA rating (ltr), Aug 29, 1997, p.6
Don't try to fix a town government that ain't broke (ltr), Aug 29, 1997, p.6
Candidates (Juettner and Weinberg) should be re-elected (ltr), Aug 29, 1997, p.6
Juettner, Weinberg do an outstanding job (ltr), Sep 5, 1997, p.6
Legislator urges voters to keep incumbents (ltr), Sep 5, 1997, p.6
Picks for Greenburgh (SCS Inquirer endorsements for upcoming election) (edit), Oct 24, 1997, p.6

JULY 4TH
Holiday schedule, Jul 27, 1997, p.1
Fourth festivities, Jul 3, 1997, p.1
Thanks for a memorable 4th (ltr), Jul 11, 1997, p.6

JUNG, SCOTT
They're still standing (re football contest between SHS and Saunders HS varsity teams) (photo), Oct 17, 1997, p.1
Maroon and White honors SHS fall athletes (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.26

JUNIOR LEAGUE OF CENTRAL WESTCHESTER
Junior League accepts new challenges (photo) (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.15
Junior League, county bar event to boost child center, Feb 21, 1997, p.4
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JUST, HENRI
Something else your best friend won't tell you (photo), May 30, 1997, p.4

JUTHANI, VIRAL (AU)
Reader objects to 'sexist statement' in story (ltr), Nov 21, 1997, p.6

JUVENILE JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF
Children should not be treated as adults (edit), Jun 6, 1997, p.7
No sympathy for 'little monsters' (response to edit by Merry Jean Chan from 6/6/97) (ltr), Jun 13, 1997, p.7
Vengeance not the primary function (second article of 2 part series on juvenile offenders) (edit), Jun 27, 1997, p.7

KADANOFF, CAROL
New Butler House counselor named (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.1

KADANOFF, DAVID
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

KADIN, ALLISON
Young detectives on the case (math-science enrichment program at Greenacres) (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.10

KADISH, ANNA (DR)
Doernberg Real Estate Salutes Gala '97 and the SCS Auxiliary of the WHP Hospital Center) (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.26

KADISH, LAURENCE (DR)
Doernberg Real Estate Salutes Gala '97 and the SCS Auxiliary of the WHP Hospital Center) (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.26

KAELIN, SUE
(Game of My Fair Lady at Camp Sagamore) (photo), Aug 8, 1997, p.6

KAHL, JANE
Post-prom party a great success (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6

KAHL, LAURA
Team captains take center stage at Maroon and White awards dinner (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.18
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36

KAISER, MARTHA
Team captains take center stage at Maroon and White awards dinner (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.18
Student government reports the year of the 'cazda' (photo), Oct 10, 1997, p.9

KAITZ, JUDY
A banner year for Scarsdale Adult School (photo) (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.3

KALB, ROBIN
Delicious in any language (different kinds of bread at Heathcote multicultural program) (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.10

KALT, STEVEN
Challenge to Citizens' Party mounted (photo), Feb 14, 1997, p.1
Citizens' candidates are silent no more, Feb 21, 1997, p.1
A level playing field (re upcoming SCS election) (edit), Feb 21, 1997, p.6
Cell antenna moratorium set, Feb 28, 1997, p.1
Openness is as openness does (re upcoming League of Women Voters forum) (ltr), Feb 28, 1997, p.6
Challengers got more signatures (ltr), Feb 28, 1997, p.6
League forum, Mar 7, 1997, p.1
Row A for excellence (endorsements by SCS Inquirer for upcoming SCS election), Mar 7, 1997, p.6
Taypayer Alert to sponsor forum (ltr), Mar 7, 1997, p.6
It's not the party, it's the people (re upcoming SCS election) (edit), Mar 7, 1997, p.6
PRO-Scarsdale candidate offers views, Mar 7, 1997, p.13
Candidates face off in historic League (of) Women (voters) forum (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.1
Vote Row B for open government (ltr), Mar 14, 1997, p.6
Trustee candidates square off at League (of) Women (voters) forum (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.13
Citizens' Party wins with 70% of vote (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.1
Challenge is healthy (re challenges to Citizens' Party) (edit), Mar 21, 1997, p.6
It's 'au revoir,' not 'goodbye' to mayor, Mar 28, 1997, p.1
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KALT, STEVEN W (AU)
- Shed light on decision-making (of village board) (ltr), Feb 21, 1997, p.6
- 1-party system is antiquated (ltr), Feb 28, 1997, p.6
- Stand up and be counted (ltr), Mar 7, 1997, p.6
- Trustee dialogue is only internal (ltr), Mar 14, 1997, p.6
- Candidate thanks his supporters (ltr), Mar 28, 1997, p.6

KAMINER, JACK
- In recognition (SHS senior Wes Clayton presented with Joseph Ades Award) (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.17
- Kaminer steps down as SHS coach (photo), Oct 10, 1997, p.1
- Kaminer steps down as SHS boys' basketball coach (cont), Oct 10, 1997, p.10
- Kaminer leaves a great legacy (ltr), Oct 24, 1997, p.6

KAMINSTEIN, JUDY (AU)
- Edgemont has a responsible plan (re school budget) (ltr), May 2, 1997, p.6

KANCHEWA, EMMANUEL
- Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

KANE, SEAN
- Edgewood toy drive (photo), Dec 26, 1997, p.9

KAPLAN, JON (AU)
- Mr Dixon's lesson in peace (edit), Apr 4, 1997, p.7

KAPLAN, ROBERT M (AU)
- Latest threat to Elysian Fields (ltr), Oct 24, 1997, p.6

KARDON, NANCY (AU)
- Why no action on the ice rink? (ltr), Mar 7, 1997, p.6

KARIN, ELIZABETH
- Carnivals spell F-U-N at Scarsdale schools (photo), May 30, 1997, p.8

KATO, HIROKI
- High school honors outstanding seniors and juniors (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12

KATO, HIROKO
- Family of woman crushed by tree to get $1 million, Nov 14, 1997, p.1

KATO, ISAO
- Family of woman crushed by tree to get $1 million, Nov 14, 1997, p.1

KATZ, ARLENE
- Resumes wanted (for acting village justice), Jan 24, 1997, p.1
- Tougher stance needed (than proposed bill Deadly Driver Reduction) (edit), Mar 14, 1997, p.6

KATZ, DANNY
- Read-a-thon begins (photo), Jan 17, 1997, p.10
- Katz at Starbucks (photo), Jul 11, 1997, p.13

KATZ, DEBBIE
- They're official (Junior members of the SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps have won their badges) (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.4

KATZ, JEFFREY

KATZ, JUDY
- School board bars Nebens from school premises (photo), Jul 25, 1997, p.4

KATZ, KUNIKO
- The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26

KATZ, KUNIKO (AU)
- When B-29s filled the sky (edit), Aug 8, 1997, p.7
KATZ, LAUREN (AU)
   In a diverse high school, we should have more interaction (edit), Dec 5, 1997, p.6
KATZ, ROSE (AU)
   Rush Automotive wins new friend (Itr), Apr 11, 1997, p.6
KAUFMAN, DEBORAH
   'Blacks and Jews' documentary airs next week (photo), Jul 25, 1997, p.3
KAUFMAN, JON
   Four local seniors honored as area's top scholar-athletes, Mar 21, 1997, p.17
KAUFMAN, LIZ
   A celebration of Raider pride (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.20
   Championship smiles (SHS varsity field hockey team) (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.25
KAUFMAN, MARTIN S
   Compassion was doctor's motive (response to letter by Martin Kaufman from 2/21/97) (Itr), Feb 28, 1997, p.6
   End does not justify means (response to 1/31 Inquirer article about Dr Robert Green) (Itr), Feb 21, 1997, p.7
KAUFMAN, ROCHELLE
   Grants awarded (photo), May 23, 1997, p.4
KAUL, NISHU
   An intercultural Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 28, 1997, p.1
KAVOURIAS, STEPHANIE (AU)
   New branch manager made mark in Hartsdale (Itr), Sep 19, 1997, p.6
KAWANO, YUMEKO
   Edgewood power pals (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.12
KAY, BETH
   Puppy love (puppies and kittens from North Shore Animal League come to Fox Meadow School) (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.9
KAYE, RICHARD
   Richard Kaye (dies), Jun 27, 1997, p.17
KEELER, JOAN MARIE
   Joan Marie Keeler (dies), Nov 14, 1997, p.16
KEHOE, ROBERT C
   Robert C Kehoe (appointed vice president, accounting, of W P Care & Co, Inc), Sep 12, 1997, p.4
KEITEL, CRAIG
   Tip from resident nabs burglar (photo), Oct 24, 1997, p.1
KEITH, BOB
   Keith hired as SHS football coach, Jun 13, 1997, p.20
   Bring back the glory days of football (Itr), Oct 3, 1997, p.6
   Maroon and White honors SHS fall athletes (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.26
KEITH, ROBERT
   39 new staff members in district: Who's who? (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.11
KELLY, BRENDAN
   Hoff celebrates the season (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.23
KELLY, JIM
   Help wanted, again (discusses recent turnover of administrators at SCS schools) (edit), May 2, 1997, p.6
KEMP, BARBARA
   10 candidates are elected to S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee), Jan 24, 1997, p.1
KEMP, GILES
   2 named foundation trustees (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.4
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24
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KEMP, JERYLLE
S(tudent) T(transfer) E(ducation) P(lan) celebrates (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.9

KEMPER, CASEY R
Casey J Kemper (appointed corporate secretary/treasurer for Collegiate Church Corporation), Oct 31, 1997, p.4

KENDALL, ROBERT REAM
Robert Ream Kendall (dies), Feb 7, 1997, p.12

KENISON, DAVID
PT Council to explore gender fairness in schools (photo), Oct 31, 1997, p.9

KENISON, EMILY
PT Council to explore gender fairness in schools (photo), Oct 31, 1997, p.9

KENNEDY, BRIAN
Spano beats Dunn in landslide victory, Nov 7, 1997, p.1

KENNEDY, JOAN
Joan Kennedy (dies), Mar 28, 1997, p.14
Joan Kennedy was role model (ltr), Apr 4, 1997, p.6

KENNEDY, KAY
Everyone benefits from local thrift shops (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.9

KENNEDY, KEITH
Joan Kennedy was role model (ltr), Apr 4, 1997, p.6

KENNEDY, PAMELA
‘Anything Goes’ is coming soon (photo), Jul 25, 1997, p.1

KERN, NORVELLE CURTIS

KERN, RALPH
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) to trustees: Don’t pass apartment law (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.1

KETELS, ELLEN
‘Anything Goes’ is coming soon (photo), Jul 25, 1997, p.1

KHDOURI, FREDERICK N (AU)
Good drivers can reform the bad (re “appalling driving habits evident on village roads”) (ltr), Jan 17, 1997, p.6
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KHIMM, CHRISTINA
Violinist Khimm to perform debut recital at Merkin Hall (photo), Mar 7, 1997, p.15

KANG, PETER (DR)
Inclusion and exclusion: Students explore issues of diversity, Dec 5, 1997, p.12

KIDS BASE
Taxes shouldn’t subsidize KB-LS (response to edits from 12/27/96) (ltr), Jan 10, 1997, p.6
Trustees declare: Village won’t sell site during KIDS BASE Little School lease, Jan 31, 1997, p.1
Noting the (SCS) milestones (of the past year) (edit), Jan 31, 1997, p.6
Village won’t sell site during lease (cont), Jan 31, 1997, p.17
Kids’ B.A.S.E. and Little School poised for site change in ’97 (photo) (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.3
Site change for KIDS BASE Little School (cont) (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.4
Kids’ BASE-Little School bond sale finalized (photo), Feb 21, 1997, p.1
Tax hike targets inflation rate, Feb 28, 1997, p.1
Taking shape (roof truss is hoisted into place at addition to Kids’ BASE-Little School) (photo), May 9, 1997, p.1
KIDS BASE-Little School reaches outside of Scarsdale’s border, May 30, 1997, p.1
KIDS BASE-Little School reaches outside of Scarsdale’s border (cont), May 30, 1997, p.13
District to fund Kids’ BASE buses (photo), Jul 25, 1997, p.1
District to pay for busing (cont), Jul 25, 1997, p.4
( Supplement) Back to School (photo), Aug 22, 1997
Big plans brewing for Scarsdale Pool, Sep 5, 1997, p.1
Kids’ BASE unveils new, expanded facility (photo), Sep 19, 1997, p.1
Kids’ BASE is in the best interests of Scarsdale (edit), Sep 19, 1997, p.6
Mayor cuts ribbon at new, expanded Kids’ BASE site (photo), Sep 19, 1997, p.10
PT Council to explore gender fairness in schools (photo), Oct 31, 1997, p.9
Kids’ BASE basement could become a teen center, Dec 19, 1997, p.1

KILLIAN, LINDA
Kids’ BASE unveils new, expanded facility (photo), Sep 19, 1997, p.1

KIM, MIKE (AU)
Looking forward to SHS bathrooms (response to letter by Gail Zuckerwise from 6/6/97) (ltr), Jun 13, 1997, p.6

KINDNESS
When things come apart... (edit), May 16, 1997, p.7
Have the courage to ask for help (ltr), Jun 6, 1997, p.6
A bank patron is grateful for help (ltr), Aug 22, 1997, p.7

KINDRED, GEORGE C
George C Kindred (dies), Nov 28, 1997, p.20

KING, LIZ
Dr Produce opens (on corner of Spencer Place and Harwood Court), Jul 18, 1997, p.1

KING, MARTIN LUTHER JR
The militant of the century (edit), Jan 17, 1997, p.7
Students ponder King’s philosophy, Jan 24, 1997, p.9

KING, MARY-CLAIRE (DR)
Advances - and setbacks - in breast cancer (photo), Apr 11, 1997, p.3
Advances - and setbacks - in breast cancer research (cont), Apr 11, 1997, p.15

KING, WILLIAM
Murder mystery (dead birds on Wayside Lane), Aug 1, 1997, p.1

KIRSCHENBAUM, EMILY (DR)
Doernberg Real Estate Salutes Gala ’97 and the SCS Auxiliary of the WHP Hospital Center (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.26
KIRSCHENBAUM, IRA H (AU)
Heavy bookbags causing injuries to kids’ backs (ltr), Feb 7, 1997, p.6

KIRSCHENBAUM, IRA H (DR)
Doernberg Real Estate Salutes Gala ’97 and the SCS Auxiliary of the WHP Hospital Center (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.26

KIRSCHENBAUM, MELANIE
Getting to know you (pool party for graduating fifth graders) (photo), Jul 11, 1997, p.9

KLEIN, BEN
Something for everyone in Arthur Manor (photo), Jul 11, 1997, p.3

KLEIN, EMMA
Edgewood quilting bee (photo), May 2, 1997, p.9

KLEIN, LYDIA
Y(outh) E(mployment) O(ffice) celebrates 25 years matching jobs to students (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.10

KLEIN, ROBERT
S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) candidates announced, Dec 5, 1997, p.1

KLEIN, SAM
Developer must follow guidelines, says the mayor, May 16, 1997, p.1
Downtown development: 1 small step for village (no giant leaps yet), Sep 12, 1997, p.1
Downtown proposal impact study begins, Dec 19, 1997, p.1
Keep the momentum (re downtown development plans) (edit), Dec 19, 1997, p.6

KLEIN, STEPHEN
Cardinal is coming (to speak at SCS Synagogue-Tremont Temple), May 9, 1997, p.1

KLEIN, STEPHEN A
Orthodox laws keep Jews united (response to edit by Rabbi Stephen Klein from 3/14/97) (ltr), Mar 21, 1997, p.6

KLEINOW, LISA
10 candidates are elected to S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee), Jan 24, 1997, p.1

KLEMM, JOHN
High school has a new principal (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.1
SHS principal named (cont), Jun 27, 1997, p.4
Students helped choose principal (response to Inquirer article from 6/27/97) (ltr), Aug 8, 1997, p.6
Klemme welcome (John Klemme, new principal of SHS, will be officially welcomed to the district 9/15), Sep 12, 1997, p.1
A forum with John Klemme: New SHS principal outlines goals (photo), Sep 19, 1997, p.1
New high school principal outlines plans for future (cont), Sep 19, 1997, p.10
Foreign language requirement will have no effect locally, Nov 21, 1997, p.12

KLETTER, LAUREN
The party’s over but the memories linger on (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.3
For Scarsdale AIDS victim the party’s over but the memories linger on (cont), Jun 13, 1997, p.20

KLEGMAN, BENJAMIN
Benjamin Kliegman (dies), Apr 4, 1997, p.10

KLIMAN, ANN (AU)
Humanizing the modern hospital (edit), Jul 3, 1997, p.7

KLINE, HARRIET
Museum acquires works by Scarsdale artist Harriet Kline (photo), Aug 22, 1997, p.13

KLINKUSOOM, DAVID
Senior wins Halliday Clark Award (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.10

KNEZEVICH, RADMILA
NYC teacher hired to replace Nebens at Fox Meadow, Aug 1, 1997, p.1
Fifth grade teacher hired to replace Nebens (cont), Aug 1, 1997, p.14
Scarsdale welcomes 39 teachers, Sep 5, 1997, p.1
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KNEZEVICH, RADMILA continued
39 new staff members in district: Who's who? (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.11

KNIGHT, GISELA (AU)
Bellino mistaken on town spending (ltr), May 9, 1997, p.6

KO, DIANA
SHS artist of the month (photo), Jan 31, 1997, p.9
Capitol artist (painting by SHS senior Diana Ko selected for exhibit in US Capitol Building) (photo), May 23, 1997, p.9
High school honors outstanding seniors and juniors (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12

KOBROFF, EMILY
Many hands make light work (Holiday Sampler program at Cudner-Hyatt House) (photo), Jan 3, 1997, p.1

KOCH, JUDY
Doernberg real estate representatives to attend BH & G convention (photo) (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.6
Realty award winners (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.4

KOCH, MICHAEL
Civic lesson (Susan Maggiotto shows Michael Koch the intricacies of the SCS village code) (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.1

KODAKARI, SAORI
Plenty for everyone (Edgewood students pack lunches for distribution to homeless people) (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.9

KODAMA, YUKO
Edgewood power pals (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.12

KOFF, SOPHIE
Fox Meadow friendship (school supplies sent to students in Appalachia and Nicaragua) (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.9

KOFFLER, EILEEN
School board bars Nebens from school premises (photo), Jul 25, 1997, p.4

KOKOT, BARBARA

KOLBERT, STUART
Stuart Kolbert (has joined Goldschmidt & Associates, a SCS-based real estate firm) (photo), Jan 19, 1997, p.4

KOLE, HENRIETTE M
Henriette M Kole (advanced to "fellow" in American College of Health Care Administrators) (photo), Aug 15, 1997, p.4

KOPPLE, SARA
Spreading the word (publicizing of SHS annual blood drive) (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.9
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

KOPY, MICHAEL
Edgemont woman killed on 287, Jan 31, 1997, p.1

KORINS, CAROL
Carol Korins (dies), Jun 20, 1997, p.17

KORINS, RUSS (AU)
Digital meters have some flaws (ltr), Mar 28, 1997, p.6

KORN, CARL
Is tenure obsolete? An unscientific survey of opinions and alternatives, Sep 5, 1997, p.1

KORNREICH, ALEX
Back to the books (1st day of school) (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.1

KOSS, PHYLLIS
Doernberg Real Estate Salutes Gala '97 and the SCS Auxiliary of the WHP Hospital Center) (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.26

KOUKIS, LOUISE
Excellent debate an Edgemont tradition (ltr), Nov 28, 1997, p.6
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KOURAKOS, ELLEN
Jump-a-thon, math games at Edgewood School (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.10
Edgewood toy drive (photo), Dec 26, 1997, p.9

KOURAKOS, RACHEL
Plenty of action at Scarsdale rec(reation) camps (photo), Aug 1, 1997, p.10

KOWALCZUK, ANNA
Many hands make light work (Holiday Sampler program at Cudner-Hyatt House) (photo), Jan 3, 1997, p.1

KOZLOV, ELISSA
Schools resist cyberpet craze (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.1

KOZLOV, MATTHEW
Musical introduction (SHS students introduce Quaker Ridge students to sounds of music) (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.10

KRAKOWER, DOUGLAS
Fulbright scholar (photo), Aug 15, 1997, p.9

KRASNICK, DONALD
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24

KRASNICK, ELAINE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24

KRAUSS, ED
Board hopefuls discuss issues (photo) (cont), Oct 31, 1997, p.13

KRAUSS, ED (AU)
Take blame as well as credit (re parking for County Medical Center & Ruth Taylor Institute) (ltr), Jun 20, 1997, p.6

KRAUSS, EDWARD
Krauss seeks to unseat Carsky in 17th district (photo), Aug 8, 1997, p.1
Carsky and Krauss clash on outsourcing of county services (photo), Oct 17, 1997, p.1
Carsky and Krauss clash on outsourcing of services (cont), Oct 17, 1997, p.8
Candidates forum (Oct 27 at SCS Library), Oct 24, 1997, p.1
County board candidates agree: The word is taxes, Oct 31, 1997, p.1

KRYE, HUGH N (AU)
Halloween nonwinners - chopped liver?! (edit), Oct 31, 1997, p.7

KUBIE, BETSY
Senior wins Halliday Clark Award (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.10

KUKOYAMA, KEIKO
Never again (Scarsdale Campaign for Peace Through Common Security has annual vigil) (photo), Aug 15, 1997, p.1

KUKUYAMA, AZUSA
Never again (Scarsdale Campaign for Peace Through Common Security has annual vigil) (photo), Aug 15, 1997, p.1

KULA, JIM
Old-timers (longtime village employees were recognized for 25 years or more of service) (photo), Aug 15, 1997, p.3

KULICK, PEG (AU)
Donated door prizes appreciated (for seniors' annual luncheon) (ltr), Jun 6, 1997, p.6

KUNTZ, GEORGE
Colleagues toast and roast Dr Richard Schleiter on his retirement (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.10
Post-prom party a great success (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6
(SHS) Track reopens, Jul 18, 1997, p.1

KURTZ, HONEY
Mountain of prizes may eclipse food at S(CS) Family C(ounseling) S(ervice) Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 23, 1997, p.13

KUSNETZ, MARCIA
At the convention (E Stock elected to 2nd term as president of League of Women Voters of NYS) (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.4
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KUTNER, MARJORIE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24

KUTSUAKI, AKEMI
International flavor (recipe exchange by Multicultural Committee of Edgewood PTA) (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.11

KUTTNER-SANDS, CYNTHIA (DR)
Cynthia Kuttner-Sands (is an internist and geriatric specialist in Hagerstown, Md) (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.4

KYRIAK, MICHAEL
Heathcote Fair Saturday (photo), May 2, 1997, p.9

LABICK, JAMES

LABOR DAY
Labor Day at pool, Aug 29, 1997, p.1
Holiday schedule, Aug 29, 1997, p.1

LACROSSE
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26

LADD, JANET
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26

LAFOLLETTE, ROBERT
The paradoxical politics of senator Robert LaFollette (edit), Feb 14, 1997, p.7

LALAK, CHRISTOPHER J
Fumes in stairwell (of Harwood Building), Sep 19, 1997, p.1

LALEZARI, PARVIZ (DR) (AU)
Measures assure safety of blood (ltr), Aug 22, 1997, p.7

LALLI, ELENA
Edgemont board elects Lalli (as board president), Jul 3, 1997, p.1

LALLI, MARIGRACE
Edgemont board elects Lalli (as board president), Jul 3, 1997, p.1
Budget brings cold comfort to local schools; $30K decrease for Scarsdale, Edgemont reaps slight gain, Aug 8, 1997, p.1

LALLI, MARISSA
Edgemont board elects Lalli (as board president), Jul 3, 1997, p.1

LALLI, MICHAEL
Edgemont board elects Lalli (as board president), Jul 3, 1997, p.1

LAMB, DIANA
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26

LAMB, GILBERT B
Gilbert B Lamb (dies), Jun 6, 1997, p.14

LAMB, JAN
Post-prom party a great success (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6

LAMBERT, JOHN E
John E Lambert (dies), Mar 7, 1997, p.18

LAMONT, ELIZABETH
All winners at SMS (speech contest) (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.9

LANDAU, ANDREW
He'd rather be kissed (SCS newcomers' reception) (photo), Oct 17, 1997, p.3

LANDAU, HARVEY
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26
Leveled playing fields, Nov 21, 1997, p.1

LANDAU, HARVEY G
Access not always in child's interest (response to letter by Harvey Landau from 8/1/97) (ltr), Aug 8, 1997, p.6
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LANDAU, HARVEY G (AU)
  Custody piece distorts issue (response to edit by Sandra Jacobson from 7/25/97) (ltr), Aug 1, 1997, p.6

LANDAU, JOCELYN
  SHS field hockey team falls to Centereach in state semifinals (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.19
  Championship smiles (SHS varsity field hockey team) (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.25
  Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

LANDAU, MELANIE
  He'd rather be kissed (SCS newcomers' reception) (photo), Oct 17, 1997, p.3

LANDES, BETTE
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24

LANDI, ANTHONY
  Bridge repair not good news for drivers, Nov 28, 1997, p.1
  Harney Bridge plan causes consternation (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.1
  Woodlands Bridge repair will begin, Dec 26, 1997, p.1

LANDI, JO ANNE
  Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26

LANE, BILL
  Appalachian hikers (photo), Apr 18, 1997, p.4

LANE, ELIZABETH ADAMS
  Elizabeth Adams Lane (dies), Oct 24, 1997, p.19

LANG, AARON
  fundraiser generates $14,000 for S(CS) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre) (photo), Aug 8, 1997, p.3
  Maroon editors discuss challenge of newspaper (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.11

LANG, SAMANTHA
  Raider booters win Section I title, shutting down Patriots (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.19
  A celebration of Raider pride (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.20
  Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26

LANGE, JUSTIN
  A special honor (SHS senior Justin Lange honored by varsity lacrosse team) (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.19

LANGENKAMP, ERIC
  Butler-7 students have a field day (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.9

LARKIN, DEBORAH SLANER
  Council elects 2 (Deborah Slaner Larkin elected chairman of Women’s Philanthropic Council) (photo), May 30, 1997, p.4

LARKIN, ERIN
  Maroon and White honors SHS fall athletes (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.26

LARKIN, JAMES
  10 candidates are elected to S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee), Jan 24, 1997, p.1

LARSON, GERALD
  Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26

LASKO, KENNETH (AU)
  Good Catholics not all liberal (ltr), May 23, 1997, p.6
  Affirmative action should be based on economic need (edit), Sep 26, 1997, p.6
  Need-base affirmative action is necessary (edit) (cont), Sep 26, 1997, p.7
  Conditions are not so Dickensian at library (ltr), Oct 3, 1997, p.6

LASKO, KENNETH F (AU)
  We take politics far too seriously (response to edit by Kathryn Forman from 1/3/97) (ltr), Jan 10, 1997, p.6

LASPIUT, DIANE
  Scarsdale welcomes 39 teachers, Sep 5, 1997, p.1
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LATIMER, GEORGE
Change the calendar (of Town and Village Civic Club) (edit), May 23, 1997, p.6
No ads for pols, Sep 5, 1997, p.1
Candidates forum (Oct 27 at SCS Library), Oct 24, 1997, p.1
Latimer defends record against challenger Carozza (photo), Oct 24, 1997, p.1
Latimer defends record against challenger (cont), Oct 24, 1997, p.30
County endorsements (Inquirer endorsements for county executive and county legislators) (edit), Oct 31, 1997, p.6
Incumbents stay put in county board contests, Nov 7, 1997, p.1
Incumbents stay put in county board races (photo), Nov 7, 1997, p.8
Scarsdale Democrats to head county board, Dec 12, 1997, p.1
Local delegation: County budget is 'best we could do', Dec 26, 1997, p.1

LATIMER, GEORGE (AU)
Campaign reform (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.11

LATORA, RICHARD P
Richard P Latora (dies), Aug 1, 1997, p.20

LAURENCE, ELAINE
School) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) candidates announced, Dec 5, 1997, p.1

LAURENCE, DANNY
'Anything Goes' is coming soon (photo), Jul 25, 1997, p.1

LAURENCE, KERRY
Nebens freed on $250K bail, Aug 1, 1997, p.1
NYC teacher hired to replace Nebens at Fox Meadow, Aug 1, 1997, p.1

LAURENCE, M TERESA
M Teresa Lawrence (has founded quarterly magazine Curio), Feb 7, 1997, p.4

LAWSUITS
SEE ACTIONS AND DEFENSES

LAWYERS
Fern Schair (re-elected to board of directors of American Judicature Society) (photo), Jan 24, 1997, p.4
Home-grown ADA reflects on his experience (photo), Feb 28, 1997, p.3
New (Westchester County) bar (Association) officers named (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.4
Lawyer's retirement is an 8-hour workday (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.3
Melinda Aikins Bass (is president-elect of Women's Bar Assn of the State of New York) (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.4
Rader, Bruce (elected corporate finance and project finance partner at Chadbourne & Parke) (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.4
Sandra W Jacobson (named co-chairman of committee of International Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers), Jun 13, 1997, p.4
Barbara E Shiers (has formed Stein Shiers & Goldsmith LLP with M Stein and J Goldsmith) (photo), Jul 11, 1997, p.4
Mentoring is part of an attorney's job (edit), Aug 1, 1997, p.7
Joaquin Alemany (appointed acting village justice of Sleepy Hollow) (photo), Oct 3, 1997, p.3
Robert Jossen (recipient of 1997 Torch of Learning Award), Nov 14, 1997, p.4

LAZAROVICI, LIZA
Greenacres fair a healthy success (photo), Mar 7, 1997, p.9

LAZARUS, MALCOLM
Malcolm Lazarus (elected president of the United Hebrew Geriatric Center in New Rochelle), Oct 31, 1997, p.4

LEAD
Watch the water (re lead content), Aug 22, 1997, p.1

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS
Students spend a weekend in the capital, May 30, 1997, p.10
At the convention (E Stock elected to 2nd term as president of League of Women Voters of NYS)(photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.4
County budget parlay, Nov 14, 1997, p.1
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LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS-SCS

League of Women Voters promotes responsibility (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.15
New L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) directory tells who's who in officialdom (ltr), Feb 7, 1997, p.6
A Valentine message (edit), Feb 14, 1997, p.6
Citizens' candidates are silent no more, Feb 21, 1997, p.1
Changes are proof of responsiveness (re non-partisan system) (ltr), Feb 21, 1997, p.6
Openness is as openness does (re upcoming League of Women Voters forum) (ltr), Feb 28, 1997, p.6
League forum, Mar 7, 1997, p.1
Candidates face off in historic L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) forum (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.1
Trustee dialogue is only internal (ltr), Mar 14, 1997, p.6
CP's lips sealed: The elections will never be the same, Mar 28, 1997, p.1
What a century! (Kathryn Price Johnson has celebrated her 100th birthday) (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.1
Citizens' victory was work of many (ltr), Mar 28, 1997, p.6
How the Citizens' Party's new openness changed village elections (cont), Mar 28, 1997, p.14
Zoning changes pass, Apr 11, 1997, p.1
L(league of) W(omen) V(oters): Taxes could be trimmed, Apr 11, 1997, p.1
Baylor elected to 2d term as Scarsdale L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) president, May 16, 1997, p.4
The sky's the limit for working women of tomorrow, May 16, 1997, p.8
Some surprising unanimity on downtown goals expressed, May 23, 1997, p.1
Scarsdale L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) needs voters' financial help (ltr), Oct 3, 1997, p.6
Voters Guide (will be mailed to SCS residents next week), Oct 17, 1997, p.1
A question of character (re opposition to accessory apartments at recent board meeting) (edit), Oct 17, 1997, p.6
Candidates forum (Oct 27 at SCS Library), Oct 24, 1997, p.1
County executive hopefuls clash at L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) forum (photo), Oct 31, 1997, p.1
Convention not instrument of reform (ltr), Oct 31, 1997, p.6
No and yes, Nov 7, 1997, p.1
League lauds former FDA commissioner (cont), Nov 28, 1997, p.19

LEAHY, JEANNETTE

Girl Scout House needs a facelift, Nov 28, 1997, p.1

LEARNING DISABILITIES

CHILD (offshoot of SCS's PT Council) helps parents be advocates, Apr 11, 1997, p.11
No quick fix for learning problems (edit), Dec 19, 1997, p.7

LEARNING, PSYCHOLOGY OF

Will technology really improve teaching? (edit), Mar 21, 1997, p.6

LEARY, KATHY

A twisted tale (new twist on old tale "The Three Little Wolves" at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.11

LEAVES

Critics recycle grievances, Mar 14, 1997, p.1
Leaf blower ban (in effect June 1 through Sept 30), Jun 13, 1997, p.1
Blower ban is not enforced (ltr), Jul 25, 1997, p.6
Let's keep the peace and quiet (ltr), Jul 25, 1997, p.6
New York landscape association's protests are blowing in the wind, Aug 8, 1997, p.1
Landscapers keep fighting summer leaf blower ban (cont), Aug 8, 1997, p.13
Blower ban ends (Sept 30), Sep 26, 1997, p.1
LEAVITT, LINDA
A little eavesdropping at a big spring fundraiser (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.3
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society's 23rd Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.28

LEDERER-PLASKETT, CATHERINE
Cell antenna moratorium set, Feb 28, 1997, p.1

LEDERER-PLASKETT, CATHERINE (AU)
Hats off to Nancy Delahunt (ltr), Aug 1, 1997, p.6
A nearby solution (re cell antennas) (edit), Sep 26, 1997, p.6

LEE, ALEX
Thanksgiving is celebrated by students and parents (photo), Nov 28, 1997, p.11

LEE, EDWIN
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26

LEE, ELSIE
D(aughters of the) A(merican) R(evolution) chapter fulfills objectives (photo) (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.17

LEE, JANET
D(aughters of the) A(merican) R(evolution) chapter fulfills objectives (photo) (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.17

LEE, LINDA
D(aughters of the) A(merican) R(evolution) chapter fulfills objectives (photo) (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.17

LEE, MARIE S (AU)
Viewer finds nothing harmful about 'Nothing Sacred' (edit), Nov 21, 1997, p.7

LEE, MICHAEL
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36

LEE, MIKE
Team captains take center stage at Maroon and White awards dinner (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.18

LEE, STEVE
A celebration of Raider pride (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.20
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26

LEE, SUJIN
High school honors outstanding seniors and juniors (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26

LEEN, RANDY
A Walker weekend at Quaker Ridge (photo), Aug 15, 1997, p.16

LEFKOWITZ, JOAN
Junior League, county bar event to boost child center, Feb 21, 1997, p.4
Planners issue 5-year permit to Nynex (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.1

LEGISLATION-NEW YORK STATE
Hochberg lists Legislature's top 10 (legislative goals and accomplishments), Oct 3, 1997, p.1

LEHR, CHRISTINE
Santa's bag mixed for merchants, Jan 3, 1997, p.1

LEMLE, AMY (AU)
Post-prom party a great success (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6

LEMLE, CRAIG
Cycling for a cure ("Boston to New York AIDS Ride") (photo), Nov 14, 1997, p.19

LEMLE, JON
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36

LEONARD, WINIFRED A
Winifred A Leonard (dies), Aug 8, 1997, p.13

LEONE, CARMELLA
Carmella Leone (dies), Nov 14, 1997, p.16
LEONE, CLAIRE
Realtors race for a cure (sponsored by Susan B Komen Breast Cancer Foundation) (photo), Sep 26, 1997, p.8

LEPIER, LORI MOSKOWITZ
Lori Moskowitz Lepler (named president of Intuition Group (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.4

LERNER, BOB, LINDA AND CAREN (AU)
Grieving family thanks community (ltr), Jun 13, 1997, p.6

LERNER, CAREN
Community mourns death of SHS student (photo), May 30, 1997, p.1
Raider booters win Section I title, shutting down Patriots (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.19

LERNER, JONATHAN
Truck-bridge crashes; Neighbors fear terrible tragedy (along Hutchinson River Parkway), Jan 31, 1997, p.1

LERNER, JONATHAN (AU)
Crossway site is hazardous (ltr), Mar 21, 1997, p.7

LERNER, JOSHUA
Community mourns death of SHS student (photo), May 30, 1997, p.1
Tragedy hits home (re suicide of Joshua Lerner and motorcycle accident of John Brett Jr) (edit), May 30, 1997, p.6
Community mourns death of SHS student (cont), May 30, 1997, p.10
Grieving family thanks community (ltr), Jun 13, 1997, p.6

LERNER, LINDA
Community mourns death of SHS student (photo), May 30, 1997, p.1

LERNER, RALPH
Residents say trees were cut without notice (photo), Sep 19, 1997, p.3

LERNER, ROBERT
Community mourns death of SHS student (photo), May 30, 1997, p.1

LESLIE, JON D (AU)
All teams deserve our support (response to 10/10 letter by Keith J Crews) (ltr), Oct 17, 1997, p.6

LESNICK, HELAINE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24

LESTER, PAULA E
Paula E Lester (author of "Handbook of Tests and Measurements in Education and the Social Sciences"), Feb 28, 1997, p.2

LETTERS
He disagrees with letter-writers (re Inquirer letters from 2/14/97) (ltr), Feb 21, 1997, p.7
The write stuff (re letters to the editor) (edit), Jun 13, 1997, p.6
Special delivery (re Santa mailboxes), Dec 5, 1997, p.1

LETTS, MILDRED
Wildred Letts (dies), Jun 20, 1997, p.17

LEUNG, ANTHONY
Book packs promote reading (photo), Jan 24, 1997, p.9

LEVEILLE, GEORGE E JR
George E Leveille Jr (dies), Jan 31, 1997, p.14

LEVIN, JUDY
Social worker joins S(CS) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice) program for older adults, Mar 28, 1997, p.4

LEVIN, MATTHEW
(Matthew Levin is all ready for his first summer at the Scarsdale Pool) (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.6

LEVIN, MICHAEL
(SHS hockey team presents awards to four members) (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.17

LEVIN, MICHAEL (AU)
Scarsdalians should choose leaders directly (ltr), Nov 21, 1997, p.6
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LEVIN, STANLEY
School Board Nominating Committee candidates announced, Dec 5, 1997, p.1

LEVINE, ARLENE
School board OKs $56.9 million budget, Apr 18, 1997, p.1
Yes vote (for SCS school budget) is urged by PT Council (ltr), May 2, 1997, p.6

LEVINE, ELEANOR
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26
Puppy love (puppies and kittens from North Shore Animal League come to Fox Meadow School) (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.9

LEVINE, SUSAN (AU)
Let’s keep the peace and quiet (ltr), Jul 25, 1997, p.6

LEVINSON, MICHAEL
Young orators have their say (SMS speech contest) (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.1
All winners at SMS (speech contest) (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.9
Wearing their message (SCS Library staffers have been without a contract since June 1) (photo), Nov 7, 1997, p.13

LEVITT-FLISSER, MIRIAM (AU)
Objects to use of stereotypes (response to 6/13 Inquirer article about AIDS) (ltr), Jun 20, 1997, p.6

LEVY, JUDY
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26

LEVY, RACHEL
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24

LEWIS, ANN (AU)
Hochberg aided the powerless (after explosion of electrical transformer) (ltr), Apr 18, 1997, p.6

LEWIS, MARK (AU)
Hochberg aided the powerless (after explosion of electrical transformer) (ltr), Apr 18, 1997, p.6
Michele Bermel is also running (for Westchester County Family Court Judge) (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6
Vote for Friedman, Bermel, Horowitz, Spano (ltr), Oct 31, 1997, p.12

LEWIS, SAMANTHA
Peering through the many "windows of the world”; (ArtLink exchange program), Nov 14, 1997, p.9

LEWIT, GLORIA (AU)
Appreciation for library staff (ltr), Dec 12, 1997, p.6

LI, SAMUEL
High school honors outstanding seniors and juniors (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12

LIAO, CANDICE
Edgewood power pals (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.12

LIBRARIANS-SCS
Library staff members deserve pay raises (ltr), Sep 5, 1997, p.6
Librarians are a valuable resource (ltr), Sep 12, 1997, p.6
Wearing their message (SCS Library staffers have been without a contract since June 1) (photo), Nov 7, 1997, p.13
What does a village lose by having unhappy librarians? (ltr), Nov 14, 1997, p.6
Concerned about library contract (ltr), Dec 12, 1997, p.6
Appreciation for library staff (ltr), Dec 12, 1997, p.6

LIBRARIES
Politics cannot govern libraries (ltr), Feb 21, 1997, p.7

LIBRARY BOARD
SEE LIBRARY-SCS-BOARD OF TRUSTEES

LIBRARY-SCS
Visual feast of photographs to go on display at the library (photo), Jan 10, 1997, p.15
‘Empty chair’ debate (next week), Mar 7, 1997, p.1
Taypayer Alert to sponsor forum (ltr), Mar 7, 1997, p.6
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LIBRARY-SCS continued

Italy on view; Art association show to feature slide presentation by Bobritzky (photo), Mar 7, 1997, p.15
Downtown partners sell T(v)own and V(illage) C(iv)ic C(lub) on plans (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.1
Art volume donated in memory of local artist (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.8
Clicking and surfing at the local library (photo), Apr 18, 1997, p.1
(A reader relaxes in a quiet corner at the SCS Library) (photo), Apr 18, 1997, p.6
Surfing at the library (cont), Apr 18, 1997, p.10
Landscapes then and now (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.13
Consultants seek input on business district, May 9, 1997, p.1
Opportunity knocks (input sought for upcoming meeting regarding village center) (edit), May 9, 1997, p.6
Geography unit broadens horizons (photo), May 30, 1997, p.9
Best wishes (to honorees at annual retirement tea hosted by SCS school district) (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12
Summer hours, Jul 11, 1997, p.1
No contract yet for library staff, Aug 29, 1997, p.1
Library staff members deserve pay raises (ltr), Sep 5, 1997, p.6
Librarians are a valuable resource (ltr), Sep 12, 1997, p.6
(Kaitlyn Davis and Maria Maldonado peruse the selection of children's books at book fair) (photo), Sep 19, 1997, p.6
Be counted (re Citizens' Nominating Committee) (edit), Sep 26, 1997, p.6
Conditions are not so Dickensian at library (ltr), Oct 3, 1997, p.6
Nearly a million ($900,000 "plus" pledged by anonymous donor to renovate and expand SCS Library), Oct 10, 1997, p.1
Wearing their message (SCS Library staffers have been without a contract since June 1) (photo), Nov 7, 1997, p.13
What does a village lose by having unhappy librarians? (ltr), Nov 14, 1997, p.6
Library is a valuable resource (ltr), Nov 21, 1997, p.8
Local artists to exhibit work in library show (photo), Nov 28, 1997, p.23
Concerned about library contract (ltr), Dec 12, 1997, p.6
Appreciation for library staff (ltr), Dec 12, 1997, p.6
Harwood Pond area NG for rink (ltr), Dec 26, 1997, p.6

LIBRARY-SCS-BORAD OF TRUSTEES

The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26
No contract yet for library staff, Aug 29, 1997, p.1
Appreciation for library staff (ltr), Dec 12, 1997, p.6

LICHENBERG, MICHELLE

New Butler House counselor named (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.1

LICHER, DAVID


LICOPOLI-RIVEL, SABRA

39 new staff members in district: Who's who? (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.11

LIEB, LILLY

Scarsdale Auxiliary surpasses goal (photo) (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.14

LIEBERMAN, AMY

Getting to know you (pool party for graduating fifth graders) (photo), Jul 11, 1997, p.9

LIEBMAN, MICHAEL

Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26

LIFEGUARDS

Life guards don't corrupt children (response to 7/18 article on smoking at SCS Pool) (ltr), Jul 25, 1997, p.6

LIGHTING

Bright ideas (ideas solicited to improve lighting in village center), Jul 18, 1997, p.1
Lighting options for downtown pondered, Aug 1, 1997, p.1
LILLER, PETER  
Firefighters celebrate 50th (anniversary) (photo), Nov 14, 1997, p.4

LIMARZI, JOHN  
A bumpy ride continues: Drivers must wait for state to finish Post Road repaving, Aug 22, 1997, p.1  
Rough road rage (re repaving of Post Road), Aug 22, 1997, p.6

LIN, MARK  
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26

LIND, HENRIETTE  
Edgewood power pals (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.12

LINDOW, BARBARA  
Girl Scout honors (C Ahearn, L DiSimone, N Fisher, B Lindow, B K Munguia and F Grenley), May 30, 1997, p.4

LINDAY, KIM  
Maroon and White honors SHS fall athletes (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.26

LINDSAY, SHARON  
10 candidates are elected to School) Board (nominating) Committee), Jan 24, 1997, p.1

LINK, JOHN J  
John J Link (dies), Aug 8, 1997, p.13

LINKER, JENNIFER  
Team captains take center stage at Maroon and White awards dinner (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.18  
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36  
High school honors outstanding seniors and juniors (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12

LINKER, TOM  
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

LINVILLE, LESLIE  
39 new staff members in district: Who's who? (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.11

LIPPMAN, JODIE  
Lippman honored as All-American in soccer, Dec 19, 1997, p.24

LIPSON, DAVID J  
David J Lipson (has been awarded Financial Crisis Commendation), May 2, 1997, p.4

LIPTAK, ANN  
Spreading the word (publicizing of SHS annual blood drive) (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.9

LIPWORTH, ADAM  
They're official (Junior members of the SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps have won their badges) (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.4

LISKIN, ELLIOT  
Something for everyone in Arthur Manor (photo), Jul 11, 1997, p.3

LIT, KENNY  
Chilling out (67 degrees in SCS Pool) (photo), May 30, 1997, p.1

LITTER, DAVID  

LIVANOS, KATIE  
Leadership at SMS (photo), May 9, 1997, p.9

LIVING WILLS  
SEE RIGHT TO DIE

LIVOLSI, JULIE  
Realtors race for a cure (sponsored by Susan B Komen Breast Cancer Foundation) (photo), Sep 26, 1997, p.8

LIVOTI, MEREDITH  
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26

LOCASRO, CARYN  
Sounding in the new year (Cantor Meredith Stone helps David Stern blow the shofar) (photo), Sep 26, 1997, p.1
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LOCHNER, KIMBERLY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24

LOCICERO, MINOY (AU)
Hochberg aided the powerless (after explosion of electrical transformer) (ltr), Apr 18, 1997, p.6

LOEB, MARSHALL
Investors hear advice from an optimist (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.3

GREENACRES OIL PURCHASING CONSORTIUM gets investment advice from an optimist (cont), Jun 20, 1997, p.8

LOFTUS, JOHN (JACK)
(Church) Board Nominating Committee candidates announced, Dec 5, 1997, p.1

LOKHAG, SONIA
A St Pius X Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.11

LOMBARDI, ANTONINETTE
Fundraiser generates $14,000 for Summer Music Theatre (photo), Aug 8, 1997, p.3

LOMBARDI, JACQUELINE
Christmas pageantry (photo), Dec 19, 1997, p.1

LONDON, JACK
Heart attack victim fine after rescue by dentist (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.3

Victim fine after CPR rescue by dentist (cont), Dec 12, 1997, p.19

LONG TERM CARE
Personal care is not a pretty job (edit), Apr 11, 1997, p.7

LONG, LISA
Book packs promote reading (photo), Jan 24, 1997, p.9

LONGO, ROBERT
Guy and dolls (marionette at SCS Historical Society country fair) (photo), Sep 12, 1997, p.3

LONNER, ALEXANDRA
Your dream house could be the one you grew up in (cont) (photo), Sep 19, 1997, p.8

LONNER, CHRIS
Digging back into the old family digs, Sep 19, 1997, p.1

Your dream house could be the one you grew up in (cont) (photo), Sep 19, 1997, p.8

LONNER, MEREDITH SMALLENS
Digging back into the old family digs, Sep 19, 1997, p.1

Your dream house could be the one you grew up in (cont) (photo), Sep 19, 1997, p.8

LOOMIS, PAUL
Paul Loomis (has received an award of excellence), Nov 21, 1997, p.4

LORENZ, ROBERT
Chilling out (67 degrees in SCS Pool) (photo), May 30, 1997, p.1

LOVINGER, JOSEPH S
Joseph S Lovinger (dies), May 23, 1997, p.12

LOW, ESTHER MCGOWAN
Esther McGowan Low (dies), May 2, 1997, p.12

LOW, WARREN
Tax exemption spurs business, Jan 31, 1997, p.1

LOWDER, BRUCE
(Lauren McGlynn coaches Gandolf the house parrot at Greenburgh Nature Center) (photo), Jan 3, 1997, p.6

LOWENBRAUN, MATT
Maroon and White honors SHS fall athletes (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.26

Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

LOWEY, NITA
Bibliophiles all (attending Westchester County Library System's annual meeting) (photo), Jan 3, 1997, p.2

Tougher on Driving While Intoxicated, Mar 14, 1997, p.1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title/Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOWEY, NITA (AU)</td>
<td>Legislative achievements in 1996 (photo) (Progress edit 1997)</td>
<td>Jan 31, 1997</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUCIANO, LAURIE</td>
<td>Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White &amp; The Senior Varsity Players (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 12, 1997</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUCIDO, BART (AU)</td>
<td>Don't try to fix a town government that ain't broke (ltr)</td>
<td>Aug 29, 1997</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUPIN, JUDY</td>
<td>New Butler House counselor named (photo)</td>
<td>Jul 3, 1997</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LURIA, SUE (AU)</td>
<td>Weinberg, Juettner get an AA rating (ltr)</td>
<td>Aug 29, 1997</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUSKIN, SARAH</td>
<td>Raider booters win Section I title, shutting down Patriots (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 13, 1997</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A celebration of Raider pride (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 20, 1997</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SHS field hockey team falls to Centereach in state semifinals (photo)</td>
<td>Nov 21, 1997</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Championship smiles (SHS varsity field hockey team) (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 5, 1997</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White &amp; The Senior Varsity Players (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 12, 1997</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LYTTON, MARK</td>
<td>Mark Lynton (dies)</td>
<td>Dec 19, 1997</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LYONS, DIANA D H</td>
<td>Diana D H Lyons (dies)</td>
<td>Jul 11, 1997</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LYNDS, SUSIE</td>
<td>They're official (Junior members of the SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps have won their badges) (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 13, 1997</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAAS, ELYSE G (AU)</td>
<td>Simple issue blown out of proportion (re accessory apartments) (ltr)</td>
<td>Nov 28, 1997</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACDONALD, BARBARA</td>
<td>Keeping a roof over commuters' heads</td>
<td>Oct 24, 1997</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACHIOY, MARY ALICE</td>
<td>New York landscape association's protests are blowing in the wind</td>
<td>Aug 8, 1997</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACHOVER, WILMA</td>
<td>Teachers give $50,000 trove to Hoff-Barthelson school (photo)</td>
<td>Oct 10, 1997</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACINTYRE, CLARA (AU)</td>
<td>Clara MacIntyre: capable, energetic (ltr)</td>
<td>Apr 25, 1997</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACINTYRE, CLARA B</td>
<td>Clara B MacIntyre (dies) (photo)</td>
<td>Apr 18, 1997</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACKLER, BERNARD (OR) (AU)</td>
<td>'Starting over' begins with acceptance (edit)</td>
<td>Dec 26, 1997</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACKLIN, ANNE D</td>
<td>Anne D Macklin (dies)</td>
<td>May 2, 1997</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACNAUGHTON, HONORA</td>
<td>Venerunt, ederunt, delictatisunt (Roman banquet organized by SHS Latin Club) (photo)</td>
<td>Mar 14, 1997</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACNAUGHTON, JAKE</td>
<td>Buddy project (photo)</td>
<td>May 30, 1997</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACPHAIL, LUCY</td>
<td>High school honors outstanding seniors and juniors (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 6, 1997</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACY, JULIA</td>
<td>Julia Macy (has been certified by Board of Certification of Healing Touch International Inc) (photo)</td>
<td>Mar 7, 1997</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACY, ROBERT</td>
<td>Call for candidates (for SCS Board of Education)</td>
<td>Feb 21, 1997</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$School$ B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) names Cohen, Macy (photo)</td>
<td>Mar 7, 1997</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1997-98 school taxes may rise 3.85 percent</td>
<td>Mar 7, 1997</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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MACY, ROBERT continued
Hearing Thursday on school budget, Apr 4, 1997, p.1
School budget votes Wednesday, May 2, 1997, p.1
A vote of confidence (re voting for SCS and EMT school budgets May 7) (edit), May 2, 1997, p.6
Voters approve school budget, May 9, 1997, p.1
Thompson to head Scarsdale school board (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.1
District to fund Kids’ BASE buses (photo), Jul 25, 1997, p.1

MACY, ROBERT M JR
Lack of state ed budget is a minor setback in Scarsdale, Jul 25, 1997, p.1

MADOVI, DARA
A St Pius X Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.11

MAGEE, ANTHONY J (AU)
Victim of crime commends police (ltr), Feb 28, 1997, p.7

MAGEE, TONY
Downtown improvements on the horizon, Jan 3, 1997, p.1
Merchant/village partnership forges ahead with plans for downtown revitalization (photo), Feb 7, 1997, p.1
Symbolic moment (money for downtown improvement consultants handed over in village hall) (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.4

MAGGIOTTO, SUSAN
Civic lesson (Susan Maggiotto shows Michael Koch the intricacies of the SCS village code) (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.1
Under proposed law: Cell antennas would need permits, Jun 13, 1997, p.1
Maggiotto leaving village post (photo), Oct 17, 1997, p.3

MAGUIRE, THOMAS (DR)
Fox a finalist in superintendent search, Mar 21, 1997, p.1
SHS principal tapped to lead Byram Hills schools (photo), Apr 11, 1997, p.1

MAKER, VERONICA
Mayor cuts ribbon at new, expanded Kids’ BASE site (photo), Sep 19, 1997, p.10

MALDONADO, MARIA
(Kaitlyn Davis and Maria Maldonado peruse the selection of children’s books at book fair) (photo), Sep 19, 1997, p.6

MALDONADO, ROGER
Young detectives on the case (math-science enrichment program at Greenacres) (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.10

MALICK, MARISA
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

MALLETT, JANELLE
Maroon and White honors SHS fall athletes (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.26
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

MALONEY, NEIL
Best wishes (to honorees at annual retirement tea hosted by SCS school district) (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12
School gives Fox a laugh-filled send-off (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.1
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26

MANCHESTER, DAVID
Fall trip proves Choice is a community (photo), Nov 28, 1997, p.11

MANCINI, STEPHEN
They’re official (Junior members of the SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps have won their badges) (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.4

MANGUSO, JIM
Bring back the glory days of football (ltr), Oct 3, 1997, p.6

MANDEL, RUTH GARFIELD
Ruth Garfield Mandel (dies), Nov 28, 1997, p.20
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MANDEL, SUSAN
- Edgewood ends the year (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.10

MANDELBAUM, OLIVIA
- Fox Meadow, Seely Place girls in SUNY Purchase 'Nutcracker' (photo), Dec 19, 1997, p.12

MANDELOWITZ, DAVE (DR)
- Mandelowitz joins SHS guidance team, Jun 20, 1997, p.1
- New dean on the scene (cont), Jun 20, 1997, p.1
- Correction (new dean at SHS is Dr Dave Mendelowitz, not Mandelowitz), Jun 27, 1997, p.2

MANN, MONICA
- Strunned community looks for answers (re SCS teacher arrested on child pornography charge), Jul 18, 1997, p.1

MANNING, JAMES J P
- Spano beats Dunn in landslide victory, Nov 7, 1997, p.1

MAPS
- World perspective (Cartographer Spelman Evans Downer works with Edgewood third graders) (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.9

MARANTZ, RONNE (DR)
- Parents hear plans to improve reading scores for Edgewood, Jan 24, 1997, p.1
- Noting the (SCS) milestones (of the past year) (edit), Jan 31, 1997, p.6
- Heathcote principal provided perspective on report cards, Feb 7, 1997, p.9
- Up and over (Heathcote 5th graders face their teachers and principal in volleyball game) (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.9

MARCHESI, KATE
- Reading aloud at Heathcote (photo), Apr 18, 1997, p.10

MARCOVICI, GUIDO
- Guido Marcovici (dies), Feb 14, 1997, p.12

MARCUS, ELLIOTT

MARCUS, JANET
- The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26

MARCUS, JANET (AU)
- Complex issue of accessory apartments needs more research (edit), Dec 5, 1997, p.7

MARCUS, JANET K (AU)

MARCUS, MARILYN
- 10 candidates are elected to S(B)O(N)C Committee, Jan 24, 1997, p.1

MARCUS, RICHARD (AU)
- Lack of insurance limits turnover (ltr), Feb 21, 1997, p.6

MARCUS, SARAH-ROSE
- Valentine artistry (Greenacres teacher demonstrates paper-cutting techniques to students) (photo), Feb 14, 1997, p.9

MARGOLIN, ADAM
- Maroon and White honors SHS fall athletes (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.26
- Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

MARGOLIN, RANDI (AU)
- Committee thanks volunteers (ltr), Aug 22, 1997, p.6

MARGOLIN, RITA
- Spreading the word (publicizing of SHS annual blood drive) (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.9

MARINO, LUIS
- Post-prom party a great success (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6

MARKS, JUSTIN
- Firefighters on film: High school senior studies everyday heroes (photo), Aug 1, 1997, p.13
- Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34
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MARKS, JUSTIN (AU)
Young filmmaker praises Scarsdale's bravest (ltr), Sep 26, 1997, p.6

MARNANE-DESIMONE, LESLIE (AU)
E'wood teachers dedicated, caring (ltr), Jan 31, 1997, p.6

MARON, JAMES
39 new staff members in district: Who's who? (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.11

MAROON AND WHITE
Team captains take center stage at Maroon and White awards dinner (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.18
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36
Scarsdale salutes its athletes at Maroon and White cookout, Jun 20, 1997, p.19
A celebration of Raider pride (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.20
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26
Championship smiles (SHS varsity field hockey team) (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.25
Maroon and White honors SHS fall athletes (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.26
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

MARRIAGE
(Supplement) Love and Marriage (photo), Feb 14, 1997

MARSHALL, ELIZABETH (BETTY)
S(school) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) candidates announced, Dec 5, 1997, p.1

MARSHALL, SARAH
Plenty for everyone (Edgewood students pack lunches for distribution to homeless people) (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.9

MARTIN, DANIEL R AND BARBARA C (AU)
Moynihan urged to rethink (presidential line-item) veto (ltr), Jan 17, 1997, p.6

MARTIN, JEFFREY
Colleagues toast and roast Dr Richard Schleiter on his retirement (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.10

MARUCCI, BUDDY JR
Aiming for the green (Walker Cup Tournament at Quaker Ridge Golf Club) (photo), Aug 15, 1997, p.1
A Walker weekend at Quaker Ridge (photo), Aug 15, 1997, p.16

MARX, LEONARD
Marx children's center nurtures mothers, too (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.3

MARX, VIRGINIA
Marx children's center nurtures mothers, too (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.3
Residents should continue civic virtue of recycling (ltr), Sep 19, 1997, p.6

MASUNAGA, YOKO
Making a difference (spreading the word about United Way's activities to Japanese residents) (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.4
Making a difference (photo), Nov 14, 1997, p.4

MATHEMATICS
Fun at Fox Meadow's Family Math Night (photo), May 2, 1997, p.10

MATHIS, SPENCER
Generations meet (Greenacres first graders visit Hebrew Home for the Aged in Riverdale) (photo), May 9, 1997, p.10

MATTIOLI, ELI
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24

MAUGHAN, CAROL A (AU)
Act to ensure children's safety (ltr), Aug 1, 1997, p.6

MAX, STEVE
Greenacres celebrates 80 years (photo), Jan 24, 1997, p.9

MAYER, JILL
Edgemonters rallying for wildlife rehab (photo), Aug 1, 1997, p.1
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MAYER, JILL R (AU)
Quarantine for sick animals (ltr), Jan 10, 1997, p.6
Thanks nature center for rescuing turkey (ltr), Feb 7, 1997, p.6

MAYORS-SCS
Committee nominates mayor, 3 trustees (photo), Jan 17, 1997, p.1
Mayor should not be chosen by 19 people (ltr), Feb 7, 1997, p.6
Candidate's criticism of system transparent (edit), Feb 14, 1997, p.6
Citizens' candidates are silent no more, Feb 21, 1997, p.1
Which process is more democratic? (re Citizens' Party and PRO-Scarsdale Party candidates) (ltr), Feb 21, 1997, p.6
It's not the party, it's the people (re upcoming SCS election) (edit), Mar 7, 1997, p.6
Little common ground between mayoral candidates (cont), Mar 7, 1997, p.13
It's 'au revoir,' not 'goodbye' to mayor, Mar 28, 1997, p.1
A legacy of openness (discusses Janiak's accomplishments as a mayor) (edit), Mar 28, 1997, p.6
It's 'au revoir,' not 'goodbye' to mayor (cont), Mar 28, 1997, p.14
I solemnly swear... (Joan Giampoli administers oath of office to Mayor Ed Morgan) (photo), Apr 11, 1997, p.1

MCAVOY, CAROL
Poet's visit sparks imaginations (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.10
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26

MCCARRICK, MARGE
Colleagues toast and roast Dr Richard Schleiter on his retirement (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.10

MCCARTHY, TRACY
Scarsdale welcomes 39 teachers, Sep 5, 1997, p.1
39 new staff members in district: Who's who? (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.11

MCCAUGHNEY ROSS, BETSY

MCCOURT, ANNE
They're official (Junior members of the SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps have won their badges) (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.4

MCCREARY, KATHLEEN
Kathleen McCreary (appointed to Purchase College Council) (photo), Aug 1, 1997, p.4

MCCREERY, BILL
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24

MCDERMOTT, MICHAEL
Unexpected departures at middle and high schools; Middle school house counselor resigns (photo), May 2, 1997, p.1
High school has a new principal (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.1
New Butler House counselor named (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.1

MCDONALD, BRIAN A
Questioning Scarsdale's tolerance (response to letter by Brian A McDonald from 10/17/97) (ltr), Oct 31, 1997, p.6

MCDONALD, BRIAN A (AU)
Openness, tolerance - not arrogance, are 'in' (response to 10/10 letter by Keith J Crews) (ltr), Oct 17, 1997, p.6

MCDONALD, ELEANOR (AU)
Antenna would be a blight in residential area (ltr), Sep 19, 1997, p.7

MCGINNESS, TREVOR
Ready to take the stage (more than 20 young actors from SHS in "Voices from the High School") (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.25
High school honors outstanding seniors and juniors (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12

MCGLYNN, LAUREN
(Lauren McGlynn coaches Gandolf the house parrot at Greenburgh Nature Center) (photo), Jan 3, 1997, p.6

MCGREAL, KATHLEEN
39 new staff members in district: Who's who? (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.11
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MCKENZIE, CATHERINE

MCNULTY, MARIANNE
  Riding for charity (Boston-New York AIDS Ride) (photo), Sep 19, 1997, p.19

MCOLLIESTER, SHAWN
  No contract yet for library staff, Aug 29, 1997, p.1

MCLEA, LAURIE
  Guess who we are? (Edgewood second graders have been learning about famous people) (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.9
  Fox Meadow fun (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.8

MEAD, ROBERT
  Robert Mead (named dean of College of Arts and Science at University of Nevada, Reno), May 30, 1997, p.4

MEADE, CHRISTOPHER
  Lawyer's retirement is an 8-hour workday (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.3

MEALS ON WHEELS
  Meals on Wheels provides safety net (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.14

MEDICAL CARE
  Patients need greater knowledge to exercise their rights (edit), Jan 31, 1997, p.7
  Personal care is not a pretty job (edit), Apr 11, 1997, p.7
  Lt. Gov(error) calls for better access to health care, Sep 26, 1997, p.3
  Tales from the Block; A former S(tudent) T(ransfer) E(ducation) P(lan) student writes 'home' (edit), Nov 28, 1997, p.7

MEDICAL INSURANCE
  SEE INSURANCE, HEALTH

MEEHAN, GREGORY
  Family of woman crushed by tree to get $1 million, Nov 14, 1997, p.1

MEIMAN, JANET ELLIS (AU)
  Story focused on the negative (coverage of recent series of meetings at Edgewood school) (ltr), Jan 31, 1997, p.14

MEISELMAN, BARRY (AU)
  The village board could use a C(hief) I(nformation) O(fficer) (ltr), Jun 13, 1997, p.7

MEMORIAL DAY
  Holiday schedule, May 23, 1997, p.1
  Memorial Day parade on may 26, May 23, 1997, p.1
  Gratitude (Sara Gibson places flowers on grave of World War I veteran George Harding) (photo), May 30, 1997, p.1
  Village marks a solemn Memorial Day (photo), May 30, 1997, p.3
  Scarsdale Honors Its Veterans - Memorial Day 1997 (photo), May 30, 1997, p.28

MENDEL, MARSHA
  Winning window (photo), Jan 3, 1997, p.1

MENDELOWITZ, DAVE
  A taste of our own medicine (re misspelling of Mendelowitz' name by SCS Inquirer) (ltr), Jun 27, 1997, p.6
  39 new staff members in district: Who's who? (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.11

MENDELOWITZ, DAVE (DR)
  Correction (new dean at SHS is Dr Dave Mendelowitz, not Mandelowitz), Jun 27, 1997, p.2
  New dean meets parents (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.8

MENNA, MIKE
  Raider skiers honored, Apr 11, 1997, p.26

MENNA, PAT
  Bring back the glory days of football (ltr), Oct 3, 1997, p.6

MENORAHS
  Religious displays (re nativity scene at Boniface Circle and menorah in Chase Park), Nov 14, 1997, p.1
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MENTALLY DISTURBED
Sometimes a whole village isn't enough (re teaching emotionally disturbed boys) (edit), Aug 1, 1997, p.7

MERCHANTS-HTS
Is Hartsdale market owner having second thoughts?, Nov 21, 1997, p.1
Get the Hartsdale habit (re new IGA supermarket in HTS) (edit), Nov 21, 1997, p.6

MERCHANTS-SCS
Santa's bag mixed for merchants, Jan 3, 1997, p.1
Winning window (photo), Jan 3, 1997, p.1
Christmas shopping season profitable for most merchants (cont), Jan 3, 1997, p.13
Tax exemption spurs business, Jan 31, 1997, p.1
Tax exemption spurs business (cont), Jan 31, 1997, p.17
Merchant/village partnership forges ahead with plans for downtown revitalization (photo), Feb 7, 1997, p.1
Merchant/village partnership forges ahead (cont) (it), Feb 7, 1997, p.8
Signs of new vitality are blossoming on Garth Road (photo), Feb 21, 1997, p.1
Employee makes off with some real hardware, Feb 21, 1997, p.5
Signs of new vitality are blossoming on Garth Road (cont), Feb 21, 1997, p.8
Symbolic moment (money for downtown improvement consultants handed over in village hall) (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.4
Petticoat Lane opens (at 12 Spencer Place) (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.4
Depot eviction notices mailed in error (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.3
Calling Dr Produce, Apr 25, 1997, p.4
Consultants seek input on business district, May 9, 1997, p.1
Opportunity knocks (input sought for upcoming meeting regarding village center) (edit), May 9, 1997, p.6
Some surprising unanimity on downtown goals expressed, May 23, 1997, p.1
Surprising unanimity on downtown goals expressed (cont), May 23, 1997, p.8
Donated door prizes appreciated (for seniors' annual luncheon) (ltr), Jun 6, 1997, p.6
Gourmet Galaxy was the best yet (ltr), Jun 6, 1997, p.6
For Scarsdale village merchants, charity begins at home, Jun 27, 1997, p.1
Racquets for Kids (preparing tennis racquets for distribution to needy youngsters) (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.4
Charity begins at home for merchants (cont), Jun 27, 1997, p.8
(SCS) Sidewalk sale (photo), Aug 8, 1997, p.1
Sparkling occasion (official reopening of Zachy's Wine and Liquor) (photo), Oct 24, 1997, p.4
(Supplement) Read All About Us (a guide to local shops, services and professionals) (photo), Oct 31, 1997
Shoppers have responsibility to support local merchants (ltr), Nov 14, 1997, p.6
Zacharia honored (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.4
Shopping with heart (urges support of SCS merchants) (edit), Dec 5, 1997, p.6
Parking for shoppers, Dec 12, 1997, p.1
'Twas two weeks before Christmas, And kids of all ages Were making up gift lists... (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.21
Parking free in Golden Horseshoe (ltr), Dec 19, 1997, p.6

MERLING, BARBARA (AU)
Shoppers have responsibility to support local merchants (ltr), Nov 14, 1997, p.6

MESSENGER, ANGEL
Realtors race for a cure (sponsored by Susan B Komen Breast Cancer Foundation) (photo), Sep 26, 1997, p.8

MESSENGER, ROB
Gardeners all (group plants pin oak tree on East Parkway in honor of Arbor Day) (photo), May 2, 1997, p.3

METRO NORTH COMMUTER RAILROAD CO
Scardale unlikely to get 3d track (photo), Aug 29, 1997, p.1
Could it happen here? (re potential accidents at SCS Metro North station) (photo) (edit), Aug 29, 1997, p.6
No third track? Mayor not so sure, Sep 5, 1997, p.3
Recycling containers ugly, unnecessary (ltr), Sep 12, 1997, p.6
Recycling containers are not offensive to the eye (ltr), Sep 26, 1997, p.6
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METRO NORTH COMMUTER RAILROAD CO continued
  Keeping a roof over commuters’ heads, Oct 24, 1997, p.1
  Scarsdale Metro-North Station needs a new roof (photo) (cont), Oct 24, 1997, p.3
  Support Metro-North’s recycling efforts (ltr), Nov 7, 1997, p.6
  Roof restoration (of SCS train station house), Dec 19, 1997, p.1

METZ, DOUG
  Merchant/village partnership forges ahead with plans for downtown revitalization (photo), Feb 7, 1997, p.1
  Symbolic moment (money for downtown improvement consultants handed over in village hall) (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.4

METZ, JOSEPHINE
  Everyone benefits from local thrift shops (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.9

METZ, KENNETH L JR
  Kenneth L Jr Metz (dies), Jan 17, 1997, p.15

MEYER, BILL
  Grants awarded (photo), May 23, 1997, p.4

MEYER, CARLA (AU)
  Raves for California P(izz)A K(itche)N at school luncheon (ltr), May 23, 1997, p.6

MEYER, DAVID
  Young detectives on the case (math-science enrichment program at Greenacres) (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.10

MEYER, FRANCES (DR)
  Noting the (SCS) milestones (of the past year) (edit), Jan 31, 1997, p.6
  Unexpected departures at middle and high schools; Middle school house counselor resigns (photo), May 2, 1997, p.1
  Help wanted, again (discusses recent turnover of administrators at SCS schools) (edit), May 2, 1997, p.6
  Scarsdale Middle School house counselor resigns (cont), May 2, 1997, p.13
  New Butler House counselor named (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.1

MEYER, LOIS
  Rev Meyer to retire (photo), May 16, 1997, p.1

MEYER, LUCAS J (AU)
  Is tragedy needed to stop speeders? (ltr), May 23, 1997, p.6

MEYER, MERLIN C
  Rev Meyer to retire (photo), May 16, 1997, p.1

MEYER, WILLIAM W
  Paul Harris fellows (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.4

MEYERS, EDWARD
  Don’t fear the T-word (re tenure) (edit), Sep 12, 1997, p.6

MEYERS, KIM
  C(enter for) P(reventive) P(sychiatry) board (of trustees) elections (photo), Feb 28, 1997, p.2

MEZZONE, JOSEPH
  Old-timers (longtime village employees were recognized for 25 years or more of service) (photo), Aug 15, 1997, p.3

MIANO, FRED
  Grants awarded (photo), May 23, 1997, p.4

MICHAELI, ALICE
  Winds cause damage, 1 death (photo), Mar 7, 1997, p.1

MICHAELS, NANCY
  10 candidates are elected to S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C ommittee, Jan 24, 1997, p.1
  Present and future leaders (PTA presidents) (photo), May 16, 1997, p.9

MICHELS, JAMES
  No time to wait for the disabled (response to 4/11 letter by James Michels) (ltr), May 2, 1997, p.6

MICHELS, JAMES (AU)
  Clinton’s injury raises awareness (ltr), Apr 11, 1997, p.6
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MICHENBERG, MARGE
Widows rediscover the bright side of life (photo), Oct 24, 1997, p.3
Widows rediscover the bright side of life (cont), Oct 24, 1997, p.30

MIHALLO, MARK
Plenty for everyone (Edgewood students pack lunches for distribution to homeless people) (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.9

MILANO, DANIEL ADAM
Daniel Adam Milano (dies), Dec 5, 1997, p.20

MILLER, BERENICE

MILLER, BILL
Shining moment (Evelyn Stock, recipient of SCS Bowl) (photo), Apr 18, 1997, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24

MILLER, CLAIRE
SHS field hockey team falls to Centereach in state semifinals (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.19
Championship smiles (SHS varsity field hockey team) (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.25

MILLER, DEBBIE
Present and future leaders (PTA presidents) (photo), May 16, 1997, p.9

MILLER, DEBRA

MILLER, DOUG
A celebration of Raider pride (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.20
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26

MILLER, J. ROBERT
10 candidates are elected to School Board Nominating Committee, Jan 24, 1997, p.1

MILLER, JAY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26

MILLER, KAREN
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26

MILLER, KATHLEEN
Looking for a leader (for Administrative Committee of School Board Nominating Committee), Feb 28, 1997, p.1
Citizens' Committee election Wednesday, Nov 7, 1997, p.1
Citizens Committee has 9 new members, Nov 14, 1997, p.1
School board nominators needed, Nov 21, 1997, p.1
School Board Nominating Committee candidates announced, Dec 5, 1997, p.1

MILLER, KATHLEEN G (AU)
Remember to vote School Board Nominating Committee election (ltr), Jan 17, 1997, p.6

MILLER, KATHY
10 candidates are elected to School Board Nominating Committee, Jan 24, 1997, p.1

MILLER, SANDY
Spring snowstorm wreaks havoc (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.1

MILLS, RICHARD
State report cards upset parents, officials (photo), Jan 10, 1997, p.1
Don't dumb us down (comments on recent NY State mandate re regent exam requirements) (edit), Feb 7, 1997, p.6
High school majors controversial (re recent proposal that all NY State HS students choose a major), Aug 8, 1997, p.1
Target school reforms (edit), Aug 8, 1997, p.6
Scarsdale school board will take steps to preserve local diplomas, Sep 26, 1997, p.1
Fight for local diploma heats up, Oct 10, 1997, p.1
Don't tread on us (re change of graduation requirements for NY State high school students) (edit), Oct 10, 1997, p.6
Hayden, Mills comment on school bond failure, Nov 7, 1997, p.10
Foreign language requirement will have no effect locally, Nov 21, 1997, p.12
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MILSTEIN, KERRY
Read-a-thon begins (photo), Jan 17, 1997, p.10

MITCHELL, BONNIE (AU)
Police tapes are for our safety (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6

MITTELMAN, AMY
Heathcote Fair Saturday (photo), May 2, 1997, p.9

MIURA, MOTOKO
Making a difference (photo), Nov 14, 1997, p.4

MIZRAHI, ROBYN
For Scarsdale village merchants, charity begins at home, Jun 27, 1997, p.1

MOFFAT, G PALMER
G Palmer Moffat (dies), May 16, 1997, p.14

MOFFAT, MARION S
Marion S Moffat (dies), May 16, 1997, p.14

MOLINEAUX, EDWARD L
Material sought on Civil War vets (ltr), Jul 25, 1997, p.6

MOLMUT, IVAN

MOLZAHN, ELAINE
Mandelowitz joins SHS guidance team, Jun 20, 1997, p.1

MONK, JOAN
Something else your best friend won't tell you (photo), May 30, 1997, p.4

MONTAGUE, ANGELA
(Student) Transfer Education Plan celebrates (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.9

MOONEY, ALICE
A celebration of Raider pride (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.20

MOORE, ANDREW
Material sought on Civil War vets (ltr), Jul 25, 1997, p.6

MORAL EDUCATION
Teaching human values in school (edit), Apr 25, 1997, p.6
Teaching human values in school (edit) (cont), Apr 25, 1997, p.7
We should expand character education (edit), Jun 20, 1997, p.6
First things first in education (edit), Jul 11, 1997, p.6

MORALEZ, WILDA
Spano beats Dunn in landslide victory, Nov 7, 1997, p.1

MORAN, ARTHUR
Spano beats Dunn in landslide victory, Nov 7, 1997, p.1

MORENO, FEDERICO

MORETTI, GERTRUDE
Correction of letter from 10/3 signed by Delia Cantor, Oct 10, 1997, p.6

MORGAN, EDWARD
Committee nominates mayor, 3 trustees (photo), Jan 17, 1997, p.1
Participants find presentations useful (cont), Jan 17, 1997, p.3
Trustees declare: Village won't sell site during KIDS BASE Little School lease, Jan 31, 1997, p.1
Challenge to Citizens' Party mounted (photo), Feb 14, 1997, p.1
Citizens' candidates are silent no more, Feb 21, 1997, p.1
Which process is more democratic? (re Citizens' Party and PRO-Scarsdale Party candidates) (ltr), Feb 21, 1997, p.6
Cell antenna moratorium set, Feb 28, 1997, p.1
League forum, Mar 7, 1997, p.1
MORGAN, EDWARD continued

Little common ground seen between mayoral candidates, Mar 7, 1997, p.1
Row A for excellence (endorsements by SCS Inquirer for upcoming SCS election), Mar 7, 1997, p.6
Candidates face off in historic League of Women Voters forum (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.1
Citizens' party (will host reception for its candidate for mayor and village trustee), Mar 14, 1997, p.1
Harrison seems to be unable to compromise (it's), Mar 14, 1997, p.6
Harrison and Morgan respond to questions from the league (cont), Mar 14, 1997, p.13
Citizens' Party wins with 70% of vote (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.1
CP's lips sealed: The elections will never be the same, Mar 28, 1997, p.1
It's 'au revoir,' not 'goodbye' to mayor, Mar 28, 1997, p.1
'Significant step' (land disposition and development agreement to be drafted for downtown SCS), Mar 28, 1997, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society's 23rd Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.28
I solemnly swear... (Joan Giampoli administers oath of office to Mayor Ed Morgan) (photo), Apr 11, 1997, p.1
Consensus approach (to downtown development), Apr 11, 1997, p.1
Zoning changes pass, Apr 11, 1997, p.1
League of Women Voters: Taxes could be trimmed, Apr 11, 1997, p.1
Neighbors say bees are unwelcome neighbors, Apr 11, 1997, p.3
Cell (phone) tower hearing, Apr 18, 1997, p.1
O'Rourke: No money for sewers (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.1
Gardeners all (group plants pin oak tree on East Parkway in honor of Arbor Day) (photo), May 2, 1997, p.3
Developer must follow guidelines, says the mayor, May 16, 1997, p.1
Village marks a solemn Memorial Day (photo), May 30, 1997, p.3
Under proposed law: Cell antennas would need permits, Jun 13, 1997, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26
Nynex neighbors are still embattled, Jul 11, 1997, p.1
Another council? (Council of Local Governments), Jul 11, 1997, p.1
Pool not a good place for smoking, residents tell trustees, Jul 18, 1997, p.1
Lighting options for downtown pondered, Aug 1, 1997, p.1
Third decade begins (SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps members get 20 year service badges) (photo), Aug 1, 1997, p.4
Still bulky (re effort to reduce apparent bulk of new houses and additions), Aug 8, 1997, p.1
New York landscape association's protests are blowing in the wind, Aug 8, 1997, p.1
Fundraiser generates $14,000 for SCS Summer Music Theatre (photo), Aug 8, 1997, p.3
Residents mum on cell antennas, Aug 15, 1997, p.1
Old-timers (longtime village employees were recognized for 25 years or more of service) (photo), Aug 15, 1997, p.3
Moving money (from village's surplus account to the capital funds), Sep 5, 1997, p.1
No third track? Mayor not so sure, Sep 5, 1997, p.3
Downtown development: 1 small step for village (no giant leaps yet), Sep 12, 1997, p.1
Kids' BASE unveils new, expanded facility (photo), Sep 19, 1997, p.1
Hearing continued (re resident requests for services of off-duty SCS police officers), Sep 26, 1997, p.1
One-way streets proposed for downtown (illus), Oct 3, 1997, p.1
One way - forward (re consultants' report for SCS downtown area and recommended improvements) (edit), Oct 3, 1997, p.6
Nearly a million ($900,000 "plus" pledged by anonymous donor to renovate and expand SCS Library), Oct 10, 1997, p.1
'Limited Agenda' (village board discusses quite a few things besides writing checks), Oct 10, 1997, p.1
Mayor lists priorities at Town and Village Civic Club meeting, Oct 17, 1997, p.3
He'd rather be kissed (SCS newcomers' reception) (photo), Oct 17, 1997, p.3
Critics find problems in East Parkway plans (cont), Nov 14, 1997, p.3
Architect to probe downtown lighting, traffic and parking, Nov 28, 1997, p.1
Doctor is a tree-killer, neighbors say (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.1
Public session called on development impact, Dec 12, 1997, p.1
Evaluate effect at both ends (re downtown development plans) (cont), Dec 19, 1997, p.6
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MORGAN, EDWARD A
Candidate's criticism of system transparent (edit), Feb 14, 1997, p.6

MORGAN, EDWARD A (AU)
Scarsdale known for being open (re openness in government) (ltr), Feb 21, 1997, p.6

MORGAN, J. P.
Garden Road stone water tower is a unique Scarsdale landmark (ltr), Sep 19, 1997, p.6

MORGAN, MARGARET
Committee nominates mayor, 3 trustees (photo), Jan 17, 1997, p.1

MORIARTY, ADRIENNE
High school has a new principal (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.1

MORIARTY, JANE
High school has a new principal (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.1

MORRISON, ABBY
Greenacres feels brunt of storm (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.1
Greenacres fares the worst after storm downs trees (photo) (cont), Jul 3, 1997, p.5

MORRISON, ABBY (AU)
Accident victim grateful for aid (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6

MORRISON, JOSEPH
Accident victim grateful for aid (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6

MORRISON, MATTHEW
Accident victim grateful for aid (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6

MORRISON, REBECCA
Accident victim grateful for aid (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6

MORRISON, SUSAN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society's 23d Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.28

MORRISSEY, SANDRA C (AU)
Bee stings are a part of childhood (ltr), May 23, 1997, p.6

MORSE, ALAN R
Alan R Morse (elected president and chief executive officer of the Jewish Guild for the Blind), Nov 28, 1997, p.4

MORVANT, RUSS
Police, firemen are outstanding (ltr), Mar 28, 1997, p.7

MORVANT, RUSSELL
Police make '911 call' to village (photo), Feb 14, 1997, p.1

MOSCATELLO, STEPHANIE
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

MOSER, JAMIE
High school honors outstanding seniors and juniors (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12
Raider booters win Section I title, shutting down Patriots (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.19
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26

MOSER, JOY
Landscapes; Scarsdale artist Joy Moser featured in W(estchester) C(ommunity) C(ollege) exhibit/photo, Sep 26, 1997, p.17

MOSER, LINDA
Scarsdale Schools hire responsible employees (ltr), Sep 26, 1997, p.6

MOSER, LINDA (AU)
Post-prom party a great success (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6

MOSER, MARVIN (DR)
Dr Marvin Moser (will be keynote speaker at series of scientific symposia on hypertension), Jan 10, 1997, p.4
Marvin Moser, M.D. (has received a special award from National Heart Lung & Blood Institute), Nov 28, 1997, p.4
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MOSSE, DAVID
  Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

MOTHERS
  Are we really only as old as we feel? (edit), May 9, 1997, p.7

MOTION PICTURE THEATERS
  SEE THEATER BUILDINGS

MOTION PICTURES
  A history of movie-going and movie-making in Scarsdale (1st in series of four articles), Jul 18, 1997, p.3
  'Hercules' is sexist and violent (edit), Sep 5, 1997, p.7

MOTIVATION
  B-plus is not good enough for a Zimmerman (edit), Jun 27, 1997, p.6

MOTL, MARY JANE
  Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26

MOYNIHAN, DANIEL P
  Moynihan urged to rethink (presidential line-item veto) (ltr), Jan 17, 1997, p.6

MRAZ, JOAN
  Scarsdale welcomes 39 teachers, Sep 5, 1997, p.1

MRUZ, MICHAEL G (AU)
  Oliver will work for all residents of Greenburgh (ltr), Sep 5, 1997, p.6

MUGGEO, STEPHEN
  Summer adventures boost self-confidence (photo), May 23, 1997, p.8

MUHLIN, JESSICA
  A-School highlights grads' uniqueness (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.1

MUHLIN, JESSIE
  Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26

MULDOON, JULIA
  Edgewood power pals (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.12

MULDOON, LAUREN
  Maroon and White honors SHS fall athletes (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.26

MULHO, STEFANIE
  Room with a view; Scarsdale artists represented in unusual gallery space (photo), Apr 11, 1997, p.19

MULLEN, GERRY (AU)
  Post-prom party a great success (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6

MULLIN, JAMES
  Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26

MUNGUA, B K
  Girl Scout honors (C Ahearn, L Disimone, W Fisher, B Lindow, B K Mungua and F Grenley), May 30, 1997, p.4

MUNOZ-KANTHA, MARIA (DR)
  Nabbing deadbeats (report finds that NY's child support collection system needs major overhaul), Jun 20, 1997, p.1

MURALS
  SEE PAINTINGS

MURPHY, PAT
  Grants awarded (photo), May 23, 1997, p.4

MURILLO, MARY
  Buddy project (photo), May 30, 1997, p.9

MURPHY, FRANCIS (DR)
  State report cards upset parents, officials (photo), Jan 10, 1997, p.1
  Ratings cut both ways (comments on recent New York Times series on state school report cards) (edit), Jan 10, 1997, p.6
  Parents ask: 'What is wrong with our school?', Jan 17, 1997, p.1
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MURPHY, FRANCIS (DR) continued

Parents hear plans to improve reading scores for Edgewood, Jan 24, 1997, p.1
'Vere going to respond, schools chief tells T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub), Jan 24, 1997, p.1
'Vere going to respond,' schools chief tells T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) (cont), Jan 24, 1997, p.14
Albany forces regents standard on schools, Feb 7, 1997, p.1
Heavy bookbags causing injuries to kids' backs (ltr), Feb 7, 1997, p.6
Hearing Thursday on school budget, Apr 4, 1997, p.1
SNS principal tapped to lead Byram Hills schools (photo), Apr 11, 1997, p.1
Reading aloud at Heathcote (photo), Apr 18, 1997, p.10
School transportation limit to stay 1.5 miles, May 23, 1997, p.1
Best wishes (to honorees at annual retirement tea hosted by SCS school district) (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12
School gives Fox a laugh-filled send-off (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.1
Strength and grace (praise for Deborah Raizes), Jun 20, 1997, p.6
High school has a new principal (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.1
Edgewood ends the year (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.10
NYC teacher hired to replace Nebens at Fox Meadow, Aug 1, 1997, p.1
Budget brings cold comfort to local schools; $30K decrease for Scarsdale, Edgemont reaps slight gain, Aug 8, 1997, p.1
Scarsdale welcomes 39 teachers, Sep 5, 1997, p.1
Is tenure obsolete? An unscientific survey of opinions and alternatives, Sep 5, 1997, p.1
Is tenure workable? An unscientific survey of opinion and alternatives (last of 3-part series), Sep 12, 1997, p.1
Opening day remarks reassure teachers: Challenge students in a caring environment, Sep 12, 1997, p.9
A forum with John Klemme: New SHS principal outlines goals (photo), Sep 19, 1997, p.1
Gym teacher resigns after felony drunk driving conviction, Sep 26, 1997, p.1
Scarsdale school board will take steps to preserve local diplomas, Sep 26, 1997, p.1
Murphy outlines personnel changes, curriculum issues, Sep 26, 1997, p.9
Scarsdale school board will take steps to preserve local diplomas, Sep 26, 1997, p.1
Fight for local diploma heats up, Oct 10, 1997, p.1
Nebens stricken from payroll; Board cites 'inability to perform, Oct 24, 1997, p.1
In schools, the track stops here; Now elementary students are grouped - and why, Nov 28, 1997, p.1
Superintendent of Scarsdale schools quits (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.1
Schools chief to leave district by June (photo) (cont), Dec 5, 1997, p.9

MURPHY, FRANCIS (DR) (AU)
Past achievements and future plans for schools (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.1
Education reform: a durable theme in American life (edit), Sep 12, 1997, p.7

MURPHY, FRANCIS M (AU)
Scarsdale Schools hire responsible employees (ltr), Sep 26, 1997, p.6

MURPHY, FRANCIS M (DR)
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26

MURPHY, LIAM
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society's 23rd Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.28

MURPHY, LISA

MURRAY, BLAKE
Planners seek closure in Nynex dispute (photo), Jan 31, 1997, p.3

MUSIC TEACHERS
Mr Castle's gift (edit), Mar 14, 1997, p.7
A great teacher (Mr Castle) is remembered (ltr), Mar 28, 1997, p.7
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MUSIC-STUDY AND TEACHING
Musical introduc(tion) (SHS students introduce Quaker Ridge students to sounds of music) (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.10

MUSICALS
‘Anything Goes’ is the 1997 choice of Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre, Jan 31, 1997, p.15
‘Anything Goes’ is coming soon (photo), Jul 25, 1997, p.1
‘Anything Goes’ is a must-see (ltr), Aug 8, 1997, p.6
‘Guys and Dolls’ fundraiser a success (ltr), Nov 21, 1997, p.8
Show demonstrates importance of arts (ltr), Nov 21, 1997, p.8

MUSKIN, DANIEL
Dental exam (Daniel Muskin checks out chompers on giant reptile at Weinberg Nature Center) (photo), May 23, 1997, p.1

MUSKIN, DREW
Dental exam (Daniel Muskin checks out chompers on giant reptile at Weinberg Nature Center) (photo), May 23, 1997, p.1

MUZZIO, ZULMIRA
An intercultural Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 28, 1997, p.1

NADLER, MARK
Top producers (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.4
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society’s 23d Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.28
Feeling capital about new gains, Sep 5, 1997, p.1

NADLER, MARK (AU)
Abusive woman and her young victim need to get help (ltr), Nov 14, 1997, p.6

NADLER, VICKI
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society’s 23d Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.28

NAGAYAMA, RYUTA
Edgewood power pals (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.12

NAGLER, REBEKAH (AU)
Edgemont girls work hard on Model U.N. (response to 11/7 Inquirer article) (ltr), Nov 21, 1997, p.6

NAKO, IKUNO
Many hands make light work (Holiday Sampler program at Cudner-Hyatt House) (photo), Jan 3, 1997, p.1

NANNIES
SEE HOUSEHOLD EMPLOYEES

NASSAU, JUNE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26

NASSAU, LAURA
10 candidates are elected to S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee), Jan 24, 1997, p.1

NASTASI, ALDO
Spano beats Dunn in landslide victory, Nov 7, 1997, p.1

NATHANSON, VALERIE SCHAER
Valerie Schaer Nathanson (promoted to a senior vice president at NBC Daytime) (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.4

NATHONY, WILLIAM
S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) candidates announced, Dec 5, 1997, p.1

NATO
NATO expansion - cold war redux (edit), Jul 18, 1997, p.6

NAUGHTON, ANDREW
Leadership at SMS (photo), May 9, 1997, p.9

NAUGHTON, CAROL
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26
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NAUGHTON, JOANNE

Democrats pick Spano Naughton for county posts, Jun 6, 1997, p.1
Candidates forum (Oct 27 at SCS Library), Oct 24, 1997, p.1
Naughton: Pirro too fond of spotlight (photo), Oct 31, 1997, p.1
Spano beats Dunn in landslide victory, Nov 7, 1997, p.1

NAUGHTON, KATE

Riding for charity (Boston-New York AIDS Ride) (photo), Sep 19, 1997, p.19

NEALE, SUE

Bibliophiles all (attending Westchester County Library System's annual meeting) (photo), Jan 3, 1997, p.2
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26

NEBEN, ROBERT

Fox Meadow fun (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.8

NEBENS, IRENE

Nebens freed on $250K bail, Aug 1, 1997, p.1

NEBENS, KEVIN

Nebens freed on $250K bail, Aug 1, 1997, p.1

NEBENS, LEWIS (DR)

Nebens freed on $250K bail, Aug 1, 1997, p.1

NEBENS, ROBERT

Teacher arrested on child porn charge (photo), Jul 18, 1997, p.1
Parents bewildered by arrest of teacher (cont), Jul 18, 1997, p.2
Accused teacher will stay on district payroll, Jul 18, 1997, p.2
Fox Meadow teacher arrested in FBI sting (cont), Jul 18, 1997, p.2
Talk to the children (re child safety and dangers) (edit), Jul 18, 1997, p.6
Board acts: Nebens is out, Jul 25, 1997, p.1
Nebens freed on $250K bail, Aug 1, 1997, p.1
NYC teacher hired to replace Nebens at Fox Meadow, Aug 1, 1997, p.1
Act to ensure children's safety (ltr), Aug 1, 1997, p.6
Fifth grade teacher hired to replace Nebens (cont), Aug 1, 1997, p.14
Opening day remarks reassure teachers: Challenge students in a caring environment, Sep 12, 1997, p.9
Nebens issues statement to concerned parents, Sep 26, 1997, p.1
Nebens issues statement to concerned parents (cont), Sep 26, 1997, p.12
Nebens stricken from payroll; Board cites 'inability to perform, Oct 24, 1997, p.1
Accused teacher taken off payroll (cont), Oct 24, 1997, p.10
Nebens resigns, Dec 5, 1997, p.1

NECHAMKIN, EMMA

Puppy love (puppies and kittens from North Shore Animal League come to Fox Meadow School) (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.9

NECHAMKIN, ILENE

Inquirer wins 15 awards, Apr 11, 1997, p.1
Young filmmaker praises Scarsdale's bravest (ltr), Sep 26, 1997, p.6

NECHAMKIN, ILENE (AU)

Children rise to a 22-hour challenge (flight to Hong Kong) (edit), Jan 24, 1997, p.6
Relief illuminates ordinary blessings (edit), Apr 4, 1997, p.7
I remember Marmee (edit), May 2, 1997, p.6
Coming to terms with the first loss (edit), Jun 6, 1997, p.6
I fought the war, and the Tomagotchi won (edit), Jun 27, 1997, p.6
I fought the war, and the Tomagotchi won (edit) (cont), Jun 27, 1997, p.7
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NEE, VINCENT
Maroon and White honors SHS fall athletes (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.26
Julia B Fee is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

NEIGHBORLINES
Neighbors, why not reach out? (edit), Jan 10, 1997, p.7
Accident victim grateful for aid (Itr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6
A bank patron is grateful for help (Itr), Aug 22, 1997, p.7

NEIRA, JUSTIN
Christmas pageantry (photo), Dec 19, 1997, p.1

NELSON, ROBERT
Science project (photo), Jan 31, 1997, p.10

NEMCHAMKIN, ILENE (AU)
Nana's log cabin on the Lower East Side (edit) (edit), Feb 7, 1997, p.7

NELMICH, NANCY
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26

NERENBERG, HAYLEY
Quaker Ridge readers BEAR with it (Be Enthusiastic About Reading Day) (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.12

NERENBERG, JEANNE
Quaker Ridge readers BEAR with it (Be Enthusiastic About Reading Day) (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.12

NESOFF, ELIZABETH
Dance program (at SMS wows a crowd) (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.10

NEW YORK STATE. ASSEMBLY
Progress on school aid, crime and health-care (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.10
Environment a priority (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.10

NEW YORK STATE. SENATE
Legislative session dominated by fight over property tax shift and state budget (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.10

NEWBAUER, GEORGE E
George E Newbauer (dies), Jul 25, 1997, p.8

NEWHOUSE, EDA
Signs of new vitality are blossoming on Garth Road (photo), Feb 21, 1997, p.1
Celebrate community (at SCS Bowl dinner) (edit), Mar 28, 1997, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society's 23rd Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.28
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26

NEWHOUSE, EDA L (AU)
Many contributed to gala's success (SCS Historical Society's annual spring benefit dance) (Itr), Apr 4, 1997, p.6
Volunteers, guests made country fair a success (Itr), Sep 12, 1997, p.6
Historical society thanks sponsors (of Fall Foliage Run and Walk for Fun) (Itr), Oct 24, 1997, p.8

NEWHOUSE, JAMIE (AU)
Sting proves cigarettes are easy to buy (edit), May 9, 1997, p.7

NEWHOUSE, STANLEY
Harrison's actions undemocratic (Itr), Mar 7, 1997, p.6

NEWMAN, ANITA
Doernberg real estate representatives to attend BH & G convention (photo) (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.6
Realty award winners (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.4

NEWMAN, CANDISS
SHS PTA thanks staff for caring (re death of Joshua Lerner) (Itr), Jun 20, 1997, p.6

NEWMAN, CANDISS (AU)
Woman deserves support for judge (Itr), Oct 31, 1997, p.12
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NEWMAN, JAMES
Checking for D( riving) W(hile) I(ntoxicated) (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.1
NEWMAN, SUSIE
Foxes plan Frontier Fair (photo), May 16, 1997, p.10

NEWSPAPERS-SECTIONS, COLUMNS, ETC-OP-ED PAGES
In the beginning, there was the opinion (edit), Jun 27, 1997, p.7

NEWTON, D.A.
Excellent debate an Edgemont tradition (ltr), Nov 28, 1997, p.6

NICARAGUA
Family builds a school in Nicaragua, Mar 28, 1997, p.1
Local family builds a school in Nicaragua (photo) (cont), Mar 28, 1997, p.14

NIGHTINGALE, FREDDA
10 candidates are elected to S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee), Jan 24, 1997, p.1
NIGHTINGALE, FREDDA (AU)
Show demonstrates importance of arts (ltr), Nov 21, 1997, p.8
More than 1 way to success at the high school open house (edit), Dec 12, 1997, p.7

NISHINO, MIHO
Mother, child and teacher reunion is only an ocean away (photo) (cont), Aug 22, 1997, p.9

NISHINO, TOMOAKI
Mother, child and teacher reunion is only an ocean away (photo) (cont), Aug 22, 1997, p.9

NISSEN, SYLVIA
Teacher reunited with former students in Japan (photo), Aug 22, 1997, p.3
Mother, child and teacher reunion is only an ocean away (photo) (cont), Aug 22, 1997, p.9
Edgewood power pals (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.12

NITSCH, FREDERICK
Pool not a good place for smoking, residents tell trustees, Jul 18, 1997, p.1

NITSCH, GUNTER
Pool not a good place for smoking, residents tell trustees, Jul 18, 1997, p.1

NITSCH, MICHAEL
Pool not a good place for smoking, residents tell trustees, Jul 18, 1997, p.1

NOEL, PETER
'Blacks and Jews' documentary airs next week (photo), Jul 25, 1997, p.3

NOISE CONTROL
Wee-hour games disturb residents (ltr), Jul 25, 1997, p.6

NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS' COMMITTEE-SCS
Committee nominates mayor, 3 trustees (photo), Jan 17, 1997, p.1
Participants find presentations (by potential nominees for village trustee and mayor) useful, Jan 17, 1997, p.1
Participants find presentations useful (cont), Jan 17, 1997, p.3
Committee nominates 3 trustees (photo) (cont), Jan 17, 1997, p.4
On tooting one's horn (re presentations by potential nominees for village trustee and mayor) (edit), Jan 17, 1997, p.6
Noting the (SCS) milestones (of the past year) (edit), Jan 31, 1997, p.6
Citizens' Party is more open (ltr), Jan 31, 1997, p.6
Mayor should not be chosen by 19 people, Feb 7, 1997, p.6
Harrison's letter misses the point (response to letter by Robert Harrison from 2/7/97) (ltr), Feb 14, 1997, p.6
Candidate's criticism of system transparent (edit), Feb 14, 1997, p.6
Citizens' candidates are silent no more, Feb 21, 1997, p.1
A level playing field (re upcoming SCS election) (edit), Feb 21, 1997, p.6
Openness is as openness does (re upcoming League of Women Voters forum) (ltr), Feb 28, 1997, p.6
Needed: nominators with experience, Sep 12, 1997, p.1
Citizens' N(ominating) C(ommittee) nominators needed (cont), Sep 12, 1997, p.8
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NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS' COMMITTEE-SCS continued
Citizens' Committee election Wednesday, Nov 7, 1997, p.1
Politics, our way (urges readers to vote in upcoming Citizens' Nominating Committee election (edit), Nov 7, 1997, p.6
Citizens Committee has 9 new members, Nov 14, 1997, p.1
Ball elected in runoff, Nov 28, 1997, p.1
Nominees for village trustee needed (ltr), Nov 28, 1997, p.6

NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS' PARTY-SCS
Harrison hopes 3d time's a charm; Open-government advocate challenges Citizens' Party again (photo), Jan 24, 1997, p.1
Candidate seeks running mates (ltr), Jan 31, 1997, p.6
Mayor should not be chosen by 19 people, Feb 7, 1997, p.6
Challenge to Citizens' Party mounted (photo), Feb 14, 1997, p.1
Challenge to Citizens' Party mounted (cont), Feb 14, 1997, p.2
Candidate's criticism of system transparent (edit), Feb 14, 1997, p.6
Citizens' candidates are silent no more, Feb 21, 1997, p.1
A level playing field (re upcoming SCS election) (edit), Feb 21, 1997, p.6
Which process is more democratic? (re Citizens' Party and PRO-Scarsdale Party candidates) (ltr), Feb 21, 1997, p.6
Scarsdale known for being open (re openness in government) (ltr), Feb 21, 1997, p.6
Citizens' Party candidates are silent no more (cont), Feb 21, 1997, p.10
Challengers got more signatures (ltr), Feb 28, 1997, p.6
'Empty chair' debate (next week), Mar 7, 1997, p.1
Little common ground seen between mayoral candidates, Mar 7, 1997, p.1
Citizens') P arty candidates defend their record, Mar 7, 1997, p.1
Taxpayer Alert to sponsor forum (ltr), Mar 7, 1997, p.6
Citizens' Party candidates defend their record (cont), Mar 7, 1997, p.13
Candidates face off in historic L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) forum (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.1
Citizens' party (will host reception for its candidate for mayor and village trustee), Mar 14, 1997, p.1
Trustee dialogue is only internal (ltr), Mar 14, 1997, p.6
Citizens' Party wins with 70% of vote (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.1
Challenge is healthy (re challenges to Citizens' Party) (edit), Mar 21, 1997, p.6
Bob Harrison should shed cloak of secrecy (ltr), Mar 21, 1997, p.6
It's 'au revoir,' not 'goodbye' to mayor, Mar 28, 1997, p.1
Candidate thanks his supporters (ltr), Mar 28, 1997, p.6
Citizens' victory was work of many (ltr), Mar 28, 1997, p.6
How the Citizens' Party's new openness changed village elections (cont), Mar 28, 1997, p.14

NON-PARTISAN RESOLUTION-SCS
Participants find presentations (by potential nominees for village trustee and mayor) useful, Jan 17, 1997, p.1
Row A for excellence (endorsement by SCS Inquirer for upcoming SCS election), Mar 7, 1997, p.6
Input sought (amendment proposed to Nonpartisan Resolution), Jul 3, 1997, p.1
Needed: nominators with experience, Sep 12, 1997, p.1

NON-PARTISAN SYSTEM-SCS
Shed light on decision-making (of village board) (ltr), Feb 21, 1997, p.6
Changes are proof of responsiveness (re non-partisan system) (ltr), Feb 21, 1997, p.6
Scarsdale known for being open (re openness in government) (ltr), Feb 21, 1997, p.6
1-party system is antiquated (ltr), Feb 28, 1997, p.6
Politics, our way (urges readers to vote in upcoming Citizens' Nominating Committee election (edit), Nov 7, 1997, p.6

NORMAN, MURIEL
Westchester) C(ommunity) C(ollege) volunteers (hoored at recent luncheon), Aug 1, 1997, p.4

NORR, AMY (AU)
a great teacher (Mr Castle) is remembered (ltr), Mar 28, 1997, p.7
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## NOSTALGIA

- The good old golden-rule days (edit), Aug 29, 1997, p.7

## NOTO, PAUL

- Nabbing deadbeats (report finds that NY's child support collection system needs major overhaul), Jun 20, 1997, p.1

## NOVEMBER, ELEANOR

- 10 candidates are elected to S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee), Jan 24, 1997, p.1
- S(CS) Family C(ounseling) S(ervice) needs everyone's help, honoree says (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.3
- S(CS) Family C(ounseling) S(ervice) to gain an E (re change of agency's name to include EMT), Oct 3, 1997, p.1

## NOTO, PAUL

- Nabbing deadbeats (report finds that NY's child support collection system needs major overhaul), Jun 20, 1997, p.1

## NUSSBAUM, JANE

- The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24

## NUSSBAUM, SARAH

- Getting to know you (pool party for graduating fifth graders) (photo), Jul 11, 1997, p.9

## NUSSBAUM, TOBY

- Friends, family share views of a winner (SCS Bowl winner Evelyn Stock) (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.1

## NUCLEAR WEAPONS

- Nuclear ban requires fundamental change, Aug 1, 1997, p.3

## NULL, WILLIAM

- Growth plans (re purchase of village land on Olmsted Road), Aug 15, 1997, p.1

## NUMA, SHOTA

- Maroon and White honors SHS fall athletes (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.26

## NURSERY SCHOOLS

- Supplement) Kids, Mar 7, 1997

## NURSING HOMES

- Mr. Dixon's lesson in peace (edit), Apr 4, 1997, p.7

## NUSBAUM, JANE

- The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24

## NUSBAUM, SARAH

- Getting to know you (pool party for graduating fifth graders) (photo), Jul 11, 1997, p.9

## NUSBAUM, TOBY

- Friends, family share views of a winner (SCS Bowl winner Evelyn Stock) (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.1

## NUTRITION

- Hints on vitamins were misleading (comments on "health hints" in 1/24/97 issue of SCS Inquirer) (ltr), Feb 14, 1997, p.6

## NYGREEN, GLEN T (DR)

- Nygreen richly deserving of Lehman College honor (ltr), Oct 17, 1997, p.6

## NYNEX

- Planners seek closure in Nynex dispute (photo), Jan 31, 1997, p.3
- Planners request final points from Nynex and neighbors (photo) (cont), Jan 31, 1997, p.8
- Cell antenna moratorium set, Feb 28, 1997, p.1
- Nynex, neighbors have last word in permit hearing, Apr 4, 1997, p.1
- A very visible business (re Nynex and its special use permit) (edit), Apr 4, 1997, p.6
- Final arguments made in Nynex permit hearing (cont), Apr 4, 1997, p.9
- Nynex trucks are busy on weekends (ltr), Apr 11, 1997, p.6
- BA-Nynex sets sights on water tower (photo), May 23, 1997, p.1
- BA-Nynex sets sights on Garden Road tower (cont), May 23, 1997, p.14
- Planners issue 5-year permit to Nynex (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.1
- We hear you, but ... (re Nynex special use permit) (edit), Jun 6, 1997, p.6
- Planning Board issues 5-year permit to Nynex (cont), Jun 6, 1997, p.15
- Under proposed law: Cell antennas would need permits, Jun 13, 1997, p.1
- Nynex neighbors are still embattled, Jul 11, 1997, p.1
- Nynex neighbors embattled (cont), Jul 11, 1997, p.9
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NYNEX continued
A good call (re offer of cellular phones by Bell Atlantic Nynex Mobile) (edit), Aug 29, 1997, p.6

O'BRIEN, CAROLYN
Student artists-of-the-month named (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.11

O'BRIEN, CHRISTOPHER
Rx for insomniacs (access to SCS's web home page), Jan 3, 1997, p.1

O'CONNOR, CAILEAN
All winners at SMS (speech contest) (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.9

O'CONNOR, JAMES
10 candidates are elected to School Board Nominating Committee, Jan 24, 1997, p.1

O'CONNOR, JIM (AU)
Serving on School Board Nominating Committee can be fun, too (ltr), Mar 7, 1997, p.6

O'CONNOR, JOHN CARDINAL
Cardinal is coming (to speak at SCS Synagogue-Tremont Temple), May 9, 1997, p.1
Cardinal O'Connor at Scarsdale Synagogue: Jews and Catholics both are 'sacred people' (photo), May 16, 1997, p.1
Cardinal O'Connor visits Scarsdale Synagogue (cont), May 16, 1997, p.13
Cardinal-rabbi story 'excellent' (ltr), May 23, 1997, p.6

O'CONNOR, JUSTINE
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26

O'FARRELL, MARGARET
Greetings from Japan (Edgewood third graders examning drawings and messages from sister class) (photo), Feb 28, 1997, p.9

O'KEEFE, ERIN
'Anything Goes' is coming soon (photo), Jul 25, 1997, p.1

O'KEEFE, RYAN
World perspective (Cartographer Spelman Evans Downer works with Edgewood third graders) (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.9

O'LEARY, CYNTHIA
Edgewood quilting bee (photo), May 2, 1997, p.9

O'NEIL, MICHAEL
Post-prom party a great success (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6

O'NEIL, STELLA
Post-prom party a great success (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6

O'Rourke, ANDREW
O'Rourke's out, many ready to go in (photo), Feb 7, 1997, p.1
O'Rourke's out, many ready to go in (cont), Feb 7, 1997, p.4
O'Rourke: No money for sewers (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.1
A county responsibility (edit), Apr 25, 1997, p.6
O'Rourke: No state money for sewers (cont), Apr 25, 1997, p.15
Not to worry (two lanes of Woodlands Viaduct Bridge will be open during repairs), May 30, 1997, p.1
Democrats pick Spano Naughton for county posts, Jun 6, 1997, p.1
Another council? (Council of Local Governments), Jul 11, 1997, p.1
Sewer repairs seep into county politics, Aug 15, 1997, p.1
Budget proposed packs a wallop; O'Rourke leaves parting gift of 8% hike, Nov 21, 1997, p.1
County budget OK'd, Dec 19, 1997, p.1
Local delegation: County budget is 'best we could do', Dec 26, 1997, p.1

OAKES, THOMAS
Local firemen to the rescue (ltr), Jul 25, 1997, p.6

OBERG, HILDA R
Hilda R Oberg (dies), Jul 3, 1997, p.4
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OBITUARIES

Astrove, Kathy (dies), Jun 13, 1997, p.17
Aubry, Jules K (dies), Mar 14, 1997, p.20
Banker, Ruth (dies), Apr 4, 1997, p.10
Barwell, Basil B (dies), Jan 10, 1997, p.10
Bernstein, Isabelle L (dies), Aug 29, 1997, p.8
Bissett, John K (dies), Apr 18, 1997, p.15
Blevin, Margaret Q (dies), Jan 24, 1997, p.12
Briggs, Richard L (dies), Sep 26, 1997, p.19
Carpenter, Oliver Clinton (dies) (photo), Aug 22, 1997, p.10
Carter, Bertha "Dolly" (dies), Sep 12, 1997, p.27
Chalmers, Harriette (dies), Jul 18, 1997, p.7
Cohen, George M (dies), Jan 24, 1997, p.12
Conway, Catherine G (dies) (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.14
Conway, Cathy (A beloved neighbor is mourned by many) (ltr), Sep 5, 1997, p.6
Conway, Thomas A (dies), Jul 11, 1997, p.10
Coulter, Elizabeth B (dies), Mar 14, 1997, p.20
Coulter, Frank (dies), Aug 1, 1997, p.20
Cross, Howard (dies), Jan 24, 1997, p.12
Dahmer, Henry R (dies), Jan 31, 1997, p.14
DeBogdan, Roma O (dies), Nov 28, 1997, p.20
Delazzero, Robert W (dies), Jun 6, 1997, p.14
Diamond, Harold A (dies), Dec 26, 1997, p.15
Donald, Alice Naylor (dies), Dec 5, 1997, p.20
Dyson, Charles dies; was former trustee (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.1
Ehrlich, Elfrieda G (dies), Oct 24, 1997, p.19
Fahrendorf, Beulah (dies), Jun 13, 1997, p.17
Fantini, Margaret A (dies), Apr 4, 1997, p.10
Farewell, Frank X (dies), Dec 5, 1997, p.20
Fewkes, Jewel Ruth (dies), Apr 11, 1997, p.22
Fisher, Harold (dies), Dec 19, 1997, p.18
Flaccus, Louis Jr (dies), Jan 17, 1997, p.15
Fontanella, Orazio (dies), May 16, 1997, p.14
Friedman, John, former village justice dies at 83 (photo), Apr 18, 1997, p.1
Fusaro, Pauline (dies), May 16, 1997, p.14
Fusco, Otto R (dies), Jan 3, 1997, p.8
Gately, Kathleen M (dies), Nov 21, 1997, p.17
Gladeaux, Bernard L (dies), May 30, 1997, p.14
Gleicher, Joseph W (dies), Nov 7, 1997, p.19
Greacen, Ruth W (dies), Apr 11, 1997, p.22
Gustafson, Owen W (dies), Apr 25, 1997, p.15
Hamilton, Jane S (dies), Jul 3, 1997, p.4
Hannan, James B (dies), Mar 14, 1997, p.20
Hausman, Robert J (dies) (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.15
Henck, Dorothy Spoerl (dies), Mar 7, 1997, p.18
Herbert, Jean Mason (dies), Jan 3, 1997, p.8
Hertz, Louis H (dies), Feb 7, 1997, p.12
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OBITUARIES continued

Hill, Alma Merwin (dies), Jun 20, 1997, p.17
Holmes, Lucy Olive (dies), Aug 22, 1997, p.10
Isokane, Shige (dies), Aug 1, 1997, p.20
Johnson, Charles Adams "Todd" (dies), Oct 24, 1997, p.19
Johnston, Joan Jensen (dies), May 2, 1997, p.12
Jones, Edith Dinneen (dies), Nov 21, 1997, p.17
Jordan, Alphonzo (Dr) (dies), Mar 28, 1997, p.14
Jordan, Brenda (dies), Sep 19, 1997, p.12
Kaye, Richard (dies), Jun 27, 1997, p.17
Keeler, Joan Marie (dies), Nov 14, 1997, p.16
Kendall, Robert Ream (dies), Feb 7, 1997, p.12
Kennedy, Joan (dies), Mar 28, 1997, p.14
Kindred, George C (dies), Nov 28, 1997, p.20
Kliegman, Benjamin (dies), Apr 4, 1997, p.10
Korins, Carol (dies), Jun 20, 1997, p.17
Lamb, Gilbert B (dies), Jun 6, 1997, p.14
Lambert, John E (dies), Mar 7, 1997, p.18
Lane, Elizabeth Adams (dies), Oct 24, 1997, p.19
Latora, Richard P (dies), Aug 1, 1997, p.20
Leone, Carmella (dies), Nov 14, 1997, p.16
Letts, Mildred (dies), Jun 20, 1997, p.17
Leveille, George E Jr (dies), Jan 31, 1997, p.14
Link, John J (dies), Aug 8, 1997, p.13
Lovinger, Joseph S (dies), May 23, 1997, p.12
Low, Esther McGowan (dies), May 2, 1997, p.12
Lynton, Mark (dies), Dec 19, 1997, p.24
Lyons, Diana D H (dies), Jul 11, 1997, p.10
Maclntyre, Clara B (dies) (photo), Apr 18, 1997, p.15
Macklin, Anne D (dies), May 2, 1997, p.12
Mandel, Ruth Garfield (dies), Nov 28, 1997, p.20
Marcovici, Guido (dies), Feb 14, 1997, p.12
McKenzie, Catherine (dies), Oct 10, 1997, p.12
Metz, Kenneth L Jr (dies), Jan 17, 1997, p.15
Milano, Daniel Adam (dies), Dec 5, 1997, p.20
Moffat, G Palmer (dies), May 16, 1997, p.14
Moffat, Marion S (dies), May 16, 1997, p.14
Newbauer, George E (dies), Jul 25, 1997, p.8
Oberg, Hilda R (dies), Jul 3, 1997, p.4
Olander, Evelyn E (dies), Dec 26, 1997, p.15
Oppenheim, Stephen (dies), Dec 19, 1997, p.18
Osborn, Dennis (dies), May 23, 1997, p.12
Osborne, Floye D G (dies), Mar 21, 1997, p.12
Perkins, Lawrence B (dies), Dec 19, 1997, p.18
Peters, Virginia W (dies), Nov 14, 1997, p.16
Pirnie, Malcolm Jr (dies), Jan 24, 1997, p.12
OBITUARIES continued
Rambusch, Viggo F E (dies), Jan 3, 1997, p.8
Rasmussen, Sigrid E (dies), Jul 25, 1997, p.8
Rasmussen, Sigrid E (dies), Aug 1, 1997, p.20
Reedy, Marie M (dies), Dec 12, 1997, p.26
Reilly, Hanora T (dies), Apr 11, 1997, p.22
Reno, Dennis J (dies), May 30, 1997, p.14
Rieser, Vera Holly (dies), Jun 6, 1997, p.14
Riso, Peter J (dies), Feb 28, 1997, p.8
Rodman, Jerrald P (dies), Jan 10, 1997, p.10
Ruddy, Gerald (dies), Aug 15, 1997, p.8
Schnase, Annemarie (dies), Feb 21, 1997, p.10
Schwartz, Jean Ehrlich (dies), Aug 22, 1997, p.10
Schwartz, Robert Jr (dies), Jul 18, 1997, p.10
Shera, Florance S (dies), Feb 28, 1997, p.8
Smith, Andrew Philip (dies), Nov 7, 1997, p.19
Stein, Milton (dies), Aug 15, 1997, p.8
Sternal, Martha (dies), May 9, 1997, p.16
Stix, Edgar (dies), Dec 19, 1997, p.18
Studner, Faye B Kuhn (dies), Sep 12, 1997, p.27
Sved, Clara (dies), Mar 28, 1997, p.14
Swenson, Carl William (dies), Jun 20, 1997, p.17
Tatlow, Annette Hart (dies), Dec 5, 1997, p.20
Timney, Raymond V (dies), Oct 10, 1997, p.12
Tomb, Eleanor Marguerite (dies), Dec 12, 1997, p.26
Tranquillo, Albert Sr (dies), Nov 21, 1997, p.17
Trask, James III (dies), Feb 28, 1997, p.8
Tuttle, Evelyn Warren (dies), Jan 17, 1997, p.15
Ughetta, Mary Alice (dies), Dec 19, 1997, p.18
Unger, Jane V (dies), Nov 21, 1997, p.17
WallBake, Hugo L A (dies), Feb 28, 1997, p.8
Walsh, Gregg J (dies), Nov 21, 1997, p.17
Whitehair, Jay C (dies), Feb 21, 1997, p.10
Wilson, James J (dies), May 16, 1997, p.14
Wolte, Henry J (dies), Aug 29, 1997, p.8

ODESSER, DAVID
(SHS hockey team presents awards to four members) (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.17

OESTREICH, BRENDA
Doernberg Real Estate Salutes Gala '97 and the SCS Auxiliary of the WHP Hospital Center) (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.26

OESTREICH, DAVID
Doernberg Real Estate Salutes Gala '97 and the SCS Auxiliary of the WHP Hospital Center) (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.26

OESTREICH, HERBERT (DR)
Doernberg Real Estate Salutes Gala '97 and the SCS Auxiliary of the WHP Hospital Center) (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.26

OESTREICH, HERBERT M
Herbert M Oestreich, M.D. (elected president of NY State Neurosurgical Society) (photo), Dec 19, 1997, p.4
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OESTREICH, JUDY
Doernberg Real Estate Salutes Gala '97 and the SCS Auxiliary of the WHIP Hospital Center (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.26
OKA, MAKI
Making a difference (photo), Nov 14, 1997, p.4
OKADA, MARI
Maroon and White honors SHS fall athletes (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.26
OLANDER, EVELYN E
Evelyn E Olander (dies), Dec 26, 1997, p.15
OLANDER, PAUL A (AU)
Concerned about library contract (ltr), Dec 12, 1997, p.6
OLIVA, DAN
A-School highlights grads' uniqueness (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.1
OLIVA, DANNY
Ready to take the stage (more than 20 young actors from SHS in "Voices from the High School") (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.25
OLIVA, P. LYNNE
County budget parlay, Nov 14, 1997, p.1
OLIVER, CLEO
Oliver will work for all residents of Greenburgh (ltr), Sep 5, 1997, p.6
OLIVERA, NORBERTO
Foliage runners race (photo), Oct 24, 1997, p.22
OLSEN, PATTY
Something else your best friend won't tell you (photo), May 30, 1997, p.4
ONGSENG, MARIE
Maroon and White honors SHS fall athletes (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.26
OP-ED PAGES OF NEWSPAPERS
SEE NEWSPAPERS-SECTIONS, COLUMNS, ETC-OP-ED PAGES
OPPENHEIM, STEPHEN
Stephen Oppenheim (dies), Dec 19, 1997, p.18
OPPENHEIMER, RONALD S
Ronald S Oppenheimer (has joined Merrill Lynch as general counsel of Merrill Lynch Futures Inc), Aug 1, 1997, p.4
OPPENHEIMER, SUZI
Suzi Oppenheimer (has received annual veterans service award) (photo), Mar 7, 1997, p.4
Lack of state ed budget is a minor setback in Scarsdale, Jul 25, 1997, p.1
Battle heats up over convention, Oct 31, 1997, p.1
OPPENHEIMER, SUZI (AU)
Legislative session dominated by fight over property tax shift and state budget (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.10
OPHTHALMOLOGISTS
Dr Howard Charles (elected to advisory board of Lighthouse Inc, Hudson Valley Region), Mar 14, 1997, p.4
ORCE, BRIAN
Edgemont board elects Lalli (as board president), Jul 3, 1997, p.1
ORCE, HELENE
Edgemont board elects Lalli (as board president), Jul 3, 1997, p.1
ORCE, KENNETH JR
Edgemont board elects Lalli (as board president), Jul 3, 1997, p.1
ORCE, KIMBERLEY
Edgemont board elects Lalli (as board president), Jul 3, 1997, p.1
ORLANDO, ADOLPH
The bees are staying in Greenacres - for now (photo), May 9, 1997, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26
Village issues citations to Sheldrake homeowner (cont), Dec 5, 1997, p.9
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OSBORN, DENNIS
Dennis Osborn (dies), May 23, 1997, p.12

OSBORNE, FLOYE D G
Floye D G Osborne (dies), Mar 21, 1997, p.12

OSINOFF, RAY

OSMAN, BETTY (DR)
Drugs help some with A(ttention) O(eficit) D(isorders), Apr 11, 1997, p.1

OSMAN, BETTY (DR)
10 candidates are elected to S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee), Jan 24, 1997, p.1

OTTEN, MICHAEL
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24
Still seeking feedback (from SCS residents re computer survey), Dec 12, 1997, p.1

OTTEN, MICHAEL (DR)
Superintendent of Scarsdale schools quits (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.1

OTTO, ELIZABETH
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26

OYAA, T
Cultural displays (international week celebrated at Greenacres) (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.11

ZAWA, KAZUKO
Everyone benefits from local thrift shops (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.9

PACK, DANIELLE
State report cards upset parents, officials (photo), Jan 10, 1997, p.1

PADDLE TENNIS
How paddle saved Fox Meadow (photo) (cont), Mar 21, 1997, p.19

PAINT
No dumping (paint spilled into a nearby storm drain has drifted into Crane-Berkley pond), Jan 10, 1997, p.1

PAINTINGS
The story behind the post office murals (photo), May 9, 1997, p.3
Halloween nonwinners - chopped liver?! (edit), Oct 31, 1997, p.7
Peering through the many "windows of the world"; (ArtLink exchange program), Nov 14, 1997, p.9

PAISNER, AMANDA (AU)
Bees: the least of our problems (response to edit by Irving Sloan from 5/30/97) (ltr), Jun 6, 1997, p.6

PALEY, EILEEN
Top producers honored (photo), May 9, 1997, p.4

PALEKAR, MONICA
39 new staff members in district: Who's who? (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.11

PAPALARDO, STEPHEN
Welcome back Steve (Papalardo) (photo), Sep 19, 1997, p.1
Bridge repair not good news for drivers, Nov 28, 1997, p.1
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PAPPAPORT, DEBBIE
A forum with John Klemme: New SHS principal outlines goals (photo), Sep 19, 1997, p.1

PARADES
Memorial Day parade on may 26, May 23, 1997, p.1
Spots and stripes forever (photo), Jul 11, 1997, p.1
Something for everyone in Arthur Manor (photo), Jul 11, 1997, p.3
Panther pride on parade (EMT High School Homecoming Parade) (photo), Sep 26, 1997, p.1
A Halloween Pooh-rade, Oct 31, 1997, p.1

PARADISE, ROBERT
Participants find presentations (by potential nominees for village trustee and mayor) useful, Jan 17, 1997, p.1
How the Citizens' Party's new openness changed village elections (cont), Mar 28, 1997, p.14
Phone reps to speak, May 9, 1997, p.1
(Town and) V(illage) C(ivics) C(ouncil) president seeks to broaden leadership (photo), May 23, 1997, p.3
Change the calendar (of Town and Village Civic Club) (edit), May 23, 1997, p.6

PARADISE, ROBERT R (AU)
(Town and) V(illage) C(ivics) C(lub) hasn't yet opined on sewers (Itr), Jan 10, 1997, p.6

PARENTING
What to do if your son likes dolls (edit), Feb 7, 1997, p.7
Psychologist advises parents to be tough, Mar 14, 1997, p.9
Relief illuminates ordinary blessings (edit), Apr 4, 1997, p.7
I remember Marmee (edit), May 2, 1997, p.6
How to help your child build self-esteem (edit), May 2, 1997, p.7
I'm in charge here (or am I?) (edit), May 30, 1997, p.7
But where will the children play? (edit), Jun 20, 1997, p.7
I fought the war, and the Tomagotchi won (edit), Jun 27, 1997, p.6
I fought the war, and the Tomagotchi won (edit) (cont), Jun 27, 1997, p.7
Dear high school grad: (reflection on college life and advice to the high school graduate) (edit), Jul 3, 1997, p.6
Parents have online protection controls (photo), Jul 18, 1997, p.3
Talk to the children (re child safety and dangers) (edit), Jul 18, 1997, p.6
Courts are hypocritical in custody cases (edit), Jul 25, 1997, p.6
Hello, Mother; hello, Father (edit), Aug 15, 1997, p.7
The good old golden-rule days (edit), Aug 29, 1997, p.7
Helping (child) No. 1 adjust to (child) No. 2 (edit), Oct 24, 1997, p.7
Post-graduate parenting epiphanies (edit), Dec 19, 1997, p.6

PARRAS, JOHN
John Parras (appointed assistant professor of English at William Paterson University, NJ), Oct 31, 1997, p.4

PARROTT, SANDRA
Landscapes then and now (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.13

PARTIES
Getting to know you (pool party for graduating fifth graders) (photo), Jul 11, 1997, p.9
This Aladdin needed a clock, not a lamp (edit), Dec 19, 1997, p.6
This Aladdin needs a clock, not a lamp (edit) (cont), Dec 19, 1997, p.7

PASSOVER
(Author's) Name bears witness to Holocaust (edit), Apr 18, 1997, p.7
Young player faces dilemma to pitch or not on Passover (illus), Apr 18, 1997, p.7

PASTERNAK, HELEN
World perspective (Cartographer Spelman Evans Downer works with Edgewood third graders) (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.9
Post-prom party a great success (Itr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Article</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PASTERACK, MATT</td>
<td>SHS Drama Club to present 'Your Can't Take it With You' (photo), Feb 21, 1997, p.11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PASTORELLE, JOHN</td>
<td>Candidates forum (Oct 27 at SCS Library), Oct 24, 1997, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>County board candidates agree: The word is taxes, Oct 31, 1997, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATAKI, GEORGE</td>
<td>Scarsdale in 1997; Officials optimistic about the new year, Jan 3, 1997, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Entitlement run amok (urges decontrol of rent controlled apartments) (edit), May 16, 1997, p.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GOP chooses Dunn for county executive (photo), May 30, 1997, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Democrats pick Spano Naughton for county posts, Jun 6, 1997, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thousands are going hungry here, Aug 1, 1997, p.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Legislature nixed Pataki's cutbacks for special ed, construction, Aug 15, 1997, p.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATENT, LESLIE</td>
<td>Raider booters win Section I title, shutting down Patriots (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATERNO, TONY</td>
<td>Volunteers mobilize to clean up Garth Woods (photo), May 16, 1997, p.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATTEN, BARBARA M (AU)</td>
<td>Greenville fire fighters saluted (ltr), Aug 22, 1997, p.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAULIN, AMY</td>
<td>Committee nominates mayor, 3 trustees (photo), Jan 17, 1997, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Participants find presentations useful (cont), Jan 17, 1997, p.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Committee nominates 3 trustees (photo) (cont), Jan 17, 1997, p.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Challenge to Citizens' Party mounted (photo), Feb 14, 1997, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Citizens' candidates are silent no more, Feb 21, 1997, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Junior League, county bar event to boost child center, Feb 21, 1997, p.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>League forum, Mar 7, 1997, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'Empty chair' debate (next week), Mar 7, 1997, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Citizens') P(arty) candidates defend their record, Mar 7, 1997, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Row A for excellence (endorsements by SCS Inquirer for upcoming SCS election), Mar 7, 1997, p.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Candidates face off in historic (League of W)omen (V)oters (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Citizens' party (will host reception for its candidate for mayor and village trustee), Mar 14, 1997, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trustee candidates square off at (League of W)omen (V)oters (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Citizens' Party wins with 70% of vote (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CP's lips usealed: The elections will never be the same, Mar 28, 1997, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zoning changes pass, Apr 11, 1997, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reading aloud at Heathcote (photo), Apr 18, 1997, p.10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The demolition derby: size, money fuel the trend (re demolition of older homes) (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Developer must follow guidelines, says the mayor, May 16, 1997, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heathcote residents urge village to nix senior housing, May 30, 1997, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amy Paulin (reelected to second term to board of Westchester Children's Assn), May 30, 1997, p.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nabbing deadbeats (report finds that NY's child support collection system needs major overhaul), Jun 20, 1997, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>At the convention (E Stock elected to 2nd term as president of League of Women Voters of NYS)(photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards &amp; Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No smoking at pool, fields under proposed village policy, Jul 11, 1997, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAULIN, AMY R (AU)</td>
<td>Openness is as openness does (re upcoming League of Women Voters forum) (ltr), Feb 28, 1997, p.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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PEARLMAN, SULA
   Realty award winners (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.4

PECHMAN, KAREN (DR)
   Doernberg Real Estate Salutes Gala '97 and the SCS Auxiliary of the WHP Hospital Center) (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.26

PECHMAN, PAUL (DR)
   Doernberg Real Estate Salutes Gala '97 and the SCS Auxiliary of the WHP Hospital Center) (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.26
   Paul Pechman, M.D. (has joined the Scarsdale Medical Group) (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.4

PEDESTRIANS-SAFETY
   No time to wait for the disabled (response to 4/11 letter by James Michels) (ltr), May 2, 1997, p.6
   Is tragedy needed to stop speeders? (ltr), May 23, 1997, p.6
   Yield to pedestrians (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.1
   Yield signs are needed in town (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6
   Tickets for drivers, jaywalkers would improve safety (edit), Aug 29, 1997, p.6

PELLEGRINI, CHRIS
   Tip from resident nabs burglar (photo), Oct 24, 1997, p.1

PELLEGRINI, CHRISTOPHER
   Victim of crime commends police (ltr), Feb 28, 1997, p.7

PELLERINER, ISABEL
   PT Council to explore gender fairness in schools (photo), Oct 31, 1997, p.9

PELTZ, JAY
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26

PENNE, DONNA, JOEL AND JAYNE (AU)
   Local firemen to the rescue (ltr), Jul 25, 1997, p.6

PENSA, FRAN
   Signs of new vitality are blossoming on Garth Road (photo), Feb 21, 1997, p.1

PEPPERS, AMY
   Team captains take center stage at Maroon and White awards dinner (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.18
   Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36
   Raider booters win Section I title, shutting down Patriots (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.19
   Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26

PEREZ-GRIFFO, JAVIER
   Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36
   Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26

PERINO III, JOHN
   Spring forward (daylight savings time) (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.9

PERKINS, BRADFORD
   Girl Scout House needs a facelift, Nov 28, 1997, p.1

PERKINS, LAWRENCE B
   Lawrence B Perkins (dies), Dec 19, 1997, p.18

PERL, TERRY
   S(tudent) T(ransfer) E(ducation) P(lan) celebrates (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.9
   Fete for Fox (to mark her departure form SHS), May 23, 1997, p.1
   Y(outh) E(mployment) O(ffice) celebrates 25 years matching jobs to students (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.10
   Friends of music enjoy a concert (ltr), Jun 20, 1997, p.6

PERRI, JOHN
   Gas explosion injures man (photo), May 2, 1997, p.1

PERRONE, GIL
   Soccer club tries to be fair to all (response to letter by Gil Perrone from 10/3/97) (ltr), Oct 10, 1997, p.6
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PERRONE, GIL G (AU)

It's time to rethink travel soccer (ltr), Oct 3, 1997, p.6
Travel soccer critic not appeased (response to letter by Larry Bell from 10/10/97) (ltr), Oct 17, 1997, p.6

PERU

Letter-writing proves to be a valuable medical skill (photo), Jan 31, 1997, p.3

PETERS, ROBERTA

Residents feel capital about potential gains (photo) (cont), Sep 5, 1997, p.9

PETERS, VIRGINIA W

Virginia W Peters (dies), Nov 14, 1997, p.16

PETERSON, AIMEE


PETERSON, KRISTINA

SHS Drama Club to present 'Your Can't Take it With You' (photo), Feb 21, 1997, p.11

PETERSON, MATT


PETS

Furry wanderers find refuge in New Rochelle, Jun 6, 1997, p.3
Furry wanderers find refuge in New Rochelle (photo) (cont), Jun 6, 1997, p.15

PFEFFER, CYNTHIA

Doctor says biology may predispose some to suicide, Jun 27, 1997, p.3

PFEIFFER, ELAINE

The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24

PFORZHEIMER, CARL

Developer must follow guidelines, says the mayor, May 16, 1997, p.1

PHELAM, JOSEPH

County budget parlay, Nov 14, 1997, p.1
Budget proposed packs a wallop; O'Rourke leaves parting gift of 8% hike, Nov 21, 1997, p.1

PHILLIPS, CAROL

Carol Phillips (installed as president of NY State Professional Photographers Assn (photo), Dec 19, 1997, p.4

PHILLIPS, JOHN M


PHILLIPS, RIPPY (AU)

Bring back the glory days of football (ltr), Oct 3, 1997, p.6

PHOTOGRAPHS

Visual feast of photographs to go on display at the library (photo), Jan 10, 1997, p.15

PHYSICIANS

Letter-writing proves to be a valuable medical skill (photo), Jan 31, 1997, p.3
David Scheinberg, M.D. (principal investigator for Phase I study of humanized monoclonal antibody), May 23, 1997, p.4
Gary Williams, M.D. (appointed director of Naylor Dana Institute of American Health Foundation), Jul 11, 1997, p.4
Dr Gary M Williams (appointed director of Naylor Dana Institute, Valhalla) (photo), Aug 1, 1997, p.4
Shahnaz Zomorrodian, M.D. (has received an award from the American Academy of Pediatrics), Aug 15, 1997, p.4
Joseph Zuckerma, M.D. (appointed chairman of Dept of Orphohpeadic Surgery at NY University HJD), Nov 14, 1997, p.4
Marvin Moser, M.D. (has received a special award from National Heart Lung & Blood Institute), Nov 28, 1997, p.4
Tales from the Block; A former S(tudent) T(transfer) E(ducation) P(lan) student writes 'home' (edit), Nov 28, 1997, p.7
Paul Pechman, M.D. (has joined the Scarsdale Medical Group) (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.4
Cynthia Kuttner-Sands (is an internist and geriatric specialist in Hagerstown, Md) (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.4
Robert Reiffel, M.D. (appointed chief of section of plastic surgery at WHP Hospital), Dec 12, 1997, p.4
Evan N Berman, M.D. (initiated as fellow of American College of Surgeons), Dec 12, 1997, p.4
Herbert M Oestreich, M.D. (elected president of NY State Neurosurgical Society) (photo), Dec 19, 1997, p.4
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PIANO TEACHERS
SEE MUSIC TEACHERS

PICARD, IRVING
Developer must follow guidelines, says the mayor, May 16, 1997, p.1

PICARD, JASON
Jason Picard (selected by Volunteers in Asia program to spend two years teaching in Vietnam) (photo), May 9, 1997, p.4

PICCONE, JAMES CORRADO
Roof restoration (of SCS train station house), Dec 19, 1997, p.1

PICK, JUSTIN
Miss Frizzle sighting (at Fox Meadow) (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.12

PICK, MARIA
Puppy love (puppies and kittens from North Shore Animal League come to Fox Meadow School) (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.9

PICK, TAYLOR
Miss Frizzle sighting (at Fox Meadow) (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.12

PICKER, BEVERLY
Visual feast of photographs to go on display at the library (photo), Jan 10, 1997, p.15

PICKUP, SCOTT
Merchant/village partnership forges ahead with plans for downtown revitalization (photo), Feb 7, 1997, p.1
Downtown development: 1 small step for village (no giant leaps yet), Sep 12, 1997, p.1

PIEKARKSI, TED
Priceless gift (blood donation) (photo), Aug 22, 1997, p.1

PIEKARKSI, CHRIS
They're official (Junior members of the SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps have won their badges) (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.4
Kaminer steps down as SHS coach (photo), Oct 10, 1997, p.1
Maroon and White honors SHS fall athletes (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.26
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

PIEKARKSI, KEVIN
Local track coaches keep them running (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.15

PIEKARKSI, STEVE
The demolition derby: size, money fuel the trend (re demolition of older homes) (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.1

PIERCE, CONSTANCE
D(aughters of the) A(merican) R(evolution) chapter fulfills objectives (photo) (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.17

PINGEL, JANICE

PINGEL, LOU

PINN, REBECCA
Getting to know you (pool party for graduating fifth graders) (photo), Jul 11, 1997, p.9

PIRNIE, MALCOLM JR
Malcolm Pirnie Jr (dies), Jan 24, 1997, p.12

PIRRO, JEANNINE
Democrats pick Spano Naughton for county posts, Jun 6, 1997, p.1
Prieto sentenced, Jun 27, 1997, p.1
County District Attorney to combat abuse of seniors (photo), Oct 3, 1997, p.1
Candidates forum (Oct 27 at SCS Library), Oct 24, 1997, p.1
Naughton: Pirro too fond of spotlight (photo), Oct 31, 1997, p.1
Pirro out for the spotlight, challenger says (cont), Oct 31, 1997, p.12
Spano beats Dunn in landslide victory, Nov 7, 1997, p.1
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PISANO, KRISTEN
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

PISANO, KRISTIN
They’re official (Junior members of the SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps have won their badges) (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.4

PISANO, NICOLE
39 new staff members in district: Who’s who? (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.11

PISARZ, RENEE
Top producers (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.4

PLANNING BOARD-SCS
Addition and deck OK’d again, Jan 3, 1997, p.2
Planners seek closure in Nynex dispute (photo), Jan 31, 1997, p.3
Planners request final points from Nynex and neighbors (photo) (cont), Jan 31, 1997, p.8
Planners OK tennis court; Board of Architectural Review gives house the nod, Mar 7, 1997, p.5
Nynex, neighbors have last word in permit hearing, Apr 4, 1997, p.1
Planners mull paddle courts, subdivisions, permits, Apr 4, 1997, p.3
A very visible business (re Nynex and its special use permit) (edit), Apr 4, 1997, p.6
Planners approve lot line changes, with conditions, May 2, 1997, p.3
Planners issue 5-year permit to Nynex (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.1
We hear you, but ... (re Nynex special use permit) (edit), Jun 6, 1997, p.6
Special use permit approved, Jun 6, 1997, p.8
Planning Board issues 5-year permit to Nynex (cont), Jun 6, 1997, p.15
Under proposed law: Cell antennas would need permits, Jun 13, 1997, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26
Nynex neighbors are still embattled, Jul 11, 1997, p.1
Planners resolve drainage dispute, Aug 8, 1997, p.3
Planners hold off on Weaver addition, Nov 28, 1997, p.9
Planners hold off on subdivisions, but OK rule changes, Dec 26, 1997, p.3

PLATFORM TENNIS
How a fledgling sport saved Fox Meadow (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.17

PLATI, JESSICA
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

PLAYING FIELDS
SEE ATHLETIC FIELDS

PLEUTHER, WALTER R
The short happy life of the Scarsdale Picture Theatre (photo), Aug 1, 1997, p.9

PLUMBING
PVC piping is cheaper, easier (ltr), Mar 28, 1997, p.6

POBERESKIN, DAVID
Checking for Driving While Intoxicated (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.1
Tip from resident nab catches burglar (photo), Oct 24, 1997, p.1
Teens may have to earn driving rights gradually (photo), Nov 28, 1997, p.3

POEMS-SINGLE WORKS
My son, the driver (edit), Jan 31, 1997, p.7
For Father’s Day (edit), Jun 13, 1997, p.7

POETRY
Poetry for all at Greenacres festival (photo), May 30, 1997, p.9

POETS
Poet’s visit sparks imaginations (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.10
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POINDEXTER, BETTY S (DR)
Fox a finalist in superintendent search, Mar 21, 1997, p.1

POISON AND POISONING
CO detector saves family, Jan 3, 1997, p.1

POISSON, JOEL

POISSON, SABINE

POLICE-SCS
PBA: Village 'abandons' disabled officers, Jan 17, 1997, p.5
Detective honored (Thomas Carroll), Jan 24, 1997, p.5
Scarsdale police deserve security (ltr), Jan 31, 1997, p.14
Time for a truce (re village's pension dispute with Sgt Thomas Carroll) (edit), Feb 7, 1997, p.6
Police make '911 call' to village (re medical coverage after retirement) (photo), Feb 14, 1997, p.1
Police make '911 call' to village (cont), Feb 14, 1997, p.2
Police families need protection (ltr), Feb 14, 1997, p.6
Money at root of PBA-village fight, Feb 21, 1997, p.1
Lack of insurance limits turnover (ltr), Feb 21, 1997, p.6
Good police work keeps town safe (ltr), Feb 28, 1997, p.6
Victim of crime commends police (ltr), Feb 28, 1997, p.7
Police to picket tomorrow in downtown, Apr 4, 1997, p.3
Village, PBA agree to sign new contract, Apr 11, 1997, p.1
Village, police sign contract agreement, May 2, 1997, p.1
Windfall for police (receipt of proceeds from forfeiture of assets after drug raid), Jul 25, 1997, p.1
Boys arrested on weapons charge; tragedy averted (photo), Aug 22, 1997, p.1
Do not pass (a stopped school bus), Sep 19, 1997, p.1
Hearing continued (re resident requests for services of off-duty SCS police officers), Sep 26, 1997, p.1
Police welcome new recruit (photo), Sep 26, 1997, p.5
Halloween safety, Oct 24, 1997, p.1
Scarsdale police can come to your house - to work, Nov 28, 1997, p.5
Ghost dog's bark haunts neighbors (ltr), Nov 28, 1997, p.6

POLIKOFF, JACK
Where's the fire? (Fire Prevention Fair) (photo), Oct 10, 1997, p.1

POLIN, CATHY (AU)
Accident survivor was wearing seatbelt (ltr), Oct 10, 1997, p.6

POLIN, RAYMOND (AU)
Columnist asks tough questions (response to edit by Irving Sloan from 6/20/97) (ltr), Jul 11, 1997, p.6

POLITICAL CAMPAIGNS
Candidates on TV, Feb 7, 1997, p.1
Citizens' candidates are silent no more, Feb 21, 1997, p.1
A level playing field (re upcoming SCS election) (edit), Feb 21, 1997, p.6
Shed light on decision-making (of village board) (ltr), Feb 21, 1997, p.6
Citizens' Party candidates are silent no more (cont), Feb 21, 1997, p.10
'Empty chair' debate (next week), Mar 7, 1997, p.1
Little common ground seen between mayoral candidates, Mar 7, 1997, p.1
Row A for excellence (endorsements by SCS Inquirer for upcoming SCS election), Mar 7, 1997, p.6
It's not the party, it's the people (re upcoming SCS election) (edit), Mar 7, 1997, p.6
GOP chooses Dunn for county executive (photo), May 30, 1997, p.1
Krauss seeks to unseat Carsky in 17th district (photo), Aug 8, 1997, p.1
Krauss seeks to unseat Carsky in 17th district (photo), Aug 8, 1997, p.1
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POLITICAL CAMPAIGNS continued

No ads for pols, Sep 5, 1997, p.1
Rx for the state (by Dr W Schoenfeld, candidate for the Democratic Party gubernatorial nomination), Sep 12, 1997, p.1
Carsky and Krauss clash on outsourcing of county services (photo), Oct 17, 1997, p.1
DistRICT 8 county board race stays at room temperature (photo), Oct 24, 1997, p.1
Naughton: Pirro too fond of spotlight (photo), Oct 31, 1997, p.1

POLITICS, PRACTICAL

You're never too young for politics (edit), Oct 17, 1997, p.7

POLLARD, PAT

Everyone benefits from local thrift shops (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.9

POLSKY, MARIAN (DR)

Venerunt, ederunt, delictatisunt (Roman banquet organized by SHS Latin Club) (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.10

POLSKY, RACHEL

Venerunt, ederunt, delictatisunt (Roman banquet organized by SHS Latin Club) (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.10

POOL-SCS

Pool opens Saturday, May 23, 1997, p.1
Chilling out (67 degrees in SCS Pool) (photo), May 30, 1997, p.1
(Matthew Levin is all ready for his first summer at the Scarsdale Pool) (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.6
Swim, don't smoke, Jun 13, 1997, p.1
Fourth festivities, Jul 3, 1997, p.1
Post-prom party a great success (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6
No smoking at pool, fields under proposed village policy, Jul 11, 1997, p.1
Getting to know you (pool party for graduating fifth graders) (photo), Jul 11, 1997, p.9
In and out of the SCS Pool (photo), Jul 18, 1997, p.1
Pool not a good place for smoking, residents tell trustees, Jul 18, 1997, p.1
Moderate the zeal (re proposal to ban smoking at SCS Pool, playing fields and playgrounds) (edit), Jul 25, 1997, p.6
Lifeguards don't corrupt children (response to 7/18 article on smoking at SCS Pool) (ltr), Jul 25, 1997, p.6
Labor Day at pool, Aug 29, 1997, p.1
Big plans brewing for Scarsdale Pool, Sep 5, 1997, p.1
Last splash of summer (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.1
Kids garner ribbons galore in pool races (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.3
Pool plans announced (cont), Sep 5, 1997, p.8

POPOFSKY, JODI

S(school) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) candidates announced, Dec 5, 1997, p.1

PORCO, AMEILA

Carnivals spell F-U-N at Scarsdale schools (photo), May 30, 1997, p.8

PORDER, DEBORAH

Citizens' Committee election Wednesday, Nov 7, 1997, p.1
Citizens Committee has 9 new members, Nov 14, 1997, p.1

PORNOGRAPHY

Teacher arrested on child porn charge (photo), Jul 18, 1997, p.1
Chat rooms foster exchange of porn, Jul 25, 1997, p.4
Nebens freed on $250K bail, Aug 1, 1997, p.1

PORTMAN, DAVID

Developer must follow guidelines, says the mayor, May 16, 1997, p.1
Downtown proposal impact study begins, Dec 19, 1997, p.1

POSNER, JON

Realty award winners (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.4
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POSNER, RUSSELL
Leadership at SMS (photo), May 9, 1997, p.9

POSPITIL, STEVE
Accident victim grateful for aid (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6

POSS, ELIZABETH
Grants awarded (photo), May 23, 1997, p.4

POST OFFICE BUILDING-SCS
The story behind the post office murals (photo), May 9, 1997, p.3

POSTER CONTESTS
SEE CONTESTS

POTACK, MICHAEL
Post-prom party a great success (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6

POTACK, RANDI
Post-prom party a great success (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6

POTACK, ROBERT
Four local seniors honored as area’s top scholar-athletes, Mar 21, 1997, p.17
Team captains take center stage at Maroon and White awards dinner (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.18
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36

POTTER, DAWES
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26

POURNIK, MAYSAM
High school honors outstanding seniors and juniors (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12

POWELL, DAWN
10 candidates are elected to S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee), Jan 24, 1997, p.1

POZZOULI, MARIEMMI
Guess who we are? (Edgewood second graders have been learning about famous people) (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.9

PRAVDA, DAVID
Symbolic moment (money for downtown improvement consultants handed over in village hall) (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.4

PREDICTIONS

PREJUDICE
Objects to use of stereotypes (response to 6/13 Inquirer article about AIDS) (ltr), Jun 20, 1997, p.6

PRENDERGAST, LINDA
Schools, PTA’s hooked on health (correction of 3/7 article about Greenacres health fair) (ltr), Mar 21, 1997, p.7

SHS PTA thanks staff for caring (re death of Joshua Lerner) (ltr), Jun 20, 1997, p.6

PRESSER, RICHARD (AU)
The militant of the century (edit), Jan 17, 1997, p.7
Education and learning - never so important as now (edit), Sep 5, 1997, p.7

PRICE, HUGH B (AU)
The militant of the century (edit), Jan 17, 1997, p.7

PRICE, HUGH P (AU)
Take affirmative steps to include (edit), Dec 26, 1997, p.7

PRIETO, ILDEFONSO
Man killed in Post road crash; driver charged with D(riving) W(hile) I ntoxicated (photo), Jan 10, 1997, p.1
Homicide charge filed in (Post Road) accident, Jan 17, 1997, p.1
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PRIETO, ILDEFONSO continued
  Manslaughter charged (Ildefonso Prieto for Jan 5 car crash), Feb 28, 1997, p.1
  Guilty plea entered (by Ildefonso Prieto), Jun 6, 1997, p.1
  Prieto sentenced, Jun 27, 1997, p.1

PRIMARIES
  Primary attracts scant interest in Scarsdale, Sep 12, 1997, p.3
  Greenburgh candidate (Nancy Delahunt) appreciates support (ltr), Sep 19, 1997, p.6
  Scant information provided on primary (ltr), Oct 3, 1997, p.6

PRINCE, MATT
  Maroon editors discuss challenge of newspaper (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.11

PRINCE, MATTHEW (AU)
  What's in a neighborhood's name? (edit), May 16, 1997, p.7

PROCEDURE COMMITTEE-SCS
  Noting the (SCS) milestones (of the past year) (edit), Jan 31, 1997, p.6
  Input sought (amendment proposed to Nonpartisan Resolution), Jul 3, 1997, p.1
  Needed: nominators with experience, Sep 12, 1997, p.1
  (Citizens') N(ominating) C(ommittee) nominators needed (cont), Sep 12, 1997, p.8
  Be counted (re Citizens' Nominating Committee) (edit), Sep 26, 1997, p.6

PROCCELL, JOANNE
  Teachers give $50,000 trove to Hoff-Barthelson school (photo), Oct 10, 1997, p.15

PROSS, ALVIN

PRYWES, JON (AU)
  School should adjust priorities (comments on minors and cigarette smoking on SHS property) (ltr), Mar 7, 1997, p.6

PRYWES, ROBIN (AU)
  Does Board of Architectural R(ev)iew have special privileges? (ltr), Jun 13, 1997, p.6
  Warning: Check your assessment (ltr), Jul 18, 1997, p.6

PT COUNCIL-SCS
  PT Council Educational programs and services in the works for '97 (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.3
  Educational programs and services in the works for '97 (cont) (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.4
  Hearing Thursday on school budget, Apr 4, 1997, p.1
  Writers inspired by (SCS)PTCouncil conference (ltr), Apr 11, 1997, p.6
  CHILD (offshoot of SCS's PT Council) helps parents be advocates, Apr 11, 1997, p.11
  School budget votes Wednesday, May 2, 1997, p.1
  Yes vote (for SCS school budget) is urged by PT Council (ltr), May 2, 1997, p.6
  PT Council to explore gender fairness in schools (photo), Oct 31, 1997, p.9
  Leveled playing fields, Nov 21, 1997, p.1

PUBLIC OPINION POLLS
  Technology study to include questionnaire, Jun 13, 1997, p.10
  (Town and) Village C(ivic) C(lub) approves of rink in Harwood area), Dec 12, 1997, p.1
  Still seeking feedback (from SCS residents re computer survey), Dec 12, 1997, p.1

PUBLIC WORKS-SCS
  Welcome back Steve (Pappalardo) (photo), Sep 19, 1997, p.1

PUCHARSKY, GABBY
  Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

PUFF, JOHN

PURSER, MICHAEL
  39 new staff members in district: Who's who? (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.11
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PUTZIGER, LIUBA KIRYLUK
Liuba Putziger takes prizes at Stamford art exhibit (photo), Aug 1, 1997, p.17

PYNE, DRU
Dru Pyne (elected president of Westchester Chapter of Assn of Women in Communications 1997-98 (photo), Oct 3, 1997, p.4

PYRON, JOHN
Greenville Community Theater enjoys milestone year (photo) (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.16

QUAKERS
Friends concerned with peace and social issues (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.12

QUINTANA, ANDREA
High school honors outstanding seniors and juniors (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12

QUIRK, HELENE
39 new staff members in district: Who's who? (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.11

RABBAN, DAVID
David Rabban (is author of "Free Speech in its Forgotten Years") (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.4

RABBIS
Local rabbis urge end to rift (between sects in Judaism), Dec 26, 1997, p.1

RACANELLI, ROSE-ELLEN
SHS PTA thanks staff for caring (re death of Joshua Lerner) (ltr), Jun 20, 1997, p.6

RACE DISCRIMINATION
Harrassment offers opportunity for rescue (edit), Aug 1, 1997, p.7

RADER, BRUCE
Rader, Bruce (elected corporate finance and project finance partner at Chadbourne & Parke) (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.4

RAFELD, CINDY
Greenacres celebrates (80th birthday) (photo), Jan 17, 1997, p.9

RAIZES, DEBORAH S
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26

RAIZES, DEBORAH S (AU)
Past achievements and future plans for schools (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.1
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RAMBONE, STEVE
Leadership at SMS (photo), May 9, 1997, p.9
Third decade begins (SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps members get 20 year service badges) (photo), Aug 1, 1997, p.4

RAMBUSCH, VIGGO F E
Viggo F E Rambusch (dies), Jan 3, 1997, p.8

RAND, LAURA
Maroon editors discuss challenge of newspaper (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.11

RAPAPORT, DEBBIE
Present and future leaders (PTA presidents) (photo), May 16, 1997, p.9

RAPAPORT, DEBBIE (AU)
SHS PTA thanks staff for caring (re death of Joshua Lerner) (ltr), Jun 20, 1997, p.6

RAPAPORT, MIRIAM
Top producers (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.4

RAPOPORT, MARK
League of Women Voters lauds former FDA chief for accomplishing 'fool's errand', Nov 28, 1997, p.1

RASBAND, SHANNON
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

RASKIN, ALLISON
Summer reading begins at Greenacres book swap, Jul 11, 1997, p.9

RASKIN, RUTH

RASMUSSEN, SIGRID E
Sigrid E Rasmussen (dies), Jul 25, 1997, p.8
Sigrid E Rasmussen (dies), Aug 1, 1997, p.20

RATNER, JON
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36

RATS
Amid stately homes and manicured lawns - rats!, Sep 12, 1997, p.3

RAYSOR, ROBERT
Fire destroys Quaker Ridge house (photo), Nov 7, 1997, p.1

READING
Ratings (of SCS's reading program) should inspire change (ltr), Jan 17, 1997, p.6
Reading instruction described, Jan 17, 1997, p.10
Parents hear plans to improve reading scores for Edgewood, Jan 24, 1997, p.1
Parents hear plans to improve reading scores (cont), Jan 24, 1997, p.14
Teacher offered 'faulty apologia' (response to edit by I Sloan from 1/24/97) (ltr), Jan 31, 1997, p.6
Story focused on the negative (coverage of recent series of meetings at Edgewood school) (ltr), Jan 31, 1997, p.14
Phonetics program boon to dylexics (ltr), Mar 21, 1997, p.6
Students bond through reading (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.9
Summer reading begins at Greenacres book swap, Jul 11, 1997, p.9
Teaching reading in Scarsdale: phonics, whole language or both?, Oct 24, 1997, p.9
Quaker Ridge readers BEAR with it (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.12
Quaker Ridge readers BEAR with it (Be Enthusiastic About Reading Day) (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.12

REAL ESTATE AGENCIES AND AGENTS
Houlihan-Lawrence's tips for home sellers (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.6
Julia B Fee is a leader in local real estate market (photo) (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.6
Doernberg real estate representatives to attend BH & G convention (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.6
Prudential Centennial Realty to celebrate 16th year, Jan 31, 1997, p.6
Top producers (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.4
Realty award winners (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.4
REAL ESTATE AGENCIES AND AGENTS  continued
Top producers honored (photo), May 9, 1997, p.4
Judith Bauer (has been appointed vice president at Aries Deitch & Endelson Inc), May 9, 1997, p.4
David U Yaspan (has received Broker of the Year award from Grubb & Ellis New York) (photo), May 23, 1997, p.4
Stuart Kolbert (has joined Goldschmidt & Associates, a SCS-based real estate firm) (photo), Sep 19, 1997, p.4

REAL PROPERTY-VALUATION
Poor (reading) scores hurt property values (edit), Jan 17, 1997, p.7

RECREATION DEPT-SCS
My little playmate (at SCS Recreation Dept's Camp Sagamore) (photo), Aug 1, 1997, p.1

RECYCLING OF WASTE
Local business asked to recycle, May 23, 1997, p.9
Recycling containers ugly, unnecessary (ltr), Sep 12, 1997, p.6
Recycling of waste - what goes around comes around (edit), Sep 12, 1997, p.7
Residents should continue civic virtue of recycling (ltr), Sep 19, 1997, p.6
Is recycling a waste? Municipal officials say no, Sep 26, 1997, p.3
Recycling containers are not offensive to the eye (ltr), Sep 26, 1997, p.6
Is recycling a waste? (photo) (cont), Sep 26, 1997, p.12
The whys of recycling: rules explained (photo), Nov 7, 1997, p.3
Support Metro-North's recycling efforts (ltr), Nov 7, 1997, p.6

REEF, JORDAN
Sounding in the new year (Cantor Meredith Stone helps David Stern blow the shofar) (photo), Sep 26, 1997, p.1

REEDE, MARIE M
Marie M Reedy (dies), Dec 12, 1997, p.26

REESE, JAMES P
Board of education names new business chief (photo), May 23, 1997, p.1
Board of education names new business chief (cont), May 23, 1997, p.3

REFAEI, SOLLY
Symbolic moment (money for downtown improvement consultants handed over in village hall) (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.4

REGAZZI, VERONICA
Challenge to Citizens' Party mounted (photo), Feb 14, 1997, p.1

REHM, WILLIAM
Into the bridge, again (truck crashes into Mamaroneck Road Bridge), Jan 3, 1997, p.1

REIFFEL, ROBERT (DR)
Robert Reiffel, M.D. (appointed chief of section of plastic surgery at WHP Hospital), Dec 12, 1997, p.4

REILLY, HANORA T
Hanora T Reilly (dies), Apr 11, 1997, p.22

REILLY, KATHY
Going forth (SHS commencement) (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.1

REINFEILD, JUDITH
No contract yet for library staff, Aug 29, 1997, p.1
Wearing their message (SCS Library staffers have been without a contract since June 1) (photo), Nov 7, 1997, p.13

REINGOLD, ABIGAIL
10 candidates are elected to S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee), Jan 24, 1997, p.1

REINGOLD, DAN
County D(istrict) A(ttorney) to combat abuse of seniors (photo), Oct 3, 1997, p.1

REINGOLD, DAVE
New dean meets parents (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.8

REINGOLD, JESSE D (AU)
Some views don't merit publication (response to letter by William Stern from 3/21/97) (ltr), Apr 4, 1997, p.6
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REINGOLD, PAULA
New dean meets parents (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.8

REISS, PHYLLIS (AU)
Questions timing of tenure stories (ltr), Sep 12, 1997, p.6

RELIGIOUS CULTS
California suicides remind some of losing their loved ones to cults, Apr 4, 1997, p.1
Suicides remind parents of losing children to cults (cont), Apr 4, 1997, p.8
Scientologist is insulted by story (on religious cults from 4/4/97) (ltr), Apr 11, 1997, p.6

RELIGIOUS LIBERTY
Questioning Scarsdale’s tolerance (response to letter by Brian A McDonald from 10/17/97) (ltr), Oct 31, 1997, p.6

REMINISCING
Remembrance forges link with past (edit), Aug 15, 1997, p.6
The good old golden-rule days (edit), Aug 29, 1997, p.7
Swiss bankers can also release buried memories (edit), Oct 31, 1997, p.7

RENINO, CHRISTOPHER
SMS teacher salutes Robinson in novel (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.19

RENMI, ROBYN
Priceless gift (blood donation) (photo), Aug 22, 1997, p.1

RENO, DENNIS J
Dennis J Reno (dies), May 30, 1997, p.14

RENO, WENDY
Bring back the glory days of football (ltr), Oct 3, 1997, p.6

RENT CONTROL
SEE RENT LAWS

RENT LAWS
Entitlement run amok (urges decontrol of rent controlled apartments) (edit), May 16, 1997, p.6
No such thing as a ‘free market’ (response to edit from 5/16 on price control for housing) (ltr), May 30, 1997, p.6

RENTAL HOUSING
Village trustees consider legalization of home rental units (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.1

RESNICK, ALAN (AU)
Harrison has always had selfless motives (ltr), Mar 14, 1997, p.6

RESNICK, ALAN AND TERRY (AU)
Antenna would be a blight in residential area (ltr), Sep 19, 1997, p.7

RESNICK, ANITA AND ART (AU)
Scarsdale police deserve security (ltr), Jan 31, 1997, p.14

RESNICK, MATT
Four local seniors honored as area’s top scholar-athletes, Mar 21, 1997, p.17
Team captains take center stage at Maroon and White awards dinner (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.18
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36

RESNICK, SUSAN
Top producers honored (photo), May 9, 1997, p.4

RESNICK, SUSAN GOLDMAN
10 candidates are elected to S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C omittee), Jan 24, 1997, p.1

RESTIANO, VINCENZA
O’Rourke’s out, many ready to go in (photo), Feb 7, 1997, p.1

RETACCO, GALE
Realtors race for a cure (sponsored by Susan B Komen Breast Cancer Foundation) (photo), Sep 26, 1997, p.8

REUTER, RICK
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society’s 23d Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.28
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REWARDS (PRIZES, ETC)
In recognition (SHS senior Wes Clayton presented with Joseph Ades Award) (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.17
Realty award winners (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.4
Inquirer wins 15 awards, Apr 11, 1997, p.1
Inquirer wins awards (cont), Apr 11, 1997, p.22
Raider skiers honored, Apr 11, 1997, p.26
Clark to be honored by SCS Family Counseling Service (photo), May 2, 1997, p.4
Martin L Zwirn (has 1997 alumni achievement award from Fordham University), May 9, 1997, p.4
Village worker cited for bravery (photo), May 16, 1997, p.5
High school honors outstanding seniors and juniors (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12
Senior wins Halliday Clark Award (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.10
Scarsdale salutes its athletes at Maroon and White cookout, Jun 20, 1997, p.19
A celebration of Raider pride (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.20
Scholar-athletes honored (at SHS) (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.9
A special honor (SHS senior Justin Lange honored by varsity lacrosse team) (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.19
Daniel L Schacter (recipient of Harvard-Radcliffe award for teaching excellence) (photo), Jul 11, 1997, p.4
National Merit Semifinalists announced (individual names given), Sep 26, 1997, p.10
League of Women Voters lauds former FDA chief for accomplishing 'fool's errand', Nov 28, 1997, p.1
Former Edgewood student wins contest, Dec 19, 1997, p.12

REYNOLDS, BARBARA
Realtors race for a cure (sponsored by Susan B Komen Breast Cancer Foundation) (photo), Sep 26, 1997, p.8

REYNOLDS, DEBBIE
Scarsdale's Peter White gets belated hometown attention (photo), Feb 14, 1997, p.13

REYNOLDS, HAROLD J (AU)
Reader's verdict: writer not guilty (response to edit by Ruth Boser from 4/18/97) (ltr), Apr 25, 1997, p.6

REYNOLDS, HARRY (AU)
What does a village lose by having unhappy librarians? (ltr), Nov 14, 1997, p.6

REYNOLDS, MICHAEL
Candidates forum (Oct 27 at SCS Library), Oct 24, 1997, p.1

RHEE, JENNIFER
Jennifer Rhee named artist-of-the-month at SHS (photo), Oct 3, 1997, p.9

RICCIO, FRED & AUDREY (AU)
Coach Vaccaro did a great job (ltr), Mar 7, 1997, p.6

RICE, JIM
Is recycling a waste? (photo) (cont), Sep 26, 1997, p.12

RICH, JENNIFER
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26

RICHARDS, COURTNEY
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36

RICHARDS, MARIANNE
Post-prom party a great success (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6

RICHARDS, ROSEMARY
Parents ask: 'What is wrong with our school?', Jan 17, 1997, p.1

RICHMAN, JEANNE
Has the leopard changed his spots? (re 3/7 letter by Jeanne Richman's about Robert Harrison) (ltr), Mar 14, 1997, p.6
Harrison seems to be unable to compromise (ltr), Mar 14, 1997, p.6
Letters were not personal attacks (upon Bob Harrison) (ltr), Apr 4, 1997, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24
Developer must follow guidelines, says the mayor, May 16, 1997, p.1
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RICHMAN, JEANNE continued
Starting early (Town and Village Civic Club will hold a special meeting next Thursday, 9/11), Sep 5, 1997, p.1
(Town and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub): Keep antennas away from houses, Sep 19, 1997, p.1
(Town and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) to trustees: Don't pass apartment law (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.1
RICHMAN, JEANNE (AU)
Harrison's actions undemocratic (ltr), Mar 7, 1997, p.6
RICHMAN, ROBERT M (AU)
Editorial hit the nail on the head (edit from 10/17 re accessory housing) (ltr), Oct 24, 1997, p.6
RICKS, CHRISTIAN
Village marks a solemn Memorial Day (photo), May 30, 1997, p.3
RICKS, ELIZABETH
Team captains take center stage at Maroon and White awards dinner (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.18
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26
RIES, MARTIN
Local artist's work acquired for permanent collections (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.15
RIESER, VERA HOLLY
Vera Holly Rieser (dies), Jun 6, 1997, p.14
RIFLERY
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36
RIGHT TO DIE
Patients need greater knowledge to exercise their rights (edit), Jan 31, 1997, p.7
No consensus on the right to die (edit), Feb 28, 1997, p.7
Living will or health care proxy? Experts advise, Nov 14, 1997, p.13
RIMSKY, DOULAS
Post-prom party a great success (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6
RIMSKY, MARGARET
High school honors outstanding seniors and juniors (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12
RIMSKY, PHYLLIS
Post-prom party a great success (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6
RINER, OLIVIA
Au pair case stirs recurrent anxiety (photo), Nov 14, 1997, p.1
RISO, PETER J
Peter J Riso (dies), Feb 28, 1997, p.8
RITTER, TOBY
Supermarket finally coming to Hartsdale, Jul 11, 1997, p.1
RITTER, TONY
New lease on life (re the coming of IGA to Hartsdale) (edit), Jul 11, 1997, p.6
RIZZO, BIANCA
(Game of My Fair Lady at Camp Sagamore) (photo), Aug 8, 1997, p.6
RO, ANGELA
High school honors outstanding seniors and juniors (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12
ROBBINS, RISE
Corporate largesse (SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps has received three major gifts) (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.2
ROBERTS, EDGAR V (AU)
Nygreen richly deserving of Lehman College honor (ltr), Oct 17, 1997, p.6
ROBINSON, JAC ROOSEVELT
A champion in every sense of the word (illus), Apr 18, 1997, p.16
A champion in every sense (cont), Apr 18, 1997, p.18
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ROBINSON, JACKIE
SHS teacher salutes Robinson in novel (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.19
Local resident recall a baseball legend, Jun 27, 1997, p.19
Locals remember a legend (cont), Jun 27, 1997, p.20
Renino novel recalls Robinson (cont), Jun 27, 1997, p.20

ROBINSON, NICKY
Young detectives on the case (math-science enrichment program at Greenacres) (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.10

ROBINSON, SALLY
Citizens' Committee election Wednesday, Nov 7, 1997, p.1
Citizens Committee has 9 new members, Nov 14, 1997, p.1

ROBINSON, SALLY (AU)
Amendment is a dangerous idea (ltr), Feb 14, 1997, p.6
Urge Congress to pass campaign finance refor (ltr), Sep 26, 1997, p.6

ROCCO, JAMES V
Out like a lamb (mild month of December) (photo), Jan 3, 1997, p.1

RODGERS, KEN
1997-98 school taxes may rise 3.85 percent, Mar 7, 1997, p.1
Regents may be flexible on diploma, Nov 21, 1997, p.1

RODGERS, KENNETH
District to fund Kids' BASE buses (photo), Jul 25, 1997, p.1

RODGERS, KENNETH (DR)
Scarsdale school board will take steps to preserve local diplomas, Sep 26, 1997, p.1
Fight for local diploma heats up, Oct 10, 1997, p.1

RODMAN, JERRALD P
Jerrald P Rodman (dies), Jan 10, 1997, p.10

RODRIGUEZ, MARISEL
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

ROESCH, GEOFFREY
Merchant/village partnership forges ahead with plans for downtown revitalization (photo), Feb 7, 1997, p.1
Consultants seek input on business district, May 9, 1997, p.1
Opportunity knocks (input sought for upcoming meeting regarding village center) (edit), May 9, 1997, p.6
Lighting options for downtown pondered, Aug 1, 1997, p.1
Bright ideas (re pedestrian yield signs) (photo) (edit), Aug 1, 1997, p.6
One way - forward (re consultants' report for SCS downtown area and recommended improvements) (edit), Oct 3, 1997, p.6
Critics find problems in East Parkway plans, Nov 14, 1997, p.1
Try the easy solution (re SCS Business District Report) (edit), Nov 14, 1997, p.6

ROESCH, R GEOFFREY
Some surprising unanimity on downtown goals expressed, May 23, 1997, p.1
Bright ideas (ideas solicited to improve lighting in village center), Jul 18, 1997, p.1
Architect to probe downtown lighting, traffic and parking, Nov 28, 1997, p.1

ROGERS, JOSEPH
School) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) candidates announced, Dec 5, 1997, p.1

ROGLIANO, EUGENE (AU)
Quit bellyaching over legion price (ltr), Mar 7, 1997, p.6

ROGLIANO, GENE
Citizens' victory was work of many (ltr), Mar 28, 1997, p.6

ROGOWSKY, MARTY
Take blame as well as credit (re parking for County Medical Center & Ruth Taylor Institute) (ltr), Jun 20, 1997, p.6
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ROHAN, RICHARD
   Village, police sign contract agreement, May 2, 1997, p.1
   No contract yet for library staff, Aug 29, 1997, p.1

ROOFING
   Keeping a roof over commuters' heads, Oct 24, 1997, p.1
   Scarsdale Metro-North Station needs a new roof (photo) (cont), Oct 24, 1997, p.3

ROOSEVELT, FRANKLIN
   Reader recalls a great president (ltr), May 9, 1997, p.6

ROSE, ETHAN
   State report cards upset parents, officials (photo), Jan 10, 1997, p.1

ROSE, JORDAN
   A celebration of Raider pride (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.20
   Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26

ROSEN, ANN
   SNS PTA thanks staff for caring (re death of Joshua Lerner) (ltr), Jun 20, 1997, p.6

ROSEN, DIANE
   Guess who we are? (Edgewood second graders have been learning about famous people) (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.9

ROSEN, MARTHA
   Guess who we are? (Edgewood second graders have been learning about famous people) (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.9

ROSEN, RICHARD
   Citizens' Committee election Wednesday, Nov 7, 1997, p.1
   Citizens Committee has 9 new members, Nov 14, 1997, p.1

ROSENBAUM, ROBERT
   Heart attack victim fine after rescue by dentist (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.3

ROSENBERG, HERBERT (AU)
   Town candidate called 'refreshing' (ltr), Jul 25, 1997, p.6

ROSENBLATT, EDITH (AU)
   Candidates (Juettner and Weinberg) should be re-elected) (ltr), Aug 29, 1997, p.6

ROSENOW, JOHN
   10 trees (re offer from National Arbor Day Foundation), Aug 22, 1997, p.1

ROSENTHAL, KITT

ROSH HASHANAH
   Sounding in the new year (Cantor Meredith Stone helps David Stern blow the shofar) (photo), Sep 26, 1997, p.1

ROSS, BETSY McCaughhey
   Lt. Governor calls for better access to health care, Sep 26, 1997, p.3

ROSS, ERICA F

ROSS, HARRY
   Something for everyone in Arthur Manor (photo), Jul 11, 1997, p.3

ROSS, JEFFREY A (DR)
   Anti-Semites find fertile soil on some college campuses (edit), Jan 24, 1997, p.7

ROSS, MCCaughhey
   Target school reforms (edit), Aug 8, 1997, p.6

ROSS, MICHAEL
   Something for everyone in Arthur Manor (photo), Jul 11, 1997, p.3

ROSSI, LAUREN
   Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34
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ROTARY CLUB
Grants awarded (photo), May 23, 1997, p.4

ROTHAUS, KENNETH (DR) (AU)
Patients need greater knowledge to exercise their rights (edit), Jan 31, 1997, p.7

ROTHBERG, DENISE
Center for Preventive Psychiatry board of trustees elections (photo), Feb 28, 1997, p.2

ROTHBERG, SAMANTHA
Carnivals spell F-U-N at Scarsdale schools (photo), May 30, 1997, p.8

ROTHBERG, SAMANTHA
Carnivals spell F-U-N at Scarsdale schools (photo), May 30, 1997, p.8

ROTHMAN, CAROLE (AU)
Identical surname gives rise to confusion (re 9/26 article on teacher resignation) (ltr), Oct 3, 1997, p.6

ROTHMAN, CAROLE (DR) (AU)
Why this mom is a wrestling fan (ltr), Feb 28, 1997, p.7

ROTHMAN, DAN
Team captains take center stage at Maroon and White awards dinner (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.18

ROTHMAN, DANIEL
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36
High school honors outstanding seniors and juniors (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12

ROTHSCHILD, AMELIE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24

ROTHSCHILD, ERIC
Honor for Rothschild (photo), Feb 28, 1997, p.2

ROWIN, BARBARA
New Butler House counselor named (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.1

ROWIN, CRAIG
Butler-7 students have a field day (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.9

ROWIN, MIKE
Maroon editors discuss challenge of newspaper (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.11

RUBENS, BETH
 Critics recycle grievances, Mar 14, 1997, p.1

RUBENSTEIN, CARRI
Post-prom party a great success (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6

RUBENSTEIN, DAVID
Team captains take center stage at Maroon and White awards dinner (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.18

RUBENSTEIN, JACOB
Local rabbis urge end to rift (between sects in Judaism), Dec 26, 1997, p.1
Local Jewish leaders urge peaceful resolution to family fight (photo), Dec 26, 1997, p.15

RUBENSTEIN, STEVE
Local track coaches keep them running (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.15

RUBIN, CECILE
Schools, PTA's hooked on health (correction of 3/7 article about Greenacres health fair) (ltr), Mar 21, 1997, p.7

RUBIN, MATT
Tribute to the fallen (Matt Rubin plays taps at Veterans Day ceremony in Boniface Circle) (photo), Nov 14, 1997, p.13

RUBIN, MICHAEL
Greenacres fair a healthy success (photo), Mar 7, 1997, p.9

RUBINSTEIN, DAVID
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36
Going forth (SHS commencement) (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.1
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RUDDY, GERALD
Gerald Ruddy (dies), Aug 15, 1997, p.8

RUDIN, A JAMES
Cardinal is coming (to speak at SCS Synagogue-Tremont Temple), May 9, 1997, p.1
Cardinal O'Connor at Scarsdale Synagogue: Jews and Catholics both are 'sacred people' (photo), May 16, 1997, p.1
Cardinal-rabbi story 'excellent' (ltr), May 23, 1997, p.6

RUDIN, A JAMES (AU)

RUDIN, RABBI A (AU)
The case against assisted suicide (edit), Jul 25, 1997, p.7

RUDNICK, SHOSHANA
Leadership at SMS (photo), May 9, 1997, p.9

RUNNING
New time for race (15K and 4-mile runs), Mar 14, 1997, p.1
Takin' it to the street (annual 15K-4 mile race) (photo), Apr 11, 1997, p.1
310 runners race on Scarsdale streets (photo), Apr 11, 1997, p.23
Realtors race for a cure (sponsored by Susan B Komen Breast Cancer Foundation) (photo), Sep 26, 1997, p.8
Foliage run (re 17th annual 5K Fall Foliage Run and 12th annual 2.5 K Walk October 19), Oct 17, 1997, p.1
Showing good form (SCS Historical Society's Fall Foliage Run) (photo), Oct 24, 1997, p.1
Historical society thanks sponsors (of Fall Foliage Run and Walk for Fun) (ltr), Oct 24, 1997, p.8
Foliage runners race (photo), Oct 24, 1997, p.22
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

RUSCIANO, ANTHONY
Planners seek closure in Nynex dispute (photo), Jan 31, 1997, p.3
Citizens' Party wins with 70% of vote (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.1
We hear you, but ... (re Nynex special use permit) (edit), Jun 6, 1997, p.6
Nynex neighbors are still embattled, Jul 11, 1997, p.1

RUSCIANO, JOYCE
We hear you, but ... (re Nynex special use permit) (edit), Jun 6, 1997, p.6
Nynex neighbors are still embattled, Jul 11, 1997, p.1

RUSCIANO, JOYCE (AU)
Nynex trucks are busy on weekends (ltr), Apr 11, 1997, p.6

RUSH, DAVID
Book packs promote reading (photo), Jan 24, 1997, p.9

RUSSELL, WILLIAM HENRY
Material sought on Civil War vets (ltr), Jul 25, 1997, p.6

RUSSELL, YOLANDA
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26

RYAN, HELEN R
Helen R Ryan (dies), Oct 17, 1997, p.12

SACCONE, MARIE
Symbolic moment (money for downtown improvement consultants handed over in village hall) (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.4
Gardeners all (group plants pin oak tree on East Parkway in honor of Arbor Day) (photo), May 2, 1997, p.3
Saccone transferred to White Plains branch, Sep 12, 1997, p.4
New branch manager made mark in Hartsdale (ltr), Sep 19, 1997, p.6

SACK, GERALD
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26
Citizens' Committee election Wednesday, Nov 7, 1997, p.1
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SACK, GERALD (DR)
   Pool not a good place for smoking, residents tell trustees, Jul 18, 1997, p.1

SAFETY DEVICES AND MEASURES
   Police tapes are for our safety (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6

SAHL, VIVIAN S
   Vivian S Sahl (dies), Dec 19, 1997, p.24

SAITO, JUNKO
   Making a difference (photo), Nov 14, 1997, p.4

SALES TAX
   Tax exemption spurs business, Jan 31, 1997, p.1
   Tax exemption spurs business (cont), Jan 31, 1997, p.17

SALESE, BRANDON
   Miss Frizzle sighting (at Fox Meadow) (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.12

SALESE, MICHELLE
   Miss Frizzle sighting (at Fox Meadow) (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.12

SALINGER, PENNY
   Scholar-athletes honored (at SHS) (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.9

SALIS, LAURIE
   Parents ask: 'What is wrong with our school?', Jan 17, 1997, p.1

SALVATERRA, RICHARD
   Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26

SAMAN, YANGTINEC
   Cultures co-mingle (International Day at SHS) (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.9

SAMOLADAS, VIVI
   Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26

SAMSTAG, GORDON
   The story behind the post office murals (photo), May 9, 1997, p.3

SAMTUR, MIKE
   Spreading the word (publicizing of SHS annual blood drive) (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.9
   Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

SAMUEL, GEORGE
   Student government reports the year of the 'caza' (photo), Oct 10, 1997, p.9

SAMUELS, SONYA
   My little playmate (at SCS Recreation Dept's Camp Sagamore) (photo), Aug 1, 1997, p.1

SANTA CLAUS
   Special delivery (re Santa mailboxes), Dec 5, 1997, p.1
   Is this my present? (memento of Boniface Circle tree lighting ceremony) (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.1

SANTOIANNI, MIKE
   Old-timers (longtime village employees were recognized for 25 years or more of service) (photo), Aug 15, 1997, p.3

SANTOMO, SANDRA
   Once controversial, group home now blends in (photo), Aug 1, 1997, p.3

SANTOS, JOSE
   Tip from resident nabs burglar (photo), Oct 24, 1997, p.1

SARNOFF, STEPHANIE
   Bibliophiles all (attending Westchester County Library System's annual meeting) (photo), Jan 3, 1997, p.2
   Clicking and surfing at the local library (photo), Apr 18, 1997, p.1
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26

SARRAF, BRYNA
   2 endorsed for Edgemont board (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.1
   Sarraf, Singer endorsed for Edgemont board (cont), Mar 14, 1997, p.19
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SARRAF, BRYNA continued
Candidates forum covers school issues, Apr 25, 1997, p.1
Edgemont school board candidates forum covers issues (photo) (cont), Apr 25, 1997, p.18
A vote of confidence (re voting for SCS and EMT school budgets May 7) (edit), May 2, 1997, p.6
Voters approve school budget, May 9, 1997, p.1

SARTER, BRYNNE
Leadership at SMS (photo), May 9, 1997, p.9

SASAKI, HIROSHI
Peering through the many "windows of the world"; (ArtLink exchange program), Nov 14, 1997, p.9

SASAKI, MEGUMI
Making a difference (photo), Nov 14, 1997, p.4

SATER, AMANDA
Showing good form (SCS Historical Society's Fall Foliage Run) (photo), Oct 24, 1997, p.1

SAVAGE, JAMES A (AU)
Delahunt supported conservation efforts (ltr), Sep 5, 1997, p.6

SAYLAK, JENNY
Going up and up (United Way thermometer) (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.4

SAYLAK, LAURIE
Going up and up (United Way thermometer) (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.4

SCANLAN, JOHN
Heart attack victim fine after rescue by dentist (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.3

SCAVELLO, AMANDA
Is Hartsdale market owner having second thoughts?, Nov 21, 1997, p.1

SCAVELLO, CARMELE
Supermarket finally coming to Hartsdale, Jul 11, 1997, p.1

SCAVELLO, FRANK
Supermarket finally coming to Hartsdale, Jul 11, 1997, p.1

SCAVELLO, GABE
Supermarket finally coming to Hartsdale, Jul 11, 1997, p.1
New lease on life (re the coming of IGA to Hartsdale) (edit), Jul 11, 1997, p.6
Greenburgh is supporting IGA (ltr), Nov 28, 1997, p.6

SCAVELLO, GABRIEL
Is Hartsdale market owner having second thoughts?, Nov 21, 1997, p.1

SCAVELLO, PAUL
Supermarket finally coming to Hartsdale, Jul 11, 1997, p.1

SCAVELLO, ROSIE
Is Hartsdale market owner having second thoughts?, Nov 21, 1997, p.1

SCHAADT, SALLY
Moratorium would limit Greenburgh's options (response to 10/10 letter by Sally Schaadt) (ltr), Oct 17, 1997, p.6
SCHAADT, SALLY L (AU)
G'burgh overburdened with development (ltr), Oct 10, 1997, p.6

SCHACTER, DANIEL L
Daniel L Schacter (recipient of Harvard-Radcliffe award for teaching excellence) (photo), Jul 11, 1997, p.4

SCHACTER, DANIEL L (DR) (AU)
How reliable are 'repressed memories'? (edit), Dec 26, 1997, p.7

SCHAFFER, ANN
Cardinal is coming (to speak at SCS Synagogue-Tremont Temple), May 9, 1997, p.1
SCHAGER, ANNE (AU)
Antenna would be a blight in residential area (ltr), Sep 19, 1997, p.7

SCHAIR, FERN
Fern Schair (re-elected to board of directors of American Judicature Society) (photo), Jan 24, 1997, p.4

SCHANDLER, JON
Corporate largesse (SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps has received three major gifts) (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.2

SCHANDLER, JON B
Doernberg Real Estate Salutes Gala '97 and the SCS Auxiliary of the WHP Hospital Center) (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.26

SCHAPIRO, LINDA
Foxes plan Frontier Fair (photo), May 16, 1997, p.10

SCHAPIRO, RICHARD
Buddy project (photo), May 30, 1997, p.9

SCHAPIRO, STEVEN
Peering through the many "windows of the world"; (ArtLink exchange program), Nov 14, 1997, p.9

SCHAPIRO, STEVEN
Thankful people, Nov 21, 1997, p.1

SCHLEITER, RICHARD (DR)
Board of ed(ucation) names new business chief (photo), May 23, 1997, p.1

SCHLEITER, RICHARD (DR)
Best wishes (to honorees at annual retirement tea hosted by SCS school district) (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12

SCHLACTUS, BARBARA (AU)
Hochberg aided the powerless (after explosion of electrical transformer) (ltr), Apr 18, 1997, p.6

SCHLACTUS, HOWARD (AU)
Hochberg aided the powerless (after explosion of electrical transformer) (ltr), Apr 18, 1997, p.6

SCHLACTUS, HOWARD (AU)
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26

SCHLACTUS, HOWARD (AU)
Colleagues toast and roast Dr Richard Schleiter on his retirement (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.10

SCHLACTUS, HOWARD (AU)
Best wishes (to honorees at annual retirement tea hosted by SCS school district) (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12

SCHLECTER, CATHY
Cathy Schlechter (named runner-up in 1997 Bays English Muffins National Recipe Contest), Sep 12, 1997, p.4

SCHLEHLEIN, THOMAS
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26

SCHLEITER, RICHARD (DR)
Board of ed(ucation) names new business chief (photo), May 23, 1997, p.1

SCHMELLEIN, THOMAS
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26

SCHMERLER, CHARLES
Neighbors say bees are unwelcome neighbors, Apr 11, 1997, p.3

SCHMERLER, CHARLES
Bee battle, cont., May 2, 1997, p.1

SCHMERLER, CHARLES
The bees are staying in Greenacres - for now (photo), May 9, 1997, p.1

SCHMERLER, CHARLES
Anger over bees is misplaced (ltr), May 23, 1997, p.6

SCHMERLER, CHARLES
Appeals board says beekeeping is not a business, Jun 13, 1997, p.1

SCHMERLER, CHARLES
Power may now be the motivation (re conflict between Mr Schmerler and Mr Cherbuliez) (ltr), Jun 13, 1997, p.6

SCHMERLER, CHARLES
Beekeeper, neighbors work on compromise (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.1
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SCHMIDT, JANE
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26

SCHNAPP, MERYL
Greenacres fair a healthy success (photo), Mar 7, 1997, p.9

SCHNASE, ANNEMARIE
Annemarie Schnase (dies), Feb 21, 1997, p.10

SCHNEIDER, ERICA
Young detectives on the case (math-science enrichment program at Greenacres) (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.10

SCHNEIDER, JANE
Jane Schneider (honored at special dinner for college retirees), Nov 21, 1997, p.4

SCHNEIDER, PAT
Greenville Community Theater enjoys milestone year (photo) (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.16

SCHNEIDER, RONDA
Edgewood fair Saturday (photo), May 9, 1997, p.10

SCHNEIDER, SUSAN
Song from the heart (Quaker Ridge chorus sings at Andrus Senior Residence and Children’s Home/photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.9

SCHNEIDERMANN, JASON (AU)
Vandalism not the cause of problem (response to letter by Gail Zuckerwise from 6/6/97) (ltr), Jun 13, 1997, p.6

SCHNUR, STEVEN
Students to hone skills at writers workshop, Feb 28, 1997, p.9
New book by Steven Schnur (illus), Mar 21, 1997, p.4
New Schnur book coming (illus), Jun 20, 1997, p.4

SCHNUR, STEVEN (AU)
Young player faces dilemma to pitch or not on Passover (illus), Apr 18, 1997, p.7
To young writers: Word do matter (edit), May 9, 1997, p.6

SCHOEN, MARIAN
10 candidates are elected to S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee), Jan 24, 1997, p.1

SCHOENFELD, MYRON (DR)
Schoenfeld mounts a new campaign - for governor (photo), May 9, 1997, p.1
Schoenfeld mounts gubernatorial campaign (cont), May 9, 1997, p.15
Rx for the state (by Dr M Schoenfeld, candidate for the Democratic Party gubernatorial nomination), Sep 12, 1997, p.1

SCHOENFELD, MYRON (DR) (AU)
If President Clinton asked by opinion... (edit), Jan 3, 1997, p.6

SCHOENFELD, MYRON R (AU)
What is happiness? How do we get it? (edit), Mar 28, 1997, p.7

SCHOETZ, CATHERINE
SHS Drama Club to present ‘Your Can’t Take it With You’ (photo), Feb 21, 1997, p.11
Ready to take the stage (more than 20 young actors from SHS in "Voices from the High School") (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.25
Fundraiser generates $14,000 for S(CS) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre) (photo), Aug 8, 1997, p.3

SCHOETZ, KATHERINE
‘Anything Goes’ is coming soon (photo), Jul 25, 1997, p.1

SCHOETZ, ROBERT
Fundraiser generates $14,000 for S(CS) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre) (photo), Aug 8, 1997, p.3

SCHOETZ, SUSAN
Fundraiser generates $14,000 for S(CS) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre) (photo), Aug 8, 1997, p.3

SCHOLARSHIPS AND FELLOWSHIPS
(SCS) Foundation gets scholarship grant, Apr 18, 1997, p.1
Two ways to help (donations to SCS Foundation and PTA scholarship fund) (edit), Apr 18, 1997, p.6
Scarsdale Foundation receives grant for scholarship (cont), Apr 18, 1997, p.10
Local generosity boon to students (ltr), Jun 27, 1997, p.6
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SCHOOL BOARD NOMINATING COMMITTEE-SCS

Sarraf, Singer endorsed for Edgemont board (cont), Mar 14, 1997, p.19

SCHOOL BUSES

Scarsdale schools eye expanded busing, Apr 18, 1997, p.1
Keep busing limits (re lowering of bus eligibility in SCS from 1.5 to 1.4 miles) (edit), Apr 18, 1997, p.6
Scarsdale schools consider expanding busing (cont), Apr 18, 1997, p.10
No decision reached on bus service, May 9, 1997, p.9
School transportation limit to stay 1.5 miles, May 23, 1997, p.1
District to fund Kids' BASE buses (photo), Jul 25, 1997, p.1
District to pay for busing (cont), Jul 25, 1997, p.4
Do not pass (a stopped school bus), Sep 19, 1997, p.1

SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS AND PRINCIPALS

Patricia Berger-Friedman (named principal in Stamford Office of William M Mercer Inc) (photo), Jan 24, 1997, p.4
Fox a finalist in superintendent search, Mar 21, 1997, p.1
(Judith) Fox may fly (Dr Fox is finalist for job of superintendent of Byram Hill schools), Apr 4, 1997, p.1
SMS principal tapped to lead Byram Hills schools (photo), Apr 11, 1997, p.1
Principal gets new job (cont), Apr 11, 1997, p.22
Fox trots (Judith Fox officially appointed Byram Hills superintendent of schools), May 2, 1997, p.1
High school has a new principal (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.1
SMS principal named (cont), Jun 27, 1997, p.4
High school has a new principal (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.1
SMS principal named (cont), Jun 27, 1997, p.4
Students helped choose principal (response to Inquirer article from 6/27/97) (ltr), Aug 8, 1997, p.6
Klemme welcome (John Klemme, new principal of SMS, will be officially welcomed to the district 9/15), Sep 12, 1997, p.1
Superintendent of Scarsdale schools quits (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.1
Schools chief to leave district by June (photo) (cont), Dec 5, 1997, p.9

SCHOOLBAGS

Heavy bookbags causing injuries to kids' backs (ltr), Feb 7, 1997, p.6

SCHOOLS

Family builds a school in Nicaragua, Mar 28, 1997, p.1
Talk to (Richard) Mills (during live TV program), Oct 3, 1997, p.1

SCHOOLS-EMT

In the Edgemont schools (photo) (cont) (Progress edit), Jan 31, 1997, p.4
E'mont proposes 1.6% tax hike, Mar 14, 1997, p.1
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SCHOOLS-EMT continued
  Edgemont proposes 1.6% tax hike (cont), Mar 14, 1997, p.19
  (Supplement) Back to School (photo), Aug 22, 1997
  Back to the books (1st day of school) (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.1
  Panther pride on parade (EMT High School Homecoming Parade) (photo), Sep 26, 1997, p.1

SCHOOLS-EMT-BUDGET
  Voters approve school budget, May 9, 1997, p.1

SCHOOLS-EMT-BUDGET
  School budget votes Wednesday, May 2, 1997, p.1
  A vote of confidence (re voting for SCS and EMT school budgets May 7) (edit), May 2, 1997, p.6
  Edgemont has a responsible plan (re school budget) (ltr), May 2, 1997, p.6

SCHOOLS-EMT-GRADUATION
  (Supplement) Graduation '97 (photo), Jul 3, 1997

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL
  Edgemont has its own overture (thanks EMT PTSA for funding of EMT Festival Overture) (ltr), May 16, 1997, p.6
  Edgemont girls work hard on Model U.N. (response to 11/7 Inquirer article) (ltr), Nov 21, 1997, p.6
  Reader objects to 'sexist statement' in story (ltr), Nov 21, 1997, p.6
  Excellent debate an Edgemont tradition (ltr), Nov 28, 1997, p.6

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL
  How I was taught to learn (edit), Oct 10, 1997, p.7

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-GRADUATION
  (Supplement) Graduation '97 (photo), Jul 3, 1997

SCHOOLS-EMT-STATE AID
  Budget brings cold comfort to local schools; $30K decrease for Scarsdale, Edgemont reaps slight gain, Aug 8, 1997, p.1
  Budget initiatives to benefit young children (cont), Aug 8, 1997, p.8

SCHOOLS-NEW YORK STATE
  Albany forces regents standard on schools, Feb 7, 1997, p.1
  High school majors controversial (re recent proposal that all NY State HS students choose a major), Aug 8, 1997, p.1
  Political Kiryas Joel decision is an embarrassment (edit), Aug 8, 1997, p.6
  High school majors are controversial here (cont), Aug 8, 1997, p.8

SCHOOLS-NEW YORK STATE-CURRICULUM
  Fight for local diploma heats up, Oct 10, 1997, p.1
  Don't tread on us (re change of graduation requirements for NY State high school students) (edit), Oct 10, 1997, p.6
  Regents may be flexible on diploma, Nov 21, 1997, p.1
  Board detects diploma flexibility (cont), Nov 21, 1997, p.12
  Foreign language requirement will have no effect locally, Nov 21, 1997, p.12

SCHOOLS-SCS
  State report cards upset parents, officials (photo), Jan 10, 1997, p.1
  Ratings cut both ways (comments on recent New York Times series on state school report cards) (edit), Jan 10, 1997, p.6
  State report card causes a stir (illus) (cont), Jan 10, 1997, p.9
  Parents ask: 'What is wrong with our school?', Jan 17, 1997, p.1
  Parents question officials (cont), Jan 17, 1997, p.2
  Ratings (of SCS's reading program) should inspire change (ltr), Jan 17, 1997, p.6
  Poor (reading) scores hurt property values (edit), Jan 17, 1997, p.7
  Reading instruction described, Jan 17, 1997, p.10
  'We're going to respond, schools chief tells T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub), Jan 24, 1997, p.1
  No, the sky is not falling (re recent New York Times "report card" on SCS schools) (edit), Jan 24, 1997, p.7
  'We're going to respond,' schools chief tells T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) (cont), Jan 24, 1997, p.14
  Teacher offered 'faulty apologia' (response to edit by I Sloan from 1/24/97) (ltr), Jan 31, 1997, p.6
  Taxes entitle us to higher scores (response to I Sloan's edit from 1/24/97) (ltr), Jan 31, 1997, p.6
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SCHOOLS-SCS continued

Drug use is up, says Scarsdale task force, Jan 31, 1997, p.10
Past achievements and future plans for schools (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.1
Scarsdale schools cite achievements, unveil plans (photo) (cont) (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.4
Albany forces regents standard on schools, Feb 7, 1997, p.1
Albany forces regents standard on local schools (cont), Feb 7, 1997, p.3
Don’t dumb us down (comments on recent NY State mandate re regent exam requirements) (edit), Feb 7, 1997, p.6
Budget windfall buys computers (for SCS schools), Feb 14, 1997, p.9
School enrollment may increase 5 %, Feb 28, 1997, p.1
Students to hone skills at writers workshop, Feb 28, 1997, p.9
Enrollment may rise 5% (cont), Feb 28, 1997, p.9
Celebrating creativity (elementary school art work on view at SHS) (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.9
Scarsdale schools eye expanded busing, Apr 18, 1997, p.1
Keep busing limits (re lowering of bus eligibility in SCS from 1.5. to 1.4 miles) (edit), Apr 18, 1997, p.6
Scarsdale schools consider expanding busing (cont), Apr 18, 1997, p.10
Help wanted, again (discusses recent turnover of administrators at SCS schools) (edit), May 2, 1997, p.6
Carnivals spell F-U-N at Scarsdale schools (photo), May 30, 1997, p.8
Colleagues toast and roast Dr Richard Schleiter on his retirement (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.10
(Supplement) Back to School (photo), Aug 22, 1997
Back to the books (1st day of school) (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.1
Scarsdale welcomes 39 teachers, Sep 5, 1997, p.1
39 new staff members in district: Who’s who? (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.11
Scarsdale Schools hire responsible employees (ltr), Sep 26, 1997, p.6
Kids on the Internet: What local parents need to know (photo), Sep 26, 1997, p.9
School consultant assails state scoring, Oct 17, 1997, p.1
School consultant assails state test scoring (cont), Oct 17, 1997, p.9
Teaching reading in Scarsdale: phonics, whole language or both?, Oct 24, 1997, p.9
PT Council to explore gender fairness in schools (photo), Oct 31, 1997, p.9
In schools, the track stops here; How elementary students are grouped - and why, Nov 28, 1997, p.1
How elementary students are grouped - and why (cont), Nov 28, 1997, p.9
Thanksgiving is celebrated by students and parents (photo), Nov 28, 1997, p.11
Still seeking feedback (from SCS residents re computer survey), Dec 12, 1997, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL

A-School internship gives girls a mission (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.3
Senior wins Halliday Clark Award (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.10
A-School highlights grads’ uniqueness (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.1
A-School highlights grads’ uniqueness (cont), Jun 27, 1997, p.8

SCHOOLS-SCS-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL-ALUMNI

Katz at Starbucks (photo), Jul 11, 1997, p.13

SCHOOLS-SCS-BUDGET

Hearing Thursday on school budget, Apr 4, 1997, p.1
Proposed 1997-98 school budget to raise taxes by 3.85 percent (cont), Apr 4, 1997, p.15
School board OKs $56.9 million budget, Apr 18, 1997, p.1
School budget (cont), Apr 18, 1997, p.10
School budget votes Wednesday, May 2, 1997, p.1
A vote of confidence (re voting for SCS and EMT school budgets May 7) (edit), May 2, 1997, p.6
Yes vote (for SCS school budget) is urged by PT Council (ltr), May 2, 1997, p.6
School budget is in line with CPI (ltr), May 2, 1997, p.6
Voters approve school budget, May 9, 1997, p.1
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SCHOOLS-SCS-CURRICULUM

Math pilot on schedule, Jan 31, 1997, p.9
Reading program changes planned, Mar 7, 1997, p.9
Real science for SMS students, May 9, 1997, p.9
New elementary math curriculum selected (illus), May 16, 1997, p.9
New math program improves on DMP, Jun 6, 1997, p.12
New math curriculum blazes a trail in grades 3-5 (photo), Sep 19, 1997, p.9
Murphy outlines personnel changes, curriculum issues, Sep 26, 1997, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-EDGEWOOD

Parents ask: ‘What is wrong with our school?’, Jan 17, 1997, p.1
Woodies unite! (re recent reports on reading test scores) (edit), Jan 17, 1997, p.6
Parents hear plans to improve reading scores for Edgewood, Jan 24, 1997, p.1
Parents hear plans to improve reading scores (cont), Jan 24, 1997, p.14
Teacher offered ‘faulty apologia’ (response to edit by I Sloan from 1/24/97) (ltr), Jan 31, 1997, p.6
E’wood teachers dedicated, caring (ltr), Jan 31, 1997, p.6
Story focused on the negative (coverage of recent series of meetings at Edgewood school) (ltr), Jan 31, 1997, p.14
Edgewood’s problems need new methodology (ltr), Feb 7, 1997, p.6
Edgewood writers’ talent recognized, Feb 7, 1997, p.9
Greetings from Japan (Edgewood third graders examining drawings and messages from sister class) (photo), Feb 28, 1997, p.9
Jump-a-thon, math games at Edgewood School (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.10
Plenty for everyone (Edgewood students pack lunches for distribution to homeless people) (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.9
World perspective (Cartographer Spelman Evans Downer works with Edgewood third graders) (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.9
Edgewood quilting bee (photo), May 2, 1997, p.9
Edgewood fair Saturday (photo), May 9, 1997, p.10
Guess who we are? (Edgewood second graders have been learning about famous people) (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.9
Edgewood ends the year (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.10
Fox Meadow fun (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.8
Back to the books (1st day of school) (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.1
Edgewood power pals (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.12
Halloween parade (of Edgewood class) (photo), Nov 7, 1997, p.9
Third graders are taking the show on the road (photo), Nov 14, 1997, p.10
Edgewood artist (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.11
Edgewood toy drive (photo), Dec 26, 1997, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-EDGEWOOD-GRADUATION

(Supplement) Graduation ’97 (photo), Jul 3, 1997

SCHOOLS-SCS-EDGEWOOD-PTA

International flavor (recipe exchange by Multicultural Committee of Edgewood PTA) (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.11

SCHOOLS-SCS-FOX MEADOW

Read-a-thon begins (photo), Jan 17, 1997, p.10
A record-breaking read-a-thon, Feb 28, 1997, p.9
Fox Meadow friendship (school supplies sent to students in Appalachia and Nicaragua) (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.9
School circus made terrific TV (ltr), Apr 4, 1997, p.6
Circus project thrills Fox Meadow (photo), Apr 18, 1997, p.9
Fun at Fox Meadow’s Family Math Night (photo), May 2, 1997, p.10
Foxes plan Frontier Fair (photo), May 16, 1997, p.10
Buddy project (photo), May 30, 1997, p.9
Puppy love (puppies and kittens from North Shore Animal League come to Fox Meadow School) (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.9
Fox Meadow fun (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.8
Teacher arrested on child porn charge (photo), Jul 18, 1997, p.1
Stunned community looks for answers (re SCS teacher arrested on child pornography charge), Jul 18, 1997, p.1
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SCHOOLS-SCS-FOX MEADOW continued

Parents bewildered by arrest of teacher (cont), Jul 18, 1997, p.2
Fox Meadow teacher arrested in FBI sting (cont), Jul 18, 1997, p.2
Talk to the children (re child safety and dangers) (edit), Jul 18, 1997, p.6
Board acts: Nebens is out, Jul 25, 1997, p.1
School board bars Nebens from school premises (photo), Jul 25, 1997, p.4
Nebens freed on $250K bail, Aug 1, 1997, p.1
NYC teacher hired to replace Nebens at Fox Meadow, Aug 1, 1997, p.1
Fox Meadow disappointed by PEP reading scores, Oct 17, 1997, p.9
Nebens stricken from payroll; Board cites 'inability to perform', Oct 24, 1997, p.1
Peering through the many "windows of the world"; (ArtLink exchange program), Nov 14, 1997, p.9
Demographer's report is questioned by parents, Nov 21, 1997, p.11
Miss Frizzle sighting (at Fox Meadow) (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.12
You've got a friend (buddy class project) (photo), Nov 28, 1997, p.12
Nebens resigns, Dec 5, 1997, p.1
Fox Meadow, Seely Place girls in SUNY Purchase 'Nutcracker' (photo), Dec 19, 1997, p.12
Fox Meadow's School of Hope (photo), Dec 26, 1997, p.9

(Supplement) Graduation '97 (photo), Jul 3, 1997

SCHOOLS-SCS-FRIENDS OF MUSIC AND THE ARTS

Friends of music enjoy a concert (ltr), Jun 20, 1997, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-GREENACRES

New Greenacres principal shares her love of reading, Jan 17, 1997, p.9
Greenacres celebrates 80th birthday (photo), Jan 17, 1997, p.9
Greenacres celebrates 80 years (photo), Jan 24, 1997, p.9
Greenacres fair a healthy success (photo), Mar 7, 1997, p.9
Schools, PTA's hooked on health (correction of 3/7 article about Greenacres health fair) (ltr), Mar 21, 1997, p.7
Poet's visit sparks imaginations (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.10
Cultural displays (international week celebrated at Greenacres) (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.11
Generations meet (Greenacres first graders visit Hebrew Home for the Aged in Riverdale) (photo), May 9, 1997, p.10
Beekeeping is inappropriate in Greenacres (edit), May 30, 1997, p.6
Carnivals spell F-U-N at Scarsdale schools (photo), May 30, 1997, p.8
Poetry for all at Greenacres festival (photo), May 30, 1997, p.9
Young detectives on the case (math-science enrichment program at Greenacres) (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.10
Learning from differences at Greenacres School, Oct 31, 1997, p.9
Teaching tolerance at Greenacres (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.11

(Supplement) Graduation '97 (photo), Jul 3, 1997

SCHOOLS-SCS-HEATHCOTE

Creative critters (Heathcote second graders work with art teacher on animal sculptures) (photo), Jan 10, 1997, p.9
Topsy turvy (Heathcote first grader tries trick on the rings in physical education class) (photo), Jan 17, 1997, p.10
Science project (photo), Jan 31, 1997, p.10
Heathcote principal provided perspective on report cards, Feb 7, 1997, p.9
Author visits schools (photo), Mar 7, 1997, p.9
Up and over (Heathcote 5th graders face their teachers and principal in volleyball game) (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.9
Keep it clean (health fair at Heathcote School) (photo), Apr 11, 1997, p.11
Reading aloud at Heathcote (photo), Apr 18, 1997, p.10
Heathcote Fair Saturday (photo), May 2, 1997, p.9
Students bond through reading (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.9
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HEATHCOTE continued

Does the Board of Architectural Review approve? (teepee on Heathcote School Field) (photo), Oct 3, 1997, p.1
Peering through the many "windows of the world"; (ArtLink exchange program), Nov 14, 1997, p.9
Heathcote celebrates global harmony (photo), Dec 26, 1997, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-HEATHCOTE-GRADUATION

(Supplement) Graduation '97 (photo), Jul 3, 1997

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL

Vaccaro tapped for SHS girls' varsity basketball position, Jan 3, 1997, p.13
SMS artist of the month (photo), Jan 31, 1997, p.9
Valentine survey is matchmaker at SHS, Feb 14, 1997, p.9
Victorious (SHS basketball sectional quarterfinal) (photo), Feb 28, 1997, p.1
Why this mom is a wrestling fan (lrt), Feb 28, 1997, p.7
School should adjust priorities (comments on minors and cigarette smoking on SHS property) (lrt), Mar 7, 1997, p.6
Psychologist advises parents to be tough, Mar 14, 1997, p.9
Musical introduction (SHS students introduce Quaker Ridge students to sounds of music) (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.10
Four local seniors honored as area's top scholar-athletes, Mar 21, 1997, p.17
Team captains take center stage at Maroon and White awards dinner (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.18
In recognition (SHS senior Wes Clayton presented with Joseph Ades Award) (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.17
(SHS hockey team presents awards to four members) (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.17
Four named scholar-athletes (cont), Mar 21, 1997, p.19
Skits spark discussion of stress, Apr 4, 1997, p.11
Musical talent (SHS students perform at Music Educators National Conference in Baltimore) (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.11
Young writers' day draws a crowd (photo), Apr 11, 1997, p.12
Jennifer Ahn is artist of the month (photo), Apr 18, 1997, p.10
SMS statesmen promote debate, Apr 25, 1997, p.9
Spreading the word (publicizing of SHS annual blood drive) (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.9
Cultures co-mingle (International Day at SHS) (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.9
Unexpected departures at middle and high schools; Dean Diamond to retire at end of year (photo), May 2, 1997, p.1
Young musicians sing and play, May 2, 1997, p.10
SMS concerts next week, May 9, 1997, p.10
Intern gets taste of real world, May 16, 1997, p.11
Fete for Fox (to mark her departure from SHS), May 23, 1997, p.1
Capitol artist (painting by SHS senior Diana Ko selected for exhibit in US Capitol Building) (photo), May 23, 1997, p.9
Community mourns death of SHS student (photo), May 30, 1997, p.1
Students spend a weekend in the capital, May 30, 1997, p.10
High school honors outstanding seniors and juniors (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12
Eyes on the prize (SHS L Zayac keeps her eye on the ball during sectional championship game) (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.1
School gives Fox a laugh-filled send-off (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.1
A principal loss (praise for retiring SHS principal Judith Fox) (edit), Jun 13, 1997, p.6
Should APs be open to all?, Jun 13, 1997, p.9
Mandelowitz joins SHS guidance team, Jun 20, 1997, p.1
New dean on the scene (cont), Jun 20, 1997, p.2
Handbook describes coach's role, Jun 20, 1997, p.10
Scarsdale salutes its athletes at Maroon and White cookout, Jun 20, 1997, p.19
A celebration of Raider pride (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.20
High school has a new principal (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.1
Correction (new dean at SHS is Dr Dave Mendelowitz, not Mendelowitz), Jun 27, 1997, p.2
SHS principal named (cont), Jun 27, 1997, p.4
SHS picks new English chairman, Jun 27, 1997, p.9
Scholar-athletes honored (at SHS) (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.9
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL continued

Gender issues eyed, Jun 27, 1997, p.10
A special honor (SHS senior Justin Lange honored by varsity lacrosse team) (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.19
Track repair (SHS track will be closed for repair for one to two weeks), Jul 3, 1997, p.1
New dean meets parents (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.8
(SHS) Track reopens, Jul 18, 1997, p.1
Firefighters on film: High school senior studies everyday heroes (photo), Aug 1, 1997, p.13
High school majors controversial (re recent proposal that all NY State HS students choose a major), Aug 8, 1997, p.1
Students helped choose principal (response to Inquirer article from 6/27/97) (ltr), Aug 8, 1997, p.6
High school majors are controversial here (cont), Aug 8, 1997, p.8
Gridders get in the gear (SCS Raiders get ready for football season) (photo), Aug 29, 1997, p.1
Klemme welcome (John Klemme, new principal of SHS, will be officially welcomed to the district 9/15), Sep 12, 1997, p.1
A forum with John Klemme: New SHS principal outlines goals (photo), Sep 19, 1997, p.1
New high school principal outlines plans for future (cont), Sep 19, 1997, p.10
National Merit Semifinalists announced (individual names given), Sep 26, 1997, p.10
Scarsdale school board will take steps to preserve local diplomas, Sep 26, 1997, p.1
Board will take steps to preserve local diplomas (cont), Sep 26, 1997, p.12
Jennifer Rhee named artist-of-the-month at SHS (photo), Oct 3, 1997, p.9
Fight for local diploma heats up, Oct 10, 1997, p.1
Kaminer steps down as SHS coach (photo), Oct 10, 1997, p.1
Don't tread on us (re change of graduation requirements for NY State high school students) (edit), Oct 10, 1997, p.6
Student government reports the year of the 'cazda' (photo), Oct 10, 1997, p.9
Kaminer steps down as SHS boys' basketball coach (cont), Oct 10, 1997, p.10
They're still standing (re football contest between SHS and Saunders HS varsity teams) (photo), Oct 17, 1997, p.1
Ultimate Frisbee players spirited (ltr), Nov 7, 1997, p.6
Students against drunk driving students sell the shirts off their backs (photo), Nov 7, 1997, p.9
Athletes learn about courage (ltr), Nov 14, 1997, p.6
Cazda heightens school spirit and sensitivity to others, Nov 14, 1997, p.9
SHS drama club presenting 'Guys and Dolls', Nov 14, 1997, p.17
Bergen named as head coach of SHS boys' basketball team, Nov 14, 1997, p.19
Snow blankets state semifinal (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.1
Harlem Wizards perform at SHS fundraiser, Nov 21, 1997, p.11
Foreign language requirement will have no effect locally, Nov 21, 1997, p.12
Brennan captures Section 1 swim title, Nov 21, 1997, p.19
Field hockey champions forever, Nov 21, 1997, p.19
SHS field hockey team falls to Centereach in state semifinals (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.19
Champions forever at SHS (cont), Nov 21, 1997, p.20
Scarsdale falls to Centereach, Nov 21, 1997, p.20
Brennan places 4th in state finals, Nov 28, 1997, p.25
Superintendent of Scarsdale schools quits (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.1
In a diverse high school, we should have more interaction (edit), Dec 5, 1997, p.6
Schools chief to leave district by June (photo) (cont), Dec 5, 1997, p.9
Inclusion and exclusion: Students explore issues of diversity, Dec 5, 1997, p.12
Championship smiles (SHS varsity field hockey team) (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.25
Maroon and White honors SHS fall athletes (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.26
More than 1 way to success at the high school open house (edit), Dec 12, 1997, p.7
Student artists-of-the-month named (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.11
Students have mixed response to speaker's mixed messages, Dec 12, 1997, p.12
Holiday hoopsters (Maroon and White Holiday Tournament) (photo), Dec 19, 1997, p.1
Cheerful mission (SHS students assemble holiday baskets for homebound seniors) (photo), Dec 26, 1997, p.4
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL continued

Harwood Pond area NG for rink (ltr), Dec 26, 1997, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-ALUMNI

Kerry Walsh Skelly (promoted to director of office of chief executive office of Brown-Forman Corp), Jan 3, 1997, p.2

M Teresa Lawrence (has founded quarterly magazine Curio), Feb 7, 1997, p.4

Judith G Greenberg (will be honored by New England School of Law), Feb 7, 1997, p.4

Scarsdale’s Peter White gets belated hometown attention (photo), Feb 14, 1997, p.13

Home-grown ADA reflects on his experience (photo), Feb 28, 1997, p.3

Alex Witchel: Profile of an ace profiler (photo), Apr 18, 1997, p.3

Stefanie Weinstein (recipient of $2,000 fellowship from American Society for Clinical Nutrition), May 2, 1997, p.4

Jason Picard (selected by Volunteers in Asia program to spend two years teaching in Vietnam) (photo), May 9, 1997, p.4

Dr Roger V Cappucci (has been inducted into Fellowship of American College of Cardiology) (photo), May 9, 1997, p.4

David Scheinberg, M.D. (principal investigator for Phase I study of humanized monoclonal antibody), May 23, 1997, p.4

Adler is collegiate All-American archer, May 23, 1997, p.17

Robert Mead (named dean of College of Arts and Science at University of Nevada, Reno), May 30, 1997, p.4

‘Blacks and Jews’ documentary airs next week (photo), Jul 25, 1997, p.3

Edward Binder (promoted to vice president, advertising and marketing for Dunkin’ Donuts Inc), Aug 15, 1997, p.4

Steven Binder (promoted of vice president and publisher of Mirabella Magazine), Aug 15, 1997, p.4

Fulbright scholar (photo), Aug 15, 1997, p.9

Adler finishes 7th at national tournament, Aug 22, 1997, p.15

Jennifer Friedman (has received two honors from Columbia Law School), Nov 28, 1997, p.4

Tales from the Block; A former S(student) T(transfer) E(education) P(lan) student writes ‘home’ (edit), Nov 28, 1997, p.7

Lori Moskowitz Lepler (named president of Intuition Group (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.4

Cynthia Kuttner-Sands (is an internist and geriatric specialist in Hagerstown, Md) (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.4

Lippman honored as All-American in soccer, Dec 19, 1997, p.24

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-CLUBS

Venerunt, ederunt, delictatisunt (Roman banquet organized by SHS Latin Club) (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.10

S(straight) A(and) G(ay) A(lliance) represents sexual diversity, Jun 6, 1997, p.12

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-CURRICULUM

Forum on regents standards to be held, May 9, 1997, p.10

High school majors controversial (re recent proposal that all NY State HS students choose a major), Aug 8, 1997, p.1

High school majors are controversial here (cont), Aug 8, 1997, p.8

Fight for local diploma heats up, Oct 10, 1997, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-DRAMA CLUB

SHS Drama Club to present ‘Your Can’t Take it With You’ (photo), Feb 21, 1997, p.11

Ready to take the stage (more than 20 young actors from SHS in "Voices from the High School") (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.25

'Guys and Dolls' fundraiser a success (ltr), Nov 21, 1997, p.8

Show demonstrates importance of arts (ltr), Nov 21, 1997, p.8

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-GRADUATION

Going forth (SHS commencement) (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.1

(Vivien Chen signs a friend’s yearbook at SHS graduation) (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.6

(Supplement) Graduation ‘97 (photo), Jul 3, 1997

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-NEWSPAPERS

Maroon editors discuss challenge of newspaper (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.11

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PROM

Disaster averted, prom wonderful (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6

Post-prom party a great success (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PTA

SHS PTA thanks staff for caring (re death of Joshua Lerner) (ltr), Jun 20, 1997, p.6
SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-SIGNIFER (HONOR SOCIETY)
Signifer inducts 63 new members (includes individual names), Oct 10, 1997, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-SPORTS
Maroon and White honors SHS fall athletes (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.26

SCHOOLS-SCS-IHM-GRADUATION
(Supplement) Graduation '97 (photo), Jul 3, 1997

SCHOOLS-SCS-MIDDLE SCHOOL
Students ponder King's philosophy, Jan 24, 1997, p.9
Psychologist advises parents to be tough, Mar 14, 1997, p.9
Middle School News (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.10
Dance program (at SMS wows a crowd) (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.10
Young orators have their say (SMS speech contest) (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.1
Middle school to focus on bullying, Mar 28, 1997, p.9
All winners at SMS (speech contest) (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.9
Ancient culture has modern impact, Apr 4, 1997, p.11
Peer abuse is focus at middle school, Apr 18, 1997, p.9
Unexpected departures at middle and high schools; Middle school house counselor resigns (photo), May 2, 1997, p.1
Scarsdale Middle School house counselor resigns (cont), May 2, 1997, p.13
Real science for SMS students, May 9, 1997, p.9
Leadership at SMS (photo), May 9, 1997, p.9
Raves for California Pizza Kitchen at school luncheon (ltr), May 23, 1997, p.6
Summer adventures boost self-confidence (photo), May 23, 1997, p.8
School bathrooms are disgusting (ltr), May 30, 1997, p.6
A safe place for middle-schoolers (edit), May 30, 1997, p.7
Girls' bathrooms not so horrible (response to letter by Tom Vogl from 5/30/97) (ltr), Jun 6, 1997, p.6
Vandalism not the cause of problem (response to letter by Gail Zuckerwise from 6/6/97) (ltr), Jun 13, 1997, p.6
Looking forward to SMS bathrooms (response to letter by Gail Zuckerwise from 6/6/97) (ltr), Jun 13, 1997, p.6
Butler-7 students have a field day (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.9
Material sought on Civil War vets (ltr), Jul 25, 1997, p.6
Teaching the lessons of history; Scarsdale Middle School teacher journeys to Holocaust site (photo), Aug 15, 1997, p.10
Fall trip proves Choice is a community (photo), Nov 28, 1997, p.11
Middle School News, Dec 5, 1997, p.12
Author appearance overwhelms sponsors (photo), Dec 19, 1997, p.3
SMS Student Organization round-up (photo), Dec 19, 1997, p.11
Pizza days for needy kids' toys (photo), Dec 19, 1997, p.11
Cooperation and community at SMS; report on rising bus costs (photo), Dec 19, 1997, p.11

SCHOOLS-SCS-MIDDLE SCHOOL-GRADUATION
(Supplement) Graduation '97 (photo), Jul 3, 1997

SCHOOLS-SCS-PTA
Present and future leaders (PTA presidents) (photo), May 16, 1997, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-QUAKER RIDGE
State report cards upset parents, officials (photo), Jan 10, 1997, p.1
Mini-grants give teaching a boost, Jan 24, 1997, p.9
Book packs promote reading (photo), Jan 24, 1997, p.9
Author visits schools (photo), Mar 7, 1997, p.9
Musical introduction (SMS students introduce Quaker Ridge students to sounds of music) (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.10
A twisted tale (new twist on old tale "The Three Little Wolves" at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.11
Carnivals spell F-U-N at Scarsdale schools (photo), May 30, 1997, p.8
Geography unit broadens horizons (photo), May 30, 1997, p.9
Celebrating 50 years of learning at Quaker Ridge School (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.11
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SCHOOLS-SCS-QUAKER RIDGE continued

Song from the heart (Quaker Ridge chorus sings at Andrus Senior Residence and Children's Home/photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.9
Here's how it's done ($ Weingarten gets kids' eye view of his daughter's 2nd grade classroom)(photo), Nov 7, 1997, p.1
Back-to-school for Quaker Ridge parents (photo), Nov 7, 1997, p.10
Quaker Ridge readers BEAR with it (Be Enthusiastic About Reading Day) (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.12

SCHOOLS-SCS-ST PIUS X

A St Pius X Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.11

SCHOOLS-SCS-ST PIUS X-GRADUATION

(Supplement) Graduation '97 (photo), Jul 3, 1997

SCHOOLS-SCS-STATE AID

Lack of state ed budget is a minor setback in Scarsdale, Jul 25, 1997, p.1
Budget brings cold comfort to local schools; $30K decrease for Scarsdale, Edgemont reaps slight gain, Aug 8, 1997, p.1
Budget initiatives to benefit young children (cont), Aug 8, 1997, p.8
Legislature nixed Pataki's cutbacks for special ed, construction, Aug 15, 1997, p.9

SCHOOLS-WESTCHESTER COUNTY-STATE AID

Target school reforms (edit), Aug 8, 1997, p.6

SCHRECK, JERRY
Supermarket finally coming to Hartsdale, Jul 11, 1997, p.1

SCHREIBER, FRED
The bees are staying in Greenacres - for now (cont), May 9, 1997, p.15

SCHREIBER, SIDNEY
The bees are staying in Greenacres - for now (cont), May 9, 1997, p.15

SCHREIBER, SIDNEY & FRED (AU)
Bees no threat to close neighbors (response to article from 4/11/97) (ltr), Apr 18, 1997, p.6

SCHRIER, BONNIE
310 runners race on Scarsdale streets (photo), Apr 11, 1997, p.23

SCHROEDER, ELAINE
Nynex, neighbors have last word in permit hearing, Apr 4, 1997, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24
Planners issue 5-year permit to Nynex (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.1

SCHUREK, DANA
Christmas pageantry (photo), Dec 19, 1997, p.1

SCHUTZ, ANTON
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society's 23rd Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.28

SCHUTZ, LAURA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society's 23rd Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.28

SCHWALBE, JOSEF
10 candidates are elected to S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee), Jan 24, 1997, p.1

SCHWALBE, MIKE
Raider skiers honored, Apr 11, 1997, p.26

SCHWAM, NIKKI
Accident victim grateful for aid (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6

SCHWAM, WENDY
Accident victim grateful for aid (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6

SCHWARTZ, BARBARA

SCHWARTZ, FAYE
Team captains take center stage at Maroon and White awards dinner (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.18
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36
High school honors outstanding seniors and juniors (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12
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SCHWARTZ, JEAN EHRLICH
Jean Ehrlich Schwartz (dies), Aug 22, 1997, p.10

SCHWARTZ, JUDITH
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26
Is tenure workable?; An unscientific survey of opinion and alternatives (last of 3-part series), Sep 12, 1997, p.1

SCHWARTZ, JUDY
School gives Fox a laugh-filled send-off (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.1

SCHWARTZ, KENNETH S (DR)
Doernberg Real Estate Salutes Gala '97 and the SCS Auxiliary of the WHP Hospital Center) (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.26

SCHWARTZ, LESLIE
Doernberg Real Estate Salutes Gala '97 and the SCS Auxiliary of the WHP Hospital Center) (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.26

SCHWARTZ, MICHAEL
Maroon editors discuss challenge of newspaper (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.11

SCHWARTZ, ROBERT JR
Robert Schwartz Jr (dies), Jul 18, 1997, p.10

SCHWARTZ, ROBERTA TURKELL

SCHWARTZ, SETH M (AU)
Taxes entitle us to higher scores (response to I Sloan's edit from 1/24/97) (ltr), Jan 31, 1997, p.6

SCIARPELLETTI, JEN
Maroon and White honors SHS fall athletes (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.26

SCCAS, SUSAN
39 new staff members in district: Who's who? (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.11

SCIENTOLOGY
Scientologist is insulted by story (on religious cults from 4/4/97) (ltr), Apr 11, 1997, p.6
Illegal acts were never condoned (response to article on religious cults from 4/4/97) (ltr), Apr 11, 1997, p.6

S Cofflaws
Parking scofflaws owe village $127,459 (illus), Oct 10, 1997, p.3

SCOTT, BARI
'Blacks and Jews' documentary airs next week (photo), Jul 25, 1997, p.3

SCOTT, STEVE
A Walker weekend at Quaker Ridge (photo), Aug 15, 1997, p.16

SCRUGGS, PATRICIA
39 new staff members in district: Who's who? (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.11

S CS
Scarsdale in 1997; Officials optimistic about the new year, Jan 3, 1997, p.1
Rx for insomniacs (access to SCS's web home page), Jan 3, 1997, p.1
Wishes and predictions (for SCS) (edit), Jan 3, 1997, p.6
Officials optimistic about the new year (cont), Jan 3, 1997, p.7
Village makes progress in '96 (reviews events that have shaped past year)(photo)(Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.1
Village of Scarsdale moves ahead on numerous projects (photo) (cont) (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.6
Web relocation, Feb 16, 1997, p.1
When Edgemont wanted to be part of Scarsdale, Feb 28, 1997, p.12
Provocative questions for PRO-Scarsdale party (ltr), Mar 14, 1997, p.6
Village seeking Environmental Bond funds, Mar 28, 1997, p.5
What's in a neighborhood's name? (edit), May 16, 1997, p.7
Village trustees take bus tour of Scarsdale's places in the news (cont), May 16, 1997, p.8
Free is coming, Jul 11, 1997, p.1
(Supplement) Free (listings of free events or services in SCS, GBH and vicinity) (photo), Jul 25, 1997
Residents should continue civic virtue of recycling (ltr), Sep 19, 1997, p.6
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SCS continued

Latest threat to Elysian Fields (ltr), Oct 24, 1997, p.6
(Supplement) Read All About Us (a guide to local shops, services and professionals) (photo), Oct 31, 1997
Let us keep Scarsdale unique (ltr), Nov 14, 1997, p.6
Scarsdilians should choose leaders directly (ltr), Nov 21, 1997, p.6
Lighten up, Scarsdale! (ltr), Nov 28, 1997, p.6
Cooperation is our village's strength (ltr), Dec 5, 1997, p.6
Parking free in Golden Horseshoe (ltr), Dec 19, 1997, p.6

SCS ADULT SCHOOL

A banner year for Scarsdale Adult School (photo) (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.3
(Supplement) Back to School (photo), Aug 22, 1997
Society needs informed voters (edit), Sep 26, 1997, p.7

SCS ART ASSN

Italy on view; Art association show to feature slide presentation by Bobritzky (photo), Mar 7, 1997, p.15
Art volume donated in memory of local artist (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.8
Scenes at a Scarsdale Art Association exhibit and sale (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.17
Portrait by Chrissanth Gross judged best in association show (photo), Oct 31, 1997, p.17

SCS BOWL (1997)

All are invited to bowl dinner, Mar 14, 1997, p.2
Time to reserve for Scarsdale Bowl, Mar 28, 1997, p.1
Celebrate community (at SCS Bowl dinner) (edit), Mar 28, 1997, p.6
Shining moment (Evelyn Stock, recipient of SCS Bowl) (photo), Apr 18, 1997, p.1
Friends, family share views of a winner (SCS Bowl winner Evelyn Stock) (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.1
Friends and family share views of a winner (photo) (cont), Apr 25, 1997, p.8
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24

SCS BOWL COMMITTEE

New Scarsdale Bowl committee formed (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.3

SCS BUSINESS DISTRICT COMMITTEE

Merchant/village partnership forge ahead with plans for downtown revitalization (photo), Feb 7, 1997, p.1
Board approves contract with downtown consultants, Feb 28, 1997, p.1
Downtown partners sell T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) on plans (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.1
Consultants seek input on business district, May 9, 1997, p.1
Opportunity knocks (input sought for upcoming meeting regarding village center) (edit), May 9, 1997, p.6
Some surprising unanimity on downtown goals expressed, May 23, 1997, p.1
Lighting options for downtown pondered, Aug 1, 1997, p.1
Bright ideas (re pedestrian yield signs) (photo) (edit), Aug 1, 1997, p.6
One-way streets proposed for downtown (illus), Oct 3, 1997, p.1
One way - forward (re consultants' report for SCS downtown area and recommended improvements) (edit), Oct 3, 1997, p.6

SCS CITIZENS FOR A RATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS POLICY

Residents tell trustees: No antennas in our backyards (photo), Sep 26, 1997, p.1
Cell towers must wait, Oct 10, 1997, p.1

SCS CITIZENS FOR SENIOR HOUSING

Accessory law would benefit seniors (ltr), Oct 31, 1997, p.6

SCS FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE

S(CS) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice) hires program coordinator (photo), Jan 31, 1997, p.4
Scarsdale Family Counseling serves all ages (photo) (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.15
S(CS) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice) announces Gourmet Galaxy (ltr), Mar 7, 1997, p.6
Social worker joins S(CS) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice) program for older adults, Mar 28, 1997, p.4
Ritalin abuse a problem here, Apr 4, 1997, p.11
Clark to be honored by S(CS) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice) (photo), May 2, 1997, p.4
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SCS FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE continued
Summer adventures boost self-confidence (photo), May 23, 1997, p.8
Mountain of prizes may eclipse food at S(CS) Family C(ounseling) S(ervice) Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 23, 1997, p.13
S(CS) Family C(ounseling) S(ervice) needs everyone's help, honoree says (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.3
Gourmet Galaxy was the best yet (ltr), Jun 6, 1997, p.6
Doctor says biology may predispose some to suicide, Jun 27, 1997, p.3
S(CS) Family C(ounseling) S(ervice) standing by to help parents (ltr), Aug 8, 1997, p.6
(Supplement) Back to School (photo), Aug 22, 1997
S(CS) Family C(ounseling) S(ervice) to gain an E (re change of agency's name to include EMT), Oct 3, 1997, p.1
Parents and kids in denial on abuse (ltr), Nov 7, 1997, p.6
Edgemont added to S(CS) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice) name (ltr), Nov 7, 1997, p.6

SCS FOUNDATION
Foundation: a community trust (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.15
2 named foundation trustees (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.4
(SCS) Foundation gets scholarship grant, Apr 18, 1997, p.1
Two ways to help (donations to SCS Foundation and PTA scholarship fund) (edit), Apr 18, 1997, p.6
Scarsdale Foundation receives grant for scholarship (cont), Apr 18, 1997, p.10
Friends, family share views of a winner (SCS Bowl winner Evelyn Stock) (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.1

SCS GOLF AND COUNTRY CLUB
SEE COUNTRY CLUBS

SCS HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Landscapes through the lens and by brush to go on view at historical society museum (photo), Jan 31, 1997, p.15
Scarsdale Historical Society expands education programs (photo) (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.15
Sloan Trust fund grant to help historical society (photo), Feb 14, 1997, p.4
A little eavesdropping at a big spring fundraiser (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.3
Celebrate community (at SCS Bowl dinner) (edit), Mar 28, 1997, p.6
Many contributed to gala's success (SCS Historical Society's annual spring benefit dance) (ltr), Apr 4, 1997, p.6
(SCS Inquirer) Reporter missed point of evening (re SCS Historical Society's benefit dance) (ltr), Apr 4, 1997, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society's 23d Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.28
Material sought on Civil War vets (ltr), Jul 25, 1997, p.6
Guy and dolls (marionette at SCS Historical Society country fair) (photo), Sep 12, 1997, p.3
Showing good form (SCS Historical Society's Fall Foliage Run) (photo), Oct 24, 1997, p.1
Historical society thanks sponsors (of Fall Foliage Run and Walk for Fun) (ltr), Oct 24, 1997, p.8
'According to the Almanack' exhibit to open at historical society museum (photo), Nov 7, 1997, p.17

SCS INQUIRER (NEWSPAPER)
Progress deadline (deadline for SCS Inquirer annual Progress Edition is Jan 3), Jan 3, 1997, p.1
Many contributed to gala's success (SCS Historical Society's annual spring benefit dance) (ltr), Apr 4, 1997, p.6
(SCS Inquirer) Reporter missed point of evening (re SCS Historical Society's benefit dance) (ltr), Apr 4, 1997, p.6
Inquirer wins 15 awards, Apr 11, 1997, p.1
Inquirer wins awards (cont), Apr 11, 1997, p.22
Praise for unsung headline writers) (ltr), Apr 18, 1997, p.6
Graduation edition (of SCS Inquirer to be published July 4), Jun 6, 1997, p.1
The write stuff (re letters to the editor) (edit), Jun 13, 1997, p.6
A taste of our own medicine (re misspelling of Mendelowitz' name by SCS Inquirer) (ltr), Jun 27, 1997, p.6
Spread the word (re material submitted for publication in SCS Inquirer) (edit), Sep 5, 1997, p.6
Identical surname gives rise to confusion (re 9/26 article on teacher resignation) (ltr), Oct 3, 1997, p.6
Latest threat to Elysian Fields (ltr), Oct 24, 1997, p.6
Early deadline (for Thanksgiving), Nov 21, 1997, p.1
Early deadlines, Dec 12, 1997, p.1
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SCS INQUIRER (NEWSPAPER) continued
Holiday schedule, Dec 19, 1997, p.1
Progress (Edition) ahead, Dec 26, 1997, p.1

SCS INQUIRER (NEWSPAPER)-PERSONAL NOTES
An open letter to my daughter (edit), Jan 3, 1997, p.7
My son, the driver (edit), Jan 31, 1997, p.7
Story focused on the negative (coverage of recent series of meetings at Edgewood school) (ltr), Jan 31, 1997, p.14
Nama's log cabin on the Lower East Side (edit) (edit), Feb 7, 1997, p.7
Relief illuminates ordinary blessings (edit), Apr 4, 1997, p.7
I remember Marmee (edit), May 2, 1997, p.6
We all need a strong heart (edit), May 2, 1997, p.7
A South Pacific tale; It's news: shark bites hand grenade (edit), May 2, 1997, p.7
Are we really only as old as we feel? (edit), May 9, 1997, p.7
When the phone gets a mind of its own (edit), May 16, 1997, p.6
When things come apart... (edit), May 16, 1997, p.7
I'm in charge here (or am I?) (edit), May 30, 1997, p.7
Coming to terms with the first loss (edit), Jun 6, 1997, p.6
B-plus is not good enough for a Zimmerman (edit), Jun 27, 1997, p.6
I fought the war, and the Tomagotchi won (edit), Jun 27, 1997, p.6
'ASH, 2 pounds over!' boomed the doctor (edit), Jul 18, 1997, p.6
A Scarsdale summer: Straw hat weather has arrived (edit), Jul 18, 1997, p.7
Harrassment offers opportunity for rescue (edit), Aug 1, 1997, p.7
When B-29s filled the sky (edit), Aug 8, 1997, p.7
Remembrance forges link with past (edit), Aug 15, 1997, p.6
A Scarsdale summer; Hot but not too humid - hammock weather (edit) (illus), Aug 15, 1997, p.7
Hello, Mother; hello, Father (edit), Aug 15, 1997, p.7
Ask not for whom the sirens wailed (re author's recent medical emergency experience) (edit), Aug 22, 1997, p.6
The good old golden-rule days (edit), Aug 29, 1997, p.7
Sending a son to college is like marrying him off (edit), Sep 12, 1997, p.6
How I was taught to learn (edit), Oct 10, 1997, p.7
6, 5, 4, 3 ... who's counting when it comes to kids? (edit), Nov 14, 1997, p.7
'Starting over' begins with acceptance (edit), Dec 26, 1997, p.7

SCS INQUIRER-PERSONAL NOTES
Children rise to a 22-hour challenge (flight to Hong Kong) (edit), Jan 24, 1997, p.6

SCS MEDICAL CENTER
Sell! (strip of land for additional parking for SCS Medical Center), Jan 24, 1997, p.1

SCS NEIGHBORHOOD ASSN PRESIDENTS
Dunn, Spano square off at S(CS) N(neighborhood) A(ssoc)iation P(residents) meeting, Oct 10, 1997, p.1
County executive candidates address residents at SCS N(neighborhood) A(ssn) P(residents) meeting (cont), Oct 10, 1997, p.8
Law would change character of village (re accessory housing) (ltr), Oct 17, 1997, p.6
SCS N(neighborhood) A(ssn) P(residents) members oppose apartment law (ltr), Nov 28, 1997, p.6
Residents' backing needed for project (re downtown development) (ltr), Dec 12, 1997, p.6

SCS SUMMER MUSIC THEATRE
'Anything Goes' is the 1997 choice of Scarsdale Summer Music Theatre, Jan 31, 1997, p.15
SCS S(summer) Music T(heatre) names Bardsley, Coppola music director, choreographer (photo), Jul 11, 1997, p.13
Fazzino art to be raffled in support of 'Anything Goes' (photo), Jul 18, 1997, p.11
'Anything Goes' is coming soon (photo), Jul 25, 1997, p.1
Fundraiser generates $14,000 for S(CS) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre) (photo), Aug 8, 1997, p.3
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SCS SUMMER MUSIC THEATRE continued

'Something Goes' is a must-see (ltr), Aug 8, 1997, p.6
Everything goes well in S(CS) Summer M(usic) T(heatre)'s 'Anything Goes' (photo), Aug 8, 1997, p.11
S(CS) Summer M(usic) T(heatre) appreciates village support (ltr), Aug 15, 1997, p.6

SCS TEACHERS' INSTITUTE

Mini-grants give teaching a boost, Jan 24, 1997, p.9
S(CS) T(eachers') I(nstitute) publishes first cornucopia of courses, Oct 17, 1997, p.9
S(CS) T(eachers') I(nstitute), athletic trainer and policy, Nov 7, 1997, p.9

SCS VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE CORPS

CO detector saves family, Jan 3, 1997, p.1
Noting the (SCS) milestones (of the past year) (edit), Jan 31, 1997, p.6
A practical valentine (CPR gift certificate) (edit), Jan 31, 1997, p.6
S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mulance) C(orps) upgrades to ALS unit (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.16
Corporate largesse (SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps has received three major gifts) (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.2
Third decade begins (SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps members get 20 year service badges) (photo), Aug 1, 1997, p.4
S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mulance) C(orps) needs you, Oct 1, 1997, p.1
Ambulance corps needs members (ltr), Oct 31, 1997, p.6

SCS VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE CORPS-JUNIORS

They're official (Junior members of the SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps have won their badges) (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.4

SCS WOMAN'S CLUB

Woman's Club fosters charity and culture (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.14
Everyone benefits from local thrift shops (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.9
Residents should continue civic virtue of recycling (ltr), Sep 19, 1997, p.6
Hochberg lists Legislature's top 10 (legislative goals and accomplishments), Oct 3, 1997, p.1

He'd rather be kissed (SCS newcomers' reception) (photo), Oct 17, 1997, p.3

SCS-EMT FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE

Edgemont added to S(CS) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice) name (ltr), Nov 7, 1997, p.6
S(CS)-EMT F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice) grateful to volunteers (ltr), Nov 21, 1997, p.8
Light someone's darkness (support for SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service) (edit), Dec 19, 1997, p.6
Cheerful mission (SHS students assemble holiday baskets for homebound seniors) (photo), Dec 26, 1997, p.4
Sudano joins S(CS)-E(MT) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice) (photo), Dec 26, 1997, p.4
Lend support to lonely, bereaved (ltr), Dec 26, 1997, p.6

SCS-HISTORY

The 'servant problem' in 1920s Scarsdale (1st in two-part series) (illus), Jan 10, 1997, p.3
Upstairs, downstairs: the servant problem in 1920s Scarsdale (2nd in two-part series), Jan 24, 1997, p.7
Servants in 1920's Scarsdale (cont), Jan 24, 1997, p.14
When Edgemont wanted to be part of Scarsdale, Mar 21, 1997, p.3
Scarsdale decides against Edgemont merger, Apr 11, 1997, p.9
The story behind the post office murals (photo), May 9, 1997, p.3
A history of movie-going and movie-making in Scarsdale (1st in series of four articles), Jul 18, 1997, p.3
The short happy life of the Scarsdale Picture Theatre (2nd in series of four articles) (photo), Aug 1, 1997, p.9
Movie history (III) (3rd in series of four articles (photo), Aug 29, 1997, p.3
The story behind the Garden Road water tower (illus), Sep 26, 1997, p.4
Movie house history - Conclusion (IV) (last in series of four articles), Oct 3, 1997, p.3
Modest woman left generous legacy of land (photo), Nov 14, 1997, p.3
Modest woman left a generous legacy of land (cont), Nov 14, 1997, p.13
So you don't like compost? How about airplanes!, Dec 19, 1997, p.24

SCS-PLANNING

Merchant/village partnership forges ahead with plans for downtown revitalization (photo), Feb 7, 1997, p.1
Merchant/village partnership forges ahead (cont it), Feb 7, 1997, p.8
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SCS-PLANNING continued
'Significant step' (land disposition and development agreement to be drafted for downtown SCS), Mar 28, 1997, p.1
Let's keep village as it is - small (ltr), Mar 28, 1997, p.6
Developer must follow guidelines, says the mayor, May 16, 1997, p.1
Guidelines will be followed (cont), May 16, 1997, p.13
Some surprising unanimity on downtown goals expressed, May 23, 1997, p.1
Surprising unanimity on downtown goals expressed (cont), May 23, 1997, p.8
Village's impact study decision questioned (ltr), Sep 19, 1997, p.6
One-way streets proposed for downtown (illus), Oct 3, 1997, p.1
One-way - forward (re consultants' report for SCS downtown area and recommended improvements) (edit), Oct 3, 1997, p.6
Consultants propose 1-way streets, more parking spaces downtown (illus), Oct 3, 1997, p.10
Some thoughts on improving downtown (edit), Nov 7, 1997, p.7
Critics find problems in East Parkway plans, Nov 14, 1997, p.1
Critics find problems in East Parkway plans (cont), Nov 14, 1997, p.3
Try the easy solution (re SCS Business District Report) (edit), Nov 14, 1997, p.6
Architect to probe downtown lighting, traffic and parking, Nov 28, 1997, p.1
Downtown problems probed (cont), Nov 28, 1997, p.19
Residents should review plans (re village center development), Dec 5, 1997, p.6
Public session called on development impact, Dec 12, 1997, p.1
Residents' backing needed for project (re downtown development) (ltr), Dec 12, 1997, p.6
Downtown proposal impact study begins, Dec 19, 1997, p.1
Keep the momentum (re downtown development plans) (edit), Dec 19, 1997, p.6
Evaluate effect at both ends (re downtown development plans) (ltr), Dec 19, 1997, p.6

SEADER, BARBARA
You(th) E(mployment) O(ffice) celebrates 25 years matching jobs to students (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.10

SEAT BELTS
Accident survivor was wearing seatbelt (ltr), Oct 10, 1997, p.6

SEDA, ANTONIA

SEIDELMAN, PHYLLIS
Residents tell trustees: Legal apts. mean Scarsdale's doom, Oct 17, 1997, p.1

SEIDMAN, EVELYN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24

SEIDMAN, JEROME
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24

SEIFE, TAMÁ
Citizens' Party wins with 70% of vote (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.1

SEIGER, MARVIN (AU)
Antenna would be a blight in residential area (ltr), Sep 19, 1997, p.7

SELF-ESTEEM
SEE SELF-RESPECT

SELF-HELP TECHNIQUES
How to spring back from life's blows (edit), Oct 31, 1997, p.7

SELF-RESPECT
How to help your child build self-esteem (edit), May 2, 1997, p.7

SELLERS, JESSE
Residents say trees were cut without notice (photo), Sep 19, 1997, p.3

SENDLER, EMILY
Santa's bag mixed for merchants, Jan 3, 1997, p.1
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SENIOR CITIZENS
Mr Dixon's lesson in peace (edit), Apr 4, 1997, p.7
Personal care is not a pretty job (edit), Apr 11, 1997, p.7
County D(istrict) A(ttorney) to combat abuse of seniors (photo), Oct 3, 1997, p.1

SENIOR CITIZENS-HOUSING
Heathcote residents urge village to nix senior housing, May 30, 1997, p.1
NIMBY to the extreme (re protest to proposal for 12 units of senior housing on Weaver Street) (edit), May 30, 1997, p.6
The S(omebody) E(lse's) B(ack) Y(ard)'s want others to pay (response to edit from 5/30/97) (ltr), Jun 13, 1997, p.6
Other extremes imperil the site (response to edit "NIMBY to the extreme" from 5/30/97) (ltr), Jun 13, 1997, p.7
Senior housing: Good idea or eyesore? (illus), Jun 20, 1997, p.1
'Solution' or 'monstrosity'? , Jun 20, 1997, p.2

SEO, MAKIKO
Teacher reunited with former students in Japan (photo), Aug 22, 1997, p.3

SEPE, CLOTILDA
Police make '911 call' to village (photo), Feb 14, 1997, p.1

SERRAS, CAROLYN
Something for everyone in Arthur Manor (photo), Jul 11, 1997, p.3

SERBY, MICHALE (DR) (AU)
Kids’ sports should focus on fun (ltr), Sep 12, 1997, p.6

SERVANTS
SEE HOUSEHOLD EMPLOYEES

SEWARD, ZACH (AU)
‘Public manhunt’ is not helpful (response to Inquirer letter from 11/14) (ltr), Nov 21, 1997, p.8

SEWERS
(Town and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) hasn’t yet opined on sewers (ltr), Jan 10, 1997, p.6
No sewer fee, Jan 24, 1997, p.1
O’Rourke: No money for sewers (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.1
A county responsibility (edit), Apr 25, 1997, p.6
O’Rourke: No state money for sewers (cont), Apr 25, 1997, p.15
I & I - and $ (re SCS sewers), May 30, 1997, p.1
Trustees say village ready to go $1.5 M in debt for sewer repair, Jun 27, 1997, p.1
Village ready to go in debt for sewer repair (cont), Jun 27, 1997, p.8
Sewer repairs seep into county politics, Aug 15, 1997, p.1
Sewer repairs seep into county politics (cont), Aug 15, 1997, p.3
I & I help from state?, Oct 17, 1997, p.1

SEX DISCRIMINATION
PT Council to explore gender fairness in schools (photo), Oct 31, 1997, p.9

SEX OFFENDERS
Act to ensure children's safety (ltr), Aug 1, 1997, p.6
Most abusers know victim (ltr), Aug 1, 1997, p.6

SEXUAL ABUSE OF CHILDREN
SEE CHILD MOLESTING

SHABTO, JULIE
Plenty of action at Scarsdale recreation camps (photo), Aug 1, 1997, p.10

SHAMMON, RONA (AU)
Harrison’s letter misses the point (response to letter by Robert Harrison from 2/7/97) (ltr), Feb 14, 1997, p.6

SHANAHAN, MERRICK
Raider booters win Section I title, shutting down Patriots (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.19
Championship smiles (SHS varsity field hockey team) (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.25
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34
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SHANLEY, MARY
- Signs of new vitality are blossoming on Garth Road (photo), Feb 21, 1997, p.1

SHAPIRO, ALAN
- The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society's 23d Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.28

SHAPIRO, DICK
- Cycling for a cure ("Boston to New York AIDS Ride") (photo), Nov 14, 1997, p.19

SHAPIRO, LINDA
- For Scarsdale village merchants, charity begins at home, Jun 27, 1997, p.1

SHARKS
- He swims with real sharks (edit), Oct 10, 1997, p.7

SHATZ, DAN
- Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

SHATZKIN, ELLEN
- They're official (Junior members of the SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps have won their badges) (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.4

SHAW, ADELAIDE (AU)
- A Scarsdale summer: Straw hat weather has arrived (edit), Jul 18, 1997, p.7
- A Scarsdale summer; Hot but not too humid - hammock weather (edit) (illus), Aug 15, 1997, p.7

SHAW, ADELAIDE B (AU)
- A Scarsdale summer; The days of rain and roses (edit), Jun 20, 1997, p.7

SHAY, ESTHER
- The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24
- The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24

SHAY, ROBERT P (AU)
- What to do now about Social Security? (edit), Feb 14, 1997, p.7

SHEALY, GRANT
- Cultural displays (international week celebrated at Greenacres) (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.11

SHEALY, LAURA
- Junior League, county bar event to boost child center, Feb 21, 1997, p.4

SHEEHY, SUZANNE WILLIS (AU)
- Weinberg deserves to be re-elected (ltr), Oct 31, 1997, p.6

SHELOV, STEVEN P (DR)
- Dr Steven P Shelov (appointed chairman of department of pediatrics at Maimonides Medical Ctr (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.2

SHERA, FLORANCE S
- Florance S Shera (dies), Feb 28, 1997, p.8

SHERMAN, CRAIG
- Musical introduction (SHS students introduce Quaker Ridge students to sounds of music) (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.10
- Friends of music enjoy a concert (ltr), Jun 20, 1997, p.6

SHERMAN, GUELDA
- Edgemonters rallying for wildlife rehab (photo), Aug 1, 1997, p.1

SHERMAN, HOLDEN
- Back to the books (1st day of school) (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.1

SHERMAN, KIM
- Fox Meadow fun (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.8

SHERMAN, LAURA
- Book packs promote reading (photo), Jan 24, 1997, p.9

SHERMAN, PETER
- NYC teacher hired to replace Nebens at Fox Meadow, Aug 1, 1997, p.1

SHERWOOD, EMILY
- 10 candidates are elected to School Board Nominating Committee, Jan 24, 1997, p.1
- Hearing Thursday on school budget, Apr 4, 1997, p.1
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SHERWOOD, EMILY continued
Strength and grace (praise for Deborah Raizes), Jun 20, 1997, p.6
SHERWOOD, EMILY (AU)
Writers inspired by (SCS)PTC(council) conference (ltr), Apr 11, 1997, p.6
SHERWOOD, MATT
High school honors outstanding seniors and juniors (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12
SHIEN, FRED
High school honors outstanding seniors and juniors (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12
SHIELDS, DENNIS
Young detectives on the case (math-science enrichment program at Greenacres) (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.10
SHIERS, BARBARA E
Barbara E Shiers (has formed Stein Shiers & Goldsmith LLP with M Stein and J Goldsmith) (photo), Jul 11, 1997, p.4
SHIERS, KENNETH B
Kenneth B Shiers (named vice president and brand manager of Burberrys), Oct 31, 1997, p.4
SHIHADA, HANI
Fox Meadow fun (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.8
SHIRE, SUSAN (AU)
Parking meters are often broken (ltr), Jan 24, 1997, p.6
SHOPPING
Santa's bag mixed for merchants, Jan 3, 1997, p.1
Christmas shopping season profitable for most merchants (cont), Jan 3, 1997, p.13
Shoppers have responsibility to support local merchants (ltr), Nov 14, 1997, p.6
Shopping with heart (urges support of SCS merchants) (edit), Dec 5, 1997, p.6
'Twas two weeks before Christmas, And kids of all ages Were making up gift lists...(photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.21
Parking free in Golden Horseshoe (ltr), Dec 19, 1997, p.6
SHUE, LON
Edgewood ends the year (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.10
SHUGAR, JEREMY
Going forth (SHS commencement) (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.1
SHULMAN, DAVID
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26
SHULMAN, LOUISE
Citizens' victory was work of many (ltr), Mar 28, 1997, p.6
SIBLING RIVALRY
Helping (child) No. 1 adjust to (child) No. 2 (edit), Oct 24, 1997, p.7
SIFF-KORPI, MARNIE
A twisted tale (new twist on old tale "The Three Little Wolves" at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.11
SIGNS AND SIGNBOARDS
(Yield to pedestrian) Signs crushed, Jun 27, 1997, p.1
SILBER, REBECCA
High school honors outstanding seniors and juniors (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12
SILBER, REBECCA (AU)
Jews can worship in different ways (response to letter by William Stern from 3/21/97) (ltr), Apr 4, 1997, p.6
SILBERBUSH, ROBERT
Help wanted, again (discusses recent turnover of administrators at SCS schools) (edit), May 2, 1997, p.6
SILVA, NICOLE
They're official (Junior members of the SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps have won their badges) (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.4
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34
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SILVER, DAN
Developer must follow guidelines, says the mayor, May 16, 1997, p.1

SILVER, SHELDON
Entitlement run amok (urges decontrol of rent controlled apartments) (edit), May 16, 1997, p.6

SILVER, STUART
The demolition derby: size, money fuel the trend (re demolition of older homes) (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26

SILVERMAN, CAROL

SILVERMAN, DONALD
Water rate case to be appealed, Feb 14, 1997, p.1
Judge tells Dantzig to stop work, Dec 19, 1997, p.1

SILVERMAN, ELLIOT
SNS PTA thanks staff for caring (re death of Joshua Lerner) (ltr), Jun 20, 1997, p.6

SILVERMAN, MELANIE
Melanie Silverman (promoted to executive vice president of Couture Fashions Inc) (photo), Aug 1, 1997, p.4

SILVERMAN, SUSANNA
Maroon editors discuss challenge of newspaper (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.11

SILVERSTEIN, JULIUS
Heathcote residents urge village to nix senior housing, May 30, 1997, p.1

SILVERSTEIN, MICHAEL
World perspective (Cartographer Spelman Evans Downer works with Edgewood third graders) (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.9

SILVESTRI, JOAN
Corporate largesse (SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps has received three major gifts) (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.2

SIMON, ANN ROSE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24
Yes vote (for SCS school budget) is urged by PT Council (ltr), May 2, 1997, p.6

SIMON, EMILY
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

SIMON, JOSH
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26

SIMON, LAUREN
Many hands make light work (Holiday Sampler program at Cudner-Hyatt House) (photo), Jan 3, 1997, p.1

SIMON, TERRI
10 candidates are elected to S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee), Jan 24, 1997, p.1

SINGER, HANNAH
State report cards upset parents, officials (photo), Jan 10, 1997, p.1

SINGER, LARRY
2 endorsed for Edgemont board (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.1
Sarraf, Singer endorsed for Edgemont board (cont), Mar 14, 1997, p.19
Candidates forum covers school issues, Apr 25, 1997, p.1
Edgemont school board candidates forum covers issues (photo) (cont), Apr 25, 1997, p.18
School budget votes Wednesday, May 2, 1997, p.1
A vote of confidence (re voting for SCS and EMT school budgets May 7) (edit), May 2, 1997, p.6
Voters approve school budget, May 9, 1997, p.1

SINGER, TERRY
Reading aloud at Heathcote (photo), Apr 18, 1997, p.10
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26
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SINGER, TERRY continued
  School Board Nominating Committee candidates announced, Dec 5, 1997, p.1
SINGER, ZACH
  Fall trip proves Choice is a community (photo), Nov 28, 1997, p.11
SINGERS
  Musical talent (SHS students perform at Music Educators National Conference in Baltimore) (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.11
  Song from the heart (Quaker Ridge chorus sings at Andrus Senior Residence and Children's Home) (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.9
SINGSEN, MARY ELLEN
  The Bank of New York Salutes Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26
SINSHEIMER, FLO AND WARREN (AU)
  Police, firemen are outstanding (ltr), Mar 28, 1997, p.7
SINSHEIMER, FLORENCE
  Lawyer's retirement is an 8-hour workday (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.3
SINSHEIMER, WARREN J
  Lawyer's retirement is an 8-hour workday (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.3
SKATING
  This stuff is slippery! (ice on Crane Pond) (photo), Jan 31, 1997, p.1
  Why no action on the ice rink? (ltr), Mar 7, 1997, p.6
SKATING RINKS
  Town and Village Club approves of rink in Harwood area, Dec 12, 1997, p.1
  Rink would have more impact than apartments (ltr), Dec 12, 1997, p.6
  Town and Village Club approves of rink in Harwood Pond area (cont), Dec 12, 1997, p.16
  And what about a rink?, Dec 19, 1997, p.1
  Harwood Pond area NG for rink (ltr), Dec 26, 1997, p.6
SKELLY, KERRY WALSH
  Kerry Walsh Skelly (promoted to director of office of chief executive office of Brown-Forman Corp), Jan 3, 1997, p.2
SKIS AND SKIING
  All aboard for Okemo, Jan 3, 1997, p.13
  Books enhance life on slopes, Jan 10, 1997, p.17
  Books enhance life on slopes (cont), Jan 10, 1997, p.19
  Don't believe the weather hype, Jan 17, 1997, p.18
  In search of the upstate snowflakes, Jan 31, 1997, p.20
  Skiing in cyberspace: slope sites, Feb 7, 1997, p.19
  24 pet peeves from the slopes, Feb 14, 1997, p.15
  Sampling a giant and a pygmy in the Adirondacks, Feb 21, 1997, p.15
  An alternative on the slopes (photo), Mar 7, 1997, p.19
  Snowshoeing offers an alternative to downhill skiing (cont), Mar 7, 1997, p.21
  Snowboarding officially arrives (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.21
  Flying high (D Bailey places 2nd in Eastern Qualifier Series Freestyle skiing Championships) (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.17
  Slope promotions aim at demographic groups, Mar 21, 1997, p.18
  Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36
  Raider skiers honored, Apr 11, 1997, p.26
  Will El Mino hit the ski slopes?, Nov 28, 1997, p.25
  What's new on a few mountains this year, Dec 5, 1997, p.26
  What's new at ski resorts - both near and far (cont), Dec 5, 1997, p.27
  A trip to the ski shop, Dec 12, 1997, p.29
  Tremblant awaits skiers north of the border, Dec 26, 1997, p.16
  Tremblant beckons skiers north of the U.S./Canadian border (cont), Dec 26, 1997, p.17
SLAIGHT, BARBARA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26

SLANER, LUELLA
(SCS) Foundation gets scholarship grant, Apr 18, 1997, p.1
Two ways to help (donations to SCS Foundation and PTA scholarship fund) (edit), Apr 18, 1997, p.6

SLANER, LUELLA (AU)
Harwood Pond area NG for rink (ltr), Dec 26, 1997, p.6

SLOAN, IRVING J
Teacher offered 'faulty apologia' (response to edit by I Sloan from 1/24/97) (ltr), Jan 31, 1997, p.6
Taxes entitle us to higher scores (response to I Sloan's edit from 1/24/97) (ltr), Jan 31, 1997, p.6
Sloan Trust fund grant to help historical society (photo), Feb 14, 1997, p.4
Cell antenna moratorium set, Feb 28, 1997, p.1
Sloan should climb aboard (response to 3/21 edit by I Sloan re computers and education) (ltr), Mar 28, 1997, p.6
Letters were not personal attacks (upon Bob Harrison) (ltr), Apr 4, 1997, p.6
Bees: the least of our problems (response to edit by Irving Sloan from 5/30/97) (ltr), Jun 6, 1997, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26
Columnist asks tough questions (response to edit by Irving Sloan from 6/20/97) (ltr), Jul 11, 1997, p.6
Sloan grants announced, Oct 24, 1997, p.4

SLOAN, IRVING J (AU)
'Right-to-die' question more complex than ever (edit), Jan 10, 1997, p.7
The 'servant problem' in 1920s Scarsdale (1st in two-part series) (illus), Jan 10, 1997, p.3
No, the sky is not falling (re recent New York Times "report card" on SCS schools) (edit), Jan 24, 1997, p.7
Upstairs, downstairs: the servant problem in 1920s Scarsdale (2nd in two-part series), Jan 24, 1997, p.7
Servants in 1920's Scardale (cont), Jan 26, 1997, p.14
Candidate's criticism of system transparent (edit), Feb 14, 1997, p.6
When Edgemont wanted to be part of Scarsdale, Feb 28, 1997, p.12
It's not the party, it's the people (re upcoming SCS election) (edit), Mar 7, 1997, p.6
Will technology really improve teaching? (edit), Mar 21, 1997, p.6
Scarsdale decides against Edgemont merger, Apr 11, 1997, p.9
Teaching human values in school (edit), Apr 25, 1997, p.6
Teaching human values in school (edit) (cont), Apr 25, 1997, p.7
The story behind the post office murals (photo), May 9, 1997, p.3
Beekeeping is inappropriate in Greenacres (edit), May 30, 1997, p.6
We should expand character education (edit), Jun 20, 1997, p.6
First things first in education (edit), Jul 11, 1997, p.6

... Continued (Series of Articles)...

A history of movie-going and movie-making in Scarsdale (1st in series of four articles), Jul 18, 1997, p.3
Farrakhan has mellowed - but not enough (edit), Jul 25, 1997, p.7
The short happy life of the Scarsdale Picture Theatre (2nd in series of four articles) (photo), Aug 1, 1997, p.9
Political Kiryas Joel decision is an embarrassment (edit), Aug 8, 1997, p.6
Movie history (III) (2nd of 3 articles on SCS movie houses) (photo), Aug 29, 1997, p.3
Tickets for drivers, jaywalkers would improve safety (edit), Aug 29, 1997, p.6
Movie history (III) (3rd in series of four articles (photo), Aug 29, 1997, p.3
Kids' BASE is in the best interests of Scarsdale (edit), Sep 19, 1997, p.6
The story behind the Garden Road water tower (illus), Sep 26, 1997, p.4
Movie house history - Conclusion [IV] (last in series of four articles), Oct 3, 1997, p.3
Education by computer has its limits (edit), Oct 17, 1997, p.7
Apartment supporters 'noble and foolish' (edit), Oct 24, 1997, p.7
Modest woman left generous legacy of land (photo), Nov 14, 1997, p.3
Modest woman left a generous legacy of land (cont), Nov 14, 1997, p.13
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SLOAN, IRVING J (AU) continued
   No good reason to oppose apartments (edit), Dec 5, 1997, p.6
   So you don't like compost? How about airplanes!, Dec 19, 1997, p.24
   Need for teen center can't be measured (edit), Dec 26, 1997, p.6

SLOTNICK, BARRY
   Slotnick advises Holocaust victims on reparations (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.3

SMALLENS, ALEX
   Digging back into the old family digs, Sep 19, 1997, p.1

SMALLENS, TIMMI
   Digging back into the old family digs, Sep 19, 1997, p.1
   Your dream house could be the one you grew up in (cont) (photo), Sep 19, 1997, p.8
   Wearing their message (SCS Library staffers have been without a contract since June 1) (photo), Nov 7, 1997, p.13

SMILES, CHRISTIE
   SHS principal tapped to lead Byram Hills schools (photo), Apr 11, 1997, p.1

SMITH, ANDREW PHILIP
   Andrew Philip Smith (dies), Nov 7, 1997, p.19

SMITH, DAVE
   Moderate the zeal (re proposal to ban smoking at SCS Pool, playing fields and playgrounds) (edit), Jul 25, 1997, p.6

SMITH, JOANNE V (AU)
   GOP backs Democrat for clerk (ltr), Oct 31, 1997, p.6

SMITH, MARY
   Manslaughter charged (Ildefonso Prieto for Jan 5 car crash), Feb 28, 1997, p.1

SMITH, ROBERT
   Boys arrested on weapons charge; tragedy averted (photo), Aug 22, 1997, p.1

SMITH, TREVOR
   Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26

SMOKING
   School should adjust priorities (comments on minors and cigarette smoking on SHS property) (ltr), Mar 7, 1997, p.6
   Getting tough (re selling cigarettes to minors) (edit), May 9, 1997, p.6
   Sting proves cigarettes are easy to buy (edit), May 9, 1997, p.7
   No smoking at pool, fields under proposed village policy, Jul 11, 1997, p.1
   Pool not a good place for smoking, residents tell trustees, Jul 18, 1997, p.1
   Moderate the zeal (re proposal to ban smoking at SCS Pool, playing fields and playgrounds) (edit), Jul 25, 1997, p.6
   Lifeguards don't corrupt children (response to 7/18 article on smoking at SCS Pool) (ltr), Jul 25, 1997, p.6
   No smoking (in any village owned building, within SCS pool complex, any playground or playing field), Sep 26, 1997, p.1
   Whodunnit? (comments David Kessler for his crusade against smoking) (edit), Nov 28, 1997, p.6

SMOLER, ELSIE
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24

SMOLER, ELSIE (AU)
   Citizens' victory was work of many (ltr), Mar 28, 1997, p.6

SMOLER, IRWIN (AU)
   Letters were not personal attacks (upon Bob Harrison) (ltr), Apr 4, 1997, p.6

SNAP
   SEE SCS NEIGHBORHOOD ASSN PRESIDENTS

SNITOW, ALAN
   'Blacks and Jews' documentary airs next week (photo), Jul 25, 1997, p.3

SNOW
   Welcoming winter weather (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.1
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SNOWSTORMS
Spring snowstorm wreaks havoc (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.1

SNYDER, LESLIE
Trustees eye 6-month ban on antennas (photo), Jan 17, 1997, p.1
Cell antenna moratorium set, Feb 28, 1997, p.1
BA-Nynex sets sights on water tower (photo), May 23, 1997, p.1
BA-Nynex sets sights on Garden Road tower (cont), May 23, 1997, p.14

SNYDER, SUSAN
Phone reps to speak, May 9, 1997, p.1

SO, YVONNE
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36
Post-prom party a great success (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6

SOBEL, ANTONIA V

SOBOL, GERALD L (AU)
Village's impact study decision questioned (ltr), Sep 19, 1997, p.6

SOBOL, THOMAS
Don't dumb us down (comments on recent NY State mandate re regent exam requirements) (edit), Feb 7, 1997, p.6

SOCCER
Soccer day (SCS Youth Soccer Club will hold its first annual Family Day Saturday, May 31), Apr 25, 1997, p.1
Eyes on the prize (SHS L Zayac keeps her eye on the ball during sectional championship game) (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.1
Raider booters win Section l title, shutting down Patriots (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.19
Son is proud of his father (ltr), Jun 20, 1997, p.6
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26
It's time to rethink travel soccer (ltr), Oct 3, 1997, p.6
Forget football - soccer's the game (ltr), Oct 10, 1997, p.6
Soccer club tries to be fair to all (response to letter by Gil Perrone from 10/3/97) (ltr), Oct 10, 1997, p.6
Openness, tolerance - not arrogance, are 'in' (response to 10/10 letter by Keith J Crews) (ltr), Oct 17, 1997, p.6
All teams deserve our support (response to 10/10 letter by Keith J Crews) (ltr), Oct 17, 1997, p.6
Travel soccer critic not appeased (response to letter by Larry Bell from 10/10/97) (ltr), Oct 17, 1997, p.6
Letter writer did not disparage football (re headline attached to author's letter from 10/10) (ltr), Oct 24, 1997, p.8
Maroon and White honors SHS fall athletes (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.26
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34
Lippman honored as All-American in soccer, Dec 19, 1997, p.24

SOCIAL SECURITY
Who really gets 'welfare' these days? (edit), Jan 10, 1997, p.6
What to do now about Social Security? (edit), Feb 14, 1997, p.7

SOFTBALL
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26
Softball exploits brought to light (ltr), Jul 25, 1997, p.6

SONNENBORG, ANDREW
Maroon editors discuss challenge of newspaper (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.11

SORENSEN, ALAN
Merchant/village partnership forges ahead with plans for downtown revitalization (photo), Feb 7, 1997, p.1

SORIKIN, JOAN
10 candidates are elected to S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommitee), Jan 24, 1997, p.1

SORREL, WILLIAM (DR)
Dr William Sorrel (awarded medal for distinguished service by Intl Pan American Assn) (photo), May 23, 1997, p.4
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SOUTHER, CATHERINE
  Present and future leaders (PTA presidents) (photo), May 16, 1997, p.9

SPAAR, RICHARD
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24

SPAGNA, JOHN
  Money at root of PBA-village fight, Feb 21, 1997, p.1
  Lack of insurance limits turnover (ltr), Feb 21, 1997, p.6
  Village, PBA agree to sign new contract, Apr 11, 1997, p.1

SPANO, ANDREW
  Democrats pick Spano Naughton for county posts, Jun 6, 1997, p.1
  Sewer repairs seep into county politics, Aug 15, 1997, p.1
  Dunn, Spano square off at S(CS) N(neighborhood) A(ssociation) P( Stub residents) meeting, Oct 10, 1997, p.1
  County executive candidates address residents at SCS N(neighborhood)A(ssn)P(Stub)residents) meeting (cont), Oct 10, 1997, p.8
  Candidates forum (Oct 27 at SCS Library), Oct 24, 1997, p.1
  County executive hopefuls clash at L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) forum (photo), Oct 31, 1997, p.1
  County endorsements (Inquirer endorsements for county executive and county legislators) (edit), Oct 31, 1997, p.6
  Spano best qualified for county executive (ltr), Oct 31, 1997, p.6
  Vote for Friedman, Bermel, Horowitz, Spano (ltr), Oct 31, 1997, p.12
  Spano beats Dunn in landslide victory, Nov 7, 1997, p.1

SPANO, LEONARD
  Candidates forum (Oct 27 at SCS Library), Oct 24, 1997, p.1
  Spano beats Dunn in landslide victory, Nov 7, 1997, p.1

SPECIAL EDUCATION
  Special ed supplies learning strategies, Mar 21, 1997, p.9
  Community forum on graduation proposal, Nov 7, 1997, p.9

SPEEDING
  SEE TRAFFIC REGULATIONS

SPEIER, JASPER
  Buddy project (photo), May 30, 1997, p.9

SPERUZZI, ROSEMARY
  Racquets for Kids (preparing tennis racquets for distribution to needy youngsters) (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.4

SPIDALIERI, NICK
  Team captains take center stage at Maroon and White awards dinner (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.18
  Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36
  A celebration of Raider pride (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.20

SPIDALIERI, PEGGY
  School B( oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) candidates announced, Dec 5, 1997, p.1

SPIEGEL, DONNA
  10 candidates are elected to School B( oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee), Jan 24, 1997, p.1

SPIEGEL, JEFF
  Fall trip proves Choice is a community (photo), Nov 28, 1997, p.11

SPIELBERG, JILL
  Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.36

SPIELBERG, LEONARD
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26

SPIRO, DAVID
  Plenty of action at Scarsdale rec(reation) camps (photo), Aug 1, 1997, p.10
  A Walker weekend at Quaker Ridge (photo), Aug 15, 1997, p.16
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SPITZER, JEFFREY A (AU)
Spanish teacher was incomparable (ltr), Apr 25, 1997, p.6

SPITZER, JORDAN
State report cards upset parents, officials (photo), Jan 10, 1997, p.1

SPIVAK, RUSSELL
Something for everyone in Arthur Manor (photo), Jul 11, 1997, p.3

SPORTS
Kids' sports should focus on fun (ltr), Sep 12, 1997, p.6
Players bear responsibility, too (ltr), Dec 5, 1997, p.6

SPORTSMANSHIP
Athletes learn about courage (ltr), Nov 14, 1997, p.6

SPRAGUE, RICHARD
Technology team visits model school (photo), May 2, 1997, p.9

SPRAGUE, RICHARD (DR)
Reading instruction described, Jan 17, 1997, p.10

STAMATIS, KATRIN
Hoff celebrates the season (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.23

STAMATIS, YONA
Hoff celebrates the season (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.23

STANLEY, BONN I

STARR, ERIC
Puppy love (puppies and kittens from North Shore Animal League come to Fox Meadow School) (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.9

STAUDT, JAMES
Developer must follow guidelines, says the mayor, May 16, 1997, p.1

STEELE, DONALD
Hitchcock group finds climate of hope, eagerness to learn among Haitian poor (photo), Jan 24, 1997, p.3

STEELE, DONALD J (AU)

STEELE, FRANCESCA
 Accident victim grateful for aid (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6

STEELE, PHIL
Citizens' Committee election Wednesday, Nov 7, 1997, p.1

STEELE, ZACHARY
Fox Meadow's School of Hope (photo), Dec 26, 1997, p.9

STEIN, BARBARA POLLARD
10 candidates are elected to School Board Nominating Committee, Jan 24, 1997, p.1
Barbara Pollard Stein (appointed director of special projects at Children's Museum) (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.4

STEIN, MILTON
Milton Stein (dies), Aug 15, 1997, p.8

STEINBERG, HOWARD
Kudos to thruway authority for bike tour (ltr), Oct 3, 1997, p.7

STEINBERG, NANCY
Youth Employment Office celebrates 25 years matching jobs to students (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.10

STEINMETZ, DAVID
Appeals board says beekeeping is not a business, Jun 13, 1997, p.1
Beekeeper, neighbors work on compromise (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.1

STEP

SEE STUDENT TRANSFER EDUCATION PLAN
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STEPHENS, PHYLLIS
  Reading aloud at Heathcote (photo), Apr 18, 1997, p.10
STERN, BETSY (AU)
  Service on school board is an honor (ltr), Dec 12, 1997, p.6
STERN, DAVID
  Sounding in the new year (Cantor Meredith Stone helps David Stern blow the shofar) (photo), Sep 26, 1997, p.1
STERN, DAVID (AU)
  Children have not been stung (response to article from 4/11/97) (ltr), Apr 18, 1997, p.6
STERN, ELIZABETH
  The bees are staying in Greenacres - for now (photo), May 9, 1997, p.1
STERN, ELIZABETH (AU)
  Children have not been stung (response to article from 4/11/97) (ltr), Apr 18, 1997, p.6
STERN, JOHN
  John Stern (has joined Parallax Group), Jul 11, 1997, p.4
STERN, SYDNEY
  Bibliophiles all (attending Westchester County Library System's annual meeting) (photo), Jan 3, 1997, p.2
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24
STERN, SYDNEY (AU)
  Sending a son to college is like marrying him off (edit), Sep 12, 1997, p.6
STERN, WILLIAM
  Jews can worship in different ways (response to letter by William Stern from 3/21/97) (ltr), Apr 4, 1997, p.6
  Some views don't merit publication (response to letter by William Stern from 3/21/97) (ltr), Apr 4, 1997, p.6
  Citizens' Committee election Wednesday, Nov 7, 1997, p.1
STERN, WILLIAM (AU)
  Orthodox laws keep Jews united (response to edit by Rabbi Stephen Klein from 3/14/97) (ltr), Mar 21, 1997, p.6
  Orthodoxy only is right for Israel (response to edit by David Arnow from 6/20/97) (ltr), Jun 27, 1997, p.6
STERNAL, MARTHA
  Martha Sternal (dies), May 9, 1997, p.16
STERNBERG, JUDY
  Widows rediscover the bright side of life (photo), Oct 24, 1997, p.3
  Widows rediscover the bright side of life (cont), Oct 24, 1997, p.30
STETTNSCH, ROBIN
  Wearing their message (SCS Library staffers have been without a contract since June 1) (photo), Nov 7, 1997, p.13
STEUBING, JAYNE
  Help wanted, again (discusses recent turnover of administrators at SCS schools) (edit), May 2, 1997, p.6
STEUER, AUDREY
  Youth Employment Office celebrates 25 years matching jobs to students (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.10
STEUER, AUDREY (AU)
  Local generosity boon to students (ltr), Jun 27, 1997, p.6
STEVES, KATHLEEN
  School Board Nominating Committee candidates announced, Dec 5, 1997, p.1
STEVES, KATHY
  Student Transfer Education Plan celebrates (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.9
STEVES, ROBERT
  Student Transfer Education Plan celebrates (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.9
STEVES, ROBERT J (AU)
  Editorial trivialized impact of housing proposal (response to 10/17 Inquirer edit) (ltr), Oct 24, 1997, p.6
STEWART, KATEY
  A-School highlights grads' uniqueness (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.1
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STEWART, MATTY
'Anything Goes' is coming soon (photo), Jul 25, 1997, p.1

STYER, MURRAY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24
Celebrating 50 years of learning at Quaker Ridge School (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.11

STILLMAN, ABBOT
Scholar-athletes honored (at SHS) (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.9

STILLMAN, ABBOTT
Developer must follow guidelines, says the mayor, May 16, 1997, p.1

STILLMAN, ARIEL
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26
Scholar-athletes honored (at SHS) (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.9

STILLMAN, DIANNE
Conditions are not so Dickensian at library (ltr), Oct 3, 1997, p.6

STILLMAN, DIANNE B (AU)
Library staff members deserve pay raises (ltr), Sep 5, 1997, p.6

STILLMAN, LEILA
Scholar-athletes honored (at SHS) (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.9

STICK, EDGAR
Edgar Stix (dies), Dec 19, 1997, p.18

STOCK, ANDREA
Time to reserve for Scarsdale Bowl, Mar 28, 1997, p.1
Shining moment (Evelyn Stock, recipient of SCS Bowl) (photo), Apr 18, 1997, p.1
Friends, family share views of a winner (SCS Bowl winner Evelyn Stock) (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24

STOCK, ELISABETH
Time to reserve for Scarsdale Bowl, Mar 28, 1997, p.1
Elisabeth Stock (among 18 White House fellows honored by President Clinton at White House reception), Apr 11, 1997, p.4
Shining moment (Evelyn Stock, recipient of SCS Bowl) (photo), Apr 18, 1997, p.1
Friends, family share views of a winner (SCS Bowl winner Evelyn Stock) (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24

STOCK, EVELYN
Time to reserve for Scarsdale Bowl, Mar 28, 1997, p.1
A little eavesdropping at a big spring fundraiser (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.3
Nynex, neighbors have last word in permit hearing, Apr 4, 1997, p.1
Shining moment (Evelyn Stock, recipient of SCS Bowl) (photo), Apr 18, 1997, p.1
(SCS) Foundation gets scholarship grant, Apr 18, 1997, p.1
Friends, family share views of a winner (SCS Bowl winner Evelyn Stock) (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.1
Friends and family share views of a winner (photo) (cont), Apr 25, 1997, p.8
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24

At the convention (E Stock elected to 2nd term as president of League of Women Voters of NYS)(photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.4
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STOCK, EVELYN (AU)
Convention not instrument of reform (ltr), Oct 31, 1997, p.6
STOCK, EVELYN, M (AU)
Joan Kennedy was role model (ltr), Apr 4, 1997, p.6
STOCK, HOWARD
Time to reserve for Scarsdale Bowl, Mar 28, 1997, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24
STOCK, SELMA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24
STOCKS
Investors hear advice from an optimist (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.3
Greenacres Oil (oil) Purchasing Consortium gets investment advice from an optimist (cont), Jun 20, 1997, p.8
STONE, JEAN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24
STONE, MEREDITH
Sounding in the new year (Cantor Meredith Stone helps David Stern blow the shofar) (photo), Sep 26, 1997, p.1
STORES
Central Avenue is all spruced up (ltr), May 30, 1997, p.6
Everyone benefits from local thrift shops (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.9
Dr Produce opens (on corner of Spencer Place and Harwood Court), Jul 18, 1997, p.1
Sidewalk sale (is in progress), Aug 1, 1997, p.1
(SCS) Sidewalk sale (photo), Aug 8, 1997, p.1
Shoppers have responsibility to support local merchants (ltr), Nov 14, 1997, p.6
Is Hartsdale market owner having second thoughts?, Nov 21, 1997, p.1
Get the Hartsdale habit (re new IGA supermarket in HTS) (edit), Nov 21, 1997, p.6
Greenburgh is supporting IGA (ltr), Nov 28, 1997, p.6
Fight commercial development on Austin Avenue in Yonkers (ltr), Dec 12, 1997, p.6
'Twas two weeks before Christmas, And kids of all ages Were making up gift lists...(photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.21
Satisfied customer recommends Hartsdale IGA, Dec 26, 1997, p.6
STORMS
Greenacres feels brunt of storm (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.1
Greenacres fares the worst after storm downs trees (photo) (cont), Jul 3, 1997, p.5
Accident victim grateful for aid (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6
Storm spares village, Aug 22, 1997, p.1
STORYTELLING
6, 5, 4, 3 ... who's counting when it comes to kids? (edit), Nov 14, 1997, p.7
STRANGER, RICHARD
School Board Nominating Committee candidates announced, Dec 5, 1997, p.1
STRASSBERG, SHARON (AU)
'Anything Goes' is a must-see (ltr), Aug 8, 1997, p.6
STRAUSS, BARBARA
STRAUSS, PETER
Developer must follow guidelines, says the mayor, May 16, 1997, p.1
STREETS-SCS
Patchwork pavement (at corner of Christie Place and East Parkway) (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.6
Post Road work (state project to resurface Post Road from Mill Road to Merritt Avenue), Jul 3, 1997, p.1
Police tapes are for our safety (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6
A bumpy ride continues: Drivers must wait for state to finish Post Road repaving, Aug 22, 1997, p.1
Rough road rage (re repaving of Post Road), Aug 22, 1997, p.6
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STREETS-SCS continued
Off the streets (overnight parking on any SCS street is prohibited until March 31), Nov 14, 1997, p.1

STRESS
How to spring back from life's blows (edit), Oct 31, 1997, p.7

STRICKLAND, HEIDI
Raider booters win Section I title, shutting down Patriots (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.19
A celebration of Raider pride (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.20

STROM, BARBARA
Doctor is a tree-killer, neighbors say (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.1

STROM, JON
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26

STROM, MILTON
Doctor is a tree-killer, neighbors say (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.1
Battle between neighbors continues, Dec 12, 1997, p.3
Sheldrake property skirmish continues (cont), Dec 12, 1997, p.19
Judge tells Dantzig to stop work, Dec 19, 1997, p.1

STROMMEN, CARL
Edgemont has its own overture (thanks EMT PTSA for funding of EMT Festival Overture) (ltr), May 16, 1997, p.6

STROTH, LESLE
Charged in arson, Jul 25, 1997, p.1

STRUM, PAT
Pat Strum (has received Grumbacher art award for outstanding achievement in oils) (photo), Jan 10, 1997, p.4

STRUMWASSER, DAVID
10 candidates are elected to School Board Nominating Committee, Jan 24, 1997, p.1

STRUMWASSER, LISA
Maroon editors discuss challenge of newspaper (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.11
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

STRUTIN, GARY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society's 23rd Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.28

STUART, ELIZABETH
Getting to know you (pool party for graduating fifth graders) (photo), Jul 11, 1997, p.9
Fundraiser generates $14,000 for SCS Summer Music Theatre (photo), Aug 8, 1997, p.3

STUART, MATTY
Everything goes well in SCS Summer Music Theatre's 'Anything Goes' (photo), Aug 8, 1997, p.11

STUDENT TRANSFER EDUCATION PLAN
Student Transfer Education Plan celebrates (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.9

STUDNER, FAYE B KUHN
Faye B Kuhn Studner (dies), Sep 12, 1997, p.27

SUDOL, RICHARD
Local firemen to the rescue (ltr), Jul 25, 1997, p.6
Firefighters celebrate 50th anniversary (photo), Nov 14, 1997, p.4

SUICIDE
'Right-to-die' question more complex than ever (edit), Jan 10, 1997, p.7
Court activism threatens law (response to I Sloan's edit on 'Right-to-die' question from 1/10) (ltr), Jan 17, 1997, p.6
California suicides remind some of losing their loved ones to cults, Apr 4, 1997, p.1
Suicides remind parents of losing children to cults (cont), Apr 4, 1997, p.8
Community mourns death of SHS student (photo), May 30, 1997, p.1
Community mourns death of SHS student (cont), May 30, 1997, p.10
Grieving family thanks community (ltr), Jun 13, 1997, p.6
Doctor says biology may predispose some to suicide, Jun 27, 1997, p.3
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SUICIDE continued
The case against assisted suicide (edit), Jul 25, 1997, p.7

SULLIVAN, JIM
Parents hear plans to improve reading scores for Edgewood, Jan 24, 1997, p.1
Story focused on the negative (coverage of recent series of meetings at Edgewood school) (ltr), Jan 31, 1997, p.14

SUMMER
A Scarsdale summer; The days of rain and roses (edit), Jun 20, 1997, p.7
A Scarsdale summer; Straw hat weather has arrived (edit), Jul 18, 1997, p.7
A Scarsdale summer; Hot but not too humid - hammock weather (edit) (illus), Aug 15, 1997, p.7

SUPERMARKETS
Supermarket finally coming to Hartsdale, Jul 11, 1997, p.1
New lease on life (re the coming of IGA to Hartsdale) (edit), Jul 11, 1997, p.6
Is Hartsdale market owner having second thoughts?, Nov 21, 1997, p.1
Get the Hartsdale habit (re new IGA supermarket in HTS) (edit), Nov 21, 1997, p.6
Greenburgh is supporting IGA (ltr), Nov 28, 1997, p.6

SUPPORT (DOMESTIC RELATIONS)
Nabbing deadbeats (report finds that NY's child support collection system needs major overhaul), Jun 20, 1997, p.1

SUPSAK, MATT
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.36

SURGEONS
Appoint a dentist surgeon general (ltr), Apr 18, 1997, p.6
Steven T Brower, M.D. (named endowed professor of cancer surgery at Mount Sinai), Oct 3, 1997, p.4

SURVEYS
SEE PUBLIC OPINION POLLS

SUSSMAN, HAROLD (DR)
Heart attack victim fine after rescue by dentist (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.3
Victim fine after CPR rescue by dentist (cont), Dec 12, 1997, p.19

SUSSMAN, JACQUELINE (AU)
Chiropractor works 'magic' (ltr), Jun 20, 1997, p.6
CPR offers chance to be a hero (ltr), Aug 22, 1997, p.7

SVED, BEVERLY
Dunn, Spano square off at S(CS) N(ighborhood) A(ssociation) P(residents) meeting, Oct 10, 1997, p.1

SVED, CLARA
Clara Sved (dies), Mar 28, 1997, p.14

SVED, PAUL (AU)
Evaluate effect at both ends (re downtown development plans) (ltr), Dec 19, 1997, p.6

SVENDSEN, JAN
Teaching tolerance at Greenacres (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.11

SWEENEY, JOHN
Member needed (for Board of Assessment Review), Dec 5, 1997, p.1
A Winter's Tale: Sweeney's battle account appears in bestseller (photo), Dec 26, 1997, p.3

SWEENEY, JOHN J (AU)
Donors needed for blood drive (ltr), Aug 15, 1997, p.6

SWENSON, CARL WILLIAM
Carl William Swenson (dies), Jun 20, 1997, p.17

SWENSON, JENNIFER
39 new staff members in district: Who's who? (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.11

SWIMMING
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36
Brennan captures Section 1 swim title, Nov 21, 1997, p.19
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Swimming continued</td>
<td>Nov 28, 1997</td>
<td>p.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brennan places 4th in state finals</td>
<td>Dec 5, 1997</td>
<td>p.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maroon and White honors SHS fall athletes</td>
<td>Dec 12, 1997</td>
<td>p.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia B Fee is Proud To Honor Maroon And White &amp; The Senior Varsity Players</td>
<td>Dec 12, 1997</td>
<td>p.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TADDIKEN, NANCY</td>
<td>Feb 7, 1997</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albany forces regents standard on schools</td>
<td>Aug 8, 1997</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voters approve school budget</td>
<td>Aug 8, 1997</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budget brings cold comfort to local schools; $30K decrease for Scarsdale, Edgemont reaps slight gain</td>
<td>Aug 8, 1997</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target school reforms (edit)</td>
<td>Aug 8, 1997</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TADDIKEN, NANCY L (AU)</td>
<td>Feb 7, 1997</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgemont enjoys excellent year (Progress edit 1997)</td>
<td>Dec 31, 1997</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAFFET, SCOTT</td>
<td>Jun 20, 1997</td>
<td>p.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A celebration of Raider pride</td>
<td>Jul 3, 1997</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAFFETT, NANCY</td>
<td>Jul 3, 1997</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAKAHASHI, RYO</td>
<td>Jun 13, 1997</td>
<td>p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guess who we are? Edgewood second graders have been learning about famous people</td>
<td>Apr 4, 1997</td>
<td>p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAKEDA, MAYUMI</td>
<td>Nov 14, 1997</td>
<td>p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making a difference Edgewood quilting bee</td>
<td>May 2, 1997</td>
<td>p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TANAKA, HIROKI</td>
<td>Sep 5, 1997</td>
<td>p.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgewood power pals</td>
<td>Sep 5, 1997</td>
<td>p.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAMURA, SHOGO</td>
<td>Mar 28, 1997</td>
<td>p.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgewood power pals</td>
<td>Mar 28, 1997</td>
<td>p.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TANAKA, HIROKI</td>
<td>May 2, 1997</td>
<td>p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgewood quilting bee</td>
<td>May 2, 1997</td>
<td>p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TANENHAUS, JEFF</td>
<td>Nov 21, 1997</td>
<td>p.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maroon editors discuss challenge of newspaper</td>
<td>Mar 28, 1997</td>
<td>p.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TANNURE, OTTO</td>
<td>Mar 28, 1997</td>
<td>p.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports</td>
<td>Mar 28, 1997</td>
<td>p.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TANER, RAYMOND (DR) (AU)</td>
<td>Aug 29, 1997</td>
<td>p.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outlaw states threaten world order</td>
<td>Nov 28, 1997</td>
<td>p.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TARTELL, JOHN</td>
<td>Nov 28, 1997</td>
<td>p.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thanksgiving is celebrated by students and parents</td>
<td>Apr 4, 1997</td>
<td>p.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TASK FORCE ON DRUGS AND ALCOHOL-SCS</td>
<td>May 2, 1997</td>
<td>p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ritalin abuse a problem here</td>
<td>May 2, 1997</td>
<td>p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safe Homes revived</td>
<td>Sep 5, 1997</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TATLOW, ANNETTE HART</td>
<td>Dec 5, 1997</td>
<td>p.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annette Hart Tatlow (dies)</td>
<td>Sep 5, 1997</td>
<td>p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAX DEDUCTIONS</td>
<td>Sep 5, 1997</td>
<td>p.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>See Income Tax Deductions</td>
<td>Sep 5, 1997</td>
<td>p.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAXATION</td>
<td>Sep 5, 1997</td>
<td>p.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who really gets 'welfare' these days?</td>
<td>Jan 10, 1997</td>
<td>p.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E'mont proposes 1.6% tax hike</td>
<td>Mar 14, 1997</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgemont proposes 1.6% tax hike</td>
<td>Mar 14, 1997</td>
<td>p.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeling capital about new gains</td>
<td>Sep 5, 1997</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residents feel capital about potential gains</td>
<td>Sep 5, 1997</td>
<td>p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House prices continue to climb</td>
<td>Sep 5, 1997</td>
<td>p.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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TAXATION continued

Tax-o-rama (re School Tax Relief Program) (edit), Sep 19, 1997, p.6
Senior tax relief ahead (re School Tax Relief Program), Oct 10, 1997, p.1
State is wasting taxpayers' money (re School Tax Relief Program) (ltr), Oct 24, 1997, p.8

TAXATION-SCS

Taxes entitle us to higher scores (response to I Sloan's edit from 1/24/97) (ltr), Jan 31, 1997, p.6
Tax hike targets inflation rate, Feb 28, 1997, p.1
1997-98 school taxes may rise 3.85 percent, Mar 7, 1997, p.1
1997-98 Scarsdale school taxes may see increase of 3.85 % (cont), Mar 7, 1997, p.22
Tax hike = inflation, Apr 4, 1997, p.1
Proposed 1997-98 school budget to raise taxes by 3.85 percent (cont), Apr 4, 1997, p.15
League of Women Voters: Taxes could be trimmed, Apr 11, 1997, p.1
Taxes could be trimmed (cont), Apr 11, 1997, p.22
Trustees OK 2.93% tax hike, May 2, 1997, p.1
Trustees OK tax hike (cont), May 2, 1997, p.8
$4 a year more (in village taxes for typical SCS homeowner), Jun 13, 1997, p.1
Warning: Check your assessment (ltr), Jul 18, 1997, p.6
Homeowner alert (re NY State School Tax Relief Program), Nov 14, 1997, p.1
School Tax (Relief) program troubles board of education, Dec 5, 1997, p.11

TAXATION-WESTCHESTER COUNTY

Budget proposed packs a wallop; O'Rourke leaves parting gift of 8% hike, Nov 21, 1997, p.1

TEACHERS

Spanish teacher was incomparable (ltr), Apr 25, 1997, p.6
The good old golden-rule days (edit), Aug 29, 1997, p.7

TEACHERS-SCS

Mini-grants give teaching a boost, Jan 24, 1997, p.9
Book packs promote reading (photo), Jan 24, 1997, p.9
Teacher offered 'faulty apologia' (response to edit by I Sloan from 1/24/97) (ltr), Jan 31, 1997, p.6
E'wood teachers dedicated, caring (ltr), Jan 31, 1997, p.6
Middle School News (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.10
Teacher arrested on child porn charge (photo), Jul 18, 1997, p.1
Stunned community looks for answers (re SCS teacher arrested on child pornography charge), Jul 18, 1997, p.1
Parents bewildered by arrest of teacher (cont), Jul 18, 1997, p.2
Accused teacher will stay on district payroll, Jul 18, 1997, p.2
Fox Meadow teacher arrested in FBI sting (cont), Jul 18, 1997, p.2
Board acts: Nebens is out, Jul 25, 1997, p.1
NYC teacher hired to replace Nebens at Fox Meadow, Aug 1, 1997, p.1
Act to ensure children's safety (ltr), Aug 1, 1997, p.6
Fifth grade teacher hired to replace Nebens (cont), Aug 1, 1997, p.14
Teaching the lessons of history: Scarsdale Middle School teacher journeys to Holocaust site (photo), Aug 15, 1997, p.10
Teacher reunited with former students in Japan (photo), Aug 22, 1997, p.3
Mother, child and teacher reunion is only an ocean away (photo) (cont), Aug 22, 1997, p.9
Scarsdale welcomes 39 teachers, Sep 5, 1997, p.1
39 new staff members in district: Who's who? (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.11
Opening day remarks reassure teachers: Challenge students in a caring environment, Sep 12, 1997, p.9
Gym teacher resigns after felony drunk driving conviction, Sep 26, 1997, p.1
Nebens issues statement to concerned parents, Sep 26, 1997, p.1
Teacher resigns after drunk driving conviction (cont), Sep 26, 1997, p.12
Identical surname gives rise to confusion (re 9/26 article on teacher resignation) (ltr), Oct 3, 1997, p.6
Nebens stricken from payroll; Board cites 'inability to perform', Oct 24, 1997, p.1
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TEACHERS-SCS continued
Accused teacher taken off payroll (cont), Oct 24, 1997, p.10
Nebens resigns, Dec 5, 1997, p.1
Former elementary school gym teacher sentenced for D(riving) W(while) I(ntoxicated), Dec 12, 1997, p.11
Whither teacher criminal background checks?, Dec 12, 1997, p.11

TEACHERS-TENURE
Tenure: fundamental due process or lifetime contract? (cont), Aug 29, 1997, p.9
Tenure: due process or lifetime contract (cont), Aug 29, 1997, p.14
Is tenure obsolete? An unscientific survey of opinions and alternatives, Sep 5, 1997, p.1
Is tenure obsolete? An unscientific survey of opinions and alternatives (cont), Sep 5, 1997, p.12
Is tenure workable? An unscientific survey of opinions and alternatives (last of 3-part series), Sep 12, 1997, p.1
Don't fear the T-word (re tenure) (edit), Sep 12, 1997, p.6
Questions timing of tenure stories (ltr), Sep 12, 1997, p.6
Is tenure still workable? A survey of opinions (cont), Sep 12, 1997, p.8

TEACHING
Sometimes a whole village isn't enough (re teaching emotionally disturbed boys) (edit), Aug 1, 1997, p.7

TEENAGE AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS
My son, the driver (edit), Jan 31, 1997, p.7
Teens may have to earn driving rights gradually (photo), Nov 28, 1997, p.3
A father's concern about teenage driving, Nov 28, 1997, p.3

SEE ALSO AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS

TEENAGERS
The vulnerable faces of our children (edit), May 30, 1997, p.7
First things first in education (edit), Jul 11, 1997, p.6
A father's concern about teenage driving, Nov 28, 1997, p.3

TEENAGERS-SCS
Psychologist advises parents to be tough, Mar 14, 1997, p.9
Safe Homes revived, May 2, 1997, p.9
A safe place for middle-schoolers (edit), May 30, 1997, p.7
Parents and kids in denial about abuse (ltr), Nov 7, 1997, p.6
Teens may have to earn driving rights gradually (photo), Nov 28, 1997, p.3
Some things never change (re letter by Ernie Collabolletta and SCS drug abuse) (ltr), Nov 28, 1997, p.6
Need for teen center can't be measured (edit), Dec 26, 1997, p.6

TEICHER, CRAIG (AU)
We all need a strong heart (edit), May 2, 1997, p.7

TELEPHONE
Antennas at bay (re moratorium on erection of cellular phone antennas in SCS), Jan 10, 1997, p.1
Trustees eye 6-month ban on antennas (photo), Jan 17, 1997, p.1
Village eyes 6-month moratorium on cell antennas (cont), Jan 17, 1997, p.15
Cell antenna moratorium set, Feb 28, 1997, p.1
Cell antenna moratorium set (cont), Feb 28, 1997, p.12
Telephone antennas: a hard 'cell' here?, May 2, 1997, p.3
When the phone gets a mind of its own (edit), May 16, 1997, p.6
BA-Nynex sets sights on water tower (photo), May 23, 1997, p.1
BA-Nynex sets sights on Garden Road tower (cont), May 23, 1997, p.14
Under proposed law: Cell antennas would need permits, Jun 13, 1997, p.1
New phone line will save a bundle, Jun 20, 1997, p.9
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TELEPHONE  continued
Residents mum on cell antennas, Aug 15, 1997, p.1
Thanks, but no thanks (re offer of free cellular phones from Bell Atlantic Nynex Mobil), Aug 29, 1997, p.1
A good call (re offer of cellular phones by Bell Atlantic Nynex Mobile) (edit), Aug 29, 1997, p.6
(Town and) Village Civic Club: Keep antennas away from houses, Sep 19, 1997, p.1
Residents urged to attend hearing on cellular antennas (ltr), Sep 19, 1997, p.7
Group ready to fight against antennas near their homes (photo), Sep 19, 1997, p.8
Residents tell trustees: No antennas in our backyards (photo), Sep 26, 1997, p.1
A nearby solution (re cell antennas) (edit), Sep 26, 1997, p.6
Board holds antenna hearing (cont), Sep 26, 1997, p.8
Trustees urged to protect residential character (re cellular antennas) (ltr), Oct 3, 1997, p.6
Cell towers must wait, Oct 10, 1997, p.1
Patience, patience (re cellular phone antenna), Nov 7, 1997, p.1
Under proposed law: Antennas preferred in business zones, Dec 5, 1997, p.1
Antenna proposal revised (cont), Dec 5, 1997, p.19

TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH POLES
Telephone poles block road view (ltr), Jan 17, 1997, p.6

TELEVISION BROADCASTING
Viewer finds nothing harmful about 'Nothing Sacred' (edit), Nov 21, 1997, p.7

TELEVISION PROGRAMS
SEE TELEVISION BROADCASTING

TEMPLES
WRT fosters links to Jewish and neighborhood communities (photo) (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.12
A trek of discovery at Tremont Temple (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.13
Judaism in art and song; Exhibit, festival of choirs bolster Westchester Reform Temple message/photo, Dec 12, 1997, p.23

TENENBAUM, ELENA
Spreading the word (publicizing of SHS annual blood drive) (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.9

TENG, MICHAEL
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

TENNANT, SUSAN
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26

TENNIS
More play money (it will cost more to play tennis and send kids to recreation dept day camps), Feb 14, 1997, p.1
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26
Maroon and White honors SHS fall athletes (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.26
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

TENURE, TEACHERS
SEE TEACHERS-TENURE

TERRACCiano, PETER
World perspective (Cartographer Spelman Evans Downer works with Edgewood third graders) (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.9

TERRISS, ELAINE (AU)
Questioning Scarsdale's tolerance (response to letter by Brian A McDonald from 10/17/97) (ltr), Oct 31, 1997, p.6

TESTING
State report cards upset parents, officials (photo), Jan 10, 1997, p.1
Parents ask: 'What is wrong with our school?', Jan 17, 1997, p.1
Poor (reading) scores hurt property values (edit), Jan 17, 1997, p.7
No, the sky is not falling (re recent New York Times "report card" on SCS schools) (edit), Jan 24, 1997, p.7
School consultant assails state scoring, Oct 17, 1997, p.1
Fox Meadow disappointed by PEP reading scores, Oct 17, 1997, p.9
School consultant assails state test scoring (cont), Oct 17, 1997, p.9
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TEXACO INC
Greenburgh N(ature) C(enter) helped 'greenwash' devastation (edit), Jun 6, 1997, p.7

THANKSGIVING
Thankful people, Nov 21, 1997, p.1
An intercultural Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 28, 1997, p.11
Thanksgiving is celebrated by students and parents (photo), Nov 28, 1997, p.11
Thanksgiving reflections: Waking up to the world around us (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.3
Cooperation is our village's strength (ltr), Dec 5, 1997, p.6

THEATER
Ready to take the stage (more than 20 young actors from SHS in "Voices from the High School") (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.25

THEATER BUILDINGS
The short happy life of the Scarsdale Picture Theatre (2nd in series of four articles) (photo), Aug 1, 1997, p.9
Movie history (III) (3rd in series of four articles) (photo), Aug 29, 1997, p.3
Movie house history - Conclusion [IV] (last in series of four articles), Oct 3, 1997, p.3

THOMAS, ALVIN
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

THOMPSON, CORKY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society's 23rd Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.28
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26
Thompson to head Scarsdale school board (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.1
Thompson to head school board (cont), Jul 3, 1997, p.8
Board acts: Nebens is out, Jul 25, 1997, p.1
Is tenure workable? An unscientific survey of opinion and alternatives (last of 3-part series), Sep 12, 1997, p.1
Opening day remarks reassure teachers: Challenge students in a caring environment, Sep 12, 1997, p.9
A forum with John Klemme: New SHS principal outlines goals (photo), Sep 19, 1997, p.1
Gym teacher resigns after felony drunk driving conviction, Sep 26, 1997, p.1
Scarsdale Schools hire responsible employees (ltr), Sep 26, 1997, p.6

THOMPSON, CORKY (AU)
(SCS Inquirer) Reporter missed point of evening (re SCS Historical Society's benefit dance) (ltr), Apr 4, 1997, p.6

THOMPSON, CORKY TREACY (AU)
Cooperation is our village's strength (ltr), Dec 5, 1997, p.6

THOMPSON, GREG
Thompson to head Scarsdale school board (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.1

THOMPSON, KENNETH (DR) (AU)
The paradoxical politics of senator Robert LaFollette (edit), Feb 14, 1997, p.7

THORPY, ANDREW
Raider skiers honored, Apr 11, 1997, p.26

THORPY, JACQUI
Raider skiers honored, Apr 11, 1997, p.26
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

THRIFT SHOPS
Everyone benefits from local thrift shops (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.9

TIDBALL, LISA
Song from the heart (Quaker Ridge chorus sings at Andrus Senior Residence and Children's Home/photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.9

TIDBALL, LISA (AU)
I'm in charge here (or am I?) (edit), May 30, 1997, p.7

TIMBERGER, ELIZABETH
A celebration of Raider pride (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.20
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TIMBERGER, ROBERT
A celebration of Raider pride (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.20

TIMNEY, RAYMOND V

TIRADO, EVAN
Local track coaches keep them running (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.15

TISCH, MERYL
Regents may be flexible on diploma, Nov 21, 1997, p.1

TOBACCO
No sale (bill introduced re penalties for businesses selling tobacco products to minors), Mar 21, 1997, p.1

TOBIAS, MARK (AU)
Residents had ally in Delahunt (ltr), Aug 22, 1997, p.6

TOBIAS, MARY (AU)
Enjoyed story on G'burgh politics (SCS Inquirer articles from 6/3 and 6/13) (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6

TOFF, IRA
Visual feast of photographs to go on display at the library (photo), Jan 10, 1997, p.15
Slow down, be safe, enjoy life (ltr), Oct 31, 1997, p.6

TOLBERT, BRUCE
Spano beats Dunn in landslide victory, Nov 7, 1997, p.1

TOLBERT, BRUCE E
Attorney says vote for Tolbert (ltr), Oct 24, 1997, p.6

TOLEDO, BARBARA
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26

TOLERANCE, RELIGIOUS
SEE RELIGIOUS LIBERTY

TOMB, ELEANOR MARGUERITE
Eleanor Marguerite Tomb (dies), Dec 12, 1997, p.26

TONER, KAY
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26

TOOLEY, LOWELL
Charles Dyson dies; was former trustee (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24
BA-Nynex sets sights on water tower (photo), May 23, 1997, p.1

TOKING, AUDREY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society's 23d Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.28

TOKING, SEYMOUR
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society's 23d Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.28

TORI, THERESA MAE (AU)
Elect Delahunt to Greenburgh Town Council (ltr), Oct 24, 1997, p.8

TOWN AND VILLAGE CIVIC CLUB
(Town and) Village C(Civic) C(Lub) hasn't yet opined on sewers (ltr), Jan 10, 1997, p.6
'We're going to respond, schools chief tells (Town and) Village C(Civic) C(Lub), Jan 24, 1997, p.1
'We're going to respond,' schools chief tells (Town and) Village C(Civic) C(Lub) (cont), Jan 24, 1997, p.14
Noting the (SCS) milestones (of the past year) (edit), Jan 31, 1997, p.6
(Town and) Village C(Civic) C(Lub) volunteers devoted to SCS's high standards (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.14
Downtown partners sell (Town and) Village C(Civic) C(Lub) on plans (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.1
Business district partners sell (Town and) Village C(Civic) C(Lub) on need for improvements (cont), Mar 21, 1997, p.10
New (Town and) Village C(Civic) C(Lub) slate of officers (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.10
O'Rourke: No money for sewers (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.1
Phone reps to speak, May 9, 1997, p.1
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TOWN AND VILLAGE CIVIC CLUB continued

BA-Nynex sets sights on water tower (photo), May 23, 1997, p.1
(Town and) Village C(ivic) C(ouncil) president seeks to broaden leadership (photo), May 23, 1997, p.3
Change the calendar (of Town and Village Civic Club) (edit), May 23, 1997, p.6
I & I - and $ (re SCS sewers), May 30, 1997, p.1
Starting early (Town and Village Civic Club will hold a special meeting next Thursday, 9/11), Sep 5, 1997, p.1
(Town and) Village C(ivic) C(lub): Keep antennas away from houses, Sep 19, 1997, p.1
Welcome aboard (edit), Sep 19, 1997, p.6
(Town and) Village C(ivic) C(lub) mulls antennas (cont), Sep 19, 1997, p.8
Residents tell trustees: No antennas in our backyards (photo), Sep 26, 1997, p.1
(Town and) Village C(ivic) C(lub) has plans, Oct 3, 1997, p.1
Trustees urged to protect residential character (re cellular antennas) (ltr), Oct 3, 1997, p.6
Cell towers must wait, Oct 10, 1997, p.1
Residents tell trustees: Legal apts. mean Scarsdale's doom, Oct 17, 1997, p.1
Mayor lists priorities at (Town and) Village C(ivic) C(lub) meeting, Oct 17, 1997, p.3
He'd rather be kissed (SCS newcomers' reception) (photo), Oct 17, 1997, p.3
Accessory housing debated (at Town and Village Civic Club meeting), Oct 17, 1997, p.3
Hot topics, Nov 28, 1997, p.1
(Town and) Village C(ivic) C(lub) to trustees: Don't pass apartment law (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.1
(Town and) Village C(ivic) C(lub) approves of rink in Harwood area), Dec 12, 1997, p.1
Don't give up (advocates legalizing accessory apartments) (edit), Dec 12, 1997, p.6
Rink would have more impact than apartments (ltr), Dec 12, 1997, p.6
(Town and) Village C(ivic) C(lub) votes against proposed apartment law (cont), Dec 12, 1997, p.9
(Town and) Village C(ivic) C(lub) approves of rink in Harwood Pond area (cont), Dec 12, 1997, p.16
And what about a rink?, Dec 19, 1997, p.1
Harwood Pond area NG for rink (ltr), Dec 26, 1997, p.6

TOYS

What I learned from Snake-Eyes (edit), May 16, 1997, p.7
Schools resist cyberpet craze (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.1
Caring for a cyberpet is a full time job (cont), Jun 6, 1997, p.9
I fought the war, and the Tomagotchi won (edit), Jun 27, 1997, p.6
I fought the war, and the Tomagotchi won (edit) (cont), Jun 27, 1997, p.7

TRACHTEN, RACHEL

KIDS - BASE - LITTLE SCHOOL reaches outside of Scarsdale's border, May 30, 1997, p.1
Kids' BASE unveils new, expanded facility (photo), Sep 19, 1997, p.1
Kids' BASE basement could become a teen center, Dec 19, 1997, p.1

TRACK ATHLETICS

Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36
Local track coaches keep them running (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.15
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26
Track repair (SHS track will be closed for repair for one to two weeks), Jul 3, 1997, p.1
(SHS) Track reopens, Jul 18, 1997, p.1

TRADE

SEE FREE TRADE AND PROTECTION

TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS

Into the bridge, again (truck crashes into Mamaroneck Road Bridge), Jan 3, 1997, p.1
Man killed in Post road crash; driver charged with D(riving) W(hile) I(ntoxicated) (photo), Jan 10, 1997, p.1
Homicide charge filed in (Post Road) accident, Jan 17, 1997, p.1
Edgemont woman killed on 287, Jan 31, 1997, p.1
Manslaughter charged (Ildefonso Prieto for Jan 5 car crash), Feb 28, 1997, p.1
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TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS continued
Guilty plea entered (by Ildefonso Prieto), Jun 6, 1997, p.1
Prieto sentenced, Jun 27, 1997, p.1
Family of woman crushed by tree to get $1 million, Nov 14, 1997, p.1
SEE ALSO ACCIDENTS

TRAFFIC REGULATIONS
To catch speeders (use of photo enforcement suggested), Jan 31, 1997, p.1
Traffic rerouted (for Walker Cup and PGA championship), Aug 1, 1997, p.1
Traffic update (re Walker Cup), Aug 8, 1997, p.1
One-way streets proposed for downtown (illus), Oct 3, 1997, p.1
Consultants propose 1-way streets, more parking spaces downtown (illus), Oct 3, 1997, p.10
Plan would not improve traffic flow (re recent SCS Infrastructure Improvement Plan) (ltr), Oct 10, 1997, p.6
Slow down, be safe, enjoy life (ltr), Oct 31, 1997, p.6
Critics find problems in East Parkway plans, Nov 14, 1997, p.1
Critics find problems in East Parkway plans (cont), Nov 14, 1997, p.3
Try the easy solution (re SCS Business District Report) (edit), Nov 14, 1997, p.6

TRAFFIC SAFETY
Paving the way for safety (new crosswalk on Crane Road) (photo), Oct 10, 1997, p.5
Slow down, be safe, enjoy life (ltr), Oct 31, 1997, p.6

TRAFFIC SIGNS AND SIGNALS
Yield signs are needed in town (ltr), Jul 3, 1997, p.6
Bright ideas (re pedestrian yield signs) (edit), Aug 1, 1997, p.6
Bright ideas (re pedestrian yield signs) (photo) (edit), Aug 1, 1997, p.6

TRANQUILLO, ALBERT SR
Albert Tranquillo Sr (dies), Nov 21, 1997, p.17

TRASK, JAMES III
James III Trask (dies), Feb 28, 1997, p.8

TREADWAY, BETH
Beth Treadway (honored for 20 years of service at Pace University), Nov 21, 1997, p.4

TREADWAY, PETER
Maroon editors discuss challenge of newspaper (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.11

TREES
Gardeners all (group plants pin oak tree on East Parkway in honor of Arbor Day) (photo), May 2, 1997, p.3
Condition of trees worries villagers (photo), Jul 11, 1997, p.1
Trouble in Tree City (re trees in SCS) (edit), Jul 11, 1997, p.6
Apres storm: condition of trees troubles villagers (cont), Jul 11, 1997, p.15
10 trees (re offer from National Arbor Day Foundation), Aug 22, 1997, p.1
Residents say trees were cut without notice (photo), Sep 19, 1997, p.3
Doctor is a tree-killer, neighbors say (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.1
Battle between neighbors continues, Dec 12, 1997, p.3

TROTTA, CHRISTINE
High school honors outstanding seniors and juniors (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12

TSE, CONSTANCE
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

TSURUMI, YOSHI (AU)
Japanese right denies atrocities (edit), Mar 21, 1997, p.7
10 allegations against Japan - with rebuttals, May 23, 1997, p.7
Is the economic sky falling ? (edit), Dec 19, 1997, p.7
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TUDOR, BARBARA
Downtown meters go digital, increase time (photo), Jan 24, 1997, p.3

TUNICK, CAROLE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society's 23d Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.28

TUNICK, RICHARD
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society's 23d Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.28

TURKELL, ROBERTA

TURNER, RITA F (DR)
Former village justice dies at 83 (photo), Apr 18, 1997, p.1

TUSSING, FRANCES
Stunned community looks for answers (re SCS teacher arrested on child pornography charge), Jul 18, 1997, p.1

TUTTLE, EVELYN WARREN
Evelyn Warren Tuttle (dies), Jan 17, 1997, p.15

TYBERG, STEPHANIE
Fall trip proves Choice is a community (photo), Nov 28, 1997, p.11

TYBERG, TARA
Present and future leaders (PTA presidents) (photo), May 16, 1997, p.9

TYBERG, THEODORE (DR) (AU)
Patients need greater knowledge to exercise their rights (edit), Jan 31, 1997, p.7

UCHIO, MIEKO
Making a difference (photo), Nov 14, 1997, p.4

UCHITELLE, JOAN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24
Citizens' Committee election Wednesday, Nov 7, 1997, p.1
Citizens Committee has 9 new members, Nov 14, 1997, p.1

UGHETTA, MARY ALICE
Mary Alice Ughetta (dies), Dec 19, 1997, p.18

UGLIAROLO, MARK
A twisted tale (new twist on old tale "The Three Little Wolves" at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.11

UGLIAROLO, SUZY
Raider booters win Section I title, shutting down Patriots (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.19

ULLMAN, JOSEPH
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24

UNGER, JANE V
Jane V Unger (dies), Nov 21, 1997, p.17

UNITED WAY
United Way grants inspire more contributions (photo) (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.16
Making a difference (spreading the word about United Way's activities to Japanese residents) (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.4
Children a focus of United Way campaign (photo), Oct 3, 1997, p.3
Making a difference, Nov 14, 1997, p.4
Making a difference (photo), Nov 14, 1997, p.4
Going up and up (United Way thermometer) (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.4

URMENETA, TOMAS
Edgewood power pals (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.12

US CONGRESS
Legislative achievements in 1996 (photo) (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.10

USHER, NIKKI
Maroon and White honors SHS fall athletes (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.26
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VACCARI, FRANK
Venerunt, ederunt, delictatisunt (Roman banquet organized by SHS Latin Club) (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.10
They're official (Junior members of the SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps have won their badges) (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.4

VACCARO, LUKE
Vaccaro tapped for SHS girls' varsity basketball position, Jan 3, 1997, p.13
Coach Vaccaro did a great job (ltr), Mar 7, 1997, p.6

VALENTINE'S DAY
A practical valentine (CPR gift certificate) (edit), Jan 31, 1997, p.6
Valentine artistry (Greenacres teacher demonstrates paper-cutting techniques to students) (photo), Feb 14, 1997, p.9

VALLIADES, GEORGE
Heathcote Fair Saturday (photo), May 2, 1997, p.9

VALLIADES, MARIA
Heathcote Fair Saturday (photo), May 2, 1997, p.9

VAN DE WATER, PETER
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26
Eyesore of the week (abandoned gas station site on Scarsdale Avenue) (photo) (edit), Jul 25, 1997, p.6

VANDALISM
Vandalism can't be tolerated here (ltr), Jan 24, 1997, p.6
Vandalism not the cause of problem (response to letter by Gail Zuckerwise from 6/6/97) (ltr), Jun 13, 1997, p.6

VANORDER, HERBERT
Tip from resident nabs burglar (photo), Oct 24, 1997, p.1

VARLEY, WILFRED
Thanksgiving is celebrated by students and parents (photo), Nov 28, 1997, p.11

VAZQUEZ, PHILLIP
Takin' it to the street (annual 15k-4 mile race) (photo), Apr 11, 1997, p.1

VELE, LAURA
Panther pride on parade (EMT High School Homecoming Parade) (photo), Sep 26, 1997, p.1

VENTO, LEN
Technology team visits model school (photo), May 2, 1997, p.9

VERAS, DIMITRI
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36
High school honors outstanding seniors and juniors (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12

VETERANS DAY
Veterans Day, Nov 7, 1997, p.1
Lest we forget (Members of American Legion Post 52 gather in Boniface Circle) (photo), Nov 14, 1997, p.1
Tribute to the fallen (Matt Rubin plays taps at Veterans Day ceremony in Boniface Circle) (photo), Nov 14, 1997, p.13

VETO
Moynihan urged to rethink (presidential line-item) veto (ltr), Jan 17, 1997, p.6

VETTER, ROBERT
Does the (board of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) approve? (re teepee on Heathcote School Field) (photo), Oct 3, 1997, p.1

VILA, CARTER
Fox Meadow's School of Hope (photo), Dec 26, 1997, p.9

VILLAGE BOARD-SCS
40 openings need to be filled on village boards and councils (includes detailed descriptions), Jan 10, 1997, p.3
Committee nominates mayor, 3 trustees (photo), Jan 17, 1997, p.1
Trustees eye 6-month ban on antennas (photo), Jan 17, 1997, p.1
New fees, Jan 17, 1997, p.1
Committee nominates 3 trustees (photo) (cont), Jan 17, 1997, p.4
No sewer fee, Jan 24, 1997, p.1
Sell! (strip of land for additional parking for SCS Medical Center), Jan 24, 1997, p.1
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VILLAGE BOARD-SCS continued
Noting the (SCS) milestones (of the past year) (edit), Jan 31, 1997, p.6
Police make '911 call' to village (photo), Feb 14, 1997, p.1
Shed light on decision-making (of village board) (ltr), Feb 21, 1997, p.6
Board approves contract with downtown consultants, Feb 28, 1997, p.1
Scoop it up (village will step up enforcement of ordinance re dog excrement), Feb 28, 1997, p.1
Trustees OK hiring of downtown consultants (illus) (cont), Feb 28, 1997, p.12
Quit bellyaching over legion price (ltr), Mar 7, 1997, p.6
It's not the party, it's the people (re upcoming SCS election) (edit), Mar 7, 1997, p.6
Critics recycle grievances, Mar 14, 1997, p.1
Critics recycle old grievances at board meeting (cont), Mar 14, 1997, p.19
Consensus approach (to downtown development), Apr 11, 1997, p.1
Governing as show biz (recommendations for successful Village Board Show on cable channel 14) (edit), Apr 11, 1997, p.6
Board brings in new faces on committees (individual names noted), Apr 11, 1997, p.9
Cell (phone) tower hearing, Apr 18, 1997, p.1
Trustees OK 2.93% tax hike, May 2, 1997, p.1
Village, police sign contract agreement, May 2, 1997, p.1
Telephone antennas: a hard 'cell' here?, May 2, 1997, p.3
Trustees OK tax hike (cont), May 2, 1997, p.8
Village trustees take bus tour of Scarsdale's places in the news (cont), May 16, 1997, p.8
Track to be resurfaced, May 23, 1997, p.9
Village trustees consider legalization of home rental units (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.1
The village board could use a Chief Information Officer (ltr), Jun 13, 1997, p.7
Time to accessorize (support for idea of legalizing accessory housing) (edit), Jun 27, 1997, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26
Pool not a good place for smoking, residents tell trustees, Jul 18, 1997, p.1
Trustees set to lengthen antenna moratorium, Jul 18, 1997, p.5
Moderate the zeal (re proposal to ban smoking at SCS Pool, playing fields and playgrounds) (edit), Jul 25, 1997, p.6
Still bulky (re effort to reduce apparent bulk of new houses and additions), Aug 8, 1997, p.1
Growth plans (re purchase of village land on Olmsted Road), Aug 15, 1997, p.1
Bus bench, etc, Aug 15, 1997, p.1
Board tables vote on downtown Environmental Impact Statement, Aug 29, 1997, p.1
Moving money (from village's surplus account to the capital funds), Sep 5, 1997, p.1
Downtown development: 1 small step for village (no giant leaps yet), Sep 12, 1997, p.1
Village board summary (cont), Sep 12, 1997, p.3
Village's impact study decision questioned (ltr), Sep 19, 1997, p.6
No smoking (in any village owned building, within SCS pool complex, any playground or playing field), Sep 26, 1997, p.1
Hearing continued (re resident requests for services of off-duty SCS police officers), Sep 26, 1997, p.1
Be counted (re Citizens' Nominating Committee) (edit), Sep 26, 1997, p.6
Board holds antenna hearing (cont), Sep 26, 1997, p.8
'Limited Agenda' (village board discusses quite a few things besides writing checks), Oct 10, 1997, p.1
Residents tell trustees: Legal apts. mean Scarsdale's doom, Oct 17, 1997, p.1
New and improved, Oct 17, 1997, p.1
Back to setbacks, Oct 24, 1997, p.1
Politics, our way (urges readers to vote in upcoming Citizens' Nominating Committee election (edit), Nov 7, 1997, p.6
Critics find problems in East Parkway plans, Nov 14, 1997, p.1
Critics find problems in East Parkway plans (cont), Nov 14, 1997, p.3
Trustees honor store clerk, Nov 14, 1997, p.3
Try the easy solution (re SCS Business District Report) (edit), Nov 14, 1997, p.6
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VILLAGE BOARD-SCS continued
- School board nominators needed, Nov 21, 1997, p.1
- Nominees for village trustee needed (ltr), Nov 28, 1997, p.6
- Temporary span (re Harney Road Bridge repair), Dec 19, 1997, p.1
- And what about a rink?, Dec 19, 1997, p.1
- Keep the momentum (re downtown development plans) (edit), Dec 19, 1997, p.6
- Evaluate effect at both ends (re downtown development plans) (ltr), Dec 19, 1997, p.6

VILLAGE CODE-SCS
- Code changes mulled, Jun 13, 1997, p.1
- New York landscape association's protests are blowing in the wind, Aug 8, 1997, p.1

VILLAGE HALL (SCS)
- Web relocation, Feb 14, 1997, p.1
- Chinese pick up tips on governing (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.3

VILLAGE MANAGER-SCS
- Welcome back Steve (Pappalardo) (photo), Sep 19, 1997, p.1

VIOLENCE
- Too real (comments on recent incidents and violence in our society) (edit), Aug 22, 1997, p.6

VIOLINISTS
- Violinist Khimm to perform debut recital at Merkin Hall (photo), Mar 7, 1997, p.15
- Musical talent (SHS students perform at Music Educators National Conference in Baltimore) (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.11

VOGEL, HELEN (AU)
- Society needs informed voters (edit), Sep 26, 1997, p.7

VOGEL, HELEN AND JOHN (AU)
- Keep the charm: allow apartments (ltr), Nov 21, 1997, p.6

VOGL, TOM
- Girls' bathrooms not so horrible (response to letter by Tom Vogl from 5/30/97) (ltr), Jun 6, 1997, p.6
- Vandalism not the cause of problem (response to letter by Gail Zuckerwise from 6/6/97) (ltr), Jun 13, 1997, p.6

VOGL, TOM (AU)
- School bathrooms are disgusting (ltr), May 30, 1997, p.6

VOLLEYBALL
- Maroon and White honors SHS fall athletes (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.26
- Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

VOLUNTEERS
- Family builds a school in Nicaragua, Mar 28, 1997, p.1
- Local family builds a school in Nicaragua (photo) (cont), Mar 28, 1997, p.14
- Clark to be honored by S(CS) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice) (photo), May 2, 1997, p.4
- Volunteers mobilize to clean up Garth Woods (photo), May 16, 1997, p.4
- Furry wanderers find refuge in New Rochelle, Jun 6, 1997, p.3
- Committee thanks volunteers (ltr), Aug 22, 1997, p.6
- Volunteers, guests made country fair a success (ltr), Sep 12, 1997, p.6

VOTER REGISTRATION
- Registration reminder, Oct 3, 1997, p.1

VOTING
- Voters Guide (will be mailed to SCS residents next week), Oct 17, 1997, p.1

WACHTEL, ALAN
- 10 candidates are elected to S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee), Jan 24, 1997, p.1
- Talk to the children (re child safety and dangers) (edit), Jul 18, 1997, p.6

WACHTENHEIM, FLORIE
- Scarsdale welcomes 39 teachers, Sep 5, 1997, p.1
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WACHTENHEIM, FLORIE (AU)
Calender mailing: cooperative task (ltr), Aug 15, 1997, p.6
'Guys and Dolls' fundraiser a success (ltr), Nov 21, 1997, p.8

WACHTER, ELLIE
Girl Scout House needs a facelift, Nov 28, 1997, p.1

WALD, SUSAN
Keep it clean (health fair at Heathcote School) (photo), Apr 11, 1997, p.11

WALKER, JOANNA
State report cards upset parents, officials (photo), Jan 10, 1997, p.1

WALKER, SAM
Spano beats Dunn in landslide victory, Nov 7, 1997, p.1

WALKER, SUSAN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24

WALL, JOHN W (AU)
TCI to drop a gem in TV wasteland (ltr), Nov 21, 1997, p.8

WALLACH, SCOTT
A grand slam for Scarsdale (photo), Feb 14, 1997, p.1
Team captains take center stage at Maroon and White awards dinner (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.18
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36

WALLBAKE, HUGO L A
Hugo L A Wall Bake (dies), Feb 28, 1997, p.8

WALLERSTEIN, JUDITH
Access not always in child's interest (response to letter by Harvey Landau from 8/1/97) (ltr), Aug 8, 1997, p.6

WALLINGFORD, ROBERT
Spano beats Dunn in landslide victory, Nov 7, 1997, p.1

WALSH, GREG (AU)
Shop owner disputes report (response to item published in Inquirer's 8/8 police report) (ltr), Aug 22, 1997, p.6

WALSH, GREGG J
Gregg J Walsh (dies), Nov 21, 1997, p.17

WARE, ELWYN
Edgemonters rallying for wildlife rehab (photo), Aug 1, 1997, p.1

WARE, JOHN
How paddle saved Fox Meadow (photo) (cont), Mar 21, 1997, p.19

WARE, MARY LEE
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26

WARE, MOLLY
How a fledgling sport saved Fox Meadow (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.17
How paddle saved Fox Meadow (photo) (cont), Mar 21, 1997, p.19

WARFIELD, JAMES J (AU)
No such thing as a 'free market' (response to edit from 5/16 on price control for housing) (ltr), May 30, 1997, p.6

WARFIELD, JIM
Developer must follow guidelines, says the mayor, May 16, 1997, p.1
Critics find problems in East Parkway plans, Nov 14, 1997, p.1
Try the easy solution (re SCS Business District Report) (edit), Nov 14, 1997, p.6
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WARacky, Richard
Candidates on TV, Feb 7, 1997, p.1
How the Citizens’ Party’s new openness changed village elections (cont), Mar 28, 1997, p.14
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26

WarnKen, Pat
Top producers (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.4
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society’s 23d Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.28

Warshowsky, Allan (AU)
Cat disappearance appears sinister (ltr), May 23, 1997, p.6

Warwick, Ryan
Back to the books (1st day of school) (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.1

Wasacz, Anthony
A-School highlights grads’ uniqueness (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.1

Washburn, Phillip
Bonneted beauties (at SCS Congregational Church on Easter Sunday) (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.1

Washburn, Phillip (AU)
Neighbors, why not reach out? (edit), Jan 10, 1997, p.7
When things come apart... (edit), May 16, 1997, p.7

Washburn, Phillip S (AU)
How to spring back from life’s blows (edit), Oct 31, 1997, p.7

Waste Disposal
Clean filth, trash on Central Avenue (ltr), Mar 21, 1997, p.6

Water
Water rate case to be appealed, Feb 14, 1997, p.1
Water rate case to be appealed by village (cont), Feb 14, 1997, p.12
Discolored water (flushing village’s pipe system to avoid discoloration during summer peak use), Mar 21, 1997, p.1
More flushing (continues this week), Mar 28, 1997, p.1
More flushing, Apr 4, 1997, p.1
More flushing, Apr 18, 1997, p.1
More flushing, May 2, 1997, p.1
Watch the water (re lead content), Aug 22, 1997, p.1

Water Beds (Furniture)
Yuck! Waterbeds are for the fish (edit), Jul 11, 1997, p.7

Water Towers
Garden Road stone water tower is a unique Scarsdale landmark (ltr), Sep 19, 1997, p.6
Antenna would be a blight in residential area (ltr), Sep 19, 1997, p.7
The story behind the Garden Road water tower (illus), Sep 26, 1997, p.4

Watts, Mindy
Championship smiles (SHS varsity field hockey team) (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.25

Wayne, Christine
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26

Weapons
See Firearms

Weather
Out like a lamb (mild month of December) (photo), Jan 3, 1997, p.1
Mild weather means catch up, not savings, Feb 21, 1997, p.3
A Scarsdale summer; The days of rain and roses (edit), Jun 20, 1997, p.7
Will El Nino hit the ski slopes?, Nov 28, 1997, p.25
WEBB, ALICE BEAVOR
Garden Road stone water tower is a unique Scarsdale landmark (ltr), Sep 19, 1997, p.6

WEBER, JOAN
Fox trots (Judith Fox officially appointed Byram Hills superintendent of schools), May 2, 1997, p.1
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26

WEBER, JOAN (DR)
Unexpected departures at middle and high schools; Middle school house counselor resigns (photo), May 2, 1997, p.1
Board of ed(ucation) names new business chief (photo), May 23, 1997, p.1
Stunned community looks for answers (re SCS teacher arrested on child pornography charge), Jul 18, 1997, p.1
NYC teacher hired to replace Webens at Fox Meadow, Aug 1, 1997, p.1

WEBER, RICHARD (AU)
A South Pacific tale; It's news: shark bites hand grenade (edit), May 2, 1997, p.7

WEDDINGS
(Supplement) Love and Marriage (photo), Feb 14, 1997

WEI, CRYSTAL
Hoff celebrates the season (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.23

WEIL, MANDY
Raider booters win Section I title, shutting down Patriots (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.19
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26

WEINBERG NATURE CENTER
Dental exam (Daniel Muskin checks out chompers on giant reptile at Weinberg Nature Center) (photo), May 23, 1997, p.1
Lost in the woods: Mother says Weinberg Nature Center needs signs, Aug 22, 1997, p.4

WEINBERG, CHARLES (AU)
Westhab is meeting the job challenge (edit), Oct 3, 1997, p.7

WEINBERG, TIMMY
Weinberg, Juettner get an AA rating (ltr), Aug 29, 1997, p.6
Don't try to fix a town government that ain't broke (ltr), Aug 29, 1997, p.6
Candidates (Juettner and Weinberg) should be re-elected (ltr), Aug 29, 1997, p.6
Juettner, Weinberg do an outstanding job (ltr), Sep 5, 1997, p.6
Legislator urges voters to keep incumbents (ltr), Sep 5, 1997, p.6
Weinberg deserves to be re-elected (ltr), Oct 31, 1997, p.6

WEINER, JON
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36

WEINGARTEN, SARAH
Here's how it's done ($ Weingarten gets kids' eye view of his daughter's 2nd grade classroom) (photo), Nov 7, 1997, p.1

WEINGARTEN, STEVEN
Here's how it's done ($ Weingarten gets kids' eye view of his daughter's 2nd grade classroom) (photo), Nov 7, 1997, p.1

WEINSTEIN, DANIEL
A great miracle happened there (Daniel and Rebecca Weinstein spin the dreidel) (photo), Dec 26, 1997, p.1

WEINSTEIN, NAOMI
Students bond through reading (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.9

WEINSTEIN, REBECCA
A great miracle happened there (Daniel and Rebecca Weinstein spin the dreidel) (photo), Dec 26, 1997, p.1

WEINSTEIN, STEFANIE
Stefanie Weinstein (recipient of $2,000 fellowship from American Society for Clinical Nutrition), May 2, 1997, p.4

WEINTRAUB, BEA
Reality award winners (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.4

WEINTRAUB, DAVID
A celebration of Raider pride (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.20
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26
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WEIR, SCOTT
You've got a friend (buddy class project) (photo), Nov 28, 1997, p.12

WEISBERG, ANNE
1997-98 school taxes may rise 3.85 percent, Mar 7, 1997, p.1

WEISS, CORA (AU)
NATO expansion - cold war redux (edit), Jul 18, 1997, p.6

WEISS, JOELLE
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26

WEISS, LINDA
S(CS) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice) announces Gourmet Galaxy (ltr), Mar 7, 1997, p.6
Mountain of prizes may eclipse food at S(CS) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice) Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 23, 1997, p.13

WEISS, LOIS
Heavenly body (a good view of comet Hale-Bopp may be had from Crossway Field), Mar 21, 1997, p.1

WEISS, MONA
Mona Weiss art wins Halloween contest (photo), Oct 24, 1997, p.30

WELBY, PETER

WENTWORTH, JEAN
Lighting options for downtown pondered, Aug 1, 1997, p.1

WENTWORTH, JEAN (AU)
Parents of victim raise AIDS funds (ltr), Apr 4, 1997, p.6

WERBE, SUSAN
Susan Werbe (named director of historical programming for the History Channel) (photo), Oct 10, 1997, p.4

WERDEN, JEFFREY (AU)
The vulnerable faces of our children (edit), May 30, 1997, p.7

WERTKIN, MARTIN (AU)
A taste of our own medicine (re misspelling of Mendelowitz' name by SCS Inquirer) (ltr), Jun 27, 1997, p.6

WESTCHESTER COUNTY
Republicans choose Dunn for county executive (cont), May 30, 1997, p.13
Democrats pick Spano Naughton for county posts, Jun 6, 1997, p.1

WESTCHESTER COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS
County, too, builds a bridge to the 21st century (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.11
O'Rourke's out, many ready to go in (photo), Feb 7, 1997, p.1
Take blame as well as credit (re parking for County Medical Center & Ruth Taylor Institute) (ltr), Jun 20, 1997, p.6
Krauss seeks to unseat Carsky in 17th district (photo), Aug 8, 1997, p.1
Krauss seeks to unseat Carsky in 17th district (photo), Aug 8, 1997, p.1
Carsky and Krauss clash on outsourcing of county services (photo), Oct 17, 1997, p.1
Carsky and Krauss clash on outsourcing of services (cont), Oct 17, 1997, p.8
Latimer defends record against challenger Carozza (photo), Oct 24, 1997, p.1
District B county board race stays at room temperature (photo), Oct 24, 1997, p.1
Latimer defends record against challenger (cont), Oct 24, 1997, p.30
County board candidates agree: The word is taxes, Oct 31, 1997, p.1
County endorsements (Inquirer endorsements for county executive and county legislators) (edit), Oct 31, 1997, p.6
Board hopefuls discuss issues (photo) (cont), Oct 31, 1997, p.13
Incumbents stay put in county board contests, Nov 7, 1997, p.1
Incumbents stay put in county board races (photo), Nov 7, 1997, p.8
Scarsdale Democrats to head county board, Dec 12, 1997, p.1
Scarsdale Democrats to head county board (cont), Dec 12, 1997, p.16
County budget OK'd, Dec 19, 1997, p.1
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WESTCHESTER COUNTY BOARD OF REALTORS
A focus on family (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.10

WESTCHESTER LIBRARY SYSTEM
  Bibliophiles all (attending Westchester County Library System's annual meeting) (photo), Jan 3, 1997, p.2

WESTHAB
  Westhab of Westchester delivers affordable housing (photo) (edit), Sep 19, 1997, p.7
  Westhab is meeting the job challenge (edit), Oct 3, 1997, p.7

WESTON, KATY
  Celebrating 50 years of learning at Quaker Ridge School (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.11

WETLANDS
Court: former Winston land not a wetland (illus), Aug 15, 1997, p.1

WEXLER, PAM
  10 candidates are elected to S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommitee), Jan 24, 1997, p.1

WHelan, Jodie
  Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

WHITE, DEBORAH
  Symbolic moment (money for downtown improvement consultants handed over in village hall) (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.4
  A little eavesdropping at a big spring fundraiser (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.3
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society's 23rd Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.28
  Inquirer wins 15 awards, Apr 11, 1997, p.1

WHITE, GREG AND MINDY (AU)
  Antenna would be a blight in residential area (ltr), Sep 19, 1997, p.7

WHITE, MARY JO
  The sky's the limit for working women of tomorrow, May 16, 1997, p.8

WHITE, PETER
  Scarsdale's Peter White gets belated hometown attention (photo), Feb 14, 1997, p.13

WHITEHAIR, JAY C
  Jay C Whitehair (dies), Feb 21, 1997, p.10

WHITTEMORE, GLORIA
  Depot eviction notices mailed in error (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.3

WHITTY, NOREEN
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards & Councils Reception (photo), Jun 27, 1997, p.26
  Senior tax relief ahead (re School Tax Relief Program), Oct 10, 1997, p.1

WHYTE, JEREMY
  Valentine artistry (Greenacres teacher demonstrates paper-cutting techniques to students) (photo), Feb 14, 1997, p.9

WI, SAE
  Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36
  High school honors outstanding seniors and juniors (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12

WICK, ALEX
  Young detectives on the case (math-science enrichment program at Greenacres) (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.10

WIDOWS AND WIDOWERS
  Widows rediscover the bright side of life (photo), Oct 24, 1997, p.3
  Widows rediscover the bright side of life (cont), Oct 24, 1997, p.30

WIECZOREK, ROBERT
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Bowl (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.24

WIENER, ALEX
  Edgemont woman killed on 287, Jan 31, 1997, p.1

WIENER, SHIRLEY
  Edgemont woman killed on 287, Jan 31, 1997, p.1
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WIENER, STEVEN
   Edgemont woman killed on 287, Jan 31, 1997, p.1

WILDLIFE RESCUE
   Edgemonters rallying for wildlife rehab (photo), Aug 1, 1997, p.1
   Edgemonters rallying for wildlife rehab (cont), Aug 1, 1997, p.8

WILLIAM, GARY (DR)
   Gary Williams, M.D. (appointed director of Naylor Dana Institute of American Health Foundation), Jul 11, 1997, p.4

WILLIAMS, ALFREDA
   Picks for Greenburgh (SCS Inquirer endorsements for upcoming election) (edit), Oct 24, 1997, p.6

WILLIAMS, ALISON (AU)
   Wee-hour games disturb residents (ltr), Jul 25, 1997, p.6

WILLIAMS, DALE
   Grants awarded (photo), May 23, 1997, p.4

WILLIAMS, GARY M (DR)
   Dr Gary M Williams (appointed director of Naylor Dana Institute, Valhalla) (photo), Aug 1, 1997, p.4

WILLIAMS, INGRID
   High school honors outstanding seniors and juniors (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12

WILLIAMS, MARSHA (AU)
   Local generosity boon to students (ltr), Jun 27, 1997, p.6

WILLIAMS, MARY
   Everyone benefits from local thrift shops (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.9

WILLIAMS, RAYMOND
   A twisted tale (new twist on old tale "The Three Little Wolves" at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.11

WILSON, IRA
   Santa’s bag mixed for merchants, Jan 3, 1997, p.1
   Symbolic moment (money for downtown improvement consultants handed over in village hall) (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.4

WILSON, JAMES J
   James J Wilson (dies), May 16, 1997, p.14

WILSON, LYNN
   For Scarsdale village merchants, charity begins at home, Jun 27, 1997, p.1

WILSON, RUSH
   Merchant/village partnership forges ahead with plans for downtown revitalization (photo), Feb 7, 1997, p.1
   Board approves contract with downtown consultants, Feb 28, 1997, p.1
   Symbolic moment (money for downtown improvement consultants handed over in village hall) (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.4
   Downtown partners sell T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) on plans (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.1
   Gardeners all (group plants pin oak tree on East Parkway in honor of Arbor Day) (photo), May 2, 1997, p.3
   Consultants seek input on business district, May 9, 1997, p.1
   Corporate largesse (SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps has received three major gifts) (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.2
   One-way streets proposed for downtown (illus), Oct 3, 1997, p.1

WILSON, RUTH
   Downtown improvements on the horizon, Jan 3, 1997, p.1

WILSON, TOM
   NYC teacher hired to replace Nebens at Fox Meadow, Aug 1, 1997, p.1
   Scarsdale welcomes 39 teachers, Sep 5, 1997, p.1

WINDERS, PAMELA
   NYC teacher hired to replace Nebens at Fox Meadow, Aug 1, 1997, p.1

WINDS
   Winds cause damage, 1 death (photo), Mar 7, 1997, p.1
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WINKLER, KATHERINE (AU)
  Yuck! Waterbeds are for the fish (edit), Jul 11, 1997, p.7

WINKLER, KITTY (AU)
  Residents' backing needed for project (re downtown development) (ltr), Dec 12, 1997, p.6

WINNICK, STACEY
  Entrepreneur puts posh back in the passe (photo), May 16, 1997, p.3

WINTON ESTATE (SCS)
  Court: former Winston land not a wetland (illus), Aug 15, 1997, p.1

Winston, BRUCE
  Winston v Winston: a case of 'He said, he said' (photo), Mar 7, 1997, p.3
  Winston v Winston: the estate battle between 2 siblings continues (cont), Mar 7, 1997, p.21
  Lawyer's best friend (re Winston estate) (edit), Aug 15, 1997, p.6

Winston, DIANA
  Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

Winston, DONALD
  Winston v Winston: the estate battle between 2 siblings continues (cont), Mar 7, 1997, p.21

Winston, HARRY
  Winston v Winston: a case of 'He said, he said' (photo), Mar 7, 1997, p.3
  Winston v Winston: the estate battle between 2 siblings continues (cont), Mar 7, 1997, p.21
  Court: former Winston land not a wetland (illus), Aug 15, 1997, p.1
  Lawyer's best friend (re Winston estate) (edit), Aug 15, 1997, p.6

Winston, LOGAN
  Local track coaches keep them running (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.15

Winston, MARK
  39 new staff members in district: Who's who? (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.11

Winston, MAY G

Winston, RONALD
  Winston v Winston: a case of 'He said, he said' (photo), Mar 7, 1997, p.3
  Court: former Winston land not a wetland (illus), Aug 15, 1997, p.1
  Lawyer's best friend (re Winston estate) (edit), Aug 15, 1997, p.6
  State Supreme Court affirms former Winston land is not a wetland (cont), Aug 15, 1997, p.17

WINTHROP, ELIZABETH
  Read-a-thon begins (photo), Jan 17, 1997, p.10

WITCHEL, ALEX
  Alex Witchel: Profile of an ace profiler (photo), Apr 18, 1997, p.3
  Alex Witchel dares to tell the truth about the rich and famous (cont), Apr 18, 1997, p.12

WITCHEL, BARBARA
  Alex Witchel: Profile of an ace profiler (photo), Apr 18, 1997, p.3

WITCHEL, PHOEBE
  Alex Witchel: Profile of an ace profiler (photo), Apr 18, 1997, p.3

WITCHEL, SAM (AU)
  Swiss were Nazi pawnbrokers (ltr), Jul 11, 1997, p.6

WOLF, RICHARD (DR)
  School consultant assails state scoring, Oct 17, 1997, p.1

WOLFF, ROSALIE
  Critics recycle grievances, Mar 14, 1997, p.1

WOLFRAM, SOPHIE
  Mona Weiss art wins Halloween contest (photo), Oct 24, 1997, p.30
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WOLFSON, ELLEN
Junior League, county bar event to boost child center, Feb 21, 1997, p.4

WOLLMAN, LOUISE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society's 23d Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.28
Inquirer wins 15 awards, Apr 11, 1997, p.1

WOLLMANN, CHRIS
A Walker weekend at Quaker Ridge (photo), Aug 15, 1997, p.16

WOLTE, HENRY J
Henry J Wolte (dies), Aug 29, 1997, p.8

WOMEN
Extremists hurt feminist cause (edit), Jan 3, 1997, p.7
(Supplement) Today's Woman (photo), Mar 28, 1997
The sky's the limit for working women of tomorrow, May 16, 1997, p.8
They called it 'women's work' (edit), Jul 18, 1997, p.7

WOMEN AUTHORS
Alex Witchel: Profile of an ace profiler (photo), Apr 18, 1997, p.3

WONG, SAMSON
Is it a bird? Is it a plane? (factory built house is lowered into foundation at Fairview Rd) (photo), Jan 31, 1997, p.1

WOODCOCK, PETER
Condition of trees worries villagers (photo), Jul 11, 1997, p.1
Trouble in Tree City (re trees in SCS) (edit), Jul 11, 1997, p.6

WOODWARD, LOUISE
Au pair case stirs recurrent anxiety (photo), Nov 14, 1997, p.1
Woodward verdict heightens parental fears (cont), Nov 14, 1997, p.13

WOOLFALK, HAROLD
Family of woman crushed by tree to get $1 million, Nov 14, 1997, p.1

WORDEN, DEBBIE
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26

WORDEN, DEBORAH
Team captains take center stage at Maroon and White awards dinner (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.18

WORDEN, LOLLY
Everyone benefits from local thrift shops (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.9

WORDEN, PATRICIA
10 candidates are elected to S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee), Jan 24, 1997, p.1

WORDEN, RICK
A celebration of Raider pride (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.20

WORDEN, TRISH
A celebration of Raider pride (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.20

WORLD WAR, 1939-1945
Japanese right denies atrocities (edit), Mar 21, 1997, p.7
A South Pacific tale; It's news: shark bites hand grenade (edit), May 2, 1997, p.7
Swiss were Nazi pawnbrokers (ltr), Jul 11, 1997, p.6
When B-29s filled the sky (edit), Aug 8, 1997, p.7
A Winter's Tale: Sweeney's battle account appears in bestseller (photo), Dec 26, 1997, p.3

WORLD WIDE WEB
Rx for insomniacs (access to SCS's web home page), Jan 3, 1997, p.1
New early education web site, Nov 14, 1997, p.9
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WRESTLING

Why this mom is a wrestling fan (ltr), Feb 28, 1997, p.7
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36

WRIGHT, KEVIN
Gym teacher resigns after felony drunk driving conviction, Sep 26, 1997, p.1

WRIGHT, PRISCILLA
Au pair case stirs recurrent anxiety (photo), Nov 14, 1997, p.1

WRITERS
SEE AUTHORS

YAGHOUBIE, MAH-BOBE (AU)
Library is a valuable resource (ltr), Nov 21, 1997, p.8

YAKOTA, BETTY

YAMASHITA, NORIKO
Making a difference (spreading the word about United Way's activities to Japanese residents) (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.4

YAMAUCHI, YUKO
International flavor (recipe exchange by Multicultural Committee of Edgewood PTA) (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.11

YANG, MARVIN
Local track coaches keep them running (photo), Apr 4, 1997, p.15

YANIS, LLOYD
This stuff is slippery! (ice on Crane Pond) (photo), Jan 31, 1997, p.1

YANIS, SAM
This stuff is slippery! (ice on Crane Pond) (photo), Jan 31, 1997, p.1

YASPAN, DAVID U
David U Yaspan (has received Broker of the Year award from Grubb & Ellis New York) (photo), May 23, 1997, p.4

YATSUKA.-REM4
Edgewood power pals (photo), Sep 5, 1997, p.12

YA U, HO MING
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.26

YAVERBAUM, RACHEL
'Anything Goes' is coming soon (photo), Jul 25, 1997, p.1

YEE, ALBERT
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

YEE, MELINDA
Is it a bird? Is it a plane? (factory built house is lowered into foundation at Fairview Rd) (photo), Jan 31, 1997, p.1

YI, ALISSA
Fox Meadow friendship (school supplies sent to students in Appalachia and Nicaragua) (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.9

YM-YWHA OF MID-WESTCHESTER
YM-YWHA: the 40th year in review (photo) (Progressedit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.17

YONKERS
Fight commercial development on Austin Avenue in Yonkers (ltr), Dec 12, 1997, p.6

YOUNG, CHRIS
Maroon and White honors SHS fall athletes (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.26

YOUNG, DALE
Fox Meadow's School of Hope (photo), Dec 26, 1997, p.9

YOUNG, DALE JOAN
Family builds a school in Nicaragua, Mar 28, 1997, p.1

YOUNG, HEIDI
SHS Drama Club to present 'Your Can't Take it With You' (photo), Feb 21, 1997, p.11

Family builds a school in Nicaragua, Mar 28, 1997, p.1
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YOUNG, HEIDI continued

Local family builds a school in Nicaragua (photo) (cont), Mar 28, 1997, p.14
Fox Meadow's School of Hope (photo), Dec 26, 1997, p.9

YOUNG, HOLLY

Family builds a school in Nicaragua, Mar 28, 1997, p.1
Local family builds a school in Nicaragua (photo) (cont), Mar 28, 1997, p.14
Fox Meadow's School of Hope (photo), Dec 26, 1997, p.9

YOUNG, JAMES

Family builds a school in Nicaragua, Mar 28, 1997, p.1
Fox Meadow's School of Hope (photo), Dec 26, 1997, p.9

YOUNG, MEREDITH

Mr Castle's gift (edit), Mar 14, 1997, p.7

YOUNG, TRACY

Family builds a school in Nicaragua, Mar 28, 1997, p.1

YOUTH

A safe place for middle-schoolers (edit), May 30, 1997, p.7

YOUTH EMPLOYMENT SERVICE-SCS

Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) matches workers, employers (Progress edit 1997), Jan 31, 1997, p.16
Y(outh) E(mployment) O ffice celebrates 25 years matching jobs to students (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.10

YUBAS, JESSICA

Sounding in the new year (Cantor Meredith Stone helps David Stern blow the shofar) (photo), Sep 26, 1997, p.1

YUDIN, ERIC

Venerunt, ederunt, delictatisunt (Roman banquet organized by SHS Latin Club) (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.10
High school honors outstanding seniors and juniors (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12

YUGOVICH, ALICE

Creative critters (Heathcote second graders work with art teacher on animal sculptures) (photo), Jan 10, 1997, p.9

YUMOTO, EMI

Cultures co-mingle (International Day at SHS) (photo), Apr 25, 1997, p.9

ZABIN, BART

NYC teacher hired to replace Nebens at Fox Meadow, Aug 1, 1997, p.1

ZACHARIA, DANIEL

Guess who we are? (Edgewood second graders have been learning about famous people) (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.9

ZACHARIA, DON

Merchant/village partnership forges ahead with plans for downtown revitalization (photo), Feb 7, 1997, p.1
Symbolic moment (money for downtown improvement consultants handed over in village hall) (photo), Mar 14, 1997, p.4
Downtown partners sell T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) on plans (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.1
Some surprising unanimity on downtown goals expressed, May 23, 1997, p.1
For Scarsdale village merchants, charity begins at home, Jun 27, 1997, p.1
Sparkling occasion (official reopening of Zachy's Wine and Liquor) (photo), Oct 24, 1997, p.4
Zacharia honored (photo), Nov 21, 1997, p.4

ZACHARIA, JEFF

Downtown partners sell T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) on plans (photo), Mar 21, 1997, p.1

ZACHARY, HAYLEY

Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

ZACHARY, NANCY

Wearing their message (SCS Library staffers have been without a contract since June 1) (photo), Nov 7, 1997, p.13

ZAMBELLI, BARBARA

Democrats pick Spano Naughton for county posts, Jun 6, 1997, p.1
Spano beats Dunn in landslide victory, Nov 7, 1997, p.1
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ZARIN, MICHAEL
Residents tell trustees: No antennas in our backyards (photo), Sep 26, 1997, p.1

ZAYAC, ANDREW
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

ZAYAC, BOB
Raider booters win Section l title, shutting down Patriots (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.19
Maroon and white honors SHS fall athletes (photo), Dec 5, 1997, p.26

ZAYAC, BOBBY (AU)
Son is proud of his father (ltr), Jun 20, 1997, p.6

ZAYAC, LINNY
Eyes on the prize (SHS L Zayac keeps her eye on the ball during sectional championship game) (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.1
Raider booters win Section l title, shutting down Patriots (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.19
A celebration of Raider pride (photo), Jun 20, 1997, p.20

ZAYAC, ROBERT
Unistar Federal Credit Union Honors The 12th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 13, 1997, p.26

ZFIRA, FELICIA
Edgemont board elects Lalli (as board president), Jul 3, 1997, p.1

ZIEGLER, LILA

ZIELINSKI, KAREN
Wearing their message (SCS Library staffers have been without a contract since June 1) (photo), Nov 7, 1997, p.13

ZIMBAD, FRAN
Room with a view; Scarsdale artists represented in unusual gallery space (photo), Apr 11, 1997, p.19

ZIMMERMAN, JIM (DR)
Psychologist advises parents to be tough, Mar 14, 1997, p.9

ZIPF, ROBERT (AU)
Recycling containers are not offensive to the eye (ltr), Sep 26, 1997, p.6

ZOLDAN, BEN
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White & The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 12, 1997, p.34

ZOMORRODIAN, SHAHNAZ
Shahnaz Zomorrodian, M.D. (has received an award from the American Academy of Pediatrics), Aug 15, 1997, p.4

ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS
SEE BOARD OF APPEALS-SCS

ZONING-SCS
Hearing on zoning changes set, Feb 14, 1997, p.1
Hearing on zoning changes set for March 8 (cont), Feb 14, 1997, p.2
Zoning changes pass, Apr 11, 1997, p.1
Back to setbacks, Oct 24, 1997, p.1

ZUCKERMAN, ANDREW
Maroon and White Salutes its varsity players for their commitment to Scarsdale sports (photo), Mar 28, 1997, p.36
High school honors outstanding seniors and juniors (photo), Jun 6, 1997, p.12

ZUCKERMAN, CHERYL
Zuckerman pleads guilty, Mar 21, 1997, p.3

ZUCKERMAN, JOSEPH, (DR)
Joseph Zuckerman, M.D. (appointed chairman of Dept of Orphopaedic Surgery at NY University HJD), Nov 14, 1997, p.4

ZUCKERWISE, GAIL
Vandalism not the cause of problem (response to letter by Gail Zuckerwise from 6/6/97) (ltr), Jun 13, 1997, p.6
Looking forward to SHS bathrooms (response to letter by Gail Zuckerwise from 6/6/97) (ltr), Jun 13, 1997, p.6
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ZUCKERWISE, GAIL (AU)
Girls' bathrooms not so horrible (response to letter by Tom Vogl from 5/30/97) (ltr), Jun 6, 1997, p.6

ZUCKERWISE, LESLIE
New Butler House counselor named (photo), Jul 3, 1997, p.1

ZUCKERWISE, LISA
Leadership at SMS (photo), May 9, 1997, p.9

ZUCKERWISE, PETER (AU)
Ultimate Frisbee players spirited (ltr), Nov 7, 1997, p.6

ZUIREN, MARTIN L
Martin L Zwiren (has 1997 alumni achievement award from Fordham University), May 9, 1997, p.4
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1997 (REVIEW)

Improvements for downtown Scarsdale mulled, Jan 2, 1998, p.1
Constant challenges for schools, Jan 2, 1998, p.1
Dems on top; sewer-repair money up in air, Jan 2, 1998, p.3
Bell Atlantic gets 5-year permit, Jan 2, 1998, p.4
Dubious distinctions (humorous review of 1997 SCS highlights) (edit), Jan 2, 1998, p.6
Now is the time (highlights of SCS events in verse), Jan 2, 1998, p.7
'97 notable for artists, Jan 2, 1998, p.9
Citizens' Party keeps unbroken winning streak (photo) (cont), Jan 2, 1998, p.10
A look back at 1997 in recreational and scholastic sports, Jan 2, 1998, p.11
Schools tested by year of challenge and change (cont), Jan 2, 1998, p.12

1998 (REVIEW)

Development moves at snail's pace, Dec 31, 1998, p.1
For Scarsdale (schools) it was the year of the bond, Dec 31, 1998, p.1
Esthetics and ambulances, parking and pool occupy trustees, Dec 31, 1998, p.2
Downtown development moves at snail's pace (cont), Dec 31, 1998, p.2
Police encountered wide spectrum of crime (photo), Dec 31, 1998, p.3
Democrats take over (on Westchester County Board of Legislators), Dec 31, 1998, p.4
Elections held few surprises, Dec 31, 1998, p.4
Streamlining rules saved time (for Board of Architectural Review), Dec 31, 1998, p.4
(Boine Johnson was the recipient of the 1998 SCS Bowl) (photo), Dec 31, 1998, p.4
New (SCS) stores welcomed, Dec 31, 1998, p.4
Parking variance challenged, Dec 31, 1998, p.4
Subdivisions, tear-downs, drainage are land use issues, Dec 31, 1998, p.4
It was a quiet year for Scarsdale firefighters (photo), Dec 31, 1998, p.5
Scarsdale police department encountered wide spectrum of crime in '98 (cont), Dec 31, 1998, p.8
For Scarsdale schools it was the year of the bond (cont), Dec 31, 1998, p.9
Special education students get ready for English regents (cont), Dec 31, 1998, p.9
Rink is out, teen center in (photo) (cont), Dec 31, 1998, p.20
Fewer stores for downtown (cont), Dec 31, 1998, p.20
County taxes jump all over (cont), Dec 31, 1998, p.20

AARONSON, NANCY
Quaker Ridge mousehole restored (photo), Jan 16, 1998, p.10

ABATE, CATHERINE
Scarsdale echoes county and state in primary voting, Sep 18, 1998, p.1

ABELSON, JON
Students clean, help restore natural beauty of high school brook (ltr), Dec 4, 1998, p.6

ABELSON, MATT
A place to hang out (advocates a teen center for SCS youth) (edit), Mar 13, 1998, p.6
Maroon and White salutes Scarsdale's winter athletes at annual awards dinner (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.20
Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26
Sobriety party was a great success (ltr), Jun 5, 1998, p.6
Sweet success (completion of high school's month of sobriety) (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.10

ABELSON, MATT (AU)
Scarsdale teens appreciate Sobriety Month support (ltr), Jun 19, 1998, p.6

ABELSON, MATTHEW
Teens take over village in sobriety month finale, Jun 5, 1998, p.1
High school students honored at assembly (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.10
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ABELSON, MICHELLE
Pool breakfast outstanding finale to SHS prom (ltr), Jul 3, 1998, p.6

ABINANTI, THOMAS
Locals to lead county board of legislators, Jan 9, 1998, p.1
Democrats take over (on Westchester County Board of Legislators), Dec 31, 1998, p.4

ABINANTI, THOMAS J (AU)

ABORN, REBECCA
Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26

ABRAMS, BOBBI
SMS hosts artists-in-residence (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.10

ABRAMS, ROBERTA
Romancing the stone (Roberta Abrams helps Greenacers 4th graders carve in stone) (photo), Nov 20, 1998, p.11

ABZUG, BELLA
Memories of Bella (Abzug) and a seder long ago (edit), Apr 10, 1998, p.6

ACCESSORY APARTMENTS
Not everyone with contrary view deserves denunciation (response to edit from 1/2/98) (ltr), Jan 9, 1998, p.6
Committee mulls restrictions on accessory apartment law, Feb 20, 1998, p.1
Restrictions mulled on proposed apartment law (cont), Feb 20, 1998, p.12
Trustees put new limits on accessory apartment law, Mar 13, 1998, p.1
Keep accessory housing issue alive (ltr), Nov 6, 1998, p.6
Trustees say no to accessory housing here, Nov 13, 1998, p.1
Trustees reject hearing on accessory housing (cont), Nov 13, 1998, p.3
Causes, lost & found (re accessory apartments) (edit), Nov 13, 1998, p.6
Trustees' 'excuses' on accessory housing deplored (ltr), Nov 13, 1998, p.6
'Grieved and disappointed' by housing decision (ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.6
Debate is closed; residents should accept majority will (ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.7

ACCIDENTS
Village historian Irving Sloan hit by car on Chase Road (photo), Feb 13, 1998, p.1
Accident (cont), Feb 13, 1998, p.13
Crash on Central (GBH school bus careens across Central Avenue into two stores) (photo), Feb 20, 1998, p.1
Drivers can't see Crane pedestrians (ltr), Mar 6, 1998, p.6
Teenager critically injured in car accident, Mar 20, 1998, p.1
Stand by them (re recent accident involving Evan Schager) (edit), Mar 20, 1998, p.6
Editorial should bring solace (re recent automobile accident involving several SCS teenagers) (ltr), Mar 27, 1998, p.6
Info sought on destructive truck (ltr), Apr 3, 1998, p.6
Drugs, alcohol ruled out in accident, May 22, 1998, p.5
Tree falls on car, injuring 2 (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.1
Driver burned, Jul 24, 1998, p.1
Sitter saves her charges from stray pit bull, Jul 31, 1998, p.1

SEE ALSO TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS

ACTIONS AND DEFENSES
Controversies centered on land use issues (photo) (cont), Jan 2, 1998, p.3
Retired cop sues village; alleges civil rights violations (photo), May 1, 1998, p.1
Dowd sues village; alleges civil rights violations (cont), May 1, 1998, p.16
Suit postponed (against SHS freshman who wrote and distributed a hostile poem), Jul 3, 1998, p.1
Talk, education more fruitful than litigation (response to 6/19 article on SHS student) (ltr), Jul 3, 1998, p.6
Motion to dismiss ex-sergeant's counsel denied, Aug 7, 1998, p.1
Village settles lawsuit by former cop, Dec 4, 1998, p.1
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ACTIONS AND DEFENSES continued

Settling for injustice (re lawsuit by John Dowd against the Village of SCS) (edit), Dec 4, 1998, p.6
Criticism of contingency fee system is unjustified (response to edit from 12/4/98) (ltr), Dec 11, 1998, p.9
Town eyes lawsuit against Scarsdale, Dec 11, 1998, p.13

ACTORS AND ACTRESSES

Tovah Feldshuh shines in ‘Danny and Faye’ (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.15
Casey Klein, 10-year-old thespian juggles active theater life, studies (photo), Nov 20, 1998, p.21

ADACHI, KOKI

Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26
The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30

ADAMS, ANNIE

Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

ADAMS, BILLY

2 firefighters honored at Fire Co. No. 1 dinner, Dec 24, 1998, p.4

ADIMORA, CHI-CHI

Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

ADLEMANN, DICK

Rotary installation (of new officers) (photo), Jul 17, 1998, p.4

ADLER, LES (AU)

Great season for Edgemont b’ball (ltr), Mar 13, 1998, p.6

ADLER, LESTER

Candidates forum, Oct 23, 1998, p.1

ADLER, MAGGIE

Adler will compete in World University Archery tournament, Feb 13, 1998, p.31

ADLERSTEIN, DAVID

The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest (photo), Apr 3, 1998, p.26

ADLERSTEIN, MICHAEL

20 candidates running in School Board Nominating Committee election (cont), Jan 16, 1998, p.10

ADLIN, KATE

Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon and White Head Coaches and Managers (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.28

ADVANCED PLACEMENT PROGRAMS (EDUCATION)

94 students named AP Scholars at SHS (individual names noted), Oct 30, 1998, p.10

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT-SCS

Morning meeting (re proposed development of Freightway and Depot Place), Jan 2, 1998, p.1
S(CS) D(epot) A(ssociates) is likely to be exclusive developer, Jan 9, 1998, p.1
Let’s move forward (re residential/retail proposal by architect Brad Perkins) (edit), Mar 27, 1998, p.6
Parking not a problem, study asserts, Apr 24, 1998, p.1
Crowd says no to development, May 29, 1998, p.1
Downtown report far from final (photo), Sep 4, 1998, p.1
Teens praised, development criticized, Sep 25, 1998, p.1
Levin signed advisory committee report he challenges (ltr), Dec 18, 1998, p.6
Development moves at snail’s pace, Dec 31, 1998, p.1

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON PARKS AND RECREATION-SCS

Play ball! - but on which team, where?, Nov 20, 1998, p.1

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAMS

Affirmative action is actually 2 different things (edit), Jul 31, 1998, p.6
Affirmative action can be justified (edit), Dec 18, 1998, p.7
For minorities, the playing fields are not yet level (response to 12/18 edit by M Schoenfeld) (ltr), Dec 24, 1998, p.6
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AFS
SEE AMERICAN FIELD SERVICE

AGING
Come on along, come on along (edit), Mar 13, 1998, p.6
It doesn't get any better than in the 70's (edit), Nov 6, 1998, p.7

AIDS (DISEASE)
Help still needed to fight the spread of AIDS (ltr), Apr 24, 1998, p.6
AIDS quilt on view at Scarsdale High School, Oct 30, 1998, p.10
Making connections (Nikki Usher signs the NAMES Project at SHS) (photo), Nov 20, 1998, p.1
A legacy of love (tribute to Edmund J Weinheim), Nov 20, 1998, p.12
AIDS quilt puts human face on plague (photo), Nov 20, 1998, p.12

AINS WORTH, LILA
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

AKEURA, EL CIN
Scarsdale high school math students connect graphing to life (photo), Mar 13, 1998, p.10

ALBANESE, ANDREW
Inclusion, not party politics, is Latimer's focus (photo), Mar 6, 1998, p.3

ALBERT, ROSE ELAINE
Rose Elaine Albert (dies), Aug 21, 1998, p.4

ALBRECHT, MILD
District celebrates students' artwork in March (photo), Mar 13, 1998, p.9

ALBRIGHT, JOSEPH (DR)
"Doc" Joseph Albright conducts the last Westchester Band concert of the summer (photo), Aug 14, 1998, p.6

ALBRIGHT, JOSEPH (DR) (AU)
A baritone horn helped win the war (photo) (edit), Sep 11, 1998, p.7

ALCOHOL AND AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS
Lower the limit (re bill for drunk-driving cutoff for blood-alcohol content) (edit), Mar 6, 1998, p.6
4 arrested in driving while intoxicated roadblock, May 29, 1998, p.1
He favors police emphasis on driving while intoxicated (ltr), Jun 26, 1998, p.6
Brunelle appeal is rejected by court, Nov 20, 1998, p.11
Drunks beware, Dec 31, 1998, p.1

ALCOHOL AND YOUTH
Drugs, alcohol and teens: is all use abuse?, Apr 10, 1998, p.3
Parents, therapists and teens seek consensus on drugs, alcohol (cont), Apr 10, 1998, p.8
Time for tough love (edit), Apr 17, 1998, p.6
Parents need help broaching subject (re drugs and alcohol) (ltr), Apr 24, 1998, p.6
An interview with Detective Richard Fatigate, Scarsdale youth officer (photo), May 15, 1998, p.9
Fatigate impacts teen scene (cont), May 15, 1998, p.10
Barring kids (re recent bills prohibiting teenagers under the age of 18 from entering bars), Jun 19, 1998, p.1
Scarsdale teens appreciate Sobriety Month support (ltr), Jun 19, 1998, p.6
Teenagers can't find happiness in drug and alcohol abuse, Oct 23, 1998, p.10
Drug expert covers all the bases at SHS, Oct 30, 1998, p.1
Psychologist: for teens, getting blasted is the rule, Oct 30, 1998, p.8
Reflections on a Halloween embarrassment (re Halloween vandalism and SCS Police) (ltr), Nov 27, 1998, p.6
Don't leave teenagers home alone; speak out on drugs (ltr), Nov 27, 1998, p.6

ALCOHOLICS AND ALCOHOLISM
Role-play shows effect of alcoholism on family, Jun 26, 1998, p.3
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ALDERMAN, NANCY
    Young writers conference was an all-around best-seller (ltr), Apr 17, 1998, p.6

ALECSON, LOWELL
    Winter songs (by SHS Chorus) (photo), Dec 24, 1998, p.10

ALEXANDER, ELISIE
    The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

ALLEGY
    Food allergies pose problems at schools, Feb 6, 1998, p.3

ALLISON, ANDREW
    Kids call for a downtown teen center (photo), May 15, 1998, p.1

ALLISON, ANDREW (AU)
    Lots of sophomores attended club (re Class of 2000's activity night) (ltr), Feb 13, 1998, p.7

ALMEIDA, ELIZABETH

ALMEIDA, TATIANA
    High school students honored at assembly (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.10

ALTERMAN, ALAN
    Rocket scientists (Edgewood students experiment with water rockets) (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.12

ALTERMAN, ERIC (AU)
    Alumnus starts fund in memory of Feig, Maloney (ltr), Sep 25, 1998, p.6

ALTIZIO, THOMAS
    Police, firefighters honored for service (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.4
    A sprinkler system in all Scarsdale homes?, Nov 13, 1998, p.1

AMERICAN FIELD SERVICE
    Former A(merican) F(ield) S(ervice) student returns to get married (photo), Oct 2, 1998, p.3

AMERICAN JEWISH CONGRESS
    Incident shows need for legislation (ltr), Jan 2, 1998, p.6
    Attorney assesses impact of A(merican) J(ewish) C(ongress) initiatives (photo), Nov 20, 1998, p.3
    Attorney assesses impact of A(merican) J(ewish) C(ongress) initiatives (cont), Nov 20, 1998, p.10

AMERICAN LEGION
    Sacrifice remembered (photo), Nov 13, 1998, p.1

AMERICAN PREMIER UNDERWRITERS
    A(merican) P(remier) U(nderwriters) proposal arouses concern (ltr), May 15, 1998, p.6
    Crowd says no to development, May 29, 1998, p.1
    Town developer's identity unknown (ltr), Jul 26, 1998, p.6
    Downtown report far from final (photo), Sep 4, 1998, p.1
    Preliminary inquiry: No skeletons found in Klein's closet, Sep 18, 1998, p.1
    Teens praised, development criticized, Sep 25, 1998, p.1
    A sprinkler system in all Scarsdale homes?, Nov 13, 1998, p.1

AMERICAN RED CROSS
    Red Cross card contest (photo), Jan 16, 1998, p.9

AMERLING, DAVID
    David Amerling (promoted to vice president at Kreisler Borg Florman General Construction Co) (photo), Jan 16, 1998, p.4

AMES, EUGENIA
    The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 15, 1998, p.30

AMORY, ANDREA
    The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30
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AMORY, SPENCER E (DR) (AU)
For minorities, the playing fields are not yet level (response to 12/18 edit by M Schoenfeld ) (ltr), Dec 24, 1998, p.6

AMURAO, GIGI
Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26

ANASTAS, MICHAEL
Critics dispute traffic findings, May 8, 1998, p.1
Letters on downtown project are increasingly misleading, inaccurate (ltr), Jul 31, 1998, p.6
Residents need more info on developer (ltr), Aug 7, 1998, p.6
Teens praised, development criticized, Sep 25, 1998, p.1
Village ready to acquire Robison Lot, Oct 16, 1998, p.1
‘Unfortunate’ timing (re recent ticketing of young drivers), Nov 13, 1998, p.1
11 are elected to Citizens’ Committee; write-ins denied, Nov 13, 1998, p.1
A sprinkler system in all Scarsdale homes?, Nov 13, 1998, p.1
Trustees release project report, Nov 20, 1998, p.1
Write-in decision review is refused, Nov 20, 1998, p.1
Defining democracy (re write-in votes in Citizens’ Committee election) (edit), Nov 20, 1998, p.6
Terms insulting to candidate (re write-in votes in the Citizens’ Nominating Committee election)(ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.6
Anastas voters were disenfranchised (re write-in votes in recent Citizens’ Committee election) (ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.6

ANASTAS, MICHAEL (AU)
Who will benefit from proposed downtown development? (ltr), Apr 17, 1998, p.6
Mayor, trustees need to look at the big picture (re downtown development) (ltr), Sep 11, 1998, p.6

ANASTAS, MICHAEL P (AU)
Development meeting Monday (ltr), Mar 20, 1998, p.6
Town developer’s identity unknown (ltr), Jul 24, 1998, p.6

ANDERS, ELLEN
Scarsdale tea party, Cudner-Hyatt style (photo), May 29, 1998, p.9

ANDERSON, JOHN
Letters on downtown project are increasingly misleading, inaccurate (ltr), Jul 31, 1998, p.6

ANDERSON, VIRGINIA

ANDRADE, ANDREA
New students learn to navigate the halls of SHS (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.10

ANDREWS, JANE (AU)
Concert proceeds to help fund scholarships (for needy graduates of EMT high school) (ltr), Oct 30, 1998, p.6

ANGER
Good parents get angry, too (edit), Nov 27, 1998, p.7

ANGIELLO, GABRIEL (AU)
Village should hold referendum on downtown (ltr), Jul 3, 1998, p.6

ANGIELLO, MARGERY (AU)
Village should hold referendum on downtown (ltr), Jul 3, 1998, p.6

ANTI-SEMITISM
(SCS Golf) Club also the site of discrimination (ltr), Jun 5, 1998, p.6
Parent wants writer of threatening poem expelled from high school, Jun 19, 1998, p.1
Cool heads needed (re recent suspensions from SCS schools) (edit), Jun 19, 1998, p.6
SHS student suspended (cont), Jun 19, 1998, p.23
Suit postponed (against SHS freshman who wrote and distributed a hostile poem), Jul 3, 1998, p.1

APOSTLE, BASIL
E’mont board candidates face off, Apr 24, 1998, p.1
In Edgemont: Schaffer, MacNally, Paterno (endorsements) (edit), May 15, 1998, p.6
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APOSTLE, BASIL continued
School budgets pass in Scarsdale and Edgemont (photo), May 22, 1998, p.1
Was (EMT) school board race censored?, Jun 5, 1998, p.1

APPEL, GERALD (DR)
Geral Appel, M.D. (will receive the Lester Hoening Award of National Kidney Foundation of NY/NJ), Jun 12, 1998, p.4

APRIL, HARLEY (AU)
Students could help heal rift with village police (ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.9

ARANOFF, MICHAEL
Fighting fire with - knowledge (photo), Oct 23, 1998, p.3

ARCERI, BERNADETTE
Bright lights, little city (Greenacres 3rd graders create a miniature, illuminated village) (photo), May 15, 1998, p.9

ARCHER, BILL
'Dangerous situation' at Overhill garage (photo), Jan 16, 1998, p.1
No parking (downtown parking fraught with uncertainties), May 8, 1998, p.1

ARCHERY
Adler will compete in World University Archery tournament, Feb 13, 1998, p.31

ARMBURSTEN, CHRIS
Help! (first day of school at SMS) (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.9

ARMSTRONG, JOAN

ARNOLD, JONATHAN
Trustees: Development report needs work (photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.1
A sprinkler system in all Scarsdale homes?, Nov 13, 1998, p.1
Concerned about tunnel and phantom developer (ltr), Dec 24, 1998, p.6

ARNOLD, SARAH (AU)
Beware of an expensive trap for the unwary parker behind CVS (ltr), Oct 23, 1998, p.6

ARNOW, JUDY A
Aronow’s ‘love of science’ inspires art at Gutman (illus), Jan 9, 1998, p.13

ARNOW, RANDI
Washing for dollars (SCS Alternative School has car wash) (photo), May 22, 1998, p.1

ARROWWOOD, DORAL
Former players pay tribute to Coach Kaminer (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.19

ART
Art law isn’t just for lawyers, local authors say (photo), Feb 27, 1998, p.3
District celebrates students’ artwork in March (photo), Mar 13, 1998, p.9
An enjoyable ‘trip’ to the Sistine Chapel (ltr), Mar 20, 1998, p.6
Religious art has some limitations (edit), Oct 30, 1998, p.7

ART GALLERIES
Weber Fine Art (Gallery) opens (photo), Feb 20, 1998, p.4

ART-EXHIBITIONS
Aronow’s ‘love of science’ inspires art at Gutman (illus), Jan 9, 1998, p.13
Sonia Astor Exhibit; A world of her own to open at WCC gallery (photo), Aug 21, 1998, p.11

ARTISTS
‘97 notable for artists, Jan 2, 1998, p.9
Aronow’s ‘love of science’ inspires art at Gutman (illus), Jan 9, 1998, p.13
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ARTISTS continued

Michelangelo subject of lectures (photo), Feb 6, 1998, p.9
And the winner is (Rhonda Robbins took first prize in sculpture at Mamaroneck Artist's Guild) (photo), Feb 27, 1998, p.13
District celebrates students' artwork in March (photo), Mar 13, 1998, p.9
Sarinya Srisakul is named high school artist of the month (photo), Apr 10, 1998, p.10
SHS Artist-of-Month: Lilly Ladjevardi (photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.10
Native-American artist visits Scarsdale (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.10
Going mobile; SHS grad profiles artist Alexander Calder for PBS film series (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.17
SMS hosts artists-in-residence (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.10
Sculpture by Isabel Shaw to be shown in 2 exhibits (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.15
Sonia Astor Exhibit; A world of her own to open at WCC gallery (photo), Aug 21, 1998, p.11
Misako Murata is Artist of the Month (photo), Nov 13, 1998, p.11
SHS graduate brings local custom to college town, Nov 27, 1998, p.3
Susan Obrant art on exhibit at David Langone Gallery (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.23

ARTS

Mayor wants to start village arts council, Aug 21, 1998, p.1

ASHCHER, ANDREA

New students learn to navigate the halls of SHS (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.10

ASH, ARTHUR (AU)

Now is the time (highlights of SCS events in verse), Jan 2, 1998, p.7
Water, water, everywhere (edit), Jan 23, 1998, p.6
Your guess is as good as mine (re President Clinton's alleged affair) (edit), Feb 13, 1998, p.7
Come on along, come on along (edit), Mar 13, 1998, p.6
Revelations of an histaurentorian (edit), May 8, 1998, p.7
I never could resist a bargain (edit), May 22, 1998, p.6
Take the waffles and curtsy (edit), Jul 3, 1998, p.7
Shall I compare thee to a day that's hot? (edit), Jul 24, 1998, p.6
Out of the closet, into the Internet (edit), Sep 11, 1998, p.6
The grass is always greener when it is Merion Blue (edit), Oct 2, 1998, p.6
Another year has just gone by, Dec 31, 1998, p.6

ASHIDA, YUKO

Scarsdale teens commemorate Youth Services Day (photo), May 1, 1998, p.9

ASSESSMENT

Town assessor must be politically independent, says town supervisor (ltr), Jul 31, 1998, p.6

ASTOR, SONIA

Sonia Astor Exhibit; A world of her own to open at WCC gallery (photo), Aug 21, 1998, p.11

ATHLETIC FIELDS

Keep off the fields, Feb 20, 1998, p.1

ATKINSON, JANE

The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

ATOMIC BOMB

An Indian point of view on the atomic bomb (ltr), May 29, 1998, p.6
Waging peace (photo), Aug 14, 1998, p.1

ATTARDI, BARBARA (AU)

Info sought on destructive truck (ltr), Apr 3, 1998, p.6
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ATTENTION DEFICIT DISORDERS
Helping children who can't stay focused (edit), Apr 10, 1998, p.7

ATWOOD, BERNARD DE WITT
Atwood, Bernard De Witt (dies), Sep 25, 1998, p.15

AUGARTEN, DEBBIE

AUTHORS
An interview with Sydney Stern (photo), Jan 23, 1998, p.3
Young writers' conference to celebrate student works (illus), Feb 27, 1998, p.9
Young Writers' Conference is now fully subscribed, Mar 20, 1998, p.10
The way home is longer (excerpts from novel with same name by Christopher Renino), Mar 27, 1998, p.7
The written word is valued here (re Young Writers' Conference) (ltr), Apr 10, 1998, p.6
Young Writers' Conference met with high enthusiasm (photo), Apr 10, 1998, p.9
Young writers conference was an all-around best-seller (ltr), Apr 17, 1998, p.6
Children's writers visit Edgewood School (photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.9
Book by David F Linowes gives reader insider view of federal commissions (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.4
Author, author! (celebration of Author's Day at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Jul 10, 1998, p.10
SHS explores the question: Can women lawyers equal men? (photo), Jul 17, 1998, p.3
What do I do for a living? Please don't ask! (edit), Sep 18, 1998, p.7
Author shares Greenacres experience (cont), Oct 23, 1998, p.9
Hewitt will kick-off SMS writers' conference (photo), Dec 4, 1998, p.12

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
SEE TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS

AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS
'Driving while black' - it's not a joke (edit), Sep 11, 1998, p.7
Teen driving bill, Sep 18, 1998, p.1

AUTOMOBILE DRIVING
Village: Speeders need a little calming down, Jul 10, 1998, p.1
Trying to find meaning in a tragic loss (edit), Aug 28, 1998, p.6
Speed bumps could slow traffic here (edit), Oct 9, 1998, p.7
Don't encourage risky behavior (ltr), Oct 16, 1998, p.6
Speeding cars endanger children at Davis Park (ltr), Oct 23, 1998, p.6
'Unfortunate' timing (re recent ticketing of young drivers), Nov 13, 1998, p.1
Police praised for stepped-up enforcement (ltr), Nov 13, 1998, p.6
Police committed 'brazen abuses' of students (re relations between the police and SHS students)(ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.9
1-way experiment getting favorable reviews (photo), Dec 4, 1998, p.3
Speeders on Boulevard pose a life-threatening danger to village children (ltr), Dec 4, 1998, p.6
Police don't harass kids, they ticket lawbreakers (ltr), Dec 4, 1998, p.9
SEE ALSO ALCOHOL AND AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS

AUTOMOBILE PARKING
Parking limits to return (Overhill parking garage will be closed for at least six months), Jan 30, 1998, p.1
The want Freightway, Jan 30, 1998, p.1
Planners defer to Board of Appeals on parking lot (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.3
Village hopes to control parking in development (illus), Mar 27, 1998, p.14
Who will benefit from proposed downtown development? (ltr), Apr 17, 1998, p.6
Parking not a problem, study asserts, Apr 24, 1998, p.1
Where on earth will everyone park? (photo), May 1, 1998, p.1
No parking (downtown parking fraught with uncertainties), May 8, 1998, p.1
Found: A lot of space (re downtown parking) (edit), May 8, 1998, p.6
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AUTOMOBILE PARKING continued
Still no parking (on Christie Place), May 29, 1998, p.1
Downtown parking given 'higher priority', Jun 12, 1998, p.1
Parking relief (parking rules changes), Jun 12, 1998, p.1
Parking spaces more precious than gold, Jun 26, 1998, p.1
Downtown parking spaces more precious than gold (cont), Jun 26, 1998, p.5
Police should not pander to Jaguar owners (ltr), Jul 3, 1998, p.6
Village must take steps to resolve parking problems (ltr), Jul 17, 1998, p.6
Village needs parking, not stores (ltr), Jul 31, 1998, p.6
Buying Robison (lot)?, Aug 28, 1998, p.1
Village police should not ticket evening parkers (ltr), Sep 4, 1998, p.6
Village to take over Mobil lot, Sep 11, 1998, p.1
Village sensitive to residents in word only (response to letter by John Dadakis from 9/4/98) (ltr), Sep 18, 1998, p.6
Parking a hazard on E'mont streets (ltr), Oct 9, 1998, p.6
Village ready to acquire Robison Lot, Oct 16, 1998, p.1
SCC(S) (Volunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) and Robison financing are different situations (ltr), Oct 16, 1998, p.6
Village ready to acquire Robison Lot for parking (cont), Oct 16, 1998, p.8
Robison lot quietly reopens, Oct 23, 1998, p.1
Beware of an expensive trap for the unwary parker behind CVS (ltr), Oct 23, 1998, p.6
Village bonds out $1.5M for Robison, Oct 30, 1998, p.1
Free parking, Dec 11, 1998, p.1

AUTOMOBILES
Stranded driver grateful to police (ltr), Mar 6, 1998, p.6
The Beetle is back ... are we ready? (edit), Apr 24, 1998, p.7
Car thieves should be focus (of village administration) (ltr), Jun 12, 1998, p.6

AVERSA, ANTONIO
Antonio Aversa (dies), Sep 18, 1998, p.13

AWARDS
SEE REWARDS (PRIZES, ETC)

BACKACHE
Backpack-itis: a threat to health (edit), Feb 27, 1998, p.6

BADALATO, GINA
Halloween enchants children districtwide (photo), Nov 6, 1998, p.8

BADGER, LINDSAY
Raider girl cagers capture Class A sectional title; Scarsdale defeats Ursuline (photo), Mar 13, 1998, p.19
Maroon and White salutes Scarsdale's winter athletes at annual awards dinner (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.20

BADURSKIZ, RICHARD
SHS student pulls accident victim from van (photo), Nov 13, 1998, p.5

BAER, JOHN (AU)
Hate crime bill should protect gays (ltr), Oct 30, 1998, p.6

BAER, JOHN E (AU)
Incident shows need for legislation (ltr), Jan 2, 1998, p.6

BAER, SUSAN TAXIN (AU)
Incident shows need for legislation (ltr), Jan 2, 1998, p.6

BAGLIEBTER, LYNN
Months of hard work went into community calendar (ltr), Aug 28, 1998, p.6

BAGLIEBTER, LYNN (AU)
Community calendar committee thanks all for help (individual names noted) (ltr), Aug 21, 1998, p.6
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BAGLIEBTER, MICHAEL
  Middle school dance revue wows crowd (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.9
BAGLIEBTER, WILLIAM M (AU)
  Crime potential not an issue in need for rink (ltr), Jun 5, 1998, p.7
BAHAMONDE, MARIA
  Free bus service to and from Kids' BASE continues (photo), Feb 13, 1998, p.9
BAILEY, DANIELA
  Voices of history speak (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.12
BAILEY, R
  Firefighters were courteous, helpful (ltr), May 8, 1998, p.6
BAIRD, BIANCA
  Bronwyn Baird (dies), Mar 6, 1998, p.15
BAJAK, DOROTHY
  The Bank of New York Salutes the Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo), May 1, 1998, p.34
  Tribute to Eric Rothschild draws adoring crowd of former students (photo), Oct 9, 1998, p.1
BAKER-CARR, FELICIA
  Young writers conference was an all-around best-seller (ltr), Apr 17, 1998, p.6
BAKERS AND BAKERIES
  Discovering a midlife passion for bread (photo), Feb 20, 1998, p.3
BALL JAQUELINE
  The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28
BALL, JUSTIN
  Hello, Birdie! (SCS Summer Music Theatre's production of "Bye-Bye Birdie") (photo), Jul 24, 1998, p.1
BALL, MICHAEL
  Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26
  High school students honored at assembly (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.10
BALL, MIKE
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30
BALLET
  Dancers discover many pluses in ballet (photo), Apr 17, 1998, p.17
BANGE, CHRISTINE
  Voices of history speak (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.12
BANKS, PETER
  Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30
BANNER, MARCIA
  23 are running for Citizens' Committee, Oct 30, 1998, p.1
  11 are elected to Citizens' Committee; write-ins denied (photo), Nov 13, 1998, p.1
BANNER, MARSHA
  Let's not become a nonparticipant system (edit), Sep 25, 1998, p.6
BANSHOYA, HIKO
  Edgewood grad(uate) wins Japanese speech contest (photo), Oct 30, 1998, p.8
BARLOW, ALLIE
  Camps in full swing as July turns to August (photo), Jul 31, 1998, p.3
BARNARD, EDNA
  Doernberg honors achievers (photo), May 29, 1998, p.4
BARON, BARBARA
  The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INDEX TO THE SCARSDALE INQUIRER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BARON, MARK</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School budgets pass in Scarsdale and Edgemont (photo), May 22, 1998, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Was (EMT) school board race censored?, Jun 5, 1998, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree falls on car, injuring 2 (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BARON, STEFAN</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Lichtenberg (has been awarded the 1998 Schumpeter Prize) (photo), Jul 10, 1998, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BARREIRA, ANTHONY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police, firefighters honored for service (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BARRINEAU, SARA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New students learn to navigate the halls of SHS (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BARS AND BARROOMS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barring kids (re recent bills prohibiting teenagers under the age of 18 from entering bars), Jun 19, 1998, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BARSKY, BERNARD</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conservative synagogue buys Christian Science Church (photo) (cont), May 29, 1998, p.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BARTON, REMEE (AU)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why haven’t trustees answered questions? (ltr), Aug 14, 1998, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BARTON, WES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BASEBALL</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parents’ committee wants field time for Little League, Mar 13, 1998, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual youth baseball programs causing major league confusion, Mar 27, 1998, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual baseball programs causing confusion (cont), Mar 27, 1998, p.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Playing hardball, Apr 3, 1998, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseball battle hurting kids (ltr), Apr 3, 1998, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little League gets 4 village fields; Batchelor revises field assignments to allow 16 games a week, Apr 10, 1998, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little League teams can use 4 village fields on Saturdays (cont), Apr 10, 1998, p.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Looking forward to Little League (ltr), Apr 17, 1998, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Play ball! (SCS Little League and baseball/softball league kick off the season) (photo), May 1, 1998, p.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little League makes Scarsdale history (ltr), May 1, 1998, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon and White Head Coaches and Managers (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little League requests survey comparison (ltr), Sep 18, 1998, p.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little League update, Nov 6, 1998, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Play ball! - but on which team, where?, Nov 20, 1998, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little Leaguers ready to play ball, Dec 24, 1998, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BASKETBALL</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What goes up ... (final seconds of game between SCS Raiders and Ursuline Koalas), Jan 30, 1998, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace under pressure (SCS Raiders capture sectional championship) (photo), Mar 13, 1998, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great season for Edgemont b’ball (ltr), Mar 13, 1998, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raider girl cagers capture Class A sectional title;Scarsdale defeats Ursuline (photo), Mar 13, 1998, p.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheelchair cagers (basketball game during Fox Meadow’s study of ability awareness) (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A brush with glory (SHS varsity girls’ basketball team) (photo), Mar 27, 1998, p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Former players pay tribute to Coach Kaminer (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon and White Head Coaches and Managers (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaminer grateful to community (ltr), Sep 25, 1998, p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Hall of Fame coach (photo), Sep 25, 1998, p.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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BASS, MELINDA
Melinda Aikins Bass (installed as president of Women's Bar Association of NY State) (photo), Aug 28, 1998, p.4

BASSIN, CLAUDIA
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 15, 1998, p.30

BAT MITZVAH
Mother joins daughter in Jewish rite of passage (photo), Nov 20, 1998, p.3

BATCHelor, KENNETH
Village considers teen center at Supply Field - again (photo), Feb 6, 1998, p.1
Parents' committee wants field time for Little League, Mar 13, 1998, p.1
Dual youth baseball programs causing major league confusion, Mar 27, 1998, p.1
Little League gets 4 village fields; Batchelor revises field assignments to allow 16 games a week, Apr 10, 1998, p.1
Still hanging in there (longevity awards presented to five SCS employees) (photo), Oct 2, 1998, p.8
Play ball - but on which team, where?, Nov 20, 1998, p.1
Little Leaguers ready to play ball, Dec 24, 1998, p.1

BAUER, JOHN
Beware of an expensive trap for the unwary parker behind CVS (ltr), Oct 23, 1998, p.6

BAUERNFEIND, EDMUND B
Hurwitz earns (rank of) Eagle (photo), May 1, 1998, p.4

BAUM, BARBARA F (AU)
Residents need more info on developer (ltr), Aug 7, 1998, p.6

BAUM, CAROL
Carol Baum, M.D. (named medical director at Independent Health), Nov 20, 1998, p.4

BAYAR, CHARLES

BAYAR, CHARLES H (AU)
Improvements for Harney Rx (ltr), Jan 23, 1998, p.6

BAYlOR, RENEE
League is positioning for the next millenium (photo) (Progress edit 1998), Jan 30, 1998, p.16
School budget draws praise, some criticism, Apr 10, 1998, p.1
Tribute to Eric Rothschild draws adoring crowd of former students (photo), Oct 9, 1998, p.1
23 are running for Citizens' Committee, Oct 30, 1998, p.1
11 are elected to Citizens' Committee; write-ins denied (photo), Nov 13, 1998, p.1

BAYlOR, RENEE S (AU)
Committee needs more elected members (ltr), Feb 27, 1998, p.6
League of (Women) Voters directory of officials available (ltr), Mar 6, 1998, p.6
Action on campaign finance reform (ltr), May 1, 1998, p.6

BEAUJEAN, FLORENCE
Greenacres's Jean Clancy is 'model' teacher (photo), Jul 10, 1998, p.9

BEAUREGARD, CAROLE
Scarsdale Golf Club: 100 years plus 48 hours (photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.14

BEAUREGARD, ROBERT
Golf club officers (photo), Feb 6, 1998, p.4

BECKFORD, ANTHONY
Scarsdale is a breath of Fresh Air for inner city kids (photo), Jul 17, 1998, p.1

BECKMAN, SHARI (AU)
Parents must arrange supervision when out of town (re recent Halloween vandalism incident) (ltr), Nov 13, 1998, p.6

BEDICHKEK, JANE
Renewing natural resources (Mayor Edward Morgan plants a sugar maple at Harwood Park) (photo), May 8, 1998, p.26
They remember Scarsdale when . . . (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.3
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BEDICHEK, JANE (AU)
  Rink, yes, but not at Harwood (ltr), Jan 9, 1998, p.6
  Library Park is blooming thanks to helpers (ltr), May 29, 1998, p.7
  Inquirer keeps us close, informed (ltr), Oct 16, 1998, p.6

BEES
  To bee or not to bee was the question (photo), Jan 2, 1998, p.4

BEETLES
  Ladies and gentlemen, meet the beetles (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.3

BEHR, RICHARD
  More friction between mayor and S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps), Sep 25, 1998, p.1

BEHR, RICHARD HENRY (AU)
  The blob that would eat Scarsdale (edit), Jun 12, 1998, p.7

BELACK, DORIS
  Tovah Feldshuh shines in 'Danny and Faye' (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.15

BELL ATLANTIC
  Bell Atlantic gets 5-year permit, Jan 2, 1998, p.4

BELL, JANET
  Nominees optimistic on downtown (photo), Mar 6, 1998, p.1
  Kids call for a downtown teen center (photo), May 15, 1998, p.1
  More time (trustees have extended deadline for final draft environmental impact statement), Jun 26, 1998, p.1
  Bell does S(CS) N(ighborhood) A(ssociation) P(residents) a disservice (ltr), Jun 26, 1998, p.6
  Jennifer Bell wins scout award for asthma awareness project (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.4
  Feiner doesn't act like loser in Dist(rict) 20 congressional race (photo), Nov 6, 1998, p.1
  Ground broken for teen center (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.1

BELL, LARRY
  SRO crowd says no to rink at Harwood, May 1, 1998, p.1
  Board freezes out rink at Harwood, May 15, 1998, p.1

BENASH, REBECCA
  Rocket scientists (Edgewood students experiment with water rockets) (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.12

BENCH, DOROTHY

BENCH, MARK
  Village considers teen center at Supply Field - again (photo), Feb 6, 1998, p.1
  More recreation money (fees will be raised), Feb 13, 1998, p.1
  Committee mulls restrictions on accessory apartment law, Feb 20, 1998, p.1
  Trustees want to keep home occupations law, Mar 13, 1998, p.3
  Play ball! (SCS Little League and baseball/softball league kick off the season) (photo), May 1, 1998, p.3
  The Bank of New York Salutes the Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo), May 1, 1998, p.34
  Downtown report far from final (photo), Sep 4, 1998, p.1
  Wanted: 20 good citizens (to run for 10 open slots on the Non-Partisan Citizens' Committee), Sep 4, 1998, p.1
  More friction between mayor and S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps), Sep 25, 1998, p.1
  Let's not become a nonparticipant system (edit), Sep 25, 1998, p.6
  23 are running for Citizens' Committee, Oct 30, 1998, p.1
  Patrol cars vandalized on Halloween, Nov 6, 1998, p.1
  Trustees say no to accessory housing here, Nov 13, 1998, p.1
  'Unfortunate' timing (re recent ticketing of young drivers), Nov 13, 1998, p.1
  Downtown development proposal draws speakers' ire; Residents say plan lacks support, Dec 18, 1998, p.1
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BENI, MICHELLE
   The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest (photo), Apr 3, 1998, p.26

BENNETT, JEANIE
   Tribute to Eric Rothschild draws adoring crowd of former students (photo), Oct 9, 1998, p.1

BENSON, GAIL (AU)
   Stranded driver grateful to police (ltr), Mar 6, 1998, p.6

BERENDS, POLLY (AU)
   Good parents get angry, too (edit), Nov 27, 1998, p.7

BERG, AMANDA
   Happy Birthday, Israel! (photo), May 8, 1998, p.1

BERG, ESME
   Pool breakfast outstanding finale to SHS prom (ltr), Jul 3, 1998, p.6

BERGEN, BARRY
   Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon and White Head Coaches and Managers (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.28

BERGER, JOSHUA
   Colonial Heathcote (exposition as part of study of 13 original colonies) (photo), Mar 27, 1998, p.9

BERKELEY, ALAN S (DR)
   Alan S Berkeley, M.D. (has received the RESOLVE of New York City Chapter award), Nov 6, 1998, p.4

BERKOVITS, LESLIE

BERLIN, ANNE
   Short is sweet (premiere of short independent film "Monaco" by producer Anne Berlin) (photo), Feb 20, 1998, p.13

BERMAN, DAVE
   Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

BERMAN, NANCY AND EVAN (AU)
   Traffic heavy, fast on Fort Hill Road (ltr), Oct 9, 1998, p.6

BERMINGHAM, BERTHE RENY
   Berthe Reny Bermingham (awarded Ursula Laurus citation at College of New Rochelle) (photo), Aug 28, 1998, p.4

BERNSTEIN, MARC (DR) (AU)
   Religion can help us decide to change (edit), Jan 9, 1998, p.7

BERNSTEIN, MATT
   Panthers top the state in O(very)T(ime): a 1st! (photo), Dec 4, 1998, p.1

BERNSTEIN, SAM
   Fox Meadow's space crunch eased in trailers (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.10

BERNSTEIN, STEVEN (DR) (AU)
   Paper insensitive to victim's family (response to "in memoriam" section of Jan 2 issue) (ltr), Jan 16, 1998, p.6

BERRY, DAVID
   The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

BETTMANN, ROBERT
   H'dale Chamber of Commerce supports farmers market (response to 7/10 letter by R Bettmann) (ltr), Jul 24, 1998, p.6

BETTMANN, ROBERT E (AU)
   Farmers market bad for Hartsdale (ltr), Jul 10, 1998, p.6

BEY, DEBBIE
   New students learn to navigate the halls of SHS (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.10

BIANCO, JESSICA
   Florida was never like this! (Di Martino and Bianceo cousins enjoy season's first snowfall) (photo), Dec 31, 1998, p.1

BIANCO, MARK
   Florida was never like this! (Di Martino and Bianceo cousins enjoy season's first snowfall) (photo), Dec 31, 1998, p.1
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BICKNELL, JUDY
Petitions sought for School Board Nominating Committee candidates, Nov 13, 1998, p.1

BICKNELL, KATE
SHS graduate brings local custom to college town, Nov 27, 1998, p.3

BIERS, ELIZABETH (AU)
Curb development in the Grange (edit), Jun 12, 1998, p.7

BILL OF RIGHTS
NRA deliberately misinterprets the Bill Of Rights (edit), Jul 10, 1998, p.6

BINDAY, RONALD
District Attorney: Criminal justice system can't do it alone (photo), Oct 9, 1998, p.3

BINDAY, ROSALYN
District Attorney: Criminal justice system can't do it alone (photo), Oct 9, 1998, p.3

BINDER, DAN
Scarsdale teens commemorate Youth Services Day (photo), May 1, 1998, p.9

BINDER, REBECCA
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28
The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30

BINDER, STEVEN
Former players pay tribute to Coach Kaminer (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.19
Kaminer grateful to community (ltr), Sep 25, 1998, p.6

BIONDI, PIETRO
High school thespians (scene from "The House of Blue Leaves") (photo), Mar 27, 1998, p.23

BIRDS

BIRMINGHAM, ANNE
Anne E Birmingham (dies), May 22, 1998, p.15

BIRNS, ALLISON
Team Scarsdale to compete against breast cancer (photo), Aug 7, 1998, p.5

BIRNS, JODY
Team Scarsdale to compete against breast cancer (photo), Aug 7, 1998, p.5

BISENZA, LAURA
Rallying around the team (photo), Oct 9, 1998, p.1

BISHOP, LLOYD (DR)
Capital project to remedy school crowding (photo), Mar 6, 1998, p.1
School board OKs bond issue, list of projects, Oct 23, 1998, p.1

BLACKBURN, VIRGINIA M
Virginia M Blackburn (dies), Sep 25, 1998, p.15

BLACKLEY, MARILYN
New teachers, administrators greet students (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.9

BLACKS
An old saying: 'Freedom is not free' (edit), Mar 27, 1998, p.6
Black leaders: continue the fight (edit), Nov 20, 1998, p.7

BLACKS-HISTORY
What's left out of our history textbooks? (edit), Mar 13, 1998, p.7

BLAKE, RONALD
Golf club officers (photo), Feb 6, 1998, p.4
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BLANK, DAVID (AU)
The day a shy pet came out of its shell (edit), Jan 23, 1998, p.7

BLITMAN, HOWARD
The Bank of New York Salutes the Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo), May 1, 1998, p.34
Howard Blitman (to be installed as treasurer of National Society of Professional Engineers) (photo), Jul 17, 1998, p.4
Wanted: 20 good citizens (to run for 10 open slots on the Non-Partisan Citizens' Committee), Sep 4, 1998, p.1
11 are elected to Citizens' Committee; write-ins denied (photo), Nov 13, 1998, p.1

BLITSTEIN, ANNA
Book value (Greenacres PTA book fair) (photo), Dec 4, 1998, p.11

BLITZ, ALAN
Boine Johnson to receive bowl (photo), Jan 23, 1998, p.1
Bowl winner Johnson says business experience vital (photo), Apr 24, 1998, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes the Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo), May 1, 1998, p.34
Blitz injured in accident, May 22, 1998, p.5
(Boine Johnson was the recipient of the 1998 SCS Bowl) (photo), Dec 31, 1998, p.4

BLOCK, CAROL I
Carol I Block (dies), Jul 17, 1998, p.13

BLOOD-DONATION
Blood drive, Mar 20, 1998, p.1

BLOOM, SARA

BLOOMGARDEN, JANE (DR)
It's how you play the game (edit), Oct 9, 1998, p.7

BLOOMGARDEN, JANE W (AU)
All children wish to feel important (re letter by Elizabeth Prince from 11/27/98) (ltr), Dec 18, 1998, p.9

BLOOMINGDALE, EILEEN
Fairview meeting set, Oct 9, 1998, p.1

BLOOMINGDALE, LEWIS (DR)
Fairview meeting set, Oct 9, 1998, p.1

BLUM, MARY
Doernberg Real Estate Salutes Gala '98 and the SCS Auxiliary of the WHP Hospital Center (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.30

BLUMENTHAL-LANE, MARY
Girl Scout honors (Mary Blumenthal-Lane as an outstanding volunteer), Jun 19, 1998, p.4

BLUMSTEIN, MICHAEL W (AU)
Feig taught students to learn and laugh (ltr), Jan 9, 1998, p.6
Death of gifted teacher leaves a void (ltr), May 1, 1998, p.6

BOARD OF APPEALS-SCS
Appeals board Ok's Rush Auto addition, Jan 23, 1998, p.4
Appeals board will allow exercise class at the club (photo), Feb 20, 1998, p.5
Planners defer to B(oard) O(f) A(ppeals) on parking lot (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.3
B(oard) O(f) A(ppeals) approves pool permit, but residents object, Mar 20, 1998, p.3
Appeals board tables court application, Apr 17, 1998, p.4
Neighbors concerned about proposed tennis court (ltr), Apr 24, 1998, p.6
Appeals board approves variance for parking lot, Jun 19, 1998, p.13
Appeals board tables tennis court application again, Jul 31, 1998, p.3
Appeals board approves tennis court on Eton Road, Sep 18, 1998, p.8
Board of appeals OKs swimming pool, variances, Nov 20, 1998, p.15
Variances prove elusive for pool, tennis court owners, Dec 24, 1998, p.3
Parking variance challenged, Dec 31, 1998, p.4
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BOARD OF ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW

Rebuilding of QR house given OK, Jan 16, 1998, p.2
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) OKs new houses, Feb 13, 1998, p.2
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) approves new house on Penn Blvd, Apr 10, 1998, p.4
Resident objects to construction on Tompkins, May 8, 1998, p.3
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) requests resubmission for Bradford additions (cont), May 8, 1998, p.8
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) sends Tompkins architect back to the table, May 29, 1998, p.3
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) approves new houses and additions, May 29, 1998, p.4
Architectural review board hears plans for 6 new houses, Jun 19, 1998, p.3
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) approves 3 new houses on Saxon Woods Road, Jul 17, 1998, p.3
Architectural review board says 'yes' 19 times, Aug 28, 1998, p.3
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) approves 2 new houses, Sep 25, 1998, p.8
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) approves 8 residential additions, Oct 9, 1998, p.8
Teen center to be a reality, Oct 16, 1998, p.1
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) OK's new house on Ferncliff Road, Oct 16, 1998, p.8
Neighbors object to new homes, landscaping plans, Dec 11, 1998, p.3
Conformity rules at Dec. 7 B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) meeting, Dec 18, 1998, p.9
Streamlining rules saved time (for Board of Architectural Review), Dec 31, 1998, p.4

BOARD OF EDUCATION-EMT

6 nominees chosen for E'mont School Board, Feb 6, 1998, p.1
E'mont board candidates face off, Apr 24, 1998, p.1
Candidate (Domenica Paterno) has experience in education (ltr), May 1, 1998, p.6
In Edgemont: Schaffer, MacNally, Paterno (endorsements) (edit), May 15, 1998, p.6
Former board members support McNally, Orden, Schaffer (ltr), May 15, 1998, p.6
Revisions suggested for E'mont nominating system (ltr), May 15, 1998, p.6
Lasser is chief of Edgemont School Board (photo), Jul 10, 1998, p.1

BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS

Executive sessions, Jan 9, 1998, p.1
Reward offered (re desecration of Chase Park menorah and Boniface Circle creche), Jan 16, 1998, p.1
Landau to leave school board (photo), Jan 30, 1998, p.1
Fox Meadow parents want more space (photo), Feb 13, 1998, p.1
Free bus service to and from Kids' BASE continues (photo), Feb 13, 1998, p.9
School board to address crowding (of Fox Meadow school), Feb 27, 1998, p.1
Capital project to remedy school crowding (photo), Mar 6, 1998, p.1
A calmer exchange (re overcrowding at Fox Meadow School), Mar 13, 1998, p.1
Education report on reading K-grade 8, Mar 20, 1998, p.10
Board sets goals, Apr 3, 1998, p.9
2 elementary schools to receive portable classrooms (cont), Apr 3, 1998, p.12
School budget draws praise, some criticism, Apr 10, 1998, p.1
Meeting and eating (village board and school board), Apr 10, 1998, p.1
Committees to help assess space needs, Apr 10, 1998, p.9
School board president reports, Apr 10, 1998, p.10
School board adopts preliminary budget, Apr 24, 1998, p.1
Joint meeting should not be held in restaurant (ltr), Apr 24, 1998, p.6
BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS continued

Q(uaker) R(idge) Rocket Store takes off, appointments postponed (photo), Apr 24, 1998, p.9
Teen center moves closer to reality, May 1, 1998, p.1
School vote soon, May 8, 1998, p.1
The changing of the guard, May 22, 1998, p.10
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28
Board bids fond farewell to Landau and French, Jun 19, 1998, p.1
May finance report is approved by board, Jun 19, 1998, p.10
Thompson and Landau: leaders for tough times (edit), Jun 26, 1998, p.6
Golden elected president of school board (photo), Jul 3, 1998, p.1
Scarsdale school board approves funds for special ed (cont), Jul 3, 1998, p.10
Teachers, board ratify contract, Jul 10, 1998, p.1
School board to meet, Aug 28, 1998, p.1
Proposed bond to finance construction, Sep 11, 1998, p.1
Consensus on school bond reached by board of ed(ucation) (cont), Sep 11, 1998, p.9
School board OK's $17.8 M bond issue, Sep 18, 1998, p.1
Retirements, appointments approved; a new year begins (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.9
Bond to finance new school construction (illus) (cont), Sep 18, 1998, p.10
Bond to finance new school construction (with detailed tables) (illus) (cont), Sep 18, 1998, p.10
Bond meeting slated, Sep 25, 1998, p.1
Bond issue tax will be minimal, Reese says (photo), Sep 25, 1998, p.1
Bond issue tax increase should be insignificant (cont), Sep 25, 1998, p.24
Bond issue meetings planned, Oct 9, 1998, p.9
Board of education presents proposal (highlights of $17.88 million preliminary bond issue), Oct 16, 1998, p.1
Teen center to be a reality, Oct 16, 1998, p.1
School board OKs bond issue, list of projects, Oct 23, 1998, p.1
Tennis team honored, appointments approved, Oct 23, 1998, p.9
Capital projects timeline is proposed for district schools, Nov 13, 1998, p.10
Board reports back from conferences (cont), Nov 13, 1998, p.11
Lowering teen center floor will speed up state approval, Nov 20, 1998, p.1
Preparing for the bond referendum, Nov 27, 1998, p.11
School board to vote on teen center on Dec. 7, Nov 27, 1998, p.10
School board OK's teen center, Dec 11, 1998, p.1
Class max tweaked, Dec 11, 1998, p.11

BODENHEIMER, ALISON
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon and White Head Coaches and Managers (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.28

BODENHEIMER, MAUREEN
Pool breakfast outstanding finale to SHS prom (ltr), Jul 3, 1998, p.6

BOHRER, JEREMY
Chick this one out (in science projects children wait for incubated eggs to hatch) (photo), Apr 17, 1998, p.9

BOLES, MALISSA
S(tudent) T(ransfer) E(ducation) P(lan) installs new officers to preserve commitment (photo), Jan 23, 1998, p.9
Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26
The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30

BOMBS
An Indian point of view on the atomic bomb (ltr), May 29, 1998, p.6
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BOOKS continued

Livingston not a worthy successor (ltr), Nov 27, 1998, p.6

BOONE, ROSA (AU)

Many still going hungry (edit), Mar 20, 1998, p.7

BORODUCCI, FRANK

New home for books (lights are installed above mezzanine level being built in SCS Library) (photo), Oct 16, 1998, p.8

BORONKAY, GEORGE

The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 15, 1998, p.30

BORONKAY, SERENA

The Bank of New York Salutes the Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo), May 1, 1998, p.34

23 are running for Citizens' Committee, Oct 30, 1998, p.1

11 are elected to Citizens' Committee; write-ins denied (photo), Nov 13, 1998, p.1

BOROWKA, MARY

People who made the headlines, Jan 2, 1998, p.2

BORTEK, HOLLIS

Team Scarsdale (getting ready for Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer Foundation's Race for the Cure) (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.2

BOTKIN, ELSIE

Coming to America: An intergenerational study (photo), Jan 9, 1998, p.9

BOTVIN, GILBERT (DR)

Gilbert Botvin (has recently received the Disque Dean Presidential Award) (photo), Jul 10, 1998, p.4

BOTVIN, LISA (AU)

Looking forward to Little League (ltr), Apr 17, 1998, p.6

BOUCHIER, RON

Kids have priority (on SHS track), Apr 10, 1998, p.1

Seniors singled out at Maroon and White barbecue (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.21

Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon and White Head Coaches and Managers (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.28

Luskin is honored as scholar-athlete (photo), Jul 10, 1998, p.9

BOWMAN, PENNY (AU)

Parents must arrange supervision when out of town (re recent Halloween vandalism incident) (ltr), Nov 13, 1998, p.6

BOY SCOUTS


Hurwitz earns (rank of) Eagle (photo), May 1, 1998, p.4

Troop 60 attends trek, Nov 13, 1998, p.4

Roop 60 holds court of honor, Dec 4, 1998, p.4

BRADY, EDWARD

Inclusion, not party politics, is Latimer's focus (photo), Mar 6, 1998, p.3

BRAHAM, FRANCES

The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

BRANDT, KATHY

Fox Meadow parents want more space (photo), Feb 13, 1998, p.1

BRANDT, ROSLYN

... Roslyn Brandt (has been elected president of Commercial Real Estate Women of New York), Jul 24, 1998, p.2

BRANDWEIN, ROGER (AU)

Can't we learn from ratings? (ltr), Mar 13, 1998, p.6

BRAREN, WARREN (AU)

Brodsky released a 'bogus' survey (ltr), Mar 13, 1998, p.6

BREINES, SIMON

New party to hold primary, Dec 11, 1998, p.1

Downtown development proposal draws speakers' ire; Morgan advocates 'new alternative', Dec 18, 1998, p.1
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BREINES, SIMON (AU)
A development time passed by (re downtown development) (edit), Oct 2, 1998, p.7

BRENNAN, JOHN
Sacrifice remembered (photo), Nov 13, 1998, p.1

BRENNAN, LIZ
Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

BRENNER, STEPHEN (DR)
Solomon honored (by Mondefiore Medical Center's staff and alumni association) (photo), May 8, 1998, p.4

BRESCIA, DICK
Scarsdale Golf Club: 100 years plus 48 hours (photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.14

BRESCIA, KATHLEEN
Scarsdale Golf Club: 100 years plus 48 hours (photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.14

BRESLER, JUDITH
New trees coming (for homeowners Judith Bresler and Ralph Lerner), Jan 23, 1998, p.1
Art law isn't just for lawyers, local authors say (photo), Feb 27, 1998, p.3

BRETONES, JIM
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon and White Head Coaches and Managers (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.28

BRICK, DAVID
SHS grads share SAT strategy with minority youth (photo), Jul 24, 1998, p.1
SHS alumni teach SAT review course to Mount Vernon students (photo), Jul 24, 1998, p.20

BRICKMAN, REBECCA
Scarsdale elementary students feed the hungry (photo), May 1, 1998, p.10

BRIDGES
Bridge shouldn't be closed so long (re Harney Road Bridge project) (ltr), Jan 9, 1998, p.6
Improvements for Harney Rx (ltr), Jan 23, 1998, p.6
Officials mull Harney options, Feb 6, 1998, p.1
County officials weigh Harney Road Bridge traffic options (photo), Feb 6, 1998, p.21
Harney Bridge plans, Mar 20, 1998, p.1
Bridge to remain open during construction (illus), Mar 27, 1998, p.3
Bridge work begins (rehabilitation of the Woodlands Viaduct Bridge), Apr 10, 1998, p.1
Funding sought for local capital projects, Jul 31, 1998, p.1
Funding sought for local capital projects (cont), Jul 31, 1998, p.7
Walworth (ex)it closing (for one year), Aug 14, 1998, p.1
A different view (underneath the Woodlands Viaduct Bridge) (photo), Aug 28, 1998, p.3
Firm hired to design new Popham Bridge, Sep 11, 1998, p.1
Bridge update (re Harney Road Bridge), Oct 2, 1998, p.1

BRIDGMAN, DONNA

BRIDGMAN, PETER

BRIEANT, CHARLES
Motion to dismiss ex-sergeant's counsel denied, Aug 7, 1998, p.1

BRIENT, CHARLES
Village settles lawsuit by former cop, Dec 4, 1998, p.1
Settling for injustice (re lawsuit by John Dowd against the Village of SCS) (edit), Dec 4, 1998, p.6

BRIGANDI, BEVERLY
Scarsdale tea party, Cudner-Hyatt style (photo), May 29, 1998, p.9
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BROADCAST JOURNALISM

Media should stick to the facts (re relationship between President Clinton and Monica Levinsky)(ltr), Jan 30, 1998, p.6

BRODEN, RHONDA

Rhonda Broden (appointed a director at St Mary's Health Care System for Children in Bayside), Jun 26, 1998, p.4

BRODSKY, DAVID

David Brodsky (will receive Pathway to Justice Award at New York Lawyers for Public Interest)(photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.4

BRODSKY, RICHARD

Assembly candidates dominate forum (photo), Oct 23, 1998, p.1
Brodsky for Assembly (endorsement of Brodsky) (edit), Oct 23, 1998, p.6
Brodsky for Assembly (endorsement of Richard Brodsky) (edit), Oct 23, 1998, p.6
Brodsky and challengers spar over child care, schools (cont), Oct 23, 1998, p.8

BRODSKY, STACEY

Young writers conference was an all-around best-seller (ltr), Apr 17, 1998, p.6

BROGAN, JOHN

Village historian Irving Sloan hit by car on Chase Road (photo), Feb 13, 1998, p.1
Hail to the chief: Ferraro marks 30 years (photo), Mar 6, 1998, p.5
4 arrested in D(riving) W(hile) I(n)toxicated roadblock, May 29, 1998, p.1
Parking spaces more precious than gold, Jun 26, 1998, p.1
John Brogan brings FBI expertise to Scarsdale (photo), Dec 24, 1998, p.5
Brogan brings FBI expertise to Scarsdale (cont), Dec 24, 1998, p.12
Police encountered wide spectrum of crime (photo), Dec 31, 1998, p.3

BRONSON, JEREMY

Early college acceptances soothe - and elate - some seniors (photo), Jan 9, 1998, p.1
High school students honored at assembly (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.10

BRONX RIVER

What a catch! (youth cleanup effort of Bronx River on National Youth Service Day) (photo), May 1, 1998, p.1

BRONX RIVER PARKWAY

Parkway delays, May 1, 1998, p.1
Walworth Ex(it) closing (for one year), Aug 14, 1998, p.1
Another accident on parkway (photo), Aug 21, 1998, p.1
A painful reminder (underscores the need for to beef up safety on the Bronx River Parkway) (edit), Aug 21, 1998, p.6
A different view (underneath the Woodlands Viaduct Bridge) (photo), Aug 28, 1998, p.3

BRONZ, LOIS

Locals to lead county board of legislators, Jan 9, 1998, p.1
No county tax break on clothing; Scarsdale's own say no to January waiver, Oct 2, 1998, p.1
A necessary evil (re county tax on clothing and shoes under $500) (edit), Oct 2, 1998, p.6
Domestic violence task force weighs in, Nov 6, 1998, p.1
Democrats take over (on Westchester County Board of Legislators), Dec 31, 1998, p.4

BRONZ, LOIS (AU)


BROVENDER, JENNIFER

April showers, please (for garden in Heathcote's atrium) (photo), Apr 17, 1998, p.10

BROWN, AARON

Young Writers' Conference met with high enthusiasm (photo), Apr 10, 1998, p.9

BROWN, BOB

The state of the sport: An interview with Mr. Paddle (photo), Apr 10, 1998, p.19

BROWN, JORDAN

Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30
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BROWN, KAREN
Regents requirement for special ed(ucation) students causes consternation, Dec 24, 1998, p.1
Special education students prepare for English regents; Strategies and sample tests pave the way, Dec 31, 1998, p.1

BROWN, LILLIAN C
Lillian C Brown (dies), Feb 13, 1998, p.14

BROWN, SCOTT
Nearly 400 runners compete in 15K and 4 mile races (photo), Apr 3, 1998, p.18

BROWNING, JACKSON

BROWNSTEIN, MICHAEL
Let's not become a nonparticipant system (edit), Sep 25, 1998, p.6
23 are running for Citizens' Committee, Oct 30, 1998, p.1

BRUDNER, SHULA
Ground broken for teen center (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.1

BRUMBERGER, EILEEN
Doernberg Real Estate Salutes Gala '98 and the SCS Auxiliary of the WHP Hospital Center (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.30

BRUMBERGER, KEITH (DR)
Doernberg Real Estate Salutes Gala '98 and the SCS Auxiliary of the WHP Hospital Center (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.30

BRUNELLE, CHRISTOPHER
Brunelle appeal is rejected by court, Nov 20, 1998, p.11

BRUNO, JOSEPH
Hate crime bill should protect gays (ltr), Oct 30, 1998, p.6

BRUNWASSER, JUSTIN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon and White Head Coaches and Managers (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.28

BUCHANAN, DAVID H
Maroon and White fetes fall athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.28

BUCHEN, DAVID (AU)
Silly season in village politics (re write-in votes in Citizens' Nominating Committee election)(ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.6

BUCHEN, NICK
Scarsdale teens commemorate Youth Services Day (photo), May 1, 1998, p.9

BUCK, ANDREW
High school students honored at assembly (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.10
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon and White Head Coaches and Managers (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.28
Rotary awards scholarships (photo), Jul 3, 1998, p.4

BUCK, JAMES
Wanted: 20 good citizens (to run for 10 open slots on the Non-Partisan Citizens' Committee), Sep 4, 1998, p.1

BUCK, JANE V (AU)
Pool breakfast outstanding finale to SHS prom (ltr), Jul 3, 1998, p.6

BUDGET-NEW YORK STATE
On time (re legislation to require budget be presented no later than 20 days before new fiscal year), Feb 6, 1998, p.1

BUDGET-SCS
Budget process, Jan 2, 1998, p.1
New budget would raise taxes by 2.3%, Mar 27, 1998, p.1
Budget proposes 2.3% tax hike (cont), Mar 27, 1998, p.14

BUDGET-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
County budget is well put together; but sewer 'inflow and infiltration' still a sticking point, Dec 4, 1998, p.1
County board values T(own and) V(illage) C(lub) views (ltr), Dec 18, 1998, p.9
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BULLYING
Witnesses of bullying should help, Mar 20, 1998, p.9

BUONARROTI, MICHELANGELO
Michelangelo subject of lectures (photo), Feb 6, 1998, p.9

BURGLAR ALARMS
Alarm phase-out (village wants to get out of home-alarm business), Feb 6, 1998, p.1

BURGLARY AND BURGLARS
SEE CRIME AND CRIMINALS

BURKAT, HOWARD
Howard Burkat (named vice president of entertainment media marketing at Don Jagoda Association), Apr 3, 1998, p.4

BURKAT, HOWARD (AU)
Village is more careful with small projects than large ones (ltr), Aug 21, 1998, p.6

BURKAT, IRIS
20 candidates running in School Board Nominating Committee election (cont), Jan 16, 1998, p.10
763 voted in School Board Nominating Committee election, Jan 23, 1998, p.1

BURKAT, IRIS (AU)
Creativity needs space to flourish (re overcrowding of Fox Meadow School) (ltr), Feb 13, 1998, p.6
An enjoyable 'trip' to the Sistine Chapel (ltr), Mar 20, 1998, p.6
Congratulations to SHS musicians (ltr), Jun 19, 1998, p.6
Teenagers could perform at their own center (ltr), Jul 3, 1998, p.6
Music and arts can use support (ltr), Oct 30, 1998, p.6
Scarsdale's 'Once Upon a Mattress' better than Broadway (ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.9
'Friends' donate $ to teen center (ltr), Dec 24, 1998, p.6

BURKAT, IRIS AND HOWARD (AU)
Anastas voters were disenfranchised (re write-in votes in recent Citizens' Committee election) (ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.6

BURTON, ROBERT
Roof, and cost (of the bathhouse at the SCS Pool complex), go up, Dec 24, 1998, p.1

BUSCH, MARCY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30

BUSINESSMEN
SEE EXECUTIVES

BUTLER, CHARLES
Rotary awards scholarships (photo), Jul 3, 1998, p.4
Rotary installation (of new officers) (photo), Jul 17, 1998, p.4

BUTLER, CHRISTINE RODRIGUEZ
Christine Rodriguez Butler (dies), Dec 4, 1998, p.23

BUTLER, MARIAN (AU)
They don't write songs like that anymore (edit), Mar 13, 1998, p.7

BUTLER, MARIAN BAUM (AU)
Sinatra brought this bobbysoxer happy days, melancholy mood (edit), May 29, 1998, p.7

BUTMAN, VEVL
Downtown menorah, creche both desecrated (photo), Jan 2, 1998, p.1

BYERS, JOHN
Youth Service Day draws praise from Conservancy (ltr), May 8, 1998, p.6
A development by any other name (re Depot Place-Freightway) (ltr), Jun 12, 1998, p.6

BYERS, JOHN (AU)
Bridge shouldn't be closed so long (re Harney Road Bridge project) (ltr), Jan 9, 1998, p.6
Let's get rid of the towers - now (ltr), Aug 14, 1998, p.6
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BYERS, JOHN R (AU)
S(CS) R(esponsible) C(itizens) plan warrants consideration (ltr), Feb 27, 1998, p.6

BYRNE, CORA
Cora Byrne (dies), Sep 25, 1998, p.15

CABLE TELEVISION
TCI Cable is now Cablevision, Mar 6, 1998, p.3

CAIE, ROBERT
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

CALACI, PHILIP
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 15, 1998, p.30

CALAMARI, PETER

CALDER, ALEXANDER
Going mobile; SHS grad profiles artist Alexander Calder for PBS film series (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.17

CALDERON, DIANE
The heat was on for Historical Society race (photo), Oct 23, 1998, p.8

CALDERONE, LUIS
Police nab drug dealer; Announce tougher stance on teen use of drugs, alcohol (photo), Apr 17, 1998, p.1
Detectives arrest drug dealer (cont), Apr 17, 1998, p.8

CALDERWOOD, SUSAN
Susan Calderwood (named vice president of History Television Productions) (photo), Apr 3, 1998, p.4

CALDWELL, ROBERT
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

CALENDARS
Community calendar committee thanks all for help (individual names noted) (ltr), Aug 21, 1998, p.6
Months of hard work went into community calendar (ltr), Aug 28, 1998, p.6

CALLAGHAN, MATTHEW

CALLAGHAN, MATTHEW

CALLAGHAN, MATTHEW

CALLAGHAN, MATTHEW

CALLAGHAN, MATTHEW

CALLAGHAN, MATTHEW

CALLAGHAN, MATTHEW

CALLEGARI, CATHY
Local boy, 16, killed in parkway crash (photo), Aug 14, 1998, p.1

CAMMARATA, MARTY (AU)
Girls 1989 soccer victory recalled (ltr), Apr 3, 1998, p.6

CAMPAIGN DEBATES
Assembly candidates dominate forum (photo), Oct 23, 1998, p.1
Brodsky and challengers spar over child care, schools (cont), Oct 23, 1998, p.8
Challenger knocks Oppenheimer on source of campaign donations (photo), Oct 30, 1998, p.1
Verni knocks Oppenheimer on campaign donations (photo) (cont), Oct 30, 1998, p.26

CAMPAIGN FUNDS

CAMPAIGN FUNDS-LAWS AND REGULATIONS
Action on campaign finance reform (ltr), May 1, 1998, p.6
Soft money is target of campaign finance reform (photo), May 15, 1998, p.3
Soft money is target of campaign finance reform (cont), May 15, 1998, p.8
Attend hearing June 1 on campaign finance reform (ltr), May 29, 1998, p.7

CAMPS AND CAMPING
Camps in full swing as July turns to August (photo), Jul 31, 1998, p.3
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CANCER
Team Scarsdale to compete against breast cancer (photo), Aug 7, 1998, p.5
Breast cancer survivors to race for a cure (cont), Aug 7, 1998, p.20
Team Scarsdale (getting ready for Susan G Komen Breast Cancer Foundation's Race for the Cure) (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.2
Surviving cancer - and photographing it (photo), Oct 9, 1998, p.3
Letter from the grave (to Bill Clinton from Carol Hochberg), Nov 13, 1998, p.1
Fighting childhood cancer with heart, chutzpah (photo), Nov 13, 1998, p.3
Story aided pediatric cancer group (ltr), Dec 24, 1998, p.6

CANDY
Superfluous sweets (Fox Meadow 5th graders share their Halloween candy) (photo), Nov 13, 1998, p.10
(Santa and his missus distribute candy canes by the Christmas tree in Boniface Circle) (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.6

CANELL, ELAINE
Producers honored (Elaine Canell, Barbara Fee and Peggy Santo) (photo), Mar 27, 1998, p.4

CANNON, ALLAN T (AU)
Harwood Park bad spot for rink (ltr), Apr 3, 1998, p.6

CANTOR, RICHARD
4 arrested in Driving While Intoxicated roadblock, May 29, 1998, p.1

CAPELIN, JONATHAN
Wish list (Jonathan Capelin puts a letter to Santa Claus in mailbox outside SCS Child's Play) (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.1

CAPOBIANCO, GARRETT
Police, firefighters honored for service (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.4

CAPONE, ANDREW
Rocket scientists (Edgewood students experiment with water rockets) (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.12

CAPULLI, BARBARA
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

CAPUTO, KATIE
More fun than labor at holiday celebrations (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.8

CARAS, CHRISTINA
Red Cross card contest (photo), Jan 16, 1998, p.9
Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

CARAS, EMANUEL
Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce rallies around new leader (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.1
Task force: Teen center could open in September, Jun 26, 1998, p.1

CARAS, EMANUEL P (AU)
Hard work went into planning fo sidewalk sale (ltr), Sep 18, 1998, p.6

CARDozo, MICHAEL A
Michael A Cardozo (honored with the I Love an Ethical New York award by Common Cause/NY), Jan 30, 1998, p.4

CARNEY, TOM
Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 15, 1998, p.30

CARRERA, MICHAEL
Alumnus starts fund in memory of Feig, Maloney (ltr), Sep 25, 1998, p.6

CARRET, PHILIP
The Bank of New York Salutes the Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo), May 1, 1998, p.34
Inquirer keeps us close, informed (ltr), Oct 16, 1998, p.6

CARRET, PHILIP L
Philip L Carret dies at 101 (photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.1

CARRINGTON, WILLIAM (DR) (AU)
God in the Workplace -- III; Learning what 'the good' requires of us (edit), Aug 28, 1998, p.7
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Article</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CARROLL, THOMAS</td>
<td>Thomas Carroll (appointed director of corporate loss prevention for Polo Ralph Lauren), May 15, 1998, p.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARSKY, KATHERINE</td>
<td>Locals to lead county board of legislators, Jan 9, 1998, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>League is positioning for the next millennium (photo) (Progress edit 1998), Jan 30, 1998, p.16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No county tax break on clothing; Scarsdale's own say no to January waiver, Oct 2, 1998, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A necessary evil (re county tax on clothing and shoes under $500) (edit), Oct 2, 1998, p.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARTER, JIMMY</td>
<td>Scarsdale's own easily re-elected, Nov 6, 1998, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARTER, LIANE KUPFERBERG</td>
<td>Liane Kupferberg Carter (is a contributor to &quot;Chicken Soup for the Mother's Soul&quot;), May 8, 1998, p.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>You know you're a mom when - (edit), Aug 7, 1998, p.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>What do I do for a living? Please don't ask! (edit), Sep 18, 1998, p.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARVALHO, MARCOS</td>
<td>Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASE, SIDNEY</td>
<td>The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASERTA, JOAN E (AU)</td>
<td>Licensed agency should be used to find home health aides (ltr), Aug 28, 1998, p.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASLIN, WILLIAM</td>
<td>The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASS, BARBARA</td>
<td>The Bank of New York Salutes the Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo), May 1, 1998, p.34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASTIMORE, JOHN T</td>
<td>John T Castimore (dies), Nov 20, 1998, p.22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATHOLICS</td>
<td>Catholics, Jews seek higher ground (edit), Jan 30, 1998, p.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAVALLO, GIULIO</td>
<td>Scarsdale's own easily re-elected, Nov 6, 1998, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEDAR, ANDREW</td>
<td>Students clean, help restore natural beauty of high school brook (ltr), Dec 4, 1998, p.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEDAR, PHILIP</td>
<td>20 candidates running in School Board Nominating Committee election (cont), Jan 16, 1998, p.10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEDARBAUM, BERNARD</td>
<td>Sved, Kroenlein, Finger nominated for trustee (photo), Jan 16, 1998, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trustees tune into cellular antenna law, Feb 27, 1998, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Men of integrity (praise for Bernard Cedarbaum and Edward Hardy) (edit), Mar 27, 1998, p.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Outgoing trustees are bid fond farewell (photo), Mar 27, 1998, p.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CENSUS</td>
<td>The census is coming, Jul 24, 1998, p.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CERETTA, PAUL</td>
<td>Sports Swap set for Sept. 12, rain or shine (photo), Sep 4, 1998, p.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CESARANO, JOE</td>
<td>Joe Cesaranu is leaving Inquirer, Oct 23, 1998, p.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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CESARANO, JOSEPH
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

CHA, JUNGIL
SHS grads share SAT strategy with minority youth (photo), Jul 24, 1998, p.1
SHS alumni teach SAT review course to Mount Vernon students (photo), Jul 24, 1998, p.20

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE-HTS
H'dale Chamber of Commerce supports farmers market (response to 7/10 letter by R Bettmann) (ltr), Jul 24, 1998, p.6

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE-SCS
(SCS) Chamber (of Commerce) needs leader, May 15, 1998, p.1
Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce rallies around new leader (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.1
Chamber gets new leader (cont), Jun 12, 1998, p.13
Chamber forges ahead with new executive director (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.8
Heading west (participant in Halloween parade) (photo), Nov 6, 1998, p.1
Days of disguises (photo), Nov 6, 1998, p.3
(Santa and his missus distribute candy canes by the Christmas tree in Boniface Circle) (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.6

CHAMBERLIN, ROBERT HASELDEN

CHAN, DAWN
Dawn Chan honored, May 29, 1998, p.15
High school students attend Golden Plate awards (photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.9
High school students honored at assembly (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.10

CHAN, MELODY
High school students honored at assembly (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.10

CHAN, DIANA
High school students honored at assembly (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.10
Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

CHANG, JENNIFER
Maroon and White fetes fall athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.28
Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

CHANG, SPENCER
Students clean, help restore natural beauty of high school brook (ltr), Dec 4, 1998, p.6

CHANGE
Turn, turn, turn (re life changes) (edit), Mar 20, 1998, p.6

CHARNEY, JONATHAN I

CHASE PARK (SCS)
For the children (re SCS Campaign for Peace Through Common Security) (edit), Aug 14, 1998, p.6
Busy weekend, Sep 11, 1998, p.1

CHASE, CAROL

CHASE, JOHN R
John R Chase (dies), Nov 13, 1998, p.20
John R Chase (dies), Nov 20, 1998, p.22

CHASE, REBECCA
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

CHASEN, KENNETH
2 new rabbis take positions at Westchester Reform Temple (photo), Jul 10, 1998, p.12
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CHAYES, DANIEL
Scarsdale elementary students feed the hungry (photo), May 1, 1998, p.10

CHAYES, LINDA
Young writers conference was an all-around best-seller (ltr), Apr 17, 1998, p.6

CHECKI, MATT
Middle school dance revue wows crowd (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.9

CHEERLEADING
Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26
Raider cheerleaders triumph over misfortune (photo), Apr 3, 1998, p.19
Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

CHERBULIEZ, THEODORE (DR)
To bee or not to bee was the question (photo), Jan 2, 1998, p.4

CHERTOFF, SAM
Students clean, help restore natural beauty of high school brook (ltr), Dec 4, 1998, p.6

CHESLER, BARBARA
Young writers conference was an all-around best-seller (ltr), Apr 17, 1998, p.6

CHESLER, DIANE
Wanted: 20 good citizens (to run for 10 open slots on the Non-Partisan Citizens' Committee), Sep 4, 1998, p.1

CHESS
Heathcote boy is U.S. chess co-champion (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.11

CHIANG, ERICA

CHIANG, LORINDA
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS' BASE & The Little School (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.16

CHILCOVSKY, TATIANA
Book fair, book aid (Fox Meadow PTA Book Fair) (photo), Nov 20, 1998, p.11

CHILDREN
(Supplement) Kids (photo), Mar 6, 1998
Helping children who can't stay focused (edit), Apr 10, 1998, p.7
Speeders on Boulevard pose a life-threatening danger to village children (ltr), Dec 4, 1998, p.6

CHILDREN'S AID SOCIETY
Alumnus starts fund in memory of Feig, Maloney (ltr), Sep 25, 1998, p.6

CHIN, MAX
Help! (first day of school at SMS) (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.9

CHINA
Senior options '98: Slow train in China for SMS students, Jun 26, 1998, p.1
Students discover China in senior options adventure (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.10
U.S. should realize Japan, not China, is Asia's economic leader (edit), Jul 10, 1998, p.7
Japan has major overhauling to do (response to 7/10 edit by Yoshi Tsurumi) (ltr), Jul 17, 1998, p.6
A premier visit (vice premier Qian Qichen paid a visit to Scarsdale last week), Jul 31, 1998, p.1

CHINESE-AMERICAN
'It's wonderful to be Chinese-American'; Local school preserves young people's heritage (photo), Mar 13, 1998, p.3

CHOICE
SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-MIDDLE SCHOOL-CHOICE PROGRAM

CHRISTIANS
Why aren't there any Jewish stars in the village? (ltr), Nov 27, 1998, p.6
Holiday wreaths are not Christian religious symbols (response to 11/27 letter by E Prince) (ltr), Dec 11, 1998, p.6

CHRISTINA, PAUL
Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce rallies around new leader (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.1
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CHRISTINA, ROSE
Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce rallies around new leader (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.1

CHRISTMAS
  All children wish to feel important (re letter by Elizabeth Prince from 11/27/98) (ltr), Dec 18, 1998, p.9
  By the chimney with care (Michael, Gregory and Grace Hart hang their stockings) (photo), Dec 24, 1998, p.1

CHRISTMAS TREES
  Holiday trim (Steven Popisil decorates the branches of large pine tree in Boniface Circle) (photo), Dec 4, 1998, p.1
  Rockefeller Center North, Dec 18, 1998, p.1

CHURCHES
  IHM open for prayer (Progress edit 1998), Jan 30, 1998, p.18
  Baptists focus on service (Progress edit 1998), Jan 30, 1998, p.18
  Teens take center stage (Progress edit 1998), Jan 30, 1998, p.18
  Fatima prepares for 50th anniversary (illus) (Progress edit 1998), Jan 30, 1998, p.18
  New leadership at Trinity Lutheran (illus) (Progress edit 1998), Jan 30, 1998, p.18
  Facilities work and restoration occupy St James the Less (illus) (Progress edit 1998), Jan 30, 1998, p.18
  Hitchcock is a proactive church (Progress edit 1998), Jan 30, 1998, p.19
  Conservative synagogue buys Christian Science Church (photo), May 29, 1998, p.1
  Randolph retires at St James (photo), Jul 10, 1998, p.12
  Baptists greet new pastor; Coffey leaves St. James the Less (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.1
  Coffey leaves St. James (cont), Sep 18, 1998, p.26

CICADA
  Hear one cicada, you hear 'em all (edit), Sep 4, 1998, p.7
  Female wasps have it in for cicadas (response to edit from 9/4 by Eileen W Cohen) (ltr), Sep 11, 1998, p.6

CILINGIVOGLU, DUYGU
  Former A(merican) F(ield) S(ervice) student returns to get married (photo), Oct 2, 1998, p.3

CIMA, RON
  Wanted: 20 good citizens (to run for 10 open slots on the Non-Partisan Citizens' Committee), Sep 4, 1998, p.1

CIPRIANO, MARIO
  Alumni walkway dedicated (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.1

CISCO, TOMMY
  Panthers down Saranac in semifinals 41-25 (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.1

CITIZENS' COMMITTEE-SCS
  SEE NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS' COMMITTEE-SCS

CIVETTA, ALEX
  District celebrates students' artwork in March (photo), Mar 13, 1998, p.9

CIVETTA, CLAIRE
  Doernberg honors achievers (photo), May 29, 1998, p.4

CLANCY, JEAN
  Seeking info (for upcoming story about influence of Jean Clancy), Jun 26, 1998, p.1
  Greenacres teacher inspires kids' TV show, Jul 10, 1998, p.1
  K-12 magic (qualities of a good teacher) (edit), Jul 10, 1998, p.6
  Clancy gave him his best year (ltr), Jul 17, 1998, p.6
  Elementary teachers play a critical role (edit), Jul 31, 1998, p.6

CLAPMAN, BARBARA (AU)
  Development threatens Red Maple Swamp (ltr), Nov 6, 1998, p.6
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CLARK, BRYANT
- Time for tough love (edit), Apr 17, 1998, p.6
- 4 arrested in (driving) while intoxicated roadblock, May 29, 1998, p.1
- Woman robbed in her kitchen, Jul 24, 1998, p.1
- Boy arrested for vandalism to patrol car, Nov 27, 1998, p.1
- KB-LS employee charged with embezzlement (photo), Dec 24, 1998, p.1

CLARK, LYNNE
- People who made the headlines, Jan 2, 1998, p.2
- They remember Scarsdale when . . . (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.3

CLARK, RICH
- Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon and White Head Coaches and Managers (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.28
- Maroon and white fetes fall athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.28

CLARKIN, TOM (AU)
- Resident finds no compassion in village of Scarsdale (ltr), Sep 25, 1998, p.6

CLERGY
- Baptists greet new pastor; Coffey leaves St. James the Less (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.1
- Coffey leaves St. James (cont), Sep 18, 1998, p.26

CLINTON, BILL
- Media should stick to the facts (re relationship between President Clinton and Monica Levinsky) (ltr), Jan 30, 1998, p.6
- Will newscasters apologize? (re President Clinton's "alleged affair") (ltr), Feb 6, 1998, p.6
- Another lost Age of Innocence (re President Clinton's alleged affair) (edit), Feb 6, 1998, p.6
- Scandal can affirm values, teach wisdom (edit), Feb 6, 1998, p.7
- Praise for Coffey's letter on Clinton (response to letter by Jonathan Coffey from 2/6/98) (ltr), Feb 13, 1998, p.6
- Coffey's letter 'most to the point' (response to letter by Jonathan Coffey from 2/6/98) (ltr), Feb 13, 1998, p.6
- National press abuses its power (re President Clinton's alleged affair) (ltr), Feb 13, 1998, p.6
- Your guess is a good as mine (re President Clinton's alleged affair) (edit), Feb 13, 1998, p.7
- Consensual sex not a big problem (ltr), Feb 20, 1998, p.6
- Media and Ken Starr deserve each other (edit), May 1, 1998, p.7
- The media and the independent counsel: they deserve each other (cont), May 1, 1998, p.14
- Local 'Friend of Monica' testifies before grand jury (photo), Jul 3, 1998, p.1
- Friend of Lewinsky reluctantly goes public (cont), Jul 3, 1998, p.20
- Rx proposed for Clinton problem (response to edit by David Glenn from 8/21/98) (ltr), Aug 28, 1998, p.6
- Clinton not treated like private citizen (ltr), Sep 4, 1998, p.6
- Dale Young: Give Monica a chance, Sep 18, 1998, p.3
- Starr-crossed children befuddle parents, Sep 18, 1998, p.3
- No happy ending (re Clinton-Lewinsky affair) (edit), Sep 18, 1998, p.6
- Give Ken Starr his due credit (ltr), Sep 18, 1998, p.6
- What to tell the children (cont), Sep 18, 1998, p.26
- A disgrace and embarassment: Clinton must leave presidency, Sep 25, 1998, p.7
- Lying president, weak public (ltr), Oct 2, 1998, p.6
- Enough, already (re Clinton-Lewinsky affair) (edit), Oct 9, 1998, p.6
- Grand juries have more latitude (ltr), Oct 9, 1998, p.6
- Letter from the grave (to Bill Clinton from Carol Hochberg), Nov 13, 1998, p.1
- It should be impeachment or nothing (reponse to edit by William Glendon from 11/13/98) (ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.9
- Gilman flip-flops on impeachment (ltr), Dec 24, 1998, p.6
- Imperfect president) is still likeable (ltr), Dec 24, 1998, p.6
- Write senators to urge resolution (ltr), Dec 31, 1998, p.6
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CLINTON, EDWARD
Police, firefighters honored for service (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.4

CLOWNS
Shy guy finds his place in the spotlight (photo), Apr 17, 1998, p.3
Clowning around with an A-School graduate (cont), Apr 17, 1998, p.17

COACHES (ATHLETICS)
Former players pay tribute to Coach Kaminer (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.19
Former players, friends pay tribute to Kaminer (cont), Jun 19, 1998, p.22
Kaminer grateful to community (ltr), Sep 25, 1998, p.6
A Hall of Fame coach (photo), Sep 25, 1998, p.16
(Town and ) (Village) (Civic) (Club) committee report: Bring on the women coaches!, Dec 24, 1998, p.15
Father's coaching benefits daughter (ltr), Dec 31, 1998, p.6

COAPE-ARNOLD, KAREN (AU)
'Friends' donate $ to teen center (ltr), Dec 24, 1998, p.6

COAPE-ARNOLD, LAUREN
Leaders off to conference (National Assn of Student Councils area conference) (photo), Feb 27, 1998, p.9
Middle management (members of SMS Student Organization represent their school at exposition) (photo), May 22, 1998, p.10

COCHRANE, KELLY
Luskin, Cochran are All-Americans (photo), Jan 30, 1998, p.17
Maroon and White salutes Scarsdale's winter athletes at annual awards dinner (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.20
Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26
Seniors singled out at Maroon and White barbecue (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.21
The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30

COFFEY, JONATHAN
Praise for Coffey's letter on Clinton (response to letter by Jonathan Coffey from 2/6/98) (ltr), Feb 13, 1998, p.6
Coffey's letter 'most to the point' (response to letter by Jonathan Coffey from 2/6/98) (ltr), Feb 13, 1998, p.6
Coffey leaves St. James (cont), Sep 18, 1998, p.26

COFFEY, JONATHAN (AU)
Scandal can affirm values, teach wisdom (edit), Feb 6, 1998, p.7
Children and violence: not only an issue for 'other towns' (edit), Apr 24, 1998, p.7

COFFEY, JONATHAN B JR (AU)
Respect for diversity the norm here (ltr), Jan 9, 1998, p.7

COHEN, BECKY

COHEN, EILEEN W
Female wasps have it in for cicadas (response to edit from 9/4 by Eileen W Cohen) (ltr), Sep 11, 1998, p.6

COHEN, EILEEN W (AU)
Hear one cicada, you hear 'em all (edit), Sep 4, 1998, p.7

COHEN, ELLEN
Regents requirement for special ed(ucation) students causes consternation, Dec 24, 1998, p.1

COHEN, GERALD
Conservative synagogue buys Christian Science Church (photo) (cont), May 29, 1998, p.12

COHEN, HARRY B JR
Harry B Cohen Jr (dies), May 15, 1998, p.19

COHEN, HOWARD
Alumni walkway dedicated (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.1

COHEN, JARED
Music tells stories at Quaker Ridge (photo), Dec 4, 1998, p.11
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COHEN, JEANETTE

COHEN, RITA
Board of education presents proposal (highlights of $17.88 million preliminary bond issue), Oct 16, 1998, p.1

COHEN, SAUL
Runaway regents train (re new regents examinations) (edit), Dec 24, 1998, p.6

COHEN, SETH
Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26

COHEN, STEFANI M (AU)
Sibling rivalry is not always destructive (edit), Mar 6, 1998, p.7

COHEN, STEFANI MALKIN (AU)
Getting the Nintendo generation to read (photo) (edit), Jan 30, 1998, p.6

COHEN, SUSAN
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28
Board bids fond farewell to Landau and French, Jun 19, 1998, p.1
Teens praised, development criticized, Sep 25, 1998, p.1
Board of education presents proposal (highlights of $17.88 million preliminary bond issue), Oct 16, 1998, p.1
School board OK's teen center, Dec 11, 1998, p.1

COLDRICK, DAVID

COLEMAN, DANIA
New teachers, administrators greet students (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.9

COLEMAN, TEDDY
Heathcote boy is U.S. chess co-champion (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.11

COLLABOLLETTA, ERNEST (DR)
Teenagers can't find happiness in drug and alcohol abuse, Oct 23, 1998, p.10

COLLABOLLETTA, ERNIE
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 15, 1998, p.30

COLLAZO, GRETCHEN
High school students honored at assembly (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.10
Rotary awards scholarships (photo), Jul 3, 1998, p.4

COLLEY, BETH
New teachers, administrators greet students (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.9

COLLEGE STUDENTS
Students earn degrees; named to dean's list, Jul 24, 1998, p.2
'Different drummer' leads SHS student to community college (photo), Jul 31, 1998, p.1
SHS grad discovers Westchester Community College (cont), Jul 31, 1998, p.9

COLLEGE TEACHERS

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
Westchester Community College is county's best kept secret (cont), Aug 7, 1998, p.9

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-ADMISSION
Early college acceptances soothe - and elate - some seniors (photo), Jan 9, 1998, p.1
Early college acceptances soothe - and elate - some seniors (cont), Jan 9, 1998, p.9

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-FINANCIAL AID
College tuition assistance available, Feb 27, 1998, p.3
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COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES-GRADUATION
(Supplement) Class of '98 Graduation (photo), Jul 3, 1998

COMERFORD, JAY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30

COMPUTERS
The ultimate post-holiday computer gift, Jan 9, 1998, p.4
The ultimate post-holiday computer gift, Jan 23, 1998, p.4
The ultimate computer gift: The photo-quality printer, Feb 20, 1998, p.4
Life with a hot home computer (part 1): What do you get?, Mar 13, 1998, p.4
Life with a hot home computer (part 2): What does it do?, Mar 27, 1998, p.4
Technology survey: Community wants to connect with schools, village (cont), Apr 17, 1998, p.17
Dancing with the dots: A computer printer fiesta (Part 1), Apr 24, 1998, p.4
Dancing with the dots: A computer printer bonanza (part 2), May 1, 1998, p.4
Dancing with the dots: A computer printer fiesta (part 3), Jun 12, 1998, p.4
Dancing with the dots: A printer fiesta (part 4), Jun 26, 1998, p.4
Even with computer technology, a kiss is still a kiss (edit), Jul 17, 1998, p.6
But how does it get in there?, Jul 31, 1998, p.2
Scan your way to happiness - Part 1, Aug 28, 1998, p.4
Out of the closet, into the Internet (edit), Sep 11, 1998, p.6
Scan your way to happiness: Scanners I have known, Sep 18, 1998, p.4
The proof is in the scanning, Part 1: The artist's way, Sep 25, 1998, p.4
The proof is in the scanning, Part 2: The artist's way, Oct 2, 1998, p.4
The proof is in the scanning, Nov 20, 1998, p.4
The proof is in the scanning, Dec 4, 1998, p.4
Two join Inquirer (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.4
Time running out to solve Y2K glitch (edit), Dec 18, 1998, p.7
The talker's way, Dec 18, 1998, p.4
The talker's way (part 2), Dec 24, 1998, p.4

CONCERTS
Two sopranos (senior high school winter concert) (photo), Dec 24, 1998, p.10

CONFERENCES
Young writers' conference to celebrate student works (illus), Feb 27, 1998, p.9
Leaders off to conference (National Assn of Student Councils area conference) (photo), Feb 27, 1998, p.9
Young Writer' Conference is now fully subscribed, Mar 20, 1998, p.10
The written word is valued here (re Young Writers' Conference) (ltr), Apr 10, 1998, p.6
Young Writers' Conference met with high enthusiasm (photo), Apr 10, 1998, p.9
Young writers conference was an all-around best-seller (ltr), Apr 17, 1998, p.6
SHS Sophomore attends youth conference, Jun 12, 1998, p.9
Hewitt will kick-off SMS writers' conference (photo), Dec 4, 1998, p.12

CONLAN, JAMES PETER
James Peter Conlan (has been awarded a Charlotte W Newcombe doctoral dissertation fellowship)(photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.4

CONNELLY, KATHLEEN
Kathleen J Connelly (dies), Dec 4, 1998, p.23

CONNOR, KATHY
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest (photo), Apr 3, 1998, p.26

CONNOR, KRISTIN
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon and White Head Coaches and Managers (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.28

CONTE, JONATHAN
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon and White Head Coaches and Managers (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.28
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CONTESTS
Edgewood grad(uate) wins Japanese speech contest (photo), Oct 30, 1998, p.8

CONTRACTS
Teachers, board ratify contract, Jul 10, 1998, p.1

COOKE, BILL
Firm hired to design new Popham Bridge, Sep 11, 1998, p.1

COOKE, LLOYD (DR) (AU)
Math and science education is a 'tragic failure' of schools nationwide (edit), Jun 5, 1998, p.7

COOPER, WALLIS
Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce rallies around new leader (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.1

COREY, ROSE MARIE
Rose Marie Corey (dies), Jul 3, 1998, p.13

CORSUN, MERYL
Stepping lively (tap dancing at Fox Meadow School) (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.10

CORTISSOZ, GERALDINE M
Geraldine M Cortissoz (dies), Jul 24, 1998, p.11

COSSE, W JAMES (DR) (AU)
Teenagers test limits to learn what's really important to adults (re recent vandalism incident)(ltr), Nov 13, 1998, p.6

COTLIAR, LAURA LEE
Laura Lee Cotliar (dies) (photo), Jul 31, 1998, p.10

COULTER, JUDY (AU)
Saved from dejection by a cloud (edit), Jan 23, 1998, p.7


COUNTRY CLUBS
Golf club officers (photo), Feb 6, 1998, p.4

(Supplement) The First Hundred Years (of SCS Golf Club) (photo), May 29, 1998
SCS Golf Club also the site of discrimination (ltr), Jun 5, 1998, p.6

Scarsdale Golf Club: 100 years plus 48 hours (photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.14

COURTESY
We are less civil these days (edit), Dec 31, 1998, p.7

COURTS-NEW YORK STATE

COURTS-SCS
Dantzig tried in village court for building code violations, Jan 30, 1998, p.1

Village justice reserves decision in Dantzig trial (photo) (cont), Jan 30, 1998, p.3

A teachable moment (re Dr Dantzig's skirmish with the SCS building department) (edit), Jan 30, 1998, p.6

Court officer is needed here (ltr), Feb 27, 1998, p.6

COVIELLO, Vinnie
Hurwitz earns (rank of) Eagle (photo), May 1, 1998, p.4

COWAN, LOIS (AU)
Former board members support McNally, Orden, Schaffer (ltr), May 15, 1998, p.6

COWN, NAN FINGARSON

CPR
SEE RESUSCITATION

CRARY, JOHN
Alarm phase-out (village wants to get out of home-alarm business), Feb 6, 1998, p.1

Staff: All leaves should go to Crossway, Feb 20, 1998, p.1

S(CS) S(ports and) R(ecreation) A(ssn) to test possible rink site near library (photo), Feb 27, 1998, p.1
CRARY, JOHN continued

Another voice (committee formed to review proposed development for Freightway-Depot area), Apr 17, 1998, p.1
Teen center vote (this Tuesday by village trustees), Jul 10, 1998, p.1
Village: Speeders need a little calming down, Jul 10, 1998, p.1
I & I hits home (re improperly connected sewers), Aug 21, 1998, p.1
Trustees hire project manager for pool work, Aug 28, 1998, p.1
Downtown report far from final (photo), Sep 4, 1998, p.1
Speeders on Boulevard pose a life-threatening danger to village children (ltr), Dec 4, 1998, p.6

CREATIVE WRITING

Saved from dejection by a cloud (edit), Jan 23, 1998, p.7
The day a shy pet came out of its shell (edit), Jan 23, 1998, p.7
The day I became a pianist (edit), Feb 20, 1998, p.7

CRECHES

Downtown menora, creche both desecrated (photo), Jan 2, 1998, p.1
Holiday season speaks to us of our common values (ltr), Jan 9, 1998, p.7
Reward offered (re desecration of Chase Park menora and Boniface Circle creche), Jan 16, 1998, p.1
Hate crimes happen here, too (response to article from 1/2/98) (ltr), Jan 23, 1998, p.6
Holiday symbols (permission granted for Hanukkah menora and Nativity scene), Nov 27, 1998, p.1

CRIME AND CRIMINALS

Nebens pleads guilty, faces prison and fine, Jan 30, 1998, p.1
2nd-story burglar suspect identified, Feb 20, 1998, p.1
Telephone tip (re "dinnertime burglar" Alan Golder), Feb 27, 1998, p.1
Nebens is sentenced to 87 months; No evidence found to link misconduct to local youth, Mar 27, 1998, p.1
Teacher sentenced to 87 months in porn case (cont), Mar 27, 1998, p.8
Police nab drug dealer; Announce tougher stance on teen use of drugs, alcohol (photo), Apr 17, 1998, p.1
Trial eve (trial of Larry Stevens), Apr 17, 1998, p.1
Detectives arrest drug dealer (cont), Apr 17, 1998, p.8
Larry Stevens found guilty of murder, May 22, 1998, p.1
Car thieves should be focus (of village administration) (ltr), Jun 12, 1998, p.6
Stevens gets the max in slaying of Hartsdale man, Jul 17, 1998, p.1
Larry Stevens is sentenced in murder of Hartsdale man (cont), Jul 17, 1998, p.9
Woman robbed in her kitchen, Jul 24, 1998, p.1
Story should have described the 2 robbers (response to 7/24 Inquirer article) (ltr), Jul 31, 1998, p.6
Hate crime bill should protect gays (ltr), Oct 30, 1998, p.6
Attempted break-in, Nov 6, 1998, p.1
Should we presume hatred when prosecuting certain crimes? (response to 10/30 edit by H Price) (ltr), Nov 6, 1998, p.6
Boy arrested for vandalism to patrol car, Nov 27, 1998, p.1
Reflections on a Halloween embarrassment (re Halloween vandalism and SCS Police) (ltr), Nov 27, 1998, p.6
KB-LS employee charged with embezzlement (photo), Dec 24, 1998, p.1

SEE ALSO VANDALISM

CROEN, ELIZA

Students clean, help restore natural beauty of high school brook (ltr), Dec 4, 1998, p.6

CROEN, LAWRENCE (AU)
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CROEN, LAURENCE S (AU)
So what about 'Today's Man'? (ltr), Apr 3, 1998, p.6
The time has come for the voter to wise up (edit), Apr 17, 1998, p.7

CROWELL, JOHN
23 are running for Citizens’ Committee, Oct 30, 1998, p.1

CULLON, WILLIAM FRANCIS
William Francis Cullom (dies), Sep 4, 1998, p.20

CULP, DERRIN (AU)
Former board members' allegations against G(BH) N(ature) C(enter) are unfounded (ltr), Nov 13, 1998, p.9

CUNNINGHAM, BEVERLY
The Bank of New York Salutes the Recipient of This Year’s Scarsdale Bowl (photo), May 1, 1998, p.34
Tribute to Eric Rothschild draws adoring crowd of former students (photo), Oct 9, 1998, p.1
They remember Scarsdale when . . . (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.3

CUNNINGHAM, BEVERLY (AU)
Save the date for Rothschild retirement luncheon (ltr), Jun 26, 1998, p.6

CUNNINGHAM, CHARLES
They remember Scarsdale when . . . (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.3

CUOMO, MARIO
Scarsdale echoes county and state in primary voting, Sep 18, 1998, p.1

CURBS

CUSICK, TOM
People who made the headlines, Jan 2, 1998, p.2
Sved, Kroenlein, Finger nominated for trustee (photo), Jan 16, 1998, p.1
Group calls for study of 6-lot development, Oct 23, 1998, p.1

CUSICK, TOM (AU)
Not everyone with contrary view deserves denunciation (response to edit from 1/2/98) (ltr), Jan 9, 1998, p.6

CYBRIL, BRUCE
Group calls for study of 6-lot development, Oct 23, 1998, p.1

CYKIERT, RACHEL
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest (photo), Apr 3, 1998, p.26

D'AMATO, ALFONSE
14 vie for 4 jobs in Dem(ocratic) primary (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.1
Scarsdale echoes county and state in primary voting, Sep 18, 1998, p.1
No GOP foes for Hochberg, Lowey, Oct 9, 1998, p.1
Scarsdale's own easily re-elected, Nov 6, 1998, p.1

D'ORAZIO, CATHERINE
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

DADAKIS, JOHN
Village sensitive to residents in word only (response to letter by John Dadakis from 9/4/98) (ltr), Sep 18, 1998, p.6
S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) and Robison financing are different situations (ltr), Oct 16, 1998, p.6

DADAKIS, JOHN (AU)
Village police should not ticket evening parkers (ltr), Sep 4, 1998, p.6

DADAKIS, JOHN D (AU)
Revenue/expense analysis needed (re proposed condemnation of Robison lot) (ltr), Oct 9, 1998, p.6

DAGOSTINO, MICHELE
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 15, 1998, p.30
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DALEY, KAREN
New teachers, administrators greet students (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.9

DALTON, KURT
High school thespians (scene from "The House of Blue Leaves") (photo), Mar 27, 1998, p.23
'Once Upon a Mattress' magic to unfold at SHS (photo), Nov 13, 1998, p.17

DANNEMAN, ETHEL (AU)
Teachers can be mentors for life (edit), Jun 26, 1998, p.7

DANTZIG, PAUL (DR)
Dantzig faces contempt citation, Jan 9, 1998, p.1
Contempt citation for doctor (cont), Jan 9, 1998, p.2
Judge gives Dantzig last chance to comply, Jan 16, 1998, p.3
Dantzig tried in village court for building code violations, Jan 30, 1998, p.1
Village justice reserves decision in Dantzig trial (photo) (cont), Jan 30, 1998, p.3
A teachable moment (re Dr Dantzig's skirmish with the SCS building department) (edit), Jan 30, 1998, p.6
Judge rules: Dantzig guilty on 24 counts, Feb 13, 1998, p.1
Dantzig found guilty on 24 counts (cont), Feb 13, 1998, p.33
Judge fines Dantzig for code violations (photo), Feb 20, 1998, p.1
The golden rule (re Paul Dantzig, his neighbors and the SCS Building Dept) (edit), Feb 20, 1998, p.6
Dantzig fined $4,800 for code violations (cont), Feb 20, 1998, p.12
No warm welcome for new Sheldrake neighbor (photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.13

DARAKANANDA, DARIN
Camps in full swing as July turns to August (photo), Jul 31, 1998, p.3

DATTA, MOITRI (DR)
Scarsdale psychiatrist writes of life in India (photo), Nov 13, 1998, p.4

DATTA, MOITRI (DR) (AU)
An Indian point of view on the atomic bomb (ltr), May 29, 1998, p.6

DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
Daughters of the American Revolution promotes education and patriotic endeavor, Jan 30, 1998, p.10

DAVEY, HARRY EDWARD
Harry Edward Davey (dies), Jul 17, 1998, p.13

DAVIDSON, ARTHUR (DR)
Dr. Arthur Davidson Jr (elected trustee of American Society of Bariatric Physicians) (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.4

DAVIDSON, DEBORAH (AU)
Parents must arrange supervision when out of town (re recent Halloween vandalism incident) (ltr), Nov 13, 1998, p.6

DAVIS, EVAN
Scarsdale echoes county and state in primary voting, Sep 18, 1998, p.1

DAVIS, WHITNEY
Free bus service to and from Kids' BASE continues (photo), Feb 13, 1998, p.9

DAVIS, WILLIAM (DR)
Former board members support McNally, Orden, Schaffer (ltr), May 15, 1998, p.6

DE GROOT, BARBARA
People who made the headlines, Jan 2, 1998, p.2

DE VEGVAR, ERNA C N (AU)
E'mont election system not broken (response to Inquirer article from 6/12/98) (ltr), Jun 19, 1998, p.6

DE VITO, MARTHA D
Martha D De Vito (dies) (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.13

DEAK, LESLIE
Antenna tug-o-war continues, Jan 16, 1998, p.1

Deak, Leslie
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DEAN, JOHN
Bright lights, little city (Greenacres 3rd graders create a miniature, illuminated village) (photo), May 15, 1998, p.9

DEAN, TOM
Maroon and White fetes fall athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.28

DEATH
Trying to find meaning in a tragic loss (edit), Aug 28, 1998, p.6

DECICCO, FRANK
Where on earth will everyone park? (photo), May 1, 1998, p.1

DECKER, ANNA
Young writers conference was an all-around best-seller (ltr), Apr 17, 1998, p.6

DEL NEGRO, CHRISTINE
New teachers, administrators greet students (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.9

DEL VINO, DOMINICK
For good health (local dentist discusses importance of good dental care) (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.9

DELANIO, TANNER
Heading west (participant in Halloween parade) (photo), Nov 6, 1998, p.1

DEMBA, BRENDI
Doernberg honors achievers (photo), May 29, 1998, p.4

DEMITRIEUS, JAMES
Golf club officers (photo), Feb 6, 1998, p.4

DEMITRIEUS, LYNN
The Bank of New York Salutes the Recipient of This Year’s Scarsdale Bowl (photo), May 1, 1998, p.34
‘Creature comforts’ at White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.1

DEMITRIEUS, LYNN (AU)
Scarsdalians committed to education (ltr), Dec 18, 1998, p.9

DEMOCRACY
Democracy is foreign to Muslim leaders (edit), Feb 20, 1998, p.7

DEMPSEY, ROBERT
The SCS Board of Education Salutes the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

DEMPSEY, ROBIN
New teachers, administrators greet students (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.9

DENTISTS
Walter Williams, D.D.S. (has been commissioned as a lieutenant in the US Navy) (photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.4
Elliot Feinberg, D.D.S. (will receive the Dental Society of NY State Jarvie-Burkhart award) (photo), Nov 20, 1998, p.4

DEPOT PLACE PROPERTY (SCS)
S(Responsible) C(itizens) plan warrants consideration (ltr), Feb 27, 1998, p.6
Developer may lease site from village (illus), Mar 27, 1998, p.1
More time (trustees have extended deadline for final draft environmental impact statement), Jun 26, 1998, p.1

DERIGHT, MARILYN
Scarsdale Adult School offers large and varied curriculum (photo) (Progress ed. 1998), Jan 30, 1998, p.3

DERWIN, DANIEL
The SCS Board of Education Salutes the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

DESIGN, SHANKAR
Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26
Sobriety party was a great success (ltr), Jun 5, 1998, p.6
High school students honored at assembly (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.10

DESOE, CAROL
The SCS Board of Education Salutes the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28
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DESOE, ROBERT
- Scarsdale's musical success story (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.9
- The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30

DETMER, JIM
- Maroon and White salutes Scarsdale's winter athletes at annual awards dinner (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.20
- Doernbarg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26

DEUTSCH, PEPI
- Holocaust survivors hope for a better world (photo), Jul 17, 1998, p.1
- Women who survived Holocaust try to heal hatred through education (cont), Jul 18, 1998, p.10

DEUTSCH, THOMAS (AU)
- Kindergartens used to be split (response to Inquirer article from 4/3/98) (Itr), Apr 10, 1998, p.6

DEVELOPERS, HOUSING
- SEE HOUSING DEVELOPERS

DEVELOPERS, REAL ESTATE
- SEE REAL ESTATE DEVELOPERS

DEVERE, BARBARA P
- Barbara P Devere (dies), Jun 12, 1998, p.14

DEVITO, MARTHA D
- Martha D Devito (dies), Sep 11, 1998, p.26

DEVITO, STEVE

DHIMAN, SUNDEEP
- Seniors singled out at Maroon and White barbecue (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.21

DI LORENZO, SARAH
- Toga, toga, toga! (photo), Apr 17, 1998, p.9

DI MARTINO, DAN
- Florida was never like this! (Di Martino and Bianceo cousins enjoy season's first snowfall) (photo), Dec 31, 1998, p.1

DI MARTINO, DIANA
- Florida was never like this! (Di Martino and Bianceo cousins enjoy season's first snowfall) (photo), Dec 31, 1998, p.1

DI MARTINO, NICK
- Florida was never like this! (Di Martino and Bianceo cousins enjoy season's first snowfall) (photo), Dec 31, 1998, p.1

DIABETES
- Walking to cure diabetes (photo), Oct 2, 1998, p.9

DIBART, AMANDA
- Toga, toga, toga! (photo), Apr 17, 1998, p.9
- Halloween enchants children districtwide (photo), Nov 6, 1998, p.8

DICICCO, FRANK
- Robison lot quietly reopens, Oct 23, 1998, p.1

DICKINSON, CHARLES RICHARD JR

DIETZ, LINDA H (AU)
- Band-Aid won't help space squeeze (Itr), Feb 13, 1998, p.6

DIFIORE, JANET

DING, JENNY
- 'It's wonderful to be Chinese-American'; Local school preserves young people's heritage (photo), Mar 13, 1998, p.3

DIONELLO, RAFAEL
- Maroon and White salutes Scarsdale's winter athletes at annual awards dinner (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.20
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DISABLED
SEE HANDICAPPED

DISCRIMINATION
(SCS Golf) Club also the site of discrimination (Itr), Jun 5, 1998, p.6

DITZIAN, MICHAEL
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 15, 1998, p.30

DIVORCE
Divorce courts usually decree: She gets less than equal share (edit), Aug 14, 1998, p.7

DIXON, LINDA
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

DJILANI, JESSICA
Students clean, help restore natural beauty of high school brook (Itr), Dec 4, 1998, p.6

DOESCHER, WILLIAM
Golf club officers (photo), Feb 6, 1998, p.4

DOESCHER, WILLIAM F
William F Doescher (spokesman for Dun & Bradstreet's annual small business survey) (photo), Mar 6, 1998, p.4

DOESCHER, WILLIAM F (AU)
Passion, entrepreneurship are ingredients for business success (edit), May 8, 1998, p.7

DOGS
Sitter saves her charges from stray pit bull, Jul 31, 1998, p.1

DOLL HOUSES
Letty Zander builds a dreamhouse (photo), Sep 25, 1998, p.3

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
SEE FAMILY VIOLENCE

DON FRANCESCO, JENNIFER
Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

DONALDSON, SAM
Will newscasters apologize? (re President Clinton's "alleged affair") (Itr), Feb 6, 1998, p.6

DONAT, ELLEN
Doernberg honors achievers (photo), May 29, 1998, p.4

DONATI, GEORGIA (AU)
Trustees should re-think train platform proposal (Itr), Jun 5, 1998, p.7

DONATI, ROBERT
Teen center to be a reality, Oct 16, 1998, p.1

DONATO, ADAM
Elementary schools hold science, math nights (photo), Apr 10, 1998, p.10

DONEGAN, ARLENE
United Way grant (photo), May 1, 1998, p.4

DONIGER, BRUCE (AU)
Don't encourage risky behavior (Itr), Oct 16, 1998, p.6

DONNELL, JILL
Maroon and White salutes Scarsdale's winter athletes at annual awards dinner (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.20
Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30
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DONOVAN, BRIDGET
Stepping lively (tap dancing at Fox Meadow School) (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.10

DONOVAN, DEVIN
Stepping lively (tap dancing at Fox Meadow School) (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.10

DONOVAN, GENE
Stepping lively (tap dancing at Fox Meadow School) (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.10

DONOVAN, MAUREEN
A village of nit-pickers; Head lice are persistent pests, Jan 23, 1998, p.1

DONOVAN, RUTH KEVITZ
For the love of art (SCS Art Assn show displays work by 75 members (photo), Feb 27, 1998, p.13

DONSKY, HARRY (AU)
When Shari Lewis tamed the lions (edit), Aug 7, 1998, p.7
It doesn't get any better than in the 70's (edit), Nov 6, 1998, p.7

DORSKY, ERICA
Walking to cure diabetes (photo), Oct 2, 1998, p.9

DOSSANTOS, DINA

DOUGLASS, CHRISTOPHER
SHS responds to new grad(uation) standards, May 8, 1998, p.1
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

DOUGLASS, CHRISTOPHER
Special education students prepare for English regents; Strategies and sample tests pave the way, Dec 31, 1998, p.1

DOJO, JOHN
Retired cop sues village; alleges civil rights violations (photo), May 1, 1998, p.1
Motion to dismiss ex-sergeant's counsel denied, Aug 7, 1998, p.1
Village settles lawsuit by former cop, Dec 4, 1998, p.1
Settling for injustice (re lawsuit by John Dowd against the Village of SCS) (edit), Dec 4, 1998, p.6

DOWN, JOHN
Dowd sues village; alleges civil rights violations (cont), May 1, 1998, p.16

DOWNTOWN AREA-PLANNING
Residents pack village hall; oppose downtown plan (cont), May 29, 1998, p.4

DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS
Morning meeting (re proposed development of Freightway and Depot Place), Jan 2, 1998, p.1
Improvements for downtown Scardale mulled, Jan 2, 1998, p.1
S(CS) D(epot) A(ssociates) is likely to be exclusive developer, Jan 9, 1998, p.1
A past threat to Scarsdale's 'front yard' (photo), Jan 16, 1998, p.3
Downtown development: Village ready to OK environmental scope, Jan 23, 1998, p.1
Village set to OK scope (cont), Jan 23, 1998, p.8
Trustees map out downtown tax district, Jan 30, 1998, p.1
Trustees map out Scarsdale's downtown tax district (cont), Jan 30, 1998, p.3
Signs would help in Fox Meadow (ltr), Feb 27, 1998, p.6
S(CS) R(esponsible) C(itizens) plan warrants consideration (ltr), Feb 27, 1998, p.6
Crane Road-East Parkway danger (response to letter by Mickey and Steven Frankel from 2/27/98) (ltr), Mar 6, 1998, p.6
Downtown meeting, Mar 20, 1998, p.1
Development meeting Monday (ltr), Mar 20, 1998, p.6
Developer may lease site from village (illus), Mar 27, 1998, p.1
Village hopes to control parking in development (illus), Mar 27, 1998, p.14
Mobil station to close (photo), Apr 3, 1998, p.4
Architect: Downtown needs 'consistency' (photo), Apr 10, 1998, p.1
Why urbanize our home? (re Freighway development proposal) (ltr), Apr 10, 1998, p.6
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DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS continued

Another voice (committee formed to review proposed development for Freightway-Depot area), Apr 17, 1998, p.1
Who will benefit from proposed downtown development? (ltr), Apr 17, 1998, p.6
Recognize a filibuster for what it really is (edit), Apr 17, 1998, p.7
Parking not a problem, study asserts, Apr 24, 1998, p.1
Developer faces unfair labor charges, Apr 24, 1998, p.1
Feedback sought (on environmental impact report), Apr 24, 1998, p.1
Preferred downtown developer faces unfair-labor charges from union (cont), Apr 24, 1998, p.10
Where on earth will everyone park? (photo), May 1, 1998, p.1
Resident issues call to 'save Scarsdale' (ltr), May 1, 1998, p.6
Critics dispute traffic findings, May 8, 1998, p.1
No parking (downtown parking fraught with uncertainties), May 8, 1998, p.1
Traffic findings (cont), May 8, 1998, p.26
A(merican) P(remier) U(nderwriters) proposal arouses concern (ltr), May 15, 1998, p.6
Downtown thumbs down, May 22, 1998, p.1
Crowd says no to development, May 29, 1998, p.1
Village seeks state $ (to fix up downtown), May 29, 1998, p.1
Residents pack village hall; oppose downtown plan, May 29, 1998, p.4
A time for vision (re hearing on supplemental draft environmental impact statement) (edit), May 29, 1998, p.6
Pedestrians in village need more protection (edit), May 29, 1998, p.6
Trustees: Development report needs work (photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.1
Project scope, developer key issues in downtown debate (response to edit from 5/29/98) (ltr), Jun 5, 1998, p.6
Plan is 'last best chance' to reverse downtown decline (re downtown development design proposal/ltr), Jun 5, 1998, p.6
Village referendum on downtown plan recommended (ltr), Jun 5, 1998, p.6
Trustees should re-think train platform proposal (ltr), Jun 5, 1998, p.7
Downtown parking given 'higher priority', Jun 12, 1998, p.1
Gone, for now (crosswalk traffic cones), Jun 12, 1998, p.1
A development by any other name (re Depot Place-Freightway) (ltr), Jun 12, 1998, p.6
Questions on downtown development need answers (ltr), Jun 12, 1998, p.6
Citizens should be allowed to vote on future proposals (ltr), Jun 12, 1998, p.6
The blob that would eat Scarsdale (edit), Jun 12, 1998, p.7
County planners: Development is 'positive step', Jun 19, 1998, p.1
Streetscape (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.1
Coverage on downtown misleading, biased (ltr), Jun 19, 1998, p.7
Task force: Teen center could open in September, Jun 26, 1998, p.1
Parking spaces more precious than gold, Jun 26, 1998, p.1
Subdivisions may add 5 new stores, Jun 26, 1998, p.4
Downtown parking spaces more precious than gold (cont), Jun 26, 1998, p.5
Why is it that we can't get a shovel in the ground? (re downtown development) (ltr), Jun 26, 1998, p.6
Downtown teen center eyes fall opening (cont), Jun 26, 1998, p.12
Village should hold referendum on downtown (ltr), Jul 3, 1998, p.6
Stonewalling does not engender confidence (re questions regarding downtown development) (ltr), Jul 3, 1998, p.6
Village board could learn from CNN (ltr), Jul 10, 1998, p.6
Don't allow Penn Central to urbanize our village (ltr), Jul 17, 1998, p.6
Village needs parking, not stores (ltr), Jul 31, 1998, p.6
DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS continued

Letters on downtown project are increasingly misleading, inaccurate (ltr), Jul 31, 1998, p.6
Sidewalk sale (August 7 and 8), Aug 7, 1998, p.1
Development will have 'dire consequences' (ltr), Aug 7, 1998, p.6
Why haven't trustees answered questions? (ltr), Aug 14, 1998, p.6
Village would benefit from more retail space (ltr), Aug 14, 1998, p.6
Board considers reducing retail, Aug 21, 1998, p.1
A viable alternative (edit), Aug 21, 1998, p.6
(Michelle Murphy and son Joseph are caught in downpour on Spencer Place) (photo), Aug 21, 1998, p.6
Village is more careful with small projects than large ones) (ltr), Aug 21, 1998, p.6
Tunnel would bring icy winds, mold (ltr), Aug 21, 1998, p.6
Board considers reducing retail (cont), Aug 21, 1998, p.20
Buying Robison (lot)?, Aug 28, 1998, p.1
Downtown report far from final (photo), Sep 4, 1998, p.1
Rothman's men's clothier to open in Harwood Building (photo), Sep 4, 1998, p.1
Destroy the paper trail (discusses littering on SCS streets) (edit), Sep 4, 1998, p.6
Village police should not ticket evening parkers (ltr), Sep 4, 1998, p.6
Trustees working on report (cont), Sep 4, 1998, p.15
Village to take over Mobil lot, Sep 11, 1998, p.1
Firm hired to design new Popham Bridge, Sep 11, 1998, p.1
Vendors should clean up litter (ltr), Sep 11, 1998, p.6
Preliminary inquiry: No skeletons found in Klein's closet, Sep 18, 1998, p.1
Only way to go (Spencer Place will be changed to a one-way street), Sep 25, 1998, p.1
The last time the downtown was rezoned, Sep 25, 1998, p.8
1-way test on Spencer starts Monday, Oct 2, 1998, p.1
Downtown proposals of the 80s dwarf current concept (photo), Oct 2, 1998, p.3
The 1-way challenge (re Spencer Place becoming one-way westbound) (edit), Oct 2, 1998, p.6
A development time passed by (re downtown development) (edit), Oct 2, 1998, p.7
Speed bumps could slow traffic here (edit), Oct 9, 1998, p.7
Village ready to acquire Robison Lot, Oct 16, 1998, p.1
Oops! (rough beginning to one-way trial on Spencer Place) (photo), Oct 16, 1998, p.1
(SCS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) and Robison financing are different situations (ltr), Oct 16, 1998, p.6
Robison lot quietly reopens, Oct 23, 1998, p.1
Realtor, travel agency relocating on Popham (photo), Oct 23, 1998, p.4
Beware of an expensive trap for the unwary parker behind CVS (ltr), Oct 23, 1998, p.6
Village bonds out $1.5M for Robison, Oct 30, 1998, p.1
(Supplement) Read All About Us!, Oct 30, 1998
Downtown development discussion moves into the '90s, Nov 20, 1998, p.8
Teen center floor to be lowered to gain approval (cont), Nov 20, 1998, p.10
More time to protest the downtown project, Nov 27, 1998, p.1
Fitigues, Rothman's get hearty welcome from village (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.4
Trustees have declared war on the village; residents called to arms (ltr), Nov 27, 1998, p.6
New downtown deadline (cont), Nov 27, 1998, p.16
Holiday trim (Steven Popisil decorates the branches of large pine tree in Boniface Circle) (photo), Dec 4, 1998, p.1
1-way experiment getting favorable reviews (photo), Dec 4, 1998, p.3
Town eyes lawsuit against Scarsdale, Dec 11, 1998, p.13
Ground broken for teen center (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.1
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DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS continued
No support for 'tunnel' (cont), Dec 18, 1998, p.9
Concerned about tunnel and phantom developer (ltr), Dec 24, 1998, p.6
Development moves at snail's pace, Dec 31, 1998, p.1
Downtown development moves at snail's pace (cont), Dec 31, 1998, p.2
Scarsdale doesn't need proposed downtown project (ltr), Dec 31, 1998, p.6
Edgemont fears downtown development impact (ltr), Dec 31, 1998, p.6
Fewer stores for downtown (cont), Dec 31, 1998, p.20

DRACHMAN, VIRGINIA
SHS explores the question: Can women lawyers equal men? (photo), Jul 17, 1998, p.3

DREYFUS, SARAH
High school students honored at assembly (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.10

DRISLANE, ELIZABETH
Elizabeth Drislane (will attend directors meeting of BPW/ NY Grace LeGendre Endowment Fund Inc), Oct 16, 1998, p.4

DRIVING WHILE INTOXICATED
SEE ALCOHOL AND AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS

DRUCKER, JASON
The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30

DRUG ABUSE
Drugs, alcohol and teens: is all use abuse?, Apr 10, 1998, p.3
Parents, therapists and teens seek consensus on drugs, alcohol (cont), Apr 10, 1998, p.8

DRUGS
Police nab drug dealer; Announce tougher stance on teen use of drugs, alcohol (photo), Apr 17, 1998, p.1
Detectives arrest drug dealer (cont), Apr 17, 1998, p.8

DRUGS AND YOUTH
Drugs, alcohol and teens: is all use abuse?, Apr 10, 1998, p.3
Parents, therapists and teens seek consensus on drugs, alcohol (cont), Apr 10, 1998, p.8
Time for tough love (edit), Apr 17, 1998, p.6
Parents need help broaching subject (re drugs and alcohol) (ltr), Apr 24, 1998, p.6
An interview with Detective Richard Fatigate, Scarsdale youth officer (photo), May 15, 1998, p.9
Fatigate impacts teen scene (cont), May 15, 1998, p.10
Teenagers can't find happiness in drug and alcohol abuse, Oct 23, 1998, p.10
Drug expert covers all the bases at SHS, Oct 30, 1998, p.1
Psychologist: for teens, getting blasted is the rule, Oct 30, 1998, p.8
SEE ALSO ALCOHOL AND YOUTH

DUBIN, RICHARD A (AU)
Property values dominate here (ltr), Dec 31, 1998, p.6

DUGGAN, ERIKA
Rocket scientists (Edgewood students experiment with water rockets) (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.12

DUMAS, SHEMIKA
High school students honored at assembly (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.10

DUMONT, NICOLAS
SHS senior wins first place in state contest (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.9
High school students honored at assembly (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.10
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

DUMONT, PAUL
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest (photo), Apr 3, 1998, p.26
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DUNCANSON, WYNTER
  Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30

DUNKLE, MATILDA LOUISE REINHARDT
  Matilda Louise Reinhardt Dunkle (dies), Feb 13, 1998, p.14

DURKIN, GERRY
  Rotary announces grants (photo), May 29, 1998, p.4

DYSON, CHARLES
  People who made the headlines, Jan 2, 1998, p.2

EASTER
  Egg of wonder (Gabriel Nott finds one of the Easter Bunny’s souvenirs under a bush) (photo), Apr 17, 1998, p.1

ECONOMOS, ANDREA (AU)
  Brewster Road too busy for rink (ltr), Jan 2, 1998, p.6
  Police praised for stepped-up enforcement (ltr), Nov 13, 1998, p.6

EDGE, VIRGINIA C
  Virginia C Edge (dies), Feb 6, 1998, p.18

EDUCATION
  Defining 'sound basic education'; Forum to address state funding to schools to be held, Jan 2, 1998, p.1
  New (Regents) standards demystified, Feb 13, 1998, p.10
  Math and science education is a ‘tragic failure’ of schools nationwide (edit), Jun 5, 1998, p.7
  High school survey brings surprises (illus), Dec 18, 1998, p.11

EDUCATION-NEW YORK STATE
  Regents requirement for special education students causes consternation, Dec 24, 1998, p.1
  Runaway regents train (re new regents examinations) (edit), Dec 24, 1998, p.6

EDUCATIONAL TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS
  New (Regents) standards demystified, Feb 13, 1998, p.10
  Times, school ratings flawed, Murphy says, Mar 6, 1998, p.1
  Times school ratings flawed (cont), Mar 6, 1998, p.4
  Ratings not fit to print (re NY Times publication of ratings for suburban elementary schools) (edit), Mar 6, 1998, p.6
  Can’t we learn from ratings? (ltr), Mar 13, 1998, p.6
  Local high school make Newsweek’s top 100 list, Apr 3, 1998, p.1
  Ratings redux (re recent Newsweek article rating SHS seventh best in the nation) (edit), Apr 3, 1998, p.6
  Changes ahead in state standardized tests, Apr 3, 1998, p.10
  SHS responds to new graduation standards, May 8, 1998, p.1
  Sample English regents is deconstructed (cont), May 8, 1998, p.8
  SHS grads share SAT strategy with minority youth (photo), Jul 24, 1998, p.1
  SHS alumni teach SAT review course to Mount Vernon students (photo), Jul 24, 1998, p.20
  SHS prepares for state regents exams, Dec 4, 1998, p.1
  SHS prepares for mandatory regents exams (cont), Dec 4, 1998, p.15
  New state standards, assessments, alarm special education, foreign students, Dec 11, 1998, p.1
  Regents requirement for special education students causes consternation, Dec 24, 1998, p.1
  Runaway regents train (re new regents examinations) (edit), Dec 24, 1998, p.6
  Special education students brace for state examinations (cont), Dec 24, 1998, p.10
  Special education students prepare for English regents; Strategies and sample tests pave the way, Dec 31, 1998, p.1
  Special education students get ready for English regents (cont), Dec 31, 1998, p.9

EDUCATIONAL VOUCHERS
  Should we spend public funds for private education?, Feb 6, 1998, p.3
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EDWARDS, SIDNEY G
Sidney G Edwards (dies) (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.26

EHRICH, BETH
Young writers conference was an all-around best-seller (ltr), Apr 17, 1998, p.6

EISENBERG, MICHAEL
Maroon and White fetes fall athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.28
Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

EISENKRAFT, JONATHAN
Colonial Heathcote (exposition as part of study of 13 original colonies) (photo), Mar 27, 1998, p.9

EISENMAN, KAY
Scarsdale Adult School offers large and varied curriculum (photo) (Progress edit 1998), Jan 30, 1998, p.3

EISERT, CARRIE
Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26

ELECTION MONITORING
Workers wanted (inspectors needed to oversee polls in SCS), Oct 30, 1998, p.1

ELECTIONS
Scarsdale's own easily re-elected, Nov 6, 1998, p.1
Feiner doesn't act like loser in Dist(rict) 20 congressional race (photo), Nov 6, 1998, p.1
Hochberg, Lowey, Oppenheimer sail to re-election (cont), Nov 6, 1998, p.26
Election was a people's victory (ltr), Nov 13, 1998, p.9
Elections held few surprises, Dec 31, 1998, p.4

ELECTIONS-SCS
Victory celebration (uncontested election for village trustee) (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.1
School vote soon, May 8, 1998, p.1
School budget votes Tuesday, May 15, 1998, p.1
School budget, board elections on May 19, May 15, 1998, p.19
Politics are local, too (edit), Nov 6, 1998, p.6

ELIAS, ALBERT
Disabled man's courage inspiring (response to edit by Albert Elias from 4/3/98) (ltr), Apr 10, 1998, p.6

ELIAS, ALBERT LOUIS (AU)
Disabled retiree ready for the next adventure (edit), Apr 3, 1998, p.7

ELKINS, JUDITH
Fighting childhood cancer with heart, chutzpah (photo), Nov 13, 1998, p.3

ELKINS, JUDITH (AU)
Story aided pediatric cancer group (ltr), Dec 24, 1998, p.6

ELLIS, JAMES H (AU)
Post office entry has got to go (ltr), Dec 11, 1998, p.9

ELLISON, MARK
Group calls for study of 6-lot development, Oct 23, 1998, p.1

ELSDON, HELEN S
Helen S Elsdon (dies), Sep 25, 1998, p.15

ELYACHAR, RALPH J (AU)
Citizens should be allowed to vote on future proposals (ltr), Jun 12, 1998, p.6

EMERGENCY SERVICES
A precious skill (free CPR instruction is offered by SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps) (edit), Jan 23, 1998, p.6

EMPLOYEES-SCS
Department heads get 3 percent raise, May 29, 1998, p.3
Still hanging in there (longevity awards presented to five SCS employees) (photo), Oct 2, 1998, p.8
Resident grateful to village worker (ltr), Dec 11, 1998, p.9
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EMPLOYEES-SCS-RETIREMENT

Eric Rothschild to retire after 36 years at high school (photo), May 22, 1998, p.9

EMT

Schools tested by year of challenge and change (cont), Jan 2, 1998, p.12
Wishes, predictions ’98 (edit), Jan 9, 1998, p.6
The joy of science in Edgemont (ltr), Mar 13, 1998, p.6
Great season for Edgemont b’ball (ltr), Mar 13, 1998, p.6
E Day draws 200 kids, parents (ltr), May 22, 1998, p.6
Residents worry about Fort Hill project, Jul 3, 1998, p.1
Concert proceeds to help fund scholarships (for needy graduates of EMT high school) (ltr), Oct 30, 1998, p.6
Proposal will increase E’mont traffic (ltr), Dec 11, 1998, p.9

ENCYCLICALS, PAPAL

God in the Workplace - II; Justice underlies view of work (edit), Jul 24, 1998, p.7

ENGELMANN, IRIS

Mayor wants to start village arts council, Aug 21, 1998, p.1

ENGINEERS

Howard Blitman (to be installed as treasurer of National Society of Professional Engineers) (photo), Jul 17, 1998, p.4

ENGLANDER, SIMONE

Doernberg honors achievers (photo), May 29, 1998, p.4

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE

SEE ENGLISH LANGUAGE-STUDY AND TEACHING

ENGLISH LANGUAGE-STUDY AND TEACHING

Living and learning in America (Progress edit 1998), Jan 30, 1998, p.3

ENTREPRENEURS

Passion, entrepreneurship are ingredients for business success (edit), May 8, 1998, p.7

ENVIRONMENT

Senate was right to kill threat to local environmental laws (edit), Jul 31, 1998, p.7

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS

Trustees release project report, Nov 20, 1998, p.1

EPPENSTEIN, DAVID

The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

EPSTEIN, STANLEY (DR)

Stanley Epstein, M.D. (appointed clinical professor of medicine at Columbia University) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.4

ERBSSEN, HEDY

20 candidates running in School Board Nominating Committee election (cont), Jan 16, 1998, p.10
23 are running for Citizens’ Committee, Oct 30, 1998, p.1
11 are elected to Citizens’ Committee; write-ins denied (photo), Nov 13, 1998, p.1

ERBSSEN, LAURA TREVES

Laura Treves Erbsen (dies), Dec 31, 1998, p.14

ERBSSEN, MICHAEL

‘Different drummer’ leads SHS student to community college (photo), Jul 31, 1998, p.1
SHS grad discovers Westchester Community College (cont), Jul 31, 1998, p.9
Westchester Community College provides a safety net (photo), Aug 7, 1998, p.1
Smart kids aren’t always top students (edit), Aug 7, 1998, p.6

ERMANN, PIA

New teachers, administrators greet students (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.9
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ERNST, BONNIE</td>
<td>Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce rallies around new leader (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 12, 1998</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERSKINE, MIRIAM</td>
<td>Miriam Birks Erskine (dies)</td>
<td>Oct 23, 1998</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESSEMAN, DEAN</td>
<td>Scardale woman killed in hit-and-run</td>
<td>Aug 7, 1998</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETHICS</td>
<td>God in the Workplace: The stuff that ethics are made of (edit)</td>
<td>Jul 17, 1998</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVANS, RICHARD</td>
<td>Edgewood picnic (photo)</td>
<td>Sep 18, 1998</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVANS, SPELMAN</td>
<td>Students map the world at Quaker Ridge School (photo)</td>
<td>Feb 27, 1998</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EWEN, THEODORE</td>
<td>Theodore Ewen Carnegie (dies)</td>
<td>Feb 20, 1998</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXECUTIVES</td>
<td>Passion, entrepreneurship are ingredients for business success (edit)</td>
<td>May 8, 1998</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FABBRO, CECILIA</td>
<td>Greenburgh Nature Center board sought to discredit donor (ltr)</td>
<td>Nov 13, 1998</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FADER, HALLIE</td>
<td>High school students honored at assembly (individual names noted) (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 12, 1998</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAILLA, SANDY</td>
<td>Local mom teaches nannies how to cook (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 19, 1998</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enterprising mom holds cooking class for nannies (cont)</td>
<td>Jun 19, 1998</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAILLA, SANDY (AU)</td>
<td>Jr. League was summit sponsor (of Prejudice Awareness Summit at SUNY Purchase) (ltr)</td>
<td>Oct 23, 1998</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAIRS</td>
<td>Busy weekend</td>
<td>Sep 11, 1998</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FALKENBERG, EDWARD</td>
<td>Boine Johnson to receive bowl (photo)</td>
<td>Jan 23, 1998</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FALKENBERG, PAT</td>
<td>People who made the headlines</td>
<td>Jan 2, 1998</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FALL, ADGA</td>
<td>Sitter saves her charges from stray pit bull</td>
<td>Jul 31, 1998</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAMILY VIOLENCE</td>
<td>Agency to aid police in domestic violence cases</td>
<td>Feb 6, 1998</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Young mother arraigned on misdemeanor charge</td>
<td>Mar 20, 1998</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Domestic violence task force weighs in</td>
<td>Nov 6, 1998</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Domestic violence task force weighs in (cont)</td>
<td>Nov 6, 1998</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FANE, SHEILA</td>
<td>The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy (photo)</td>
<td>May 15, 1998</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FANECA, LOUIS</td>
<td>New teachers, administrators greet students (photo)</td>
<td>Sep 18, 1998</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FARKAS, GABRIEL D</td>
<td>School taxes force empty-nesters out (ltr)</td>
<td>Mar 20, 1998</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E'mont leaders tooting their own horns (response to 5/15 letter by A and D Paterno) (ltr)</td>
<td>May 22, 1998</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FARM PRODUCE</td>
<td>Farmers market bad for Hartsdale (ltr)</td>
<td>Jul 10, 1998</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H'dale Chamber of Commerce supports farmers market (response to 7/10 letter by R Bettmann) (ltr)</td>
<td>Jul 24, 1998</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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FASO, JOHN
A bad example (re lack of candidate to run against incumbents Hochberg and Lowey) (edit), Oct 9, 1998, p.6

FASTOV, EMILY
Book value (Greenacres PTA book fair) (photo), Dec 4, 1998, p.11

FATHER'S DAY
(Dad's Day; Gary Trock celebrates Father's Day with his sons Harris and Jonathan) (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.6

FATHERS
My father, my role model (edit), Apr 24, 1998, p.7
It's good to see you, Dad (edit), Jun 26, 1998, p.7

FATIGATE, RICHARD
Driver, 81, dies on Post Road (photo), Jan 9, 1998, p.1
Read Aloud week at schools (photo), May 8, 1998, p.10
An interview with Detective Richard Fatigate, Scarsdale youth officer (photo), May 15, 1998, p.9
Fatigate impacts teen scene (cont), May 15, 1998, p.10
Sober fun (for SCS teenagers), May 22, 1998, p.1
An interview with Detective Richard Fatigate, Scarsdale youth officer (photo), May 22, 1998, p.10
Teens take over village in sobriety month finale, Jun 5, 1998, p.1
Sobriety party was a great success (ltr), Jun 5, 1998, p.6
Taking a stand (re SCS Police Dept and SCS teenagers) (edit), Jun 12, 1998, p.6
Sweet success (completion of high school's month of sobriety) (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.10
Sitter saves his charges from stray pit bull, Jul 31, 1998, p.1
'Prejudice Awareness Summit' at SUNY Purchase to help students (photo), Oct 16, 1998, p.9
A sprinkler system in all Scarsdale homes?, Nov 13, 1998, p.1
Police, teens meet to patch relations, Nov 20, 1998, p.1
Boy arrested for vandalism to patrol car, Nov 27, 1998, p.1
KB-LS employee charged with embezzlement (photo), Dec 24, 1998, p.1

FEDER, MICHAEL
Michael Feder (promoted to an associate producer at Blue Sky/VIFX) (photo), Oct 9, 1998, p.4
Producer Michael Feder rockets into Blue Sky (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.3

FEE, BARBARA
Producers honored (Elaine Canell, Barbara Fee and Peggy Santo) (photo), Mar 27, 1998, p.4
Houlihan/Lawrence to relocate, expand (photo), Nov 20, 1998, p.4

FEIG, WERNER
People who made the headlines, Jan 2, 1998, p.2
Feig made history come alive (ltr), Jan 2, 1998, p.6
A teacher who made kids think for themselves (edit), Jan 2, 1998, p.6
Werner Feig (dies) (photo), Jan 2, 1998, p.16
SMS history teacher inspired student's teaching career (ltr), Jan 9, 1998, p.6

FEINBERG, ELLIOT
Elliot Feinberg, D.D.S. (will receive the Dental Society of NY State Jarvie-Burkhart award) (photo), Nov 20, 1998, p.4

FEINER, PAUL
Downtown menorah, crech both desecrated (photo), Jan 2, 1998, p.1
Feiner campaigning for Congress at our expense (ltr), Feb 6, 1998, p.6
Another voice (committee formed to review proposed development for Freightway-Depot area), Apr 17, 1998, p.1
Ethel Huttar recognized (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.9
14 vie for 4 jobs in Dem(ocratic) primary (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.1
Greenburgh did not comply with tree ordinance (ltr), Oct 16, 1998, p.7
Assembly candidates dominate forum (photo), Oct 23, 1998, p.1
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FEINER, PAUL continued
Feiner for Congress (endorsement of Paul Feiner) (edit), Oct 23, 1998, p.6
Wake-up call (GBH residents roused from their sleep by recorded message re trash and recyclables), Oct 30, 1998, p.1
Feiner doesn’t act like loser in Dist(ri)ct 20 congressional race (photo), Nov 6, 1998, p.1

FEINER, PAUL [AU]
Feiner was open about his Congressional ambitions (response to 2/6 letter by Diane Mauro) (ltr), Feb 27, 1998, p.7
H'dale Chamber of Commerce supports farmers market (response to 7/10 letter by R Bettmann) (ltr), Jul 24, 1998, p.6
Town assessor must be politically independent, says town supervisor (ltr), Jul 31, 1998, p.6

FEINER, PAUL J [AU]
Habitat for Humanity to build house in Greenburgh (ltr), Aug 28, 1998, p.6
Edgemont fears downtown development impact (ltr), Dec 31, 1998, p.6

FEINSTEIN, SARA & ANDY [AU]
E Day draws 200 kids, parents (ltr), May 22, 1998, p.6

FEINTUCH, MERRY
School budget draws praise, some criticism, Apr 10, 1998, p.1
Months of hard work went into community calendar (ltr), Aug 28, 1998, p.6
Absentee ballots (for School Board Nominating Committee), Dec 24, 1998, p.1

FEINTUCH, MERRY [AU]
Voters urged to go to polls for S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) (ltr), Jan 16, 1998, p.6
PT council urges residents to vote (endorsement of SCS school budget) (ltr), May 15, 1998, p.6
Community calendar committee thanks all for help (individual names noted) (ltr), Aug 21, 1998, p.6

FEINTUCH, RICHARD
Wanted: 20 good citizens (to run for 10 open slots on the Non-Partisan Citizens’ Committee), Sep 4, 1998, p.1
FEIRSTEIN, PAULA M [AU]

FELDMAN, DANIELLE
Dancers discover many pluses in ballet (photo), Apr 17, 1998, p.17

FELDMAN, EMILIE
SHS grads share SAT strategy with minority youth (photo), Jul 24, 1998, p.1

FELDMANN, GERARD C
Gerard C Feldmann (dies), Sep 25, 1998, p.15

FELDSHUH, TOVAH
Tovah Feldshuh shines in ‘Danny and Faye’ (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.15

FELICE, WALTER
Rotary installation (of new officers) (photo), Jul 17, 1998, p.4
Board mulls sprinkler law, Sep 25, 1998, p.1
Get the fire smarts (photo) (edit), Oct 16, 1998, p.6

FELIX, JIM

FENCES
Dantzig faces contempt citation, Jan 9, 1998, p.1

FENCIL, SUSANNE
New teachers, administrators greet students (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.9

FERBER, MICHAEL
A-School grad(uate) Michael Ferber rockets into Blue Sky (cont), Nov 27, 1998, p.9
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FERNANDEZ, ANA MARIA
Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce rallies around new leader (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.1

FERNANDEZ, JAMIE (DR)
(SCS) Auxiliary (of White Plains Hospital) honored (photo), Oct 9, 1998, p.4

FERRANDINO, VInCE
1-way test on Spencer starts Monday, Oct 2, 1998, p.1

FERRARO, DONALD
2nd-story burglar suspect identified, Feb 20, 1998, p.1
Dramatic reminder (re Irving Sloan's recent editorial about pedestrian safety) (edit), Feb 20, 1998, p.6
Telephone tip (re "dinnertime burglar" Alan Golder), Feb 27, 1998, p.1
Hail to the chief: Ferraro marks 30 years (photo), Mar 6, 1998, p.5
Ferraro celebrates 30 years (cont), Mar 6, 1998, p.18
Teenager critically injured in car accident, Mar 20, 1998, p.1
Retired cop sues village; alleges civil rights violations (photo), May 1, 1998, p.1
4 arrested in D(riving) W(hile) I(ntoxicated) roadblock, May 29, 1998, p.1
Sitter saves her charges from stray pit bull, Jul 31, 1998, p.1
Motion to dismiss ex-sergeant's counsel denied, Aug 7, 1998, p.1
1-way test on Spencer starts Monday, Oct 2, 1998, p.1
Still hanging in there (longevity awards presented to five SCS employees) (photo), Oct 2, 1998, p.8
Village settles lawsuit by former cop, Dec 4, 1998, p.1
Settling for injustice (re lawsuit by John Dowd against the Village of SCS) (edit), Dec 4, 1998, p.6
Police encountered wide spectrum of crime (photo), Dec 31, 1998, p.3

FERRARO, DONALD F (AU)
Scarsdale cops got lots for tots (ltr), Jan 16, 1998, p.6

FERRARO, GERALDINE
14 vie for 4 jobs in DemOCRATIC primary (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.1
14 vie for 4 jobs in Democratic primary (photo) (cont), Sep 11, 1998, p.3
Scarsdale echoes county and state in primary voting, Sep 18, 1998, p.1

FERRI, LINDA
20 candidates running in School Board Nominating Committee election (cont), Jan 16, 1998, p.10

FERRONE, CATHY
Pool breakfast outstanding finale to SHS prom (ltr), Jul 3, 1998, p.6

FERRONE, DANIEL
A sprinkler system in all Scarsdale homes?, Nov 13, 1998, p.1

FEUER, CHARLES
Dantzig faces contempt citation, Jan 9, 1998, p.1
Judge gives Dantzig last chance to comply, Jan 16, 1998, p.3

FEUERSTEIN, MARC
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon and White Head Coaches and Managers (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.28
Maroon and White fetes fall athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.28

FEURSTEIN, MARC
Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

FEWKES, JEWEL
People who made the headlines, Jan 2, 1998, p.2

FIALK, JAMIE
Maroon and White salutes Scarsdale's winter athletes at annual awards dinner (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.20
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FIEBIGER, JIMMY
Free bus service to and from Kids' BASE continues (photo), Feb 13, 1998, p.9

FIELDS, JOSEPH
Edgewood picnic (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.9

FILANCIA, ANTHONY
Police nab drug dealer; Announce tougher stance on teen use of drugs, alcohol (photo), Apr 17, 1998, p.1
Police, firefighters honored for service (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.4
Boy arrested for vandalism to patrol car, Nov 27, 1998, p.1
KB-LS employee charged with embezzlement (photo), Dec 24, 1998, p.1

FILM-MAKING
SEE MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION AND DIRECTION

FINE, JOHN C (AU)
Medical fraud is a 30-year tradition (edit), Jan 30, 1998, p.7

FINE, LEAH AND MANUEL (AU)
Horseshoe renovations drawing 'rave reviews' (ltr), Oct 30, 1998, p.6

FINE, MARGOT
Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

FINGER, DOROTHY
Sved, Kroenlein, Finger nominated for trustee (photo), Jan 16, 1998, p.1
Nominees optimistic on downtown (photo), Mar 6, 1998, p.1
3 candidates running for 3 trustee slots (photo), Mar 13, 1998, p.1
Trustees put new limits on accessory apartment law, Mar 13, 1998, p.1
Incumbent Dorothy Finger speaks her mind (cont), Mar 13, 1998, p.12
Victory celebration (uncontested election for village trustee) (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.1
Village bonds out $1.5M for Robison, Oct 30, 1998, p.1
Downtown development proposal draws speakers' ire; Residents say plan lacks support, Dec 18, 1998, p.1
Lines in the sand (re SCS Non-Partisan Citizens' Party) (edit), Dec 18, 1998, p.6

FINGER, DOROTHY M (AU)
Trustee clarifies her position on teen center (ltr), Jun 19, 1998, p.6

FINK, JEREMY
Maroon and White fetes fall athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.28

FINK, LINDA (AU)
Locals helped ease plight of hungry (ltr), Jan 30, 1998, p.6

FINKELSTEIN, PHYLLIS (AU)
Plumber's objection self-serving (response to 3/27 article in SCS Inquirer on water pipes) (ltr), Apr 3, 1998, p.6

FINNEY, BURNHAM
Love of community inspires S(CS) Family C(ounseling) S(ervice) honoree Luella Slaner (photo), Apr 17, 1998, p.1

FINNEY, ELEANOR
Love of community inspires S(CS) Family C(ounseling) S(ervice) honoree Luella Slaner (photo), Apr 17, 1998, p.1

FINNIGAN, CAROLINE
Middle management (members of SMS Student Organization represent their school at exposition) (photo), May 22, 1998, p.10

FIRE DEPT-SCS
Firefighters battled 3 major fires in 1997 (photo), Jan 2, 1998, p.4
Donato Vaccaro (elected president of SCS Volunteer Fire Company No. 1 for 1998), Jan 16, 1998, p.4
Firefighters were courteous, helpful (ltr), May 8, 1998, p.6
Fighting fire with - knowledge (photo), Oct 23, 1998, p.3
A sprinkler system in all Scarsdale homes?, Nov 13, 1998, p.1
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FIRE DEPT-SCS continued
2 firefighters honored at Fire Co. No. 1 dinner, Dec 24, 1998, p.4
It was a quiet year for Scarsdale firefighters (photo), Dec 31, 1998, p.5

FIRES
Get the fire smarts (photo) (edit), Oct 16, 1998, p.6

FIRKINS, BRUCE (AU)
Former board members support McNally, Orden, Schaffer (ltr), May 15, 1998, p.6

FISCHER, ALLY
'Winter Wishland' is celebrated at Q(aker) R(idge) (photo), Feb 13, 1998, p.10

FISHER, BOB

FISHER, GRET A

FISHER, JUDY AND SAUL (AU)
Harrassment by police should not be condoned (re aftermath of Halloween vandalism incident) (ltr), Nov 27, 1998, p.6

FISHER, NOREEN
20 candidates running in S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) election on Tuesday, Jan 16, 1998, p.1
United Way grant (photo), May 1, 1998, p.4

FISHER, NOREEN (AU)
Teenagers will soon have a place of their own (ltr), Sep 18, 1998, p.6
Parents must arrange supervision when out of town (re recent Halloween vandalism incident) (ltr), Nov 13, 1998, p.6

FISHERMAN, CARRIE (AU)
Committee needs more elected members (ltr), Feb 27, 1998, p.6
Antennas don't belong at police station (ltr), May 1, 1998, p.6

FISHERMAN, CARRIE G (AU)
Antenna story contained 'errors' (response 8/28 front page article) (ltr), Sep 4, 1998, p.6

FITZGERALD, JIM (AU)
PVC plumbing is safe, cheap alternative (ltr), May 8, 1998, p.6

FIX, AMANDA
Leader off to conference (National Assn of Student Councils area conference) (photo), Feb 27, 1998, p.9
Middle management (members of SMS Student Organization represent their school at exposition) (photo), May 22, 1998, p.10

FIX, PAUL
Oh, what a relief it is (SHS football player Paul Fix cools himself during break in practice)(photo), Aug 28, 1998, p.1

FLAGG, HANS
Golf club officers (photo), Feb 6, 1998, p.4

FLANAGAN, JILL
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

FLANAGAN, RYAN
Maroon and White fetes fall athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.28
Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

FLEDER, ANNA
SHS students sweep Dickens contest, Jul 3, 1998, p.9

FLEISHAKER, DONALD
Conservative synagogue buys Christian Science Church (photo), May 29, 1998, p.1

FLISSER, HARVEY (AU)
Terms insulting to candidate (re write-in votes in the Citizens' Nominating Committee election)(ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.6
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FLISSER, MIRIAM AND HARVEY (AU)
Anastas voters were disenfranchised (re write-in votes in recent Citizens' Committee election) (ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.6
FLISSER, MIRIAM LEVITT (AU)
Terms insulting to candidate (re write-in votes in the Citizens' Nominating Committee election) (ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.6
FLOOD PREVENTION AND CONTROL
We're flood-ready, Oct 9, 1998, p.1

FLORIDA
Take Florida - please! (edit), Sep 25, 1998, p.7
Opinion piece was degrading (response to edit by W Schwager from 9/25/98) (ltr), Oct 9, 1998, p.6

FLOWERS
Nurseryman gives tips on maximizing flower power (photo), Feb 13, 1998, p.3
Tips on maximizing flower power (cont), Feb 13, 1998, p.8

FLIEGELMAN, HELENE
They remember Scarsdale when . . . (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.3

FLYNN, JAMES F
James F Flynn (dies), Oct 30, 1998, p.17

FLYNT, LARRY
Imperfect president is still likeable (ltr), Dec 24, 1998, p.6

FOGEL, BARBARA
Petitions sought for School Board Nominating Committee candidates, Nov 13, 1998, p.1

FOGEL, EDWARD A
Edward A Fogel (dies), Nov 13, 1998, p.20

FOLTMAN, BARNEY
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon and White Head Coaches and Managers (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.28

FONTANA, RICH (AU)
Parking a hazard on E'mont streets (ltr), Oct 9, 1998, p.6

FOOD
Locals helped ease plight of hungry (ltr), Jan 30, 1998, p.6
Preserve integrity of organic food (ltr), Apr 17, 1998, p.6
Gourmet Galaxy owes success to supporters, donors (ltr), May 15, 1998, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 15, 1998, p.30
Children should learn about ABC's of nutrition at home (ltr), Sep 11, 1998, p.6

FOOTBALL
Youth football players honored at awards dinner (photo), Jan 2, 1998, p.11
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon and White Head Coaches and Managers (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.28
Oh, what a relief it is (SHS football player Paul Fix cools himself during break in practice) (photo), Aug 28, 1998, p.1
Touchdown! (first possession of the season) (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.1
Panthers down Saranac in semifinals 41-25 (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.1
Panthers top the state in overtime: a 1st! (photo), Dec 4, 1998, p.1
E'mont's football victory was a community affair (ltr), Dec 11, 1998, p.6
Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

FORAN, RICHARD
Let's not become a nonparticipant system (edit), Sep 25, 1998, p.6
23 are running for Citizens' Committee, Oct 30, 1998, p.1
11 are elected to Citizens' Committee; write-ins denied (photo), Nov 13, 1998, p.1

FORD, LYMAN

FORDE, JOSIE
Wanted: 20 good citizens (to run for 10 open slots on the Non-Partisan Citizens' Committee), Sep 4, 1998, p.1
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FORECASTING
  Wishes, predictions '98 (edit), Jan 9, 1998, p.6
FOREMAN, SPENCER (DR)
  Solomon honored (by Mondefiore Medical Center's staff and alumni association) (photo), May 8, 1998, p.4
FORMICA, JOE
  A solid start for youth hockey in Scarsdale (photo), Mar 27, 1998, p.26
FORMICOLA, YOLANDA CECILE
  Yolanda Cecile Formicola (dies), Oct 30, 1998, p.17
FORNABAIO, BOBBY
  More fun than labor at holiday celebrations (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.8
FORNABAIO, KIMMY
  More fun than labor at holiday celebrations (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.8
FORNABAIO, STEPHANIE
  More fun than labor at holiday celebrations (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.8
FORTE, GLORIA
  Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce rallies around new leader (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.1
FORTE, MIKE
  No parking (downtown parking fraught with uncertainties), May 8, 1998, p.1
  Found: A lot of space (re downtown parking) (edit), May 8, 1998, p.6
  Village to take over Mobil lot, Sep 11, 1998, p.1
  Robison lot quietly reopens, Oct 23, 1998, p.1
FORTE, TOM
  No parking (downtown parking fraught with uncertainties), May 8, 1998, p.1
  Found: A lot of space (re downtown parking) (edit), May 8, 1998, p.6
  Still no parking (on Christie Place), May 29, 1998, p.1
  Downtown parking given 'higher priority', Jun 12, 1998, p.1
  Village to take over Mobil lot, Sep 11, 1998, p.1
  Robison lot quietly reopens, Oct 23, 1998, p.1
FORTINO, DENISE
  The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28
FOSSE, JOHN
  A no vote for plastic (pipes), Mar 27, 1998, p.1
  Plumber's objection self-serving (response to 3/27 article in SCS Inquirer on water pipes) (ltr), Apr 3, 1998, p.6
FOSSE, JOHN A (AU)
  Board erred in allowing plastic pipes into plumbing code (ltr), May 22, 1998, p.6
FOSTER, DREW (AU)
  'Billy's little brother' comes into his own (edit), Dec 24, 1998, p.7
FOSTER, LAWRENCE H
  Lawrence H Foster (dies), Sep 11, 1998, p.26
FOX, JUDY
  Tribute to Eric Rothschild draws adoring crowd of former students (photo), Oct 9, 1998, p.1
FOX, SANDRA
  The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28
FOX, SYLIVIA (AU)
  Village needs parking, not stores (ltr), Jul 31, 1998, p.6
  Write senators to urge resolution (ltr), Dec 31, 1998, p.6
FRAHER, WANDA
FRANKEL, MICKEY AND STEVEN (AU)
  Signs would help in Fox Meadow (ltr), Feb 27, 1998, p.6
FRANKEL, SANDRA
  Scarsdale echoes county and state in primary voting, Sep 18, 1998, p.1
FRANTZ, ELLEN
  A calmer exchange (re overcrowding at Fox Meadow School), Mar 13, 1998, p.1
FRANTZ, STEVEN (DR)
  Nebens pleads guilty, faces prison and fine, Jan 30, 1998, p.1
  Fox Meadow parents complain of overcrowding (photo) (cont), Feb 13, 1998, p.33
  School board to address overcrowding (of Fox Meadow school), Feb 27, 1998, p.1
  The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28
FRASER, BILL
  Fighting fire with - knowledge (photo), Oct 23, 1998, p.3
FRATT, LAURA (AU)
  Antennas don't belong at police station (ltr), May 1, 1998, p.6
FREDERICK, CAROLYN
  Grace under pressure (SCS Raiders capture sectional championship) (photo), Mar 13, 1998, p.1
  A brush with glory (SHS varsity girls' basketball team) (photo), Mar 27, 1998, p.1
FREED, DONALD E
  Donald E Freed (dies), Dec 4, 1998, p.23
FREED, DOROTHY
  Dorothy Freed (dies), Jul 24, 1998, p.11
FREEDMAN, MAURICE J (AU)
  O'Rourke was a strong supporter of county libraries (ltr), Jan 9, 1998, p.7
FREEDOM OF SPEECH
FREEMAN, DAVID
  Teens take over village in sobriety month finale (photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.13
FREEMAN, JOSEPHINE (AU)
  Another lost Age of Innocence (re President Clinton's alleged affair) (edit), Feb 6, 1998, p.6
FREEMAN, JOSEPHINE W (AU)
  World instability affects us at home (edit), Jan 2, 1998, p.7
FREIGHTWAY GARAGE (SCS)
  The want Freightway, Jan 30, 1998, p.1
  Let's move forward (re residential/retail proposal by architect Brad Perkins) (edit), Mar 27, 1998, p.6
  More time (trustees have extended deadline for final draft environmental impact statement), Jun 26, 1998, p.1
  Board considers reducing retail, Aug 21, 1998, p.1
  Board considers reducing retail, Aug 21, 1998, p.1
FREIGHTWAY PROPERTY (SCS)
  Morning meeting (re proposed development of Freightway and Depot Place), Jan 2, 1998, p.1
  S(CS)R(esponsible) C(itizens) plan warrants consideration (ltr), Feb 27, 1998, p.6
  Why urbanize our home? (re Freighway development proposal) (ltr), Apr 10, 1998, p.6
  Another voice (committee formed to review proposed development for Freightway-Depot area), Apr 17, 1998, p.1
  Resident issues call to 'save Scarsdale' (ltr), May 1, 1998, p.6
  Critics dispute traffic findings, May 8, 1998, p.1
  Traffic findings (cont), May 8, 1998, p.26
  What the Village of Scarsdale needs - and doesn't need (ltr), May 22, 1998, p.6
  Trustees: Development report needs work (photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.1
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FREIGHTWAY PROPERTY (SCS) continued
  Project scope, developer key issues in downtown debate (response to edit from 5/29/98) (ltr), Jun 5, 1998, p.6
  Village referendum on downtown plan recommended (ltr), Jun 5, 1998, p.6
  Trustees should re-think train platform proposal (ltr), Jun 5, 1998, p.7
  The blob that would eat Scarsdale (edit), Jun 12, 1998, p.7

FREIMAN, JAIME
  Walking to cure diabetes (photo), Oct 2, 1998, p.9

FRENCH, WILLIAM (DR)
  Schools chief to leave March 27, Mar 20, 1998, p.1
  The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28
  Board bids fond farewell to Landau and French, Jun 19, 1998, p.1

FRENCHMAN, CINDY
  'Creature comforts' at W(hite) P(lains) H(ospital) C(enter) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.1
  Doernberg Real Estate Salutes Gala '98 and the SCS Auxiliary of the WHP Hospital Center (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.30

FRENCHMAN, JERRY
  'Creature comforts' at W(hite) P(lains) H(ospital) C(enter) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.1

FRESH AIR FUND
  Scarsdale is a breath of Fresh Air for inner city kids (photo), Jul 17, 1998, p.1
  Westchester families open their homes to inner city kids (con), Jul 17, 1998, p.13

FREY, ANN
  Driver, 81, dies on Post Road (photo), Jan 9, 1998, p.1

FRIED, PAULA
  Quaker Ridge parents learn about bullying, prevention and lore (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.12

FRIED, SUE ELLEN
  Quaker Ridge parents learn about bullying, prevention and lore (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.12

FRIEDFERTIG, SHLOMO
  Greenacres residents fight development (illus), Apr 3, 1998, p.1

FRIEDLAND, RITA
  Sporting women (edit), Apr 3, 1998, p.7

FRIEDMAN, CLARA
  People who made the headlines, Jan 2, 1998, p.2

FRIEDMAN, GARY
  23 are running for Citizens' Committee, Oct 30, 1998, p.1
  11 are elected to Citizens' Committee; write-ins denied (photo), Nov 13, 1998, p.1
  Questions on downtown development need answers (ltr), Jun 12, 1998, p.6

FRIEDMAN, JOE
  Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce rallies around new leader (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.1

FRIEDMAN, JON
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30

FRIEDMAN, KRISTEN

FRIEDMAN, KRISTIN
  20 candidates running in School Board Nominating Committee election (cont), Jan 16, 1998, p.10
  763 voted in School Board Nominating Committee election, Jan 23, 1998, p.1
  Scarsdale is a breath of Fresh Air for inner city kids (photo), Jul 17, 1998, p.1
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FRIEDMAN, LAUREN
  Coming to America: An intergenerational study (photo), Jan 9, 1998, p.9
FRIEDMAN, LYNDSEY
  Backpack-itis: a threat to health (edit), Feb 27, 1998, p.6
FRIEDMAN, MATTHEW
  Scarsdale is a breath of Fresh Air for inner city kids (photo), Jul 17, 1998, p.1
FRIEDMAN, MELISSA
  Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26
FRIEDMAN, PAUL H (AU)
  Rink unsuitable any place in village (ltr), May 8, 1998, p.6
FRIEDMAN, SARAH
  Scarsdale is a breath of Fresh Air for inner city kids (photo), Jul 17, 1998, p.1
FRIENDS
  SEE QUAKERS
FRIENDS OF MUSIC AND THE ARTS-SCS
  Friends offer support for music, art and drama (Progress edit 1998), Jan 30, 1998, p.9
  An enjoyable 'trip' to the Sistine Chapel (ltr), Mar 20, 1998, p.6
  Teenagers could perform at their own center (ltr), Jul 3, 1998, p.6
  New council to focus on arts, Dec 24, 1998, p.1
  'Friends' donate $ to teen center (ltr), Dec 24, 1998, p.6
FRIENDS OF SCS PARKS
  Rink, yes, but not at Harwood (ltr), Jan 9, 1998, p.6
  Renewing natural resources (Mayor Edward Morgan plants a sugar maple at Harwood Park) (photo), May 8, 1998, p.26
  Sophomores thanked for clean-up of high school brook (ltr), Jun 19, 1998, p.6
  Students clean, help restore natural beauty of high school brook (ltr), Dec 4, 1998, p.6
FRIENDS OF SCS PUBLIC LIBRARY
  Banner Year for library's friends group (Progress edit 1998), Jan 30, 1998, p.9
FRIENDS OF WEINBERG NATURE CENTER
FRISHMAN, MIKE
  Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30
FRISHMAN, WILLIAM (DR)
  William Frishman, M.D. (appointed chairman of Dept of Medicine at Westchester Medical Center) (photo), May 1, 1998, p.4
FROELICH, SALLY
FROMMER, SANDY
  20 candidates running in S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) election on Tuesday, Jan 16, 1998, p.1
FUCHS, JARED
  Sports Swap set for Sept. 12, rain or shine (photo), Sep 4, 1998, p.9
FUJITA, HIROKO
  Library Park is blooming thanks to helpers (ltr), May 29, 1998, p.7
FUNCHESS, JOSIE REED
  Tribute to Eric Rothschild draws adoring crowd of former students (photo), Oct 9, 1998, p.1
FUND RAISING
  The Class of the Millennium fundraiser financial boon, Feb 6, 1998, p.10
FUNERAL RITES AND CEREMONIES
  Jason Hendler is buried - and remembered (photo), Aug 21, 1998, p.1
  Jason Hendler is buried (cont), Aug 21, 1998, p.9
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FUTURA HOUSE FOUNDATION
Merging of care (Futura House Foundation has merged with Human Development Services of Port Chester), Dec 31, 1998, p.1

GAINSBURG, SETH
Ici on parle Francais - well, sort of (photo), May 8, 1998, p.3

GALANTE, MICHAEL
Trustees: Development report needs work (photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.1

GIBRAITH, ELYSIA
Scherf places 1st in national competition (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.27

GALLOWAY III, JOHN H
Resident finds no compassion in village of Scarsdale (ltr), Sep 25, 1998, p.6

GALLOWAY, JOHN
Dantzig tried in village court for building code violations, Jan 30, 1998, p.1
Judge rules: Dantzig guilty on 24 counts, Feb 13, 1998, p.1
Judge fines Dantzig for code violations (photo), Feb 20, 1998, p.1
The golden rule (re Paul Dantzig, his neighbors and the SCS Building Dept) (edit), Feb 20, 1998, p.6
Former A(merican) F(ield) S(ervice) student returns to get married (photo), Oct 2, 1998, p.3

GALVANI, ANN
Committee mulls restrictions on accessory apartment law, Feb 20, 1998, p.1
Trustees put new limits on accessory apartment law, Mar 13, 1998, p.1
Board freezes out rink at Harwood, May 15, 1998, p.1
Teens praised, development criticized, Sep 25, 1998, p.6
23 are running for Citizens' Committee, Oct 30, 1998, p.1
Trustees say no to accessory housing here, Nov 13, 1998, p.1
Downtown development proposal draws speakers' ire; Residents say plan lacks support, Dec 18, 1998, p.1

GAM, RITA
Short is sweet (premiere of short independent film "Monaco" by producer Anne Berlin) (photo), Feb 20, 1998, p.13

GAMBLING
Bad bedfellows (comments on lotteries) (edit), Jul 31, 1998, p.6

GANNON, KEVIN
People who made the headlines, Jan 2, 1998, p.2

GANS, ANNE
Mayor balks at aiding ambulance corps (photo), Feb 6, 1998, p.1

GANSSEL, ALEXANDER E

GARAGES
'Dangerous situation' at Overhill garage (photo), Jan 16, 1998, p.1
Parking limits to return (Overhill parking garage will be closed for at least six months), Jan 30, 1998, p.1
The want Freightway, Jan 30, 1998, p.1

GARCIA, ANDRES
Getting their kicks (SHS forward breaks away to scoring a goal in Raiders' victory over WHP) (photo), Oct 2, 1998, p.1

GARDELLA, RICHARD
People who made the headlines, Jan 2, 1998, p.2
Judge fines Dantzig for code violations (photo), Feb 20, 1998, p.1
Trustees put new limits on accessory apartment law, Mar 13, 1998, p.1
Gardella reelected (president for a second annual term of the Westchester County Bar Association), Apr 3, 1998, p.4
Richard Gardella (has moderated a discussion on land use planning and economic development), Apr 10, 1998, p.4
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GARDELLA, RICHARD continued
  Village bonds out $1.5M for Robison, Oct 30, 1998, p.1

GARDENS AND GARDENING
  The grass is always greener when it is Merion Blue (edit), Oct 2, 1998, p.6

GARFF, SUE (AU)
  Pool breakfast outstanding finale to SHS prom (lttr), Jul 3, 1998, p.6

GARFF, TRACI
  Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26
  A brush with glory (SHS varsity girls' basketball team) (photo), Mar 27, 1998, p.1

GARRIDO, DIANA
  Scarsdale teens commemorate Youth Services Day (photo), May 1, 1998, p.9
  Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

GARSON, DON
  'Creature comforts' at White) R(lains) H(ospital) C(enter) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.1

GARSON, WILLIAM DONALD

GARTH WOODS CONSERVANCY
  Conservancy sees active year on behalf of Garth Woods (photo) (Progress edit 1998), Jan 30, 1998, p.9
  Youth Service Day draws praise from Conservancy (lttr), May 8, 1998, p.6

GARVEY, KEVIN
  Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon and White Head Coaches and Managers (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.28
  New students learn to navigate the halls of SHS (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.10

GASIORAK, DEBORAH
  CHOICE goes to United Nations (photo), May 8, 1998, p.10

GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
  Changing times (re proposal to avoid gas stations turning into convenience stores), Feb 27, 1998, p.1
  Mobil station to close (photo), Apr 3, 1998, p.4
  Grocery may replace closed gas station, Apr 3, 1998, p.8

GATTA, ALFRED
  Half as good (village hall open 9 to noon Dec 24 and Dec 31), Jan 2, 1998, p.1
  'Dangerous situation' at Overhill garage (photo), Jan 16, 1998, p.1
  Downtown meeting, Mar 20, 1998, p.1
  Little League gets 4 village fields; Batchelor revises field assignments to allow 16 games a week, Apr 10, 1998, p.1
  Teen center moves closer to reality, May 1, 1998, p.1
  Downtown parking given 'higher priority', Jun 12, 1998, p.1
  Parking relief (parking rules changes), Jun 12, 1998, p.1
  Citizens should be allowed to vote on future proposals (lttr), Jun 12, 1998, p.6
  Village turns its back on seniors, group says, Jun 19, 1998, p.1
  Gatta 'impressed' with sewer repair proposal, Jul 3, 1998, p.1
  Gatta 'impressed' with sewer repair proposal (cont), Jul 3, 1998, p.20
  Village: Speeders need a little calming down, Jul 10, 1998, p.1
  Motion to dismiss ex-sergeant's counsel denied, Aug 7, 1998, p.1
  Board considers reducing retail, Aug 21, 1998, p.1
  Old alliance (between SCS village and SCS Summer Music Theatre) is rekindled (lttr), Aug 21, 1998, p.6
  Trustees hire project manager for pool work, Aug 28, 1998, p.1
  Pedestrian safety, Sep 4, 1998, p.1
  Still hanging in there (longevity awards presented to five SCS employees) (photo), Oct 2, 1998, p.8
  Village ready to acquire Robison Lot, Oct 16, 1998, p.1
  Patrol cars vandalized on Halloween, Nov 6, 1998, p.1
  County budget is well put together; but sewer 'inflow and infiltration' still a sticking point, Dec 4, 1998, p.1
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GATTA, ALFRED continued
Village settles lawsuit by former cop, Dec 4, 1998, p.1
School board OK's teen center, Dec 11, 1998, p.1
Downtown development proposal draws speakers' ire; Residents say plan lacks support, Dec 18, 1998, p.1

GATTA, ALFRED A
Mayor Morgan reports the village of Scarsdale is in good shape (photo) (cont) (Progress edit 1998), Jan 30, 1998, p.19
Staff: All leaves should go to Crossway, Feb 20, 1998, p.1

GAVRIN, DAVID
The Bank of New York Salutes the Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo), May 1, 1998, p.34

GBH
Feiner was open about his Congressional ambitions (ltr), Feb 27, 1998, p.7
Feiner was open about his Congressional ambitions (response to 2/6 letter by Diane Mauro) (ltr), Feb 27, 1998, p.7
Brodsky released a 'bogus' survey (ltr), Mar 13, 1998, p.6
A tale of two (or more) addresses (edit), Aug 21, 1998, p.7
Habitat for Humanity to build house in Greenburgh (ltr), Aug 28, 1998, p.6
Group home neighbors aren't bigots (ltr), Oct 2, 1998, p.6
Greenburgh did not comply with tree ordinance (ltr), Oct 16, 1998, p.7
Wake-up call (GBH residents roused from their sleep by recorded message re trash and recyclables), Oct 30, 1998, p.1

GBH NATURE CENTER
Former board members' allegations against GBH N(ature) C(enter) are unfounded (ltr), Nov 13, 1998, p.9
Greenburgh Nature Center board sought to discredit donor (ltr), Nov 13, 1998, p.9
Story creates an 'incorrect view' of GBH N(ature) C(enter) finances (ltr), Nov 13, 1998, p.9
2 women threaten future of nature center (ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.7
Reporter should have talked to nature center board (ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.7
Offer of $500,000 to nature center was not 'elusive' (ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.9

GEESE
Friends seek suggestions on goose containment (photo), Dec 4, 1998, p.3

GEIST, HERMAN
Inclusion, not party politics, is Latimer's focus (photo), Mar 6, 1998, p.3

GELBER, LISA (AU)
Feig made history come alive (ltr), Jan 2, 1998, p.6

GELBOM, ELLEN AND MOSHE (AU)
Tear-downs a frightening trend (ltr), Oct 23, 1998, p.6

GELLMAN, FLORENCE (AU)
Moving on after most of a lifetime (edit), Mar 13, 1998, p.7

GEMATOWSKI, DAN
Library Park is blooming thanks to helpers (ltr), May 29, 1998, p.7

GENTILE, MICHAEL (DR)
For good health (local dentist discusses importance of good dental care) (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.9
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GEOGRAPHY

Geography will take you there (photo), Apr 3, 1998, p.9
Bringing the world a little closer through geography (cont), Apr 3, 1998, p.10

GERMAN-SCHLEIFER, MYNA (AU)


GEVERTZ, BRUCE DAVID

Bruce David Gevertz (dies), Dec 31, 1998, p.14

GEWIRZ, ERIC

The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30

GHIOZZI, GREG

Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

GIAMPOLI, JOAN

Joan Giampoli (awarded certification as a registered municipal clerk), Oct 16, 1998, p.4

GIDDON, JIM

Fitigues, Rothman's get hearty welcome from village (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.4

GIDDON, KEN


Fitigues, Rothman's get hearty welcome from village (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.4

GILMAN, BENJAMIN

Lower the limit (re bill for drunk-driving cutoff for blood-alcohol content) (edit), Mar 6, 1998, p.6
Assembly candidates dominate forum (photo), Oct 23, 1998, p.1
Feiner for Congress (endorsement of Paul Feiner) (edit), Oct 23, 1998, p.6
Feiner doesn't act like loser in Dist(ric)t 20 congressional race (photo), Nov 6, 1998, p.1

GINDICK, MARK

Shy guy finds his place in the spotlight (photo), Apr 17, 1998, p.3
Clowning around with an A-School graduate (cont), Apr 17, 1998, p.17

GINGRICH, NEWT

Livingston not a worthy successor (ltr), Nov 27, 1998, p.6

GINSBERG, NEIL


GIORDANO, ITALIA

Ici on parle Francais - well, sort of (photo), May 8, 1998, p.3

GIRL SCOUTS

Girl Scout honors (Mary Blumenthal-Lane as an outstanding volunteer), Jun 19, 1998, p.4
Jennifer Bell wins scout award for asthma awareness project (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.4

GISOLFI, PETER

A calmer exchange (re overcrowding at Fox Meadow School), Mar 13, 1998, p.1
For Scarsdale (schools) it was the year of the bond, Dec 31, 1998, p.1

GLABERSON, EVAN

Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

GLANTE, MIKE

Critics dispute traffic findings, May 8, 1998, p.1

GLASSMAN, DEBRA

Young writers conference was an all-around best-seller (ltr), Apr 17, 1998, p.6

GLASSMAN, REBECCA

Students clean, help restore natural beauty of high school brook (ltr), Dec 4, 1998, p.6
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GLEICHER, JOSEPH
Renewing natural resources (Mayor Edward Morgan plants a sugar maple at Harwood Park) (photo), May 8, 1998, p.26

GLEICHER, LILLIAN
Renewing natural resources (Mayor Edward Morgan plants a sugar maple at Harwood Park) (photo), May 8, 1998, p.26

GLENDON, WILLIAM
Wanted: 20 good citizens (to run for 10 open slots on the Non-Partisan Citizens' Committee), Sep 4, 1998, p.1

It should be impeachment or nothing (response to edit by William Glendon from 11/13/98) (ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.9

GLENDON, WILLIAM (AU)

GLENSTON, WILLIAM R (AU)
Media and Ken Starr deserve each other (edit), May 1, 1998, p.7

Attack on board, staff not warranted (ltr), Dec 18, 1998, p.9

GLENN, ANDREA
Chamber forges ahead with new executive director (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.8

GLENN, DAVID
Ross switched parties out of principle; on cable show she describes her run for governor (photo), Aug 28, 1998, p.1

Rx proposed for Clinton problem (response to edit by David Glenn from 8/21/98) (ltr), Aug 28, 1998, p.6

Clinton not treated like private citizen (response to edit by David Glenn from 8/21/98) (ltr), Sep 4, 1998, p.6

Former board members' allegations against G(BH) N(ature) C(enter) are unfounded (ltr), Nov 13, 1998, p.9

Greenburgh Nature Center board sought to discredit donor (ltr), Nov 13, 1998, p.9

Reporter should have talked to nature center board (ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.7

GLEN, DAVID J (AU)

GLENN, JOHN
It doesn't get any better than in the 70's (edit), Nov 6, 1998, p.7

GLICK, DANIELLE
Teens take over village in sobriety month finale (photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.13

GLICKSTEIN, CAROLYN
RSVP now to Gourmet Galaxy (ltr), Apr 17, 1998, p.6

The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 15, 1998, p.30

GLICKSTEIN, CAROLYN (AU)
Midnight Run was educational for children (ltr), May 29, 1998, p.7

S(CS) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice) asks for help in keeping door open (ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.8

GLICKSTEIN, SHARI (DR)
Shari Glickstein, M.D. (has joined the White Plains office of Frimer, Meixler and Viziol) (photo), Apr 10, 1998, p.4

Shari Glickstein, M.D. (has joined WHP office of Frimer, Meixler, Vizioli and Goldstein), Apr 24, 1998, p.4

GLOVER, STUART B
Stuart B Glover (dies), Feb 13, 1998, p.14

GLUCKMAN, ERIC

GODSHALL, CATHY (AU)
Scarsdale pool staff works hard for us (ltr), Aug 14, 1998, p.6

GODSHALL, JENNIFER S (AU)
Police don't harass kids, they ticket lawbreakers (ltr), Dec 4, 1998, p.9

GODSHALL, PETER
Murphy promoted to sergeant, SHS graduate joins force (photo), May 22, 1998, p.5

Patrol cars vandalized on Halloween, Nov 6, 1998, p.1

GODWIN, MICHAEL
Colonial Heathcote (exposition as part of study of 13 original colonies) (photo), Mar 27, 1998, p.9
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GOITIA, DAN
Social studies teacher (Kelley Hamm) returns to the classroom, Oct 2, 1998, p.1

GOLDBERG, ANDREW
High school students honored at assembly (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.10
The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30

GOLDBERG, FRED
New assistant principal joins Scarsdale High, Sep 4, 1998, p.1
Goldberg joins the high school team (photo) (cont), Sep 4, 1998, p.9
New teachers, administrators greet students (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.9

GOLDBERG, HARRIET
Harriet Goldberg dies; former village trustee (photo), Apr 24, 1998, p.1
Former trustee, L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) president Harriet Goldberg is dead at 62 (cont), Apr 24, 1998, p.8

GOLDBERG, RUTH (DR)
Ruth Goldberg, Ph.D. (has received Alan Rosenthal award from Westchester County Psychological Assn), Feb 20, 1998, p.4

GOLDEN, DANI
Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26
Happy Days (dress rehearsal of SHS senior class play "Grease") (photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30

GOLDEN, RITA
20 candidates running in School Board election on Tuesday, Jan 16, 1998, p.1
Landau to leave school board (photo), Jan 30, 1998, p.1
School Board nominates Cartes, Golden, Irwin (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.1
Teen center moves closer to reality, May 1, 1998, p.1
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28
Board bids fond farewell to Landau and French, Jun 19, 1998, p.1
Golden elected president of school board (photo), Jul 3, 1998, p.1
Teen center 'very unlikely' for fall, Jul 17, 1998, p.1
Teen center progress on target, Jul 31, 1998, p.1
Teen center headway, Aug 14, 1998, p.1
Proposed bond to finance construction, Sep 11, 1998, p.1
School board OK's $17.8 M bond issue, Sep 18, 1998, p.1
Retirements, appointments approved; a new year begins (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.9
Town and Village Civic Club meeting, Oct 2, 1998, p.1
School board OKs bond issue, list of projects, Oct 23, 1998, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS' BASE & The Little School (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.16
School bond passes 9 to 1, Dec 18, 1998, p.1

GOLDER, ALAN
Telephone tip (re "dinnertime burglar" Alan Golder), Feb 27, 1998, p.1

GOLDER, ALAN W
2nd-story burglar suspect identified, Feb 20, 1998, p.1

GOLDING, MICHAEL
Domestic violence task force weighs in, Nov 6, 1998, p.1

GOLDMAN, EMILY
SHS students sweep Dickens contest, Jul 3, 1998, p.9

GOLDMAN, MONIQUE

GOLDMAN, RICHARD
Memorial Day celebrated in spite of rain (photo), May 29, 1998, p.3
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GOLDMAN, RICHARD L (AU)
   Speedy mail strictly local phenomenon (ltr), Apr 3, 1998, p.6

GOLDSMITH, FAE
   Scarsdale teens commemorate Youth Services Day (photo), May 1, 1998, p.9

GOLDSMITH, RICHARD
   Greenacres teacher inspires kids' TV show, Jul 10, 1998, p.1
   K-12 magic (qualities of a good teacher) (edit), Jul 10, 1998, p.6
   Greenacres' Jean Clancy is 'model' teacher (photo), Jul 10, 1998, p.9
   Elementary teachers play a critical role (edit), Jul 31, 1998, p.6

GOLDSMITH, BEN
   Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26
   Washing for dollars (SCS Alternative School has car wash) (photo), May 22, 1998, p.1
   SHS grads share SAT strategy with minority youth (photo), Jul 24, 1998, p.1
   SHS alumni teach SAT review course to Mount Vernon students (photo), Jul 24, 1998, p.20

GOLDSMITH, CODY
   Maroon and White salutes Scarsdale's winter athletes at annual awards dinner (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.20
   Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

GOLDSMITH, LYNNE
   Doernberg honors achievers (photo), May 29, 1998, p.4

GOLDSMITH, MERVYN
   The Bank of New York Salutes the Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo), May 1, 1998, p.34

GOLDSMITH, RICHARD
   Greenacres teacher inspires kids' TV show, Jul 10, 1998, p.1
   K-12 magic (qualities of a good teacher) (edit), Jul 10, 1998, p.6
   Greenacres' Jean Clancy is 'model' teacher (photo), Jul 10, 1998, p.9
   Elementary teachers play a critical role (edit), Jul 31, 1998, p.6

GOLDWASSER, SETH
   Author, author! (celebration of Author's Day at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Jul 10, 1998, p.10
   Walking to cure diabetes (photo), Oct 2, 1998, p.9

GOLDWASSER, SHELLEY
   Author, author! (celebration of Author's Day at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Jul 10, 1998, p.10

GOLDWATER, BOBBY
   Bobby Goldwater (named senior vice president and general manager of the Staples Center (photo), Jul 17, 1998, p.4

GOLENBECK, SCOTT
   High school students honored at assembly (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.10

GOLF
   (Supplement) The First Hundred Years (of SCS Golf Club) (photo), May 29, 1998
   (SCS Golf) Club also the site of discrimination (ltr), Jun 5, 1998, p.6
   Scarsdale Golf Club: 100 years plus 48 hours (photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.14
   Should technologically advanced clubs be restricted? (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.21
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30
   Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon and White Head Coaches and Managers (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.28

GOLF CLUBS
   SEE COUNTRY CLUBS

GOLISANO, JOHN
   Scarsdale's own easily re-elected, Nov 6, 1998, p.1

GOLOMB, DAVID B (AU)
   Criticism of contingency fee system is unjustified (response to edit from 12/4/98) (ltr), Dec 11, 1998, p.9

GONZALES, MALULA
   The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 15, 1998, p.30
   Short reign (L Winston and M Gonzalez elected king and queen of SHS homecoming dance) (photo), Oct 2, 1998, p.1

GONZALES, MALULA
GOODMAN, CAROL
E'mont board candidates face off, Apr 24, 1998, p.1
In Edgemont: Schaffer, MacNally, Paterno (endorsements) (edit), May 15, 1998, p.6
School budgets pass in Scarsdale and Edgemont (photo), May 22, 1998, p.1
Was (EMT) school board race censored?, Jun 5, 1998, p.1

GOODMAN, JOHN (AU)
Drivers can't see Crane pedestrians (ltr), Mar 6, 1998, p.6
What the Village of Scarsdale needs - and doesn't need (ltr), May 22, 1998, p.6
Village leaf-collectors should be quiet (ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.6

GOODMAN, ZACHARY
Romancing the stone (Roberta Abrams helps Greenacres 4th graders carve in stone) (photo), Nov 20, 1998, p.11

GOODRICH, ADAM
Board mulls sprinkler law, Sep 25, 1998, p.1

GOODWIN, DAVID
SHS freshman's letter witty, wise (response to letter by David Goodwin from 1/9/98) (ltr), Jan 16, 1998, p.6
Religious display decision revisited (edit), Jan 30, 1998, p.7
GOODWIN, DAVID (AU)
People are too ready to take offense at holidays of others (ltr), Jan 9, 1998, p.7

GOODWIN, ELIZABETH
Baptists greet new pastor; Coffey leaves St. James the Less (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.1
GOODWIN, JANE GRAY
Baptists greet new pastor; Coffey leaves St. James the Less (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.1
GOODWIN, LEAH
Baptists greet new pastor; Coffey leaves St. James the Less (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.1

GOODWIN, LEAH
Baptists greet new pastor; Coffey leaves St. James the Less (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.1

GOODWIN, ELIZABETH (AU)
Library board has no position on rink (ltr), Mar 6, 1998, p.6

GOODWIN, ELIZABETH
S(CS) S(ports and) R(ecreation) A(ssn) to test possible rink site near library (photo), Feb 27, 1998, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest (photo), Apr 3, 1998, p.26
SRO crowd says no to rink at Harwood, May 1, 1998, p.1

GOODWIN, ELIZABETH (AU)
Library board has no position on rink (ltr), Mar 6, 1998, p.6

GORDON, MARK S (DR)
Mark S Gordon, M.D. (appointed cancer liaison physician for White Plains Hospital Center), Jan 16, 1998, p.4

GOTTLEIB, DAVID (AU)
A tale of two (or more) addresses (edit), Aug 21, 1998, p.7

GOULD, BONNIE JEANNE
Golf club officers (photo), Feb 6, 1998, p.4

GOVERNORS
Ross switched parties out of principle; on cable show she describes her run for governor (photo), Aug 28, 1998, p.1

GRABEL, DAN
New party to hold primary, Dec 11, 1998, p.1

GRABEL, DAN (AU)
Why is school's C(hief) F(inancial) O(ficer) smiling? (ltr), Oct 2, 1998, p.6

GRANDPARENTS
Even today, my grandfather is still with me (edit), Sep 25, 1998, p.6
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GRASSO, MARIO
  Rotary announces grants (photo), May 29, 1998, p.4

GRATITUDE
  A Pilgrim perspective (edit), Nov 27, 1998, p.6
  Resident grateful to village worker (ltr), Dec 11, 1998, p.9

GRAVES, BUTH
  Former players pay tribute to Coach Kaminer (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.19
  Kaminer grateful to community (ltr), Sep 25, 1998, p.6

GRAVES, EARL
  Earl Graves (is recipient of 1998 Castle award of Manhattanville College), May 1, 1998, p.4

GRAVES, EARL G (AU)
  An old saying: 'Freedom is not free' (edit), Mar 27, 1998, p.6
  Black leaders: continue the fight (edit), Nov 20, 1998, p.7

GRECO, MARYBETH
  The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

GREEN, ANDREW
  Chick this one out (in science projects children wait for incubated eggs to hatch) (photo), Apr 17, 1998, p.9

GREEN, DEREK
  The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest (photo), Apr 3, 1998, p.26

GREEN, GERALDINE
  Rotary grant (to SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service) (photo), Mar 27, 1998, p.4

GREEN, KATHY
  Was (EMT) school board race censored?, Jun 5, 1998, p.1

GREEN, MARK
  14 vie for 4 jobs in Democratic primary (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.1
  14 vie for 4 jobs in Democratic primary (photo) (cont), Sep 11, 1998, p.3
  Scarsdale echoes county and state in primary voting, Sep 18, 1998, p.1

GREENBAUM, GREGORY
  Police, firefighters honored for service (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.4
  Still hanging in there (longevity awards presented to five SCS employees) (photo), Oct 2, 1998, p.8

GREENBERG, LAUREN
  Music tells stories at Quaker Ridge (photo), Dec 4, 1998, p.11

GREENBERG, REBECCA
  Elementary schools hold science, math nights (photo), Apr 10, 1998, p.10

GREENE, BURTON
  Driver, 81, dies on Post Road (photo), Jan 9, 1998, p.1

GREENE, GERALDINE
  The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 15, 1998, p.30
  Teen center 'very unlikely' for fall, Jul 17, 1998, p.1

GREENE, GERALDINE (AU)
  S(CS-EMT Family) Counseling) S(service) thanks supporters (ltr), Apr 3, 1998, p.6
  Don't leave teenagers home alone; speak out on drugs (ltr), Nov 27, 1998, p.6

GREENFIELD, JEFF
  Will newscasters apologize? (re President Clinton's "alleged affair") (ltr), Feb 6, 1998, p.6

GREENLEAF, MARTA (AU)
  Preserve integrity of organic food (ltr), Apr 17, 1998, p.6
  Children should learn about ABC's of nutrition at home (ltr), Sep 11, 1998, p.6

GREENLEY, ELLEN
  The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest (photo), Apr 3, 1998, p.26
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GRENLEY, JANE
Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

GRENLEY, NEAL F (AU)
Vendors should clean up litter (Itr), Sep 11, 1998, p.6

GRIFFIN, CARMELA CARATOZZOLO
Carmela Caratozzolo Griffin (dies), Jun 19, 1998, p.14

GRIFFITHS, GEORGE F
George F Griffiths (dies), Mar 6, 1998, p.15

GRIMALDI, TOMMY
Rocket scientists (Edgewood students experiment with water rockets) (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.12

GROAK, KATHLEEN
New teachers, administrators greet students (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.9

GROARK, JULIE
Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

GRODEN, SOL

GROOT, MARY

GROSEN, TROELS
Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

GROSS, MARJORIE
Wanted: 20 good citizens (to run for 10 open slots on the Non-Partisan Citizens' Committee), Sep 4, 1998, p.1

GROSSMAN, JACOB (DR) (AU)
Coffey's letter 'most to the point' (response to letter by Jonathan Coffey from 2/6/98) (Itr), Feb 13, 1998, p.6

GROSSMAN, JUDY
Tribute to Eric Rothschild draws adoring crowd of former students (photo), Oct 9, 1998, p.1

GROUP HOMES
Group home neighbors aren't bigots (Itr), Oct 2, 1998, p.6

GRUBER, REBECCA
Hello, Birdie! (SCS Summer Music Theatre's production of "Bye-Bye Birdie") (photo), Jul 24, 1998, p.1

GRUNFELD, ADAM
Halloween enchants children districtwide (photo), Nov 6, 1998, p.8

GRUNFELD, ADAM (AU)
Police committed 'brazen abuses' of students (relations between the police and SHS students) (Itr), Nov 20, 1998, p.9

GUGGENHEIMER, RANDY

GUNS
Gun bills pass, Jul 10, 1998, p.1

GUPTA, AMAN
SMS food drive feeds hungry (photo), May 15, 1998, p.10

GURNIS, JEANNE
'Creature comforts' at W(hite) P(lains) H(ospital) C(enter) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.1

GURNY, HELEN
No middle ground at fundraiser (photo), May 1, 1998, p.9

GURNY, HELEN GRAHAM
SMS hosts artists-in-residence (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.10

GURNY, JEN
Students clean, help restore natural beauty of high school brook (Itr), Dec 4, 1998, p.6
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GUSICK, DOROTHY
Scarsdale Golf Club: 100 years plus 48 hours (photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.14

GUTTMAN, GAIL (AU)
3 great things about the library (ltr), Feb 20, 1998, p.6

GYMNASTICS
Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26

HABER, DAVID
Hewitt will kick-off SMS writers’ conference (photo), Dec 4, 1998, p.12

HABER, JORDANA
Red Cross card contest (photo), Jan 16, 1998, p.9

HABER, RICHARD
Task force: Teen center could open in September, Jun 26, 1998, p.1

HABER, RICK
Ground broken for teen center (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.1

HABITAT FOR HUMANITY
Habitat for Humanity to build house in Greenburgh (ltr), Aug 28, 1998, p.6

HAGERTY, KATIE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30

HAGERTY, PATRICK
Maroon and White salutes Scarsdale’s winter athletes at annual awards dinner (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.20

HAGGBLAD, RICHARD

HALADEY, MARGUERITE P

Halloween
Halloween events, Oct 16, 1998, p.1
Patrol cars vandalized on Halloween, Nov 6, 1998, p.1
Heading west (participant in Halloween parade) (photo), Nov 6, 1998, p.1
Days of disguises (photo), Nov 6, 1998, p.3
Patrol cars vandalized at teen Halloween party (photo) (cont), Nov 6, 1998, p.5
A Halloween wake-up call (re recent vandalism of two SCS police cars) (ltr), Nov 13, 1998, p.6
Teach your kids respect, don’t criticize police (re Halloween vandalism incident) (ltr), Nov 13, 1998, p.6
Superfluous sweets (Fox Meadow 5th graders share their Halloween candy) (photo), Nov 13, 1998, p.10
Reflections on a Halloween embarrassment (re Halloween vandalism and SCS Police) (ltr), Nov 27, 1998, p.6

HALLOWEEN WINDOW PAINTING CONTEST
Boo-tiful (Sarah Sullivan paints a "Boo York State" vampire on a village window) (photo), Oct 30, 1998, p.1
Winners galore in Halloween window painting (photo) (individual names noted), Oct 30, 1998, p.3
SHS grad(uate) brings local custom to college town, Nov 27, 1998, p.3

HALPERIN, BEN
Author, author! (celebration of Author’s Day at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Jul 10, 1998, p.10

HALPERIN, EMILY
High school students honored at assembly (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.10
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

HALPERIN, SETH (AU)
Rx proposed for Clinton problem (response to edit by David Glenn from 8/21/98) (ltr), Aug 28, 1998, p.6

HALPERIN, SETH A (AU)
Female wasps have it in for cicadas (response to edit from 9/4 by Eileen W Cohen) (ltr), Sep 11, 1998, p.6
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HAMBLEY, MARGARET
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 15, 1998, p.30

HAMILTON, GORDON
Gordon Hamilton (selected as third assistant scout leader for Boy Scout World Jamboree in 1999), Mar 6, 1998, p.4
Hurwitz earns (rank of) Eagle (photo), May 1, 1998, p.4
Gordon Hamilton (has received the scoutmaster award of merit), Sep 4, 1998, p.4

HAMLIN, BART

HAMM, KELLY
Parent wants writer of threatening poem expelled from high school, Jun 19, 1998, p.1
New assistant principal joins Scarsdale High, Sep 4, 1998, p.1

HAND, EDWARD S (AU)
Park land not suitable for rink (ltr), Feb 13, 1998, p.6

HANDELMAN, JUDY
People who made the headlines, Jan 2, 1998, p.2

HANDELMAN, RACHEL
Scarsdale elementary students feed the hungry (photo), May 1, 1998, p.10

HANDELMAN, WALTER
People who made the headlines, Jan 2, 1998, p.2
Sved, Kroenlein, Finger nominated for trustee (photo), Jan 16, 1998, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes the Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo), May 1, 1998, p.34
A time for vision (re hearing on supplemental draft environmental impact statement) (edit), May 29, 1998, p.6
Village turns its back on seniors, group says, Jun 19, 1998, p.1
Happy 300th (special committee created to plan for Scarsdale's 300th birthday party in 2001), Nov 27, 1998, p.1

HANDELMAN, WALTER J AND JUDITH A (AU)
'Grieved and disappointed' by housing decision (ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.6

HANDICAPPED
Disabled retiree ready for the next adventure (edit), Apr 3, 1998, p.7
Disabled man's courage inspiring (response to edit by Albert Elias from 4/3/98) (ltr), Apr 10, 1998, p.6

HANLEY, WILLIAM J
William J Hanley (dies), Feb 27, 1998, p.15

HANNON, MICHAEL
Hurwitz earns (rank of) Eagle (photo), May 1, 1998, p.4

HANSEN, CORWITH
Parent wants writer of threatening poem expelled from high school, Jun 19, 1998, p.1
Social studies teacher (Kelley Hamm) returns to the classroom, Oct 2, 1998, p.1

HANNUKH
Holiday symbols (permission granted for Hanukkah menorah and Nativity scene), Nov 27, 1998, p.1
Festival of Lights (the Salant family kindles the lights of Hanukkah) (photo), Dec 15, 1998, p.1
All children wish to feel important (re letter by Elizabeth Prince from 11/27/98) (ltr), Dec 18, 1998, p.9

HARDY, EDWARD
Sved, Kroenlein, Finger nominated for trustee (photo), Jan 16, 1998, p.1
Men of integrity (praise for Bernard Cedarbaum and Edward Hardy) (edit), Mar 27, 1998, p.6
Outgoing trustees are bid fond farewell (photo), Mar 27, 1998, p.8

HAREWOOD, LANESE
SHS grads share SAT strategy with minority youth (photo), Jul 24, 1998, p.1
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HARLEY, LEO
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest (photo), Apr 3, 1998, p.26

HARRINGTON, BRIAN
Police, firefighters honored for service (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.4

HARRIS, SARAH
(Sarah Harris shows a goat how to "open wide" at Weinberg Nature Center) (photo), May 22, 1998, p.6

HARRISON, BOB
Sved, Kroenlein, Finger nominated for trustee (photo), Jan 16, 1998, p.1
Not this time (Harrison will not run for trustee), Feb 13, 1998, p.1
Trustees tune into cellular antenna law, Feb 27, 1998, p.1
Water tower will be antenna-free, Mar 6, 1998, p.1
Victory celebration (uncontested election for village trustee) (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.1
School board OKs bond issue, list of projects, Oct 23, 1998, p.1
Village bonds out $1.5M for Robison, Oct 30, 1998, p.1
Trustees say no to accessory housing here, Nov 13, 1998, p.1
More time to protest the downtown project, Nov 27, 1998, p.1

HARRISON, BOB (AU)
Time auspicious to float bond for an indoor pool (ltr), Oct 16, 1998, p.6
Support urged for Scarsdale's most important industry (ltr), Dec 11, 1998, p.6

HARRISON, EDWARD
Golf club officers (photo), Feb 6, 1998, p.4

HARRISON, ROBERT
School budget draws praise, some criticism, Apr 10, 1998, p.1
Indoor pool is still a bad idea (edit), Oct 30, 1998, p.7

HARRISON, ROBERT H (AU)
Joint meeting should not be held in restaurant (ltr), Apr 24, 1998, p.6

HART, EDITH
Wanted: 20 good citizens (to run for 10 open slots on the Non-Partisan Citizens' Committee), Sep 4, 1998, p.1

HART, GRACE
By the chimney with care (Michael, Gregory and Grace Hart hang their stockings) (photo), Dec 24, 1998, p.1

HART, GREGORY
By the chimney with care (Michael, Gregory and Grace Hart hang their stockings) (photo), Dec 24, 1998, p.1

HART, MICHAEL
By the chimney with care (Michael, Gregory and Grace Hart hang their stockings) (photo), Dec 24, 1998, p.1

HARTZELL, ANDREW C (AU)
A Halloween wake-up call (re recent vandalism of two SCS police cars) (ltr), Nov 13, 1998, p.6

HARTZELL, ANDREW C JR (AU)
Village referendum on downtown plan recommended (ltr), Jun 5, 1998, p.6

HARTZELL, MARY LEE
For the love of art (SCS Art Assn show displays work by 75 members (photo), Feb 27, 1998, p.13
Winners to be announced in art association's 61st show (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.23

HARWOOD PARK (SCS)
Harwood area should stay natural (ltr), Jan 2, 1998, p.6
Harwood Park bad spot for rink (ltr), Apr 3, 1998, p.6
Wrong place for a rink (re proposed Harwood Park site) (photo) (edit), May 1, 1998, p.6
Renewing natural resources (Mayor Edward Morgan plants a sugar maple at Harwood Park) (photo), May 8, 1998, p.26
Board freezes out rink at Harwood, May 15, 1998, p.1
Board freezes out rink at Harwood Park (cont), May 15, 1998, p.8
Library Park is blooming thanks to helpers (ltr), May 29, 1998, p.7
Friends seek suggestions on goose containment (photo), Dec 4, 1998, p.3
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HARWOOD, GEORGE A
  Rink, yes, but not at Harwood (ltr), Jan 9, 1998, p.6

HASSAN, LYDIA
  Quaker Ridge mousehole restored (photo), Jan 16, 1998, p.10

HASSEL, GERALD
  Kids' BASE/The Little School offer new programs at new site (photo) (Progress edit 1998), Jan 30, 1998, p.4

HAUPTMAN, NICOLE
  Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

HEADLEY, FRANK M JR
  3 elected to bar posts (photo), Feb 6, 1998, p.4

HEALEY, MARK
  Critics dispute traffic findings, May 8, 1998, p.1

HEALTH
  (Supplement) Health & Fitness (photo), Jan 23, 1998

HEALTH CARE
  SEE MEDICAL CARE

HEAPHY, JULIE
  Scarsdale teens commemorate Youth Services Day (photo), May 1, 1998, p.9

HEARD, GEORGIA
  Children's writers visit Edgewood School (photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.9

HEINE, JOSH
  Maroon and white fetes fall athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.28
  Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

HELD, BARBARA
  Former board members' allegations against G(B)N(ature) C(enter) are unfounded (ltr), Nov 13, 1998, p.9

HELTON, MARY
  Rotary announces grants (photo), May 29, 1998, p.4

HEMEL, DANIEL
  'Prejudice Awareness Summit' at SUNY Purchase to help students (photo), Oct 16, 1998, p.9

HEMEL, DANIEL (AU)
  Baseball battle hurting kids (ltr), Apr 3, 1998, p.6

HENDLER, LAUREN
  (Lauren Hendel tests the water at SCS Pool) (photo), May 29, 1998, p.6

HENDLER, JASON
  Local boy, 16, killed in parkway crash (photo), Aug 14, 1998, p.1
  Jason Hendler is buried - and remembered (photo), Aug 21, 1998, p.1
  Jason Hendler is buried (cont), Aug 21, 1998, p.9
  Bereaved family extends thanks (ltr), Aug 28, 1998, p.6
  Trying to find meaning in a tragic loss (edit), Aug 28, 1998, p.6

HENDLER, MARC
  Local boy, 16, killed in parkway crash (photo), Aug 14, 1998, p.1

HENDLER, SHERYL
  Local boy, 16, killed in parkway crash (photo), Aug 14, 1998, p.1

HENENSON, MARTHA
  The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

HENNEBERRY, DEBBIE
  Interns learn what makes a village tick (photo), Aug 7, 1998, p.3

HENRICKS, BARBARA
  The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28
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HENRY, BRUCE
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

HENRY, JAMES A
James A Henry (dies), May 22, 1998, p.15

HENRY, KELLIE
Elementary schools hold science, math nights (photo), Apr 10, 1998, p.10

HERY, JULIE
Julie Hery remembered as a 'people person' (ltr), Aug 7, 1998, p.6

HERY, JULIE A
Julie A Hery (dies), Jul 31, 1998, p.10

HERZ, JOHN H (AU)
Failure to pay UN dues inexcusable (ltr), Jan 23, 1998, p.6

HEYER, ANDREW (AU)

HEYER, HARRY
Walking to cure diabetes (photo), Oct 2, 1998, p.9

HIBSCHMAN, RICHARD (DR)
$6.5M earmarked for pool, downtown, Aug 14, 1998, p.1
For Scarsdale (schools) it was the year of the bond, Dec 31, 1998, p.1

HICKEY, ALISON

HIKING
Hike is highly recommended (ltr), Jan 30, 1998, p.6

HILLIARD, RALPH
Tree falls on car, injuring 2 (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.1

HILLIARD, SELAMAWIT
Tree falls on car, injuring 2 (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.1

HIMMELFARB, ERIN (AU)
Even today, my grandfather is still with me (edit), Sep 25, 1998, p.6

HINDELS, GEORGE W
George W Hindels (dies), Aug 14, 1998, p.10

HINSEY, SARAH CALLEN
Sarah Callen Hinsey (dies), Jul 31, 1998, p.10

HIRSCH, EMILY
Parking spaces more precious than gold, Jun 26, 1998, p.1

HIRSCH, MARK B (AU)
Project scope, developer key issues in downtown debate (response to edit from 5/29/98) (ltr), Jun 5, 1998, p.6
Concerned about a 'tunnel' and a 'phantom developer' (ltr), Dec 18, 1998, p.6
Concerned about tunnel and phantom developer (ltr), Dec 24, 1998, p.6

HOBBS, HENRY
Merging of care (Futura House Foundation has merged with Human Development Services of Port Chester), Dec 31, 1998, p.1

HOCHBERG, AUDREY
On time (re legislation to require budget be presented no later than 20 days before new fiscal year), Feb 6, 1998, p.1
Hochberg: state must weigh hospital mergers, Apr 10, 1998, p.4
Pre-K flexibility (proposed by Hochberg), Apr 24, 1998, p.1
Hochberg seeks 4th term (photo) (cont), May 22, 1998, p.24
Barring kids (re recent bills prohibiting teenagers under the age of 18 from entering bars), Jun 19, 1998, p.1
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HOCHBERG, AUDREY continued
- Gun bills pass, Jul 10, 1998, p.1
- A call to arms (re Wicks Law) (edit), Aug 28, 1998, p.6
- Pedestrian safety, Sep 4, 1998, p.1
- Teen driving bill, Sep 18, 1998, p.1
- Hochberg is 'person of quality' (ltr), Sep 25, 1998, p.6
- No GOP foes for Hochberg, Lowey, Oct 9, 1998, p.1
- A bad example (re lack of candidate to run against incumbents Hochberg and Lowey) (edit), Oct 9, 1998, p.6
- Scarsdale's own easily re-elected, Nov 6, 1998, p.1
- Hochberg, Lowey, Oppenheimer sail to re-election (cont), Nov 6, 1998, p.26
- The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS' BASE & The Little School (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.16
- Ground broken for teen center (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.1

HOCHBERG, AUDREY G (AU)
- Remember to apply for S(t)A(x) R(elief) (ltr), Feb 6, 1998, p.6
- Hochberg supports sprinkler law (ltr), Oct 2, 1998, p.6

HOCHBERG, CAROL
- Hochberg is 'person of quality' (ltr), Sep 25, 1998, p.6
- Letter from the grave (to Bill Clinton from Carol Hochberg), Nov 13, 1998, p.1

HOCHBERG, CAROL ELAINE
- Carol Elaine Hochberg (dies) (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.14

HOCHBERG, CAROL ELAINE (AU)
- To the trustees: We need a policy on senior housing), Feb 6, 1998, p.6

HOCKEY
- Luskin, Cochrane are All-Americans (photo), Jan 30, 1998, p.17
- Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26
- A solid start for youth hockey in Scarsdale (photo), Mar 27, 1998, p.26
- Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

HOOGEMAN, CEDRIC
- The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

HOF-BARTHELSON SCHOOL OF MUSIC
- New council to focus on arts, Dec 24, 1998, p.1

HOFMAN, ARTHUR
- Arthur Hoffman (has been elected treasurer of the New York Society of Certified Public Accountants), Jul 10, 1998, p.4

HOFMAN, JOYCE
- More than Band-Aids (Jan 28 will mark th 12 national celebration of School Nurses' Day), Jan 23, 1998, p.1

HOFMAN, LAURA
- Tribute to Eric Rothschild draws adoring crowd of former students (photo), Oct 9, 1998, p.1

HOFHEIMER, GERTRUDE
- The Bank of New York Salutes the Recipient of This Year’s Scarsdale Bowl (photo), May 1, 1998, p.34
- The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 15, 1998, p.30

HOFHEIMER, GERTRUDE (AU)
- To the trustees: We need a policy on senior housing), Feb 6, 1998, p.6

HOFHEIMER, JOSEPH
- Tribute to Eric Rothschild draws adoring crowd of former students (photo), Oct 9, 1998, p.1
- Doernberg Real Estate Salutes Gala ’98 and the SCS Auxiliary of the WHP Hospital Center (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.30
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HOFHEIMER, JOSEPH (AU)
  Save the date for Rothschild retirement luncheon (ltr), Jun 26, 1998, p.6

HOFHEIMER, NATALIE
  Tribute to Eric Rothschild draws adoring crowd of former students (photo), Oct 9, 1998, p.1
  Doernberg Real Estate Salutes Gala '98 and the SCS Auxiliary of the WHP Hospital Center (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.30

HOGAN, MATT
  Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon and White Head Coaches and Managers (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.28

HOLIDAYS
  SHS freshman’s letter witty, wise (response to letter by David Goodwin from 1/9/98) (ltr), Jan 16, 1998, p.6
  Why aren’t there any Jewish stars in the village? (ltr), Nov 27, 1998, p.6
  Holiday wreaths are not Christian religious symbols (response to 11/27 letter by E Prince) (ltr), Dec 11, 1998, p.6

HOLLANDER, ALAN
  Two sopranos (senior high school winter concert) (photo), Dec 24, 1998, p.10

HOLLIDAY, MARC
  Marc Holliday (has joined SL Green Realty Corp as chief investment officer), Jul 31, 1998, p.2

HOLOCAUST, JEWISH (1939-1945)
  Lesson from history (edit), Apr 24, 1998, p.6
  Holocaust survivors hope for a better world (photo), Jul 17, 1998, p.1
  Women who survived Holocaust try to heal hatred through education (cont), Jul 17, 1998, p.10

HOLVIG, KEN
  The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest (photo), Apr 3, 1998, p.26

HOME-BASED BUSINESSES
  Trustees want to keep home occupations law, Mar 13, 1998, p.3
  Sun won’t set on law (village’s law on home occupations is now permanently in place), Jun 26, 1998, p.1

HOMELESS
  Food, housing programs reflect self-help philosophy (photo), Jan 9, 1998, p.3
  Midnight Run was educational for children (ltr), May 29, 1998, p.7

HON, PETER
  SHS grads share SAT strategy with minority youth (photo), Jul 24, 1998, p.1
  SHS alumni teach SAT review course to Mount Vernon students (photo), Jul 24, 1998, p.20

HOOK, LUCYLE (DR)
  Beloved English teacher feted at 50th reunion (photo), May 8, 1998, p.1

HOPE, NEVA TATMAN
  Neva Tatman Hope (dies), Jan 16, 1998, p.14

HORMONES
  Natural hormone therapies best (response to 3/27 SCS Inquirer Supplement article) (ltr), Apr 3, 1998, p.6

HORN, MEAGAN

HORN, SHIRLY

HOROWITZ, JORDAN
  Early college acceptances soothe - and elate - some seniors (photo), Jan 9, 1998, p.1
  Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26
  High school students honored at assembly (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.10

HOROWITZ, LAURIE
  Pool breakfast outstanding finale to SHS prom (ltr), Jul 3, 1998, p.6

HOROWITZ, NILDA MORALES
  Morales Horowitz named deputy county attorney (photo), Apr 17, 1998, p.4
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HOROWITZ, SARAH
Scarsdale native helps polish up Grand Central (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.13

HOROWITZ, SUSAN
Voices of history speak (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.12

HOSPITALS
'Creature comforts' at W(White) P(lains) H(ospital) C(enter) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.1
(SCS) Auxiliary (of WHP) donates $150,000 to the hospital's neonatal and maternity center (photo), Jul 17, 1998, p.4
Bereaved family extends thanks (ltr), Aug 28, 1998, p.6
(SCS) Auxiliary (of White Plains Hospital) honored (photo), Oct 9, 1998, p.4
Doernberg Real Estate Salutes Gala '98 and the SCS Auxiliary of the WHP Hospital Center (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.30

HOUSEHOLD EMPLOYEES
Local mom teaches nannies how to cook (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.3
Enterprising mom holds cooking class for nannies (cont), Jun 19, 1998, p.14

HOUSES-SCS
Dantzig faces contempt citation, Jan 9, 1998, p.1
Judge gives Dantzig last chance to comply, Jan 16, 1998, p.3
Dantzig tried in village court for building code violations, Jan 30, 1998, p.1
Village justice reserves decision in Dantzig trial (photo) (cont), Jan 30, 1998, p.3
A teachable moment (re Dr Dantzig's skirmish with the SCS building department) (edit), Jan 30, 1998, p.6
Judge rules: Dantzig guilty on 24 counts, Feb 13, 1998, p.1
What's your number (SCS house numbers must have a minimum height of 2 inches), Feb 20, 1998, p.1
Moving on after most of a lifetime (edit), Mar 13, 1998, p.7
Greenacres residents fight development (illus), Apr 3, 1998, p.1
Greenacres residents fight development (cont), Apr 3, 1998, p.8
No warm welcome for new Sheldrake neighbor (photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.13
Gone, for now (crosswalk traffic cones), Jun 12, 1998, p.1
Keep your home safe (edit), Jul 24, 1998, p.6
Tear-downs a frightening trend (ltr), Oct 23, 1998, p.6
Dispute over wetlands boundary delays subdivision, Dec 24, 1998, p.3

HOUSING
No disabled allowed (re plans to locate home for developmentally disabled at 25 Dalewood Dr) (edit), Aug 28, 1998, p.6
Habitat for Humanity to build house in Greenburgh (ltr), Aug 28, 1998, p.6

HOUSING DEVELOPERS
Developer faces unfair labor charges, Apr 24, 1998, p.1
Preferred downtown developer faces unfair-labor charges from union (cont), Apr 24, 1998, p.10
Union: developer's nursing home neglects patients, May 22, 1998, p.3
Town developer's identity unknown (ltr), Jul 24, 1998, p.6

HOUSING-SCS
Idea of senior housing still alive, Jan 16, 1998, p.1
Senior housing urged (photo) (cont), Jan 16, 1998, p.8
To the trustees: We need a policy on senior housing), Feb 6, 1998, p.6
Village turns its back on seniors, group says, Jun 19, 1998, p.1
Citizens for senior housing make their case to village (cont), Jun 19, 1998, p.13
Development threatens Red Maple Swamp (ltr), Nov 6, 1998, p.6
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HOWARD, KRISTIN
Scarsdale is a breath of Fresh Air for inner city kids (photo), Jul 17, 1998, p.1

HOWARD, LEONARD
Leonard Howard, civic leader, is dead (photo), Jul 31, 1998, p.1
Leonard Howard, civic leader, is dead at 84 (cont), Jul 31, 1998, p.10

HSIEH, ELAINE
Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

HSU, JOSHUA (AU)
The day I became a pianist (edit), Feb 20, 1998, p.7

HTS
Farmers market bad for Hartsdale (Itr), Jul 10, 1998, p.6
No disabled allowed (re plans to locate home for developmentally disabled at 25 Dalewood Dr) (edit), Aug 28, 1998, p.6

HUNGER
Many still going hungry (edit), Mar 20, 1998, p.7

HURRICANES
Hurricane relief, Nov 20, 1998, p.1

HURWITZ, DAVID A
Hurwitz earns (rank of) Eagle (photo), May 1, 1998, p.4

HURWITZ, HERBERT S (DR)
Herbert S Hurwitz, M.D. (dies), Jan 2, 1998, p.16

HUSTED, ANN SCHNEIDER
Ann Schneider Husted (dies), Feb 13, 1998, p.14

HUTTAR, ETHEL
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28
Ethel Huttar recognized (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.9

HYDE, DON
The state of the sport: An interview with Mr. Paddle (photo), Apr 10, 1998, p.19

HYNES, CHARLES
Scarsdale echoes county and state in primary voting, Sep 18, 1998, p.1

IAGALLO, GERRY
Inequity in Greenburgh (edit), Jul 17, 1998, p.6

IAGALLO, GERRY (AU)

ICE CREAM, ICES, ETC.
Chillin (Brett Weinstein, Eric Weinstein and Lili Rogowski enjoy treats) (photo), Jan 23, 1998, p.1

ILANY, TAL
Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

ILLANY, JOSH
Library Park is blooming thanks to helpers (Itr), May 29, 1998, p.7

IMPEACHMENTS
Middle schoolers recreate Johnson impeachment, Nov 6, 1998, p.9
It should be impeachment or nothing (response to edit by William Glendon from 11/13/98) (Itr), Nov 20, 1998, p.9
Decadence is not our problem; tell-all, ratings-driven media is (edit), Nov 27, 1998, p.7
Gilman flip-flops on impeachment (Itr), Dec 24, 1998, p.6
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INDIA
Scardale psychiatrist writes of life in India (photo), Nov 13, 1998, p.4

INELLO, CATHY
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

INNES, EILEEN
New party to hold primary, Dec 11, 1998, p.1

INNES, EILEEN (AU)
Committee needs more elected members (ltr), Feb 27, 1998, p.6

INTERNET
Internet becoming an accepted research tool, Jan 30, 1998, p.10
Surfing the Internet safely, Mar 20, 1998, p.10
Teachers and Students @ the Internet, Mar 20, 1998, p.10
Out of the closet, into the Internet (edit), Sep 11, 1998, p.6
High school survey brings surprises (illus), Dec 18, 1998, p.11

INTERNSHIP PROGRAMS
Interns learn what makes a village tick (photo), Aug 7, 1998, p.3
Interns learn what makes a village tick (cont), Aug 7, 1998, p.20

IRWIN, DAVID
United Way tops goal (photo), May 15, 1998, p.4

IRWIN, DAVID (AU)
Thanks to those who gave generously (ltr), Aug 14, 1998, p.6

IRWIN, JACQUELINE
20 candidates running in School Board Nominating Committee election on Tuesday, Jan 16, 1998, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Kids' Base & The Little School (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.16

IRWIN, JACQUELINE
School Board Nominating Committee nominates Steves, Golden, Irwin (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.1
Board bids fond farewell to Landau and French, Jun 19, 1998, p.1
Board of education presents proposal (highlights of $17.88 million preliminary bond issue), Oct 16, 1998, p.1

ISBY, MIKE (AU)
Antennas don't belong at police station (ltr), May 1, 1998, p.6

ISOKANE, HARRY
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon and White Head Coaches and Managers (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.28

ISRAEL
Happy Birthday, Israel! (photo), May 8, 1998, p.1
Israel has enriched all our lives (edit), Jul 24, 1998, p.7

ISSENBERT, SOFIE
Chick this one out (in science projects children wait for incubated eggs to hatch) (photo), Apr 17, 1998, p.9

IZUMI, TATSUYA
Edgewood graduate wins Japanese speech contest (photo), Oct 30, 1998, p.8

JACKSON, JESSICA
Music tells stories at Quaker Ridge (photo), Dec 4, 1998, p.11

JACOBS, BILL
763 voted in School Board Nominating Committee election, Jan 23, 1998, p.1

JACOBS, DIANE (AU)
Neighborhoods should hold rink polls (ltr), May 8, 1998, p.6
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JACOBS, HELEN A
Helen A Jacobs (dies), Feb 6, 1998, p.18

JACOBS, JOSH
Camps in full swing as July turns to August (photo), Jul 31, 1998, p.3

JACOBS, LYNN
Lynn Jacobs (has been elected to the board of directors of Westchester Jewish Community Services), Jul 10, 1998, p.4

JACOBS, MICKEY
Village turns its back on seniors, group says, Jun 19, 1998, p.1
23 are running for Citizens' Committee, Oct 30, 1998, p.1
New party to hold primary, Dec 11, 1998, p.1

JACOBS, WILLIAM
20 candidates running in School Board Nominating Committee election (cont), Jan 16, 1998, p.10

JACOBSON, SANDRA
Sandra Jacobson (has been appointed co-chairman of a committee of the Women's Bar Assn of NY), Jul 10, 1998, p.4

JACOBSON, SANDRA W
Sandra W Jacobson (appointed committee chairman of American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers), Jul 3, 1998, p.4

JACQUET, JENNIFER
Two sopranos (senior high school winter concert) (photo), Dec 24, 1998, p.10

JAFFE, BARBARA
The Bank of New York Salutes the Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo), May 1, 1998, p.34

JAFFE, ERIC (AU)
An invitation for all to join the T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) (ltr), Sep 25, 1998, p.6

JAFFE, PHYLLIS
Phyllis Jaffe (dies), Jun 19, 1998, p.14

JANIAK, ANNE (AU)
Bell does S(CS) N(neighborhood) A(ssociation) P(residents) a disservice (ltr), Jun 26, 1998, p.6

JANIAK, ANNE

JANIAK, RICHARD
The Bank of New York Salutes the Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo), May 1, 1998, p.34

JANIAN, ANN
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS' BASE & The Little School (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.16

JANSEN, JIM (AU)
Car thieves should be focus (of village administration) (ltr), Jun 12, 1998, p.6

JAPAN
Greenacres studies Japan (photo), Jan 30, 1998, p.10
U.S. should realize Japan, not China, is Asia's economic leader (edit), Jul 10, 1998, p.7
Japan has major overhauling to do (response to 7/10 edit by Yoshi Tsurumi) (ltr), Jul 17, 1998, p.6

JARKOVSKY, ZELDA (AU)
Extreme enforcement (of parking regulations) is 'unfriendly' (ltr), Feb 27, 1998, p.6

JASON, PAUL
Group calls for study of 6-lot development, Oct 23, 1998, p.1

JENSEN, GRADY
Bowl speakers, Apr 3, 1998, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes the Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo), May 1, 1998, p.34
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JENSEN, GRADY continued
Wanted: 20 good citizens (to run for 10 open slots on the Non-Partisan Citizens' Committee), Sep 4, 1998, p.1
11 are elected to Citizens' Committee; write-ins denied (photo), Nov 13, 1998, p.1

JENSEN, GRADY E (AU)
To the trustees: We need a policy on senior housing), Feb 6, 1998, p.6
Do we need single-issue opposition candidates? (ltr), Dec 18, 1998, p.6

JEWELRY
A jewelry artist finds her own voice (photo), Dec 24, 1998, p.3

JEWS
Catholics, Jews seek higher ground (edit), Jan 30, 1998, p.7
(SCS Golf) Club also the site of discrimination (ltr), Jun 5, 1998, p.6
Holocaust survivors hope for a better world (photo), Jul 17, 1998, p.1
Women who survived Holocaust try to heal hatred through education (cont), Jul 17, 1998, p.10
Why aren't there any Jewish stars in the village? (ltr), Nov 27, 1998, p.6
Holiday wreaths are not Christian religious symbols (response to 11/27 letter by E Prince) (ltr), Dec 11, 1998, p.6

JIHADIAH, RANJIT
Hurwitz earns (rank of) Eagle (photo), May 1, 1998, p.4

JOHNSON, ANDREW
Middle schoolers recreate Johnson impeachment, Nov 6, 1998, p.9

JOHNSON, BOINE
Boine Johnson to receive bowl (photo), Jan 23, 1998, p.1
Boine Johnson to receive Scarsdale bowl (cont), Jan 23, 1998, p.3
Bowl speakers, Apr 3, 1998, p.1
Bowl winner Johnson says business experience vital (photo), Apr 24, 1998, p.1
Bowl winner Johnson: Business experience vital for village leaders (photo) (cont), Apr 24, 1998, p.13
Johnson bit the hands that fed him (edit), May 1, 1998, p.7
The Bank of New York Salutes the Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo), May 1, 1998, p.34
Village ready to acquire Robison Lot, Oct 16, 1998, p.1
(Boine Johnson was the recipient of the 1998 SCS Bowl) (photo), Dec 31, 1998, p.4

JOHNSON, CAROL G (AU)
Crane Road-East Parkway danger (response to letter by Mickey and Steven Frankel from 2/27/98) (ltr), Mar 6, 1998, p.6

JOHNSON, GWEN
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

JOHNSON, JEANNETTE
Quaker Ridge mousehole restored (photo), Jan 16, 1998, p.10

JOHNSON, KATHARYN
Inquirer keeps us close, informed (ltr), Oct 16, 1998, p.6

JOHNSON, KATHLEEN
The Bank of New York Salutes the Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo), May 1, 1998, p.34

JOHNSON, KATHRYN PRICE
People who made the headlines, Jan 2, 1998, p.2

JOHNSON, MARC IAN
Bowl speakers, Apr 3, 1998, p.1
Bowl winner Johnson: Business experience vital for village leaders (photo) (cont), Apr 24, 1998, p.13
The Bank of New York Salutes the Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo), May 1, 1998, p.34
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JOHNSON, PETER
The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30

JOHNSON, T. J.
The Bank of New York Salutes the Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo), May 1, 1998, p.34

JOHNSON, TED
The Bank of New York Salutes the Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo), May 1, 1998, p.34

JOHNSON, YVONNE
The Bank of New York Salutes the Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo), May 1, 1998, p.34

JONES, CASSIUS L
Hurwitz earns (rank of) Eagle (photo), May 1, 1998, p.4

JONES, PAULA
Statement was response to a rhetorical question (ltr), Apr 24, 1998, p.7

JOSEPH JR, MICHAEL
Michael Joseph Jr (dies), Jan 2, 1998, p.16

JOYNT, ALISON
Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

JUDGES
Judge gives Dantzig last chance to comply, Jan 16, 1998, p.3
Judge candidates (for position of acting village justice), Jan 23, 1998, p.1
Judge fines Dantzig for code violations (photo), Feb 20, 1998, p.1
Village judge wants a court officer, Feb 20, 1998, p.3
Dantzig fined $4,800 for code violations (cont), Feb 20, 1998, p.12
Morales Horowitz named deputy county attorney (photo), Apr 17, 1998, p.4
Terry Jane Ruderman (nominated to the Court of Claims for a nine-year term) (photo), May 8, 1998, p.4

JULY 4TH
Everyone's favorite Uncle (SCS July 4th celebration) (photo), Jul 10, 1998, p.1

JUNG, SCOTT
Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

JUNG, SOKNAN

JURY
Grand juries have more latitude (ltr), Oct 9, 1998, p.6

JUSTO, FRANK SR
Frank Justo Sr (dies), Jul 31, 1998, p.10

KADANOFF, CAROL
Young writers conference was an all-around best-seller (ltr), Apr 17, 1998, p.6

KADISH, ANNA
Doernberg Real Estate Salutes Gala '98 and the SCS Auxiliary of the WHP Hospital Center (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.30

KADISH, LAURENCE (DR)
Doernberg Real Estate Salutes Gala '98 and the SCS Auxiliary of the WHP Hospital Center (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.30

KAHLE, MARGARET LURTON
Margaret Lurton Kahle (dies), Mar 27, 1998, p.12

KAHN, TARA
'Winter Wishland' is celebrated at Q(aker) R(idge) (photo), Feb 13, 1998, p.10

KAISER, HENRY
Kids call for a downtown teen center (photo), May 15, 1998, p.1
Local boy, 16, killed in parkway crash (photo), Aug 14, 1998, p.1
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KAISER, MARTHA
Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26

KAISER, RICHARD

KAISER, RICHARD JACK
Richard Jack Kaiser (dies), Aug 21, 1998, p.4

KALB, LORE
Doernberg honors achievers (photo), May 29, 1998, p.4

KALISCH, BETH
SHS student receives recognition for poetry (photo), May 29, 1998, p.9
High school students honored at assembly (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.10
Halloween enchants children districtwide (photo), Nov 6, 1998, p.8

KALT, STEVEN
Sved, Kroenlein, Finger nominated for trustee (photo), Jan 16, 1998, p.1
Steven Kalt (recognized for excellence in sale of insurance and financial products and services), Sep 4, 1998, p.4

KALT, STEVEN W (AU)
Media should stick to the facts (re relationship between President Clinton and Monica Lewinsky) (ltr), Jan 30, 1998, p.6
Why is it that we can't get a shovel in the ground? (re downtown development) (ltr), Jun 26, 1998, p.6

KAMEN, CHARLES
Students clean, help restore natural beauty of high school brook (ltr), Dec 4, 1998, p.6

KAMINER, JACK
Former players pay tribute to Coach Kaminer (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.19
Former players, friends pay tribute to Kaminer (cont), Jun 19, 1998, p.22
A Hall of Fame coach (photo), Sep 25, 1998, p.16

KAMINER, JEN
Kaminer grateful to community (ltr), Sep 25, 1998, p.6

KAMINER, PAULA
Kaminer grateful to community (ltr), Sep 25, 1998, p.6
A Hall of Fame coach (photo), Sep 25, 1998, p.16

KAMINER, ROBYN
Kaminer grateful to community (ltr), Sep 25, 1998, p.6

KAMINSKY, HARVEY (AU)
Former board members' allegations against GBH N(ature) C(enter) are unfounded (ltr), Nov 13, 1998, p.9

KAMM, KELLEY
Hamm is new chairman (cont), Oct 2, 1998, p.9

KAPERMAN, BARBARA ARCHER
Tribute to Eric Rothschild draws adoring crowd of former students (photo), Oct 9, 1998, p.1

KAPICA, JOHN
Wake-up call (GBH residents roused from their sleep by recorded message re trash and recyclables), Oct 30, 1998, p.1

KAPLAN, MARTIN
Conservative synagogue buys Christian Science Church (photo), May 29, 1998, p.1

KAPLAN, SOL
Conservative synagogue buys Christian Science Church (photo) (cont), May 29, 1998, p.12

KARASK, BRADLEY
Bradley Karasik (named assistant director of student activities at Queensborough Community College), Oct 16, 1998, p.4

KARATE
Student earns black belt (photo), May 15, 1998, p.21
First place finisher (photo), Nov 13, 1998, p.28
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KARDON, NANCY (AU)
  A YIMBY actually wants the rink in her backyard (ltr), Jan 9, 1998, p.6
KARP, DOUG
  Noisy work on Harwood (photo), May 8, 1998, p.1
KASNER, JARED
  Quaker Ridge Rocket Store takes off, appointments postponed (photo), Apr 24, 1998, p.9
KASNER, KAREN
  Quaker Ridge Rocket Store takes off, appointments postponed (photo), Apr 24, 1998, p.9
  Karen Kasner (named a chairman of the Jewish Board of Family and Children's Services in Westchester), Aug 28, 1998, p.4
KASS, PHILIP
  Philip Kass (dies), Apr 17, 1998, p.12
KATHIRITHAMBY, NIMMI
  The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28
KATZ, ARLENE
  Judge candidates (for position of acting village justice), Jan 23, 1998, p.1
KATZ, DEBORAH
  High school students honored at assembly (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.10
KATZ, HALEY
  Quaker Ridge 5th graders pitch new products in song (photo), May 1, 1998, p.9
KATZ, JESS
  SMS hosts artists-in-residence (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.10
KATZ, KUNIKO
  Empty nest recalls bittersweet partings of the past (edit), Sep 4, 1998, p.6
KATZ, KUNIKO (AU)
  Empty nest recalls bittersweet partings of past (edit) (cont), Sep 4, 1998, p.7
KATZ, LAURIE
  2 new rabbis take positions at Westchester Reform Temple (photo), Jul 10, 1998, p.12
KATZBERG, LAUREN
  The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest (photo), Apr 3, 1998, p.26
KATZMAN, MEREDITH (AU)
  Screen candidates in public session (re EMT School Board Nominating Committee) (ltr), Jun 19, 1998, p.6
KAUFMAN, ANN
  ...Ann Kaufman (honored for work at the Mid-Westchester YM-YWHA) (photo), Jul 24, 1998, p.2
KAUFMAN, ANN (AU)
  Former board members support McNally, Orden, Schaffer (ltr), May 15, 1998, p.6
KAUFMAN, ELIZABETH
  High school students honored at assembly (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.10
KAUFMAN, GAIL
  The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28
KAUFMAN, JUDITH
  Petitions sought for School Board Nominating Committee candidates, Nov 13, 1998, p.1
KAUFMAN, LIZ
  Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30
KAUFMAN, MARTIN
  Former American Field Service student returns to get married (photo), Oct 2, 1998, p.3
KAUFMAN, MILICENT
  Former American Field Service student returns to get married (photo), Oct 2, 1998, p.3
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KAUFMAN, SUSAN

KAVANAGH, MARGARET F
Margaret F Kavanagh (dies), Feb 20, 1998, p.15

KAWASHIMA, YOSHI
Golf club officers (photo), Feb 6, 1998, p.4

KAY, JESS
Students clean, help restore natural beauty of high school brook (ltr), Dec 4, 1998, p.6

KEARN, RALPH
Trustees say no to accessory housing here, Nov 13, 1998, p.1

KEITH, BOB
Youth football players honored at awards dinner (photo), Jan 2, 1998, p.11
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon and White Head Coaches and Managers (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.28
Maroon and White fetes fall athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.28

KELLEY, RICK
They remember Scarsdale when . . . (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.3

KELLNER, ALISON
Conservative synagogue buys Christian Science Church (photo), May 29, 1998, p.1

KEMP, GIL
United Way tops goal (photo), May 15, 1998, p.4

KENNEDY, TAADNAMEKA
SHS grads share SAT strategy with minority youth (photo), Jul 24, 1998, p.1

KENNEY, JOHN
Ground broken for teen center (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.1

KERIN, JIM
2 firefighters honored at Fire Co. No. 1 dinner, Dec 24, 1998, p.4

KERIN, PAUL
Candidates forum, Oct 23, 1998, p.1
Scarsdale's own easily re-elected, Nov 6, 1998, p.1

KERN, RALPH W (AU)
Debate is closed; residents should accept majority will (ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.7

KESSLER, ADAM
Sports Swap set for Sept. 12, rain or shine (photo), Sep 4, 1998, p.9

KESSLER, DAVID (DR)
People who made the headlines, Jan 2, 1998, p.2

KESSLER, ELIZABETH
High school students honored at assembly (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.10

KESSNER, STEVEN

KHIMM, SUZY
High school students honored at assembly (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.10
Halloween enchants children districtwide (photo), Nov 6, 1998, p.8

KIDD, VIVIAN ERICSON
Vivian Kidd Ericson (dies), Aug 21, 1998, p.4

KIDS BASE
Controversies centered on land use issues (photo) (cont), Jan 2, 1998, p.3
Kids BASE transportation policy change is revisited, Jan 30, 1998, p.9
Kids' BASE/The Little School offer new programs at new site (photo) (Progress edit 1998), Jan 30, 1998, p.4
Free bus service to and from Kids' BASE continues (photo), Feb 13, 1998, p.9
Kids' BASE bonds called by lottery, Jul 10, 1998, p.10
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KIDS BASE  continued
Trustees hire project manager for pool work, Aug 28, 1998, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS' BASE & The Little School (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.16
KB-LS employee charged with embezzlement (photo), Dec 24, 1998, p.1

KILLIAN, LINDA
23 are running for Citizens' Committee, Oct 30, 1998, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS' BASE & The Little School (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.16
KB-LS employee charged with embezzlement (photo), Dec 24, 1998, p.1

KIM, SANDRA
New teachers, administrators greet students (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.9

KIM, SUSIE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30

KINDERTAGEN
The kindergarten debate: Holding back to get ahead, Apr 3, 1998, p.1
The kindergarten edge (edit), Apr 3, 1998, p.6
Holding back to get ahead: The kindergarten debate (cont), Apr 3, 1998, p.12
Kindergartens used to be split (response to Inquirer article from 4/3/98) (ltr), Apr 10, 1998, p.6

KINDNESS
Young man helped out in a pinch (ltr), Oct 23, 1998, p.6

KING, LARRY
Will newscasters apologize? (re President Clinton's "alleged affair") (ltr), Feb 6, 1998, p.6

KING, MARTIN LUTHER JR (DR)
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day celebration a success (photo), Jan 23, 1998, p.10

KING, MARY E
Mary E King (dies), Jun 26, 1998, p.17

KING, SHERRY
Should we spend public funds for private education?, Feb 6, 1998, p.3

KIRSCH, JEANNINE
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

KIRYLUK-PUTZIGER, LIUBA

KISSNER, MATTHEW
Matthew Kissner (has been elected to the board of Regional Plan Assn) (photo), Jul 3, 1998, p.4

KLAUSNER, JENNIFER
High school students honored at assembly (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.10

KLEIN, CASEY
Casey Klein, 10-year-old thespian juggles active theater life, studies (photo), Nov 20, 1998, p.21

KLEIN, ROBERT
20 candidates running in School) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) election on Tuesday, Jan 16, 1998, p.1

KLEIN, ROBIN
(Rebecca Maier tries to lift the biggest pumpkin at Ramsey Farm) (photo), Oct 30, 1998, p.6

KLEIN, SAM
Morning meeting (re proposed development of Freightway and Depot Place), Jan 2, 1998, p.1
Developer may lease site from village (illus), Mar 27, 1998, p.1
Developer faces unfair labor charges, Apr 24, 1998, p.1
Union: developer's nursing home neglects patients, May 22, 1998, p.3
Town developer's identity unknown (ltr), Jul 24, 1998, p.6
Letters on downtown project are increasingly misleading, inaccurate (ltr), Jul 31, 1998, p.6
Preliminary inquiry: No skeletons found in Klein's closet, Sep 18, 1998, p.1
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KLEIN, SAM continued
No skeletons found (cont), Sep 18, 1998, p.2
Teens praised, development criticized, Sep 25, 1998, p.1

KLEIN, STEPHEN
Bread of affliction (Rabbi Stephen Klein holds symbolic Passover plate) (photo), Apr 17, 1998, p.1

KLEIN, STEPHEN A (AU)
Holiday season speaks to us of our common values (ltr), Jan 9, 1998, p.7

KLEIN, STEVEN (AU)
Paper insensitive to victim's family (response to "in memoriam" section of Jan 2 issue) (ltr), Jan 16, 1998, p.6

KLEINMAN, ERICA
Days of disguises (photo), Nov 6, 1998, p.3

KLEINMAN, MARK
Mark Kleinman (appointed treasurer of Salomon Smith Barney) (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.4

KLEINOW, DEREK
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

KLEMM, JOHN
Kids have priority (on SHS track), Apr 10, 1998, p.1
SHS responds to new graduation standards, May 8, 1998, p.1
Sobriety party was a great success (ltr), Jun 5, 1998, p.6
Parent wants writer of threatening poem expelled from high school, Jun 19, 1998, p.1
First class (SHS commencement) (photo), Jul 3, 1998, p.9
Luskin is honored as scholar-athlete (photo), Jul 10, 1998, p.9
Local boy, 16, killed in parkway crash (photo), Aug 14, 1998, p.1
Principal John Klemme reviews his first year at Scarsdale High School (cont), Aug 14, 1998, p.9
Back to school (welcome reception for Dr Michael McGill), Aug 21, 1998, p.1
Jason Hendler is buried - and remembered (photo), Aug 21, 1998, p.1
New students learn to navigate the halls of SHS (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.10
Social studies teacher (Kelley Hamm) returns to the classroom, Oct 2, 1998, p.1
SHS prepares for state regents exams, Dec 4, 1998, p.1

KLEPP, DREW
Sports Swap set for Sept. 12, rain or shine (photo), Sep 4, 1998, p.9

KLEPP, EVAN
Sports Swap set for Sept. 12, rain or shine (photo), Sep 4, 1998, p.9

KLESTADT, ADAM
His best girl (Adam Klestadt has a Mother's Day surprise for his mom) (photo), May 15, 1998, p.1

KLESTADT, BARBARA
His best girl (Adam Klestadt has a Mother's Day surprise for his mom) (photo), May 15, 1998, p.1

KLINE, MELISSIA
Dancers discover many pluses in ballet (photo), Apr 17, 1998, p.17

KLINE, TOM
Run this weekend (18th annual fall foliage run and walk will take place Sunday, October 18), Oct 16, 1998, p.1

KNOEDELSBERGER, WILLIAM
2nd-story burglar suspect identified, Feb 20, 1998, p.1

KNOPFLER, CLARA
Holocaust survivors hope for a better world (photo), Jul 17, 1998, p.1

KOBRE, BARBARA
Doernberg honors achievers (photo), May 29, 1998, p.4
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KOCH, JUDY
Doernberg honors achievers (photo), May 29, 1998, p.4

KOH, PETER
Touchdown! (first possession of the season) (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.1
Panthers down Saranac in semifinals 41-25 (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.1
Panthers top the state in O(over) T(ime): a 1st! (photo), Dec 4, 1998, p.1

KOHASHI, NATSUUKO
Two sopranos (senior high school winter concert) (photo), Dec 24, 1998, p.10

KOPPEL, TED
Will newscasters apologize? (re President Clinton's "alleged affair") (ltr), Feb 6, 1998, p.6

KOPPELL, G OLIVER
Scarsdale echoes county and state in primary voting, Sep 18, 1998, p.1

KOPPLE, SARA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30

KORA, ARISA
A Scarsdale welcome (at international breakfast) (photo), Oct 16, 1998, p.9

KOREY, ALIX
Tovah Feldshuh shines in 'Danny and Faye' (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.15

KORINS, RUSS (AU)
Tunnel would bring icy winds, mold (ltr), Aug 21, 1998, p.6

KORNFIELD, GABRIELLE
Two sopranos (senior high school winter concert) (photo), Dec 24, 1998, p.10

KOSENKO, PETE
Our Bermuda Triangle? (re recent car accident on bronx River Parkway) (photo), Sep 25, 1998, p.1

KOSENKO, PETER
New rig (for SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps) (photo), Oct 2, 1998, p.8

KOURAKOS, LISA
Rocket scientists (Edgewood students experiment with water rockets) (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.12

KOZLOV, ELISSA
SMS students help Nicaraguan relief effort (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.10

KOZLOV, MATT
Scarsdale's musical success story (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.9
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28
SMS students sweep Dickens contest, Jul 3, 1998, p.9

KRAMER, BARRY
The want Freightway, Jan 30, 1998, p.1

KRAMER, CAREN
Toga, toga, togal (photo), Apr 17, 1998, p.9
Halloween enchants children districtwide (photo), Nov 6, 1998, p.8

KRANTZ, HARRIETTE
Love of community inspires S(CS) Family C(ounseling) S(ervice) honoree Luella Slaner (photo), Apr 17, 1998, p.1

KRAUSS, EDWARD R (AU)
National press abuses its power (re President Clinton's alleged affair) (ltr), Feb 13, 1998, p.6
New York Medical College - secular or religious institution? (edit), May 22, 1998, p.7
Japan has major overhauling to do (response to 7/10 edit by Yoshi Tsurumi) (ltr), Jul 17, 1998, p.6
Decadence is not our problem; tell-all, ratings-driven media is (edit), Nov 27, 1998, p.7

KRAY, FREDDA
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS' BASE & The Little School (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.16
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KRAY, JERRY
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS' BASE & The Little School (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.16

KREMERS, VIRGINIA FREEMAN
Virginia Freeman Kremers (dies), Aug 7, 1998, p.10

KREY, JOCELYN
High school students honored at assembly (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.10

KRIM, NANCY
The SCS Board of Education Salutes... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

KROEHLEIN, DAVID

KROEHLEIN, DAVID
Sved, Kroenlein, Finger nominated for trustee (photo), Jan 16, 1998, p.1
3 candidates running for 3 trustee slots (photo), Mar 13, 1998, p.1
David Kroenlein is part of 'Scarsdale life-cycle' (cont), Mar 13, 1998, p.12
Victory celebration (uncontested election for village trustee) (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.1
Teens praised, development criticized, Sep 25, 1998, p.1
Lines in the sand (re SCS Non-Partisan Citizens' Party) (edit), Dec 18, 1998, p.6

KROEHLEIN, EVELYN
Maroon and White salutes Scarsdale's winter athletes at annual awards dinner (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.20

KROEHLEIN, KEN
SHS alumni teach SAT review course to Mount Vernon students (photo), Jul 24, 1998, p.20

KRUK, JONATHAN
Busy weekend, Sep 11, 1998, p.1

KRUMWIEDE, HENRY G
Henry G Krumwiede (dies), Feb 6, 1998, p.18

KUHL, RUTH NORTON

KUHN, EVAN
Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26
High school students honored at assembly (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.10
Senior options '98: Slow train in China for SHS students, Jun 26, 1998, p.1
Students discover China in senior options adventure (photo) (cont), Jun 26, 1998, p.10

KULICK, PEG (AU)
Seniors say thanks to merchants (for supplying prizes for the SCS Senior Luncheon) (ltr), Jun 26, 1998, p.6

KUMAR, NICE
Student earns black belt (photo), May 15, 1998, p.21

KUMAR, SENPAI NICE
First place finisher (photo), Nov 13, 1998, p.28

KUNTZ, GEORGE
Pool breakfast outstanding finale to SHS prom (ltr), Jul 3, 1998, p.6

KUNZ, NANCY
Superfluous sweets (Fox Meadow 5th graders share their Halloween candy) (photo), Nov 13, 1998, p.10

KURTZ, NORMAN
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 15, 1998, p.30

KURTZ-LUBLINSKI, ANDREA
Andrea Kurtz-Lublinski (elected a vice president of Association for Women in Communications), Sep 18, 1998, p.4
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KURZNER, MICHELLE

KUSHEL, DYLAN
Panthers down Saranac in semifinals 41-25 (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.1
Panthers top the state in O(ver) T(ime): a 1st! (photo), Dec 4, 1998, p.1

KUSNETZ, MARCIA
Marcia Kusnetz elected new president of league (photo), May 15, 1998, p.4
Verni knocks Oppenheimer on campaign donations (photo) (cont), Oct 30, 1998, p.26
School bond is panned, praised, Nov 27, 1998, p.1
New party to hold primary, Dec 11, 1998, p.1

KUSNETZ, MARCIA (AU)
Attend hearing June 1 on campaign finance reform (ltr), May 29, 1998, p.7
Keep accessory housing issue alive (ltr), Nov 6, 1998, p.6
Scarsdale L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) supports downtown zoning change (ltr), Dec 4, 1998, p.9
Vote yes and support $17.88 million school bond issue (ltr), Dec 11, 1998, p.6

KUI, JOHN
Elementary schools hold science, math nights (photo), Apr 10, 1998, p.10

KWI, KWI KIM
Elementary schools hold science, math nights (photo), Apr 10, 1998, p.10

KYRIAK, MICHAEL
Walking to cure diabetes (photo), Oct 2, 1998, p.9

LA GRECA, ANGELA
Scarsdale's Angela La Greca 'has dress, will sing' (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.21

LAARAJ, BARBARA
New teachers, administrators greet students (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.9

LABOR
God in the Workplace - II; Justice underlies view of work (edit), Jul 24, 1998, p.7

LABOR DAY
Summer's last fling (Keith Turkel tosses his daughter Lindsay into the SCS Pool on Labor Day)(photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.1
More fun than labor at holiday celebrations (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.8

LACROSSE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon and White Head Coaches and Managers (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.28

LADD, JANET
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

LALLI, MARIGRACE

LALLI, MARIGRACE E (AU)

LALLI, MICHAEL (AU)
Former board members' allegations against G(BH) N(ature) C(enter) are unfounded (ltr), Nov 13, 1998, p.9

LAMAGRA, ANTHONY
Recital to mark 30 years of college performance (photo), Nov 6, 1998, p.15

LAMBERT, RON
Rotary installation (of new officers) (photo), Jul 17, 1998, p.4

LAMONT, LAUREN
Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

LAMORTE, TIMOTHY
Two join Inquirer (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.4
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LAMOTTA, STEPHANIE
SHS grads share SAT strategy with minority youth (photo), Jul 24, 1998, p.1

LAND, KIMBERLY
Romancing the stone (Roberta Abrams helps Greenacrers 4th graders carve in stone) (photo), Nov 20, 1998, p.11

LANDAU, EDWARD A (AU)
Young man helped out in a pinch (ltr), Oct 23, 1998, p.6

LANDAU, HARVEY
20 candidates running in School Board Nominating Committee election on Tuesday, Jan 16, 1998, p.1
Landau to leave school board (photo), Jan 30, 1998, p.1
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28
Board bids fond farewell to Landau and French, Jun 19, 1998, p.1
Thompson and Landau: leaders for tough times (edit), Jun 26, 1998, p.6

LANDAU, HARVEY G (AU)
Scarsdalians committed to education (ltr), Dec 18, 1998, p.9

LANDAU, HENRY (AU)
Recreation facility must be limited to Scarsdale residents (ltr), May 29, 1998, p.6

LANDAU, JOCelyn
The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30

LANDAUER, GALI
Doernberg Real Estate Salutes Gala '98 and the SCS Auxiliary of the WHP Hospital Center (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.30

LANDES, BETTE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo), May 1, 1998, p.34
Tribute to Eric Rothschild draws adoring crowd of former students (photo), Oct 9, 1998, p.1

LANDES, BETTE (AU)
Save the date for Rothschild retirement luncheon (ltr), Jun 26, 1998, p.6

LANDI, ANTHONY
Officials mull Harney options, Feb 6, 1998, p.1
$6.5M earmarked for pool, downtown, Aug 14, 1998, p.1

LANDI, LAUREN

Landsberg, Susan
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS' BASE & The Little School (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.16

Lang, Eugenie
SHS grads share SAT strategy with minority youth (photo), Jul 24, 1998, p.1
SHS alumni teach SAT review course to Mount Vernon students (photo), Jul 24, 1998, p.20

Lange, Justin
Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26

Lange, Kenneth
Larry Stevens found guilty of murder, May 22, 1998, p.1
Stevens gets the max in slaying of Hartsdale man, Jul 17, 1998, p.1

Langeveldt, Dale
Book fair, book aid (Fox Meadow PTA Book Fair) (photo), Nov 20, 1998, p.11

LANGEVELDT, TATIANA
Book fair, book aid (Fox Meadow PTA Book Fair) (photo), Nov 20, 1998, p.11

LANGE, JUSTIN
Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26

LANTOS, PHYLLIS
23 are running for Citizens' Committee, Oct 30, 1998, p.1
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LANZA, PATRICIA (AU)
Greenburgh Nature Center board sought to discredit donor (ltr), Nov 13, 1998, p.9

LANZA, RENE
Conservative Jews find a home in Fox Meadow (photo), Oct 16, 1998, p.3

LARKIN, DEBORAH, SLANER
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 15, 1998, p.30

LARKIN, ERIN
Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

LAROCCA, JAMES
Scarsdale echoes county and state in primary voting, Sep 18, 1998, p.1

LARSON, GERALD
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

LASER, JAMES
Lasser is chief of Edgemont School Board (photo), Jul 10, 1998, p.1

LATIMER, GEORGE
Locals to lead county board of legislators, Jan 9, 1998, p.1
League is positioning for the next millennium (photo) (Progress edit 1998), Jan 30, 1998, p.16
Inclusion, not party politics, is Latimer's focus (photo), Mar 6, 1998, p.3
Latimer: County may find solution for leaves (photo), May 1, 1998, p.19
No county tax break on clothing; Scarsdale's own say no to January waiver, Oct 2, 1998, p.1
A necessary evil (re county tax on clothing and shoes under $500) (edit), Oct 2, 1998, p.6
1999 budget: County taxes jump all over the scale, Dec 31, 1998, p.1
Democrats take over (on Westchester County Board of Legislators), Dec 31, 1998, p.4

LATIMER, GEORGE (AU)
A 'new spirit' evident on the county board (ltr), Apr 24, 1998, p.7
County board values T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) views (ltr), Dec 18, 1998, p.9

LAUBENSTEIN, ELEANOR DOROTHEA
Eleanor Dorothea Laubenstein (dies), Aug 7, 1998, p.10

LAUGHLIN, EUNICE
Wanted: 20 good citizens (to run for 10 open slots on the Non-Partisan Citizens' Committee), Sep 4, 1998, p.1

LAURENCE, ELAINE
20 candidates running in School Board Nominating Committee election (cont), Jan 16, 1998, p.10

LAURENCE, VERA STORCH
Vera Storch Lawrence (dies), Jul 17, 1998, p.13

LAWSUITS
SEE ACTIONS AND DEFENSES

LAWTON, ELLEN
Ellen Lawton to get national realty award (photo), Feb 27, 1998, p.4
Doernberg honors achievers (photo), May 29, 1998, p.4

LAWYER, WILLIAM (AU)
Story creates an 'incorrect view' of G(B)H N(ature) C(enter) finances (ltr), Nov 13, 1998, p.9

LAWYERS
Michael A Cardozo (honored with the I Love an Ethical New York award by Common Cause/NY), Jan 30, 1998, p.4
3 elected to bar posts (photo), Feb 6, 1998, p.4
Gardella reelected (president for a second annual term of the Westchester County Bar Association), Apr 3, 1998, p.4
Richard Gardella (has moderated a discussion on land use planning and economic development), Apr 10, 1998, p.4
David Brodsky (will receive Pathway to Justice Award at New York Lawyers for Public Interest)(photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.4
Sandra W Jacobson (appointed committee chairman of American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers), Jul 3, 1998, p.4
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LAWYERS continued
Melinda Aikins Bass (installed as president of Women's Bar Association of NY State) (photo), Aug 28, 1998, p.4

LAZAROVICI, LISA
District celebrates students' artwork in March (photo), Mar 13, 1998, p.9

LE PATNER, BARRY
Teen center to be a reality, Oct 16, 1998, p.1

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS-SCS
League is positioning for the next millenium (photo) (Progress edit 1998), Jan 30, 1998, p.16
The ins and outs of judicial reform (photo), Feb 13, 1998, p.3
League of Women Voters directory of officials available (ltr), Mar 6, 1998, p.6
League of Women Voters examines proposed school budget, Mar 20, 1998, p.1
League of Women Voters, Town and Village Civic Group endorse village spending plan, Apr 10, 1998, p.1
Harriet Goldberg dies; former village trustee (photo), Apr 24, 1998, p.1
Action on campaign finance reform (ltr), May 1, 1998, p.6
Marcia Kusnetz elected new president of league (photo), May 15, 1998, p.4
Teens praised, development criticized, Sep 25, 1998, p.1
Teens praised, development criticized at League of Women Voters forum (cont), Sep 25, 1998, p.3
Candidates forum, Oct 23, 1998, p.1
Verni knocks Oppenheimer on campaign donations (photo) (cont), Oct 30, 1998, p.26
Keep accessory housing issue alive (ltr), Nov 6, 1998, p.6
Trustees say no to accessory housing here, Nov 13, 1998, p.1
School bond is panned, praised, Nov 27, 1998, p.1
New party to hold primary, Dec 11, 1998, p.1

LEARY, DAVID
Antenna tug-o-war continues, Jan 16, 1998, p.1

LEAVES
Staff: All leaves should go to Crossway, Feb 20, 1998, p.1
Phase out county site (White Plains transfer station) (edit), Feb 27, 1998, p.6
Let the noise begin! (summer ban on gasoline powered leafblowers has been lifted), Oct 2, 1998, p.1
Village leaf-collectors should be quiet (ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.6

LEAVITT, DICK (AU)
Should we presume hatred when prosecuting certain crimes? (response to 10/30 edit by H Price) (ltr), Nov 6, 1998, p.6

LEAVITT, LINDA
Inquirer keeps us close, informed (ltr), Oct 16, 1998, p.6
Terms insulting to candidate (re write-in votes in the Citizens' Nominating Committee election)(ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.6

LEE, ANDREA
Student Transfer Education Plan installs new officers to preserve commitment (photo), Jan 23, 1998, p.9

LEE, CASEY
High school students honored at assembly (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.10

LEE, CHRISSY
What a catch! (youth cleanup effort of Bronx River on National Youth Service Day) (photo), May 1, 1998, p.1

LEE, EDWIN
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

LEE, HAN-CHIANG (DR)
Han-Chiang Lee, M.D. (dies), May 1, 1998, p.18

LEE, SUJIN
SHS grads share SAT strategy with minority youth (photo), Jul 24, 1998, p.1
SHS alumni teach SAT review course to Mount Vernon students (photo), Jul 24, 1998, p.20
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LERNER, JOSH
Paper insensitive to victim's family (response to "in memoriam" section of Jan 2 issue) (ltr), Jan 16, 1998, p.6

LERNER, JOSHUA
People who made the headlines, Jan 2, 1998, p.2

LERNER, RALPH
New trees coming (for homeowners Judith Bresler and Ralph Lerner), Jan 23, 1998, p.1

LERNER, RALPH E
Art law isn't just for lawyers, local authors say (photo), Feb 27, 1998, p.3

LETTERS
Letter from the grave (to Bill Clinton from Carol Hochberg), Nov 13, 1998, p.1

LEVAY, RITA
Regents requirement for special ed(ucation) students causes consternation, Dec 24, 1998, p.1

LEVIN, DOROTHY
Downtown development proposal draws speakers' ire; Residents say plan lacks support, Dec 18, 1998, p.1

LEVIN, DOTTIE (AU)
Anastas voters were disenfranchised (re write-in votes in recent Citizens' Committee election) (ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.6

LEVIN, JUDY
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 15, 1998, p.30

LEVIN, LES
Teens praised, development criticized, Sep 25, 1998, p.1
More time to protest the downtown project, Nov 27, 1998, p.1
New party to hold primary, Dec 11, 1998, p.1

LEVIN, LES (AU)

LEVIN, LESTER
Critics dispute traffic findings, May 8, 1998, p.1
Wanted: 20 good citizens (to run for 10 open slots on the Non-Partisan Citizens' Committee), Sep 4, 1998, p.1
Downtown development proposal draws speakers' ire; Residents say plan lacks support, Dec 18, 1998, p.1

LEVIN, LESTER (AU)
Let's put teen center on the fast track (ltr), Jun 19, 1998, p.6

LEVIN, STANLEY
20 candidates running in School Board Nominating Committee election (cont), Jan 16, 1998, p.10

LEVINE, ADAM
High school students honored at assembly (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.10

LEVINE, EDITH
Middle schoolers show they C(aring) A(nd) R(especting) E(ach other) (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.11

LEVINE, ELEANOR
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

LEVINE, EMILY
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon and White Head Coaches and Managers (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.28

LEVINE, JOSH
Walking to cure diabetes (photo), Oct 2, 1998, p.9

LEVINSKY, MONICA
Media should stick to the facts (re relationship between president Clinton and Monica Levinsky) (ltr), Jan 30, 1998, p.6

LEVINSON, ADAM
The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30

LEVINSON, ALICE AND JAMES (AU)
Kids can have a good time, legally (ltr), Dec 11, 1998, p.9
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LEVINSON, MICHAEL
Voices of history speak (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.12

LEVINSON, PAUL (AU)
Even with computer technology, a kiss is still a kiss (edit), Jul 17, 1998, p.6

LEY, DAPHNE
Rallying around the team (photo), Oct 9, 1998, p.1

LEY, JON
SMS students sweep Dickens contest, Jul 3, 1998, p.9

LEY, JOSH
'Winter Wishland' is celebrated at Q(aker) R(idge) (photo), Feb 13, 1998, p.10

LEY, MAC

LEV, JESSICA
SMS students help Nicaraguan relief effort (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.10

LEWINSKY, MONICA
Local 'Friend of Monica' testifies before grand jury (photo), Jul 3, 1998, p.1
Friend of Lewinsky reluctantly goes public (cont), Jul 3, 1998, p.20
Dale Young: Give Monica a chance, Sep 18, 1998, p.3
No happy ending (re Clinton-Lewinsky affair) (edit), Sep 18, 1998, p.6
Give Ken Starr his due credit (ltr), Sep 18, 1998, p.6
Enough, already (re Clinton-Lewinsky affair) (edit), Oct 9, 1998, p.6
Grand juries have more latitude (ltr), Oct 9, 1998, p.6
Election was a people's victory (ltr), Nov 13, 1998, p.9

LEWIS, CHERYL
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest (photo), Apr 3, 1998, p.26

LEWIS, ELLEN
Months of hard work went into community calendar (ltr), Aug 28, 1998, p.6

LEWIS, ELLEN (AU)
Community calendar committee thanks all for help (individual names noted) (ltr), Aug 21, 1998, p.6

LEWIS, SHARI
When Shari Lewis tamed the lions (edit), Aug 7, 1998, p.7

LI, PRISCILLA
High school students honored at assembly (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.10

LIBERATI, LOIS
New teachers, administrators greet students (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.9

LIBERTY
The ships of fate that changed my life (edit), Oct 9, 1998, p.7

LIBMAN, HANNAH
Hannah Libman (dies), Feb 27, 1998, p.15

LIBRARIES-WESTCHESTER
O'Rourke was a strong supporter of county libraries (ltr), Jan 9, 1998, p.7

LIBRARY BOARD-SCS
SEE LIBRARY-SCS-BOARD OF TRUSTEES

LIBRARY-SCS
Absentee ballots (re voting for School Board Nominating Committee), Jan 2, 1998, p.1
Locals helped ease plight of hungry (ltr), Jan 30, 1998, p.6
3 great things about the library (ltr), Feb 20, 1998, p.6
SCS S(ports and) R(ecreation) A(ssn) to test possible rink site near library (photo), Feb 27, 1998, p.1
Book fair needs help, May 1, 1998, p.1
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LIBRARY-SCS continued

Librarian to be Caldecott judge (ltr), May 8, 1998, p.6
Out of circulation, Jun 5, 1998, p.1
Cleaned out (most of Library's collection is stored in boxes while mezzanine level is built) (photo), Jul 17, 1998, p.2
Library limited, Sep 4, 1998, p.1
Martha D Devito (dies), Sep 11, 1998, p.26
New home for books (lights are installed above mezzanine level being built in SCS Library) (photo), Oct 16, 1998, p.8
Library closing (to complete construction), Dec 11, 1998, p.1
Library closing, Dec 24, 1998, p.1

LIBRARY-SCS BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Library board has no position on rink (ltr), Mar 6, 1998, p.6
Library board skirting the issue (edit), Mar 20, 1998, p.6
New council to focus on arts, Dec 24, 1998, p.1

LIBRARY-SCS POND

Library Park is blooming thanks to helpers (ltr), May 29, 1998, p.7
Friends seek suggestions on goose containment (photo), Dec 4, 1998, p.3
SEE ALSO HARDWOOD PARK (SCS)

LICE

A village of nit-pickers; Head lice are persistent pests, Jan 23, 1998, p.1
Head lice are persistent pests in schools (cont), Jan 23, 1998, p.8
Fried lice recipe (response to article on head lice in 1/23 issue of Inquirer) (ltr), Jan 30, 1998, p.6

LICHTENBERG, FRANK

Frank Lichtenberg (has been awarded the 1998 Schumpeter Prize) (photo), Jul 10, 1998, p.4

LIEB, DOUG

The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest (photo), Apr 3, 1998, p.26

LIEB, LILLY BRUCK

'Creature comforts' at W(hite) P(lains) H(ospital) C(enter) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.1
Doernberg Real Estate Salutes Gala '98 and the SCS Auxiliary of the WHP Hospital Center (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.30

LIEBER, BLAIR

Students clean, help restore natural beauty of high school brook (ltr), Dec 4, 1998, p.6

LINDBERG, THOMAS

For good health (local dentist discusses importance of good dental care) (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.9

LINDAY, SHARON

Cellular phone companies not clamoring for village sites, Aug 28, 1998, p.1
Lindsay named W(estchester) S(ymphony) O(rchestra) president (photo), Dec 24, 1998, p.4

LINDAY, WILL

The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30

LINKER, ANNIE

Book fair, book aid (Fox Meadow PTA Book Fair) (photo), Nov 20, 1998, p.11

LINOWES, DAVID F

Book by David F Linowes gives reader insider view of federal commissions (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.4

LINOWES, DAVID F (AU)

A republic is worth keeping (edit), Aug 14, 1998, p.6
Commission hearings represent the democratic process in action (edit) (cont), Aug 14, 1998, p.7
Creating Public Policy - II; Resolving governmental impasse (edit), Aug 28, 1998, p.7

LINVILLE, C EDWIN (AU)

2 women threaten future of nature center (ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.7
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LIPNICKY, KYLE
Village historian Irving Sloan hit by car on Chase Road (photo), Feb 13, 1998, p.1

LIPWORTH, ADAH
Youth Service Day draws praise from Conservancy (ltr), May 8, 1998, p.6
High school students honored at assembly (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.10

LISKOV, RICHARD G
Richard G Liskov (has joined White & Case as Of Counsel), Jun 19, 1998, p.4

LITTERING
Destroy the paper trail (discusses littering on SCS streets) (edit), Sep 4, 1998, p.6
Vendors should clean up litter (ltr), Sep 11, 1998, p.6

LIVANOS, ALEXIS
Pool breakfast outstanding finale to SHS prom (ltr), Jul 3, 1998, p.6

LIVANOS, KATIE
Middle management (members of SMS Student Organization represent their school at exposition) (photo), May 22, 1998, p.10
Students clean, help restore natural beauty of high school brook (ltr), Dec 4, 1998, p.6

LIVANOS, PETER
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon and White Head Coaches and Managers (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.28

LIVINGSTON, ROBERT
Livingston not a worthy successor (ltr), Nov 27, 1998, p.6

LIVINGSTON, SUSAN
A Scarsdale welcome (at international breakfast) (photo), Oct 16, 1998, p.9

LO, ESTHER (AU)
Give Ken Starr his due credit (ltr), Sep 18, 1998, p.6

LO, HI-MAN AND ESTHER (AU)
Scarsdale doesn't need proposed downtown project (ltr), Dec 31, 1998, p.6

LOASE, JOHN F (DR)
Speeding cars endanger children at Davis Park (ltr), Oct 23, 1998, p.6

LOASE, JOHN F (DR) (AU)
Speeders on Boulevard pose a life-threatening danger to village children (ltr), Dec 4, 1998, p.6

LOCICERO, AMANDA
Mother joins daughter in Jewish rite of passage (photo), Nov 20, 1998, p.3

LOCICERO, MINDI
Mother joins daughter in Jewish rite of passage (photo), Nov 20, 1998, p.3

LOFTUS, JACK
20 candidates running in School Board Nominating Committee election (cont), Jan 16, 1998, p.10

LONG TERM CARE
Aging population poses planning challenge (edit), Nov 6, 1998, p.6
Senior challenge planners (edit) (cont), Nov 6, 1998, p.7

LONGO, ROBBIE

LOPEZ, CHRIS
Halloween enchants children districtwide (photo), Nov 6, 1998, p.8

LORD, DOROTHY FELTHAM
Dorothy Feltham Lord (dies), Feb 13, 1998, p.14

LORE, ANTHONY
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

LORETO, ANNA MARIA
Meals on Wheels weaves a safety net (photo) (Progress edit 1998), Jan 30, 1998, p.17
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LOTT, TRENT
Write senators to urge resolution (ltr), Dec 31, 1998, p.6

LOTTERIES
Bad bedfellows (comments on lotteries) (edit), Jul 31, 1998, p.6

LOVETT, JONATHAN
Retired cop sues village; alleges civil rights violations (photo), May 1, 1998, p.1
Village settles lawsuit by former cop, Dec 4, 1998, p.1

LOWENBRAUN, MATTHEW
Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26
Seniors singled out at Maroon and White barbecue (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.21
The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30
SHS grads share SAT strategy with minority youth (photo), Jul 24, 1998, p.1
SHS alumni teach SAT review course to Mount Vernon students (photo), Jul 24, 1998, p.20

LOWEY, NITA
Lower the limit (re bill for drunk-driving cutoff for blood-alcohol content) (edit), Mar 6, 1998, p.6
A bad example (re lack of candidate to run against incumbents Hochberg and Lowey) (edit), Oct 9, 1998, p.6
Candidates forum, Oct 23, 1998, p.1
Scarsdale's own easily re-elected, Nov 6, 1998, p.1
Hochberg, Lowey, Oppenheimer sail to re-election (cont), Nov 6, 1998, p.26
Letter from the grave (to Bill Clinton from Carol Hochberg), Nov 13, 1998, p.1
Doernberg Real Estate Salutes Gala '98 and the SCS Auxiliary of the WHP Hospital Center (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.30

LOWEY, STEPHAN
Doernberg Real Estate Salutes Gala '98 and the SCS Auxiliary of the WHP Hospital Center (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.30

LUBY, VICTORIA
Colonial Heathcote (exposition as part of study of 13 original colonies) (photo), Mar 27, 1998, p.9

LUCIANI, LAURIE
Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26

LUKE, ANNE
Scarsdale Golf Club: 100 years plus 48 hours (photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.14

LUKE, DON
Scarsdale Golf Club: 100 years plus 48 hours (photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.14

LUKE, DONALD
Golf club officers (photo), Feb 6, 1998, p.4

Lupo, Jackie
Story aided pediatric cancer group (ltr), Dec 24, 1998, p.6

LUSKIN, JUDY (DR)
Luskin is honored as scholar-athlete (photo), Jul 10, 1998, p.9

LUSKIN, MICHAEL
Luskin is honored as scholar-athlete (photo), Jul 10, 1998, p.9

LUSKIN, SARAH
Luskin, Cochrane are All-Americans (photo), Jan 30, 1998, p.17
The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30
Luskin is honored as scholar-athlete (photo), Jul 10, 1998, p.9

LYME DISEASE
Scarsdale MD in forefront of Lyme disease research, Jul 24, 1998, p.1
Scarsdale MD in forefront of Lyme research (cont), Jul 24, 1998, p.3
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LYNCH, ANN

LYNCH, IRENE
Driver, 81, dies on Post Road (photo), Jan 9, 1998, p.1

LYNCH, PETER J
Peter J Lynch (dies), Mar 13, 1998, p.14

LYNNE, JOANNA
(Student) T(transfer) E(ducation) P(lan) installs new officers to preserve commitment (photo), Jan 23, 1998, p.9

MAAS, ELYSE

MACDonAlD, BARBARA

MACKLER, BERNARD (DR) (AU)
Don't take what life gives you for granted (edit), Feb 6, 1998, p.7
You've said it (or thought it) - 'enough is enough' (edit), May 22, 1998, p.6
The ships of fate that changed my life (edit), Oct 9, 1998, p.7
We are less civil these days (edit), Dec 31, 1998, p.7

MACRI, JIM
Village loses appeal on water rate hike; Homeowners' water bills will go up, May 15, 1998, p.1

Macy, ROBERT
Board bids fond farewell to Landau and French, Jun 19, 1998, p.1
Golden elected president of school board (photo), Jul 3, 1998, p.1
Board of education presents proposal (highlights of $17.88 million preliminary bond issue), Oct 16, 1998, p.1
School board OKs bond issue, list of projects, Oct 23, 1998, p.1
School board OK's teen center, Dec 11, 1998, p.1

Macy, ROBERT M JR
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

MAEDER, FLORENCE
Florence Maeder (dies), Oct 9, 1998, p.18

MAGALETTI, PAULA
Colonial Heathcote (exposition as part of study of 13 original colonies) (photo), Mar 27, 1998, p.9

MAGAZINER, ELLIOTT
Recital to mark 30 years of college performance (photo), Nov 6, 1998, p.15

MAGEE, TONY
(SCS) Chamber (of Commerce) needs leader, May 15, 1998, p.1
Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce rallies around new leader (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.1

MAGGIOTTO, SUSAN
People who made the headlines, Jan 2, 1998, p.2

MAHER, BILL
Conservative Jews find a home in Fox Meadow (photo), Oct 16, 1998, p.3

MAHER, EDWARD M

MAIER, REBECCA
(Rebecca Maier tries to lift the biggest pumpkin at Ramsey Farm) (photo), Oct 30, 1998, p.6

MAIL
SEE POSTAL SERVICE

MAILBOXES
Special delivery (Santa's mailboxes will be installed next Thursday), Nov 27, 1998, p.1
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MALARKEY, MARGARITA
Fighting fire with - knowledge (photo), Oct 23, 1998, p.3

MALINA, MICHAEL
3 elected to bar posts (photo), Feb 6, 1998, p.4

MALKAMI, KABIR
Camps in full swing as July turns to August (photo), Jul 31, 1998, p.3

MALLET, JANELLE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30

MALONEY, NEIL
Memorial for Maloney, May 15, 1998, p.1
Remembering 'Dr. Baloney,' a partner in hilarity at SHS (edit), May 22, 1998, p.7
Teachers can be mentors for life (edit), Jun 26, 1998, p.7

MALONEY, NEIL J
Death of gifted teacher leaves a void (ltr), May 1, 1998, p.6

MANCINI, STEPHEN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30

MANCEUSO, JEAN
Pool breakfast outstanding finale to SHS prom (ltr), Jul 3, 1998, p.6

MANCEUSO, JIM
Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26
The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30

MANNELBAUM, ED
Scarsdale Golf Club: 100 years plus 48 hours (photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.14

MANDLEWITZ, LYNDI
AIDS quilt puts human face on plague (photo), Nov 20, 1998, p.12

MANGANIELLO, LUCILLE
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

MANIX, CATHERINE G (AU)
Backpack-itis: a threat to health (edit), Feb 27, 1998, p.6

MANLEY, MARQUERITE
Marquerite Manley (has celebrated her 50th anniversary as a volunteer at Westchester Medical Center), Jul 3, 1998, p.4

MANN, MATTHEW
Police, firefighters honored for service (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.4

MANNING, FRANK
Frank Manning (appointed director of Montefiore's Hartsdale Fertility and Fetal Medicine Inst/photo), Nov 6, 1998, p.4

MAPPLETHORPE, ROBERT
Mayor wants to start village arts council, Aug 21, 1998, p.1

MARANTZ, RONNIE (DR)
Modular classroom officially opens (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.12

MARCHIONY, KEVIN
Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

MARCHIONY, STEPHEN

MARCUS, ELLIOT
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 15, 1998, p.30

MARCUS, RICHARD (AU)
Hochberg is 'person of quality' (ltr), Sep 25, 1998, p.6
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MARGOLIN, ADAM
The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30

MARGOLIN, ALAN
Parents' committee wants field time for Little League, Mar 13, 1998, p.1
Dual youth baseball programs causing major league confusion, Mar 27, 1998, p.1
Playing hardball, Apr 3, 1998, p.1
Play ball! (SCS Little League and baseball/softball league kick off the season) (photo), May 1, 1998, p.3
Play ball! - but on which team, where?, Nov 20, 1998, p.1
Little Leaguers ready to play ball, Dec 24, 1998, p.1

MARGOLIN, ALAN (AU)
Little League requests survey comparison (ltr), Sep 18, 1998, p.7

MARGOLIN, RANDI
Months of hard work went into community calendar (ltr), Aug 28, 1998, p.6

MARGOLIN, RANDI (AU)
Community calendar committee thanks all for help (individual names noted) (ltr), Aug 21, 1998, p.6

MARGOLIS, KAREN
Elementary schools hold science, math nights (photo), Apr 10, 1998, p.10

MARGOLIS, MATE
Voices of history speak (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.12

MARGOLIS, NOAH
Book fair, book aid (Fox Meadow PTA Book Fair) (photo), Nov 20, 1998, p.11

MARGULIES, MARCEL

MARIN, AIMMEE
SHS students sweep Dickens contest, Jul 3, 1998, p.9

MARINE, JOHN V
John V Marine (dies), Sep 25, 1998, p.15

MARINO, JANE
Librarian to be Caldecott judge (ltr), May 8, 1998, p.6

MARKEY, MAUREEN
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 15, 1998, p.30
Markey joins SCS-EMT F family C counseling S service for outreach to frail elderly (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.4

MARNANE, LESLIE (AU)
Father's coaching benefits daughter (ltr), Dec 31, 1998, p.6

MARONE, DARA
Camps in full swing as July turns to August (photo), Jul 31, 1998, p.3

MAROON AND WHITE
Maroon and White salutes Scarsdale's winter athletes at annual awards dinner (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.20
Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26
Seniors singled out at Maroon and White barbecue (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.21
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon and White Head Coaches and Managers (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.28
Maroon and White fetes fall athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.28
Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

MARRIAGE
(Supplement) Love and Marriage (photo), Feb 13, 1998

MARRONE, LAURA
New teachers, administrators greet students (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.9

MARSHAK, ABBY
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MARSHALL, BETTY
   Months of hard work went into community calendar (ltr), Aug 28, 1998, p.6
   Community calendar committee thanks all for help (individual names noted) (ltr), Aug 21, 1998, p.6
MARSHALL, ELIZABETH
   20 candidates running in S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) election on Tuesday, Jan 16, 1998, p.1
MARSHALL, KATHERINE
   New teachers, administrators greet students (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.9

MARTIN, ANN MARIE
   Board mulls sprinkler law, Sep 25, 1998, p.1

MARTIN, DANIEL
   Religious display decision revisited (edit), Jan 30, 1998, p.7
   SHS freshman's letter witty, wise (response to letter by David Goodwin from 1/9/98) (ltr), Jan 16, 1998, p.6
   Sober fun (for SCS teenagers), May 22, 1998, p.1
   Police, firefighters honored for service (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.4
   Attempted break-in, Nov 6, 1998, p.1
   Sprinklers not for older houses (ltr), Sep 18, 1998, p.6

MARTINEZ, ANTONIO
   Nearly 400 runners compete in 15K and 4 mile races (photo), Apr 3, 1998, p.18

MARTINEZ, LISA
   Nearly 400 runners compete in 15K and 4 mile races (photo), Apr 3, 1998, p.18

MARTIN, PHILLIP (AU)
   Talk, education more fruitful than litigation (response to 6/19 article on SHS student) (ltr), Jul 3, 1998, p.6

MARTIN, MICHAEL
   Sober fun (for SCS teenagers), May 22, 1998, p.1
   Police, firefighters honored for service (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.4
   Attempted break-in, Nov 6, 1998, p.1

MARTIN, PHILLIP (AU)
   Sprinklers not for older houses (ltr), Sep 18, 1998, p.6

MARTIN, DANIEL R (AU)
   SHS freshman's letter witty, wise (response to letter by David Goodwin from 1/9/98) (ltr), Jan 16, 1998, p.6

MASSEL, ELIHU S
   Elihu S Massel (has received Pro Bono award from the American Immigration Lawyers Assn), Jun 19, 1998, p.4

MASUNAGA, YOKO
   Library Park is blooming thanks to helpers (ltr), May 29, 1998, p.7

MATHEMATICS-STUDY AND TEACHING
   Math and science education is a 'tragic failure' of schools nationwide (edit), Jun 5, 1998, p.7

MATHEWS, JAY
   Local high school make Newsweek's top 100 list, Apr 3, 1998, p.1
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MATOS, MELSA
Rallying around the team (photo), Oct 9, 1998, p.1

MAURO, DIANE
Feiner was open about his Congressional ambitions (response to 2/6 letter by Diane Mauro) (ltr), Feb 27, 1998, p.7

MAURO, DIANE (AU)
Feiner campaigning for Congress at our expense (ltr), Feb 6, 1998, p.6

MAYSURY, JOAN
Assembly candidates dominate forum (photo), Oct 23, 1998, p.1

MAYONE, EDWARD R
Edward R Mayone (dies), May 8, 1998, p.17

MAYORS-SCS
Murray Steyer, past mayor, is dead at 82 (photo), Feb 27, 1998, p.1

MAZZA, CHRISTINA
New teachers, administrators greet students (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.9

MAZZEO, MICHAEL (DR)
Parent wants writer of threatening poem expelled from high school, Jun 19, 1998, p.1

MCBRIEN, ALAN
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

MCCARTNEY, LINDA EASTMAN
McCartney remembered as 'spirited' girl (photo), Apr 24, 1998, p.3

MCCAUGHLEY ROSS, BETHY
Scarsdale's own easily re-elected, Nov 6, 1998, p.1

MCCOBB, PATRICIA
Bird sanctuary at Berkley Pond (ltr), Jul 24, 1998, p.6

MCDERMOTT, MICHAEL (DR)
Middle management (members of SMS Student Organization represent their school at exposition) (photo), May 22, 1998, p.10

MCDONALD, ANDREA
Team Scarsdale (getting ready for Susan G Konen Breast Cancer Foundation's Race for the Cure)(photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.2

MCDONALD, BRIAN
Former players pay tribute to Coach Kaminer (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.19
Kaminer grateful to community (ltr), Sep 25, 1998, p.6

MCGILL, MICHAEL (DR)
Superintendent finalists chosen, May 15, 1998, p.1
Scarsdale superintendent finalists chosen (photo) (cont), May 15, 1998, p.13
McGill is new schools chief (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.1
Teen center progress on target, Jul 31, 1998, p.1
Back to school (welcome reception for Dr Michael McGill), Aug 21, 1998, p.1
New schools superintendent focuses on getting to know Scarsdale (cont), Aug 21, 1998, p.10
Proposed bond to finance construction, Sep 11, 1998, p.1
School board OK's $17.8 M bond issue, Sep 18, 1998, p.1
Retirements, appointments approved; a new year begins (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.9
(Town and) V(illage) C(lub) C(lub) meeting, Oct 2, 1998, p.1
School board OKs bond issue, list of projects, Oct 23, 1998, p.1
School bond is panned, praised, Nov 27, 1998, p.1
New state standards, assessments, alarm special ed(ucation), foreign students, Dec 11, 1998, p.1
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MCGILL, MICHAEL (DR) continued
  School board OK's teen center, Dec 11, 1998, p.1
  School bond passes 9 to 1, Dec 18, 1998, p.1
  Regents requirement for special education students causes consternation, Dec 24, 1998, p.1
  (Dr Michael McGill began his tenure as Scarsdale schools chief) (photo), Dec 31, 1998, p.9

MCGLINE, JOHN
  Assembly candidates dominate forum (photo), Oct 23, 1998, p.1

MCGOVERN, MEGAN
  New teachers, administrators greet students (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.9

MCGOWAN, THOMAS
  Police, firefighters honored for service (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.4

MCGUIRE, MARK
  Who are our heroes now? (edit), Sep 18, 1998, p.7

MCNERNEY, WILLIAM G
  William G McInerney (named volunteer of the month by Junior Achievement of the Hudson Valley Inc), Jan 30, 1998, p.4

MCINTYRE, MARY DOROTHY
  Mary Dorothy McIntyre (dies), Oct 30, 1998, p.17

MCKEEVER, ROBERT
  Police, firefighters honored for service (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.4

MCMAHON, DANIEL
  Scarsdale's own easily re-elected, Nov 6, 1998, p.1

MCMANUS, MICHELLE
  E'mont board candidates face off, Apr 24, 1998, p.1
  In Edgemont: Schaffer, McNally, Paterno (endorsements) (edit), May 15, 1998, p.6
  Former board members support McNally, Orden, Schaffer (ltr), May 15, 1998, p.6
  School budgets pass in Scarsdale and Edgemont (photo), May 22, 1998, p.1
  Was (EMT) school board race censored?, Jun 5, 1998, p.1
  Lasser is chief of Edgemont School Board (photo), Jul 10, 1998, p.1

MCNICHOLAS, VERONICA
  The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 15, 1998, p.30

MCQUADE, SANDRA
  The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

MEALS ON WHEELS
  Meals on Wheels weaves a safety net (photo) (Progress edit 1998), Jan 30, 1998, p.17
  Meals on Wheels needs your help (ltr), Mar 13, 1998, p.6

MEANEY, THOMAS
  Teenager critically injured in car accident, Mar 20, 1998, p.1
  A sprinkler system in all Scarsdale homes?, Nov 13, 1998, p.1
  Police, teens meet to patch relations, Nov 20, 1998, p.1

MEDIA
  SEE MASS MEDIA

MEDICAL CARE
  Medical fraud is a 30-year tradition (edit), Jan 30, 1998, p.7
  MD's get cheated by Medicare too (edit), Feb 13, 1998, p.7
  Medicaid gave this periodontist the runaround, too (response to 2/13 edit by Dr Paul Weiss) (ltr), Feb 20, 1998, p.6
  Licensed agency should be used to find home health aides (ltr), Aug 28, 1998, p.6
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MEDICAL COLLEGES
New York Medical College - secular or religious institution? (edit), May 22, 1998, p.7

MELAMED, BARBARA
Barbara Melamed (dies), Jan 2, 1998, p.16

MELENDEZ, ERIC
Scarsdale echoes county and state in primary voting, Sep 18, 1998, p.1

MELICAN, C THERESA

MELICAN, FRANCIS J

MELICAN, JOHN

MELIKIAN, MIKE
Greenacres residents fight development (illus), Apr 3, 1998, p.1

MELIKIAN, STEPHANIE
Fear of flooding mobilizes G'acres residents (photo), May 1, 1998, p.5

MEMORIAL DAY
Memorial Day parade, May 22, 1998, p.1
All is well, safely rest (SCS Memorial Day celebration) (photo), May 29, 1998, p.1
Memorial Day celebrated in spite of rain (photo), May 29, 1998, p.3

MEMORIAL SERVICE
Memorial for Maloney, May 15, 1998, p.1

MEN
So what about 'Today's Man'? (ltr), Apr 3, 1998, p.6

MENCHER, RACHEL
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest (photo), Apr 3, 1998, p.26

MENDELOWITZ, DAVID
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day celebration a success (photo), Jan 25, 1998, p.10

MENDELSOHN, ALI M
Ali M Mendelson (elected vice chairman of the Medical Society of the State of New York) (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.4

MENDELSOHN, JACK
Bereaved family extends thanks (ltr), Aug 28, 1998, p.6

MENDELSOHN, JACOB
Jason Hendler is buried - and remembered (photo), Aug 21, 1998, p.1

MENDELSOHN, JENNA
High school students honored at assembly (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.10
Halloween enchants children districtwide (photo), Nov 6, 1998, p.8

MENNA, MICHAEL
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon and White Head Coaches and Managers (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.28

MENORAH
Downtown menorah, crech both desecrated (photo), Jan 2, 1998, p.1
Incident shows need for legislation (ltr), Jan 2, 1998, p.6
Holiday season speaks to us of our common values (ltr), Jan 9, 1998, p.7
Reward offered (re desecration of Chase Park menorah and Boniface Circle creche), Jan 16, 1998, p.1
Hate crimes happen here, too (response to article from 1/2/98) (ltr), Jan 23, 1998, p.6
Holiday symbols (permission granted for Hanukkah menorah and Nativity scene), Nov 27, 1998, p.1

MENUS
Revelations of an histaurentorian (edit), May 8, 1998, p.7
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MERAHN, NANCY
No middle ground at fundraiser (photo), May 1, 1998, p.9

MERCHANTS-HTS
Shop at the anti-mall (urges people to patronize all stores on Hartsdale Avenue) (edit), Jan 23, 1998, p.6

MERCHANTS-SCS
They came, they went, they moved, Jan 2, 1998, p.4
Wilson & Son to represent fine jewelers in show (photo), Apr 24, 1998, p.4
Where on earth will everyone park? (photo), May 1, 1998, p.1
Noisy work on Harwood (photo), May 8, 1998, p.1
Subdivisions may add 5 new stores, Jun 26, 1998, p.4
Seniors say thanks to merchants (for supplying prizes for the SCS Senior Luncheon) (ltr), Jun 26, 1998, p.6
Sidewalk sale (August 7 and 8), Aug 7, 1998, p.1
Village would benefit from more retail space (ltr), Aug 14, 1998, p.6
Rothman's men's clothier to open in Harwood Building (photo), Sep 4, 1998, p.1
Vendors should clean up litter (ltr), Sep 11, 1998, p.6
Hard work went into planning for sidewalk sale (ltr), Sep 18, 1998, p.6
Golden Horseshoe renovations are 'nightmarish' (ltr), Oct 23, 1998, p.6
Fine card-confiscating merchant (ltr), Oct 30, 1998, p.6
Horseshoe renovations drawing 'rave reviews' (ltr), Oct 30, 1998, p.6
(Supplement) Read All About Us!, Oct 30, 1998
Fitigues, Rothman's get hearty welcome from village (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.4
Downtown development proposal draws speakers' ire; Residents say plan lacks support, Dec 18, 1998, p.1
New (SCS) stores welcomed, Dec 31, 1998, p.4

METRO NORTH COMMUTER RAILROAD CO
Funding sought for local capital projects, Jul 31, 1998, p.1
Popham stairs close (temporarily), Aug 14, 1998, p.1
Tunnel would bring icy winds, mold (ltr), Aug 21, 1998, p.6
Pour they must (village workers pour cement on new Metro North stairway from Popham Road) (photo), Aug 21, 1998, p.20
A different view (underneath the Woodlands Viaduct Bridge) (photo), Aug 28, 1998, p.3

METZ, DOUG
Ground broken for teen center (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.1

MEYER, EDWIN
Runaway regents train (re new regents examinations) (edit), Dec 24, 1998, p.6

MEYER, LUCAS J (AU)
Piles of papers are unsightly (re collection of newspapers for recycling in SCS) (ltr), Jan 30, 1998, p.6
Fine card-confiscating merchant (ltr), Oct 30, 1998, p.6

MEYER, MUSJA
United Way grant (photo), May 1, 1998, p.4

MGGILL, MICHAEL (DR)
Board of education presents proposal (highlights of $17.88 million preliminary bond issue), Oct 16, 1998, p.1

MINJAO, FRED
Rotary grant (to SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service) (photo), Mar 27, 1998, p.4
Rotary announces grants (photo), May 29, 1998, p.4
Rotary awards scholarships (photo), Jul 3, 1998, p.4

MICHAELS, NANCY
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MICHELS, JAMES

MIDDLE AGE
Tips for those approaching middle age (edit), Jun 19, 1998, p.7

MILDE, PAULINE
Mayor balks at aiding ambulance corps (photo), Feb 6, 1998, p.1
New rig (for SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps) (photo), Oct 2, 1998, p.8

MILL, CHARLES S
Charles S Mill (dies), Apr 17, 1998, p.12

MILLER, ANN ROSENTHAL
Ann Rosenthal Miller (dies), May 8, 1998, p.17

MILLER, BERENICE
New rig (for SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps) (photo), Oct 2, 1998, p.8

MILLER, DEBBIE

MILLER, KAREN
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

MILLER, KATHLEEN
Absentee ballots (re voting for School Board Nominating Committee), Jan 2, 1998, p.1
763 voted in School Board Nominating Committee election, Jan 23, 1998, p.1

MILLER, KATHLEEN GILL (AU)
Voters urged to go to polls for School Board Nominating Committee (Itr), Jan 16, 1998, p.6

MILLER, MATHEW
Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

MILLER, SY
Washing for dollars (SCS Alternative School has car wash) (photo), May 18, 1998, p.1

MILLER, WILLIAM
23 are running for Citizens' Committee, Oct 30, 1998, p.1

MILSTEIN, CHERYL
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS' BASE & The Little School (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.16

MILSTEIN, PHILIP
Kids' BASE/The Little School offer new programs at new site (photo) (Progress edit 1998), Jan 30, 1998, p.4
23 are running for Citizens' Committee, Oct 30, 1998, p.1
11 are elected to Citizens' Committee; write-ins denied (photo), Nov 13, 1998, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS' BASE & The Little School (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.16

MITCHELL, BONNIE
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 15, 1998, p.30

MITTMAN, ROBERTA
Robertta Mittman (awarded a degree in the practice of acupuncture), Jun 26, 1998, p.4

MIURA, SOICHIRO
Rocket scientists (Edgewood students experiment with water rockets) (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.12

MOFFAT III, GEORGE P

MOFFITT, JOSEPH
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

MOLLIN, IRIS
Doernberg honors achievers (photo), May 29, 1998, p.4
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MOND, SUSAN POTTER
Article opened a mother's eye (response to article by A Schwartz in 8/28 Inquirer Supplement) (ltr), Oct 16, 1998, p.6

MOONEY, NINA
Seniors singled out at Maroon and White barbecue (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.21

MORGAN, EDWARD
Downtown menorah, creches both desecrated (photo), Jan 2, 1998, p.1
The want Freightway, Jan 30, 1998, p.1
Mayor balks at aiding ambulance corps (photo), Feb 6, 1998, p.1
Time management (re village board committee meetings schedule) (edit), Feb 6, 1998, p.6
Mayor says aiding ambulance corps would be "fiscally improper" (photo) (cont), Feb 6, 1998, p.8
Trustees, mayor split over ambulance vote, Feb 13, 1998, p.1
Trustees, mayor split over vote (cont), Feb 13, 1998, p.13
Staff: All leaves should go to Crossway, Feb 20, 1998, p.1
Committee mulls restrictions on accessory apartment law, Feb 20, 1998, p.1
S(CS) S(ports and) R(end recreation) A(ssn) to test possible rink site near library (photo), Feb 27, 1998, p.1
Phase out county site (White Plains transfer station) (edit), Feb 27, 1998, p.6
S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) performs vital service for village (litr), Mar 6, 1998, p.6
Let's preserve our open space (edit), Mar 6, 1998, p.7
Trustees put new limits on accessory apartment law, Mar 13, 1998, p.1
Developer may lease site from village (illus), Mar 27, 1998, p.1
Meeting and eating (village board and school board), Apr 10, 1998, p.1
SRO crowd says no to rink at Harwood, May 1, 1998, p.1
Teen center moves closer to reality, May 1, 1998, p.1
Play ball! (SCS Little League and baseball/softball league kick off the season) (photo), May 1, 1998, p.3
Wrong place for a rink (re proposed Harwood Park site) (photo) (edit), May 1, 1998, p.6
Critics dispute traffic findings, May 8, 1998, p.1
Renewing natural resources (Mayor Edward Morgan plants a sugar maple at Harwood Park) (photo), May 8, 1998, p.26
Kids call for a downtown teen center (photo), May 15, 1998, p.1
A(mericans) P(remier) U(nderwriters) proposal arouses concern (ltr), May 15, 1998, p.6
Crowd says no to development, May 29, 1998, p.1
Mayor, trustees split over S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) - again, May 29, 1998, p.1
Trustees: Development report needs work (photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.1
S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) deserves better (edit), Jun 5, 1998, p.6
Downtown parking given 'higher priority', Jun 12, 1998, p.1
Mayor urged to work with S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) for common goal (ltr), Jun 12, 1998, p.6
Village should hold referendum on downtown (ltr), Jul 3, 1998, p.6
Stonewalling does not engender confidence (re questions regarding downtown development) (ltr), Jul 3, 1998, p.6
Teen center 'very unlikely' for fall, Jul 17, 1998, p.1
(Bye Bye) Birdie is coming!, Jul 31, 1998, p.1
His five minutes are up (Mayor Ed Morgan cedes the spotlight to Matt Sergi) (photo), Aug 7, 1998, p.1
Board considers reducing retail, Aug 21, 1998, p.1
Mayor wants to start village arts council, Aug 21, 1998, p.1
Wanted: 20 good citizens (to run for 10 open slots on the Non-Partisan Citizens' Committee), Sep 4, 1998, p.1
Village police should not ticket evening parkers (ltr), Sep 4, 1998, p.6
Village to take over Mobil lot, Sep 11, 1998, p.1
Little League requests survey comparison (ltr), Sep 18, 1998, p.7
More friction between mayor and S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps), Sep 25, 1998, p.1
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MORGAN, EDWARD continued
(Town and) Village Civic Club meeting, Oct 2, 1998, p.1
Still hanging in there (longevity awards presented to five SCS employees) (photo), Oct 2, 1998, p.8
Revenue/expense analysis needed (re proposed condemnation of Robison lot) (ltr), Oct 9, 1998, p.6
Village bonds out $1.5M for Robison, Oct 30, 1998, p.1
‘Unfortunate’ timing (re recent ticketing of young drivers), Nov 13, 1998, p.1
A sprinkler system in all Scarsdale homes?, Nov 13, 1998, p.1
11 are elected to Citizens’ Committee; write-ins denied (photo), Nov 13, 1998, p.1
Causes, lost & found (re accessory apartments) (edit), Nov 13, 1998, p.6
Trustees release project report, Nov 20, 1998, p.1
Play ball! - but on which team, where?, Nov 20, 1998, p.1
‘Grieved and disappointed’ by housing decision (ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.6
Speeders on Boulevard pose a life-threatening danger to village children (ltr), Dec 4, 1998, p.6
Proposal will increase E’mont traffic (ltr), Dec 11, 1998, p.9
Downtown development proposal draws speakers’ ire; Residents say plan lacks support, Dec 18, 1998, p.1
New council to focus on arts, Dec 24, 1998, p.1
Concerned about tunnel and phantom developer (ltr), Dec 24, 1998, p.6
Development moves at snail’s pace, Dec 31, 1998, p.1

MORGAN, EDWARD A
Village referendum on downtown plan recommended (ltr), Jun 5, 1998, p.6

MORGAN, EDWARD A (AU)
Mayor Morgan reports the village of Scarsdale is in good shape (photo) (cont) (Progress edit 1998), Jan 30, 1998, p.19
S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) and Robison financing are different situations (ltr), Oct 16, 1998, p.6

MORRIS, DANIEL
Hurwitz earns (rank of) Eagle (photo), May 1, 1998, p.4

MORRIS, EDYTHE D (AU)
Opinion piece was degrading (response to edit by M Schwager from 9/25/98) (ltr), Oct 9, 1998, p.6

MORRISON, ARTHUR
Parent wants writer of threatening poem expelled from high school, Jun 19, 1998, p.1
Suit postponed (against SHS freshman who wrote and distributed a hostile poem), Jul 3, 1998, p.1

MORRISSEY, ANNE
Scarsdale Golf Club: 100 years plus 48 hours (photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.14

MORRISSEY, SANDRA
Golf club officers (photo), Feb 6, 1998, p.4

MORRISSEY, SANDRA C (AU)

MORSE, RANDI
Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26

MORTGAGES

MORVANT, RUSSELL
On the road with the 10583 P.D. (photo), Apr 3, 1998, p.3
Sitter saves her charges from stray pit bull, Jul 31, 1998, p.1
Police, teens meet to patch relations, Nov 20, 1998, p.1

MOSCATELLO, STEPHANIE
Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26
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MOSER, SUSAN
Middle management (members of SMS Student Organization represent their school at exposition) (photo), May 22, 1998, p.10

MOSK, ANDREA
Walking to cure diabetes (photo), Oct 2, 1998, p.9

MOSK, MITCHEL
Walking to cure diabetes (photo), Oct 2, 1998, p.9

MOSKIN, DORIS
Scarsdale Adult School offers large and varied curriculum (photo) (Progress edit 1998), Jan 30, 1998, p.3

MOSKOWITZ, CAROL
Doernberg honors achievers (photo), May 29, 1998, p.4

MOSS, BRICE
Rotary announces grants (photo), May 29, 1998, p.4

MOTHER'S DAY
His best girl (Adam Klestadt has a Mother's Day surprise for his mom) (photo), May 15, 1998, p.1

MOTHERS
You know you’re a mom when - (edit), Aug 7, 1998, p.6

MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION AND DIRECTION
Short is sweet (premiere of short independent film "Monaco" by producer Anne Berlin) (photo), Feb 20, 1998, p.13

MOTION PICTURES

MOVIES
SEE MOTION PICTURES

MOY, JONATHAN
Scarsdale teens commemorate Youth Services Day (photo), May 1, 1998, p.9

MOYLE, FLORENCE E

MOYNIHAN, DANIEL
Write senators to urge resolution (ltr), Dec 31, 1998, p.6

MUeller, ELIZABETH
Annual art show this weekend (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.23

Winners to be announced in art association's 61st show (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.23

MUGGEO, STEPHEN
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 15, 1998, p.30

Rotary announces grants (photo), May 29, 1998, p.4

MUHLIN, JAY
SHS grads share SAT strategy with minority youth (photo), Jul 24, 1998, p.1

MULCAHY, JAMES
Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26

MULDOON, CAITLIN
SMS food drive feeds hungry (photo), May 15, 1998, p.10

Students clean, help restore natural beauty of high school brook (ltr), Dec 4, 1998, p.6

MULDOON, LAUREN
Maroon and White salutes Scarsdale's winter athletes at annual awards dinner (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.20

Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

MULLER, LUCILLE WINIFRED
Lucille Winifred Muller (dies), Sep 4, 1998, p.20

MULVEY, ANN
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28
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MUNGULA, BK
April showers, please (for garden in Heathcote's atrium) (photo), Apr 17, 1998, p.10

MUNOZ, JOSE (DR)
Scarsdale MD in forefront of Lyme research (cont), Jul 24, 1998, p.3

MURATA, MISAKO
Misako Murata is Artist of the Month (photo), Nov 13, 1998, p.11

MURPHY, EDDIE
Stranded driver grateful to police (ltr), Mar 6, 1998, p.6

MURPHY, EDWARD
Murphy promoted to sergeant, SHS graduate joins force (photo), May 22, 1998, p.5
Police, firefighters honored for service (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.4
A sprinkler system in all Scarsdale homes?, Nov 13, 1998, p.1

MURPHY, FRANCIS (DR)
Nebens pleads guilty, faces prison and fine, Jan 30, 1998, p.1
Times, school ratings flawed, Murphy says, Mar 6, 1998, p.1
A calmer exchange (re overcrowding at Fox Meadow School), Mar 13, 1998, p.1
Schools chief to leave March 27, Mar 20, 1998, p.1
Superintendent finalists chosen, May 15, 1998, p.1
Board bids fond farewell to Landau and French, Jun 19, 1998, p.1
Thompson and Landau: leaders for tough times (edit), Jun 26, 1998, p.6
For Scarsdale (schools) it was the year of the bond, Dec 31, 1998, p.1

MURPHY, FRANCIS M (DR) (AU)

MURPHY, JOSEPH
(Michelle Murphy and son Joseph are caught in downpour on Spencer Place) (photo), Aug 21, 1998, p.6

MURPHY, MICHELLE
(Michelle Murphy and son Joseph are caught in downpour on Spencer Place) (photo), Aug 21, 1998, p.6

MURRAY, LAURA (DR)
Superintendent finalists chosen, May 15, 1998, p.1
Scarsdale superintendent finalists chosen (photo) (cont), May 15, 1998, p.13

MUSIC

MUSICALS
Happy Days (dress rehearsal of SHS senior class play "Grease") (photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.1
(Bye Bye) Birdie is coming!, Jul 31, 1998, p.1
His five minutes are up (Mayor Ed Morgan cedes the spotlight to Matt Sergi) (photo), Aug 7, 1998, p.1
Strong voices, dramatic skills make 'Bye Bye Birdie' a treat (photo), Aug 7, 1998, p.11
Old alliance (between SCS village and SCS Summer Music Theatre) is rekindled (ltr), Aug 21, 1998, p.6

MUSICIANS
Recital to mark 30 years of college performance (photo), Nov 6, 1998, p.15
Beginners' pluck (students rosin their bows at the beginning strings concert) (photo), Nov 13, 1998, p.11

MUTTERPERL, DONALD
Doernberg Real Estate Salutes Gala '98 and the SCS Auxiliary of the WHP Hospital Center (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.30

MUTTERPERL, JEFFREY (AU)
More students slain: Could it happen here? (ltr), May 29, 1998, p.6
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MUTTERPERL, NANCY
Doernberg Real Estate Salutes Gala '98 and the SCS Auxiliary of the WHP Hospital Center (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.30

MYRON, KELLI
For the children (re SCS Campaign for Peace Through Common Security) (edit), Aug 14, 1998, p.6

NADBORNY, FELICIA
Scarsdale's musical success story (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.9
Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

NADLER, DREW
Touchdown! (first possession of the season) (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.1
Panthers down Saranac in semifinals 41-25 (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.1

NADLER, MARK

NAIB, PIA
Students clean, help restore natural beauty of high school brook (ltr), Dec 4, 1998, p.6

NAIB, TARA
High school students honored at assembly (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.10

NAKAMURA, MEG (AU)
My father, my role model (edit), Apr 24, 1998, p.7

NANNIES
SEE HOUSEHOLD EMPLOYEES

NATBONY, WILLIAM
20 candidates running in School Board Nominating Committee election (cont), Jan 16, 1998, p.10

NATHAN, HOLLY
Capital project to remedy school crowding (photo), Mar 6, 1998, p.1

NATHAN, TYLER
Capital project to remedy school crowding (photo), Mar 6, 1998, p.1

NATHANSON, STEPHEN (AU)

NATHANSON, STEVE (AU)
Little League makes Scarsdale history (ltr), May 1, 1998, p.6

NATO
NATO expansion not well planned (edit), May 15, 1998, p.7

NAUGHTON, GARY
Village to take over Mobil lot, Sep 11, 1998, p.1
Robison lot quietly reopens, Oct 23, 1998, p.1
Village bonds out $1.5 million for Robison, Oct 30, 1998, p.1

NEALE, SUE
Neighbors concerned about proposed tennis court (ltr), Apr 24, 1998, p.6
23 are running for Citizens' Committee, Oct 30, 1998, p.1
11 are elected to Citizens' Committee; write-ins denied (photo), Nov 13, 1998, p.1

NEBENS, ROBERT
Nebens pleads guilty, faces prison and fine, Jan 30, 1998, p.1
Nebens pleads guilty, faces prison and fine (photo) (cont), Jan 30, 1998, p.3
FBI probe of Nebens continues; more victims possible, Jan 30, 1998, p.9
Nebens is sentenced to 87 months; No evidence found to link misconduct to local youth, Mar 27, 1998, p.1
Teacher sentenced to 87 months in porn case (cont), Mar 27, 1998, p.8

NECHAMKIN, ILENE
People who made the headlines, Jan 2, 1998, p.2
Inquirer wins 16 awards, Apr 10, 1998, p.1
Young writers conference was an all-around best-seller (ltr), Apr 17, 1998, p.6
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NECHAMKIN, ILENE continued
Seeking info (for upcoming story about influence of Jean Clancy), Jun 26, 1998, p.1
Smart kids aren't always top students (edit), Aug 7, 1998, p.6

NIE, VINCENT
Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26
The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30

NEIGHBORLINESS
Take the waffles and curtsy (edit), Jul 3, 1998, p.7

NELSON, H LEE
H Lee Nelson (dies), Jul 24, 1998, p.11

NEMEY, MICHAEL
Drug expert covers all the bases at SHS, Oct 30, 1998, p.1

NEW YORK STATE. ASSEMBLY
Hochberg seeks 4th term (photo) (cont), May 22, 1998, p.24

NEW YORK STATE. ASSEMBLY-ELECTIONS
Brodsky for Assembly (endorsement of Richard Brodsky) (edit), Oct 23, 1998, p.6
Brodsky and challengers spar over child care, schools (cont), Oct 23, 1998, p.8

NEW YORK STATE. SENATE
Keep Oppenheimer (endorsement of Suzi Oppenheimer for New York State Senate) (edit), Oct 30, 1998, p.6
Spano for state Senate (endorsement of Nick Spano for New York State Senate) (edit), Oct 30, 1998, p.6

NEW, RICHARD
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

NEWBURY, ANN
Colonial Heathcote (exposition as part of study of 13 original colonies) (photo), Mar 27, 1998, p.9
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

NEWHOUSE, EDA
The heat was on for Historical Society race (photo), Oct 23, 1998, p.8
Happy 300th (special committee created to plan for Scarsdale's 300th birthday party in 2001), Nov 27, 1998, p.1

NEWHOUSE, EDA L (AU)
Historical society extends thanks (re annual Spring Benefit Dinner Dance) (ltr), Apr 24, 1998, p.6
Volunteers helped make fair a success (ltr), Sep 18, 1998, p.7

NEWBOTH, SAMUEL A
Samuel A Newirth (dies), Aug 28, 1998, p.10

NEWLIN, GEORGE
Beloved English teacher feted at 50th reunion (photo), May 8, 1998, p.1

NEWMAN, ANITA
Doernberg honors achievers (photo), May 29, 1998, p.4

NEWMAN, ANNE B
Anne B Newman (dies), Nov 13, 1998, p.20

NEWMAN, DUSTIN
Hewitt will kick-off SMS writers' conference (photo), Dec 4, 1998, p.12

NEWMAN, FREDRIC (DR)
Fredric Newman, M.D. (appointed assistant clinical professor of surgery at Columbia College), Feb 6, 1998, p.4
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NEWMAN, JAMES
  Police, firefighters honored for service (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.4

NEWMAN, PERRI
  AIDS quilt puts human face on plague (photo), Nov 20, 1998, p.12
  Maroon and White fetes fall athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.28
  Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

NEWMAN, RICK
  Fox Meadow parents want more space (photo), Feb 13, 1998, p.1

NEWMAN, STACEY CLARFIELD
  Stacey Clarfield Newman (will be induced into the National Assn of Women Artists), Oct 30, 1998, p.4
  Skating facility does not belong in any residential area (ltr), Mar 6, 1998, p.6

NEWMAN, WILLIAM
  William Newman (named real estate entrepreneur of the year by Ernst & Young), Jul 24, 1998, p.2

NEWS BROADCASTING
  SEE BROADCAST JOURNALISM

NEWSCASTERS
  SEE TELEVISION JOURNALISTS

NEWSPAPERS
  Trash strategy (comments on recycling in SCS) (edit), Jan 30, 1998, p.6
  Piles of papers are unsightly (re collection of newspapers for recycling in SCS) (ltr), Jan 30, 1998, p.6
  National press abuses its power (re President Clinton's alleged affair) (ltr), Feb 13, 1998, p.6
  Panda mating fails; veterinarian takes over (edit), Mar 20, 1998, p.7
  Tooley sets record straight on (New York) Times story on downtown (ltr), May 29, 1998, p.7

NG, CHRIS
  Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26

NICARAGUA
  SMS students help Nicaraguan relief effort (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.10

NICLOAIS, ROBERT
  Retired cop sues village; alleges civil rights violations (photo), May 1, 1998, p.1

NICOL, ROBIN
  Water tower will be antenna-free, Mar 6, 1998, p.1

NIGHTINGALE, ANDREW
  Scarsdale's musical success story (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.9

NIGHTINGALE, FREDDA
  Fox Meadow parents want more space (photo), Feb 13, 1998, p.1
  Creativity needs space to flourish (re overcrowding of Fox Meadow School) (ltr), Feb 13, 1998, p.6

NIGHTINGALE, FREDDA (AU)
  An enjoyable 'trip' to the Sistine Chapel (ltr), Mar 20, 1998, p.6
  Congratulations to SHS musicians (ltr), Jun 19, 1998, p.6
  Teenagers could perform at their own center (ltr), Jul 3, 1998, p.6
  Music and arts can use support (ltr), Oct 30, 1998, p.6
  Scarsdale's 'Once Upon a Mattress' better than Broadway (ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.9
  'Friends' donate $ to teen center (ltr), Dec 24, 1998, p.6

NITSCH, FREDERICK
  The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest (photo), Apr 3, 1998, p.26

NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS' COMMITTEE-SCS
  Sved, Kroenlein, Finger nominated for trustee (photo), Jan 16, 1998, p.1
  Wanted: 20 good citizens (to run for 10 open slots on the Non-Partisan Citizens' Committee), Sep 4, 1998, p.1
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NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS' COMMITTEE-SCS continued

Nominees needed (for 10 open slots on Citizens' Committee), Sep 18, 1998, p.1
Citizens' Committee needs candidates (ltr), Sep 18, 1998, p.6
Let's not become a nonparticipant system (edit), Sep 25, 1998, p.6
23 are running for Citizens' Committee, Oct 30, 1998, p.1
Politics are local, too (edit), Nov 6, 1998, p.6
11 are elected to Citizens' Committee; write-ins denied (photo), Nov 13, 1998, p.1
Write-in candidate's victory declared invalid (cont), Nov 13, 1998, p.8
Write-in decision review is refused, Nov 20, 1998, p.1
Defining democracy (re write-in votes in Citizens' Committee election) (edit), Nov 20, 1998, p.6
Silly season in village politics (re write-in votes in Citizens' Nominating Committee election)(ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.6
Anastas voters were disenfranchised (re write-in votes in recent Citizens' Committee election) (ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.6
Nominees sought, Dec 4, 1998, p.1
Do we need single-issue opposition candidates? (ltr), Dec 18, 1998, p.6
Story did not correct slander about nominating committee (ltr), Dec 24, 1998, p.6
We already have democracy in Scarsdale (edit), Dec 24, 1998, p.7

NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS' PARTY-SCS

Nominees optimistic on downtown (photo), Mar 6, 1998, p.1
Nominees speak at forum (cont), Mar 6, 1998, p.3
Write-in decision review is refused, Nov 20, 1998, p.1
Defining democracy (re write-in votes in Citizens' Committee election) (edit), Nov 20, 1998, p.6
Silly season in village politics (re write-in votes in Citizens' Nominating Committee election)(ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.6
New party to hold primary, Dec 11, 1998, p.1
Calling all candidates, Dec 18, 1998, p.1
Lines in the sand (re SCS Non-Partisan Citizens' Party) (edit), Dec 18, 1998, p.6
Partisan system does not resolve local problems (ltr), Dec 18, 1998, p.6
'Outsider' feels well represented by Citizens' Party (ltr), Dec 18, 1998, p.6
We already have democracy in Scarsdale (edit), Dec 24, 1998, p.7

NON-PARTISAN RESOLUTION-SCS

Input sought on nonpartisan resolution changes, Jul 3, 1998, p.3

NON-PARTISAN SYSTEM-SCS

Let's not become a nonparticipant system (edit), Sep 25, 1998, p.6
New party to hold primary, Dec 11, 1998, p.1
Partisan system does not resolve local problems (ltr), Dec 18, 1998, p.6

NOSTALGIA

They don't write songs like that anymore (edit), Mar 13, 1998, p.7
Moving on after most of a lifetime (edit), Mar 13, 1998, p.7

NOTO, PAUL

Domestic violence task force weighs in, Nov 6, 1998, p.1

NOTT, GABRIEL

Egg of wonder (Gabriel Nott finds one of the Easter Bunny's souvenirs under a bush) (photo), Apr 17, 1998, p.1

NOVEMBER

The patriotic month (edit), Nov 6, 1998, p.6

NOVEMBER, ELEANOR

The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 15, 1998, p.30

RSVP now to Gourmet Galaxy (ltr), Apr 17, 1998, p.6
Gourmet Galaxy owes success to supporters, donors (ltr), May 15, 1998, p.6
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NOVEMBER, ROBERT
Crowd says no to development, May 29, 1998, p.1

NUCLEAR WEAPONS
An Indian point of view on the atomic bomb (ltr), May 29, 1998, p.6

NUMA, SHIHOKO
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

NURSERY SCHOOLS
(Supplement) Kids (photo), Mar 6, 1998
New nursery school to open at temple, Nov 20, 1998, p.11

NURSING HOMES
Developer faces unfair labor charges, Apr 24, 1998, p.1
Preferred downtown developer faces unfair-labor charges from union (cont), Apr 24, 1998, p.10
Union: developer's nursing home neglects patients, May 22, 1998, p.3
Aging population poses planning challenge (edit), Nov 6, 1998, p.6
Senior challenge planners (edit) (cont), Nov 6, 1998, p.7

NYGREEN, GLEN (DR)
United Way tops goal (photo), May 15, 1998, p.4

NYNEX
Bell Atlantic gets 5-year permit, Jan 2, 1998, p.4

O'BRIEN, DICK
On view (SCS artist Dick O'Brien) (photo), Jan 2, 1998, p.9

O'BRIEN, GERALD

O'BRIEN, RICHARD ANTHONY

O'CONNOR, CAILEAN
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest (photo), Apr 3, 1998, p.26

O'CONNOR, JIM (AU)
It's good to see you, Dad (edit), Jun 26, 1998, p.7

O'CONNOR, JOHN J

O'CONNOR, PATRICK
Westchester turns its mail delivery rate around (photo), Mar 27, 1998, p.3

O'DONNELL, EDMOND
Driver, 81, dies on Post Road (photo), Jan 9, 1998, p.1

O'DONNELL, MARY SHEA
Driver, 81, dies on Post Road (photo), Jan 9, 1998, p.1

O'HARA, GERARD
Village settles lawsuit by former cop, Dec 4, 1998, p.1

O'KEEFE, CHARLIE
Mail service passes the next-day test (photo), Apr 10, 1998, p.3

O'KEEFE, EILEEN (AU)
E'mont's football victory was a community affair (ltr), Dec 11, 1998, p.6

O'NEIL, TERRY
Retired cop sues village; alleges civil rights violations (photo), May 1, 1998, p.1
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O’NEILL, MICHAEL
Pool breakfast outstanding finale to SHS prom (ltr), Jul 3, 1998, p.6

O’NEILL, STELLA
Pool breakfast outstanding finale to SHS prom (ltr), Jul 3, 1998, p.6

O’ROURKE, ANDREW P
O’Rourke was a strong supporter of county libraries (ltr), Jan 9, 1998, p.7

O’ROURKE, BRIAN
4 arrested in Driving While Intoxicated roadblock, May 29, 1998, p.1

O’SHAUGNESSY, NANCY C
Nancy C O’Shaunessy (has received the Marie F Vitt humanitarian award) (photo), Jul 17, 1998, p.4

O’SULLIVAN, THOMAS

OAKES, THOMAS
Police, firefighters honored for service (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.4

OBERTREIT, RUTH (AU)
Memories of Bella (Abzug) and a seder long ago (edit), Apr 10, 1998, p.6

OBITUARIES
Albert, Rose Elaine (dies), Aug 21, 1998, p.4
Armstrong, Joan (dies), Aug 28, 1998, p.10
Atwood, Bernard De Witt (dies), Sep 25, 1998, p.15
Aversa, Antonio (dies), Sep 18, 1998, p.13
Baird, Bronwyn (dies), Mar 6, 1998, p.15
Birmingham, Anne E (dies), May 22, 1998, p.15
Blackburn, Virginia M (dies), Sep 25, 1998, p.15
Block, Carol I (dies), Jul 17, 1998, p.13
Brown, Lillian C (dies), Feb 13, 1998, p.14
Butler, Christine Rodriguez (dies), Dec 4, 1998, p.23
Byrne, Cora (dies), Sep 25, 1998, p.15
Carret, Philip L dies at 101 (photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.1
Carret, Philip L dies at 101 (cont), Jun 5, 1998, p.19
Castimore, John T (dies), Nov 20, 1998, p.22
Chamberlin, Robert Haselden (dies), Mar 20, 1998, p.13
Chase, John R (dies), Nov 13, 1998, p.20
Chase, John R (dies), Nov 20, 1998, p.22
Connelly, Kathleen J (dies), Dec 4, 1998, p.23
Cortissoz, Geraldine M (dies), Jul 24, 1998, p.11
Cottiar, Laura Lee (dies) (photo), Jul 31, 1998, p.10
Cowen, Nan Fingarson (dies), Jun 19, 1998, p.14
Cullom, William Francis (dies), Sep 4, 1998, p.20
De Vito, Martha D (dies) (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.13
Devere, Barbara P (dies), Jun 12, 1998, p.14
Dunkle, Matilda Louise Reinhardt (dies), Feb 13, 1998, p.14
Edge, Virginia C (dies), Feb 6, 1998, p.18
Edwards, Sidney G (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.26
Elsdon, Helen S (dies), Sep 25, 1998, p.15
OBITUARIES continued

Erbsen, Laura Treves (dies), Dec 31, 1998, p.14
Ewen, Theodore Carnegie (dies), Feb 20, 1998, p.15
Feig, Werner (dies), Jan 2, 1998, p.16
Feig, Werner; A teacher who made kids think for themselves, Jan 2, 1998, p.6
Feig, Werner; Feig made history come alive (ltr), Jan 2, 1998, p.6
Feig, Werner; Feig taught students to learn and laugh (ltr), Jan 9, 1998, p.6
Feig, Werner; SHS history teacher inspired student’s teaching career (ltr), Jan 9, 1998, p.6
Feldmann, Gerard C (dies), Sep 25, 1998, p.15
Flynn, James F (dies), Oct 30, 1998, p.17
Fogel, Edward A (dies), Nov 13, 1998, p.20
Formicola, Yolanda Cecile (dies), Oct 30, 1998, p.17
Foster, Lawrence H (dies), Sep 11, 1998, p.26
Freed, Donald E (dies), Dec 4, 1998, p.23
Freed, Dorothy (dies), Jul 24, 1998, p.11
Gevertz, Bruce David (dies), Dec 31, 1998, p.14
Glover, Stuart B (dies), Feb 13, 1998, p.14
Gluckman, Eric (dies), Jan 9, 1998, p.12
Goldberg, Harriet dies; former village trustee (photo), Apr 24, 1998, p.1
Goldberg, Harriet; Former trustee, LWV president Harriet Goldberg is dead at 62 (cont), Apr 24, 1998, p.8
Griffin, Carmela Caratozzolo (dies), Jun 19, 1998, p.14
Griffiths, George F (dies), Mar 6, 1998, p.15
Hanley, William J (dies), Feb 27, 1998, p.15
Henry, James A (dies), May 22, 1998, p.15
Hery, Julie A (dies), Jul 31, 1998, p.10
Hindels, George W (dies), Aug 14, 1998, p.10
Hinsey, Sarah Callen (dies), Jul 31, 1998, p.10
Hochberg, Carol Elaine (dies) (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.14
Hope, Neva Tatman (dies), Jan 16, 1998, p.14
Howard, Leonard, civic leader, is dead (photo), Jul 31, 1998, p.1
Howard, Leonard, civic leader, is dead at 84 (cont), Jul 31, 1998, p.10
Hurwitz, Herbert S (Dr) (dies), Jan 2, 1998, p.16
Husted, Ann Schneider (dies), Feb 13, 1998, p.14
Jacobs, Helen A (dies), Feb 6, 1998, p.18
Jaffe, Phyllis (dies), Jun 19, 1998, p.14
Joseph Jr, Michael (dies), Jan 2, 1998, p.16
Justo, Frank Sr (dies), Jul 31, 1998, p.10
Kahle, Margaret Lurton (dies), Mar 27, 1998, p.12
Kass, Philip (dies), Apr 17, 1998, p.12
Kavanagh, Margaret F (dies), Feb 20, 1998, p.15
King, Mary E (dies), Jun 26, 1998, p.17
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## OBITUARIES continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date of Death</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kremers, Virginia Freeman</td>
<td>Aug 7, 1998</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krumwiede, Henry G</td>
<td>Feb 6, 1998</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuhl, Ruth Norton</td>
<td>Jan 16, 1998</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laubenbien, Eleanor Dorothea</td>
<td>Aug 7, 1998</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence, Vera Storch</td>
<td>Jul 17, 1998</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee, Han-Chang, M.D.</td>
<td>May 1, 1998</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levy, Mac</td>
<td>Jul 3, 1998</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libman, Hannah</td>
<td>Feb 27, 1998</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lord, Dorothy Feltham</td>
<td>Feb 13, 1998</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynch, Peter J</td>
<td>Mar 13, 1998</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maeder, Florence</td>
<td>Oct 9, 1998</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maher, Edward M</td>
<td>Jul 3, 1998</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maloney, Neil J</td>
<td>Apr 24, 1998</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maloney, Neil</td>
<td>May 22, 1998</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine, John V</td>
<td>Sep 25, 1998</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marx, Frederick E</td>
<td>Dec 11, 1998</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayone, Edward R</td>
<td>May 8, 1998</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McIntyre, Mary Dorothy</td>
<td>Oct 30, 1998</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melamed, Barbara</td>
<td>Jan 2, 1998</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melican, Monsignor, pastor of St. Pius</td>
<td>Aug 7, 1998</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mill, Charles S</td>
<td>Apr 17, 1998</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller, Ann Rosenthal</td>
<td>May 8, 1998</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moffat III, George P</td>
<td>Oct 16, 1998</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moyle, Florence E</td>
<td>Mar 20, 1998</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muller, Lucille Winifred Dorsey</td>
<td>Sep 4, 1998</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nelson, H Lee</td>
<td>Jul 24, 1998</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newirth, Samuel A</td>
<td>Aug 28, 1998</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newman, Anne B</td>
<td>Nov 13, 1998</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Brien, Richard Anthony</td>
<td>Nov 6, 1998</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olander, Evelyn E</td>
<td>Jan 2, 1998</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paulson, Judith Bonnet</td>
<td>Nov 13, 1998</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paulson, Judith Bonnet</td>
<td>Nov 20, 1998</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perera, Charles A Dr</td>
<td>Feb 20, 1998</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polera, Vito</td>
<td>Oct 16, 1998</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purdy, Annice Know</td>
<td>May 29, 1998</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rand, Samuel</td>
<td>Mar 6, 1998</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapoport, Mitchell Ira</td>
<td>Jul 31, 1998</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reilly, Ellen T</td>
<td>Jul 31, 1998</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reno, Albert J</td>
<td>Jan 16, 1998</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhoades, Lois Nomer</td>
<td>Jun 26, 1998</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richardson, Willoughby F Jr</td>
<td>Dec 31, 1998</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ripatranzone, Julia</td>
<td>Mar 6, 1998</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riso, Gerald R</td>
<td>May 8, 1998</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruderman, Anne Tully</td>
<td>Mar 6, 1998</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russo, Vito M</td>
<td>Aug 7, 1998</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schroer, Jean</td>
<td>Apr 3, 1998</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schuster, Fanny</td>
<td>Jun 19, 1998</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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OBITUARIES continued

Schwartz, Lawrence W (dies), Nov 6, 1998, p.14
Shea, Ellen Frances (dies), Feb 6, 1998, p.18
Shiff, Frances P (dies), May 22, 1998, p.15
Simmons, Ted D (dies), Sep 18, 1998, p.13
Smith, David C (dies), Sep 25, 1998, p.15
Smith, Frank M Jr (dies), Apr 10, 1998, p.17
Spada, John (dies), Feb 13, 1998, p.14
Spence, Lewis Blair (Dr) (dies), May 22, 1998, p.15
Stam, Georgette (dies), May 1, 1998, p.18
Stauble, Raymond A Sr (dies), May 1, 1998, p.18
Steenrod, Robert Lewis (dies), Dec 31, 1998, p.14
Steyer, Murray, past mayor, is dead at 82 (photo), Feb 27, 1998, p.1
Steyer, Murray; Former mayor Murray Steyer dies (cont), Feb 27, 1998, p.12
Swyers, Richard Ross Sr (dies), May 22, 1998, p.15
Tally, Bernice G (dies), Jul 17, 1998, p.13
Treyz, Oliver E (dies), Jun 26, 1998, p.17
Unger, Jesse J (dies), May 8, 1998, p.26
Vaccaro, Corina Dolores (dies), Sep 11, 1998, p.26
Van De Water, Arthur M (dies), Jan 30, 1998, p.16
Van Voorhis, Steven C (dies) (photo), Nov 6, 1998, p.14
Vanderbilt, Walter Scott III (dies), May 15, 1998, p.19
Vario, Ralph S (dies), Jan 16, 1998, p.14
Wallace, Mary N (dies), Sep 4, 1998, p.20
Wallace, May N (dies), Sep 11, 1998, p.26
Wallach, James G (dies) (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.17
Wasson, Linda Wyckoff (dies), Jan 30, 1998, p.16
Whelan, Mary Agnes (dies), Jan 9, 1998, p.12
Willner, Walter L (dies), Apr 10, 1998, p.17
Winslow, Lucy P (dies), Feb 6, 1998, p.18
Woolner, James L (dies), Jul 24, 1998, p.11
Work, Edith Keller (dies), Sep 18, 1998, p.14
Young, Helen P (dies), Feb 6, 1998, p.18

OBRANT, SUSAN
Susan Obrant art on exhibit at David Langone Gallery (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.23

OEDESSER, DAVID
Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26

OESTREICH, BRENDA
(SCS) Auxiliary (of WHP) donates $150,000 to the hospital’s neonatal and maternity center (photo), Jul 17, 1998, p.4
(SCS) Auxiliary (of White Plains Hospital) honored (photo), Oct 9, 1998, p.4
Doernberg Real Estate Salutes Gala ’98 and the SCS Auxiliary of the WHP Hospital Center (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.30

OESTREICH, DAVID
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OESTREICH, JUDY
(SCS) Auxiliary (of WHP) donates $150,000 to the hospital's neonatal and maternity center (photo), Jul 17, 1998, p.4
(SCS) Auxiliary (of White Plains Hospital) honored (photo), Oct 9, 1998, p.4
Doernberg Real Estate Salutes Gala '98 and the SCS Auxiliary of the WHP Hospital Center (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.30

OGANA, SHUKO
Learning to join the whole wide world (photo), Oct 16, 1998, p.9

OGDEN, AMY
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

OIL SPILLS
Oil-spill cleanup, Aug 21, 1998, p.1

OKADA, KEN
Maroon and White salutes Scarsdale's winter athletes at annual awards dinner (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.20

OLANDER, EVELYN E
Evelyn E Olander (dies), Jan 2, 1998, p.16

OLSEN, HILLARY
Short is sweet (premiere of short independent film "Monaco" by producer Anne Berlin) (photo), Feb 20, 1998, p.13

OLSEN, WILLIAM
The Reverend Olssen's boarding school for boys (photo), Feb 27, 1998, p.2

ONGSENG, MARIE
Swinging for 100 (SCS Raiders notch their 100th consecutive win in tennis) (photo), Oct 9, 1998, p.1

ONODA, KEIKO
Library Park is blooming thanks to helpers (ltr), May 29, 1998, p.7

OPPENHEIMER, SUZI
John Verni aims to unseat Oppenheimer (photo), Sep 4, 1998, p.1
Candidates forum, Oct 23, 1998, p.1
Challenger knocks Oppenheimer on source of campaign donations (photo), Oct 30, 1998, p.1
Keep Oppenheimer (endorsement of Suzi Oppenheimer for New York State Senate) (edit), Oct 30, 1998, p.6
Verni knocks Oppenheimer on campaign donations (photo (cont), Oct 30, 1998, p.26
Scarsdale's own easily re-elected, Nov 6, 1998, p.1
Hochberg, Lowey, Oppenheimer sail to re-election (cont), Nov 6, 1998, p.26

OPPENHEIMER, SUZI (AU)

ORCE, HELENE

ORDEN, BONNIE
E'mont board candidates face off, Apr 24, 1998, p.1
In Edgemont: Schaffer, MacNally, Paterno (endorsements) (edit), May 15, 1998, p.6
Former board members support McNally, Orden, Schaffer (ltr), May 15, 1998, p.6
School budgets pass in Scarsdale and Edgemont (photo), May 22, 1998, p.1
Was (EMT) school board race censored?, Jun 5, 1998, p.1

ORINGER, RICHARD H (AU)
Time running out to solve Y2K glitch (edit), Dec 18, 1998, p.7

ORLANDO, ADOLPH
Dantzig faces contempt citation, Jan 9, 1998, p.1
'Dangerous situation' at Overhill garage (photo), Jan 16, 1998, p.1
Judge gives Dantzig last chance to comply, Jan 16, 1998, p.3
Noisy work on Harwood (photo), May 8, 1998, p.1
Early nights for Board of A(rchitectural) R(eview), Jun 5, 1998, p.1
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ORLANDO, ADOLPH continued
   School board OK's teen center, Dec 11, 1998, p.1

OROS, GEORGE
   Inclusion, not party politics, is Latimer's focus (photo), Mar 6, 1998, p.3

ORTNER, ERIC

OSBORNE, JOHN
   4 arrested in D(riving) W(hile) I(ntoxicated) roadblock, May 29, 1998, p.1

OSGOOD, FLORENCE ELISABETH
   Philip L Carret dies at 101 (photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.1

OTTEN, MICHAEL (DR)
   Computer owners: let's connect!, Apr 17, 1998, p.1
   The Bank of New York Salutes the Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo), May 1, 1998, p.34

OYSTERS
   Livingston not a worthy successor (ltr), Nov 27, 1998, p.6

PACIULLO, JAMES
   Major changes in store for Chase Road post office (photo), Feb 27, 1998, p.1
   Westchester turns its mail delivery rate around (photo), Mar 27, 1998, p.3

PADDLE TENNIS
   The state of the sport: An interview with Mr. Paddle (photo), Apr 10, 1998, p.19

PAGEL, BEVIN
   New teachers, administrators greet students (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.9

PAGET, FAY
   Fay Paget (elected president of the Neuberger Museum of Art Museum service council) (photo), Aug 28, 1998, p.4

Palmieri, Lori
   4 arrested in D(riving) W(hile) I(ntoxicated) roadblock, May 29, 1998, p.1

PANESSA, Gennaro
   20 candidates running in S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) election on Tuesday, Jan 16, 1998, p.1

PANESSA, HEATHER

PANKOW, EMILY
   An SHS junior's Washington week (photo), Apr 17, 1998, p.10
   Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

PAPPALARDO, STEPHEN
   People who made the headlines, Jan 2, 1998, p.2
   Marking the spot (in preparation for springtime taking of aerial photos of SCS), Feb 6, 1998, p.1
   Renewing natural resources (Mayor Edward Morgan plants a sugar maple at Harwood Park) (photo), May 8, 1998, p.26
   Parking lot at police headquarters must be screened (ltr), Jul 10, 1998, p.6
   Funding sought for local capital projects, Jul 31, 1998, p.1

PARADISE, ROBERT

PARANHOS, DIEGO
   District celebrates students' artwork in March (photo), Mar 13, 1998, p.9

PARENTING
   Speaker navigates the perils of parenting (photo), Jan 30, 1998, p.10
   When to hold on; when to let go (edit), Feb 20, 1998, p.7
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PARENTING continued

Sibling rivalry is not always destructive (edit), Mar 6, 1998, p.7
You know you're a mom when - (edit), Aug 7, 1998, p.6
Empty nest recalls bittersweet partsing of the past (edit), Sep 4, 1998, p.6
Empty nest recalls bittersweet partsing of past (edit) (cont), Sep 4, 1998, p.7
It's how you play the game (edit), Oct 9, 1998, p.7
Good parents get angry, too (edit), Nov 27, 1998, p.7

PARK, KOJI
SNH grads share SAT strategy with minority youth (photo), Jul 24, 1998, p.1

PARNES, LEE
Library Park is blooming thanks to helpers (ltr), May 29, 1998, p.7

PARTIES
Patrol cars vandalized on Halloween, Nov 6, 1998, p.1
Patrol cars vandalized at teen Halloween party (photo) (cont), Nov 6, 1998, p.5
Kids can have a good time, legally (ltr), Dec 11, 1998, p.9

PASSOVER
Bread of affliction (Rabbi Stephen Klein holds symbolic Passover plate) (photo), Apr 17, 1998, p.1

PASTORS
SEE CLERGY

PATAKI, GEORGE
School(TA)x(relief)(Program)'s for all (exemptions available to all home owners), Feb 20, 1998, p.1
Scarsdale echoes county and state in primary voting, Sep 18, 1998, p.1
Scarsdale's own easily re-elected, Nov 6, 1998, p.1

PATERNO, ANTHONY
Was (EMT) school board race censored?, Jun 5, 1998, p.1

PATERNO, ANTHONY (AU)
Revisions suggested for E'mont nominating system (ltr), May 15, 1998, p.6

PATERNO, DOMENICA
E'mont board candidates face off, Apr 24, 1998, p.1
In Edgemont: Schaffer, MacNally, Paterno (endorsements) (edit), May 15, 1998, p.6
School budgets pass in Scarsdale and Edgemont (photo), May 22, 1998, p.1
Was (EMT) school board race censored?, Jun 5, 1998, p.1

PATERNO, DOMENICA (AU)
Revisions suggested for E'mont nominating system (ltr), May 15, 1998, p.6

PATERNO, DOMENICA R (AU)
Candidate (Domenica Paterno) has experience in education (ltr), May 1, 1998, p.6

PATROLMEN'S BENEVOLENT ASSN-SCS
Scarsdale PBA takes campaign for benefits to the public, Jan 2, 1998, p.5

PATRICK, CATHERINE
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest (photo), Apr 3, 1998, p.26

PAULIN, AMY
Village considers teen center at Supply Field - again (photo), Feb 6, 1998, p.1
Committee mulls restrictions on accessory apartment law, Feb 20, 1998, p.1
Changing times (re proposal to avoid gas stations turning into convenience stores), Feb 27, 1998, p.1
Trustees put new limits on accessory apartment law, Mar 13, 1998, p.1
Board freezes out rink at Harwood, May 15, 1998, p.1
Rotary announces grants (photo), May 29, 1998, p.4
Downtown parking given 'higher priority', Jun 12, 1998, p.1
Wanted: 20 good citizens (to run for 10 open slots on the Non-Partisan Citizens' Committee), Sep 4, 1998, p.1
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PAULIN, AMY
continued
More friction between mayor and S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mulance) C(orps), Sep 25, 1998, p.1
Let's not become a nonparticipant system (edit), Sep 25, 1998, p.6
23 are running for Citizens' Committee, Oct 30, 1998, p.1
Amy Paulin (has received the Bridge Award of Partnership Ministries Unlimited), Oct 30, 1998, p.4
Trustees say no to accessory housing here, Nov 13, 1998, p.1
Debate is closed; residents should accept majority will (ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.7
Downtown development proposal draws speakers' ire; Residents say plan lacks support, Dec 18, 1998, p.1

PAULSON, JUDITH BONNET
Judith Bonnet Paulson (dies), Nov 13, 1998, p.20
Paulson, Judith Bonnet (dies), Nov 20, 1998, p.22

PAVIA, MICHAELA
Children's writers visit Edgewood School (photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.9

PAVON, CORI
Rotary awards scholarships (photo), Jul 3, 1998, p.4

PEACE
Waging peace (photo), Aug 14, 1998, p.1
For the children (re SCS Campaign for Peace Through Common Security) (edit), Aug 14, 1998, p.6

PEACE, JEREMIE
Two sopranos (senior high school winter concert) (photo), Dec 24, 1998, p.10

PECHMAN, KAREN
Doernberg Real Estate Salutes Gala '98 and the SCS Auxiliary of the WHP Hospital Center (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.30

PECHMAN, PAUL (DR)
Doernberg Real Estate Salutes Gala '98 and the SCS Auxiliary of the WHP Hospital Center (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.30

PEDESTRIANS
Gone, for now (crosswalk traffic cones), Jun 12, 1998, p.1

PEDESTRIANS-SAFETY
Dramatic reminder (re Irving Sloan's recent editorial about pedestrian safety) (edit), Feb 20, 1998, p.6
Signs would help in Fox Meadow (ltr), Feb 27, 1998, p.6
Pedestrians in village need more protection (edit), May 29, 1998, p.6
Pedestrian safety, Sep 4, 1998, p.1
Speeders on Boulevard pose a life-threatening danger to village children (ltr), Dec 4, 1998, p.6

PELLEGRINI, CHRISTOPHER
Slattery, Pellegrini win police dept. promotions (photo), Feb 13, 1998, p.5

PELLICCI, MIKE
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon and White Head Coaches and Managers (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.28

PENZER, EVE (AU)
Telling fact from fiction at the middle school (edit), Sep 18, 1998, p.7

PERCY, MARION (AU)
Julie Hery remembered as a 'people person' (ltr), Aug 7, 1998, p.6

PERERA, CHARLES A (DR)
Dr. Charles A Perera (dies), Feb 20, 1998, p.15

PERKINS, BRAD
Developer may lease site from village (illus), Mar 27, 1998, p.1
Let's move forward (re residential/retail proposal by architect Brad Perkins) (edit), Mar 27, 1998, p.6
Development will have 'dire consequences' (ltr), Aug 7, 1998, p.6
Downtown development proposal draws speakers' ire; Residents say plan lacks support, Dec 18, 1998, p.1
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PERKINS, BRADFORD (AU)
Letters on downtown project are increasingly misleading, inaccurate (ltr), Jul 31, 1998, p.6

PERKINS, REBECCA
Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26

PERL, JOANNA
S(tudent) T(ransfer) E(ducation) P(lan) installs new officers to preserve commitment (photo), Jan 23, 1998, p.9

PERL, TERRY
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 15, 1998, p.30

PERLMAN, MICHAEL
Maroon and White fetes fall athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.28

PERLMAN, MIKE
Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

PERMUT, HOWARD
More time to protest the downtown project, Nov 27, 1998, p.1

PERRONE, LIZ AND GIL (AU)
Antennas don’t belong at police station (ltr), May 1, 1998, p.6

PERSCHATZ, EVAN
Time travelers (Twins Evan and Keith Perschatz aboard their Flexible Flyer), Jan 2, 1998, p.1

PERSCHATZ, KEITH
Time travelers (Twins Evan and Keith Perschatz aboard their Flexible Flyer), Jan 2, 1998, p.1

PERSEGATI, WALTER (DR)
An enjoyable ‘trip’ to the Sistine Chapel (ltr), Mar 20, 1998, p.6

PERUMAL, GEOFF
The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30

PETERSON, KRIS
High school thespians (scene from "The House of Blue Leaves") (photo), Mar 27, 1998, p.23

PETERSON, WAYNE
Westchester turns its mail delivery rate around (photo), Mar 27, 1998, p.3

PETRESCU, MICHAEL
Author, author! (celebration of Author’s Day at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Jul 10, 1998, p.10

PETS
The day a shy pet came out of its shell (edit), Jan 23, 1998, p.7

PFEIFFER, ELAINE
The Bank of New York Salutes the Recipient of This Year’s Scarsdale Bowl (photo), May 1, 1998, p.34

PFORZHEIMER, CARL

PHILLIPS, MIKE
Early college acceptances soothe - and elate - some seniors (photo), Jan 9, 1998, p.1
Maroon and White salutes Scarsdale’s winter athletes at annual awards dinner (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.20

PHYSICIANS
Mark S Gordon, M.D. (appointed cancer liaison physician for White Plains Hospital Center), Jan 16, 1998, p.4
Steven B Zelico, M.D. (appointed chief of orthopedic surgery at Sound Shore Medical Ctr) (photo), Jan 16, 1998, p.4
Shari Glickstein, M.D. (has joined the White Plains office of Frimer, Meixler and Viziol) (photo), Apr 10, 1998, p.4
Shari Glickstein, M.D. (has joined WHP office of Frimer, Meixler, Viziol and Goldstein), Apr 24, 1998, p.4
William Frishman, M.D. (appointed chairman of Dept of Medicine at Westchester Medical Center) (photo), May 1, 1998, p.4
Han-Chiang Lee, M.D. (dies), May 1, 1998, p.18
Solomon honored (by Montefiore Medical Center’s staff and alumni association) (photo), May 8, 1998, p.4
Stanley Epstein, M.D. (appointed clinical professor of medicine at Columbia University) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.4
Geral Appel, M.D. (will receive the Lester Hoening Award of National Kidney Foundation of NY/NJ), Jun 12, 1998, p.4
Scarsdale MD in forefront of Lyme disease research, Jul 24, 1998, p.1
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PHYSICIANS continued
Frank Manning (appointed director of Montefiore’s Hartsdale Fertility and Fetal Medicine Inst/photo), Nov 6, 1998, p.4
Alan S Berkeley, M.D. (has received the RESOLVE of New York City Chapter award), Nov 6, 1998, p.4
Scarsdale psychiatrist writes of life in India (photo), Nov 13, 1998, p.4
Claudina Wallace, M.D. (honored by Harlem Hospital Center Auxiliary), Nov 20, 1998, p.4
Carol Baum, M.D. (named medical director at Independent Health), Nov 20, 1998, p.4
Dr. Arthur Davidson Jr (elected trustee of American Society of Bariatric Physicians) (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.4

PIANISTS
The day I became a pianist (edit), Feb 20, 1998, p.7
Dawn Chan honored, May 29, 1998, p.15
Jean Wentworth to be at keyboard in ‘Gypsy’ musical at Sarah Lawrence (photo), Nov 6, 1998, p.15
Recital to mark 30 years of college performance (photo), Nov 6, 1998, p.15

PICKELLE, PAUL
Trial eve (trial of Larry Stevens), Apr 17, 1998, p.1
Larry Stevens found guilty of murder, May 22, 1998, p.1

PICKELLE, PAUL W (AU)
Court officer is needed here (ltr), Feb 27, 1998, p.6

PICKUP, SCOTT
Gone, for now (crosswalk traffic cones), Jun 12, 1998, p.1
Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce rallies around new leader (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.1
1-way test on Spencer starts Monday, Oct 2, 1998, p.1

PIEKARSKI, CHRIS
Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26

PIERRO, JEANNETTE
New teachers, administrators greet students (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.9

PINCHBECK, DOROTHY
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

PIES
SEE WATER PIPES

PIRRO, JEANNINE
Downtown menorah, crech both desecrated (photo), Jan 2, 1998, p.1
D(istrict) Attorney: Criminal justice system can't do it alone (photo), Oct 9, 1998, p.3

PISCO, BONNIE
Pool breakfast outstanding finale to SHS prom (ltr), Jul 3, 1998, p.6

PISANO, KRISTIN
Seniors singled out at Maroon and White barbecue (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.21
The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30

PIZZUTO, MADELINE
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

PLANNING BOARD-SCS
Planners approve subdivision, Feb 6, 1998, p.5
Fear of flooding mobilizes G'acres residents (photo), May 1, 1998, p.5
Planners OK first phase of pool renovation, May 1, 1998, p.5
Planners mull legality of new Fairview plan, Jun 5, 1998, p.3
Scarsdale Planning Board approves C-Town addition, Jun 5, 1998, p.3
New Fairview plan under scrutiny (cont), Jun 5, 1998, p.4
Planning board approves 2 other RGF subdivisions, Jul 3, 1998, p.3
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PLANNING BOARD-SCS  continued

Planning board calls for environmental review (cont), Jul 3, 1998, p.20
Planners OK redesign of medical group complex, Aug 14, 1998, p.3
Fairview meeting set, Oct 9, 1998, p.1
Planning board approves draft scope, Oct 9, 1998, p.8
Group calls for study of 6-lot development, Oct 23, 1998, p.1
Tear-downs a frightening trend (ltr), Oct 23, 1998, p.6
Planning board withholds rulings on subdivisions, Nov 6, 1998, p.3
Dispute over wetlands boundary delays subdivision, Dec 24, 1998, p.3
Subdivisions, tear-downs, drainage are land use issues, Dec 31, 1998, p.4

PLANNING BOARD-WESTCHESTER

County planners: Development is 'positive step', Jun 19, 1998, p.1
County planning board calls development 'positive' (cont), Jun 19, 1998, p.13

PLATI, JESSICA

Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26

PLAYGROUNDS

Andy' Place (playground for children with disabilities at Saxon Woods Pool), Jul 10, 1998, p.1
New playground at Fox Meadow (photo), Sep 4, 1998, p.9

PLOSKI, STEVE

Spano, dark-horse Democrat spar over campaign financing in Senate race, Oct 23, 1998, p.1
Assembly candidates dominate forum (photo), Oct 23, 1998, p.1
Spano, Ploski debate campaign financing (cont), Oct 23, 1998, p.11

PLUMBING

A no vote for plastic (pipes), Mar 27, 1998, p.1
Plumber's objection self-serving (response to 3/27 article in SCS Inquirer on water pipes) (ltr), Apr 3, 1998, p.6
PVC plumbing is safe, cheap alternative (ltr), May 8, 1998, p.6
Board erred in allowing plastic pipes into plumbing code (ltr), May 22, 1998, p.6

PLUMMER, JASMINE

Middle schoolers show they C(ar)ing A(nd) R(especting) E(ach other) (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.11

POEMS-SINGLE WORKS

Now is the time (highlights of SCS events in verse), Jan 2, 1998, p.7
Shall I compare thee to a day that's hot? (edit), Jul 24, 1998, p.6
Another year has just gone by, Dec 31, 1998, p.6

POETRY-COMPETITIONS

SHS student receives recognition for poetry (photo), May 29, 1998, p.9

POLELA, VITO


POLICE

The unpardonable error (re police brutality) (edit), Jan 2, 1998, p.7

POLICE BENEVOLENT ASSN-SCS

SEE PATROLMEN'S BENEVOLENT ASSN-SCS

POLICE-GBH

Community calendar committee thanks all for help (ltr), Aug 21, 1998, p.6

POLICE-SCS

Driving While Intoxicated arrests were down in 1997, Jan 2, 1998, p.4
Reward offered (re desecration of Chase Park menorah and Boniface Circle creche), Jan 16, 1998, p.1
Scarsdale cops got lots for tots (ltr), Jan 16, 1998, p.6
Alarm phase-out (village wants to get out of home-alarm business), Feb 6, 1998, p.1
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POLICE-SCS continued

Agency to aid police in domestic violence cases, Feb 6, 1998, p.3
Slattery, Pellegrini win police dept. promotions (photo), Feb 13, 1998, p.5
Telephone tip (re "dinnertime burglar" Alan Golder), Feb 27, 1998, p.1
Hail to the chief: Ferraro marks 30 years (photo), Mar 6, 1998, p.5
Ferraro celebrates 30 years (cont), Mar 6, 1998, p.18
Young mother arraigned on misdemeanor charge, Mar 20, 1998, p.3
On the road with the 10583 P.D. (photo), Apr 3, 1998, p.3
Rescuing cardiac victims a team effort (response to Police Report from 4/24/98) (ltr), May 8, 1998, p.6
An interview with Detective Richard Fatigate, Scarsdale youth officer (photo), May 15, 1998, p.9
Fatigate impacts teen scene (cont), May 15, 1998, p.10
Sober fun (for SCS teenagers), May 22, 1998, p.1
Murphy promoted to sergeant, SCS grad(uate) joins force (photo), May 22, 1998, p.5
An interview with Detective Richard Fatigate, Scarsdale youth officer (photo), May 22, 1998, p.10
Teens take over village in sobriety month finale, Jun 5, 1998, p.1
Sobriety party was a great success (ltr), Jun 5, 1998, p.6
Taking a stand (re SCS Police Dept and SCS teenagers) (edit), Jun 12, 1998, p.6
Parking lot at police headquarters must be screened (edit), Jul 10, 1998, p.6
Keep your home safe (edit), Jul 24, 1998, p.6
Sitter saves her charges from stray pit bull, Jul 31, 1998, p.1
Motion to dismiss ex-sergeant’s counsel denied, Aug 7, 1998, p.1
Scarsdale police get high marks from residents, Aug 14, 1998, p.3
Police, firefighters honored for service (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.4
Back to school for officers and detectives, Oct 30, 1998, p.5
Patrol cars vandalized on Halloween, Nov 6, 1998, p.1
Patrol cars vandalized at teen Halloween party (photo) (cont), Nov 6, 1998, p.5
‘Unfortunate’ timing (re recent ticketing of young drivers), Nov 13, 1998, p.1
Don’t undo the good (re relationship between SCS police and teenagers and recent vandalism) (edit), Nov 13, 1998, p.6
A Halloween wake-up call (re recent vandalism of two SCS police cars) (ltr), Nov 13, 1998, p.6
Teach your kids respect, don’t criticize police (re Halloween vandalism incident) (ltr), Nov 13, 1998, p.6
Teenagers test limits to learn what’s really important to adults (re recent vandalism incident)(ltr), Nov 13, 1998, p.6
Police praised for stepped-up enforcement (ltr), Nov 13, 1998, p.6
Police, teens meet to patch relations, Nov 20, 1998, p.1
Police committed ‘brazen abuses’ of students (re relations between the police and SHS students)(ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.9
Students could help heal rift with village police (ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.9
Police and teenagers meet to discuss their differences (cont), Nov 20, 1998, p.15
Boy arrested for vandalism to patrol car, Nov 27, 1998, p.1
Reflections on a Halloween embarrassment (re Halloween vandalism and SCS Police) (ltr), Nov 27, 1998, p.6
Harrassment by police should not be condoned (re aftermath of Halloween vandalism incident) (ltr), Nov 27, 1998, p.6
Village settles lawsuit by former cop, Dec 4, 1998, p.1
Settling for injustice (re lawsuit by John Dowd against the Village of SCS) (edit), Dec 4, 1998, p.6
Police don’t harass kids, they ticket lawbreakers (ltr), Dec 4, 1998, p.9
Criticism of contingency fee system is unjustified (response to edit from 12/4/98) (ltr), Dec 11, 1998, p.9
John Brogan brings FBI expertise to Scarsdale (photo), Dec 24, 1998, p.5
Brogan brings FBI expertise to Scarsdale (cont), Dec 24, 1998, p.12
Drunks beware, Dec 31, 1998, p.1
Police encountered wide spectrum of crime (photo), Dec 31, 1998, p.3
Scarsdale police department encountered wide spectrum of crime in ‘98 (cont), Dec 31, 1998, p.8
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POLIDORE, VINCENT
Attempted break-in, Nov 6, 1998, p.1
A sprinkler system in all Scarsdale homes?, Nov 13, 1998, p.1

POLIN, KENNETH

POLITICAL CAMPAIGNS
3 candidates running for 3 trustee slots (photo), Mar 13, 1998, p.1
John Verni aims to unseat Oppenheimer (photo), Sep 4, 1998, p.1
Verni focuses on downtowns (cont), Sep 4, 1998, p.15
No GOP foes for Hochberg, Lowey, Oct 9, 1998, p.1
Spano, dark-horse Democrat spar over campaign financing in Senate race, Oct 23, 1998, p.1
Spano, Plofski debate campaign financing (cont), Oct 23, 1998, p.11
New party to hold primary, Dec 11, 1998, p.1

POLITICAL ETHICS
Is winning the only thing that matters? (edit), Jan 16, 1998, p.7

POLL WATCHING
SEE ELECTION MONITORING

POLSKY, DANIEL (AU)
Antennas don't belong at police station (ltr), May 1, 1998, p.6

PONCE-DELEON, JUAN
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

PONDS
Bird sanctuary at Berkley Pond (ltr), Jul 24, 1998, p.6

POOL-SCS
Pool contracts (awarded for renovations of village pool and facilities), Jan 30, 1998, p.1
Photo IDs, May 1, 1998, p.1
(Lauren Hendel tests the water at SCS Pool) (photo), May 29, 1998, p.6
Swim, don't smoke, Jul 3, 1998, p.1
Funding sought for local capital projects (cont), Jul 31, 1998, p.7
$6.5M earmarked for pool, downtown, Aug 14, 1998, p.1
Scarsdale pool staff works hard for us (ltr), Aug 14, 1998, p.6
Trustees hire project manager for pool work, Aug 28, 1998, p.1
A call to arms (re Wicks Law) (edit), Aug 28, 1998, p.6
Trustees hire project manager for pool work (cont), Aug 28, 1998, p.20
Labor Day at the pool, Sep 4, 1998, p.1
Summer's last fling (Keith Turkel tosses his daughter Lindsay into the SCS Pool on Labor Day) (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.1
More fun than labor at holiday celebrations (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.8
Time auspicious to float bond for an indoor pool (ltr), Oct 16, 1998, p.6
Roof, and cost (of the bathhouse at the SCS Pool complex), go up, Dec 24, 1998, p.1

POPSIL, STEVEN
Holiday trim (Steven Popsil decorates the branches of large pine tree in Boniface Circle) (photo), Dec 4, 1998, p.1

POPOFSKY, JODI
20 candidates running in School Board Nominating Committee election (cont), Jan 16, 1998, p.10

PORNOGRAPHY
Nebens is sentenced to 87 months; No evidence found to link misconduct to local youth, Mar 27, 1998, p.1
Teacher sentenced to 87 months in porn case (cont), Mar 27, 1998, p.8

PORPORA, JANE
Mayor balks at aiding ambulance corps (photo), Feb 6, 1998, p.1
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PORT, CHARLES
Doernberg Real Estate Salutes Gala '98 and the SCS Auxiliary of the WHP Hospital Center (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.30

PORTER, BERNICE
Middle schoolers show they C(aring) A(nd) R(especting) E(ach other) (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.11
Middle schoolers show they C(aring) A(nd) R(especting) E(ach other) (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.11

PORTES, JACOB
Scarsdale accepts challenges and charts forward direction for the year) (photo) (Progress edit 1998), Jan 30, 1998, p.4

PORTMAH, DAVID
Morning meeting (re proposed development of Freightway and Depot Place), Jan 2, 1998, p.1
S(CS) D(epot) A(ssociates) is likely to be exclusive developer, Jan 9, 1998, p.1
Downtown development: Village ready to OK environmental scope, Jan 23, 1998, p.1
D(raft) E(nvironmental) I(mpact) S(tatement) is ready, Apr 17, 1998, p.1
More time (trustees have extended deadline for final draft environmental impact statement), Jun 26, 1998, p.1
Downtown report far from final (photo), Sep 4, 1998, p.1
Group calls for study of 6-lot development, Oct 23, 1998, p.1
Development moves at snail's pace, Dec 31, 1998, p.1

POSNER, ROBERT
Task force: Teen center could open in September, Jun 26, 1998, p.1

POST OFFICE BUILDING-SCS
Major changes in store for Chase Road post office (photo), Feb 27, 1998, p.1
Post office entry has got to go (ltr), Dec 11, 1998, p.9

POST, BETH
Doernberg Real Estate Salutes Gala '98 and the SCS Auxiliary of the WHP Hospital Center (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.30

POST, PETER
Doernberg Real Estate Salutes Gala '98 and the SCS Auxiliary of the WHP Hospital Center (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.30

POSTAL SERVICE
Westchester turns its mail delivery rate around (photo), Mar 27, 1998, p.3
Speedy mail strictly local phenomenon (ltr), Apr 3, 1998, p.6
Mail service passes the next-day test (photo), Apr 10, 1998, p.3
A postcard from another time (edit), May 15, 1998, p.7
Postal policy change makes no sense (ltr), Oct 30, 1998, p.6

POWELL, COLIN
High school students attend Golden Plate awards (photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.9

POWELL, DAWN
20 candidates running in S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) election on Tuesday, Jan 16, 1998, p.1

PRAGER, HANNAH
Happy Birthday, Israel! (photo), May 8, 1998, p.1

PRAGER, REBECCA
Happy Birthday, Israel! (photo), May 8, 1998, p.1

PREJUDICE
'Prejudice Awareness Summit' at SUNY Purchase to help students (photo), Oct 16, 1998, p.9
Jr. League was summit sponsor (of Prejudice Awareness Summit at SUNY Purchase) (ltr), Oct 23, 1998, p.6

PRENDERGAST, RYAN
Village historian Irving Sloan hit by car on Chase Road (photo), Feb 13, 1998, p.1

PRESIDENTIAL SCHOLARS
Tse named Presidential Scholar (photo), May 22, 1998, p.1
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PRESIDENTS
Who are our heroes now? (edit), Sep 18, 1998, p.7
Decadence is not our problem; tell-all, ratings-driven media is (edit), Nov 27, 1998, p.7

PRESS
National press abuses its power (re President Clinton's alleged affair) (ltr), Feb 13, 1998, p.6
PRICE, HUGH
Should we presume hatred when prosecuting certain crimes? (response to 10/30 edit by H Price) (ltr), Nov 6, 1998, p.6
PRICE, HUGH B (AU)
Affirmative action is actually 2 different things (edit), Jul 31, 1998, p.6
'Driving while black' - it's not a joke (edit), Sep 11, 1998, p.7

PRIMARIES
14 vie for 4 jobs in Dem(ocratic) primary (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.1
14 vie for 4 jobs in Democratic primary (photo) (cont), Sep 11, 1998, p.3
Scarsdale echoes county and state in primary voting, Sep 18, 1998, p.1
New party to hold primary, Dec 11, 1998, p.1

PRINCE, DEBBIE (AU)
Hail to Hellfish, the ultimate Frisbee team (ltr), Jun 19, 1998, p.6

PRINCE, ELIZABETH
All children wish to feel important (re letter by Elizabeth Prince from 11/27/98) (ltr), Dec 18, 1998, p.9

PRINCE, ELIZABETH (AU)
Why aren't there any Jewish stars in the village? (ltr), Nov 27, 1998, p.6

PRITULA, ANDREW
Walking to cure diabetes (photo), Oct 2, 1998, p.9

PROCEDURE COMMITTEE-SCS
Committee needs more elected members (ltr), Feb 27, 1998, p.6
Input sought on nonpartisan resolution changes, Jul 3, 1998, p.3
Wanted: 20 good citizens (to run for 10 open slots on the Non-Partisan Citizens' Committee), Sep 4, 1998, p.1
Nominees needed (for 10 open slots on Citizens' Committee), Sep 18, 1998, p.1
Let's not become a nonparticipant system (edit), Sep 25, 1998, p.6
Politics are local, too (edit), Nov 6, 1998, p.6

PRODUCERS-THEATRICAL
SEE THEATRE-PRODUCTION AND DIRECTION

PRUNESTI, JOSEPH
4 arrested in D(riving) W(hile) I(ntoxicated) roadblock, May 29, 1998, p.1

PSYCHOLOGISTS
Elliott Rosen (has joined Phelps Memorial Hospital Center as a consultant psychologist) (photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.4

PT COUNCIL-SCS
Reward offered (re desecration of Chase Park menorah and Boniface Circle creche), Jan 16, 1998, p.1
Speaker navigates the perils of parenting (photo), Jan 30, 1998, p.10
PT Council puts focus on children (Progress edit 1998), Jan 30, 1998, p.3
PT council urges residents to vote (endorsement of SCS school budget) (ltr), May 15, 1998, p.6
Sports Swap set for Sept. 12, rain or shine (photo), Sep 4, 1998, p.9
Regents requirement for special ed(ucation) students causes consternation, Dec 24, 1998, p.1

PTACEK, DANIEL
Trial eve (trial of Larry Stevens), Apr 17, 1998, p.1
Stevens gets the max in slaying of Hartsdale man, Jul 17, 1998, p.1
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PTACEK, DANIEL continued
Larry Stevens is sentenced in murder of Hartsdale man (cont), Jul 17, 1998, p.9

PUBLIC OPINION POLLS
Computer owners: let's connect!, Apr 17, 1998, p.1
Technology survey: Community wants to connect with schools, village (cont), Apr 17, 1998, p.17
Neighborhoods should hold rink polls (ltr), May 8, 1998, p.6
High school survey brings surprises (illus), Dec 18, 1998, p.11

PUBLIC WORKS-SCS
Funding sought for local capital projects, Jul 31, 1998, p.1
Funding sought for local capital projects (cont), Jul 31, 1998, p.7
Water department came through (ltr), Oct 9, 1998, p.6
Students clean, help restore natural beauty of high school brook (ltr), Dec 4, 1998, p.6

PUCHALSKY, GABBY
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon and White Head Coaches and Managers (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.28

PUMPKINS
(Rebecca Maier tries to lift the biggest pumpkin at Ramsey Farm) (photo), Oct 30, 1998, p.6

PURDY, ANNICE KNOX

QICHIEN, QIAN
A premier visit (vice premier Qian Qichen paid a visit to Scarsdale last week), Jul 31, 1998, p.1

QUAKERS
Friends Meeting welcomes visitors (Progress edit 1998), Jan 30, 1998, p.18

QUINN, BARBARA (AU)
Temporary teen center needed (ltr), Jun 12, 1998, p.6

QUINTANA, ANDREA
High school students honored at assembly (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.10

RABBAN, DAVID M (AU)

RABBIS
2 new rabbis take positions at Westchester Reform Temple (photo), Jul 10, 1998, p.12

RACE DISCRIMINATION
'Driving while black' - it's not a joke (edit), Sep 11, 1998, p.7

RAILROADS
Scarsdale native helps polish up Grand Central (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.13

RAIZEN, DAVID
Mayor balks at aiding ambulance corps (photo), Feb 6, 1998, p.1
Mayor, trustees split over S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) - again, May 29, 1998, p.1
S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) deserves better (edit), Jun 5, 1998, p.6
Pool breakfast outstanding finale to SHS prom (ltr), Jul 3, 1998, p.6
New rig (for SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps) (photo), Oct 2, 1998, p.8

RAIZEN, DAVID (AU)
Village should not leap backward (response to letter from 2/13/98 re Advanced Life Support) (ltr), Feb 20, 1998, p.6
Rescuing cardiac victims a team effort (response to Police Report from 4/24/98) (ltr), May 8, 1998, p.6

RAIZES, DEBBIE (AU)
Save the date for Rothschild retirement luncheon (ltr), Jun 26, 1998, p.6

RAIZES, DEBORAH
Tribute to Eric Rothschild draws adoring crowd of former students (photo), Oct 9, 1998, p.1
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RAIZES, DEBORAH continued
   Deborah Raizes named bowl committee chairman (photo), Nov 13, 1998, p.4

RAMBONE, STEVE
   School Organization officers elected (at SMS) (photo), Nov 6, 1998, p.9

RAMSEY, LYNN
   Wilson & Son to represent fine jewelers in show (photo), Apr 24, 1998, p.4

RAND, SAMUEL
   Samuel Rand (dies), Mar 6, 1998, p.15

RANDOLPH, WILBUR
   Randolph retires at St James (photo), Jul 10, 1998, p.12

RANGEL, ELBA
   International mentors bond at retreat (photo), Oct 16, 1998, p.1

RAPAPORT, DEBBIE
   Teen center progress on target, Jul 31, 1998, p.1

RAPAPORT, DEBBIE (AU)
   Parents need help broaching subject (re drugs and alcohol) (itr), Apr 24, 1998, p.6
   Sobriety party was a great success (itr), Jun 5, 1998, p.6

RAPAPORT, JOHN
   Former players pay tribute to Coach Kaminer (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.19
   Kaminer grateful to community (itr), Sep 25, 1998, p.6

RAPPORT, MITCHELL IRA
   Mitchell Ira Rapoport (dies), Jul 31, 1998, p.10

RAPPORT, DEBBIE
   Ground broken for teen center (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.1

RASBAND, SHANNON
   Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26

RATNER, MICHAEL
   Michael Ratner (named president of Retail Contracts Association), Apr 24, 1998, p.4

RAVER, JACOB
   Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

RAYSOR, ROBERT
   Police, firefighters honored for service (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.4
   Police, teens meet to patch relations, Nov 20, 1998, p.1

READING
   Quaker Ridge mousehole restored (photo), Jan 16, 1998, p.10
   Getting the Nintendo generation to read (photo) (edit), Jan 30, 1998, p.6
   Read Aloud week at schools (photo), May 8, 1998, p.10

REAL ESTATE AGENCIES AND AGENTS
   Houlihan/Lawrence tops $1 billion in real estate sales (Progress edit 1998), Jan 30, 1998, p.13
   Ellen Lawton to get national realty award (photo), Feb 27, 1998, p.4
   Producers honored (Elaine Canell, Barbara Fee and Peggy Santo) (photo), Mar 27, 1998, p.4
   Houlihan/Lawrence to relocate, expand (photo), Nov 20, 1998, p.4
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REAL ESTATE DEVELOPERS
Developer faces unfair labor charges, Apr 24, 1998, p.1
Preferred downtown developer faces unfair-labor charges from union (cont), Apr 24, 1998, p.10
Union: developer's nursing home neglects patients, May 22, 1998, p.3
Town developer's identity unknown (ltr), Jul 24, 1998, p.6
Residents need more info on developer (ltr), Aug 7, 1998, p.6

REAL PROPERTY

REBELL, MICHAEL
Defining 'sound basic education'; Forum to address state funding to schools to be held, Jan 2, 1998, p.1

RECREATION DEPT-SCS
More recreation money (fees will be raised), Feb 13, 1998, p.1
Recreation permit time, Apr 17, 1998, p.1

RECYCLING OF WASTE
Trash strategy (comments on recycling in SCS) (edit), Jan 30, 1998, p.6
Piles of papers are unsightly (re collection of newspapers for recycling in SCS) (ltr), Jan 30, 1998, p.6
Wake-up call (GBH residents roused from their sleep by recorded message re trash and recyclables), Oct 30, 1998, p.1

REED, DANA

REESE, JAMES
Bond issue tax will be minimal, Reese says (photo), Sep 25, 1998, p.1

REHM, LOIS
School vote soon, May 8, 1998, p.1
Board bids fond farewell to Landau and French, Jun 19, 1998, p.1
Golden elected president of school board (photo), Jul 3, 1998, p.1
Register to vote, Oct 23, 1998, p.1

REHM, WILLIAM
Local boy, 16, killed in parkway crash (photo), Aug 14, 1998, p.1
Another accident on parkway (photo), Aug 21, 1998, p.1

REID, ANNABELLE
New teachers, administrators greet students (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.9

REILLY, ELLEN T
Ellen T Reilly (dies), Jul 31, 1998, p.10

REIN, VALERIE
Modular classroom officially opens (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.12

REINGOLD, ABIGAIL

REINGOLD, DANIEL
23 are running for Citizens' Committee, Oct 30, 1998, p.1
Daniel Reingold (has received a humanitarian award) (photo), Nov 20, 1998, p.4

REINGOLD, DANIEL A
Daniel A Reingold (honored at annual leadership awards brunch of American Jewish Congress) (photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.4

REINGOLD, JESSICA
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon and White Head Coaches and Managers (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.28

REINHARZ, MARC
Village settles lawsuit by former cop, Dec 4, 1998, p.1

REINHARZ, MARK
Motion to dismiss ex-sergeant's counsel denied, Aug 7, 1998, p.1
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REINTHALER, RICHARD
Golf club officers (photo), Feb 6, 1998, p.4

REINWALD, CHARLES
Teens praised, development criticized, Sep 25, 1998, p.1
New party to hold primary, Dec 11, 1998, p.1

REINWALD, CHARLES A (AU)
Give democracy a chance in Scarsdale (ltr), Dec 18, 1998, p.6
Gilman flip-flops on impeachment (ltr), Dec 24, 1998, p.6

RELIEF WORK
SMS students help Nicaraguan relief effort (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.10

RELIGION
Incident shows need for legislation (ltr), Jan 2, 1998, p.6
Religion can help us decide to change (edit), Jan 9, 1998, p.7
Religious display decision revisited (edit), Jan 30, 1998, p.7
God in the Workplace - III; Learning what 'the good' requires of us (edit), Aug 28, 1998, p.7

RELIGIOUS LIBERTY
Holiday season speaks to us of our common values (ltr), Jan 9, 1998, p.7
People are too ready to take offense at holidays of others (ltr), Jan 9, 1998, p.7
Respect for diversity the norm here (ltr), Jan 9, 1998, p.7
SMS freshman’s letter witty, wise (response to letter by David Goodwin from 1/9/98) (ltr), Jan 16, 1998, p.6

REMINISCING
They don’t write songs like that anymore (edit), Mar 13, 1998, p.7
Disabled retiree ready for the next adventure (edit), Apr 3, 1998, p.7
Memories of Bella (Abzug) and a seder long ago (edit), Apr 10, 1998, p.6
Remembering ‘Dr. Baloney,’ a partner in hilarity at SMS (edit), May 22, 1998, p.6
At 17, it was a good year without Sinatra, Jun 26, 1998, p.7
From Napoleon to Carret to Scarsdale (edit), Jul 3, 1998, p.7
The way we were - and are (edit), Sep 4, 1998, p.7
A baritone horn helped win the war (photo) (edit), Sep 11, 1998, p.7
Even today, my grandfather is still with me (edit), Sep 25, 1998, p.6

REMODELING OF BUILDINGS
Golden Horseshoe renovations are ‘nightmarish’ (ltr), Oct 23, 1998, p.6

RENO, CHRISTOPHER (AU)
The way home is longer (excerpts from novel with same name by Christopher Renino), Mar 27, 1998, p.7

RENO, ALBERT J

RENO, THOMAS
Youth football players honored at awards dinner (photo), Jan 2, 1998, p.11

RENTLEEM, LUISE
International mentors bond at retreat (photo), Oct 16, 1998, p.1

RESNICK, ALAN
Seniors singled out at Maroon and White barbecue (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.21

RESNICK, ART
Kaminer grateful to community (ltr), Sep 25, 1998, p.6

RESNICK, TERRY
Seniors singled out at Maroon and White barbecue (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.21

RESTAURANTS
Revelations of an histaurentor (edit), May 8, 1998, p.7
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RESUSCITATION
A precious skill (free CPR instruction is offered by SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps) (edit), Jan 23, 1998, p.6

RETELNY, JESSICA
Quaker R(idge) 5th graders pitch new products in song (photo), May 1, 1998, p.9

RETREATS
International mentors bond at retreat (photo), Oct 16, 1998, p.1

REUNIONS
Beloved English teacher feted at 50th reunion (photo), May 8, 1998, p.1
SHS class of '48 celebrates 50th reunion, May 8, 1998, p.10
Our Miss Hook is honored at reunion (cont), May 8, 1998, p.12

REVELLI, JOHN
Former players pay tribute to Coach Kaminer (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.19
Kaminer grateful to community (Itr), Sep 25, 1998, p.6

REWARDS (PRIZES, ETC)
Inquirer wins 16 awards, Apr 10, 1998, p.1
Inquirer tops in coverage of local government, education (cont), Apr 10, 1998, p.4
Librarian to be Caldecott judge (Itr), May 8, 1998, p.6
Tse named Presidential Scholar (photo), May 22, 1998, p.1
Scarsdale's musical success story (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.9
SHS senior wins first place in state contest (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.9
Adam Rilander wins investment contest (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.9
Luskin is honored as scholar-athlete (photo), Jul 10, 1998, p.9
Historical society wins award, Oct 23, 1998, p.4

REYNOLDS, HAROLD J (AU)
Statement was response to a rhetorical question (Itr), Apr 24, 1998, p.7
Story should have described the 2 robbers (response to 7/24 Inquirer article) (Itr), Jul 31, 1998, p.6
Lying president, weak public (Itr), Oct 2, 1998, p.6
Livingston not a worthy successor (Itr), Nov 27, 1998, p.6

REZNICK, ALAN
Consultants spar over renovating water tower, Aug 14, 1998, p.1

RHEE, JENNIFER
High school students honored at assembly (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.10

RHOADES, LOIS NOMER
Lois Nomer Rhoades (dies), Jun 26, 1998, p.17

RICE, JIM

RICHARDSON, WILLOUGHBY F JR

RICHMAN, ELISE
Elise Richman (has been promoted director at Automobile Magazine), Jul 3, 1998, p.4

RICHMAN, JEANNE
The Bank of New York Salutes the Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo), May 1, 1998, p.34
25 are running for Citizens' Committee, Oct 30, 1998, p.1
11 are elected to Citizens' Committee; write-ins denied (photo), Nov 13, 1998, p.1

RICHMAN, JEANNE (AU)
Recognize a filibuster for what it really is (edit), Apr 17, 1998, p.7
Bell does S(CS) N(neighborhood) A(ssociation) P(residents) a disservice (Itr), Jun 26, 1998, p.6
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RICHMAN, JEANNE (AU) continued
  Trustees' 'excuses' on accessory housing deplored (ltr), Nov 13, 1998, p.6
  Levin signed advisory committee report he challenges (ltr), Dec 18, 1998, p.6

RICKS, CHRISTIAN
  Memorial Day celebrated in spite of rain (photo), May 29, 1998, p.3

RICKS, SPENCER
  CHOICE goes to United Nations (photo), May 8, 1998, p.10

RIEMER, ALEXANDER
  Camps in full swing as July turns to August (photo), Jul 31, 1998, p.3

RIFLERY
  Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26

RILANDER, ADAM
  Adam Rilander wins investment contest (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.9

RILANDER, ALLISON S (AU)
  Hate crimes happen here, too (response to article from 1/2/98) (ltr), Jan 23, 1998, p.6

RIPATRANZONE, JULIA
  Julia Ripatranzone (dies), Mar 6, 1998, p.15

RISO, GERALD R
  Gerald R Riso (dies), May 8, 1998, p.26

RIVERA, MICHELLE
  Scarsdale is a breath of Fresh Air for inner city kids (photo), Jul 17, 1998, p.1

RIVKIN, KATIE
  Students clean, help restore natural beauty of high school brook (ltr), Dec 4, 1998, p.6

RO, STEPHANIE
  Camps in full swing as July turns to August (photo), Jul 31, 1998, p.3

ROBB, TOM
  Memorial Day celebrated in spite of rain (photo), May 29, 1998, p.3

ROBBINS, LIZ
  Red Cross card contest (photo), Jan 16, 1998, p.9

ROBBINS, RHONDA
  And the winner is (Rhonda Robbins took first prize in sculpture at Mamaroneck Artist's Guild)(photo), Feb 27, 1998, p.13

ROBBINS, RISE
  Robbins voted S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mulance) C(orps) president, Dec 11, 1998, p.4

ROBERTS, LINDA
  Larry Stevens found guilty of murder, May 22, 1998, p.1

ROBERTS, NORMA R (AU)
  Don't allow Penn Central to urbanize our village (ltr), Jul 17, 1998, p.6

ROBINSON, LEILAN
  Days of disguises (photo), Nov 6, 1998, p.3

ROBINSON, SALLY (AU)
  Action on campaign finance reform (ltr), May 1, 1998, p.6
  Scarsdale L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) supports downtown zoning change (ltr), Dec 4, 1998, p.9

RODGERS, KENNETH (DR)
  Proposed bond to finance construction, Sep 11, 1998, p.1

RODMAN, BEN
  Walking to cure diabetes (photo), Oct 2, 1998, p.9

RODRIGUES, SERVANDO JR
  Operation Safe-Stop gets tough (photo), Oct 23, 1998, p.9
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RODRIGUEZ, MARISEL
Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26

RODSTEIN, HOWARD
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

ROESCH, GEOFFREY
Improvements for downtown Scardale mulled, Jan 2, 1998, p.1
Trustees map out downtown tax district, Jan 30, 1998, p.1
Architect: Downtown needs 'consistency' (photo), Apr 10, 1998, p.1
1-way test on Spencer starts Monday, Oct 2, 1998, p.1

ROGALSKI, STEFAN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30

ROGOWSKI, LI LI
Chillin (Brett Weinstein, Eric Weinstein and Lili Rogowski enjoy treats) (photo), Jan 23, 1998, p.1

ROHAN, RICHARD
Still hanging in there (longevity awards presented to five SCS employees) (photo), Oct 2, 1998, p.8

ROLAND, DONALD
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

RONIN, KEN
Scarsdale is a breath of Fresh Air for inner city kids (photo), Jul 17, 1998, p.1

RONIN, MARGO
Scarsdale is a breath of Fresh Air for inner city kids (photo), Jul 17, 1998, p.1

ROOM, MILSTEIN
Kids' BASE/The Little School offer new programs at new site (photo) (Progress edit 1998), Jan 30, 1998, p.4

ROSE, CHARLIE
Will newscasters apologize? (re President Clinton's "alleged affair") (Itr), Feb 6, 1998, p.6

ROSE, FREDERICK P
Frederick P Rose (awarded degrees of doctor of humane letters by Yale U. and Juillard School), Jul 31, 1998, p.2

ROSE, FREDERICK P (AU)
Panda mating fails; veterinarian takes over (edit), Mar 20, 1998, p.7

ROSE, DIANE
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

ROSEN, ELLIOTT
Elliott Rosen (has joined Phelps Memorial Hospital Center as a consultant psychologist) (photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.4

ROSEN, ELLIOTT J (DR) (AU)
More violent adolescent events are inevitable (edit), Jun 26, 1998, p.6

ROSEN, MARTHA
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

ROSENBURG, ROBIN
Team Scarsdale (getting ready for Susan G Konen Breast Cancer Foundation's Race for the Cure) (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.2

ROSENBURG, STUART
The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30

ROSENBLETT, EDITH (AU)
Former board members' allegations against G(BH) N(ature) C(enter) are unfounded (Itr), Nov 13, 1998, p.9
Reporter should have talked to nature center board (Itr), Nov 20, 1998, p.7
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ROSENGARTEN, LORI</td>
<td>New teachers, administrators greet students (photo)</td>
<td>Sep 18, 1998</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROSENSTEIN, STEVE</td>
<td>Fitigues, Rothman's get hearty welcome from village (photo)</td>
<td>Nov 27, 1998</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROSENTHAL, ALBERT</td>
<td>Albert Rosenthal (dies)</td>
<td>Aug 28, 1998</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROSENTHAL, JULIE</td>
<td>Cellular phone companies not clamoring for village sites</td>
<td>Aug 28, 1998</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROSENZWEIG, ERICA</td>
<td>Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon and White Head Coaches and Managers (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 26, 1998</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROSS, BETSY MCCAUGHEY</td>
<td>Ross switched parties out of principle; on cable show she describes her run for governor (photo)</td>
<td>Aug 28, 1998</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REVIEWS AND FEATURES</td>
<td>Ross says party switch was done out of principle (cont)</td>
<td>Aug 28, 1998</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCARSDALE INQUIRER</td>
<td>Scarsdale echoes county and state in primary voting</td>
<td>Sep 18, 1998</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROSS, MELISSA</td>
<td>'Winter Wishland' is celebrated at Q(aker) R(idge) (photo)</td>
<td>Feb 13, 1998</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROSS, RICK</td>
<td>(Bye Bye) Birdie is coming!</td>
<td>Jul 31, 1998</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROSSI, LAUREN</td>
<td>Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon and White Head Coaches and Managers (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 26, 1998</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROTARY CLUB-SCS</td>
<td>Rotarians foster service, high standards, good will (Progress edit 1998)</td>
<td>Jan 30, 1998</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rotary grant (to SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service) (photo)</td>
<td>Mar 27, 1998</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rotary announces grants (photo)</td>
<td>May 29, 1998</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rotary awards scholarships (photo)</td>
<td>Jul 3, 1998</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rotary installation (of new officers)</td>
<td>Jul 17, 1998</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROTH, JENNIFER</td>
<td>The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest (photo)</td>
<td>Apr 3, 1998</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROTHBERG, RICHARD S</td>
<td>3 elected to bar posts (photo)</td>
<td>Feb 6, 1998</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROTHMAN, CAROL (DR)</td>
<td>When to hold on; when to let go (edit)</td>
<td>Feb 20, 1998</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROTHMAN, DAN (AU)</td>
<td>Wrestlers feel neglected (ltr)</td>
<td>Jan 16, 1998</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROTHCHILD, AMELIE</td>
<td>Love of community inspires S(CS) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice) honoree Luella Slaner (photo)</td>
<td>Apr 17, 1998</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROTHCHILD, ERIC</td>
<td>Eric Rothschild to retire after 36 years at high school (photo)</td>
<td>May 22, 1998</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 12, 1998</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Teachers can be mentors for life (edit)</td>
<td>Jun 26, 1998</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New assistant principal joins Scarsdale High</td>
<td>Sep 4, 1998</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social studies teacher (Kelley Hamm) returns to the classroom</td>
<td>Oct 2, 1998</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tribute to Eric Rothschild draws adoring crowd of former students (photo)</td>
<td>Oct 9, 1998</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tribute to Rothschild draws an adoring crowd (cont)</td>
<td>Oct 9, 1998</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tribute to Rothschild draws an adoring crowd (cont)</td>
<td>Oct 9, 1998</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inquirer keeps us close, informed (ltr)</td>
<td>Oct 16, 1998</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ROWDEN, WENDY
Wendy Rowden... (has been elected president of Commercial Real Estate Women of New York Inc), Jul 24, 1998, p.2

ROWE, CLAUDIA
Tooley sets record straight on (New York) Times story on downtown (ltr), May 29, 1998, p.7

ROYCE, LAURA
SMS students help Nicaraguan relief effort (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.10

ROZANS, PHYLLIS
Critics dispute traffic findings, May 8, 1998, p.1

RUBENS, BETH (AU)
Anastas voters were disenfranchised (re write-in votes in recent Citizens’ Committee election) (ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.6

RUBIN, MATTHEW
All is well, safely rest (SCS Memorial Day celebration) (photo), May 29, 1998, p.1

RUBIN, MICHAEL
District celebrates students' artwork in March (photo), Mar 13, 1998, p.9

RUBINS, BETH
New party to hold primary, Dec 11, 1998, p.1

RUBINS, SEL
The Bank of New York Salutes the Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo), May 1, 1998, p.34

RUBINS, ZEL (AU)

RUBINSTEIN, FALI

RUDERMAN, ANNE TULLY
Anne Tully Ruderman (dies) (photo), Mar 6, 1998, p.15

RUDERMAN, JERROLD
Dantzig faces contempt citation, Jan 9, 1998, p.1

RUDERMAN, TERRY JANE
Terry Jane Ruderman (nominated to the Court of Claims for a nine-year term) (photo), May 8, 1998, p.4

RUDIN, A JAMES (AU)
Catholics, Jews seek higher ground (edit), Jan 30, 1998, p.7

RUDIN, SCOTT
School) O(rganization) officers elected (at SMS) (photo), Nov 6, 1998, p.9

RUNNING
15K race alert, Mar 13, 1998, p.1
Pounding the pavement (29th annual 15K and 4 Mile Run) (photo), Apr 3, 1998, p.1
15K and 4 mile race results (cont), Apr 3, 1998, p.19
Nearly 400 runners compete in 15K and 4 mile races (photo), Apr 3, 1998, p.18
Scherf sets national record in Greenwich race (photo), May 1, 1998, p.27
Run this weekend (18th annual fall foliage run and walk will take place Sunday, October 18), Oct 16, 1998, p.1
The heat was on for historical society race (photo), Oct 23, 1998, p.8
Scherf places 1st in national competition (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.27

RUSH, SUSIE
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS' BASE & The Little School (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.16

RUSSELL, DAVID
'Once Upon a Mattress' magic to unfold at SHS (photo), Nov 13, 1998, p.17

RUSSO, VITO M
Vito M Russo (dies), Aug 7, 1998, p.10
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RYAN, FRED C (AU)
SCS V(olunteer) A(mulance) C(orps) should discontinue ALS (system) (ltr), Feb 13, 1998, p.7

RYDELL, BEVERLY & IRWIN (AU)
Parking lot at police headquarters must be screened (ltr), Jul 10, 1998, p.6

SAALE, VANESSA
Scarsdale teens commemorate Youth Services Day (photo), May 1, 1998, p.9
International mentors bond at retreat (photo), Oct 16, 1998, p.1
Halloween enchants children districtwide (photo), Nov 6, 1998, p.8

SACHS, JOEL
SRO crowd says no to rink at Harwood, May 1, 1998, p.1
Board freezes out rink at Harwood, May 15, 1998, p.1

SACHS, JOEL H (AU)
Senate was right to kill threat to local environmental laws (edit), Jul 31, 1998, p.7

SALANT, BOB
Festival of Lights (the Salant family kindles the lights of Hanukkah) (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.1

SALANT, DAVID
Festival of Lights (the Salant family kindles the lights of Hanukkah) (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.1

SALANT, ELLEN
Festival of Lights (the Salant family kindles the lights of Hanukkah) (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.1

SALANT, JEN
Festival of Lights (the Salant family kindles the lights of Hanukkah) (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.1

SALANT, JENNIFER
Scarsdale elementary students feed the hungry (photo), May 1, 1998, p.10

SALANT, MATT
Festival of Lights (the Salant family kindles the lights of Hanukkah) (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.1

SALAVARRY, DANIELA
Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

SALESE, BRITTANY
Population boom at elementary schools, Oct 2, 1998, p.1

SALLINGER, PENNY
Luskin is honored as scholar-athlete (photo), Jul 10, 1998, p.9
Help! (first day of school at SMS) (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.9

SALVATERRA, RICHARD
Wheelchair cagers (basketball game during Fox Meadow's study of ability awareness) (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.10

SAMOLADAS, VIVI
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

SAMTUR, MIKE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon and White Head Coaches and Managers (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.28

SAMUEL, GEORGE
Teens take over village in sobriety month finale, Jun 5, 1998, p.1
Sobriety party was a great success (ltr), Jun 5, 1998, p.6
Sweet success (completion of high school's month of sobriety) (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.10

SAMUEL, GEORGE (AU)
Scarsdale teens appreciate Sobriety Month support (ltr), Jun 19, 1998, p.6

SAMUELSON, JEFF
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 15, 1998, p.30

SAMUELSON, WENDY
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 15, 1998, p.30
Scholarship plea (re contributions to SHS Scholarship Fund), Jun 5, 1998, p.1
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SAMUELSON, WENDY continued
Westchester C(ommunity) C(ollege) provides a safety net (photo), Aug 7, 1998, p.1

SAMUELSON, WENDY (AU)
Residents generous to scholarship fund (ltr), Sep 18, 1998, p.6

SAMUELSON, WENDY AND JEFF (AU)
Editorial should bring solace (re recent automobile accident involving several SCS teenagers) (ltr), Mar 27, 1998, p.6

SANCHEZ, MARK
Mark Sanchez (promoted to regional concession director for National Amusements Inc), May 15, 1998, p.4

SANTA CLAUS
Special delivery (Santa's mailboxes will be installed next Thursday), Nov 27, 1998, p.1
(Wish list (Jonathan Capelin puts a letter to Santa Claus in mailbox outside SCS Child's Play) (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.1
By the chimney with care (Michael, Gregory and Grace Hart hang their stockings) (photo), Dec 24, 1998, p.1

SANTO, PEGGY
Producers honored (Elaine Canell, Barbara Fee and Peggy Santo) (photo), Mar 27, 1998, p.4

SANTOS, JOSE
Police, firefighters honored for service (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.4

SANTOS, TONY
Maroon and White salutes Scarsdale's winter athletes at annual awards dinner (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.20

SARBO, JESSICA
Hello, Birdie! (SCS Summer Music Theatre's production of "Bye-Bye Birdie") (photo), Jul 24, 1998, p.1

SAREYEA-DIM, FABIANA
Scarsdale high school math students connect graphing to life (photo), Mar 13, 1998, p.10

SARIAN, BROOKE
Book fair, book aid (Fox Meadow PTA Book Fair) (photo), Nov 20, 1998, p.11

SARNOFF, STEPHANIE
Rotary grant (to SCS-EMF Family Counseling Service) (photo), Mar 27, 1998, p.4
Rotary announces grants (photo), May 29, 1998, p.4
Rotary awards scholarships (photo), Jul 3, 1998, p.4
Mayor wants to start village arts council, Aug 21, 1998, p.1

SARRAF, BRYNA
Lasser is chief of Edgemont School Board (photo), Jul 10, 1998, p.1

SARTER, JESSICA
Colonial Heathcote (exposition as part of study of 13 original colonies) (photo), Mar 27, 1998, p.9

SAX-BOLDER, EVA
New teachers, administrators greet students (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.9

SAYLAK, LAURIE

SAYLAK, TOM

SCANNERS
Scan your way to happiness: Scanners I have known, Sep 18, 1998, p.4
The proof is in the scanning, Part 2: The artist's way, Oct 2, 1998, p.4

SCARANGELLA, FRANK
KB-LS employee charged with embezzlement (photo), Dec 24, 1998, p.1

SCHAADT, SALLY L (AU)
Group home neighbors aren't bigots (ltr), Oct 2, 1998, p.6

SCHAFFER, ROBIN
In Edgemont: Schaffer, MacNally, Paterno (endorsements) (edit), May 15, 1998, p.6
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SCHAFFER, ROBIN continued
   Former board members support McNally, Orden, Schaffer (ltr), May 15, 1998, p.6
   School budgets pass in Scarsdale and Edgemont (photo), May 22, 1998, p.1
   Was (EM) school board race censored?, Jun 5, 1998, p.1

SCHAGER, ANNE
   Drugs, alcohol ruled out in accident, May 22, 1998, p.5

SCHAGER, EVAN
   Teenager critically injured in car accident, Mar 20, 1998, p.1
   Stand by them (re recent accident involving Evan Schager) (edit), Mar 20, 1998, p.6
   Drugs, alcohol ruled out in accident, May 22, 1998, p.5

SCHANDLER, JON
   (SCS) Auxiliary (of WHP) donates $150,000 to the hospital's neonatal and maternity center (photo), Jul 17, 1998, p.4

SCHAPIRO, STEVEN
   Book fair, book aid (Fox Meadow PTA Book Fair) (photo), Nov 20, 1998, p.11

SCHAPS, ALISSA
   Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26

SCHARFMAN, SHEILA
   SRO crowd says no to rink at Harwood, May 1, 1998, p.1

SCHATZEL, KAREN
   Candidates forum, Oct 23, 1998, p.1

SCHEPIS, CAROLYN
   Camps in full swing as July turns to August (photo), Jul 31, 1998, p.3

SCHERF, JOHNN
   Bird sanctuary at Berkley Pond (ltr), Jul 24, 1998, p.6

SCHERF, LINDSEY
   Nearly 400 runners compete in 15K and 4 mile races (photo), Apr 3, 1998, p.18
   Scherf sets national record in Greenwich race (photo), May 1, 1998, p.27
   The heat was on for Historical Society race (photo), Oct 23, 1998, p.8
   Scherf places 1st in national competition (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.27

SCHERLING, MATTHEW
   High school sailing club seeks school board approval (photo), May 8, 1998, p.9

SCHIROT, BARBARA R (AU)
   Mayor urged to work with S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) for common goal (ltr), Jun 12, 1998, p.6

SCHISLER, JOSEPH
   Bird sanctuary at Berkley Pond (ltr), Jul 24, 1998, p.6

SCHLENLEIN, THOMAS
   The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

SCHMIDT, JANE
   The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

SCHMIDT, EDYTHE M

SCHNEIDER, ELI
   The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest (photo), Apr 3, 1998, p.26
   CHOICE goes to United Nations (photo), May 8, 1998, p.10

SCHNEIDERMAN, AMY
   Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon and White Head Coaches and Managers (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.28

SCHNUR, STEVEN (AU)
   The written word is valued here (re Young Writers' Conference) (ltr), Apr 10, 1998, p.6
   Librarian to be Caldecott judge (ltr), May 8, 1998, p.6
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SCHOEN, HEATHER
Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26
The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30

SCHOEN, MARION
Pool breakfast outstanding finale to SHS prom (ltr), Jul 3, 1998, p.6
Wanted: 20 good citizens (to run for 10 open slots on the Non-Partisan Citizens' Committee), Sep 4, 1998, p.1

SCHOEN, MICHAEL
For the love of art (SCS Art Assn show displays work by 75 members (photo), Feb 27, 1998, p.13

SCHOENFELD, MYRON R (DR)
People who made the headlines, Jan 2, 1998, p.2
Is winning the only thing that matters? (edit), Jan 16, 1998, p.7
Affirmative action can be justified (edit), Dec 18, 1998, p.7
For minorities, the playing fields are not yet level (response to 12/18 edit by M Schoenfeld) (ltr), Dec 24, 1998, p.6

SCHOENFELD, MYRON R (DR) (AU)
A disgrace and embarassment: Clinton must leave presidency, Sep 25, 1998, p.7
Aging population poses planning challenge (edit), Nov 6, 1998, p.6
Senior challenge planners (edit) (cont), Nov 6, 1998, p.7

SCHOENFELD, NEDDA
New teachers, administrators greet students (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.9

SCHOETZ, CATHERINE
'Once Upon a Mattress' magic to unfold at SHS (photo), Nov 13, 1998, p.17

SCHOLARSHIPS AND FELLOWSHIPS
Merit finalists named, Feb 20, 1998, p.10
Scholarship plea (re contributions to SHS Scholarship Fund), Jun 5, 1998, p.1
Rotary awards scholarships (photo), Jul 3, 1998, p.4
Alumnus starts fund in memory of Feig, Maloney (ltr), Sep 25, 1998, p.6
Concert proceeds to help fund scholarships (for needy graduates of EMT high school) (ltr), Oct 30, 1998, p.6

SCHOOL BOARD NOMINATING COMMITTEE-EMT
Help wanted in E'mont, Jan 9, 1998, p.1
In Edgemont: Schaffer, MacNally, Paterno (endorsements) (edit), May 15, 1998, p.6
Revisions suggested for E'mont nominating system (ltr), May 15, 1998, p.6
School budgets pass in Scarsdale and Edgemont (photo), May 22, 1998, p.1
E'mont leaders tooting their own horns (response to 5/15 letter by A and D Paterno) (ltr), May 22, 1998, p.6
Was (EMT) school board race censored?, Jun 5, 1998, p.1
Screen candidates in public session (re EMT School Board Nominating Committee) (ltr), Jun 19, 1998, p.6
E'mont election system not broken (response to Inquirer article from 6/12/98) (ltr), Jun 19, 1998, p.6

SCHOOL BOARD NOMINATING COMMITTEE-SCS
Absentee ballots (re voting for School Board Nominating Committee), Jan 2, 1998, p.1
Attention candidates, Jan 9, 1998, p.1
20 candidates running in S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) election on Tuesday, Jan 16, 1998, p.1
Voters urged to go to polls for S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) (ltr), Jan 16, 1998, p.6
20 candidates running in School Board Nominating Committee election (cont), Jan 16, 1998, p.10
Landau to leave school board (photo), Jan 30, 1998, p.1
Call for candidates, Feb 20, 1998, p.1
Help wanted (Administrative Committee vice chairman), Mar 6, 1998, p.1
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SCHOOL BOARD NOMINATING COMMITTEE-SCS continued

School Board Nominating Committee (Committee) nominates Steves, Golden, Irwin (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.1
Congratulation to school nominators (ltr), Mar 20, 1998, p.6
School budgets pass in Scarsdale and Edgemont (photo), May 22, 1998, p.1
School Board Nominating Committee (Committee) deems article to be inappropriate (cont), Jun 5, 1998, p.12
New school board nominators sought, Oct 2, 1998, p.10
School board nominating committee schedules hearing on change, Oct 30, 1998, p.3
Politics are local, too (edit), Nov 6, 1998, p.6
Petitions sought for School Board Nominating Committee candidates, Nov 13, 1998, p.1
21 running for School Board Nominating Committee (individual names noted), Dec 11, 1998, p.1
Absentee ballots (for School Board Nominating Committee), Dec 24, 1998, p.1

SCHOOL BUSES

Crash on Central (GBH school bus careens across Central Avenue into two stores) (photo), Feb 20, 1998, p.1
Operation Safe-Stop cranks up for enforcement day, Oct 9, 1998, p.9
Operation Safe-Stop gets tough (photo), Oct 23, 1998, p.9

SCHOOL NURSES

More than Band-Aids (Jan 28 will mark th 12 national celebration of School Nurses' Day), Jan 23, 1998, p.1

SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS AND PRINCIPALS

Reward offered (re desecration of Chase Park menorah and Boniface Circle creche), Jan 16, 1998, p.1
The way we see ourselves (re New York Times ad for new SCS superintendent) (edit), Feb 27, 1998, p.6
Schools chief to leave March 27, Mar 20, 1998, p.1
Superintendent finalists chosen, May 15, 1998, p.1
Scarsdale superintendent finalists chosen (photo) (cont), May 15, 1998, p.13
McGill is new schools chief (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.1
New schools chief hired (cont), Jun 12, 1998, p.13
New schools superintendent focuses on getting to know Scarsdale (cont), Aug 21, 1998, p.10
New assistant principal joins Scarsdale High, Sep 4, 1998, p.1
Goldberg joins the high school team (photo) (cont), Sep 4, 1998, p.9

SCHOOL TAX RELIEF PROGRAM

Schools tax (relief) reminder, Jan 9, 1998, p.1
Schools tax (relief) (program)'s for all (exemptions available to all home owners), Feb 20, 1998, p.1
Schools tax (relief) (Program) not shining bright among village residents, May 15, 1998, p.3
Inequity in Greenburgh (edit), Jul 17, 1998, p.6
Town assessor must be politically independent, says town supervisor (ltr), Jul 31, 1998, p.6
Majority of Greenburgh residents had Schools tax (relief) Program applications OK's (edit), Aug 7, 1998, p.7
Schools tax (ax) (relief) Program time, Dec 11, 1998, p.1

SCHOOLS

The Reverend Olssen's boarding school for boys (photo), Feb 27, 1998, p.2

SCHOOLS-EMT

(Supplement) Back to school (photo), Aug 28, 1998

SCHOOLS-EMT-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL

'Billy's little brother' comes into his own (edit), Dec 24, 1998, p.7

SCHOOLS-EMT-BUDGET

Vote yes Tuesday (for SCS and EMT adopted school budgets) (edit), May 15, 1998, p.6
School budgets pass in Scarsdale and Edgemont (photo), May 22, 1998, p.1
Two district budgets pass (cont), May 22, 1998, p.24
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SCHOOLS-EMT-GRADUATION
(Supplement) Class of '98 Graduation (photo), Jul 3, 1998

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL
Early college acceptances soothe - and elate - some seniors (photo), Jan 9, 1998, p.1
Food, housing programs reflect self-help philosophy (photo), Jan 9, 1998, p.3
We're flood-ready, Oct 9, 1998, p.1
Rallying around the team (photo), Oct 9, 1998, p.1
Panthers down Saranac in semifinals 41-25 (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.1
Panthers top the state in O(very) T(time): a 1st! (photo), Dec 4, 1998, p.1
E'mont's football victory was a community affair (ltr), Dec 11, 1998, p.6
Special ed(ucation) students brace for state examinations (cont), Dec 24, 1998, p.10

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-ALUMNI
Alumni walkway dedicated (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.1

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-GRADUATION
Rites of passage (EMT High School graduation) (photo), Jul 3, 1998, p.1

SCHOOLS-NEW YORK STATE
Grad(uation) requirements affects special ed, Jan 23, 1998, p.1
New graduation requirements (cont), Jan 23, 1998, p.3

SCHOOLS-NEW YORK STATE-STATE AID
Defining 'sound basic education'; Forum to address state funding to schools to be held, Jan 2, 1998, p.1
Forum will address state funding to schools (cont), Jan 2, 1998, p.2

SCHOOLS-SCS
Constant challenges for schools, Jan 2, 1998, p.1
More than Band-Aids (Jan 28 will mark th 12 national celebration of School Nurses' Day), Jan 23, 1998, p.1
A village of nit-pickers; Head lice are persistent pests, Jan 23, 1998, p.1
Head lice are persistent pests in schools (cont), Jan 23, 1998, p.8
Scarsdale accepts challenges and charts forward direction for the year) (photo) (Progress edit 1998), Jan 30, 1998, p.4
Food allergies pose problems at schools, Feb 6, 1998, p.3
Times, school ratings flawed, Murphy says, Mar 6, 1998, p.1
Ratings not fit to print (re NY Times publication of ratings for suburban elementary schools) (edit), Mar 6, 1998, p.6
Speaker assails sexual harassment, Mar 13, 1998, p.9
District celebrates students' artwork in March (photo), Mar 13, 1998, p.9
Schools chief to leave March 27, Mar 20, 1998, p.1
Young Writer' Conference is now fully subscribed, Mar 20, 1998, p.10
Board sets goals, Apr 3, 1998, p.9
2 elementary schools to receive portable classrooms (cont), Apr 3, 1998, p.12
Elementary schools hold science, math nights (photo), Apr 10, 1998, p.10
Scarsdale elementary students feed the hungry (photo), May 1, 1998, p.10
Board bids fond farewell to Landau and French, Jun 19, 1998, p.1
Cool heads needed (re recent suspensions from SCS schools) (edit), Jun 19, 1998, p.6
Summer maintenance projects under way in Scarsdale schools, Jul 10, 1998, p.10
(Supplement) Back to school (photo), Aug 28, 1998
Proposed bond to finance construction, Sep 11, 1998, p.1
Schools open doors to 4,179 students, Sep 11, 1998, p.9
School board OK's $17.8 M bond issue, Sep 18, 1998, p.1
Starr-crossed children befuddle parents, Sep 18, 1998, p.3
New teachers, administrators greet students (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.9
Bond to finance new school construction (with detailed tables) (illus) (cont), Sep 18, 1998, p.10
What to tell the children (cont), Sep 18, 1998, p.26
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SCHOOLS-SCS continued
Bond issue tax will be minimal, Reese says (photo), Sep 25, 1998, p.1
Bond issue tax increase should be insignificant (cont), Sep 25, 1998, p.24
Population boom at elementary schools, Oct 2, 1998, p.1
Enrollment surge for schools (cont), Oct 2, 1998, p.10
A Scarsdale welcome (at international breakfast) (photo), Oct 16, 1998, p.9
Halloween enchants children districtwide (photo), Nov 6, 1998, p.8
School bond issue deserves voter approval (ltr), Dec 4, 1998, p.6
Scarsdale schools bond a 'necessary and thoughtful response' to needs (ltr), Dec 4, 1998, p.6
Vote yes on the bond (edit), Dec 11, 1998, p.6
Vote yes and support $17.88 million school bond issue (ltr), Dec 11, 1998, p.6
Support urged for Scarsdale's most important industry (ltr), Dec 11, 1998, p.6
Class max tweaked, Dec 11, 1998, p.11
School bond passes 9 to 1, Dec 18, 1998, p.1
Scarsdalians committed to education (ltr), Dec 18, 1998, p.9
For Scarsdale (schools) it was the year of the bond, Dec 31, 1998, p.1
For Scarsdale schools it was the year of the bond (cont), Dec 31, 1998, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS QUAKER RIDGE
Elementary schools hold science, math nights (photo), Apr 10, 1998, p.10

SCHOOLS-SCS-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL
What makes the Alternative School alternative?, Feb 6, 1998, p.10
Washing for dollars (SCS Alternative School has car wash) (photo), May 22, 1998, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL-GRADUATION
Alternative School graduates 28 in a celebration of community, Jun 26, 1998, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-BUDGET
School taxes may increase 5.29%, Mar 6, 1998, p.1
School board presents preliminary budget (cont), Mar 6, 1998, p.10
League of Women Voters examines proposed school budget, Mar 20, 1998, p.1
School budget draws praise, some criticism, Apr 10, 1998, p.1
School board adopts preliminary budget, Apr 24, 1998, p.1
School budget votes Tuesday, May 15, 1998, p.1
Vote yes Tuesday (for SCS and EMT adopted school budgets) (edit), May 15, 1998, p.6
PT council urges residents to vote (endorsement of SCS school budget) (ltr), May 15, 1998, p.6
School budget, board elections on May 19, May 15, 1998, p.19
School budgets pass in Scarsdale and Edgemont (photo), May 22, 1998, p.1
Two district budgets pass (cont), May 22, 1998, p.24

SCHOOLS-SCS-EDGEWOOD
10th annual Jump Rope For Heart at Edgewood (photo), Mar 6, 1998, p.9
Children's writers visit Edgewood School (photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.9
Edgewood picnic (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.9
Rocket scientists (Edgewood students experiment with water rockets) (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.12

SCHOOLS-SCS-EDGEWOOD-ALUMNI
Edgewood graduate wins Japanese speech contest (photo), Oct 30, 1998, p.8

SCHOOLS-SCS-EDGEWOOD-GRADUATION
(Supplement) Class of '98 Graduation (photo), Jul 3, 1998

SCHOOLS-SCS-FOX MEADOW
Fox Meadow parents want more space (photo), Feb 13, 1998, p.1
Boom or bulge? (re overcrowding of Fox Meadow School) (edit), Feb 13, 1998, p.6
SCHOOLS-SCS-FOX MEADOW continued

Band-Aid won't help space squeeze (ltr), Feb 13, 1998, p.6
Creativity needs space to flourish (re overcrowding of Fox Meadow School) (ltr), Feb 13, 1998, p.6
Fox Meadow parents complain of overcrowding (photo) (cont), Feb 13, 1998, p.33
Core facilities strained to maximum at Fox Meadow (ltr), Feb 20, 1998, p.6
Books across the ocean (re Fox Meadow buddy classes and sister school in Nicaragua) (photo), Feb 20, 1998, p.9
School board to address crowding (of Fox Meadow school), Feb 27, 1998, p.1
Capital project to remedy school crowding (photo), Mar 6, 1998, p.1
Schools to gain space (cont), Mar 6, 1998, p.4
A calmer exchange (re overcrowding at Fox Meadow School), Mar 13, 1998, p.1
Wheelchair cagers (basketball game during Fox Meadow's study of ability awareness) (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.10
Stepping lively (tap dancing at Fox Meadow School) (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.10
Geography will take you there (photo), Apr 3, 1998, p.9
Bringing the world a little closer through geography (cont), Apr 3, 1998, p.10
F(Meadow) screenwriters debut (photo), May 8, 1998, p.9
Instant classrooms (two modular classrooms arrived at Fox Meadow Tuesday afternoon), Jul 31, 1998, p.1
New playground at Fox Meadow (photo), Sep 4, 1998, p.9
Fox Meadow's space crunch eased in trailers (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.10
Superfluous sweets (Fox Meadow 5th graders share their Halloween candy) (photo), Nov 13, 1998, p.10
First place finisher (photo), Nov 13, 1998, p.28
Book fair, book aid (Fox Meadow PTA Book Fair) (photo), Nov 20, 1998, p.11
(Modular classrooms were installed at Fox Meadow) (photo), Dec 31, 1998, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-GREENACRES

Coming to America: An intergenerational study (photo), Jan 9, 1998, p.9
Greenacres studies Japan (photo), Jan 30, 1998, p.10
Elementary schools hold science, math nights (photo), Apr 10, 1998, p.10
Read Aloud week at schools (photo), May 8, 1998, p.10
Bright lights, little city (Greenacres 3rd graders create a miniature, illuminated village) (photo), May 15, 1998, p.9
Native-American artist visits Scarsdale (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.10
Author shares Greenacres experience (cont), Oct 23, 1998, p.9
Romancing the stone (Roberta Abrams helps Greenacrers 4th graders carve in stone) (photo), Nov 20, 1998, p.11
Book value (Greenacres PTA book fair) (photo), Dec 4, 1998, p.11

SCHOOLS-SCS-GREENACRES-ALUMNI

Author shares Greenacres experience (cont), Oct 23, 1998, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-HEATHCOTE

Population explosion hits Heathcote School, too, Feb 27, 1998, p.9
Colonial Heathcote (exposition as part of study of 13 original colonies) (photo), Mar 27, 1998, p.9
Elementary schools hold science, math nights (photo), Apr 10, 1998, p.10
April showers, please (for garden in Heathcote's atrium) (photo), Apr 17, 1998, p.10
Move over, Tiger (Heathcote physical education students complete a unit on golf) (photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.10
Walking to cure diabetes (photo), Oct 2, 1998, p.9
Third grade thespians thrill throng (photo), Nov 6, 1998, p.9
Beginners' pluck (students rosin their bows at the beginning strings concert) (photo), Nov 13, 1998, p.11
Modular classroom officially opens (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.12
Heathcote boy is U.S. chess co-champion (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.11
(Heathcote fifth graders prepare snack lunches for the homeless) (photo), Dec 31, 1998, p.9
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HEATHCOTE-GRADUATION
(Supplement) Class of '98 Graduation (photo), Jul 3, 1998

SCHOOLS-SCS-HEATHCOTE-PTA
Heathcote PTA program spins history, Mar 27, 1998, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL
Defining 'sound basic education'; Forum to address state funding to schools to be held, Jan 2, 1998, p.1
Youth football players honored at awards dinner (photo), Jan 2, 1998, p.11
Early college acceptances soothe - and elate - some seniors (photo), Jan 9, 1998, p.1
People are too ready to take offense at holidays of others (itr), Jan 9, 1998, p.7
Reward offered (re desecration of Chase Park menorah and Boniface Circle creche), Jan 16, 1998, p.1
SHS freshman's letter witty, wise (response to letter by David Goodwin from 1/9/98) (itr), Jan 16, 1998, p.6
Wrestlers feel neglected (itr), Jan 16, 1998, p.6
Red Cross card contest (photo), Jan 16, 1998, p.9
Advanced placement scholars announced, Jan 23, 1998, p.9
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day celebration a success (photo), Jan 23, 1998, p.10
What goes up ... (final seconds of game between SCS Raiders and Ursuline Koalas), Jan 30, 1998, p.1
Mayor balks at aiding ambulance corps (photo), Feb 6, 1998, p.1
The Class of the Millennium fundraiser financial boon, Feb 6, 1998, p.10
Lots of sophomores attended club (re Class of 2000's activity night) (itr), Feb 13, 1998, p.7
Merit finalists named, Feb 20, 1998, p.10
are we free to be you and me?, Feb 20, 1998, p.10
The way we see ourselves (re New York Times ad for new SCS superintendent) (edit), Feb 27, 1998, p.6
Grace under pressure (SCS Raiders capture sectional championship) (photo), Mar 13, 1998, p.1
Scarsdale high school math students connect graphing to life (photo), Mar 13, 1998, p.10
An enjoyable 'trip' to the Sistine Chapel (itr), Mar 20, 1998, p.6
Maroon and White salutes Scarsdale's winter athletes at annual awards dinner (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.20
Teachers and Students @ the Internet, Mar 20, 1998, p.10
High school thespians (scene from "The House of Blue Leaves") (photo), Mar 27, 1998, p.23
Local high school make Newsweek's top 100 list, Apr 3, 1998, p.1
Ratings redux (re recent Newsweek article rating SHS seventh best in the nation) (edit), Apr 3, 1998, p.6
Girls 1989 soccer victory recalled (itr), Apr 3, 1998, p.6
Raider cheerleaders triumph over misfortune (photo), Apr 3, 1998, p.19
Kids have priority (on SHS track), Apr 10, 1998, p.1
Sarinya Srisakul is named high school artist of the month (photo), Apr 10, 1998, p.10
Police nab drug dealer; Announce tougher stance on teen use of drugs, alcohol (photo), Apr 17, 1998, p.1
An SHS junior's Washington week (photo), Apr 17, 1998, p.10
Elementary musicians join SHS orchestra, May 1, 1998, p.10
Space problem in the schools date back to 1928 (photo), May 1, 1998, p.19
SHS responds to new graduation standards, May 8, 1998, p.1
Youth Service Day draws praise from Conservancy (itr), May 8, 1998, p.6
Sample English regents is deconstructed (cont), May 8, 1998, p.8
Tse named Presidential Scholar (photo), May 22, 1998, p.1
Remembering 'Dr. Baloney,' a partner in hilarity at SHS (edit), May 22, 1998, p.7
Middle management (members of SMS Student Organization represent their school at exposition) (photo), May 22, 1998, p.10
Testing the waters: Senior options, May 22, 1998, p.10
More students slain: Could it happen here? (itr), May 29, 1998, p.6
SHS student receives recognition for poetry (photo), May 29, 1998, p.9
Dawn Chan honored, May 29, 1998, p.15
Happy Days (dress rehearsal of SHS senior class play "Grease") (photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.1
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL continued

Sobriety party was a great success (ltr), Jun 5, 1998, p.6
High school students attend Golden Plate awards (photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.9
SHS Artist-of-Month: Lilly Ladjevardi (photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.10
Teens take over village in sobriety month finale (photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.13
McGill is new schools chief (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.1
SHS sophomore attends youth conference, Jun 12, 1998, p.9
SHS senior wins first place in state contest (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.9
High school students honored at assembly (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.10
New schools chief hired (cont), Jun 12, 1998, p.13
Parent wants writer of threatening poem expelled from high school, Jun 19, 1998, p.1
Sophomores thanked for clean-up of high school brook (ltr), Jun 19, 1998, p.6
Hail to Hellfish, the ultimate Frisbee team (ltr), Jun 19, 1998, p.6
Adam Rilander wins investment contest (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.9
Seniors singled out at Maroon and White barbecue (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.21
SHS student suspended (cont), Jun 19, 1998, p.23
The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30
Former players pay tribute to Coach Kaminer (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.19
Former players, friends pay tribute to Kaminer (cont), Jun 19, 1998, p.22
Sweet success (completion of high school month of sobriety) (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.10
Senior options '98: Slow train in China for SHS students, Jun 26, 1998, p.1
Students discover China in senior options adventure (photo) (cont), Jun 26, 1998, p.10
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon and White Head Coaches and Managers (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.28
Suit postponed (against SHS freshman who wrote and distributed a hostile poem), Jul 3, 1998, p.1
Talk, education more fruitful than litigation (response to 6/19 article on SHS student) (ltr), Jul 3, 1998, p.6
SHS students sweep Dickens contest, Jul 3, 1998, p.9
Track to close (for resurfacing), Jul 17, 1998, p.1
(Track) Still open (date for resurfacing has been delayed), Jul 24, 1998, p.1
Good chemistry (Nikki Usher will participate in 2-week Ciba High School Chemistry Institute) (photo), Jul 31, 1998, p.9
Principal John Klemme reviews his first year at Scarsdale High School (cont), Aug 14, 1998, p.9
Delayed, again (Work on high school track), Aug 14, 1998, p.1
Back to school (welcome reception for Dr Michael McGill), Aug 21, 1998, p.1
New schools superintendent focuses on getting to know Scarsdale (cont), Aug 21, 1998, p.10
Oh, what a relief it is (SHS football player Paul Fix cools himself during break in practice) (photo), Aug 28, 1998, p.1
Goldberg joins the high school team (photo) (cont), Sep 4, 1998, p.9
New students learn to navigate the halls of SHS (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.10
Short reign (L Winston and M Gonzalez elected king and queen of SHS homecoming dance) (photo), Oct 2, 1998, p.1
Social studies teacher (Kelley Hamm) returns to the classroom, Oct 2, 1998, p.1
Hamm is new chairman (cont), Oct 2, 1998, p.9
Swinging for 100 (SCS Raiders notch their 100th consecutive win in tennis) (photo), Oct 9, 1998, p.1
International mentors bond at retreat (photo), Oct 16, 1998, p.1
Learning to join the whole wide world (photo), Oct 16, 1998, p.9
Drug expert covers all the bases at SHS, Oct 30, 1998, p.1
Indoor pool is still a bad idea (edit), Oct 30, 1998, p.7
Drug expert covers all the bases at SHS, Oct 30, 1998, p.1
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL continued

94 students named AP Scholars at SHS (individual names noted), Oct 30, 1998, p.10
AIDS quilt on view at Scarsdale High School, Oct 30, 1998, p.10
Forums held on student-teacher relationships, Nov 6, 1998, p.9
SHS student pulls accident victim from van (photo), Nov 13, 1998, p.5
Misako Murata is Artist of the Month (photo), Nov 13, 1998, p.11
Making connections (Nikki Usher signs the NAMES Project at SHS) (photo), Nov 20, 1998, p.1
Police, teens meet to patch relations, Nov 20, 1998, p.1
AIDS quilt puts human face on plague (photo), Nov 20, 1998, p.12
Boy arrested for vandalism to patrol car, Nov 27, 1998, p.1
Students clean, help restore natural beauty of high school brook (ltr), Dec 4, 1998, p.6
SHS prepares for mandatory regents exams (cont), Dec 4, 1998, p.15
New state standards, assessments, alarm special education, foreign students, Dec 11, 1998, p.1
Maroon and white fetes fall athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.28
Runaway regents train (re new regents examinations) (edit), Dec 24, 1998, p.6
Winter songs (by SHS Chorus) (photo), Dec 24, 1998, p.10
Special education students brace for state examinations (cont), Dec 24, 1998, p.10
Two sopranos (senior high school winter concert) (photo), Dec 24, 1998, p.10
Special education students prepare for English regents; Strategies and sample tests pave the way, Dec 31, 1998, p.1
Special education students get ready for English regents (cont), Dec 31, 1998, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-ALUMNI

SHS history teacher inspired student's teaching career (ltr), Jan 9, 1998, p.6
Feig taught students to learn and laugh (ltr), Jan 9, 1998, p.6
Adler will compete in World University Archery tournament, Feb 13, 1998, p.31
Short is sweet (premiere of short independent film "Monaco" by producer Anne Berlin) (photo), Feb 20, 1998, p.13
McCartney remembered as 'spirited' girl (photo), Apr 24, 1998, p.3
Lori Moskowitz Lepler (chosen by Advertising Age as one of this year's 25 "Women to Watch") (photo), Apr 24, 1998, p.4
Beloved English teacher feted at 50th reunion (photo), May 8, 1998, p.1
SHS class of '48 celebrates 50th reunion, May 8, 1998, p.10
Our Miss Hook is honored at reunion (cont), May 8, 1998, p.12
Mark Sanchez (promoted to regional concession director for National Amusements Inc), May 15, 1998, p.4
More students slain: Could it happen here? (ltr), May 29, 1998, p.6
Going mobile; SHS grad profiles artist Alexander Calder for PBS film series (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.17
Former players pay tribute to Coach Kaminer (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.19
Former players, friends pay tribute to Kaminer (cont), Jun 19, 1998, p.22
Rhonda Broden (appointed a director at St Mary's Health Care System for Children in Bayside), Jun 26, 1998, p.4
Tovah Feldshuh shines in 'Danny and Faye' (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.15
Luskin is honored as scholar-athlete (photo), Jul 10, 1998, p.9
Luskin is honored as scholar-athlete (photo), Jul 10, 1998, p.9
SHS explores the question: Can women lawyers equal men? (photo), Jul 17, 1998, p.3
SHS grads share SAT strategy with minority youth (photo), Jul 24, 1998, p.1
SHS alumni teach SAT review course to Mount Vernon students (photo), Jul 24, 1998, p.20
'Different drummer' leads SHS student to community college (photo), Jul 31, 1998, p.1
SHS grad discovers Westchester Community College (cont), Jul 31, 1998, p.9
Deborah Smolover (named counsel to deputy attorney general at U.S. Department of Justice), Sep 18, 1998, p.4
Witchel to speak at Woman's Club (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.12
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-ALUMNI continued

Surviving cancer - and photographing it (photo), Oct 9, 1998, p.3
Michael Feder (promoted to an associate producer at Blue Sky/VIFX) (photo), Oct 9, 1998, p.4
SHS grad(uate) brings local custom to college town, Nov 27, 1998, p.3
Producer Michael Feder rockets into Blue Sky (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.3
A-School grad(uate) Michael Ferber rockets into Blue Sky (cont), Nov 27, 1998, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-BAND

Scarsdale's musical success story (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.9
Congratulations to SHS musicians (ltr), Jun 19, 1998, p.6
Music and arts can use support (ltr), Oct 30, 1998, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-CLUBS

Toga, toga, toga! (photo), Apr 17, 1998, p.9
High school sailing club seeks school board approval (photo), May 8, 1998, p.9
High school students fight for equality (re the Straight and Gay Alliance), Dec 11, 1998, p.11
Voices of history speak (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.12

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-DEBATE TEAM

SHS speech and debate team: mid-season report, Feb 13, 1998, p.10
Debate club boons to speaking, thinking skills, Nov 13, 1998, p.12

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-DRAMA CLUB

'Once Upon a Mattress' magic to unfold at SHS (photo), Nov 13, 1998, p.17
Scarsdale's 'Once Upon a Mattress' better than Broadway (ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-GRADUATION

First class (SHS commencement) (photo), Jul 3, 1998, p.9
(Supplement) Class of '98 Graduation (photo), Jul 3, 1998

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PROM

Pool breakfast outstanding finale to SHS prom (ltr), Jul 3, 1998, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PTA SCHOLARSHIP FUND

Residents generous to scholarship fund (ltr), Sep 18, 1998, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-SIGNIFER (HONOR SOCIETY)

Signifer inducts 72 students (individual names noted), Oct 9, 1998, p.10

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-SPORTS

The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30

SCHOOLS-SCS-IHM-GRADUATION

(Supplement) Class of '98 Graduation (photo), Jul 3, 1998

SCHOOLS-SCS-LIBRARIES


SCHOOLS-SCS-MIDDLE SCHOOL

Middle School News: Learning early agriculture, Feb 6, 1998, p.9
Free bus service to and from Kids' BASE continues (photo), Feb 13, 1998, p.9
Parents and teens talk popularity, Feb 20, 1998, p.9
Leaders off to conference (National Assn of Student Councils area conference) (photo), Feb 27, 1998, p.9
Middle school posters promote health (photo), Mar 6, 1998, p.9
Cliques, competition, anxiety discussed, Mar 6, 1998, p.9
Middle school newspaper takes on gender equity issues, Mar 13, 1998, p.9
Principal lauds SMS state report card, Mar 13, 1998, p.9
Witnesses of bullying should help, Mar 20, 1998, p.9
Middle school dance revue wows crowd (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.9
Speech contest winners named, Mar 27, 1998, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest (photo), Apr 3, 1998, p.26
Middle School News: Mythology times three (illus), Apr 17, 1998, p.9
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SCHOOLS-SCS-MIDDLE SCHOOL  continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Romeo and Juliet</td>
<td>May 1, 1998</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No middle ground at fundraiser (photo)</td>
<td>May 1, 1998</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHOICE goes to United Nations (photo)</td>
<td>May 8, 1998</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMS food drive feeds hungry (photo)</td>
<td>May 15, 1998</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle school boy suspended after making threat</td>
<td>Jun 12, 1998</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMS hosts artists-in-residence (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 19, 1998</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choice eighth-graders tour our nation's capital (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 26, 1998</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McNicholas joins SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service at middle school (photo)</td>
<td>Aug 28, 1998</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Busy weekend, Sep 11, 1998</td>
<td>p.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMS opening day brings some answers, Sep 11, 1998</td>
<td>p.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Help! (first day of school at SMS) (photo), Sep 11, 1998</td>
<td>p.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telling fact from fiction at the middle school (edit), Sep 18, 1998</td>
<td>p.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New window, boiler, alarm for middle school, Oct 23, 1998</td>
<td>p.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle schoolers recreate Johnson impeachment, Nov 6, 1998</td>
<td>p.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School) Organization officers elected (at SMS) (photo), Nov 6, 1998</td>
<td>p.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMS students help Nicaraguan relief effort (photo), Nov 27, 1998</td>
<td>p.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sloan elected (Middle School) Special Interest President, Nov 27, 1998</td>
<td>p.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle schoolers show they Caring and Respecting Each other (photo), Nov 27, 1998</td>
<td>p.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hewitt will kick-off SMS writers' conference (photo), Dec 4, 1998</td>
<td>p.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scherf places 1st in national competition (photo), Dec 11, 1998</td>
<td>p.27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SCHOOLS-SCS-MIDDLE SCHOOL-CHOICE PROGRAM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Another fall trip for CHOICE (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 18, 1998</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SCHOOLS-SCS-MIDDLE SCHOOL-GRADUATION

(Supplement) Class of '98 Graduation (photo), Jul 3, 1998

SCHOOLS-SCS-QUAKER RIDGE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quaker Ridge mousehole restored (photo), Jan 16, 1998</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Winter Wishland' is celebrated at Quaker Ridge (photo), Feb 13, 1998</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students map the world at Quaker Ridge School (photo), Feb 27, 1998</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quaker Ridge students writing to writers, Mar 27, 1998</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Love of community inspires SCS Family Counseling Service honoree Luella Slaner (photo), Apr 17, 1998</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education report: Trailblazers K-5 (photo), Apr 17, 1998</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chick this one out (in science projects children wait for incubated eggs to hatch) (photo), Apr 17, 1998</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quaker Ridge Rocket Store takes off, appointments postponed (photo), Apr 24, 1998</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quaker Ridge 5th graders pitch new products in song (photo), May 1, 1998</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author, author! (celebration of Author's Day at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Jul 10, 1998</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Be enthusiastic About Reading Day at Quaker Ridge School (photo), Oct 30, 1998</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casey Klein, 10-year-old thespian juggles active theater life, studies (photo), Nov 20, 1998</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music tells stories at Quaker Ridge (photo), Dec 4, 1998</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quaker Ridge parents learn about bullying, prevention and lore (photo), Dec 18, 1998</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SCHOOLS-SCS-QUAKER RIDGE-GRADUATION

(Supplement) Class of '98 Graduation (photo), Jul 3, 1998

SCHOOLS-SCS-ST PIUS X

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For good health (local dentist discusses importance of good dental care) (photo), Jun 19, 1998</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Pius adds computer lab, library and classrooms (photo), Sep 4, 1998</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SCHOOLS-SCS-ST PIUS X-GRADUATION

(Supplement) Class of '98 Graduation (photo), Jul 3, 1998

SCHOOLS-WESTCHESTER COUNTY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local high school make Newsweek's top 100 list, Apr 3, 1998</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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SCHROEDER, ED
The Bank of New York Salutes the Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo), May 1, 1998, p.34

SCHROEDER, EDMUND
Bowl speakers, Apr 3, 1998, p.1

SCHROER, JEAN
Jean Schroer (dies), Apr 3, 1998, p.17

SCHULTZ, JILL
New teachers, administrators greet students (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.9

SCHULTZ, PEGGY
Meals on Wheels weaves a safety net (photo) (Progress edit 1998), Jan 30, 1998, p.17

SCHULTZ, PEGGY (AU)
Hike is highly recommended (ltr), Jan 30, 1998, p.6

SCHUMER, CHARLES
14 vie for 4 jobs in Dem(o)cratic primary (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.1
14 vie for 4 jobs in Democratic primary (photo) (cont), Sep 11, 1998, p.3
Scarsdale echoes county and state in primary voting, Sep 18, 1998, p.1
Scarsdale's own easily re-elected, Nov 6, 1998, p.1

SCHUSTER, FANNY

SCHUTT, LIZ
Food, housing programs reflect self-help philosophy (photo), Jan 9, 1998, p.3

SCHUTZBANK, HARVEY
Let's not become a nonparticipant system (edit), Sep 25, 1998, p.6
23 are running for Citizens' Committee, Oct 30, 1998, p.1

SCHWAGER, MARTIN
Opinion piece was degrading (response to edit by M Schwager from 9/25/98) (ltr), Oct 9, 1998, p.6

SCHWAGER, MARTIN (AU)
Take Florida - please! (edit), Sep 25, 1998, p.7

SCHWALBE, ILANNA
23 are running for Citizens' Committee, Oct 30, 1998, p.1

SCHWALBE, MIKE
Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26

SCHWARTZ, ARIEL
SHS sophomore attends youth conference, Jun 12, 1998, p.9

SCHWARTZ, ARLENE (DR)
Article opened a mother's eye (response to article by A Schwartz in 8/28 Inquirer Supplement) (ltr), Oct 16, 1998, p.6

SCHWARTZ, BARBARA
23 are running for Citizens' Committee, Oct 30, 1998, p.1
11 are elected to Citizens' Committee; write-ins denied (photo), Nov 13, 1998, p.1

SCHWARTZ, CHARLES
Consultants spar over renovating water tower, Aug 14, 1998, p.1

SCHWARTZ, JUDITH
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

SCHWARTZ, KENNETH (DR)
Doernberg Real Estate Salutes Gala '98 and the SCS Auxiliary of the WHP Hospital Center (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.30

SCHWARTZ, KRISI
Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26

SCHWARTZ, LARRY
County budget is well put together; but sewer 'inflow and infiltration' still a sticking point, Dec 4, 1998, p.1
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SCHWARTZ, LAWRENCE W
Lawrence W Schwartz (dies), Nov 6, 1998, p.14

SCHWARTZ, LESLIE
Doernberg Real Estate Salutes Gala '98 and the SCS Auxiliary of the WHP Hospital Center (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.30

SCHWARTZ, MATTHEW ALEXANDER
Writer's inclusion of title was 'elitist' (response to 7/3 letter by E A Terner) (ltr), Jul 10, 1998, p.6

SCHWARTZ, MICHAEL
Senior options '98: Slow train in China for SHS students, Jun 26, 1998, p.1
Students discover China in senior options adventure (photo) (cont), Jun 26, 1998, p.10

SCHWARTZ, REBECCA
New playground at Fox Meadow (photo), Sep 4, 1998, p.9

SCHWARTZBAUM, AARON
Chick this one out (in science projects children wait for incubated eggs to hatch) (photo), Apr 17, 1998, p.9

SCHWARZ, JAMIE
Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26
The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30

SCHWARZ, JEAN
The census is coming, Jul 24, 1998, p.1

SCHWARZ, TERRY
Pool breakfast outstanding finale to SHS prom (ltr), Jul 3, 1998, p.6

SCHEITZER, DANIEL
Scarsdale's own easily re-elected, Nov 6, 1998, p.1

SCIENCE-STUDY AND TEACHING
Math and science education is a 'tragic failure' of schools nationwide (edit), Jun 5, 1998, p.7

SCOVA, BRENNAN

SCS
Improvements for downtown Scarsdale mulled, Jan 2, 1998, p.1
Constant challenges for schools, Jan 2, 1998, p.1
People who made the headlines, Jan 2, 1998, p.2
Dems on top; sewer-repair money up in air, Jan 2, 1998, p.3
Dubious distinctions (humorous review of 1997 SCS highlights) (edit), Jan 2, 1998, p.6
Citizens' Party keeps unbroken winning streak (photo) (cont), Jan 2, 1998, p.10
Schools tested by year of challenge and change (cont), Jan 2, 1998, p.12
Wishes, predictions '98 (edit), Jan 9, 1998, p.6
Voters urged to go to polls for (School) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) (ltr), Jan 16, 1998, p.6
Scarsdale mayor offers details of 10 priority projects for the term (cont) (Progress edit 1998), Jan 30, 1998, p.15
Mayor Morgan reports the village of Scarsdale is in good shape (photo) (cont) (Progress edit 1998), Jan 30, 1998, p.19
Marking the spot (in preparation for springtime taking of aerial photos of SCS), Feb 6, 1998, p.1
(geographic Information Service will take pictures of village, hence symbols on SCS streets) (photo), Feb 27, 1998, p.6
Extreme enforcement (of parking regulations) is 'unfriendly' (ltr), Feb 27, 1998, p.6
Motivation to mend: my love of teaching (edit), Mar 27, 1998, p.6
Computer owners: let's connect!, Apr 17, 1998, p.1
School TA(x) R(elease) (Program) not shining bright among village residents, May 15, 1998, p.3
What the Village of Scarsdale needs - and doesn't need (ltr), May 22, 1998, p.6
Pedestrians in village need more protection (edit), May 29, 1998, p.6
Tooley sets record straight on (NewYork) Times story on downtown (ltr), May 29, 1998, p.7
Curb development in the Grange (edit), Jun 12, 1998, p.7
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SCS continued
Village: Speeders need a little calming down, Jul 10, 1998, p.1
Funding sought for local capital projects, Jul 31, 1998, p.1
Interns learn what makes a village tick (photo), Aug 7, 1998, p.3
A tale of two (or more) addresses (edit), Aug 21, 1998, p.7
Resident finds no compassion in village of Scarsdale (ltr), Sep 25, 1998, p.6
(Supplement) Read All About Us!, Oct 30, 1998
Development threatens Red Maple Swamp (ltr), Nov 6, 1998, p.6
Happy 300th (special committee created to plan for Scarsdale's 300th birthday party in 2001), Nov 27, 1998, p.1
They remember Scarsdale when... (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.3
We already have democracy in Scarsdale (edit), Dec 24, 1998, p.7
Property values dominate here (ltr), Dec 31, 1998, p.6
Fewer stores for downtown (cont), Dec 31, 1998, p.20

SCS ADULT SCHOOL
Scarsdale Adult School offers large and varied curriculum (photo) (Progress edit 1998), Jan 30, 1998, p.3
Village sensitive to residents in word only (response to letter by John Dadakis from 9/4/98) (ltr), Sep 18, 1998, p.6

SCS ART ASSN
For the love of art (SCS Art Assn show displays work by 75 members (photo), Feb 27, 1998, p.13
Busy weekend, Sep 11, 1998, p.1
Annual art show this weekend (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.23
Winners to be announced in art association's 61st show (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.23
New council to focus on arts, Dec 24, 1998, p.1

SCS ARTS COUNCIL
New council to focus on arts, Dec 24, 1998, p.1

SCS AUXILIARY OF WHITE PLAINS HOSPITAL
Scarsdale Auxiliary garners widespread volunteer and communitywide support (Progress edit 1998), Jan 30, 1998, p.17

SCS BOWL (1998)
Boine Johnson to receive bowl (photo), Jan 23, 1998, p.1
Boine Johnson to receive Scarsdale bowl (cont), Jan 23, 1998, p.3
Bowl speakers, Apr 3, 1998, p.1
Bowl winner Johnson says business experience vital (photo), Apr 24, 1998, p.1
Bowl winner Johnson: Business experience vital for village leaders (photo) (cont), Apr 24, 1998, p.13
The Bank of New York Salutes the Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo), May 1, 1998, p.34
(Boine Johnson was the recipient of the 1998 SCS Bowl) (photo), Dec 31, 1998, p.4

SCS BOWL (1999)
Deborah Raizes named bowl committee chairman (photo), Nov 13, 1998, p.4
Committee announced to pick bowl recipient, Dec 11, 1998, p.4

SCS DEMOCRACY PROJECT
New party to hold primary, Dec 11, 1998, p.1
Lines in the sand (re SCS Non-Partisan Citizens' Party) (edit), Dec 18, 1998, p.6
Partisan system does not resolve local problems (ltr), Dec 18, 1998, p.6
Give democracy a chance in Scarsdale (ltr), Dec 18, 1998, p.6
Do we need single-issue opposition candidates? (ltr), Dec 18, 1998, p.6
We already have democracy in Scarsdale (edit), Dec 24, 1998, p.7
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SCS DEPOT ASSOCIATES

SCS (depot) A(sociates) is likely to be exclusive developer, Jan 9, 1998, p.1
Preliminary inquiry: No skeletons found in Klein's closet, Sep 18, 1998, p.1
Development moves at snail's pace, Dec 31, 1998, p.1

SCS FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE

SEE SCS-EMT FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE

SCS FOUNDATION

College tuition assistance available, Feb 27, 1998, p.3

SCS GOLF CLUB

SEE COUNTRY CLUBS

SCS HISTORICAL SOCIETY

Historical society extends thanks (re annual Spring Benefit Dinner Dance) (ltr), Apr 24, 1998, p.6
Scarsdale tea party, Cudner-Hyatt style (photo), May 29, 1998, p.9
Busy weekend, Sep 11, 1998, p.1
Volunteers helped make fair a success (ltr), Sep 18, 1998, p.7
Historical society wins award, Oct 23, 1998, p.4
The heat was on for Historical Society race (photo), Oct 23, 1998, p.8
Happy 300th (special committee created to plan for Scarsdale's 300th birthday party in 2001), Nov 27, 1998, p.1
New council to focus on arts, Dec 24, 1998, p.1

SCS INQUIRER (NEWSPAPER)

Paper insensitive to victim's family (response to "in memoriam" section of Jan 2 issue) (ltr), Jan 16, 1998, p.6
Editorial should bring solace (re recent automobile accident involving several SCS teenagers) (ltr), Mar 27, 1998, p.6
Inquirer wins 16 awards, Apr 10, 1998, p.1
Inquirer tops in coverage of local government, education (cont), Apr 10, 1998, p.4
On naming names (SCS Inquirer policy discussed) (edit), Sep 4, 1998, p.6
Be a part of the paper (edit), Sep 11, 1998, p.6
Don't encourage risky behavior (ltr), Oct 16, 1998, p.6
Inquirer keeps us close, informed (ltr), Oct 16, 1998, p.6
Joe Cesarano is leaving Inquirer, Oct 23, 1998, p.4
Terms insulting to candidate (re write-in votes in the Citizens' Nominating Committee election) (ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.6
Holiday schedule, Dec 18, 1998, p.1
Two join Inquirer (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.4
Holiday schedule, Dec 24, 1998, p.1

SCS INQUIRER (NEWSPAPER)-PERSONAL NOTES

Water, water, everywhere (edit), Jan 23, 1998, p.6
The day a shy pet came out of its shell (edit), Jan 23, 1998, p.7
Come on along, come on along (edit), Mar 13, 1998, p.6
Moving on after most of a lifetime (edit), Mar 13, 1998, p.7
Motivation to mend: my love of teaching (edit), Mar 27, 1998, p.6
Disabled retiree ready for the next adventure (edit), Apr 3, 1998, p.7
She missed (real) shoveling snow (edit), Apr 10, 1998, p.6
Revelations of an histaurentorian (edit), May 8, 1998, p.7
A postcard from another time (edit), May 15, 1998, p.7
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SCS INQUISER (NEWSPAPER)-PERSONAL NOTES continued
I never could resist a bargain (edit), May 22, 1998, p.6
You've said it (or thought it) - 'enough is enough' (edit), May 22, 1998, p.6
Sinatra brought this bobbysoxer happy days, melancholy mood (edit), May 29, 1998, p.7
Tips for those approaching middle age (edit), Jun 19, 1998, p.7
At 17, it was a good year without Sinatra, Jun 26, 1998, p.7
From Napoleon to Carret to Scarsdale (edit), Jul 3, 1998, p.7
Take the waffles and curtsy (edit), Jul 3, 1998, p.7
Stop the world - do I want to get off? (edit), Jul 17, 1998, p.7
'Elaine Terriss, you have been selected' (edit), Jul 31, 1998, p.7
Empty nest recalls bittersweet partings of the past (edit), Sep 4, 1998, p.6
The way we were - and are (edit), Sep 4, 1998, p.7
Empty nest recalls bittersweet partings of past (edit) (cont), Sep 4, 1998, p.7
A baritone horn helped win the war (photo) (edit), Sep 11, 1998, p.7
Even today, my grandfather is still with me (edit), Sep 25, 1998, p.6
The grass is always greener when it is Merion Blue (edit), Oct 2, 1998, p.6
It doesn't get any better than in the 70's (edit), Nov 6, 1998, p.7
'Billy's little brother' comes into his own (edit), Dec 24, 1998, p.7

SCS MEDICAL CENTER
Planners OK redesign of medical group complex, Aug 14, 1998, p.3

SCS NEIGHBORHOOD ASSN PRESIDENTS
SNAP works to solve community problems in a timely fashion (Progress edit 1998), Jan 30, 1998, p.16
Nominees optimistic on downtown (photo), Mar 6, 1998, p.1
S(CS) N(neighborhood) A(ssn) P(residents) joins efforts to get teen center, Apr 24, 1998, p.3
Bell does S(CS) N(neighborhood) A(ssociation) P(residents) a disservice (ltr), Jun 26, 1998, p.6

SCS RESPONSIBLE CITIZENS
S(CS) R(esponsible) C(itizens) plan warrants consideration (ltr), Feb 27, 1998, p.6
Let's move forward (re residential/retail proposal by architect Brad Perkins) (edit), Mar 27, 1998, p.6
Recognize a filibuster for what it really is (edit), Apr 17, 1998, p.7
Developer faces unfair labor charges, Apr 24, 1998, p.1
Don't allow Penn Central to urbanize our village (ltr), Jul 17, 1998, p.6
Mayor, trustees need to look at the big picture (re downtown development) (ltr), Sep 11, 1998, p.6
New party to hold primary, Dec 11, 1998, p.1

SCS SPORTS AND RECREATION ASSN
S(CS) S(ports and) R(erecreation) A(ssn) to test possible rink site near library (photo), Feb 27, 1998, p.1
SRO crowd says no to rink at Harwood, May 1, 1998, p.1
Wrong place for a rink (re proposed Harwood Park site) (photo) (edit), May 1, 1998, p.6
Board freezes out rink at Harwood, May 15, 1998, p.1

SCS SUMMER MUSIC THEATRE
Hello, Birdie! (SCS Summer Music Theatre's production of "Bye-Bye Birdie") (photo), Jul 24, 1998, p.1
(Bye Bye) Birdie is coming!, Jul 31, 1998, p.1
His five minutes are up (Mayor Ed Morgan cedes the spotlight to Matt Sergi) (photo), Aug 7, 1998, p.1
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SCS SUMMER MUSIC THEATRE continued
Strong voices, dramatic skills make 'Bye Bye Birdie' a treat (photo), Aug 7, 1998, p.11
Old alliance (between SCS village and SCS Summer Music Theatre) is rekindled (ltr), Aug 21, 1998, p.6
New council to focus on arts, Dec 24, 1998, p.1

SCS TASK FORCE ON DRUGS AND ALCOHOL
SEE TASK FORCE ON DRUGS AND ALCOHOL-SCS

SCS TEACHERS' ASSN
Reward offered (re desecration of Chase Park menorah and Boniface Circle creche), Jan 16, 1998, p.1

SCS TEACHERS' INSTITUTE
Teachers institute awards 6 mini-grants, Mar 27, 1998, p.9
Spring blossoms at S(CS) T(eachers') I(nstitute) (cont), Mar 27, 1998, p.10
(Town and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub): S(CS) T(eachers') I(nstitute) costs should be borne by teachers, Apr 10, 1998, p.14

SCS VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE CORPS
A precious skill (free CPR instruction is offered by SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps) (edit), Jan 23, 1998, p.6
Mayor says aiding ambulance corps would be "fiscally improper" (photo) (cont), Feb 6, 1998, p.8
Trustees, mayor split over ambulance vote, Feb 13, 1998, p.1
SCS V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) should discontinue ALS (system) (ltr), Feb 13, 1998, p.7
Trustees, mayor split over vote (cont), Feb 13, 1998, p.13
Village should not leap backward (response to letter from 2/13/98 re Advanced Life Support) (ltr), Feb 20, 1998, p.6
Always on call (SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps), Mar 6, 1998, p.1
S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) performs vital service for village (ltr), Mar 6, 1998, p.6
Rescuing cardiac victims a team effort (response to Police Report from 4/24/98) (ltr), May 8, 1998, p.6
Mayor, trustees split over S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) - again, May 29, 1998, p.1
Mayor votes against accepting S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) money (cont), May 29, 1998, p.4
S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) deserves better (edit), Jun 5, 1998, p.6
Mayor urged to work with S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) for common goal (ltr), Jun 12, 1998, p.6
Mayor deserves respect for taking a stand (edit), Jun 12, 1998, p.7
More friction between mayor and S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps), Sep 25, 1998, p.1
New rig (for SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps) (photo), Oct 2, 1998, p.8
Revenue/expense analysis needed (re proposed condemnation of Robison lot) (ltr), Oct 9, 1998, p.6
S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) and Robison financing are different situations (ltr), Oct 16, 1998, p.6
Your skills can save a life (edit), Nov 27, 1998, p.6

SCS WOMAN'S CLUB
Appeals board will allow exercise class at the club (photo), Feb 20, 1998, p.5
Love of community inspires S(CS) Family Counseling Service honoree Luella Slaner (photo), Apr 17, 1998, p.1
Witchel to speak at Woman's Club (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.12
New council to focus on arts, Dec 24, 1998, p.1

SCS-EMT FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE
S(CS-EMT) Family Counseling Service to honor Luella Slaner (photo), Jan 9, 1998, p.4
New name and new services offered at Family Counseling) (Progress edit 1998), Jan 30, 1998, p.16
Parents and teens talk popularity, Feb 20, 1998, p.9
Rotary grant (to SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service) (photo), Mar 27, 1998, p.4
S(CS-EMT) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice) thanks supporters (ltr), Apr 3, 1998, p.6
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SCS-EMT FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE continued
Love of community inspires S(CS) Family Counseling Service honoree Luella Slaner (photo), Apr 17, 1998, p.1
RSVP now to Gourmet Galaxy (ltr), Apr 17, 1998, p.6
Love of community inspires S(CS-EMT) Family Counseling Service honoree Luella Slaner (cont), Apr 17, 1998, p.8
Gourmet Galaxy owes success to supporters, donors (ltr), May 15, 1998, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 15, 1998, p.30
Role-play shows effect of alcoholism on family, Jun 26, 1998, p.3
S(CS) Family Counseling Service asks for help in keeping door open (ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.8
Don't leave teenagers home alone; speak out on drugs (ltr), Nov 27, 1998, p.6

SCS-HISTORY
A past threat to Scarsdale's 'front yard' (photo), Jan 16, 1998, p.3
The Reverend Olssen's boarding school for boys (photo), Feb 27, 1998, p.2
Space problem in the schools date back to 1928 (photo), May 1, 1998, p.19
Commercial growth controversial in the 20s, too (photo), May 22, 1998, p.3
A 1920's challenge to Scarsdale's 'character' failed in Fox Meadow (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.22

SCS-HTS-NEWCOMERS CLUB

Newcomers Club celebrates 50th anniversary (Progress edit 1998), Jan 30, 1998, p.10

SCS-PLANNING
Morning meeting (re proposed development of Freighway and Depot Place), Jan 2, 1998, p.1
SCS Depot Associates is likely to be exclusive developer, Jan 9, 1998, p.1
Downtown development: Village ready to OK environmental scope, Jan 23, 1998, p.1
Village set to OK scope (cont), Jan 23, 1998, p.8
Development meeting Monday (ltr), Mar 20, 1998, p.6
Developer may lease site from village (illus), Mar 27, 1998, p.1
Village hopes to control parking in development (illus), Mar 27, 1998, p.14
Greenacres residents fight development (illus), Apr 3, 1998, p.1
Greenacres residents fight development (cont), Apr 3, 1998, p.8
Architect: Downtown needs 'consistency' (photo), Apr 10, 1998, p.1
Why urbanize our home? (re Freighway development proposal) (ltr), Apr 10, 1998, p.6
Who will benefit from proposed downtown development? (ltr), Apr 17, 1998, p.6
Recognize a filibuster for what it really is (edit), Apr 17, 1998, p.7
Feedback sought (on environmental impact report), Apr 24, 1998, p.1
Preferred downtown developer faces unfair-labor charges from union (cont), Apr 24, 1998, p.10
Resident issues call to 'save Scarsdale' (ltr), May 1, 1998, p.6
Critics dispute traffic findings, May 8, 1998, p.1
Traffic findings (cont), May 8, 1998, p.26
American Premier Underwriters proposal arouses concern (ltr), May 15, 1998, p.6
The ABCs of Supplemental Draft Impact Statement (edit), May 22, 1998, p.6
Crowd says no to development, May 29, 1998, p.1
Residents pack village hall; oppose downtown plan, May 29, 1998, p.4
A time for vision (re hearing on supplemental draft environmental impact statement) (edit), May 29, 1998, p.6
Project scope, developer key issues in downtown debate (response to edit from 5/29/98) (ltr), Jun 5, 1998, p.6
Plan is 'last best chance' to reverse downtown decline (re downtown development design proposal/ltr), Jun 5, 1998, p.6
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SCS-PLANNING continued

Village referendum on downtown plan recommended (ltr), Jun 5, 1998, p.6
Trustees should re-think train platform proposal (ltr), Jun 5, 1998, p.7
A development by any other name (re Depot Place-Freightway) (ltr), Jun 12, 1998, p.6
Questions on downtown development need answers (ltr), Jun 12, 1998, p.6
Citizens should be allowed to vote on future proposals (ltr), Jun 12, 1998, p.6
Curb development in the Grange (edit), Jun 12, 1998, p.7
The blob that would eat Scarsdale (edit), Jun 12, 1998, p.7
A 1920's challenge to Scarsdale's 'character' failed in Fox Meadow (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.22
County planners: Development is 'positive step', Jun 19, 1998, p.1
Coverage on downtown misleading, biased (ltr), Jun 19, 1998, p.7
Why is it that we can't get a shovel in the ground? (re downtown development) (ltr), Jun 26, 1998, p.6
Village should hold referendum on downtown (ltr), Jul 3, 1998, p.6
Stonewalling does not engender confidence (re questions regarding downtown development) (ltr), Jul 3, 1998, p.6
Village board could learn from CNN (ltr), Jul 10, 1998, p.6
Don't allow Penn Central to urbanize our village (ltr), Jul 17, 1998, p.6
Town developer's identity unknown (ltr), Jul 24, 1998, p.6
Village needs parking, not stores (ltr), Jul 31, 1998, p.6
Letters on downtown project are increasingly misleading, inaccurate (ltr), Jul 31, 1998, p.6
Development will have 'dire consequences' (ltr), Aug 7, 1998, p.6
Residents need more info on developer (ltr), Aug 7, 1998, p.6
Planners OK redesign of medical group complex, Aug 14, 1998, p.3
Why haven't trustees answered questions? (ltr), Aug 14, 1998, p.6
Board considers reducing retail, Aug 21, 1998, p.1
Board considers reducing retail, Aug 21, 1998, p.1
A viable alternative (edit), Aug 21, 1998, p.6
Village is more careful with small projects than large ones (ltr), Aug 21, 1998, p.6
Board considers reducing retail (cont), Aug 21, 1998, p.20
Downtown report far from final (photo), Sep 4, 1998, p.1
Trustees working on report (cont), Sep 4, 1998, p.15
Mayor, trustees need to look at the big picture (re downtown development) (ltr), Sep 11, 1998, p.6
A development time passed by (re downtown development) (edit), Oct 2, 1998, p.7
Group calls for study of 6-lot development, Oct 23, 1998, p.1
Downtown development discussion moves into the '90s, Nov 20, 1998, p.8
More time to protest the downtown project, Nov 27, 1998, p.1
Trustees have declared war on the village; residents called to arms (ltr), Nov 27, 1998, p.6
New downtown deadline (cont), Nov 27, 1998, p.16
Town eyes lawsuit against Scarsdale, Dec 11, 1998, p.13
Downtown development proposal draws speakers' ire; Residents say plan lacks support, Dec 18, 1998, p.1
Concerned about a 'tunnel' and a 'phantom developer' (ltr), Dec 18, 1998, p.6
No support for 'tunnel' (cont), Dec 18, 1998, p.9
Concerned about tunnel and phantom developer (ltr), Dec 24, 1998, p.6
Development moves at snail's pace, Dec 31, 1998, p.1
Downtown development moves at snail's pace (cont), Dec 31, 1998, p.2
Scarsdale doesn't need proposed downtown project (ltr), Dec 31, 1998, p.6
Edgemont fears downtown development impact (ltr), Dec 31, 1998, p.6
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SCS-PLANNING continued
Fewer stores for downtown (cont), Dec 31, 1998, p.20

SCULPTURE
Sculpture by Isabel Shaw to be shown in 2 exhibits (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.15

SEAL, DAVID
Golf club officers (photo), Feb 6, 1998, p.4

SEAL, DAVID AND SUSAN (AU)
Greenburgh did not comply with tree ordinance (ltr), Oct 16, 1998, p.7

SEBESTA, LOU
Renewing natural resources (Mayor Edward Morgan plants a sugar maple at Harwood Park) (photo), May 8, 1998, p.26

SEDELKMAIER, CHLOE
Elementary schools hold science, math nights (photo), Apr 10, 1998, p.10

SEDER
Memories of Bella (Abzug) and a seder long ago (edit), Apr 10, 1998, p.6

SEGALL, MARK
23 are running for Citizens’ Committee, Oct 30, 1998, p.1

SEGNI, SUE
(SCS) Auxiliary (of WHF) donates $150,000 to the hospital’s neonatal and maternity center (photo), Jul 17, 1998, p.4

SEIDELMAN, PHYLLIS (AU)
(SCS Golf) Club also the site of discrimination (ltr), Jun 5, 1998, p.6
At 17, it was a good year without Sinatra, Jun 26, 1998, p.7
The way we were - and are (edit), Sep 4, 1998, p.7

SEIDMAN, ELAINE
The Bank of New York Salutes the Recipient of This Year’s Scarsdale Bowl (photo), May 1, 1998, p.34

SEIDMAN, EVELYN
Harriet Goldberg dies; former village trustee (photo), Apr 24, 1998, p.1
Wanted: 20 good citizens (to run for 10 open slots on the Non-Partisan Citizens’ Committee), Sep 4, 1998, p.1
Let’s not become a nonparticipant system (edit), Sep 25, 1998, p.6
11 are elected to Citizens’ Committee; write-ins denied (photo), Nov 13, 1998, p.1
Write-in decision review is refused, Nov 20, 1998, p.1
Anastas voters were disenfranchised (re write-in votes in recent Citizens’ Committee election) (ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.6

SEIFE, BURTON
Critics dispute traffic findings, May 8, 1998, p.1

SEIFE, BURTON (AU)
Stonewalling does not engender confidence (re questions regarding downtown development) (ltr), Jul 3, 1998, p.6

SEIFE, TAMLA
Village board could learn from CNN (ltr), Jul 10, 1998, p.6

SEIFE, TAMLA (AU)
Development will have ‘dire consequences’ (ltr), Aug 7, 1998, p.6

SEIFE, TAMLA AND BURT (AU)
Anastas voters were disenfranchised (re write-in votes in recent Citizens’ Committee election) (ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.6

SELLERS, JESSE
New trees coming (for homeowners Judith Bresler and Ralph Lerner), Jan 23, 1998, p.1

SEMESH, LISA
Capital project to remedy school crowding (photo), Mar 6, 1998, p.1

SENIOR CITIZENS-HEALTH CARE
Aging population poses planning challenge (edit), Nov 6, 1998, p.6
Senior challenge planners (edit) (cont), Nov 6, 1998, p.7
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SENIOR CITIZENS-HOUSING

Idea of senior housing still alive, Jan 16, 1998, p.1
Senior housing urged (photo) (cont), Jan 16, 1998, p.8
To the trustees: We need a policy on senior housing), Feb 6, 1998, p.6

SENIORS-SCS

Scarsdale Seniors lead active lives (Progress edit 1998), Jan 30, 1998, p.17
Village turns its back on seniors, group says, Jun 19, 1998, p.1
Citizens for senior housing make their case to village (cont), Jun 19, 1998, p.13
Seniors say thanks to merchants (for supplying prizes for the SCS Senior Luncheon) (ltr), Jun 26, 1998, p.6

SERACE, STEVE

A sprinkler system in all Scarsdale homes?, Nov 13, 1998, p.1

SERGI, MATT

Hello, Birdie! (SCS Summer Music Theatre's production of "Bye-Bye Birdie") (photo), Jul 24, 1998, p.1
(Bye Bye) Birdie is coming!, Jul 31, 1998, p.1
His five minutes are up (Mayor Ed Morgan cedes the spotlight to Matt Sergi) (photo), Aug 7, 1998, p.1
Strong voices, dramatic skills make 'Bye Bye Birdie' a treat (photo), Aug 7, 1998, p.11

SEUSS, PETER

The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30

SEWARD, ZACH

'Prejudice Awareness Summit' at SUNY Purchase to help students (photo), Oct 16, 1998, p.9

SEWERS

Dems on top; sewer-repair money up in air, Jan 2, 1998, p.3
Gatta 'impressed' with sewer repair proposal, Jul 3, 1998, p.1
Gatta 'impressed' with sewer repair proposal (cont), Jul 3, 1998, p.20
I & I live! (television cameras will be used to inspect the village's sewer system), Jul 17, 1998, p.1
I & I hits home (re improperly connected sewers), Aug 21, 1998, p.1

SEX OFFENDERS

Nebens pleads guilty, faces prison and fine, Jan 30, 1998, p.1
Nebens pleads guilty, faces prison and fine (photo) (cont), Jan 30, 1998, p.3
FBI probe of Nebens continues; more victims possible, Jan 30, 1998, p.9

SHAPIRO, ALAN

Scarsdale Golf Club: 100 years plus 48 hours (photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.14

SHAPIRO, BECKY C (AU)

Backpack-itis: a threat to health (edit), Feb 27, 1998, p.6

SHAPIRO, MARY

Scarsdale Golf Club: 100 years plus 48 hours (photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.14

SHAPIRO, RACHEL

Camps in full swing as July turns to August (photo), Jul 31, 1998, p.3

SHAROFF, JUDY

Doernberg Real Estate Salutes Gala '98 and the SCS Auxiliary of the WHP Hospital Center (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.30

SHAW, ISABEL

Sculpture by Isabel Shaw to be shown in 2 exhibits (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.15

SHAW, JOAN

Team Scarsdale (getting ready for Susan G Komen Breast Cancer Foundation's Race for the Cure)(photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.2

SHEA, ELLEN FRANCES

Ellen Frances Shea (dies), Feb 6, 1998, p.18
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SHELTERS
Food, housing programs reflect self-help philosophy (photo), Jan 9, 1998, p.3

SHEPARD, MATTHEW

SHERMAN, CRAIG
Scarsdale’s musical success story (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.9
Music and arts can use support (ltr), Oct 30, 1998, p.6

SHERMAN, ROGER
Going mobile; SHS grad profiles artist Alexander Calder for PBS film series (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.17

SHERWOOD, EMILY
Ground broken for teen center (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.1

SHERWOOD, EMILY (AU)
Congratulation to school nominators (ltr), Mar 20, 1998, p.6
Teenagers will soon have a place of their own (ltr), Sep 18, 1998, p.6
Parents must arrange supervision when out of town (re recent Halloween vandalism incident) (ltr), Nov 13, 1998, p.6

SHERWOOD, RICH
SHS students sweep Dickens contest, Jul 3, 1998, p.9

SHERWOOD, MATT
Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26

SHEVLIN, HUGH
Golf club officers (photo), Feb 6, 1998, p.4

SHIELDS, REBECCA
Leaders off to conference (National Assn of Student Councils area conference) (photo), Feb 27, 1998, p.9

SHIFF, FRANCES P
Frances P Shiff (dies), May 22, 1998, p.15

SHINODA, MIHOKO
Library Park is blooming thanks to helpers (ltr), May 29, 1998, p.7

SHINOHARA, CHIHIRO
Rocket scientists (Edgewood students experiment with water rockets) (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.12

SHIPS
The ships of fate that changed my life (edit), Oct 9, 1998, p.7

SHIU, JEFFREY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30
Senior options ’98: Slow train in China for SHS students, Jun 26, 1998, p.1
Students discover China in senior options adventure (photo) (cont), Jun 26, 1998, p.10

SHOPPING
Shop at the anti-mall (urges people to patronize all stores on Hartsdale Avenue) (edit), Jan 23, 1998, p.6
To market, to market ... at last! (re newly opened IGA market) (photo) (Progress edit 1998), Jan 30, 1998, p.1
Extreme enforcement (of parking regulations) is ‘unfriendly’ (ltr), Feb 27, 1998, p.6
I never could resist a bargain (edit), May 22, 1998, p.6
Village would benefit from more retail space (ltr), Aug 14, 1998, p.6
(Supplement) Read All About Us!, Oct 30, 1998
Fitigues, Rothman’s get hearty welcome from village (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.4

SHOPPING CENTERS
Golden Horseshoe renovations are ‘nightmarish’ (ltr), Oct 23, 1998, p.6
Horseshoe renovations drawing ‘rave reviews’ (ltr), Oct 30, 1998, p.6
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SHORE, ANDY

SHULMAN, JAY (AU)
Street signs need to be upgraded (ltr), Feb 20, 1998, p.6
Clancy gave him his best year (ltr), Jul 17, 1998, p.6

SHUTRAN, ZACH
Walking to cure diabetes (photo), Oct 2, 1998, p.9

SIBLING RIVALRY
Sibling rivalry is not always destructive (edit), Mar 6, 1998, p.7

SICILIANO, MICHAEL
Police, firefighters honored for service (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.4
Patrol cars vandalized on Halloween, Nov 6, 1998, p.1
Attempted break-in, Nov 6, 1998, p.1
A sprinkler system in all Scarsdale homes?, Nov 13, 1998, p.1
Boy arrested for vandalism to patrol car, Nov 27, 1998, p.1

SIEBERT, JUDSON
S(CS) S(ports and) R(ecreation) A(ssn) to test possible rink site near library (photo), Feb 27, 1998, p.1

SIGNS AND SIGNBOARDS
(Time to replace our aging street signs) (photo), Feb 6, 1998, p.6
Street signs need to be upgraded (ltr), Feb 20, 1998, p.6
Signs would help in Fox Meadow (ltr), Feb 27, 1998, p.6
Crane Road-East Parkway danger (response to letter by Mickey and Steven Frankel from 2/27/98) (ltr), Mar 6, 1998, p.6

SILBERBERG, ERIC
Everyone’s favorite Uncle (SCS July 4th celebration) (photo), Jul 10, 1998, p.1

SILBERBERG, SCOTT
Everyone’s favorite Uncle (SCS July 4th celebration) (photo), Jul 10, 1998, p.1

SILLECK, SIDNEY B JR.

SILVA, MARK
Maroon and White salutes Scarsdale’s winter athletes at annual awards dinner (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.20

SILVER, BEN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30

SILVER, DAN
Crowd says no to development, May 29, 1998, p.1

SILVER, DANIEL K (AU)
Plan is ‘last best chance’ to reverse downtown decline (re downtown development design proposal/ltr), Jun 5, 1998, p.6

SILVERMAN, CAROL
Fried lice recipe (response to article on head lice in 1/23 issue of Inquirer) (ltr), Jan 30, 1998, p.6
Wanted: 20 good citizens (to run for 10 open slots on the Non-Partisan Citizens’ Committee), Sep 4, 1998, p.1

SILVERMAN, DONALD
Dantzig faces contempt citation, Jan 9, 1998, p.1
Judge gives Dantzig last chance to comply, Jan 16, 1998, p.3
Dantzig tried in village court for building code violations, Jan 30, 1998, p.1

SILVERMAN, FAE
Halloween enchants children districtwide (photo), Nov 6, 1998, p.8
Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

SILVERMAN, RUTH
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28
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SILVERMAN, SUSANNA
Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26
High school students honored at assembly (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.10

SILVERSTEIN, JULIUS
Senior housing urged (photo) (cont), Jan 16, 1998, p.8

SIMCKES, H JOSEPH (DR)
Jason Hendler is buried - and remembered (photo), Aug 21, 1998, p.1

SIMMONS, TED D
Ted D Simmons (dies), Sep 18, 1998, p.13

SIMON, ANN ROSE
A place to hang out (advocates a teen center for SCS youth) (edit), Mar 13, 1998, p.6
School budget draws praise, some criticism, Apr 10, 1998, p.1
Teen center moves closer to reality, May 1, 1998, p.1
Kids call for a downtown teen center (photo), May 15, 1998, p.1
Task force: Teen center could open in September, Jun 26, 1998, p.1
Teen center progress on target, Jul 31, 1998, p.1
Wanted: 20 good citizens (to run for 10 open slots on the Non-Partisan Citizens' Committee), Sep 4, 1998, p.1
Teen center wins nonprofit status, Sep 18, 1998, p.1
Teens praised, development criticized, Sep 25, 1998, p.1
School board OK's teen center, Dec 11, 1998, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS' BASE & The Little School (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.16
Ground broken for teen center (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.1

SIMON, ANN ROSE (AU)
PT council urges residents to vote (endorsement of SCS school budget) (ltr), May 15, 1998, p.6
Vote yes and support $17.88 million school bond issue (ltr), Dec 11, 1998, p.6
Teen center shows benefits of cooperation (ltr), Dec 11, 1998, p.6

SIMON, EMILY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30

SIMON, HENRY

SIMON, MARJORY (AU)
Meals on Wheels needs your help (ltr), Mar 13, 1998, p.6

SINATRA, FRANK
Sinatra brought this bobbysoxer happy days, melancholy mood (edit), May 29, 1998, p.7
At 17, it was a good year without Sinatra, Jun 26, 1998, p.7

SINGER, STEPHANIE

SINGER, TERRY
20 candidates running in School Board Nominating Committee election (cont), Jan 16, 1998, p.10

SINGERS
Scarsdale's Angela La Greca 'has dress, will sing' (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.21

SKATING RINKS
Brewster Road too busy for rink (ltr), Jan 2, 1998, p.6
Rink, yes, but not at Harwood (ltr), Jan 9, 1998, p.6
A YIMBY actually wants the rink in her backyard (ltr), Jan 9, 1998, p.6
Park land not suitable for rink (ltr), Feb 13, 1998, p.6
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SKATING RINKS continued
S(CS) S(ports and) R(ecreation) A(ssn) to test possible rink site near library (photo), Feb 27, 1998, p.1
Skating facility does not belong in any residential area (ltr), Mar 6, 1998, p.6
Let's preserve our open space (edit), Mar 6, 1998, p.7
Harwood Park bad spot for rink (ltr), Apr 3, 1998, p.6
SRO crowd says no to rink at Harwood, May 1, 1998, p.1
Wrong place for a rink (re proposed Harwood Park site) (photo) (edit), May 1, 1998, p.6
Standing room only crowd says no to rink at Harwood (cont), May 1, 1998, p.19
Rink unsuitable any place in village (ltr), May 8, 1998, p.6
Neighborhoods should hold rink polls (ltr), May 8, 1998, p.6
Board freezes out rink at Harwood Park (cont), May 15, 1998, p.8
Rec(reation) facility must be limited to Scarsdale residents (ltr), May 29, 1998, p.6
Crime potential not an issue in need for rink (ltr), Jun 5, 1998, p.7

SKIS AND SKIING
Fatal accidents prompt concern in ski industry (photo), Jan 9, 1998, p.15
Accidents prompt concerns (cont), Jan 9, 1998, p.16
New equipment and promotions, Jan 16, 1998, p.18
Helmets continue to be the hot topic on the slopes (illus), Jan 23, 1998, p.30
Are smaller skis better on the slopes? You decide (photo), Jan 30, 1998, p.18
Street, Moe among American favorites to win downhill gold, Feb 6, 1998, p.20
Day trips to nearby areas can be worthwhile, Feb 13, 1998, p.32
Innovations draw skiers and their children to the slopes, Feb 20, 1998, p.17
Scarsdalians had mixed experiences at Nagano, Feb 27, 1998, p.17
Great Gorge area revamped (cont), Feb 27, 1998, p.18
Who's No. 1 in snowboarding?, Mar 13, 1998, p.20
For a taste of winter, go north to Killington, Mar 20, 1998, p.20
Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26
Spring brings bargain rates on the slopes, Mar 27, 1998, p.25
Spring bargains on the slopes (cont), Mar 27, 1998, p.27
Westerlund-Vola takes 5th in nationals (photo), Apr 3, 1998, p.18
Getting mailed on the slopes, Apr 3, 1998, p.25
Lots of snow jobs, Apr 4, 1998, p.27
Snowshoes, ski boards popular, Dec 24, 1998, p.15

SKODOL, ANDREW (DR)
Suit postponed (against SHS freshman who wrote and distributed a hostile poem), Jul 3, 1998, p.1

SKORKA, IRVING AND ELAINE (AU)
Neighbors concerned about proposed tennis court (ltr), Apr 24, 1998, p.6

SLAIGHT, BARBARA (AU)
PT council urges residents to vote (endorsement of SCS school budget) (ltr), May 15, 1998, p.6

SLANER, ALFRED
Love of community inspires S(CS) Family C(ounseling) S(ervice) honoree Luella Slaner (photo), Apr 17, 1998, p.1

SLANER, LUELLA
People who made the headlines, Jan 2, 1998, p.2
Harwood area should stay natural (ltr), Jan 2, 1998, p.6
S(CS-EMT) Family C(ounseling) S(ervice) to honor Luella Slaner (photo), Jan 9, 1998, p.4
Rink, yes, but not at Harwood (ltr), Jan 9, 1998, p.6
Love of community inspires S(CS) Family C(ounseling) S(ervice) honoree Luella Slaner (photo), Apr 17, 1998, p.1
Love of community inspires S(CS-EMT) FFamily C(ounseling) S(ervice) honoree Luella Slaner (cont), Apr 17, 1998, p.8
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 15, 1998, p.30
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SLATTERY, RICHARD

Slattery, Pellegrini win police dept. promotions (photo), Feb 13, 1998, p.5
Hail to the chief: Ferraro marks 30 years (photo), Mar 6, 1998, p.5
Retired cop sues village; alleges civil rights violations (photo), May 1, 1998, p.1
4 arrested in D(riving) While I(n)toxicated roadblock, May 29, 1998, p.1
A premier visit (vice premier Qian Qichen paid a visit to Scarsdale last week), Jul 31, 1998, p.1
Motion to dismiss ex-sergeant's counsel denied, Aug 7, 1998, p.1
Village settles lawsuit by former cop, Dec 4, 1998, p.1
Settling for injustice (re lawsuit by John Dowd against the Village of SCS) (edit), Dec 4, 1998, p.6
Drunks beware, Dec 31, 1998, p.1

SLEDS AND SLEDDING

Time travelers (Twins Evan and Keith Perschatz aboard their Flexible Flyer), Jan 2, 1998, p.1

SLOAN, IRVING J

Village historian Irving Sloan hit by car on Chase Road (photo), Feb 13, 1998, p.1
Accident (cont), Feb 13, 1998, p.13
Dramatic reminder (re Irving Sloan's recent editorial about pedestrian safety) (edit), Feb 20, 1998, p.6
Sloan update, Feb 27, 1998, p.1
SRO crowd says no to rink at Harwood, May 1, 1998, p.1
Board freezes out rink at Harwood, May 15, 1998, p.1
Clancy gave him his best year (ltr), Jul 17, 1998, p.6
Inquirer keeps us close, informed (ltr), Oct 16, 1998, p.6
Happy 300th (special committee created to plan for Scarsdale's 300th birthday party in 2001), Nov 27, 1998, p.1
Sloan elected (Middle School S(pecial) I(nterest) P(resident), Nov 27, 1998, p.11

SLOAN, IRVING J (AU)

A teacher who made kids think for themselves (edit), Jan 2, 1998, p.6
A past threat to Scarsdale's 'front yard' (photo), Jan 16, 1998, p.3
Religious display decision revisited (edit), Jan 30, 1998, p.7
Let's preserve our open space (edit), Mar 6, 1998, p.7
Library board skirting the issue (edit), Mar 20, 1998, p.6
Motivation to mend: my love of teaching (edit), Mar 27, 1998, p.6
Johnson bit the hands that fed him (edit), May 1, 1998, p.7
Space problem in the schools date back to 1928 (photo), May 1, 1998, p.19
Commercial growth controversial in the 20s, too (photo), May 22, 1998, p.3
Pedestrians in village need more protection (edit), May 29, 1998, p.6
Mayor deserves respect for taking a stand (edit), Jun 12, 1998, p.7
A 1920's challenge to Scarsdale's 'character' failed in Fox Meadow (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.22
Elementary teachers play a critical role (edit), Jul 31, 1998, p.6
Smart kids aren't always top students (edit), Aug 7, 1998, p.6
Trying to find meaning in a tragic loss (edit), Aug 28, 1998, p.6
Who are our heroes now? (edit), Sep 18, 1998, p.7
The last time the downtown was rezoned, Sep 25, 1998, p.8
Speed bumps could slow traffic here (edit), Oct 9, 1998, p.7
Indoor pool is still a bad idea (edit), Oct 30, 1998, p.7
Downtown development discussion moves into the '90s, Nov 20, 1998, p.8
Criticism of officials often crosses the line (edit), Dec 4, 1998, p.7
We already have democracy in Scarsdale (edit), Dec 24, 1998, p.7
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SLOTNICK, BARRY
Should we spend public funds for private education?, Feb 6, 1998, p.3

SLUSTER, AMANDA
Days of disguises (photo), Nov 6, 1998, p.3

SMITH, BILL
Early college acceptances soothe - and elate - some seniors (photo), Jan 9, 1998, p.1

SMITH, DAVID C
David C Smith (dies), Sep 25, 1998, p.15

SMITH, FRANK M JR
Frank M Smith Jr (dies), Apr 10, 1998, p.17

SMOKING
Swim, don't smoke, Jul 3, 1998, p.1

SMOLER, ELSIE
The Bank of New York Salutes the Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo), May 1, 1998, p.34
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 15, 1998, p.30

SMLOVER, DEBORAH
Deborah Smolover (named counsel to deputy attorney general at U.S. Department of Justice), Sep 18, 1998, p.4

SMLOVER, RAYMOND (DR)
Will newscasters apologize? (re President Clinton's "alleged affair") (ltr), Feb 6, 1998, p.6

SNAP
SEE SCS NEIGHBORHOOD ASSN PRESIDENTS

SNEIDER, JAIME
High school students honored at assembly (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.10

SNOW
At long last, snow (photo), Mar 27, 1998, p.9
She missed (really!) shoveling snow (edit), Apr 10, 1998, p.6

SOBOL, THOMAS
Tribute to Eric Rothschild draws adoring crowd of former students (photo), Oct 9, 1998, p.1

SOBOL, THOMAS (DR)
Defining 'sound basic education'; Forum to address state funding to schools to be held, Jan 2, 1998, p.1

SOBOL, TOM (AU)
Save the date for Rothschild retirement luncheon (ltr), Jun 26, 1998, p.6

SOCCER
Girls 1989 soccer victory recalled (ltr), Apr 3, 1998, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon and White Head Coaches and Managers (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.28
Soccer is not our national sport because we don't want one, Jul 10, 1998, p.15
Getting their kicks ($HS forward breaks away to scoring a goal in Raiders'victory over WHP) (photo), Oct 2, 1998, p.1
Edgewood graduate wins Japanese speech contest (photo), Oct 30, 1998, p.8
Julie B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

SOFTWARE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon and White Head Coaches and Managers (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.28

SOLOMON, DANIEL
High school sailing club seeks school board approval (photo), May 8, 1998, p.9

SOLOMON, SEYMOUR (DR)
Solomon honored (by Mondefiore Medical Center's staff and alumni association) (photo), May 8, 1998, p.4

SOMEKH, LIZ
Capital project to remedy school crowding (photo), Mar 6, 1998, p.1
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SONNENBORN, DAVID
Middle management (members of SMS Student Organization represent their school at exposition) (photo), May 22, 1998, p.10

SORKIN, JOAN

SORKIN, JOAN (AU)
Sophomores thanked for clean-up of high school brook (ltr), Jun 19, 1998, p.6
Students clean, help restore natural beauty of high school brook (ltr), Dec 4, 1998, p.6

SORREL, CAROLINE
Walking to cure diabetes (photo), Oct 2, 1998, p.9

SORREL, ROBBY
Walking to cure diabetes (photo), Oct 2, 1998, p.9

SOSA, CHRIS
Halloween enchants children districtwide (photo), Nov 6, 1998, p.8

SOSA, SAMMY
Who are our heroes now? (edit), Sep 18, 1998, p.7

SOTUDEH, NADIA
Elementary schools hold science, math nights (photo), Apr 10, 1998, p.10

SOTUDEH, SHEILA
Elementary schools hold science, math nights (photo), Apr 10, 1998, p.10

SOUTHER, CATHERINE

SPADA, JOHN
John Spada (dies), Feb 13, 1998, p.14

SPADACCINI, TARA
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon and White Head Coaches and Managers (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.28

SPAGNA, JOHN
Sober fun (for SCS teenagers), May 22, 1998, p.1
Police, teens meet to patch relations, Nov 20, 1998, p.1
Boy arrested for vandalism to patrol car, Nov 27, 1998, p.1

SPANO, ANDREW
O'Rourke was a strong supporter of county libraries (ltr), Jan 9, 1998, p.7
Breakfast with Spano, Jan 16, 1998, p.1
Passing the bucks (re proposed elimination of state's 4% sales tax on clothing) (edit), Apr 10, 1998, p.6
Andy Place (playground for children with disabilities at Saxon Woods Pool), Jul 10, 1998, p.1
John Verni aims to unseat Oppenheimer (photo), Sep 4, 1998, p.1
Spano fields questions from league on census, l&l, tax cuts (photo), Sep 25, 1998, p.8

SPANO, NICHOLAS
Barring kids (re recent bills prohibiting teenagers under the age of 18 from entering bars), Jun 19, 1998, p.1
Spano, dark-horse Democrat spar over campaign financing in Senate race, Oct 23, 1998, p.1
Assembly candidates dominate forum (photo), Oct 23, 1998, p.1
Spano, Ploski debate campaign financing (cont), Oct 23, 1998, p.11

SPANO, NICK
Spano for state Senate (endorsement of Nick Spano for New York State Senate) (edit), Oct 30, 1998, p.6

SPEIGELMAN, SAM
Author, author! (celebration of Author's Day at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Jul 10, 1998, p.10

SPENCE, LEWIS BLAIR (DR)
Dr. Lewis Blair Spence (dies), May 22, 1998, p.15

SPICHEANDLE, JEREMY
Library Park is blooming thanks to helpers (ltr), May 29, 1998, p.7
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SPIDALIERI, PEGGY
20 candidates running in S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) election on Tuesday, Jan 16, 1998, p.1

SPIEBERG, MARGO
Margo Spielberg (appointed an administrative assistant in East Ramapo Central School District/photo), Oct 9, 1998, p.4

SPINOGATTI, RICHARD R

SPITALNY, FRANK
Frank Spitalny (selected for 1997 Senior Citizen Hall of Fame) (photo), Feb 20, 1998, p.4

SPITZ, PETER H
Peter H Spitz (and partners have announced the merger of Chem Systems Group with IBM) (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.4

SPITZER, ELIOT
Scarsdale echoes county and state in primary voting, Sep 18, 1998, p.1

SPIVAK, AMANDA
Quaker Ridge Rocket Store takes off, appointments postponed (photo), Apr 24, 1998, p.9

SPIVAK, MELANIE
Quaker Ridge Rocket Store takes off, appointments postponed (photo), Apr 24, 1998, p.9

SPORTING GOODS
Sports Swap set for Sept. 12, rain or shine (photo), Sep 4, 1998, p.9
Busy weekend, Sep 11, 1998, p.1

SPORTS
A look back at 1997 in recreational and scholastic sports, Jan 2, 1998, p.11

SPRAGUE, RICHARD (DR)
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28
Town and Village Civic Club meeting, Oct 2, 1998, p.1

SPRING
Turn, turn, turn (re life changes) (edit), Mar 20, 1998, p.6

SPRINKLERS
Sprinklers required? (for new homes), Jul 17, 1998, p.1
Sprinklers not for older houses (ltr), Sep 18, 1998, p.6
Board mulls sprinkler law, Sep 25, 1998, p.1
Trustees mull law requiring sprinklers (cont), Sep 25, 1998, p.24
Hochberg supports sprinkler law (ltr), Oct 2, 1998, p.6
A sprinkler system in all Scarsdale homes?, Nov 13, 1998, p.1

SRISAKUL, SARINYA
Sarinya Srisakul is named high school artist of the month (photo), Apr 10, 1998, p.10
High school students honored at assembly (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.10
Pool breakfast outstanding finale to SHS prom (ltr), Jul 3, 1998, p.6

ST PATRICK'S DAY
Stepping lively (tap dancing at Fox Meadow School) (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.10

STAFFIERI, JOHN
Sober fun (for SCS teenagers), May 22, 1998, p.1
A sprinkler system in all Scarsdale homes?, Nov 13, 1998, p.1

STAM, GEORGETTE
Georgette Stam (dies), May 1, 1998, p.18

STANDARDIZED TESTS
SEE EDUCATIONAL TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS
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STANGER, RICHARD
20 candidates running in School Board Nominating Committee election (cont), Jan 16, 1998, p.10
763 voted in School Board Nominating Committee election, Jan 23, 1998, p.1

STANLEY, BONNI
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 15, 1998, p.30

STAR
SEE SCHOOL TAX RELIEF PROGRAM

STARK, MINDY
Conservative synagogue buys Christian Science Church (photo), May 29, 1998, p.1

STARR, KENNETH
The media and the independent counsel: they deserve each other (cont), May 1, 1998, p.14
Local 'Friend of Monica' testifies before grand jury (photo), Jul 3, 1998, p.1
Starr-crossed children befuddle parents, Sep 18, 1998, p.3
Give Ken Starr his due credit (ltr), Sep 18, 1998, p.6
What to tell the children (cont), Sep 18, 1998, p.26
It should be impeachment or nothing (response to edit by William Glendon from 11/13/98) (ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.9
Imperfect president is still likeable (ltr), Dec 24, 1998, p.6

STARS
Why aren't there any Jewish stars in the village? (ltr), Nov 27, 1998, p.6
Holiday wreaths are not Christian religious symbols (response to 11/27 letter by E Prince) (ltr), Dec 11, 1998, p.6
All children wish to feel important (re letter by Elizabeth Prince from 11/27/98) (ltr), Dec 18, 1998, p.9

STAUBLE, RAYMOND D SR
Raymond A Stauble Sr (dies), May 1, 1998, p.18

STAUCH, KIMBERLY

STECKLER, ELLEN
New teachers, administrators greet students (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.9

STEELE, MATTHEW
Matthew Steele (appointed to the board of directors of Search for Change Inc, White Plains, NY), Jan 30, 1998, p.4

STEELE, WILLIAM
Clancy gave him his best year (ltr), Jul 17, 1998, p.6

STEENROD, ROBERT LEWIS

STEIN, ALEXANDER
Scarsdale is a breath of Fresh Air for inner city kids (photo), Jul 17, 1998, p.1

STEIN, BARBARA POLLARD
Petitions sought for School Board Nominating Committee candidates, Nov 13, 1998, p.1

STEIN, BEATRICE
Scarsdale is a breath of Fresh Air for inner city kids (photo), Jul 17, 1998, p.1

STEIN, HOWARD
Scarsdale Adult School offers large and varied curriculum (photo) (Progress edit 1998), Jan 30, 1998, p.3

STEIN, JEFFREY
Scarsdale is a breath of Fresh Air for inner city kids (photo), Jul 17, 1998, p.1

STEIN, JULIAN
Scarsdale is a breath of Fresh Air for inner city kids (photo), Jul 17, 1998, p.1

STEIN, RUTH (AU)
Golden Horseshoe renovations are 'nightmarish' (ltr), Oct 23, 1998, p.6
Resident grateful to village worker (ltr), Dec 11, 1998, p.9
<table>
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STEVER, JEREMY
Scarsdale teens commemorate Youth Services Day (photo), May 1, 1998, p.9

STEVES, BOB
School board OKs bond issue, list of projects, Oct 23, 1998, p.1
School board OK's teen center, Dec 11, 1998, p.1

STEVES, KATHLEEN
20 candidates running in School Board Nominating Committee election (cont), Jan 16, 1998, p.10
763 voted in School Board Nominating Committee election, Jan 23, 1998, p.1

STEVES, ROBERT
School Board Nominating Committee nominates Steves, Golden, Irwin (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.1
Golden elected president of school board (photo), Jul 3, 1998, p.1

STEYER, MURRAY
Murray Steyer, past mayor, is dead at 82 (photo), Feb 27, 1998, p.1

STILLMAN, LILA (AU)
Scarsdale schools bond a 'necessary and thoughtful response' to needs (ltr), Dec 4, 1998, p.6
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People who made the headlines, Jan 2, 1998, p.2
The Bank of New York Salutes the Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo), May 1, 1998, p.34
Tribute to Eric Rothschild draws adoring crowd of former students (photo), Oct 9, 1998, p.1
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Save the date for Rothschild retirement luncheon (ltr), Jun 26, 1998, p.6

STOKES, VANCE
Clancy gave him his best year (ltr), Jul 17, 1998, p.6

STOLZENBERG, MARTIN
New party to hold primary, Dec 11, 1998, p.1

STORES
Shop at the anti-mall (urges people to patronize all stores on Hartsdale Avenue) (edit), Jan 23, 1998, p.6
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SEE ALSO MERCHANTS-SCS

STRASSBERG, MATTHEW
District celebrates students' artwork in March (photo), Mar 13, 1998, p.9

STRAUSS, BARBARA
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Drivers can't see Crane pedestrians (ltr), Mar 6, 1998, p.6
Village: Speeders need a little calming down, Jul 10, 1998, p.1
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1-way experiment getting favorable reviews (photo), Dec 4, 1998, p.3
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The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon and White Head Coaches and Managers (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.28

STROBEL, JANE
New teachers, administrators greet students (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.9

STROM, BARBARA
Dantzig faces contempt citation, Jan 9, 1998, p.1
Judge gives Dantzig last chance to comply, Jan 16, 1998, p.3

STROM, MILTON
Dantzig faces contempt citation, Jan 9, 1998, p.1
Judge gives Dantzig last chance to comply, Jan 16, 1998, p.3
Judge rules: Dantzig guilty on 24 counts, Feb 13, 1998, p.1

STUART, ALAN

STUART, ALAN (AU)
Old alliance (between SCS village and SCS Summer Music Theatre) is rekindled (ltr), Aug 21, 1998, p.6

STUART, ELIZABETH
'Once Upon a Mattress' magic to unfold at SHS (photo), Nov 13, 1998, p.17

STUDENT TRANSFER EDUCATION PLAN
S(tudent) T(transfer) E(ducation) P(lan) installs new officers to preserve commitment (photo), Jan 23, 1998, p.9

STUDENTS
Backpack-itis: a threat to health (edit), Feb 27, 1998, p.6
Smart kids aren't always top students (edit), Aug 7, 1998, p.6

SUDANO, MICHELE
People who made the headlines, Jan 2, 1998, p.2
SUFIAN, HARRIS
School board OKs bond issue, list of projects, Oct 23, 1998, p.1
School bond is panned, praised, Nov 27, 1998, p.1

SUGANO, MICHELE
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 15, 1998, p.30

SUNN, CHARLES

SUGANO, HICHELE
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 15, 1998, p.30

SUH, CHARLES

SUH, HANNAH
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon and White Head Coaches and Managers (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.28

SULLIVAN, ALI
Rallying around the team (photo), Oct 9, 1998, p.1

SULLIVAN, J
Firefighters were courteous, helpful (ltr), May 8, 1998, p.6

SULLIVAN, JOHN
'Dangerous situation' at Overhill garage (photo), Jan 16, 1998, p.1

SULLIVAN, NEIL
Rotary grant (to SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service) (photo), Mar 27, 1998, p.4

SULLIVAN, NEIL (AU)
Praise for Coffey's letter on Clinton (response to letter by Jonathan Coffey from 2/6/98) (ltr), Feb 13, 1998, p.6
It should be impeachment or nothing (response to edit by William Glendon from 11/13/98) (ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.9

SULLIVAN, RACHEL
Happy Birthday, Israel! (photo), May 8, 1998, p.1

SULLIVAN, SARAH
Boo-tiful (Sarah Sullivan paints a "Boo York State" vampire on a village window) (photo), Oct 30, 1998, p.1

SULLIVAN, SARAH
The way we were - and are (edit), Sep 4, 1998, p.7

SULLIVAN, SARAH

SULLIVAN, SARAH
A precious skill (free CPR instruction is offered by SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps) (edit), Jan 23, 1998, p.6

SULLIVAN, HAROLD
A precious skill (free CPR instruction is offered by SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps) (edit), Jan 23, 1998, p.6

SULLIVAN, HAROLD (DR) (AU)
Medicaid gave this periodontist the runaround, too (response to 2/13 edit by Dr Paul Weiss) (ltr), Feb 20, 1998, p.6

SULLIVAN, JOHN
'Dangerous situation' at Overhill garage (photo), Jan 16, 1998, p.1

SULLIVAN, JOHN
Scarsdale schools bond a 'necessary and thoughtful response' to needs (ltr), Dec 4, 1998, p.6

SULLIVAN, SARAH
High school students honored at assembly (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.10

SUSANKA, SARAH

SUSSMAN, EDNA (AU)
PT council urges residents to vote (endorsement of SCS school budget) (ltr), May 15, 1998, p.6
Scarsdale schools bond a 'necessary and thoughtful response' to needs (ltr), Dec 4, 1998, p.6

SUSSMAN, HAROLD
A precious skill (free CPR instruction is offered by SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps) (edit), Jan 23, 1998, p.6

SUSSMAN, HAROLD (DR) (AU)
Medicaid gave this periodontist the runaround, too (response to 2/13 edit by Dr Paul Weiss) (ltr), Feb 20, 1998, p.6

SUSSMAN, JASON
High school students honored at assembly (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.10

SUSSMAN, JASON
Scarsdale schools bond a 'necessary and thoughtful response' to needs (ltr), Dec 4, 1998, p.6

SUSSMAN, JASON
Medicaid gave this periodontist the runaround, too (response to 2/13 edit by Dr Paul Weiss) (ltr), Feb 20, 1998, p.6

SUSSMAN, JASON
High school students honored at assembly (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.10
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SVED, BEVERLEY
Sved, Kroenlein, Finger nominated for trustee (photo), Jan 16, 1998, p.1
Nominees optimistic on downtown (photo), Mar 6, 1998, p.1
3 candidates running for 3 trustee slots (photo), Mar 13, 1998, p.1
Beverley Sved aims for a more open village board (cont), Mar 13, 1998, p.12
Victory celebration (uncontested election for village trustee) (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.1
Downtown report far from final (photo), Sep 4, 1998, p.1
More time to protest the downtown project, Nov 27, 1998, p.1
Kudos to Beverley Sved for no vote on Final Environmental Impact Statement (ltr), Dec 11, 1998, p.9
Lines in the sand (re SCS Non-Partisan Citizens’ Party) (edit), Dec 18, 1998, p.6

SVED, PAUL (AU)
A postcard from another time (edit), May 15, 1998, p.7

SWIMMING
Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon and White Head Coaches and Managers (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.28
Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

SWIMMING POOLS
Indoor pool is still a bad idea (edit), Oct 30, 1998, p.7

SWYERS, RICHARD ROSS SR
Richard Ross Swyers, Sr (dies), May 22, 1998, p.15

SY, MELISSA
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28
Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

SYNAGOGUES
Conservative synagogue buys Christian Science Church (photo), May 29, 1998, p.1
Conservative synagogue buys Christian Science Church (photo) (cont), May 29, 1998, p.12
Conservative Jews find a home in Fox Meadow (photo), Oct 16, 1998, p.3

TADDIKEN, NANCY
School budgets pass in Scarsdale and Edgemont (photo), May 22, 1998, p.1
Alumni walkway dedicated (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.1

TADDIKEN, NANCY L (AU)

TAKAHASHI, IKUKO
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

TALLEVI, MARIE
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

TALLEY, PAULETTE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30

TALLY, BERNICE G
Bernice G Tally (dies), Jul 17, 1998, p.13

TANENHAUS, ALLISON
Voices of history speak (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.12

TANENHAUS, JEFFREY

TANG, WILFRED
High school students honored at assembly (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.10
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TANGULER, TOLGA
Former A(merican) F(ield) S(ervice) student returns to get married (photo), Oct 2, 1998, p.3

TANNENBAUM, FERN
Conservative Jews find a home in Fox Meadow (photo), Oct 16, 1998, p.3

TARASIEWICZ, JOEY
Panthers down Saranac in semifinals 41-25 (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.1

TARNICALE, AL
Play ball! (SCS Little League and baseball/softball league kick off the season) (photo), May 1, 1998, p.3

TASK FORCE ON DRUGS AND ALCOHOL-SCS
Task force supports new programs, May 8, 1998, p.9
Parents must arrange supervision when out of town (re recent Halloween vandalism incident) (ltr), Nov 13, 1998, p.6

TATZ, BIANA
Elementary schools hold science, math nights (photo), Apr 10, 1998, p.10

TAXATION
Passing the bucks (re proposed elimination of state's 4% sales tax on clothing) (edit), Apr 10, 1998, p.6
School T(ax) R(elief) (Program) not shining bright among village residents, May 15, 1998, p.3
No county tax break on clothing; Scarsdale's own say no to January waiver, Oct 2, 1998, p.1
A necessary evil (re county tax on clothing and shoes under $500) (edit), Oct 2, 1998, p.6
No county tax break on clothing (cont), Oct 2, 1998, p.8

TAXATION-EMT
School taxes force empty-nesters out (ltr), Mar 20, 1998, p.6

TAXATION-GBH
Inequity in Greenburgh (edit), Jul 17, 1998, p.6

TAXATION-SCS
S(chool) T(ax) R(elief) reminder, Jan 9, 1998, p.1
Trustees map out downtown tax district, Jan 30, 1998, p.1
Trustees map out Scarsdale's downtown tax district (cont), Jan 30, 1998, p.3
Remember to apply for S(chool) T(ax) R(elief) (ltr), Feb 6, 1998, p.6
School taxes may increase 5.29%, Mar 6, 1998, p.1
New budget would raise taxes by 2.3%, Mar 27, 1998, p.1
Why is school's C(hief) F(inancial) O(fficer) smiling? (ltr), Oct 2, 1998, p.6
School T(ax) R(elief) P(rogram) time, Dec 11, 1998, p.1

TAXATION-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
1999 budget: County taxes jump all over the scale, Dec 31, 1998, p.1
County taxes jump all over (cont), Dec 31, 1998, p.20

TAYLOR, CHRIS
KB-LS employee charged with embezzlement (photo), Dec 24, 1998, p.1

TAYLOR, SUSAN
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

TEACHERS
Teachers can be mentors for life (edit), Jun 26, 1998, p.7
K-12 magic (qualities of a good teacher) (edit), Jul 10, 1998, p.6

TEACHERS-SCS
Feig made history come alive (ltr), Jan 2, 1998, p.6
A teacher who made kids think for themselves (edit), Jan 2, 1998, p.6
Werner Feig (dies) (photo), Jan 2, 1998, p.16
SHS history teacher inspired student's teaching career (ltr), Jan 9, 1998, p.6
Feig taught students to learn and laugh (ltr), Jan 9, 1998, p.6
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TEACHERS-SCS continued
Teachers and Students at the Internet, Mar 20, 1998, p.10
Nebens is sentenced to 87 months; No evidence found to link misconduct to local youth, Mar 27, 1998, p.1
Teacher sentenced to 87 months in porn case (cont), Mar 27, 1998, p.8
Death of gifted teacher leaves a void (ltr), May 1, 1998, p.6
Memorial for Maloney, May 15, 1998, p.1
Remembering 'Dr. Baloney,' a partner in hilarity at SHS (edit), May 22, 1998, p.7
Eric Rothschild to retire after 36 years at high school (photo), May 22, 1998, p.9
Seeking info (for upcoming story about influence of Jean Clancy), Jun 26, 1998, p.1
Save the date for Rothschild retirement luncheon (ltr), Jun 26, 1998, p.6
Ethel Huttar recognized (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.9
Teachers, board ratify contract, Jul 10, 1998, p.1
Greenacres teacher inspires kids' TV show, Jul 10, 1998, p.1
Greenacres's Jean Clancy is 'model' teacher (photo), Jul 10, 1998, p.9
Clancy gave him his best year (ltr), Jul 17, 1998, p.6
Elementary teachers play a critical role (edit), Jul 31, 1998, p.6
New teachers, administrators greet students (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.9
Brunelle appeal is rejected by court, Nov 20, 1998, p.11

TECHNOLOGY
Stop the world - do I want to get off? (edit), Jul 17, 1998, p.7

TEENAGERS
Are we listening to our kids? (edit), May 29, 1998, p.6
More violent adolescent events are inevitable (edit), Jun 26, 1998, p.6
Teen driving bill, Sep 18, 1998, p.1
Teens praised, development criticized, Sep 25, 1998, p.1
Teens praised, development criticized at (league of Women) V(oters) forum (cont), Sep 25, 1998, p.3
Psychologist: for teens, getting blasted is the rule, Oct 30, 1998, p.8
Don't leave teenagers home alone; speak out on drugs (ltr), Nov 27, 1998, p.6
High school survey brings surprises (illus), Dec 18, 1998, p.11

TEENAGERS-SCS
Village considers teen center at Supply Field - again (photo), Feb 6, 1998, p.1
Parents and teens talk popularity, Feb 20, 1998, p.9
A place to hang out (advocates a teen center for SCS youth) (edit), Mar 13, 1998, p.6
Time for tough love (edit), Apr 17, 1998, p.6
S(CS) N(neighborhood) A(ssn) P(resident) S(ervices) A(ssn) joins efforts to get teen center, Apr 24, 1998, p.3
Parents need help broaching subject (re drugs and alcohol) (ltr), Apr 24, 1998, p.6
Teen center moves closer to reality, May 1, 1998, p.1
Scarsdale teens commemorate Youth Services Day (photo), May 1, 1998, p.9
Scarsdale teen center moves closer to reality (cont), May 1, 1998, p.16
Youth Service Day draws praise from Conservancy (ltr), May 8, 1998, p.6
Task force supports new programs, May 8, 1998, p.9
Kids call for a downtown teen center (photo), May 15, 1998, p.1
An interview with Det(ective) Richard Fatigate, Scarsdale youth officer (photo), May 15, 1998, p.9
Fatigate impacts teen scene (cont), May 15, 1998, p.10
Sober fun (for SCS teenagers), May 22, 1998, p.1
Teens take over village in sobriety month finale, Jun 5, 1998, p.1
Sobriety party was a great success (ltr), Jun 5, 1998, p.6
Teens take over village in sobriety month finale (photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.13
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TEENAGERS-SCS continued

Teens don't want to 'go somewhere else', Jun 12, 1998, p.3
Taking a stand (re SCS Police Dept and SCS teenagers) (edit), Jun 12, 1998, p.6
Temporary teen center needed (ltr), Jun 12, 1998, p.6
Scarsdale teens appreciate Sobriety Month support (ltr), Jun 19, 1998, p.6
Trustee clarifies her position on teen center (ltr), Jun 19, 1998, p.6
Let's put teen center on the fast track (ltr), Jun 19, 1998, p.6
Task force: Teen center could open in September, Jun 26, 1998, p.1
Downtown teen center eyes fall opening (cont), Jun 26, 1998, p.12
Teenagers could perform at their own center (ltr), Jul 3, 1998, p.6
Teen center vote (this Tuesday by village trustees), Jul 10, 1998, p.1
Teen center 'very unlikely' for fall, Jul 17, 1998, p.1
Village tables teen center pending school board response (cont), Jul 17, 1998, p.10
Don't let (teen) center fizzle (edit), Jul 24, 1998, p.6
Teen center progress on target, Jul 31, 1998, p.1
Teen center headway, Aug 14, 1998, p.1
Teen center wins nonprofit status, Sep 18, 1998, p.1
Teenagers will soon have a place of their own (ltr), Sep 18, 1998, p.6
Teen center to be a reality, Oct 16, 1998, p.1
Patrol cars vandalized on Halloween, Nov 6, 1998, p.1
Patrol cars vandalized at teen Halloween party (photo) (cont), Nov 6, 1998, p.5
'Unfortunate' timing (re recent ticketing of young drivers), Nov 13, 1998, p.1
Don't undo the good (re relationship between SCS police and teenagers and recent vandalism) (edit), Nov 13, 1998, p.6
A Halloween wake-up call (re recent vandalism of two SCS police cars) (ltr), Nov 13, 1998, p.6
Teenagers test limits to learn what's really important to adults (re recent vandalism incident) (ltr), Nov 13, 1998, p.6
Police praised for stepped-up enforcement (ltr), Nov 13, 1998, p.6
Teach your kids respect, don't criticize police (re Halloween vandalism incident) (ltr), Nov 13, 1998, p.6
Lowering teen center floor will speed up state approval, Nov 20, 1998, p.1
Police committed 'brazen abuses' of students (re relations between the police and SHS students) (ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.9
Students could help heal rift with village police (ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.9
Teen center floor to be lowered to gain approval (cont), Nov 20, 1998, p.10
Police and teenagers meet to discuss their differences (cont), Nov 20, 1998, p.15
Reflections on a Halloween embarrassment (re Halloween vandalism and SCS Police) (ltr), Nov 27, 1998, p.6
School board to vote on teen center on Dec. 7, Nov 27, 1998, p.10
Police don't harass kids, they ticket lawbreakers (ltr), Dec 4, 1998, p.9
School board OK's teen center, Dec 11, 1998, p.1
Teen center shows benefits of cooperation (ltr), Dec 11, 1998, p.6
Kids can have a good time, legally (ltr), Dec 11, 1998, p.9
Ground broken for teen center (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.1
'Friends' donate $ to teen center (ltr), Dec 24, 1998, p.6
Rink is out, teen center in (photo) (cont), Dec 31, 1998, p.20

TELEPHONE

Controversies centered on land use issues (photo) (cont), Jan 2, 1998, p.3
Antenna tug-o-war continues, Jan 16, 1998, p.1
Antenna tug-o-war continues (cont), Jan 16, 1998, p.4
Trustees tune into cellular antenna law, Feb 27, 1998, p.1
Village trustees pass cell antenna legislation (cont), Feb 27, 1998, p.12
Water tower will be antenna-free, Mar 6, 1998, p.1
Lines are drawn in cell-antenna battle, Apr 17, 1998, p.1
Lines have been drawn in battle over cellular antenna placement (cont), Apr 17, 1998, p.8
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TELEPHONE continued

Antennas don't belong at police station (ltr), May 1, 1998, p.6
Cellular phone companies not clamoring for village sites, Aug 28, 1998, p.1
Antenna story contained 'errors' (response 8/28 front page article) (ltr), Sep 4, 1998, p.6
Wake-up call (GBH residents roused from their sleep by recorded message re trash and recyclables), Oct 30, 1998, p.1

TELEVISION JOURNALISTS

Will newscasters apologize? (re President Clinton's "alleged affair") (ltr), Feb 6, 1998, p.6

TEMPLES

2 new rabbis take positions at Westchester Reform Temple (photo), Jul 10, 1998, p.12

TENG, MICHAEL

Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26

TENNENBAUM, ELENA

Washing for dollars (SCS Alternative School has car wash) (photo), May 22, 1998, p.1

TEEN

The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30
Swinging for 100 (SCS Raiders notch their 100th consecutive win in tennis) (photo), Oct 9, 1998, p.1
Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

TEEN CUVRS

Neighbors concerned about proposed tennis court (ltr), Apr 24, 1998, p.6

TENORE, STEPHEN

Inclusion, not party politics, is Latimer's focus (photo), Mar 6, 1998, p.3

TERDIMAN, LESLIE

The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest (photo), Apr 3, 1998, p.26

Terner, Elizabeth Anne

Writer's inclusion of title was 'elitist' (response to 7/3 letter by E A Terner) (ltr), Jul 10, 1998, p.6

Terner, Elizabeth Anne (DR) (AU)

Police should not pander to Jaguar owners (ltr), Jul 3, 1998, p.6

Terrell, Walter

Hike is highly recommended (ltr), Jan 30, 1998, p.6


Terriss, Elaine (AU)

'Elaine Terriss, you have been selected' (edit), Jul 31, 1998, p.7

Village sensitive to residents in word only (response to letter by John Dadakis from 9/4/98) (ltr), Sep 18, 1998, p.6

Tesser, Joey

Maroon and White salutes Scarsdale's winter athletes at annual awards dinner (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.20

Tessler, Robert

Police, teens meet to patch relations, Nov 20, 1998, p.1

TEST-TAKING SKILLS

SMS grads share SAT strategy with minority youth (photo), Jul 24, 1998, p.1

SMS alumni teach SAT review course to Mount Vernon students (photo), Jul 24, 1998, p.20

TESTING

New (Regents) standards demystified, Feb 13, 1998, p.10
Times, school ratings flawed, Murphy says, Mar 6, 1998, p.1
Times school ratings flawed (cont), Mar 6, 1998, p.4
Ratings not fit to print (re NY Times publication of ratings for suburban elementary schools) (edit), Mar 6, 1998, p.6
Can't we learn from ratings? (ltr), Mar 13, 1998, p.6
Changes ahead in state standardized tests, Apr 3, 1998, p.10
SMS responds to new grad(uation) standards, May 8, 1998, p.1
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TESTING continued

SHS prepares for state regents exams, Dec 4, 1998, p.1
SHS prepares for mandatory regents exams (cont), Dec 4, 1998, p.15
New state standards, assessments, alarm special education, foreign students, Dec 11, 1998, p.1
Regents requirement for special education students causes consternation, Dec 24, 1998, p.1
Runaway regents train (re new regents examinations) (edit), Dec 24, 1998, p.6
Special education students brace for state examinations (cont), Dec 24, 1998, p.10
Special education students prepare for English regents; Strategies and sample tests pave the way, Dec 31, 1998, p.1
Special education students get ready for English regents (cont), Dec 31, 1998, p.9

THANKFULNESS
SEE GRATITUDE

THANKSGIVING

For Thanksgiving, feed a turkey instead of eating one (ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.6
Middle schoolers show they C(aring) A(nd) R(especting) E(ach other) (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.11

THEALL, KIMBERLY

New teachers, administrators greet students (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.9

THEATER-PRODUCTION AND DIRECTION

Producer Michael Feder rockets into Blue Sky (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.3
A-School graduate Michael Ferber rockets into Blue Sky (cont), Nov 27, 1998, p.9

THIBAUT, FRANCOIS

Ici on parle France - well, sort of (photo), May 8, 1998, p.3

THOMAS, MARK

A sprinkler system in all Scarsdale homes?, Nov 13, 1998, p.1

THOMPSON, CORKY

Reward offered (re desecration of Chase Park menorah and Boniface Circle creche), Jan 16, 1998, p.1
Fox Meadow parents want more space (photo), Feb 13, 1998, p.1
The way we see ourselves (re New York Times ad for new SCS superintendent) (edit), Feb 27, 1998, p.6
Capital project to remedy school crowding (photo), Mar 6, 1998, p.1
Schools chief to leave March 27, Mar 20, 1998, p.1
State of the schools, Mar 27, 1998, p.1
Superintendent finalists chosen, May 15, 1998, p.1
McGill is new schools chief (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.1
Board bids fond farewell to Landau and French, Jun 19, 1998, p.1
Thompson and Landau: leaders for tough times (edit), Jun 26, 1998, p.6
Teachers, board ratify contract, Jul 10, 1998, p.1
Happy 300th (special committee created to plan for Scarsdale's 300th birthday party in 2001), Nov 27, 1998, p.1

THOMPSON, KENNETH (DR) (AU)

Let's give the United States its due (edit), Jan 16, 1998, p.6

THOMPSON, KENNETH W (DR) (AU)

NATO expansion not well planned (edit), May 15, 1998, p.7

THOMPSON, MARY T (AU)


THOMPSON, NICK

Middle school dance revue wows crowd (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.9
SMS students help Nicaraguan relief effort (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.10

THORPY, JACQUI

Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26
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TIDBALL, LISA (AU)
She missed (really!) shoveling snow (edit), Apr 10, 1998, p.6

TIERNEY, LAUREN
Free bus service to and from Kids' BASE continues (photo), Feb 13, 1998, p.9

TIGHE, CHRISTINE
Assembly candidates dominate forum (photo), Oct 23, 1998, p.1
Feiner doesn't act like loser in Dist(ric) 20 congressional race (photo), Nov 6, 1998, p.1

TIKVAH, SHAAREI
Conservative Jews find a home in Fox Meadow (photo), Oct 16, 1998, p.3

TIME MANAGEMENT
Time management (re village board committee meetings schedule) (edit), Feb 6, 1998, p.6

TIRSCH, ANGELA
Quaker Ridge mousehole restored (photo), Jan 16, 1998, p.10

TODER, RICHARD
County budget is well put together; but sewer 'inflow and infiltration' still a sticking point, Dec 4, 1998, p.1

TOFF, IRA
Statement was response to a rhetorical question (itr), Apr 24, 1998, p.7

TOLAN, MARY ELLEN
Houlihan/Lawrence to relocate, expand (photo), Nov 20, 1998, p.4

TOLEDO, BARBARA
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

TOLENS, DANIELLE
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest (photo), Apr 3, 1998, p.26

TOMB, ELEANOR
People who made the headlines, Jan 2, 1998, p.2

TONER, KATHLEEN
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

TONER, KAY
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

TOOLEY, LOWELL (AU)
Tooley sets record straight on (New York) Times story on downtown (itr), May 29, 1998, p.7
An invitation for all to join the T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) (itr), Sep 25, 1998, p.6

TOWE, JEROME D

TOWN AND VILLAGE CIVIC CLUB
Brewster Road too busy for rink (itr), Jan 2, 1998, p.6
Rink, yes, but not at Harwood (itr), Jan 9, 1998, p.6
A YIMBY actually wants the rink in her backyard (itr), Jan 9, 1998, p.6
Boine Johnson to receive bowl (photo), Jan 23, 1998, p.1
Always on call (SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps), Mar 6, 1998, p.1
League of W(omen) V(oters), T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) G(roup) endorse village spending plan, Apr 10, 1998, p.1
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivics) C(lub): S(CS) T(eachers') I(nstitute) costs should be borne by teachers, Apr 10, 1998, p.14
SRO crowd says no to rink at Harwood, May 1, 1998, p.1
S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) deserves better (edit), Jun 5, 1998, p.6
Cellular phone companies not clamoring for village sites, Aug 28, 1998, p.1
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TOWN AND VILLAGE CIVIC CLUB continued

An invitation for all to join the T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) (ltr), Sep 25, 1998, p.6
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) meeting, Oct 2, 1998, p.1
Board of education presents proposal (highlights of $17.88 million preliminary bond issue), Oct 16, 1998, p.1
Mayor delivers positive state of the village report, Oct 16, 1998, p.3
Trustees say no to accessory housing here, Nov 13, 1998, p.1
County budget is well put together; but sewer 'inflow and infiltration' still a sticking point, Dec 4, 1998, p.1
New party to hold primary, Dec 11, 1998, p.1
Women coaches needed to encourage girls' sports, Dec 11, 1998, p.3
Give democracy a chance in Scarsdale (ltr), Dec 18, 1998, p.6

TOYS

Scarsdale cops got lots for tots (ltr), Jan 16, 1998, p.6

TRACHTEN, RACHEL

Kids' BASE/The Little School offer new programs at new site (photo) (Progress edit 1998), Jan 30, 1998, p.4

TRACK ATHLETICS

Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26
Kids have priority (on SHS track), Apr 10, 1998, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon and White Head Coaches and Managers (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.28
Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS

Driver, 81, dies on Post Road (photo), Jan 9, 1998, p.1
Village historian Irving Sloan hit by car on Chase Road (photo), Feb 13, 1998, p.1
Accident (cont), Feb 13, 1998, p.13
Crash on Central (GBH school bus careens across Central Avenue into two stores) (photo), Feb 20, 1998, p.1
Teenager critically injured in car accident, Mar 20, 1998, p.1
Stand by them (re recent accident involving Evan Schager) (edit), Mar 20, 1998, p.6
Editorial should bring solace (re recent automobile accident involving several SCS teenagers) (ltr), Mar 27, 1998, p.6
Drugs, alcohol ruled out in accident, May 22, 1998, p.5
Blitz injured in accident, May 22, 1998, p.5
Tree falls on car, injuring 2 (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.1
Local boy, 16, killed in parkway crash (photo), Aug 14, 1998, p.1
Another accident on parkway (photo), Aug 21, 1998, p.1
A painful reminder (underscores the need for to beef up safety on the Bronx River Parkway) (edit), Aug 21, 1998, p.6
Bereaved family extends thanks (ltr), Aug 28, 1998, p.6
Trying to find meaning in a tragic loss (edit), Aug 28, 1998, p.6
Our Bermuda Triangle? (re recent car accident on bronx River Parkway) (photo), Sep 25, 1998, p.1

SEE ALSO ACCIDENTS

TRAFFIC CONGESTION

Proposal will increase E'mont traffic (ltr), Dec 11, 1998, p.9
Scarsdale doesn't need proposed downtown project (ltr), Dec 31, 1998, p.6

TRAFFIC REGULATIONS

Operation Safe-Stop cranks up for enforcement day, Oct 9, 1998, p.9

TRAFFIC SAFETY

Village: Speeders need a little calming down, Jul 10, 1998, p.1
Traffic heavy, fast on Fort Hill Road (ltr), Oct 9, 1998, p.6
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TRAFFIC SAFETY  continued
Speed bumps could slow traffic here (edit), Oct 9, 1998, p.7
Speeding cars endanger children at Davis Park (ltr), Oct 23, 1998, p.6

TRAVEL AGENCIES AND AGENTS
Realtor, travel agency relocating on Popham (photo), Oct 23, 1998, p.4

TREADWAY, DAVID

TREADWAY, DAVID (DR)
Drugs, alcohol and teens: is all use abuse?, Apr 10, 1998, p.3

TREES
New trees coming (for homeowners Judith Bresler and Ralph Lerner), Jan 23, 1998, p.1
Renewing natural resources (Mayor Edward Morgan plants a sugar maple at Harwood Park) (photo), May 8, 1998, p.26
Tree falls on car, injuring 2 (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.1
Greenburgh did not comply with tree ordinance (ltr), Oct 16, 1998, p.7

TREYZ, OLIVER E
Oliver E Treyz (dies), Jun 26, 1998, p.17

TRIALS
Dantzig tried in village court for building code violations, Jan 30, 1998, p.1
Village justice reserves decision in Dantzig trial (photo) (cont), Jan 30, 1998, p.3
A teachable moment (re Dr Dantzig's skirmish with the SCS building department) (edit), Jan 30, 1998, p.6
Dantzig found guilty on 24 counts (cont), Feb 13, 1998, p.33
Judge fines Dantzig for code violations (photo), Feb 20, 1998, p.1
Dantzig fined $4,800 for code violations (cont), Feb 20, 1998, p.12

TRIALS-SCS
The golden rule (re Paul Dantzig, his neighbors and the SCS Building Dept) (edit), Feb 20, 1998, p.6

TROCK, GARY
(Dad's Day; Gary Trock celebrates Father's Day with his sons Harris and Jonathan) (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.6

TROCK, HARRIS
(Dad's Day; Gary Trock celebrates Father's Day with his sons Harris and Jonathan) (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.6

TROCK, JONATHAN
(Dad's Day; Gary Trock celebrates Father's Day with his sons Harris and Jonathan) (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.6
Walking to cure diabetes (photo), Oct 2, 1998, p.9

TSE, CONSTANCE
Eric Rothschild to retire after 36 years at high school (photo), May 22, 1998, p.9
Teachers can be mentors for life (edit), Jun 26, 1998, p.7

TSE, CONSTANCE (AU)

TSURUMI, YOSHI
Japan has major overhauling to do (response to 7/10 edit by Yoshi Tsurumi) (ltr), Jul 17, 1998, p.6

TSURUMI, YOSHI (AU)
U.S. should realize Japan, not China, is Asia's economic leader (edit), Jul 10, 1998, p.7

TUCKER, GORDON
Jason Hendler is buried - and remembered (photo), Aug 21, 1998, p.1
Bereaved family extends thanks (ltr), Aug 28, 1998, p.6

TUCIN, GAIL
Play ball! - but on which team, where?, Nov 20, 1998, p.1

TUMICK,ERICA
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon and White Head Coaches and Managers (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.28
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TURKEL, KEITH</td>
<td>Summer's last fling (Keith Turkel tosses his daughter Lindsay into the SCS Pool on Labor Day) (photo)</td>
<td>Sep 11, 1998</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TURKEL, LINDSAY</td>
<td>Summer's last fling (Keith Turkel tosses his daughter Lindsay into the SCS Pool on Labor Day) (photo)</td>
<td>Sep 11, 1998</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TURKEYS</td>
<td>For Thanksgiving, feed a turkey instead of eating one (ltr)</td>
<td>Nov 20, 1998</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TURPIN, SHARON</td>
<td>Scardale woman killed in hit-and-run</td>
<td>Aug 7, 1998</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUSCAON, GUILLERLO</td>
<td>Realtor, travel agency relocating on Popham (photo)</td>
<td>Oct 23, 1998</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYBERG, TARA</td>
<td>Fox Meadow parents want more space (photo)</td>
<td>Feb 13, 1998</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>School board to address crowding (of Fox Meadow school)</td>
<td>Feb 27, 1998</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYBERG, TARA (AU)</td>
<td>Core facilities strained to maximum at Fox Meadow (ltr)</td>
<td>Feb 20, 1998</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TYMUS, JOHN</td>
<td>KB-LS employee charged with embezzlement (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 24, 1998</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UGHETTA, FRIEDA</td>
<td>Frieda Ughetta (dies)</td>
<td>Jan 9, 1998</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UGLIAROLO, SUZY</td>
<td>Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon and White Head Coaches and Managers (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 26, 1998</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UHLFELDER, GERRY (AU)</td>
<td>A(merican) P(remier) U(nderwriters) proposal arouses concern (ltr)</td>
<td>May 15, 1998</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ULLMANN, JOSEPH</td>
<td>The Bank of New York Salutes the Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo)</td>
<td>May 1, 1998</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ULLMAYER, JULIE</td>
<td>Scherf places 1st in national competition (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 11, 1998</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNGER, JESSE J</td>
<td>Jesse J Unger (dies)</td>
<td>May 8, 1998</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNGER, LOIS</td>
<td>Our Bermuda Triangle? (recent car accident on bronx River Parkway) (photo)</td>
<td>Sep 25, 1998</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNITED NATIONS</td>
<td>Failure to pay UN dues inexcusable (ltr)</td>
<td>Jan 23, 1998</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNITED WAY</td>
<td>United Way provides dollars and creative solutions (photo)</td>
<td>Jan 30, 1998</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>United Way grant (photo)</td>
<td>May 1, 1998</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>United Way tops goal (photo)</td>
<td>May 15, 1998</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thanks to those who gave generously (ltr)</td>
<td>Aug 14, 1998</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Warnken to lead United Way (photo)</td>
<td>Oct 30, 1998</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPADHUA, GOPAL (DR) (AU)</td>
<td>An Indian point of view on the atomic bomb (ltr)</td>
<td>May 29, 1998</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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URIS, STEPHANIE

US CENSUS BUREAU
The census is coming, Jul 24, 1998, p.1

US CONGRESS
Feiner doesn’t act like loser in Dist(rict) 20 congressional race (photo), Nov 6, 1998, p.1
Livingston not a worthy successor (ltr), Nov 27, 1998, p.6

US CONGRESS-ELECTIONS
Feiner for Congress (endorsement of Paul Feiner) (edit), Oct 23, 1998, p.6

US-HISTORY
What’s left out of our history textbooks? (edit), Mar 13, 1998, p.7

USHER, CRAIG
Hewitt will kick-off SMS writers’ conference (photo), Dec 4, 1998, p.12

USHER, NICOLE
Kids call for a downtown teen center (photo), May 15, 1998, p.1

USHER, NIKKI
Good chemistry (Nikki Usher will participate in 2-week Ciba High School Chemistry Institute) (photo), Jul 31, 1998, p.9
Halloween enchants children districtwide (photo), Nov 6, 1998, p.8
Making connections (Nikki Usher signs the NAMES Project at SHS) (photo), Nov 20, 1998, p.1
Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

USHER, NIKKI (AU)
Village would benefit from more retail space (ltr), Aug 14, 1998, p.6

VACCARI, FRANK
Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26
The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30

VACCAHO, CORINA DOLORES
Corina Dolores Vaccaro (dies), Sep 11, 1998, p.26

VACCARO, DONATO
Donato Vaccaro (elected president of SCS Volunteer Fire Company No. 1 for 1998), Jan 16, 1998, p.4

VAGT, MIRIAM AND TERRY (AU)
Antennas don’t belong at police station (ltr), May 1, 1998, p.6

VAIDA, VERONICA (AU)
Consensual sex not a big problem (ltr), Feb 20, 1998, p.6
Questioning ‘gods’ is our duty (ltr), Mar 27, 1998, p.6
Clinton not treated like private citizen (response to edit by David Glenn from 8/21/98) (ltr), Sep 4, 1998, p.6
Election was a people’s victory (ltr), Nov 13, 1998, p.9
Imperfect president is still likeable (ltr), Dec 24, 1998, p.6

VALLONE, PETER
Scarsdale echoes county and state in primary voting, Sep 18, 1998, p.1
Scarsdale’s own easily re-elected, Nov 6, 1998, p.1

VAN BUREN, ARAX
Middle management (members of SMS Student Organization represent their school at exposition) (photo), May 22, 1998, p.10
Middle schoolers show they Caring A(nd) R(especting) E(ach other) (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.11

VAN DE WATER, ARTHUR M
Arthur M Van De Water (dies), Jan 30, 1998, p.16

VAN DE WATER, PETER
Committee mulls restrictions on accessory apartment law, Feb 20, 1998, p.1
Trustees want to keep home occupations law, Mar 13, 1998, p.3
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VAN DE WATER, PETER continued
A no vote for plastic (pipes), Mar 27, 1998, p.1
County planners: Development is 'positive step', Jun 19, 1998, p.1
The census is coming, Jul 24, 1998, p.1
Downtown report far from final (photo), Sep 4, 1998, p.1
Village to take over Mobil lot, Sep 11, 1998, p.1
Group calls for study of 6-lot development, Oct 23, 1998, p.1
Causes, lost & found (re accessory apartments) (edit), Nov 13, 1998, p.6

VAN RAALTE, SUSAN
Discovering a midlife passion for bread (photo), Feb 20, 1998, p.3

VAN RAALTE, ZEALIE
Discovering a midlife passion for bread (photo), Feb 20, 1998, p.3

VAN VOORHIS, STEVEN C
Steven C Van Voorhis (dies) (photo), Nov 6, 1998, p.14

VANDALISM
Downtown menorah, creche both desecrated (photo), Jan 2, 1998, p.1
Holiday season speaks to us of our common values (ltr), Jan 9, 1998, p.7
People are too ready to take offense at holidays of others (ltr), Jan 9, 1998, p.7
Respect for diversity the norm here (ltr), Jan 9, 1998, p.7
Reward offered (re desecration of Chase Park menorah and Boniface Circle creche), Jan 16, 1998, p.1
Hate crimes happen here, too (response to article from 1/2/98) (ltr), Jan 23, 1998, p.6
Patrol cars vandalized on Halloween, Nov 6, 1998, p.1
Patrol cars vandalized at teen Halloween party (photo) (cont), Nov 6, 1998, p.5
Don't undo the good (re relationship between SCS police and teenagers and recent vandalism) (edit), Nov 13, 1998, p.6
Boy arrested for vandalism to patrol car, Nov 27, 1998, p.1
Reflections on a Halloween embarrassment (re Halloween vandalism and SCS Police) (ltr), Nov 27, 1998, p.6

VANDERBILT, WALTER SCOTT III
Walter Scott Vanderbilt III (dies), May 15, 1998, p.19

VANDERWOOD, NEIL
Consultants spar over renovating water tower, Aug 14, 1998, p.1

VARIO, RALPH S
Ralph S Vario (dies), Jan 16, 1998, p.14

VAUGHAN, JOSEPH
New teachers, administrators greet students (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.9

VAUGHN, MICHAEL
Golf club officers (photo), Feb 6, 1998, p.4

VAUGHN, PATTY
Scarsdale Golf Club: 100 years plus 48 hours (photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.14

VEITH, FRANK

VELEZ, RON
New teachers, administrators greet students (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.9

VENOKUR, ROSS
Author shares Greenacres experience (cont), Oct 23, 1998, p.9

VERNI, JOHN
John Verni aims to unseat Oppenheimer (photo), Sep 4, 1998, p.1
Verni focuses on downtowns (cont), Sep 4, 1998, p.15
Candidates forum, Oct 23, 1998, p.1
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VERNI, JOHN continued
Challenger knocks Oppenheimer on source of campaign donations (photo), Oct 30, 1998, p.1
Keep Oppenheimer (endorsement of Suzi Oppenheimer for New York State Senate) (edit), Oct 30, 1998, p.6
Verni knocks Oppenheimer on campaign donations (photo) (cont), Oct 30, 1998, p.26
Scarsdale's own easily re-elected, Nov 6, 1998, p.1

VETERANS DAY
Sacrifice remembered (photo), Nov 13, 1998, p.1

VICKREY, CECILE
Waging peace (photo), Aug 14, 1998, p.1

VILLAGE BOARD-SCS
Sved, Kroenlein, Finger nominated for trustee (photo), Jan 16, 1998, p.1
Forty-six openings on boards and councils (includes detailed descriptions of positions), Jan 16, 1998, p.4
The want Freightway, Jan 30, 1998, p.1
Trustees map out downtown tax district, Jan 30, 1998, p.1
Trustees map out Scarsdale's downtown tax district (cont), Jan 30, 1998, p.3
Mayor balks at aiding ambulance corps (photo), Feb 6, 1998, p.1
Time management (re village board committee meetings schedule) (edit), Feb 6, 1998, p.6
Trustees, mayor split over ambulance vote, Feb 13, 1998, p.1
Trustees, mayor split over vote (cont), Feb 13, 1998, p.13
Trustees tune into cellular antenna law, Feb 27, 1998, p.1
Village trustees pass cell antenna legislation (cont), Feb 27, 1998, p.12
Nominees optimistic on downtown (photo), Mar 6, 1998, p.1
Nominees speak at forum (cont), Mar 6, 1998, p.3
Let's preserve our open space (edit), Mar 6, 1998, p.7
3 candidates running for 3 trustee slots (photo), Mar 13, 1998, p.1
Parents' committee wants field time for Little League, Mar 13, 1998, p.1
Trustees put new limits on accessory apartment law, Mar 13, 1998, p.1
Trustees want to keep home occupations law, Mar 13, 1998, p.3
Plastic OK? (re piping in a house's or building's drainage system), Mar 20, 1998, p.1
Victory celebration (uncontested election for village trustee) (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.1
Men of integrity (praise for Bernard Cedarbaum and Edward Hardy) (edit), Mar 27, 1998, p.6
Outgoing trustees are bid fond farewell (photo), Mar 27, 1998, p.8
Meeting and eating (village board and school board), Apr 10, 1998, p.1
Draft Environmental Impact Statement is ready, Apr 17, 1998, p.1
Harriet Goldberg dies; former village trustee (photo), Apr 24, 1998, p.1
Parking not a problem, study asserts, Apr 24, 1998, p.1
Feedback sought (on environmental impact report), Apr 24, 1998, p.1
Joint meeting should not be held in restaurant (ltr), Apr 24, 1998, p.6
SRD crowd says no to rink at Harwood, May 1, 1998, p.1
Teen center moves closer to reality, May 1, 1998, p.1
Standing room only crowd says no to rink at Harwood (cont), May 1, 1998, p.19
Trustees appoint new members to village boards and councils (includes individual names), May 1, 1998, p.19
Critics dispute traffic findings, May 8, 1998, p.1
Board freezes out rink at Harwood, May 15, 1998, p.1
American Premier Underwriters proposal arouses concern (ltr), May 15, 1998, p.6
Downtown thumbs down, May 22, 1998, p.1
Mayor, trustees split over SCS Volunteer Corps again, May 29, 1998, p.1
Village seeks state $ (to fix up downtown), May 29, 1998, p.1
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VILLAGE BOARD-SCS continued

Department heads get 3 percent raise, May 29, 1998, p.3
A time for vision (re hearing on supplemental draft environmental impact statement) (edit), May 29, 1998, p.6
Project scope, developer key issues in downtown debate (response to edit from 5/29/98) (ltr), Jun 5, 1998, p.6
Plan is 'last best chance' to reverse downtown decline (re downtown development design proposal/ltr), Jun 5, 1998, p.6
Downtown parking given 'higher priority', Jun 12, 1998, p.1
Task force: Teen center could open in September, Jun 26, 1998, p.1
Indemnification law for village employees adopted, Jun 26, 1998, p.3
Why is it that we can't get a shovel in the ground? (re downtown development) (ltr), Jun 26, 1998, p.6
New teachers, staff, contract for school year, Jul 3, 1998, p.9
Teen center vote (this Tuesday by village trustees), Jul 10, 1998, p.1
Sprinklers required? (for new homes), Jul 17, 1998, p.1
Teen center 'very unlikely' for fall, Jul 17, 1998, p.1
Village tables teen center pending school board response (cont), Jul 17, 1998, p.10
Don't let (teen) center fizzle (edit), Jul 24, 1998, p.6
Board considers reducing retail, Aug 21, 1998, p.1
Board considers reducing retail (cont), Aug 21, 1998, p.20
Trustees hire project manager for pool work, Aug 28, 1998, p.1
Trustees hire project manager for pool work (cont), Aug 28, 1998, p.20
Downtown report far from final (photo), Sep 4, 1998, p.1
Trustees working on report (cont), Sep 4, 1998, p.15
Firm hired to design new Popham Bridge, Sep 11, 1998, p.1
Mayor, trustees need to look at the big picture (re downtown development) (ltr), Sep 11, 1998, p.6
Board mulls sprinkler law, Sep 25, 1998, p.1
More friction between mayor and S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps), Sep 25, 1998, p.1
Trustees mull law requiring sprinklers (cont), Sep 25, 1998, p.24
Revenue/expense analysis needed (re proposed condemnation of Robison lot) (ltr), Oct 9, 1998, p.6
Village ready to acquire Robison Lot, Oct 16, 1998, p.1
Village ready to acquire Robison Lot for parking (cont), Oct 16, 1998, p.8
Keep accessory housing issue alive (ltr), Nov 6, 1998, p.6
Trustees say no to accessory housing here, Nov 13, 1998, p.1
Trustees reject hearing on accessory housing (cont), Nov 13, 1998, p.3
Causes, lost & found (re accessory apartments) (edit), Nov 13, 1998, p.6
Trustees' 'excuses' on accessory housing deplored (ltr), Nov 13, 1998, p.6
Trustees release project report, Nov 20, 1998, p.1
Play ball! - but on which team, where?, Nov 20, 1998, p.1
'Grieved and disappointed' by housing decision (ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.6
More time to protest the downtown project, Nov 27, 1998, p.1
Holiday symbols (permission granted for Hanukkah menorah and Nativity scene), Nov 27, 1998, p.1
Trustees have declared war on the village; residents called to arms (ltr), Nov 27, 1998, p.6
Criticism of officials often crosses the line (edit), Dec 4, 1998, p.7
Scarsdale L(eague of) W(omen) V(oters) supports downtown zoning change (ltr), Dec 4, 1998, p.9
Downtown development proposal draws speakers' ire; Morgan advocates 'new alternative', Dec 18, 1998, p.1
Do we need single-issue opposition candidates? (ltr), Dec 18, 1998, p.6
Attack on board, staff not warranted (ltr), Dec 18, 1998, p.9
No support for 'tunnel' (cont), Dec 18, 1998, p.9
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VILLAGE BOARD-SCS continued
   Esthetics and ambulances, parking and pool occupy trustees, Dec 31, 1998, p.2
   Fewer stores for downtown (cont), Dec 31, 1998, p.20

VILLAGE CODE-SCS
   Judge fines Dantzig for code violations (photo), Feb 20, 1998, p.1

VILLAGE HALL (SCS)

VIOLENCE
   Children and violence: not only an issue for 'other towns' (edit), Apr 24, 1998, p.7
   Are we listening to our kids? (edit), May 29, 1998, p.6
   More students slain: Could it happen here? (Itr), May 29, 1998, p.6
   Cool heads needed (re recent suspensions from SCS schools) (edit), Jun 19, 1998, p.6
   SHS student suspended (cont), Jun 19, 1998, p.23
   More violent adolescent events are inevitable (edit), Jun 26, 1998, p.6
   District Attorney: Criminal justice system can't do it alone (photo), Oct 9, 1998, p.3

VIOLINISTS
   Recital to mark 30 years of college performance (photo), Nov 6, 1998, p.15

VISION
   Article opened a mother's eye (response to article by A Schwartz in 8/28 Inquirer Supplement) (Itr), Oct 16, 1998, p.6

VITALE, ELIZABETH
   Dancers discover many pluses in ballet (photo), Apr 17, 1998, p.17

VITALE, SUSAN
   New teachers, administrators greet students (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.9

VOGEL, JOHN

VOHNOUT, TERESA
   Downtown menorah, creche both desecrated (photo), Jan 2, 1998, p.1

VOLLEYBALL
   Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

VOLUNTEERS
   Marquerite Manley (has celebrated her 50th anniversary as a volunteer at Westchester Medical Center), Jul 3, 1998, p.4

VONICK, ROBERT
   Rotary grant (to SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service) (photo), Mar 27, 1998, p.4
   Rotary announces grants (photo), May 29, 1998, p.4

VOTER REGISTRATION
   Register to vote, Oct 23, 1998, p.1

VOTING
   Absentee ballots (re voting for School Board Nominating Committee), Jan 2, 1998, p.1
   Absentee ballots, Nov 6, 1998, p.1

VOUCHERS, EDUCATIONAL
   See Educational Vouchers

WACHTEL, ALAN (DR)
   Helping children who can't stay focused (edit), Apr 10, 1998, p.7

WACHTENHEIM, FLORIE
   Teen center progress on target, Jul 31, 1998, p.1
   School board OKs bond issue, list of projects, Oct 23, 1998, p.1

WACHTENHEIM, FLORIE (AU)
   Young writers conference was an all-around best-seller (Itr), Apr 17, 1998, p.6
   Months of hard work went into community calendar (Itr), Aug 28, 1998, p.6
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WACHTENHEIM, FLORIE (AU) continued
   School bond issue deserves voter approval (ltr), Dec 4, 1998, p.6
WALD, STEVEN
   Walking to cure diabetes (photo), Oct 2, 1998, p.9
WALDEN, DAN
   The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 15, 1998, p.30
WALDEN, JONATHAN
   23 are running for Citizens’ Committee, Oct 30, 1998, p.1
WALDEN, JUNE
   The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 15, 1998, p.30
WALK, JOANNA
   Chick this one out (in science projects children wait for incubated eggs to hatch) (photo), Apr 17, 1998, p.9
WALKER, LIZ (AU)
   Holiday wreaths are not Christian religious symbols (response to 11/27 letter by E Prince) (ltr), Dec 11, 1998, p.6
WALL, JOHN W (AU)
   Bird sanctuary at Berkley Pond (ltr), Jul 24, 1998, p.6
   Postal policy change makes no sense (ltr), Oct 30, 1998, p.6
WALLACE, CLAUDINA (DR)
   Claudina Wallace, M.D. (honored by Harlem Hospital Center Auxiliary), Nov 20, 1998, p.4
WALLACE, MARY N
   Mary N Wallace (dies), Sep 4, 1998, p.20
   May N Wallace (dies), Sep 11, 1998, p.26
WALLACE, PHIL
   For the love of art (SCS Art Assn show displays work by 75 members (photo), Feb 27, 1998, p.13
   Annual art show this weekend (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.23
WALLACE, PHILIP V G (AU)
   God in the Workplace: The stuff that ethics are made of (edit), Jul 17, 1998, p.7
   God in the Workplace - II: Justice underlies view of work (edit), Jul 24, 1998, p.7
WALLACH, JAMES G
   James G Wallach (dies) (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.17
WALS, BOB
   Fear of flooding mobilizes G’acres residents (photo), May 1, 1998, p.5
WALS, JEAN
   Greenacres’s Jean Clancy is ‘model’ teacher (photo), Jul 10, 1998, p.9
WALTERS, JAMES
   2nd-story burglar suspect identified, Feb 20, 1998, p.1
WALTERS, SUZI MERCEIN (AU)
   SNS history teacher inspired student’s teaching career (ltr), Jan 9, 1998, p.6
WANG, GREG
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30
WAR
   For the children (re SCS Campaign for Peace Through Common Security) (edit), Aug 14, 1998, p.6
WARE, MARY LEE
   The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28
WARGACKI, RICHARD
   Water tower will be antenna-free, Mar 6, 1998, p.1
   Renewing natural resources (Mayor Edward Morgan plants a sugar maple at Harwood Park) (photo), May 8, 1998, p.26
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WARSHOWSKY, ALLAN (DR)
Natural hormone therapies best (response to 3/27 SCS Inquirer Supplement article) (ltr), Apr 3, 1998, p.6

WARSHOWSKY, PRISCILLA AND ALLAN (AU)
For Thanksgiving, feed a turkey instead of eating one (ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.6

WASHBURN, PHILLIP S (AU)
A spiritual offense spiral is hard to stop (edit), Feb 27, 1998, p.7
Religious art has some limitations (edit), Oct 30, 1998, p.7

WASICKO, DENNIS
Police, firefighters honored for service (photo), Sep 11, 1998, p.4

WASPS
Female wasps have it in for cicadas (response to edit from 9/4 by Eileen W Cohen) (ltr), Sep 11, 1998, p.6

WASSON, LINDA WYCKOFF
Linda Wasson Wyckoff (dies), Jan 30, 1998, p.16

WATER
Controversies centered on land use issues (photo) (cont), Jan 2, 1998, p.3
Water, water, everywhere (edit), Jan 23, 1998, p.6
Flushing time, Mar 20, 1998, p.1
Flushing time, Mar 27, 1998, p.1
Village loses appeal on water rate hike; Homeowners' water bills will go up, May 15, 1998, p.1
Scarsdale loses water-rate challenge (cont), May 15, 1998, p.8
Water department came through (ltr), Oct 9, 1998, p.6

WATER PIPES
A no vote for plastic (pipes), Mar 27, 1998, p.1
Plumber's objection self-serving (response to 3/27 article in SCS Inquirer on water pipes) (ltr), Apr 3, 1998, p.6
Board erred in allowing plastic pipes into plumbing code (ltr), May 22, 1998, p.6

WATER TOWERS
Consultants spar over renovating water tower, Aug 14, 1998, p.1
Let's get rid of the towers - now (ltr), Aug 14, 1998, p.6
Watertower project blasted (cont), Aug 14, 1998, p.10

WATRA, J AND F (AU)
Disabled man's courage inspiring (response to edit by Albert Elias from 4/3/98) (ltr), Apr 10, 1998, p.6

WATTS, MINDY
Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

WAYNE, KIM
Maroon and White salutes Scarsdale's winter athletes at annual awards dinner (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.20
Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

WEBER, JOAN
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

WEBER, JOAN (DR)
Teachers, board ratify contract, Jul 10, 1998, p.1
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WEBER, RICHARD (AU)
The Beetle is back ... are we ready? (edit), Apr 24, 1998, p.7
WEBER, RICHARD R (AU)
NRA deliberately misinterprets the Bill Of Rights (edit), Jul 10, 1998, p.6

WEDDINGS
(Supplement) Love and Marriage (photo), Feb 13, 1998
Former A(mERICAN) F(IELD) SERVICE student returns to get married (photo), Oct 2, 1998, p.3

WEE, YOOSUN

WEIN, REBECCA
Students clean, help restore natural beauty of high school brook (ltr), Dec 4, 1998, p.6

WEINBERG NATURE CENTER
Hike is highly recommended (ltr), Jan 30, 1998, p.6
(Sarah Harris shows a goat how to "open wide" at Weinberg Nature Center) (photo), May 22, 1998, p.6
Dollars for nature ($85,000 approved for renovations and additions to Weinberg Nature Center), Sep 25, 1998, p.1

WEINBERG, HAL
Patrol cars vandalized on Halloween, Nov 6, 1998, p.1

WEINBERG, MARC
Scarsdale Golf Club: 100 years plus 48 hours (photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.14

WEINBERG, SHARON
The Bank of New York Salutes the Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl (photo), May 1, 1998, p.34

WEINBERG, STEVEN
Wanted: 20 good citizens (to run for 10 open slots on the Non-Partisan Citizens' Committee), Sep 4, 1998, p.1

WEINHEIM, EDMUND J
A legacy of love (tribute to Edmund J Weinheim), Nov 20, 1998, p.12

WEINSTEIN, BRETT
Chillin (Brett Weinstein, Eric Weinstein and Lili Rogowski enjoy treats) (photo), Jan 23, 1998, p.1

WEINSTEIN, ERIC
Chillin (Brett Weinstein, Eric Weinstein and Lili Rogowski enjoy treats) (photo), Jan 23, 1998, p.1

WEIR, PAUL
School Officers elected (at SMS) (photo), Nov 6, 1998, p.9

WEIR, PIDGE
Renewing natural resources (Mayor Edward Morgan plants a sugar maple at Harwood Park) (photo), May 8, 1998, p.26

WEISBERG, ANNE
Wanted: 20 good citizens (to run for 10 open slots on the Non-Partisan Citizens' Committee), Sep 4, 1998, p.1

WEISBERG, ANNE C (AU)
Citizens' Committee needs candidates (ltr), Sep 18, 1998, p.6

WEISFUS, WILLIAM
Camps in full swing as July turns to August (photo), Jul 31, 1998, p.3

WEISKOPF, LESLIE S (AU)
SCS Volunteer Ambulance Corps performs vital service for village (ltr), Mar 6, 1998, p.6
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WEISLER, ADAM
New teachers, administrators greet students (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.9

WEISS, ANITA
Doernberg honors achievers (photo), May 29, 1998, p.4

WEISS, ASHLEY
District celebrates students' artwork in March (photo), Mar 13, 1998, p.9

WEISS, JILL
The SCS Board of Education Salutes ... the 13th Annual Retirement and Recognition Ceremony (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.28

WEISS, LINDA
RSVP now to Gourmet Galaxy (ltr), Apr 17, 1998, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 15, 1998, p.30

WEISS, PAUL
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 15, 1998, p.30

WEISS, PAUL (DR)
Medicaid gave this periodontist the runaround, too (response to 2/13 edit by Dr Paul Weiss) (ltr), Feb 20, 1998, p.6

WEISS, PAUL R (AU)
MD's get cheated by Medicare too (edit), Feb 13, 1998, p.7

WEISS, PHILIP
Philip Weiss (has received the Henry Hart Rice award) (photo), May 1, 1998, p.4

WEITMAN, EVAN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30

WELBY, PETER
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 15, 1998, p.30

WELLS, ALAN
The heat was on for Historical Society race (photo), Oct 23, 1998, p.8

WENDT, ROBERT
SRO crowd says no to rink at Harwood, May 1, 1998, p.1

WENTWORTH, JEAN
Jean Wentworth to be at keyboard in 'Gypsy' musical at Sarah Lawrence (photo), Nov 6, 1998, p.15
More time to protest the downtown project, Nov 27, 1998, p.1
New party to hold primary, Dec 11, 1998, p.1

WENTWORTH, JEAN (AU)
Help still needed to fight the spread of AIDS (ltr), Apr 24, 1998, p.6
Trustees have declared war on the village; residents called to arms (ltr), Nov 27, 1998, p.6

WENTWORTH, JEAN AND KENNETH (AU)
Anastas voters were disenfranchised (re write-in votes in recent Citizens' Committee election) (ltr), Nov 20, 1998, p.6

WENTWORTH, KENNETH (AU)
Resident issues call to 'save Scarsdale' (ltr), May 1, 1998, p.6

WERNER, JOHN (AU)
Village must take steps to resolve parking problems (ltr), Jul 17, 1998, p.6

WESTCHESTER BAND
('Doc' Joseph Albright conducts the last Westchester Band concert of the summer) (photo), Aug 14, 1998, p.6
A baritone horn helped win the war (photo) (edit), Sep 11, 1998, p.7

WESTCHESTER COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS
Locals to lead county board of legislators, Jan 9, 1998, p.1
Inclusion, not party politics, is Latimer's focus (photo), Mar 6, 1998, p.3
A 'new spirit' evident on the county board (ltr), Apr 24, 1998, p.7
Attend hearing June 1 on campaign finance reform (ltr), May 29, 1998, p.7
Mock legislature (to help educate children, teenagers and adults about county government), Jul 24, 1998, p.1
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WESTCHESTER COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS  continued
  Domestic violence task force weighs in, Nov 6, 1998, p.1
  County board values Town and Village Civic Club views (ltr), Dec 18, 1998, p.9
  Democrats take over (on Westchester County Board of Legislators), Dec 31, 1998, p.4

WESTCHESTER SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
  Lindsay named W eschester Symphony Orchestra president (photo), Dec 24, 1998, p.4

WESTERLUND-VOLA, LUKE
  Westerlund-Vola takes 5th in nationals (photo), Apr 3, 1998, p.18

WETLANDS
  Development threatens Red Maple Swamp (ltr), Nov 6, 1998, p.6

WHelan, Barbara
  Pool breakfast outstanding finale to SHS prom (ltr), Jul 3, 1998, p.6

WHelan, Jodie
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30

WHelan, Mary Agnes
  Mary Agnes Whelan (dies), Jan 9, 1998, p.12

WHITE, DEBORAH
  Scarsdale Chamber of Commerce rallies around new leader (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.1

WHITE, SARAH BRACEY
  Mayor wants to start village arts council, Aug 21, 1998, p.1

WHITTY, NOREEN
  School Tax Relief reminder, Jan 9, 1998, p.1
  School Tax Relief Program’s for all (exemptions available to all homeowners), Feb 20, 1998, p.1

WICK, ROBERT (AU)
  He favors police emphasis on Driving While Intoxicated (ltr), Jun 26, 1998, p.6

WIECZOREK, ROBERT
  Robert Wieczorek (named vice president, secretary and treasurer of KeySpan Energy), Oct 16, 1998, p.4

WIENER, MICHELE
  A jewelry artist finds her own voice (photo), Dec 24, 1998, p.3

WIENER, VICTORIA
  Greenacres studies Japan (photo), Jan 30, 1998, p.10

WILDERS, LORRAINE (AU)
  Firefighters were courteous, helpful (ltr), May 8, 1998, p.6

WILLIAMS, BRUCE R
  Resident grateful to village worker (ltr), Dec 11, 1998, p.9

WILLIAMS, DIANA
  Fighting childhood cancer with heart, chutzpah (photo), Nov 13, 1998, p.3

WILLIAMS, MARSHA
  Student Transfer Education Plan installs new officers to preserve commitment (photo), Jan 23, 1998, p.9

WILLIAMS, WALTER (DR)
  Walter Williams, D.D.S. (has been commissioned as a lieutenant in the US Navy) (photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.4

WILLIAMSON, KATIE
  Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

WILLNER, WALTER L
  Walter L Willner (dies), Apr 10, 1998, p.17

WILSON, LYNNE
  Rotary installation (of new officers) (photo), Jul 17, 1998, p.4

WILSON, MATTHEW
  Wilson & Son to represent fine jewelers in show (photo), Apr 24, 1998, p.4
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WILSON, MICHAEL
Wilson & Son to represent fine jewelers in show (photo), Apr 24, 1998, p.4

WINGATE, RICHARD
23 are running for Citizens’ Committee, Oct 30, 1998, p.1

WINIK, ADAM
Adam Winik... (has received the senior high school volunteer award at the Mid-Westchester YM-YWHA), Jul 24, 1998, p.2

WINIK, ELAINE K (AU)
Israel has enriched all our lives (edit), Jul 24, 1998, p.7

WINKLER, KATHERINE (AU)
Coverage on downtown misleading, biased (ltr), Jun 19, 1998, p.7

WINSLow, BARBARA
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 15, 1998, p.30

WINSLow, LUCY P
Lucy P Winslow (dies), Feb 6, 1998, p.18

WINSTON, LOGAN
Short reign (L Winston and M Gonzalez elected king and queen of SMS homecoming dance) (photo), Oct 2, 1998, p.1
Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

WINSTON, RACHEL
Wewitt will kick-off SMS writers’ conference (photo), Dec 4, 1998, p.12

WINTER
Wimpy winter blues (edit), Feb 20, 1998, p.6

WINTON, TAMARA
New teachers, administrators greet students (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.9

WISELL, TERRY
Westchester C(ommunity) C(ollege) provides a safety net (photo), Aug 7, 1998, p.1

WITCHEL, ALEX
Witchel to speak at Woman’s Club (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.12

WITCHEL, BARBARA
Barbara Witchel (appointed director of Weekend College at Queens College), Oct 9, 1998, p.4

WITCHEL, SAM (AU)
From Napoleon to Carret to Scarsdale (edit), Jul 3, 1998, p.7

WOLF, ANTHONY (DR)
Speaker navigates the perils of parenting (photo), Jan 30, 1998, p.10

WOLF, ROSALIE
Trustees say no to accessory housing here, Nov 13, 1998, p.1

WOLLIN, MARC (AU)
Modern minutia’s Minutemen (edit), Mar 27, 1998, p.7

WOLLMAN, LOUISE
People who made the headlines, Jan 2, 1998, p.2
Inquirer wins 16 awards, Apr 10, 1998, p.1

WOLLOCH, ADAM
Colonial Heathcote (exposition as part of study of 13 original colonies) (photo), Mar 27, 1998, p.9

WOMEN
(Supplement) Today’s Women (photo), Mar 27, 1998
Natural hormone therapies best (response to 3/27 SCS Inquirer Supplement article) (ltr), Apr 3, 1998, p.6
Sporting women (edit), Apr 3, 1998, p.7
Divorce courts usually decree: She gets less than equal share (edit), Aug 14, 1998, p.7
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WONG, DEBBY
  High school students honored at assembly (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.10

WOOD, HELEN
  Love of community inspires S(CS) F(amily) C(ounseling) S(ervice) honoree Luella Sianer (photo), Apr 17, 1998, p.1

WOOLF, JAYNE
  The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS' BASE & The Little School (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.16

WOOLNER, JAMES L
  James L Woolner (dies), Jul 24, 1998, p.11

WORK, EDITH KELLER
  Edith Keller Work (dies), Sep 18, 1998, p.14

WORLD POLITICS
  World instability affects us at home (edit), Jan 2, 1998, p.7

WORLD WAR, 1939-1945
  They don't write songs like that anymore (edit), Mar 13, 1998, p.7
  A baritone horn helped win the war (photo) (edit), Sep 11, 1998, p.7

WREATHS
  Why aren't there any Jewish stars in the village? (ltr), Nov 27, 1998, p.6
  Holiday wreaths are not Christian religious symbols (response to 11/27 letter by E Prince) (ltr), Dec 11, 1998, p.6
  All children wish to feel important (re letter by Elizabeth Prince from 11/27/98) (ltr), Dec 18, 1998, p.9

WRESTLING
  Wrestlers feel neglected (ltr), Jan 16, 1998, p.6
  Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26
  Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon and White Head Coaches and Managers (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.28

WRIGHT, KAMI
  New teachers, administrators greet students (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.9

WRIGHT-CASEY, KEVIN
  The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS' BASE & The Little School (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.16

WRIGHT-CASEY, PRISCILLA
  The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS' BASE & The Little School (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.16

WRITERS
  SEE AUTHORS

WYLIE, ELLEN
  Traffic heavy, fast on Fort Hill Road (ltr), Oct 9, 1998, p.6

YAGHOUBI, MAH-BOBEH
  April showers, please (for garden in Heathcote's atrium) (photo), Apr 17, 1998, p.10

YAMABE, MUTSUOKO
  Library Park is blooming thanks to helpers (ltr), May 29, 1998, p.7

YANG, CHONG
  Maroon and White salutes Scarsdale's winter athletes at annual awards dinner (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.20
  Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26

YANG, SAM
  Julia B Fee is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and the Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 18, 1998, p.30

YANIS, CAREN (AU)
  The joy of science in Edgemont (ltr), Mar 13, 1998, p.6

YANKOV, LISA
  Middle schoolers show they C(arjing) A(nd) R(especting) E(ach other) (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.11

YANKOWITZ, LAURA
  Doernberg honors achievers (photo), May 29, 1998, p.4
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YASUE, CHIAKI
Greenacres studies Japan (photo), Jan 30, 1998, p.10

YAZZIE, TERRY
Native-American artist visits Scarsdale (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.10

YELLEN, BRIAN
Sophomores thanked for clean-up of high school brook (ltr), Jun 19, 1998, p.6

YELLEN, ELAINE
Scarsdale is a breath of Fresh Air for inner city kids (photo), Jul 17, 1998, p.1

YELLEN, ELAINE (AU)
‘Outsider’ feels well represented by Citizens’ Party (ltr), Dec 18, 1998, p.6

YM-YWHA OF MID-WESTCHESTER

YOKOMICHI, SACHIKO
Library Park is blooming thanks to helpers (ltr), May 29, 1998, p.7

YOKOTA, BETTY
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 15, 1998, p.30

YORK, JON
A sprinkler system in all Scarsdale homes?, Nov 13, 1998, p.1

YOUNG, DALE
Local ‘Friend of Monica’ testifies before grand jury (photo), Jul 3, 1998, p.1
Friend of Lewinsky reluctantly goes public (cont), Jul 3, 1998, p.20
Dale Young: Give Monica a chance, Sep 18, 1998, p.3
Hurricane relief, Nov 20, 1998, p.1

YOUNG, HEIDI
High school thespians (scene from “The House of Blue Leaves”) (photo), Mar 27, 1998, p.23
Teen center moves closer to reality, May 1, 1998, p.1
Kids call for a downtown teen center (photo), May 15, 1998, p.1
Sobriety party was a great success (ltr), Jun 5, 1998, p.6
Teens take over village in sobriety month finale (photo), Jun 5, 1998, p.13
Task force: Teen center could open in September, Jun 26, 1998, p.1
Teen center wins nonprofit status, Sep 18, 1998, p.1

YOUNG, HELEN P
Helen P Young (dies), Feb 6, 1998, p.18

YOUNG, JAMES
Task force: Teen center could open in September, Jun 26, 1998, p.1
Hurricane relief, Nov 20, 1998, p.1

YOUNG, MARK
Rothman’s men’s clothier to open in Harwood Building (photo), Sep 4, 1998, p.1

YOUSTETIAN, MICHELLE
Elementary schools hold science, math nights (photo), Apr 10, 1998, p.10

YOUTH EMPLOYMENT SERVICE-SCS

YUDIN, CHARLOTTE
Pool breakfast outstanding finale to SHS prom (ltr), Jul 3, 1998, p.6

YUDIN, ERIC
High school students honored at assembly (individual names noted) (photo), Jun 12, 1998, p.10

YUEN, JESSICA
Toga, toga, toga! (photo), Apr 17, 1998, p.9
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YUNEZ, JESSICA
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 15, 1998, p.30

ZAKIERSKI, JOE
Middle management (members of SMS Student Organization represent their school at exposition) (photo), May 22, 1998, p.10

ZALAZNICK, ARLYNE
Proposal will increase E'mont traffic (ltr), Dec 11, 1998, p.9

ZAMBETTI, ANDREA
District celebrates students' artwork in March (photo), Mar 13, 1998, p.9

ZAMBETTI, EILEEN F (AU)
Teach your kids respect, don't criticize police (re Halloween vandalism incident) (ltr), Nov 13, 1998, p.6

ZANDER, LETTY
Letty Zander builds a dreamhouse (photo), Sep 25, 1998, p.3

ZANDMAN, FELIX
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 15, 1998, p.30

ZANDMAN, RUTA
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy (photo), May 15, 1998, p.30

ZARUSKI, JOHN
Downtown menorah, crech both desecrated (photo), Jan 2, 1998, p.1

ZATKOUSKY, DEBRA
New teachers, administrators greet students (photo), Sep 18, 1998, p.9

ZAYAC, BOB
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon and White Head Coaches and Managers (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.28
Maroon and white fetes fall athletes (photo), Dec 11, 1998, p.28

ZAYAC, LINNY
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon and White Head Coaches and Managers (photo), Jun 26, 1998, p.28

ZAYAK, ROBERT
Luskin is honored as scholar-athlete (photo), Jul 10, 1998, p.9

ZELENOM, KATE
International mentors bond at retreat (photo), Oct 16, 1998, p.1

ZELICOF, STEVEN B (DR)
Steven B Zelicof, M.D. (appointed chief of orthopedic surgery at Sound Shore Medical Ctr) (photo), Jan 16, 1998, p.4

ZELMANOWICZ, MARC
Doernberg Real Estate and Better Homes and Gardens is proud to honor Maroon and White (photo), Mar 20, 1998, p.26
The Bank of New York Salutes The Varsity Players for Their Commitment to Scarsdale Sports (photo), Jun 19, 1998, p.30

ZIELINSKI, KAREN

ZIMMERMAN, GLORIA
Doernberg Real Estate Salutes Gala '98 and the SCS Auxiliary of the WHP Hospital Center (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.30

ZIMMERMAN, SIDNEY (DR)
Doernberg Real Estate Salutes Gala '98 and the SCS Auxiliary of the WHP Hospital Center (photo), Nov 27, 1998, p.30

ZIPF, ROBERT
No GOP foes for Hochberg, Lowey, Oct 9, 1998, p.1

ZOLDAN, BARBARA
Pool breakfast outstanding finale to SMS prom (ltr), Jul 3, 1998, p.6

ZONING-SCS
Scarsdale L(eague of) W(omen) V(oters) supports downtown zoning change (ltr), Dec 4, 1998, p.9

ZUCKERMAN, JANET RIVKIN (DR) (AU)
Stop the world - do I want to get off? (edit), Jul 17, 1998, p.7
ZWEIG, MICHAEL P (AU)

Reflections on a Halloween embarrassment (re Halloween vandalism and SCS Police) (ltr), Nov 27, 1998, p.6
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1999 (REVIEW)
Voters' Party brings politics to village, Dec 31, 1999, p.1
Growth, standards impact schools, Dec 31, 1999, p.1
Dispute over contract settled after several tense months (photo), Dec 31, 1999, p.3
New contract, new ordinance, new truck, Dec 31, 1999, p.3
Fully rented downtown remains elusive, Dec 31, 1999, p.4
Leaving their mark (SCS people in the news in 1999) (photo), Dec 31, 1999, p.4
Scarsdale keeps pace with changing times (photo), Dec 31, 1999, p.10
Building: what, where, how much, preoccupies Edgemont board (photo), Dec 31, 1999, p.10
GOP gets restive; development is an issue (photo), Dec 31, 1999, p.11
1999 - The Year in Review (photo) (cont), Dec 31, 1999, p.13
New engine, sprinkler law for fire department (cont), Dec 31, 1999, p.13
Police report fewer car thefts, more teen drug use (cont), Dec 31, 1999, p.13
The time of their lives (the year in SHS and EHS sports) (photo), Dec 31, 1999, p.15
The year in high school sports (cont), Dec 31, 1999, p.19

AARONSON, DANI
Bridging the generation gap at Quaker Ridge (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.9

AARONSON, LENNY
Bridging the generation gap at Quaker Ridge (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.9

ABELSON, DAN
SHS Drama Club spoofs Shakespeare (photo), Feb 5, 1999, p.17
42nd Street; Review SCMS Summer Music Theatre brings those dancing feet to Scarsdale (photo), Aug 6, 1999, p.13
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

ABELSON, MATT
Village signs teen center contract (photo), Jan 29, 1999, p.1

ABELSON, MICHELLE
Teen center to open soon, Apr 9, 1999, p.1
Teens now go Out of Bounds (reb new teen center), Jun 4, 1999, p.1
Village says teen center was not ready to open, Jun 11, 1999, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Establishment of the New Scarsdale Teen Center Out of Bounds (photo), Jul 2, 1999, p.20
Teen center closes - again; Dry-cleaner spill from above is to blame, Jul 23, 1999, p.1
Cleaners has interim Certificate of Occupancy, Aug 6, 1999, p.1
Mimi (Cleaners) ordered to install fan, Sep 24, 1999, p.1
Cleaner ordered to install second fan, Nov 19, 1999, p.1

ABELSON, MICHELLE (AU)
Out of Bounds opening a credit to many volunteers (ltr), Jun 4, 1999, p.6
Remediation plan would ensure safety (recent dry cleaning fluid spill from Mimi's Cleaners) (ltr), Aug 6, 1999, p.6

ABINANTI, THOMAS
Cell antenna bill blasted, Apr 23, 1999, p.1
Cohen versus Carsky in 17th District, Oct 22, 1999, p.1
Spraying bugs Abinanti (cont), Oct 22, 1999, p.13
Board of Legislators (SCS Inquirer endorsements for upcoming election) (edit), Oct 29, 1999, p.6
Democrats have done a good job (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.9
Letter-writer guilty of 'rhetorical overkill' (response to 11/26 letter by Carol Wielk) (ltr), Dec 3, 1999, p.6

ABINANTI, THOMAS J (AU)
Beneficial changes for every resident (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.8

ABRAMOWITZ, KEN (AU)
Clinton's actions warrant removal (ltr), Feb 12, 1999, p.8
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ABRAMOWITZ, RACHEL
The Bank of New York Salutes The Establishment of the New Scarsdale Teen Center Out of Bounds (photo), Jul 2, 1999, p.20

ACCIDENTS
Using your head to prevent injuries, Feb 19, 1999, p.16
Accident victims not just statistics (re death of Jason Hendler) (ltr), Apr 16, 1999, p.6
Judge rules in teenage accident, Jun 11, 1999, p.1
Victims were treated badly by village (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.6
Village to appeal judge's decision (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.6
Gas explosion on Weaver injures 5 workers (photo), Jul 23, 1999, p.5
Firefighter's wife and child killed in rollercoaster accident, Sep 3, 1999, p.1
E'mont mourns 13-year-old killed in car crash (photo) (cont), Sep 3, 1999, p.12

SEE ALSO TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS

ACKERLY, CHARLES
Nothing but praise for dedicated police officers (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.8

ACTIONS AND DEFENSES
Robison owner is suing village (photo), Jan 8, 1999, p.1
Greenburgh vs. Scarsdale over downtown; Town selects attorney who might sue Scardsale, Feb 12, 1999, p.11

ADAMS, ANNIE
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32
Many supported Get Ready's first summer (the free SAT prep and college advising program) (ltr), Sep 10, 1999, p.6

ADAMS, ANNIE (AU)
Why do we observe Black History Month? (edit), Feb 26, 1999, p.7

ADE, HAROLD (DR)
Mosquito spraying bugs county legislator, Oct 22, 1999, p.1

ADEL, HAROLD
Village sprayed (with pesticide Anvil), Sep 24, 1999, p.1

ADEL, HAROLD (DR)
Fate of teen center rests on test, Oct 15, 1999, p.1

ADIMORA, CHI CHI
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32

ADLER, LES
Greenburgh race heats up: Bill Pohlmann to challenge Feiner, Jul 2, 1999, p.1
Welcome mat (for Hillary Clinton), Aug 13, 1999, p.1
A hard choice (re Democratic primary for GBH Town Council) (edit), Sep 10, 1999, p.6
'Local hero' would change the way town is governed (response to 9/3 Inquirer article), Sep 10, 1999, p.6
Under Barnes and Adler, town's gotten greener (ltr), Sep 10, 1999, p.6
Francis Sheehan will take better care of environment (ltr), Sep 10, 1999, p.6
Incumbent Barnes and Adler accomplished a lot on board (ltr), Sep 10, 1999, p.6
Greenburgh Town Council (Inquirer endorsements for upcoming election) (edit), Oct 29, 1999, p.6
Democrats have done a good job (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.9
Letter-writer guilty of 'rhetorical overkill' (response to 11/26 letter by Carol Wielk) (ltr), Dec 3, 1999, p.6

ADLER, LES (AU)
License bill would save lives (ltr), Apr 16, 1999, p.6
Council candidate thanks voters (ltr), Sep 17, 1999, p.7

ADLER, MAGGIE
Maggie Adler, straight shooter (photo), Aug 27, 1999, p.18

ADREAN, ANNE R
Anne R Adrean (dies), Jun 18, 1999, p.16
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ADVERTISING
Repulsed by (Pamela Robbins) advertisement in Nov 26 issue of SCS Inquirer) (ltr), Dec 3, 1999, p.6
Appalling bad taste (re Pamela Robbins advertisement in 11/26 issue of SCS Inquirer) (ltr), Dec 3, 1999, p.6
Reader disgusted (with Pamela Robbins advertisement in 11/26 issue of SCS Inquirer) (ltr), Dec 3, 1999, p.6
Ad inappropriate (re Pamela Robbins advertisement in 11/26 issue of SCS Inquirer) (ltr), Dec 3, 1999, p.6
Advertiser regrets causing discomfort (re Pamela Robbins 11/26 advertisement in SCS Inquirer) (ltr), Dec 3, 1999, p.6

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT-SCS
Vote of confidence (for downtown development) (edit), Jan 15, 1999, p.6
Opposing views (re downtown development) can be reconciled (edit), Jan 22, 1999, p.7
New drawings for the downtown (illus), Feb 12, 1999, p.1
Challengers misrepresent advisory committee report (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.7
Scarsdale's nonpartisan system is a much-copied model (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Problems of size, risk remain in development proposal (response to 3/13 letter by A. Janiak) (ltr), Mar 26, 1999, p.6
Trustees halt talks with developer, Jun 11, 1999, p.1
Special interests shouldn't sway village trustees (ltr), Jul 2, 1999, p.6
2-site plan = foresight (re Freightway and Depot sites and downtown development) (edit), Sep 3, 1999, p.6

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON HISTORIC PRESERVATION-SCS
Carman Road house will not be preserved, Jun 25, 1999, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON CABLE TV-SCS
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION-SCS
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28
24-hour notice of pesticide use is a neighborly idea (ltr), Jul 9, 1999, p.7
Land use dilemmas, Nov 19, 1999, p.1

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON HUMAN RELATIONS-SCS
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON PARKS AND RECREATION-SCS
Girls' softball to be 'totally separat', Feb 12, 1999, p.1
Rec(reation) committee decides not to rate youngest Little Leaguers, Dec 10, 1999, p.1
Little League to sever ties with village in spring of 2001, Dec 17, 1999, p.1

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON SENIOR CITIZENS-SCS
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON TECHNOLOGY-SCS
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28

ADVISORY COUNCIL ON YOUTH-SCS
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28

AGING
Sayonara, Mom (edit), May 14, 1999, p.7
Sayonara (cont), May 14, 1999, p.8

AIDS (DISEASE)
AIDS walkers seek support for research (ltr), Apr 23, 1999, p.8

AKST, ALISA
All-State musicians perform upstate (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.12

ALBANESE, NANETTE

ALBANESE, NANNETTE
Nanette Albanese (has been awarded IAO designation from the Institute of Assessing Officers) (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.4
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ALBRIGHT, JOSEPH
(Memorial Day) Parade and concert, May 28, 1999, p.1

ALCOHOL AND YOUTH
Students plan second Month of Sobriety (ltr), Mar 26, 1999, p.7
Where do former 60's kids stand on drugs now that they're parents? (edit), Apr 16, 1999, p.7
Drinking's a problem: Attend Countdown 2000 (ltr), Apr 23, 1999, p.8
Why do parents let kids drink at home? (ltr), Nov 5, 1999, p.6
District reacts to drug, alcohol survey, Nov 12, 1999, p.11
Group urges parents to regain control, Dec 3, 1999, p.11
SEE ALSO DRUGS AND YOUTH

ALECSON, DEBORAH GOLDEN
Guide offers new hope for special needs children (photo), Nov 26, 1999, p.3

ALECSON, LOWELL
SHS Concert Choir to sing at - gulp - Carnegie Hall (photo), Apr 23, 1999, p.10
Standing ovation for (SHS) drama club (ltr), Nov 19, 1999, p.6

ALEXANDER, PAUL
Paul Alexander (dies), Jul 23, 1999, p.8

ALLEN, CHARLES C
Charles C Allen (dies), Oct 8, 1999, p.20

ALLENSON, LINDA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Teachers Institute, Mar 26, 1999, p.40

ALLISON, ANDREW (AU)
Safe Rides needs adult volunteers to keep going (ltr), Mar 19, 1999, p.6

ALPERIN, STEPHANIE
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32

ALPERSON, RUTH
Hoff-Barthelson's director looks back on 30 years (photo) (cont), Jun 4, 1999, p.19

ALTIZIO, THOMAS
Commendations (for seven officers by SCS Police Dept Awards Committee) (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.5

AMABLE, CHRISTINA
Village expects to survive Y2K (photo), Feb 5, 1999, p.1

AMBROSINO, LUCILLE
Done deal (village receives check for balance due on former Winston property) (photo), Dec 31, 1999, p.1

AMER-HIRSCH, WENDY
Teaching teens to recognize dating abuse (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.3

AMER-HIRSCH, WENDY (AU)
Lice control measures in Edgemont are overdue (ltr), Jan 29, 1999, p.6
Children were upset by violent previews (ltr), Mar 19, 1999, p.6

AMERICAN LEGION
Post 52 gives $10K for D.C. memorial (photo), Sep 3, 1999, p.3

AMERICAN PREMIER UNDERWRITERS
Not so fast (re misleading stories that development of SCS downtown is further along than it is), Jan 22, 1999, p.1
3 to challenge Citizens' Party (photo), Jan 29, 1999, p.1
Garth residents blast downtown proposal, Feb 26, 1999, p.1
We need American Premier Underwriter's cooperation to improve traffic flow (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.7
Problems of size, risk remain in development proposal (response to 3/13 letter by A. Janiak) (ltr), Mar 26, 1999, p.6
What's next for downtown? (edit), May 21, 1999, p.7
Trustees halt talks with developer, Jun 11, 1999, p.1
Requiem to progress (re termination of negotiations with American Premier Underwriters) (edit), Jun 11, 1999, p.6
Trustees halt talks with downtown developer (photo) (cont), Jun 11, 1999, p.15
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AMERICAN PREMIER UNDERWRITERS continued

Village resumes talks with A(merican) P(remier) U(nderwriters), Jun 25, 1999, p.1
Honor the deadline (re American Premier Underwriters and downtown negotiations) (edit), Jun 25, 1999, p.6
'Old guard' is responsible for current mess (re American Premier Underwriters negotiations) (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.8
Talks on downtown project are on again (cont), Jun 25, 1999, p.20
Special interests shouldn't sway village trustees (ltr), Jul 2, 1999, p.6
Downtown special (meeting scheduled on downtown development), Jul 9, 1999, p.1
Downtown question may go to a vote, Jul 16, 1999, p.1
Revised resolution on July 27 agenda (re public referendum and downtown development), Jul 23, 1999, p.1
The 1-site development solution (edit), Sep 3, 1999, p.7
Ginsburg says no to downtown project, Sep 10, 1999, p.1
Supporters rally as downtown deadline passes, Sep 17, 1999, p.1
Vision for a modern suburbia: 'Build we mustn't!' (ltr), Sep 17, 1999, p.6
It's time to pull the plug on this tunnel project (ltr), Sep 17, 1999, p.6
Downtown proposal is outgrowth of secret deal (ltr), Sep 24, 1999, p.6
Village trustees reject developer's proposal, Oct 1, 1999, p.1
It's unclear where mayor stands on development (ltr), Oct 8, 1999, p.6
Bridge meeting (re rebuilding of Popham Road Bridge), Oct 22, 1999, p.1
Consultant, village agree: Popham Road Bridge must be replaced (photo), Nov 19, 1999, p.1
Bridge decision looms, Dec 10, 1999, p.1

AMIN, ALKESH
Residents reject 'optimal' cell site, Jun 4, 1999, p.1

AMOA, SAM
Trustees pressure staff to speed sidewalk work (photo), Aug 20, 1999, p.1

ANASTAS, ALEX
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

ANASTAS, MICHAEL
Speakers mostly positive on downtown (photo), Jan 15, 1999, p.3
Senior housing is as much a blight as retail stores (response to Inquirer article from 2/12/99) (ltr), Feb 19, 1999, p.6
New mayor, new board - and a new feeling, Apr 16, 1999, p.1
(Downtown development) Proposal would cause congestion) (ltr), Apr 16, 1999, p.6
Behr and Anastas letters distort architect's intent (ltr), Apr 30, 1999, p.6
Ginsburg says no to downtown project, Sep 10, 1999, p.1
Supporters rally as downtown deadline passes, Sep 17, 1999, p.1
Penn Central is the obvious partner in downtown development plan (ltr), Oct 1, 1999, p.6
League of C(ommunity) V(oters) mulls pros, cons of election, Nov 19, 1999, p.1

ANASTAS, MICHAEL (AU)
Rezoning would benefit no one but developer (ltr), Jan 8, 1999, p.8
Greenburgh residents were invited to join S(CS) R(esponsible) C(itizens) (ltr), Feb 19, 1999, p.6
'Revolution' signals end of 1-party system (ltr), Mar 26, 1999, p.6
10 reasons to mix the downtown plan (edit), Apr 9, 1999, p.7
'Silly' Freightway design led to a job for Jonathan Arnold (ltr), Apr 23, 1999, p.6
It's time to pull the plug on this tunnel project (ltr), Sep 17, 1999, p.6
Downtown proposal is outgrowth of secret deal (ltr), Sep 24, 1999, p.6
Citizens' Party requires loyalty to tunnel project (ltr), Oct 8, 1999, p.6
Citizens' Party, as its name implies, must remain open to all (ltr), Nov 5, 1999, p.9
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ANDERS, ELLEN
New school, role for district veteran, Nov 12, 1999, p.12
ANDERSON, ELIZABETH GOTTLIEB (AU)
On the scene at the E(mergency) R(oom): treating Columbine High School victims (edit), May 7, 1999, p.7
ANDERSON, JOHN
Behr and Anastas letters distort architect's intent (ltr), Apr 30, 1999, p.6
Downtown question may go to a vote, Jul 16, 1999, p.1
ANDERSON, MARGARET KLEIN
Margaret Klein Anderson (dies), Feb 12, 1999, p.30
ANDERSON, VIRGINIA
2 receive Audubon honors, Jun 11, 1999, p.4
ANDJABA, MONICA
Starlight dining at Quaker Ridge (photo), Nov 26, 1999, p.11
ANDREWS, BILLY
E'mont mourns 13-year-old killed in car crash (photo) (cont), Sep 3, 1999, p.12
ANDREWS, ERIC
Edgemont mourns death of 13-year-old (photo), Sep 3, 1999, p.1
E'mont mourns 13-year-old killed in car crash (photo) (cont), Sep 3, 1999, p.12
ANDREWS, JANE G (AU)
Every penny counts for scholarship recipients (ltr), Jul 2, 1999, p.6
ANDREWS, JOEY
E'mont mourns 13-year-old killed in car crash (photo) (cont), Sep 3, 1999, p.12
ANGIOLILLO, DANIEL
Candidates forum (Oct 25), Oct 22, 1999, p.1
Voters keep incumbents right where they are, Nov 5, 1999, p.1
ANIMAL WELFARE
Hot dog (distressed dog locked inside van), Jun 11, 1999, p.1
Woman disputes animal cruelty charge, Jul 2, 1999, p.1
Woman disputes animal cruelty charge by officer (cont), Jul 2, 1999, p.16
Animal cruelty charges adjourned, Jul 16, 1999, p.3
Dog day advice (re recent downtown incident involving an animal cruelty charge) (edit), Jul 16, 1999, p.6
ANIMALS
Animal-lover has backyard Garden of Eden (photo), Sep 10, 1999, p.3
Unwelcome guests? Animal control to the rescue! (photo), Dec 24, 1999, p.3
Unwelcome guests? Animal control to the rescue! (photo) (cont), Dec 24, 1999, p.13
ANTENUCCI, ALESSANDRA
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS' BASE & The Little School (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.36
ANTIN, MARY
Immigrant author had Scarsdale connection, Sep 3, 1999, p.12
APARTMENT BUILDINGS, CONDOMINIUMS, ETC
Apartment buyers: beware of long-lost cousins (edit), Mar 26, 1999, p.7
APOSTLE, BASIL
Apostle to run for school board, again, Apr 30, 1999, p.1
For the school boards (endorsement of E. Sherwood, A. R. Simon, J. Lasser and D Glazer) (edit), May 14, 1999, p.6
Dubious Distinctions (humorous review of 1999 SCS highlights) (edit), Dec 31, 1999, p.6
ARBEENY, AUDREY
A C(aring) A(nd) R(especting) E(ach Other)-ing Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 26, 1999, p.1
ARCHERY
Maggie Adler, straight shooter (photo), Aug 27, 1999, p.18
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ARDITI, ARIES
Seems like yesterday (reunion of SHS graduating class of 1969) (photo), Oct 8, 1999, p.9

ARENELLA, ANTHONY
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District’s 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32

ARKER, SIOBHAN
Bath fixtures, tiles, towels, soap (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.4

ARMETTA-HAUBNER, PATTIE (AU)
Grieving family grateful for caring, kindness (ltr), Mar 26, 1999, p.6

ARMY, RICHARD
Lowey laments Congressional languor (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.1

ARNOLD, JONATHAN
Challengers take on C(itizens’) P(arty) (photo), Jan 22, 1999, p.1
Row A or Row B? (on the ballot in the March 16 village election) (photo), Feb 19, 1999, p.15
Tell it like it is (re misrepresentation of downtown proposal by Voters’ Party) (edit), Mar 12, 1999, p.6
‘Silly’ Freightway design led to a job for Jonathan Arnold (ltr), Apr 23, 1999, p.6
‘Honest’ drawings of tunnel are still needed (ltr), Apr 23, 1999, p.7
Behr and Anastas letters distort architect’s intent (ltr), Apr 30, 1999, p.6
ARNOLD, JONATHAN (AU)
Village center development too massive for site (ltr), Jan 8, 1999, p.6

ARSHAM, KAREN
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32

ARSHAM, MARGERY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28

ART
Scarsdale Art Association show, sale heads grand procession of autumnal art (photo), Sep 10, 1999, p.17

ART-STUDY AND TEACHING
Schools must continue to nurture ‘Renaissance people’ (edit), Oct 22, 1999, p.7

ARTISTS
Jenny Ping is SHS artist of the month (photo), Jan 15, 1999, p.10
Artist of the Month (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.10
Danielle Manchester is SHS artist of the month (photo), May 28, 1999, p.9
Along the art trail: Awards, exhibits, openings, lectures and a trek (photo), Oct 15, 1999, p.17
Scarsdale Art Association; And the winners are... (photo), Nov 5, 1999, p.21

ASH, ARTHUR (AU)
While others add (house space), we’re inclined to subtract (edit), Jul 9, 1999, p.7
Is it hot enough for you? (edit), Aug 6, 1999, p.7
The drill is gone (author’s musings on his days as an army dentist and on dental profession) (edit), Sep 3, 1999, p.7
A question of character (edit), Dec 10, 1999, p.7
A millennium is ending (edit), Dec 31, 1999, p.7

ASHIDA, YUKO
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32

ATHLETES
SHS athletes break gender barriers (photo), Dec 24, 1999, p.1
Scarsdale athletes break gender barriers (photo) (cont), Dec 24, 1999, p.4
It’s tough being a high school girl on an all-boys team (ltr), Dec 31, 1999, p.6

ATHLETIC FIELDS
Fields & streams (fertilizer is currently applied to all district fields), Mar 26, 1999, p.1
Village wants to give more room to play, Aug 20, 1999, p.1
The hunt is on for new playing fields, Nov 26, 1999, p.1
ATHLETIC FIELDS continued
No ball playing (til March), Dec 17, 1999, p.1

ATTARDI, BARBARA
Running across the generation gap; Barbara Attardi: Woman of Steel (photo), Mar 12, 1999, p.25
Barbara Attardi leaps over tall obstacles and takes life in stride (photo) (cont), Mar 12, 1999, p.26

AUCTIONS
Epicurean treats to be offered at Gourmet Galaxy (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.17

AUERHAN, BRETT
(GBH) Town engineer has 'attitude problem' (ltr), Apr 30, 1999, p.6

AUGARTEN, DEBBIE
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest (photo), Apr 2, 1999, p.24

AUGUSTINE, MERYL-LYN
Christmas pageantry (at IHM) (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.1

AUTHORS
John Nash: When genius and madness collided (photo), Feb 19, 1999, p.3
Steven Schnur (Italian translation of "The Shadow Children" will receive "100 Young Readers" prize), Mar 5, 1999, p.4
Young Writers' Conference is April 17, Mar 5, 1999, p.9
Schnur 'Spring' sequel soon (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.4
Under the sea, these sleuths were cold war heroes (cont), Mar 19, 1999, p.23
Record crowd picks up tips from the pros at writers' conference, Apr 23, 1999, p.1
Budding authors picks up tips from the pros (photo) (cont), Apr 23, 1999, p.13
Young Writers' Conference was inspirational (ltr), May 7, 1999, p.7
Visiting author (Bernard Weber at Quaker Ridge) (photo), May 7, 1999, p.11
Author, author! (Heathcote 1st graders host a publishers' breakfast for parents and friends) (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.10
The play's the thing for prize-winning SHS grad (photo), Jul 2, 1999, p.3
Peking revisited, in fiction (photo), Sep 3, 1999, p.1
Seymour Topping tackles a new art (photo) (cont), Sep 3, 1999, p.12
Immigrant author had Scarsdale connection, Sep 3, 1999, p.12
Author: Caregivers have to care for themselves (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.3
Author: Caregivers have to care for themselves (cont), Sep 24, 1999, p.21
Beloved cockatoo inspires journalist to write a new 'Travels with Charlie'), Oct 22, 1999, p.3
Guide offers new hope for special needs children (photo), Nov 26, 1999, p.3
What makes an American fashion icon? (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.19
PT Council program to explore the ties that bind (photo), Dec 24, 1999, p.11

AUTISM
Guide offers new hope for special needs children (photo), Nov 26, 1999, p.3

AUTOBIOGRAPHY
Video memoirs speak to the future (photo), Feb 5, 1999, p.3
Videos leave a legacy (cont), Feb 5, 1999, p.28

AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS
Motorists beware (re Lidar, the newest speed limit reinforcement tool at police headquarters), Mar 5, 1999, p.1
All traffic should stop for pedestrians in crosswalks (ltr), Sep 17, 1999, p.7
Penalties needed for failure to yield to pedestrians (ltr), Oct 1, 1999, p.6
Don't look to court to protect pedestrians (response to 10/1 letter by Lucas Meyer) (edit), Oct 22, 1999, p.7

AUTOMOBILE DRIVING
Scarsdale should follow a neighbor's safety example (ltr), Jan 8, 1999, p.6
Graduated licensing bill popular with parents, less so with teens, Apr 9, 1999, p.1
Graduated licensing bill popular with parents (cont), Apr 9, 1999, p.10
License bill would save lives (ltr), Apr 16, 1999, p.6
Accident victims not just statistics (re death of Jason Hendler) (ltr), Apr 16, 1999, p.6
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AUTOMOBILE DRIVING continued
We don't need driver ed at SHS (edit), Jul 9, 1999, p.7

AUTOMOBILE DRIVING-STUDY AND TEACHING
(Town and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub), SHS PTA for driver's ed at SHS, Jun 11, 1999, p.11
The time is right to reconsider driver's education course (response to 7/9 edit by I. Sloan) (ltr), Jul 16, 1999, p.6
Driver's education lasts a lifetime (ltr), Jul 16, 1999, p.6
SHS is not the place for driver education (response to 7/16 letters by P Gelfman and D Toll) (ltr), Jul 30, 1999, p.6

AUTOMOBILE PARKING
Robison owner is suing village (photo), Jan 8, 1999, p.1
Is the village setting parking traps for unwary? (ltr), Jan 15, 1999, p.6
Change machines would give us a fighting chance (re downtown automobile parking) (edit), Feb 19, 1999, p.7
Act now on Robison (edit), Feb 26, 1999, p.6
Parking readiness (re village takeover of Robison Lot), Mar 12, 1999, p.1
More parking?, May 21, 1999, p.1
Overtime parkers to get a break, Jun 18, 1999, p.1
Village parking fines to be reduced for early birds (cont), Jun 18, 1999, p.15
Discount tickets, Jul 2, 1999, p.1
A present for parkers (re prompt parking ticket payment incentive) (edit), Jul 2, 1999, p.6
Parking bonds to go to vote, Jul 30, 1999, p.1
Holiday parking, Nov 26, 1999, p.1
Parking allowed (come 2 a.m., Jan 1), Dec 31, 1999, p.1

AUTOMOBILE THEFT
SEE CRIME AND CRIMINALS

AUTOMOBILES
Reader asks: Brother, can you spare a car?, Jan 8, 1999, p.3
Story (by SCS Inquirer) on unusual request brought positive results (ltr), Feb 26, 1999, p.6

AUXFORD, SALLY CHILDRESS
Sally Childress Auxford (dies), Mar 19, 1999, p.14

AWARDS
SEE REWARDS (PRIZES, ETC)

BABIES
SEE INFANTS

BADALATO, ANTHONY
Halliday Clark winner (photo), Jul 9, 1999, p.9

BADALATO, GINA
Halliday Clark winner (photo), Jul 9, 1999, p.9

BADALATO, ROSEMARIE
Halliday Clark winner (photo), Jul 9, 1999, p.9

BADGER, LINDSEY
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30

BADGER, SANDIE (AU)
Graduates continue breakfast tradition at pool (ltr), Jul 2, 1999, p.6

BADGER, SANDY
Hillary's house hunt may end in Edgemont, Aug 13, 1999, p.1

BADURSKI, CHARLIE
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

BAER, JOHN (AU)
Human rights commission would promote a more just (ltr), Dec 10, 1999, p.7
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BAILEY, JOHN
Firefighter's wife and child killed in rollercoaster accident, Sep 3, 1999, p.1

BAILEY, KIMBERLY
Firefighter's wife and child killed in rollercoaster accident, Sep 3, 1999, p.1

BAJAK, DOROTHY
21 running for 11 positions on C(itizens') N(ominating) C(ommittee), Oct 15, 1999, p.1

BAKER, DANIEL
Uncle is 223! (Arthur Manor's Fourth of July celebration) (photo), Jul 9, 1999, p.1

BALAJ, DIANA
Local teenagers organize Kosovo relief effort (photo) (cont), Apr 23, 1999, p.3

BALBONA, AGETINA
Teens spearhead Kosovo relief effort, Apr 23, 1999, p.1
Local teenagers organize Kosovo relief effort (photo) (cont), Apr 23, 1999, p.3

BALBONA, BENNY
Local teenagers organize Kosovo relief effort (photo) (cont), Apr 23, 1999, p.3

BALL, ELEANOR
Making merry (Second Winter Wonderland sponsored by SCS Chamber of Commerce) (photo), Dec 24, 1999, p.3

BALL, VIRGINIA ARNOLD
Virginia Arnold Ball (dies), Aug 20, 1999, p.12

BALLAN, FRANCINE
Greenacres School learns to care (photo), Sep 17, 1999, p.10

BANKS AND BANKING
Bank is letting commuters down (re Bank of New York's walk-up window service) (ltr), Apr 30, 1999, p.6
No early morning bank window is loss (re discontinuation of service by Bank of New York) (ltr), May 14, 1999, p.6
Free lunch (Dime Savings Bank gave away free hot dogs and soda on Customer Appreciation Day) (photo), Aug 27, 1999, p.4

BANKS, GAYLE
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District's 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32

BANKS, PETER
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32

BANNER, MARCIA
Children's Handbook on Individual Disabilities handbook on the way (photo), Apr 16, 1999, p.11

BAR MITZVAH
New Words for Webster's (Tar Mitzvah - Tasteful bar mitzvah) (edit), Aug 20, 1999, p.7

BARNES, EDDIE MAE
Greenburgh race heats up: Bill Pohlmann to challenge Feiner, Jul 2, 1999, p.1
A hard choice (re Democratic primary for GBH Town Council) (edit), Sep 10, 1999, p.6
'Local hero' would change the way town is governed (response to 9/3 Inquirer article), Sep 10, 1999, p.6
Under Barnes and Adler, town's gotten greener (ltr), Sep 10, 1999, p.6
Incumbent Barnes and Adler accomplished a lot on board (ltr), Sep 10, 1999, p.6
Greenburgh Town Council (Inquirer endorsements for upcoming election) (edit), Oct 29, 1999, p.6
Democrats have done a good job (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.9

BARNES, EDDIE MAE (AU)
(Eddie Mae Barnes) Values support (ltr), Oct 15, 1999, p.6

BARON, FRED
No postmark, no ballot for contender; Ira Brody out of Republican race for District 7, Aug 6, 1999, p.1

BARON, MARK S (AU)
Cotswold concerned about development congestion (ltr), Feb 12, 1999, p.8

BARONE, PASCALE
(Pascale Barone practices t'ai chi in Boniface Park) (photo), Nov 26, 1999, p.6
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BAROUCH, OREN
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30

BARREIRA, TONY
Many were on hand to greet Santa’s arrival (ltr), Dec 10, 1999, p.6

BARRY, KYLE
Admiring art (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.9

BART, LINDSEY
Middle School S(tudent) O(rganization) highlights (photo), Feb 5, 1999, p.10
S(tudent) O(rganization) exec(utive)s (for SCS Middle School) (photo), Nov 5, 1999, p.12

BARTEN, HARVEY H (AU)
Size, materials of development must be shown (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.6

BARTHELSON, JOYCE
Hoff-Barthelson’s director looks back on 30 years (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.1

BARTON, WESLEY
SHS honors academic, school, community achievements (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.11

BASEBALL
Girls are not forgotten (re Little League softball) (edit), Feb 5, 1999, p.6
Scarsdale Little League signs up over 1,000 boys (ltr), Feb 5, 1999, p.7
In fair weather and foul (SHS baseball fan Joe Williamson comes prepared) (photo), Apr 23, 1999, p.1
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32
Queen of ‘the ball’ (Cynthia Sanossian holds a 1999 World Series ball) (photo), Nov 5, 1999, p.1
Little League to sever ties with village in spring of 2001, Dec 17, 1999, p.1
Scarsdale Little League is happy with pact with village (ltr), Dec 24, 1999, p.6

BASKETBALL
Foiled again (student-faculty basketball game) (photo), Feb 5, 1999, p.1
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30
She’s got game (re Hilary Howard), Apr 2, 1999, p.1
Last hoops for the Howards?, Apr 2, 1999, p.17
Is the Howards’ basketball career over? (photo) (cont), Apr 2, 1999, p.18
Up, up and away; Scarsdale basketball stand-out plans to go professional (photo), Oct 22, 1999, p.19
Scarsdale graduate prepares for professional basketball career in Europe (cont), Oct 22, 1999, p.20

BASS, MELINDA
Melinda Bass (honored at convention of Women’s Bar Assn of the State of New York) (photo), May 21, 1999, p.4
Voters keep incumbents right where they are, Nov 5, 1999, p.1

BASSOFF, ALLIE
Schools thunder to a close (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.10

BAT MITZVAH
New Words for Webster’s (Tar Mitzvah - Tasteful bar mitzvah) (edit), Aug 20, 1999, p.7
Bat mitzvah was a moving occasion (response to edit by Mark Schwartz from 8/20/99) (ltr), Sep 10, 1999, p.6

BATCHelor, KENNETH
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28
Village wants to give more room to play, Aug 20, 1999, p.1

BATS
Bat visits Scarsdale High, Jun 18, 1999, p.10

BAUMER, CASEY
Snow day (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.3

BAUMER, JAKE
Snow day (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.3
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BAUMER, STACEY
Snow day (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.3

BAXTER, ALLISON
New Scarsdale schools staff (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.11

BAYLOR, RENEE (AU)
Bench, Galvani, Cusick, Miller have records of participation (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8

BEACH, ARTHUR T JR
Arthur Beach puzzle painting given to Scarsdale Library (photo), May 28, 1999, p.15

BEACH, ARTHURS T JR
Arthur T Beach Jr. (dies), Mar 26, 1999, p.14

BEAM, PAUL V
Paul V Beam (dies), Feb 12, 1999, p.30

BECKMAN, SHARI (AU)
A new user (SCS Teen Center) for ice rink deposit (that was refunded) (ltr), Apr 30, 1999, p.6

BEDICHECK, JANE (AU)
‘Organization Man’ author left his mark on our own Chase Park (photo) (edit), Feb 19, 1999, p.7

BEES
Apidaes are here again (photo), Aug 27, 1999, p.3

BEGELMAN, IGOR
Song of the Nightingale; Scarsdale teen to share the Caramoor stage with Igor Begelman (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.19

BEHR, RICHARD
Behr and Anastas letters distort architect’s intent (ltr), Apr 30, 1999, p.6
Residents seek Post Road zoning change, Aug 6, 1999, p.1
SCS) Volunte(r) Ambulance Corps may get larger home (photo), Aug 27, 1999, p.1
Don’t shortchange SCS Volunter(0) Ambulance Corps (re proposed headquarters renovation) (edit), Aug 27, 1999, p.6
Bell-Atlantic neighbors propose senior facility on Post Road (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.1
Bell Atlantic no longer a problem for neighbors (response Inquirer article from 9/24/99) (ltr), Oct 8, 1999, p.6
Bell Atlantic is guilty of 15 code violations, Oct 15, 1999, p.1

BEHR, RICHARD HENRY (AU)
Tunnel rendering was misleading, inaccurate (ltr), Apr 9, 1999, p.9
‘Honest’ drawings of tunnel are still needed (ltr), Apr 23, 1999, p.7

BEHR, SUZANNE
Residents seek Post Road zoning change, Aug 6, 1999, p.1
Bell-Atlantic neighbors propose senior facility on Post Road (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.1
Bell Atlantic no longer a problem for neighbors (response Inquirer article from 9/24/99) (ltr), Oct 8, 1999, p.6

BEKISH, EVELYN

BELDENGREEN, ALICIA
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

BELDENGREEN, MARGOT
Musical camper (Margot Beldengreen appeared in musical at French Woods Festival) (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.18

BELK, LILLIE
(Follow the leader in Chase Park) (photo), Apr 23, 1999, p.6

BELKIN, DAVID
Greenburgh drafts new master plan (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.1

BELL ATLANTIC
Bell-Atlantic neighbors propose senior facility on Post Road (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.1
Bell Atlantic no longer a problem for neighbors (response Inquirer article from 9/24/99) (ltr), Oct 8, 1999, p.6
Bell Atlantic is guilty of 15 code violations, Oct 15, 1999, p.1
Bell Atlantic is fined (cont), Oct 15, 1999, p.28
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BELL, JANET
- Nonpartisans coping with 2-party reality, May 28, 1999, p.1
- Teens now go Out of Bounds (re new teen center), Jun 4, 1999, p.1
- Take the high road (re non-partisan ideals) (edit), Jun 4, 1999, p.6
- S(CS) (Neighborhood) A(ssn) P(residents) support of system has long history (edit), Jun 4, 1999, p.6
- Weaver project worries neighbors, Aug 20, 1999, p.1
- Teens plead for center to open; Rent withheld after chemical and water leaks, Sep 17, 1999, p.1
- L(league of) V(omen) V(oters) mulls pros, cons of election, Nov 19, 1999, p.1
- Voters' Party brings politics to village, Dec 31, 1999, p.1

BELL, JENNIFER
- Teens now go Out of Bounds (re new teen center), Jun 4, 1999, p.1

BELL, LARRY
- 11 elected to C(itizens') N(ominating) C(ommittee), Nov 12, 1999, p.1

BELL, LAWRENCE
- 21 running for 11 positions on C(itizens') N(ominating) C(ommittee), Oct 15, 1999, p.1
- Nominating committee election is Wednesday, Nov 5, 1999, p.1

BELLINO, STEPHANIE
- Greenburgh race heats up: Bill Pohlmann to challenge Feiner, Jul 2, 1999, p.1
- Greenburgh Town Council (Inquirer endorsements for upcoming election) (edit), Oct 29, 1999, p.6

BENCH, DOROTHY
- The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl: Bernard Cedarbaum (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.32
- The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS' BASE & The Little School (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.36

BENCH, E MARKHAM (AU)
- State and special tax district help fund improvements (response to 10/22 letter by J Ellis) (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.6

BENCH, MARK
- Citizens' Committee nominates Bench, Galvani, Cusick and Miller (photo), Jan 15, 1999, p.1
- Trustees OK the rezoning of downtown, Jan 15, 1999, p.1
- Citizens' Party candidates need voter names (ltr), Jan 15, 1999, p.6
- Citizens and Voters ready for campaign, Feb 5, 1999, p.1
- New drawings for the downtown (illus), Feb 12, 1999, p.1
- Citizens' candidates are positive (ltr), Feb 12, 1999, p.8
- Bench is ready to be the 'CEO' of the village (photo), Feb 19, 1999, p.1
- Bench is ready to be 'CEO' (cont), Feb 19, 1999, p.4
- Row A or Row B? (on the ballot in the March 16 village election) (photo), Feb 19, 1999, p.15
- Citizens' candidates are accessible and knowledgeable (ltr), Feb 26, 1999, p.6
- View people, not issues (edit), Mar 5, 1999, p.6
- Village needs multi-issue trustees (ltr), Mar 5, 1999, p.6
- Bench may recommend a referendum on development (ltr), Mar 5, 1999, p.6
- The nonpartisan system's not perfect, but ... (ltr, Mar 12, 1999, p.8
- Scarsdale's high standards are due to Citizens' Party (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
- Citizens' candidates are experienced, thoughtful (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
- Campaign committee chairmen thank supporters (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
- Bench, Galvani, Cusick, Miller have records of participation (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
- Bench, Galvani, Cusick, Miller responded to S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) needs (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
- Citizens' Party leaders are open-minded on downtown (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
- Vote for proven community leaders on March 16 (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.9
- Challenger breaks Citizens' monopoly (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.1
- Citizens' campaign chairmen are grateful for help (ltr), Mar 19, 1999, p.7
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Bench, Mark continued
Challenger breaks Citizens' Party monopoly (photo) (cont), Mar 19, 1999, p.13
Bench plans key changes, Apr 2, 1999, p.1
New mayor plans significant changes (cont), Apr 2, 1999, p.8
He solemnly swears . . . (Mark Bench is sworn into office as new SCS major) (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.1
Police union goes public with pay demands (photo), Apr 16, 1999, p.1
New mayor, new board - and a new feeling, Apr 16, 1999, p.1
New mayor, 2 new trustees - and a new feeling (cont) (names of board and council members noted), Apr 16, 1999, p.3
More user friendly (praise for SCS's new mayor, Mark Bench) (edit), May 7, 1999, p.6
No change in election date before 2001, May 14, 1999, p.1
Bench's change eliminates open discussion (ltr), May 14, 1999, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl: Bernard Cedarbaum (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.32
Trustees halt talks with developer, Jun 11, 1999, p.1
Pen-pals (re invitation by Mayor Mark Bench to e-mail him), Jun 11, 1999, p.1
Allow right turns out of Boniface (ltr), Jun 11, 1999, p.6
Teen center opens again, with ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.3
Police picket ribbon-cutting teen center opening (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.3
Village resumes talks with A(merican) P(remier) U(nderwriters), Jun 25, 1999, p.1
Prompt response by all to SHS threat commended (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.6
'Old guard' is responsible for current mess (re American Premier Underwriters negotiations) (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.8
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28
The Bank of New York Salutes The Establishment of the New Scarsdale Teen Center Out of Bounds (photo), Jul 2, 1999, p.20
Scarsdale PBA asks for arbitration, Jul 9, 1999, p.1
Downtown question may go to a vote, Jul 16, 1999, p.1
Revised resolution on July 27 agenda (re public referendum and downtown development), Jul 23, 1999, p.1
Packing bonds to go to vote, Jul 30, 1999, p.1
Toxic spill, no C(ertificate) of O(ccupancy), but cleaners is open (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.1
Broadway north (circle in front of the Harwood Building renamed "42nd Street") (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.1
Antenna battle moves to the Hutch, Jul 30, 1999, p.1
Village wants to give more room to play, Aug 20, 1999, p.1
Historic station (Metro North's station house in SCS may be designated as historic property), Sep 3, 1999, p.1
Ginsburg says no to downtown project, Sep 10, 1999, p.1
Supporters rally as downtown deadline passes, Sep 17, 1999, p.1
Village board extends teardown moratorium, Sep 17, 1999, p.1
Teens plead for center to open; Rent withheld after chemical and water leaks, Sep 17, 1999, p.1
It's not too late to lead (re downtown development proposal) (edit), Sep 17, 1999, p.6
It's time to pull the plug on this tunnel project (ltr), Sep 17, 1999, p.6
'Bench method' is bad for morale (ltr), Sep 24, 1999, p.6
Cleaners offers to relocate equipment; Village board flexes muscles, Oct 1, 1999, p.1
Village trustees reject developer's proposal, Oct 1, 1999, p.1
Mimi installs fan amid village air tests, Oct 8, 1999, p.1
Tower in the (Saxon) woods? (re cell antennas), Oct 8, 1999, p.1
It's unclear where mayor stands on development (ltr), Oct 8, 1999, p.6
Fate of teen center rests on test, Oct 15, 1999, p.1
Trustees don't have 'blank check' (ltr), Nov 5, 1999, p.8
Bridge decision looms, Dec 10, 1999, p.1
Kroenlein to leave board of trustees (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.1
Commendations (for seven officers by SCS Police Dept Awards Committee) (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.5
Many were on hand to greet Santa's arrival (ltr), Dec 10, 1999, p.6
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BENCH, MARK continued
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS' BASE & The Little School (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.36
Y2K in 10583 to be greeted with quiet celebration, no panic, Dec 31, 1999, p.1
Voters' Party brings politics to village, Dec 31, 1999, p.1
Done deal (village receives check for balance due on former Winston property) (photo), Dec 31, 1999, p.1
Civics lessen (Edgewoos fourth grade Cub Scouts met with Mayor Mark Bench Dec 4), Dec 31, 1999, p.4

BENCH, MARK (AU)
A plea for civility, now that the village board deliberates in public (photo) (edit), Oct 15, 1999, p.7

BENCH, TOM
Hearing set on election change (re changing village election date to November), Apr 30, 1999, p.1

BENDER, SHIRLEY
Furniture is needed to help homeless (ltr), May 28, 1999, p.6

BENNITT, RICHARD
Art in the park (photo), May 14, 1999, p.19

BERG, AMANDA
Snow day (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.3

BERGEN, BARRY
Maroon and White Night (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.22

BERGER, BRANDON
Snow day (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.3

BERGER, ERIN
Snow day (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.3

BERGER, LILA

BERGER, SARAH
Marathon runner shares life experiences with Fox Meadow students (photo), Nov 19, 1999, p.24

BERGER, WALLACE

BERGMAN, JOAN
Joan Bergman to succeed Mary Helton at Hoff-Barthelson, May 28, 1999, p.15
Music school is for everyone, says new Hoff-Barthelson director (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.19
Music school is for everyone, says new director (cont), Jun 18, 1999, p.20

BERKOWITS, LESLIE
Parent Teacher Council inducts officers for Y2K (photo), May 21, 1999, p.11

BERLIN, ANNE (AU)
Grieving for a man and a myth (edit), Jul 23, 1999, p.7

BERLIN, JILL
Winners galore at Labor Day games (photo), Sep 10, 1999, p.9

BERLIN, MARTIN
Winners galore at Labor Day games (photo), Sep 10, 1999, p.9

BERLSTEIN, ANN
City kids get whiff of fresh air (photo), Jul 16, 1999, p.1

BERNSTEIN, DIANA
Scholar/athlete (Nicki Usher has been inducted into the SHS Scholar Athlete Honor Society) (photo), Jul 16, 1999, p.9

BERNSTEIN, HAROLD
Scholar/athlete (Nicki Usher has been inducted into the SHS Scholar Athlete Honor Society) (photo), Jul 16, 1999, p.9

BERNSTEIN, MATT
Edgemont takes Class C title (photo), Nov 12, 1999, p.1
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BERRY, DAVID
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District's 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32

BEYERSDORF, JOHN
   Village election was expensive; Voters outspent Citizens 3-1, Apr 16, 1999, p.1

BEYERSDORF, MARJORIE
   Village election was expensive; Voters outspent Citizens 3-1, Apr 16, 1999, p.1

BICKWELL, JUDY
   Nominating committee needs votes and money (ltr), Jan 8, 1999, p.6

BILLINGS, ROBERT
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Teachers Institute, Mar 26, 1999, p.40

BILYIEU, WANDA SONIA
   Wanda Sonia Bilyieu (dies), Feb 26, 1999, p.12

BINDER, EDWARD
   Edward Binder (has joined Spalding Corp Worldwide of Chicopee as an executive vice president), Apr 23, 1999, p.4

BINDER, STEVEN
   Steven Binder (has joined Conde Nast as associate publisher of Allure magazine), Mar 5, 1999, p.4

BINDER, STEVEN AND STACEY (AU)
   Community came together for (Edgewood) fair (ltr), May 14, 1999, p.6

BIONDI, GIOVANNI (DR)
   State says Scarsdale psychiatrist is a 'danger', Feb 12, 1999, p.3
   Patient recants allegations against doctor (Giovanni Biondi), Feb 19, 1999, p.3
   State's prosecution of doctor was irrational (re Giovanni Biondi) (ltr), Feb 19, 1999, p.6
   Psychiatrist's license revoked by state conduct board, Sep 3, 1999, p.3

BIONDI, PIETRO
   Scarsdale Drama Club spoofs Shakespeare (photo), Feb 5, 1999, p.17
   Scarsdale Drama Club to commit, solve 'Murder at the Vicarage' (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.19
   Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

BIONDI, RICHARD
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32

BIRDS
   Golf courses help rescue state bird (photo), Jul 23, 1999, p.1
   Area golf courses help to rescue state bird (photo) (cont), Jul 23, 1999, p.10
   Animal-lover has backyard Garden of Eden (photo), Sep 10, 1999, p.3
   Dead crows have residents worried, Oct 1, 1999, p.1
   Dead crows have local residents worried (cont), Oct 1, 1999, p.13
   Beloved cockatoo inspires journalist to write a new 'Travels with Charlie'), Oct 22, 1999, p.3
   Pace University birdman has audience rapt for raptors (photo), Nov 5, 1999, p.3

BISHOP, LLOYD
   4th house at middle school recommended, Dec 17, 1999, p.1

BLACK, STEPHANIE
   Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

BLACKS
   Read the wedding pages lately? (edit), Jan 29, 1999, p.7
   Why do we observe Black History Month? (edit), Feb 26, 1999, p.7
   Faces of black history (watercolor paintings of black Americans at Edgewood school) (photo), Mar 5, 1999, p.9

BLANCO, PAMELA
   Night owls (new team of police officers who patrol SCS streets from midnight to 8 a.m.), Jan 8, 1999, p.1
   Hot dog (distressed dog locked inside van), Jun 11, 1999, p.1
   Complaint dismissed (against Pamela Blanco), Jun 25, 1999, p.1
   Witnesses say policewoman did not act professionally (re incident at IHM 1/18/99) (ltr), Oct 22, 1999, p.6
BLANCO, PAMELA  continued  
Contempt for police officer cannot be tolerated (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.6 
Police officers return to work (after incident at IHM Church), Nov 12, 1999, p.1 
Scarsdale has no abusive out-of-control police officers (re incident at IHM Church) (ltr), Nov 12, 1999, p.6

BLANN, EMILY (AU)  
Student was not 'disgruntled' (ltr), Mar 5, 1999, p.8

BLAUSTEIN, SHARI  
New Scarsdale schools staff (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.11

BLESSING, GEORGE  
Breaking the ice breakfast (at Edgewood School) (photo), Oct 15, 1999, p.10

BLITMAN, HOWARD  
The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl: Bernard Cedarbaum (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.32

BLOCK, RICHARD  
Richard Block (has joined Long Term Preferred Care), Apr 30, 1999, p.4

BLOCK, RICHARD M (AU)  
Bill Clinton: choice for Man of the Year (ltr), Jan 8, 1999, p.7

BLOOD-DONATION  
Community blood drive set for Feb. 13, Jan 29, 1999, p.1 
Books for blood (first 20 people to sign up to donate blood will receive copy of Out of Left Field), Feb 5, 1999, p.1 
Blood drive, Feb 12, 1999, p.1
Blood lines (SHS junior class's annual blood drive) (photo), May 14, 1999, p.11
Edgemont kids gave gift of blood (ltr), Nov 26, 1999, p.6

BLOOM, MIMI  
They're baaack!; Damp day, sunny spirits as new school year begin (photo), Sep 10, 1999, p.1

BLOOM, SARA  
Inquirer wins awards, Apr 2, 1999, p.1
Progress (edition) ahead, Dec 17, 1999, p.1

BLUMENTHAL, EVAN  
On the town with mom (photo), May 7, 1999, p.3

BLUMENTHAL, JILL  
On the town with mom (photo), May 7, 1999, p.3

BLUMSTIEN, JONAH  
Showcase of talent (SCS Middle School talent show) (photo), Jan 8, 1999, p.9

BLYE, ISABELLE  
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

BOARD OF APPEALS-SCS  
Board of appeals OK's pool plans, some additions, Jan 29, 1999, p.3
Board bans use of white pines for screening, Feb 26, 1999, p.3
Pool variances occupy B(oard) O(f) A(ppeals), Mar 19, 1999, p.4
Swimming pools preoccupy appeals board, Apr 30, 1999, p.9
Lot coverage variances are turned down, Jun 18, 1999, p.8
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28
Variances sought for new pools, fences, Aug 27, 1999, p.4
B(oard) O(f) A(ppeals) approves addition, Oct 29, 1999, p.10
Appeals slack off in December, Dec 31, 1999, p.4

BOARD OF ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW-SCS  
 Bradley Road residents learn ABCs of B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview), Jan 15, 1999, p.3
Learning the ABCs of B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) (cont), Jan 15, 1999, p.8
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BOARD OF ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW-SCS continued
2 new single-family houses approved for Brown Road, Feb 26, 1999, p.3
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(review) acts to save century-old Edgewood house from demolition (photo), Mar 5, 1999, p.1
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(review) acts to save century-old house from demolition (cont), Mar 5, 1999, p.3
Galvani made valuable contributions as B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(review) chairman (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(review) gives approval to many additions, Mar 19, 1999, p.2
If you can't tear your house down - just move it!, May 7, 1999, p.3
House demolition decision delayed (photo), May 14, 1999, p.1
Carman Road cottage called not 'important', May 28, 1999, p.1
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(review) fields hefty agenda, Jun 18, 1999, p.5
Carman Road house will not be preserved, Jun 25, 1999, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28
Screening, neighbor notification are B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(review) issues, Jul 23, 1999, p.4
Tireless B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(review) is appreciated (ltr), Oct 8, 1999, p.7
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(review) hears neighbors' concerns about house size, Oct 15, 1999, p.3
Neighbors opine on B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(review) applications (cont), Oct 15, 1999, p.8
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(review) OKs new Carman house design, Oct 22, 1999, p.8
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(review) OKs 4 new houses, several additions, Dec 10, 1999, p.9
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(review) OKs 4 new houses, several additions (cont), Dec 10, 1999, p.27
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(review) gives nod to numerous additions, Dec 31, 1999, p.2

BOARD OF ASSESSMENT REVIEW-SCS
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28

BOARD OF EDUCATION-ENT
E'mont extends deadline for school nomination, Feb 5, 1999, p.1
Lasser to seek 3d term as board president (photo), Feb 12, 1999, p.1
Edgemont proposes a $23M school budget, Mar 12, 1999, p.1
Candidates chosen for E'mont school board, Mar 19, 1999, p.1
Apathetic Edgemont parents throw money at problems (ltr), Mar 26, 1999, p.6
Apostle to run for school board, again, Apr 30, 1999, p.1
For the school boards (endorsement of E. Sherwood, A. R. Simon, J. Lasser and D Glazer) (edit), May 14, 1999, p.6
Lasser re-elected, projects analyzed, Jul 9, 1999, p.1
Lasser re-elected, projects analyzed (cont), Jul 9, 1999, p.9
Edgemont's record on planning expansions speak for itself (edit), Dec 3, 1999, p.7
Edgemont board president should not shoot the messenger (ltr), Dec 17, 1999, p.6

BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS
Teen center progress halted by another snag, Jan 8, 1999, p.1
Superintendent: SHS declined to participate in U.S. News survey, Jan 15, 1999, p.9
Curriculum supports StateEDucation Department's English standards, educators say, Jan 15, 1999, p.10
Reserve fund surplus is projected, Jan 29, 1999, p.9
State test mandates prompt mission statement revision, Feb 12, 1999, p.10
School board budgets $64M(illion), Mar 5, 1999, p.1
School board adopts statement of mission, Mar 5, 1999, p.9
School board proposes $64M(illion) budget, Mar 5, 1999, p.10
Sherwood and Simon tapped for board of education (photo), Mar 12, 1999, p.1
Teachers-in-charge to assist principals, Mar 19, 1999, p.9
Committee: State should give more $, Mar 19, 1999, p.10
Ici on parle francais (y espanol), Apr 16, 1999, p.11
E'mont candidates tackle the issues, Apr 23, 1999, p.1
Private donations are under scrutiny, May 7, 1999, p.11
BOARD OF EDUCATION-SCS continued

Budget votes, board elections set, May 14, 1999, p.1
For the school boards (endorsement of E. Sherwood, A. R. Simon, J. Lasser and D. Glazer) (edit), May 14, 1999, p.6
Board awards tenure to 17, May 21, 1999, p.11
Housekeeping details occupy board, Jun 11, 1999, p.11
Technology update for school board, Jun 11, 1999, p.11
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District's 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32
3 who will be missed (Corky Thompson, Dr. Kenneth Rodgers and Rita Golden) (edit), Jun 25, 1999, p.6
Accolades for 2 retiring school board members (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.10
Macy to head school board (photo), Jul 9, 1999, p.1
Lasser re-elected, projects analyzed (cont), Jul 9, 1999, p.9
Irwin elected as board vice president (photo) (cont), Jul 9, 1999, p.9
A bit of ceremony as new board looks ahead, Jul 9, 1999, p.9
Plans laid for 4,287 district students, Sep 17, 1999, p.9
Builder, philanthropist Frederick Rose is dead, Sep 24, 1999, p.1
Reopening (of the SCS Teen Center) is the goal (edit), Sep 24, 1999, p.6
Former school board president dies (cont), Sep 24, 1999, p.23
33 up for tenure, Oct 1, 1999, p.9
School board mulls goals, long- and short-term, Oct 1, 1999, p.9
School board adopts new goals (photo), Oct 8, 1999, p.1
Speakers push for early foreign language study, Oct 8, 1999, p.1
The vision thing (re goals by SCS Board of Education) (edit), Oct 8, 1999, p.6
Call for volunteers, Oct 15, 1999, p.1
50 new aides hired, Oct 22, 1999, p.10
More nominators (needed to choose candidates for the SCS Board of Education), Nov 12, 1999, p.1
Construction coordinating committee appointed, facility planning study OK'd, Nov 12, 1999, p.11
School construction bids are awarded, Nov 19, 1999, p.11
District systems are Y2K compliant, Nov 26, 1999, p.11
Resignations accepted with regret by board, Dec 10, 1999, p.11

BOARD OF ETHICS-SCS

The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28
BOCIAN, PHYLLIS (AU)
Mosquito housing? (abandoned tires at the Secor Road recycling center) (ltr), Oct 15, 1999, p.6
BODINE, INGA (AU)
A mother's deja-view of Greenacres (edit), May 28, 1999, p.7
BOETTGER, HARRIET L
Harriet L Boettger (dies), Feb 19, 1999, p.10
BOGIN, MERLE
BOMB SCARES
SEE POLITICAL VIOLENCE
BOMBS
False bomb threat at Edgemont High, May 7, 1999, p.1
BONANNO, JOHN
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) acts to save century-old Edgewood house from demolition (photo), Mar 5, 1999, p.1
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BOND, JULIAN
Earl Graves (awarded the 84th Spingarn Medal) (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.4

BONDS
School bond projects to begin soon, Jun 25, 1999, p.1
Parking bonds to go to vote, Jul 30, 1999, p.1
Bond issue (SCS Union Free School District will be selling $9,000,000 of serial bonds Jan 4), Dec 24, 1999, p.1

BONIFACE CIRCLE (SCS)
Live from Boniface (re SCS Summer Music Theatre and its production of 42nd Street), Jul 16, 1999, p.1
(Nick Cantatore, although officially retired, continues to tend his flower beds) (photo), Aug 6, 1999, p.6
(Pascale Barone practices t'ai chi in Boniface Park) (photo), Nov 26, 1999, p.6

BONOMO, JOHN
Post Road workers cut gas, cable lines, Nov 26, 1999, p.1

BOOK CLUBS
Book clubs help bridge the generation gap (photo), Nov 19, 1999, p.3

BOOK FAIRS
Books wanted (for book fair June 5 and 6), May 14, 1999, p.1
Taking her pick (Trina Sheltoa looks through paperback book selections at library book fair) (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.9
Library book fair was a success (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.8

BOOKER, TRISHA
STEP students become an integral part of the Scarsdale community (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.3

BOOKMAN, ABIGAIL
Many supported Get Ready's first summer (the free SAT prep and college advising program) (ltr), Sep 10, 1999, p.6
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

BOOKS
Books for blood (first 20 people to sign up to donate blood will receive copy of Out of Left Field), Feb 5, 1999, p.1
John Nash: When genius and madness collided (photo), Feb 19, 1999, p.3
Undersea sleuths were cold war heroes (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.3
Schnur 'Spring' sequel soon (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.4
Under the sea, these sleuths were cold war heroes (cont), Mar 19, 1999, p.23
Books wanted (for book fair June 5 and 6), May 14, 1999, p.1
Author, author! (Heathcote 1st graders host a publishers' breakfast for parents and friends) (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.10
Summertime and the reading is leisurely (edit), Aug 13, 1999, p.7
Peking revisited, in fiction (photo), Sep 3, 1999, p.1
Seymour Topping tackles a new art (photo) (cont), Sep 3, 1999, p.12
Immigrant author had Scarsdale connection, Sep 3, 1999, p.12
Author: Caregivers have to care for themselves (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.3
Author: Caregivers have to care for themselves (cont), Sep 24, 1999, p.21
They're just wild about Harry! (Potter, that is) (photo), Oct 15, 1999, p.9
Beloved cockatoo inspires journalist to write a new 'Travels with Charlie'), Oct 22, 1999, p.3
How to turn an ex-boyfriend into a toad (edit), Oct 29, 1999, p.7
Guide offers new hope for special needs children (photo), Nov 26, 1999, p.3
What makes an American fashion icon? (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.19
PT Council program to explore the ties that bind (photo), Dec 24, 1999, p.11

BORG, ROBERT F
Record construction volume by Kreisler Borg Florman (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.18

BORKAN, GERI (AU)
Edgemont woman also running as Independent (response to 8/6 letter by Sandra Forster) (ltr), Aug 13, 1999, p.6

BORKIN, DANI
Watching the action (Amanda Posner and Dani Borking watch Raider football practice) (photo), Sep 17, 1999, p.1
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BORNSTEIN, ANNIE
Ladies of the liturgy (photo), Dec 3, 1999, p.3
Female cantors break the gender barrier (cont), Dec 3, 1999, p.9

BOSSAK, CAROLYN GARTENGEB
Carolyn Gartenberg Bossak (dies), Feb 5, 1999, p.13

BOUCHIER, RON
Riflery on hold, Jun 18, 1999, p.1
SHS athletes break gender barriers (photo), Dec 24, 1999, p.1

BOY SCOUTS
Boy Scouts learn through fun (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.13
Boy Scout Troop 60 marks 41st birthday, Feb 12, 1999, p.4
Troop 60 visits nation's capital (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.4
Colm McCarthy (has become an eagle scout) (photo), May 21, 1999, p.4
Scarsdale Honors Its Veterans - Memorial Day 1999 (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.18
3 generations of Brownings attain Eagle rank (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.4
Boy Scouts of Troop 60 scale Adirondack peaks (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.4
Paul R Haklisch (will receive the Distinguished Eagle Scout Award), Oct 8, 1999, p.4
Troop 60 presents awards, Oct 22, 1999, p.4
Troop 60 visits battleship, Dec 31, 1999, p.4
Civics lessen (Edgewoos fourth grade Cub Scouts met with Mayor Mark Bench Dec 4), Dec 31, 1999, p.4

BOYD, DANNY
Heavy metal (preparation for new bridge by Harney Road) (photo), Apr 23, 1999, p.1

BOYER, LINNAE
Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling serves many (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.11
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32

BOYS
Program pursues lost boys of gender equity, Nov 5, 1999, p.11
Pursuing the lost boys of gender equity (cont), Nov 5, 1999, p.12

BRANDES, LEONARD
Mimi working to correct problems (re recent dry cleaning chemical seepage) (ltr), Aug 6, 1999, p.6

BRANDT, DAVID
When Israel went forth (The Brandt children prepare the seder plate for Passover) (photo), Apr 2, 1999, p.1

BRANDT, JENNY
When Israel went forth (The Brandt children prepare the seder plate for Passover) (photo), Apr 2, 1999, p.1

BRANDT, LINDSAY
When Israel went forth (The Brandt children prepare the seder plate for Passover) (photo), Apr 2, 1999, p.1

BRANDWEIN, ROGER
Trustees don't have 'blank check' (ltr), Nov 5, 1999, p.8

BRANDWEIN, ROGER (AU)
Scarsdale's spending is profligate (response to letter by James Ellis from 10/22) (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.7

BREAKFASTS
Graduates continue breakfast tradition at pool (ltr), Jul 2, 1999, p.6

BREINES, SIMON
Challengers take on C(itizens') P(arty) (photo), Jan 22, 1999, p.1
Village election was expensive; Voters outspent Citizens 3-1, Apr 16, 1999, p.1
2-site plan = foresight (re Freightway and Depot sites and downtown development) (edit), Sep 3, 1999, p.6
Vision for a modern suburbia: 'Build we mustn't' (ltr), Sep 17, 1999, p.6

BREINES, SIMON (AU)
A miracle in Scarsdale Village Hall: the founding fathers speak (edit), Jan 8, 1999, p.7
What's next for downtown? (edit), May 21, 1999, p.7
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BREINES, SIMON (AU) continued
  The 1-site development solution (edit), Sep 3, 1999, p.7
  It's unclear where mayor stands on development (ltr), Oct 8, 1999, p.6

BREITMAN, LIZ
  Welcome to Kids' BASE (photo), Oct 22, 1999, p.4

BRENNAN, JOHN
  Day 'terribly important to remember' (photo), Nov 12, 1999, p.8

BRESLOW, DORIS (AU)
  Virginia Marx, made a valuable contribution to S(CS) T(eachers') I(nstitute) (ltr), Jun 4, 1999, p.6

BRIDGES
  Harney (Road Bridge) work begins, Apr 9, 1999, p.1
  Heavy metal (preparation for new bridge by Harney Road) (photo), Apr 23, 1999, p.1
  Harney traffic jams preview development effect (ltr), May 28, 1999, p.6
  Wider opportunities (exploratory digging has begun on south side of Popham Road Bridge) (photo), Oct 15, 1999, p.28
  Bridge meeting (re rebuilding of Popham Road Bridge), Oct 22, 1999, p.1
  Popham Road Bridge is 'not functioning', Nov 5, 1999, p.3
  Bridging the options, Nov 12, 1999, p.1
  Deteriorating Popham Bridge is a disaster in the making (ltr), Nov 12, 1999, p.6
  Consultant, village agree: Popham Road Bridge must be replaced (photo), Nov 19, 1999, p.1
  Correction (re 11/19 article on Popham Road Bridge reconstruction), Nov 26, 1999, p.9
  Mind is boggled by bridge schedule (ltr), Dec 3, 1999, p.6
  Bridge decision looms, Dec 10, 1999, p.1
  Parking structure could be accessed from bridge (ltr), Dec 10, 1999, p.6

BRINDISI, LUCILLE
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Establishment of The Scarsdale Teachers Institute, Mar 26, 1999, p.40

BRITtain, BRUCE
  SHS honors academic, school, community achievements (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.11
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Establishment of the New Scarsdale Teen Center Out of Bounds (photo), Jul 2, 1999, p.20

BROCKWAY, ADRIENNE
  Inquirer wins awards, Apr 2, 1999, p.1

BRODA, CHRISTINE
  Teaching teens to recognize dating abuse (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.3

BRODSKY, DAVID
  David Brodsky (will join Credit Suisse First Boston as a managing director and general counsel), Sep 24, 1999, p.4

BRODSKY, ELLen
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28

BRODSKY, NEIL
  Heathcote makes pitch to recycle (photo), May 14, 1999, p.12

BRODSKY, RICHARD
  Legislators nix tax for working in NYC, May 21, 1999, p.1

BRODSKY, RICHARD L (AU)
  STAR tax cuts and environment are 1999 State Assembly priorities (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.8

BRODSKY, STACEY
  Record crowds pick up tips from the pros at writers' conference, Apr 23, 1999, p.1
  Parent Teacher Council inducts officers for Y2K (photo), May 21, 1999, p.11

BRODY, IRA
  Latimer says voters are asking him to run, Jun 18, 1999, p.1
  No postmark, no ballot for contender; Ira Brody out of Repubical race for Dist(rict) 7, Aug 6, 1999, p.1
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BRONSON, GREG
   Many kids worked hard to make teen center happen (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.6

BRONSON, WES
   The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest (photo), Apr 2, 1999, p.24

BRONX RIVER
   The Bronx River: less foul than it used to be (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.3
   Fish story (trout spotted in the Bronx River), Aug 27, 1999, p.1

BRONX RIVER PARKWAY
   Harney (Road Bridge) work begins, Apr 9, 1999, p.1
   Heavy metal (preparation for new bridge by Harney Road) (photo), Apr 23, 1999, p.1
   Parkway closings (to install sewer lines on Harney Road Bridge), Aug 27, 1999, p.1

BRONZ, LOIS
   County legislators facing challengers, Aug 27, 1999, p.1
   Bronz, Gray differ on county direction (photo), Oct 29, 1999, p.1
   Harmony reigns at L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) forum, Oct 29, 1999, p.1
   Board of Legislators (SCS Inquirer endorsements for upcoming election) (edit), Oct 29, 1999, p.6
   Harmony reigns at candidates forum (photo) (cont), Oct 29, 1999, p.10
   Lois Bronz, Stephen Gray (cont), Oct 29, 1999, p.15
   Voters keep incumbents right where they are, Nov 5, 1999, p.1
   The (non-partisan) system needs you (edit), Nov 5, 1999, p.6

BRONZ, LOIS T
   County legislator reflects on 1998 events (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.9

BROOKS, TERRI
   Terri Brooks (named a year 2000 judge for National Magazine Awards), Dec 10, 1999, p.4

BROWN, JORDAN
   Foiled again (student-faculty basketball game) (photo), Feb 5, 1999, p.1

BROWN, PAUL R
   Paul R Brown, DDS (dies), Dec 31, 1999, p.14

BROWN, SUSANNAH KING
   Susannah King Brown (dies), Nov 12, 1999, p.22

BROWN-KENNETH
   One way to go (it has been recommended that Spencer Place remain a one-way, westbound street), Jan 15, 1999, p.1

BROWNELL, SHIRLEE
   Art in the park (photo), May 14, 1999, p.19

BROWNING, CHRISTOPHER
   3 generations of Brownings attain Eagle rank (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.4

BROWNING, JACKSON
   3 generations of Brownings attain Eagle rank (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.4

BRUCE, ELIZABETH
   Edgemont copywriter is virtual, and proud of it (photo), Oct 8, 1999, p.1

BRUCE, GINA
   Edgemont copywriter is virtual, and proud of it (photo), Oct 8, 1999, p.1
   Copywriter goes virtual...and loves it (cont), Oct 8, 1999, p.8

BRUNO, JOSEPH
   We don't matter in Albany (edit), May 21, 1999, p.6

BRUNWASSER, DAVID
   Brunwasser wins contest (photo), May 7, 1999, p.4

BRYANT, DANIELLE
   Scarsdale Historical Society educational program wins award (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.4
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Article Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BUCHANAN, DAVE</td>
<td>Maroon and White recognizes athletes (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 10, 1999</td>
<td>p.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUCHANAN, PAT</td>
<td>Buchanan wrong about Hitler (edit)</td>
<td>Oct 1, 1999</td>
<td>p.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUCHEN, DAVID</td>
<td>Letter asking 'ancients' to leave was offensive and unfair</td>
<td>Jul 23, 1999</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(response to 7/16 letter by D Buchen)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ask yourself: Would you want the development near you? (ltr)</td>
<td>Feb 26, 1999</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tolerance is a two-way street (response to 4/2 letter by Elaine Terriss)</td>
<td>Apr 9, 1999</td>
<td>p.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gray-heads should give up the bone, let village move on (ltr)</td>
<td>Jul 16, 1999</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vision for a modern suburbia: 'Build we mustn't!' (ltr)</td>
<td>Sep 17, 1999</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUCK, JANE</td>
<td>Epicurean treats to be offered at Gourmet Galaxy (photo)</td>
<td>Apr 9, 1999</td>
<td>p.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUDGET-NEW YORK</td>
<td>Cries for help (re mentally ill and New York State budget) (edit)</td>
<td>Jul 9, 1999</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leaders must work together to change budget process (ltr)</td>
<td>Jul 23, 1999</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUDGET-SCS</td>
<td>Village budget calls for 2.17% tax hike (cont).</td>
<td>Mar 26, 1999</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Village spending up 2.17% (cont).</td>
<td>Mar 26, 1999</td>
<td>p.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Two thumbs up (for proposed 1999-2000 village budget)</td>
<td>Apr 16, 1999</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUGLIONE, CATHERINE</td>
<td>Breaking the ice breakfast (at Edgewood School) (photo)</td>
<td>Oct 15, 1999</td>
<td>p.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUILDINGS</td>
<td>New owners for 2 Overhill Road</td>
<td>Oct 15, 1999</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Overhill Road site to get a 'smart building' makeover (cont)</td>
<td>Oct 15, 1999</td>
<td>p.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUONGIORNO, PETER</td>
<td>Savoring the moment (EMT's Panthers' state football championship) (edit)</td>
<td>Dec 3, 1999</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BURCHETTA, CINDY</td>
<td>Hot dog (distressed dog locked inside van)</td>
<td>Jun 11, 1999</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Woman disputes animal cruelty charge</td>
<td>Jul 2, 1999</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BURKAT, HOWARD</td>
<td>Downtown drawing is not to scale (ltr)</td>
<td>Feb 19, 1999</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gardeners should not work on weekend days (ltr)</td>
<td>May 28, 1999</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BURKAT, IRIS</td>
<td>Drama brought Stratford to SHS (ltr)</td>
<td>Feb 12, 1999</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Composer's visit was inspiration to students (ltr)</td>
<td>May 21, 1999</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Story was a great pat on the back for SHS band (ltr)</td>
<td>Nov 26, 1999</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BURKE, DAVID</td>
<td>Faces of black history (watercolor paintings of black Americans at Edgewood school) (photo), Mar 5, 1999, p.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BURKE, FRANK</td>
<td>Witnesses say policewoman did not act professionally (re incident at IHM 1/18/99) (ltr), Oct 22, 1999, p.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BURNS, SUZANNE</td>
<td>Delays compound test problems (photo)</td>
<td>Jan 22, 1999</td>
<td>p.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BURTON, LEIGH</td>
<td>Incumbent Barnes and Adler accomplished a lot on board (ltr)</td>
<td>Sep 10, 1999</td>
<td>p.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSCH, BARBARA AND NEAL</td>
<td>Don't short change athletic girls (ltr), Feb 19, 1999, p.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUTLER, CHARLES</td>
<td>The People of Post (Road); Scarsdale Historical Society highlights our 'first families' (photo), Apr 30, 1999, p.19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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CAMPS AND CAMPING continued
Camp program brings diversity to Scarsdale (photo) (cont), Aug 6, 1999, p.12
The Scarsdale Rec(reation) Camp has it all (ltr), Aug 20, 1999, p.6

CAMPSEN, ANNA HOPPE
Anna Hoppe Campsen (dies), Jan 29, 1999, p.8

CANCER
Local people supported cancer group (ltr), Apr 30, 1999, p.6
Making an impact on cancer (Dr. Mark Fialk) (photo), May 7, 1999, p.1
New cancer treatment center (at WHP Hospital Center) is state of the art (photo), May 7, 1999, p.9
Dickstein Center is not unique (response to Inquirer article from 4/14/99) (ltr), May 21, 1999, p.6

CANNELL, ELAINE
Celebrating success (Houlihan/Lawrence's fundraiser walk for American Cancer Society) (photo), Dec 24, 1999, p.4

CANTATORE, NICK
(Nick Cantatore, although officially retired, continues to tend his flower beds) (photo), Aug 6, 1999, p.6

CANTOR, MICHAEL
Many supported Get Ready's first summer (the free SAT prep and college advising program) (ltr), Sep 10, 1999, p.6

CANTORS
Ladies of the liturgy (photo), Dec 3, 1999, p.3
Female cantors break the gender barrier (cont), Dec 3, 1999, p.9

CARAS, EMANUEL
21 seeking election to S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee), Jan 8, 1999, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28

CARDozo, MICHAEL A
Michael A Cardozo (elected a chairman of the Fund and Committee for Modern Courts) (photo), May 28, 1999, p.4

CAREY, CORA LENA (AU)
A(ntenna) A(dvisory) B(oard) will not allow preferential treatment for Nextel application (ltr), Mar 5, 1999, p.7

CARLSON, CHARLOTTE STUART BOYKIN
Charlotte Stuart Boykin Carlson (dies), Aug 13, 1999, p.10

CARNECELLI, EVELYN
Citizens and Voters ready for campaign, Feb 5, 1999, p.1

CARNEY, TOM
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32

CARNEY, TOM (AU)
Conference to address risky behavior in teenagers (ltr), Apr 30, 1999, p.6

CARSky, KATHERINE
Cell antenna bill blasted, Apr 23, 1999, p.1
County legislators are facing challengers (cont), Aug 27, 1999, p.8
Hot contest in 17th District (photo), Oct 22, 1999, p.13
Harmony reigns at L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) forum, Oct 29, 1999, p.1
Board of Legislators (SCS Inquirer endorsements for upcoming election) (edit), Oct 29, 1999, p.6
Harmony reigns at candidates forum (photo) (cont), Oct 29, 1999, p.10
Voters keep incumbents right where they are, Nov 5, 1999, p.1
The (non-partisan) system needs you (edit), Nov 5, 1999, p.6

CARSky, KATHERINE S (AU)
'...All we do is but a work in progress' (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.9

CARTER, LIANE
C(hildren) H(aving) I(ndividual) L(earning) D(isabilities) handbook on the the way (photo), Apr 16, 1999, p.11
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CARTER, LIANE (AU)
Great expectations -- fulfilled (illus) (edit), Sep 24, 1999, p.7

CARVER, DANIELLE
Is the Howards' basketball career over? (photo) (cont), Apr 2, 1999, p.18

CASALE, TONY
Keep the brick walks in the village (ltr), May 21, 1999, p.6
Trustees pressure staff to speed sidewalk work (photo), Aug 20, 1999, p.1
Work takes a holiday (sidewalk replacement work downtown will be suspended for the winter), Nov 5, 1999, p.1

CASE, SID
Standing ovation for (SHS) drama club (ltr), Nov 19, 1999, p.6

CASE, SIDNEY
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District's 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32

CASE, SUE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Teachers Institute, Mar 26, 1999, p.40

CASERTA, JOAN
United Way grant (to fund the development and publication of a Senior Services Guide), Apr 23, 1999, p.4

CASEY, LYDA G
Lyda G Casey (dies), Feb 19, 1999, p.10

CAVANAUGH, JIM
Village agrees to E(nvironmental) I(mpact) S(tudy) on antenna, Aug 13, 1999, p.1

CAVELLERO, KIM
Firefighter's wife and child killed in rollercoaster accident, Sep 3, 1999, p.1

CEDAR, ANDREW
Many kids worked hard to make teen center happen (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.6

CEDAR, JON
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon andWhite and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30

CEDARBAUM, BERNARD
(SCS) Bowl will go to Cedarbaum (photo), Jan 22, 1999, p.1
Bowl will go to Cedarbaum (cont), Jan 22, 1999, p.13
Bowl (dinner) late this year, Mar 5, 1999, p.1
Bowl dinner reminder, Apr 30, 1999, p.1
Cedarbaum optimistic that village will survive challenge (photo), May 28, 1999, p.1
Bowl winner represents nonpartisan ideals (cont), May 28, 1999, p.17
The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl: Bernard Cedarbaum (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.32
Citizens' Party, as its name implies, must remain open to all (ltr), Nov 5, 1999, p.9
Leaving their mark (SCS people in the news in 1999) (photo), Dec 31, 1999, p.4

CEDARBAUM, BERNARD (AU)
Elect people who can listen and compromise (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.6
Nonpartisan foes shouldn't serve as nominators (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.6

CEDARBAUM, BEVERLY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl: Bernard Cedarbaum (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.32

CEDARBAUM, DANIEL
Cedarbaum optimistic that village will survive challenge (photo), May 28, 1999, p.1

CEDARBAUM, HARVEY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl: Bernard Cedarbaum (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.32

CEDARBAUM, JONATHAN
Cedarbaum optimistic that village will survive challenge (photo), May 28, 1999, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl: Bernard Cedarbaum (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.32
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CEDARBAUM, MIRIAM
   Bowl (dinner) late this year, Mar 5, 1999, p.1

CEDARBAUM, MIRIAM GOLDMAN
   (SCS) Bowl will go to Cedarbaum (photo), Jan 22, 1999, p.1
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl: Bernard Cedarbaum (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.32

CELENTANO, PAUL
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Teachers Institute, Mar 26, 1999, p.40
   Is the Howards' basketball career over? (photo) (cont), Apr 2, 1999, p.18

CELONA, SAL
   No water problem, Jul 2, 1999, p.1

CENSORSHIP
   Censorship (and the stifling of creativity in our children) is not necessary) (ltr), Sep 17, 1999, p.6

CHA, DAEIL
   Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon andWhite and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30

CHAING, LORINDA
   The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS' BASE & The Little School (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.36

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE-SCS
   Community blood drive set for Feb. 13, Jan 29, 1999, p.1
   Chamber of Commerce provides many services (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.18
   Blood drive, Feb 12, 1999, p.1
   Promote Scarsdale 'brand name,' says Marafioti, Jul 23, 1999, p.3
   Sidewalk sale (August 6 and 7), Jul 30, 1999, p.1
   Chamber's sidewalk sale showed the vitality of village (ltr), Aug 13, 1999, p.6
   Making merry (Second Winter Wonderland sponsored by SCS Chamber of Commerce) (photo), Dec 24, 1999, p.3
   Tattered wreaths to be replaced (response to 12/17 letter by Ted Toskaner) (ltr), Dec 24, 1999, p.6
   Can we be any less 'holiday-specific'? (response to 12/24 letter by Marcia Marafioti) (ltr), Dec 31, 1999, p.6

CHAN, MELODY
   SHS honors academic, school, community achievements (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.11
   Melody Chan to receive foundation award, Jun 11, 1999, p.19

CHANG, SPENCER
   SHS honors academic, school, community achievements (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.11

CHANGE, DIANA
   SHS honors academic, school, community achievements (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.11

CHAPNICK, LUCILLE
   Scarsdale obedience class goes to the dogs (photo) (cont), May 21, 1999, p.9

CHAPNICK, MICHAEL
   Scarsdale obedience class goes to the dogs (photo) (cont), May 21, 1999, p.9

CHARITIES
   Donations urged to aid fire victim (ltr), Jan 29, 1999, p.6

CHARITIE
   SARITY - Selfish charity (edit), Apr 9, 1999, p.7

CHASE PARK (SCS)
   'Organization Man' author left his mark on our own Chase Park (photo) (edit), Feb 19, 1999, p.7
   (Follow the leader in Chase Park) (photo), Apr 23, 1999, p.6
   Construction advisory, Jun 4, 1999, p.1
   Slow but steady (progress on new sidewalks in downtown SCS) (photo), Aug 13, 1999, p.1
   Land use dilemmas, Nov 19, 1999, p.1
   Emerald isle (a mix of mulch and seed has been sprayed on newly spread topsoil in Chase Park), Dec 24, 1999, p.1
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CHAYES, JESSICA
  Off to see the wizard (photo), May 21, 1999, p.11

CHEERLEADING
  Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

CHEN, JENJEN
  New graduation requirements imperil ESL students (photo) (cont), Apr 2, 1999, p.9

CHEN, JOHNNY
  Savoring the moment (EMT's Panthers' state football championship) (edit), Dec 3, 1999, p.6

CHENKIN, STUART
  Marathoner, 63, in race to save a life (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.3

CHERBULIEZ, THEO (DR)
  Apidaes are here again (photo), Aug 27, 1999, p.3

CHESLER, BECKY
  CHOICE model UN heals the world (photo), Apr 23, 1999, p.9

CHILD ABUSE
  Teacher criminal background checks are needed (ltr), Jan 15, 1999, p.6

CHILD CARE
  The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS' BASE & The Little School (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.36

CHILDREN
  Supplement) Kids (photo), Mar 5, 1999
  Coming soon to a toy store near you (edit), Sep 24, 1999, p.7

CHIRLES, ADA
  Admiring art (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.9

CHO, ANNIE (AU)
  Safe Rides needs adult volunteers to keep going (ltr), Mar 19, 1999, p.6

CHO, MINKYUNG
  Unlocking the mysteries (indtricacies of the locker) (photo), Sep 10, 1999, p.11

CHOIRS (MUSIC)
  SHS Concert Choir to sing at - gulp - Carnegie Hall (photo), Apr 23, 1999, p.10

CHRISTIANITY
  Ethics should focus on peace and brotherhood (ltr), May 14, 1999, p.6

CHRISTIE PLACE (ROBISON) PROPERTY (SCS)
  Act now on Robison (edit), Feb 26, 1999, p.6
  Parking readiness (re village takeover of Robison Lot), Mar 12, 1999, p.1
  Title in hand (village now officially holds title to old Robison Lot now called Christie Place lot), Aug 6, 1999, p.1

CHRISTMAS
  Christmas pageantry (at IHM) (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.1
  Village decorations are dilapidated and forlorn (ltr), Dec 17, 1999, p.6
  Edgemont native is the king of Christmas ornaments (photo), Dec 24, 1999, p.1
  King of Christmas ornaments (cont), Dec 24, 1999, p.4
  Tattered wreaths to be replaced (response to 12/17 letter by Ted Toskaner) (ltr), Dec 24, 1999, p.6
  Oh, the annual Christmas letter! (edit), Dec 24, 1999, p.7
  Santa's working overtime (photo), Dec 31, 1999, p.2

CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS
  Edgemont native is the king of Christmas ornaments (photo), Dec 24, 1999, p.1
  King of Christmas ornaments (cont), Dec 24, 1999, p.4
  Tattered wreaths to be replaced (response to 12/17 letter by Ted Toskaner) (ltr), Dec 24, 1999, p.6
  Can we be any less 'holiday-specific'? (response to 12/24 letter by Marcia Marafioti) (ltr), Dec 31, 1999, p.6
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CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS
SEE CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS

CHUNG, LESLIE
East meets Edgewood (Leslie Chung performs at the school’s International Fair) (photo), Feb 19, 1999, p.1

CHURCHES
Cardinal O’Connor visits Fatima parish (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.16
A time of spiritual renewal at Greenville Community Church (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.16
Trinity Lutheran Church names a new pastor (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.16
Worship and service are goals of Baptists (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.17
I(mmaculate) H(eart of) M(ary): an active parish (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.17
Globetrotting minister settles in as new pastor (photo), Jul 2, 1999, p.1
Church of St. James the Less celebrates 150 years (photo), Oct 22, 1999, p.13
St. James revives pageant (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.26

CIARDULLO, JOHN
Lasser re-elected, projects analyzed, Jul 9, 1999, p.1

CICERO, JOANN
Scarsdale Art Association marks 61st year (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.13

CIMA, RON
Village wants to give more room to play, Aug 20, 1999, p.1

CISCO, TOM
E Day success a credit to all (ltr), May 21, 1999, p.6

CITARELLA, KENNETH
Tymus sentenced for KBLS larceny, Dec 24, 1999, p.1

CITIZENS’ NOMINATING COMMITTEE
SEE NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS’ COMMITTEE-SCS

CIVETTA, CLAIRE
3 earn broker’s licenses (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.4

CIVIL RIGHTS
A better way (advocates establishing a human rights commission for discrimination complaints) (edit), Nov 19, 1999, p.6
Human rights commission would promote a more just (ltr), Dec 10, 1999, p.7

CLAIBORNE, ELISE
Elise Claiborne (dies), Jun 4, 1999, p.16

CLAPMAN, BARBARA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28

CLAPMAN, BARBARA (AU)
Digging in to beautify parks (edit), Apr 30, 1999, p.7

CLARK, BRYANT
(John Tymus) Free on bail, Jan 8, 1999, p.1
Police make 3 drug arrests at teen party, May 14, 1999, p.1
Hot dog (distressed dog locked inside van), Jun 11, 1999, p.1
New year, new beginnings for Jews (photo), Sep 17, 1999, p.1
Police officers return to work (after incident at IHM Church), Nov 12, 1999, p.1

CLARK, ELIZABETH
The only rain in town (Sara Grange and Elizabeth Clark cool off in the sprinkler) (photo), Aug 6, 1999, p.1

CLARK, HALLIDAY (DR)
Halliday Clark winner (photo), Jul 9, 1999, p.9

CLARK, JIM
Savoring the moment (EMT’s Panthers’ state football championship) (edit), Dec 3, 1999, p.6
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CLARK, JOHN THOMAS (AU)
Both McCready and police have always been helpful (re recent incident outside IHM Church) (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.7

CLARK, LYNNE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28

CLARK, RICH
Maroon and White recognizes athletes (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.34

CLARKIN, AUDREY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Teachers Institute, Mar 26, 1999, p.40

Clergy's dilemma - to bless or not to bless homosexual unions, Feb 19, 1999, p.1
Many local Protestant and Jewish clergy are willing to bless same sex unions (cont), Feb 19, 1999, p.14
Clergy's dilemma story informative (ltr), Feb 26, 1999, p.7
Globetrotting minister settles in as new pastor (photo), Jul 2, 1999, p.1
Globetrotting minister (cont), Jul 2, 1999, p.16

CLINTON, BILL
Senate should consider formal Clinton censure (ltr), Jan 8, 1999, p.6
Bill Clinton: choice for Man of the Year (ltr), Jan 8, 1999, p.7
Reader predicts Clinton acquittal (response to letter by Seth Halpern from 1/8/99) (ltr), Jan 15, 1999, p.6
The Age of Farce (comments on national and local news items) (edit), Jan 22, 1999, p.6
Irreconcilable differences (re impeachment trial of President Clinton) (edit), Jan 29, 1999, p.6
Clinton's actions warrant removal (ltr), Feb 12, 1999, p.8
Clinton's ingenious psychology at work in Yugoslavian quagmire (edit), Apr 30, 1999, p.7
Who is responsible for all society's ills? (ltr), May 14, 1999, p.6
With the debts they owe, how can the Clintons afford luxury housing? (ltr), Aug 20, 1999, p.6
Advice to some potential Edgemonters (Mr and Mrs Clinton) (edit), Aug 20, 1999, p.7
Clintons may be good for village (ltr), Aug 27, 1999, p.6
Clintons would cause congestion (should they move into 74 Ardsley Road) (ltr), Aug 27, 1999, p.6
Criticism of Clintons was based on ethics, not politics (response to 8/27 letter by N Roberts) (ltr), Sep 17, 1999, p.7
Response was out of proportion (response to letter by Dale Young from 9/17/99) (ltr), Sep 24, 1999, p.6

CLINTON, HILLARY
Why did Lowey choose not to run against Clinton? (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.6
First lady, a likely candidate, listens at WCC (photo), Jul 16, 1999, p.3
Hillary's house hunt may end in Edgemont, Aug 13, 1999, p.1
First lady eyes house in Edgemont (cont), Aug 13, 1999, p.18
With the debts they owe, how can the Clintons afford luxury housing? (ltr), Aug 20, 1999, p.6
Advice to some potential Edgemonters (Mr and Mrs Clinton) (edit), Aug 20, 1999, p.7
Clintons may be good for village (ltr), Aug 27, 1999, p.6
Clintons would cause congestion (should they move into 74 Ardsley Road) (ltr), Aug 27, 1999, p.6
Clinton's interest was a boost for local real estate (response to 8/27 letter by Dale Young) (ltr), Sep 10, 1999, p.6
Criticism of Clintons was based on ethics, not politics (response to 9/10 letter by N Roberts) (ltr), Sep 17, 1999, p.7
Response was out of proportion (response to letter by Dale Young from 9/17/99) (ltr), Sep 24, 1999, p.6
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CLOTHING AND DRESS

My Sisters' Closet (clothing drive to support underprivileged women trying to reclaim their lives), Jul 30, 1999, p.1

COAPE-ARNOLD, LAUREN

Many kids worked hard to make teen center happen (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.6
Early victories for debate team, Oct 22, 1999, p.10

COATS, VIOLET

The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District's 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32

COBELLI, KATIE

Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

COBERT, STUART

The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28

COFFEE

Aroma of coffee brewing brings memories of home -- and Dad (edit), Jun 18, 1999, p.7

COHEN, BARRIE

Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

COHEN, DINA

Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30

COHEN, EILEEN W

The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28

COHEN, ELENA

42nd Street; Review S(CS) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre) brings those dancing feet to Scarsdale (photo), Aug 6, 1999, p.13

COHEN, ELLEN

21 seeking election to S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee), Jan 8, 1999, p.1
S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) voter turnout low, Jan 15, 1999, p.1
C(hildren) H(aving) I ndividual) L(earning) D(isabilities) handbook on the way (photo), Apr 16, 1999, p.11
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28

COHEN, HOWARD

Decision delayed on historical society plan (illus), Feb 5, 1999, p.3

COHEN, JESSE

Scarsdale Drama Club to commit, solve 'Murder at the Vicarage' (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.19

COHEN, SAUL

Community responds to Columbine tragedy, Apr 30, 1999, p.1

COHEN, SUSAN

Teen center progress is delayed (photo) (cont), Jan 8, 1999, p.9
Sherwood and Simon tapped for board of education (photo), Mar 12, 1999, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Teachers Institute, Mar 26, 1999, p.40
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District's 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32
County legislators are facing challengers (cont), Aug 27, 1999, p.8
Cohen v ersus Carsky in 17th District, Oct 22, 1999, p.1
Hot contest in 17th District (photo), Oct 22, 1999, p.13
Harmony reigns at L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) forum, Oct 29, 1999, p.1
Board of Legislators (SCS Inquirer endorsements for upcoming election) (edit), Oct 29, 1999, p.6
Harmony reigns at candidates forum (photo) (cont), Oct 29, 1999, p.10
Voters keep incumbents right where they are, Nov 5, 1999, p.1

COLABELLA, GEORGE (AU)

Nonprofits must be responsible, open (ltr), Mar 19, 1999, p.6

COLDICK, DAVID

Village budget calls for 2.17% tax hike, Mar 26, 1999, p.1
New mayor, new board - and a new feeling, Apr 16, 1999, p.1
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COLLABOLLETTA, ERNIE
Partygoers enjoy gourmet feast at S(Family) Counseling Service benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.10

COLLEGE STUDENTS
2 Harvard men look back on SHS days, Sep 10, 1999, p.11

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
Legislator tracks college trends at L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) luncheon (photo), Feb 12, 1999, p.5
Joshua Fix celebrates his father with music (photo), May 14, 1999, p.3
Vote yes on W(estchester) C(ommunity) C(ollege) proposition (ltr), Oct 22, 1999, p.6
Say yes to W(estchester) C(ommunity) C(ollege) (edit), Oct 22, 1999, p.6
Say yes to proposal 2 for (Westchester) community college (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.7
Vote yes to give W(estchester) C(ommunity) C(ollege) greater independence (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.7
Proposal 2 will let college spend more on education (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.8
Pace University birdman has audience rapt for raptors (photo), Nov 5, 1999, p.3

COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES - GRADUATION
(Supplement) Graduation (photo), Jul 2, 1999

COLORADO
Community responds to Columbine tragedy, Apr 30, 1999, p.1
Community responds to Columbine tragedy (cont), Apr 30, 1999, p.15
On the scene at the Emergency Room: treating Columbine High School victims (edit), May 7, 1999, p.7

COLUMBUS DAY
Columbus Day, Oct 8, 1999, p.1

COMPETITION
Town rewards kids for aggression and hostility (ltr), Nov 26, 1999, p.6
Childhood disappointments prepare us for adulthood (response to 11/26 letter by J Fishman) (ltr), Dec 10, 1999, p.6

COMPOSERS
Composer's visit was inspiration to students (ltr), May 21, 1999, p.6

COMPUTERS
Village expects to survive Y2K (photo), Feb 5, 1999, p.1
What direction? (first article in two-part series), Feb 26, 1999, p.4
We're ready, double zero! You can't bug us (re year 2000), Mar 19, 1999, p.13
What Direction?, Mar 26, 1999, p.4
The sound of money (electronic banking - part I), Apr 23, 1999, p.4
The sound of Money (electronic banking - part II), Apr 30, 1999, p.4
The sound of money: electronic finance, May 21, 1999, p.8
The sound of money: electronic finance managers, Jul 2, 1999, p.4
The sound of money (buy on the fly - part 1), Jul 23, 1999, p.4
The sound of money (buy on the fly - part 2), Aug 13, 1999, p.4
The sound of money (buy on the fly - part 3), Aug 20, 1999, p.4
Computer-phobes get comfy (edit), Aug 27, 1999, p.6
Auction fever, part 1, Sep 3, 1999, p.4
Auction fever, part 2, Sep 10, 1999, p.4
Auction fever, part 3, Sep 17, 1999, p.4
Auction fever - part 4, Oct 1, 1999, p.4
Acceptable use agreement for K-5 students, Oct 22, 1999, p.9
Scarsdale's school policy on computer use is ambiguous (ltr), Nov 5, 1999, p.8
Will Y2K make traffic lights go crazy?, Nov 12, 1999, p.1
Money is in the air - investing online, Nov 12, 1999, p.4
Investing online - getting started, Dec 3, 1999, p.4
Digital generosity, Dec 10, 1999, p.4
Investing Online: the good, the bad and the very ugly, Dec 24, 1999, p.4
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CONCERTS
Neither rain nor snow (could keep Heathcote musicians from their concerts) (photo), Jan 29, 1999, p.9
County's banning of gospel concert at Playland was outrageous (ltr), Sep 10, 1999, p.8

CONFERENCES
Young Writers' Conference is April 17, Mar 5, 1999, p.9
Record crowd picks up tips from the pros at writers' conference, Apr 23, 1999, p.1
Budding authors picks up tips from the pros (photo) (cont), Apr 23, 1999, p.13
Young Writers' Conference was inspirational (ltr), May 7, 1999, p.7

CONNOLLY, BRIAN
Savoring the moment (EMT's Panthers' state football championship) (edit), Dec 3, 1999, p.6

CONNOLLY, TIM
Savoring the moment (EMT's Panthers' state football championship) (edit), Dec 3, 1999, p.6

CONNOR, KRISTIN
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

CONNOR, KRISTIN (AU)
Safe Rides needs adult volunteers to keep going (ltr), Mar 19, 1999, p.6

CONNORS, DONALD F
Donald F Connors (dies), Dec 3, 1999, p.16

CONSOLIDATED EDISON CO
Can't take the heat ... (re recent power outages and conservation efforts) (edit), Jul 16, 1999, p.6
County executive urged to put Con Ed's feet to the fire (ltr), Jul 16, 1999, p.6
Hochberg came to rescue in Con Ed blackout (ltr), Jul 16, 1999, p.6
Gas explosion on Weaver injures 5 workers (photo), Jul 23, 1999, p.5

CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
Record construction volume by Kreisler Borg Florman (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.18

CONSUMERS
The educated consumer (edit), Nov 19, 1999, p.7

CONTE, JON
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32

CONTESTS
Brunwasser wins contest (photo), May 7, 1999, p.4

CONTRACTORS
A lot of work ($400,000 in contracts awarded to two Mount Vernon contractors for SCS roadway work), Aug 6, 1999, p.1

CONWAY, HAZEL
Hazel Conway (dies), Mar 12, 1999, p.24

COOK, BILL
Kudos to all who made mezzanine happen at library (ltr), Jan 29, 1999, p.6

COOKIES
Good cookies and great memories (edit), May 21, 1999, p.7

COOKS, BRANDY
At year's end, S(tudent) T(transfer) E(ducation) P(lan) student mulls life's changes, chances (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.1
S(tudent) T(transfer) E(ducation) P(lan) student mulls life's changes and chances (cont), Jun 18, 1999, p.10

COONEY, MARIE
Village staff: 3 Richards are retiring; Pickup promoted, Feb 5, 1999, p.1

COOPER, WALLIS
Chamber's sidewalk sale showed the vitality of village (ltr), Aug 13, 1999, p.6

CORCSON, ALEX
Troop 60 visits nation's capital (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.4
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CORDELL, MIKE
Fire fair was a great success (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.8

COREY, THOMAS J
Thomas J Corey (dies), Jun 4, 1999, p.16

CORLIN, RONNA
Ronna Corlin (promoted to senior gourmet and gift buyer for 1800flowers.com) (photo), Oct 15, 1999, p.4

CORNE, KERRIE
Efforts of many contribute to local calendar (ltr), Aug 27, 1999, p.6

CORNELL, ADELINA D
Adeline D Cornell (dies), Dec 31, 1999, p.14

CORTEN, SYLVIE
New Scarsdale schools staff (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.11

COSGROVE, RAEGAN
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS' BASE & The Little School (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.36

COSTELLO, MARGERY JUDKINS
IHM 'kids' catch up on past 50 years at reunion (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.9

COTTER, CHRISTOPHER
Troop 60 visits nation's capital (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.4

COUNTRY CLUBS
Open space and tax dollars (cont), Jul 16, 1999, p.22
Golf courses help rescue state bird (photo), Jul 23, 1999, p.1
Area golf courses help to rescue state bird (photo) (cont), Jul 23, 1999, p.10

COURTESY
A plea for civility, now that the village board deliberates in public (photo) (edit), Oct 15, 1999, p.7

COURTS-NEW YORK STATE
Evelyn Stock takes aim at court reform (photo), Jul 16, 1999, p.1
Scarsdale's Evelyn Stock takes on court reform (cont), Jul 16, 1999, p.22

COURTS-SCS
Annoted justice at village court, Jul 9, 1999, p.1
Annoted justice served at village court (cont), Jul 9, 1999, p.24

CWEN, ANN
S(school) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) voter turnout low, Jan 15, 1999, p.1

CWEN, MARK
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS' BASE & The Little School (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.36

CWEN, PATTI
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS' BASE & The Little School (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.36

CRAIG, AMY
2 join Merritt Associates, Jan 8, 1999, p.4

CRANDALL, LENA
Newcomers celebrate 50 years (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.13

CRANE, ALEX
Christmas pageantry (at IHM) (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.1

CRARY, JOHN
Threats aren't helpful (re downtown development) (edit), Feb 12, 1999, p.6
New mayor, new board - and a new feeling, Apr 16, 1999, p.1
Calmer streets (the village is planning to install "traffic calming" measures in certain areas), May 14, 1999, p.1
Construction advisory, Jun 4, 1999, p.1
Getting ready (for sidewalk and lighting improvements planned for business district), Jun 18, 1999, p.1
A lot of work ($400,000 in contracts awarded to two Mount Vernon contractors for SCS roadway work), Aug 6, 1999, p.1
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CRARY, JOHN continued
Trustees pressure staff to speed sidewalk work (photo), Aug 20, 1999, p.1
Crary: Quality sidewalks take time to install (cont), Aug 20, 1999, p.8
Bridge meeting (re rebuilding of Popham Road Bridge), Oct 22, 1999, p.1
Work takes a holiday (sidewalk replacement work downtown will be suspended for the winter), Nov 5, 1999, p.1
Consultant, village agree: Popham Road Bridge must be replaced (photo), Nov 19, 1999, p.1
Parking structure could be accessed from bridge (ltr), Dec 10, 1999, p.6

CRAUGHUELL-VARDA, KATHLEEN
What makes an American fashion icon? (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.19

CREATIVE ABILITY
Creativity aren't us (edit), Aug 27, 1999, p.7

CRIME AND CRIMINALS
(John Tymus) Free on bail, Jan 8, 1999, p.1
Mischief redefined (legislation relating to family disputes involving destruction of property), Feb 19, 1999, p.1
Preventing auto theft, May 7, 1999, p.1
Man charged in local burglary, Jul 23, 1999, p.1
Double-edged sword (re state bill providing for a criminal DNA profile bank) (edit), Aug 20, 1999, p.6
Go to jail (John Tymus, former business manager of Kids' BASE, will be sentenced Dec 2), Nov 19, 1999, p.1
Another delay (in the sentencing of John Tymus), Dec 3, 1999, p.1
Tymus sentenced for KBLB larceny, Dec 24, 1999, p.1
Tymus sentenced for larceny (cont), Dec 24, 1999, p.4

CRISCI, GERALD
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Teachers Institute, Mar 26, 1999, p.40
School district launches revamped Web site (photo), Nov 19, 1999, p.3

CROEN, EVAN
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30

CROSMAN, ANNE
Hot dog (distressed dog locked inside van), Jun 11, 1999, p.1

CROUCH, WOODROW
Woodrow Crouch (elected to board of directors of U.S. Committee on Large Dams) (photo), Mar 5, 1999, p.4

CRUELTY TO ANIMALS
SEE ANIMAL WELFARE

CUBA
Preservationists explore Havana (edit), Apr 9, 1999, p.7
Exploring Havana: A preservationist's view (photo) (cont), Apr 9, 1999, p.8

CUNEO, LUCY
Lucy Cuneo (dies), Jul 16, 1999, p.10

CUNNINGHAM, BEVERLY
Cunningham's Scarsdale roots run deep (photo), Feb 5, 1999, p.3
Family Counseling grateful to 'Galaxy' supporters (ltr), May 14, 1999, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32
The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl: Bernard Cedarbaum (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.32

CUNNINGHAM, CHARLES
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32

CUNNINGHAM, CHARLES AND BEVERLY (AU)
Village needs multi-issue trustees (ltr), Mar 5, 1999, p.6
Save the baby! (response to edit from 6/11/99), Jun 18, 1999, p.6

CURRAN, BRENDAN
Foiled again (student-faculty basketball game) (photo), Feb 5, 1999, p.1
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CURRY, PAUL
PBA denies breaking agreement with village, Apr 23, 1999, p.3

CURTIS, CHAD
Queen of 'the ball' (Cynthia Sanossian holds a 1999 World Series ball) (photo), Nov 5, 1999, p.1

CUSICK, ELAINE
Village election was expensive; Voters outspent Citizens 3-1, Apr 16, 1999, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28

CUSICK, TOM
Citizens' Committee nominates Bench, Galvani, Cusick and Miller (photo), Jan 15, 1999, p.1
Citizens' Party candidates need voter names (ltr), Jan 15, 1999, p.6
Bench nominated for mayor by committee (cont), Jan 15, 1999, p.26
3 to challenge Citizens' Party (photo), Jan 29, 1999, p.1
Citizens and Voters ready for campaign, Feb 5, 1999, p.26
Citizens' candidates are positive (ltr), Feb 12, 1999, p.8
Citizens' candidates welcome challenges of the campaign; Cusick has background in ... (photo), Feb 19, 1999, p.1
It's that time (The Inquirer welcomes letters about candidates for village office), Feb 19, 1999, p.1
Cusick has 'serious concerns' about downtown development (cont), Feb 19, 1999, p.15
Citizens' candidates are accessible and knowledgeable (ltr), Feb 26, 1999, p.6
Debate free of mud-slinging; Voters' Party and Citizens' Party find some common ground, Mar 5, 1999, p.1
Candidate events, Mar 5, 1999, p.1
Vote people, not issues (edit), Mar 5, 1999, p.6
Development may be deciding factor in election (ltr), Mar 5, 1999, p.6
Village needs multi-issue trustees (ltr), Mar 5, 1999, p.6
Bench may recommend a referendum on development (ltr), Mar 5, 1999, p.6
Candidates face off at S(CS) N(neighborhood) A(ssn) P(residents) forum, Mar 12, 1999, p.1
Elect people who can listen and compromise (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.6
Citizens' Party anaconda-like hold must be relaxed (response to 3/5 edit by J Richman) (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.6
The nonpartisan system's not perfect, but ... (ltr, Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Scarsdale's high standards are due to Citizens' Party (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Citizens' candidates are experienced, thoughtful (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Campaign committee chairmen thank supporters (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Bench, Galvani, Cusick, Miller have records of participation (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Bench, Galvani, Cusick, Miller responded to S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) needs (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Citizens' Party leaders are open-minded on downtown (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Vote for proven community leaders on March 16 (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.9
Galvani, Miller, Cusick performed well at forum (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.9
Challenger breaks Citizens' monopoly (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.1
Citizens' campaign chairmen are grateful for help (ltr), Mar 19, 1999, p.7
Challenger breaks Citizens' Party monopoly (photo) (cont), Mar 19, 1999, p.13
Watershed election show that every vote counts (ltr), Mar 26, 1999, p.6
Village election was expensive; Voters outspent Citizens 3-1, Apr 16, 1999, p.1
New mayor, new board - and a new feeling, Apr 16, 1999, p.1
Hearing set on election change (re changing village election date to November), Apr 30, 1999, p.1
Trustees halt talks with developer, Jun 11, 1999, p.1
Requiem to progress (re termination of negotiations with American Premier Underwriters) (edit), Jun 11, 1999, p.6
Village resumes talks with A(merican) P(remier) U(nderwriters), Jun 25, 1999, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28
Revised resolution on July 27 agenda (re public referendum and downtown development), Jul 23, 1999, p.1
Nextel is next, Jul 23, 1999, p.1
Seeking closure (re village board and downtown development) (edit), Jul 23, 1999, p.6
CUSICK, TOM continued
Referenda timing (no decision yet whether to hold a referendum on switching village election date), Aug 13, 1999, p.1
Village board extends teardown moratorium, Sep 17, 1999, p.1
Village, PBA sign 3-year contract, Oct 1, 1999, p.1
Cleaner faces additional tests, Oct 29, 1999, p.1
Board ends moratorium on teardowns, Dec 17, 1999, p.1
Teen center considering plan to reopen weekends, Dec 24, 1999, p.1

CUSICK, TOM (AU)
Meetings no place for campaigning (ltr), Mar 5, 1999, p.8

CUSTOMER RELATIONS
An introduction to philosophy and the art of pumping gas (ltr), Nov 5, 1999, p.8

D'AMORE, JUDITH
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Teachers Institute, Mar 26, 1999, p.40

D'ANGELO, CHRISTOPHER
Christopher D'Angelo (elected partner of firm Nixon, Hargrave, Devans & Doyle, LLP) (photo), Mar 5, 1999, p.4

D'INCELLI, GREG
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32

DAIKOS, PETER (AU)
Residents gave generously to scholarship fund (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.6

DAKS, DANIEL
Origami, anyone? (Greenacres third graders learn the ancient art of origami) (photo), Nov 12, 1999, p.11

DALTON, ERIC
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32

DALY, DENNIS
And the streets echoed with the pounding of feet (photo), Mar 26, 1999, p.32

DALY, JAMES
Troop 60 visits nation's capital (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.4

DALY, MICHAEL
Downtown question may go to a vote, Jul 16, 1999, p.1
Bridge decision looms, Dec 10, 1999, p.1

DANCE
A dance company on the cutting edge (photo), Nov 12, 1999, p.19

DARROW, RICHARD
Board's cave-in on downtown was appalling (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.6

DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
Harvey Birch chapter celebrates 72 years of public service (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.10

DAVID, MAGEN
Weaver project worries neighbors, Aug 20, 1999, p.1

DAVIDSON, JAMIE
Maroon and White Night (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.22
In Scarsdale and Edgemont classrooms: it's Latin redux! (photo), Apr 2, 1999, p.1

DAVIS, CHRISTIN
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

DAVIS, ELDER GREGORY
County's banning of gospel concert at Playland was outrageous (ltr), Sep 10, 1999, p.8

DAY, EUGENE
Night owls (new team of police officers who patrol SCS streets from midnight to 8 a.m.), Jan 8, 1999, p.1
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DE CRESCENZO, JOSEPH
New Scarsdale schools staff (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.11

DE SIMONE, KATIE
Winners galore at Labor Day games (photo), Sep 10, 1999, p.9

DEAK, AMANDA
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

DEAN, WILLARD
Board's cave-in on downtown was appalling (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.6

DEBAER, CAROL
Bath fixtures, tiles, towels, soap (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.4

DEBIETTO, ROSALIE
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District's 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32

DECAMINADA, JOSEPH
Joseph Decaminada (appointed chairman of board of trustees of College of Mount Saint Vincent) (photo), Jan 15, 1999, p.4

DECARLO, JOSEPH
False bomb threat at Edgemont High, May 7, 1999, p.1

DECICIO, FRANK
C-Town celebrates (storewide renovation) (photo), Oct 1, 1999, p.4

DECKER, ANNA
Record crowd picks up tips from the pros at writers' conference, Apr 23, 1999, p.1
Parent Teacher Council inducts officers for Y2K (photo), May 21, 1999, p.11

DECKER, ANNA (AU)
Career Day offered insight to kids (ltr), Feb 12, 1999, p.8
Career Day offered insight to sophomores (ltr), Feb 26, 1999, p.7
School community handled last week's crisis well (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.6

DECKER, RACHEL
Early victories for debate team, Oct 22, 1999, p.10

DEETZ, LINDA
Fate of teen center rests on test, Oct 15, 1999, p.1

DELAHUNT, NANCY (AU)
Town of Greenburgh should make WFAS clean up its act (ltr), Feb 12, 1999, p.6
Francis Sheehan will take better care of environment (ltr), Sep 10, 1999, p.6

DELICATESSENS
Heathcote deli offers off-site catering (photo), Jan 22, 1999, p.4

DEMAREE, ALLAN (AU)
Riflery a safe, constructive activity (response to 5/28 edit by Irving Sloan) (ltr), Jun 4, 1999, p.7

DEMATTIS, DANIELLE
Dramatic feline ("The Pink Panther Strikes Again" at SHS) (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.9

DEMTRIEUS, LYNN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl: Bernard Cedarbaum (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.32

DEMOCRACY
E-mail terrorism undermined freedom and security at SHS (edit), Jun 18, 1999, p.7
Vote was proof of democracy (re vote on downtown development) (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.6

DEMONSTRATIONS
Police settlement remains elusive (photo), Jul 23, 1999, p.1

DENNIS-MATTS, BARBARA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Teachers Institute, Mar 26, 1999, p.40
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District's 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32
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DENTISTS
The drill is gone (author's musings on his days as an army dentist and on dental profession) (edit), Sep 3, 1999, p.7

DEOLVEIRA, ROCHEL
Neither rain nor snow (could keep Heathcote musicians from their concerts) (photo), Jan 29, 1999, p.9

DEPAO, DOLORES
Newcomers celebrate 50 years (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.13

DEPOT PLACE PROPERTY (SCS)
'Silly' Freightway design led to a job for Jonathan Arnold (ltr), Apr 23, 1999, p.6
Deception clouds downtown debate (edit), Apr 23, 1999, p.7

DESAI, SHANKAR
2 Harvard men look back on SHS days, Sep 10, 1999, p.11

DESAVOL, PAULINE
Newcomers celebrate 50 years (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.13

DESIRON, JESSICA
Maroon and White recognizes athletes (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.34

DESOE, CAROL
Scarsdale schools are site of mother-daughter reunion (photo), Oct 29, 1999, p.11

DESOE, LILLIAN

DESOE, SUSAN
New Scarsdale schools staff (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.11
Scarsdale schools are site of mother-daughter reunion (photo), Oct 29, 1999, p.11

DEUTSCH, JOSEPH
Pepi Deutsch, Holocaust survivor, is dead at 101 (photo), Nov 12, 1999, p.1

DEUTSCH, PEPI
Pepi Deutsch, Holocaust survivor, is dead at 101 (photo), Nov 12, 1999, p.1
A week to remember (edit), Nov 12, 1999, p.6

DEUTSCH, ZOLTAN
Pepi Deutsch, Holocaust survivor, is dead at 101 (photo), Nov 12, 1999, p.1

DEVINE-MOLI, CAROL (AU)
Bipartisan cable access commission is proposed (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.8

DI LORENZO, SARAH
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32

DIAFENZA, PETER
Art association revives spring outdoor show and sale at Chase Park (illus., May 7, 1999, p.19
Art in the park (photo), May 14, 1999, p.19

DICKERSON, THOMAS
Voters keep incumbents right where they are, Nov 5, 1999, p.1

DICKINSON, JOHN
John Dickinson: founder of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Apr 2, 1999, p.3
Dickinson: founder of the Scarsdale Library (cont), Apr 2, 1999, p.8

DIDONA, BILL
Trustees pressure staff to speed sidewalk work (photo), Aug 20, 1999, p.1

DIEZ, LINDA
Teen center needs a more suitable home than basement (ltr), Nov 5, 1999, p.9

DIFALCO, CHRIS
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40
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DILLE, BARBARA
   Obedience class is going to the dogs (photo), May 21, 1999, p.1

DILLON, ELIZABETH
   Scarsdale Art Association marks 61st year (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.13

DILLON, JOHN M (AU)
   Mysterious pollutant is stinking up the Bronx River (ltr), Aug 13, 1999, p.6
   Post office brings a bit of old Berlin to Scarsdale (building rear closed to pedestrian traffic) (ltr), Oct 15, 1999, p.6

DILLON, MARK
   Candidates forum (Oct 25), Oct 22, 1999, p.1
   Voters keep incumbents right where they are, Nov 5, 1999, p.1

DILorenzo, ROBERT (AU)
   Police becoming too aggressive (re arrest of Andrew McCreary) (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.6

DILorenzo, SARAH
   SHS honors academic, school, community achievements (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.11

DIPASQUALE, ED
   Mini(computer)-crash at Post Office (office), Jun 4, 1999, p.1

DISCRIMINATION
   A better way (advocates establishing a human rights commission for discrimination complaints) (edit), Nov 19, 1999, p.6

DISEASE
   Village sprayed (with pesticide Anvil), Sep 24, 1999, p.1

DISICK, LAURIE S (AU)
   Childhood disappointments prepare us for adulthood (response to 11/26 letter by J Fishman) (ltr), Dec 10, 1999, p.6

DITSCHEID, URSULA
   Newcomers celebrate 50 years (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.13

DITZIAN, BARBARA
   Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling serves many (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.11
   Epicurean treats to be offered at Gourmet Galaxy (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.17
   The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32

DITZIAN, MICHAEL
   The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32

DIXON, LINDA
   The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District's 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32

DIXON, MARY

DIXON, MARY (AU)
   Appalling bad taste (re Pamela Robbins advertisement in 11/26 issue of SCS Inquirer) (ltr), Dec 3, 1999, p.6

DOESCHER, WILLIAM F
   William F Doescher (honored by Colgate University) (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.4

DOGS
   Future vet collars runaway puppy (ltr), Apr 2, 1999, p.6
   Obedience class is going to the dogs (photo), May 21, 1999, p.1
   Scarsdale obedience class goes to the dogs (photo) (cont), May 21, 1999, p.9
   Hot dog (distressed dog locked inside van), Jun 11, 1999, p.1
   Complaint dismissed (against Pamela Blanco), Jun 25, 1999, p.1
   Woman disputes animal cruelty charge, Jul 2, 1999, p.1
   Woman disputes animal cruelty charge by officer (cont), Jul 2, 1999, p.16
   Animal cruelty charges adjourned, Jul 16, 1999, p.3
   Dog day advice (re recent downtown incident involving an animal cruelty charge) (edit), Jul 16, 1999, p.6
   Compassion, not summons was warranted (re recent incident involving a dog in parked car) (ltr), Jul 30, 1999, p.6
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DOHRENWEND, CONSTANCE WILCKES
  Constance Wilckes Dohrenwend (dies), Dec 24, 1999, p.12

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
  SEE FAMILY VIOLENCE

DONAHUE, WILLIAM
  Police officers return to work (after incident at IHM Church), Nov 12, 1999, p.1

DONATI, BOB

DONATIONS
  SEE CHARITIES

DONAVAN, LORETTA
  Loretta Donavan (has been named director of distance learning at Mercy College), Apr 9, 1999, p.4

DONELL, JILL
  Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon andWhite and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30

DONOVAN, DEVIN
  Troop 60 visits nation's capital (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.4

DONOVAN, GENE
  Troop 60 visits nation's capital (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.4

DONOVAN, TOM
  And the streets echoed with the pounding of feet (photo), Mar 26, 1999, p.32

DONSKY, HARRY (AU)
  Remembrances of Purim's past (edit), Mar 5, 1999, p.7

DORMAN, STUART C
  Inquirer wins awards, Apr 2, 1999, p.1

DOWD, HECTOR
  Hector Dowd (presented with 1999 Westchester ARC Katzenberg Volunteer Award), Jun 25, 1999, p.4

DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS
  Robison owner is suing village (photo), Jan 8, 1999, p.1
  Ready for vote (on findings statement on proposed downtown development plan), Jan 8, 1999, p.1
  Village center development too massive for site (ltr), Jan 8, 1999, p.6
  A miracle in Scarsdale Village Hall: the founding fathers speak (edit), Jan 8, 1999, p.7
  England's King George would feel right at home here (ltr), Jan 8, 1999, p.8
  Rezoning would benefit no one but developer (ltr), Jan 8, 1999, p.8
  One way to go (it has been recommended that Spencer Place remain a one-way, westbound street), Jan 15, 1999, p.1
  Trustees OK the rezoning of downtown, Jan 15, 1999, p.1
  Speakers mostly positive on downtown (photo), Jan 15, 1999, p.3
  Vote of confidence (for downtown development) (edit), Jan 15, 1999, p.6
  Tunnel vision (re proposal to platform the Metro-North tracks) (edit), Jan 15, 1999, p.6
  Not so fast (re misleading stories that development of SCS downtown is further along than it is), Jan 22, 1999, p.1
  Pay attention to both sides of the tracks (re downtown development) (ltr), Jan 22, 1999, p.6
  Issue of children in new apartments is a red herring (ltr), Jan 22, 1999, p.6
  Opposing views (re downtown development) can be reconciled (edit), Jan 22, 1999, p.7
  Spencer Place to be permanently 1-way, Jan 29, 1999, p.1
  Dr. Produce closes overnight, Jan 29, 1999, p.4
  In 1998, village focuses on the downtown (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.1
  Visual improvements on tap (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.1
  A vision of things to come (computer vision of interior for new Scarsdale Teen Center) (photo), Feb 5, 1999, p.1
  Windows '99 (glaziers install new windows on the Spencer Place side of De Cicco's C-Town) (photo), Feb 5, 1999, p.4
  Spencer (Place) could be entertainment mall (ltr), Feb 5, 1999, p.6
  The village government is out of step with the times (ltr), Feb 5, 1999, p.6
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DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS continued

New drawings aren’t helpful (re downtown development) (edit), Feb 12, 1999, p.1
Threats aren’t helpful (re downtown development) (edit), Feb 12, 1999, p.6
Cotswold concerned about development congestion (ltr), Feb 12, 1999, p.8
Downtown drawing is not to scale (ltr), Feb 19, 1999, p.6
Change machines would give us a fighting chance (re downtown automobile parking) (edit), Feb 19, 1999, p.7
Cusick has ‘serious concerns’ about downtown development (cont), Feb 19, 1999, p.15
Garth residents blast downtown proposal, Feb 26, 1999, p.1
Act now on Robison (edit), Feb 26, 1999, p.6
Scarsdale has been unresponsive to Edgemont (response to edit from 2/12/99) (ltr), Feb 26, 1999, p.6
Ask yourself: Would you want the development near you? (ltr), Feb 26, 1999, p.6
Can’t find supporters for development (ltr), Feb 26, 1999, p.7
Voters’ Party candidate worried about money in downtown deal (cont), Feb 26, 1999, p.8
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(ub) members split on downtown development (cont), Mar 5, 1999, p.8
Bird’s eye view (model of proposed residential/retail development on Freightway and Depot) (photo), Mar 12, 1999, p.1
Parking readiness (re village takeover of Robison Lot), Mar 12, 1999, p.1
Teens at work, Mar 12, 1999, p.1
tell it like it is (re misrepresentation of downtown proposal by Voters’ Party) (edit), Mar 12, 1999, p.6
Size, materials of development must be shown (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.6
Opinions should be based on fact, not misinformation (response to 3/5 letter by A Hartzell) (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.6
We need A(merican) P(remier) U(nderwriter)'s cooperation to improve traffic flow (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.7
Challengers misrepresent advisory committee report (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.7
Current proposal is our last best chance to improve the downtown (edit), Mar 12, 1999, p.7
‘Quaint’ part of village is not endangered by development (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Citizens Party should be renamed ‘Know Nothing’ (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Citizens’ Party leaders are open-minded on downtown (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Uninformed statements and promises may be regretted (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.9
Challenger breaks Citizens’ monopoly (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.1
Putting it in stone (re planned downtown improvements), Mar 26, 1999, p.1
Problems of size, risk remain in development proposal (response to 3/13 letter by A. Janiak) (ltr), Mar 26, 1999, p.6
Teen center to open soon, Apr 9, 1999, p.1
10 reasons to nix the downtown plan (edit), Apr 9, 1999, p.7
Tunnel rendering was misleading, inaccurate (ltr), Apr 9, 1999, p.9
New teen center director starts Monday (photo), Apr 16, 1999, p.3
(Downtown development) Proposal would cause congestion (ltr), Apr 16, 1999, p.6
Critics deliberately misrepresent proposal (photo) (edit), Apr 16, 1999, p.7
‘Silly’ Freightway design led to a job for Jonathan Arnold (ltr), Apr 23, 1999, p.6
‘Honest’ drawings of tunnel are still needed (ltr), Apr 23, 1999, p.7
Deception clouds downtown debate (edit), Apr 23, 1999, p.7
Deception clouds downtown debate (cont), Apr 23, 1999, p.8
Behr and Anastas letters distort architect’s intent (ltr), Apr 30, 1999, p.6
No early morning bank window is loss (re discontinuation of service by Bank of New York) (ltr), May 14, 1999, p.6
Changes afoot (walkways in Boniface Park will get a new look), May 21, 1999, p.1
Keep the brick walks in the village (ltr), May 21, 1999, p.6
What’s next for downtown? (edit), May 21, 1999, p.7
Village charm depends on preserving green (ltr), Jun 4, 1999, p.6
Trustees halt talks with developer, Jun 11, 1999, p.1
Requiem to progress (re termination of negotiations with American Premier Underwriters) (edit), Jun 11, 1999, p.6
Getting ready (for sidewalk and lighting improvements planned for business district), Jun 18, 1999, p.1
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DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS continued

Board's cave-in on downtown was appalling (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.6
This misguided act will cost taxpayers plenty (re termination of talks with downtown developer)(ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.6
Trustees must reverse course on downtown proposal (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.6
'Old guard' is responsible for current mess (re American Premier Underwriters negotiations) (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.8
Talks on downtown project are on again (cont), Jun 25, 1999, p.20
Special interests shouldn't sway village trustees (ltr), Jul 2, 1999, p.6
Downtown question may go to a vote, Jul 16, 1999, p.1
Live from Boniface (re SCS Summer Music Theatre and its production of 42nd Street), Jul 16, 1999, p.1
Gray-heads should give up the bone, let village move on (ltr), Jul 16, 1999, p.6
Downtown development question may go to a vote (cont), Jul 16, 1999, p.22
Revised resolution on July 27 agenda (re public referendum and downtown development), Jul 23, 1999, p.1
Seeking closure (re village board and downtown development) (edit), Jul 23, 1999, p.6
Letter asking 'ancients' to leave was offensive and unfair(response to 7/16 letter by D Buchen)(ltr), Jul 23, 1999, p.6
Build a positive consensus on downtown development (ltr), Jul 23, 1999, p.6
Revised downtown resolution on July 27 agenda (cont), Jul 23, 1999, p.8
Toxic spill, no C(ertificate) of O(ccupancy), but cleaners is open (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.1
Sidewalk sale (August 6 and 7), Jul 30, 1999, p.1
The Mimi (Dry-Cleaner) mess - time to cooperate (edit), Jul 30, 1999, p.6
Mimi Cleaners still operating without C(ertificate) of O(ccupancy) (cont), Jul 30, 1999, p.20
Cleansers has interim C(ertificate) of O(ccupancy), Aug 6, 1999, p.1
Development foes want hard data, not 'pious assurances' (ltr), Aug 6, 1999, p.6
Eastern Arts to open on Chase Road, Aug 13, 1999, p.4
2-site plan = foresight (re Freightway and Depot sites and downtown development) (edit), Sep 3, 1999, p.6
Building means downtown chaos (ltr), Sep 3, 1999, p.6
The 1-site development solution (edit), Sep 3, 1999, p.7
Ginsburg says no to downtown project, Sep 10, 1999, p.1
Supporters rally as downtown deadline passes, Sep 17, 1999, p.1
It's not too late to lead (re downtown development proposal) (edit), Sep 17, 1999, p.6
Proposed agreement exposes village to risk (response to Inquirer edit from 9/3/99) (ltr), Sep 17, 1999, p.6
Vision for a modern suburbia: 'Build we mustn't' (ltr), Sep 17, 1999, p.6
It's time to pull the plug on this tunnel project (ltr), Sep 17, 1999, p.6
Is downtown proposal dead? (cont), Sep 17, 1999, p.8
Downtown proposal is outgrowth of secret deal (ltr), Sep 24, 1999, p.6
Village trustees reject developer's proposal, Oct 1, 1999, p.1
Newspaper history of downtown development would end in confusion (ltr), Oct 1, 1999, p.6
Penn Central is the obvious partner in downtown development plan (ltr), Oct 1, 1999, p.6
Citizens' Party requires loyalty to tunnel project (ltr), Oct 8, 1999, p.6
It's unclear where mayor stands on development (ltr), Oct 8, 1999, p.6
(Non-Partisan) System is real target of attacks (edit), Oct 8, 1999, p.7
Post office brings a bit of old Berlin to Scarsdale (building rear closed to pedestrian traffic)(ltr), Oct 15, 1999, p.6
Poured concrete would have been good enough (ltr), Oct 22, 1999, p.6
Don't look to court to protect pedestrians (response to 10/1 letter by Lucas Meyer) (edit), Oct 22, 1999, p.7
State and special tax district help fund improvements (response to 10/22 letter by J Ellis) (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.6
Scarsdale getting more and more user-unfriendly (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.7
Scarsdale's spending is profligate (response to letter by James Ellis from 10/22) (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.7
Trustees don't have 'blank check' (ltr), Nov 5, 1999, p.8
New sidewalks more attractive, more durable (ltr), Nov 12, 1999, p.6
Michael Ratner is finally building close to home (photo), Nov 26, 1999, p.3
Grand reopening (of Wilson & Son) (photo), Nov 26, 1999, p.4
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DOWNTOWN AREA-SCS continued

Progress on 2 fronts (new lamp posts in downtown are being installed as they arrive), Dec 3, 1999, p.1
Parking structure could be accessed from bridge (ltr), Dec 10, 1999, p.6
The procrastinating Santa shops Scarsdale (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.3
Village decorations are dilapidated and forlorn (ltr), Dec 17, 1999, p.6
The procrastinating Santa can find all his gifts in downtown Scarsdale (cont), Dec 17, 1999, p.24
Making merry (Second Winter Wonderland sponsored by SCS Chamber of Commerce) (photo), Dec 24, 1999, p.3
Fully rented downtown remains elusive, Dec 31, 1999, p.4

DOYLE, KEVIN
Consultant, village agree: Popham Road Bridge must be replaced (photo), Nov 19, 1999, p.1

DRABKIN, ROSAMONDE

DRAPER, ROBERT
New Scarsdale schools staff (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.11

DREW, CHRISTOPHER
Undersea sleuths were cold war heroes (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.3
Under the sea, these sleuths were cold war heroes (cont), Mar 19, 1999, p.23

DRUCKER, LEE
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

DRUG ABUSE
'60s parents, '90s kids chart drug-free course at conference (photo), May 7, 1999, p.11
Death sentence for Draconian drug laws (edit), Aug 6, 1999, p.6

DRUGS AND YOUTH
Where do former 60's kids stand on drugs now that they're parents? (edit), Apr 16, 1999, p.7
Police make 3 drug arrests at teen party, May 14, 1999, p.1
Scarsdale teen substance use above the norm, Oct 22, 1999, p.1
Remember the 5 A's (re teenage drug and alcohol abuse) (edit), Oct 22, 1999, p.6
Scarsdale teen alcohol, drug use above national norms (cont), Oct 22, 1999, p.13
Primary responsibility for teens rests with parents (ltr), Nov 5, 1999, p.6
District reacts to drug, alcohol survey, Nov 12, 1999, p.11
Group urges parents to regain control, Dec 3, 1999, p.11

DUBBS, HEATHER
Heather Dubbs (named anchor of Worldcast Magazine for Foreign TV. Com, Inc) (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.4

DUBOW, MARCIE
Celebrating success (Houlihan/Lawrence's fundraiser walk for American Cancer Society) (photo), Dec 24, 1999, p.4

DUBROSA, MADAILEIN
Which is best? (Madailein Dubrosa looks for the perfect pumpkin) (photo), Oct 15, 1999, p.1

DUCATE, GERALDINE
Art in the park (photo), May 14, 1999, p.19

DUEÑAS, ALEJANDRA
Admiring art (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.9

DUERST, ALFRED
Admiring art (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.9

DUFFY, COLEEN
Bath fixtures, tiles, towels, soap (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.4

DUMONT, PAUL
Early victories for debate team, Oct 22, 1999, p.10

DUNNE, MAGGIE
Breaking the ice breakfast (at Edgewood School) (photo), Oct 15, 1999, p.10
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DUSAVAGE, JOSEPH
Night owls (new team of police officers who patrol SCS streets from midnight to 8 a.m.), Jan 8, 1999, p.1

DWECK, ALYSSA (DR)
Alyssa Dweck, M.D. (will join the Mount Kisco Medical Group as obstetrician and gynecologist) (photo), Oct 15, 1999, p.4

DYSON, CHARLES
Board's cave-in on downtown was appalling (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.6

EATING DISORDERS
A perilous quest for perfection (re SHS girls and eating disorders) (edit), Jun 4, 1999, p.7

EDELMAN, REBECCA
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32

EDelson, Arlene (AU)
Lessons across the generations (edit), Nov 26, 1999, p.7
Surviving 7 days in leftover purgatory (edit), Dec 31, 1999, p.7

EDSON, STEVEN
A different way of seeing (photos by 2 SHS alumni differ widely in esthetic approach) (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.15

EDUCATION
Survey shows teachers teaching parents, Jan 15, 1999, p.26
The Age of Farce (comments on national and local news items) (edit), Jan 22, 1999, p.6
Education is key to survival (ltr), Jul 23, 1999, p.6
Schools must continue to nurture 'Renaissance people' (edit), Oct 22, 1999, p.7
Program pursues lost boys of gender equity, Nov 5, 1999, p.11
Pursuing the lost boys of gender equity (cont), Nov 5, 1999, p.12

EDUCATIONAL TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS
Delays compund test problems (photo), Jan 22, 1999, p.1
Experts to assess state test, Jan 22, 1999, p.9
Delays compound test problems (cont), Jan 22, 1999, p.9
Students: English regents easy, except for spelling, Jan 29, 1999, p.10
SHS 10th and 11th graders finesse regents, Feb 5, 1999, p.10
Test your English skills, Feb 5, 1999, p.10
Standardized tests have limited effect, purpose, Feb 12, 1999, p.10
Independent panel will review 4th grade test, Mar 5, 1999, p.9
New graduation requirements imperil ESL students, Apr 2, 1999, p.1
New graduation requirements imperil ESL students (photo) (cont), Apr 2, 1999, p.9
Too much focus on English regents is risky for all (ltr), Apr 9, 1999, p.6
Diploma should require English proficiency (ltr), Apr 9, 1999, p.9
New York State school report cards: Relief for some, discord for others, Apr 16, 1999, p.1
Level-headed at the top (praise for SCS school officials) (edit), Apr 16, 1999, p.6
State report card, relief to some, discord to others (illus) (cont), Apr 16, 1999, p.10
4th graders score above average, May 28, 1999, p.1
What the language arts levels mean, May 28, 1999, p.9
4th graders score above average on reading tests (cont), May 28, 1999, p.17
Get Ready! (free SAT review course) is set to go for second year, Jun 18, 1999, p.10
Get Ready! (SAT preparation program), in 2d year, expands and delivers (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.1
Lang's volunteer SAT tutoring program, now in 2d year, expands and delivers (cont), Jul 30, 1999, p.17
'Hothouse street smarts ' needed to ace the SAT (response to Inquirer article from 7/30/99) (ltr), Aug 6, 1999, p.6
(Scholastic Assessment Test) State scores low, Sep 3, 1999, p.1
Many supported Get Ready's first summer (the free SAT prep and college advising program) (ltr), Sep 10, 1999, p.6
Local high school students balk at SED's 'higher standards', Sep 17, 1999, p.10
'Standards have pitfalls, Sobol says (photo), Oct 22, 1999, p.8
Scarsdale kids top scorers in new state tests, Nov 12, 1999, p.1
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EDUCATIONAL TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS continued

Permissible pride (re impressive scores on latest state tests in SCS and EMT schools) (edit), Nov 12, 1999, p.6
Tests (cont), Nov 12, 1999, p.8
8th graders ace new state math, English tests (illus), Nov 12, 1999, p.10

EGAN, ISABEL
Isabel Egan (dies), Mar 19, 1999, p.14

EHRLICH, JOAN
Joan Ehrlich (appointed a senior associate at Gensler-New York), Apr 16, 1999, p.4

EICHENWORLD, ADAM
Little big league (1,100 children are registered for the season) (photo), Apr 30, 1999, p.1

EIFERT, JEAN
High quality entertainment by Greenville Community Theater (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.14

EISEMAN, ALEX
Alex Eiseman (recently completed a white water river course in Utah), Sep 24, 1999, p.4

EISENBERG, JESSICA
CHOICE model UN heals the world (photo), Apr 23, 1999, p.9

EISENBERG, MICHAEL
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32

EISENFORD, KATHERINE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28

ELECTION INSPECTORS
Election inspector: 'I love it!', Oct 29, 1999, p.1

ELECTIONS
Say yes to Westchester Community College (edit), Oct 22, 1999, p.6
Vote yes on Westchester Community College proposition (ltr), Oct 22, 1999, p.6
Say yes to proposal 2 for Westchester community college (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.7
Vote yes to give Westchester Community College greater independence (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.7
The non-partisan system needs you (edit), Nov 5, 1999, p.6

ELECTIONS-SCS
The nonpartisan system demystified, II; Why support uncontested elections? (edit), Jan 22, 1999, p.7
The issue is not choice, but quality (edit), Jan 22, 1999, p.7
Democracy Project offers direct nomination for village office (ltr), Jan 22, 1999, p.8
Candidate asks for readers' votes (ltr), Jan 22, 1999, p.8
Why Scarsdale voters needs a choice (edit), Feb 12, 1999, p.7
Citizens' candidates are positive (ltr), Feb 12, 1999, p.8
It's that time (The Inquirer welcomes letters about candidates for village office), Feb 19, 1999, p.1
Row A or Row B? (on the ballot in the March 16 village election) (photo), Feb 19, 1999, p.15
Vote people, not issues (edit), Mar 5, 1999, p.6
Development may be deciding factor in election (ltr), Mar 5, 1999, p.6
Village needs multi-issue trustees (ltr), Mar 5, 1999, p.6
Bench may recommend a referendum on development (ltr), Mar 5, 1999, p.6
(SCS Inquirer) Editor should not condone political grandstanding (ltr), Mar 5, 1999, p.6
Candidates should walk before they run (edit), Mar 5, 1999, p.7
Opinions should be based on fact, not misinformation (response to 3/5 letter by A Hartzell) (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.6
Challenger breaks Citizens' monopoly (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.1
A historic moment (challenger to Citizens' Party elected to Board of Trustees) (edit), Mar 19, 1999, p.6
High hopes for top vote-getter (re recent village election) (edit), Mar 19, 1999, p.7
Challenger breaks Citizens' Party monopoly (photo) (cont), Mar 19, 1999, p.13
Election of an 'outsider' is long overdue (ltr), Mar 26, 1999, p.6
ELECTIONS-SCS continued

'Revolution' signals end of 1-party system (ltr), Mar 26, 1999, p.6
Watershed election shows that every vote counts (ltr), Mar 26, 1999, p.6
Election a wake-up call, not a death knell (edit), Mar 26, 1999, p.7
Village election was expensive; Voters outspent Citizens 3-1, Apr 16, 1999, p.1
Not November! (re referendum to change village elections from March to November) (edit), Apr 16, 1999, p.6
Citizens' Party spent more than story reported (response to 4/16 Inquirer article) (ltr), Apr 23, 1999, p.6
November date (for election of village officers) would be easier (ltr), Apr 23, 1999, p.6
Switch to November elections a thoughtless idea (ltr), Apr 23, 1999, p.6
Dictatorship by (SCS Inquirer) editor proposed (ltr), Apr 23, 1999, p.6
Hearing set on election change (re changing village election date to November), Apr 30, 1999, p.1
Local elections in March highlights their importance (ltr), May 7, 1999, p.7
No change in election date before 2001, May 14, 1999, p.1
Trustees to consider shift of village election date (cont), May 14, 1999, p.8
Don't listen to the 'November Song' (re changing village election date to November (edit), May 21, 1999, p.6
Referenda timing (no decision yet whether to hold a referendum on switching village election date), Aug 13, 1999, p.1
(Election) Inspectors needed, Oct 8, 1999, p.1
21 running for 11 positions on C(itizens') W(ominating) C( ommittee), Oct 15, 1999, p.1
League of) V(omen) V(oters) mulls the pros, cons of election, Nov 19, 1999, p.1
Pros and cons of election changes mulled (cont), Nov 19, 1999, p.9
League of) W(omen) V(oters) mulls effects of changing election day (cont), Nov 26, 1999, p.9
Fairness of village elections is threatened (ltr), Dec 3, 1999, p.6
(Town and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) opposes local elections in November, Dec 10, 1999, p.1
Village board delays vote on referendum, Dec 17, 1999, p.1
No on referendum (urges village board not to sponsor a referendum to switch village election date), Dec 17, 1999, p.6
Referendum vote delayed (cont), Dec 17, 1999, p.9

ELKINS, JUDITH
Local people supported cancer group (ltr), Apr 30, 1999, p.6

ELLIS, BETH
Budding authors picks up tips from the pros (photo) (cont), Apr 23, 1999, p.13

ELLIS, JAMES
Scarsdale's spending is profligate (response to letter by James Ellis from 10/22) (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.7
Trustees don't have 'blank check' (ltr), Nov 5, 1999, p.8
A dance company on the cutting edge (photo), Nov 12, 1999, p.19

ELLIS, JAMES H
State and special tax district help fund improvements (response to 10/22 letter by J Ellis) (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.6

ELLIS, JAMES H (AU)
Allow right turns out of Boniface (ltr), Jun 11, 1999, p.6
Poured concrete would have been good enough (ltr), Oct 22, 1999, p.6

ELLIS, JUSTIN
Schools thunder to a close (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.10

ELLIS, TERRENCE
Police officers return to work (after incident at IHM Church), Nov 12, 1999, p.1

ELLMAN, MARK
New owners for 2 Overhill Road, Oct 15, 1999, p.1

ELSEVIER, EVA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28
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EMMER, DAVID
David Emmer (reelected to board of trustees of Jewish Family Congregation in South Salem), Sep 10, 1999, p.4

EMPLOYEES-SCS
Village staff: 3 Richards are retiring; Pickup promoted, Feb 5, 1999, p.1
Changes at village hall (cont), Feb 5, 1999, p.28
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District's 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32
Village treats employees, residents with contempt (ltr), Aug 13, 1999, p.6
It's not necessary to demonize officials (response to 8/13 letter by Anthony Filancia) (edit), Aug 20, 1999, p.7
New rec supervisor has scouting background (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.9

EMPLOYEES-SCS-RETIREMENT
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District's 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32
Malina retires (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.4
4 teachers retire, more appointed, Jun 25, 1999, p.9
Scarsdale teachers retire, more hired (cont), Jun 25, 1999, p.17

EMT
Lice control measures in Edgemont are overdue (ltr), Jan 29, 1999, p.6
B'nai Elohim thriving after 7 years in Edgemont (ltr), Feb 5, 1999, p.7
Threats aren't helpful (re downtown development) (edit), Feb 12, 1999, p.6
Town board should value expertise of volunteers (ltr), Feb 12, 1999, p.6
Court battles solve little, cost a great deal (ltr), Feb 19, 1999, p.6
Scarsdale has been unresponsive to Edgemont (response to edit from 2/12/99) (ltr), Feb 26, 1999, p.6
E Day success a credit to all (ltr), May 21, 1999, p.6
Edgemont's 'forest' is irreplaceable (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.7
New tennis courts will replace old ones at Greenville (ltr), Aug 13, 1999, p.6
First lady eyes house in Edgemont (cont), Aug 13, 1999, p.18
Clintons may be good for village (ltr), Aug 27, 1999, p.6
Clintons would cause congestion (should they move into 74 Ardsley Road) (ltr), Aug 27, 1999, p.6
Neglected houses blight Edgemont neighborhood (ltr), Sep 3, 1999, p.6
Edgemont copywriter is virtual, and proud of it (photo), Oct 8, 1999, p.1
Book clubs help bridge the generation gap (photo), Nov 19, 1999, p.3
Elmont site improvements don't overshadow academics (response to 11/5 letter by K Maloney) (ltr), Nov 19, 1999, p.6
Edgemonters: Keep listening, keep positive (ltr), Dec 10, 1999, p.6
Edgemont should have hired pros to study bond needs (ltr), Dec 17, 1999, p.6
GOP gets restive; development is an issue (photo), Dec 31, 1999, p.11

ENGINEERS
Village engineer brings hands-on approach, May 7, 1999, p.3

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
SEE ENGLISH LANGUAGE-STUDY AND TEACHING

ENGLISH LANGUAGE-STUDY AND TEACHING
Living in America program offers min-UN (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.14
New graduation requirements imperil ESL students, Apr 2, 1999, p.1
New graduation requirements imperil ESL students (photo) (cont), Apr 2, 1999, p.9

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS
Trustees OK the rezoning of downtown, Jan 15, 1999, p.1

ESANASSON, WAYNE
New mayor, new board - and a new feeling, Apr 16, 1999, p.1
Judge rules in teenage accident, Jun 11, 1999, p.1
Tower in the (Saxon) woods? (re cell antennas), Oct 8, 1999, p.1
Done deal (village receives check for balance due on former Winston property) (photo), Dec 31, 1999, p.1
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ESCHER, JEFFREY E (AU)
Rifle team taught responsible use of firearms (response to 5/28 edit by Irving Sloan) (ltr), Jun 11, 1999, p.6

ESSNER, LINDA
Volunteers honored (by Westchester Jewish Conference), May 28, 1999, p.4

EVANS, LAURA
Renaissance Man (seven year old pianist Philip Evans) (photo), Mar 12, 1999, p.21

EVANS, PHILIP
Renaissance Man (seven year old pianist Philip Evans) (photo), Mar 12, 1999, p.21

EVANS, RICHARD
Christmas pageantry (at IHM) (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.1

EYE
Kids' eye problems may be 'invisible' (photo), Jan 22, 1999, p.3

EYRING, JIM
Pace University birdman has audience rapt for raptors (photo), Nov 5, 1999, p.3

FABBRO, CECE
Book clubs help bridge the generation gap (photo), Nov 19, 1999, p.3

FABBRO, CECILIA (AU)
Town audit revealed significant problems at nature center (ltr), Mar 19, 1999, p.7

FABBRO, REBECCA
Book clubs help bridge the generation gap (photo), Nov 19, 1999, p.3

FAILLA, ALLIE
Fox Meadow celebrates Indian Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 26, 1999, p.12

FAIRS
East meets Edgewood (Leslie Chung performs at the school's International Fair) (photo), Feb 19, 1999, p.1
Community came together for (Edgewood) fair (ltr), May 14, 1999, p.6
Fair was successful, well attended (ltr), Sep 24, 1999, p.6
Practicing E(xit) D(riil) I(n) T(h)e H(ome) (photo), Oct 22, 1999, p.1
Fire fair was a great success (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.8
Fair celebrates diversity (SHS International Fair) (photo), Dec 3, 1999, p.11

FALCONS
Pace University birdman has audience rapt for raptors (photo), Nov 5, 1999, p.3

FALKENBERG, EDWARD
The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl: Bernard Cedarbaum (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.32

FALKOWITZ, JOSH
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

FAMILY VIOLENCE
Mischief redefined (legislation relating to family disputes involving destruction of property), Feb 19, 1999, p.1
Help for the battered, May 7, 1999, p.1
Paulin combats domestic violence (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.1
Amy Paulin crusades against domestic violence (cont), Jun 25, 1999, p.20

FANE, SHEILA
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32

FARAGO, JASON
United Way surpasses fund goal (photo), May 28, 1999, p.4

FARBER, BIBI
Making merry (Second Winter Wonderland sponsored by SCS Chamber of Commerce) (photo), Dec 24, 1999, p.3

FARINA, NATALIE
New Scarsdale schools staff (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.11
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FARKAS, GABRIEL D (AU)
Apathetic Edgemont parents throw money at problems (ltr), Mar 26, 1999, p.6
Contaminant level still seems high (re GBH water quality) (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.6

FARREN, JERILYN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Teachers Institute, Mar 26, 1999, p.40

FARRETT, EILEEN
Inquirer wins awards, Apr 2, 1999, p.1

FASHION
What makes an American fashion icon? (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.19

FATHER'S DAY
The new dad (edit), Jun 18, 1999, p.6

FATHERS
Aroma of coffee brewing brings memories of home -- and Dad (edit), Jun 18, 1999, p.7

FATIGATE, RICHARD
Wrestling stories do accentuate the positive (response to 3/5 letter by R Fatigate) (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.9
Police union goes public with pay demands (photo), Apr 16, 1999, p.1
PBA denies breaking agreement with village, Apr 23, 1999, p.3
Police make 3 drug arrests at teen party, May 14, 1999, p.1
P(B(enevolent) A(ssociation) spurns village's latest contract offer, Jun 11, 1999, p.1
Scarsdale PBA asks for arbitration, Jul 9, 1999, p.1
Man charged in local burglary, Jul 23, 1999, p.1
Police settlement remains elusive (photo), Jul 23, 1999, p.1
Gatta is upbeat on police and contract, Aug 13, 1999, p.1
Village, PBA sign 3-year contract, Oct 1, 1999, p.1
Commendations (for seven officers by SCS Police Dept Awards Committee) (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.5
Many were on hand to greet Santa's arrival (ltr), Dec 10, 1999, p.6

FATIGATE, RICHARD (AU)
SHS wrestlers ended the season with their heads held high (ltr), Mar 5, 1999, p.6
PBA did not break agreement with village (response to 4/16 Inquirer article) (ltr), Apr 23, 1999, p.6

FAVER, ELAINE
Ladies of the liturgy (photo), Dec 3, 1999, p.3

FAVRETTI, MAGGIE
Fair celebrates diversity (SHS International Fair) (photo), Dec 3, 1999, p.11

FEE, BARBARA
Houlihan/Lawrence moves to its new in-village location (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.18

FEE, FRANK
Sloan: Silence candidates at Village Board meetings, Feb 26, 1999, p.1

FEE, JULIA
Hoff-Barthelson's director looks back on 30 years (photo) (cont), Jun 4, 1999, p.19

FEINER, JULIA
Dubious Distinctions (humorous review of 1999 SCS highlights) (edit), Dec 31, 1999, p.6

FEINER, PAUL
Greenburgh should adopt antenna amendments (ltr), Jan 29, 1999, p.6
Unlike Paul Feiner, the Antenna Advisory Board plays by the book (ltr), Feb 5, 1999, p.6
Threats aren't helpful (re downtown development) (edit), Feb 12, 1999, p.6
Students see government in action (photo), Feb 12, 1999, p.10
Greenburgh residents were invited to join SCS Responsible Citizens (ltr), Feb 19, 1999, p.6
Nextel demands, rumors concern WFAS neighbors (ltr), Feb 19, 1999, p.7
Greenburgh race heats up: Bill Pohlmann to challenge Feiner, Jul 2, 1999, p.1
Pohlmann challenges Feiner for town supervisor (cont), Jul 2, 1999, p.9
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FEINER, PAUL continued
Why doesn’t Sheehan run against Feiner? (ltr), Jul 30, 1999, p.6
No postmark, no ballot for contender; Ira Brody out of Republican race for District (Itr), Aug 6, 1999, p.1
COP claims fraud in Feiner signatures (cont), Aug 6, 1999, p.12
Hillary’s house hunt may end in Edgemont, Aug 13, 1999, p.1
Clintons may be good for village (Itr), Aug 27, 1999, p.6
G’burgh Dems in hot contest, Sep 10, 1999, p.1
A hard choice (re Democratic primary for GBH Town Council) (edit), Sep 10, 1999, p.6
Greenburgh supervisor (endorsement for upcoming election) (edit), Oct 29, 1999, p.6
Feiner has been mismanaging town (Itr), Oct 29, 1999, p.6
Democrats have done a good job (Itr), Oct 29, 1999, p.9
Taxpayers deserve better than Feiner (Itr), Nov 5, 1999, p.9
Feiner is trying to gag this critics (Itr), Nov 26, 1999, p.6
Letter-writer guilty of ‘rhetorical overkill’ (response to 11/26 letter by Carol Wielk) (Itr), Dec 3, 1999, p.6
Paul Feiner wants to censor letters to the editor (Itr), Dec 3, 1999, p.6
Dubious Distinctions (humorous review of 1999 SCS highlights) (edit), Dec 31, 1999, p.6
FEINER, PAUL (AU)
Respect should be a 2-way street; supervisor has a right to differ (Itr), Jan 22, 1999, p.8
Donations urged to aid fire victim (Itr), Jan 29, 1999, p.6
Supervisor: Greenburgh must follow federal regulations on cell antennas (Itr), Feb 12, 1999, p.8
Congressman Gilman is failing us on gun control (Itr), Jun 25, 1999, p.6
Feiner to ride to Philadelphia to raise money for Habitat (Itr), Jul 9, 1999, p.6
Under Barnes and Adler, town’s gotten greener (Itr), Sep 10, 1999, p.6
Supervisor defends his record on open government (response to 11/26 letter by Carol Wielk) (Itr), Dec 3, 1999, p.7
FEINER, PAUL J (AU)
Greenburgh drafts new master plan (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.1
Opportunity to reply (on the same date that a critical letter appears in the paper) requested (Itr), Nov 12, 1999, p.6
FEINSTEIN, SARAH AND ANDY
Student: Sloan intended to reassure Scarsdale, not to insult Edgemont (Itr), Jan 29, 1999, p.6
FEINSTEIN, SARAH AND ANDY (AU)
Sloan should ‘grow up and share the wealth (response to edit by Irving Sloan from 1/15/99) (Itr), Jan 22, 1999, p.6
FEINTUCH, MERRY
School (Board) Nominating Committee voter turnout low, Jan 15, 1999, p.1
Efforts of many contribute to local calendar (Itr), Aug 27, 1999, p.6
FEINTUCH, MERRY (AU)
Nominating committee needs votes and money (Itr), Jan 8, 1999, p.6
FELDMAN, AUDREY
Audrey Feldman (has taken part in third annual Prejudice Awareness Summit at SUNY Purchase), Dec 17, 1999, p.4
FELDMAN, EMILIE
Many supported Get Ready’s first summer (the free SAT prep and college advising program) (Itr), Sep 10, 1999, p.6
FELDMAN, MINDY (AU)
Good cookies and great memories (edit), May 21, 1999, p.7
FELDSHUH, DAVID
David Feldshuh (has been honored at Tuskegee University, Alabama), Jun 4, 1999, p.4
FELDSHUH, TOVAH
A walk with Tovah (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.19
FELICE, WALTER
Village says teen center was not ready to open, Jun 11, 1999, p.1
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FELIX, JIM
Country Bank Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Oct 8, 1999, p.28

FENDELMAN, BURTON
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28

FERNANDES, TATIANA
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30

FERRARO, DONALD
Like father, like son (photo), Mar 26, 1999, p.4
Police union goes public with pay demands (photo), Apr 16, 1999, p.1
Teen arrested in SHS e-mail threat (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.1
School community handled last week's crisis well (lttr), Jun 25, 1999, p.6
Man charged in local burglary, Jul 23, 1999, p.1
Firefighter's wife and child killed in rollercoaster accident, Sep 3, 1999, p.1
Village, PBA sign 3-year contract, Oct 1, 1999, p.1
Defibrillator purchased, Oct 15, 1999, p.1
Police officers return to work (after incident at IHM Church), Nov 12, 1999, p.1
Commendations (for seven officers by SCS Police Dept Awards Committee) (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.5

FERRARO, JASON
Like father, like son (photo), Mar 26, 1999, p.4

FERRARO, JUDY
Like father, like son (photo), Mar 26, 1999, p.4

FERRI, LAUREN
Latin American days (at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Apr 16, 1999, p.11

FERRONE, DANIEL
Commendations (for seven officers by SCS Police Dept Awards Committee) (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.5

FERRONE, MARCO
Marco Ferrone (has received a research scholarship from Howard Hughes Medical Institute and NIH), Jun 25, 1999, p.4

FESSENDEN, KISSY
CHOICE model UN heals the world (photo), Apr 23, 1999, p.9

FESTIVALS
Many supported Scarecrow Festival to benefit hospital (lttr), Oct 29, 1999, p.9
Fox Meadow celebrates Indian Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 26, 1999, p.12

FEURSTEIN, MARC
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32

FIALK, JAMIE LAGAN
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32

FIALK, MARK (DR)
Making an impact on cancer (Dr. Mark Fialk) (photo), May 7, 1999, p.1

FIDERER, DAVID
Video memoirs speak to the future (photo), Feb 5, 1999, p.3
Videos leave a legacy (cont), Feb 5, 1999, p.28

FIERSTEIN, PAULA
Citizens and Voters ready for campaign, Feb 5, 1999, p.1

FILANCIA, ANTHONY
Scarsdale PBA asks for arbitration, Jul 9, 1999, p.1
Man charged in local burglary, Jul 23, 1999, p.1
It's not necessary to demonize officials (response to 8/13 letter by Anthony Filancia) (edit), Aug 20, 1999, p.7
Village, PBA sign 3-year contract, Oct 1, 1999, p.1
Police officers return to work (after incident at IHM Church), Nov 12, 1999, p.1
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FILANCIA, ANTHONY (AU)
Village treats employees, residents with contempt (ltr), Aug 13, 1999, p.6

FILIPPONE, GREGORY
E’mont mourns 13-year-old killed in car crash (photo) (cont), Sep 3, 1999, p.12

FILIPPONE, MICHAEL
E’mont mourns 13-year-old killed in car crash (photo) (cont), Sep 3, 1999, p.12

FILIPPONE, THOMAS
E’mont mourns 13-year-old killed in car crash (photo) (cont), Sep 3, 1999, p.12

FINGER, CARL
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28

FINGER, DOROTHY
Trustees OK the rezoning of downtown, Jan 15, 1999, p.1
New drawings for the downtown (illus), Feb 12, 1999, p.1
Problems of size, risk remain in development proposal (response to 3/13 letter by A. Janiak) (ltr), Mar 26, 1999, p.6
Hearing set on election change (re changing village election date to November), Apr 30, 1999, p.1
Trustees halt talks with developer, Jun 11, 1999, p.1
Meals on Wheels turns 20 (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.4
Requiem to progress (re termination of negotiations with American Premier Underwriters) (edit), Jun 11, 1999, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28
Referenda timing (no decision yet whether to hold a referendum on switching village election date), Aug 13, 1999, p.1
Trustees pressure staff to speed sidewalk work (photo), Aug 20, 1999, p.1
Pandora’s box (re Mimi Cleaners and air quality tests) (edit), Oct 8, 1999, p.6
Fate of teen center rests on test, Oct 15, 1999, p.1
Short and routine (meeting 10/26), Oct 29, 1999, p.1
Candidates sought (names of potential nominees for village office), Nov 26, 1999, p.1
The hunt is on for new playing fields, Nov 26, 1999, p.1

FINGER, DOROTHY M (AU)
Current proposal is our last best chance to improve the downtown (edit), Mar 12, 1999, p.7

FINK, JEREMY
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32

FINNEY, DEEDEE
Making merry (Second Winter Wonderland sponsored by SCS Chamber of Commerce) (photo), Dec 24, 1999, p.3

FIORILLO, LORAYNE
Brrrrr! (Lorayne Fiorillo hugs herself for warmth as she waits for a train) (photo), Feb 26, 1999, p.1

FIRE DEPT-SCS
Scarsdale Volunteer Fire Co. No. 1: serving the village since 1893 (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.14
Public hearings to focus on sprinklers, tear-downs, Feb 12, 1999, p.1
Village workers came through on a wet Sunday (ltr), Mar 19, 1999, p.6
Firefighter education ‘fills 1 more square’ (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.3
New contract (between village board and SCS firefighters), Aug 20, 1999, p.1
‘Unsung heroes’ put neighbors first (ltr), Sep 24, 1999, p.6
Defibrillator purchased, Oct 15, 1999, p.1
New contract, new ordinance, new truck, Dec 31, 1999, p.3
New engine, sprinkler law for fire department (cont), Dec 31, 1999, p.13

FIREARMS
To balance a culture at war with families, Apr 30, 1999, p.1
‘Right to bear arms’ prevents a Kosovo from happening here (ltr), Jun 11, 1999, p.6
Toys don’t kill people, guns do (response to letter from 10/1/99 by Irving Sloan) (ltr), Oct 8, 1999, p.7
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FIREFIGHTERS
Firefighter education 'fills 1 more square' (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.3
Firefighters go back to school (cont), Jun 25, 1999, p.8
Firefighters hone skills, Jul 16, 1999, p.4

FIRES
Donations urged to aid fire victim (ltr), Jan 29, 1999, p.6

FIRKING, HELEN
Help for homebound, elderly and disabled (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.10

FISH
Fish story (trout spotted in the Bronx River), Aug 27, 1999, p.1

FISHER, CAROLYN
Winners galore at Labor Day games (photo), Sep 10, 1999, p.9

FISHER, GRETA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society’s 25th Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 23, 1999, p.30

FISHER, JOSH
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon andWhite and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30

FISHER, NOREEN
Children) H(aving) I(ndividual) L(earning) D(isabilities) handbook on the the way (photo), Apr 16, 1999, p.11
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society’s 25th Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 23, 1999, p.30
The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of This Year’s Scarsdale Bowl: Bernard Cedarbaum (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.32
Country Bank Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Oct 8, 1999, p.28

FISHER, NOREEN (AU)
Hochberg came to rescue in Con Ed blackout (ltr), Jul 16, 1999, p.6

FISHER, RIP
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society’s 25th Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 23, 1999, p.30

FISHMAN, CARRIE
Antenna impact, Jun 25, 1999, p.1

FISHMAN, CARRIE (AU)
Coverage of anti-antenna group is inadequate (ltr), Jan 22, 1999, p.8
Correct cellular tower meeting date is May 26 (ltr), May 14, 1999, p.6
Sprint application needs environmental review (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.6

FISHMAN, JOANNE
Childhood disappointments prepare us for adulthood (response to 11/26 letter by J Fishman) (ltr), Dec 10, 1999, p.6

FISHMAN, JOANNE (AU)
Town rewards kids for aggression and hostility (ltr), Nov 26, 1999, p.6

FITE, KATIE
Faces of black history (watercolor paintings of black Americans at Edgewood school) (photo), Mar 5, 1999, p.9

FITZGERALD, HELEN
Religious origin of view should be acknowledged (response to 3/26 letter by H Fitzgerald) (ltr), Apr 2, 1999, p.6
Americans take freedom of speech for granted (response to letter by Burton Seife from 4/23/99) (ltr), Apr 30, 1999, p.6
Ethics should focus on peace and brotherhood (ltr), May 14, 1999, p.6

FITZGERALD, HELEN (AU)
Homosexual acts do not fulfill purpose of sex (ltr), Mar 26, 1999, p.6
Homosexual activist agenda must be fought (ltr), Apr 23, 1999, p.8

FITZGERALD, JAMES
People should focus on commonalities, not differences) (response to 4/2 letter by J Fitzgerald)(ltr), Apr 9, 1999, p.6
Americans take freedom of speech for granted (response to letter by Burton Seife from 4/23/99) (ltr), Apr 30, 1999, p.6
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FITZGERALD, JAMES E (AU)
   Moral relativism: our new religion (ltr), Apr 2, 1999, p.6
   Tear-down moratorium is a ‘taking’ (ltr), Jul 9, 1999, p.6

FIX, MILTON
   Joshua Fix celebrates his father with music (photo), May 14, 1999, p.3

FIX, PAUL
   Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

FLANAGAN, RYAN
   Glad grad(uate) (Ryan Flanagan goes to receive his SHS diploma June 25) (photo), Jul 2, 1999, p.1

FLAUM, JOHANNA
   Greenburgh drafts new master plan (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.1

FLEAS
   Fleas can jump, but lice only crawl (ltr), Jan 22, 1999, p.8

FLEDER, ANNA
   SHS honors academic, school, community achievements (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.11

FLEDER, MICHAEL
   Showcase of talent (SCS Middle School talent show) (photo), Jan 8, 1999, p.9

FLISER, ERIC (AU)
   Second Amendment, NRA, are irrelevant to rifle team (ltr), Jun 11, 1999, p.6

FLISER, HARVEY
   Adult School courses appeal to broad range of cultural interests (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.3

FLISER, MIRIAM LEVITT (DR)
   Challengers take on (Citizens’) P(arty) (photo), Jan 22, 1999, p.1
   Candidates face off at S(CS) N(eighborhood) A(ssn) P(residents) forum, Mar 12, 1999, p.1

FLISER, MIRIAM LEVITT (DR) (AU)
   Citizens must guard privileges with vigilance (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.6

FLORMAN, SAMUEL C
   Record construction volume by Kreisler Borg Florman (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.18

FLYNN, NOREEN
   Which is best? (Madailein Dubrosa looks for the perfect pumpkin) (photo), Oct 15, 1999, p.1

FOGEL, BARBARA
   United Way grant (to fund the development and publication of a Senior Services Guide), Apr 23, 1999, p.4

FONTANA, RICHARD
   Richard Fontana (appointed chairman of board of trustees of St. John’s Riverside Hospital) (photo), Jan 15, 1999, p.4

FOOD
   Holiday food drive, Dec 3, 1999, p.1
   Surviving 7 days in leftover purgatory (edit), Dec 31, 1999, p.7

FOOTBALL
   Why keep football? It’s more violent than riflery (response to 5/28 edit by Irving Sloan) (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.8
   Are you ready for some football? (ERM Panthers begin to prepare for the season) (photo), Aug 20, 1999, p.1
   Watching the action (Amanda Posner and Dani Borking watch Raider football practice) (photo), Sep 17, 1999, p.1
   Edgemont takes Class C title (photo), Nov 12, 1999, p.1
   Panthers repeat as state champions (photo), Dec 3, 1999, p.1
   Savoring the moment (ERM’s Panthers’ state football championship) (edit), Dec 3, 1999, p.6
   Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

FOREIGN LANGUAGE STUDY
   SEE SCHOOLS-SCS-FOREIGN LANGUAGE

FORMICA, JOSEPH
   Record crowd picks up tips from the pros at writers’ conference, Apr 23, 1999, p.1
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FORSTER, SANDRA

Edgemont woman also running as Independent (response to 8/6 letter by Sandra Forster) (ltr), Aug 13, 1999, p.6
Forster letter(s from 7/16 and 8/6) on Greenburgh town judge candidacy was misleading (ltr), Aug 20, 1999, p.6
Publicity-hungry judge candidate (Sandra Forster) doesn't deserve Independence line (ltr), Aug 20, 1999, p.6
Forgery allegation against Forster was totally false (response to 8/20 letter by E Krauss) (ltr), Aug 27, 1999, p.6
Neighbor supports Forster for judge (ltr), Aug 27, 1999, p.6
It is Forster who should check facts (response to 7/16, 8/6 and 8/27 letters by S Forster) (ltr), Sep 3, 1999, p.6
G'burgh Dems in hot contest, Sep 10, 1999, p.1
Sandra Forster is honest, hardworking, sensitive (ltr), Sep 10, 1999, p.7

FORSTER, SANDRA A (AU)

Judge candidates running in Greenburgh primary (ltr), Jul 16, 1999, p.7
Unusual interest in town judge race (ltr), Aug 6, 1999, p.7
Screening committee found Forster highly qualified (ltr), Aug 27, 1999, p.6
Town judge candidate promises to work tirelessly (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.7
Judge-elect grateful for support of Greenburgh voters (ltr), Nov 12, 1999, p.6

FORTE, LISA

New Scarsdale schools staff (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.11

FORTE, MIKE

Title in hand (village now officially holds title to old Robison Lot now called Christie Place lot), Aug 6, 1999, p.1

FORTE, TOM

Title in hand (village now officially holds title to old Robison Lot now called Christie Place lot), Aug 6, 1999, p.1

FORTINO, DENISE

The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District's 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32

FORUMS (DISCUSSION AND DEBATE)

Candidate forums, Feb 26, 1999, p.1
Candidates face off at S(CS) N(neighborhood) A(ssn) P(residents) forum, Mar 12, 1999, p.1
Voters' Party thanks L(league of) W(omen) V(oters), SNAP for forums (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.6
Galvani, Miller, Cusick performed well at forum (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.9
Candidates face off over downtown at S(CS) N(neighborhood) A(ssn) P(residents) meeting (cont), Mar 12, 1999, p.28
Budget votes, board elections set, May 14, 1999, p.1
Forums mull meaning of Littleton, Jun 4, 1999, p.1
After Littleton, NHS improvements considered (cont), Jun 4, 1999, p.9
Bronz, Gray differ on county direction (photo), Oct 29, 1999, p.1
Harmony reigns at L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) forum, Oct 29, 1999, p.1
Harmony reigns at candidates forum (photo) (cont), Oct 29, 1999, p.10

FOTTRELL, STEPHEN

Man charged in local burglary, Jul 23, 1999, p.1

FOUNTAIN, KAREN

Camp program brings diversity to Scarsdale (photo), Aug 6, 1999, p.3

FOUNTAIN, TYLER

Camp program brings diversity to Scarsdale (photo), Aug 6, 1999, p.3

FOX, OLIVIA T

Olivia T Fox dies), Sep 17, 1999, p.31

FOX, SYLVIA (AU)

(Downtown development) Proposal would cause congestion) (ltr), Apr 16, 1999, p.6
New sidewalks more attractive, more durable (ltr), Nov 12, 1999, p.6

FRACKMAN, RICHARD

Richard Frackman (recently appointed chairman of Purchase College Council), Jan 22, 1999, p.4
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FRANCK, CARL A
Carl A Franck (dies), Aug 20, 1999, p.12

FRANK, ANDY
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32

FRANK, JARED
SHS senior, 1st graders win literary contests (photo), Aug 13, 1999, p.9

FRANK, JEREMY
SHS senior, 1st graders win literary contests (photo), Aug 13, 1999, p.9

FRANKEL, JOSHUA (AU)
Mind is boggled by bridge schedule (ltr), Dec 3, 1999, p.6

FRANKEL, MAX
Life at the Times (Max Frankel will discuss his new book April 26 at the SCS Library), Apr 23, 1999, p.1
The Times of his life are our times, too (Max Frankel speaks at the SCS Library) (photo), Apr 30, 1999, p.3
The Times of his life are our times, too (cont), Apr 30, 1999, p.15

FRANKEL, STANLEY A
Stanley A Frankel (dies) (photo), Nov 19, 1999, p.16

FRANKFURT, KATE
Program (about sexual orientation) expands meaning of respect, Mar 26, 1999, p.1

FRANKLE, JUDITH (AU)
B'nai Elohim thriving after 7 years in Edgemont (ltr), Feb 5, 1999, p.7

FRANZ, STEVEN (DR)
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District's 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32
Schools use construction as curricular enhancement, Sep 24, 1999, p.11
Fox Meadow, Edgewood break ground for new construction (photo), Dec 3, 1999, p.1

FRATT, LAURA
Two thumbs up (for proposed 1999-2000 village budget), Apr 16, 1999, p.1
21 running for 11 positions on C(itizens') N(ominating) C(ommittee), Oct 15, 1999, p.1
Nominating committee election is Wednesday, Nov 5, 1999, p.1
11 elected to C(itizens') N(ominating) C(ommittee), Nov 12, 1999, p.1

FREDERICK, CAROLYN
Back to the books (photo), Jan 22, 1999, p.9
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30

FREDERICK, ROBERT
Board of (architectural) R(eview) acts to save century-old Edgewood house from demolition (photo), Mar 5, 1999, p.1
Coming up (appeal on recommendation to save a 100-year old house at 53 Carman Road), May 7, 1999, p.1
House demolition decision delayed (photo), May 14, 1999, p.1
Carman Road cottage called not 'important', May 28, 1999, p.1

FREED, LIZ AND LANCE (AU)
Sheehan would put Greenburgh residents first (ltr), Sep 10, 1999, p.7

FREEDOM
SEE LIBERTY

FREEDOM OF SPEECH
Americans take freedom of speech for granted (response to letter by Burton Seife from 4/23/99) (ltr), Apr 30, 1999, p.6

FREIGHTWAY GARAGE (SCS)
Parking structure could be accessed from bridge (ltr), Dec 10, 1999, p.6

FREIGHTWAY PROPERTY (SCS)
Bird's eye view (model of proposed residential/retail development on Freightway and Depot) (photo), Mar 12, 1999, p.1
'Silly' Freightway design led to a job for Jonathan Arnold (ltr), Apr 23, 1999, p.6
Deception clouds downtown debate (edit), Apr 23, 1999, p.7
Trustees halt talks with downtown developer (photo) (cont), Jun 11, 1999, p.15
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FRESH AIR FUND
City kids get whiff of fresh air (photo), Jul 16, 1999, p.1
City kids get a break (cont), Jul 16, 1999, p.2

FRIED, JANNA
New Scarsdale schools staff (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.11

FRIEDMAN, DORIS
Publicity-hungry judge candidate (Sandra Forster) doesn't deserve Independence line (Itr), Aug 20, 1999, p.6
It is Forster who should check facts (response to 7/16, 8/6 and 8/27 letters by S Forster) (Itr), Sep 3, 1999, p.6
Ex-judge supports Hubert, Friedman (Itr), Sep 3, 1999, p.6
G'burgh Dems in hot contest, Sep 10, 1999, p.1
Judge Doris Friedman deserves a landslide victory for court improvements (Itr), Sep 10, 1999, p.10
Doris Friedman deserves a landslide victory (Itr), Oct 29, 1999, p.7

FRIEDMAN, DORIS T (AU)
Friedman's professional and volunteer experience make her most qualified (Itr), Sep 10, 1999, p.10
GB town justice want to stay on the bench (Itr), Oct 15, 1999, p.6

FRIEDMAN, JOSEPH
Chamber's sidewalk sale showed the vitality of village (Itr), Aug 13, 1999, p.6

FRIEDMAN, KRISTEN
Parent Teacher Council inducts officers for Y2K (photo), May 21, 1999, p.11

FRIEDMAN, LORI
Von Furstenberg’s fashion is under wraps (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.4

FRIEDMAN, PAUL
S(B)N(C) voter turnout low, Jan 15, 1999, p.1

FRIENDS (QUAKERS)
SEE QUAKERS

FRIENDS OF MUSIC AND THE ARTS-SCS
Friends of Music and Art enrich students and community (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.13

FRIENDS OF SCS PARKS
Digging into beautify parks (edit), Apr 30, 1999, p.7

FRIENDS OF SCS PUBLIC LIBRARY
Library reception (Friends of the SCS Library will host a reopening celebration January 23), Jan 22, 1999, p.1
A gift of space (new SCS Library mezzanine) (photo), Jan 29, 1999, p.3

FROMMER, BRIAN

FROMMER, SCOTT
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

FROSS, ALVIN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28

FRUMESS, LORI
(Children) H(aving) I(ndividual) L(earning) D(isabilities) handbook on the the way (photo), Apr 16, 1999, p.11

FUCHS, DEBBIE (AU)
‘Unsung heroes’ put neighbors first (Itr), Sep 24, 1999, p.6

FUCHS, STEVE (AU)
Girls recreation league program is working well (Itr), Feb 12, 1999, p.6

FUFDIO, GEORGE JR
Judge rules in teenage accident, Jun 11, 1999, p.1

FUJITA, HARUMI
Origami, anyone? (Greenacres third graders learn the ancient art of origami) (photo), Nov 12, 1999, p.11
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FUND RAISING

Teen center kicks off fundraising campaign, Feb 5, 1999, p.10
United Way exceeds fundraising goal for the first time (ltr), Jul 9, 1999, p.6

GABEL, ALEXIS

Many kids worked hard to make teen center happen (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes The Establishment of the New Scarsdale Teen Center Out of Bounds (photo), Jul 2, 1999, p.20

GABEL, ALEXIS (AU)

Safe Rides needs adult volunteers to keep going (ltr), Mar 19, 1999, p.6

GAISER, BRADLEY

New contract (between village board and SCS firefighters), Aug 20, 1999, p.1

GAISER, BRADLEY P (AU)

Telemarketers don't help Scarsdale (ltr), Mar 5, 1999, p.8

GALLOWAY III, JOHN

Annotated justice at village court, Jul 9, 1999, p.1
Annotated justice served at village court (cont), Jul 9, 1999, p.24
Cleaners fined but teen center remains closed, Aug 27, 1999, p.1

GALLOWAY, FRANCES

Frances Galloway focused on long-range planning (photo), Mar 26, 1999, p.3
Family Counseling grateful to 'Galaxy' supporters (ltr), May 14, 1999, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32

GALLOWAY, JOHN

Is the village setting parking traps for unwary? (ltr), Jan 15, 1999, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32
Judge rules in teenage accident, Jun 11, 1999, p.1
Teen arrested in SHS e-mail threat (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.1
Overtime parkers to get a break, Jun 18, 1999, p.1
Woman disputes animal cruelty charge, Jul 2, 1999, p.1
A present for parkers (re prompt parking ticket payment incentive) (edit), Jul 2, 1999, p.6
Nominee sought (for position of village justice), Sep 10, 1999, p.1
Voters keep incumbents right where they are, Nov 5, 1999, p.1

GALVANI, ANN

Tear-down moratorium eyed, Jan 8, 1999, p.1
Teen center progress is delayed (photo) (cont), Jan 8, 1999, p.9
Citizens' Committee nominates Bench, Galvani, Cusick and Miller (photo), Jan 15, 1999, p.1
Trustees OK the rezoning of downtown, Jan 15, 1999, p.1
Citizens' Party candidates need voter names (ltr), Jan 15, 1999, p.6
Village signs teen center contract (photo), Jan 29, 1999, p.1
3 to challenge Citizens' Party (photo), Jan 29, 1999, p.1
Citizens and Voters ready for campaign, Feb 5, 1999, p.1
New drawings for the downtown (illus), Feb 12, 1999, p.1
Citizens' candidates are positive (ltr), Feb 12, 1999, p.8
Citizens' candidates welcome challenges of the campaign; Galvani hopes to continue ...(photo), Feb 19, 1999, p.1
It's that time (The Inquirer welcomes letters about candidates for village office), Feb 19, 1999, p.1
Galvani hopes to continue tradition of civic service (cont), Feb 19, 1999, p.4
Row A or Row B? (on the ballot in the March 16 village election) (photo), Feb 19, 1999, p.15
Citizens' candidates are accessible and knowledgeable (ltr), Feb 26, 1999, p.6
Debate free of mud-slinging; Voters' Party and Citizens' Party find some common ground, Mar 5, 1999, p.1
Candidate events, Mar 5, 1999, p.1
Vote people, not issues (edit), Mar 5, 1999, p.6
Village needs multi-issue trustees (ltr), Mar 5, 1999, p.6
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GALVANI, ANN continued
Bench may recommend a referendum on development (ltr), Mar 5, 1999, p.6
Candidates face off at S(CS) N(ighborhood) A(ssociation) P(residents) forum, Mar 12, 1999, p.1
Elect people who can listen and compromise (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.6
The nonpartisan system's not perfect, but ... (ltr, Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Scarsdale's high standards are due to Citizens' Party (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Citizens' candidates are experienced, thoughtful (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Campaign committee chairmen thank supporters (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Bench, Galvani, Cusick, Miller have records of participation (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Galvani made valuable contributions as B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) chairman (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Bench, Galvani, Cusick, Miller responded to S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) needs (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Citizens' Party should be renamed 'Know Nothing' (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Citizens' Party leaders are open-minded on downtown (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Vote for proven community leaders on March 16 (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.9
Galvani, Miller, Cusick performed well at forum (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.9
Challenger breaks Citizens' monopoly (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.1
Citizens' campaign chairmen are grateful for help (ltr), Mar 19, 1999, p.7
Challenger breaks Citizens' Party monopoly (photo) (cont), Mar 19, 1999, p.13
Teardowns out, sprinklers in, Mar 26, 1999, p.1
Watershed election showe that every vote counts (ltr), Mar 26, 1999, p.6
Track & field (day in SCS on Sunday, May 16), Apr 30, 1999, p.1
Village trustees poised to keep Scarsdale green, May 7, 1999, p.1
Trustees halt talks with developer, Jun 11, 1999, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28
Village trustee receives telephone threat, Jul 30, 1999, p.5
Hillary's house hunt may end in Edgemont, Aug 13, 1999, p.1
Trustees pressure staff to speed sidewalk work (photo), Aug 20, 1999, p.1
Village wants to give more room to play, Aug 20, 1999, p.1
The hunt is on for new playing fields, Nov 26, 1999, p.1
Kroenlein to leave board of trustees (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.1
Commendations (for seven officers by SCS Police Dept Awards Committee) (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.5
Board ends moratorium on teardowns, Dec 17, 1999, p.1

GANDEL, PRISCILLA
Edgemont copywriter is virtual, and proud of it (photo), Oct 8, 1999, p.1

GANIS, FLORETTE
Volunteers honored (by Westchester Jewish Conference), May 28, 1999, p.4

GARCIA, ANDRES
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

GARCIA, LEO
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

GARDELLA, RICHARD
Robison owner is suing village (photo), Jan 8, 1999, p.1
Tear-down moratorium eyed, Jan 8, 1999, p.1
Village staff: 3 Richards are retiring; Pickup promoted, Feb 5, 1999, p.1
Henry Neale resigns from (Westchester County) parks (Recreation and Conservation) board, Apr 9, 1999, p.1
New mayor, new board - and a new feeling, Apr 16, 1999, p.1

GARDELLA, RICHARD (AU)
Village to appeal judge's decision (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.6
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GARDENS AND GARDENING

GARDNER, BARBARA
Reverend Barbara Gardner (dies), Oct 29, 1999, p.15

GARFF, SUE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28

GARFF, TRACI
Is the Howards' basketball career over? (photo) (cont), Apr 2, 1999, p.18

GARRIDO, DIANA
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon andWhite and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30

GARTEN, HARRY
A party parties (Voters' Party victory celebration) (photo), Apr 16, 1999, p.1

GARTEN, HARRY M (AU)
Edgemont resident's membership in S(CS) R(esponsible) C(itizens) not improper (re 2/12 edit) (ltr), Feb 19, 1999, p.6

GARTH WOODS CONSERVANCY
Garth Woods Conservancy will restore footbridge (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.14

GARVEY, KEVIN
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon andWhite and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30
Maroon and White Night (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.22
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32

GASKIN, JEFF
Village workers came through on a wet Sunday (ltr), Mar 19, 1999, p.6

GASOLINE SERVICE STATIONS
An introduction to philosophy and the art of pumping gas (ltr), Nov 5, 1999, p.8

GATTA, ALFRED
Ready for vote (on findings statement on proposed downtown development plan), Jan 8, 1999, p.1
Tear-down moratorium eyed, Jan 8, 1999, p.1
Trustees OK the rezoning of downtown, Jan 15, 1999, p.1
Village staff: 3 Richards are retiring; Pickup promoted, Feb 5, 1999, p.1
Bench is ready to be the 'CEO' of the village (photo), Feb 19, 1999, p.1
Row A or Row B? (on the ballot in the March 16 village election) (photo), Feb 19, 1999, p.15
Village budget calls for 2.17% tax hike, Mar 26, 1999, p.1
Still picking up (pieces of trees since last month's rainstorm), Apr 16, 1999, p.1
Police union goes public with pay demands (photo), Apr 16, 1999, p.1
PBA denies breaking agreement with village, Apr 23, 1999, p.3
PBA did not break agreement with village (response to 4/16 Inquirer article) (ltr), Apr 23, 1999, p.6
Village trustees poised to keep Scarsdale green, May 7, 1999, p.1
Rolling right along (Susan Moser helps ready the Scarsdale Teen Center) (photo), May 14, 1999, p.1
Changes afoot (walkways in Boniface Park will get a new look), May 21, 1999, p.1
More parking?, May 21, 1999, p.1
P(B) (Police) B(evolent) A(ssociation) spurns village's latest contract offer, Jun 11, 1999, p.1
Still being fixed (last Friday's water main break), Jun 11, 1999, p.1
Overtime parkers to get a break, Jun 18, 1999, p.1
Village resumes talks with A(merican) P(remier) U(nderwriters), Jun 25, 1999, p.1
Antenna impact, Jun 25, 1999, p.1
Revised resolution on July 27 agenda (re public referendum and downtown development), Jul 23, 1999, p.1
Nextel is next, Jul 23, 1999, p.1
Parking bonds to go to vote, Jul 30, 1999, p.1
Toxic spill, no C(ertificate) of O(ccupancy), but cleaners is open (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.1
GATTA, ALFRED  continued
Gatta is upbeat on police and contract, Aug 13, 1999, p.1
Village manager upbeat on police, contract (cont), Aug 13, 1999, p.18
Teens plead for center to open; Rent withheld after chemical and water leaks, Sep 17, 1999, p.1
Cleaners offers to relocate equipment; Village board flexes muscles, Oct 1, 1999, p.1
Mimi installs fan amid village air tests, Oct 8, 1999, p.1
Will Y2K make traffic lights go crazy?, Nov 12, 1999, p.1
Cleaner ordered to install second fan, Nov 19, 1999, p.1
Bridge decision looms, Dec 10, 1999, p.1
Kroenlein to leave board of trustees (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.1
Many were on hand to greet Santa's arrival (litr), Dec 10, 1999, p.6
Done deal (village receives check for balance due on former Winston property) (photo), Dec 31, 1999, p.1
Dubious Distinctions (humorous review of 1999 SCS highlights) (edit), Dec 31, 1999, p.6

GATTA, ALFRED A (AU)
Rohan is quintessential administrator (litr), Feb 12, 1999, p.8

GATTA, JANE

GAVARA, RAO
Trustees pressure staff to speed sidewalk work (photo), Aug 20, 1999, p.1

GAVRIN, DAVID (AU)
The nonpartisan system's not perfect, but ... (litr, Mar 12, 1999, p.8

GAVRIN, NANCY (AU)
The nonpartisan system's not perfect, but ... (litr, Mar 12, 1999, p.8

GBH
After a year of 'no' we yearn for 'yes'(edit), Jan 8, 1999, p.6
Respect should be a 2-way street; supervisor has a right to differ (litr), Jan 22, 1999, p.8
Town's cable Tv Advisor has industry-friendly resume (litr), Jan 22, 1999, p.8
Coverage of anti-antenna group is inadequate (litr), Jan 22, 1999, p.8
Greenburgh should adopt antenna amendments (litr), Jan 29, 1999, p.6
Greenburgh town supervisor outlines major accomplishments in 1998 (cont) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.8
Village expects to survive Y2K (photo), Feb 5, 1999, p.1
Unlike Paul Feiner, the Antenna Advisory Board plays be the book (litr), Feb 5, 1999, p.6
Town of Greenburgh should make WFAS clean up its act (litr), Feb 12, 1999, p.6
Supervisor: Greenburgh must follow federal regulations on cell antennas (litr), Feb 12, 1999, p.8
Expand scope of Sprain Road S(upplemental) E(nvironmental) I(mpact) S(tatement) (litr), Feb 12, 1999, p.8
Greenburgh vs. Scarsdale over downtown; Edgemont woman ready to take on Scarsdale (photo), Feb 12, 1999, p.11
Greenburgh vs. Scarsdale over downtown; Town select attorney who might sue Scardsale, Feb 12, 1999, p.11
Greenburgh residents were invited to join S(CS) R(esponsible) C(itizens) (litr), Feb 19, 1999, p.6
Nextel demands, rumors concern WFAS neighbors (litr), Feb 19, 1999, p.7
A(n) A(dvisory) B(oard) will not allow preferential treatment for Nextel application (litr), Mar 5, 1999, p.7
Local liaisons speed storm recovery, Mar 19, 1999, p.1
A radio tower beacon becomes a threat (litr), Apr 16, 1999, p.6
(GBH) Town engineer has 'attitude problem' (litr), Apr 30, 1999, p.6
Contaminant level still seems high (re GBH water quality) (litr), Jun 25, 1999, p.6
Greenburgh race heats up: Bill Pohlmann to challenge Feiner, Jul 2, 1999, p.1
Greenburgh's water statement complexities explained (litr), Jul 9, 1999, p.6
Independent voice needed on Greenburgh Town Board (litr), Jul 9, 1999, p.7
Unusual interest in town judge race (litr), Aug 6, 1999, p.7
Welcome mat (for Hillary Clinton), Aug 13, 1999, p.1
Forster letter(s from 7/16 and 8/6) on Greenburgh town judge candidacy was misleading (litr), Aug 20, 1999, p.6
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GBH continued

Screening committee found Forster highly qualified (ltr), Aug 27, 1999, p.6
Sheehan would bring needed change to Greenburgh (ltr), Sep 3, 1999, p.6
G'burgh Dems in hot contest, Sep 10, 1999, p.1
'Local hero' would change the way town is governed (response to 9/3 Inquirer article), Sep 10, 1999, p.6
Under Barnes and Adler, town's gotten greener (ltr), Sep 10, 1999, p.6
Council candidate thanks voters (ltr), Sep 17, 1999, p.7
GB town justice want to stay on the bench (ltr), Oct 15, 1999, p.6
(Eddie Mae Barnes) Values support (ltr), Oct 15, 1999, p.6
Town judge can have big impact (ltr), Oct 22, 1999, p.6
Greenburgh supervisor (endorsement for upcoming election) (edit), Oct 29, 1999, p.6
Greenburgh Town Council (Inquirer endorsements for upcoming election) (edit), Oct 29, 1999, p.6
Feiner has been mismanaging town (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.6
Town judge candidate promises to work tirelessly (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.7
Republican judge candidate has bipartisan support (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.7
Doris Friedman deserves a landslide victory (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.7
Bipartisan cable access commission is proposed (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.8
Forster is ethical, skilled, fair, and hardworking (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.9
Democrats have done a good job (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.9
Opportunity to reply (on the same date that a critical letter appears in the paper) requested (ltr), Nov 12, 1999, p.6
Judge-elect grateful for support of Greenburgh voters (ltr), Nov 12, 1999, p.6
Feiner is trying to gag this critics (ltr), Nov 26, 1999, p.6
Letter-writer guilty of 'rhetorical overkill' (response to 11/26 letter by Carol Wielk) (ltr), Dec 3, 1999, p.6
Supervisor defends his record on open government (response to 11/26 letter by Carol Wielk) (ltr), Dec 3, 1999, p.7

GBH NATURE CENTER

Nonprofits must be responsible, open (ltr), Mar 19, 1999, p.6
Town audit revealed significant problems at nature center (ltr), Mar 19, 1999, p.7
Eureka! (Brenna Sleggs spots a shiny egg at Easter egg hunt at GBH Nature Center) (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.1
(Supplement) Back to School (photo), Aug 27, 1999

GBH-PLANNING

Greenburgh drafts new master plan (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.1

GELB, ALAN


GELBOM, ELLEN AND MOSHE (AU)

Tireless B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) is appreciated (ltr), Oct 8, 1999, p.7

GELFMAN, PETER

The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28
SHS is not the place for driver education (response to 7/16 letters by P Gelfman and O Toll) (ltr), Jul 30, 1999, p.6
Gelfman joins Sequa (Corporation) (photo), Aug 27, 1999, p.4
Speakers push for early foreign language study, Oct 8, 1999, p.1

GELFMAN, PETER T (AU)

The time is right to reconsider driver's education course (response to 7/9 edit by I. Sloan) (ltr), Jul 16, 1999, p.6

GELTZER, MORTON B


GENATOWSKI, DANIEL

Troop 60 visits nation's capital (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.4
Boy Scouts of Troop 60 scale Adirondack peaks (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.4

GENDER DISCRIMINATION

Program pursues lost boys of gender equity, Nov 5, 1999, p.11
Pursuing the lost boys of gender equity (cont), Nov 5, 1999, p.12
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GERSPACH, MARK
Panthers repeat as state champions (photo), Dec 3, 1999, p.1

GEWIRZ, BARBARA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of This Year’s Scarsdale Bowl: Bernard Cedarbaum (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.32

GEWIRZ, ELLIOT
Elliot Gewirtz (named one of the world’s top 20 attorneys in aviation law) (photo), Aug 6, 1999, p.4

GIBERZI, GREG
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30
SHS honors academic, school, community achievements (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.11
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32

GIBERZI, VICTOR
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28

GIAMPOLI, JOAN
Row A or Row B? (on the ballot in the March 16 village election) (photo), Feb 19, 1999, p.15
He solemnly swears . . . (Mark Bench is sworn into office as new SCS major) (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.1
League of W(omen) V(oters) mulls effects of changing village election to November, Nov 26, 1999, p.1

GIANGRANDE, ANTONIA
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District’s 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32

GIBBS, MICHAEL
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Teachers Institute, Mar 26, 1999, p.40

GIBRALTER, SUSAN
Student: Sloan intended to reassure Scarsdale, not to insult Edgemont (ltr), Jan 29, 1999, p.6

GIBRALTER, SUSAN (AU)
Sloan served up sour grapes (response to edit by Irving Sloan from 1/15/99) (ltr), Jan 22, 1999, p.6
E Day success a credit to all (ltr), May 21, 1999, p.6

GILDEN, LORRAINE
Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling serves many (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.11
Epicurean treats to be offered at Gourmet Galaxy (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.17
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32
Volunteers at counseling service bring cultures together) (photo), Nov 19, 1999, p.4

GILDEN, RICHARD
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32

GILMAN, BEN
Congressman Gilman is failing us on gun control (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.6
Greenburgh supervisor (endorsement for upcoming election) (edit), Oct 29, 1999, p.6

GILMORE, JOSEPH
Clergy’s dilemma - to bless or not to bless homosexual unions, Feb 19, 1999, p.1

GILPIN, JOHN
Impressionist (John Gilpin at SCS Historical Society county fair) (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.1

GINSBERG, MARTIN
It’s time to pull the plug on this tunnel project (ltr), Sep 17, 1999, p.6
Citizens' Party requires loyalty to tunnel project (ltr), Oct 8, 1999, p.6

GINSBERG, NEIL
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District’s 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32
Scarsdale teachers tour Holocaust sites (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.9

GINSBURG, MARTIN
Downtown question may go to a vote, Jul 16, 1999, p.1
Trustees consider longer moratorium; Village also eyeing new developer, Sep 3, 1999, p.1
Ginsburg says no to downtown project, Sep 10, 1999, p.1
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GINSBURG, MARTIN continued
Supporters rally as downtown deadline passes, Sep 17, 1999, p.1
It's not too late to lead (re downtown development proposal) (edit), Sep 17, 1999, p.6

GINSBURG, MORRIS
Village trustees reject developer's proposal, Oct 1, 1999, p.1

GIORDANO, THOMAS
Town and Village Civic Club reports support school, village budgets, Apr 9, 1999, p.1

GIPS, JOAN
Camp program brings diversity to Scarsdale (photo) (cont), Aug 6, 1999, p.12

GIRL SCOUTS
Girl Scouts help the community (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.13
Scarsdale Honors Its Veterans - Memorial Day 1999 (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.18

GIRLS
Don't short change athletic girls (litr), Feb 19, 1999, p.6

GIROUX, JODI
New Scarsdale schools staff (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.11

GISOLFI, PETER
No place to go! New addition to school lacks restrooms, Apr 30, 1999, p.1
School bond projects to begin soon, Jun 25, 1999, p.1

GITLER, STEFANIE
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

GIULIANI, RUDY
Taking the heat (Tuesday's oppressive heat), Jul 9, 1999, p.1
County executive urged to put Con Ed's feet to the fire (litr), Jul 16, 1999, p.6

GJEJIAJ, GLORIA
Teens spearhead Kosovo relief effort, Apr 23, 1999, p.1

GLABERSON, EVAN
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32

GLAUBER, LENI
Village owes debt of gratitude to library benefactor (litr), Jan 22, 1999, p.7
Kudos to all who made mezzanine happen at library (litr), Jan 29, 1999, p.6

GLAZER, DAVID
E'mont extends deadline for school nomination, Feb 5, 1999, p.1
Lasser to seek 3rd term as board pres(ident) (photo), Feb 12, 1999, p.1
Candidates chosen for E'mont school board, Mar 19, 1999, p.1
E'mont candidates tackle the issues, Apr 23, 1999, p.1
For the school boards (endorsement of E. Sherwood, A. R. Simon, J. Lasser and D Glazer) (edit), May 14, 1999, p.6
2 budgets pass by wide margins, May 21, 1999, p.1
Lasser re-elected, projects analyzed, Jul 9, 1999, p.1

GLAZER, JEAN
Election inspector: 'I love it!', Oct 29, 1999, p.1

GLEICHER, LILLIAN

GLENDON, SUSAN W
Susan W. Glendon is dead at 78 (photo), Aug 27, 1999, p.1

GLENDON, WILLIAM (AU)
Citizens' Party leaders are open-minded on downtown (litr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
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GLENDON, WILLIAM R (AU)
- Requiem for the nonpartisan system? (edit), Apr 2, 1999, p.7

GLENN, DAVID
- Town audit revealed significant problems at nature center (ltr), Mar 19, 1999, p.7

GLENN, DAVID (AU)
- Change is good, so the saying goes (edit), Nov 19, 1999, p.7

GLENN, DAVID J
- Glenn to leave Inquirer, Nov 19, 1999, p.4

GLENN, DAVID J (AU)
- Sexual harassment ruling (by the U.S. Supreme Court) wrong way to go (edit), May 28, 1999, p.7

GLENN, JEFF
- 'How I spent my summer vacation' (photo), Aug 27, 1999, p.9

GLICK, RANDY (AU)
- E Day success a credit to all (ltr), May 21, 1999, p.6

GLICKSTEIN, CAROLYN
- The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32

GLICKSTEIN, CAROLYN (AU)
- Family Counseling grateful to 'Galaxy' supporters (ltr), May 14, 1999, p.6

GLICKSTEIN, RICK
- The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32

GOODSALL, JENNIFER S (AU)
- Contempt for police officer cannot be tolerated (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.6
- Scarsdale has no abusive out-of-control police officers (re incident at IHM Church) (ltr), Nov 12, 1999, p.6

GOODSALL, PETER
- Night owls (new team of police officers who patrol SCS streets from midnight to 8 a.m.), Jan 8, 1999, p.1
- Police picket ribbon-cutting teen center opening (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.3

GOLD, DANNY (AU)
- Greenburgh should adopt antenna amendments (ltr), Jan 29, 1999, p.6

GOLD, JASON
- Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32

GOLD, JEFFREY
- Edgemont graduate dons a new kind of cap and gown (photo), Aug 6, 1999, p.1

GOLDBERG, EMILY
- Many supported Get Ready's first summer (the free SAT prep and college advising program) (ltr), Sep 10, 1999, p.6

GOLDBERG, FRED
- School community handled last week's crisis well (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.6

GOLDBERG, MEREDITH
- New Scarsdale schools staff (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.11

GOLDBERG, VICTOR
- Victor Goldberg (elected to board of directors of Education Through Music Inc), Mar 5, 1999, p.4

GOLDBERG, VICTOR J (AU)
- Voters' Party 'scare tactics' don't inspire confidence (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.6

GOLDBERGER, EARL M
- Earl M Goldberger (dies), Jan 8, 1999, p.12

GOLDEN, RITA
- Teen center progress is delayed (photo) (cont), Jan 8, 1999, p.9
- Teen center delays, Jan 15, 1999, p.1
- Village signs teen center contract (photo), Jan 29, 1999, p.1
- School board budgets $64M(illion), Mar 5, 1999, p.1
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GOLDEN, RITA continued
Community responds to Columbine tragedy, Apr 30, 1999, p.1
Living on the edge (re debate over the whereabouts of new student lavatories at Edgewood) (edit), Apr 30, 1999, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32
After Littleton, changes proposed, May 21, 1999, p.1
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District's 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32
Teen center opens again, with ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.3
3 who will be missed (Corky Thompson, Dr. Kenneth Rodgers and Rita Golden) (edit), Jun 25, 1999, p.6
School community handled last week's crisis well (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes The Establishment of the New Scarsdale Teen Center Out of Bounds (photo), Jul 2, 1999, p.20
First Lady, a likely candidate, listens at WCC (photo), Jul 16, 1999, p.3
Rita Golden (was one of two respondents at a public forum on higher school standards), Sep 24, 1999, p.4
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS' BASE & The Little School (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.36
GOLDEN, RITA (AU)
Preserving strengths for new times (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.1
At century's end, peace still elusive (edit), Jun 4, 1999, p.7
GOLDFINE, ARIELLE
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS' BASE & The Little School (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.36
GOLDMAN, EMILY
SHS honors academic, school, community achievements (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.11
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40
GOLDMAN, JENNIFER
GOLDMAN, ROBIN
And the streets echoed with the pounding of feet (photo), Mar 26, 1999, p.32
GOLDMAN, TOM
Teen center closes - again; Dry-cleaner spill from above is to blame, Jul 23, 1999, p.1
GOLDSCHMIDT, ERIC
New owners for 2 Overhill Road, Oct 15, 1999, p.1
GOLDSMITH, EMANUEL
Cedarbaum optimistic that village will survive challenge (photo), May 28, 1999, p.1
New year, new beginnings for Jews (photo), Sep 17, 1999, p.1
A multicultural commemoration of Kristallnacht (photo), Nov 12, 1999, p.3
GOLDSMITH, EMANUEL S
The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl: Bernard Cedarbaum (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.32
GOLDSTEIN, ANDREW
Cries for help (re mentally ill and New York State budget) (edit), Jul 9, 1999, p.6
GOLDSTEIN, BETH
Many supported Get Ready's first summer (the free SAT prep and college advising program) (ltr), Sep 10, 1999, p.6
GOLDSTEIN, MOLLY
Citizens and Voters ready for campaign, Feb 5, 1999, p.1
Challenger breaks Citizens' Party monopoly (photo) (cont), Mar 19, 1999, p.13
GOLDSTEIN, MOLLYANN (AU)
Letters illustrate need for choice (response to 12/10 letters by S Kalt and D Cadoux) (ltr), Dec 17, 1999, p.6
GOLDSTEIN, REBECCA
SHS junior attends Presidential Classroom in D.C. (photo), Mar 12, 1999, p.14
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40
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GOLDSTEIN, RUTH
Trustees OK the rezoning of downtown, Jan 15, 1999, p.1
2 elected to L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) state board, Jul 16, 1999, p.4
21 running for 11 positions on C(itizens') N(ominating) C(ommittee), Oct 15, 1999, p.1
11 elected to C(itizens') N(ominating) C(ommittee), Nov 12, 1999, p.1
L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) mulls pros, cons of election, Nov 19, 1999, p.1

GOLDSTEIN, VALERIE
Cleaner faces additional tests, Oct 29, 1999, p.1

GOLDWasser, Jennifer (DR) (AU)
Fleas can jump, but lice only crawl (ltr), Jan 22, 1999, p.8

GOLF
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32

GOLF CLUBS
SEE COUNTRY CLUBS

GOLF COURSES
Golf courses help rescue state bird (photo), Jul 23, 1999, p.1
Area golf courses help to rescue state bird (photo) (cont), Jul 23, 1999, p.10

Golomb, David B
David B Golomb (installed as president of the NY State Trial Lawyers Assn) (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.4

Goodman, Howard (AU)
'Roman candle' will blight village near the Hutch (ltr), Jul 30, 1999, p.6

Goodman, Jacob
Troop 60 visits nation's capital (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.4

Goodman, James
Boy Scouts of Troop 60 scale Adirondack peaks (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.4

Goodman, John (AU)
Harney traffic jams preview development effect (ltr), May 28, 1999, p.6
'Serious concerns' about cleaners (re recent dry cleaning chemical seepage from Mimi Cleaners) (ltr), Aug 6, 1999, p.6
Building means downtown chaos (ltr), Sep 3, 1999, p.6
Deteriorating Popham Bridge is a disaster in the making (ltr), Nov 12, 1999, p.6

Goodman, Victor
2 join Doernberg (photo), Oct 8, 1999, p.4
3 earn broker's licenses (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.4

Goodwin, David (AU)
Scarsdale's school policy on computer use is ambiguous (ltr), Nov 5, 1999, p.8

Goodwin, Emily (AU)
PT Council urges passage of Scarsdale school budget (ltr), May 14, 1999, p.7

Goodwin, Everett (DR)
Globetrotting minister settles in as new pastor (photo), Jul 2, 1999, p.1
Globetrotting minister (cont), Jul 2, 1999, p.16

Gootkin, Natalie
Starlight dining at Quaker Ridge (photo), Nov 26, 1999, p.11

Gordon, Alan S (AU)
Some of the smallest need our help (edit), May 14, 1999, p.7

Gordon, Bernice Rickman
Bernice Rickman Gordon (dies) (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.24

Gordon, Elizabeth
Village owes debt of gratitude to library benefactor (ltr), Jan 22, 1999, p.7
A gift of space (new SCS Library mezzanine) (photo), Jan 29, 1999, p.3
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GORDON, ELIZABETH (AU)
Kudos to all who made mezzanine happen at library (ltr), Jan 29, 1999, p.6

GORDON, LIZ
Yearbook yuks (SCS Middle School end of the year pool party) (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.1

GORDON, NATALIE
Fox Meadow celebrates Indian Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 26, 1999, p.12

GORDON, ROBERT (AU)
Bat mitzvah was a moving occasion (response to edit by Mark Schwartz from 8/20/99) (ltr), Sep 10, 1999, p.6

GOTTLIEB, DAVID (AU)
Advice to some potential Edgemonters (Mr and Mrs Clinton) (edit), Aug 20, 1999, p.7

GOTTLIEB, STEVE
Is the Howards' basketball career over? (photo) (cont), Apr 2, 1999, p.18

GOULD, HERB
High quality entertainment by Greenville Community Theater (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.14

GOLIDER, JAMES
James Goulder (dies), Mar 26, 1999, p.14

GRABEL, DAN (AU)
The millennium begins in 2001 (ltr), Oct 8, 1999, p.6

GRAIFMAN, GARY
13-house plan gets final OK, Nov 26, 1999, p.1

GRAND CENTRAL TERMINAL-NEW YORK (NY)
A love affair with Grand Central (edit), Nov 12, 1999, p.7

GRANGE, SARA
The only rain in town (Sara Grange and Elizabeth Clark cool off in the sprinkler) (photo), Aug 6, 1999, p.1

GRASDO, MARIO
Help for homebound, elderly and disabled (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.10

GRAUER, JOSH
Carmen Road cottage called not 'important', May 28, 1999, p.1

GRAVES, EARL
Scarsdale publisher says NYPD penalized him on race, speech (photo), May 7, 1999, p.1
Earl Graves (awarded the 84th Spingarn Medal) (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.4

GRAY, BRIAN
Brian Gray gets his feet wet at Scarsdale Rec (photo), Apr 23, 1999, p.3
Say 'splash' (Pool supervisor Brian Gray gets ready to take an ID photo) (photo), May 14, 1999, p.9

GRAY, STEPHEN
County legislators facing challengers, Aug 27, 1999, p.1
Bronz, Gray differ on county direction (photo), Oct 29, 1999, p.1
Board of Legislators (SCS Inquirer endorsements for upcoming election) (edit), Oct 29, 1999, p.6
Harmony reigns at candidates forum (photo) (cont), Oct 29, 1999, p.10
Lois Bronz, Stephen Gray (cont), Oct 29, 1999, p.15
Voters keep incumbents right where they are, Nov 5, 1999, p.1

GRAZIANO, FRANK
Out on a limb (Stephanie Graziano finds brother Frank's hiding place in a willow tree) (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.1

GRAZIANO, STEPHANIE
Out on a limb (Stephanie Graziano finds brother Frank's hiding place in a willow tree) (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.1

GREENAWALT, MARTHA SLOAN
Martha Sloan Greenawalt (dies), Mar 26, 1999, p.14

GREENBAUM, GREGORY
Night owls (new team of police officers who patrol SCS streets from midnight to 8 a.m.), Jan 8, 1999, p.1
Night shift sees village in a different light (photo), Mar 12, 1999, p.3
GREENBURGH NATURE CENTER
Exhibits and learning take place at G(reenburgh) N(ature) C(enter) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.14
Volunteers helped make October special at G(reenburgh) N(ature) C(enter) (ltr), Nov 12, 1999, p.6

GREENE, DAVID
Maroon and White recognizes athletes (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.34

GREENE, GERALDINE
Partygoers enjoy gourmet feast at S(CS) Family Counseling Service benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.10
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32

GREENEBAUM, BETTE
Country Bank Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Oct 8, 1999, p.28

GREENEBAUM, BETTY (AU)
Rejecting history, Scarsdale may become a high-priced Levittown (re Carman Road house) (edit), Jul 2, 1999, p.7

GREENEBAUM, HENRY
Henry Greenebaum (dies), Jul 9, 1999, p.15

GREENESES, ROBERT
The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl: Bernard Cedarbaum (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.32

GREENLEAF, MARTA
We are killing ourselves with pesticides (response to 7/9 letter by Marta Greenleaf) (ltr), Jul 23, 1999, p.6

GREENLEAF, MARTA (AU)
24-hour notice of pesticide use is a neighborly idea (ltr), Jul 9, 1999, p.7

GREENVILLE COMMUNITY THEATER
High quality entertainment by Greenville Community Theater (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.14

GREENWOOD, AMY
42nd Street; Review S(CS) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre) brings those dancing feet to Scarsdale (photo), Aug 6, 1999, p.13

GREENWOOD, JOHN
SHS '49ers excavate old times at reunion (photo), Oct 1, 1999, p.9

GREENWOOD, TRUDI (AU)
Local merchants helped support S(CS) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre) production (ltr), Aug 20, 1999, p.6

GREGORY, RALPH
Country Bank Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Oct 8, 1999, p.28

GREMLEY, JANE
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32

GRIEF
Grieving family grateful for caring, kindness (ltr), Mar 26, 1999, p.6
Grieving for a man and a myth (edit), Jul 23, 1999, p.7

GRIFFITHS, DANIEL E
Daniel E Griffiths (dies), Oct 8, 1999, p.20

GRIMSLEY, JASON
Queen of 'the ball' (Cynthia Sanossian holds a 1999 World Series ball) (photo), Nov 5, 1999, p.1

GRINHAUS, NORMA
Weaver project worries neighbors, Aug 20, 1999, p.1

GRINHAUS, RICHARD
Weaver project worries neighbors, Aug 20, 1999, p.1

GRODEN, DEBORAH (AU)
Edgemont's 'forest' is irreplaceable (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.7
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GUN CONTROL
Congressman Gilman is failing us on gun control (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.6

GUNS
SEE FIREARMS

GURIN, ALISON
Scarsdale Drama Club to commit, solve 'Murder at the Vicarage' (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.19

GUTENBERG, JOY
Yearbook yuks (SCS Middle School end of the year pool party) (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.1

GYMNASTICS
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30

HAAG, TIM
Boy Scouts of Troop 60 scale Adirondack peaks (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.4

HABER, HERBERT M (AU)
Taxpayer feels cheated by credit (ltr), Sep 24, 1999, p.6

HABER, JORDANA
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32

HABER, RICHARD
A vision of things to come (computer vision of interior for new Scarsdale Teen Center) (photo), Feb 5, 1999, p.1

HABER, RICK
Kudos to all who made mezzanine happen at library (ltr), Jan 29, 1999, p.6

HABITAT FOR HUMANITY
Feiner to ride to Philadelphia to raise money for Habitat (ltr), Jul 9, 1999, p.6

HADDICK, JOHN W (AU)
Signs may deter speeding on Boulevard (ltr), Aug 13, 1999, p.6

HAHN, GEORGE
(Town and) V(illage) C(ivie) C(lub) opposes local elections in November, Dec 10, 1999, p.1

HAIMOWITZ, RICHARD
Richard Haimowitz (elected president of Jewish Reconstructionist Federation), Mar 5, 1999, p.4

HAKLISCH, PAUL R
Paul R Haklisch (will receive the Distinguished Eagle Scout Award), Oct 8, 1999, p.4

HALL, JERRY
Day 'terribly important to remember' (photo), Nov 12, 1999, p.8

HALL, WILLIAM J (AU)
Scarsdale should follow a neighbor's safety example (ltr), Jan 8, 1999, p.6

HALLOWEEN
Halloween weekend, Oct 29, 1999, p.1
Halloween window painting brings out talent (photo), Oct 29, 1999, p.3
Ms. witch, meet Mr. Met (Halloween festivities) (photo), Nov 5, 1999, p.11
Halloween spectacle of violence was not amusing (ltr), Nov 12, 1999, p.6

HALLOWEEN WINDOW PAINTING CONTEST
Concentration (Ryutaro Ichikana puts a finishing touch on his Halloween window painting) (photo), Oct 29, 1999, p.1
Halloween window painting brings out talent (photo), Oct 29, 1999, p.3
Interfering parents teach children a bad lesson (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.9
Window painting vandalized (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.9

HALLOWELL, EDWARD (DR)
PT Council program to explore the ties that bind (photo), Dec 24, 1999, p.11

HALPERN, SETH (AU)
Buchanan wrong about Hitler (edit), Oct 1, 1999, p.7
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HALPERN, SETH A
Reader predicts Clinton acquittal (response to letter by Seth Halpern from 1/8/99) (ltr), Jan 15, 1999, p.6
HALPERN, SETH A (AU)
Senate should consider formal Clinton censure (ltr), Jan 8, 1999, p.6
Violence has always had special allure for young American males (edit), May 7, 1999, p.6
'Hothouse street smarts ' needed to ace the SAT (response to Inquirer article from 7/30/99) (ltr), Aug 6, 1999, p.6
Free phones would be fair exchange for monopoly (response to edit from 8/13/99) (ltr), Aug 20, 1999, p.6
Writers free to express views differing from establishment's (re 12/17 letter by H Reynolds) (ltr), Dec 24, 1999, p.6

HAMBLEY, MARGARET
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32

HAMILTON, GORDON
Boy Scout Troop 60 marks 41st birthday, Feb 12, 1999, p.4
Troop 60 visits nation's capital (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.4
Boy Scouts of Troop 60 scale Adirondack peaks (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.4

HAMILTON, GORDON (AU)
Keep the brick walks in the village (ltr), May 21, 1999, p.6
All traffic should stop for pedestrians in crosswalks (ltr), Sep 17, 1999, p.7

HAMILTON, STEVE
Droid sighting (demonstration of MAD-VAC sidewalk sweeper/vacuum) (photo), Nov 26, 1999, p.1

HAMLIN, BART
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28

HAMLIN, BERT
Residents urge moratorium on tearing down old houses, Mar 12, 1999, p.1

HANDELMAN, JOY
21 running for 11 positions on C(itizens') N(ominating) C(ommittee), Oct 15, 1999, p.1
Nominating committee election is Wednesday, Nov 5, 1999, p.1
11 elected to C(itizens') N(ominating) C(ommittee), Nov 12, 1999, p.1

HANDELMAN, JUDITH A
Exploring Havana: A preservationist's view (photo) (cont), Apr 9, 1999, p.8

HANDELMAN, JUDITH A (AU)
Preservationists explore Havana (edit), Apr 9, 1999, p.7

HANDELMAN, JUDY (AU)
Senior housing is needed in Scarsdale, not Eastchester (ltr), Feb 26, 1999, p.6

HANDELMAN, WALTER
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32
'Old guard' is responsible for current mess (re American Premier Underwriters negotiations) (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.8
A present for parkers (re prompt parking ticket payment incentive) (edit), Jul 2, 1999, p.6

HANDELMAN, WALTER J
The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl: Bernard Cedarbaum (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.32

HANDELMAN, WALTER J (AU)
Citizens' candidates are positive (ltr), Feb 12, 1999, p.8
Former mayor grieves for loss of leadership (response to edit from 6/11/99) (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.6
Say yes to proposal 2 for (Westchester) community college (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.7
Fairness of village elections is threatened (ltr), Dec 3, 1999, p.6

HANLEY, J PATRICK (AU)
'Bench method' is bad for morale (ltr), Sep 24, 1999, p.6

HANSEN, CORWITH
School community handled last week's crisis well (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.6
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HANUKKAH
  Festival of lights (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.1

HARDY, ED

HARDY, EDWARD
  Bowl committee chairman named (photo), Nov 19, 1999, p.4

HARKNESS, LINDA
  My Sisters' Closet (clothing drive to support underprivileged women trying to reclaim their lives), Jul 30, 1999, p.1

HARMON, FRED (AU)
  Clergy's dilemma story informative (ltr), Feb 26, 1999, p.7

HARRINGTON, BRIAN
  Night owls (new team of police officers who patrol SCS streets from midnight to 8 a.m.), Jan 8, 1999, p.1
  Night shift sees village in a different light (photo), Mar 12, 1999, p.3

HARRIS, ERIC
  Forums mull meaning of Littleton, Jun 4, 1999, p.1

HARRISON, BOB
  Challengers take on C(itizens') P(arty) (photo), Jan 22, 1999, p.1
  3 to challenge Citizens' Party (photo), Jan 29, 1999, p.1
  Citizens and Voters ready for campaign, Feb 5, 1999, p.1
  New drawings for the downtown (illus), Feb 12, 1999, p.1
  It's that time (The Inquirer welcomes letters about candidates for village office), Feb 19, 1999, p.1
  Sloan: Silence candidates at Village Board meetings, Feb 26, 1999, p.1
  Voters' Party would lead village down the right track (ltr), Feb 26, 1999, p.7
  Harrison has company on his 4th bid for office (cont), Feb 26, 1999, p.13
  Debate free of mud-slinging; Voters' Party and Citizens' Party find some common ground, Mar 5, 1999, p.1
  Vote people, not issues (edit), Mar 5, 1999, p.6
  Residents urge moratorium on tearing down old houses, Mar 12, 1999, p.1
  Candidates face off at S(CS) N(neighborhood) A(ssn) P(residents) forum, Mar 12, 1999, p.1
  Tell it like it is (re misrepresentation of downtown proposal by Voters' Party) (edit), Mar 12, 1999, p.6
  Voters' Party favors more responsible development (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
  Challenger breaks Citizens' monopoly (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.1
  Challenger breaks Citizens' Party monopoly (photo) (cont), Mar 19, 1999, p.13
  Election of an 'outsider' is long overdue (ltr), Mar 26, 1999, p.6
  'Revolution' signals end of 1-party system (ltr), Mar 26, 1999, p.6
  Watershed election showed that every vote counts (ltr), Mar 26, 1999, p.6
  Bench plans key changes, Apr 2, 1999, p.1
  Victory celebration, Apr 2, 1999, p.1
  Voters' Party candidates risked scorn, ridicule (ltr), Apr 9, 1999, p.6
  A party parties (Voters' Party victory celebration) (photo), Apr 16, 1999, p.1
  Village election was expensive; Voters outspent Citizens 3-1, Apr 16, 1999, p.1
  New mayor, new board - and a new feeling, Apr 16, 1999, p.1
  No change in election date before 2001, May 14, 1999, p.1
  Open meetings law doesn't require comment periods (response to 5/14 letter by Bob Harrison) (ltr), May 28, 1999, p.6
  Procedure Committee should now enact sweeping reforms (edit), Jun 25, 1999, p.7
  Village board extends teardown moratorium, Sep 17, 1999, p.1
  Fate of teen center rests on test, Oct 15, 1999, p.1

HARRISON, BOB (AU)
  Two-party political system will benefit Scarsdale (ltr), Jan 15, 1999, p.6
  Candidate asks for readers' votes (ltr), Jan 22, 1999, p.8
  Voters' Party would lead village down the right track (ltr), Feb 26, 1999, p.7
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HARRISON, BOB (AU) continued

Voters' Party favors more responsible development (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Watershed election shows that every vote counts (ltr), Mar 26, 1999, p.6
Bench's change eliminates open discussion (ltr), May 14, 1999, p.6
Build a positive consensus on downtown development (ltr), Jul 23, 1999, p.6
Clintons would cause congestion (should they move into 74 Ardsley Road) (ltr), Aug 27, 1999, p.6

HARRISON, ROBERT

Voters' Party candidates call for changes in village hall; Harrison has company on his 4th...(photo), Feb 26, 1999, p.1

HARTZELL, ANDREW C

Opinions should be based on fact, not misinformation (response to 3/5 letter by A Hartzell) (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.6

HARTZELL, ANDREW C (AU)

Development may be deciding factor in election (ltr), Mar 5, 1999, p.6

HARTZELL, ANDREW C JR (AU)

Problems of size, risk remain in development proposal (response to 3/13 letter by A. Janiak) (ltr), Mar 26, 1999, p.6

HARWOOD PARK (SCS)

Teen clean (scum-skimming of the pond in Harwood Park) (photo), Apr 16, 1999, p.9

HATE

People should focus on commonalities, not differences (response to 4/2 letter by J Fitzgerald) (ltr), Apr 9, 1999, p.6

HAUBNER, JAMES

Counselor's brother is slain in Uganda massacre, Mar 5, 1999, p.1
Community responds to Columbine tragedy, Apr 30, 1999, p.1

HAUBNER, JAMES (AU)

Grieving family grateful for caring, kindness (ltr), Mar 26, 1999, p.6

HAUBNER, ROBERT

Counselor's brother is slain in Uganda massacre, Mar 5, 1999, p.1

Hauptman, Nicole

Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32

HAVILAND, SARAH

Space for the arts (large wooden outdoor sculpture), Jul 30, 1999, p.10
Edgewood commemorates new sculpture (photo), Nov 19, 1999, p.12

HAYNES, JOHN R

John R Haynes (dies), Jan 29, 1999, p.8
John R Haynes (dies), Feb 5, 1999, p.13

HEADLEY, FRANK

(SCS) Bowl will go to Cedarbaum (photo), Jan 22, 1999, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl: Bernard Cedarbaum (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.32

HEADLEY, FRANK M JR

Frank M Headley Jr (reelected treasurer of the New York State Bar Assn) (photo), Feb 5, 1999, p.4

HEALTH

(Supplement) Health & Fitness (photo), Jan 22, 1999

HEAPHY, JULIE

Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

HEAT

SEE HOT WEATHER

HEBERT, DAVID

K(ids)-B(ase)L(ittle)S(chool) functioning despite money woes, Jan 22, 1999, p.1

HECHT, JULIE

Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30
Maroon and White Night (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.22
HECHT, MICHELE
Many were on hand to greet Santa's arrival (ltr), Dec 10, 1999, p.6

HELLER, HERBERT
A special family celebrates 10 years in its Edgemont home, Nov 5, 1999, p.1
HELLER, HERBERT (AU)
Pay attention to both sides of the tracks (re downtown development) (ltr), Jan 22, 1999, p.6
HELLER, HERBERT C (AU)
Edgemonters: Keep listening, keep positive (ltr), Dec 10, 1999, p.6

HELTON, MARY
Hoff-Barthelson's director looks back on 30 years (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.1
Legendary director leaves a lasting legacy music school (edit), Jun 11, 1999, p.7

HEMEL, DAN
Dramatically speaking ... (SMS Speech Contest) (photo), Apr 2, 1999, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest (photo), Apr 2, 1999, p.24
Early victories for debate team, Oct 22, 1999, p.10

HEMLEY, GENE (AU)
What happened to neighborly vigilance? (ltr), Aug 13, 1999, p.6

HENDEL, MICHAEL
Seeds of instruction (Michael Hendel scoops soil to plant a white pine) (photo), Apr 30, 1999, p.1

HENDERSON, DONNA
Donna Henderson (dies), Sep 17, 1999, p.31

HENDLER, JASON
Graduated licensing bill popular with parents, less so with teens, Apr 9, 1999, p.1
Accident victims not just statistics (re death of Jason Hendler) (ltr), Apr 16, 1999, p.6

HENDLER, SHERYL AND MARK (AU)
Accident victims not just statistics (re death of Jason Hendler) (ltr), Apr 16, 1999, p.6

HENDRICKS-MUNOZ, KAREN D
Karen D Hendricks-Munoz (has been honored by KIDS of New York University), Apr 16, 1999, p.4

HENRIKSEN, MARTHA
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District's 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32

HEROLD, J RADLEY
J Radley Herold (has attended the American Bar Assn's Bar Leadership Institute), Apr 16, 1999, p.4
Candidates forum (Oct 25), Oct 22, 1999, p.1

HEROLD, J RADLEY (AU)
Radley Herold was also elected town justice (ltr), Nov 19, 1999, p.6

HERSHEY, MIKE
Early victories for debate team, Oct 22, 1999, p.10

HETTON, MARY
Hoff-Barthelson's director looks back on 30 years (photo) (cont), Jun 4, 1999, p.19

HEWITT, DON
Middle school writers' conference debuts (photo), Feb 12, 1999, p.9
Excerpts from the keynote address of executive producer Don Hewitt, Feb 12, 1999, p.9

HEYDET, RAY
Students learn from differences (photo), Jan 15, 1999, p.9

HEYER, JAMES
Maroon and White Night (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.22

HEYER, NELSON
New focus for old holiday, May 14, 1999, p.1
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HICKS, LINDSEY
New Scarsdale schools staff (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.11

HIGH SCHOOLS
Superintendent: SHS declined to participate in U.S. News survey, Jan 15, 1999, p.9
Sloan should 'grow up and share the wealth (response to edit by Irving Sloan from 1/15/99) (ltr), Jan 22, 1999, p.6
Sloan served up sour grapes (response to edit by Irving Sloan from 1/15/99) (ltr), Jan 22, 1999, p.6
Student: Sloan intended to reassure Scarsdale, not to insult Edgemont (ltr), Jan 29, 1999, p.6

HIGHTOWER, STEPHEN
Op ed view was 'elaborate sick joke' (response to 4/30 edit by Stephen Hightower) (ltr), May 14, 1999, p.6

HIGHTOWER, STEPHEN (AU)
Clinton's ingenious psychology at work in Yugoslavian quagmire (edit), Apr 30, 1999, p.7

HIKING
Rediscovering Scarsdale along the Hutchinson Parkway Trail (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.3
Rediscovering Scarsdale on the Hutchinson Parkway Trail (cont), Jul 30, 1999, p.16

HILL, CARYN (AU)
Unfair profiling may leave scars (ltr), May 7, 1999, p.6

HIRSCH, ROBBIE (AU)
Window painting vandalized (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.9

HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMITTEE-SCS
Why I'm resigning from the preservation committee (edit), Jul 2, 1999, p.6

HISTORY
Looking back: What life was like in Y1K (edit), Sep 17, 1999, p.7

HO, KENNY
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

HOBGDON, CLAIRE
Summer samplers of history (photo), Aug 20, 1999, p.3

HOCHBERG, AUDREY
Teen center progress is delayed (photo) (cont), Jan 8, 1999, p.9
Mischief redefined (legislation relating to family disputes involving destruction of property), Feb 19, 1999, p.1
Sloan: Silence candidates at Village Board meetings, Feb 26, 1999, p.1
Hochbergs to be feted at historical society ball, Mar 19, 1999, p.15
Village trustees poised to keep Scarsdale green, May 7, 1999, p.1
Help for the battered, May 7, 1999, p.1
Legislators nix tax for working in NYC, May 21, 1999, p.1
New position (Audrey Hochberg elected first vice chairman of Legislative Women's Caucus of NY State), Jul 16, 1999, p.1
Hochberg came to rescue in Con Ed blackout (ltr), Jul 16, 1999, p.6
Tower in the (Saxon) woods? (re cell antennas), Oct 8, 1999, p.1
Health care reform, Dec 31, 1999, p.1

HOCHBERG, AUDREY (AU)
Teacher criminal background checks are needed (ltr), Jan 15, 1999, p.6
Pataki's budget reneges on promises, hurts schools (ltr), Mar 19, 1999, p.7

HOCHBERG, AUDREY G (AU)
Progress in the State Assembly: a report on 1998 (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.8

HOCHBERG, HERBERT
Hochbergs to be feted at historical society ball, Mar 19, 1999, p.15
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HOCHSTIN, PAMELA (AU)
Adviser regrets causing discomfort (re Pamela Robbins 11/26 advertisement in SCS Inquirer) (ltr), Dec 3, 1999, p.6

HOCKEY
Icemen (varsity hockey players) barred from awards dinner, Mar 12, 1999, p.1
Hockey team barred from awards dinner (cont), Mar 12, 1999, p.28
Doernberg Real Estate is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30
Maroon and White recognizes athletes (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.34
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40
SHS athletes break gender barriers (photo), Dec 24, 1999, p.1
Scarsdale athletes break gender barriers (photo) (cont), Dec 24, 1999, p.4
It's tough being a high school girl on an all-boys team (ltr), Dec 31, 1999, p.6

HOFF, VIRGINIA
Hoff-Barthelson's director looks back on 30 years (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.1

HOFF-BARTHELSON SCHOOL OF MUSIC
At Hoff-Barthelson, more students and more programs (photo) (Progress Ed 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.13
Renaissance Man (seven year old pianist Philip Evans) (photo), Mar 12, 1999, p.21
Joan Bergman to succeed Mary Helton at Hoff-Barthelson, May 28, 1999, p.15
Hoff-Barthelson's director looks back on 30 years (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.1
Hoff-Barthelson's director looks back on 30 years (photo) (cont), Jun 4, 1999, p.19
Legendary director leaves a lasting legacy music school (edit), Jun 11, 1999, p.7
Melody Chan to receive foundation award, Jun 11, 1999, p.19
Music school is for everyone, says new Hoff-Barthelson director (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.19
Music school is for everyone, says new director (cont), Jun 18, 1999, p.20
Hoff-Barthelson to change name of resource center, Aug 6, 1999, p.13
(Supplement) Back to School (photo), Aug 27, 1999
Making merry (Second Winter Wonderland sponsored by SCS Chamber of Commerce) (photo), Dec 24, 1999, p.3
Tattered wreaths to be replaced (response to 12/17 letter by Ted Toskaner) (ltr), Dec 24, 1999, p.6

HOFHEIMER, GERTRUDE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl: Bernard Cedarbaum (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.32
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28

HOFHEIMER, GERTRUDE (AU)
Senior housing is needed in Scarsdale, not Eastchester (ltr), Feb 26, 1999, p.6
Post (Road) proposal is not what Scarsdale seniors need (response to 9/24 article) (ltr), Oct 15, 1999, p.6

HOFHEIMER, JOE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl: Bernard Cedarbaum (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.32

HOGAN, MATT
Doernberg Real Estate is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30
Maroon and White Night (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.22
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32

HOGAN, MYTIAH
City kids get whiff of fresh air (photo), Jul 16, 1999, p.1

HOIHMANN, ROBIN
Boy Scouts of Troop 60 scale Adirondack peaks (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.4

HOLBROOKE, RICHARD
2 return from East Timor chaos (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.1

HOLDEN, SUSAN
Edgemont mourns death of 13-year-old (photo), Sep 3, 1999, p.1

HOLIDAYS
Village decorations are dilapidated and forlorn (ltr), Dec 17, 1999, p.6
On being jolly (edit), Dec 24, 1999, p.6
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HOLIDAYS continued

Tattered wreaths to be replaced (response to 12/17 letter by Ted Toskaner) (ltr), Dec 24, 1999, p.6
Can we be any less 'holiday-specific'? (response to 12/24 letter by Marcia Marafioti) (ltr), Dec 31, 1999, p.6

HOLMES, CLAIRE

Historically correct music (Edgewood students participate in program about music) (photo), Mar 12, 1999, p.13

HOLOCAUST, JEWISH (1939-1945)

Learn from the Holocaust, say Scarsdale residents, Jul 23, 1999, p.3
Learn from the Holocaust, say Scarsdale residents (cont), Jul 23, 1999, p.10
Scarsdale teachers tour Holocaust sites (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.9
Pepi Deutsch, Holocaust survivor, is dead at 101 (photo), Nov 12, 1999, p.1

HOME-BASED BUSINESSES

Edgemont copywriter is virtual, and proud of it (photo), Oct 8, 1999, p.1
Copywriter goes virtual...and loves it (cont), Oct 8, 1999, p.8

HOMELESS

Furniture is needed to help homeless (ltr), May 28, 1999, p.6

HOMOSEXUALITY

Clergy's dilemma - to bless or not to bless homosexual unions, Feb 19, 1999, p.1
Love has many guises (edit), Feb 19, 1999, p.6
Many local Protestant and Jewish clergy are willing to bless same sex unions (cont), Feb 19, 1999, p.14
Program (about sexual orientation) expands meaning of respect, Mar 26, 1999, p.1
Homosexual acts do not fulfill purpose of sex (ltr), Mar 26, 1999, p.6
Program breaks silence about sexual orientation (cont), Mar 26, 1999, p.10
Religious origin of view should be acknowledged (response to 3/26 letter by H Fitzgerald) (ltr), Apr 2, 1999, p.6
Homosexual activist agenda must be fought (ltr), Apr 23, 1999, p.8
Ethics should focus on peace and brotherhood (ltr), May 14, 1999, p.6

HONESTY

A question of character (edit), Dec 10, 1999, p.7

HOPPENFELD, NORMA

Peking revisited, in fiction (photo), Sep 3, 1999, p.1

HOPPENFELD, STAN

Peking revisited, in fiction (photo), Sep 3, 1999, p.1

HORAN, CONSTANCE

IHM 'kids' catch up on past 50 years at reunion (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.9

HORN, GWENDOLYN (AU)

Repulsed by (Pamela Robbins) ad(vertisement in Nov 26 issue of SCS Inquirer) (ltr), Dec 3, 1999, p.6

HOROWITZ, MARC (DR)

Kids' eye problems may be 'invisible' (photo), Jan 22, 1999, p.3

HOROWITZ, SAUL JR

Board's cave-in on downtown was appalling (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.6

HORSES

("Easy" gets a cooling hose-down by Beth Studwell at the Scarsdale Riding Academy) (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.6

HOSPITALS

Auxiliary is supporter of White Plains Hospital (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.10
New cancer treatment center (at WHP Hospital Center) is state of the art (photo), May 7, 1999, p.9
Some of the smallest need our help (edit), May 14, 1999, p.7
Dickstein Center is not unique (response to Inquirer article from 4/14/99) (ltr), May 21, 1999, p.6
New director of medicine at W'hite P(ains) H(ospital) C(enter) (photo), Jul 9, 1999, p.4
Lawrence Hospital names medical director (photo), Jul 16, 1999, p.4
Edgemont grad(uate) dons a new kind of cap and gown (photo), Aug 6, 1999, p.1
Edgemont grad(uate) interns at Montefiore program (photo) (cont), Aug 6, 1999, p.12
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HOT WEATHER
Taking the heat (Tuesday's oppressive heat), Jul 9, 1999, p.1
Can't take the heat ... (re recent power outages and conservation efforts) (edit), Jul 16, 1999, p.6
Is it hot enough for you? (edit), Aug 6, 1999, p.7

Houghton, Roy
Rifle team taught responsible use of firearms (response to 5/28 edit by Irving Sloan) (ltr), Jun 11, 1999, p.6

Houlihan, James J
James J Houlihan (will receive the Mary Walsh Award from Dominican Sisters Family Health Services), Sep 3, 1999, p.4

Houseknecht, Scott (Dr)
No place to go! New addition to school lacks restrooms, Apr 30, 1999, p.1
Restrooms spur controversy at Edgewood (photo) (cont), Apr 30, 1999, p.11
Schools use construction as curricular enhancement, Sep 24, 1999, p.11
Dig we must (groundbreaking ceremonies for Edgewood School expansion) (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.11

Houses
(Supplement), Apr 23, 1999

Houses-EMT
Neglected houses blight Edgemont neighborhood (ltr), Sep 3, 1999, p.6
A special family celebrates 10 years in its Edgemont home, Nov 5, 1999, p.1
A special family celebrates 10 years in Edgemont (photo) (cont), Nov 5, 1999, p.15

Houses-SCS
Tear-down moratorium eyed, Jan 8, 1999, p.1
Public hearings to focus on sprinklers, tear-downs, Feb 12, 1999, p.1
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) acts to save century-old Edgewood house from demolition (photo), Mar 5, 1999, p.1
B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) acts to save century-old house from demolition (cont), Mar 5, 1999, p.3
Residents urge moratorium on tearing down old houses, Mar 12, 1999, p.1
 Residents urge moratorium on tearing down old houses (cont), Mar 12, 1999, p.10
Tear-downs out, sprinklers in, Mar 26, 1999, p.1
Together up (appeal on recommendation to save a 100-year old house at 53 Carman Road), May 7, 1999, p.1
If you can't tear your house down - just move it! , May 7, 1999, p.3
House demolition decision delayed (photo), May 14, 1999, p.1
Demolition decision on Carman Road house delayed until May 25 (cont), May 14, 1999, p.8
The humble also make history (re the proposed demolition of the Purdy homestead on 53 Carman Road), May 21, 1999, p.3
Carman Road cottage called not 'important', May 28, 1999, p.1
Builder's lawyer: Carman cottage not 'important' (photo), May 28, 1999, p.3
Carman Road house will not be preserved, Jun 25, 1999, p.1
Carman Road house sentenced to the wrecking ball (cont), Jun 25, 1999, p.20
Carman Road house was worth preserving (ltr), Jul 2, 1999, p.6
Why I'm resigning from the preservation committee (edit), Jul 2, 1999, p.6
Rejecting history, Scarsdale may become a high-priced Levittown (re Carman Road house) (edit), Jul 2, 1999, p.7
Trustees were intimated (sic) by legal threat (re house at 53 Carman Road) (ltr), Jul 9, 1999, p.6
Tear-down moratorium is a 'taking' (ltr), Jul 9, 1999, p.6
While others add (house space), we're inclined to subtract (edit), Jul 9, 1999, p.7
Hillary's house hunt may end in Edgemont, Aug 13, 1999, p.1
Village board extends teardown moratorium, Sep 17, 1999, p.1
13-house plan gets final OK, Nov 26, 1999, p.1
Moratorium extension considered, Dec 3, 1999, p.1
Moratorium (cont), Dec 3, 1999, p.17
Board ends moratorium on teardowns, Dec 17, 1999, p.1
Board of trustees ends teardown moratorium (cont), Dec 17, 1999, p.9
Vote against ending moratorium called courageous (ltr), Dec 24, 1999, p.6
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HOUSING
Senior housing is as much a blight as retail stores (response to Inquirer article from 2/12/99) (ltr), Feb 19, 1999, p.6
Senior housing is needed in Scarsdale, not Eastchester (ltr), Feb 26, 1999, p.6

HOUSING-SCS
Assisted living facility wrong for Saxon Woods (ltr), Jul 23, 1999, p.6
Bell-Atlantic neighbors propose senior facility on Post Road (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.1
Bell-Atlantic neighbors propose senior facility (cont), Sep 24, 1999, p.23
Post Road proposal is not what Scarsdale seniors need (response to 9/24 article) (ltr), Oct 15, 1999, p.6
A new place for senior housing (edit), Nov 12, 1999, p.7

HOWARD, ALICE
Is the Howards' basketball career over? (photo) (cont), Apr 2, 1999, p.18
Up, up and away; Scarsdale basketball stand-out plans to go professional (photo), Oct 22, 1999, p.19

HOWARD, ED
Is the Howards' basketball career over? (photo) (cont), Apr 2, 1999, p.18
Up, up and away; Scarsdale basketball stand-out plans to go professional (photo), Oct 22, 1999, p.19

HOWARD, HILARY
She’s got game (re Hilary Howard), Apr 2, 1999, p.1
Last hoops for the Howards?, Apr 2, 1999, p.17
Is the Howards' basketball career over? (photo) (cont), Apr 2, 1999, p.18
Up, up and away; Scarsdale basketball stand-out plans to go professional (photo), Oct 22, 1999, p.19
Scarsdale grad(uate) prepares for professional basketball career in Europe (cont), Oct 22, 1999, p.20

HOWARD, HUNTER
Is the Howards' basketball career over? (photo) (cont), Apr 2, 1999, p.18

HUBBARD, JEAN NUSSBAUM
Jean Nussbaum Hubbard (dies), Nov 5, 1999, p.16

HUBERT, JAMES
Publicity-hungry judge candidate (Sandra Forster) doesn't deserve Independence line (ltr), Aug 20, 1999, p.6
It is Forster who should check facts (response to 7/16, 8/6 and 8/27 letters by S Forster) (ltr), Sep 3, 1999, p.6
G'burgh Dems in hot contest, Sep 10, 1999, p.1

HUBERT, JAMES W
Ex-judge supports Hubert, Friedman (ltr), Sep 3, 1999, p.6

HUBERT, JAMES W (AU)
Forster letter(s from 7/16 and 8/6) on Greenburgh town judge candidacy was misleading (ltr), Aug 20, 1999, p.6

HUFFNAGEL, YANNI
Early victories for debate team, Oct 22, 1999, p.10

HUMAN RIGHTS
SEE CIVIL RIGHTS

HUMOR
A new handbook (satire) on (SCS) government (ltr), Jul 16, 1999, p.6

HUN, CHRISTINE
Teens plead for center to open; Rent withheld after chemical and water leaks, Sep 17, 1999, p.1

HUNGER
Stamp out the hunger, May 7, 1999, p.1

HURWITZ, DAVID
Boy Scout Troop 60 marks 41st birthday, Feb 12, 1999, p.4

HURWITZ, KATHY
Hurwitz takes helm of Scarsdale Seniors (photo), Sep 17, 1999, p.8
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HWANG, MICHAEL
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

HYLER, JONATHAN
SNS honors academic, school, community achievements (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.11

HYMAN, LAUREN
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

IAGALLO, GERRY

ICHIKANA, RYUTARO
Concentration (Ryutaro Ichikana puts a finishing touch on his Halloween window painting) (photo), Oct 29, 1999, p.1

ILARDO, JOSEPH
Author: Caregivers have to care for themselves (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.3
Author: Caregivers have to care for themselves (cont), Sep 24, 1999, p.21

INDIA
India - A wonderful surprise (edit), Jul 23, 1999, p.7

INELLO, CATHY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28

INNES, EILEEN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Teachers Institute, Mar 26, 1999, p.40

INOUYE, SCOTT
Maroon and White recognizes athletes (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.34
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

INTERIOR DECORATION
(Supplement), Apr 23, 1999

INTERNET
Acceptable (Internet) use policy (for SCS schools), Apr 16, 1999, p.11
Code in cyberspace (SCS village code is on the Net), Jul 16, 1999, p.1
Money is in the air - investing online, Nov 12, 1999, p.4
School district launches revamped Web site (photo), Nov 19, 1999, p.3
Scarsdale school district launches new Web site (cont), Nov 19, 1999, p.9

INTERNERSHIP PROGRAMS
A-school internships offer peek at real world, Jan 29, 1999, p.10
Edgemont grad(uate) dons a new kind of cap and gown (photo), Aug 6, 1999, p.1
Edgemont grad(uate) interns at Montefiore program (photo) (cont), Aug 6, 1999, p.12

INVESTMENTS
Slow, steady investments best, declares Loeb (photo), Oct 1, 1999, p.3

IRVINE, RUTH HEADLEY
Ruth Headley Irvine (dies), Mar 12, 1999, p.24

IRWIN, DAVID
Macy to head school board (photo), Jul 9, 1999, p.1
Country Bank Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Oct 8, 1999, p.28

IRWIN, DAVID (AU)
United Way exceeds fundraising goal for the first time (ltr), Jul 9, 1999, p.6

IRWIN, JACQUELINE
Teen center progress is delayed (photo) (cont), Jan 8, 1999, p.9
Village signs teen center contract (photo), Jan 29, 1999, p.1
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IRWIN, JACQUELINE continued
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District’s 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32
Macy to head school board (photo), Jul 9, 1999, p.1
Irwin elected as board vice president (photo) (cont), Jul 9, 1999, p.9
Country Bank Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Oct 8, 1999, p.28

IRWIN, PAM
Summer samplers of history (photo), Aug 20, 1999, p.3

JACKSON, RICHARD
3 generations of Browning's attain Eagle rank (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.4

JACKSON, STEPHEN
Maroon and White recognizes athletes (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.34
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

JACOBS, BILL
Bill Jacobs (has joined Cheslock Bakker & Associates) (photo), Oct 8, 1999, p.4

JACOBS, CARYN
Cedarbaum optimistic that village will survive challenge (photo), May 28, 1999, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl: Bernard Cedarbaum (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.32

JACOBS, JOSH
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon andWhite and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30

JACOBS, LEA
In Scarsdale and Edgemont classrooms: it's Latin redux! (photo), Apr 2, 1999, p.1

JACOBS, MICHAEL
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

JACOBS, MICKEY (AU)
Two-party political system will benefit Scarsdale (ltr), Jan 15, 1999, p.6

JACOBS, MIRIAM
Maroon and White recognizes athletes (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.34

JACOBSON, RUSSELL
A Quaker Ridge trio (photo), Nov 19, 1999, p.11

JACOBSON, SANDRA
Sandra Jacobson (has received a certificate of appreciation from NY County Lawyers Assn), May 7, 1999, p.4
Bar appointment (Sandra Jacobson appointed a chairman of Women's Bar Association of New York State), Aug 27, 1999, p.4
Sandra Jacobson (has an article in the June 1999 issue of Family Law), Sep 17, 1999, p.4
Sandra Jacobson (elected to committee of interdisciplinary forum on mental health and family law), Oct 15, 1999, p.4

JACQUET, SHARON HAINES
Sharon Haines Jacquet (has joined Syracuse University School of Education Board of Visitors) (photo), Aug 13, 1999, p.4

JAFFE, BARBARA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of This Year’s Scarsdale Bowl: Bernard Cedarbaum (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.32
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28
Village board extends teardown moratorium, Sep 17, 1999, p.1
13-house plan gets final OK, Nov 26, 1999, p.1
Moratorium extension considered, Dec 3, 1999, p.1

JAFFE, ERIC (AU)
Citizens' Party candidates need voter names (ltr), Jan 15, 1999, p.6

JAFFE, ERIC A (AU)

JAFFIN, GEORGE M
George M Jaffin (dies), Dec 31, 1999, p.14
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JAMESLY, RICHARD
Back to the books (photo), Sep 17, 1999, p.9

JANIAX, ANNE
(SCS) Bowl will go to Cedarbaum (photo), Jan 22, 1999, p.1
Problems of size, risk remain in development proposal (response to 3/13 letter by A. Janiak) (ltr), Mar 26, 1999, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of This Year’s Scarsdale Bowl: Bernard Cedarbaum (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.32
Overtime parkers to get a break, Jun 18, 1999, p.1
A present for parkers (re prompt parking ticket payment incentive) (edit), Jul 2, 1999, p.6
Citizens’ Party requires loyalty to tunnel project (ltr), Oct 8, 1999, p.6
League of Women Voters mulls pros, cons of election, Nov 19, 1999, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS’ BASE & The Little School (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.36

JANIAX, ANNE M (AU)
Opinions should be based on fact, not misinformation (response to 3/5 letter by A Hartzell) (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.6

JANIAX, RICHARD
The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of This Year’s Scarsdale Bowl: Bernard Cedarbaum (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.32

JARKOVSKY, ZELDA (AU)
Interfering parents teach children a bad lesson (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.9

JAROSZ, SUSAN
Greenburgh drafts new master plan (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.1

JAROSZ, SUZY
Teens spearhead Kosovo relief effort, Apr 23, 1999, p.1

JASON, PAUL
Residents urge moratorium on tearing down old houses, Mar 12, 1999, p.1

JENSEN, GRADY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of This Year’s Scarsdale Bowl: Bernard Cedarbaum (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.32
‘Old guard’ is responsible for current mess (re American Premier Underwriters negotiations) (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.8
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28

JENSEN, GRADY E (AU)
The nonpartisan system demystified: its origins, evolution and benefits (edit), Jan 15, 1999, p.7
The nonpartisan system demystified, II; Why support uncontested elections? (edit), Jan 22, 1999, p.7
Senior housing is needed in Scarsdale, not Eastchester (ltr), Feb 26, 1999, p.6
Board’s cave-in on downtown was appalling (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.6
Post (Road) proposal is not what Scarsdale seniors need (response to 9/24 article) (ltr), Oct 15, 1999, p.6

JETER, DEREK
Queen of ‘the ball’ (Cynthia Sanossian holds a 1999 World Series ball) (photo), Nov 5, 1999, p.1

JETTER, WILLIAM (AU)
Why keep football? It’s more violent than riflery (response to 5/28 edit by Irving Sloan) (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.8

JEWS
B’nai Elohim thriving after 7 years in Edgemont (ltr), Feb 5, 1999, p.7
Ethics should focus on peace and brotherhood (ltr), May 14, 1999, p.6

JOHNSON, BOINE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of This Year’s Scarsdale Bowl: Bernard Cedarbaum (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.32
13-house plan gets final OK, Nov 26, 1999, p.1

JOHNSON, BOINE T (AU)
Scarsdale’s high standards are due to Citizens’ Party (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Open meetings law doesn’t require comment periods (response to 5/14 letter by Bob Harrison) (ltr), May 28, 1999, p.6

JOHNSON, GWEN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Teachers Institute, Mar 26, 1999, p.40
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JOHNSON, JEANNETTE

The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District's 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32

JOHNSON, LADY BIRD


JONAS, ALISON

Teen clean (scum-skimming of the pond in Harwood Park) (photo), Apr 16, 1999, p.9

Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

JONES, MICHAEL

Halloween window painting brings out talent (photo), Oct 29, 1999, p.3

JORDAN, BRIAN

Queen of 'the ball' (Cynthia Sanossian holds a 1999 World Series ball) (photo), Nov 5, 1999, p.1

JORDAN, JEREMY

Historically correct music (Edgewood students participate in program about music) (photo), Mar 12, 1999, p.13

JORDAN, SUE (AU)

Meditation will help reduce and manage stress (ltr), Jan 15, 1999, p.6

JOSEPHSON, JERI (AU)

Memorial planter at library is the victim of vandals (ltr), Nov 26, 1999, p.6

JOSSEN, MATT

Blood lines (SHS junior class's annual blood drive) (photo), May 14, 1999, p.11

Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

JOSSEN, MATT (AU)

Drinking's a problem: Attend Countdown 2000 (ltr), Apr 23, 1999, p.8

JOYNT, ALISON

Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30

Maroon and White Night (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.22

JUDGES

Judge candidates (resumes needed for consideration for position of acting village justice), Jan 22, 1999, p.1

Annotated justice at village court, Jul 9, 1999, p.1

Annotated justice served at village court (cont), Jul 9, 1999, p.24

Edgemont woman also running as independent (response to 8/6 letter by Sandra Forster) (ltr), Aug 13, 1999, p.6

Forster letter(s from 7/16 and 8/6) on Greenburgh town judge candidacy was misleading (ltr), Aug 20, 1999, p.6

Publicity-hungry judge candidate (Sandra Forster) doesn't deserve Independence line (ltr), Aug 20, 1999, p.6

Screening committee found Forster highly qualified (ltr), Aug 27, 1999, p.6

Forgery allegation against Forster was totally false (response to 8/20 letter by E Krauss) (ltr), Aug 27, 1999, p.6

Neighbor supports Forster for judge (ltr), Aug 27, 1999, p.6

Ex-judge supports Hubert, Friedman (ltr), Sep 3, 1999, p.6

GB town justice want to stay on the bench (ltr), Oct 15, 1999, p.6

Town judge can have big impact (ltr), Oct 22, 1999, p.6

Town judge candidate promises to work tirelessly (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.7

Republican judge candidate has bipartisan support (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.7

Doris Friedman deserves a landslide victory (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.7

Forster is ethical, skilled, fair, and hardworking (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.9

Judge-elect grateful for support of Greenburgh voters (ltr), Nov 12, 1999, p.6

Radley Herold was also elected town justice (ltr), Nov 19, 1999, p.6

JUDGES-GBH

Judge candidates running in Greenburgh primary (ltr), Jul 16, 1999, p.7

JUDGES-SCS

Nominee sought (for position of village justice), Sep 10, 1999, p.1
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JULY 4TH

Uncle is 223! (Arthur Manor's Fourth of July celebration) (photo), Jul 9, 1999, p.1
Swimmers splash to victory at Scarsdale Pool (photo), Jul 9, 1999, p.3
Patriots turn out for Arthur Manor celebration (photo), Jul 9, 1999, p.3

JUNG, SCOTT

Doernberg Real Estate is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30

JUNIOR LEAGUE OF CENTRAL WESTCHESTER

Junior League members make a difference 8 ways (photo), Apr 23, 1999, p.15
Junior League's Make a Difference Day really did (ltr), May 14, 1999, p.7

JUTHANI, KAPILA

Edgemont grad(uate) dons a new kind of cap and gown (photo), Aug 6, 1999, p.1

JUTHANI, MALINI

Edgemont grad(uate) dons a new kind of cap and gown (photo), Aug 6, 1999, p.1

JUTHANI, MANISHA

Edgemont grad(uate) dons a new kind of cap and gown (photo), Aug 6, 1999, p.1

JUTHANI, VIRAL

Edgemont grad(uate) dons a new kind of cap and gown (photo), Aug 6, 1999, p.1
Edgemont grad(uate) interns at Montefiore program (photo) (cont), Aug 6, 1999, p.12

JUTHANI, VIRENDRA

Edgemont grad(uate) dons a new kind of cap and gown (photo), Aug 6, 1999, p.1

KADIN, RICHARD

The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28

KAFKAFI, ILANA

Double whammy (mighty oak falls in SCS) (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.1

KAFKAFI, YORAM

Double whammy (mighty oak falls in SCS) (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.1

KAHN, GERTRUDE (AU)

Democrats have done a good job (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.9

KAHN, JESSICA

Rust busters (SCS Middle School Student Organization's Beautification Day) (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.11

KAHN, STEPHEN

Christmas pageantry (at IHM) (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.1

KAHSAY, ALEM

Marathon runner shares life experiences with Fox Meadow students (photo), Nov 19, 1999, p.24

KAITZ, JUDITH

New Scarsdale schools staff (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.11

KAITZ, STEVEN

School) Board) Nominating) Committee) voter turnout low, Jan 15, 1999, p.1

KALB, BESS

Rust busters (SCS Middle School Student Organization's Beautification Day) (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.11

KALEY, PATRICK

Many were on hand to greet Santa's arrival (ltr), Dec 10, 1999, p.6

KALIAN, ROBERT, LINDA AND CHRIS (AU)

Forgery allegation against Forster was totally false (response to 8/20 letter by E Krauss) (ltr), Aug 27, 1999, p.6

KALISCH, BETH

Many supported Get Ready's first summer (the free SAT prep and college advising program) (ltr), Sep 10, 1999, p.6

KALISH, DANIEL A (AU)

Victims were treated badly by village (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.6
KALT, STEVEN W
Citizens and Voters ready for campaign, Feb 5, 1999, p.1
Steven W Kalt (has been qualified to attend the Chairman's Conference in Monte Carlo), Jun 4, 1999, p.4
Steven W Kalt (elected secretary of the Life Underwriters Association of Westchester), Oct 29, 1999, p.4
Teacher (Irving Sloan) exposed as enemy of democracy (response to 12/10 letter by S Kalt) (ltr), Dec 17, 1999, p.6
Letters illustrate need for choice (response to 12/10 letters by S Kalt and D Cadoux) (ltr), Dec 17, 1999, p.6
Writers free to express views differing from establishment's (re 12/17 letter by H Reynolds) (ltr), Dec 24, 1999, p.6
KALT, STEVEN W (AU)
Voters' Party thanks L(league of) W(omen) V(oters), SNAP for forums (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.6
'Gospel according to Irving' called biased, mean-spirited (ltr), Dec 10, 1999, p.6
KAMINER, JACK
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District's 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32
KAMINER, LOUISE
High quality entertainment by Greenville Community Theater (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.14
KAMINSKI, LAURA
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS' BASE & The Little School (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.36
KANOPKA, KATIE
On the town with mom (photo), May 7, 1999, p.3
KAPLAN, PHILIP
Fox Meadow, Edgewood break ground for new construction (photo), Dec 3, 1999, p.1
KAPLAN, VIVIAN
After long silence, rediscovering Yiddish (photo), Aug 13, 1999, p.3
KARDON, ISAAC
Graduated licensing bill popular with parents, less so with teens, Apr 9, 1999, p.1
KARDON, SAMUEL
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30
KARIN, RACHEL
All-State musicians perform upstate (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.12
KARP, MATTHEW
A Quaker Ridge trio (photo), Nov 19, 1999, p.11
KASOV, JANE AND JOSEPH (AU)
State's prosecution of doctor was irrational (re Giovanni Biondi) (ltr), Feb 19, 1999, p.6
Neighbors vouch for good character of defendant (re arrest of Andrew McCreary) (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.6
KATZ, ARLENE
Judge candidates (resumes needed for consideration for position of acting village justice), Jan 22, 1999, p.1
Police make 3 drug arrests at teen party, May 14, 1999, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28
Voters keep incumbents right where they are, Nov 5, 1999, p.1
KATZ, ASCHER
Publicity-hungry judge candidate (Sandra Forster) doesn't deserve Independence line (ltr), Aug 20, 1999, p.6
G'burgh Dems in hot contest, Sep 10, 1999, p.1
KATZ, ASCHER (AU)
Ex-judge supports Hubert, Friedman (ltr), Sep 3, 1999, p.6
KATZ, JUDY
School) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) voter turnout low, Jan 15, 1999, p.1
KATZ, KUNIKO (AU)
Sayonara, Mom (edit), May 14, 1999, p.7
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KATZ, LAUREN (AU)
Begin teaching foreign languages earlier (edit), Jan 15, 1999, p.7

KATZ, NANCY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28

KATZEW, ALANE
Ladies of the liturgy (photo), Dec 3, 1999, p.3

KAUFMAN, AMITA (AU)
Election of an 'outsider' is long overdue (ltr), Mar 26, 1999, p.6

KAUFMAN, BRIAN
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32

KAUFMAN, JUDI (AU)
PT Council urges passage of Scarsdale school budget (ltr), May 14, 1999, p.7

KAUFMAN, LIZ
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32

KAUFMAN, SUSAN
United Way grants (photo), May 14, 1999, p.4
United Way surpasses fund goal (photo), May 28, 1999, p.4
Edgemont woman also running as independent (response to 8/6 letter by Sandra Forster) (ltr), Aug 13, 1999, p.6
Republican candidate Susan Kaufman would improve the court (ltr), Sep 10, 1999, p.8
Country Bank Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Oct 8, 1999, p.28

KAUFMAN, SUSAN (AU)
Town judge can have big impact (ltr), Oct 22, 1999, p.6
Republican judge candidate has bipartisan support (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.7

KAUFMAN, TEMA (AU)
Let's keep our streets beautiful (response to 11/5 letter by Stanley Schaffer) (ltr), Dec 31, 1999, p.6

KAUNE, ROSARIO
Teaching teens to recognize dating abuse (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.3

KAWAI, SHELLEY
Edgemont copywriter is virtual, and proud of it (photo), Oct 8, 1999, p.1
Copywriter goes virtual...and loves it (cont), Oct 8, 1999, p.8

KAY, JESS
They're baack!; Damp day, sunny spirits as new school year begin (photo), Sep 10, 1999, p.1

KAY, WILLIAM
21 running for 11 positions on C(itizens') N(ominating) C(ommittee), Oct 15, 1999, p.1
Nominating committee election is Wednesday, Nov 5, 1999, p.1

KAYE, ALYSSA
New year, new beginnings for Jews (photo), Sep 17, 1999, p.1

KAYE, BETH
New year, new beginnings for Jews (photo), Sep 17, 1999, p.1

KAYE, GARY
New year, new beginnings for Jews (photo), Sep 17, 1999, p.1

KAYE, JUDITH
Evelyn Stock takes aim at court reform (photo), Jul 16, 1999, p.1

KAYE, SAM
New year, new beginnings for Jews (photo), Sep 17, 1999, p.1

KEANE, CATHERINE
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District's 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32

KEATING, BRIAN
Making merry (Second Winter Wonderland sponsored by SCS Chamber of Commerce) (photo), Dec 24, 1999, p.3
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KEATING, EDWARD JR
Edward Keating Jr (dies), Sep 10, 1999, p.25

KEHAYAS, GEORGE
Feeding the hungry (photo), Dec 3, 1999, p.11

KEILER, STACEY
Welcome to Kids' BASE (photo), Oct 22, 1999, p.4

KEITEL, CRAIG
Night owls (new team of police officers who patrol SCS streets from midnight to 8 a.m.), Jan 8, 1999, p.1

KEITH, BOB
Maroon and White recognizes athletes (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.34

KEITH, STUART (AU)
Appalled at village inability to aid teen center (response to edit from 9/24/99) (ltr), Oct 8, 1999, p.6

KELLY, MEG (AU)
Dobbs Ferry scouts enjoyed trip to Wayside Cottage (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.8

KELLY, TERENCE
Henry Neale resigns from (Westchester County) parks (Recreation and Conservation) board, Apr 9, 1999, p.1

KELSTON, LAUREN
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30

KEMP, BARBARA
Candidates needed (for Citizens' Nominating Committee), Sep 24, 1999, p.1
21 running for 11 positions on C(itizens') N(ominating) C(ommittee), Oct 15, 1999, p.1

KEMP, GILES
The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl: Bernard Cedarbaum (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.32

KEMP, REBECCA
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

KENDAL, LISA
Ladies of the liturgy (photo), Dec 3, 1999, p.3
Female cantors break the gender barrier (cont), Dec 3, 1999, p.9

KENNEDY ONASSIS, JACQUELINE
What makes an American fashion icon? (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.19

KENNEDY, JOHN F JR
Grieving for a man and a myth (edit), Jul 23, 1999, p.7
What makes an American fashion icon? (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.19

KENNY, KAREN
PBA denies breaking agreement with village, Apr 23, 1999, p.3

KERIN, JAMES J
James J Kerin (dies) (photo), Nov 19, 1999, p.16

KERN, RALPH
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivie) C(lub) is split on development, Mar 5, 1999, p.1

KERN, RALPH W (AU)
New T(own and) V(illage) C(ivie) C(lub) members are not inferior to past members (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Proposed agreement exposes village to risk (response to Inquirer edit from 9/3/99) (ltr), Sep 17, 1999, p.6
Parking structure could be accessed from bridge (ltr), Dec 10, 1999, p.6

KESSLER, BARBARA (AU)
Local merchants helped support S(CS) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre) production (ltr), Aug 20, 1999, p.6
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KEYES, JIM
Historically correct music (Edgewood students participate in program about music) (photo), Mar 12, 1999, p.13

KHAWAAJA, SEHER
SHS honors academic, school, community achievements (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.11

KHM, MIA
Scarsdale Drama Club to commit, solve 'Murder at the Vicarage' (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.19

KHM, SUZY
SHS honors academic, school, community achievements (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.11
Many supported Get Ready's first summer (the free SAT prep and college advising program) (ltr), Sep 10, 1999, p.6

KIDS BASE
(John Tymus) Free on bail, Jan 8, 1999, p.1
Kids' BASE: (little)S(cool) functioning despite money woes, Jan 22, 1999, p.1
Kids' BASE names new director, May 28, 1999, p.4
(Supplement) Back to School (photo), Aug 27, 1999
Welcome to Kids' BASE (photo), Oct 22, 1999, p.4
Go to jail (John Tymus, former business manager of Kids' BASE, will be sentenced Dec 2), Nov 19, 1999, p.1
Another delay (in the sentencing of John Tymus), Dec 3, 1999, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS' BASE & The Little School (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.36
Tymus sentenced for KBL's larceny, Dec 24, 1999, p.1

KILLIAN, LINDA
Kids'-BASE: (little)S(cool) functioning despite money woes, Jan 22, 1999, p.1
21 running for 11 positions on C(itizens') N(ominating) C(ommittee), Oct 15, 1999, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS' BASE & The Little School (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.36
Tymus sentenced for KBL's larceny, Dec 24, 1999, p.1

KILLIAN, LINDA R (AU)
Trustees should be open-minded, not prejudge issues (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.7

KILLOURHY, DANIEL J (AU)
Carman Road house was worth preserving (ltr), Jul 2, 1999, p.6

KILMARX, HELEN WOOD
Helen Wood Kilmarx (dies), Oct 8, 1999, p.20

KIM, AMY
Treading on thin ice (Amy Kim skids across an icy patch outside the middle school) (photo), Jan 15, 1999, p.10

KIM, CHRISTINE
Fair celebrates diversity (SHS International Fair) (photo), Dec 3, 1999, p.11
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

KIM, YOON-JEE
Showcase of talent (SCS Middle School talent show) (photo), Jan 8, 1999, p.9

KINDNESS
Grieving family grateful for caring, kindness (ltr), Mar 26, 1999, p.6
Helpful bystander's identity sought (ltr), Oct 8, 1999, p.6
Good Samaritan returns lost purse (ltr), Dec 24, 1999, p.6

KIRKWOOD, DAVID
Writers free to express views differing from establishment's (re 12/17 letter by H Reynolds) (ltr), Dec 24, 1999, p.6

KIRCH, JEANNINE
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District's 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32

KIRWIN, CHRISTINA
Bio feedback at Heathcote School (miniature-sized impersonators at biography breakfast) (photo), Feb 12, 1999, p.9

KISHENBAUM, ALEX
(Andrew Klampert flings a frisbee to Alex Kishenbaum on a mild day) (photo), Mar 5, 1999, p.6
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KISSNER, DIANE
Country Bank Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Oct 8, 1999, p.28

KLAMPERT, ANDREW
(Andrew Klampert flings a frisbee to Alex Kishenbaum on a mild day) (photo), Mar 5, 1999, p.6

KLEBOLD, DYLAN
Forums mull meaning of Littleton, Jun 4, 1999, p.1

KLEIN, BARBARA (AU)
Teen center needs a more suitable home than basement (ltr), Nov 5, 1999, p.9

KLEIN, BRIAN
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30

KLEIN, CHARLES
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32

KLEIN, HAROLD
Publicity-hungry judge candidate (Sandra Forster) doesn't deserve Independence line (ltr), Aug 20, 1999, p.6
G'burgh Dems in hot contest, Sep 10, 1999, p.1
Inquirer story was unfair to Greenburgh's Judge Klein (ltr), Dec 24, 1999, p.6

KLEIN, JESSICA
(Jessica Klein is ready for action during softball practice at Greenacres) (photo), Jul 23, 1999, p.6

KLEIN, JOSHUA
(Joshua Klein enjoys a game of wiffle ball) (photo), May 21, 1999, p.6

KLEIN, LYDIA
The power of Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) (photo), Jul 2, 1999, p.4

KLEIN, MATT

KLEIN, SAM
Revised resolution on July 27 agenda (re public referendum and downtown development), Jul 23, 1999, p.1
Trustees consider longer moratorium; Village also eyeing new developer, Sep 3, 1999, p.1
Ginsburg says no to downtown project, Sep 10, 1999, p.1
It's not too late to lead (re downtown development proposal) (edit), Sep 17, 1999, p.6

KLEINOW, JOHN
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest (photo), Apr 2, 1999, p.24

KLEMMIE, JOHN
Teen center progress is delayed (photo) (cont), Jan 8, 1999, p.9
Icemen (varsity hockey players) barred from awards dinner, Mar 12, 1999, p.1
Forums mull meaning of Littleton, Jun 4, 1999, p.1
Teen arrested in SHS e-mail threat (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.1
Riflery on hold, Jun 18, 1999, p.1
School community handled last week's crisis well (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.6
Prompt response by all to SHS threat commended (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.6
Halliday Clark winner (photo), Jul 9, 1999, p.9
Scholar/athlete (Nicki Usher has been inducted into the SHS Scholar Athlete Honor Society) (photo), Jul 16, 1999, p.9
The vision thing (re goals by SCS Board of Education) (edit), Oct 8, 1999, p.6
Scarsdale teen substance use above the norm, Oct 22, 1999, p.1
Standing ovation for (SHS) drama club (ltr), Nov 19, 1999, p.6

KLEPPE, LORI
Parent Teacher Council inducts officers for Y2K (photo), May 21, 1999, p.11

KLESTADT, BARBARA
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32
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KLESTADT, TRISH
Teaching teens to recognize dating abuse (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.3

KLIPSTEIN, RANDY B (AU)
It is Forster who should check facts (response to 7/16, 8/6 and 8/27 letters by S Forster) (ltr), Sep 3, 1999, p.6

KNAPP, CLARENCE
Country Bank Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Oct 8, 1999, p.28

KNOPFLER, CLARA
Pepi Deutsch, Holocaust survivor, is dead at 101 (photo), Nov 12, 1999, p.1

KOBAYASHI, AKIKO
Showcase of talent (SCS Middle School talent show) (photo), Jan 8, 1999, p.9

KOEPPEN, ELIZABETH
A dance company on the cutting edge (photo), Nov 12, 1999, p.19

KOFF, ROSALIND
Winter wishes (a community service project) (photo), Mar 5, 1999, p.10

KOHASHI, ATSUKO
New graduation requirements imperil ESL students (photo) (cont), Apr 2, 1999, p.9

KOLBERT, STUART
Volunteers honored (by Westchester Jewish Conference), May 28, 1999, p.4

KOLE, HENRIETTA
Henrietta Kole (named president and chief executive officer at Beth Abraham Health Services), Apr 30, 1999, p.4

KORNFIELD, PAT
Volunteers at counseling service bring cultures together (photo), Nov 19, 1999, p.4

KORPI, MARNIE
Climbing the walls (of the Middle School) (photo), Mar 26, 1999, p.1

KORSEN, BARBARA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28

KORZ, MALLORY
(Follow the leader in Chase Park) (photo), Apr 23, 1999, p.6

KOSILLA, LAWRENCE
Bringing smiles by the quart (photo), Oct 1, 1999, p.1

KOSKINEN, JOHN
Y2K in 10583 to be greeted with quiet celebration, no panic, Dec 31, 1999, p.1

KOSLOV, ELISSA
S(tudent) O(rganization) exec(utive)s (for SCS Middle School) (photo), Nov 5, 1999, p.12

KOSTER, SIMONE
City kids get whiff of fresh air (photo), Jul 16, 1999, p.1

KOSTER, TON
City kids get whiff of fresh air (photo), Jul 16, 1999, p.1

KOZLOV, MATTHEW
SHS honors academic, school, community achievements (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.11

KRAMER, BARRY
Garth residents blast downtown proposal, Feb 26, 1999, p.1
More parking?, May 21, 1999, p.1

KRAMER, LORE (AU)
Nextel demands, rumors concern WFAS neighbors (ltr), Feb 19, 1999, p.7
A radio tower beacon becomes a threat (ltr), Apr 16, 1999, p.6

KRANTZ, HARRIETTE
Board's cave-in on downtown was appalling (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.6
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KRAUSS, EDWARD (AU)
Why doesn’t Sheehan run against Feiner? (ltr), Jul 30, 1999, p.6

KRAUSS, EDWARD R
Forgery allegation against Forster was totally false (response to 8/20 letter by E Krauss) (ltr), Aug 27, 1999, p.6

KRAUSS, EDWARD R (AU)
Reader predicts Clinton acquittal (response to letter by Seth Halpern from 1/8/99) (ltr), Jan 15, 1999, p.6
Court battles solve little, cost a great deal (ltr), Feb 19, 1999, p.6
U.S. response to Milosevic requires risk (ltr), Apr 2, 1999, p.6
Op ed view was ‘elaborate sick joke’ (response to 4/30 edit by Stephen Hightower) (ltr), May 14, 1999, p.6
Publicity-hungry judge candidate (Sandra Forster) doesn’t deserve Independence line (ltr), Aug 20, 1999, p.6
Letter-writer guilty of ‘rhetorical overkill’ (response to 11/26 letter by Carol Wielk) (ltr), Dec 3, 1999, p.6
Don any politicians care about the people they represent? (ltr), Dec 17, 1999, p.6

KRAUTTER, AL
A special family celebrates 10 years in its Edgemont home, Nov 5, 1999, p.1

KRAUTTER, HEIDI
A special family celebrates 10 years in its Edgemont home, Nov 5, 1999, p.1

KRAVITZ, MICHAEL
Heathcote deli offers off-site catering (photo), Jan 22, 1999, p.4

KRESSNER, AARON
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30

KRISTALLNACHT
A multicultural commemoration of Kristallnacht (photo), Nov 12, 1999, p.3
A week to remember (edit), Nov 12, 1999, p.6

KROENLEIN, DAVID
Trustees OK the rezoning of downtown, Jan 15, 1999, p.1
Hearing set on election change (re changing village election date to November), Apr 30, 1999, p.1
Track & field (day in SCS on Sunday, May 16), Apr 30, 1999, p.1
Residents reject ‘optimal’ cell site, Jun 4, 1999, p.1
Trustees halt talks with developer, Jun 11, 1999, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28
Revised resolution on July 27 agenda (re public referendum and downtown development), Jul 23, 1999, p.1
Nextel is next, Jul 23, 1999, p.1
Parking bonds to go to vote, Jul 30, 1999, p.1
Referenda timing (no decision yet whether to hold a referendum on switching village election date), Aug 13, 1999, p.1
Village wants to give more room to play, Aug 20, 1999, p.1
Village board extends teardown moratorium, Sep 17, 1999, p.1
Not a right (re location of a cell antenna tower), Sep 17, 1999, p.1
Candidates sought (names of potential nominees for village office), Nov 26, 1999, p.1
The hunt is on for new playing fields, Nov 26, 1999, p.1
Kroenlein to leave board of trustees (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.1
Kroenlein to leave board (cont), Dec 10, 1999, p.9

KROENLEIN, EVELYN
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32

KROLL, LOIS
Animal-lover has backyard Garden of Eden (photo), Sep 10, 1999, p.3

KRONEN, LEIF C
Leif C Kronen (dies), Feb 5, 1999, p.13

KROPP, NIEL
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District’s 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32
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KUBIE, BETSY
Halliday Clark winner (photo), Jul 9, 1999, p.9

KULA, JIM
Village workers came through on a wet Sunday (ltr), Mar 19, 1999, p.6

KULICK, MARGARET
The Bank of New York Salutes the Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28

KULICK, PEG
Hurwitz takes helm of Scarsdale Seniors (photo), Sep 17, 1999, p.8

KUPFERBERG CARTER, LIANE (AU)
Polishing off mom's free time (edit), Feb 26, 1999, p.7

KUPPER, WILLIAM P JR
William P Kupper Jr. (named publisher of Business Week) (photo), Nov 12, 1999, p.4

KUSNETZ, MARCIA
No change in election date before 2001, May 14, 1999, p.1

KUSNETZ, MARCIA (AU)
Leaders must work together to change budget process (ltr), Jul 23, 1999, p.6

KUTNER, MARJORIE
The Bank of New York Salutes the Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28
21 running for 11 positions on C(itizens') N(ominating) C(ommittee), Oct 15, 1999, p.1
Nominating committee election is Wednesday, Nov 5, 1999, p.1
11 elected to C(itizens') N(ominating) C(ommittee), Nov 12, 1999, p.1

KUTNER, MARJORIE (AU)
System is open; trustees consider views of all (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.9

KWITMAN, LIZ
The Bank of New York Salutes Establishment of the New Scarsdale Teen Center Out of Bounds (photo), Jul 2, 1999, p.20

LACALAMITA, MICHAEL
Michael LaCalamita (has been promoted to vice president for customer service at WHP Hospital Center), May 7, 1999, p.4

LACROSSE
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32

LAMONACA, LORELLA
New Scarsdale schools staff (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.11
Lorella Lamonaca, teacher-in-charge: New place, new time, new district (photo), Nov 19, 1999, p.11

LAMONT, LAUREN
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32

LAMORTE, TIMOTHY
Story (by SCS Inquirer) on unusual request brought positive results (ltr), Feb 26, 1999, p.6
License bill would save lives (ltr), Apr 16, 1999, p.6
Accident victims not just statistics (re death of Jason Hendler) (ltr), Apr 16, 1999, p.6
Story brought fresh view of nature center (response to Inquirer article from 7/30/99) (ltr), Aug 6, 1999, p.6

LAMORTE, TIMOTHY (AU)
Change machines would give us a fighting chance (re downtown automobile parking) (edit), Feb 19, 1999, p.7

LANDAU, HARVEY
Kroenlein to leave board of trustees (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.1

LANDAU, HARVEY G (AU)
Issue of children in new apartments is a red herring (ltr), Jan 22, 1999, p.6

LANDES, BETTE
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32
The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl: Bernard Cedarbaum (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.32
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LANDES, BETTE (AU)
    Citizens’ (Party) candidates care deeply (ltr), Mar 5, 1999, p.8

LANDRIGAN, MARY
    Teen center update, Sep 10, 1999, p.1
    Teens plead for center to open; Rent withheld after chemical and water leaks, Sep 17, 1999, p.1
    Mosquito spraying bugs county legislator, Oct 22, 1999, p.1
    Cleaner ordered to install second fan, Nov 19, 1999, p.1

LANDSBERG, SUSAN
    The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS’ BASE & The Little School (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.36

LANG, AARON
    Many supported Get Ready’s first summer (the free SAT prep and college advising program) (ltr), Sep 10, 1999, p.6

LANG, EUGENIE
    Get Ready! (free SAT review course) is set to go for second year, Jun 18, 1999, p.10
    Get Ready (SAT preparation program), in 2d year, expands and delivers (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.1
    Lang’s volunteer SAT tutoring program, now in 2d year, expands and delivers (cont), Jul 30, 1999, p.17
    ‘Hothouse street smarts’ needed to ace the SAT (response to Inquirer article from 7/30/99) (ltr), Aug 6, 1999, p.6

LANGELLA, CHRISTINA
    Feeding the hungry (photo), Dec 3, 1999, p.11

LANGEVELDT, CLAIRE
    Winter wishes (a community service project) (photo), Mar 5, 1999, p.10

LANGONE, DAVID
    Many were on hand to greet Santa’s arrival (ltr), Dec 10, 1999, p.6

LANGUAGE AND LANGUAGES
    Begin teaching foreign languages earlier (edit), Jan 15, 1999, p.7

LANTOS, PHYLLIS
    Nominating committee election is Wednesday, Nov 5, 1999, p.1

LANZA, PATRICIA (AU)
    Town audit revealed significant problems at nature center (ltr), Mar 19, 1999, p.7

LARKIN, ERIN
    Teens at work, Mar 12, 1999, p.1
    The Bank of New York Salutes The Establishment of the New Scarsdale Teen Center Out of Bounds (photo), Jul 2, 1999, p.20

LARKIN, ERIN (AU)
    Teen center organizers are determined to succeed (ltr), Jan 22, 1999, p.6
    Teens should keep fighting (re current battle to reopen the SCS Teen Center) (ltr), Sep 17, 1999, p.6

LASHER, AL
    Showcase of talent (SCS Middle School talent show) (photo), Jan 8, 1999, p.9

LASKO, KENNETH (AU)
    Random reflections (ltr), Dec 24, 1999, p.7

LASSER, EMILY (AU)
    Edgemont kids gave gift of blood (ltr), Nov 26, 1999, p.6

LASSER, JAMES
    Candidates chosen for E’mont school board, Mar 19, 1999, p.1
    E’mont candidates tackle the issues, Apr 23, 1999, p.1
    Budget votes, board elections set, May 14, 1999, p.1
    For the school boards (endorsement of E. Sherwood, A. R. Simon, J. Lasser and D Glazer) (edit), May 14, 1999, p.6
    2 budgets pass by wide margins, May 21, 1999, p.1
    Lasser re-elected, projects analyzed, Jul 9, 1999, p.1
    Lasser re-elected, projects analyzed (cont), Jul 9, 1999, p.9
    Attack on Ashvin Shah destroys community interchange (ltr), Dec 10, 1999, p.6
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LASSER, JAMES continued
   Edgemont should have hired pros to study bond needs (ltr), Dec 17, 1999, p.6

LASSER, JAMES F (AU)
   Edgemont continues to excel; high school earns national distinction (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.1
   Edgemont's record on planning expansions speak for itself (edit), Dec 3, 1999, p.7

LASSER, JIM
   Lasser to seek 3d term as board pres(ident) (photo), Feb 12, 1999, p.1

LASSETER, MARGARET (AU)
   Is the village setting parking traps for unwary? (ltr), Jan 15, 1999, p.6

LASSETER, VICKY
   Teaching teens to recognize dating abuse (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.3

LATIMER, GEORGE
   Cell antenna bill blasted, Apr 23, 1999, p.1
   Latimer says voters are asking him to run, Jun 18, 1999, p.1
   No postmark, no ballot for contender; Ira Brody out of Republican race for Dist(rict) 7, Aug 6, 1999, p.1
   County legislators facing challengers, Aug 27, 1999, p.1
   Candidates forum (Oct 25), Oct 22, 1999, p.1
   Board of Legislators (SCS Inquirer endorsements for upcoming election) (edit), Oct 29, 1999, p.6
   Harmony reigns at candidates forum (photo) (cont), Oct 29, 1999, p.10
   Voters keep incumbents right where they are, Nov 5, 1999, p.1
   The (non-partisan) system needs you (edit), Nov 5, 1999, p.6
   County taxes will decrease in Scarsdale, Dec 31, 1999, p.1

LATIMER, GEORGE (AU)
   Politicians must lower the decibel level in government (ltr), Feb 12, 1999, p.6
   Latimer is glad to be re-elected (ltr), Dec 3, 1999, p.6

LATIN LANGUAGE
   In Scarsdale and Edgemont classrooms: it's Latin redux! (photo), Apr 2, 1999, p.1
   Latin redux in Scarsdale and Edgemont classrooms (photo) (cont), Apr 2, 1999, p.10

LATTIN, MARY E
   Mary E Lattin (dies), Aug 27, 1999, p.10

LAW SUITS
   SEE ACTIONS AND DEFENSES

LAWYER, WILLIAM (AU)
   Volunteers helped make October special at G(reenburgh) N(ature) C(enter) (ltr), Nov 12, 1999, p.6

LAWYERS
   Richard Fontana (appointed chairman of board of trustees of St. John's Riverside Hospital) (photo), Jan 15, 1999, p.4
   Frank H Headley Jr (reelected treasurer of the New York State Bar Assn) (photo), Feb 5, 1999, p.4
   Scarsdale lawyer suspended from parks board, Mar 5, 1999, p.3
   Christopher D'Angelo (elected partner of firm Nixon, Hargrave, Devans & Doyle, LLP) (photo), Mar 5, 1999, p.4
   Awaiting his fate (J Henry Neale), Mar 19, 1999, p.1
   Michael A Cardozo (elected a chairman of the Fund and Committee for Modern Courts (photo), May 28, 1999, p.4
   David B Golomb (installed as president of the NY State Trial Lawyers Assn) (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.4
   Rawyer: Reasonable lawyer (edit), Jul 2, 1999, p.7
   Warren Sinshheimer (will receive Pro Bono award from the American Bar Assn), Jul 30, 1999, p.4
   Elliot Gewirtz (named one of the world's top 20 attorneys in aviation law) (photo), Aug 6, 1999, p.4
   Gelfman joins Sequa (Corporation) (photo), Aug 27, 1999, p.4
   Bar appointment (Sandra Jacobson appointed a chairman of Women's Bar Association of New York State), Aug 27, 1999, p.4
   Sandra Jacobson (has an article in the June 1999 issue of Family Law), Sep 17, 1999, p.4
   Sandra Jacobson (elected to committee of interdisciplinary forum on mental health and family law), Oct 15, 1999, p.4
   Wayne L Warnken (has joined law firm of Holland & Knight as partner in New York office), Nov 12, 1999, p.4
LAZAROVICI, KATHERINE (AU)
Cycling father taught his son to be irresponsible (ltr), Apr 30, 1999, p.6

LAZZARA, A F (AU)
Garth residents don't want tower (ltr), Aug 13, 1999, p.6

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS-SCS
League of Women Voters mission: make democracy work (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.10
Citizens and Voters ready for campaign, Feb 5, 1999, p.1
Debate free of mud-slinging; Voters' Party and Citizens' Party find some common ground, Mar 5, 1999, p.1
Residents urge moratorium on tearing down old houses, Mar 12, 1999, p.1
Voters' Party thanks League of Women Voters, SNAP for forums (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.6
Salaries + enrollment + new posts = increase, Mar 19, 1999, p.1
Two thumbs up (for proposed 1999-2000 village budget), Apr 16, 1999, p.1
Support for school budget-with qualms, Apr 16, 1999, p.1
Trustees OK budget, Apr 30, 1999, p.1
Evelyn Stock takes aim at court reform (photo), Jul 16, 1999, p.1
2 elected to League of Women Voters state board, Jul 16, 1999, p.4
Parking bonds to go to vote, Jul 30, 1999, p.1
Community issues (SCS League of Women Voters Community Issues Forum), Sep 24, 1999, p.1
Spitzer resolves to use office as agent of change, Oct 8, 1999, p.3
Candidates forum (Oct 25), Oct 22, 1999, p.1
Harmony reigns at League of Women Voters forum, Oct 29, 1999, p.1
Harmony reigns at candidates forum (photo) (cont), Oct 29, 1999, p.10
League of Women Voters mulls pros, cons of election, Nov 19, 1999, p.1
League of Women Voters mulls effects of changing village election to November, Nov 26, 1999, p.1
Village board delays vote on referendum, Dec 17, 1999, p.1
Mix on referendum (urges village board not to sponsor a referendum to switch village election)(edit), Dec 17, 1999, p.6

LEAVES
Leaves disappearing, Dec 3, 1999, p.1

LEVITT, DICK (AU)
End monopoly of letter mail (ltr), Feb 5, 1999, p.6

LEVITT, LINDA
Inquirer wins awards, Apr 2, 1999, p.1
Dictatorship by (SCS Inquirer) editor proposed (ltr), Apr 23, 1999, p.6
Americans take freedom of speech for granted (response to letter by Burton Seife from 4/23/99) (ltr), Apr 30, 1999, p.6

LEVITT, PETER
Tymus sentenced for KBLR larceny, Dec 24, 1999, p.1

LEDDY, TRISHA
New Scarsdale schools stuff (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.11

LEDERER-PLASKETT, CATHERINE (AU)
Town's cable TV Advisor has industry-friendly resume (ltr), Jan 22, 1999, p.8

LEDERMAN, LESLIE
Children) Having) Individual) Learning) Disabilities) handbook on the the way (photo), Apr 16, 1999, p.11

LEE, BRIAN
SHS honors academic, school, community achievements (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.11

LEE, CASEY
SHS honors academic, school, community achievements (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.11

LEE, EDWIN
SHS honors academic, school, community achievements (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.11
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LEE, ELISI ALDEN
Harvey Birch chapter celebrates 72 years of public service (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.10

LEE, JANICE
Harvey Birch chapter celebrates 72 years of public service (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.10

LEE, JIHO
In Scarsdale and Edgemont classrooms: it's Latin redux! (photo), Apr 2, 1999, p.1

LEE, MATTHEW
Faces of black history (watercolor paintings of black Americans at Edgewood school) (photo), Mar 5, 1999, p.9

LEE, PETER
Doernberg Real Estate is Proud to Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30

LEE, TEGAN
Uncle is 223! (Arthur Manor's Fourth of July celebration) (photo), Jul 9, 1999, p.1

LEERBURGER, JULIE
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District's 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32

LEES, ALEX
United Way surpasses fund goal (photo), May 28, 1999, p.4

LEHR, MARY (AU)
Police stay up late to keep us safe (ltr), Feb 5, 1999, p.7

LEMLE, AMY (AU)
Primary responsibility for teens rests with parents (ltr), Nov 5, 1999, p.6

LEMLE, CLIFF
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

LEMLE, CRAIG
Girls' softball to be 'totally separate', Feb 12, 1999, p.1
Rec(reation) committee decides not to rate youngest Little Leaguers, Dec 10, 1999, p.1
Little League to sever ties with village in spring of 2001, Dec 17, 1999, p.1

LEMOS, J P
Showcase of talent (SCS Middle School talent show) (photo), Jan 8, 1999, p.9

LEMPEL, HOWIE

LENOBEL, ALI
Showcase of talent (SCS Middle School talent show) (photo), Jan 8, 1999, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest (photo), Apr 2, 1999, p.24

LENT, VIRGINIA
Art in the park (photo), May 14, 1999, p.19

LEONE, CLAIRE D (AU)
McCready quick to help others (praise for Andrew McCready's character) (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.7

LEONE, JEFFREY
Winners galore at Labor Day games (photo), Sep 10, 1999, p.9

LEONE, LEWIS
Winners galore at Labor Day games (photo), Sep 10, 1999, p.9

LEONE, NICHOLAS
Winners galore at Labor Day games (photo), Sep 10, 1999, p.9

LEPATNER, BARRY
Teen center to open soon, Apr 9, 1999, p.1
Village says teen center was not ready to open, Jun 11, 1999, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Establishment of the New Scarsdale Teen Center Out of Bounds (photo), Jul 2, 1999, p.20
Teen center closes - again; Dry-cleaner spill from above is to blame, Jul 23, 1999, p.1
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LEPATNER, EVAN
- Village signs teen center contract (photo), Jan 29, 1999, p.1
- United Way surpasses fund goal (photo), May 28, 1999, p.4
- SHS honors academic, school, community achievements (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.11
- The Bank of New York Salutes The Establishment of the New Scarsdale Teen Center Out of Bounds (photo), Jul 2, 1999, p.20

LEPATNER, EVAN (AU)
- Many kids worked hard to make teen center happen (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.6

LERNER, ALIX
- The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest (photo), Apr 2, 1999, p.24
- Turning the tables (student/staff switch day) (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.11
- Rust busters (SCS Middle School Student Organization’s Beautification Day) (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.11

LERNER, HEATH
- Les poètes de SHS (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.12

LERNER, JONATHAN
- Antenna battle moves to the Hutch, Jul 30, 1999, p.1

LERNER, LISA
- Celebrating success (Houlihan/Lawrence’s fundraiser walk for American Cancer Society) (photo), Dec 24, 1999, p.4

LETIZIA, MICHELLE
- Kids’ eye problems may be ‘invisible’ (photo), Jan 22, 1999, p.3

LETTERS
- Get published promptly! (re letters to the editor and op-ed pieces) (edit), Apr 9, 1999, p.6
- Perkins letter was over the limit (response to 4/16 letter by Bradford Perkins) (ltr), Apr 30, 1999, p.6
- Be a part of the paper (guidelines for submitting material to the Scarsdale Inquirer) (edit), Oct 15, 1999, p.6
- Oh, the annual Christmas letter! (edit), Dec 24, 1999, p.7
- Santa’s working overtime (photo), Dec 31, 1999, p.2

LEVESQUE, WILLOUGHBY
- New Scarsdale schools staff (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.11

LEVIN, JUDY
- The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32

LEVIN, LES
- Who are challengers? (SCS Democracy Project, challenging the Citizens’ Party, will have open forum), Jan 15, 1999, p.1
- Challengers take on Citizens’ Party (photo), Jan 22, 1999, p.1
- League of Women Voters mulls pros, cons of election, Nov 19, 1999, p.1
- Citizens’ Party, Voters’ (Party) vie over wording, Dec 3, 1999, p.1
- Primary date set (for Voters’ Party), Dec 17, 1999, p.1
- Voters’ Party brings politics to village, Dec 31, 1999, p.1

LEVIN, LES (AU)
- Democracy Project offers direct nomination for village office (ltr), Jan 22, 1999, p.8
- Voters’ Party thanks League of Women Voters, SNAP for forums (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.6

LEVIN, LESTER I (AU)
- Procedure Committee should now enact sweeping reforms (edit), Jun 25, 1999, p.7

LEVIN, MICHAEL
- Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

LEVINE, ADAM
- SHS honors academic, school, community achievements (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.11

LEVINE, ARLENE (AU)
- Graduates continue breakfast tradition at pool (ltr), Jul 2, 1999, p.6
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LEVINE, ELEANOR
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District’s 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32
LEVINE, EMILY
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30
LEVITTIN, ELAINE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Teachers Institute, Mar 26, 1999, p.40
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District’s 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32

LEVITT-FLISSER, MIRIAM (DR)
3 to challenge Citizens’ Party (photo), Jan 29, 1999, p.1
Citizens and Voters ready for campaign, Feb 5, 1999, p.1
New drawings for the downtown (illus), Feb 12, 1999, p.1
It’s that time (The Inquirer welcomes letters about candidates for village office), Feb 19, 1999, p.1
Sloan: Silence candidates at Village Board meetings, Feb 26, 1999, p.1
Voters’ Party candidates call for changes in village hall; Candidate wants to revitalize ...(photo), Feb 26, 1999, p.1
Voters’ Party would lead village down the right track (ltr), Feb 26, 1999, p.7
Candidate wants to ‘revitalize democracy’ (cont), Feb 26, 1999, p.13
Debate free of mud-slinging; Voters’ Party and Citizens’ Party find some common ground, Mar 5, 1999, p.1
Vote people, not issues (edit), Mar 5, 1999, p.6
Candidates should walk before they run (edit), Mar 5, 1999, p.7
Tell it like it is (re misrepresentation of downtown proposal by Voters’ Party) (edit), Mar 12, 1999, p.6
Voters’ Party favors more responsible development (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Challenger breaks Citizens’ monopoly (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.1
Challenger breaks Citizens’ Party monopoly (photo) (cont), Mar 19, 1999, p.13
‘Revolution’ signals end of 1-party system (ltr), Mar 26, 1999, p.6
Watershed election showed that every vote counts (ltr), Mar 26, 1999, p.6
Victory celebration, Apr 2, 1999, p.1
Voters’ Party candidates risked scorn, ridicule (ltr), Apr 9, 1999, p.6
A party parties (Voters’ Party victory celebration) (photo), Apr 16, 1999, p.1
Village election was expensive; Voters outspent Citizens 3-1, Apr 16, 1999, p.1
Hearing set on election change (re changing village election date to November), Apr 30, 1999, p.1
No change in election date before 2001, May 14, 1999, p.1
Procedure Committee should now enact sweeping reforms (edit), Jun 25, 1999, p.7
Village board delays vote on referendum, Dec 17, 1999, p.1

LEVITT-FLISSER, MIRIAM (DR) (AU)
November date (for election of village officers) would be easier (ltr), Apr 23, 1999, p.6

LEVY, JON
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

LEW, JESSICA
Middle School S(tudent) O(rganization) highlights (photo), Feb 5, 1999, p.10

LEWIS, CHERYL
Dramatic feline ("The Pink Panther Strikes Again" at SHS) (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.9

LEWIS, MARK (AU)
Judge Doris Friedman deserves a landslide victory for court improvements (ltr), Sep 10, 1999, p.10
Doris Friedman deserves a landslide victory (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.7

LEWIS, MAROLO
Seems like yesterday (reunion of SHS graduating class of 1969) (photo), Oct 8, 1999, p.9

LEWITT, SUSAN JANE ALBRIGHT
Susan Jane Albright Lewitt (dies), Mar 19, 1999, p.14
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LIBERTY

E-mail terrorism undermined freedom and security at SHS (edit), Jun 18, 1999, p.7

LIBRARY BOARD-SCS

A gift of space (new SCS Library mezzanine) (photo), Jan 29, 1999, p.3
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28

LIBRARY-SCS

Mezzanine up and running (photo), Jan 8, 1999, p.1
Library reception (Friends of the SCS Library will host a reopening celebration January 23), Jan 22, 1999, p.1
Village owes debt of gratitude to library benefactor (ltr), Jan 22, 1999, p.7
A gift of space (new SCS Library mezzanine) (photo), Jan 29, 1999, p.3
Kudos to all who made mezzanine happen at library (ltr), Jan 29, 1999, p.6
Debate free of mud-slinging; Voters' Party and Citizens' Party find some common ground, Mar 5, 1999, p.1
John Dickinson: founder of the Scarsdale Library (photo), Apr 2, 1999, p.3
Dickinson: founder of the Scarsdale Library (cont), Apr 2, 1999, p.8
Life at the Times (Max Frankel will discuss his new book April 26 at the SCS Library), Apr 23, 1999, p.1
The Times of his life are our times, too (Max Frankel speaks at the SCS Library) (photo), Apr 30, 1999, p.3
The Times of his life are our times, too (cont), Apr 30, 1999, p.15
Arthur Beach puzzle painting given to Scarsdale Library (photo), May 28, 1999, p.15
Taking her pick (Trina Sheltoa looks through paperback book selections at library book fair) (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.9
Summer hours, Jun 18, 1999, p.1
Library book fair was a success (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.8
Prompt response by all to SHS threat commended (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.6
(Supplement) Back to School (photo), Aug 27, 1999
Film series announced at library, Oct 29, 1999, p.19
Library link (re new online library services), Nov 12, 1999, p.1
Memorial planter at library is the victim of vandals (ltr), Nov 26, 1999, p.6
Library system vexes many but has promise, Dec 3, 1999, p.1
Give change a chance (re new circulation procedures at the SCS Public Library) (edit), Dec 3, 1999, p.6
New library checkout system is not an improvement (ltr), Dec 3, 1999, p.6
Library system has promise (cont), Dec 3, 1999, p.17
Stephanie Sarnoff (has been honored with the Library Luminary Award), Dec 10, 1999, p.4
Dubious Distinctions (humorous review of 1999 SCS highlights) (edit), Dec 31, 1999, p.6

LIBRARY-SCS-POND

Teen clean (scum-skimming of the pond in Harwood Park) (photo), Apr 16, 1999, p.9
Trees at Library Pond predate the dinosaurs (illus), Aug 27, 1999, p.13

LICE

Fleas can jump, but lice only crawl (ltr), Jan 22, 1999, p.8
Lice control measures in Edgemont are overdue (ltr), Jan 29, 1999, p.6

LICHTINGER, STEPHANIE

Stephanie Lichtinger (selected to participate in 1999 Miss Pre-Teen NYC pageant competition) (photo), Oct 8, 1999, p.4

LIEB, DOUG

Showcase of talent (SCS Middle School talent show) (photo), Jan 8, 1999, p.9

LIEBERMAN, LINDA

Weaver project worries neighbors, Aug 20, 1999, p.1

LIEBERMAN, LINDA (AU)

Prompt response by all to SHS threat commended (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.6

LIEBERMAN, STEPHANIE

Winners galore at Labor Day games (photo), Sep 10, 1999, p.9
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LIEBMAN, SUSAN</td>
<td>The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest (photo)</td>
<td>Apr 2, 1999</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIGHTING</td>
<td>Progress on 2 fronts (new lamp posts in downtown are being installed as they arrive)</td>
<td>Dec 3, 1999</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIM, PAUL</td>
<td>Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 10, 1999</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINDSAY, KIM</td>
<td>Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 10, 1999</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINK, TIM</td>
<td>IHM 'kids' catch up on past 50 years at reunion (photo)</td>
<td>Jul 30, 1999</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIPPMAN, JONATHAN</td>
<td>Evelyn Stock takes aim at court reform (photo)</td>
<td>Jul 16, 1999</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LISS, SHIRLEY (AU)</td>
<td>Library book fair was a success (ltr)</td>
<td>Jun 18, 1999</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIST, THOMAS</td>
<td>New Scarsdale schools staff (photo)</td>
<td>Sep 24, 1999</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LITMEN, SARAH</td>
<td>Maroon and White Night (photo)</td>
<td>Mar 19, 1999</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIVINGSTON, SUSAN</td>
<td>Parent Teacher Council inducts officers for Y2K (photo)</td>
<td>May 21, 1999</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Greenacres School learns to care (photo)</td>
<td>Sep 17, 1999</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOASE, JOHN (DR)</td>
<td>Scarsdale should follow a neighbor's safety example (ltr)</td>
<td>Jan 8, 1999</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOASE, JOHN AND GRETCHEN (AU)</td>
<td>Future vet collars runaway puppy (ltr)</td>
<td>Apr 2, 1999</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOBO, ROSS</td>
<td>Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo)</td>
<td>Dec 10, 1999</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOCASIO, JOSEPH</td>
<td>Mimi (Cleaners) ordered to install fan</td>
<td>Sep 24, 1999</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOCURCIO, ROSALIE</td>
<td>Newcomers celebrate 50 years (photo)</td>
<td>Jan 29, 1999</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOE, MARSHALL</td>
<td>Slow, steady investments best, declares Loeb (photo)</td>
<td>Oct 1, 1999</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOFT, HAYLEY</td>
<td>Swimmers splash to victory at Scarsdale Pool (photo)</td>
<td>Jul 9, 1999</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOGUERCI, PAUL</td>
<td>The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Teachers Institute</td>
<td>Mar 26, 1999</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District's 14th Annual Retirement... (photo)</td>
<td>Jun 11, 1999</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOLACONE, ANTONIO</td>
<td>(Antonio Lotacone lets the dough fly at Mezza Luna Pizza on Scarsdale Avenue) (photo)</td>
<td>Nov 12, 1999</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOPEZ, CHRIS</td>
<td>Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo)</td>
<td>Mar 19, 1999</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOPEZ-LINUS, CHARISSA</td>
<td>Blood lines (SHS junior class's annual blood drive) (photo)</td>
<td>May 14, 1999</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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LOPEZ-LINUS, CHARISSA (AU)
Students plan second Month of Sobriety (ltr), Mar 26, 1999, p.7

LORCH, LINDA (AU)
Edgemont school spending should (be) restrained (ltr), Jun 11, 1999, p.7

LOTT, TRENT
Lowey laments Congressional languor (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.1

LOTTLIEB, LINDSAY
Is the Howards' basketball career over? (photo) (cont), Apr 2, 1999, p.18

LOVE, MICHAEL
Christmas pageantry (at IHM) (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.1

LOW, WARREN
Many were on hand to greet Santa's arrival (ltr), Dec 10, 1999, p.6

LOWENFELS, HENRY
Maroon and White recognizes athletes (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.34
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

LOWEY, NITA
Letter to Nita Lowey (urges Lowey to declare her candidacy for the U.S. Senate) (edit), May 28, 1999, p.6
Why did Lowey choose not to run against Clinton? (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.6
Washington's impact (Nita Lowey will speak on Washington's Impact on Scarsdale), Nov 26, 1999, p.1
Lowey laments Congressional languor (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.1

LOWEY, NITA M (AU)
Congresswoman (Nita Lowey) appreciates paper's support (ltr), Jun 11, 1999, p.6

LOWIN, LYNN R (AU)
Community should serve all its school children (ltr), May 7, 1999, p.7

LUBY, KEVIN
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

LUCAS, PAUL
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon andWhite and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30

LUFT, SUSAN
New Scarsdale schools staff (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.11

LUPO, JACKIE
Parents must teach children discipline by example (ltr), Mar 19, 1999, p.6

LUSKIN, SARAH
Is the Howards' basketball career over? (photo) (cont), Apr 2, 1999, p.18

LUTZ, VICTORIA
United Way grants (photo), May 14, 1999, p.4

LYON, DOUGLAS
Books for blood (first 20 people to sign up to donate blood will receive copy of Out of Left Field), Feb 5, 1999, p.1

LYONS, ANNE UGNETTA
21 running for 11 positions on C(itizens') N(ominating) C(ommittee), Oct 15, 1999, p.1

LYONS, MARGARET
Forums mull meaning of Littleton, Jun 4, 1999, p.1

LYTLE, GERTRUDE FEARING
Gertrude Fearing Lyttle (dies), Dec 24, 1999, p.12

MAAS, ELYSE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28

MABIE, GLORIA
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MACAULEY, C D
High quality entertainment by Greenville Community Theater (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.14

MACDONALD, BARBARA SHAY
House demolition decision delayed (photo), May 14, 1999, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28

MACDONALD, NORMAN

MACE, MARY LIZ
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District's 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32

MACINTYRE, MALCOLM
Board's cave-in on downtown was appalling (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.6

MACKLER, BERNARD (DR) (AU)
There's less civility among us nowadays (edit), Jan 8, 1999, p.8

MACNAUGHTON, HONORA
SHS honors academic, school, community achievements (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.11

MACWHIRTER, JAMES
Firefighter education 'fills 1 more square' (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.3

MACY, BOB
School board adopts new goals (photo), Oct 8, 1999, p.1

MACY, ROBERT
Macy to head school board (photo), Jul 9, 1999, p.1
Fox Meadow, Edgewood break ground for new construction (photo), Dec 3, 1999, p.1

MACY, ROBERT JR
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District's 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32

MADISON, JAMES (AU)
Parents: Keep your involvement in children's sports positive (edit), Jun 11, 1999, p.7

MAEDA, YUKARI
International food at (Middle School) fete (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.12

MAHER, MARGUERITE HICKS
Marguerite Hicks Maher (dies), May 14, 1999, p.15

MAILBOXES
Special delivery (Santa's mailboxes have been installed at three places in Scarsdale), Dec 3, 1999, p.1

MALINA, ANITA
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32
Malina retires (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.4

MALINCHOC, PETER (AU)
'Right to bear arms' prevents a Kosovo from happening here (ltr), Jun 11, 1999, p.6

MALKAMES, D KARL (AU)
Who is responsible for all society's ills? (ltr), May 14, 1999, p.6

MALKAMES, KARL (AU)
Neglected houses blight Edgemont neighborhood (ltr), Sep 3, 1999, p.6
Reader disgusted (with Pamela Robbins advertisement in 11/26 issue of SCS Inquirer) (ltr), Dec 3, 1999, p.6

MALLOY, JOAN
Lasser re-elected, projects analyzed, Jul 9, 1999, p.1

MALONE, GENE
Fire fair was a great success (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.8

MALONEY, KATHLEEN
E'mont site improvements don't overshadow academics (response to 11/5 letter by K Maloney) (ltr), Nov 19, 1999, p.6
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MALONEY, KATHLEEN (AU)

Priorities are mixed up in the Edgemont school district (ltr), Nov 5, 1999, p.7

MAMBER, MARGE

They're just wild about Harry! (Potter, that is) (photo), Oct 15, 1999, p.9

MANCHESTER, DANIELLE

Danielle Manchester is SHS artist of the month (photo), May 28, 1999, p.9

MANCUSO, JIM

SHS athletes break gender barriers (photo), Dec 24, 1999, p.1

MANGIALETTI, NADA (AU)

A perilous quest for perfection (re SHS girls and eating disorders) (edit), Jun 4, 1999, p.7

MANNECK, REIMUND

Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

MANNERS AND CUSTOMS

More money than manners (edit), Aug 27, 1999, p.7

MARAFIOTI, MARCIA

Promote Scarsdale 'brand name,' says Marafioti, Jul 23, 1999, p.3
Can we be any less 'holiday-specific'? (response to 12/24 letter by Marcia Marafioti) (ltr), Dec 31, 1999, p.6

MARAFIOTI, MARCIA (AU)

Chamber's sidewalk sale showed the vitality of village (ltr), Aug 13, 1999, p.6
Many were on hand to greet Santa's arrival (ltr), Dec 10, 1999, p.6
Tattered wreaths to be replaced (response to 12/17 letter by Ted Toskaner) (ltr), Dec 24, 1999, p.6

MARANTZ, RONNE (DR)

From a principal's office, Jan 15, 1999, p.10

MARATHON

Going the distance for Jessica (D Stratton-Crooke will run marathon for Leukemia Society) (photo), Feb 5, 1999, p.21

MARATHON RUNNING

Marathoner, 63, in race to save a life (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.3

MARCHIONY, KEVIN

Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32

MARCHIONY, STEPHEN

School Board Nominating Committee voter turnout low, Jan 15, 1999, p.1
School board nominators sought in Scarsdale, Oct 8, 1999, p.1

MARCHIONY, STEPHEN (AU)

Nominating committee needs votes and money (ltr), Jan 8, 1999, p.6

MARCUS, ELLIOT

The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32

MARCUS, RICHARD (AU)

Repay the SCSPD (policeDEPARTMENT) for its service (ltr), May 7, 1999, p.6

MARGOLIN, ALAN

Girls are not forgotten (re Little League softball) (edit), Feb 5, 1999, p.6

MARGOLIN, ALAN (AU)

Scarsdale Little League signs up over 1,000 boys (ltr), Feb 5, 1999, p.7

MARGOLIN, RITA

The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District's 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32

MARGOLIS, HARRISON

Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

MARINELLI, MICHAEL

Doing the crawl (at the SCS Pool) (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.1
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MARINELLI, NOAH
   Doing the crawl (at the SCS Pool) (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.1

MARK, MAUREEN
   The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28

MARKOWITZ, ALFRED (AU)
   New library checkout system is not an improvement (ltr), Dec 3, 1999, p.6

MARKOWITZ, DEB (AU)
   We must do more to encourage participation in local government (edit), Jan 29, 1999, p.7

MARLOW, GEORGE
   Voters keep incumbents right where they are, Nov 5, 1999, p.1

MAROON AND WHITE
   Icemen (varsity hockey players) barred from awards dinner, Mar 12, 1999, p.1
   Hockey team barred from awards dinner (cont), Mar 12, 1999, p.28
   Maroon and White Night (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.22
   Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32
   (Supplement) Back to School (photo), Aug 27, 1999
   Maroon and White recognizes athletes (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.34
   Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

MARRIAGE
   (Supplement) Love and Marriage (photo), Feb 12, 1999
   Clergy's dilemma - to bless or not to bless homosexual unions, Feb 19, 1999, p.1
   Many local Protestant and Jewish clergy are willing to bless same sex unions (cont), Feb 19, 1999, p.14

MARSHALL, BETTY
   Efforts of many contribute to local calendar (ltr), Aug 27, 1999, p.6

MARSHALL, JOHN

MARTIN, ANNE MARIE
   Sloan: Silence candidates at Village Board meetings, Feb 26, 1999, p.1

MARTIN, BETH
   New Scarsdale schools staff (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.11

MARTIN, DANIEL R (AU)
   India - A wonderful surprise (edit), Jul 23, 1999, p.7

MARTIN, MICHAEL
   Commendations (for seven officers by SCS Police Dept Awards Committee) (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.5

MARX, EVE (AU)
   More money than manners (edit), Aug 27, 1999, p.7
   A hot summer that will live in the history books (edit), Sep 10, 1999, p.7
   The many provocations of peevishness (edit) (ltr), Sep 17, 1999, p.7
   How to turn an ex-boyfriend into a toad (edit), Oct 29, 1999, p.7
   The alarming temptations of cosmetic surgery (edit), Nov 5, 1999, p.7
   Guide to mindful housekeeping (edit), Nov 19, 1999, p.7
   The quintessential Thanksgiving dinner (edit), Nov 26, 1999, p.7
   Let's take this baby out for a test snooze (edit), Dec 17, 1999, p.7
   Oh, the annual Christmas letter! (edit), Dec 24, 1999, p.7

MARX, KIRA
   Wait for us! (Lindsey and Kira Marx are gaining on Raymond Vastola in 4-mile run) (photo), Mar 26, 1999, p.1

MARX, LEONARD M (AU)
   No early morning bank window is loss (re discontinuation of service by Bank of New York) (ltr), May 14, 1999, p.6
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MARX, MIRA
Wait for us! (Lindsey and Kira Marx are gaining on Raymond Vastola in 4-mile run) (photo), Mar 26, 1999, p.1

MARX, VIRGINIA
Virginia Marx, child advocate, dead at 93 (photo), May 28, 1999, p.1
Virginia Marx, child advocate, is dead at 93 (cont), May 28, 1999, p.17
Virginia Marx, made a valuable contribution to S(CS) T(eachers') I(nstitute) (lttr), Jun 4, 1999, p.6
Marx was the consummate Scarsdalian (lttr), Jun 4, 1999, p.6

MASON, CAROL
Pepi Deutsch, Holocaust survivor, is dead at 101 (photo), Nov 12, 1999, p.1

MASSACRES
Counselor’s brother is slain in Uganda massacre, Mar 5, 1999, p.1

MASUNAGA, YOKO
Country Bank Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Oct 8, 1999, p.28

MATSUGA, TERUKO
Volunteers at counseling service bring cultures together) (photo), Nov 19, 1999, p.4

MATTHEWS, BARRY
Fire fair was a great success (lttr), Oct 29, 1999, p.8

MATTURO, ANDREW
Commendations (for seven officers by SCS Police Dept Awards Committee) (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.5

MAYER, MICHAEL F (AU)
Technology is no substitute for discussion when service problems arise (lttr), Sep 10, 1999, p.10

MAYER, WILLIAM R JR

MAYORS
Bench is ready to be the ‘CEO’ of the village (photo), Feb 19, 1999, p.1
New mayor, new board - and a new feeling, Apr 16, 1999, p.1

MAYORS-SCS
He solemnly swears . . . (Mark Bench is sworn into office as new SCS major) (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.1
New mayor, 2 new trustees - and a new feeling (cont) (names of board and council members noted), Apr 16, 1999, p.3
More user friendly (praise for SCS’s new mayor, Mark Bench) (edit), May 7, 1999, p.6
Former mayor grieves for loss of leadership (response to edit from 6/11/99) (lttr), Jun 18, 1999, p.6

MAZER, DEIRDRE MCCORRY
Deirdre McCorry Mazer (dies) (photo), Sep 3, 1999, p.15

MCALLISTER, BEVERLY
Kids’ BASE names new director, May 28, 1999, p.4
Welcome to Kids’ BASE (photo), Oct 22, 1999, p.4
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS’ BASE & The Little School (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.36

MCARDELE, TRUDY HAMMOND
IHM ‘kids’ catch up on past 50 years at reunion (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.9

MCAYOY, NORAH
Village expects to survive Y2K (photo), Feb 5, 1999, p.1

MCCAVER, BARBARA
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District’s 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32

MCCABE, GENE
Controlling neighborhood noise: How loud is loud? (photo), May 21, 1999, p.3

MCCARTHY, COLM
Lowey laments Congressional languor (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.1

MCCARTHY, COLM
Colm McCarthy (has become an eagle scout) (photo), May 21, 1999, p.4
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MCCARTHY, TRACY
Historically correct music (Edgewood students participate in program about music) (photo), Mar 12, 1999, p.13

MCCAUGHIN-FELDMAN, AUDREY
New at Houlihan (Audrey McCaughin-Feldman has joined the SCS office of Houlihan/Lawrence Inc), Aug 27, 1999, p.4

MCCORMACK, EVELYN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Teachers Institute, Mar 26, 1999, p.40
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District’s 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32

MCCOURT, LIZ
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

MCCREARY, ANDREW
Witnesses say policewoman did not act professionally (re incident at IHM 1/18/99) (ltr), Oct 22, 1999, p.6
Police becoming too aggressive (re arrest of Andrew McCreary) (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.6
Contempt for police officer cannot be tolerated (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.6
Neighbors vouch for good character of defendant (re arrest of Andrew McCreary) (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.6
Paper was wrong to name arrested man’s employer (re arrest of Andrew McCreary) (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.6
Both McCreary and police have always been helpful (re recent incident outside IHM Church) (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.7
McCreary quick to help others (praise for Andrew McCreary’s character) (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.6
McCreary quick to help others (praise for Andrew McCreary’s character) (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.7
Arrest (of Andrew McCreary) cause for dismay and outrage in our community (ltr), Nov 5, 1999, p.6
Incident (involving Andrew McCreary) shouldn’t have happened (ltr), Nov 5, 1999, p.6
Forgive, forget, return to respect (re dispute between Andrew McCreary and SCS police) (ltr), Nov 5, 1999, p.6
Scarsdale has no abusive out-of-control police officers (re incident at IHM Church) (ltr), Nov 12, 1999, p.6
Negotiate a truce, don’t punish (re Andrew McCreary incident) (ltr), Nov 19, 1999, p.6
Is prosecution planned to please police? (re Andrew McCreary incident) (ltr), Nov 19, 1999, p.6

MCCREEERY, WILLIAM
Village election was expensive; Voters outspent Citizens 3-1, Apr 16, 1999, p.1

MCCREEERY, WILLIAM G
The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of This Year’s Scarsdale Bowl: Bernard Cedarbaum (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.32

MCDERMOTT, MICHAEL
Counselor’s brother is slain in Uganda massacre, Mar 5, 1999, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Teachers Institute, Mar 26, 1999, p.40
Community responds to Columbine tragedy, Apr 30, 1999, p.1
Scarsdale teen substance use above the norm, Oct 22, 1999, p.1
4th house at middle school recommended, Dec 17, 1999, p.1

MCDERMOTT, MICHAEL (AU)
Middle School in the millennium (edit), Oct 1, 1999, p.7

MCDONALD, SUZETTE B
Suzette B McDonald (dies), Sep 17, 1999, p.31

MCEINIRY, MURRAY
Bringing smiles by the quart (photo), Oct 1, 1999, p.1

MCGILL, MICHAEL (DR)
Teen center progress halted by another snag, Jan 8, 1999, p.1
Teen center progress is delayed (photo) (cont), Jan 8, 1999, p.9
SHS ranks in ways that count (re SHS’s non-participation in survey by US News & World Report) (edit), Jan 15, 1999, p.6
New York State school report cards: Relief fo some, discord for others, Apr 16, 1999, p.1
No place to go! New addition to school lacks restrooms, Apr 30, 1999, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32
2 budgets pass by wide margins, May 21, 1999, p.1
After Littleton, changes proposed, May 21, 1999, p.1
New prez for T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub), May 28, 1999, p.1
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MCGILL, MICHAEL (DR) continued
School riflery team must be abolished (edit), May 28, 1999, p.6
Rifle team taught responsible use of firearms (response to 5/28 edit by Irving Sloan) (ltr), Jun 11, 1999, p.6
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District's 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32
Teen arrested in SHS e-mail threat (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.1
Role model (Dr Michael McGill reads aloud to Greenacres fourth graders) (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.10
School bond projects to begin soon, Jun 25, 1999, p.1
3 who will be missed (Corky Thompson, Dr. Kenneth Rodgers and Rita Golden) (edit), Jun 25, 1999, p.6
School community handled last week's crisis well (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.6
Prompt response by all to SHS threat commended (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.6
Consultant to evaluate school facilities, Oct 22, 1999, p.1
Help for building teams (cont), Oct 22, 1999, p.10
Scarsdale kids top scorers in new state tests, Nov 12, 1999, p.1
Fox Meadow, Edgewood break ground for new construction (photo), Dec 3, 1999, p.1
Growth, standards impact schools, Dec 31, 1999, p.1

MCGILL, MICHAEL V (DR) (AU)
Preserving strengths for new times (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.1

MCGINN, AUDREY
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Teachers Institute, Mar 26, 1999, p.40

MCGINNIS, VIRGINA
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District's 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32

MCGUIRK, JOHN
Voters keep incumbents right where they are, Nov 5, 1999, p.1

MCILVAIN, GERARD
False alarm (a burning smell in SCS Inquirer offices), Jan 8, 1999, p.1
Post Road workers cut gas, cable lines, Nov 26, 1999, p.1

MCKENNA, EMILY
Christmas pageantry (at IHM) (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.1

MCKENNA, TOM
(Santa is turning up at the SCS Post Office) (photo), Dec 24, 1999, p.6

MCLAUGHLIN, JOAN
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District's 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32

MCNALLY, MICHELLE
Apostle to run for school board, again, Apr 30, 1999, p.1
Lasser re-elected, projects analyzed, Jul 9, 1999, p.1

MCNICHOLAS, VERONICA
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32

MEAD, LUCY KEY
Lucy Key Mead (dies), Sep 3, 1999, p.15

MEALS ON WHEELS
Help for homebound, elderly and disabled (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.10
Meals on Wheels needs volunteers to drive and visit (ltr), Feb 5, 1999, p.7
Meals on Wheels turns 20 (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.4

MEANEY, TOM
Commendations (for seven officers by SCS Police Dept Awards Committee) (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.5

MEASTER, BARBARA P
Village to appeal judge's decision (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.6

MEASTER, BARBARA P (AU)
 Victims were treated badly by village (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.6
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MEDITATION
Meditation will help reduce and manage stress (ltr), Jan 15, 1999, p.6

MEEK, ELIZABETH (DR)
Dr. Elizabeth Meek is dead at age 101, Jan 29, 1999, p.1
Dr Elizabethe Meek dies (cont), Jan 29, 1999, p.8

MEHLICH, PETER
Edgewood opens first science fair (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.11

MELIKAN, NOAH
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32

MEMOIRS
SEE AUTOBIOGRAPHY

MEMORIAL DAY
New focus for old holiday, May 14, 1999, p.1
(Memorial Day) Parade and concert, May 28, 1999, p.1
A Memorial Day reflection (edit), May 28, 1999, p.6
At century's end, peace still elusive (edit), Jun 4, 1999, p.7
Scarsdale Honors Its Veterans - Memorial Day 1999 (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.18

MEMORIALS
Post 52 gives $10K for D.C. memorial (photo), Sep 3, 1999, p.3

MENNA, ALLISON
Space for the arts (large wooden outdoor sculpture), Jul 30, 1999, p.10
Ms. witch, meet Mr. Met (Halloween festivities) (photo), Nov 5, 1999, p.11

MENNA, MIKE
Maroon and White Night (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.22
Little League to sever ties with village in spring of 2001, Dec 17, 1999, p.1

MENTALLY ILL
Cries for help (re mentally ill and New York State budget) (edit), Jul 9, 1999, p.6
A special family celebrates 10 years in its Edgemont home, Nov 5, 1999, p.1
A special family celebrates 10 years in Edgemont (photo) (cont), Nov 5, 1999, p.15

MERCHANTS-SCS
Dr. Produce closes overnight, Jan 29, 1999, p.4
Windows '99 (glaziers install new windows on the Spencer Place side of De Cicco's C-Town) (photo), Feb 5, 1999, p.4
Heathcote Pharmacy is sold, Apr 16, 1999, p.4
Ben & Jerry's to open at Heathcote 5 Corners, May 14, 1999, p.4
Longtime merchant (Mike Rosen) bids farewell to customers (ltr), Jun 11, 1999, p.7
Getting ready (for sidewalk and lighting improvements planned for business district), Jun 18, 1999, p.1
Teen center closes - again; Dry-cleaner spill from above is to blame, Jul 23, 1999, p.1
Toxic spill, no C(ertificate) of O(ccupancy), but cleaners is open (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.1
Sidewalk sale (August 6 and 7), Jul 30, 1999, p.1
The Mimi (Dry-Cleaner) mess - time to cooperate (edit), Jul 30, 1999, p.6
Mimi Cleaners still operating without C(ertificate) of O(ccupancy) (cont), Jul 30, 1999, p.20
Cleaners has interim C(ertificate) of O(ccupancy), Aug 6, 1999, p.1
'Serious concerns' about cleaners (re recent dry cleaning chemical seepage from Mimi Cleaners) (ltr), Aug 6, 1999, p.6
Mimi working to correct problems (re recent dry cleaning chemical seepage) (ltr), Aug 6, 1999, p.6
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MERCHANTS-SCS continued

Remediation plan would ensure safety (re recent dry cleaning fluid spill from Mimi’s Cleaners) (ltr), Aug 6, 1999, p.6
Teen center, cleaner, should be viable pair (edit), Aug 6, 1999, p.7
Mimi (Cleaners) has temporary (Certificate) of (Occupancy) (cont), Aug 6, 1999, p.12
Eastern Arts to open on Chase Road, Aug 13, 1999, p.4
Local merchants helped support (SCS) (Summer) (Music) (Theatre) production (ltr), Aug 20, 1999, p.6
Cleaners fined but teen center remains closed, Aug 27, 1999, p.1
Mimi Cleaners is fined $250 but teen center still closed (cont), Aug 27, 1999, p.8
Mimi (Cleaners) ordered to install fan, Sep 24, 1999, p.1
Von Furstenberg’s fashion is under wraps (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.4
Reopening (of the SCS Teen Center) is the goal (edit), Sep 24, 1999, p.6
Mimi to install fan, teens still locked out (cont), Sep 24, 1999, p.23
Cleaners offers to relocate equipment; Village board flexes muscles, Oct 1, 1999, p.1
C-Town celebrates (storewide renovation) (photo), Oct 1, 1999, p.4
Cleaner proposes sharing costs of equipment relocation (ltr), Oct 1, 1999, p.6
Mimi Cleaners offers to relocate equipment (cont), Oct 1, 1999, p.13
Mimi installs fan amid village air tests, Oct 8, 1999, p.1
Pandora’s box (re Mimi Cleaners and air quality tests) (edit), Oct 8, 1999, p.6
Appalled at village inability to aid teen center (response to edit from 9/24/99) (ltr), Oct 8, 1999, p.6
Mimi Cleaners installs fan amid village air tests (cont), Oct 8, 1999, p.8
Hana (Market) opens on Christie (Place), Oct 15, 1999, p.4
Wilson & Son expands, Oct 22, 1999, p.4
Cleaner saved a special day (ltr), Oct 22, 1999, p.6
Cleaner faces additional tests, Oct 29, 1999, p.1
Mimi Cleaners (cont), Oct 29, 1999, p.15
(Supplement) Read All About Us (photo), Oct 29, 1999
Mural for the millenium (photo), Nov 5, 1999, p.4
Mural for the millenium (corner walls at C-Town supermarket have been decorated by M Seddon) (photo), Nov 5, 1999, p.4
Cleaner ordered to install second fan, Nov 19, 1999, p.1
Michael Ratner is finally building close to home (photo), Nov 26, 1999, p.3
Grand reopening (of Wilson & Son) (photo), Nov 26, 1999, p.4
Repulsed by (Pamela Robbins) ad(vertisement in Nov 26 issue of SCS Inquirer) (ltr), Dec 3, 1999, p.6
Reader disgusted (with Pamela Robbins advertisement in 11/26 issue of SCS Inquirer) (ltr), Dec 3, 1999, p.6
Appalling bad taste (re Pamela Robbins advertisement in 11/26 issue of SCS Inquirer) (ltr), Dec 3, 1999, p.6
Ad inappropriate (re Pamela Robbins advertisement in 11/26 issue of SCS Inquirer) (ltr), Dec 3, 1999, p.6
Advertiser regrets causing discomfort (re Pamela Robbins 11/26 advertisement in SCS Inquirer) (ltr), Dec 3, 1999, p.6
The procrastinating Santa shops Scarsdale (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.3
Bath fixtures, tiles, towels, soap (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.4
The procrastinating Santa can find all his gifts in downtown Scarsdale (cont), Dec 17, 1999, p.24
Fully rented downtown remains elusive, Dec 31, 1999, p.4
Teen Center opens, closes amidst controversy (photo), Dec 31, 1999, p.12

MERKEL, EVA

Eva Merkel (dies), Dec 3, 1999, p.16

MESSENER, ARTHUR G (AU)

Forgive, forget, return to respect (re dispute between Andrew McCreary and SCS police) (ltr), Nov 5, 1999, p.6

METRO NORTH COMMUTER RAILROAD CO

Brrrrr! (Lorayne Fiorillo hugs herself for warmth as she waits for a train) (photo), Feb 26, 1999, p.1
New train timetables, Apr 23, 1999, p.1
Historic station (Metro North’s station house in SCS may be designated as historic property), Sep 3, 1999, p.1
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METZ, DOUGLAS
Teen center closes - again; Dry-cleaner spill from above is to blame, Jul 23, 1999, p.1
The Mimi (Dry-Cleaner) mess - time to cooperate (edit), Jul 30, 1999, p.6
Cleaners fined but teen center remains closed, Aug 27, 1999, p.1
Mimi (Cleaners) ordered to install fan, Sep 24, 1999, p.1
Reopening (of the SCS Teen Center) is the goal (edit), Sep 24, 1999, p.6
Cleaner proposes sharing costs of equipment relocation (ltr), Oct 1, 1999, p.6
Mimi installs fan amid village air tests, Oct 8, 1999, p.1
Cleaner ordered to install second fan, Nov 19, 1999, p.1
Teen center considering plan to reopen weekends, Dec 24, 1999, p.1

MEYER, ED
Community responds to Columbine tragedy, Apr 30, 1999, p.1

MEYER, LUCAS
Don't look to court to protect pedestrians (response to 10/1 letter by Lucas Meyer) (edit), Oct 22, 1999, p.7
Penalties needed for failure to yield to pedestrians (ltr), Oct 1, 1999, p.6

MEYERS, EMILY
SNS honors academic, school, community achievements (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.11

MEYERS, STEPHEN
Houlihan/Lawrence moves (photo), Mar 5, 1999, p.4

MEZZACAPPA, JOHN AND GLORIA (AU)
Bell Atlantic no longer a problem for neighbors (response Inquirer article from 9/24/99) (ltr), Oct 8, 1999, p.6

MFURNE, KWEISI
Earl Graves (awarded the 84th Spingarn Medal) (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.4

MICHAELS, NANCY
Parent Teacher Council inducts officers for Y2K (photo), May 21, 1999, p.11

MICHELS, JAMES ANDREW
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28

MILBAUER, RICHARD (AU)
Forster is ethical, skilled, fair, and hardworking (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.9

MILETI, JOHN ROBERT
John Robert Mileti (dies), Apr 30, 1999, p.22

MILK-DELIVERY
Bringing smiles by the quart (photo), Oct 1, 1999, p.1
O'Byrne delivers smiles, friendship and, oh yeah, milk (photo) (cont), Oct 1, 1999, p.3

MILLENNIUM
The millennium begins in 2001 (ltr), Oct 8, 1999, p.6
Will Y2K make traffic lights go crazy?, Nov 12, 1999, p.1
District systems are Y2K compliant, Nov 26, 1999, p.11
Bug repellent (edit), Dec 24, 1999, p.6
Y2K in 10583 to be greeted with quiet celebration, no panic, Dec 31, 1999, p.1
Just in case (of any Y2K problems), Dec 31, 1999, p.1
A millennium is ending (edit), Dec 31, 1999, p.7

MILLER, BERNARD (AU)
Computer-phobes get comfy (edit), Aug 27, 1999, p.6

MILLER, BILL
Citizens and Voters ready for campaign, Feb 5, 1999, p.1
Citizens' candidates are positive (ltr), Feb 12, 1999, p.8
Citizens' candidates welcome challenges of the campaign; Miller: former school board ... (photo), Feb 19, 1999, p.1
It's that time (The Inquirer welcomes letters about candidates for village office), Feb 19, 1999, p.1
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MILLER, BILL continued
Miller is new to the campaign trail (cont), Feb 19, 1999, p.15
Citizens' candidates are accessible and knowledgeable (ltr), Feb 26, 1999, p.6
Debate free of mud-slinging; Voters' Party and Citizens' Party find some common ground, Mar 5, 1999, p.1
Candidate events, Mar 5, 1999, p.1
Vote people, not issues (edit), Mar 5, 1999, p.6
Village needs multi-issue trustees (ltr), Mar 5, 1999, p.6
Bench may recommend a referendum on development (ltr), Mar 5, 1999, p.6
Candidates face off at S(CS) N(neighborhood) A(ssn) P(residents) forum, Mar 12, 1999, p.1
Elect people who can listen and compromise (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.6
Citizens' Party anaconda-like hold must be relaxed (response to 3/5 edit by J Richman) (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.6
The nonpartisan system's not perfect, but ... (ltr, Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Scarsdale's high standards are due to Citizens' Party (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Citizens' candidates are experienced, thoughtful (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Campaign committee chairmen thank supporters (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Bench, Galvani, Cusick, Miller have records of participation (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Bench, Galvani, Cusick, Miller responded to S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) needs (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Citizens' Party leaders are open-minded on downtown (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Vote for proven community leaders on March 16 (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.9
Galvani, Miller, Cusick performed well at forum (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.9
Challenger breaks Citizens' monopoly (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.1
A historic moment (challenger to Citizens' Party elected to Board of Trustees) (edit), Mar 19, 1999, p.6
Citizens' campaign chairmen are grateful for help (ltr), Mar 19, 1999, p.7
Watershed election show that every vote counts (ltr), Mar 26, 1999, p.6
Voters' Party brings politics to village, Dec 31, 1999, p.1

MILLER, BOB
Rodgers to quit (School) board (Nominating Committee) (photo), Jan 22, 1999, p.1

MILLER, BOB (AU)
School) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) chose excellent candidates in Sherwood, Simon (ltr), Mar 19, 1999, p.6

MILLER, CLAIRE
Maroon and white recognizes athletes (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.34

MILLER, DEBBIE
Efforts of many contribute to local calendar (ltr), Aug 27, 1999, p.6
League of V(omen) V(oters) mulls pros, cons of election, Nov 19, 1999, p.1

MILLER, EDITH
Scarsdale Art Association; And the winners are... (photo), Nov 5, 1999, p.21

MILLER, ELAINE
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District's 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32

MILLER, HELENA
Helena Miller (dies), May 14, 1999, p.15

MILLER, IAN
Boy Scouts of Troop 60 scale Adirondack peaks (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.4

MILLER, JAMES AND THEA (AU)
Wrestling stories do accentuate the positive (response to 3/5 letter by R Fatigate) (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.9

MILLER, KATHY
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32

MILLER, KATHY GROSZ
Former youth outreach worker returns to S(CS-EMT) Family C(counseling) S(ervice) (photo), Jan 29, 1999, p.14
Lots to talk about at Talkabout groups, Aug 13, 1999, p.1
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MILLER, MATTHEW
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30

MILLER, SANDY
Can't take the heat ... (re recent power outages and conservation efforts) (edit), Jul 16, 1999, p.6

MILLER, SUSAN
Counselor's brother is slain in Uganda massacre, Mar 5, 1999, p.1

MILLER, WILLIAM
Citizens' Committee nominates Bench, Galvani, Cusick and Miller (photo), Jan 15, 1999, p.1
Citizens' Party candidates need voter names (ltr), Jan 15, 1999, p.6
Bench nominated for mayor by committee (cont), Jan 15, 1999, p.26
3 to challenge Citizens' Party (photo), Jan 29, 1999, p.1
Challenger breaks Citizens' Party monopoly (photo) (cont), Mar 19, 1999, p.13

MILLERSON, TONIQUA
City kids get whiff of fresh air (photo), Jul 16, 1999, p.1

MILLS, RICHARD
(Scholastic Assessment Test) State scores low, Sep 3, 1999, p.1

MILLOSEVIC, SLOBODAN
U.S. response to Milosevic requires risk (ltr), Apr 2, 1999, p.6

MILSTEIN, CHERYL
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS' BASE & The Little School (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.36

MILSTEIN, JOSH
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS' BASE & The Little School (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.36

MILSTEIN, PHILIP
Village election was expensive; Voters outspent Citizens 3-1, Apr 16, 1999, p.1

MILSTEIN, SEYMOUR
Village election was expensive; Voters outspent Citizens 3-1, Apr 16, 1999, p.1

MIRAGLIA, MATTHEW
Police make 3 drug arrests at teen party, May 14, 1999, p.1

MITCHELL, BONNIE
Epicurean treats to be offered at Gourmet Galaxy (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.17
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32

MITCHELL, LEONARD
Village election was expensive; Voters outspent Citizens 3-1, Apr 16, 1999, p.1

MITTLEMAN, RACHEL
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30

MIZRAHI, ROBIN (AU)
Advertiser regrets causing discomfort (re Pamela Robbins 11/26 advertisement in SCS Inquirer) (ltr), Dec 3, 1999, p.6

MODE, MARILYN
Scarsdale publisher says NYPD penalized him on race, speech (photo), May 7, 1999, p.1

MODOCO, KENNETH
Construction advisory, Jun 4, 1999, p.1

MONGARELLA, MARY
A C(aring) A(nd) R(especting) E(ach Other)-ing Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 26, 1999, p.1

MONTE-SANO, VINCENT
The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl: Bernard Cedarbaum (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.32

MONTI, JONATHAN
New Scarsdale schools staff (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.11

MOORE, DAVE
New teen center director starts Monday (photo), Apr 16, 1999, p.3
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MOORE, JULIE
Historically correct music (Edgewood students participate in program about music) (photo), Mar 12, 1999, p.13

MOORE, MARCUS WELDON
Marcus Weldon Moore, D.D.S. (dies), Jun 18, 1999, p.16

MORABITO, BRIAN
Camp program brings diversity to Scarsdale (photo), Aug 6, 1999, p.3

MORABITO, DOMENIC
Greenburgh race heats up: Bill Pohlmann to challenge Feiner, Jul 2, 1999, p.1
Greenburgh Town Council (Inquirer endorsements for upcoming election) (edit), Oct 29, 1999, p.6

MORAL EDUCATION
Moral relativism: our new religion (ltr), Apr 2, 1999, p.6

MORGAN, EDWARD
A miracle in Scarsdale Village Hall: the founding fathers speak (edit), Jan 8, 1999, p.7
Teen center progress is delayed (photo) (cont), Jan 8, 1999, p.9
Trustees OK the rezoning of downtown, Jan 15, 1999, p.1
Vote of confidence (for downtown development) (edit), Jan 15, 1999, p.6
Not so fast (re misleading stories that development of SCS downtown is further along than it is), Jan 22, 1999, p.1
Spencer Place to be permanently 1-way, Jan 29, 1999, p.1
A gift of space (new SCS Library mezzanine) (photo), Jan 29, 1999, p.3
Mayor highlights accomplishments in 1998 and goals for 1999 (photo) (cont) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.19
New drawings for the downtown (illus), Feb 12, 1999, p.1
Threats aren't helpful (re downtown development) (edit), Feb 12, 1999, p.6
Bench is ready to be the 'CEO' of the village (photo), Feb 19, 1999, p.1
Sloan: Silence candidates at Village Board meetings, Feb 26, 1999, p.1
Garth residents blast downtown proposal, Feb 26, 1999, p.1
The right to speak (at village board meetings) (edit), Feb 26, 1999, p.6
(Town and) Village C(Civic) C(Lub) is split on development, Mar 5, 1999, p.1
Opinions should be based on fact, not misinformation (response to 3/5 letter by A Hartzell) (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.6
Voters' Party favors more responsible development (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Village budget calls for 2.17% tax hike, Mar 26, 1999, p.1
Two we will miss (Mayor Edward Morgan and Trustee Amy Paulin) (edit), Mar 26, 1999, p.6
Laurels cast as mayor and trustee leave board, Mar 26, 1999, p.13
Bench plans key changes, Apr 2, 1999, p.1
Village election was expensive; Voters outspent Citizens 3-1, Apr 16, 1999, p.1
Trustees OK budget, Apr 30, 1999, p.1
New prez for Town and Village C(Civic) C(Lub), May 28, 1999, p.1
Trustees halt talks with developer, Jun 11, 1999, p.1
A present for parkers (re prompt parking ticket payment incentive) (edit), Jul 2, 1999, p.6

MORGAN, EDWARD A (AU)
In 1998, village focuses on the downtown (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.1
Uninformed statements and promises may be regretted (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.9
Deception clouds downtown debate (edit), Apr 23, 1999, p.7

MORGANSTEIN, ADRIENNE (AU)
Graduates continue breakfast tradition at pool (ltr), Jul 2, 1999, p.6

MORILLA, JENNIFER
Starlight dining at Quaker Ridge (photo), Nov 26, 1999, p.11

MORRIS, MICHAEL
Winter wishes (a community service project) (photo), Mar 5, 1999, p.10
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MORRISON, KIT
Record crowd picks up tips from the pros at writers’ conference, Apr 23, 1999, p.1

MORSE, ALAN R
Alan R Morse (elected to Board of Trustees of the Healthcare Assn of New York State) (photo), Feb 5, 1999, p.4

MORSE, TODD

MORVANT, RUSSELL
Police union goes public with pay demands (photo), Apr 16, 1999, p.1

MOSCA, KATHY
Parent Teacher Council inducts officers for Y2K (photo), May 21, 1999, p.11

MOSCATELLO, JUSTINE
Winners galore at Labor Day games (photo), Sep 10, 1999, p.9

MOSER, DAVID
Maroon and White recognizes athletes (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.34
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

MOSER, SUSAN
Middle School S(tudent) O(rganization) highlights (photo), Feb 5, 1999, p.10
Rolling right along (Susan Moser helps ready the Scarsdale Teen Center) (photo), May 14, 1999, p.1
Many kids worked hard to make teen center happen (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes The Establishment of the New Scarsdale Teen Center Out of Bounds (photo), Jul 2, 1999, p.20
Early victories for debate team, Oct 22, 1999, p.10

MOSKOWITZ, HAROLD J
Harold J Moskowitz (will be honored at general insurance division dinner of UJA-Federation) (photo), May 7, 1999, p.4

MOSQUITOS
Mosquito worries, Sep 10, 1999, p.1
Mosquito housing? (abandoned tires at the Secor Road recycling center) (ltr), Oct 15, 1999, p.6
Mosquito spraying bugs county legislator, Oct 22, 1999, p.1
Spraying bugs Abinanti (cont), Oct 22, 1999, p.13

MOTHER’S DAY
Sweet dreams (Victoria Scagnelli gives son Alex a cuddle while he naps (photo), May 7, 1999, p.1

MOTION PICTURE THEATERS
SEE THEATER BUILDINGS

MOTION PICTURES
Children were upset by violent previews (ltr), Mar 19, 1999, p.6
Film series announced at library, Oct 29, 1999, p.19

MOURO, ROSELLA
Junior League members make a difference 8 ways (photo), Apr 23, 1999, p.15

MOVIES
SEE MOTION PICTURES

MUGGEO, STEPHEN
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32

MULDOON, LAUREN
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32

MULGRES, MURIEL
Newcomers celebrate 50 years (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.13

MULLEN, KATIE
Patriots turn out for Arthur Manor celebration (photo), Jul 9, 1999, p.3

MULLEN, MARY
Patriots turn out for Arthur Manor celebration (photo), Jul 9, 1999, p.3
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MUNGUIA, B K
School Board Nominating Committee voter turnout low, Jan 15, 1999, p.1

MURILLO, MARY
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District's 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32

MURPHY, CAITLIN
(Follow the leader in Chase Park) (photo), Apr 23, 1999, p.6

MURPHY, CHRISTOPHER J
Christopher Murphy (appointed to board of directors of Juvenile Diabetes Foundation) (photo), Oct 8, 1999, p.4

MURPHY, EDWARD
Night owls (new team of police officers who patrol SCS streets from midnight to 8 a.m.), Jan 8, 1999, p.1

MURPHY, JOSEPH JR
Country Bank Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Oct 8, 1999, p.28

MURRAY, MAURINE
Celebrating success (Houlihan/Lawrence's fundraiser walk for American Cancer Society) (photo), Dec 24, 1999, p.4

MURRAY, SIDNEY
Sidney Murray (elected vice president of the Southern New England School of Law Student Bar Assn), Oct 15, 1999, p.4

MUSIC
Historically correct music (Edgewood students participate in program about music) (photo), Mar 12, 1999, p.13

SURROUND SOUND (string students at Heathcote and Fox Meadow present special program) (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.12

Joshua Fix celebrates his father with music (photo), May 14, 1999, p.3

MUSIC-STUDY AND TEACHING
Schools must continue to nurture 'Renaissance people' (edit), Oct 22, 1999, p.7

MUSICALS
Live from Boniface (re SCS Summer Music Theatre and its production of 42nd Street), Jul 16, 1999, p.1

S(CS) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre) unveils cast members for '42nd Street' production (illus), Jul 23, 1999, p.13

Broadway north (circle in front of the Harwood Building renamed "42nd Street") (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.1

42nd Street; Review S(CS) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre) brings those dancing feet to Scarsdale (photo), Aug 6, 1999, p.13

Musical camper (Margot Beldengreen appeared in musical at French Woods Festival) (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.18

MUSICIANS
Renaissance Man (seven year old pianist Philip Evans) (photo), Mar 12, 1999, p.21

All-State musicians perform upstate (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.12

MYERS, FRANKLIN GERHARDT
Franklin Gerhardt Myers (dies), Dec 31, 1999, p.14

MYERS, LEWIS
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32

MYERS, NAT

MYERS, NORMA
Myers strengthened S(CS-EMT) Family Counseling Service outreach to elderly (photo), Jan 22, 1999, p.3

Family Counseling grateful to 'Galaxy' supporters (ltr), May 14, 1999, p.6

The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32

NADBORNY, FELICIA
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32

NADLER, MARK
Country Bank Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Oct 8, 1999, p.28

NAMES, PERSONAL
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NASH, JOHN
John Nash: When genius and madness collided (photo), Feb 19, 1999, p.3

NATHANSON, STEPHEN
Village wants to give more room to play, Aug 20, 1999, p.1
Little League to sever ties with village in spring of 2001, Dec 17, 1999, p.1

NATHANSON, STEPHEN (AU)
Scarsdale Little League is happy with pact with village (ltr), Dec 24, 1999, p.6

NEALE, J HENRY JR
Scarsdale lawyer suspended from parks board, Mar 5, 1999, p.3
Awaiting his fate (J Henry Neale), Mar 19, 1999, p.1
Henry Neale resigns from (Westchester County) parks (Recreation and Conservation) board, Apr 9, 1999, p.1
Disregarding Henry (re Neale and Westchester County Board of Parks, Recreation & Conservation) (edit), Apr 9, 1999, p.6
J. Henry Neale (will be honored by Federated Conservationists of Westchester County Inc), May 28, 1999, p.4

NEALE, SUE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl: Bernard Cedarbaum (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.32
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28

NECHAMKIN, EMMA
Summer samplers of history (photo), Aug 20, 1999, p.3

NECHAMKIN, ILENE (AU)
Advice to parents: Be parents! (edit), Jun 4, 1999, p.7
Parting is such sweet sorrow (edit), Jul 23, 1999, p.7
Empty nest brings empty hours (edit), Aug 6, 1999, p.7
Camp for Mom's own good (edit), Oct 8, 1999, p.7
Looking alike, and always different (edit), Nov 5, 1999, p.7
Keeping up with the fillies (edit), Dec 24, 1999, p.7

NEIGHBORLINESNESS
What happened to neighborly vigilance? (ltr), Aug 13, 1999, p.6

NEONATAL INTENSIVE CARE
Some of the smallest need our help (edit), May 14, 1999, p.7

NERNEY, MICHAEL
Remember the 5 A's (re teenage drug and alcohol abuse) (edit), Oct 22, 1999, p.6

NERNEY, MICHAEL (DR)
Primary responsibility for teens rests with parents (ltr), Nov 5, 1999, p.6

NEW YEAR'S EVE
Y2K in 10583 to be greeted with quiet celebration, no panic, Dec 31, 1999, p.1

NEW YORK STATE. ASSEMBLY
Teacher criminal background checks are needed (ltr), Jan 15, 1999, p.6
Progress in the State Assembly: a report on 1998 (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.8

NEW YORK STATE. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Local control erodes in state Ed(ucation) mandates, Apr 30, 1999, p.11

NEW YORK STATE. SENATE
In the State Senate, a spirit of compromise (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.8

NEW, RICHARD
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District's 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32

NEWHOUSE, EDA
Citizens and Voters ready for campaign, Feb 5, 1999, p.1
Scarsdale's tradition is changing (ltr), Feb 12, 1999, p.8
The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl: Bernard Cedarbaum (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.32
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28
NEWHOUSE, EDA (AU)
Campaign committee chairmen thank supporters (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Citizens' campaign chairmen are grateful for help (ltr), Mar 19, 1999, p.7
NEWHOUSE, EDA L (AU)
Fair was successful, well attended (ltr), Sep 24, 1999, p.6
Success of fall foliage race due to efforts of many (ltr), Oct 22, 1999, p.6
NEWMAN, ANITA
Country Bank Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Oct 8, 1999, p.28
NEWMAN, ANN B
Memorial planter at library is the victim of vandals (ltr), Nov 26, 1999, p.6
NEWMAN, CANDISS
Program (about sexual orientation) expands meaning of respect, Mar 26, 1999, p.1
NEWMAN, DELLA SUE
Della Sue Newman (dies), Oct 8, 1999, p.20
NEWMAN, FREDRIC (DR)
Fredric Newman, M.D. (has been elected to membership in the International Platform Assn), Apr 9, 1999, p.4
NEWMAN, PERRI
SHS honors academic, school, community achievements (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.11
NEWMAN, STACY CLAREFIELD
Stacy Clarefield Newman (elected to membership in the International Platform Assn), Apr 16, 1999, p.4
NEWMAN, SUSAN
Village trustees reject developer's proposal, Oct 1, 1999, p.1
NEWSPAPERS
Inquirer wins awards, Apr 2, 1999, p.1
NICHOLS, JOYCE N
Joyce N Nichols (dies) (photo), Mar 12, 1999, p.24
NICHOLSON, ISABEL
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest (photo), Apr 2, 1999, p.24
NIGHTINGALE, ANDREW
Song of the Nightingale; Scarsdale teen to share the Caramoor stage with Igor Begelman (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.19
NIGHTINGALE, FREDDA (AU)
Drama brought Stratford to SHS (ltr), Feb 12, 1999, p.6
Composer's visit was inspiration to students (ltr), May 21, 1999, p.6
Legendary director leaves a lasting legacy music school (edit), Jun 11, 1999, p.7
NIGHTINGALE, STEPHEN
SHS honors academic, school, community achievements (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.11
NIMAN, SHARON
United Way grant (to fund the development and publication of a Senior Services Guide), Apr 23, 1999, p.4
NITSCH, FRED
Early victories for debate team, Oct 22, 1999, p.10
NITSCH, MICHAEL
SHS honors academic, school, community achievements (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.11
Early victories for debate team, Oct 22, 1999, p.10
NOBILE, PHILIP
Writers free to express views differing from establishment's (re 12/17 letter by H Reynolds) (ltr), Dec 24, 1999, p.6
NOISE POLLUTION
Controlling neighborhood noise: How loud is loud? (photo), May 21, 1999, p.3
Gardeners should not work on weekend days (ltr), May 28, 1999, p.6
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NOLAN, RICHARD H JR

Richard H Nolan Jr (elected to the board of trustees of NY College of Podiatric Medicine), Oct 29, 1999, p.4

NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS' COMMITTEE-SCS

Citizens' Committee nominates Bench, Galvani, Cusick and Miller (photo), Jan 15, 1999, p.1
Citizens' Party candidates need voter names (ltr), Jan 15, 1999, p.6
Bench nominated for mayor by committee (cont), Jan 15, 1999, p.26
Scarsdale's nonpartisan system is a much-copied model (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.7
Citizens' candidates are experienced, thoughtful (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Bench, Galvani, Cusick, Miller have records of participation (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
System is open; trustees consider views of all (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.9
More user friendly (praise for SCS's new mayor, Mark Bench) (edit), May 7, 1999, p.6
SCS (Neighborhood) A(ssn) P(residents) support of system has long history (edit), Jun 4, 1999, p.6
Nominating committee is seeking candidates, Aug 27, 1999, p.1
Citizens' Party candidates need voter names (Itr), Jan 15, 1999, p.6

NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS' PARTY

Challengers take on Citizens' Party (photo), Jan 22, 1999, p.1

NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS' PARTY-SCS

Who are challengers? (SCS Democracy Project, challenging the Citizens' Party, will have open forum), Jan 15, 1999, p.1
Two-party political system will benefit Scarsdale (ltr), Jan 15, 1999, p.6
Citizens' Party candidates need voter names (ltr), Jan 15, 1999, p.6
The issue is not choice, but quality (edit), Jan 22, 1999, p.7
Challengers take on Citizens' Party (cont), Jan 22, 1999, p.29
Citizens and Voters ready for campaign, Feb 5, 1999, p.1
Why Scarsdale voters needs a choice (edit), Feb 12, 1999, p.7
Scarsdale's 'tradition' is changing (ltr), Feb 12, 1999, p.8
Citizens' candidates are positive (ltr), Feb 12, 1999, p.8
It's that time (The Inquirer welcomes letters about candidates for village office), Feb 19, 1999, p.1
Row A or Row B? (on the ballot in the March 16 village election) (photo), Feb 19, 1999, p.15
Citizens' candidates are accessible and knowledgeable (ltr), Feb 26, 1999, p.6
Debate free of mud-slinging; Voters' Party and Citizens' Party find some common ground, Mar 5, 1999, p.1
Candidate events, Mar 5, 1999, p.1
Vote people, not issues (edit), Mar 5, 1999, p.6
Development may be deciding factor in election (ltr), Mar 5, 1999, p.6
Candidates should walk before they run (edit), Mar 5, 1999, p.7
Citizens' (Party) candidates care deeply (ltr), Mar 5, 1999, p.8
Candidates face off at SCS (Neighborhood) A(ssn) P(residents) forum, Mar 12, 1999, p.1
Elect people who can listen and compromise (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.6
Citizens' Party anaconda-like hold must be relaxed (response to 3/5 edit by J Richman) (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.6
Scarsdale's nonpartisan system is a much-copied model (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
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NON-PARTISAN CITIZENS' PARTY-SCS continued

Scarsdale's high standards are due to Citizens' Party (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Campaign committee chairmen thank supporters (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Citizens' Party should be renamed 'Know Nothing' (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Citizens' Party Leaders are open-minded on downtown (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Voters' Party favors more responsible development (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Vote for proven community leaders on March 16 (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.9
Challenger breaks Citizens' monopoly (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.1
A historic moment (challenger to Citizens' Party elected to Board of Trustees) (edit), Mar 19, 1999, p.6
Citizens' campaign chairmen are grateful for help (ltr), Mar 19, 1999, p.7
'Revolution' signals end of 1-party system (ltr), Mar 26, 1999, p.6
Watershed election shows that every vote counts (ltr), Mar 26, 1999, p.6
Voters' Party candidates risked scorn, ridicule (ltr), Apr 9, 1999, p.6
Citizens' Party is dishing up sour grapes (ltr), Apr 9, 1999, p.6
Village election was expensive; Voters outspent Citizens 3-1, Apr 16, 1999, p.1
Citizens'(P)arty tab was $6,800, Apr 23, 1999, p.1
Citizens' Party spent more than story reported (response to 4/16 Inquirer article) (ltr), Apr 23, 1999, p.6
Take the high road (re non-partisan ideals) (edit), Jun 4, 1999, p.6
S(CS) (Neighborhood) A(ssn) P(residents) support of system has long history (edit), Jun 4, 1999, p.6
'Old guard' is responsible for current mess (re American Premier Underwriters negotiations) (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.8
Citizens' Party, as its name implies, must remain open to all (ltr), Nov 5, 1999, p.9
Citizens'(Party), Voters' (Party) vie over wording, Dec 3, 1999, p.1
Its not just semantics (edit), Dec 10, 1999, p.6

NON-PARTISAN RESOLUTION-SCS
The nonpartisan system demystified: its origins, evolution and benefits (edit), Jan 15, 1999, p.7

NON-PARTISAN SYSTEM-SCS
The nonpartisan system demystified: its origins, evolution and benefits (edit), Jan 15, 1999, p.7
The nonpartisan system demystified, II; Why support uncontested elections? (edit), Jan 22, 1999, p.7
Trustees should be open-minded, not pre-judge issues (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.7
School B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) member committed to nonpartisan process (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.7
Scarsdale's nonpartisan system is a much-copied model (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
The nonpartisan system's not perfect, but ... (ltr, Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Uninformed statements and promises may be regretted (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.9
System is open; trustees consider views of all (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.9
Face it, Scarsdalians: You're no better than anyone else (ltr), Apr 2, 1999, p.6
Requiem for the nonpartisan system? (edit), Apr 2, 1999, p.7
Former mayor: change is healthy (ltr), Apr 9, 1999, p.6
Nonpartisan system is enhanced by the new party (ltr), Apr 9, 1999, p.6
Vote was proof of democracy (re vote on downtown development) (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.6
(Non-Partisan) System is real target of attacks (edit), Oct 8, 1999, p.7
The nonpartisan system: A unique but confusing form of government (edit), Oct 15, 1999, p.6
Nonpartisan system serves us much better than party politics (edit), Oct 22, 1999, p.7
Nonpartisan foes shouldn't serve as nominators (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.6
The (non-partisan) system needs you (edit), Nov 5, 1999, p.6

NORRIS, PEARL MARIE COLLINS
Pearl Marie Collins Norris (dies), Mar 26, 1999, p.14

NOVEMBER, ELEANOR
November helped secure agency's future (photo), Mar 12, 1999, p.3
Family Counseling grateful to 'Galaxy' supporters (ltr), May 14, 1999, p.6
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NOVEMBER, ELEANOR continued

The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32

NOVEMBER, ROBERT

The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32

NOWAK, JOHN A

John A Nowak (has been promoted to senior vice president of Kreisler Borg Florman) (photo), May 7, 1999, p.4

NOWERSKI, LAUREN

GHS athletes break gender barriers (photo), Dec 24, 1999, p.1

Scarsdale athletes break gender barriers (photo) (cont), Dec 24, 1999, p.4

NULL, WILLIAM

Residents seek Post Road zoning change, Aug 6, 1999, p.1

NURSERY SCHOOLS

Y, temple to open nursery school, Jan 8, 1999, p.9

When your preschooler can't let go (photo), Sep 17, 1999, p.3

NUSSBAUM, JANE (AU)

'Quaint' part of village is not endangered by development (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8

NUSSBAUM, LINDA

Country Bank Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Oct 8, 1999, p.28

NYGREEN, GLEN

Country Bank Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Oct 8, 1999, p.28

O'BRIEN, DAN

Dan O'Brien (has received the Elizabeth Osborn award from the American Theatre Critics Assn), Feb 5, 1999, p.4

The play's the thing for prize-winning GHS grad (photo), Jul 2, 1999, p.3

O'BYRNE, BOB

Bringing smiles by the quart (photo), Oct 1, 1999, p.1

O'Byrne delivers smiles, friendship and, oh yeah, milk (photo) (cont), Oct 1, 1999, p.3

O'CONNOR, JOHN

Cardinal O'Conor visits Fatima parish (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.16

O'CONNOR, PATSY

Newcomers celebrate 50 years (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.13

O'NEIL, TERRY

P(olice) B(enevolent) A(ssociation) spurns village's latest contract offer, Jun 11, 1999, p.1

O'NEILL, MARY JANE

Mary Jane O'Neill (named one of 1999's top 100 Irish Americans by "Irish America") (photo), Apr 16, 1999, p.4

O'SHEA, MADEON (AU)

Town board should value expertise of volunteers (ltr), Feb 12, 1999, p.6

OBITUARIES

Adrean, Anne R (dies), Jun 18, 1999, p.16

Alexander, Paul (dies), Jul 23, 1999, p.8

Allen, Charles C (dies), Oct 8, 1999, p.20

Anderson, Margaret Klein (dies), Feb 12, 1999, p.30

Auxford, Sally Childress (dies), Mar 19, 1999, p.14

Ball, Virginia Arnold (dies), Aug 20, 1999, p.12

Beach, Arthur T Jr (dies), Mar 26, 1999, p.14

Beam, Paul V (dies), Feb 12, 1999, p.30

Bilyieu, Wanda Sonia (dies), Feb 26, 1999, p.12

Boettger, Harriet L (dies), Feb 19, 1999, p.10

Bosak, Carolyn Gartenberg (dies), Feb 5, 1999, p.13

Brown, Paul R (dies), Dec 31, 1999, p.14

Brown, Susannah King (dies), Nov 12, 1999, p.22
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OBITUARIES continued

Campsen, Anna Hoppe (dies), Jan 29, 1999, p.8
Carlson, Charlotte Stuart Boykin (dies), Aug 13, 1999, p.10
Casey, Lyda G (dies), Feb 19, 1999, p.10
Claiborne, Elise (dies), Jun 4, 1999, p.16
Clark, Philip W (dies), Jun 25, 1999, p.17
Connors, Donald F (dies), Dec 3, 1999, p.16
Conway, Hazel (dies), Mar 12, 1999, p.24
Corey, Thomas J (dies), Jun 4, 1999, p.16
Cornell, Adeline D (dies), Dec 31, 1999, p.14
Cuneo, Lucy (dies), Jul 16, 1999, p.10
Deutsch, Pepi, Holocaust survivor, is dead at 101 (photo), Nov 12, 1999, p.1
Dohrenwend, Constance Wilckes (dies), Dec 24, 1999, p.12
Dr. Elizabeth Meek is dead at age 101, Jan 29, 1999, p.1
Egan, Isabel (dies), Mar 19, 1999, p.14
Fox, Olivia T (dies), Sep 17, 1999, p.31
Franck, Carl A (dies), Aug 20, 1999, p.12
Frankel, Stanley A (dies) (photo), Nov 19, 1999, p.16
Gardner, Barbara (Reverend) (dies), Oct 29, 1999, p.15
Geltzer, Morton B (dies), Mar 19, 1999, p.14
Glendon, Susan W. is dead at 78 (photo), Aug 27, 1999, p.1
Goldberger, Earl M (dies), Jan 8, 1999, p.12
Gordon, Bernice Rickman (dies) (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.24
Goulder, James (dies), Mar 26, 1999, p.14
Greenawalt, Martha Sloan (dies), Mar 26, 1999, p.14
Greenebaum, Henry (dies), Jul 9, 1999, p.15
Griffiths, Daniel E (dies), Oct 8, 1999, p.20
Grossman, Bernard (dies), Nov 26, 1999, p.23
Haynes, John R (dies), Jan 29, 1999, p.8
Haynes, John R (dies), Feb 5, 1999, p.13
Henderson, Donna (dies), Sep 17, 1999, p.31
Hubbard, Jean Mussbaum (dies), Nov 5, 1999, p.16
Irvine, Ruth Headley (dies), Mar 12, 1999, p.24
Jaffin, George M (dies), Dec 31, 1999, p.14
Keating, Edward Jr (dies), Sep 10, 1999, p.25
Kerin, James J (dies) (photo), Nov 19, 1999, p.16
Kilmartin, Helen Wood (dies), Oct 8, 1999, p.20
Kronen, Leif C (dies), Feb 5, 1999, p.13
Lattin, Mary E (dies), Aug 27, 1999, p.10
Lewitt, Susan Jane Albright (dies), Mar 19, 1999, p.14
Lyttle, Gertrude Fearing (dies), Dec 24, 1999, p.12
Maher, Marguerite Hicks (dies), May 14, 1999, p.15
Marx, Virginia, child advocate, dead at 93 (photo), May 28, 1999, p.1
Marx, Virginia, child advocate, is dead at 93 (cont), May 28, 1999, p.17
Mayer, William R Jr (dies), Aug 13, 1999, p.10
Mazer, Deirdre McCorry (dies) (photo), Sep 3, 1999, p.15
McDonald, Suzette B (dies), Sep 17, 1999, p.31
Mead, Lucy Key (dies), Sep 3, 1999, p.15
Meek, Elizabeth (Dr) (dies) (cont), Jan 29, 1999, p.8
Merkel, Eva (dies), Dec 3, 1999, p.16
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OBITUARIES continued

Mileti, John Robert (dies), Apr 30, 1999, p.22
Miller, Helena (dies), May 14, 1999, p.15
Moore, Marcus Weldon D.D.S. (dies), Jun 18, 1999, p.16
Myers, Franklin Gerhardt (dies), Dec 31, 1999, p.14
Newman, Della Sue (dies), Oct 8, 1999, p.20
Nichols, Joyce M (dies) (photo), Mar 12, 1999, p.24
Norris, Pearl Marie Collins (dies), Mar 26, 1999, p.14
Onorato, Tillie M (dies), Sep 17, 1999, p.31
Pennock, Elizabeth Connolly (dies), Feb 5, 1999, p.13
Pope, Mary Branson (dies), Jan 8, 1999, p.12
Reingold, David J (dies), May 28, 1999, p.12
Reingold, Jacob (dies) (photo), Feb 12, 1999, p.30
Reiter, Hilde Kaufmann (dies), Nov 5, 1999, p.16
Robinson, George (Dr) (dies), Mar 5, 1999, p.17
Rose, Frederick; Builder, philanthropist Frederick Rose is dead, Sep 24, 1999, p.1
Rose, Frederick, Former school board president dies (cont), Sep 24, 1999, p.23
Salinger, James J (dies), Apr 16, 1999, p.19
Samton, Margot (dies), Nov 5, 1999, p.16
Sandler, Mark (dies), Apr 16, 1999, p.19
Savelson, Dede (dies), Jul 9, 1999, p.15
Schumann, Walter R (dies), Jun 18, 1999, p.16
Seastrand, Eric (dies), Oct 8, 1999, p.20
Shoemaker, George P (dies), Oct 1, 1999, p.12
Sholz, Edwin Lawrence (dies), May 28, 1999, p.12
Silverstone, Marilyn (dies), Oct 8, 1999, p.20
Sims, Miriam (dies), Apr 9, 1999, p.21
Smith, Grace E (dies), Jan 8, 1999, p.12
Snelling, Susan (dies), Sep 24, 1999, p.22
Springer, Ellen Albright (dies), Feb 12, 1999, p.30
Steele, William M Jr (dies), Aug 13, 1999, p.10
Storz, Leona Van Cott (dies), Jan 8, 1999, p.12
Sullivan, Adele Woodhouse Erb (dies), May 14, 1999, p.15
Szaniawski, Thaddeus G (dies), Jan 22, 1999, p.12
Thompson, Arlene Jeanette (dies), Jun 11, 1999, p.16
Tucker, Kenneth F (Dr) (dies), Mar 12, 1999, p.24
Vanderberg, John D (dies), Feb 19, 1999, p.10
Walker, Fisk Halsted (dies), Feb 19, 1999, p.10
Walter, Elinor F (dies), Aug 20, 1999, p.12
Ware, John Peyton (dies) (photo), Apr 2, 1999, p.12
Weisman, Herman I (dies), Mar 19, 1999, p.14
White, Diane G (dies), Mar 12, 1999, p.24
Wilders, Gerald K (dies), May 14, 1999, p.15
Wilson, Adele (dies), Nov 12, 1999, p.22
Winston, Joseph (dies), Feb 19, 1999, p.10
Wyatt, Sandy (dies), Apr 9, 1999, p.21
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OCH, ALISON
    Festival of lights (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.1
OCH, ANDREW
    Festival of lights (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.1
OCH, DANIEL
    Festival of lights (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.1
OCH, JANE
    Festival of lights (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.1
OCH, JOSHUA
    Festival of lights (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.1
OESTREICH, JUDY (AU)
    Many supported Scarecrow Festival to benefit hospital (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.9
OLD AGE
    Sayonara, Mom (edit), May 14, 1999, p.7
    Sayonara (cont), May 14, 1999, p.8
ONGSENG, MARIE
    Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40
ONORATO, Tillie M
    Tillie M Onorato (dies), Sep 17, 1999, p.31
OPERA
    Opera is elementary in Scarsdale (photo), Feb 26, 1999, p.9
OPPENHEIMER, SUZI
    Legislators nix tax for working in NYC, May 21, 1999, p.1
    Teaching teens to recognize dating abuse (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.3
OPPENHEIMER, SUZI (AU)
    In the State Senate, a spirit of compromise (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.8
ORCE, HELEN
    Volunteers at counseling service bring cultures together (photo), Nov 19, 1999, p.4
ORCE, HELENE M (AU)
    E'mont site improvements don't overshadow academics (response to 11/5 letter by K Maloney) (ltr), Nov 19, 1999, p.6
ORDEN, BONNIE
    Apostle to run for school board, again, Apr 30, 1999, p.1
ORGANIC FARMING
    Organic produce is superior in every way (edit), Feb 12, 1999, p.7
ORIGAMI
    Origami, anyone? (Greenacres third graders learn the ancient art of origami) (photo), Nov 12, 1999, p.11
ORINGER, RICHARD (AU)
    Looking back: What life was like in Y1K (edit), Sep 17, 1999, p.7
ORLANDO, ADOLPH
    Village says teen center was not ready to open, Jun 11, 1999, p.1
    Toxic spill, no C(ertificate) of O(occupancy), but cleaners is open (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.1
    Cleaners has interim C(ertificate) of O(occupancy), Aug 6, 1999, p.1
    Cleaners fined but teen center remains closed, Aug 27, 1999, p.1
OTTEN, MICHAEL
    The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28
OTTEN, MICHAEL (DR)
    Speakers push for early foreign language study, Oct 8, 1999, p.1
OTTINGER, RICHARD
    United Way grants (photo), May 14, 1999, p.4
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OTTINGER, RICHARD L (AU)
Sandra Forster is honest, hardworking, sensitive (ltr), Sep 10, 1999, p.7

PAINTINGS
Faces of black history (watercolor paintings of black Americans at Edgewood school) (photo), Mar 5, 1999, p.9
Arthur Beach puzzle painting given to Scarsdale Library (photo), May 28, 1999, p.15
Scarsdale Art Association show, sale heads grand procession of autumnal art (photo), Sep 10, 1999, p.17

PALERINO, MARK
New rec supervisor has scouting background (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.9

PALESTINE, ALAN
And the streets echoed with the pounding of feet (photo), Mar 26, 1999, p.32

PALMER, BARBARA
Greenburgh vs. Scarsdale over downtown; Edgemont woman ready to take on Scarsdale (photo), Feb 12, 1999, p.11
Senior housing is as much a blight as retail stores (response to Inquirer article from 2/12/99) (ltr), Feb 19, 1999, p.6
Edgemont resident's membership in S(CS) R(esponsible) C(itizens) not improper (re 2/12 edit) (ltr), Feb 19, 1999, p.6
Dubious Distinctions (humorous review of 1999 SCS highlights) (edit), Dec 31, 1999, p.6

PALMER, BARBARA (AU)
The village government is out of step with the times (ltr), Feb 5, 1999, p.6
Scarsdale has been unresponsive to Edgemont (response to edit from 2/12/99) (ltr), Feb 26, 1999, p.6

PANDOLFINI, KATHRYN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Teachers Institute, Mar 26, 1999, p.40

PANESSA, ASHLEY
Millennium mom, maybe (photo), Dec 24, 1999, p.4

PANESSA, GENE V (AU)
Arrest (of Andrew McCreary) cause for dismay and outrage in our community (ltr), Nov 5, 1999, p.6

PANESSA, HEATHER
Citizens and Voters ready for campaign, Feb 5, 1999, p.1
Challenger breaks Citizens' Party monopoly (photo) (cont), Mar 19, 1999, p.13
Millennium mom, maybe (photo), Dec 24, 1999, p.4

PANESSA, HEATHER (AU)
Two-party political system will benefit Scarsdale (ltr), Jan 15, 1999, p.6
Voters' Party candidates risked scorn, ridicule (ltr), Apr 9, 1999, p.6
Citizens' Party spent more than story reported (response to 4/16 Inquirer article) (ltr), Apr 23, 1999, p.6

PANESSA, JOSEPH
Millennium mom, maybe (photo), Dec 24, 1999, p.4

PANKOW, EMILY
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32

PAPANTONIO, BRIAN
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

PAPANTONIO, JERRY
21 running for 11 positions on C(itizens') N(ominating) C(ommittee), Oct 15, 1999, p.1
Nominating committee election is Wednesday, Nov 5, 1999, p.1

PAPANTONIO, MIMI

PAPPALARDO, STEPHEN
Dig they must (parking lot reconstruction at police headquarters), Aug 20, 1999, p.1
Weaver project worries neighbors, Aug 20, 1999, p.1
S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) may get larger home (photo), Aug 27, 1999, p.1
Droid sighting (demonstration of MAD-VAC sidewalk sweeper/vacuum) (photo), Nov 26, 1999, p.1
2 down, 3 to go (re fiber optic cable on Post Road), Dec 24, 1999, p.1
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PARADES

New focus for old holiday, May 14, 1999, p.1
(Memorial Day) Parade and concert, May 28, 1999, p.1
Halloween spectacle of violence was not amusing (ltr), Nov 12, 1999, p.6

PARADISE, ROBERT

21 running for 11 positions on C(itizens') N(ominating) C(ommittee), Oct 15, 1999, p.1
11 elected to C(itizens') N(ominating) C(ommittee), Nov 12, 1999, p.1

PARADISE, ROBERT R (AU)

Incident (involving Andrew McCreary) shouldn't have happened (ltr), Nov 5, 1999, p.6

PARENTING

Parents must teach children discipline by example (ltr), Mar 19, 1999, p.6
Where do former 60's kids stand on drugs now that they're parents? (edit), Apr 16, 1999, p.7
To balance a culture at war with families, Apr 30, 1999, p.1
Cycling father taught his son to be irresponsible (ltr), Apr 30, 1999, p.6
Advice to parents: Be parents! (edit), Jun 4, 1999, p.7
Parents: Keep your involvement in children's sports positive (edit), Jun 11, 1999, p.7
Andrew: Mama's got your gun (edit), Jul 30, 1999, p.7
Empty nest brings empty hours (edit), Aug 6, 1999, p.7
Creativity aren't us (edit), Aug 27, 1999, p.7
When your preschooler can't let go (photo), Sep 17, 1999, p.3
Camp for Mom's own good (edit), Oct 8, 1999, p.7
Interfering parents teach children a bad lesson (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.9
Keeping up with the filles (edit), Dec 24, 1999, p.7

PARENTS

Survey shows teachers teaching parents, Jan 15, 1999, p.26

PARK, JOHN

Troop 60 visits nation's capital (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.4
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32

PARK, JOHN JR

Boy Scouts of Troop 60 scale Adirondack peaks (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.4

PARK, JOHN SR

Boy Scouts of Troop 60 scale Adirondack peaks (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.4

PARKS

Digging in to beautify parks (edit), Apr 30, 1999, p.7

PAROUBEK, CHARLES

Firefighters hone skills, Jul 16, 1999, p.4

PARSONS, DAVID

A dance company on the cutting edge (photo), Nov 12, 1999, p.19

PASHIRE, CYBELE

Making merry (Second Winter Wonderland sponsored by SCS Chamber of Commerce) (photo), Dec 24, 1999, p.3

PASSOVER

When Israel went forth (The Brandt children prepare the seder plate for Passover) (photo), Apr 2, 1999, p.1

PASTORELLE, JOHN

Harmony reigns at L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) forum, Oct 29, 1999, p.1
Voters keep incumbents right where they are, Nov 5, 1999, p.1

PATAKI, GEORGE

State moves to cut building aid, Mar 26, 1999, p.1
Legislators nix tax for working in NYC, May 21, 1999, p.1
We don't matter in Albany (edit), May 21, 1999, p.6
Cries for help (mentally ill and New York State budget) (edit), Jul 9, 1999, p.6
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PATERNO, ANTHONY AND DOMENICA (AU)
Attack (on Ashvin Shah) destroys community interchange (ltr), Dec 10, 1999, p.6
PATERNO, DOMENICA R (AU)
New tennis courts at Greenville School: gift or burden? (edit), Jul 30, 1999, p.7
PAULIN, AMY
Teen center progress is delayed (photo) (cont), Jan 8, 1999, p.9
Trustees OK the rezoning of downtown, Jan 15, 1999, p.1
T(own and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub) is split on development, Mar 5, 1999, p.1
Challenger breaks Citizens' Party monopoly (photo) (cont), Mar 19, 1999, p.13
Two we will miss (Mayor Edward Morgan and Trustee Amy Paulin) (edit), Mar 26, 1999, p.6
Laurels cast as mayor and trustee leave board, Mar 26, 1999, p.13
Paulin combats domestic violence (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.1
Amy Paulin crusades against domestic violence (cont), Jun 25, 1999, p.20
2 elected to L(league of) W(omen) V(oters) state board, Jul 16, 1999, p.4
PAULUS, STEPHEN
Composer's visit was inspiration to students (ltr), May 21, 1999, p.6
PEACE
At century's end, peace still elusive (edit), Jun 4, 1999, p.7
PEALE, JIM
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32
PECHMAN, PAUL (DR)
New director of medicine at W(hite) P(lains) H(ospital) C(enter) (photo), Jul 9, 1999, p.4
PECK, ADAM
City kids get whiff of fresh air (photo), Jul 16, 1999, p.1
PECK, DAVID
City kids get whiff of fresh air (photo), Jul 16, 1999, p.1
PECK, ELANA
City kids get whiff of fresh air (photo), Jul 16, 1999, p.1
Santa's working overtime (photo), Dec 31, 1999, p.2
PEDESTRIANS
All traffic should stop for pedestrians in crosswalks (ltr), Sep 17, 1999, p.7
PEDESTRIANS-SAFETY
Scarsdale should follow a neighbor's safety example (ltr), Jan 8, 1999, p.6
Penalties needed for failure to yield to pedestrians (ltr), Oct 1, 1999, p.6
Don't look to court to protect pedestrians (response to 10/1 letter by Lucas Meyer) (edit), Oct 22, 1999, p.7
Scarsdale getting more and more user-unfriendly (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.7
PEINADO, PHILLIPE
Sidewalks selections (photo), Aug 13, 1999, p.8
PEINADO, SEBASTIAN
Sidewalks selections (photo), Aug 13, 1999, p.8
PELLEGRINI, CHRISTOPHER
Police officers return to work (after incident at IHM Church), Nov 12, 1999, p.1
PENNISI, CLAUDIA
Bath fixtures, tiles, towels, soap (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.4
PENNOCK, ELIZABETH CONNOLLY
Elizabeth Connolly Pennock (dies), Feb 5, 1999, p.13
PENZER, EVE
Off to see the wizard (photo), May 21, 1999, p.11
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PEPPERS, ERICA
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32

PERETZ, ASHER
Troop 60 visits nation’s capital (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.4

PERETZ, BARRY
Barry Peretz has joined the Manhattan Mortgage Company as an account executive, Jan 22, 1999, p.4

PERETZ, LINDA
Troop 60 visits nation’s capital (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.4

PEREZ, JULIO
Cries for help (re mentally ill and New York State budget) (edit), Jul 9, 1999, p.6

PERKINS, BRADFORD
New drawings for the downtown (illus), Feb 12, 1999, p.1
Size, materials of development must be shown (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.6
‘Silly’ Freightway design led to a job for Jonathan Arnold (ltr), Apr 23, 1999, p.6
‘Honest’ drawings of tunnel are still needed (ltr), Apr 23, 1999, p.7
Perkins letter was over the limit (response to 4/16 letter by Bradford Perkins) (ltr), Apr 30, 1999, p.6
It’s time to pull the plug on this tunnel project (ltr), Sep 17, 1999, p.6
Bridge decision looms, Dec 10, 1999, p.1

PERKINS, BRADFORD (AU)
Critics deliberately misrepresent proposal (photo) (edit), Apr 16, 1999, p.7
Behr and Anastas letters distort architect’s intent (ltr), Apr 30, 1999, p.6

PERL, TERRY
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32

PERLMAN, MICHAEL
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32

PERRI, JOHN
Firefighter education ‘fills 1 more square’ (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.3

PESKIN, BRADLEY
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30

PESTICIDES
24-hour notice of pesticide use is a neighborly idea (ltr), Jul 9, 1999, p.7
No more spraying (against mosquitoes carrying St. Louis or West Nile virus), Oct 1, 1999, p.1

PESTICIDES-ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS
We are killing ourselves with pesticides (response to 7/9 letter by Marta Greenleaf) (ltr), Jul 23, 1999, p.6

PETRESCU, MICHAEL
Christmas pageantry (at IHM) (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.1

PFORZHEIMER, CARL
(SCS) Bowl will go to Cedarbaum (photo), Jan 22, 1999, p.1
Supporters rally as downtown deadline passes, Sep 17, 1999, p.1
It’s not too late to lead (re downtown development proposal) (edit), Sep 17, 1999, p.6

PFORZHEIMER, CARL (AU)
Letter asking ‘ancients’ to leave was offensive and unfair (response to 7/16 letter by D Buchen) (ltr), Jul 23, 1999, p.6
Nonpartisan system serves us much better than party politics (edit), Oct 22, 1999, p.7

PHILLIPS, CAROLE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Teachers Institute, Mar 26, 1999, p.40

PHILLIPS, MIKE
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30
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PHILLIPS, NANCY (AU)
Cleaner saved a special day (ltr), Oct 22, 1999, p.6

PHOTOGRAPHERS
A different way of seeing (photos by 2 SHS alumni differ widely in esthetic approach) (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.15
Getting close-up with Helena Sokoloff (photo), Jul 16, 1999, p.13

PHYSICIANS
Dr. Elizabeth Meek is dead at age 101, Jan 29, 1999, p.1
Patient recants allegations against doctor (Giovanni Biondi), Feb 19, 1999, p.3
State’s prosecution of doctor was irrational (re Giovanni Biondi) (ltr), Feb 19, 1999, p.6
M. David Tilson, M.D. (will be the Evan’s Fellow at New Zeeland South Island medical school) (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.4
Fredric Newman, M.D. (has been elected to membership in the International Platform Assn), Apr 9, 1999, p.4
Michael M Silver, M.D. (appointed cardiology chief at White Plains Hospital Center) (photo), Apr 30, 1999, p.4
Making an impact on cancer (Dr. Mark Fialk) (photo), May 7, 1999, p.1
Hillel Swiller (will be guest of honor at annual breakfast of division of NY UJA Federation) (photo), May 21, 1999, p.4
Optometry practice expands, Jun 4, 1999, p.4
Steven Zelicof, M.D. (named the tournament on-call physician for Buick Classic golf Tournament), Jun 25, 1999, p.4
New director of medicine at White Plains Hospital Center (photo), Jul 9, 1999, p.4
Lawrence Hospital names medical director (photo), Jul 16, 1999, p.4
Alyssa Dweck, M.D. (will join the Mount Kisco Medical Group as obstetrician and gynecologist) (photo), Oct 15, 1999, p.4
Konstantinos A. Plesitis, M.D. (appointed to surgical staff at Montefiore Medical Center), Nov 12, 1999, p.4
Cheryl Waters, M.D. (appointed a professor of clinical neurology at Columbia Presbyterian), Nov 12, 1999, p.4
Christine Verna (has completed a pediatric residency at Montefiore Hospital) (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.4

PIANISTS
Renaissance Man (seven year old pianist Philip Evans) (photo), Mar 12, 1999, p.21

PICKELLE, PAUL
Police officers return to work (after incident at IHM Church), Nov 12, 1999, p.1

PICKELLE, PAUL W (AU)
Witnesses say policewoman did not act professionally (re incident at IHM 1/18/99) (ltr), Oct 22, 1999, p.6

PICKUP, SCOTT
Village staff: 3 Richards are retiring; Pickup promoted, Feb 5, 1999, p.1
Changes at village hall (cont), Feb 5, 1999, p.28
PBA did not break agreement with village (response to 4/16 Inquirer article) (ltr), Apr 23, 1999, p.6
Police settlement remains elusive (photo), Jul 23, 1999, p.1
Many were on hand to greet Santa's arrival (ltr), Dec 10, 1999, p.6

PIEKARSKI, KEVIN
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

PIEROTTI, ELISABETH
Unlocking the mysteries (intricacies of the locker) (photo), Sep 10, 1999, p.11

PIERPONT, RUTH
Historic station (Metro North's station house in SCS may be designated as historic property), Sep 3, 1999, p.1

PIERRO, CHRIS
Maroon and White recognizes athletes (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.34

PIHA, TOVA
SHS honors academic, school, community achievements (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.11

PILLA, PAT
Letter-writer guilty of 'rhetorical overkill' (response to 11/26 letter by Carol Wielk) (ltr), Dec 3, 1999, p.6

PING, JENNY
Jenny Ping is SHS artist of the month (photo), Jan 15, 1999, p.10
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PINN, AUDREY
In Scarsdale and Edgemont classrooms: it's Latin redux! (photo), Apr 2, 1999, p.1

PIRRO, JEANINE
Tymus sentenced for KBLS larceny, Dec 24, 1999, p.1

PIRRO, JEANINE F
Prompt response by all to SHS threat commended (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.6

PISANO, NICOLE
New Scarsdale schools staff (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.11

PIZZITOLA, BRIAN
International food at (Middle School) fete (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.12

PLANNING BOARD-EMT
Planning board upheld homeowners' rights (ltr), Jun 4, 1999, p.6

PLANNING BOARD-SCS
Crane Pond Associates applications held over, Jan 29, 1999, p.3
Planning board ok's historical society's expansion, Apr 2, 1999, p.5
Historical society expansion insensitive to neighbors (ltr), Apr 2, 1999, p.6
Neighbors fight subdivision of Edgewood property, Jun 4, 1999, p.3
Decks, additions OK'd (cont), Jun 4, 1999, p.15
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28
Nelson plan withdrawn; Saxon neighbors concerned, Jul 2, 1999, p.3
Village agrees to E(nvironmental) I(mpact) S(tudy) on antenna, Aug 13, 1999, p.1
Winston takes fight to planning board (cont), Aug 20, 1999, p.8
Village board extends teardown moratorium, Sep 17, 1999, p.1
Bell-Atlantic neighbors propose senior facility on Post Road (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.1
Bell-Atlantic neighbors propose senior facility (cont), Sep 24, 1999, p.23
Bell Atlantic no longer a problem for neighbors (response Inquirer article from 9/24/99) (ltr), Oct 8, 1999, p.6
OK on former Winston property debated in closed session, Nov 12, 1999, p.3
Planning board approves 13-house development (illus) (cont), Nov 26, 1999, p.9
Moratorium extension considered, Dec 3, 1999, p.1

PLANTS
Memorial planter at library is the victim of vandals (ltr), Nov 26, 1999, p.6

PLAYING FIELDS
SEE ATHLETIC FIELDS

PLESTIS, KONSTANTINOS A
Konstantinos A. Plestis, M.D. (appointed to surgical staff at Montefiore Medical Center), Nov 12, 1999, p.4

POBERSKIN, DAVID
Police picket ribbon-cutting teen center opening (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.3

POEMS (SINGLE WORKS)
Graduation inspires parents to poetry (ltr), Jul 2, 1999, p.6

POHL, JEFF
Seems like yesterday (reunion of SHS graduating class of 1969) (photo), Oct 8, 1999, p.9

POHLMANN, BILL
Greenburgh race heats up: Bill Pohlmann to challenge Feiner, Jul 2, 1999, p.1
Pohlmann challenges Feiner for town supervisor (cont), Jul 2, 1999, p.9
No postmark, no ballot for contender; Ira Brody out of Republical race for Dist(rict) 7, Aug 6, 1999, p.1
Greenburgh supervisor (endorsement for upcoming election) (edit), Oct 29, 1999, p.6
Dubious Distinctions (humorous review of 1999 SCS highlights) (edit), Dec 31, 1999, p.6

POHLMANN, WILLIAM
Content of councilwoman's cable show is not political (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.9
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POHLMANN, WILLIAM (AU)
Feiner has been mismanaging town (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.6

POHLMANN, WILLIAM H (AU)
County's banning of gospel concert at Playland was outrageous (ltr), Sep 10, 1999, p.8

POKOIK, JOHN
(Skateboarder John Pekoik makes an athletic silhouette in SHS parking lot) (photo), Sep 3, 1999, p.6

POLICE-GBH
Car seat inspection, Apr 9, 1999, p.1

POLICE-SCS
Night owls (new team of police officers who patrol SCS streets from midnight to 8 a.m.), Jan 8, 1999, p.1
Police stay up late to keep us safe (ltr), Feb 5, 1999, p.7
Night shift sees village in a different light (photo), Mar 12, 1999, p.3
Story showed another side of police (ltr), Mar 19, 1999, p.7
Police union goes public with pay demands (photo), Apr 16, 1999, p.1
PBA goes to village board with pay demands (cont), Apr 16, 1999, p.9
PBA denies breaking agreement with village, Apr 23, 1999, p.3
PBA did not break agreement with village (response to 4/16 Inquirer article) (ltr), Apr 23, 1999, p.6
Repay the S(CS)P(oliceD)eartment for its service (ltr), May 7, 1999, p.6
Police make 3 drug arrests at teen party, May 14, 1999, p.1
Pay reflects values (edit), May 21, 1999, p.6
P(olice) B(enevolent) A(ssociation) spurns village's latest contract offer, Jun 11, 1999, p.1
PBA spurns village's latest contract offer (cont), Jun 11, 1999, p.9
Police picket ribbon-cutting teen center opening (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.3
Why keep football? It's more violent than riflery (response to 5/28/ edit by Irving Sloan) (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.8
Nothing but praise for dedicated police officers (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.8
A bad example (re police demonstrations outside SCS Teen Center) (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.8
Scarsdale PBA asks for arbitration, Jul 9, 1999, p.1
Police to picket again, Jul 16, 1999, p.1
Dog day advice (re recent downtown incident involving an animal cruelty charge) (edit), Jul 16, 1999, p.6
Police settlement remains elusive (photo), Jul 23, 1999, p.1
Compassion, not summons was warranted (re recent incident involving a dog in parked car) (ltr), Jul 30, 1999, p.6
Gatta is upbeat on police and contract, Aug 13, 1999, p.1
Village manager upbeat on police, contract (cont), Aug 13, 1999, p.18
Dig they must (parking lot reconstruction at police headquarters), Aug 20, 1999, p.1
It's not necessary to demonize officials (response to 8/13 letter by Anthony Filancia) (edit), Aug 20, 1999, p.7
Police get high marks from residents, Sep 10, 1999, p.5
Village, PBA sign 3-year contract, Oct 1, 1999, p.1
Defibrillator purchased, Oct 15, 1999, p.1
Witnesses say policewoman did not act professionally (re incident at IHM 1/18/99) (ltr), Oct 22, 1999, p.6
Police becoming too aggressive (re arrest of Andrew McCreary) (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.6
Contempt for police officer cannot be tolerated (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.6
Neighbors vouch for good character of defendant (re arrest of Andrew McCreary) (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.6
Both McCreary and police have always been helpful (re recent incident outside IHM Church) (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.7
McCreary quick to help others (praise for Andrew McCreary's character) (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.7
Arrest of Andrew McCreary cause for dismay and outrage in our community (ltr), Nov 5, 1999, p.6
Incident (involving Andrew McCreary) shouldn't have happened (ltr), Nov 5, 1999, p.6
Forgive, forget, return to respect (re dispute between Andrew McCreary and SCS police) (ltr), Nov 5, 1999, p.6
Police officers return to work (after incident at IHM Church), Nov 12, 1999, p.1
Scarsdale has no abusive out-of-control police officers (re incident at IHM Church) (ltr), Nov 12, 1999, p.6
Police chief: Don't try case in press (cont), Nov 12, 1999, p.8
POLICE-SCS continued

Police need more common sense (ltr), Nov 19, 1999, p.6
Negotiate a truce, don't punish (re Andrew McCreary incident) (ltr), Nov 19, 1999, p.6
Is prosecution planned to please police? (re Andrew McCreary incident) (ltr), Nov 19, 1999, p.6
S(CS) P(olice) D(epartment) invites comment (from Commission on Accreditation), Dec 10, 1999, p.1
Commendations (for seven officers by SCS Police Dept Awards Committee) (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.5
Dispute over contract settled after several tense months (photo), Dec 31, 1999, p.3
Police report fewer car thefts, more teen drug use (cont), Dec 31, 1999, p.13

POLIDORE, VINCENT

Police make 3 drug arrests at teen party, May 14, 1999, p.1
Man charged in local burglary, Jul 23, 1999, p.1
Commendations (for seven officers by SCS Police Dept Awards Committee) (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.5

POLIDORO, ROBBIE

(Follow the leader in Chase Park) (photo), Apr 23, 1999, p.6

POLITICAL CAMPAIGNS

Campaign on cable, Jan 29, 1999, p.1
Citizens and Voters ready for campaign, Feb 5, 1999, p.1
Citizens' candidates welcome challenges of the campaign; Galvani hopes to continue ...(photo), Feb 19, 1999, p.1
Citizens' candidates welcome challenges of the campaign; Cusick has background in ... (photo), Feb 19, 1999, p.1
Citizens' candidates welcome challenges of the campaign; Miller: former school board ...(photo), Feb 19, 1999, p.1
Village election was expensive; Voters outspent Citizens 3-1, Apr 16, 1999, p.1
Why did Lowey choose not to run against Clinton? (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.6
Judge candidates running in Greenburgh primary (ltr), Jul 16, 1999, p.7
No postmark, no ballot for contender; Ira Brody out of Republical race for District 7, Aug 6, 1999, p.1
Edgemont woman also running as Independent (response to 8/6 letter by Sandra Forster) (ltr), Aug 13, 1999, p.6
Forster letter(s from 7/16 and 8/6) on Greenburgh town judge candidacy was misleading (ltr), Aug 20, 1999, p.6
Publicity-hungry judge candidate (Sandra Forster) doesn't deserve Independence line (ltr), Aug 20, 1999, p.6
Screening committee found Forster highly qualified (ltr), Aug 27, 1999, p.6
Forgery allegation against Forster was totally false (response to 8/20 letter by E Krauss) (ltr), Aug 27, 1999, p.6
Neighbor supports Forster for judge (ltr), Aug 27, 1999, p.6
Sheehan would put Greenburgh residents first (ltr), Sep 10, 1999, p.7
Sandra Forster is honest, hardworking, sensitive (ltr), Sep 10, 1999, p.7
Republican candidate Susan Kaufman would improve the court (ltr), Sep 10, 1999, p.8
Judge Doris Friedman deserves a landslide victory for court improvements (ltr), Sep 10, 1999, p.10
Friedman's professional and volunteer experience make her most qualified (ltr), Sep 10, 1999, p.10
Cohen v(ersus) Carsky in 17th District, Oct 22, 1999, p.1
Hot contest in 17th District (photo), Oct 22, 1999, p.13
Bronz, Gray differ on county direction (photo), Oct 29, 1999, p.1

POLITICAL VIOLENCE

Edgemont student wrote bomb threat, friends say, Oct 15, 1999, p.1

POLITICIANS

Don any politicians care about the people they represent? (ltr), Dec 17, 1999, p.6

POLLUTION

The Bronx River: less foul than it used to be (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.3

POLSKY, DANIEL (AU)

Coverage of anti-antenna group is inadequate (ltr), Jan 22, 1999, p.8
Correct cellular tower meeting date is May 26 (ltr), May 14, 1999, p.6
Sprint application needs environmental review (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.6
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POLSKY, MARION (DR)
In Scarsdale and Edgemont classrooms: it's Latin redux! (photo), Apr 2, 1999, p.1

POOL-SCS
Permit time (recreation dept has begun issuing pool and tennis permits), Apr 16, 1999, p.1
Brian Gray gets his feet wet at Scarsdale Rec (photo), Apr 23, 1999, p.3
Say 'splash' (Pool supervisor Brian Gray gets ready to take an ID photo) (photo), May 14, 1999, p.9
Scarsdale Pool opens Memorial Day weekend, May 28, 1999, p.2
Doing the crawl (at the SCS Pool) (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.1
Staying in the swim, Jun 18, 1999, p.1
Yearbook yuks (SCS Middle School end of the year pool party) (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.1
Future (SHS) freshmen frolic (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.9
Swimmers splash to victory at Scarsdale Pool (photo), Jul 9, 1999, p.3
(Marjorie Spiro gets some cool exercise at the Scarsdale Pool), Jul 16, 1999, p.6
Winners galore at Labor Day games (photo), Sep 10, 1999, p.9

POPAJ, PETER
Teens spearhead Kosovo relief effort, Apr 23, 1999, p.1

POPE, MARY BRANSON
Mary Branson Pope (dies), Jan 8, 1999, p.12

POPHAM, WILLIAM
The People of Post (Road); Scarsdale Historical Society highlights our 'first families' (photo), Apr 30, 1999, p.19

PORDER, DEBORAH
Parents should respect teacher's judgment (response to 9/17 letter by Deborah Porder) (ltr), Oct 1, 1999, p.6

PORDER, DEBORAH A (AU)
Censorship (and the stifling of creativity in our children) is not necessary) (ltr), Sep 17, 1999, p.6
Toys don't kill people, guns do (response to edit from 10/1/99 by Irving Sloan) (ltr), Oct 8, 1999, p.7

PORPORA, TORI
Summer samplers of history (photo), Aug 20, 1999, p.3

PORTER, KEVIN
New postal rates: What's a penny worth? (photo), Jan 8, 1999, p.3

POSEY, ROBERT
Budget votes, board elections set, May 14, 1999, p.1

POSNER, AMANDA
Watching the action (Amanda Posner and Dani Borking watch Raider football practice) (photo), Sep 17, 1999, p.1

POST OFFICE BUILDING-SCS
Mini(computer)-crash at P(ost) O(ffice), Jun 4, 1999, p.1
Post office brings a bit of old Berlin to Scarsdale(building rear closed to pedestrian traffic)(ltr), Oct 15, 1999, p.6
Scarsdale getting more and more user-unfriendly (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.6
(Santa is turning up at the SCS Post Office) (photo), Dec 24, 1999, p.6

POSTAGE STAMPS
Penny foolish (postal rate increases caught many patrons by surprise), Jan 29, 1999, p.1

POSTAL RATES
New postal rates: What's a penny worth? (photo), Jan 8, 1999, p.3

POSTAL SERVICE
End monopoly of letter mail (ltr), Feb 5, 1999, p.6

POSTER, EMILY
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

POTTER, LYNN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Teachers Institute, Mar 26, 1999, p.40
POWERS, MADELAINE
Woman disputes animal cruelty charge, Jul 2, 1999, p.1
Woman disputes animal cruelty charge by officer (cont), Jul 2, 1999, p.16
Animal cruelty charges adjourned, Jul 16, 1999, p.3
Dog day advice (recent downtown incident involving an animal cruelty charge) (edit), Jul 16, 1999, p.6

PRAGA, LAWRENCE
Village agrees to Environmental Impact Study on antenna, Aug 13, 1999, p.1

PREGNANCY
Great expectations -- fulfilled (illus) (edit), Sep 24, 1999, p.7

PRENDERGAST, LINDA
Program (about sexual orientation) expands meaning of respect, Mar 26, 1999, p.1

PREZIOSO, SAL J (AU)
Vote yes on Westchester Community College proposition (ltr), Oct 22, 1999, p.6

PRICE, ADRIENNE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28

PRICE, ADRIENNE A (AU)
Citizens' candidates are accessible and knowledgeable (ltr), Feb 26, 1999, p.6

PRICE, HUGH P (AU)
Read the wedding pages lately? (edit), Jan 29, 1999, p.7

PRIEST, MICHAEL
A different way of seeing (photos by 2 SHS alumni differ widely in esthetic approach) (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.15

PRIMARIES
A hard choice (recent Democratic primary for GBH Town Council) (edit), Sep 10, 1999, p.6
Francis Sheehan will take better care of environment (ltr), Sep 10, 1999, p.6
Incumbent Barnes and Adler accomplished a lot on board (ltr), Sep 10, 1999, p.6
Council candidate thanks voters (ltr), Sep 17, 1999, p.7
GB town justice want to stay on the bench (ltr), Oct 15, 1999, p.6
(Eddie Mae Barnes) Values support (ltr), Oct 15, 1999, p.6
Primary date set (for Voters' Party), Dec 17, 1999, p.1

PRINCE, BECKY
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30

PRINCE, ROBERT
Edgemont takes Class C title (photo), Nov 12, 1999, p.1

PRIVACY
There's less civility among us nowadays, Jan 8, 1999, p.8
What price privacy? (edit), Apr 23, 1999, p.6

PROCEDURE COMMITTEE-SCS
Nonpartisans coping with 2-party reality, May 28, 1999, p.1
Take the high road (re non-partisan ideals) (edit), Jun 4, 1999, p.6
SCS) (Neighborhood) A(ssn) P(residents) support of system has long history (edit), Jun 4, 1999, p.6
Dismissal from Procedure Committee was improper (response to edits from 6/4/99 and 6/11/99) (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.6
Procedure Committee should now enact sweeping reforms (edit), Jun 25, 1999, p.7
Procedure Committee proposes amendments, Jul 9, 1999, p.1
Procedure Committee proposes amendments (cont), Jul 9, 1999, p.24
Nominating committee is seeking candidates, Aug 27, 1999, p.1
League of Women Voters' mulls pros, cons of election, Nov 19, 1999, p.1
Washington's impact (Nita Lowey will speak on Washington's impact on Scarsdale), Nov 26, 1999, p.1
Citizens' (Party), Voters' (Party) vie over wording, Dec 3, 1999, p.1
Town and Village Civic Club opposes local elections in November, Dec 10, 1999, p.1
Village board delays vote on referendum, Dec 17, 1999, p.1
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PRYOR, DAVID
With the debts they owe, how can the Clintons afford luxury housing? (ltr), Aug 20, 1999, p.6

PRYUES, JONATHAN
SWS honors academic, school, community achievements (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.11

PRYUES, JONATHAN (AU)
Red truck is sought in hit and run (ltr), Dec 31, 1999, p.6

PSYCHIATRISTS
State says Scarsdale psychiatrist is a 'danger', Feb 12, 1999, p.3
Psychiatrist's license revoked by state conduct board, Sep 3, 1999, p.3

PT COUNCIL-SCS
PT Council addresses needs, issues (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.3
PT Council program to address sexual orientation, Mar 19, 1999, p.9
Program (about sexual orientation) expands meaning of respect, Mar 26, 1999, p.1
Support for school budget-with qualms, Apr 16, 1999, p.1
PT Council helps get out the vote, May 14, 1999, p.11
Parent Teacher Council inducts officers for Y2K (photo), May 21, 1999, p.11
PT Council to explore gender equity, Oct 29, 1999, p.12
Program pursues lost boys of gender equity, Nov 5, 1999, p.11
Pursuing the lost boys of gender equity (cont), Nov 5, 1999, p.12
PT Council program to explore the ties that bind (photo), Dec 24, 1999, p.11

PUBLIC OPINION POLLS
Survey shows teachers teaching parents, Jan 15, 1999, p.26
Police get high marks from residents, Sep 10, 1999, p.5

PUBLIC WORKS-SCS
Local liaisons speed storm recovery, Mar 19, 1999, p.1

PUGSLEY, LOUISE

PUMKINS
Which is best? (Madaline Dubrosa looks for the perfect pumpkin) (photo), Oct 15, 1999, p.1

PURCELL, DANIEL
Firefighter education 'fills 1 more square' (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.3

PURDY, ANNICE
Bo(dier of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) acts to save century-old Edgewood house from demolition (photo), Mar 5, 1999, p.1
House demolition decision delayed (photo), May 14, 1999, p.1
Carman Road cottage called not 'important', May 28, 1999, p.1

QUAKER RIDGE NEIGHBORHOOD ASSN
Officers elected (individual names noted), Aug 6, 1999, p.4

QUAKERS
Worship and social action occupy Scarsdale Quakers (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.17

QUIGLEY, ELIZABETH
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District's 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32

QUINN, BRET
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32

RABINA, TALYA
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

RACE DISCRIMINATION
People should focus on commonalities, not differences) (response to 4/2 letter by J Fitzgerald)(ltr), Apr 9, 1999, p.6
Scarsdale publisher says NYPD penalized him on race, speech (photo), May 7, 1999, p.1
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RADKO, CHRISTOPHER
   Edgemont native is the king of Christmas ornaments (photo), Dec 24, 1999, p.1
   King of Christmas ornaments (cont), Dec 24, 1999, p.4

RAFELD, CINDY
   3 earn broker's licenses (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.4

RAIN AND RAINFALL
   The only rain in town (Sara Grange and Elizabeth Clark cool off in the sprinkler) (photo), Aug 6, 1999, p.1

RAizen, DAVID (AU)
   Bench, Galvani, Cusic, Miller responded to S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) needs (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8

RAizes, DEBORAH
   (SCS) Bowl will go to Cedarbaum (photo), Jan 22, 1999, p.1
   Cedarbaum optimistic that village will survive challenge (photo), May 28, 1999, p.1
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl: Bernard Cedarbaum (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.32

RAizes, DEBORAH (AU)
   Vote yes to give W(estchester) C(ommunity) C(ollege) greater independence (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.7

RAMBONE, STEVE
   Middle School S(tudent) O(rganization) highlights (photo), Feb 5, 1999, p.10
   Turning the tables (student/staff switch day) (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.11

RAMIREZ, ERICA
   Good Samaritan returns lost purse (ltr), Dec 24, 1999, p.6

RAMIREZ, ROLANDO
   Good Samaritan returns lost purse (ltr), Dec 24, 1999, p.6

RAPAPORT, DEBBIE
   Accident victims not just statistics (re death of Jason Hendler) (ltr), Apr 16, 1999, p.6
   Parent Teacher Council inducts officers for Y2K (photo), May 21, 1999, p.11

RAPAPORT, DEBBIE (AU)
   Primary responsibility for teens rests with parents (ltr), Nov 5, 1999, p.6

RAPAPORT, DEBORAH S (AU)
   School community handled last week's crisis well (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.6

RAPAPORT, BEN
   Showcase of talent (SCS Middle School talent show) (photo), Jan 8, 1999, p.9

RATNER, MICHAEL
   Michael Ratner is finally building close to home (photo), Nov 26, 1999, p.3

RAVER, JACOB
   SHS honors academic, school, community achievements (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.11

RAVISHANKAR, RAJIV
   Showcase of talent (SCS Middle School talent show) (photo), Jan 8, 1999, p.9

RAYNOR, CHARLOTTE
   Teaching teens to recognize dating abuse (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.3

READING
   Role model (Dr Michael McGill reads aloud to Greenacres fourth graders) (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.10
   Summertime and the reading is leisurely (edit), Aug 13, 1999, p.7
   They're just wild about Harry! (Potter, that is) (photo), Oct 15, 1999, p.9

REAL ESTATE AGENCIES AND AGENTS
   2 join Merritt Associates, Jan 8, 1999, p.4
   Houlihan/Lawrence moves to its new in-village location (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.18
   Julia B. Fee maintains strong leadership in Scarsdale/Edgemont (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.18
   GMAC purchase of Better Homes and Gardens expands Doernberg services (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.18
   Houlihan/Lawrence moves (photo), Mar 5, 1999, p.4
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REAL ESTATE AGENCIES AND AGENTS continued

New at Houlihan (Audrey McCaughin-Feldman has joined the SCS office of Houlihan/Lawrence Inc), Aug 27, 1999, p.4
James J Houlihan (will receive the Mary Walsh Award from Dominican Sisters Family Health Services), Sep 3, 1999, p.4
Clinton's interest was a boost for local real estate (response to 8/27 letter by Dale Young) (ltr), Sep 10, 1999, p.6
3 earn broker's licenses (photo), Oct 1, 1999, p.4
Celebrating success (Houlihan/Lawrence's fundraiser walk for American Cancer Society) (photo), Dec 24, 1999, p.4

REALE, NICHOLAS
The eggs have it at Heathcote ("Egg Day" for measurement skills) (photo), May 28, 1999, p.9

RECREATION DEPT-SCS
Brian Gray gets his feet wet at Scarsdale Rec (photo), Apr 23, 1999, p.3
The Scarsdale Rec(reation) Camp has it all (ltr), Aug 20, 1999, p.6
New rec supervisor has scouting background (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.9
Village says no to rating youngest Little Leaguers (cont), Dec 10, 1999, p.27

RECYCLING OF WASTE
Heathcote makes pitch to recycle (photo), May 14, 1999, p.12
Curbside trash makes village ugly (ltr), Nov 19, 1999, p.6
Let's keep our streets beautiful (response to 11/5 letter by Stanley Schaffer) (ltr), Dec 31, 1999, p.6

REDA, SARAH
Halliday Clark winner (photo), Jul 9, 1999, p.9

REESE, JAMES
State moves to cut building aid, Mar 26, 1999, p.1
School bond projects to begin soon, Jun 25, 1999, p.1

REESE, JIM
Overpaying the piper (re diminishing state funds to SCS school district) (edit), Mar 26, 1999, p.6

REGGEV, ANDREW
Fox Meadow, Edgewood break ground for new construction (photo), Dec 3, 1999, p.1

REILLY, PATRICK
Feeding the hungry (photo), Dec 3, 1999, p.11

REIN, CATHERINE
New Scarsdale schools staff (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.11

REINGOLD, DAVID J
David J Reingold (dies), May 28, 1999, p.12

REINGOLD, JACOB
Jacob Reingold (dies), Feb 12, 1999, p.30

REISS, CHARLES
Little big league (1,100 children are registered for the season) (photo), Apr 30, 1999, p.1

REISS, PHYLLIS (AU)
Compassion, not summons was warranted (re recent incident involving a dog in parked car) (ltr), Jul 30, 1999, p.6

REISS, STEPHEN
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon andWhite and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30

REITER, HILDE KAUFMANN
Hilde Kaufmann Reiter (dies), Nov 5, 1999, p.16

RELIEF WORK
Teens spearhead Kosovo relief effort, Apr 23, 1999, p.1
Local teenagers organize Kosovo relief effort (photo) (cont), Apr 23, 1999, p.3

RELIGION
Religious origin of view should be acknowledged (response to 3/26 letter by H Fitzgerald) (ltr), Apr 2, 1999, p.6
'Perspective' keeps tumult at bay (edit), Apr 2, 1999, p.7
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RELIGIOUS LIBERTY
Toleration is a two-way street (response to 4/2 letter by Elaine Terriss) (ltr), Apr 9, 1999, p.9

REMINISCING
Good cookies and great memories (edit), May 21, 1999, p.7
A mother's deja-view of Greenacres (edit), May 28, 1999, p.7
Aroma of coffee brewing brings memories of home -- and Dad (edit), Jun 18, 1999, p.7
Graduation 1943: nothing endures like embarrassment (edit), Jun 25, 1999, p.7
Grieving for a man and a myth (edit), Jul 23, 1999, p.7

RENI, THOMAS
Bank is letting commuters down (re Bank of New York's walk-up window service) (ltr), Apr 30, 1999, p.6

REUNIONS
SHS '49ers excavate old times at reunion (photo), Oct 1, 1999, p.9

REWARDS (PRIZES, ETC)
Icemen (varsity hockey players) barred from awards dinner, Mar 12, 1999, p.1
Hockey team barred from awards dinner (cont), Mar 12, 1999, p.28
Editorial award was deserved (ltr), Apr 23, 1999, p.6
SHS honors academic, school, community achievements (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.11
Scarsdale Honors Its Veterans - Memorial Day 1999 (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.18
Melody Chan to receive foundation award, Jun 11, 1999, p.19
Halliday Clark winner (photo), Jul 9, 1999, p.9
Transport director wins prize (photo), Aug 13, 1999, p.9
Ahhhh art, Nov 5, 1999, p.21

Dubious Distinctions (humorous review of 1999 SCS highlights) (edit), Dec 31, 1999, p.6

REYNOLDS, ERIC
Surround sound (string students at Heathcote and Fox Meadow present special program) (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.12

REYNOLDS, HAROLD
Writers free to express views differing from establishment's (re 12/17 letter by H Reynolds) (ltr), Dec 24, 1999, p.6

REYNOLDS, HAROLD (AU)
Paper was wrong to name arrested man's employer (re arrest of Andrew McCreary) (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.6
Is prosecution planned to please police? (re Andrew McCready incident) (ltr), Nov 19, 1999, p.6
Teacher (Irving Sloan) exposed as enemy of democracy (response to 12/10 letter by S Kalt) (ltr), Dec 17, 1999, p.6

REYNOLDS, MIKE
Board of Legislators (SCS Inquirer endorsements for upcoming election) (edit), Oct 29, 1999, p.6

RICCOBONO, VINCENT
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30

RICE, TERRY
Carman Road cottage called not 'important', May 28, 1999, p.1

RICHMAN, JEANNE
Citizens' Party anaconda-like hold must be relaxed (response to 3/5 edit by J Richman) (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.6
New (town and) Village (Civic) (Club) members are not inferior to past members (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl: Bernard Cedarbaum (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.32
Citizens' Party requires loyalty to tunnel project (ltr), Oct 8, 1999, p.6
13-house plan gets final OK, Nov 26, 1999, p.1

RICHMAN, JEANNE (AU)
The (town and) Village (Civic) (Club) is not what it was (edit), Mar 5, 1999, p.7
We need American) P(remier) U(nderwriter)'s cooperation to improve traffic flow (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.7
This misguided act will cost taxpayers plenty (re termination of talks with downtown developer)(ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.6
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RICHMAN, JEANNE (AU) continued
Penn Central is the obvious partner in downtown development plan (ltr), Oct 1, 1999, p.6

RICHTER, MARVIN (AU)
Two-party political system will benefit Scarsdale (ltr), Jan 15, 1999, p.6

RICKS, CHRISTIAN
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

RIDING SCHOOLS
("Easy" gets a cooling hose-down by Beth Studwell at the Scarsdale Riding Academy) (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.6

RIFLERY
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30
School riflery team must be abolished (edit), May 28, 1999, p.6
Riflery a safe, constructive activity (response to 5/28 edit by Irving Sloan) (ltr), Jun 4, 1999, p.7
Second Amendment, NRA, are irrelevant to rifle team (ltr), Jun 11, 1999, p.6
Rifle team taught responsible use of firearms (response to 5/28 edit by Irving Sloan) (ltr), Jun 11, 1999, p.6
SHS off the mark about riflery, Jun 11, 1999, p.21
Sporting life: SHS off the mark about riflery (cont), Jun 11, 1999, p.24
Riflery on hold, Jun 18, 1999, p.1
Why keep football? It's more violent than riflery (response to 5/28 edit by Irving Sloan) (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.8

RILANDER, ADAM
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30

RIORDAN, ROBERT
Heathcote deli offers off-site catering (photo), Jan 22, 1999, p.4

RIVKIN, JESSICA
All-State musicians perform upstate (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.12

RIVKIN, MARCIA (AU)
Neighbor supports Forster for judge (ltr), Aug 27, 1999, p.6

RIVKIN, MARILYN (AU)
Standing ovation for (SHS) drama club (ltr), Nov 19, 1999, p.6

ROANE, JENNIFER
Scholar/athlete (Nicki Usher has been inducted into the SHS Scholar Athlete Honor Society) (photo), Jul 16, 1999, p.9

ROBBINS, MARC (AU)
Bank is letting commuters down (re Bank of New York's walk-up window service) (ltr), Apr 30, 1999, p.6

ROBBINS, PAMELA
Inquirer wins awards, Apr 2, 1999, p.1

ROBBINS, RHONDA
Scarsdale Art Association; And the winners are... (photo), Nov 5, 1999, p.21

ROBBINS, RISE (AU)
Village support, donations deep ambulance corps up to date (ltr), Feb 12, 1999, p.8

ROBERTS, JULIE
Surround sound (string students at Heathcote and Fox Meadow present special program) (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.12

ROBERTS, NORMA
Criticism of Clintons was based on ethics, not politics (response to 9/10 letter by N Roberts) (ltr), Sep 17, 1999, p.7
Candidates needed (for Citizens' Nominating Committee), Sep 24, 1999, p.1
21 running for 11 positions on C(itizens') N(ominating) C(ommittee), Oct 15, 1999, p.1

ROBERTS, NORMA (AU)
Clinton's interest was a boost for local real estate (response to 8/27 letter by Dale Young) (ltr), Sep 10, 1999, p.6
Response was out of proportion (response to letter by Dale Young from 9/17/99) (ltr), Sep 24, 1999, p.6

ROBINSON, GEORGE (DR)
George Roinson, M.D. (dies) (photo), Mar 5, 1999, p.17
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ROBINSON, SALLY
Residents urge moratorium on tearing down old houses, Mar 12, 1999, p.1
11 elected to C(itizens') N(ominating) C(ommittee), Nov 12, 1999, p.1

ROBISON PROPERTY
SEE CHRISTIE PLACE (ROBISON) PROPERTY (SCS)

RODGERS, KENNETH
21 seeking election to S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee), Jan 8, 1999, p.1
S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) voter turnout low, Jan 15, 1999, p.1
Kroenlein to leave board of trustees (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.1

RODGERS, KENNETH (DR)
Rodgers to quit (School) board (Nominating Committee) (photo), Jan 22, 1999, p.1
3 who will be missed (Corky Thompson, Dr. Kenneth Rodgers and Rita Golden) (edit), Jun 25, 1999, p.6
Accolades for 2 retiring school board members (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.10

RODGRIQUEZ, SERVANDO
Man charged in local burglary, Jul 23, 1999, p.1

ROEDER, WERNER J (DR)
Lawrence Hospital names medical director (photo), Jul 16, 1999, p.4

ROESCH, GEOFFREY
Construction advisory, Jun 4, 1999, p.1

ROGERS, JOSEPH
Open space and tax dollars (cont), Jul 16, 1999, p.22

ROGERS, RALPH
Board's cave-in on downtown was appalling (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.6

ROGERS, TOM
Tom Rogers (appointed chairman and chief executive officer of Primedia Inc), Oct 8, 1999, p.4

ROHAN, RICHARD
Village staff: 3 Richards are retiring; Pickup promoted, Feb 5, 1999, p.1
Rohan is quintessential administrator (ltr), Feb 12, 1999, p.8

ROSE, ADAM
Builder, philanthropist Frederick Rose is dead, Sep 24, 1999, p.1

ROSE, BARBARA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Teachers Institute, Mar 26, 1999, p.40

ROSE, DAVID
Builder, philanthropist Frederick Rose is dead, Sep 24, 1999, p.1
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

ROSE, FREDERICK
Builder, philanthropist Frederick Rose is dead, Sep 24, 1999, p.1
Former school board president dies (cont), Sep 24, 1999, p.23

ROSE, SAMUEL
Builder, philanthropist Frederick Rose is dead, Sep 24, 1999, p.1

ROSE, SANDRA PRIEST
Builder, philanthropist Frederick Rose is dead, Sep 24, 1999, p.1

ROSEMAN, ARNOLD
Cleaners has interim C(ertificate) of O(ccupancy), Aug 6, 1999, p.1
Cleaners fined but teen center remains closed, Aug 27, 1999, p.1

ROSEN, DANIELLE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Establishment of the New Scarsdale Teen Center Out of Bounds(photo), Jul 2, 1999, p.20

ROSEN, JAY (DR)
Optometry practice expands, Jun 4, 1999, p.4
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ROSEN, MICHAEL (DR)
Optometry practice expands, Jun 4, 1999, p.4

ROSEN, MIKE (AU)
Longtime merchant (Mike Rosen) bids farewell to customers (ltr), Jun 11, 1999, p.7

ROSENBERG, AMY
Amy Rosenberg (has joined Paine Webber as a divisional vice president) (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.4

ROSENBERG, ERIC (AU)
It's tough being a high school girl on an all-boys team (ltr), Dec 31, 1999, p.6

ROSENBERG, HELEN (AU)
It's tough being a high school girl on an all-boys team (ltr), Dec 31, 1999, p.6

ROSENBERG, HERBERT (AU)
Inquirer story was unfair to Greenburgh's Judge Klein (ltr), Dec 24, 1999, p.6

ROSH HASHANAH
New year, new beginnings for Jews (photo), Sep 17, 1999, p.1

ROSS, MARJORIE
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest (photo), Apr 2, 1999, p.24

ROSS, PATRICIA LAHRMER (AU)
Apartment buyers: beware of long-lost cousins (edit), Mar 26, 1999, p.7
A love affair with Grand Central (edit), Nov 12, 1999, p.7

ROSSETTI, MICHAEL
Night owls (new team of police officers who patrol SCS streets from midnight to 8 a.m.), Jan 8, 1999, p.1

ROSSI, STEVE
Fire fair was a great success (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.8

ROUNDS, WENDY
School Board Nominating Committee voter turnout low, Jan 15, 1999, p.1
Wendy Rowden (inducted into the Academy of Women Achievers) (photo), Nov 12, 1999, p.4

ROWLING, J K
They're just wild about Harry! (Potter, that is) (photo), Oct 15, 1999, p.9

ROY, ABHA
Fox Meadow celebrates Indian Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 26, 1999, p.12

ROY, NICOLE
New Scarsdale schools staff (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.11

ROY, ROBERT
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32

ROYCE, LAURA
Rust busters (SCS Middle School Student Organization's Beautification Day) (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.11

RUBENS II, CHARLES (AU)
Village workers came through on a wet Sunday (ltr), Mar 19, 1999, p.6

RUBENS, BETH
Nonpartisans coping with 2-party reality, May 28, 1999, p.1
S(CS) (Neighborhood) A(ssn) P(residents) support of system has long history (edit), Jun 4, 1999, p.6
RUBENS, JEFF
Citizens and Voters ready for campaign, Feb 5, 1999, p.1

RUBIN, ELLEN G K (AU)
Andrew: Mama’s got your gun (edit), Jul 30, 1999, p.7

RUBIN, JUDY
And the streets echoed with the pounding of feet (photo), Mar 26, 1999, p.32

RUBIN, MATT
Forums mull meaning of Littleton, Jun 4, 1999, p.1
School community handled last week’s crisis well (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.6

RUBIN, MATT (AU)
Sloan has been lifelong defender of democracy (ltr), Dec 24, 1999, p.6

RUBIN, MATTHEW (AU)
Student: Sloan intended to reassure Scarsdale, not to insult Edgemont (ltr), Jan 29, 1999, p.6

RUBINOFF, IAN
Wild thing (summer party at SCS Congregational Church) (photo), Aug 13, 1999, p.1

RUBINS, ZEL
The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of This Year’s Scarsdale Bowl: Bernard Cedarbaum (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.32

RUBINSTEIN, FALI
Country Bank Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Oct 8, 1999, p.28

RUCCOLO, FRANK
House demolition decision delayed (photo), May 14, 1999, p.1

RUDER, ADAM
SHS honors academic, school, community achievements (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.11

RUDER, GINNY (AU)
Career Day offered insight to kids (ltr), Feb 12, 1999, p.8
Career Day offered insight to sophomores (ltr), Feb 26, 1999, p.7

RUDIN, SCOTT
Showcase of talent (SCS Middle School talent show) (photo), Jan 8, 1999, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest (photo), Apr 2, 1999, p.24
Ice cream for Kosovo (SCS Middle School fund raiser) (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.9

RUDNICK, SHOSHANA
SHS athletes break gender barriers (photo), Dec 24, 1999, p.1
Scarsdale athletes break gender barriers (photo) (cont), Dec 24, 1999, p.4

RUNNERS
Going the distance for Jessica (D Stratton-Crooke will run marathon for Leukemia Society) (photo), Feb 5, 1999, p.21
Running across the generation gap; Lindsey Scherf: Mini Mercury (photo), Mar 12, 1999, p.25
Running across the generation gap; Barbara Attardi: Woman of Steel (photo), Mar 12, 1999, p.25
Barbara Attardi leaps over tall obstacles and takes life in stride (photo) (cont), Mar 12, 1999, p.26
12-year-old phenom laps all competition (photo) (cont), Mar 12, 1999, p.26
Race alert (30th annual 15K and 4-mile runs will take place this Sunday at 9 a.m.), Mar 19, 1999, p.1
Wait for us! (Lindsey and Kira Marx are gaining on Raymond Vastola in 4-mile run) (photo), Mar 26, 1999, p.1
And the streets echoed with the pounding of feet (photo), Mar 26, 1999, p.32
Fall Foliage Run (will be held October 17), Oct 1, 1999, p.1
Gol (SCS Historical Society’s Fall Foliage Run Oct 17) (photo), Oct 22, 1999, p.1
Success of fall foliage race due to efforts of many (ltr), Oct 22, 1999, p.6
Marathon runner shares life experiences with Fox Meadow students (photo), Nov 19, 1999, p.24
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

RUSCIA, ANTHONY
Residents seek Post Road zoning change, Aug 6, 1999, p.1
Bell-Atlantic neighbors propose senior facility on Post Road (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.1
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RUSCIANO, ANTHONY continued
  Bell Atlantic no longer a problem for neighbors (response Inquirer article from 9/24/99) (ltr), Oct 8, 1999, p.6
  Bell Atlantic is guilty of 15 code violations, Oct 15, 1999, p.1

RUSCIANO, JOYCE
  Bell-Atlantic neighbors propose senior facility on Post Road (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.1
  Bell Atlantic no longer a problem for neighbors (response Inquirer article from 9/24/99) (ltr), Oct 8, 1999, p.6

RUSH, ED
  Firefighter education 'fills 1 more square' (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.3

RUSH, SUSIE
  The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS' BASE & The Little School (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.36

RUSSELL, DAVID
  Scarsdale Drama Club to commit, solve 'Murder at the Vicarage' (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.19
  SHS honors academic, school, community achievements (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.11

RUSSELL, YOLANDA
  The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District's 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32

RUSSO, CAROL
  Carol Russo (inducted into Hall of Fame of Graduate School at College of New Rochelle), Dec 17, 1999, p.4

RUSSO, JOE
  Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32

RUTHERFORD, GEORGE
  Board's cave-in on downtown was appalling (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.6

SAAL, VANESSA
  Teen clean (scum-skimming of the pond in Harwood Park) (photo), Apr 16, 1999, p.9

SACCO, FRANK
  Post 52 gives $10K for D.C. memorial (photo), Sep 3, 1999, p.3

SACK, JERRY
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28

SAFE RIDES PROGRAM (SCS)
  Safe Rides needs adult volunteers to keep going (ltr), Mar 19, 1999, p.6

SAKALA, MICHAEL
  Mimi (Cleaners) ordered to install fan, Sep 24, 1999, p.1

SALANITRO, BENEDICT
  New mayor, new board - and a new feeling, Apr 16, 1999, p.1
  Village engineer brings hands-on approach, May 7, 1999, p.3
  Will Y2K make traffic lights go crazy?, Nov 12, 1999, p.1
  Droid sighting (demonstration of MAD-VAC sidewalk sweeper/vacuum) (photo), Nov 26, 1999, p.1

SALANT, JEN
  Showcase of talent (SCS Middle School talent show) (photo), Jan 8, 1999, p.9

SALAVERRY, DANIELA
  The Bank of New York Salutes The Establishment of the New Scarsdale Teen Center Out of Bounds (photo), Jul 2, 1999, p.20

SALINGER, JAMES J
  James J Salinger (dies), Apr 16, 1999, p.19

SALLINGER, PENNY
  Maroon and White recognizes athletes (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.34

SALTZSTEIN, SYLVIA (AU)
  Love art films? Head to South Norwald, Conn. (ltr), Apr 30, 1999, p.6

SALVADOR, LEONARD
  Kudos to all who made mezzanine happen at library (ltr), Jan 29, 1999, p.6
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SALZ, LAURENCE
Laurence Salz (was recently profiled in the Los Angeles Business Journal), Apr 9, 1999, p.4

SAMOLADAS, VIVI
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District’s 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32

SAMPINO, JOSEPH
Night owls (new team of police officers who patrol SCS streets from midnight to 8 a.m.), Jan 8, 1999, p.1

SAMTON, MARGOT
Margot Samton (dies), Nov 5, 1999, p.16

SAMAEL, NAYA
(Naya Samuel brushes up on her domestic skills at the SCS Historical Society) (photo), Dec 31, 1999, p.6

SAMUELS, JULIEANNE
Feeding the hungry (photo), Dec 3, 1999, p.11

SANDER, MARK
Mark Sandier (dies), Apr 16, 1999, p.19

SANSOM, CHRISTOPHER
Queen of ‘the ball’ (Cynthia Sanossian holds a 1999 World Series ball) (photo), Nov 5, 1999, p.1

SANSONE, CINDY
Greenacres School learns to care (photo), Sep 17, 1999, p.10

SANTANA, RICHARD
Man charged in local burglary, Jul 23, 1999, p.1

SANTORE, FRANCESCA
SHS honors academic, school, community achievements (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.11

SANTOS, JOSE
Commendations (for seven officers by SCS Police Dept Awards Committee) (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.5

SARAMA, MICHHELLE
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32
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SARNOFF, STEPHANIE
Village owes debt of gratitude to library benefactor (ltr), Jan 22, 1999, p.7
Kudos to all who made mezzanine happen at library (ltr), Jan 29, 1999, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28
Library system vexes many but has promise, Dec 3, 1999, p.1
Stephanie Sarnoff (has been honored with the Library Luminary Award), Dec 10, 1999, p.4

SARRAF, BRYNA
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Teachers Institute, Mar 26, 1999, p.40
Lasser re-elected, projects analyzed, Jul 9, 1999, p.1

SARRAF, HARRIS
Panthers repeat as state champions (photo), Dec 3, 1999, p.1

SARRAZIA, PETER
Christmas pageantry (at IHM) (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.1

SARTER, JESSICA
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS' BASE & The Little School (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.36

SATIRE
SEE HUMOR

SAVARESE, WILDA
Faces of black history (watercolor paintings of black Americans at Edgewood school) (photo), Mar 5, 1999, p.9

SAVELSON, DEDE
Dede Savelson (dies), Jul 9, 1999, p.15

SAXON WOODS (SCS)
Assisted living facility wrong for Saxon Woods (ltr), Jul 23, 1999, p.6

SAYLAK, JENNY
Fox Meadow, Edgewood break ground for new construction (photo), Dec 3, 1999, p.1

SAYLAK, LAURIE
United Way surpasses fund goal (photo), May 28, 1999, p.4
Country Bank Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Oct 8, 1999, p.28

SCACCHI, JUSTIN
Admiring art (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.9

SCAGNELLI, ALEX
Sweet dreams (Victoria Scagnelli gives son Alex a cuddle while he naps (photo), May 7, 1999, p.1

SCAGNELLI, DAVID
Sweet dreams (Victoria Scagnelli gives son Alex a cuddle while he naps (photo), May 7, 1999, p.1

SCHAADT, SALLY L (AU)
Taxpayers deserve better than Feiner (ltr), Nov 5, 1999, p.9

SCHAER-NATHANSON, VALERIE
Valerie Schaer-Nathanson (named an executive vice president for Studios USA Domestic Television), May 21, 1999, p.4

SCHAFFER, ROBIN
Apostle to run for school board, again, Apr 30, 1999, p.1
Lasser re-elected, projects analyzed, Jul 9, 1999, p.1

SCHACHER, SALLY L (AU)
Curbside trash makes village ugly (ltr), Nov 19, 1999, p.6

SCHAGER, ANN
Judge rules in teenage accident, Jun 11, 1999, p.1

SCHAGER, EVAN
Graduated licensing bill popular with parents, less so with teens, Apr 9, 1999, p.1
Judge rules in teenage accident, Jun 11, 1999, p.1
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SCHAGER, EVAN continued
Victims were treated badly by village (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.6

SCHAPIRO, DONALD
The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of This Year’s Scarsdale Bowl: Bernard Cedarbaum (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.32

SCHAPIRO, JANE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of This Year’s Scarsdale Bowl: Bernard Cedarbaum (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.32

SCHAPIRO, STEPHEN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of This Year’s Scarsdale Bowl: Bernard Cedarbaum (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.32

SCHATZEL, KAREN
Debate free of mud-slinging; Voters’ Party and Citizens’ Party find some common ground, Mar 5, 1999, p.1

SCHENKER, SHIRLEY
Country Bank Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Oct 8, 1999, p.28

SCHIFFER, CHARLES
2 return from East Timor chaos (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.1

SCHLINK, ALAN
Awaiting his fate (J Henry Neale), Mar 19, 1999, p.1
Tower in the (Saxon) woods? (re cell antennas), Oct 8, 1999, p.1

SCHERF, LINDSEY
Running across the generation gap; Lindsey Scherf: Mini Mercury (photo), Mar 12, 1999, p.25
12-year-old phenom laps all competition (photo) (cont), Mar 12, 1999, p.26

SCHERICK, HEATHER
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40
SHS athletes break gender barriers (photo), Dec 24, 1999, p.1

SCHERLING, MATTHEW
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30

SCHIFFER, DAVID
Many kids worked hard to make teen center happen (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes The Establishment of the New Scarsdale Teen Center Out of Bounds (photo), Jul 2, 1999, p.20

SCHIZOPHRENIA
John Nash: When genius and madness collided (photo), Feb 19, 1999, p.3

SCHLEHEIN, THOMAS
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District’s 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32

SCHLESINGER, JENNIE (AU)
Citizens’ Party should be renamed ‘Know Nothing’ (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8

SCHLUCK, CLAIRE
Country Bank Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Oct 8, 1999, p.28

SCHNEIDERMAN, JASON
Challenger breaks Citizens’ Party monopoly (photo) (cont), Mar 19, 1999, p.13

SCHNUR, LIZ
They’re baack!; Damp day, sunny spirits as new school year begin (photo), Sep 10, 1999, p.1

SCHNUR, STEVEN
Steven Schnur (Italian translation of "The Shadow Children" will receive "100 Young Readers" prize), Mar 5, 1999, p.4
Schnur ‘Spring’ sequel soon (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.4

SCHNUR, STEVEN (AU)
Story showed another side of police (ltr), Mar 19, 1999, p.7
After Littleton: fear and sorrow (edit), Apr 23, 1999, p.7
E-mail terrorism undermined freedom and security at SHS (edit), Jun 18, 1999, p.7
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SCHOEN, MICHAEL
Scarsdale Art Association show, sale heads grand procession of autumnal art (photo), Sep 10, 1999, p.17

SCHOEN, PEARL
Scarsdale Art Association show, sale heads grand procession of autumnal art (photo), Sep 10, 1999, p.17

SCHOENFELD, MYRON R (DR) (AU)
Who should wage tobacco war? (edit), Jul 16, 1999, p.7

SCHOFETZ, CATHERINE
SHS honors academic, school, community achievements (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.11

SCHOLARSHIPS AND FELLOWSHIPS
Every penny counts for scholarship recipients (ltr), Jul 2, 1999, p.6

SCHOOL BOARD NOMINATING COMMITTEE-EMT
E'mont extends deadline for school nomination, Feb 5, 1999, p.1
Lasser to seek 3d term as board president (photo), Feb 12, 1999, p.1

SCHOOL BOARD NOMINATING COMMITTEE-SCS
21 seeking election to School (board) N(ominating) C(ommittee), Jan 8, 1999, p.1
Nominating committee needs votes and money (ltr), Jan 8, 1999, p.6
21 seeking election to School (board) N(ominating) C(ommittee) (cont), Jan 8, 1999, p.14
School (board) N(ominating) C(ommittee) voter turnout low, Jan 15, 1999, p.1
Rodgers to quit (School) board (Nominating Committee) (photo), Jan 22, 1999, p.1
School (board) N(ominating) C(ommittee) member committed to nonpartisan process (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.7
School (board) N(ominating) C(ommittee) chose excellent candidates in Sherwood, Simon (ltr), Mar 19, 1999, p.6
Help wanted, Mar 26, 1999, p.1
School board nominators sought in Scarsdale, Oct 8, 1999, p.1
More nominators (needed to choose candidates for the SCS Board of Education), Nov 12, 1999, p.1
20 candidates running for School (board) N(ominating) C(ommittee) (individual names noted), Dec 10, 1999, p.1

SCHOOL TAX RELIEF PROGRAM
STAR tax cuts and environment are 1999 State Assembly priorities (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.8
School (tax) R(elief) Program deadline, Feb 5, 1999, p.1
School (tax) R(elief) deadline nears (March 1), Feb 26, 1999, p.1
Taxpayer feels cheated fo credit (ltr), Sep 24, 1999, p.6

SCHOOLS
We must do more to discourage bullying (edit), Apr 30, 1999, p.7

SCHOOLS-EMT
Edgemont continues to excel; high school earns national distinction (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.1
Educational excellence in Edgemont schools (photo) (cont) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.4
In Scarsdale and Edgemont classrooms: it's Latin redux! (photo), Apr 2, 1999, p.1
New York State school report cards: Relief for some, discord for others, Apr 16, 1999, p.1
State report card, relief to some, discord to others (illus) (cont), Apr 16, 1999, p.10
Edgemont board should not overreact to test results (ltr), Apr 23, 1999, p.6
Community responds to Columbine tragedy, Apr 30, 1999, p.1
After Littleton, changes proposed, May 21, 1999, p.1
4th graders score above average, May 28, 1999, p.1
Edgemont school spending should (be) restrained (ltr), Jun 11, 1999, p.7
New tennis courts at Greenville School: gift or burden? (edit), Jul 30, 1999, p.7
(Supplement) Back to School (photo), Aug 27, 1999
Edgemont mourns death of 13-year-old (photo), Sep 3, 1999, p.1
They're baaack!; First grade now and then: still a serious business, Sep 10, 1999, p.1
Back to school (edit), Sep 10, 1999, p.6
Edgemont student wrote bomb threat, friends say, Oct 15, 1999, p.1
Priorities are mixed up in the Edgemont school district (ltr), Nov 5, 1999, p.7
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SCHOOLS-EMT continued
Permissible pride (re impressive scores on latest state tests in SCS and EMT schools) (edit), Nov 12, 1999, p.6
Scarsdale, Edgemont 4th graders show math mastery (illus), Nov 12, 1999, p.10
4th graders master math, Nov 12, 1999, p.11
More rigorous planning process needed in Edgemont (edit), Nov 26, 1999, p.7
Edgemont's record on planning expansions speak for itself (edit), Dec 3, 1999, p.7
Building: what, where, how much, preoccupies Edgemont board (photo), Dec 31, 1999, p.10

SCHOOLS-EMT-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL
Student was not 'disgruntled' (ltr), Mar 5, 1999, p.8

SCHOOLS-EMT-BUDGET
Edgemont proposes a $23M school budget, Mar 12, 1999, p.1
2 budgets pass by wide margins, May 21, 1999, p.1

SCHOOLS-EMT-GRADUATION
(Supplement) Graduation (photo), Jul 2, 1999

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL
Magazine names EHS among nation's 96 best, Jan 15, 1999, p.1
Sloan should 'grow up and share the wealth (response to edit by Irving Sloan from 1/15/99) (ltr), Jan 22, 1999, p.6
Sloan served up sour grapes (response to edit by Irving Sloan from 1/15/99) (ltr), Jan 22, 1999, p.6
Student: Sloan intended to reassure Scarsdale, not to insult Edgemont (ltr), Jan 29, 1999, p.6
Local teenagers organize Kosovo relief effort (photo) (cont), Apr 23, 1999, p.3
False bomb threat at Edgemont High, May 7, 1999, p.1
Learn from the Holocaust, say Scarsdale residents, Jul 23, 1999, p.3
Are you ready for some football? (EMT Panthers begin to prepare for the season) (photo), Aug 20, 1999, p.1
Edgemont takes Class C title (photo), Nov 12, 1999, p.1
Edgemont kids gave gift of blood (ltr), Nov 26, 1999, p.6
Panthers repeat as state champions (photo), Dec 3, 1999, p.1
Savoring the moment (EMT's Panthers' state football championship) (edit), Dec 3, 1999, p.6
The time of their lives (the year in SHS and EHS sports) (photo), Dec 31, 1999, p.15
The year in high school sports (cont), Dec 31, 1999, p.19

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-ALUMNI
On the scene at the Emergency Room: treating Columbine High School victims (edit), May 7, 1999, p.7
Edgemont grad (uate) dons a new kind of cap and gown (photo), Aug 6, 1999, p.1

SCHOOLS-EMT-HIGH SCHOOL-GRADUATION
(Supplement) Graduation (photo), Jul 2, 1999

SCHOOLS-EMT-STATE AID
New state aid for our school districts, Aug 27, 1999, p.9

SCHOOLS-NEW YORK STATE
New York State school report cards: Relief for some, discord for others, Apr 16, 1999, p.1
State report card, relief to some, discord to others (illus) (cont), Apr 16, 1999, p.10

SCHOOLS-NEW YORK STATE-STATE AID
Pataki's budget reneges on promises, hurts schools (ltr), Mar 19, 1999, p.7
State moves to cut building aid, Mar 26, 1999, p.1
Overpaying the piper (re diminishing state funds to SCS school district) (edit), Mar 26, 1999, p.6
Governor proposes building aid reduction (cont), Mar 26, 1999, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS
Begin teaching foreign languages earlier (edit), Jan 15, 1999, p.7
Changes are likely in capital projects, Jan 29, 1999, p.9
Preserving strengths for new times (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.1
Scarsdale schools continue to lead the way (photo) (cont) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.4
Lots of sick kids though it's not flu, Feb 5, 1999, p.9
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SCHOOLS-SCS continued

The hundred days (SCS elementary schools celebrates the 100th day of school) (photo), Mar 12, 1999, p.13
Teachers-in-charge to assist principals, Mar 19, 1999, p.9
Teachers-in-charge to assist principals (cont), Mar 19, 1999, p.24
Program (about sexual orientation) expands meaning of respect, Mar 26, 1999, p.1
Overpaying the piper (re diminishing state funds to SCS school district) (edit), Mar 26, 1999, p.6
Superintendent's Day celebrates teaching (photo), Mar 26, 1999, p.9
Governor proposes building aid reduction (cont), Mar 26, 1999, p.9
In Scarsdale and Edgemont classrooms: it's Latin redux! (photo), Apr 2, 1999, p.1
New York State school report cards: Relief to some, discord for others, Apr 16, 1999, p.1
Acceptable (Internet) use policy (for SCS schools), Apr 16, 1999, p.11
State report card, relief to some, discord to others (illus) (cont), Apr 16, 1999, p.10
Record crowd picks up tips from the pros at writers' conference, Apr 23, 1999, p.1
Budding authors picks up tips from the pros (photo) (cont), Apr 23, 1999, p.13
Local control erodes in state Ed(ucation) mandates, Apr 30, 1999, p.11
4th graders score above average, May 28, 1999, p.1
Schools chief begins community dialogue, Jun 11, 1999, p.3
School summer projects under way, Jul 30, 1999, p.9
(Supplement) Back to School (photo), Aug 27, 1999
They're baaack!; Damp day, sunny spirits as new school year begin (photo), Sep 10, 1999, p.1
Back to school (edit), Sep 10, 1999, p.6
Scarsdale kids head back to school (cont), Sep 10, 1999, p.11
Parents should respect teacher's judgment (response to 9/17 letter by Deborah Porder) (ltr), Oct 1, 1999, p.6
Toys don't kill people, guns do (response to edit from 10/1/99 by Irving Sloan) (ltr), Oct 8, 1999, p.7
Consultant to evaluate school facilities, Oct 22, 1999, p.1
Schools must continue to nurture 'Renaissance people' (edit), Oct 22, 1999, p.7
Acceptable use agreement for K-5 students, Oct 22, 1999, p.9
Help for building teams (cont), Oct 22, 1999, p.10
Scarsdale schools are site of mother-daughter reunion (photo), Oct 29, 1999, p.11
Scarsdale's school policy on computer use is ambiguous (ltr), Nov 5, 1999, p.8
More nominators (needed to choose candidates for the SCS Board of Education), Nov 12, 1999, p.1
Permissible pride (re impressive scores on latest state tests in SCS and EMT schools) (edit), Nov 12, 1999, p.6
Scarsdale, Edgemont 4th graders show math mastery (illus), Nov 12, 1999, p.10
8th graders ace new state math, English tests (illus), Nov 12, 1999, p.10
4th graders score above average, May 28, 1999, p.1
8th graders ace new state math, English tests (illus), Nov 12, 1999, p.10
4th graders master math, Nov 12, 1999, p.11
School district launches revamped Web site (photo), Nov 19, 1999, p.3
Scarsdale school district launches new Web site (cont), Nov 19, 1999, p.9
District systems are Y2K compliant, Nov 26, 1999, p.11
District character education nurtures community, respect, Dec 10, 1999, p.11
Growth, standards impact schools, Dec 31, 1999, p.1
Scarsdale keeps pace with changing times (photo), Dec 31, 1999, p.10

SCHOOLS-SCS-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL

The Alternative School encourages active learning (photo), Jan 15, 1999, p.9
A-school internships offer peek at real world, Jan 29, 1999, p.10

SCHOOLS-SCS-ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL-GRADEUATION

A-school graduates 24 with laughter and high hopes, Jun 25, 1999, p.10
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SCHOOLS-SCS-BUDGET
School board budgets $64M(illion), Mar 5, 1999, p.1
School board proposes $64M(illion) budget, Mar 5, 1999, p.10
Salaries + enrollment + new posts = increase, Mar 19, 1999, p.1
Salaries, enrollment, new posts equal increase (cont), Mar 19, 1999, p.9
Salaries + enrollment + new posts = increase (cont), Mar 19, 1999, p.24
(Town and) (Village) (Civic) (Club) report approves '99-00 school budget, Apr 9, 1999, p.11
(Town and) (Village) (Civic) (Club) report approves '99-00 school budget (cont), Apr 9, 1999, p.12
Support for school budget with qualms, Apr 16, 1999, p.1
School budget brings praise (cont), Apr 16, 1999, p.11
Support the schools (edit), May 14, 1999, p.6
PT Council urges passage of Scarsdale school budget (ltr), May 14, 1999, p.7
2 budgets pass by wide margins, May 21, 1999, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-EDGEWOOD
East meets Edgewood (Leslie Chung performs at the school's International Fair (photo), Feb 19, 1999, p.1
Opera is elementary in Scarsdale (photo), Feb 26, 1999, p.9
Faces of black history (watercolor paintings of black Americans at Edgewood school (photo), Mar 5, 1999, p.9
Historically correct music (Edgewood students participate in program about music) (photo), Mar 12, 1999, p.13
Edgewood opens first science fair (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.11
No place to go! New addition to school lacks restrooms, Apr 30, 1999, p.1
Living on the edge (re debate over the whereabouts of new student lavaratories at Edgewood) (edit), Apr 30, 1999, p.6
Restrooms spur controversy at Edgewood (photo) (cont), Apr 30, 1999, p.11
Community should serve all its school children (ltr), May 7, 1999, p.7
Community came together for (Edgewood) fair (ltr), May 14, 1999, p.6
Power of positive thinking (social skills program at Edgewood) (photo), May 14, 1999, p.11
Schools thunder to a close (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.10
Space for the arts (large wooden outdoor sculpture), Jul 30, 1999, p.10
Edgewood kindergarten is boys' town (photo), Aug 20, 1999, p.10
Back to the books (photo), Sep 17, 1999, p.9
Schools use construction as curricular enhancement, Sep 24, 1999, p.11
Breaking the ice breakfast (at Edgewood School) (photo), Oct 15, 1999, p.10
Schools still await state OK on new construction plans (illus), Oct 22, 1999, p.9
New school, role for district veteran, Nov 12, 1999, p.12
School construction bids are awarded, Nov 19, 1999, p.11
Edgewood commemorates new sculpture (photo), Nov 19, 1999, p.12
Fox Meadow, Edgewood break ground for new construction (photo), Dec 3, 1999, p.1
Schools break ground on new projects (cont), Dec 3, 1999, p.11
Dig we must (groundbreaking ceremonies for Edgewood School expansion) (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.11

SCHOOLS-SCS-EDWARDWOOD-GRADUATION
(Supplement) Graduation (photo), Jul 2, 1999

SCHOOLS-SCS-FOREIGN LANGUAGE
Speakers push for early foreign language study, Oct 8, 1999, p.1
Speakers push for early foreign language study (cont), Oct 8, 1999, p.10

SCHOOLS-SCS-FOX MEADOW
Issue of children in new apartments is a red herring (ltr), Jan 22, 1999, p.6
Honor thy teacher ((Fox Meadow School's staff recognition multicultural luncheon) (photo), Feb 5, 1999, p.9
Students see government in action (photo), Feb 12, 1999, p.10
Winter wishes (a community service project) (photo), Mar 5, 1999, p.10
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SCHOOLS-SCS-FOX MEADOW continued

Surround sound (string students at Heathcote and Fox Meadow present special program) (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.12
Seeds of instruction (Michael Mendel scoops soil to plant a white pine) (photo), Apr 30, 1999, p.1
5th grade play combines music, art and literature, Jun 18, 1999, p.9
School bond projects to begin soon, Jun 25, 1999, p.1
Progress at Fox Meadow School (photo), Jul 16, 1999, p.9
Demolition derby at Fox Meadow School (to make room for 10-classroom addition) (photo), Aug 13, 1999, p.9
Schools use construction as curricular enhancement, Sep 24, 1999, p.11
Schools still await state OK on new construction plans (illus), Oct 22, 1999, p.9
Same time and place, but new job (photo), Nov 12, 1999, p.12
School construction bids are awarded, Nov 19, 1999, p.11
Marathon runner shares life experiences with Fox Meadow students (photo), Nov 19, 1999, p.24
Fox Meadow celebrates Indian Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 26, 1999, p.12
Fox Meadow, Edgewood break ground for new construction (photo), Dec 3, 1999, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-FOX MEADOW-GRADUATION

(Supplement) Graduation (photo), Jul 2, 1999

SCHOOLS-SCS-GRADUATION

(Supplement) Graduation (photo), Jul 2, 1999

SCHOOLS-SCS-GREENACRES

Students learn from differences (photo), Jan 15, 1999, p.9
(Andrew Klampert flings a frisbee to Alex Kishenbaum on a mild day) (photo), Mar 5, 1999, p.6
Greenacres 3d graders have 9 to 90 encounters (class trip to Hebrew Home for the Aged) (photo), May 7, 1999, p.12
A mom's deja-view of Greenacres (edit), May 28, 1999, p.7
Role model (Dr Michael McGill reads aloud to Greenacres fourth graders) (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.10
Greenacres School learns to care (photo), Sep 17, 1999, p.10
Origami, anyone? (Greenacres third graders learn the ancient art of origami) (photo), Nov 12, 1999, p.11
Greenacres students prepare for 2025, Dec 10, 1999, p.12

SCHOOLS-SCS-GREENACRES-GRADUATION

(Supplement) Graduation (photo), Jul 2, 1999

SCHOOLS-SCS-HEATHCOTE

From a principal's office, Jan 15, 1999, p.10
Issue of children in new apartments is a red herring (ltr), Jan 22, 1999, p.6
Neither rain nor snow (could keep Heathcote musicians from their concerts) (photo), Jan 29, 1999, p.9
Bio feedback at Heathcote School (miniature-sized impersonators at biography breakfast) (photo), Feb 12, 1999, p.9
Heathcote sleuths solve a 'homicide' (photo), Mar 5, 1999, p.10
Surround sound (string students at Heathcote and Fox Meadow present special program) (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.12
The eggs have it at Heathcote ("Egg Day" for measurement skills) (photo), May 28, 1999, p.9
Author, author! (Heathcote 1st graders host a publishers' breakfast for parents and friends) (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.10
Censorship (and the stifling of creativity in our children) is not necessary) (ltr), Sep 17, 1999, p.6
Heathcote kids plumb character's character, Dec 24, 1999, p.11
All you need is love in Y2K (photo), Dec 24, 1999, p.11

SCHOOLS-SCS-HEATHCOTE-GRADUATION

(Supplement) Graduation (photo), Jul 2, 1999

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL

SOS: Spotlight on Stress, Jan 8, 1999, p.9
Snow job (Sarah Casal brushes the snow off her car windshield outside SHS) (photo), Jan 15, 1999, p.1
Superintendent: SHS declined to participate in U.S. News survey, Jan 15, 1999, p.9
Jenny Ping is SHS artist of the month (photo), Jan 15, 1999, p.10
Sloan should 'grow up and share the wealth (response to edit by Irving Sloan from 1/15/99) (ltr), Jan 22, 1999, p.6
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL continued

Sloan served up sour grapes (response to edit by Irving Sloan from 1/15/99) (ltr), Jan 22, 1999, p.6
Back to the books (photo), Jan 22, 1999, p.9
Student: Sloan intended to reassure Scarsdale, not to insult Edgemont (ltr), Jan 29, 1999, p.6
Students: English regents easy, except for spelling, Jan 29, 1999, p.10
All-county and all-state musicians named (individual names noted), Jan 29, 1999, p.10
Theatrical teacher makes physics fun (photo), Jan 29, 1999, p.10
Foiled again (student-faculty basketball game) (photo), Feb 5, 1999, p.1
Caveat emptor (re firm American Youth Corps Inc), Feb 12, 1999, p.1
Career Day offered insight to kids (ltr), Feb 12, 1999, p.8
Career Day offered insight to sophomores (ltr), Feb 26, 1999, p.7
SHS report cards delayed a month, Feb 26, 1999, p.9
SHS wrestlers ended the season with their heads held high (ltr), Mar 5, 1999, p.6
Young Writers Conference is April 17, Mar 5, 1999, p.9
Icemen (varsity hockey players) barred from awards dinner, Mar 12, 1999, p.1
SHS junior attends Presidential Classroom in D.C. (photo), Mar 12, 1999, p.14
Hockey team barred from awards dinner (cont), Mar 12, 1999, p.28
Artist of the Month (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.10
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30
Maroon and White Night (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.22
Program breaks silence about sexual orientation (cont), Mar 26, 1999, p.10
Students plan second Month of Sobriety (ltr), Mar 26, 1999, p.7
New graduation requirements imperil ESL students, Apr 2, 1999, p.1
New graduation requirements imperil ESL students (photo) (cont), Apr 2, 1999, p.9
Latin redux in Scarsdale and Edgemont classrooms (photo) (cont), Apr 2, 1999, p.10
Song of the Nightingale; Scarsdale teen to share the Caramoor stage with Igor Begelman (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.19
Teen clean (scum-skimming of the pond in Harwood Park) (photo), Apr 16, 1999, p.9
In fair weather and foul (SHS baseball fan Joe Williamson comes prepared) (photo), Apr 23, 1999, p.1
Track closing (for Girls' League track meet), Apr 23, 1999, p.1
Record crowd picks up tips from the pros at writers' conference, Apr 23, 1999, p.1
UNICEF fundraiser at SHS next Friday (photo), Apr 23, 1999, p.9
Month of sobriety begins May 1, Apr 23, 1999, p.9
SHS Concert Choir to sing at - gulp - Carnegie Hall (photo), Apr 23, 1999, p.10
Budding authors picks up tips from the pros (photo) (cont), Apr 23, 1999, p.13
Unfair profiling may leave scars (ltr), May 7, 1999, p.6
Track closing (for Hershey Track and Field event), May 14, 1999, p.1
SHS freshman suspended for threat, May 14, 1999, p.5
Blood lines (SHS junior class's annual blood drive) (photo), May 14, 1999, p.11
Composer's visit was inspiration to students (ltr), May 21, 1999, p.6
School riflery team must be abolished (edit), May 28, 1999, p.6
A perilous quest for perfection (re SHS girls and eating disorders) (edit), Jun 4, 1999, p.7
After Littleton, SHS improvements considered (cont), Jun 4, 1999, p.9
Dramatic feline ("The Pink Panther Strikes Again" at SHS) (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.9
Opting for senior options, Jun 4, 1999, p.12
Violent influences pervade after-school programs (response to 5/28 edit by Irving Sloan) (ltr), Jun 11, 1999, p.6
Rifle team taught responsible use of firearms (response to 5/28 edit by Irving Sloan) (ltr), Jun 11, 1999, p.6
Teen arrested in SHS e-mail threat (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.1
Riflery on hold, Jun 18, 1999, p.1
Climate of fear (re recent e-mail threat to SHS) (edit), Jun 18, 1999, p.6
E-mail terrorism undermined freedom and security at SHS (edit), Jun 18, 1999, p.7
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL continued

Why keep football? It's more violent than riflery (response to 5/28 edit by Irving Sloan) (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.8
Bat visits Scarsdale High, Jun 18, 1999, p.10
Teenager arrested in SHS e-mail threat (cont), Jun 18, 1999, p.15
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32
School community handled last week's crisis well (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.6
Prompt response by all to SHS threat commended (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.6
We don't need driver ed at SHS (edit), Jul 9, 1999, p.7
SHS is not the place for driver education (response to 7/16 letters by P Gelfman and O Toll) (ltr), Jul 30, 1999, p.6
SHS senior, 1st graders win literary contests (photo), Aug 13, 1999, p.9
'How I spent my summer vacation' (photo), Aug 27, 1999, p.9
(Skateboarder John Pokoik makes an athletic silhouette in SHS parking lot) (photo), Sep 3, 1999, p.6
They're back!; Damp day, sunny spirits as new school year begin (photo), Sep 10, 1999, p.1
Watching the action (Amanda Posner and Dani Borking watch Raider football practice) (photo), Sep 17, 1999, p.1
Fall fever (SHS students enjoy spectacular fall weather and high-flying Frisbees) (photo), Oct 8, 1999, p.10
AP Scholars at SHS (individual names given), Oct 29, 1999, p.12
District reacts to drug, alcohol survey, Nov 12, 1999, p.11
Story was a great pat on the back for SHS band (ltr), Nov 26, 1999, p.6
Fair celebrates diversity (SHS International Fair) (photo), Dec 3, 1999, p.11
Group urges parents to regain control, Dec 3, 1999, p.11
All-State musicians perform upstate (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.12
Maroon and White recognizes athletes (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.34
Les poetes de SHS (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.12
SHS athletes break gender barriers (photo), Dec 24, 1999, p.1
Scarsdale athletes break gender barriers (photo) (cont), Dec 24, 1999, p.4
The time of their lives (the year in SHS and EHS sports) (photo), Dec 31, 1999, p.15
The year in high school sports (cont), Dec 31, 1999, p.19

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-ALUMNI

Video memoirs speak to the future (photo), Feb 5, 1999, p.3
Scodesty: Scarsdale modesty (edit), Feb 5, 1999, p.7
Going the distance for Jessica (D Stratton-Crooke will run marathon for Leukemia Society) (photo), Feb 5, 1999, p.21
Videos leave a legacy (cont), Feb 5, 1999, p.28
She's got game (re Hillary Howard), Apr 2, 1999, p.1
Campers can rock and roll this summer at Dayjams (photo), Apr 30, 1999, p.21
Joshua Fix celebrates his father with music (photo), May 14, 1999, p.3
Amy Rosenberg (has joined Paine Webber as a divisional vice president) (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.4
Get Ready! (free SAT review course) is set to go for second year, Jun 18, 1999, p.10
Heather Dubbs (named anchor of Worldcast Magazine for Foreign TV. Com, Inc) (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.4
A different way of seeing (photos by 2 SHS alumni differ widely in esthetic approach) (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.15
The play's the thing for prize-winning SHS grad (photo), Jul 2, 1999, p.3
Scholar/athlete (Nicki Usher has been inducted into the SHS Scholar Athlete Honor Society) (photo), Jul 16, 1999, p.9
Maggie Adler, straight shooter (photo), Aug 27, 1999, p.18
2 Harvard men look back on SHS days, Sep 10, 1999, p.11
SHS '49ers excavate old times at reunion (photo), Oct 1, 1999, p.9
SHS graduate alert (SHS Alumni Assn is publishing the first directory of SHS graduates), Oct 8, 1999, p.1
Tom Rogers (appointed chairman and chief executive officer of Primedia Inc), Oct 8, 1999, p.4
Seems like yesterday (reunion of SHS graduating class of 1969) (photo), Oct 8, 1999, p.9
Sidney Murray (elected vice president of the Southern New England School of Law Student Bar Assn), Oct 15, 1999, p.4
Alyssa Dweck, M.D. (will join the Mount Kisco Medical Group as obstetrician and gynecologist) (photo), Oct 15, 1999, p.4
Up, up and away; Scarsdale basketball stand-out plans to go professional (photo), Oct 22, 1999, p.19
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SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-ALUMNI continued
Scarsdale grad(uate) prepares for professional basketball career in Europe (cont), Oct 22, 1999, p.20
Christine Verna (has completed a pediatric residency at Montefiore Hospital) (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.4

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-DEBATE TEAM
Scarsdale debaters, speakers earn kudos, Apr 23, 1999, p.10
Early victories for debate team, Oct 22, 1999, p.10

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-DRAMA CLUB
SHS Drama Club spoofs Shakespeare (photo), Feb 5, 1999, p.17
Drama brought Stratford to SHS (ltr), Feb 12, 1999, p.6
Scarsdale Drama Club to commit, solve 'Murder at the Vicarage' (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.19
Scarsdale Drama Club presents musical comedy 'On the Twentieth Century', Nov 12, 1999, p.12
Standing ovation for (SHS) drama club (ltr), Nov 19, 1999, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-GRADUATION
Glad grad(uate) (Ryan Flanagan goes to receive his SHS diploma June 25) (photo), Jul 2, 1999, p.1
Graduation inspires parents to poetry (ltr), Jul 2, 1999, p.6
(Supplement) Graduation (photo), Jul 2, 1999

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PROM
Graduates continue breakfast tradition at pool (ltr), Jul 2, 1999, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PTA
(Town and) V(illage) C(ivic) C(lub), SHS PTA for driver's ed at SHS, Jun 11, 1999, p.11

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-PTA SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Scholarships for college freshmen (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.11
Residents gave generously to scholarship fund (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.6

SCHOOLS-SCS-HIGH SCHOOL-SIGNIFER (HONOR SOCIETY)
Students are inducted into Signifer (individual names given), Oct 29, 1999, p.12

SCHOOLS-SCS-IHM
IHM 'kids' catch up on past 50 years at reunion (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.9
Christmas pageantry (at IHM) (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.1

SCHOOLS-SCS-IHM-GRADUATION
(Supplement) Graduation (photo), Jul 2, 1999

SCHOOLS-SCS-MIDDLE SCHOOL
Showcase of talent (SCS Middle School talent show) (photo), Jan 8, 1999, p.9
Treading on thin ice (Amy Kim skids across an icy patch outside the middle school) (photo), Jan 15, 1999, p.10
Middle School S(tudent) O(rganization) highlights (photo), Feb 5, 1999, p.10
Middle school writers' conference debuts (photo), Feb 12, 1999, p.9
Excerpts from the keynote address of executive producer Don Hewitt, Feb 12, 1999, p.9
Counselor's brother is slain in Uganda massacre, Mar 5, 1999, p.1
240 orators compete in SMS speech contest, Mar 26, 1999, p.9
Dramatically speaking ... (SMS Speech Contest) (photo), Apr 2, 1999, p.9
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest (photo), Apr 2, 1999, p.24
Turning the tables (student/staff switch day) (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.11
Community responds to Columbine tragedy, Apr 30, 1999, p.1
Off to see the wizard (photo), May 21, 1999, p.11
International food at (Middle School) fete (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.12
Rust busters (SCS Middle School Student Organization's Beautification Day) (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.11

SCHOOLS-SCS-MIDDLE SCHOOL

CHOICE Classes of 1999, 2000 visit Gettysburg, Jun 11, 1999, p.11
Ice cream for Kosovo (SCS Middle School fund raiser) (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.9
Yearbook yuks (SCS Middle School end of the year pool party) (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.1
Future (SHS) freshmen frolic (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.9
Unlocking the mysteries (indetricies of the locker) (photo), Sep 10, 1999, p.11
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SCHOOLS-SCS-MIDDLE SCHOOL continued
Musical camper (Margot Beldengreen appeared in musical at French Woods Festival) (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.18
Middle School in the millennium (edit), Oct 1, 1999, p.7
7th grade open house at SMS challenges parents, Oct 8, 1999, p.3
(Student) Organization executive(s) (for SCS Middle School) (photo), Nov 5, 1999, p.12
8th graders ace new state math, English tests (illus), Nov 12, 1999, p.10
District reacts to drug, alcohol survey, Nov 12, 1999, p.11
8th graders ace new state math, English tests (cont), Nov 12, 1999, p.11
A Caring A(nd) R(especting) E(ach Other)-ing Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 26, 1999, p.1
4th house at middle school recommended, Dec 17, 1999, p.1
CHOICE Warwick trip builds community, school spirit (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.11
Spring SMS after-school clubs announced, Dec 17, 1999, p.11
4th house at Scarsdale Middle School recommended (cont), Dec 17, 1999, p.24

SCHOOLS-SCS-MIDDLE SCHOOL-CHOICE PROGRAM
CHOICE model UN heals the world (photo), Apr 23, 1999, p.9

SCHOOLS-SCS-MIDDLE SCHOOL-GRADUATION
(Supplement) Graduation (photo), Jul 2, 1999

SCHOOLS-SCS-QUAKER RIDGE
Delays compound test problems (photo), Jan 22, 1999, p.1
The hundred days (SCS elementary schools celebrates the 100th day of school) (photo), Mar 12, 1999, p.13
I sing the city electric (Quaker Ridge third graders study electricity and cities) (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.9
Climbing the walls (of the Middle School) (photo), Mar 26, 1999, p.1
Latin American days (at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Apr 16, 1999, p.11
Visiting author (Bernard Weber at Quaker Ridge) (photo), May 7, 1999, p.11
Bridging the generation gap at Quaker Ridge (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.9
They're just wild about Harry! (Potter, that is) (photo), Oct 15, 1999, p.9
Lorella Lamonaca, teacher-in-charge: New place, new time, new district (photo), Nov 19, 1999, p.11
A Quaker Ridge trio (photo), Nov 19, 1999, p.11
Starlight dining at Quaker Ridge (photo), Nov 26, 1999, p.11

SCHOOLS-SCS-QUAKER RIDGE-GRADUATION
(Supplement) Graduation (photo), Jul 2, 1999

SCHOOLS-SCS-ST PIUS X
Feeding the hungry (photo), Dec 3, 1999, p.11

SCHOOLS-SCS-ST PIUS X-GRADUATION
(Supplement) Graduation (photo), Jul 2, 1999

SCHOOLS-SCS-STATE AID
New state aid for our school districts, Aug 27, 1999, p.9

SCHOOLS-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
Local high school students balk at SED's 'higher standards', Sep 17, 1999, p.10

SCHOONMAKER, FRANCES
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Teachers Institute, Mar 26, 1999, p.40

SCHOONMAKER, WALTER
Firefighter education 'fills 1 more square' (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.3

SCHOZER, CHRISTINE
Faces of black history (watercolor paintings of black Americans at Edgewood school) (photo), Mar 5, 1999, p.9

SCHROEDER, ELAINE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of This Year’s Scarsdale Bowl: Bernard Cedarbaum (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.32

SCHROEDER, ELAINE (AU)
Citizens' candidates are experienced, thoughtful (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
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SCHUBERT, DAVID (AU)
New tennis courts will replace old ones at Greenville (ltr), Aug 13, 1999, p.6

SCHUMANN, WALTER R
Walter R Schumann (dies), Jun 18, 1999, p.16

SCHWAB, JULIE
Fox Meadow celebrates Indian Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 26, 1999, p.12

SCHWARTZ, ARIEL
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

SCHWARTZ, BEN
Little big league (1,100 children are registered for the season) (photo), Apr 30, 1999, p.1

SCHWARTZ, JUDITH
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Teachers Institute, Mar 26, 1999, p.40

SCHWARTZ, JUDY
Superintendent's Day celebrates teaching (photo), Mar 26, 1999, p.9
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District's 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32

SCHWARTZ, MARIE
Teaching teens to recognize dating abuse (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.3

SCHWARTZ, MARK
Bat mitzvah was a moving occasion (response to edit by Mark Schwartz from 8/20/99) (ltr), Sep 10, 1999, p.6

SCHWARTZ, MITCHELL
Winter wishes (a community service project) (photo), Mar 5, 1999, p.10

SCIARPELLITI, AMANDA
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest (photo), Apr 2, 1999, p.24

SCIARPELLITI, JENNIFER
Maroon and White recognizes athletes (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.34

SCS
After a year of 'no' we yearn for 'yes' (edit), Jan 8, 1999, p.6
Mayor highlights accomplishments in 1998 and goals for 1999 (photo) (cont) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.19
Village expects to survive T2K (photo), Feb 5, 1999, p.1
Scodesty: Scarsdale modesty (edit), Feb 5, 1999, p.7
Why Scarsdale voters needs a choice (edit), Feb 12, 1999, p.7
Greenburgh vs. Scarsdale over downtown; Edgemont woman ready to take on Scarsdale (photo), Feb 12, 1999, p.11
Greenburgh vs. Scarsdale over downtown; Town selects attorney who might sue Scarsdale, Feb 12, 1999, p.11
Bench is ready to be the 'CEO' of the village (photo), Feb 19, 1999, p.1
Court battles solve little, cost a great deal (ltr), Feb 19, 1999, p.6
Scarsdale has been unresponsive to Edgemont (response to edit from 2/12/99) (ltr), Feb 26, 1999, p.6
Local liaisons speed storm recovery, Mar 19, 1999, p.1
(Supplement) Today's Woman (photo), Mar 26, 1999

FACE IT, SCARSDALIANS: YOU'RE NO BETTER THAN ANYONE ELSE (ltr), Apr 2, 1999, p.6

The People of Post (Road); Scarsdale Historical Society highlights our 'first families' (photo), Apr 30, 1999, p.19
Village engineer brings hands-on approach, May 7, 1999, p.3
Gardeners should not work on weekend days (ltr), May 28, 1999, p.6
Harney traffic jams preview development effect (ltr), May 28, 1999, p.6
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SCS continued

Construction advisory, Jun 4, 1999, p.1
Schools chief begins community dialogue, Jun 11, 1999, p.3
Former mayor grieves for loss of leadership (response to edit from 6/11/99) (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.6
Many kids worked hard to make teen center happen (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.6
What happened to neighborly vigilance? (ltr), Aug 13, 1999, p.6
Village treats employees, residents with contempt (ltr), Aug 13, 1999, p.6
A little patience (re SCS refurbishing projects) (edit), Aug 20, 1999, p.6
Clintons may be good for village (ltr), Aug 27, 1999, p.6
Clintons would cause congestion (should they move into 74 Ardsley Road) (ltr), Aug 27, 1999, p.6
Full disclosure (re signing of disclosure forms by village officials), Sep 17, 1999, p.1
Village sprayed (with pesticide Anvil), Sep 24, 1999, p.1
State of the village (address to be presented at Town and Village Civic Club), Oct 1, 1999, p.1
Scarsdale should remain a community open to change (ltr), Oct 1, 1999, p.6
(Non-Partisan) System is real target of attacks (edit), Oct 8, 1999, p.7
New owners for 2 Overhill Road, Oct 15, 1999, p.1
A plea for civility, now that the village board deliberates in public (photo) (edit), Oct 15, 1999, p.7
State and special tax district help fund improvements (response to 10/22 letter by J Ellis) (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.6
Both McCready and police have always been helpful (re recent incident outside IHM Church) (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.6
Scarsdale's spending is profligate (response to letter by James Ellis from 10/22) (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.7
(Supplement) Read All About Us (photo), Oct 29, 1999
Town rewards kids for aggression and hostility (ltr), Nov 26, 1999, p.6
Letters illustrate need for choice (response to 12/10 letters by S Kalt and D Cadoux) (ltr), Dec 17, 1999, p.6
Village decorations are dilapidated and forlorn (ltr), Dec 17, 1999, p.6
Making merry (Second Winter Wonderland sponsored by SCS Chamber of Commerce) (photo), Dec 24, 1999, p.3
Vote against ending moratorium called courageous (ltr), Dec 24, 1999, p.6
Dispute over contract settled after several tense months (photo), Dec 31, 1999, p.3
Voters' Party brings politics to village, Dec 31, 1999, p.1
Growth, standards impact schools, Dec 31, 1999, p.1
Fully rented downtown remains elusive, Dec 31, 1999, p.4
Leaving their mark (SCS people in the news in 1999) (photo), Dec 31, 1999, p.4
Dubious Distinctions (humorous review of 1999 SCS highlights) (edit), Dec 31, 1999, p.6

SCS ADULT SCHOOL
Adult School courses appeal to broad range of cultural interests (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.3
Malina retires (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.4
(Supplement) Back to School (photo), Aug 27, 1999

SCS ART ASSN
Scarsdale Art Association marks 61st year (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.13
Art association spring show to open at library (photo), Feb 26, 1999, p.17
Art association revives spring outdoor show and sale at Chase Park (illus., May 7, 1999, p.19
Art in the park (photo), May 14, 1999, p.19
Admiring art (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.9
Art association awards show expects largest field of entries (photo), Oct 22, 1999, p.17
Ahhhhh art, Nov 5, 1999, p.21
Scarsdale Art Association; And the winners are... (photo), Nov 5, 1999, p.21

SCS BOWL (1999)
(SCS) Bowl will go to Cedarbaum (photo), Jan 22, 1999, p.1
Bowl will go to Cedarbaum (cont), Jan 22, 1999, p.13
Bowl (dinner) late this year, Mar 5, 1999, p.1
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SCS BOWL (1999) continued
Bowl dinner reminder, Apr 30, 1999, p.1
Cedarbaum optimistic that village will survive challenge (photo), May 28, 1999, p.1
Bowl winner represents nonpartisan ideals (cont), May 28, 1999, p.17
The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl: Bernard Cedarbaum (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.32

SCS BOWL (2000)
Bowl committee chairman named (photo), Nov 19, 1999, p.4

SCS DEMOCRACY PROJECT
Who are challengers? (SCS Democracy Project, challenging the Citizens' Party, will have open forum), Jan 15, 1999, p.1
Challengers take on Citizens' Party (photo), Jan 22, 1999, p.1
Democracy Project offers direct nomination for village office (ltr), Jan 22, 1999, p.8
Candidate asks for readers' votes (ltr), Jan 22, 1999, p.8
Challengers take on Citizens' Party (cont), Jan 22, 1999, p.29
3 to challenge Citizens' Party (photo), Jan 29, 1999, p.1
Democracy project promotes participation (Progress Edition 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.10
Citizens and Voters ready for campaign, Feb 5, 1999, p.1
New drawings for the downtown (illus), Feb 12, 1999, p.1
Candidate events, Mar 5, 1999, p.1
Village board delays vote on referendum, Dec 17, 1999, p.1
Nix on referendum (urges village board not to sponsor a referendum to switch village election)(edit), Dec 17, 1999, p.6
1999 - The Year in Review (photo) (cont), Dec 31, 1999, p.13

SCS FOUNDATION
Foundation grants benefit residents (Progress Edition 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.11
Scarsdale Foundation offers scholarship aid, Feb 26, 1999, p.4
Bowl dinner reminder, Apr 30, 1999, p.1

SCS GOLF AND COUNTRY CLUB
SEE COUNTRY CLUBS

SCS HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Scarsdale Historical Society educational program wins award (photo) (Progress Edition 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.4
Viewing the past (photo), Feb 5, 1999, p.17
Decision delayed on historical society plan (illus), Feb 26, 1999, p.3
Historically correct music (Edgewood students participate in program about music) (photo), Mar 12, 1999, p.13
Hochbergs to be feted at historical society ball, Mar 19, 1999, p.15
Planning board ok's historical society's expansion, Apr 2, 1999, p.5
Historical society expansion insensitive to neighbors (ltr), Apr 2, 1999, p.6
The People of Post (Road); Scarsdale Historical Society highlights our 'first families' (photo), Apr 30, 1999, p.19
The People of Post: recalling Scarsdale's 'first families' (photo) (cont), Apr 30, 1999, p.21
Summer samplers of history (photo), Aug 20, 1999, p.3
(Supplement) Back to School (photo), Aug 27, 1999
Impressionist (John Gilpin at SCS Historical Society county fair) (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.1
Fair was successful, well attended (ltr), Sep 24, 1999, p.6
Admiring art (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.9
Go! (SCS Historical Society's Fall Foliage Run Oct 17) (photo), Oct 22, 1999, p.1
What makes an American fashion icon? (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.19
(Naya Samuel brushes up on her domestic skills at the SCS Historical Society) (photo), Dec 31, 1999, p.6

SCS INQUIRER (NEWSPAPER)
False alarm (a burning smell in SCS Inquirer offices), Jan 8, 1999, p.1
Junior League helps to make a difference (praise for SCS Inquirer's Progress Edition) (ltr), Feb 12, 1999, p.6
It's that time (The Inquirer welcomes letters about candidates for village office), Feb 19, 1999, p.1
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SCS INQUIRER (NEWSPAPER) continued

Story (by SCS Inquirer) on unusual request brought positive results (ltr), Feb 26, 1999, p.6
(SCS Inquirer) Editor should not condone political grandstanding (ltr), Mar 5, 1999, p.6
Inquirer wins awards, Apr 2, 1999, p.1
Get published promptly! (re letters to the editor and op-ed pieces) (edit), Apr 9, 1999, p.6
Editorial award was deserved (ltr), Apr 23, 1999, p.6
Dictatorship by (SCS Inquirer) editor proposed (ltr), Apr 23, 1999, p.6
Graduation edition (will be published July 2), May 21, 1999, p.1
Early deadline (for Memorial Day), May 28, 1999, p.1
Graduation edition, Jun 4, 1999, p.1
Sliss joins Inquirer staff (photo), Oct 15, 1999, p.4
Be a part of the paper (guidelines for submitting material to the Scarsdale Inquirer) (edit), Oct 15, 1999, p.6
Paper was wrong to name arrested man's employer (re arrest of Andrew McCready) (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.6
Glenn to leave Inquirer, Nov 19, 1999, p.6
Repulsed by (Pamela Robbins) advertisement in Nov 26 issue of SCS Inquirer) (ltr), Dec 3, 1999, p.6
Reader disgusted (with Pamela Robbins advertisement in 11/26 issue of SCS Inquirer) (ltr), Dec 3, 1999, p.6
Appalling bad taste (re Pamela Robbins advertisement in 11/26 issue of SCS Inquirer) (ltr), Dec 3, 1999, p.6
Ad inappropriate (re Pamela Robbins advertisement in 11/26 issue of SCS Inquirer) (ltr), Dec 3, 1999, p.6
Advertiser regrets causing discomfort (re Pamela Robbins 11/26 advertisement in SCS Inquirer) (ltr), Dec 3, 1999, p.6
Progress (edition) ahead, Dec 17, 1999, p.1

SCS INQUIRER (NEWSPAPER)-PERSONAL NOTES

Reader asks: Brother, can you spare a car?, Jan 8, 1999, p.3
Scodesty: Scarsdale modesty (edit), Feb 5, 1999, p.7
The city beckons; empty-nesters respond (edit), Feb 12, 1999, p.7
Polishing off mom's free time (edit), Feb 26, 1999, p.7
Apartment buyers: beware of long-lost cousins (edit), Mar 26, 1999, p.7
You can take the girl out of the suburbs, but ... (edit), Apr 16, 1999, p.6
On the scene at the Emergency Room: treating Columbine High School victims (edit), May 7, 1999, p.7
Sayonara, Mom (edit), May 14, 1999, p.7
Sayonara (cont), May 14, 1999, p.8
Good cookies and great memories (edit), May 21, 1999, p.7
A mother's deja-view of Greenacres (edit), May 28, 1999, p.7
LENCH - Lunches that never happen. (edit), May 28, 1999, p.7
Graduation 1943: nothing endures like embarrassment (edit), Jun 25, 1999, p.7
Rawyer: Reasonable lawyer (edit), Jul 2, 1999, p.7
While others add (house space), we're inclined to subtract (edit), Jul 9, 1999, p.7
A new handbook (satire) on (SCS) government (ltr), Jul 16, 1999, p.6
Commuter dogs learn to love the city (edit), Jul 16, 1999, p.7
Parting is such fleet sorrow (edit), Jul 23, 1999, p.7
Grieving for a man and a myth (edit), Jul 23, 1999, p.7
Andrew: Mama's got your gun (edit), Jul 30, 1999, p.7
Empty nest brings empty hours (edit), Aug 6, 1999, p.7
New Words for Webster's (Tar Mitzvah - Tasteful bar mitzvah) (edit), Aug 20, 1999, p.7
Advice to some potential Edgemonters (Mr and Mrs Clinton) (edit), Aug 20, 1999, p.7
Computer-phobes get comfy (edit), Aug 27, 1999, p.6
More money than manners (edit), Aug 27, 1999, p.7
The drill is gone (author's musings on his days as an army dentist and on dental profession) (edit), Sep 3, 1999, p.7
Cedding - Celebrity wedding (edit), Sep 10, 1999, p.7
The many provocations of peevishness (edit) (ltr), Sep 17, 1999, p.7
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SCS INQUIRER (NEWSPAPER)-PERSONAL NOTES continued

Great expectations -- fulfilled (illus) (edit), Sep 24, 1999, p.7
Camp for Mom's own good (edit), Oct 8, 1999, p.7
How to turn an ex-boyfriend into a toad (edit), Oct 29, 1999, p.7
Looking alike, and always different (edit), Nov 5, 1999, p.7
Guide to mindful housekeeping (edit), Nov 19, 1999, p.7
Change is good, so the saying goes (edit), Nov 19, 1999, p.7
The quintessential Thanksgiving dinner (edit), Nov 26, 1999, p.7
Lessons across the generations (edit), Nov 26, 1999, p.7
A question of character (edit), Dec 10, 1999, p.7
Rally round! (edit), Dec 10, 1999, p.7
Let's take this baby out for a test snooze (edit), Dec 17, 1999, p.7
A grown-up's wish list (edit), Dec 17, 1999, p.7
Keeping up with the filles (edit), Dec 24, 1999, p.7
Random reflections (ltr), Dec 24, 1999, p.7
Try love (ltr), Dec 24, 1999, p.7
Y2 hate? Dominant pitcher shows his weakness (edit), Dec 31, 1999, p.6
A millennium is ending (edit), Dec 31, 1999, p.7
Words not written (edit), Dec 31, 1999, p.7
Surviving 7 days in leftover purgatory (edit), Dec 31, 1999, p.7

SCS NEIGHBORHOOD ASSN PRESIDENTS

SNAP takes on local and county issues that affect citizens (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.10
Citizens and Voters ready for campaign, Feb 5, 1999, p.1
Candidates face off at S(CS) N(neighborhood) A(ssn) P(residents) forum, Mar 12, 1999, p.1
Voters' Party thanks L(league of) W(omen) V(oters), SNAP for forums (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.6
Candidates face off over downtown at S(CS) N(neighborhood) A(ssn) P(residents) meeting (cont), Mar 12, 1999, p.28
S(CS) N(neighborhood) A(ssn) P(residents) support of system has long history (edit), Jun 4, 1999, p.6
Dismissal from Procedure Committee was improper (response to edits from 6/4/99 and 6/11/99) (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.6

SCS RESPONSIBLE CITIZENS

Senior housing is as much a blight as retail stores (response to Inquirer article from 2/12/99) (ltr), Feb 19, 1999, p.6
Edgemont resident's membership in S(CS) R(esponsible) C(itizens) not improper (re 2/12 edit) (ltr), Feb 19, 1999, p.6
Greenburgh residents were invited to join S(CS) R(esponsible) C(itizens) (ltr), Feb 19, 1999, p.6
Scarsdale has been unresponsive to Edgemont (response to edit from 2/12/99) (ltr), Feb 26, 1999, p.6
It's time to pull the plug on this tunnel project (ltr), Sep 17, 1999, p.6

SCS SUMMER MUSIC THEATRE

S(CS) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre) to conduct theater clinics, workshops, Apr 30, 1999, p.21
Live from Boniface (re SCS Summer Music Theatre and its production of 42nd Street), Jul 16, 1999, p.1
No 'Good Morning', Jul 23, 1999, p.1
S(CS) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre) unveils cast members for '42nd Street' production (illus), Jul 23, 1999, p.13
Broadway north (circle in front of the Harwood Building renamed '42nd Street') (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.1
Local merchants helped support S(CS) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre) production (ltr), Aug 20, 1999, p.6

SCS TEACHERS' INSTITUTE

Minigrants awarded by S(CS) T(eachers') I(nstitute), Feb 19, 1999, p.8
S(CS) T(eachers') I(nstitute) to celebrate 30th anniversary, Mar 12, 1999, p.13
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Teachers Institute, Mar 26, 1999, p.40
Virginia Marx, made a valuable contribution to S(CS) T(eachers') I(nstitute) (ltr), Jun 4, 1999, p.6
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SCS TEEN CENTER

Village signs teen center contract (photo), Jan 29, 1999, p.1
Happy coalescence (re new teen center) (edit), Jan 29, 1999, p.6
A teen center - soon, at long last (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.11
A vision of things to come (computer vision of interior for new Scarsdale Teen Center) (photo), Feb 5, 1999, p.1
Broad-based support made teen center a reality (ltr), Feb 5, 1999, p.6
Teen center kicks off fundraising campaign, Feb 5, 1999, p.10
Teens at work, Mar 12, 1999, p.1
Teen center to open soon, Apr 9, 1999, p.1
New teen center director starts Monday (photo), Apr 16, 1999, p.3
A new user (SCS Teen Center) for ice rink deposit (that was refunded) (ltr), Apr 30, 1999, p.6
Rolling right along (Susan Moser helps ready the Scarsdale Teen Center) (photo), May 14, 1999, p.1
Teens now go Out of Bounds (re new teen center), Jun 4, 1999, p.1
Out of Bounds opening a credit to many volunteers (ltr), Jun 4, 1999, p.6
Village says teen center was not ready to open, Jun 11, 1999, p.1
Teen center opens again, with ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.3
Police picket ribbon-cutting teen center opening (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.3
A bad example (re police demonstrations outside SCS Teen Center) (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.8

The Bank of New York Salutes The Establishment of the New Scarsdale Teen Center Out of Bounds (photo), Jul 2, 1999, p.20
Teen center closes - again; Dry-cleaner spill from above is to blame, Jul 23, 1999, p.1
Toxic spill, no C(ertificate) of O(ccupancy), but cleaners is open (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.1
The Mimi (Dry-Cleaner) mess - time to cooperate (edit), Jul 30, 1999, p.6
Mimi Cleaners still operating without C(ertificate) of O(ccupancy) (cont), Jul 30, 1999, p.20
'Serious concerns' about cleaners (re recent dry cleaning chemical seepage from Mimi Cleaners) (ltr), Aug 6, 1999, p.6
Remediation plan would ensure safety (re recent dry cleaning fluid spill from Mimi's Cleaners) (ltr), Aug 6, 1999, p.6
Teen center, cleaner, should be viable pair (edit), Aug 6, 1999, p.7
Cleaners fined but teen center remains closed, Aug 27, 1999, p.1
Mimi Cleaners is fined $250 but teen center still closed (cont), Aug 27, 1999, p.8
Teens plead for center to open; Rent withheld after chemical and water leaks, Sep 17, 1999, p.1
Teen center woes continue (cont), Sep 17, 1999, p.8
Mimi to install fan, teens still locked out (cont), Sep 24, 1999, p.23
Cleaners offers to relocate equipment; Village board flexes muscles, Oct 1, 1999, p.1
Cleaner proposes sharing costs of equipment relocation (ltr), Oct 1, 1999, p.6
Mimi Cleaners offers to relocate equipment (cont), Oct 1, 1999, p.13
Pandora's box (re Mimi Cleaners and air quality tests) (edit), Oct 8, 1999, p.6
Appalled at village inability to aid teen center (response to edit from 9/24/99) (ltr), Oct 8, 1999, p.6
Mimi Cleaners installs fan amid village air tests (cont), Oct 8, 1999, p.8
Mimi installs fan amid village air tests, Oct 8, 1999, p.1
Fate of teen center rests on test, Oct 15, 1999, p.1
Scarsdale teen substance use above the norm, Oct 22, 1999, p.1
Cleaner faces additional tests, Oct 29, 1999, p.1
Teen center needs a more suitable home than basement (ltr), Nov 5, 1999, p.9
Cleaner ordered to install second fan, Nov 19, 1999, p.1
Teen center considering plan to reopen weekends, Dec 24, 1999, p.1
Teen center considering plan to reopen weekends (cont), Dec 24, 1999, p.4
Teen Center opens, closes amidst controversy (photo), Dec 31, 1999, p.12

SCS VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE CORPS

Citizens' Committee nominates Bench, Galvani, Cusick and Miller (photo), Jan 15, 1999, p.1
Mayor highlights accomplishments in 1998 and goals for 1999 (photo) (cont) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.19
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SCS VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE CORPS continued

Village support, donations deep ambulance corps up to date (ltr), Feb 12, 1999, p.8
Bench, Galvani, Cusic, Miller responded to S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) needs (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) may get larger home (photo), Aug 27, 1999, p.1
Don't shortchange S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) (re proposed headquarters renovation) (edit), Aug 27, 1999, p.6
Trustees debating S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) renovation (cont), Aug 27, 1999, p.8
Don't nickel and dime the ambulance corps (edit), Sep 3, 1999, p.6

SCS WOMAN'S CLUB

Post 52 gives $10K for D.C. memorial (photo), Sep 3, 1999, p.3
Art association awards show expects largest field of entries (photo), Oct 22, 1999, p.17

SCS-EMT FAMILY COUNSELING CENTER

Partygoers enjoy gourmet feast at S(CS) Family C(ounseling) S(ervice) benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.10
Scarsdale teen substance use above the norm, Oct 22, 1999, p.1

SCS-EMT FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE

Myers strengthened S(CS-EMT) Family C(ounseling) S(ervice) outreach to elderly (photo), Jan 22, 1999, p.3
Former youth outreach worker returns to S(CS-EMT) Family C(ounseling) S(ervice) (photo), Jan 29, 1999, p.14
Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling serves many (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.11
November helped secure agency's future (photo), Mar 12, 1999, p.3
Frances Galloway focused on long-range planning (photo), Mar 26, 1999, p.3
Where do former 60's kids stand on drugs now that they're parents? (edit), Apr 16, 1999, p.7
To balance a culture at war with families (cont), Apr 30, 1999, p.15
'60s parents, '90s kids chart drug-free course at conference (photo), May 7, 1999, p.11
Family Counseling grateful to 'Galaxy' supporters (ltr), May 14, 1999, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28
Lots to talk about at Talkabout groups, Aug 13, 1999, p.1
Lots to talk about at new Talkabout groups (cont), Aug 13, 1999, p.8
New social skills group to form (for children age 5-10 and 11-13), Sep 24, 1999, p.11
Volunteers at counseling service bring cultures together) (photo), Nov 19, 1999, p.4
Counseling service needs help in keeping door open (ltr), Nov 26, 1999, p.6

SCS-HISTORY

Rediscovering Scarsdale along the Hutchinson Parkway Trail (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.3
Rediscovering Scarsdale on the Hutchinson Parkway Trail (cont), Jul 30, 1999, p.16
Church of St. James the Less celebrates 150 years (photo), Oct 22, 1999, p.13

SCS-HTS-NEWCOMERS CLUB

Newcomers celebrate 50 years (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.13

SCS-PLANNING

Ready for vote (on findings statement on proposed downtown development plan), Jan 8, 1999, p.1
Village center development too massive for site (ltr), Jan 8, 1999, p.6
A miracle in Scarsdale Village Hall: the founding fathers speak (edit), Jan 8, 1999, p.7
England's King George would feel right at home here (ltr), Jan 8, 1999, p.8
Trustees OK the rezoning of downtown, Jan 15, 1999, p.1
Speakers mostly positive on downtown (photo), Jan 15, 1999, p.3
Vote of confidence (for downtown development) (edit), Jan 15, 1999, p.6
Tunnel vision (re proposal to platform the Metro-North tracks) (edit), Jan 15, 1999, p.6
Not so fast (re misleading stories that development of SCS downtown is further along than it is), Jan 22, 1999, p.1
Pay attention to both sides of the tracks (re downtown development) (ltr), Jan 22, 1999, p.6
Issue of children in new apartments is a red herring (ltr), Jan 22, 1999, p.6
Opposing views (re downtown development) can be reconciled (edit), Jan 22, 1999, p.7
Spencer (Place) could be entertainment mall (ltr), Feb 5, 1999, p.7
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SCS-PLANNING continued

The village government is out of step with the times (ltr), Feb 5, 1999, p.6
New drawings for the downtown (illus), Feb 12, 1999, p.1
Threats aren't helpful (re downtown development) (edit), Feb 12, 1999, p.6
Cotswold concerned about development congestion (ltr), Feb 12, 1999, p.8
Downtown drawing is not to scale (ltr), Feb 19, 1999, p.6
Garth residents blast downtown proposal, Feb 26, 1999, p.1

Scarsdale has been unresponsive to Edgemont (response to edit from 2/12/99) (ltr), Feb 26, 1999, p.6
Ask yourself: Would you want the development near you? (ltr), Feb 26, 1999, p.6
Can't find supporters for development (ltr), Feb 26, 1999, p.7
Development may be deciding factor in election (ltr), Mar 5, 1999, p.6
Town and Village Civic Club is split on development, Mar 5, 1999, p.1
Bench may recommend a referendum on development (ltr), Mar 5, 1999, p.6
Bird's eye view (model of proposed residential/retail development on Freightway and Depot) (photo), Mar 12, 1999, p.1
Tell it like it is (re misrepresentation of downtown proposal by Voters' Party) (edit), Mar 12, 1999, p.6
Size, materials of development must be shown (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.6
We need American Premier Underwriter's cooperation to improve traffic flow (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.7
Challengers misrepresent advisory committee report (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.7
Current proposal is our last best chance to improve the downtown (edit), Mar 12, 1999, p.7
'Quaint' part of village is not endangered by development (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Citizens' Party should be renamed 'Know Nothing' (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Citizens' Party leaders are open-minded on downtown (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Uninformed statements and promises may be regretted (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.9
Challenger breaks Citizens' monopoly (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.1

Problems of size, risk remain in development proposal (response to 3/13 letter by A. Janiak) (ltr), Mar 26, 1999, p.6

10 reasons to nix the downtown plan (edit), Apr 9, 1999, p.7
Tunnel rendering was misleading, inaccurate (ltr), Apr 9, 1999, p.9
(Downtown development) Proposal would cause congestion (ltr), Apr 16, 1999, p.6
Critics deliberately misrepresent proposal (photo) (edit), Apr 16, 1999, p.7
'Silly' Freightway design led to a job for Jonathan Arnold (ltr), Apr 23, 1999, p.6
' Honest' drawings of tunnel are still needed (ltr), Apr 23, 1999, p.7
Deception clouds downtown debate (edit), Apr 23, 1999, p.7
Deception clouds downtown debate (cont), Apr 23, 1999, p.8
Behr and Anastas letters distort architect's intent (ltr), Apr 30, 1999, p.6

What's next for downtown? (edit), May 21, 1999, p.7
Village charm depends on preserving green (ltr), Jun 4, 1999, p.6
Trustees halt talks with developer, Jun 11, 1999, p.1
Requiem to progress (re termination of negotiations with American Premier Underwriters) (edit), Jun 11, 1999, p.6
Trustees halt talks with downtown developer (photo) (cont), Jun 11, 1999, p.15
Board's cave-in on downtown was appalling (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.6
This misguided act will cost taxpayers plenty (re termination of talks with downtown developer) (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.6
Trustees must reverse course on downtown proposal (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.6
'Old guard' is responsible for current mess (re American Premier Underwriters negotiations) (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.8
Special interests shouldn't sway village trustees (ltr), Jul 2, 1999, p.6
Downtown question may go to a vote, Jul 16, 1999, p.1
Grey-heads should give up the bone, let village move on (ltr), Jul 16, 1999, p.6
Downtown development question may go to a vote (cont), Jul 16, 1999, p.22
Revised resolution on July 27 agenda (re public referendum and downtown development), Jul 23, 1999, p.1
Seeking closure (re village board and downtown development) (edit), Jul 23, 1999, p.6
Letter asking 'ancients' to leave was offensive and unfair (response to 7/16 letter by D Buchen) (ltr), Jul 23, 1999, p.6
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SCS-PLANNING continued

- Build a positive consensus on downtown development (ltr), Jul 23, 1999, p.6
- Revised downtown resolution on July 27 agenda (cont), Jul 23, 1999, p.8
- Development foes want hard data, not 'pious assurances' (ltr), Aug 6, 1999, p.6
- Scarsdale Planning Board is Winston's court of last resort (illus), Aug 20, 1999, p.1
- 2-site plan = foresight (re Freightway and Depot sites and downtown development) (edit), Sep 3, 1999, p.6
- Building means downtown chaos (ltr), Sep 3, 1999, p.6
- The 1-site development solution (edit), Sep 3, 1999, p.7
- Ginsburg says no to downtown project, Sep 10, 1999, p.1
- Supporters rally as downtown deadline passes, Sep 17, 1999, p.1
- It's not too late to lead (re downtown development proposal) (edit), Sep 17, 1999, p.6
- Proposed agreement exposes village to risk (response to Inquirer edit from 9/3/99) (ltr), Sep 17, 1999, p.6
- Vision for a modern suburbia: 'Build we mustn't' (ltr), Sep 17, 1999, p.6
- It's time to pull the plug on this tunnel project (ltr), Sep 17, 1999, p.6
- Downtown proposal is outgrowth of secret deal (ltr), Sep 24, 1999, p.6
- Village trustees reject developer's proposal, Oct 1, 1999, p.1
- Newspaper history of downtown development would end in confusion (ltr), Oct 1, 1999, p.6
- Penn Central is the obvious partner in downtown development plan (ltr), Oct 1, 1999, p.6
- Citizens' Party requires loyalty to tunnel project (ltr), Oct 8, 1999, p.6
- It's unclear where mayor stands on development (ltr), Oct 8, 1999, p.6
- (Non-Partisan) System is real target of attacks (edit), Oct 8, 1999, p.7
- State and special tax district help fund improvements (response to 10/22 letter by J Ellis) (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.6

SCULPTURE

- Space for the arts (large wooden outdoor sculpture), Jul 30, 1999, p.10
- Edgewood commemorates new sculpture (photo), Nov 19, 1999, p.12

SEASTRAND, ERIC
- Eric Seastrand (dies), Oct 8, 1999, p.20

SEAT BELTS
- Seat belts save children's lives (ltr), May 28, 1999, p.6

SEDDON, MARTIN
- Mural for the millennium (corner walls at C-Town supermarket have been decorated by M Seddon) (photo), Nov 5, 1999, p.4

SEDELMAYER, J J
- Record crowd picks up tips from the pros at writers' conference, Apr 23, 1999, p.1

SEIDELMAN, PHYLLIS
- Along the art trail: Awards, exhibits, openings, lectures and a trek (photo), Oct 15, 1999, p.17

SEIDDEN, JOSH
- Origami, anyone? (Greenacres third graders learn the ancient art of origami) (photo), Nov 12, 1999, p.11

SEIDMAN, JEROME A
- The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl: Bernard Cedarbaum (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.32

SEIFE, BURTON
- Americans take freedom of speech for granted (response to letter by Burton Seife from 4/23/99) (ltr), Apr 30, 1999, p.6

SEIFE, BURTON (AU)
- Can't find supporters for development (ltr), Feb 26, 1999, p.7
- Citizens' Party anaconda-like hold must be relaxed (response to 3/5 edit by J Richman) (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.6

SEIFE, TAMA
- Challengers take on C(itizens') P(arty) (photo), Jan 22, 1999, p.1
- 3 to challenge Citizens' Party (photo), Jan 29, 1999, p.1
- Citizens and Voters ready for campaign, Feb 5, 1999, p.1
- Challenger breaks Citizens' Party monopoly (photo) (cont), Mar 19, 1999, p.13
- Victory celebration, Apr 2, 1999, p.1
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SEIFE, TAMA (AU)
Scarsdale's 'tradition' is changing (ltr), Feb 12, 1999, p.8
Perkins letter was over the limit (response to 4/16 letter by Bradford Perkins) (ltr), Apr 30, 1999, p.6
A new handbook (satire) on (SCS) government (ltr), Jul 16, 1999, p.6
Development foes want hard data, not 'pious assurances' (ltr), Aug 6, 1999, p.6

SEIFER, SHEILA
Bridging the generation gap at Q(uaker) R(idge) (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.9

SELIGMAN, DORI
Many kids worked hard to make teen center happen (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.6

SELLARS, JESSE
Village workers came through on a wet Sunday (ltr), Mar 19, 1999, p.6

SENILE DEMENTIA
Sayonara, Mom (edit), May 14, 1999, p.7

SENIORS-SCS
Scarsdale's seniors have busy agenda (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.11
Senior housing is as much a blight as retail stores (response to Inquirer article from 2/12/99)(ltr), Feb 19, 1999, p.6
Senior housing is needed in Scarsdale, not Eastchester (ltr), Feb 26, 1999, p.6
Staying in the swim, Jun 18, 1999, p.1
Assisted living facility wrong for Saxon Woods (ltr), Jul 23, 1999, p.6
Hurwitz takes helm of Scarsdale Seniors (photo), Sep 17, 1999, p.8
Bell-Atlantic neighbors propose senior facility on Post Road (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.1
Bell-Atlantic neighbors propose senior facility (cnt), Sep 24, 1999, p.23
Post (Road) proposal is not what Scarsdale seniors need (response to 9/24 article) (ltr), Oct 15, 1999, p.6
A new place for senior housing (edit), Nov 12, 1999, p.7

SERAFIN, PATRICIA
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest (photo), Apr 2, 1999, p.24

SERBS
U.S. response to Milosevic requires risk (ltr), Apr 2, 1999, p.6
In 1920, it was the Serbs who tugged at our heartstrings, Apr 9, 1999, p.3

SERUGA, TARA
Winners galore at Labor Day games (photo), Sep 10, 1999, p.9

SERVELLO, MICHAEL
Firefighter education 'fills 1 more square' (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.3

SEWARD, ZACH
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest (photo), Apr 2, 1999, p.24
Early victories for debate team, Oct 22, 1999, p.10

SEXUAL HARASSMENT
Sexual harassment ruling (by the U.S. Supreme Court) wrong way to go (edit), May 28, 1999, p.7

SEYMOUR, MICHAEL
IHM 'kids' catch up on past 50 years at reunion (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.9

SHAH, ASHVIN
Attack (on Ashvin Shah) destroys community interchange (ltr), Dec 10, 1999, p.6

SHAH, ASHVIN A (AU)
More rigorous planning process needed in Edgemont (edit), Nov 26, 1999, p.7
Edgemont board president should not shoot the messenger (ltr), Dec 17, 1999, p.6

SHAH, ASHWIN
Edgemont should have hired pros to study bond needs (ltr), Dec 17, 1999, p.6

SHALATSKY, JANICE
When your preschooler can't let go (photo), Sep 17, 1999, p.3
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SHAMES, JODI
Junior League members make a difference 8 ways (photo), Apr 23, 1999, p.15

SHANAHAN, BARBARA
Maroon and White recognizes athletes (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.34
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

SHAPIRO, ALAN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28

SHAPIRO, ALLAN

SHAPIRO, LISA
On the town with mom (photo), May 7, 1999, p.3

SHAPIRO, MICHELLE
On the town with mom (photo), May 7, 1999, p.3

SHAPIRO, ZACHARY
Greenburgh drafts new master plan (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.1

SHAPIRO, ALAN

SHARIF, RUHKSAR
SMS honors academic, school, community achievements (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.11

SHAWN, HOWARD W (AU)
Republican candidate Susan Kaufman would improve the court (ltr), Sep 10, 1999, p.8

SHEEHAN, FRANCIS
Greenburgh race heats up: Bill Pohlmann to challenge Feiner, Jul 2, 1999, p.1
Why doesn't Sheehan run against Feiner? (ltr), Jul 30, 1999, p.6
Sheehan would bring needed change to Greenburgh (ltr), Sep 3, 1999, p.6
A hard choice (re Democratic primary for GBH Town Council) (edit), Sep 10, 1999, p.6
'Local hero' would change the way town is governed (response to 9/3 Inquirer article), Sep 10, 1999, p.6
Francis Sheehan will take better care of environment (ltr), Sep 10, 1999, p.6
Sheehan would put Greenburgh residents first (ltr), Sep 10, 1999, p.7
Signs send mixed message (ltr), Sep 10, 1999, p.7

SHEEHEY, PAUL
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District's 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32

SHELTOA, TRINA
Taking her pick (Trina Sheltoa looks through paperback book selections at library book fair) (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.9

SHEPPARD, GREGORY
Opera is elementary in Scarsdale (photo), Feb 26, 1999, p.9

SHERMAN, CRAIG
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District's 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32

SHERWOOD, EMILY
Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling serves many (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.11
Sherwood and Simon tapped for board of ed(ucation) (photo), Mar 12, 1999, p.1
Sherwood and Simon tapped for school board posts (cont), Mar 12, 1999, p.14
School B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) chose excellent candidates in Sherwood, Simon (ltr), Mar 19, 1999, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Teachers Institute, Mar 26, 1999, p.40
Village election was expensive; Voters outspent Citizens 3-1, Apr 16, 1999, p.1
Budget votes, board elections set, May 14, 1999, p.1
For the school boards (endorsement of E. Sherwood, A. R. Simon, J. Lasser and D Glazer) (edit), May 14, 1999, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32
2 budgets pass by wide margins, May 21, 1999, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl: Bernard Cedarbaum (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.32
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SHERWOOD, RICHARD
SBS honors academic, school, community achievements (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.11

SHEEMAKER, GEORGE P
George P Shoemaker (dies), Oct 1, 1999, p.12

SHOLZ, EDWIN LAWRENCE
Edwin Lawrence Sholz (dies), May 28, 1999, p.12

SHOOTING
Community responds to Columbine tragedy, Apr 30, 1999, p.1
Community responds to Columbine tragedy (cont), Apr 30, 1999, p.15
On the scene at the E(mergency) R(oom): treating Columbine High School victims (edit), May 7, 1999, p.7
Andrew: Mama's got your gun (edit), Jul 30, 1999, p.7

SHOPPING
On the town with mom (photo), May 7, 1999, p.3
Sidewalk sale (August 6 and 7), Jul 30, 1999, p.1
Chamber's sidewalk sale showed the vitality of village (ltr), Aug 13, 1999, p.6
Sidewalks selections (photo), Aug 13, 1999, p.8
The procrastinating Santa shops Scarsdale (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.3
Let's take this baby out for a test snooze (edit), Dec 17, 1999, p.7
The procrastinating Santa can find all his gifts in downtown Scarsdale (cont), Dec 17, 1999, p.24

SHOPPING CENTERS
Grand reopening (of Golden Horseshoe Shopping Center) (photo), Mar 12, 1999, p.4

SHUFFMAN, ROSE
Volunteers honored (by Westchester Jewish Conference), May 28, 1999, p.4

SHVETZ, BRENDA
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30

SHVETZ, LIZ
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32

SICILIANO, MICHAEL
Commendations (for seven officers by SCS Police Dept Awards Committee) (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.5

SICK
Lots of sick kids though it's not flu, Feb 5, 1999, p.9

SIDEWALKS
Sidewalk sale (August 6 and 7), Jul 30, 1999, p.1
Slow but steady (progress on new sidewalks in downtown SCS) (photo), Aug 13, 1999, p.1
Crary: Quality sidewalks take time to install (cont), Aug 20, 1999, p.8
Building means downtown chaos (ltr), Sep 3, 1999, p.6
Pouring concrete would have been good enough (ltr), Oct 22, 1999, p.6
State and special tax district help fund improvements (response to 10/22 letter by J Ellis) (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.6
Scarsdale's spending is profligate (response to letter by James Ellis from 10/22) (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.7
Work takes a holiday (sidewalk replacement work downtown will be suspended for the winter), Nov 5, 1999, p.1
New sidewalks more attractive, more durable (ltr), Nov 12, 1999, p.6

SIEGEL, DONALD (AU)
Edgemont should have hired pros to study bond needs (ltr), Dec 17, 1999, p.6

SIEGEL, MARVIN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28

SIFF-KORPI, MARNI
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Teachers Institute, Mar 26, 1999, p.40
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SIGNS AND SIGNBOARDS
Scarsdale should follow a neighbor's safety example (ltr), Jan 8, 1999, p.6
Street signs are in bad condition (ltr), Dec 17, 1999, p.6

SILBER, ABBY
Scarsdale Drama Club to commit, solve 'Murder at the Vicarage' (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.19

SILBERZWEIG, JOE
Schools thunder to a close (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.10

SILVER, DANIEL K (AU)
Face it, Scarsdalisans: You're no better than anyone else (ltr), Apr 2, 1999, p.6
Trustees must reverse course on downtown proposal (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.6

SILVER, MICHAEL
Greenburgh drafts new master plan (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.1

SILVER, MICHAEL M (DR)
Michael M Silver, M.D. (appointed cardiology chief at White Plains Hospital Center) (photo), Apr 30, 1999, p.4

SILVER, SHELDON
Legislators nix tax for working in NYC, May 21, 1999, p.1
We don't matter in Albany (edit), May 21, 1999, p.6

SILVERMAN, DONALD
Awaiting his fate (J Henry Neale), Mar 19, 1999, p.1

SILVERMAN, JOLI
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30

SILVERMAN, VALERIE
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

SILVERSTONE, MARILYN
Marilyn Silverstone (dies), Oct 8, 1999, p.20

SIMKINS, MAX
Schools thunder to a close (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.10
Starlight dining at Quaker Ridge (photo), Nov 26, 1999, p.11

SIMON, ABE
And the streets echoed with the pounding of feet (photo), Mar 26, 1999, p.32

SIMON, ANN ROSE
Teen center progress is delayed (photo) (cont), Jan 8, 1999, p.9
Village signs teen center contract (photo), Jan 29, 1999, p.1
Sherwood and Simon tapped for board of education (photo), Mar 12, 1999, p.1
Sherwood and Simon tapped for school board posts (cont), Mar 12, 1999, p.14
(School) Board) NOMinating Committee chose excellent candidates in Sherwood, Simon (ltr), Mar 19, 1999, p.6
Teen center to open soon, Apr 9, 1999, p.1
Budget votes, board elections set, May 14, 1999, p.1
For the school boards (endorsement of E. Sherwood, A. R. Simon, J. Lasser and D Glazer) (edit), May 14, 1999, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32
2 budgets pass by wide margins, May 21, 1999, p.1
Teen center opens again, with ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.3
The Bank of New York Salutes The Establishment of the New Scarsdale Teen Center Out of Bounds (photo), Jul 2, 1999, p.20

SIMON, ANN ROSE (AU)
Broad-based support made teen center a reality (ltr), Feb 5, 1999, p.6

SIMON, HENIE
2 join Doernberg (photo), Oct 8, 1999, p.4

SIMON, HENRY
Candidates needed (for Citizens' Nominating Committee), Sep 24, 1999, p.1
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SIMON, HENRY continued
   11 elected to C(itizens') N(ominating) C(ommittee), Nov 12, 1999, p.1
SIMON, HENRY R (AU)
   A bad example (re police demonstrations outside SCS Teen Center) (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.8
SIMON, MARGE (AU)
   Meals on Wheels needs volunteers to drive and visit (ltr), Feb 5, 1999, p.7
SIMON, MARJ
   Meals on Wheels turns 20 (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.4
SIMON, SANDI
   And the streets echoed with the pounding of feet (photo), Mar 26, 1999, p.32
SIMS, MIRIAM
   Miriam Sims (dies), Apr 9, 1999, p.21
SINGER, TERRY (AU)
   Galvani made valuable contributions as B(oard of) A(rchitectural) R(eview) chairman (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
SINGER, ZACH
   Early victories for debate team, Oct 22, 1999, p.10
SINGSEN, MARY ELLEN
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28
SINGSEN, MARY ELLEN (AU)
   Galvani, Miller, Cusick performed well at forum (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.9
SINSHEIMER, WARREN
   Warren Sinsheimer (will receive Pro Bono award from the American Bar Assn), Jul 30, 1999, p.4
SKATING RINKS
   A new user (SCS Teen Center) for ice rink deposit (that was refunded) (ltr), Apr 30, 1999, p.6
SKIS AND SKIING
   Resorts attract new skiers, Jan 22, 1999, p.32
   Get away for a day, Jan 29, 1999, p.20
   Graduated length is 'in' again, Feb 12, 1999, p.33
   Using your head to prevent injuries, Feb 19, 1999, p.16
   Stamps, SnoBowls and suspension - oh, my! (photo), Feb 26, 1999, p.20
   Inside hype-biz language, Mar 5, 1999, p.18
   Skiing: Behind the hype (cont), Mar 5, 1999, p.19
   The best slopes for your buck, Mar 12, 1999, p.25
   Getting clubby, Mar 19, 1999, p.21
   Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30
   What's new in the wide world of skiing? (photo), Nov 19, 1999, p.27
   Hunter Mountain: a family tradition (photo), Nov 26, 1999, p.26
   Aspen's grueling 24 hours, Dec 10, 1999, p.34
   'Tis the season to head for the mountains, Dec 31, 1999, p.15
SLAIGHT, BARBARA
   Village owes debt of gratitude to library benefactor (ltr), Jan 22, 1999, p.7
   Kudos to all who made mezzanine happen at library (ltr), Jan 29, 1999, p.6
   The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28
SLEDGES, BRENNAA
   Eureka! (Brenna Sledges spots a shiny egg at Easter egg hunt at GBH Nature Center) (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.1
SLISS, TODD
   Sliss joins Inquirer staff (photo), Oct 15, 1999, p.4
   Story was a great pat on the back for SHS band (ltr), Nov 26, 1999, p.6
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SLISS, TODD (AU)
Y2 hate? Dominant pitcher shows his weakness (edit), Dec 31, 1999, p.6

SLOAN, IRVING J
Sloan should 'grow up and share the wealth (response to edit by Irving Sloan from 1/15/99) (ltr), Jan 22, 1999, p.6
Sloan served up sour grapes (response to edit by Irving Sloan from 1/15/99) (ltr), Jan 22, 1999, p.6
Student: Sloan intended to reassure Scarsdale, not to insult Edgemont (ltr), Jan 29, 1999, p.6
Sloan: Silence candidates at village board meetings, Feb 26, 1999, p.1
The right to speak (at village board meetings) (edit), Feb 26, 1999, p.6
Sloan: Silence candidates at village board meetings (cont), Feb 26, 1999, p.8
Meetings no place for campaigning (ltr), Mar 5, 1999, p.8
Citizens' Party anaconda-like hold must be relaxed (response to 3/5 edit by J Richman) (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.6
Citizens' Party is dishing up sour grapes (ltr), Apr 9, 1999, p.6
New focus for old holiday, May 14, 1999, p.1
Riflery a safe, constructive activity (response to 5/28 edit by Irving Sloan) (ltr), Jun 4, 1999, p.7
'Right to bear arms' prevents a Kosovo from happening here (ltr), Jun 11, 1999, p.6
Second Amendment, NRA, are irrelevant to rifle team (ltr), Jun 11, 1999, p.6
Violent influences pervade after-school programs (response to 5/28 edit by Irving Sloan) (ltr), Jun 11, 1999, p.6
Rifle team taught responsible use of firearms (response to 5/28 edit by Irving Sloan) (ltr), Jun 11, 1999, p.6
Teen center opens again, with ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.3
Why keep football? It's more violent than riflery (response to 5/28 edit by Irving Sloan) (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.8
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28
The Bank of New York Salutes The Establishment of the New Scarsdale Teen Center Out of Bounds (photo), Jul 2, 1999, p.20
The time is right to reconsider driver's education course (response to 7/9 edit by l. Sloan) (ltr), Jul 16, 1999, p.6
Toys don't kill people, guns do (response to letter from 10/1/99 by Irving Sloan) (ltr), Oct 8, 1999, p.7
'Gospel according to Irving' called biased, mean-spirited (ltr), Dec 10, 1999, p.6
Teacher (Irving Sloan) exposed as enemy of democracy (response to 12/10 letter by S Kalt) (ltr), Dec 17, 1999, p.6
Writers free to express views differing from establishment's (re 12/17 letter by H Reynolds) (ltr), Dec 24, 1999, p.6
Sloan has been lifelong defender of democracy (ltr), Dec 24, 1999, p.6
Voters' Party brings politics to village, Dec 31, 1999, p.1

SLOAN, IRVING J (AU)
The issue is not choice, but quality (edit), Jan 22, 1999, p.7
(SCS Inquirer) Editor should not condone political grandstanding (ltr), Mar 5, 1999, p.6
Candidates should walk before they run (edit), Mar 5, 1999, p.7
High hopes for top vote-getter (re recent village election) (edit), Mar 19, 1999, p.7
Election a wake-up call, not a death knell (edit), Mar 26, 1999, p.7
In 1920, it was the Serbs who tugged at our heartstrings, Apr 9, 1999, p.3
We must do more to discourage bullying (edit), Apr 30, 1999, p.7
The humble also make history (re the proposed demolition of the Purdy homestead on 53 Carman Road), May 21, 1999, p.3
Don't listen to the 'November Song' (re changing village election date to November (edit), May 21, 1999, p.6
School riflery team must be abolished (edit), May 28, 1999, p.6
Marx was the consummate Scarsdalian (ltr), Jun 4, 1999, p.6
S(CS) (Neighborhood) A(ssn) P(residents) support of system has long'history (edit), Jun 4, 1999, p.6
Why I'm resigning from the preservation committee (edit), Jul 2, 1999, p.6
We don't need driver ed at SHS (edit), Jul 9, 1999, p.7
SHS is not the place for driver education (response to 7/16 letters by P Gelfman and O Toll) (ltr), Jul 30, 1999, p.6
Teen center, cleaner, should be viable pair (edit), Aug 6, 1999, p.7
It's not necessary to demonize officials (response to 8/13 letter by Anthony Filancia) (edit), Aug 20, 1999, p.7
Don't nickel and dime the ambulance corps (edit), Sep 3, 1999, p.6
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SLOAN, IRVING J (AU) continued
Immigrant author had Scarsdale connection, Sep 3, 1999, p.12
Parents should respect teacher's judgment (response to 9/17 letter by Deborah Porder) (ltr), Oct 1, 1999, p.6
Don't look to court to protect pedestrians (response to 10/1 letter by Lucas Meyer) (edit), Oct 22, 1999, p.7
A new place for senior housing (edit), Nov 12, 1999, p.7
Voters' Party presence gives lie to its criticism (edit), Dec 3, 1999, p.7

SLUTSKY, IZZY
Hunter Mountain: a family tradition (photo), Nov 26, 1999, p.26

SLUTSKY, ORVILLE
Hunter Mountain: a family tradition (photo), Nov 26, 1999, p.26

SMITH, AKIKO
New graduation requirements imperil ESL students (photo) (cont), Apr 2, 1999, p.9

SMITH, ALDEN
Board's cave-in on downtown was appalling (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.6

SMITH, BILL
False bomb threat at Edgemont High, May 7, 1999, p.1

SMITH, GRACE E
Grace E Smith (dies), Jan 8, 1999, p.12

SMITH, WILLIAM
Magazine names EHS among nation's 96 best, Jan 15, 1999, p.1

SMOLER, ELSIE
Residents urge moratorium on tearing down old houses, Mar 12, 1999, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl: Bernard Cedarbaum (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.32
Board ends moratorium on teardowns, Dec 17, 1999, p.1

SMOLER, ELSIE R (AU)
Voters' candidates left after speaking at board meeting (ltr), Feb 19, 1999, p.6

SMOLER, IRVIN C (AU)
Switch to November elections a thoughtless idea (ltr), Apr 23, 1999, p.6

SMOLOVER, DAVID
Campers can rock and roll this summer at Dayjams (photo), Apr 30, 1999, p.21

SMOLOVER, RAYMOND AND EVELYN (AU)
Editorial award was deserved (ltr), Apr 23, 1999, p.6

SNAP
SEE SCS NEIGHBORHOOD ASSN PRESIDENTS

SNELLING, SUSAN
Susan Snelling (dies), Sep 24, 1999, p.22

SNITOW, ANN
Ann Snitow (is an editor of "The Feminist Memoir Project Voices form Women's Liberation), Mar 5, 1999, p.4

SNOW
Snow day (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.3

SNOWSHOES AND SNOWSHOEING
Try leaving those skis in the closet for an aerobic workout on the snowshoe trails, Mar 26, 1999, p.31

SNOWSTORMS
Double whammy (mighty oak falls in SCS) (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.1
Local liaisons speed storm recovery, Mar 19, 1999, p.1

SNYDER, DAVID
Residents reject 'optimal' cell site, Jun 4, 1999, p.1
Antenna impact, Jun 25, 1999, p.1
Greenburgh race heats up: Bill Pohlmann to challenge Feiner, Jul 2, 1999, p.1
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SO, EUGENE
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30

SOBOL, GERALD L (AU)
Citizens' Party is dishing up sour grapes (ltr), Apr 9, 1999, p.6

SOBOL, THOMAS (DR)
Standards have pitfalls, Sobol says (photo), Oct 22, 1999, p.8

SOCCER
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32
Town rewards kids for aggression and hostility (ltr), Nov 26, 1999, p.6
Maroon and White recognizes athletes (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.34
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

SOFTBALL
Girls are not forgotten (re Little League softball) (edit), Feb 5, 1999, p.6
Girls' softball to be 'totally separate', Feb 12, 1999, p.1
Girls recreation league program is working well (ltr), Feb 12, 1999, p.6
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32
(Jessica Klein is ready for action during softball practice at Greenacres) (photo), Jul 23, 1999, p.6

SOKAL, MADELINE
Greenacres 3d graders have 9 to 90 encounters (class trip to Hebrew Home for the Aged) (photo), May 7, 1999, p.12

SOKOLOFF, HELENA
Getting close-up with Helena Sokoloff (photo), Jul 16, 1999, p.13

SOLOMON, DAN
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30

SOLOMON, NANCY
(SchooI) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) voter turnout low, Jan 15, 1999, p.1

SOMMERFIELD, GEORGE
And the streets echoed with the pounding of feet (photo), Mar 26, 1999, p.32

SONNENBORN, VIVIAN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Teachers Institute, Mar 26, 1999, p.40

SONTAG, SHERRY
Undersea sleuths were cold war heroes (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.3
Under the sea, these sleuths were cold war heroes (cont), Mar 19, 1999, p.23

SORKIN, JOAN
Joan Sorkin-directed workshops to debut at Fleetwood Stage (photo), Feb 12, 1999, p.27

SOSA, CHRIS
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30

SOTER, MARGARET
Harvey Birch chapter celebrates 72 years of public service (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.10

SOUTHER, CATHERINE
No place to go! New addition to school lacks restrooms, Apr 30, 1999, p.1
Parent Teacher Council inducts officers for Y2K (photo), May 21, 1999, p.11

SOUTHER, CATHERINE C (AU)
Efforts of many contribute to local calendar (ltr), Aug 27, 1999, p.6

SPAGNA, JOHN
Man charged in local burglary, Jul 23, 1999, p.1

SPALL, MIKE
Local liaisons speed storm recovery, Mar 19, 1999, p.1
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SPANO, ANDREW
- Awaiting his fate (J Henry Neale), Mar 19, 1999, p.1
- Taking the heat (Tuesday's oppressive heat), Jul 9, 1999, p.1

SPANO, ANDY
- Henry Neale resigns from (Westchester County) parks (Recreation and Conservation) board, Apr 9, 1999, p.1
- County's banning of gospel concert at Playland was outrageous (ltr), Sep 10, 1999, p.8

SPARANGER, LISA
- Latin American days (at Quaker Ridge) (photo), Apr 16, 1999, p.11

SPEECHES, ADDRESSES, ETC
- 240 orators compete in SMS speech contest, Mar 26, 1999, p.9
- Dramatically speaking ... (SMS Speech Contest) (photo), Apr 2, 1999, p.9
- The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest (photo), Apr 2, 1999, p.24

SPEED LIMITS
- Signs may deter speeding on Boulevard (ltr), Aug 13, 1999, p.6

SPIDALIERI, RICKY
- Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

SPIELER, DANIELLE
- Showcase of talent (SCS Middle School talent show) (photo), Jan 8, 1999, p.9

SPIELER, JILL
- 21 running for 11 positions on C(itizens') N(ominating) C(ommittee), Oct 15, 1999, p.1
- 11 elected to C(itizens') N(ominating) C(ommittee), Nov 12, 1999, p.1
- League of V(omen) V(oters) mulls pros, cons of election, Nov 19, 1999, p.1

SPIELER, JILL (AU)
- School B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) member committed to nonpartisan process (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.7

SPIRO, MARJORIE
- (Marjorie Spiro gets some cool exercise at the Scarsdale Pool), Jul 16, 1999, p.6

SPITZER, ELLIOT
- Spitzer resolves to use office as agent of change, Oct 8, 1999, p.3

SPITZER, JEFFREY
- The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28

SPORTS
- Don't short change athletic girls (ltr), Feb 19, 1999, p.6
- Parents: Keep your involvement in children's sports positive (edit), Jun 11, 1999, p.7
- Childhood disappointments prepare us for adulthood (response to 11/26 letter by J Fishman) (ltr), Dec 10, 1999, p.6

SPRAGUE, PEGGY KEYES
- IHM 'kids' catch up on past 50 years at reunion (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.9

SPRAGUE, RICHARD (DR)
- Delays compound test problems (photo), Jan 22, 1999, p.1
- New York State school report cards: Relief for some, discord for others, Apr 16, 1999, p.1
- 4th graders score above average, May 28, 1999, p.1
- Scarsdale kids top scorers in new state tests, Nov 12, 1999, p.1

SPRENGER, MILCAH
- SHS honors academic, school, community achievements (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.11

SPRING
- Enchanted April (edit), Apr 2, 1999, p.6

SPRINGER, ELLEN ALBRIGHT
- Ellen Albright Springer (dies), Feb 12, 1999, p.30

SPRINKLERS
- Public hearings to focus on sprinklers, tear-downs, Feb 12, 1999, p.1
- Teardowns out, sprinklers in, Mar 26, 1999, p.1
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STAFFIERI, JOHN
Commendations (for seven officers by SCS Police Dept Awards Committee) (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.5

STAMP, PAULA
New teen center director starts Monday (photo), Apr 16, 1999, p.3
Teens now go Out of Bounds (re new teen center), Jun 4, 1999, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Establishment of the New Scarsdale Teen Center Out of Bounds (photo), Jul 2, 1999, p.20
Toxic spill, no C(ertificate) of O(occupancy), but cleaners is open (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.1

STAMPS, POSTAGE
SEE POSTAGE STAMPS

STAPEN, CARL
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

STAR PROGRAM
SEE SCHOOL TAX RELIEF PROGRAM

STARR, ERIC
Surround sound (string students at Heathcote and Fox Meadow present special program) (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.12

STARR, JANICE (AU)
Junior League helps to make a difference (praise for SCS Inquirer's Progress Edition) (ltr), Feb 12, 1999, p.6
Junior League's Make a Difference Day really did (ltr), May 14, 1999, p.7

STATYNER, HARRIS (DR)
'60s parents, '90s kids chart drug-free course at conference (photo), May 7, 1999, p.11

STAUFFER, AMANDA
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

STEEF, KAREN
New Scarsdale schools staff (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.11

STEELE, DONALD
Clergy's dilemma - to bless or not to bless homosexual unions, Feb 19, 1999, p.1

STEELE, WILLIAM M JR
William M Steele Jr (dies), Aug 13, 1999, p.10

STEELE, ZACHARY
Zachary Steele (has completed a wilderness mountaineering course in Wyoming), Sep 17, 1999, p.4

STEIGMEIER, CAROLYN
Election inspector: 'I love it!', Oct 29, 1999, p.1

STEINBERG, MORTON (DR)
Morton Steinberg, D.D.S. (elected to board of directors of Westchester ARC), Jun 11, 1999, p.4

STEINBERG, NANCY
The power of Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) (photo), Jul 2, 1999, p.4

STEINMETZ, DAVID
Residents reject 'optimal' cell site, Jun 4, 1999, p.1

STEINTHAL, JAY
Showcase of talent (SCS Middle School talent show) (photo), Jan 8, 1999, p.9

STEP
SEE STUDENT TRANSFER EDUCATION PLAN

STEVENS, ERIC
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32

STERN, BETSY
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STERN, BETSY (AU)
Vote yes to give W(estchester) C(ommunity) C(ollege) greater independence (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.7

STERN, DAVID
Board ends moratorium on teardowns, Dec 17, 1999, p.1

STERN, DIANNE
Village owes debt of gratitude to library benefactor (ltr), Jan 22, 1999, p.7
Kudos to all who made mezzanine happen at library (ltr), Jan 29, 1999, p.6

STERN, SYDNEY (AU)
You can take the girl out of the suburbs, but ... (edit), Apr 16, 1999, p.6
Commuter dogs learn to love the city (edit), Jul 16, 1999, p.7
Summertime and the reading is leisurely (edit), Aug 13, 1999, p.7

STERNBERG, JERRY
Jerry Sternberg (recipient of the 1999 Dr Martin Luther King Jr recognition award), Feb 5, 1999, p.4

STERNBERG, JILL
2 return from East Timor chaos (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.1

STERNBERG, JUDI (AU)
Scarsdale getting more and more user-unfriendly (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.7

STERNBERG, STANLEY R (AU)
Edgemont board should not overreact to test results (ltr), Apr 23, 1999, p.6

STEVENS, MICHAEL
21 seeking election to S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee), Jan 8, 1999, p.1
S(chool) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) voter turnout low, Jan 15, 1999, p.1

STEVES, BOB
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Historical Society’s 25th Annual Spring Benefit (photo), Apr 23, 1999, p.30

STEWART, AMY
‘How I spent my summer vacation’ (photo), Aug 27, 1999, p.9

STILLMAN, LILA
T(own and) V(illage) C(livic) C(lub) reports support school, village budgets, Apr 9, 1999, p.1

STILLMAN, MELISSA
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32

STIX, CAROL
Speakers mostly positive on downtown (photo), Jan 15, 1999, p.3

STIX, CAROL (AU)
Local elections in March highlights their importance (ltr), May 7, 1999, p.7

STOCK, EVELYN
Stock chosen as delegate to conference on justice (photo), Apr 16, 1999, p.4
Evelyn Stock (has received the 1999 Citizen of Achievement Award by NY State League of Women Voters), May 21, 1999, p.4
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28
Scarsdale’s Evelyn Stock takes on court reform (cont), Jul 16, 1999, p.22
Candidates needed (for Citizens’ Nominating Committee), Sep 24, 1999, p.1
Nominating committee election is Wednesday, Nov 5, 1999, p.1
11 elected to C(itizens’) N(ominating) C(ommittee), Nov 12, 1999, p.1
League of V(omen) V(oters) mulls pros, cons of election, Nov 19, 1999, p.1

STOCKHEIMER, DOUG
Unwelcome guests? Animal control to the rescue! (photo), Dec 24, 1999, p.3

STOCKS
Money is in the air - investing online, Nov 12, 1999, p.4
Investing Online: the good, the bad and the very ugly, Dec 24, 1999, p.4
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STOKES, RON
   Voters keep incumbents right where they are, Nov 5, 1999, p.1

STONE, AUDREY
   United Way grants (photo), May 14, 1999, p.4

STONE, JEAN
   Virginia Marx, child advocate, dead at 93 (photo), May 28, 1999, p.1
   Marx was the consummate Scarsdalian (ltr), Jun 4, 1999, p.6

STORMS
   Floyd came through; he could have done worse (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.5

STONE, LEO..AN VAN COTT
   Leona Van Cott Storz (dies), Jan 8, 1999, p.12

STRATTON-CROOKE, DIANE
   Going the distance for Jessica (D Stratton-Crooke will run marathon for Leukemia Society) (photo), Feb 5, 1999, p.21

STRATYNER, HARRIS B (DR) (AU)
   Where do former 60's kids stand on drugs now that they're parents? (edit), Apr 16, 1999, p.7

STRAUSS, LAURA
   Strauss helped create safety nets for young people (photo), Feb 12, 1999, p.3
   Family Counseling grateful to 'Galaxy' supporters (ltr), May 14, 1999, p.6
   The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32

STRAUSS, PETER
   Problems of size, risk remain in development proposal (response to 3/13 letter by A. Janiak) (ltr), Mar 26, 1999, p.6
   The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32
   Supporters rally as downtown deadline passes, Sep 17, 1999, p.1

STREET LIGHTING
   Progress on 2 fronts (new lamp posts in downtown are being installed as they arrive), Dec 3, 1999, p.1

STREET SIGNS
   SEE SIGNS AND SIGNBOARDS

STREETS
   Expand scope of Sprain Road S(upplemental) E(nvironmental) I(mpact) S(tatement) (ltr), Feb 12, 1999, p.8

STREETS-EASTCHESTER
   Scarsdale should follow a neighbor's safety example (ltr), Jan 8, 1999, p.6

STREETS-SCS
   One way to go (it has been recommended that Spencer Place remain a one-way, westbound street), Jan 15, 1999, p.1
   Spencer Place to be permanently 1-way, Jan 29, 1999, p.1
   Putting it in stone (re planned downtown improvements), Mar 26, 1999, p.1
   Calmer streets (the village is planning to install "traffic calming" measures in certain areas), May 14, 1999, p.1
   Allow right turns out of Boniface (ltr), Jun 11, 1999, p.6
   A lot of work ($400,000 in contracts awarded to two Mount Vernon contractors for SCS roadway work), Aug 6, 1999, p.1
   Signs may deter speeding on Boulevard (ltr), Aug 13, 1999, p.6
   Weaver project worries neighbors, Aug 20, 1999, p.1
   Trustees hear worries about Weaver (cont), Aug 20, 1999, p.8
   All traffic should stop for pedestrians in crosswalks (ltr), Sep 17, 1999, p.7
   Post (Road) disruption (for installation of fiber-optic cable), Sep 24, 1999, p.1
   Post office brings a bit of old Berlin to Scarsdale (building rear closed to pedestrian traffic) (ltr), Oct 15, 1999, p.6
   Scarsdale getting more and more user-unfriendly (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.7
   Post Road workers cut gas, cable lines, Nov 26, 1999, p.1
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STREETS-SCS continued
Street signs are in bad condition (ltr), Dec 17, 1999, p.6
2 down, 3 to go (re fiber optic cable on Post Road), Dec 24, 1999, p.1
Let's keep our streets beautiful (response to 11/5 letter by Stanley Schaffer) (ltr), Dec 31, 1999, p.6

STRESS
Meditation will help reduce and manage stress (ltr), Jan 15, 1999, p.6

STROUT, ALAN
SHS '49ers excavate old times at reunion (photo), Oct 1, 1999, p.9

STUART, AL
Broadway north (circle in front of the Harwood Building renamed "42nd Street) (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.1

STUART, ELIZABETH
Scarsdale Drama Club to commit, solve 'Murder at the Vicarage' (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.19
SHS honors academic, school, community achievements (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.11

STUDENT TRANSFER EDUCATION PLAN
STEP students become an integral part of the Scarsdale community (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.3
At year's end, (Student) Transfer (Education) Plan student mulls life's changes, chances (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.1
(Student) Transfer (Education) Plan student mulls life's changes and chances (cont), Jun 18, 1999, p.10

STUDWELL, BETH
"Easy" gets a cooling hose-down by Beth Studwell at the Scarsdale Riding Academy (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.6

SUBSTANCE ABUSE
Conference to address risky behavior in teenagers (ltr), Apr 30, 1999, p.6
'60s parents, '90s kids chart drug-free course at conference (photo), May 7, 1999, p.11
Scarsdale teen substance use above the norm, Oct 22, 1999, p.1
Scarsdale teen alcohol, drug use above national norms (cont), Oct 22, 1999, p.13
Primary responsibility for teens rests with parents (ltr), Nov 5, 1999, p.6

SUDANO, MICHELE
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32

SUITOR, DONA
Art association awards show expects largest field of entries (photo), Oct 22, 1999, p.17

SULCOV, NINA (AU)
The Scarsdale Recreation Camp has it all (ltr), Aug 20, 1999, p.6

SULLIVAN, ADELE
Adele Woodhouse Erb Sullivan (dies), May 14, 1999, p.15

SULLIVAN, EDWARD
Legislator tracks college trends at (League of) Women (Voters) luncheon (photo), Feb 12, 1999, p.5

SULLIVAN, JIM
A Quaker Ridge trio (photo), Nov 19, 1999, p.11

SULLIVAN, KAREN
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS' BASE & The Little School (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.36

SULLIVAN, LAURETTE J (AU)
Aroma of coffee brewing brings memories of home -- and Dad (edit), Jun 18, 1999, p.7

SULLIVAN, MARK
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS' BASE & The Little School (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.36

SULLIVAN, NEIL (AU)
Why did Lowey choose not to run against Clinton? (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.6
Can we be any less 'holiday-specific'? (response to 12/24 letter by Marcia Marafioti) (ltr), Dec 31, 1999, p.6

SULLIVAN, SARAH
Record crowd picks up tips from the pros at writers' conference, Apr 23, 1999, p.1
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SUMMER

Is it hot enough for you? (edit), Aug 6, 1999, p.7
A hot summer that will live in the history books (edit), Sep 10, 1999, p.7

SURGERY, COSMETIC

SEE SURGERY, PLASTIC

SURGERY, PLASTIC

The alarming temptations of cosmetic surgery (edit), Nov 5, 1999, p.7

SURVEYS

SEE PUBLIC OPINION POLLS

SUSSMAN, EDNA (AU)

PT Council urges passage of Scarsdale school budget (ltr), May 14, 1999, p.7

SUSSMAN, HAROLD

Harold Sussman, D.D.S. (awarded a certificate of merit by the American Red Cross), Jul 16, 1999, p.4

SUSSMAN, JACQUELING (AU)

Helpful bystander's identity sought (ltr), Oct 8, 1999, p.6

SUZUKI, JURI

A multicultural commemoration of Kristallnacht (photo), Nov 12, 1999, p.3

SVED, BEVERLEY

Trustees OK the rezoning of downtown, Jan 15, 1999, p.1
Challenger breaks Citizens' Party monopoly (photo) (cont), Mar 19, 1999, p.13
Not November! (re referendum to change village elections from March to November) (edit), Apr 16, 1999, p.6
Hearing set on election change, Apr 30, 1999, p.1
Hearing set on election change (re changing village election date to November), Apr 30, 1999, p.1
Trustees OK budget, Apr 30, 1999, p.1
Trustees halt talks with developer, Jun 11, 1999, p.1
Village resumes talks with A(merican) P(remier) U(nderwriters), Jun 25, 1999, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28
Downtown question may go to a vote, Jul 16, 1999, p.1
Country Bank Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Oct 8, 1999, p.28
Candidates sought (names of potential nominees for village office), Nov 26, 1999, p.1

SVED, BEVERLEY (AU)

Village owes debt of gratitude to library benefactor (ltr), Jan 22, 1999, p.7

SVED, PAUL

Country Bank Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Oct 8, 1999, p.28

SVENSKBERG, MAYLEN

Like the founding foremothers (multicultural Thanksgiving celebration at Wayside Cottage) (photo), Nov 19, 1999, p.1

SWAD, JIM

Winners galore at Labor Day games (photo), Sep 10, 1999, p.9

SWARSKY, LARA

42nd Street; Review S(CS) S(ummer) M(usic) T(heatre) brings those dancing feet to Scarsdale (photo), Aug 6, 1999, p.13

SWEENEY, JOHN

The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28

SWEENY JR, JOHN

Voters keep incumbents right where they are, Nov 5, 1999, p.1

SWILLER, HILLEL (DR)

Hillel Swiller (will be guest of honor at annual breakfast of division of NY UJA Federation) (photo), May 21, 1999, p.4

SWIMMING

Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40
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SY, MELISSA
- Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30

SYNAGOGUES
- New opportunities for Jewish growth at Scarsdale-Tremont (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.16
- Education, events, and honors highlight M’Vakshe Derekh’s year (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.16
- Young Israel fosters tradition (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.17

SZABAD, GEORGE M (AU)
- Former mayor: change is healthy (ltr), Apr 9, 1999, p.6
- Scarsdale should remain a community open to change (ltr), Oct 1, 1999, p.6

SZANIAUSKI, THADDEUS G
- Thaddeus G Szaniawski (dies), Jan 22, 1999, p.12

TADDIKEN, NANCY
- Greenburgh drafts new master plan (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.1
- Edgemont proposes a $23M school budget, Mar 12, 1999, p.1
- 2 budgets pass by wide margins, May 21, 1999, p.1
- Lasser re-elected, projects analyzed, Jul 9, 1999, p.1
- Edgemont student wrote bomb threat, friends say, Oct 15, 1999, p.1

TADDIKEN, NANCY L (AU)
- Edgemont continues to excel; high school earns national distinction (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.1

TAHIR, MAX
- Feeding the hungry (photo), Dec 3, 1999, p.11

TALLEY, PAULETTE
- Scarsdale-Edgemont Family Counseling serves many (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.11
- Epicurean treats to be offered at Gourmet Galaxy (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.17
- The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32

TANG, WILFRED
- SHS honors academic, school, community achievements (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.11

TANZER, TARYN
- The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest (photo), Apr 2, 1999, p.24

TAPPER, BEN (AU)
- Diploma should require English proficiency (ltr), Apr 9, 1999, p.9

TARASIEWICZ, JOEY
- Panthers repeat as state champions (photo), Dec 3, 1999, p.1
- Savoring the moment (EMT’s Panthers’ state football championship) (edit), Dec 3, 1999, p.6

TARTELL, ALEX
- Starlight dining at Quaker Ridge (photo), Nov 26, 1999, p.11

TASLEAAR, NINA
- The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS’ BASE & The Little School (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.36

TASK FORCE ON DRUGS AND ALCOHOL-SCS
- Task Force on Drugs & Alcohol to meet, Dec 17, 1999, p.11

TATSU, HITOMI
- Volunteers at counseling service bring cultures together) (photo), Nov 19, 1999, p.4

TATZ, KYLE
- I sing the city electric (Quaker Ridge third graders study electricity and cities) (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.9

TAX CREDITS
- Higher education tax credits are now available, Jan 8, 1999, p.10

TAXATION
- Legislators nix tax for working in NYC, May 21, 1999, p.1
- We don’t matter in Albany (edit), May 21, 1999, p.6
- Tax repeal (cont), May 21, 1999, p.8
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TAXATION continued
Open space and tax dollars (cont), Jul 16, 1999, p.22

TAXATION-SCS
School TA(x) R(elief Program) deadline, Feb 5, 1999, p.1
School TA(x) R(elief) deadline nears (March 1), Feb 26, 1999, p.1
Village budget calls for 2.17% tax hike, Mar 26, 1999, p.1
Break for seniors, May 14, 1999, p.1

TAXATION-WESTCHESTER COUNTY
County taxes will decrease in Scarsdale, Dec 31, 1999, p.1

TEACHERS
Teacher criminal background checks are needed (ltr), Jan 15, 1999, p.6
Survey shows teachers teaching parents, Jan 15, 1999, p.26

TEACHERS-EMT
Local teacher salaries among top in county, Jul 2, 1999, p.1

TEACHERS-SCS
Theatrical teacher makes physics fun (photo), Jan 29, 1999, p.10
Honor thy teacher ((Fox Meadow School's staff recognition multicultural luncheon) (photo), Feb 5, 1999, p.9
4 teachers retire, more appointed, Jun 25, 1999, p.9
Scarsdale teachers retire, more hired (cont), Jun 25, 1999, p.17
Local teacher salaries among top in county, Jul 2, 1999, p.1
Local teacher salaries among top in county (cont), Jul 2, 1999, p.9
Scarsdale teachers tour Holocaust sites (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.9
19 new teachers appointed, Aug 13, 1999, p.9
New Scarsdale schools staff (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.11
Parents should respect teacher's judgment (response to 9/17 letter by Deborah Porder) (ltr), Oct 1, 1999, p.6
Scarsdale schools are site of mother-daughter reunion (photo), Oct 29, 1999, p.11
New school, role for district veteran, Nov 12, 1999, p.12
Same time and place, but new job (photo), Nov 12, 1999, p.12
Lorella Lamonaca, teacher-in-chage: New place, new time, new district (photo), Nov 19, 1999, p.11

TEENAGERS
Where do former 60's kids stand on drugs now that they're parents? (edit), Apr 16, 1999, p.7
Remember the 5 A's (re teenage drug and alcohol abuse) (edit), Oct 22, 1999, p.6
Adolescents reflect the new tolerance of rage (edit), Nov 12, 1999, p.7
Teaching teens to recognize dating abuse (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.3

TEENAGERS-EMT
Teens spearhead Kosovo relief effort, Apr 23, 1999, p.1
Local teenagers organize Kosovo relief effort (photo) (cont), Apr 23, 1999, p.3

TEENAGERS-SCS
Teen center progress halted by another snag, Jan 8, 1999, p.1
Teen center progress is delayed (photo) (cont), Jan 8, 1999, p.9
Teen center delays, Jan 15, 1999, p.1
Teen center organizers are determined to succeed (ltr), Jan 22, 1999, p.6
Village signs teen center contract (photo), Jan 29, 1999, p.1
Happy coalescence (re new teen center) (edit), Jan 29, 1999, p.6
A vision of things to come (computer vision of interior for new Scarsdale Teen Center) (photo), Feb 5, 1999, p.1
Teen center kicks off fundraising campaign, Feb 5, 1999, p.10
Teens at work, Mar 12, 1999, p.1
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TEENAGERS-SCS continued

Students plan second Month of Sobriety (ltr), Mar 26, 1999, p.7
Teen center to open soon, Apr 9, 1999, p.1
New teen center director starts Monday (photo), Apr 16, 1999, p.3
Teens spearhead Kosovo relief effort, Apr 23, 1999, p.1
Conference to address risky behavior in teenagers (ltr), Apr 30, 1999, p.6
'60s parents, '90s kids chart drug-free course at conference (photo), May 7, 1999, p.11
Police make 3 drug arrests at teen party, May 14, 1999, p.1
Rolling right along (Susan Moser helps ready the Scarsdale Teen Center) (photo), May 14, 1999, p.1
Teens now go Out of Bounds (re new teen center), Jun 4, 1999, p.1
Out of Bounds opening a credit to many volunteers (ltr), Jun 4, 1999, p.6
Teen center opens again, with ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.3
Many kids worked hard to make teen center happen (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes The Establishment of the New Scarsdale Teen Center Out of Bounds (photo), Jul 2, 1999, p.20
Teen center closes - again; Dry-cleaner spill from above is to blame, Jul 23, 1999, p.1
'Serious concerns' about cleaners (re recent dry cleaning chemical seepage from Mimi Cleaners) (ltr), Aug 6, 1999, p.6
Teen center, cleaner, should be viable pair (edit), Aug 6, 1999, p.7
Cleaners fined but teen center remains closed, Aug 27, 1999, p.1
Mimi Cleaners is fined $250 but teen center still closed (cont), Aug 27, 1999, p.8
Teen center update, Sep 10, 1999, p.1
Teens plead for center to open; Rent withheld after chemical and water leaks, Sep 17, 1999, p.1
Teens should keep fighting (re current battle to reopen the SCS Teen Center) (ltr), Sep 17, 1999, p.6
Reopening (of the SCS Teen Center) is the goal (edit), Sep 24, 1999, p.6
Mimi to install fan, teens still locked out (cont), Sep 24, 1999, p.23
Cleaners offers to relocate equipment; Village board flexes muscles, Oct 1, 1999, p.1
Cleaner proposes sharing costs of equipment relocation (ltr), Oct 1, 1999, p.6
Mimi Cleaners offers to relocate equipment (cont), Oct 1, 1999, p.13
Pandora's box (re Mimi Cleaners and air quality tests) (edit), Oct 8, 1999, p.6
Appalled at village inability to aid teen center (response to edit from 9/24/99) (ltr), Oct 8, 1999, p.6
Mimi installs fan amid village air tests, Oct 8, 1999, p.1
Fate of teen center rests on test, Oct 15, 1999, p.1
Scarsdale teen substance use above the norm, Oct 22, 1999, p.1
Scarsdale teen alcohol, drug use above national norms (cont), Oct 22, 1999, p.13
Primary responsibility for teens rests with parents (ltr), Nov 5, 1999, p.6
Why do parents let kids drink at home? (ltr), Nov 5, 1999, p.6
Teen center needs a more suitable home than basement (ltr), Nov 5, 1999, p.9
Cleaner ordered to install second fan, Nov 19, 1999, p.1
Group urges parents to regain control, Dec 3, 1999, p.11
Teen center considering plan to reopen weekends, Dec 24, 1999, p.1
Teen center considering plan to reopen weekends (cont), Dec 24, 1999, p.4
Teen Center opens, closes amidst controversy (photo), Dec 31, 1999, p.12

TELEMARKETING

Telemarketers don't help Scarsdale (ltr), Mar 5, 1999, p.8
Telephone defense (edit), Apr 2, 1999, p.6

TELEPHONE

Town board should value expertise of volunteers (ltr), Feb 12, 1999, p.6
Supervisor: Greenburgh must follow federal regulations on cell antennas (ltr), Feb 12, 1999, p.8
Cell antenna bill blasted, Apr 23, 1999, p.1
Local pols blast cell antenna bill (cont), Apr 23, 1999, p.19
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TELEPHONE continued

Keep it local (edit), Apr 30, 1999, p.6
Correct cellular tower meeting date is May 26 (ltr), May 14, 1999, p.6
Residents reject 'optimal' cell site, Jun 4, 1999, p.1
Greenacres residents don't want 'optimal' cell site (cont), Jun 4, 1999, p.15
Sprint application needs environmental review (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.6
Antenna impact, Jun 25, 1999, p.1
Nextel is next, Jul 23, 1999, p.1
Yet another cell site, Jul 23, 1999, p.1
Antenna battle moves to the Hutch, Jul 30, 1999, p.1
'Roman candle' will blight village near the Hutch (ltr), Jul 30, 1999, p.6
Village agrees to Environmental Impact Study on antenna, Aug 13, 1999, p.1
Defining ugly (cell antennas and towers versus telephone poles) (photo) (edit), Aug 13, 1999, p.6
Garth residents don't want tower (ltr), Aug 13, 1999, p.6
Antenna study ordered (cont), Aug 13, 1999, p.8
Looking up (Nextel plans to construct an antenna array on the roof of village hall), Aug 20, 1999, p.1
Free phones would be fair exchange for monopoly (response to edit from 8/13/99) (ltr), Aug 20, 1999, p.6
Technology is no substitute for discussion when service problems arise (ltr), Sep 10, 1999, p.10
Not a right (re location of a cell antenna tower), Sep 17, 1999, p.1
Tower in the (Saxon) woods? (re cell antennas), Oct 8, 1999, p.1
Bell Atlantic is guilty of 15 code violations, Oct 15, 1999, p.1
Bell Atlantic is fined (cont), Oct 15, 1999, p.28

TEMPLEMAN, CHRIS

Country Bank Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Oct 8, 1999, p.28

TEMPLES

New opportunities for Jewish growth at Scarsdale-Tremont (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.16
Westchester Reform Temple links Judaism to the world community (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.17

TENNIS

Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

TENNIS CLUBS


TENNIS COURTS

New tennis courts at Greenville School: gift or burden? (edit), Jul 30, 1999, p.7
New tennis courts will replace old ones at Greenville (ltr), Aug 13, 1999, p.6

TEPP, ALAN (DR)

Forums mull meaning of Littleton, Jun 4, 1999, p.1

TERENZIO, MARIN

Feeding the hungry (photo), Dec 3, 1999, p.11

TERNER, ELIZABETH ANNE (DR)

Halloween spectacle of violence was not amusing (ltr), Nov 12, 1999, p.6

TERRACIANO, FIORE

A special family celebrates 10 years in its Edgemont home, Nov 5, 1999, p.1

TERRELL, WALTER

2 receive Audubon honors, Jun 11, 1999, p.4
Rediscovering Scarsdale along the Hutchinson Parkway Trail (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.3
Story brought fresh view of nature center (response to Inquirer article from 7/30/99) (ltr), Aug 6, 1999, p.6

TERRISS, ELAINE

Story (by SCS Inquirer) on unusual request brought positive results (ltr), Feb 26, 1999, p.6
Toleration is a two-way street (response to 4/2 letter by Elaine Terriss) (ltr), Apr 9, 1999, p.9
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TERRISS, ELAINE (AU)
Religious origin of view should be acknowledged (response to 3/26 letter by H Fitzgerald) (ltr), Apr 2, 1999, p.6
Ethics should focus on peace and brotherhood (ltr), May 14, 1999, p.6
An introduction to philosophy and the art of pumping gas (ltr), Nov 5, 1999, p.8
Good Samaritan returns lost purse (ltr), Dec 24, 1999, p.6

TESSAR, JOSEPH T Sr (AU)
Assisted living facility wrong for Saxon Woods (ltr), Jul 23, 1999, p.6

TESSLER, ROB
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon andWhite and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30

TESTING
Delays compound test problems (photo), Jan 22, 1999, p.1
Experts to assess state test, Jan 22, 1999, p.9
Delays compound test problems (cont), Jan 22, 1999, p.9
SHS 10th and 11th graders finesse regents, Feb 5, 1999, p.10
Test your English skills, Feb 5, 1999, p.10
Standardized tests have limited effect, purpose, Feb 12, 1999, p.10
Independent panel will review 4th grade test, Mar 5, 1999, p.9
New graduation requirements imperil ESL students, Apr 2, 1999, p.1
New graduation requirements imperil ESL students (photo) (cont), Apr 2, 1999, p.9
Too much focus on English regents is risky for all (ltr), Apr 9, 1999, p.6
Diploma should require English proficiency (ltr), Apr 9, 1999, p.9
New York State school report cards: Relief for some, discord for others, Apr 16, 1999, p.1
Level-headed at the top (praise for SCS school officials) (edit), Apr 16, 1999, p.6
State report card, relief to some, discord to others (illus) (cont), Apr 16, 1999, p.10
4th graders score above average, May 28, 1999, p.1
What the language arts levels mean, May 28, 1999, p.9
4th graders score above average on reading tests (cont), May 28, 1999, p.17
Get Ready! (free SAT review course) set to go for second year, Jun 18, 1999, p.10
Get Ready (SAT preparation program)!, in 2d year, expands and delivers (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.1
Lang's volunteer SAT tutoring program, now in 2d year, expands and delivers (cont), Jul 30, 1999, p.17
'Nothouse street smarts' needed to ace the SAT (response to Inquirer article from 7/30/99) (ltr), Aug 6, 1999, p.6
(Scholastic Assessment Test) State scores low, Sep 3, 1999, p.1
Many supported Get Ready's first summer (the free SAT prep and college advising program) (ltr), Sep 10, 1999, p.6
Local high school students balk at SED's 'higher standards', Sep 17, 1999, p.10
Standards have pitfalls, Sobol says (photo), Oct 22, 1999, p.8
Scarsdale kids top scorers in new state tests, Nov 12, 1999, p.1
Permissible pride (re impressive scores on latest state tests in SCS and EMT schools) (edit), Nov 12, 1999, p.6
Tests (cont), Nov 12, 1999, p.8
8th graders ace new state math, English tests (illus), Nov 12, 1999, p.10

TESTS
Students: English regents easy, except for spelling, Jan 29, 1999, p.10

THANKSGIVING
Like the founding foremothers (multicultural Thanksgiving celebration at Wayside Cottage) (photo), Nov 19, 1999, p.1
Holiday schedule, Nov 19, 1999, p.1
A C(a(ring)) A(nd) R(especting) E(ach) O(ther)-ing Thanksgiving (photo), Nov 26, 1999, p.1
A generic American day (edit), Nov 26, 1999, p.6
The quintessential Thanksgiving dinner (edit), Nov 26, 1999, p.7

THEATER BUILDINGS
Love art films? Head to South Norfolk Conn. (ltr), Apr 30, 1999, p.6
THIEBAUTH, ANITA
Newcomers celebrate 50 years (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.13

THOMAS, AMY
New Scarsdale schools staff (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.11

THOMAS, MARK
Night owls (new team of police officers who patrol SCS streets from midnight to 8 a.m.), Jan 8, 1999, p.1
Police stay up late to keep us safe (ltr), Feb 5, 1999, p.7
Night shift sees village in a different light (photo), Mar 12, 1999, p.3
Commendations (for seven officers by SCS Police Dept Awards Committee) (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.5

THOMPSON, ARLENE JEANETTE
Arlene Jeanette Thompson (dies), Jun 11, 1999, p.14

THOMPSON, CORKY
21 seeking election to S(board) B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee), Jan 8, 1999, p.1
School B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) voter turnout low, Jan 15, 1999, p.1
Rodgers to quit School board (Nominating Committee) (photo), Jan 22, 1999, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32
After Littleton, changes proposed, May 21, 1999, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl: Bernard Cedarbaum (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.32
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District's 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32
3 who will be missed (Corky Thompson, Dr. Kenneth Rodgers and Rita Golden) (edit), Jun 25, 1999, p.6
Accolades for 2 retiring school board members (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.10
21 running for 11 positions on C(itizens') N(ominating) C(ommittee), Oct 15, 1999, p.1
11 elected to C(itizens') N(ominating) C(ommittee), Nov 12, 1999, p.1

THOMPSON, CORKY (AU)
Ad inappropriate (re Pamela Robbins advertisement in 11/26 issue of SCS Inquirer) (ltr), Dec 3, 1999, p.6

THOMPSON, MARY
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District's 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32

THOMSEN, ROBERT
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District's 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32

THONDIAMTHADATHIL, CYRIL
Christmas pageantry (at IHM) (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.1

THORPY, ANDREW
Maroon and White Night (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.22

THREATS
Teen arrested in SHS e-mail threat (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.1
Climate of fear (re recent e-mail threat to SHS) (edit), Jun 18, 1999, p.6
E-mail terrorism undermined freedom and security at SHS (edit), Jun 18, 1999, p.7
Teenager arrested in SHS e-mail threat (cont), Jun 18, 1999, p.15
School community handled last week's crisis well (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.6
Prompt response by all to SHS threat commended (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.6

TILSON, DAVID (DR)
M. David Tilson, M.D. (will be the Evan's Fellow at New Zealand South Island medical school) (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.4

TILSON, JOAN
Hillary's house hunt may end in Edgemont, Aug 13, 1999, p.1

TIME CAPSULES
Greenacres students prepare for 2025, Dec 10, 1999, p.12

TIMPER, ED
Police settlement remains elusive (photo), Jul 23, 1999, p.1
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TISCH, DAVID
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32

TOBACCO
Who should wage tobacco war? (edit), Jul 16, 1999, p.7

TOBIAS, MARY (AU)
Unlike Paul Feiner, the Antenna Advisory Board plays by the book (ltr), Feb 5, 1999, p.6
(GBH) Town engineer has 'attitude problem' (ltr), Apr 30, 1999, p.6
Independent voice needed on Greenburgh Town Board (ltr), Jul 9, 1999, p.7
Sheehan would bring needed change to Greenburgh (ltr), Sep 3, 1999, p.6
Paul Feiner wants to censor letters to the editor (ltr), Dec 3, 1999, p.6

TODER, RICHARD
The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl: Bernard Cedarbaum (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.32

TODOROVICH, JOVAN
Author, author! (Heathcote 1st graders host a publishers' breakfast for parents and friends) (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.10

TODOROVICH, LANA
Author, author! (Heathcote 1st graders host a publishers' breakfast for parents and friends) (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.10

TOLAN, MARY ELLEN
Houlihan/Lawrence moves to its new in-village location (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.18
Houlihan/Lawrence moves (photo), Mar 5, 1999, p.4

TOLBERT, BRUCE
Candidates forum (Oct 25), Oct 22, 1999, p.1

TOLEDO, BARBARA
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District's 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32

TOLEDO, DANIEL
Christmas pageantry (at IHM) (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.1

TOLERANCE, RELIGIOUS
SEE RELIGIOUS LIBERTY

TOLL, OLGA
SHS is not the place for driver education (response to 7/16 letters by P Gelfman and O Toll) (ltr), Jul 30, 1999, p.6
TOLL, OLGA (AU)
Driver's education lasts a lifetime (ltr), Jul 16, 1999, p.6

TOMITORI, CHAKO
Volunteers at counseling service bring cultures together) (photo), Nov 19, 1999, p.4

TONER, KATHLEEN
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District's 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32

TONER, KAY
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District's 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32

TOOLEY, LOWELL
Village treats employees, residents with contempt (ltr), Aug 13, 1999, p.6
It's not necessary to demonize officials (response to 8/13 letter by Anthony Filancia) (edit), Aug 20, 1999, p.7
13-house plan gets final OK, Nov 26, 1999, p.1

TOPPING, AUDREY
Beloved cockatoo inspires journalist to write a new 'Travels with Charlie'), Oct 22, 1999, p.3

TOPPING, SEYMOUR
Peking revisited, in fiction (photo), Sep 3, 1999, p.1
Seymour Topping tackles a new art (photo) (cont), Sep 3, 1999, p.12

TORRES, MARCOS
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30
Maroon and White Night (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.22
TOSKANER, TED
Tattered wreaths to be replaced (response to 12/17 letter by Ted Toskaner) (ltr), Dec 24, 1999, p.6
Can we be any less 'holiday-specific'? (response to 12/24 letter by Marcia Marafioti) (ltr), Dec 31, 1999, p.6

TOSKANER, TED (AU)
Village decorations are dilapidated and forlorn (ltr), Dec 17, 1999, p.6

TOUHEY, VICTORIA
On the town with mom (photo). May 7, 1999, p.3

TOWLE, CRISTIN
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

TOWN AND VILLAGE CIVIC CLUB
(Town and) Village (liviec) (Club) volunteers are devoted to Scarsdale (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.11
Girls are not forgotten (re Little League softball) (edit), Feb 5, 1999, p.6
(Town and) Village (ivic) (Club) is split on development, Mar 5, 1999, p.1
Development may be deciding factor in election (ltr), Mar 5, 1999, p.6
The (Town and) Village (Civic) (Club) is not what it was (edit), Mar 5, 1999, p.7
(Town and) Village (ivic) (Club) members split on downtown development (cont), Mar 5, 1999, p.8
Opinions should be based on fact, not misinformation (response to 3/5 letter by A Hartzell) (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.6
Citizens’ Party anaconda-like hold must be relaxed (response to 3/5 edit by J Richman) (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.6
(School) Board (Nomining) (Comitee) member committed to nonpartisan process (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.7
Current proposal is our last best chance to improve the downtown (edit), Mar 12, 1999, p.7
Bench, Galvani, Cusic, Miller responded to S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) needs (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
New (Town and) Village (Civic) (Club) members are not inferior to past members (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Voters’ Party favors more responsible development (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Vote for proven community leaders on March 16 (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.9
Challenger breaks Citizens’ monopoly (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.1
High hopes for top vote-getter (re recent village election) (edit), Mar 19, 1999, p.7
Problems of size, risk remain in development proposal (response to 3/13 letter by A Janiak) (ltr), Mar 26, 1999, p.6
(Town and) Village (ivic) (Club) reports support school, village budgets, Apr 9, 1999, p.1
(Town and) Village (ivic) (Club) supports school, village budgets (cont), Apr 9, 1999, p.10
(Town and) Village (ivic) (Club) report approves '99-00 school budget, Apr 9, 1999, p.11
(Town and) Village (ivic) (Club) report approves '99-00 school budget (cont), Apr 9, 1999, p.12
Two thumbs up (for proposed 1999-2000 village budget), Apr 16, 1999, p.1
Support for school budget-with qualms, Apr 16, 1999, p.1
Trustees OK budget, Apr 30, 1999, p.1
No change in election date before 2001, May 14, 1999, p.1
Budget votes, board elections set, May 14, 1999, p.1
New prez for (Town and) Village (ivic) (Club), May 28, 1999, p.1
New president at (Town and) Village (ivic) (Club) (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.3
(Town and) Village (ivic) (Club), SHS PTA for driver's ed at SHS, Jun 11, 1999, p.11
The new Town and Village Civic Club wants YOU! (ltr), Jul 9, 1999, p.6
We don't need driver ed at SHS (edit), Jul 9, 1999, p.7
Parking bonds to go to vote, Jul 30, 1999, p.1
State of the village (address to be presented at Town and Village Civic Club), Oct 1, 1999, p.1
Speakers push for early foreign language study, Oct 8, 1999, p.1
A plea for civility, now that the village board deliberates in public (photo) (edit), Oct 15, 1999, p.7
Washington's impact (Nita Lowey will speak on Washington's impact on Scarsdale), Nov 26, 1999, p.1
(Town and) Village (ivic) (Club) opposes local elections in November, Dec 10, 1999, p.1
Lowey laments Congressional languor (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.1
(Town and) Village (ivic) (Club) opposes local elections in November (cont), Dec 10, 1999, p.27
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TOWN AND VILLAGE CIVIC CLUB continued
Nix on referendum (urges village board not to sponsor a referendum to switch village election) (edit), Dec 17, 1999, p.6
County taxes will decrease in Scarsdale, Dec 31, 1999, p.1

TOYS
Coming soon to a toy store near you (edit), Sep 24, 1999, p.7
Toys don't kill people, guns do (response to letter from 10/1/99 by Irving Sloan) (ltr), Oct 8, 1999, p.7

TRACK ATHLETICS
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30
Track & field (day in SCS on Sunday, May 16), Apr 30, 1999, p.1
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32

TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
Cycling father taught his son to be irresponsible (ltr), Apr 30, 1999, p.6
Edgemont mourns death of 13-year-old (photo), Sep 3, 1999, p.1
Helpful bystander's identity sought (ltr), Oct 8, 1999, p.6
Red truck is sought in hit and run (ltr), Dec 31, 1999, p.6
SEE ALSO ACCIDENTS

TRAFFIC CONGESTION
(Downtown development) Proposal would cause congestion) (ltr), Apr 16, 1999, p.6
Harney traffic jams preview development effect (ltr), May 28, 1999, p.6

TRAFFIC SIGNS AND SIGNALS
Signs may deter speeding on Boulevard (ltr), Aug 13, 1999, p.6
Will Y2K make traffic lights go crazy?, Nov 12, 1999, p.1

TRAVIS, VICKI
Admiring art (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.9

TREADWAY, PETER
2 Harvard men look back on SHS days, Sep 10, 1999, p.11

TREES
Double whammy (mighty oak falls in SCS) (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.1
Still picking up (pieces of trees since last month's rainstorm), Apr 16, 1999, p.1
Seeds of instruction (Michael Hendel scoops soil to plant a white pine) (photo), Apr 30, 1999, p.1
Trees at Library Pond predate the dinosaurs (illus), Aug 27, 1999, p.13

TREIBER, ADAM
Future (SHS) freshmen frolic (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.9

TRESSLER, CLYDE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Teachers Institute, Mar 26, 1999, p.40

TUCHMAN, JULIA (AU)
We are killing ourselves with pesticides (response to 7/9 letter by Marta Greenleaf) (ltr), Jul 23, 1999, p.6

TUCHMAN, NELSON
Weaver project worries neighbors, Aug 20, 1999, p.1
21 running for 11 positions on C(itizens') N(ominating) C(ommittee), Oct 15, 1999, p.1
Nominating committee election is Wednesday, Nov 5, 1999, p.1
11 elected to C(itizens') N(ominating) C(ommittee), Nov 12, 1999, p.1

TUCKER, KENNETH F (DR)
Kenneth F Tucker, M.D. (dies), Mar 12, 1999, p.24

TUCKER, KIM
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS' BASE & The Little School (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.36

TUNICK, CAROLE
Story showed another side of police (ltr), Mar 19, 1999, p.7
Paper was wrong to name arrested man's employer (re arrest of Andrew McCready) (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.6
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TURKELL, ROBERTA (AU)
Leaders must work together to change budget process (ltr), Jul 23, 1999, p.6

TURKEYS
Feathered hiker seen on trail (wild turkey by Hutchinson Parkway Trail) (ltr), Aug 6, 1999, p.6

TUSSING, JAMES
Troop 60 visits nation's capital (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.4
Boy Scouts of Troop 60 scale Adirondack peaks (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.4

TYBERG, TARA
Parent Teacher Council inducts officers for Y2K (photo), May 21, 1999, p.11

TYMUS, JOHN
(John Tymus) Free on bail, Jan 8, 1999, p.1
Kids'-Base-Little-School functioning despite money woes, Jan 22, 1999, p.1
Go to jail (John Tymus, former business manager of Kids' BASE, will be sentenced Dec 2), Nov 19, 1999, p.1
Another delay (in the sentencing of John Tymus), Dec 3, 1999, p.1
Tymus sentenced for KBL’s larceny, Dec 24, 1999, p.1
Tymus sentenced for larceny (cont), Dec 24, 1999, p.4

UCHITELLE, JOAN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28

ULLMAN, JOE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of this Year's Scarsdale Bowl: Bernard Cedarbaum (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.32

ULLMAN, TRACY (AU)
Hochberg came to rescue in Con Ed blackout (ltr), Jul 16, 1999, p.6

UMANSKY, ANN
Dead crows have residents worried, Oct 1, 1999, p.1

UMANSKY, CHARLES
Dead crows have residents worried, Oct 1, 1999, p.1

UMANSKY, EMMA
Dead crows have residents worried, Oct 1, 1999, p.1

UMANSKY, ZACHARY
Dead crows have residents worried, Oct 1, 1999, p.1

UNDERHILL, PAUL (AU)
Organic produce is superior in every way (edit), Feb 12, 1999, p.7

UNDERHILL, ROBERT B (AU)
Trustees don't have 'blank check' (ltr), Nov 5, 1999, p.8

UNICEF
UNICEF fundraiser at SHS next Friday (photo), Apr 23, 1999, p.9

UNITED WAY
United Way fundraising sees increase in contributions (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.11
Children's Individual Learning Disabilities handbook on the way (photo), Apr 16, 1999, p.11
United Way grant (to fund the development and publication of a Senior Services Guide), Apr 23, 1999, p.4
United Way grants (photo), May 14, 1999, p.4
United Way surpasses fund goal (photo), May 28, 1999, p.4
United Way exceeds fundraising goal for the first time (ltr), Jul 9, 1999, p.6
United Way funds in action, Jul 16, 1999, p.4
Country Bank Salutes United Way of Scarsdale-Edgemont (photo), Oct 8, 1999, p.28

UPADHYA, GAUTHAM
Troop 60 visits nation's capital (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.4

URBANO, VERNE
Wrestling stories do accentuate the positive (response to 3/5 letter by R Fatigate) (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.9
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US CONGRESS. HOUSE
What price privacy? (edit), Apr 23, 1999, p.6
Congresswoman (Nita Lowey) appreciates paper's support (ltr), Jun 11, 1999, p.6

US CONGRESS. SENATE
Senate should consider formal Clinton censure (ltr), Jan 8, 1999, p.6
Reader predicts Clinton acquittal (response to letter by Seth Halpern from 1/8/99) (ltr), Jan 15, 1999, p.6
Irreconcilable differences (re impeachment trial of President Clinton) (edit), Jan 29, 1999, p.6
Congresswoman (Nita Lowey) appreciates paper's support (ltr), Jun 11, 1999, p.6
Why did Lowey choose not to run against Clinton? (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.6

US SENATE
SEE US CONGRESS. SENATE

USHER, CRAIG
Scholar/athlete (Nicki Usher has been inducted into the SHS Scholar Athlete Honor Society) (photo), Jul 16, 1999, p.9

USHER, NICKI
Scholar/athlete (Nicki Usher has been inducted into the SHS Scholar Athlete Honor Society) (photo), Jul 16, 1999, p.9

USHER, RHONDA
Scholar/athlete (Nicki Usher has been inducted into the SHS Scholar Athlete Honor Society) (photo), Jul 16, 1999, p.9

VAIDA, VERONICA
Viewing the past (photo), Feb 5, 1999, p.17

VAIDA, VERONICA (AU)
Parents must teach children discipline by example (ltr), Mar 19, 1999, p.6
People should focus on commonalities, not differences (response to 4/2 letter by J Fitzgerald) (ltr), Apr 9, 1999, p.6
Education is key to survival (ltr), Jul 23, 1999, p.6

VAN DE WATER, PETER
Tear-down moratorium eyed, Jan 8, 1999, p.1
Board of Architectural Review acts to save century-old Edgewood house from demolition (photo), Mar 5, 1999, p.1
Residents reject 'optimal' cell site, Jun 4, 1999, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28
Assisted living facility wrong for Saxon Woods (ltr), Jul 23, 1999, p.6
Trustees consider longer moratorium; Village also eyeing new developer, Sep 3, 1999, p.1

VAN GUNDY, LISA
Newcomers celebrate 50 years (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.13

VAN KIRK, W PHILIP

VANDALISM
What happened to neighborly vigilance? (ltr), Aug 13, 1999, p.6
Window painting vandalized (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.9

VANDERBERG, JOHN D
John D Vanderberg (dies), Feb 19, 1999, p.10

VASTOLA, JOYCE
And the streets echoed with the pounding of feet (photo), Mar 26, 1999, p.32

VASTOLA, RAYMOND
Wait for us! (Lindsey and Kira Marx are gaining on Raymond Vastola in 4-mile run) (photo), Mar 26, 1999, p.1

VAUGHAN, JOE
Theatrical teacher makes physics fun (photo), Jan 29, 1999, p.10
Standing ovation for (SHS) drama club (ltr), Nov 19, 1999, p.6

VEHARA, NAOKO
Like the founding foremothers (multicultural Thanksgiving celebration at Wayside Cottage) (photo), Nov 19, 1999, p.1
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VEITH, SUSANNA
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

VELTMAN, DAVID
Camp program brings diversity to Scarsdale (photo), Aug 6, 1999, p.3

VENEZIA, VERONICA
Christmas pageantry (at IHM) (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.1

VENOKUR, ROSS
Record crowd picks up tips from the pros at writers' conference, Apr 23, 1999, p.1

VERNA, CHRISTINE
Christine Verna (has completed a pediatric residency at Montefiore Hospital) (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.4

VERON, JANE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28

VESEY, SANDRA
School board adopts new goals (photo), Oct 8, 1999, p.1

VETERAN, TONY
Letter-writer guilty of 'rhetorical overkill' (response to 11/26 letter by Carol Wielk) (ltr), Dec 3, 1999, p.6
Inquirer story was unfair to Greenburgh's Judge Klein (ltr), Dec 24, 1999, p.6

VETERANS DAY
Veterans Day (ceremony will be held Thursday, Nov 11, at World War II monument in Boniface Circle), Nov 5, 1999, p.1
Day 'terribly important to remember' (photo), Nov 12, 1999, p.8

VETERANS-MEMORIALS
Post 52 gives $10K for D.C. memorial (photo), Sep 3, 1999, p.3

VIDAL, IRENE
Turning the tables (student/staff switch day) (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.11

VIDEOTAPES
Video memoirs speak to the future (photo), Feb 5, 1999, p.3

VILLAGE BOARD-SCS
Tear-down moratorium eyed, Jan 8, 1999, p.1
After a year of 'no' we yearn for 'yes' (edit), Jan 8, 1999, p.6
Rezoning would benefit no one but developer (ltr), Jan 8, 1999, p.8
Trustees OK the rezoning of downtown, Jan 15, 1999, p.1
54 openings on boards and councils (names of individual boards and councils noted), Jan 15, 1999, p.4
Vote of confidence (for downtown development) (edit), Jan 15, 1999, p.6
54 openings on village boards and councils (names of individual boards and councils noted) (cont), Jan 15, 1999, p.26
Not so fast (re misleading stories that development of SCS downtown is further along than it is), Jan 22, 1999, p.1
Campaign on cable, Jan 29, 1999, p.1
Village signs teen center contract (photo), Jan 29, 1999, p.1
In 1998, village focuses on the downtown (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.1
Public hearings to focus on sprinklers, tear-downs, Feb 12, 1999, p.1
Wetland code hearing slated (cont), Feb 12, 1999, p.4
Cotswold concerned about development congestion (ltr), Feb 12, 1999, p.8
Candidate forums, Feb 26, 1999, p.1
The right to speak (at village board meetings) (edit), Feb 26, 1999, p.6
Sloan: Silence candidates at village board meetings (cont), Feb 26, 1999, p.8
Board of A(Rchitectural) R(eview) acts to save century-old Edgewood house from demolition (photo), Mar 5, 1999, p.1
Trustee candidates' debate free of mud-slinging (cont), Mar 5, 1999, p.3
Village needs multi-issue trustees (ltr), Mar 5, 1999, p.6
Bench may recommend a referendum on development (ltr), Mar 5, 1999, p.6
(SCS Inquirer) Editor should not condone political grandstanding (ltr), Mar 5, 1999, p.6
Meetings no place for campaigning (ltr), Mar 5, 1999, p.8
VILLAGE BOARD-SCS continued
Residents urge moratorium on tearing down old houses, Mar 12, 1999, p.1
Candidates face off at S(CS) N(neighborhood) A(ssn) P(residents) forum, Mar 12, 1999, p.1
Citizens must guard privileges with vigilance (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.6
Trustees should be open-minded, not prejudge issues (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.7
System is open; trustees consider views of all (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.9
Challenger breaks Citizens' Party monopoly (photo) (cont), Mar 19, 1999, p.13
Teardowns out, sprinklers in, Mar 26, 1999, p.1
Two we will miss (Mayor Edward Morgan and Trustee Amy Paulin) (edit), Mar 26, 1999, p.6
Laurels cast as mayor and trustee leave board, Mar 26, 1999, p.13
Bench plans key changes, Apr 2, 1999, p.1
New mayor plans significant changes (cont), Apr 2, 1999, p.8
10 reasons to nix the downtown plan (edit), Apr 9, 1999, p.7
Police union goes public with pay demands (photo), Apr 16, 1999, p.1
New mayor, new board - and a new feeling, Apr 16, 1999, p.1
New mayor, 2 new trustees - and a new feeling (cont) (names of board and council members noted), Apr 16, 1999, p.3
Not November! (re referendum to change village elections from March to November) (edit), Apr 16, 1999, p.6
PBA goes to village board with pay demands (cont), Apr 16, 1999, p.9
November date (for election of village officers) would be easier (ltr), Apr 23, 1999, p.6
Hearing set on election change (re changing village election date to November), Apr 30, 1999, p.1
Trustees OK budget, Apr 30, 1999, p.1
Scarsdale village board meeting is short and sweet, Apr 30, 1999, p.3
Village trustees poised to keep Scarsdale green, May 7, 1999, p.1
Coming up (appeal on recommendation to save a 100-year old house at 53 Carman Road), May 7, 1999, p.1
Village trustees poised to save open space (cont), May 7, 1999, p.15
House demolition decision delayed (photo), May 14, 1999, p.1
Bench's change eliminates open discussion (ltr), May 14, 1999, p.6
Demolition decision on Carman Road house delayed until May 25 (cont), May 14, 1999, p.8
Trustees to consider shift of village election date (cont), May 14, 1999, p.8
Nonpartisans coping with 2-party reality, May 28, 1999, p.1
Freed-up meters may come to Freightway, Betty Lot, May 28, 1999, p.3
Open meetings law doesn't require comment periods (response to 5/14 letter by Bob Harrison) (ltr), May 28, 1999, p.6
Nonpartisans coping with 2-party reality (cont), May 28, 1999, p.17
Trustees halt talks with developer, Jun 11, 1999, p.1
P(B) A(ssociation) spurns village's latest contract offer, Jun 11, 1999, p.1
Pen-pals (re invitation by Mayor Mark Bench to e-mail him), Jun 11, 1999, p.1
Requiem to progress (re termination of negotiations with American Premier Underwriters) (edit), Jun 11, 1999, p.6
Trustees halt talks with downtown developer (photo) (cont), Jun 11, 1999, p.15
Board's cave-in on downtown was appalling (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.6
This misguided act will cost taxpayers plenty (re termination of talks with downtown developer) (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.6
Trustees must reverse course on downtown proposal (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.6
Village resumes talks with A(merican) P(ref) U(nderwriters), Jun 25, 1999, p.1
Antenna impact, Jun 25, 1999, p.1
Honor the deadline (re American Premier Underwriters and downtown negotiations) (edit), Jun 25, 1999, p.6
Vote was proof of democracy (re vote on downtown development) (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.6
The Bank of New York Salutes The Annual Boards and Council Reception (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.28
Special interests shouldn't sway village trustees (ltr), Jul 2, 1999, p.6
Why I'm resigning from the preservation committee (edit), Jul 2, 1999, p.6
Downtown special (meeting scheduled on downtown development), Jul 9, 1999, p.1
Trustees were intimated (sic) by legal threat (re house at 53 Carman Road) (ltr), Jul 9, 1999, p.6
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VILLAGE BOARD-SCS continued

Gray-heads should give up the bone, let village move on (ltr), Jul 16, 1999, p.6
Revised resolution on July 27 agenda (re public referendum and downtown development), Jul 23, 1999, p.1
Seeking closure (re village board and downtown development) (edit), Jul 23, 1999, p.6
Revised downtown resolution on July 27 agenda (cont), Jul 23, 1999, p.8
Village trustee receives telephone threat, Jul 30, 1999, p.5
Board passes resolution (cont), Jul 30, 1999, p.17
Referenda timing (no decision yet whether to hold a referendum on switching village election date), Aug 13, 1999, p.1
Defining ugly (cell antennas and towers versus telephone poles) (photo) (edit), Aug 13, 1999, p.6
Trustees pressure staff to speed sidewalk work (photo), Aug 20, 1999, p.1
New contract (between village board and SCS firefighters), Aug 20, 1999, p.1
Looking up (Nextel plans to construct an antenna array on the roof of village hall), Aug 20, 1999, p.1
Trustees hear worries about Weaver (cont), Aug 27, 1999, p.8
Don’t shortchange S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) (re proposed headquarters renovation) (edit), Aug 27, 1999, p.6
Trustees debating S(CS) V(olunteer) A(mbulance) C(orps) renovation (cont), Aug 27, 1999, p.8
Trustees consider longer moratorium; Village also eyeing new developer, Sep 3, 1999, p.1
2-site plan = foresight (re Freightway and Depot sites and downtown development) (edit), Sep 3, 1999, p.6
Ginsburg says no to downtown project, Sep 10, 1999, p.1
Village board extends teardown moratorium, Sep 17, 1999, p.1
Full disclosure (re signing of disclosure forms by village officials), Sep 17, 1999, p.1
It’s not too late to lead (re downtown development proposal) (edit), Sep 17, 1999, p.6
Reopening (of the SCS Teen Center) is the goal (edit), Sep 24, 1999, p.6
‘Bench method’ is bad for morale (ltr), Sep 24, 1999, p.6
Cleaners offers to relocate equipment; Village board flexes muscles, Oct 1, 1999, p.1
Village trustees reject developer’s proposal, Oct 1, 1999, p.1
Pandora’s box (re Mimi Cleaners and air quality tests) (edit), Oct 8, 1999, p.6
(Non-Partisan) System is real target of attacks (edit), Oct 8, 1999, p.7
Short and routine (meeting 10/26), Oct 29, 1999, p.1
Nonpartisan foes shouldn’t serve as nominators (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.6
Trustees don’t have ‘blank check’ (ltr), Nov 5, 1999, p.8
Will Y2K make traffic lights go crazy?, Nov 12, 1999, p.1
Candidates sought (names of potential nominees for village office), Nov 26, 1999, p.1
League of W(omen) V(oters) mulls effects of changing village election to November, Nov 26, 1999, p.1
Moratorium extension considered, Dec 3, 1999, p.1
Moratorium (cont), Dec 3, 1999, p.17
Recreation committee decides not to rate youngest Little Leaguers, Dec 10, 1999, p.1
Kroenlein to leave board of trustees (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.1
Kroenlein to leave board (cont), Dec 10, 1999, p.9
Board ends moratorium on teardowns, Dec 17, 1999, p.1
Village board delays vote on referendum, Dec 17, 1999, p.1
Mix on referendum (urges village board not to sponsor a referendum to switch village election)(edit), Dec 17, 1999, p.6
Referendum vote delayed (cont), Dec 17, 1999, p.9
Board of trustees ends teardown moratorium (cont), Dec 17, 1999, p.9
Little League to sever ties with village in spring of 2001, Dec 17, 1999, p.1
Vote against ending moratorium called courageous (ltr), Dec 24, 1999, p.6

VILLAGE CODE-SCS

Code in cyberspace (SCS village code is on the Net), Jul 16, 1999, p.1

VILLAGE HALL (SCS)

A miracle in Scarsdale Village Hall: the founding fathers speak (edit), Jan 8, 1999, p.7
Village staff: 3 Richards are retiring; Pickup promoted, Feb 5, 1999, p.1
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VILLAGE HALL (SCS) continued
Changes at village hall (cont), Feb 5, 1999, p.28

VIOLENCE
After Littleton: fear and sorrow (edit), Apr 23, 1999, p.7
Community responds to Columbine tragedy, Apr 30, 1999, p.1
We must do more to discourage bullying (edit), Apr 30, 1999, p.7
Community responds to Columbine tragedy (cont), Apr 30, 1999, p.15
Violence has always had special allure for young American males (edit), May 7, 1999, p.6
On the scene at the E(mergency) R(oom): treating Columbine High School victims (edit), May 7, 1999, p.7
Who is responsible for all society's ills? (ltr), May 14, 1999, p.6
Forums mull meaning of Littleton, Jun 4, 1999, p.1
After Littleton, SHS improvements considered (cont), Jun 4, 1999, p.9
'Right to bear arms' prevents a Kosovo from happening here (ltr), Jun 11, 1999, p.6
Violent influences pervade after-school programs (ltr), Jun 11, 1999, p.6
Violent influences pervade after-school programs (response to 5/28 edit by Irving Sloan) (ltr), Jun 11, 1999, p.6
E-mail terrorism undermined freedom and security at SHS (edit), Jun 18, 1999, p.7
School violence: search for a cause, Jun 25, 1999, p.8
Adolescents reflect the new tolerance of rage (edit), Nov 12, 1999, p.7

VISCEGLIE, MRS DANIEL
Nothing but praise for dedicated police officers (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.8

VISION
Kids' eye problems may be 'invisible' (photo), Jan 22, 1999, p.3

VOGEL, ALEX
Record crowd picks up tips from the pros at writers' conference, Apr 23, 1999, p.1

VOGEL, HELEN W (AU)
Furniture is needed to help homeless (ltr), May 28, 1999, p.6

VOGL, TOM (AU)
Students plan second Month of Sobriety (ltr), Mar 26, 1999, p.7

VOLK, SHELLY
Rediscovering Scarsdale along the Hutchinson Parkway Trail (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.3

VOLLEYBALL
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

VOLUNTEERS
We must do more to encourage participation in local government (edit), Jan 29, 1999, p.7
Call for volunteers, Oct 15, 1999, p.1
Volunteers helped make October special at G(reen) N(ature) C(enter) (ltr), Nov 12, 1999, p.6
Volunteers at counseling service bring cultures together (photo), Nov 19, 1999, p.4

VON FURSTENBERG, DIANE
Von Furstenberg's fashion is under wraps (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.4

VOTER REGISTRATION
Voter registration, Feb 26, 1999, p.1

VOTERS' PARTY-SCS
Citizens and Voters ready for campaign, Feb 5, 1999, p.1
New drawings for the downtown (illus), Feb 12, 1999, p.1
Why Scarsdale voters needs a choice (edit), Feb 12, 1999, p.7
Scarsdale's 'tradition' is changing (ltr), Feb 12, 1999, p.8
It's that time (The Inquirer welcomes letters about candidates for village office), Feb 19, 1999, p.1
Voters' candidates left after speaking at board meeting (ltr), Feb 19, 1999, p.6
Sloan: Silence candidates at V(illage) B(oard) meetings, Feb 26, 1999, p.1
Voters' Party candidates call for changes in village hall; Zock critical of finances...(photo), Feb 26, 1999, p.1
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VOTERS' PARTY-SCS continued

Voters' Party candidates call for changes in village hall; Candidate wants to revitalize ... (photo), Feb 26, 1999, p.1
Voters' Party candidates call for changes in village hall; Harrison has company on his 4th ... (photo), Feb 26, 1999, p.1
The right to speak (at village board meetings) (edit), Feb 26, 1999, p.6
Voters' Party would lead village down the right track (ltr), Feb 26, 1999, p.7
Can't find supporters for development (ltr), Feb 26, 1999, p.7
Voters' Party candidate worried about money in downtown deal (cont), Feb 26, 1999, p.8
Debate free of mud-slinging; Voters' Party and Citizens' Party find some common ground, Mar 5, 1999, p.1
Candidate events, Mar 5, 1999, p.1
Vote people, not issues (edit), Mar 5, 1999, p.6
(SCS Inquirer) Editor should not condone political grandstanding (ltr), Mar 5, 1999, p.6
Candidates should walk before they run (edit), Mar 5, 1999, p.7
Tell it like it is (re misrepresentation of downtown proposal by Voters' Party) (edit), Mar 12, 1999, p.6
Voters' Party thanks (League of) W(omen) V(oters), SNAP for forums (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.6
Elect people who can listen and compromise (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.6
Voters' Party 'scare tactics' don't inspire confidence (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.6
Scarsdale's high standards are due to Citizens' Party (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
'Quaint' part of village is not endangered by development (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Voters' Party favors more responsible development (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Challenger breaks Citizens' Party monopoly (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.1
A historic moment (challenger to Citizens' Party elected to Board of Trustees) (edit), Mar 19, 1999, p.6
Challenger breaks Citizens' Party monopoly (photo) (cont), Mar 19, 1999, p.13
'Revolution' signals end of 1-party system (ltr), Mar 26, 1999, p.6
Watershed election showe that every vote counts (ltr), Mar 26, 1999, p.6
Bench plans key changes, Apr 2, 1999, p.1
Victory celebration, Apr 2, 1999, p.1
Requiem for the nonpartisan system? (edit), Apr 2, 1999, p.7
Voters' Party candidates risked scorn, ridicule (ltr), Apr 9, 1999, p.6
Nonpartisan system is enhanced by the new party (ltr), Apr 9, 1999, p.6
A party parties (Voters' Party victory celebration) (photo), Apr 16, 1999, p.1
New mayor, new board - and a new feeling, Apr 16, 1999, p.1
Not November! (re referendum to change village elections from March to November) (edit), Apr 16, 1999, p.6
Citizens') P(arty) tab was $6,800, Apr 23, 1999, p.1
Citizens' Party spent more than story reported (response to 4/16 Inquirer article) (ltr), Apr 23, 1999, p.6
Hearing set on election change (re changing village election date to November), Apr 30, 1999, p.1
More user friendly (praise for SCS's new mayor, Mark Bench) (edit), May 7, 1999, p.6
No change in election date before 2001, May 14, 1999, p.1
What's next for downtown? (edit), May 21, 1999, p.7
Nonpartisans coping with 2-party reality, May 28, 1999, p.1
Take the high road (re non-partisan ideals) (edit), Jun 4, 1999, p.6
S(CS) (Neighborhood) A(assoc) P(residents) support of system has long history (edit), Jun 4, 1999, p.6
Procedure Committee should now enact sweeping reforms (edit), Jun 25, 1999, p.7
Special interests shouldn't sway village trustees (ltr), Jul 2, 1999, p.6
Parking bonds to go to vote, Jul 30, 1999, p.1
Nonpartisan foes shouldn't serve as nominators (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.6
The (non-partisan) system needs you (edit), Nov 5, 1999, p.6
Citizens' Party, as its name implies, must remain open to all (ltr), Nov 5, 1999, p.9
L(League of) V(omen) V(oters) mulls pros, cons of election, Nov 19, 1999, p.1
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VOTERS' PARTY-SCS continued
Citizens' (Party), Voters' (Party) vie over wording, Dec 3, 1999, p.1
Voters' Party presence gives lie to its criticism (edit), Dec 3, 1999, p.7
It's not just semantics (edit), Dec 10, 1999, p.6
Primary date set (for Voters' Party), Dec 17, 1999, p.1
Voters' Party brings politics to village, Dec 31, 1999, p.1
1999 - The Year in Review (photo) (cont), Dec 31, 1999, p.13

VOTING
Democracy Project offers direct nomination for village office (ltr), Jan 22, 1999, p.8
Candidate asks for readers' votes (ltr), Jan 22, 1999, p.8
Why Scarsdale voters needs a choice (edit), Feb 12, 1999, p.7
Citizens must guard privileges with vigilance (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.6
Opinions should be based on fact, not misinformation (response to 3/5 letter by A. Hartzell) (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.6
Dictatorship by (SCS Inquirer) editor proposed (ltr), Apr 23, 1999, p.6
Say yes to Westchester Community College (edit), Oct 22, 1999, p.6
Vote yes on Westchester Community College proposition (ltr), Oct 22, 1999, p.6
League of Women Voters mulls effects of changing village election to November, Nov 26, 1999, p.1

WACHTENHEIM, FLORIE
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Teachers Institute, Mar 26, 1999, p.40
The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl: Bernard Cedarbaum (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.32
Teen center opens again, with ceremony (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.3
The Bank of New York Salutes The Establishment of the New Scarsdale Teen Center Out of Bounds (photo), Jul 2, 1999, p.20
First Lady, a likely candidate, listens at WCC (photo), Jul 16, 1999, p.3
Fate of teen center rests on test, Oct 15, 1999, p.1

WACHTENHEIM, FLORIE (AU)
Young Writers' Conference was inspirational (ltr), May 7, 1999, p.7
Out of Bounds opening a credit to many volunteers (ltr), Jun 4, 1999, p.6

WALKER, FISK HALSTED
Fisk Halsted Walker (dies), Feb 19, 1999, p.10

WALL, MARILYN (AU)
Expand scope of Sprain Road Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (ltr), Feb 12, 1999, p.8

WALLACE, PHIL
Art in the park (photo), May 14, 1999, p.19
Art association awards show expects largest field of entries (photo), Oct 22, 1999, p.17

WALLACE, PHIL (AU)
Try love (ltr), Dec 24, 1999, p.7

WALLACE, PHILIP G (AU)
Historical society expansion insensitive to neighbors (ltr), Apr 2, 1999, p.6

WALLACE, PHILIP V. G. (AU)
Police need more common sense (ltr), Nov 19, 1999, p.6

WALLIN, MARC (AU)
Creativity aren't us (edit), Aug 27, 1999, p.7

WALTER, ELINOR F
Elinor F Walter (dies), Aug 20, 1999, p.12

WALTZMAN, ELIZABETH
New Scarsdale schools staff (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.11

WAMSLEY, BETTY
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WAR
At century's end, peace still elusive (edit), Jun 4, 1999, p.7
WARE, JOHN PEYTON
John Peyton Ware (dies) (photo), Apr 2, 1999, p.12
WARE, MARY LEE
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District's 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32
WARGACKI, RICH
Nextel is next, Jul 23, 1999, p.1
Dubious Distinctions (humorous review of 1999 SCS highlights) (edit), Dec 31, 1999, p.6
WARGACKI, RICK
Title in hand (village now officially holds title to old Robison Lot now called Christie Place lot), Aug 6, 1999, p.1
WARNKEN, WAYNE
Kroenlein to leave board of trustees (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.1
WARNKEN, WAYNE (AU)
United Way exceeds fundraising goal for the first time (ltr), Jul 9, 1999, p.6
WARNKEN, WAYNE L
Wayne L Warnken (has joined law firm of Holland & Knight as partner in New York office), Nov 12, 1999, p.4
WASHBURN, PHILLIP (AU)
'Perspective' keeps tumult at bay (edit), Apr 2, 1999, p.7
WASICZKO, DENNIS
Firefighter education 'fills 1 more square' (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.3
Firefighters hone skills, Jul 16, 1999, p.4
WASTE DISPOSAL
Still picking up (pieces of trees since last month's rainstorm), Apr 16, 1999, p.1
Curbside trash makes village ugly (ltr), Nov 19, 1999, p.6
Let's keep our streets beautiful (response to 11/5 letter by Stanley Schaffer) (ltr), Dec 31, 1999, p.6
WATER
Flushing time (of village's mains), Mar 19, 1999, p.1
Flushing time, Apr 9, 1999, p.1
Flushing resumes, Apr 23, 1999, p.1
Still being fixed (last Friday's water main break), Jun 11, 1999, p.1
Contaminant level still seems high (re GBH water quality) (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.6
No water problem, Jul 2, 1999, p.1
Greenburgh's water statement complexities explained (ltr), Jul 9, 1999, p.6
Conservatin asked, Aug 6, 1999, p.1
WATER POLLUTION
Mysterious pollutant is stinking up the Bronx River (ltr), Aug 13, 1999, p.6
WATER, CHERYL (DR)
Cheryl Waters, M.D. (appointed a professor of clinical neurology at Columbia Presbyterian), Nov 12, 1999, p.4
WATIKER, ANDREW
Snow day (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.3
WATIKER, CARLA
Snow day (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.3
WATIKER, JULIE
Snow day (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.3
Snow day (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.3
WATIKER, LAURA
Snow day (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.3
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WATIKER, SARAH
Snow day (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.3

WATTS, MINDY
STEP students become an integral part of the Scarsdale community (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.3
Artist of the Month (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.10
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30

WAYNE, KIM
Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32

WAYSIDE COTTAGE (SCS)
Dobbs Ferry scouts enjoyed trip to Wayside Cottage (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.8
Like the founding foremothers (multicultural Thanksgiving celebration at Wayside Cottage) (photo), Nov 19, 1999, p.1

WEATHER
A change in the weather (edit), Oct 1, 1999, p.6

WEBER, BERNARD
Visiting author (Bernard Weber at Quaker Ridge) (photo), May 7, 1999, p.11

WEBER, DICK
A Memorial Day reflection (edit), May 28, 1999, p.6
Riflery on hold, Jun 18, 1999, p.1

WEBER, JOAN
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Teachers Institute, Mar 26, 1999, p.40
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District's 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32

WEDDINGS
(Supplement) Love and Marriage (photo), Feb 12, 1999
Cleaner saved a special day (ltr), Oct 22, 1999, p.6

WEINBERG NATURE CENTER
Activities and renovations at Weinberg Nature Center (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.14
Junior League members make a difference 8 ways (photo), Apr 23, 1999, p.15
(A woodchuck pelt is stretched in the traditional Native-American way) (photo), Apr 30, 1999, p.6
2 receive Audubon honors, Jun 11, 1999, p.4
Rediscovering Scarsdale along the Hutchinson Parkway Trail (photo), Jul 30, 1999, p.3
Story brought fresh view of nature center (response to Inquirer article from 7/30/99) (ltr), Aug 6, 1999, p.6
(Supplement) Back to School (photo), Aug 27, 1999

WEINBERG, HAL
Motorists beware (re Lidar, the newest speed limit reinforcement tool at police headquarters), Mar 5, 1999, p.1

WEINBERG, NICOLE
SHS honors academic, school, community achievements (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.11

WEINBERG, SHARON
Double whammy (mighty oak falls in SCS) (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Recipient of This Year's Scarsdale Bowl: Bernard Cedarbaum (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.32

WEINBERG, STEFAN
Learn from the Holocaust, say Scarsdale residents, Jul 23, 1999, p.3

WEINBERG, STEVE
Double whammy (mighty oak falls in SCS) (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.1

WEINBERG, TIMMY (AU)
Signs send mixed message (ltr), Sep 10, 1999, p.7

WEINBERG, TIMMY L (AU)
Content of councilwoman's cable show is not political (ltr), Oct 29, 1999, p.9
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WEINER, RACHEL
Halloween window painting brings out talent (photo), Oct 29, 1999, p.3

WEINGARTEN, SARAH
I sing the city electric (Quaker Ridge third graders study electricity and cities) (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.9

WEINREB, BARGIE
E Day success a credit to all (ltr), May 21, 1999, p.6

WEINSTEIN, BRET
Heathcote sleuths solve a 'homicide' (photo), Mar 5, 1999, p.10

WEINSTEIN, ERIC
Author, author! (Heathcote 1st graders host a publishers' breakfast for parents and friends) (photo), Jun 25, 1999, p.10

WEINSTEIN, LEN
Latin redux in Scarsdale and Edgemont classrooms (photo) (cont), Apr 2, 1999, p.10

WEINSTEIN, MATTHEW
Merrill Lynch Salutes the Maroon & White and the Senior Varsity Athletes (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.32

WEINSTEIN, REBECCA
Heathcote sleuths solve a 'homicide' (photo), Mar 5, 1999, p.10

WEINTRAUB, ALEX

WEINTRAUB, JOSHUA
Scarsdale Drama Club to commit, solve 'Murder at the Vicarage' (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.19

WEIR, PAUL
Ice cream for Kosovo (SCS Middle School fund raiser) (photo), Jun 18, 1999, p.9

WEISBERG, ANNE
Sloan: Silence candidates at Village Board meetings, Feb 26, 1999, p.1
Candidates face off at SCS Neighborhood Association forum, Mar 12, 1999, p.1
Nonpartisans coping with 2-party reality, May 28, 1999, p.1
Candidates needed (for Citizens' Nominating Committee), Sep 24, 1999, p.1
11 elected to Citizens' Nominating Committee, Nov 12, 1999, p.1
League of Women Voters mulls pros, cons of election, Nov 19, 1999, p.1
Citizens' (Party), Voters' (Party) vie over wording, Dec 3, 1999, p.1
Voters' Party brings politics to village, Dec 31, 1999, p.1

WEISBERG, ANNE C (AU)
Vote was proof of democracy (re vote on downtown development) (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.6
The nonpartisan system: A unique but confusing form of government (edit), Oct 15, 1999, p.6

WEISBURGH, ANN
Village trustees poised to keep Scarsdale green, May 7, 1999, p.1

WEISFIELD, SUSAN
The Bank of New York Salutes Speech Contest (photo), Apr 2, 1999, p.24

WEISFUSE, DOREEN
Taking the heat (Tuesday's oppressive heat), Jul 9, 1999, p.1

WEISFUSE, DOREEN K (AU)
County executive urged to put Con Ed's feet to the fire (ltr), Jul 16, 1999, p.6

WEISMAN, HERMAN L
Herman L Weisman (dies), Mar 19, 1999, p.14

WEISS, LINDA
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32

WEISS, LOIS
Antenna battle moves to the Hutch, Jul 30, 1999, p.1
WEISS, LOIS (AU)
Story brought fresh view of nature center (response to Inquirer article from 7/30/99) (ltr), Aug 6, 1999, p.6

WEISSMAN, LISA
Lisa Weissman (has joined Doernberg Real Estate/Better Homes and Gardens) (photo), Aug 13, 1999, p.4

WEITMAN, LAUREN
Safe Rides needs adult volunteers to keep going (ltr), Mar 19, 1999, p.6

WEITZER, CASIE
The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS' BASE & The Little School (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.36

WENTWORTH, DAVID
David Wentworth (has been promoted to a vice president at American Council of Life Insurance)(photo), Apr 23, 1999, p.4

WENTWORTH, JEAN (AU)
Two-party political system will benefit Scarsdale (ltr), Jan 15, 1999, p.6

WENTWORTH, JEAN AND KENNETH (AU)
AIDS walkers seek support for research (ltr), Apr 23, 1999, p.8

WENTWORTH, JONATHAN
AIDS walkers seek support for research (ltr), Apr 23, 1999, p.8

WERBLOW, TONI
2 join Merritt Associates, Jan 8, 1999, p.4

WERDEN, JEFFREY (AU)
Spencer (Place) could be entertainment mall (ltr), Feb 5, 1999, p.6

WERTKIN, MARTIN G (DR)
Dickstein Center is not unique (response to Inquirer article from 4/14/99) (ltr), May 21, 1999, p.6

WERTKIN, SANDI (AU)
Graduates continue breakfast tradition at pool (ltr), Jul 2, 1999, p.6

WESTCHESTER COUNTY BOARD OF LEGISLATORS
Beneficial changes for every resident (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.8
'...All we do is but a work in progress' (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.9
County legislator reflects on 1998 events (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.9
Politicians must lower the decibel level in government (ltr), Feb 12, 1999, p.6
County legislators facing challengers, Aug 27, 1999, p.1
County legislators are facing challengers (cont), Aug 27, 1999, p.8
Signing up (re pledges to conduct "fair, issue-oriented (Board of Legislators) campaigns"), Sep 17, 1999, p.1
Cohen (versus) Carsky in 17th District, Oct 22, 1999, p.1
Bronz, Gray differ on county direction (photo), Oct 29, 1999, p.1
Board of Legislators (SCS Inquirer endorsements for upcoming election) (edit), Oct 29, 1999, p.6
Latimer is glad to be re-elected (ltr), Dec 3, 1999, p.6
County taxes will decrease in Scarsdale, Dec 31, 1999, p.1

WESTCHESTER JEWISH CONFERENCE
Volunteers honored (by Westchester Jewish Conference), May 28, 1999, p.4

WETLANDS
Wetlands protection, Oct 15, 1999, p.1

WFAS
Town of Greenburgh should make WFAS clean up its act (ltr), Feb 12, 1999, p.6

WHITE, DEBORAH
Inquirer wins awards, Apr 2, 1999, p.1

WHITE, DIANE G
Diane G White (dies), Mar 12, 1999, p.24
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WHITE, MAEVE
- Scarsdale Art Association show, sale heads grand procession of autumnal art (photo), Sep 10, 1999, p.17
- Admiring art (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.9

WHITTY, NOREEN
- School TA(x) Relief Program) deadline, Feb 5, 1999, p.1
- School board budgets #64M(illion), Mar 5, 1999, p.1

WHYTE, RUDYARD
- School B(oard) N(ominating) C(ommittee) voter turnout low, Jan 15, 1999, p.1

WHYTE, WILLIAM
- 'Organization Man' author left his mark on our own Chase Park (photo) (edit), Feb 19, 1999, p.7

WICH, PETER (AU)
- Planning board upheld homeowners' rights (ltr), Jun 4, 1999, p.6

WICK, ROBERT (AU)
- Why do parents let kids drink at home? (ltr), Nov 5, 1999, p.6

WIELK, CAROL
- (GBH) Town engineer has 'attitude problem' (ltr), Apr 30, 1999, p.6
- A hard choice (re Democratic primary for GBH Town Council) (edit), Sep 10, 1999, p.6
- Letter-writer guilty of 'rhetorical overkill' (response to 11/26 letter by Carol Wielk) (ltr), Dec 3, 1999, p.6
- Supervisor defends his record on open government (response to 11/26 letter by Carol Wielk) (ltr), Dec 3, 1999, p.7

WIELK, CAROL (AU)
- Feiner is trying to gag this critics (ltr), Nov 26, 1999, p.6

WIELK, CAROL A (AU)
- 'Local hero' would change the way town is governed (response to 9/3 Inquirer article), Sep 10, 1999, p.6

WIEHER, KATHERINE
- Katherine Wiener studes insect life at Greenacres) (photo), Jul 23, 1999, p.6

WIESENFIELD, SARAH
- Surround sound (string students at Heathcote and Fox Meadow present special program) (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.12

WILDER, BLANCA
- New Scarsdale schools staff (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.11

WILDER, GERALD K
- Gerald K Wilders (dies), May 14, 1999, p.15

WILDLIFE RESCUE
- Unwelcome guests? Animal control to the rescue! (photo), Dec 24, 1999, p.3
- Unwelcome guests? Animal control to the rescue! (photo) (cont), Dec 24, 1999, p.13

WILLIAMS, GREG
- Camp program brings diversity to Scarsdale (photo), Aug 6, 1999, p.3

WILLIAMSON, JOE
- In fair weather and foul (SHS baseball fan Joe Williamson comes prepared) (photo), Apr 23, 1999, p.1

WILSON, ADELE
- Adele Wilson (dies), Nov 12, 1999, p.22

WILSON, ERIN
- Christmas pageantry (at IHM) (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.1

WILSON, HILTON J (AU)
- Graduation 1943: nothing endures like embarrassment (edit), Jun 25, 1999, p.7

WILSON, IRA
- Grand reopening (of Wilson & Son) (photo), Nov 26, 1999, p.4
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**WILSON, LYNN**

**WILSON, MATTHEW**
- Grand reopening (of Wilson & Son) (photo), Nov 26, 1999, p.4

**WILSON, MICHAEL**
- Grand reopening (of Wilson & Son) (photo), Nov 26, 1999, p.4

**WILSON, RUSH**
- Construction advisory, Jun 4, 1999, p.1

**WILSON, THOMAS**
- Same time and place, but new job (photo), Nov 12, 1999, p.12

**WILSON, TOM**
- Honor thy teacher ((Fox Meadow School's staff recognition multicultural luncheon) (photo), Feb 5, 1999, p.9

**WINERIP, MICHAEL**
- Cries for help (re mentally ill and New York State budget) (edit), Jul 9, 1999, p.6

**WINGATE, RICHARD**
- 21 seeking election to School Board Nominating Committee, Jan 8, 1999, p.1
- Challengers take on Citizens' Party (photo), Jan 22, 1999, p.1
- 3 to challenge Citizens' Party (photo), Jan 29, 1999, p.1
- Citizens and Voters ready for campaign, Feb 5, 1999, p.1
- Victory celebration, Apr 2, 1999, p.1
- Nonpartisans coping with 2-party reality, May 28, 1999, p.1
- Take the high road (re non-partisan ideals) (edit), Jun 4, 1999, p.6
- Parking bonds to go to vote, Jul 30, 1999, p.1
- League of Women Voters mulls pros, cons of election, Nov 19, 1999, p.1
- Village board delays vote on referendum, Dec 17, 1999, p.1
- Primary date set (for Voters' Party), Dec 17, 1999, p.1
- Making merry (Second Winter Wonderland sponsored by SCS Chamber of Commerce) (photo), Dec 24, 1999, p.3
- Dubious Distinctions (humorous review of 1999 SCS highlights) (edit), Dec 31, 1999, p.6

**WINGATE, RICHARD (AU)**
- Why Scarsdale voters needs a choice (edit), Feb 12, 1999, p.7
- Nonpartisan system is enhanced by the new party (ltr), Apr 9, 1999, p.6
- Citizens' Party spent more than story reported (response to 4/16 Inquirer article) (ltr), Apr 23, 1999, p.6
- Dismissal from Procedure Committee was improper (response to edits from 6/4/99 and 6/11/99) (ltr), Jun 18, 1999, p.6

**WINGATE, RICHARD C (AU)**
- 'Old guard' is responsible for current mess (re American Premier Underwriters negotiations) (ltr), Jun 25, 1999, p.8
- Newspaper history of downtown development would end in confusion (ltr), Oct 1, 1999, p.6

**WINSTON PROPERTY (SCS)**
- Scarsdale Planning Board is Winston's court of last resort (illus), Aug 20, 1999, p.1
- Winston takes fight to planning board (cont), Aug 20, 1999, p.8
- OK on former Winston property debated in closed session, Nov 12, 1999, p.3
- 13-house plan gets final OK, Nov 26, 1999, p.1
- Remembering Harry (Winston) (edit), Nov 26, 1999, p.6
- Planning board approves 13-house development (illus) (cont), Nov 26, 1999, p.9
- Scarsdale's honor, integrity stained by Winston development (ltr), Dec 10, 1999, p.6
- Done deal (village receives check for balance due on former Winston property) (photo), Dec 31, 1999, p.1

**WINSTON, EDNA**
- 13-house plan gets final OK, Nov 26, 1999, p.1

**WINSTON, HARRY**
- Scarsdale Planning Board is Winston's court of last resort (illus), Aug 20, 1999, p.1
- OK on former Winston property debated in closed session, Nov 12, 1999, p.3
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WINSTON, HARRY continued
   13-house plan gets final OK, Nov 26, 1999, p.1
   Remembering Harry (Winston) (edit), Nov 26, 1999, p.6
   Scarsdale's honor, integrity stained by Winston development (ltr), Dec 10, 1999, p.6

WINSTON, JOSEPH
   Joseph Winston (dies), Feb 19, 1999, p.10

WINSTON, LOGAN
   Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30

WINSTON, MELISSA
   Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

WINSTON, RONALD
   Scarsdale Planning Board is Winston's court of last resort (illus), Aug 20, 1999, p.1
   13-house plan gets final OK, Nov 26, 1999, p.1
   Remembering Harry (Winston) (edit), Nov 26, 1999, p.6

WISE, DANIEL
   Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

WITTLIN, FLOYD I (AU)
   Violent influences pervade after-school programs (response to 5/28 edit by Irving Sloan) (ltr), Jun 11, 1999, p.6

WITTLIN, MAGGIE
   All-State musicians perform upstate (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.12

WITTLIN, NATALIE
   International food at (Middle School) fete (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.12

WOLF, MICHAEL
   A Quaker Ridge trio (photo), Nov 19, 1999, p.11

WOLFF, ROSALIE
   Citizens and Voters ready for campaign, Feb 5, 1999, p.1

WOLFF, ROSALIE (AU)
   England's King George would feel right at home here (ltr), Jan 8, 1999, p.8

WOLFF, ROSALIE S (AU)
   Special interests shouldn't sway village trustees (ltr), Jul 2, 1999, p.6
   Vote against ending moratorium called courageous (ltr), Dec 24, 1999, p.6

WOLLIN, MARC (AU)
   Coming soon to a toy store near you (edit), Sep 24, 1999, p.7
   The educated consumer (edit), Nov 19, 1999, p.7
   Rally round! (edit), Dec 10, 1999, p.7
   A grown-up's wish list (edit), Dec 17, 1999, p.7

WOLLIN, MARK (AU)
   Words not written (edit), Dec 31, 1999, p.7

WOMEN
   (Supplement) Today's Woman (photo), Mar 26, 1999

WOOLF, JAYNE
   Welcome to Kids' BASE (photo), Oct 22, 1999, p.4
   The Bank of New York Salutes KIDS' BASE & The Little School (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.36

WORKSHOPS
   Joan Sorking-directed workshops to debut at Fleetwood Stage (photo), Feb 12, 1999, p.27

WRESTLING
   SHS wrestlers ended the season with their heads held high (ltr), Mar 5, 1999, p.6
   Wrestling stories do accentuate the positive (response to 3/5 letter by R Fatigate) (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.9
   Doernberg Real Estate Is Proud To Honor Maroon and White and The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.30
   SHS athletes break gender barriers (photo), Dec 24, 1999, p.1
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WRESTLING  continued
Scarsdale athletes break gender barriers (photo) (cont), Dec 24, 1999, p.4
It's tough being a high school girl on an all-boys team (ltr), Dec 31, 1999, p.6

WRITERS
SEE AUTHORS

WYATT, SANDY
Sandy Wyatt (dies), Apr 9, 1999, p.21

YANG, MARVIN
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

YANG, WILLIAM
New Scarsdale schools staff (photo), Sep 24, 1999, p.11

YANIS, CAREN
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32

YAU, ROXANNA
Les poete de SHS (photo), Dec 17, 1999, p.12

YIDDISH LANGUAGE
After long silence, rediscovering Yiddish (photo), Aug 13, 1999, p.3

YM-YWHA OF MID-WESTCHESTER
Mid-Westchester Y achieves milestones (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.3

YOKOTA, BETTY
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32

YORK, JON
Night owls (new team of police officers who patrol SCS streets from midnight to 8 a.m.), Jan 8, 1999, p.1

YOUNG, CHRIS
Julia B Fee Is Proud To Honor Maroon And White And The Senior Varsity Players (photo), Dec 10, 1999, p.40

YOUNG, DALE
Clinton's interest was a boost for local real estate (response to 8/27 letter by Dale Young) (ltr), Sep 10, 1999, p.6
Response was out of proportion (response to letter by Dale Young from 9/17/99) (ltr), Sep 24, 1999, p.6

YOUNG, DALE JOAN (AU)
With the debts they owe, how can the Clintons afford luxury housing? (ltr), Aug 20, 1999, p.6
Criticism of Clintons was based on ethics, not politics (response to 9/10 letter by N Roberts) (ltr), Sep 17, 1999, p.7

YOUNG, HEIDI
Village signs teen center contract (photo), Jan 29, 1999, p.1
Scarsdale Drama Club to commit, solve 'Murder at the Vicarage' (photo), Apr 9, 1999, p.19

YOUNG, JUDITH A (AU)
Street signs are in bad condition (ltr), Dec 17, 1999, p.6

YOUTH EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
The power of Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) (photo), Jul 2, 1999, p.4

YOUTH EMPLOYMENT SERVICE-SCS
Y(outh) E(mployment) S(ervice) matches jobs with workers (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.13

YU, HELEN
Opera is elementary in Scarsdale (photo), Feb 26, 1999, p.9

YUGOSLAVIA
In 1920, it was the Serbs who tugged at our heartstrings, Apr 9, 1999, p.3
Teens spearhead Kosovo relief effort, Apr 23, 1999, p.1
Clinton's ingenious psychology at work in Yugoslavian quagmire (edit), Apr 30, 1999, p.7
Op ed view was 'elaborate sick joke' (response to 4/30 edit by Stephen Hightower) (ltr), May 14, 1999, p.6

YUNEZ, JESSICA
The Bank of New York Salutes Gourmet Galaxy: The SCS-EMT Family Counseling Service Benefit (photo), May 14, 1999, p.32
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ZACHARIA, DON
Construction advisory, Jun 4, 1999, p.1

ZACHARY, JORDAN (AU)
Safe Rides needs adult volunteers to keep going (ltr), Mar 19, 1999, p.6

ZAITS, ALAN
Alan Zaitz (appointed executive vice president at Graj Gustavsen) (photo), Apr 23, 1999, p.4

ZALTAS, FRED
The 1998-99 SCS Board of Education Salutes The School District's 14th Annual Retirement... (photo), Jun 11, 1999, p.32

ZARIN, MICHAEL
Mimi (Cleaners) ordered to install fan, Sep 24, 1999, p.1
Cleaners offers to relocate equipment; Village board flexes muscles, Oct 1, 1999, p.1
Mimi installs fan amid village air tests, Oct 8, 1999, p.1

ZAYAC, ROBERT
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Teachers Institute, Mar 26, 1999, p.40

ZAYDE, RISA
Greenburgh drafts new master plan (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.1
The Bank of New York Salutes The Scarsdale Teachers Institute, Mar 26, 1999, p.40

ZELANOVA, EKATERINA
SHS honors academic, school, community achievements (photo), Jun 4, 1999, p.11

ZELAKEY, JOSEPH
Record construction volume by Kreisler Borg Florman (photo) (Progress Edit 1999), Jan 29, 1999, p.18

ZELICOFF, STEVEN (DR)
Steven Zelicof, M.D. (named tournament on-call physician for Buick Classic golf Tournament), Jun 25, 1999, p.4

ZELTNER, LINDA (AU)
Too much focus on English regents is risky for all (ltr), Apr 9, 1999, p.6

ZOCK, JOSEPH
Challengers take on Citizens' Party (photo), Jan 22, 1999, p.1
3 to challenge Citizens' Party (photo), Jan 29, 1999, p.1
Citizens and Voters ready for campaign, Feb 5, 1999, p.1
New drawings for the downtown (illus), Feb 12, 1999, p.1
It's that time (The Inquirer welcomes letters about candidates for village office), Feb 19, 1999, p.1
Sloan: Silence candidates at Village Board meetings, Feb 26, 1999, p.1
Voters' Party candidates call for changes in village hall; Zock critical of finances...(photo), Feb 26, 1999, p.1
Voters' Party would lead village down the right track (ltr), Feb 26, 1999, p.7
Debate free of mud-slinging; Voters' Party and Citizens' Party find some common ground, Mar 5, 1999, p.1
Vote people, not issues (edit), Mar 5, 1999, p.6
Candidates should walk before they run (edit), Mar 5, 1999, p.7
Candidates face off at SCNS Neighborhood (residents) forum, Mar 12, 1999, p.1
Tell it like it is (re misrepresentation of downtown proposal by Voters' Party) (edit), Mar 12, 1999, p.6
Voters' Party favors more responsible development (ltr), Mar 12, 1999, p.8
Challenger breaks Citizens' monopoly (photo), Mar 19, 1999, p.1
A historic moment (challenger to Citizens' Party elected to Board of Trustees) (edit), Mar 19, 1999, p.6
High hopes for top vote-getter (re recent village election) (edit), Mar 19, 1999, p.7
Challenger breaks Citizens' Party monopoly (photo) (cont), Mar 19, 1999, p.13
Election of an 'outsider' is long overdue (ltr), Mar 26, 1999, p.6
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